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The Secret
By Bkhton Bkaley

WriUen expressly /or Coat Aye

The way to reach the man who toils

Amid the dingy workings,

Is not by stratagems and spoils

Or oily smiles and smirkings,

You give him model homes and such,

Or clubs in which to revel.

You stiU will find yourself "in Dutch,"

Unless you're on the level.

It isn't coddling that he likes,

Or lordly condescension.

Such methods will not stop his strikes

Or banish all contention.

You must be fair and square and just,

A man among your brothers.

Before old doubtings turn to trust

Or ancient hatred smothers.

Whatever motive yours may be.

In time he's sure to find it,

He looks through every deed to see

The spirit that's behind it,

And though he may misunderstand.

Repel, at first, and doubt you,

He'll warmly grasp the proffered hand
When he is sure about you.

The boys within the breaker shed,

The miners, deep below them.

Are slow of faith and hard of head,

You've simply got to show them,

And prove your varied aims and ends

Are 71 ot those of the devil

—

For man and master can be friends

—

If both are on the level.
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A Hydro-Electric Plant to Supply Coal Mines
Vji'A'O/'^S/^'—.1 plant in Virginia uhicli purposes to find

9 large market for hydro-electric power in ^Yes^ Virginia

coal fields, though these are situated nowhere less than

J,') miles from the central station and though some mines

which are to he {•upplied are located 0-j miles away.

The question of the ability of liydro-elettrie phiiits to

trausinit ])o\ver several miles so as to compete witii steam

plants using waste fuel at the coal mines is being trieil

in southern West Virginia. The company expects to use

be about to erect a sicMin-pdwcr house for its own \ise,

at Bluestone, though the liiu's ul' tills hyilru-eieitric coiu-

I'any will approximately parallel the railroad. Tin;

length of line to be so electrilied is W miles but the

actual trackage is in the neighborhood of 85 miles. A])-

jiarently, the railroad ollicials believe they can produce

their own power more cheajily than they can buy it.*

Among recent hydro-electrie developments which are

wortiiy of sjjecial notice, is that of the Appalaciii,in

I'ower Co. This corporation was organized iu May,

l-'ic. 1. View of No. 2 1'lant and Spillway \).\m Ywm Ahovk

Frr;. 2. Xn. 2 Powkh Plaxt axd Spillway fro:^: Bklow

a steam-power plant at times of low water or excessive

load. Another power house on which reliance is placed,

is that of the Roanoke Railway and Light Co., which is

situated 116 miles from the coal fields by railroad. As

this plant is operated by steam, it will be placed at a

great disadvantage in competing with a plant at a mine

receiving its coal direct from the mine tipple. Yet, as it

is a standby plant, it will probably be but little used.

The Norfolk and Western E.E., which is about to elec-

trify its lines through this same coal field is reported to

•Xote—The concluding remarks are quotfd from an article

by Warren O. Ropers on the "Appalachian Hydro-Electric
Development," which appeared in "Power," Mar. 25, 1913.

1911, to develop the water power of the New River, in

Virginia, and to distribute it by electric transmission

through southwestern A'irginia and southern West Vir-

ginia.

When completed, this development will consist of five

dams and power houses to be known as Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4 and
5. They will all be built on the New River in Carroll

and Puhiski Counties, A^'a. The aggregate water head
will be 225 ft. and the total capacity of these plants will

be 75,000 hp. Already plants Nos. 2 and 4, with a com-
bined output of 29,000 hp., have been completed.

Plant No. 2 consists of a dam, the main spillway of

which is 504 ft. and the low spillway 198 ft. long. The
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]iower house is built in one end of the dam, the overflow

of the latter being approximately 50 ft. in height. The

dam is built directly across the river. An auxiliary

spillway above the power house has been constructed by

cutting through a ridge. This discharges into a natural

Power House Xo. 2

In this power house there are four vertical-shaft units

generating 5000 electrical horsepower. The waterwheels

are of the single-runner Francis type. The wheel rests

Fig. 3. Conceete Wheel Pit Fig. 4. Skction of Spillway Plant Xo. i

Plax of Xo. 2 Power House

sluiceway back of the ridge; thus saving approximately

200 ft. of dam work. The dam is of concrete and the

power house of brick and steel. There are five hand-

operated and one motor-operated 6x30-ft. Tainter gates

in the main spillway dam, and nine spans of flashboards.

The low spillway has six spans of flashboards, which

can be applied to a height' of 8 ft. The total length of the

spillway is 702 ft. There is also a sluice duet for passing

drift wood at the end of the power house. The tailrace

is 400 ft. long, 90 ft. wide and has an average depth of

12 ft. Approximately 11,000 cu.yd. of material were ex-

cavated.

on a circular concrete foundation, and water enters the

wheel casing through a spiral-shaped passage formed in

the concrete of the foundation. This construction is

shown in Fig. 3, which is a view in the wheel pit.

These four waterwheels are coupled by vertical shafts

to four 4000-kw., 13,200-volt, three-phase, 60-cycle gen-

erators of the internal revolving-field type. The speed is

116 r.p.m. The water from the wheels discharges

through concrete draft tubes into the tailrace in the river

bed. Water is admitted to the waterwheels through eight

14x25-ft. motor-operated, screw-actuated sluice gates.

AVith the flashboards in place the average head of water
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to thf wheels i>? 53 ft. The Tainter gates aiul tlashhuanls

are for storing the water ami regulating the lieail. H.V

this arrangement, ample water can he stored ahovu the

dam for operating the plant at any daily load factor.

Exciter Uxits

Between Xos. 2 and 3 generators are two water-tur-

hine-driven exciter units. The wheels are of tlie inward

discharge, single-runner type and are rated at 430 hp.

each. Thev are set vertical and are shaft-connected to

two GOO-an'ip., direct-current. 250-volt general. ns. run-

No. 1 Power 1'l.\nt. II i;ai)i: aci: and Simm.way

They operate witli tluvc-i.liasc. (iO-ryrlc lurrciit, of 22U

volts, at a sped of S45 r.p.ni. The motors are gear-con-

nected to the pump crankshall.

A 7l/4x:«/4.\(j-in. motor-driveii air compressor is at one

side and at one end of each plant. The 10-hp. motor i>

of the induction type. It operates with three-phase, (iD-

cycle, 220-volt current, at a speed oF 11 lo r.]).m., and is

gear-connected. The air is used to maintain a uniform

pressure of 200 Ih. in the tanks oF the oil system sup-

plying the turhine governors.

Vower TTouse Xo. 2 is of liriek with concrete founda-

1 T()\vi;n Plaxt from Below the Dam

ning at 330 r.p.m. The speed of the units is controlled

hy a special tvpe of oil-actuated hydraulic governor. The

same type of "equipment is installed in Xo. 4 power plant,

the only difference being that in the latter plant the two

exciter units are located at one end of the generator

room, and are of slightly smaller capacity.

Machines for Oil System of Govern-in-g

Both power houses contain two triple-plunger, motor-

driven oil pumps for operating the governors. The mo-

tors are of the induction type and of 25 hp. capacity.

tions. It is 1621/2 ft. long and 891/2 ft. wide from the

rack to the end of the draft tube. As the electrical equip

ment is practically the same in both plants the descri])-

tion of plant Xo. 2 will apply equally well to No. 4.

A cross-section of Xo. 2 spillway dam is sho\vn 111

Fig. -1, and a plan view of Xo. 2 power house in Fig. 5.

Plant Xo. 4

Although plant Xo. 4 is the smaller of the two, it is

of no less interest. It is between Mountain Island in the

Xew Eiver and the river bank. The spillway dam ii
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Dam ox the Xew River ix Vikgixia; Mouxtaix Islaxd ix the Foeegrouxd

at the upper end of the ishuul. extendiug from the south

shore of the island to the south shore of the river; the

power house is at the otlier end of the island and it and

its dam extends from the north end of the island to the

north bank of the river.

The spillway dam, which is built across the main chan-

nel of the river, is 1005 ft. long. It has six spans of

Tainter gates and 24 spans of flashboards designed for

61/2 ft. height. This dam diverts the water to the power

house which, with the retaining dam, is at the lower end

of this natural headrace.

Below the power house is a tailracie 1900 ft. long, 60

foundation. The equipment comprises three 3000-hp

units, with vertical-shaft, single-runner waterwheels.

Mounted on the upper ends of the shafts of these

wheels are three 2300-kw., 13,200-volt, three-phase, 60-

cycle, internal-wound, revolving-field generators; the

speed of each is 97 r.p.m. Fig. 8 is a cross-section of

No. 4 power house. Fig. 14 is a view of the generating

units in plants Xo. 2.

The special type of double floating-lever governor used

is operated from the generator shaft, by bevel gears and

shafting. It is oil-controlled, and operates a piston and

a lever connected to a rockin? rin"- above the outer cas-

85.000V

Fig. 8. Ceoss-Sectiox of Power House -No. 4,

Showixg Tvebixe axd Gexerator

ft. wide and 12 ft. deep. This necessitated the removal

of 66,000 cu.yd. of rock. This tailrace provides for an

additional head of 15 ft., giving a total average head of

38 ft. Fig. 5 is a general plan of plant Xo. 4, Fig. 6 a

panoramic view of the headrace, spillway dam and power

plant, and Fig. 7 is the view from below Xo. 4 power

house. The building is a brick and steel superstructure,

126 ft. long and 34ft. 4 in. wide, with a solid concrete

Fig. 9. Ceoss-Sectiox through Step-Up Teax's-

FOEMEE House

ing of the waterwheel. The rocker ring operates the arms

attached to the stems of the 20 gate vanes set in the in-

lets of the waterwheel casing. As the speed of the wheel

increases the governor closes the gate vanes enough to

.shut off the flow of water to the wheel and to maintain

a constant speed. If the wheel tends to slow down the

vanes are opened.

The exciter waterwheels have 14 gate vanes, similarly
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I'K l.i. Oil SwircJiiis I'ou

Tli-VN-SFOUMICIiS

controlled. The generating and exciter iinits in both

pliuits are governed in the same way. The shaft of each

unit is hung on roller bearings at the top with two

steadying bearings below the generator. These bearings

are lubricated by a gravity-flow oil system, oil from the

bearing flowing to a well and being pumped to the bear-

ing.s again by a small rotary pump, belt-driven from the

generator shaft.

In case of an accident to the governor and when starting

up the machines, the flow of water to the waterwhcels can

be controlled by liand.

lujccTincAL Cdxtiiol Ai'i'AitATrs

In both plants the switclibciiird ai>iiaratiis mily ccintrols

the generators. The switchboards are at one side of tli"

building. Back of them are the busbars, in concrete iso-

MECHANICAI. EQUIPMENT OF PLANTS NOS. 2 AND 4 OF THE APPALACHIAN POWER CO

Equipment Malie

,tcr wheels > Francis

i Alt. current
^ Generatore <

> Direct current

'> Governors ^ Hydraulic

Pumps Plunger
Motors InduPlion
Compressorr. Motor driven
Motors Induction

Purpose
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ExciTEu Units

Both exciter units are at the end of the generator room.

Each is of 250 kw. capacit}' and generates 250-volt cur-

rent. The waterwheels are of the inverted, single-runner

Praucis type, each of 250 hp. capacity. The oil pumps

nbers 2 4 Indicaie Presenf Wafer Poner Developments

135. " Proposed Fuiure WaferPower Dei/elopmenii

— Indicate Presenf Transmission Lines
» Proposed Future Transmission Lines

25 SO 75 lOp

' ' MILES ':°"-'

Fig. 16. Map of Appalachian Power Co.'s Oper-

ations

and air compressor are of the same design and size as

tliose of the plant Xo. 2.

Transformer House

Electrical energy from both power plants is carried by

overhead lines supported by wooden poles to the step-up

transformer house adjacent to Xo. 2 deTelopment. A

cross-section is shown in Fig. 9. Here the electrical en-

ergy is transformed from 13,200 to 88,000 volts and dis-

triinited over the high-tension transmission system. This

transformer house is designed for ultimate extension, so

that all of the power from the plants Xos. 1, 2, 3 and -4

will concentrate at this house and be regulated and dis-

tributed from it. Fig. 10 illustrates the arrangement of

the choke coils.

At present there are four 6000-kw., water-cooled-, three-

phase transformers (Fig. 11) with 13,200-volt primaries

and 88,000-volt secondaries, together with the various

regulating and controlling devices, consisting of 21 oil

.^witches, all remote-control, and 12 lightning arresters

on a balcony over the transformers. The busbars are in

concrete isolated compartments: the transformers are on

trucks and can be rolled out of their bays if necessary.

The low-tension, 13.200-volt inlet lines enter the house

15 ft. above the main floor; the high-tension 88,000-volt

outlet lines are 091/2 ft. above the floor. The transform-

ers are delta connected on both sides. Figs. 12, 13 and

15 show single-phase transformers, oil switches, and the

switchboard of the transformer station. The latter is on

the ground floor.

Field Distribution

From the transformer house there are three outgoing

88,000-volt lines. One extends to Switchback via Blue-

field. The second goes direct to Roanoke, but there is a

branch from this line near Pulaski going through Pid-

aski and on to Bluefield and Switchback. This provides

a double circuit into the latter station. The third high-

tension line runs direct to Saltville. There is also a

high-tension line connecting the Switchback and the

Coalwood substations.

In addition there are three 13,200-volt transmission

lines outgoing from the transformer house, one direct to

Galax, one to Wytheville, on the same poles with the

first of the higher tension lines, and one to Hiwassee,

mounted on the same poles as the second of the higher

tension lines.

The company has a large distribution system in the

Pocahontas coal fields radiating from the Switchback and

the Coalwood substations. There, a number of contracts

have been made with collieries to provide power for their

coal-mining operations. This is probably the first in-

stance where a water-power development has supplied

power to coal mines.

The company also operates the utilities in the towns

of Marion, Wytheville, Pulaski, Bluefield, Pocahontas.

Welch and Keystone. It also sells power to the Roanoke

Railway & Light Co.

Standby Coal Plants

In addition to the hydro-electric plants there is a 7500-

hp. steam plant at Switchback, W. Ya., which has been

leased by the company, and will be used as a reserve sta-

tion and to supplement the power from the hydraulic

plants. This steam reserve will be in addition to that

available from the various steam plants of the utilities

purchased by the power company, and also to the steam

])ower available from the steam plant of the Roanoke

Ry. & Light Co. The map, Fig. 16, shows the water

power, transmission line and district served by these hy-

dro-electric developments.

Yiele, Blackwell & Buck, of Xew York City, are the

consulting engineers. This firm built the hydraulic de-

velopments and the high-tension transmission lines and

sub.stations. H. M. Byllesby & Co., of Chicago, are the

engineers and managers of the company. This company

built all the low-tension distribution system in the coal

field and in the different towns which are now being sup-

plied by the company.

Portland Cement Production in 1912

According to figures of the United States Geological

Survey, the production of portland cement in the United

States in 1912 was 82,438,096 bbl. This production

was reported from 24 states. The first ten, namely, Penn-

sylvania, Indiana, California, Xew York, Missouri, Il-

linois, Xew Jersey, Michigan, Iowa and Kansas, given

in the order of their importance, reported 69.682,321

bbl., or about 85 per cent, of the total.

These states ranged in production from 26.441.338

bbl. in Pennsylvania, to 325,040 bbl. in Kansas. The first

three reported over one-half of the total production.

Rocky Mountain Coal Mining

Institute

The paper by John McXeil on "Prevention of Acci-

dents and a Higher Standard of Sanitary Conditions in

Coal Mines," which was read at the Salt Lake meeting,

will be published in our next issue. We also expect to

print the paper of D. J. Griffiths, on "Falls of Roof and

Sides," in Coal Age next week.
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West Virginia Coal Mining Institute
syXOPSIS—Following a tiro-da;/ program, irhich iii-

ihided the reading of several inleresiing lechnical papers,

itiitomoliile trips lu nearhi/ iii<liislrial jilanis and a liaii-

ijucl, the members made an all-day inspeclion tour of

mining and coking plants in the famous Conncllsville

region.

Tlie summer meotinji of tho West Virfrinia Coal Min-

ing: Institute convened in Morgantown, Tuesday morning.

June 24. Following addn'.-^ses of welcome liy Mayor

Stewart and Prof. V. R. Jones, of the State University,

came the presidential address of Xeil Rohinson. After

President Rohinson had fini.«hed his interesting and in-

siructive talk, a paper on "Gasoline Motor Haulage ii'

Klines," -was read hv R. 0. Hodges, mechanical engineer

of the George D. Whitcomh Co.. Rochellc. 111. This

lengthy discussion on gasoline locomotives will be pub-

lislied in Coal Ack, jjrohably next week.

In the afternoon of the opening day of the convention,

the members and friends of the Institute boarded special

cars and were taken to Sabraton, where they inspected the

works of the American Sheet & Tin Plate Co., and the

Pressed Prism Plate Glass Co. Returning to Morgan-

town at 4 o'clock in the afternoon, the Institute members

were taken in automobiles for an extensive ride to the

])lant of the Hydro-Electrie Co. of West Virrinia. on

Cheat River, and from there t<i -Ml. Chateau, where a

luncheon was served.

On Wednesday morning. President Robinson having

been called away, George T. Watson, vice-pres'.ileiit of the

Institute, ])resided. The following papers were read:

"Welfare Work in Mining Communities," by Ira T).

Shaw, secretary Central V. M. ('. .V.. l'iii>lungli. Pcnn.

;

"The Hess l)ii.«tle.ss Mining .Mat liiiic." \>\ Kalcigh C. Tay-

lor, .secretary He.ss Dustlcss Mining Machine Co.. .Vnsled,

\V. Va. : both of these ])a])crs arc printed elsewhere in

this issue.

On Wednesday allcrMoon. J. Clark Kvans. secretary of

the Fairmont Mining Machine Co., Fairmont, W. \'a.,

read an interesting paper on "Tiie TTses of Steel Ties in

Mining." Following Mr. l-^vans' address came a talk on

"The Power Develojimciit on I lie Cheat River, at Cheat

Haven." by George F. Ixoweli, engineer-in-iharge. Cheat

Haven, Penn.

The mend)ers of the Institute attended a ban(|uet at

the ]\radeira Hotel, Wednesday evening. Short after-

dinner talks were given by II. M. Wil.son, cngineer-in-

charge. Bureau of Mines, Pittsburgh, Penn. ; Dr. T. E.

Hodges, president West Virginia University; Floyd W.

Parsons, editor Coal Agic; J. B. Hanfonl. general fi\\\^-

erintendent Elkins Coal & Coke Co.: E. I'.. Wilson, edi-

tor Colliery Engineer; J. B. Johnston, editor Coal and

Coke Operator; and E. X. Zern, professor of mining.

West ^i^ginia University. Dr. T. C. White, of Morgan-

tow-n, acted as toastmaster.

On Thursday morning, at 7 o'clock, the Institute meni-

l)ers left Morgantown via the B. & O. R.R.. for an all-

day trip to various modern mining and coking plants in

the Connellsville region. Mines of the W. J. Rainey Co.,

the II. C. Frick Coke Co., and the Oliver & Snyder Steel

Co., were inspected. The meeting as a whole was inter-

esting and instructive, although the attendance was not

as large as it has been at other recent meetings of the

West Virginia Institute.

The Use of Steel Ties in Mining
By J. Ci.AiiK Evans*

SYXOPSIS—The steel mine tie ha.'! not only greater

rlurahiliiy than its wood rival, hut has the advantage of

taking up less room so that in low places either less urush-

inq is required or else the cars can be more fully loaded.

The many advantages of steel mine ties in beds of coal

of all kinds are here summarized.

The scarcity of timber, among other reasons, has caused

the introduction of the steel tie into mining, but that has

not been the sole reason for its development. Many op-

erators have realized that the wood tie has several dis-

advantages, such as excessive cost of handling, short life,

and height of track above room floor. At first every op-

erator who used steel ties had a special design of his own,

and none were manufactured or used extensively.

It has been only within the past four years that steel

mine ties have been put on the market and pushed by

manufacturers in this country and the strides this product

has made are remarkable. Mines that a few years ago

were using a hundred at a time are now ordering them

•Secretary Fairmont Mining Machinery Co., Fairmont,
W. Va.

Mote—Paper read before the West Virginia Coal Mining
Institute, June 25, 1913, at Morgantown, W. Va.

by the car load. I have collected a few statements from

mining men relative to the availability of steel ties for

use in mining, and I feel that 1 can do no better than to

quote some of these.

liELATivi-: Fii:s-i' Costs

C. H. Meade, the general manager of the Peytona

Block Coal Co., Peytona, W. Va., states: For laying one

pair of rails we use four steel mine ties which cost us

33c. each, or $1.28 per pair of rails. When laying the

same length of track with wood ties, we place them at

three-foot centers and so have to use 11 cross ties at a

eo.st of oc. each, or $0.55 per pair of rails. We also use

spikes costing about lOc, making the cost for material

65e. as against $1.28 for material where steel ties are

used.

To offset this greater cost for material, however, we find

that there is a large difference in the labor recpiired to lay

the pairs of rails, using the two different methods of keep-

ing them in gage. At most mines, the miners do not ob-

ject to laying the tracks in their working places them-

selves if sleel ties are used as they can lay them wilhout

any tools, but they demand that wood ties shall be ]ilaced
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for tliem liy a track layer. Moreover they can lay the

rails aud be loading coal in the time they wonld be wait-

ing for a tracklayer to reach their places. The difference

of cost in laying (63c.) is practically absorbed by the

time demanded to gather np the necessary wood ties and

haul them to the working place, aud to pay a track layer

CO 20 to the room and lay the rail.

First Cost of Both Tiics Really Equal

Therefore, I regard the original cost of one pair of

rails laid with steel ties and one pair laid with wood ties

as practically the same. My experience has been that

wood ties are very seldom used more than twice. I have

not been using steel ties long enough to make an esti-

mate as to how many times they may be used, but it

would certainly take a long time to wear them out.

We find that we recover a much greater number of ties

made of steel than we do when they are made of wood.

If the top gets bad in a working place it only takes a few

minutes' labor to tear up and remove the track if laid

with steel ties, and the miner can do this work when to

spend the longer time required to remove a track laid

with wood ties would be dangerous.

iloreover, if a mine foreman, tracklayer, or any other

davman sees a steel tie or two in a part of the mine which

is not in use the natural thing for him to do is to pick

this tie up and bring it out as the work is trifling, whereas

had it been a wood tie, he would probably intend to come

back aud get it or send hack for it some other time, which

time would probably never come.

Track Extexsiox

One of the chief values of the steel tie lies in tlie fact

that its use has made possible the most satisfactory meth-
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to lay the track with them; they are easier and li.Lfliter

to handle, and spikes are not needed. It is sonietinies

hard to get these spikes from the trackman wiio is not

•lesiroiis of giviii<r the men any more than they ahsolutely

need, because he fears that if he is too liberal he will not

have enough for himself and large quantities will bo

wasted.

BETTKI! KoOM TlSAC'KS

As the ties sink into the i)ottom and leave the base of

tlie rail resting firmly on the slate there is a more stable

track for the car with less bending of the rails. The ad-

ditional height permits better loading with less difficulties.

Stkkl Tie with Ixteriou Jimi'i:i; Hail Used as

C'lIAXXEL TliACK

The staljility of the track makes it easier for the miner

to handle his cars where he has to push them in and out

of his rooms. If a car leaves the track it is generally not

so badly distorted when a steel tie is used and it is a

great deal easier to get the car or cars retracked when

there is a lift of only about two inches to replace the car

as against six inches with wooden ties.

We find that track laid with steel ties in rooms gives

excellent satisfaction with electric-gathering motor haul-

age and consider that we are saving many wrecks or de-

railments when gathering with locomotives because the

track is laid solid on the floor.

This company has its own mills and is manufacturing

timber and the wood ties are cut from odds and ends

which will not make marketable lumber, but the steel tie

has so many points in its favor that we find it more profit-

able to make them than to buy our own wood ties.

Forn Steel Ties to a Pah; ok I!\ir.s

Lee Ott, general superintendent, Davis Coal & Coke Co.,

sends reports from two of his superintendents at mines

where steel ties are being used. The first letter, from

VC. W. Brewer, superintendent of the Dartmore mine,

reads: Steel mine ties have been used in the Dartmore

mine for the pa.st seven months. We use four steel ties

under a 30-ft. rail, one at each end and two at equal dis-

tances apart in the middle. As the ties cost 32c. each,

.$1.'28 is the total material cost of laying a track 30 ft.

long. No spikes, bolts, splice bars nor the service of the

trackman are required.

If wood ties were used for the same distance, placing

them three feet apart, it would take 10 ties at 10c. per tie.

making $1 plus 12c. for spikes. Thus the cost would be

$1.12, making a difference of 16e. more for the steel ties.

The cost would figure the same in proportion for a longer

track, that is, about %c. per foot more where steel ties

are used.

If wood ties were adopted an additional expense would

be added for we would be compelled to send a trackman

to help many of the miners with their tracks. There are

many miners who cannot lay a good track.

Use IK Pii.i.Ai! WditK

Miners would have to be siip])licil with track tools cs-

jiccially on pillar work to tear u]) the track; short rails

would have to be sujiplied for each place and the miner

would lose inuili lime in tearing up and relaying the

rails.

Steel ties are convenient in jjillar work; the last rails

at the face of a i)illar are turned upside down and the

top of the rail slipped from the outside groove of the tie

in ])lace of the wedge, and as the jiillar is drawn back

the rails are slid in the outside of the other rails until

the full rail length is used up. It requires practically

no time or effort on the part of the miner. With the

wood tie the men would be running from place to place,

hunting spikes and hammers and we would lose tomuige,

especially on a day when men were scarce.

I believe the steel tie would work successfully on a head-

ing if splice bars were used on the rails with the heavier

tics. I feel sure they would hold the track under a heavy

load. The rails cannot get out of gage or turn and after

the track was run over for a time it would become sta-

tionary and not work sideways.

il. 11. Harrison, superintendent of mines M and 20,

writes: The steel mine tie saves shooting the rock to

obtain height in the rooms of our mines and so saves a

dollar per yard. Allowing one tie for every yard of rock,

which we would be obliged under ordinary conditions of

working to shoot, we have a saving of 63c. per yard on

the initial cost and have the tie to use elsewhere for the

same ])urpose as it is practically indestructible. In this

wav these ties are a great boon to the operators of mines

in thin coal.

When the Moores Run Coal Co., wh.icli owned the Ivirk-

wood mine, near Bridgeport, Ohio (now operated by the

Hutchinson Coal Co.), equipped that mine with steel

rails and ties they collected data showing the economy

effected.

YEAR mn-—ALL WOOD TRACK

Month
SeptcmlDer
October
November

Average cost per ton

.

YEAR
Month

September
October
November

Average cost per ton

.

2C.21li

22U17

STEEL TRACK
Tons produced

12820
16096
16281

Cost per ton

$0.0480
0.0402
0.0370
0.0410

Cost per ton

$0.0398
0.0330

0321
0.0348

YEAR 1903-

Month

-ALL STEEL TRACK
Tons produced Cost per ton

$0.0284
0.0281
0.0282
0.0282

Saving per ton in favor of ALL STEEL TRACK $0.0128^
Saving for three months of 1909 $886 .

85

Saving per room measuring 24 ft. - """ " —' -' '"™'

tons: coal 5 ft. 4 in

September
October
November

-Average cost per ton

215.56
22540
25191

[ 200 ft. and producing 1000
12 .80

The following comparison of cost of removing the coal

from a room 24 ft. wide, 200 ft. long, 5 ft. 4 in. thick, by

the use of steel rails with wood ties, and steel rails with

steel ties was also made at the same time.

W'ood Ties

Ties 2 J ft- aoart . 80 ties at 12c . $9 60
320 spiltes. 40 lb 0.90
Labor layi ' g and removing track 7 50
Depreciation of ties and spikes. 3 SO

Total $21.50
Value of material left 7 .

00

Actual cost $14 50

Steel Ties

35 Ties at 33 cts $1 1 55
Labor removing traclc 1 . 50

(Track laid by miners)
Depreciation 1 00

AcHial cost $3.50

Saving per 1.000 tons $11.00 or $0,011 per ton.
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A Coal Cutter with Saw and Auger Movement
By Ealkigh C. Taylok*

SYNOPSIS—In //m'x new iiiinhnj machine, ihe bits are

arranged spirally on a cone-shaped culler. A.<< thei/ re-

volve, they grip the coal afler tlie manner of an auger.

A quick reciprocation serves to hreak the coal which

they have giipped and prepare the surface for further

cutting action. It belongs to the type of shortwall ma-

ch in es.

The Hess dustless mining machine is the invention of

Louis F. Hess, who was born near Ansted, in Fayette

County, W. Va., in the year 1862, and has remained

there practically all his life, now living on the old home-

stead where he was born. His grandfather came to

Nicholas County, W. Va., from Massachusetts, in 1816

or 1817, and perhaps it was from this Yankee ancestor

it a reciprocating as well vulv-mcans for gi\infi

ing motion.

Shortly after thit, in 1911, he built, partly at home and

]iartly at the machine shop of the Gauley Mountain Coal

Co., his first power-driven machine. To demonstrate

his idea, he mounted the motor and shaft with cutter

bar attached on a wooden frame, and with this contriv-

ance proved to everyone who saw the resultant machine

in operation that he was working on the correct principle.

Then arrangements were made with the same company

to build a machine of suital)le materials and of sub-

stantial construction. At this point proper credit should

be given to E. L. Morris, of Ansted, whose mechanical

skill, good judgment and patience have been invaluable

to Mr. Hess in working out all the necessary details.

Machine Eigged foe Cutting across Fai i:

that he inherited the ingenuity that enabled him to de-

sign his coal cutter.

The inventor has been at work in and around the coal

mines of Fayette County, for about 33 years, and thinks

he has mined with his own pick his full share of coal.

From mining he was promoted to mine foreman, and

then superintendent, so that he has filled almost every

position connected with his line of work.

Evolution of the Machine

About 1896 he was in charge of two mines for W. P.

Bend, the well-known coal operator of Oliio and West

Virginia. Here, for the first time, he was in charge of

mining machines, and they gave him so much trouble in

various ways that he determined to build a cutter of bet-

ter design." From that time to this he has been experi-

menting and working out his plans as spare time and

means would allow. After several experiments, he finally

worked out a satisfactory cutter bar and contrived the

Note—.\rticle entitled "The Hess Dustless Mining Machine"
read at the West Virginia Coal Mining Institute, Morgan-
town W. Va., June 25, 1913. This machine was described and
illustrated in a somewhat briefer manner in our issue of Dec.

28, 1912, Vol. II, p. 914.

•Secretary, Hess Dustless Mining Machine Co., Ansted,
W. Va.

Small Truck Conveys Cutter between Eoovrs

Finally, the fir.'^t machine was completed and made the

remarkable record of cutting a room the first time it

was taken into the mine, and did it with little trouble;

though, of course, many changes of detail and improve-

ments suggested themselves.

Machine Bores and Saws Its Way through Coal

The Hess machine is of the revolving cutter-bar type

and in operation comldnes the two methods that have

long been regarded as the best for cutting coal, viz.:

boring and sawing. The construction is strong and sim-

ple. On a substantial bed plate, shaft bearings are

mounted at such an inclination from the horizontal as

to hold the main .shaft true with the center line of the

cone-shaped cutter bar when that cutter is lying with

its lower surface in the same plane with the bottom of

the bed plate. The main shaft is surmounted by the

motor, so that the armature pinion engages the gear on

the rear end of the shaft, the ratio of their diameters

being 3 : 1, giving a speed of 300 r.p.m. to the cutter

bar."

The reciprocating motion is derived from a worm,

atfixed to and revolving with the main shaft; but the lat-

ter is free to slide backward and forward through it. On
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a iross shaft ininiodiately over the worm is niountfd

a worm wlieol ami two crank di.^ks. whitii are also gear

wheels. The worm wheel, of course, engages the worm
on the main shaft with which its ratio is 1 to 15, giv-

ing the cross shaft a speed of 20 r.p.m. Rods connect

the crank disks with a slide bearing on the forward end

of the main shaft: in this hearing the main shaft is

free to turn, hut is held fast longitudinally hy means of

collars. The slide bearing being connected with rods to

the crank disks on the cross shaft, is so moved backward

A View Takex in Oves An;; Macixine IhoGEU to

Commence Cut

The bed plate and casing, which contains all of the

mechanism except the cutter bar, is 5 ft. long and 2 ft.

wide; with the controller placed on lop. the height is

about 28 in., but this may be rediiccil in i\l)out "<!() in.

by i)lacing the controller on the side of tiie motor.

\Vith the cutter bar attached, the nuniiine weighs 2350

lb., the cutter bar it.self weighing ai)out 2l>0 lb., as it is

detached when moving from ])lace to ))lace, the greatest

weight to be handled in one piece is 21.")() lb.; the truck

weiglis (i2() lb., and the bo.x of fittings 5(;ii lb., so that the

total shipping weight is about 1.7 tons.

At ju-csent, a 2;5-hi). motor is being used, and it has

given a surplus of power under all conditions so far

encountered : if, however, it is necessary where the coal is

of a harder nature, to use more power, or to strengthen

the machine as a whole, this can readily be done without

changing the general lines or plans materially.

^IeTHOD 01" CtTTINd

In oi)enition, the cutter bar is holed for its full deiith

in the left-hand corner of the room, in such a manner as

lo make practically a straight rib, the chain and jacks

ire then arranged so as to draw the machine across the

lace from left to right, sliding on the bottom, making

a continuous undercut 5 ft. deep, 8 in. high at the front

end and 3 in. high at the back, and flush with the floor,

so that no scraping is necessary.

A double chain is used for holing in and for feeding

across the face. For the latter ojx'ration the chain en-

gages the drive sheave B on the machine and is then

Side View of Hess Dustles.s Mixixc; Machine

and forward, and imparts the reciprocating motion to

the main shaft and cutter bar. Engaging the teeth on

the crank disks are two pinions mounted on a second

cross shaft, which drives the feed mechanism.

The Saw AroEU

The cutter bar is a spiraled, cone-.«haped, steel cast-

ing, about 5 ft. long, 7 in. in diameter at the butt, and

3 in. at the tip. Along the spiral rib of this casting are

set bits or picks of tool steel, so spaced as to give one bit

to each inch of cross-section of the bar; and as the re-

ciprocating motion of the bar covers a .space of three

inches, the space between the bits is well taken care of.

A triangular center bit is set in the tip end of the bar.

The bar is screwed to the end of the main .«haft, so that

they have a common center line, and this brings the bits

into such a position as to make them revolve barely clear

of the floor, and parallel with it when at the lowest point

of a revolution.

passed around a roller on the Jack A in the right-hand

corner of the room, after which the end is brought back

to the machine and fastened to the forward right-hand

corner G of the carriage. The rear end of the chain

passes around the rear of the machine by pulleys F and

E. then around a roller ^ on a jack set near the left

rib, and is engaged in the chain sheave on the staff of

the hand-steering gear E. By means of this hand-steer-

ing gear, the chain is kept tight and the rear of the

machine may be retarded when necessary, in order that it

may be held approximately at right angles to the face.

Bate of Operation

The rate of feed is regulated to suit the coal in which

the work is being done. The highest speed (across the

face) that has been tried is 36 in. per minute and the

lowest 13 in. This means a maximum of 15 and a mini-

mum of 5 sq.ft. per minute undercut. The operation of

unloading, loading, moving to any desired position, and
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propelling the truck, are performed quickly and easily

by the machine under its own power, so that very little

manual labor is necessary.

The amount of work that can be done in a given time

will, of course, depend upon local conditions and the way

in which the machine is handled, but records that have

been made justify the claim that no other machine will

do as much work in the same time under similar condi-

tions, and with the same power.

Some of the advantages claimed are as follows:

1. Dustlessness. As the cuttings are not pulverized,

and rather coarse, little or no dust is made,

2. Safety to machine men. There is very slight

chance of injury to the workman.

3. Props mav be set within six feet of the face with-

out interference with undercutting.

4. The machine produces more coal per keg of pow-

der than any other machine which uses electric power

direct because it makes a tapered cut.

5. The cut removes the coal down to the floor, leaving

a perfectly smooth bottom.

saving of power, arising from the substitution of elec-

tricity for compressed air, will be readily admitted with-

out taking into consideration the trouble, inconvenience

and expense of maintaining pipe lines. The advantages

of the tapered cut and the desirability of applying elec-

tric power direct to it are also clear, and an examination

of the machine in detail will be convincing as to its sim-

plicity and strength of construction and economy of

maintenance.

A New Atomizer

Several effective spraying devices have been invented

and sold, but most of these consist solely of a suitable

form of nozzle, by which the water is split up into finely

divided particles, capable of washing down any suspended

coal dust in the air. The difficulty, however, with regard

to sucii sprayers is that in order to secure fine division

of the water, the aperture of the nozzles is necessarily

very small, with the result that they often become clogged

by \he dirt contained in the water. To meet this diffi-

culty, either pure water must be obtained or dirty water

made suitable bv straining.

C'CTTIXG ACROSS FaCE

6. A greater quantity of coal can be undercut with

this than with any other machine in a given length of

time and under similar conditions.

7. Owing to simplicity and strength of construction,

repairs are reduced to a minimum.

8. Power consumption is comparatively small.

9. Owing to its lightness, and the fact that it is prac-

tically self-handling," manual labor is easier with this

than with any other mining machine.

10. The machine is readily adjusted to irregularities

in the floor both longitudinal and transverse.

The dustless feature of the cutter has been unanimous-

Jy conceded by a number of expert mining men from

all over the country, who have seen it in actual opera-

tion. The importance of this point cannot he overesti-

mated in view of the stress that is being placed on the

prevention of dust in coal mines and the great danger

arising from this cause.

The suppression of dust, careful timbering and the

prevention of solid or heavy shooting, are the three items

receiving most attention and provoking most discussion

at present. The Hess machine tends to eliminate the

most fruitful cause of dust, allows timber to be set close

to the face and makes a tapered cut, and in this way

meets the safety requirements in coal mining.

The other points of advantage claimed are those of

efficiency, economy and convenience. The tremendous

A SiMi^LE Atomizek for Precipitating Coal Dust

If the fineness of the spray could be obtained by the

use of infinitesimal orifices, some impurity in the water

used, would not be objectionable.

A type of sprayer has been introduced bv' Gustav

Schlick, of Dresden, which does not depend on the use

of nozzles, but on the action of a disk revolving at a

high peripheral speed. It is, therefore, somewhat similar

in construction to that devised by H. H. Clark, of the Bu-

reau of Mines. The construction of this type of atomizer

is shown in the illustration. The disk, by its rapid revo-

lution, throws the water introduced to it, tangentially

from its outer edge with a high velocity, and the water

is in this way forced out in fine stream lines in the form

of a spray. The.se stream lines are uniformly distributed

throughout a wide area by means of suitably shaped ex-

panding surfaces, leading to the outlet of the sprayer.

By this means, considerable volumes of water can be

dealt with by a comparatively compact apparatus suitable

for use in the most constricted workings. Impure and

pit water can, if necessary, be used without any fear of

clogging, the amount of water atomized can be varied by

changing the speed of rotation and the supply of water

to the sprayer. In order to procure a high-speed of ro-

tation, the disk can be speeded to 12,000 r.p.m. It is ro-

tated either by means of an electric motor, belt-connected

to the apparatus, or directly by means of a steam or com-

pressed air-driven turbine.
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A Review of the West Virginia Inquiry

,s'}'.Y()/\s7,s'

—

The iiuestigalion of the IIV*-/ Virginia

mine slrike was conilucted in such a manner that the

statements of the operators were delivered /(is/ and hi a

series of hearings which e.rhansled the reporters.^ Thus

the record of the newspapers favored the miners' cause.

The following is a presentation of the results of the ui-

ijuinj from the operators' point of view.

The lonvsiJdmk'nls vlio .ovcnHl the Senate suljcom-

mittee's investigation into mining conditions in this state,

had to send their reports "running." Many sensational

statements thus got on the wire which were shown on

cross-examination to be untrue; but the original state-

ments were not modified, for lack of time, rather than

from any intent or desire to misrepresent, for the hear-

ing was a continuous performance broken only by short

inLrvals for food and sleep. All this being true, it may

be worth while to review the hearing as a whole, in order

to get all parts of the evidence into their proper relation

to each other and in due perspective.

Briefly summarizing the results of the first installment

of the hearing, these facts seem to have been clearly es-

tablished by a preponderance of evidence:

1. The alleged fundamental grievance of the miners,

namely, the employment of Baldwin-Felts guards was

shown" to be unfounded, because no guards were employed

ou the north side of the Kanawha and on Paint Creek,

where the reign of violence began until after a numlter

of crimes had been committed by striking miners. On

Cabin Creek but four guards were employed. These

were men of good character, who had lived on Cabin

Creek for years and who were on friendly terms with the

miners.

AtTITIDK of OPEKATOIiS TO UxiON

2. The real cause of the disturbance was the attempt

by the United Mine Workers to force the operators to

concede the "check off," which, if granted, would have

resulted in the compulsory unionization of all the mines.

The operators did not oppose the union any further than

to insist on the open shop. Failing to obtain the check

off. the miners struck for an advance of 21/20. a ton, as

prescribed at the Cleveland conference of operators and

union officials of Indiana, Illinois, Ohio and western

Pennsylvania. The advance was granted on the north

side of the Kanawha, but was refused by the Paint Creek

Collieries Co., the entire output of which, for a series of

years, had been sold at a price which did not admit of an

advance in wages. The Paint Creek Collieries Co. was

then, and still is, insolvent. After receiving what they had

asked, the miners on the north side of the Kanawha, being

incited by the person known as Mary Harris, alias

"Mother"" Jones, stenographic reports of whose profane,

vulgar and incendiary speeches were offered in evidence,

ancf others bought rifles and thus armed, went oyer to

Paint Creek where they Joined the strikers and in co-

operation with them, committed many acts of violence.

Not until all this had occurred were any mine guards em-

ployed on Paint Creek, and only then were the guards on

Cabin Creek reinforced.

Till': Coritiis \Vi;iiK I'naulk To Kki'iikss Disounnii

:i. Many crimes were committed, for wliich no one

has ever yet been indicted or punished; for the courts,

while nominally open, were actually powerless to admin-

ister justice. Bodies of strikers, armed with rifles, openly

])araded in Charleston and elsewhere or skulked in the

woods around the mining camps, tiring into houses and

at men, women and children. Governor (ilasscock there-

upon declared martial law. The militia found "more

than a thousand" armed strikers in the iield confronted

hy 111) mine guards. The governor and the military

authorities held that an insurrection actually existed. This

view was shared by law-abiding citizens, and it has since

been confirmed by the dictum of the State Supreme Court.

Notwithstanding all this, the first ad of the militia was

to disarm the guards and send thcni out of the disturbed

district. Then, finding that guards were aljsolutely nec-

essary, even union officers conceded this, the governor,

after coufering with union officials and with their ap-

proval, put into effect a plan for selecting guards to be

known as "watchmen" from the militia. "Watchmen"

were as violently denounced as the guards had been and

the disorders increased.

Wages Were Auequate, Co.mmissahy Phices Faih

4. The alleged secondary grievances of the miners were

baseless. Numerous witnesses, even including many sum-

moned on behalf of the miners, testified under oath that

all who wanted to work could make good wages, but that

many would not work. One witness swore his earnings

ranged from .$100 to $150 a month, and that three times

he had earned as high as $190 a month. Others swore

that they had earned good wages for years. Witnesses

in behalf of the miners testified that the schools were as

good as any in Kanawha County, but that many families

neglected to send their children to school. The preponder-

ance of evidence showed that in instances where company-

store prices were higher than in independent stores, the

goods were of superior quality. An interesting sidelight

on the company store and its patrons was afllorded in a

statement submitted by President Connell, of the in-

solvent Paint Creek Collieries Co., showing that in the

last year the company's stores had to write oft' $12,000

in bad accounts. Company houses, water supply and sani-

tary conditions were satisfactory.

The Tkaix of Death

5. The "death train" story was related by a witness

who admitted that he was a "free lance," ready for any

job. He stated that he worked for a few days as a guard,

was then discharged and has ever since been a union ad-

herent without visible means of support. His story was

published without qualification or reservation by news-

papers throughout the land, and the operators were con-

sequently represented as being worse than the Comman-
ches of former days.

But note how different the story seems when all the

facts are told: Three different men at Mucklow, which

village had been shot up on several jjrevious occasions,

telephoned to Quinn Morton and Sheriff Hill in Charles-

ton, Feb. 7, that the town had been attacked again. They
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appealed for rifles and for reinforcements. The Charles-

ton & Ohio E.E. sent a special train for Sheriff Hill's

posse of 11 men. This included the armored car which the

company had equipped to protect its property. On the

way, Sheriff Hill was warned that the miners at Holly

Grove had planned to attack the train. As a measure of

common prudence, the brakeman turned out the lights.

Xear Holly Grove, they saw a large number of women
and children gathered in front of a cabin watching the

train. Those on board concluded that the miners had sent

their women and children to a safe place preparatory to

an attack. As a matter of fact, this is exactly what had

happened. Thus it seems that the train did not fire on a

camp full of women and children as has been alleged, but

only at an ambushed enemy. On reaching Holly Grove,

the train was fired upon and replied. In the pitched bat-

tle that ensued, one man was killed and one woman who

had refused to leave her husband was wounded. Every

window in the train was shattered. The witness whose

outrageous yarn had been sent broadcast has since been

discredited.

6. "The present constitution of the United Mine

"Workers of America does not present the most inviting

inducements to the operators to enter into contractual

relations with it," declared the anthracite coal-strike com-

mission appointed bj^ President Eoosevelt to settle the

anthracite strike of 1902. W. L. Connell, president of

the Paint Creek Colliery, who for nine years has been

chairman of the Board of Conciliation, appointed pur-

suant to the recommendation of the Anthracite Strike

Commission, and who is an anthracite operator, said in

response to a question by counsel for the miners:

"If it was the purpose of the operators of West Virginia

to destroy the union, my experience in the last year has

almost persuaded me that their judgment was correct. I

have received the most scant courtesy from the officers

of District 17 of the United Mine Workers that I have re-

ceived in all the 21 vears I have been an emplo3-er of

labor."

An Instrument for Measuring the

Flow of Air or Gas

The accompanying illustration shows an instrument

for the accurate measurement of the flow of air or gas in

a pipe. As may be clearly seen, it is a Pitot tube at-

tached to a differential monometer.

The monometer, which is by no means a new invention,

consists of a hollow brass cylinder or well around the

outside of which is wound tipon a uniform inclination, a

transparent celluloid tube. The whole apparatus is ar-

ranged so that it may be rotated about its axis and the

height of the liquid in the tube be thus easily ascer-

tained.

As may be seen, the part of the instrument within

the pipe is a Pitot tube in the simplest form. To obtain

the average velocity of the flow in the pipe the impact

nozzle of the tube should be placed approximately iV
of the distance from the center of the pipe to its inner

circumference. The radial position of the static nozzle

is immaterial.

The dynamic nozzle is connected with and transmits

pressure to the liquid within the hollow cylinder, while

the static nozzle performs a like service to that which is

in the coiled celluloid pipe. This pipe, by the way, is

connected to the cylinder near the bottom.

Suppose that the liquid in the coiled tube is brought to

the zero marking upon the cylinder, when the cock in

the yoke is closed, and consequently no pressure or rather

an equal pressure is exerted upon the surface of the

liquid in both the brass cylinder and coiled tube.

When the cock is opened the pressure of the moving
gas due to its velocity is transmitted to the inside of

ihe cylinder, while its static pressure is transmitted to

I he surface of the liquid in the coiled tube. As these two
pressures are unequal, the liquid rises a certain amount
in the coiled tube, this amount depending upon the ve-

locity of the gas in the pipe.

When the instrument is set up as above described.

Ceoss-Sectiox of Pipe with
pltometei! ix position

the average velocity existing in the pipe may be deter-

mined from the formula : v = -v 2 gh. Wliere v equals

the velocity of the gas in feet per second, g equals the

acceleration due to gravity and h equals the head in feet

causing the flow.

Since h in the above formula is a head of gas in feet

but is measured by //j, which is the head of liquid (usually

either water, oil or mercury) it is necessary to know
not only the density or weight per cubic foot of the gas

flowing in the pipe, but also the specific gravity of the

liquid by which this head /( is measured.

Both these quantities are either known or may be

readily calculated and letting V represent the velocitj' of

flow in feet per minute and reducing our formula to

its simplest form, it becomes U ^ fc V /if Wliere Ic is

a constant depending upon the density of the gas whose

flow is being measured, and the specific gravity of the

liquid employed.

As above described, this instrument is suitable only for

measuring the fiow of air or gas in a pipe. There is no

good reason, however, why it could not be mounted in a

fan house in such a manner as to show the velocity, ca-

pacity and horsepower being developed by the fan.
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Rocky Mountain Coal Mining Institute
iMUTDlilAl. I'oiiUKSl'ONllKNCK

SYNOPSIS—An account of the second semianniial

merlinff of the liorkij Mountain Coal Mining I nstitiilr

which uw< held at Salt Lake City, Utah, on June 11, U
and li. 191J.

The secoiul seniiaiimuil iiiuotiii}; k1' tiie Kocky Moun-

tain Coal MiiiiiiiT Institute was hold at Salt Lake City.

rtah. on June 1 i. 12 and 13. 1!'13. I'R'viou.-^ly 14C nioni-

bers and friends had left Denver on Monday. June 0, on

a special train over the Union Pacifie K.K., making stops

at Superior, AVyo., and also at lioi-k Siirinjis and IJo-

lianee, in order to inspect the plants of the Union Pacific

Coal Company.

At Sujjcrior the visitors saw tlic unusual arranjicmcnt

where the hoist is cnvri.'.l u]»'u lln' hendfranic. hcintr lo

first refjular meeting and of an executive hoard meeting,

which was held at Denver, a letter from A. .1. Kccf. of

Denver, was read. Tiiis contained proposed amcndmenls

to the constitution and iiylaws and upon motion was re-

ferred to the cxciulive board with instructions to report

at the next regular meeting.

AMKXnMKXTS TO ( oNSTnTTKiN AN!) liVI.AWS

The proposed aiuendincnts arc as fdlldws:

Article 2 (regarding who may become men

to be amended to read as foUowc;
Membership In this Institute shall be of th

porate. Individual and honorary. .\n

operator, actually engaged In tne mmmK oi iju^i

mem

rs and how).

classes, cor-

mpany. Ilrm or indi-

vidual operator, actually engaged In the mining of coal within

the territory of this institute, may 1

ber upon application, and by consent of a majority of the

members present at any stated meetinMC

directly entraged. or interested in some t:

Any person who Is

nch of coal minlns.

MlOIBERS OF PiOCKY MOUXTAIN CoAL :MiN-IXG IxsTITrTK AT SaLT LaKE MEETING, JUXE 11, li)13

cated directly over the opening, and the hoisting engi-

neer stationed in the room where the weighing and

dumping is done. At Reliance an endless-rope car haul

was the principal feature, while at Eock Springs a demon-

stration of first-aid work was given. The special train

left Eock Springs at 11 :3() p.m., on the 10th and arrived

at Salt Lake City 7 a.m., the following morning.

The regular meeting of the institute was called to order

on Wednesday morning, June 11, at 10 a.m., by the pre.si-

dent, E. H. Weitzel, addresses of welcome being given by

Governor Spry, Mayor Park and the Rev. P. A. Simp-

kins. An adjournment was taken ju.st before noon in

order to attend the organ recital at the Tabernacle.

The afternoon meeting was called to order at 3 p.m.,

• and after the reading and approval of the minutes of the

may become an individual member upon application and by

consent of a majority of the members present at any stated

meeting. Honorary members may be elected at the discre-

tion of the institute.

Article 10. (Regarding dues.) To be amended to read as

follows:

The membership dues of this institute shall be for in-

dividual members, two (2) dollars per year, payable in

advance: the corporate members ten (10) dollars per year.

when operating one mine, or individual operation, and five (5)

dollars additional per year for each additional operation con-

ducted by said member, but not in any case to exceed fifty

(50) dollars per year, payable in advance.

The funds derived from corporate membership shall con-

stitute a special fund applicable only to conducting investi-

gations into problems of coal mining, and the publication of

the results of such investigations, and may not be used for

the ordinary expenses of the institute.

A new article to be added to the constitution to read as

tollows;
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\rticle 13. Anv individual mimber in good standing,

present at any stated meeting, shall have the privilege of

the floor and be entitled to one vote. Any corporate member

in good standing may designate one person as its representa-

tive, who, if present at any stated meeting, can have the

privilege of the floor and be entitled to one vote.

A new article to be added to the bylaws to read as follows;

Article 2. In order to carry out the purpose of this organ-

ization, as expressed in Article 1, of the constitution, "to pro-

mote study and research into mining problems." the execu-

tive board shall have the power to appoint committees to in-

vestigate mining problems, as select, d by the board, such in-

vestigations to comprise the gathering of information by cor-

respondence, or otherwise, and the conducting of experiment.^

if necessary, and every form of investigation that may seem

wise to the executive board. The executive board shall have

the power to appropriate and pay out under proper vouchers,

the accruing dues of corporate members, with the expanses

of such committees, and may, in special cases, pay compen-

sation to committee members."

All invitation to the Institute to become a member of

tlic American Mine Safety Association was read, and up-

on motion was accepted and the secretary-treasurer iii-

Sevkral Ix,stitute Membeus on an Uutinu at Saltaii;

From lift to right, standing ^. ^-^
OnBrien sa^cs u^^n^xs^^^^^

Quealy. gen. mgr., Kemmerei- Coal Co. Floyd ^;^^ Pai^on^seau^^^^

nan. asst gen nrigr., Un.on Pacific Coa' go H C C^j^J^.^e^'
"^l^^^ gen. mgr.. Union Pacific

Cofl'^Co-'^E- H Weiflel'mg, 'of°coal';n!ne'^s,'c^ola ^Fuel fe'lron Co.; W. J. Murray, v.ce-pre..

and gen.' mgr., Victor American Fuel Co.

structed to remit the dues. Upon motion it was then

ordered that the chair shouhl appoint three members to

represent the in.stitute at the next meeting of this as-

sociation.

At 3 o'clock the meeting adjourned, and a trip to bait-

air was taken, where the remainder of the day was spent.

The morning meeting of June 13 was called to order at

10 a.m., with the president in the chair. After a few

selections by the orchestra, the applications of new mem-

bers were voted upon, the total number of new members

being 169.

A CojiiiiTTEK ox Expenses

A discussion followed regarding the defraying of the

expenses of the local chapters, and upon motion it_ was

ordered that the chair appoint a committee to investigate

the various methods which might be employed. The

committee which was appointed is composed of the fol-

lowing : Frank Young, Xew Mexico ; Louis Hufty. Huer-

fano ('lia]i(cr, Colo., ami Maik Danninl, Trinidad Chap-

ter, Colo.

John McNeil tbeu read liis paper ou the subject: "The

Prevention of Accidents and a Higher Standard of Sani-

tary Conditions in Our Coal Mines." After a short dis-

cussion the meeting adjourned in order that a photograph

might be taken of the members of the institute.

The afternoon session was devoted to a trip to the

copper properties at Bingham, the members of the in-

stitute leaving Salt Lake City at 1 ::5() and returning at

6:30 p.m.

The morning session of June 13 was called to order

by the president. The first subject upon the program was

a paper bv I). J. Griffiths, of Colorado, the subject be-

ing: "What Shall We Do to Avoid Falls from Roofs

and Sides?" Afterward, Dr. J. E. Talmage delivered an

address upon coal, its geological history and the part it

]ilavs in the conservation of energy. At the close of Doc-

tor Taimage's addres.s, the In-

stitute entered into a discus-

sion at considerable length of

Mr. Griffiths' paper. As a re-

sult, the following resolution

was presented and unani-

mously carried

:

Resolved, that it is the sense

uf this meeting that any sys-

tematic method of timbering
which contemplates the placing

of the supports at regular in-

tervals, is not applicable to the

character of the roof overlying

the coal measures in the Rocky
Mountain regions, and that the

only safe method is to require

timbers to be set to securely

support the roof in each individ-

ual working place. It is further

resolved that this institute use

all fair means to prevent, or re-

peal, any legislation which would
attempt to establish systematic
timbering in the several states

in which the institute operates.

Doctor Talmage then ex-

tended an invitation to all the

members to visit the Deseret

Museum some time during the

afternoon. The president

then read a letter on the use

of coal dust in concrete

stoppings in coal mines, directed to F. N. Cameron, gen-

eral manager. Black Hawk Coal Co., Salt Lake City,

Utah, and signed by H. E. Lewis, superintendent. Black

Hawk, Utah. The latter gave the method of placing

forms and mixing the materials which make up the con-

crete mass.

Votes of Thanks

Motions were made and carried, votes of thanks being

extended to Governor Spry, Mayor Park, Rev. Simp-

kins, Doctor Talmage, John McXeil, E. J. Griffiths and

F. W. Whiteside, for the part each had taken toward mak-

ing the meeting a success. Motions were also made and

carried, a vote of thanks being extended to the committee

of arrangements, Union Pacific Coal Co. and to J. E.

Pettit, State Coal Mine Inspector of Utah, for their help

in the entertainment. .

The afternoon of June 13 was spent in visiting vaji-

ous places of interest aliout Salt Lake City. In the even-
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ing the entire institute was entertained with a hanquct

in the grill room of the Utah Hotel, the ladies of the

l)arty Ijeiii-: itrovidod a separate feast and entertainment

in a sei)arate dining doom. At the close of the hanquet

the institute adjourned, the visitors leaving Salt Lake

City at 1 ::50 a.m. over the Denver & Rio Grande Railroad.

On the return trip, in a speeial train over the Denver

& Rio Grande, the first stop was made at Castle Gate,

Utah, where a modern doui)le-steel tii)ple with all appli-

ances was insiiected, this being one of the few steel struc-

tures of this kind in the West. Leaving Castle Gate the

party arrived in the evening at Glenwood Springs, where

a stop was niaile in order to enable the members to in-

dulge in bathing in the famous pool at this place. At 8

o'clock the following morning the si)ecial train arrived in

I'ucblo, where members from New Mexico luid the south-

ern portion of Colorado changed trains for their several

destinations, the special continuing on its way to Denver,

where it arrived at noon on June 15. The unanimous

verdict of the delegates who attended the convention

was, that it was one of unqualified success, the entcrtain-

ir.ciit committee of Salt Lake City and Rock Springs

having e.xhausted every resource in order to provide en-

tertainment for the visitors. The total membership of the

iiustitute at the close was -llo.

An Example of Good Manufacture

The malleability and ductility of some modern s'.ccl

products are truly remarkable. The accompanying photo-

graph shows a joint of steel well-casing manufactured

by the Xational Tube Co., after its removal from a well

which had been shot.

This pipe was in a well near Gore, Ohio, when a 150-

qt. charge of nitrogj-lcerin, with a 20Kit. anchor-shot was

exploded. After the blast this joint of inner casing which

had been left in the well was foun^Avedged about loOO

ft. from the surface, the well being SOOO^t. deep.

ti])ple in mine cars. Of these there are several designs,

which are usually discharged by hand from the end, over

horned dumps.

Tlie end gate is kept closed by some type of latili that

must be raised before the car enters the horns; this latch

is usually released by the dunii)er. In a great many in-

stances, due to excessive speeds, failure to get in s])rags,

absence of car stops or a tight latch, a car will enter the

horns with the latch closed, a continued repel il ion of

which not only causes a considerable waste of tin;.', hut

will eventually wreck the duni]).

i-»
^oomfo allow

iafv.h' 'tTO'ZI;

Tjii; Dltmp and Latch-Liftixg Bais Attached to ttte

TlMBiaUXG

At the mines of the American Coal Co. the duiiijis are

of tlie cradle type. The cars have a capacity of 15 cu.ft.

The track gage is 3 ft., as is also the wheelbase. The car

wheels are loose and 16 in. in diameter.

In the sketch is shown in plan and elevation an ar-

rangement for automatically raising the latch of the mine

cars ai the dunips, the operation of which is as follows:

Tin-: Ca.sixg after Removal FiiOii the Well Subsequent to Shooting

The original length of this joint of casing was between

18 and 20 ft., while its diameter was 5^ in. The force

of the explosion crushed or compressed it endwise until

its present length is only about 8 ft. As may be clearly

seen in the illustration, it shows unmistakable evidence of

hard usage, but a careful examination fails to reveal a

single serious fracture or flaw.

Device for Raising Mine-Car Gate

Latches

By Simon H. Ash*

In most coal-mine districts of the state of Washing-

ton, the haulage arrangements and tipple equipments are

such that all coal is conveyed from the workings to the

•Mining engineer, American Coal Co., Spiketon, Wash.

As the mine ear reaches the dump, shown above, the

end gate is closed and remains so until after tlic car

enters the horns, whereupon it tips forward, causing the

latch A to strike the 2V^x%-in. strap iron B which moves

the latch upward, thereby allowing the contents of the

mine car to open the end gate.

As the car is tipping forward the latch A slides alon^

the top of B until the car bumpers strike the bumper

block. The iron B is long enough and sufficiently close

to the car body to prevent the latch from getting caught

or jammed by this iron, which would seriously hinder

the dumper in returning the car.'

By the use of such an arrangement no coal is scattered

about before' the car is dumped. The latches are always

promptly opened, the tippleman has no occasion to be in

front of the car while it i,s in motion, and the device can

be adjusted to work on any type of end dump.
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An Unusual Coal Market

In the face of one of the most severe fiDancial strin-

gencies in six years, the coal market is showing an al-

most \inprecedented buoj'ancy aad strength. Summer

ordinarily finds the coal business at the low point for

the year; consumption is light, coal difficult to sell, and

buyers pound prices down to an irreducible minimum.

But such is not the case this year. And it is even more

difficult to reconcile the situation, beci^use the natural

supposition woidd be that the unsettled conditions in

financial circles would tend to further depress the

market.

Viewing the situation from a statistical standpoint, it

is clear that tiie market is not being maintained by any

restriction in production, as shipments for the year are

showing substantial gains over those for last year. Thus

the thirteen leading coal roads of the country, which han-

dle about one-third of the entire production, show a fairly

substantial increase in shipments for the first four months

of the curreni- year, the respective figures being 52 mil-

lion tons in 1913, and o-i millions in 1913. Of course,

this is IQ a measure due to the suspension in mining

which cecurred last year, pending the arrangement of a

new wage scale. Xevertheless it is a significant fact that

even with a larger production, prices are, at the same

time, ruling higher. In June of last year the New York

price's on soft coal ranged from $2.35 for the low-grade

West Virginia steam fuels up to $3.15 for the best

Georges Creek; xhe ruling price for this month, on the

same grades, is from $2.25 to $3.25.

The shipments of anthracite naturally show a large in-

crease for the first five months of the current year, as

compared with last vear. since practically the entire hard-

coal production was completely cut ofE by the suspension

in 1912. The output during this period last year was

about 20 million tons, as compared with 29 million for

the current vear. In spite of this condition, it is inter-

esting to note that the stocks at tide are far below those

on hand at any time during the last five years, with the

exception of 1912, when, of course, all available supplies

were in sharp demand because of the strike. At the close

of Mav the stocks at tide were 5,200,626 tons, the pre-

vious low record at the end of any month from 1908 to

1911, inclusive, being 6,100,916 tons.

A comparison of the lake movement into the Northwest

for the vear to June 1 also presents some interesting

points. Of cour.=e, the greatest discrepancy occurs m an-

thracite, the shipments for the current year being six

million tons, as compared with only 18,000 for the same

period last vear. Bituminous, however, also shows a most

decided increase, the respective figures being 2,890,789

tons for the current year, and 1,653,922 tons last year.

It is thus obvious, as previously stated, that the mar-

ket is not bein? artificially sustained by any policy of

restriction or other conditions, and the unusual strength

must be due entirelv to a strong healthy consumption all

alon<^ the line. The market has reached a point where

forced sales, even of the lowest grade, are practically

unknown, and buyers have definitely abandoned hope of

forcing the producers to recede from their demand for

higher prices. The situation is in part due to the re-

stricted labor supply, but this is obviously not very severe,

since the production statistics show such substantial in-

creases in the movement of coal.

As a matter of fact, should the production be seriously

crippled from this cause, it would create a rather inter-

esting situation, and would probably precipitate a runa-

way market. Even as it is, the outlook for the producers

during the coming fall is highly favorable, and the most

conservative companies are agreed that business will es-

tablish new high records providing there is no pronounced

relapse in industrial activity.

The Labor Supply

The coal industry seldom finds itself free from difB-

culties of one kind or another. When the demand for

coal becomes urgent, and, as a consequence, prices are

firm, it usually develops that the railroads are unable to

cope with the heavy tonnage, or, as is now the case, the

labor supply proves inadequate.

The coal market has seldom experienced such a buoy-

ancv at this time of the year, except when abnormal con-

ditions such as strikes, etc., have prevailed. It is difficult,

however, to keep the miners at work during the pleasant

summer months, for as is well known, there are few-

classes of people having such migratory habits as the

average coal miner. The weather prevailing during the

present spring has been particularly favorable to outside

work and thus many of the miners have been attracted

to this form of employment, with the result that com-

plaints are general in all the mining districts that there

is a pronounced inadequacy in the supply of labor.

It is thus natural that we should turn our e3'es upon

the inflow of immigrants into this country, as it is only

in this direction that we can look for any relief so long

as industrial activity continues general throughout the

countrv. The official reports of immigration at present

are highly favorable. There have already been several

new h'igh monthly records established this year, whih

the final figures for June promise to exceed the record

for that month which was established in 1907. Another

significant feature is the fact that the large steamship

lines, sailing from continental ports, have found it neces-

sary to put on extra ships during the last two months.

Should there be a slowing down in industrial activity,

which may be expected as an aftermath of the unsettled

conditions in financial circles, it now seems probable

that the country will be facing an oversupply rather than

a paucity of labor.

In this connection it is interesting to review the new

legislation pending, with regard to immigration. It

seeiuF now that the literacy test, by which it was proposed

to restrict the influx of foreigners down to only the
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more (le.<inilile (la.«so.<. has been definitely al)inuli>iie(l.

R\it in its i)laee there is now anotiier bill hoh\<i otTered

which jiroposes to restrict tile number of aliens of any

nationality to, not to exceed ten per cent, of those al-

ready residents in this co\intry, accordinji to the preced-

ing census; it is provi<led. however, that not less tlian

SOOO of any nationality may be admitted. Aliens re-

turning from a temporary visit do not come umler the

l)rovision of this act, nor do those coming to join near

relatives: members of the professional and business

cla.-ses will also be admitted without regard to these con-

diti(Uis.

cla.ss coal that tiie lower class might be obtaimil ii> ;i by-

product. As a residt, the mines generating clccliic \n\\w[-

for general manulMctiiring purposes would glut Ihc mar-

ket whenever the (Icniiiiul I'm- c-onl iil distanl centers be-

iiinic low. Thrv wiiuM \\;i\r \<> ciiiilinuc o|MTalioiis de-

spite the luarkrl clcmaiul in i>rdrr li> lake care of their

local i)atrons.

In .short, the liydro-electnc plant would stabili/.c and

the carbo-electric plant might disiurb the industry. Cer-

tainly coal operators may \ii'W water |)ower nu)re favor-

ably than the development ot oil anil gas fields. The out-

put of fuel wells is not alVected by the seasons, and n\ine

operation is uiade ini

Hydro-Electric Plants

We devote a large space in this issue to hydro-electric

])laiits. View them favorably or not, they are certainly

about to become an imi>ortaiit factor in the development

of the coal industry.

We do not believe that they will be found as disadvan-

tageous to the coal operators as has been feared. The

producer sometimes cannot keep pace with the large de-

mand for coal in the winter. The hydro-electric plant

serves to lower this "peak load." if wo may so express it,

as there is no lack of water power during that season.

In the summer, a hydro-electric plant which is well sup-

jilied with customers may not meet the demand for power

as the water is low. Then the standby plants will buy

coal and thev will enter the market just when the business

of coal producing is dull. Thus water-power plants will

serve as a flywheel for the industry in all those states

where water power competes with coal, as in Maine. Xew

Hampshire, Massachusetts, Tennsylvania and West Vir-

ginia among other states.

The disadvantages in the last two commonwealths men-

tioned and in others where coal is produced and where

water power is available is that the water-power plants

<ut deeplv into the market, which is fed only by one or

possibly two fields. This local market is not subject to

the fierceness of competition experienced in attempting

to do business in more distant centers.

It is a well known fact that coal operators often look

to the local market for their profits and to the more dis-

tant and larger centers of industry for the continued op-

eration of their mines. The local hydro-electric ])lant

tends to cut the ground under the operator's feet, still

leaving him. however, the remote markets undisturbed. If

it were not for this fact, the water-power central plant

would be, it seems to ns. a welcome visitor, for nothing

is worse for the industry than feverishness in the winter

and stagnancy in the summer.

It remains to be seen whether it will pay to construct

water-power plants in coal regions. Unless the power

developable is almost unlimited, a standby plant must be

maintained and consequently the first cost is almost

doubled. If the water supply is nnlimited, then the cost

of damming is excessive and the interest charge becomes

equally exorbitant. As coal production can be made

more "steady, the need for a standby plant is not felt,

when a carbo-electric central plant is erected.

Terhaps the coal industry would be better controlled if

water-power plants increa.sed in number and would be

rendered less stable if numerous carbo-electric plants, ii.s-

ing waste fuels, Mack, bone and the like, were erected.

Such plants svould demand the production of liigher-

lossiMe Ifv till' strenuous and (nn-

tinuous competition thus developed and moreover the

wells add dangers and responsiliilitics witliou' niimlier to

other trials of the coal operator.

The Dead Level

We jiresumc that if the (|uestioii of socialism were

broached in a conversation with almost aiiv operator, he

would deliver a short but ellVctive address on the fact

that the attempts of indivnliials to raise tlieinselves above

the mass have resulted in the liettermeiit of linnianity and

that rewards should be permitted t(. those who earn them.

But that same operator is orteii a socialist when he

builds his town. All his houses arc the same, none are

ever built any lietter or even any redder than the others.

There are no finer houses for the man who deserves a

better house and none for the man who will pay for a

more desirable place of residence. The operators say to

the working man: All men are equal who live here,

There will be no award for merit. You may earn more

moiiev il' you work more, but I will give vou no better

way in which to spend it.

The operator can readily see how such a niethod of

reasoning holds back his business. The man who has no

incentive to earn a larger wage has no desire to work

for any more than a competency which will enable him

to live and rai.se a family on the lcv<'l of the mass of his

fellows. There is no desire to keep a clean house in or-

der to be given one of better construction with pleasanter

environment.

Much as we may hate aristocratic .sentiments, it has

been the rise of these which has advanced civilization.

The operator would do well to create such a degree of

self-respect in his village as will make the better men

endeavor to live more seemly lives. The democracy of

the mine village is, in a way. to its credit and in a de-

gree has l)een its undoing.

The foreman, the doctor and the miner often live in

houses which can only be distinguished by most careful

inspection, and all the residences in a mining town may

be inferior in ajipearance at least to that which would be

inhabited by a mechanic in a small town. The wage is

sufficient to permit the miner to live in a good house and

we have long wondered that he is almost always required

to pay a rental of $fi or $K a month when he is able to pav

more and should demand better quarters.

We urge this in no revolutionary spirit, but advocate

only a gradual raising of the mining communities by the

building of a few houses of a better type, year by year.

By renting these, on demand, to fhe more de.sirable ten-

ants, a desire would be created throughout the mining

camps for a higher standard of living.
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Welfare Work Among Miners

By Ika D. Shaw*

SYNOPSIS—The miner argues that if welfan' irorlt-

pays the operator, the tatter is trading on the pleasures, Of-

well as on the labors, of his employees.; if it does not, it is

a charitable scheme and demands money, which should be

expended in a wage increase. Welfare work is usuallu

unpopular with the miner, unless he feels that he has

originated if. That is why the author thinks it should

not be fostered by an industrial rorporalinu.

"Ten years ago the employer of labor thought that,

when he" had given his employee a fair wage^, passable

living and working conditions, his full .:^iity aa ao. eiB-

ployer was done. Today every 'employel-''6^ :faHof 'feeU'

that he has an obligation toward his employee that mere

wages, favorable working conditions, etc., do not dis-

charge. The question is now how to deliver the goods."

Such in essence was the remark made a short time ago

by the president of one of our largest corporations em-

ploying thousands of men in all grades of labor from

the" most highly skilled down to the lea.st trained. There

never was a period in our industrial history when so

much welfare work was planned and performed as at

present. Many experiments have been made, good, bad

and indifferent, but all with the best of motives.

For the purpose of this paper I shall define welfare

work as any operation or agency which has for its aim

the betterment of any and all conditions so that there

may accrue as a result, increased physical, mental and

moral efficiency of the individual and eventually of the

body politic as well.

C'HAPaCTER A.S THE UlTIJIATE PRODUCT OF WeLI-ARE

Work

In the coal fields there has been but little done along

welfare lines until within the past few years. As a rule

the operator has been busy getting out his output at :i

price that would enable him to meet competition, with

little thought of the main factor in production, the

human element, for in the last analysis the quantity and

quality of the output is going to be determined, not- by

the kind and number of machines used, but by efliciencv

and reliability of the human factor, or the real agent of

production. This, in its last analysis, comes down to

the question of the real character of the employee.

Some of the recent investigations for which our peo-

ple are getting noted, if not notorious, have brought out

that after all the most important factor in all human

relationships is character. This fact is just as true in

the industrial as in the financial world, and the sooner

it is generally recognized and provision made for it the

sooner we shall see dimunition of strife in the industrial

world.

iiiiiiniiiiiiiiiin iiiniiiiiiiiiiiiinii iiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinniniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiniiinii ii iiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiii ««i"\\

•Industrial Secretary of the International Committee of

the Young Men's Christian Association.

Note—Paper read before the West Virginia Coal llinins

Institute. June 25. 1913. at Morgantown. VV. Va.

Miner Desires to Spend His W.\ges Himself

As before stated, many attemi)ts to meet this need

for increased efficiency have been made ; churches, re-

lief and burial funds, death benefits, educational work,

village improvement, gardens, savings banks and many

other institutions, good in themselves have been estab-

lished and their value tried. Some coal companies have

invested thousands of dollars in clubhouses for employees,

and in some cases confess that the whole scheme is a

heart-breaking failure, because the miner has the feel-

ing that every move on the part of the operator to give

himr;^omething not absolutely needed for daily toil is

bound to show up against him on the payroll in some

way, though he may not know or understand just how.

-^Msi'feetijw'aflni^gfetlfii fee^Vieft' iafli"er and oper-

ator is a real condition, and not a theory. I believe it

has no adequate foundation, but arises from a misap-

prehension of motives. However, the feeling exists, and

it must be reckoned with in planning welfare work. So

far as the writer knows practically all the attempts to bet-

ter the conditions of the miners have been made either

by the initiative of the operator, or at least without any

attempt to bring the miner into any vital relationship

with its inception, or by some outside agency, such as a

church or other social organization or Iraternity.

Xo one who knows the mining industry and the life

of the miner denies that he has real needs which at the

present time receive very little attention. The commend-

able agitation for a shorter day and better pay unfor-

tunately does not carry with it a movement which will

provide" for the occupation of the increased leisure time,

and for encouragement to the miner to save a part of his

earnings.

The Gijeatest Danger to Society Is in Misdirected

Lelstre

Xo man is likely to become dangerous to society so

long as he is working. It is misuse of leisure that in

the final analysis works ruin to our laboring men. The

man who labors at hard tasks, such as a miner performs,

craves .something of a stimulating nature when his daily

toil is done. The dangerous character of his work adds

to this feeling of need for stimulation, as he works under

nerve as well as muscle strain, owing to the dangerous

nature of his work. The average mining community

has no provision^ for- the^ raineEJKtio is>im thiaqEondltioja,

so one cannot wonderrhat he takes the most easily pro-

cured substitute, alcoholic stimulation,.and. thia gives him

temporary relief only, and is sure..ta-iiriii!gi©n/:«»trimen-

tal reaction.

In spite of all evidence to the contrary, there are still

a few operators who maintain that the miner must have

alcoholic stimulation to do his work; yet a study of

mine accidents shows that the greater part of them occur

just after a holiday, when those who indulge in liquor

are coming through the reaction stage, and are not nor-

mal physically or mentally. In some communities it

is impossible to run the mines on an^lhing like normal
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output for several days after the men are paid, owing

to the mine employees absenting themselves to drink or

to recover from their intoxication.

Thk Mining Camp Fkovides Onl^ for Toil and Si.kep

Study any of our coal fields: Wh?t opportunity is

there for any man to use his leisure time for recreation?

Many communities have absolutely no semblance of any

public institution, even a church, uo lodge or other so-

cial possibilities. In such a community as this what

chance is there tor a decent man ? The forces of evil are

always at work, and are reaching after their victims.

Xaturallj, they are most successful where they have nc

opposition.

The sooner we recognize that man has a thiee-fold

nature and none of these e:ements are to be ignored i:i

providing for his welfare, th,» sooner we shall solve tb;

I'robiem of human efficiency. The mental and mora

natures must be considered just as important as tl e

physical, and provision must be made for their develop-

ment as no mere prizefighter can be a real man, thougn

ho may look much like one. So no mere drudge, withoar

developed character can be a desirable citizen. Th^

miner of today is just what his surroundings and thosi

w ho are responsible for his environment have made him.

He is no better and no worse than the miner of tomorrow

will be under the same circumstances. It follows that the

responsibility must fall largely on those who mold his

living conditions. But the minei will react upon his

surroundings and make them hettei or worse according

to the motive and the spirit oi the operator. All the

miner needs is opportunity and friendly leadership, an-^.

this latter is all-important.

In some cases much money has been spent to provide

clubhouses that have been poorly planned. In others

there has been no thought or attempt to provide the

proper leadership. In still other cases, men have felt

that the company was not only commercializing their

labor, but also making a profit o£E their leisure, even

though the clubhouse was a losing venture to the com-

pany. Should space permit I could mention a number of

cases where real attempts have been made to provide for

the leisure time of the miner, but the employees have

felt very little interest in it for various reasons.

Human Efficiency as an Octcome of Welfare "Work

Successfiil welfare work can never be carried on with-

out competent leadership. It is just as sensible to install

the most recent and efficient mining machine, and then

expect it to get results by turning it over to be operated

by an ignorant foreigner, who knows nothing of machin-

ery, as to expect a clubhouse to be successful without

some competent and skilled leadership. Moreover, wel-

fare work should never be regarded as a charity any more

than the installation of uptodate machinery. Xo oper-

ator hesitates to engage the best engineer to lay out his

mines and the various features of his operation, but the

average operator seems to feel that when it comes to the

very important subject of human engineering and rais-

ing the efBcieacy of his most vital factor, the most that

is desired or r eeded is some sort of a place, and too often

thinks that that place ought to produce revenue for his

own pocket.

The minr has a right to resent any attempt to capi-

talize his ifcisure hours, and the exercise of this right has

made many attempts unsuccessful. There is now, in

the V.'cst Virginia fields, a clubhouse built at the ex-

pense of not less tiian ten thousand dollars, where there

is absolutely no sujiervision except that exercised by the

ni'iie employees, who iiavc no knowledge whatever of the

oest method of organizing sut'ii work. The ojjerator ex-

pects the clubhouse to bring an income of one hundred

dollars per month. The work has been done with the

best of motives and the oj)erator has the best interests

cf his men at heart, and honestly desires to serve them;

but there is that undercurrent among the men which will

doubtless make the success of the venture siiort-lived so

far as the miner is concerned. Tlie patronage will iirob-

ably be limited to the officemen and the higher grade of

employees. This, instead of dosing up the breach already

existing, makes it still wider, for one of the aims of

welfare work should be to make the men of all grades

feel that they, after all, have coininon interests and com-

mon needs.

The Xeed for a Sense of Possession

Successful welfare work must be co6])erative so that

the miner may feel a sense of proprietorship in the eu-

icrprise. Instances may be cited where welfare work

ander company auspices has been tried and failed, but,

jn turning the work over to the men themselves

under trained leadership the success has been coiisi)icu-

uus. In all cases the emphasis is on strong and wise

leadership.

Successful welfare work must avoid all appearance of

paternalism and patronizing elements. The miner is an

intJepeudent being, and resents any attenijit to discount

his independence. He feels abundantly able to takc^

care of himself, and prefers to do it in his own way, even

if it is not as well done as under a paternalistic regime.

In welfare work the initiative should lie with the

miners rather than the operator. If the miners feel that

they are responsible for the inception of welfare work

they feel a much greater personal obligation to support

it since the operation has come at their request, and not

on the suggestion of the operator.

After studying the whole question ut welfare work

among miners, the Young Men's Christian Association

feels that it has a program to suggest to mining opera-

tors that will not fail under any fair conditions. It

has been working its way among miners for several years

without a failure. It succeeds in enlisting practically

every man in the operation in its program, and aims to

meet all the social and educational needs of the com-

munity, and through cooperation with the church helps

to meet the spiritual needs. It is not implied, however,

that it holds the only solution to the problem, for doubt-

less the same method would apply under any competent

o/ganization.

The program of the Association calls first of all for

an adequate building, which would include the machinery

for the three-fold development of the individual. The

building or clubhouse should contain shower-baths, a

reading room, a bowling alley, pool tables, a hall for

moving pictures and other entertainments, which hall

couM also be used for religious meetings, and classrooms

for educational work. The entire plant .should be in

charge of a man trained in organizing this .sort of work.

The Association would not feel justified in asking any

company to provide such equipment unless at least 60
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per ceut. of their English-speaking white men pledge

themselves to support the work nfter it had been estab-

lished. The entire management of the work is vested ni

a local committee elected by the men themselves and car-

ried on under the leadership of the general secretary.

This feature gives the feeling of proprietorship which

is vital to the success of the work. The fact that no

work is to be done until the men have pledged themselves

to its support makes them feel their responsibility for

its success.

The welfare work carried on under such circumstances

has brought about a complete revolution in many com-

munities. It provides a clean place for recreation and

amusement, as well as an incentive for the increase of per-

sonal efficiency. In a single instance the amount of liquor

brought into a community by express was reduced from

over two hundred gallons per month down to less than

fifty gallons in less than three years' time. In the

meantime gambling practically ceased. The entire com-

munity has put on a new aspect, and the change is notice-

able even in the very countenance of the residents.

In another instance, a company had established a

splendidly equipped welfare building, and maintained

it as a company proposition. After being operated about

two j-ears, without success, it was turned over to the

Association. The first month of the new regime showed

a wonderful change. With a comparatively poorly

equipped building the receipts more than doubled, while

the saloon keeper in the town declared that his sales for

the same mouth decreased something like four hundred

dollars.

This clearly indicates that if the miner is given a

clean place, under proper leadership, and allowed to feel

that he is to a certain extent a proprietor in the enter-

prise, he will take care of its success. In all these club-

houses there should be a casino for the sale of soft drinks,

candy, cigars and light refreshments, if needed. All

these" things tend to make the place attractive to the

men, and bring about a generous response.

Moreover, in many communities a playground can be

attached, to which the secretary can give attention. In

all cases there should be provision made for any need

of the community that the place can supply. The

greater the sense of those requirements, the more easily

the facilities may be provided. In all cases the success of

the work will depend most largely upon the character and

training of the person to whom the leadership is in-

trusted^ and this, after all, is the most important fea-

ture of all successful productive operation.

Effect of Belgian Mining Law
Most of the Belgian colliery companies in their annual

reports this year, make some reference to the consequences

of the law, which, since January, 191-2, has limited the

miner's day to nine hours. The Charbonnages de Cour-

celles du Xord, in the Charleroi district, state that their

output was about the same as in 1911—150,141 tons,

against 449,714 tons—^but that it was only thanks to the

discovery of a new seam that a reduction was not re-

corded. The coal, however, was dirtier than formerly,

with the result that the cost of washing increased, and

new washing installations had to be erected.

At the Gosson-Lagasse Charbonnages, in the Liege dis-

trict, the new law has involved a rise of 1.5.3 francs

(29yoC.) per ton in the cost price, owing to the reduction

in the output, combined with loss of effective work by

the men, and greater difficulties in recruiting the neces-

sary statr, workers finding it advantageous to seek employ-

ment either in the Pas de Calais and Nord districts, where

wages are higher, or in other industries not subjected to

limitation of the hours of work.

The report of the Charbonnages de la Louviere et Sars

Longchamps, in the Centre district, lays stress on the

necessity of having larger washing installations, the coal

extracted there being dirtier, in consequence of the fact

that the miners work with less care than previously in

order to gain the same wage in a shorter time. In 1912,

the companv had to pay to the French Eastern Kailways

penalties amounting to 27,013 f. ($5329), for 27,257

tons supplied; or 1.013 f. (19y2C.) per ton, as compared

with 6260 f. ($1208) for 31,412 tons, or only 0.199 f.

(about 4c.) per ton in 1911, owing to the dirtier con-

dition of the coal.

The consequences of the new law have, however, been

partially oft'set by a sensible rise in the selling price of

coal.

A New Cable Hanger
To facilitate the supporting of feeders in mines, a new

cable hanger has recently been placed on the market by

the Electric Service Supplies Co., of Philadelphia.

Although this device is particularly designed for sus-

pending feeder cables in mines, yet it is adaptable for

use in various other locations. It will accommodate a

cable from Y^ "i- to 1 in. in diameter and permit its in-

sertion or removal after the hanger proper has been per-

manentlv installed.

As shown in the il-

lustration, this hanger

consists of two porce-

lain insulators, uotcheii

and fitted together to

receive the cable and

c 1 a m p it squarely.

These insulators are

bolted together, the

bolts extending through

the cast-iron head
which is especially de-

signed to afford easy in-

stallation. The clamp-

ing surface of the insu-

lators is ribbed to pre-

vent any tendency the

cable may have to slip

through the clamp and

damage the insulation.

These hangers are or-

dinarilv fitted with
The Xew Haxgei!

s 3 in. lont;-. for use i n connection with wooden

plugs, but for timber work a special lag screw of the

same length is furnished. They may also be supported

by special expansion bolts. The hangers are 3i/± hi. wide

by 4% in. high, exclusive of the lag screws or expansion

bolts. All metal parts are heavily galvanized to effectu-

ally withstand the action of rust, and all parts are de-

signed to meet severe .service and afford an easy means

of supporting heavy cables.
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The Cheat Haven Water-Power Development
A I'LAXT UWNlin HY TMK H Y1)I!0-KlKCTRIC I'O. WhICH WlI.I. FlliMSH PoWKH TO l^'oMl'inK WITH <'o\L.

VlSITKI) HY W'ksT VlItOlNIA C'OAL MlNIXC! I NSTITlTi;, JUXE 3-1

View of the west bank of

the river, taken from the op-

posite side. Shows the T. A.

Gillespie Co.'s concrete plant

and the Cheat Haven & Bruce-
ton R.R. Cheat River in fore-

ground and at its edge coffer-

dam encloslngr power house
and a part of the dam.

^
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Mixed Lights in Mining

Lfilcr Xo. 3—In my opinion, it is not safe, under any

(oiulition,s incident to eoal mining, to use mixed lights

in a mine known to generate explosive gas regularly or

at intervals. I will offer three reasons in support of

this o))inion

:

First, the workmen in the open-light se.-tion of the

mine are liable to enter the gaseous section with their

open lights and cause an explosion.

Second, the workers in the non-gaseous section where

open lights are used are liable to encounter or meet an

outburst of gas, at any moment, as the working faces ad-

vance.

Third, when one section of a mine is compelled to use

locked safety lamps, it often creates dissatisfaction among

the workmen.

It is a well known fact that few miners care to use

locked safety lamps, especially when open lights are ui

use in portions of the same mine. The foreman often

finds it difficult to get men to work in the safety-lamp

section under these conditions. He will sometimes take

chances and place some of the gassy workings on open

lights, in order to get men to work in that section, and

to"" advance the face equally with the open-light section.

I believe that if all mines thaf are gaseous or liable to

encounter gas were worked exclusively with approved

locked safety lamps and the miner thoroughly instructed

in the use of the same and only permitted explosives

were used for blasting and all places examined before a

shot is fired, there would be less danger of accident from

explosions of gas.

Mine Foremax.

Jvxpedite, Penn.

The Air Current and Mine Explosions

Anyone reading the interesting article contributed by

Mr. Yerner on the Cincinnati mine explosion cannot but

be impressed with the fact that the installation of large

modern fans for the ventilation of mines has not reduced

the fatalities produced by explosions as we would natural-

ly expect. The opposite of this seems to be the ease;

that is to say, we are liaving disastrous explosions in

mines where we would least expect them, considering the

efficiency of the ventilating machinery installed.

A notable example of this was the Marianna (Penn.)

exidosion, Xov. 28, 11)08. The Marianna was a mine that

was equipped with the ex'press purpose of being uptodate

in every way and free from danger. Some of the leading

mining experts of Europe had examined it about two

weeks before the disaster occurred, and gave it as their

opinion that the mine was all that had been claimed—

a

really model mine. The state inspector had just finished

his examination of the mine when it exploded.

These facts have given rise to questions similar to the

questions raised by Mr. Verner; but seemingly mining

nieu, thus far. have been uiialile to hiid out the reason

why such uptodate equipment fails to provide the desired

immunity from fatal and terrible disasters.

The gases pent up in the coal seam and surrounding

strata, under pressure, are given oif more freely in pro-

portion as the pressure i^ reduced. Large exhaust fans

have, therefore, evidently niiicli to do with the rate with

which gas exudes from the i-oal ami other strata. The

reduction of pressure when a powerful exhaust fan is in

operation also allows the gas to expand in the gobs where

it accumulates in coiisi;lerable volume becau.se the air

current does not reach those places. This difficulty could

1)6 overcome, to some extent, by making the fans com-

pressive instead of exhaustive. The compressive system

of ventilation jiroduces a greater pressure against the

escaping gas than the atmospheric pressure. Then, if

the barometer is falling, the pressure in the mine can be

increased by increasing the speed of the fan and thereby

offset the dangers that arise from atmospheric changes.

()n such occasions some superintendents might desire

to increase the pressure (water-gage) without increasing

the quantity of air passing into the mine per minute.

This could be accomplished by means of a regulator

placed in the main return airway (blowing system), and

which could be arranged to gi\c the same quantity of air

with almost suy reasonable water gage. Regulators an;

not generallv regarded as an uptodate appliance and

should not be used where they can be avoided : but, fot

the purpose stated, I believe they could be used to ad-

vantage.

In the west of Scotland, many of the mines give oif

large quantities of blackdamp and the officials have some

difficulty in keeping the mines in a healthy condition,

even when the atmosphere is in a normal condition ; and

at times of sudden atmospheric changes they have had to

.shut down, owing to the gas almost filling the mine. At

one of the mines, the loss of time from this cause was so

great that the officials decided to try a compressive fan.,

with the result that there was no further trouble from

blackdamp. The compressive fan, in this case, was able

to regulate the flow of gas regardless of atmospheric

changes. Had this mine generated marsh gas and the

gobs been full of explosive gas, the flow of gas from

the strata and the expansion of gas in the gobs would

have been as readily controlled as was the blackdamp.

In the large modern mines of today, the old workings

and other places where gas can accumulate are more ex-

tensive than in mines formerly. Large abandoned places

may be sources of danger from causes that are not sus-

pected. When these places are known to contain ex-

plosive gas they are generally walled oif and made safe,

as a brick wall will keep anyone from entering the place

with an open light and causing an explosion. But it

should not be expected to absolutely prevent the gas from

escaping into the roadway.

It is well known that gas exudes more readily and in

greater quantity at a fault or where the strata are broken
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or (Hsiurbod, and liiis was proliablv tlio cause of a {jivatiT

quantity of gas tliaii usual afruinuiatiuf; at the face of

the heatliiiir, in the ('ini'imiati iniiic. where it was a little

later ignited. Another point that should not be over-

looked is that, altlunijrh the mine was free from marsh

gas to the extent that open lights were used, the fact

that explosive gas was known to i)e generated in the work-

ings, proves that tliere must have been a certain small

percentage of gas in the air, which with coal dust wo\dd

make a highly explosive mixture, in mines circulating

large ijuantities of pure air.

RoiiicnT McCi'xi:.

, Scotland.

Waste of Mine Timber

The article on this subject, published in Coal Agk.

Apr. 26, p. 653, was particularly interesting to me, as

niv experience firebossing for a number of years has

taught me that it is not what is made in coal mining

as much as what is mved in mining operations, that

makes the work successful.

The careful miner will consider that every prop, cap

piece or tie lost or wasted increases to that extent the

cost of the production of coal and makes it more difficult

for the operator to pay good wages or to undertake

needed improvements in the mine. In other words, waste

on the part of the miner only makes the conditions under

which lie must work more (lisagreeal)le and dangerous.

I know from experience that there are thousands of

good props and ten times that number of cap pieces lost

and destroyed by tiie neglect and carelessness of the

miner, who will order timber brought to his place when

he has ])osts back in the gob that be could use if be would

take the trouble to get tbcni. In many cases, nunh (if ibc

blame rests on the men who si'icct the timber and who

send in sticks 4 ft. in length, instead of 4 ft. 6 in. as

ordered. To avoid the annoyance of such a mistake, some

miners will order a S-ft. ])rop where a shorter length

would do. intending to cut the stick to the proper length,

which always means waste.

More care should be exercised by the room boss to see

that every miner orders such timber as be can use with-

out undue waste; and that the timber is delivered prompt-

ly to the right place by the driver; and that miners do

not order more timber than they need and use what they

order; and that no timber is left in the gob that can be

used again.

In the mine, wliere I have been employed, it was the

custom, as soon as a room was worked out, to send a

day man into the place to get out every stick, cap piece,

tie and rail that could be removed and used.

John Sutton, Fireboss.

West Terrc Haute, Ind.

Study Course in Coal Mining
By J. T. Beard

The Coal Age Pocket Book

PROPKRTIES AND BEHAVIOR OF (J.VSES

The symbols, molecular weigrhts. densities and specific

gravities 'of the common mine gases have been given in an-

other place. The properties and behavior of these gases in

the mine will be treated here from a practical, rather than a

theoretical standpoint.

METHANE
This gas is commonlv known as "marsh gas" or "light

carbureted hydrogen." it being the lightest of the hydro-
carbon gases. It IS a colorless, odorless and tasteless gas. Jt

Is combustible, burning with a pale-blue flame, in the air or

in oxygen It contains no oxygen and is not. therefore, a
supporter of combustion, in the generally accepted rneanmg
of the term. A lamp flame is quickly extinguished by this

gas unmixed with air. Mixed with air in certain proportions,

the gas becomes explosive, the mixture being known as fire-

damp." Marsh gas is not poisonous, but when unmixed with
air suffocates bv excluding oxygen from the lungs. The di-

luted gas can be breathed for a long time with no ill effects.

except a slight dizziness, which quickly passes away on re-

turn to fresh air.
, , ^ ,

Marsh gas is the most common of the occluded gases of

the coal formations. It seldom, if ever, occurs pure, but is

mixed in varying proportions with other hydrocarbons (olefl-

ant gas and ethane) and often with nitrogen. These mixed
gases greatly modify the character and properties of the pure

Marsh gas issues from the strata into the mine workings
where it accumulates in quantity, unless removed by a copious
air current. The most paseous seams are those that are over-
laid with a compact rock, slate, or shale that is impervious to
gas and not traversed bv faults, which would allow the gas
to escape. Gas is generated most freely from a virgin seam
and from a freshly exposed face of coal. Hence, new work-
ings generate more gas than old workings: because, in the
old workings, the gas has mostly drained from the strata and
escaped.

Marsh .gas diffuses rapidly into the air and other gases,
the rate of diffusion depending on the relative densities of

the two mediums. The question is often asked, if the diffu-

sion of gas is so rapid how is it possible for a large body of

gas to accumulate in a void place in the mine. The reason is

that diffusion onlv takes place at the surface of contact, and
is therefore limited, and the gas is being generated faster
than it passes away.

Marsh gas being lighter than air tends to accumulate at
the roof and at the head of steep pitches and in rise workings.
It is found in such places where the air current is not sufR-
ciently strong to sweep away the gas and in other poorly
ventilated or abandoned places. Gas can generally be found
at the roof or close to the face of the coal in chambers gen-
erating gas. It is detected by observing the flame of a safety
lamp. If gas is present in sufficient quantity in the air a

faint nonluminous cap will appear surmounting the flame of

the lamp. The gas also lengthens the flame.

The Coal Age Pocket Book
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.\11 gases were formerly known to the miner as "damps."

which is a word of Dutch or German origin meaning vapor or
fumes. Later, as the characters of the different gases became
known, they were named according to their several charac-
teristics. The term "firedamp" was applied to any inflam-
malile or explosive mixture of gas and air.

The word firedamp, today, in this country, means any In-
flammable or explosive mixture of marsh gas and air, with
or without other gases. In Kngland. the word is taken to
mean any mixture of marsh gas and air without regard to
whether or not the mixture was inflammable or explosive,
wliich. however, is not its logical meaning.

When hut a small amount of marsh gas is mixed with
pure air the gas is so diluted that the rhixture is not in-
flammable. In contact with flame, this small percentage of
gas in the air adds to the combustion of the flame and length-
ens the flame; but the flame is not propagated throughout the
mixture, as the absorption of the heat by the air is too great
to maintain the temperature necessary for combustion.

Lower Inflnmmable Limit— .As more gas is added to the air.
a point is soon reached where the combustion of the gas de-
velops sufficient heat to raise the temperature of the air to
that required to maintain the combustion. When this point
is reached the flame causing the ignition is extended or propa-
gated throughout the mixture. In other words, the mixture
becomes inflammable, because the combustion is supported in
the mixture independent of any other source. The theoretical
percentage of gas in the firedamp at this point, as calculated,
is slightly above 2 per cent., for dry air or saturated air.
The heat absorbed by the water of saturation Is so slight in
comparison that it can be ignored without appreciable error.
There are heat losses, however, that cannot be calculated,
which fact raises the lower inflammable limit of pure marsh
gas to about 5 per cent.

Effect of Dust nml Other (iaHett—Owing to the fact that
marsh gas is rarely, if ever, found pure, but is generally
mixed with dust or other gases or both, it is never safe to
work with open lights, in air containing more than 1 per
cent, of gas, in bituminous mines: or 2>/4 per cent., in anthra-
cite mines.

Gases are divided into two general classes, in respect to
the effect thev produce on the inflammability of firedamp.
Gases having a lower ignition point than marsh gas. as for
example, carbon monoxide, hydrogen sulphide, ethane and
oleftant gas, lower the inflammable limit of firedamp, as given
above. Fine coal dust floating in the mine air has a similar
effect, in proportion as the dust is highly inflammable. On
the other hand, extinctive gases such as nitrogen and carbon
dioxide raise the limit given above.

In the working of bituminous mines, coal dust is a most
dangerous factor, especially when the coal is highly inflam-
mable. In many cases, the finely divided dust produces an
explosive atmosphere even when no gas is present. The pres-
ence of such dust in the mine air, acted on by the flame of
a blownout shot, is certain to cause trouble.
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Effect of Carbon Dioxide on Flame

of Carbide Lamp
What is the effect of carbon dioxide in the mine at-

mosphere, on the burning of the acetylene lamp?
Carbide.

Shenandoah, Penn.

Carbon dioxide (CO.), being an incombustible gas.

acts when present in the atmosphere not only to dilute

the air and thus reduce the percentage of oxygen pres-

ent ; but, with the nitrogen of the air, absorbs a consid-

erable proportion of the heat developed by the combus-

tion. The acetylene gas is the combustible and the oxy-

gen of the air the supporter of combustion. The reaction

that takes place is as follows:

2 C JI, + 5 0, = 4 CO, -f 2 H,0

The reaction shows that the acetylene flame, like other

flames, is dependent on the oxygen of the atmosphere for

its combustion; but not necessarily to the same degree

as other flames. The acetylene flame, like the hydrogen

flame, is more tenacious than either the candle or oil

flame. In other words, the acetylene flame will continue

to burn in an atmosphere where other flames are extin-

guished. This fact has been observed in the mine, in

phices generating blackdamp. Blackdamp is composed

largely of a mixture of carbon dioxide, nitrogen and oxy-

gen. The percentage of oxygen in blackdamp is, there-

fore, much below the normal percentage of oxygen in the

atmosphere. Blackdamp, as found in the mine, is an

artificial atmospliere and generally contains sufficient

oxygen to support the burning of the acetylene flame. In

such an atmosphere it requires 50 per cent., more or less,

of carhon dioxide to extinguish the flame of the acetylene

lamp.

When the acetylene lamp, however, is placed under a

bell jar and allowed to burn until it is extinguished, the

percentage of carbon dioxide in the air within the jar

has been found to be 6.3 per cent. This is called a resid-

unl atmosphere, much of the oxygen of the air having

been consumed by the combustion of the flame. In this

connection, the article, "The Carbide Lamp and Carbon

Dioxide," Coal Age, Vol. 2, p. 128, will be of interest

to those studying the subject.

Experiments were recently made at the TJ. S. Federal

Testing Station, Pittsburgh, to compare the burning of

the Taylor acetylene lamp with that of a candle. In these

experiments, the candle was first placed under a bell jar

and allowed to burn until it was extinguished, the time

required being 1 min. 59 sec. The Taylor lamp placed

alone under the same bell jar burned 3 min. 2 sec, when

it was extinguished. The candle and lamp were then

placed together under the same bell jar, the lamp having

a small fl\me. In this case, the candle was extinguished

in 47 sec, while the lamp burned 3 min. 9 sec. The

same experiment was then performed, the lamp having a

large flame. The candle burned 29 sec, and the lamp

was extinguished in 1 min. 18 sec.

Fan Ventilation

Kindly explain in Coal Age for what purpose the Pitot

tube is used in fan ventilation.

Eeader.

Belleville, 111.

The Pitot tube has been used, in recent years, for de-

termining the velocity of the air current more accurately

than can be determined by the use of the anemometer, in

making fan tests. The Pitot tube is a simple tube of small

i.ore about % in. in diameter, attached to the water-gage

tube and used in connection with it, to determine the ve-

locity head of the air current from which the velocity

of the current may be calculated.

As is well known, the water-gage tube should be so

arranged that the air current will pass its mouth at right

angles to the length of the tube; and often a thin plate is

fixed to this tube flush with its mouth so as to direct the

current of air in a direct line across the mouth of the

tube and prevent any tendency of the air either to enter

the tube or draw away from the tube. By this arrange-

ment the tube measures only the static pressure of the air

current.

The end of the Pitot tube, however, is bent in the di-

rection of the advancing current, so that the full force

of the current is directed into the mouth of the tube.

When so arranged, this tube measures the entire pres-

sure producing the flow of the air, which corresponds to

the sum of the pressure head and the velocity head.

Now, if the first tube is connected with one arm of

the water gage, and the second tube with the other arm

of the same gage, it is evident that the reading of the

water gage will measure the difference of these two pres-

sures, which is the pressure due to the velocity head, ex-

pressed in inches of water gage.

The velocity is then calculated from the reading of the

water gage, the calculation being based upon the funda-

mental equation v =>). -^ 2 gh. It must be remembered,

however, that in this equation, v is the velocity in feet

per second and Ji the head of air column in feet, g

being the value of the force of gravity (32.16), i the

gage, and water being 815 times as heavy as air.

^|2gh„.^

= 60 \
(3 X 32.16 X 815

1

12
3965 V'

Or, for any other gage than water, specific gravity = G.

;,.,,.„„„. = 3965 yl~Gl

The velocity head is a comparatively small reading in

a water gage, and, to increase the accuracy of the results,

it is advisable to use either alcohol or petroleum instead

of water, in the gage. In either case, the specific gravity

G of the alcohol or the petroleum should be carefully de-

termined. As an illustration, taking the specific gravity

of petroleum as 0.878, a gage reading of tV in- would in-

dicate a velocity of 928 ft. per min.
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EXAMINATION QUESTIONS

Miscellaneous Questions

A iisHfri'il hij Hi'qitcsl

Quex. A sliaft .V«> ft. dei'p is full of wiiler; wlial is

till' pressure per square iiu-li and per s<|uare foot, at the

i.ottoin of the sliaft. due to the wei-rht of the water?

Ans.—The pressure due to the wei^'ht of the waler

is found as follows:

500 X 62.5 = :31.-250 lb. per sq.fl.

500 X 0.434 = 217 lb. per sq.in.

Qiifg^— (a) How many 3-in. i)ipes will present a sec-

tional area eipial to that of one 12-in. pipe, (b) If all

the pipes are of eipial length, will this number of 3-in.

l)ipes di.seharge more or less water, in a given time, than

one r2-in. pipe, and why?
1,,.^..— (a) The .sectional areas of thcs" i-i',-es are:

One 12-in. pipe, 0.7854 X 1"^' = 1 '^'-l '^'l-'"-
"farly.

One 3-in. pipe, 0.7854 X 3-= 7.07 s,,. in., nearly.

The number of 3-in. pipes, therefore, reipiired to give

the same sectional area as a single 1 3-in. pipe is 113.1 -^

7.07 = IG i)ipes.

(b) Apiiroximately, the discharge of a i)ipe line, for a

constant head, varies as the scjuare root of the fiftr power

of the diameter of the pipe. In otlu'r words, the dis-

charge ratio is equal to the square root of the fifth power

of the diameter ratio. Indicating the discharge of one

12-in. pipe bv G„. and the dischargee for sixteen 3-in.

>il)es by IG "tt,, the ratio of discharge, in this case, is

Vl024 _,.,_.,
17^

'

"
~ ^

This shows that one 12-in. jiipe will discharge twice

the quantity of water that sixteen 3-in. pipes will di.s-

.harge, under the same head and for the same condition

of the 'pipes, the length of all the pipes being equal. The

reason is that sixteen 3-in. pipes present a very much

larger rubbing surface, which increases the friction and

decreases the quantity of the flow.

Quex. What are the essential features to be observed

in building and maintaining mine roads, in order to

secure the safe, speedy and economical handling of the

coal ?

A„s. When laving out a permanent mme-haulage

road, it is advisable to straighten the entry as far as prac-

ticable bv taking off a "skip" on the rib, where the entry

has not been driven on line. It is also well to bring

the roadway, as far as practicable, to a uniform grade

that will favor the movement of the loaded cars. The

most economical grade for this purpose is Wo per cent.

When this has been done, the road should be well tim-

bered and drained and the roadway ballasted, especially

where motor or rope haulage is emydoyed. The track

ties .should be spaced an equal distance and not too far

apart, so as to provide a good bedding for the rails. Iron

rails should be used on all main-haulage roads, and the

weight of the iron .should be adajited to the weight of the

loafled cars and motors. There is no economy in using

too liffht rails. The haulage roads should be of suffi-

|y- = ,..,^-=,WT.=
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, I, .III widtii 1(1 Milord ii ilear ]iassage of iKit less llian

2 ft. on at least one side of the track: hut where this is

impracticable, refuge holes should be cut in the rili, at

short intervals. All roadways sli(i\ild lie regularly cleaned

at frequent intervals of time.

(^„(>.v.—Explain the method of .alnihiliiig the jicrccnt-

age of gas in an air current.

..l„,s.—The percentage of gas in mine air is dcicrinincd

bv observing tiie height of the tlaiiie i:\\\ in an a|)pni\cd

safety lamp exposed to the gas. It has been the custmn

among firebosses to guess at the height of the llame cap.

The best results, in testing, are obtained by the use of a

lamp having a free upward circulation of air. The ai-

should enter the lamp at a point below the flame and,

ascending, ])ass out through the gauze chimney. The

lamp most commonly used in testing is tlie unbonncted

Davy lam]). When such a bim]i is used, burning sperm

(ir cottonseed (nl. the ]icreeiitMge of gas (J) may be

calculated from the height (//) of the flame cap, in inches,

by means of the lormula

./ = ^loT

For example, if the heiglit nf the flame cap is % in.,

/, = 0.75; and the percentage of the gas, in this case,

is

,/ = yl 3(j X 0.75 = -v'^ = 3 per cent.

It is often difficult to obtain a good average test for gas,

in a strong air eurreiit. In .such a case, it is necessary to

.shield thelanip from the direct force of the current and

obtain a numljcr of readings, in different parts of the air-

way, in order to secure a good average reading.

Ques.—Assume that a pair of heading.s, each 5 ft. high

and 8 ft. wide, is being driven to the rise, on a grade oE

10 per cent., and one of these headings is standing wait-

ing for the crosscut, which is almost through, when the

fireboss reports that the idle heading is filled with gas

to within a foot of the bottom, at the face. Calculate tlie

quantity of gas in the heading.

^„.s.—The thickness of the seam being 5 ft., if the gas

is observed 1 ft. from the bottom, at the face, there is 5

— 1 = 4 ft. of gas, at that point. Then, the rise of

the heading being 1 in 10, the distance the gas reaches

back from the face is 4 X 10 = 40 ft. The section of

the heading filled with gas is in the form of a wedge

measuring 4 ft. on end and 40 ft. on the base and 8 ft.

wide. The volume of thi:
. 8 X 4 X 40

space is — — 640

• u.ft.

This method of measuring gas is that commonly em-

])loyed by firebosses, but is only suggestive of the relative

amount of gas present. As a matter of fact, there is no

definite gas line above which all is gas and below which

all is air. The point at which the fireboss reports gas

is the point where he fir.st observed the cap in his Davy

lamp, and represents, approximately, 2.5 per cent, of gas.

Above this poinut, the percentage of gas increases and

below it decreases.
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Harrisburg, Penn.

A bill has been introduced amending the act which pro-

vides that wash houses be established at all collieries, when
application is made by 20 or more men, and compels the

company to erect a suitable place for men to wash and

change their clothes after coming out of the mines; the

amendment reads that the petition of the men must be com-

plied with S weeks after making application. This bill

passed the House and is now in hands of the Senate Com-

mittee on Mines and Mining.

The McKay bill making it unlawful to discharge into any

running stream, any coal, culm, mine refuse or ashes, has

been sent to the Governor the second time, for it was re-

called a few days ago to be amended, the amendment strik-

ing out the word "ashes."

The bill does not apply to water pumped or flowing from

any coal mine where the coal, clum and refuse have been

removed therefrom, nor does it prevent the discharge of

sewage from any public sewer system owned or maintained

by any municipality.

The bill carries a fine of $100 for each offense and $50 for

each day that the offense is maintained, or imprisonment

not exceeding- one month, or both at the discretion of the

Court.

The purpose of this bill is to eliminate the polluting of

streams in the anthracite coal region with culm, etc., which

in times of high water washes onto the farmlands lying

along the several rivers and creeks, resulting in suits for

damages.
On July 1. a hearing will be held by the United States

District Court in Philadelphia of the suit brought by J. B.

Coryell, trustee in bankruptcy for Dimmick & Co.. against a

number of officials of coke manufacturing companies of

Uniontown, Penn., alleging a conspiracy in restraint of trade.

The men against whom suit is brought, are Isaac W. Sea-

mans.. J. P. Brennan. C. E. Lenhart, A. P. Austin. R. W. Fry.

Julian Kennedy. J. H. Hoover. G. D. Harrarh. J. W. Abra-

ham. E. H. Abraham, R. W. Gilmore. G. B. Gilmore. L. W.

Fogg. W. G. Rock. John Harding. G. D. Howell. J. V. Thomp-

son and Wiley L. Byers. The alleged conspiracy it is charged

is a violation of the Sherman anti-trust laws.

Dimmick and Co.. before their bankruptcy last March

were dealers in coke, having offices in Uniontown. Philadel-

phia and Cleveland. Ohio and doing a business, it is declared,

of about $4,000,000 to $5,000,000 a year. They received most

of their coke from ovens at Uniontown. owned and operated

by the defendents in the above suit, and had contracts, it is

alleged, for long terms with the companies of which these

defendents are officials.

The charge is made that a combination was formed not

to sell any more coke to Dimmick and Co.. and it is alleged

that they organized a selling company, called the Consum-

ers Co.. and. further, that they raised the price of coke from

$1.70 to $4 a ton. Owing to the great increase in price. Dim-

mick and Co., refused to buy. The Consumers Co. took the

coke thus refused by Dimmick & Co. and sold it.

Dimmick & Co.. charge that they had contracts to meet,

and in order to fulfil them had to buy coke at the greatly in-

creased price. The result, they say. was a loss of $400,000 so

that they were forced into bankruptcy. They now seek

reparation for their loss, and claim that the sole object of

organizing the Consumers Co. was to drive them out of bus-

iness.

This is commencement month in the anthracite coal fields

as well as at the great universities and colleges of the land

The boys who receive their diplomas from the various tech-

nical schools have in the majority of cases only a vague

idea of just what usie they will make of their education. On
the other hand, the young men ranging in age between 20

and 30 who have passed the examination of the technical

schools maintained by the various anthracite companies and

the Y. M. C. A., with the cooperation and financial assistance

of many of the operators, have an extremely definite idea of

what use they will make of their added knowledge.

These are the men who will earn more money because

they are better fitted for the many positions in and about

the mines for which special training is not only advisable but

often necessary. These are the men who will save human
lives, since it is the men familiar with such subjects as mine
gases, mine ventilation, mine law. mine surveying, electric-

ity and magnetism, mechanics, compressed air and kindred

subjects who are best fitted to keep the mine safe and warn
the uninstructed and ignorant of the dangers in their way.

These are the men who can save money for the public

which must ultimately pay for the increased cost of mining
due in some degree to the blunders of an ignorant past.

These are they who can raise the standard of living in the

anthracite coal fields and the operators are welcoming their

awakening to the opportunities of the schools as it makes
for better citizenship, more efficient labor and greater con-

tentment.

This does not in any way detract from the value and
dignity of our great universities. The students in these

technical schools make more definite and immediate use of

their opportunities than the average college graduate. The
education acquired in the anthracite coal fields is secured in

evenings of study after days of labor in the mine, and there-

fore is valued at its true worth.
In coal mining, as in many other walks of life, a man's

efficiency depends largely upon his knowledge of the subject

in hand and his ability to use that knowledge to the best

possible advantage.

PE!VNSVL,V-\NIA

Anthracite

Bloomsbnrg—Judge Evans of the Columbia County Court
has granted a preliminary injunction against the Midval-
ley Coal Co., restraining it from mining coal on Columbia
County land, which the Lehigh Valley Coal Co. claims. Back
of this action is a controversy for title to a vein of coal

which was discovered by Lehigh Valley engineers and is con-

servatively estimated to be worth $1,500,000. There has been
some confusion about the leases to this property and the

Lehigh Valley Co. claims that the Midvalley people have
disregarded warnings not to mine the coal and have already

sunk a tunnel into the property.

Hazleton—The State Railroad Commission has dismissed

the complaint filed against the Lehigh Traction Co. demand-
ing that cars be run exclusively for miners between Hazleton
and Freeland. In so doing the Commission held that the

traffic does not justify special cars since the miners quit

work at different hours. The complaint admits that the

company has separate compartments in its cars for miners
returning from work, but the Commission holds that there

is no way to prevent an occasional overflow which brings the

miners in contact with other passengers.

Harrisburg—Although Senator Wm. E. Crow, of Fayette
County, is quoted as saying that no settlement upon the

controversy arising over the Workmen's Compensation Bill

is in sight, it has been reported on good authority that a
plan which may prove acceptable is being evolved and a

final effort will be made to bring about the enactment of

the measure.
A bill has been passed relating to the dockage of anthra-

cite coal at the mines on which to compute the earnings of

the miners.

Pblladplphla—The strike of the Reading car repair men
has as yet had no preceptible effect upon the coal tonnage
handled by that railroad. The Reading authorities say that

as things now stand they can get along with the force as

reduced by the strike for a considerable time.

Pottsvllle—Rumor has it that the Mill Creek Coal Co. con-
templates opening the coal measure in the Wolf Creek Val-
ley north of St. Clair. The openings will be made west of

or below the new reservoir recentl> constructed by the

Pottsville Water Co.. #nd hence will in no manner injure the

quality or lessen the quantity of the supply.

BituminouK

Greensburg—The first-aid contest of the Keystone Coal
& Coke Co. for the cup presented by L! B. Huff was won by
the Arona team with a score of 99%. Three teams tied for

second place and the prize of $40. the money being divided
among Keystone Shaft. Carbon and Saley. The Greensburg
team took third place and a prize of $20.
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Calrnbroofc—At the new operation of the Lackawanna

oal Co coal is being removed but Is stored In cars on the

ground, as the Pennsylvania R.R. has not yet completed Its

extension up Shade Creek. It will possibly be the middle of

July before any shipments can be made. It Is probable

also that the Berwlnd-Whlte Coal Mining Co. will 80on start

to operate in this territory and a large tonnage will, there-

fore, be taken out.

pltlKburEh—Word has Just been received In coal and rail-

road circles here that the Coleman tract of land In the

Alleirhenv Valley Just west of Rlmersburg. comprising about

9000 acres, has been purchased by a syndicate of Philadelphia

capitalists. With the development of this properly a new

railroad will be built to haul the output, thus bringing hea\>

coal supplies Into the market. About 800 men will be em-

ployed In the preliminary work.

Vnlversnl—A fire occurred on June 22 which caused dam-

age to the amount of approximately »25.000 and was .x-

tingulshed only after a bucket brigade of 500 men had

fought it for four hours. The fire broke out in the kitch. n

in the home of Emil Elovich, a Lithuanian, at about two

o'clock a m The entire family, father, mother and nve

children, made their escape down a ladder from the sec-

ond story. The flames spread rapidly from house to house

before the town could be awakened.

Bellefonte—During a heavy thunder storm on June 25.

the lightning struck one of the rails of the track of a coal

mine near Clarence. The current traveled down the rail into

the mine, killing one man and injuring three others.

fonnellsvllle—Two unknown men were run down and

killed bv a coke train on the track of the Davidson ovens

near he"re June 26. Shortly before the accident the men

wandered onto the property and told the workmen that they

merely wanted to see the coke ovens. It was raining and

thev climbed on the ovens to dry their clothing. Not being

familiar with the making of coke the men did not know that

the small coke engine and cars pass over the tops of the

"'^"ctive operations in the Greene County Portion of the

lower Connellsville coke region have been begun The rort-

land coke Co. has 50 of its 100 ovens completed and has

begun shipping some coke. The Reliance Coal & Coke Co..

which is building 400 ovens Just below Brownsville, will be-

gin shipments in a couple of weeks.

South PltfuburB—The Rexton coal mines, owned by the

Tennessee River Coal Co., are making preparations In order

to begin working by the time the coal season begins in

the fall.

OHIO
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WEST VIRGINIA

Chnrleston, W. Va.—An official call for a strike of miners

in the New River coal field was issued June 25. from the

local Headquarters of the United Mine Workers of America.

This order is to be effective July 1. Several thousand copies

of the call for the strike have been ordered printed and wiU

be distributed throughout the district within the next few

davs Coal operators in the New River field have asked that

these copies be recalled in the hope of reaching some terms

which will avoid a strike.
, „ , , ,

The miners of the Paint and Cabin Creek coal fields plan

to enter suits for heavy damages against those responsible

for the killing and wounding of miners and members of their

families during the recent labor troubles. One of the suits

of principal interest will be that of Mrs. Maud Estep, the

widow of Susco Estep, the young miner who was killed

by a bullet while getting his wife and children to a place

of safety. This shooting occurred at Holley Grove on Feb.

Blnefleld—It has been learned that a new coal company

has been organized and will be in operation within a short

time. This company will be known as the Trace Fork Goal

Co and will be located at Mullen. Side-tracks are now be-

ing laid The Pocahontas No. 3 seam will be worked and

everything is being rushed for the opening of the new

mine.

KENTICKY

Jenkins—The Consolidation Coal Co., now building a veri-

table citv at Jenkins, has begun work on a $30,000 hospital at

that place which will be the largest institution of the kind

in the northeastern section of the entire state. The new

hospital will take the place of the temporary building erected

there two years ago.

TENNESSEE

Nashville—The Nashville Traffic Bureau is looking for a

decision bv the Interstate Commerce Commission in the

Nashville coal rate case. A decision has been expected in

this case for some time and is awaited with much interest.

A material reduction Is sought in the rates on coal, it being

maintained that there is discrimination against NashviUe in

this commodity.

Cincinnati—There are numerous indications of a

of business this summer and autumn which will exceed in

value and tonnage all records that have yet been made
Orders for coal are said to be far beyond those of other

years at this season, and the railways, both East and West,

will probably be taxed to their utmost in order tu meet their

requirements.

freBoent—Two mines in the eastern Ohio coal lii-lds wiiit

on strike June 24, throwing 600 men out of work. The

men employed at Gaylord mine No. 2 struck on account of

the refusal of the company to recognize the uniform outside

wage agreement, while the exact nature of the trouble aris-

ing at the Crescent mine of the Lorain Coal & Dock Co.

over which the men quit work has not been ascertained.

Brilliant—The Royal Coal Co., which controls a large

acreage south of Brilliant, is shortly to open its mine

which was projected several months ago. At that time

trouble was met in securing the right of way for the mine

siding, and the opening was delayed considerably on that

account. Settlement of this difference has been effected,

however, and developnuiU of the property will be started

soon.

ILLINOIS

lienld—Considering output the three mines of the Super-

ior Coal Co. near here are among the largest in the world.

Mine No. 1 is averaging 3500 tons daily and on May 23 last

hoisted 3S08 tons. Mine No. 2 set a new monthly average in

April of 4059 tons dally. During May mine No. 3 averaged

4061 tons a day, or 105,507 tons for the month. On June 6

the three mines broke all previous records, hoisting 12,294

tons.

Carllnvllle—The Superior Coal Co. have returned the op-

tions taken some time ago on land southwest of Benld, as

it has been decided to postpone the sinking of shaft No. 4 for

an indefinite period. The increased tonnage of the present

mines and the extension of the road to connect with the

mine at Staunton is the reason assigned for this decision.

IOWA

Knoxvllle—It has long been known that a vein of coal

underlies the village of PleasantviUe at a depth of between

300 and 400 ft. S. C. Frost has interested capitalists and

raised money upon popular subscription for the purpose of

prospecting. He has also employed Knoxvllle prospectors for

this work.

NORTH DAKOT-V

.Mtnot—According to the latest reports from the Northern

Briquetting Co.. lignite briquettes will probably be pro-

duced in Minot by Sept. 1. The above named company owns

700 acres of lignite coal land near Burlington and is estab-

lishing a plant near the crossing of the Great Northern and

Soo line tracks. The necessary briquetting machinery has

been ordered and it is expected that the plant will have a

capacity of at Itast 75 tons in a working day of 10 hr.

ARKANSAS

Port Smith—A number of coal miners were reported en-

tombed after an explosion in a mine at Jenny Lind. Ark., 12

miles south of Forth Smith June 24. It is understood that

aid was summoned from the mine rescue station at Mc-

Alester, Okla.

OKL.VHOMA

Venlta—A company from McAlester has unloaded a pros-

pecting drill at Blue Jacket and prospecting for coal will be

started at once. No attention will be paid to oil or gas, but a

prospect hole will be sunk on the west side of the town in

the hope of getting a little closer to the railroad. This will

be put down to a depth of at least 400 ft.

ARIZONA

PhoenU—The first of a number of petitions to initiate a

law excluding all but English-speaking workmen from the

mines of Arizona was filed June 21 with the Secretary of

State Petitions are being circuited in every mining camp

and it is believed that the necessary 2168 names will be se-

cured to place the measure before the people at the election

in 1914.
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FOREIGN NEWS
stoker—H. E. Stover, assignor to Baldwin Locomotive

Works. Philadelphia, Penn.. 1,0611,1)36, Apr. 29, 1913. Filed
May 22, 1912. Serial No. 698,904.

Cardiff, Males—The strike called by the miners as a pro-

test against non-unioniSBi in the mines narrowed its area a
week from its proclamation to the Rhondda Pit of D. Davis
& Sons. The men stiil on strike, numbering 7000, are re-

ceiving financial sup^^ort from the Miners' Federation.

New Hazleton, B« C.—An active campaign of development
in the Kitseukla coal field has been undertaken by J. W.
Hart and Wm. McDonald. These prospectors staked their

claims last sum»Tier and say that they have one seam of

coking coal 7% ft. thick, upon which they will do most of

their work. Another bed 2% ft. thick is reported to be an-

thracite of good quality.

i""'

PERSONALS

Ernest Hutton, of Clarksburg, W. Va., has been recently

appointed superintendent of the power and mechanical de-

partment for the Elkhorn Mining Co.

D. A. Thomas, English coal magnate from Cardiff. Wales.
has been recently visiting various coal operations in the

Pocahontas and Winding Gulf district of West Virginia.

H. B. Douglas has been appointed acting general man-
ager in charge of the operation of the Clearfield Bituminous
Coal Corporation, with headquarters at Clearfield, Penn.

This appointment was made on account of the death of A.

R. Shillingford, vice-president and general manager of the

compi. n\

.

J. F. Healy, formerly of Elkins. W. Va.. has opened a con-

sulting mining engineering ofiice in Room 1201, Union Bldg.,

Charleston, W. Va.. and proposes to make a specialty of re-

ports on coal lands and subjects relating to coal mining
for banks, trust companies, and investors generally, as well

as other engineering business. Mr. Healy is a graduate of

the Pennsylvania State college, with many years experience

in mining engineering in Washington. Montana and West
Virginia, as well as for years acting as general superintend-
ent and manager of operations. He also acquired an inti-

mate knowledge of the minutia of coal mining as a boy.

OBITUARY

Edward Nelson Saunders, aged 68 years, prominent in the

coal industry of the Northwest and interested in several

St. Paul financial institutions, recently died at his home in

that city. He is survived by a wife, three daughters and
one son.

Peter Donaldson, a partner in the firm of James Watson
& Co., also President and Managing Director of the Dayton
Coal & Iron Co., of Dayton, Tenn.. and a heavy stockholder
in the latter company, drowned himself June 24 at Kilcreg-

gan. a watering place on the Clyde. The firm of James AVat-

son & Co. suspended payment on June 11 and the Dayton
company made a consignment shortly afterward. It is be-

leived that Mr. Donaldson's act was the result of these

business reverses.

COAL AND COKE PATENTS

Gas Producer—W. Hammick, Pittsburg, Kan., 1.060.755,

May 6, 1913. Filed July 16, 1912. Serial No. 709,751.

Hoisting Bucket— .A.. Wirsing. Milwaukee, Wis.. 1.060,730.

May 6. 1913. Filed Dec. 12. 1902. Serial No. 736.260.

Coal Bit Sharpener

—

A. T. Upton, Mount Vernon. 111.. 1.-

061,149, May 6, 1913. Filed Aug. 5. 1912. Serial No. 713.424.

Coal Boring Machine—W. J. Hinds, Grant Town. W. Va..

1.060,S40. May 6, 1913. Filed June 29, 1912. Serial No.
706,767.

Superheater for Lnconiotive Boiler—J. Primrose, New
York. N. T., 1.060.360. Apr. 29. 1913. Filed Mar. 9, 1911.

Serial No. 613.349.

Apparatus for Superheating: Steam—E. H. Foster. New
York. N. Y.. 1.06&.334. Apr. 29, 1913. Filed Sept. 1, 1911.

Serial No. 647,lil.

\Vhitesburg, Ky—An Eastern syndicate has just pur-
chased 5000 acres of rich coal land along lower Parr's Fork
on the Knott-Letcher border and is planning an early and
extensive development of the property.

West Neivton. Penn—The Connellsville Coke & Fuel Co.,
is pushing work on the erection of an SO oven coke plant to
develop 105 acres of Ligeonier Valley coal recently bought
from ex-judge Charles G. Steel and other Greensburg men.

Lisbon, Ohio—Over two thousand acres of valuable coal
land lying north of West Point and along the right of way
of the Youngstown and Ohio River Railroad Co., will be ex-
tensively developed by the Kirk-Dunn Coal Co., of Cleveland,
in the near future.

Birmingham, Ala.—The Pratt Consolidated Coal Co. that
recently purchased the properties of the Milner Coal Co. of
New Castle, is remodeling No. 6 mine, erecting a temporary
tipple and prtparing to resume the operation of this de\-el-
opment in the near future.

Charleston, W. Va.—T. M. McClenahan, of Charleston, W.
W. Keefer, of Pittsburgh, and John Sargeant, of Cincinnati,
Ohio, will develop coal lands near Charleston, and are in-
stalling a plant to produce 2500 tons daily. The initial cost
of this installation will be between $250,000 and $300,000.

^Va.shington, D. C.—Work on the new building of the Bu-
reau of Mines in Pittsburgh for which the last congress ap-
propriated $500,000 is expected to be under way soon. W. G.
Mc.-Vdoo. Secretary of the Treasury, has asked Congress for
an emergency appropriation of $15,000 to pay for surveying
the plot adjoining Schenley Park which the city gave the
government in exchange for the Arsenal site in Lawrence-
ville.

Edinburgh, Scotland—The Udstcn Coal Co. is now leasee
of the three coalfields in East Lothien. Riggenhead, St.

Germains. and Penston, covering a space of about tbi-ee miles
in length. The management met recently to consider the
question of erecting 200 to 300 workmen's houses, half of
them to be at Macmery, and half at Tranent. At Tranent
and Elphinstone, which, when completed, will be productive
pits in East Lothien, several hundred additional houses will
be erected by the company.

Lexington, Ky.—Over $40,000,000 will be spent in the de-
velopment of the property of the Elkhorn Fuel Co. within
the next few months. It is proposed to build three new min-
ing towns; one on Potters' Fork a mile from the main line
of the Lexington and Eastern, which will be reached by a
branch line, one on Wright's Fork, and one near Neon,
the two last named being on the Lexington & Eastern main
line.

Orders for millions of feet of lumber have been placed,
two large band saw mills and several planing mills will be
installed to work up native lumber, and a brick plant of
considerable capacity will be built and its output used in

constructing the new cities.

NEW INCORPORATIONS

Connellsville, Penn.—The Lake Trade Coal Co. has been
organized at Windber with a capitalization of $25,000.

Columbus, Ohio—The Citizens Ice. Coal & Supply Co. has
been organized with a capital of $40,000 at Sidney by Milton
Bennett and others.

Osceola, Ark—A charter has been granted to the Gay-Orr
Coal & Ice Co.. capital stock $25,000. Tne incorporators are
B. F. Gay, W. E. Orr, and B. I. Gay.

Pittsburgh, Penn.—The Milburn Coal and Coke Co. a cor-
poration organized under the laws of the state of West
A'irginia has discontinued business and dissolved.

London, Ohio—With a capital stock of $50,000 the Davies
Block r-oal Co. has been organized by W. B. Catching, Mc-
Call Fitzgerald, Sam C-. Hardin and M. M. Elliott.

Louisville, Ky.—Amended articles of incorporation have
been filed with the county clerk changing the name of the
firm of Joseph Walton & Co. to the Pittsburgh Coal Co.
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boalHVllle. Ky.—The O'Donnell Coal Co.. capitalized at

$50,000 has been Incorporated. The founders are Joseph

OUonnell. and M. Liinnlng. The company will do a (teneral

coal mining business.

KIttcry. NovB ScoIIb—The Nova Scotia Coal Iron and

Hallway Co. has been orRanized with a capital of $500,000 to

carry on the business of minlUB all kinds of minerals. H.

Mitchell Is president, and H. .\. Paul is treasurer.

Nashville. Teun.— .\ charter has been Issued to the Flat

Creek Coal & Coke Co.. of Knox county. The concern has a

capital of $50,000 and the Incorporators are Thomas Pruden,

J. C. Gaul. (5. N. Hacker. P. H. Smlt. and J. M. Meek.

CbarlentuD. \v. Vn.—The Cooperative Coal Co. of Charles-

ton has been organized with a capital of $15,000 to deal in

coal lands. The incorporators are C. T. Davis, F. W. John-

son. T. E. McCoy. W. H. King and G. V. Ralney. of Charles-

ton.

WellHburR. \V. Va.—The Ohio River Co. of WellsburB has

been orsanized to mine and deal in coal and other products.

The incorporators are P. Cochrane. Elmer Hough. Robert

Wheeler. John K. Paullas, and H. .\. Stengle. all of Wells-

burg.

Manhattan. Kani.nM—A charter has been granted to the

Manhattan Lumber and Coal Co. with a capital stock of

Si.i.oOd. The incorporators are. I. L. Inskeep. George E.

Class. Oliver .\. Hutchins, George W. Myers, and M. L.

Hastings.

Wlimlneton. Del.—The General Fuel and Power Co. has

been organized with a capital stock of $800,000 to operate

coal mines, to manufacture ice, cement, gas. etc. The in-

corporators are H. E. Robinson. J. Jacobs and Harry W.

I^avis. all of Wilmington.

Wheeling. W. Vn.—The Monroefield Coal Co.. has been or-

ganized in Morgantown ,to develop coal lands in Monroe

County Ohio. The capital stock is $10,000 and the incorpor-

ators are J. Martin. W. J. Snee. M. C. Martin, E. P. Weaver,

and B. C. Weaver of Morgantown.

Charleston, W. Va.—The Elma Mining Co. of Charleston

has been incorporated to develop coal lands in Fayette

County The capital stock is $50,000 and the incorporators

are R. M. Price. R. S. Stillman, Duke W. Hill, A. C. Collins

and Buckner Clay, all of Charleston.

Phoenix. Arl«.—.\ charter has been granted to the Ari-

zona & Mexico Mines Development Co.. to mine coal and

other minerals. The capital stock is $1,000,000 and the in-

corporators are, Sam B. Bradner. W. L. Barnum. M. L.

Buckley, and Charles F. Hanson all of Phoenix.

St. LoulN. Mo.—The City Coal Co. has been recently or-

ganized with Wm. W. Shook holding 34 shares. Philip Riley

and Joseph Moriarty holding 33 shares each. The purpose

of the new company is to do a general coal and ice busi-

ness, and the capital stock, which is fully paid up. is $10,000.

INDUSTRIAL NEWS

storm a bolt

shaft of the
I'ofihooton. Ohio—During a recent thunc

of lightning set fire to the timbers in the

Henry Lear mine near here.

LonlsTlIle. Ky.—William Martin recently sued the Mo-

nongahela River Consolidated Coal & Coke Co. for $1000 dam-

ages alleging he was injured while working on a barge be-

longing to the defendant.

Someroet. Penn.—W. T. Hoblitzell. F. B. Black, and J. M.

Black of Meyersdale, recently disposed of their interests in

the Meyersdale Coal Co., the heirs of the late J. R. Stauffcr,

of Scottdale. acquiring the controlling interests.

CoinmbuD. Ohio—The Athens & Pomeroy Coal & Land Co.,

has leased its coal land in Meigs County to the Calvin

Essex Co., of New Straitsville. and arrangements are now be-

ing made to operate upon the leases this summer.

AHhtabula. Ohio—The steamer "Colonel James H. Schoon-

maker" left Ashtabula June 21 with the largest cargo of

coal ever carried on the lakes. This aggregated 13,712

tons and represented 296 carloads, or a train over two miles

long.

WashlnKton, D. C—The Red Bank Milling Co., of New
Bethlehem, Penn.. has filed a complaint with the Interstate

Commerce Commission against the Allegheny Valley division

fo the Pennsylvania Railroad and other carriers, alleging

discrimination.

Ehrenfleid, Penn.—During a recent storm lightning struck

the fan house of the No. 8 mine of the Pennsylvania Coal &

Coke Corporation, and the Hre that followed complitily d.-

stroyed the building, the fan and the motor. The loss \>

estimated at $5000.

Omaha. Neb.—Some twelve or more ice and coal compani> s

recently appeared in police court at the summons of In-

spector John Grant Pegg to account for their failure to pay

the occupation tax amounting lo $1 a year for each team

and $3 for the company.

MaHon City. Iowa—A deal has reci-ntly been completed

whereby Thompto & Helny take over the coal business of the

Northwood Mfg. Co. The former concern also jiurchased th.-

coal sheds belonging to the latter and will have them moved

Irom their present location.

.MempbiH. Tenn.—The test of burning coke in switch en-

gines to eliminate smoke recently conducted by the Southern

Ry. In Memphis, has brought the announcement from the otn

cials of that company that the fuel is unfitted for railroail

use. It was found to be a poor steam producer, yet cost

nearly four times as much as coal.

Montreal. Canada—The rumor is atloal that the Inter-

national Coal & Coke Co. Is expected to reorganize shortly.

It is understood that the bondholders will be called together

with the ultimate idea of exchanging the bonds for pre-

ferred stock. The company is understood to be in good con-

dition but needs additional working capital.

Indiana, Penn.—Considerable drilling has been done In

Indiana Countv by a real estate company said to be the coal

land agents of the Pennsylvania Railroad. About $50.0011

was spent in drilling, and large tracks of land in Pine.

Brush Valley, Conemaugh. Rayne, Grant and Mahoning

Townships were thoroughly tested for coal, but no options

have been taken.

Toledo. Ohio—Officials of the Pere Marquette and Ann

Arbor railways say that the declson of the Interstate Com-

merce Commission increasing the rates on coal by way of the

translake route of the two railways to Milwaukee. Manito

woe and Kewanee will mean a gain in revenue to these roads

of approximately $50,000 per annum to the former and $10".-

UOU per annum to the latter.

Blrmineham. .\ia.—It is reported in the coal mining cir-

cles that local coal operators are negotiating for the pur-

chase of the De Soto Mining Co. which operates the Indio

mine in the northern part of Jefferson County near Warrior

The De Soto company owns between 8000 and 9000 acres of

valuable coal land and the daily production of the mine

now operated is between 260 and 300 tons.

PittsburKfh. Penn.—There is a persistent though quiet in-

quiry for good coal lands throughout the mining region of

western Pennsylvania, and some large purchases are being

made. For three tracts totaling 67 acres in Hempfield Town-

ship Westmoreland County, Ex-Senator John M. Jamison re-

cently paid $72,500 , or a little over $1082 per acre. The coal

purchased, however, is said to be some of the very best in

the country.

Denver. Colo.—Prince Henri Decroy, member of the ruling

house of Belgium, Camile Perin. managing director of the

Societe Generale, Charbonnages of Brussels and W. J. Van

Maanen proprietor of the Gazette, an English financial paper

of Belgium, will arrive in Denver shortly to take over 30,000

acres of Routt County coal land and to close the deal enter-

ed into by Paris and Belgium bankers for the purchase of

$28,000,000 In bonds to finance the Tampa Fuel & Iron Co.

PunxKutawney, Penn.—James A. McCIain, cashier of the

Spangler First National Bank, has taken an option on the

MacHenrv coal tract on Little Yellow Creek near Nolo,

Indiana County. The field consists of approximately 5000

acres and the option price is stated as $100 per acre. The

total amount involved, therefore, will be in the vicinity of

one-half million dollars. An investigation will be made and

if the coal proves suitable for coking purposes an extessive

plant will be constructed.

Pottsville, Penn The Philadelphia and Reading Coal &
Iron Co. has recently installed a storage battery locomo-

tive at the Glendower Colliery, which gives promise of do-

ing away with approximately 70 per cent, of the mules now

used in the underground workings. The motor is somewhat

similar to those now in operation. Th» storage batteries

are concealed in a large case beneath the car. and are so ar-

ranged that they are capable of hauling long and heavy

trips of coal for a period of ten to fifteen hours. At night

they will be recharged, and be ready for operation the fol-

lowing day. Inasmuch as it has been necessary to use three

or four mules for transporting coal on the long gang-

ways, the company officials believe that a very large per

cent, of the number of these animals can be done away with

upon the adoption of the new style motor.
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fK-'v-ii.n .1 HirviF-w fo'-e the Gettysburg anniversary celebration, which is ex-
(.E-Mi-KAi. Kt.wi=.«

pected to worlv practically an embargo against coal move-

Jlany of the hard-coal consumers have now definitely ment in Pennsylvania. All-rail, the market shows signs of

closed down for the summer and the trade is dull. However. steady improvement.

shippers are still somewhat behind, so that there is no cam- Anthracite shippers are still somewhat behind on their

pai-ning for orders and domestic grades are all steady. orders. New England, however, is only fairly well supplied.

With a slightlv curtailed production in July, there will prob- ^^^ ^.^^ prospect is with probably a slightly curtailed output

ably be sufficient demand to keep the trade steady. Only
j^^ j^j.^. jjjg^g ^.^^ be enough business to keep the demand

the smaller sizes are going into storage, and the outlook is gtgadv through the summer months. There is no campaign-

favorable for the first two weeks of the current month. ^^g for orders on the part of the companies, and practically

The Eastern bituminous situation continues firm, with coal
^jj schedules for domestic sizes are accepted subject to delay,

movin" freely. The strike outlook in West Virginia is be- ^^^ steam sizes are also In strong request, particularly tor

comin^ acute" the entire output of the Pocahontas field is sold delivery on Long Island Sound.

UP while the' New River district is working on half capacity Current wholesale prices on bituminous are about as fol-

or'less There is a briskness in the trade that no one is able j^^.g.

to account for and it is evident that the Southern agencies
Clearfields Cambrias Georges Pocahontas

h<.ve more than enough orders, so that there is sure to be Somersets Creek New River

a broad market for the Pennsylvania grades. Georges Creek Mines* ,.^ «|i?i|-*7S 'Hitlil ^I'WsU
producers are being pushed to meet their contracts and are Philadelphia*... Ul^lJS, i.^ll 20 ib^ls?
declining orders in all directions. Baltimore*.. .^

^*°'^'" %o 0,03 ig

A further slight decrease in the manufacturing demand is Hampt^on Roads*
3.88@4:00

noticeable in the Pittsburgh district, due to the arrival of ^^^'':^-/- ///[: 4.00@4.10

midsummer. Prices are firm, with premiums occasionallj ^^^^ tOn cars.

obtainable on spot orders, while the labor and car shortage
PHIL VDFLPHI V PENX

are still in evidence and will probably become more acute as PHILADKLPHIA. PE>>.

the summer advances. The Lake movement is heavy, but
There is much lethargy manifested in the anthracite

somewhat delayed bv congestion, due to the lack of adequate
„.,a,.ket In this vicinity. The usually hot weather, and the

motive power. There has been an advance in quotations at
^^^^ ^^^^ ^^ ^j^js season of the year, many of the homes of

some of the outlying districts. the large coal users are closed, has made the local market

In Ohio there is a heavy domestic demand much earlier
j.^ther dull, and this condition of affairs is not likely to

than usual The Lake movement continues excellent all improve for some time. There was a slight improvement at

alon- the line the shipments from the docks in the North- ^^^ ^^^ of the month of June, such as is always manifested,

west°being particularly good. The production is heavy, man- ^^^ jo „,a„j. <,, ,he dealers desiring to get a car or two

ufacturing demand large and the steam consumption good,
^f coal before the advance, but this business soon ends.

due to the heavv railroad movement. There was a heavy ,j,^^ onlv feature to the market is the tidewater business,

flumoin^ at the Hampton Roads piers during the week, the ^^.^-^^-^ still continues good. It is understood that this trade

^ort being almost congested with vessels awaiting tonnage: jooks favorable for the first two weeks in July, and perhaps

the eKDorts were particularly heavy, and indications are that longer. The talk of partial suspension of mining is likely

thev will continue so throughout the summer. There are ^^ become a fact in the present month. The mines were

rumors in the South of a curtailment in the production of dosed over the fourth of July, and this may be but the com-

«i^ iron which will necessitate the blowing out of a num- mencement of a period of curtailed mining, which is not

l]r. nf fJirnaces- this is naturally having a depressing effect unusual at this season. Many of the large operators state

^rthelncar market that outside of the small sizes little coal is going into

Th Middle Western trade is a trifle stronger in spite of the ^tock. but it is the New England market and the large con-

,,»1U- warm weather- this is due probably to the labor signments to the Lakes for trans-shipment to the >.orth-
unusuauj

Vi,.„inia 'there being a heavy demand in the .^,.^34. vvhich is making this possible. Any cessation of the

local market for the Eastern steam coals and an advance demand from these directions, is likely to cause storage

o^-ner-ted shortlv. There is also some improvement on the of prepared sizes. .,,-„expected snort
.^.-orking better generally, with the The bituminous market has slightly recovered from its

local f"':'^'
^"^ ™

^ ^ i„ spots; when the car shortage ..elapse of last week. Conditions, according to various in-

T ^nn^late^ as ^s expected when the heavy crop movement q^iHes. nearly all point to a period of prosperity for sellers

t'7t°u is probable that Eastern shipments will be cur- of this product, although it must be said that many of the

tan d which shouH bring about an advance on the Western trade look rather for substantial tonnages, than any marked
^'^

inflation in prices,
coals.

BOSTON, MASS. > »=« ^ ««'^

T, V, ,0= cT^fl New River Bituminous—The local soft-coal companies anticipated a

Bitumlnous-The situation on Pocahontas ^h" f-ew Ki
^^^^ ^^.^^ ^^^.^^ ^^^^_ ^^^ August, as is usually the case, but

coals is fast becoming acute. Practically t'l^"^^';^^
°"of New such has not materialized as yet. and indications are that it

Pocahontas is understood to be sold up
f
"° f'PP^^

normri ^viU not. Stocks at tide water are smaller than usual, in-

River are said to be getting out only 4U to 50 ,c °f
.'.''^ "°™^o quiries are coming in good, and there is not much coal around,

output of that district. As a result P"'~<^%^''^ .

''';^'^^ "J,, The demand on contract is particularly heavy. In the stock

higher for spot coal, $3.15 having been paid within a weeK
^^^^^^ things are rather quiet, with few sales being made,

t.o.b. Norfolk for an emergency shipment. ".''P°''^^ °'
^ 1 ^ but nevertheless there is a strong, healthy undertone, and

pension through the Chesapeake & Ohio
'*'f"."=" ^^^^

'

prices are firm in every particular. There are rumors in the

here with more or less concern, according t°
J,""!^;*"^'

P°"?'s local market that Pocahontas has sold during the week at

of view, but the belief is that with all the Southern agencies
^^^^^^^ ^^^^^ ^^ ^3 5^

abundantly suplied with orders there 'S sure to ue
.j,^^ l^l^or situation in West Virginia continues to be the

market for the Pennsylvania output. mere are a
predominating feature in the local soft-coal situation. Should

of fair-sized buyers that have yet to cover on '^"^^'^ a
tl^^ miners effect a curtailment in production there to the ex-

winter requirements, and there can be no 1"^/*'°"
""^^"^s tent thev claim they will, the situation will be grave. The

prices will be firm for the balance of the year ine ^^° «
market at the present time does not need any strike to im-

Creek district is being pushed to ^^ep up wUh the cont ac
.^ ^^^ ^^pp^^, ^^ ^^^ Pennsylvania R.R. has been a

business in hand, and sales agents are declining oraers
p^^^^ uncertain, but entirely satisfactory; on the New York

every direction. Pennsvl- Central the supply has been fully up to requirements. Labor
The demand is strong for all

^J"^
.^^ sWopers are not shortage still continues throughout the mining regions,

vania coals, and there are rumors that t/^^^'PP"^
^ are We quote the New York market unchanged, but strong

accepting orders now --P^^-^P^^'s^^^'^^riust now there and firm as ever.

fs'r^e'huir/bu'nTln the ^^ffoTto^t" coll forward be- Ant..ael.e_The last week witnessed an active mine
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movement among consumers endeavorlnp to land their stock

at the 30C. discount, which expired July 1. As a result, there

was a temporary, but abnormal, activity. On the whole, how-

ever the trade Is in a strong position, and promises to recede

hut little over the dull summer period. Producers were look-

ing forward to a depressed market over July and August,

but the trade is developing an une.>cpected strength. The.e

is however a good, healthy undercurrent through the mar-

ket, and while Insullicient orders will necessitate some shut-

downs during the ne.xt two months, it is not expected that this

will be o( serious proportions.

The hard-coal companies do not report any serious short-

age of labor, and seem to be somewhat better «« '" th'^ ;<-

"pect than the bituminous operators. Stove coal still con-

t nues the shortest in supply, with pea and buckwheat he

longest: a number of companies report that they are stocking

'"^rhe'xew'YCk'market is quotable on about .he following

basis:
-Individual-
Scranlon Schuylkill

Brolifn
Egg
Stove..
Chestnut
Pea
Buciiwhea
Ki.i-

Barley

Circular Lehigh

S.VOO $4.4S@»4.65 $4.50Cn.$4 70 W «C«,S4 63
- — -I 4 90 4.85(0) 4.9.i 4 SOfe, 4 90

4.95
5.10® 5.20
3.30® 3.50
2.50® 2.75

4 90
,05^ 5.15
3.25® 3.45
2.10® 2.45
1.75® 1 95
1.30® 1 70 1.75

4 90
5.05® 5.15
3.25® 3.45
2.10® 2.45
1 75® 1 95
1.30® 1.70

iSTTSHlBtiH, PENN.

Bitiimiii.ni*—There has been a slight further decrease in

minufaciur.ng demand for coal, due merely to the arrival

of midsummer. The Lake movement is heavy and m.nes

in the district are operating at practically as high a per-

centage of capacity as at any time for years. Prices are

firmlv maintained, with a disposition to ask premiums on

prom'pt lots of 5@10c. a ton. Prompt slack, however, is

quotable at 60 @ 70c. Car supply is fairly good but there are

delavs in transit, and a congestion is feared later which

would result in a definite shortage. Most of the roads are

clearlv short of motive power. We quote regular prices

unchanged as follows: Slack. 90c ; nut and sack, $1.0o

nut, $1.25; mine-run. $1.30: %-in.. $1.40: 1 >4-n. steam $1.=0

lU-in. domestic. $1.55, per ton at mine. Pittsburgh district

ConnellNvHle Cok.—The Geologic Survey reports the total

production of beehive coke in the United States last year

at 32 S6S 345 tons, and the "ConnellsviUe Courier had pre-

viousiv reported the ConnellsviUe production at 20.000.000

tons which would indicate that the ConnellsviUe output com-

prised 61% of the total beehive output of the country, a

slight gain in the proportion as compared with five years

or ten years ago. On account of the rapid increase in

bvproduct coke, the proportion of total coke output is not

increased. Last year byproduct coke constituted 25 per

cent of the total coke output, showing a great gain in

proportion, and with new byproduct plants starting this

vear a further important increase in the proportion is cer-

tain ' for this vear and next. There is no prospect that the

ConnellsviUe "region will adopt the byproduct process, as

this should naturally be practiced where the coke is con-

sumed, but within a few years the ConnellsviUe region

will probablv be a large shipper of coal to byproduct

plants At present it labors under a handicap in freights,

which average 15c. a ton higher than from the Pittsburgh

district, but this condition is likely to be remedied.

The deadlock between ConnellsviUe operators and fur-

naeemen over contracts for furnace coke for second half

has not been broken, the operators continuing to insist

upon $2 50, while the furnacemen regard this price as en-

tirely too high in view of the pig-iron market. The opera-

tors say they are now making the coke price, and it is up

to furnacemen to make pig-iron prices to correspond. A
partial bridging of the deadlock has occurred by the oper-

ators selling several furnacemen July coke at $2.50, thus

postponing the necessity of such furnaces to close con-

tracts. In Pittsburgh coke circles, it is thought these sales

were with a guarantee, for the prompt market, while firm-

er, is hardly quotable above $2.25. and $2.50 for July coke

thus looks out of line. Demand for foundry coke is mod-

erately good, with prices firm. We quote: Prompt fur-

nace. $2.25: contract furnace. $2.50 asked: prompt foundry,

$2.85@3: contract foundry. $2.75®3. per ton at ovens, with

a few operations asking $3.25 on contract foundry coke.

B.VI.TIMORE, MD.

Interest in Baltimore trade circles during the week cen-

tered in the strike call for July 1 in the New River District

of West Virginia, for if there is a serious tie-up in these

particular fields it will mean that local operators will be

rushed with orders to supplant the supply of New River coal,

of which consumers In the West and in New England have

been large users. Whenever there Is a shortage of New

River coal, the consumers look to the local market for th.lr

supply.
Even the issuance of the order has had an effect on coal-

trade conditions 'in Ualtimore. The market is firm as far as

prices are concerned, and fuel is moving freely. Line business

is also good. The salesmen who returned to the city during

the week reported first-class business.

Anthracite business is light on account of the prevailing

warm weather.

Some idea of the activity in the movement of coal may be

gleamed from the report of the coal tonnage of the Baltimore

and Ohio U.K. for May. 2,995,812 tons being moved as com-

pared with 2.7S6,5S0 tons In 1012, an increase of 209,232 tons.

The coke tonnage for the month was 432.S9S tons, as against

439,631 tons for last year, a slight decrease.

The coke market is weak, and the demand light, ih.- output

being about equal to the demand.

lUFP.XI-O. \. Y.

The end of June is when bituminous coal ought to be

about as dull as at any time of the year, yet Buffalo Job-

bers are finding it so difficult to get a supply of Voughlo-

gheny coal that nobody dares to take an order unless

the fuel is actually in sight. This means a briskness in

the entire trade that nobody can account for. There is con-

siderable slackness in coke, but coal is so scarce that th<>

consumer does not dare to allow his supply to run down.

There is much the same condition of things reportctd

from Canada. At one time the competition from Nova

Scotia coal extended well west of Montreal and was very

sharp but is now hardly worth mentioning. There is but

one complaint of the Canadian trade. There Is in many

sections a land boom that has tied up money badly. If

this speculation turns out well, business generally will not

suffer.

The scarcity of both miners and cars grows worse.

The eagerness to get a good output causes coal men to take

special note of anything that will reduce the production.

\ccidents often appear to be many, but the loafing of the men

and the failure of the car supply, is a constant source of

complaint. The worst of it is that as the fall approaches

there is prospect of the shortage increasing.

There is no weakening of prices for bituminous coal, job-

bers insisting on an advance of all quotations except slack,

the list running up to $2.90 for Pittsburgh lump, $2.75 for

three-quarter, $2.65 for mine-run and $2.15 for slack. The

demand for the latter has been quiet of late, though it is

improving somewhat. Allegheny Valley coal is about 25c.

below Pittsburgh. Coke is as quiet as ever, the furnace

men trying hard to break the market. Quotations remain

on the "basis of $4.85 for best ConnellsviUe foundry.

In the anthracite trade there is also some complaint of

car shortage. Shipping agents are eager to keep the Lake

movement up. It has been heavy right along, but the

idea is that more coal should be laid down on the Upper-

Lake docks than ever before. There is no improvement in

the local anthracite market and the all-rail trade is also

quiet. It is impossible to stimulate the buying of coal m
warm weather for winter consumption. At the same time

the agents of independent anthracite mines are active and

claim to have secured a better supply than ever before.

The week's shipment of anthracite to the Lake trade

was 164.000 tons. The coal .still goes to the leading ports

chiefly, but there were 11 ports in the list, showing an in-

crease of activity in that direction. Just now Fort Wil-

liam on the Canadian side of Lake Superior, is a large re-

COI.IIMD1S, OHIO

With a good demand for steam tonnage and the lake trade

ruling strong, the coal business has been strong in every

respect. One of the best features is the increased demand

for domestic grades, which is somewhat earlier than usual.

This shows that dealers are trying to place their orders be-

fore the expected advance, which will be brought about by

a prospective car shortage and other conditions.

The lake traflic is still one of the most active departments

of the trade. The docks of the Northwest are in fairly good

shape and no congestion of consequence is reported. The

movement from all of the Ohio fields is steady, and charter-

ing of bottoms is going on actively. The Toledo docks of

the Hocking Valley Ry. Co.,during the week ending June 27

loaded 113.000 tons. The present season is e: pected to be a

record breaker insofar as the lake trade is concerned.

The domestic trade in every part of the country which
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looks to iihio tor its fuel supply is active. Dealers' stocks,

depleted by the recent floods, are being replenished and con-

sumers are placing their orders earlier than usual Thresh-

In- which will be at hand soon, is expected to produce a de-

mand in rural districts. There is also some activity in school

and other public contracts.

The steam trade is still active, although it is being placed

in the background by the domestic and lake branches of the

business. Railroads are requiring a large tonnage for freight

movement. Many factories are having a good run of orders,

and as a result their fuel requirements are large. Most of

the steam contracts for the coming year have been closed,

although some railroad contracts are still unawarded.

The output from Ohio mines during the week was large

under the circumstances. In the Hocking Valley, where the

car shortage is least noticed, the output is about 90 per cent

of the average, and the same proportion prevails m many of

the strictly domestic fields. In eastern Ohio, where the car

shortage is the most pronounced, the output is esumated at

60 per cent. In the Pomeroy Bend district there has been a

considerable increase in the production during the past few

weeks. . „
Quotations in the Ohio fields are as follows.

Hocldu" Pittsburgh Pomeroy Kanawha
. , ci --,--,'' $1.60 SI. 55

Domestic lump
\ T) Sl'IJ 140 1.35

5 inch j 25 1.25
Nut

i'qO 1.10 1.15 1.15
Mmc-run....... ... .

'•-
70 0.155

Nut, pea and slack .... U •
ba

^ g^ . 55
Coarse slack u

.

j.j

H.VMPTON ROADS, V.V.

The past week has been a busy one at Hampton Roads,

and while the dumpings at all piers have been heavy, it is be-

lieved that these at Lamberts Point will more than equal

the combined dumpings of Newport News and Sewalls Point.

From the beginning to the end of the week, berths at Lam-

berts Point have been kept filled and the anchorage olf

the piers blockaded with vessels awaiting their turn.

It is expected that the June dumpings over Lamberts

Point piers will show a decided increase over May figures.

This is especially true as regards export coal, as heavy ship-

ments to foreign ports have been moving from these piers

daily All through the month of June shipments of export

coal have been heavy from all Hampton Roads piers and

it looks as if the foreign demand will continue well on

into July. , , , . . ,

Tne labor situation in the New River fields is growin;.,

worse daily and is causing much uneasiness Rumors that

the miners will walk out July 1 are reaching tidewater,

and suppliers are holding such coal as they may have on

hand or in transit and decline to name any prices for coal

for early delivery.

The heavy dumpings at Hampton Roads have greatly

reduced the number of ears in the various railroad yards,

and as the shipments from the mines during the P^st week

have been anything but heavy, the coming week will find

less coal on hand for the week's dumpings than there has

been for months, with considerable tonnage in the stream

waiting for cargo.

BIRMINGHAM, ALA.

There are rumors that several pig-iron furnaces are to be

closed down in the near future. As is generally known the

pig-iron market has been declining rapidly for several

months, and some sales during the current week were re-

ported as low as $10 per ton f.o.b. cars Birmingham for No 2

Foundry, which price is below the cost of production of less

favorably located furnaces.

Anv reduction in the consumption of either coal o. coke

at this season of the year is bound to have a depressing effect,

and would somewhat overthrow the optimism which has pre-

vailed for some time as to the summer prospects of the local

coal industry. „ „,;

The foundry-coke market has not """.
^""^f^,^.

"•;"";

mentally or otherwise, and the prices prevailing at this time

"n Alabama product are higher than for many years past

at this particular season. Current
^<1"°'^V°"« Joer ne\

limited tonnages offering, are from ?3.75 to $4.50 per net

ton f.o.b. cars local ovens.

LoriSVILLE, KY.

Coal men as well as the rest of humanity, expect warm

weatlier in June and July; but it has been a
^"f --^^Z--

since the country as a whole has known such a June as that

which hL Just passed into history. That the torrid weather

wh ch prevailed has had its effect upon the coal market can

Tardly be doubted. Of course, nothing like an active demand

for spot coal for immediate use can be expected during the

umm. r months under any circumstances. Just now, how-

ever, it seems that even the majority of the industrial con-

sumers who usually buy at this time, have shut down on their

coal supply, and are running on sawdust and other plan,

refuse.

An important market has been developed in the Northwe.'=t,

and it goes without saying that the whole district will reap

the benefit of the introduction of Kentucky coal into the Mid-

dle West, and that within a few years. There appears to be a

great and growing demand all through that section for a

high-grade bituminous coal, and this demand eastern Ken-

tucky is in a splendid position to fill.

Prices for July delivery are quoted at $1.65@$1.';0 for

block, $1.60 for block and lump, and $1.40@1.45 for round.

June deliveries are very much behind, however, with a large

volume of orders still unfilled. There is some fear of a mild

car shortage, which would throw deliveries still further be-

hind, but at present the movement is about as rapid as the

production of the coal.

KNOXVILLE, TENJf.

The coal operators in the Kentucky-Tennessee field are in

exceptionally fine spirits, owing to the good condition of the

market for this time of the year. It is the prevailing opinion

that, for this season of the year, the market has never been

in a more satisfactory state. While there has been a slight

decrease in the demand for the finer grades of steam coal,

there has been an equal increase in the demand for domestic.

The result is that the demand for 3-in. steam, nut and slack,

which was abnormal some time ago, is now about normal.

Prices on 3-in. steam are about the same as 30 days ago, while

nut and slack are selling from 5c. to 10c. less.

Considering the season, the larger grades of steam coal

are strong—prices running from 5c. to 15c. higher than last

year's prices. During the past 30 days, a shortage of cars

has been felt, and operators predict that this fall will see

a serious situation with stiffening effect upon prices. Many
operators are sold up to Sept. 1, and few desire to raaiC-

quotations, now, for later shipments, as they believe a

strengthening market will develop early in the fall.

DETROIT, MICH

Bituminous—The soft-coal market is a trifle stiffer this

week notwithstanding unusually high temperatures prevail-

ing locally This firmness is attributed to the strike situation

in West Virginia, where it is rumored 15.000 men will shortly

lay down their tools. At the present moment, the coarser

grades are in the greatest demand, slack coal being in good

supply on track; mine-run is more plentiful than screened coal,

but it is not probable that this condition will prevail long.

Both Ohio and West Virginia lump and three-quarter have

been steadily recovering from a slight slump experienced a

short time ago, and are now nearly back to circular Con-

tract business at the present time is not brisk, but any further

alarming news from the strike zone will cause the buyers

to fall into line rapidly.

The local market is quotable on the following basis:

w Va Hock- Cam- No. 8 Poca- Jackson

Snlint' Gas ing bridge Ohio hontas Hill

, $2 . 25 $2 . 00
Domestic lump . SI . 65 9 of; 2 00
Egg 1-65

f-ilfTumr": 1-20 si .26 $1:20 si'.io $i;io ..'

Mfnerim 1 10 1 10 105 0.90 0.90 l.oO

Sla?k... ..•;;:: 0.75 0.75 0.50 O.eO O.eO open

Anthracite—The hard-coal market is firm, with circular

prices being strongly held; the only exception to this rule

is on pea coal, which has sold at slightly under the circular.

This T-as due to a concentration of the demand from con-

sumers on the larger domestic sizes, leaving pea to accumu-

late Egg and stove are the strongest grades, and seem to be

in heavy demand, with nut fair, while the steam sizes are in-

clined to be inactive.

Coke—The spot market for coke continues unsettled, with

the demand limited. There has been a slight decline^on Con-

nellsville foundry coke, some of this now being offered on

contract at $2.75, with more than $3 being f.^l'i-"
.^f

"»•

Prompt foundry coke is not so easy, being affected by the

fabor shortage at the local ovens; the minimum o-i good

o-rades is about $2.85. Semet Solvay is quoted at $3 on all

sizes, with gas house, $2.85, f.o.b. ovens.

INDIANAPOLIS

There is some improvement in conditions at Indiana mines,

reports showing they are working better than half time

Prices remain at the midsummer level. The wheat harvest

is on and while the acreage is short, the yield is &°f<l, and

a to"kl crop of not less than 30,000,000 bu. is expected. This

Tooks big compared to the 10,000,000 bu. last year when mos

of the crop was wintei -killed. The oat crop is poor, but is
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.. reset by the wheat crop. The corn crop Is progri-sslnK

flnely. In a bin acrcaRe.

Coal dealers report the situation satisfactory, and say

preneral trade and Industrial conditions are beglnninK to

reflect the confidence Inspired by the crops. Operators say

there has been a sllpht lotllnK up In the demand for Eastern

coals. The season started ofT with a rush, following the an-

thracite shortage of the winter. The call for hard coal and

Pocahontas was so Insistent as to Interfere seriously with

the Eastern bituminous demand: and some May orders for the

latter are not yet tilled. A peculiar feature is the plentlful-

ness of chestnut, which has been hard to get for several

seasons, and in which there was a practical famine last win-

ter. Nobody seems to know what makes this grade so easily

obtainable this year. Notwithstanding all this, the official

railroad report shows over RO.OOO idle cars, but It appears

probable that few. If any. of these are coal cars. The supply

of cars at Indiana mines is ample, but there Is some trouble

on the Chesapeake & Ohio, particularly the Big Sandy branch,

and on the Baltimore & Ohio. Some wholesalers are pes-

simistic enough to predict a car shortage this fall as bad as

any In the history of the roads.

CHic.\<;o

There Is a heavy demand at the present time In the Chi-

cago market for Eastern steam coal and an increase in prices

is anticipated. Producers of a large number of Western

coals report that a comparatively small volume of business is

being transacted.

Local dealers express the opinion that a car shortage

will develop within the next few months on account of the

crop movement and that a curtailment in the supply of East-

ern coal will be followed by a large number of buying orders

for Western fuel. Prices for spot mine-run are quoted all the

way from S1.40(&1.50. Both lump and egg coal are selling

at from $2 @ 2.25 a ton on the spot market. The market for

Hocking coal is active, and an advance in prices of 5c. a ton

was effective July 1. The amount of anthracite coal shipped

into this territory Is increasing and prices remain firm. An

increase to $1.50 a ton in the price of Franklin County lump

and egg coal went into effect last Tuesday. Low-grade

screenings command from 80@85c.. while prices for better

grades range from 85(§90e. The coke trade continues to be

active.
Prevailing prices are:

Spring6eld Franklin Co

Domestic lump $1.97@2.07 $2 55

fcir^-;;::::::::::: l;??|J:i $2.20^

Screlinga. 1.62^1.67 1.90^

Clinton W. Va.

S2.27
S3 94&4.20

2,07
1.87

1.62@il ,67
3.30

Coke—Connellsville and Wise County, $5.25®5.50; by-

product, egg and stove, $4.85; byproduct nut. $4.75@4.85; gas

house, $4.50 @ 4.60.

ST. LOUS, MO.

There has been little change in the trade conditions in

St. Louis in the past two or three weeks. It was expected

a few weeks ago that business would become good about July

1, but indications now are that coal will drag until after July

15 or possibly the beginning of August.

It is a hard mater to make the trade realize that there is

a car shortage staring them in the face, and that at least

half a dozen mines are in the hands of receivers who will

not operate them, so that when the demand for coal becomes

general there will be an actual shortage.

Selling below cost is still general in the Standard field,

while Cartervllle is picking up. There is practically no

smokeless for this market, and indications are that very little

of this coal will come in here for the balance of the season.

Coke is also a drug on the market at the present time, and

anthracite is being thrown in here in a volume so great as to

overcome the demand for it. with the result that It is nearly

always under demurrage on the east side.

Carterv-ille

and
Franklin Co- Standard

JO.SOgiO 85

$1.15® 1. 25

2-in. lump. .

.

3-in. lump. .

,

6-in. lump
Lumpandegg i^n'^ihn *" "" " ""

No. 1 washed nut 1.40@1S0
No. 2 washed nut 1 .25 @ 1 30

No. 3 washed nut 1 .25 Wj 1 30

No. 4 washed nut 1.25 ©1.30
No. 5 washed nut 1.00® 1.05

St. Louis prices on July anthracite are: Chestnut, $7.25:

stove and egg. $7: grate. $6.75: smokeless lump and egg are

$4.65: byproduct coke, $5.10, and gas-house coke. $4.85.

PRODUCTION AND TRANS-
PORTATION S T A T I S T I C S

II.\L.TI.MORIC & OHIO
The following Is a comparative statement of the coal and

oke movement over this road for May and the first llv.

nonths of this year and last year:

May
1913

Coal 2,995,812
Coke 434,898

. . a Months
1912 1913 1912

2,786,580 13,004.039 l2.5o7.rA

439,031 2,050.968 I,86C>,^

Total 3,430,710 3,220.211 15,055,007 14,41.S,i

FOREIGN MARKETS

GRE.VT BHITAl.V

Jane 20—Coal-market conditions are without material

changes. As regards prompt coal, the inquiry for all descrip-

tions is slow, while the tendency In prices Is still unsteucl>

Very few transactions have been recorded recently for l'"i

ward delivery, the ideas of buyers and sellers showing i'"

much disparity.
Quotations are approximately as follows:

Best Welsh steam $4.68(314.92 Best Monmouthshires. .$4.2(>(n 4 :is

Bestseconds 4.44©4.50 Seconds 4.o;!(.il II

Seconds 4.20(g)4.32 Best Cardiff smalls 2 liH.i L' ...'

Best dry coals 4.44®4.56 Seconds 2 Jsi.. L' 111

The prices for Cardiff coals are f.o.b. Cardiff. Penarth ui

Barry, while those for Monmouthshire descriptions are f.n.l.

Newport; both exclusive of wharfage, and for cash in 3"

COAL SECURITIES

The following table gives the range of various active coal

securities during the week ending June 28:

Week's Range Year's Range
Stocks High Low Last High I.uw

American Coal Products 87 87 S7 87 S7

American Coal Products Pref 109} loni Id'.)! 109} Kl'.iJ

Colorado Fuel & Iron 28 26J 27J 41) 21!,

Colorado Fuel c& Iron Pref 155 155 l.-.ii

Consolidation Coal of Maryland 102} 102} 102} 102} \liJi

Lehigh Valley Coal Sales 225 210 215
Island Creek Coal Com 48 48J 48}
Island Creek Coal Pref 85 84 84
Pittsburgh Coal 16 15i 10 24J ir

Pittsburgh Coal Pref 77 74 77 95 71'.

PondCreek 16} 17 16S 23} ir,;

Reading 158i 155} 15Sj 168} l."!:

Reading 1st Pref 86 92j Mi

Reading 2nd Pref 86 86 86 95 >1

Virginia Iron, Coal & Coke 40 39 40 54 :i7i

Closing Week's Range Year',s

Bonds Bid Ashed or Last Sale Range

Colo. F. & I. gen. s.f.g. 5s 93| Sale 93f 93* 93i in:

Colo. F. & I. gen. 63 107} June '12

Col. Ind. 1st & coll. .5s. gu 79 791 79 79J 771 f<-

Cons. Ind. Coal Me. 1st 5s 85 June '11

Cons. Coal 1st and ref. 5s 92} 93 Oct. '12
.

.

Gr. Riv. Coal & C. 1st g 6s 100 102| April '06 ..

K. &H. C. &C. Istsf g5s 98 Jan. '13 98 9f>

Pocah. Con. Coll. 1st s f .5s 86 861 86J 86 87J
St. L. Rkv. Mt. & Pac. 1st 5s 70 78 76 June '13 76 80
Tenn. Cokl gen. 53 99? Sale 99} 99} 99} 103

Birm. Div. Ist consol. 6s lOOJ 102} 101 .A^ril '13 101 103

Tenn. Div. 1st g 6s 100 102 102 Feb. '13 102 102
Cah. C. M. Co. 1st g 63 103 110 Jan. '09

Utah Fuel 1st g Ss ,,••,;„
Victor Fuel 1st s f 5s 8" 80 May '13 79} 80
Va. I. Coal & Coke Ist g 5s 92 Rale 92 92 92 98

DIVIDENDS
Delnnore, Lackawanna * WeMtern Coal—Dividend of

2V2^>i. payable July 15 to holders of record July 1.

Lebieh Coal & Navlsratlon Co.—Dividend No. 139 of 2%,
payable Aug. 30 to holders of record July 31.

Lehigh Valley Coal Sales Co.—Regular quarterly dividend

2% 'a. payable July 21 to holders of record July 10.

Nova Scotia Steel <t Coal Co., Ltd.—Regular quarterly divi-

dend on the common of IVz'.y. and on the preferred of 2%.
both payable July 15 to holders of record June 30.

PIttxbureh Coal Co.—Regular quarterly of 1 >4 % on the

preferred, payable July 25 to holders of record July 15.
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Did you ever hear of an accident some-

thing hke this?

—

A miner leaves his working face before

shooting time, expecting his "buddy" to fire

all of the shots. The "buddy" follows in-

structions, but unfortvmately is so severely

injured by a windy shot that he is not able to

make his way out. After suffering all night

he is discovered by the fireboss and eventually

reaches the company hospital.

Of course you have. \A'hat's the remedy?

Install a gate house at the manway en-

trance, so arranged that every man must pass

it going in and out of the mine, the gateman

hands each employee a brass check as he goes

in. These checks are kept on a board inside

the gatehouse and in easy reach of the gate-

man. The men keep their brass checks

through the day so that every blank space on

the numbered check board indicates a man
underground. On coming out of the mine

each man must hand his brass check to the

gateman, who hangs it on the board. Thus,

when all the men are out, the board is filled.

If there are blank numbers on the board it is

known that men are still in the mine.

The gateman keeps two side records. One

is a book showing the hour each man went in

and came out; the other is a set of cards on

which is shovra the home address, occupation

and working place of each employee. If at

6 p.m. the board shows Jack Thomas still

inside without the mine foreman's permission,

a rescue party is sent to his working place, as

indicated on the gateman 's record card: In

several instances where this system was em-

plo3^ed the man was found seriously injured.

In one case several men threatened by damp
were reached just in time.

If the man cannot be found in the mine, the

card shows where he lives and a messenger is

sent there. It may be found that he got by

the gatehouse without leaving his brass check;

a suitable fine will jog his memory for the

future.

The cost of operating such a checking plan

is small. A competent gateman can be se-

cured for $50.00 per month, and the night

watchman can do the night checking. The
mine foreman can tell every afternoon when

all of his men are safely out of the mine. In

case of fire or explosion in one section of the

workings, the location of every man in danger

would be easily obtainable by means of tele-

phone connection with the gatehouse, so that

help could be furnished to those most in

need.

Then, too, think of the value of the gate-

house records for timekeeping purposes. Gen-

erally speaking, this alone will nearly pay for

the checking. Under this plan, also, it is im-

possible for a foreman to turn in a shift for a

man not in the mine.

If you have never tried a checking system,

start one today. If you have a better plan

than the one outlined above, teU us about it.
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Ash- and Coal-Handling Equipments
J' Hy HiNitv

SYyOP>!IS—The kind vf equipment thai should be in-

.slnlled in any power plant for the purpose of handling

coal and fl.Wu>-, i*- dependent upon the size of the plant

and the serrice rendered. The various types of equip-

ment are discussed in this article and the power plants

for which they are adapted.

In I>l!lllllill^' fonl stunijif f>ir a jiowor-plaiit siii>ply, tlu'iv

are quite a luiniher of faetors to be consideietl, among

wliiili are the following:

1. Daily coal consumption.

•2. Kind of eoal used.

3. How coal is received.

4. Regularity of foal sui)i)ly.

.5. .Vdvantages in ])ur(liMsing to be gained by storage

facilities.

6. Amount of primary storage advisable.

KnsAi.i.

tain seasons, irregularity of winter supply, dependability

of machinery versus dependability of tiie human element

in keeping the plant going, additional ellieieney to be ob-

tained in boiler furnaces by proper crushing of coal and

feeding to nicclianical stokers aiii! so on.proper

Small I'i.ani';

The small [liant naturally comes in for first considera-

tion. Where there are only one or two boilers of mod-

erate size, one man can do the firing and wheel out the

ashes. If the coal is placed within easy reach on tlu>

iioiler-room floor, one man should be able to look after 4iiit

or 500 rated horsepower of boilers. This will depend

somewhat on the number of boilers which go to make up

this total, as it is, of course, much easier for a fireman

to handle one 300-hp. boiler of the three- or four-dnm-

type than two wide and low boilers of 250 hp. eacb. In

any case a fireman should be able to handle 1500 to 2non

lb. of coal per hour. The coal supply for a boiler room

Fic:. 1. Brc:Ki:T-ELEVATon Akkaxokaiext for

FXLOADIXC; t'OAL I'ak

7. Amount of secondary or reserve storage advisable.

8. Advisability of Jiiechanical method of bandling

ashes.

!>. Method of tiring or feeding coal to furnaces.

10. Advisability of crushing coal, and to what extent.

11. Relation of railroad track or wharf to boiler room.

12. Space available for bins in boiler room, or adjacent

thereto.

i:?. Space available for outside reserve storage.

1 4. Advisability of housing this reserve storage.

On the daily coal consumption depends largely the

amount of investment justified. A large investment for

handling a .small amount per day is obviously not justi-

fiable. For handling a large amount per day, however,

there is frecjuently a choice of several possibilities, and the

]iroblem is to pick out the equipment which will give the

best return on the investment with due consideration

given to cost of labor, power, maintenance, depreciation

and interest on the investment. In many cases there are

other considerations of importance, such as the importance

of a large storage as insurance against a shutdown, more

favorable prices to be obtained by purchasing coal at cer-

Engineer with Link-Belt Co., Philadelphia, Penn.

Fig. 2. Arrangemext for Unloahtxc hv

coxveyor

of this size is frequently brought in carts or wagons and

dumped on the boiler-room floor. If the supply is regular,

for instance, from a dealer with a good supply in his own

yard, it is unlikely that any coal-handling equipment is

justifiable. If, however, the coal is received by rail with

a siding run in along the side of the boiler room there

is the necessity of unloading the coal from the cars.

Shoveling coal over the side of modern coal cars is ex-

pensive and almost always requires other labor than the

boiler-room force. In such cases, therefore, it is usually

justifiable to provide some method of unloading the cars

as they are designed to be unloaded, that is, through the

bottoni doors. In most cases the first thought is to build

a tre.«fle or elevated siding for the cars, or to drop the

boiler-room floor down below the ground level and make

a vault for the coal under the track. Both of these meth-

ods are, as a rule, a mistake. A low trestle means dis-

tributing the coal along a considerable length so. that the

fireman has to go farther for it, and this outside wheel-

ing of coal is especially objectionable in winter. If the

trestle is built of wood, it means considerable expense in

first cost, and a high maintenance cost with the increas-

ing prices of lumber. If it is built of more permanent
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materials, or built higher, it is still more expensive iu

first cost.

If the boiler-room floor is dropped below the ground
level and vaults built, these are quite expensive for the

amount of storage obtained, and there is still the neces-

sity of considerable wheeling of coal. It also increases

the difficulty of handling ashes as it is necessary to get

them up out of the boiler room and either wheel them
away or load them onto carts or cars.

Use of Conveyors Best

The simplest and best way, ordinarily, is to build a

bulkhead or fence so as to form a coal bin just outside

the boiler-room wall and use a simple chain and bucket

elevator or flight conveyor to unload the cars and deliver

the coal to the bin. By making doors or openings in the

iioiler-room wall, the coal can then be allowed to flow

through to the floor in front of the boilers within easy

reach of the firemen. The machinery for such an ele-

the elevator and the cost of operating it would be about
the same as the one described above, and a wagon loader
equipped with a motor can be purchased for about $700.
They will load coal at the rate of about 60 tons per hour
with one or two men to help the coal to the foot of the
machine. Fig. 5 shows the possibility of using a wagon
loader for unloading bottom-dump railroad cars and de-

livering to carts or industrial cars or to low bins or ground
storage.

Simple Unloadinu fkom Boats

Where coal is unloaded from boats in small quantities,

the simplest and cheapest rig is a mast and gatt' with a
single-drum hoist to handle a tub which is filled by dip-

ping and shoveling. The tub delivers direct to ground
storage or to an automatic or hand-pushed car on a small

Fig. 3. Bucket Elevator and HonzoNTvi ( ov
VEiOE TO Distribute Coal

portable: wagon loaders

Fig. 4. Reloading from (iHOUxn Storage with WA(i()N'

Loader

Fig. 5. Use of Wagon Loaders for Stocking or Loading Coal

vator or conveyor will usually cost between $500 and
$1000, depending on the length required and the size of

buckets or flights, and the labor and power cost for un-
loading the coal from cars and delivering to a bin, will

usually amount to less than two cents per ton. The main-
tenance cost for both the bin and machinery equipment
is very low. Equipments of this type are illustrated in

Figs. 1 and 2. Where it is desirable to make the bin longer

for a longer row of boilers, it is best to use a chain and
bucket elevator at one end, and a horizontal flight con-

veyor over the bin for distributing the coal lengthwise, as

shown in Pig. 3.

Sometimes it is necessary to unload the coal from cars

at a distance from the boiler room, or, perhaps, there are

two or three boiler rooms that have to be supplied. Fig.

4 shows a simple chain and bucket elevator for unloading
the cars and storing the coal on the ground, and a portable
wagon loader for taking it from the ground storage and
loading it into carts or small industrial cars. The cost of

railway for distribution over a greater area. Such an
equipment is shown iu Fig. 6. For picking this coal up
from the ground a wagon loader will show a good saving

if the quantity handled is not too small. For a boat-un-

loading equipment of somewhat larger capacity, a mast
and gaff with a double-drum hoist operating a self-filling

clam-shell buckets is frequently used, but for an outfit

of this handling capacity, a locomotive crane is much
more flexible and satisfactory for operating the clam-

shell bucket. This is described later on.

As a boiler room increases in size, the amount of coal

and ashes to be handled is increased, and either moi'e

men have to be used, or the facilities for handling have

to be improved. When the amounts to be handled get

to be too much for one man firing by hand, there is the

possibility of reducing the labor by using mechanical

stokers and feeding the coal to them automatically from
an overhead bin. Besides the saving in labor there is the

additional efficiency to be obtained by the use of raechani-
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l"i. Unhiadixg Coal fkom Boats wiiii ilAsr

Axn (tAff

(ill stokers. Witli siuh nn ammgcnu'iit onu man is or-

dinarily al)le to look after al)Oiit three times as much total

horsepower of boilers as when firing by hand ; that is, he

could look after about 1300 or 1.500 rated horsepower

comfortably. This, of course, would depend on the num-

ber of boilers and the type of stokers, but one fireman

should be able to handle from 4000 to even as high as

8000 lb. of coal per hour when it is delivered by gravity

to the stoker hoppers. While some of the plants equipped

in this wav are comparatively small, there is more or less

of a similarity between them, and they can. for purposes

of description, all be classed as lar;,'er power plants.

Fui. 7. UxLOAnixG Boats wrni liOcoMOTiVF, Cuank

AND ('i.AMsiii;:.L r>rcKi;r

Lai!(;i:i! I'ow I'.i: IM.ants

Tu figuring the saving to be obtained by reducing the

number of men in a larger power plant, if we figure the

cost of a man as $12 per week, or $624 per year, the sav-

ing of one man should justify the investment of at least

.$3120, or five times the amount saved, that is, there should

be a saving eacli year of 20 per cent, of the investment t..

pay for maintenance, depreciation and interest and a cer-

tain percentage in addition. There are usually other a.l-

vantages to be gained besides these, such as a neat and

ship-shape boiler room that tends toward higher efficiency,

more contented men and less danger of strike trouble.

COAL AND
,ASHES

y ELLLVATOR

ASHES
CHUTE

Fig. 8. Tin: Sake Elevatok Hakdlixg Coal and Ashes
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larger storage facilities, better efficiency from the fur-

naces, etc.

For overhead bin storage in a boiler room, a suspension

type of steel bunker is usually the cheapest in first cost,

and these will discharge a large portion of the coal with-

out any manual labor and last for a long time. They can

either be supported on coltimus resting on concrete piers,

or if it is a new boiler room, tlie roof trusses can be de-

signeil with sufficient strength to carry the bin. Some-

times the bin is supported partly or entirely on the boiler-

room walls, or on the boiler-room walls and walls around

the boilers. In any case the bin must be placed high

enough to give ample slope for the chutes to the stokers

and not to interfere with cleaning or removing boiler

tubes, and there must be room over the bin for the con-

veyor for filling it.

As with the bin outside the boiler-room wall, there is

sometimes the possibility of using a single elevator of the

chain and bucket type with divided spout for distributing

the coal in the bin. Where the bin is very short, how-

ever, it is better to use a horizontal distributing conveyor

placed high enough to fill the bin to maximum capacity,

that is. with the coal piled up above the top and the sides

of the bin at the natural slope for the kind of coal used.

Eletatixg to Overhead Bins

Fig. 8 shows an elevator and conveyor arrangement for

handling coal, and in this case the same elevator handles

the ashes. A steel Berquist bin was located in the boiler

room with spouts to the stokers and, in order to increase

the storage, an additional bin was built in a room directly

above and openings cut in the floor to allow the coal to

go through to the Berquist bin underneath. In place of

liuilding an elevated storage bin for ashes, the ashes are

stored in a ground bin formed by four brick walls, and

when it is desired to load them to a railroad car, they

are fed back to the foot of the elevator, reelevated and

delivered, by means of a chute, direct to the car. The

ground storage bin is, of course, much cheaper to build

than an elevated bin, and the reelevating adds only about

2% cents per ton for power and labor, to the ashes-hand-

ling cost. While with mecTianical stokers it is usually

necessary to crush the coal fairly small, in this case the

crusher was omitted and a grating with 5%x6','4-iii- open-

ings was placed over the track hopper so that any lumps

too large to pass through the grating have to be broken

by an attendant. This means some additional labor, but

even with this handicap a large steel car of soft coal con-

taining about 50 tons of run-of-mine soft coal can be un-

loaded in about 31/2 hr. with one man in the car and one

man outside at the grating to break the large lumps.

There are two boilers in the boiler room aggregating a

rated horsepower of 764. One day man and one night

man look after the boilers, and have an easy job of it, and

the boilers show a high efficiency.

{This article will be concluded next week.)

The Coal Production of Utah
The production of coal in Utah in 1912 reached the

record figure of 3,016,149 .short tons, valued at $5,046.-

451, an increase, according to E. W. Parker, of the U. S.

Geological Survey, of 502,974 tons over the output for

1911. The known workable areas in this state aggregate

more than 8,000,000 acres. The largest and, commer-

cially, the most important coal field is that of the great

Uinta Basin, which lies parallel with and along thf south

side of the Uinta Mountains.
This field extends from Crested Butte, about one-third

of the way across Colorado on the east to the western
part of Carbon and Emery counties, Utah, on the west.

Tliis basin underlies large portions of Uinta, Wasatch
and Carbon counties, its southern border being in Grand
and Emery counties. The principal mining operations

are carried on in Carbon County, more than 85 per cent,

of the state's production coming from that locality.

Although by far the larger part of Utah's production
is mined by hand, the efficiency record of the miners av-

erages with the highest among the states. In 1912, the

average production per man employed was 906 tons,

while, in 1911, the average was 821 tons.

The reports to the U. S. Bureau of Mines show that

there were 18 fatal accidents in the coal mines of Utah,
in 1912, bemg four more than in 1911, but none of

which were due to e.xplosions of gas or dust.

Virginia's Coal Production in 1912
According to figures compiled by E. W. Parker, of the

U. S. Geological Survey, in cooperation with the Geologi-

cal Survey of the state of Virginia, that state, in 1912,

produced 7,846,683 short tons of coal, valued at $7,518,-

576.

The figures given above are a gain over the preceding

year of 981,971 tons in qitantity, and $1,263,772 in vahte.

Over 75 per cent, of the total increase was made in Wise
County, whose production, in 1912. amounted to 4.500.-

174 short tons; or a gain over the preceding year of 745,-

114 tons, equaling nearly 20 per cent.

The coal areas of Virginia, which have produced or

now are producing coal, belong to the Atlantic Coast re-

gion and include the Richmond Basin and the Appa-
lachian region. The latter comprises a number of separ-

ate areas extending across the western ]iart of the state.

The Richmond Basin is the only area of free-burning

coal located immediately adjacent to the Atlantic sea-

board. The first coal mined in the United States was
from this area, mines having been opened and worked as

early as 1750.

Virginia makes a somewhat unfavorable comparison

with the other states of the Appalachian region in the

quantity and percentage of coal shot off the solid. In

1912, of the total production of the state, 3,741.533 tons,

or 47.7 per cent., was "mined" by the powder. This

was an increase for the year of approximately 12 per

cent, in coal so produced. On the other hand, the per-

centage of machine-mined coal increased from 27.2 per

cent, to 40.85 per cent.

As the percentage of coal shot off the solid in Vir-

ginia is high, so is the death rate. In 1912. there were

75 fatal accidents, of which 67 were undergrouiul and

eight on the surface. Thirtj'-three of the deaths inside

the mines were due to falls of roof, 10 to explosions or

burns of gas. 10 to premature blasts, or similar accidents,

and nine to mine cars and locomotives.

It is claimed as a result of British coal-dust experiments
that the extent of an explosion -n-ill not necessarily be limited
by keeping certain underground zones free from coaldust.
The pioneer blast "which precedes the actual flame of the ex-
plosion is sufficient to stir up enough coaldust to provide
the necessary combustible material.
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Prevention of Accidents in Coal Mines
By .loiiN McXkil

SYNOPSIS—An aislracl of a paper delivcrpd al the

second meeting of the Rocky Mountain CoaJ Minin;/ In-

stitute, in which the practice of blading off the solid

and legislation requirimj payment on the run-of-nnne

basis is condemned.

A.< early as 1835 Great Britain appointt'd a Royal Com-

inis.sioii of talented men possessing special knowledge in

tile conduct of coal mining, as well as eminent authorities

in science, to examine into the suhject of mine accidents.

Since that time there has been a succession of such com-

missions at frequent intervals in all countries wherever

coal has been mined. These commissions have applied

tliemselves faithfully to the cause entrusted to their care,

but, unhappily, there still remains a direful toll of mor-

talities and injuries.

The most prolific cause of accidents is from falls of

roof and coal and, approximately, 50 per cent, of the

fatalities are due to this cause alone. The greatest num-

l)er of accidents occur at the working face, due to the

neglect of the miners to stand props promptly upon the

first evidence of bad roof. While the miner must neces-

sarily be responsible, to a large degree, for the safety at

the face of his working place, yet the mine superintend-

ent and boss have direct supervision over him. and it is

their especial duty to prevent carelessness, whenever cog-

nizant of it.

In late years a large number of workmen, more or

less inexperienced in mining, and unable to speak or

under.stand the English language, have entered the mines,

so that it is all the more essential that a vigilant watch

be kept throughout the chambers and thorough discipline

employed. It is not enough for the mine boss to tell

the miner that his roof is poor and then to leave the

place, but he must remain until the work he has ordered,

has been done and obedience has been obtained.

Now I have been a pitboss myself and have not infre-

quently received notice from the superintendent that

the cost of coal the month before was too high, and that

a better showing for the present month would he ex-

pected. In turn, the superintendent would show me a

letter he had received upon the subject from the general

manager. So our anxieties in the matter were mutual,

and faithful to our superior officer, we did our best to

reduce the cost.

Hard To Watch the Miner

Working under such high pressure, I had, as boss, but

little time to keep a vigilant watch over Tom, Victor or

Mike. My attention, under the circumstances, was more

closely directed to the mule drivers, the cagers, the dump-

ers and the box-car loaders, so as to increase the output

and lower the cost.

To have engaged an assistant for the purpose of watch-

ing the faces, would have seemingly increased the cost,

biit just that very thing should have been done. When

I now read the mining laws demanding that the mining

boss visit and examine carefully all working places daily,

or every other day as the case may be, I know from ex-

NTte—Abstract of paper rea.i before the Rocl?y Mountain

Coal Mining Institute, Salt Lake City, Utah, June 12, 1913.

perience the physical impossibility of his doing so in a

very extensive coal mine, and yet there is the most urgent

necessity of doing it.

I talk from experience when 1 say that probably in no

other direction in the mining of coal can accidents be

minimized more readily and completely than by keciung

a vigilant and eternal watch on the miners in close jirox-

iniity to the working face: and in the absence of the

mine boss, there should be an ex|icrienced inspector

clothed with authority to examine the roof, not only by

ocular observation, btit by sounding the top. in a careful

aiKl ]n-actical manner with a jiick. 1 1 is orders should be

absolutely obeyed.

Explosive Character oe Dust

The explosive character of coal dust is now universally

acknowledged, and for many years systematic cxpcri-

ments have been carried on in Creat Britain and oilier I

foreign countries, with the object of finding some nieiins

of preventing or mitigating the disastrous effects of col-

liery explosions. I

During the past few years our Federal Oovernment |

has made a searching inquiry into the causes of all re- i

cent mine exi)losions and established a testing station at

Pittsburgh that is now under the .supervision of the

Bureau of Mines, and has published a number of bulle-

tins of great interest on coal-dust experiments. Such re-

search at home and abroad has shown conclusively that ,

coal dust is a great source of danger, especially in the \

presence of firedamp.

Tests at ExPEKUtKXT Station

Certain tests at the Station have shown that finely put

verized coal dust (200 mesh) caused an explosion where

there was only 0.032 oz. of it suspended in each cubic

.foot of air, or 1 lb. in 500 cu.ft. of air. It has also been

determined that to burn completely 0.15 oz. of such

dust would take all the oxygen in a cubic foot of air,

and the combustion of 1 lb. will take all the oxygen in 1:5:5

cu.ft. of air.

If a ray of sunshine could possibly penetrate the cham-

bers of a du.sty coal mine, we would be astonished to see

the densely charged atmosphere around us, but in the

gloom of the mine we are seemingly not cognizant of the

ktent dangers that lurk in the air. Custom makes one

feel at ease. The surroundings are the same as they

were yesterday; but in such an atmosphere, we are not

safe if we tolerate heavy blastings with common black

powder, or even permissible powder, for that matter, for

all at times .spread flame.

Whenever at such a mine I feel the vibration of a

windy shot, I am grateful for my deliverance, and the

more I see and learn, the more I feel that we often step

on the very brink of disaster with frequent and heavy

shot firing.

Explosion in a Tipple

In this connection I will relate a peculiar explosion

which occurred on the 18th of October, 1897, at the tip-

ple of a coal mine helonging to the Colorado Eucl &

Iron Co., at Crested Butte, Colo., under the following

conditions

:
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The mine eutrauee is situated on the side of a moun-

tain and the coal is run to the tipple over a tramway

about 1200 ft. long on a grade of from 5 to 20 per cent. In

tome manner a loaded trip of cars got over the "knuckle''

without the rope being attached. The ears remained on

the track and passed through the tipple shed at a fear-

ful rate. The commotion of this passing body raised

a dense cloud of coal dust in the shed and an ex-

plosion occurred simultaneously. Clouds of dense smoke

and flame extended 35 ft. above the crown of the build-

ing and in a few moments the structure had taken fire in

several places.

Two men employed in dumping the coal, seeing the

runaway cars coming, made their escape, as they sup-

posed, from flying timbers, but notwithstanding, both

were severely burned and considerable damage was done

to the building.

The only accountable source of the fire was from a

stove in the weigh house. There were no inflammable ma-

terials stored in any part of the building, neither were

the pit cars oiled there. The explosion, of course, was

due entirely to coal dust ignited by the fire of the

stove.

Happily, but few of our Western mines generate fire-

damp, but those that do are all the more susceptible to

an explosion, when coal dust is present in suspension in

the air, or deposited on the roof, sides or floors so as to

intensify the consequences greatly, should a gas explo-

sion occur. In a number of our best regulated mines

there are water-sprinkling systems to moisten the coal

dust and saturate the air. There are also other ap-

pliances that humidify cttrrents of air tapon entering the

intake air course, such as radiators, steam injectors and

mechanical water sprayers. Also some of us sprinkle

adobe dust over the sides, roof and floor;:©! the haulager

ways.

While we greatly appreciate the value of these ad-

mirable precautions, yet, if we, at the same time, per-

mit heavy shooting and blasting coal off the solid with

highly inflammable black powder, which is the most pro-

lific cause of coal-mine explosions, it would appear very

much as if we were straining at a gnat and swallowing a

camel.

Sea Sand Taken into Mines

Upon visiting some very extensive coal mines in Eng-

land some four years ago, I noticed great quantities of

sea sand being taken into the mines, which was spread

liberally over all permanent haulageways, almost giving

them an appearance of stone when compared with our

entries. As their ears, unlike most of ours, are of the

closed-box doorless ty'pe, they do not strew coal dust along

the haulage roads.

But in addition to all such precautions. Great Britain,

unlike us, strikes at the root of the greatest evil by ab-

solutely prohibiting shooting off the solid, and not only

is the coal seam undermined, but sheared as well, and

where wedges, plug and feather, hydraulic cartridges, or

other devices can thrust down the coal, the use of ex-

plosives is eliminated entirely. Wlien powder is resorted

to in blasting coal, it is used in light charges, the ma-

chine and pick being used as much as possible, in order

to bring down the explosive charge to a minimum.

It is estimated that a little over one-half pound of

explosive is used on an average to each shot fired in

British mines, though the amount varies in different dis-

tricts. In the Newcastle district, England, 4,508,290 lb.

of explosives were used in firing 8,608,850 shots.

We have no data to draw a definite comparison with

the Newcastle statements, but from experience and knowl-

edge of the conditions, in this respect, throughout the

coal mines of Utah, Wyoming, New Mexico and Colo-

rado, I think j-ou will all agree that our shots will aver-

age 11/2 llj- of explosives. Remember it is of average con-

ditions I s])eak.

Comparison of Death Rates

The British death rate in coal-mine fatalities per 1000

persons employed, ranges from 1.25 to 1.36 for a num-
ber of years. The fatal accident rate per 1000 employ-

ees in the United States, taken as an average from 1866

to 1908 is 3.10. The number of lives lost per 1000 em-
ployees in Utah, Wyoming, New Mexico and Colorado,

taken on an average for a number of years, is 9.0-1.

We must frankly admit that the death rate has greatly

increased in our mines during the last decade, but in

the past 12 mouths, we have shown a marked improve-

ment, and I know just how earnestly all of you are

watching and working for a continuance of this good

work. Xow, as members of the Rocky Mountain Coal

Mining Institute, I would recommend that we, as a body,

exert our energy toward securing by law the abolishment

of that dangerous practice of blasting coal from the solid ;

and let us demonstrate before our legislatures, by over-

whelming evidence, that the enactment of the "run-of-

mine" basis granted a license which may have been the

cause of grave disasters. I am well aware that as the

years go by, the prevailing custom of undermining and
shearing the coal by pick mining is gradually but surely

becoming a lost art in this Western country. The use

of powder is so much less arduous for the miner in com-

jiarison to hand mining, and therefore the miners take

a risk and strenuously oppose any change to either pick

or machine mining.

To be successful in lessening the recurrence of dis-

asters, we must install sufficient undermining and shear-

ing machines to cut the coal and reduce the use of pow-

der to a minimtim ; and the explosive that is used must
be the safest product which we can obtain. Blasting

operations being practically unavoidable in coal mining,

we should, after reducing the shot charges to a minimum,
adopt the best firing regulations practicable. The method

of performing the blasting by shot firers with electrical

appliances after all the workmen have left the mines,

is a valuable jirecaution : but better still is the system of

wiring the numerous shots in one circuit and firing the

same by an electric current from the surface, when no

one is in the mine, especially in those mines where fire-

damp is given off. Accumulations of coal dust should be

removed as much as possible from the vicinity of blasts

and all shots should be tamped with incombustible ma-
terial.

In this.connection, I will quote from an article in the

Transactions of the Manchester Geological Society of

England, Vol. 18

:

"This is an account of some experiments made in Ger-

many in the Saar coal field in October, 1893. The gal-

lery was constructed on the surface. 167 ft. in lengthy

of elliptical cross-section (51/^x41/2 ft.) with a cross-gal-

lery to represent the actual state of the colliery level.
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One end was closed witli m;is(uir\. in wiiich east-iron

canons were plaeed, liaving liores the size of the holes

generally used for blasting in the mines.

A Seriks of Expkuimexts

Firedamp was conducted in pijies from a "blower" in

the mine. Tiie following experiments were made with

one-half charges of powder:

First: tamped with cla)-, the len.LTth of the Haiiio was

nearly 10 ft.

Second: tamped with coal dust; the lengtli of the lliunn

was 26 ft. Neither firedamp nor coal dust were in the

gallery during these experiments.

Third: tanipeil with clay: the gallery being strewn 131

ft. in length with nongaseous coal dust; the length of

the flame was 18 ft.

Fourth: similar to Xo. 3, but tamped with coal dust:

the length of the flame was 31 ft.

Fifth: tainjied with clay; coal dust in Xo. 3 being re

placed by the dust from Pluto colliery in Westphalia ;

length of the flame was lilO ft., witii a Jieavy detonation

and much afterdamp.

Sixth: a rei)etition of No. 5 without the addition

of fresh dust, with almost identical results.

Seventh: tamped with clay: without coal dust and

fired in air containing live per cent, firedamp : the flame

was 36 ft.

Eighth: similar to Xo. 7 with 60I/2 ft. of the

gallery strewn with coal dust from the Pluto colliery

;

the length of the flame was 170 ft., with very severe de-

tonation and strong development of afterdamp."

Mine fires sometimes originate in a way that leaves no

doubt as to the source of their origin, but a mystery

remains as to how they became ignited. Therefore, pre-

cautions should be taken to minimize them as far as pos-

sible. Lumber cabins, .^eats, cupboards and boxes should

be done away. Underground stables should be made fire-

proof, and only incandescent lights .should be used in

them. All cotton waste and other oily substances should

be put in an iron keg reserved for that purpose and

should be removed frequently from the mines. Over-

east air-bridges and all permanent .stoppings should be

constructed of concrete or other fireproof material. Man-
ways for the miners to travel to and fro from their work-

ing places should be maintained and men should bo

kept off the branch and main haulageways as far as is

possible, in order to lessen the risk of accidents by mine

cars.

Lv.iiKiof.s Effect of Bad Aik

AVc have recorded the prominent causes of accidents,

hut we have yet to record the injurious effect on the gen-

eral health of coal miners, caused by breathing stagnant

or impure air, vitiated by powder smoke, finely ground

coal dust and the presence of carbonic acid gas, better

known as blackdamp. C. E. Foster, a late Briti.'^h inspec-

tor of mines, makes the statement "that there are quite

as many miners killed prematurely from breathing im-

pure air and carbonic acid gas, as there are from inflam-

mable gas.

Therefore, a large ventilating current at the intake

and the outlet of a mine is a good thing, but the venti-

lation will be bad. nevertheless, if the air currents are not

continuously distributed and carefully conducted to the

room faces where the miners are at work.

A Rugged Blower Unit

In tile i>roduition of water gas, whether for purpos,

of power or illumination, the blower unit plays an in

portant \n\Tt. As it is constantly called upon for se\ri

service, its reliability is responsible for the contiinioi;

and satisfactory operation of the plant.

At the works of the Lynn (ias & Electric Co., there

an interesting installation of a turbo-blower. This

shown in the accompanying photogra])h. The set consisi

of a Sturtevant, ty])e o steam turbine, dircct-conneitc

to a Xo. !) gas blower of the same manufacture, and

u.<ed to blow the gas generators.

The turbine is operated intcnnittcnlly. being slartr

and stopjied liy a i-hain which is atlached to a (juick-opei

BloWKU DlRKCT-CoXXECTED TO SXEAJI TUKUINE

ing valve. This sid)jects biiiii lurbiiie and blower to sud-

den and severe variations in load and speed, which are a

constant test of reliability and rugged construction.

This set, which has been in constant operation ever

since January, ]'>V2. and has received practically no

attention except for oiling, has never given the slightest

trouble in any way, in spite of the fact that it is called

u]Min to tmdergo the severe service outlined above, for 15

houis every day.

The Production of Coal in Mich-
igan During 1912

Tlie production of coal in .Michigan in 1013, accord-

ing to E. W. Parker, of the L'. S. Geological Survey,

amounted to 1,206,230 short tons, valued at .$2,3!)9,451.

Compared with 1,476,074 tons, valued at $2,791,461 in

1911.

Of the total production in 1912, more than half (63.5,-

560 tons) was mined by machines, of which 125 were

in use. Of the remainder, 433,222 tons were reported as

shot off the solid, and 120,637 tons as mined by hand.

The number of men employed in the coal mines of

Michigan in 1912 was 3133, a decrease from 3323 men
in 1911. and the average number of working days de-

creased from 218 to 183.
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Don'ts for Inside Employees
By Anthony Bakrett*

SYNOPSIS—A concise siatemcni nf essential precau-

tions for coal miners, based on Joikj observation and ex-

perience in anthracite mines.

1. Don't pass the firebosses' station without first see-

ing the fireboss.

2. When the fireboss notifies you there is gas in your

breast, don't go up in it until the gas is removed.

3. Don't start to work at the faee before examining

and seeing that it is safe.

4. Always cut your fuse off the roll before you put

the cap on it, then tighten the cap with a crimper. Never

use your teeth as it is a dangerous practice.

5. Don't push the charge in the hole with a drill. Use

a wooden tamping stick.

6. Don't light your squib with your mining lamp

when using black powder. Use a piece of touch paper.

7. Don't neglect to place your prop as soon as you

have room. It is too late after you are injured.

8. Don't neglect your brattice. Put it up as soon as

you have room to build.

9. Don't stay and work in your breast if the top is

workinf. Leave and go for the fireboss and tell lum

about it.

10. Don't leave your breast at quitting time before

you examine to see if it is all right. There may be a feeder

of gas burning.

11. Don't fire a .hole when driving a heading to an-

other breast before you have told the party on the other

side about it. Always get an answer when you rap to

him.

12. Don't go into old workings. There may be gas

there of which you are not aware.

13. Examine your safety lamp before going down the

shaft. If you find any fault with it, show it to the fore-

man or fireboss.

Rules for Gangway Miners

1. If you are using fore-poles, don't take the cut out

before putting in the poles. You may get hurt.

2. Don't use black powder and dynamite in the same

holes. It is dangerous.

3. Don't let the laborer work at the face when you

are not there.

4. Don't leave the colliery if there is any gas in the

gangway or chute before you tell the foreman or fireboss

about it.

Rules foe Drivers

1. Don't beat your mules with a club or piece of lag-

ijing. Carry a whip and use your best judgment when

to use it.

2. Don't form the habit of shouting at your team.

Thev may become excited and turn the wrong way, caus-

ing; an accident.

3. Don't ride on cars in a gangway where the timber

is low. Walk alongside of your team.

4. Don't pass, when going in. a lagging or plank

•Inside foreman. WadesvUIe CoUiery. Philadelphia & Read-
ing Coal & Iron Co.. Pottsville. Penn.

that is lying on the gangway. It may trip you when com-

ing out, thereby causing an accident. Stop when you see

it and place it out of the waw
5. Don't fail to report to the loader boss or repairman

if you find a bad joint in the road. By so doing, you

may avoid and iirevent an accident to yourself and others.

6. Don't slide your foot on the rail or sit on the

Inxmper of the car. Many good drivers are in the ceme-

tery from these causes.

7. Don't allow any person to ride on your loaded

trip.

Rules for Loaders

1. Don't uncouple your car while it is in motion.

Plave the driver stop first.

3. Don't go up in the breast when you want to load.

Rap on the battery for the miner.

3. Don't ride on loaded mine cars.

4. Don't clean off the rail with your hands. Use a

shovel.

5. Don't pick up a piece of coal before you have ex-

amined to see if it is shattered. AVhen shattered lift it

up to 3'our waist and let it drop on the platform, then

vou can shovel it into the car. Shattered coal may break

in your hands while loading it into the car, thereby

causing injury.

6. Don't forget to report to the fireboss when the

gangway timber is crushing.

7. Don't unload timber and sheet iron on the gang-

way. Put it on the platform.

Rules for Loader Bosses and Repairmen

1. Don't walk along the gangway in the morning as

though you were outside of the mines. Examine the

road and top as you go. If you see anything wrong re-

port it at once to the fireboss. If there are any laggings

or plank lying on the gangway, place them on the plat-

form, or some place where they will not cause an accident.

2. Don't be careless about erecting a battery. Make
it air-tight.

3. Don't unload plank along the gangway. Put it

up in the chute.

4. Don't allow any person to ride on the locomotive

'except those in authority. Allow no one to ride on a

loaded trip.

Rules for Door Boys

1. When trip is on inside stay on the inside. When
on outside stay on the outside of your door.

2. Don't let the door stand open longer than is neces-

sary.

3. Never leave the door at quitting time until all the

drivers are out.

4. Don't bring books or papers to read while at work

as you may get interested in reading them and forget the

door, causing an accident.

5. Don't go to sleep at your door.

These are simple rules which, if practiced, may be the

means of preventing injury and possible loss of life.
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SNAP SHOTS IN COAL MINING
luiiiniiiiiiiniiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiniuNiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiininiiiiiiiNriiiiiii^

COXSOL Bi!1;AKE1!. IIlLLSIDK CoAI. & IrOX Co.. AvoCA. TlPPLK AND I'OWKI; IIlir.SE OF SUNNYSIDIO CoAL MlMNG
Pi.-,^x; Co.. SrnoNCi. Colo.

Ca.xada West Coal Co.'s Plant, at Fabeh, Albekta, Can.

(Produces a high grade of domestic coal, and has a capacity of 2000 tons per day.)

Gkoup of Mixers at a Virginia Bituminous Operation

(Each man is shown wearing a new type "Hirsch" electric lamp.)
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How To Reduce Falls from Roof and Sides

By D. J. Griffiths

SYNOPSIS This is a paper which was delivered at the

June meeting of the Rocky Mountain Coal Mining In-

stitute and provoked a good deal of discussion, a^^ at-

tacking anil method of systematic timbenng.

Bevoud (luiibt It 18 practiL-ally impossible to elinunate

all chances of accideuts from falls. Mother Earth is

not going to give up her treasures without some sacrifac-

ing ou our part.
.

This particular question ranks among the important

subjects connected with coal mining, and has been given

less attention as a factor of life and limb destroyer than

anv other cause. The single fatalities which happen

ereate very little attention, nevertheless, when counted

up at the end of the year, they outnumbered the unfortu-

nate ones that are mowed down on the wholesale by

mine explosions.
-n j +i

Firedamp and coal dust were often considered as tne

.greatest evils in coal mining. All records, however

prove this conclusion to be wrong; the second annual

report of the Bureau of Mines, gives the loss of lite

caused by falls of coal and roof m 1910 as 1310 and m
1911, as"l321.

The reports of Pennsylvania Mine Inspectors lor a

period of 33 years, show^hat 59.38 per cent, of all the

accidents underground was caused by. falls of roof and

coal Also, the Bureau of Mines shows m their last

issue on fatalities that accidents from falls of roof and

coal killed more men than any other two causes com-

bined, and that they account for more than half of the

deaths underground.

It seems we are getting too accustomed, taking too

many things for granted, running too many risks, trust-

ing too much for the best and preparing too little for the

worst. We must remove the cause then the effects will

cease. However, I can see that a better day is here.

The main damaging factors underground are falls

of roof and sides. Bad roof is tender and lacks the

adhesive qualities to sustain its own weight over com-

paratively small areas. A roof of any character which

is frequently penetrated by well defined -slips and cleats

is characterized as treacherous roof. The carelessness of

men has been one of the main causes of most of the

accidents in mining as well as in any other industries.

Three Grades of Miners

Miners can be classified into three distinct grades, to

wit- The experienced and careful, the experienced and

reckless, and the unexperienced. The accidents with which

the first class usually meet, occur through the careless-

ness of their coworkers as well as through accidents which

are termed unforeseen, such as falling roof between tim-

bers, and between the timbers and the face of the coal.

This may have previously given evidence of being abso-

lutely sound and safe, but be released by invisible slips

or by sudden outburst of occluded gases in large quan-

tities, as we term big blowers or feeders, or by a sudden

squeeze and seismic movement. The competent but care-

less or unenergetic miner takes too many chances under

i^ote-Abst.-act of paper read before the Rocky Mountain

Coal Mining- Institute. Salt Lake City. Utan, June ii, i3i.s.

threatening pieces of roof and sides and the coal at the

face, neglecting to timber or pull down roof as the con-

ditions demand. The unexperienced most of the time

put up the timber in the wrong places. Owing to the

scarcity of skilled miners, the mines of the West employ

annually hundreds of men who are far from being famil-

iar with all phases of danger, and therefore are not

watchful.

There are causes that make or transform safe rout

into dangerous roof. First: Poor or inadequate venti-

lation causes the roof and sides to disintegrate, while

decomposition of timber is noticeably hastened in the

presence of highly contaminated air. The men become

depressed and indifferent, losing alertness, quickness and

ambition. In a sluggish atmosphere the men cannot see

the same as if the air is good. J. S. Haldane and T.

L. Llewelyn, British Experts on Mining, have recently

made experiments to determine the degree to which lamps

are dimmed by the presence of impurities in the air. The

results show that every diminution of one per cent, m
the o.xygen present, lowered the illumination power of

a safety lamp, burning colza oil and paraffin 3.5 per

cent, and I assume that it also affects the hearing of

men' to a certain degree. Therefore, in as much as poor

ventilation is a factor of so much importance in damag-

ing property and crippling life in all directions, it is one

of''our chief duties to see that the volume of air is suffic-

ient and see that it is as nearly perfect in quality a^

practicable, and that the air is properly conducted

through the various parts of the workings. Secondly,

lack of sufficient pillars for support renders the roof un-

safe. The pillars should safely bear the load; small pil-

lars permit squeezes at the face and on the haulage

roads, so causing the roof to fall, and many deaths are

a result.

Blasting Off the Solid

Blasting off the solid is injurious to the roof. The

expansion of the powder is upward as well as downward

and sideways. The flying coal knocks out the props and

sometimes breaks them in two, allowing the roof to fall

or giving it an opportunity to become relea.sed. The

reselling of displace.l timber is hazardous work. In

southern Colorado, the coal is undermined so that the

danger from flying coal has been practically eliminated.

I^am pleased to say that the motto of the majority of

the companies, today, is Safety First.

The miner is better taken care of today than ever

before. The fireboss makes a thorough inspection of

the roof and ascertains as well that the place is per-

fectly free from firedamp and blackdamp, and adequately

ventilated. The pitboss visits the working places every

day, and frequently the superintendent enters the place.

It" is becoming common for companies to have inspec-

tors, who devote all their time to the health, and safety

of the underground employees, and further, we have

more state inspectors than before.

In the mining world there is at present a controversy

over the methods of timbering. Some believe in syste-

matic timbering, where there is a maximum for the dis-

tance between each prop. The idea looks good on the,
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siiilace l)ut when carefully aualyzeil, it falls short. In

the first plaee, it would ireate a temleiu-y on tiie i>iirl of

the miners to timber their places according to the speci-

lied rules, losing sight of the importance of putting the

timber where thev would be most serviceable. Moreover,

it would nuike the oHicials neglectful of sounding the

roof, as they would see the place thickly timbered and the

law complied with. A system cannot be api)lied that

can be of any benefit, where conditions vary in every foot

of advance in a room, entry, pillar and cross-cut. In

my opinion, mine timbers should be set in such a manner
that they will give the greatest degree of safety. Con-

ditions of the roof govern where and how many timbers,

and wliat kind of timbering is needed. The trouble is

not the failure to use suflicient timber, but to place them
where they are needed. It is necessary to sound the roof

often and place timber according to the sound.

llow can a method of systematic tindjcring prevent

a ])ot hole, a trough-shaped rock, and various other sha])cs

of rocks surrounded by slips, from falling? There can

be no set rule for placing props. The people that ad-

vocate systematic timbering, must believe that all the

miners are inexperienced, and that the company oiricials

never visit the miners' places. Firebosses, pitbossos and

com])any inspectors visit the places every day and other

oHicials occasionally. I am afraid by compelling men to

timber according to fixed rules, the standard of safe tim-

bering would be lowered. Such an attempted remedy
would create a larger number of accidents.

Eight years ago the British Inspectors of Mines insti-

tulccl iii(|uirics to ascertain uhriiicr the carlh ivrniMing
had any elicit uiH)n falls of root' and sides in the mines.

They api)ear to have taken this course, becau.^e the adop-
tion of the new special rules to secure the roof did not

reduce the nunilic>r of falls: falls u( roof and sides con-

tinued III lie as disastrous a shuitc of accidents as in tin-

presystcnnilic days.

Svs-n;iiAiic r.io-i"i'i:i; Tiia\ Xu Ti .\ii;i:i;iNii

I lake it for graJilcil lli:it Minicnnr will say thai .<!ys-

tennitic timbering has riMlurcd the I'atalitirs in some
sections of the country. In answer to that. 1 will say,

yes. But why? Because prcvimis to that very little

attention had been given to the iiicn ami the ru,<(. so

that any kind of a system would nalurally help mat-
ters in those |i;uiirulai- seriioiis. We cannot have a set

rule to hold the roof any iiuht than we can establish a

I'ule to fight a fire in a mine where prart irallv all I he

coal had been extracted, ll \miu1(1 lie a goml miii\c in

the right direction to see thai all 1lir miners ami lim-

bermen are equijiiicil \villi axes ami saws in piTiiTt con-

dition. If the tools are imt in pei-feit romlilion, they

will postpone timbering. l']vei-y ]iiisl should lie set with a

cap-piece, which should he in thickness the uidlh of

the prop and a little wider than the width of llir |inip.

Under great jjressuro the eap-|)iece is liable to split the

pi-i>|i if it is not covering the whole end.

And further, I advocate a good electric lainii; one that

has illuminating power to expose the joints of the slips

and breaks.

Views at a British Colliery

Headframe at No. 1 deep pit General view of entire surface plant
Tke Sheltox Iron, Steel & Coal Co.'s Colliery in Staffordshire, England
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The M-O-I. and Kokoal Dealers' Convention
By a. T. Shthick

>'i'J\'0P^7^'

—

A description of one of ihe most important

ru>ivention.s of coal dealers that /ia.-< CA'er yet been held.

About 700 members of both societies were present. A
number of important papers were presented and consider-

able discussion »'(7.s devoted to the relationship between

the coal indnstri/ and the railroads.

The joiut conventiuu of the Michigau-Ohio-Iudiana

Coal Dealers Association and the Order of Kokoal, at

Cedar Point, Ohio, on June 17, 18 anu 19, brought to-

gether one of the largest and most representative as-

semblages of coal dealers and wholesalers that has ever

met. These are the two most powerful organizations of

their kind in the country, and this was the second oc-

casion on which they have met in joiut couventioji. Add
to this propitious weather conditions, an ideal place of

meeting and all the requisites were at hand to assure

an excellent attendance.

The Kokoal's Annual Meeting

Members and guests of the two associations began reg-

istering at the Breakers Hotel at Cedar Point on the

morning of June 17. Cedar Point is about three miles

by water from Sandusky, and the Breakers Hotel, which

was the headquarters, proved all tliat could be desired

;

it was not yet opened up actively for the summer trade

and the coal men had it practically for themselves.

The Kokoal meeting, which was scheduled to take

place in the morning, was not held till 2 :30 p.m., due to

the nonarrival of members until that time. The meet-

ing was called to order by Imperial Modoc Coleman who
introduced Vice-President Ballard, of the M-O-I.; the

latter extended a hearty welcome to the Kokoal mem-
bers which was appropriately responded to by Past Im-
perial Modoc A. M. Hull, of the Kokoals.

Following this. Imperial Pictor Lester read the seere-

tarj'^s and treasurer's annual report. In this he com-
mended the work of the Birmingham Breaker in general,

in the highest terms, and W. C. Adams, of that breaker

in particular, following with remarks on a number of the

other more successful breakers. Mr. Lester regretted that

in order to obviate the possibility of a deficit the sum of

$300 had l)een donated by a number of companies who
indorsed the principles and work being done by the order.

Imperial Modoc Coleman's paper was then read. His
address was confined almast entirely to the weakened
condition of the societv^'s membership. The records showed
that onlj' about 50 per cent, of the members had their

dues paid up and in addition to this he deplored the in-

activity on the part of the local breakers. He stated that

he had attempted to strengthen the order's financial po-

sition by the opening of a new membership designated as

associate members. The initiation fee was to be $5 each

and he had hoped to secure some 2000 members but had
only succeeded in getting about 70.

Mr. Coleman said that he now favored cleaning out
all the "Dead timber" from the society's membership
and making a new start. He is also of the opinion that

all members should be affiliated with some local breaker

and that the latter be held responsible for the collection

of all dues of its members. On the question of initiation

of new members he thought that the present system was
becoming rather old and should be brought uptodate.

He concluded his remarks with an expression of his sin-

cere appreciation of all the assistance given him by the

members, press, etc.

Mr. Adam.s, of the Birmingham Breaker, then made a

short talk on rejuvenating the organization. He quite

pertinently pointed out that there was no other industry

in the world producing such a staple product as coal and
yet so loosely organized as the coal dealers were; and in

his opinion there was no other organization that could be

established on so high a plane were a reasonable effort

made. He ascribed the success of the Birmingham Breaker

to the concerted action, cooperation and close interests of

the individual members and concluded by stating that the

coal men should be impressed with the advantages to be

obtained by organization.

The session was concluded by the Imperial Modoc ap-

pointing a committee on resolutions and another on con-

stitution and bylaws which were to report on Thursday.

In the evening one of

the most enjoyable ko-

nl^ikations ever held

was given by the Birm-
ingham Breaker at

which eight new mem-
bers were initiated into

the order. Compliment-

ary cigars from the

Jlinneapolis delegates

were distributed to all

w h attended the
evening meeting.

At the end of the

first day 431 members
and guests of the two
societies were regis-

tered

Tin: M-O-I. Meeting
ON Wednesday

The annual meeting

of the Michigan-Ohio-

Indiana Coal Associa-

tion was held in Con-
tention Hall at 10:11) a.m., on June 18, President Lake
presiding. The opening address was made by President

Ryan, of the Cedar Point Resort Co., who extended a

hearty welcome to the visitors on belialf of his company.
Mr. Lake responded with a few appropriate remarks, and
was followed by G. A. Ballard, chairman of the executive

committee who made a short talk on the organization of

the convention.

President Lake's annual address was then given. He
stated that he had not expected to be present because of

a serious illness and had not therefore prepared a formal

paper, but he delivered one of the most interesting talks

of the session, confining his attention mostly to the as-

sociation and its work. He found that this was growing

The Official Badge
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quite rapidly and he now considered it one of the nio.-it

powerful in the country. Kvidenie of this fact was clearly

shown in the recognition accorded the association by the

large transportation companies, there being nine repre-

sentatives of these latter present at the meeting; it was

obvious that they were awakening to the necessity of

working in closer harmony with the coal men and also

to the importance of their organization. It was only with-

in the last few years that shippers had been able to re-

cover for losses in transit and this was a result that

he had long predicted, and it was gratifying to him that

his prediction had proved true.

The ne.\t evil of this character to be corrected, is the

car-service rules. Railroads carefully specify that they

are not liable for "acts of Providence," but, on the other

hand, the coal man nnist fulfill his agreement regardless

;

it is a poor rule that does not work both ways and he be-

lieved that tlie association should push this issue ag-

gressively. However, he was of the opinion that when the

transportation companies become better ac(iuaiiited with

the coal men and more familiar with their troubles that

a better tiuderstandiiig would prevail and such difficulties

easily adjusted.

COXCERXIXG THE RETAIL FuiCES OF CoAL

On the question of the retail selling prices of coal,

about which there has been much unfavorable comment

in the press of the country, Mr. Lake stated that this

was entirely unjustified and unfair. He said that the

dealer could not handle coal under average year around

condition for less than 70c. per ton, and in view of the

fact that Xew York retail prices are from $1.50 to $2

per ton above the wholesale, this seems to be a modest

'estimate. Some dealers might believe they could do bet-

ter on this price, but unless they kept accurate accounts

and made full allowance for depreciation and other

charges they were not in a position to determine this

and should be careful about selling low. He then cited

conditions in other industries, such as the drygoods, for

instance, where a profit of 20 to 25 per cent, was de-

manded ; this is much more than the dealer expects.

He concluded by extending his sincere personal thanks

to J. A. Ballard and the committee for the efficient and

able way in which they had handled the meeting.

The treasurer's report was then read and this was fol-

lowed by the secretary's report. During the past year

there were 2 IS claims filed against the railroads, of which

23 were declined, 101 collected and 12-1 still pending;

the total amount involved was $4547.80. of which

$2056.60 was collected. The total membenship is 1790,

of which 102 were taken on during the year and 63

dropped out for different reasons. Cash on hand to the

middle of June was $436.60 as compared with $456.78

at the same time last year.

Following this the papers of members were read in

the order given herewith

;

'Coal the Essential." By Frederick W. Saward, of the

Coal Trade Journal. New York.

"Anthracite Conditions—rYour Troubles and Ours."

By D. F. Williams, Scranton, Penn.

"Cooperation as between the Coal Man and the Rail-

road." By J. B. Nessle, general coal and ore agent of

the New York Central Line, Pittsburgh, Penn.

'^''alue of Railroad Claim Department." By H. B. Wolf,

.Marion, Ind.

'Result of Cooperation as between Slii|i|n i- and Dealer."

By W. J. Hamilton, Columbus, Ohio.

A committee of nine (three from each state) on nomi-

nations was then ap])ointed and instructed to report

later, and the i)resident conchuled with the statement

that this had i>een one of tlie most interesting sessions

the association bad ever held.

Tiiic Boat K'lni: in tiiI'; .\i"n:iiN()ON

In the afternoon the niemliers and guests of both so-

cieties had an enjoyable sail mi tlu' steamer "C». A. Hoeek-

ling." The steamer left at 2:45 p.m. and crossed tlie

bay to the Sandusky shore, ])assing by the B. & 0. 1M>.

coal docks. These are e(iui])ped with two loading der-

ricks and under them are the Inns <ir Hert Smith, a \ov:\\

dealer. After toueliing at Sandusky, the steamer ])ro-

ceeded down the shore line past the Big Four Jv.K. docks

and on down to the Short Line (Pennsylvania R.R.)

liiers.

At this point the operation of jiieking up entire rail-

road cars and dumping them into the vessel's hold was

witnessed; the freighter '"A. B. Stewart," of about lO.ooo

tons capacity, was being loaded at the rate of about one

railroad car every two minutes. From here the steamer

turned out to Johnson's Island, at which point all the

rock is obtained for the breakwaters both at Sandusky

and Cleveland; scows were being loaded by derricks at the

piers there.

The return trip was made by Sandusky and hence into

Cedar Point again. During the entire journey a one-

man, spectacled, colored orchestra ably assisted by Mr.

Draggins and others rendered excellent selections on the

stern of the boat.

TiiK Coxci.rniM; 1>ay

The final meeting of the Michigan, Ohio, Indiana As-

sociation was called to order in the Convention Hall on '

June 19 with a small attendance present. The first busi-

ness was the report of the committee on nominations,

which was read and adopted, the officers for the new year

being as follows

:

President— \\. II. Deam, of Bluftton, Ind.

Vire-Presideiil—James A. Ballard, of Detroit, Mich.

Treasurer—\V. A. (lipson, of Upper Sandusky, Ohio.

Directors—Roljert Lake, of Jackson, Mich., to succeed
]

George T. Calvert; W. G. Voegele, of Mansfield. Ohio, re-

elected; J. W. Landrum, of Terre Haute, Ind., to suc-

ceed H. II. Deam, and II. B. Wolf, of Marion, Ind., re-

elected.

The new president was installed, ap|)ro])riate addresses

being made by both Iiim and retiring President Lake.

Talks on the following subjects were then given mostly in

an informal manner:

"Looking Things Square in the Face." By Benjamin

F. Cobb, Monon Bldg., Chicago.

''Value of Sociability in Business." By D. W. Sherry,

Connersville, Ind.

"The Value of Gaining Public Confidence." By H. P.

Gaukler, Pontiac, Mich.

"Credits." By H. W. Kelly, Angola, Ind.

"Preparing Your Selling Talk." By C. H. Enderlin,

Chillicothe, Ohio.

The meeting was concluded with the adoption of a

resolution extending a hearty vote of thanks to the Cedar
Point Resort Co. and others for the many courtesies and
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unfailing attention which had been accorded the members

of both societies during the meeting.

In the afternoon the concluding meeting of the Order

of Kokoals was held, at which the annual election of offi-

cers took place, the result being as follows:

Imperial Modoc—James A. Ballard, sales manager

Semet-Solvay Co., Detroit, Mich.

Imperial Baron—W. C. Adams, sales manager Ala-

bama Fuel & Iron Co., Birmingham, Ala.

Imperial Baronel—A. J. Moorshead. president Madison

Coal Corporation, St. Louis, Mo.

Imperial Baronet—George AV. Edmonds, George B.

Newton Coal Co., Philadelphia, Peiiu.

Imperial Pidor—'R. S. Jones, Berwind Fuel Co., Min-

neapolis, Minn.

Imperial Mazumer—E. Y. Sidell, retail coal merchant,

Poughkeepsie, N. Y.

Imperial GazooJr—Daniel Howard, Central Fairmount

Coal Co., Clarksburg, W. Ya.

Imperial Pit Bonn—John A. George, president Indian-

apolis Coal Co., Indianapolis, Ind.

Imperial Acolyte—F. C. Atwill. Atwill-ilakemsou Coal

& Coke Co., Chicago.

Imperial Swatta—G. T. Eider, Scanlon Coal Co.,

Louisville, Ky.

Imperial Spotta—Pratt Thompson, Lehigh Coal &
Navigation Co., Hartford, Conn.

The Exhibits

F. S. Converse, of Biughamtou, N. Y., manufacturer

of coal-handling tools and machinery, had one of the

largest exhibitions at the convention, showing a line of

chutes, screens, bags, baggers, etc.

One of his products which attracted considerable atten-

tion was the Converse Portable Rotary Screen for re-

screening coal. The screen is cylindrical in shape and

covered with wire screen of different mesh set on a frame

and fed by a hopper; the whole equipment is on wheels

so that it is readily moved about. The object of the de-

vice is to eliminate what commonly requires three distinct

operations when screening the coal over a yard screen.

The exhibit of the Domdojf £ Joyce Co., of Cincinnati,

Ohio, attracted considerable attention, owing to the large

variety of cokes and coals displayed. The company was

represented by Charles A. Sargeant, secretary, and W. H.

Underwood.

The New York Coal Co., Columbus, Ohio, operating

eight mines in the Hocking Yalley district in the Nos.

6 and 7 veins, was also an exhibitor, displaying Man-

hattan washed coal. They claim to have the largest coal-

washing plant in the East; it has a daily capacity of 1500

tons of washed coal. The coal on display was the various

sizes used by retail dealers. They also showed photo-

graphs of the washer plant, revolving screens and cars

loaded with Manhattan and Knickerbocker rescreeued

lump.

The Gifforri Wood Co.. of Chicago, exhibited a work-

ing model of a retail coal-yard pocket which was one

of the most interesting features there. • The model was in

operation much of the time and proved of interest to the

visitors. In addition to this, they had different sizes of

gravity-discharge buckets and steel-roller cliains with

special self-adjusting attachments.

The Hunter W. Finch Co. had a unique exhibit in

the shape of a block of Dixie Diamond Block coal from

old Kentucky and to the dealer who came nearest guess-

ing the weight of this block, a car load of the same coal

was to be given free. The company was also distributing

lapel watch chains and a handy little bullet pencil.

A Substantial Journal Box

Although the railroads have for many years employed

brass bearings in waste-packed journal boxes on practical-

ly all of their rolling stock, the mining industry has been

slow indeed to follow their example. Lately, however,

the Helmick Foundry-Machine Co., of Fairmont, W. Va.,

have perfected a journal box of this kind. This device

is illustrated herewith, and embodies several features not

ordinarily found in mine-car construction.

As may be clearly seen in the drawing, this journal

box is waste packed, and consequently self-oiling. The

waste, furthermore, is easily accessible, so that the pack-

ing may be readily stirred up or renewed without removal

of the axles or wheels. Oil may be easily and quickly in-

troduced into the waste receptacle by means of the cups

and pipes fastened to the side of the car and extending

above the flange of the wheel.

Brass bearing

PLAN SECTION C-D

The New Journ.\l Box and Pressed CoRErGAXED

Base

The top of the journal box is grooved to fit a corru-

gated axle base pressed from steel plate. This stiffens the

bottom of the car considerably, thereby tending to prevent

the axle from bending to a great extent. Heavy bolts

extending entirely through the bottom of the car hold

the journal box and plate securely in place. This ar-

rangement makes an extremely strong md rigid axle

base.

The axles proper are of cold-rolled steel without col-

lars, and can be removed without taking the journal box

from the car bottom. One wheel is made tight upon the

axle, while the other is loose, thus allowing the car to

pass around the sharp curves frequently employed in

mines with a minimum of draw bar pull. The whole de-

vice is simple, compact and strong, and well adapted to

the hard knocks and .severe conditions invariably en-

countered in underground transportation.
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Some Notes on Railroad Claims
II. r,. Woi.i-* .\Nii .1. 15. N"i;s.si.i;t

SYNOPSIS—Some comments on the difficullies the dealer

1.S liable to encounter collecting damages for coal lust m
transit. The railroads are prone to take a rather ob-

stinate position in such mailers and unless the shipper

is able to bring some pressure to bear, his claim will usual-

ly receice scant altcnlion. On the other hand, shippers

frequently file such inadequate claims that the roads find

it impossible to take action; in fact, they claim to be

eagerlii seeking reasons why claims should be allowed.

Both sides of the question are presented.

liy 11."h. Wolf

I have never been able to satisfy myself why a coal

dealer should have any use for a railroad elainis depart-

ment. I believe he should buy coal f.o.b. destination and

let the other fellow stand the shortage or liirlit it nut witli

the railroads. The producer has always told us to accept

what was in the car or make the railroads pay for what-

ever shortage there might be. I wish to say to the re-

tailers that this is one of the biggest leaks in our business

and should be given the same attention as the delivery

and collection of a ton of coal to our custonuns. When

we give this leak the attention it should have, the rail-

roads will protect our coal while entrusted to them and

our shortage will be less, our money more, collections for

short weights will i)e much easier and payments liy rail-

roads more prompt.

The roads doing business in these three states are now

taking notice of the retail coal dealers, and while at the

writing of this paper I do not know what our secretary's

report will contain as to results obtained by the associa-

tion railroad claims department, I am sure that it will

be a surprise to many of us. (See page 50.)

Some Collkctioxs JI.vde

La.st year I determined to know something of tlie short-

age of coal consigned to our company. I ordered some

railroad claim blanks of our secretary and served notice

to the railroads entering our city to weigh all cars con-

signed to us uidess otherwise ordered.

Owing to one excuse or another by the railroads we

failed to get 202 cars weighed at all but we did manage

to get 15!i cars weighed. Ninety-si.x of the.<e overweighed

or underweighed less than IdOO lb.. 63 cars fell short over

1000 lb., and it is of these 63 I wish to speak. These

cars were from almost all coal-shipping districts and con-

tained all kinds of coal from $8.66 anthracite to Indiana

mine-run. The total .shortage was an even 100 tons,

amounting to $369.5.5, or an average shortage of 3348

lb., amounting to $5.86 per car.

The first lot of claims we sent to the railroad, but as

all the satisfaction we got was a card notice, stating the

number of claim, we soon changed and sent all our claims

to the association, and through them we have been able

to collect a great many that otherwise would not have

received much attention. We have many claims still

pending. I)ut we are so ronfident that they are just and

Note—.\bstract of papers read before the M. O. 1. Coal As-
sociation at Cedar Point. Ohio, June 18, 1913.

•J. G. Wolf & Sons. Marion, Ind.

tGeneral coal and coke agent, N. Y. Central Lines West.

that we will get tlu'in that they were listed on our in-

ventory May 1, as an as.^l at their face value. It takes

time to collect these claims, and if you di I get action

on them as soon as you wi.<li, do not give tlicin up but

make the railroad pay that which it owes you.

After tiling your claim you will probably receive a let-

ter reading as follows:

Beg to advise claim so and so is herewith n turned to

you for your withdrawal, as Investigation has developed the

fact that the car did not meet with any rough handling or

theft while on the rails of this company or Its connections.

In otbci- \vi}nls, the railroad will accept Ibis car and

i.^siie a bill of lading, showing contents and amount, ;ind

on arrival at destination again weigh the car and issue

a way bill showing a shortage over their own agent's

jiignature. Then because they ciinnoi lind where the

shortage occurred, they e.xpect you to believe there was

no shortage.

I do not wi.<h to leave the imiiression that all roads

are alike on the question of settling short-weight claims.

Our experience has been varied with the four roads en-

tering our city. One road, whose chief revenue comes

from carrying coal, had a car of coke it had hauled fiom

the ovens, a distance of 40 miles. I ordered the car over

to another road for delivery to one of our yards, and

also ordered this latter road to weigh the car, for which

they charged $1

$3.35. I filed b

been charged h\

whole claim was

It was

II for thi

the otlu

allowed.

short 2000 lb., amounting to

amount plus the $1 that had

road for weighing, and the

/;// ./. B. Xcssle

Xo industrial or railway-traffic man claiming Pitts-

burgh as his home can hear the word cooperation men-

tioned in any discussion without swelling up a bit, ami

if at all possible to do so he finds an opportunity to speak

of the Traffic Club of Pittsburgh. This organization,

founded some ten years ago, is made up of representatives

of the principal industrial organizations and railway-

traffic officers whose business interests are located within

what is known as the Pittsburgh district. The watch-

word, object and practice of this organization is coopera-

tion as between industrial interests and railroads first,

last and all the time, and it is with a feeling of great

pride on the part of members of this organization that

they point to the records made in the Pittsburgh district

in the adjustment of the many questions that come up

from time to time as between railroad and industrial rep-

resentatives which are amicably settled witliout recourse

to commissions or the courts.

The Value of Oiigaxizatiox

This organization has brought the railroad representa-

tives and t\e shippers of the Pitt.sburgh district in a close

]>eTsonal relationship with each other. Instead of each

trying to find a way to embarrass the other, they are to-

day a"id for some time have been devoting their energies

in an efPort to harmonize any differences that may exist

and cooperate to the fullest extent.

People wonder and ask the question, why is it that the

Pittsburgh shippers are not down at Harrisburg advocat-
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ing aud insisting upon the passage of an air-tight publie-

service law aud the establishment oi a public-service com-

mission ? The answer is that through the application of

the principle advocated by the Traffic Club, insofar as

the steam railways and shippers are concerned, a public-

service commission is not necessary in order to secure and

protect the rights of either interest.

There is absolutely no community anywhere approach-

ing the size of the Pittsburgh district where so few com-

plaints before state or interstate commissions are filed

by the shippers against the railroads. We have a way

of settling these things out of court ; largely through the

spirit and influence of cooperations as advoc-ated by the

Traffic Club.

With a membership scattered over three or more states

your organization aud the railroad cannot, of course, get

as close together as we do in Pittsburgh, but it is quite

apparent to me that the association certainly appears to

have adopted cooperation as its watchword. If we are to

judge from the manner in which the ofBcers of this or-

ganization are endeavoring to handle the questions aris-

ing from time to time and attend to the disputes that

are brought to their attention by members as against the

carriers, there is absolutely no doubt that the vast army

of coal dealers throughout the country and the railways

are going to be brought closer together, aud to a better

and clearer understanding of each other's troubles and

requirements.

Pailroads have been blamed for lack of interest, desire

to shift responsibility and actual refusal to pay legiti-

mate claims. As a matter of fact, the entire trouble and

responsibility for the failure to receive prompt action for

adjustment of claims is often due to the claimant himself,

in that he has not supplied any evidence whatsoever which

would enable the railroads to even locate the shipments in

question. Your officers are endeavoring to correct all

this, and I wish to assure you that in the railway claim

offices this effort is most thoroughly appreciated.

Coal dealers have the idea that a railroad claim office

is created for the purpose of finding excuses, evasive

language and reasons why a claim should not be paid,

without the slightest regards to its merits. It is possible

that in the past there may have been some grounds at

least for this suspicion, but I feel quite safe in saying at

this time that instead of finding a way not to pay claims,

they are today bending every effort to find a way to settle

all legitimate claims promptly. In other words, we want

to find a way to pay your claims at the earliest possible

moment.

The Railkoads Eequiue Help

Another instance in which your association is cooperat-

ing with the railroads is the advice they are giving us

from time to time where your members report pilferage.

A number of these cases have been reported to me by the

secretary and the information has been welcome, since it

has given us an opportunity to so police the points men-
tioned as to eliminate entirely the losses. You all realize,

I am sure, that it is absolutely impossible for railroads

to carry a detective on each car of coal, or to police the

entire line of their road in such a manner as to absolutely

prevent the possibility of someone getting on and throw-

ing off coal from cars in transit. But we can and will

prevent this wherever passible to do so, aud when your

members notify the carriers that at a certain place sys-

tematic stealage is being practiced, you ai'e doing the rail-

roads aud the coal trade a positive service.

Another thing the officers of your association are doing

through advice from members is calling attention to the

railroads where they tuid the agents engaging in the coal

business to the detriment of the legitimate dealer in the

town in which the agent is located. The carriers welcome

this information, since the}' are not alwaj's able to check

up on this sort of business, and it enables them to at once

break up the practice. It is hardly necessary for me to

assure you at this time, insofar as the lines I represent

are concerned, and I believe this to be true of practically

all of the railroads in the territory, that we are absolutely

opposed to our agents engaging in coal or any other busi-

ness to the detriment of the legitimate shippers located

on our lines.

Your organization is one that can accomplish a great

deal for the coal dealers and at the same time in many
ways help the railroads, and I feel confident in predicting

that, notwithstanding all that may have happened in the

past, we may reasonably expect the "dead past to bury

its dead" and find the representatives of the coal trade

and the railroads, like the lion and the lamb of old, lying

down peacefully together.

A Comparison of Fatal Accidents
The following is a comparison of the fatality rates of

the H. C. Frick Coke Co., with those of Scotland, South

Wales, and Great Britain. These figures were given at

the recent meeting of the Coal Mining Institute of

America.
DEATHS PER MILLION TONS PRODUCED

1910 1911 1912
Scotland 5.06 4.12 3.50
South Wales 5.60 5.67 6.53
All Britain 6.54 4.47 4.52
H. C. Frick Coke Co 1.99 1.72 l.SS

TONS OF CO.\L PRODUCED PER DEATH
Scotland 197.600 242.000 285.000
South AVales 150.700 176.100 153,000
All Britain 137.100 243,500 24S.OO0
H. C. Frick Coke Co 502.049 578.151 531.32!j

DE.\THS BT FALLS PER MILLION TONS MINED
Scotland 2.10 l.-fi 1.86
South V\"ales 3.18 3.20 2.79
All Britain 2.36 2.33 2.03
H. C. Frick Coke Co 0.97 0.90 0.70

DE.4TH3 BY CARS PZR MILLION TONS MINED
Scotland 0.6S 0.S4
South V^'ales 1.G8 1.47
All Britain 1.02 0.9S 0.87
H. C. Frick Coke Co 0.79 0.41 0.91

The H. C. Frick Coke Co. produces twice as much coal

per death as the bituminous region of Pennsylvania,

Ohio aud Illinois, three times as much as West Virginia

and South Wales and twice as much as the whole of the

United States.

Figures for Scotland. South Wales aud Great Britain

were taken from the "Blue Book," published by the Brit-

ish Government. Figures for Pennsylvania, Ohio, Illi-

nois and West Virginia were taken from the year book,

published by the mining department of those states. Fig-

ures for the United Staies were taken from Technical

Paper No. 48. United States Bureau of Mines "Coal-

Mine Accidents in the United States."

To preserve iron from rust, immerse it for a few minutes
in a solution of blue vitriol, then, in a solution of hypo-
sulphite of soda, acidulated with hydrochloric acid. This gives
a blue-black coating: which is affected by neither air nor
water.
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Selection of Portable Electric Mine Lamps
\\\ II. 11. ('L.^iK'

SYNOPSIS—The purchaser of a portable electric mine

lamp u-ill condder not only it.snafety but the cost of main-

taining it, its weight and the candlepoirer. In consider-

ing the latter, due weight should be given to the manner

in which it is evaluated, that is, whether the averaiji' t>r

the "head-on" intensitji of light is conmdercd and whether

the lamp ha-- or has not a reflector.

Portable electric lamps first of all should be safe ;
that

is. they should not be capable of igniting gas and shoukl

not be so poorly constructed that a man will be left in

darkness, due to failure of any part of the lamp equip-

ment. The lamp should give the proper amount of light

for from 10 to Vi hours on one charge of the battery. The

lamp equipment should be as light as possible so that the

luirdeu of carrying it and working with it may lie re-

duced to a ininiinutn. Some of these (|UMlitii's are move

durable, but 1 cannot give any dcliiiitc inrorniaiio:)

as to their relative lilV. allluuigh tests arc now under way

to determine this fact.

The candlepower that these bulbs will give is not a

fi.xed quantity, as it varies with the voltage at wliicli the

lamps are burned. If a lamp designed for two-volt ser-

vice is burned at less than two volts it gives a coiisider-

ablv decreased candlepower and has a consideralily longer

life. If, on the other hand, it is burned at 2i/4 volts its

candlepower would be largely inireased and its life pro-

l)ortionately shortened. It is not always a good sign to

see a lamp bulb glowing with extreme brilliancy, because

it may mean that it is being biirneil at too high a volt-

age and may last but a few hours undi'r such conditions.

C.A.VDLKI'OWKIi Ha'I'INCS

Up to the present time, so far as I know, no standanl

eandlepowev rating of |)ortaljU' electric lamp.- lias l:(cii

'7yLQ
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WHO'S WHO — IN COAL MINING |
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There are probably

j\v mining men of em-

lence, whose life record

hows more clearly what

true ambition, supple-

lented by a strong

urposeful determination

rise to a sphere of

sefnlness, candotoacliieve

uccess, than the following

i nt p 1 e, unsophisticated

ketch of the career of

if Thomas K. Adams,

fho is at present the old-

st, in service, of the

nine inspectors of Penn-

lylvania.

Born in 1849, near

i^dinburgli, Scotland, and

eft fatherless in six
nonths (when the father

lied, leaving the mother

(vith six children),
rhomas entered school at

five years of age. His

2arly education was all

included between the ages

of five and eleven years,

when he was taken from

school (1860) and put to

work in the mines of the Midlothian district, where

he continued working 13 hr. each day, until 16 years of

age. During all these five years of work in the mines

of Midlothian, the boy attended night school regularly.

Few can understand but those who have had a similar

experience what it meant for a boy of tender years to

work 13 hr. of the day and study at night to gain the

education he so much coveted.

At the age of 16 years (186.5). Mr. Adams came to

this country and at once entered the mines of Mercer

County. Penn., where he worked as a miner, doing all

kinds "of practical work. At that time, there was no law

in Pennsylvania requiring that a miner should serve two

years, in the mines of the state, before he could mine

coal on his own responsibility.

Seeking constantly for betterment, and to secure ex-

perience and information, Mr. Adams worked for six

months in the anthracite mines of Pennsylvania, and

followed this with sLx months of toil in the mines at Mc-

Alester, Oklahoma, then Indian Territory. Then came

a change. Having saved some money as a miner. Mr.

Adams entered the Edinboro State formal School of

Erie County, Penn., and continued to attend that insti-

tution during four full terms. It was here that he re-

ceived a good English education. Following this, he

taught for a short time, as a regtilar teacher, in the

common schools of Mercer County. Penn.. to which place

he had returned.

Thomas K. Adams

It was not long, how-

ever, before his ambition

-for mining again asserted

itself. While still a young

man, Mr. Adams took an

active part in the affairs

of the Miners' Local Un-

ion and was soon ap-

pointed to the position of

secretary of that orgajti-

zation. His duties as sec-

retary of the Miners' Un-

ion led him into activo

participation in the work

of securing the appoint-

ment of a mine commis-

sion, which was the first

appointed (1874) in

Pennsylvania. As a mem-
ber of that commission,

he performed excellent

service in the formulation

of a bitiiminous-m i n e

code, which was after-

ward (1877) made the

bituminous mining law of

Pennsylvania.

In the meantime. Mr.

Adams had reentered the

mine, working as a miner.

therebv adding to that fund of practical information

and experience which, in later years, placed him in the

foremost rank of practical mining men. It was while

working in the mines of Mercer County that Mr. Adam?

(1881) went to Pittsburgh to take the first examination

for mine inspector ever held in Pennsylvania. He passed

this examination successfully, receiving a rank of 95 per

cent., and was immediately appointed and commissioned

to act as mine inspector, by Gov. Hoyt. Mr. Adams re-

received this appointment May 15, 1881, and has con-

tinued to hold the position of mine inspector from that

time, having just been reeommissioned for another term.

Four vears later, in 1885, and again, in 1893, Mr.

Adams was appointed a member of commissions to re-

vise the bituminous mining law, being selected chair-

man of the last named commission.

As a student of mining, Thomas Adams has few equals.

AYliile engaged in the numerous activities incident to the

office of mine inspector, he continued his studies of min-

ing, in correspondence and other schools; and added

largely to his fund of information by the constant read-

ing" of mining books and papers. He did not confine his

reading, however, to mining subjects, but devoted many

spare moments to the reading of standard works of the

best English authors. Mr. Adams has, by industry and fru-

gality, collected a fine library, comprising many of the

standard works on history, philosophy, theologv-, sciences

and general literature.
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Mr. A(lain.< lias tliiis. from tlu- aj,v of 11 years, sui)-

jiorted himself and gained an enviable reputation for

sobriety, industry and praetieal knowledge. He is a

total abstainer from alioliolie beverages and the use of

tobaeeo in any form. He has always shown an aetivt' in-

terest in labor movements, being especially desirous fur

the betterment of all classes. He served as the local and

district secretary of the Miner.s' and Laborers' Benevolent

Association, and was master workman of the KiiiglUs of

Lal)or at the time wiien labor otficials gave their time and

elforts without remuneration.

Mr. Adams is a republican in politics, a cliunliniaii

o( the United Presbyterian faith, and a school director

in his own town. He is, this year, the retiring president

of the Mine Hispector's Histitute, U. S. A., of which or-

yanizatioii he is a charter member. He states that he is

satisfied to have done his best with what he modestly

styled "a limited ca])acity."

Our Front Cover This Week
The upper illustration un the front cn\cr of t'oAi. Agk

•this week .shows the 400,()0i)-tou lutumiuous coal-storage

equipment built by the Link-Belt Co. for the Berwind

Fuel Co., Superior, Wis. The equipment consists of four

traversing bridge-tramways, two revolving locomotive

cranes and three movable screening towers.

Each bridge has a span of SOo ft. and an overall length

of 506 ft. Two of the bridges are equipped with three-

ton buckets, and two with four-tou buckets. All motions

of the bridge and liucket are controlled by one operator

from either of two fi.ved-coutrol stations.

Kun-of-miue bituminous coal is uuloadeil from vessels

and delivered either to storage, or through reloading hop-

pers on front tower of tramway direct to box or open cars

for reshipnient. Transfer from stock i)ile to cars is ac-

complished by siniihir luuket delivery to the reloading

hojipers.

When sized coal shipments are desired, coal is taken

from vessels or stock pile by tramway buckets to movable

screening towers, which may be likened tn traveling tip-

ples.

Slack coal, screened from the sized coal .shipments, is

discharged into open-top cars or conveyed to slack-storage

pile, from which the cranes or tramways deliver to mov-

able screening towers for box-car .shipment as needed.

The revolving locomotive cranes travel on a track of

10-ft. gage and are arranged to operate 5 t-cu.ft. Inukets

at a maximum radius of 45 feet.

Enn-of-mine storage is also tributary to the cranes for

delivery to cars through the hoppers on the movable

screening towers as required.

Delivery to box-<-ars is facilitated in all cases by travel-

ing box-car-load i rig maciiiiies.

The entire phuit is of the most inoilcrii construction.

and is operated by alternating current motors.

The lower ilhistrafion on the front cover shows a gen-

eral view of the largest anthracite coal-stor;ige plant in

the world, built by the Link-Belt Co., of Philadelphia,

for the Philadel])iiia & lending Coal & Iron Co., at

Abrams, Penn.

The immense tonnage of this plant is dividcnl into eight

piles—four on each side of a central railway system

—

each pile having a ca)iacitv of 60,000 tons. The guaranteed

performance of the e(iuipinciil is ISiiii ions per day of li'

hr. for each of the incline conveyors, or a total stocking-

out capacity of 14,100 tons per day.

For rei)lacing the coal into cars, each of the reluading

<i>n\cyors has a capacity of 'i't^M tons, making tln' tnial

reloading capacity of the jilanl Iti.iMlll tons per day of

ten hours.

This is tlir well known Dodge system of coal stora;;''

ami is the most successful application of cngineeriiiLi

praitiec to the storing of anthracite coal.

.Vs usually arranged for open-air storage, two tnniniinu

inachincs an<l one reloading machine between tbrni mn-

stitute a group. .V storage plant cunprises a nuiniier nl'

these groups which may be uf eipial oi- xaried lapaeitie-.

Tt i.s, therefore, capable of extension by the addition of

one or any number of groups.

"The Dodge System" is also adapted to storage under

co\('r, and to modilicatioiis of the ojii'n-air s1ora.i;e. in

whieli the triiiiniing macliine may be stationary or ino\-

alile. and the icloailing nnieliine a t ra\ei'siiig insteail oi a

pi\(iteil eon\eyol'.

A New Bottle Holder
The device lllll^lrated lielou is a sale ami convenient

bottle holder for attachment to the underside of a draft-

ing board. Wlieii not in use it can lie swung out of the

way for which purjiose a iii\(it screw is provided. It

does not interfere with the use of a tee-square on any

of the four sides of the board. The holder is made of

l)i:vTci' Foi! lIoLiiix(i B()'i"n.i;.s of Txiv

steel, ribhed to give strength and coated with black

cnaiiiel. The bottles are easily inserted ami removed mil

when fastened into place cannot be upset. A holder for

a wiping rag is part of the device. The appliance is made

l.v Eugi'iie nielzgeii Co.. 218 East Twenty-third St., Xew
York Citv.

The December number of The Otto Cycle contains th= fol-

lowing table showing the loss of power in gas engines at dif-

ferent altitudes above sea level, expressed in percentage of

the power at sea level:

Altitude, feet Loss In rated horsepower per cent

1.000 3S5
2.O0U) SO!''

.•i. 11(10 10.25
4.000 13.45
5.000 16-35
6.000 19.45
7.000 22.35
8,000 25.15
9,n00 27.85

10,000 30.45
11.000 32.95
12,000 ..» 35.35
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The Man Who Speaks

There is no merit in taciturnitv, in hiding all one's

tjmotions and traveling before the world in a disguise.

The successful man is a mixer who has fewest secrets

from his working men. The kindly word was the source

of all the friendly feeling between capital and labor in

the early days and no tricky sociological device can re-

place it now.

The foreigner needs that word of welcome no less than

the native-born. It is our duty to melt the refractory

material of southern Europe in the effulgent crucible of

our kindness. If we have not learned the loneliness of

the alien in a strange land, we have failed to estimate

the mainspring of his discontent and of his deplorable

peuchant for intoxicating liquors.

That place he calls home, you may call a hovel ; those

folk joys he cherishes may appear to you ignoraut fol-

lies, but he clings to them nevertheless ; the murk of the

mining town may not disgust you who have not reveled

iu the skies of the Mediterranean, but as he recalls the

latter, he sings enraptured those plaintive songs of the

homeland with a voice which makes the hills ring again.

And when he is at his work with his mind ill at ease, a

little word of welcome in his own tongue meets with his

glad response. "Buoii giorno" or "Buona sera," pro-

nounced in his vernacular '"bon jawn" or 'Mjon-ah sarah,"

will lighten the morning and the evening of the Italian's

discontent.

The foreigner is looking for sympathy and compre-

hension. Those who have been urged to partake of beer

and home-brewed wine by an overurgent Italian host will

readily bear witness to the fact that if the stranger

long remains a disgruntled alien it is because we have

failed to return with a smile the advances he has made

to secure our good will, when his heart was aching for

the sights and the friends of his homeland.

The New Mining Law of Colorado

For some time past the mining interests in Colorado

have been wrestling with the question of revising the old

mining law, which had become well-nigh obsolete, owing

to the great development of the coal-mining industry in

that state.

It was in November, 1910, that Gov. Shafroth ap-

pointed a commission to incjuire into the condition of

the coal mines, the causes of the many recent serious

mine accidents, and to .suggest remedial legislation. The

commission consisted of Doctor Alderson, president of

the State School of Mines: Doctor Ekeley, professor of

chemistry, and E. D. George, professor of geology, both

of the University of Colorado, the latter being also state

geologist; and James Dalrymple, state inspector of coal

mines.

The need of a new mining law in Colorado had been

recognized for some time, but was emphasized by the re-

cent occurrence of two serious mine explosions ; namely,

the Starkville explosion, Oct. 8, 1910; and the explosion

at Delagua, Xov. 8, 1910; the former costing 56 and the

latter 79 lives. The work of the commission extended

over a period of two years and has resulted iu giving to

Colorado a practically new mining code.

Under the new law, a board of examiners is to be chosen,

each four years, beginning 1913. See. 5 of the new law

reads as follows

:

Section 5. Within 30 days after the passage of this act

Vhe governor shall notify one judge of each of three judicial

districts in which coal mines are operated to make appoint-
ments as follows: Two of said judges shall each appoint one
reputable coal miner of known experience and practice at the

time, from his judicial district. The third judge shall appoint
one reputable coal-mine owner, manager or other mine otR-

cial. and the governor shall appoint a coal-mining engineer
of like repute, experience and practice at the time, who shall

constitute, together with the chief inspector of coal mines,

a board of five examiners, who shall hold office until the

third Tuesday of January. 1917. The duty of the examining
board so appointed shall be to examine candidates for the

position of chief inspector, deputy inspector and mine offi-

cials and perform such other duties as are provided for in this

act. Provided, when examinations are held to examine can-

didates for the position of chief or deputy inspectors, the chief

inspector shall not act as a member of the examining board,

but the other four members of the examining board herein

provided for shall select the fifth member to act instead of

the chief inspector.

In the year 1917, on or before the third Tuesday of Janu-
ary, and every fourth year thereafter, a new board of exam-
iners shall be appointed as herein provided. The appointment
of members on the board of examiners shall be made from
the said judicial districts in regular rotational order. Vacan-
cies shall be filled in the same manner.

The section above quoted is unique in respect to the

method outlined therein for the selection of the examin-

ing board, which board is charged with the duties of ex-

amining all candidates for the offices of chief and deputy

mine inspectors, company mine examiners, mine foremen,

assistant mine foremen and firebosses.

The law provides (Sec. 40) that the board "shall meet

at ]5laces selected by them, immediately after the taking

effect of this act and every two years thereafter, or oftener

if necessary." While the new law does not seemingly

compel the employment of shotfirers, a clause of the

same section reads as follows

:

Shotfirers shall pass an examination to be given by the

chief inspector or deputy inspector on occasions when either

of these officials shall be present at the mine where the ap-

plicant for the position of shotfirer is employed; Provided,

that when there is no certificated shotfirer at any mine era-

ploying shotfirers, the mine foreman and fireboss may exam-
ine any applicant as to his fitness to fill the position of shot-

firer. and, having been satisfied of such fitness, may employ
him in that capacity until the next visit of the chief or deputy
inspector.

As will be observed from the reading of Sec. 5, in tlie

examination of candidates for the office of chief inspector,

the incumbent of that office cannot act as a member of

the examining board. In that case, the remaining four

members are authorized to select a fifth person to act in

place of the chief inspector, on the board. The law, how-

ever, does not specify, as it should, the qualifications of

the person to be so chosen for this place.

The law provides (Sec. 10) that the examining board
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shall certify to tiie jrovonior the iianu's ami grailes of all

successful caudidates; and (Sec. 11) that, from tliis list,

the governor shall select and appoint as chief insi)ector

of coal mines, "the applicant best qualified for the duties

of that office." The wording of this section makes it pos-

sible for the governor to appoint the apiJlicant "best quali-

lied" for the position, according to his own judgment and

regardless of the rating the api)lR;uil received in the ex-

amination.

The law further provides (Sec. 13) that the chief in-

spector shall select his own deputy inspectors from the

list of successful candidates. As provided in Sec. 13 a

certified list of candidates holds good for rive years from

the date of certification. There is required (Sec. 16) a

rating of 85 per cent, for the office of chief inspector of

coal mines, and (5 per cent, for deputy inspector of coal

mines.

The law requires (Sec. 17) that each candidate for in-

spector be a citizen of the United States and of the state

of Colorado, of temperate habits, good repute and per-

sonal integrity, 30 years of age, and have an experience

of 12 years in working coal mines in the United States,

at least eight years of which shall be in Colorado and

three years immediately preceding his examination. In

addition, caudidates for chief inspector must show execu-

tive al)ility that would enable them to advise, direct and

control the inspection staff. Sec. 41 limits the time of

examination of candidates for office other than mine in-

spectors to 15 days for each two years.

It is to be regretted that Sec. 18 of the law compels

the examining board to provide candidates with the

mathematical formulas required in the answering of any

question given by the board. Instead of giving the for-

mula to be used, the candidate should be given a textbook

and required to find his own formula, which would

demonstrate his ability to work out .such a question with-

out other aid than that afforded by the textbook with

which he is or should be familiar, and which he invar-

iably uses in daily practice as a workman uses his tools.

Coal Age lias always claimed and still holds that can-

didates for any practical official position in mining should

be granted, in examination, the use of any textbooks with

which he is familiar and which he commonly uses in

solving technical questions, in daily mine practice, in the

office, or at home. The object of the examination should

be to show a man's ability to work out such technical

qutstions as the examining board see fit to ask, under

the same conditions with which he is surrounded in daily

practice.

Examiners should not require candidates to memorize
formulas, constants and other data, which they them-

selves obtain by reference to textbooks. Neither should

examiners give a formula in connection with the question

asked, as this is a decided help to the candidate and in

no way proves his ability to work out the question inde-

pendently. There are many candidates who could readily

answer the question when the formula is given, but who
could not find the correct formula in a textbook, and
these men have not the ability that should be required to

pass the examination.

We do not advocate that textbooks should be used in

all the sessions of an examination, but only in one or two
sessions in which technical questions only should be

asked.

Common-Sense Precautions
On page 45 of this issue. .Vntiiony Haricil, an inside

foreman employed by the l'bdadel])liia & Reading Coal

& Iron Co., lias given a scries of "Don'ts" which arc

worthy the attention of all mining men wlio arc em-
ployed underground or who oversee tlmsc who work in

the mines.

Tlieie is no doubt l)ut tiiat other exjierienced mine ulll-

cials etinld sn|)ply additional precautions wiiich Wduld

make tliis set of rules still more complete in the anmuiit

of ground covered. We. therefore, ask that Coai. .\r,v.

readers write us, suggesting further precautions wliiili wv
can embody in a final set of rules, to be distributed

broadiast among mining ciim])anies. j;

The Pennsylvania State Tax on

Anthracite Coal
The new law recently signed by (iovernor Tenei'. pro-

viding for a tax on all the hard coal mined m the stale

of Pennsylvania is now in effect, and the large operators

will immediately put out a new circular to which this

extra cost will be added.

The law provides, in brief, a tax of 21/^ per cent, of the

value at the mine of all the coal produced. On the basis

of the September circular, the maximum quotations on

anthracite, the increase ou the prepared sizes will amount
to between 8%c. and 10%c. per ton On the steam

grades the increase will be from 3%c. to 614c. per ton.

These increases are to be added to the regular circular

by all the large companies, effective July 1. How outlying

states will regard the proposition of carrying Pennsyl-

vania's taxes remains to be seen.

Simultaneous Coal Conventions
During the week beginning July 16, four of the editors

of Coal Age were compelled to be away at the same
time, attending different coal meetings. The territory

covered extended from Alabama to Lake Erie and as far

west as Utah, and even though we were compelled to

leave the stenographers and the "printer's devil" to get

out the paper, we would not have complained had we felt

the situation was properly liandled. Such is not the

case, however. Xot only was it a physical impossibility

for us to attend all of the meetings but it was also im-

practicable to devote sufficient space to them.
This latter is probably the most .serious feature of all

;

scarcely any of the coal societies have sufficient means to

provide for the publication of the different papers and
discussions w-hich take place, and so they are compelled

to rely upon the coal press of the country. The coal

journals, as a rule, appreciate the high value of these

papers and are eager to publish them, but such matter
cannot be delaj-ed and must be printed immediately.

Xor are we alone in this complaint. Machiuei7 houses

have petitioned the order of Kokoal to request the dif-

ferent state associations to so arrange their dates in the

future that demonstrators may cover the ground thor-

oughly and as economically as possible. Complaints are

akso general from coal men of all kinds. It is, therefore,

to be sincerely hoped that some concerted action will

be taken in this respect and that next year will not wit-

ness sucli an absurd congestion of meetings.
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SOCIOLOGICAL DEPARTMENT I

BiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiininiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiii^^

Sanitation in Mining Towns
Hy J. II. Wmn;-

SYXOPSIS—('out rolled eiitireli/ bij ihc operator, with

an iiKuiiie abf-ohitelij a.'-.-'areil, .so long as the mines

irurk, the niiiiiiitj toicn lan he made and kept sanitary

if the ideal is borne in mind and the necessary expendi-

tures made.

The U. S. Bureau of Mines has recently incorporated

a new section within its organization which is known as

the Mine Sanitary Engineering Section, the function of

which is to improve .'^anitary conditions in and about

mines.

Perliaps The rea.'^on why sanitary improvements are

churches, sciiools, iiospitals and the public utilities, sucli

as the water supply and lighting system, are frequently

owned and controlled by the oi)erator of the mine. 3. The
completion of the town at the time of its inception ; it is

a "made-to-order" product and is only occasionally the

result of growth and development extending over a pe-

riod of years. 3. The ab.scnce of permanency ; the life

of the average mining town is 20 or 25 years and the

idea of abandonment at some time in the future is mani-

fest. Modern mining towns are now being constructed

with a longer life in view. 4. The pronounced similarity

and sameness of the occupations of all the people resid-

ing in the town. 5. The absence of local self-government.

(i. The dual capacity ut landlui-cl and employer vested in

the same party.

Ala.. Mines Protected Spring

Tennessee Coal, Iron & Railkoad Co.

at Ishkouda.

neglected and why people hesitate to spend money on

them is becaitse it is difficult to get an accurate measure

of the returns on the investment. It is unfortunate that

the results are not more tangible. You can install a

meter aaid readily discover the slippage in a pump, or you

can put an indicator on the steam chest of the engine and
get a graphic presentation of the waste, and the prony

brake on the pulleys will measure the loss due to friction,

but you cannot calibrate humanity. We do possess an

imperfect method, viz., vital statistics, but they are diffi-

cult and expensive to obtain, are subject to gross mis-

interpretation, and even when their story is told in the

most grai^hic way they fail to drive the lesson home. Even
epidemics arouse only local interest. The simple practice

of learning from the experience of others is theoretical

rather than real.

The Chaeacteristk-s of the ilixixc; Town

The characteristics of a typical mining town are:

1. Comi^any ownership, the streets, lots, houses, stores.

Note—^^Abstract of address before the senior sanitary en-
gineers. University of Pittsburgli, Pittsburgh. Penn., May 20,
1913. The photographs accompanving this article were kindly
furnished by the Tennessee Coal, Iron & R.R. Co. to "Coal Age."

•Sanitary engineer, U. S. Bureau of Mines, Pittsburgh,
Penn.

These conditions affect the following fundamental sani-

tary problems, among others

:

1. Housing. 2. Water supply and di.sposal of waste. 3.

The establishment and enforcement of sanitary rules and

regulations.

As the mining town docs not grow Init is built at a sin-

gle stroke, the valuable lessons learned by the "try-out"

method and the profit gained by previous mistakes do not

exert their powerful influence, so that the errors existing

in one house exist in all. If one house is not properly

lighted, all will be dark ; if a few houses are placed too

closely together, all houses will lie similarly spaced; if

there is congestion in one section, there will be congestion

throughout ; if one privy is unsanitary, .all the privies

will be the .same. Of course, one could have learned from
the experiences of other mining towns already built, but

this information was perhaps not readily available and

local conditions modify each ca.se.

I believe you can see that the uniformity of occupation

of the tenants has its effect upon the housing situation.

While no two human beings are the same, none of us can

deny that similar means of livelihood have marked effects

upon our practices, habits, recreations and dress. This in

a way simplifies the housing problem as it eliminates the

variety of conditions and conveniences to be provided.
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Company ownership is the most important factor en-

tering into liousing lomlltions. Every house reflects the

standard which the operator wishes maintained; compari-

sons, variations and graduations are alisent. It is dinicult

to stimuhitc personal pri(h> among the inhabitants an<l

no friendly rivalry exists. However, if improvements

are introiluced they are far-reaching, and the lone of the

entire town is raised, so that one house does not point the

finger of scorn at its neiglihor. As the employer is also

the landlord, the jiayment of rent is compul.-^ory and the

importance of an assured income should lie given due

weight.

In discussing the water-supply situation it must be

kept in mind that the town site is generally determined

by the location of the mine shaft which in turn is es-

lalilished by such factors as topographic conditions,

formation of coal, economic transportation and similar

commercial considerations. The necessity and importance

of a satisfactory domestic water supply for the people

who were to get out the coal was probably not given much
consideration in the past; it is hoped that more thought

will l)c given to ibis ])hase of mine development in the

future. In some places the men are carried daily to the

mine in work trains or by interurban tramroads, and

numerous difficulties are thus avoided. In studying con-

ditions with a view of introducing a public water supply

into a town the cost of improvements and the age of the

town must be carefully bahmced. Another factor which

may complicate the problem is the relatively large in-

dustrial consumption of water compared with the demands

fur domestic use. This may mean an extra large filter

l)lant to purify all water (both domestic and industrial)

or the installation of separate pumping and distriliution

systems. The possibility of piping water from a neigh-

boring town may furnish a solution at certain places

and its feasibility should always be investigated.

Pkotki rioN c: I ndividial Wells

In many mining towns the domestic water supply is

from individual wells, and while this system is far from
perfection, it can be brought iip to a safe standard. The
usual indictment against the system is the susceptibility

of the wells to infection, and on account of the incon-

venience of drawing water an insufficient amount will

be u-i^ed for household and personal cleanliness. The dan-

ger of infection may be minimized by abolishing the un-

sanitary privies and conditions around a dug well may
be improved by lining it with terra-cotta pipe, placing

a water-tight covering of concrete over the top and in-

stalling a pump.
The nature of the soil ])lays an ini])ortant part in the

safety of the well, sandy soil furnishing a natural jiro-

tection. In a limestone region pollution may come from
points many miles away, which makes the ])otential dan-

ger of the well in such measures great. In such ca.ses

the distribution of drinking water in bottles throughout

the town may be necessary, the well water being used for

cooking and washing ])urposes only. The inconveniences

due to the difficulty of getting water from the wells mav
lie eliminated by establishing bath houses at the mine
shaft so that the men may wash upon coming out of the

mine. These bath and change houses are beiu? widclv
introduced: in a few states they are required bv law. A

public laundry is a great n)n\iuicncc for the women;
lugging in several tubs of water jjreliminary to doing a

week's washing is a severe burden. Hath houses in or

near the schools for the women and children are alniosi

necessary accessories to the perfect well .system. Whole-

some and safe drinking water is essential to existence; il-

sup])ly is one of the gravest res]iousibilities aceompanyin-

company ownersliii>.

S.wrr vi;\ Si:wi;ii Mw:

There are h'W mining lowiis willi saiiiliiry sewer systems

and some of the statenu'iits already made explain llieir ab-

sence. Such a system presupposes a ]nil)lic water supjjly

for Hushing ]iurposes, and all that has been said about
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flush which sei-\en for a number of houses. This obviates

uxpciLsive i^luiuhing fixtures and cuts down the extrava-

gant use of water.

TiiK Dry Closet

At its very best the dry closet is not an institution to

he I'roud of, and one would hesitate to estimate the sick-

ness and loss of life caused by these neglected filth spots

that abound in most every mining town.

A privy is sanitary when there are: (1 ) Xo nuisances

surrounding it. (2) No possibility of ground pollution

or infection of water supply. (3) No possibility of the

spreading of germs by flies or other insects or animals.

'Die ground pollution and water infection is eliminated

hv the water-tight receptacle, but it is difficult to shut

out flies. Methods used are darkening the vault, cover-

ing each deposit with sand, clay or ashes, placing a

strong deodorant in the cans, or possibly partly fill-

ing the cans with water so as to cause an immersion of

the stools. It is seldom possible to depend on fly-tight

construction.

The sanitary collection and disposal of night soil is an-

other important feature and one which has not been sat-

isfactorily solved. It is almost impossible and practically

uneconomical to destroy this material by fire. Disinfec-

tion by a liquid is not efficient because of the impermcabil-

itv of the solid matter and the nauseating work of bring-

ing aliout a thorough mixture bv stirring. Burying in

It is not necessary for him to cater to any particitlar.

parties or show any favoritism or partisanship, as his job

does not depend upon his popularity. The dual capacity

of landlord and employer commands obedience to the laws

as their viohition may be punished by discharge and evic-

tion from the town. On account of similarity of occupa-

tions the regulations will affect all the inhabitants with

the same severity and one class is not discommoded for the

l>enefit of another—as, for instance, in a city where stable

regulations and permits bring neighbors into conflicts.

On the OPEii.\TOR Depends the Condition of the

Mining Town

These are the advantages that mining towns possess,

but the drawback lies in the fact that the initiative in

maintaining sanitary and clean conditions throughout the

Mooke's Spring, Concreted, Bricked and Housed,

T. C, I. & E.E. Co.

the ground is not without its drawliaeks liecause of the

pollution of water supplies and because in the develop-

ment of the fly larva?, disease germs may be brought up

from several feet under the surface. One method which

is being tried is placing this material in a septic tank

and promoting liquefaction of the solid matters by vari-

ous agencies in the tank and then applying a liquid dis-

infectant to the effiuent. This method is being tried out

bv one of the large mining companies of xllabama.

The collection of garbage, trash and wa.«te of all kinds

offers no special difBculties. There is a surprisingly

small amount of this and the hens, hogs and dogs usually

consume it.

The establishment and enforcement of health laws and

regulations in mining towns vary markedly from those in

other places. Company ownership expedites the legisla-

tion and simplifies the enforcement. The official sanitary

inspector is in absolute control and he need be retained,

however, only as long as he does his work satisfactorily.

Pump at Bayview, a Mining Camp of T. C, I. & E.E.

Co.. Now- under Construction

mining town rests entirely with the operator. Indifference

on his part may give rise to deplorable sanitary condi-

tions. The residents have no official voice in the govern-

ment of the town and unoflncial aggressiveness is seldom

exerted because the total absence of property rights breeds

irresponsibility and carelessness. Most of them are bliss-

fully ignorant of the dangers of unsanitary surroundings,

and when they protest it is the inconvenience rather than

the dangers that bestir them.

Company Schools at Gary, W. Va.
J. F. Drummond. of Huntington. y\'. Va.. has been engaged

in starting schools for workingmen at Gary, W. Va. There

are night schools at all the mines of the United States

Coal and Coke Co., and these schools educated on an average

25 men each. The education is not occupational, but is de-

signed to teach the men to speak, read and write the English

language. Text books are lent by the company to the pupils.

They can buy them, if they so desire, but unless they spend

money in this way, attendance at school is absolutely with-

out expense to those availing themselves of the instruction.
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INQUIRIES OF GENERAL INTEREST
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A Humidity Chart

Will vou kindly state if theiv is a ihart for dctt

ill" till.' percentage of liumidilv in the air directiv,

out ealeulation; and also exjilain the method of eal

in'' the percentage of humidity from the readings

(Irv- and wet-hull) thcrniomeltTs ?

J. S. Wat;

would sav thai ih:

liaM.T. \V. \'a.

In reply tn this inoiiiiry. W(

chart of which wc have any knowledge is that ki

the -'hygrodeik chart," prepared some years au

corrected tahles of the U. S. Weather Bureau. Tl

rmm-
with-

cnlat-

(if the

-ON.

> only

wn as

from

chart

Tm-: Hygroukik

has since heen used in connection with the hygrodeik in-

strnment shown in the accompanying figure, and .Icsigned

hv the Taylor Instninieiit Co., Rochester, X. Y.
"

The operation of the instrument is exceedingly sim-

ple. A pointer, or index finger, is arranged to slide np

and down on a movable arm. First, the arm is swung

lo the left and the pointer moved to correspond to the

temperature of the wet-bulb thermometer, which, in this

case, is 60 deg. F. The arm is then swung to the right

until the pointer intersects the curved line terminating

in the reading of the dry-bulb thermometer, which, in

this case, is 70 deg. F. The lower extremity of the

swinging arm then points to the relative humidity of the

air, which is read, in percentage, from the lower scale

of the chart and is, in this case, 55 per cent.

The lines thai curve ddWiiwinil In ihr ngiil >\u<\y Imili

ihi' Wright iif nuiislurc iii llic ;iir ;in(l ihc Arw point nr

tcniiHTalurc at which that nim^iurr wnuld fully saturate

the air. In the jn-csent case ( wn liulli. im : dry liulli, 7ti'

F.) the dew point is 52 deg. \'.. and ilic ani.uuil <<i mois-

ture present in the air -i.-t grains jxt ciiliir ftjnl. This

amount of moisture would fully saturntc llic air at '>-i

deg., but gives only 55 per cent., humidity at ';n ilcg. F.

The principle of the hygrometer is generally well un-

derstood. The two therniomelers are identical, wiili the

exception that the wet-bulb thermometer, shown nn the

left, is ccivercd with a fine silk or cotton sack, ternnnal-

iiig ill a wick, which dips into the small water \essel

shown below. The water is drawn up through the wick

by capillary attraction and keeps the sack moist. The

evaporation of the water from the sack increases with

the dryness of the atmosphere. The evaporation is niosi

rapid in a perfectly dry atmosphere and ceases altogether

when the air is fully saturated with moisture.

The principle involved is that th-^ evapcu'ation of the

water causes an absorption of heat, which cools the wet

bulb and reduces the reading of this thermometer. The

reading of the dry-bulb thermometer indicates the actual

temperature of the air.

The Calculation oi- Tielative Humidity

In order to calculate the relative humidity of the at-

mosphere from the readings of the dry- and wet-bulb

thermometers, it is necessary, first, to obtain from a

table, the tension of aqueous vapor, exjM-essed in inches

of mercury, for each of the temperatures indicated. Then,

divide the difference of the readings of the dry- and wet-

bulb thermometers by 88, for all temjieratures of the air

above 32 deg. F. (For temperatures below 32 deg. F.,

divide the difference of the readings by 96.) Multiply

the result bv the observed barometric pressure di\idcd

by 30. Subtract this last result from the tension of the

arpieous vapor at the lower temperature (wet bulb), and

divide the remainder by the tension of the aqueous \aiinr

at the higher temperature (dry bulb). The (luoiiciit

thus obtained will be the relative humidity of the air

expressed as a decimal.

Calling the dry- and wet-bulb readings (Falir.) /,; and

/„,, respectively, the corresponding tensions of the aque-

ous .vapor expressed in inches of mercury P^ and P„,

and the barometric pressure B. the relative humidity

of the atmosphere (H) is exjiressed by the formula:

if, — t„

H = "^-i

Making the calculation for the above readings, since

P^ = 0.7335 ; and Pw = 0.5183, assuming a barometric

pressure P = 30 in., the humidity of the air is

30 /70 — 60\

"30V 88 / ^, „ „
,— = 0.5o, or oo per rent.

0.5183

H =
0.7335
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Mixed Lights in Mining

Letter Xo. 4—That the discussion of the question of

the use of mixed lights iu coal mining is one of great in-

terest to l)oth miners and officials alike, cannot be

doubted. The question, however, will appeal differently

to men working under different conditions, as tliey will

view it, each, from a different standpoint. A discussion

of the question, nevertheless, will develop many practical

points that will be of benefit to all classes and help to

safeguard human life and pro]ierty in and about the

mines.

In deep coal mines, where the coal is giving off large

quantities of gas, there is no question but that safety

lamps should be used exclusively, for the reason that a

slight accident or derangement of the ventilating system

would soon reduce the mine air to a point where it would

be highly explosive ; and such an occiirrence would not

be anticipated in time to avert an accident. In working

mines of less depth, or generating less gas, however, it is

not generally considered necessary to use safety lamps,

especially if the ventilation in the mine is good and there

is but a small percentage of gas in the return current.

In the class of mines last mentioned, it frecjuently oc-

curs that a single heading or an isolated working place

that has been driven up a considerable distance, becomes

difficult to ventilate; and the lamp may show a slight

cap in a cavity of the roof or close to the face of the

coal. In working such a place, it would be agreed quite

generally that safety lamps shoiald be used. It does not

seem necessary, however, that a whole section of the

mine should be piit on safety lamps, because one or two

working places in it require their use. In my opinion, it

is out of all reason to demand that such a section shall be

worked exclusively on safety lamps. It must be remem-
bered that both miners and mine laborers are more liable

to injury where safety lamps are used than where they

are allowed to use open lights; provided, of course, that

the conditions are such as to make open lights safe.

In closing, permit me to say that I believe it is a detri-

ment to all concerned to oblige the use of safety lamps

throughout a section where the conditions requiring their

use are not general ; or, in any case where their iise can

be avoided with reasonable safety.

W. J.

Ladysmith, B. C, Canada.

Letter Xo. 3— I do not consider it good practice to use

mixed lights in a mine that is making gas in sufficient

quantity to render an explosion possible. This conclu-

sion, I believe, is justified from the fact that all persons,

foremen, company hands and miners alike are careless

and forgetful, or absent-minded, as the ca.se may be.

Manv instances can be given that demonstrate the truth

of tliis fact.

Suppose, for example, that gas is reported in one or

more chambers on a gangway, in a certain mine, and a

bratticenian is sent in to remove the danger. He will

generally take a safety lamp aiul a naked light with him;
and, setting his naked light down on the bottom rock

in the intake, he proceeds to erect a brattice for the pur-

pose of driving the gas from the face of the pitch. Every-
thing goes well until some unforeseen occurrence drives

the gas down on the o]kmi light, and there is an explo-

sion in which the bratticeman is l)adly burned anrl

sometimes others suffer with him.

I recall several small cxjilosions that occurred in about

this way. In one case. I was driving a mule and run-

ning cars to make up the triji. It was our custom to use

naked lights to a certain point; but it was necessary to

use safety lamps when gathering the cars for the trip.

AVhen the trip was made up ready to run to the foot of

the shaft, we would put our naked lights on our heads,

so as to be ready to sprag the trip. It frequently hap-

pened that we would forget we had a light on our heart

and step back past the danger point. In this manner.
I had two mules burned and was myself nearly sufPocated

with the afterdamp. The night driver and several others

were badly burned, in this way, at the same place.

In another instance, I recall, the mino officials were

watching the removal of a body of gas. About an hour
later, when it was supposed that all the gas had been

driven out and the place was safe, a man was badh'

burned. In this ca.se, also, mixed lights were used.

When we consider that these and similar accidents are

happening frequently, we are forced to conclude that, al-

though it is more convenient to work with an open light

than with a safety lamp, yet for the good of all. con-

cerned, the use of open lights should be prohibited in a

mine generating gas in sufficient quantity to cause an ex-

plosion.

A mine laid out and e(|uipped in the best manner pos-

sible and having an efficient system of ventilation is not

exempt from danger, even when safety lamps are used,

if a few men are allowed to carry open lights. A
moment's absent-mindedness or the carelessness of a sin-

gle man with an open light may be the innocent cause of

untold suffering; and to avoid this, no mixed lights

should be used in any mine generating gas in dangercuis

quantity.

A MmicH.
Scranton, Penn.

Safety Lamp and the Eyesight

I do not think it wise to allow Mr. Sutton's letter on

the effect of safety lamps on the eyesight. Coal Age,

June 28, p. 1008, to pass without comment. The letter

as it stands is liable to mislead many persons who are

not better informed. I may say, at the outset. tl\at I

have known miners who have had over 30 years' ex-

perience with safety lamps and whose eyesight was not

apparently affected in the least degree. This, however,

does not warrant the conclusion that the continued use

of such lamps does not afiEeet the eyesight of others.
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Auyoue who <louhts tlie harmful effect of safety lanips

on some eyes should visit a mining locality whore safety

lamps have been used almost exihisively for a number

of years. In sueh a locality, it will soon appear to an

unprejudiced mind that the disease known as "nystafr-

mus" is uncommonly prevalent. That its cause is direct-

ly traceable to the continuous use of the safety lamp has

been claimed by eminent oculists (Coal Agk. Vol. 1,

p. 1215). The observant visitor, m such localities, will

notice that many whom they meet, habitually tilt their

heads backward in order to obtain a better vision of

objects or to enable them to recognize i>ersons better.

The reason for this is that the disease produces a rajiid

escillation in the eyeball that blurs the sight. The effect

is more noticeable at twilight when a person so affected

has greater difficulty to recognize objects clearly, tli;ui at

midday.

As showing the generally defective eyesight of fire-

bcsses 1 may quote an item from Coal Age, Vol. 1, p.

352, which reads as follows

:

The necessity of periodical medical examination of the

eyes of ftiebosses is shown by the results of such examina-

tions conducted at the Globe colliery. Wales. England. After

a disastrous explosion caused by shortflring in a gassy cham-

ber it was found there was 3 to S't per cent, of firedamp

present, which was not detected by the flreboss because of

his defective eyesight: the examinations clearly showed that

out of 41 firebosses inspected by a government inspector, 31

were found to have defective eyesight.

This i.-; Inily a large i)erceiitage of defective iy<s.

among men who weie charged willi the duty of e.Miiiiimn-

the safety lamps of miners and detecting g;as by ob.<erviiiu

the scarcely visible Haiiie cap in a lamp. The peculinr

conditions to which the eyes (if all firebosses are exposed

have convinced me that the continued use of the safi'ty

lami) is not without injniy to (he eyes of a large class of

miners.

I am not writing tiiis for tiie purpose of condemning

the use of safety lamps. In many mines, the use of

safeties is a necessary evil and will continue as smli

until .something is found to take its ])lace. Even where

electric lamps are used a safety lamp must be employeil

to test the air. I think that everyone using safety lamps

should know that the use of the lamp is liable to alTeet

his eyesight, in time, so that he can use every precau-

tion to avoid this danger. Having this knowledge, the

careful miner will hang his lainji where its light will

not fall directly on his eyes. He will also avoid the hail

]iractice of holding the lain]) in his teeth while driving

a wedge or doing similar work. Not only are the eyes

exposed to tlie fumes of the lamp when .<o held, hut its

position causes a squint.

W. T. MoHOAX,

;Mine InsiH-ctor. stli District.

East St. Eouis. HI.

Study Course in Coal Mining
By .T. T. Bi-AHU

The Coal Age Pocket Book

ESTIM.\TIO>" OP CO-VL LANDS

It is common to estimate the value of coal land on a basis

of the w^eight of coal underlying an acre To determine this

with any dfgree of accuracy, the land must first be thoroughly

prospected with a diamond core drill to determine the a\er

''^''Ti'e'^b"urn!^g°or'rokirg'".uality of the coal can only be de-

termined by actual practical test when the coal is mined

I^"a°i?^rudTme^nT,oTe''^^^4%V"in''?e^pll^?Vo'^J;e°^lrX^ll

^"'rhe''re'cm-d"s"o?'?hi"frospL-ct holes must also show the eon-

dUion and character of the various strata overlying and

underlving the coal, the thickness and inclination of the

"earns the amount of water that may be expected when
Itnking shaft or slope, the position and general direction
sinking snail oi » h,

"^^ present and other data of

stimating the ton-acre value of a
^.bout one-third for screenings

of any fault lines that
interest in mining.

A common rule for
level seam of coal, allowi
and waste was formerly.

.\nthracite, 100 tons per inch-acre;
Bituminous, 1000 tons per foot-acre. ... j ,

Owing however, to improved methods of mining, and to

changes in the relative amount and value of the screenings^

these rules are practically obsolete. The present custom

Is to calculate the cubic contents of the seam, and f^e cor-

responding weight c.f coal, knowing its specific gravitj. The
fSuowlng taTile has been computed for anthracite coal ot

1.5 specific gravity

T«Lt 1 -T0«5 Of COAl UNOtR OHt AC8t OF SURFACE

Colcj!ci»t<l <or Sp«<:''fi^ 6rovi<Y °< '-SO or 9i 7 lb. per cubic foot

rirwonjTiflian

'"M"'.(r!('Xis4fj?;v^:9im
•

iO'!'

lOJf.

»/;,

'
TASLl hgryts tht thcknesi of

Tht top horriorfa/ iok'n:-' w ,/w.i ..tf;« '/-. •— --

aolium UP IP ten ftet. The eAtrrmc kfl-hard iplmnihoK

//^'w. .V" .^r.,^ „..„ t„, „ tL^t^.. nf 7f* Am rundown

lo find the irelghtin long tons

for o coalofany specificgnt*

It, other thon 1.5 it is only

necessary to muHiph the figUes

ih?wn in these tables */ the

mHo of the giver sftiiticgiof

,', to ISO
[ lomple: The ire'ight of coal

: -'^inqo IQ-ocre tract, nhen

.!'amis flot. 20.6in.thicM,

. '.V specific gravity of the

..ji l.x'^(eitminooi)is

iii,.4i.SH.6-la4SSIgtors

On apitch of60deg. this seam
noutd contain chuBle this aamnt

orpracHcal// 19,000 long tons

txpressed in ih>rt tons, these

acre tract, mlteie the sacre tract, .here rnesen.v Imattidine^ '^
"fjir'Ji'Ji^/,

the 2 ft. column i^tilocpc^leeihandmmllfipd4»l'«6
Kutfiplfbj tOand fH result is ^B.SVU.bO long tons

For inclined seams, it is necessary to divide the values

in this table by the cosine of the angle of inclination of thp

seam.

The Coal Age Pocket Book

To CnlfUlnte the Lower liillninmnblf Limit—In order lo

calculate the proportion of gas (methane) and air when the

firedamp mixture first becomes infiammable, it must be as-

sumed that all the heat generated by the combustion of the

gas is absorbed bv the products of the combustion and the

remaining unburned air. Owing, however, to there being a
certain amount of heat lost by radiation or otherwise that

cannot be estimated or accounted for, the calculated inflam-

mable limit will only approach the actual, to the extent that

the conditions are fully realized in the calculation. The proc-

ess is as follows: , ^„ . ,

The weight of oxvgen necessary to burn 1 ID. CH, is snown
by the relative weights of these gases in the reaction:

Cff. 2 0,

Molecular weigli

Relative weights

CO., -V 2 Hfi
44 36
2> 2}

But oxygen forms 23 per cent., by weight, of the ai

remaining 77 per cent, being practically all nitrogen,

weight of nitrogen concerned In burning 1 lb. CH, m
then calculated as follows:

23 : 77

and .V =-
23

= 13 39 (6.

From a table giving the heat of combustion of different

substances, it is found that 1 lb. CH,, burned in air or oxygen,
gives out 23,513 heat units (B.t.u.). The temperature of igni-

tion of this gas (CH.) is 1200° F.
• ,», u ,Now since the specific heat of a substance is the heat

(B t u ) 'absorbed bv 1 lb. of that substance, during a rise of
1 deg F in its temperature, the heat absorbed by the prod-
ucts of combustion of 1 lb. CH„ for each degjee rise in tem-
perature, is found by multiplying the specific heat of each
of the products, including the nitrogen of the air, by the rela-

tive weight of each product, respectively. The total heat is

then found bv multiplying that result by the number of de-

grees rise in temperature: and adding the latent heat in the
steam or water vapor, as follows:

The specific heats of the several products of combustion,
referred to water as unity (1). are carbon dioxide. 0.2163:

nitrogen, 0.2438: water vapor, 0.4805: and air. 0.2374. The
latent heat of the water vapor (steam) or the heat absorbed
A-hen 1 lb. HnO becomes steam at 212°
heat absorbed bv the products of comb
1200 — 32 = 1168° F.. is therefore

96f! B.t.u. The
n. for

2163 X 2,75 X 1168 = 694 7264
0.2438 X 13.39 X 1168 = 3812 9360 4.307 0624 Ri

Carbon dii

Nitrogen,

Water. 1,0000 X 2.25 X 180= 405 0000
Latent heat, 966.0000 X 2.25 =2173 5000
Water vapor, 0.4805 X 2.25 X 988 = 1068 1515 3646.6515 Ri

Total heat absorbed by prodiiot.n 81,54.3139 B I
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British Columbia, First-Class

Candidates, May 27, 1913

[Selected Quesfions)

Qucs.— (a) State the conditions under which mine ex-

idosions are most frequently produced, (b) In what way

do various kinds of coal dust influence the character of

an explosion ?

4„.«.— (a) Mine explosions most frequently occur in

a dry and dusty mine generating gas in small quantities,

so that it is not considered necessary to use safety lamps

except in a few places in the mine where the gas is more

troublesome than elsewhere. Under these circumstances,

a good ventilating current is commonly maintained in

quantities that is deemed sufficient to nnike the working

places safe.

Too much reliance is often placed on the proper ar-

rangement of brattices and the enforcement of mine regu-

lations with respect to gas, dust and lamps. A brief de-

rangement of the ventilating current from any cause, or

an unexpected fall of roof in an unused chamber where

gas has accumulated, or the failure on the part of any

workman to comply with the regulations, or the careless-

ness or absent-mindedness of an employee may cause the

ignition of gas and produce disaster.

(b) The degree of inflammability of coal dust and its

fineness increases both the liability to explosion and the

energy developed when the dust is ignited by a flame of

sufficient volume and intensity. The suspension of the

fine dust in the air current or in the atmosphere of the

mine workings renders it more susceptible to ignition.

The dust of soft coal, bituminous or semibituminous, is

generally more inflammable than that of harder coal. The

dust of anthracite coal is not inflammable under ordinary

conditions, but may add to and intensify what would

otherwise be only a gas explosion.

Ques.—If the speciflc gravity of marsh gas is 0.559,

what will 100 cu.ft. of this gas weigh, at a temperature

of 60 deg. F., barometer 30 in.?

A^„g_—The weight of this gas is calculated thus:

„ 1.3273 X 30 , .-.^ „
ir^ 100X0.559 ^^,^^^^

- = 4.2./^.

(^)„P,s._Explain the law of diffusion of gases and its

ett'ect on their behavior in mines. Give rule and example,

showing how to find the comparative velocity of the dif-

fusion of the different gases.

Ans.—The molecules of all gases and air are in a state

of constant vibration. The amplitude of the vibration or

the distance through which the molecules vibrate de-

pends largely on the density of the gas. When two gases,

or a gas and air of different densities are in contact, the

vibratory motion of the molecules at the plane of contact

is not equal for the two mediums ; and, as a result, there

is a constant progression of the molecules of one of the

gases into those of the other, causing them to mix or in-

termingle. The action is called "diffusion" and is very

lapid. The ett'ect of tiie diffusion of gases, in mines, is

to cause them to mix with the air and with each other,

ill varying proportions.

The velocity, or rate of diffusion, of air and gases into

each other varies inversely as the square root of their

densities. For example, calling the density or specific

srravity of air 1 and that of methane or marsh gas (CHJ
0.559, the ratio of their velocities of diffusion is

sai/
Voir

' gas

This shows that in the diffusion (if marsh gas into air,

the relative velocities of the air and the gas are as 3 -A.

That is to say, for every three volumes of air passing into

the gas, there are four volumes of gas passing into the

air.

Ques.— (a) How many cubic feet of air should be

mixed with 1 cu.ft. of firedamp to render it harmless?

(b) What percentage of firedamp is the most dangerous?

/Ins,— (a) The ])roportion of gas and air that may be

considered as the safe limit will depend primarily on the

nature of the gas or gases present, the quantity, fineness,

and inflammability of the dust suspended in the air; and

the character of the coal, size of openings and method o^.'

working. In the working of bituminous coal, under or-

dinary mining conditions, there should be from 100 to

150 cu.ft. of air for every cubic foot of explosive ga;s.

In the working of anthracite coal, under ordinary mining

conditions, from 40 to 65 cu.ft. of air for every cubic focit

of explosive gas is sufficient to render the mine air sale

for working.

(b) When marsh gas (CHJ is present m any propor-

tion in excess of the upper or higher explosive or inflam-

mable limit, the mixture may be considered as more dan-

gerous than where the proportion of gas to air is less.

The reason for this is that any addition of air, which is

liable to occur at any time or place in the operation of the

mine, may render the mixture highly explosive. The less

dangerous mixtures are those in which the proportion of

gas "to air is less than that required for the maximum

explosive force, or one volume of gas to 9.57 volumes of

air. In this case, any addition of air renders the mix-

ture less explosive.

Ques.—In a mine giving off 2500 cu.ft. of marsh gas

per minute, the volume of air entering the intake open-

ing is 4,500,000 cu.ft. per hr. : what is the percentage of

gas in the return current? AVould you consider this

percentage of gas dangerous?

Ans.—In this case, the volume of air passing is 4.500,-

000 -^ 60 = 75,000 cu.ft. per min. Assuming there is

no increase of the volume of air on the return, due to a

rise of temperature or a fall of ventilating pressure, the

volume of the return current is 75,000 + 2500 = 77.500

cu.ft. per min. The percentage of gas in the return cur-

rent, under manv conditions, would be dangerous: it is

:2500 X 1"0

77,51)0
2.3 per rent.
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COAL AND COKE NEWS
DMCDm mnn n

Harrisburg, Penn.

The Kline bill which provides for the cooperation of the

state of Pennsylvania In the establishment of a Mining Ex-

periment Station for investleatlons with a view of better

safeKuarding the lives of miners and greater efflclency in

the mining and mineral Industries and making an appropria-

tion for the same has passed both houses of the legislature

and is now in the hands of the governor for his signature.

The bill gives the governor the authority to appoint a

commission of three, one of whom shall be the dean of the

school of mines of the Pennsylvania State College, one the

ohief of the Department of Mines of Pennsylvania and one a

practical miner. It shall be the duty of the Commission to

cooperate with the director or other representative of the

U. S. Bureau of Mines in the establishment in the state of

Pennsylvania of a mining experiment station for the pur-

pose of conducting investigations and malting tests to bet-

ter safeguard the lives of miners and to bring about greater

efficiency in the mining and mineral industries. The mem-
bers of the commission are to serve without compensation,

but their actual expenses are to be paid.

For the prosecution of this work the sum ot $50,000 or as

much thereof as may be necessary is appropriated.

The Commission is to submit to the governor as he may
require reports giving the results of Its work and shall ar-

range for the prompt transmission to the Department of

Mines and to the Topographic and Geological Survey of the

state copies of all reports, circulars, bulletins and other

publications issued from time to time embodying the re-

sults of the tests and investigations conducted.

PENNSYLV.VNI.V

.Vnthraolte

LykenK—.\. F. Hanna announces that he has discovered a

new vein of coal in Broad Mountain after drilling 60 ft

Hazleton—The abandoned workings on the outskirts of

AVest Hazleton. which were formerly owned by James G.

Harvey, are to be reopened. The projectors are the Nazareth

Coal Co., a subsidiary of a cement company of the same

name. Arrangements are now being made to sink a shaft.

I'ottMvlIle—Concerted antagonism of the legal advisers of

the l)ig coal companies to the enforcement of the bill placing

a tax on anthracite is expected in the near future. The

coal company officials claim that this measure is special

legislation and has other unconstitutional features which will

cause the higher courts to nullify the statute.

I^anHford—The Lehigh Coal & Navigation Co. has offered

to continue the wages of any of its employee.^ who may en-

list in the National Guard during such time as they are ab-

sent on duty and has also set aside a fund to encourage

enlistments.

WllkeH-narre—Eighteen hundred men went on slriki- .July

1 at the Stanton colliery of the Lehigh & Wilkes-Barre Coal

Co.. when a number of employees reported without their

fnion buttons and failed to bring their dues to the locals of

the miners' organization.

Brockton—On July 15, at 1:30 p.m., William S. Leib will

sell at public auction in Brockton, Schuylkill County. Penn.,

the lease given and executed by Benjamin Smith Lyman and

Frank Lyman to the Schuylkill-Lehigh Coal Co.. dated Apr.

IS, 1911: also the lease given and executed by the Phila-

delphia & Reading Coal & Iron Co.. to the Schuylkill-Lehigh

Coal Co.. dated Apr. IS. 1911. together with the locomotives,

steel and wood cars, hoisting engines, boilers, mine fans, jigs,

coal breaker, machinery, tools, and all other personal prop-

erty of the said Schuylkill-Lehigh Coal Co. now in the

possession of the said receiver. This sale will be made sub-

ject to the mortgage given and executed by the Schuylkill-

Lehigh Coal Co. to the Newark Trust Co. dated Oct. 17,

1911.

BltumlnouH

Clearfield The Pennsylvania Supreme Court has sus-

tained the Clearfield County Court in what are known as

the discrimination cases brought by coal operators to re-

cover damages from the Pennsylvania R.R. Co., on account

of illegal favoritism shown to competitors of th.- i<iiuplalninK

operators in matters of coal car distribution. Verdicts

against the railroad company were recorded In large aggre-

gate amounts.

Kaylor^—With new officers in charge, financial assistance

assured and no debts, the property of the Great I-akes Coal

Co, will hereafter be known as the North Penn Coal Co, The
Great Lakes Coal Co. was bought at foreclosure sale last

month by a committee representing the bond holders, prac-

tically all of whom have deposited their certificates. The
property owned includes 20.000 acres of coal land in Butler

and Armstrong counties, on which there are four mines
one of which is being operated on a six months' lease.

New Bethlehem—A deal whereby the Pine Run Coal Co.,

of New Bethlehem, takes over the Cobaugh collieries prop-

erty has been consummated, and the Pine Run Co. will begin

at once to rebuild the railroad from Hawthorne and develop

three mines on their property. The new territory has

several cannel coal seams and three beds of soft coal already

opened, all of which are on the .\rmstrong county side of

Red Bank.

Cookpurt—Property owners in and about Cookport have,

within the past few days, received notices of the acceptance

ot options taken some time ago. With these notices it is

known for the first time definitely who the real purchaser Is.

The money is being paid out by the Manor Real Kstate &
Trust Co.. which has opened offices in Indiana.

rannrllHVilir—A mine fall, which caused the surface to

drop nearly 4 ft., not only cut off the gas supply of Connells-

ville for more than an hour on July 1, but temporarily

crippled the Possum Run branch of the Pennsylvania U.R.

The fall occurred in the Limestone Hill neighborhood at

about 4 o'clock in the afternoon. Both the Davidson and
Trotter workings are in this vicinity, and the main pipe line

of the Fayette County Gas Co. from the West Virginia field

was broken, cutting off the town's supply.

Indiana—While celebrating the nation's birthday by ex-

ploding dynamite caps in a shanty in which was stored 175

sticks of dynamite, two miners, both of whom recently be-

came naturalized, were instantly killed at Mclntyre when the

dynamite exploded. Both men were Austrians employed by

the Coal Run Mine Co., and were celebrating their nafural-

ization and the Fourth of July at the expense of the com-
pany.

\VK«i'i' Vll<<;i\l\

Beckley—B. T. Phillips and L. C. Lilly have leased the

Worley mine from the Raleigh Coal Co., and will shortly

be ready for the operation of the same. This mine was form-
erly operated by M. G. Quesenbnrry. but has for some time

been idle.

Parkerxliurg—After ten years' contest

bunals, the Supreme Court has awarded Ed
mining engineer, between $100,000

share of the proceeds of a sale of

in West Virginia.

Fayettevllle—Following tlie jmrchase of the Manufactur-
ers and Consumers Coal Co. lease at Fayette, by his agent.

D. A. Thomas, the Welsh coal magnate, has been in Fayett.-

county and gone over many of the properties on which thesf

agents hold option. It is understood that several of these

options may be closed within the next few days or week.s.

It is also stated that additional options have been taken and

cash forfeits put up to some of the Fayette operators.

Charleston—Civil actions which total $40,000 will be claim-

ed from the Paint Creek Collieries Co. by miners who were
evicted from their homes on that company's property, under

the term of what the miners call "the yellow dog contract."

It is alleged that the evictions were made without due proces.=!

of law and that the household effects of the miners were dam-
aged when they were "dumped" on the ground.

An agreement has been reached between the New River

miners and operators, and a strike thus avoided. By th.-

terms of this contract, the miners are to have the privilege

of organization, to receive semi-monthly pay, have a check

weighman, have the privilege of dealing at independent

stores, and work a nine-hour day. .A conciliatic.n board

various tri-

ded Edward Grinnell, a

ind $200,000 as his net
10,000 acres of coal land
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composed o( two miners and two operators who choose a

fifth party to act as umpire, has been agreed upon and no

Baldwin-Feltz guards are to be employed but such employ-

ees are to be replaced by a limited number of mine watch-

men Furthermore, all miners discharged for union activi-

ties may return to work and shall not be discriminated

against.

KENTVCKV

piQet-ille W T. Caton, Edward Dunkin and Lester Lock.

members of a first aid team of the Continental Coal Corpor-

ation, have each received from Major Chas. Lynch. U. S. A..

a letter and check for heroic work in saving the life of

Thaddeus Idol, a fellow workman in the mine. These prizes

were the award of the American Red Cross Society and

came from a donation made by former President Taft for

the benefit of coal miners showing the greatest proficiency in

first aid work. The men named are the first to receive a

prize for actual first aid, in a mine in Kentucky. Teams

from this company have won prizes in contests at Lexington

and Pineville. and it would seem that they are equally effi-

cient when the real emergency for which they are trained

comes in the course of their everyday work.

The Klk Coal Co.. operating on Greasy Creek, near Pine-

ville has leased its properties to the Corum-Parker Coal Co..

of Pineville. which was recently organized for the purpose

of taking Bver and operating the mines.

OHIO

Columbus—The first meeting of the Ohio Mining Com-

mission appointed by Governor Co.x to investigate the con-

ditions surrounding the payment for coal mined in Ohio will

be held in the State Chamber soon. An effort will be made

to have the operators and miners state their side of the

case and it will then be determined what trips will be

necessary to gather information by the commission. It is

expected that every mining district in the state will be

visited.

Martlnsbnrg—The Fairpoint Coal & Coke Co. owned by

Wheeling parties, has leased its mine at Fairpoint to the

Forest City Coal Co.. which is operating a mine at Barnes-

ville. F. L. Head, general manager of the Forest City Co.,

is now in charge of the Fairpoint property and is said to

be planning improvements that will result in an increased

production which means an increase in the number of em-

ployees.

Lancaster—Four Pittsburgh capitalists have secured a

lease from the Zanesville Coal Co. on a 22-acre tract near

the No. 3 mine in Perry County.

INDI.VX.V

PetersburB—It is announced that Rootzell & Mackey, of

Evansville, will reopen the Hartwell coal mines in the

vicinity of Petersburg. For many years these mines were

the largest in the vicinity, employing 300 to 400 men, and

the new owners hope to bring them to their former pro-

ductiveness.
Representatives of the Vandalia Coal Co. have been tak-

ing leases on hundreds of acres of coal land southwest of

this city on a line with the projected route from Bicknell

to Evansville. Five thousand acres near Wheatland has been

leased to the American Coal Co. said to be closely affiliated

with the former firm.

JasonTllle—A sample of coal from the farm of Julius

Marvel has been tested by Edward Barrett, state geologist

and pronounced a good grade of cannel coal. A survey will

be made of the deposits.

Linton—A new shaft will be sunk at once one mile north

of this city by a mining company headed by John Tempel-

ton, of Terre Haute.

ILLINOIS

Duquoln-On July 1 a fire originating the coal chutes

of the Paradise Coal Co., spanning the Illinois Central

tracks, completely destroyed the company's buildings in the

vicinity of the shaft mouth. An alarm was immediately

sounded to the 300 or 400 miners below ground and the

hoisting engineer. Charles Mathias, stood by his engine in

spite of the intense heat until he had hoisted every man out

of the mine. By this time his hands were blistered and

his hair and eyebrows singed. At last accounts, although

still alive, he was in a critical condition. Five other em-

ployees were seriously injured, but it is believed that they

will recover. The estimated damages were $50,000. The

upper works will be rebuilt at once, the entire loss being

covered by insurance.

Marion—The Illinois Hocking Washed Coal Co. took the

bankruptcv act on account of the fire which is still burning

ill the mine it had leased from the CarterviUe District Coal

Co. J. C. Mitchell, cashier at the First National Bank of

Marion, was appointed receiver. It is understood that some

of the former offlcers and stockholders have organized an-

other company known as the General Fuel and Power Co. to

take over and handle the business formerly conducted by

the Illinois Hocking Co.

Zelgler—The Interstate Commerce Commission has ruled

that the allowance or division of rates which the Chicago.

Zeigler & Gulf has been receiving from the Iron Moun-
tain, Burlington and Illinois Central roads is unjust, dis-

criminatory and unduly prejudiced against other coal mines

served by the respondent. This is a case where the mining

company owns about a mile of switching tracks connecting

its mines with the three above mentioned railroads. These

switching tracks are incorporated as Chicago. Zeigler &
Gulf, and the mining company, since its incorporation, has

been receiving a switching charge and other privileges

which other mining companies have not been able to se-

cure.

Hallldayboro—The Hallidayboro mine, which shut down
May 1. will resume operations before the 15th of July. The

mine is to be repaired and as soon as the repairs are com-

plete, operation will begin. Nearly 300 men will be employed.

lOW.V

Des Moines—Johnson Bros, mines near Clayworks will

soon be running on electricity furnished by the Central Elec-

trical Co. The Norwood AVhite Coal Co., of Des Moines, have

also let a contract to the same electrical company for the

partial electrification of mines Nos. 4 and 9 near Tadres.

Preseott—Work at the prospect pit near here was stopped

recently when a depth of 140 ft. was reached without find-

ing coal. People who have examined the rocks in and near

this pit have the opinion that a fault has been struck.

Some are in favor of raising more money and drifting a

few feet upon either side of the hole in the hope of reach-

ing the coal.

ARKANS.\S

ClarksvIUe—All the mines in the Spadra anthracite coal-

field were supposed to be in operation July 1. During the

last season this field mined 90 per cent, more coal than the

season preceding, and all indications point to a big run this

year.

OKLAHOM.i

Adamson^The Union Coal Co. has commenced opening

mine No. 6 located one mile east of here, which, when com-

pleted, will be the largest in the Adamson territory. This

company is building a large water reservoir, and a hundred

houses to be occupied by the miners will be constructed in a

few months.
^VASHINGT01V

Seattle—A struggle of almost a year to obtain from the

Denny-Renton Co., better wages and conditions, as well as

recognition of the union has recently resulted in a victory

for the United Mine Workers. The above named company has

leased its mine to the Pacific Coast Coal Co., which has been

operating under a contract with the miners' organization in

its several mines in this state. This lease is understood to

be a withdrawal of opposition to the miners' organization on

the part of the Denny-Renton Co.

FOREIGN NEWS

Brussels, BelBlum—It has been announced by the Belgian

Coke Syndicate that a reduction of 2 francs (39c.) per ton

to all consumers who purchase during the rest of the cur-

rent year will be made on coke July 1. This decision, upon

the part of the manufacturers, is probably due to the com-

paratively poor condition of the iron market and to the

stronger competition of German independent coke makers.

Vancouver. B. C.—Declaring that they have been induced

under false pretensions to leave their native land, about 50

English coal miners have taken their case before Sir Wilfred

Laurier, of Ottawa, asking that he request the Canadian

Parliament to make an investigation. The men left Eng-

land with the promise of better wages and also the assurance

that there was no labor trouble ahead. Upon their arrival

in Canada, they learned that the men in these collieries were

on a strike, and many of them are absolutely destitute. The

coal operators have evidently been put to a large expense

with no apparent reward for their efforts.

Lima. Peru Pressure is being brought to bear upon the

Government in the hope of securing a subvention sufficiently
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laiSTP to make possible the extension of the railroad from

Sayan to the Oyon coalfield. It Is understood that the Gov-

ernment Is willing to bind Itself to a certain amount of

financial aid to a railroad or other private enterprise pro-

vldini; such company develops a stated tonnage of coal. This

fuel would have to be mined at a price that would enable

successful competition with foreign coal in the open mar-

kets on the Peruvian and Chilean coast. With the Increas-

ing use of fuel oil In the nitrate fields of Chile and the un-

certainty of being able to compete with American coal after

the Panama Canal Is in operation. It Is certain that great

difficulties will be experienced in getting capital to Invest at

Oyon. On the other hand, it Is claimed that the Peruvian

navy must have a coaling station In the north of the republic

and with the completion of the line to Oyon, plenty of coal

could be furnished at Huacho. Regardless of the question of

coal. It is said that a railroad to Goyllarisqulsga would be a

paying institution, as it would furnish a more direct outlet

for the Cerro de Pasco pruduction and would develop a rich

territory.

PERvSONALS

Fletcher W. Cunningham, of Charleroi, has succeeded

Richard Maze as mine inspector of the 20th Bituminous Dis-

trict of Pennsylvania, with headquarters at Somerset.

Ramie S. Curtiss has been made manager of the offices of

the Morgan Run Coal Co., which have been opened in the

Boyd Building at Coshocton. Ohio, and are a branch of the

Cleveland offices of the same company.

F. V. Nedden, of London, has recently taken a position as

engineer in charge of the centrifugal pump department with

the Goulds Manufacturing Co., of Seneca Falls. N. Y. Mr.

Nedden has had a large and varied experience principally in

Germany.

D. C. Botting, chief of the Washington state Coal Mine
Inspection Department, has resigned and accepted a better

position with the Government. He will take charge of the

practical mining operations in the Matanuska coal fields of

Alaska. His expedition will take out 800 tons of coal and
test it upon a battleship.

.\. S. Biesecker, who has been connected with the elec-

trical department of the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western
R.R. for the past eight years has accepted a position as elec-

trical engineer for the Scranton Electric Construction Co.

He will be succeeded by E. J. Powell, who, for some time
past, has been his assistant.

Wm. B. Crawford has resigned as chief engineer of the
Carter Coal Co. operating in West Virginia and Kentucky
and will organize a firm of consulting and contracting en-

gineers with headquarters in Bluefleld, W. Va., and Chicago,
111. The new firm will act as consulting engineers for several
of the large coal corporations and will also do a general
business as consulting engineers along civil, mining, mechan-
ical and electrical lines.

W. L. Schmick, general manager of, the Consbolidated
Coal Co., of St. Louis has resigned his position to accept a

similar place with the Big Muddy Coal & Iron Co. It is

understood that W. J. Jenkins, president of the Western
Coal & Mining Co., will assume Mr. Schmick's duties with
the Consolidated Coal Co. The Big Muddy Coal & Iron Co.

is closely afifiliated w^ith the Gould interests which control
the Western Coal & Mining Co., and the Consolidated Coal
Co.

CONSTRUCTION NEWS

Pomeroy, Ohio—At an approximate cost of $25,000 the Pea-
cock Coal Co. has awarded a contract to the Roberts & Shaffer
Co. for the building of a large steel tipple. In this structure
the ilarcus screen and picking conveyors will be employed.

Big Pour, ^V. Va.—The Lake Superior Coal Co., successors
to the Dixon-Pocahontas Coal Co., has a large force of
carpenters at work erecting tenement houses for the miners.
This operation is located near Big Four, Just east of Welch.

BInefield, W'. Vn.—Two miles of street car line connecting
the towns of Northfork and Keystone, are said to be under
construction. This is believed to be the first link of the
long proposed electric railway between Bluefleld and Welch.

CnnnellHrllle. Penn.—The .Tuniata Coal Co., of Bens Creek,

Is making a new opening near the old mine and building .i

tramroad to deliver the coal to the railway. More surfarr
has been leased preparatory to Increasing the operations to

a large .<!cale.

.strulirnvllle. Ohio— Th.- .•^ti-iib.Tivllle Coal >Ni Mining C,
e.xpccts to have a new tipple in opcratiiin liy tin- fir.«t of S.p
tember. The structure will be of .steel and will mechanically
screen and grade all coal as it Is dumped from a piatfoiin

above the shaft.

Piedmont, W. Va,—The Consolidation Coal Co. is reopen-
ing the old Consolidation mine. .\ modern outfit for hauling,
dumping and trackage Is being Installed. The branch imiI

way, abandoned over thirty years ago. will be rebuilt. Tin 1

1

are a number of coal beds still undeveloped within ;i^\

reach of three openings.

(;rnftan. W. Vn.— .S. A. Shackelford, Son & Co. have recent-
ly closed a contract with the Winona Coal & Coke Co., situ-

ated at Coffman. for the construction of 12 five-room dwell-
ing houses. These will be two stories high and will be bulll

in a row facing the railroad on a piece of level land Just

north of the old coke ovens and west of the present tipple

Keeferton, W. Vn The Roberts & Shaffer Co. have Just
closed a contract with W. W. Keefer, president of the Pitts-

burgh Terminal Railway and Coal Co., also of the Milbiirn
Coal & Coke Co., for the building of a large steel tipple at

Keeferton. The cost of this structure will be about $30.i]nil.

and it will be equipped with the new Marcus combination
screen and picking conveyor.

Joplin, Mo.—The Moka Coal Co. has commenced the strip-

ping of the dirt and rock from a 160-acre tract of coal land
near Mulberry. Prospecting has shown that it will be neces-
sary to go to a depth of from IS to 30 ft. to remove the coal.

The railroad company will not be able to have a track built

before the middle of .luly. but the coal company w'ill pro-
ceed to uncover the coal and prepare it for shipment by that
time.

Whltenburg. Ky.—It is reported that fine progress Is beiim
made on the Beaver Creek branch of the Chesapeake & Ohio
R.R.. from the mouth of Beaver to Steel's Creek, 22 mil. s

distant. Hundreds of men and teams are employed on ilo

work, and double shifts are being used. The Baltimore k
Ohio is making preparations for the construction of its

branch line in the same vicinity and will probably begin ac-

tive work in a short time.
^VhlteHhu^g, Ky The Kentucky Coal cS: Timber Co.. ol

which T. S. McGrath, of Chicago is the head, is taking stips

to make good its recent announcement that it will th'-

velop its 30,000-acre holdings in Leslie, Perry and Letcher
counties. Locations are being selected convenient to the

railroad and grades prepared for the necessary sidings and
switches. It will not be long before the company is ready
to get out coal as the amount of construction work neces-
sary is relatively small.

A\ ilkes-Barre, Penn.—The Delaware, Lackawanna and
Western R.R. Co. are pushing the work on the elevated iir.id

to carry the coal from the Peach Orchard tract which is .situ-

ated on the east side of the Susquehanna River to the Pc tt -

bone Colliery which is on the west side of the river.

From the Pettebone breaker an elevated track about 2000

ft. long and supported by 112 concrete piers and steel bents
will connect with the old abandoned Wllkes-Barre and
Eastern trestle (now owned by the Erie R.R. Co.) which
crosses the river. The average height of the new trestle will

be about 35 to 40 ft.

KunHaii City, Mo.—The Grey-Bryan Coal Co. has incrt-a.sed

it.s capital from $10,000 to $30,000.

IndlnnapollN, Ind.—The Deep Vein Coal Co. of Terre Haute,
has is.sucd $25,000 additional preferred stock.

Baltimore, Md.—The Hagan Coal & Coke Co., of Bristol,

Va., has incorporated with a capital stock of $100,000.

IndianapoliM, Ind.—The Riverside Coal Co. has been incor-
porated here with a capital of $10,000 by J. L. Hogan, F. G.

Owen and F. Hollingsworth.

LoulH-rllle, Ky.—The Nebo Coal Co., of Louisville, has
been organized with a capital stock of $250,000. The company
will handle properties in western Kentucky.

BrIggH, Okla.—A charter has been granted to the Sequichie
Mining Co. with a capital stock of $1000. The Incorporators
are Geo. Pidgeon, Chas. Young and Coleman Dick.
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Hazard, Ky.—The Ross-Petrey Coal Co. has been organ-

ized with a capital s«ock of $5000. The incorporators are

Alexander Ross. Le^vSs E. Petrey and W. J. Combs.

Wilmington, Dei.—The Day Lumber and Coal Co. has been

incorporated with a capital of $1,000,000. The incorporators

are S. E .Robertson, D. J. Jacobs, H. W. Davis, all of Wil-

mington.

Harrlsburg. Penn.—The Dominion Coal Co. has been or-

ganized at Pittsburgh, with a capital stock of $30,000. The

nicorporators are R. C. Mosten. B. A. Height. Herman F. Lin-

mnbrink and R. S. McLean.

l,lttle Bociv, Arli.—The West Spadra Coal Co. has been

granted a charter. The capital stock is $25,000. of which

$4000 has been subscribed. The incorporators are R. D.

Dunlap. E. W. Dunlap, C. Langford and W. R. Eustlce.

1'onnell.sville. Penn.—A charter of incorporation has been

secured for the Rices' Landing Coal & Coke Co. by J. H.

Price Jr.. C. C. Morrison and T. W. Stephens, all of Pitts-

burgh. The company will formally take over the property

lately owned by the Dillworth Coal Co. at Rices' Landing.

Dover, Del.—Articles of incorporation were filed June 27

tor the Tankee Development Co. of Pittsburgh, to acquire

mineral lands of all kinds and prepare the same for market.

The capital stock is $100,000 and the incorporators are W. J.

Hammond, Thos. G. Shields and C. -M. Patterson; all of Pitts-

burgh. Penn.

Charleston, W. Va.—The Middle Fork Coal and Land Co.

las been organized with a capital of $20,000, principal office

in Elkins and chief works in Randolph County. Middle Fork

district. The incorporators are Howard Sutherland, Effie H.

Sutherland, J. F. Strader. Beryl H. Strader. all of Elkins.

Humboldt Yokum and Hattie M. Yokum, of Beverly.

INDUSTRIAL NEWS

Petersburg. Ind.—The EvansviUe Utilities Co. is prepar-

ing to furnish electricity to the Ayrshire mine, south of this

city, for lighting and to operate the mining motors.

Spranlvle's Mills. Penn.—The Knoxdale Coal Co. has leased

several farms in this vicinity and expects to begin testing the

land in the near future. The upper Freeport vein is being

sought.

Morgantown, W. Va.—Coke is being shipped from the Po-

land Coke Co.'s plant on Dunkard creek. Forty of the one

hundred ovens which have been completed are now m op-

eration.

Blnetie'id, W'. Va.—E. T. Boswell. president of the Big Vein

Coal Co., is going over some undeveloped coal land near

Richland, Va.. with the view of opening up a new opera-

tion in the Red -\sh vein.

Pittslinrsli. Penn.—It has been estimated that in the

neighborhood of six thousand carloads of coal have been

hauled over the Pittsburgh division of the Pennsylvania R.R.

*very day during the month of June.

New Orleans. I-a.—A contract for the supply of coal for

the government dredges working in Southwest Pass, has

been awarded the Monongahela River Consolidated Coal and

Coke Co. The first delivery will be 12,000 tons.

Greensburg, Penn.—H. C. Davis, of Wilkinsburg, has

leased a number of unused coke ovens at the Boyer plant in

Mt. Pleasant Township, and will develop a small tract of

coal acquired some time ago from the R. K. Hissem in-

terests.

Spolcane. Wasli.—Judge George Turner, of Spokane, has

sold his coal railroad in Montana to J. H. Gardiner, of Clark

Countv, Washington, for $50,000. The road is 13 miles long

and connects with the Northern Pacific tracks at the town of

Chestnut.

BnfTaio, X. Y.—The coal chutes and warehouses of the

Peoples Coal Co., at Williamsville. near Buffalo, burned July

1, involving a loss of $10,000. About 200 tons of coal, mostly

anthracite, were partially destroyed. The cause of the fire

is unknown.

Pbiladelpliia. Penn.—The Eastern Coal Dock Co., recently

awarded a contract to the Belmont Iron Works for a one-

storv steel machine shop to be erected on the east side

of Delaware .Ave. south of Porter St. The cost will be ap-

proximately $1275.

Toledo. Ohio—Railroad companies are warning coal ship-

pers of the necessity for shipping as early as possible in

order to avoid a car shortage later. Indications are that

traffic will be heavy during the fall and that the cai sup-

ply will be taxed to its utmost.

AVheeling, W. Va.—It is reported that a $250,000 coal land

deal has been made in Belmont County and that the Huff-

man & Rice interests of Waynesburg, Penn., are the pur-

chasers. The coal land is reported to have been sold at an

average price of approximately $30 per acre.

Bedford, Ind Fire recently destroyed the coal chutes of

the Monon R.R., together with a large quantity of coal and
two steel and two wooden coal cars. The loss of the chutes

alone was $2500, wholly covered by insurance, the total loss

reaching $S000. The origin of the fire is unknown.

Pittsburgh, Penn The Epping-Carpenter Pump Co. has

recently placed contracts for doubling the capacity of its ex-

tensive foundry. One of this company's recent orders is for

a compound pot-valve wood lined pump for the H. C. Frick

Coke Co. This pump is built to handle 3500 gal. of water
per minute.

AVashington, D. C.—An American consular officer in France
has transmitted the name of a large manufacturer of creosote

oil and similar products, who desires to get in communication
with American manufacturers of pitch for coal briquettes and

who is willing and able to maintain a permanent export trade

in this line.

Harrisburg, Penn The Hamburg Vitrified Brick Co. of

Hamburg has complained to the Pennsylvania State Rail-

road Commission that the Reading Railroad Co. has a rate

of 90 cents a ton on coal from Landingville and Auburn to

Hamburg where the Pennsylvania Railroad Co. charges but

50 cents for practically the same haul.

Rio de Janeiro, Brazil—The American consul general at

Rio de Janeire reports that the Estrado de Ferro Central do

Brazil, the largest Brazilian government railway, has pur-

chased 40,000 tons of American coal by tender through a

local firm and it is reported that a steamship company will

use 20,000 tons of American coal to bunker steamers calling at

this port.

Xew Orleans. L,a.—Owing to the closing of the govern-

ment locks in the Tombigbee River for slight repairs, the

opening of the regular coal carrying barge service to the

Alabama fields has been delayed. Two more power barges

for this trade are nearing completion. Each is fitted with

two 150-hp. gas-driven engines, and a small 7-hp. auxiliary

engine for starting. The gas producer is of the improved

type, generating the gas only as needed.

Detroit, Mieb.—The southern division of the Detroit, To-

ledo and Ironton R.R. was sold at public auction at Delray

by E. S. Vorheis recently. Otto T. Bannard and M. M. Buck-

ner acted on behalf of the purchasing committee and bought

the road for $1,650,000. The Ohio division of the same road

v,as recently sold at Springfield to parties said to represent

the first-mortgage bond holders. The bonded indebtedness of

the road amounts to about $14,000,000.

Pittsburgh, Penn.—The sanitation of mines and mining

camps throughout the United States is to be made the sub-

ject of an exhaustive study by the U. S. Bureau of Mines,

and the first work in this direction is to be done from the

different stations. J. H. S\'hite has been placed in charge

of this new department and has become identified with the

general offices of the Bureau of Jlines here. For years

he was with the Tennessee Coal & Iron Co. and has made
sanitation a specialty.

Hazleton, Penn.—A. Pardee & Co., operators of the Cran-

berry and Crystal Ridge collieries, which employ about 1000

hands, locked out their employees on July 5. There had

been strike talk among the men for the previous two weeks

and the mines are now at a standstill.

Nearly 3000 mine workers are on strike in the Hazleton

regions. At Audenreid No. 4 colliery of the Lehigh and

Wilkes-Barre Coal Co. the breaker boys struck over dis-

satisfaction due to wages, tying up the whole colliery. The

breaker boys at the Black Ridge mine of the Hazle Moun-
tain Coal Co. have also gone on strike on account of a cut

in their wages.
Pittsburgh. Penn.—A receiver for the Monongahela River

Consolidated Coal & Coke Co., a $30,000,000 corpration, has

been asked for by Alexander Dempser, its former president,

in a bill in equity, filed in Common Pleas Court. June 30.

against the Monongahela River Co., the Pittsburgh Coal Co.

oT New Jersey, the Pittsburgh Coal Co. of Pennsylvania and

the Union Trust Co. of Pittsburgh, trustee. The Court is

also asked to set aside an election of directors for the

Monongahela Co., held last January, and to grant an injunc-

tion restraining the Pittsburgh Coal Co. of New Jersey from

controlling the Monongahela River Co. Dempster is the

only individual holding Monongahela River Coal & Coke Co.

stock.
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uism!:k.\l. review
The most interesting devi-lopment in tlie national hard

coal market for some time was the recent announcement of

the new Pennsylvania state tax on anthracite. What the

effects of this will be are problematical. The operators have,

of course, been forced to shift the burden onto the public,

and whether the outside states will object to sharing a por-

tion of the Pennsylvania ta.xation remains to be seen. Aside

from this, the trade is quiet and moderately dull, but there

is a fair amount of business on hand for July.

The Eastern bituminous market has weakened slightly,

under the influence of the strike settlement in the New
River field. It is now easy to buy at circular prices, in the

New England states, but on the other hand there is no shad-

ing and quotations are being firmly maintained; there is

some slight tendency to sag on the lower grades only. It

is believed by some that the soft coal market will ease off

into the customary summer dullness, but on the other hand

the West Virginia trouble was not of sufficient proportions

to have materially affected the situation in any event. Buy-

ers who expected to obtain their coal cheap through the

summer are still being disappointed, there being little prompt

tonnage available, even in the lower grades.

Mines in the Pittsburgh district are still operating up to

a high rate, the demand on contract continuing heavy and

a fair amount of business being done in the prompt market.

There does not seem to be any possibility of a slump, while

on the other hand there are good prospects for a further

advance, should there be the slightest provocation for same.

Many producers are refusing absolutely to enter into fur-

ther contracts.

In Ohio, the only disturbing feature is the car shortage,

which is tending to curtail production; the output last week

was also restricted by the holiday. Most of the producers

have announced an advance of ten cents in the circular and

there is an increased domestic demand for stocking, while

the lake movement to the Northwest is still heavy. Ton-

nage at the Hampton Roads piers has accumulated fast and

vessels are compelled to wait almost indefinitely for cargoes;

some high spot prices are being paid at rare intervals, in

order to clear vessels. In fact, the demand there has seldom

ever been so heavy. Shipments from the Pocohontas field

are about normal but there has been a heavy decrease from

the New River district; men are returning to work in this

latter field, but it will be some time before the full produc-

tion is restored.

Requests for future shipments in the Middle West are

now generally being refused by operators, who fear that they

are not going to have sufficient coal in the fall. While the

market generally is showing a tendency to tighten somewhat,

the situation is in some respects uncertain. Indications gen-

erally are for an improvement, but buyers claim that the

dealers are all overbought and the operators oversold. The

opening of the big Keokuk Dam has displaced a large ton-

nage of Middle Western steam coal.

BOSTON. M.*SS.

BltumlnouH—All anxiety over labor troubles in Pocahon-

tas and New River is now apparently a thing of the past.

While a suspension was effective through most parts of the

New River field July 1. yet all the reports were coupled

with assurances that the operators would grant concessions

enough to make any prolonged strike unlikely. It is now
expected that the threatened "flurry" will slope off into a

spell of midsummer dullness such as this market usually goes

through at this season.

Mining of anything like the normal output will hardly

begin, however, until about July 10 or 15, and meanwhile the

loading at Hampton Roads will be slow. Tonnage accumu-

lated fast the last fortnight and at this writing not only

barges and sailing vessels but steamers as well have been

detained three and four times as long as usual. For spot

coal, high prices are still being paid to clear vessels but the

volume of such business is small and now with the absence

of strike talk it will probably amount to little, if indeed

there is any at all. There is still a quantity of coal to be

bought in New England and the outlook is that for a month

or so anyway it will be easy from the buyer's standpoint

to cover on Southern coals on the $2. SB f.o.b. basis. Tin-

contract figure is expected to be firmly maintained, howevii.

and the New England trade Is pretty sure to be steady thi-

balance of the season.

On Georges Creek and the Pennsylvania grades there is

little that is new. The better coals from Somerset and Cam-
bria Counties are holding strong In price but inferior grades

have sagged oft a little. Just as a broader market was open-

ing for Pennsylvania coals and the trade was getting to th.-

point of buying with not so much regard to quality the news

came from New River and the demand from this terrltorj

has swung back to more nearly normal. The market all-rail

is without special change. Sales agents have been cautious

about selling ahead, but they have taken care of current bus-

iness at not more than SiS'lOc. over the figures set for yearly

contracts. Just at present it is a kind of mark-time situa-

tion.

Anthracite—The big news this week is the announced in-

tention of the anthracite companies to charge on their in-

voices the Pennsylvania state tax of 2V4% of the market

value of coal at the mines under the law which went into

effect June 27, and so make dealers, and ultimately the con-

sumer, pay the tax beginning July 1. It amounts to an ex-

tra advance in July of 8%c. on stove and egg and 9c. plus

on chestnut and it remains to be seen how it will be received

by the trade. Jleanwhlle there is ample business in sight

for July and unless there are still other unusual features the

market is likely to maintain its present condition throughout

the month. Stove size seems in a little better supply than

earlier in the season.

Current wholesale prices <ia bituminous rule about as

follows;

ClearfieUla Cambrias Cieorges Pocalionlii-<

Somersets Creek New Hi\cr

Mines* $1.05^.1.45 $1 ;i5(a.l fiflSl 67Cu 1 . 77

Philadelphia*.
'.

'. 2 .
30(a)2 .70 2 fiOC 2 90 2 H2«. ;i 02

New York* 2 . COfti :! .
00 2 !I0(" ;t 20 :i 22((i :i .12

Baltimore*. . .
- >*•''" ~ ''

Hampton Roads* *., Sn? •; n
Providencet •|nn''1 ,-
Bostont ' "'""' ''

*F.o.b. tOn cars.

.\EW VOKK

BItumlnouN—The holiday toward the close of last week
caused a suspension of about two days at the mines, some

operations even being affected for the last three working days

of the week. As a result, there has been a further tighten-

ing in the soft-coal market, although it is temporary in this

case and will probably be relieved shortly.

Stocks at tidewater continues about normal, the same as

they have been for some time. Occasional contracts are still

being made; it has been difficult to convince many of the

consumers, who refused flatly to concede the increased quo-

tations demanded by the operators, that such was justified.

It is doubtful if the labor agreement in the New River

Field will have any effect on the local situation. The trouble

has not become of sufficient proportions to be felt in the mar-

ket, and because of the labor scarcity it will be some time

before the production becomes very large. The car supply

on the Pennsylvania R.R. is still short, while that on the

New York Central likewise continues good. We continue to

quote the New Y'ork soft-coal market unchanged on the fol-

lowing basis;

West Virginia steam, $2.55(5)2.60; fair grades of Pennsyl-

vania, $2.65@2.70; good grades of Pennsylvania, $2.75(S)2.SII;

best Miller Pennsylvania, If3.05@3.15; George's Creek, $3.25'iu

3.30.

.\ntbraclte—The most interesting feature in the hard-coal

market during the week was the announcement of a 2V2 per

cent, state tax on all the anthracite produced in Pennsyl-

vania, which amount, most of the leading hard-coal com-

panies have already stated they will add to the regular cir-

cular price. The effects of the change, if any. have not de-

veloped at this writing. As usual, the burden has been shifted

along until it rests on the public's shoulders, and it now

remains to be seen whether outside states propose to carry

a share of the Pennsylvania state tax.
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While the trade generally, so far this year, has been
somewhat above the average, it is now clear that the custom-

ary summer lethargy is beginning to develop. Orders are

becoming scarcer so that a general restriction in production

throughout the mining regions is taking place. None of the

sizes can be said to be in particular demand, but stove coal

approaches this condition the nearest.

The market promises to be quiet from now on through the

remainder of the summer, but indications point to a heavy
demand the coming fall. We quote the New York market
on the following basis:

Circular Lehigh

Broken $5.00 S4.4o®$4.65 S4.oO@S-i.70 S4.43(aS4 65

Eee 5.25 4.80(31 4 90 4.85® 4.95 4.80® 4 90

Stove ... -^.as 4.90 4.95 4.90
Chestnut 5.50 5 05® 5 13 3.10® 5.20 3.05® 3.15
Pea 3 .30 3.25® 3 45 3 30® 3.30 3.25® 3.45
Buckwheat ... 2.75 2.10® 2.45 2.50® 2.75 2.10® 2.45
Rice 2 23 1.75® 1.93 2 23 1.73® 1.93
Barley 1 75 1.30® 1.70 1 75 1.30® 1 70

PH1L,ADEL,PHIA. PENX.

The anthracite coal trade in this vicinity is commencing
to show marked signs of the summer influence. The deal-

ers are not only bemoaning the lack of trade, but are also

confronted with an additional problem in the shape of the

new state tax, which imposes a levy of 2^% on the market
value of the coal at the mines. This will undoubtedly be

saddled on the consumer. There have been considerable

comments on this act, and the majority of the Pennsylvania
press seem to feel that it is uncalled for as well as unjust.

The operators generally are handling the tax in a way of

their own, that is, by adding it as a separate item to the

invoices for the coal, simply passing the charge that will be

imposed upon them on to the dealers, who will undoubtedly

add it on to the retail price.

Beginning the first full week of July, it is understood that

many of the large operators will commence curtailing opera-

tions. While up to the present time the market has been ab-

sorbing practically all of the prepared sizes, the outlook now
i.s such that it was probably deemed advisable to Institute

partial suspensions. The work at the mines will probably be

limited to four days a week, which it is felt will be sufBeient

to meet the requirements of the trade for the next two months
vv longer.

Outside of stove, there is no active demand tor any par-

ticular size. Individual operators are now offering their

output of egg and chestnut at considerably less than the

socalled circular prices and the steam sizes are a drug in

the market, the only movement being on contracts already

entered. The Tidewater business to the New England mar-
ket still continues in a fairly active condition, but the de-

mand from this direction is slowly but surely growing less

as the summer season advances.
Encouraging reports still continue to emanate from the

bituminous market. Conditions in the West and Northwest
have resulted in a marked strengthening of this branch of

the trade, and a stiffening in prices. Contractors who are

still holding out for better figures are buying on the open
market now for their current needs at advances over the

figures at which they could have secured their season's sup-

ply. Altogether the trade looks good from this standpoint.

and confirms the prediction made months ago, that the sum-
mer wculd see a much improved condition of affairs as far

as bituminous is concerned, and indications are that it will

continue so until the fall demand opens up.

PITTSBURGH, PEXN.

Bituminons—There is no material change in the situation.

Mines continue to operate at a high rate, barring last week's
interruption through the holiday, while demand is good on
contract, and there is a fair demand for prompt lots. Some
additional contracts for coal have been made, for delivery

up to Apr. 1. Despite the fact that slack always sells off in

the summer, some of these contracts have been for slack

at the full price of 90c., which prevails without question
outside the lake-shipping season. There is little of this grade
offered at special prices, except that on the Pan Handle there
are a few operators selling prompt at 70@7oc. in small lots.

We quote regular prices as follo'ws. "with premiums sometimes
paid on prompt lots: Slack, 90c.: nut and slack, SI. 05: nut,

$1.25: mine-run. $1.30; %-in.. $1.40; Hi-in., steam, $1.50: Hi-
in. domestic, $1.55 per ton at mine, Pittsburgh district.

Connellsville Coke—The operators have traversed most
of the distance, apparently toward winning the long contest
for $2.50 tor furnac coke for second half. Buyers having
contracts expiring June 30. involving about 175,000 tons a
month, continued to hold aloof until within the past few
days when operators sold for Jul.v only at the $2.50 price, to

the extent of about 90,000 tons; by far the major part of this

tonnage was sold by a group of operators who had definitely

announced their adherence to a $2.50 price. Last Saturday
there was urgent inquiry for spot-furnace coke, and some
buyers seemed ready to pay up to $3, but little was secured.
.A.fterward they changed their attitude and declared they
would run their furnaces slow, or bank altogether, rather
than pay a fancy price. This week the market is extremely
quiet on the surface, there being practically no inquiry.
Consumers not yet covered are probably conferring together
and hoping to break the market by keeping out entirely. The
operators, on the other hand, consider their contest practi-

cally %von, and expect the remaining consumers eventually to

come into the market and pay $2.50. Most of the sales made
for July were guaranteed against the sellers' declines, which,
instead of proving a weakness seems to have strengthened the
operators' position. Production last week was light on ac-
count of the holiday, practically two days being lost, and
coke shipments are light. \\'e quote: Prompt furnace, $2.50;

contract furnace, $2.50; prompt foundry, $2.75@3; contract
foundry, $2.75@3, per ton at ovens.

BALTIMORE. MD.

With no possibilities now of a strike in West Virginia,

the trade has settled down to a summer basis, but consider-

ably better than a year ago. when contracts were being
made at from 10c. to 25c. off what is demanded at present.

Except for slack, which has recently taken another slump
down to around 55 @ 60c., very little coal, even of the least

desirable grades, can be had on a mine basis of less than
90(S95 cents.

While there is now no rush for fuel, there is enough de-

mand to continue a healthy warm-weather market. Quite
a number of small manufactories throughout the state that
have been purchasing in the open market have recently come
under cover for either short- or long-term contracts. Many
concerns that had hoped to go through the summer buying
at the low figures "which prevailed for spot fuels last summer,
have been sadly disappointed, and are new contracting at

less advantage than if they had done so early in the spring.

The coal record at this port the month of June "was rather
remarkable, 25 large steamships being loaded in the export
trade. The tonnage ran to 110,000 tons, an increase of ap-
proximately 22.000 over the previous month, and the largest

single month in the history of the port.

The first of July ushered in a real dull period for the an-
thracite dealers. During April, May and June the low circu-

lar resulted in considerable purchasing for delivery during
that time. The rail movement both from the anthracite and
bituminous fields has been good; while there has been some
spasn"iodic complaint from some regions, especially in the
West Virginia gas-coal districts for movement to the North-
"west, the main situation has been easy.

BIFF.VL.O, >". Y.

The bituminous coal market has seldom ever . been as
active at the end of June as this year, and all members of

the trade are searching for a reason to expect a falling off

before long. On the contrary, however, all indications point
to a still stronger market by September, and perhaps sooner;
the reason for this is that the consumption is so heavy,
while the production cannot possibly be urged to a higher
point. Operators and shippers are doing their utmost to get
more coal, but the miners are indifferent. They are not very
numerous and do not care to work full time during this period

of the year.

It is said that there is not a car anywhere in the country
under demurrage if the holder is at all up to his business;
equipment is none too plenty, and it is felt that with a little

larger output the supply would run short. If crops are as
large as they promise to be, and the consumption holds up
the outlook for the fall is serious. For this reason there is

a general refusal on the part of sellers to make any more
contracts unless they can get full going prices, and some of

them do not dare to contract even on that basis.

There is every prospect of a further advance in bituminous
prices as soon as the smallest farther reason for it appears.
Some shippers are calling present figures too low, but the
trade generally is satisfied with $2.90 for Pittsburgh select
lump. S2.75 for three-quarter, $2.65 for mine-run and $2.15 for
slack, although the latter is hardly as strong as the sizes.

Allegheny Valley prices are strong at about 25c. lower than
Pittsburgh. There is no stir in coke, as consumers still think
it too high for the rest of the market. Quotations are $4.75
for best Connellsville foundry.

.\nthraclte is quiet except with the jobber with independ-
ent mines behind him. He is always on the watch to make
sure that they do not get away from him, as they have done
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In formiT years. Thi-rf is not much danRor of it now, for tht-

consumrr Is not RoInK to bu.v much till cool weather Is hen-

with u reminder of the return of winter. At the same time

the lake shippers are makins every effort to crowd coal

Westward. Shipments by lake for the week were 136.000

tons, the total for June being 642.110 tons and for the season.

1.785.574 tons. With the late start last season, on account

of mining suspension, the amount was only 551.693 tons to

July 1.

COLr.MHl'S. OHIO
The Interposition of a holiday on Friday of last week,

which was followed by a partial holiday on Saturday, cur-

tailed production In all of the mining districts of the state.

But notwithstandinK that fact the output has been good and

the tone of the market satisfactory in every respect. All

mining concerns announced new circulars for July 1 which
makes an advance of about 10c. per ton.

One of the best factors of the trade Is the activity dis-

played in domestic grades. Retailers are placing orders both

for immediate delivery and shipment later in the month.

They believe that the stocking up period will arrive sooner

than usual and want to be prepared for the demand when
it appears. Dealers stocks are not heavy in any territory

tributary to Ohio and the approach of the threshing season

also has a stimulating effect upon the trade. The docks of

the Xorthwest are taking the coal as fast as it comes to

them and no congestion of consequence is reported. Boats

are still being chartered for the latter part of the season.

Production in Ohio fields was interfered with by the two
holidays of the week and also by a growing car shortage, par-

ticularly in eastern Ohio. Notwithstanding these conditions

the output in the Hocking Valley is estimated at S5 per cent.

of the average and in the Pomeroy Bend field about 75 per

cent. m eastern Ohio the output is about 70 per cent, of

the average, considerable trouble from lack of cars being re-

ported from this latter district.

Iron and steel plants are taking a good tonnage despite

the usual dullness which overtakes manufacturing during

the summer months. Factories show no disposition to stock

up to guard against a shortage but this will probably come
later in the season. The only disturbing factor noted by
coal men is the possibility of a car shortage which is ex-

pected to be more acute this year than ever before.

Quotations in the Ohio fields are as follows:

Ilockiug Pittsburgh Pomeroy Kanawha
Domestic lump SI fin SI 60 $1.60
» inch 1 ^5 SI. 20 !.4I) 1.40

Nut 1 2-T 133
Mine-run I M 110 1.1.5 1.20

Nut. pea and slack. .. . 0.6o 0.65 0.65
Coarseslack 0.55 0.65 0.50 0.55

TOI.KDO, OHIO
The coal business in Toledo is unusually strong for this

season of the year. Lake shipping began early and would
have been still sooner but for a shortage of coal at the docks
due to the fact that so much was required to make up the

deficit caused by the Ohio floods.

The present season gives every evidence of proving a banner
year in coal shipments, but the next one will be even much
better for the Toledo docks. The new $2,000,000 Hocking Val-

ley docks will be completed and open for use next June and
Toledo will hold the enviable position of being the first port

in the world so far as coal and ore is concerned, being
equipped with more loading machinery than any port on the

lakes. The enormous I>ake Shore track and yard improve-
ments being made here at an expense of $3,000,000 will also

have considerable effect on the coal market. The lake this

season is considerably higher than usual, which is. of course,

of benefit to coal and ore shippers and will result in much
heavier loading than is possible when the water is lower.

The coal movement, according to the figures at the Customs
office here, show that the shipments at this port for this sea-

son amount to 2.165.S02 tons as against 1.762.139 tons for the

same period in 1912. an increase of 403.653 tons. The gen-
eral demand for coal has been extraordinary throughout the

season and is strong from every source for both steam and
domestic fuels. The call is coming from all sections of the

state and orders for present and thirty-day delivery are com-
ing in freely. The traffic situation here is highly satisfactory

thus far and no congestion has been noted. Prices have been
holding firm and there have been no concessions from the list.

Quotations on the local market follow:

Poca- Hock- Jack- Pome- Mass- Pitts. Cam-
hontas ing son roy ilon No. S bridge

Pomestic lump $2.25 $1.50 $2.50 $1.75 $2.50 $1.35 $1.35
Egg 2.25 2.50 1.50 2.50
xSt 1.80 1.15 2.25 1.50 2.50
^i lump 1.35 1.20 1.2«
AUne-run 1.50 1.15 1.10 1.10
Slack "45 0.65

II \ »IITI»N l(l> \l>-i. V \.

While th. (lumpinK.'< at llanipi..n Koads during the week
havi- Inen fairly good as a whole. I-ainlurts Point alone has
probably handled more coal than both Sewalls Point and
Newport News. The demand has seldom ever been so heavy
at this port while shipments are only about normal from the
Pocahontas District with a considerable decrease In the out-
put from the New River fields. The strikes in the latter ili--

trlct are causing considerable uneasiness among buyers an i

shippers and while it Is reported that the men were to i.

turn to work about July 7, It will take some time to gel .

normal quantity of coal to tidewater.
Considerable tonnage is in the stream at Bewails Poini

awaiting coal and vessels are experiencing some delay h

Newport News as well. There is also a large fieet anchci i

off Lamberts Point; some of the boats are awaiting turn i

the docks and others are short of cargo. Suppliers are pi i

tically all short of coal but such few as have any on han
will not quote a price as they are holding off to take car. -i

contract vessels which are expected at any moment.
Coal shipments over Hampton Roads piers for thi- montli

of June were heavy although they did not come up to lli'

dumpings for May. During June there was dumped nv. i

the Lamberts Point piers 476.122 tons, at Sewalls Point 2ri I
-

758 and at Newport News piers 263.231 tons, a total of 91U.-

111 tons.

i,oi i>\ ii.i.i:, Kv.

The long continued spell of hot weather appears to be

having a depressing effect upon the coal market. Campaign-
ing for orders for the winter business should now be well
under way. but the unusually warm weather has taken all

the snap out of the trade, and it is difticult to do business.

The holidays over the Fourth of July did not have any effect

on the situation, as producers were more than willing i'

close down, because of the difficulty in disposing of tonna^- ~-

The orders for screenings still continue light, with in*
duction far in excess of the demand; steam consumpli"
generally throughout the state is light. The circular pri'

for July delivery are being maintained, with only occasion i

discounts being offered on screenings at some of the lar^'

distributing centers; these are tor the most part being will

maintained ii. spite of the over-supply.

INDI.'VN.VPOLIS, IND.

Local dealers have increased anthracite prices 25c. a ton.

and Pocahontas 50c.. the former following the various smaller
monthly advances made at the mines. One of the largest re-

tailers says it is the first time for many years that he has
not been able to name prices for coal to be delivered to his

customers in the fall. Dealers can get some spot-shipment
coal from the smokeless field but cannot make any contracts

for deferred shipment. Under such circumstances they are

not able to say what future quotations on Pocahontas will

be or whether they will have much coal on hand wh«n th''

winter buying opens in the fall. In Indiana and other stat< s

conditions and prices have not changed.

DETROIT, MICH.

Bltuminou.s—Business in this vicinit>' continues good for

this period of the .year, especially on domestic coal there

being plenty of orders for the current month, and some being
placed ahead into August; Pocahontas is particularly strong.

Most of the local dealers appear to be well sold up on this

latter coal, and there are rumors that some have receivid

more than the regular circular price. The Lake movement
remains active, and there is some indication of a car shori-

age. although it has not reached serious proportions as y. t

The local soft coal market is quotable on about the following

basis:

\V. Va. Hnck- Cam- No. 8 Poca- Jackson
Splint Oas iiif; bridge Ohio hontas ilill

Domestic lump. SI. 60 S2.00 $2 00

Egg 1-60 2.00 2 11(1

Steam lump .... 1 .50

J-in. lump 1 25 SI. 25 $1 10 $1 15 SI 10
Mine-run 1 10 1.10 1 10 1 10 90 1 50
Slack S5 85 45 0,50 0.6(1

CHIC v(;o

Tht- Chicago market has been influenced by the possibil-

ity of a general strike in the West Virginia district and as a

result there was a shortage in smokeless coal. At the start

of the coal year efforts were made to place the price of this

fuel at $4.25 but during last week, some of the more promi- ,

nent dealers fixed the spot price for wagon delivery at $4.60. ]

The jobbing interests claim that instead of an increase in .

price there will be a decrease because operators are over-sold '

and consumers over-bought. They back these statements up
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with the fact that shipments to the lake districts are 25 per

•cent, above what they usually are at this period. The market

is said to be tightening up slightly on other grades of coal

owing to heavier harvest and mid-summer storage buying

but prices remain the same. Anthracite seems to be now tak-

ing the place of smokeless owing to the shortage of the lat-

ter. The situation is just the reverse of what is was last year

Prevailing prices are:

Springfield I'rar.klin Co. Clinton W. V;i-

Domestic lump $1.97@2.07 S2.55 $2.27 ,,„,,_,_
Eke . 2 ^' S3

.

94(u 4
,

Ji)

.Steam'i'umD 1,82(011.87 2.07

Mine-run 1 .77@1 .82 $2. 20@2.3n 1.87 3.30

Screeniuix's.'.'.'.'.'''.
' 1.62@1.67 1 .90@1.95 $1 ,62fel .67

Coke—Connellsville and Wise County, $5.25@5.50: byprod-

uct egg and stove, $4.S5; byproduct nut, $4.75@4.85; gas house.

$4.50 C -1.60.

ST. LOl'IS. MO.

There is no change in market conditions so far this month,

although indications a few weeks ago were that the first of

the month would see a general increase in prices; however.

this is bound to come within the next week or two on the

.Standard coals and possibly on Carterville. Standard is still

being sold below the cost of production, and on the first of

the month St. Louis received the first electricity from the

Keokuk Dam. It is estimated that this has. up to the present

time, already displaced between fifty and seventy-five cars

per day of screenings, which have been used at the different

power houses of the United Railways Co. and the Union Elec-

tric Light & Power Company.

Coke still remains firm with indications of a slight ad-

vance and a fairly good demand.

The prevailing circular is;

CartiTvillp
.iMcl Big M

Franklin Co. Muddy OU

2-in. lump
3-iu. lump
6-in. lump Sllo^ll.SO _ .

Lump and egg S2. 10 $1
,
30 . . .

.

No. 1 nut 1.15(21 1 :i0 1 lo

Screenings 0,83 (BO 90
Mine-run 1,05 (at 1 13 .

.

No. 1 washed nut 1 .50

No. 2 washed nut 1 35
No. 3 washed nut 1 30 .

No. 4 washetl nut 1 20

No. 5 washed nut 1 0(1

St. Louis prices on July anthracite are; Chestnut

stove and egg. $7; grate. $6.75; smokeless lump and '

$4.65; byproduct coke. $5.10. and gas-house coke. $4.85.

.Standard

$0 80

0.91)
80

0.75

PRODUCTION AND TRANS-
PORTATION STATISTICS

VlK(iI\IAX R.VILW.VV

the

four months of this year in comparison to last year, in short

tons; ^

Classes and Railroads April 4 Months Ending April

Anthracite: 1912 1913 1912 1913

B. & O. (a) . . .

.

10,902 123,602 582,656 557,994
C. & O. (a) 3,215 2,176 14,442 4,343
Erie (c) 122,725 7.53.072 2.302.666 2.711,120
Penna. (a-c) .

.

290.865 930,592 3.579.602 3.674.096

Virginia (a-b) 45 356

Total 5 roads 427.707 1.809.467 6.479.366 6.947.909

Bituminous:
B. &0(a>, 2.297.135 2.660.702 11,058.713 11,191.866

B. R. & P. (a-b) 401,581 661,519 2,701.410 2.955,146

B. & Suso )a-b) 22.269 152,537 490.368 602.601

C. & O. (a) 1.609,054 964,104 5,915,640 4,925,334

Erie (c) 20,988 70,970 134.325 253.822

H. & BTM (a-b) 99.953 93,376 .502.023 474.976

N. Y. C. & H. It. (a-b) .... 443.327 675,175 2,835,523 3,119,160

N. & W. (a-b) 1,863,555 1,543,220 7,121,563 7,2.37,796

Penna. (a-c) 3,291,985 3,796,432 15,461,920 15,914,179

P. & L. E. (a-b) 214.665 1.133.744 3.090.960 4.043.395

P. S. & N. (a-b) 55.020 227.003 618,792 908,985
Virginia (a-b) 280,995 345,039 1.184.961 1.578,283

W. Md 254.591 245,564 977,366 1,006,.549

Total 13 roads. 10.8.55.138 12..369.385 52.093,562 54.214,112

Coke:
B. &0. (a)..,, .390,228 400,317 1,470,6.55 1,286.512

B. R. & P. <a-bl 20,500 45,436 133,978 209,443

B. & Susq. (a-b) 115 26,448 82,086 104.211

C. & O. (a) 19.992 28.471 79.943 121,085

N. Y. C. &H. R (a-b) 6.396 7,723 29.644 25.152

N. & W. (a-b) 116.345 129,625 535,066 578,4.53

Penna (a-e.) 1,079,046 1,230,979 4,190,8.32 4,987.304

P & L. E. (a-b) , 507.858 594.863 1.996.288 2,454.710

., S. & N. (a-b)., 338 91 5.155 9..3.S3

W. Md 5.704 7.865 24.987 26.903

Total 10 roads 2.146.522 2.471.818 8..548.634 9.803.156

Total Coal and Coke 13 roads:

January 16.421..839 18.936.646

February 17.787.331 17.546,496

March," 19,483.025 17,631.345

April 13.429. .367 16.850.690

(a) Includes coal from connecting lines, (b) Includes Company's coal.

(c) Does not include company coal hauled free. * Includes company coal for

fueling.

FOREIGN MARKETS

Total shipments of coal over this road for Ma^
current year were 31S.720 tons as compared with 311.247 tons

for the same month last year. For the five months to May
31 of the current year, the shipments were 1,897.003 tons as

compared with 1,406.847 tons for the same period last year.

IMPORTS .\ND EXPORT.S

The following is a preliminary statement of the coal im-

ports and exports in the United States for May and the

eleven months ending May 31.

Imports—Bituminous imports for May of the current year

were 97.993 tons as compared with 132.959 tons for the same
month last year. For the eleven months ending May 31 of

the current year, bituminous imports were 1.4S7.49S tons as

coinpared with 1.167.147 tons for the same month last year,

and 1.685.049 tons during 1911.

Exports—Exports for May of the current year were 2.-

409.215 tons as compared with 1.504.233 tons for the same
month last year. For the eleven months ending May 31.

total exports of coal for the current year were 18,396,346

tons as compared with 16.026.491 tons for the same period

last year and 13.333.726 tons in 1911.

CO.VL, MOVEMENT
summary of the movement of coal and

Best Monmouthshire8..$4.20(®,4,26
Seconds 4.03(8(4.14
Best Cardiff smalls 2.52(3)2,58
Seconds - 2.28(a!2.40

GREAT BRITAIN
June 27—The demand for all kinds of coal is mor

and prices have a firmer tendency.
Quotations are as follows:

Best Welsh steam S4 68(3.4,92
Best seconds 4 . 44(ai4 . 50
Seconds 4.20Cs4.32
Best dry coals 4.44@4.56

The prices for Cardiff coals are f.o.b. Cardiff, Penarth or

Barry, while those for Monmouthshire descriptions are f.o.b.

Newport: both exclusive of wharfage, and for cash in 30

days.

The "Iron and Coal Trades Review" makes the following

statement in its editorial columns under date of June 13:

There can be no doubt that the demand for coal has been
taxing the resources of the principal producing countries of

the world, with the exception, perhaps, of the United States,

and the result has been a general advance in prices. In the
United Kingdom many circumstances have coinbined to ac-
centuate this movement, including the new burdens of in-

dustrial legislation which have to be borne by the coal-min-
ing industry, increased wages, the irregular working of the
miners difficulties in Wales over the non-Unionist question,
and the strikes in Belgium and Silesia. Average f.o.b. prices

at British ports are now more than 25c. per ton higher than
thev were a year ago. and in the inland market collieries are

asking advances of from 25c. to 50c. per ton on all contract
renewals, according to the class and quality of coal in ques-
tion As compared with 1911. a minimum advance of 75c.

per ton is being obtained, and in many cases It is consider-
ably more.

SPANISH IMPORTS

Coal imports into Spain for the four months to Apr. 30

of the current year were 949.199 metric tons, as compared

with 664.733 tons for the same period last year. Coke im-

ports for this period of the current year were 125.304 tons

as compared with 137.150 tons for the same period last year.

GERM.\NY
Coal production of the German Empire for the first four

months of this year and last year was as follows:

The following i

coke over 13 principal r ilroads during April and the first

Coal
Lignite
Coke
Coal briquettes-
Lignite briquette

1912.

.56.083.431
26,769.972
9.061.330
1,629,265
6,226,447

19l;i,

63,379,455
28,176,021
10,660,315
1,937,511
6,866,452
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The Elk Horn Fuel Co.
The newly organized Elk Horn Fuel Co. has issued the tol-

Itiwintr statement conceniing: the 5%, 5-year convertible gold
notes they are now offering:

The issue of these notes is limited to $4,000,000. They are
dated May 1. 1913. mature .May I. 191S. but are subject to re-
demption at the option of the company (in whole, or In part
bv lot) on any interest day upon sixty da.vs' notice at 105 and
accrued Interest. The notes are in denominations of $1000
and $500. mav be registered as to principal, and are in coupon
form with interest payalile May 1 and Nov. 1.

Both principal and interest are payable at the office of the
Ciuaranty Trust Co. of New York, without any deduction for
anv tax "or taxes which the company may be required to pay
thereon or deduct therefrom; the 0.004 state tax in Pennsyl-
vania will be refunded as provided in the mortgage. At the
option of the holder, the notes may be converted at their face
value at any time after Nov. 1. 1913. and until Feb. 1. 1918;
or if before the latter date they are called for redemption,
then up to and including the thirtieth day preceding the date
tixel for redemption (but in no event after Feb. 1. 1918) into
sh?.r«s of the capital stock of the Consolidation Coal Co. at
$105 per share of $100 par value, with a cash adjustment for
fractional shares and of interest and dividends.

OrBanlzntlun nnil Cnpltallzatlon—The Elk Horn Fuel Co.
is incorporated under the laws of the s.ate of West Virginia.
and is capitalized as follows:

5% cumulative preferred stock $7,000,000
Common stock 19.000.000
First mortgage 5-year 5'^'c convertible notes (closed
issue) 4.000.000

Total $30,000,000

all of which are outstanding.
The books of the company show a surplus of over $1,000.-

000 applicable to the payment of interest and dividends, of
which over $500,000 is in cash.

I'roperty nnd Security—The notes are a direct obligation
of the company and are secured by a mortgage dated May 1,

1913, to the Guaranty Trust Co. of New York, which is a first
lien on the following properties and on all property here-
after acquired by the Elk Horn Fuel Co.. subject, however,
to purchase money liens thereon;

(a) Direct first mortgage on 199,479.09 acres of land, in
fee. and mineral rights of which 1S4.S29.09 acres are in the
Ellihorn region in eastern Kentucky, practically all of which
lies in what is known as "The Elkhorn Coking Coal Field";
and 14,650 acres in Randolph and Upshur Counties, West Vir-
ginia (known as the Rich Mountain properties), now under
operation.

(b) Upon 15,758 shares of the capital stock of the Beaver
Creek Consolidated Coal Co.. out of a total authorized and
outstanding issue of 55.150 shares. This company owns, free
from all liens and encumbrances, approximately 50,000 acres
of land in fee or mineral and mineral rights, in "The Elkhorn
Coking Coal Field." These lands and mineral rights are sub-
ject to an option in favor of the Elk Horn Fuel Co.. under
the terms of which the latter has the right to purchase all
of these lands and mining rights at $ii0 per acre, at any time
prior to Apr. 30, 191S, free of taxes or other expenses In the
meantime.

(c) Upon 12.000 shares, being the entire issue of the capital
stock of the Mineral Fuel Co., owning 4500 acres in "The Elk-
horn Coking Coal Field." This company has an outstanding
bond issue of $1,200,000, of which $800,000, or the proceeds
thereof, are reserved for development purposes upon its prop-
erty: tills is an operating company.

(d) Forty-four thousand shares of the par vaiue of $4,400.-
000 stock of the Consolidation Coal Co.. at present market
value of about $4,400,000, paying dividends at the rate of 6";;

per annum.
In addition to the foregoing properties, which are subject

to the mortgage, the Elk Horn Fuel Co. also owns 1800 shares
of a total outstanding issue of 1936 shares of the Tennis Coal
Coal Co.. which owns approximately 49,200 acres of land in
fee or mineral and mineral rights in the counties of Leslie.
Perry. Harlan and Knott. Kentucky; these lands represent a
market value of over $700,000.

Revenue—The income of the company for the first year of
its operation is estimated at $303,000. This includes $264,000
dividends at the rate of 6% per annum on Consolidation Coal
Co. stock, pledged as part security for the notes, and in addi-
tion earnings which will accrue to this company from the
Mineral Fuel Co.. the Rich Mountain properties, and certain
leases now in force upon other properties of the company
subject to the mortgage.

Except as to the property of the Mineral Fuel Co.. which
will be operated by it the present plan of the Elk Horn Fuel
Co. is to lease its property to reputable lessees, instead of
operating itself; thus obviating the necessity of providing for
large capital expenditures, which direct operation by the com-
pany itself would entail. Applications are already in hand,
and negotiations in progress for leases, on terms advantag-
eous to the company, and as railway construction Is now un-
der way. no difficulty will be encountered in securing leases
upon satisfactory terms and profitable basis.

There will be procured for the Elk Horn Fuel Co.. leases
to responsible operators, satisfactory to the trustee of the
mortgage, covering not less than 20.000 acres of coal land out
'^f a total of 200.000 acres, requiring a minimum annual pro-

iiiiiiiiiJiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiNiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniwmniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiin

ductlon of noi less than 2.000.(100 net Iotis aiul a minimum
royalty of l»e. per ton, beginning not later than Apr. 1, 1915;
thus providing an additional Income to the Elk Horn Fuel Co.,
from operation of not less than $200,000 per annum from .\pr.
1. 1915. to the maturity of the notes. There will, however, be
considerable income Irom these leases during the year of
1914.

The ConMulldutlnu «'oiil Co.—This company is one of the
largest and most important producers of bituminous coal In
the United .States. It owns and operates approximately 300,-
000 acres of coal lands In M.nyland. Pennsylvania. West Vir-
ginia and Kentucky, and last year produced more than 10.-
000.1100 tons. It Is now producing at the rate of upward of
12.00(1.000 tons per annum, and last year earned over 107„ on
its outstanding $25,000,000 of stock. The company was in-
corporated In 1SC4 and has been paying dividends for 2(1 years,
and at the rate of 6'; slnci> 1905. It has olIi<'es and direct
selling connections In New York. Boston, Portsmouth. Phila-
delphia. Baltimore. Washington. Cincinnati, Louisville. De-
troit. Cleveland. Chicago, London and Genoa, with well estab-
lished connections In Mexico and Canada.

The Consolidation Coal Co. owns a majority of the stock
of Metropolitan Coal Co. of Massachusetts, which sells about
a million tons of coal annuallv In Boston. It also owns a
majority of the stock of the North westein Fuel Co., of Wis-
consin, which company has extensive ilorking and handling
facilities on the Grent Lakes, and dislT iluiles more than three
million tons of coal annually. The (.'oii.solidation company '

operates its own fleet of barges, tugs and steamers on the
Atlantic coast, and successfully exports its coal to Europe,
Africa and South America.

.Mnnneement—The company is managed by men of long
experience in the successful development and operation of
coal properties, and its officers and directors are heavily In-
terested in the property.

COAL SECURlTlEvS

The following table gives the range of various active coal
securities and dividends paid during the week ending July 5:

Week's Range Year's Range
High Low Last High LowStocks

American Coal Produrta. . . ,S7

American Coal Products Prcf HWi
Colorado Fuel & Iron 2s
Colorado Fuel & Iron Prcf
Consolidation Coal of Marvl.iiirl,,.. l(ii;J

Lehigh Valley Coal .Sales 2(10

Island Creek Coal Com... 4X
Island Creek Coal Pref. .

.

.s.1

Pittsburgh Coal 1.5j

Pittsburgh Coal Pref 7(5;

Pond Creek KiJ
Reading 15K|
Reading 1st Prcf
Reading 2nd Prcf SO
Virginia Iron, Coal & Coke 40

1(10}
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Mr. Mine Owner and Mr. Mine Manager.

Do you give your employees all to which they are

justly entitled? By this is not meant the actual

dollars and cents they draw on payday, but do you

give them value received for the rent they pay? Are

their houses shacks built from mill culls, wathout

paint, without a fence, without a garden or yard,

without any sanitation, with a leaky roof and a chim-

nev that will not draw? Or are your houses neat

little cottages, painted, with a fence, a garden, a bath

and water?

Perhaps you say that the average miner will not

appreciate the little cottage, and that the bathtub

would soon become the storage place for all kinds of

rubbish. Perhaps in a way you are right, but if you

can elevate the average miner to the point of ap-

preciating his home, with its pleasant surroundings,

vou will surely find that you have a better employee;

and as you raise the standard of life for one miner, you

have thereby raised the standard of your camp.

Do vou make 50 per cent, profit in the company

store, or are you satisfied with 10? Are you like the

mine manager who remarked—"We will do all right

this year, as we are getting the coal on the railroad

cars for the same money at which it is sold, and we can

declare a good dividend from the profits of the store

and the rents." The houses of this company were

mere shacks, yet they rented for $5 per month per

room; the nearest competitor of the company store

was four miles away over practically impassable wagon

roads.

Do your employees respect you as an individual, or

because you are the boss? Are you and your men

proud of your camp and mine^ Do you put dollars,

or safetv first? .\s the mine owner or manager, you

are a personage in your community and this gives

vou many privileges, as well as many duties. Do you

abuse the privileges? Do you recognize your duties?

Mr. Employee :
—

•

Do you give the company full value for your pay?

Do you aid them to the best of your ability? Do
you obev all rules and regulations that are made for

vour safety? Do you appreciate the trim little

cottage, with its garden and bright surroundings;"

Do you help the company to make the camp and the

mine the best in the field?

Are you loyal to the company ]" Do you protect

its interests? Do you ever try to aid its owners even

though this means a little extra work for you? Or do

you scheme to get a 15-min. delaj- in reaching the

parting with your loads, so you will not have to make

the last trip? Do you kill time when the boss is not

around, or do you work at the same rate as when he

is standing over you?

Do you only look forward to payday, and the sound

of the whistle, or are you proud of your work and

anxious and willing to earn your pay? Do you save

the extra spikes and bolts, or do you throw them away

because there are plenty more in the supply house?

Do you bring out the extra timber, or do you hide

it behind the gob?

Have you always been square in your dealings with

the company? Or, are you like this miner: He had

an entry under contract; it was in low coal and the

rock was paid for at $2 per yd. The bank boss left

his paint at the mouth of the entry and did not put

up any yardage stamp ; the next month the entryman

devoted all his time to pushmg his rooms while he

only drove the entry 8 ft. A new bank boss came on,

and when he measured up the yardage he used the

last stamp of the previous boss and gave the entryman

69 ft. Did the miner correct this mistake? No sir,

he took the $46 with a grin, and as an excuse said

—

"It was the company's fault, and anyway thej' have

beat me out of more than that in the store."

To Both Employer and Employee:—
It is probable that ideal relations between you two

will never be fully realized. However, is it not pos-

sible to better the conditions that now exist? The

company by taking more interest in the individual

will cause him to realize that his effoits are appreciated,

while the employee on his part can be more loyal to

the company, and by carefully obeying its rules can

help preserve the employer's property. Let us revert

to first principles
—"Do unto others as you would be

done by," instead of doing others before they do you.
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Ash- and Coal-Handling Equipments
By IlicMiY .1. Hdsai.l*

SYXOPSIS—Alihough the /nvoied bxickei carrier i.v

higher in Jirat cost, the opcraliiuj and muiulenance

charges are so low that this iftyle of conveyor slioirs the

l;est re.ttiltf! through a long period of service. For stor-

age, a "Dodge" system is best for sized anthrofite. and a

locomotive crane or a traveling-bridf/e traniiray is best

for run-of-nrine bituminous. The second and concludim/

article on the .'s-ubject.

A coal-haudliiig equipment supplied with a pivoteil

bucket carrier system is, of course, (lesi>(iieil only

for a small jilant. As a rule, a first-class pivoted

Inicket carrier for handling iiotli the coal and ashes

is tlie simplest and best arrangement, and works out to

be the cheapest iu the end. While it may be somewhat

more expensive in first cost, the operating and main-

tenance costs are so low and there are so few delays that

run into e.xpense so quickly, that the carrier shows the

best residts when followed through a long period of ser-

vice. There is, however, a great difference in pivoted

bucket carriers, as there is in all machinery, and to get

gooil results, it is neccssarv to select a carrier that is

ing ho]iper underneath so that the coal can lie weighed

before it is delivered to the stokers. Fig. .5 shows an ele-

vated ashes liiii built willi i(iiii icie columns and llooi',

l)rick walls, and corrugatcd-iiiin roof. This makes a

|)ractically ])ermanent construction, whereas a steel bin is

subject to more or less corrosion from the sulphurie arid

formed by the action of the water used in (lueuching

the ashes. This corrosive action is also quite st'rious where

steel is used for the buckets and chain in the carrier.

Malleable iron, however, is much less subject to cor-

rosion and stjinds up remarkably well, and by using case-

hardened steel pins and bushings with large bearing

surfaces at the chain joints and large well oiled roller.s,

a very durable carrier can be obtaincil.

Comparison Birrwiacx Bici/is and Ei.i-.vatok.s

The earlier carriers for handling coal and ashes, like

first designs in most kinds of machinery, were not very

satisfactory because the ashes and acid quench ing-water

cut and corroded them so ra])idly. This has prejudiced

many people against handling coal and ashes in one car-

rier, and as a result, separate systems for each are very

Fig. 1.

side: elevation

Boii.KR Room Eqiippki) with Coxvi;voi; Hanulix(; Coal and Asm

carefully designed and one in which the materials and

construction are of the best.

Figs. 1 and 2 show a lioiler room equipped with me-

chanical stokers and overhead coal and ash bins and

with a pivoted bucket carrier for handling the coal and

ashes. The coal is fed from the track hopper to a crusher

by means of a reciprocating feeder. After passing through

the crusher it goes directly into the carrier buckets which

elevate it and convey it to the bin where a movable dumper

can be set to dump the coal from the buckets at any point.

The coal then feeds by gravity from the bin through the

stoker spouts to the mechanical stokers. The ashes go

into hoppers underneath the furnaces and are then fed

l)v gravity or raked out into the carrier buckets, which

take them up and deliver them to the ashes bin for dis-

charging to railroad cars or carts.

Fig. 7 shows a bin in a boiler room with spouts direct

to stokers, and Fig. -t shows a bin with a traveling weigh-

•Engineer with Link-Belt Co., Philadelphia. Penn.

popular with many engineers. This means two systems to

install, operate and maintain, and the cost for each of

these three items is usually higher than with the best

modern carriers. The coal handling usually consists of a

chain and bucket elevator or inclined flight conveyor or

belt conveyor for elevating the coal, and a flight or belt

conveyor for distributing. For ordinary capacities,

flight conveyors are chea])er to install ami, contrary to the

ideas of many engineers, cheajici- to maintain than belt

conveyors. Distributing with a flight conveyor also re-

quires only simple slide gates, whereas the belt conveyor

requires the more expensive trijiper and a track for it to

run on. For long conveyors or very large capacities, ibe

belts show a considerable saving in power and. on account

of the higher speed, the handling capacity is much higher

for a similar width. For moderate lengths and capacities,

however, the saving iu power is a very small item, and, as

stated before, the flight conveyor is cheaper in first co.st

and cheaper to maintain. There is also some danger with

a belt conveyor of having the belt badly torn by a sharp
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liece of steel or other foreign substance in the coal. When L-oustructed, but for large capacities or greater lifts, Llio

his happens, it is expensive, as the belt itself forms the skip hoist shows a lower maiiiteuance cost. A pivoted

irincipal item of cost in a belt conveyor. bucket carriiT will, of euurse, do liie horizontal convey-

For handling ashes in a small plant, the usual c<|uip- ing iiiid, also ihc rlc\aliii.i;- with oiie niachine, and will do

iient is a wheelliarrow or industrial vav \'i<\- moxiiig them tbis w ith a iiiinnniiiii amount of fopairs. bnt the first cost

Via. '<. A LviMii; S'roiiAGt; Plant I'si.xd liu: 1) ;i; ^^^"^^l:Al

TijAVKLixc; Weighing Hoppek DHLivEiax

Coal to Stokeus

P>i;i( K A.sH Bin Bi'II.t OuTsini-:

I- ilAiN Plant

lovizontally, and a eliain aiul bucket elevator or skip and
?al>le hoist for elevating them. They can be either de-

ivered to an overhead bin for gravity loading to wagons
)r cars, or delivered direct to the wajions or cars, or to a

jround storage pile. The vertical chain and bucket ele-

vator is a satisfactory type of machine for moderate ca-

pacities and moderate heights, if properly designed and

is too great for small plants. Another type of conveyor

that has proved economical for conveying ashes hori/contal-

ly, or at an incline, is a block chain conveyor. This type

of machine consists of a lilock chain. S or T2 in. wide, that

slides along and pushes the ashes forward in a cast-iron

trough. The only wearing parts are the chain, wheels,

trough and return guides. The trough and I'clnrn auides
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tail bo made quite thick so that they will wear for a

long time, ami the iliaiii ami wheels can he renewed

without great expense even if they do not last for such

a great length of time.

PXKVMATIC SYSTKM FOIi H.VXDLIKO AsilKS

Keeently, pneumatie systems have been developed for

liandling ashes and have even been used for liandling

both eoal and ashes. One of tin heaviest items of ex-

pense with such a system is the power cost, for a great

deal of power is required in any blowing system. In hand-

ling a small amount of ashes per day, this is not a seri-

ous matter, but where a large amount of coal and con-

siderable ashes also are to be handled, it becomes quite

an important factor. It is also necessary to feed them

slowly and regularly, and the coal or aslies must be quite

dry or they will stick in the pipes. In feeding ashes

they are usually raked out to openings in the floor, or fed

from hoppers underneath the boilers, and the operation

is much slower than with a i)ivoted bucket carrier thai

ordinarily handles 40 or 50 tons per hour or more. Tlu

pneumatic system therefore requires not only a larger

motor, but a longer period of operation to handle the

same amount of material. Where a pivoted bucket car-

rier would require a ?i/2-liP- motor for operation, a pneu-

matic .system would require abont a 40- or 50-hp. motor.

This means much higher cost of operation. The princi-

pal claim for pneumatic .^-ystems is low maiuteuauce costs,

but this does not seem to be borne out by actual results.

Certain parts wear out quite rapidly, especially the pipe

elbows at bends, even though special steel wearing faces

are provided. In handling coal there is also trouble caused

by its being pulverized by striking the bends at high veloc-

ity, and this causes it to fall through the grates and work

badly in the furnaces, thereby reducing the efficiency.

veyor, or elevator and conveyor for unloading llie i-ars.

and piling on the ground and also to the use of the tub

hoist or clamshell-liucket hoist for unloading boats, and

the autonnitic or calile railway for distributing in :i

ground storage pile. .V more tU'xible arrangement is ;i

lociiinotive crane equiijjieil with n ihiiuslicll Imcki'l. Willi

such a machine ojjerating mi ii li'ink on I he wharl', comI

can be taken from the lioat ami pilcil in a long |iilc di-

rectly back of the track, or il ran Im' Uaiidlcd iVoni llic

boat or the storage pile to a car or ears wliirli can lie

jjushed with the crane to the boiler room, and llicn

handled with a cnin-eyoi- ri|iii|iincnt. or in -o ra-r< llic

Fic. 7. OvEi:HE.\n Bix I'oi; Mech.\nical Stokers

Fk;. 6. A Co.\l-Stoi!age Plant U.^^hxg Thiiee Types ok Eqfu'Ment

In very large power houses, electric ash cars are some-

times run in under the ash hoppers below the furnaces

and the ashes delivered to them to be taken out and ele-

vated to an overhead bin or disposed of in some other

manner.

Reskrvk Coal STOitAOE

Reserve storage plants are sometimes placed adjacent

to a boiler room so that the coal can be reclaimed by

mechanical means and delivered to a bin in the boiler

room, or under the boiler-room floor. In other cases the

storage plant is placed at some distance from the boiler

room and the coal tran.-ferred by cars or other means.

Attention has already b(>fn called to the scheme of using

a simple chain and l)uckct elevator, inclined flight con-

coal can be delivered direct to a conveyor system, which

extends down to the wharf. In many cases locomotive

cranes can also be used to advantage for handling ashes

from pits or a pile on the ground to cars or carts. In many
instances locomotive cranes arc used to transfer coal from
Ixiats cither to a storage pile along the wharf, or to a hoji-

per which feeds an inclined flight conveyor extending to

the boiler room. An R-ton car is also used for handling

the coal from the pile to the conveyor when taking it

from .some distance from the conveyor-feeding hopper.

The Dodge Sy.stem oI'^ Storixg Coal

For very large reserve storage plants, the "Dodge"
system is usually by far the best for sized anthracite coal.

and for nin-of-mine soft coal either a locomotive crane
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v.-ith a long liDom or a rotating or traveling bridge tram-

way.

The ''Dodge" system has two inclined trusses attached

together at the peak and having a flight conveyor running

up one of them. The coal is fed from the railr.oad cars

through a track hopper to the inclined conveyor which

piles it on the ground in a conical pile of usually from

30,000 to 60,000 tons. Two of these piles and a reloader

form a unit. The reloader is a flight conveyor which

swings around on circular tracks at the ground level so

as to cover practically all the area of the two conical

coal piles. This reloader is swung against the side of

the pile so that the flights can get hold of the coal and

push it back and iip an incline to the railroad cars. At

the plant shown in Fig. 3, 14,400 tons of coal can be

handled from the cars to the pile, and 10,000 tons back

again from the pile to the cars in 10 hours, at a total cost

of less than three cents per ton.

In storing soft coal it is necessary to spread it out over

a large area and pile it not over 20 or 25 ft. deep on

account of the danger of spontaneous combustion. A
clamshell bucket traveling back and forth on a bridge

tramway will form a pile over the wdiole area covered

by the "bridge, and the bucket can be used for handling

to the pile or taking out of storage. If the bridge re-

volves around a central pivot point, it forms a circular

pile, or rather two semicircular piles, for it is necessary

to leave a cut through the center for the railroad cars to

reach the central unloading pit. If the bridge travels

lengthwise, a rectangular pile is formed. The trolleys

that run back and forth on the bridge and carry the

buckets, are either operated by wire ropes from one end

of the bridge, or else the trolley has its own motor and the

operator rides along with it in a cab. The first arrange-

iiient usually works out best, unless the length of the

bridge is too' gi-eat for satisfactory control and operation.

A large-radius locomotive crane can be used to form

circular piles similar to the revolving bridge tramway,

or it can be used for almost any shape of pile which fits

•ato the conditions. It is the most flexible and cheap-

est machine in first cost, and by extending the tracks for

it to run on, the amount of storage obtainable can be

extended indefinitely. A 100-ft. radius crane with a five-

ton bucket will handle over 200 tons per hour with ease.

Fig. 6 shows a modern reserve storage plant belong-

ing to a large electric company. In this plant the "Dodge"

system for storing anthracite is used and there are also

a locomotive crane and a bridge tramway for loading and

unloading soft coal, three types being shown.

Miner Receives $37,500

What is said to be the largest verdict ever given in a

personal-injury case in the United States Circuit Court

was handed down by Judge Chalfield. in Xew York, re-

cently, when Stanislaw Yensavage. a miner, was awarded

.$3r,.500 for injuries suffered while in the employ of the

Lehigh Coal Co., at Shenandoah, Penn.

On June 10, 1911, Yensavage was working as a helper

in the company's mines. While carrying percussion caps

his oil lamp ignited one of them. An explosion followed,

causing the loss of both eyes, his right arm and all but

the index finger and thumb on his left hand. He was in

the hospital five months. He sued for $50,000. The jury

was out onlv three minutes.

A Universal Blow Torch

A new gasoline blow torch has recently been phiced

on the market by the Westinghouse Electric & Manu-

facturing Co., East Pittsburgh, Penn., which embodies

d number of novel features and improvements. These, it

is claimed, adapt the instrument for all conditions of

service and it is, therefore, called a "Universal" blow

torch.

The Ijuruer is made particularly heavy so that it will

retain its heat aud keep the torch burning in cold or

windy weather. The drip cup is made especially deep

so that it will start operation under bad weather con-

ditions. These features, however, do not detract from

the use of the tool for indoor work.

Another feature of the torch is the self-cleaning burner

valve. The needle at the end of the valve stem cleans

the hole automatically when the handle is turned. The

valve seat need, therefore, never be injured by picking at

the opeumg to clean it. The valve seat, furthermore, is

a separate replaceable plug.

The handle of the valve is of fiber and does not get

hot nor does it need a long valve stem for cooling as

General and Sectional View of Universal Torch

does one made of iron. On the other hand, it will not

crack, loosen aud come off as does a wooden handle nor

does it char or burn.

The tank, it is claimed, is of the heaviest gage brass

ever used for such a purpose and is reinforced with ar.

extra corrugated brass disk covering the entire inner sur-

face of the tank pot. This insures the receptacle keeping

its shape under rough handling.

The pump valve works in a cylindrical guide which

assures perfect seating. It can be taken down and any

part replaced separately.

COMING SOCIETY MEETINGvS

\labama Coal Oiierator.s' Association—This association

will hold its annual meeting- at Pine Tank, on July 26.

Vmerlcan Institute of Mining Engineers—This institute

holds its next annual meeting at Butte. Mont., on Aug. 18 to

21, inclusive. Bradley Stoughton, 29 W. 39th St., New York

City, is secretary.

National Conservation Ej:posltlon—Miners' Field Day. to be

held under the auspices of the Tennessee Mine Foremens As-

sociation with the cooperation of the Bureau of Mines and

the\raerican Red Cross, on Sept. 20, at KnoxviUe, Tenn.
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The History of the Gasoline Mine Motor

\ \'<\ l;. I>. llolUiKS*

SYNOPSIfi—The gasoline miite motor was designed

to fill particular needs of the coal indus-trij. The author

shows what these are ajid gives a description of the

early attempts to produce a locomotive to meet the re-

quirements. An article ne.ii week will answer some uf

the objections hitherto brought agai'ist the gasoline

motor.

There are many places today where the mule still i'ur-

iiishes the most economical form of haulage. The

original investment is not large; the system possesses

great flexibility, and is, perhaps, more widely understood

than anv other. I have often been astonished at the

ability shown by the mine mule to haul, for short dis-

tances, enormous loads, over any kind of track, despite

improper treatment. But the mine mule's average pace

is not greatly in excess of three miles per hour, and the

mileage which he can cover in the course of a day is

believe it will never be displaced. In deep and gassy

njines, comi)res.sed-air must of necessity always be the

preferred haulage. It operates entirely without sparks or

flame of any kind aiul instead of detracting frimi the

ventilation, it adds to the air-current a perceptible (juota

of clean and cool air. On the other hand, compressed-air

motors are exceeilingly bulky and require wide and high

entries in which to operate. Their flexibility is strictly

limited by the fact that they can, comparatively speak-

ing, proceed but a short distance away fron\ the charg-

ing station. The first cost of the comi)ressed-air haulage

plant is equal to, or probably in excess of the first cost

of an electric installation.

While it is perfectly true that the efficiency of a com-

pressed-air plant can be made nearly, if not ijuitc,

equal to the efficiency of the electric plant, mining con-

ditions are such that this efficiency is rarely, if ever,

realized, and as at present installed, it is probably the

Fi;oxT AND Rear Views of Whitcomb Gasoline Locomotive

decidedly limited. The mule is also constantly liable to

injury and is a menace to everyone in the mine.

Steam Locomotives

L'nderground steam locomotives were much in vogue

at one time in the anthracite region, and also to some

extent in Virginia and West Virginia. They were also

used to some extent in Europe. They could not be used

without a tremendous amount of ventilation in the entry

through which they worked, both on account of the steam

which made the heading hot and the lights obscure and

because, of the immense volume of smoke and the in-

completeness of the combustion. The large quantity of

carbon monoxide and carbon dioxide given off by the

combustion of a ton of coal, readily explains why the

mining departments in most of the states have strenu-

ously objected to steam locomotives being introduced

into mines, although for cheapness of running and flex-

ibility they leave nothing to be desired.

COMPRESSED-AiR HaULAGE

Compressed air holds a field today, from which I

•Mechanical engineer. Geo. D. Wliitcomb Co.. Rochelle, 111.

Note—Article read before West Virginia Coal Mining In-
stitute, June 24, 1913, at Morgantown. W. Va.

most expensive in fuel of any system of mechanical

haulage. The difficulties in keeping pipe lines absolutely

tight when the air pressure is 1000 lb. are very great.

Unless pipe lines, the piston rings in comjjressors. and

pistons in the air motors are kept in excellent condition,

the air which has cost so much coal to compress will

escape in abnormal quantities.

The Electric Motor

I once saw a statement, made by Mr. Edison, I think,

in regard to electricity, which I believe largely accounts

for its popularity in many lines. He stated that to

produce mechanical power with an electrical current only

one single, simple, rotating member was necessary. This

is strictly true, and mechanically considered the elec-

tric motor is the simplest machine of which we know.

There is nothing needed except one drum with its wind-

ings rotating at a greater or less speed between the poles

of two or more magnets, and we only have to introduce

some gearing of the simplest possible form between this

rotating drum and the wheels of a mine motor to obtain

the power necessary to pull the mine cars. Mechanically

there is nothing to get out of order, and as long as we

can keep electricity passing and nothing burns out, the

motor is bound to keep on pulling coal.
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It is a little hard to criticize a system of haulage which

lias proved, by long experience, to be such a monumental

success, but it is not without its disadvantages. Methane

is lighter than air, and a trolley wheel moving along a

conductor is about the most perfect means for the ig-

nition of gas. If we could get one-half as good a spark

or flame in the cylinders of our motors as is obtained

from the ordinary mine trolley, what few ignition

troubles we have would entirely cease. These sparks from

the trolley wire seem to me to exclude the electric motor

from any place in which there is the least danger of gas

being present in explosive quantities.

Excessive Starting Tokque

Some vears ago I was frequently in the granite quarries

of Xew England and I noted numerous attempts made

to install electricity as a hoisting power on the large der-

ricks by which the stones were lifted. The system never

was a success for this one reason: In starting the big

blocks of stone out of theii beds it was necessary to put a

strain on the rope and than loosen the rock with wedges

and crowbars until finally it would break away and s\\'ing

out. The electric motor, if it cannot move, must either

blow a fuse or else burn up. Much the same difficulty

is found in its application to mining conditions. If it

is over-loaded, it gets very hot and either blows a fuse or

Side View with Dooes Kemoved foe Inspection of

Engine and Refilling of Gasoline Tank

burns out ; and as you all doubtless know, when the elec-

tric motor is finally burned out, it is an expensive job

to put it in condition for further .service.

Large Fir.st Cost of Electric Haulage

The initial investment for a properly installed elec-

tric plant is heavy. Not only the electric motor, but trolley

and feeder wires have to be furnished and erected at no

small cost. Moreover the rails have to be bonded to carry

the return current. All these items are by no means to be

despised. The cost of preparing track for electric use is

generally more than for any other systems, as in addition

to trolley wire, rail bonding, etc., the track itself has to

be carefully lined up with the conductor if the trolley

is to be kept on the wire. Also in mines with a bad roof

the cost of erecting and maintaining trolley hangers is

considerable. I have not spoken of the initial expense

of installing an electric plant, of the necessity for dyna-

mos, engines and boilers but these are a very real part of

the expense of an electric installation and even if the

electricity is used for cutting coal we mu-st not forget that

a certain proportionate part of the expense of the power

plant must be borne by the electric motors which are

drawing their current from it.

Besides the danger of explosion from the ignition of

combustible gas there is the danger of electric shock.

We can reduce the voltage to a point whore shocks while

disagreeable are not dangerous or we can so protect the

bare wires that there is little possibility that men passing

to and fro underneath them will be shocked. Either

means adds enormously to the original cost of instal-

lation.

The same objection applies to both electricity and com-

pressed air, that the theoretical etficieney of the system

is high but electricity is even more apt to leak than air.

Mining conditions make an absolute prevention of these

leakages almost prohibitive in expense. The ordinary

mine operator therefore satisfies himself that the leak-

ages cannot be avoided and gets an efficiency which is

far below that theoretically obtained.

Early Histoey of Gasoline Mine Motobs

So far as I have been able to discover, the gasoline

mine motor was in general use in Europe before it was

even considered in this country, its development on that

continent being nearly coincident with the evolution of

the automobile. The motors had single or twin cylin-

ders of low power and speed. They were not to be com-

pared for a moment with the motors which have been

developed on this side of the water. Yet, even under

these conditions, they furnished what was considered

the most economical means of haulage.

In this country some motors were built in Chicago

and probably in St. Louis also, .some seven or eight years

ago; and I have heard a rumor that motors were built

in Pennsylvania about the same time. The Geo. D.

Whitcomb Co. also built a motor about the year 1900,

which a year ago was still running. Besides these, I be-

lieve one or two other companies built motors for use

in mines at quite an early date. The St. Louis motors

were built by a concern which was unfamiliar with min-

ing conditions. They consisted essen+ially of a slow-

speed, single-cylinder, stationary type of engine, mounted

on a mine ear. The firm built about a dozen of them,

shipped them out to the mines in the adjacent territory

and theA- were all promptly returned, as they cost more

money in repairs than the value of the coal they hauled.

The Mascoutah Expeeiment

We built one motor for a firm operating in Illinois.

It was placed at first in a mine in which the grades

were so excessive that the motor could not pull itself

over them at all. This motor was slightly changed and

shipped to the Kolb Coal Co., Mascoutah, 111., and so far

as we know is still in running condition and at work.

This coal company now operates four of our motors

of later model. The motor at Mascoutah had extremely

light work to do so it kept on running despite its faults

and we thought we had the whole problem of gasoline-

motor haulage solved then and there. It was not until

we built one or two more motors that we discovered that

the work to which the machine was put had so much to

do with its durability.

The company which I represent was originally formed

to manufacture and sell the Harrison mining machines,

which were the original compressed-air punchers. We
have, therefore, been familiar with mining conditions

for a great many years, and it seemed to us, about eiarht

or ten years ago, that the gasoline mine motor offered
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lis u Hold for iiuTeasint; our business and woulil alsi« inii

a clic'ik on the iiuroasiiig use of elettrit' iniuinf; ma-

chiues. Many companies were installing electricity for

c-oal cutting at that time simply because of the con-

venience which it offered as a means of haulage. There-

fore, we started to build gasoline mine motors so as to

give those who wished to use compressed-air imnchers a

suitable metiiod of haulage.

Xkkd (II' (JitiCAT Sri!i:NMn

As 1 have said, the first motor wiiiili wr liuill and scur

to Illinois was put on such light work that we heard

nothing from it. The second motor was sent down inlo

Kentucky, I believe, and was an eight-ton machine. It

was e.\])ected to haul about 800 tons of coal over a rolling

grade some -^500 to oOOO ft. long; and except for the

increase in size, we built this motor very much as we liad

erected the one we placed in Illinois. In other words, we

took an automobile engine, transmission and dutches

and put them on a frame and fully expected that the

combination would haul coal. And it did most success-

fidly, so long as we could make it stay together.

I have no record of the number of times this motor M'as

rebuilt, but I do know that for three or four years abo\il

all I heard from the factory in regard to the gasoline

motor was that it was being rebuilt. The owners

of the mine showed exemplary patience, but at last ever

this was finally exhausted, and our motor was thrown

out. In the meantime, however, we had tried many difFer-

ent engines, from the lightest to the heaviest type, from

the iiuloiuobile motor to thai ii)nsiru<-le(l lor heavy marii'

Work : from the cheaii engines to the nu)sl expensive. \\V

had experimented with many dillercnl lornis of iliili ln's,

and gi-ars made in all shajjcs and of all inatrn;il>, anil

al last we felt sure that we knew in the uiaiii \\\\n\ fea-

tures would wiu'k and eoidd avoid lliose ile\ iees wliieh

were unsuited.

The next motor that we built was sejil down to the

luiane Iron Co. at Rockwood, Tenn. In this niailiiiie we

;ni-orporated an eiioi-nious fiietor of safety, whieli we hail

found necessai'y fi-oni our experience with the Keiiliuky

nuitor. It was on this jiartieular machine that we exolved

the cluteli whiili has since jiroved so successful. \Ve used

an engine of our own design made extremely heavy and

of high-grade material, with the idea that we might pus-j

sibly get an engine that would hold together. Up to this

time we had been driving direct from the transmission to

the front axle with gears and chaining back from the

friuit to the real- axle, and the unequal sliiiiii fi-oni the

gear-drive eaused ns endless trouble tlirougli ln'oken

axles. This niaeliiiie was rebuill and gi\eii the iiioiIitd

transmission and (liain clrivc ami reased to i;i\e any

trouble. The second inaeliine wliiili we sent into lliis

mine had the chain (lri\e. the present form of iluteli. anil

of transmission, and it gave success from the lirst. It

was practically of the same design as we are using today.

We have changed some of the smaller features and have

brought out other sizes of the same motor, hul in the

main, our later motors Inne been like the second loco-

motive installed in the Ifoaiie mines.

Lining the Flush Pipe
.<YyOPSlS—III fiusliiiig (jraiiular material inlu llir

worked-out sections of mines, iiiiproiected pipes soon fail

through the abrasive action of the material handled.

Experiments icith various pipe linings arc here described

and the results given.

There seems to be no question but that flushing, or hy-

draulic stowage, in the worked-out portions of a mine is

the best means of preventing surface subsidence. This

method, however, involves many difficulties and consider-

able expense.

One of the chief sources of annoyance in this operation

is the destructive action of both water and material

handled upon the flush pipes. This, of course, varies with

the nature of the filling, some substances being much

more rapid in their action than others. Any material,

however, that is fit to form an adequate filling will cut

out an iron or steel pipeline in a surprisingly short time.

In order to overcome the corroding and abra.sive action

of the liquid and material handled, various pipe linings

have been tried with more or less success. Wood has

been, and is still used to a considerable extent for this

purpose. This material, however, requires frequent re-

newal, and is, therefore, rather expensive for the service

rendered. One or two installations have been made re-

cently with cement-lined pipe, but these have been in

service for so .«hort a time, that no accurate conclusions

may be drawn.

The Germans have, perhaps, had more experience along

this line than any other people engaged in coal mining.

In the Westphalian district, along the lower waters of the

Hiiiiie, the coal mcasui'es ulileli are eiieountered at a eoii-

siderable depth are covered by strata which are decidedly

soft and yielding. The surface, moi-eo\er. is comparalive-

Iv level and low so that any considerable sulisidenee woulil

render the land subject to inundation.

Extra precautions must, therefore, be observed to pre-

vent, so far as possible, any settlement whatever of the

surface. Careful experiment has shown that where hand

packing is employed in the old workings, a surface sub-

sidence equal to -10 per cent, of the thickness of the seam

may be expected, while with hydraulic stowage the gruuiid

only settles about 10 per cent, of the same thickness.

Due to its geographical location and the severe restric-

tions imposed by the mining authorities, the Gewerkschaft

Deutscher Kai.ser was one of the first German mines to

adopt hydraulic stowage upon a large scale. The stow-

age material used was pulverized slag from the blast fur-

naces of which about 2000 tons was available daily. Ex-

periment showed that wrought-iron or steel pipe .5 mm.

(approximately /„ in.) in thickness wore through after

16,000 tons of this material had Ik'cu passed. Even by

turning the tubes three times, each turn lieing for one-

third of a revolution, only 48,000 tons could be handled

before the failure of the pipe. In some instances, the

tubes failed before the third turning could be accom-

plished, and much iiiterruiJtion of work was thus oc-

casioned.

To overcome this rapid wear and consequent expense,

a series of experiments were undertaken by the mining

engineer, Peter Mommertz. These tests were directed

toward finding a practical lining for the pipes which
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would be more durable thau the ordinary wrought iron.

From these experiments it was ascertained that porcelain,

glass and earthenware were more durable than either

wrought or cast iron or steel. As these were laboratory

experiments only, and might, therefore, prove deceptive,

tests were begua" upon a more comprehensive scale.

A number of pipes were accordingly lined with these

different materials and put to work conveying the pack-

ing material underground. After 47,000 tons of material

had been passed through the pipes, those of unlmed

wrought iron were worn out. Those lined with cast iron

showed an abrasion of approximately 1/2 in.; those Imed

with glass showed a wear equivalent to from iV to slightly

over i/s in., while the porcelain-lined pipes showed no

wear at all, the linings being merely polished at the

joints.

Experiments conducted on wood-lined pipes using nr,

pitch pine and oak, under similar conditions to those

above described, were entirely unsatisfactory. At the

vSectiox of Pipe Showing the Lining ox Straight

Length and a Curve

first inspection of such pipes, the lining was found to

have entirely disappeared. It was believed that a part

of the lining wore through, giving the flowing water a

ihance to loosen up and carry away the remainder.

The iron or steel pipes used in these experiments were

ordinarilv 5 m. (appro.ximately 16 ft.) long. The porce-

lain linings, however, were made up in short lengths,

never exceeding 1 m. These linings were firmly held in

place in the manner shown in the accompanying illustra-

tion. The short lengths of the lining pipes also make

them easy of transportation in the ordinary mine car.

One of the principal diflnculties encountered with the

porcelain linings was the presence of elbows in the pipes.

This may be overcome in one of two ways :
First, making

the bend of Ion? radius, so that the solid material carried

does not come sharplv in contact with the lining. This

also reduces the friction, due to the bend. Second, a

fitting can be made which is similar in principle to the

ordinary dead end T. This contains a pocket which^ fills

up ^vith the material carried and forms as a "Iraffer" for

the sand to impinge upon.

So satisfactory has been the use of these linings, that

they are now employed throughout the entire flushing

system of /his mine and are giving results in everyday

operation which are vastly superior to those afforded by

anything else. They have also been introduced extensive-

ly in Belgium, France and other regions of Germany. It

has been found, furthermore, that on lengths of horizontal

pipe a complete lining is unnecessary, as a half or slightly

less than half lining will answer all purposes.

Although hydraulic stowage and the disposal of mine

refuse is a serious problem at many American collieries,

this particular pipe lining has never been tried. The

American patents are controlled by the Ehineland Ma-

chine Works Co., of 140 West Forty-second St., New

York. This company informs us that one flrm of xAmeri-

can operators has manifested great interest in this in-

vention and contemplates giving it a practical test at no

very remote date. This will be watched with great inter-

est by all American mining men.

Death of Baird Snyder

When an automobile in which they were riding got

beyond the control of the chaufl:'eur and plunged over a

T.5-ft. embankment at Scott's Hill, near Wapwallopeu,

at 4 o'clock, July 8, Baird Snyder, Jr., of Pottsville, and

C. S. Shindle, of Tamaqua, were fatally injured. Mr.

Shindle lived only a few minutes and Mr. Snyder died

nest morning at the Wapwallopen Hotel without regain-

ing consciousness. Mr. Snyder was the president of the

Locust Mountain Coal Co., and former general superin-

tendent of the Lehigh Coal & Navigation Co. He was

also vice-president of the Hirsch Electric Mine Lamp

Co.
.

The men were on their way from Hazletou to Berwick.

Somewhere near Briggsville they got on the wrong road,

reachiiiir Scott's Hill, where the fatal accident occurred.

The chaufl'eur. failing to notice a sharp turn about half

way down the hill, let the car run rapidly. Sighting the

turn when it was too late, he threw on the emergency

brake and reversed his engines. The momentum of the

car resulted in the stripping of the entire rear gearing

and the automobile plunged over the embankment into

the ravine below. Snyder was thrown clear of the car.

He failed to regain consciousness and died next morning.

Shindle was caught beneath the tonneau and was

crushed to death. One of his eyes was torn and every

bone in his body broken. It was necessary to use block

and tackle to free his body from the wreckage. Lyman,

the chauffeur, was found on the mountainside tearing his

hair out by the roots and crying convulsively. He is,

a

voung man about 19 years of age and comes from New*

York r'ity. Two of his fingers were torn ofl'.

International Exposition of Safety

and Sanitation

The First International Exposition of Safety and Sanita-

tion ever held in America will take place in New York City,

Dec. 11-20. 1913. under the auspices of the American Museum

of Safety.
All branches of safety and sanitation work will be repre-

sented Exhibits from foreign countries will by a special act

of Con£?ress be admitted free. Much work of like kind has

been done abroad, and there are 21 museums of safety in

Europe; these will all contribute to the exhibit.
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The Economical Use of Anthracite
^ r>V KiailNAl.l) TltAirscllOLD*

SYNOPSIS—A detailed analysis of the rurious iOf:l.<

of the different grades of anthracite coal. Also a study

uf the economies to be effected by using mixtures of the

different sizes. It Af/.s been found that operalin;/ costs

at large plants c-an be materially reduced by lliis nteans

irithout any appreciable loss in efficiency.

Xecessity for husbiiiidiiig the anthraeite-ooal deposits

of the country lias led to many tests and experiments to

ascertain the economic value of low-grade coals and has

thereby given considerable publicity to the matter of "the

rational use of low-grade fuels." These are steps in the

right direction, but it would seem that a more important

consideration is ''the rational use of lower-grntlc fuels."

This does not mean that the low-grade fuels should not

1)6 utilized as much as possible and that every effort

should not be made to perfect grates upon which to burn

rice, barle.v, culm, etc., economically, nor that progress

in perfecting the gas producer for operation on these com-

jjaratively poor fuels, is not of the utmost importance.

ECON'OMIES EfFECTKD BY MIXTURES

All such eiforts, tending toward the conservation of

our fuel deposits, should be strenuously pushed ; but of

c\cn greater importance (owing to the thousands of

]ii)wcr plants which operate on specific grades of coal and

which will probably continue to be so operated for years),

is the rational use of loicer-grnde fuels. That is, the use

of mixtures of standard sizes rather than confining ordi-

lary consumption to some one specific size. For instance,

a plant designed to operate on pea coal can, nine times

out of ten, burn a mixture of pea and buckwheat as effi-

ciently and with considerable profit to the owner of the

plant. Naturally, what is true of anthracite coal Is

equally true of bituminous coal and other fuels, but the

limited scope of this article necessitates confining the

discussion to the use of anthracite—which coal is also bet-

ter standardized as to sizes and heating values, etc.

Considering anthracite coal and its use only from an

economic standpoint, it is true that coal from various

mines differ in heat-generating value. This has led to the

forming of certain companies that sell coal on a B.t.ii.

liasis, instead of entirely by weight. While all mines

do not produce coal of equal heating value, nevertheless

good anthracite does not vary so much in this respect

as to ])rohibit a fairly accurate average being arrived at

as typical of this kind of fuel.

Furthermore, in the standard preparation of anthracite

for the market, the amount of slate, bone and other for-

eign material that may be contained in any standard

grade of coal is specified and this allowable proportion

of foreign material—reducing the heating value of the

coal—increases as the size of the coal decreases. Anthra-

<ite coal may then be considered in units of heating value

even more logically than by weight. A million B.t.n.

may, therefore, be taken as the unit of measure and the

economic value of the various sizes of coal ba.sed on such

classilii-ation, the weight nl' coal ccuitaining such heating

value ttrowing greater, as the size becc -mailer.

An An.vlysi.s oi' the Cost ov Cn.w.

Three distinct charges can be usually cicdiicd in ilic

cost of coal at the power house, first, the price <ir coal at

the mines, second, the transportation or freight charge,

ami third, a burden consisting of the retail dealers' prolil,

or the cost of transferring the coal from its railroad

or barge terminal to the power house. The present ;i\-

erage price (April, 1!)13) of anthracite coal at the iiiinc<.

at tidewater. New York, and the average priic of I lie

coal delivered at the power house (all expressd in i-cnts

per million B.t.u. heating value of coal), is graphically

depicted in the nccoinpauying chart.

•Consulting and contracting engineer, 22 East 10th St..

V York City.

Chai;t I. Cost Burdens ox Coal at Xew York

The jirice of coal at the mines varies as would be ex-

pected, the prepared sizes, from broken down to joea, in-

creasing as the size of coal decreases, while the price

of the washery sizes, from pea down to culm decreases as

the sizes of the coal becomes less. The freight burden,

on the other hand, is very nearly constant for all sizes of

coal, if heating value is made the basis of consideration,

though decreasing in rate per ton below pea and being

constant (per ton) for the prepared sizes of anthracite.

The burden of delivery or dealers' profit, being based

entirely on weight, increases as the heating value of the

coal decreases; that is, the poorer coal carries a propor-

tionally greater burden.

The conditions governing the economic value of coal

at present prices then varies considerably with the loca-

tion of the power house. At the mines, the most economic

fuel, provided it could be efficiently consumed, is culm,

although its present economic value as a fuel is very little

better than that of buckwheat No. 3. At tidewater. New
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York, or delivered New York, culm (provided a^ain it

could be economically used) would not be as economical

as the much richer "fuel, buckwheat Xo. 1; buckwheat

No. 3 is here the most economic anthracite fuel where it

can be efficiently burned, but when delivery charges, etc.,

are taken into consideration, there is little difference

lietween rice, buckwheat Xo. 2 and barley, buckwheat

Xo. 3.

In fact, changing from the use of the more expensive

coal to barley would probably show very little or no sav-

ing in the cost of fuel at a Xew Y'ork power house, ow-

iuo- to the greater labor charge, expenses for special

they could use. Egg, stove and chestnut are too expen-

.'iive for general use by locomotives, but pea is used with

relative economy. The smaller coals are unsuitable for

locomotive use unless briquetted, but briquettes of low-

grade anthracites, with and without the addition of some

bituminous coal, are being successfully used on many

locomotives. In fact, certain manufacturers of briquette?

turu their entire output over to the railroads.

MixTtTRES Should Be More Genekallt Adopted

The best use of the small sizes of anthracite coal would

then seem to be in the stationary power house. The ad-

yboi—1—1
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of antlirjuite iu the power house, ami to the Ijiiililiiij:

of grates, etc., for the aoeommodation of specific sizes of

coal. The inamifacturers of furnaces having done much
toward increasing the u.se of small standard sizes of an-

thracite, it devolves upon the power-house owner to de-

velop this still further hv the u.^e of /oiccr-grade fuels.

This can be accomplished by using mixtures of standard

sizes of coal and gradually remodeling the plant and

adapting it to use lower and lower grades.

This is realized at many cll^icicntly managed ])laiits, for

the use of mi.vtures of standard sizes of coal is becoming

steadily more general. There are many more plants,

liowever, where the exclusive use of tite particidar sizes

of coal for which their grates were originally b\iilt. still

continues. Every such plant is not only wasteful of one

of the nation's greatest and most valuable mttural re-

sources, but is paying much more than necessary for fuel

—an economic blunder that can ill be affordcil in this

day of keen competition and corresponding necessity of

waste elimination.

A plant operating on pea coal could i)robably be op-

«r»>ed, with no changes, on a certain mixture of pea and
buckwheat Xo. 1, the proportion of the latter being less

than that of the larger coal ; or a ]ilant operating on

Ijuckwheat Xo. 1 could be operated with ]irobably greater

economy and fpiite as conveniently if a certain quantity

of rice or bu<-kwlicat Xo. 2 was mixnl with the regu-

lar fuel.

Furthermore, as the grates in any furnace have to be

renewed from time to time, advantage might be taken of

this fact to substitute a little finer grate with each re-

newal, so that a larger and larger proportion of the finer

coal could be burned efficiently. Each increase in the

proportion of the finer coal contained in the fuel fired

would mean a reduction in the amount of the fuel bills.

A point would undoubtedly be reached in every plant

where increased difficulties of burning the fuel fed to the

grates, the expense of accessories that might lie neces-

sary, etc., would limit the fineness of the coal that could

be efficiently used in that particular plant; but in nearly

every instance this limiting size of coal or mixture of

coals would be less than that used in present practice.

Such gradual alteration in the grade of coal used in any
plant can be accomplished with no immediate expense

ai]d probably with an appreciable gain in economy from
the very start.

Based on the assumption that the various standard sizes

of anthracite coal can be used with equal efficiency, like-

wise mixtures of two sizes of coal. Table I gives the av-

erage price of the various sizes and mixtures at the pres-

ent time (April, 1913,) per million B.t.u. heating value

of coal at the mines, at tidewater, Xew York, and de-

livered Xew York. Chart II graphically illustrates the

relative economic value, as heating mediums, of the vari-

ous coals _and mixtures in percentages of the most eco-

nomic coal at each of the three points.

As an example of the advantage to be obtained by mix-
ing coals of two standard sizes, a plant ordinarily operat-

ing on straight pea coal may be considered. Taking the

cost of fuel per heating value of pea as unity, an addi-

tion of 20 per cent, of buckwheat Xo. 1 to the regular

fuel would mean a reduction in the fuel bill of nearly

51/4 per cent. The quantity of buckwheat Xo. 1 added
nnist. of course, be sufficient to replace the actual beating

Talue of the coal it replaces. A mixture of half pea and

half liuckwhcat Xo. 1— prnimrtions in heating value of

the two coals—woulil show a saving of lu'arly ]:)i.i ])cr

lent., while the substitution of straight buckwheat Xo. 1

for the ]iea wouKl show a rediution of ap])roxiinatcly

'iay., ])er cent, in the cost of fuel necessary for develop-
ing the same ])ower. The.«e changes in fiu'l would have
to be gradual, of course, and it might never be feasible to

substitute straight buckwheat Xo. 1 as the regular fu"l

for the plant : still a considerable saving in the cost o(

fuel could ])robably be arrived at. and the most economic
grade ascertained, by a gradual substitution of a poorer
mixture for the regular pea fuel.

S.wixcs Ei-Ki;rTi:n

Tile above .livings could not actually be fully realized,

it is true, on account of the increases in the amount of

coal that would have to be handled, the a.shes to be dis-

posed of, and perhaps a slight increase in the labor item,

but quite appreciable economies in fuel consumption could
be made ami this item constitutes from 60 to On per

cent, of the total cost of power in a steam plant. .V sav-

ing of but .5 per cent, on GO per cent, of the cost of jiower

would probably mean a net saving of anywhere from $.500

to .$1,300 per year in a .50(i-hp. ])lant.

The development of gas producers has now reached a
point where such generators can be economically and
efficiently operated on the lowest grades of anthracite,

and, unquestionably, the time is not far distant when the

general use of anthracite fuel will be much more rational

and eccnomic than it is today. The broken coal may
still be used, to some extent at least, for locomotive fuel,

but even here the lower grades of anthracite will he used
more extensively—in the form of briquettes.

The prepared sizes of anthracite will then be used al-

most entirely for special purposes; pea for domestic heat-

ing, etc.; the power house will be operated exclusively

on the smaller sizes of anthracite, down to rice or even
down to a mixture of rice and barley; mixtures of barley
and culm and eventually straight culm will be used as

fuel for gas producers, thus realizing the fidl benefit of

"the rational use of the lower grades of fuel," as they re-

fer to anthracite coal.

Conservation of the nation's anthracite coal deposits,

a question that is rapidly becoming of paramount im]ior-

tance, would thus be taken care of by affecting the purses
of the coal-consuming public, the only practical solution

of the anthracite-coal question. And this can be done
vivh profit to all. without reducing the revenues of the
coal carriers—in fact, increasing the volume of trans-

portation—and to a considerable profit to the mine own-
ers by providing a market for much coal that is now
comparatively worthless or of little value.

TABLE I. AVER.\GE PRICE OF ANTHRACITE COALS, PER MILLION
B.T.U.—APRIL, 1913

At Mines At Tidewater, N.Y. Delivered N YCulm Cents Per eent. Cents Per cent. Cents Per cent.
* 2 270 100.00 12.720 l.io.OO 14.100 137 00
4:1 2.278 100.36 11.816 144.20 13.080 14900
3:1 2.280 100.44 11.590 141.20 12.825 14250
2:1 2.283 100.57 11.213 136.80 12 400 13777
1:1 2.290 100.88 10.460 127.50 11 550 l'>8'33
1:2 2.290 101.14 9.706 118.30 10.700 lis'ss
1:3 2 300 101.32 9.330 113.70 10 27.-> lU 7
1:4 2.302 101.41 9.104 111.00 10.020 111.'33

Buckwheat No. 3 or Barley

2 310 101.76 8.200 100.00 9 000 100 0011 2 470 108.81 8.294 101.20 9 070 100 77
3:1. 2.510 110. SO 8.320 101.40 9.090 10100
2:1 2.560 112.65 8.360 102.00 9 120 10133
1:1 2.710 119.30 8.435 102.60 9 180 102 00
1:2 2 840 125.00 8.513 103.65 9.233 102 60
1:3 2.910 128.20 8.5.50 104.20 9.260 10290
1:4 2.950 129.85 8.580 104.35 9 280 10310
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Our British Coal-Mining Letter
t^YA'OPSIS—Ei-periences in the British mercantile

iiiariiie i>how that the iiiining indiusiry of America has

.tared several steps in the direction of economi/ hij not

adopting tripte-expansion {or similar) engines but by ex-

changing noncondensing rcciprocators for steam turbines

with a condensed exhaust. The "coefficient of volumetric

efficiency" in air compression is not really an efficiency

factor. Controllers do not produce undesirable strains

nil hoisting machinery.

At a meeting of the Xortli-East Coast Institution of

Hngineers and Sliipbuilders, at Newcastle, Hng., C. W.
Cairns presented the results of a comparative trial be-

tween a cargo steamer fitted with geared turbines and one

(quipped with triple-expansion engines. The vessels were

almost identical in essential characteristics for the pur-

]iose of the trial. Instructions had been given that the

revolutions of the screw in each case should be as nearly as

l)ossible ii'i to 6.3 per niin. and tiiat the vessels should be

kept within signaling distance of one another. During
the journey, tiie weather freshened, and a strong head

wind and sea were encountered; therefore the revolutions

were allowed to remain at from 60 to 62, the horsepower

under such circumstances when running at 63 r.p.m. be-

ing excessive and abnormal.

The coal used during a continuous run of 36 hr. was

measured. Owing to the heavy sea no extremely favorable

figures were obtained for coal consumption per i.hp. Mr.

Cairns declared that it was not safe to accept claims

sometimes made that triple-expansion machinery could

perform its daily work with from ].2 to 1.5 lb. of coal

per i.hp. The coal used per day by the two ships with

triple-expansion engines was 33.7 tons and by that willi

a geared turbine set 27.8 tons. Thus the turbine showed

an economy of 15 per cent, over the triple-expansion en-

gines. Looking at the result from the opposite point of

view, the triple-expansion engine demands 17.6 per cent,

more fuel than the turbine set.

AlK MkASUREMENT for Co.MP]{E.SSOI!S

During discussion of a paper before the Midland In-

stitute of Mining, Civil and Mechanical Engineers on the

generation and use of compressed air for mining, P. 0.

Davis said that when tests with compressors are pub-

lished the means by which the air is measured .should be

definitely stated. The result obtained is usually termed

a "coefficient of volumetric efficiency." This is a rather

misleading term, becau.se it does not truly represent the

efficiency of the compressor, and may rise to over 100

]jer cent. Perhaps the term "delivery coefficient" would
meet the requirements better. People are apt to take it

for granted that "volumetric efficiency" represents a ratio

of work put in to work taken out, which, of course, is

obviously not what is intended. This delivery coefficient

cannot be accepted as correct unless actual measurements
are made of the air delivered and are compared with

those shown by the indicator diagram. There are several

•ways of measuring the air actually delivered. One is to

pump out all the receivers. Another valuable method
used for turbo-compressors is to force the air through
an orificj. measuring the pressure before and after.

Measuring volumetric efficiency from the indicator dia-

gram does not take inlo consideration the lisi^ in teni|>cra-

ture of the air in passing into the cylinder, which nuiy

be large, although not shown on the diagram. If the air

is warmed up in passing through the inlet jxirts the tem-

perature inside the cylinder is higher than that of the

atmos])liere. This increased Icinperalure increases the

volume of the air received and makes it appear that tliciv

has been a proportionate waste of air. In addition to llir

increase of temperature caused by warming, there is an-

other loss caused by mixing the incoming air with air

that has rei'X])anded from the clearance spaces, and any

additional high-pressure air which may have leaked ])asi

the ])istoii rings or delivery valves.

IToiSTlXCi-ENGIKE COXTROLLERS

The i)apcr by .lames Black (see Coai, Agk, Vol. 111.

page -153) aroused niiu-h interest among Scottish engi-

neers. Even in ca.scs where the hoisting engine is given

full steam to within about four revolutions from the end

of the hoist when raising the normal load, he considers

that coni])lete control is desirable, as the sjjeed which a

cage loaded with men will attain, when it reaches that

point with full steam on the engine, will lie diuigcnius.

The opinion prevails that the greater the engine s|)eed

when the controlling gear comes into operation, the

greater are the stresses set up in the machinery. M r.

Black considers this idea is entirely wrong, and says tlin

rate of retardation varies directly as the acting force

(the force producing retardation), and inversely as the

moving mass, but it is entirely independent of its veloc-

ity. In other words, with a given braking force and a

given cage load the rate oT retardation is a constant,

no matter what the engine s]),ecd may be when the emi-

troliing gear comes into operation.

The kinetic energy posses.sed by the moving mass
varies as the square of the engine speed, and, conse(|uent-

ly, when the controlling gear comes into operation the

distance traveled by tlie cage before coming to rest also

varies as the square of the speed of the engine. From
this Mr. Black considers it is obvious that the stresses

set up in the machinery when the controlling gear comes
into operation are entirely independent of the engine

speed. To show to what extent the Rosehall controller

prevents "underwinding," he stated that three hen's eggs

were placed on the cage in the bottom of a car. Thi>

hoisting engineer was then told to drop the cage in tln'

pit bottom with the greatest speed which the controller

would permit. He failed to break an egg, and could only

slightly crack one and sometimes two of the shells.

Primeval Ero.sio.v of Coal Bkds

Professor Kendall, of the University of Leeds, declares

that "washes" or washouts in the coal measures are fre-

quent in Yorkshire. The relation of "washes" to "faults"
is such that it seems highly probable that either one might
have been the cause of the other, or that both arose from
a common cause. It is evident that faulting was takinsr

place during the whole of the deposition of the coal beds,

as it was indeed during the whole of the carboniferous
era. Change of level has been shown to interfere with
the normal formation of coal, whether the measures were
raised or depressed.
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SNAP SHOTS IN COAL MINING

iiiiii iniiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
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Coal Washki;, 'J'ii'im.i:. Hixs and Ukxekai. Sihface I'lasl, C'oi.uiiai.., I'l i,l ^ inus Cu., Starkville, Colo,

At the Suxxyside Plaxt of Utah Fuel Co.

Shows character of coke produced. A night view at the over

Plaxt of Westeex Fuel Co., Xaxaimo. B. C. Can. Operatiox of the Carbon Fuel Co.. Carbon, W. Va.

Shows headframe, tipple, washery and slacK-coal conveyor. During recent strike trouble, camp was under martial law.
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The Mine Explosion
llY !). C. Thomas

Founded on an incident of Ihe co;i 1 - ni i in: explosii.n ;U llaiina. Wyn.. .1 niio 30. l!Ki3.

Yo lovers of ilu' en nil nnd sky,

The air niul wiirm sunshine;

Give heed wliile 1 rehite a tale

About a deep eoal mine;

HoM- death ujjon a sheet of flame

Rode madl\- through the ])it.

And in his ire lonsunuMl with lire

The men who toilM in ii.

She'd talk in ihcni :ili(iiil llic mine.

About tiu' ilriiilly chiin|i.

That ever w;iils id imirli llii' I1;imu'

On snnic |i(icir rnllici-'s l:ini|i.

Tiirn liuniiiij: iiiailly ru-h iiloiij^

The rhaiiiii'ls iiiiijcrm'dunil.

Until its lireaili iiiid sliil,.,! m licalh

All iivini; smils it rciiiiicl.

'I'wo brothers from a distant land,

Two brothers fond and dear.

Had come from merry England's shores

To live and labor here:

Their wives—^two handsome new made brides-

Came with them o'er the foam

To aid and bless with love's caress

The founding of a home.

And liiJking llius ihe Usirs w.uild flow

Like rain adown each check.

Coiividsivc sobs Would shake ln'i- TraniG

Till >lic cdiild scai-ccly speak.

The nciglili(]|'s nnliiig well lici- grief

Dcclarcil with tearful sigli

ir dentil should n.b bcr liiv ,,r LJob

She. Iiio. wouki snrch die.

They settled in a mountain camp
Where nature long had frowned.

So desolate the hills and i)lains

So barren was the ground

That not a tree uor e'en a flower

Coidd find a place to grow;

For shifting sand rolled o'er the land

Like winter's drifting snow.

But .Toe's wife was a ililfcrent lass,

Light hearted all ilay long:

No sadness seemed to cloud her sky

Xor mar sweet Nellie's song:

She'd laugh at Mary's gloomy moods,

Then say with playful wit

:

''Jl's lime enou.gh to cross llic bridge

When wo have conic to it."

These brothers were inured to work

From childhood in a mine.

Where ever-present dangers lurk

To frustrate man's design :

Where hardship left u])on the brow

Its ugly mark of care.

Where all was blight and gloom and night

To those that labored there.

Love jilays (pieer pranks with women's li(\irts

So masterful bis skill.

That smiles and tears and hopes and fears

He causes at his will :

Poor Mary's tears her love bes|joke.

For Bob they'd evei- flow:

While Nellie's song the whole day long

S|)oke equally for Joe.

Their names—well, never mind their names

We called them Boi) ami .loe:

As such we knew them in *^lic mine.

As such we'll ever know.

When numbers are engulfed in death

By sheets of livid flame,

We note the sum of those o'ercome

And not so much the name.

The men worked on fi'om day lo day

Down ill that dark, deep jiit:

With pick and drill they'd toil until

The hour would come to quit.

Though weary, yet a cheerfulness

Remained to bless their lives

For, would not they in love's sweet way
Be greeted by their wives?

Poor Mary from her childhood hour

Had known the keenest strife,

And happiness had only come
To her as Bob's sweet wife.

When he was close, her dark-brown eyes

Beamed forth her loving pride,

But when away, the neitrhbors say

She feared lest woe lietide.

And would not Mary's eyes be wet.

Her tears of gladness flow.

And would not Nellie's joyful song

(iive happiness to Joe?
A bath, and after that a meal

—

The collier's main repast

—

Would drive awav the cares of day
Like ,baff befcu-e a bl.iM.

1
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One morning in the month of June

The sky was bright and clear.

The whistle sent its dismal soiuid

To workmen far and near;

The miners heeding duty's call

Bade loved ones fond goodbye,

But not a sign came from the mine

To tell them death was nigh.

The gasmen in their morning round

Had been from place to place:

Had marked with chalk the day and date

Upon each working face;

Then out they went to meet the men

Who waited there in line

To hear them say the word, ere they

Went down into the mine.

The colliers one by one approached,

Approached, but dared not pass

The spot where stood tho.se cautious men

Who watched the deadly gas.

And asked : "How is my place today r'

A watchman then replied,

" 'Tis safe and sound, no gas was found,

All, all is safe inside."

And thus assured that all was well,

Thev entered that black hole.

And every man at once began

To blast and load his coal.

The engines groaned and shrieked and hissed.

The trips arose and fell.

The busy hum of rope and drum

Said all was safe and well.

The wives, engaged in wonted tasks,

Pursued them with a will

:

The little children laughed and played

Most happily, until

—

A shock as of an earthquake came

With fearful, loud portent;

Then from the mine came forth a sign

Which told them what it meant.

A terror such as fear provokes

Held all in its embrace;

A ghastly pallor spread its tinge

On every person's face.

They saw the angry smoke and flame

I-eap upward from the slope.

And in its glare they felt despair

Ensh in and stifle hope.

Oh! God! it is an awful sight:

Grim ruin everywhere

!

Since this much we can plainlv see,

What must it be down there?

What has become of those brave men
At work deep underground.

Who stood in line here at the mine.

When all was safe and sound.

At last the spell iliat held them all

Eelaxed its fearful hold.

The frenzied women madly rushed

To where the flames had rolled,

And peering in that dark abyss

They yet could see a flare.

As though Death sought each open spot

To see if life were there.

In horror and in wild dismay

They gathered round that hole.

Imploring God to spare his rod

And save the collier's soul.

Poor Mary, foremost at the scene

Wept bitterly and long

:

But Xellie's face we could not trace

Anions the widowed throng.

Week after week brave volunteers

Undaunted by dismay,

Toil'd ceaselessly to flnd the men

Who died below that day.

But wreck and ruin filled the mine;

Obstructions high and wide

Like demons lay to bar the way

And keep the dead inside.

While Mary lingered near the mine.

The picture of despair.

Sweet Xellie, broken-hearted, stayed

At home, quite helpless there

;

She knew no face, she heard no voice:

But plaintively and low

She tried to coo a love song to

Bring back her dear, dead Joe.

The evening Bob and Joe were found,

A figure wan and white.

Like lily fair was lying there

Upon her cot that night.

The stars were vying with the moon

In lighting heaven's dome.

When through the door an angel bore

Her gentte spirit home.

The hillside graves have long been filled

Bob sleeps in one alone.

And zephyrs sigh in passing by

With many a plaintive moan;

And Mary wandered far away.

Just where I do not know:

Still neighbors tell how poor, sweet iSTell

Sleeps in the grave with Joe.
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Recent Judicial Decisions Affecting

The Cvoal Trade

Mv A. I.. II. Sti;i:i:t

LiabUilij for Demurrage Cltarges—(.'arload shipnionts

of loal destined to a pier were subject to di'imirraf^e

charges while standing in yards at the place of de»;tina-

tion, though not actually on the pier, awaiting the ii>n-

venience of the consignee or the arrival of the vessel into

which the coal was to be reloaded ; the leaving of the

coal in the yards not having prejudiced the consignee in

any way. (Virginia Sujjreme Court of Appeals, Rank

of Norfolk vs. Norfolk & Western Railway Co., 78 South-

eastern Reporter iidS.)

Salaries of Corporate Officers— .V reelected ollicer of

a corporation is entitled to salary at the rate previously

paid him, if nothing is said about the amount of his

compensjition in reelecting him. (Xew York Supreme

Court, First Appellate Division; Eicks vs. Wittemanii

Company; 142 Xew York Supplement 190.)

Aiiihorilij of Agents—Where a business is Kimlurtcd

by the owner's agent, he has implied power to do what-

ever the natvire and needs of the business require, and

his employer is bound by such acts. The rights of third

])ersons dealing in good faith wilh an agent within the

apparent scope of his authority are unalTectcd by secret

limitations placed on his authority by the employer.

(Alabama Court of Appeals, Wooten vs. Federal Dis-

count Company, 62 Southern Reporter 263.)

:^,i;<^lastic Corrugated Piping

Recently a process of manufacturing corrugated pipe

has been patented, by which either standard, wrought-

iron or steel tubes can be corrugated by the Maciejewski

process, as it is known. According to the rircssurc and

same as in ilic original tube. During tiic process of cor-

rugating any defects in the material at once become ap-

parent. Interesting examples of corrugated tubes and

bends are sliown in Fig. 1. They ciui be made in sizes

from 1% ill. u]) to IS in., including diameters suitaiilr

for use in boilers. Here the average length is abdiit is

ft., althougli any other length can be maiiufaitiiri'd.

In steam-pipe lines, coiitiaition and expansion caused

iiy tiie steam, tlie vibrations frdiii tiie engines, pumiis,

or other units are effectively taken care of by the elastir

property of the tubes. They may be also used in fire-tube

boilers, superheaters and radiators for hot water and

steam heating, to excellent advantage.

Another advantage is where the s])ace for e.\paii>i(iii

and contraction is limited, and large bends can m it lie

used. When steam is turned on or off there is a wide-

variation in the temperature; lu'iice a considri^ililr linear

movement in the line and its liraiii-hcs tn llic \:ii-i(ius

units. This movement is easily taken u|i by a length (jf

iliis corrugated pipe.

In Fig. 2 an ordinary 6-in. pipe is shown, bent in the

slia]>e of a loop, one end being fixed and the other mov-
able. When subjected to a lateral pressure of 1289 lb.,

the axial movement was IIY2 ^^- ^ corniaated pipe of

DiFFEKENCH IX I'li'E Movi:.\n:NT

FlO. 1. EXAJIFLES OF CoiiRUGATED TUBING

size required, small- and medium-sized tubes are made
from ordinary .steel tubing. For large diameters, lap-

welded and re-rolled tubes are used, says Poiver of June

10, 191.3. The corrugations are made by a method of

pre.ssing the material together, a special patented ma-
chine heing employed. The process shortens the tubes

as the corrugations are pressed into them at equal dis-

tances apart, but without decreasing the original inside

diameter and the thickness remains uniform and is the

the same size and thickness was bent and fastened in like

manner, and on applying 330 lb. pressure there was an

axial movement of 391^ in., or over three times that of

the smooth pipe.

The process for making this corrugated pipe is pat-

ented in Europe and in the United States by N. Macie-

jewski. The pipe is being made in Russ'a, Germany,
Belguim and France. The- United States patents are for

sale by Schuchardt & Schiitte, 90 West St., New York.
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EDITORIALS
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The Fireboss and the Union

When a man accept^; a position of trust and control.

he must not submit himself to the dictation of those he

is expected to restrain. It seems so obvious that action

of this kind ought not to be taken that it seems a folly

to make this trite observation. Yet the miners in the

anthracite region are insisting that the flrebosses who are

required to maintain discipline in the mines of that dis-

trict shall join the union and subject themselves to its

rulings.

We do not believe that any of the miners who advocate

so unfair a proposition would want the officials of their

union to join an operators' organization, which would

suspend cr fine them if they did not follow its behests

and the members of which would threaten them with

personal injury if they did not comply with its com-

mands. Such an organization would under the law be

illegal and is almost unthinkable under present-day con-

ditions. Yet the parallel is not imfair.

Much trouble we imagine would develop if a fireboss

who had joined the iinion were to venture to order his pit-

committeeman to make the latter's place safe or to wait

till his room was cleared of firedamp, or to go out and get

his bit made of proper guage. The fireboss has difficul-

ties enough in disciplining the miners under his charge.

It is not right to compel him to be amenable to both mine

owner, union and state. If any change is needed, it is

that he shall be a servant of the Department of Mines

alone, so that he may be entirely free of dictation from

private and commercial interests.

The Workmen's Compensation Act

in Illinois

The State of Illinois has done much pioneer work in

the matter of testing the advisability and efficiency of a

workmen's compensation law. For some time past, the

mine operators and mine workers of Illinois have been

given the opportunity of signifying their choice of

whether they would operate and work under a law pro-

viding a just compensation for time lost on account of

injury to the workman in the performance of his duties

in and about the mine.

In framing the law, every care was taken that its pro-

visions should not be drastic. It was not desired to in-

augurate a paternalism in the system of state govern-

ment that would make the mine operator responsible for

actions of every nature. Xeither was it desired to shift

the responsibility from the mine worker to his employer,

regardless of the questions of carelessness and neglect on

the part of the worker.

Industrial accidents may. in a general way, be classified

under two heads:

First, accidents arising from improper or badly de-

signed machinery and equipment, or improper regulations

relating to the safety of the operative or worker. For

this class of accidents, the employer is or, justly, should

be held responsible.

Second, accidents arising from the neglect or careless-

ness of the workman. It is generally agreed that the

responsibility for this class of accidents rests wholly on

the worker. The neglect of the worker to take proper

precautions for his own safety or to obey the regulations

and instructions of his superintendent or foreman, has

a broad bearing. Such neglect may be intentional on

the part of the worker, due to his own stubbornness; or

it may arise from an absent-mindedness on his part; but,

in either case, the worker is evidently to blame, and

should be held alone responsible for the results of such

neglect. Likewise, carelessness, on the part of the worker,

makes him alone responsible for the injury resulting

therefrom.

There is a class of accidents, however, the responsibility

for which is not so clearly defined and regarding which

there will always be some difference of opinion. This

class embraces those accidents due to the ignorance of

the worker. When an injured workman claims, after

the accident, that he was not aware of the danger to

which he was exposed, the question always arises: Was
this ignorance due, in part, to the failure of the em-

ployer to make the workman understand the danger ; or

was it due wholly to the failure on the part of the work-

man to fully comprehend the importance and meaning

of the instructions given? These are questions that can

only be settled finally by a careful consideration of the

evidence in any case.

In Illinois, the original compensation act has now been

modified in many important respects, and the revised act

took effect July 1. The official copies of the act have

not as yet been issued. By this act, which has been

broadened so as to include employees of the state, county,

city, etc., and to cover industries not included in the

previous act, the various emplo^anents are divided into

two general classes ; namely, "extra-hazardous" and "non-

extra-hazardous." As before, the act is made optional

;

but the employer in an extra-hazardous industry, while

not obliged to give notice in order to operate under the

new act, is compelled to give such notice in case he

desires to reject the provisions of the act. In the case

of nonextra-hazardous employments, notice must he-

Erii'en if the new act is either accepted or rejected.

One of the advantages of the act to the employer

who elects to benefit thereby, is that having given notice

of his willingness to provide and pay compensation for

accidental injuries sustained by any employee, arising

out of and in the course of the emplojTnent, according to

the provisions of the act, is thereby relieved from any

liability for the recovery of damages, except as provided

by the compensation act. The advantage to the employee

is that, in case of injury, not only is prompt and efficient

treatment afforded the injured man, hut he is assured of

an adequate compensation for the time lost owing to

the accident, subject, of course, to the nature of its cause

and the responsibility therefor.
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One of the •rreate.<t atlviiniajres of tlie eompciisiitioii

aet, however, lies in the fail that it "kiioclcs out" hoth

the amhuhiiue-chaser and the pettifogging hiwver, whieli

have long been regariled as well-nigh neecssar.v evils

attending every mine aeeident. The operator is relieved

of the great burden of defending himself against law-

suits as numerous as they are unjust in the majority of

<'«SCS.

One of the i)rominent features of the revised aet is the

provision for the appointment by the governor, of an

Industrial Board, to be composed of one representative

employer, one representative employee, and one reprc-

scniative citizen not identified with either. Under the

jrovisions of the new law, this board takes over the

functions of county courts, in respect to the aiiiwintment

of a third arbitrator and the review of decisions on ap-

peal. Trial by jury is entirely eliminated, and only que;;-

lions of law. or charges of fraud, can be taken to the

Supreme Court.

A Crisis in Connellsville Coke
The Connellsville coke operators and consumers are

•.v.-jirins a contest which promises to settle delinitely who

shall control the coke market iu the future. The direct

point at issue is the price at which furnace coke for

secocd-half delivery shall be sold. The Connellsville coke

trade has been subject to price wars before, but appa-

lently this is the first instance where both sides have

been so united and have shown such determination to

win.

.\s is well known, the price of pig iron has been tlic

])rincipal factor in fixing the price of coke, so that as

a rule the operators have had little to say in the mat-

ter. Theoretically, such a selling basis would seem to

be fair to all concerned, since it is simply a matter of

supply and demand. But practically this has not proved

to be the ease. Thus, the operators have frequently con-

tracted at relatively low prices, corresponding to the rul-

ing quotations for pig iron, but have failed to participate

in a rise in the latter market. Or, again, when they

have succeeded in closing at a high figure, the furnaces

have frequently blown out and failed to take the coke,

since such is not mandatory, coke contracts usually be-

ing made only to comply with the customer's require-

ments.

Coke operators have recently found that the average

selling price at which coke was being marketed has not

yielded them the required margin, in view of the high

land values. Encouraged by their bankers, who are in-

terested in their bonds and securities, they have .stood

out unitedly for a price of $2.50 on second-half furnace

coke. The average price of last year's contracts, and also

a number of those for the current year, was considerably

higher than this, while in December of last year, the

spot price touched $4 and higher. As the market eased

off through the early part of this year, the operators

fixed upon $2.50 as the minimum at which they would

contract.

During this time the pig iron market was .steadily de-

clining, until it touched $15 at ea.stern Pennsylvania fur-

naces and $14 at valley furnaces for foundry pig iron.

It is, of course, triie that such prices do not justify $2.50

for coke, but the operators rightly contend that the fur-

nace men were fullv informed that this would be the

niininumi in the future^ anil, knuwing lliis, ihcy should

not have permitted the iron market to reach sut'h a l<i\v

jioint. Considering that they have delilierately ignored

warnings to this eUVct, it is clear that liic res]i()nsibility

rests entirely with them.

.\s regards the tonnage involved, the o])erators c>ti-

mate that contracts aggregating lT5,0o(i (ons per montli

expired June 30. During the last few days of June a

comjiromi.-ie was elTected, covering about 90,000 tons of

coke for .Inly delivery only, at $2.50; most of these sales

carried a clause guaranteeing the price against decline.

The remaining 85,000 tons arc still ti. be covered Miid

furnace men insist that they will shut dnwn tight r;ii

than pay the price the operators arc ilcnianding; Wr

informed on good authority that I'cuii' oi' i'wv fiiriiih -

actually were blown out early in July. The cdke uiirt.i

tors are equjdly determined in their jKisition in the ni.u-

tcr. and are likewise shutting down ovens, keeping oidy

a sutficient number burning to meet I'ontracts alrcailv

mailc.

One of the cliiel' dillicultics m the situation is I lie

unbalanced financial condition of the dilTerent operatu-.

Many of the older companies .secured their land at I'lu

prices and have practically wiped this cost off the bo(ik>

On the other hand, the newer ones bought in at relati\(ly

high figures, sometimes as high as $1500 per acre, and

we believe even up to $2000. These latter have in most

cases been bonded at approximately the cost of the land,

in order to obtain the money required for development.

The buyers at these high prices justify their investment

oil the grounds that the life of the Connellsville region is

now limited to between 20 and 25 years, and there are

no other known coals making such a perfect coke. Close

observers, however, have noticed that the increased de-

mand for coke in recent years is being covered with

l)y])roduct ovens, using but a small amount of Connells-

ville coal. Thus the market has not shown a disposition

to yield to the high margin of profit which is now eco-

nomically essential to most of the operators in the Con-

nellsville region.

This is clearly shown in the following example, the

assumed figures for which are exaggerated: An operalinn

has two acres of coal per oven, and each oven has a

maximum capacity of 700 tons per annum, the life of the

plant thus being 20 years, on the basis of a recovery of

7000 tons of coke per acre. If the laud were acquired

at $1500 per acre, and the operation bonded for an equal

amount, the total investment would be $4000 for each

two acres with one oven. AVith interest at 5 yier cent.,

amounting to $150 per anmini. and $200 a year to be

charged off for exhaustion and anmrtization, this makes

a total of $.350 to be carried by 700 tons, or 50c. per

ton.

Possibly in some of the best years in the Connellsville

coke market, such returns have been effected, but cer-

tainly not over an average of a number of years. As a

matter of fact, prices have more frequently ranged

around a level that would give a profit to only such

operations which have neither bonds, interest, or exhaus-

tion charges. Hence we see the reason for the deter-

mined stand of the operators in the matter of $2.50-coke.

It may be rightly said that the Connellsville acreage

should never have been priced so high. Obviou.sly, this

appears only too true, but we are now confronted with a

condition and not a theory.
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The Fourth of July at Gary, W. Va.

By Ax Eye-Witxkss

SYNOPSIS—The Vniicd Siates Coal tt- Coke Co. used

the occasion as has been customary with them to advance

the interests of safety, to promote patriotism, to develop

a cordial feeling hetween themselves and tlirir iitcii. lo

l-nit the community in a bond of felloicship. to encourage

the local fire-fighting forces, to promote a kindly interest

of drivers for their mules and to enliven the dull routine

of a line of mining camps which are shut in closely in

uarrciir valleys bet ireen forbidding hills.

The riiited States Coal & Coke Co. made the Fourth

of July Celebration at Gary, ^V. Va., an opportunity for

laying stress on "safety first." If this practice became

common perhaps the Fourth of July might place against

its terrible reputation for the destruction of life an honor-

able record as a promoter of safety and human welfare.

The celebration was ably managed by Col. E. O'Toole,

general superintendent of the United States Coal & Coke

Co. All civic societies were invited and the parade was

as follows

:

1. Verhovay Sick Benefit and Burial Association, Gary.

W. Va.
2. Verhovay Sick Benefit and Burial Association. Filliert.

VV. Va.
3. First Tuf; River Sick Benefit and Burial Association.

No. 1. Filljert, W. Va.
4. First Tug River Sick Benefit and Burial .Association,

No. 2. Thorpe. V\'. Va.
5. Count Bathtyani Sick Benefit Association, Gary, W. Va.

6. Count Bathtyani Sick Benefit Association. Filbert,

VV. Va.
7. Gary I^odge of Odd Fellows with band of 14 pieces and

4S memljers :n line,

8. Tug River lodge of Odd Fellows with band of seven

pieces and 30 colored members in line.

9. United Supply Co.'s decorated float with Sunday-school

children.

10. Contestants in ball game between Gary and Hunt-
ington. W. Va.

11. United States Coal & Coke Co.'s Mine No. 2. near

Kennon. marshalled by Superintendent J. M. Tulley, a float

representing a mine drift, followed by the first-aid corps,

and 28 mules ridden by their drivers dressed in comic cos-

tumes representing the nationality of each, the marshal of

the cavalade being the stable boss. The mules were capari-

soned in muslin with "First aid" in gold letters.

12. Sawmill department with large log float 12 ft, long,

4 ft. thick, drawn by eight large mules, decorated with bunt-

ing, V\'oodsmen in the rear.

13. No. 3 plant marshalled by C. G. Seaton, the superin-

tendent, was led by a horseless carriage pushed by a mule
draped in all the colors of the rainbow and marked as gen-

erating 100,000 mule power. This took first prize. All the

drays at No. 3 followed carrying the sanitation, machine and
carpenter's shop employees, and behind these a float of a

model miner's house with J, D. Jennings, master mechanic in

charge. Then followed a float with the Sunday-school chil-

dren and 12 mules in working harness followed by No. 3 coke

workers.
14. Plants Nos. 4 and 5 marshaled by A. N. Harris, super-

intendent, with United Supply Co.'s float in the lead. All

the workers from these mines, American, white and colored

and foreign, were in line with their wives and 22 mules

gaily draped. A float with Sunday-school children brought

up the rear.

15. Plant No. 6 marshalled by Neil Freil, superintendent.

with a wagon load of school children and their teachi-rs.

Then the flrst-aid corps with a patient in bed swathed in

bandages and 35 decorated mules and their drivers mukin.n :i

striking cavalcade.
IG, Plants Nos, 7 and 8 were officered by F. A. ICearns

superintendent, with merrymakers marching to the tune of

"Dixie." The children of No. S carried a banner inscribed,

"$35S.780 paid in pensions last year—Safety first." A float

of school children and a United Supply Co. float proclaiming

pure food then followed. A banner brought up the rear in-

scribed, "$750,000 paid out last year for Safety first."

17. W, W. Harding, of No. 9 mine, expected to carry away
the prize as always before. He had 30 lively mules tricked

up in bunting and mounted by as many drivers. Then fol-

lowed a float of well-dressed Sunday-school children, and
another worthy of special mention showing a mine-room face

with coal shot down and a man loading a car. The Supply

companj' also furnished a notable float,

18. Plant No. 10 was marshalled by Superintendent Booth,

with a Hungarian band of 16 pieces, a float of Sunday-
school children and' another with 25 flne mine mules without

a scratch on any of them, and all dressed in comic costumes.

19. Plant No. 11 was marshalled by I. H. Dunn, the super-

intendent, and was represented by a float filled with school

children followed by miners carrying flags. 39 fine mine mules,

a float of the United Supply Co,, filled with clerl-cs and drawn
by four large mules decorated in five colors, a farm wagon
filled with "country people," and an inscribed banner.

20. H. T. Graham, the superintendent of mine No. 12.

and his corps of officials tried to carry off the honors with

200 native, foreign and colored miners with 75 school children,

all carrying lettered cards spelling repeatedly "Safety first."

A band brought up the rear. This exhibit of mine No. 12 was
especially noteworth\'.

21. In the rear of the procession was an assemblage of

all nations, the participants being those who had not been

placed in other parts of the parade owing to their late

arrival.

The [irogram for the day was as follows:

1. Empire Theater—Jloving pictures and vaudeville.

10 a.m. Ball game, Gary 5US Huntingdon, foi- a prize

3. 11:30 a.m. First-aid contest. All teams invited.

4. 1 p.m. 100-yd. dash. Prize $5; 50-yd, dash, open to

boys under 16 years of age, prize $2,50.; 25-yd. dash, open to

girls, prize $2.50; potato race, open to all, prize $2.50; sack

race, open to all, .$2.50; wheelbarrow race, open to all, $2,50;

greased-pig contest, prize the pig; greased-pole contest, prize

$5; society with most men in parade, $25; society with second

largest number of men In line, prize $15; best double-mine

team, prize $10; second best double-mine time, prize $5; third

best double-mine team, prize $3; each driver must have

driven his team at least a month: best fioat prize, $15; second

best float, prize $10; third best float, $5; most comic "get up"

not in the nature of a float, $5; tug of war, Sandy Lick versus

Tug River (6 men on each side), prize $12; contests between

fire departments, prize $10,

5. 2:30 p,m. Ball game. No. 6 Gary versus Tazewell,

colored; prize $15.

6. 4:30 p.m. Herbert bicycle act, free.

7. 9 p.m. Fireworks at Gary.

The parade assembled at S a.m. and marched for inspection

at 10 p.m., and took an hour to pass the stand. The judges

were J. C. Herndon. J. Home, E. G. Callahan, of Uniqntown,

Penn,, and L. Blenkinsopp The first-aid contest was in

charge of Vitus Klier, chemist; S. J. Price, foreman of U. S.

Rescue Car No. 7; J. C. Herndon, J. Home, E. G. Callahan

and L. Blenkinsopp, mine inspector 11th district. J. R.

Fleming and C. H. Brown, of the Bureau of Mines, took mov-
ing pictures of the parades. They are preparing pictures of

the working conditions in the mines of the United States

Coal & Coke Co. to serve as illustrations of necessary safety

precautions in mining work.
It is estimated that there were 5000 people on the field.

With all the excitement no one was injured, A dash of rain

did make matters unpleasant for a while, but otherwise noth-

ing occurred to mar the pleasure of the day.
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Powder Retjulation in the State of

Washington

Hv Kai.ih W. Maykk*

A ilisast rolls explosion, caiisi'il In- a tliilil sticking a

rcil-liot poker into a ke<r of powder, wreeked a dwelling

housi'. killed the inmates and caused the Washington

legislature to ])ass a law prohibiting tlie storage of kegs

of powder in homes. This caused the coal-mining com-

panies to i)uild small powder houses from which daily

supplies could be issued to the mines.

The Northwestern Improvement Co., of Koslyu, sells

powder checks at the store. Each check is good for a

quarter of a keg of powder. A man starting work buys

two powder cans at a merely nominal price, each holding

a quarter of a keg or si.x and a quarter pounds of powder,

lie jirescnts his empty powder can and one powder chock

iit the powder house and in return gets a full powder can.

The miner has two cans and every time he takes a full

can out of the powder house he returns an empty, which

is filled during the day so that it will be ready for the

next shift.

If any of the cans become damaged by rock falls or in

any way except by gross carelessness, the company gives

the miner a new can free of charge. Clerks from the

stores are stationed at each of the powder houses for one

hour before each shift goes to work. They simply ex-

change the full canisters for the empty ones and take

I lie powder checks in payment for the powder.

The Cans Are Xot Filled by Clerks

Thev do not handle the loose powder or fill the cans.

During the day a man chosen for his carefulness and

steady habits rides from one powder house to another

and fills the empty cans which the miners have returned.

He uses an automatic filling machine which is part of

the equipment of each house. The powder is emptied

from the kegs into a large wooden hopper, which dis-

(harges through a stationary funnel. The powder can is

lilaced under this funnel and a lever pulled which releases

just enough powder to fill the can. As this machine

measures the powder out by bulk and not by weight, the

can is placed on a small scale placed near the machine

and any small inaccuracy corrected, although corrections

are seldom necessary.

The powder cans are stored on wooden shelves around

the sides of the building. Only enough powder for one

day's supply is kept at these powder-distributing houses.

Every evening the man who fills the cans turns in an

order for the next day's supply for each powder house.

The main powder magazines, into which the cans are un-

loaded, are large stone buildings situated out of the way

of danger. The distributing powder houses are compara-

tively small brick and concrete buildings, one being built

at each mine. They are kept scrupulously clean, being

swept out every time they are used. They are electrically

heated and lighted, and no open lights are allowed near

them. A pipe with running water passes a few feet from

the door. The powder cans are handed out through a

small opening in the iron door of the building. This trap

in the main door is hinged at the bottom and can only

drop half way down, thus forming a stand or shelf on

•Assistant foreman, Xorthwestern Improvement Co.. Ros-
iyn. Wash.

which the ])owdcr cans can lie placed while being ex-

changed. There are no other openings in the building.

Only the man in charge is allowed iu the magazine.

At present the miners take their enijity powder cans

home. Sometimes they leave much powder in the cans

and this practice is unsafe, h has been suggested that

a small trap door be placed in the wall of the powder

house with a chute leading from it to the floor so that

when the miners come out of the mine they can drop

their cans through it into the ])ow<ler house, thus avoid-

ing the trouble of carrying them home and the danger

of having powder in their dwellings. No account would

be kept of the ]iowder left in the emiify cans as it should

not be there. Two men work in each room in the iiiiiic

and one of them always has a can into which any small

quantity of powder can be emptied and not brought li>

the surface.

If it is considered unsafe to have the opt'iiiiig for llic

empty cans in the powder house a small addition ccmld

be added into which they could be dropped. Every iiiincr

has metal checks for putting on his loaded cars of coal.

By putting one of his coal checks on his empty powder

can and calling for his check number when he wniitcd

a full can, no difficulty would be experienced in tracing

the cans.

Another Fourth of July Celebration
In th.- Fourth of July celebration hold at Ct-ntral City. Ky.,

in the heart of the western Kentucky coal fields, the most
interesting feature was a first-aid contest in which eight

teams participated, including one of boys from the mines of the

W. G. Duncan Coal Co. Other teams came from the mines of

the Central Coal & Iron Co. and from Luzerne, Martwick,

Taylor, Crescent, Graham and Powderly.
The contest for first prize was a tie between Crescent and

Luzerne, each team making an average of 100; and by a vote

of the men the prize was divided between them. The second

prize of $30 went to the corps of Central Coal & Iron Co.,

although this team was considerably handicapped by the

eagerness of the crowd to see it work. A special prize was
made up for the "Graham Junior" team of the W. G. Duncan
Coal Co., as the efforts of the youngsters were thoroughly

worthy of special notice.

The judges were Dr. H. Tuldesley, of Central City; G. T.

Powell, in command of Government Rescue Car No. 3, and

Lieut. Winston Pitcher, U. S. A., retired,' of Nashville, Tenn.

The committee which arranged the contest was composed of

F. P. Wright, Crescent Coal Co.; S. A. Yorks, vice-president.

Central Coal & Iron Co.; W. G. Duncan, Jr., W. G. Duncan
Coal Co., and L. B. Walker, president District 23, U. M. W. of

A. It is planned to hold a much larger meet at Central City

on Labor Day, Sept. 1, as 20 teams have already entered, and

handsome prizes have been offered by the Kentucky Minini.'

Institute.

National Conservation Exposition
A national conservation exposition is to be held at Knox-

ville, Tenn., and the miner's field day is set for Sept.

20. The Bureau of Mines will ship a large steel tube from
Pittsburgh and erect it at Knoxville, so that exhibitions can

be given demonstrating the explosibility of coal dust. Con-

tests will be held between various teams from Tennessei

Kentucky, Virginia, West Virginia and Alabama, and priz. -

will be awarded to the most competent teams by the Ameri

can Red Cross and the Mine Safety Association. The fiehl-

day proceedings will be under the auspices of the Tennessei-

Mine Foremen's Association. At the meeting held at thi-

Imperial Hotel, Knoxville. Tenn., to arrange the meet the

following leaders in safety work were present: H. M. Wilson

and J. W. Paul, of the Bureau of Mines, from Pittsburgh.

Penn.; Major R. W. Patterson, of the American Red Cross

from Washington. D. C; E. F. Buffet, of the Tennessee Mine
Foremen's Association from Oliver Springs; E. C. Mahan.
representing the coal operators; E. B. Sutton, of the Bureau of

Mines, and D. T. Blakely.
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Mixed Lights in Mining

Lclter No. 6—Before forming and expressirg a def-

inite opinion as to tlie advisability of using mixed lights

in a coal mine, it would be well to carefully determine,

as far as possible, the degree of danger attendant there-

on. If the danger is within the limits of control, the

risk assumed in the use of mixed lights is as justifiable

as other risks incident to coal mining and arising from

natural conditions.

The bituminous mining law of Pennsylvania (1911)

permits the use of mixed lights in a mine generating

gas, without specifically stating the conditions iinder

which open lights are permitted, the use of the open

lights under these conditions being left to the judgment

of the mine manager, subject, however, to the approval

of the state mine inspector, who, under the bituminous

law, is armed with discretionary power (Art. 20), which

I personally consider of a negative character.

When any portion of a mine becomes dangerous, owing

to the generation and accumulation of explosive gas, it

becomes the duty of the mine management to provide

for the safe working of such section or sections of the

mine where' gas is being generated in dangerous quantity,

by prohibiting the use of any open lights therein, except

where the gas is generated only at the face Of live en-

tries (Art. 10, Sec. 3; and Art. 28, Sec. 2).

In considering the danger attending the use of mixed

lights in a mine, there are two conditions that may arise

:

First, the open-light section may be adjacent to the

safety-lamp section, on the return side of the latter. In

this case, even assuming that all the legal recjuirements

are strictly enforced and that the sections are completely

isolated from each other as far as ventilation is con-

cerned, it must be admitted that the possibility of dis-

aster still exists. Under these conditions, the greatest

danger lies in assuming that the open-light section will

remain free from explosive gas, which the facts of ex-

perience prove to be a false assumption.

Second, the open-light section may be adjacent to and

on the intake side of the safety-lamp section, both sec-

tions being ventilated by the same air current. In this

case, the danger is as great as that to which we have

just referred, while the conditions that favor the spread

of a possible disaster are materially increased. My per-

sonal experience of the danger attending this second con-

dition enables me to speak with positiveness of its immi-

nence.

I regard the danger incident to the use of mixed lights,

in auy case in coal mining, to be exceedingly great and

beyond the power of control. The practice is based sim-

ply upon a pure assumption, and there is no man liv-

ing, however expert he may be, who is able to make that

assumption a positive assurance. Just as long as we per-

sist in hringing the two factors necessary to an explosion

within the range of possible contact, just so long do we
place the danger of disaster heyond the limits of control

and unjustifiably expose life and property to destruc-

tion. The belief that the strict enforcement of our pres-

ent mining laws will restrict instead of eliminate the

dangers of mining, leads to a false feeling of security.

The best safeguards of life and property are such pre-

cautionary measures as will tend, as far as possible, to

eliminate rather than to restrict these dangers.

The lax methods of mining operations commonly em-

]iloyed in the United States may be, in part, excusable

on the ground that the conditions here are not such as

lo necessitate the enforcement of more sane and scientific

measures. This excuse, however, is rapidly losing favor

as conditions change and it is necessary to go deeper

for the coal. It is now quite generally recognized that

more scientific and practical safeguards and methods are

necessary, 'in order to minimize the dangers that sur-

round the miner.

Another condition that attends the use of mixed lights

in the mine and one that greatly intensifies the danger,

is the false sense of security that pervades the minds of

the workers in an open-light section or mine. Miners

naturally look upon the safety lamp as a necessity, only

where there is the recognized danger of an explosion oc-

curring. As a consequence, every mine worker is prone

to regard a section of the mine where open lights are

used, as entirely free from explosive gas. This belief

leads to a careless disregard of danger arising from the

ignition of gas in this section. ISTeither the miner nor

the mine manager apparently considers seriously the pos-

sibility of a so-called non-gaseous section of the mine be-

coming dangerous at any moment, from the presence of

explosive gas. I am convinced, and believe that most

practical mining men will concur in the opinion, that the

greatest menace to a mine worked by mixed lights, lies

in the open-light section. It is my conviction that the

rise of mixed lights in a mine generating explosive gas

is, at least, impolitic and injudicious.

The safety of mine operations is so closely related

to the economy of working that a high degree of efficiency

in the former instance means a proportionate increase

in the latter. The common belief that the largest profits

from the least expenditure in mining represent the great-

est economy is only theoretically true. In practice, this

principle will only hold true for a limited time and

eventually fail, because it cannot he carried to extremes

without disastrous results.

In reference to safety lamps, it is true that the same

production cannot be effected as in the use of naked

lights ; because the activities of the workmen are cur-

tailed, in a measure, by the dimness of the light. But,
I

on the other hand, the results of working with open

lights, in a gassy mine, may prove so disastrous as to

more than counterbalance the advantage and profits aris-

ing from their use.

In view of the fact that workmen's compensation acts

are now receiving much attention from legislators, it may
prove a matter of economy as well as humanity, on the

part of operators, to safeguard by every practical means
the lives of their employees. It is a pleasure to note that
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a large iiuinber of coal oporaioiis are coniiuf; lo rejianl

the coal miner as something more than a mere phvsieal

maihiiie ilesigned for the iiroihiction <>f coal.

I. (.'. I'Aiii-iir.

.lerome. I'cnn.

The Booster Fan

We have nsed a lioosler Ian to increase the circulation

in a portion of our mine where the air was slack, ily

foreman, G. E. Tvockcfelicr. after some c\iicrinicntinir.

has discovered that ;__

in using a booster

fan. it is much l)et-

ler not to allow ail

the air to pass

through the booster;

i)ut to arrange this

fan behind a brattice,

as shown in the ac-

foin])aiiyiug sketch.

Some" time ago ( L'o.u, Age, Vol. 1, p. 1150) there was

started an interesting discussion on the installation of a

booster fan to assist the general circulation in a section

of the mine where the air was deficient. In that connec-

tion, I thought the information might be of value to

those who are using booster fans for this purpose.

'""/,
V^'

v—

Sfoppiiy '^-SbasVer fan
OOAL AfaE

I'lJOI'DSKl) .VliliANfilCMICNT Ol' A

Boosiin; Fan

lie first biiilt a good stopping in liie enlry, just oulhy

from the crosscut tlirough which the air current entered

the heading. As shown in the figure, he then erected

a brattice extending from a point near this stojiping for-

ward a few yards beyond the crosscut. The booster was

installed at the end of the brattice nearest the slojjiiing.

By this arrangement, the fan was found to do good work.

and the current of air discharged from behind the lii:it-

tice greativ assisted the general cui-renl passing up llic

headiiii:.

.M. ('. l?i Ti,i;i;. Siipl.

{'anl;i\. Wash.

A Humidity C-hart

Uegarding .1. S. \Vat.son's queslion. Com. Afii:. July 1".'.

p. ^Vl, allow me to call attention lo llie 1'. S. l)ei)aii-

ment of Agriculture's publication liy the Weather Bureau,

Bulletin Xo. 23.5, which contains complete psychonu'tric

tables for obtaining the vapor pressure, relative humidity

and temperature of the dew point, from the readings of

the wet- and dry-bulb thermometers. The bulletin can

be obtained from the Weather Bureau, at Washington,

at a c-O'it of 10c. ])er cojiy. and is a fine investment for

any student of atmospheric condilions.

Don ALU M. Linnia.L.

Eli/.abcili. -\. .1.

Study Course in Coal Mining
r.V .1. T, F.KAIil)

The Coal Age Pocket Book

Having found the heat absorbed by the products, the next
step is to find the heat absorbed by the unburned air. Let x =
weight of air required to malie 1 lb. CH, inflammable. Then,
since 1 lb. CH, consmes 4 lb. O ^ 13.39 lb. N = 17.39 lb. air,

the unburned air is x — 17.39 lb. The original temperature
of the air being 60° F., the rise is 1200 — 60 = 1140 deg. and
the heat absorbed is 0.2374 (x — 17.39) 1140 - 270.636 x —
4706.36 B.t.u.. which makes the total heat absorbed

8154.3139 4- 270.6301 — 4706.36 = 270.636x + 3447,9539 B,(,!<.

Since the heat absorbed is assumed equal to the heat gen-
erated.

270.G36I + 3447.9539 = 23,513

23.513 — 3447.9.539
and 74.17K..

270.636

This is the total weight of air required to make 1 lb. of
methane (CH.) inflammable. In other words, the weight
ratio of gas to air. at the lower inflammable limit, is 1 : 74.17;
But since the specific gravity of methane, referred to air as
unitv. is 0.559. the volume ratio of gas to air. at this point, is

1 : 6.559 X 74.17; or 1 : 41. 4>;. That is to say. a mixture of
pure methane and air first becomes inflammable when 1 vol-
ume of this gas is mixed with 41.46 volumes of air.

The percentage of gas in this mixture is

' .„ X 100 = .^,?5- = 2.3 per cml. Cll

,

1 + 41.4b 42.46

l<ower ExploKive Limit—The continued addition of air to
inethane causes the firedamp mixture to become more and
more inflammable till a point is reached when the combustion
of the gas is so rapid that the mixture is explosive. As this
condition is approached, in practice, owing to the mixture of
the gas and air not being uniform, the ignited gas often
snaps and cracks in the combustion chamber of a safety lamp.

In the same manner, an accumulation of firedamp, in the
mine, when ignited, may burn with greater or less energy or
violence and small explosions may occur here and there, fol-
lowed perhaps by the general explosion of the entire body of
the firedamp. The explo.sion depends not alone on the propor-
tion of gas and air in the mixture, although that is important,
but on the intensity and volume of the igniting flame. Thus,
it happens that a firedamp mixture ignited in the narrow
confines of the mine workings may. after burning for a brief
period with more or less energy, suddenly develop a violent
-explosion.

The lower explosive limit of pure methane has been de-
termined, by experiment, to occur when 1 volume of the gas
Is mixed with 13 volumes of air: or the percentage of gas in
the mixture is

, X 100 = 100

This limit
tions that
developed.

The Coal Age Pocket Book
Miiviniiim I'.viiloxlve Point—The maximum explosive force

of a combustible gas is developed when the proportion of gas
to air is Just sufficient for complete combustion. If the gas ni

tiie mixture is in excess of this proportion the full heat en-
ergy is not developed, owing to the incomplete combustion of
the" gas. On the other hand, if the air Is in excess of what
is required for complete combustion, the unburned air ab-
sorbs a portion of the heat generated by the combustion,
which thus becomes latent.

The maximum explosive force of methane is developed
when the proportion of gas to air is 1 ; 9.57. It is calculated
in the following manner: Write, again, the chemical equation
expressing the reaction that takes place when this gas burns
in oxygen, forming carbon dioxide and water: thus,

CH. -1-2 0, = CO, + 2 HjO
Molecular volumes, 12 1 2

It should be observed that when the symbol of each gas
is written as a molecule (oxygen = O;) the prefix or number
written before the symbol, indicating the number of mole-
cules of that gas taken, shows also the relative volume of the
gas concerned in the reaction; because the volume of all

gaseous molecules at the same temperature and pressure is

the same.
The above equation shows that two volumes of oxygen

(20~) are required to completely burn one volume of methane
(CH4); and there are formed one volume of carbon dioxide
(CO.) and two volumes of water (2H~0).

But. oxygen forms 20.9 per cent., by volume, of the at-
mosphere. Therefore, when methane is burned in air. the
volume of air required to completely burn two volumes of the
gas is

2 tolxtmi-i

0.209
= 9.569.

Hence the proportion of gas to air
plosion, the maximum force is 1 :

gas in the mixture, at this point, is

jf

X 100 = 100
9 .46 per cent.

1 + 9.57 ^ '""
10. ,17

Hieher E.vploxlve Umlt—The continued addition of air.

after the maximum explosive point is reached, causes the ex-
plosion of the gas to be less and less violent as the volume
of air is increased, till finally a point is reached where the
gas is so diluted with the air that explosion ceases and the
mixture is simply inflammable. The point at which explosion
ceases is called the "higher explosive limit." For pure
methane, this point is practically reached when the propor-
tion of gas to air is 1 : 5. although the position and char-
acter of the igniting flame may vary this proportion slightly.
The percentage of gas in the firedamp, at this point, is prac-
tically

X 100 = i5? = 16.67 per <
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I
INQUIRIES OF GENERAL INTEREST

Coking and Steaming Coals

What are the qualities or eonstituents of a grade oi'

eoal tluU wouhl he termed a "good coking coal" ;
and

what are the qualities and constituents of a good "steam-

ing coal
?'"'

"what is the lowest percentage of iixed carhon in a

coal that would be considered as a coking coal ; and what

is the highest percentage such a coal may contain?

v. A. Peaksox.

Duluth, Minn.

It is only possil)le, in the most general way, to name

the qualities that are essential to a good coking coal.

Such a coal will generally contain from 15 to 30 per

cent, of volatile matter. An important property of a

coking coal is that on heing heated the coal passes

through a semifused or pasty condition and the hydrocar-

bon gases driven off while the coal is in that condition

render the mass highly porous. When the coal contains

too small a percentage of volatile matter, it will not fuse

readily; while too large a percentage of volatile matter

will develop too great a porosity and the resulting coke

will not have sufficient strength for the purposes for

which it must be used.

It is not possible to state any limiting percentages of

iixed carljoii that would determine the coking qualities

of the coal. While many attempts have been made to

ascertain on what the coking properties of coal depend,

nothing definite has been determined further than that

the relation between the volatile matter and the fixed car-

bon, or, preferably, the relation between the hydrogen of

the coal and the fixed carbon is important. A good cok-

ing coal must also contain a low ]X'r cent, of ash; and,

for many purposes, the sulphur content must be less

than 1 per cent.

The phvsical properties and condition of the coal are

now believed to lie <if more importance than is generally

understood, in order to produce a good merchantable

coke. A coal having a free vertical or jointed structure

will generally produce a better coke than a coal having

a laminated or bedded structure. Crushing the eoal

greatly improves its coking qualities; and some coals

that would not coke otherwise have been made to pro-

duce a fair coke by crushing to a fine uniform gTade,

which permits a more regular and uniform escape of

the gases and assists the formation of the porous structure

that is such an important feature of a good coke. The

percentage of fixed carbon, in some of the best coking

coals, varies from 50 to 75 per cent., while the carbon-

hydrogen ratio has been found to vary from about 30 to

14 or even 12, in some coals that have been coked.

The qualities of a good steaming coal will depend very

largely on the style of boiler used. In many of the long

cylindrical and flue boilers that are still used in a large

number of mining districts, it is necessary to employ a

free-burning, long'-flaming coal to produce the best re-

sults. Many tubular boilers cannot be fired to advantage

with a highly hituniiiious coal, for the reason that the

small tubes of the boiler require too frequent cleaning

to prevent them from being clogged with the soot de-

posited in them. The present practice, however, is to en-

large the size of the tubes of these boilers.

Many power plants are today using hard (anthracite)

I oal to avoid the too frequent cleaning of the boiler tubes

that is necessary when using softer coal. The higher

price of the hard coal, however, makes its use prohibitive

ill most mining plants, except those located in the hard-

coal region. Almost without exception, the smaller sizes

of coal are used for steaming purposes at the present

time, the larger sizes, from chestnut up, being used for

domestic purposes.

An Inclined Plane Difficulty

We are lowering coal over an incline 5000 ft. long and

having a grade varying from 15 to 47 deg. We _use an

S-ft. double drum, having two brakes on each drum; but

the friction is so great as to wear away 2% in. of wood

in 18 days. Can you suggest something of advantage?

M. K. Mablowe.

Block, Tenn.

From the brief description given, we believe that the

weight of the loaded cars is too great and should be

coimterbalanced by a counterweight or balance-truck, run-

ning on a separate track ; or the weight of the empty cars

ascending the plane should be made to counterbalance

the weight of the descending loaded cars. If a balance-

truck is used, the counterbalancing weight should always

be sufficient to draw irp the empties but not so great but

that it can, in turn, be ilrawn up by the loaded cars

-descending the incline. The counterbalancing of the

weight of the loaded cars, in this manner, will relieve

the load on the drum and reduce the wear on the brakes

holding the drum.

A Hoisting Problem
If one rope of a double-compartment mine hoist is

0V2 ill- short and the other rope 3 in. long, how will you

arrange these ropes so that the cages will reach their

respective landings at the same time?

John" Xelsok.

Des Moines, Iowa.

In general mine practice, in a double-compartment

hoisting shaft, the ropes supporting the two cages are

so arranged that one rope will wind on the drum as the

other winds off, a single drum being used. In this way,

one cage is hoisted while the other is being lowered. In

the present case, as we understand the question, one rope

being 5% in. short and the other 3 in. long, there is a

difference of 21/2 in-) which is the actual shortage when

one of the cages is brought flush with the landing. It

is then only necessary to lengthen the rope supporting

the other cage 2I/2 in.
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EXAMINATION QUESTIONS
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Mine Rescue Work
(Answered by request)

Ques.—How wmilil vou reiidiT first niil to ;i person

overioine bv inino gjises!'

Alts.—Place the patient on liis baik with somciliinj,'

under the shoiihlers to rlirow up the chest. Loosen the

clotliing around tlie tliroat and pull out the tongue. Pcr-

lorm artificial respiration In- the Sylvester method as

follows: The operator kneels at the patient's head, grasps

iiis arms just below the elbows and draws thoni gently

Init steadily outward and upward, holding them as far

ai)ove the head as they will go for about two seconds. He
then brings the arms down with the elbows i)ent, until

tlu'y press lightly against the chest, holding them there

for about two seconds. The operation should be rei)eated

about 15 times per niinute. After natural respiration

is begun, apply the pulniotor, if one is to be bad. In a

case of gas poisoning use the pulniotor at the .•^tart. A
pulniotor should form a part of the first-aid equipment

in every mine where gas is generated or where electrical

power is installed.

Qiiex.—How should a ])erson be treated who is suffer-

ing from mine burns':'

Auk.—Send for a doctor. T\aw. blistered surfaces

should be ])rotected from the air. If the clothing sticks,

do not peel it off but cut around it. Tlie adhering cloth

or a dressing of cotton or other soft material applied to

the burned surface, should be saturated with ])icrie acid

(0.5 per cent, solution). If this is not at hand, coat the

spot with a paste of flour and water or a heavy oil, such

as machine oil, vaseline, linseed or olive oil. Cover the

dressin'.t with cotton, gauze, lint, clean waste, a clean

handkerchief or other .soft elotli held lightly in place by

a bandage. The same coverings should be lightly band-

aged over a dry, charred burn, but without wetting the

liurn. ii; this case, or applying oil to it. Do not open

blisters.

Quc.t.—A man is found unconscious with a live wire

lying acro.ss his lower legs Assuming that the current is

to be short-circuited first, should this be done at a

])oint between the victim and the power house, or at a

|>oint on the other side of the victim from the ])ower

bouse? State fully if there is any difference in the two

methods.

Ans.—The effect on the man will be the same whether

the current is short-circuited between the power house

and the victim, or on the other side of the victim from

the power plant. It will always be better, if possible, to

flip the wire off the man's leg with a dry stick or other

nonconducting material, since this will avoid the pos-

sibility of an induced current passing through the man
when the switch, or circuit-breaker, is thrown open at

the power house, owing to the current being short-cir-

cuited. If there is a circuit-breaker on each of the lines

C"double-pole breaker"), this would not occur: liut, with

a "single-pole breaker," there is danger of a possible

Held discharge" from the generiilur further iiiJuriiiL;' the

man. since such a lielil discliin-i;i' wcuild r:\ise '.he \nhagr

throughout all the wires iji the i ii-cuit. im matter wbei-o

ibe short" is placed.

The veason that the curreiil may be >biii-t-eireuiled nii

either side of the man with eipial adNaiitMijc. is that the

drop in potential caused by the "sluirl" will be ])raeticall\

the same on both sides of the \ictim, assuming the di>

tance b'^tween these two ]iiiiiits is small as comjiared with

the length of the circuit and theiclme negligible.

Qiies.—Give in full the metboil of artilicial respiration

to be employed and any niber cnuditions of treatment

necessary in case of electric shock.

Aii.i.—The method of artificial res])iralicin and tical-

ment recommended by the Commission on Resuscitation

from Electrical Shock, as explained in a pamphlet is

sued by the National Light Association. . Xew York, is

briefly as follows

:

Send for the nearest doctor; but, without waiting, as

soon as the victim is clear of the live conductor, quickly

feel with the finger to see that there is no obstruction in

the mouth, removing any tobacco, or false teeth founil

there. Then, without sto])ping to loosen the patient's

clothing, begin artificial res]iii-ation at (incc as exery ino-

nieiit is precious.

Turn the patient on his'stoniaeh, with arms extended

and face turned to one side so that the nose and mouth
are free for breathing; and, if possible, have an assistaji'

draw the tongue forward. Kneeling astraddle the man"
thighs and facing his head, press the loins (muscles on

the small of the back) with the ])alms of the hands, the

thumbs nearly touching each other and the fingers spreail

over the lowest ribs.

Now, holding the arms straight, swing slowly forward

so that the weight of the body is thrown gradually upon
the victim. This operation should take from 2 to 3 sec.

and must not be violent as internal organs may be in-

jured. Then, immediately swing Liackward so as to re-

move the pressure, but leave the hands in place, thus re-

turning to the first position. After 2 sec. again swing

forward, repeating these operations slowly and regularly

at the rate of 12 to 15 times a minute, making the double

movement of compression and release in from 4 to 5 see.

Follow your own deep breathing as a guide, swinging

forward with each deep expiration and backward with

each inspiration.

Continue this operation witliont

natural breathing is restored or nnt

rives. During this time, keep th

proper coverings and by laying hot-water bags or bot-

tles beside his body. Give no liquids whatever, by mouth,
until consciousness is restored.

If there are any burns, they should be attended to

after natural respiration is restored. These should lie

treated the same as other burns, by the application of

flour, oil, or vaseline to exclude the air. An emulsion of

boiled oil and lime water is good.

inlerruptiun until

ii tile physician ar-

patient warm with
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COAL AND COKE NEWS
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Washington, D. C.
An important feature ot the report of the Interstate Com-

merce Commission regarding transportation conditions in

New England in general and on the New Haven road in

particular, issued during the past week relates to special in-

quiries made by it with respect to coal and the conditions

under which that article is transported. On that point the

Commission says:
We find that class rates in central freight association ter-

ritory are distinctly lower than in New England, especially

on classes 5 and 6. These two classes move a very large
amount of carload traffic, being the two classes which apply
very generally to carload business. Class rates from New
York and Boston to New England points are about the same
as those from New York and Pittsburgh into trunk line tern-

Class rates from interior New England points appear to

be rather higher than corresponding rates in both trunk
line and central freight association territories.

AVe have also instituted a comparison between rates from
these same points on three or four of the principal commo-

Co'al is not produced in New England, but Is extensively
consumed. Coal rates from the various seaports of ^ew
England to near-by interior points are uniformly high as
compared with rates for similar distances in the other terri-

tories under consideration. Rates to more distant interior

points are not so extravagant and are often low. The rea-

son for this appears to be that coal reaches the various
ports of New England by water and is from thence dis-

tributed bv rail. This water-and-rail route competes with
the all-rail route, and the purpose of these high rates to

near-by points is to maintain the all-rail rate.

AUon'able Dedaotions

In issuing the final draft of its revision of the income

tax section of the new tariff the senate Finance committee

during the past week made some concessions to mining in-

terests designed to eliminate or break the force of criticisms

that had been passed upon the new act by operators of min-

ing properties. Under the new acts a corporation which

makes income returns is allowed to deduct among other

things:
\11 losses actually sustained within the year in busi-

ness conducted bv it within the United States and not com-
pensated by insurance or otherwise, including a reasonable
allowance for depreciation by use, wear and tear of property,
if anv and in the case of mines a reasonable allowance for

depletion of ores and all other natural deposits not to exceed
5 per centum of the gross value at the mine of the output
fo.- the year for which the computation is made.

KARRISBVRG. PEXX.

From a decision of Judge JIestre:^at of the Pennsylvania

Supreme Court, work of mine foremen is covered by statute

and aside from the duties imposed upon them by law. they

cannot be held liable for an accident when the company is

charged with neglect.

This question was raised when the commission to codify

the mine laws was at work, and it was claimed the statutes

were written in the interests of the operators. It was

pointed out that one sentence in the law would prevent mine

workers from recovering damages inasmuch as it specified

that in those mines where electricity was used, responsibil-

ity for safeguarding the lives of the workers would be

placed upon a certified electrician. This feature was con-

sidered a snake and was bitterly fought.

The decision in part states:

That a mine foreman is responsible only for those duties

covered bv the statutes and where he exercises authority

which i« riot covered bv statute, he is going beyond his juris-

diction and through the neglect of the coal company which
is not providing pi-oper safeguards, the company is responsible

for damages.
The decision is far reaching in the effect it will have on

future damage cases, wherein employees may have been in-

jured or killed. It upsets the custom which has been es-

tablished, making the mine foreman responsible for acci-

dents in mines. According to the opinion, that official must

look after the care of the mines and see that the mine laws

are observed. He cannot become an agent for a coal com-

pany to evade responsibility, where it can be shown that it

has not made its mines reasonably safe from accidents.

Receivers .\ppointed

Judge Orr of the United States Court at Pittsburgh July 9

appointed receivers for the six bituminous coal companies of

Pennsylvania which were subsidiary companies of the Amer-

ican Water Works and Guarantee Co., which passed into the

hands of a receiver on the failure of First-Second National
Bank of Pittsburgh and which was one ot the big "Kuhn
enterprises."

The Court appointed as receivers for the Isabella-Con-
nellsville Coke Co., S. A. Gilmore, J. D. O'Neil and Wm. K.
Johnson for the Naomi Coal Co., Thurston Wright, Samuel A.

Gilmore and Wm. K. Johnston; for the Somerset Smokeless
Coal Co. Robert P. Watt, Samuel A. Gilmore and W'm. K.
Johnson; for the United Coal Co. James D. O'Neil, Thurston
Wright. Wm. K. Johnson and Robert P. Watt; for the Pitts-

burgh and Baltimore Coal Co., James D. O'Neil, Robert P.

Watt and Wm. K. Johnson; for the Merchants Coal Co. of

Pennsylvania, Robert P. AYatt, Thurston Wright and Wm. K.

Johnston. The bond for each of the receiverships was placed

at $15,000.

The defendants all joined in the petition for the re-

ceivership. The bill in each case sets forth that the petition

for the receiverships was filed for the purpose of protecting

the property and assets of the companies on account of

the debts due.

Judge Orr in appointin,g the receivers made an order

which allows them to pay the miners of the United Coal Co.,

Pittsburgh and Baltimore Coal Co. and the Somerset Smoke-
less Coal Co. a total of $100,000 in wages.

J. S. Kuhn and W. S. Kuhn were president and Vice-

President of the United Coal Co. which controlled the other

coal companies.

Extr Session

Governor Tenor is reported as stating on July 8 that he
had not thought of calling an extra session of the legislature,

either this summer or the fall after the election. For some
weeks rumors have been current that it was the intention to

reconvene the general assembly to act on an "Employers'

Liability" and other bills and in the event of the constitutional

amendment permitting the state to issue $50,000,000 of bonds
for consruction of highways, to summon the legislature to

pass enabling acts so that bonds might be issued next year

instead of waiting until the session of 1915. The Governor
said in part.

I know of no contingency demanding the convening of
the general assembly in extraordinary session nor shall I

call an extra session should the constitutional amendment
for the bond issue for road construction be ratified by the
people at the November election.

PEXXSYLV-\M.\
Anthracite

Harrlsburs—The Governor has approved a legislative reso-

lution authorizing the Chief of the Department of Mines to

investigate conditions and operations of quarries, ore and
clay banks, ore and graphite mines, oil and gas wells drilled

through coal measures, and to suggest needed legislation to

the Governor for presentation to the legislature of 1915.

'\^ illies-narre—The Susquehanna Coal Co. has filed app als

from the assessment and valuation of its coal and surface

property as fixed by the Board of County Assessors in New-
port. Nanticoke and Plymouth Townships. This is the first

uf appeals to be taken by a coal company to the new triennial

assessment for the year 1913. as recently completed by the

Board of County Assessors. All the other coal companies are

expected to file appeals soon and the entire assessment will

again be threshed out in the courts.

Scranton—Three men were killed recently by falling

down the shaft at the Brisbin Colliery of the Lackawanna
Coal Co., a depth of about 600 ft. The men were employed at

the head of the shaft, taking care of the cars coming from

th: mine.

Pbiladelpbia—Headquarters have been opened to prepare

plans for the entertainment of the mining men who are ex-

pected to visit Philadelphia as delegates to the sixteenth

annual session of the American Mining Congress which meets

on Oct. 20-24.

Committees from the Chamber of Commerce are daily

holding meetings to arrange for the transportation and care

of the visitors.

Permanent quarters were recently opened in the Land

Title Building by J. F. Callbreath, the secretary of the Min-
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Inij Congrrvss uiid Asalstuiit Si-cretary E. L. Wolcott, both o(

Denver. The Uual llnaiK'' cummlllee of the Chiiniber of

Commerce of rhiladelphlu of which E. T. Conner is ehalrman.
and N. 1!. Kelley. seeretary met yesterday to estimate the

funds which will be needed for the entertainment of those at-

tending- the convention. It is expected that about 1500

mining engineers and experts will attend the convention.

I'ottMvlllc—The Supreme Court of Pennsylvania July 9

handed down an opinion that "robbinK pillars" In the mining
of coal is perfectly legal. The issue was fought out in a

case "Streng vs. Buck Run Coal Co.." of Pottsville, who
had asked for an injunction to restrain the above company
from mining certain pillars on lands leased from the Strengs.

Judge Brumni. of the Schuylkill County Court decided

that all pillars may be robbed "except those necessary for

the present and future working of the mine." He also de-

cided that the panel or "gob" system of mining is superior

to the pillar system, and the Supnme Court has sustained

him in both decisions.

Ililnmhionn

Johnstown—Strike sentiment cropped out suddenly July

11 in the mines of the Altoona Coal and Coke Co. at Cupon,

near Gallitzin. when several hundred mt-n refused to work
longer because the company proposed to change from two to

three shifts in the main heading. This company is turning

out a grade of coke said to be equal to the Connellsville

variety and is pushed with orders. It is thought the trouble

will be settled soon.

A part of the big coal deal of the Manor Real Estate and
Trust Co., of Philadelphia in the Indiana coal field was con-

summated July 10 whin 6S0 acres of bituminous coal in

seven tracts were purchased by that company for $45,000.

The land is situated in Green and Cherryville townships in

Indiana County, and adjoins lands in Cambria County, for

which the same company paid as high as $200 per acre.

Bentleyville—Residents in the northern part of town are

becoming alarmed over the fact that crevices are appearing
in the land in that particular section, due, it is thought, to

the removal of coal. It has been found that wells are hard

to find which will supply water all the year round, and many
have gone dry. It is thought the removal of coal too near

the surface is the cause.

MonoKKahela—Representatives of the Monongahela River

Consolidated Coal & Coke Co., in whose mine 97 men lost their

lives in an explosion on Apr. 25, are settling the death claims

with the legal heirs. The company Is said to be paying the

widows with families $2000. The scale runs from this amount
down to $500.

WEST VIRGIXI.V

Charleston—Miners employed at the mines of the Seng
Creek Coal Co., on Coal River, who went on strike in viola-

tion of orders from the union officials, have decided to return

to work rather than sever their connection with the national

organization. This follows some vigorous action on the part

of the union officials who ordered the miners' local union, at

Coal River Siding, to end their strike or surrender their

charter.
Judge Henry K. Black, of the Kanawha County Intermedi-

ate Court, has issued a call for a special Grand Jury to sit

beginning July IT, for the purpose of investigating conditions

in the Paint and Cabin Creek coal fields. Governor Hatfield's

letter calling upon officers to resign or handle the strike sit-

uation is believed to have resulted in this action. The Senate

Committee investigating conditions in West Virginia coal-

mining regions will probably resume work this week.

Sheriff Bonner Hill recently sent reinforcements to the

Ohlney mining camp a Consolidafed Coal Co. property where
rioting had broken out and nearly 1000 shots had been fired

at the camp from strikers on the hillsides.

Blnefleld—Miners at the Mabscott mine, which was the first

operation in Raleigh County where work was discontinued in

connection with the strike trouble, have returned to work.

and other operations affected in a similar manner have like-

wise resumed active mining.

KKNTICKY
Fleming:—The construction of model roads has become an

important part of the work of the large coal companies
operating in Eastern Kentucky. The Mineral Fuel Co.,

which is busily engaged in building two or three new towns
and opening up a number of new mines, will start work at

once on a number of miles of road in and around its towns
and properties. Three miles of fine road, suitable for auto-

mobile traffic, will be constructed between Fleming, the first

nf the company's towns, and McRoberts, on the property of

the Consolidation Coal Co., the two companies dividing the

expense. The latter company has already built about twclv.
miles of roads in and around McHoberts and Jenkins.

I.ouIhvIIIc— Kentucky mines will be among the llrsl

visilcd by the mine sanitation section of tho U. S. Bureau
of Mines, which has been organized for the purpose of in-

vestigating the conditions of mining in the various states,

and determining the standards of living among the miner.'
as Well. The newly-developed sections of Eastern Kentucky
will be visited, but it is expected that the bureau will find

conditions in and around McRoberts and Jenkins, where thi'

Consolidation Coal Co. has its mines, to be rather above thv
average, as this company is one of the most advanced In

the state in its methods and in the housing and general
treatment of Its employees.

OHIO

I'olnmltnH—The omcial.s of the Lorain Coal and Dock Co.
which operates a large coal tract in Belmont County deny
the statement that the Lorain Coal & Dock Co., the Y. & O.

Coal Co. and the Belmont Coal and Mining Co. will con-
solidate. Edward Johnson, president of the Lorain Coal and
Dock Co. is on a trip to Europe and nothing can be dom-
until his return if any merger Is to be effected. The negotia-
tions for the merger of the first two named concerns, whlth
were discussed some tme ago have been dropped.

I\DI.\.\.V

shrlburn—The Kettle Creek mine, after an idleness of two
months, has resumed operations.

SnIllTan—A new steel tipple mine to emplo.v 200 men will

be sunk on a 700-acre tract near Cass, by Job Freeman,
a coal operator of Terre Haute. The new company will be
known as the Ayrdale Coal Co. The land involved is sur-

rounded by mines in active operation and Is pierced by three
railroads. The mine will be just east of the new steel tipple

of the J. Woolley Coal Co. at Paxton and Is part of the
in the south end of

of a coal mine across
arranging for a dis-
ne ha.s a capacity of

proposed extensive coal development
Sullivan County.

Bvonsville—P. O. McKinney owner
the Ohio River at Lockport. Ky., is

tributing point in this city. His mi
more than 1000 tons daily.

ILLINOIS

Sorento—The charges that the C. & A., C. & T. M., C. M. &
St. P., and the T. St. L. & W. had arbitrarily advanced freight
rates on coal shipments In Illinois, were taken before Chas,
F. Gerry, special e.xaminer of the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission. The complainants are the shipping companies with
mines at Panama, Coffeen and Sorento, who declared that

the new rates mean either the shutting down of their mines
or raising the price on coal that would make its sale pro-

hibitive.

Staunton—The hoisting engineer at mine No. 14 of the
Consolidated Coal Co. lost control of his engine when hoist-

ing a load of lumber, resulting In the death of one laborer
and seriously injuring another. The company explained the

accident by claiming that the difference in weight between
the lumber and a load of coal is so great, that the engineer,

not knowing what the cage was loaded with, proceeded as
he always had In hoisting coal, and the engine got beyond
his control.

Peoria—A new state law provides for the abolition of the
institution known as the county Mine Examiners Boai-d com-
posed of three men in each county, and substitutes therefor a
commission of three men for the state, whose duty it shall

be to examine and license miners. The Governor has not yet
appointed this new board, and under the law every miner now
working without a state license Is subject to a penalty of

from $100 to $500 fine and imprisonment for from 30 days to

six months, for each day of the violation. Fortunately, how-
ever, this law is not being strictly enforced.

MISSOURI

.loplln—Mine No. 19 of the Weir Coal & Mining Co., which
has been shut down since June 12 as a result of an e-xploslon,

resulting in one fatality, has been repaired and operations
resumed,

AL.ISKA

W'afihinisrton, D. C.—A bill authorizing the President to

construct a railroad in Alaska and to mine coal in that terri-

tory was introduced In the Senate. July 10. by Senator Poin-
dexter. of Washington. For these purposes the President
would be authorized to borrow $50,000,000. The bill would
provide that hereafter no coal land shall be disposed of ex-
cept under lease.
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FOREIGN NEWS

Caleary, Alberta—An English syndicate has bought a tract

of coal land near Canmore. amounting- to SOOO acres at a cost

of about $2,000,000. It will build a road and expects to be

marketing coal in Calgary by October,

Sjilney. Nova Scotia—Fifteen hundred miners at Nos. 2, 3

and 4 Collieries. Sydney Mines, went on strike July S. The

cause of the trouble is that no horses are supplied in these

mines and practically all the work of placing cars falls upon

the miners. An early adjustment of the difficulty is anti-

cipated.

Ottawa, Ontario—The Canadian Government has leased one

of the finest coal areas in the world to American interests.

This was recently discovered and staked by Dr. Reinhold

Hoppe, of Oakland, Calif. It is located in the Province of

Alberta, about 200 miles from Edmonton. The area is of

great extent, and the coal is said to be an anthracite of a

quality superior to the famous Pennsylvania hard-coal de-

posits.

PERSONALS

E. T. McOlvin has resigned his position as superintendent

for the Rich Mountain Coal Co., to accept a similar place with

the Marion Gas Coal Co.. to take effect July 15. 1913.

William T. Hawkins has been appointed fuel agent on the

Missouri Pacific-Iron Mountain system, succeeding W. J.

Jenkins, who resigned as fuel agent of the railroad to accept

the position of vice-president 'and general manager of the

Consolidated Coal Co.

A. D. MacParlane has resigned his position as resident en-

gineer of construction at the Bayview Mine of the Tennessee

Coal. Iron & R.R. Co., near Birmingham, Ala., to accept a po-

sition as chief engineer for the La Follette Coal, Iron & Ry.

Co.. at La Follette, Tenn.

Frank D. Rash, vice-president and general manager of

the St. Bernard Coal Co.. has been elected as one of the

hoard of directors of the Kentucky Manufacturers' and Ship-

pers' Association, an organization which has as its object

the general betterment of conditions affecting its members,

especially in the matter of freight rates.

David Ross secretary of the Illinois Bureau of Labor Sta-

tistics for the past sixteen years has resigned to Gov.

Dunne. He gives no reason for his action.

After having been unsuccessful in his attempt to have

John Mitchell, former president of the United Mine Workers

of America, made State Labor Commissioner, Governor Sul-

zer. of New York, has sent to the Senate for confirmation the

appointment of James M. Lynch, of Syracuse. President of the

International Typographical Union.

OBITUARY

John Dunn a retired coal operator and one of the best

known business men of New Philadelphia, Ohio died at the

home of his son John Dunn recently, at the age of 7S years.

He was a civil war veteran.

Robert Pettigrew, one of teh best known mining men of

the state of Washington, was found dead of apoplexy in the

garden back of his house at Eoslyn, July S, after the members

of his family had searched for him several hours through

the town and the surrounding hills. Mr. Pettigrew came to

Roslyn 25 years ago and at one time had charge of the

Missouri Pacific coal property in Missouri.

CONSTRUCTION NEWS

MfClellandtown, Penn.—The Puritan Coke Co. has under

way some extensive improvements at the McClellandtown

plant.

Sharpsvflle, Penn.—The Shenango Furnace Co. has an-

nounced that it will build a byproduct coke plant at Sharps-

ville to furnish its three blast furnaces with coke.

Morgrantown, AVest Va.—The Elkins Coal & Coke Co. will

add to the electric equipment of its Colliery, at Bretz. W. Va.,

a 200-kw. motor-generator set.

Puuxsutawney, Penn.—The work of constructing 200 new
coke ovens, power house, etc., at the Cascade Coal & Coke
Co.'s plant in Sykesville, is going forward at a rapid rate.

Greensburs. Penn.—Within the next month the erection of

sixty houses will be begun by the Greensburg Coal & Coke
Co.. which is opening a new coal works near the Greensburg
city limits.

Barne.<iboro. Penn.—The Cambria Coal Co. will install in

its mines, near Barnesboro. a 2ii0-kw. motor-generator set,

three T'i-kw. transformers, and the necessary switchboard
apparatus.

Toledo, Ohio—A permit has been issued to the New York
Central lines here, by the building inspection department,
for the erection of a $100,000 coaling station to be built on
Detroit avenue on the Lake Shore grounds. The construc-

tion contract has been let to the Phillls-Lang Co.

Steubenville, Ohio—The Steubenville Coal & Mining Co.. op-

erating the High Shaft, are making some e-Ktensive improve-
ments including new steel head fraines. cages, etc. It is also

installing a pair of Crawford & McCrimmon Co. first-motion

iioisting engines. The output will be greatly increased.

Clarksburg, W. Va.—The Central Fairmont Coal Co. is in-

stalling a complete electric system in its Snake Hill coal mine
near this place. The current will be supplied by the Monon-
gahela Valley Traction Co., and the improvement will reduce

operating expenses and add to the dispatch of handling coal.

Bristol, Tenn.—Rapid progress is being made in the work
of installing a central power plant in the Lee County coal

field by the Electric Transmission Co., which was organized

here a few months ago. This concern is now making an ex-

penditure of $800,000 and eventually expects to invest from
one to two million dollars.

Birminsbam, Ala.—At a cost of $100,000 the Republic Iron
& Steel Co. will erect a power-generating plant at East
Thomas. This plant will be capable of furnishing sufficient

power to supply the furnaces at Thomas and in addition it is

planned to generate current to operate Sayreton mines and
three other openings in addition to some new operations
wl^ich have not yet been started.

N E ^^' INCORPORATIONS

Vnlontoivn, Penn.—The National Coal & Coke Co., composed
of Uniontov/n men. has secured a charter.

Harrisburs', Penn,—The Buck Ridge Coal Mining Co. of
-Philadelphia, has filed notice of an increase of its capital to

$600,000.

Roanolie, Va.—The Stone Mountain Coal Corporation has
been incorporated with $50,000 capital stock to develop coal

lands.

Jopliu, Mo.—The Oak Orchard Mining Co. has been or-

ganized with a capital stock of .?2000 by E. W. Hoffman, A. R.

Snyder and J. A. Johnson

Tulsa, Okla.—The Schulter Slining & Coal Co. has been or-

ganized here with a capital stock of $100,000. The directors

are: N. J. Kampers. A. Campbell and E. R. Perry, all of Tulsa.

Charleston, W, Va.—The Shannon Coal Co.. with offices in

Parkersburg. and of which H. T. Camden is president, has

decreased its authorized capital from $500,000 to $100,000.

Pittsburgh, Penn.—-A merger of three Pittsburgh coal com-

panies is seriously contemplated, the Youghiogheny & Ohio

Coal Co., the Lorain Coal & Dock Co.. and the Belmont Coal

Co. The capital of the new concern will be $15,000,000..

ConnellsvlUe, Penn.—The stockholders of the Westmore-

land Coal Co.. at a special meeting approved the proposed

increase in the capital stock from $5,000,000 to $6,000,000, and

the issue of $1,000,000, seven-yeai', five per cent, collateral

notes.

Cleveland, Ohio—Th W. H Warner Coal Co. of Cleve-

land Ohio, has been Incorporated with a capital stock of

$5000 to deal in coal and c-.k.. The incorporators are Whit-

ney Warner. W. C. Saeger, M T. Flanagan, John C. Barkley

and F. K. Studer.

El Dorado, III.—The Crescent Coal & Coke Co. has been

incorporated here with a capital of $25,000 with E. H. Chenot.

of St L^uis. Josh Anderson. A. M. Bourland and I. X Bour-
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land of this place as Incorporators. They will take over

the mine about two miles south of here.

rolumbuii. Ohio—The Blocton Co. has been Inoorporatcil

with ;i capital stock of $10,000 by Charles M. Crist. H. A.

Shnfer and C. L. Luboiteau.x. The company Is organized to

take over a coal mine located near Williamson. W. Va , the

output of which will be handled over the Norfolk & West-
ern R.R.

Dover, Del.—.\rticles of Incorporation were filed. .July 11.

for the Lohman Hold Manufacturing Co.. of I'lttsburgh, Penn.,

to manufacture, sell and deal In and with l..ohman skylit

carblte pit lamps. The capital stock Is $50,000 and the in-

corporators are H. Werner Lohman. Otto F. Lohman and Wil-

liam John Hold, all of Pittsburgh. Penn.

Charlestan. ^V. Vn.—The Gage Coal & Coke Co. has been

organized with an authorized capital of $150,000. of which

$1400 has been subscribed, and $1-10 paid in. The principal

offlce of this concern is in Pittsburgh. Penn.. and the chief

works In Barbour County. W. Va. The incorporators are:

Henry E. Lineaweaver. A. M. Godfrey, W. H. Poster. J. B.

Bobbins and C. G. Jones, all of Pittsburgh, Penn.

CharleHton. W. Va.— .A. charter has been issued to the Hud-
dlestone Coal & Coke Co., with principal office and chief

works in Sherman, Logan County, W. Va. The authorized

capital Is $100,000. of which $500 has been subscribed and $50

paid in. The incorporators are: J. A. Huddlestone, of Ex-

celsior; H. M. Bertolet. of Charleston; G. S. Borden, and Dan

A. Newhall, also of Charleston, and W. W. Whyte, of Welch.

BlrmlnKhnm. .Ha The coal operators of .\labama

neet July 26. ISUS, on the property of the Roden Coal Co.,

JIarvel, Alabama.

New York, X. Y.—The "Mining and Scientific Press" an-

nounces the removal of its New York office to the Woolworth
Building, Broadway. Park Place and Barclay Sts., New York

City.

ClnrkKbur^. W. Va.—The Rich Mountain Coal Co.. of

Clarksburg, W. Va.. has sold its belongings to the Elkhorn

Fuel Co. and the Consolidation Coal Co. is handling the oiit-

put and managing the property.

Pittsburgh, Penn The Hirsch Electric Mine Lamp Co. has

opened a Pittsburgh offlce at 328 Diamond St. This offlce

will be in charge of M. Marks, who will oversee the distribu-

tion of Hirsch lamps in the Pittsburgh district.

St. Louis, Mo.—The Polar Wave Ice & Fuel Co. has con-

tracted for its new office building on Olive St., west of

Grand. It will be 100 ft. wide by 152 ft. deep, and will be a

four-story glazed terra cotta building. The estimated cost

will be about $75,000 and it will be the finest retail coal offlce

building in the country.

St. Louis, -Mo.—The C. & N. W.'s coal road e.Ntending from

Benld to St. Louis, will probably be in operation about

Oct. 1. It is not known yet in just what way this road

will enter East St. Louis, but it is a certainty that the

company is figuring on a huge tonnage of coal moving to

the Northwest this fall.

Moreantown, W. Vn.—J. V. Thompson has purchased three

new tracts of Greene County, Penn., coal. He bought 74 acres

In Whitely Township at $300 an acre; 40 acres in Morgan
Township at $190 an acre, and 25 acres also in Morgan Town-

ship, also at $190 per acre.

New Salem, Penn.—More than 800 people attended the cele-

bration at Footedale when the new concrete swimming pool

was opened. A band concert and festival, together with

swimming contests and other sports rendered the occasion

enjoyable to all concerned.

Toledo, Ohio—The giant ore loader at the C. H. & T>. docks,

East Toledo, was blown against a concrete bumping post.

July 5 and almost demolished during a high windstorm

which swept over the city in the afternoon. Wilford Oaks

who was in the cab was crushed to death when he was

thrown from the tower, a distance of 90 ft., and a part of

the loader fell on him. The immense crane cost $1,000,000

when built and the damage is estimated at $100,000.

CharleHton, W. Vn.—Suit was entered July 1". tiy Mrs.

Maud Estep. widow of Cesco Estep. who was killed on the

night of Feb. 7 last, when the armored train shot up the

strikers' camp at Holly Grove, against the Chesapeake & Ohio

Ry. Co.. the Paint Creek Colliery Co.. the Imperial Colliery

Co., the Christian Colliery Co. and Quin Morton as defendant.

The plaintiff asks $10,000 damages for the killing nf her bus
band.

IIOMtnn. .MnHN Owing to the Increase of business in New
England of the Schutte & Koertlng Co,, nianufaelurers of

high-grade bronze, cast iron and steel valves, ejector and
steam and water Jet apparatus, the Boston oHlee has been
moved from 98 High St. to 132 High St., Boston. Mass., where
it now occupies a large part of the building on the street

floor. For similar reasons the Denver ofllee. formerly located

at 1710 Glenmore St., has been moved to the First National

Bank Building. Denver, Colorado.

I'hnttnnnoKn. Tenn.—Objection has been raised by the

Chattanooga and Birmingham creditors of the Dayton Coal

and Iron Co, to the receivers. The protest has been filed

in the United States district court here. It is alleged that

the present receivers, H. E. Noyes. former general man-
ager of the company, and -Xrchbald Bowman, of New York,

were named at the suggestion of the Dayton Coal and Iron

Co. Ltd. and that they therefore are not proper persons to

look after the interest of the petitioners in the afflairs of

the bankrupt concern.

Salt Lake City. I'tah—The Standard Coal Co., of this cil- ,

recently concluded a contract with the L. R. Wattis Constrin -

tion Co. for the building of a road to cost approximatelj

$50,000 from the Coal company's mine in Spring Cafion, Car-

bon County, to Storrs, a station five miles from Helper. Th.

coal company expects to have its first coal on the market dm
ing the last two weeks of October. Over $200,000 of minin

machinery is to be installed.

I'nlontoTCU, Penn.—The Dlllworth Coal Co.'s plant, at RIc. :.

Landing, which has been closed for several months, will likilv

be reopened within a short time. For the past few days

about fifty men have been at work inside the mine cleaning

it up. At present sufflcient coal is being produced to run tli^-

boilers, but it is thought the mine will be running full tim.-

within a few weeks. The work is being done by the bmul-

holders who purchased the plant at receivers' sale a f.w

months ago.

Seranton, Penn.—The total shipments of anthracite coal

from Pennsylvania last month amounted to 5.970,047 tons as

against 6,191.646 tons in June, 1912. The amount of coal <'n

hand and at tidewater and lake shipping ports increase .

I

30.403 tons from 502.626 tons on May 31, to 533,029 tons <><

June 30. The Lehigh Valley R.R, led in tonnage with l.lfs::.-

821 tons. The total anthracite shipment for the first siv

months of the year was 34.851.854 tons as against 26,096, !iT;i

tons in the first half of 1912.

Vulontown, Penn.—The Etna Connellsville Coke Co. insii

tuted suit, Julv 10, in the Fayette County Court againsi

the Whyel Coke Co. to recover $10,442.62, with interest from

June 26"ot the present year. It is stated in the suit that the

plaintiff made an agreement to furnish the Whyel Coke Co..

67.200 tons of furnace coke during 1913, or 5600 tons per

month at $3 per ton. For the first three months the coke

was received and paid for by the defendant, then for some

unknown reason part of the amount mentioned in the eon-

tract was refused and payment was not made on shipmeiil

Suit is, therefore, instituted on the grounds that the Whyl
Coke Co. broke the agreement.

Sprlni;fleld, Ohio—As a result of the sale of Ihe norlluin

and southern ends of the Detroit, Toledo and Ironton T;.l;,

to Otto Bannard and M. N, Buckner, of New York City fur

the upset price of $1,650,000 it is expected that there will soon

follow a thorough reorganization of the company upon .•

solid basis. At least this is the aim of those at the he,
1

of the movement. One of those in a position to know sonn

thing about the motives in railroad circles said that the Hr^i

mortgage bondholders and the others interested evident'

had an understanding before the purchase of the central fl

vision. If this were not true it was pointed out that tin

men representing the Central Trust Co. would not hav.

bought the line between Lima and Wellston.

Ues MolneH, Iowa—Several years of commercial warfare

against the good name and patents of the Christy Box Car

Loader Co. were brought to a close on June 25. 1913, when
Hon. Smith McPherson, judge of the Federal Court, rendered

a decision holding that the Ottumwa Box Car Loader Co. was
infringing the Christy patent. It was further decreed that

the defendant the Ottumwa Box Car Loader Co. and its offi-

cers, agents and employees, be permanently restrained friini

the further manufacture, sale or use of the .said infrinerinc

box-car loader or any box-car loader infringing upon claims

1 and 2 of the patent of the complainant. Following this de-

cree the court denied a motion for a supersedeas bond. This

prevents the Ottumwa company from using, making or selling

the infringing machine.
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GExXERAL REVIEW
Coal markets are holillu;; remarkaltiy firm in TieTi- of de-

Iiressed conditions. Anthraoite is moderately active under

a restricted production. Kituminous .stronc with producers

in full control of the market.

The Eastern hard-coal trade is sluggish, the demand com-
ing mostly from New England and the West. The steam
grades are in fair condition, except pea, which is going into

storage. Companies have few orders, but there is apparently

no effort to sell; the partial suspension at the mines has
restricted the production to within the limits of the demand.

The Eastern bituminous shippers are concentrating their

entire efforts upon filling contracts, and are not looking for

any new business. Buyers are beginning to complain about
delayed deliveries, which latter are probably due to the coal

being diverted to more profitable markets. Contract figures

on the West Virginia grades are being well maintained, and
indications are that there will be sufficient of a shortage to

justify an advance. The better grades are all well sold up.

and. while there is some tendency to sag in the spot market,
the season's prices remain firm.

In the Pittsburgh district, a better car supply followed

the suspension in mining over the Fourth of July holiday, so

that production has been slightly heavier. Quotations on
slack are much firmer than customary at this period, and
other prices are being well maintained, though no premiums
are reported. The bank failure in Pittsburgh may so embar-
rass the Connellsville coke producers, many of whom were
relying upon this institution for accommodations, that the

operators will be forced to recede from their demand for

higher prices. In the adjoining markets, few coal producers
are willing to contract over a long period, and it is feared

that the heavy crop movement is going to result in a severe
car shortage this fall.

Prices in Ohio are holding firm and showing a strong
rising tendency; there is an insistent demand from the North-
west, which will probably continue throughout the season,

and domestic dealers are beginning to store up to full capa-
city. Steam consumers are also demanding a h'eavy ton-
nage, and production was large last week because of the
holidays the last of the week previous, which enabled the
railroads to catch up. With the miners again at work in

the New River field, the pressure in the West Virginia market
will probably soon be relieved. The situation is already
showing some improvement, but the dumpings have been
light due to the lack of coal, and shippers are apparently
about all sold up for the balance of the month.

There is already some stocking in the Middle West in

anticipation of an acute car shortage the coming fall; the
Eastern grades, particularly, are in heavy demand, but the
pressure for Western coals is easing up slightly. Business
generally is larger and along broader lines, with coal moving
freely and the market showing definite indications of im-
pro\'ement.

BOSTON, M.VSS.

Soft coal is still .stronc, hut the .settlement of the ^Vest
Virginia labor trouble has tended to relieve the pressure.
Tonnages for future delivery fliificult to obtain. Pr<»mpt mar-
ket sllsbtly softer. Retail anthracite prices advanced and
trade moderately active.

Bituminous—The market here this week is almost feature-
less. On Pocahontas and New River the situation is quiet,

but with prices firm. There is practically no Hampton Roads
coal being offered. The shippers are bending their energies
more toward getting down coal to load waiting vessels and
steamers than in the direction of new business. The miners
resumed work in New River on July 7 and a fair output has
resulted since that time, although "normal" for this year is

said to average less than 60% of capacity for the various
mines. The expectation is, therefore, that prices will remain
firm on the Southern coals, and that there may be enough of
a shortage to warrant returns considerably in advance of the
contract figure. The Western and Lake trades are reported
in excellent shape and the general outlook is fairly satis-

factory from the operators' standpoint.
Georges Creek .shippers are also behind on their orders

and there is more or less congestion at the Baltimore piers.
Steamers have been kept waiting about the same as at Hamp-
ton Roads, and there is no let-up in sight. All the interests
in that district are doing a large business this year, and at
unusually remunerative prices.

The Pennsylvania coals are sagging off a little for spot
shipment, but on season orders there is no change. Most
operators are still reluctant to sell more than a small fraction
of their output, partly through fear of a still shorter labor
supply and partly because they hope to realize better prices
later. The better known grades are understood to be well
sold up and it is diflicult to get quotations for deferred de-
livery.

Anthracite—Notwithstanding that companies are under-
stood to have relatively few orders on their books, there is

no apparent effort to place the domestic sizes; the dealers
here are for the most part keeping their stocks up the limit
of capacity. The retail price was advanced 25c. in Boston
on the first of the month on all sizes, making stove now ?7.50.

This has now been followed in most of the cities, and there is

discussion of a further advance in order to cover the new
Pennsylvania State tax. which has been handed on by the
.shippers to the retail dealers. The hard-coal trade in New
England is still active, and even the steam sizes are in good
request.

Bituminous quotations at wholesale are about as follows:

Clearfiolds Cambrias Georges Pocahontas

Mines*
Philadelphia*
New York*
Baltimore*
Hampton Roads* . -

Proiidencet
Bostont

*F.o.b. tOn ears.

^.45 S1.35@1.65 S1.67@1.77
&2.70 2.60@2.90 2.92@3.02
13 00 2.90(5,3.20 3.22@3.32

. . 2.8S@2.95
.S2.85(gi3.0O
3.78@4.00
3 90(ffi4.10

XEAV VORK
Bituminous movement mostly on contract. One large

buyer askins' for quotations for the year bcK'innins' next
April. Market firm liut ifuiet. .Vntbracite unsettled because
of the Pennsylvania State tax.

Bituminou.s—There is no appreciable change in the local

market. The trade is in a good, healthy position, and there
has been somewhat of a shortage due to the restricted out-
put occasioned by the holidays over the Fourth of July.
-There is no improvement in the labor situation, nor any pros-
pects for any in the neai- future. The car supply has been
sufficient, the railroads having had an opportunity to catch
up during the hollday.s.

Supplies at tidewater continue about normal, and there is

not much demand in the spot market. The movement is

confined almost entirely to contracts, and there are still some
inquiries from consumers n^ho have not yet covered. There
is also one important buyer sending out inquiries for quota-
tions on a large tonnage for shipments beginning Apr. 1, 1914.

The local market is not quotably changed, and we continue
prices as follow's, with the market firm generally;

West Virginia steam, $2.55 @ 2.60; fair grades of Pennsyl-
vania. $2.65@2.70; good grades of Pennsylvania. $2.75@2.S0:
best Miller Pennsylvania, $3.05@3.15; George's Creek, $3.25®
3.30.

Anthracite—The new Pennsylvania state tax on hard coal

has had an unsettling effect upon local market. Some com-
panies are continuing to sell at the regular circular prices,

but others are billing their customers for the amount of the

extra tax, it being noticed, however, that they are rendering
a distinctly separate statement of this account, which would
seem to Indicate that they desired to be ii. a position to re-

imburse the buyers.
The market is only moderately firm, and indications are

that it will be duller yet before there is any improvement.
Most companies are stocking pea and buck'wheat in the

steam grades, and there is also some chestnut going into

storage. While none of the sizes are in what could be termed
"short supply," stove coal probably approaches nearest this

condition.

Operations in the mining regions appear to be somewhat
better than was anticipated a week or ten days ago. Both
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: he car and labor supply aro only fair. We continue to

luote thi- New York market on the following; basis:

. IndhiHunl
Circular Lehieh Scraiilon Srhuylkill

Hr.ik.-n JS 00 $4.45<a)»4 05 $-1 S0(<i,t4 70 S4 .4o(qi$4.65

li,.^.. 5 25 4 80(il 4.90 4 85<(« 4.95 4.WX<il 4.90
s,rtv,- 5 L'5 4.90" 4.95 4 90
CIk-simui 5 50 5 05© 5.15 5.10® 5.20 5 050) 5.15

IVa 3 51) 3 25(0) 3.45 3.30® 3.50 3.25® 3.45

Hu.-kwl..-,i 2 75 2.10(0)2 45 2 50® 2.75 2 10® 2.45

Hi,.,. 2 2.'> 1 75(«. 1.95 2.25 I 75® 1.95

H;,r|,.y 1 75 1 ;«K<i. 1 70 1.75 1.30® 1.7o

iMiii. vnici.rm A, pexx.

I,..i-iil irn.li- .•.IiiukIxIi. I'"I <Ii.- \\ e»«.Tll iiikI \e« Kilifllinil

<M>li-iini|>lii>ii Ik iiliMirliini; llu- !.iirplllJH-~. Sleiliii urmle» In liilr

leninnil ex('e|>l |»'ii. »li:ih l» Hal. ('.illxlaU-niliU- lllterenl ill the

ue» anibrnelle tax. IIKuniluuUM Ih xlruuK.

The Second week of partial suspension of operations at the

mines finds the trade absorbing practically all of the output.

While the local business still continues sluggish, the demand
from the New England territory and the far West is taking

rare of what surplus there is. This, of course, applies to the

Iirepared sizes. The steam-coal market, outside of pea coal.

is in fairly good condition, although the movement of these

sizes is undoubtedly on contracts; for pea there is practically

Mil demand at all. and it is understood that most of the pro-

duction is going into stock.

The attitude of the dealers has not changed to any extent

regarding the new state tax. but most of them have signified

their intention of submitting to the inevitable. The most

lomplaints seem to come frorii consumers outside of the state,

who are undoubtedly justified in taking the stand that they

are not interested in the State of Pennsylvania to the extent

iif paying its taxes. Threats of suits to determine the consti-

tutionality of the tax are heard from all sides. In event of

the law being declared illegal the question arises, will the

companies refund the taxes to the dealers, and the house-

holders will be just as curious to know it what they pay
the retailer will be refunded to them.

The bituminous market still continues to enjoy its meed
(if prosperity. Considering the many disturbing elements

during the past two or three weeks, the market has held its

own In a remarkable manner, there being no unusual advanc-

ing of prices and no feverish demand. As a matter of fact,

high-priced coals are moving oft promptly, and the low-priced

varieties are sold before leaving the mines. There is little

free coal in the market, and buyers are complaining about

delayed deliveries, which is probably due to the fact that the

coal is being diverted to better markets, or on sales that

will net the operator more money. The Tidewater ports are

handling an immense tonnage, and the outlook is favorable

for the balance of the summer months.

piTTsiii ;t(;H. PE>">f.

Almornial i)ro<lnetion of xlnek. due to heavy lake .Hliiiiments

i«. better ali».<irlMMl thiiu iixiiul. I'riees arenernllj being well

mnintiiined hut nii i>remiums are reported. The d«'ndl€>ek iu

('onnell.'<ville eoke e<>nlinue». i>ut niuy he broken by the flnan-

einl trouble.-! in I'ittxbureb.

liituminons—Car supply has been better the past week,

the decrease in mining the preceding week because of the

holiday giving the railroads a chance to catch up. Line de-

mand has been somewhat less on account of stock taking and
closing for repairs among consumers. Prices are held with-

out difficulty, but premiums are practically absent. The pro-

duction of slack is being absorbed better this year than in

any previous years, despite the largeness of lake shipments,

and on most roads there is practically none to be had at under

the regular season figure of 90c. On the Pan Handle there is

a little to be picked up occasionally at 70® 75c. We continue

to quote regular prices as follows: Slack. 90c.: nut and slack,

$1.05; nut, $1.25; mine-run. $1.30; ?i-in.. $1.40; 114-in. steam,

$1.50: lV4-in. domestic, $1.55, per ton at mine, Pittsburgh

Distict.

Connells%-llle Coke—The market has been ominously quiet

during the past week. There was about 175.000 tons a month
of furnace coke involved in contracts expiring June 30. oper-

ators having demanded $2.50 for their renewal without avail

until at the close of June a compromise was reached in sev-

eral cases, resulting in the sale of about 90.000 tons of coke

for July only at $2.50. this price being, in the great majority

of cases, guaranteed against decline. It seemed probable

that the remaining tonnage would be rounded up by the oper-

ators at their price, but complications developed. On Satur-

day, July 5, several furnaces tried to buy prompt coke, but did

not satisfy their demands. Some might have paid $3 on the

spur of the moment, but as the coke was not to be had they

withdrew entirely. Four of five merchant furnaces have been
banked, practically going on strike against the market.

The failure of J. S. & W. S. Kuhn. Incorporated, and Iho

First-.Second National Bank, in which they were interested.

at the beginning of last week, has introduced fresh complica-

tions. The Kuhn Co. controlled the Isabella Connellsville

Coke Co.. which has gone Into a receivership, while two or

three coke companies were so tied up with the bank, through
receiving commercial accommodations, largely with their

bonds as collateral, that some other coke receiverships are

not impossible. Buyers are encouraged to hold off. since

receivers might not be disposed to adhere to the $2.50 price,

and a break in the market is iiiiite possible. Foundry cok.-

has been firm, with a moderate movement on contract. Wr
quote: Prompt furnace. $2.50; contract furnace, $2.50; prompt
foundry, $2.S5i@3; contract foundry. $2.85®3 per ton at ovens.

The "Courier" reports production in the Connellsville and

lower Connellsville region In the week ended July G, at 333.-

35S tons, a lecrease of 76,641 tons, and shipments at 9665 cars,

a decrease of 2316 cars. The great decrease in the week was
due to the holiday falling on Friday, little work being dun.

the succeeding day. It is believed that in the past wi . K

there has been definite restriction of output by some opei -

ators. due to contracts not having been closed.

IIAI.TIMOKK, Mn.

I'rnde hollliuK reninrknble lirni in ^ leH of deprexNeil IhimI-

ni »N eondltious. I'rieex nlHIenin); anil Hinek <li< l.> »<ak
branch. Water Nhilimentx llBht f.ir the «eek, but averane i'.ir

the mouth »'ill be heavy.

The coal trade here is holding up remarkably well undi r

existing circumstances. This is ordinarily the dull sumniir

period and besides business and financial conditions are ni"i

or less unsettled. However, should the business uncertalni

continue, coal men say it will undoubtedly create a feelln

of uneasiness in the trade.

West Virginia three-quarter is in remarkable demaml.

large quantities being rushed to the lakes, and prices stiffen-

ing up from the 90c.i?}$l quotations of a week ago to $1*1. 11.'.

at present. At the same time the large output of slack with

but moderate orders has caused that grade to drop as low as

50@55c. at the mines. Outside of slack, even the cheap grad.

of coals are holding steady and are in healthy demand. Peiin-

sylvania steam fuels are showing no signs of shading off.

The movement to the piers here continues heavy; this i-

almost exclusively contract fuel for either coastwise nr

foreign loading, and It is rare that large free tonnages an
found. Not as many foreign charters were announced for the

past week, but enough have been engages to insure a heavy

movement throughout the present month.

BrFF.\LO. X. Y.

IlitiinilnonM producers refusing to the

fntii

itriiet far

tiige antieipaled ill .'50 days « hen the crop

movement opens up. Some indlealion of improvement in coke.

L,oeul hard coal dull, but Lake movement still heavy.

It is generally agreed that the bituminous market is grow-

ing stronger and some dealers are reporting higher prici-.s.

One sale of 50 cars is reported, half at 10c. advance over the

price of a month ago for immediate delivery and the other

half at 20c. advance for future delivery. The refusal of

sellers to bid on contracts for longtime deliveries is becoming
more marked of late and shows what the feeling is.

.Some dealers have a hard time to get what they want, and

in case they are badly tied up with contracts the situation is

anything but pleasant. Hereafter all contract figures will

be fully up to current prices, with few willing to bid on long-

time business. Crops will begin to move liberally within a

month which will create a ear shortage in addition to the

scarcity of men. Nothing but a considerable falling off in

consumption will weaken the market, and such is not liable

to occur as business is brisk in practically all lines.

Coke is reported stronger, with the soft 4S-hr. grades

showing a decided improvement in demand. This alone, if

it lasts, will add a strength to the entire market that It has

long lacked. Coke has been weak all the season, which would
indicate that something was the matter with the iron trade,

which would naturally cause uncertainty in affiliated lines.

.Slack coal has not been active for some time, but that trade

here is almost entirely governed by the lake conditions, which
are not always well understood. If the production of slack

that is necessary to a sufficient amount of three-quarter, hap-
pens to be excessive, it will remain weak even when sizes are

strong, and vice versa.

Bituminous prices are, therefore, quite strong with the

exception of slack, which is only moderately so, at $2.90 for

Pittsburgh select lump. $2.75 for three-quarter. $2.55 for

mine-run and $2.15 for slack, with Allegheny Valley about
25c. lower. Coke is improving, but with prices remaining on
about the same level.
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The demand for anthracite is light and is not expected to

be heavier till the farmers are through moving the crops

Countrv dealers are often doing actually nothing and obliged

to take up other business in order to make sure of an occu-

pation. The city demand is better than that, but it is not at

all good, and the rail line coal is moving slowly. Nothing

is active but the shipment of anthracite by lake. The srnaller

ports are quiet, but a large amount is going into the largei

ports. For the week the loading has been heavy, aggregating

152.000 tons.

COI.l MBl S, OHIO

Demand heavy ai..I I.ri.es are sho«iaK a strong raising

tendency. The Lake movement is larse. domestic dealers are

stocking to capacity and steam nsers are demanding good

tonnages. The week's production «as heavy.

The demand from the Northwest is insistent and the indi-

cations are bright tor a continuation right up to the close ot

navigation. Reports from the upper lake docks show that

there is no congestion of consequence. Bottoms are being

chartered far ahead.

Dealers in all parts of Ohio. Indiana and Michigan are

placing orders both for immediate and deferred delivery in

preparation for the stocking period, which shows evidence of

being earlier than usual. Considerable stir is also seen in

school and other public fuel contracts, while the threshing

season, which is now at hand, is causing quite a good demand

in the rural sections.

Manufacturing establishments are using a large tonnage,

and the same is true of railroads. Some of the larger con-

sumers are showing a disposition to stock up to guard against

a car famine. Most of the coal men believe that there will

be an acute car .shortage later in the season, especially when

the domestic demand scatters the railroad equipment all over

the country. ,. . . .

Production is fairly good in all ot the mining districts

of the state. This is due to the three holidays of the previous

week, which allowed cars to accumulate at the mines. In the

eastern Ohio district the output is estimated at 85 per cent,

and the same percentage is givefi from the domestic fields of

Jackson. Cambridge and Massillon. In the Hocking \ alley,

normal production is reported. In the Pomeroy Bend district

the output was about 75 per cent, of normal.

Quotations in the Ohio fields are as follows:

Hocking Pittsburgh Pomeroy Kanawha

n„,^„<fio Inmn SI 611 SI. 60 $1.60

Prh^'".'"""-- . : l.« SI. 20 1.40 1.40

Mnerun " 125 110 1-23 120

Nut. pea and slack.. .
0.65 0.65 0.6o

Coarse slack O.oo 0.70 O.o5 o.oo

HA.1I!'TO\ ROVDS, VA.

Many steamers delayed I>eeause of shortage of coal. AVith

miners again at «ork, situation «ill prohal>ly be relieved

shortly. Operators «eli covered and indications are that there

will be little free coal for some time. Heavy demand in hoth

foreign and coastwise trade.

Dumpings over the various Hampton Roads piers have

l)een anything but heavy during the past week. This has not

been caused by a shortage of vessels, but by the lack of coal.

However, toward the end of the week conditions have some-

what improved: contractors have managed to take care of

bunker steamers and the shortage has affected them but lit-

tle. The miners in the New River district having gone back

to work coal is now coming forward to tidewater and it is

doped that the next week will see all piers working under

normal conditions and the accumulated vessel tonnage taken

::are of.

There has been a heavy demand for both coastwise and

foreign buyers, but as coal has not been in sight, few quota-

tions have" been made for July delivery. AH suppliers seem

•!0 be booked up for their entire output for the balance of the

n.onth and indications are that there wlH be little free co.il

;it this port for some time to come. Even with the shortage

s^uppliers have managed to take care of several foreign car-

sroes moving to La Plata, Panama, Talcahuano, Rio de Ja-

r eiro and Tampico.

LOl ISVII.LE. KY.

Summer stocking now up to maximum. Market firm and

Hill probably continue so until consuming season starts.

The surplus in the steam coals has disappeared, due to the

restricted production over the Fourth of July, and there is

a mild shortage now. The situation was made more acute by

the sudden cessation in the heavy shipments of pea and slack

from the western Kentucky field. However, this general

shortage is probably only a temporary condition and is not a

serious trouble.

The summer stocking of domestic grades is now ui) to

maximum, and this department is generally firm all along

the line: indications are that this situation will continue

without a break until the consuming season starts. Some

of the fancy grades of eastern Kentucky block coal have

recently sold as high as .$2 per ton f.o.b. mine: Straight Creek

nut and slack is strong at 70c. with the lower grades, includ-

ing western Kentucky, at 50@60c., and pea and slack ai

30@35c.

I\DI AXAI'OiaS

Indiana production running much higher than usual at

this time. tar supply good, but trouble anticipated iu fail.

The hopper botlom car in Indianapoli-s.

Indiana mines are averaging about four days a week,

which is regarded satisfactory for July, since this is probably

the dullest manufacturing month of the year. There is no

trouble about cars, but apparently there will be as there is

a big corn and wheat crop to move. Prices at the mines and

in Indianapolis are unchanged. Retail business is apparently

larger than it was last year at this time.

DETROIT, MKH.
Market becoming steadily stronger and railroads are hand-

ling the coal well. Orders ar« mostly for .spot delivery.

Steam coals particularly strong.

Bituminous—The demand is holding fairly strong con-

sidering the hot weather prevailing at this time: this is

particularly true of the steam coals, the prices on which are

holding quite firm. Most orders are for prompt delivery or

for not to exceed 60 days. The railroads are handling the

heavy movement in a satisfactory manner, and there is no

difflcultv in obtaining cars as yet, but it is predicted that the

situation in this respect wiH be quite acute in the fall.

If anything the market is becoming steadily stronger.

Smokeless coals are particularly difficult to obtain, and this is

diverting a portion of the demand for these grades to anthra

cite. The local market is quotable on about the following

basis:

W Va Hock- Cam- No. S Poca- Jaclisoii

Splint Gas ing bridge Ohio hontas Hill

Domestic lump. $1.55 .... S..30 $2.25 $2.00

Egg l-jo ... 1 ^o
Steam lump. ... 1.2o „ . , „. -,, i- ci'i-

'

a-in himn 1 15 $1 15 1 ,
Oo Sl.l.o $l.lo

Miie-r"n KIO 110 110 110 110 1.50

Slack.
..'-'.'-'.'.: U SO 0.8a 0.50 65 63 Open

CHlf \(iO

Eastern coals in sharp demand. Small buying of Western

grades has caused prices to sag. Coke more active. Some

stocking of bituminous in anticipation of transportation diffl-

culties in the fail.

In view of an expected car shortage. Western dealers are

being advised to increase their stocks. With large crops in

prospect and the railroads curtailing orders for equipment,

it is regarded as certain that they will be unable to meet

the demand when the crop movement is in full swing.

So far as Hocking coal is concerned, the market is far

from being overstocked. It is estimated that only about one-

half of the retailers have as much smokeless coal in storage

as ordinarily at this time of the year. As a result of a lack

of buying orders for Western coals, lump and egg are selling

at the price of steam lump and mine-run. During the past

two months, many of the operators in Indiana and Illinois

have been running at from 50 to 60 per cent, of capacity.

Dullness prevails in the spot market.

An increase in activity has been noted in the coke market.

Some contracts for furnace and foundry coke have been closed

for the vear on the basis of $2.50 at the oven for furnace coke

and $3 for foundry. PrevaiUng prices are:

Springfield Franklin Co. Clinton W. Va.

Domesticlump S1.97@2.07 $2.55 $2.27
^^^^^^^^

fc'gg 1 S'^foi 1 87 2 07

?',?J™
,"™P

1 77@i;82 S2.20@2.30 i:87 3.30

screeSngs::;::;:::::::::: i.62@i.67 i.9o@i.95$i.62@i.67

Coke—Connellsville and Wise County, $5.25@5.50; byprod-

uct egg and stove, ?4.S5: byproduct, nut, ?4.75@4.85; gas

house, $4.50@4.60.

ST. LOUIS, MO.

The local market seems to be definitely lmpro-»1ng. The

KeoKuk power it has restricted the demand for screening,

but there is a general increase in duotations on other grades.

Slack is the only weak branch of the trade.

The St Louis market has started to improve, especially

in re-ards to prices on coals from the Standard field. With

the demand for screenings shut off on account of the Keokuk

power coming in. there has been an abundance of these.
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The prevailing circular Is:

Cartervillo
And

Franklin Co. Standard

SO 85

90
$0.6S@0 70

0.80

2-in. lump
3-iD. lump
6-in. lump $1.15®l.30
Lump and egs S2.00 ...

No. f nut 1.15(§)1.30
Screening 0.75@0.85 •

Mine-run 1.10
No. I wa^mt nut 1.50
No. 2 washwl nut 1.30
No. 3 washed nut 1.25
No. 4 wa9he<l mil 1.15
No. 5 washed nut 0.95

St. Louis prices on July anthracite are: Chestnut. $7.25;

stove and egg, J7: grate. $6.75. Smokeless lump and egg are

$4.65: byproduct coke, $5.10, and gas-house coke, $4.S5.

NEW ORLE.INS
River movement of eonl to the Soutb will be light. Several

tuwH out of IMttxIiurch fnilrd to et-t through. FIrHt hleh-
vvater MtOKe wil .Hce 11 heavy Mhlpment,

been lighter than usual, with the result that dredges are al-

ready being used in the afisslssippi. Shoal water was re-

ported first from Point Pleasant and the head of Island 26.

Several coal fleets, which managed to get away from Pitts-

burgh failed to get out of the Ohio; the big tow boat
"Sprague" got through light and is makiNg use of the time
in gathering all empty barges. They will be taken as far up
the river as the stage will permit

A fleet of loaded coal barges from the west Kentucky
mines is coming down the river towed by the "Reaper."

With the flrst rise in the Ohio, local agencies expect to re-

ceive no less than 3,000,000 bushels.

PRODUCTION AND TRANS-
PORTATION vSTATlSTlCS

The Car SItuatioa

American Ry. Association reports surpluses and shortages
of coal equipment for two weeks ended June 30, as follows:

Surplus Shortage

New England Lines 189 334
N.Y.; New Jersey, Del; Maryland: Eastern Penn... 1,003 692
Oiiio; Indiana; Michigan: Western Pennsylvania. ..

.

1,422 302
West Virginia, Virginia. North & South Carolina 878 1,111
Kentucky, Tenn. ; .Miss. ; .\Iabama, Georgia, Florida

.

300 150
Iowa, Illinois, Wis., Minn : North & South Daliota . 1,771 161
Montana, Wyoming. Xebraslca 118
Kansas, Colorado, Missouri, ..Arkansas, Oklahoma .

.

2,423 61
Texas, Louisiana, New Mexico 342 4
Oregon, Idaho, California, Arizona 2.609
Canadian Lines

Net*

145
311

1,119
233
ISO

1.610
118

2.362
338

2,603

Totals 11,055 2,821 8,234

Greatest surplus in 1912 (Apr. 25) 94,692 2,144 92.548
Greatest shortage in 1912 (Oct. 10) 6,491 14,897 8,406

*Bold face type indicate a surplus.

L.VKR SHIPMENTS
Anthracite Shipmentti through the Sault canals for the

current year to July 1 were 1,004,028 tons as compared with
224. 90S tons for the same period last year.

BitumlnouH Shipments for the same periods were: 5,492,-

091 for the current year as compared with 3,715,397 in 1912
making gross of 6.496,119 for 1913 and 3.940.305 in 1912.

SOVTHWESTERN TONN.VGE
The following is a comparative statement of the

western tonnage for April and May and the first f

five months of the years 1912 and 1913:

South-
ur and

State

Missouri
Kansas
Arkansas
Oklahoma

1912

189,751
303.216
95.994
164.270

' Aoril -

1913

204,255
444,142
136,153
246,155

Four M(
1912

1,142,277
1,928,482
714,884

1,092,475

inths

1913

1,047,445
1,848,869
587,590

1,155,467

Totals. 753.231 1.030,705 4,878.118 4.6.39,371

Missouri..

.

Kansas.- .

.

Arkansas.

.

Oklahoma.

104,505
254,924
103.647
131,220

1913

186,366
407.124
130,020
252,901

1912

1,336,782
2,183,406
818,.531

1,223,095

1913

1,233,811
2,255,993
717,610

1,408,368

CIIES.VIMO.VKE <& OHIO RY.
The following la a comparative statement of the coal and

coke traffic over the lines of the C. & O. Ry.. for May. and
the el. ven months ending May 30. 1912-13. in short tons:

May 11 Montlis .

Drslitialion 1913 1012 1913 % 1912 '"„

Tidewator 284,109 391,699 3,277,754 23 4,017,;OT 25
East 155,872 151,952 2,357,236 17 2,012,940 12
West 908„W6 893,581 8,153,781 56 10,031,074 62

Total 1,348,517 1,437,232 13,788,771 16,l)(il,;)88

Coke... 29,438 25,167 285,457 215,707

From conneetiort-

BituminouN 101,854 13,661 638,124 4 198,125 1

Anthmcite 2,638 364 13.952 33.,555

Grand total
(except coke) 1,453,009 1,451,257 14,440,847 100 16,293,068 100

.\>THR.VCITE SHIPMEl^TS
The following Is comparative statement of the anthracite

shipments for .lune and the flrst six months, of the years
11112-13, in long tons:

June fi Months
1913 1912 1913 % 1912 %

Phila. & Reading. 1,155,107 1,166,670 6,858,384 19.68 5,261,335 20 18
Lehigh Valley. .1,183,821 1,175,688 6,592,131 18.91 4,712,666 18.06
Cent. R.n. N. J.. . 851,445 850,788 4,575,664 13.13 3,372,090 12 92
Del. Lack. & West 872,714 836,365 4,789,.360 13.74 3,717,-584 14 25
Del. & Hudson. . 568,352 670,331 3,504,.MO 10.05 2,573,212 9.88
Pennsylvania 510,341 ,M5,674 3,107,106 9 09 2,3.54,891 9 02
Erie 661,892 708,906 4,079,792 1171 3,l(i7,.540 12.14
Ont. & Western . 211.375 227,224 1,284,878 3.09 937,661 3.59

Total 5,970,047 6,191,646 34,851,854 26,096,979

Stocks at Tidewater at the close of June were 533,029 tons
as compared with 502,629 the month before.

The following table gives the i-ange of various active coal
securities during the week ending July 12:

Week's Range Year's Rantte
Stocks High Low I.a.st High l,..w

American Coal Products. .... S7 87 S7 .S7 n7
American Coal Products Prnf. .. Umi 100} 109} 10(1} linj
Colorado Fuel & Iron 28 41) 24)
Colorado Fuel & Iron Prcf 155 l.ifl 1."."

Consolidation Coal of Marvianc 1 102} 102} 102} 102} liil'}

Lehigh Valley Coal Sales 225 210 215
Island Creek Coal Com .49 48 49 ....
Island Creek Coal Pre-; 79) 79 79
Pittsburgh Coal 15i 21! I4J
Pittsburgh Coal Prof. 70 74 i 76 95 73
Pond Creek 17} lO-j 17 23} 16)
Reading 157} 155} 157} ir>,SJ l.-.li

Reading 1st Pref .... 80 92) ^0
Reading 2nd Pref .86 86 86 95 S4
Virginia Iron. Coal & Coke . 40 54 37}

Closing Week's Range Year's
Bonds Bid .\s!.ed or Last Sale Range

Colo. F. i- I. e.;n. s.f.g. .5s 93} 96 938 June '13 93! '.i<l|

Colo. F. & I. gen. 6s 107} June '12
Col. Ind. 1st, & coll. 5s. gu 79J .Sale 79| 79J 77j 85
Cons. Ind. Coal Me. 1st .5s 85 June '11

Ons. Coal 1st and ref. 5s 92} 93 Oct. '12

Gr. Riv. Coal & C. 1st g 6s 100 102i April'OO
K. & H. C. & C. 1st s f g .5s 90 98 Jan. '13 98 98
Pocth. Con. Coll. 1st s f .5s 86 86) June '13 86 S7J
St. L. Rkv. Mt. & Pac. 1st 5s 73 74 76 June '13 76 SO
Tenn. Coal gen. 5s 99} 99J 99} 99} 99} 103

Birm. Div. 1st consol. 63 100* 102} 101 April '13 101 103
Tenn. Div. 1st K 6s 100 100} 102 Feb. '13 102 102

Cah. C. M. Co. 1st g 68 103 110 Jan. '09

Utah Fuel 1st g 58
Victor Fuel 1st s f Ss SO SO May '13 79; SO
Va. I. Coal & Coke l.st g 5s 92 97 n2 June '13 92 98

DIVIDENDS
Consolidation Coal Co.—Regular quarterly dividend of 1 'i '^I

payable July 31 to holders of record July 23.

Paelfle Coast Co.—Regular quarterly dividend of 1%% on
both the common and the second preferred and 1%% on the
first preferred, all payable Aug. 1 to holders of record July
19 to Aug. 1.

684,296 976,411 5,562,414 5,615,782

The Hard Coalers Slowing l!p—The Philadelphia & Reading
Coal & Iron Company's mines will work only four days per
week during the balance of the month; the Susquehanna Coal
Co. will restrict operations to three days per week; the Le-
high Valley Coal Co. will work on a basis of five days per
week; the Lehigh Coal & Navigation Co. will work four
days per week during the balance of the month.

1
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PRICES OF MINING SUPPLIES
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THE MARKET IN GENERAL,

The slowing- down of business in all sections of the coun-

try seems imminent, and manufacturers state that industrial

inactivity has already manifested itself in many ways. There

is a tendency on the part of all classes of manufacturers to

go very slowly in the construction of new plants, and the

acquisition of existing ones is either held up entirely, or is

the subject of careful deliberation.

The volume of business has not slackened to any large ex-

tent as is seen by the orders being received by the largest

steel makers, which are now running at the rate of 23.000 tons

a day. compared with the maximum capacity of approximately

38.000 tons daily. On the other hand, this interest has, at

times, booked as high as 70.000 tons daily, spread over an

entire month.
The financial situation is the real cause of the business

trouble and the higher rates demanded for money by bankers,

both in the United States and abroad, is causing a great deal

of curtailment, and will probably result in the stopping of

much work. Some of the leading railroads of the country

and industrial concerns with extremely high credit have re-

cently borrowed, and paid as much as 7% for their money for

short periods. There is not enough profit in business to in-

duce large manufacturers to pay such rates of interest with

t-he hope of making anything on it.

Business is largely tied' up with the political situation,

while the inability of Congress to settle the tariff and the

Currency Bill has had a bad effect on the situation.

I>ABOR

Strikes have been less frequent, and there is not so much
dissatisfaction as there was in May. There continues to be

trouble among the miners in West Virginia. A part of the

building trade in Chicago is tied up. and the strike of the

weavers and dyers at Paterson continues, more or less, al-

though it has been gradually weakening for the last six

weeks In New England, there have been serious differences

between capital and labor in certain of the mills around Bos-

ton The attempt of the U. S. Secretary of Labor to settle

some of these strikes will be watched with much interest.

The trainmen on 48 railroads operating east of the Missis-

sippi have voted a strike, unless increase in wages is granted.

There has been a refusal to arbitrate the differences under

the Erdman Act and there is a possibility °f
/ /«7°"; ^.\"f

<"

on the other hand, it is not generally believed that the tiam

men will leave their jobs at this time when there is a mam

fest lessening in the amount of traffic

Laborers for general contract work m New York a"'! vi

cinUy are more plentiful than last year, but good outside

r^bor commands n per day, and there
--^^^^"^^^^^J.Va't

hood of this rate being diminished during the present >eai at

least.

IRON AND STEEL PRODUCTS

The unfilled orders of the United States Steel Corporation

during the months of May and June decreased more than

1.000.000 tons. Since the first of the year they have declined

2,000.000 tons. In spite of this fact, the unfilled orders at

the end of June were larger, with only three exceptions, than

any other year since the organization of the corporation in

1902. ^ ,

The unfilled orders will undoubtedly continue to decrease

slightlv for two, if not three, months longer. By that time

there should be enough information to foretell whether a

protracted spell of dull business is in sight or the turning

point has been reached. The mills have not. as yet. curtailed

their operations to any large extent, but they will do so,

should the volume of orders decrease much more, and espe-

cially if they do not receive prompt shipping instructions.

Railroads' are practically out of the market as far as buy-

ing any kind of materials is concerned, and likewise, the

larger industrial companies are waiting until more informa-

tion regarding the future is at hand. Quite a little activity

is noted in the demand for pipe, and the automobile manu-

facturers continue to take large quantities of all kinds of

materials.

Steel RaH.s—Business continues to slow down, and there

has been very little activity in rails of standard sections,

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinni^

although about 100,000 tons were sold during June. In light

rails, the falling off is just as marked, and in a few months
the rail mills will have finished their schedules of operation.

Before that time, however, it is probable that new orders

will be received.

Quotations are unchanged at $1.25 per lb. per standard

section, weighing from 50 to 100 lb. per yd.; $1.21 for 40- to

50 lb. rails: $1.30 for 16- to 20-lb. rails. These quotations

are per 100 lb. for car-load lots f.o.b. Pittsburgh.

In Chicago, 16- to 20-lb. rails are $1.30; 12-lb.. $1,333; S-lb..

$1.40. Relaying rails are sold $24 per gross ton in Chicago,

and in New York at $22.50. These quotations can likewise be

obtained at other points.

Track Supplies—Business has again fallen off, and is now
almost nominal. With the reduction in the volume of business

came a contraction of prices. Railroad spikes are now quoted

at $1.S0. Pittsburgh. Track bolts with square nuts. $2.30@2.40.

These prices are per 100 lb. Tie plates are $33@35 per net ton.

Quotations in Pittsburgh are likewise easier; railroad spikes

are quoted at $1.70@1.75 for the large size and $1.80@1.S5

for a small size.

Pipe.s—Business in the pipe trade is most satisfactory

compared with the other iron and steel markets. Several

makers in and around the Pittsburgh district report more
business received during June than any other month of the

year. There is a foreign inquiry in the market for approx-

imately 700 miles of 8-in. pipe, and the National Tube Co.

has booked an order for 110 miles of the same size. For pipe

used by oil companies in particular there is an exceedingly

great demand, and in some instances premiums have been

paid over regular prices for prompt delivery. A revision in

discount has been made, and net prices are approximately

5% higher than they were last month.
Discounts and net prices are as follows:

Black
24- to 2-in. steel butt welded 79%
2^4- to 6-in. steel lap welded 7S7c
7- to 12-in. steel lap welded 75%

At these discounts the net prices of pipe

burgh are as follows:

Galvanized
70%%
69%%
64%%

foot at Pitts-

-in 2.43
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meantime-, structural mills are worklnK on old ordtrs. and
havi- v«-ry llttli- new business. Some extremely low prices

have been made for fabricated work, and It Is probable that

mine Improvements can be carried on more cheaply now than
al any time In several years.

Quotations for structural steel bars arc unchanf;ed and
plates, beams and angles belnj; held al $1.50 base PlttsburKh.
Chicago price Is $1.6S(5' 1.73. These prices are per pound in

carload lots.

Spiral Riveted Pip*—Prices are without change. The fol-

lowing quotations are f.o.b. factory, freight equalli'.ed with
New York, being figured at a discount of 50. 10 and 10%
from list. These are for orders amounting to approximately
$250. For large orders, prices are cheaper by 12^4 to 20 Vj.

Diam-
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V,,l. 4 XEW YORK. JULY 26, 1013 Xo. 4

There's an old saying worded some-

thing Hke this: "A man would never

know he had neighbors were it not for

the women folks." The following is

clipped from a recent issue of an Ala-

bama paper- and was written by a

woman. Until now we never knew,
or at least never realized, the manifold

beauties of our mines. When we might
toil in such a picturesque place and
amid such romance, why should any of

us want to remain on top?

"The mine machines, viewed in a machine
shop, or on the surface where they are hfeless,

inanimate—do not attract you.

"But come below. Now see them. They
are huge shadow shapes in a quivering sensi-

tive dark. Each one attacks a soHd wall of

coal, advances a long saw-like cutter bar be-

neath the seam at one rib of the room and
feeds itself across the entire length of the

face at a speed of thirty inches per minute.

"See that cutter down at Mulga—^j'ou'U

never forget it! See that long\vall cutter at

work in Montevallo! Get lost in the depths

of a great mine—these vast, strange, petrified

forests of a thousand centuries ago—here are

the works of Hephaistos himself come true!

If ever there was a place where fancy itself

may run wild riot , it is down a deep coal mine.

" 'Hear the gas?' the engineers with you
halt where the track swer\'es off to another
one of the entries into another 'room.' All is

quiet save a far-off trickling sound, slight and
musical.

" 'Why, like a little waterfall somewhere.'
You stop and listen dumbfounded. 'Some
water there, too, 'says the mine superintendent,
'gas and water mixed.' The sound goes on.

It never, never stops. In the silent, subtle

dark it even seems to increase, until, in fancy,

a hundred little white streams steal through
the ancient coal plants, the black roots, the

reeds, the shadowy ferns and mammoth trees

buried there these million years. The old

coal forest is young again, all quivering with

light and life and passion for the sun.

"Half lost in the everlasting gloom near the

rigid heading, the miners swing their pit lamps
up to the low roof, where close under a stratum
of slate, above the shining band of coal, ever

lurks that alluring sound, the voice of a mys-
terious invisible vapor, poisonous breath of

the long imprisoned coal plants—the deadly
firedamp.

"Instantlv it catches fire. Quick as forked

lightning, treacherous, wild, fantastic—golden

hair of the Lorelei—it plays over the face of

the coal. 'Light carbureted hydrogen,' ex-

plains the engineer, 'as cooly as though he
were saving, 'Fine weather we're having
today.'

"The witch-like strands of the blue and
yellow flames leap now like strange live things.

'The ghosts of the mines!' says the superin-

tendent as he and the miners quietly beat out
the flames.

"D'vou wonder the niggers take 'em for

ghosts?"

No! we are not surprised that the

darkies are superstitious, but we do
wonder what would have happened if

about that time a full-grown rat, or per-

haps two rats, "buried there these mil-

lion years, should have become young
again, fresh again, all quivering with

light and life and passion for the sun."
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A Recent Utah Coal-]VIine Development

SVXOPSIS—The iopoijraphii of the counlri/ practicalhi

forbade .surface haulage from the mine to the tipple, .in

aerial tramway was therefore installed and a lijpe of mine
car developed, the bodij of which is compo.ied of two tram-

way buckets which may be lifted from the supportliK/

truck- by the tram carriers, and thus conveyed down /li '

mountain to the loadinq tipple spannlm/ the niilirai/

tracks.

About the niidtlle of \'.>\2 the Sprinjj Cafioii Ciml {'«..

an aHilialed interest of the Knijcht Iiive-Jlinent C'd.. of

Trovo, Utah, decided to develop it;; ludiuri). ((iiniirising

14,7;i!) li.t.u.: thi<-kness ,,f ,l,.p,,sii. I n. S in. 1

lower (ir No. 1 scam, \ulatilu matter, l(i.; per cei

earbon, -16.!); ash, 4.5; moisture, l.i); suljibMr, 1

eoiitent. ll,o47 B.t.u. ; thickiies.s of scam, !) fi.

.\ 111!.wen i;\ii.i;()\i) Was .\Kci:s.sAiiV

A branch line was built from the Denver & lii(

at a ])oint immediately north of Helper in a pla

a .satisfactory ti]iple location imibl be .-ccnrcd, a

of appro.vimately four miles. Fur a distance of

between the tijiplc site and the smillicrn c\tn
the priipcrly where dcvclopincnl work was con

'"rom the

It.: t\\ •.]

t ( i randc

rc wbcrc

distanci

:iO(ll) ft.

mily (if

iinciiccd.

Till-: FouR-S.vDDiE. OvERHAXGiXG TowKi; '\Vhi:t;e a DFfTnED rHAyr.r: t\ Oijade Ts Made

a total of 2000 acres in Carbon County. Ftah, and b-
lated about five miles up Spring Canon from the town of

Helper, a division point on the Denver & Eio Grande
T!.R.

Three workable coal beds underlie this acreage. The.se

arc known as Xos. ]. 2 and .'5, the vertical distance be-

tween Xo. 1 and Xo. 3 seams being ISO ft. The coal

in all the.se measures is jet black, heavy, hard and com-
pact, has excellent luster, without .stain.s, spots or pvrites.

The average analysis of the .samples from the different de-

posits are as follows: From the upper or Xo. 3 seam,
volatile matter, 43.4 per cent. ; fi.xed carbon, 51.2 ; ash,

3.6: moisture, 1.8; sniphur, 0.89; heat content, 14,725
B.t.u. ; thickne-ss of deposit, 8 ft. From the middle or
X'o. 2 seam, volatile matter, 47.4 per cent. ; fixed carbon,
47.2 ; ash, 4.6 ; moisture, 0.7 ; sulphur, 0.98 : heat content,

•Rnsineer and manager. Utah Engineering & Machinery
Co.. Salt Lake City. Utah.

the topography of the ground was such as to preclude the

railroad being extended further, unless Shay engines were
secured to operate thereon. The branch, as constructed,

has a maximum gradient of 3.87 per cent., with curves of

10 deg. It is laid throughout, including the tipple tracks,

with 75-lb. rails. The Spring Caiion Coal Co. owns its

own roundhouse, water tank, etc., these buildings being
located at the Helper terminus of the brancli. and the
present motive power consists of two consolid:ilinii-tvi)e

locomotives.

Two systems of coal transportation from the mine to

the tipple were considered, namely, surface and aerial

tramways. The sides of the caiion are precipitous. There
are also one or two tributary cations over which high and
expensive trestles would be necessary if surface haulage
were employed. In consideration of the foregoing, the
aerial tramway was selected as the most satisfactory so-

lution of the conveying problem. This apparatus was
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furnished by the Trenton Iron Co. (now the American

Steel & Wire Co.), and was installed under the direction

of its engineers, Messrs. C'arstarplien & Ilohncs.

AlthoiTgh most of the construction work was done dur-

ing the coldest weather of winter, no time was lost.

The final plans were received Jan. 9 and the last carload

machinery on Jan. 23. The line was started on Feb.

13, and has been in continuous operation ever since.

One of the Tramway Toweks

Owing to the abrupt topography of the canon and

the location of the tramway, considerable ingenuity was

necessary in the design of some of the supporting struc-

tures. At one point, where a sharp change of grade takes

place, the vertical curve in the cable is divided between

four saddles. One .side of this structure rests on solid

lock, while the other is cantilevered over the edge of the
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prci-ipice. At the loiidiiijr tormiiial, one eiul of tlic stnu- oil wiili \hv empty Imckets froiii;; up hill. After i)piiig

ture is oarried on ii 5ii-ft. inch truss. The line i.>; H»-ft. liiuhered uj) aijciut 1.") lij). was develoiieii, with a loading

"age and the towers are .<o designed as to allow ample equal to 7") Ions per lioiir. .\l ilic iillim.iti' iMoacity ot

elearanee when the huckets are swinging. This was neees- -i'li) Ions per hour, approxinwiicly .">(i lip. will lie ilevel

sary on aeeount of the high winds that prevail in the oi)ed.

winter. Loek eoil eahle is used for the tracks, the one This is no inconsiderahle item and is nol wasted. The

for the loaded huckets heing 1% i". in diameter, while

that for the empties is I14 in. in diameter. These eahles

rest in grooved saddles sui>])orted hy Ht-in. channels on

towers. Each is anchored at one end, while at the other

it is attached to chains, which, in turn, pass over heavy

sheaves and are fastened to weight ho.xes. This method

of hack-halancing at all times maintains a uniform ten-

sion on the eahles indc|icndent cf ilir li.ndiii-- cir weather

mott>r acts e<iiial!y well as a gencraior and I'ctiirns sur-

plus current In the power line, al llie same time acting

as a hrake to rcguhilc Ihe speed df iravel. lii-akes are aisc

provided on Imili ilu> main driw ami |iiniou shafts fm-

.stopping the line ainl eciiilrolliiig its speed, should any

accident occur to the motor or other connections.

The traction roi)e is a %-in. lang-lay cahle and is

maintained a't prniier working tension hv a .jmai-lli. hack

i-riiciN iix Tkan>i'i,i:

Tai-.i.k

nw.iKi;: I'lxCAdlXC I'

Tkixxiox;-

1)1 CKi:!' Pr.ATKoi.'.M l)i:i'Ki:ssi:i), Hi ( Ki;i'f

UlSl'KSUED

^IiXK F((i;i:.MAx's Oii-ii 1: axu Ivmitv wu Lomi Ti;\.

conditions. The gross weight of ho.x and stone on the

loaded cahlc is 35 tons, and on the .smaller cahle, Ifi tons.

The weight boxes are so suspended, that when the loads

are off the line, the bo.\ rests on the ground, and when
the line is loaded, the box sjirings clear. This relieves the

cable from the total strain when not in use, and in-

crca.ses its life.

The ditferenec in elevation of the terminals is .321 ft.,

of which 22.5 ft. occurs in the first loOO ft. from the

loailing terminal. This inclination is sufficient not only

to run the tramway, hut to develop considerable power.

Tlie tramway is motor-driven and recpiired 12 hp. to .start

^>. \iiri: Saiiti T''ii;>r Sicxs ovki! T.riTir Oi'kxixgs

balance. The rope speed is .'jOd ft. jiei- min.. this lia\ing

been found most desirable for the loads bandied. The
tension sheave of the traction rope is 10 ft. in diameter
and i.s located at the discharge terminal. This sheave

runs upon a hearing mounted on a truek connected to

the weight box and set at a considerable inclination from
the horizontal to compensate for the difference in level

between the empty and loaded tracks.

A Pkci-t.iai: f'oAr.-^fixi: f'Ai;

The tramway buckets ai-e so made ibat tliey ina\- be
placed, tw^o at a time, upon a suitable truck, wliieli i.s
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run into the mine and otherwise handled exactly the

same as an ordinary mine car. From these trucks the

loaded buckets are transferred to the overiiead cahleway

at the loading terminal by means of an apparatus called

the -'transfer table."

As above stated, the trucks come from the mine carry-

ing two buckets each of a nominal capacity of 2000 lb.,

bxit in actual practice, the average weight of contents is

2300 lb. The mine locomotive pushes the cars over a

knuckle from whence they coast to the scales. Im-

mediately in front of these are set the blocks or squeeze-

brakes consisting of a pair of heavy timbers set one on

each side of the track. These are pivoted on the end next

to the approaching cars and clear the wheels slightly. The

other ends are connected with links and levers to allow of

their being closed sufficiently to prevent the cars running

through. When the operator stationed here releases this

brake, the cars coast across the scales into the loading

terminal of the tramway.

After passing the scales the cars are stopped upon the

adjoining transfer table. This is a large platform pivoted

beneath the trunnions of the buckets. The idatfoiin is

then lowered which leaves the buckets .su.spended by the

hangers from the overhead rail. They immediately coast

to the front of the terminal, where an operator is sta-

tioned to space them at regular intervals.

A gong geared to a sheave wheel gives warning when

the proper distance has been attained for attaching the

bucket. The platform meanwhile remains down nntil

two empty buckets have been positioned over the truck.

The operator then throws a switch : the platform rises and

the empty truck thereon lifts the buckets clear of the

hangers, which are then pushed outward and the latch

holding the trucl^ in posil ion on the platform withdrawn.

This allows the car to run through a switchback and coast

into the mine.

The Traxsfki; Tables Ake DrrLicATED

In ordor to facilitate the rapid handling of buckets

two transfer tables are provided, so arranged that one

man can operate both at the same time, or either in-

dependentlv. The time cycle for complete operation on

The Head of the Coxvetok Lixe. Xote C'HAKACTEn of Couxtry

at one end, the other being connected to a pair of cranks

driven by an electric elevator machine and capable of

being raised or lowered as desired. The track crosses

this platform near the center, where there is a vertical

movement of about 12 i]i.

A pair of hangers having been previoiisly positioned

on the overhead rail above the transfer table and pushed

outward to clear the approaching loaded truck, the table

is raised. This operation brings the platform track level

with that of the scales. The car is run upon this plat-

form, the support for the empty hangers withdrawn, per-

mitting the hooks forming the ends of the hangers to fall

one table is 40 sec, or for the two tables, 50 sec; but

four buckets are transferred with the two tables, while

only two are handled with the one.

The loading terminal is located on a ledge of rock, and

all available space was utilized to the best advantage. The

driving and breaking mechanism is placed in an excava-

tion beneath the floor, the traction rope passing around

sheaves S ft. in diameter to eliminate bending stresses.

The track to the kick back passes directly over the wheel

pit and between the incoming and outgoing parts of the

traction rope.

The track, or suspension cables for the buckets enter-
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ing ami loavinj^ this station, liave a ditToroiui' df elevation

of 4 ft., to give necessary grade for the buckets to run

freely anywhere in the station without assistance from

the operators. The ililTcrence in elevation of tlie cables

here required a difference of half that amount on the first

tower from the loading terminal. On other towers the

empty and loaded cables are carried at the same eleva-

tion with the exception of the tower next the discharge

terminal, where a dilTercnce also exists.

The discharge terminal ])rescnts only one unusual fea-

ture—that of having the hojipcr located under a sharp

curve in the overhead rail at the extreme end of the

structure. This necessitates bringing the buikcts to a

complete stop in order to dump. The grips employed to

the icrniiiial liuiding and iliorciiy ciuising accidents. Ma-
terial elevated from the ground to the floor of the dis-

charge terminal is conveyed to the mine over the tram-
way in the coal buckets or by s]ii'rinl baiigcrs adaptcij Id

such material as steel rails.

I'articular attention has been i>ai(i to tbc ]>iiil)lcm nl

lubrication, grease cups being jirovidcd fm- mII Ikmiiii;:-,

sheaves and rollers on the entire tramway. Tlic tcrmiiiiiN

;nc boused in with corriigatcd iron, which has b,. n

))aintcd. The towers also have been painted. furiiisJiinL^-

a pleasing contrast with similar installations often lilt

in the rough state.

.\ total force of ten men at $;5.5 ])er day is reipiirr.j

to handle an output of '^000 tons. This brings the tran-

NOTE "P'
Cover overgnffankfobe '

made tf ftro layers of i' T.&.G, .

flooring with i«o layers of ,
i

roofingpaperbetween. >

\

Covers over seHling and *' *^
Overflow tanks fobemade ^ ''

with I'mesh wire between'^ t
upperand lower frame ,

i

boards. '
\

Concrete sliould be of very\
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This covertobe screwed
down tight with I'woodscrews

Settlixg Tank for Sew.vgic PruiFHATiox

secure a hold upon the traction rope are operated di-

rectly by the weight of the load they carry. Thus, the

heavier the load the greater the pressure exerted by the

grip jaws on the cable. These grips can only be relieved

by bodily lifting the load and depressing the tracks slmul-

taneoush\ This is accomplished in the terminal by at-

tachers and detachers wherein the load is lifted by side

rollers rising on incline planes at the same time the

track is depressed. This causes the jaws to remain open
long enough for the rope to enter or leave the grip as the

case may require. This operation is entirely automatic,

the grip at all other times remaining closed.

A Freight Elev.\toh for Haxdlixg Supplies

A freight elevator is installed at the discharge terminal

to facilitate the transportation of material brought in on
the railroad for use in the mine. This elevator is 10x6
ft., with a lifting capacity of 2500 lb. It is equipped
with modern safety speed governor and automatic limit

stop, which prevents the platform from running bevoTid

portation charge from mine to tipple to l%c. per ton.

Had the conditions governing the location of loading

terminal and tipple been favorable, this would have been

materially reduced.

The tipple building, which is .steel construction

throughout, was built by the Ottumwa Box Car Loader

Co., and is equi]Ji)ed with shaker screens which permit the

standard separation, common to the district, to be made.

After discharge from the tramway into a bin, provision

has been made for picking the coal on a suitable table

30 ft. long between centers and .5 ft. wide. It is hardly

probable, however, that this will be required in view of

the clean condition of the coal naturally. This conveyor

may, however, be used as a feeder.

Two box-car loaders are installed adjacent to the out-

side track, permitting the loading of lump and nut, or

run-of-mine into cars upon either track. Provision is also

made for coaling the engine with run-of-mine or lum]i.

A AVell Eqi'ipped Power Plaxt

The power-plant building is a substantial stone struc-
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ture with an asbestos shingle roof carried upon steel

trusses A bin for boiler coal extends the length of the

boiler house, the fuel being conveyed thereto by a belt

and screw convevor. Steam is generated m five Scotch

marine boilers of 150 hp. each manufactured by the

Sprin-field Boiler & Manufacturing Co. The power-

house^equipment consists of two 250-kv.-a. sets and one

50 kv.-a. set. The former are Buckeye engines con-

nected to General Electric generators, while the smaller

unit is driven bv a B. P. Sturtevant vertical engine. The

latter unit is expected to provide current for lighting

the towns, mine and mine buildings and driving the

Piii"P^- , -,11
Current is venerated at 2300 volts and suitable trans-

formers provided near the tipple and at the mine where

needed. All equipment is motor driven with the excep-

tion of the box-car loaders, which are operated by en-

gines. For the main-haulage and coal-cutting machines

three motor-generator sets have been installed, each de-

livering 100 kw. at 250 volts. Direct current is used in-

side the mine. Tlie mine fans are also driven by direct-

current motors, so tliat the amount of air furnished may

A good sewerage system has been laid and all houses

are connected thereto. Two settling tanks have been

built for the purification of this sewarage. Satisfactory

results are being obtained from this system of purifica-

tion, the discharge being clear and odorless.

A Big Western Coal Consolidation

The Boston Xeirs Bureau says under date of July 3 :

Plans for extensive coal development in Colorado fields

are on foot. By their consummation 30,000 acres of Routt

County coal lands will be taken over by a combination of Bel-

gian and Paris capitalists. Five Paris banking concerns and

coal kings of Belgium are said to be interested. These in-

clude Prince Henri de Croy, a member of the ruling house of

Belgium, and Camille Peria and W. J. van Maanen, represent-

ing French and Belgian capitalists. A. R. Bickerstaff, of Con-

solidated Securities Co., of Toronto, Can., and Benjamin L.

Dorsev, have taken over the coal lands. Foreign moneys wUl

purchase ?2S,000,000 worth of bonds in Tampa Fuel & Iron Co.,

and Colorado & Northern R.R.

President Dorsey, of Yampa Fuel & Iron Co., says: "We

have ironbound contracts with the bankers of the French

and Belgian capitalists providing for sale of the $28,000,000

of bonds, as soon as they have been .shown that the properties

in Routt County are as represented."

The Powi-.r, Plaxt Axn Tipplt: Spaxxixo TfAn.TioAii TnArxs

be regulated to amply meet all requirements but prevent

undue absorption of moisture. Fifteen-ton haulage loco-

motives are used on the main haulageways. 6-ton gather-

ing locomotives being employed to bring the cars from the

rooms.

Good Houses, Watek Supply axd Sewerage Systioi

The water supply for the plant is obtained from a large

spring, located about one and a half miles up Spring

Canon from the tipple. The flow from this source i.s

more than ample to care for the present requirements of

the plant. Gravity supply is obtained at the boiler house,

while a pump house located about midway between the

tipple and mine to which the water flows supplies the

town and provides for the sprinkling system under-

ground. Two 5x6-in. vertical single-acting triplex elec-

tric pumps equipped with automatic compensator and

float switch are installed in this pump house.

The miners' houses are exceptionally good, being built

of stone and made strictly modern throughout, containing

four rooms exclusive of the bath room.

Denver neWsp..pLiB .-::. Uuu liure will be an initial ex-

penditure of §22,000.000 in Colorado and V\'yoming. A rail-

road is projected from Hayden, Colo., to Casper, Wyo. It

will be known as the Colorado & Northern Ry., and will ex-

tend from Hayden on the Moffat road through the Routt

County coal lands to Hahns Peali. a copper and placer mining

district. It is expected to lead to the reopening of old

copper mines and the revival of the placer-mining industry

in that section. It is projected thence through the copper

fields of the B.artle Lake district to TValcott, Wyo., Ifi miles.

There it will intersect the main line of the Union Pacific Ry..

thereby furnishing transportation facilities for the coal East

and V\"est.

From V\-alcott the railroad would extend to Caspar, ^\ yo.,

connecting with the Chicago & North V^'estern and Burling-

ton lines. These connections will afford facilities for placing

Colorado coal in the Northeast as far as St. Paul and Minne-

apolis and Puget sound in the Northwest, equal to nearly a

third of the United States. The plans call for 210 miles of

new road.

The first section of the road it is ascertained will be com-

pleted within a year.

Explosives transported on mine cars should be kept oft

the floor and away from iron fittings, as such fixtures are aipt

to be affected hv currents from the drawbars if the rails are

slippery and sand is used to overcome slipping.
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Solutions of Two Gasoline-Motor Problems
li\ l{. O. IIUIXIKS"

>'J'A'0/'>7>'

—

The tiro most apparent objerHoiix to the

(jasoline motor are tliat tlie oil may explode anti tliat tlie

exhaust in liable to befoul the mine air. The evidence of
all past experience shows these difficulties are not hard
to meet, and the author believes they should no! act as

a bar to the further use and development of gasoline

motors.

There are two dangers from tlie gasoline mine motor
wliieli have been nuu-li exjiloiteil, and which are, of course,

])resent in some degree. Tlie first danger is that of fire.

At first sight it .seems like insanity to take any quantity
of such an inflammable material as gasoline into a mine.
We believe, however, that we have so surrounded the

trans])ortation of the gasoline with safeguards that we
have reduced this danger to a minimum, and that with
reasonable attention the possibility of fire need hardly

be considered.

In our system the gasoline is always handled in sealed

tanks. These are tilled in the oil house. iarr]ed to and
installed on the motor; and after they are once in place,

it is impossible to get any gasoline into them without re-

moving them from the motor. The tanks are of extremely
heavy and durable construction, and while it is not safe

to say that they cannot be punctured, yet only as a result

of gross carelessness could the gasoline escape from the

tanks. We have a valve in the gasoline reservoir itself

and another in the pipe line, so that the operator can shut
off the gasoline supply at two points well removed from
each other. The tanks are placed under heavy covers, so

near the center of the motor that severe accidents can
occur without causing the gasoline to escape.

ACCIDEXT.S TO Motors Which Have Not C.iu.sED

Explosions

We .sent a motor to the experimental mine at Bruce-
ton, Penn., and before the experts of the' bureau knew
as much about explosions in the mines as they do now,
they set this motor, with a full gasoline tank, out in front

of the mouth of the mine, with a coal car just behind it.

They put a little red flag on the motor with the idea that
when the explosion occurred, they might be able to see the
flag wave. Nobody ever knew what happened to that
flag, but the coal car with its load was blown over the
top of the motor and 250 ft. beyond, ceasing to travel only
when it struck the opposite hillside. The explosion also

blew the metal covers from the top of the motor, but did
not cause any gasoline to leak, nor did it damage the
gasoline tank in any other manner.

At a mine in central Penn.sylvania two of these motors
met head on, one of them having 2.5 loads behind it and
the other 2.5 empties. One motor had both side frame.?
badly smashed and the bum]X!r was broken into half a
dozen pieces. On this motor the engine was heard to
continue running for an hour or more after the wreck
occurred; in fact, it continued its revolutions until the

Mechanical engineer, G. D. Whitcomb Co.. Rochelle. 111.
Note—Second installment of article read before West Vir-

ginia Coal Mining Institute. June 24. 1913. at MoreantownW. Va.. entitled "Gasoline Motor Haulage in Mine?^' The
first installment appeared .luly 19, Vol. 4, p. 90. The consid-eration of the motor as a machine will appear next week.

ga.soline was exhausted. The other motor bad the top'
entirely torn off. i)ut the gasoline tank was noi punrtiuvi'.
though it was torn from its fastenings, and about li.ilf

a tankful of the ga.soline e.scajjed in about an Vs-H'-
.stream. We Iimvc since arranged the fastenings on \Un
to])s of our motors, so ili;i( ii, ;, funire case probably not
even this can hapjicn. iIowc\ci-. ilic oflicinls at (hc'nniie
had the possibility of a liiv in luind when ihcv appma. Iird

the di.saster, aii.l llicy used ^-.yfrW hi nips :\,u\ moved wilh
care and precaution, as is esscniial in all cases where
ga.soline motors are wrecked. In West X'irginiM two of
our motors collided. Mini though llic l)\iinpci's were badly
broken and lli.^ >i,l,. franics sprung, no gasoline csraiMid
from either motor.

The Gasoline Pii'i: Hi.'kaks and thio Oil Id.viiiis

wrniorr I N.iiitv

In a West Virginia mine the gasoline ])ipe of a nioli.r
broke and the mot(U-maii ignilcd the oil wilh his lamp.
He became friglitcncd and ran away from llic niolni'.

Everybody about the mine was dcspd'alcly al'i^anl iliiil

the motor might blow up at any nn'nutc, aiid thcv would
not go near it. The fire, fed by gasoline from tlie tanii,
kept on burning for about an hour, the feed ])ipe being
so small that it only supplied enough ga.soline to keep a
good blaze at the iiack end near tlie carburetor. This lire

burned the insulation off the magneto, cables, etc., but
as it did not get near the ga.soline tank, the latter did not
blow up and the men finally put some sand on the blaze
and extinguished it. Though the fire destroyed the mag-
neto, carburetor and cables, it did no other damage of aiy
kind.

Thi-; Gases ix thu Exhaust

Many analy.ses have been made of the exhaust gases
from gasoline motors. These gases consist of nitrogen,
which, of course, is inert in combustion; carbon dioxide,
GO,,, sometimes, but incorrectly called black damp; car-
bon monoxide, GO, or white damp; oxygen, hydrogen
and water vapor.

Gasoline vapor in the exhaust gases is diflicult to iletit't

by chemical analyses. I am inclined to think that the
reason for this is that the unburned gasoline, as .soon as
it strikes the air, and cools to atmospheric temperature,
condenses into a liquid and falls to the bottom of the
bottle in which the sample is taken or else to the ground.
In order to obtain the worst possible conditions of opera-
tion, the motor was sometimes purposely thrown out of
adjustment, and then there were undoubtedly small pro-
portions of unburned gasoline in the exhau.st. So small,
however, do these appear to have been that chemists have
not gone to the great trouble necessary to ascertain them.

Carbon dioxide is a suffocative gas, but posses.ses no
poisonous quality. In quantities such as given off by the
gasoline mine motor, its effect on the ventilation of the
mine is practically negligible. Of course, water vapor,
or steam, in such minute quantities as furnished by a
gasoline locomotive, does no harm in a mine, and in many
cases may do some good.

The only dangerous constituent of the exhaust is the
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carbon monoxide. One-tenth of 1% of this gas is de-

cidedly dangerous,, if a human being is exposed to it for

a long time. AVe, therefore, have to consider the exhaust

gases of the motor as being dangerous in direct propor-

tion to the extent to wliich they contain carbon monoxide.

This gas is never present in the exhaust from a motor

when complete combustion has taken place in the cylin-

der, and its presence is an immediate evidence of incom-

plete combustion. Therefore, we can render the exhaust

o-ases from these motors innocuous in direct proportion to

the extent to which we can gain complete combustion.

How Complete Combustiox Is Assured

We have gone as far as we can in this direction by

makmg our combustion chambers at the end of the cylin-

der as nearly of a hemispherical shape as we can, by in-

creasing the compression to the highest possible point in

order to make the heat of the explosion as great as pos-

sible and by providing a carburetor with a single adjust-

ment whicli is readily understood and which can be varied

easily by the motorman as the changing conditions of

the atmosphere indicate. We have used, moreover, abnor-

mally large engines the power of which is greatly in ex-

cess "of that needed for the actual work of the motor, with

the idea of using the leanest possible mixture, and thus

decreasing the liability to incomplete combustion.

I was privileged to witness one of the tests at Bruceton

on one of our motors, in which the engine was purposely

thrown out of adjustment, so that it was giving oH a

heavy, black smoke. A section of entry 9 ft. wide and

about' 6 ft. high, and I think about 1000 ft. long, was

liratticed ofiE with double brattice cloths so that

no air could enter or leave the space inclosed.

The motor was loaded with as great a load as

it could haul when working in the ineflBcient manner pur-

posely provided in the test, and was caused to run up

and down for a space of about 300 ft. in this closed-ofE

eutrv. We had two canary birds in this inclosure during

the test, and at the end of an hour's running, under these

conditions, the birds had fallen to the bottom of the

cage but were still moving around, and showed only

slight distress. They were far from being dead ;
so that

the air was still quite fit to support human life for a

reasonable period.

Xo Absorbext for Cakbon Monoxide

I believe there is no known solvent for carbon monox-

ide except a solution of cuprous chloride, and this chemi-

cal is too expensive and inefficient to be considered for a

moment in connection with a mine motor. A solution of

slaked lime will have some effect in dissolving the car-

bon dioxide and will most markedly reduce the odors

from the esliaust of the locomotive. We, in common with

others, in our first experience with these motors, passed

the exhaust through a solution of slaked lime, with the

idea that in removing the odor from the exhatist we had

removed its injurious elements. We were led to abandon

the lime tank by discovering that after a short time the

lime became heated and the odors from it were worse

than the direct odors from the exhaust; wherein we

liuilded better than we knew."

As I have indicated above, the presence of carbon

monoxide in Ae exhaust in dangerous quantities, is in

every case indicated by smoke and also by considerable

odor. The lime tank removed this smoke and odor, but

did not remove the poisonous carbon monoxide. There-

fore, in using the lime, we were merely removing the

only index which the operator had whereby he could

tell whether his motor was giving off poisonous gases.

There is no treatment which is commercially possible,

which can be given to the gases from an internal-combus-

tion motor which can make them less injurious. Strict

attention, however, to high compression, ample engine

size, perfect and easily understood carburation, and com-

plete ignition will reduce the poisonous elements in the

exhaust gases to such a low point as to make the motor,

in any reasonable current of air, absolutely innocuous.

The Gasolixe Motor ix the Presexce of Gas

I will not say that the gasoline mine motor is abso-

lutely sparkless. It is possible to conceive of conditions

under which there will be quite a decided spark, or even

a short flame, from certain parts of the motor. These

conditions, however, are invariably caused by neglect and

abuse of the motor and are not present when the locomo-

tive is running properly or has not been broken in some

of its essential parts. Even if the motor should make

sparks or a flame owing to neglect or abuse, these will

occur near the rail and are, therefore, less likely to ignite

methane than sparks from the trolley wire.

The gasoline motor, therefore, is safer than the elec-

tric locomotive, and is nearly as safe as the compressed-

air motor for use in gaseous mines. Our company has

consistently avoided installing these motors in workings

where we knew there was a large quantity of explosive

gas. This was, however, because we believed that it was

not good policy to antagonize the mine authorities by

placing a new machine in places which they believed to

be unsuited. We felt they would soon become accustomed

to its use and would not oppose its introduction when

they knew how favorably it compared with the electric

locomotive. It was for this reason that we did not install

the motor in such mines, and not because we believed it

was dangerous under such conditions.

Coal Trade of Barcelona, Spain

The quantity of coal discharged in Barcelona, in 1913,

according to the Daily Consular and Trade Eeports,

totaled 1,032,954 metric tons (1,138,315 short tons).

Of the quantity stated, 64!),351 metric tons came from

Great Britain, 85.346 tons from Rotterdam, 8275 tons

from Belgium, and 1832 tons from Philadelphia, the

remainder being A.sturian coal of Spanish production.

Much Coal Used in Coke Making
According to the U. S. Geological Survey, the quan-

tity of coal used for coke making in the United States

in 1912 was 65,485,801 short tons. The coke produced

from this coal amounted to 43,916,834 short tons, valued

at $111,523,336, besides large quantities of gas, tar, ben-

zol, ammonia, etc.. as byproducts from the 11,048,489

tons of coke produced in liyproduct ovens.

Coal Age Index Is Ready
The index to Vol. 3 is ready for distribution and will

be mailed under separate cover to each subscriber. Any-

one not receiving the index may secure a copy free by

sending us a postal-card request.
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Proposed Method of Longwall Mining
Bv F. (. . (.'oltNKI

>') XOPS/S—Atleiitioii ix drawn to some of the quex-

tioiis necessary to be considered before adopting the

method of working a particular seam that will accom-
plish the most complete ej-haiistion of the coal and econ-

omy of working. Description of a method of longwall
mining proposed for working the lower Kilanniny seam,
in the northern part of the state of West Virginia. The
method contemplates the .subdivision of the worhinys into

panels to he worked on the retreating system, having due
regard to the pitch of the seam so as to favor the move-
ment of the loaded cars. Description of the method of
systematic timbering at the longwall face, best adapted In

the peculiar roof conditions in that seam.

In the opening of a new mine, it is of the utmost im-
portanc-e to adopt such a system of working as will be best

adaptcMl to the extraction of the ])articular seam con-

siilered. 'JMiis question can only be decided successfully

after a careful study of the conditions affecting the min-
ing of the coal in any given locality. These conditions

ai-e made known i)y a close survey of the region and care-

ful inspection of adjoining workings, sui)plemented by

the e.\i)erience of others in that locality and the knowl-
edge gained by thoroughly prospecting the area.

Some of the important ])oints to be considered in this

preliminary work are as follows: The depth, thickness

and inclination of the seam; the character of the coal and
the overlying and underlying strata ; the position and
general direction of any fault lines that may exist in the

strata; and the ))roi)able (piantity of water that may be

expected and which must be provided for in the o])eration

of the mine. The question of haulage, drainage and
ventilation of the mine, together with the general con-
figuration of the surface, and the available ship])ing facil-

ities will determine the best location for the shaft, slope

or drift openings. The (|uestion of markets, compel iti<n!

with other coals and transportation and labor must be

carefully exploited before the desired output of the mine
can be determined.

After a careful study of exi.^ting conditions, I have
come to the conclusion that the following proposed
method of longwall mining on tlic ])anel system would
l)e particularly adapted to the working of the Kitanning
seam, in the northern jjart of this state. The .seam

varies in thickness from 6 to 7 ft. Tn studying this seam,
I have observed many times that the pillared areas of a
hundred feet or more in width by several hundred feet

in length, stand open sometimes for a month with abso-
lutely no support but the props that hold the roof-slate

in place. In most cases, the majority of the props had
to be knocked out by hand or destroyed by shooting be-

fore a fall of roof would take place. 1 feel confident that
the method of timl)ering described, simple as it is, will

1)0 adequate in the working of this seam.

In the design of the system T am about to describe, I
have bad particular regard to the comjilete exhaustion of
the coal in each panel, in the speediest and most economi-
cal manner possible. At the same time, the safety of the
men and regularity of the work have been given full eon-

•Mining. civil and mechanical enieineer. Charleston, W. Va.

sideratioii; and these items alone have led me to sub-
divide the i)anels, which not only expedites the work, but
l)rovides more avenues for esuape, in case of accident.
As this seam yields iinictiially no gob for filling jjur-

po.«es, the retreating system of longwall was the only one
to be considered.

As will appear in the following dcsi-ripl ion, the jn,.-

l)osed method is a jjaiiel system, in which each panel i>

worked independently on the retreating-longwall system.
As shown in Fig. 1, the system can be api)"lied either In

the working of a new mine or to extending the workin-^
of a mine already opened on the rooni-and-])illar .system.
In Fig. ] the old room-an(l-i)iliar workings are shown
on the left. Following this to the right are ])anels .1. I!

and C, in different stages of advancement. On the sani.
principle, in Fig. 2, there are shown two other panels .1/

and -Y. The first three panels. .1. B and C. are worked
in three subdivisions. Panel .1/ is not subdivided, while
panel .Y has two subdivisions onlv.

Fig. 1 shows how the longwall method, as ajiplied to
an old mine worked on the room-and-pillar system, ran be
made to .succeed that .system without affecting the dailv
outimt of the mine. The general plan is not altered, e\
cept that the cross-entries can then be driven a grealei'
di.-^tance apart, .say 500 ft. instead of 380 ft., as in the
room-and-pillar system. By this means, the area of eoal
iu eacli panel is increased 44 per cent. ; and there is noth-
ing to ])revent driving the cro.ss-entries at a still greater
distance apart, so as to further increase the area of coal
in each jianel at a later stage of the develojiment when
so doing will not interfere with the i-egular daily output
of the mine.

It will be observed that in Fig. 1 the length of the first

section developed is 1200 ft. This is a favorable length
in the present instance, because the AYest Yirginia minim;-
law ]irovides that not more than 60 men shalfbe em])loyeil
on a single split of air; and, in the system employed
here, it is impracticable to divide the air current in v.uh
panel. A length of 1200 ft. will ]ierniit (id men to work
on a single face, allowing 20 ft. for each man.

Moreover, the output of 60 men ouglit to be suflieieni

lo justify the employment of a first-class foreman in each
panel. This man would act as a "face foreman," and
would be able to travel this distance and visit every work-
ing place several times a day, which would cnal)le him to
see everything that was done in his jwinel or district, and
afford him no excu.se for neglecting or overhioking any-
thing. A face longer than 1200 ft., with only 60 men
employed on that split, would result in slow progress and
the "weighting" of the roof would advance too'' close to
the face of the coal and require the use of more timber
than is necessary or advisable, .\gain, a face shorter
than 1200 ft. would make the employment of a special
foreman for each panel less economical, and might result
111 the foreman's jurisdiction being extended o\-er two
or more panels, which would cover too large an area to
enable him to make a thorough inspection of each work-
ing place, which is so essential to safe working.
A single glance at Fig. 1 shows that the working face

of a panel is to be started at the inner end and on the
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niS PANEL IS FULLY DEVELOPCD
ITS rAC£-l2S0',rULL FORCE •eOH£N
Axmun ALLCnFD BY LAWon OnS SPLIT NOYf ST riFH INCL UDItlG 2 n£n

This PANEL ISINPPCPAPiTION
ITHAS ONLY 6 tIEN DRIVING

S PLACES

Fig. 1. A Pkoposep Flax of Loxcwall ^YoKKED ox the Panel System and

StATITKD FliOit FiOOJI-AND-PlLLAR WORKINGS

lower rill of the air course above the iiaiiel For example,

the working face of the panel .1 was started at the inby

end and on the lower rib of the sixth-left air course. In

the same manner, the working face of panel B was started

at the inby end and on the lower rib of the seventh-left

air course. Before starting this working face, it was neces-

sary to drive a place across the inby end of the panel, to

UNTOUCHED SO FAR

SrnoiTisioN of Panels

the air course above, as shown in panel C. The air cur-

rent is then split at this point ; and, while the larger por-

tion is made to ventilate the panel below, a small scale of

air is carried up to ventilate the headings being driven in

the next panel above. Eegulators are placed, as they

are needed, at the points indicated in the figure, so as

to divide the air in proportion to the requirements.

The cross-heading at the inby end of the panel is

driven wide enough to avoid the payment of yardage but

no wider, in order to economize time. This heading is

marked "Place -l" on the plan (Fig. 1). Following this,

three other places are started in succession, out1)y on the

same eutrv, therebv dividing the panel into tliree ]irinci-

pal subdivisions, 'a barrier pillar loO ft. wide is left

flanking the main entries, which are dri\en triple to pro-

viile a main central haulage road and two intake air

courses, one on eacli side of the haulway. As shown in

the figure, the inliy cross-heading (Place 4) is driven

about 60 ft. from 'the boundary of the section, which

saves the driving of the same distance of cross-entry, m
each panel. As observed in panel 5, the working face

at the boundary line in each panel is 60 ft. ahead of the

air, which is well within the 80-ft. limit allowed by the

West Virginia mining law.

As shown in panel C, it is necessary to use a brattice

to conduct the air current to the face when driving the

cross-headings, all of which are driven wide enough to

avoid the payment of yardage. The dotted line in each

cross-heading and entry represents the track. The sec-

tion of tracking along the working face must be shifted

forward as the face is advanced. As indicated in the fig-

ure, the empties are taken up the cross-heading at the

inliy end of the panel or subdivision, in panels .¥ and T;

but, in panels A, B and C, the empties are taken up the
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first (Ta<.s-lica(iiiif; li'ailiiiir to eaoh subflivision aiul along

tlie face, on the same track by which tlic loails are run

out. Ill this arrangement, the lace track has one loose

end in eacii subdivision and is more readily shifted as the

working face i.s advanced than where both ends arc fixed

and must be disjointed before the track can be shifted,

and then again coupled to the track in the headings.

I have shown one undivided panel M with 1200 ft. of

face track, and jianel -Y having two subdivisions and 600

ft. of face track in each. When the empties are taken

in at one end of the track and run out at the other, as in

these panels, it is nece.ssarv to arrange for turning the

cars end for end, either on the tipple or on a reverse

switch in the heading, so that the gate-end will run out

first when the car is loaded. Of course, where a rotary

dump is used the cars have no end-gates, and it makes

no difference in whidi direction they are run.

In driving the cross-heading marked "Place 1," it will

be unnecessary to use a brattice, since the barrier pillar

can be crosscut every 80 ft., as shown in the figure, and

these crosscuts can be used, at a later stage of the develop-

ment, to ventilate the workings in that subdivision.

An important feature, where the seam has a practically

uniform dip, is to drive the main-haulage roads in such

a direction as to provide a grade of 1 or 1.5 per cent, in

favor of the loaded cars. The direction of the cross-

entries must also be such as to provide a suitable grade

for haulage in favor of the loaded cars. In the present

plan, the main entries are shown as having a grade of 1

per cent, and the cross-entries a grade of 2 per cent., in

favor of the loaded cars. It is further necessary to ar-

range the line of working face in a direction that will

favor the movement of the cars along the face. To do

this, the face foreman must start the work at the inby

end of each panel and push those places ahead most rap-

idly, starting other places, in succession, outby from these

as the line of face advances, as shown in panel B. The
plan of ventilation is clearly shown in Fig. 1, the intake

air being conducted along the face, toward the rise at the

inby end, where it is returned through the cross-entries

and conducted by an overcast into the main-return entry,

"which is here made the haulage road.

In Fig. 3 is shown a detailed plan of subdivision 2, of

panel A, Fig. 1. The plan shows a 400-ft. face, giving

room for 20 men. A number of cars have been set in on

the face track, and some of these have been distributed

at the inby end of the subdivision, ready for loading.

Three rows of props are shown set in rows parallel and

perpendicular to the face. The props are stood 6 ft.

apart in the rows, the rows being 6 ft., center to center;

hut the first row is 71/2 ft- from the face.

In the same figure are shown four cross-section.?, illus-

trating the different phases of the mining operations.

The first of these (phase 1) shows the face ready for the

shooters and loaders, a cut 6 ft. deep having been made
in the coal, at the bottom of the seam. The car is shown

standing on the track next to the face, and the three rows

of props are indicated by A, B and C.

In the next pha.se, there are two cases. The first of

these shows a new cut being made by a chain machine,

after the coal has been loaded out and the place cleaned

up. The track has not been .shifted and cannot be until

the machine is out of the way. This makes it impossible

to set a new row of posts, and leaves an unsupported

width of roof 13 ft. 6 in. wide. It is true that posts

could be set temporarily, but these posts would have to be

drawn to allow the shifting of the track later. This
arrangement is not advised, and it is well lo remember,
in this connection, that the cut made by the machine
increases, almost to that extent, the unsiipporlcd width of

roof.

It is preferable to follow the plan shown in phase 2,

where the tracks have been sliifted immediately after the

place was cleaned up, and a new idw of posts set, as shown

at D. The row of jiosts .1 haxc been drawn and the

roof allowed to fall. In this case, the cutting macliiiu' is

loaded on a triuk running on the track, the cut being

ni:ide in the coal, at a irivcn liciglil above the floor iif iIk;

Fig. 3. Dictaii, Plan of SrnnivisioN- 2, Paxel A, and
CliOSS-SlXTlO.XS AT THE FacE

seam. Phase 3 shows the face in a similar condition to

that shown in phase 1. The dotted lines here show the

position of the cut when made by a machine.

The success of the work depends, in a large measure,

on the regular and prompt setting and removal of props.

The setting of a new row of props immediately after the

track is .shifted must be followed promptly by drawing

the back row of props to allow the roof to fall. By using

a machine for drawing the back timbers, as explained in

an article on this subject, Coal Age, Apr. 5, p. 529, it

will be unnecessary for the timbermen to leave the pro-

tection of the other rows while drawing the back row of

posts nearest the fall. No props must be left standing,

even though they may not be good enough to use again.

Fire Protection of Headframes
The wooden headframe of one of the shafts of the Dier-

gardt mine in Germany is protected from fire by a sprink-

ling system noted in the "Zeitschrift fiir das Berg- Hiit-

ten- und Salinenw'esen," Tol. 61, No. 1. A pipe of 1-in.

inside diameter leads to the headframe from two small

boiler-feed pumps of about 2300 gal. per min. duty each.

At 5-ft. intervals over the drum stage, are distribution

pipes with openings. The device can be operated by a

valve in the piping on the ground landing.
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West Virginia Operators Allege Con-

spiracy of Competitive States

The follow'iug is the authorized statement of the "West

Virginia Mining Association, of which Wm. X. Page is

president, G. H. Capertou, treasurer, and Neil Robinson,

secretary

:

Conclusive evidence that the shooting at employees of

the Ohley mine on Cabin Creek on the afternoon of July

7 in common with all the numerous other outrages of a

similar character that have been perpetrated in the last

15 months, was part of a gigantic conspiracy between the

operators in Illinois, Indiana, Ohio and western Pennsyl-

vania and the United Mine Workers is to be found in

the published proceedings of tlfT conferences of these

operators with representatives of the union. These pro-

ceedings are published by authority of the conference,

so there can be no doubt of their authenticity.

The origin of this conspiracy as related in these official

publications dates back to Jan. 28, 1898, when represen-

tatives of the operators and the miners signed a contract.

Clause 8 of which reads as follows :

That the United Mine Workers' Organization, a party to

this contract, do hereby further agree to afford aH possible

protection to the trade and to the other parties hereto,

against any unfair competition resulting from a failure to

maintain scale.

In union parlance "unfair" means "nonunion." The

onlv nonunion coal field competing with the four states

mentioned is West Virginia. Therefore, Clause 8 meant

that in exchange for increased wages and other conces-

sions elsewhere provided for, the union undertook to pre-

vent We.st Virginia from becoming an effective competitor

of the four states.

At every one of the conferences since then, the oper-

ators have urged the union to fulfill its contract by union-

izing West Virginia, and the union has always assured

the operators that it was doing its best. The discussions

on this subject are reported verbatim in the proceedings

published bv authority of the conference. A few excerpts

will show the character of these discussions. On page

IT of the official report of the conference of 1910 will be

found the following remarks by C. E. Maurer, an Ohio

operator

:

The granting of the 8-hr. day by the operators, after

making these numerous other important concessions, was

with the distinct understanding and explicit promise of the

miners to give to the operators of the four contracting states

adequate protection against the competition of the unorgan-

ized fields. From year to year they have been called upon

to fulfill their promise. The operators, parties to that agree-

ment at the time of its execution, felt that it was absolutely

neces'sary to the safety of their investments that they be

protected from the encroachments upon them by their com-

petitors of the unorganized fields. We ask for the fulfillment

of the pledge of 1S9S.

At the same conference John Green, of the United

Mine Workers, said (page 29) :

The United Mine Workers of America have diligently and

aggressively attempted to carry out the promise made in

Chicago in 1898. They have done everything in their power

to redeem anv promise they may have made to organize

West Virginia. Since 1898 our organization has at various

times spent hundreds of thousands of dollars trying to union-

ize West Virginia. We have also sacrificed human life in

the attempt to redeem that promise.

At the 1912 conference (page 271:). H. L. Chapman,

a mine operator from Ohio, said

:

When we met in Chicago in 1898 and re-established the

interstate movement, the competition from the non-union

fields was the element that entered into negotiations in the

adoption of the scale that was made there. It was under-

stood in that convention, although it was not mentioned in

the agreement, that miners of the competitive fields of the

four states were to bring the non-union field up to the price

paid for mining in those states, and unless they secured the

adoption of an S-hr. day at the next convention the compet-
itive fields were to be relieved of these burdens.

At the same meeting (page 245) John P. White,

president of the United Mine Workers, said

:

We are as anxious to establish the organization in the

West Virginia fields and the other non-union fields as the

gentlemen on the other side of the house are to have us do

so. But the operators there have been successful in de-

feating the aims and purposes of the United Mine Workers
to a large extent, although no one can deny that under the

various administrations of the organization every effort has
been put forth to try to break down the conditions that are

complained of here on the other side.

On p. 217 of the official report of the 1912 conference

may be found the following remarks by Duncan McDon-

ald, secretary-treasurer of the United Mine Workers of

Illinois

:

We have had thousands of men go to the penitentiary for

trying to establish our organization in West Virginia and
other non-union fields, and not only have they gone to the

penitentiary, but they have been beaten up and slaughtered.

We have had men go to jail. We expect that more of us will

go to jail. The penitentiary doors have no terrors for us.

as far as that is concerned. And if putting two or three

hundred of our men in jail will organize West Virginia we
will send two or three hundred down. The chances are we
will have to get busy with that situation shortly.

Men are not usually sent to the penitentiary unless

they have been convicted of crime. The declaration by Mr.

McDonald, therefore, that he expected two or three hun-

dred union men to land in the penitentiary is equivalent

to an admission that he and they contemplated the com-

mission of crime on an extensive scale.

Less than a week after this blunt admission by Mr.

McDonald the imion men on the north side of the Kana-

wha, where there was no trouble of any kind, and where

no demands had even been presented to the operators,

began buying rifles at a certain store in Charleston for

the significantly low price of $1.98. In a short time they

had accumulated more than a thousand guns. Then

reguiariy organized squads of armed union men

were detailed to go, first to Paint Creek and then to Cabin

Creek, where the shootings and other outrages promptly

began and have continued at frequent intervals since.

COMING SOCIETY MEETINGS

Alnbama Coal Operators' Association—This association

will hold its annual meeting at Marvel, on July 26.

American Institute of Mining' Engineers—This institute

holds its next annual meeting at Butte, Mont., on Aug. 18 to

21. inclusive. Bradley Stoughton, 29 W. 39th St.. New York
City, is secretary.

National Conservation Exposition—Miners' Field Day. to be

held under the auspices of the Tennessee Mine Foremens As-

sociation, with the cooperation of the Bureau of Mines and

the American Red Cross, on Sept. 20. at Knoxville, Tenn.

International Geological Congress—The 12th session of

this organization will meet, Aug. 7. at Toronto, Can. Address

of Secretary, Victoria IWemorial Museum, Ottawa, Can.

Kentucky Mining Institute First-Ald Meet—This meet will

be held at Central City, Ky.. on Labor Day, Sept. 1.

imeriean Mine Safety .\ssoeiatlon—The second meeting of

this society will be held at the Bureau of Mines, Pittsburgh,

Sept. 22-i-l. H. M. Wilson, of the above address, Is chairman

of the organization.

American Mining Congres.s—This society meets for its 16th

annual session at Philadelphia. Oct. 20-24; the secretary is

J. F. Callbreath. who has opened quarters in the Land Title

Building.
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A Motor-Driven Mine Pump for

Operation on Inclines

The iUiiiiMiiauyiiif; ill list rat ion slmws an iiiteivstiiig

opplication of a in()t()i--ilriviMi ])um]i. It is di'sijined for

mine (Iraiiiajjo and used on inclines up to 45 deg. from

ilu' liorizontal.

The punij) and motor are held together in a steel

framework with an eye at the end to vhieh a cable or

rojie is attached for lowering the outfit down the incline.

The lower part of the framework acts as a skid.

Special arrangements had to he made for oiling the

motor. The luliriiating dc\iic for the hiwcr hearing is

u
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiililiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiflnii»i»iiiiiiil»ii

high degree ol heal and ine.hannal sl^c^^. Tn nioior-

above 15 hp., the bars are connected elei-lrically and nir

chanically by casting the siiort-circuiting rings around

llu'ir ends. TTence these rotors, having nothing Ihal i -ni

Tjii: I'rMp AMI ;\I()Tiii; (IN- Skius

Hvn between the coupling aiul Ihe lie:<";,ig housing: it fS

fed with oil from the v.;r;.^,. end by means of a pipe.

The pump, made by the United Iron Works, San Fran-

cisco, IS -l-in.. three-stage, and operates at heads \\\> to

250 ft. The motor has a capacity of :10 h]>. and is of

We.stinghou.se manufacture. Several i)iimps of this type

are in operation and are said (o be t;iving eminently

satisfactorv service.

An Induction Motor of New Design

The new Wesiinghouse type CS s<piirrel-c<ige induction

motors ])ossess several noteworthy features. Among these

are: The extensive use of pressed steel in their construc-

tion : rotors with cast-on short-eireuitiug rings, and mois-

ture and heat-resisting insulation.

The use of jjressed steel in motor construction repre-

sents a marked advance in design. It imparts great

mechanical strength and is uniform in structure. Hence

1 motor of a given weight can be made with more active

.naterial than motors of corresponding capacity in cast-

iron frames.

In these motors, rolled steel forms the frames of the

.siz(!s above 20 \\\i., the end ))lates of the smaller machines

(which are of the so called frameless type), and the slide

rails of all sizes. As a result these motors are compact.

Above 5 hp., the form-wound stator coils are laid in

open slots, and repairs in case of accident can be readily

made.

Tn all sizes, the rotor bars are insulated with a special

cement which is moistnre resi.«ting and will withstand a

burn out, ileteriorate under lu^at, (jr work loose uiidcr

viljration, are practically indestructible.

The bearings, being the only wearing part, have lieen

designed liberally. They are protected from dust by a

cap on the front end and by felt washers lietwecn metal

rings on the pulley end.

The efficiency and power factor are high, not only at

full loads, but at fractional loads also. This last feature

is of special importance because industrial motors genci'

ally run at less than full load.
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Proper Installation of Alternators
By C. a. TipPKii^

)^XOP~''IS—The principal differences in the consiruc-

iL of aUcrnator.. .M bear directly upon l,e melhc^

Zpll.ed in installation, -rekeree^u^rnera^edoo^^

u-ith the successive steps to he taken rn setting up the

machine and maldng it ready for successful operatwn.

Before anv alternator cau be placed in
^^^-^f

f.=^f"\°P:

erat on there are certain conditious of mstallat.on that

;"t he carefully met, and which it is extren.e y^mp -

,ant to observe if satisfactory results are ^o

J,^ ^«
J";;

The location of each generator is usualh fi-xed In

,he position it must occupy relative to the Pn-e--;

or shaftiu- bv which it is driven. There i.. tl eretore

,t Mttle choice as to location,, but it is always desirable

.0 place alternators, or in fact, any electrical maciu-

e-v that thev will be in cleau, dry surroundings, where

there is pleiitv of light and as much room as possib e.

Go d en nation is also important, since the better the

ciSation of air, the lower will be the operating tem-

perature of the machine. ^1,1
There should be no combustible material near the al-

ternator, and sufficient headroom should be Prov^d^^ to

nermit taking the machine apa-rt. if necessary, ilu le^t

t od of brhiging in the various parts and putting hem

n po ition wilfdefend largely on the size of ^.^^^
the location in which it is placed and the handling facili-

ties available.
, , .

If a traveling crane is at hand, the work is compaia-

tivelv simple, but if temporary hoisting applianc-es.

blocking, rigging, etc, must be depended upon the meth-

d of l^nclfrng must be suited to the conditions under

^diich the machine is installed, ^lere no crane is avail-

able, a horse or derrick, made of heavy timber, and of

sufficient size to hoist the parts of the machine into place

by means of a chain block, should be provided.

ForxDATioNs Should Br, L.uifiE axd Solid

lu order to prevent vibration and secure smooth run-

ning the foundation on which an alternator rests should

be firm and sulistantial. Small, belted machines below

100-kw. capacitv can, if necessary, be set upon timber

supports or mudsills, but a concrete or masonry founda-

tion is to be recommended wherever possible. A 1 ma-

chines above 100-kw. capacity should be provided with

concrete, brick or masonry foundations, concrete being

the most suitable.
. , .• 1

A .rood concrete for generator foundations may be

compo'sed of one part portland cement, two parts sharp,

clean sand, and four to five parts of broken stone, all pro-

portions bv bulk and not by weight. These quantities

mav be varied somewhat, depending principally upon the

size of the broken stone, and the consequent percentage ot

voids.
, ,

, ,

The foundation should be .sufficiently large and heavj

to secure freedom from vibration and settlement. Founda-

tion bolts for securing the base rails or sole plates ot

the machine, are best set by means of a template. In

order to allow for slight adjustments in the position ot

these foundation bolts, it is a good plan to place either

wooden boxes or iron pipes, the internal dimensions of

•Milwaukee, Wis.

which should be at least two inches larger than the foun-

dation bolts around these bolts at the top.

The leuo-th of these pipes or boxes will depend some-

what upon the size of the bolts, but in general they

should not be less than VZ in. long, nor ordinarily more

thau 2i in lon<r. Their tops should be so placed as to be

from 1/2 in- to 1 in. below llie surface of the finished foun-

dation.
, 1 it

The top of the foundation should be leveled oft as care-

fullv as is convenient, but should be kept a short distance

below the floor line or the bottom of the sole plate or other

venerator support in order to allow for leveling the lat-

ter bv means of wedges, and the concrete should be given

a Sufficient time for the cement to set before the ma-

chine is placed upon it.

The smaller belted machines, or those driven by water-

wheels, are usuallv shipped completely assembled, with

the stator voke and bearings fastened to the base. In

many cases^ however, the stator is separate from the base,

and 'in machines of larger diameter, particidarly those

of the engine type, it may be in two parts, being split

horizontally.

With the engine tvpe of alternator, the yoke either rests

on an extension of the engine bed, as with some of the;

smaller machines coupled to a high-speed engine, or on

sole plates set on suitable foundations. The stator sole

plates for the larger machines are usually made m two

parts the lower Mie being bolted to the foundations,

whde the upper plate is adjustable to facilitate centering

the stator with respect to the field.

How TO Set Up the Machine

In setting up a machine of this type, the following are

the steps to be taken

:

(a) Locate the sole plates temporarily in position, and

support them on iron wedges to allow for further adjust-

ment. . . ,

[h) Place the lower half of the stator m position, and

level it approximately with the leveling screws. In case

this part of the machine is arranged to shift sideways on

the base or sole plate, set it to one side so that it will

be away from the rotor when the latter is placed 111 ]io-

sition.
1 j:

• 1

(c) Place the revolving field and engine shatt m tlie

bearings, making sure that the shaft is level and true

with the rest of the apparatus. In case the engine shatt

has not been pressed into the rotor spider at the fac-

tory and it is necessary to do this work on the ground, a

careful machinist should be employed, if possible. If

no such mechanic is available, any person who can exer-

cise care, caution and common sense can do the work.

(d) Place the top half of the yoke in position, first

making sure that all planed surfaces are perfectly clean.

Carefully center the stator, with respect to the field, by

means of the adjusting screws, and measure the air gap

between the stator face and the pole pieces at a number

of points around the circumference ; it is highly import-

ant to have the air gap uniform, as otherwise the frame

will be subjected to an unbalanced, magnetic pull, caus-

ing bad operation.

On large waterwheel or engine-type alternators, where
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the stator is split, it is usually necessary, for convenieiuo

lu shipping, to tlisionnei't and remove a few of the stator

coils at the two partings in the frame. Tliese must he

carefully put in place and properly connected. The in-

sulation upon these coils should not be injured in any

Y,ay. and all connections should be neatly made and in-

sulated to correspond with those on the balance of the

machine.

In aligning the yoke, the center of the armature lam-

inations must be in line with the center of the pole lamin-

ations. If they are not thus lined up there will be a side

or end thrust on the shaft.

After the yoke has been finally adjusted, shims are to be

inserted between the upper and lower part of the sole

plates, so as to take the weight off of the leveling screws.

Drill and tap holes in the lower sole plate to receive the

holding-down bolts for the stator. an(l bolt the latter se-

curely in place.

(e) Grout in the sole plates, and after the cement has

set, tighten down the foundation bolts and carefully check

over the alignment of the entire machine.

If at any time the engine bearings are adjusted or re-

aligned, the air gap between the stationary and revolving

parts of the machine must be checked over and equalized.

Otherwise, an uneven air gap will result, or the rotor

may even rub upon the stator.

Either Ixsulate or Grouxd the Gexerator

Most engineers favor the insulation of generators

from the ground, wherever it is possible. Such insulation

is generally provided by a substantial wooden frame or

by wooden stringers under the rails, the wood being well

filled and varnished to prevent the absorption of mois-

ture. This method is feasible with small generators,

but with heavy machines, or those direct-connected to

eteam engines or waterwheels, complete insulation from

the earth is practically impossible, and in such cases it is

better to ground the frame positively by means of a heavy

copper wire. In other words, the frame of a machine

should be either thoroughly insulated or thoroughly

grounded, so that there will be no doubt about its condi-

tion.

The method of setting up belted machines is as fol-

lows :

(a) The rails should be placed in position, approxi-

mately leveled, and wedged up so that the weight of the

machine will be distributed evenly.

(b) If the alternator is small and comes completely

assembled, it can now be set upon the rails, carefully

leveled and lined up with the driving pulley.

(c) If the machine is of a large size, and is shipped

in two or more parts, place the ba.se on the rails and
set the stator in position, first making sure that the planed

surfaces on the base and feet of stator are perfectly clean

and properly oiled to prevent rust. Most of the larger

belted machines are arranged so that the stator can be

shifted to one side, to give access to the field and arma-

ture coils, and, when the stator is first set on the base,

it is advisable to locate it so that it will be to one side

of the field when the latter is placed in position. All

bearing surfaces should be thoroughly cleaned before the

shaft is lowered into place. If there are any rough or

Tusty spots on the journals, they should be removed with

crocus cloth or fine emery and polished. The oil wells

also should be cleaned.

When ])lacing the rotor in position, the oil rings should

be watched carefully to see that they do not get jamnieil

and bent out of shape. After the rotor has been placed.

the caps of the bearing pedestals should be jiut in posi-.

tion and bolted down lirmly. The stator can now be put

into place over the rotor and l)olted lUnvn.

If there are any dowel pins in the feel of the statoi

frame they should be put in ]dace before the cap ImiIn

are screwed down. The bearings may now be filled with

a good quality of mineral oil to the jn'oper height as in-

dicated by the oil gages.

(d) Put the pulley on the shaft and line the wiiole

machine from the driving pulley. If possible, run the

generator with a slack belt and adjust the alignment

while thus running so that the belt remains on the center

of the pulley and allows the rotor to oseillate freely in

its bearings.

(e) Tighten down the foundation bolts and grout in the

rails. When the cement has partly set, the surplus may be

removed and the joints smoothed up with a trowel.

Wmkx JI.vcnixES Atiic Diiivi.N hy \\'ATKii\vin:i:i.s

The foregoing regarding belted machines applies, for

the most part, to those driven by waterwheels also, e.xceiU

that the latter have no rails and the base is set directly

on the foundation. In this case, the machine must be

lined up accurately with reference to the waterwheel, so

that the halves of the flange coupling will fit exactly.

After proper alignment by means of wedges, the founda-

tion bolts should be tightened and the base well grouted.

In setting an)' generator, previous to grouting in, it is

well to use plenty of wedges under both inside and out-

side edges of the base so as to give a firm and even

support. In some cases, where alternators are of ]aTi.'-'

diameters and run at low speed, no base is provided. ^!i

this instance, the stator and bearing pedestals rest hi

sole plates bolted to the foundation in the same mann r

as in the engine type of alternators.

With small alternators the collector rings are mount 'i

in place on the shaft and connected to the field windings.

On large machines, especially those of the engine type, the

rings are usually shipped bj' the manufacturers separ-

ately, and, in large machines, both hub and rings are

split so that they can be put in place after the rotor h?. •

been mounted in its bearings.

The collector rings should be fixed securely in position

so as to run trite and connected to the leads from the

field windings, making .sure that all contacts are clean and
bolted up tight.

With large engine-t.vpe alternators and also with some
of the larger waterwheel-d riven machines, the brush-

holders are supported by a .stand bolted to the base or to a

bridge fastened to the sole plate. On smaller machines
the brush-holder studs are supported 1)V the bearinsr ped-

estals.

The brushes should be carefully fitted to the collector

rings. This can be done by first using coarse sand or gar-

net paper finishing with a finer grade. AVhile shaping the

brushes, the paper should be held well down on the rings

so as not to wear away the edge of the brush. Care
should be taken to see that the whole surface of the brush
end makes contact with the ring and that the finger

presses sqtiarely upon the opposite end.

The brushes should be adjusted by chaniring the posi-

tion of the tension spring on the arm and sliould be such
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a< to ffive a good contact on the ring. Too great a pres-

sure improves the contact very little and causes excessive

friction, wear and heating of the brushes and rings Good

judgment and careful attention will soon show the best

pressure to be employed.

Peepaeations for Staetixg

The oil wells should be thoroughly cleaned before fill-

in- and the covers so placed that no foreign matter can

drop into the bearings. When the machine is first started,

it is advisable to draw off the oil at the end of each day s

run filling up with fresh until it is certain that all fine

particles of grit or dirt have been washed out of the bear-

ino- The oil thus drawn ofE may be filtered and used

over ao-ain It is advisable also to run slow for an hour

or so Ind watch the bearings closely before attempting

operation at full speed.

On account of not having a commutator, alternating-

current generators are, generally speaking, easier to keep

in c^ood running order than direct-current machines. At

the same time they must receive adequate and proper at-

tention. It should be remembered that they frequently

o-enerate much higher voltages than direct-current dyna-

mos, which renders it all the more necessary to keep them

perfectly clean.

Xo dirt, copiier or carbon dust should be allowed to ac-

cumulate on or near the windings, and, in plants suffi-

ciently large to warrant the expense, it is advisable to in-

stall a compressed-air system so that all dirt can be blown

out of the corners not otherwise easily reached. It is also

advisable to give the armature coils and connections a

coat of insulating varnish occasionally. In operation the

collector rings should be kept lubricated with a small

amount of vlseline or oil applied with a cloth, and the

brushes should be so adjusted as to make good contact

with the rings at all times.

ALTIiUXATOliS IX OpEEATIOX

The field circuit should never be opened suddenly while

current is flowing, but both main and field switches should

be pulled when the machine is stopped.

Two machines should never be thrown in parallel when

they are out of synchronism, as the excessive rush of

current throws heavy strains on the engines and genera-

tors, and may cause considerable damage.

It should be remembered that alternators are designed

for the voltage indicated on their nameplates. They

cannot be expected to give potentials to any extent above

normal with satisfactory performance of either exciter

or alternator. Frequent attempts to raise the voltage an

excessive amount have resulted in poor operation of both

machines. Furthermore, the rated current output should

not be continuously exceeded.

All bolts and nuts should be kept tight ; electrical ma-

chinery should receive as much attention in this respect

as steam engines, even though it is subjected to less vi-

bration and stress. It is advisable to keep on hand at

least one of each size of armature coils in case repairs

are necessary. Also an extra set of brushes for both the

generators and exciters.

Allien machines are operating in parallel, and one is to

be shut down, the load should first be reduced by

throttling the engine or slackening the belt. The main

switch should tbe'ii be opened; resistance should next be

cut into the field of the alternator to reduce the current

therein. When this is done the field switrh may be

opened.

When a machine is run by itself, and is to be shut

down, resistance should be first cut into the field of the

alternator, thus lowering the voltage. The main switch

can then be opened, and finally the field switch. The al-

ternator field circuit should not be opened when full cur-

rent is flowing, because the high induced voltage caused

thereby may be sufficient to break down the field insula-

tion.

In most large machines a grid resistance is connected

to the field switch, so that in case the latter is opened

the resistance is connected across the field circuit, thus

forming a path through which the induced current can

flow and prevent any ainiornial rise in potential.

A New Feed-Water Heater

A new type of feed-water heater wherein the body is

cast in one piece, giving greater strength, durability and a

more handsome appearance, is being introduced by the

The Cookson Feed-Water Heater

id is known th
Bates Machine Co., of Joliet, 111.

Cookson one-piece heater.

The substitution of a single casting for the customary

built-up plate body does away with bolts and calked joints

at all points save the oil separator, the manhole and hand-

hole covers and the pipe fittings. In other words, there

is no chance for leakage at the points, which, m any

built-up heater, are most apt to give trouble from this

cause. It is evident, also, that the more solid construe-
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tii'ii is practically iudcstriKtilile ami capable of safely

withstaiiiling the greatest back pressure tliat will ever be

built up withiu the heater. The safety valve uiay be set

to blow off at 25 lb. per s<|.in. without danger of leakage

or burstiug plates.

This heater has large steam space, tray surface and

filtering space, and the four large manholes and handholes

make cleaning easy. Tlie cleaning doors are conveniently

located in front and back, and as the heater may be made
right or left handed by turning it halfway around, it

will fit into the plant without complications to the pip-

ing.

The oil separator is made in either of two tyjics: First,

e.vtra large and with cutout valve so that all the exhaust

is purified. Thus, a suqilus over feed-water lieating re-

(piirements is in best possible condition for re-use in heat-

ing or ]>rocessing systems, while the cutout valve per-

mits siuitting off the body of the heater for cleaning.

Second, standard oil se])arator which permits piping to

the heater on thorouglifare or inducion principles and as-

sures splendid oil separation from as much cxliaust as is

required for feed-water heating.

A steam trap and return opening are provided so that

the lieater may receive the returns from a steani heating

system or not as desired. The fittings throughout are

high grade and the flanges are furnished to meet the

lustomers' requirements.

September Meeting of the American
Mine Safety Association

The annual meeting of the American Mine Safety As-
sociation composed of leading coal- and metal-mine oper-

ators, mining engineers, mine-safety engineers, and mine
surgeons will be held in Pittsburgh, Penn., Sept. 22-24.

This association, w-hich held its first meeting a year

ago, has for its purpose a reduction of the number of

accidents in the mines and quarries (3602 in the year

1911) and the alleviation of the sufferings of more than
60,000 men who are injured each year.

Following the recommendations of the Bureau of ]Miiies

in the last three or four years many mining companies
iiave organized rescue corps and first-aid teams, and as

a result a number of different methods of procedure fol-

lowing mine ex])losions and fires and in caring for the

injured have developed. The men who gathered a year

ago to form this association felt there was need for

greater uniformity in the work of the rescTie and first-aid

crews, and at that time some important recommendations
were made.

This second meeting which has been called by H. il.

Wilson, of the Bureau of Mines, chairman of the execu-

tive committee of the association, promises to take up and
discu.<s a number of the problems that have arisen in

Ijoth the rescue and first-aid work. 'J'he members of the

association declare that greater progress can be made in

saving life and in reducing the seriousness of injuries by

the adoption of the proposed standard methods.

Mr. Wilson, in discussing the association, said: "The
object of the American iline Safety Association is to

promote the science of safety in mines and mining bv the

adoption of improved first-aid methods, and of logical

modes of procedure in rescue and recovery work in mine
disasters; to recommend the adoption of approved types

of lirst-aid, mine-rescue and recovery ajji^liances; to ob- J

tain and circulate information on these subjects; and to I

secure the cooperation of its members in estaiilishing

pro|)er safeguards against lo.ss of life and pro])eriy from
explosions, lires, or other causes.

The program will include a mine-rescue and lirsi-nid

contest at Arsenal J'ark on Scjii. 22; in the evening a

reception to the members and a motion-picture Icctuiv

on the mining industry.

On the .second day the opening session of the assm ia-

tion will be held in the morning and a report of ilic execu-

tive committee will be made on the i)roi)i)scd ron^i itiitimi

of the society. In the afternoon there will be an explo-

sion in the experimental mine at Bruceton, I'enn.. upon

which occasion all members will be invited 1o be ]ire-eMt. 1

On Sept. 24 there will bo a business session ami a

selection of officers. In the afternoon members will

visit the experiment station of the I'liireau of Jlinus al

40th and Butler Sts., Pittsburgh. I'enii.

The program in detail is as follows:

Sept. 22—10:no a.m. MeetiiiK of E.xi'cutlvi- Comniitt.-.- in

BulIdiiiK 9. Bureau of Mines, 40lh ami
Butler Sts.

2:00 p.m. Mine-rescue and first-aid contest. .Vi-

senal Park. Pittsburpli.

S;00 p.m Keception of members by executive lorn-

mittee and motion-picture lecture oa
mining: industry.

Sept. 23— 9:.30 a.m. Opening- session of .-Vssociation. Ueport
of executive committee, action rm con- !

stitution. Appointment of nominating
and otlier committees.

3:45 p.m. Explosion in Experimental Mine, ne.ai*

Bruceton. Penn. I^eave B. & O. dipoi.

Smitlifield and Water Sts., iiy special

train. Explosion at 3:45 p.m., returning,
•arriving Pittsburgh 5 p.m.

S:00 p.m. Nomination and other committee meet-
ings.

Sept. 24—10:00 a.m. Business session. Election of ofHcers.
Jfiscellaneous business. Adjournment.

2:30 p.m. Visit Experimental Station, Bureau ..f

Mines. 40th and Butler Sts., and other
points i»f interest.

O U T C R O P P I N G vS

Every little mine has troubles of its own.

All Fools Day xvas probably made A\iv. 1 because tli.

labor agreements customarily expire on that day.

Advantage is a better soldier than ra.shness—a finger's

length in a sword may determine the victor.

They might get King Nich(das, of Montenegro to settle

the "button strilies" in the anthracite field.

Between the suffragette and the socialist the Government
is having a busy time, Why not dispose of both by pitting
one against the other?

Two libations of the liquor handli d at an .average mining-
camp dispensary is guaranteed to malve a canar.v bird sit up
and spit in a Ijulldog's face.

We often discover what will do by finding i>ut what will
not do; and probably he who never made a mistake never
made a discovery.

Those who measure up monthly yardage in coal mines
should note that the London "Board of Trade" has found the
standard yard to be two hundred and fifteen millionths of an
inch short—another chance for the miners' union to kick.
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West Virginia Labor Troubles

Oji pa.ife I'i'-j we publish an authorized statement of

tile West ^'il•gillia Mining Association, chiiming that

Ojjerators ami miners of competitive states incited the

recent insurrections in the Southern fields.

The same statement has been made privately by West

Virginia mine owners at various times in previous years

when labor struggles have waxed hot, but never belore.

to our knowledge, has the charge of conspiracy been made

on credited authority and in such a direct and public

manner.

There is no doubt but that coal men in these states

which have had to meet "West Virginia competition have

been greatly irritated by the success of their commercial

lival in withstanding the encroachment of the miners'

union. It is also easy to believe that these same opera-

tors in Pennsylvania, Ohio, Indiana and Illinois would

lie pleased to see the West Virginia fields thoroughly

unionized. But is there anything unnatural or unlawful

in such a desire!' Do any of us delight in seeing our

i)usiness rivals prosper at our expense?

Many times when strikes occurred in Pennsylvania, or

one of the adjacent states, have the operators of the

affected districts believed and stated that West Virginia

owners were encouraging and aiding the miners? ^\ e

are not prepared to vouch for the truth of these state-

ments one way or the other. However, it is no secret

that considerable ill-will exists between these two sets of

coal owners. Xo one at all familiar with the situation is

likelv to believe that there is any fraternal bond between

them. In fact this condition is one of the chief sources

of weakness in the chain that binds the American coal

industry together.

We are not convinced by tlie West Virginia charges of

conspiracy. The indictment as a whole lacks force. The

statement that the miners bought rifles in a Charleston

store for the "significantly low price of $1.98" is nothing

unusual. In the last few years, a large part of the

-jOO.OOO rifles the Government had on hand when the

Krag-Jorgensen type of firearm was adopted- has been

<q]A at auction, bringing from lie. to $-2.50 each. They

have been retailed all over the country at from 9.5c. up.

Xot long ago the Siegel-Cooper Co. in Xew York regu-

larly disposed of them at 9oc. each.

It is also true that during recent years various Euro-

|)ean governments have been pouring vast quantities of

rifles into this country at extremely low prices. Francis

Bannerman. TiOl Broadwav. catalogs a five-shot, 41-cali-

ber Italian Veterli at $1.18. The price of $1.98 men-

tioned, therefore, signifies nothing except that the

Charleston dealer made some money.

West Virginia mine owners are as decent and as capa-

ble as any body of coal men in America. The public

l>ress has hounded them unmercifully, and in a majority

of cases unjustly. Space writers have fattened their

nio"thlv income bv supplying column? of falselv colored

me*'''ir calcuated to hold these operators up to the public

gaze as heartless robber barons. Demagogues everywhere

have added their cry to the popular clamor.

Through it all the West Virginia owners have foirght

stubbornly for what they believed was right. We have

admired their determination, although disagreeing with

much of their iiolicy. However, we are sorry to see

them designate the operators of other states as being the

chief cause of their trouble. We lan't trample our

neighbor's lawn and then with propriety 'lioller" when

he walks on our grass.

West Virginia operators have chosen to fight a bitter

industrial war. They are standing out against a world-

wide social advance, not a local disturbance comprising

the employees of a few mines. So far. due principally

to the physical nature of their country, they have been

fairly successful m their resistance to the demands of

organized labor. Some day they will be beaten, not so

much because their principles are wrong, .but becan.se the

forces against them are so great. In the meantime, the

West Virginia coal owners should not forget that the

rules of every game apjily eijually to both sides.

The Pension System

On June 7, we published a foreword on the pensioning

of employees, a subject in which we are much interested.

In it we referred to the "one dissenting voice of John A.

Fitch," of the Xew York Survey, who regards the private

]3ension system as a lariat flung over the head of labor.

It has been pointed out that Mr. Fitch does not stand

alone in this view. We are not surprised at this; there

are so many people in this smug world of ours who be-

lieve that any action of betterment by the employer is

sinister and every neglect of improvement by him is a

scandal. He is well chided both for doing and for fail-

ing to do.

An article in the International Steam Engineer in

April, 1912, and another in the American Economic Be-

rien- in June, 1913, both condemned the private pension.

Moreover, Louis D. Brandeis in an article entitled, "The

Xew Peonage : Discretionary Pensions" eloquently stated

the same views.

Doubtless there were others, but we are entirely undis-

mayed liy any volume of condemnation. The facts are

that a company which is willing to put a pension sys-

tem in operation is n.sually not a gross oppressor. Three

instances come to mind—the United States Steel Corpora-

tion and its many subsidiaries, the Peun.sylvania E.R.

Co. and the E. I. Dupont de Xemours Powder Co. These

m-ganizations all have pensions and are all noted for

their fair and considerate dealings Avith their employees,

for the mind that conceives a pension system is also able

to plan other betterments, and can see the needs of human-

ity in a broad and sympathetic light-

The pensioning companies have to ]iay the scale and in

addition contribute to the supi:)0Tt of their workmen in

their declinins; years. This they could only do under
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iwo cireiinistaiues ; either they must receive as a result

a belter service from tiieir workmen or tliev must part

with a perceutage of tlieir profit.

lu the first instaiue, the satisfaction of the working-

men is necessary or the anticipated increasi'd efficiency is

nut secured and how can there he satisfaction if the com-

pany acts in an arbitrary manner? The pensioning cor-

poration is at a considerable disadvantage, iicgging the

workingman to give him the efhciency wliicli will permit

it to fulfill its generous promises without a heavy loss.

If, however, there is no competition and the public

must pay the cost of the pension scheme which the op-

erator has chosen to put in force, then it is dear that the

pension could as readily have been pocketed by the cir-

poration as handed to the workingman. If despite this

fact the operator is willing to divide this profit Avith his

employees, he is not likely to be niggardly and imperious

in i>rher matters.

In view of the growth of unions, it is safe to say that

the unionized mining and railroad corporations have not

even freedom to do right and certainly cannot contem-

plate the parlous pleasures of wrongdoing.

President Wilson Declares Himself

In tlie faie of a nation-wide protest, President Wilson

has signed the Sundry Civil bill carrying the "rider"

which exempts labor organizations from prosecution un-

der the anti-trust laws. That the measure is now a law

is to be regretted. But this point loses importance be-

fore the more significant fact that the President has so

clearly defined his policy in this respect. Nor was this

done without mature reflection. The bill was in his

hands for some time before his signature was attached

and he must have had the subject in mind long before

then, since it was returned to Congress for reconsidera-

tion by President Taft during his tenure in office. Fur-

thermore the better classes have consistently opposed it

and the press of the country has generally attacked it.*

Mr. Wilson explains—or rather excuses—bis approval

of the bill on the grounds that "other appropriations sup-

ply the Department with abundant funds to enforce the

law." As a matter of fact there are already more than

sufficient applications for the funds mentioned and it is

highly improbable that any of them will ever be used

for the purpose under consideration.

A singular and rather ominous coincident occurred in

the signing of the bill. On the same day which this

was announced a party of nonunion miners in Ohio were

forcibly evicted from the works by a body of union men.

Possibly it is the state's duty to protect its local indus-

tries, but with a labor party in control, wc doubt if the

operators will receive much consideration in this direc-

tion.

On the other hand, interference with the production

of a commodity used in interstate commerce is clearly an

infringement of the anti-trust laws and therefore subject

to the action of the national Government. We fail to

see as yet where organized labor has proved that only

the unionist has a right to work, and it is to be hoped

that the President will find a means of diverting a por-

tion of the "abundant funds" at his dispo-sal to prevent

a recurrence of such instances.

•See "Coal Age," Vol. 3, page 693.

State Mining Laws
Probably at no time in the iiistory of coal mining in

this country have changes in the state mining laws been

more numerous than at the present. We refer not only

to those laws directly affecting the inspeetion of mines

and the regulation of mining ojicrations, i)ut other laws

of wider range and having for their ultimate jjurpose the

establishment of greater harmony between mining inter-

t'sts of every nature.

The subject is a broad one ami involves the safe and

economical extraction of the coal, together with ilie

transportation of the same to liu' various markets, and

such a regulation of rates and facilities of shipment as .

will impose no burden beyond what is necessary in the

several mining districts.

The matter of mine accidents is receiving special at-

tention at the hands of legislators, and the great princi])le

of due compensation to workmen injured in the per-

formance of their duties is being patiently and, we be-

lieve, successfully worked out on a basis that will prove

advantageous to employer and employee alike when un-

avoidable accidents occur.
j

In this connection, a suggestion comes from West

A'irginia where it has recently been put in practice, and

which relates to making certain that every mine employee

is or should be acquainted with the mining laws of the

state. Recent copies of the mining law of West Virginia

contain, on the reverse side of the perforated title page,

a blank form of receipt, which is to be signed by the

miner receiving a copy of the law, together with a co])y

of the rules and regulations governing the oiJeration of

the mines of the company by which he is employed. This

receipt, signed by the employee and witness, is filed by

the company, and is intended to forestall the claim of any

employee, injured in the mine, that he was not acquainted

with the law, mine regulations, or the particular danger

to which he was exposed.

In reference to the printed copies of state mining laws,

it is a good suggestion that these laws should be printed

in small compact form of suitable size to be handled or

carried about conveniently. A good size, which has been

adopted by many mining states, is 31/0x6 in., or 3x5l^ in.

Photography at Coal Mines

Still another instance of the importance of photography

at coal mines is the case of a recent accident in a large

boiler plant. The breaching attached to a single boiler

gave way and let the smokestack down on to the boiler-

room floor. The report of the mishap was accompanied by

three photographs; one showed the boiler as it looked

after the accident, and the other views showed how the

breechings on two boilers of other types were secured.

These photos explained the cause of the accident, which,

of course, was the result of bad designing. The photo-

graphic report was shown to the boiler manufacturers,

giving them as good an idea of what the trouble was as

if they had sent someone there to make a personal exam-

ination.

Photograph outfits at mines are, therefore, not only use-

ful, but extremely economical. Such apparatus does not

cost much and will repay the initial expenditure in a

short time.
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Switch Opkkatkd by the Motor

This mine switch is thrown in much the same manner

ns if operated by hand, but in this case the motor itself

pushes the lever C and holds it in position till the loco-

motive passes over the points. These points are brought

back into position after the motor has passed by means

of a spring- either such as is used on a common spring-

latch, as ^-1, or by a strong coil spring, such as D.

If a rail is used for a spring there should be a coil

push-spring B in the connection between the stand and

bridle to lessen the jar on the points, though this is not

absolutely necessary. The parts of a switch of this kind

must be made according to specific measurements so that

there will be no unnecessary strain on the points or the

stand. For the switch, here illustrated, the measure-

Two Safety Devices

By J. E. J()NEs'=

syyOPSia—Tiro .••iibsHtulcs of human actions. irJilch

make the employment of men unnecessary. The lercr

of the sivitch .sitand is turned ly the motor and not hi/ a

spragger. Tlic liands of the trip-runiun- do not liotd the

coupling link-, hut a dog is used ivhicli is tripped into

action at the rery moment ivlien ttie cars collide. As i.<

usual, the derices combine economy of tabor ivith safety

in operation.

The automatic mine switch here illustrated is simple

and can be made by a mine blacksmith. There is nothing

which caTi tret out of order and all accidents resulting
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fihvays travels the straight track and in Fig. -I the \nivi-

iiig is anangi'd so tliat tl>e motor passes onto the switch

track aiitl the tar.s foUow the straight road. The stand

is siiown in this ligure as phued on the same side of the

tnuk, though it louUl he removed to tiie otiier side.

Owing to this cliange the points must be pushed over and

not puHed. This kind of switch is only necessary wliere

there are double tracks as at the shaft bottom, it not

being wise to have the switch stand between the tracks.

This automatic motor parting is e.specially adapted to

making uphill ''flying shunts."

AlTOMATH' illNK-C'AK t'OUPI.KI!

The second device is an automatic car coupler for

which the mining industry has long felt an urgent need.

It is strange that despite the long strides made in mining

machinery that a device of this kind wa.s not introduced

long ago, especially since the railroad automatic coupler

has been such a national success. The need for its in-

troduction in the mines is hardly less apparent.

The coupler is simple, few in parts, and can be manu-

factured at a low cost. A successful mine-car coupler

must embody the following principles. It must allow

trips to pass around curves of short radius aiul it must

not project beyond the extreme ends of the car. It must

liave sufficient slack so that the momentum of the moving

cars at the front end of a trip may be utilized to start.

one by one, the wagons Avhich are not yet in motion. All

these principles and other minor requirements are em-

bodied in this cou])ler.

Dktaii.kd 1)i:sci;ii'T[o\ or P-virrs

The device is composed of three distinct parts; the

coupler head, the hook and the three links. The head

is a malleable casting so designed as to form a connec-

tion between the three links and the drawbar and also

to serve as a scat for the triji or dog, on the action of

which the automatic quality of the coupler depends.

Ojie of the links, that nearest the coupler head, is shaped

like a D and is permanently attached to the head, which

head fits over one end of the drawbar and is bolted to it

by means of three bolts, one of these passing through

the end belt of the car. The dog on which the big

link rests ready for coupling is fastened to the coupler

head by means of a pin upon which it is free to oscillate.

The hook is a malleable casting and is attached to tli'j

drawbar in a manner similar to the coupler head. This

hook is designed to allow the big link to fall or slide into

place when it is projected from head of the coupler 1 y

the oscillation of the dog. The form of the hook together

with the leverage and weight of the big link make it

practically impossible for the link to be thrown or jerked

out of its position in the hook.

The three links are made of steel or of the Ijest iron ;

the biggest is the coupling link which, when a tri]i is

being made up, is hung on the dog at the top of the

coupler head. The inside diameter of this link is 6 in.,

thus giving a play sufficient for all ordinary cars when

on a reasonably straight track. The 1) link is slipped from

the side into its groove in the coujder head. It is re-

tained permanently in this position until a link is broken

at which time the three links can be readily replaced.

The small connecting link is roughly of an elliptical

shape.

Till-: Dcm; W'hh ii lli;i'i.\i i:> iiii: Finciks hi- riii; Tim-

111 N Ml;

The dog is a malleable casting having a seat on the

upper end for the big link and a projection to prevent

that link from sliding back toward the car. The pin

attachment passes through the dog at a point about one-

third of its length from the iqiper end. The striking

surface of the trigger end of the dog is increased by four

side projections, two on each side at rigtit angles to the

motion of the cars.

The action of the r<iupler may he i-eadily uiuleislooil

by reference to the accdinpanying figures. As the cars

Thim;!-; Srcncssiv:-: 'OsnillNr-

All (IN

)r ('()Ci'i.i:i; ix ()i'i:i:-

come together the hook of one car colliilcs with the trig-

ger of the other immediately the upper pai-t of the dog is

thrown foi'ward and the end of the big link is dro])peil

over tile hook and, as the cars separate, works itself

snugly into position. The cars are uncoupled by lifting

the links out of the hook when trip is .slacked. Thi;

l)ig links can lie lumg on the (Miuiiler bead ready for re-

coupling or can be allowed to li'ail cjii tlic ground.

S.\vi-;s BOTJi La HOI! and Li vies

The person coupling with this device need not jeopar-

dize his life by placing his head and shoulders between

the mine wagons. Time is saved in coupling up a trip

because all the cars can be prepared beforehand for autn-

matic coupling by hanging the big links from their ap-

propriatc dogs. It is not necessary for a dri\ci- or irip^

rider to climb back along the trip to couple on cars, and

wagons need not be pushed ajiart to couple or imcouple
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liem. Coupler boys or men are not needed on partings

n- on the bottom." Thus not only labor i)ut a cause of

iiany accidents is eliminated. The weight of the cast-

ngs for a 3-ton car is 1? lb.

Xo law has been passed requiring automatic couplers

in mines, but it is likely that with their introduction will

:onie legislation demanding that some such means he

adopted to lessen the number of fatalities and injuries

from mine cars.

An Emergency Cage

G. S. Rice, mining engineer of the Bureau of Mines,

has invented a collapsible hoisting frame to be used in

emergencies when the regular cage of a mine is injured

so severely as not to be available, which often hajtpens

during an explosion.

This invention he patented .lime :i. 1913. the num-

ber being 1,063,285. The invention may be used by "any

Such cage should be sufficiently strong to withstand any

blows to which it may be subjected and should be so arrang.- 1

that timbers and cloth for brattices or other supplies neces-

sary for rescue work can be successfully lowered in it. It

is especially important that the cage should be of such con-

struction that it may be quickly assembled and readily taken

apart again for the purpose of convenient storage and trans-

portation, as it is often necessary to load these cages alonvc

with other rescue apparatus on railway cars not especially

eciuipped for mine-rescue work. All of these varied require-

ments are met by the cage hereinafter described.

THIi WhoLK C.iGE Is COLL-VPSIBLE

In the illustration of this device. Fig. 1 shows the col-

lapsed cage consisting of two bales or yokes .1 and B.

one of which is smaller than the other. They are con-

nected at the top and bottom by pivot bolts. Thus the

two bales can be swung into a position at right angles to

each otlier as shown in Figs. 2 and 3, and secured rigidly

by the hoops C. D and E. which are bolted to the "Ijales.

If desired a fle.xible hoop or chain could be used in place

of hoop E to make entrance to the cage less difficult. A

hood. Fig. i. is dropped over the top of the cage fitting

loosely as a cap over the suspending bales.

A cross brace consisting of two angle bars /•' and (I. at

right angles with flattened end-portions II and / and a

pi'\-oted connection at their intersection is bolted to tlie

frame members near the top of the cage. These may be

rotated when detached from the bales so as to lie one

within the other, thus economizing space for shipment.

The platform is supported from contact with the

ground bv four lugs. The hood can be renu.ved when-

ever it is desirable to lower timber. The king bolt by

which the cage is supported is arranged to have a swivel-

ing movement so that the twisting of the cable will not

turn the cage. A spring on the king bolt relieves the

strain on the rope when the cage is started upward.

Fie 5 c,.v.«

Details of CoLi..\rsiRi.E Hoisxixu Fuame

per.son in the United States without the payment of

royalty."

As the inventor states

:

It frequently happens in case of mine accidents that the

regular hoisting equipment may be so damaged or disar-

ranged that it cannot be used. In such case the provision of

an emergency cage which can be made ready in a few min-

utes will greatly facilitate the work of rescue parties and aid

in saving the lives of many to whom even a short delay may
prove fatal. To be suited to this purpose the cage should be

so constructed that it cannot be upset by striking projecting

timbers or other obstructions in the shaft, and should as far

as possible guide itself past such obstructions, since the men.

if wearing rescue apparatus, cannot see readily nor control

tlie movements of the conveyanci used.

Bolts I'iiovide.i) with WlXG XUT.-

To facilitate the assembling of the cage a .special form

of bolt and nut illustrated in Fig. 3 may be employed.

The heads of the bolts are rounded in order that they may

not catch on obstacles in the shaft. The nuts are pro-

vided with wing projections which can he grasped by the

hantl like an ordinary wing nut or readily turned by a

flat liar or like tool if a wrench should not be available.

For the storage of these bolts and nuts when not in use

a bag should be provided attached to some member of the

case" so as to be always available when needed. Copies

of^the patent can be obtained from the Commissioner of

Patents, Washington, D. C. by inclosing five cents.

Appointments in Iowa
Gov. Geo. W. Clark has just reappointed the present

state mine inspectors for another term of four years, be-

ginning^ .Tulv 1. 1913. They are J. E. Jeffreys. 1st Dis-

trict. Albia :' E. T. Rhys. 2d District, Ottumwa : and Ed-

ward Sweenev, 3d District, Des Moines.

The members of the Iowa State Mining Board, ap-

pointed for one vear. are: E. M. Gray, president. Des

Moines: H. W. Ladd, secretary. Madrid; T. L. Evans.

Lockman: David Anderson, Ottumwa; and W. L. Jones,

Colfax.

Experiments have shown that the cartridges attached to

rescue apparatus often become so hot when used. f..s to burn

the skin of the wearer. Thi.=^ cnn be overcome by inserting a

piece of asbestos between the cartridge and the skin.
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DISCUSSION BY READERS

Mixed Lights in Mining
Letter ^Yo. 7.—Although not having the time to devote

to the discussion of this subject that it deserves, I want
to say that I do not believe in the use of mixed lights

in a mine that generates inflammable gas in explosive

quantities, even where there is a reasonably good venti-

lation. In mines of this cliaracter and where it is de-

sired to obtain a better light than that given by the

safety lamp, I believe the electric lamp recently approved

by the Bureau of Mines, called the Ceag portable electric

hand lamp, and the Hirsch portable electric cap lamp,

can be substituted for the open lights, using the safety

lamp for testing purposes only.

Ricics II. Hi;iin()\v,

State 5Iine Inspector.

Gallup, X. M.

First-Aid Standardization

Referring to the article, "The First-Aid Muddle,"
Coal Age, May IT, p. ?69, permit me to express regret

that the writer of the article deemed it unwise to disclose

liis name. In reply to my inquiry you state that he is a

"physician of repute." Had the article appeared over the

author's name, I can assure you that some of the eleven

reputable mine physiciajis who prepared the report on

first-aid methods would have been pleased to have an-

swered the article.

I may add that the matters tentatively passed upon by

these surgeons at the conference held in Pittsburgh last

September have been under consideration by a committee

of mine surgeons and jihysicians which was then ap-

pointed for this purpose. This committee will report at

the first annual meeting of the American Mine Safety

Association, which will be held in Pittsburgh beginning

Sept. 23.

On behalf of that committee and of this association, I

hope that in the meantime "A Physician" will either dis-

close his name or accept this as a general invitation ex-

tended to him by the association to be present, participate

in its deliberations, and aid in perfecting standards of

first aid, thereby contributing something constructive to-

ward this most important work.

H. M. Wilson,
Chairman.

Pittsburgh, Peun.

An Open Letter

T have read with interest Mr. Powell's article entitled

"A Gas Ignition Controversy," Coal Age, June 28, p.

985; and, although the matter is not of sufficient public

interest to discuss it further, it seems unaccountable that

the numerous statements made in his article were not

brought out earlier in the discussion. As superintendent

of the mine, Mr. Powell had ample opportunities for

making a thorough inspection of the mine before the

nmnimnniiiinnnnnnioiiimnniiniiirainiiiiiiiiiiimniunniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiririiiiiiiiiiiiiin

iiH|uest. It is worthy of note that he states (p. 98?)
that pillars Xos. 7(5. 77, 78 and ^'.i were being drawn on
the day of the disaster; and men were nl work in .\os.

80 and 81.

These points are of the utmost imjiortance, because, if

men were at work on the jiillars here mentioned, there
were undoubtedly explosives and detonators at those
points, and a cache of explosives was found after the
third disaster, at the fourth cro.«.«-piteh u]) Xn. 7!i elnitc.

Admitting the truth of the.-^e facts, the pniliabiliiy is

that a fail of roof, explosives, detonators and coal dust
may all be considered as operating to cause the first,

second and third disasters, in this mine; and, further,

that the third disaster was assisted i)y the ignition uf

marsh gas accumulated on the ]utch." It can now lie

stated with confidence that the Rellevue disasters of Oct.

31 and Dec. 9, 1910, were not gas explosions; but, in
view of the facts to which I have referred, they were
coal-dust ignitions caused by a fall of roof on explosives
and detonators. These fresh facts further corroborate
what I have always claimed, namely, that the two first

disasters were in no sense gas explosions.

Jami:s AsiiwoiiTH,
Vancouver, B. ('., Canada. :Miiiing Engineer.

The Liquor Problem in Mining
Some time ago the (piestion of the ]i(iiior problem in

coal-mining communities was discussed in several arti-

cles (Coal Age, Vol. 1, pp. 25, 56, 90, ]92, 223 and 258)
by C. L. Pay, then state secretaJ'y of the Y. M. C. A.
mining work, in Pennsylvania. I should be glad to hear
the opinions of men in charge of mines, on the effect and
proper control of the drink hal)it among coal-mining em-
plo.vees. My ob.servation leads me to believe that there is

no doubt but that this haliit has increased with the ad-
vance in wages, if not in proportion to the same.

There is no doubt but that the inebriety of coal miners
affects not only themselves and those dependent on them,
but is an absolute loss to the mine operators who employ
them. Apparently, it is a difficult matter to control this

habit where it has gained any ascendency. However, I

believe that much could be accomplished if there was .some

general understanding in reference to the conditions
under which employment would be given to applicants for

work. Attention was drawn to this particular matter by
II. D. Johnson, a firmer anthracite mine inspector, in

discussing the miner's certificate situation (Coal Age,
Vol. 2, p. 467). Mr. Johnson, at that time, advanced the

idea of the mine inspector granting three grades of cer-

tificates, A, B and C, to miners having different quali-

fications and capabilities. He cli.imed that these certifi-

cates should be presented by miners when making appli-

cation for work to any mine foreman, and that it would
enable the mine foreman to give them such work as they
are capable of doing.

Tn addition to this idea, I want to suggest that the

mine foreman or superintendent should demand of
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every applicant for work a certificate of pood behavior

and sober habits, from his hist employer. This certifi-

cate should state the time lost, if auy, on account of

drink. I believe that such a system would greatly im-

prove conditions, and every step in this direction helps

to increase the profits and place coal mining on a. firmer

basis.
. . . ,

A few years ago, a church holiday, a christening, birth,

or death were the causes given for lost time: but now,

all of these and numerous other insignificant causes, as,

for example, a new litter of pups or kittens, arrival of

a new calf, a youngster's birthday, etc., etc., are offered as

sufficient excuse for idleness and drinking. A reference

was made recently to the numerous holidays that inter-

fered to so large an extent with the successful operation

of a mine (Coal Age, June 28, p. 994:).

I believe if the shipment of intoxicants into dry ter-

ritory could be prohibited, it would greatly help the situ-

ation, and to this end we should all lend our influence

with the hope of bettering the conditions and the work.

SUBSCKIBEIi.

I'ittsburgh, Penn.

Systematic Timbering

I have been very forcibly impressed by reading the

resolution adopted by the Rocky Mountain Coal Mining

Institute, at their recent meeting in Salt Lake City, as

published in Coal Age, July 5, -p. IT. The resolution

reads as follows:

Resolved, that it is the sense of this meeting that anv

systematic method of timbering which contemplates the plac-

ik" of the supports at regular intervals, is not applicable to

the character of the roof overlying the coal measures in the

Rockv Mountain regions, and that the only safe method is to

require tim.bers to be set to securely support the roof in each

individual working place. It is further resolved that this in-

stitute use all fair means to prevent or repeal any legislation

which would attempt to establish systematic timbering in

the several states in which the institute operates.

As the resolution was adopted after the discussion of

D. J. GrifSths' paper, in which he made a special refer-

ence to the subject of systematic timbering, it would be

of interest to those who, like myself, have not visited

mines in the Eoeky Mountain region, if :Mr. Griffiths

would further explain why systematic timbering is not

adapted to that region and how falls of roof and sides

are to be reduced in mines without a regular .system of

timbering.

From "the brief reference Mr. Griffiths makes in his

paper entitled "How to Reduce Falls from Eoof and

Sides," Coal Age, July 12, p. 47, it seems to me he

has not the proper idea of what is meant by systematic

timbering. It is not altogether the fixing of props at

certain specified distances apart : but it means the mini-

mum number of props to be set at a certain maximum

distance apart. The system provides that if more props

are needed, they should be set, according to the judg-

ment of the miner or the instructions of the mine official

in charge. The system does not contemplate a hard-and-

fast rule. It is generally agreed that any hard-and-fast

rule in mining is impossible and dangerous. But, sys-

tem in timbering, when adapted to the general condi-

tions in a mine, makes ~ mining safer by limiting the

distance at which props may be placed apart. This dis-

tance is determined by the mine manager nr foreman.

who has the power to alter this distance according u> the

changing conditions in the mine.

I don't understand Mr. Griffiths' reasoning where he

states that "to timber according to fixed rules, the

standard of safe timbering would be lowered." As it

seems to me, systematic timbering gives the mine man-

ager and his officials a more efficient and effective con-

trol over this important work at the coal face than they

could secure by any other means. When inspecting the

roof, the foreman will still look for bad places between

the props; but if the timbers are not set, t4ie neglect

would be detected at once.

In any other system of timliering. the miner commonly

waits until the roof gives some indication, before .'netting

a prop; and most miners take many chances under dan-

gerous roofs. It is this that causes the large number of

accidents at the face. On the other hand, where sys-

tematic timbering' is adopted, the props must be set even

if the roof gives no indication of needing such support.

Where a systematic method of timbering the working face

possesses a distinct advantage over any haphazard method

is that it compels the miner to set a new row of timbers

regularly as the face of the coal advances. He cannot neg-

lect or postpone doing this because be thinks it is not re-

quired at the present time. If his timbers are farther

apart than the maximum distance allowed, or farther

from the face of the coal and an accident should occur,

the man himself is alone responsible and cannot recover

under any mining act.

I do not advocate being tied down to rules adopted in

particular localities. For example, in France and Bel-

gium, thev nick into the face coal, at the roof, to make

places for the cap-pieces and set the posts close to the

face of the coal. In South Wales, the general rule is to

set the props in diamond fashion, the posts in each alter-

nate row being opposite each other.

In every case, the system used should be adapted to

the particular conditions in the mine. It is reasonable to

assume that it is safer to work by a sy.sfem than in a

haphazard manner. In sections where systematic tim-

bering is carried on. the number of accidents has been

reduc-ed not only because more attention is paid to the

roof under such system: but particularly because more

attention has been paid to secure the roof in a systematic

way.

i consider that the Eocky Mountain Coal Mining In-

stitute made a mistake to pass such a resolution, even

though systematic timbering would not benefit them. In

view'^of the fact that the majority of mine accidents are

due to falls of roof and coal at the working face, it

should be our constant endeavor to adopt such methods

as will tend to reduce, as far as possible, the number of

these accidents. The resolution tends to weaken the con-

fidence of those who are adopting a systematic method

of timbering.

There is danger in assuming that any experienced

miner will always timber his place in a proper manner

when he is left to do this in a haphazard way, using his

own time and judgment in performing the work. Where

such practice is followed, the work of timbering is gen-

erally done after the box is loaded, and this too often

proves to be a fatal mistake.

W. L. MoHGAX.

State Mine Inspector. 8th District.

East St. Louis, 111.
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Fires—-A Warning
1 have been luiicli impres.'^eil reteiitlv wiili the huge

number of fires that have ocrurred within the last few

months, as rei-onled in the news columns of Coal Ai;k.

I refer only to the fires in eonneetion with coal-mining

operations. These have been so frequent and the property

loss so great, to say nothing of tlu- many lives endan-

gered thereby, that I think it advisable to t-all special

attention to tlie subject. Many of the fires that occur

could be prevented if proper precautions were taken and

suitable means at hand to extinguish a fire when first

started.

Mv desire in writing is to bring before the minds of

readers the seriousness of the matter, and impress upon

th?m the importance of safeguarding the jiroporties in

ti'.e-.r charge, not only by furnishing the necessary equip-

ment and keeping this in condition for immediate use,

but by the adoption of strict regulations in regard to the

use of lights, the handling of combustible miterial, and

the storage of tlie same.

The appended list is by no means complete, as repre-

senting the fires that have occurred at mining plants

within the past few months, hut is evidence of the de-

struction that is constantly occurring at mining plants

and cannot fail to impress the candid mind with the

importance of closer supervision at every turn.

Carrolltown .

.

Archbakl...
.•\rcndin. . , . .

Pott.<.villo

Stoni'boro .

.

Conn-llavill.'
Barnesboro .

.

Somerset . .

,

Bakertou
Whilesiile.
Sharon
Wilkes-Bnrre.

,

.Vdrian
Somerset

PENNSYLVANIA
. Blaine Coal Co Tipple
. Delaware and HudHoo Co.. Fan
.Penn, Coal & Coke Plant
..\llianee Coal Co Plant
Merct»r Iron & Coal Co.. Knti. and boiler tiouao

. Frick Coke Co, Boiler-hoiiac

.

Tipple
Power plant and tipple
Giitantir tipple
Powerhousi'
Tipple and boiler liouw
Plant

.

Moundsville
Fairmount .

.

Crown Hill
Elk Ridgi-.

, Vn.

. Haj^tin^s Coal Co.

. ConaolidaU>d Coal Co

. StorlinK Coal Co

. -Madeira Hill Coal Co
Filer Coal Co

. Ivingston Coal Co .

. JeflFeraon & Clfd. Co Co. store
Bando Coal Co Store and tipple

WEST VIRGINIA
Parrs Run C. Co Tipple . .

.Consolidated Coal Co. . . .4 liouseH.
. Black Cat. CO Tipple. .

.

..M. B. Coal Co Tipple

.Paint Crk Fan house
. Righter C. Co Bldg. and eng. rm.
Norton C. Co Store

OHIO
Neffs Pitts. Belmont C. Co Mine bldgs...
Stillwater Still. Coal Co Eng. house...
MeArthur Starr Hocking C. Co Plant
Crooksville Standard Coal Tipple
Urichsville Hiawatha C. Co Fan house .

.

Lisbon Duquesnc C. Co Aline l}ldgs .

.

Kenwood Oliver Coal Co Power house
Kenwood 01i%'er Coal Co Store

ILLINOIS
Verden Royal Colliery Co Plant
Marion Hocking Washed C. Co Bidgs
Carlyle Weston Coal Co I^ower plant
Central City Nelson Crk. C. Co Power plant and tipple.
Pekin Taiewell C. Co Plant
Galesburg Star C. Co Mine bldgs
Duquoin Brilliant C. Co Plant
Browder.Ky.. Caldwell Coal Co Plant

S13.U00
not given

not given
not giv<-ii

not given
not given
not given

«4().0(KI

2(KK)

S2.").l)()ll

20,1101)

10,000

100,000
not stati-ti

850.O(M)

not given
not given
$30,000

.)000

sa.i.ooo

ClI.UlLTON Dl.XON'.

Banksville, Penn.

Study Course in Coal Mining
i'.v .i. T.

The Coal Age Pocket Book
HIeher Inaammnhlc Limll—By tlie continued addition of

gas, the firedamp having ceased to be explosive, now becomes
less and less inflammable. The mixture not only iRnites less
readily, but when ignited burns less regulary and quietly than
did the same firedamp mixture, in the lower inflammable stage
when less gas and more air were present.

The higher inflammable stage of the gas is more danger-
ous, in mining practice, than the lower inflammable stage of
the same gas, because the slightest addition of air. which Is

liable to occur at any moment in the mine, causes the mix-
ture to approach the maximum explosive point. The addi-
tion of air to firedamp in the lower explosive or inflammable
stages maUes the mixture less explosive or inflammable.

.Vnother important distinction between the lower and
higher stages of firedamp mixtures is the relative ease with
which the flame cap may be detected In the two stages. While
the flame of a safety lamp burns steadily and yields a good
cap that is easily detected, in the lower inflammable stage;
the lamp flame is unsteady and the flame cap generally hard
to discern in the higher inflammable stage. The reason is

probably to be found in the uncertain and varying amount
of air in the mixture feeding the flame, which makes the gas
continually approach the explosive point. The gas in this
(higher) stage is said to be "sharp.'

The following table will make the several stages of fire-
damp more clear: but it must be remembered the proportions
of gas to air and percentages of gas given as marking the
dividing line between the different stages or the inflammable
and e.xpIosive limits are only suggestive and vary with the
degree of purity of the gas: the volume, intensity and peti-
tion of the igniting flame, and the pressure and temperature
of the surrounding atmosphere

FIREDAMP .MI.XTIRF.S IMKTHANE AND AIR)

Lower
Inflammable

Stage
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I EXAMINATION QUESTIONS I
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Ventilation and Gases

Ques.—A certain miue is ventilated by an exhaust fan

that reduces the pressure of the air in the fan drift, 14.56

lb. per sq.ft. The miue is situated at an elevation of

2.5(10 ft. above sea level; and, at the time of observation,

the reading of the barometer was 27.2.S6 iu. The measure-

ment of the air in the intake airvray showed a volume of

] 50,000 cu.ft. per min. entering the mine, at a tempera-

ture of 40 deg. F. ; while the measurement taken on the

return airway showed a volume of 162,700 cu.ft. per min.

jiassing out of the miue, at a temperature of 70 deg. F.

( a ) What is the estimated volume of the gas given oif

in this mine per minute? (b) What is the percentage of

i,'as in the return-air current?

_-[iis.— (a) In this ease, the intake air is expanded both

bv the increase of temperature from 40 to 70 deg. F., and

by the fall of pressure. The fall of pressure is given in

iwunds per square foot while the atmospheric pressure

is in inches of mercury, and it is necessary to reduce these

to the same denomination. Therefore, reducing the fall

(iF pressure (14.56 lb. per sq.ft.) to its equivalent in

inches of mercury.

^±^ = 0.206 in.
144 X i».4'Jll

Subtracting this fall of pressure from the given at-

mospheric pressure gives, for the pressure in the return

airway, 27.286 — 0.206 = 27.08 iu.

The absolute temperature on the intake is 460 -f- 40 =
500 deg. F.; and that on the return 460 -|- 70 = 530

deg. F. The pressure on the intake is 27.286 in.; while

that on the return is 27.08 iu. Since the volume of the

air current varies as the absolute temperature and in-

versely as the pressure, the volume ratio is equal to the

absolute-temperature ratio, times the inver,se-pressure

ratio. Then, calling the required volume of the return

air M

530 . 27.286

600
X

27.08
= 1.068

150,000

.(• = 150,000 X 1-068 = 160,200 cu.ft. per min.

The volume of gas given off in this mine is then 162,-

701) — 160,200 = 2500 cu.ft. per min.

(1)) The percentage of gas in the return current is,

then,

2500 X 100 , _ ,

163,700
^

Que--!.—What change of volume, if any, takes place at

the moment of an explosion of marsh gas in air ?

A lis.—At the moment of the explosion, there is no

change in volume, since the two volumes of oxygen re-

quired to burn one volume of marsh gas, produce one vol-

umn of carbon dioxide and two volumes of water vapor;

while the nitrogen of the air remains unchanged.

Tf, however, the temperature falls after the explosion,

the water vapor may lie condensed to water, which will

occupy so suiall a sjiacc cunqiaratively that it may be

practically ignored ; and the ten and a half volumes of

gas and air concerned in the explosion become practically

eight and a half volumes of carbon dioxide and nitrogen,

causing a reduction of about 10 per cent, in volume, or,

say one-fifth.

(Jues.—If the air is short-circuited at the fan, will this

cause the speed of the fan to increa.se or decrease ?

Ans.—When the air current is short-circuited, the re-

sistance of tlie mine is cut out; and, as a result, a lai'ge

quantity of air rushes through the fan, owing to the fall

of pressure in the fan drift. Then, since the work lost

or absorbed in the fan itself varies with the cube of the

quantity of air passing, there results a large loss of work

in the fan when the air is short-circuited. Therefore, as-

suming the power applied to the fan shaft remains un-

changed, the effective power available for turning the fan

is decreased and the fan runs slower tlian it did liefi^re

the air was short-circuited.

(?«e.s-.—AVhat is the weight of 200 cu.ft. of earth hav-

ing a specific gravity of 1.4?

Ans.—This earth weighs 1.4 times as much as the same

volume of water. Since 1 cu.ft. of water weighs 62.5 1'..,

the weight of 1 cu.ft. of the earth is 62.5 X 1-4 = .S7.5

lb. ; and the weight of 200 cu.ft. of this earth is 200 X
87.5 = 17,500 lb.

Ques.
—

"\Aliat is the weight of 400 cu.ft. of carbon

dioxide (C0„) at 60 deg. F. and a barometric pressure

of 30 in.? The specific gravity of this gas is 1.539 and

the weight of 1 cu.ft. of air, at the given temperat^ire and

pressure is 0.0766 lb.

Ans.—The weight of 1 cu.ft. of gas, at the gi' in tem-

perature and pressure, being 0.0766 lb. and tir. specific

gravity of the gas, referred to air of the samj tempera-

ture and pressure, being 1.529, the weight ex 1 cu.ft. of

this gas is 0.0766 X l-''29 = 0.1171 lb. The weight of

400 cu.ft. of carbon-dioxide gas, at the given temperature

and pres.sure, is then 0.1171 X 100 = 46.84 lb.

Qties.—Wlrat constitutes firedamp; and what gaseous

mixtures does it include?

Ans.—The term firedamp, in this t-ounti-y, applies to

any inflammable or explosive mixture of gas and air. It

is generallj' understood to refei' to a mixture of marsh

gas and air, in explosive or inflammable proporti;ins; al-

though it is known that other explosive or inflammable

gases are present; and, in many cases, the firedamp con-

tains certain proportions of extinctive gases, such as car-

bon dioxide and nitrogen.

The presence of these gases greatly modifies the char-

acter of the firedamp, the inflammable or explosive gases

increasing and the extinctive gases decreasing the danger

of the mixture. The presence of inflammable gases liav-

ing a lower teniperatiire of ignition than marsh gas, such

as ethane, carbon monoxide, or sulphureted hydrogen

renders the firedamp more easily ignitable and dangerous,

as does also fhie coal dust in suspension in the air of the

mine.
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COAL AND COKE NEWS

Washington, D. C.
The following statt'difiit has been offlclally authorized

here by the West Virginia Mining Association:

The Paint Creel< Collieries Co. and the Standard Splint

and Gas Coal Co. which were operated as Union mines be-

fore the strike which began sixteen months ago have signed
new contracts with the union, thus ending the long strike at

these mines, which employ about half the total number of

miners on Paint Creek. The contract includes the "check-

oflf." under the terms of which every employee, whether will-

ingly or unwillingly, is compelled to pay union dues. The
other mines on Paint Creek will not concede the check-oft.

Thus the union does not extend its territory under the new
contracts.

The settlement was made on a basis of 51 cents a ton for

pick mining splint coal, which is 4 cents a ton less than the

scale in effect when the strike began, and 29 cents for ma-
<'hine mining splint coal, a reduction of 2^ cents a ton
from the rate paid at the time the strike began.

As a pick miner averages about 250 tons a month this

means that the men, after 16 months of idleness and tur-

moil, have been compelled by the ofBeers of the union to

lose an average of $10 a month or $120 a year in wages in

order that the organization may be enriched to the tune of

$1 per head fortnight in dues through the check-off.
Or. to put the same thing in other words, the ofBcers of

the union have shown by this action that the organization
is really interested in the miner only as a source of revenue
for its own coffers. Adding the $24 a year in dues to the
reduction in wages makes an average of $144 a year that the
miners will lose through their long strike.

'Why is Anthraeitf High Priced f

Investigation of the anthracite coal companies to ascertain
the causes of high prices and prospective government owner-
ship of mines is provided for in a resolution that will be in-

troduced in the House next week by Representative Murray
of Massachusetts.

The resolution will declare that the prices of anthracite
coal are advanced at will by the operators and that exactions
amounting to millions of dollars annually are now enforced
from the public. It will set forth that an arbitrary increase
of from 60 to 70 cents a ton has been made in the prices of

coal in Boston within the last few weeks and that the price
is now excessive.

It will further declare that these increases have not been
due to advances in wages, as the operators have declared, but
that they represent increased profits to the operators solely.

.

Mr. Murray will ask that the investigation be made by the
department of commerce, but the house itself is to consider
the question of government ownership.

Japan Supplies Army Coal

A Jananese firm, Mitsui Bussan Kaisha, has been awarded
a contract for 80,000 tons of coal to be supplied to the army
of the Philippines during the fiscal year which began July 1.

The contract is said to be the largest ever awarded by the
army in the Philippines, being 20.000 tons in excess of the
amount ordered for any previous year. The price at which
the contract was accepted included delivery of the coal at
Manila Bay and amounted to $6.20 a ton for 20,000 tons of
washed nut coal or lump coal, and $5.85 a ton for 60,000 tons
of best cleaned lump coal. Two other bids were made, one
being $7.70 a ton for .Australian coal and the other $6.45 a ton
for Chinese coal.

If VRRlSDlTRr;, IM1>'>'.

The State Railroad Commission has held its hist hearing for
It is expected that Governor Tener will name the Public
Utilities Commission next week, which will take over tn^
rairoad commission. The Commission had ut)ouT a score or
complaints before it and most of these were turned over to
the prospective commission to investigate.

The Public Utilities Commission will also take jver the
Bureau of Railroads, now connected with the Department of
Internal Affairs, and the Bureau of Statistics which has been
connected with this department, will be taken over by the
new Department nf Labor and Industry.

iiHioniinnmiiinimminiiiminninnmnmnmimnmnnminriiiniiniiiiiiiiii'inu^^^^^^

More I'rtty S4rll(rii

The absence of union buttons fiom tlie overalls of four
hundred employees of the Jermyn Xos. 1 and 2 mines, at
Scranton, of Jermyn & Co., led to a strike on Thursday
of two thousand men. The miners refused to enter the mines
until the four hundred delinquents and nonunionists orna-
mented themselves with emblems showing their status in the
union. District officials of the V. M. W. of A. are trying to

straighten out the tangle.

"Button strikes" liave also been called at West NanticoUu
and the Baltimore No. 5 Colliery of the Delaware & Hudson
Co.. in Wilkes-Barre, the men refusing to work with miners
who are not in good standing with the union.

In the Hazleton region trouble broke out at Jeddo No. 5

Colliery of the G. B. Markle Co., due to the company's refusal
to pay a certain class of outside labor $1.50 a day. and raise

the wages of patchers from $1.41 to $1.50, it is feared that this

trouble will cause a general strike throughout this company's
collieries. A strike has also been called at the colliery of

the Brookwood Coal Co. in this region, the miners want 99c.

for a car of coal and 50c. for rock; they now receive 90c. for

coal and 25c. for rock, these prices prevail in skipping pil-

lars. As a counter proposition the company agrees to pay the

miners $2,47 and laborers $2.13. In other words the company
demands that the men work on a consideration basis, eight
hours to constitute a day's work. All coal mined In that time
belongs to the company and will not allow of extra compensa-
tion. The men are determined to fight out this issue, and it la

feared that the pump runners and engineers will be called out.

The week beginning July 21, a convention will be held at

Wilkes-Barre, of District No. 1, at which time the miners will

try to devise some plan that will make "button strikes" un-

necessary, which will probably take up the greater part of

the time of the convention period. In all probability It will

pass a rule that buttons be issued monthly for dues and not

quartei-ly as is the present case.

I'KNNSYI.V.V.M.V

Antliraolte

Scranton—Another public-school building in Scranton has
been seriously damaged as a result of a mine- cave. While
there is no danger of an immediate collapse of the building,

steps will have to be taken immediately to check any further

settling of the ground,

Willves-Barre—In an opinion handed down by Judge Fuller
refusing a new trial in the suit of Shiffer and others against
the Hudson Coal Co., it is stated as regards excesive coal

royalty:
The suggestion of hardship in being compelled to pay for

more coal than can be mined, has been «rged and ignored
in all cases. In the present case the net hardship merely con-
sists in paying, exclusive of interest, about $50,000 for about
100,000 tons of coal, making an average royalty of about 50c.
per ton which is not inordinate in view of the profits derived
from the business.

Carhondale—Charles Enzian, of the United States Bureai
of :Mines; K. R. Pettebone, chief engineer for the D, & H. Co.;

James E. Roderick, Chief of the State Department of Mines,
and several other engineers have been at Carbondale endeav-
oring to determine the best means of extinguishing the mine
fire which has been raging there for several years. It covers
an area of 60 acres and is located in the surface vein. The
slate recently made an appropriation of $150,000 with which
to extinguish the fire.

Friday,
>n their

PottNviilr—The coal companies of this regie
July IS, issued orders prohibitiiiK all "heer pio
grounds.

Coal tracts of these companies which extend over the
mountain ranges in this region have been the scene of hun-
dreds of "booze picnics" the last few months, partlcularlj- on
Sundays, and the companies have decided to end the orgies
by notifying the coal and iron police to arrest all trespassers
upon their property.

The large coal companies have taken pait in the movement
which is not much of a surprise as they have for years prose-
cuted speakeasies, and the Reading company has vigorously
prohibited beer drinking in all its parks. Patrons who do
not indulge in intoxicants will not be molested in their
recreations.
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Bituminous

The Pittsburgh Coal Co. has taken up the use of gas-proof

under^cu ting machines, eight of these machines be.ng now

"n use Two have been placed in the mine at Manown, two

n Sunnyside. and four in the Galatln mine. It is said the coal

company will adopt this style of machine for --^^ -/
^/f

itc! mines as the gas-proof feature promises to settle to a

LreaText'ent the differences now existing between the men

and the management on the use of safety lamps and electric

machines in the same mines.
_

Pi«sbursh-With the rise of water in the Ohio Rijer 59

barges of coal were started for Louisville. Ky., ^y th« Monon-

IZ^lll River consolidated Coal & Coke Co. ^Mth the con-

Unued h?gh stage of water a good deal of coal will be shipped

^^^Geovse 'c'^Theiff. former president of the Monongahela

River consolidated Coal & Coke Co.. and K"/- Crawford, have

purchased 900 acres of ^%'ashington County land at a puce

said to be $S00 an acr'?.

Latrobe-The West End Co. is seeking new power con-

suntrs in^ie Latrobe and Ligonier districts and within the

^^?t few weeks have contracted for the delivery of approxi-

-atir^sro-h^ Thisisallnewbusiness^.n^^

^:r:h:'^^:r°van:fL\^:nging results in the way of

power contracts.
.. i„ ir, nvder is being promulgated by the ^uo-

nongrra^RVveTconsoUdltrd Coar& coke Co.. that no boys

undei 16 years should be employed at their docks and marine
undei "

5«J^^^ j^g ,.^3ult of the accidental drownmg

:rtwo bovs while at wo,.k at Brown's Station and is said to

have been the suggestion of the factory-inspection depart-

"'^l \,. „» TTnur men were inctantly killed and two others

son and Clearfield Coal & Iron companies at Ernest, -ivtiicn

was to be used to drain the water from other mines.

«EST VIRGINIA

Charleston-It is stated that the' strike upon the Paint

creek haT been settled again by - agreement signed be

Workers of America, in which the miners win many of the

remands for t-hich they were contending, among them being

"\^re"a^%TanI7:f.^"as"bee":onvr;d by Judge Henry

K. Blact of tL'^Kanawha County Intermediate Co-t in order

•„„„i^Tr into the riotous conditions that na\ e pit-

::ird^;?hepl"uTanrCaMn creek coal field for over a year.

KENTUCKY
, , ,„, -p Pie-ent of Paris, France, who was passing

S S^ ^ii b::pr"^^a:;!;L^r^iiL^tit
that l^e wis sufferfng from an abdominal trouble, and an

operation wm be necessary. It will probably be some time

before the French mining magnate can proceed on his trip to

the Central City district.

EarlluKton-The St. Bernard Mining Co. has just com-

.i»tpH ^t Earlin-ton Kv., the coal washer for its mines

ttere 'wh ch has been'm course of construction for more than

a vear. The foundations of the washing plant were laid m
19i2 and the concrete reservoir which supplies it with ^^a-

ter was constructed during the winter. The principal feature

of t^e plant is a belt conveyor 162 feet long, which will ca.y

1 coa' from the railroad tracks, about forty feet be, the

washer, into the plant proper, on an incline of about 30 de„.

The plant has a capacity of 800 tons a day.

Hazard—The Hazard Light & Power Co., of Hazard. Ky

which recently completed a plant designed to furnish light

and power to the town, including the numerous coal minin„

plants which have been opened up in that vicinity during the

past few months, is about ready to furnish current to all

customers. The work of making connections is proceeding,

and the town will soon be well lighted. The company also

manufactures ice, a luxury which is much appreciate* by the

citizens.

Frankfort-The Elkhorn and Beaver Valley Railway Co..

of Bovd countv. Ky., which is building a line connecting with

the Chesapeake & Ohio, in Eastern Kentucky, has filed

amended articles of incorporation at Frankfort, Ky.. in-

creasing its capital stock from $270,000 to $400,000. The

articles were signed by George W. Stevens, president of the

company, who is also president of the Chesapeake & Ohio

Railroad Company. The road, when completed, will give an

outlet for large properties, which are rich in both coal and

lumbej-.

OHIO

\fter Sept. 1. 1913. the Ohio Mine Inspectors Department

will have ceased to exist as a separate branch of the slate

government. By a new law passed last winter a number ot

departments having to do with mines, workshops and fac-

tories, engines, fire risks, labor arbitration and the like, ai e

to be grouped under an authority known as the Ohio Indus-

trial Commission. Greater economy and a more thorough

cooperation for the public good along industrial lines are

expected from this centralization of responsibility. As matters

now stand, some of the departments overlap and in a measure

conflict with each other. The commission consists of three

members. While no authoritative announcement has been

made it is expected that Chief Mine Inspector J. C. Davies and

his corps of district inspectors will be retained with the new

bodv. It is not the design of the law to cripple the efficiency.

The office of chief inspector of mines was created in 1S74

with Andrew Roy as incumbent.

Cincinnati—Application has been made to the Superior

Court here for receivers for the Marmet Coal Co.. a million-

dollar corporation, whose coal lands are located mostly in

West Virginia and Pennsylvania. The request was granted

and Edwin Marmet, president of the company, and Charles

W. Poysell, general manager, were named by the court as

receivers upon furnishing a bond of $50,000.

IXDI.VX.V

Indianapolis—Word comes to operators in this city that a

vein of coal 5 ft. thick was pierced by well drillers at 300 ft,,

near Newman, 111., the first discovery of the kind indicating

paying quantities.

Twentv-six general organizers of the U. M. "O . of A. were

at headquarters in this city this week, discussing the strike

situations, particularly that in Virginia.

ILLINOIS

Pana—Judge McBride, of the Christian Circuit Court, has

appointed Francis R. Roberts, of Chicago, and J. M. Taylor of

Tavlorville 111., receivers for the Pana Coal Co., a $500,000

corporation, upon petition of the Continental and Commercial

Trust and Savings Bank of Chicago, trustees. It is asserted

that the Pana Coal Co. defaulted in the payment of the first

installment of the bonds.

Chicago—A. R. MacKlay, special examiner for the Inter-

.=tate Commerce Commission, has been taking testimony con-

eernin" the freight rates on hard- and soft-coal shipment be-

tween "chicago, Proviso and Elmhurst, which are the subjects

of a complaint filed by the Hammerschmidt & Franzen Co.

New regulations for the distribution of coal cars have

been issued bv the Baltimore & Ohio R.R., to become ef-

fective Aug 1 During extended periods of full car supply,

mines'wiU be given cars up to order, provided such cars are

loaded and consigned promptly. Mine ratings will be based

upon the month showing the highest average daily shipment

of the total output of the operators during the preceding 12

months. Cars will be pro-rated on a tonnage basis with a 50-

ton car as a unit. A record of car distribution of all mines

on the Baltimore & Ohio lines will be kept in the office of the

Superintendent, and the record will be open to inspection of

authorized representatives of mine operators.

.\RIv.\>'SAS

Harrison—Judge F. A. Toumans has appointed Hiram But-

terfield a special master in chancery for several thousand

acres of land in Marion County, together with raining ma-

chinery located on the property, in order to satisfy a judg-

ment of $65 000 in favor of the Rhode Island Hospital Trust

Co., of Portland, Me., which holds bonds of the White River

Lumber & Mineral Co.

Little Rocli-Tom Shaw, State Mine Inspector, has reported

to J C Clary State Commissioner of Labor, that he has been

compelled to 'close down a mine at Bonanza and another at

Jenny Lind, because of inadequate water supply, and the lack

of precautionary measures against accidents,

OKLAHOM.V

McCnrtain—The McCurtain Mine Relief Committee having

in charge the collection and distribution of funds to those

rendered dependent by the explosion in mine No. 2 of the

Sans Bois Coal Co.. at McCurtain, Okla., on Mar. 20. Iiave made

public their report. Tt shows that a total of $55,177.63 was

collected for the victims of which the Carnegie Hero Fund

I
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donated JIS.OOO. the larsrest single subscription. The avoraKK

amount paid to each dependent family was J923.S19; the aver-

age amount paid to each dependent person was $2S6.40. and

the average amount paid each Injured person was $226.80.

Lrravraworth—The north shaft of the Home-Riverside Coal

Mining Co.. the first mine to be sunk in Kansas. Is to be clusei!

permanently according to an order made by Judge Wendorfs

of the District Court, who granted an application of the re-

ceivers to close the old shaft.

This shaft was sunk more than fifty years ago by the

Leavenworth Coal Mining Co. Recently a fire in the mule

barn made It impossible to work the shaft because of the

danger to the miners. It Is about 750 ft. deep.

COLOR.^DO
Colorado Sprlngn—The otlicials of the Curtls-Rapsen Coal

Co. have abandoned the shaft of the Curtis mine, five miles

north of Colorado Springs. It has been impossible to ex-

tinguish a fire which has been raging in the different levels

of this mine.

MO.VT.VX.*.

Butte The recent order of the Interstate Commerce Com-

mission reducing coal rates between Sheridan. Wyoming, and

adjacent points, and points In North Dakota. Washington,

Idaho and Montana has aroused considerable opposition among
the coal-min:ng interests of Carbon County, Montana. Evi-

dence has been presented to Federal Commissioner Esch, of

the Interstate Commerce Commission, tending to show that if

the order is enforced, five of the principal coal mines of Carbon

County will be forced to suspend operations, with the result

that 1000 miners will be thrown out of employment. It is

stated in the complaint that the cost of producing coal in

Montana is one dollar per ton higher than in Wyoming be-

cause of labor conditions, and th.at under the new ruling the

mines in this state would be unable to compete with those In

Wyoming, due to the fact that coal producers in the latter

state would be able to ship coal into Montana competitive

territory at a rate of lOe. per ton lower than the local rates.

AVYOMIXC;
Cheyenne—Federal Judge J. A. Riner has dismissed eight

or nine cases, charging G. J. Quealey, a wealthy operator of

Kemmerer, Wyo.. with fraudulent acquisition of coal land.

PERvSONALS

FOREIGN NEWS

T. K. Wrbstir, for many years president of the Webster
.Mfg. Co.. has severed his connections with this company, and
K. S. Shaw has been elected president in his place. The offi-

cers of the company at present are: F. S. Shaw, president; .V.

T. Perkins, vice-president and general manager; Alex. KIs-

kadden, vlce-pres.; Charles S. Clarke, treasurer; L. H. Web-
ster, secretary.

William ClilTord, well known to mining men, has sold his

mine-fan manufacturing plant at Jeanetti, Tenn., where he has

been manufacturing the Clifford fan for a number of years.

The reason given is that Mr. Clifford desires to retire to a

less active life. It is stated that he Intends to make a visit

to England at the end of the month, returning in the autumn.
He will retain his home in the park adjacent to the jilanl

works, and will continue to pursue the scientific studlis in

which he has been engaged.

Governor Tener has announced the reappuiiitnient of .loliii

Birkinbine, of Cynwyd. Montgomery County, as a member of

the State Water Commission, Mr. Birkinbine is the only mem-
ber of the original commission named by U.ivernor Penny-
packer in 1905. He is one of the best known scientists of the

country and an authority on hydraulic engineering. He has

been president of the Franklin Institute, .\merican Institute

of Mining Engineers, the Engineers' Club of Philadelphia, and
the State Forestry Commission, and is a member of many
leading learned societies, in addition to being author of a

number of notable works. He has b. en identified with many
famous engineering entei-prises.

PariM. France—The French government has selected the

port of Papeiti, one of the Society Islands in the South Pacific

Ocean, as a suitable port to serve as a French coaling station

in view of the opening of the Panama Canal. This port was
the selection of both the private and oflScial commissions

which have been investigating the subject.

\VaHhlngrton, D. C.—A prominent importer, who supplies

the railroad and navy of European countries with coal and

the general trade with grain, wishes to establish a perma-
nent connection with American exporters of these articles.

Coal briquettes are especially desired, but they must stand a

chemical test in competition with the products of other coun-

tries. Prices should be quoted at port of destination.

Bremen, Germany—The total number of tons of coal ex-

ported from Germany during the first five months of this year

amounted to 13,6S7,G51 tons, an increase of 654,804 tons com-
pared with the coresponding period of last year. Germany's
best foreign customer is Austria Hungary, which took 4%
million tons of coal. The coal strike in Belgium was particu-

larly advantageous to the German exporters as 150,000 more
tons of coal were exported during that period.

PUBLICATlONvS RECEIVED

Department of the Interior, Bureau of Mines. The Analy-

sis of Black Powder and Dynamite. By Walter O. Snelllng

and C. G. Storm. Bulletin 51; 7S pages, 6x9 in.; with numerous
halftones, figures, curves and tables.

Department of the Intertor, Bureau of Mines. Heavy Oil

as Fuel for Internal Combustion Engines. By Irving C.

Allen. Technical paper. 37: Petroleum technology, 5; 36

pages, 6x9 in., without illustrations. This paper is issued in

response to the many inquiries regarding the supply of heavy
oils and their use as fuel for steam raising and In internal-

combustion engines.

OBITUARY

George Harrison. former slate mine inspector. died

recently at the home of his daugiiter at Caldwell, Noble
County, Ohio, after an illness of nearly a year. He was
attacked by paralysis last fall, and never recovered. He
served as mine inspector during the Hcrrick. Pattison and
Harris administrations, and during all but about six months
of the Harmon administration. He succeeded in securing the

enactment of a new mining code of laws. The office force of

the Ohio State Mine Inspector attended the funeral.

AVheelIng, W. Va,—Work was begun this week on the steel

tipple of No. 6 coal mine of the Rail & River Coal Co.

WaNtaington, Penn.—The Pittsburgh Coal Co. is now open-

ing two new mines in Mt. Pleasant and Cecil townships in

Washington Co. on lands which were at one time owned by
George Washington, the first president of the United States.

A force of men is at work at each opening, and it is ex-

pected that the work will be pushed so as to be completed by
the time that the new railroad, which is being- built reaches

the mine.

Chicago, III.—The Forester Coal & Coke Co., of Duquoln.

HI., whose tipple was destroyed by fire on July 1, have just

placed their order with the Roberts and Schaefer Company.
Chicago, for a steel tipple which, it is claimed, will be the

most modern and best equipped tipple in the State of Illinois.

The equipment will include a Marcus patent picking table

screen. No money will be spared to make the entire plant

the very best that can be built, not only in regard to being

fireproof and durable but also in the matter of preparing

coal.

Cramer, Penn.—The Northwestern Mining and Exchange
Co., one of the Erie subsidiaries, has announced that work
will be commenced on the construction of two immense
shafts at Cramer, Jefferson County. The shafts, according to

specifications, will be the largest In this part of the Bi-

tuminous district. One will be 300 feet deep and the other

310 feet deep. The work of sinking these shafts will com-
mence about the first of August. This will mean the build-

ing of a mining town at Cramer, which is now but a cross-

roads.
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;nse coal strippings will lay bare tht- mammoth and

NEW INCORPORATIONS

KauMis < i<>. Mo.—The Grey-Bryan Coal Co. has increased

its capital from $10,000 to $30,000.

Aurora. Ind.—The PittsUurgh Coal Co. of Aurora has in-

creased its capital stock to $12,500.

Frankfort, Ky.—Joseph Walton & Co., of Louisville, have

changed their name to the Pittsburgh Coal Co.

Chioaiio. 111.—Bell Coal & Fuel Co. has been incorporated

by Louis lletnoff, A. L. Greenberg and Eli Metcoff, with a

capital of $5000.

Franuiort, Ky.—The Sturgeon Creek Coal Co.. of Idomay.

has been incorporated with a capital of $1000. The incorpor-

ators are H. G. Parrish. Walter Gourley. T. McGuire and D. W.

Gourley.

Wheeling, W. Va.—The Wheeling Jlonroe Coal Co., of

Wheeling, W. Va.. has bee.i incorporated with a capital stock

of $25,000 in order to develop coal properties in Monroe

County, W. Va.

Johnstown. Penn.—The Park Hill Coal Co. has been incor-

porated with a capital of $50,000. The incorporators are

Harry Davis, of Conemaugh: T. J. Pearce, of Portage: E. T.

Xeelis. of Johnstown.

Chicago, 111.—The Alkali Jline Co. of Chicago has been in-

corporated for $75,000. It is e.vpected to mine and deal in

mine products. The incorporators are John F. Hummer, J.

Paul Dunne and Richard Klein.

Nashville. Tenn.—The Highland Coal & Lumber Co., of

Davidson County, has been incorporated with a capital stock

of $25,000. The incorporators are W. A^ Davidson, M. F.

Greene. Lucien Clark. M. M. Davidson and H. M. Greene.

Oklahoma City, Okla.—The Pomeroy Coal Mining Co., of

McAllister, has been Incorporated with a capital stock of

n'SOO The incorporators are G. A. Miller, Ernest W.

Sch'reiner, of McAllister, and Jacob Schreiner, of Oklahoma

City.

Xorth Lima. Ohio—The North Lima Coal Co., of North

Lima Ohio, has been incorporated with a capital stock of

$10 000 to mine and deal in coal. The incorporators are: James

Aspenwall. Hector Buxin. Thomas Murphy, Paul Koaehway

and Lucien Affrance.

BentU-yville. Penn.—Articles of incorporation have been

taken out in Delaware by the Strange Creek Coal & Coke Co.,

of BentlevviUe, Penn.. to acquire coal and coke lands. The

incorporators are James Stevenson. J. G. Richellson of Bent-

leyville. and Charles R. Trew, of Charleroi, Penn. The capital

stock is $200,000.

Sprinsiieia, 111.—The Schniewind Cuke Oven Co., of Hart-

ford Conn has been granted a license to operate in Illinois.

The capital stock is $500,000 and the incorporators are Vice-

President Louis Wilputte, of New York, secretary, Robert C.

Metcalfe, of Newark, N. J., and William H. Childs, of Brook-

lyn. N. Y. The principal place of business in Illinois is the

Coal Products Co., at Joliet.

INDUSTRIAL NEWS

Johnstown, Penn.—Wm. Schaffer, of Somerset, has pur-

chased the surface and the top vein of coal of the Harrison

Lohr farm in Shade township, Somerset County.

Inflependenee. Kan.—Attorney A. M. Parsons, formerly of

Canev now of Okmulgee. Okla., secured a lease on the Fore-

man farm, near Caney, and will immediately form a company

to drill for coal.

Johuston-n, Penn.—John Lochrie will within a few days

begin work on the opening of a new mine over the hill from

his present plant near Scalp Level, where he owns the coal

under 200 acres.

Greensburs, Penn A coal deal is now on which will take

up all the land on the north side of Crooked Creek, at Cham-

bersville, Indiana County, which is one of the few tracts

remaining unsold.

AVaynesbnrg, Penn.—Georgia E. Rice and T. Riley Huff-

man, of Waynesburg, have closed a deal in which they sold

1000 acres of coal land in Belmont County, Ohio, to A. J.

Paste, of Pittsburgh. The consideration is $62,500.

Potfsvllle, Penn.—This township will profit by the new

coal operation of the P. & E. C. & I. Co. at Mt. LafCee. where

the ir

other veins.

Winehester, Ky.—Slemp Coal Co. has sold to the Henry

Coal & Coke Co., of Hazard. 2S02 acres of coal lands, of which

641 acres is in fee and the remainder in mineral rights. The

company will at once proceed to develop the property.

Myersilnle, Penn.—The Keystone Coal Co. has moved a

diamond drill to the Alex. Speicher farm, part of the Wilehlm

tract in Elk Lick township to prospect for a seam of big

vein coal supposed to underlie a portion of that farm.

Carbon Hills. Ohio—Three thousand coal miners, members

of the United Mine Workers of America, marched to the

Hawthorne & Floodwood Mines at Forest Junction in Essex

County on July IS and removed 100 nonunion miners from

their work.

Fairmont, W. Va.—The Syndicate headed by the Fidelity

Trust Co., of Baltimore, have disposed of more than $3,000,000

of the issue of $4,000,000 Elkhorn Co.'s 5% collateral mort-

gage bonds. It is expected that the rest of the bonds will

be sold in a short time.

.\shlaud. Penn.—Gilberton colliery, an operation of the

Philadelphia & Reading Coal & Iron Co., has suspended oper-

ations for four months, during which time a new breaker is

to take the place of the present dilapidated structure. The

colliery employs 500 men and boys.

Indiana. Penn.—Manor Real Estate & Trust Co., of Phila-

delphia, on Wednesday, completed the purchase of 434 acres of

coal land in Green and Cherryhill townships, through their

Indiana agents, Benj. J. W. Carskaddon and E. E. Davis,

whose offices are in the Marshall Building.

Birmingham. .\la.—The Maryland Coal Co., which has re-

cently opened the new mines in the Sipsey Coal fields ex-

pects to begin shipping coal by August 1. Recently the

'Frisco Railroad extended its branch line from Empire to

the mine at an expense of more than $200,000.

Heher Springs, -Vrk D. M. McGraw, of Altus, superintend-

ent of the Western Coal & Mineral Co., at Dennins, is here

taking options on 10.000 acres of upland along the Missouri

& North Arkansas R.R. Coal has been discovered there and

this corporation is securing options with a view of prospect-

ing.

Albany. >'. Y.—Petroleum and natural gas are the only

fuels that are mined in the state of New York. The value

of these which was obtained in the year of 1912 was $3,220.67.

There was a gain in the output of gas, which in volume

amounted to 6,564,659 cu.ft.. while the oil industry experienci d

a decline.

Somerset. Penn.—The initial first-aid meeting in Somerset

County was held on July 16 on the baseball grounds. It was

under the auspices of the Bituminous Committee of the

State Y. M. C. A., and T. D. Dilts. of Greensburg, was in charge.

Nine teams entered into the competition for the cup, medals

and prizes which were awarded.

Pittsburgh, Penn.—An order has been granted by the

United States District Court authorizing the payment of

the wages of the miners of the Jenner-Quemahoning Coal Co.

on July 26. The latter concern is a subsidiary company of

the United Coal Co., which has been in the hands of a receiver

for some time. The total amount of wages to be paid is

$23,589.92.

AVashlnston, D. C.—The first coal mine opened in the

United States is about to resume operation. It was abandoned

about one hundred years ago, and is situated in the Rich-

mond Basin, Henrico County, Va. It was first opened in 1700

and continued working for 100 years, when it was believed

that its coal had become exhausted. Recent explorations

find a considerable amount of coal there, and work will soon

begin.
Harrisburg, Penn The State Department of Mines is pre-

paring to make a thorough investigation of the manner of

drilling gas and oil wells through coal measures, in order

to prepare laws for submission to the legislature of 1915,

regulating such work. The inquiry will be of great import-

ance to the Pittsburgh district, and probably will lead to

devising of measures which will settle disputes of long

standing.

Columbus, Ohio—The committee named by each side and

approved by the commission which is investigating the sys-

tems of weighing coal for the purpose of determining miners"

wages in Ohio, are as follows: Miners: C. W. Savage, Colum-

bus: William Roy, Klee: Percy Tetlow, Washingtonville; Lee

Hall, Cambridge: William Greene, Coshocton: John Moore,

Columbus. Operators: E. A. Cole, Columbus: W. H. Haskins,

Coshoctom: J. H. Pritchard, Columbus: D. J. Jorden. Cleveland.

These committees will be present at all sessions of the com-

mission.
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KrunluK nune.
The domestic grades of hard coal are movln^j off in good

shape under the restricted production now in erteot. There
has been a fair demand for a July delivery and some improve-
ment is noticeable. However large percentages of the steam
grades are going into storage and individual operators are
making some concession on tho regular company circular.
There is a great deal of uncertainty over the new Pennsyl-
vania state tax on anthracite.

Some new record 'prices for bituminous have been paid in
New England for small tonnages required to fill out cargoes;
such prices cannot, however, be considered the market al-
though it shows what a strong position the sellers hold.
Operators continue adhering strictly to their policy of not
quoting for future delivery and there does not appear to be
any weak spot in the trade that can possibly lead to a slump.
The heavy demand in the West and Xorthwest has more than
made up for any unsteadiness as a result of the resumption
of work in the West Virginia field. As a matter of fact West
Virginia operators are pressed for any kind of coal while the
Pennsylvania companies are entirely sold up on everything
but the very lowest grades. The latter operators have had
practically a full car supply, due to the slack anthracite
trade, much of the hard-coal equipment being diverted into
the bituminous service.

Mining in the Pittsburgh district continues at maximum
capacity. Dealers agree that the business has never been so
good at this season, and it is now impossible to contract at
the prevailing circular. There is little new buying but the
demand on contract Is more than sufficient to cover the pro-
duction. The settlement of the West Virginia labor trouble
has not had any apparent effect upon the local situation. At
some of the adjoining points conditions are so hard that con-
siderable uneasiness is felt. Nobody has sufficient coal and
even producers are being forced to bu.v in order to fill out
their contracts.

There is a tendency to increase prices in Ohio: one of the
best features of the trade there is the heavy domstic de-
mand but manufacturers are also taking a large tonnage.
There has been a heavy movement from the mines into the
Hampton Roads market but there is still a shortage and
prompt tonnages command a ready premium. There are no
unusual surpluses in the Southern market and the trade is

apparently capable of absorbing the full production: it is

anticipated that this district will see one cf the most severe
car shortages in its history if there is no improvement.

There is an upward tendency in prices on nearly all
grades in the lliddle Western markets. The inadequate
labor supply is making it difficult to handle the coal at
destination and the car shortage is becoming steadily worse;
indications are that the situation in this latter respect will
be acute this fall. Xo change has occurred on the Eastern
coals in this market, as a result of the settlement of the
West Virginia labor controversy.

IIOSTOX, MASS.
Producers are «eil siiiiplled with orilers and |irlee.s con-

tinue hard, liarlleularly for prompt deliverj-. I ueertainty
making It dlflieult to liny for future delivery. I'eunnylvania
oper.TtoFH lienelitlng by the release of ears in the anthracite
wervlee. Hard eoal picking np.

nitumlnouM—Prices on Pocahontas and New River con-
tinue firm, especially for spot shipment. Detention still pre-
vails at the loading piers but another week will probably see
tonnage being cared for in better fashion. .Some of the
shippers have been obliged to go into the market for small
amounts to help load steamers and as hlrrh as $3.1.5 has been
paid this week for purchases of that kind. All the agencies
are well supplied with orders, in fact too well supplied for
July and August, and there is small chance of quotations
being any easier at least for weeks to come.

The Georges Creek situation does not vary much from
that at Hampton Roads. While steamers and vessels have
been loading at Baltimore in shorter time yet there is not

much Improvement from a week ago. The volume of busi-
ness on this grade Is large and the shippers are expected to
have difficulty In meeting the market requirements

In Pennsylvania there is an increasing disposition not to
close further business for deferred delivery. tJperators are
willing to Sell at the market their current output but they
lose Interest when prices are asked for September and
October. A slight spurt In the New Kngland demand for
Pennsylvania coals is occasioned by the release of certain an-
thracite transportation to freight soft coal, while the hard
coal trade is temporarily dull. Quite a tonnage has been
placed in this way lately to replace the shipments of South-
ern coals that would normally come to this market in
July.

Anthracite—While slack early in the month, there Is now
a good demand for hard coal for shipment on July prices.
Stocks are large, but as fast as room is made the dealers are
asking for further shipments. Such cargoes, however, are
pretty well assorted and the pinch over stove size is not be-
ing felt for the present.

Currint quotations on bituminou.s at wholesale are about
as follows:

Clearficlds Cambria.i Georges Pocahontas
Somersets Creelt New Hiver

$1 10® 1 . 45 Jl . .35® 1 . 65 SI . 07ft?, 1 . 77
2.35®2.70 2.60@2.90 2.02(<u3.02
2.fio@3.00 2.00@3.20 3.22(o>3.,32

2.85692.95
$2.85@3.15
3.88@4.00
4 00fe;4.1l)

Mines*
Philadelphia*
New York*
Baltimore*
Hampton Roads*
Providencet
Bostont

*F.o.l,. tOn cans.

OW ^OUK
rleneed a further
Shortage due to
to the .Northwest.

New ^ ork iinolations on soft eoa
ndv::n<'e. Still Iniiulrles for eontn
heavy shipments of West Virginia <

.Anthracite dull ami quiet.

nitumlnous—The local soft-coal market is, if anything,
in a stronger position than last week. The shortage is be-
coming so pronounced that competing companies are en-
deavoring to place orders with each other. There has also
been more than the usual number of inquiries for contracts
during the past week.

One of the principal causes for the hard local situation is
due to the fact that shipments from West Virginia are
light, most of this coal being diverted into the North and
Northwestern markets. Another important influence is the
short supply of labor. Mines generally are attempting to
make the highest possible production they can, but the
shortage of miners is proving a serious handicap. One large
Pennsylvania company reports a shortage of fully 30 per
cent. The New Tork market has strengthened to such an
extent during the week, that it is necessary to advance quo-
tations for the first time in several months, the trade now be-
ing hard and firm on the following basis:

West Virginia steam, $2.55(3 2.60: fair grades of Pennsyl-
vania, $2.7o(S2.S0: good grades of Pennsylvania. $2.80@2.85:
best Miller Pennsylvania, $3.10®3.20; George's Creek, $3.25®
3.30.

Anthracite—The hard-coal market is quiet and dull, and
production at the mines was further reduced during the
week. Stove coal is the only grade in any demand at all.
while pea and buckwheat are being stored in considerable
tonnages, although not so much as was the case before the
production was curtailed.

The car supply is excellent: in fact, there is such a sur-
plus of equipment, that some is being diverted into the bi-
tuminous trade, much to the benefit of the Pennsylvania
shippers into the New England market. Labor is in fair
supply and fully up to requirements. We continue quoting
the New York market on the following basis:

Broken
Eec .

Stove.
Chestnut

,

Pea
Buckwheat.
Hicp
Barley

r Tn'~;.h

$4,45(ff.S4.fiS
4.80(S, 4.90
4 . 90
5.0.5® 5.1.5
3.2.5(3) 3.45
2.10® 2.45
1 7.5® 1 95
1 .30® 1 70

$4. 50® $4. 70
4.8.5® 4.95
4 95
5.10® 5.20
3.30® 3.50
2.50® 2.75
2.25

Schuylkill

$4. 45® $4. 65
4.80® 4.90

5.05® 5.15
3.25® 3.45
2.10® 2.45

, ,^ 1.7.5® 1.95
1 75 1 .30® 1 . 70
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IMTTSBlRfiH, PENX.

MIninc UP «<> niaxlmum oiipaclty with movement mostly

o„ oOHtr';.." toke l.,.yer.s refuse „.,s«lu.e.y to meet tLe

$2.50 price of tbe producers au.l the situation •« teuse. Both

sides are holdin;. out firmly and furnaces are l.eln^ forced to

bank or buy soft coke at relatively blKh prices.

Bituminous—Mining operations continue at practically

tlieir maximum; there is little new buying but the production

is well absorbed by contract requirements. Slack con-

tinues in active demand, so that the concessions from the

re-ular figure usually so frequent at this time of yeai aie

now almost absent. Car and labor supply are fairly good.

The Pittsburgh district is not particularly disturbed ove.

what appears to be the final settlement in the ^\ est Virginia

abor difficulties, although it has been held that a con-

siderable part of the prosperity in this district has been due

to the curtailed output in West Virginia. We continue to

quote prices as follows: Slack. 90c.; nut and slack, $1.05

nut $125; mine-run, $1.30; %-in., $1.40; 1%-in. steam, $l.oO.

114 -in. domestic, $1.55, per ton at mine, Pittsburgh distnct.

Conuellsville Coke—The market has been almost stagnant

the past week, as refers to actual transactions, but the mar-

ket position has been highly interesting, a tense situation

being presented by the absolute refusal of several furnaces

to pav the $2.50 price demanded by operators. Such lui-

naces are looking for coke, and have purchased several los

of soft coke, a-t relatively high prices. As already repo.ted.

there have been several bankings of furnaces and t 'S be

lieved that others will do likewise rather than pay the $2.50

price There is not a sign of weakening in the position of

opeiators, there being little coke to be found for promp

shipment at the figure, and none offered at a lower price. It

is doubtful whether there will be much movement in the

market until the question of August requirements comes up^

This will open up the case with respect to the furnaces which

paid $2.50 o secure a July supply. We quote; Prompt fui-

nace $2 50@2.60; contract furnace, $2.50; prompt foundrj

,

$2 85® 3; contract foundry, $2.S5@ 3. per ton at ovens

There has apparently been sufficient restriction of output

to meet the situation presented by slightly decreased

pig-iron production, and by the abstention of several

operating furnaces from taking their normal tonnages. The

"courier" reports production in the week ending July 12 at

3q0 470 tons, an increase of 57,000 tons over the preceding

week but IS.OOO tons less than the average m June, ana

^ipments at 11,274 cars, an increase of 1«0« -rs.J^^e ship-

ments carrying 388.876 tons, an increase of 56.24S tons.

PHILADELPHI-\, PENN.

some price euttins by individual hard coal operators.

Steam sizes in lou« supply but domestic grades »•'' ™»;^'"S

off «ell under the restricted production. I ncertainty o>er

. . *„» ....ntinues Bituminous remarkably strong.
the new state tax continues, niiuiuiuw

Compared with the corresponding period last year the an-

thracite coal business in this vicinity presents anything but

a favorable outlook. The summer months always see a

marked falling off in the demand for coal,
^ff'^^l^'-^^l

no exception. It Is understood, however, that with the

curtailed production, the companies are moving off practi-

cally all of the domestic coals, some of course going- into

stock; but the steam sizes still continue to be far in excess

of the demand, and are added to the already large quanti-

ties of these grades in stock. Individual operators are re-

ported as cutting prices anywhere from 15 to 25c. on he

various sizes, the extent of the concession varying according

to the demand at the time of the sale. ,,.,,=
The Pennsylvania State tax still continues to be dis-

cussed It has not as yet been decided by the dealers here m
what way they will handle it. Some talk of an advance of

Toc per ton in the ruling price for egg, stove and chestnu

sizes and 5c. on pea. which is approximately the amount of

the tax but up to the present time, no decisive action has

leen taken. It is understood that some of the large com-

plnies con e„pi^te increasing the price of the coal, rather

than admn- the tax to invoices as a separate item. It is

I'^o stated" that one or more of the various intei-ests^ may

inctitiitf tiroceedinas to test me i.t*o<iJ"-^\ -j

institute proceed ^ ^.^.^ pvoent that the consumer will
yet nothing seems certain, except tnai.

""Tf:verv^'di','::t;:n: one hears nothing but good of the

bitumiZs' industry. New contracts -r.^^^^-^^ ^f^^n
at con

siderable ^^--^ -^
^^-^^^rs: "^nd^ pos^roneirT^nt'Tf

months ago for the same business, ana a i. t-

purchases from one day to anotl^er, '^ '>^<>\> *"
Buyers seem

feet of an advance of anywhere from 10 to 15o. Buyers seem

to realize this, and are accepting quotations for spot de-

liveries without any special canvassing of the market for

better prices. The trade is in marked contrast with existing

conditions for years past at this season of the year. It is

really the only industry that can be said to indicate a pros-

perous condition, both as regards demand and prices, and

operators generally do not look for a let down in the near

future.

B.VI.TIMOKE, MD.

The heavy demand from the «est and Northwest has more

than taken up any .slackness In the local situation. Better

(trades almost entirely out of the market. Consumers who
failed to contract in the spring are now hard pressed.

This is the most active June in the history of the local coal

trade. The heavy call from the West and Northwest has more

than made up for any inclination to sag in the Eastern field

as a whole. West Virginia operators are now pressed to get

any decent kind of coal, while in Pennsylvania producers are

sold up on all but the worst grades and are now busy filling

their contracts.

The city board of awards has finally decided to allow the

various departments to buy independently. Because of this

ruling the Georges Creek Coal Co. withdrew its bid for the

first installment of a bulk contract, or 40.000 tons.

There is already an advancing market in West Virginia.

Slack remains low in price by reason of heavy screenings to

supply the three-quarter demand at the lakes; otherwise the

minimum is now $1.05. About the same condition exists for

low-grade coals in Pennsylvania, while the better varieties

are now hard at around $1.40. Interests which came in

grudgingly during March and .\pril at from $1.15 to $1.2.>

for the season are now congratulating themselves.

Anthrcelte business is not at all brisk, and there is the

usual summer complaint from dealers. Some of the mines

have notified agencies here of curtailment of production for a

time, but there is sufficient coal of all grades to meet any

demands.

101. EDO. OHIO

dc

in i»rcvloii

il and coal dealers appear
^nt continues heavy and
Kailroad movement Bood,

Stean
to be w
stronger
but some connestion.

Domestic trade has been a little slaw during the past week,

due partly to the fact that all the farmers are busy with

crops and partly because of the difficulty experienced in se-

curing men to unload coal. Steam coal is in strong demand

and locally, coal men are practically sold up on Pocahontas.

The lake movement continues strong and boats are being

loaded as fast as the equipment is able to take care of them.

The lake movement is considerably stronger than it has been

other seasons at this time.
_

The railroads throughout this section are in mucn oetter

shape than they were a year ago when the congestion occured

There are some complaints at Detroit, which is short of yard

space a condition which cannot easily be remedied because

all available space has been taken up. This greatly affects

the Toledo traffic situation because it is depended upon to take

care of the cars for which there is no yard space in Detroit.

The congestion is not likely to he so bad as last year, however,

as the railroads have been adding materially to their equip-

mert and the Lake Shore improvements have added greatly

to the trackage.

Prices quoted in Toledo are as follows:

Poca- Hock- Jack- Pome- Mass- Pitts. Cam-
l.ontas ing son roy ilon No. 8 bndge

$2 50 Sl.RO $2.50 $1.75 $2. .50 $1.35 $1.35
2 '5 1 20 2.50 1.50 2-30

l.io 1.20 2.25 l.oO 2.50 ^ .

^^ ^^^
1:50 1:10 ;::: yo i w

0.70 0-SO

Eg)?.
Nut
i lump.
Mine-ru
Slacli.

nvPF-Vi.o, N. Y.

impossible to contract at the prevail.np. circular. Situation

so tlKht that considerable uneasines has developed. Many op-

erators forced into the open market to fill out their contract

obligations. Car shortage developing.

Bituminous dealers agree that they have never seen such

conditions in their trade, ^^^lile jobbers complain that they

are much less in control than are the operators they are doing

their share of business. Consumers are in no sort of control.

It is out of the question to get contracts, either from job-

bers or operators at current prices. Some are asking an ad-

vance and other are refusing to consider them at all. It is

risky for a jobber to make a contract at any price unless he

has the coal assured. There are bituminous operators be-

longing to the Buffalo trade, out begging for coal to fill then-

contracts, as they have given up all expectation of producing

coal required from their own mines.
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XoboJy is really well supplied nnd It is a lonm time since

there has been any coul waitini; on track for a buyer. Condi-

tions are so hard that considerable uneasiness hiis developed.

If It eases oft gradually back to the normal there will be no

trouble, but if there is a slump it will carry a lot of people

with it. JIany causes for tlie unusual situation are suKKested,

but. of course, it is either the actual consumption or the ex-

pected consumption that has brought it about. In the East,

at least, there is no accumulation of coal in consumers' hands

and there Is no chance for it until conditions change. .\n in-

crease in the car shortage is everywhere reported.

Quotations are therefore firm, with sizes still somewhat
stronger than slack at $2 for Pittsburgh lump, $2. SO for three-

quarter, J2.65 for mine-run and $2.15 for slack. .\Ilegheny

Valley prices are about 25c. lower than Pittsburgh. There is

still much of the former refusal to pay asking prices for coke,

which is quotabe at $4.S5 for best Connellsvllle foundry.

The real activity in anthiacite Is in the lake trade. Locally

the buyer who does not lay in his supply by June is going to

wait until fall for it. The rail lines are fairly active, though

it is reported that there are not many orders ahead. The

trade is entirely of the hand-to-mouth order. The Pennsyl-

vania tax controversy has spoiled most of the trade that ex-

isted last month.
The shipments by lake are the heaviest in the history of

the trade, the only question being whether the upper-lake

market is to be satisfied before the lakes close. For the week
the shipments were 201,600 tons.

fOLlMBl'S, OHIO

Acllvlt}- still ehiirncteri/.e» the local coal trade. The de-

mand for all grades renialii.s good nnd iirl<-e« are «ell main-
tained, >o cutting of iiiiotntionx l» uc<-eH»nr> to Ntlmnlnte

liuvlng. The priixpeelK for the future lire mxid in every

re«|Hct,

One of the best features of the trade is the good demand
for domestic grades. Stocking on the part of consumers has

started much earlier than usual and as a result retailers are

placing large orders both for immediate and future deliv-

eries; retail stocks are generally light although dealers are

making every effort to increase them.

Lake trade is also one of the active departments of the

market. The Northwest is still demanding a large tonnage

and chartering of bottoms is going on tor the remainder of

the season. The tonnage on the docks of the upper lake

ports is being moved steadily and there is no especial con-

gestion reported. Dock prices remain the same at the level

fixed earlier in the season. So far the Hocking Valley docks

at Toledo have loaded 1,310,000 tons of coal since the opening

of navigation. The steam business is also one of the steady

features of the trade. Factories, especially those in iron and
steel lines are taking a good supply of fuel. There is a tend-

ency to increase the requirement of many factories and rail-

roads are taking their usual supply.

The car supply in most of the Ohio mining districts has

teen good, in eastern Ohio it is estimated that the produc-

tion has been almost normal and the same is true of the

strictly domestic fields and the Hocking Valley district. In

the Pomeroy Bend the output is estimated at S5 per cent, of

normal.

Quotations in the Ohio fields are as follows:

Domestic lump
} inch
Nut
Mine-run
Nut. pea and slack.
Coarse slack

Hocking Pittsburgh

$1.60
1.43 Si.aJ
1.25
1.25 1.10
0.60
0.50 0.70

ll\>ll'TO\' ROADS, VA.

Sl.tiO
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DETROIT. MUH.
Slack in «he stronBest ileraanil fi.r this perloil it has lieen

for yrars. Other grades quieter exeept I'ocahontas mhich is

iu short supply.

Bituminous—The number of cars on track has dropped off

materially during- the past few days and there is a most

unusual shortage of fine coal, which was in such long supply

a few weeks ago; slack has not been in such sharp demand

at this period of the year for a number of seasons. It is

stated that a number of the large operators are unable to

supply their customers and the latter are being forced Into

the open market, creating a strong demand and a general

hardening of prices. Hocking slack is strong at 50c. f.o.b.

mine, while No. S cannot be had at less than 70c. On the

other grades the market is quieter than last week with the

exception of Pocahontas which continues scarce; for .\ugust

delivery lump and egg is quoted at $2.50 but is not in great

demand at this figure. The smokeless coal is entirely sold up

for July and what the situation will be in September it is dif-

ficult to say.

Big consuming interests that held oft contracting with the

intention of going through a good part of the summer in a

low-priced open market and then closing in when quotations

began to advance are now in bad shape. Not a few are al-

ready buying at prices in advance of what they could have

contracted at for the entire year.

The local market is quotable on about the following basis:

W. Va. Hock- Cam- No. 8 Poca- Jackson

Splint Gas ing bridge Ohio hontas Hill|

Domestic lump. $1.« $150 $2.30 $2.25

Egg 1.45 .... 1.50 2.o0 2.2.-)

Steam lump ... . 1 . 25
J-in lump 1.10 $1.10 $1 10 SI

.
10

Mine-run 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.50

Slack 0.80 0.85 0.50 0.70 0.70 1.20

Anthracite—There are uniform reports from all dealers

of an active business in hard coal: the outside demand from

different parts of the state is mostly responsible for this con-

dition.

Colse—The decline in this product still continues. High

sulphur. Connelsville, is now being quoted at $2.10. and

72-hr. at $2.70 to $2.80. Semet Solvay is selling at $2.75 with

gashouse at $2.65. The local furnaces are mostly closed down
so that the demand for coke is light.

CHICAGO

I'rices shoniuK a strouK risiuK tendency. Lalior so short

that it is difficult to unload cars pr.imptly. Car situation 1>e-

comin!: steadily tishter and a severe shortagre this fall seems

inevitable.

.V rising market and a shortage ot labor are the chief feat-

ures in the local situation. There has been an upward turn

in the price of almost evtry kind of domestic coal and '.here

win be an advance. .Aug. 1. on all Illinois coal, ranging from

10c. to 25c. a ton: there will also be an increase on the cost

of Hocking grades of 15c. a ton.

Retail dealers find it unusually difficult to obtain sufficier.t

help to unload their cars. The farmers are offering lancy

prices for laborers and they are fiocking to the harvest fields.

Another complication is the increasing shortage in cars. Sev-

eral of the Western roads are well equipped to handle a iarge

coal tonnage, but many others are short of equipment with

the result that the situation is steadily becoming worse. Sev-

eral of the lines have requested shippers to put in as much
coal as possible in storage now, as a widespread congestion of

freight tralTic in the fall seems inevitable.

Prevailing prices are;

SpringBeld Franklin Co. Clinton W. Va.

Domesticlump S1.97@2.07 $2.55 $2.27 ,^ „.^^ ,,„

Egg 2.55 $4.0ofei4.30

Steam I'ump 1.82@1.87 2.07

Min^run 1.77@1 .82 $2.20@2.30 1.87 3.55@3.65
Screenings:;.;:.:'.;: 1.57@1.62 1.85@1.90 $1.57@1.62

Coke—Connellsville and T\'ise County. $5.25 ig-. 5.50: byprod-

uct egg and stove, $4.S5: byproduct, nut, $4.75@4.S5; gas house-

$4.50@4.6O.

ST. I.OIIS. MO.

The situation has continued to improve durins the past

iveek. Prices on nearly all i;rad"» have advanced. Mines

closed for the summer are not due to open until the tir.st of

September.

Improved conditions in the local coal situation have been

apparent for the past week, as there has been an advance in

price on all grades of coal, with the exception of screenings

and Carlerville nut. Standard lump advanced and all other

domestic coals followed, and indications are that the increase

will continue weekly until the middle of September or the

first of October, when a high point will have been reached.

With the screenings market taken away, there will be an
over-production of this grade, which will demoralize the

market and force the operators to get more money for other

sizes. Up to the present screenings have been the main stay

of the local market, and all other grades have been gaged
by the prices on them. This power will not affect the Carter-

ville market as much as the Standard, but it will have some
influence.

The only advances in coals for the first of July were on

some of the Franklin County grades. Contrary to prophesies

made in the early part of the season, there seems to be an
overproduction of anthracite for the St. Louis market, and a

great deal of it is being rejected on account of being off-

grade, although the operators claim that St. Louis is the only

point where they are having trouble of this nature.

The coal movement from the mines has been free and
there is little complaint, except as to equipment. The ra:;i-

roads have been buying hopper bottoms and as few of the

local yards are fitted to handle these, the cause for com-

plaint is easy to be seen. It is probable, however, that most

of the yards will be equipped for hoppers in the course of a

few months.
The fifty-five cars a day of screenings that a St. Louis

jobber had been commissioned to buy for several years past

for the Union Electric Light & Power Co. and the United Rys.,

have been dumped on the market on account of the Keokuk
electric power, and this has demoralized the steam market.

Carterville dropped from 95 to 90c. down to 60 to 65c. in the

course of ten or twelve days, and Standard screenings have

fallen oft about loc. a ton. As the demand for lump increases

the production of screenings does likewise and the price will

go down correspondingly.
Several mines that have been idle for the summer months

will not start up until the first of September, so that condi-

tions for the next four or five weeks will not be as bad as

they w-ere a year ago when mines for the most part started up

The prevailing circular

Cart€r\-iUe
Mt.

2-in. lump. .

3-in. lump. . . .

6-in. lump
Lump and egg.
No. 1 nut.

lings . 0.60 @ 0.65
Mine-run 110
No. 1 washed nut 1.40(5(1.50
No. 2 washed nut 1.25 @ 1.35

No. 3 washed nut 1.15® 1.20

No. 4 washed nut 1 . 10 @ 1 .20

No. 5 washed nut O.SO@0.90

Franklin Co. Muddy Olive Standard

J0.S7J
$1.20

$1.25® 1.35 1.30 1.00
$2.00 1.30

l.C)0®1.15 1.05 0.875

OGDEX. rT.\H

Believed the summer stocking is beinisr ncBlected. which

may result in a serious shortase in the fall. Slines workillR

short time as a result oi the slack demand, but the market

is being «ell maintained.

May, June and July have presented conditions in the coal

market that have puzzled the operators. In previous years,

these three months have always been termed the "storage

period" and coal has, as a rule, moved free!;.' to Ihe trade;

the railroads have always reduced the freight rate, and the

operators made a similar reduction in the mine price, so as

to induce the dealer and steam coal user to lay in a supply

of coal. This year, the railroads refused to lower the freight

rate and while the operators made their customar;^ reduction

with an additional discount to take care of the usual con-

cession in freight rate, the fact that the roads offered no in-

ducements seems to have lead the dealer to believe it v.-ould

not be necessary to store coal this year. Further, there

has been considerable agitation in regard to a permanent

freight rate reduction, and this in connection with the gen-

eral belief that there is an abundance of coal, has caused

shipments during the storage period to be small.

Every year there is a bad car shortage at the Wyoming
and Utah Mines during September, October and November,

and it is during this period that the bulk of the coal stored

is delivered to the consumer. When compared with the same
period last year, it is estimated that 35% of the amount of

coal is in storage, which means that the balance of 65% must
be shipped during the fall and winter when the demand is

greater than the production.
There has been a good market for nut and slack coal, due

to the small production of lump. Nut coal is preferred to the

lump during the summer months, and as the mines have been
working short time the market has consumed practically all

the slack produced. The susar factories in the Tnt»r-moun-

tain territory have commenced to store some coal, which has
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i;ivin a little fiu-ouiaBi'ment to the niarkot. Indicutiuiis are
that there will be an iiurease in the mine pilee Auk. 1.

Present iiuotations for shipment to Nebraska. Kansas and
California are: Lump. $2.50: nut $2: mine-run, JI.75: slack,

!<0e. To Utah and the Northwest: Lump, $2.25; nut, $1.75;

mine-run. $1.75: slack. $1.

SI»OK-VM':, WASH.

Stinie new ei>utraetM In the lloek>- ^lininlaiu re^i«in.

The contracts for the six educational institutes in Idaho
were awarded to the United States Coal Co. at the following
liKures: 450 tons of Xo. 1 lump for Alblan delivery at $7.65,

the price last year having been $10; Pooatello delivery, 575

tons of No. 1 lump at $1.40, as compared with $4.75 last year;

225 tons of No. 1 lump for Gooding delivery at $5.90, as com-
pared with $7.50 the year before: for St. Anthony delivery.

1500 tons of No. 5 mine-run at $4.25, as compared with $4.40

last year: for Lewiston delivery, 550 tons of Roslyn lump at

$7 per ton. as compared with $8.50 last year; for Moscow
delivery. 200 tons of No. 1 Kinsmur lump at $(5.90, as compared
with $7.65 last year; for the same delivery 1000 tons of Roslyn
lump at $6.25, as compared with $6.35 last year.

I'OR'I , \Nn, OIIK.

r the l*re|inrntl*i foi>lnrket nt the low |>uint

the oiK-nlnc of the annmn.
This is the quiet season of the coal business here and

there is little doinpr. except in preparation for the business
that will follow later in the year. Apparently no coal will

be imported here this year from Australia, but supplies will

come from Washinfrton. Wyominfr and Utah. Every effort is

beins made to prepare for a large volume of shipping upon
the completion of the Panama Canal and with this shipping
will follow a considerable increase in the demand for
bunker coal.

COAL SECURITIES

The following table gives th
curities and dividends paid during Ih

\V
Stocks lliKli

Coal Producta 87
Coal ProducU Pref K)!)}

102}

7(1!

Colorado Fuel & Ir

Coloriulo Fuel & Iron Pref
Consolidation Coal of Maryland..
l.ehish Valloy Coul Soles
Island Creek Coal Com
Island Creels Coal Pr.f
Pittsburgh Coal
PittJ^burgh Coal Pref..

,

St
Pond Creek 1 7 J

llottdinK ItiOJ
Reading Ist Pref
Reading 2nd Pref 87
Virginia Iron, Coal & Coke 39

Closir
Bonds Hill As

Colo. F. & I. gen. s.f.g. .59 !l.->

Colo. F. & I. gen. (is

Col. Ind. 1st, & coll. OS. gu 80
Cons. Ind. Coal Mo. Ist Ss
Cons. Coal 1st and ref. os
Gr. Riv. Coal & C. lat g 6s I

K. & H. C. & C. 1st sf gSs
Pocah. Con. Coll. 1st s f .Is

St. L. Rky. Mt. & Pac. 1st Ss T.i

Tcnn. Coal gen. .5s 99}
Birm. Div. l9t consol. 6s lOOJ I

Tonn. Div. Ist g 6s 100} 1

Cab. C. M. Co. 1st g 6s 1

Utah Fviol Ist g 5s
Victor Fuel Ist s f 5s
Va. L Coal & Coke 1st g Ss 92}

Burns Rri>H.—Regular qtiai'ter

ferred stock of $1.75 payable .

July 1.

ge of vari.
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The gross payroll of a small coal-mining

concern averaged about $10,000 dollars a

month. Deducting rent, commissar>^ stop-

pages, etc., the actual amount of cash paid

out was about $5000 dollars monthly. The

man in charge of the payroll was an old-line

timekeeper who had been with this same con-

cern for years. Whenever there was a change

in the wage schedule, he familiarized himself

with it, and although he was supposed to rate

his payroll each month from the wage sheets,

he seldom did this, but instead would write in

rates on the current roll from the previous one,

or from memor}'.

One day the superintendent in looking over

the roll, which he didn't do often, happened to

notice that rockmen were being paid $3 . 05 a

day. On asking the timekeeper to refer to

his wage sheet, he found that the correct rate

was $3.50. The timekeeper could offer no

explanation other than that he must have

written it $3 . 05 instead of $3 . 50. On looking

back it was found the incorrect rate had been

paid for several months and as a result, many
men had left the employ of the company.

Of course, the unfortunate timekeeper had

to admit he had been rating each roll from the

previous one without referring to the wage

sheets. Much of his rating was done

from memorv^ This is a common fault of the

average timekeeper who feels that because of

his long sendee and famiUarity with condi-

tions, he knows rates well enough to make up
his payrolls, extend time, etc., without check-

ing each rate against the wage sheets as ap-

proved by the superintendent and manage-

ment at 'the time wages were fixed. This

instance was only another case where "Fam-

iliarity bred contempt."

How many auditors and superintendents of

coal-mining companies are careful enough

about the serious business of accuracy in pay-

roll methods, and in the use of preventive

measures to safeguard the rating of rolls, ex-

tending of time, etc., so that the cost sheets

reflect the actual expenditures of the company?

^^'ould it not be easy with some concerns

for the man who knows how, to beat the com-

pany by working as a weigher, and without

even exciting suspicion, run two or three

dummy checks worth $40 or $50 apiece to him

evers^ month. How could he do it? By hav-

ing one or maybe two confederates to draw

the money—not on regular paydays, but

through the medium of back-pay statements,

for as a rule the identification of men who draw
back pay is given far too little attention and

the man who is onto the game could use this

method.

PAYROLL LEAKS are too cfieri rhe source

of loss. The follouiiig suggestiohs may help:

1. Make the timekeeper rate his payrolls

from rate sheets approved by the superinten-

dent and executive officials.

2. ISIake the mine foreman approve each

payroll after it is closed and before it is paid,

both as to number of men and rates allowed.

3. Don't let the timekeeper pay off or

have a hand in it. If he is honest he won't

want to. If he is not honest, the fact that he

can make up the roll and pay it off is all the

opportunity to be crooked that he needs.

4. During the time of pay, have the fore-

man present to identify the men and don't

hand one man another's money.

5. After the pay hour, have the foreman

look over the undistributed envelopes and

make note on each as to whether the man who
did not draw his money actually worked.

6. On settling back-pay items secure a

complete identification of the men paid

through this channel.

It is safe to say that if these simple rules

are followed closely, at least a few common
losses will be avoided. At the same time the

men will be pleased to feel that care is taken

to see that they are compensated for all they

do, and that the pavroll work is both accurate

and preventive of rascality.
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The Matanuska River Coal Field by Districts
J'.Y W". li. C'uam;*

.'^YXOPSIS—The Matanusl-a field appears lo rari/ great-

ly in value, ihe Youngs Creek iHstrict having xeams of

unworkable Ihickn^cs. The thickest bed is on Eska

Creek and this is 15 ft. thick. The coal lies on an ex-

tremely uneven bed and has been ripened like the Bering

River coal by igneous inlrusion.'f.

Chickaloon Creek is: tlie largest tiibuhnv of tlie ilata-

mis'ca Biver, its course Ijeinfr for the greater part of its

length slightly east of north. Aside from draining a

larije area of mountainous country, it has as its source

statement myself, the number and thickness of llio coal

beds occurring at this ])oiiit are as follows : Xo. J, 5

ft. 4 in.; Xo. 2, 4 ft. 10 in.; No. ^^, 8 ft. !) in.; Xo. 4,

5 ft. 6 in. ; Xo. 5. !l ft. 4 in. ; Xo. 6, 3 ft. G in. ; No. 7, 10

ft. 10 ill. : and No. 8, 2 ft. 8 in., making an aggregate

of 49 ft. 1) in. Not all of the beds listed are of suffuient

value to work at least throughout their full extent, owing
to variable thicAiiess and the octnirrcnce of shale part-

ings and other impurities. Further, a large amount of

impure coke occurs at this point; a coal bed alfecteu by

the intrusion of a diaba.se sill, is shown in Fig. 3.

Fig. 1. The Coai. Fields of the Matanuska River and Its Tributarier

Fir,. Watson's Camp ix CHirKAEoox Cheek, a

Bkanch of the Matani'ska

the Chickaloon glacier, which, however, furnishes but a

small volume of the water of this stream, as is shown

by the clearness of the current.

The principal occurrence of coal in this locality is at

the Watson Camp, about 11^ miles above its junction

with the Matanuska Eiver. See Fig. 2. The coal out-

crops at this point along a steep bank some 100 ft. high.

The dip of the coal beds is quite variable, ranging from

40 deg. to the vertical and in one instance at least a

reversed fold appears to have been formed.

Chickaloon Field Has 55 Ft. of Coal

According to Dr. Martin*, and T have verified the

of mininjf. Pennsylvania State CoI'.okc, State•Professor
CoHege. Penn

'U. S. GeoL Surv., Bull. No. 289, pp. 20 and 21.

Fig. 3. The Diahase Sii.l tndei; the Coal Bed Has
Coked the Coal

These coal beds constitute the bulk of the coal so far

located in the Chickaloon Creek district, and make a

most attractive showing as to amount, also a number of

them are of excellent quality and in such condition as to

warrant extensive exploration and also, probably, com-
mercial development.

Another 4-ft. coal bed is reported as outcropping on

the banks of Chickaloon Creek, some 26 miles above

the mouth of Boulder Creek.^ The total amount of coal

in this district is then very close to 5.5 feet.

I(;xE0i-s Intrusion Made These Tertiary Coals
Mature

While many occurrences of igneous intrusions in the

form of sills following the lines of stratification are

=U. S. Geol. Surv., Bull. No. 2S9, p. 25.
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to be found in this field, and particularly in this locality,

the only instance observed where a sill (more properly

called a dike) cuts across the intervening strata Ijetween

beds is to be found here. See Pig. -i. This occurrence is

of peculiar interest in that it shows that an intrusion

may be encountered at any time in the process of min-

ing, although the coal bed worked may be apparently

free from such irregularities. This is especially to be

feared where a sill is known to occur in the strata either

above or below the bed worked. Aside from changing

the character of the coal, even transforming it into coke,

what is fully as bad would be the weakening of the rock

formations by Assuring and burning.

Probably no part of the bituminous-coal area has been

subjected to such extensive rock movements as at this

locality in the Chiekaloon Creek district. The rock and

coal strata stand at high inclinations, even being folded

so abruptly as to be crumpled up, while to add to the

general disturbance the igneous sills have been intruded,

badly burning and consequently weakening the forma-

tions. See Fig. 5.

Tunnels driven to intersect the highly inclined coal

beds show the strata standing either vertically or nearlv

as the condition of the adjacent coal shows, but was un-
doubtedly deposited with the coal and its associated

strata. As an impurity in the coal, it could read-

ily be separated, but when it occurs in the top-rock, its

smooth, undulating surface presents no bond or connec-

tion, and is, therefore, a decided element of weakness and
danger. The fall of large masses of top-rock exposing
such an irregularity, demonstrates the ease with which
the rock separates from it. See Fig. 7.

The most common irregularities occurring in this dis-

trict are the shale partings, the majority of which are

several inches in thickness, although many are much
larger.

As would be expected from the disturbed condition of

the formations, the coals of this district are soft and
friable, resembling in this respect and to a marked de-

gree the coals of the Bering River coal field.

The Kings Creek District

Kings Creek lies about five miles to the west of Chieka-

loon Creek, and the coal locations occur from 91/0 to 9

miles above the junction of this creek with the Matanuska
River. The character and occurrence of the coal of this

locality, as previously mentioned, resemble very closelv

those of the Chiekaloon Creek district.

There are four distinct and apparently separate coal

beds outcropping in this locality, two on the east side

\'iEW Showing Diabase Sill and Steli' I'itgh

OF Strata

so, and further demonstrate that they have been weakened
and loosened to such an extent that water entering the

tunnels in some instances finds more or less ready exit

through the strata to the level of the creek.

Another irregularity observed both in the coal beds and
the top-rock is shown in Fig. 6. In this particular in-

stance, the mass of foreign material occurs in the middle
of a coal bed and its appearance suggests that a mass of

molten iron had at one time run into the coal. It is

yellowish-red in color, more or less seamed and contorted

as though it had forced its way through an irregular

opening or crevice. It is not, however, of igneous origin

Fig. 6. Horse iii Coal Outcrop on Chickaloon
Creek

of the creek and two on the west side. It is possible

that one or two of these beds may be extensions of the

other outcrops, but owing to the disturbed condition of

the beds and extensive coverings of slide and moss, it is

difficult to correlate them accurately. However, the thick-

ness of the beds, beginning with the one furthest up the

creek, is as follows: 6 ft., 10 ft., 2 ft. and 10 ft. The
two last mentioned are separated by some 16 ft. of shale.

If these outcrops are of separate beds the aggregate thick-

ness of coal in this locality is 38 feet.

The coal occurring on the east side of the creek is

very soft and friable, while that on the west side is
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stronger and would probably mine into hinip.« of fair size.

On the cast side of the ereek, the coal beds outcrop on

a cliff which is capped by a flow of igneous rock varying

in thickness from 20 to 50 ft. See Fig. S. An igneous

sill, together with the flow, have coked a large part of

the coal beds. However, the action of the heat does not

seem to have been uniform throuirhout the loal seams as

portions of the beds at certain iwints and the entire beds

at other points have not been alfected. A section of one

of the coal beds that has been i-hanged to coke below and

but slisihtlv altered above is shown in Fig. 9.

ly described on Kings Creek and .'ii/o miles above tli

junction of Youngs with Kings Creek.

The only coal found on this stream arc luo thin lud-

12 in. and 6 in., respectively, and separated l)y about 1.

ft. of shale. The coal bods occur in a synriinal troiigl

with a dip of 20 tlcg. The coal is, at least in phuc-

of inferior graile, fur it contains numerous nodules <>

clay and pyrite.

Wiiile not a.ssociatcd directly with cdal lieds, an inln

esting geological feature was uIimtvimI, nanicly. a dik

of igneous rock cutting l)cds of shale and sandstone. Si

Fig. T. IxTEr.IOR OF TrXXEL ShOWIXG TlUiEGTLAR

Ma.'sses or FoRKiGx JIatkiuai. ix Hoof
Fig. S. a Yolcaxic Flow Cappixg Coal-Beauixg

SriiATA. KixGs ('i!i:i:k A'ai.li:y

Aside from the diabase sill and igneous flow, the prin-

cipal irregularities and those of most freauent occurrence

are shale partings. These are highly bituminous and of

considerable thickness and when associated with the coal

often resemble it so closely as to render their separation

from the coal difficult.

Tin: YouxGs Creek District

There is little of interest to be said regarding the oc-

cTirro"ce of coal on Younsj's Creek. The locality where

coal occurs is about 'i miles west of the coals previous-

Fig, n. The shale is highly Intuniinuus and contains

small bands of coal, which appear to be of a low grade.

The dike has intersected the formation approximately

at right angles with the stratification, although withou!:

any material disturbance or distortion of the strata. To

one side of the main body of the dike a small stringer

of similar material occurs, the course of which is very

much less regular than that of the large dike and indi-

cates the termination of either a branch of the former

or an ei.tirely separate one.

The often noted tendency of fissures to assume par-
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allelism with lines of stratification on traversing bed- They are of good appearance and are hard, mining in

ded deposits, is evident in the case of this small dike, large, blocky masses with the production of only a mod-

Further, two isolated masses of igneous material also erate amount of small coal. There are, however, numcr-

occur close to these dikes, being probably branches of ous dull bands in the coal beds, that look suspiciously

the larger one, which cut the strata at these points, the shaly.

The various coal beds occurring in this district ])ro-

ccediug from that of the lowest elevation upward are as

follows : Xo. 1, 7 ft. 6 in. ; Xo. 2, 7 ft. ; Xo. 3, 3 ft. S

in.; and Xo. 4, 15 ft. 4 in., giving an aggregate tluck-

ness of 33 ft. 6 in. of coal. The last coal bed men-

tioned, or Xo. 4, is separated into two benches by a 12-

in. parting, and further is associated with three oiher

Fig. 9. Diabase Sill and Xatukal Coke ix Coal

Bed IX KixGs Ckeek

Fig, 10. FAfLT OX Moose Creek, Showing Displace-

:mext of Beds

connection with the dike either having been eroded or oc-

I urring in the strata beyond the face of the section. In

either case the connection is invisible.

Mention is made of these dikes in this connection as

thev occur at no great distance from the coal bedi in

this district, and also occur in coal-bearing strata; they

might, therefore, as likely be found cutting the coal

beds as intersecting the barren beds adjacent.

The Eska Ceeek District

The coal occurs on Eska Creek some 8 miles west of

the Youngs Creek field, being 3 miles above the junction

of Eska Creek with the Matanuska Eiver.

The coals of this locality are bright, but lack the luster

of the fuels of the Chickaloon and Kings Creek districts.

Pig. 11. Dikes through the Coal Seams ix the

YouxGS Creek Field

coal beds of 2, 3 and 3 ft. in thick-ness, but separated

from one another by shale partings ranging from 3 to 15

in., in thickness, and from Xo. 4, by a parting of 1-2 in.

of shale and impure coal.

Xumerous partings of shale and impure coal, both in

and associated with the coal, constitute the principal ir-

regularities noted.

The coal beds lie in a gently pitching synclinal trough,

the dip of the lower or down-stream side of the beds

being 40 deg. to the northwest, while on the upstream

side of the trough the dip is 30 deg. to the southeast. The

pitch of the trough is into the bank, a bad condition of

affairs owing to the difficulty of keeping the working free

from water if it should iiow in from the creek.

The Moose Creek District

Coal is found on Moose Creek, about 5 miles we.st of

the Eska Creek locations, and at a distance of 41/2 to 6

miles above the junction of Moose Creek, with the Matan-
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Tiska River. The outcrops of the coal beds occur on the

cliffs and steep bank of the east side of the creek.

The coals are of similar grade to those of Eska Creek,

but hardly of equal value, according to analysis. They

are, however, hard and firm, as is demonstrated in

one instance by the uncovered outcrop extending into a

swift mountain stream with little appreciable disintegra-

tion.

The number and thickness of imil beds ociurring in

this district, beginning with the first outcrop encountered

on passing up the creek, are as follows: No. 1, 1 ft. 7

in.; Xo. 2, 1 ft. 9 in.; No. 3, 3 ft. 6 in.. Xo. -i, 11 ft., and

No. 5, 8 ft., giving a total thickness of 26 ft. The coal

given in Nos. 1 to 3, inclusive, occur in the same section

but separated by partings of shale and impure coal, with

other stringers of coal of a few inches in thickness;, inter-

stratified throughout the section. The 8-ft. bed is also

I-'in. }'!. KiNu.s Mountain in the Matant.ska ('oal

Field

badly broken up by partings, which would seriously affect

mining. The 11-ft. bed is remarkably free from partings,

containing but one of 1 in. thickness. The beds Nos. 4

and 5 are the workable coals of this district, but stand

at high inclinations, particularly the 11-ft. bed.

The only irregularity noted in this district aside from

the numerous partings of shale is a fault, which cuts the

11-ft. coal bed some 12 to 14 ft. above the level of the

creek. See Fig. 10. This fault cuts across the stratifica-

tion of the rock and coal strata at an angle of 80 deg.,

and consef|ueiitly in the opposite direction to the dip

of the strata, which below the fault plane dip 45 deg. to

the southwest, while above the fault plane the dip is to

the southeast. The displacement of the strata is prac-

tically the full width of the coal bed.

Directly above the 11-ft. bed of coal occurs another

seam, which contains nodules of iron ore and is more or

less disturbed, but the ore is of no economic importance.

The coal bed occurring furthest down the creek dips I

into the cliff at an angle of about 35 deg., and outcrop-

ping as it does but a few feet above the level of the creek

soon passes below water level, which would permit much
water to enter the workings by seepage if (lcvelii|iril i)y

openings at or near tlie creek. .

Tin: Cauhon ami ('(iai. ('ukkks Disthkt I

This district lies on the soulli side of the Malanuska

Eiver and almost directly ojijiosite the junction of Chick-

aloon Creek with the Mataiiuska. It emljrmes the wiiole

coal-bearing area and not only that adjacent to the two

creeks, after which it is nanied, but all coal oci'urrenei's

to the east and west.

The coal of this locality is similar in charactei' to

that found in the Chickaloon district. It is but luitural

to expect then that the coals have suffered consideraMe

disturbance such as folding and faulting and the intru-

sion of igneous sills. The inclination of these coal beds

throughout this district varies from 40 deg. to 75 deg. Tli''

effect of the igneous sills in coking the coal is not as ex-

tensive as across the river in the Chickaloon district, the

zones affected varying from a few feet up to 14 to 16 ft.

The number and thickness of the coal beds cecum nir

in this locality, beginning with Coal Creek and proceed

ing up the Matanuska River, are as follows: No. 1.

5 ft.; No. 2, 8 ft. 6 in.; No. 3, 7 ft. 6 in.; No. 4, 7 ft.

:

No. 5, 6 in.; No. 6, 6 ft. 6 in., giving an aggregate thick-

ness of 35 ft. The three coal beds, Nos. 4, 5 and 6, are

closely associated, being separated by shale strata varying

in thickness from 4 to over 40 ft. Further the coal

beds in all cases are broken up into benches by shale part-

ings, some of which apprnadi a foot in thickness.

Battery Renewals
Speaking before the Coal ilining Institute of America.

H. H. Clark, electrical engineer of the Bureau of Minesu

said

:

An important item in the cost of upkeep ol'

portable electric mine lamps arises from the de-

terioration of the battery plates or elements. This

is most noticeable in storage batteries having lead plates.

The natural depreciation of these is ha.stened by over-

charging or overdischarging or charging at too high a

current. Another trouble that is experienced with the

acid batteries is the destruction of the contacts by the

acid electrolyte. Even in nonspillable batteries and those

using gelatin electrolytes, a certain amount of acid often

gets upon the contacts, and rapidly corrodes and destroys

them. Much of this trouble may be eliminated by de-

signing the battery properly, but it may be prevented

even more completely by e.xercising care to keep the bat-

teries clean and the terminals occasionally wiped off with

vaseline or some similar substance.

Storage batteries which make use of other electrodes

than lead and other electrolyte than sulphuric acid are

not materially injured by overcharging or overdischarging

and do not give trouble by the corrosion of the contacts.

All that the bureau has ever tested, however, have shown

a more rapidly decreasing voltage curve than the lead bat-

teries, which means that the candlepower of the lamp

when the battery is first charged will be much higher

than it will be near the end of the discharge.
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The McAlester Coal Field in Oklahoma
By (tEO. M. Bnowx*

SYNOPSIS—The McAlester and Ilarlshonie coals are

iiro of the highest-grade fuels west of the Mississippi.

The seams are relatively thin, however, and are worked

under comparatively heavy cover. There is considerable

gas and the coal is civile e.rplosive in character. Shoot-

ing off the solid is practiced.

When the United States Geological Survey tiuishecl its

work on the segregation of the coal lands in the Choctaw

Xation. it established the following points:

"The coal should be of a quality and hardness to creatt

a demand for its use for commercial purposes."

clean and free from impurities. The roof is a hard,

compact shale, locally replaced by sandstone. The floor

is shale or clay. Similar in quality and character of

roof and bottom, is the Upper Hartshorne bed lying

aliout 50 feet above the Lower seam. Both of these veins

will average about 4% ft. in thickness.

The McAlester Vein is found about 1250 ft. above the

Hartshorne horizon. It has a much longer outcrop in

ihe district, and the coal is much more accessible. The

quality is better, and there is less sulphur than in the

Hartshorne coals; it is also much harder and slightly

thicker.

- 9 Wiiteville Coal
•' 10 Cavana! Coal
"

1 1 Jones Creek Coal
. \l - - -

Gexeeal Coal Map of Oklahoma

•'It should be thick enough to be worked successfully."

"Its structure or position and depth should assure

profitable mining."

Geology

In accordance therewith governmental reports indicate

four workable beds of coal in the McAlester district hav-

ing a total area of approximately 67,000 acres, and a

tonnage of 460,000,000. Of this area 30,400 acres are

at present uuleased, and the remaining 36,700 acres are

being worked by various coal companies, who pay a

royalty of 8c. a ton into the treasury of the Choctaw

Xation.

Of the four workable seams in the McAlester district,

the lowest is known as the Lower Hartshorne Vein. It

outcrops in the district for fully 50 miles, and has a

thickness ranging from three to six feet. The coal is

All three of the foregoing coals are excellent for coke

making. The fourth vein is the highest in the district,

and lies to the southwest of McAlester. Its development

has been limited because of the better advantage of the

other veins.

PROXIMATE ANALYSES OF COALS IN THE McALESTER
DISTRICT*

Seam
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X( UK Osai;k I'O.M. >V MiMMi (' .Mini; No. H* of thk Bock Tsi. wh ("M. Mimm; Ci

is badlv twisted and brokoii lioiu Baki'v to Mine \o. 7

of the Osage I'oal & Miiiii-g Co., ami is (coiiomicaily

worthless.

At Baker, as shown on the map, the MtAleslcr seam

dips 5i deg. Two miles east of this the dip is 35 deg.

Tn North iloAlcster the dip has decreased to 25 deg., and

at Mine Xo. 5 of the Osage Coal & Mining Co., it is only

914 deg., bearing almost due south. At Krebs we find

a wide sweep in the fold, so that the coal at Mine Xo. 8

is pitching 61/2 deg. toward the northwest. Just west

of Alderson the fold turns again, and at Mine Xo. 5 of

the Rock Island Coal Mining Co. we find a dip of 5 deg.

southward; further ea.st it varies in magnitude and

direction as indicated bv the arrows.

The early development of the field was in the district

near Krebs, and fully a dozen slopes and several shafts

were in operation at one time. The slopes were only

driven a few hundred feet, and the shaft.« were sunk with

regard only to present easy profits. Affairs went well at

that time," but carelessness resulted in water breaking

through from the outcrop, and in severe squeezes.

Gas and dust explosions were common, too, in the early

days; the real danger of McAlester coal dust was only

of the shafts. The output is about 1200 tons a day.

The Hock Island Coal Mining Co. is operating slop.'

No. ^S, and Sliaft No. 5, at Alderson, Shafts 7 and S, at

Ilartsh<inic. and a group of slopes at Gowen. Of tli

latter, .No. -in is the largest producer in the state. Tb '

total oulput of the company will amount to about 320')

tons a day.

The Creat Western Coal & Coke Co. operates a very

steep slope at liakcr. The pitch is 5-1 degrees.

The Boleii Darnell Coal Co. operates slopes at Mc .Mas-

ter and Craig.

The Mc.Mcstcr Coal it Mining Co. ojierates one shaft

at Buck.

The llailey Ola Coal Co. has a shaft mine in Tlailcv-

ville.

The Milby Dow Coal Co. ojierates Slope Xo. > and

Shafts Xos. 2 and i» at Dow: No. is one of the most

complete plants in Oklahonui.

Besides those listed, there are several individual o|)era-

HOI.IX |)\KVK1.L t'OAL Co.'.s MiXK No. 3

too well shown in the terrible explosion at No. 11, Krebs,

in 1892. Xinety-six men were killed.

Mixes .vxd Minixg Coxditiox.s

Mining in the district has become more settled in re-

cent years, and nov,' we find the following companies

working mines:

The Osage Coal & Mining Co. is operating two shafts,

Nos. 5 and 8, and one slope, Xo. 7, near Krebs. How-

ever, all the coal is obtained from slopes and planes in.eide

MrALF.sTKi; Co.u, & :\liyix(; Co.'s :\rrxr. No. (i

tors working along the outcro])s of the llartshorne and

McAlester seams.

Mining in Oklahoma has the following conditions to

meet: Gassv mines, very explosive dust, shooting olf the

solid, heavy overburden, excessive use of blasting pow-

der, unwise legislation, and strong labor unions. Plenty

of air, and much .sprinkling has reduced the gas and

dust dangers a great deal. Much can yet bo done, how

ever.

Shooting off the solid presents an interfsting problem.
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MiXE XO. 9 OF THE illLBY DoW COAL Co., OX THE McALESTER 8EAJI AT DoW. UKLA.

Everybody knows its clangers, and the mine inspectors practice a few months ago, are now most earnestly urging

are stron^lv a<^ainst it, but the unions stand directly op- the referendum. However, the o^ierators are last instal -

posed to Its being abolished. Let an operator install an ing machines, and the future seems to promise nearly all

COAI^-MININO STATISTICS^IN THK
^
MeAI.KSTKH FIE.D. ^^^'^^^:^^^^^^ ^^ ^ ^.^^^^^ ^, ,,,^^,, ,.,,,, ,„a ,ffi.

^-rn?b%? en^pioved
' ' '

' ''"li"! ^'"1JJt ''^^ ''^jl^ cieut recovery is a big problem. Let ns note here a few

Number ^^^:::.. 37 IS i| n
^j^^f^^ ^jj^.g ^^pths are: 555, 600, 487, 530 and 660 ft.

Number ^"kVued'"p4r _
^ ^

_ ^ .^ 'Witliin all these there are slopes whose bottoms reach

XumbU*" k'n'ed'fn r; s.
^^'^ ' "'

'.I

''

depths ranging froHi 750 to 1000 ft. Longwall has been
oer 1000 employed.. 4.00 3.92 3.i3 J-lo ^

i, , • i j.i
• £ i i

Number kuiJd per successfully tried m this field.

v,?;^w''kiil°d^in" u's ^°'^ The mining laws are sometimes very nmch of a handi-

^per^^i.00^1^00^0 to^ns^^. o./9 o.b6 o.48 4. -a
^ ^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^^ p^^^^ ^_^^^ revision. Employers' liability

"
"'uTed'"...^^.^..^°_^.^!^ 64.380 60,722 3S.327 45,108

^^^^ ^^^ sometimes unjust, and the labor unions as a

oti?lr° ex°piollV'"es,''^iil ^^^ '^'^^ ^. _.^ ^„ jjg whole completely disregard contracts. More rigid iuspec-

P"""*^^
''"'

''
"

tion and stricter discipline will help matters much in this

*Thls table has been prepared from the annual reports o£

the mine inspectors. The figures for the United States are field.

?^i?k V'Horto'^f o^X'Bureau^of'iiinef. ^The"d'eath''LJe''loi- Xearly all of the coal m the McAlester field is pre-

\^^r^\\fe S>l^^^^and^^o1.e^°e1.^fos^v^l^thfn^e°^^'r1.'e£'?rri?f ufe°d' pared by passmg it Qver shaking Screens. As a rule four

^^^^^"^^^^^M^^r^c^^^k^^n^^^r^^^^ ^izes are made. The slack passes through a %-iu screen,

powders. This, it is believed, will reduce the amount of ex-
,^|

, ^ through a li'i-in. screeu, the nut through a 21/2-

es, and increase the production of the district. t

The Osage Coal & Mixixg Co.'s Washek axd the Great Westerx Coal c<c CnKE re's ilixE Xo. !)

electric shot-firer, and immediately the miners want a

deeper hole and more powder, and little they care what

the result to life and property is. Injuries from falls

of rock have increased 25% since shooting off the solid

gaii^ed a foothold in Oklahoma.

Eecently a petition was filed by the miners for a

referendum vote on that part of the recent legislative

act known as Section 18, which prohibits solid shooting,

limits the diameter of the bore hole, and specifies under-

cutting. It is noteworthy that other states are fast

doing away with solid shooting, and that mining men

in this district, who expressed themselves against the

in. screen. A glance at the following table will give an

idea of the distribution of the sizes

:

prode^ction op coal in 1912—short tons
Run-of- Unclassi-

Lump Nut Pea and slack mine fled

261,857 78,106 194,673 (36.4%) 213.294 43,380

Machine-Mined Coal

14,563 2,180 8,040 (32.4%) 43,830

Some parts of the various seams are more friable than

others, and at some mines, a slack percentage of from

38 to 50% is often reported. Machines will, no doubt,

lower this amount .greatly and obviously will render the

coal-preparation problem much easier to solve.
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Mechanical Details of a Gasoline Motor
\

lU- K. O. lIuUOES*

SYXOPSIS—Because no power house is needed for the

operation of a gaf<oline motor, it is customary to dispense

uith the serrices of a capable mechanical engineer. It

nntst he remembered, however, tliat such a locomotive is a

power house on wheels. Many parts of the engine, radiator

and transmission cannot be copied from the automobile

owing to the severity of the service. The article shows

how the mechanical details have been modified to meet

mining conditions.

The gasoline mine motor possesses certain advantages

not present in any other form of haulage. Its flexibility

is extreme. It can go wherever the rails are of sufficient

weight to carry it. It does not require trolley wires, rail

bonding, a power plant, or a pipe line, or even a charging

station, and it can do several hours' work without need-

ing a fresh supply of gasoline and water. In many eases

the smaller motors will run for an entire eight-hour shift

with one tilling of gasoline. The motor has the same

pulling capacity in relation to its weight that is pos-

sessed by any other form of traction haulage. It can go

just as fast, if not faster, than either electric or com-

pressed-air motors, and it is quite easy, under ordinary

mining conditions, to prevent any leakage which would

cut down its efficiency.

A PowEK Pl.vxt ox Wheels Xeeds the Attextiox

GivEX TO OxE IX A Power Hoi'se

In regard to the endurance and reliability of gasoline

mine motors, our experience has been contradictory.

Many of our locomotives have been operated since they

were installed at a low repair rate and have been as

reliable as their owners could desire. A few have been

expensive and not at all reliable. Some of these failures

have unquestionably been our own fault. Even with the

best intentions in the world, every manufacturer occa-

sionally lets material or workmanship which is not up

to standard pass through his shop, and this danger is

greatly increased when the machine which he is manu-

facturing is as completely new as is the gasoline mine

motor. Others of these machines did not give steady

service owing to the fact that a motor requires intelligent

attention at regular intervals, and this provident care

was not given it.

It must be remembered in comparing this type of

haulage with the other and better-known systems, that

we have a complete power plant mounted on four wheels,

and that in other installations power is being utilized

in a substation on wheels but being manufactured in

another place. If the same amount of attention were

given the gasoline mine motor that is given to the entire

power plant in a compres.sed-air or electric installation,

its endurance and reliability would be fully equal to if

not in excess of that of either of the other two systems.

But the gasoline motor is so convenient and so easy to

Note—Third part of an article read before the West Vir-
ginia Coal Mining Institute June 24. 1913. at Morgantown.W Va.. entitled "Gasoline Motor Haulage in Mines." The
first part entitled "Historv of the Gasoline Mine Motor" was
published July 19. Vol. IV. p. 80, the second entitled "Solu-
tions of Two Gasoline Motor Problems" appeared July 26,

Vol. IV. p. 118.

•Mechanical engineer, Geo. D. 'WhUcorab Co., Rochelle, 111.

slide into a mine and set to work that people are ai>i

to get a motor and start it to run and keep it goiii>:

just as long as it will turn a wheel. Naturally, with sucii

treatment, wear, alter a certain length of time, becomes

rapid and breakage is ultimately inevitable. As the mo-

tors are becoming better understood, and the few parts

which require attention are being discovered by the

operators, the repair accounts are decreasing and the

days during which the motors are out of .service arc be-

coming fewer.

The locomotives on every railroad arc insijccted by

skilled men, at the end of every trip and necessary re-

pairs are made immediately. If the gasoline motor hap-

pens to get an inspection once a week, it is fortunate;

and I have known of cases where the locomotive was

expected to run for five or six months without repair

or adjustment of any kind. A day's work expended on

the motors once a month will yield long returns in the

way of low repair accounts and extreme reliability.

The TiiACTiON' Qr.u.iriKs oi- .v CIa.soli.vi; iloTou

These motors can pull as much coal as any loco-

motive of equal weight. We provide two speeds in each

direction, which are approximately four and eight miles

an hour, the low speed being used for starting the trij)

and for extremely heavy hauls on hard grades. Most of

the work is done on high gear, under normal conditions,

and owing to the flexibility of the engine, the speed of

eight miles an hour is in many cases exceeded.

Another feature which makes the motor of considerable

pulling capacity is the fact that it is quick and handy.

In order to reverse the motor it is only necessary to

move one lever about 12 in. Many times I have seen

the motors run in one direction, when light or without a

load, and then on the reverse lever being thrown over

into the opposite side the motor would slide along the

rails and the wheels turn rapidly in a direction opposite

to that in which the motor was going.

Advaxtages of 4-Cylixder Opposed Horizoxtal Ex-
GIXES

We use a 4-cylinder, double-opposed, horizontal en-

gine. This arrangement is not common, but we think we

gain several advantages from this type of construction.

In the first place, we are able to reduce materially the

height of the motor without decreasing the size of the

engine. In the second place, a double-opposed horizontal

engine is better balanced than one of the vertical type.

Third, we are able to oil the pistons with less danger of

oil smoke than with the splash system used in automo-

biles, which has not proved well adapted to underground

work. Fourth, and most essential, by using the horizon-

tal opposed engine, we are able to get at all working

parts by removal of the top without its being necessary

to run the machine over a pit or to remove the entire

engine from the frame.

Cooling by Direct Contact with Water

Next to the engine toward the front end of the ma-

chine is the fan. In our experiments with the original

motors we tried to use the ordinary automobile type of
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radiator, but we found that in order to be efficient, the

elements of the radiator must be thin, and with the

shaking and jarring of the motor and the constant dan-

ger of pieces of coal or slate striking various parts of

the mechanism, it was utterly impossible to keep this

radiator from leaking.

We therefore abandoned the radiator and put, on the

two sides of our machine, a modified cooling tower.

Water is pumped into the upper part of this chamber

and drops down in the form of a spray. Through this

water shower the air blows, forced by the fan which I

have just mentioned. This gives us a cooler which can-

not be overheated, and in which the parts are few and

of great strength. The system is easy to take apart and

clean. All passages are of fair size and contrast favor-

ably with the restricted air channels in the automobile

radiator. The device is bolted together so that a man

with a monkey-wrench can take it apart, clean it, and

put it together again without trouble, this construction

contrasting to advantage with the automobile radiator

which can be repaired only by an expert with the use of

a soldering iron.

Reveksixg Geak

The bevel pinion engages with two bevel gears which

it drives, of course, in opposite directions. These revolve

loosely on a common shaft. A friction clutch is pro-

vided for each gear, and when either of these is in action,

the shaft is rotated in the direction in which the bevel

gear to which it is thus attached is revolving. In this

manner by putting one friction clutch or the other in

operation we obtain our forward or reverse motion.

These friction clutches are of the disk type, the alternate

disks being filled with holes in which are inserted small

plugs of cork. These extend about g\ in. beyond the

surface of the large disk and are the only things which

are in contact with the intervening steel plates.

Through the action of a force pump and spray heads

these disks are constantly bathed with oil. We tried

every known form of cone clutch and were unable to find

any that would stand the extremely severe service ex-

pected, and not until we came to this cork-insert disk

clutch did we find one which would stand the severe

strains for any reasonable length of time. Under nor-

mal conditions the cork-insert disk clutch lasts a long

time.

How THE Speed Is Regulated

Keyed on to this same shaft are two spur pinions of

different diameters which each engage with spur gears

running loose on the secondary transmission shaft. These

gears engage with that shaft through jaw clutches, these

clutches being interlocked with the friction clutch so

that they cannot be disengaged or engaged unless no

power is being transmitted through the mechanism. In

this way we get two speeds in each direction. From the

secondary transmission shaft we chain down to the front

axle with double chains and from the front axle we chain

back again to the rear axle.

I do not know of a single part of the motor that has

given more complete satisfaction from the very first

than this chain drive. It seems to be durable and to

give but little trouble, which could not be said of the

gear drive to the front axle, which was used in some of

the earlier motors. If the chains do happen to break,

the cost of replacement is not excessive, as a full set for

the 6-ton motor can be purchased for less than $40.

Although some of the machines have been in use two

or three years, we have had practically no sprockets to

replace, those originally furnished still being in service.

We believe that the gasoline motor offers a means of

haulage advantageous in so many ways and usable under

so many conditions that its advent is almost revolution-

arv. It can be used, we believe, anywhere in a mine

where there is a reasonable current of air. Its cost of

installation is limited to the cost of the motor and is

usually about one-third to one-half the cost of the in-

stallation of any other form of traction haulage.

Clutch for Inclines

Upon an incline of the (Gerhard mine in the Saar dis-

trict, Germany, is used a cable clutch which was designed

by Josef Scherer, of Louisenthal. It is described in the

"Zeitschrift fiir das Berg- Hutteu- und Salinenwesen,"

Vol. 61. No. 1.

On the grades of 20 deg. and more, the cast-iron

clutches with edge clamping arrangement did not give

good service. They often broke under the heavy strains

put upon them, letting the cars free and causing consider-

able damage. This led to the use of the clutch here de-

scribed, which, because of its simplicity and strength,

seems to be a good one.

Front and Side Views of Clutch

This rope clamp consists of the wrought-iron housing

G and the lever //. Housing and lever are pivoted to-

gether by a strong rivet. On the lower end of the lever

is a link for the attachment of the car.

After the lever has been turned backward by hand, the

housing is hung on the cable. As the car is started its

weight pulls the eccentric edge of the lever tight against

the rope. When the car has reached the loading station

at the foot of the incline, where its weight no longer has

an effect, the clutch is automatically released and can be

taken off without further ado. The price of the Scherer

clutch, homemade, is about 45c. The rights in the in-

vention are understood to be secured to the mine manage-

ment.
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Meeting of Southern Appalachian

Coal Operators' Association

Tlio aiimial luia'tiiij; of the Southern Appahuhiaii Coal

Operators' Association was helil in KnoxviMe, Tenn., July

35, with an excellent attendance. Several matters, such

as markets, freight rates, tar sujiply, etc., were diiseiissecl.

with the best of good feeling and mutual heneiit to ail.

The members of this association are cooperating to

make a success of the First-Aid Field Day, which is to

he held in Knoxville, Sept. 20. It is said that teams

from more mines have l)een entered for this contest and

more prizes of greater value have been olfered tluin for

any field day ever held in this country.

The annual meeting was highly satisfactory and har-

monious. The association is a compact organization

which is doing valuable work for the field as a wliole,

thereby benefitting each individual operator. This is due

probably in no small ])art to the officers, who are zealous

men of keen foresight and large ideas.

The Illinois Mining Institute

At the recent Mining Conference, held at Trbana,

111., May 10, 1913, the following committee of five were

appointed to arrange for a meeting to consider the or-

ganization of a mining institute in Illinois: J. D. Peters,

Chicago-Cartervilie Coal Co., Carbondale; A. S. Allard,

Bunsen Coal Co., Westville; II. H. Stock, professor of

mining engineering, University of Illinois, Urbana;

Joseph Pope, district president U. M. W. A., Springfield,

and Martin Bolt, chief clerk. State Mining Board,

Springfield.

At the call of this committee, a meeting was held in

the parlors of the St. Nicholas Hotel, Springfield, June

24th, and attended by a large number of mining men

from all parts of the state. The meeting was called to

order by Mr. Bolt, who was made temporary chairman.

Oscar Cartlidgc, manager, Mine Eescue Station, Spring-

field, was selected temporary secretary.

The following committee was apjiointed to prepare a

jjlan of organization : John H. Ross, superintendent,

Superior Coal Co., CTille.«pie; AV. S. Burris, state mine

inspector, Danville; and Geo. S. Barrowman, mine man-

ager, Eldorado.

The committee prepared a plan for organization, which

was presented at the afternoon meeting. Later a con-

stitution was prepared and adopted. The following of-

ficers were then elected : President, John P. Reese, gen-

eral superintendent, Superior Coal Co., Gillespie; firsb

vice-president, Andrew Fletcher, superintendent, Taylor-

ville ; second vice-president, Robert Eadie, sub-district

president, U. M. W. A., Cantrall ; secretary-treasurer,

Martin Bolt, chief clerk. State Mining Board, Spring-

field.

The following were chosen as an Executive Board: A.

J. Moorshead. Madison Coal Corporation, St. Louis. Mo.

;

Gorden Buchanan, Chicago; Harry Fishwick, miner,

Springfield: Thomas Moses, superintendent Bunsen Coal

Co., Westville: H. H. Stock, professor of mining engine-

ering. University of Illinois, Urbana.

It was decided to hold the next meeting in Xovcmber,

at a time and place to be designated by the Executive

Board. The outlook is bright for a successful meeting

and a large nu'ml)ershii). Short aildiis.-es were then made

by the following gentlemen: Daxni Ross, secreliiiy.

Bureau of Labor Statistics, Springfield: Walton Ihit-

iedge, mine inspector, Alton: Hector McAlester, mine

insjiector, Streator. The president, .iolui T. I'ecse, made

a vcrv interesting talk, in connection with the work of

organization, which close<l the meeting.

Alabama Coal Operators' Fifth Annual

Outing

Special CoiiitHsroxnEXci':

The Alabama Coal Operators' fifth annual outing to

the coal mines of Alabama was held at Marvel, Ala.,

July 2G. A special train left the Birmingham depot at i)

a.m., returning at 6:30 p.m. About 600 tickets were

presented on the train and quite a number of guests

drove into Marvel from the canijjs near by-

The following program was lan-icil out:

10:45—11:15. Inspection of mine operations, town

and commissary of the Roden Coal Co.

11:15—1:30. Morning .session in l!(»lcn Co.'s audi-

loi ium.

1 :30—2 :30. Barbecue served in school hall.

2:30—4:30. Afternoon .session in auditorium.

At both .sessions in the auditorium moving pictures

were sandw-iched in between the addresses. The films

were furnished by the Bureau of Mines and are the samo

as those shown in various parts of the country.

George F. Peters, president of the Climax Coal Co., of

Maylene, presided" at the meetings in the auditorium.

The first paper of the session was presented by Frank

Crockard, vice-president and general numager of the T.

C. I. & R. R. Co. entitled, "What a Coal Operator Can

Do to Provide for the Welfare of Employees and Their

Families." The paper covered a wide range of topics,

namely; ice and water supply, flies, mosquitoes, gar-

bage, bath liouses, food preparation and supply, educa-

tion, stoves for school houses, sanitary drinking foun-

tains, etc.

Great strides have been made in Alabama along these

lines during the past two years, and as Mr. C'rock-

ard and his company have always taken the lead in this

work, his address received close attention.

The second address of the morning session, "The Com-
missary; Its Indispensability and Purpose," was given

by B. F. Roden, president of the Roden Coal Co.

There is much discussion in Alabama at the present

time as to the desirability of the mine commissary; one

side .seeing in it only its possibilities as a "gouger" of

helpless employees, while the other faction is equally posi-

tive that the improvident could not exist without it. Mr.

Roden's paper was a temperate convincing exposition

from the latter standpoint. One point was especially

dwelt upon ; namely, imder the present garni.shment ]aws

of Alabama, the mine commissary is indispensable to

many miners' families. Mr. Roden also emphasized the

fact that if all companies would prohibit their operating
officials from soliciting for the commissaries, the em-
ployees would soon get away from the idea that they are

being coerced into trading there.

The last paper of the morning session was presented
by L. M. Jone.s, of the United States Bureau of Mines, on
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"Prevention of Haulageway Accidents." This papei was

largely a summary of Miners' Circular Xo. 11, by the

same author, issued by the United States Bureau of

Mines. Three principal causes for such accidents were

emphasized, namely: narrow roadways, lack of sufficient

numlier of holes along haulageways for men to reach in,

case of danger, and trolley wires where workmen must

travel.

Cnk Way to Keduce Accidents

At the afternoon session the first paper was presented

bv C. H. Xesbitt, chief mine inspector of Alabama, on

the subject of "Value of a Safety Inspector and Instruc-

tion for Each Coal Mine." As only one company in

Alabama has so far deemed it necessary to employ safety

in:^pectors, the paper was timely, ilr. Nesbitt referred

to the fact that in 1913 over 50% of all fatal accidents

in Alabama occurred at the working face, and "upon in-

vestigation it was found that a majority of these fatali-

ties could have been avoided if proper instruction and

supervision had been given." He also referred to the

wonderful record made by the H. C. Frick Coke Co. in

reducing accidents at its mines through the introduction

of safety inspectors and instructors.

Discussion of Mr. Xesbitt's paper was given by E.

Flyn, chief inspector of the T. C. I. & E. E. Co.
" Mr.

Flyn made the rather startling statement that 80% of

all accidents coming under his observation were attributa-

ble to carelessness, and most of them coitld have been

avoided by proper supervision and instruction.

The last paper of the meeting was given by J. J. Eut-

ledge, of the United States Bureau of Mines, on "Coal

Mine Ventilation and the Eemoval of Gas." Most of

the paper dealt with the subject from an elementary

standpoint, but during the reading, several interesting

experiments were mentioned. Mr. Eutledge stated that

Mr. Williams, of the Bureau, has recently made some

ex23criments in mines in the State of Illinois to deter-

mine the efficiency of stoppings, and the results were

startling. Effi.cient fans were rendered almost useless by

leaky stoppings. He also mentioued results obtained last

winter by installing outside air courses to heat the air

to about the temperature of the mine, by means of ex-

haust steam from the fans just before it entered the mine

intake proper. He suggested that beneficial results could

be obtained in mines where falls of roof were common
by reversing the process in summer; that is, cooling the

ingoing air to the temperature of the mine.

Printed copies of the papers presented vere not dis-^

tributed in advance, as had been done in previous years,

and as a result discussions were almost lacking.

The size of the auditorium at Marvel (it is used as a

church on Sunday, and often during the week picture

shows are given), as well as the size and design of the

public school, were commented on by all who saw them

on this day for the first time. Surely the day of pleasure-

less mining camps in Alabama is passing.

Tu conclusion I wish to suggest that an excellent op-

portunity to illustrate the workings of sanitary measures

was overlooked. During both sessions in the auditorium

buckets of lemonade were passed throitgh the hall and

all of the members assembled were supplied through a

single drinking cup. After the excellent description of

sanitary drinking possibilities by Mr. Crockard the lone

cup gave some of us the creeps.

Coal Washing in Kansas Not
Profitable

By Bauhy Scobee*

The only coal washer in the mining district abottt Pitts-

burg, Kan., or in the whole state for that matter, is not

a paying proposition from the standpoint of washed coal.

It used to be, but the situation was changed by the devel-

opment of the gas and oil fields which adjoin the coal dis-

trict on the west.

The plant here referred to is owned by the Wear Coal

Co., of Pittsburg, and is situated seven miles northwest

of that town in the heart of what now is the newest dis-

trict, just being opened iiu. In reality there are two

washers, but they stand side by side and are owned by

the same com])any.

Tin; Only Com. Washeky ix Kansas

Washer Xo. 1 was put up in 1908, and Xo. 2 in 1910.

At that time the oil and gas fields were at the height of

their prosperity and output. This caused the demand

for coal to decrease until the market was overloaded with

mine-run stufl:. "\^Tiat fuel was sold did not bring the price

the operators thought it should, and as a consequence the

Wear people decided to wash their coal, hoping the

cleaned product would sell fairly well in competition with

gas and oil.

The capacity of the first washer was 125 tons an hour.

The coal sold so well that in 1910 washer Xo. 3 was put

up, it being in capacity equal to the first. Both ran nearly

all the time, and the demand for the cleaned slack often

was greater than the stipply. The washed coal found a

market for itself in a district hitherto supplied only with

dirty slack.

During the past 12 months, oil and gas in Kansas have

lost much of their importance. Many authorities claim

that the present wells cannot supply the demand. As a con-

sequence, coal is again coming into its own in all this sec-

tion of the country, and it is no longer necessary to wash

the coal to get a good price for the product. Operators

claim that more money can be made on unwashed coal,

and as a result, the Wear company's washeries are idle

most of the time. The coal is generally sold as it comes

from the ground, except that most of it is screened.

The Manchuria Ry. Co. operates five coal mines, which
give employment to 7000 Chinese laborers, who work for 25c.

per day. The output is SCO tons for each mine per 24 hours.

Though the coal is bituminous, anthracite methods of mining
are used, as the seam is too thick (125 ft.) to make bituminous
methods practical.

•316 East Eighth St., Pittsburg, Kan.
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Improvements in the Typhoon
Turbine Blower

The Typhoon turbine blower made by the L. J. Wing

Manufacturing Co., of New York, which is familiar to

many colliery power-house men, has recently had .some

important improvements embodied in its construction.

These consist mainly in largely increasing the strength

of the bladiii'.' of tlie turbine and in mounting the rotat-

Jn the atcompanying illustration, the outer casing of

the machine has been cut away in order to show the

interior ])arts. In ordinary practice, this casing is buiit

into the setting walls of the boiler ami thus takes up

no additional loor space, '"he nuichine is at present

manufactured in three standard sizes, namely 12, K! and

20 in. The amount of air furnished varies, of course,

with the size of the fan and its speed of rotatimi. Thr

particular advantages gained by the employnu'iil of this

lildwiT arc iiu-reased capacity or the utilization o( liiir nv

IdW-gradc lucls, which would otherwi.sc be unliui'iialplr.

.\ draft i)rcssure equivalent to Sy^ in. of • ater may be

easily obtained with one of these nuubines.

A New Westinghouse Single-Phase

Motor

The Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co. has i)la(cil on

the market a new line of single-phase motor made in

capacities of from 2 to 10 hp. and suitable for llu' ma-

jority of constant-speed applications within tbcii- capa-

cities.

This machine is of the repulsion-starting type and

Siio\vix(; iMFiiovED Type of Turbixe Bldweu

ing parts upon suitable ball bearings which alisorb both

the radial and thrust stresses.

As is well known, this type of blower consists in

mounting a single-stage turbine upon the rim of a highly

efficient propeller type of fan. The construction of the

turbine, in its improved form, is particularly interesting.

The sherardized steel turbine blades are cast into a tough

lironze ring upon their inner ends. The outer ends of

the blades are bent over in an L-shape and are all welded

together by means of an oxyacetylene flame. This

method of construction renders the entire blade ring prac-

tically a unit and absolutely immune from the trouble

which was formerly so frequently encountered in tur-

bine construction, namely, the throwing of blades.

The rotating unit, consisting of the fan and its driv-

ing turbine, is mounted on two separate ball bearings

placed a few inches apart. The bearing, as a whole, is

entirely inclosed so that it is impo.ssihle for dust or dirt

to get into it. The lubricant used is a soft mineral grease

fed through a grease cup. The exhaust steam from the

turbine mixes with the air supplied by the fan and has

the effect of reducing considerably the amount of clink-

ers. This is an important consideration with many coals,

as a high sulphur content or a fusible a.sh will ordinarily

rapidly form clinkers of large size.

New Single-Ph.\se Motor

when up to speed, runs as an induction motor. For most

applications, it can he connected directly to the line, but

where low starting current is desired, a rheostat can be

used.

The frame is so designed that it combines great

strength and radiating capacity with minimum weight

and over-all dimensions. The laminations are riveted

together under pressure and pressed-steel end plates are

riveted to the unit thus formed. The foot, or base, is

of pressed-steel plate securely riveted to the end plates.

This use of pressed steel marks an important step for-

ward in the design of large single-phase motors.

The hearings are large and dust-proof. The rotor

coils are form-wound and arranged to permit excellent
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ventilation. The commutator is of the radial type with

undercut mica segments. The shaft can be pressed out

of the rotor without disturbing the windings or commu-
tator.

Each motor can be arranged for operation on either

11(1- or 220-volt circuits.

Mark Cold-Drawn Steel Union
This union is made seamless from cold-drawn flat-strip

steel. Each imion is treated by a sherardizing process,

to render it immune from rust and corrosion, says Power

of June 10, 1913. This process consists of heating the

parts with ziuc dust in a retort, which causes the zinc

to penetrate a short distance into the metal and also leave

an exterior coating. As the threads are cut before the

treatment, they are protected against corrosion without

altering their sharpness and fit.

Sectional and Exterior View of the Mark Union

The Mark union, which is manufactured by the Mark
Mfg. Co., Chicago, 111., consists of three main parts,

male and female ends, which are joined by coupling nuts.

A brass ring C fits between the coupling ends as shown.

The union is threaded to Briggs' standarcl for pipe threads

and carries the same taper as the pipe. The expansion

and contraction of the union under heat and cold is prac-

tically the same as that of the pipe.

Turbine Pumps with Electric Drives
Progress m the manufacture of high-grade material,

and its use for high-speed rotary machines, has oc-

casioned a continual increase of such speeds. For elec-

tric drive with alternating current and a frequency of

50 cycles per sec, a limit is reached at 3000 r.p.m. Such

a speed is today often employed for motors driving cen-

trifugal pumps, turbo-blowers and compressors. Indeed,

for small rotary machines of this type such a speed is

often insufBcient, so that a steam turbine is frequently

substituted.

The difficulties arising in the mechanical construction

of high-speed motors have readily been overcome in the

light of experience in the building of turbo-generators.

Problems remained, it is true, in the design of rotor-col-

lector rings and brushes, as well as short-circuit and
brush-lifting devices, but today these obstacles have been

surmounted. Alternating-current motors can be built

and used which run at 3000 r.p.m. and deliver over 1000

hp., yet are as reliable as motors of 1500 r.p.m.

In driving these high-speed motors underground in

mines containing firedamp, the ordinary safety precau-

tions answer, so that since such machines are frequently

Note—Translated by E. P. Buffet.

mounted near the loading station, and, hence, are in the
ingoing-air current, it suffices, if inclosure be necessary,
lo make only the collector rings gas proof.

Experience in general has taught that high-speed
pumps, the efficiency of wdiich is generally somewhat bet-

ter than that of sets which run at the lower speed of
1450 r.p.m., but whose cost and space occupied are much
less, can be employed advantageously only for pumping
pure water. Sand, ashes, etc., as well as acid water, are
decidedly destructive to pumps running at high water
velocities. Therefore, it is best to use high-speed sets

only for perfectly clean water, or where first cost is im-

portant, or when, as in the case of auxiliaries, for ex
ample, they are to be run only at intervals.

Finally, it may be asked whether the high potential
motors may, under some circumstances, be successfully
and reliably employed in wet places, as, for example, iii

sinking. Practice has shown that motors can hold their

own even under such conditions, but it is advisable, in
case they run intermittently, to maintain them constant-
ly somewhat warm by keeping the field in a circuit at a

suitably low voltage. For this purpose a small transformer
may be provided, the low potential side of which has sev-

eral contacts, so that the voltage may be readily adjusted
to the heating requirements of the 'motor. If this ma-
chine should become so wet from dripping water that it

is inadvisable to connect it with a low potential circuit,

there can be placed aroimd it a considerable number of

incandescent lamps to dry out most of the dampness by
their radiation.

A New Porcelain Strain Insulator

A new porcelain strain insulator of remarkably high
strength, both mechanically and electrically, has just

been placed on the market hy the "Westinghouse Electric

& Mfg. Co., of East Pittsburgh, Penn. The manufac-
turer recommends these insulators for use on 1500-volt

direct-current railway work and on 2200-volt transmis-
sion lines, a class of service for wdiich porcelain insulators

have been seldom used in the past.

Strain Insulator. Showino Mi;tiioii of Application

It is claimed that the insulators will stand more strain

than any cable used in line construction that will pass

through the hole. They are of the interlinking type

which makes it impossible for cables to separate even if

the insulator should become shattered.

The glaze is of a dark-brown color, which does not at-

tract the attention of those mischievously inclined. Sharp
corners, which would be apt to chip have been avoided,

and the shape of the grooves is such that the wires lie

naturally in them. A large creepage di-stance is provided

which makes it suitable for high voltages.

The smallest size of these insulators has a flashover

voltage on rain test of over 13,000 volts, and the larger

size, over 20,000 volts. The tensile strength of the

larger size insulator is over 83,000 lb., and its 'dimensions

are only 5x4i/^x4i^ in.
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^ansfcrmers for Outdoor Service
SPKiiAL C'i)Ui!i:spo.\ni;xci:

,<y\OrslS—The demand for small-capaciti/ trans-

foniiei;-' for iiistallalioii out of doors has grealli/ increased

in the past few years. The principal difficutties encoun-

tered are the radiation of heat due to transformation

losses within the windings and the introduction of the

high-tension cal)les. This article tells how both of these

obstacles are overcome.

Almost since the dawn of the electric era small light-

ing transformers of comparatively low potential have been

installed out of doors and have satisfactorily withstood the

service, their superior design and construction making

them proof against the action of the elements. But, no

effort was made at that time to develop a line of high-

tension power transformers for outdoor service, owing to

the demands for power then being confined to centers of

population where the main stations and substations were

located.

Iiocently, however, owing to the fact that it is often

desirable to tap a high-leiision line where the load is not

sufficiently great to justify biiildiiig a substation, high-

tension transformers of all capacities and for any com-

nicrcial voltage, have been designed for outdoor service.

An impetus has been given to this development by the

phenomenal demand for electric power made by would-be

consumers, located in the country along high-tension

transmission lines, who realize the advantages of elec-

tricity for both power and. light, but who do not require

enough current to justify the expen.se of a substation.

The installation of the apparatus out of doors obviates

the necessity of constructing new buildings or enlarg-

ing an existing station to provide room for the new equip-

ment, and so may greatly reduce the cost of expansion.

Yet, it is probable that very few persons outside of those

connected with the design or sale of power transformers

realize the rapid progress that has been made in the use

of these instr\iments in outdoor service and the excellent

records for reliability that those installed have made.

The familiar pole-type transformer, used on city dis-

tribution circuits, having a potential of from ^."OO to

4000 volts, is comparatively simple to design for outdoor

service, on account of the relatively low voltage. Stand-

ard transformers in capacities of from 1 to 100 kv.-a., are

readily obtainable for this class of service, and all sizes

embody practically the same construction with the excep-

tion of the tanks.

The core for these transformers, as built by the General

Electric Co., is made up of four magnetic circuits of equal

leluctance placed in multiple. Each circuit consists of

four legs arranged to form a rectangle, one of these legs

being built up of two widths of punchings, in such a

manner as to form a tenon on the outside of the leg.

When the four circuits are assembled with these four

le<TS together, the latter interlock to form a central leg

upon which the winding is placed. The core, when viewed

end-on, has the form of a cross. This construction brings

the oil in contact with an unusually large part of the

surface of the core and coils, so that undue heating of

these parts is not possible under normal load or reason-

able overloads.

As a result of the use of a thick mica shield bclwcor.

ihe primary and secondary windings, the highest degict'

of safety, which is the most important characteristic of a

transformer, is obtained. This mica shield is designed

to withstand a potential of from 15.000 to '20.000 volls

and is practically indestructible when used on circuits

having voltages around 2500.

An abundance of duets and channels, Ihrough wliicii

ihe circulation of oil is maintained, results in uniform

temperature throughout the transformer and eliminates

the detrimental ellects of uneiiual expansion in the coils

with consequent rubbing and iiijury to the insulation.

All live terminals are located below the surface of tln'

oil to prevent surges or lightning discharges from arcin-

over and short-circuiting the coils, or grounding to the

tank.

The impedances of transformers of the same size vary

but slightly, so, when such instruments are operated in

niuliiiik', each takes its projR'r share of the load.

The use of a special alloyed steel in the cores of these

transformers has brought the core loss down to a mini-

nuini value with a conse-

quent low loss when the

transformer is slightly

loaded and, as this steel

is non-aging, there will

be no increase in the con

loss after an indefinite

period of operation.

Transformers below 25

kv.-a. capacity are placed

in smooth cast-iron tanks.

Above this size these re-

FiG. 1. A lU,UUO-\'uLT, ceptacles are corrugated

5-Ky.-.\., Type H in order to obtain suffi-

Traxsformer cient surface for radia-

tion of the beat gener-

ated wiihiu the transformer duo to the losses. The larg-

est two sizes, if made of cast iron, would be too heavy

and bulky for suspending on poles, so they are made of

corrugated sheet steel. For operating on poles in the

open and on the walls of buildings under the caves, the

tanks that contain these transformers must be weather-

proof.

The cast-iron covers are, therefore, provided with over-

hanging edg&s and the joint between cover and tank is

sealed by a gasket, effectively preventing the entrance of

moisture and dust. The cover is securely fastened to the

tank by two eyebolts, which also serve as a means of lift-

ing the transformer. With eyebolts, the cover can readily

be removed without the use of a wrench.

The primary bushings have thick walls and the portion

vdiich extends beyond the transformer is hemispherical

in shape, so as to give a long creeping distance from the

primary conductor to the frame. The rounded surface is

not fractured or chipped, as it would be if the bushing

had sharp corners.

Power transformers, 100 to 500 kv.-a., for distributing

potentials, (2300-600), and all transformers above GOOO

volts up to 500 kv.-a., employ a different type of con-
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structioii than the distributing transformers above de-

scribed. Here, the straight two-legged core-type construc-

tion is emjiloj-ed. The core consists of two vertical legs

connected together at the top and bottom by yokes, thus

forming a rectangle.

Cylindrical coils and insulation cylinders are placed

concentrically over the two vertical legs of the core, the

high-voltage winding being outside those of the low-volt-

age, and separated therefrom by oil ducts and the above

mentioned insulating cylinders.

Two Methods of Coolixg

Power transformers for all voltages may be self-cooled

or water-cooled. In self-cooled transformers, the heat

arising from the losses in the instrument itself is dissi-

jiated into the surrounding air by providing a tank with

SLdlicient external radiating surface to limit the tem-

perature inside the transformer to a safe value.
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The Mine Fan
By Bkhton Bi!.\lky

(Written expressly for "Coal Age.")

I am the lungs of the mine,

I am the guard against death

;

The air in the workings grows stale

And the faces of miners grow pale

When I cease to take breath.

So I whirr and I whirr and 1 whirr

Till the chambers and entries below

Feel the dust-laden air all astir.

And the lamps, which were faint and ablur,

Shine out with a livelier glow.

Proving my worth as they shine,

I am the lungs of the mine.

I am the lungs of the mine,

I am its safety, its life.

In all of man's underground strife

With the heat and the damp and the dust,

I am his trust.

The uttermost depths of the mine.

The furthermost heading of all

Are under my thrall

;

And the wind that goes sweeping so free

Through the gloom

Of each runway and room

Is from me.

So the damps and the gases they flee

On the wings of my breath ;,

And I shield men from death

And I give them the vigor to dare

The bowels and depths of the earth

For the coal that is there!

my song is a deep-noted purr

As I whirr and I whirr,

Doing my task as I sing,

Keeping the workings astir

With the flood of pure air that I bring;

And the deadlier air I remove.

And thus do I prove

My value, my worth.

To the men who go under the earth

With the lights on their foreheads ashine,

For I am their life and the breath

That guards them from death,

1 am the Lungs of the Mine

!

A New Deputy Mine Inspector

House Bill Xo. 206, introduced by Eepresentative

Spogen and passed by the last legislative assembly of the

State of Montana, provides for the appointment of a

deputy coal-mine inspector, to be under the supervision

of the state coal-mine inspector and defines his duties,

qualifications and salary. The bill has since been signed

by the governor; but, as yet, no appointment has been

made to fill the new position. Joseph B. MeDermott is

the chief mine inspector of Montana.

The bill is as follows:

Sec. 1. The governor, by and with the advice and con-

sent of the Senate, shall appoint one deputy state coal-mine

inspector. The said deputy state coal-mine inspector shall

be selected from amor.gr the list of names certified to by the

county examining board for mine foreman, fireboss or mine

examiner, as having successfully passed the examination for

mine foreman and been granted a certitlcate of competency

as such by a county examining board, in Montana.

Sec. 2. He shall have like powers and duties as the state

coal-mine Inspector, but shall be under the supervision, and

subject to the orders of, and report to the state coal-mine

Inspector any and all acts pertaining to the inspection nf

mines. Investigation of accidents, scales, wash houses and

other duties of the deputy state coal-mine inspector; and

shall reside In and perform the duties of deputy state coal-

mine inspector, in the districts assigned to him by the state

coal-mine Inspector. The deputy state coal-mine inspeitor

shall receive a salary of twenty-one hundred ($2100) ilol-

lars per year, and all necessary traveling expenses. He sliall

file with the state treasurer, a bond In the sum of five thou-

sand ($5000) dollars, approved by the governor, for the faith-

ful performance of his duties.

Sec. 3. This act shall be In full force and effect from and

after its passage and approval.

Increased Coal Production in Colorado

Coal mining as an industry began in Colorado in 1864,

when a production of 500 short tons was recorded. In

1876 the ])roductiou reached, for the first time, a total

exceeding 100,000 tons, and six years later, in 1882, ac-

cording to the U. S. Geological Survey, it had attained

the million-ton mark. Since that time, the increase has

been almost uninterrupted. The production exceeded

3,000,000 tons in 1890; ten years later it had grown to

over 5,000,000 tons, and in 1910 it exceeded 11,000,000

tons; but in 1912 it fell below the 11,000,000-ton mark.

Erratum

The first sentence of the article upon "Coal- and Ash-

Handling Equipment," appearing on page 76 of our issue

of July 19, reads: "A coal-handling equipment supplied

with a pivoted-bucket carrier system is, of course, designed

only for a small plant." This should have read : "A coal-

handling equipment consisting of a centrifugal discharge

elevator handling both coal and ashes and a flight con-

veyor for the coal is, of course, designed only for small

plants." As is well known, the pivoted-bucket carrier may

be used in plants of almost any size.

International Geologrloal Congress—The 12th session of

this organization will meet, Aug. 7, at Toronto, Can. Address

of Secretary, Victoria Memorial Museum, Ottawa, Can.

VVoodwarO and Pettebone FMrst-Ald Excursion— The

united first-aid teams of the Woodward and Pettebone

mines of the D. L. and W. R.R. Co. at Kingston, Penn., will

run an excursion to Harveys Lake on Aug. 15.

.\merlcan Institute of Mining Engineers—This institute

holds its next annual meeting at Butte. Mont., on Aug. 18 to

21, inclusive. Bradley Stoughton, 29 AV. 39th St., New York

City, is secretary.

Kentucky Mining Institute First-AId Meet—This meet will

be held at Central City, Ky., on Labor Day, Sept. 1.

:>Iatianai ConserTntlon Exposition—Miners' Field Day, to

be held under the auspices of the Tennessee Mine Foremen's

Association, with the cooperation of the Bureau of Mines and

the American Red Cross, on Sept. 20, at Knoxville, Tenn.

Vmerioan Mine Safety Association—The second meeting of

this society will be held at the Bureau of Mines, Pittsburgh,

Sept. 22-24. H. M. Wilson is ch.iirman.

\merlcan Mining Congress—This society meets for its 16th

annual session at Philadelphia, Oct. 20-24; the secretary is

J. F. Callbreath, who has opened quarters in the Land Title

Building.

Coal Minine Institute of America—Winter Session meets

Dec. 4 and 5 at the Fort Pitt H<,tel, Pittsburgh, Penn. C. L.

Fay, secretary, AVilkes-Barre, Penn.
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The Van Swearingen Decision

It has long been thought that in accord with an ex-

tended series of decisions, it would some day be ruled that

a coal or other like deed could not contain a clause giving

the grantee the right to buy a part of the surface

whenever he desired at a fixed price unless the deed con-

tained a clause limiting the period during which the option

might be exercised to 21 years after the death ef the op-

tioner or for some shorter period.

J. Q. Tan Swearingen, judge of the Fayette County

Court, has just made such a decision in the case of

William Barton, Priscilla King and Harriet CofEman

versus the Thaw Trust. The purchasers of the coal land

in dispute were J. M. Thompson and J. K. Ewing. They

resold it and with it also the right to purchase the sur-

face, which formed part of the original deed to William

Thaw, who, in turn, densed it to trustees for the use of

his children, grandchildren and great-grandchildren and

their survivors.

The judge has declared that this option to purchase is

and has been from the beginning null and void and has

ordered that this decision be entered on the docket against

this clause in both the deeds mentioned.

We have no doubt that the decision will stand the test

of appeal. Perpetual rights of the kind which the deed

seeks to establish are against the public interest. It of-

ten becomes impossible to sell lands under such a restric-

tion, and it certainly makes inadvisable the improvement

of properties menaced by such a clause. The public in-

terest is larger even than the need of the coal operator,

and the latter will, we are sure, look at the matter from

a broad national viewpoint.

The law seeks that there shall be no masterless land;

as our country grows the best sites must not be made
worthless by a divided, unsettled ownership. The right to

buy must not perpetually exist to cloud title ; it must not

be legalized without limitations lest it serve as an oppor-

tunity to levy blackmail under legal sanction.

Judge Van Swearingen quoted the ease of Dewey

versus the Great Lakes Coal Co. ; we do not like that de-

cision and hope eventually it may be proved to be bad law.

It happened that substantial justice was done when the

court decided that Dewey could not prevent the coal com-

pany from using land without paTOient for the develop-

ment of its coal mines in accordance with the wording of

the deed which conveyed the coal with general mining

rights and the right to use the surface for mining pur-

poses.

To the layman the Great Lakes Coal Co. was wholly

within its moral rights, as it certainly took up the land

within reasonable time and before any marked increment

of value had taken place, but the interpretation of the

law even if correct was, we think, much to be regretted.

The judge said that as there was no consideration to be

paid when the land was used by the corporation, the right

to the land was not contingent but was immediately

The New Anthracite Tax

When the Pennsylvania State legislature enacted the

measure which places a tax on anthracite coal, the pro-

ceeds of which are to be used by the state and county gov-

ernments, a new precedent was established. Only on one

other occasion has a similar tax been exacted and this was

for the purpose of raising funds during the Civil War.

It is said in justification of the act that the mining

industrv of Pennsylvania has greatly increased the gov-

ernmental expenditures, and, further, that some provision

is necessary to compensate for the loss which the state will

sustain when the coal supplies axe finally exhausted.

These points seem reasonable enough, but as a matter

of fact they will not bear a close scrutiny. State ex-

penditures have, no doubt, been heavily increased by the

mining operations, but it is equally true that the com-

panies are already heavily assessed, and it is safe to say

that they are carrying their full share; in addition to

this there are entire communities that are solely dependent

ui3on the coal operators.

In the matter of providing for the ultimate exhaus-

tion of the coal supplies it is difficult to see wherein this

is being done. The accrued funds are to be allotted in

equal proportions to the state and county authorities and

will in some instances effect a reduction, if not a com-

plete elimination of existing taxes. Were the funds de-

voted to the interests of the coal industry in the state, the

act would be more commendable. If the mining opera-

tions have been a burden, these new funds should be ap-

plied directly to the relief of these particular burdens, as

might be done by establishing a workman's compensation

fund or allotting a portion to the mine inspectorate.

As to the constitutionality of the law, this remains to

l>e tested. The National Government specifically requires

that states refrain from placing any tax on products used

in interstate commerce, and a large part of the hard coal

mined in Pennsylvania is consumed in ISTew York and

neighboring states. Exemption from this provision, how-

ever, can b^ obtained by special permission and the fact

that the coal is sold locally, as well as outside the state,

may have some bearing on the subject. However, from

any viewpoint, it appears that Pennsylvania is asking the

consumers of anthracite in New York and elsewhere to

pay a part of her current expenses, for any additional

charge on the production of hard coal must come out of

the consumer's pocket.

Generally speaking, a tax of any kind on coal is to

be regarded with disfavor for the reason that it is an eco-

nomically wrong principle. Fuel is a basic product upon

which all industries are compelled to rely to a greater or

less extent and any increase in its cost must eventually

narrow its limits of application, and eiiect a restriction

in development. The present tax is an oppressive and

mercenary one at the best. In fact, it savors somewhat

of the Jewish extortioner and exhibits a sordid parsimoni-

ousness that is a discredit to the people of Pennsylvania.
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vested in the coal coni])an.v. The takin<: of the hind was

not a remote possibililv, it was praitually an aitom-

jilished fact from a legal standpoint from the moment

the i)urchase deed was signed.

We consider tiiat this matter was open to dehate and we

believe that the decision, even if perfect from the stand-

point of established equity, is not in accord with public

advantage. An option to use land witliout payment for

a long period of years is no more sacred from the point

of view of public advantage than the option to buy it at a

price, regarded as fair at the time of contract. We cannot

feel that there is not the remoteness or contingency in

such a case as will make it come under the perjietuity

doctrine. It is equally uncertain in both cases what part

of the land will be taken for mining and wlicn that por-

tion will be taken. As for the consideration that the use

to which reference has been made is for a period of years

onlv and the purchase is not so limited, that is rendered

of no importance by the fact that the rule is directed to

remove the remoteness, not of the "cesser" or termination

of the alienation of the land, but its commencement.

It seems to us that some time or other the Dewey

precedent will be reversed or will be corrected by statute

law. In fact, we believe that not only the right to buy,

but the right to use and even the right to spoil might be

placed under the rule in equity relating to perpetuities

with decisions reaching back to 1(516. Surely the threat

to injure property should not perdure from century to

century, making the land threatened worthless mean-

while. The vendor in most eases gets enoitgh at the

time of sale to cover every form of surface disturbance

often many times over, and we have little interest in

him and his querulous complaints, but the public should

not be cumbered by the uncertain ownership of land.

The laws which entailed the estates of the wealthy in

England have been unfortunate. They have prevented

the selling of land and have hampered its nse. How
much more unfortunate will our laws be if they prevent

the use of a large part of the lands of the community for

building purposes. Many a nation has suffered from laws

which were not indeed inequitable between the conirading

parties but which were highly unjust to the nation as a

whole, a hidden canker in the economy of the people. .

Thd Second-Class, Mine Foreman's

Certificate

In another column of this issue we print an interesting

discussion of the handicap that attaches to the term "sec-

ond-clasf," as applied to mine foreman's certificates. Our

correspondent draws attention to the custom practiced in

several mining states, of classifying the mines in the state

as gaseous or nongaseous. The examination of candidates

for mine foreman's certificate, in each of these classes, is

made to conform to the particular conditions in those

mines. The certificates granted to successful candidates,

in respect to gaseous mines, are styled "first-class mine

foreman's certificates" ; while those relating to nongaseous

mines are styled "second-class mine foreman's certifi-

cates."

While the terms first-class and second-class are in-

tended to refer only to the classification of the mine, it

-r is trne, as is pointed out by our correspondent, that the

term is too often taken as applying touhe holder of the

certificate; and he is, as a consequence, regarded as a

'"second-class" num. We heartily agree witli our corre-

spoudcnl in the suggestion that this practice sbould Ik'

altered; and if there is to be any division styled "Ihsl-

dass" and "second-class, these terms should be used in

reference to the capai)ility of the candidate as determini'd

by examination. The classification of the certificate as

referring to gaseous and nongaseous mines should be

designated by these terms only.

We hope that this nnitter will receive the attention that

it deserves at the hands of state examining boards and

state departments. It is not the first time tliat attention

has been called to the >anic t|iu'>tiiin by ihnse who sutler

from the error.

A Contract Violation

An all but universal trait of luunan character is the

desire to see the under dog win. There exists, however,

an equally potent sentiment which demands a fair fight.

Throughout the long and bitter industrial struggle which

has been waged in the Kanawha coal fields in West Vir-

ginia, the mine worker has been almost universally re-

garded as the under dog, and few indeed have been the

tongues or pens bold enough to resist public sentiment

and champion the operators or their cause.

When the officers of the United Mine Workers recently

signed a contract with two companies, operating upon

Paint Creek, "for and in consideration of" the "check-

off," whereby the union is assured of a certain revenue

each payday, to all appearances they knowingly and de-

liberately violated an already existing agreement with

other operators in the same region. Furthermore, this

existing contract had been concluded with those, who, if

not in actual sympathy with the organization and its

motives, were at least willing to take equal chances for

returns upon their investment with others in the same

field when assured in all candor and upon the written

agreement of the union that it would "enter into no

contract with any other operator in the Kanawha dis-

trict carrying different terms or conditions to those pro-

vided for herein."

However lightly the leaders of the United Mine Work-

ers may regard the integrity of the organization they

represent, they will sooner or later be made to realize

that the union is primarily a commercial enterprise.

From the business standpoint, the first duty of every

seller of any commodity, be that commodity steel, oil,

coal, labor or whatnot, is to fulfil all business obligations

to the satisfaction of the customer, to give him the full

value of 100c. for every dollar which he expends—other-

wise no customer will long continue to make contracts or

spend dollars.

Much interest now attaches to the question of concrete

overcasts. In this connection it is well to remember that

the cost of such overcasts can be greatly reduced by the

use of reinforcement. Well screened tough coal can be

economically used in place of crushed stone in places

where the roof pressure or the danger from fire is not

great. If, however, the coal is not well screened, too

much fuel dust is apt to be present, thus necessitating the

use of a large amount of cement, without any corres-

ponding improvement in the strength of the concrete.
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Relation between Railroad and Shipper
By a. L. H. Street

.'<yXOPSIS—A railroad need not meet the peal-load

TCfjuirements in transportation. Before making a de-

mand for shipment, the shipper would do tvell to make

tender of freight charges. A carrier cannot be com-

pelled to accept freight from a private siding unless it

has so contracted. Damages may he punitive if malice

can be proved.

A;? a general rule, a railroad company is bound to

furnish reasonable and ordinary facilities for transporta-

tion, but need not provide in advance for extraordinary

occasions or an unusual influx of freight (18 Illinois

Supreme Court Eeports 488). Or, as decided by the Ne-

liraska Supreme Court, the company must furnish cars

necessary to transport freight oifered it, but when it has

provided itself with the equipment necessary for that

purpose in the usual course of business, despite the fact

that at certain seasons more cars are needed than at

others, it has fulfilled its duty, and will not be required

to meet unusual demands for cars (99 Northwestern

Eeporter 309).

In an Arkansas case, growing out of a carrier's refusal

to furnish cars for coal shipments, it was held by the

Supreme Court of that state that while a railway com-

pany must provide cars for normal conditions of its

traffic, unless it has reason to foresee other conditions, it

is not required, during a temporary abnormal situation,

to furnish a car for every one that is sent oft' its line in

fulfillment of previously made contracts, though cars

wholly beyond its control are the same as if not owned by

it (120 Southwestern Eeporter .380).

The Kentucky Court of Appeals has excused a rail-

]-oad company's refusal to furnish cars to move coal for

a shipper in a case where a strike at the mines com-

pelled it to use its coal-hauling equipment to obtain a

fuel supply for its locomotives, etc., from more distant

fields (35 Southwestern Eeporter 626). But it has been

decided that a railway company's action in reducing the

wages of its employees, causing a strike which suspended

operation of trains, did not make it liable for damages

resulting from its refusal to receive a shipment. (65

Indiana Supreme Court Eeports 188).

PrepayjiEXT and Shipping Eights

The fact that a shipper owes a carrier charges for pre-

vious shipments does not Justify the latter in refusing to

receive further consignments fi Kentucky Law Eeporter

7.30). But the carrier is entitled to demand prepayment

of charges, though failure to tender such prepayment

does not excuse refusal to receive freight for transpor-

tation unless prepayment is
' demanded (54 Illinois

Supreme Court Eeports 88). The Vermont Supreme

Court has held, however, that refusal of a carrier to

transport coal did not, in the absence of actual tender of

freight charges, amount to a waiver of such tender, so as

to subject tile carrier to liability for loss of business on

account of such refusal (30 Atlantic Eeporter 41). It

thus appears that, in order to preserve a right of action

for a carrier's refusal to afford shipping facilities, it is

safer to tender prepayment of the freight charges.

There is a federal-court decision to the effect that a

railroad company was not entitled to enforce, as a con-

dition precedent to the receipt of a coal shipment from

canal boats at the company's dock, a requirement that the

master of the boats employ shovelers designated by the

company, at a price fixed by it (Federal Case Xo. 14,010).

Law Eelatin'G to Sidetracks

A carrier cannot be compelled to receive freight on a

private switch track, unless it has contracted to do so

(134 Federal Eeporter 64). When it has designated a

siding as the place at which it will receive coal for trans-

portation, not in an unreasonable place, a railway com-

pany cannot be compelled by the shipper to receive ship-

ments at another .siding where merchandise other than

coal is received, though the latter place may be more

easily accessible to the shipper (129 Federal Eeporter

TSS). But under the statute in force in West Virginia

requiring carriers to make reasonable provisions to carry

coal and coke, a railway company may be required to

construct a sidetrack and switch wherever the same may
.

be necessary (64 South-eastern Eeporter 630). A railroad

company having a newly constructed line through a lo-

cality underlaid with coal, by permitting owners of mines

to load cars from wagons on its sidetracks at two small

stations for several months, did not give them a vested

right to continue that practice, nor forfeit the right to

change the regulation when a change became reasonably

necessary to faciliate the operation of trains and the

handling of other freight (125 Federal Eeporter 445).

Damages, Punitive and Actual

As a general rule, the damages recoverable against a

railway company for refusing to receive a shipment are

measured by tlie difference between the value of the

propertv' offered for shipment at the place where tendered

for transportation and at the proposed destination, less

freight charges (22 Hun 533 [Xew York]). Punitive,

as well as actual, damages may be assessed if it is estab-

lished by the complaining shipper that the refusal was

induced by ill-will or willful disregard of his rights (~

Southeastern Eeporter 493). In Kentucky, the Court of

Appeals has held that where a railroad company failed

to furnish the owners of a mine with cars, they could

recover the difference between the value of the coal of-

fered for carriage at the mines and at the proposed des-

tination (13 Kentucky Law Eeporter 832).

But a dealer cannot recover damages for a carrier's

refusal to transport coal, arising from his contract to buy

the coal, if the quantitv' which he could require the seller

to deliver was optional with the latter, and it does not

appear that the dealer made any contracts for resale

that caused him loss : but as to another agreement bind-

ing the seller to deliver a specified quantity, the dealer

can recover the enhanced cost of delivering the coal under

contracts for resale made on the strength of that agree-

ment (135 Southwestern Eeporter 768). An Illinois

statute making a railway company liable in treble dam-

ages for refusal to furnish cars to carry freight has been

held not to bind a company to furnish cars for coal not

yet mined (19 Illinois Appellate Court Eeports 141).
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"The First-Aid Muddle" Answered

By W. 8. RorxTREE. M. D.*

In the May 17 issue, I note in the Sociological Depart-

ment an article headed '"The First-Aid Muddle," signed

"Kv a Physician," which is an unjust and unwarranted

attack upon the American Mine Safety Association, writ-

ten by a person ignorant of the facts or else inten-

tionally misrepresenting them. Ordinarily an anonymous

article deserves no recognition, but since Coal Age has

seen fit to publish the above mentioned article, as a mem-
ler of the E.xecutive Committee of the American Mine

Safety Association, I am writing a brief statement of

what is being done by that body to work out a uniform

course in first aid to the injured.

All workers in the first-aid movement fully realize the

importance and necessity of uniform standards and of

forming a central organization, and it was with this end

in view that the National Mine Eescue and First-Aid

Meeting was held in Pitsburgh, 1911, and a conference

on first-aid called bv the U. S. Bureau of Mines at Pitts-

burgh on Sept. 25," 1912.

All great movements must have a beginning and the

outcome of these meetings was the organizing of the

American Mine Safety Association, the primary objects

of which are not only to standardize first aid, but mine-

safety and rescue methods also, and to create a central

organization for carrying on the work.

The standardization of first-aid rules was referred by

the conference to a committee of about two dozen sur-

geons, of which Dr. A. F. Knoefel is chairman. It is

expected that this body will report back at the next an-

nual meeting to the full committee of surgeons compos-

ing the association.

Both Lay axd Medical Men ix the Executite
CouxciL

The Executive Committee of the Anierican Mine Safety

Association which is charged with the duty of perfecting

the rules for standardization as well as with the forming

of a central organization is composed of the following

memijers

:

H. M, Wilson, chairman: L'. S. Bureau of Mines, Pittsburgh.
Penn.: John P. Reese, vice-chairman, Superior Coal Co., Gil-
lespie. 111.; Dr. \V. S. Rountree, Tennessee Coal. Iron & Ry.
Co.. Birmingham. Ala.; Dr. A. P. Knoefel. Vandalia Coal Co.,

Terre Haute, Ind.; Dr. G. H. Halberstadt, Philadelphia &
Reading Coal & Iron Co., Pottsville, Penn.; Austin King, Frick
Coal & Coke Co., Scottdale, Penn.: G. H. Hawes. Oliver Iron
Mining Co., Duluth. Minn.; E. H. Weitzel, Colorado Fuel &
Iron Co., Pueblo. Colo.; R. A. Phillips, Delaware, Lackawanna
& Western R.R. Co., Coal Department. Scranton, Penn.; C. S.

Stevenson, secretary. Bureau of Mines, Pittsburgh, Penn.

Looking over the above list, it will be seen that prac-

tical mining men, as well as surgeons, were placed on this

committee. The purpose of this was to obtain the best

results on all the problems to be submitted and it will be

•Member of the Executive Committee, American Mine
Safetv ..\ssociation. Physician, Tennessee Coal, Iron & Ry.
Co., Wylam Hospital, Birmingham, Ala.

readily conceded after reading the considerations here

following that in appointing such a widely representative

body of men, a wise decision was made insofar as first aid

is concerned. As a rule, the work of the surgeon is done

on the outside of the mines, while first-aid men do their

work underground. Therefore, engineei-s and miners are

those best prejiared to give practical information regard-

ing accidents and they greatly assist the surgeon in mak-
ing suggestions as to the manner in which to conduct

first-aid work within the mines. It is expected tliat when
the executive and special committees meet next September

that they will go over the report jointly and make sug-

gestions, so that the first-aid work can lie standardized

from all view]K)ints.

The noted surgeons of this country always specialize in

.some lines of work ; so far few of them, outside the army
and navy, have made a special study of first aid; in fact,

this movement is still in its infancy and has developed no

special leader of great fame. A man must work his way .

slowly to the heights. I

Sylvester Yersl's Sciiaefer

The schedule of discounts is framed only temporarily,

and experience will develop what changes are needed.

Both the Sylvester and Schaefer methods of artificial

respiration have been adopted for the reason that when
one is impracticable, the other can replace it. For in-

stance, when injuries to the arms or back are involved the

Schaefer method is used—otherwise the Sylvester method

may be employed; hence both methods must be taught.

In all surgery, aseptic treatment is the fir.st and fore-

most necessity, standing preeminently ahead of all other

needs, for without it there is no certainty of success in .1

any treatment, especially when infection already exists. I

In such cases it is more vital than ever, for to add infec-

tion to infection would be a double crime.

It is beyond question that fir.st aid should be standard-

ized but, that it should be done wholly by a body of scien-

tific medical men is not feasible for the reason that first

aid is a necessity more practical than scientific, the scien-

tific requirements having to be conformed to the prac-

tical surroundings; therefore, surgeons, even the most

noted, must base all first-aid methods in mines, upon sur-

rounding underground conditions, which are to be learned

through the suggestions and information furnished by

engineers and practical miners. Thus it is wise to in-

clude such men in the Executive Committee.

No jealou.sy and personal animosity should exist in the

work of establishing a central organization and in adopt-

ing standard rule.s to be u-sed in the mines, furnaces, fac-

tories and in fact all walks of life. First aid is a work
of humanity, and not of personal grievances and should

not be hampered by professional ethics and scientific

methods. It is too big an undertaking to be held in check

by individual narrowness. It is a work where surgeons,

mine owners, engineers and miners should get together

for the sake of safety and protection of life.
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New Frick Developments

The Union Supply Co., having stores at all the H. C.

Frick Coke Co.'s plants, has recently contracted with

the Nicola Building Co., of Pittsburgh, Penu., for the

erection of two new store buildings, to be erected at

Leith and at Phillips, to take the place of the one re-

cently destroyed by tire.

Under directions from Superintendent John Lynch, of

Unioutown, Penu., experiments have been conducted for

some time past with soda-water fountains and ice-cream

jiarlors. Superintendent Lynch states that they have

been a decided success, a great accommodation to the

people at the plants, giving them the same advantages

possessed by the residents in the larger towns surround-

ing. The new stores will both be fitted up with these

departments. A feature of the equipment in these storea

will be the installation of what is designed as an absolute-

ly flyproof meat department, with refrigerating counters,

several of which are now in use at various stores.

A new swimming pool, illuminated at night, has been

installed ,at Footedale, another operation of the same

company. Another is under construction or already com-

pleted at the Bedstone plant.

How the U. S. Coal& Coke Co. Kept the Fourth

PiiizK-WiNNiNCx Float, No. 3 Works Eiii'L()Yi:i:.s XI- Store at No. 4

The Gary Ball Teams in Procession Parade of Employees of Mine No. 13
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DISCUSSION BY READERS

The Second-Class, Mine-Foreman's

Certificate

All states that grant tertilic-ates of toin)H'ton( y to cau-

(liilates for the positiou of miue foreman invariably re-

•jnire a certain number of years' experience in a gaseous

mine, as a prerequisite to the granting of a lirst-class cer-

tilicate. Lackiug this experience, though frequently ex-

celling in other particulars, the ajiplicant can only obtain

a <econd-olass certificate.

My purpose in writing is to draw attention to what

may be called the psychological elfect of the word "sec-

ond class," as applied to a mine-foreman's certificate.

While it is quite generally understood tliat the holder

of a second-class certificate is eligible to the position of

mine foreman in any miue not generating explosive gas,

the general effect of the term on most mine managers is

distiuctly observable.

In many of the more important coal fields of the

United States, little or no explosive gas is generated, yet

these fields produce good men, who are well versed in

both the theory and practice of mining and who arc com-

petent to fill the more lucrative and responsible position

of mine foreman. I believe I am safe in the assertion

that, as a rule, the man iiolding the .•?econd-class cer-

tificate is better equipped for the positiou of mine fore-

nuin in a nongaseous mine than is the mau holding a

lirst-class certificate; and yet the holder of a first-elass

certificate is often given the preference in respect to a

position in a uonga.seous mine.

The fact is not generally taken into consideration by

the manager, that the holder of the second-class certifi-

cate is better acquainted with the conditions in a non-

gaseous mine than is the holder of a first-class certifi-

cate; because the former has obtained all of liis experi-

ence in mines of that particular type. Tie knows or

should know the methods and practices best adapted to

the safe and economical extraction of the coal, in such

mines, better than the holder of a first-class certificate,

who has obtained his e.xperience, perhaps, in the anthra-

cite mines of Pennsylvania or in the large gaseous mines

of the bituminous region.

Since the present method of granting certificates

grades all applicants receiving the required percentage

mark in the examination, on an equal footing, I want
to suggest that it would, no doubt, prove beneficial to

grant "first-class gaseous" and "first-class nongaseous"

certificates to applicants receiving over 90 per cent, in

lioth classes, in examination. Applicants receiving less

than 90 and above, say 75 per cent., could then be granted

"second-class gaseous" and "second-class nongaseou.s" cer-

tificates. This would relieve many good men of the

handicap of being known as second-class men, or as hold-

ing second-cla.ss certificates when their capabilities are

fullv equal to those who hold first-class certificates.

X.

Clumpier. W. Ta.

Safety Lamps and the Eyesight

1 lia\c bull interested in tiie recent discussion of tins

question and ))articularly in the remarks of Mine In-

.-pector \V. J.,. Morgan, Co.vL \v,e, July 1"^, j). (i:]. Mr.
ilorgan refers to the examination of the eyes of firebo.sses

at the (ilobe Colliery, Wales, England. As I worked in

some of the worst gaseous mines in South Wales and
Bristol, I am well acquainted with the conditions that

existed in the Globe Colliery and am convinced that the

eyesight of the miners in that colliery was injured more
by the mine gases and firedamp to which they were ex-

posed than by the safety lamps they used.

I want to suggest that a fairer test to determine if the

constant use of the safety lamp has any tendency to in-

jure the eyesight would be to .select, say 100 miners of

50 years of age, from a gaseous mine; and compare their

average e}'esight with that of the same number of miners

taken from mines entirely free from gas. I think that

such a test would prove that the safety lamp produced

no bad effect on the eyes when the lamp is properly used.

Much depends on the way a fireboss carries his lamp.

This is the first thing to be learned ; and, until then, no
nuin has a right to be a fireboss. lie should not hold his

lamp in such a way as to expose iiis eyes to the heat and

gases from the lamp. In my opinion, the experience of

men who have used the safely lamp continuously for a

number of years, without receiving any appreciable in-

jury to the eyesight, proves more ilian the limited knowl-

edge to be gained by an examination, in a single district,

by oculists and ]jliysicians.

Fireboss.

Brazil, hid.

Advantage of Compressive Ventilation

I was glad to notice the reference made by IJobert

McCune, to the advantage of compressive ventilation in

mines, in his article, "The Air Current and Mine Ex-

plosions," Co.AL Age, July 5, p. 25. In reciting, his ex-

perience and observations in regard to the effect of the

exhaust and compressive systems of mine ventilation, to

increa.«e or decrease the explosive conditions in a mine,

Mr. McCune has drawn attention to an important fac-

tor, both in respect to preventing mine explosions and
keeping mines in a sanitary condition.

In the compressive system of ventilation, the mine is

ventilated under a pressure greater than that of the

atmosphere: while, in the exhaustive system of ventila-

tion, the mine is ventilated under a pressure less than

that of the atmosphere. To make this matter more
clear, as.sume the atmospheric pressure (sea level) is

14.7 lb. per sq.in. or 2116.8 lb. per sq.ft. If the mine
water-gage taken in the fan drift is 2 in., the ventilating

pressure is 2x5.2 = 10.4 lb. per sq.ft.. at this point.

Then, assuming the efficiency of the fan is 60 per cent.,

the total pressure producing ventilation or circulating the
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air through tlie fan and the mine i? 10.4 -f- i).6ii = 17.3

]b. per sq. ft.

When the fan is blowing the air through the mine

(compressive system) the total pressure on the intake

air is 2116.8 + 17.3 = 2134.1 lb. per sq.ft. On the

other hand, when the fan is exhausting the air from

the mine, the pressure on the intake is the atmospheric

jiressure (2116.8 lb. per sq. ft.) and the pressure on the

air in the fan drift (return airway) is 2116.8 •— 17.3 =
2099. .5 lb. per sq.ft. This shows a difference in the mine

pressure, in the two cases, of 34.6 lb. per sq.ft., in favor

(if the compressive system. In my Judgment, this dif-

ference in pressure is exerted to keep back much of the

lioisonoiis and inflammable gases that would otherwise

enter the mine, and is one point in favor of the com-

pressive system of ventilation.

Eees H. Beddow,
State Mine Inspector.

(iallup, X. Mex.

Shooting Mine Timber

I was interested in the article by Miner, Coal Age,

June 28, p. 1007, relating to the .«hooting of mine timber.

I want to say that a better method is always to draiv the

timber, using for this purpose the Sylvester or other

similar machine. I have had this machine for some time

and consider it useful in many ways. Xo mine where

posts are to be drawn is complete without it as a part of

the equipment. The pulling strength of the machine is

five tons; and unless proper precautions are taken, it will

often break the chain.

Where there is a great weight on the post, or the latter

is roof-bound, it is often necessary to weaken the post

before attempting to draw the same. This must be done

with caution, but can generally be accomplished by care-

fully splitting some from the cap-piece with a pick.

Where the roof is loose or treacherous, however, this

should not be attempted.

A good scheme in drawing a post is to so arrange the

hook that the pidl of the chain will be exerted on the

side of the post, in such a manner as to turn it around

when drawing. This will help very much to loosen the

post from its hold in the roof. With the hook in front

of the post, the chain exerts only a dead pull, and if the

roof is hea\7 on the timber, it will often be difficult to

start the post in this way.

It often happens that a post is nearly buried in the

waste. In that case, it will be necessary, after loosening

the head of the post, to slip the chain down and take an-

other hold, in order to draw it out from the gob. If

fastened at the middle the chain may break the post.

Charles Waine.

Marianua, Penn.

Study Course in Coal Mining
By J. T. Beard

The Coal Age Pocket Book

MLLTIPLICATION'
JIultipUcation is only a particulai' form of addition in

which the numbers added together are all equal. Thus, instead

of adding together five sevens, as follows:

7 + 7 + 7 + 7 + 7 = 35

since these figures are all the same, the operation is ex-

pressed more simplv by the methods of multiplication. For
example, in the abbve operation, sev - •- •"'-"" «— '"-»=

which can be expressed thus,
taken five times.

X 7

read

taking five, seven times.
5 times 7 equal

Tlie same result is obtained by
For example, by addition,

5t5+ 5 + 5 + 5+5+5 = 35

or. bv multiplication,
7 X 5 = 35.

It is imoortant to observe that in adding or multiplying
numbers, the order of the numbers is not important. The
sign of multiplication is an oblique cross (X) and is read
"times." It is written between numbers that are to be mul-
tiplied together. It is customarv to memorize the multiplica-
tion of numbers up to 10; and these are known as the "mul-
tiplication tables." Instead of these tables we give below a

simple chart, which shows at a glance the result of multiply-
ing together any figure in the top row by any figure in the
vertical column 'on the left. The product is tound at the in-

tersection of the corresponding column and row.

MULTIPLICATION CHART

For example, to multiply 7 by 5. find the figure 7, in the

top row, above the line, and follow down that column to the
row corresponding to the figure 5. in the column on the ex-
treme left. The number found (35) is the desired result.

The Coal Age Pocket Book

Multiplication of Larger Numbers—When numbers of two
or more figures are to be multiplied, the one by the other, the

second, called the "multiplier," is written under the first, called

the "multiplicand," so that units stand under units, tens under
tens, etc. Then proceed according to the following:

Rule—Beginning on the right, multiply each figure of the

multiplicand by the units figure of the multiplier, in turn, and
write the units figure of the resulting number under the fig-

ure multiplied. In each case, the tens figure, if any, must be
added in as units, in the next following multiplication, till

the last figure has been multiplied, when it is set down m
its place as the final figure of that multiplication, which is

called a "partial product." „ .

In the same manner, now. multiply each figure of the
multiplicand, again, bv the second figure of the multiplier, in

turn. But, in this case, the units figure of each resulting
number must be written one place to the left of the figure
multiplied, instead of under that figure. The tens figure, as
before, is added in as units, in the next following multiplica-
tion, except the last when it is written as the final figure
of that multiplication.

In the same manner, multiply, in turn, each figure of the
multiplicand bv each figure of the multiplier; but each time
a new multiplier is taken the units figure must be written
another place further to the left, the tens figure, if any, be-
ing added in as units, in the next following multiplication
till the last.

When all the figures of the multiplier have been used the
several results must be added together, as they stand, be-
ginning on the right and following the rule for addition.

One or two examples will make the process clear.

38,509 Multiplicand
175 Muhiplier

192 545
2 695 63
3 850 9

6,739,075 Product

12 831 600
144 355 50

1 1 227 650

11,.384,837,100 Product

As indicated here, the multiplicand is written above the
multiplier, and the final result is called the "product." When
a cipher occurs in the multiplicand there would be a corres-
ponding cipher in each of the partial products, except for the
tens figure that is carried forward from the multiplication of
the preceding figure.

As appears in the example on the right above, when a
cipher occurs in the multiplier there is no corresponding-
partial product and the next partial product is set forw-ard
two places to the left instead of one. Always the first figure
of each partial product stands under the corresponding figure
of the multiplier. The proof .-'f multiplication is division. The
product divided by either the multiplier or multiplicand gives
the other.
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INQUIRIES OF GENERAL INTEREST

The Mine Foreman's Certificate

KiiKllv inform me if a Red-Cross certificate will be

of anv assistance to a candidate, in the examination for

certifi'cate of competency to act as mine foreman.

FiREBOSS.

Gallitzin, Penu.
..^ . u i;i

The examination for a Eed-Cross certificate is hew

nndcr the auspices of the First-Aid Department of the

National Bed Cross Society. This certificate would not

be accepted by an examining board appointed by the

9tate for the examination of candidates for certificates

of competency to act as mine foreman. Every mine

foreman's examining board is held responsible for its

own work and is not authorized to accept certificates

issued by another board.

Weight of Broken Coal

Kindly give the weight per cubic foot of broken coal in

the Xew'Eiver district of West Virginia.

Inquirer.

Beckley, W. Va.

The average specific gravity of the New Eiver coal may

be taken as, say 1.3, which would make the coal weigh in

the solid 1.3 X 62.5 = 81.25 lb. per cu.ft. When broken

into the common market sizes for domestic use (stove or

chestnut) the broken material increases, in bulk, from

75 to 90 per cent.: or, say, 1 cu.ft. of solid coal will

occupy when broken to market size about 1.8 cu.ft. of

space- and the weight of the broken coal would then be

for New River coal 81.25 -- 1.8 - 45.U lb. per cu.ft.

This would make a ton occupy 2UU0 ^ 4o.U = 44.3

cu.ft.

The Mine-Cave Problem

In the solution of the mine-cave problem, there must

often be considered a combination of facts, circumstances

and conditions bearing on the case and affecting the re-

sults. These pertain mostly to the detailed manner ot

working the underlying seam or seams. An inquiry that

often interjects itself in the solution of such a problem is:

To what extent is the explosive force of the powder used

in blasting, in the mine, effective at the surface?

In the mining of anthracite coal, under ordinary con-

ditions, what energy is exerted or what is the sum total

of the blow struck bv the explosion of, say 25 lb. of black

powder, the force of the blow to be expressed in tons;

assuming that the force of the blast, in the mine, was

sufficient to dislodge, say 1.14 tons of coal per pound of

powder. The coal dislodged was, of course, in the line of

least resistance ; but, assuming the coal still in position at

the initial moment of the explosion of the powder, is the

force exerted equally in all directions, against the top,

sides and bottom of the seam and what is the energy of

the blast?

iniinmmimiiirmiiimuiiiinDiiiiininiiiiiinunniiuiniininiiimmiwm^^^^

What is the effect of this explosive force to produce

vibration or jar in the strata overlying the scam of coal,

and how can this eilect be reasonably or practically meas-

ured? What is the thickness of the overlying strata neces-

sary to nullify or reduce to a negligible ((uantity the jar

or vibration produced by a blast? Or, again, suppose 2.-)

lb. of powder are exploded in 25 separate blasts, at the

same time; will the combined blow be equal to or greater

than what would result from the discharge of the same

weight of powder, in a single blast?

ExfiiNKr.it.

Scranlon, I'enn.

The energy exerted in the explosion of black blasting

powder is c^ommonly estimated as 360 ft.-tons; and the

total enero-v developed in the explosion of 25 lb. of black

blasting powder would be 25 X 360 = 9000 ft.-tons.

This naeans that if the whole energy of the blast were to

be exerted in one direction, it would be capable of lifting

a weight of 9000 tons through a distance of 1 ft.

This, however, does not have much practical bearing on

the question of ascertaining the effect of the explosion of

this weight of powder to produce vibration at the sur-

face. Neither does the fact that the explosive force is

such as to dislodge 1.14 tons of coal per pound of powder,

in any way, assist in answering the question.

The charge of powder exploded is the center of a_ radi-

atinff explosive force, which is therefore exerted in all

directions from that center. The vibratory effect pro-

duced at the surface will depend on the nature of the

strata overlving the charge and the depth of the charge

below the surface. Some strata are elastic and readily

transmit a vibratory motion, while other strata are dead

and do not respond to vibration. Moreover, the physical

character of the strata, as determined by such features as

the joints, cleats, fault lines and uniform structure of

the rock, influence largely the transmission of the vibra-

tory shock caused by the blast.

The jar or shock due to a mine blast is often felt a

great distance in one direction, while it is scarcely per-

ceptible in other directions, owing to peculiar geological

formations, in the strata, that facilitate the transmission

of the shock. On this account, the problem of calculating

the effect of a mine blast at the surface is not a possible

one. The effect of such a blast can only be determined,

practically, by observations made with a delicate instru-

ment, called a tromometer, for determining earth tremors.

For the same reason, it would be impossible to make any

calculation for determining the thickness of the strata

necessary to nullify the jar or vibration at the surface.

In regard to the last question, the combined blow of

25 simultaneous blasts, if the charges are not too far

separated from each other, would probably exceed, m ef-

fect, the blow caused by the same weight of powder ex-

ploded in a single blast. The reason for this opinion

is that the 25 blasts properly placed would have a greater

effect to break the rock, and the explosive force would be

distributed over a larger area.
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and the frirtion pull i.^ 46.700 -^ 40 = 1107.5. This

makes the total load on the rope 5837.5 -f" 1167.5 =
say 7000 lb.

Now, assuming an unbalanced hoist, the power of the

engine must be sufficient to produce a pull of 7000 lb.,

at a velocity of 704 ft. per min., which gives

TOGO X :u4
= Sdlf lot) //p.

Miscellaneous Questions

{Answered by Requesf)

Ques.—What horsepower will be required to hoist 1500

tons of coal, in nine hours, from a shaft 575 ft. deep;

making an allowance of 10 per cent, of the power for

overcoming friction and ^ of the time for delays?

Ads.—Allowing ^ of the time for delays, leaves | X ''

= 6 hr. for actual hoisting. Adding 10 per cent, for

friction or multiplying by 1.10, the work performed is

1.10 (1500 X 2000) 575

6 X 60

Since 1 hp. is equivalent to 33,000 ft.-lb. per mm.,

ihe horsepower required, in this case, is

5,270,833

5,270,833 ff.-Ib. per min.

33,000
= say 100 lip.

Ques.—A certain mine has an output of 1200 tons

in nine hours, from a slope. The slope rises on a grade

of 1 in 8, for 2400 ft. pitch distance. The velocity of

the loaded cars is 8 miles per hr., and that of the empty

cars 14 miles per hr. The time lost in dumping the ears

and starting and stopping the trips is 2 min., for each

round trip. The capacity of the mine cars is 6720 lb.,

and the weight 1000 lb., for each car ; and the weight of

the rope is 3.375 lb. per running foot. What horse-

power will be required to do this work?

Ans.—The total working time is 9 X 60 = 540 min.

If the grade has a rise of 1 ft. vertical height, in each 8

ft. of pitch distance, the total rise is 2400 -^8 = 300

ft. The velocity of the loaded cars is (8 X 5280) -^ 60

= 704 ft. per min. The velocity of the empty cars is

(14 X 5280) -^ 60 = 1232 ft. per mm. The time of

hoisting a single trip of loaded cars is 2400 -i- 704 = 3.41

min. The time of lowering a trip of empty cars is 2400

H- 1232 = 1.95 min. Allowing 2 min. for dumping

cars and starting and stopping trips, the total time con-

.sumed in making one round trip is 3.41 + 1.95 -(- 3 =
7.36, say 7| min. On this basis, 72 trips would consume

72 X 74 = 528 min. This would allow 540 — 528 =
12 min., for unavoidable delays, during the day.

In order to hoist 1200 tons in 72 trips, the total load

jjr- trip is

1200 y 2000 ^
^ = 33, oo3 /o.

Since each car carries 6720 lb. of coal, the number of

•cars per trip is 33,333 -^ 6720 = say 5 cars. The weight

hoisted each trip, including the weight of the coal, weight

of cars and rope, is then 5(6720 + 1000) + 2400 X
.5.375 = 46,700 lb.

Approximately, the gravity pull on the rope, due to the

loaded trip, for a grade of 1 in 8, is one-eighth of the

total weight of the load hoisted. Assuming a fair con-

dition of the track and rolling stock, the friction pull

mav be taken as one-fortieth of the weight hoisted. On
this basis, the gravity pull is 46,700 ^ 8 = 5837.5 lb..

33,U00

Ques.—How would you treat person?; suffering from

broken limbs, bruises and cuts? Explain fully.

Alls.—Treatment depends on the character of the in-

jury. If a limb is broken, shock often results and must

lie treated. Place the patient in a safe position on his back

with the head low. If vomiting occurs, turn the head to

one side. If the victim is conscious, water may be given.

If the clothing is to be removed, cut it off. Hold am-

monia or smelling salts to the nose, if procurable. Ex-

amine for bleeding and if that is severe apply a tourni-

quet or compress. Keep the patient warm by the ap-

plication of blankets, coats, hot-water bottles, hot bricks,

hot cloths, etc. Eub the legs and arms toward the body,

under covers, to quicken the circulation.

If it is a simple fracture, adjust the limb gently and

apply suitable splints, taking care that the points of the

broken bones do not pierce the flesh. If the fracture is

compound, cut away the clothing. Use every precaution

to prevent any movement of the sharp ends of bones. Do
net touch the wound with the fingers. If a bone pro-

trudes, do not attempt to restore it to its place. Cover

the wound with a surgically clean compress and hold the

bones in place with padded splints.

Bruises if slight need no treatment; but if severe very

hot or very cold water, ice, arnica, or witch-hazel should

be applied. If arnica or witch-hazel is used, saturate a

cloth with the liquid and apply to the bruise. If pos-

sible, keep the injured part elevated, thus diminishing

the flow of blood in that part. Cuts, if bleeding is not

profuse, may be left for the doctor to treat.

Ques.—What is the highest percentage of explosive gas

in which you deem it safe to carry on blasting operations

in the mine?
Alls.-—This will depend on the nature of the coal with

respct to its inflammability and the fineness of the dust

;

the thickness of the seam and character of the roof and

floor, as determining the size of the openings or volume

of the workings ; the method of mining the coal and work-

ing the mine; the velocity of the air current and its gase-

ous condition, or the kind and proportion of gases present

in the air; and the kind of explosives used in blasting.

Under ordinary mining conditions, the blasting of an-

thracite coal is considered safe in the presence of 2 or

even 2.5 per cent, of marsh gas; while, in many bitumin-

ous mines, especially if the coal is friable and inflam-

mable, less than 1 per cent, of gas may make blasting

dangerous. In either case, the danger is more imminent

in contracted workings and thin seams.
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Washington, D. C.

It is now practically a certainty that within a compara-

tively short time, the Interstate Commerce Commission will

hand down a decision in the anthracite coal cases which hax.>

been pending before it for some time past. The behef of

coal men who have boon following the situation closely and

carefully is that the decision in these cases will order a ma-

terial reduction in the charge for transporting anthracite coal

from the mines to the seaboard.

It is being noted that in all recent cases in which the com-

mission has passed upon rates affecting commodities wiiich

move in bulk or in which the traffic may be expected to gio«

as the density in population increases such as lumber coal

and the like it has been directed that rates shall be cut ma-

teriallv below their present level. The commission has un-

doubtedly accepted a general policy of reducing rates upon

these bulky commodities, and of placing the burden of sucl^

advances as it may deem wise upon the more highly valued

articles which move in smaller quantities and at much higher

''''Ino'ther feature of the situation which has strengthened

the belief #hat the cuts just Indicated will be •"^d\\^/*'« *^,^'

that the Commission has refused to increase the bituminous

coal rates whenever they have been presented to it foi ad-

judication. The bituminous rates, taking them upon a basis

of mileage equality, are far below the level of the anthracite

rat^s. and it seems reasonable to suppose that the commission

will endeavor to produce greater equality between them b>

lowering the charges on anthracite, inasmuch as it has re-

fused to raise those on bituminous.

DixxatiKfartion is Manifested

Further statements Issued by the West Virginia Mining

Association with reference to the situation in the ^. ^st Vn

-

ginia district indicate that strong dissatisfaction exists v^.th

fhe tactics that have been followed by the United Mine ^\ orK-

ers especially in view of the violation of the agreement be-

tween the operators of the Kanawha district and the mine

workers. It appears that that contract included the foUow-

'"^t'is^unTrstood that during the life o^^this agreement the

Although this agreement does not expire till Mar. 31, 1914,

the contract signed with the two Paint Creek companies

July 15 provides for a material reduction in prices, as fol-

are required to pay f°'^.°^f^/"i'>?f•^machine-mined coal in
and 2 seams, to 29 cejits tor spimi

other reductions

S?rlt fo^!o'4^rlp°ll\.l^'/c^m^'nrd c'oanrom 26 to 25 cen^s;

|;\'Jnachlne-mi^edc^oal in entries from^.3Wo^

^i^!;r'."l'i. Tron/'sT to %9° cents; airways and entries gas

coal from 31 to 25 cents.
r>„:„t

It is to be noted that the contract given the two Paint

Creek companies provide even lower rates than the companies

offered to pay when the long-drawn-out strike was threat-

ened The companies offered to pay the old scale, based on a

rate of 47% cents for pick-mining gas coal. The union ,n-

sfsted on an advance of 3 cents, run-of-mine but com-

promised on an advance of 1% cents, making the ra.e 49

cents which the Kanawha Valley operators agreed to pay,

and have paid up to the present, while the Paint Creek op-

erators refused to accede the advance. ^7' ^"" ,\"'^;'^!

lasting 16 months, these two companies actually get a con-

tract at a lower rate than they were willing to pay in the

first place, while the operators who sacrificed their profits to

purchase peace have, as they believe, been betrayed.

Reparation .Vmarded

The Interstate Commerce Commission has awarded repara-

tion to the Marian Coal Co. against the Delaware Lacka-

„l * Western RR Co. on account of unreasonable rates

TaTged forrhrmfnsportation of anthracite coal from Tay^

lor lenn to Hoboken, N. J. An interesting point is raised

in tWs decision in connection with the question "was the

receipt of the original complaint against the rates an official

filing of the claim with the Commission " The Commission

says on this subject:

"We are of the opinion that it was. There Is no questi..

as we understand it, that the complaint Hist received li

contain a prayer for reparation to be paid to complain .
i

based upon reasonable rates to be fixed bv the Commissi
There has been no intervention nor complaint fllod b>

.

other party. Neither the statute nor the '"1 •« of the C. n n

sion prescribe what act or acts shall constitute the hUi.

a claim for reparation with the Commission. The letter v.t<

accompanied the complaint is inarked as reci yed by trie (

mission. Aug. 15, 1910. We hold that on that date the rl

was filed, and that shipments on which roparatlon is a-i

made within two years prior thereto are nut uarreu.

Senator Smoot on Free toiil

Senator Smoot in his attack upon the Democratic l:i> i

bill during the past week devoted some special attention

the fact that coal was to be free under the tariff, and

sorted that this would mean great injustice to the nii,..=

located in the Northwestern states.

H.VRRlSBlRCi, PENN.

The ..Vttorney General of Pennsylvania has ruled that the

Auditor General was without legal justification in his nt-

tempted holdup of $17,000,000 of appropriations to impoi i i

state departments, which included the department of in

On July 22. Auditor General Powell served noti.

.

eighteen departments and commissions of the state that h.-

would refuse to approve any warrants of departments of the

state government created since the adoption of the con-

stitution of lS-4, until he was satisfied on two legal ques-

tions.

"First whether they are legally a part of the executive

hrmo li of Uievtate government, not having been mentioned

n thJ constUuUon. which involves the quest.--, whether the ,

'^^'4^0^% Tha7lU%l^t.''^rrnl"V%'x^pense's"*of the executive

branch of the government, wljjch involves, the question of .

roads, maintenance of state police, etc.

No more drastic action has ever been taken since the •

office was created, and if the Auditor General does not ac-

cept the opinion of the Attorney General, the effects of his

action mav be far reaching, as the Supreme Court cannot be

reached. Except after an action is begun in the Dauphin

Countv Court. The Supreme Court will not meet until the

late fall. Should this be the case, it would paralyze many

of the most important departments of the state, such as the

Mines, Health, Highways, Constabulary, etc. _
It is the general opinion that Mr. Powell will take up one

or two departments and make a test case, so as not to hold

up the state government, as he is being severely criticized

throughout the state for his narrow actions.

The Public Service Hill

On July 26 the governor approved the public-service bill

as it came from conference in the legislature. It is expected

that the governor will name the seven public-service commis-

sioners promptly as the commission law is "O- '" /^-*-
The old railway commission is legislated out

°*
J'^''''^"^.

The powers of the commission will be far reaching, as this

hodv win have authority to regulate the public service of

all ralTroads tt-olleys, etc., and will also have authority over

^'^'p;o:^rn^'is^mTdVf:r'c'urt appeal from decisions of the
provision

hearings any place in the
commission, and it may uuiu n.=

.mnnn a vear and
state. The commissioners will receive $10,000 a year

members serve for ten years.

ApproprintlonM Are Slushed

The governor o^ P-sylvania has announced that^he_^has

rhe'lftf^^c'LXndr "acl":r:na County, and likewise

Ih: appropriation o^^^^^•«°° J-,l'^,t,r™g":r°"A, "o Z'Z-
gate mine -"^-;^„;",„ \\:",!o*'Jp": luo" of the state in the
propriat.on of

^ff"^./^^^J.^^periment station for investiga-
establishment of a m.n.ng "

. ^^^ ^.^,^^ „f „i„ers

Ind"^oTt'he%;eTte°r efficiency of mining has been reduced tc

$25,000.
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PENNSYLVANIA
Anthraoite

I'ottsville—Several hundred miners of the Glendower Col-
liery of the Philadelphia and Reading- Coal and Iron Co. will

have to be vaccinated at once, and the doctoi-s are endeavor-
ing to round up all the miners who attended a picnic two
weeks ago, and all the persons who bought milk from the
dairy, where the man who did the milking had smallpox.
Three cases of the deadly disease have broken out among
the men of this colliery.

Scranton—On July 23, fifteen hundred miners of the Sloan
colliery operated by the Delaware, Lackawanna and Western
R.R. Co., were thrown idle when the workings were dis-

covered to be flooded. A sub-surface settling broke water
mains, causing so much damage that the mine will pi'ob-

ably be idle for a month.

Plttston—Several properties along the Erie tracks have
been considerably damaged by mine caves. Some days ago
the officials of the company notified the people to be on the

lookout for caves. It is thought the heavy rains caused the
subsidence of the earth, but the damage done is due to the
workings of the old Butler mine and the robbing of pillars.

WIlkes-Barre—By an opinion handed down by the Courts
of Luzerne County, the Delaware and Hudson Co. will be
compelled to pay $33,634 with interest from Oct. 1, 1912, and
must also render an accounting for all coal mined since

July 16, 1S7S that would have passed through a %-in. square
mesh and over a %-in. square mesh screen.

The suit is one brought by the Girard Trust Co. and
others, trustee, heirs, and executors of the estate of the late

L. D. Shoemaker, and concerned the provisions of a lease

for coal land worked by the D. & H. Co., and especially over
payments for certain smaller sizes of coal. The plaintiffs

charged that the company mined a considerable quantity of
small sized coal on which it paid no royalty, and asked for

an accounting of this coal and payment therefor.

Bituminous
Pittsburgrli—Damages of $50,000 are demanded in a suit

filed by Marion Hale and her six children against the United
Coal Co. The damages are claimed because of the death of

Alfred Hale, husband of the plaintiff,, who was killed at a
coal mine of the defendant at Milesville on Apr. 2. 1913.

Fairbanlis—J. W. Paul and Charles Enzian, connected
with the National Bureau of Mines made an investigation
on July 22 of the fire "which is burning in the Solon mine
of the Prospect Coal and Coke Co. Samples of the gas have
been taken, and after analyzing these, methods will be sug-
gested as to fighting the fire.

-Although the fire has been raging for several weeks, it

does not endanger the working portion of the mine. It is

the opinion of experts that this gob fire will continue for
some time to come and it is possible that it will burn itself

out.

Waynesburs—A suit in ejectment was filed in the local
court July 24, against W. Harry Ero^wn, the coal operator of
Pittsburgh, by Charles W. Weltner and others. The suit in-

volves coal property, title to which is held by Brown.
The plaintiffs claim that last January, Brown purchased

from J. V. Thompson of Uniontown a tract of coal land,
about 1700 acres in all, at $1000 per acre. It was alleged in

the petition that 99 acres of this property Thompson did
not own and therefore Brown does not possess legal title

thereto.

Tnionto-n-n—Suit for $20,000 was entered, July 25, against
the Sunshine Coal and Coke Co. by Albert Cruse a miner,
who alleges that he was permanently injured by an acci-
dent in the mine at Lynn Station on Feb. 27 of this year.

All of the coal and mining rights of the TV'. A. Stone Coal
and Coke Co., of Uniontown have been transferred to the
W. A. Stone Fuel Co. of the same place. The consideration
named was $147,950.

WEST VIRGINI.V

Charleston—On July 24 four men were killed in a battle
between striking miners and watchmen employed l^y the
Wake Forest Coal Co. on Cabin Creek. Since the shooting
in this region a few weeks ago the coal operators have had
watchmen scout the hillside before the non-union miners
enter or leave the mine. While performing this duty two
of the watchmen at the above named mine were fired upon.

Huntingrton— Twenty-seven thousand acres of Island
Creek coal land in Logan County have been leased for im-
mediate development by John Laing from Cole & Crane, Cin-
cinnati capitalists and timbermen. This tract is located in
one of the finest coal fields of West Virginia and the oper-
ation which is soon to begn will involve millions of dollars
and it is expected result in an output of approximately 5,000,-

000 tons annually.

M.VRYLAND
Cumberland—Two hundred miners of the Small Vein mine

No. 15, George's Creek Coil Co. at Lonaconlng walked out on
July 25 because of alleged short weight.

KENTUCKY
Louisville—The Nebo Coal Co., recently organized in

Louisville to operate the famous Nebo vein in Western Ken-
tucky, is busy getting things in shape at the mines for the
coming season's business. Considerable new machinery is

being purchased and installed, and much work was found
necessary within the mine itself, where falls and other ob-
structions must be removed before work can be begun in get-
ting out coal. For the present the company will open no
new operations, contenting itself with placing those now
open in good shape.

VVhitesburs—J. B. Hoge and associates, of Whitesburg,
have purchased of Archie Crane, of Sergeant, Ky., a tract of
coal and timber land, and plan its immediate development.

Lexington—The Eastern Kentucky Land Corporation, re-
cently incorporated at Lexington, K.v., with a capital stock
of $100,000, has acquired 5000 acres of coal lands in Owsley
and Perry counties,, on Buffalo and Squabble Creek. The
property will be held by the company, and leased to oper-
ating concerns, as the company does not intend itself to
be engaged in either coal or timber operations.

OHIO
Columbus—The Ohio Mine Commission appointed by Gov-

ernor Cox to investigate the method of payment for coal
mined in Ohio started out on its investigation last week. The
first place visited was that of Jackson and the commission
then moved to Ironton to investigate the Pine Grove mines at
that place. The commission has made up an itinerary con-
sisting of all the principal fields of the state.

East LlTerpooI—The West Point Coal Co. which has a large
coal area and several producing mines near this place has
leased its holdings to the Kirk-Dunn Coal Co., of Cleveland of
which W. H. Dunn, of Salem, Ohio is manager. The new
company will improve the equipment of the mine and will
increase its capacity to 600 tons daily.

McLuney—The Zanesville Coal Co. owner of the Keystone
mine No. 2 at McLuney, Perry County, Ohio has abandoned
the mine and moved all of the equipment to mine No. 1

nearby. All of the coal land owned by the company that can
be reached through this entrance has been mined.

INDI.4NA

Augrnsta—The Hartwell coal mining property situated
near Augusta has been sold to a syndicate of St. Louis cap-
italists, the reported price being $90,000. These mines have
been idle for the past three years, the property being in liti-

gation. When in operation it employed over 400 miners and
was among the best equipped mines in the country. The
purchasers expect to open the mines at once, and operate
them to their fullest capacity.

ILLINOIS

Nashville—The Nicholson coal mine which has been in
the liands of a receiver for several months was sold on July
21 to Clarence Dallam, of Louisville, for $2000. Mr. Dallam
will continue to run the mine until the court approves of
the sale. The total indebtedness of the property amounts
to $55,000.

Lincoln—Charged with defrauding the Lincoln Coal Min-
ing Co. and its employees by falsifying weight, William
Dugan, John and Richard Roe will face the charge of con-
spiracy against the company and the United Mine Workers.
It is alleged that Dugan, the check weighman of the mine
conspired with others in manipulating the weights and di-
vided the profits. The amount said to be involved is $1S.000.

NORTH DAKOTA
Kenmare—B. A. Bertelson reports that he has struck a

6-ft. bed of coal of unusual hardness at a depth of 174 ft. in
his Spiral mine. In going down to this depth he passed
through other seams and is certain that he has struck
the deepest-lying lignite deposit and one which is not now
being worked.

ARKANSAS
Hartford—State mine inspector, Thomas H. Shaw on July

21 closed mine No. 4 of the Central Coal & Coke Co. at
Hartford until refuge holes could be cut in the mine tunnels
as required by the state mining laws. Refuge holes are
being rapidly cut, and the mine will be permitted to resume
operations as soon as this work is completed.
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Urllrnklrchrn, G«Tmmny—On July 23 the bodies of 14

coal miners were found dead In a pit where they were en-

tombed the dav before by a fall of coal. It appears that a

large area above the mine caved In as the result of ex-

tremely heavy rainfall.

.Montevideo. I ruBuny—Money Is not being stinted In Uru-

euav in the effort that the government Is making In pros-

V.LCting for coal. Coal seams outcrop In many places In the

republic but surface indications In most of them are not

promising Extensive development, however Is being carried

on at several points, notably at Canada de los Burros, in the

Department of Cerro Largo. The work is being done under

the direction of the National Institute of Geology, which is

directed bv Americans. The high price of coal In Uruguay

handicaps industries of many kinds, and the government has

shown great energy in attempting to secure cheaper fuel.

Pannmn—Improvements at the yards of the Caledonian

Collieries Ltd., the largest shippers of Australian coal to

South America, in Valparaiso, Santiago. Antofagasta and Cal-

lao. leads to the belief that this company is preparing to

fight for this market. It is generally predicted that Amer-

ican coal will supplant Australian on the west coast as soon

as the Panama canal is opened.

F. R. Wadleigh, consulting fuel engineer, sailed on the

"Celtic," July 23, for a two months' trip on professional

business at different points in Europe.

State Senator William Green, of Ohio has been appointed

International Secretary-Treasurer of the United Mine Work-

ers of America to fill a vacancy created by the resignation

of Edwin Perry, of Oskaloosa, Iowa.

Following a service of several years as superintendent

of the landings of the Monongahela River Consolidated Coal

& Coke Co. east of Louisville, Ky. George Dustin has re-

signed and will accept a position with a sand company in

New Orleans.

J. W. Powell, superintendent and mine manager of the

Columbia Coal & Coke Co., has severed his connection with

that company owing to the indefinite suspension of opera-

tions at their mines. He is now visiting in the East among
the anthracite mines.

F. C. Cornet, mining engineer, has given up his office at

Charleston, W. Va., to accept the position of general manager

of the Elkhorn Gas, Coal & Mining Co., at Melvin, Ky. This

companv has just been incorporated, in West Virginia, by

Messrs. Schlesinger & Weeks, of Milwaukee. Wis. The new

company replaces the old Beaver Creek Fuel Co.

William Grelley, well known in eastern Ohio and West

Virginia coal regions has resigned his position with the

West Virginia Pittsburgh Coal Co. at Wellsburg to take

charge of the Buckeye mine near Flushing, Ohio, as super-

intendent. John T. McMahon, formerly with the Unitr-d

States Coal Co. at Bradley, Ohio has succeeded him with the

West Virginia Pittsburgh Co.

A number of changes have recently been made in the

personnel of the Davis Coal & Coke Co. Lee Ott, general

superintendent, has resigned to become a member of the

Board of Control of the state of Pennsylvania. His successor

has not yet been named. W. W. Brewer, of the Weaver plant

has been made superintendent of the Pierce plant to succeed

Charles Connor resigned. H. B. Harrison, of the Elks Garden

plant is made superintendent of the Weaver operations,

while J. E. Ott succeeds Mr. Harrison as superintendent at

Elks Garden. Harry Sharp formerly with the Youghiogheny

Coal Co. has been appointed assistant to the general super-

intendent.

H. A, Nelson, for thirty years connected with the Pleasant

Valley Coal Co., Utah Fuel Co. and Wasatch Store Co., died

at his home 969 East South Temple St., Salt Lake City

Utah early July 18 at the age of 53 years. Mr. Nelson wa-s

widely known and universally liked.

EaHt l.lverpool. Ohio—John Blackford of Pennsylvania

Ave. is having a shaft sunk for a new coal mine In Klon-

dyke.

Sykenvllle, Penn.—The Erie Co. has advertised for bids .ui

the sinking of two immense shafts at Cramer, two mil. s

south of this place.

Jnhntonn, Penn The Link-Belt Co., of Philadelphia lias

secured the contract for screening and picking equipnunl

for the Valley Smokeless Coal Co., Mine No. 2.

ItONNelton, Penn The Bessemer Coal & Coke Co. h:is

recently asked Pittsburgh contractors for estimates on :i

brick power house and engine plant at Russelton.

Slnrtlna Ferry, Ohio—A new tipple is being erected by Ui.

Belmont Coal Co. at the Glencoe mine. This structure will li

150 ft. long, built of wood and will not be completed for sum
time.

Marquette, Mich Work has been started on the construc-

tion of a 300-ft. extension to the C. Reiss Coal Go's dock at

Escanaba. In addition to the dock extension, two new St.. 1

bridges for the distribution of coal upon the dock will l»-

erected.

Hoiden. Va.—The United States Coal & Oil Co. has award-

ed the contract for an extension of their No. 7 tipple to the

Link-Belt Co., Philadelphia. This new addition consists of a

picking table and electrically operated loading boom, all

housed in steel.

Klmlra. N. V.—The Delaware, Lackawanna & Western

R.R. Co. has a force of men employed in constructing the

super-structure for a new coal elevator for the Chemung Coal

Co. which will replace the trestle that has been in use by

that firm on East Washington Ave.

Jolirt. III.—Louis Wllbutte. the contractor, has begun put-

ting in concrete for the foundation of the 18 additional coke

ovens for the Joliet Coal Products Co. These ovens are ex-

pected to be complete by Oct. 1, and the cost of their in-

stallation will be approximately $375,000.

^VhlteHbu^e. Ky.—Engineers are locating the Rockhouse
branch of the Lexington & Eastern R.R. up Rockhouse Creek

an important coal and timber section of this county. This

work will be completed In about 15 days and immediately

thereafter contracts are to be let for the construction of

the road.

Morgantown, W. Va.—In anticipation of further enlarge-

ment of its plants at both Masontown and Burt, the Elklns

Coal & Coke Co. has let the contract for the consructlon of

26 five-room, two-story dwellings for the use of miners' fam-

ilies. Fourteen of these will be erected at Burt, and 12 are

to be built at Masontown.

Chicago, 111.—The Malcolmson Briquetting Co. have closed

a deal with the Pacific Coast Coal Co. at Seattle for a com-

plete coal briquetting plant having a capacity of 30 tons

per hour of 10 oz. briquettes. The Rutledge press will be

used, the entire plant being similar in design to that of the

Berwind Fuel Co. The estimated cost of the plant is $250,-

000.

WIndber, Penn.—The Berwind-White Coal Mining Co. has

recently contracted with the Dodge Manufacturing Co., of

Pittsburgh, for a 350 h.p. Dodge American system rope drive

to connect a motor with a mine fan. The sheaves will be

40 in. and 96 in. in diameter carrying 20 rope grooves and

are to be set 24 ft. on centers; 1400 ft. of 1-in. Firmus

manila transmission rope together with the necessary ten-

sion equipment will also be furnished.

Connellsvllle, Penn.—The H. C. Frick Coke Co. has award-

ed the contract for 60 new houses to bo built in various

parts of the Connellsville region, to D. M. Pair & Sons, the

approximate cost being $140,000. Thirty of the houses will

be built at Colonial, seven at Lemont, five at York Run, ten

at Sloan, and four at Colonial Nos. 1 and 3. Superintend-

ents' houses will also be built at Edenborn, Wynn and Le-

mont.

Kpmpton, W. Va.—The Davis Coal & Coke Co. has com-

pleted plans for opening another mine near Kempton. The

contract for sinking the shaft for the additional mining oper-

ations has been awarded to the Dravo Contracting Co., of

Pittsburgh while the necessary railroad facilities will be

provided by the construction of a branch line of the Western

Maryland Ry. from a point near Henry, a distance of about

three miles. The contract for this railway construction has

already been awarded to G. L. Anderson & Bros., of Altoona,

Penn.
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Blmore, W. Va The Roberts & Schaefer Co. have closed a

contract with the Virginian R.R. for a 400-ton capacity rein-

forced counterbalanced bucket locomotive coaling station to

be built at Elmore, W. Va., at the approximate contract

price of $30,000. This will be one of the largest and most
complicated coaling plants ever built in this country being
equipped with machinery for screening and crushing run of

mine coal to stoker size which is used in the heavy Mallet

compound locomotives which the Virginian employs in its

coal traffic.

Uelvln, Ky.—The Baltimore & Ohio is building a line 32

miles long into the Schlesinger lands. This line will, for

the present, connect with the Chesapeake & Ohio R.R., at

Beaver Creek station. The Baltimore & Ohio Co. has just

completed a survey down the Big Sandy River to the Ohio
River, crossing that stream at Huntington, W. Va. This new
line will parallel the Chesapeake & Ohio line for over 110

miles, along the Big Sandy River, and will serve to trans-
port the coal not only from the Schlesinger lands, by the
32-mile branch mentioned, but also from the new opera-
tions of the Consolidation Coal Co., in Letcher county, now
connected with the B. & O. by the Sandy Valley & Elkhorn
Ry., a part of the B. & O. system running from Jenkins,
Letcher County, to Shelby, a distance of 2S miles.

.V.shland, Ky.—The Middle West Coal Co. has Increased its

capital from $50,000 to $100,000.

Harlau, Ky.—The Lynn Hollow Coal Co., of Harlan is in-

creasing its capital stock from $10,000 to $25,000.

Xortb Lima, Ohio—The North Lima Coal Co., has been
incorporated by James Aspenwell and others with a cap-
ital stock of $10,000.

Denver, Colo.—The Crested Butte Anthracite Mining Co.

has been incorporated with a capital stock of $500,000 by
Frank Buckley, R. F. Buckley, and Joseph Deedlartz, all of

Denver.

St. Louis, Mo.—The Southern Illinois Coal & Coke Co. has
been licensed to do business in the State of Missouri. The
capital stock is $1,000,000 and the headquarters are located
in St. Louis.

Port Smith, Arlc.—Articles of incorporation have been
granted to the Royal Coal Co. with a capital stock of

$100,000. The incorporators are Wash Pigg, W. H. Collier,

and E. L. Collier.

Denver, Colo.—The Turner Coal Co. has been incorporated
with a capital stock of $100,000. The incorporators are James
Turner, James C. Dick, of Huerfano County, and George
Peart, of Denver.

INDUSTRIAL NEWS
Centralia, Ore.—Following the discovery a short time ago

of a 12-ft. vein of coal four miles south of Wynlock steps

are already being taken for its development.

Vlrgle, Ky.—On July 23 the Elkhorn Gas Coal Mining Co.

took over the business and works of the Beaver Creek Fuel
Co. The address of the new firm is Melvin, Ky.

Huntingrton, W. Va,—A seven-foot vein of coal of the
finest quality has been uncovered on the Holderby farm near
the city's edge. This discovery was made at a depth of

199 feet.

Philadelphia, Penn.—For the first half of this year the
coal and coke shipments on the Pennsylvania R.R. east
of Pittsburgh amounted to 37,087,558 tons, or an increase of

3.621,215 tons.

Cincinnati, Ohio—Edwin Marmet and Charles W. Poysell
have been appointed receivers for the Marmet Coal Co. It

is believed that this receivership will be only temporary as
the assets of the firm greatly exceed its liabilities.

Farmington, III.—It is reported that a new coal mine
will be located about one mile west of this town. It is be-
lieved this will be operated by the Alden Coal Co., of Daven-
port, Iowa. Surveys and grading will be begun at once.

Rockland, Me.—The Schooner, Charles H. Sprague, of New
York, bound from Philadelphia to St. John, New Brunswick
with a lead of coal sprung a leak and sank off Menhegan on
the night of July 23. Captain Elmer Greenlaw and all mem-
bers of the crew were rescued.

Philadelphia, Penn.—.Vlleging that the Pennsylvania R.R.
is violating the commodity clause of the Commerce Law by
granting to certain coal shippers rebates and privileges, the
Mitchell Coal & Coke Co., of Philadelphia recently filed com-
plaint with the Interstate Commerce Commission.

Birmingham, Ala—The Tennessee Coal Iron & R.R. Co.
has renewed the contract with the Alabama Co. for the coal
mined at the Searles mines in Tuscaloosa County. Not only
will steam coal be taken on this contract but practically all

of that mined at Searles during the balance of the year.

Bluefleld, \V. Va.—The property known as the Southern
Pocahontas Coal Co. has been recently sold to a mining syn-
dicate headed by Thomas T. Boswell, and Edward T. Boswell.
This property which is located near Richland, Va., is al-

ready equipped ready for resumption of work.
IVew York, IV. Y.—The New York court has recently de-

clared the law prohibiting the use of bituminous coal in

-

that city as unconstitutional. Health Commissioner Lederle
says that one can now burn soft coal in New York legally,
but he deprecates the result to the health and comfort of
the community.

Cambridge, Ohio—The O'Gara Coal Co. has announced that
it will abandon the Derwent Coal Mine. All of the 300
employees have been discharged. The generators will be
taken to the Imperial mine at Belle Valley and the other
machinery will be shipped to the Illinois field where the
company has 21 operating mines.

Birmingham, Ala.—One thousand five hundred new coal
cars are to be bought by the Southern Ry. during the
next few weeks. Of this number, 1000 will be hopper cars,

and the balance of the gondola type. The Virginia North-
western Ry. "which is owned by the Southern "was also
authorized to purchase 500 coal cars.

Vanoonver, B. C.—The Canadian Pacific Ry. will use oil

as fuel instead of coal, for its locomotives on the Cascade
division of the main line between Vancouver and North
Bend. Tanks for the fuel have been located in Fort Moody
and it is no'w proposed to have the oil piped to Cokuitlam
where the company shops are located.

Ne^v York, N. Y.—ISIanning, Maxwell & Moore, Inc., to-

gether with their subsidiary companies will on or about Oct.

1 next move their office from 85-89 Liberty St. to the new
Lewisohn Building. 113-119 "W. 40th St. This change is

being made in order to secure both a more central location
and more commodious offices and store rooms.

Denver, Colo.—The Interstate Commerce Commission has
held that the Denver & Rio Grande Ry.'s ownership of the
Utah Fuel Co. and its competition commercially in interstate
markets is in violation of the commodity clause of the Inter-
state Commerce La'w. This decision implies that the rail-

road must dispose of its $10,000,000 worth of coal property.

San Francisco, Call£.—Within the past few months, 20 coal
carrying vessels laden with a total of over 120,000 tons of
coal have sailed from Norfolk, Baltimore, and Newport
News, and are now stationed at various ports of the Pacific

where their cargoes can be available at a moment's notice

for cruisers or battle ships. Other supplies have also been
sent to Pearl Harbor, Honolulu, where additional bunkers
have been completed.

Monongahela, Penn.—Nine hundred acres of Pittsburgh
vein coal recently passed into new hands with the immediate
prospect of development upon a large scale. The amount
involved is said to be $800 an acre which with contemplated
improvements will bring the amount expended to about
$1,000,000. The openings for the mines will be almost oppo-
site the Hazel Kirk mine of the Pittsburgh Westmoreland
Co. with shipping facilities on the Pennsylvania R.R.

Milwaukee, Wis.—George Manierre announces that he has
acquired the patent, patterns, drawings and other assets of

the late Ticknor-Manierre Co. which has gone out of busi-
ness and that he will continue the manufacture of box car
loading machinery under the style of the Northern Conveying
Machinery Co.. at 418 Engineering Building, Milwaukee, Wis.
The efficiency and practicability of the loaders manufactured
under the Ticknor-Manierre patent have been thoroughly
demonstrated in the past.

Pittsburgh, Penn.—The National Tube Co. announces that

commencing Aug. 1, 1913, it will enter the elecrical conduit
field. It has contracted with the National Metal Molding Co.

and the Safety-Armorite Conduit Co., both of Pittsburgh,

Penn., to manufacture and sell this product for it as its

agents, under their various brands. It has also decided to

sell this product on the "Pittsburgh basing discount" plan in

the same manner as all wrought pipe for other purposes has

been sold for the past thirteen years.
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The midsummer dullness on hard coal is now acutely

evident, and the demand has fallen off to practically nothing.

The individuals are raiding the market with low-priced

coal, and this is about the only business that is being done.

The steam grades are particularly heavy and can be moved

only when the consumer is forced to take a certain propor-

tion of the small sizes in order to obtain any shipments of

the domestics. There is considerable interest in the new

hard-coal tax.

The difficulty in obtaining adequate shipments of bitumin-

ous in the Eastern Coastwise trade is causing apprehension

over what the situation will be when the fall and winter

activity sets in. Although the congestion at Hampton Roads

is clearing up rapidly, the movement into New England con-

tinues slow and there is much uncertainty over what ton-

nages can be expected. While spotty on occasions the trade

as a whole is strong and large consumers, who are attempt-

ing to accumulate surpluses against a possible stringency in

the fall and winter, are finding it impossible to do so. Though

the market may ease up slightly this month, this is doubt-

ful, and will not in any event, be of any serious proportion.

The Pittsburgh district is experiencing one of its best

years. Mines are operating up to the full limit of the car

knd labor supply, both of which are good, so that the pro-

duction is heavy. The prompt demand is relatively light,

the heavy movement being principally on contracts. There

is little coal in the hands of the consumers and the re-

newed activity in iron may cause a further stiffening in the

coal and coke markets. The seller is still in full control

and there will be little surplus fuel for some time.

The Ohio trade continues to maintain an activity far

above normal. The steam grades are particularly hard, due

to the increased manufacturing demand and heavy consump-

tion on the railroads and in the iron and steel business. The

Pocahontas grades in the Lake market are practically un-

obtainable. Foreign shipments out of Hampton Roads have

eased up, but the Coastwise business is heavier; prices are

holding up, and production is much improved, although

there is still a shortage at the piers.

In the Southern markets the producers are issuing warn-

ings, urging the consumers to stock against the possibility

of a serious car shortage, but as usual such notices are

most commonly ignored; domestic prices continue firm, but

the steam grades have eased up slightly. The improve-

ment in the Middlewestern market continues. Although the

steam grades are a trifle weaker, the domestic sizes are

showing a satisfactory improvement, and indications are that

they will hold steady throughout the balance of the season.

BOSTO.V, MASS.

Vncertailrty over Hhot touuage can I.e relied upon from
AVe.st Vircinia Is exu.sing apiirehennion. I ouBestiou at Hamil-

ton Roads Is jfradually clearins up but nil agencies are «ell

sold. I'rices stiff and lirm.

Bituminous—The market here shows little change from

a week ago. There is, however, an undertone of apprehen-

sion over the outlook for supplies in the late fall and win-

ter. Pocahontas, New River and Georges Creek, on which
tidewater New England so largely depends, are coming for-

ward slowly and there is not enough improvement in des-

patch at the loading piers to warrant a cheerful view. At

Hampton Roads the congestion due to the suspension early

in July is gradually clearing up, but as August comes
along it is seen that by far the most of the agencies have

all the orders they can possibly take care of. Then, too,

ther; seems a good deal of uncertainty over what output

can be counted on from "West Virginia, the labor shortage

there being still a considerable factor.

Buyers at this end are keeping close watch on their

shippers and there is a disposition apparent to make set-

tlements on demurrage as easily as possible, so long as coal

is forthcoming. There is an anxiety, too, on the part of

corporations generally to be forehanded on supplies and li

extra shipments are secured through such a policy som. -

thing will have been done to relieve what in September an.

I

October may be a tightening situation. Prices on Pocahontas

and New River are firm, sales having been made lately up !•.

?3.10, f.o.b. There are a few shippers, however, who did not

take much contract business and from such sources there

is a small tonnage offering at down to $2.90 and $2.86. but

the volume is insignificant.

Georges Creek continues strong and there is no surplus

for sale at current prices. There are already rumblings of

the anticipated car shortage and that is hardly a gooii

sign in August. In Pennsylvania the operators are going
carefully over their commitments to see what will be avail-

able the balance of the year and this is reflected in the ex-

treme caution which selling agents show in response tu

inquiries for coal a month or two ahead. Prices are now
about on the level of late .June when a West Virginia strike

seemed imminent.

Anthracite—There has been a mild rush to get hard coal

forward late in July, chiefly to secure July billing, but now
that another monthly advance is in force there will be an-

other lull until about the twentieth. The dealers are not

moving their stocks as fast as the spring trade seemed to

indicate, but the first of September will doubtless see a

spurt, especially in the cities. Broken is still in short sup-

ply, now particularly on account of the curtailment in min-
ing, and gas companies and uthi-r large consumers are

pressing for shipments.
Quotatioiis on bituminous ;it wholesale range about as

follows:

Clcarfields Cambria^i Georges Porahontas
Somersets Creels New Hivcr

Mines* $1 . lofel .43 «1.35('i I .
fi.5 $1.07® 1.77

Philadelphia* 2.40(iil2.7O 2.eO(a:2.90 2.92@3.02
New Yorlc* 2.70^3.00 2.90@3.20 3.22@3.32
Baltimore* 2.85@2.95
Hampton Roads* $2.85@3 . U)

Provndencet 3.95@4. lU

Bostont » 03@ 4
.
15

*F.o.b. tOn cars.

Soft coal sh»«» a tendency to ea.se up and may eontlnue

slightly softer the l.alanee of the season. Still a Nhar|i de-

mand however ami consumers laiiing full allotments on

onntraet.s. Hard eoul easy with eonslderahie Bolug Into

Mtora|!;e.

Bituminous—The contract season on soft coal is now
definitely closed. Any consumers who are still not under
cover may possibly prevail upon concerns of which they are

old customers to take care of them. It is only on such con-

ditions, however, that contracting could be done and even in

these instances operators would much prefer to carry any
free tonnage they now have over into the tall trade. The
prompt demand locally has eased up slightly during the week,

which is no more than was to be expected in midsummer;
it is very probable that it will continue more or less easy

until preparations for the fall trade are actively under way.
There were rumors of an acute car shortage on the B. & O.

but the supply on the Pennsylvania and the New York Cen-

tral have been wholly up to requirements, although trouble

is anticipated before long. It is unofl!lcially stated that the

New Haven R.R. is in the market for 200,000 tons of coal.

We continue New York prices on the following basis:

West Virginia steam, $2.55 fa 2.60; fair grades of Pennsyl-

vania, $2.75#2.80; good grades of Pennsylvania, $2.80@2.S5;

best Miller Pennsylvania, $3.10 @ 3.20; George's Creek, $3.25

@

3.30.

Anthracite—Hard coal continues stagnant and entirely de-

void of interest with the possible exception of a great deal

of unfavorable comment which has arisen over the new
Pennsylvania state tax on anthracite. The move seems to

have been entirely unexpected and no generally accepted

policy has yet been adopted, either as regards increasing the

cost to cover the new tax, or toward making a move to

have it repealed. As a rule most companies have increased

the price to the dealer sufficiently to cover the new tax

burden, but there are a few notable exceptions to this.

Locally the trade is quiet. The steam sizes are particu-
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larly heavy and are going into storage rapidly, while sales

of the domestic grades are made only on condition that

orders for a proportion of the small sizes be given at the

same time. The labor supply is only fair and the mines are

slackening up considerable. We quote New York prices as

follows, the circular on domestic grades being 10c. above

that for last week due to the regular monthly decrease-

in the discounts:

Ciroula I-Ohicll
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fore be quoted as quiet at $4.S5 for best ConnollsviUe foun-

There is no stir yet in anthracite and none is looked for

till cool weather sets In. Some Increase In the demand was

created in the spring by the reduction in price, but the con-

sumer is indifferent now. Members of the trade locally, as

well as the public generally arc speaklns in an uncomfort-

able wav of the 2 >«<-<. Pennsylvania tax on anthracite and

there is' a growing belief that it will be pronounced un-

constitutional by the courts. For that reason some of the

shippers have refused to add it to their regular prices for

'"^hipmTnts of anthracite by lake were 162.580 tons which

is a large amount, though not so large as the month will

average.
coi-iMms, OHIO

Triide Htlll notlve. .l.»pHe the hot weather, which hnn eur-

,„ile.l .he .l..n.e-.le ....„M,n.l. I-nUc n.nrke. 1» -..r.m« ^^Uan.

l.UHine-- holding up «ell nn.l price !i». Is tlrn.Iy „.nlntnlne.l.

The coal trade continues to maintain its strong position of

the past few weeks. There is a good demand tor all grades

and prices at the circular figures announced July 1 are well

maintained. There is little shading of quotations reported,

and on the whole the tone of the market is satisfactory in

every way. The future outlook is bright, with the possible

exception of an expected car shortage.

One of the best features of the trade is the good demand

for steam grades. Manufacturing establishments are taking

a large tonnage and in some cases increases in their requisi-

tions are reported. Iron and steel companies are good con-

sumers of steam fuel, also the railroads, which are having

a heavv freight movement. Expiring contracts are being

renewed at advanced figures over those of last year.

Domestic trade is strong despite the hot weather. Oper-

ators and jobbers report a large number of inquiries, mostly

for deliverv in August and September. Dealers have stocked

up prettv well and will not be in the market for some little

time Consumers are placing orders, but deliveries from

retail yards are not large. Threshing due to the heavy

wheat crop is creating a demand for domestic grades in the

rural sections of the state. Municipal contracts are being

awarded and the same is true of school and ofHce building

contracts.
The demand from the Northwest is still good, and conse-

quentlv the lake trade continues active. The tonnage going

to the" Northwest via the lake is larger than in years, and

the indications are bright for a continuation of the heavy

movement right up to the close of navigation. The tonnage

handled by the Toledo docks of the Hocking Valley up to

Julv 25 was 1.393,000.

As a result of the good car supply which is reported from

all of the mining districts of the state, the output has been

large In the Hocking Valley the production was normal and

the same is true of Pomeroy Bend district: in eastern Ohio,

where the car supplv has not been the best in the past, there

was a 1007c supplv reported during the week. In the domes-

tic fields of Jackson and Massillon the output was also larger

than usual.
Quotations in the Ohio fields are as follows:

Hocldng Pittsburgli Pomeroy Kanawlia

po^sticiump........ S1.60
^^^^

S|.| S1.60

£:n^:'.- :::::;::: i:p ii^ i:| 120
Nut. pea and slack.... 0.6g 60 00

Coarse siaclt 0.00 u.'o

H.VMPTON ROADS, V.\.

FullInK off In foreign shipmonts. but eonxtwise moTement

contlnueN large. Heavier production at the mines and »up-

pIleM at the plerH are much Improved but still Inadequate.

Prices being well maintained.

While the dumpings over the three Hampton Roads piers

have been good there has at the same time been a falling off

in the foreign shipments and it is doubtful if the past week

will compare at all favorably with the first three weeks of

July. There has been quite a good movement coastwise but

a large portion of this business has been taken care of by

practically one shipper, so that it will not offset the falling

off in exports.

The working conditions at the mines having improved,

coal Is coming forward in much larger quantities than at

any time during the month and the shortage at tidewater is

greatly improved. A number of shippers are still short, how-

ever, and find it difficult to take care of contract business.

The demand for coal still continues good and prices range

from ?2.95 to $3.10 for New Rlver-Pocahontas coals and

Kanawha is bringing from $2.70 to $2.85. Foreign shipments

have moved to Havana, Kingston and Georgetown, with one

coastwise shipment to San Francisco.

TOI,KDO. OHIO
Kxeeptlonnll> henvv m<•^<mellt up the I.nkes. I.oenI ile-

miiiiil fi>r l.olh sitnlii uiMl .l..ii....«l.- urn.ies iiliov.- normiil »Uh
priets llrni. Po. nlioiiliis pni. <l. nil', out of <h.- miirket.

Conditions have not greatly changed here during tin- p:ist

week and there has been no variation in price. The coal

movement on the Lakes has been exceptionally heavy for this

season of the year and fully 200.000 tons of coal and coke

were loaded at the C. H. & D. docks, the past week for up-

lake shipment. The proportion of coke was small, being es-

timated at about 25,000 tons, the remainder being steam coal

for which the demand is remarkably strong. The "Ward

Ames," bound for Duluth with 10,500 tons capacity, is now

loading at these docks. The reports at the customs offlce

show that the coal movement for July up to this week has

been 1 516.230 tons as against 707.651 tons for the entire

month of July. 1912. Of this tonnage, 461.925 was for export

shipment going to Lake Superior and GeorgTan Bay points.

The demand for botk domestic and steam coal is good

locally, far above normal for this season of the year, and

prices are holding firm. There is practically no Pocahontas to

be had. Following are the prices quoted here:

ifon^ "ir."- ^s"ot- "?oT 'nr ^^T. iS;

P—tieiuaip S2.50 ,100 S2 50 S1.75 S250 ,1.35 SI 35

nS;v.;;:::::::::::: lso 1.20 2.25 1.50 2.50
^ ^^ ^ ^^

^iSun--;:;::::::: 1:50 im :::: :::: :::: ihj i'<>

LOVISVIl.l.K, KY.
Movement to llie N..rth,vest slaekenlng up. due to the In-

ndequnle labor supply .here. Prices remain steady, however,

and mines are working full time. Much eomplnlnt about the

new class o* equipment on the I.. & N.

There has been little change in the market during the

past week, except possibly a slight easing up in the d-''"a"''

from the Northwest. Prices are steady at the «ame level that

has been prevailing for the la^t few weeks. There are a few

complaints of car shortage, but for the most part the mines

are running full time.

The distribution of the "battleship" type of cars is De-

coming more general and is also resulting in more com-

plaints from the shippers. A committee of operators and

dealers recently consulted with the traflic officials of the

Louisville & Nashville, regarding the situation, and were

promised prompt relief. It is a rather significant fact that

the road itself will not accept about half of their fuel re-

quirements in this class of equipment. Even few of the

larger dealers are prepared to handle the new type of cars

to an advantage, so that the complaint is general.

It is obviously unfair to expect a dealer to install the

trestles necessary to handle tlie new equipment irrespective

of the size or importance of their business: this, however,

seems to be the position of the railroad in the matter. Con-

siderable friction has also occurred between Prod"cers and

dealers. One result of the new situation "'^y^^e the loss of

considerable business to the Louisville & Nashville R.R.

Dealers who cannot handle the battleship cars to an advant-

age will of course, order from mines on other roads when

sLe is possible. This may thus "-"^ually prove ^ s---;-

disadvantage to the operators on the Louisville & Nashville

Railroad. , j„„i.,,.„ o„
There has been little or no coal stored by the dealt is. so

far this season: as is always the case, this is due to Wie

reluctance on the part of the dealers to tie "P. ^"^'
^^^^f^i^^^'

able amount of money. The heavy movement into the North

^nd Northwest still continues to be one of the best fea ures

fn the local trade; the indications are that this will continue

as long as the mines have surplus tonnages to ship those

markets. , .BIRMINGHAM. -VLA.

Producers anticipate « severe ear shortage and «'<- "'«'"'^

consumers to stock. Steam grades easier but domestics are

Arm and there Is an Increased activity In the Iron market.

"while the warnings given out by the producers th-t heavy

stocks should be laid in during the summer, owing to the

probability of a serious car shortage, are, no doubt timely,

?he buyers are not frightened. Steam prices have suff-^d to

some extent especially with the mines producing both steam

and domestic coal, as such operators mu.st move their steam

product fn order to be able to produce domestic grades. Do-

mestic prices on standard coals are well maintained: in fact,

Tome of the largest mines report they are oehind on ship-

ments of this grade of coal.

The pig-iron market, around which most o her rnarkets

in this district usually revolve, shows more activity, but the

olur^e of buying has been increased largely at the expense

of prices and the lowest figures of the year now prevail.
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NEW ORLEANS
Heavy shipments being made from the Alabama field: eon-

sumerx endeavorioK «o eover before the ear shortage develops.

Keceipts hy water interfered with. Large tonnage started

out of Pittsburgh.

In order to take full advantage of the abundance of cars,

shipments of Alabama coal are being made on an unusually

large basis. As the crop movement will soon begin taking

the cars, every effort is being made to move as much of the

fuel as possible now. Shipments from Alabama were cur-

tailed to some extent earlier in the year from the fact that

river transportation was expected to open. The navigation

of the Warrior and Tombigbee rivers has been delayed by un-

expected difficulties which the engineers encountered. As a

consequence, the receipts of coal by water will not begin in

time to assure the accumulation of any stock before winter.

A contract for 20,000 tons of Alabama coke was let by the

New Orleans Gas Light Co.

Unexpected high water in the Monongahela released over

1 000.000 bushels of coal, consigned to local dealers. It is

feared that the low stage in the rivers will not allow it to

come through soon, however. Shipments of domestic lump

are moving to western Louisianna and eastern Texas. De-

mand for coal in the harbor has been unusually heavy during

the past week. Trade in the city is normal and featureless.

DETROIT, MICH.

Producers are no longer showing any anxiety to contract

and are apparently willing to take their ehanees in the .spot

market from now on. Indieations for the fall trade excellent.

Dealers endeavoring to aeeumulate reserve stocks.

Rituminous The season is approaching when there is

little or no inducement for producers to contract so that there

is a tendency on the part of the buyers to close without fur-

ther delay. The operator who has contracted for only half

of his production, is more or less indifferent about the re-

mainder and probably feels that he can do better by taking

a chance on the spot market.

Indications for the fall trade are excellent. The domestic

fuels, particularly the larger sizes, are already in strong

demand, due to the fact that dealers are endeavoring to ac-

cumulate substantial reserve stocks in anticipation of a heavy

demand this winter. However, there have been previous occa-

sions when the market displayed a similar strength, but failed

to realize the full expectations of the trade, so there is still

some uncertainty over the future.

We continue local quotations on the following basis:

W Va Hock- Cam- No. 8 Poca- Jackson

SpUnt Gas ing bridge Ohio hontas Hill

Domestic >uinp. S1.65 .... $1.60 .... .... S2.50 S2.25

Steam lump 1 .
25 • • ; i •

|?r„e-yz ill ^l:ot l.TO si:o6 si:o6 i:^ ::::

Slacli....
'.'...! 0.90 0.90 0.50 65 0.65

Anthracite—The local dealers are keeping well up with

their orders and the hard-coal situation here is comparatively

easy. Payment of the additional lOe. per ton to cover the new

state tax on anthracite is being made under protest. There

are hopes that dealers will be reimbursed for this, but appar-

ently the new charge has come to stay. The smaller sizes are

in long supply, and are becoming difficult to move.

ST. LOUIS, MO.

Local market on the edge of a sharp advance. However,

steam grades continue heavy, and this is affecting the

buoyancy in the other departments. Anthracite dull and

Inactive.

Judging from conditions the last week in July the long

expected demand in the local coal market has almost arrived.

Especially was this so on the screened sizes, such as lump

and egg; on steam grades the market continues to get weaker,

and the accumulation of steam sizes has prevented many

mines from working, so that a shortage of lump and egg

is almost in sight. It is likely that these conditions will con-

tinue to exist for the next month, as nut does not as a rule

begin to move freely for the fall trade until about September.

Carterville screenings took another drop of lOc, and

Standard screenings have been wavering for the past week

with absolutely no demand. Standard lump coal is stiU being

held at 80c. to 85c., and screenings at about 60c. to 65c. It

costs more than SOc. to get this coal out in the form of mine-

run so it is still a losing proposition for the operators. Even

with the prices of Carterville and Franklin County advancing

on lump and egg, the falling oft on steam coal prices enables

these operators in some instances to break even, but a great

manv of them are still losing money.

The coke market is in a demoralized condition, various

grades being offered in the past week at prices far below the

circular. The same pertains to anthracite coal—one or two
shippers having speculated on inferior grades, and now And
that they are unable to dispose of them and will probably
have to sell at a loss.

Very little smokeless is coming in and it is extremely hard

to get, although Arkansas coal seems to be moving in far

better than was anticipated.

The local market is quotable on the following basis:

Carterville
and Big Mt.

Franklin Co. Muddy Olive

2-in. lump...:
3-in, lump **

6-in. lump $1.3o@1.50 1

Lump and egg $2.10 1

No. 1 nut 1.00@1.15 1

Screenings . 65
Mine-run 1.10
No. 1 washed nut 1.40 @1. SO
No. 2 washed nut 1.25® 1.35
No. 3 washed nut 1.15@1.20
No. 4 washed nut 1.10@1.20
No. 5 washed nut 0.80® 0.90

Standard

$0.90

0.87J
0.80
0.75

PORTL.VXD. ORB.

Customary Aug. 1 advance on Utah and southern Wyoming
coals gone into effect. Market quiet and dull.

Coal dealers here have been notified that on Aug. 1, the

Wholesale price of coals on the Utah and south Wyoming
mines will advance as usual at this time of the year in anti-

cipation of the winter demand from $1.75 to $2.25 per ton

for nut and from $2.25 to $2.75 per ton for lump. To what
extent the advance at the mines will affect prices here is not

known yet, but it is supposed that the local advance to the

consumers will be commensurate with that assessed against

the retailers. The weather has been tropical here for the

past week and under the circumstances people are not in-

clined to turn their thoughts to fuel.

PRODUCTION AND TRANS-
PORTATION STATISTICS

COAL MOVEMENT
The following is a summary of the movement of coal and

coke over 13 principal railroads during May and the first

five months of this year in comparison to last year, in short

tons:

May • 5 Months .Classes and Railroads

Anthracite:

B. & O. (a)

C. &0. (a)

Erie (c)

Penna. (a-c)

Virginia (a-b)

Total 5 roads.

Bituminous:
B. & O. (a)

B. R. & P. (a-b)

B. & Susq. (a-b)

C. & O. (a)

Erie (c)

H. & BTM (a-b)

N. Y. C. & H. R. (a-b)

N. & W. (a-b)

Penna. (a-c)

P. & L. E. (a-b)

P. S. & N (a-b)

Virginia (a-b)

W. Md

1912

18,496
364

289,854
109,341

20

2,956,614
619,430
108,001

1,450,893

1913 1912

107,494 601,152
2,638 14,806

*752,609 2,592,520
967,896 3,688,943

130 20

1,830,769 6,897,441 8,778,678

1913

665,488
6,981

3,463,729
4,641,994

),495

3,495,016
852,537
181,372
311.247
269,939

3,151,296
811,280
151,795

1,450,371
7,396

99,691
672,425

2,151,745
4,178,271
1,180,197
214,065
318,720
248,063

14,015,327
3,320,840
598,369

7,366,533
142,409
574,965

3,434,116
9,077,058
18,956,936
3,943,497
600,164

1,496,208
1,236,905

14,343.132
3,766,426
754,396

6,375,705
263,218
574,667

3,791,585
9,369,641
20,092,450
5,223,592
1,123,050
1,897,003
1,254,612

Total 13 roads 12,880,165 14,615,315 64,973,327 68,829,427

Coke:
B. & 0. (a)

B. R. & P. (a-b)

B. & Susq. (a-b)

C. &0. (a)

N. Y. C. & H. R. (a-b)

N. & W. (a-b)

Penna. (a-c)

P. & L. E. (a-b)

S. &N. (a-b)

W. Md

Total 10 roads

439,631
49,423
15,111
25,157
7,136

106,549
1,150,080
539,431

'5,2i6

434,898
45,711
26,060
29,438
4,233

138,248
1,238,083
615,433

1,910,286
183,711
97,197
105,100
36,780
641,615

5,340,912
2,535,719

5,155
30,197

1,721,410
255,154
130,271
150,523
29,385
716,701

6,225,387
3,070,143

9,383
35,511

2,337.728 2,540,512 10,886,362 12,343,i

Total Coal and Coke 13 roads:

iXSSy ;:::::::::::::::::::: l?:l6^:i?

S?^v:;;::::;:;::::: 19,483,025

\rjTTl 13,4J9,3b7

j^ay 15,635,568

(a) Includes coal from connecting lines, (b) Includes Company's coal.

(e) Does not include company coal hauled free. * Includes company coal for

fueling.

18,936,646
17,546,496
17,631,346
16,850,690
18,986.796
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THK lAH SITl ATION

American Ry. Association reports surpliist-s and shortaBcs

of coal equipment for two weeks ended July la. as follows;

Surplus SborlaRC Net*

New Ensland lanes ._ • '2 58 54

N Y New Jersey. Del.; Marjland; Eastern Penn . . l.«5 J17 I.iJ»

Ohio; Indiana; Michigan: Western Penn.-iylvania .. 3.172 178 i.9»4

West Vircinia. VirRinia. North A South Carolina Sol l.OaO I'J'J

Kentucky. Teun : .M Us ; Alabama. Ci.orma. Fonda. oJo 110 «S
Iowa IllinoL- Wis. Minn : North 4 South Dakota . 1.7l( 37 1.680

Montana. WyominK. Nehriuska -'gS <! ,^68
Kai^"colomdo..Mis.souri..\rkan«us...klahon,a 2.601 4C 2.555

Texas. Louisiana. New Mexico 330 o 325

Or»gon. Idaho. California. Aniona ' i n ii

Canadian Lines
[] ^

X„,al, 13.203 1.826 11.377

Jan. 15 Feb. 15 Mar. 15 Apr. 15 May 15 June 14 Juno 30

Surplus 12,151 12,243 17,867 21.845 12.267 11,098 11,0M

ShoVtaite 31509 7.196 3.776 2,196 4,226 2.033 2,821

Not* 8.642 5,047 14.0*1 W.649 8.041 ">,065 8,234

Bold faca t>T>e indicate a surpKis.

I'ENXSYL,V.VSI.*. K.VIt.RO.VD

The following is a statement of shipments over the P. R.R.

Co.'s lines east of Pittsburgh and Erie for June and first

six months of this year and last year in short tons:

" " 1913
"""^

1912 ims ' 1912

Anthracite 776.237 883.326 5,418.231 +-572.269

RUun^noNS .. 4.189.969 3.562.845 24.282.419 22.519.781

Cok" ...'.".'-'.
• 1.161.521 1,033.381 7,.386.908 6.374.293

6.127.727 5.479.552 37.087.558 33.466,343

COAL S E C U R I T I K S

The following table gives the range of various active coal

securities and dividends paid during the week ending July 26:

Week's Range Year's Range
Stocks High Low Last High Low

American Coal Produnt.s SO SO 80 87 80

^Sfu-S'^i^r.^-':-.. :•.•.; '3% % '^2 S?! |i

g°SL?i:;n'&l['S?:[::^.and.::.;: mi 102^ |5 \m \o%
Lehigh Valley Coal Sales 195 190 190

Island Creek Coal Com 49 48 49

Island Creek Coal Ptcf 79} ;9 j9 ^^
Pittsburgh Coal IfJ 17 ISi 24i HJ
Pittsburgh Coal Pref 83S 82 82} 9o 3

Pond Creek I'J 16» 17 i3} loS

Reading .•...:.. 162 j 1593 161

J

1681 151|

Reading 1st Pref •
°° 92J S6

RladiCl2ndP^f... 89{ 88! 89} 95 84

Virginia Iron, Coal & Coke 3/

1

o4 37}

Closing Week's Range Year's

Bonds Bid As:.od or Last Sale Range

Colo. F. A- I. gen. s.f.g. OS 935 97 95J 95} 93| 99}

Colo. F. & I. gen. 6s 102} 107} June 12

Col. Ind. 1st & coll. OS. gu 80} 81 81 81 //} 85

Cons. Ind. Coal Me 1st 5s So Jiine 11

Cons. Coal 1st and ref. 5s 92} 93 Oct '12 . .

Gr. Riv. Coal & C. 1st g 6s 100 102i Aprd '06

K & H C & C 1st s f e.53 .. .. 96 98 Jan. '13 98 98

Pocah. Con. Coll. Is. s f .^, 86 86} June '13 86 87i

St L Rkv Mt & Pac 1st Ss 72 79 73 73 73 80
Tenn Coil gen 53 99} 99i 99i July '13 99} 103

Birm. Div. 1st consoL 63 100} 101} 101 April '13 101 103

Tenn Div 1st g 6s 100} lOlJ 100} July '13 inO} 102

Cah. C. M. Co. 1st g Cs 103 110 Jan. '09

Vic^tor'^Fuel'fst^^'ss.V.'.V. •.:::::;: so so May,;i3 79" 80

Va. I. Coal & Coke ist g 53 92} 92} 93 July '13 92 98

DIVIDENDS
St. Louis, Rocky Mountain & Paeifle—Dividend No. 1 on the

common of Vi% payable July 16 to holders of record July 1.

Jefrersan & Clearfleld Coal <t Iron Co.—Dividend of 2\i"c

on the preferred, payable Aug. 15. to holders of record Aug. 8.

Alabama ConsoHdatert Conl & Iron Co.—The net earnings

•of this concern, which is now in bankruptcy, are at the rate

of $240,000 a year, which is more than sufficient to .pay the

fixed charges and the full dividend of 7% on the preferred

stock. Since neither of these payments are being met. the

earnings must apparently be applied to the improvement of

the property.

American Coal^This concern operates mines at Barton

and I^onaconing. Md. ; also in the Pocahontas region. West
Virginia. It was originally incorporated in Maryland and

reincorporated In 1903. in New Jersey. During the period

from 1894 to WOO. it paid dividends ranging from 6V4 to 10

per cent., and from 1900 to 1909. at the rate of 10 per cent.:

since that time the dividend distribution has been 6 per cent.

; r annum.

RKL.<ill .M

Belgium Imports and exports for May and the first five

months of the year were as follows;

. Exports . Imports
May 5 Months May • 5 Months
1913 1912 1913 1013 1912 1D13

Coal 418,661 2.051.S33 1.932.476 677.339 3.232,351 3,821,198
Coke... 90,441 385,716 423.092 92.927 370..'j40 .535.789

Briquettes 54,349 287,675 2ir,.(il.S 34.972 166.215 201,107

R.VRC'KLON.V

A consular report suys: "The quantity of coal di.schargf 1 i:i

Barcelona in 1912 totalled 1.032,954 metric tons (of 2204.6 I'o.).

which was in excess of the arrivals of coal in any previous
year. Of the quantity stated, 649.331 tons came from Great
Britain, 83.346 tons from Rotterdam. S275 tons from Belgium,
and 1S32 tons from Philadelphia, the rest being Austrian coal

of Spanish production. In 1911 the arrivals of coal in Barce-
lona totaled 930,389 metric tons."

COAL FREIGHT DECIvSIONS

I. C. C. Xo«. 41147—."OTS—.'.((711. Sberldiin (Wyo. ( Chumlirr
of Commerce vs. ChieuKO. UiirHuKloii A: Uutuey U.K.
Complaint was made of the rales on coal from Sheridan.

Wyo., to points in Nebraska and South Dakota on the

line of the Chicago & North Western and the Chicago,
Milwaukee & St. Paul, and to points east and west of

Billings, Mont., on the line of the Northern Pacific. Com-
parisons are made of distances and rates from Sheri-

dan, Hudson, and from Illinois and Indiana coal fields to

points of destination on the Chicago & North Western
herein involved. Similar comp,'irisons are made of di:;-

tances and rates from Sheridan. Roundup, Mont., an.l

from Illinois coal fields to points of destination on the
Chicago. Milwaukee & St. Paul herein Involved. SVior:-

dan mines are at a disadvantage of from S5c. to $1 i i

competing at points on the Northern Pacific with the

mines located on that railroad. Held:
1. The great discrepancy between the rates from Sheridan

and from Hudson to the same points of destination on
the Chicago & North Western and between rates from
Sheridan and Roundup to the same points of destination

on the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul cannot be justified

on the ground that the movement from Sheridan in-

volves a two-line hauL
2. Where the physical connection between connecting car-

riers is as simple as in these small Western towns, in-

volving no expensive terminal service, the additional

cost due to the switching movement is very small, so

small in fact that it may not properly be made the basis

of an additional charge for a two-line haul of sub-
stantial length.

3. The facts in these cases demonstrate the necessity of

promulgating rates which will allow this coal to find

a market in the territory described. In order to accom-
plish this result there must be a free interchange of

traffic at reasonable joint rates.

4. Joint rates should be established from the mines at

Sheridan to the points on the Chicago & North Western
which have been specified in the complaint in No. 4947,

which should in no case exceed the rate from Hudson,
Wyo., to the same points of destination, except that the

rate to common points of the Chicago, Burlington &
Quincy and the Chicago & North Western need not be
changed.

5. A joint rate should be established from Sheridan to

Chamberlain. S. Dak., not to exceed that from Round-
up to Chamberlain and this rate should be carried back
as far as Okaton, S. Dak.

6. A differential of 25c. is a reasonable allowance for the

difference in the distance from Sheridan and from the

Northern Pacific mines to points of destination involved
in No. 5079 within 500 miles of Sheridan. As the dis-

tance to points of destination increases, the differential

between the rates from .Sheridan and from Red Lodge
should be further contracted, so as not to exceed 15c. to

points between 500 and 600 miles distant and not to

exceed 5c. to points between 600 and 700 miles distant.

To points over 700 miles distant the rate from Sheridan
should be the same as the rate from Red Lodge. Opinion
No. 2390.
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I
CURRENT COAL LITERATURE

|
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We will furnish copy of any article (if in print) in the

original language for the price quoted. Where no price is

quoted, the cost is unknown. Inasmuch as the papers must
be ordered from the publishers, there will be some delay for

foreign papers. Remittance must be sent with order.

-VCCIDEiVTS AND THEIR PREVENTION
Preventing Roof Falls in Mines by Using Cement. Black

Diamond, June 21, 1913; IVt PP- illus. 20c.

Accidents in Montana Mines in 1912; Carelessness Largely
the Cause. Wm. Walsh. Min. and Eng. Wld., July 12, 1913;

% p. 20c.

BLASTING. E.XPLOSIVEiS

The Analysis of Black Powder and Dynamite. W. O.

.Snelling and C. G. Storm. Bureau of Mines, Bull. 51; 71 pp.,

illus.

Suggestions Governing Safe Use of Explosives in Mines.
Wm. Walsh, Min. & Eng. Wld., June 14, 1913; % p. 20c.

Study of Magazines for Black Powder. Report of the

Droitaumont tests under the Permanent Commission for

Scientific Investigation of Gas, and Explosives. (Etude des
Depots de Poudre Noire.) Saladin and Dautriche. Annales
lies Mines, Vol. 3, No. 1. 1913, 40 pp., ill.

BRIQl'ETTES
Briquette Manufacture in Nova Scot

ne 14, 1913; V, p. 20o.

Briquetting Coal. Coll. Enfiv.. JiiU

COAL Dl ST

I. Coal & Coke Op.,

1913; 21/4 pp.. illus.

The Combustion of Oxygen and Coal Dust in Mines. Dis-
cussion of Mr. Blackett's paper. Jas. Ashworth. Coll. Engr.,

July, 1913; IVt pp. 40c.

COKE
.\mmonia Stills in Byproduct Coke (Dven Plants. A. Thau.

]iron Coal Tr. Rev., June 27, July 4 and 11, 1913; S14 pp..

illus

A New Device for Waste Heat Recovery. A. T. Shurick.
Coal Age, June 7, 1913; 1% PP-, illus. 10c.

Beehive and Byproduct Coke in Alabama. H. S. Geismer
and D. Hancock. Coal Age, June 7. 1913; 4 pp., illus. 10c.

Coke Oven Carbonization. (Paper read by W. Chaney at

annual meeting of I. G. E., June, 1913.) Gas World. June 21.

1913; 1V2 PP-, illus. 40c.

Coppee Patent Coke Screening and Loading Machine. Gas
World, June 7, 1913; ^ p., illus. 40c.

Development of the Coke Oven Gas Aspirator. (Die Ent-
wicklung der Kokereigassauger.) A. Thau. Gliickaut, June
7. 1913; 10 pp., illus. 40c.

Goodall's Coke-Quenching, Screening and Loading Ma-
chine. Gas World, June 7, 1913; IM pp.. illus. 40c.

Improving Coke from Beehive Ovens. N. G. Alford. Coal
Age, June 7, 1913; 2% pp., illus. 10c.

Investigation of Coal in Byproduct Coke Oven Practice.

Describes different forms of coal analysis and estimation.

(Die Untersuchung der Steinkohle in der Praxis des Kokere-
ibetriebes mit Gewinnung der Nebenprodukte.) A. Rzehulka.
Zeit. des Oberschl. Berg-u. H. Vereins, June, 1913; 7% pp.,

illus. 40c.

Production of .\mmonium Sulphate by Means of the Sul-

phur Contained in Cokc-i iven Gases. Communication from
the Coke Works Commission. (Ueber die Gewinnung von
Ammoniumsulfat mit Hilfe des in den Kokereigasen en-

thaltenen Schwefels.) J. Reichel. Stahl u. Eisen. June 12,

and 19, 1913; S>4 pp., illus. 80c.

The Pishel Coking Test. M. A. Pishel. Coll. Engr.,

July. 1913; 514 pp., illus. 40c.

The Modern Byproduct Coke Oven. (Paper by C. A. Meiss-

ner read before A. I. .& S. I. meeting May. 1913.) Iron Coal

Tr. Rev., June 13. 1913; 1% pp. 40c.

Coppee Bypro.duct Coke Oven Installation at Lancaster's

Steam Coal Collieries. Cwmtillery. Iron Coal Tr. Rev., June
27, 1913; 3 pp., illus. 40c.

DR.\IN.V<iE. PIIMPING. ETC.

An Oklahoma Water Hoist. E. C. Reeder. Coal Age,
June 28, 1913; 1% pp., illus. 10c.

ELECTRICITY
Electricity in Coal Mines. Elec. Rev., March. 1913; 71^

pp., illus. 20c.

Electrically Equipped Coal Mines in Nova Scotia. C. H.
Wright. Elec. Wld., Feb. 1, 1913; 2% pp., illus. 20c.

Electrical Plant at Dalbeath Colliery. (Paper read by W.
n. Peat before the East of Scotland Branch of the A. M.
E. E.) Iron Coal Tr. Rev., July 4, 1913; i^ p. 40c.

Insulated and Bare Copper and Aluminum Cables (or the
Transmission of Electrical Energy, with Special Reference to
Mining Work. (Paper read by B. Welbourn before I. M. E.)
Coll. Guard.. June 13, 1913; 1% pp., illus. 40c.

Influence of Hydro-Electric Power on Coal Trade. Black
Diamond, June 14. 1913; 1 ',4 pp. 20c.

Pressure Regulation for Hydro-Electric Plants. C. A.
Tupper. Min. and Eng. Wld., June 21, 1913; 4 pp., illus. 20c.

Use of Purchased Power in Coal Mines. H. D. Jackson.
Coal Age, June 28, 1913; 2 pp., illus. 10c.

Electric Wiring in Mines. C. M. Means. Coal Tr. Bull.,

June 6, 1913; 1 1/2 pp. 25c.

EXPLOSIONS

A Record of the Origin of the Principle of Stonedusting
for the Prevention of Colliery Explosions. (Paper read by
W. E. Garforth before the I. M. E.) Coll. Guard.. June 6,

1913; % p. 40c.

Development of Coal Dust Explosions. (Fourth Report of
Explosions in Mines Co.mmittee.) Coll. Guard., June 20,

1913; 3% pp., illus. 40c.

Explosions at the Cadeby Main Colliery. Coal Age, June
21, 1913; 3% pp., illus. 10c.

Imperial No. 3 Mine Explosion. (^oll. Engr.. July, 1913;

1% pp., illus. 40c.

The Scott Colliery Disaster. Coll, Engr., July, 1913; 1 14

pp., illus. 40c.

Fl EL TESTING
Methods and Results in Testing Fuels. Communication

from the Royal Material Testing Laboratory at Berlin-
Lichterfelde-West. IVerfahren und Ergebnisse der Prtifung
von Brennstoffen.) Dr. F. W. Hinrichsen and S. Taczak.
Gltickauf, May 17, 24 and 31, 1913; 13 pp., illus. $1.20.

(;ener.vl

A Notable Scottish Colliery. First Worked before the
13th century, now equipped with most modern machinery
giving large output. Coll. Engr., July, 1913; 3 pp.. illus.

40c.

Assessing and Taxing Coal in the Ground. Wm. Griffith.

Coll. Engr., July, 1913; 1% pp. 40c.

Coal Mines Operated by Bureau of Jlines. Min. and Eng.
Wld., June 13, 1913; 1^4 PP- 20c.

Colliery Practice in Concreting. E. E. Seelye and A. T.

Shurick. Coal Age, June 7, 1913; ZVi Pp., illus. 10c.

Eastern Kentucky Coal and the Panama Canal. G. D.
Grain, Jr. Coal & Coke Op., July 3, 1913; 1% pp. 20c.

Economy in Purchasing and Using Coal. A. O. Doane.
Eng. Mag., June. 1913; 7 pp. 35c.

Examinations for Certificates of Competency under the
Coal Mines Act. Iron Coal Tr. Rev., June 13, 1913; Hi pp.
40c.

Experiments and Improvements in Prussian Mining Prac-
tice During the Year 1912. Copious information on many
branches of equipment and methods in coal and other

I

branches of mining. (Versuche und Verbesserungen beim
|

Bergwerksbetriebe in Preussen wahrend. des Jahres 1912.) '

Preus. Zeit. f. B. H. u. S.. No. 1, 1913 (Vol. fil); SOH pp.. |

illus. :

Insurance on Mine Property. W. H. Charlton. Coll. Engr..

July, 1913; 1 p. 40c.
. .
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Kentucky Mines and Workmen's Compensation. (Abstract

of paper by K. U. Megulre read before the Kentucky Mg.

Jnst.. May 17.) Coal Age, June 28. 1913; 2Vi PP. 10c.

Map of Ownership In the Upper Slleslan Coal District and

Vicinity. Large map accompanied by descriptive and tabu-

lated matter. (Uebersichlskarte der Besitverhilltnisse im

oberschleslschen Stelnkohlenrevier und in den Nachbarbezir-

ken.) R. Michael. Zelt. des Oberschl. Berg- u. H. Vereins.

June. 1913; 6-% pp. illus. 40c.

Manure as a Protection for Concrete. N". G. Alford. Coal

Age. June 21. 1913: 2^4 pp., Illus. 10c.

Notes on the Groundhog Coal Field. Amos Godfrey. Coal

Age. June 28. 1913; 1% pp., Illus. 10c.

Reinforced Concrete in Mines. (Abstract of paper read

by Prof. F. M. Dixon, June 16, before the So. Staffs, and War-

wickshire Inst, of M. E.) Iron Coal Tr. Rev.. June 20. 1913;

% p. 40c

The Collieries of South Africa. Description of the Brey-

ten Collieries. So. African Eng., May. 1913; 1 p., Illus. 40e.

The Earning Power of Chemistry in the Coal Mining In-

dustry. E. M. Chance. Coll. Engr., July, 1913; 1% pp. 40c.

The Russian Coal Syndicate "Prodoogol." Iron Coal Tr.

Rev.. June 27. 1913; ?4 P- 40c.

The Mineral Production and Resources of China. T. T.

Reed. Trans. A. I. M. E., 1913; 48 pp., illus.

The Number of Unprofitable Bituminous Mines. Black

Diamond, July 12, 1913; 1% pp. 20c.

Geology of the Pittsburgh Coal Beds. (Address by J. \V.

Boileau at C. M. I. A. meeting held at Pittsburgh. June 17.)

Coal & Coke Op.. June 19, 1913; 1% pp. 20c.

Southern Extension of the Hainaut Coal Basin. (L'Ex-

tension Meridlonale du Bassin houiller du Hainaut.) Rene

Cambrier. Pub. Asso. Ing. de L'Ecole des Mines de Mons,

Vol. V, No. 4; 23 pp.

Structure of the South Edge of Charleroi and Central

Coal Basins. Belgium, Parts I and II. (Structure du bord

sud des Basslns de Charleroi & du Centre.) X. Stanier. Ann.

des Mines de Belgique, Vol. XVIII, Nos. 1 and 2, 1913; 77

pp., illus.

The Concealed Coal Field of Yorkshire and Nottingham.

(From memoir of Geol. Sur. England and Wales.) W. Gibson.

Coll. Guard., June 13, 20, 27, July 4 and 11, 1913; 6% pp..

illus. n.50.

The Profile of the Fat Coal Part of the Bergmannsgluck

and Westerholt Mines. (Das ProHl der Fettkohlenpartie aut

den Schachtanlagen Bergmannsgliick und Westerholt der

Koniglichen Berginspektion 3, Buer.) Mentzel. Gluckauf,

Jan. 11, 1913. 6 pp., ill. 40c.

HOISTING AND H.\l't..\GE

An Adequate Winding Engine Brake. MIn. Eng., July,

1913; 3Vi PP- illus. 40c.

Splicing Transmission Rope. Eng. & Min. Jl., July 19.

1913; 1^ pp., illus. 25c.

Three-Two Method of Rope Splicing. Alex Wilson. Coll.

Engr., July, 1913; 1 p., illus. 40c.

Wire Ropes Applied to Mining. Sci. & Art Min., June 21,

1913, % p., illus. 40c.

An Italian Aerial Tramway. Coal Age, June 2S, 1913;

4% pp., illus. 10c.

Underground Conveying. (Paper by S. Mavor, read before

the South Wales Inst, of Engrs.) Coll. Guard.. May 30, June

6. 13 and 27. 1913; 3 pp.. illus. ?1.20.

LIGHTING

The Flash Point of Oils. I. C. Allen and A. S. Crossfield.

Bureau of Mines, Tech. Paper 49; 19 pp., illus.

Mixed Lights in Mining. J. T. Beard. Coal Age, June 14,

1943; 1 p. 10c.

A New Mining Lamp. Coal Age, June 21, 1913; % p., illus.

10c.

MINE G.^^SES, TESTING

An Investigation into the Effect of Atmospheric Pressure

on the Height of the Gas-Cap. C. J. Wilson. Trans. Min.

Inst, of Scotland, Vol. XXXV, Part 3, 11% pp.. lllua.

PREPARATION

Taking Screenings from Wagon-Loading Chutes. Black

»lamond, July 12. 1913; % p., illus. 20c.

A Model Preparation Plant. M. J. Williams. Coal .\t;'-.

June 7. 1913; % p. lOc.

Combination Picking Tables and Loading Booms. F. c

Perkins. Coal & Coke Op., July 10. 1913; I14 pp.. illus. :;nr

Shaking Screens in a Concrete Tipple. O. G. Petersen. CimI
Age. June 21. 1913; 2V4 PP.. illus. 10c.

SAFETY AIMMH.VTIS

Cage with Munzner Safety Catches. Kng. «: MIn. Jl., July

19, 1913; 1V4 pp.. Illus. 25c.

Mine-Rescue Van for South StaffordshMe. Cull. Guard.,

June 13, 1913; i p.. illus. 40c.

Safety Electric Switches for Mines. H. H. Clark. Bureau
of Mines. Tech. Paper 44; 4 pp.

Safety Clutches and Hoisting Controllers Make Mine Ele-

vators Safe. Coal Tr. Bull., July 15. 1913; % p. 25c.

Safety Made the First Consideration. Thos. W. Dawson,
Coal Tr. Bull., June 16, 1913; 5Vi pp. 25c.

The Reopening of Norton Colliery with Self-Contained
Breatliing Apparatus After an Explosion. (Paper by J. II. L.

Ailoit read before the I. M. E.) Coll. Guard., June 6, 1913; IH
pp. 40c.

S-VNIT.VTION. UISE.VSES

Bath House at Cameron Colliery. Coll. Engr.. Ju'y, 1913;

l'/4 pp., Illus. 4Uc.

Baths for Miners. (Address by Wm. Walker before Scot-

tish Federated Inst, of MIn. Stuuenis.) Iron Coal Tr. Rev.,

July 11, 1913; l\i pp. 40c.

H. C. Frick Welfare Plan.s. Coal Age, June 21, 1913; % p.

illus. 10c.

State Miners' Hospital at Fairmont. W. Va. A. W. Hesse.

Coal Age, June 14, 1913; 214 pp., Illus. 10c.

SII.VPTS, SH.VFT SINKING

The Shaft Plant VIII, IX of Constantlne the Great Colliery.

(Die Schachtanlage VIII/IX der Zeche Constantin der Grosse.j

Illgen and Wollenweber. Gluckauf, May 24 and 31. 1913; 15

pp., illus. 80c.

SIGN.\LING

A New Mine-Rescue Telephone. Coal Age, June 21, 1913;

114 pp., illus. 10c.

Wireless Telephone for Pit Use. O. Dobbelsteln. Iron Coal

Tr. Rev.. June 6, 1913; % p., illus. 40c.

STE.VM ENGINES AND BOILERS

Exhaust Steam Plant at Scottish Collieries. Coll. Guard.,

July 4. 1913; 1 p.. illus. 40c.

Erecting an Engine Underground. B. J. Lowe. Coal Age.

June 21. 1913; 1% pp., illus. lUc.

The Slow Combustion of Coal Dust and its Thermal Value.

(Paper read by F. B. E. Lamplough and A. M. Hill before the

I. M. E.) Coll. Guard.. June 6, 1913; 1 p., 2 tables. 40c.

The Use of Lignite Coals as Fuel for Locomotives. (Paper

read by S. B. Flagg before the Intl. Ry. Fuel Assn., May 21).

Black Diamond. July 6. 1913; 2% pp.. illus. 20c.

STOR.\GE

German Practice in Coal Stores. Eng. Rev., Apr. 15, 1013;

1% pp., illus. 40c.

Value of Storage Space and How to Obtain It. H. J. Ed-

sall. Black Diamond, June 21, 1913; 1^4 pp., illus. 20c.

WORKING OF MINERALS

An Ideal Method of Mining. J. C. Edwards and H. M. Gibb.

Coll. Engr., July, 1913; 4% pp.. Illus. 40c.

Recent Developments In Open-Cut Coal Mining in Kansas.

W. S. Russell. Excavating Eagr., April, 1913; 5 pp., illus. 20c.

A Modern Coal Stripping Plant near Pittsburg, Kansas

W. S. Russell. Excavat. Engr., July, 1913; 2% Pp., illus.

VENTILATION

Improvements Relating to the Anemometer and Hygrom-
eter. Henry Briggs. Trans. Min. Inst, of Scotland. Vol

XXXV, Part 3; 5% pp.. illus.

Reversing the Ventilation. G. G. Bourne. Min. Eng., July,

1913; 1 p.. illus. 40c.

The Measurement of Air in Mines. (Paper read by Prof.

H Louis at meeting of Colliery Undermanagers.) Coll. Guard.,

June 20, 1913; IVz PP- illus. 40c.
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Have you ever realized the value of ex-

pressed appreciation as an aid in the success-

ful handling of your employees? We are all

too prone to be thoughtless in obser^nng the

Uttle amenities that lubricate life's machmery.

Real men do not exact or expect much in

the way of appreciation—they are accustomed

to bestow rather than receive—yet a certain

amount of praise and thanks is always wel-

come to the diligent and faithful.

Appreciation is not, like the exercise of

many virtues, difficult and painful, but is

attended ^^^th so much pleasure that were

there no positive command which enjomed it,

nor any recompense laid up for it hereafter,

a crenerous mind would indulge in the practice

for the natural gratification it brings.

Have you ever considered the possibility

of capitalizing the loyalty of your co-workers

and subordinates through the expression of

vour appreciation of their meritorious efforts

when they strive to win your approval. We

do not mean in a purely mercenar}^ sense,

but as a means to bring out the better side

of human nature, and to develop talents that

lie dormant because you have failed to en-

courage well directed effort.

Do vou realize that many men are discour-

ac^ed because their work has not elicited the

expressed approval of their superiors? And.

oftentimes feeling that it would be unappre-

c ated, thev are deterred from applying heir

personal initiative to the solution of problems

which confront them.

Look around in vour own industrial circle

and ie if it is not the man who judiciously

"presses his appreciation of the work

of his employees who is supported by

the most loyal and efficient orgamzation.

The abilitv to bestow a word or look

of approval at the proper moment is often

the determining quality in individual

success.

If you lack svmpathy, the men about you

will reflect your spirit; they will not exert

themselves to further your interests. It is

also true that an unappreciative employer

is generally an undervalued individual, and

his^organization is usually inefficient, due to

internal dissensions.

If you are one of those men who appreciate

good' work, but have not realized the value

of expressing your thought, commence a new

pohcy at once. Perhaps you will soon learn

why you have not had the cordial support

of your subordinates, or maybe you will dis-

cover why you lost a valuable employee to

a nearby competitor.

yien are anxious to work for the fellow who

o-ives credit where credit is due. vSuch an

employer always has able applicants on his

waiting Ust. A boss can often do more good

by the'exercise of sympathy than by his labors,

and he can render the world a more lasting

service by the recognition of merit than he

could ever render by the straining efforts

of personal ambition.

To the great majority there come hours

when life loses its song. Every man has mo-

ments when the iron seems to disappear from

his blood. Meet the next deserving but dis-

heanened employee who comes inw your office

with a word of appreciaiion, and if the change

in his demeanor and the lightness of hs step

when he leaves don't repay your effort, then we

surely miss our guess.
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The Liquor Problem in Mining
i5v illNK Si l'i;[!IXTKXI)i:.\i

I liavo been a coiifitant reader of C'oAt, Aci: from the

beginning: of its history, and have noted with nuuh
interest the pages devoted to "Discussion hv Headers."

The various articles relating to the '"Liquor Problem in

^lining," have been of especial interest to me.

This interest is. no doubt, augmented In the fact that

the "liquor traffic." and especially the "beer -vvagon" end

of it, has been one of the most serious problems in the

management of the properties over which I have the

supervision : in fact, from the beginning of our opera-

tions until the present time, the beer wagon has been a

constant menace, and is annually costing our com]iany

thousands of dollars.

In the earlier stages we were sometimes able to bluff

the drivers and by tiireats of law cnfonenient keep them
off the property for limited periods, but in a shori time

some new driver would make a trip, and as it is im])os-

sible to at all times keep a close supervision over the

houses, would make deliveries, and a shut down, or opera-

tion with a reduced force of men, at greatly increased ex-

pense to the company, would be the invariable result.

We are located in a "dry" township, with seemingly no
restrictions on the liquor traffic, except that no licenses

are granted. Trucks and wagons delivering beer are a
daily evidence that the .solicitor is getting in his work
and that the will of the majority who have voted the

township dry is being defeated, and that there is either

no law covering the situation, or that such a statute is

not enforced by those whom wc ha\e elected to enforce

the law, and whose oath of office Ijinds them to such a

course of action.

I have personally appeared before the district attorney
of the county in which we are located, with names of

persons who would testify to giving their orders and
money to a solicitor, and to the beer being delivered to

them by wagons within a few days, and have been told

that we could get no prosecution in such cases, as it is

impossible to prove a sale.

Travelers along the county road can see large piles of
full cases and kegs left there by the trucks for the de-

livery wagons, or empties gathered by the deliver^inan
ready for the truck to return to the brewery.
Now my claim is that the liquor traffic is a menace to

the coal operator, and a serious handicap in the working
of mines. Furthermore, the law should be enforced in

order that we may successfully operate our mines six

days per week.

As a mine superintendent. I am cx])ccted by mv em-
ployers to get results, and have a right to their aid and
cooperation in making working conditions such that re-

sidts will be obtainable. Yet the great body of coal op-
erators who have power or influence in political affairs.

do nothing to bring about the prohibition of this traffic

that is lessening their profits, restricting their output,

endangering their jiroperty and the live- of tlie;r

employees. They are tliii.- placing, or permitting lo be

jtlaeed a serious handica]) upon every sujierintendent and
foreman they init in chaige. 1 feel thai coal ojierator-

should, in Justice to iheir investments, their managenieiu
and their many employees, unite in their elforts to elim-
inate this traffic, which is doing more than any other mie
agency to restrict output and increase the cost of ]>io-

duttion.

Some Plain Facts about Anthracite

By Spixial t'oiniKsfoxoKXT

How passing strange it is how long an evil reputation,

no matter how undeserved it may be. will cling to a i)er-

son, a business or an institution, even surviving long af-

ter all of the original parties to it are dust.

That applies cogently to the anthracite-coal indus-

try, as both miner and operator have, as a whole, beeti

the objects of severe and wholly undeserved public cen-

sure, because of the actions of an almost negligible por-

tion of each. In the mind of the general newspaper
reader the anthracite-coal operator is pictured as a eoni-

binatiou of bandit and Slndock, battening upon the ne-

cessities of mankind, extorting the last penny from the

poor on one hand and heartlessly oppressing and plunder-
ing his employees on the other.

A patient and unbiased investigation will reveal that

99 per cent, of the above picture is colored with wanton
falsehood, frank ignorance and the political necessities of

demagogues who seek to ride into office by advocating

chimeras or by posing as the miners' friend and creating

hatreds between employer and eiiijiloyee as a sign of their

good intentions toward their clients. It is one vf the

nnsoluble enigmas of our day that the more lurid and
baseless an attack on an anthracite operator is, the more
it is welcomed and the more prominence is given it in the

columns of the press, while colorless truth and exact

facts set forth by the operator are given little or no
credence in the newspaper sanctums, and if referred to

at all editorially, usually with a mingled sneer and de-

risive incredulity, the operator being held as a scoundrel

per »e.

About every demagogue in Congress, in the variou-;

state legislatures and in the city councils, has offered a

''resolution to investigate the anthracite-coal monopoly,"
as though there were one, and said demagogue is prolific

of sentiments saturated with libelous and unwarranted
adjectives portraying the operator as the sum of un\<.r-

nished saturnine villainy.

In the loose terminology generally employed in dis-

cussing the anthracite situation, that industry is habitu-

ally written or spoken of as a '"trust." The statement has

no foundation in fact, save that created by nature her-

self, the inventions of mine appliances and the legisla-

tive enactments in behalf of the mine worker. Those
three things are solely responsible for whatever resem-
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llaiue the industry has to a trust. That can be proven

as clearly as a problem in Euclid.

While hunting in 1792, Philip Ginter built a camp

lire and accidently set fire to the "black stones," lying

loose on Moosie Mountain. That was the genesis of the

anthracite-coal industry. Its progress was slow, for in

ISl-t Jesse Fell, a pioneer operator, recorded in his diary

that he had sold od tons, while the year previous his

sales were but 22. It may be set down as an irrefutable

fact that for a century after its discovery the investor

in an anthracite-coal mine had about the same chance

to get principal and interest back, as the usual run of

"birdmen" have of safely returning to earth. There

were enough exceptions to prove the rule, of course, yet

until 1892-5, when the large anthracite properties were

virtually forced upon their present owners by bankrupt

and disheartened investors, the stocks of the general run

of anthracite-coal companies were shunned by far-sighted

and prudent investors.

The truth of the matter is that the present owners of

the mines, continually spoken of as a trust, were very re-

luctant to invest in the mining properties at all, and the

stocks w'ere virtually forced upon them. Xo secret is be-

trayed when it is declared that the men who disposed of

their stock to the supposititious "trust" believed, as some

of them also stated, that they had gotten rid of a "dead

horse." It is one of the peculiar facts of that sale that

one of the three men principally responsible for the sell-

ing owned the newspaper which has been the most per-

sistant and virulent critic of the "anthracite coal trust."

There is a tale connected therewith which, if set forth

plainly, would throw a flood of light upon business, polit-

ical and financial afEairs in Pennsylvania.

In replv to the criticism, iterated and reiterated ten

thousand times last fall and winter, that the "'anthracite-

coal trust w'as e.xtorting exorbitant prices for coal from

the poor," the operators in sober truth replied that "no

change whatever has been made in circular prices ;" still

the charge was made.

To the further assertion of the operators that by buy-

ing a supply in summer, the consumer would not only

get coal cheaper, but he would also prevent any chance of

a "coal famine" in cold weather, the "learned Thebans"

of the press reply that the poor man has neither the cash

to buy a supply nor a place to store it. To this branch

of consumer then we will try to show plainly that the op-

erator has no part whatever in causing him to pay more

than a fair price for anthracite coal.

Standing on South Halstead Street, Chicago, I heard

the following collocjuy between a woman who sought

to buy some coal and a retailer who, among other com-

modities, sold coal by the pail and basket.

"What," asked the woman, "is the price of a basket

of hard coal?"

"Forty-five cents delivered, or forty cents if you take

it your.self," replied the dealer.

"How much does it weigh?" queried the woman.

"Fifty pounds, full weight," answered the dealer.

The woman bought a basket and asked why coal was

always getting higher in price, to which the dealer re-

])lied by emitting the usual tirade against the operator,

the least objectionable term he u^ed in characterizing the

coal producer being that of "robber," and at the same

time he expressed the greatest sympathy with the poor.

Outwardly I paid no attention to the transaction or

conversation, but upon my return that evening I bought

a ba.sket of coal, which the dealer repeatedly told me was

the genuine Scranton hard coal. Upon weighing it at

home, I found it was four pounds short in weight. That

is to say, I paid at the rate of $17.38 for 2000 lb. of

"genuine Scranton hard coal."

But the short weight was not the worst part of the

transaction by any means. Taking the coal from the bag,

I .spread it out on a paper on the floor and found that a

little over half tlic coal was Indiana block coal, screened

to the chestnut size. Xow examine the proposition in its

true light.

The Indiana block coal cost that small dealer $4 per

ton from the retail coal yards, while the "genuine Scran-

ton hard coal" cost him $8 per ton at the lake front. Let

us say, in order to be within the truth, that that basket

of coal was mixed with equal parts of both kinds of

coal, then that small dealer got $17.38 for coal that cost

him but $6.

That transaction aroused my curiosity, and I made a

searching examination among that class of coal dealers,

calling on over thirty petty salesmen in various parts

of Chicago, and short weight was an almost unbroken

feature. Where coal was bought by the bucket, the rate

at which it was sold was seldom under twenty dollars per

ton.

Another almost universal feature was that these petty

dealers never lost a chance to defame and vilify the op-

erator, whether the coal sold was anthracite or bitumin-

ous. Do not for a moment think that the retail dealer

with a yard and scales of his own resorted to any such

practice or used any such language. It was in all cases

a dealer whose stock seldom reached ten tons at a time.

It is within the bounds of truth to say that fully

twenty-five thousand families in Chicago buy their coal

in that way, and are habitually subjected to short weight

and extortions and the extortioner invariably places the

blame upon the operator. Just as a wave widens when n

stone is thrown in a body of water, so the multiplicity of

these baseless charges have created a wave of resentment

and ill-will toward the coal operators that finds expres-

sion in editorial comment and the senseless and crippling

legal enactments which create the very conditions their

authors design to prevent by them.

The Cost of Bath Houses

The cost of installation of baths and fittings does not

varv much, according to William Walker, Division Inspec-

tor" of Mines for Scotland. In Germany the average

cost is $25 and in Belgium $20 per person using the

facilities. One bath house in Belgium, which was 123

ft. Ions: l)v 71 ft. wide by 39 ft. high, and was completely

fitted out' with walls of glazed brick, cost $24,000. This

accommodated 800 men. The Belgian law has the peculi-

arity that the men are not permitted to bathe in siglit

of one another, but eaih must have a separate compart-

ment in which to take his bath.

A bath house in Westphalia which was built of a size

to allow 2000 men to bathe in three-quarters of an hour,

cost $50,000. At the Wharncliffe Silkstone Colliery in

England a bath house was built at a cost of $3000, hav-

ing 14 baths and 48 lockers. The cost of upkeep of this

bath house is about $7 a Aveek.
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Coal Shipping on the Great Lakes
]'.V .1. \V. t'H.VMllKHl.lV*

.<yy01'SlS—The movement of coal up the Lakes diir-

hifi the summer .s(Yi>o/i i> one of the most intereslinn

iiansjiortalion inobtems in the coal indiislni. The Lake

shiiii>eis belieive they have the most advanced and modern

nyslems of handling coal. The necessilji of siicli- is oh-

rioushj much more essential, due to the fhorl haul and

relatively greater proportion of time required in load-

ing and unloadimj. This is the first of a series of articles

that H-ill discuss all phases of the Lake trade.

The toiil trade of the Great Lakes, althuugh conipara-

livcly new, has already attained to great proportions.

Pennsylvania produced "less than '2000 tons in 18-20. but

as there are no mines within mule-hauling distances of

the Lakes, it is certain that the railroad, in 1R3". must

Lake vessels arc now hcing loaded at the rate ot ItHni

tons an luuir. HulValo in those days received anthracit'-

by canal through Seneca and Cayuga Lakes and from

Hondoul on the Hudson. It apjicars that since the day>

of the "Krastus Corning." which was built in lSt)7. bo'.li

carrying and hamUiug capacity have increased teiifoUI.

for there are quite a number of modern steamers thai

will carry more than ILlU'd tons ol' bulk freight on maxi-

nunn draft. It is, of cour.-^e, the shallow depth of the

lake harbors and conneclions that nuikes it necessary to

build all lake craft so broad and tlal and which un>i\its

Ihein for oce,\ii carrying ami rice versa, e.\cei>t in a limited

wav. >^omelimc in the 'SO's the steamer "•l^ianoke" was

brought uj) from Tampa Hay to the lakes, and. tlu.u-b

she could load down lo about -.'li fl.. sbc could budl\

AsHT.VF.ci.A TTahhoi!, Oxi-: of the Larukst Coal Axn Oi;i;-TLvni.lim; Pouts iv thi-; W o\ihu

haxe preceded that traffic. '-Railroadiug" began whb

the completion of the Erie to Dunkirk on Lake Erie in

1851. The first real incentive to lake navigation, at least

from one lake to another, must have been given by the

growth of Chicago, which was not settled till 18:-,1.

Eai!LY llisroitY oi- Lakk TifAXsi'OirrATiox

There was, however, a big impetus given to the coal

trade by the opening of the Erie Canal, connecting the

lakes with tidewater, in 18-25. Coal, practically all an-

thracite, came to be one of the common articles carrieil

by the canal. It was taken by canal-boats iu probably

not more than 100-ton lots to Buffalo, where it was

lioisted by derrick to the lake wharf and was loaded on

sailing vessels for the most part with wheclljarrows. An
old Buffalo ship-store owner states that once a very h;g

record was made by the wheelbarrow proress in loading

the ship '"'Erastus Corning" with 1100 tons of coal in

11 hours!

•90 Johnson Park, Buffalo, X. T.

gel into any lake liarbor willi a caigo of more than UI'O

ton>.

^VATl;l: l)i;fTll> AXt) M inilon^ n|- llAMiLlXd CoAl,

As a rule, all lake craft must be loadeil to a depth oi

less than 20 ft. and there are a good many harbors, es-

pecially in the upper-lake lumljcr districts, that are not

more than 15 ft. deep. In these the primitive '•lior.se

dock," the terror of the coal shipper, still prevails. The

vessel must wait for its coal to be hoi-sted out by a butket

moved by horses so that extra freight paid, at least 10c.

a ton, is" demanded to the.se points, with tonnage hard to

get at any rate. Such shallow b.arbors are disappearing

now, however, for if there is natural trallic enough to war-

rant the outlay they are deepened, and if not they are

soon distanced by the rush of improvement elsewhere.

The re])ort from the two inter-lake passages, on which the

shipmaster relies for his depth of draft (the Lime Kiln

crossing Vielow Detroit and the I'oe Lock at Saitlt Ste.

•Marie) for the oiiening of this season, makes the former

navigable at -.'o ft. and the hiller at 18.0,S feet.
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The Pittsburgh Coal Co/s Fuel Lighter "Pittsburgh"

Up to the orgiuiizatiuu ul' llie Lake Carriers' Ast-ocia-

tion at Buffalo in IS'^"'. llie guveniiueiit had given any-

thing but cordial aid tu lake navigation, the tidewater

and general Eastern and Southern marine interests claim-

ing the lion's share of assistance and getting it. Since

that time, government aid has become much more lib-

eral all over the lako^, till they now boast many iraporlant

improvements, such as the Poe Lock at the Sault, the

Livingstone channel iu Detroit Ri-ver, the Straight chan-

nel at Toledo, the four-mile breakwater at P>uffalo, etc.

All these assist navigation in some special way, largely

by deepening draft. The much-canvassed Chicago drain-

age canal, government permission for which was given in

1901, shoukl have a tendency in the opposite direction.

The Lake Carriers' Association, in a recent report, gives

some color to the belief that it reduces lake levels from

0.5 to 0.8 ft. ^STatural causes so influence these levels

tiiat it H not easy to determine the amount.

The anthracite trade by lake early found that the best

method of handling from car to vessel was by trestle,

the loaded cars Ijcing run upon it l)y locomotive or station-

ary machinery and the coal dumped or shoveled into the

pockets beneath, from '\\'iiiih it is rapidly spouted down

the hatchways of the vessel. The trestle of the Delaware,

Lackawanna & Western, at the mouth of Buffalo Eiver,

is an excellent example in this line. This trestle was

built in 1879 and is now the oldest of its kind iu Buffalo.

It has -il pockets, wdiich vary iu size according to the

elevation of the tracks above them; these latter are laid

on a gravity plane to facilitate the moving of a ear after

it is hoistecl to the top of the trestle. The entire pocket

capacity is about 1500 tons, the iidn-lined wooden pock-

ets being filled from three parallel tracks,

LoADiXG Trestles

When the lake craft Avas comparatively small it was

easy to spout the coal into the hold from the pockets,

but the decks of the. 100- and 500-ft. steamers, when

light, are much higher from the water, so that it is now

occasionally found necessary to adopt various devices to

list them over so the coal will flow down the spouts.

There are now four water-shipping trestles in Buffalo

SxKAilER "SuT.TAXA" OF THE ToMLIXSOX LiXE PaSSIXG OuT OF THE AMERICAX "Soo" LofKS
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Ilarlior. the Delaware. Lackwiiiina & Western just meii-

noiie.l. tlie Lehigh Valley, the Erie (operatea by Wil-

ianis & Peters) aiul the Philadelphia & Heading. All

lu.ist the loaded ears by stationary niadiinery. exeopt the

last named, which is operated by a lotoniotive imline.

riiere are also a number of docks or trestles for fueling

the steamers, including those of Frank Williams & Co.,

K. L. Hedstrom, Pickand^. Mather & Co. and the BulTalo,

Rodicster & Pittslmrgh ll.ll. The coal (always bitumin-

ous) is dum])ed into small pockets from the cars,' whence

it is drawn out into five-ton iron buckets and hoi.sted to

the tlat deck of a fuel scow, which is then towed to the

lake steamer, or propelled by its own steam, and the

liuckets dumped into the bunker.s. This is an improve-

ment over having the steamer to go to the fuel dock for

luinker coal, especially in the saving of time. Where the

steamer takes a cargo of coal the fueling is done from the

trestle that furnishes the i-argo.

Buffalo does uot ship bituminous coal by lake. Kai

trade. Though either sort of loal could be handled liy

either trestle or duni]), the conditions fa.vor the trestle

for anthracite and the car dunii> for bituminous.

The coal trade of Lake Ontario is in a iieculiar condi-

tion. It is essentially separated from the other lakes by

the faet that the Wellaiid Canal (oniiecting it with Lake

Erie and the upper lakes admits vessels of only about

14 ft. draft and there are but lew that can load more thai^

•^000 tons on that draft and at the same time accommo-

date themselves to the eanal locks, wliirii arc only 270

ft. long by to It. wide. On that aeeount tlie trade of

Lake Ontario is largely conlincd to poits on that lak''

or on the St. Lawrence River, though two or three ship-

pers of anthracite at Oswego still send cargoes to tlw

iijiper lakes. F,or instance, of the fi8(;.IK gross tons of

anthraeite shii)i)ed in I!)!! I'rom Oswego. --^OO.O^S tons

cleared for the ujijU'r lakes. The other iiorts on that lake.

North Fairhaven. Sodns Point and Charlotte. ]>raetii-alh-

onfine their opeialioii- to [ion,- Ijelow the Welland Cau:il.

100 125

Map of thi-: (tkeat Lakes Showixg Prixiipal Shippim \I> llul TES

freight rates are too high, as comi)are(l with those to

Erie or the Ohio ports. The rate from the Allegheny

Valley mines to Buffalo is $1.10, as compared with TSc.

from Pittsburgh to the Ohio ports, and a still lower rate

has been made this season to Erie. Quite a number of

vears ago the Rochester & Pittsburgh, having its own coal

and railroad, undertook to meet this competitioii and

one season shipped about 150,000 tons of bituminous by

lake, but it dropped out of the bu.siness after two or three

seasons. The only port that ships both anthracite and

bituminous extensively by lake is Erie, which till lately

used the trestle chiefly for anthracite and the car dump

for bituminous. There are no car dumps in use at lake

ports below Erie. The Buffalo, Rochester & Pittsburgh

R.R. put one in at Buffalo for loading its bituminous

lake shipments, but took it out on retiiiiig from that

On this account the tonnage on Lake Ontario is very

small, cargoes often running down to 200 or 300 tons and

vessels hard to get at that. Still the coal trade on that

lake keeps up and in some instances increases. Anthracite

shipments from North Fairhaven were 100.000 tons \n

1911 and 150,000 tons in 1912, and the other .shippinjf

ports were holding their own well. There are three ship-

ping trestles at Oswego, the New York, Ontario & West-

ern, the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western and the Dela-

ware & Hudson, the la.st not shipping heavily by water

since the opening of its rail line to Montreal. Anthraeite

onlv is shipped from Oswego, and this is also the chief

product shipped out of Xorth Fairhaven. wliere the 1/ -

high Valley Co. has a trestle. The principal shipments

from Sodus Point, where the Pennsylvania R.R. has a-

trestle, are bituminous. At Charlotte the BuflV.lo,
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Bochester & Pittsburgh R.E. and the Grand Trunk Ey.

operate a joint car ferry to Coburg, Canada, which

handles practically all the water coal there; this was

formerly about all bituminous, but it is reported that

tlie anthracite shipment^; will be increased this season.

The ferry runs all winter.

FiiEiGHT Rates

There has been little change in the numerous receiving

coal ports on Lake Ontario and the St. Lawrence Eiver

in late years. Most of them receive coal in small amounts,

the leading ports being Montreal and Toronto. Hamil-

ton, a large coal jjort some years ago, has shifted to

all-rail traffic. Canadian con^^imiption of Pennsylvania

'ill T. cV U. L'. ( ai: 1m mp at Toledo, Ohio. Capacity

12,000 Tons per Houe

coal is increasing, and it appears that the Lake Ontario

route is to get its share. There is much need of more
tonnage and larger vessels. Some shippers in Buffalo and
elsewhere not long ago became tired of conditions on
Lake Ontario and sent their coal to Erie, Conneaut and

otiier Lake Erie ports, for shipment to the Lake Ontario

listrict, but rates have gone up so sharply that they are

likely to return to the old routes. The water rate from

Lake Ontario to the upper lakes is usually 40e. a gross

ton o\er the Buffalo rate ; other rates vary. Buffalo water

rales are always reckoned per net ton.

Coal-freight rates from Lake Erie have undergone a

great decline in recent years, though anthracite and

bituminous freights do not differ much during the same

season. The palmy days of the wooden vessel, commonly
a steamer with one or more consorts, was in the '80's, coal

rates reaching their maximum about 1888, when the rate,

Buffalo to Chicago, was 75c.@$1 ; to Milwaukee, 75Cfl

90c.; to Duluth, 50@60c.; to Toledo, 25@50e. But the

steel vessel was already in the trade and making itself

felt, so that the rate in 1889 fell to 45@60c. to Chicago

and Milwaukee and 25@50c. to Duluth. From that time

the decline was steady, settling down early in this cen-

tury to 40c. to leading Lake Michigan ports and 30c. to

Duluth and most other Lake Supierior ports.

Moreover, these later rates are practically without

fiiictuation the season through, for they are entirely eon-

trolled by the shipper; becaiise of the large amount of

tonnage between Lake Erie and the upper lakes, a high

rate is possible only just at the close of the season, when

none but the more venturesome of vessel owners would

send a steamer out. In the old days the situation was

largely controlled by the vessel, as the tonnage was gen-

erally inadequate to shippers' needs and was always in

demand. For this reason fluctuations in rates were often

of almost daily occurrence.

The lake trade has almost always been highly profitable

to vessel owners until quite recently, one reason being

that it has been easy to obtain, full cargoes both ways.

Perhaps for the money invested and the simplicity of tlie

undertaking no traffic in fairly recent times was more sat-

isfactory and generally profitable than in these same

"80's, when the "canal-schooner" trade was so brisk be-

tween Buffalo and Toledo. The up-trip, just the length

of Lake Erie, was made with 600 tons of coal at 50c. a

ton and the return with 20,000 bushels of wheat at 2@3e.
a bushel.

(To Be Continued)

Feeightee "Champlain," 8500-Ton Capacity. Loading at the T. & 0. C. Dock at Toledo
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Coal-Cutting Machinery in England
r>Y SyDMY

>rA'0P^7>—.1 rcsitnie of some of Ihc riiatmstances

and conditions which have made the introduction of coal-

cutting machines rather more bacluard in England than

it has been in this cnnntnj.

Coal-culliii^' iiiiuluiH's lia\i' liecii fiuploycil to n imicli

larirer extent in Anioiita tlian in either the United King-

tloni or in Continental Europe. Americans, as a rule,

appear to be able to use and handle machinery that lias

been designed to eeonomize labor, nuuli better and more

intelligently than the bulk ol" men who are employed for

the same purpo.se in the eouutries east of the Atlantic.

The compressed-air coal puncher which has been large-

ly used in America, has almost entirely failed in Eng-

land, and at the present time there are but few of these

machines in use in the United Kingdom.

A machine, which has taken the place in Great Briiain

which appears to be occupied in America by the puncher,

is the radial eoal cutter, which goes by various names.

It is really a precision drilling machine, arranged to

sweep out an arc in any direction ; horizontal, vertical

or at any angle that may be desired. In narrow working

places, such as are employed in the north of England,

it is nearly always necessary to "nick" the coal, as it is

termed. This is to cut a vertical incision on each side of

the working face as well as undercut it, in order to mini-

mize the use of explosives and bring down the material

in convenient form. The radial coal-cutting machine,

which may be taken down until the parts can be easily

carried from place to place, is handy indeed for nicking

as well as undercutting in this class of work.

Practically the only reason for the employment of coal-

outting machines in the United Kingdom is the reduc-

tion in cost which may be effected. Take, for example,

a seam of coal 18 in. thick in a certain Yorkshire col-

liery, the cost for undercutting by hand was $1.7r) per

ton; this expense was sufficient to practically debar the

coal from the market. 'Wben the diamond disk machine

was introduced, the cutting cost was reduced to 75c. and

the whole of the seam in question could then be worked

and sold to advantage.

Machixes PRODrcE Li;ss Slack

Some years ago, it was claimed by the makers of coal-

cutting machines, and this claim has been borne out to a

large extent by experience, that a much smaller propor-

tion of fine coal was made by a machine than by hand

cutting. This, of course, is a natural result. The disk

or bar machines cut a kurf under the coal of just suffi-

cient vertical height to allow the passage of disk or bar

and provide for the coal coming down. Except where the

ground is much broken up by nodules of iron pyrites

or by irregularities in the strata, this kerf is fairly uni-

form in section.

In order to cut well under the coal, in hand mining the

miner is compelled to remove a sufficient quantity to al-

low his head and shoulders going under the outer edge

of the face. He must also chip out enough materiiil to

allow the swinging of his pick. Such a process necessar-

ily prodtices a large amount of .slack.

After the successful introduction of coal-cutting ma-

F. WM.Kiii

ciiines, it was found in many cases where undercutting

had been i)erformed and the shots fired that the coal sim-

ply settled (into the strata lichiw in some cases at least,

bicaking up i)ut very little. This ent^iiled additional

liilior foi' reducing the large blocks to such sizes as could

lie easily loaded into the mine cars.

It should be noted that the coal ])uncher closely a]i-

proaches the results obtained in hand mining and makes

lu-actically as much small coal as the latter method.

Where the output of the mine goes to coke ovens, it is

immaterial, so far as the mining process is concerned,

how much slack is produced since it is all ground <ji'

])ulverized before being coked.

M \( iiixics .\i)VA\( i; Moiti: lii:iaLAiii.\

In working coal measures on the longwall system, there

are other advantages which may be obtained by the I'ni-

jiloyment of coal-cutting machines; among these might

be mentioned more regular working, a more uniform ad-

\ance of the face and greater safety in working condi-

tions generally. With hand undercutting, the face may

be and frequently is, advanced in an irregular manner,

while with machine work the whole face advances at the

same rate. This leads to economy in the use of timber

and .safer working conditions generally.

In a considerable number of British collieries, the (oal

overlies a fireclay, which may be either hard or soft in it';

consistency. Xot infrequently the undercutting is doni

in this material, and the inconvenience and difficulty en

countered because of the soft and yielding floor, may Ijc

overcome by mounting the machine on skids rather tliaii

wheels. There seems to bo a general tendency towarii

skids, more and more in place of wheels and rails, for al-

though the power required to draw the apparatus along

the face is greater, yet the machine itself is more inde-

pendent and flexible. Furthermore, when em])loying skids

or similar devices, it is not necessary to have the face

of the coal either level or straight.

The only locations in Britain where the economy of

the coal-cutting machine is questionable are in the collier-

ies mining a particularly soft coal. This is especially

true of the mines in South Wales, where the coal is pe-

culiarly soft, and may be cut and brought down with

extreme ease. It is here difficult to devise a machine

that will show marked economy over hand labor, in spiic

of the fact that the miners are paid large wages.

In some of the English collieries the method of work-

ing is such that the coal face is extremely long. In

Yorkshire, in some cases, the working face is 900 yd. in

length, there being several such faces in a single col-

liery. The ideal of one mining engineer who had been

largely instrumental in the development of the coal-cut-

ting machines, was a continuous circular face with a

number of machines continuo\isly chasing each other, so

to speak, around it, the machines being spaced a sufficient

distance apart to allow the coal which was cut each niglit

to be loaded out during the next day. In Scotland, the

practice, in some collieries at least, is to have a working

face about 100 yd. in length, which is cut across durin;;

each cutting sliift and the coal loaded out during the

following haulage shift, the same as in Yorkshire.
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Mines of the Continental Coal Corporation
SYNOPSIS—The Continental Coal Corporation, having

an/.iifed 16 independent mine.'<. is about tn operate them

all from a central station.

The Continental Coal Corporation was formed through

the consolidation of nearly a dozen different companies,

operating 18 diiferent mines in southeastern Kentuck)-

and mining a high quality of coal. The work of uniting

Of a total of 18 separate mines, some are so located

as to permit one tipple to handle the coal from two or

three openings. The duplication of mine numbers is due

to the separate ownership preceding the consolidation.

All but two of the mines are working the Straight

Creek bed of coal, which is of a high quality. Mines Xos.

4 and 5 on Four-Mile creek work the Kim or Hickory

seam, Iving about 90 to 100 ft. above the Straight Creek

EiM \(). 4. Bell Couxty. Ky.

(This mine, having an output of about 1000 tons a uay. is

in the Four Mile Creek district, and is one of the two mines
working the High Rim or Hickory seam.)

IxiI.IXi: AT liI.M No. 4

(The cars passing d
barney. The coal thus 1-

motives of the Louisville and X
n this slope are restrained by a
red is dumped to supply the loco-
'

lie R.R.)

Tipple at Ei.m Xo. 4

(One of the big tipples of the Continental Coal Corporation.) A less pi

Tipple at Aim ay. Ivy.

r-tentious tipple of the sa company.)

the operations of the mines has not l)een completed, but

it is intended to effect economies in operation through

central power liou.<es, etc.

The holdings of the companies reach a total of about

35,000 acres in Bell County, eastward and northward

from Piueville, Ky. They are situated along the Cum-
berland Valley division of the main line of the Louis-

ville & Xashville E.E., which serves the mines through its

various branches. Eastward from Pineville, up Straight

Creek and its forks, are nine mines, named Geraldine,

Glendon, Arjay, Cory Xos. 1, 2 and 3, Castro and Barker

Xos. 2 and 3. A mile down the Cumberland River,

northwest from Pineville at "Wallsend, are two mines,

Xos. 1 and 3. Three miles farther down the river, and

up Four-Mile creek, are seven mines, known as Black

Raven, Rim Xos. 1, 3 and 4, Xo. 5. Black Bear and Cub.

bed at this point. There are numerous other availal.)le

seams higher in the hills as well as below drainage.

The Straight Creek coal is a free-burning bituminous

suited for steam, gas and domestic uses. An analysis

made by the United States Xavy Department gave the

following results

:

Carbon 63.40
Volatile
Moisture
Ash . . . .

Total
Sulphur .

B.t.u. per

33.17
2.23
1.20

100.00
0.6S

15.103

The company has introduced many forms of social bet-

terment. A thoroughly equipped hospital is maintained

in Pineville and five physicians are in the service of the

company at the several groups of mines. First-aid corps

are maintained, one of the crews winning the first-prize
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Iropir at the meeting of the Kentuekv Mining Institute

in Mav of tlie present year. At each of the eanips there

are baseball and basketball teams whieli are the ihanipii.n

oriranizations of southeastern Kentuiky.

The height of coal that is being mined varies from

.51/0 ft., as at the Rim No. 4 mine, where the Rim seam

of the I'niteil States Steel Corporation at Ciary, wliidi

advanced that state from si.xtii to third place.

All the coke produced in Illinois in li'll and 1912 wns

made in byi)ro(luct ovens, much of the coal being drawn

Iriini West \'irginia mines. No bee-liivc coki^ was pm
ihucd in the state, lii sonic of the ovens the cIkul:'

Two ExTKKioi; Views of the B-mikek Misv:

trip
IThe erad.- at Bark, r favors the loaded cars. Nevertheless (Hauling
,s not cu.stomary to let the locomotive follow the waKons Barker min

out of the mine. Instead iV'takes the lead and crosses over

by the connection shown, and is attached to the tiont end oi

the empty trip.)

f loaded
10-ton

rs from No. 2 opening of the

sinerle-motor.
omotive. The distance from the tipple to the mine op

r is about a quarter of a mili>. The cars are gathered

( ^v low-tvpe Goodman locomotive chaining loaded cars to

the end of a" rope-haulage system. The cars in the "rooms are

pushed both ways by the miners and trips are gathered on the

entries by a 5-ton locomotive.)

Two iNTEHioii Views .\t the W.\LLSExn j^Iixi;

tering a low room,

hines stana iavt i". auove i,,e rail.s. t;onseciueiitl>

nter rooms only 3U in. high on tracks laid on the

floor. No rock is taken down in the rooms.)

I A Goodman shortwall machine
These machines stand 25% in. abov

is being worked, to 30 in. in the Wallsend mine, working

the Straight Creek bed. The coal is all machine mined,

being undercut by shortwall machines.

Illinois' Eight-Million-Dollar Coke

Production

The production of coke in Illinois in 1912, amounted

to 1,764,944 short tons, valued at $8,069,903, against

1,61),212 tons, valued at $6,390,251 in 1911, acording to

E. W. Parker of the TJ. S. Geological Survey. The

average value per ton advanced from $3.97 to $4.57. In

spite of the increase in production Illinois dropped from

fourth to fifth place in rank among the states, hecause

of the much larger increase in Indiana that followed the

putting in blast of the entire plant of 560 koppers ovens

consists of a mixture of West Virginia iuid Illinois cnal

in the proportions of 4 U> 1. This has been found In

make an entirely satisfactory coke.

There were four retort plants with a total of 568 ovens

in operation iu 1912. One of these plants consisted of

240 Semet-Solvay ovens operated by the By-product Coke

Corporation at South Chicago. This plant has been en-

larged three time-s, the latest addition of 40 ovens being

completed in 1912. Thirteen of the same kind of ovens

were operated by the Nortli Shore Gas Co., at Waukegan,

having been completed iu 1912. These ovens are heated

l)v producer gas made from the coke.

A plant of 280 koppers ovens was operated by the Il-

linois Steel Co., at Joliet, built in 1908 and 1909, and

another of 35 by the Coal Products Manufacturing Co..

also at Joliet, completed in 1912. The surplus gas from

the former is used at the steel plant.
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Nonfatal Injuries in Bituminous Mines
By F. L. Hoffman*

SYXOPSLS—Tlie nonfalal-aaldeii/ rate in bifuiiiinous

mines is ahnost equal to tliat in antlircu'ite workings. Tli,e

cunjugal relations of the injured are closely the same in

both fields and the main differentiation between the re-

gions is to be found in the fact that the percentage of in-

juries to the head and arms is greater in the anthracite

region. In the bituminous field the workers receive a

larger percentage of injuries to the body and loiver limbs.

In Coal Age of ilay •)!, 11) 13, I had occasion to

discuss at some length the nature of nonfatal injuries in

anthracite mines. To make the study complete and to

provide the required data for comparison I have brought

together the corresponding information for the bitiimin-

ous coal mines of Pennsylvania, also for the period 1907-

1911. There were, in the aggregate, 5602 nonfatal acci-

dents, or 6.04 per 1000 men employed. The inside non-

fatal accident rate was 7.32, and the outside rate, 0.42

per thousand. These rates require only to be stated to

emphasize the incompleteness of the returns, which are

obviously limited only to the more serious casualties.

The same conclusion applies to the anthracite statistics,

for, as shown in the article to which reference has just

been made, the nonfatal-accident rate for the anthracite

region was 6.71 per 1000. Whethef the risk is really less

in the bituminous region is a matter of conjecture, for

there are no means by which it is possible to determine

whether the returns are more complete for the one coal

iield than for the other. In view of the ever-increasing

agitation for adequate workmen's compensation laws it is,

however, of the utmast importance that all accidents caus-

ing disablement for work should be reported, so that a

complete statement of the facts may be available and may
properly guide those charged with the responsibility for

framing more or less far-reaching statutory requirements.

Table I exhibits in a convenient form the nonfatal acci-

TABLE I. NONFATAL ACCIDENTS IN PENNSYLVANIA COAL
MINES, 1007-1911

Bituminous Rate per Anthracite Rate per
inOO 1000

Year Employees Accidents employed Employees Accidents employed
1907 ,

lsr!,121 1207 6,59 lfiS,774 1309 8,11
190S-, IM.sliI 1026 3 04 174,503 li70 6.70
1909.. ls.-,,'li.'| 1126 0.06 171.19.1 1034 6.04
1910... l'.i:i.4s.S 1142 5 90 16S,175 1048 6 23
1911 1)S2,053 1101 6.03 173,338 U24 6,48

Total. 927,023 5602 6.04 i,985 5745 6 71

dents in Pennsylvania bituminous coal mines for the pe-

riod 1907-1911, together with the comparative rates for

anthracite mines, discussed in my previous article.

Liability to Accident as Affected bt Age

Table II exhibits the age distribution of the injured

as determined by means of a special analysis of the facts

reported in detail in the returns to the Department of

Mines, and for purpose of comparison I also add the cor-

responding percentages for the anthracite mines.

According to this comparison the age distribution of

the injured was about the same in both mining districts,

for if the age periods are combined in more convenient

•statistician, Prudential Insurance Co. of America, New-

fonii It appears that at ages under 25 the proportion of

injured was 30.4 per cent, for the bituminous region,

against 32.1 per cent, for the anthracite, whereas at ages

50 and over, the proportion was 7.6 per cent, for the bi-

tuminous, against 8.6 per cent, for the anthracite. In

other words, the proportion was slightly higher for the

two e.xtremes of life in the anthracite region, but the

differences are not of sufficient importance to indicate

material variations in the accident liability of anthracite

table II. AGE DISTRIBUTION OF PERSONS INJURED IN NON-
F.ATAL ACCIDENTS IN PENNSY'LVANIA COAL MINES,

1907-19U
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were. Slavonians, Italians, Poles, Hungarians an.l

Austriaus. in the onler nanierl. and in the anthraiiu'

region: Poles, Lithuanians, Italians, Slavonians, Irish

anil Scotch. In the bituminous region the projtortion of

arcitlcnts which occurred to men born in countries where

English is spoken was 30.7 per cent., against 3H.7 per

cent, in the anthracite mines.

It is impossible to state what percentage of the iiica

of any nativity received nonfatal injuries since the miners

having anv given nativity have not been .separately enum-

erated. If it were feasitile to calculate precise death rates

hv nativity much valuable information would be gained

regarding the greater or lesser accident liability of some

foreign elements than of others. Some have possibly a

better aptitude for underground work or a longer mine

experience, which, it may safely be assumed, counts for

much, although accidents are likely to occur even in the

TABLE IV. CAUSES OF NO.NF.VTAL ACCIDENTS I.N THE

(111 of time or upon the

returns than are at present

.-( iciitili. purposes. rcfcirMic to tile occuiiat ions in detail

would be useful, luit the value of the analysis

diminishes with the decreasing numbers yielded by a

minute classification, which can only be made to ad-

vantage for M nincli longer

basis of miuli more complete

available.

For a full understanding of llic acciilent problem in

bituminous mines it is necessary to take into account

the relation of i)articular occui>ations to the prevailing

causes of accidents, as quite fully set forth in Table IV,

which also shows the percentage distribution of such

causes for inside and outside employees combined.

Table IV is self-e.vplanatory and requires no extended

discu.ssioii. It is shown that the most common cau.ses

of accidents in liituniinnu- ininrs were falls of slate or

accounting for :!7..". iut .•cnl. of llic lolal, followed

I aside omployeea

Mice foremen
A93t. mine foremen .

.

Firebosses
Jliners
ilacliine runners. . .

.

Machine loaders. .

.

Machine scrapers.

.

Drivers and runners.
Doorboys and helper;

Company men
Other inside

Fall
of
coal

Fall of

slato

Falls
into
shafts

root

lilTrMINOUS COAI.

. Explosions <

le gas or
PS dust powder bla

per

MINES OF PENNSYI.V.VNIA,

2S.'i4

138
1016

Total «'«

Outside employees

Superintendents
Jj

Foremen ,.

Blacksmiths and carpenters '>

Engineers and firemen
J^

Coke employees
Bookkeepers, etc "

Total
Grand total

Percent..

with many vears of under- I

case of the most careful

ground experience.

The Ai( n)ENT.s of Married Men Roi-ghly Equal in

Number Those of the Unmarried

The statistics of injured mine employees differentiate

only the married and single, and do not mention the

widowers, although it would be of considerable impor-

tance to have this fact stated, since in workmen's compen-

sation legislation the awards are made to depend more or

less upon the number, .and degree of dependence, of sur-

viving members of the family. It is, however, extremely

suggestive that even according to the present crude non-

fatal-accident statistics in Pennsylvania coal mines the

conjugal condition of the injured should he shown to be

almost the same. The proportion of injured married em-

ployees, for illu.stration, in the bituminous coal mines of

Pennsylvania was 55.5 per cent., against 56.1 per cent,

for the anthracite region. Recalling that much the same

result was obtained in the analysis of the ago distribution

of injured employees, the conclusion would seem war-

ranted that there are probably no pronounced differences

in the method of reporting nonfatal accidents, for, in

both mining sections only the more serious casualties ap-

pear to he recorded.

The causes of injuries have been classified in reasonable

detail in the table which follows, and the minor occupa-

tions have been grouped on account of the required limita-

tion of space. As pointed out in the previous article, for

.|..lits
y mine cars, accounting for 'i'.K\ per rent., an

due to falls of coal, responsible for l(j.4 per cent, of llu'

nonfatal injuries from all causes. These three principal

groups of causes, therefore, accounted for 8.3 per cent, (jf

the nonfatal accidents from all causes.

The next and mo.st important table of the present dis-

cussion (Table V) exhibits in considerable detail the

parts of the body injured in nonfatal accidents in the bi-

tuminous mines of Pennsylvania. The table conforms

in its arrangement to the corresponding table for non-

fatal accidents in anthracite mines as published in the

article to which reference has previously been made. This

analysis, as far as known, is the first contribution of its

kind to a more scientific study of the accident iirobleni

in mining, and the table is deserving of (Iw most careful

study on the part of mine managers, mine physicians,

and all others interested in the safety and comfort of

mine employees.

The table emphasizes the great importance of thor-

oughly equipped departments of first aid to the injured,

although as previously pointed out, a large number of

the minor nonfatal accidents are unquestionably not re-

ported at the present time. The jiroportion of unspecified

injuries in the ca.se of bituminous mines was only '-i.'i

per cent., against 7.5 per cent, for the anthracite region,

and the proportion of multiple injuries combined and

not available for tabular analysis was also less in the bi-

tuminous than in the anthracite, or, respectively, 4.1

per cent, against 6.5 per cent. In time, as mine man-
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:»rnis, rwists. liauiij: ami liniTt'is, iii the bitiiniiiunis re-

gion, agaiust 31.1 per teiit. iu the anthraeite. In marked

eontrast, injuries to the collar bone, rib.<, trunk and in-

ternal parts of the body are niueh more frequent in the

bituminous region, aeeounting for 18.6 per eent. of the

total injuries, against 11.3 per eent. for the anthraeite

mines.

Injuries to the lower extremities are also more

eommon in the bituminous region, aeeounting, respec-

tively, for 53.4 per cent, of the total, against 41.5 per

eent. for the anthracite. An element of error, however,

underlies these figures on account of the larger propor-

tion of ill-defined and unclassified injuries in the an-

thracite region, or, respectively, 14 per cent., against

oidy 7. -5 per eent. for the bituminous.

Co.ST OF C'O.MPKNSATIOX

It does not fall within the limits of the jircseut discus-

sion to apply the jireceding analysis to the concrete prob-

lem of workmen's compensation, and the question of ag-

TABLi; VI. PARTS OF BODY IXJURED IN NONF.\TAL ACCIDENT.S
IN PENNSYLVANIA COAL MINF.S. 1007-1911

Bituminous Anthracite
Rate per Percent. Rnte per Percent.

Part Number KXK) of Number 1000 of

I.ijured Injured Employed Total Injured Employed Total

Head 217 23 3.9 306 36 5 3

Face I4C 0.16 2.6 308 0.36 5 4
Eyes 52 06 0.9 56 0.07 10
Nose 11 0.01 0.2 24 03 4

Total.... 426 0.46 7.6 694 0.81 12 1

Shoulder... 87 09 1.5 86 0.10 1.5
Arm 291 31 5.2 453 0.53 7.9
Wriat 32 0.03 0.6 28 0.03 OS
Hand Ifif. O.IS 3.0 519 61 9.0
Finser 164 0.18 2.9 129 0.15 2.2

TotaL. . 740 0.80 13.2 1215 142 21.1

CoUarbor.e . 258 0.28 4.6 130 13 2 3
Rib 195 0.21 3.5 201 2,-i 3 5

Trunk .520 0.56 9.3 270 32 4.7
Intem.il.... 67 0.07 1.2 47 05 OS

Total 1040 1.12 18.6 648 76 11.3

Hip 195 0.21 3.5 164 n 19 29
Leg 2121 2.29 .37.9 1S20 2 13 31.7
Knee 15 0.05 0.8 49 06 0.9
Ankle 170 0.18 3.0 113 13 20
Foot 380 0.41 6.8 188 22 3 3
Toe 78 0.08 1.4 47 0.05 0.8

Total 2989 3.22 53.4 2383 2 78 415
Other and
not specified 407 44 7.3 805 94 14

Grand total .5602 6.04 100 5745 6 71 100.0

gregate expense which would fall upon the mining in-

dustry if all of these injuries were paid for in conformity

to a specific and scientific schedule. We should take into

consideration that, in all probability, a considerable num-
ber of nonserious injuries in the mining industry are not

reported at the present time, but a large number of such

casualties would at once become a matter of official record

and require compensation in the event of the adoption of

a liberal workmen's compensation statute for the bene-

fit of tbose employed in the anthracite- and bituminous-

mining industries.

As pointed out in the previous article, on the British

basis of $24.70 per accident, the aggregate cost of a fairly

liberal compensation plan would entail a total expendi-

"mre of about three and a half million dollars upon the

anthracite-mining industry, and on the basis of the same
estimate the corresponding expense to bituminous mining
would be $3,855,942. These estimates are based on the

assumption that the British nonfatal-accident rates, which
are accurately determined as a result of tlip workmen's
compensation law, prevail in the Pennsylvania mining
industry, although there are reasons for believing that in

Head

face

Eyes -:

Nose
Shoulder

Arm
Wrist —

-

Hdnd

Finger

Collarbone

Ribs

Trunk

In+erned

—

Hips—

Leg& >

Knees -

^nkles

Fee+
Toes

5.4

.J.O
OA
1.5

7.9

0.5

-51.7

5.9-
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Death of a Veteran Inspector

It is with regret that we learned of the reeeiit death

of George Harrison, former chief mine inspector of Ohio,

which was announced in Coal Age, July 26, p. 1-10. Mr.

Harrison died Monday night, July l-i, after an illness of

nearly a year. Early last fall he was stricken with paraly-

sis, from which he failed to recover, and a final stroke has

now terminated his life. Mr. Harrison had two strokes

of paralysis, previously, the first occurring June, 1910,

while attending the Mine Inspectors' Institute Meeting,

at Chicago, 111.; and the second, two years later, when he

fell from a street ear, at the ITiiion Station, Columhu.s,

Ohio.

Mr. Harrison was horn at (ireenhcad, Xorthumherland

County, England. April 30, 1840. He was compelled to

give up school at the early age of seven years, eight

months, owing to

the protracted ill-

ness of his father.

As far as he was

able, he a.ssisted

his mother in the

support of the

family, \v h i c h

consisted of three

sisters and two

younger broth-

ers. Because of

the growing
needs of the fam-

ily, he was un-

able to resume his

studies and, at

the age of 16,

moved to Lead-

gate, County of

Durham, where

he entered the

mines, doing a

man's work.

A few years later he married and, in 1880, came to

this country, leaving a wife and children, five girls and
two boys, all under twelve years of age, who joined him
after four months. The family located at Byesville,

Guernsey County, later going to Wellston, where he was
made superintendent of tlie Wainwright mine. He was
an active member of the IT. M. W. A., serving for a time

as state organizer and, again, as member of the state

executive board. He was an energetic worker and a man
of unquestioned integi-ity of character. He has filled

every position in the mine from trapper boy to super-

intendent and mine manager. He was appointed state

mine inspector by former Gov. Herriek, May 25, 1904,

serving for two terms, consecutively, extending to Aug.

5. 1912.

Mr. Harrison was a charter memljer of the Mine In-

spectors' Institute, IT. S. A., and served as president of

that institute, from its organization, June, 1908, to June,

1911. Last February, Mr. Harrison moved from Colum-
bus to Caldwell. He is survived by a widow and nine

children, two sons and seven daughters, six of the latter

being married. Mr. Hamson's service a.s chief mine in-

spector will cause him to be remeinbered long in the

state.

George Harrison

The Employees' Magazine
The first number of the magazine published by the

Lehigh Valley Coal Co., for the use of its employees,

has just been issiied. Its purpose, scope and policy are

outlined in the foreword, which reads as follows

:

"A man is known by the company he keeps."
Likewise a company is known by the men it keeps.
In 1910, when this company established its mining schools,

the object was to give its employees an opportunity to se-
cure an education that would better them for their work.
This venture, we are pleased to say, has proven a success.
Through these schools, however, we have been able to benefit
only a portion of our employees, and even for them our ef-
forts along educational lines ceased after they graduated.
This limitation pointed to the necessity of a medium that
would help all the men all the time; and an employees' maga-
zine, we believe, would best fill that need.

The purpose of such a magazine, then, will be: to acquaint
you with uptodate and efficient mining methods; to put you
in touch with improvements in machinery, equipment, appar-
atus, modei-n construction, opei-ation, etc.; to assist you in

avoiding accidents and conserving life and property; and to

enable you to exchange your ideas, suggestions and experi-
ences, in order to better your conditions In every possible
way. The only discussions that will not be allowed in this

magazine are those on matters which are already provided
for in agreements between employers and employees in the
anthracite coal region. In presenting this first number to

you, we trust that you will receive it as cheerfully as it is

given, and that you will not only utilize it to your best ad-
vantage, but also lend it your aid and support.

THE LEHIGH VALLEY CO.AL CO.

The new magazine has an attractive cover design in

two colors, in the center of which appears the clasped

hands of labor and capital outlined against a car of

coal. That the publishers hope and desire that there will

be such a mutual friendship and understanding is evi-

denced not only by the whole tenor of its contents,

but by the fact that this magazine is published entirely

at the expense of the company for free distribution among
its employees.

The leading article is by F. H. Gonsolus, manager ol'

the technical division of the duPont Powder Co., of Wil-

mington, Del., and treats of the proper method of hand-

ling and firing explosives. The article is illustrated with

half-tones and diagrams; in fact, the whole magazine is

handsomely illustrated throughout.

Descriptions of new devices, technical articles which

are not too hard for the average mine worker to compre-

hend, an account of the closing exercises of the Lehigh

Valley mine schools, including the record of colliery ad-

vancement of over 70 men, as a result of their studies,

interesting news items from the various divisions, article.'

on first-aid work and answers to inquiries take up the

bulk of the space, but the publication is not too solemn

to publish some good jokes and a page for women, which

will appeal to the mine workers' wives.

One interesting news item tells of an innovation which

is spreading among the Lehigh Valley collieries. In-

stead of stopping work on the day of a funeral, as hereto-

fore, the employees send a committee to the ceremony and

on the following pay day take up a collection, to which

Ihe company contributes .$100, for the benefit of the fam-

ii.y-

Keen interest has been aroused among the collieries by

the publication of the Annual Keporfc of the Inspector of

Equipment on the condition of all the collieries and on

the ratings of the "Fire Squads" at each colliery. The

place of honor this year is held by the Mineral Spring

colliery of the Wyoming division with a mark of over

97 per cent.
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The Carbon Coal Co's. Central

Station

By \V. Hwaut .Iamks* and Gkouim- W. Hall

SY\0I'S1S—A bri<i lii<lvry L^ here niien of the incep-

tion uf the Carbon Coal Co. and a description of ^ts

electrical equipment and recently con.structed central

power plant, together irilh operating costs and data.

The growth of the Carbon Coal Co., Carbon, Kanawha

Countv W Va., is iutiniatelv linked with the develop-

ment of that section of the state through the mining

and marketing of the rich eoal deposits which nestle

under the surface of the region. Less than eighteen

vears ago the surrounding country, through which flows

Cai)in Creek, was but a dense forest and had furnished

a hunting ground for such men as Daniel Boone, the

great hunter and Indian fighter. It is said that the

creek derived its un.iic from the fact that the renowned

scout pitched liis ••tent" or "cabin" at Us nioulh. and

iiiniii nut iiiiiiiiiiimuuii iiiiuua iiiiim niiiiiiiiniiui >«»' "i"" i""""""" '""
"'

The following year llioe pioneers extended llie railroad

from Leowood to South Carbon. Al the same tiiiie Mi'.

A. E. Humphreys and his colleagues of the West Virginia

Colliery Co. constructed a similar means of transporta-

tion from Decota to the mouih of Coal Fork, and shortly

afterward were engaged in extending their track up

Long r.raiich to the No. 4 Mine. The Kep"'''''- ^'"'i' ^"•

was inaugurated at about Uns time, and wuhiii the

next few months had completed a branch line of railroad

throughout its entire holdings. During lliis i)eriod of

construction, it may be >aid that the rapid progress of

development changed Uie vitv atmosphere of the com-

inunitv. instead of reinaining the secure haunts of the

bear and the deer, it was ,|nirkly transl'ornied into a

business center.

A (illAlllAL CKowrii

The Carbon Coal Co., with its sulisidiaries. the Repub-

lic Coal Co.. and ilie West \'irgiiiia Colliery Co.. has

gradually been spreading out in all directions and is

GeXERAI, VlKW

that this landmark gave the creek the name it still re-

tains.
,

For .some time little was known of the Inizz ol indus-

trial proeress in this locality ; and with the exception of

a few lumber camps and saw mills which were scattered

along the creek and its tributaries, the resources

of this remarkable field lay dormant. Coal for a num-

ber of years was apparently of no commercial value, and

was mined only in a desultory way until the Garrison

interests commenced developing some coal lands in the

vicinity of Miami in the year 1895. Four years later

Messrs. Thomas, Cabell, Dickinson and others formed

the Carbon Coal Co.. and at the head of the creek on

the waters of Trace and Fifteen Mile Forks commenced

operations, which from small beginnings have developed

into a gigantic corporation, whose workings extend into

three counties, Kanawha, Raleigh and Fayette.

^ief engineer. Carbon Coal Co., Carbon, W. Va.

coiistantlv looking ahead for new development-^. iho

.several companies are operated independently, but are

controlled bv the same management. Electric power ioi'

operating the various collieries was being generated in

three separate and distinct power plants, which contained

belt-driven generators that had been in use for quite ii

number of vears. New installations were continuallM

being added 'to these plants as necessity warranted, until

each became a complicated arrangement of scattered

mechanism; yet it still remained inadequate for the de-

mands. It was therefore deemed expedient to re.sort to

a more modern means of generating the motive powei

required.

The project of erecting a "central power plant" was

carefully worked out; and though it was found by calcu-

lation that the initial outlay would inevitably be he1^ v,

it was evident that the ultimate advantages wouM be

overwhelmingly in favor of the proposed new iustallalioii.
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It was therefore decided to proceed at once with the work.

aud Mr. James was authorized to design aud superintend

the construction

An absolutely fireproof building, designed not for the

conditions of today, but for the requirements of tomor-

row, houses the entire plant. It has a structural-steel

frame with reinforced-concrete walls and is arranged so

that another unit may be installed at any time with no

extraordinary expense, the foundations being already set

for a complete duplicate of the present installation, lioil-

ers included.

The boiler room, with its battery of two 41:0-hp.

Stirling boilers, presents a pleasing appearance and is

symmetrical in every detail. The ashes are dropped into

a steel car, which operates in a concrete pit beneath the

floor, aud are transported to the end of the building

where the car is elevated and dumped into an ashpit of

large capacity. They are afterward hauled away to re-

pair roads, etc., in the vicinity.

The fuel .supply is obtained from an adjacent mine
and is deposited by means of a conveyor in a car, which
runs by gravity over a short trestle and then dumps the

coal into a concrete storage bin of sufficient capacity

to provide for a two weeks' run. Thus, in ease of a

tiiose interested in the electrification of mines. An
exceptionally noteworthy feature of the installation is the
effective manner in which some of the old apparatus in

the former isolated power plants has been utilized in the

substations established in connection with the present
central station. All the power-house equipment as well

as the new substation machines were designed and built

l^y the General Electric Co.

The proposition involved abandoning the three distinct

plants, which were operating at a fair cost, and replacing

them with a noncondensing turbo-generator central sta-

tion, which has since been able to reduce this cost to a

minimum, making the investment one of good value.

The company was confronted with the question of dis-

posing of about $10,000 worth of apparatus by placing

it on the second-hand list or in some other manner, aud
it was a difficult matter at the time to understand
wherein discarding this apparatus would warrant the

exi^enditure of some $80,000 for a central power plant.

The problem was partly solved by retaining the old

generators for the substations and building them into

motor-generator sets by using synchronous and induction

motors, operating through flexible coupling drives. There
were four of these niaeliino in all. one of which has

Motok-Genekatok Set axd Maix Powep; Unit

breakdown at the mines the power plant will not suffer

from lack of fuel.

Water for the boilers is obtained from a well sunk
150 ft. deep and operated by a 6x24-in. deep-well pump,
which is driven by a 10-hp. electric motor. Before enter-

ing the boiler.s, the water is treated for scale prevention

by a process prescribed by C. A. Cabell, general

manager of the company. It is then pumped through a

2500-hp. heater, filtered and forced by a hot-water pump
into the boilers at a temperature of 90 deg. C. (194
deg. F. ). The boilers are equipped for a pressure of

150 lb., aud draft is furnished by a circular stack -1 ft.

in diameter by 100 ft. high, with damper regulators at

the base so as to maintain a uniform heat. Each boiler

is fitted with an automatic-feed arrangement, which

keeps the water always at a fixed level. Both the hot-

and cold-water pumps are 10x6xlO-in. direct-acting type.

The Plaxt Is Stkictly Modekx

The new central power plant is designed aud con-

structed along the most modern lines, and is equipped

with the highest-grade machinery and apparatus. Pro-

vision has been made for any emergency that may arise,

and the entire plant is worthy of a close inspection by

The TrRBO-GEXEEAToii axd Switchboard

since been sold to meet an emergency, and has been re-

placed by a new 150-kw., 600 rpm., 250-27o-volt direct-

current generator.

In the power plant is installed a 937-kv-a., 3600-rpni..

2300-volt, alternating, noncondensing, horizontal turbo-

generator. Excitation for the unit is furnished by a

lo-kw., ioOO-rpm., 125-volt, noncondensing turbo-exciter

and a two-unit motor-generator exciter set composed of

a 25-kw., 1200-rpm., 125-volt generator direct connected
to a 3.5hp. 2200-volt motor. The installation also in-

cludes a two-unit motor-generator consisting of a 200-

kw., 720-rpm., 275-volt generator direct connected to a

300-hp. 2200-volt motor. A 12-panel switchboard, with
the necessary generator and feeder circuits, which are

metered by recording wattmeters that measure the power
for each circuit, completes the equipment.

Five substations are at present in operation, each being
located to suit the requirements of an allotted area, as

shown on the annexted property map. They are all of

similar design, but the installations vary slightly.

No. 1 substation is located at the Carbon Splint mine,
3200 ft. from the central station, and contaius a 150-kw.,

600-rpni., 230-volt generator coupled to a 220-hp. 2200-
Yolt synchronous motor.
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Xo. 2 substation is situated at Republic No. '2 mine,

G400 ft. from the plant, and its equipment consists of

one 150-kw., 250-volt, 600-rpm. generator connected to a

•200-hp. 2200-volt induction motor.

Xo. 3 substation is located at Republic No. 3 mine,

ll.-^OO ft. from the main station, and has apparatus of

the same capacity and characteristics as Xo. 1 suit-

station.

Xo. 4 substation is situated at tlie entrante lo the

West Virginia Xo. 4 mine. 18,800 ft. from the power

plant. It embraces practically the same equipment of

apparatus as No. 3 substation.

No. 5 substation is at the mouth of the (iilisoii iOiitry

of the West Virginia No. 2 mine, 18,400 ft. from the

power station, and has precisely the same installation as

Xo. 4 substation.

The various motors and nuuliines which are operated

from the substations are tabulated herewith : Xo. 1 sub-

station—Two 31/2-ton gathering locomotives, three 5-ton

COUNTy

Col.Co.2 \

Sub-station 5 /

\W.Va;CdCco.3
^\ SplirftMine _j.

motive, two 7V2-bp. stationary motors, three 10-hp. sta-

tionary motors, one 15-h]). .<tatioiu>ry motor, two 2.5-hi>.

stationary motors, one 45-h]i. stationary motor, live

breast mining nnicbines.

The most satisfactory way to dctenninc the relatiso

superiority of (Uie jilanl over anotlier is to compare tluir

merits on a basis of the cost of production in coml)iii:i-

tion with their ultimate efficiency. There are uo de-

tailed accurate tigures on record regarding the output

ohtained from the old plants, except that the average

]ier month for the Carbon, Re])ul)lic and West Virginia

])ower plants combined was ai)|)roximately ilO.OOO kw.-

lus. The actmil cost of maintenance, including fuel,

salaries and all other contingencies, amounted to $13()8

per month on an average; thus the cost of production

was $0.01.52 per kw.-hr.

Ti!K Taiu'lation of Costs

The rolliiwing tiililc is compiled from the engineer's

daily report and gives an accurate account of the amount

and cost of power production at the central station fmni

the commencement. It will he noticed that the cnst

per kw.-hr. for September, October and Xovember was

nmterially enhanced, owing to the recent labor tn)ul)le

which invaded the coal field ; that the power produced was

infinitely less than when all the mines were running

Ihcir full capacity, while the actual cost of maintenance

wiis practically the sanic. .\ glance at the record for

.\ugu.st discloses the fact that the greater the output the

iheaper the power per kw.-hr.:

TARLK OF COSTS

Co.st of Fuel,
Supplipf and
All Other Salaries and Cost per

Month Items Labor Cost K«-.-hr. Kw.-nr

June . . $345.95 $31 7. (X) !)6,76S SO.dUlis

July . . 410.50 313.00 10S,440 0.001)7

XuKun 430.10 310.00 113,700 0005
Septemi>er 2S2.20 .321 00 74,830 OOSO

October 300. nO 314 00 57,080 0107
November 300.90 312.00 06.3.30 0.0092

PliOPKUTV ilAP OF THE CaRBON CoAL Co.

gathering locomotives, one lO-ton haulage locomotive, one

25-hp. stationary motor, four breast mining machines.

Xo. 2 substation—Three Si^-ton gathering locomo-

tives, three 5-ton gathering locomotives, two 6-ton haul-

age locomotives, six 10-hp. stationary motors, three

breast mining machines.

No. 3 substation—Four 31/2-ton gathering locomo-

tives, one 6-ton haulage locomotive, one 15-hp. stationary

motor, three breast mining machines.

X'o. 4 substation—Two 5-ton gathering locomotives,

two 10-tou haulage locomotives, two 5-hp. .stationary mo-

tors, one 71/2-hp. stationary motor, two 10-hp. stationary

motors, one 45-hp. stationary motor, six breast mining

machines, and one short-wall mining machine.

Xo. 5 substation—One 5-ton haulage locomotive, one

(i-ton haulage locomotive, one 5-hp. stationary motor,

one "i/j-hp. stationary motor, two 10-hp. stationary mo-

tors, one 25-hp. stationary motor, and four breast mining

machines.

Motor-generator .=et in power house—One 3i/^-ton

gathering locomotive, two 5-ton gathering locomotives,

one 6-ton haulage locomotive, one 10-ton haulage loco-

S2,07B S1,.SS9.00 517,148 $0.0079

It will be seen that the actual pnnluctive co.st for

jjower generated in the new central station averaged

$0.0079 per kw.-hr. during the si.x months' period as

against a cost of $0.0152 per kw.-hr. for that generated

in the three former isolated plants. Tiider the old

regime the co.st of production was slightly over $l(J.i)00

per annum. During the first six months of central

station operation, practically the same amount of power

was consumed as during the corresponding six months

previous. Figuring on a basis of 2 cents per kw.-hr. and

including ample allowance for depreciation, interest

charges and all other essential incidentals, a saving has

heen effected of $1,221.67 in six months. This saving

will more than double itself in the second half-year, since

the central-power plant had only just been completed,

during the first six months nnicli in excess had heen

charged to the cost of iirudiicl ion which really should

have been deliited to capital stuck.

One important benefit derived in this instance since

the introduction of central-station operation, which

should not be overlooked, is the improvement in the

facilities of the company for ])roper growth. With the

old plants, the power was so inferior and inadequate

that new developments were out of the question alto-

gether.
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To Save Lives

The question of what is a legitimate risk to be taken

with the hope of saving lives believed to be in danger,

or that may already have been sacrificed, has been raised

l)v the recent remarks of Sir Thomas Holland, before

the Indian Mining & Geological Club, at the Mining
Machinery Exhibition, in the Royal Agricultural Hall,

London. In the course of his remarks, Mr. Holland

referred to the tragic death of the late president of the

club. W. H. Pickering, who sacrificed his life in the

attcmi)t to rescue any possible survivors of the first ex-

plosion in the Cadeby Main Colliery. July 9, 1912, in the

following words

:

Everyone present knows thai, but foi- the great disaster
at Cadeby last July, our revered president, in his inimitable
\\'ay. would no-\v be in this place expressing your appreciation
of Mr. Montgomery's hospitality. This is the first general
gathering of the club since our president and founder lost his
life during what \^'as but the last of a series of heroic acts
on behalf of the miner. To those of you who know that the
same unflinching regard for duty controlled Mr. Pickering's
actions in small as well as in great things, the cold official

comment on the Cadeby disaster recently issued by the Chief
Inspector of Mines must seem like sacrilege. Allowing for
Sir. Redmayne's apparent difficulty in conveying his thoug'nts
in simple English. I have no hesitation in saying that the
sentiment conveyed in the last paragraphs of his recent re-

port will be condemned by every healthy-minded miner as
unworthy of the traditions of our race.

Putting aside for a moment the moral 'question as to

whether it Is right to lead a body of men into an unknown
danger to save a probably much smaller number of their
fellow-workers, there is good reason for assuming that Mr.
Pickering w^as justified by the facts before him at the time in

leading a rescue party. He had w'ith him other men of known
experience and good judgment, his official colleagues and the
manager of the mine: he was closely followed by another
party led by an inspector as experienced as J. R. R. Wilson,
who. but for an accidental delay, would, as we now know,
have been killed also.

Tt is easy to be wise after the event; it is easy apparently
in the comfort of an office chair to criticise the wisdom of

more experienced men; but this i eport fails most lamentably
to distinguish between the conclusions which were justified

by the facts before Mr. Pickering and his colleagues at the

time, and those which have since been obtained. Even as a
cold official judgment, therefore, on the purely professional

question of whether it was or was not discreet to go under-
ground, the inferences drawn in this report seem to me to be
unscientific and unsound. But the sentiment that it displays

is even more to be deplored.

Fancy this country admiring the professional wisdom of

Captain Scott if he returned safely rather than expose his men
to the dangers of the Antarctic! Fancy Pickering sitting at

the surface estimating the distant risks of another explosion

while his fellows were dying below! Doubtless if the rescue

party had been restrained long enough, in this case as in

similar cases, they could have proved the futility of an at-

tem.pt, as the men would then have been dead. [But, the deeds
of men like Pickering and Scott are worth more than lives;

through their deaths the spirit of the race lives, for to this

world a brave man dying in the face of danger is worth more
than ten cowards living and carefully counting the costs.]

After reading this report, I see the real wisdom of the Arch-
bishop of York, who said truly of Pickering: "His was not

a life cut short, but one abundantly completed and fulfilled."

It is our duty to see that the memory of such a man is pre-
served, for the benefit of our race.

In order to enable the reailer to arrive at a fair

judgment of this severe arraignment of the chief mine

inspector of Great Britain, made recently in an official

report to the home oflice, whieli has since been issued as

a blue book (Cd. 6716), we abstract the following para-

graph to which reference has been made

:

THE RESCUE OPERATIONS
I have formed a decided opinion in respect of the rescue

operations. While there was provided at the colliery as fine
a body of men trained in rescue work as one could wish to
see. the organization at the mine on the occasion of these
explosions was most defective. When Mr. Witty made his
arrangements at the surface, he should have issued instruc-
tions prohibiting the descent into the mine of all persons un-
provided with a written authorization to do so. He should
also have placed a guard at the outby end of the south plane
to prevent the entry into that district of unauthorized persons
from other parts of the mine. Had this been done the loss of
life occasioned by the second explosion would. I am sure, have
been much less heavy.

The further questions as to whether the work of recov-
ering and bringing out the bodies should have been under-
taken at this stage is one in respect of which there will doubt-
less be differences of opinion. I have no doubt on the point
I know that sentiment weighs heavily in the consideration of
a problem of this nature, and that there is an intense desire
on the part of relatives of the dead to see and bury the bodies
I do not think, however, that the management of a colliery
is justified in allowing persons to risk their lives in order
to recover and bring out dead bodies, for that such a pro-
cedure is always attended by the great risk of a second ex-
plosion when a fire is known to exist under.ground after an
explosion, is evidenced by case after case. Instances may be
cited in which the bodies have been recovered after an ex-
plosion of this nature (e.g., Jamage Colliery). I agree, but
it is a race with death. It is hard, however, to make people
realize this, and so strong may feeling run on these occasions
that it sometimes requires a higher moral courage to resist a
natural impulse and prohibit persons from undertaking (and
undertaking oneself) a risk of this nature, than to allow the
risk to be undertaken.

I should also remark that great difficulty was experi-
enced in obtaining a correct number of the casualties; this

was not definitely ascertained for three days after the disaster
owing to the indiscriminate issue of lamps after the first ex-
plosion. This was a regrettable incident, and one which em-
phasizes the necessity of strict discipline at such times.

I cannot conclude this report without recording my sense
of the magnitude of the loss which the Mines Department has
sustained in the death of three of its inspectors. Mr. Tickle
was a most promising junior inspector, and was, I know, held
in high esteem by Mr. Pickering. Mr. Hewitt was a careful

and experienced inspector. By Mr. Pickerings's death the
country is deprived of one of its most capable and devoted
public servants, and I personally have to mourn the loss of a
most able colleague and a loyal and valued friend.

We believe it is wise to refrain from further comment
on this sad incident. It seems to us both unseemly and

unjust to assume, in the light of later developments, to

call in question the acts of one who, with a limited

knowledge of conditions, was forced to decide, for him-

self and others, the question of the advisability of tak-

ing a risk that meant possible life to others or death to

themselves. It was truly, as Mr. Redmayne has ex-

pressed it, "a race with death." Who is so wise as to

say, with the limited knowledge of conditions available,

that a risk taken to .save lives is justifiable or otherwise.

It is true, sentiment is strong in the human heart, but

that sentiment reasons just as strongly for the living

as for the dead.

The words of Sir Thomas that, for sake of emphasis,

we have placed in brackets appeal to us. as they must to

all, very strongly.
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Mr. PirkiM-ing is no oxieption among mini- inspoitois.

Manv instanci's havi- oiciinvtl. hoth in tliis lountrv and

abroad, wlic-re tlie.<u ini-n liavi- sairifiicd tlu-ir lives in

tlie i-ndeavor, as thev lioped, to save the lives of others.

Two instances that we recall, at this time, arc the death

of Mine Inspector William Atkin.son, who was killed h_v

afterdam)) while attempting to re.seue victims of the ex-

plosion at Zeigler. 111., Apr. :?. 1005; and the .leath of

David X. Elias, who was killed in the second explosion,

which occurred a few hours after the first and which

resulted ill the sacrifice of H lives in addition to the 1^^

lives lost in the first explosion at Haniia, Wvo.. Mar.

38. 1908. Both of these men were experienced miners

and men of mature judgment : and we would not sav

that this was in error. Judgment may ditfer in iiidi-

viduals. hut can only lie dcclari'd in rvvi'V wlicn .-liown

to l,c s(i. in the light of facts availaiile al the time.

The Passing of the Braggart

\V.' like to ihink wc d,. not miss the braggart who

hauled more cars in the barroom than nude flesh and hu-

man endurance could withstand. But we do miss those

men. and others like them who. in the past, measured

their importance by their ability to produce and who

cared less about pay than product.

We hardly realize iiow we are drifting from the old con-

ditions. The difference between the man who tells how he

evades his duties and the man who brags how well h •

])erforms them is the difference between unproductive-

ness and efficiency, between national poverty and national

wealth. One-half the prosperity of America is the (uit-

come not of great natural resources but of the large

output per man employed. That productivity of lal)or

found its origin in the helief on. the part of every nuui

that he was an important part in the community and that

his success or failure in his work was a matter of general

importance and concern.

The workingman of the past gloried in the fact that he

was the man who could be called to do anything "in a

pinch," that he was able to fill in almost any gap and

always '-stayed put/'. The contest to do better each than

the other made the product larger per man employed and

the national rewards have been proportional.

If we are going to drift into an existence without en-

thusiasm, each man striving to do his least and worst, if

the coal getter is going to believe that a fortune will ac-

crue to him and his family if he can shoot his market

coal to pieces and load worthless coal, slate and pyrite.

nothin<r but the greatness of our unused resources will

.save the nation from penury and these safeguards will not

provide for our present standard of living.

The boaster is a living, laboring workman. We re-

call a superintendent who said: "I used to think that I

could dig coal with any man along the Monongahela

River and there were good men in the mines in those

davs." He admitted he found there were tho.se who could

beat him hut the sense of his superiority to some and his

desire to equal others increased his usefulness.

Today there are too many content to whine that the

world owes them a living and we would fain see those

fellows return who hoasted of their work, who tried to ex-

cel and looked at the plant in which thev \vorked as partly

their own and not as a revolving wheel of which they
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were Wearied spokes ever hurrying on to perform a work

in which they had neither interest nor hope.

]n the history of a nation, the era most pregnant with

possibilities is that in which it boasts most loudly, and

in the career of man, the least ie])utable period is when

be doubts his mission and feels llicre are others who .-ould

an<l would 1ill his job to c(i\iiil advantage.

The Slaughter ol the Innocents

With Ibis <-liecrr\il rcfcrrnc.^ lo llie llcrodir tiiiio. llio

conservationists would sligmati/.e chihl lal)or. W c liavi!

already called attention to the fact that to forbear to

work is. in mo.st cases to weaken the physical frame lo

stunt the mind ami to deba.^e the spirit of the race.

But today, we would rather confine ourselves to I be

question "is the callow youth, as employed in the mining

industry, subject to c\c-e]itioii;il n.-ks?" .\.s iiMial we must

look to" Great Britain for a statistical answer, for while

the public of llic riiitcd States stresses llic niciiiory with

the count of the >\r;\,\ [r\\\ it kcr|is no record of the living

iiiaiiv. Moreover in many iii^laiircs those opposed to

labor ignore .statistics altogether and rely on their intui-

tions for guidance in their advocacy of laws.

We presume that in (Ireat Britain, the '-conservation-

ists of infancy" point with rondeiiination to the record

of the industrially slain— ."io .liiblreii under 1
.") years of

;ioe i:i liniit and ."i.") in liHo—and we venture to think

liiat they siippo>c as do our "aiitis" that these might

all have been savcil bad they liceii kept safely in school.

Vet the tigurt's show that per thousand employed only

l.dV! were killed iii lOiii* and l.nT in 1010. This com-

|iarcs favorably with the death rate of all ages, which

for (ireat Britain was l.i:'. in 1!H(I) and 1.70 |)er thousaml

111 l^MH.

The deaths and rati<is for all ages are as follows:

DliATH HATES i)F BRITISH MIXK WORKERS BY .\GES
Deaths Per tliouMilul

A,vs l'-"«l 1010 iOnO 1910

1-' nnd umlcr 14 l" 12 0.4'1 (I .i7

h ^^a under 15 »' ^-i ^ -^^ l-t*

l.i nnd under 20 -i" 277 1 W 1.B6

'Sllrd under 25:; :: }<^ 245
j

Ofi 1.51

15 and under 55 195 249 1.68 2.07

15 and under I.-, 110 U3 1.98 2.49

ilSanduptnU 27 25 1.74 1 .,56

Age unstaU'd " ^"
• ' •

'
"

' '

'

Aliases 1«^ '->' <
""

1 «

It is clear that the most risky early ]icriod is that be-

tween 15 and 20 years, the very time at which our con-

servationists would have boys enter the mines. Yet even

the death rate in this period is not as high as that which

•rules for men above 35 years of age.

We think that apart from the necessity for keeping

the boys at school, there is no rea.son for holding youths

under 16 year.s of age from the safe occupations usually

accorded to such immature mine workers. But if youths

are allowed by law to leave the classroom at 14, they may

well enter the breaker of the mine at that age and if, per-

elianee, they are compelled by legislative enactment to

continue in school, at which we would not cavil, they

should he compelled to do some manual work which

would prevent them from becoming at once both too weak

and too proud to labor.

Particular attention is called to the .series of articles,

'Coal Shipping on the Great T^akes," the first installment

of which appears on p. 186 in this issue.
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Renewed Peace on Cabin and Paint

Creeks

SYXOPSIS—Another settlement in the Cabin and Paint

Creek- districts gives some hope of enduring peace. The

following datement sent out by the operators gives their

point of view of the struggle now thought to be happily

terminated.

By the terms of an agreement signed July 29 by the

I'abiu Ceeek Consolidated Coal Co., Carbon Coal Co., Ee-

jjublic Coal Co., West Virginia Colliery Co. and Wake

Forest Coal Co. and representatives of their employees

and ratified on the night of July 31 at mass meetings of

the latter, the so called strike on Cabin and Paint

Creeks which has kept the state in a turmoil for sixteen

months was brought to an end. An attempt was made to

have the agreement ratified at an open-air meeting at

Uecota, on Cabin Creek, Thursday afternoon, July 31.

So little interest was taken in the matter that not more

than 4.50 miners attended the meeting. The men at one

mine refused to leave their work to attend. A few In-

dustrial Workers of the World and other disturbers pre-

vented action, so it was necessary to hold a number of

similar meetings in the evening. Under normal condi-

tions 3000 men are employed at the mines afEected by the

agreement.

The Uxiox Is Xot Eecognized

The principal point scored by the operators is the

maintenance of the open shop. Ever since the union de-

clined to arbitrate a disagreement in 1904, the Cabin

Creek operators have refused to recognize it and it is not

recognized under the newly made agreement. The check-

off, the concession most vital to the union, is not granted.

The mine committee, which is the union means of adjust-

ing grievances, is also not acknowledged. In its stead a

system of appeal from the mine boss to the superintend-

ent and then to three arbitrators, one of whom is to be

the president of the local union, is established. It is

also stipulated that "under the terms of this contract

nothing shall be done or enacted that shall increase the

cost of producing coal to the operator."

The price per ton is changed but little, being in some

instances reduced and in others advanced. On the whole,

the change amounts to an increase of about 1 per cent.,

but as the short ton replaces the long, which in itself con-

stitutes an increase of 11 per cent., the average rise in

the price of mining is increased 12 per cent.

Other concessions gained are the 9-hr. day and the

semi-monthly pay day. Still other nominal, but not ac-

tual concessions are the right to employ check-weighmen

at the miners' expense, a right guaranteed by law and

never denied by the operators, and the right of the miner

to trade where he pleases, a right which they have freely

exercised. Other clauses in the agreement, which ter-

minates April 1, 1915, define in detail ordinary prac-

tices to be observed in mining.

An Is^surkection Xot a Strike

The so called strike on Cabin and Paint Creeks was in

reality an armed insurrection, organized, financed and di-

rected by the Fnited Mine Workers of America for the

sole purpose of compelling the miners of West Virginia

to join the tmion. It began sixteen months ago. It was

fomented by agitators hired by the union, afterwards re-

inforced by the socialists, and directed exclusively by

men from outside the state. Within a few days after

Duncan McDonald, secretary-treasurer of the United

Mine Workers of Illinois announced at the joint confer-

ence of operators and miners of Illinois, Indiana, Ohio

and western Pennsylvania that the union was about to

"get busy" in West Virginia, the union miners on the

opposite side of the Kanawha River from Cabin and

Paint Creeks began buying rifles. Xot until about a

thou.sand imion men had been armed was the .strike called

at the few union mines on Paint Creek.

A guerrilla warfare was then begun. At one time the

union had five thousand men armed with modern high-

power rifles, in the field. These were opposed at one

time by 145 private guards on the two creeks, and later

by the entire military force of the state, amounting to

1200 men.

The Cost of Ixdustkial War

Thirteen lives were lost in the insurrection. The cost

in money was as follows: operators' loss in business, $2,-

000,000 ; loss to the miners in wages, $1,500,000 ; cost to

the taxpayers of the state, $400,000; additional cost to

the taxpayers of Kanawha County, $100,000; cost to the

United Mine Workers, collected by the check-off, a forced

levy on the miners of Illinois, Indiana, Ohio and western

Pennsylvania, $602,000; property destroyed, $10,000;

total, $4,612,000. According to the latest available state-

ment in the United Mine Workers Journal, the official

organ, the union's total membership in the state was in-

creased by this insurrection from 1136 in a total of 69,-

611 mine workers in the state to 3074. Thus it seems

that the cost of union jiroselytes in West Virginia figures

out at $2379 a head.

It is worthy of note that a large proportion of the mine
workers on Cabin Creek were so strongly opposed to this

method of convincing them of the benefits of unioni.sm

that they have remained at work throughout all the series

of shootings and other disturbances, so that the mines

have never been closed entirely but have been in contin-

uous operation, most of the time at one-half to two-thirds

normal capacity. The Cabin Creek operators have not

failed to fulfill any contracts and have not canceled any

orders for coal. This explains why the loss of business

was so light in comparison with the loss in wages.

OUTCROPPINGS

He who abuses others must not be particular about the

answers he gets.

If the young knew, if the old man could, there is nothing

but would be done.

Judging from the new state tax on anthracite we presume
Pennsylvania is preparing to erect another capitol building.

Some operators no doubt think of a "stood striker" in the

same terms that the Western pioneer thought of a "good"

Indian.

The statement that Standard Oil recently paid a fine of

half a million dollars in Texas, was a mistake. It simply

advanced the money pending collections from the public.
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The \'alue of a Safety Inspector and

Instructor for Each Coal Mine
liv *. . 11. NiCSliITT*

It is probable that no subject, throughout the imlu.<trial

world, has received more consideration than that of re-

ducing mine accidents. On this occasion, we come, face

to face, to discuss the problem, as it concerns the coal

mines of Akbama. Ureat progress has been made, from

time to time, in the mines; and each year we are adding

new features and taking new steps, in the direction in-

dicated.

The inauguration of safety inspectors and instructors,

ill coal mines, is of such importance as to immediately

commend itself to all of our coal operators. ^Ye all,

doubtless, agree that education and supervision are in-

dispensable, in all classes of trade where the best results

are to be obtained. All industries that employ labor

realize that it is important to have adequate supervision

over the entire force, even though life and limb are not

at stake. In coal mining, supervision and discipline arc

difficult because the workmen are segregated, singly or

in pairs, in their respective working places; and, unlike

in mills, factories and quarries, the foreman or superin-

tendent cannot keep an appreciable number of men un-

der his eye and direction, at the same time, but successive

and frequent visits to each working place in the mine are

imperative.

A Dki'autmext of Sai'ety and IxsTiirrTiox

In coal mining, where the hazard is great, the cost of

such supervision is many times offset by increased effi-

ciciny, which invariably accomplishes a reduction of ac-

cidents. I would, therefore, earnestly advocate that the

operators of Alabama, each, establish a Department of

Safety and Instruction ; and that, in addition to the work

of the mine foreman and fireboss, daily inspections be

made of every working place, by an experienced person,

qualified to teach and authorized to enforce provisions

ior safety.

In this state, in 1912, we recorded G'^ fatal accidents at

the working face. These accidents were attributable to

the following causes, namely: Fall of rock, fall of rock

and coal, fall of coal and shotfiring. This constituted

over 50 per cent, of the total number of fatalities for

that year. Upon investigation it was found that a ma-

jority of these fatalities could have been avoided if proper

instruction had been given and sujiervision exercised.

Probably, in all cases, the victims of these accidents fol-

lowed their best judgment, which obviously was bad. It

is, therefore, necessary that the advantage of experienced

direction and supervision of the work should be given to

all operations. Xo better evidence of the value of such

a system could be cited than the results that have been

attained by those Alabama operators who have inaugu-

rated the system.

A striking example of the value of safety inspectors

and instructors is the accident record of the Frick Coke

Co. At all of the numerous mines, a sufficient number

of qualified inspectors and instructors are constantly em-

ployed. Following is the coal-mine-accident record of

the company, for the past three years, as compared with

that of the British Isles:

•Chief mine inspector, Birmingham, Ala.

DEATHS PER MILLION TONS PKoDl Cl.l)

lOlU liill l(ll'.2

Scotland SOU 4 12 a 50
South Wales 5(50 S tl7 UM
All Britain B 54 4 47 4.5a
H. C. Frick Coke Co 1.99 1 7J 1.88

TONS OF COAL PRODVCED PEU DEATH
Scotland 197.f.nO 242,000 283,500
South Wales 150,700 l70,100 153.000
All Briuin 137.100 243,500 248,000
U. C. Frick Coke Co 502,049 S78,151 531,328

DE.\THS nv FALLS PKH MILLION TONS MINED
Scotland 2 10 1 70 l.Sli

South Wales :ils 3 20 2 7(1

.'Vll Britain 2 3li 2.33 2.03
H. C. Frick Coke C... 117 0.90 0.70

DE.ATHS BV CAUS PEU .MILLION TONS MINED
Scotland US 0.84 ....

South Wales 1.118 1.47 ..

All Britain 1.02 98 87
H. C. Frick Coke Co 0.79 41 91

As long as human muscle and brains arc essential to

coal mining, just so long will the luunaii clement, in the

causation of accidents, exist; ami the iicrcentage of avoid-

able accidents will iciiuiin diit'ctly pi'oportionate to the

extent that ignoraiirc. ciirrK'ssiu-ss. indolence, disobedi-

ence to rules and instruilidii^. ami poor judgment |iri'Viiil.

KesPOXSIIULITV Fhi; AcCiUEXT

We have tried [ilaciiig the responsibility for accident

ujion the individual and liavc found that it did not ac-

complish the desired end. As we know, it is a ditlicult

matter to convince the man of poor judgment that he is

not as well equipped for his duties as another man of su-

perior judgment; therefore, the man of poor judgment

needs and will benefit by the close and constant super-

vision and instruction which would be obtained by the

system 1 have advocated. It must be hammered into him.

While there must of necessity be joint instead oT in-

dividual responsibility: at the same time, there must al-

ways be, as in an effective military organization, sonic

directing head or commander, immediately overlooking

the work as it progresses, and intelligently managing the

details, along the line of safety.

Doubtless, .some operators will object to the inaugura-

tion of such a system, because of the expense entaiied by

the increased organization. But, if they wi,l compare

the cost of this increased organization with the losses

liiey sustain in the absence of it. by damage suits, court

attendance, and the existing high insurance rates, I be-

lieve it will at once appear to them that, ultimately, the

suggested system is truly more economical, to say nothing

of the protection to Inimaii life.

ACCIDEXT.S IxCliEASE CosT OF OPEllATIOX

Til addition, it is well to remember the increased op-

erating cost an accident incurs. There is a certain over-

head burden, or fixed cost, that accrues at night, Sundays

and holidays, as rapidly as on working days. There arc

the equipment, tophouse force, cars, mules and motors,

drivers, etc., required to assemble and raise a certain

amount of coal. There are entries and narrow-work to

be driven, track to be laid, and a certain number of rooms

to bo turned and worked in order to yield the desired out-

put, at a reasonable operating cost. The working force

must be organized and systematized for stability, econ-

omy, efficiency and uniformity of output. The accepted

orders for coal are in the books: the railroad cars are

placed and everything in readiness for a good run. when i

the engineer is signaled to hoist slowly. Eventuallv the

trip emerges from the pit mouth with the cruslicd or
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maimed bodies of a miner and his helper and some six or

eight rescuers and attendants. What is the result? Two

men, either dead, dying, or crippled for life, together

with the attendant burial or hospital expenses, lost time

of attendants at the funeral or bedside; the working

organization of the mine disrupted; lost time of mules

and drivers; several rooms out of commission for a day

or more; the necessity of cleaning and retimbering the

place where the accident occurred and the enforced idle-

ness of the place till another miner comes. But, greater,

than all is the fact that the productive capacity ol one

or two men, is, for all time, lost to the company, to their

dependents and to society. All for what? Because he

did not lowiv or failed to heed. In addition to greater

safety, greater efficiency and production may be ob-

tained.

Cause?; of Mixk Accidents

On account of the fact that the demand for coal is so

much greater than the supply of mine labor, there is a

tendency to give men a check number before they are

qualified to run a room; and, in many instances, miners

who have worked in the mines for years are incompetent

because they have never had the proper instruction and

supervision, and others are naturally careless and reck-

less. Practices are constantly engaged in that are in-

credibly hazardous and which may not come to the knowl-

edge of the mine foreman or fireboss until the damage

is done. It is our duty to humanity to prevent, as far as

possible, the loss of life and limb occurring through the

ignorance of employees. Never let them say, "We did

not know." If a man insists upon committing suicide,

do not let him do it on your premises; fire him first.

The records show that the cause to which the most

frequent fatalities are attributable is falls of roof. The

effective way to remove the cause or, at least, to diminish

the toll, is to employ constant vigilance and an efficiency

of higher standard than is possessed by the average mine

employer. To maintain an eternal watch on the men in

close proximity to the working faces will always accom-

jilish much. There is no real reason why we should not

produce, at least, from three to four hundred thousand

Ions of coal each year for each life lost, which would place

our operations on a parity with other important produc-

ing states.

It cannot be truthfully said that natural conditions

and hazards are worse here than those in other coal fields.

The natural advantages here are equal to those elsewhere.

Therefore, as the record stands, it would seem that we

are not employing the proper safeguards. I trust that all

Avill indorse the statement that it is incumbent, primar-

ily, upon operators to protect their employees. Mine of-

ficials are on duty, in the mine, every working day and

should be in better position than fhe state mine inspectors

to keep constant surveillance over the operations of their

mines. The inspection department will, of course, con-

tinue earnestly to do all that lies in their power, in that

direction.

Supervision and inspection, education and instruction,

discipline and vigilance are the only antidotes for the

causes of avoidable accidents in coal mines. Try the

safety instructor and inspector system at your mines

and help put Alabama at the head of the list for low

coal-mine-accident records.

The Explosions at the East Brookside

Mine
The Brookside Colliery of the Philadelphia & Reading

Coal and Iron Co. is located at Tower Hill, 191/2 miles

in a straight line to the WSW of Pottsville on the line of

the Philadelphia & Ilea ding Ey. leading from Schuylkill

Haven to Lykens. The mine is quite deep and generates

gas, several firebosses being employed.

On Saturday, Aug. 2, seven men were working for

Charles Portland driving a tunnel through rock. The

gang included six muckers and a boss. Apparently as

much as 175 lb. of dynamite were taken into the

mine that morning for use in the tunnel. By some means

this was caused to explode, killing all the men employed.

From all accounts, the explosion disturbed the venti-

lation, there being some evidence of a reversal of the air

current at one of the shafts. However, when twenty min-

utes after, nine men, two of them firebosses, went down to

rescue the victims, they set fire to a body of gas of some

sort and an explosion occurred, killing eight of these men.

It has been suggested that the gas found was formed by

the incomplete combustion of the explosive. Seeing that

the slow combustion of 50 per cent, dynamite produces

gases containing 24.4 per cent, of carbon dioxide, 31.2

per cent, of carbon monoxide, 20.7 per cent, of hydrogen,

0.7 per cent, of methane and 23.0 per cent, of nitrogen

(see Bureau of Mines Bull. 48), it is evident that ex-

plosive gases may well remain after a combustion of dy-

namite. However, the first explosion was sufficiently vio-

lent that it is hard to believe the dynamite produced any

large percentage of explosive gas.

It is certain that the eifect of a violent shock, such as

an explosion of equal force to that described, would re-

sult in destroying the ventilating brattices, in forcing

gas from places where it might have collected and in

opening the crevices of_ the coal so as to permit the es-

cape of occluded gas. Thus concurrently the cleansing

draft of air would be removed and the emission of me-

thane increased.

The nine rescuers in the first party were H. ShofEstall,

night boss, H. Murphy, fireboss, D. McGinley, fireboss, T.

Behny, miner, J. Kopenhaver, shaftman, Howard Hand,

laborer, Harry Hand, miner, Y. Zanoni, blacksmith, and

E. Luchi, a blacksmith's helper. All these men were

kille<l liy the second explosion except the first man
mentioned.

Another party descended the shaft and found the su-

perintendent, John Loreuz, and Harry ShofEstall. Lo-

renz had been making an investigation of the mine with

John Farrell, the mine foreman, and the two were in-

volved in both the explosions. Lorenz was found crawl-

ing toward safety. When the rescuers volunteered to help

him to the shaft, he told them : "Never mind me, go and

help Jack Earrell; he needs your assistance. Leave me
alone and take care of those that need the help more than

I do." However, Lorenz later succumbed to his injuries

in a Pottsville hospital. He appears to have inhaled the

flames of one of the explosions. Hillary Zimmerman
was the only man of those in the mine when the first

explosion occurred who escaped with his life.

Harry ShofEstall is likely to recover. In all, 19 men
were killed; the loss of life would have been far greater,

had the mine been in operation, as 500 men are usually

employed at the East Brookside colliery.
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The Mine -Air Current and Explosions

The articles bearing on this subject, by John Xenwr,

Co.-vL Agk, Vol. 3. p. 655; and Robert McCuih", July 5.

1) -K-t have raised a verv important question in reference

to what has ahvavs been considered and is still regarded

;is one of the requirements of safe mining. In my opin-

ion, it is an unwarranted conclusion to regard a ventilat-

ing current in a mine as being a source of danger, ex-

cept only in a limited sense, under certain special con-

ditions
"

No principle of modern mining contributes

more to the health and safety of the miner tluin that oi

effective ventilation.

It is wrong to consider a ventilating current m retcr-

ence to preventing or diminishing the outflow of gas

from the strata. That it does this, to a limited extent.

w incidental : and to condemn any system of ventilation

for not doing what it was not intended to accomplish is

That a pure, fresh current of air will produce an

explosion of firedamp more quickly and cause it to extend

farther in the mine than a vitiated atmosphere may be

true: but it is equally true that such a current of air

jiroperly directed is more effective in diluting and sweep-

ing away an accumulation of dangerous or noxious gases,

than is "a depleted air current.

The early methods of coal mining were eharactenzed

l,y many unsanitary as well as hazardous conditions,

.aused mainly bv imperfect ventilation or, in many ca.ses.

no ventilation at all. The miner readily became a vic-

tim of blood and pulmonary diseases. It was no un-

common sight for me, as a boy, to see men, in the prime

of manhood, practically incapacitated for mining work,

owing to these insidious diseases. Many of these men

have struggled on for years, under the spur of necessity,

drawing upon their reserved vitality—nature's legacy for

old age—to meet the demands of life. No one but those

who have lived in such an experience can realize the

horrors attending these diseases. Years of untold sufier-

iiig are followed by the untimely death of a man who

was otherwise muscular and vigorous.

If modern methods of mining coal have been increas-

ingly productive of danger, they have at least the re-

deeming feature that, like Sir ^Yalte^ Raleigh's ax, they

kill quickly ; but, it may be said that primitive methods

of milling^ though slower in action, were none the less

rertain. We realize that the present demand for coal

lould not be supplied by primitive methods of mining.

It is this increasing demand that has necessitated the

introduction of mechanical devices that make possible

a larger production of coal. Even with these increased

facilities for extraction, the demand for coal still calls

for an increase in the number of workers; and these

Tequirements necessitate increased ventilation. It is clear

therefore that modern methods of mining are the prod-

ucts of necessity.

A comparison of primitive methods of mining with

those now in use seems to point clearly to the fact that

the additional dangers in raining arise chiefly from the

increased production of coal dust and the distribution of

this line dust throughout the workings. The iiureased

lu-oduction of fine coal dust can be attributed direetly to

two causes; namely, the use of machines for undcreutting

the coal, and the excessive use of l)liustiiig ])owdcr. In

the use of permissible powders, attention has often been

ealled to the fact that the strength of these powders is

such as to require a far less quantity of the i^owder for

the performanee of the same work.

Modern methods of mine haulage are resjioiisiblc

largely for the distribution of Inie coal along the haul-

age roads. Also, the increased deinaiid for ventilation,

necessitating a higher velocity of tlu> air cunvnt. has

increased the amount of dust carriol in the air. wlinh

is deposited at points where the velocity of the air is

reduced by reason of an increase<l area of the air ])assages.

The evils" arising from new conditions must be met hy,

first, ascertaining the nature of the trouble and, second,

devising and applying the best possible means for over-

coming the danger.

Since bv far the largest proportion of dust is produced

at the working face, it is here that suitable means mu.st

be adopted to prevent, as far as possible, its projection

into the mine air. The means thus far adopted to accom-

plish this are not as effective as could be desired. Again,

to prevent the distribution of ilu<t along the haulage

roads, mine cars should be nuidc dust-proof, and these

should not be overloaded. This will nut only add to the

safety of the mine, but will increase the economy of

operation, as it will reduce the cost of keeping the roads

clean, which is an item of no small importance in large

mines, ^^heu proper precautions are taken, in respect to

these two conditions, the danger that might arise from

ample ventilation is practically removed.

in ray opinion, there should be a sufficient quantity

of air circulated in every mine to supply ample ventila-

tion to all working places and allow a sufficient scale of

air to be taken from each .split to properly ventilate the

worked-out and abandoned portions of the mine, which,

under the old system of ventilation, often accumulated

dangerous quantities of gas. An ample and efficient air

current is one that sweeps every ])ortion of the mine with

sufficient volume and velocity to insure the dilution and

removal of the gases generated.

Referring to the remark that is often made, that it

is frequently the model and uptodate mine that meets

with disaster, I would like to ask: Is this a just criti-

cism or a logical argument agaiu.st the introduction of

approved and tested methods? Cannot the same argu-

ment be used to demonstrate the fact that any disaster

occurring in such a model and uptodate mine must have

resulted from carelessness or reckless indifference to

safety and disregard of mine regulations? It must be

remembered that a good tool will not compensate for a

lack of skill, or for carelessness on the part of the worker.

I. f. Parfitt.

.Icroiu. . i'cnn.
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Mixed Lights in Mining
to a mixed-light mine. Tlie lin

L'very working place on the opui

Observing the reat dirt'erenee in the opinions ex-

pre'^sed in reference to the use of mixed lights m inimng,

in recent letters on this subject, published m Coal Age,

1 am led to express n.v vunvs on this important question,

111 coal mining.

I believe that conditions can exist, m many mines

uliere gas is given off in dangerous quantities, that will

render the use of mixed lights in the mines safe. Sup-

pose, for example, that we were about to open and de-

velop a large coal mine covering a great acreage. 1 lie

main entries are to be driven due north, for a distance ot,

^•iv two miles. The mine is found to be gaseous
;
and, m

accordance with Art. 6, Sec. 4, of the bituminous mine

law of Pennsylvania (1911), the mine is opened by

driving live main entries, two leading from the inain

opening, and two from the second opening, while the Mth

entry is to be used solely as a traveling way.

Now, suppose gas is given off on the west side ot the

mine only, there being no gas found on the east side;

and the circulation of the mine is so arranged that each

<ide has its own separate ventilating current. Under

these conditions, I would consider it safe to work with

open lights on the east side, while safety lamps are used

exclusively on the west side of the mine ; but would sug-

gest that' all precautions required by law for a gaseous

mine should apply a

boss should examim
„ „ ,

light side of the mine the same as he does on the gaseous

side.

To attempt to en Tone a rule that safety lamps be used

exclusively in every section of a mine, simply because gas

has lieeii detected by an approved safety lamp in some

certain portion of the mine, would be to impose a burden

on the miner and operator alike, especially in a mine such

as 1 have described. Where mixed lights are used, under

the conditions described, the following regulations should

be made and strictly enforced: 1. No man should be

permitted to enter the safety-lamp section with an open

light. --^ A safet;--lamp station should be provided at a

convenient point in the mine, and an attendant be on

duty at all times during working hours, day and night,

to see that no one enters the gaseous section without ex-

changing his open light for a safety lamp, in accordance

with Art. 10, See. 1, of the mine law.

If the ventilating system is properly planned, and the

overcast and stoppings are substantially built, I believe it

is entirely consistent with safety to use open lights on one

side and require safety lamps to be used exclusively on

the other side of such a mine.

Jos. NoRTHOVEE, Assistant Mine Foreman,

Berwind-White Coal Mining Co.

Seanor, Penn.

Study Course in Coal Mining
By J. T. Beaku

The Coal Age Pocket Book

THE PRINCIPLE OF THE BAROMETER

The Coal Age Pocket Book

Description of the
shown the common
er. The glass tubi

of th
will be thfc

inch, at th

nt ot takins; the observation.
inciple of the balance of pressure between the a''^

clearly illustrated in the accompanyme
fisure where a glass tube,

closed at one end. is shown
supported in a basin ot

mercury. The surface ot the
liquid 'in the basin is di-

vided into imaginary
squares, by lines one inch
apart; and the small ar-
row-heads represent the
pressure of the atmosphere
exerted on each square inch
of surface.
Suppose for a moment,

that the column of mer-
cury in the tube is exactly
one square inch in cross-
section: it is evident, in

that case, that the mercury
column takes the place of

the atmospheric pressure
on one square inch of sur-
face; and, since there is

perfect equilibrium, its

weight is equal to the pres-
sure of the atmosphere per
square inch.
Furthermore, whatever

the sectional area of the
mercury column, it is clear
that its weight will al-

ways equal the atmospheric
pressure for the same area
of surface. Hence, the area
<if the mercury column is

not important, but its
height only.

If the weight of one cubic
inch of mercury (0.4911 lb.)

he multiplied by the height
asured in inches, the product

atmosphere, in pounds per_ square

Top qf_tUrcvry

Column A

Illustrating the Prin-

ciple OF the Mer-
CDRIAL Barometer

olumn of mercury

place where the observation was taken. This as-

the barometric reading has been reduced to a
ading. at a temperature of 32 deg. Fahrenheit,
mmon jractice.

f^i Uveloftlaxvnf

The Standard
Mercurial
Barometer

Instrumrnt—In the accompanying figure
fnrm of the standard mercurial barom-
ihat contains the mercury column is

hi-ie inclosed in the metal case A, to

the bottom of which is attached a
somewhat larger casing B. The latter

holds a glass cylinder G terminated at

the bottom with a chamois-skin bag,
the whole forming the basin that holds
the mercury.
The entire case AB is hung in a

truly vertical position, supported on a
substantial base, as shown in the fig-

ure The top of the mercury column
is observed through the opening O, in

the upper end of the case. In this

opening, Is arranged a sliding vernier
V which can be adjusted, by means of

the thumbscrew D, so that its lower
edge exactly corresponds with the top
of the mercury column. The position
of the vernier is then read on the scale
e marked on the sides of the opening
in the case. This scale is graduated in

inches, but only extends an inch or two
above and an equal distance below the
normal barometric reading. The nor-
mal reading at sea level is about 30 in.,

and the scale extends from 26 to 32

Inches.
Before setting the vernier, however,

it is necessary to adjust the level of

the mercury in the basin so that it

corresponds" exactly with what would
be the zero of the extended scale. To
enable this to be done with precision,
there is attached to the scale a long
rod that extends downward inside the
casing. The lower end of the rod is

drawn to a flne point that marks the
zero of the scale.
To adjust the level of the mercury in

the basin, the thumbscrew C is turned.
This screw bears against the bottom
of the chamois-skin bag and operates
to raise or lower the level of the sur-
face of the mercury in the glass cylin-
der. The adjustment is complete when
the fine pointed end of the rod is seen
to Just prick the surface of the mer-
cury. The point of the rod is observac"
through the glass cylinder above tne
surface of the mercury.
A thermometer T is shown attached

to the metal case. In making accurate
observations it is necessary to reduce
all readings to standard readings.
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INQUIRIES OF GENERAL INTEREST
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The Air Chamber of a Pump
Plea.-ie explain the priiuiplo of the air vessel (cham-

ber), as used on mine puini)s':' Show by sketch how tlie

air vessel should be litted to a punij'.

I'lMI'MAN.

West Elizabeth. Penn.

The purpose of the air chamber is to maintain a con-

tinuous flow of water in the discharge pipe of a reci]iro-

cating pump. In this type of pump, the water in the

discharge pipe would come to rest between eacli stroke

of the pump, as the action is intermittent.

In the accompanying figure the air chamber is fit-

ted, by a T, to the discharge pipe, immediately above

the valve chest of the water

cylinder W of the jnimp : iS'

is the steam cylinder. The
air chamber is simply a

closed chamber of spherical

shape. The air in this cham-

ber is compressed by the

weight of the water in the

column pipe. When the

pump ceases to act between

each stroke the pressure of

the air acting on the water

maintains the flow in the

discharge pipe the .same as

though the pump was in ac-

tion, because the pressure of

equal to the pressure against

It is important that the air

chamljer be located in direct connection with the dis-

charge pipe and as close to the water cylinder of the

pump as possible.

The pump shown in the figure is arranged either to

draw its water from the sump C below the pump, or to

be fed from another water basin a short distance up
the shaft. In this arrangement, however, a second air

chamber T is required to be attached to the pipe leading

from the upper basin.

Effect of Sulphur on Mine Fire

If, just before sealing off a mine tire, a large quantity

of sulphur is ignited, what effect would this have on the

fire after it was sealed off
''

J. C. Hayslett.
Arjay, Ky.

We suppose this question refers to the burning of a

considerable quantity of pyrite, in the coal seam. Py-

rite (sulphide of iron, FeS^), as found in coal seams, is

commonly called "sulphur," liy the miner. A consider-

able quantity of this pyrite disseminated in the coal would

give off, under the action of the fire, sulphurous fumes

(S0„), which are suifocating and extremely poisonous.

In the presence of moisture, there would be the possibility

of the formation, besides, of hydrogen sulpiiide (H^S),

A Mine Pimp Arranged
TO Draix Two

Basixs

the air in the chamber is

wh;( h the pump operates.

which, next to carbon monoxide (CO), is the nmst dan-
gerous gas known to mining.

The only effect the sul])huroiis I'nnics wnuld have on
the tire itself would arise from the dilution of the air

with an extinctive gas and the consequent depletion of

the a\ailahle oxygen, which would reduce combustion and
tend to extininiish the lire.

Effect of Washin^r Coal
(

We are preparing to put i -oai Wi, slier and would
like to ask for a little inrnnnalKin as id wlmt results inav

be expected.

An analysis of the coal, before washing, is as follow-:

Fixed carbon 65, so per otiii
Volatile matter 29.71
Moi-sture 1.21
Ash 2.2S
Sulphur ].oo

Tutal Kkhiu per cent.

The tests we have made show that 9;i..5 per cent, of the

washed coal passing through a %-iu. revolving screen will

pass over a gV-ii- mesh, the remaining G.5 per cent, pass-

ing through that me-sh. Analysis shows that the larger |

of these two sizes of screenings contains 2.06 per cent,

a.sh and 0.95 per cent, sulphur. The smaller size contains

1.3.45 per cent, ash and 1.59 })er cent, sulphur.

We wish to know what percentage will be added to the

value of what remains after washing, by taking out the

screenings that pass through the g^-in. screen.

We also desire to ask what value the part taken out

would have as a fuel; and what arrangement of furnace

or appliances would be required to burn it successfully,

either in stationary or locomotive boilers. We could pos-

sibly use this portion of the screenings ourselves, as we
have both kinds of boilers.

L. K. Moss,
Supt.. Mahel Mining Co.

Warrior. Ala.

The above inquiry, submitted to .V. .]. Savers, engineer
for the Link-Belt Co., Chicago. III., elicited the following

re])ly

:

The question of your correspondent cannot be answered
satisfactorily without making quite extensive tests on sam-
ples of the coal in question. Without doubt, the value of
the coal for blacksmithing purposes would be increased by
screening out the 3'2-in. screenings. This is clearly shown
from the analysis given of these screenings.

As there is only 6.5 per cent, under j", in., it does not af-
fect the general sample to any great degree, in spite of the
fact that this small percentage runs very high in ash and
sulphur. The only suggestion we would have to make would
be for Mr. Moss to screen out and re-treat the coal from vV

in. or % in. down, mixing it with the other size for his mar-
ket. This could be done successfully by the ordinary Foust
or Feldspar Luhrig .lig.

We are not in position to tell Mr. Moss the exact com-
mercial value this would be to him. or to answer his question

in regard to the analyses of the screenings. We do not be-

lieve, however, that it would pay him to screen out this fine

product and try to consume it in his own boilers. It would
be a very uneconomical coal to burn, under ordinr.ry c:ndi-

tlons. and the treating of a small percentage would not be

an inexpensive proposition for him.
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regularly aiul floscd promptly when tlu' same is aban-

doned. The method of holing through the tirst or second

room on eaeh pair of entries provides good ventilation

until sueh time as the overcast on the main return is

built at the mouth of the cross-entry, which should be

done as soon as the development of that pair of entries

will warrant the expense of the overcast. A substantial

stopping should then be built where the room holed

through into the entry.

Ques.—Would you change this method of mining?

Give reasons.

Ans.—We have indicated in the small detailed sketch

an improved arrangement at the mouth of each pair of

cross-entries. An oblique crosscut should be provided be-

tween the two cross-entries of each pair, at the mouth
of the first room on each entry, to allow the coal in

that section to be hauled out on the intake air. An over-

cast is built on the main-return airway, at the mouth
of each pair of cross-headings.

Mine Development

( U'rv/ Virginia E.raminalioii)

Que.s.—Locate on the accompanying plan, the posi-

tion of the fan and show the method of ventilation, by

marking thereon the different overcasts, doors, stoppings

or brattices, regulators, curtains or check doors, and the

direction of the air currents, by means of the indicated

symbols. Note any violation of the mine law by the let-

ter V.

Ans.—In reply to this question, we have marked on the

mine plan, the position of the several overcasts, doors,

stoppings, etc., and indicated by arrows the direction of

tlie air currents. The triple-entry system shown on the

lilan suggests the possibility of this being a gaseous mine

;

and we have adopted an exhaust fan, placed at the

mouth of one of the side entries, flanking the main haul-

ao^e road, which is thus made the main intake for the

SiiowixG Development of a West Viugixia ilixE

Ques.—State your opinion as to whether or not this

mine is being properly developed.

Ans.—This mine is evidently planned for an output

of, say 1000 tons per day. It is divided, by the cross-

headings, into sections capable of producing, in 6-ft. coal,

under fair conditions of roof and floor, say 150 tons per

day, per section. If, however, the total output of the

mine should exceed 1000 or 1200 tons per day, it would
be preferable to use a four-entrv svstera for the main
roads and airways. This would provide separate roads
for the loads and empties on the main-intake airways

and separate return airwavs for the two sides of the

mine, assuming a gaseous mine.

The proposed plan of dividing the mine into separate

sections is good, providing each section is worked out

Ques.—How would you begin to draw pillars in this

mine ?

.|/,x.—This will depend on the nature of the roof and

floor. Fnder fair conditions, the rooms can be held open

until the last room is driven on each section; and many

would prefer to begin drawing the pillars, in each sec-

tion, as soon as the last room had reached the limit.

Under certain conditions, however, it will be impractic-

able to hold the rooms open this length of time, and

the drawing of pillars should then be commenced as

quickly as each room reaches the limit. In every case,

the line of pillar work should he kept as uniform as pos-

sible.

["The two remaining questions on this map will fol-

low next week.

—

Ed.]
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Washington, D. C.
hahkisiu'ik; •K.W.

Representative Muria.v. of Massachusetts, has taken ac-

tion which is calculated to hasten the renilering of the de-

cisions in the anthracite coal cases, which are being held

back to an unexpected degree by the Interstate Commerce

Commission. Mr. Murray has introduced a resolution (Aug. 1)

calling for an Investigation by the Government that will

bring out the fact on the following points:

1. Capitalization, ownership and control of the Pennsyl-

vania anthracite mines.

2. Intercorporate relationships of the coal-mining, coal-

handling, and coal-selling companies, and in the companies

transporting coal by water and rail.

3. The total revenues, expenses and profits of the anthra-

cite-mining companies for a period of years.

4. The total revenues, expenses and profits of the anthra-

cite-carrying railroads for a period of years.

5. Wholesale prices of anthracite coal at the mines and

at the principal distributing points, and retail prices of coal

in the principal cities.

Much of this ground was covered in the anthracite coal

inquiry of last year and part of it has been published in a

government report. Mr. Murray in fact admits this, saying:

I have reason to believe that there is now on hand in the

executtve de irtmVnts enough data to show that 90 per cent,

of the available anthracite coal, and between S5 and 90 per

cent of the anthracite shipped each year is in control of the

seven railroad systems which form the only means of trans-

porting the coal to the markets. These roads are bound to-

gether bv their common interests, by interlocking director-

Steslnd by agreements of various kinds so that they act as

a unit in controlling the price of anthracite coal. For ex-

amn^e the net earnings of the Philadelphia & Reading Coal

&Tron Co. for the last half of 1912 were $2 921,139 or nearly

ten times as great as they were for the last half of 1911.

Mr. Murray's action is understood to be due to widespread

complaints in New England regarding both price and supply

of anthracite, and it is believed that there will have to be a

renewal of the subject notwithstanding that rather elaborate

inquiry was devoted to it only about a year ago while a re-

port was filed less than six months ago.

Kr »le Time l>efineil

The Interstate Commerce Commission has handed down

opinion No. 2405 in which it refuses to award reparation to a

retail coal dealer for excessive rates inasmuch as he had been

advised by the Commission that his claim informally pre-

sented would be considered only on the formal docket, yet

took no action for five years and then filed a complaint. This

amounts to a definition of the meaning of "reasonable, time"

for the presentation of complaints and is equivalent to the

statement that all such demands lose their basis if they are

withheld beyond the time when they might by the exercise of

"due diligence' have been presented.

The EarninBH of AVeHt Vlritliiia .Minem

Statements made public here show that according to the

West Virginia Department of Mines, the average earnings of

miners for the year ending June 30, 1912, were $618.52. the

highest average earned by soft-coal miners anywhere. West

Virginia is a nonunion state. In the unionized state of Illi-

nois the average earnings of miners in the same year, ac-

cording to the State Department of Mines, were only $556.33.

or $62.19 less than the nonunion miners of West Virginia

averaged.
Men who belong to the union must pay dues and assess-

ments, which according to statements published in the United

Mine Workers "Journal." amount at present to 25c. with

strike assessments of 50c. each semi-monthly payday or $1S

a year. The 400.000 members of the United Mine Workers,

at present rates of collection appear to be yielding a fund of

$7,200,000 annually. It is estimated that if the 69.611 miners

of West Virginia can be added to the union rolls, they will

increase this sum at the present rate by $1,252,998 a year.

So eager are the union officers to increase the receipts of

the general treasury that in the so called "Paint Creek Settle-

ment." which really "ivas a settlement with only two com-

panies, the officers actually signed a contract binding their

members to return to work for less money than the com-

panies had offered to pay before the strike began.

The officials of the I'niled .Mine Workers hold out lilll.-

hope that the coal operators will accept the proposition of tli.

miners to establish a "check-off" in the anthracite '-egion a.^

a remedy for the frequent petty "button strikes." which ha\.

prevailed ever since the ratification of the 1912 agri'enn?ii

due mainly to the refusal of the men to join the union or p;i\

dues toward the support of the organi'/.ation. The plan w:i>

proposed at the convention recently held in Wllkes-Ban.-
The proposition has not yet been presented to the operatcu.s.

but preliminary arrangements are now being made to do so

at an early date.

The argument of the men In the union is that Itils is the

only '^ay to stop the trouble, and they point out that it is .i>

much to the advantage of the companies to adopt this imtliMil

as it will be to the union.

John P. White, national president of the mine workers, is

expected to be in the anthracite region in the course of a

few weeks. The principal purpose of his visit is to urge th.-

men to refrain from these petty strikes. His argument will

be that the operators will use these strikes as a reason for

not entering into a new agreement with the miners' organiza-

tion upon the expiration of the present contract.

In the Schuylkill region last week about 200 rock men em-
ployed by contractors went on strike for an increase in wages.

and all rock work in tunnels being done by the Lehigh Valley

and Reading companies between Centralia and Mahanoy City

came to a standstill. The 1100 employees of the William Penn

Colliery of the Susquehanna Coal Co. went out on strike on

account of the dockage question, but the men agreed to return

to work and then adjust their troubles. At the Midvalley

Colliery of the Midvalley Coal Co. and the Cameron Colliery

of the Mineral Railroad & Mining Co.. "button strikes" are in

order. The Beaver Brook Colliery of the Dodson Coal Co. is

about the only one that has not had a case before the Concilia-

tion Board this year.

Following a conference held last week between Governor

Tener. representatives of the Attorney General's department.

Auditor General Powell and State Treasurer Young, .\uditor

General Powell decided to pay state funds to virtually all

state departments.
These payments will start as soon as vouchers are pre-

sented from the various departments which the Auditor Gen-

eral believes are not legally created because not contem-

plated in the Constitution.

Governor Tener has re-named the State Industrial Accident

Commission. To this body he will Intrust the important duty

of framing a workman's compensation and employers' liability

act for submission to the next session of the Legislature.

The Commission will be instructed to get the views of all

interests on the subject and to frame a bill that, if possihl.-.

will meet with less opposition than that which failed during

the last session because neither labor nor capital could conn-

to an agreement as to its provisions.

Morris Williams, president of the Pennsylvania Coal Co..

and Francis Feehan, a former district president of the United

Mine Workers, are among those appointed on this commission.

I'KXVS^ I.V \MA

Soranton—Workmen In the Greenwood mine of the Dela-

ware & Hudson Co. had a narrow escape from death on July

29, when lightning entered a chamber by means of an elec-

tric feed wire and fired three sticks of dynamite that had

been placed preparatory to a blast. Three men had Just

left the chamber when the charges went off. The battery

wires were burned out and the trail of the bolt could be

followed from the surface through a slope to its entrance into

the chamber. The accident is the first of its kind in this end

of the anthracite coal fields.

AVIlkes-Barre—A suit in trespass against the Wilkes-Barre

Anthracite Coal Co. has been filed, asking $25,000 damages.

The suit grows out of a case where a pumprunner had his

clothing caught in the gears of a machine in the company's

mine.
The Kingston Coal Co., on Aug. 1. filed a cross bill In

equity against the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western R.R.

Co. over the ownership of coal lands, in which over $1,000,000
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is involved. The case grows out of an agreement made in

1S62 when the Lackawanna Co. leased certain coal lands, and

then entered into an agreement with the Kingston Coal Co..

whereby the latter company was to mine the coal, it being

cheaper for the railroad company to have the coal mined by

the Kingston people than erect its own collieries,

PIttston—The Pennsylvania Coal Co. has just completed

a modern electric plant at the old Schooley shaft, and expect

to supply the various collieries in the south district with

electricity in the near future. The culm bank at the old

Schooley plant will be utilized for fuel. Electricity will be

furnished in the beginning to old No. 2 shaft and to No. 9.

Shenandoah—Six miners and laborers were entombed for

some hours on July 29 at the William Penn colliery near here

shortly after they had started work in No. 2 Lift. After the

tall of rock occurred shutting them off from the rest of the

mine, other employees lost no time in starting a rescue

party and by 2 o'clock in the afternoon all of the men were

brought out alive and apparently little the worse for then-

experience.

Tamaqua—Sparks from an electric motor in the No. 4 mine

of the Lehigh Coal & Navigation Co. set fire to a body of gas

on July 29, as a result of which three men were badly burned.

The men were employed on the gangway when the explosion

occurred and were hurled a considerable distance by its

force.

\n explosion of gas at the Buck Ridge Colliery ot

the Philadelphia & Reading Coal & Iron Co. at Shamokin on

the same dav seriously if not fatally burned two miners.

Bituminous

eaver Run Coal Co.,Beaverdale—The Beaver Run Coal Co., on July 1, for-

mally opened a new stone club house for its employees.

This is equipped with gymnasium apparatus and is gener-

ally similar to a Y. M. C. A. F. B. Cortright, secretary of the

company, of Philadelphia, presided at the opening of the new

building.

Johnstown—Judge M. B. Stephens has granted an injunc-

tion to the Morrellville Coal & Coke Co. against the Morrell-

ville Coal Mining Co., restraining the latter from mining

further coal. The case is an unusual one, involving the des-

ignation of the amount that is to be allowed the operating

company for faults in the coal. The holding company main-

tains that the operating Arm is in arrears with the royalty,

wh'le the operating company maintain.s that it has paid ex-

cess royaltv amounting to $50,000. Another injunction was

applied for some time ago in the Blair County Courts and

Judge Stephens will hold a hearing in that case soon to re-

ceive testimony growing out of the dispute.

Xaylor—The mines at Kaylor, formerly operated by the

Great Lakes Coal Co., but now owned by the North Penn

Coal Co., recently resumed operations under new manage-

ment. Two of the mines are now working and as rapidly as

men can be secured the others will be again opened. It is

the intention to again operate this group of mines to then-

full capacity.

Pittsburgh—Three separate answers of the Monongahela

River Consolidated Coal & Coke Co., the Pittsburgh Coal

Co. and the Union Trust Co., of Pittsburgh, trustees, defend-

ants in a bill in equity, filed by Alexander Dempster, were

filed in the local court at Pittsburgh on July 31. All three

answers declare that Dempster has no standing in a court

at law under the equity proceedings and ask that the bill be

dismissed.
The answer of the Pittsburgh Coal Co. declares that

Dempster, a minority stockholder of the Monongahela Co..

without averments of fraud or danger of insolvency and suf-

ficient tacts in support thereof, seeks by a decree of court

to control the corporate property of the company and per-

sonally dictate its management. By comparison of the de-

fendants' holdings of stock in the company and the stock

held by the plaintiff it is alleged that the acts complained

of do not warrant or justify a decree in his favor.

A statement of the affairs of the company shows that m
1909 they lost $376,155.43 through the loss of coal fleets sunk

in the Mississippi River by storms. In 1910, the profits are

given as $231,222; in 1911. $355,7S9: and in 1912, $708,539; and

it is asserted the profits (. f the present year will exceed those

of last year.

W-KST VIIlfilNI.V

Charleston—With but one exception every local miners-

union on Cabin Creek reported Aug. 1 that they had ratified

the terms of an agreement by which the long coal strike will

be officially ended.

Fayette-yllle—A strike was recently declared at the Cran-

berry" mines in Raleigh County at a property of the New

River Co. The cause of the disturbance was a controversy

between a union and non-union employee, the non-union

man refusing to join the miners' organization, and when
urged too strongly by the union man, defending his stand

with his fists. The matter is to be submitted to arbitration

and the striking men have gone back to work.

Morgantown—The mine rescue course given in connection

with the department of mines of the college of engineering

at the State University of W. Va. is an accredited training

course of the Federal Bureau of Mines. Summer school

students in mining engineering have received certificates from

the Federal Bureau for their mine rescue studies.

liEMTUCKY

Fleming—The Elkhorn Fuel Co.'s new town of Fleming

has filed application in due form before the Circuit Court of

Letcher County for incorporation under the laws of the state.

The court is asked to appoint five trustees, a marshal! and

an assessor, the petition being signed by the due two-thirds

of the qualified voters of the town.

Harlan—The Harlan Coal Mining Co. is one of the east-

ern Kentucky operators which has been so crowded with

orders from the territory north of the Ohio that it has had

difficulty in keeping up with its regular business. On this

account it has been forced to decline all orders or offers from

others than its established customers, and to limit the

amount of coal that even these favored customers may take

at this time. The company has in several cases had to buy

outside coal to take care of orders, nearly always at prices

as high as it received, and in some cases higher.

TENNKSSBK

KnoxvUle—Considerable interest is already being mani-

fested bv Kentucky mine operators and their employees in

the great miners' field day, to be held at Knoxville. Sept.

20. Between 30 and 40 teams have been entered, and are

receiving minute instructions and hard training to fit them

for their contest for the rich prizes to be awarded. An un-

usual feature of the meeting will be a demonstration of the

manner in which coal-dust explosions occur, and their dan-

ger. A big steel tube made for that purpose will be used

by the Bureau of Mines in this demonstration. Twenty-five

thousand miners are expected to be present. The exercises

on Miners' Day will be held under the auspices of the Ten-

nessee Mine Foremen's Association, the American Mine Safety-

Association and the American Red Cross. .

OHIO

Martin'.s Ferrv-The mine of the Powhattan Coal Co..

which was to have been opened shortly, will not be started

until about the first of the year. The principal reason for

this postponement of operations seems to be that all bids

received for building tracks, tipples, power house, etc., were

considered too high on account of the scarcity of labor. It

is believed that labor conditions will be easier in a few

months.

Neiv Irfxington-Referee in Bankruptcy E. R. Mayer has

made public his finding in the bankruptcy case of the Saltillo

Coal Co., showing that the company is insolvent. The finding

shows the company's indebtedness to be about $33,050 and the

assets $23,500.

Columbus—Senator William Green, author of the bill to

require the weighing of coal to determine the wage of miners,

before screening, addressed the state commission appointed

by the governor to investigate the subject recently in the

senate chamber at Columbus, Ohio, giving his reasons for

introducing the bill.

The introduction of the bill, he said, naturally followed

the adoption of the amendment to the constitution making

such a statute proper, and valid, and the vote on the amend-

ment showed that the people were in sympathy with the

proposition. In 1S98 such a law was enacted, but the supreme

court set it aside. It the organic la-ws of the state had been

in 1S9S as they are now, this dispute would not be in prog-

cess. It would have been settled long ago.

INDI.VN.\

Boonville—Several convictions have been secured recent-

ly at Boonville, Ind., by John C. Wright, a deputy state mine

inspector, under the mining law of indiana. The charges

were various, including failure to provide ventilators, make

break-throughs and furnish timbers.

Hymera—Five men were probably fatally burned, and 18

others severely injured in a dust explosion at Jackson Hill

mine No 2, three miles east of here on Aug. 1. Rescuers sue-
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I >idt-ii in bnnginsf out all of the injured miners alive, but
the mine property was heavily damaged. It is believed the
dust was Jlred by a windy shot.

ILLINOIS

^VatMan—Leases are sougrht on 10,000 acres ot coal land in

a eontisuous body near Watson on either side ot the Illinois

Central R.R. These leases are drawn for two years and rep-
resent the Consolidated Coal Co., of St. Louis and Chicago.
It is believed from oil-well drillings that coal in paying
quantities underlies Watson and the surrounding country.

Clinton—An inspection was lecently made of mine No. 4

of the Big Creek Coal Co. looking toward the installation
of electric machinery therein. Many of the larger mines In

Fulton County have adopted electric power systems and those
who have not done so are making preparations therefor.

Mlllsboro—.The Peabody coal mine after being shut down
to make extensive improvements for several months has
recently resumed operations. Inside of a month it is expected
that this mine -will employ about 350 men. This number will
be increased constantly for several months.

OKL.IHOM.V

.Mc.\Ieiiter—As the result of injuries received In a gas ex-
plosion in mine No. 4 of the Union Coal Co., at Adamson. on
July 25. Jake Blevins. a coal miner, died in the local hospital
here on July 28.

Juneau, Alaska—The commissioner of the general land
otflce has canceled the Alaska coal claim of James Wardell,
of Juneau, on land adjoining the Cunningham group in the
Bering River region. This is the first Alaska coal cancella-
tion since the voiding of the Cunningham claim in 1911. For-
feiture was on account ot failure to open and improve the
land.

AntufaKasta, Chile—J. Bartraan Coleman and J. Yearns,
of the Caledonian Collieries Co., Ltd., of Australia, have left
on an extensive inspection trip in the interior. They expect
to look at a number of coal prospects before returning. They
also will study the fuel question at various nitrate conces-
sions, where the increasing use of fuel oil is making con-
siderable inroads in the coal tonnage consumed.

raaNgon-, Scotland—Twenty-two coal miners perished in
the fire which broke out Aug. 3 in the Mavis Valley pit of
the Cadder Colliery near here. Their bodies have been re-
covered. Only one man escaped alive of the shift of miners
in the pit at the time of the fire. A widow lost three of her
sons. The rescuing parties passed through a severe ordeal,
owing to the intense heat and poisonous gases, and many of
them were brought to the surface unconscious.

COAL AND COKE PATENTS

ImprovementH In Collapsible Wooden Jlining Props, H.
Heidkamp, 117 Bluthenstrasse, Hamborn-Neumiihle, Rhein-
land, Germany, 17,557 of 1912.

.VpparntuH for nixeliarKlnii; Subxtantlnlly Vertical Retorts
for the Destructive Distillation of Coal. H. W. Woodall and
A. JIcD. Buckham, assignors to Isbell-Porter Co., Newark.
N. J., 1,065,572. June 24, 1913, filed Feb. 1, 1913, serial No.
175,474.

Steam Holler Furnace, J. McMillan, Chicago. 111., 1.065,702.
June 24. 11113. filed Mar. 23, 1912, serial No. 685,743.

MeanN for Seenring CombuHtion of Coal, J. H. Parsons, as-
signor to Parsons Engineering Co., Wilmington. Del., 1.066.-

044, July 1. 1913. filed Apr. 15. 1908. serial No. 427,119.

Method of Securlnjc CombuHtlon of Coal, J. H. Parsons, as-
signor to Parsons Engineering Co., Wilmington, Del.. 1.066.-

043. July 1, 1913, filed Nov. 1, 1907. serial No. 400,169.

Mechanical Stoker, E. C. Cramp, Harrisburg, Penn., 1.066,-

254. July 1, 1913. filed May 2, 1912, serial No. 694,656.

Method of Reiirulatlnsr Generation in Gas Producers, L. R.

C Chowning, Corning. N. Y., 1.066,252. July 1. 1913, filed Jan.
23. 1913. serial No. 744.256.

Miners' Emersencr Caae, E. M. Johnson, Bishop. Penn..
f.6,449. July 1. 1913, filed Aug. 12, 1912, serial No. 714,568.

Soot Boiler Cleaner. L. J. Bayer, assignor to Bayer Steam
Soot Blower Co.. St. Louis. Mo., 1.066.244. July 1, 1913, filed
Oct. 9. 1912, serial No. 724.757.

Mine Car Whe«l, W. J. McDonald, assignor to American
Car & Foundry Co.. St. Louis. Mo.. 1,066,638, Julv 8. i;il3.

hied Dec. 21. 1912. serial No. 737.034.

Sangster,
corpora
24. 1908.

Coal I,rvellnK Machine for Bre-Hlvr OveuM, W.
J. S. Ham. assignors to Covington Machine Co.. a
tlon of Virginia. 1.067.221, July S. 1913. filed .\ug.
serial No. 450.115.

<;aN I'roduccrH, H. L. Douherty. New Voik. N. Y.. 1.066.717.
July 8. 1913. filed Dec. 27. 1909, serial No. 535,037.

Coal Lpvellnic Mnohlnr for Bee-Hive Ovens. W. Sangster.
assignor to Covington Machine Co.. a corporation of Virginia,
1.067.199. July 8. 1913, filed July 7. 1908. serial No. 442.305.

Smoke Preventer, G. H. Maynard. New York. N. Y.. 1.067.-
826. July 22. 1913. filed July 25, 1912. serial No. 711,607.

Self-ConplInK Mine-Car Bumper, E. Stark, Munger. Mich.,
1.067.384. July 15. 1913, filed Sept. 12, 1912, serial No. 720,035.

Coal Leveling Machine, P. H. Douglas, assignor to Well-
man-Scaver-Morgan Co., Cleveland. Ohio. 1,067,240, July 15,

1913, filed Dec. 20, 1911, serial No. 666,948.

Coal TranxferrlnK .Vpparatua, Charles Marcello. Pickayune,
Miss., 1.067.615, July 15. 1913, filed May 8, 1912, serial No.
695,921.

Smoke Purlfler, J. Delancy, .Milwaukee. Wis.. 1.067.321,
July 15, 1913, filed Sept. 8, 1911, serial No. 648,271.

PERSONALS

James Baglc.\

lines at Seattle
esigned.

has been appoinle
Wash., taking the

inspector of coal
ot D. C. Bolting,

John Reynolds, of Eagan. Tenn.. has resigned the position
of superintendent of the Eagan mine of the Campbell Coal
Mining Co. of that place.

J. J. Rutledge and J. M. Jones, of the Federal Bureau of
Mines, have been making an inspection of the Birmingham
district with the purpose, it is believed, of preparing a report
upon the explosibility of coal dust for the Bureau of Mines.

Hugh McDonald and W. W. Smith, of Minot, N. D., have
been inspecting various coke plants in the Connellsville
region, with the idea that they will shortly construct a cok-
ing plant at their mining property near Minot and produce
a domestic coke from North Dakota lignite.

The Chief of the Department of Mines, of Philadelphia.
Hon. James B. Roderick, has appointed Harry Phythyon, of
West Middlesex, and Thomas H. Thompson, ot Finleyville,
to be inspectors of mines in the bituminous region. Mr.
Phythyon will have headquarters at Belle Vernon. Fa.vette
County. Mr. Thompson will have headquarters at Punxsutaw-
ney, Jefferson County.

Governor Tener announced on Friday. Aug. 2. that he had
named the following men to constitute the new Public Service
Commission ot Pennsylvania: Nathaniel Ewing, Fayette
County, head of the State Railroad Commission, which is sup-
planted by the new commission, chairman; ten-year term.
.S. Larue Tone, Allegheny County, general manager and chief
engineer of the Pittsburgh Railways Co.; nine-year term.
Samuel W. Pennypacker, Montgomery County, ex-governor
and member of the old Railroad Commission; eight-year
term. Emory R. Johnson. Philadelphia, professor of trans-
portation and commerce expert. University ot Pennsylvania;
eight-year term. Milton J. Brecht, Lancaster County, mem-
ber of old Railroad Commission; six-year term. Charles F.

Wright, Susquehanna Coujity, ex-state treasurer; five-year
term. Frank M. Wallace, Erie, treasurer of the Pittsburgh
Coal Co.; four-year term.

TRADE CATALOGS

The Klectric Controller & Mtg. Co., Cleveland. Ohio. More
Chips. Booklet, describing the automatic control of r..achine
tools; 31 pp., 8x10% in., profusely illustrated.
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CONSTRUCTION NEWS

Whltesburg, Ky.—The Elkhorn Mining Corporation organ-

ized for the purpose of developing- land in the Boone's Fork

and Beaver Creek field has made the announcement that

actual development work is to be started immediately.

Peoria, III.—The Chicagro and Northwestern Ry. has started

the laying of rails upon its new coal road now being built

from Peoria south, to tap the coal field in Macoupin County.

Winston Bros., of Minneapolis, have the contract for the

work. For several years the Northwestern has had this

project in mind, but because of adverse conditions in the

Northwest it was not deemed feasible until the present year

to begin actual operation.

I'unxsutaivney, Penn.—With 11 new openings supplement-

ins the six old ones, a new tipple umJer construction, a power

plant and a two-mile extension of railroad being built to a

17,000-acre tract of coal land, the Madeira-Hill Coal Mining-

Co. has improvements under way which promise to revive in

a large extent the mining industry of Clover Run. This oper-

ation is located in Clearfield County on the road from Mahaf-
fev to DuBois, about six miles from Hillman.

Fairmont, AV. Va.—It has been announced that the Elk-

horn Fuel Co. is about to begin the extensive construction

necessary in connection with its plant for developing 300.000

acres of coal land in Kentucky and West Virginia. This

corporation has awarded a contract to the Nicola Building

Co., of Pittsburgh, for the construction of 1000 buildings in

connection with the plan for a modern mining- town in

Letcher Co.. Ky., where developments will begin.

Birmingliam, Ala.—The Tennessee Coal, Iron & R.R. Co.

have recently announced five distinct improvement projects,

which involve the expenditure of a considerable appropria-

tion. These improvements embrace: One school house at

Edgewater, and 100 dwelling houses at the same place. A
domestic water supply at Iskooda Mine. Sanitation at Mus-
cado, Fossil, Iskooda and Patten. Electric pumping- improve-
ments at Pratt No. 1 division. Opening No. 9 slope at Blucton

to take the place of the old slo-pe being exhausted or worked
out.

Enduinaiiolis, Ind.—The Sedalia Lumber & Coal Co., of

Clinton County, has dissolved.

Chicim-o, ill.—The Benton District Coal Co. has increased

its capital stock from $20,000 to .$30,000.

Steplieiis, Tenn.—The Stephens Land & Coal Co. has been

incorporated with a capital stock of $20,000 to develop coal

deposits.

Connellsville. I'enn.—The Margaret Smokeless Coal Co. has

been chartered by Henry C. Mills, Patton. Penn.. Gee. S.

Good, Lockhaven. Penn.. and F. J. Dixon, of Blairsville. Penn.

The capital stock is $10,000.

Indianapolis, Ind.—The Ayrdale Coal Co., of Terre Haute,

has been incorporated with a capital stock of $5000 to operate

a mining company. The directors are; W. J. Freeman. C. J.

Freeman. Jasper Schloat, W^ A. Craig and Walter Bledsoe.

Columbu.s, Ohio—The Bell Block Coal Co., of Columbus.
Ohio, has been jncorporited with a capital stock of $10,000

to mine and deal in coal. The incorporators are: P. W. Bar-

ricktow. W. H. Barricklow, W. O. Copeland, Ethel B. Plant

and W. H. Plant.

Madison, -Wis.—The Elkhorn Gas Coal Mining Co. has

been organized in West Virginia and incorporated by Mil-

waukee men. The capital stock is $2,000,000. of which $1000

represents the property owned in Wisconsin. Ferdinand
Schlesinger is president: Henry J. Schlesinger, vice-president:

Armin J. Schlesinger. treasurer, and Edward G. Wilmer, sec-

retary.

INDUSTRIAL NEWS

Birmingham, Ala.—The operations of the Dayton Coal &
Iron Co., at Dayton, Tenn., have all closed down recently for

an indefinite period.

Pittsburgh, Penn.—The Hirsch Electric Mine Lamp Co.
has moved its factory to the corner of 12th and Wood Sts..

where its manufacturing^ facilities are greatly increased.

C'onuellsvllle, Penn.—The H. C. Frick Coke Co. has shut
down three Leisenring plants indefinitely, throwing 1500 men
out of employment, and blowing out 2000 ovens. Some other
operators are also putting ovens out of blast.

Fairpoint, Ohio— It is reported that a new coal mine will

be opened at Fairpoint in the near future. It is rumored that
the mine will be opened by the owners of the Edghill mine
north of Bellaire. No definite information can as yet be had
upon this point.

Peoria, III.—Walter Ohlander and John Kietzler, of Pekin,
have leased the Lake Erie coal mine between Wesley City
and East Peoria. At present they are getting the mine into

shape and are giving work to 25 men. They expect to em-
ploy a force of from 75 to 100 men during the winter.

Battle Creek, Mich.—Intending to take no chances of a
possible strike the Grand Trunk R.R. is stocking 66,000 tons
of coal on the flat below the Verona road crossing. The
railroad has already 22.000 tons of coal in its regular storage
jard near the locomotive shop, but this is only a si-nall part
of what may be needed.

Parkersburg, W, Va.—The United States Lumber Co. and
the Tri-State Investment Co. have just closed a deal with
Philadelphia and Scranton capitalists whereby they disposed
of their combined interest in the coalfields of Highland. Bath
and Augusta Counties in Virginia, and Pendleton County, in

West Virginia, for a sum aggregating $320,000.

Six Mile Rnn, Penn Schipper Bros. Coal Mining Co. an-
nounces that it has just completed a tipple at its Broadtop
Mine, on Six Mile Run, containing screens and picking belts

for coal preparation. This company has also begun shipment
from its new Crescent No. 7 Mine, on the Barnett seam, and
has installed at its Ladysmith No. 5 Mine a new 10-ft. Brazil

fan.

Columbu.s, Ohio—The Hocking Valley Ry. Co. was recently

granted permission by the Ohio Public Service Commission
to issue $1,000,000 of equipment trust notes for the purpose
of buying ne-w rolling stock and immediately upon the re-

quest being granted the company placed an order with the

Ralston Steel Car Co. for 1000 steel battleship coal cars,

wliich will be delivered about Oct. 1.

-Washington, D. C.—One of the largest petitions ever pre-

sented to Congress from a single congressional district has

been submitted to the House by Representative W. N. Carr,

of Uniontown. Penn.. in behalf of 13.500 employees of the

H. C. Frick Coke Co. These men ask Congress to prevent a

proposed dissolution of the U. S. Steel Corporation, of which
the H. C. Frick Coke Co. is a subsidiary.

Columbus, Ohio—It is reported in railway circles that the

Baltimore & Ohio, owner of the Cincinnati, Hamilton & Day-
ton Ry. system is planning to take up the southern end of the

Detroit. Toledo & Ironton Ry. between Jackson and Ironton.

The Baltimore & Ohio has been seeking an outlet through
that locality for some time and has already had such a route

surveyed. The purchase of the southern division of the De-
troit. Toledo & Ironton will eliminate the building of a new
road.

Philadelphia, Penn.—The Manor Real Estate & Trust Co..

of Philadelphia, representing purchasing and holding com-
panies of the Pennsylvania R.R. have concluded the pur-

chase of seven tracts of coal land in Greene and Cherryhill

Townships. Indiana County, the average price paid per acre

being $70. The coal here purchased adjoins a large tract

of nearly 15.000 acres recently taken over by the Manor Co.

from the Greenridge Coal Co. Total payments in Indiana Co.

aggregated $45,000.

Mobile, Ala.—The collier "Blossburg," owned by the Pratt

Consolidated Coal Co.. which was constructed at Pascagoula

and Mobile has been put into service. This vessel is the

only collier of its kind and is 150 ft. long, 36 ft. beam and
11 ft. deep. It has a carrying capacity of 1600 tons of coal

and can bunker a steamer at the rate of 200 tons per hour.

Furthermore, all classes of vessels from the smallest tug

to the largest steamer can be more economically bunkered
than from coal barges of the old type.

Pittsburgh, Penn.—It has been announced that the J. H.

Hillman & Sons Co. has bought a controlling interest in the

Bessemer Coal & Coke Co., which owns approximately 3300

acres of coking coal in the Connellsville and Klondyke region.

By acquiring the controlling interest in the Bessemer Coke
Co., the J. H. Hillman & Sons Co. now becomes the largest

shipper of coke in the country. This firm now has an annual

shipment of 3,500,000 tons of coke, and a large quantity of

bituminous coal to all parts of the LTnited States and Mexico.
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COAL TRADE REVIEWS
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llfin> ilrmnnd for liHiinilii<iu« t-ontlnii

Nunit-ri.. h..»vi-v,T. Iirr l.f.•.nilnu m..r.- .nil

.'i.mniilmvnts. llujInB ini.r.- ».lltt.r.Ml. \IU lirn.lt.- niiidrrRtelj

ilull. Iiii* normal under the i-urtalled proUu.-tlon.

With the AuKust anthracite oiiculai- now in effect, theie

IS little interest shown in setting coal forward, although

there is a lariie tonnage moving at the full circular, and any

further curtailment in production is unlikely. The com-

panies appear to be disposing of the restricted production

without anv serious trouble, although there is considerable

individual coal being sold down to the regular April circular,

or less. The steam grades are showing some indication of

improvement.
The broad heavy consumption of bituminous continues un-

aliated. and the trade is now beginning to contemplate what

the situation will be in the fall. Indications are that the

current month will be the best August in the history of the

soft -coal market, but the situation will turn entirely on the

production. While the outlook for Increased shipments is not

encouraging at the moment, the possibility of a heavier move-

ment is tending to give an easier tone to the market. Spot

tonnages have not been particularly strong, especially where

accumulations have occurred: buying is also more scattered

and of an emergency kind, but prices continue Arm. Con-

sumers are becoming more cautious about orders into the fu-

ture, and there is a feeling developing at some points that

there is a possibility of a temporary slump.

Railroads in the Pittsburgh district are moving coal better

than was expected, but there is sufficient congestion to cause

some anxiety over the future. There is little new demand.

but it is also doubtful if any important tonnage could be

contracted for at the circular: production is up to full ca-

pacity. Outlying districts appear to be only waiting for

Pittsburgh to take the initiative in the matter of advancing

quotations. The only uncertainty in the situation at the pres-

ent moment appears to be the contradictory conditions of the

iron and coal markets. Ordinarily, these act in perfect sym-

pathy with each other, but the reverse obtains now and the

situation is highly puzzling to those effected.

The increased circular, effective the first of the current

month in Ohio, is being strongly held, and the demand re-

mains insistent. Production has been curtailed during the

week by the restricted car supply which is now becoming a

feature of the situation. There is no further doubt that the

Lake shipping for the year will exceed all previous records.

The companies at Hampton Roads are catching up on the

contracts, because of heavier shipments from the mines, and

there is also a larger movement in the coastwise and foreign

trade. The tonnages in the West and Northwest, from West

Virginia are unusually large.

The car shortage in the extreme Southern market is caus-

ing a great deal of anxiety over what the situation will be

this fall: coke is somewhat weaker because of the closing of

a number of the iron furnaces. Prices in the Middlewest ar-

being firmly held with some advances occasionally recorded.

It appears to be doubtful if the operator can produce sufficient

coal to meet the demand, particularly with the car and labor

shortage which is becoming steadily worse.

BOSTOX, M.VSS.

Generally n milder tone to bituminous, but it ix ronHldered

only temporary. Interext Htlll active in the prolmble output

of We»t Virginia the next three months and price* eonlinue

firm. Difference amone eompanleM in charRlng I'ennMjIvanin

state tax.

BitumlnouH—The situation here continues without marke.l

change and what interest is shown is apparently confined

to conjectures over what are likely to be the developments

later In that respect, there has been no pronounced trend,

and the fall market will turn on the size of the output of

Pocahontas and New River the next two or three months.

Gains so far. since the resumption of mining, July 7, have been

slow but better loading is promised at all the Hampton

Roads piers the next fortnight. On the whole, clear weather

and the good movement of transportation coastwise help give

the situation just now a milder tone, although it is recog-

nized that there are other factors that are almost sure to

n.ake llu- outlook serious befui.- iiiiiiiy w.eUs. i'rices lu

as firm as at any time since July. Iiut buying is scatteied an

on Pocahontas and New River, only of an emergency chai

acter. There Is a feeling in some circles, however, that with!

the month there will be a quiet time when prices will reeet

for a little, even though still lat<>r there is im upward mov.

nient that will extend into the winter.

From Pennsylvania shipments have lately been cuniii

more slowly and there are further reports of labor shortag

of a surplus of business, and in some sections even of a lln

ited car supply. I^rices are without changi'. and few shippe

are lacking an abundance of .\ugust business. A cautloi

policy is still being observed with regard to deferred dell

cries. In Georges Creek the same condition is true, on

with more emphasis. Practically no shipments are beli

made except on contract obligations, and then only in rel

tivelv small allowances to each consignment.

k ^S i i i i
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loadS weie q""^ ,, tg^\-^„ up that it would
relatively light but capacity is so well taisei i^

^^ ^^^
ii<i diffiruU if not impossible, to place iresn eui

^eVuir^circlar. prices, --eh ^e continue - -ote^ as_ fol-

^^0- ^'^f',^«:""r1,t:r-U^:; ltin.'domestic. .1^.

^Ifton at-n^ne, Pittsburgh
--l^^-J^ c:^ t^r^W^i^n:

l^^^hf:res^si::s^^caVt- ^btaiiied on prompt lots, say

10@15c.

Connellxville Coke—.\uthentic information is relatively

meager as to prog.e.ss being made by the coke operators in

closing out August furnace coke. It is understood that the

Producers' Coke Co., which handles the output of a number

of operators, has made several sales, at the ?2.50 price. In-

dependent operators have made at least two sales, aggregat-

ing 15,000 tons, at that price, not guaranteed against decline.

Furnaces are less averse to paying the operators' price than

they were in the ease of July coke, chiefly because they find

the pig iron market has been picking up, and a break in cok.-

prices at this time would disturb pig iron. We quote; Prompt

furnace, ?2.50@2.fi0; contract furnace. $2.50: prompt foundry,

$2.85@3; contract foundry, ?2.85ig3.

Since the beginning of July there has been restriction ot

production by operators who did not have all their coke sold.

for a month or longer periods, in order to avoid possible price

cutting in the prompt market which would disturb the con-

tract market. In the past few days the claim has been made

by some operators that the men are so averse to working

full time that they could not increase their output if they

tried These statements are doubted in many quarters. -\s

reported by the "Courier," shipments in the week ended July

26 aggregated 393,634 tons, a decrease of 6214 tons, the pro-

duction being given at 393.333 tons, a decrease of 6371 tons.

BALTI.MOHK. MD.

The best summer trade In years. Little probability of any

casing off before the fall demand opens up. Shipments con-

tinue heavy an ' consumers are askins for tonnages In ex-

cess of their contracts.

This is the best August in the history of the coal trade^for

vears The time has now come when the trade feels there

will be no break in the good prices for bituminous coals that

have held so tar the present season. Most of the companies

that hand)- soft coal are pretty well filled with orders, and

at figures considerably above those of a year ago.

Inquiries are now coming in also, for business above the

contract call, which, by the way. is excellent Shipmen s

continue heavy over the piers and the local call for fuel is

also good. The rush ot contract coal continues m the Lake

trade and there will probably be no abatement in that di-

rection until navigation closes. While spot tonnages have

not been overstrong at some points where there has been

an overaccumulation. still the mine prices are showing no

signs ot weakening. Poorer grades ot Pennsylvania coal

readily bring $1. and the better qualities are being quickly-

absorbed at from $1.25 to $1.40. The oft quality ^\ est

Virginia fuels are commanding 90c. to $1 at the mines, with

the'^better grades at $1.15 and $1.20.

The anthracite business here continues rather dull. There

will be the usual awakening about the middle of the next

month however. The export trade from this port continues

heavy. Egypt is still figuring largely in the amount of coal

sent "out. the Consolidation Coal Co. handling most of the

tonnage to Alexandria.

bi;ff.vl,o, iV. Y.

Bituminous trade seriously considering an advance In

the circui .r. Strong position of the coal market, as com-

pared >vith iron, is puyMns business Interests. Car supply

mueh improved.

The bituminous trade is so strong that dealers believe

they could hold an advance ot 15 to 20c. a ton.
-)^'IYtZTZ

have been sent out from certain mines to the effect that an

advance of 5c. might be expected on Aug. 1, but as a lule

the trade here is waiting tor the big companies in Pittsburgh

to take the lead. Other branches of business appear to b^

watching bituminous coal and wondering how it manages to

hold so firm When iron is dull. There was never so much

iron ore moving on the Lakes as now and yet the tone of the

iron trade is as uncertain as ever. Consumption is heav>

at least and users of manufactured iron are complaining

?hat thev cannot get anything like prompt deliveries.

.Ctill ihere are quite a good many furnaces in the vicmity

of Buffalo shut down on the complaint that there ,s no profit

Tn Pig iron. Everybody is puzzled over the contradictorj

condifion in business, but the coal interests continue produc-

ing at maximum all their full capacity. Coal sells itselt. and

there would be no salesmen out it it was not expected that

old conditions would return. The only drawback to the

trade is the scarcity ot money. Canada is nuich ".ore poorly

supplied than this country, especially since the ^"ve, nment

promised to-release a large amount tor general use. The'e '^

no complaint of car scarcity, though they are not p entj.

the main difllculty is that the loaded cars move '^oj^lo-'^;

Onlv after a shipper has made serious complaint that the

consignee of a stranded car is running out of coal does ,t

beg" "o move again. Quotations of bituminous w.„ there-

fore, be $2.90 for Pittsburgh select lump. $2.80 for .hree-
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quarter. J2.65 for mine-run and $2.15 for slack, all very
strong. Coke is still weaker than coal and sells on the basis
of $4.65 for best Connellsvillc foundry, f.o.b. cars at Buffalo.

There is no stir in the anthracite trade and none is

looked for right away, as consumers are either hard at work
in the field or off on vacations. Anthracite is in long sup-
ply and there is an excess of lake tonnage; some days more
than a dozen big freighters leave this port light. The ship-
ments of hard coal from this port for the week were 158,000
tons; for July. 7S0.632 tons and for the season. 2.566.20i;

tons. Last season to .Vugust the shipment was only 1.0S7,3S5
Ions, owing to the late start, due to the miniM« suspension.

TOI.Kno. OHIO
ri>ledi> doekn nUl uiidoulitedly eHtahllHh a iie» high rre-

•ril during the current yenr. <nr Nuppiy giiod »" for. Stvnni
and domentle gradeia In good demand and prices are Mtrong.

Th. coal trade cnntimies to be a rushing business in
Toledo, especially in Lake shipments. This will undoubtedly
prove a banner year for the Toledo Lake coal trade, although
ne.xt year when the new Hocking docks are completed it is

expected that a much greater tonnage will diverted to this
port. The demand continues good for both domestic and
steam coal and also for the fine grades. Thus far there has
been no shortage of cars, although some dealers are fearful
that there will be a little later on when crops begin to move,
as this section has had a record yield. There has been plenty
of coal thus far to supply the trade and much of it is now-
going up the Lakes.

The C. H. & D. docks have loaded 100.000 tons of coal
during the past year and there are now four boats loading,
each of from eight to ten thousand tons capacity. The Hock-
ing and T. & O. C. docks have been loading to the limit of
their capacity.

Prices quoted here are as follows;

Poca- Hock- Jack- Pome- Mai^.*- Pitt.s. Cim-
honta3 ing son roy ilon No. 8 bridge

Domestic lump »2 .tO $1.60 $2 50 $1.75 $2.50 $1 35 $1.35
Ecg 2.50 1.20 2.50 1.50 2 50
N'ut 2 00 120 2.25 1.50 2.50
'lump 1 :!5 1.20 i 20
Mine-run

. 1 lio 115 110 1 10
Slack .. 70 0.80

I.Ol ISVILLE. KY.
The heavy movement Into the ^Ve»t and N'orthnest con-

tlnuex unabated, ^>tu^inc of winter coal In xtrengthenlns
the domentle market. Some producers so rushed they are
unable to supply their regular trade.

After an almost imperceptible slackening up. the market
has again resumed its former activity and is even stronger
than before. The most important- feature is the continued
heavy movement into the Northwestern market, principally
through Chicago, although there are numerous orders from
points -west of the Mississippi. Eastern Kentucky operators,
especially those in the Harlan field, arc obtaining the great-
est benefit from this heavy demand; many of them are so
rushed with orders that they are unable to supply their
regular customers. This is the general condition throughout
eastern Kentucky, and no relief is in sight until the produc-
tion is much improved, there being considerable develop-
ment now under way.

The generally firm condition of the market has naturally
had a stiffening effect upon prices. The good grade domestic
'oals from eastern Kentucky are selling at $1.S5 to $2 a
ton, f.o.b. mines, for block, with block and lump at 10 to 15c.
less, and round 25 to 35c. less. The September selling basis
will be $2.10 to $2.25 for block, with the other grades in
proportion as indicated. Nut and slack is in fairly good sup-
ply at 60 to 75c. for the better grades, the off qualities be-
ing from 40 to 50 cents.

COI.lMBl S, OHIO
Demand is good for all grades. The feature of the trade

Is the advance in the oireulnr, elleetlve .Vug. I, nhieh is being
well maintained. I'rodnetinn Is curtailed by a growing car
shortage. The tone of the market is good.

Demand for all grades of coal has been good during the
past week. The tone of the market is satisfactory and the
advanced circular, effective Aug. 1. is being well maintained
Price cutting is not common and is only done In a few in-
stances. The outlook for the future is considered good In
every way.

Car shortage is making its appearance and as a result the
output from the various mining districts is being curtailed
to a certain extent. In eastern Ohio the car shortage is the
worst and consequently the production is estimated at only
about 65 per cent, of normal; it has also appeared in the
Hocking Valley and the output is about 80 per cent, of the
average In that section. In the Pomeroy Bend district some
trouble over lack of cars is reported and the same is true
of the domestic fields of Jackson.

Domestic business is holding up well despite the extremely
hot weather. Dealers' stocks are pretty large and they are
not buying for Immediate delivery at present. Municipal and
school contracts ure requiring some attention and there is a
good demand for Pocahontas in this territory at prices con-pi'Ices

II year ago. Some of the larger house-— ^— - .. ^vu, («hu. iivjiiiir •'! Lilt- lai
holders have placed their contracts for the coming season.
Retail prices are higher, in conformity with the advanced
circula

Lake trade Is good although there is a slight falling oft
in the volume, due to car shortage and scarcity of labor. No

will be done soon to guard against a possible suspension after
Apr. 1. when the present mining scale expires. Railroads are
using a fair amount of fuel.

Quotations in the Ohio fields are as follows;

Hocking PitUiburg Pomeroy Kruinwlm
Domestic lump $1 . 70 Cq» 1 l>5 $1 . 70 («> 1 . 65 $1 70 (ai 1 65
3-4 mch I.55(« 1 .50 $1.35(ai 1 ;«) 1.45(dil40 I..50fiil40
^Tu' 1..30W1.20 1 3S^U 30
Mme-run.... 1.35<Sll25 1.15(ail 10 1 30 <ol 1 25 1.25® 1.20
Nut. pea and slack. . 0. 65010.60 O.6O(al0.55 0.60(oi0 55
Coarse slack

. .55 ('i 11
.
.5(1 7n(<ill65 0,.50(al0.45 0.50(^1.0 45

HAMPTON l(0\I)S, V.l.

.Shippers well caught up on eoiilraets, although dumitlngM
for the week were light. >lovenient from the mines was
heavy and also the shlpnieiits In both the foreign and eoast-

rl. fir

Inadetiuate

Dumpings ovci- the Hampton Roads pieis during the week
have fallen below expectation. However, there has been a
continued heavy movement in from the mines, and whole-
salers have cauaht up on their contracts, some even having
free coal remaining on track in the yards, although tl is will
no doubt find a ready application on contract. The export
and coastwise movement still continues heavy with prices
firm at $2.95 to $3 for Pocahontas and New River, and $2.60
to $2.75 for Kanawaha for deliveries during the current
month and early in September,

The dumping over the Hampton Roads pier for July
amounted to 934.672 tons. The Norfolk & Western R.R. led
with a tonnage of 513.951 tons, at the Lambert Point pier,
the Virginia Ry. being second, with 221,064 tons at Sewalls
Point, while the Chesapeake & Ohio Ry. dumped 199,747
tons at Newport News.

HIRMI>fiH.V>l. Al,\.

Operators eoniplulnlng vlgciri

ear supply. Indications piiiiit to
fall demand opens up. Optimb
trade.

The most interesting feature in the local market is the
vigorous complaints from the operators about the inadequate
supply of cars, which they claim is worse than for some
months past. The lack of equipment at this time when the
shipments are comparatively light is causing considerable
apprehension over what the situation will be when the fall
demand opens up.

Furnace coke is slightly weaker, due to the closing down
of a number of blast furnaces, but foundry coke appears
strong with prices being well maintained. Smithing coal is
experiencing the customary summer dullness, and the price
level has been reduced in order to stimulate buying. Business
conditions generally in the South are excellent and the trade
is inclined to take an optimistic view over the immediate
future of the coal business.

DETROIT, MKH.
Shortage in the ear and labor supply is restricting pro-

duction an<l causing uneasiness. l-oeahontas grades are stiff

obtain.

iitlouk

d becoming

nitnmlnouH.

lore difliei

-The car lupply is becoming steadily worse
and operators are seriously handicapped in their efforts
to produce sufficient coal to meet the heavy demand. There
is also considerable apprehension expressed over the inade-
quate supply of labor and indications are that high quota-
tations will prevail locally before the end of September, with
coal diflicult to obtain at that. Prices on contracts are being
maintained in every respect, several large tonnages being
closed during the week.

.tnthracite—.\I1 of the big hard coalers, with the exception
of the D. L. & W. have announced a uniform advance of 10c.
per ton on the circular to cover the new 2% per cent. Penn-
sylvania state tax on anthracite.

Coke—Coke is becoming somewhat stronger and will ap-
parently continue to improve from now on. Semet Soivav is
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quotable at $3.75 with gas house at $3.50 and Connellsville at

$3 all f.o.b.

The local market is now quotable on about the following
basis;

W. Va. Hock- Cam- No. 8 Poca- Jacltson
Splint Gas ing bridge Ohio houtus Hill

Domestic lump. $1.50 $1.60 $2.51) $2,25
Egg 1.5(1 1.60 2.50 2,25
Steam lump .... 1 . .30 , . , . .... . . , . ... -

»-in. lump 1.15 $1.15 1.10 $1 10 $1 10
Mine-run Ill) 1.10 1.05 105 1,05 1.50
Slai-k, 0,00 0.95 0,60 70 0,70 . ,

ST. i>ori II o.

The antieipate*! aicl> anoe in the Carterville and Franklin
County coals toolv place Aua*. 1. Standard ;£rades arc nio^in;^

more freely. Anthracite and coke arc completely demorali/cd.
As had been anticipated, Aug. 1 broug"ht a surprise in the

way of an advance on Carterville and Franklin County coal,

although there are indications that some of these may (.nlj-

be temporary, as the local demand has been caused largely

by a lot of speculation on the part of jobbers who figured on
having a good demand in the first half of the month. The
country demand is fairly good from points in Missouri and the

North, but in the South there is nothing as yet.

Standard coal is moving a trifle more freely, but the same
old proposition exists where it is being sold for less than cost.

Standard screenings are down from 40c. to 4oc. and, of course,

this means that 2-in. lump is hovering around 90c. to 95c.;

6-in. has advanced to about $1.10, and everything indicates

that Standard lump will continue to advance because it is a
certainty that screenings will continue to drop.

Very little anthracite moving in. and the market is In a
demoralized condition and the same thing applies to coke.

The prevailing circulai- is:

Carterville
and

Franklin Co,

2-in. lump
3-in. lump
6-in. lump $1 . 35
Lump and egg
No. 1 nut 1.15 @ 1.30
Scrtvniugs 0.65
Mine-run 1.10
No. 1 washed nut 1.50
No. 2 washed nut 1..30

No, 3 washed nut 1,20
No. 4 washed nut 1 . 10
No. 5 washed nut O.SO

1.50
$1.25
1 35
1 30
1.05

Standard

$0.90

PORTI..VXD. ORK.

Trade holding' up ^ood for tbi

il>le Vitah coal coming' in becf
•ike.

sod of the year

There is nothing of particular significance to report

this week from the coal trade in this section, except that

business is keeping up quite steady for this time of year.

Utah coal is being sold here in considerable quantities, with
less Washington fuel owing to the home demand which has
been heavy for some time on account of the strike in the Brit-

ish Columbia mines.
While prices increased 25c. per ton at the mines on Aug. 1,

dealers here are of the opinion that the increase will not

affect retail prices, but will be absorbed by themselves. A
fair volume of business is looked for this winter.

PRODUCTION AND TRANS-
PORTATION STATISTICS

H-VLTIMORE & OHIO
The following is a comparative statement of the coal and

coke movement over this road for June and the first six

months of this year and last yeai':

June Six Months
1913 1912 1913 1912

Co.-a 3,001.929 2, .591, 318 16,665,968 15,148,148
Coke 396,920 424,009 2,447,888 2,284,892

Total 3,4.58,849 3,015,327 19,113,856 17,433,340

VIRGIIVIAN RAILW-IY
Total shipments of coal over this road for June of the

current year were 304,030 tons as compared with 256,070 tons
for the same month last year. For the five months to June
31 of the current year, the shipments were 2,201,033 tons as
compared with 1,662,917 tons for the same period last year.

IMPORTS AND EXPORTS
The following is a comparative statement of imports and

exports in the United States for May, 1912-13, and for the
eleven months ending May, 1911-12-13, in long tons;

II Months . . May .

Imports from: lull 1912 1913 1912 1913
United Kingdom.. 13,186 6,691 8,750 600 200
Canada 1,392,770 963,033 1,255,854 112,682 74,638
Japan 14.481 13,165 78.812 230 12,315
Australia & Tas-

mania 259,791 182,266 140,825 19,399 10,840
Other countries.. . . 4,821 1,992 3,257 48

Total 1,685,049 1,167,147 1,487,498 132,959 97,993

Exports:

Aiithracite 2,805.724 2,677,133 4,206,746 18,019 505,305

Bitumiiwus.

Canada 7.554.140 9,613,219 10,563,3.30 1,048,155 1,470,590
Panama 470,297 447,412 443,249 57,769 49,800
Mexico 590,976 306,072 406,249 39,536 56,048
Cuba 860,2:ffl 1,032,532 1,167,681 113,785 132,571
West Indies 481,5:34 649,226 550,055 71,681 47,164
Other countries.. 570.816 1,300,897 1,059,036 155,288 147,737

Total 10,.528,002 13,:349,358 14,189,600 1,486,214 1,903.910

Bunker coal 5,920,979 6,525,093 6,666,494 693,063 690,228

NORFOLK & WESTERN RY.
The following is a statement of the tonnages shipped over

this road during June, 1913. and for the six months ending
June 30, as compared with corresponding periods of 1912 in

short tons:

June . Six Months
Destination 1912 1913 1912 1913

Coal

Tidewater, foreign 121,972 175,414 834,554 876,320
Tidewater, coastwise 297,636 262,.574 1,814,298 1,903,318
Domestic 1,569,697 1,623,923 8,417,511 8,651,814
Coke

Tidewater, foreign 3,070 40,904 22,841
Domestic 97,527 123.941 701.308 817.801

Total... 2,089,902 2,185;852 11,808,575 12,272,094

I
FOREIGN MARKETS

|

GRE.VT BRITAIN
July a."!—The demand is more active for Admiralty largo

coals, which are firmly held both for prompt and forward de-
livery. Prices for other qualities are. however, irregular fof
immediate shipment.

Quotations are appi'oximately as follows:

Best Welsh steam $4 . 80@5 . 04
Best seconds 4 . 56@4 . 68
Seconds 4.32@4.50
Best drj- coals 4.3204.56

Best Monmouthshires..$4.08@4.20
Seconds 3.96@4.02
Best Cardiff smalls .... 2.46@2.52
Seconds 2.34@2.40

The prices for Cardiff coals are f.o.b. Cardiff, Penarth or
Barry, while those for Monmouthshire descriptions are f.o.b.

Newport; both exclusive of wharfage, and for cash in 30

days.

GERMANY
Exports and Imports of fuel in Germany for May and the

first five months as follows:

May . 5 Mos
1912 1913 1913

Coal 2.480,522 2,288,587 13,687,651 882,846 952,624

Imports
May

1912 1913

Lignite

.

Coke
Coal briquettes.
Lignite ditto. , ,

4,172
512,026
193,907
37,084

26,703 603,825 528,573
" "8,838 48,767 53,036

3,372 1,713
7,399 7,620

5 Mos.
1913

4,071,183
2,911,166
235,150

9,033
51,869

Production for

d last year was

Coal
Lignite
Coke .

.

Coal briquettes.
Lignite ditto , .

.

id the first five months of this year

1912

14,734,098
6,742,672
2,378,226
438,477

1,.389, 169

ay . . 5 Mos. ^

1913 1912 1913

14,268,674 66,938,122 73,414,129
6,865,438 27,137,136 28,309,207
2,673,104 11,376,863 13,266,336
451,087 2,044,311 2,365,154

1,710,005 6.407,057 7,146,051

BRITISH WEST INDIES
The "Iron and Coal Trade Journal" (London, England),

says in a recent issue:

The way in which coal from the United States has ousted
British coal in the British West Indies is show.n by the fact
that supplies of bunker coal, representing approximately 40
per cent, of the imports, are drawn entirely from the United
States. The last importation of bunker coal from the United
Kingdom was in 1909.
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The Elk Horn Fuel Co.

Character and Valor of l«roper«le»—"Th.. KIkhorn Coking
Coal "eld" In eastern Kentueky. has long been known to

contain fuA of exceptional quality which h^^, ,»;;,>" ""ii''''f^'^^'5
to the market throuKh laek of '^'''" K/„'''pV,Ii <,, is iboutowned and under option by the Klk Ho n ^ue Co is .ibout

60<-. of -The Elkhorn Coking Coal Field, and lies pi Imipally

to the north of the recent development in the saim- held by

he Consolidation Coal Co.. and occupies mainly the water-

sheds between the Kentucky and Big Sandy Kivers and ex-

tendS north along Beaver Cieek and other tributaries of Big

Sandy Kentucky and Licking Rivers. It produces the high-

est V'lalle of coking, gas-producing, openhearth malleable,

and bvproduct coal, and has proven to be one of the most

valuable and uniform coiUs ever mined in this f<'untr>^ Tlie

lands are underlaid by the ElUhorn seam to the extent of ,5%
to SO-T: of the entire area; the barren area being caused by

erosion of streams. The region will yield in '•ecov^y
f"

a^:

erage of 5500 net tons per acre, the seams running from 4

to S ft in thickness. This coal is remarkably uniform in

qualitv throughout the entire coking region
„„.,:„„

Mr! d'Invilliers In his report (which covers O"'/ a poi tion

of the coal properties owned or controlled by the Elk Hpin
Fuel Co.) place? a present valuation of *1".00".000 upon 110.-

133 acres of land and mineral rights owned by the Elk Ho.n
Fuel Co. in "The Elkhorn Coking Coal Field and l^.'Sn .icres

n" presented by its stock ownership In the R'-f^". '^^'"uJ^Vnck
solidated Coal Co.) and 4500 acres (represented by Us stock

ownership of the Mineral Fuel Co.) each in the same field.

Messrs. Haas. Mayo and Fleming in th''"' ^ ''"'"'
'l/'^'^^f^''

'if
''.j

izable value at forced sale in excess of $15,000,000 on all oi

the property of the Elk Horn Fuel Co. (exclusive of the stock

of the Consolidation Coal Co. owned by it). It is Pi-obable

the value of the properties of the company largely exceeds

the above figures, the property owned m
/<*'V

^nd minera^

rights, upon which the mortgage is a direet first lien. alon»

la?Sely exceeding the value of $10,000,000.

TrnnNportation FarllitleJ.—"The Elkhorn Coking COol

Field." h therto inaccessible for lack of transportation facil-

ities now enjovs special advantages in this respect as the

LiuisMne & Nashville. Chesapeake & Ohio. Baltimore & Ohio

and the Carolina. Clinchfield & Ohio are now recognized fac-

tors in the development of this field.

The Louisville & Nashville is now m actual operation

through the land of the Mineral Fuel Co. (all of the stock of

whkh companv is owned by the Elk Horn Fuel Co. subject

To its mongage). and is providing 5000 steel cars for its ser-

vice. The Chesapeake & Ohio is constructing a branch ap-

proximately 22 miles long up the right fork of Beaver (^reck.

completion of which is guaranteed by contract for Jan. 1^

1114 This railroad is also under contract to construct, at its

o'wn" expense, spurs aggregating 11 miles in length, as soon as

the traffic conditions warrant. The railroad <-"™Pan>,^,nas

further agreed to build extensions necessary for «"« develop-

ment of tonnage on Mud Creek. The Baltimore «= Ohio has

purchased a survev extending up the left fork of Bea\ei

Creek, and its president stales that they will commence the

construction of this line at once. It has also acquired what
is known as the Rockcastle survey (including considei-able

rights of way). The completion of these branches will affoid

ample transportation facilities for the development of this

companVs holdings in the Elkhorn field. The Carolina. Clinch-

field & Ohio is now building a connection between Uante. \ a.,

and the Chesapeake & Ohio at Elkhorn City, which line is

expected to be in operation within a year and will give an
important connection to Atlantic ports. The great value ot

this field is demonstrated by the interest the railroad com-
panies are taking in its development the expenditures male
in this territory and those provided for by these companies
representing a total investment of more than $55,000,000.

Market roiulitlons—There is a large and steadily increas-

ing demand for Elkhorn coal, particularly by gas-producing
plants. It is also used in large quantities in byproducts and
coke plants, having demonstrated its superiority in the manu-
facture of metallurgi'-al coke. The president of one \^ estern

companv. of unquestionable financial responsibility, using
large quantities of byproduct coal, states that within three

vears his plants alone will consume three and a half million

tons of this grade of coal per annum.
There is a great and steadily increasing demand by malle-

able-iron plants which require" a long, hot flame, practically

free from sulphur. The expenditures of the railroads to reach

this field and the greatly increased production are indicative

of the marketability and rapidly increasing demand.
(For a further description of this property see Vol. 4,

No. 2, page 74.)

The ClearUelil BltumlnouH Coal Corporation—This con-

cern was incorporated Oct. 7. 1886, under the laws of Penn-

sylvania. It owns land and mineral rights in Clearfield and

Indiana counties, Penn.. and has a capitalization of $825,000.

all of which is owned by the New Tork Central and Hudson

River R.R. On June 23. 1911, it foreclosed its mortgage on

the properties of the Pennsylvania Coal & Coke Co., con-

trolling about 106,000 acres in Blair. Cambria. Clearfield and

Indiana counties, and has leased these properties to the Penn.

sylvania Coal & Coke Corporation.

Metropolitan Coal Co.

The Metropolitan Coal Co.. incorporated under the laws

Massachusetts, has filed with the Massachus.-tts secretary

state a statement of its financial condition, dated Mar. ,

1913, which we compare as follows:

..\«.etH i:»i3 191::

Real estate and machinery "i^.S-SJi *5llr,
Material, stock in process ?^„'5aX ic?'?
•.JtoMniHrs tuirs etc 162.600 Ib^.li

cl^h" and debts receivable 511.800 541.4

Hnrses and vehicles 159,893 164,

i

nood-wfu 400.000 400. IJ

Sec°i?rities 46»,5SI4 393.4

Total ...'.'.'.............. 2.906.829 2,769,7

Mabllltirs:
nanifil stock 1500,000 1,37S.^
t>apitai stocK TifiooQ 7R1'
Accounts payable* .Unnnn 900

f-^itii
'''""

;;:::::::::::::: I's.'SSU nS:!

FioSung debV •:;.•..•.:::: 310,000 330.1

^'^^
Tofai""'

"'"'
: :

"
: :

'
:

•" '
:

•' 2,90^:829 2.769,-

•Including $4(i6.bob special stock.

COAL vSECURlTlES

The followMug table gives the range of various active coal

securities and dividends paid during the week ending Aug. 2;

. Week's Range Year's Range

Stocks High Low Last lligli Low

American Coal Products. 82 81 82 .S7 SO

America.. Coal Products Pref 110 100 100 109} ll»

Colorado Fuel* Iron..... 32} 295 311 \\i -^i

Color.ido Fuel* Iron Pref... .... .... .•• IgS 155 SO

Consolidation Coal of Maryland 102} 102} 102} 10^} lUJJ

LebiKh Valley Coal Sales 195 190 190
. .^^^

I.sland Creek Coal Com «! 47} 49 49 4/

.

Island Creole Coal Prof 81 80| SOJ 81| MJ

Pittsburgh Coal 19 1|5 H, . l\* It'
Pittsburgh Coal Pret 8.3J 82 82} 95 73

Knr' •.••" 163 lis li^i lei! 151 j
Reading. ...^. gg gjj rb
Reading 1st Pref • •

•

goj Q«; k4
Reading 2..d Pref 88} 88} 88} 98 M
Virginil Iron, Coal & Coke 41} 40 40 54 37}

Closing Week's Range Year's

Bonds Bid Asl.ed or Last Sale Range

Colo. F. & L gen. s.Lg. 5s 035 98 J!
^"1^

'.Jl

"^l 99}

Colo. F. & I. gen. 6s 102! 107} June 12

CoL Ind. Isf, & colL .5s. gu 82 83 80i 82 77J S5

Cons. Ind. Coal Me. 1st .5s . 85 June 11 ..

Cons. Coal 1st and ref. 5s 92} 93 Oct U ..

^'octh"con.*coii.Mt's'f'^r:;:;;:; 86 m June -13 86 87j

Gf T PU,r Aft A' Pnf 1st Ss 81 **2 so 80 7J »U

""Trm'^Div'^st^nsoi-fe-s 10^ IO2' 10?* April '11 im' In3

Te?rDiv.%'grT.".".':;;::::::;: loo} imj loo. .luiy'is ,oo} ,02

Cab. C. M. Co. 1st g 68 103 103 KM iiM lo.s

Utah Fuel 1st g .5s • «,„,;m.) 701 in
Victor F..el 1st s f .5s ^„ »' 80 Ma> l.l 79. »u

Va. I. Coal & Coke 1st g S ;
92} 93 92} .1-} 9^ 9S

No Important Dividends were announced during the week.

Readine Co.—The earnings of this corporation for the five

months to Nov. 30, 1912. amounted to $12,000,000, as against

$7,350,000 in the same period of 1910. or about U4 times as

much That a great deal of this is due to the anthracite coiil

business is illustrated by the figures of the Coal & Iron Co..

which showed $2 244.220 nit for the five months of 1912. as

compared with a deficit in 1910. and less than $275,000 profit

in 1911 and 1909.

The Sunday Creek Coal Co.—This concern was incorpor-

ated in New Jersey, in June, 1905. taking over the properly

of the Sunday Creek Coal Co.. which owns 16,300 acres of

coal land and" leases 250 acres. The new Sunday Creek Co.

also leased properties allied to the Hocking Valley Ry. name-

ly the Kanawha & Hocking Coal & Coke Co., and the Con-

tinental Coal Co., which together control about 59,500 acres

in West Virginia and Ohio, and the Buckeye Coal & Rail-

way, and the Ohio Land & Railway, controlling 24,350

acres. The total acreage leased by the Sunday Creek Co. is

84,100 in addition to which it owns 16.300.
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The Blight Of Waste
By BicuTox Bn.vLEY

Written ej:presshj for Coat Aye

The trees are black with dust and smoke,

The grass is burnt and sere,

The noxious gases from the coke

Pollute the atmosphere,

The valley droops as with a blight,

There is no vivid green,

And reeking ovens day and night

Make desolate the scene.

"Byproducts"—what care w^e for these?

We only want our coke,

We'll go on flinging to the breeze

Our wasted wealth in smoke,

And though we know how much is lost

In soot and gas and flame.

We'll still refuse to count the cost

And waste it just the same.

The land is dull and drab and bleak

And overcast the sky.

With heavy choking fumes that reek

And make the throat turn dry,

—^Yet all the beauty that's defaced

And wearisome to see,

Is but the fruit of careless waste

A waste that need not be.

For all the fumes and all the dirt

Which make the land so black.

Which float above it to its hurt

And leave it smirched and slack,

Are wasted wealth that won't return

But flees beyond recall,

And yet we cannot seem to learn

The pity of it all.

The smoke that pours into the air,

The dust that settles thick.

To make the valley grim and bare

The heart grow sore and sick.

This smoke and dust are golden gain

All lost before our eyes,

Because we will not take the pain

To have it otherwise.

For if we ceased to foul the air

With murkiness and smoke.

We'd have our rich byproducts there

And also have our coke,

It would not prove a huge expense

The profits would be fat.

But it might need some common sense

—And who could hope for that

!
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Coal Shipping on the Great Lakes
\\\ .1. \\ . l'iiAMni:i;i.lN''

.'^yXOPSIS—The second inslallmenl of this article.

The different types of coal-ltmding apptiralus are dis-

cussed and a general descripliun of the i/roirth of the

Laic shipi>ina (jiren. A comparison of tl'<' In'.tlli' niiil

car (lump.

A "'ood iudieation of the tiviul of the cual trade on

the lakes is shown by tlie following report of tiic Biiilalo

shipments in 1857: To Chicago, 2-l:,879 tons; to Mil-

waukee, 2898 tons; to Detroit, 4567 tons; to Toledo.

1963 tons; to Cleveland, 3G79 tons. The entire traffic in

coal to the la.<t three ports was cut off sometime ago by

not regularly listed, and wliicli wmdd jiVdliably round

out the number to an even lint. Of llusc iir,utical|^v ali

are receiving docks from lake vessels except those located

iin the .-DUtliern shores of Lakes Ontario and Erie (in-

.ludiiiL: TiiliMld). whiili receive from i-ars and deliver Ik

Besides the shi])i)ing trestles already mentioned as far

west as Erie, practically all for anthracite iiandling ex-

cept the one at Sodus Point, there are eight Lake Erie

ports that ship bituminous more or less extensively, Ash-

tabula, Cleveland, Conneaut, Fairport, Huron, Lorain.

SanduskT and Toledo, all in the State of Ohio. Being

Eiiu: liAiLWAY Coal Dock AT Cleveland, Operated BY tuk Pittsbukgh Coal Co.; Capacity,

1-200 Toxs PER Horii

the railroads (with the exception of a few small cargoes

to Toledo) iu spite of the fact that the long-distance

traffic is so great and still growing. As lately as 1865

oidy 973 vessels passed through the Sault to Lake Su-

perior, having a toniiage of 409,062 tons. The coal ton-

nage through tliat passage iu 1912, not to mention other

freight, was 14,931,594 tons, of which 12,789,109 tons

was bituminous and 2,1 12,485 tons was anthracite. Of

this amount 11,992,395 tons passed through the Ameri-

can or Poe lock and 2,939,199 tons through the Canadian.

There are about 350 coal docks on the Great Lakes,

-rattered all the way from Oswego on Lake Ontario to

Chicago at the head of Lake Michigan and the twin ports

of Duluth and Superior at the head of Lake Superior;

this does not include the .smaller docks on the north shore

of Lake Ontario and the St. Lawrence Eiver, which are

*90 Johnson Park, Buffalo, N. Y.

in easy shipping distance from the bituminous mines of

Pennsylvania, West Virginia and Ohio they all load soft

coal quite heavily in the lake trade, the railroads general-

ly making a lower rate on such shipments, both from a

desire to stimulate the trade and as a matter of competi-

tion with eacli other. The Lake Erie ports, including

Erie, Penn., ship about 16,250,000 tons of bituminous

coal, of which Ashtabula and Toledo are credited Avith

more than half, with Cleveland and Lorain each running

above 2,000,000 tons.

Methods of IIaxdlixg

The methods of loading this coal have steadily de-

veloped from the wheelbarrow to the horse dock and

thence to an elaborate and quite varied system of steam

handling. In this connection it may be sufficient to men-

tion the equipment at each port by name only. At Ashta-
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bula there are four McMyler car clumps ; at Cleveland, six

McMyler and one Wellman-Seaver car dumps; at Con-

ueaut, one car dump; at Fairport, one MeMj'ler: at

Huron, two car dumps; at Lorain, two McMyler car

dumps; at Sandusky, one car dump, one trestle; at

Toledo there are seven docks, equipped with eight masts

and booms (for receiving anthracite by lake) and for

loading bituminous from car to vessel, three car dumps,

'iif five-ton Mc^Iyler and one 'McMyler locomotive crane.

I'liis immense bituminous traffic, being more than the

cniire output of all the bituminous mines of the United

States in any year prior to 1871, is supplemented, and. in

the Lake Superior iron mines, carrying coal up to the

head of Lake Michigan or Lake Superior and bringing

down ore. If the ore goes to Chicago the distance is less,

but there is no return cargo. Distance by lake from
Buffalo to Duluth is 980 miles and from Cleveland to

Dulutli, 830 miles, while from Chicago to the mines at

Eseanaba the distance is only 274 miles.

(JAil Fereies

There are a good many car ferries on the lakes but

only the two on Lake Erie and the one on Lake Ontario

can lie clnsseil as coal carriers. The one running l:)etween

LoADixG App-Vkatus Ix^talled at the Haeboi; IX

EiiiE, Texn.

fact, made possible at present low rates (which do not

average -iOc. a ton) by the great iron-ore trade in the op-

posite direction, which reached 48,211,778 tons in 1912.

In former seasons, when ore was not so entirely in com-
mand of the situation, vessels easily obtained cargoes

both ways, but now, with the ore tonnage nearly three

times tliat of the coal, it is often found necessary to pay
the vessels a living rate on ore alone, so that they can

hurry back light for their ore, as there would be a loss of

a matter of five days a trip in the case of the larger

steamers should they load coal for the westbound trips.

TVhex Shippek Owxs His Yes.sels

Wliere the ore shif)per owns his own vessels he looks

on the straight ore trade as easier to manage ; the vessel

owner without other lake interests, however, prefers to

carry cargoes both ways. A good steamer will make
about 31 round trips in a season between Lake Erie and

The Pittsburgh Coal Co.'s Car-Dumping Machine
ox P. K.R. Tracks, Cleveland, Ohio

Charlotte (near Bochester) and Coburg, Ont., and con-

trolled Jointly by the Grand Trunk Ry. and the Buffalo,

Bochester & Pittsburgh E.E., is the most active of them
all. Ice interferes sometimes, but Lake Ontario is very

deep and does not freeze over readily. Charlotte shipped

last year 1,107,436 tons of coal, nearly all bituminous, of

which 324,814 tons went to domestic ports. It is ex-

pected that anthracite shipments, from that port will in-

crease steadily. Lake car ferries experience many storms

and in winter are sometimes mucli hindered by both slush

and heavy ice.

There are two coal-car ferries on Lake Erie. They were

established in connection with the coal trade of various

railroads. One runs between Conneaut, Ohio, and Port

Burwell. Ont., and was established some 20 years ago by

the Lake Erie & Detroit Biver E.R. : this company was

absorbed by the Pere Marquette E.B., and the ferry is

owned jointly by that interest and the Bessemer & Lake
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Erif 1\.1\. Tlio other ruus from Ashtabula, (.)hio, to I'ort

Burwell ami Komlcau. Out. It is owued by the Caiiailiau

Pacific K_v. The ferries carr)- about 25 cars at a trip aiul

cross back ami forth as fast as i)ossible. The I'ere Mar-

cjuette ferry has also a collier in eonueetion, which carries

iu bulk, as most lake vessels do. Lake Erie is shallow

and it is impossible in ordinary years to keep navigation

open all winter. It was tried at the outset, but the ferry

steamers were too often caught in tlu' ice for either

safctv or profit. One steamer was lost two or three years

ago with all on board.

There is also a car ferry on th ' Su Lawrence l{i\cr

lic-tween Ogdeiisburg and I'rescott, that is. at least, indi-

icctlv connected with the lake trade, and forn\erly the

ferries of Detroit River carried considerable coal into

Canada, but the tunnels in that district are absorbing

that business. The car ferries of Lake Michigan arc

active and run all the year, but they do not carry much

coal. The object of these ferries is, of course, to shorten

the distance between the mines and the consumers ami

also to get around blockades all-rail. As to the freight

charges it is found that the Ogdensburg ferry rate is 15c.

a ton, the rate from the Keynoldsville district, the source

of the coal handled by the Lake Ontario ferry, is $1.25

to l\ociicster. at one end of tiic route, niid $1.75 to Co-

Lake Erie are mostly shallow and rc(iuire a great amuuiii

of deepening; there is also much drifting sand so that

constant dredging is often necessary. This sand appear-

to originate on the north shore, but it often crosses to the

south shore. Before the long breakwater was buill al

Buffalo the sand ]iili'd up on Ihe .^oulli bcai-li so llial a

special sand-calrli \>\ry hnl to be built.

Al'l'AI!.\TlS l's|:|) IN LoAUlNC rM.(iMii\(i

Mention

handiin:j: i

lias already iieen made of the apparatus fur

lal fruni car to vessel at the lower-lake sliip-

A \\'ii Ai.i:iiACK" IX ('(>NM:Ai T Haiibok

Fi!i;ighti:k "J. C. Wallaci:" (the Ykli.ow Kid). Capacity, 10,300 Toxs; LKX(iTii. .">:!(• Ft. : Bkam. 56 Ft.

burg, at the other end. The rate from Pittsbuigli to

London, Out., is $1.8;J by ferry route and $2.13 all-rail

via Buffalo. The.se ferries often shorten the time between

shipping point and destination considerably by avoiding

the delays at junction points, as well as shortening the

actual distance traveled.

The coal-car ferry idea has always been a favorite one

on the lakes, where there is a large amount of coal pass-

ing around the end of any of the large lakes to the other

side. The Grand Trunk Ey. took steps some time ago

to provide itself with coal in Ohio and proposed estab-

lishing a ferry line from some Ohio point, perhaps Cleve-

land, to the Canadian shore. Preliminary arrangements

were concluded and President Hays went to London and

obtained the proper signatures authorizing the full carry-

ing out of the plan; the contract went down with him in

the "Titanic." on Apr. 15, 1912, and tlic new manage-

ment has not again taken it up. The Canadian ports of

|iiug ])(irt!^. These ccpiipiiiciils aiv piaclually all clliiiciil

anci ample, but such can hardly be said of that used al

the docks on the upper lakes and the farther side of Lake

Ontario. Some of it is very extensive, efficient and capable

of taking 1000 tons an hour from the hold of a properly

constructed vessel. There are 350 regularly listed coal

docks on the lakes for unloading vessels and this list

does not include the minor docks on Lake Ontario, some

of which are hardly worth mentioning, as they receive

only a hundred tons or so of coal in a season, and perhaps

have no apparatus at all. The complete list is about 400.

Some of the big upper-lake coal ports are lavishly

ecjuipped for coal handling. Milwaukee, for instance,

has 28 sets of handling apparatus, Duluth and Superior

have together 29 and Chicago and South Chicago, 21.

Some of these, of course, do not represent separate in-

terests and some are massed more than one on a single

dock, as where one dock iu Milwaukee has 11 Brown
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hoists, but they are commonly one at a dock. lucluded

ill the list of uearlj- 50 styles of hoist are rigs, \yliips,

steam hoists, whirlies, McMylers hoists, derricks, Mead

hoists, hoisting boats, Mead-Morrison hoists, horse rigs,

donke}' engines, rigs with clams, Brown hoists, Mcilyler

whirlies. Coney rigs, Hunt towers, cbim-shell hoists.

Heyl & Patterson fixed timber masts, Pittsburgh rajjid

bridges, no equipment, Bobbins hoists, Hulett machines,

masts and booms, swinging booms, Haiss hoists, friction

hoists, booms and blocks, figure-four rigs (numerous),

horse docks, lioist with clam, industrial rig, portable

towers, nonportable rigs, Ellington hoists, steam drum,

electric cranes, Fairbanks-Morse towers. Dodge rigs, Mc-

Myler bridges, Lockport whirlies, steam A-shaped rigs,

hoisting boats, Parker derricks, Wellmau-Seaver-Morgan

hoists, dredges, revohing cranes and fixed masts.

These names, of course, run into each other in a \yay

that would make it impossible to say Just how many styles

there are. In addition to these there are a few lake yes-

sels that carry a simple hoisting apparatus on the deck for

use where there is nothing ayailable on the dock. They

charge an extra freight and haye a monopoly of non-

ton. Eyerybody in the business has figured on this loss,

but the problem remains unsolved, as some coal breaks

easier than others and some cargoes are also dumped
further, while dry coal breaks up more readily. One
shipper estimates that he gets only 86 tons of full sizes

out of every 100 tons of anthracite shipped by lake; 'i

tons is degraded into pea size, \vorth not much more than

half its original value and 7 tons into screenings. A
shipper once kept an estimate of a cargo of anthracite

shipped from Buffalo to the Canadian Xorthern R.E.

dock at Port Arthur, Lake Superior. It consisted of

one-third egg and two-thirds stove and it came out 30

per cent, egg, 34 jier cent, stove, 21 per cent, chestnut,

10 per cent, pea and o per cent, screenings. The change

of size looks a trifle odd in some respects. However, every

experiment of this sort will inevitably produce a new set

of figures.

Till- Car Dump

It is becoming evident that the end of the high shipping

trestle is near; it has been an institittion at lower-lake

ports for a long time, but the car dump is now super-

Plan of Haiujoi; at ikiiALo. X. Y.. .Suuwixg Coal-Suippixg Pikks

equipped docks. The capacity of these rigs varies almost

with every dock on which they are found. Tlie lowest

capacity for mere bucket dock rigs is given at 250 tons

per ten-hour day and the highest is 8000 tons. The fast

docks are usually provided with several rigs of the same

sort.

Loss IX Breakagi:

In connection with all the methods there is always the

vexed question of breaking up or degradation of the

coal, as it is called. The lake coal trado falls under the

disadvantage of two or more extra handlings. If the coal,

as is sometimes the case with anthracite, must be put

into stock, at or near the shipping port, there is another

handling to the stock pile and back to the car before it

goes on board the vessel. The Delaware, Lackwanna &
Western Co. has a stocking and transfer trestle at Cheek-

towaga, near Buffalo, a mile in length, and the Lehigh

Valley Co. has a large one a few miles further east.

In case of most bititminous coal the loss from break-

ing up is not very great, as the slack is often worth nearly

as much as mine-run and is generally within 50 to 75c.

a ton of the large sizes. Anthracite, however, depreciates

liy breaking, as screenings are ^yorth only about $1 a

seding it. A trestle has lately been torn down at Erie

and a dump put in its place. Buffalo is already consider-

ing the change, one company having about concluded to

give up its trestle and other shippers agreeing that they

must go. The wooden trestle is cimibersome, taking up

a large amount of expensive waterfront, which is all the

time becoming more valuable. Then the expense of up-

keep is large. After such a structure begins to get old

it has to be fairly rebuilt every year or two to keep it in

good working condition.

The dump is a new dock appliance and it did not work

in very fast at first. The machinery must be heavy and

is somewhat complicated, while the power required must

be large to pick up a big steel car and its freight of 50

tons or more; the problem of dumping the coal where it

is wanted is also a delicate one. The first dumps did

little but turn the car over and empty it upon an apron,

where the coal ran down into buckets, to be hoisted to the

vessel afterward. The one used in Buffalo for handling

the soft coal of the Eochester & Pittsburgh Co. was rigged

so that the buckets were hoisted by the weight of the car

as it came back to place. This made too many handlings

of the coal and it was not long afterw-ard planned to

dump the car into the vessel direct.
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Bi'jiiilos the relative tost aiul ottiiiomv oi ilu^ instlc

ami car ihinip, there is also the rapidity ol' liamlliiig ami

the breakage of the coal to be cousidercil. All c-oal will

lirenk up considerably with any sort of handling, though

in ca,-;e of an empty vessel-hold the breakage is much

more than after the cargo is nearly all in. Bituminous

coal ships most satisfactorily in three-quarter size, tiiough

the i)rcparation also involves the production of a large

amount of slack. The problem is also complicated by

Shipments
Lake Ontario—

Charlotte
Sodus Point ... -

Sudus Poin. . .

Kortli Fair Hav.'

L<u:f Erir-

nufTalo.
.Erie

Erie. ......
Conncaut .

.

Ashtabula.
Fairport . .

.

Cleveland

.

Lorain ....

Huron ....

Sandusky..
Sandusky..
Toledo

Tons
lS.i.000 Bituminous, to Coburg only

(j.tKX) .Anthmcite. to Lake Ontario and St. Lawrence
Port.«.

, , ,
70,000 Bituminous, to Lake Ontario and bt. I.awrenec

P""*-
. ,.

130,000 -Vnthraiitc, to various ports, mcludinE the

upper lakes.

675,000 Anthracite, to various ports, mcludmK the

upper lakes.

to upper lakes.

to upper lakes, and to Lake On-

to upper lakes,

to upper lakes and
to upper lakes and
to upper lakes and
to upper lakes and
to upper lakes and
to upper lakes and
to upper lako.^ and
to Buffalo,
to upper lakes.

. ."vi.-i.oon

. lli.i.fKX)

.4.37(1.11(10

.\nthracite.
Bituminous,

tario.
.\nthracite,

Bituminous,

2.11 .1)111)

I ),«)()

. TS.I.OtM

.1,349.000
17,000

.4.630.0(X)

Bituminous,
Bituminous,
Bituminous,
Bituminous,
Bituminous,
Bituminous

Lake Ontario.
Lake Ontario.
Lake Ontario.
Lake Ontario.
Lake Ontario.
Lake Ontario.
Lake Ontario.

Receipts

Vvv-r Lake

-Mpena
Ashland .

.

Buffalo
Chicago
Detour
Detroit
Dollar Bay
Duluth
Escanaba
Gladstone
Grand Traverse Bay

2,000
ino.ooo
20,000
2,000

Hancock.
Kenosha.
Kewaunee ...

Lake Linden
Manistique
Manitowoc
Marine City
Marquette
Menominee
Slilwaukee
OgdensbutK
Port Huron
Racine
St. Clair
Sault
Sheboygan
Superior
Two Harbors. .

Wa.shburn
Waukegan
Passed through the Sault i

101,000
1B7.000
2il,000

2,000
13.000
2,000

29,000
1.000

31.000
3.000

1,080,000
21,000
3,000

43.000
1.000

29.000
2.50,000

1,270,000

6,000
110,000

1912 2,142,000

Bituminous
Tons

120,000
500,000
17.000

BOO.OOO
lo 1,000
21,000
100,000

2,370,000
475,000
220,000
47.000

4,50,000
440,000
20,000
40,000

.300,000

47,000
495,000
38,000

303,000
110,000

3,080.000
190,000
1 17,000
100,000
55,000
140,000
340,000

4,700,000
253,000
200,000
60,000

12,789,000

AXTHRVCITE SHIPMENTS BY L.\KE FROM OSWEGO, NORTH FAIR
HAVEN AND .SODIS POINT, SEASON OF 1912, BY

RECEIVING PORTS
Napanee ,S,.500New York
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Large Coke Production in Indiana

The production of coke in Indiana in 1912, according

•to E. W. Parker of the U. S. Geological Survey,

amounted to 2,316,339 short tons valued at $12,528,685.

With the completion and puting in operation of the

560 Koppers ovens hy the United States Steel Corpora-

tion at Gary. Indiana in 1912 advanced to third place

among the coke-producing states, displacing West Vir-

ginia, Illinois and Colorado. Indiana's production in

1!)12 exceeded that of West Virginia by about loo.HDil

tons and was only 350,000 tons or thereabouts less than

that of Alabama.

It is probable that within two years if not in 1913

Indiana will surplant Alabama as the second coke state

a.s at the close of 1912 there were 169 retort ovens in

course of construction.

In addition to the ovens at Gary there were 50 Otto

ovens operated b}' the Citizen's Gas Co. at Indianapolis.

and during the year 23 ovens were completed by the

Central Indiana Gas Co. at Muncie. These latter ovens

are heated by producer gas made from the coke in pro-

ducers in front of and below the ovens. Gas coal from

the Youghiogheny region of Pennsylvania is used in

these ovens and the coke is marketed for domestic con-

sumption. The coal used at Gary and Indiana]>olis is

chiefly from West Virginia.

Maryland's Coal Output
Maryland's coal production has been fairly constant for

the past 15 years, during which period it has averaged

about 4,860,000 short tons. The smallest annual output

was 4,023,241 short tons, while the maximum was 5,532,-

628 tons in 1907. The production in 1912 was 4,964,088

short tons, valued at $5,839,079. These figures were

compiled by E. W. Parker, of the F. S. Geological Sur-

vey, having been obtained in cooperation with the Hilary-

land State Survey.

This production was about 100.000 tons over the aver-

age for the 15-year period, but more than 600,000 tons

less than the maximum; compared with 1911, the pro-

duction in 1912 was a gain of 278,243 short tons in

quantity and $642,013 in value. In sympathy with the

generally higher values throughout the country in 1912,

the average price per ton for Maryland coal advanced

from $1.11 in 1911 to $1.18 in 1912.

The coal deposits of Maryland are confined to a small

area in the two western counties of the state, Allegheny

and Garrett. Most of the production in the past has

been made in the Georges Creek basin, which, in Alle-

gheny County, contains a detached portion of the Pitts-

burgh seam, known generally as the Maryland Big Vein.

This bed has been worked for nearly a hundred years

and is now aiJi^roaching exhaustion. The greater prom-

inence of this basin as the .source of Maryland's coal

products has given the name Georges Creek to most of

the coal shipped from the state.

Georges Creek coal has a high reputation as a steam

and blacksmith fitel. The gradual exhaustion of the big

vein has led to the exploitation of some of the smaller

beds in the Georges Creek basin, and many companies

that formerly worked the Big Vein only are now mining

the thinner beds, either independently or in conjunction

with the Big Vein.

The total amount of coal recoverable from the numer-

ous small beds far exceeds the original contents of the

Big Vein, but they cannot be so cheaply worked, and it

appears doubtful if in annual production they will do

more than make u]i the deficiency caused by the ex-

haustion of the larger deposits.

The U. S. Buren\i of Mines reports a total of only 13

men killed in the coal mines of Maryland in 1912, a de-

crease of two from 1911, when there were fewer men em-

jjloyed and fewer tons mined. Maryland also presents an

excellent record in regard to labor troubles, of which

there were only three in 1912, the longest one lasting

for 12 days. Xo strike of any kind was reported in either

1910 or 1911. Most of the mines are operated ten hours

per day.

Traveling Chute for Coal Pockets

One of the objects of the device shown in tlio accom-

panying figure is the provision of a traveling or mov-

able chute operative upon an inclined track, the chute

being provided at the lowest end with a spreader plate A
for evenly spreading the coal in the upper portion of the

pocket, against a regulating plate projecting down-

wardly from the under surface of the lowest end of the

movable chute. As the coal piles up against the regu-

lating plate the chute is moved upwardly upon the in-

clined track, so as to gradually regulate the coal dovro

the incline of the pocket, where it passes through a

gate opening.

The Chute ix Opt:t;atiox

In practice there is a series of pocket.-, and each gate

opening c;f each pocket is opened or closed by means of

a gate, there being an attendant, known in practice a.s

a "loader," for operating each gate. When it is desired

to load a car at the gate opening, the "loader" gives a

signal, and the coal is allowed to pass from the coal

regulator, upon the traveling chute, from which it is

spread into the pocket, then the "loader" opens the gate,

thus allowing the coal to flow into +he car. A patent

(1,061.151. May 6, 1913) was grantea on the above chute

to W. X. White of Fortvfort. Penn.
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SNAP SHOTS IN COAL MINING
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The Industrial Importance of Coal
By Fi!i;di;i:u-k ^Y. Sawaru*

Si'XoPSlS—An inieresiing impcr in which some facts

nnd figures on the importance of coal are presented. It

has been quite pertinently said the coal jnoduction must

continue so long as a wheel is to turn any place. The

possible results of a general and abrupt cessation in pro-

duction are discussed and the gradual development of the

indu.stry reviewed.

The i-ousumption of fiR'l is the best measure and truest

index of a. nation's industrial status, but notwithstanding

the extent of the coal trade today, whicli statistics avail-

able to all plainly make evident, it is a lamentable fact

liiat the industry has had muqh to contend with in past

years in the way of adverse public sentiment and lack

of esteem. Too often even now the personnel of the trade

is collectively regarded either as a robber baron swollen

with ill-gotten gains or a more or less prosperous peddler

delivering his tonnage with a horse and cart, while only

Mime vague ideas of dust, dirt and a deep hole give shape

1(1 the more general features of the trade.

LiTTLic P]ai!LY Inckxtive to Devklopmext

With little in the way of incentive to development, and

with such limited opportunities for traffic in coal as ex-

isted a century or more ago, it is easy to believe that the

industry appealed only to a nondescript element of the

]>opulation and there was not the opportunity for any-

thing like the facilities that we see in common use today.

We may well shudder to think of the severe underground

work performed b-y women in the old coal mines of-

Britain. Their tasks would be put today under the head-

ing "cruel and unusual," and the men indeed were little

better off, for such work as carrying coal in baskets up

crude ladders lining a shaft may well appall the working-

man of today, who insists upon no more than eight hours

of work that is none too severe. Even the employment

of dogs today in such underground work as then pre-

vailed would call forth protests from a certain society

with a long name.

How little the industry was esteemed may be gleaned

by a few lines taken from Adam Smith's celebrated work

on "The Wealth of Xations," the great classic among

economic writings. This was written, I might say, at

Kircaldy. whence (including Methill) the largest export

'if Scotch coal is now made. Professor Smith stated

:

""Coals are a less agreeable form of fuel than wood, and

rliey are said to be less wholesome. The expense of coal,

tlierefore, at the place where it is consumed mu.<t gen-

erally be somewhat less than that of wood."

Thought Coal Could Xot CoitPETic at a Distaxce

The production of distant coal mines can never be

brought into competition with one another. He, however,

condemned the duty on their ex])ortation, which was then

in most cases more than the value of the commodity at

the pit, or even at the shipping ]iort. on the ground that

it is always inexpedient to restrain the export of "the

instruments of trade."

•Editor. "The Coal Trade Journal," New York.
Note—.Abstract of paper read before the joint annual con-

vention of the M. O. I. Coal .Association and the Kokoal, at
Cedar Point, Ohio, June 17, IS and 19.

Charles Dickens made light of the coal trade as the la.st

resort of the unsuccessful man, and even our own Chaun-

cey M. Depew, in later life identified with coal companies,

in one of his earlier addresses supported in a measure

the Dickens view of the coal man. Also, the railroad

people of the early days were slow to see the possibilities

of coal as a traffic producer. At the time of the English

coal development—and, as you all know, it was in that

country that the mining of coal first became an established

industry—shipments were made largely by water, short

tram roads affording access to navigation.

Even when the railroad era was well under way coal

was not considered in the light of legitimate traffic,

though a supply of it was provided at terminals for loco-

motive purposes. It is one of the traditions of the Eng-

lish trade that when a pioneer coal-miniug company made

application for a freight rate on coal the officials of the

road approached were su much surprised at the novel

proposition that they submitted it to the board of di-

rectors, causing one of these worthies to exclaim with as-

tonishment and indig-nation : "Carry coal ; next they'll

want us to carry dung !"

Presuming, then, that the coal trade as an important

industry .started with the utilization of steam power on a

large scale, it ranks as distinctively a modern enterprise,

and considering the relatively short period of its growth

the achievements have been remarkable. Stati-stics show

that the coal tonnage of the world approaches a billion

and a half tons a year, while the tonnage of the United

States alone is over half a billion and growing at such a

pace as to be pretty certain of passing the billion mark

ten years hence.

The (iiiEAT Lmpoutaxce of Coal

Whenever there is a stopiiage of industries or public

utilities by scarcity of coal it is indeed a calamity For-

tunately, there has never been at any time a shortage of

coal of" such degree as to interfere generally with public

utilities, and probably only a failure of food and water

would compare with an actual coal famine. In fact, in

many localities ab.sence of a coal supply would in itself

speedily cause a water famine in view of the constant

pumping that is requisite to meet requirements, while the

food .supply of cities would be exhausted in a few days,

for without coal no trains could run. no steamboats ply

our lakes and rivers.

With all means of transport devoted to the single mat-

ter of keeping the populace alive, and, of course, that

would he the first requirement, there would be no transit

facilities available for mail service and any journey, how-

ever important, would have to be deferred if it could not

be performed on foot. All our electric service not derived

from water power would soon terminate, we would have

no gas and no oil—not even candles—for such an incon-

venience as darkne.ss, with all its evil potentialities, would

have to be endured while all efforts were made to expedite

the carrying of the most necessary articles of food to

starving cities. In some places a catastrophe would de-

velop through the absence of power by which to dispose

of sewage and indeed the opportunities for misadventure
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niiglit be uarratal at smii ieiigtli as to tax vour patience.

With the developiiieiil of the business many of the

shortcomings of the past have been renicilied. and today

coal is produced for the most i)art at mines equipped with

mechanical installations representing great fortunes.

Without these equipments the tonnage required could iiot

be turned out. And in the transportation and in the re-

tail distribution of tonnage great investments are to be

seen at every hand. The trade is becoming a business

of large units and the conditions as regard cajjital invest-

ment, the safeguarding of market interests, and so on, are

such as to cause it to become a business of relatively few

factors. Consolidation is eminently the order of the day.

In the anthracite field, in the Tittsburgh territory and

elsewhere we have seen mining companies merged into

'nge organizations, and in the retail trade a similar de-

. lojunent is in progress.

The Kktail TifADK

Originally, it would seem, the retail distribution of coal

was taken up as a personal enterprise by a man with a

horse and a cart^a business descendant, as one might

sav, of the old-time carnuin with his long jacket or leather

apron, who distributed wood throughout the Eastern

cities. But the circumstances of the times, to narrate

which would take more time than I have at command,

have operated steadily in favor of the concerns with large

facilities and capable equipment. The mere matter of

Ijeing required to take care of 50-ton steel cars that are

liccoming the standard railroad vehicle has made demands

upon the retail trade which have had a conspicuous effect

ui)on the personnel and the general type of the coal yard

in towns and cities.

So while the number of people in the coal trade is

probably not increasing, they are all becoming more im-

l>(irtant business factors, collectively, and as such will

make their mark in the community and be more highly

regarded than the one-horse operator and the one-horse

ilcaK r ever could be. This will redound to the advantage

(if tlie trade, for the big business enterprise is pretty sure

to command respect when properly managed. And surely

there is little to complain of with regard to the manage-

ment of the coal trade so far as the public welfare is con-

cerned. Far and wide coal has been sold at a price repre-

senting a very small margin of profit to anyone engaged

therein.

SlBSTITLTlCS 1"01! CoXL

Having achieved its present position, it is practically

certain that coal will continue to grow more important,

both with regard to the volume of tonnage and its recog-

nized place in the community. One could scarcely go so

far as to say that no substitute for it will be discovered,

but certainly there seems to be nothing in view at the

present time. Oil is frequently alluded to as a rival fuel

possessing great possibilities, but as a matter of fact the

whole oil production is not equivalent to more than the

annual increase alone in soft-coal requirements. Any

changing of large classes of steam users from coal to oil

would cause such an increase in the market price of the

latter as to quickly eliminate all possibilities of economy

save in exceptional cases.

Natural gas has played a large part in certain sections

of the country roundaljout us, but I need not remind those

of you who come from the natural-gas towns what a differ-

ence there is in the gas situation today romiKired with

the situation 20 to 25 years ago. The limilalions of the

supply are oidy too evident.

Therefore, as the country develops and iiincleni con-

veniences and improvements are introduced in ime place

and another, more steam ])ower becomes necessaiy and

more coal is called for. In fact, it might be said that the

possibilities of the trade are siuh as ti> gi\i' jiause to the

most heedless. The growiii lo a liiliiim tons ami more

which I have referred to as something to be anlinpalcd

ten vears from now, signilies two billion tons oui|iut a

little more than 20 years hence, for the growth is at the i

rate of nearly 10 per cent, a year. Kecenl ]>rogress has |

accomplished this, notwithstanding the setback following

the 1!>I17 financial dilliculties, ami there is no prospect of

this growth being .suddenly checked or impeded. Such

slowing down in (he rate of increase (as distinguished

from the absolute increase) will, no doubt, come about

gradually.

LOOICINO IXTO THE Fl'TlUi:

There is lots of coal, but so far as regards the accessi-

bilitv of tonnage convenient to the Eastern and Middle

Western states, so far as regards its availability with re-

spect to men to dig it and cars to carry it, the supply is

by no means so sui)urabundant as to cause coal to be

lightly regarded. In fact, I venture to say that with the

demands of the country approaching a billion tons a year,

and later two billion tons, the coal man will be looked up

to with a great deal of respect and it will be thought that

he is accommodating the public in furnishing fuel, for as

the years go by the important, all-essenlial merit of an

adequate coal supply will be better recognized than it i-

today, now that we are scarcely more than emerging from

the crude and plentiful era of the industry.

With such facts before us, with a future perhaps better

assured than any other trade has, since the control of the

industry rests definitely with the comparatively few own-

ers of large coal areas, should we not all consider this a

great industry that we are connected with?

I have pointed out to you that the change in railroad

equipment has been a factor in improving the individual

status of the retail dealer, and with the growth of iIm'

trade in general we may expect to see the best minds m
our several communities giving attention to the coal

trade and having no hesitancy, as they did in past years,

with regard to being connected with something oner

looked upon as a dirty, dusty enterprise of slight import-

ance.

It is well known that some of our greatest capitalists

are among the investors in coal properties. Banking

interests in all the coal-producing centers have been quick

to recognize the prospective value of coal lands. Steadily

the Inisiness is getting into better, firmer control, and I

venture to say that the time is not far distant when jirac-

tically throughout the year the buyer will have to seek

the seller, and surely such a condition will serve to con-

vince Tis, if we are still reluctant, that coal is an im-

portant article, that it is the all-essential element of

progress in this age, and that the industry which we rep-

resent stands second to none in the affairs of the country.

I submit this, gentlemen, to your careful consideration.

May these remarks prompt you to stand up all the more

strongly for the interests of the trade.
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Hand Hammer Drills in Shaft Sinking
Special C'oRUEsroxnKxcr.

.^VXOPSIS—At Xokoiitls, III., hand hammer drills

were employed in sinking two shafts. Jn .soft rock the bits

tended to bury tliemselves. Althouyh it may seem para-

do.vical, greater speed was made when larger holes were

drilled. The saving effected over hand work is also shown.

The Xokomis Coal Co., with headquarters at St. Louis,

IS opening a new mine on the Xo. 6 seam, at Nokomis,

111. At this point the coal is 631 ft. below the surface

anil is reached by a main hoisting shaft 17 ft. 5 in. by

11 ft. 5 in. inside the timbers, and an air shaft of equal

dimensions located 500 ft. distant.

In sinking these shafts, the company employed eight

Sullivan air-jet sinkers or hand-feed hammer drills, class

DB—19, weighing 40 lb. each, and one Sullivan single-

stage, steam-driven air compressor, class AVA—3, size

9x10x1-2 in., providing 1T4 cu.ft. of free air per miu. at

a terminal pressure of 100 lb. per sq.in.

It was found tliat in trying to bore holes in the soft

shale with these hammer drills, the tool cut so rapidly

as to choke the passage in the bit with muck, stopping the

flow of exhaust air and preventing proper cleaning of the

drill holes. Hand drilling was temporarily substituted,

but on adopting certain recommendations of the manu-

facturers, the hammer drills worked satisfactorily, and

their u.se was resumed with a marked increase in speed

over the hand work.

The change made was in the gage of the bit, which was

increased from 2 to 21/2 in. on a 3-ft. length, and from

I'/g to 214 in. on a 6-ft. steel. Later en, three steels

were employed instead of two, their lengths being 2, 4

and 6 ft., and their gage 2% in., 21/2 in. and 214 in.,

respectively. It is but natural to suppose that steel of

the small gages intended for. use in hard rock shoiild

travel too fast in .soft formations, and in this way give

the air insufficient chance to properly clean the drill

(IF THE Shafts dukixg Sixkixc.

The type of drill above mentioned has a double-grip,

push-throttle handle, a caushion valve for reducing vibra-

'

tion, and the exhaust ports are so connected as to permit

any desired portion of the expanded air to be discharged

through the hollow drill steel to clean the hole of its cut-

tings. Six-point rose bits were employed.

After passing through the upper capping of hard rock,

shale of various degrees of hardness was encountered with

an occasional layer of limestone 10 or 12 ft. thick. The

rock at times consisted of slaty bands, sandy shale or soft

gray material, more like indurated clay than shale.

In sinking through limestone, from 28 to 32 holes

constituted a round, the corner holes being bottomed 2

in. out.side the line of curbing. As the shafts were tim-

bered throughout, the break lines were 12 ft. 5 in. by 18

ft. 5 in. The holes were 4V^ ft. deep and were connected

and fired with an electric battery in the ordinary manner.

Three 8-hr. shifts were worked, a round being drilled,

blasted and mucked out on each shift. Four drillers,

four muckers and a shift leader or boss constituted a

sinking crew.

liole. The wide gages finally employed gave large open-

ings between the winis of the bit and allowed free escape

of' air around the steel from the center hole.

The throttle was next fastened open, the air being

regulated by the valve on the hose. A device was added

for holding the drill steel fast to the tool. These changes

enabled the operator to move the drill, bit and all up

and down in the hole with the piston running, thus keep-

ing it cleaner and preventing the e.xhaust-air passage in

the steel from clogging with muck, so that the tendency

to bury the bit was diminished.

The holes were kept full of water to assist the action

of the exhaust air from the drill bit in keeping the cut-

tino-s stirred up. The exhaust opening at the top of the

cylinder was also plugged, thus enabling the entire ex-

haust to be discharged through the steel when desired.

These changes gave the following results in soft shale,

as compared "with hand drilling. Hand drillers using

214-in. steel worked at the rate of 41/2 ft. per man per

hour, or four men put in a round of 54 ft. in 3 hr. With

the air drill, four men drilled 18.9 ft. per man per hour,
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or a round of 54 ft. in about 45 min., tliu;; aironii>lisli-

ing a saving of 2 hr. and 15 min. per 54-ft. round.

Owing to the variation in the time required for shoot-

ing and nuifking, this increase iu drilling speed meant

an increase in depth \ieY day of 1 ft., or 41^ ft- P^t ''^

hr., as compared witli .'JiA ft. ])er 24 hr., with hand drills.

Sinkers, including drillers and muckers, wore paid

.$3.3i) per S-lir. shift, tlio shift holder n'cciviiig i<\. mak-

A ^ • \ IKW OF THE TeJIPORARY HkADFRAME

/gl^i H

r<;llar. exerting a sjiring grij) iiimn ii and hdldiii^- il

tirndy.

On the upper end of this retaining ,=]iring are forged

trunnions, which are held iu jdace on the side rod 1>

s|)irid s])rings, which exert a constant pressure upon tlimi

When changing steels, it is merely necessary to hear down

nil tlie retaining sjiring. whi're it half circles (lie steel,

until the collar on tlie steel can .slide past this spring.

The spring will snap l)ack into position wlieu released

because of tlie tension on the side-rod sjiring and the ac-

tion of the trunnions. The device may l)e easily removcil

from the drill by taking nid the transverse bolt.

Anthracite both Prepared and Mined
The ignorance of retail com! dealers of tiie details of

the production of anthracite coal has been a suljject uf

comment among tlie operators since several of llie large

companies entertained the retailers at the mines in north-

eastern Pennsylvania recently. The lack of knowl-

edge which the operators chiefly deprecate is in regard

to the preparation ])rocesses after the coal lias been mined.

"It is liard enough to have the general public think

tliat we merely dig the coal out of the ground and sell it

at an enormous profit," said one of the operators, "hut

when we find some of the men who are the intermediaries

Ijetween us and the general public cherishing the same

delusions it is most discouraging. Of course, there is a

certain number of them who are well informed.

"Some of them seem to tliink, however, that we just

back up a wagon to a hole in the ground and haul the

coal away. Few of them realize that this is a manufac-

turing as well as a mining proposition, and tliat 20 per

cent, of the cost of mining and preparing the coal is

incurred above ground.

"The big breakers iu which the coal is prepared cm
on an average $200,000 each. In recent years two con-

crete breakers have been built, each of which cost approx-

imately $300,000. The preparation of anthracite con-

sists primarily of sizing it into the various grades fur-

Tin: BiT-Hoi.DiNc Dkvki; and DiaghA-M. Smowivc Location- of IIot.ks in Shaft

ing a total labor cost per day of roughly $93, or $2G.50

per foot by hand drilling. The saving by using the

hammer drills, therefore, amounted to one foot in each

shaft ; or $53 per 24 hr. for both shafts.

The device for holding the hollow drill steel in the

chuck of the hammer drill, as described above, was a

home-made affair. A more scatisfactory and permanent

device has just been worked out by the makers of the

drills, as shown in the accompanying sketches. This

consists of a yoke and side rod fastened by means of a

damp on the nose of the tool. A retaining .spring is ar-

ranged to pass half around the drill steel just helow the

iiished to the retailer and eliminating tlie slate and rock.

"Tlie sizing of coal first requires a breaking down of

the large lumps by rolls which are equipped with

teeth so arranged as to crush the fuel with the production

of the least amount of small sizes. Another delusion

cherished by the retail dealer is that we can break all

of the coal into any size we please. This is not true.

The best machinery we have been able to devise produci^

a large proportion of the small and unprofitable sizes.

"The contents of a car of coal as produced in a mine

with heavj' pitching breasts consists of everything from

dirt to lumps of slate and i-ock weighing as much as
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oUO lb. Under the best conditions of mining there is

always a percentage of foreign substances. These must

he eliminated by the big shakers and by hand picking.

After that the coal must pass over screens, down spiral

separators and through a water jig before it is ready for

loading. The cars are loaded by special machinery, and

are carefully inspected before they are allowed to leave

the breaker yards.

"In addition to all tliis, vast quantities of coal of the

sizes not marketable during the summer must be stored

in order to keep the mines in operation during the dull

season. The storage yards range in capacity from a hun-

dred thousand to a million tons. All of this is tre-

mendously expensive, and if the retail operators would

only realize that the production is physically limited to

from five and a half to six million tons a month, and

tliat it is utterly impossible for us to supply them with

all tlie sizes thev want when and in what quantities they

order llieni. it would do much to simplify our relations."

Farmers' Right vs. Coal Operators'

Right in Cherokee County, Kan.

The suit of a fanner vs. a eoal operator in Cherokee

Countv. Kan., was recently decided in the Federal Court

of Kansas City, and the decision which directly afEects

160 acres of land and indirectly more than a million

dollars' worth cif real estate was decided against the

operator.

The suit was an iujunction brought l)y the -T. U. Crowe

Coal & Mining Co. against William P. Daugherty

owner of the 161) acre tract, and his agent WilHam

Humble.
Several years ago the St. Louis & San Francisco ll.Tl.

sold Daugherty the land, retaining the mineral rights.

Eecently the railroad leased the coal to the Crowe Co.

and this spring the latter started to move a steam shovel

onto the land with the intention of mining the coal by

the stripping process. Due to the shallowness of the

coal measure, this is the only means by which the coal

may be secured.

Daugherty objected so strenuously to having his farm

ruined that the coal coin]3any finally had recourse to an

injunction suit. Judge Pollock, before whom the suit

was lirought, appointed .1. S. Dean, of Topeka. S|iccial

Master in Chancery, to hear the testimony, report and

recommend judgment. IT is decision was to the eifect

that the coal com])aiiy had no right to mine by the

stripping process to the detriment of the land.

Fifteen hundred acres of eoal land becomes involved

by this ruling. Tender this area the coal bed cannot be

mined by the ordinary process and the operators mirst

turn to stripping. This is a method of which the farmer*;

did not know when the land was leased to the operators,

and many of them have been compelled to stand by and

see the shovels tear huge furrows across their level acres.

It is now believed that all men who leased their land

with the idea that the coal would be mined by the old

method, will endeavor to protect themselves. However,

since it is believed that the land, after if has been

stripped, is much more valuable agriculturally than be-

fore, the most stringent action which many farmers will

take, will be to require the operators to level down the

STOund after the coal has been removed.

Pennsylvania Smashes Coke Record
PeniLsylvania stands pre-eminent among the states in

(he production and manufacture of coke. According to

the figures of E. W. Parker of the U. S. Geological

Survey the quantity of coke produced in the state in

1912 was 27,3?5.018 short tons valued at $56,054,478.

In 1911 the production was 21,923,935 tons valued at

$-13,053,367. The increase in 191^ was therefore 5,2-48,-

083 short tons or 24.85 per cent, in quantity and $13,-

001.011 or 30.2 per cent, in value. The quantity pro-

duced in 1912 was the largest on record, exceeding the

previous maximum of 26,513,214 tons in 1911 by 858.-

804 short tons. Init falling liehind the earlier yen- \n

value by $11,583,546.

As a producer of coke Pennsylvania is relati\ely of

greater importance than as a producer of coal. Includ-

ing the production of anthracite Penn.sylvania contributes

less than one-half of the entire output of coal in the

United States, while nearly two-thirds of the total pro-

duction of coke comes from within her boundaries. The
state has, however, not progressed as rapidly as some
(jtbers in the matter of conserving the byproducts of coke

making. All but a very small quantity of the state's

coke is made in lieehive ovens or in those of rectangular

sections without the recovery of any byproducts or the

utilization of the heat generated in the coking process.

Increased Coke Production in Alabama
Alabama's output of coke in 1912 amounted to 2,975,-

489 short tons valued at $8,098,412 against 2,761,621

short tons valued at $7,593,594 in 1911. According to

E. AV. Parker of the IT. S. Geological Survey, the in-

crea.se in 1912 was 213,968 tons and $504,818 in value.

Alabama retained second place in the rank of coke-

producing states in 1912, having superseded West Vir-

ginia in 1911. The average price per ton for Alabama
coke has declined from $2.82 in 1910, to $2.75 in 1911,

and $2.72 in 1912. This does not necessarily indicate

an actual decline in the price of coke. A large proportion

]>robably over 90 per cent, of Alabama coke is consumed

in furnaces which are owned by the same interests own-

ing and operating the coal mines and coke ovens, and

the placing of a value on the coke is largely a matter of

accounting. The value per ton of the coke produced in

1912 was lower in spite of the fact that the value of

the coal used advanced from $1.28 in 1911, to $1.35 in

1912.

That this state has de\x4oped her coking industry

along the lines of modern practice is evidenced by the fact

that in each of the last three years the only new ovens

under con,struc-tion A\'ere those of the retort variety.

Moreover during 1912. there were 191 beehive ovens

alianiloned.

Petroleum Production in 1912

According to the U. S. Geological Survey the great

production of petroleum in 1911, which was 220.449,391

barrels, was surpassed in 1912, when the total reached

222,538,604 barrels. Higher price.? were the rule in

1912, except in California, and even in that state there

was no material decline. The total value increased

markeilly. reaching $164,087,342, or 22.41 per cent, above

the value of 1911.
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A Large English Air Compressor

Special CoRiii;spoNi)i;Nci;

SYNOPSIS—The essential points of efficient air com-

pression with particular reference to the type and placing

of ralres is first discussed. A neu- Icind of valve is then

described as is also a large-capacitij machine in which

Ihey are employed.

Although the use of electric power has been a serious

competitor with compressed air in colliery work during

the last few years, there is a feeling, which has a strong

foundation in fact, that in some of the more gaseous mines

at anv rate, electric power is not as suitable for the work

required as compressed air. The endeavors of compressor

when the pressure in the receiver has been reached in the

compression cylinder. These valves should also have sulli-

cient width of seating to insure their being kept tight,

t^o that there be no loss by leakage back into the cylinder;

they should be self-adjusting under all speeds and pres-

biires. The piston should be easily accessil)le for examina-

tion and renewal, and wear and tear should be mini-

mized as much as possible.

The key to the situation a])i)ears to be in the kind of

valve used, inasmuch as leakage during both intake and

discharge depends on their design and efficiency. The

( learance space is governed by the type and position of

ilie valves and air passages, while excess pressure in both

.-uctiou and expulsion is directly attributniile lo their area

and durabilitv.

Pig. 1. A 63(iO-('r.FT. Aiu CoMPUKSboii, Using New Typk of Valvk

manufacturers have, therefore, been directed toward the

production of machinery which would give the maximum
economy in operation.

The Eeqitisites of a Good Compukssou

.\s regards the compressor itself, the conditions which

!\ave to be fulfilled are that on the suction stroke the cyl-

inder should be filled with air at atmospheric pressure

throughout the entire piston travel. When the compres-

sion stroke is made there should be no loss of any portion

of the air previously drawn in either by return to the at-

mosphere or by leakage, but the whole contents of the cyl-

inder, with as little deduction for clearance space as pos-

sible, should be discharged through the outlet valves.

Moreover, in a good compressor, the outlet valves should

have large discharge area and should open automatically

Examining the valve systems which are adopted in air

compressors as made today, it will be seen that these sys-

tems fall into series or groups. In the first, poppett valves

are used, both on the inlet and discharge. In another

group may be classed compressors having large flat hinged

'•alves in the cylinder covers, actuated similarly to poppett

valves. Yet another type of compressor has mechanically

operated inlet and discharge valves, which open and close

ijy means of direct mechanical connections. Still an-

other modification adopts inlet valves mechanically op-

erated and poppett discharge valves.

The remaining groups consist of compressors using di-

rect air controlled and balanced inlet and discharge valves,

which lend themselves to increased piston speed and effi-

ciency, but are somewhat expensive in first cost and have

to be maintained in a careful manner; and compressors
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using light disk valves with a small lift. This latter ap-

pears tcTbe the latest word in compressor design, and it

may therefore be well to briefly refer to details.

An interesting type of this valve is shown in Figs. 2

and 3, the former showing an automatic disk valve in its

assembled condition as made by Messrs. Eobey & Co., Ltd.,

of Lincoln, Great Britain, the latter showing the valve

disk itself. The inlet and outlet valves and their seats are

complete in themselves and are secured to the cylinder

bv means of three lugs. The seating is a metallic contact

joint and can thus be made and brokeu'many times with-

out damage. The valves are multi-ported, thus requir-

ing only a" small lift. They are therefore silent in action

and practically free from wear.

As seen in Fig. 3, the valve disks themselves are corru-

::!iod. and, being made from special mild steel they are

I Mremely strong and elastic. They are held in position

ii\- coiled springs of square section, .fitting into the flanges

on the outside and inside edges of the valve, the springs

being held at the other end by the guide plate. ITence the

valve is pressed firmly into position on its seating, but can

move in all directions without the use of guide stu^ls or

other supports. It is thus free to seat itself accurately

and noiselessly at each stroke, lubrication being rendered

unnecessary.

Ax Illustkatiox oi' Application

Tliese valves are now being adopted in connection with

the Iiobev horizontal, two-stage air compressors which are

(omino- into considerable use in colliery work. A typical

The steam drop valve employed on this machine repre-

sents the highest class of gear that can be applied to steam

cylinders, especially when high pressures and superheat-

ing are adopted. The gear is actuated from a lay-shaft

driven by skew gears from the main crank shaft. The ec-

centrics operating the admission and exhaust valves are

small, as the work they have to do is light.

Both tlie admission and the exhaust valves are in equi-

librium and as soon as the admission of the steam has

been carried far enough to do the work required, the ad-

mission valve is immediately closed. The governor, when,

rising, actuates two cams, which regulate the length of

lime in which the trippers are in contact.

This gear, controlled by the governor in combination

with the automatic air-pressure regulator, insures that the

supply of air is kept constant without waste and without

attention on the part of the driver.

The Ball Bearing on Locomotive

Armatures

From tiieir use in bicycles and automobiles there are

but few people who do luiow something at least of ball

bearings and their application. But compared with the

present-day development of this device the bicycle bear-

ing of one or two decades ago was an extremely crude

and iueSicient affair.

Fig. 2. Assembled Valve

installation is shown in Fig. 1, it being the compressor

supplied to the Altofts collieries of Messrs. Pope & Pear-

son, Ltd., of Xormantown. This compressor is capable of

handling 6300 cu.ft. of free air per min. when running at

TiG revolutions nnder a boiler pressure of 120 lb. per sq.in.

The high- and low-pressure steam cylinders are 27 in. and

-16 in. in diameter, respectivelj-. The corresponding air

cylinders are 30 in. and 46 in. in diameter. The piston

rods are 5 in. in diameter and the stroke is 60 in. The

machine is provided with a flywheel of 16 ft. diameter.

Between the two air cylinders is placed an intercooler.

The cylinders them.selves are water-jacketed and fitted

with an improved type of piston, which provides for the

use of the whole of the depth of the piston body and rings

for bearing surfaces.

The control of the engine, while being dependent on the

ordinary centrifugal governor, is also carried out by means

of the air itself. Should the pressure in the receiver fall,

ihe air governor lengthens the cutoff of the steam valves

while if pressure rises it shortens it. The speed of the

tnirine varies therefore with the amount of air required,

and the iiressure in the receiver is maintained within very

fine limits.

Fig. 3. Steel Valve Disk

The general imj^ression regarding this type of journal

is that its use is justifiable only where a great reduction

in friction is necessary or desirable. This may or may

not be the ease. Other considerations and characteristics

may enter into the selection of a ball bearing which are

vastly more important than a lessening of resistance to

rotation.

It has been now about five years since the Jeffrey Mfg.

Co., of Columbus, Ohio, placed the first ball bearing upon

the armature shaft of one of their electric mining loco-

motives. So satisfactory were the results obtained, not

so much because of any reduction in friction as from the

standpoint of durability that at the present time ball

hearings are the standard journal for all armature shafts

upon this company's mine motors. Other manufacturers

of this class of machinery also are rapidly adopting this

means of armature-shaft support.

There are two principal advantages gained in the use

of this type of bearing upon armature shafts. First the

wear and consequent lowering of the armature toward

the pole pieces is practically a negligible quantity. The

armature is consequently at all times subjected to a uni-

form action from the field.
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The seooiul advantage iis porliaps less imiiKHliately ap-

parent, altlioujrli it ilopends upon exactly the same cause.

The armature pinion and gear with which it meshes are

rarefully machined. Tiieir etticicncy in power tran.*mis-

-ioii therefore largely depends upon the accuracy with

which they mesh. If a hearing wears rapidly this allows

these gears to spread apart and their center lines to re-

tede, allowing excessive backlasli, which causes the gear

teeth to wear rapidly at or near the ])oint giving rise to

the grinding sound so well known hy those familiar with

thishpe of machinery. This improper meshing soon cuts

CiiOSS-SixTiox OK Fix ION- Beafjxg of

AiiM.vrruE Shaft

Mixi- Locomotive and Exlakged View of AmiATUKE

Beakixg

out the pinion and renders frequent renewals necessary.

The ball bearing removes the cause of this trouble.

The Hcss-Bright Mfg. Co., of Berlin and Philadel-

phia, have perhaps done more toward the commercial

development of the ball bearing in this country than any

other one firm. In the construction of their bearings

a high-grade composition steel is used for both balls and

races. This material requires a heat treatment exactly

similar to the "silver steel" so well known in this coun-

try and employed in the manufacture of edge tools for

cutting both wood and metal. The hardness and tough-

ness of this steel in the finished state is well shown on

i-rushing test. When three l-in. balls ari' placed one

above the other between the stationary and moving heads

of a Richie testing machine they wilbslaml between 65,-

000 11). and 70,000 lb. before failure. Furthermore, when

tinallv s])lit by this enormous stress the fracture shows

an extremely tine, silky texture such as may he seen in

the best of steel springs or edge tools. This size of ball

is that ordinarily employed on the ])ini(in end of a l.l-hji.-

,motor aramature where the bearing i^- subjected to m

ma-\inuim working load of 1 100 lb. It will thus l)c seen

that the factor of safety is extremely high.

It is probable that this high factor nf safety has biul

much to do with the good results (iMained wiili ilirsc

bearings when given even reasonal)K' vaw. \n n\ir\-A\\\vj:

company in the bituminous rcgi'ni nf l'cnn<\i\aniii sdUir

years ago purchased sonic very heavy l(icoinoti\('s

,e(|uipped with plain or ordinary bearings. In ihc lii-i

year's operation this firm spent $760 in irpair> lo i»"

machines, all of which was directly traceable to aniKiluiv-

bearing wear or failure. Ball bearings were then Mih^n-

tuted for the plain ones with the result tiiat in \\w ensil-

ing year not one cent was exiiended for armature rc])airs.

The use of ball bearings in heavy industrial machinery

although demon.stratedly practical is as yet relatively oidy

in its infancy. Nor is it strange that among engineers,

mechanics and locomotive drivers generally tliciv may be

found many skeptics and men "from Missouri." In the

face of such an experience as that given above—whieb

has been related because it was typical—there is but one

conclusion that may lie drawn.

The Steam Turbine in Mine Pumping
The peculiar adaptation of a well designed steam Ini-

bine to mine pumping is worthy of careful consideration-

The essential characteristics of a mine pump are. sim-

plicity in construction and operation; durability of all

working parts; and compactness and etficiency.

The centrifugal pump, unquestionably, rombiiies some

of these features to a remarkable degree. It is eoin|iail

ill -ize and when well designed is simple in constnielion

and durable. It possesses the marked advantage of emi-

tinuous action, in contrast with the reciprocating niotior,

of pumps of the piston or plunger type. The construe-

tion of the centrifugal pump admits of its being directly

connected with an electric motor or steam turbine, which

feature alone insures no loss of power between the motor

and the pump. The continuous action of the innnp

eliminates the question of water-hammer.

The turbine, also, possesses features that recomnicnd it

particularly to mining use. It requires less .steam than

a direct-acting reciprocating pump of equal power. It

IKissesses an advantage over the electric motor, in being

free from injury liy dampness. This is an inijiortant

feature in mine work. The statement is made that a

low-pressure turbine-driven centrifugal pump can fre-

quently be installed in conjunction with suitable con-

densing apparatus to operate on the exhaust steam of

the power plant, which would mean a saving in power.

In the selection of a steam turbine or a centrifugal

pump, for mine work, it is extremely important to give

due regard to the detailed con.struction of each machine

as being such that the working parts are easily accessible

and that all parts subject to wear or corrosion are readily

replaceable.
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What about Ohio?
During the past year, developmeuts iji Ohio, in respect

to state government, have assvimed some proportions.

Things have been doing that keep one guessing as to

their ultimate outcome. That the pronounced changes

growing out of recent enactments by the legislature are

in the nature of an experiment, none can doubt, and

the result will be watched with interest.

Probably the most important and far reaching in ef-

fect, of the many bills before the last legislature, is Sen-

ate Bill Xo. 137, passed Mar. 12, and approved by Gov.

James M. Cox, Mar. 18, 1913. This is a bill creating

the Industrial Commission of Ohio, superseding the

State Liability Board of Awards, abolishing the depart-

ments of Commissioner of Labor Statistics, Chief In-

spector of Mines, Chief Inspector of Work Shops and

Factories, Chief E.xamiuer of Steam Engineers, Board

of Boiler Eules, and State Board of Arbitration and Con-

ciliation; and merging certain powers and duties of said

departments in and transferring such powers and duties

to the said Industrial Commission 'of Ohio. Besides

granting the commission certain other powers, the bill

has repealed 38 sections of the General Code and modi-

fied seven other sections.

The enactment provides ihat the Industrial Commis-

sion of Ohio shall be composed of three members, to be

appointed by the governor within thirty days after the

act goes into effect. The first appointment under the

act, will be one commissioner for two years, one for

tour years and one for six years; and, thereafter, one

member of the commission will be appointed biennially,

for a term of six years. Xot more than one of the per-

sons so appointed can, by previous vocation, employment,

or affiliation, be classed as a representative of employ-

ers; and not more than one, a' representative of employ-

ees; and not more than two of the members of the com-

mission shall belong to the same political party.

This act of the Ohio legislature goes into effect Sept. 1,

1913. In accordance with its provisions. Gov. Cox has ap-

pointed the following named jjersons to constitute the

commission: Wallace T>. Yaple, Chillicothe; Thomas J.

Buffy, East Liverpool; and Prof. M. B. Hammond, Ohio

State ITniversitv, Columbus.

The act provides for the removal l)y the governor of

any member of the commission for inefficiency, neglect

of duty, malfeasance, misfeasance, or nonfeasance, in of-

fice. Xo commissioner shall hold any position of trust

or profit, or engage in any occupation or business inter-

fering or inconsistent with his duties as commissioner, or

serve on any committee of a political party. The com-
missioners are to receive each an annual salary of $5000,
subscribe to the usual constitutional oath of office, and
give a $10,000 bond, approved by the governor.

It is further provided that, within thirty days after

the act goes into effect, the commission shall meet at the

seat of government and organize by choosing one of

its members as cliairman ; the majority of the commis-

sion to constitute a (|uiirum to transact business, and no

vacancy to impair the right of the remaining commis-
sioners to exercise all the powers of the commission.

The scope of the commission is shown by the following

:

Sec. 11. On and after the first day of September, 1913. the
following- departments of the state of Ohio, to wit: Commis-
sioner of Labor Statistics, Chief Inspector of Mines, Chief In-
spector of Work Shops and Factories, Chief Examiner of
Steam Engineers, Boaid of Boiler Rules, and the State Board
of Arbitration and Conciliation shall have no further legal
existence: except that the heads of said departments and said
boards shall, in ten days after the said date, submit to the
governor their report of their respective departments, for the
portion of the year 1913 during which they were in existence:
and, on and after the first day of September, 1913, the In-

dustrial Commission of Ohio shall have all the powers and
enter upon the performance of all the duties conferred by law
upon the said departments.

Sec. 12. The Industrial Commission shall supersede and
perform all of the duties of the State Liability Board of

A^%''ards, . . . etc.

The State Liability Board of Awards was provided by

Act of General Assembly, May 31, 1911, to administer

the state insurance fund for the benefit of injured work-

ers and the dependent survivors of those killed in the

performance of their duties, in industrial operations.

In connection with the practical w-orking of the new

law creating the Industrial Commission of Ohio referred

to above, several grave questions present themselves that

the future alone will determine. The wisdom of commit-

ting so large a portion of public trusts and interests to the

charge of three individuals is yet to be proven. While

such a concentration of power will undoubtedly be lieue-

ficial in a supervisory sense, there would Ijc posHirc

danger in the abolishment of the offices of the heads

of the several state departments who.se responsibilities

demand an intimate knowledge and acquaintance with

the work of the department. We understand that, for

the most part, these departmental heads or chiefs, though

deprived of their titles, will be retained in charge ol'

their respective divisions.

In the opinion of Coal Age, good results can only lie

obtained, in mine inspection, by organization of an ef-

ficient corps of inspectors under a Department Chief,

who in turn is held accountable to the governor or a

sufiervising commission. We do not believe any commis-

sion of three members, whatever their intelligence, can

assume to personally direct the work of the numerous
state departments.

Another que.^tion that presents itself is in reference

to the legality of this act of the legislature by which it

presumes to summarily terminate a state office, though
only appointive, during the term of its incumbent.

There is grave doubt of the legality of any enact-

ment of legislature that curtails or limits the will and
voice of the people. On this account, we may seriously

question the legislative right to, abolish, by enactment,

any elective office, during the incumbency of a regularly

elected officer. In respect to an appoi?itive office, as in

the Ohio cases, however, the illegality of such enactment
is not as clear, but is debatable. The office of chief mine
inspector is an appointive office.
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The legislature i^ an instniniont of the people and, as

such, is subordinate to the will of the people. The crea-

ture is never greater than its ereator. Many will ques-

tion if the appointmeniK of an officer elected on a certain

platform, are not as much the expression of the will of

the people as the officer elected. This is an open ques-

tion.

That Mysterious Physician

The remarks of the physician which recently appeared

in our columns regarding the American Mine Safety As-

soeiation, have created some little unfavorable comment.

It has been thought by some that it is inexcusable that

anyone, without making his name public, should criticise,

jin association having such a laudable purpose, but we

cannot feel that he is unentitled to his incognito.

The "physician" attacked specifically the constitution

of the advisory or executive committee on first-aid meth-

ods on which the duty of accepting or rejecting new dress-

ings, which may be offered in any field contest, is im-

posed. This committee was to contain two first-aid men,

two operators, two physicians and one representative of

the Bureau of Mines.

In the end, this body was not formed according to the

leeonimendations of the committee on first-aid methods,

it lieing left to the executive committee proper to make

its own°selection. But we are obliged to take up the cud-

irels for this unnamed physician and defend him against

the suggestion of Dr. Kountree, who characterizes him as

"a person ignorant of the facts or else intentionally mis-

re]u-esenting them." The unknown author of the article

depended on Coal Age for his information and this jour-

nal was misled into publishing the statement as it was

furnished by the American Mine Safety Association, sev-

eral days after the meeting closed. In future, we shall

be more careful and not rely so confidently on uncertain

sources for fear the parent may fail to recognize its own

child.

Even Dr. Kiioefel, the chairman of tiie original

committee on first-aid methods carefully avoids admit-

ting that his committee introduced resolution 27, which

proposed to put laymen on the board appointed to discuss

first-aid methods. He fails to state that he rose to ob-

ject to the submission of this specific resolution to the ac-

tion of the main executive board, though it must be con-

ceded that his reasons for the objection did not arise from

his desire to confer on this subject with the said laymen.

It appears in a later publication that the association

did not approve the resolution though the report of the

meeting as it reached us overlooked this fact and men-

tioned only that it was presented, naturally leading our

"ignorant" friend into a misapprehension. From Dr.

Uountree we learn that about two dozen physicians were

afterward appointed; 13 more, it is to he noted, than wore

to be found at the Pittsburgh meeting, in -n-hich the medi-

cal profession was inadequately represented, the inade-

quacy being rather in numbers, however, than in quality

of representation. The author of that much debated ar-

ticle, "The First-Aid Muddle," probably does not even

now know that criticisms, such as his, were admitted to

be so valid that the committee was entirely rebuilt. How
could he learn that fact without being a member of the

Committee of Seven, which contains ton members?

Though hut seven were mentioned in the report of the

meeting forwarded to tins paper, we sec now tiiere is

really a decemvirate in control of its destinies, .\ belated

bulletin has cleared up this difficulty among many others.

Whatever was the constitution of the final advisory

committee, the fact remains that the first body on first-

aid methods did contain several laymen: E. B. Sutton,

\A. A. Kaudenbusch, W. D. Roberts, Atlierton Howen

and J. E. McDonald. We do not think that tiie ( .mi-

mittee was the weaker for these lay members, but a ii!i\>i-

cian might feel that such men should be excludcil and

surely he is permitted to say so without giving his name, i

The physician judged the committee incompetent be-

cause it ordered that the Sylvester methods were to be

epproved in all cases, unless an injury made their ii^c

inadvisable. Trained physicians and physiologists know

that the "tidal" air passing in and out of the lungs is

greater when the Schaefer method is employed tbaii when

the Sylvester treatment is practiced and they believe

there are six or seven other arguments against that melb-

od of operation, and, as the unnamed physician states in

his article, an important body of surgeons and physicians

has given the Schael'er method preference.

The critic also judged the reliability of the associalinn

l)V its rating of demerits. We, ourselves, cannot un-

derstand how aseptic treatment can be so important as

the memirers at that meeting appeared to deem it, ami

we know physicians who agree with that view. The hands

of the first-aid man in the mines are sterilized with acids

and alkalis and at worst they are not likely to be more

harmful than the dirt ground into the wound. The air

itself is sterilized by mine gases, falling moi^tuiv an 1

cooling and tetanus almost never sets in a> a result of

mine injuries.

Grossly septic treatment is not likely to occur at the

hands of trained men. ^\e hardly believe that the first-

aid man at a meet will remove a tobacco quid from his

jaws and revert to the barbarisms of the past. But if a

helper should pass a hand, supposedly sterilized by mine

acids, over the face of a bandage, we agree with the

'physician" he has not done the patient five times as

much harm, as another man who, by wrongful methods of

respiration, has permitted a victim to perish under his

charge. Because he has pointed out this folly, the un-

known "physician" has been the butt of criticism which

seems to us by no means fair. Almost any part of first

aid can be done so badly as to entitle the team which is

guilty of it to 10 demerits or even total disqualification.

The Bureau of Mines and H. M. AVilson are to be com-

mended for the forming of the association. It cannot at

once attain to the position in which it will ultimately

stand, hut we think that if it is not querulous under

criticism, it will grow^ in strength and in numbers. If

at its start it may have put the cachet of its approval on

the -wrong treatment, if it has made the judgment of a

few appear as the counsel of the many, if it has unsettled

some minds which argued that first aid was a .shallow

study on which at best 200 pages could be written, no

one should be discouraged.

The American Mine Safety Association is experiencing

the trials of the beginner. The student who finds he has

been wrong, that there are several mathematical solu-

tions of the same problem, that quadratics do not end

algebra, soon plucks wp spirit to go ahead with a study

which is only the more valuable because it requires judg-

ment, plodding and continued efi'ort.
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The American Mine Safety Association

By August F. Kxoefel*

The May 17 issue of Coal Age contained an article

entitled the "Tirst Aid Muddle" from a "Physician."

When I read these remarks my first thought was to reply

but I was deterred from so doing by the fact that the

"physician" was not honorable enough to sign his name
to his remarks, but after reflecting upon the matter and

realizing that Coal Age holds a prominent place in the

mining industry and that whatever it presents to its read-

ers is received by them as the fact, I would like to make
the following statements.

Xeed for First-Aid Standards

The American Mine Safety Association had its incep-

tion in the crying need for standardization of first-aid

methods. The Bureau of Mines, being better acquainted

with this need than any other organization or individual,

called together last September those who were directly in-

terested. At this meeting plans were laid to bring to-

gether officially all those who knew anything aboiit or

who practiced first aid and mine rescue. This being the

first meeting, all plans and suggestions were tentative

until standards could be evolved.

It is rather surprising that a physician would permit

himself to be the author of the remarks made in your

issue of May 17. Medicine is centuries old, has always

been the sub.ject of criticism and always will be. With

all the investigations and researches, the treatment of

typhoid fever is as variable as the winds. One can go to

one hundred doctors and find each treating typhoid dif-

ferently. If a student would collect the remedies recom-

mended for that disease in the standard textbooks of

medicine, he would have an apothecary shop on his

hands.

I feel that I am perfectly safe in the assertion that it

will not take the American Mine Safety Association

nearly as long by several hundred years to standardize

first aid. The St. John's Ambulance Corps was not estab-

lished in a year or its methods evolved at one meeting

of two days' duration.

Surgeons Do Xot Practice First Aid

As to the need of the advice of leading surgeons, it may
be replied that there are but few surgeons with all hos-

pital facilities at hand who could apply a triangular

bandage neatly and properly. The practical suggestions

will come from those whose daily occupation is at the

mine and at the scene of the accident. The purpose of

first aid is not to make a surgeon or a hospital at-

tendant out of the coal miner, but to teach him what are

suitable, efficient and safe dressings and to instruct him
as to what he should not do.

The matter of standardizing first-aid methods and
dressings was not referred to the committee mentioned

*IMeiTiber of the Kxecntive Committee, .American Mine
Safety Association; mine pliysician, VandaHa Coal Co., Linton,
Ind.

but to one made ii)' of surgeons, these being men who are

not only acquainted with the work but also practice it.

This is the class of experts who will receive and pass
upon all suggestions. To do this intelligently will take
time because all proper investigations will have to be
made and evidence produced as to the worthiness and ef-

ficiency of the methods adopted. Nothing will be re-

jected which will promote the ends sought, and anything
adopted must be simple, yet efiicient.

Bacteria of the Mouth
As to remarks upon asepsis, the writer evidently has

overlooked that there arc numerous forms of infection,
and because you have one form of bacteria present there
IS no reasonable excuse for adding another of a different
type. It is a common procedure among miners to use
a quid of tobacco upon a wound. Within the last month
T attended a miner who adopted the above treatment
upon a laceration of the leg with the result that he had
an infection from bacteria such as inhabit the mouth
and was incapacitated five times longer than if he had
not adopted this treatment. It is such instances as these
M-hich lead the instructors to impress on their students
the need of asepsis.

The value of the Schaefer method of resuscitation will
receive from the committee appointed the consideration
it deserves. xAll the association asks is the assistance of
all parties interested, and I trust that those who differ
from its views will make them known in an honorable
manner. Furthermore, if they are vitally interested as
I believe the writer of the article on "The First Aid
Muddle" is, let them attend the next meeting in Septem-
ber and add their opinions to ours.

Occupational Schools
The annual report from the Lost Creek school of the Le-

high Valley Coal Co. shows that the school held 140 sessions
between Sept. 9, 1912, and June 10, 1913. and the number of
students increased during this time from 72 to 113. Since
the school opened 191 students have been enrolled. This
year an average attendance of 29 was maintained. Twelve
of those instructed were not in the employ of the Lehigh
Valley Coal Co., and seven were not engaged by any of the
mining corporations. Since the beginning of the school in
imo two students have been granted mine foremen's certifi-
cates and fifteen have qualified for assistant mine fore-
men. The number of students who have partly completed
courses is 153, and 102 final certificates have been" granted.

There were 143 sessions of the Centralia school, and the
number of students increased from 143 to 209. Eighteen of
the students were in the employ of other coal companies,
and twelve were not employed by any coal corporation.
The average attendance this year was 35. Since the opening
of the school in 1910 twelve students have been granted
mine foremen's certificates and sixteen have received papers
qualifying them to act as assistant mine foremen. The
number of students who have partly completed their various
courses is 74, and 32 final certificates have been granted.

The Michael Lavelle Burke Gold Medal for the student
of the graduating class at Lost Creek who attains the high-
est proficiency in his studies was won this year by Patrick
J. Kelly. This solid gold medal is given by the B. J. Burke
Co. in commemoration of the son of Edward Burke, a for-
mer employee of the company. Edward Burke is well known
as one of the pioneer miners of the Packer collieries.
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The Commissary: Its IndispensLihility

aod Purposes

By B. F. Rodex*

SYXOPSIS—The commiifMn/ series (he lairful inleresls

of both operator and employee and shoulil not be discon-

tinued. It should not, hoirever, be used as the main

i:oune of profit while coal i.s sold at less than avinal cost.

Tlio commissary is a legitimate department of the

miniiis; business, a species of byproduct in the process of

mining. A mining company has a right to enter into

the business of selling necessities and luxuries to the

population assembled and maintained as a result of its

industrial developments. There is no reason why tlicso

profits should be turned over to outside i)arties; but it

is quite essential that the store operated liy the I'ln-

ployer should be properly conducted. A high standard

of quality should be maintained.

DiSnOXKST ilKTiCIIAXDISE

Canned goods may be purchased which have been

packed with water at a lower price than is asked for a

standard quality of goods with the proper proportion of

solids to the can. A 3-lb. can of tomatoes does not always

contain an equal amount of the vegetable. Sirup is

supposed to consist of cane sugar and molasses, but a

cheaiicr article may be sold composed of a mixture of

lielicf that it is securing lirst (piality or goods at cut

prices. While this dislione.sty is common in the open

market liie commissaries are usually aliove such tricks.

Ai.i. Till. I'nu.u Will. Stand

Commissary customers shouhl receive full weight and

good value, and every sale should be made at a reasonable

profit above the cost of handling. Heasonable profit is a

flexible term and depends on the disposition of the man

using it. But the limit is certainly not to be placed

as high as "all that the customer will stand." Miners,

like o]>erators, do not feel well disiMsed when they find

lliev have ])aid a price for merchandise higher than they

v,-oul(l Imvc liei'ii (luirged for the same niiicle clsrwlinv.

Till' I'oDKV Stokk 11.\^ No Show Windows

Dry Goods Depahtmext

the latter with glucose. Pickles and other canned goods

may be packed with preservatives which are injurious to

health, and vinegar may be manufactured with a barrel,

a hose and some acid, but commissaries should not handle

such goods.

The Alabama law specifies that all food stuffs sacked

in the state shall be of full weight, but the same mer-

chandise can be purchased across the state line packed

in 70- or 80-lb. sacks, and they can be sold as containing

100 lb., if the merchant sells by the sack and makes no

statement as to the weight which a sack is supposed to

contain. Olf-grade, damaged or remanufactured goods

such as redyed ribbons can be sold as first-grade mer-

chandise. Second-grade cloth can be palmed off as first.

Poor thread, and shoes with parts of cardboard instead of

leather, treated meats, and '-'all-wool" clothes which are

three-quarters shoddy can be made to pass muster as

good materials and the public can be fooled into the

•President and general manager, Roden Coal Co., Marvel,
Ala

Note—Abstract of article read before the Alabama Coal
Operators' Association at the session held July 26, at Marvel,
Ala.

Gr.OCEliY' COUXTERS AXD SHELVES

A department store rarely handles groceries, as little

profit can be made on these staples. The commissary

trade is largely in such articles and so some profit must

be made on them if any is to be obtained.

Courtesy from clerks should be enforced in the com-

missary as much as in a store which is dependent on

the trade of the general public. Because the clerk has a

cleaner job, his work is not in any way more honorable.

He is employed to sell and not to comment on the

cnstomers. Some miners have been farmers and small

dealers or have been in other lines of work, but they have

engaged in mining because it is more profitable. They

have accumulated savings, have education and breeding,

and the commissary clerk has no reason to believe he has

any measure of superiority.

But, as an excuse for the brusqueness of the store

clerk, it must be remembered that business is confined

mostly to the early morning and the late forenoon. The

trading is done in three or four hours, and in the rusli

that results, impatience which engenders ill-feeling often

arises.
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Thi-; 1\ti;i!cha\geable Store Check

The practice of paying off dail}" in store clieclcs which

are redeemable on pay day, is bad. It saves i?ome clerical

work, but the men tend to spend more than they can

afford when the checks are so handy. Moreover many
are lost and never redeemed. When this scrip is ex-

changeable, it promotes drunkenness and gambling.

The operator owes it to the public to abolish the inter-

changeable store check, which may be sold to the specu-

lator for 60 or 80c. on the dollar. "With it the store-

keeper can purchase goods in the store, selling them at

jn-ices Lieluw those at tlie commissary. The .effect such

sales have on the minds of the men is easily realized

:

they cannot understand how an outsider can sell for cash

at a price considerably below the commissary store and

yet make money. The interchangeable check is also a

boon to the bootlegger.

At some mines, the right to buy cheeks is restricted to

the superintendent, store and otfice force, and they pur-

chase them at a discount to pay their store bills. This

justly creates dissatisfaction among those who are not

permitted to engage in the lucrative business.

I realize that the boarding houses must have some
way of sectiring their board money, but the use of inter-

changeable store checks is not the method I prefer. At
ilarvel, we allow each boarding-house keeper to turn into

the office his charges against the boarders. This amount
is charged to the men and credited to the boarding-hou.se

keeper who can then draw checks bearing their name.

As a;.i;\^l^^,j;kc. gq9.c|s fiold in a.conunissary arc of better

quality than, those to be. foimd i:^ the small competing
store. This is made possible by the.inining companies
Iniying larger quantities of merchandise each month, thus

securing a fresh supply. The small store does not keep
perishable merchnndise because the profit is small or the

business is entirely unremunerative. Thus bread, meats,

vegetables, fruits, ice, pure eaJidy, fish and fresh eggs

are only purchasable at the commissary.
Of course, some of the companies are near farming dis-

tricts or towns, and the men can buy elsewhere and do
not have to rely on the commissary for such articles.

Some of the mining villages' are so placed that unless the

commissary stipplies these articles, the men must do with-

out them. It would be a surprise to some of our city

friends to know that the company-store customers often

have peaches, watermelons, cantplou]ics and other fruits

and vegetables before thcv dd.

A 3(1- OK 4()-Pei:-('ext. Savixg

Commissaries ]iay no rent, do no advertising, should

have no losses on bad credits and have small deliver}^

iharges. all of which cost usually from 8 to 10 per cent,

of the gross profit. They are thus enabled to sell goods

of the same quality at lower prices than completing stores

having the same freight rates. These 'advantages have

made the company store so sitccessful that unsuccessful

competiiors have been great agitators against the com-
missaries.

Drugs. Candy

In tliis way he does not accept the boarders' checks in

payment and use them in trading at the store.

Many managers and store clerks claim that they can-

not remember their customer.?' names. This is because

they do not wi.sli to take that trotible, and I would

recommend that in such cases, the commissary force be

changed.

Advantages of the CoiiMissAuv to the Ejiployee

When a man is improvident or a heavy drinker, though

he may be a good worker when sober, the commissary

prevents hunger and want. His wife can always draw a

check if the man lias any credit for time at the office.

If there is one pay day or even two a month, his earnings

if paid to him in bulk would be spent in ,a day or two

and there would be nothing for the remainder of the

month or fortnight. Many wives and mothers declare

that the commissary is a blessing to them. The ability

to secure food and clothing if the husband works only a

few days in the week lessens the loan-shark evil. Much
time is saved to the bu.sy housewife by having all the

places 171 which she must shop under one roof.

The employer gets mai'v benefits from his store. It

enables him to become acquainted with the men and
by giving them a square deal he breaks down the old

idea that the mine owner has no interest in his employees

other than the profit he can make out of their labor.

The store prices can be made one of the attractions of

the town.

How THE C05[.MISSAUY IIkLI'S THE OpEllATOj;

The garnishment of the goods of the enijiloyecs would
swamp the companies if they did not ha\e their own
commissaries to provide the necessaries of life. A gar-

nisheed man is always on the move. He appears to get

the habit, and many railroads discharge the chronic

garnishee because he cannot be relied on.

Coal should be sold at a profit, and the commissary
.should not be regarded as the main profit maker. The
Federal census report for 1909 shows that the Alabama
mines made only I.-j per cent, on the capital imested.

This is a ridicnlons return for a business which is so

sliort-li\ed and haz-.inlous. Tlie same report showed a

net ])rofit on other lines of business of from 8 to 15 per
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ci-nt. It must be remembered that this report dul not

iiK-lmle aiiv allowanee for depreciation on mines or equip-

ment On the other hand, store profits and house rents

were not included in the mine balance. This clearly

^hows where the profit was made, if any, and 1 do not

regard such methods of obtaining a surplus necessary or

desirable.

Sai.ksmaxship Is Xecessauy ix Commissakii-s

The goods iu a store should be prominently displayed.

Counter show-cases are silent salesmen and big earners.

Several trips a day are often saved by having goods m

full view, and in rush hours customers may see and si-lect

their gtx)ds while tlie clerk is waiting on others. Tins

tends to save the clerk's time.

Do uot let vour goods get shopworn. Sun, flics, dust

and excessive "handling consume much profit, as no one

wants shopworn goods. Fresh goods are the best sellers,

with the result that you are less liable to have odd sizes

and old patterns in vour stock. Have a clearance sale

at least every season, as it does not pay to carry over

the majority' of season goods. This is particularly im-

portant in the shoe department, as styles change and

our men are quick to learn which are the latest.

Do not allow the traveling salesman to do your buy-

ing. Eemember his is the selling end, and his knowledge

of''the wants of one mining town may not fit another.

There are some who are not averse to selling all the

store manager will buy.

Padded Ixvextories

Commissary managers are only human; if the manage-

ment requires a certain per cent, of profit on each year's

business, it is only natural for him to prefer to inventory

old stock at full value, than to sell below cost, thus

making a poorer showing. Often a new manager finds

himself saddled with a quantity of outofdate or spoiled

merchandise. If he cleans up this, his first year's

earnings may possibly show no profit; yet the owner is

the gainer by such bargain sales as this old stock de-

creases in value rapidly after the first year.

I have known some articles to be kept in stock and

on the inventory as many as ten years, at the original

cost; when, as a matter of fact, much could hardly be

triven awav. The only remedies which occur to me for

these conditions are to have the date of purchase put

opposite doubtful articles on inventory, or, better still, to

have personal inspection by a competent higher official.

How TO Increase Business

Do not look so much at the per cent, of earnings as

compared to sales, but lay more stress on the total net

profit. Very often a reduction in price will increase the

volume of trade, so that there is a greater profit on the

year's business. This is the method followed by the

department stores. Too many of the goods we sell are

staples, and only small profits can be made on them.

Consequently a good business man would consider the

introduction of other lines of merchandise on which there

are larger profits.

Do not ask vour superintendents, mine foremen or

office force to solicit business. Have it distinctly under-

stood that there is no compulsion to trade in your store.

A man's place in the mine must not be dependent, either

directly or indirectly, on his trade. It is the better way

to encourage salesmanship by keeping separate records of

each clerk's sales, and by paying him accordingly. Hy

this method the good men do not have to avenige with

the lazv clerk, and you can weed out the latter. Cash

registers both save honest clerks from suspicion and pro-

tect the owners from their dishonest salesmen.

Educate your customers, by your prices, to buy in bulk.

not for each meal. Do not substitute, and do not let

the houses from which you buy foist substitutions upon

you. One of the hardest things we had to do was to

break our wholesale men from shipping the wrong brand

and more merchandise than was ordered.

Let your competitors haiulle articles for which you have

few call.-, such as od<l-sized shoes. Much money can

be tied up in this class of merchandise. Let us all keep

open to new ideas and search for new devices which will

lessen labor and legitimately increase piudits.

The New Ohio Law
A new law goes into operation in Ohio, Sept. 1, to

which we have made reference editorially, in another

column. The law makes some sweeping changes in the

operation and control of seven state departments.

That the provisions of this enactment are drastic, in

many respects, is shown by the following brief synopsis

of the powers and authority it confers on the commis-

sion, as taken from Sec. 22 of the act ; namely

:

(1) To appoint advisors, who shall without compen-

sation assist the commission iu the execution of its du-

ties. To retain and assign to their duties any or all of-

ficers, subordinates and clerks employed in the several

departments absorbed by the commission. ,

(2) On and after the first day of September, 1913, I

to administer and enforce the general laws of the state '

relating to mines, manufacturing, mechanical, electrical,

art and laundry establishments, child labor, employment

of minors, etc.,"going tlirough the entire list of industrial

employment.
(3)" To investigate, ascertain and, on and after the

first day of September, 1913, to declare and prescribe

what hours of labor, safety devices, safeguards and means

or methods of protection are best adapted to render the

employees of every employment safe and to protect their

welfare, etc.; and (4) to fix reasonable standards and

prescribe, modify and enforce reasonable orders for their

adoption; and "(5) to fix and order such reasonable

standards for the construction, repair and maintenance

of places of employment as shall render them safe; and

(G) to investigate, ascertain and determine such reason-

able classifications of persons, employments and places of

employment as shall be necessary to carry out the pur-

poses of this act.

(8) To do all iu its power to promote the voluntary

arbitration, mediation and conciliation of disputes be-

tween employers and employees, etc. (9) To estaldish

and conduct free employment agencies; and to do all in

its power to bring together employers seeking employees

and working people seeking employment, etc. (10) To

collect, collate and publish all statistical information re-

lating to employees, employers, employments and i^laces

of employment, etc. (11) To examine and license per-

sons who desire to act as steam engineers, * * * to oper-

ate steam boilers, * * * to act as inspectors of steam

boilers * * * and to renew or revoke such licenses.
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In additiou to other specifications, the act provides,

for the neglect or refusal of any person to obey any law-

ful order of the commission or to conform to the re-

(|uiremeuts of the act, a fine, for such violation, failure

or refusal, of not less than $50 or more than $1000, for

the first offense; and not less than $100 or more than

$5000, for a subsequent offense.

In this connection, we note that a petition has just

been filed with the secretary of state, at Columbus, ask-

ing for the submission to popular vote, of an amendment

providing for a smaller general assembly. The petitioji

proposes to reduce the House membership from 123 to

50, and that of the Senate from 33 to 32, basing the rep-

resentation entirely upon population. This is the first

attempt to amend the Ohio constitution by the initiative

and referendum.

Loss to the Coal Industry
Richard Xcwsani, familiarly known to the mining

''raternity throughout the United States as '"Uncle Dick,"

died at his home, Peoria, 111., early Tuesday morning,

Aug. 5. Although Mr. Xewsam had ijeen failing in

hea.th for somewhat more than a vear, it was not but a

KicHAHD Xewsam

week previous to his death that his illness became serious.

Blessed with a rugged constitution, he had for some time

successfully fought the disease that caused his death.

Eichard Xewsam was born Xov. 11, 1843, in Chorley,

Lancashire, England. He went to work in the mines

when a mere lad. Possessed of a natural geniiis but lim-

ited education, he was essentially a self-made man. He
was married in Hindley, Lancashire, England, May 20,

1866, to Miss Frances AVolstenholme. He rose rapidly

to the position of superintendent of the mine where he

was employed. His ambition early led him to this coun-

try, and he arrived in Peoria County, 111., Sept. 28, 1869.

He at once engaged in coal mining, at Kingston Mines,

assuming charge of the Lowry mine, as superintendent.

Five years later, 1874, Mr. Xewsam, with his brother

Frank, leased the mine and, later, acquired interests in

16 other mining properties in the same county, thereby

becoming the largest coal operator in that section.

Mr. Xewsam was indefatigable, and applied himself so

diligently that, m spite of his limited education, he be-

came recognized as a leading authority in all coal-mining

matters, in his state. He was appointed a member of the

State Mining Board, by Gov. Tanner, in 1897, and held

that position, being elected as president of the board, un-

til the fall of 1912, when, owing to declining health, he

was compelled lo resign both this position and that of

manager of the state Mine-Rescue Station, which posi-

tion he had held for nearly a year.

Mr. Xewsam spent much energy, time and money in

the effort to better the condition of mine workers, and
his efforts in that direction had often received recog-

nition in the press. He was appointed by Gov. Deneen
to take charge of the rescue work at the time of the

Cherry Mine disaster, in the fall of 1909. Immediately
following that disaster, he presented recommendations
that met with the hearty approval of the governor, and
resulted in the early establishment of three mine-rescue

stations in the state, at La Salle, Springfield and Ben-
ton, respectively.

;Mr. X'ewsam was a thirty-second degree Mason, having
joined that fraternitj- as a member of the Phoenix Lodge,
at Mapleton, and later transferring to the Temple Lodge,
at Peoria. He was a member of the Peoria Consistory,

also the Xobles of the Mystic Shrine. Though the best

years of his life were spent in this country, Mr. Xewsam
never lost the love of his native land, and once each year
made a trip to his old home in England. He had crossed

the ocean 47 times, returning from his last trip only six

weeks previous to his death. He had 13 children, of

whom six are still living. He is also survived by two
brothers, John and Thomas, who were associated with
him in the coal business, and a married sister, Mrs.
Martha Harris, Hanna City. Mr. Xewsam was buried
Friday, at Kingston Mines, which lutd been his home up
to April, 1900.

Telephones for Oklahoma Mines
The Oklahoma Coal Operators' Association, through its

representative, Carl Scholz, president of the Coal Valley
Mining Company, has awarded a contract for 800 West-
ern Electric mine telephones, with complete wiring and
installing material. This is the largest order ever placed
at any one time for such equipment.

The various mines, whose operators are members of

the association, will be furnished with stifficient telephone
equipment to properly safeguard the lives of the miners
at work underground. Telephones will be installed in

the shotfirers' refuge holes, in entries and shafts, so

that constant communication with the offices at the sur-

face will be possible and accidents can be reported
promptly, proper aid being sent to the danger point at

once. The shotfirers will report their progress accordin-z

to a prearranged schedule and failure to report from anv
one refuge hole on schedule time will serve as an indica-

tion of a possible accident.

The installation of the large quantity of mine tele-

phones is made primarily as a result of a law enacted a

short time ago by tlie legislature of Oklahoma making it

compulsory for operators to equip their mines with tele-

phones. It will, however, undoubtedly be instrumental
in increasing the efficiency of supervision as well as safe-

guarding the lives of the workers.
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Mixed Lights in Mining

Leiler No. 9—Minin<r men everywhere urjre safely

lamps; ini?peetors have advocated their use; former min-

ing laws have read, where gas has been discovered, safety

lamps shall be used exclusively; records of explosions

have been quoted to prove that the use of mixed lights

was the primary cause of the explosion ;
professional and

scientific men have declared, with one voice, that the ex-

clusive use of safety lamps affords a great deal more

safety than where mixed lights are employed.

During the past three years, while "Safety First" has

been the slogan throughout the United States, the bi-

tuminous mine law of Pennsylvania has been changed

and the standard lowered, from the highest degree of

safety secured under the old law, to the questionable

safetV that the present law affords, by authorizing the

manager or foreman, with the inspector's approval, to

employ either open lights or safety lamps. It is quite

certain that such discretionary power will be used more

or less, according to the cry for coal. This is undoubtedly

a step backward instead of forward.

In respect to lamps for general work, it seems to me

that the safety lamp offers 100 per cent, of etticieucy in

respect to safety, where tlie use of the open light mater-

ially reduces that percentage. Thi.s statement i^hould,

of "course, be modified according to the amount of gas

generated in mines.

It is a fact worthy of note that legislation in some

states is increasing the safety of the mines, while in other

states the direct reverse is true. This is a serious mis-

take, and -cannot fail to reflect discredit on much mine

legislation of the present day. In my opinion, it is an

error to replace a law by which the highest percentage of

efficiency is obtained in respect to safety, by a law which

makes the safety of a mine depend on the judgment of

one or two men, or the truthfulness and trustworthi-

ness with which mine workers will obey the mine regu-

lations. To permit the use of open lights, in a portion

of a mine requiring the use of safeties in certain other

portions or districts, is like courting danger, to see bow

far one can approach the danger line and still be safe.

For the sake of illustration, suppose a mine is working

exclusively with safety lamps; and, after a considerable

l)eriod, no gas having been discovered, the foreman, with

the authority of the mine inspector, discards the safeties

and installs open lights throughout the whole mine. After

a time, a gas feeder or a clay vein is cut, and gas is gen-

crated in quantities not expected or previously known in

that section. As a result, an explosion occurs, which

the press states was caused by striking "an unexpected

pocket of gas" ; and this is the reason given for the sac-

rifice of .some 50 to 100 lives. To the piddle, the acci-

dent, which was unforeseen, was unavoidable ; whereas,

the disaster would never have occurred if the mine had

continued to work on safety lamps exclusively. The

mine was in a section not devoid of gas, and the risk as-

sumed was too great.

-Vn eX|)t'ricncc ol'
''~' years in hilumiiious coal mines,

in many positions of greater oi' less iniportanci', has

convinced me that the use of mixed lights is a pernicious

practice. It is true the miner is willing to work, and

generally prefers to work, with an t)pen light : but the

average miner has not the intelligence of the average

foreman, and, as a result, the miner assumes nuiny un-

warranted ri.sks. In a district where gas is known to ex-

ist, there is no certainty of a mine being exemiit from it>

appearance in the workings at any time, although a louir

period may elapse in which no gas is discovered. The

mine may develop gas in dangerous quantities, with litiU-

warning.

The use of open lights in one sertion luul safety lam]is

in another section of the same mine is similar to permit-

ting the use of ])ipes and open lights in the offices of a

jiowder factory, within the same inclusure as the mill it-

self. There are no explosive ingredients in quantity in

the office, but safety lies in the exclusion from the oilier

and the mill of these elements of danger. The open-

light section of a mine bears the same relation to the

safety-lamp section that the office bears to the mill, ii

being often necessary for employees to pass from the one

into the other.

In my opinion, safety lamps should be used in most

mines whether these are classed as gaseous or nongaseous.

By adopting this practice, we follow the slogan "Safety

First." The obi )irovcrb. ".\n ounce of prevention is

worth a pound ol' cure,'" niiiy well be applied in respect

to the safety of mine operations.

I have had charge of several safety-lamp mines, and

liiiinot agree with the .statement that the constant and

exclusive use of safety lamps curtails the output of the

mine. On the Monongahela River, in the Pittsburgh

seam, the miners produce ns much coal per man in the

safety-lamp mines as they do in the o])en-light mines.

Likewise, in the Connellsville region, where the coal is

coked and mined in a different manner, the miners pro-

duce as many bushels of coal per man. in the safety-lamji

mines as they do in the open-light mines, and the same

is true in the soft-coal regions of central Pennsylvania.

.\s far as I have observed, the constant use of safety

lamps does not impair the eyesight of miners; and in the

safety-lamp mines the air is clearer, there being less

smoke from inferior oil. Judging from my own exper-

ience, I fail to see where there is any excuse for the use oi

mi^ lights in mining if we have proper regard for

I?. Z. \'ii!(;iN, Supt.

<t \'irLniiia-I'ittsburg Coal Co.

Col W. Va.

Lrt/rr Xo. 10—After all that has been written and

said with reference to safety in mining operations, the

conservation of mining property, and the protection of

human life, it is surprising that a number of men. whos(>

iwsition and influence give to their opinions greater

weight than is attached to the opinions of men of lesser
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rank, coiitiimu to justify the prartioe of using mixed

lights ill gaseous mines, claiming that this, in their opin-

. ion, is consistent with safety. Although this practice is

sanctioned by law in this state, it is not, in my opinion,

an evidence of good judgment ; nor do I see how the man-

agement of a mine operated in this manner can claim that

the safety of their employees is their first consideration.

Referring to the last letter on this subject, written by

Joseph Xorthover, Coal Agi;, Aug. 9, p. 209, it is my
opinion that, while the mine he describes might be op-

erated under the conditions stated, to do so would be

flirting with a danger that might entail much .sulfering,

loss of life and property. After a practical experience of

29 years, in the three principal coal-producing states, I

have failed to find conditions where I would deem the use

of mixed lights, in a gaseous mine, to be consistent with

safety. In a field where no gas has been known to ex-

ist, mines can be worked with open lights with safety

;

liut, from Mr. Xorthover's description, I understand he

!s in a gaseous field where, in my opinion, gas may be

expected, at any point of the development. While no gas

has been discovered on the east side of the mine he de-

scribes, there is no assurance that this condition will

continue for any length of time.

Besides this, there is another question to be considered

before we can be assured of absolute safety in operating

a mine with mixed lights. _ Each mine foreman knows

that there is always a possibility of his orders and in-

structions being disobej'ed ; or, at least, they may not be

carried out, tlird.ufrh' neglect ,pr carelessness. As loiig

as this possibilitj' exists, my advice is to keep open lights

out of a mine operating in a gaseous field. Use open

lights only in districts where gas is unknown.

The enforced .Aise of safety lamps throughout a mine

where gas is generated in certain portions of the mine,

is mentioned as a burden to both the miner and the op-

erator alike. I want to say that if enforcing safety and

removing one of the many dangers attending mining op-

erations is a burden, it is right to impose that burden. It

would be a far greater burden if disaster and loss should

result from any failure to make the mine safe. After

using the safety lamp for 20 years, I have failed to find a

cleaner and healthier light.

The U. S. Steel Corporation have adopted for their

slogan, ''Safety the First Consideration," and other com-

panies are carrying out the same principle. Loyalty to

this motto will not permit the adoption of a practice

that is doubtful, in respect to safety. Such a practice

will ultimately become obsolete.

.T. W. T.

Brier Hill Coke Co.

Brier Hill, Penn.

The Liquor Problem in Mining
Referring to the remarks of "Subscriber.'"' on this sub-

ject. Coal Age, July 26, p. 1.34, it is unfortunate that he

would confime the di-seussion of the subject to "men in

charge of mines." It frequently happens that men who
have had the largest experience with this evil are those

holding inferior positions to that of the mine foreman
or superintendent. The shotlighter or the fireboss, who
travels a certain section of the mine three or four times

a day, is more liable to be better acquainted with the

weaknesses of men, in his particular section of the

mine, than is the foreman himself, who may possibly visit

each working place once or twice a week. The foreman

is very much further removed from the men socially than

is the fireboss ami has not the opportunity to know the

habits of the men and to what extent they exercise self-

control.

Thi:. correspondent also states tliat ""the drink habit has

increased with the advance in wage.s, if not in proportion

to.the same." This assertion does not conform tc the facts

and figures given, from time to time, liy government re-

ports, commission reports and the daily-press reports,

all of which agree that we, as a people and nation, are

gradually becoming more sober. There is no reason to

suppose that miners are any excejrtion to this rule. The
improvement in the West and particularly in the mining
camps, is evident to any careful observer. There are per-

haps a few camps that form an exception to this rule,

but they do not materially aflfect the general results.

If, then, "Subscriber" is wrong in his premise that the

drink habit is on tlie increase among miners, he is natur-

ally wrong in his conclusion that this is the result of in-

creased wages or earnings. As a matter of fact, wages
have not increased, but have materially decreased in the

last decade. I mean by wages, in this sense, the net earn-

ings of the miner, as represented by the food, clothing,

shelter, etc., he is able to provide for himself and his

family. While it may be true that higher wages are now
paid for certain classes of work than formerly, the in-

creased cost of living overbalances the advance in wages
receivedi The average miner,, toda}',.expends more labor

for the^ same pay than a decade ago.

In my opinion the liquor problem, in mining, cannot
be solved either by the black-list or the certificate plan.

A more sane treatment of miners is to deal with them
as men in need of education. They must be shown that
liquor is incompatible with their best interests. The
movement now being made by many of the large coal

companies, to provide better housings, more sanitary min-
ing camps, and clean, healthy recreations, is doing much
to overcome the evils of the drink habit among their

men. I am convinced that these efforts will eventually

bring good results in the line of sobriety and clean living,

and will pay interest on the capital invested.

W. H. Moore.
Xanaimo. B. ('.. Canada.

A Hoisting Problem
Since the publication of our answer to the inquiry

of John Xelson, Coal Age, July 19, p. 99, asking
how to arrange the ropes in a double-compartment hoist

to overcome difficulty of one rope being five and one-half
in. short and the other 3 in. long, we have received three
letters from correspondents, which, for lack of. space,
we summarize as follows

:

It is a common occurrence, in mine hoisting where wooden
drums are used, for the ropes to wear unevenly on the two
sides of the drum: and this may be Mr. Nelson's difficulty.
Assuming such is the case, when No. 1 cage is on the bottoin
Xo. 2 is hanging 514 in. over the "stops" or "wings," at the
upper landing; and, again, when No. 2 cage is on the bottom
No. 1 is hanging 3 in. below the stops, at the upper landing.
In this case it will do no good to lengthen or shorten either
rope. For example, to lengthen No. 2 rope 014 in., so that
that cage will hang at the upper landing when No, 1 is on the
bottom, would remedy the trouble only for that position of
the cages. Then, when No. 2 cage is on the bottom No. 1 cage
will be 8^4 in. below the top.
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The only wav that this difficulty can be remedied Is by

rebuilding the winding drum, by putting on ""^- '"^slng. s;.

,s to make the diameter of the drums equal on each sid..

or. the difficulty may be overcome by covering the/---

r'^ The% :;7rtfrs^>on. o/^-rcuttTng^L^g^ooler:

f -.r d^e^rr int^ tr.rgglng%n the other side ot the drum,

using for this purpose a half-round chisel.

FThc letters of which the above is a summary, were

voceived from Eoy Ho.well, hoisting engineer To uea

111 ; Ilarrv L. Packiugton, hoisting engineer, ^-ramiUe,

III
• and A. Q. Davis. Uniontown, Penn. ^^ e are glad to

have attention drawn to conditions such a. described

which occur in daily mining practice. The answer given

in replv to the inquiry of Mr. Nelson assumed a perfect

condition of the winding drum, or an equal diame er

throughout the length of the drum, in which case it wo Id

be necessary to lengthen the short rope 2i/, m. m order

to overcome the difliculty.

In case the winding drum is worn,
";/"^f"f ,^>

correspondents, the actual lift may be difEeren for he

two ca-es, for the same number of turns of the drum.

For e^uuple. while Xo. 1 cage, referred to above, as-

cends the length of the shaft except 3 in No. 2 cage fall

the length of%he cage plus 5% in., making the ratio of

winding for the two cages 100 ft. - 3 m.) : (100 + 51/0

S; In this case, as stated, no lengthening or shortening

of the ropes will equalize the winding.—Ed.]

Waste of Coal
\. short time since. I noticed an article on "Waste of

Mine Timber," Coal Age, July 5, p. 26. I have re-

cently observed a similar waste of coal, in the conveyors

carrying slate to the dump, and in the condemned coal

returned to the Sreaker, to be cleaned. I believe this

waste of coal occurs in most of the breakers in the an-

thracite region and, with proper attention, could be

largely avoided.

in many cases, I have noticed a considerable percent-

age of pure coal free from slate and, again, coal that has

not been separated from the slate. This coal is absolutely

lost, being thrown out on the dump. Following the con-

demned coal that is returned to the breaker I have no-

ticed that the men often throw out as nuuh coal as slate

From my observations, there is no small percentage ul

coal lost, in this manner, which could be prevente<l by a

closer supervision of the work.

In many cases, much coal, time and labor could !«

saved bv "recrushing this coal and passing it again

through' the breaker. This is do«ie in some breakers, but

not to the extent that it should in all breakers. There

is less waste in the treatment of the smaller grades of

toal than in larger sizes.

MiNKK.

ScraiUon, Penn.

Study Course in Coal Mining
By J. T. Beard

The Coal Age Pocket Book

PHYSICAL TROPERTIES OP GASES
Tho tprni "density" refers to the amount

in a general sense the te.;m -ie-;t>',Xll!^"L'^n\it?

Tr^..?et U^fo^Urnl^uVd^S Jo mean its weight per

cubrc foot (62.4283 lb.. n;ax^ dens
^ g^jj,''^ but this fs not

ft^s"^<?i^m^/on^
fi^gni'^ck^ncrPn"n.?ninrpr'^actice. in relation to

^"The term has. .besides a relaU^ meaning and is som^

times called •relative density. I" [^'s |ense
^ ^^^

fne same as sPe?'fl<= g^^|^ **of°'the '^^'ight of a given volume
density of a gas is th|. r^ao °^J^"! J'g ,?olume of another gas

?Iu\'^n%^s"a's°ta"da,^"lStV|as'e's fe^g measured at the same

'^""^t^Vol^np =a{!l",?-a^„T^^afe ^i^^s^tl^daV^d^'il
Ughtest gas known lys a con^ erne

.^ ^^ ^
comparison ami its aensit>

i J "'^V' " .^veieht—The molecular
Relation of Den».ty to Molecular «e,SD^^^^^^_,^

one-half
weight of hyd^^ffji;^ But 'in ce the density of all gases is

i}^opr{foni!'"to^tJ,"e'*wei?ht' oJThe gas, volume for volume, it

f.allows that:

The density of any gas referred to hydrogen as unity is

one-half of its molecular weight .

apor fH=0),
r; thus.

The Coal Age Pocket Book

Specific Gra-rity of Mixtures of Gases—A\hen diffeirnt vi -

umes of gases of different densities are uniformly mixed i ti.

density of the mixture is determined by dividing the fc,mbni.;.l

weight of the mixed gases by the total volume of the m'xt"..v

whi?h will give the unit weight or the weight per unit m

^°'Thl actual wiights' of the gases may. not be known but

onlv the volume of each gas and its density or specific grav-

itv In that case, multiply the density of each gas by its

volume add the products t6gether and divide the sum by h^

total volume of the mixture: the quotient obtained will be the

required density of the mixture.
„,..,vif„ nf eaeh

Or in like manner, multiply the specific gra\ity of each

gas bv its volume, and divide the sum of these products by

fhl total volume ot the mixture, and the quotient obtained
-H-ili he the soecific gravity of the mixture.

, , ^

Calcula«on-For Ulustration. let it be required to calculate

the sneciflc gravity of flashdamp. which has a theoretical

comDo4t on of 165S volumes of methane (CH.).to each 1000

voUimIs of carbon dioxide (CO.). The process is as follows:

Metliane.
Carbon dioxide.

Volume Sp. gr. Relative wt. (air = 1)

1638 X 0.559 = 92fi S

1000 X 1.529 = 1529

he .specific gravity of the flashdanjp is then

cordance with the above rule, as follows.
alculated.

Sp.gr. =
-J-,

relative wt. {air

elaiive total vol. 26oS
= 0.924 nearly

-If

Vor example, to find the density of wate

sf calcul^rthe molecular weight of the v

Water vapor (H.O); «= =
f
X

^J r J

Calculation Based on the Law "' "'""^jm "'
'b'einTai-

luTe.n^t?, ii^."fh%'?*o1u^m%^s" ofr^'e ^llslfiVe^liil^e'^^ll^P^Jpor-

Sr']^*'^{a^'^ike^'?rpoy^?rt^^2I\^\flk^'^^d^n^^-
l';.^ciflrgraviU; "ofluch^a^n undilu_te^d_ m_ixture^of_^ two ^ gases

Molecular wt. = JS

^°'„r«'e",Tn%e Between DensitV^^

^"'sftv" in ^Tmore res rTtedsensr relates to the quantity of

'*^"..e^iA a Jiven%-oiume or. in other words, to the mass per
matter in a gi\en ^oiui .

relates to the relative
unit volume., while ?,Pfh "„p=, oer unit volume, referred to
weights of ^'«jr:f"L?.d!L unity

"^
Since density is referred to

a certain fixed f*^"fi'/'L?^5 V"'" • »^" u„i,v. air being 14.4

?i^^e%°^as" heavy "Is h'jd'r^gen^ at the same temperature and

pressure. ^^^^.,^ ^ ^^ ^ ^ ,„^
Sp.-jr. = density -5- 14.4

directly from the
erence to their
means of the formula

. der
elati

iities or specific gravities. witViout ref

e volumes. This is accomplished by

^ ^ a V1 + bV ~a

l/li + V~b

in which D - density or spe-ific gravity of the mixture; a and

\^^\^l corresponding dinsities or specific gravities of th.

'"^
CaUnlation-ForTliustration. let it be required to calculate

the'^fpe?'"* gravity of flas.hdamp '"',"
"'^^„^,'i'^'e"grafitils'Si

ane and carbon dioxide) directly from the specific gravities o

these gases: methan^ = 0.559 and carbon dioxiae - x.os.

The process is as follows:

Sp-rw. = 0.559 V 1.529 + 1.529 i/ 0.559

1/(1559 + V 1.529

= 0.924
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West Virginia Examination
{Continued from last issue)

Qiies.—If this were a gaseous mine, how would you

prevent accumulation of gas in the gobs when pillars are

drawn?
Ans.—As the pillars are drawn, all timbers should

be pulled, and care should be taken to cause a fall of

roof, so as to practically close each place, as the work

proceeds. Any void places remaining open must be thor-

oughly ventilated by a sufficient scale of air; otherwise,

the place must be closed by an airtight stopping.

Qiies.—The scale of this map is 1 in. = 200 ft. (a)

How many tons of coal can be produced from the mine,

assuming the coal to be 6 ft. thick and all grades favor-

able to the loaded cars? (b) What quantity of air will

be required to properly ventilate this mine? (c) How
many men will be required to produce this tonnage?

E.xpiain fully, (d) Where would you build your per-

manent stoppings and overcasts?

Ans.— (a) The development shown on the map should

yield, say 1000 tons per day. (b) There should be a

circulation of 125.000 cu.ft. of air in this mine.

(c) To insure an output of- 1000 tons per day

will require about 200 miners, working single with a

helper; or, say from 250 to 300 miners working double.

(d) The permanent overcasts and stoppings are indi-

cated on the map by their proper symbols.

Qiies.—Describe a good system of ventilation for a

seam of coal 5 ft. in thickness, with a large acreage and

soft, friable roof; the mine liberating some explosive gas

and the production of coal being 3000 tons per day.

Atis.—The four-entry system should be used for the

main slopes or entries, while the cross-entries are driven

oil the double-entry system. The mine should be venti-

late i1 "11 the exhau.st system, the two central entries of

tlir mail I roads being used as intake airways and haidage

mads, while the two entries flanking these are made the

return airways for their respective sides of the mine.

T'ooms are opened to the rise side only of each pair of

cross-entries ; and the mine is divided, preferably, into

separate panels, working, say from 50 to 60 men in each

panel. This is accomplished by driving cross-headings

between the consecutive pairs of cross-entries, as the work

progresses. Each panel is supplied with its own sepa-

rate ventilating current, by building an overcast at the

mouth of each pair of cross-entries, early in its develop-

ment. The return air from each panel is conducted at

once into the main-return airway, while the coal is hauled

tbroucrh the crosscut near the mouth of each pair of

cross-entries and taken out on the intake air to the main-

hnulasre road.

The main-haulage roads should be driven 10 ft. wide,

one being used for the loaded cars and the other for the

empties. To provide an output of 3000 tons a day will

require from 10 to 12 panels, each producing from 250

to 300 tons. Each panel shoidd be ventilated by a cur-

rent of 12,000 to 15,00() cu.ft. per miii.. which should

be made to sweep all void places in the roof or other parts

of the mine.

Ques.—Describe the difference there is in respect to

the safety of a dusty mine, in the natural condition of

the air entering and traveling through the mine, during

the summer and winter months.

Ans.—In the summer season, the outside air has prac-

tically' the same or a slightly higher temperature than

that of the mine, while in the winter season the outside

air has always a lower temperature than that of the mine.

As a consequence the intake-air current, in the winter

time, experiences a rise of temperature shortly after en-

tering the mine. Under these conditions, the intake cur-

rent is not fully saturated when it reaches the inside

workings, but has a capacity to absorb moisture from the

dust and coal that accumulate at the working face and
on the haulage road.

This drying action of the air current prevails to a

greater or less extent in the mines, during the winter sea-

son, regardless of whether the outside air is or is not

fully saturated with moisture. The outside air may be

fully saturated, on a damp cold day, and yet the intake-

air current be quite dry, a short time after entering the

mine.

Ques.—What, in your opinion, determines the best sys-

tem of timbering the various roofs in coal mines, for

headings and rooms ?

Ans.—The nature of the roof, floor and coal, depth,

inclination and thickness of the seam, and the method of

M'orking adopted must always determine the best system

of timbering to be employed, under the particular con-

ditions existing in the mine. In general, it is safe to

say that the adoption of a regular system of timbering,

designed to meet the particular conditions in a given

case, will result in greater efficiency in respect to safety

and economy of working, than any irregular or haphaz-

ard method. Even under the best conditions of roof and
floor, there is danger in leaving the question of timber-

ing the working face, to the judgment of the miner.

Ques.—^What precautions .should a miner use when
undercutting coal ?

Ans.—Before starting the work of undercutting the

coal, the miner should carefully examine the roof above

him. He should consider that there may be a break in

the roof over the coal that is not visible, in which case,

when the coal is mined (undercut) the full weight of the

roof over the opening will be thrown on the unsupported

coal face. This is what often happens, and the result

is a fall of coal that catches the miner at work. It may
take a little time, but a careful miner working under a

roof with which he is not fully acquainted, will always

set a prop or two in such a manner as to protect himself

from any unexpected fall of slate. It is also important

to sprag the coal as rapidly as it is mined. The sprags

should be set firmly so as to prevent any settlement of the

coal during the undercutting.
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Washington, D. C.

Little progress has been miKie during the past week In

1 wither develophiB the attitude of the administration now in

harge of the t'Jovernnunt with respect to the coal situation

lid the method of dealing with it. The action of the Inter-

state Commerce Commission with regard to the anthracite

coal cases still remains in abeyance, although it is supposed

that the delay is now nearly at an end and that final de-

cisions in these cases will shortly be handed duwii.

The inactivity of legislative leaders with respect to at-

tempting any investigation of coal cohffitlons as they have

l.een requested from many sources to do. is believed to mean

that they are awaiting the action of the administration with

rispect to the anthracite cases in order that they may guide

themselves somewhat by the outcome of the commission's

findings in that regard. If it should appear that the rates

..n anthracite coal are too high at present and call for re-

duction, and tf such reduction should be directly ordered aiid

should go into effect, it is believed that little more could be

done by the Government under existing conditions, looking

toward the actual control of the situation in the anthracite

fields.

It is probable that after the decisions have been handed

down by the Interstate Commerce Commission in these cases,

the whole subject will be taken up afresh and will be worked

over to see whether there is anything further that can be

reasonably attempted beyond the removal of the tariff pro-

vided for in the pending measure and the cut in freight rates

t.upposed to be likely to be ordered in the forthcoming de-

cisions.

Cool and the Cojit of Pig Iron

One of the most interesting discussions of the past week

in connection with the metal schedule now pending in the

Senate has dealt with pig iron and the competitive possibili-

ties of the United States in producing pig iron, especially as

affected by the cost of coal in connection w^ith the smelting

process. Senator Oliver, of Pennsylvania, in this connection

has furnished some information that has not heretofore been

developed, and that has a bearing upon the coal and pig-iron

situation as affected by the propo.sed rates of duty.

Mr. Oliver's contention is that the so-called "merchant

furnaces" cannot live under free trade in pig iron, although

he thinks that the greater manufacturers, making tonnage

steel, and pouring out of each blast furnace an output run-

ning up to 400 or 500 tons a day can struggle along under

free trade, despite the fact that the independent manufactur-

ers cannot. He goes on to argue that new competition in

iron and coal is to be expected from China and in that con-

nection offered the following testimony:

1 have a friend who a little more than a year ago visited

China and while there he went to visit a steel works at Han
Yang and this is what he said about it: "They have enormous
deposits of iron ore. very much higher in iron than ore we
now use and running from fiZT;. to 65% iron Ihis ore is a -

most free from sulphur and is low in phosphorus. They liave

an abundance of excellent coking coal, which can be mined
at very low cost, because they have the cheapest labor in

"^"To one who has never visited China this may appear as
an exaggeration, but it is a fact. I believe it is possible to

produce pig iron and finished steel more cheaply in China
than in an? other country in the world. ..... The Chinese
coal miner is paid 7c. for a day of 12 hours: in addition lie

receives his found from his employer, but this consists ot only
about one cent's worth of rice and meal. Coal at the pit s

mouth is 35c. per ton. It is transported to the river or rail-

road bv collies, the lowest class of Chinese labor. 1 he coolie is

paid Ic for carrving on his back a 400-lb. load of coal in some
instances a distance if more than a mile from the mine to

the export station. These coolies work only every other
week. . . . .It costs a Chinese workman only about 9Uc. a

month to live."

H-VRRISBl"BG, PENX.
Members of the new Pennsylvania Public Service Commis-

sion met with Governor Tener on Aug. 4 for the purpose of

organization. The members arranged to dispose of accumu-
lated business, and stated that one or more commissioners

will be in Harrisburg every day and meetings will be held

twice a month.
One of the first op;fijpns|tp be handed down by the com-

mission, was. that no demurrage should be charged on any
cars which, Uy reason of the frozen condition of thfe cai-feo.

were incapable of lieliie uiiloiulcd within Ilie fn-c p.i i...l

after delivery and which were unloaded within thai period

after the condition of the coal admitted of that being done.

The opinion is the result of a complaint tiled against the

Pennsylvania K.K. Co. by the Terminal Coal Co., ot Phila-

delphia. The complainant was asked to pay a demurrage ot

$52. but this was protested on tlie ground that the frozen

condition of the coal was the only cause for the delay in un-

loading and that this condition was beyond control.

The commission found that the coal was so frozen wh^ i

the cars were constructively delivered as to prevent Ih'

prompt unloading of the latter and that the actual unloaii-

ing wa.s accomplished as rapidly as the condition of the coal

would permit.

On Aug. 19, after a hearing, the commission will talo'

steps to promptly fix the telephone rates throughout th.-

state. The three memher.s of the old IJailroad Commission
are familiar with the situation and the Idea is for the repre-

sintatives of the teleishone JntereBts to present their obj^c-

foiis to the tentative rates so that the n^w members will

have the necessary data. Shortly after this hearing the

schedule will be adopted.
On Aug. 20 a hearing will be held before this commission

in the matter ot the complaints df tlie manufacturers' as-

sociation of York and I^ancaster concerning the rate on bi-

tuminous coal from the Clearfield District.

Xo date has been set tor a hearing of the complaints on

anthracite coal to Philadelphia.

A Keeent Reiiort

In a recent report made to the United States Government
by Prof. Emery R. Johnston, ot the University of Pennsyl-

v.Tnia, it is interesting to note that the influence of the Pana-

ma Canal on the American trade is a matter ot lively interest

to coal operators and land owners of Pennsylvania. It is con-

ceded that the opening ot the canal in 1914 will greatly en-

large the American coal trade and reflect a substantial meas-

ure ot prosperity into the business, and, furthermore, that It

will strengthen the value of coal in the state, especially coal

which has the advantage ot cheap rates to vessel ports.

Perhaps no coal in the country is more favorably situated

In this respect than the Pittsburgh coal lying along thi Ohio

River and its navigable tributaries. Large bodies ot fine

Pittsburgh steam coal exist in the Panhandle ot West Virginia,

of which a great deal is held by capitalists of some of the

western counties of Pennsylvania. These lands are destined

to come into this market. The coal can be shipped all the

way by water. From the pit mouth or the river tipples It

can be loaded in barges and boated to New Orleans and the

Gulf, where it may be transferred to ocean-going vissfls

for points on the Pacific Coast.

PEN.XSYliVANl.V

I.—It

Anthrueite

ixpected that the plane

op-

Ashlt

the Central Railroad ot X^w Jersey, which have been t:

down for repairs the pact month or more, will resume

erations by .\ug. 16.

Pott.sville—The inquest to determine the cause of the dis-

aster, which killed 20 men at Tower City on Saturday, Aug.

2. will be held at Pottsville on Tuesday, Aug. 19. Many state

mine inspectors and mining ofricials will attend, as well as

representatives of the U. S. Bureau of Mines.

The bodies of the two flrebosses have not as yet been

found, and it is feared that they are buried under tons of

debris.

For fi\e minutes on the afternoon of Aug. fi, while the

funeral of John Lorenz, a district superintendent in the em-

ploy of the Philadelphia & Reading Coal & Iron Co., was

proceeding to the cemetery, the wheels in every one of the

Feadin.c/s 40 operations were stop,)ed and 30,000 employees

stood in silence, thus paying tribute to the memory of the

departed superintendent and the other 18 men who met death

at the same time.

PittKton—Seven West PIttston hoys were recently arrest. 1

on the charge of stealing rides on coal trains on the Bloom

burg division of the Lackawanna R.R. The arrests w. i
>

made on complaint tb the Lackawanna ofllcials that thi
.
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boys had hurled chunks of coal through the windows of the
engine house placing" in jeopardy the life of engineer John
Davis and the men he might be raising from the mine.

Tamaqua—Among the sales recently reeorJed in this

region was a piece of coal land in the Owl Creek Valley,
from Pink & Co. to the Eastern Pennsylvania Coal Co. The
land which was transferred is in dispute and litigation is

now pending to determine the ownership. About six years
ago Pink & Co. secured a leise on the ground but never did

any development work until about a year ago. In the mean-
time other pai'ties secui-td an option on the property, and
were surprised when making an investigation to find that it

was being develope<J.

'W'ilke.v-Barre—In. blasting away rock for the foun-
dation of the new Office building for the Lehigh Valley Coal
Co. a vein of coal was encountered and miners were called
in to properly deal with it. Several tons have already been
lemoved, but sufficient quantity will not be encountered to

pay for tHe extra expense of employing mine workers in-

stead of laborers. The encountering of the coal in the ex-
cavating work -will not greatly retard progress on the build-

ing.

Bltiiminiiii.s

JohDNtoivn—The Tenn rublio Wcivice Co. has signed
a contract with the Loyalhanna Coal & Coke Co. to furnish
power to its new mines at Cairnbrook. Somerset County.
There are two new operiin.gs' at Cairnbrook which will shortly
be put in operation.

The Penn Public Service Co., which is rapidly completing
high-power lines through this section of the state, is dicker-
ing with a numbei- of large coal operators to furnish them
with power, especially in Indiana, Cambria and Somerset
Counties.

St. Marys—The Allegheny River Coal Co. has just dis-

•overed a new SVi-ft. bed in mine No. 5, near Furnace Run. in

Armstrong County.

Osceola Mills—The Shoemaker Coal Co.. of Philadelphia,
has bought the Monarch shaft of the, Osceola Coal Co., here,

and will increase the capacity at once. The Whlte-Dugan
Co., n^ar here, is opening a new slope at No. 1 mine to in-

crease capacity.

Monongahela—The coal operators in this distiict are

. complaining of the scarcity of minej-s ami as a result tlie

> mines are losing about 15 per cent, of tlaeir rajM' it\-. These
conditions are depressing to the operat'us as ttieie is at

present a strong demand for Pittst>iii - h i^.i! and many of

. the larger companies have been enni |m 1 1, ,i to buy coal in

order to fill their contracts.

Sykesville—On f-e evening of Aug. 6, the men employed at

the Cascade Co.'s shaft at Sykesville, held a meeting and de-
cided to strike for the adjustment of conditions prevailing
at that operation. This decision will affect 200 men.

AVEST VIRti.N!

A

Bluefield—Six hundred miners are affected by the wage
agreement signed Aug. 6, between representatives of the
United Mine Workers of America and the Wyatt Coal Co . the

Coalburg Colliery Co. and the Dry Brancli Coal i\., ..,,, , ,ii iug
m.ines on lower Cabin Creek. The price per m t ton li;is lioen

fixed at 30c., an increase of 3c. ovei- the amount paid at other
mines in the same field. The agreement is to expire Apr. 1,

1915.

The mines in the Pocahontas field and .'sonio in the Thacker
and Red Jacket field will adopt a senii-iiiuntiily pay day effec-

tive not later than Oct. 1. It is also reportt-d that a nine-
hour work day will be adopted at a number of operations. At
some operations the semi-monthly pay will begin Sept. 1. and
it is expected that the Norfolk & Western R.R. will also
adopt the bi-weekly pay day.

Charleston—On Aug. 6, an agreement wa;? readied between
representatives o,f the United Mine Workers of America and
of the Laing, and Dickinson Mines on Cabin Creek, by which
these operations are to work under the recent agreement.
Since May 1. these mines have been woiking under the propo-
sition suggested by Governor Hatfield.

Mine inspector Mitchell has during the past few weeks
been prosecuting a number of the miners in his district for
violating the state laws. Most of these violations occurred
in the mines of the Pocahontas Consolidated Collieries Co.,

and the fines imposed ranged from $10 to $20.

.VI.ABASIA
BirminK'hnm—The Maryland Coal Co. has begun duinp-

ing coal at its new m.ines at Sipsey, Ala., and expect within
90 days to have the output up to 600 tons per day and ulti-
mately to reach 1000 tons daily, .

KENTUCKY
Krankfori'—Tin- Kentucky Railroad Commission has

handed down an opinion in which it holds that it is witiiout
jurisdiction to give any relief to the coal miners of 0>iio and
Muhlenberg Counties, Ky., who complained that they were
kept idle by reason of the failure of the Illinois Central R.R.
to furnish cars to the operators in those counties.

HasBard—The plant of the Hazard-Dean Coal Co. is well
under way, and the company hopes to be loading' out Coal by
the beginning of the fall season. A large force of men is

engaged in grading the company's track up Messer Branch,
and work is about to start on a tipple of the latest design. A
large power house, the necessary commissary building and
about six miners' houses are next to be built. The company
proposes to equip a thousand-ton mine, and is laying its
plans accordingly.

McRoUerts^The Bank of McRoberts is the newest financial
institution in the coal fields. It was incorporated recently
with a capital stock of $25,000. the organizers being John
E. Buckingham, I. N. Camden, George T. Watson and W. S.
Perry.

OHIO
Steubenville—Joseph Speehei' was killed and Mige Osgan

was fatally injured from being struck by a runaway coal
car at the Wright Coal Co.'s plant in Bergholz,' Aug. S.

Coliiinbu.s—Ohio will soon have a rnin.-r.scu,- car which
v/ill cost approximately $10,000. It will l.,- o,niipped with
kitchen and sleeping room for the attendant uho will live
upon the car. It will be kept on a spur track ready for im-
mediate transportation to the scene of any mine disaster.

Athens—The mine of the Calvin Essex Coal Co. will be
in operation in Meigs County on the lands of the .Athens

soon. The holding company is

own 700 acres of land i^n Salis-

iV2 miles northwest of Pome-
ompleted the grading of a mile
site where the operating com-
ver house and tipple and start-

and Pomeroy Coal & Land Co
composed of Athens men who
burg and Rutland Townships,
roy. The local company has i

of railroad track to the mine
pany is now grading for a po
ing to open up the mine.

IIVDIAIV.*.

Brazil—Crawrordsville and Greencastie capitalists nave
purchased at receiver's sale the property and leases of the
Indiana Coal & Clay Co. at Patricksburg. The price paid was
$2S70, the financial encumberances of the company, together
with unpaid royalties.

ILLINOIS
AV'itt—The local Peabody Mine No. 12 is temporarily to

receive power from TaylorviUe for the driving of the re-
cently installed electric motors. This is necessary- since the
Peabody plant at Kincaid, from which current will later be
received, has not yet been completed.

Bloomington—A large acreage of oil and gas land has re-
cently been leased in Shelby County, and drilling operations
will soon be begun.

OlvL.VHOJIV
Oklahoma City—To protect, the thousands of miners work-

ing in the coal mines, the last Oklahoma legislature passed
a law requiring all such mines to install telephones. These
are to be located every 10,00 ft. in the mine and connected to
the surface. By this arrangement there will never be a
man over 500 ft. from a telephone, which in case of an acci-
dent or explosion will render communication to the surface
quick and certain.

FOREIGN NEWvS

Sautiaso, Chile—An appeal has been made to the Minister
of Industry and Public Works by several miners' societies,
asking that he use his infiuence with the coal companies to
reduce the working day to nine hours. In some of the mines
the men are being worked 12 hours, it is declared. Organiza-
tions among Chilean miners are mostly social and cannot be
compared with the unions in the United States.

RECENT COAL AND
PATENTS

COKE

Miners' Drill—T. S. P. Skeen, Sandoval, 111.: 1.065,005, June
17, 1913. Filed June 20, 1912. Serial No. 704, Sll.

Gas Prortneer—L. Moore, Glasgow, Scotland: 1. OSS. 315, June
17, 1913. Piled Jan. 2S, 1913. Serial No. 744,774.
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TIK- Peek Carrier. Book No. 120. 112 pages, Gx9 in., describ-

ing the principal possibilities and lUustratluB various ap-

plications of the reck carrier and its auxiliaries.

The Francke Co.. New Brunswick. N. J. Bulletin No. 18.

M.trch V>n. Franeke Flexible Couplings. 11 pages, 6x9 in.;

w'uh numerous illustrations and tables describing the opera-

tic, of a flange coupling which is entirely flexible.

standard SpeoKlratlon. for Horizontal Return-Tubular Boil-

ers" April, 1913; 7 pages. 5x10 In.: giving the principal

dimensions and specifications of multl-tulnilar boilers as

cdopted by a large number of Arms manutact. .
ing this class

of machinery.

Henry B. M orthlnBton. 115 Broadway. New York. Worth-

.o «B.,o*. ... ingion Volute centrifugal rumps for Low and Moderate Heads.

*n„.r-tn. £or Quenehlns Coke. W. Reubold. Charlotten ^ May, 1913. Sixty-two pages, 6x9 In., with numerous

...tTermTnv 1065^M. June 17. 1913. Filed June 1. 1912.
^,,„^,^^,,„J drawings and curves, describing the various

lUig. oerman. . .

^^^^^ ^^^ ^.^^^ ^^ Worthington volute pumps.

,„pr«ve-e-.» I- Cru.her—T. ',St"/'-„7"^^2

^Velle^ley Farms. Wellesley. Mass.: 29.949 Of 1912

«-. Producer-J. A. Herick. New York. N. \.: 1.063.540.

Jun;'. m3 Filed July 10. 1911. Serial No. 637.615.

..--r="ri9r-i^^a^t?^irs^^j:-^o;

r^'i':n.3r-r ic^'^ir F^ie^sris.^ ^:i
No. "21.058.

. , ^

Method of Pr«dacl»« G.-. O. H Ensign LOn/"|eHai
CMlt : 1,064.625. June 10. 1913. Filed May 27. 1909. Serial

498.764

ferial No. 700,966.

Serial No. 724,399. _
T M TTirt assienor to Allis-Chalmers Co.,

dan Producer—J. H. Hirt. assignor lu

Milwaukee. Wis.; 1.064.905. June 1-. 1913. Filed Apr.

1907. Serial No. 370.757.

Pneumatic Feeding Derlee for Stopmg Drills J. G-

Levner. Denver. Colo.; 1,065.059. June 1,. 1913. Filed Oct.

23." 1911. Serial No. 656,267.

s«feiT Device for Water Ga» Apparatus. ^\
.

M «-»ei

and'^'w.Bu'tTe. Grand Rapids. Mich.; 1065.254. June.1.

1<,13 Filed Feb. 17, 1912. Serial No. 6/8,19..
"

Rock Drill—J A. Thompson and E. M. Mackie. assignors to
Rock Drill J.

-^ Chicago, 111.; 1,065,007. June
Chicago Pneumatic Tool LO.. ^nicab

,

17 1913. Filed Nov. 22, 1906. Serial No. 344,o68.

Automatic Car Stop with Paging Apparatus foiMmes. J.

l^p:- ?:ri^T^ir'^n:d^i.^s^i^i: ^:i n;.^44,-

*'',„a.,-t.n« and Alarm Mechanism for the Mov^™-^^^°^

Gases in Mines. A. S.abodos and H-Muel le, N w M.c
,

B. C Canada: 1.064,869. June 17 1913. tUeQ

Ser=.al No. 670,256.

PERSONALS

PUBLICATIONS RECEIVED

Denartment of the Interior, Bureau of Mines. Safety Elec-

tric Switches for Mines. B>- H. H. Clark. Technical paper

44- 8 pases. 6x9 in.; without illustrations.

'Department of the Interior, Bureau of AHnes
^^}^f-l'^

^^^z^-tJ::rz.T ^^:rr:^s'^ia^a^s.^ures

and illustrations.

iniverslty of Illinois, Bulletin No. 67. R«^'"f°^/f^,
^on-

nr.te Wall Footings and Column Footings. By Arthur N.

Talbot; 114 pages! 6x9 in.; with numerous drawings, curves.

tables and halftone illustrations.

-.»-r;,r "j/w-L-S':,',;;, ^';..fo.s:i':'

the mineral springs of Ueorgia ana biviut,

aiyses of their waters.

Cliarles T. Faulkner, formerly sales agent of the Sterling

Coal Co.. has opened an office under the name of the Western

New York Fuel Co.

J H Walker, formerly superintendent of the Sedalla Coal

Co . located in the Hocking Valley fle'.d. has taken a position

with the Pan-American Coal Co. as general superintendent.

Dr. W. R. Crane, professor of mining in the Pennsylvani:i

S'ate College, has just returned from Alaska, where he has

spent the past year investigating the coal resources of that

territory.

Truman Dodson. superintendent of the Morea Colliery, has

been elected president and general manager of the Lot;"'

Mountain Coal Co., to succeed Baird Snyder, recently klll..l

in an auto accident.

E A Anthony, who has been store manager lor the Rex

Coal's Coke Co. on Dingess Run for the past 2M: years, has

resigned his position and will operate a coal lease for himself

on Main Island Creek.

President Wilson has named Henry B. Bidwell, of Mus-

kogee as chairman. Royal J. Allen, of Duncan, and R. L. Kidd,

of Poteau. as the Board of Appraisers to evaluate the surface

of the segregated mineral land in the Choctaw Nation.

William Mangan, who has been outside foreman at the

Prospect Colliery of the Lehigh Valley Coal Co. for a number

of years, has resigned his position with the company, to ac-

cept a similar position with the O'Boyle Coal Co., at Sugar

Notch John Reidlehuber, of the Cenlraiia Colliery of the

same company, has been appointed to succeed Mr. Mangan.

Thomas R. Jones, of Wilkes-Barre. has been appointed

division superintendent of the Lehigh Valley Coal Co.'s

Delano Division with headquarters at Mahanoy City. He fills

the position made vacant by the resignation of Mr. William

Underwood. Mr. Jones was formerly district superintendent

for the Lehigh Valley Co. In the Hazleton region, and was

for many years general manager of the Warrior Run Coal

Co., at Warrior Run.

TRADE CATALOGS

l.:Cser«o«d Mfg. Co., 96 Liberty St.. N. Y. Bulletin No 12.

Lidgerwood Electric Hoists. Twenty pages. 9x12 in., illus.

Describes many kinds and styles of hoists adapted to various

uses.

The Incersoll-Rand Co., 11 Broadway, New York Inger-

.„ii-Rand Products; 140 pages. 6xfl in. Briefly describing and

illustrating the products of the IngersoU Rand Co. Many

valuable tables are included in this publication.

The Diddle Hardware Co., 513-517 Commerce St., Phila-

delphia Penn. Monel Metal. 54 pages, 4x7 >4 in. illustrated.

Describes the properties of m.onel metal and the various

forms in which it m;iy be commercially obtained.

The l,lnk-Belt Co.. T'hladelphia. Chicago, Indiar.apolis.

Geo. A. Shirey died at his home in Bluefield, W. Va., Aug.

7 Mr Shirey was favorably known throughout the entire

Pocahontas coalfield. He is survived by a wife and six

daughters.

E. A. Humphries, a prominent coal and coke operator.

died suddenly at his Scottdale home recently of heart trouble,

aggravated by the intense heat. At the time of his d.ath

he was 69 years of age.

Geo. Dana, a pioneer coal operator of West Virginia, died

recently at his home in Washington. D. C, at the age of 80

years. Mr. Dana began operating coal mines on Campbells

Creek about the close of the civil war, and retired from active

business several years ago', since residing in Washington. He

is survived by a wife and two brothers.

Richard Newsam, one of the best known coal-mining men
in the Middle West, died at his home. 208 Blgelow St.. Peoria,

111., on Aug. 4 after a lingering illness of a year. Mr. Newsam
was instrum ntal in bringing about the establishment of the

mine-rescue stations in Illinois, and had held many important

offices pertaining to coal mining since 1897.
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CONSTRUCTION NEWS

St. l,ambert, Que.—The Grand Trunk Ry. has recently

awarded a contract for a 600-ton capacity coaling station at

St. Lambert to the Roberts & Schaefer Co., of Chicago.

Vlrden. 111.—Work has been begun on the foundations of

the steel tipple for the Royal Colliery Co., and the work of

erecting the new tipple will be pushed rapidly. The old

structure was destroyed by fire on May 26 If.st.

St. David, III.—The Roberts & Schaefer Co. have received

a contract from the Big. Creek Colliery Co. for a new min-

ing plant at St. David. It will occupy the site of the one

destroyed by fire on Aug. 5.

New Castle, Penn.—Work will begin soon to reopen the

Frank Mclnnis and Cartis Brown coal bank in the Brown's
addition, which has been closed for some time. The mine has
been leased by George Main and his son Emmet of this city.

Newport, Ind.—Haughee & Dunsford. who have been sink-

ing a shaft on the Wimset farm, near Newport, have passed
through a bed of good coal nearly 6 ft. in thickness. They
are new driving entries and expect to begin taking the coal

out in a short time.

Hnntin);toii, W. Va.—There appears to be a well authen-
ticated rumor that a railroad will be built in the near future

through the Guyan Valley at least as far as Pineville. Such
a road would develop a practically virgin territory rich in

both coal and lumber.

LouiSTilie Junetlon, Colo.—The National Fuel Co.. of Den-
ver. Colo., has recently awarded a contract to the Roberts &
Schaefer Co.. of Chicago, for a Marcus patent picking-table

screen and stee! tipple for installation at the Monarch mine
at Louisville Junction.

Columbus, Ohio—The Norfolk & Western R.R. Co. is build-

ing five new side tracks which are more than a mile long,

extending from Livingston Ave. to English Hill. The new
tracks will increase the facilities of the Columbus yards and
permit a large storage of coal.

M ilke.-^-Barre, Penn.—To afford additional power for gen-
eial purposes, a new 450-hp. Stirling boiler is being erected at

the Exeter Colliery of the Lehigh Valley Coal Co. It is ex-

pected that this installation will be complete in about one
month. The new boiler replaces two smaller low-pressure
boilers which have been removed.

Maynard, Ohio—The Troll Coal Mining Co., with mines at

Blainesville. is making some costly and highly important im-
provements at its mine. When completed a total of 300 hp.

will have been added to the power equipment of the prop-
erty, while many new houses will have been erected for the
use of the company's employees.

Monocgahela, Penn.—At a meeting of the directors of the
Pittsburgh Coal Co., it was decided to rebuild the saw and
planing mill, which was destroyed by fire on the morning of

Jul>' 30. Plans for the erection of rhc plaitt have been com-
pleted and work will be begun shortly although a scarcity
of laborers may cause some delay.

Duquoin, 111.—The Forester Coal & Coke Co.. of Duquoin,
has placed an order with the Roberts & Shaefer Co.. of

Chicago, for the building- of a 300-ton modern coaling sta-

tion to coal locomotives on the Illinois Central R.R. This
station will be built alongside of the steel tipple for which
the same company contracted about six weeks ago with the
same concern.

NEW INCORPORATIONS

Springfield. III.—The Elly Coal Co., of Girard, has been in-
corporated with a capital of $2,000,000. The incorporators are:
Albert Salzenstein, H. C. Hamilton, and B. D. Terry.

Birminshani. Ala.—The Alabama Land & Coal Co. has been
incorporated with a capital of $S0,000. J. E. Seay is president,
J. S. Shannon, vice-president and G. H. Peck, secretary.

Little Rock. -\rk.—The McDougal Coal Co. has been incor-
porated at Bonanza, with a capital stock of $9000. The in-
corporators are: L. P. McDougal. J. T. Gray, and others.

Edgewater, \Vasb.—The Hamilton Creek Coal Mining &
Developing Co. has been incorporated with a capital stock
of .?100,000. by E. L. Largey. Edgewater, M. M. Aldrich. Port-
land, et al.

fh!i-le.ston. AV. Va.—The Rldgwood Smokeless Coal Co. has

removed its principal office from Fayetteville, Fayette County,
to Vaughn. Nicholas Co.. and changed its name to the Ridg-
way Coal Co.

Harrlsburer, l"enn.—The Auxiliary Coal Mining Co., of

Pittsburgh, has been incorporated with a capital of $15,000.

The incorporators are; Jacob Swires and H. H. Homer, of

Phillipsburg. and H. M. Fair, of Altoona.

Des Moiues, la.—The Central Iowa Fuel Co. has been in-

corporated with an authorized capital stock of $100,000. The
principal officos will be in Chariton, Lucas County, in the

state of Iowa, anri the purpose of the company is to mine coal

and other minerals. The incorporators are A. E. Hollins-

worth, Joseph Norwood, J. H. Balir, D. M. Ritten, and W. L
Read, all of Des Moines.

Charleston, AV. Va.—Another coal company has been
chartered to do business in West Virginia under the name of

the Black Fork Coal Co.. which will have offices in Fairmont.
Marion Co., and chief works in Webster County. The author-
ized capital stock is $200,000. and the incorporators are E. E.

Frame. Fairmont. J. C. Lewis. Grafton. J. S. Beatty, Maning-
ton, J. M. Ritchie and H. W. Showalter, of Fairmont.

Louis^-ille, Kj-.—The organization of the Continental Coal
Corpo'-ation of Kentucky, which will take over the Kentucky
retail business of the Continental Coal Corporation of Tennes-
see, was completed on Aug. 7. The capital stock of the new
concern is $50,000, and the debt is limited to $200,000. H. L.

Corey, of Chattanooga, was chosen president; F. B. Martin
was selected vice-president, and S. O. Le .Seur was made gen-
eral manager.

INDUSTRIAL NEWS

Philadelphia, Penn.—The Hirsch Electric Mine Lamp Co.

has moved its factory to the corner of 12th and Wood Sts..

where its manufacturing facilities are greatly increased.

Through mistake this notice was printed in our last issue

under the heading of Pittsburgh, Penn.

:^p^ingtield, Mass.—The "n'itherbee Igniter Co. has just re-

ceived word from the Bureau of Mines that its portable elec-

tric mine lamp has been approved for use as a cap lamp in

gaseous mines. These lamps are much more convenient and
give a better light than the ordinary safety lamp.

Jeffer.son City, Mo.—The Chicago & Alton R.R. Co. has
been authorized by the State Utility Commission to issue

$861,000 of betterment bonds, based under a general mort-
gage of July 1, 1912. The bonds are to pay for improvements
made during the months of March, April, May and June.

Bluelield, W. Va.—The Solvay Colliery Co., at Marytown,
on Aug. 1, concluded the purchase of and made the first pay-
ment on the mining lease and property of the Spring Coal Co.,

of Springton. It is the purpose of the purchaser to use
the coal from this development in the manufacture of coke
in byproduct ovens.

Seranton, Penn.—F. H. Emery & Co., manufacturers of the
Emery patent slate pickers are contemplating the purchase of

the old .\llis-ChaImers plant at the corner ol 10th Ave. and
Vine St. Additional facilities have been made necessary by
the large number of orders which the picker company has
been receiving recently.

Seranton, Penn.—.A well authenticated rumor states that
a plant will be started soon for the manufacture of a new
and improved slate picker. This will be based upon the
invention and patents of Charles Farrar. of Dunmore. It is

possible also that the new factory will build a complet.-
line of coal-cleaning machinery. The name of the company
has not yet been decided.

Lorain, Ohio—During the month of July the Baltimore &
Ohio R.R. dumped 600.000 tons of coal over its docks at
Lorain. This coal was mined in West Virginia, Ohio, and
Penns.vlvania. and "w-as destined to shipment across the Lakes
to Canada and the Northwest. Should the coal business con-
tinue at this rate, and the traffic officers believe that it will,

it is exi..ected that this year will establish a new record for

any season of lake navigation. The prospects are that the
coal tonnage will reach 3,500.000 tons.

Chicagro, III.—Forty locomotives of the Chicago & North-
western, and the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy R.R., are
now engaged in a test of lignite as fuel. The present cost of

coal in western Nebraska. Colorado, Wyoming and the Da-
kotas is from $5 to $6 per ton. Lignite, on the other hand,
can be bought for $1.75 or less. If the present test demon-
strates the practicability of lignite for fuel, there will be an
enormous saving in the coal bills of the railroads.
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The constructive element in the trade has suffered a slight

check during the week. Buying is more scattered, and there

Is an absence of the aKgressive support that has charaetn/.ed

the recent market. No important, in fact hardly any. reces-

sion in prices has occurred, and the situation simply appear.s

to be one of backing and filling pending further develop-

ments. Quotations are not weak, and any concessions offered

find readv buyers. The natural tendency is upward and .a

further advance will occur immediately if any of the several

expected favorable conditions materialize.

Anthracite has developed a new strength, partially because

of the small shipments last month and the rigid curtailment

in production, but probably more particularly because of the

near approach of the consuming season. The market seems

capable of absorbing the limited production, which Is much

curtailed and concessions on the regular company's circular

are infrequent. There is an excellent undertone to the an-

thracite trade indicative of a marked activity this fall.

The advance in quotations on the West Virginia grades

for shipment into the West, has diverted a greater tonnage

of these fuels ;nto the Eastern market, and there is already

some talk of an easier situation in September. It is thus

barelv possible there may be a temporary slump in the spot

market to the $2.So price on West Virginia coal, with pos-

sibly further opportunities for contracting at that figure also.

As a whole, however, the supply and demand are well bal-

anced and the Pennsylvania grades have moved up another

notch. Operators generally are worried about the heavy de-

mand on contracts, and they would find it difficult t. take

advantac;e of a-iy spot business. The car and laoor supply

continues to be the limiting factor in the Pittsburgh district;

these are both fair so that production is close to the previous

high records. The pressure is particularly heavy for Lake

shipments. It is fortunate that the consumers are well cov-

ered as there is not much free coal, and it would be difficult

to place any contracts which involve shipments prior to Dec.

1 The movement is tending to slow up which would indicate

a limited car supply, or a heavier shipment of other freight.

The iemand in Ohio continues as insistent as ever, and the

movement is keeping up as good as could be expected. The

car situation is the only disturbing factor. The domestic de-

mand is strong, the steam consumption heavy, and the out-

look excellent over the future. The loading at Hampton

Roads is showing a marked improvement, the dumping being

heavy, with large shipments in both the Coastwise and foreign

trade; some coal is even accumulating on the piers. The

heavy demand from the Northwe-st continues unabated, both

the railroad and industrial consumption are large, and the

car supply inadequate.

A perceptible slowing up is notable in the Southern mar-

ket As a result there is considerable coal on track, and the

market Is showing a tendency to ease. The car shortage is

becoming steadilv worse in the Mlddlewest. it being ascribed

there to the absence of any relaxation of the market during

the summer. The demand is insistent, the consumption

heavy, while price increases have already been recorded, and

will probably be followed by others. There is a particular

improvement .iu the demand for the Western grades.

BOSTON, MASS.

V .slafkeninc ileman.l from the West due to advance lu

prices on the l-„cah..nta» and Xe» River trades. An easier

market Is looked for in early September. reniisylvania eonis

Arm and sales are only lieing made for delivery this month

and next. .Vnthraclte orders coming In better than nas an-

tlrlpated.

Bitumlnons—The output of the West Virginia districts is

somewhat exceeding expectations, at least for early August,

and already there is talk of an easier market when Septmber

comes in. The loading at Hampton Roads shows marked im-

provement and few boats are now detained more than the two

or three davs usual in normal times. Another feature is the

advance in prices for Western shipment, resulting In a slack-

ened demand from that quarter. If this particular plias.-

< (.ntlnucs for a month or so and output Is kept up to the pr. s-

.iit market there is small question about there being a pi. ii

tiful supply of Pocahontas and New Rlv.r during the earlv

fall, for the tide-water trade. This does not mean the •?- "

r.o.b. price is at all likely to break, but simply that spot i.i I

will probably sell down to that figure, and for a time tli-n

will be opportunity for additional purchases on the contract

basis.

Meanwhile there is sufficient call for coal as it comes

down, although almost exclusively on old obligations. It la,

however, a market that shows demand and supply pretty

well balanced. Buyers coastwise will be much Interested in

developments with regard to the trade West. It is being i

marked that if the new scale of prices holds In that terrii-

and the usual volume of coal moves th-.t way In Septenil-

then by October New England may look for higher price;^ m

West Virginia fuel.

. K, , ,. I lb 29 1^ 2(, 10 24 T 21 & 19 2 16 JO 15 " » 25 » 2^ &„ ^0
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The Pennsylvania situation shows notable firmness, with

no weak spots anywhere. Certain coals have been marked

up another 5® 10c. only this week, and an adequate demand

is still forthcoming. Prices all-rail are firm, and operators

are wary of selling for deferred delivery; $1.C0 has bo-n paid

for certain Moshannon coals within a short time, and whin

such a price can be realized for Clearfield output. It c.iniiot

be said the market is lacking in strength.

.\nthraeitc—Orders are being filed for August coal in sur-

prisingly good number. Dealers are still holding to the

policy of carrying full stocks and are taking on cargoes as

fast as retail deliveries will permit. There is perplexity

over the varying policies of the anthracite companies wilh

regard to charging the Pennsylvania tax.

Current prices on bituminous at wholesale are about as

Clearfiolds
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.
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NEW YORK
Slight tendency to ease up on the lo«-«rnde liituminous

eouls. hut the market is «ell supporte<I. Kailroml and indus-

trial consumption continues heavy. Huril eoal dull, hut has an

excellent undertone indicative of a soud latent strenKth.

liituminous—There was a slight tendency to ease up in

the soft-coal market during the past week, but it did not

extend beyond the low grades. Even the most conservative

interests in the trade are agreed that there is little proba-

bility of the market developing any weakness until naviga-

tion closes on the lakes, at least. Even then the winter's

demand will be up to the maximum. Railroads are particu-

larly good buyers, while the general steam consumption seems

to be large in all directions in spite of the unfavorable re-

I)orts regarding business conditions generally. The oldest

members of the local trade state that they have never known
the bituminous trade to be in a stronger position at this

period of the year. Not only Is the demand heavy on prac-

tically all grades, but the business aspects of the trade are

also excellent, collections being promptly made. The car

supply is short on occasions, but considering the heavy ship-

ments the situation cannot be considered bad as yet. There

are no weak spots in the market which are liable to develop

to serious proportions. We continue to quote the local mar*,

ket on the following basis:
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or a material Increase of other freight. When a car reaches

a- sidinii at a Junction point It usually stays there till the

shipper hunts It up and goes after the road. The grain crops

are now moving and the situation is sure to grow worse

from this time on.

Bituminous prices are as strong as formerly, and are quot-

able as before with an upward tendency, as follows: Pitts-

burgh lump. $2.90: three-quarter, J2.S0; mine-run. $2.65: slack.

$2.15. with Allegheny Valley about 15c. lower.

Coke There is a somewhat increased activity in the coke

trade. Some of the pig-iron furnaces In this vicinity that

shut down last month, have started up again and others are

in prospect of doing so. There Is probability of a change in

that trade before long, however, on account of the uncer-

tainty of the future of the ConnellsvlUe district. Quota-

tions remain on the basis of $2.65 for best ConnellsvlUe

foundry.

.Vnthracite—This trade is featureless and nothing ex-

pected till there is sign of colder weather. Western shippers

are giving almost their entire time to rushing coal forward

by lake, and the figures are already far ahead of those of

former seasons. To .\ug. 1 last season, the shipment was only

1.9S",3S5 tons, which was about the same as the year before,

and not exceeded in former seasons as a whole: shipments

this season to August are 2.566.206 tons from Buffalo, with

every prospect of keeping up the pace. The July shipment of

780.000 tons again broke the monthly record, as has been done

once or twice before this season. Lake shipments for the

week were 175.000 tons.

COI.I.MBUS, OHIO
Market steady in every rcxpeet. AnK. 1 price list in well

ninintiiined. Some ear .Hhortnse nppeiirinu in all the mining

dixtrietN. (iood demand for Nteam and domeMtle sizes con-

tinues and lake trade is strong.

Strong quotations and steadiness were the chief features

of the trade in Ohio during the past week. The demand for

all grades continues good and the movement all that could

be expected for the time of the year. About the only dis-

turbing factor is the increasing car shortage which had the

effect of curtailing the output in all sections of the state.

The tone of the market is good and future prospects are con-

sidered bright.

Domestic demand is increasing as the fall approaches;

many of the larger consumers have placed their orders and

dealers are pretty busy making deliveries. Stocks are fair,

but with the volume of business being done, orders for im-

mediate shipment are necessary. There is also a considerable

trade in domestic sizes for deferred delivery, although there

is a disposition to go slow in booking such orders. Threshing

is producing quite a good business in all rural sections.

Steam business is also strong and as a result prices show
no weakening. Factories are requiring a considerable ton-

nage to keep going and in many cases their fuel requisitions

are being increased. No stocking is being done as yet as

purchasing agents believe that prices will not advance ma-
terially from this time on. The demand from railroads for

fuel is also strong as the freight movement is holding up

well. The shipments to the Northwest via the lakes are

heavy and no let up of consequence is reported. Lake ship-

ments through the Hocking Valley docks at Toledo so far

this season total 1.572,000 tons.

Because of the car shortage, the output during the week
was somewhat less than normal. In the eastern Ohio district

the shortage of equipment was the most serious and the

output is estimated at 75 per cent, of the average. Some
shortage was also reported from the Pomeroy Bend and the

domestic fields. Tn the Hocking Valley, a freight wrec>. of

some seriousness had the effect of aggravating the situation.

Quotations in the Ohio fields are as follows:

Hocking Pittsburg Pomeroy Kanawha

Domesticlump $1 . 70 (g; 1 . 6.5 SI .70® 1 65 $1.70® 1 .0.5

3-4 inch ... 1.55® 1.50 $1.30® 1.25 1.45® 1.40 l.o0@1.40
>fut 1.30@1.20 1.35®1.30
Mine-run 135@1.25 1.1S@1.10 1.30®1.25 1.20@12o
Nut Doa and slack. . 0.70®0.05 n.6O@0..55 0.65@0.70
CM^JTalack ...... 0.60@0.55 0.75®0.70 0.50@0.45 CSSgCoO

HAMPTON ROADS, V..\.

Supply of coal at tidewater normnl. Demand i[;»»d and

prIeeH firm. Dumpings for the week heavy and prospects ex-

cellent for a record month.
Dumpings at Hampton Roads piers for the week have

been heavy. This is particularly true as regards coal mov-

ing from Sewalls Point as loadings there have been very

heavy. There have been a number of large cargoes moving

coastwise and the foreign business has also bt*en good; the

shipments have moved to Genoa, Dakar, Valparaiso, St. Lucia,

Para and Menos.
Prices for New River and Pocahontas have remained firm.

although there is a fair accumulation of coal on all terminals.

There has been some demand for Kanawha coal at $2.60 to

$2.65, but few sales have been made at the latter figure.

While the dumpings for August may not break the rec-

ord of previous months at the same time it is predicted by

those in position to know that the figures will run consider-

ably over the quantity dumped the same numth last year

bOl ISVII-I.K. KY.

Delleteney In the enr supply Is enusluK ii shortliue «lileh

Is finite neule on some Krades. Deninnd Ir.ini the \or(h«est

continues henvy. Indiistrlnl and nillruud eonsuniptlon InrKC.

The feature of the local situation is abiioinial scarcity nf

nut and slack at the consuming centers in spite of the rather

heavy domestic demand. This is due to the inadequate car

supply, for which there is no immediate indication of ai.:

improvement. The demand from the Northwest for the i.r.

pared grades is still heavy, and most mines are rectlvin;:

only a fraction of the required equipment for loading. Tli.

sitiiation is most acute in the eastern Kentucky field, but ap-

plies also to the western district, though probably not sc

severe.

A heavy demand from the Illinois Central Railroad is

tending to further complicate the situation. This road par-

ticipated in the heavy storing movement, which was general

among the railroads some time ago when prices were low.

but they still appear to be short and are concentrating theii

efforts on their own requirements to the detriment of the

other freights generally. The industrial consumption is

heavy, and there is grave danger of something on the order

of a famine developing unless the railroads effect a rapid

improvement in the car situation.

The steadily increasing demand for nut and' slack of tin-

better grades has put this on a selling basis of 90c., which

is more nearly the winter market; the lower grades an-

quotable at 65 to 75c.. with pea and slack strong at 4ii.

Eastern Kentucky grades continue unchanged at previou.s

quotations, with western Kentucky now quotable at $1.10

for lump, 95c. for nut, and S5c. for mine-run.

llIHMI.N<iHAM, .AI..V.

.1 noiieenoie sioivinK up in consumption. ConI oeeumulnt-

ing on track and dealers are retiuesting shipments held up.

.\ pronounced slackening up of orders and requests for

delays in shipments on contracts, were the principal items of

interest in the coal trade during the current week. As a

consequence there is some accumulation on track at various

points. Prices have not suffered to any appreciable extent,

but unless there is immediate improvement in conditions we

may expect lower prices all along the line.

Reports from the state mine inspector's office are to the

effect that Alabama mines are now producing coal at the

rate of about eighteen million tons per year, which is »:<-

proximately a 10% increase over the tonnage mined in 1912.

There is no apparent change in the foundry or furnact

coke markets.
NEW ORL.E.AIMS

Harbor demands heavy. Exports curtailed because ol

threatening weather at thi.f period of the year. Severe cat

shortage Impending.

Sawmills were among the largest buyers of steam gra.l.s

during the past week. Most of the mills in this territory u ;•

coal as fuel rather than wood, as they are mostly located .m

rivers where delivery is cheap. Harbor demands were again

heavy. With the large crop movement soon to begin and

with" the prospect of heavier exports than ever before, local

dealers are preparing for an unusual demand from shipping

interests. The only exports of coal during the week were to

Ceiba and Tela. Honduras. Coal shipments to Caribbean

points are curtailed as much as possible at this time of year,

owing to the hurricane seasons.

While the railroads are still filling orders for cars with

reasonable promptness there is plenty of evidence of the

approach of an unusually severe car shortage. Alabama stock

continues to be moved in as fast as possible. Unusually heavy

demands for coal from Texas points is calling for many cars

and everv effort is being made to get these orders off. No

changes in quotations were made during the week.

rHKAtJO

strong .-eniand for smokeless coals and advances In price

nirendv made will probably he followed l.y others. Quotations

on screenings have dropped. V scarcity of smokeless lump

and egg Is reported. The anthracite market is stronger and

there is an increasing volume of oi ders for coke.

Demand for domestic coal, especially the Western variety,

is improving steadily. Franklin County operators have ad-

vanced their prices to $1.60 a ton, f.o.b. mines, and a large

volume of order.s are being received at this figure. Carter-
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ville operators report a substantial increase in the demand
for that coal, and during the next five months it is expected

they will be exceptionally busy filling: orders. Carterville

lump and egg is selling at prices ranging from $1.40 to $1.50

f.o.b. the mines, and higher prices are anticipated.

There has been a marked decrease in the demand for

screenings and prices have dropped from 10c. to 15c. a ton;

this is attributed chiefly to an oversupply. A scarcity of

smokeless lump and egg is reported. The circular price tor

August on that coal is $2.25, but what little of it appears
upon the spot market commands $2.50 and in some instances

sales at $2.65 liave been recorded. An unusul demand pre-

vails for smokeless mine-run and it is believed in some quar-
ters that there will be a short&ge of that fuel within the

next four months. This applies not only to the smokeless
coals of West Virginia, but also to the low volatile central

Pennsylvania grades.
According to a number of dealers, there has been a dis-

tinct betterment in the anthracite market and the demand
for coke is steadily growing.

rrevailing prices at Chicago are:

Springfield Franklin Co. Clinton W. Va.

Domestic lump $ 2.07 S2.45(S:2.65 $2.27
.Steam lump 1.87@1.97 2.07
Egg 2.4E@2.65 $4.30@4.65
Mine-run l.S2@1.92 2.30 1.87 3.55@3.65
Screeninga 1.42@1.52 1.65@1.85 1.42@1.52

Coke—Connellsville, $5.50: Wise County, $5.25@5.50: by-
product, egg, stove and nut, $4.75 @ 4.85; gas house, $4.65 @
4.75.

DETROIT, MICH.
AVest Virginia coal in strong demand and marlcet becom-

ing steadily broader. Car sliortage quite acute. Prices <ii-

rectly controlled by the supply, -^vhicli is lisuited.

Bituminous—The shortage of railroad cars is the main
feature of the local situation, and the trade is of the opinion
that there will be an unprecedented shortage the coming
fall; this is due to the fact that there was no relaxation dur-
ing the summer, the demand having been insistent and the
consumption heavy throughout the entire season. Slack is

the only easy department in the trade, and, while there is

no surplus, there are at the same time no rush orders.

As a result of the increased buying and the heavy con-
sumption, prices are stronger on all grades. The fii'St of

September will prob^ibly see gas-coal quotations on the basis

of $1.40 to $1.50 for three-quarter lump. The smokeless coals

are practically all sold up, and are very firm. The domestic
trade is unusually st:-ong. lump and ^SS having advanced
from $1.65 to $1.75 with the supply short; dealers who have
failed to purchase their requirements of this grade will be
in a serious situation -when the fall demand opens up. The
Pocahontas domestic coals are particularly scarce, lump and
eg:g now being quotable at $2.25, while it is freely predicted
that they will advance to $2.50 or $2.75 in Septe— '?er.

The local market is now quotable on about the following
basis;

W. Va. Hock- Cam- No. 8 Poca- Jackson
Splint Gas ing bridge Ohio hontas Hill

Domestic lump. $1.75 .... $1.80 $2.23 $2.25
Egg 1.75 1.60 2.25 2.25
Steam lump .... 1 . 50 .... ....
J-in. lump 1.35 $1.35 1.25 $1.25 $1.25
Mine-run 1.20 1.20 .1.20 1.20 1.20 1.50
Slack 1.00 1.00 0.65 0.65 0.65

.\ntliraeite—The local anthracite market is stead> with
prices firm, due probably to the prospective car shortage. The
local demand is in excess of the arrivals and premiums of
25c. have been asked in a few cases on egg and stove.

ST. LOUIS, MO.
Steam trade weal^ening and indfeations are it YTill con-

tinue. Domestic marliet stronger, and coal actually scarce.
Car shortage reported on practically all roads. This ^vill

have a tendency to enliven the market.
The warm weather has not affected the rising market, as

far as domestic sizes are concerned; as a matter of fact, coal
has been in demand during the past week from the high-
grade fields, with a decided shortage. The screenings mar-
ket continues to drop, Carterville now being quoted at about
30c., with Standard grades at 25(5 30c. By the first or fifteenth
of September, Carterville screenings will be down to about
15 @ 25c., and the Standard operators will be lucky if they do
not have to pay the railroad companies to dispose of their
screenings; the market is absolutely demoralized, and will
likely continue so until about November. Of course, this
means a sharp advance in screened sizes, and all min»s are
from one to two weeks behind on the shipments of lump and
egg.

The car shortage is getting serious on practically all the

reads in the hlgli- tirade fields, and indications are that it will
make itself felt to a greater extent within the next 30 days
than ever before. The Standard market is coming into its

own, as far as the screened sizes are concerned, but steam
coal is going backward.

Anthracite is moving slowly, with more coke on the market
than there is call for. Very little smokeless is coming in
and there is not likely to be any if the outside market con-
tinues to soar, as St. Louis will not pay the price.

The prevailing circular is:

Carterville
and Big Mt.

Franklin Co. Muddy Olive Standard
2-in. lump $0.95@1.00
3-in. lump $1.25
6-in. lump $1.40@1.60 1.30 1.20
Lump and egg $2.10 1.40
No. 1 nut 1.20@1.30 1.05 0.87i
Screenings 0.65 SO

j

Mine-run 1.50 O.TSj
No. 1 washed nut
No. 2 washed nut
No. 3 washed nut
No. 4 washed nut
No. 5 washed nut

1.35
1.20
1.20
1.10

PRODUCTION
PORTA T I O N

AND TRANS-
STATISTICS

.1NTHR-\CITE SHIPMENTS
The following is comparative statement e ." the anthr

shipments for July and the first seven months, of the :

1912-13, in long tons:

July -

1913

Phila. & Reading. 902,763
Lehigh V.llley 1,011,987
Cent. R.R.N. J.. . 775.350
Del. Lack. & West S71,677
Del. & Hudson. . . 389, 5S9
Pennsylvania 439.912
Erie 6S3,161
Ont. & Western . . 213,213

1912
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Brltlah EiportH—The following Is a comparative suite-

mvnt of British exports for June and the first six months

of tie last three years, in lonK tons:
. June i Months

1912 1913 1911 191-' 1913

A,.l.™.;.^ 189 973 21S.8U 1.109,075 974.193 1.407.090Atllracur
j^Tsl-W 4.397791 22.9S5.L'94 18.720.H-.- 20.034.247

f.'""'" l'l01>J.i 9.10.510 5.074.073 4.487..M7 5.510.405

w 'i...;!! ivisjti 144 792 713.50S 640.455 855,375

"ai^'s^ri.. ^^^^ 2^:^ 1.55i;349 1.350.071 1.719.118

Total 5,750.044 6.000.410 31.493.959 20.173,323 35,520.235

r-Ae 51 139 75.330 462.5.W SSS.IOS <9?,'SI9

M;.nu(artun;<l fuel 103.019 185,102 851.867 635.283 '-O-'—3-

Crand total 5 Oil! 432 0.260.908 32.808.385 27.196.714 37.048.137

Bunker" coal 1.561.-'15 1.721.016 8.125.S97 10,087.0.37

FRANCE
French imports and exports for the first Hvi- months of

this year and last year were as follows:

Imports Exports

1913 1912 1913 1912

Coal • 7,543.700 5.708.100 5S3.290 929.194

gSfc- 1389800 1.086..W0 97,021 67.618

Briqueuei:..-.....:::::: :..:.: - mooo 447,900 74,091 87,662

The following are the Belgium imports and exports for

the bix months of the current year:

Exports Imports—
1912 1913 1912 1913

Tons Tons Tons Tons

Coal 2,451,753 2,400,839 3,884,851 4,482.544

Coke -tSS.^OO 520.291 454.372 610,361

r.riquettcs.V...; 338,828 282,969 201,295 23b,o57

EGYPT
Coal imports into Egypt for the year of 1912 amounted to

7,783,490 tons, as compared with 6,4S6,214 tons in 1911. The

principal shippers were England, which furnished S9%, the

United States with ec'r. and Germany with 4r<;.

SPANISH IMPORTS

Coal imports into Spain for the five months to May 31

of the current year were 1.161,841 metric tons, as compared

-.vith SS3,3"2 tons for the same period last year. Coke Im-

ports for this period of the current year were 156.495 tons

as compared with 169,516 tons for the same period last year.

COAL FREIGHT DECISIONS

SuNpenxlon Docket 3Vo. IW—Switfhlns Charsres at Chleaso

(Chicago,' Milwaukee & St. Paul Ry.).

1. Coal consigned to stations on the Chicago, Milwaukee &
St. Paul Railway in Chicago is delivered to that carrier

at Galewood, a station on its rails within the switching

limits of Chicago. Heretofore the Chicago. Milwaukee &
St. Paul has received for its service from Galewood $4

per car out of the joint rate from the mines, plus 10c.

per ton on all excess ov.r a given weight from the

shipper. It now demands 20c. per ton. The carriers to

Chicago contend that they cannot afford to absorb th?

additional amount over the present $4 per car and ac-

cordingly filed tariffs in cancellation of the joint rates,

leaving the shipper to pay the Chicago rate plus the 20c.

per ton now demanded by the Milwaukee, minus, how-

ever, the 54 per car whiih the carriers from the mines

are willing to continue to absorb. Held: That the result-

ing advance in the rate to the shipper is not justified

and the proposed tariffs should be canceled.

;:. Switching conditions in Chicago leading up to the estab-

lishment of the present basis of charges and absorp-

tions in the Chicago switching district, as published in

the Lowrey traiff. discuss, d. Opinion No. 2314.

1. C. C. No. 353.S—Consolidation Coal Co. (of Maryland) vs.

Baltimore & Obio R.R.

Allegation that unreasonable charges result from the Initial

carrier's failure to furnish cars of the capacity ordered

by shipper not sustained. Opinion No. 3318.

I. C. C. No. 44S0—Shoal Creek Coal Co. vs. Toledo, St.

LoulH & AVestern R.R.

\dvances In rat.-s on bituminous coal from Panama. 111..

mines to Burlington. Fort Madison, and K.-okuk. Iowa,

not justified by defendants. Opinion No. 2319.

I. C. C. Xo. 3S54—Coke Producers Association (Connells-

vllle) TS. Baltimore & Ohio R.R.

Rates on coke in carloads from the Connellsville producing

region of Pennsylvania to various destinations are at-

tacked as unreasonable per se, unjustly discriminatory,

and unduly preferential; Held:

I. That the rates to Younftstown. Canton. Cleveland and
Toledo. Dhlo: North Cornwall. Robesonia. Reading and
Philadelphia. Penn.; Baltimore, Md.; and Newark, N. J.,

are unreasonable per se.

S. That the present relationship of rates as between the

Connellsville district and the Fairmont district In West
Virginia Is not unduly discriminatory anainst Connells-

ville or unduly preferential to Fairmont and must be

maintained.
3. That participation by defendants In through rates from

West Virginia and Tennessi't' fields, which yield lower

earnings per ton-mile than their rates from the Connells-

ville field, Is. under the conditions of competition betwi-en

carriers which defendants cannot control, neith.r unduly

discriminatory nor unduly preferential. Opinion No. 2324.

I. C. C. No. 3l)n>«—Meniiihis (Tenn.) Freight Bureau vs.

I.oulxvllie & Nnxhvllle R.R.

Rates of $1.10 per ton on coal from western Kentucky and

Alabama mines not found to be unreasonable. Complaint

dismissied. Opinion No. 222!).

COAL SECURITIES

The following table gives the range of various active coal

securities and dividends paid during the week ending Aug. 9:

— Week's Range Year's Ran&c
Stocks llifih Low Last High Low-

American Coal Product., 82 .82 S2 87 HI

g°Sh.Jio^^i['^}5:ri;.and.;:.;; m m \m \oh \m
rohich Valley Coal Sales 195 190 190 . .

Island Creek Coal Com 52i 49 51 521 4 1

Nliii.i Crook Coal Pref 82 82 82 82 .SO

rtXi-KhCoal 191 185 19 24J Ml
pliLbScoalPref 85J 82J 84| 95 :<

frai^r' :
•...:::: m ifs ^M i«'i ,.^'.';

Reading ist Pref ••• -• ||. -J?*
[':

Reading 2nd Pref 881 88} 881 ?d M
Virginia Iron. Coal & Coke 40 40 40 o4 S.i

(losing Week's Range Year's

Bonds Bid As'..ed or Last S.ik- Range

Colo. F. & L gen. s.f.g. OS n3J 98 95i July ;i3 93) O'.U

Colo F. & I. gen. 63 103 lOiJ J"n^l2 ,
Col. Ind! ist & coll. 5s. gu 82 Sale 82 83 77i S;,

Cons. Ind. Coal Me. 1st 5s . • 8o June 11

Cons. Coal Ist and ref. 5s 92j 93 Oct 12 .
.

Gr. Riv. Coal & C. 1st g 6.. 100 102i ApnlOO
^_^

K. & H. C. & C. 1st s f E ,-5.^ .. 98 Jan. 1.3 98 OH

Pocah. Con. Coll. 1st s f .53 8o5 86 June 13 86 ,s,

St. L. Rky. Mt. &Pac. lst,5s 80J 82i S0| 801 ,3 HI
Tenn Coal ECU Ss 99 99} 99i 99i 991 103

Drrm Div.Utconsoi.0s-.: 101 I02' 101 April ;13 101 10,3

Tenn Div 1st e 6.) 101 102 lOOi July '13 lOOJ 102

S.C M Cals'tg-6s.-..:.. . .. 103 103 July '13 103 103

I'tr-h Fuel 1st g 5s ,,••,,„ _„, on
Victor Fuel 1st s f .5s 80 80 May 13 ^0, 80

Va. I. Coal & Coke 1st g 5s 92S 93 92 9J! 92 9S

No Important Iliv'.dend.s w.ro announced during' th.' wi-i-k.

Rocky Mountain Fuel Co. (Denver)—This company, roin-

corporated in Wyoming, has arranged to increase its capital

stock from $S,noo.000 to $10,000,000 preparatory to makiner

an issue of .$10,000,000 new bonds, of which $4,000,000 will be

reserved to retire the $4,000,000 5% bonds of 1911. and the re-

mainder will be used for extensions and additions, as required.

American Coal Products Co.—This concern was incorpor-

ated under the laws of New Jersey. Feb. 6. 1903, and owns and

operates, through its subsidiaries, some forty plants for thi'

manufacture of coal products, which are scattered in 37 cities

of the United States and Canada. The company owns all the

stock of the United Coke & Gas Co. and nearly all of the

stock of the Barrett Manufacturing Co.; also has an in-

terest in the United Coke & Gas Co., which took over the by-

product, coke ovens and other patents comprising the Otto,

Hoffman and United Otto system of construction.

Texas & Paeifle Coal Co.—This concern owns 60.000 acres

of coal land in Texas and on Apr. 20, 1910. stockholders voted

to increase authorized stock from $2,500,000 to $3,500,000. but

to June, 1912, no new stock had been issued. The com-

pany hi.s been declaring dividends at about the rate of IVi'/o

per quarter, regularly.

The Alabama Consolidated Coal & Iron Co.—The reor-

ganization plans of this company provides for an asses.sment

ct $30 per share on preferred and $15 on the common. It i.s

also proposed to issue $1,000,000 of 6% 20-year bonds of which

$550,000 will be sold which, together with the assessment,

will be used for paving off the indebtedness of $l,150,00ii:

the new capitalization will be $7,869,000 as against $«. 969.01)0

as at present.
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XKW yoiJK, An.TST -M. I'.M:; Xo. s

"There lived an old woman in Gath
Who threw her child out with the bath."

A nonsense jingle say you—satire say we.

For example

:

You are one of the fellows who honor the

scriptural injunction "Love thy neighbor as

thyself." If your "buddie" goes broke, your
purse is open to him, if he gets sick your
time is at his disposal, if he meets with an
accident in the mine you are willing to risk

your life, if need be, to aid in his rescue, if he
should die you take the lead toward giving him
proper burial and his family may lean on
you for advice and assistance at any time.

But—
. Time and again you've been

warned not to do certain things, you've been
told that to do so is criminal carelessness; to

make the thing more impressive, if possible,

you've been told that 80 percent, of all acci-

dents in mines are due to negligence and the
greater percentage at that to the carelessness

of others than the ones who are the victims.

And yet in spite of all these facts, you become
so self centered at times (Hke the woman
from Gath), and so anxious to finish certain

work that you throw caution to the winds
and shortcut your tasks in spite of the danger
to yourself and to others. Even if your own
son be in the pit, you do not for a moment
allow that fact to influence you.

Here's a paradox in human nature: Men
willingly give hours of time to relieving distress,

but often refuse minutes toward preventing
it. Why? Probably because they do not
realize what is required.

We've reached a jjoint in safety-first

campaigns where little more progress can be
hoped for until some one hits on an effective

way of making coal workers realize that the
man who deliberately risks his own life is

as much of an enem}' to mankind as the one
who is willing to commit murder.

If you cannot see satire written all over
the "Gath" jingle, it's because you do not
realize that it is possible for parents to become
so self centered that they can forget their own
children. The lesson of the satire is wasted
because you refuse to see anything but the
child and you insist that every mother loves

her offspring. In fact, you take the same
position that the average man takes when we
load him down with "don'ts." He seems to

think that we are trying to persuade him to

love his neighbor and he resents this because
he is positive that he does love his neighbor.

Let's carry the jingle illustration a little

further. Suppose some "well meaning society

lady" learning about the mother from Gath
should swallow the jingle whole and decide

to make a trip into Gath to educate the

mothers of that country as to the sinfulness

of throwing children out with the bath
water. Would she be showered with grati-

tude^ We think not.

Much well intended effort has been wasted
on the miner. Let's not hold that against him.

Nor should we despair. Surely men who are

capable of the heroism displayed after most
mine explosions will not balk at a few rules

of discipline unless they are approached on
the blind side.
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The Salaried Man
By .Iosiah Kkkly*

Tlu' word "luistlf" has lii-eii worked overtinu' in <K'-

<,-nl.ing Aim-riian luetliods of doinji things. Kor a lonjj

time the eoal business was "hustled." Then •etlieieney

oanic ill for a hir-e share of attention, and is still used m

a vague sort of wav to describe intelligent liustlnig. But

in spite of iinin-oved iiuiehinery, new methods, and highly

or-janized eorps of offieials. many iieople look bark to the

enrlv days when the output was greater and the cost less.

You ask oi)erators the reasons and they will tell you

ihat other industries have attracted their good miners,

tbal labor unions have taken away the individual et-

loits of their workmen, that there is a shortiige of labor,

that the qualilv of service has depreciated, and that much

„f the old time hii.stle has Ijeen absorbed in c ompetitioii,

;dl of which may lie in part true.

Probably lillie is to be gained by reviewing the past,

but the further back we go the nearer together we tiud

the operator and the miner. In fact, we might say that

ill the begiiiniiig the miner was the operator, but the

coal industrv has developed until the operator is a syndi-

cate and the svstem of operating is a collection of jobs

at one end anil a handful of miners at the other, with

uiuch lost inoiion among the holders nf company posi-

tions.

Stock 11 oi.DEKs Ai!K lxri;nEsTHii i\ 1 )ivii)i;xi)s

The stockholders arc naturally more interested in divi-

deiuLs than in coal ; the managers are holding their po-

sitions by virtue of their ability to produce dividends;

the heads of the departments draw salaries in proportion

to their influence with various interests; the division

suiierintendents .sometimes visit the mines hut oftene''

are more concerned with reports, high-priced experts are

employed and are iiitr^rested in the expertuess of their

own particular work.

When it comes down to tlie mine superintendent, he is

the coal getter, Init delegates his authority variously. He

is supposed to be working under instructions—instruc-

tions from the heads of departmeuts, in-tructions from

the division superintendents, in.stnjctions from the ex-

perts, but always instructions. Tf he goes counter to saiil

instructions and "'gets away with it," he is often forgiven

and .sometimes promoted. If he disobeys and fails to

accomplish results, off goes his head. If he follows in-

structions not wisely but too well, and conditions, or his

manner of execution. Diechule results, he is straightway

marked for the guillotine.

The mine foreman and other job liolders manage from

(lav to day as necessity demands, sometimes complaining

of breakdowns and lack of material, and sometimes

anathemati'/.ijig the lazy, jiervcrse miners. It is the toiler

whose efforts yre cumulative that still sometimes man-

ifests the traditional hustle. True, he looks forward

•District superintendent, Acosta. Penn.

to a scM-on i.r rest uiieii be may I'lijoy \n> luruiaulat mn^.

but he rar.'lv feels that he lias an-i\c.l at that goal.

Oil ihc othci- hand, the joli-ln.l.lcr liaxing this same

dream of a period of case, M.oiicr oi- later imagines that

the time has conic for liim lo bold his posilion by \irtu«'

of long .-ervicc. ^ our tra.kboss mu.-t at on.' Iinic liaxc

been something more than llic axcrage wage earner, and.

if his zeal had r..iil iiiur.l. be iiiigbt have become assistant

to \\h- iiiiue foreman: he may prove not even a good

trackboss, he arrived after his lir>t |ii-oiiioiioii.

The mine roremaii has been a good workman, a good

iiiidci- l.o>s. and start> in a> a good |ul-bo>^. Why, with

this rc.-ord, should he not .ud better:' II.' ba> bad a

dream of rest. and. although be may be g I enough to

be retained for ycais. lie lia~ Mrm'k bi~ gait as a job-

bolder and ani\ed.

The mine Mi|M-rinteiidciit. ol' all men. mn>t have atone

time been a llll>tler. lie llil- made good -oinewlierc. Il>'

has had immcroii> |iroinotioiis. lie is a man with a rec-

ord. The poweis do not pick up jii-t any >oil of a man

to experimi'iit with as mine superinteiidciit. lie has now

what most of his men consitler the highest position to be

attained. They have heard of the manager, but they sec

the mine superintendent in all lii- impcn-tanee. IK- (unc-

times wears a wliiti' collar liglit on working days and

calls the men of the main otliee li\ ibeir first names.

Then, wliv, in the prime of life, should be not make good

and ill turn be promoted?

or eourse. tlieie i> the possibility of bi> having beei)

ovcrc>tiinated, but the eliaiiees are that be has listc^ned

too often to the .all .if tb.' j.ib. has .Ircainc^.l that dream

of rest, ami feels that, with family, with intlii.'ii. c in the

comnuinitv. ami "itli some association with lb.' men

higher iqi. he has arrive.l. II.' straightway s.'t> him <uil

a vinevard, plants a bedg.' ; be tak.-s unto bimsi'lf horses,

i-attle'aiid chickens, l-'c.'.i is eonveiiiiuit. labor i^ hanily,

and til.' e.nnpany sl.irc is well stocked with tlu' necessities

of lifi'. He has |HMliaps .served long and faillifiilly. II"

rests. True, be has activities; he may run a Sun. lav

.school, be a politician, a sijc.'ulator. or a -p.>rt. but so

far as the coal industry is coniMU-ncl. b.' ivsts.

It is iiccilless to follow the tend.my up ibroiigh bigger

jobs where tin- vineyar.ls and .-.iws gi\.' pla.e t.i aut.jmo-

biles anil fine residences ami where ili.- innocent ))as-

times of jieddling official infin.'ii.-.' an. I
fanning .>ut com-

panv labi;r arc forgotten in the .xciteineiit of big ilcals

anil MiliH.liary organizations.

Tilt: Toilkk's 1||;i:am

Far be it frmii any of us to ili.sclaini having listene.l

to the call of the job, <if having .Iream.'il tlii' toilers'

dream, but when we pull apart the fabrii- of ihc modern

eoal syndicate with the job-holders at one end and the

miners at the other, we are reminded of that old trick

of the fragile woman of the circus, holding in one small

hand the end of a pole which a dozen lusty farmer

youths are trying to push down to the platform. The

onlv sleight is that she has so arrangc.l their hands on
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the pole that each is pushing against the other. \vlnk>

she holds the lever end.

A-or can we make any claim to astuteness in so char-
acterizing one of the weaknesses of the efiicieuey strug-
gle in our larger coal operations. It may not even he"i
new way of ajipealing to Jolj-hoiders for "more amhition.
but we believe that while coal is now ])aying our salaries
at a I0.SS over the early day.*;, it might be paying even
better incomes and larger dividends, if officials from
mine foremen to managers could put off a little further
in the future that time of rest and try for one more pT<j-

mol^on before lisleiiing to the call of "the job.

Some Practical Short Cuts
Bv Ai.KXAXDKR Franklix

State mining laws invariably specify that foremen shall
have a certain number of years practical experience in
the mines. This is, of course, a desirable provision, but
it must be remembered that experience is, after all, but
one requisite for a position of responsibility. If the fore-
man lacks initiative or do(<s not jwssess a nimlilo and
active mind, cajiable of devising ways arid means for
meeting the continual unprecedented emergencies, his
experience will c-ount for little.

An instanc-e of this kind came to my attention recently.
lu making a change in the ventilating system of a mine,
n was found necessary to cover an overcast. A job of
this kind is often difficult to handle satisfactorily becau.se
of the insufficient head room available. In this" case the
foreman remembered a Jot of old discarded pipe which he
ordered placed o\cr the opening and covered with a
layer of cement. The job proved economical, permanent
and satisfactory in every re.«pect, in addition to which.
It also .solved the problem of finding a disposal for the
old pipe. While apparently simple enough in itself, this
IS. nevertheless, a good example of the effectiveness of a
little headffork.

In this s.ime mine another incident occurred showing
how important economies can sometimes be effected by
a little ctareful thinking. As is «-ell known, the Penn-
sylvania mining law requires that no rooms be turned
ahead of the ventilation except with the special per-
mission of the inspector. In this case the cjitrvmen laid
ttooden tracks inside of the last crosscut and these were
used until it became necessary to put in a switch at the
next breakthrough inside. The wooden track was then
torn up and replaced with stwl. so that when the ma-
cliine< made their cuttings for the room neck, thev stood
S" high on the new track that it was invariablv" neces-
sary to pay yardage for taking up the bottom.
The plan was finally evolved of turning the room im-

mediately the entry had been driven far enough to ac-
commodate the new work without crowdiue. Permission
^-as accordingly obtained from the mine 'iiis]iector and
the new system tried and found to present advantages,

lu^^the first place the machinemen took a "side
swipe" at the room neck while they were unloaded to
make the entry cut. thus giving them an additional cut-
tmg without making an extra move. Tlie entrvmen
could also be loading out of the room neck while the
machinemen were cutting the entry, which obviated this
customary period of idleness. As the cutting was made
on the bottom the usual yardage paid for taking this up

was eliminated. And finally when the .steel track was
laid all the switches for the rooms could be located at
the .same time and this work completed at one operation.

Doubtless many others have had similar experiences
as these. The examples cited are simple and embody
conditions in the everyday working of a mine. Xever-
theiess, they show the enormous discrepancy that may
occur through the lack of a little headwork.

'

To Expedite Loading Cars on Light
Pitches

By Ealph W. Mayek*
Much time is often lost bv the motorman lieiiitr re-

quired to wait for the loading of cars where the pitch
of the seam is so small that the inclination of the loadin<r
chute IS not sufficient to cause the coal to slide rapidly
into the ear. In such a case, much time is saved by lay-
ing a switch at en.h chute, as shown in the accompanying

COAL CHUTE

SnU-ch
Lcrkb

TX
SiiowixG Gexkk.u AiniAXGiotEXT OF Switch

figure, so that the empty car can be set out on the switch
lu this arrangemem, ii is advisable to adopt a special

form of switch that will leave the main track unbroken
feuch a switch is shown in the figure. Instead of a Im^r
there is a frog latch {F). which is pivoted on one end bv
a bolt. \\ hen swung into ])osition across the rail of themam track, the other end of the latch is held in position
.y the .spur shown in the figure, and is otherwise secured
In- a grooved plate spilced to the plank underneath the
lead rail. The lead rail has a fixed point, as shown at I
The end of the lead rail at the frog latch is elevated suffi-
ciently above the rail of the main track to accommodate
the frog latch when laid acro.ss that rail.

The switch latch, on the follower rail, is also pivoted
on one end by a bolt, as shown at S. When in position,
this latch is swung over and laid on top of the rail of themam track where it is held in position by a slight pro-
jection on its underside.

This arrangement gives a clear main track, and the
moiornian is not required to wait while the car is beino-
loaded. In most cases, a switchman cuts off the empty
car at the switch, without the motor stopping. The miner
then runs his loaded car onto the main track and side-
tracks the empty car. which he loads at his leisure.- The
motorman returning gathers u]i the loaded cars standin<^
on the main track.

'"^

Thf average- annual earnings of all classes of labor in themines of Germany in the year 1912 amounted to $340 i„
1S.10 the average amounted to only $260. so that in the inter-vening 22 years, wages have increased a little over 30 per
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Tertiary Coal Fields of the Rio Grande
I'.v 11. 1,. M 11,1.1 i:'

sTYOPN/>—'J''.e miiicx of llie Laredo jielJ «''• "-

frartinn al a prolii roal ,rhir,. is fro,,, .'J, to .U> i„. /
mL

Prices^' of the fuel at the sin-face are three times tho.o

obtained for coal at re„„sylva„ia ,„i„es. The coal is

not a lig,iile but has ,„a„y po„,t., of ,-ese,„bla„ce to

can net coal.

llu- Souilnve.stoni portion of ilu' Vniwd Slalo

ihe -renter part of Mexico have Ion- been known

markedly defieient in fnel .supplies hut nntil recent

thi. Uieic of fuel has been of little conseqnenee.

<niall supi.lv needed, when the eountry wms ,., ,up,e,l

hv scattered ranchmen, was furnishe.l by the >

vegetable -rowth characteristic of som.ar.d rc>!

There were few towns of any considerable size and

a. did ?xist 'contained no industries demanding

<„uplies of fuel, while tlu ni.ld .lin.ate di.l not lu

rate mu,-h nrtilirinl beat in the h...,-,- ot ibr r-'^

; and

to he

years
" The

1 only

icaiity

nions.

such

larse

.HC.ssi-

IcllT-

Colorado an.l N.w Mexieo. The transporiaiion char;ies

on account of the lonji banla-e. however, are excessive

•uid woubl tend to discourage many industries. Mc-

Vlc-ler. Okla.. .-..al retails in San Antonio nt $10 per Ion

while crude i.etrolenm is gradually advancing in price.

Coal or Tiii;i:i: Cicoi-oiiu I'lcitions

l)e.<piVe these ,•ondition^. Texas has thus far failed to

take advantage of some of her .'oal deposits, though tl.ex

appear promising enough. The coal ^M'^f J:;^^''^''
varied in character and rather widely d.stributt>d. The>

helou"- to the Carboniferous, Cretaceous and Eocene

volooie p.^riods and represent all the gradations be-

t^ween'soft brown lignites and a good grade of bilu.n.nous

,.o-.l The Carboniferous roal lields h' n. the in.nh

,ontral portion of the stale about loO miles nortlnvesl

of Vnstin The Oetaecous c-oal deposits are contmed to

., raib.'v small area in the vi.-initv of Kairle I'ass. Both

Under these conditions the known deposits of coal oe.air-

,ng in these regions received little attention.

With the rapid industrial development which ha. ic-

......tlv been taking place in the Southwest a change has

-ome and attention is being directed to new sources ot

fnel supply. Especially is this true in regard to south-

ern Texas." Many new railroa.ls have been built and mo c

are projected and general agriculture is rep acing the

oecupatio" of ranching which formerly was almost mn-

ver.sal. The population is rapidly increasing and ne^ n -

dnstries of virions kinds are b.ing slarfd. all ot wbi, h

reouire large supplies of fuel.

Fortnnatc^ly for this district petroleum was discoverc.

in Beaumont, Tex., some years ago and later m several

other pla.^es in the same state and in Ix,u.s.ana, while

mUural gas has also been found, although m.fortnnatel.N

in most places in rather small amounts. But the sup-

plier of petroleum and natural gas from Texas and

Uisiana have not kept pace with the increasing d.-mand

for fuel and southern Texas has been compelled to ob-

tain large supplies of coal from Oklahoma, Arkansiis,

Professor of economio an.l field geology. I.«-high fniver-

sity. south Bethkhfm. Penn.

Cretaceous bitiimiiKJUs
the Carlionifei-ous

in character.
.

. ,

The Eocene coal an.l l.gnUe deposits are ex^teuMul}

developed in a broad licit extending across the state ir-.m

the southwest corner of Arkansas to the Rio Grand .

Excel.! in Webb and Dimmitt counties all these caibon-

aceous deposits consist of lignite which has been worked

in maiiv difTcrent locations but not extensively in an>

one place. The supply is great but its deter.orahon in

shipment has restricted it to local us,.. In \\ebb and

Dimmitt counties, however, the Eocene contains deposits

of a -ood grade of bituminous coal which possesses main

of tlte chara<-teristics of ean.u.l. Only along the llw

Grande in the former locality has ,li,. com been worked

but it has been e.u-onntercd in sonu. w.ll borings m the

latter county. The purpose of this ,,a|HT is to descrilK-

the geology of the Webb County coal deposits.

TiiK Laukim) C()al Fiin.D

The Webb County coal field borders the Eio Grande

River and extends from a point about 15 miles above Lare-

do for a distance of 35 or more miles. The field is trc-

quentlv called the "Laredo Coal Field" and a xerent map
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of the Uuitt'd States Geological Survey locates it along
the Iiiteniatioiial and Great Northern U.R., extending
about 10 miles on either side of Laredo along the river.

This is incorrect, as the coal field lii-s entirely imrthwest

of the location mentioned.

The coal of this region has long been known. It was
mentioned in the report of the United States and Mexico
Boundary Survey ]nililished in IS.'vT and liv early travel-

ers in that region. Xo use could he made ui the coal,

however, until a railroad was constructed. .Vliout "35

years ago the Rio Grande & Eagle Pass JM.'. was built

from La.redo into the lower portion of the licld and
mines have been in operation there ever since. At the

able to wear away the softer layers in exposed cliffs with
ease. The harder layers are responsible for the flat-

topped isolated hills that are seen in many places and
also explain the rapids in the river. Iiiterliedded with the
sandstone layers are numerous beds nf drab clay with
iieiasional layers nf ininslonc and carlidnneeous shale and
ccial. The clay contains miicli gypsum and on a clay

slope crystals of clear selenite are abundant. Clay con-
cretions both large and small are also common.

Limestone of a soft jx.rous cliaractcr outcrops in a

few places several miles back I'rom tbe river. Over al-

most the entire region with ilie except inn of the steep
slopes and the silt-covered i-i\er terraces there is a thin

(New steel tipple

S\^ JohL MlM OF THl t VWII ( OAL Co
being erected at shaft.) lid 1 tipple with slope approach.)

present time two companies are oi)eratiug in the dis-

trict. Tl;e Caniiel Coal Co. lias mines at San dose and
Caiinel and the Santo Tomas Coal Co. is operating at

^[iuera.

The coal occurs in thin beds which outcrop in many
Jilaces along the Rio Grande River and the creeks or

ari-oyos that enter the river from the north. The country
is semiarid and covered with a moderately heavy growth
of cactus, mesquite and various other kinds of thorn-
bearing plants. Tbe arroyos that lead into the Rio
Grande contain water in pools during most of the year
but in order to obtain sufficient water for the cattle in

tbe ranches, reservoirs (called tanks) are formed by the
construction of dams across these waterways aiul the
water impounded for use in the dry season.

Thi-: Rocks Are Xot Well Cemented
The principal rock of the region is a shallow-water

cross-bedded, gray to buff sandstone that shows ripple-

marked surfaces in many places. The grains of quartz
are rather loosely cemented together and wind erosion is

co\er of quartz and quartzite pebbles auKiiig whicli are

many pieces of petrified wood, jasper and chalcedony.

In eertain pbici's the Rio Grande is bordered by high
bluffs of the Eocene .^andstone and clays that are in

many places about 100 ft. high. In most places, however,
there are two fine-silt terraces bordering the ri\cr. One
of these rises only about 20 ft. above the water while
the other lies at an elevation of about 40 ft. higher. In
many places the lower one has been cut away and in

some places both are now absent. These silt terraces

extend back from the river to a distance of several miles
in some places. They have attracted much attention in

recent years since it has been found possible to grow a

fine quality of Bermuda onions in them by means oC

irrigation. The water is pumped from the river for tlv

]uirpose.

The ]<"t-i:L I'i.'ouk ed Ls Xot Lioxite

The coal of the field has frequently been described as

a brown coal or lignite. This is certainly not The case,

as the coal has a luster and breaks Avith a dossv con-
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chni.lal fracture-. It .t.ntaiiis much volatile matter aii.l

ha> an oilv appearance similar to canncl coal. It also

resembles "that fuel in the way it burns and it mav

l.n.perly be called seinicannel. Humble likencl ii to

hardened asphaltum.

Thin seams of an intensely black glossy material re-

sembliiii? jet thai breaks readily into angular tragments

are oca. i..nallv found within the coal bed. On exposure

to the air it weathers slowly and many of the outcrops

show coal of a comparatively fresh appearance. It does

not crumble readily so that there is little dust produced

in the mining or shipping of the fuel.

The U S Geological Survev publishes the lollowm-r

a„aly.<es. made by S. H. Worrell, of ihe coal from two ot

the i)reseiit working mines:

\N.\I.YS1S OF CO.\LS l.N WEBB COIXTV. TliX.^S

Mo.».ur<. a,t Carbon ..sh Carbon .Iro'^en gen sen phur dry

is; ^.'^ l^:^Ji H :« -- -^ "" "" ^- '••^'"

The coal comes to the surface in the tributary arroyos

of the IJio Orande for a distance of about five miles

from their mouths. A dip of ab..ut 1 deg. to 2 dcg.

northeastwardly causes the coal beds to disappear from

view farther to" the northeast. The strike of the coal bed.s

within the coal bed but these are sel.bmi persistent o,

thick.

Sl.HhKNSimCS IX lluo\ AM. SMM.I. Fu I.T- IN CoAl.

Tlie roof of the coal i,- m mo-t pla.v^ a .lay or clav

shale, drab to black in color, and varying from a few

inclu's to a few feet in thickness, tiray saii.lstone in

most eases lies a few feet above the coal be.l. The clay

does not make a good ])ernianeiil n.ol. as il tends l<i

scale off and fall. In the working roo,n> of the mines

few supports are ummI but ronsidcM-able tiiubcnng is neee.s-

sarv ill the entries.

'hie region has undergone M.me disturl.an.-c a> >bowii

l,y occasional normal faults, wbirli arc always small, the

throw bein- sel.lom moiv iban 1 or .' ft. The largest

fault observed wa> ni the Sai. .lo>c nunc, and ba,l a throw

of about I ft. (i Ml. In llic Mriinly >A' the laulls the

overlyiii"- .-lav laver shows niu.-li sli.kensidmg. which

luakes th,' r.n.r fall rcadilv. Hut even in siirb plarcs

when tlf .-oal is blasted ,biwn, the roof , loos n..t 1-dl with

it so that as the roal as mined is unusually free I roiii any

adherent iiu|niritic>.

TlllN CoAl, AMI llKill l'l;lc i:s AT TllTI.!.

The coal beds are tliiii in coinpari>oii \miIi ilio^e ol the

Eastern lields, and it would seem that they could not be

¥r:i -'i
^1

Till-: ST-vn-; of Texas, with W'v.rv. ('ointy

Cross-Hatch i;i)

and associated sandstones, while not constant, is api>roxi-

matelv parallel to the course of the Rio Grande.

The coal outcrops in a few places on the Mexican side

of the boundary and an attemirt was made to mine it

at one time at a point opposite Minera. Much money was

expended in building .i railroad from Xuevo Laredo and

in equipping a plant but the coal bed was found to dip

beneath "the river and not to be present on the Mexican

side in .sufficient quantities to permit operation.

In mo.st places there are several beds of coal, the

thicker ones of which are continuous over large areas.

The thinner beds are less persistent and in places can be

seen to die out by passing into carbonaceous shale.

Occasionally thin lenses of shale are also encountered

Wi^nii Coi-NTV. Tkx., Whkim: tin; Cavm:!, CoAt. Fiicli.

Is LiHATKI.

worked with profit. When it i> rcali/.e,l. however, that

the 1-Jio Grande coal at the m.uUb of the nniic readily

sells for three times as much as the best grade ol bilu-

minons coal in the coal fields of western I'eiinsylvaina and

West Viro-inia. and that the demand for it exceeds the

supply it will readilv be seel, that the thickness demanded

for profitable operation in western Pennsylvania is no

criterion for southern Texas. The beds .seldom contain

more than 30 in. of clean coal, while most of them now

worked scarcely exceed -^1 in. Tn all probabdity bed>

consideraWy thinii.M- can lie worked with a fair margin

of profit.
.

,

l^he mines at San dose, the most easterly portion of tlie

present workinu' field: may he described as being typical
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of the regiwi. At this point the Caniiel Coal Co. is fl-ork-

iug t\vo beds, one of wliich lies TO ft. below the silt-cov-

ered bottom ou which the town is built and the other lies

90 ft. lower. The iijiper bed is worked by means of an
incline and shaft. A new steel tipple is just now being
erected at the latter. This shaft is 21 (J ft. deep, and when
it is completed both beds of coal will be worked from it.

The thickness of the upper bed averages about 27 in.,

and that of the lower one about 24 in. The coal in the
two beds is similar, the only essential differences being
the presence of fewer faults in tl)c lower bed.

WoitKiNi; ( ()XII1'1'I()N>

The mine is operated by the room-and-pillar method,
but it is ]ilanned to work the lower bed by the longwall
system. The pillars vary from 40 to 80 ft., nearly all

of which coal is recovered on the retreat. Tiie mine is

comparatively dry. Gas gives no trouble, and. conse-

TiiE PiaiiiTivF. C'o-\L-:\riyiXG Towx of Sax .Jose. Tex.

quently, little attention has been given to ventilation,

with the result that parts of tlie mine are hot. Many of

the miners wear only a cap and overalls while at work.
The mine is provided with electric haulage. The coal

is hauled up to the top of the ti])ple where any pieces of
slate that may have been included with the coal are
picked out by hand as the coal is cai-ried forward l)v a
Ijelt conveyor.

Mexican labor is used in the mines almost exclusively,

and, on the whole, is fairly satisfactory.

As stated above, the present working coal mines of the
Rio Grande are few in number and located near the
eastern side of the coal basin. So far as it can be de-

termined by the outcrops, coal of equally good quality and
of approximately equal thickness is believed to underlie
a much greater area farther up the river, and it is to be

hoped that the working field will be extended so that the
fuel situation in south Texas mav be relieved.

The Fuel Resources of North Dakota
Tile production of lignite coal in Xorth Dakota in

1912, according to E. W. Parker, of the V. S. Geological
Survey, amounted to 499.480 short tons, valued at $765,-
105, compared with 502,628 short tons valued at $720,-
489 in 1911, this being the maximum outptit
m the history of the state. The decrease of 3148 .short

tons in 1912 was so small as to possess no significance.

wliile the increase of $44,616 in the value of the pioduct
indicates a satisfactory condition of the trade.
On account of its heavy percentage of moisture and

rapid disintegration on exjjo.sure, lignite does not stand
transportation well, and, con.sequently, its field of useful-
ness has been thus far limited. Its principal use has been
to sui)ply fuel to tlio settlers on the treeless plans in the
western part of the .state. For that purpose it has been
mined in a crude way in almost every county in the
lignite-bearing area. Commercial mines are situated
on the lines of railway, and sujjply the towns of tlie

state with fuel for domestic purposes and for use under
steam boilers.

Lignite has, lioM-ever, been found to be an excellent
fuel for the generation of producer gas, and with the
development of the manufacturing industries of the state,
the extensive deposits of lignite in Xorth Dakota will
receive more attention as a source of power. It has been
found that one ton of lignite in the gas producer will
yield as much liorsejiower in internal-combustion engines
as one ton of the best bituminous coal under boilers.
As the gas producer and intenial-comlnistion engine in
large units come into more general use in the West as
I hey are rapidly doing in the East, the hundreds of bil-
lions of tons of lignite known to underly Xorth Dakota
will be found to possess great potentialties in the settle-
niein and economic development of the state.

Machinery at Panama Exposition
The idea governing the selection of exhibits in the

machinery department of the Panama-Pacific Interna-
tional Ilxposition. which is to open on Feb. 20', 1915, is

that they shall represent present-day practice and not be
iiistorical in character.

At the St. Louis exposition an extensive series of tests
were carried out ou gas producers, using lignite coal,
and internal-combustion engines using this cas, the re-
sults of which were published by the government and
were of interest to engineers.

At San Francisco it is intended to show the latest de-
velopment of the steam turbine which was really the
first kind of a steam engine to l)e invented, having been
first built by Hero of Alexandria before the Christian
Era.

The Die.sel engine is also to be exhibited. This engine
uses the heavy fuel oils, such as are ])roduced in Cali-
fornia. The power is obtained by injecting the oil into
the cylinder after the air has been compressed to such an
extent that its temperature has been raised above the ig-
nition temperature of the oil. The thermal efficiencv
has reached 30 to 32 per cent., which is 21/^ to 3 times
that of the more economical types of steam engines.

It is hoped that an engine being tried out in Eusland
may also be exhibited. This engine gets its power "from
producer gas made from powdered coal, which is fed by
a worm through tulnilar passages within the cylinder
head, being heated at the same time by the exhaust gases.

The authorities of the exposition have been promised
an exhibit of the Humphry gas pump, in which the ex-
pansive force of the exploded gas in each end of a Y-
cylinder acts on the water held in the curved part- A
pump of a capacity of 50,000,000 gal. daily is now sup-
plying water for London, and one pumping 150.000.000
gal. per day is to be installed in Germany.
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SNAP SHOTS IN COAL MINING
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Tipples of the Allegheny River Mining Co.
S¥XOPt!lS—Oiilij tliree men are needed on top iu oper-
ate each tipple though all are equipped with tico dumps.
The cars are pulled forward hi/ power, and run by gravitij

to a humping block. They are freed auiomaticalhj from
the latter one hij one and proceed by gravity to the dump,
where the coal in discharged and the car pa^ssex on to the
kickbacl'.

Three tipples of the Allegheny Eiver Mining Co. in the
western Pennsylvania district were equipped last year
with, mechanical devices for easy and precise delivery of
loaded mine cars, one at a time, from the "trip" on the
tipple approach, to and onto the "dump."

This work is done by two separate devices of a simple
nature, a trip pidler at the tipple entrance and an auto-
ni^ic stop and feeder Just before the dump. The opera-
tion is rapid and economical of labor, and is conducive
to safety of man and dump by keeping the cars always
under perfect control.

The three mines outfitted in tliis way are the Chicka-
saw, near Eimerton ; the Seminole, near Xew Bethlehem;
and the Conifer, near a town of the same name, in Jeffer-
son Count}-. The Chickasaw and Seminole tipples were

bteel-plate frictioji cluich, operated by a Jever convenient-
ly within reacli of the attendant. Independent control
of each puller is provided by a clutch in its geared drive
from the main headshaft.

The pullers are each 19 ft. long on centers of sprocket
wheels and arc designed to haul trips of 40 car.s, deliver-
ing them at the rate of four per minute. This gives, for
(lie two tracks and dum])s, a capacity of 4S0 cars per hour.

Ai-roiiATic Stoi's at tiu-; Dtmi's

The cars relea.-=ed from the pullers run forward
toward the dumps, but are checked by spring stops at the
feeders. The number of cars held back by the stops may
be as many as the space ahead of the pullers will per-
mit. At the^ Allegheny Eiver tipples, this distance is

aniijle for several wagons.

The forward car is held by the stops while its prede-
cessor is dumped. The dump operator releases the loads
one at a time, each loaded car running forward by grav-
ity, bumping the empty ahead oil the dump and taking
its own place there ready for dumping.
The incoming car depresses two triggers and thereby

closes the bumping blocks in time to check and hold the

built to u.se the car-handling system, while at Conifer
the ecjuipment was installed in an old tipple, thus prov-
ing its adaptability to old as well as new equipment.
The illustrations show only the Chickasaw and Semi-

nole tipples, which are essentially similar in arrangement
and equipment. Both are double, with two dumps and
corresponding sets of car-handling devices.

The Loaded Trip Car Pullers

Electric locomotives bring out trips of loaded mine cars
and leave them on the double tracks of the tipple ap-
proach. Fig. 1. Thence they are drawn slowly forward
onto the tipple floor, Fig. 2, by the trip pullers, one for
each track. Here the attendant uncouijles the cars so that
as they pass the pullers they may run forward by g-ravity
to the stops at the dumps.
Each trip puller consists of a strand of steel-bar link

chain, of 12-m. pitch, carrying every 10 ft. a roller-sup-
ported dog of the knockover type, to "engage the car axles.
Both are driven from one 25-'hp. motor"and a main head-
shaft. Between the motor and the headshaft is a Webster

Bi: I)i;a\v\ FoiMVAriD by thi-; Tisip Pcllkr

car. The parts remain latched iu this position until the
car is to be released.

This may be done automatically or by the dump op-
erator, by throwing a lever which opens the bumping
blocks and raises the triggers. The car is then free to
run forward, and the feeder is in form to check the next
i-ar.

TxcRi-ASED,Capacity with Peduckd Labor

The savings possible by use of tliis mechanical equip-
ment are numerous. Actual operation requires only three
men for a double tipple, one at the trip puller and one
at each dump. At the Conifer mine, the installation of
the one trip puller and two car feeders in the old tipple
enable the company to operate with five less men thai/
formerly.

By regularity and reliability of car handling the dump-
ing capacity of the tipple is increased and a larger mine
output thereby made possible. The feeder protects both
the dump and the men from being injured by uncon-
trolled cars. Car feeders of this tj'pe are equally ad-
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vauta^eous for .aging .«.. in sl.af nunes the o,.e.aUun

l,o.ng substantially the same as on the t.pp e «" •

-

feeders are natented hy DenUKy-Defiener ( o., 1 lt^l.u.,'1.

reprosen.atiles of the Wel.s.er Manura.tnrmg Cmni-an:-

r>i;i.T foNVKYoi: i<m; r.cni.Ki! Fill-

At eaeh of those two new mines the,.; is a Wehsler U.^

ture of interest-the conveyor tor delivering sla.k eual

from the tipple to the iu.iler roon| lor steam fuel.

Slaek from the tipple screens ,s dehvere,M>. •-'

,linea fli.'ht conveyor at fhi.kasaw) to a H-m. l.elt -• n-

v.vor. which extends through a .ovorcd runway, to

boiler house. A tripi-er. traveling an overhead t.ae.. ma

l,e set to take olf the -oal at any point ard ^pnut il to

piles on the floor in front of the boilers.
.

The arrangement is simple in the extreme, and eurres-

f,.r liicir disposition (as in the case willi P'

pliate lamls) or held suhject to develoinne

partmeiital regulations (as in the case ot xv

ivservoir icMTvatioiis) ; or iC they arc I>mii

mineral in cliaiiuter, they are rcslor.'.l lo pi

This work of valuation and elassilicalion i

c-uied rai.idly I'V ilir (ieol..'ri.Ml Sui-vcv.

\( Advantages of the Steel I

't. No. S

iliish or phos-

nt, iinilcr de-

;itci- |)(i\V('r or

„1 1.. !" onu-

iMii- inliTcsts.

X lirillg pi-iise-

le

V'lki".'-' at the West \M-,uiiua Inal Mil

,1. ('. Evans suinniiii-i/.fd ihc ad\anliigcs i

•'S follows:

The cost is less for steel than for wo.i.l W'

,.f life is considered as well as first ciisl.

sil.le the use of the jumper rail. Tli.' ira'

ilr,' Inslilulc,

r ihc stcci lie

s when leiiglli

ll makes jio.*-

•k i« keT>t iruu

lM,i. >. Two TiMC ITLLKKs; Oxic IX Acnox

pondihglv easy „f operation. The High, .onvevur and

iho belt are both driven by one motor, xyhu-h is ronliolbd

l,v the liremaii. The coal is fed to the ilight conveyoi

from a bin, kept filled by the tipplcmen. Ihus he power

plant has its full supply always available, and the tipple-

nien can maintain the supi)ly at convenience.

Large Acreage Restored to Public

Domain

Six million a.-res of withdrawn public land were re-

Mored to entry during the months of May and •
nnc

upon approval" by the Secretary of the Interior .d lie

reeommendation.; of the T. S. Geological Purvey ibis

action was the result of examination and ela.ssitication

of the land< bv the survev, those rcfitorcd either having

heen found not to be valuable for j.owor sites, reservoirs,

coal, i.hosphatc or potash deposits. ,>r bavin- been .leli-

nitely valued as coal lands and render,.! available lor

purchase under the coal-land law.
. ,, ,

The total outstanding withdrawals on duly 1
in all Hi-

public-land .states amounted to 68,600,-8!) acres, ot which

more than --,8.000.000 are in coal-land withdrawals.

The«e lands are held pending cla.ssification by the Geo-

In-ical Survev. and as rapidly as ihoy are found to be

mineral bearimr, they are either valued and placed on

sale as in the case of <oal lands: definitely reserved

pendin-- appropriate legislation by congress to provide

Fig. :). BuMrixo Bum i-. cau Fi.i.m.,:. am. Immi's

,„ ,,.,„,, and the rails bead less uuder the b.ad. As the

,,irn..L. on Ihe floor, additional height is provided Inr

ihe mine cars. Xo spikes or splice bars .ire reqiiiivd. he

miners rarely object to laying their .,wu (nuk when steel

lie. are used and so save expense and delay. IIicn aic

nu.re willing to remove these ties when drawing pil ars.

^,Vhen the cars are derailed they are more .'aMly ivt racke,!.

V, a imuormau can place en.mgh tic m, a ear in a lew

minutes to support the rail in a mmn I mm end lo .ml,

k„th time and labor arc saved by their use.

When the coal is thin, sleel t ic pay for tlicni>eUes by

,,.,,„ciii- the nece^s,ty ..f taking n|. bcimin or ripping

,on \o track ..a-e .,r oiher tnnls are required excpt an

Iai!i m one niiiic net eu.n this...ed. The diHieu^

„f swinL^inii- a hammer makes ,t hard to lav track with

..ood,i:.siuloweoal. Tiu.wed,c.r.,r>ieeM,e. racks are

,l,,i.„„ bv a hnrixontal blow- and lack nl hei;,lit IS no diaw-

,,,.,^ ,-„.ver tics are re<,nired. S,ccM,esla>t mdcliii te-

l,,vhile weed tics are seldom n>cd more than twice. Ke-

,;„rts .how that the ties have been n.cd si. vcars with

Ihe percentage „r h,ss small: practically none were worn

,n,t Steel lies lorin inventory ilenis. because thcx .-a,

he nsed again and again. F.xperi..|iced trackmen arc not

needed to lav them. S'ecl tic take less storage ro.uu

than wood and a inincr uin earrv six al , Hie tunc without

..nccial effort. The track can be laid and li ted in .,ne-

finirth of the time rerpiired to lav or lift track resting on

wood ties.
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Official Call for Meeting of the

American Mining Congress

To bring iiljout a better euiijieration in the jiniiluc-tiuu.

distribution and use of mineral wealtli through dist-us-

s^ion and deliberation, the Sixteenth Annual Session of

the American Mining Congress is hereby called to meet

lit Philadelphia, Penn., October 20-24, 191:5.

The convention will be com)iosed of the nunnbers o!

the American Mining Congress, specially invited guests

and duly accredited delegates ajipointed under the au-

thority hereby extended for the appointment of delegates,

as follows

:

The President of Uniti'd States may appoint ten del-

egates at large

:

The Chief Exectitive of foreign nations may aitjjoint

ten delegates;

Governors of States and territories may each ajiixiint

ten delegates

;

Mayors of cities and towns, Boards of County Super-

visors, Boards of Trade, Chambers of Commerce, Min-

ing Bureaus and Exchanges. Mining Organizations. Sci-

entific Societies, Engineers' A.s.sociations and Stale Min-

ing Schools, may appoint two delegates each.

\Vc respectfully urge the early aii]5oi]itment of dele-

gates on the basis above s])ecificd and that the name and

postotfice address of each delegate so ajJiJoiuted Ix- for-

warded to the Secretary at 1031 Land Title Building.

Philadelphia, Penn., at the earliest date po.ssihle, in order

that such infornuition may be furnished as will enable

the delegate to consider in advance the subject.- to be

discussed and Ijc better [u-epared to speak wiih intelli-

gence and effect.

Tin: AiiF.incAX Mixixg Coxgkess.

By order i.f the Executive Committee.

David W. BiirN'Tox, President.

Jamks F. CALLRiiEArii. Secretary.

Philadelphia. Penn.. Aug. 1-5, l')i:_;.

Difficulties of Mine Inspection

A niunbcr of instances have recently occurred that

emphasize in a peculiar manner some of the ditiicnlties

encountered by mine inspectors who attempt to faith-

fully jierform the duties of their offic«. The pathway is

beset by numerous obstacles and pitfalls. The situation

is a three-cornered proposition, involving the operator,

the miner and the mine inspector, to say nothing of orga-

nizers working more for their own .selfish end.-i than to

safeguard tjie lives of miners m- to increase the produc-

tion of coal.

It is recently reported that charges are to lie preferrcil

by certain coal operators against State Mine Lrs])ector

Thomas IL Shaw, ^lidland. Ark. It is rumored that

certain high officials of Di.strict No. 21, U. M. W. A.,

preferred another candidate than Mr. Shaw; and his

recent appointment as state mine inspector has failed to

meet with their approxal. It is proposed to secure an in-

junction to restrain the mine inspector fron\ otficially

exposing the true conditions existing in the mines of the

state. We are glad to note that Mr. Shaw will stand by
his guns and, as an honest man, invites investigation, de-

pending on his 28 years of mining experience. The bet-

ter class i-.f miing men fully indorse his administration,

believing that it will result in minimizing the loss of life.

and increasing the health of the miner, while insuring
the greater protection of mining property.

Recently this fearless mine inspector closed three
mines and condemned two mining camps, owing to the
unsanitary conditions existing therein. The closing of
the mines, by order of the mine inspector, resulted in
the matter being brought to tlie attenticni of the State
Board of Health, and a conference was arranged between
the state authorities, the operators and the miners. State
Labor Commissioner J. C. Clary and Drs. Smith and
Myers, respectively state and county health officers, ap-
proved the action of the mine inspector; and the confer-
ence resulted in a new light being thrown on the oper-
ation (if mines.

, It was promptly agreed by the min..'

othcials that the operators will cooperate with Inspector
Shaw, and abide by his deci.sion and action in improving
conditions in the mines; the .sanitation of the camps and
water-sui)iily. The meeting was harmonious in every re-
spect, and productive of much good.
Two of the mines closed belonged to the largest com-

panies operating in Arkansas, namely, the Central Coal &
Coke Co., operating mines in Arkansa.s, Kansas, Missouri,
Oklahoma and Wyoming; and the Western Coal & Min-
ing Co., operating mines in Arkan.sas, Kan.sas, Illinois.

Missouri and Oklahoma. The mines closed were shaft
mine Xo. 36, Bonanza, and shaft mine Xo. 17, Jenny
Lind. belonging res]ie'_-ti\ely to the two com])anies ju.st

named; and a slope mine at Hartford, belonging to. the
Bolen-Dariiell Coal Co.

Following are copies of notices .sent by Mine Inspector
Shaw to the mine operators, firebosses and miners,
throughout the state.

TO MINE OPERATORS:
You are hereby notifle.l that two entries must be made 'n

compliance with the Act of Arkan.sas No. 225, Section 7,which reads as follows:
The owner, a.arent, lessee or operator of any coal mine in

this state, if said mine is worked on the room-and-pillar plan
shall cause such work to be prosecuted in such mine in the
following- manner, to Avit: Two entries parallel with -each
other must 'je driven for the ingress and egress of the airand crosscuts must be made at intervals not to exceed forty
feet apart. \\'here gas e.xists they shall be driven thirty feet
apart or a crosscut be made at any other place ordered by
the management. No room shall be turned
crosscut.

Also Section 10. of same Act, which reads ;

DUTIES OF FIREBOS.S:
In all mines where a fireboss is employed all v.-orking-

places and worked out places adjacent to working places
shall be examined when it can be done, at least once a day
by a competent fireboss, whose duty it shall be to enter "a
report of existing conditions of such working- place Or worked
out place, in a well bound book kept by hira for that pur-
pose, and all dangerous places that are marked out, shall bemarked on a blackboard furnished by the company before any
other employees enter the mine.

Also see Section 11 which provides that nothing but pure
lard oil. where oil is used for lightinis
used in any underground works in the in

tion shall not apply to rope riders.
All violations of this act will be prosecuted

TO MINERS:
All drill dust must be removed from the v

iside the last

follows;

purposes, shall be
iin upcast, this sec-

and crosscut entries and all

less tha seven fe

icinity of shots
courses must be made not

I have notified all mine foremen
to not pay for such places unless these orders are obeyed
TO SHOTFIRERS:

Do not Are any shots where a miner leaves drill dust. Re-
fuse to fire shots in any dusty entry until the mine manager
has the dust cleaned up and entries sprinkled. Refuse to
fire any shots which you consider dangerous. I will stand
between you and the company or the miner
the matter of obeying this order.

THOMAS H. SH.WV.
State .Aline Inspector

Midland. Ark.

inization in
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Coal Shipping on the Great Lakes
?V .lllllN \V. I'llAMIlllM.AlN'

SyyOPSIS—This article discusses the development of

ihe coaJ shipping in detail on the different Lakes. Rail

fuels are aggressive competitors at Lake Michigan ports

but are pra^-tically negligibi- in the Lake Superior mar-

kets: the water movement into the Xorlhiresi \s increas-

ing rapidtij.

Before leaving the subjivt of coal (K.tks aiul other loiu!-

ing appliaiues it might be well to go over the outlay ne-

cessary to construct a water trestle, which is essentiallv

the reason for the move to dispense with them. Tlie

trestle of the Philadelphia & Heading Coal & Iron Co.,

•it Buffalo, the newest and presumably the mo.st modern

of all, required 180,000 cu.yd. of dredging. SS.OOO lin.

ft. of piling. :i,7oO,000 ft. board measure, of white pine

and 360 tons of spikes, bolts, etc. It was built in ^(i.s

The Hrie Ban

comi>lete(l.

t'aiial will nlso have il- itluci V. ben

iniMiNor Lo\vi;i; liAKi: l'()i;r>

Quite an amount of l)ituiiiiiious coal now linds us way

to Lake Ontario from the port of Erie, Peun., and the

eastern ports of Ohio. At the same time the Pennsyl-

vania Uailroad i.-. ambitious to build up the port oi' Sodus

Point on T.iake Ontario and aiijiears willing to make rad

rate-; that are competitive with the Krie-Ontario route.

Lake traffic is, howevei', much intluenced by the oilering

of freight both ways for ves.sels and one drawbai-k t.,

the Lake Ontario trade is the lack of down cargoes.

Ill the early liisiory of tin' aiitbrarilc tradf on Tiakc

iM-ic there was a good demand at Siindnsky. Toledo and

iK-lroil. This trade iias now bem ab.-orbed by the rail-

^t
/u Wty^ikl

CoAU Age

FinaGiiTKi! -Wm. J. Olcott" TAssivt OTT 01 llti; 'Sod" \a:

Ft., Beam 58 Ft.

CM'AiITY 1' ,x>. Li:N(.ni 580

working days, is 1805 ft. in length, has 1316 ft. of water

frontage, is equipped with 80 pockets of 6000 tons stor-

age capacity and is capable of loading 10,000 tons daily.

The cost of handling is a vital problem and the recent

inventions used in the iron trade are also applied in the

coal shipping. Where it used to cost oOc. a ton to handle

ore by wheelbarrow, the Brown hoist cut the cost down

to is'c. and the Hulett clamshell hoist to 5c. a ton. It

is doubtful if a further reduction can be effected, though

it would be possible to reduce the breakage of coal in

handling still further.

The history of the movement of coal differs in each

lake. The Canadian government announces that it is

preparing to enlarge the W'clland Canal connectino' Lakes

Erie and Ontario to 30 ft. in depth and to provide locks

800 ft. long and 80 ft. wide. This would greatly stimu-

late the trade between Lake Ontario and the upper lakes.

*90 Johnson Park. Buffalo. N. Y.

roads. Buffalo ships a few thousand tons annually to

Port Colborne at the head of the \Vellaiul Canal and

receives varying, minor amounts from West Virginia

throush the port of Sandusky. Otherwise the Lake Erie

coal traffic, both anthracite and bitumiiions, is praftirally

all with the upper, lakes, niiffalo has no otb.T bitumi-

nous lake traffic.

Above Detroit the river p irts are only a small factor

in the coal trade. Some of them now receive only a cargo

or two of anthracite a season, though the bitumiiion- re-

ceipts sometimes run up to 50,000 tons. The same is

true of the ports on Lake Huron. The Saginaw I'.ay

ports once bought liberally, especially when they were

heavy shippers of lumber, but partly on account of tlio

disappearance of the lumber trade and still more snu-e

coal is produced in that section, the lake coal trade has

fallen off. The port of Alpena, farthest north on Lake;

Huron, is increasing its traffic somewhat and since it

has become the prospective Eastern terminus of a rail-
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roitil to nil. across to Lake Micliigan its ivnportaiu-e in
the coal aud other trades will soon increase materially.
The Georgian Bay ports have never been large ro-

ceivers of anthracite : a cargo or two a season has been
the usual amount. This coal is often considered a lux-
ury on account of the price and many localities, even
where freights are low, do not feel able to pay the dif-

ference between it and bituminous. On the other hand
the need of some fuel other ihau wood is becoming moie
pressing every year. Besides this quite a number of the
Georgian Bay ports are termini of railroad lines, which,
though they may get most of their fuel further east on
their routes, are obliged to buy quite an amount of it al

the western end. Parry Sound, for instance, receiveil

330,000 tons, Owen Sound, 100,000 tons and Midland,
80,000 tons of bituminous in l!»n.

LaKIC illCHKLVX

Lake Michigan ports were at one time greatly depend-
ent on the lake fleet for coal and such fs stilf the case
with a few of the leading cities, especially if they are
distributors Westward to any extent. This distributing
territory is not extensive, as anthracite is not sold in
much quantity either west or south of Minnesota, while
the states west of the Mississippi now mine their own
bituminous to a great extent. Still it will be a lo ig
time hence, if .ever, that Milwaukee or Chicago gives up

IN THE Background

its coal trade by lake. The freight on anthracite by lake
IS a trifle, in comjiai-ison with the rail freight so that
the bituminous mines of Pennsylvania, "West Virginia
and Ohio are able to compete with the miiies of Illinois,

Lake carrying is also rapid and whether considered
supplementary to the rail traffic or not it would be prac-
tically impossible to sii])pl_v the territm-y -s\-est of Lake
Michigan with coal all-rnil. A lake steamer loads 1 0,000
tons of coal at Buffalo or A.shtabula at the rate of 1000
tons an hour and in three days is unloading it at the
same rate on the farther side of Lake Michigan, For the
railroads to deliver it at any such rate would be to prac-
tically shut of: all other ti-atlic on their lines.

The other Lake Michigan ports receive coal in only
modest quantities though the aggregate, especially of bi-

tuminous, is large. Some of then"i take nearly' half a
million tons of soft coal by lake annually. Init anthracite
receipts are not heavy. Sheboygan, the chief minor
port, receives about 250,000 tons'of anthracite and 350,-
000 tons of bituminous by lake, annually. Local changes
of late have reduced the lake trade in anthracite at Glad-
stone and Manitowoc nurterially. The east-shore ports
are mostly supplied all-rail.

Laki: Si;pi:i;iou

( ouditKiHs on Lake Supcnoi as regards traffic with
the lower laki s, lu quite ditfeunt from those in the

:\Lvp OF Ashtabula (Ohio) Haebor, One of the Largest Bituminous Loading Ports ix the World
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i\xv iK.iih nil.. 10. iliiU ivvCi tl.o markets of Wiiiiiii.cK iind

iho Caiiiuliaii Northwest. Thesi- two l)oll^^ now tvvvwv

nu.re lliau :5,(lt)(),0()0 tons of bituminous and ovi-r -irjd.dOO

,„ns of anlhraiiti. l.v lako each si-ason. Tlu- futuir c.f

this tiallu' is also very bri-rht as tlio a(ljoinin<l country is

(Icxclopini; i-apiillv.

Thoro is alM> a hrahliy trade iii roal l>v laUc to jiorts

an tlie soutli shore of Lake Sui)cri()r, thoui;h this does

not increase very fast. These south-sliore [.oris received

;(i,(i(Mt i.uis „r "antiiraeite fnnn liulfalo in I'MV'. The

amount ot liitiuninous is more tlian ten times tliat ol an-

iliracite. As to future trade liuTo it will ail .Icpc.id ou

liie prosperity of that dis'.rict. The lumi)er l.usiiicss.

which has been heavy for a lonj; time, is laliin-' oil, hut

iron ore is still a jireat tra.le and a-ricullure ou.dit to

,..,nu' in as the timber disappears. Outside territory to

!„• supplied from these ports is net lar-'e as compared

J'liiioirni; 'Mai
This boat was wrecked at Ouluth. Minn

H.Ofi. ;nd niTie men frozen to death. ^^he i

So((" IJivi'.i;

, in Niivemb
s still in eo

other lake districts. Lake Superior trades mainly with

Lake Erie and with the Canadian ports from Cu-or-um

Bay to Montreal, the latter traftie being mainly m gram

-nd r-uka"-e freidit. An enormous amomit of iron ore,

'.xraiii aml^flour k shipped to Lake Erie, together with

quite an amount of lumber, the return freight bnng

mostly coal. As to what this trallic is the reports ol the

locks "at the Sault ^vill tell. The element of rail com-

petition is almost entirely lacking. As a rule, even troiu

the south-shore ports of Lake Sunerior the rail dislanc.^.

to Lake Erie are fully as great as by wat.>r, whne Irom

the north-shore ports, rail shipments are entirely |no-

hibitive. . ,

The distance from Chicago, at the head oi Lake .Alicli-

i-au is oiO miles bv rail to Bullalo. while it is SSO hy

water, but the Lake Superior distances favor the water

route So it is imperative that the bulk of business east-

ward from Lake Superior be done by lake in the summer

season The Lake Erie ports take in all the ore and

<rrain that ^yill be needed till the next shipping sea.M)n

opens and send coal to Lake Superior on the same plan.

While the coal is chieflv shipped to Su]>crior and Duluth

at the head of Lake Superior, an aggregate of 8,..()«),0(>0

tons in a season, there is a large and growing trade ol

the same .-^ort with other ports, particularly with Fort

AYilliam and Tort Arthur, iho twin Canadian ports on

Fi!i;i(;irrr.i; •Tioi'i:"

1)<

LOADIX.

K AT 1

AT nil. Y. \- (). CoAi. i'o

;iK. rr.xx.

.\':i;iAi. r.i;iw;i; AT TUE EXTHAXCE TO DULrTH TTaDBOT;

with tho.sc further nortli and west. There is a peculi

condition in the Portage Lake district, where prosper

and progress depend largely on the continuation of t

copper production. The Portage Lake Canal, a sh.

cut to the extreme tipper Lake Superior and a saving

the dangerotts route around Keweenaw I'oint. bin

much tonnage to the Portage Lake district.

{To He Coiiliinied)

ritv
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(1.

An Improved Flow-Meter

111 till' large power ]ilaiit.>- of the [in'seut ilav tin-

noiuical liaiulling of strain, water, air or other Hiiiils

jieuds upon accurate information showing the total vol-

ume transmitted and its instantaneons rate of ti-a\el dur-

ing any interval of time. Only within recent years has

this subject received careful attention, and as a result

the (ieiieral Electric Co. has dc\('lo]'.e(l a tlow-meter to

]ireveiit the enormous wastes which have Ikvii allowed to

take place at many i:>la;its.

The instrument evolved, as may be .seen in the illustra-

tions is designed to meet the requirement of a strong me-

""" ^- '4 ^^^ - ^

Six'Tiox THKOx'Gir Mi':Ti:t!

chanical meter, whieli can be used not only as a test in-

strument, but also as a iJermauent means for the con-
tinuous measurement of either liquids, ga.ses or vapor.s.

The Ijodv of this flow-meter consists of an iron casting

coi-fd out to form one leg of a U-tube, a.s a reservoir for

mercury, the other leg of the U-tube being formed by a

I'ipy which o])ens into the reservoir. The pressure on
the surface of the mercury varies with the rate of flow
of the fluid being measured as will be explained later.

A float rests on the surface of the column of mer-
cury in the body of the meter, and rises and falls with

geai'cd by rack ami pinion to a lun-iy.ontal shaft wbici;
carries a permanent bor.seshoc or I'-shapcd magnet,
who.se poles face a copper cap which doses the opening
into the meter body. The remaining parts of the meter's
mechanism arc inouiUul on the outside of this copper
<ai).

A smaller magnel of opposite polarity lo that within
the body of the meter is mounted ii|)oii an external shaft
whose center line is coincident with that of the internal
shaft if same were extended through the copper cover.

The two magnets thus face each olhi^r upon opposite

sides of the copper sheet, and any movement of the
larger, induces thnuigh the medium of the magnetic flux

an equal and similar niovmient of the smaller, thus
transmitting motion to its shaft without the necessity
of piercing the wall of the meter body. The external
shaft actuated by the smaller or .sympathetic magnet
moves tlie indicating needle and the recording
through suitalile mechanism.

The pressure whidi moves the column of incrcurv in

til" r-tui)e is obtained for ]>i]ies two inches and greater
iu diameter by inserting a moil i lied foi-m of Pitot tube

jien

cxcejit

at the

termed a nozzle-plug directly into the i>ipeline,

in cases where it is desired to increase the flow

;22.5

: 15

Sticam-Flovv ('ri;vi:

])oint of metering, under which circumstances a special

]iilie reducer is provided. Tins can be done without ser-

iimsly disturbing this pipeline. The special reducer
above referred to is made of bra.ss and has a long throat
with rounded entrance ternriiiating in a flange, which is

inserted in a joint of the piping and is held in place in
the same manner as a gasket. A special nozzle-jdug is

supplied with tli's pipe reducer.

The nozzle-plug contains two .separate conduits, each
Inning a set of openings arranged on diametrically oppo-
site sides of the )dug. Those a]H'rturcs upion the side

which faces the flow are called leading, while those on
the opposite side are called trailing openings.

The flow against the leading openings in the nozzle-
plug sets up a pressure iu tlie leading conduit which
equals the static pressure plus that due to the velocitv

head. The flow past the trailing openings causes a suc-

tion which lowers the pressure in the trailing conduit to

a point which is below the pressure existing in the pipe
line. As these two conduits are connected to opposite
legs of the TJ-tube by Vi-in. pipe, the column of mercury
"'

iflFected by this unbalanced ])ressure, causin"
the corresponding changes in its elevation. This float is resnondina- movement of the float.
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The opeuiugs iu ila- nozzle-plug extend across the pipe

aianietericailv so as to make the pressure transmitted to

the meter as nearly as possihle that due to the mean ve-

locity rather than "that at a single point in the pipe.

The chart uiwn which the pen records arc made is ro-

tated I'V a suitable clock mechanism. The recording pen

sweeps "the chart radially and the resulting curve shows

the rate of flow at any time during the chart cycle.

An integrating deviec sometimes api>lied to this meti'v

consists of a stationary flow-rate plan i meter driven by

the chart paper. The angular position of the planinieter

wheel is determined by a cam connected to the shaft of

jiuht bv their use showuii; al the san\e liine their jjivat

practicability.

A flow-meter upon eaeh boiler of a liattery operating

upon a single header shows exactly what each is doing,

and permits adjusting the operation of the units .so that

each will carry its full share of the load. They also in-

dicate immediately whetlicr the load has iiierea.sed, or

tlie sleaming rate of \\\v lioilci's decreased in case tlic

steam jjressure begins lu ilrop. Moreover, it is iH).ssible

from the graphic record to determine whether the method

of tiring can, or eaiinot be made more etVicient.

hi a big plant the use of flow-meters makes it po.ssible

to segregate the cost of the steam, water, etc., so that eacli

department may be correctly charged with its legitimate

share of these expenses. A study of the feeil-water cliarl

will determine the rate at wliirli the feed water should

lu' supplied ill order to secure the liigliest degree of ef-

licieiicy.

These illustrations »( tlie aii|ili(atioii nf ihe llow-iiieter

jrive some iilea of the :i(la|itahility of the instrument, and

the tyl>e of ser^ile Tor which it is lilted.

A New Rotary Pump
The tiuukls -Mlg. *-'o.. of Seiirca Fall>. X. Y., liave

recently placed upon the markt't a new rotary pump of

a unique design. Heretofore machines of tliis type have

usually been made with two- to three-lolied cams. Tlu-c

are rotated in their proper relation to each other li\

external gears placed upon tlic cainshafls.

In the new design, as niav be seen from the acconipauy-

MirrEi: with Ixduatixg Scale, liEcoiiDixc Chaut axu

IxTEGTiATlXG DlAI.

the recording pen and moving with il. The planinieter

dials read in arbitrary quantities, which multiplied by

a constant furnished with the meter gives the flow in the

desired unit. This device is extremely simple and there

is practically uo danger of its getting out of adjustment.

For pipes which are less than two inches in diameter,

an orifice-tube made of brass and tapered internally from

both ends so as to form a restricted opening at the mid-

dle of the tube is provitled. This must be incorporated in

the pipe line. One leg of the U-tube is connected with

the orifice-tube near its end and the other leg to its mid-

dle point where the greater velocity will give a reduced

pressure in the pijie leading to the recording instrument.

To meet the requirements of the different classes of

service, and the various conditions met with, the meter

can be made up in four different ways: Fir.st, as a re-

cording or curve-drawing instrument ; second, with both

indicating scale and recording chart; third, with record-

ing chart and integrating dials; fourth, with indicating

scale, recording chart and integrating dials.

Some of the large manufacturers of power have found

that flow-meters pay for themselves in a short time. By

their u.se the record of the performance of the appara-

tus shows whether or not it is operating at its maximum
efficiciicv Surprising conditions have been brought to'

The New Pump with Exd of Casixc T^iarovEU

ing illustration, the cams arc practically pinions meshing

together. They therefore require no external gears to

revolve them in their proper inter-relations.

These machines are simple in construction, valvelcs,-,

and mav be either belted or direct connected to any

suitable "means of driving. They are built to withstand

a working pressure of 100 lb. or a head equal to about

230 ft. of water. Water cutting of the cams caused by

the rapid expulsion of the liquid entrapped between the

teeth of the two gears has been eliminated iiy means of

a bypass opening in the end cover of the machine.
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The Brookside Explosion
Thf rxpldsiuii iit the East Brookside colliery, which oc-

curred at 11:30, Aug. 2, proves not to have originated
from dynamite. The e.xploratioii of the workings revealed
that the k:. II). of dynamite ami :.-) lb. of carbide stored
111 the mine had neither i,( them cdntributed to the ex-
idosion. It was naturally assumed that dynamite was
the cause, as the explosion killed imnieiliati'lv all the
men where the dynamite Avas stoi-ed ami was not so death-
dealing in other parts of the nunc, hut the finding of
the e.xplosive intact disproves that assumption. It is 'said
that the bodies .)f the men were badly burued yet their
clothing was not scorched and even loose pieces of ]iapcr
were not consumed. The punk-like fringe on the timber
alscj was not ignited.

These sti-ange phenomena have given rise to the idea
that thei'e were no explosions, properly so termed, and
that the men were killed not bv flame 'but bv a blast of
heated air. At \-alleytield in ' Scotland, where an out-
Ijurst .if coal occurred, smothering the men, the\- were
tound when uncovered to be blistered, apparently bv the
heat of the esea])iug gas. A heavy fall of rock miuht
also serve to heat the air in like degi'ee, and in this ,'ase
the air current was sulficient to sweep the clothes from
Ilie bodies of the men. Perhaps the explosion wul serve
to open ill a definite way the problem whether the heat
ot compression m a mine is ever so severe as to .start
an expl<,.Hon of coal dust and air. James Asworth has
claimed lor se\eral years that it is.

The Original Sulphur in Coal
For I be discussion which follows we .letine ••original"

or "intrinsic" sulphur in the coal as the suliduir which
was an integral part of the vegetal substances composing
the peat bog from which the coal bed is derived Of
course, it is obvious that these terms are only relative, for

•

lie sulphur did not originate in the peat bog but was in
the first place a part of the molten magma. Later after
chemical change, it was dissolved bv thermal and surface
waters and deposited by them in the depths of lagoons
or m the ocean, and finally was drawn into the i)lan't .sys-
tem with the vegetal juices.

We were surprised recently when a minim;- en-iiieer
of abdity and no little information declared' that "or-
eauic" sulphur was the sulphur irreducible bv heat and"

• ! the form of calcium sulphate. All other sulphur
^vere in his view additive compounds to the origi-

'I'li deposit and probably he conceived that no other
sulphur-bearing bodies were present in coal except iron
pyrite.

As the word organic is usually restricted to compounds
containing carbon and hydrogen, perhaps he should have
said original" sulphur, but in any event it may be
pointed out that he took a narrow view of the possibili-
ties ot the ofcnrrence of sulphur in coal from vegetal
sources.

Vor are most rommercial chemists
ihe matter in a much larger linlit, 1

l)elie\e that the sul|iliur uf tbe^origi
is alwavs m the lorni of a suliiliatr

hodi

isjoosed to \'iew

some appear to

coal sulistance

--i - ....d l\'\v would be
lisposed to regard pyrite as beini;- merelv a much altered
outcome of the original vegetal jui,-es.

'

In view of the
erroneous speculations now passing muster, perha|is a
lew suggestions might unsettle errors, even if th,.v did
not establish fact.

As we (ind in Ihe ash nf ,-oal the elements, iron,
aluminum, calcium, sodium, potassium, magnesium and
-'ilpliii'. If IS not unreisonable to expect that coal may
contain or have c..ntained ferric or ferrous .sulphates,
pota.sh and soda alums, gypsum and ma-nesium sulphate.
•VII these are nioiv <.r less soluble in water and may
enter u-ilh the fluids as plant foods. IJarium sulphate
1.-^ so lively absorbe.l bv some plants m the and West
that the -hH'oiiig" of horses is ascribed to the consump-
tion of a weed thus rendere<l poisonous.

That sul|;)hur enters into the plant organism mainly
as sulphates may be concedcl readilv. Though sulphur-
ous acid has been shown to be inspired bv oak leaves in
the neighborhood „r w.u'ks pniducino- ,l,,it gas pn.bably
no measurable sulphur in coal arises rrom any .such
source, though .some sulphur may have entered the ])lant
economy as a hydrocarbon comp<,uiid with the ve<retal
juices yet not as a sulphale.

-But we need not necessarily assume that the suljihates
entering the vegetal substances are unchanged chemically,
nor is it reasonable to infer that, after the vegetal
matter has died and been wholly or partially metamor-
]:)ho.sed, further changes are impossible. It is true that
most of the suljihates are little affected by heat but
tbe3- are not so stable when attacked bv other methods
and under different conditions.

There are plenty of indications that the sulphur is not
entirely retained as a sulphate. Otherwise how could we
explain the fact that when vegetal matter is heated
to the boiling point, the sulphur content is reduced ; and
how could we find a cause for the evaporation of 0.65
per cent, of sulphur when a certain cannel coal was
heated to 212 deg. Fahrenheit?

It has been noted that coals which have been subjected
to great heat show less sulphur than those which' have
been less heated; the anthracites and semibituminous
coals of the Appalachian disturbance contain less sulphur
than the fuels more remote from that trouble. If the
coals had been rich in certain sulphate^., the heat could
not have reduced their sulphur content without .some
chemical reaction.

If the sulphur had been pyritic, some might possibly
have been reduced almost to the mouosulphide form. K
this had occurred it is .strange that the iron in coal would
not be found today in combination with one atom of
sulphur, for the mouosulphide does not have the power
of reabsorbing the atom which it has lost. This leads
us to wonder whether the heat which metamorphosed
the coal was sufticient to separate su]]ihur from pyrite
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ami whetlRT at the time- of luaxinu.m lu-at anv i-vnto

'^TlK-Je eoi.sick-rations te.ul to make us believe that at

the time when the Api-alaehian uplift was thn.stmjj most

severely, rvr.te was lar.uely ahsent a.ul the sulphur wa>

in eomhi.uitiou with ea.-l.ou a.ul hy.ln.jreu au.l uulee.l. a>

we iind that the upper eoal .neasures otten h,.-ke.>

the Appalachian fol.ls, we are .l.sposed to th k a

the uplift must have been started even bet o.e thcs.

measures were laid down and that the .o.l vv;.~ . nun.

peat, when the pressures were severe.
.,,,,.,^

Bttt we ntust not be too willinjr to declare ha the

.uh.hates were absent when the uplift meurred. lor these

bodies are not so pertnanent in
^•ll'-'-^-V'ti^n "i^

thought, and eondi.ions favor.ng the.r redt.et.on ^ e

probably in existence an.l these aet.ons. made ""j-;-;
"

live by the heat of uplift, nn.y have been hasten..d b> that

"'^cording to lloppe-Seyler. naseent "-"-'^
J)^^

j'

marked power of acting upon sulphate ot l.me. 1
pro

dueed stieh an action by the t.se of fer.neutmg ceUu o^-

Furthermore, according to Ochsenu.s. a solutKm o m.^-

nesium sulphate in which hay or stnnv ,s kept ,s tunud

to a sulphide. . ,

Other changes are, however, possible. 1 bus t h.

been urged that in the presence ot carbon, the sulpUaf

o calcium will be converted to a sulphide, the oxygen

joii ng with carbon to form carbon dioxide. The sulphur

S thi: sulphide might then combine with the hydrog

of the water and the dio.xide mentioned uiuU. w, h 1 1.

calcium and the oxygen atom of the water to lorin bvdn.

sidphide and liiuestone respectively

ior are these all the possibilities, because .e k u^

there are bacteria which have a power of extracting

'
phuv from sulphates. Such are the Begg.atoa alb

and Chromatium Okeini. Beijerinck has she., n tba

the absence of air, sulphates may be ^«<l";^-\;' ^ ',.

perature of 77 to 86 deg. F. m T to 1+ '-
' "

ow forms of life. In the absence ol an- t hcie «onld

no oxidiziug bacteria to complete the sulphur circle and

to form sulphates anew as usually happens today

The formation of hydrogen sulphide from sulpha.es.

probablv by bacterial action, is constantly gomg on m

L Black Sea, and as samples are taken below the sui-

face this enrichment is found to increase contmualh and

in a marked degree.
Ui^.tpviil

The main diflicultv in the acceptance of a bacteria

action as an explanation arises from the fact that sulphu

bacteria appear to have been most active in more recen

thnes and^lie most marked effect of their work is found

iu the Miocene period, and not as early as (he C arbon-

'^'(•erta.n it is that the bulk of the sulphur now being

mined is stratified in such manner that we cannot be-

lieve it was placed where it is by volcanic action It i.

probablv derived from some body, vital or chemical

which has leached the sulphur from its original place

as part of some sulphate, possibly gjpsum. As this pro-

ces has been so general there is no obvious unreasonable-

ness in the assumption that all the sulphur in coa ,

whether as sulphate, sulphide or hydrocarbon compound,

wi. ori-inally absorbed as sulphate in tlie plant food.

T a^pA.ite is an impurity derived from the plant

tisie is suggested by the fact that it is not found in

Sc av floor: In fact, the sulphates are not often found

,„ ..lav nor are the sulidudes. But pyriic is probably

n.relv" found in precisely the .same position as the sul-

phate from which it is formed, an.l its .piantitv may

Live been increased bv inflows of ferrous and terne or

other sulphates which were .ouverted to pyrite by the

action of methane.

The Bituminous Market in New
England

The soft-coal market tins year has been an enigma

^,„.t,,,larlv n. .\cu Kngland. When th,. op.Tators put

Ihe l.-ic. ad^a,ue on Pocahontas. New liner and (.eorges

Creek, coincident with the depression n. l.usmes.s circles

,ar!yni the spring, n sccncd Ukc ,..,n,U,ug fate and

pju-tions were made freely .bat .o nnu I, cnal would be

!,fVere.l that the selling price u„uld be dnun ,o ,be same

l,n.i< a- i:ill and VM''. by the .urn.nt ni.>nth.

Ol.viouslv the., forecasts wen- wrong. Kvcn with

heavier receipts at Boston than ever bcfniv. t'^' •-- hj,K

l,.vel has been firmlv nuiintaiiu.l and a is doubt! il i a

single ton has sold at a concession. T le labor trouble

in the Xew Biver iield, and the possibihly o an exten-

sion into other parts of .be state .a. un doubt a taCnr

in the situation: but it was not a controlling one as

prices continue as timi. the d..nai,d a~ insistent, and u

ioading at Hampton IJoads a> slow, cnc, innv ibat Ibc

strike has been detiiiitely scltU'd.
, . „ ,lp

There arc a numb,.,- of cnnditions .ba, P-iut to a de-

fi,icncv in the local supplies. Water slupinents to Bos-

U,u foi- the first SIX .uon,h> of .be current year are som

oooooo tons ahead of those for the same period last

vear- but the vessel m..ve.nei,t last year was abiiornially

li-rht the difference being made up by a larger rail lon-

nage'from Pennsylvania and furthennon. the av<.rage an-

nual increase in the water arrnal. ''"•"'^/'';'
'^'^

,

^

vears has run between two aiul four bundr,., bou.and

tons In addition to .Ins there is the acknowledged fact

that a number nf .!>, Ivpical contracts are s..nously lu

'"in Xew Kn-land it is felt that the situation liinges cu-

ti,,.lvo„ ,h, in-n,luctH,n and the outlook is regarded as

not 'jun-lHularlv fav.n.iblc because of the reportsof a

poor' labor supi.ly. Should tluM-Hluction n. seiW^^

cripple.1 l)V the iusuHieiency ol uniiers and cond.t <u,>

further aggraNated by the anticipated .nv shortage. Uii.e

will undoubtedly be a tense situation this winter. Si b

a contingency will naturally broaden the market for be

rennsvlvania grades, there already being a noticeable

increa^^ in the shipments .uit of I'lnladelp na

The past historv of the trade shows that when the

summer market turns the corner iu August or c-arlier

and begins to iinpn,vc. there ,s small pr.,bab,l,ty of ay

easing off until the winter ,s over and the spring cessa-

tion appears. Another condition that is already being

anticipated in some quarters, is the possibility of anothe

suspension in the bituniiuous fields next April; should

the outlook pr.,ve serious, a lu-avy storing movement on

the part of the consumers might be started that would

precipitate a runaway market. Even with a large pro-

duction the winter trade promises to continue bnn,

although fairly steady, but with any restriction on the

output due to" a shortage of cars or labor, the situation

will be serious.
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The Woodward-Pettebone First-Aid

Meet

iverv learn iKTlonnrcl iis work in a liifrhly cruditablo
manner, aud nu lirst-aid team was forced to .20 home
ashamed of its demoustration.
The Tyne colliery team, of Scrantou, won the prize

for the hig event, which was $20. A safety lami) was

, , ,. ,1 ,
- awarded to the ca])tain. The Pvne team scored 961/,

The anthracite lield were pitted agam.st each other in points. The Avondale colliery team wa^ -^ec.uid with o'j
eoutests held at Harvey's Lake, and 5000 spectators points and won $12 as a i.rize and a safety lamp for the
viewed the eyents The contests were held under the aus- captain. The third prize. $:,. was won by the Auchiii-
pices ot the Woodward and rettehone teams, of the Dela- doss team.

Spixial ('()i!iii;si'o.\i)i:xeK

First-aid teams from .seven of the largest collieries of

Tin: Thkjci- Judging Physsiciaxs, Hexi:y G. D.u-ies SrBjEtx Treated fok CoMrouND Fracture of Nose
AXD Charles Ex.^i.vx axd Disi.orAxiox or Left SiiorLiM-R

Sylvester ^Iethod or Ari-i-

FKIAL IiESriRATIOX
Rescuixg Max Who TofciiED

Live "Wire

TujAnxG .SiAi.p ^^<\^XI), the
Captaixs' Evext

ware, Lackawanna & ^\"estern It.K. I'oal Department,
and prizes were awarded in each of the contests.

The problems presented were not of a difticnlt nature.
Inn they vcere such as caused the men to use their
wit.s, though none could be rightly regarded as catch
problems. They were such as any first-aid team is apt to
be called upon daily to solve in anthracite mines. All
the teams showed the benefits of careful training, and
while all of them could not be prize winners, each and

The results of the contest follow

:

Full-Team Event—Problem No. 1—Compound fracture ...f

jaw, left side, blood spurting; compound fracture of right
collarbone and a lacerated wound of left elbow.

Problem No. 2—Burns of head, face, thest and arms, an.l
an incised wound of heel of left foot.

Pynf^ colliery 96 1-
Avonda.e coilierj' 93
Auchincloss colliery 91 1-
Raub collierj- 91 1-

Bliss colliery 90 1-2
Trucsdale colliery 90 1-2
Bellevue collierj- 90 1-2
Forty Fort collierj' 87

Captains' Event—Problem—Large scalp wound (Capeline
roller bandage). Lacerated wound of left shoulder (spica).
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JM. Jones. BelUvue rolliei^'

Jame^ U. Jenkins. Auchinclos

V O A L A G E
\'„1. 4. No. S

93 Willit

)!lier\- 91 Nic-holii
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for meritorious first-aid work in all industries but rail-

roading, limited to students of classes organized under
Red Cross auspices. As recorded in our news depart-
ment recently, three men in the Carv team of the Con-
tinental Coal Corporation were recipients each of one-
Ihird of the first prize. Through the favor of W. L.
-Aloss, the general manager, we are able to show a picture
of the team, with the first-aid prize winners carefullv
iiidicated.

From the affidavit of Fred D. Haston. M. D., of Arjav,
Ky.. we obtained the following details: Thad Idol, an
employee of the Continental Coal Corporation, at Cary,
Ky., was injured in the mines at that place on Oct. 29,
1!112, about 3 p.m. by a small mine car leaving the track
and running over his left leg about three inches above the
ankle, producing a fracture of the fibula with consider-
able contusion of the skin and neighboring structures.
The pain was intense, so much so that the patient re-
marked that the few moments while the first-aid men
were reaching him seemed like as manv hours. Prob-

The C'aiiy FiiiST-AiD Te.oi or the Coxtixextal Coal
COKPOKATIOX

fhvii' J^'i,"^-
C"aton. (2) Ed. Duncan. (3) Lester Lock. These

can Xatio,iaTRi)i%-,.^=''"f''"'/l°1''''^ P'''^^ P^id by the Amerl-
a??uany°dTne'\^uring°fhe°j%a';m2' "'^^'"'''^ °' "^^'-""^ ^'^'-'^

ably a space of 10 mm. elapsed between the time of the
injury and the application of the first-aid dressing, which
was performed by W. T. Caton, Luster Lock and Ed.
Duncan, all of the Cary team, and holders of first-aid
diplomas from the Continental Coal Corporation as a re-
sult of the contest of Aug. 24, 1912. Thev also had re-
ceived certificates from the American Red Cross Society.

Instant relief was given the victim by the proficient
and prompt work of the first-aid men. Thad Idol testi-
fied that he felt no more pain after his leg was dressed.
Two hours later, the injury was inspected at the miners'
hospital, to which the victim was removed and Drs. Has-
ton and B. E. Gianini, the latter of Straight Creek, de-
clared it to be the most nearly perfect first-aid dressing
ever applied in that mining district.

The second prize was won bv Edmund Williams of
the Berwmd-White Coal Mining Co. He treated a severe
case of Pott's fracture, which is a breakage of the lower
part of the fibula, accompanied with injury to the ankle
joint, so that the foot is dislocated outward. The acci-
dent occurred at Eureka No. 39, on Feb. 26 191^ Dr
T. W. Hawes, of the B.-W. C. M. Co., was attendin'^ sur-
geon. '^

The two other prizes went to men who were not em-
ployed at coal mines.

G. B. Markle Co.'s First-Aid Contest
Special Correspondence

The first annual first-aid contest of the C. B. Markle Cowas held at Drifton, on Augr. 8. The corps participating wereHighland No. 2, Inside. Jeddo No. 7. Inside. Jeddo No. 4. Insideand Highland No. 5, Outside. The contest consisted of four
events, as follows:

Event No. 1. A man falls, fractures his nose and receives
a bad laceration on the right side of the head, 2 in. above
the temple.

Event No. 2. Fracture of the middle of the left forearm
invent No, 3. A man is rescued from a gas explosion andturned over to the flrst-aid team to be treated for a badlvburned head, neck and shoulders.

,

,.^,^'*"^ ^°- * -'^ ""^n receives a compound fracture of thi-
left leg, 4 in. above the knee; the arter.v is cut also. Patient
to be transported on stretcher after being treated.

The ratings in detail were as follows:

Event No.
Jeddo No. 4 Highland No.

Inside Outside
Jeddo No. 7 Highland No. 2

Inside Inside

93
98

Average, 97} ggi ggj gg
Each corps was started with a credit of 100 per cent, andpenalized in accord with the recommendation of the NationalMine Safety Association; in fact the whole contest was con-ducted as nearly as possible along the lines suggested bvthat body.
The general rules governing the contest were as follows-

1. AU teams will contest each event simultaneously and thecaptain of each team will announce to the judges the moment
his men have finished the work on the patient. No workwin be allowed after such announcement. 2. There will beno penalty for slowness in work unless same is sufficient tocause further injury to the patient. 3. No coaching or aidtrom anyone not in competition is allowed. 4. The foUowin--
penalties will be imposed: "

T. ... .
Per Cent.

^or not doing most important thing first ,For captain's failure to command men properly
For slowness in work
For failure to cover wound completely. . .

For wrong artificial respiration. . . .

For loose splint
For not padding splints properly
For loose bandage
For bandage too tight
For "granny knot"
For awkward handling of patient on stretcher
For lack of neatness
For assistance lent by patient
For tourniquet too tight
For failure to stop bleeding
For not treating shock
For failure to be aseptic

10

competing c

Highl;

rps were as follows:
id No. 5 Outside:

Donald Beverage (captain)
.Mike Lcback,
Mike KIupz,
Charles Dennion.
Mannus McLaughlin,
Con. GafFney,
John .Soltas "(patient)

Highland No. 2 Inside:

Daniel Bradley (captain)
Patrick Quinn,
C;eo. Zeisloft,
John Contina,
John Gallagher.
Walter Cherekowskie (patient)

of Drifton; Charles
and Atherton Bowen.

The members of th£

Jeddo No. 4 Inside:

Henry Klose (captain)
Andrew^ Kushner,
Hugh McMonigal,
Edward McMonigal,
Joe Lynott,
Josepn Makuta (patient)

Jeddo No. 7 Inside:

James Gildea (captain)
James Mulhall,
James O'Donncll,
Ben Bittner,
John Spitzner,
Thomas Thomas (patient)

The judges were: Dr. T. H. May
Enzian, of the U. S. Bureau of Mines
of the Lehigh Valley Coal Co.

Previous to the contest A. B. Jessup, general manager
of the G. B. Markle Co. gave a short address, concluding with
an introduction of the judges. Mr. Enzian then gave a talk
in which he gave an outline of what was expected of a flrst-
aid man and a flrst-aid corps. Following the contest DrMays talked on the surgical questions raised bv the problems
in the contest, and Mr. Bowen commented on the team work
and discipline.

G. B. Markle concluded the program by awarding the prize
a handsome loving cup. to the Jeddo No. 4 Inside Corps In
his remarks he congratulated all the teams and expressedmuch gratification on account of the excellent work in the
contest and said that, although among the last to take up thiswork in a systematic way. ample facilities would be furnishedand he confidently expected that such a state of efflciencvwould be reached that their position as compared with theother corps in the coal fields would be among the first
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Mixed Lights in Mining

Letter \o /7—This suhjun ha.< not bwii disi-usscd as

thoroughly as 1 luul hoped. Earh week 1 have waited

anxiously" for some new arguments that would alter my

opinion. But thus far, I have failed to see any reason

advanced that would warrant the use of mixed lights

in a mine gmcrating gas. In my opinion, li gas has been

diseovercdin anv portion of a mine, there is no certainty

that the danger" can be confined to that one district and

in this case, safety lamps should be employed throughout

the mine.
, . ,k-

Xo one will denv, of course, that there is a certain di.-

ndvantage in working with a safety l^'^P' 1^"|^^'^%'^{^:

novauce is more imaginary than real and should not be

considered when the question of safety is at stake. 1^

.eems to me the time has come when we should consider

how far we can keep away from dauger-not how near

we can ride to the edge of a precipice without falling

over. . lo 1 ,

The recent Cincinnati mine explosion, Apr. --o mi^

tau-ht us a le-sson in reference to the use of mixed lights

iB a mine operating in a gaseous field. This mine was

examined by the mine inspector six weeks previous to the

explosion and reported to be free from gas. By the ex-

plosion, 96 lives were sacrificed. As stated m Coal Age,

May 3 p. 679, the use of mixed lights in the Cincinnati

mine and other mines in the Pittsburgh district is natur-

ally revived by this disaster, which emphasizes the dan-

crer of the use of open lights in any part of a mme where

safeties are required in certain districts or places. .Num-

erous other disasters could be mentioned that prove the

same rule. . ,

In some cases, recently, electric lamps have been tried

and used in place of safety lamps. While these lights

can be used on the intake airway where it is unnecessary

to test for gas, in my opinion, they cannot be employed,

generally in the regular work at the face, because they

give no "indication of the presence of gas.

The argument has been advanced against the use ot the

safety lamp; namely, that it affects the eyesight. nii>-

may "be true in some cases but is not my experience. Dur-

ing the 30 years I have worked in the mines, I have used

the safety "lamp a good portion of the time: and I can

still read" the finest print without glasses.

\notlier argument that has been advanced is that a

man cannot do as much work with a safety lamp as ^ylth

an open lidit. While 1 have no statistics to prove that

thi^ statement is not true, my experience is that the

safety lamp gives enough light for digging coal and per-

form'in" anv other work required in the mine. The

point that appeals to me is that if coal can be mined to

pay, in one district, with a safety lamp, it can be done

all" through the mine.
. , ,,

The cry "Safety first," it seems to me, is wholly in-

consistent with advocating the use of mixed lights m
minin"- The inconsistency is more apparent than ever

when it is considered that thousands of dollars are spent

.•ach year to asccrlain and lest the safrsi inclluMls U> be

i-mployed in mining coal. Thousands more are spent for

inspectors to examine and see that the safety devices in

use are efiicicnt and in good condition. At the ^anie

time, we find many operators, for the sake of .saving

another dollar, ende'avor to see how little they can do and

still comply with the law. They do not consider that in

savimj one dollar they may lose a thousand.

TiioMAs 1I(»;ai:tii.

Ilcilwood. Vvm\.

Lrllcr Xo. ; .'— I do not consider that the use of mixed

lights is dangerous, in coal mining, provided jiroper <are

is'^e.xercised to safeguard the practice in the iiiincs. and

provided the workings are well ventilated. Witli prnju'r

mine regulations strictly'-cnforced, no accident slmuld

occur.

The miners at the working face require a good liglit,

which the safety lamp does not afford. For this reason,

the use of the safety lamp, at the coal face, should be

avoided wherever this is possible. Provide a good air

current well conducted to the face and u.^e open' liglit<

wherever and whenever this is practicaljle, is my them

In my opinion, a mine operated entirely under lockr I

safety lamps has as many chances of an explosion as

one where mixed lights are permitted. They are both

generating explosive gas and the same care and vigilam

v

that make one mine safe will make the other safe also.

What is needed is a good system of ventilation whereby

an ample air current is circulated throughout the en-

tire mine and so conducted that it will sweep the work-

ing face in every room or chamber. By this means the

ga^es generated will be rendered harmless, and it will be

iinpossible for any gas to accumulate in dangerous quan-

tity.

It is important also to examine every part of the mine

daily and often, where gas is generated. Whenever a

shot is fired, the place should be examined for gas before

the workmen are allowed to return to their work. In or-

der to prevent the short-circuiting of the air by a door

being left open, a check door should be provided wher-

ever this is necessary, and an attendant should be on

hand constantly when men and cars are passing.

R. J. I'li-KICTT.

Shelburn, Iiid.

The iMine Air after an Explosion

In reading different articles relating to mine explo-

sions, I have often been surprised at the statements of

some' of our best mining men that seem to indicate a

doubt or misbelief, on their part, that any firedamp could

remain or be present after a mine explosion.

On .several occasions, I have made tests of the mine air

following an explosion of gas; and. in many cases, have

been able to detect the presence of firedamp in consider-

able quantity. An instance of this kind occurred some

months ago in a thoroughly equipped and well ventilated
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mine, near Pittsburgh, where an explosion of gas occurred

by which two miners and a fireboss were badly burned.

One hour after the accident, I accompanied the mine in-

spector of the district and the officials of the company to

the scene of the explosion to ascertain, if possible, its

cause and eifect.

The miners had been pulling entry stumps. They
were using the Wolf safety lamp. While changing cars

they had neglected to close the door on the entry, there-

by short-circuiting the air at that point, which caused the

gas accumulated above the falls to descend to where the

men were working. Just at that time, the fireboss, mak-
ing his rounds, closed the door and proi-eeded at once

to where the men were working. Taking one of their

lamps, he started to show them the gas that he knew
was i^resent, when the lamp exploded with the results

mentioned.

Although we were there and made the test for gas

only an hour after the explosion occurred, we were able

to find a sufficient body of firedamp to produce again

the same results. This firedamp had accumulated after

the explosion, which showed that the previous inflamma-

tion had not been sufficient to consume all the gas. There
was, in this ca.se, a considerable amount of unburned gas,

which only refjuired an addition of fresh air to produce
a second explosion if ignited. In any case, such ignition

might occur from a fire trail started by the first explo-

sion.

John E. Ambrose.
;New Durham, N. J.

The Liquor Problem in Mining
I was interested in reading the letter of "Mine Super-

intendent," on this subject. Coal Age, Aug. 9, p. 186.

Many have experienced the same difficulty that he has
described, in eliciting assistance from those in authority.

As far as the law is concerned, it is apparently a case

of "work out your own salvation." At the request of

the writer, on one occasion, the district attorney em-
ployed two detectives for the surveillance of a place in

the effort to suppress the drink traffic. The result was
the inebriation of these minions of the law.

A few years ago, the writer having been appointed to

take charge of a large and important operation, paid
a visit to the place, unknown to any one. Although it

was the Sabbath, drunken miners, in every state of in-

ebriation, were to be seen lounging about and sleeping

or singing ribald songs in their own language. On many
porches, kegs were on tap while glasses were clanked in

drinking health. The scene was disgraceful and, to avoid
ijisult, the sober, intelligent few kept themselves indoors.

The outlook was discouraging and I determined, then
and there, to hit the cause hard, from the start. My
information, on assuming charge, was that the mines
were never worked to full capacity until the Thursday
following each pay day. Monday was known as "blue
Monday" and Tuesday was little better, with a slight

improvement Wednesday; but Thursday the conditions
were again normal. The general superintendent gave
me his unqualified support and a fighting campaign was
determined. The mine foremen were ordered to make
out lists of those addicted to the drink habit The
clerks furnished a list of boarding-house keepers, o-iving

the number of boarders and their names and nationality.

The next move was to notify the drivers of all beer

wagons to remove the empty kegs from the streets at

once. This order was ignored and the eompany, after

waiting ))iiticiitly a few days, sent the company wagons
to collect every keg found in the street and these were,

later, used to generate steam. The loss of the kegs
brought a strenuous protest from the brewers; but they
were informed that due notice and time had been given

for the removal of the kegs from the streets and that, in

future, these unsightly objects would not be tolerated

The brewery compajiies promised and, for a time, kept

the kegs off the street; but the old conditions soon re-

turned. Again the ronijiany wagons gathered up the

kegs a.'ul this time dumped them into an inaccessible

ravine. This last act brought instant relief and the

streets of the village were thereafter wonderfully im
^

proved.

Tlie next move was the completion of a fence that had
been paitially built some time since, inclosing the camp.
"Gates uere provided, chained and locked, keys being given
to the company drivers only. This necessitated the beer

wagons driving over a hill in order to reach the camp.
It was explained by the coal company that the streets

were practically the playground of the children and, un-
less the brewery companies contributed toward the main-
tenance of these roads, they would be prohibited from
using them. It is needless to say that this proposition

was scoi'iu'd.

Later, rumor had it that a professional pugilist had
been employed by the brewery companies to visit the

mine, pick a quarrel with the one responsible for their

troubles, and if necessary alter the contour of his features.

Deeming it wise to be prepared for an onslaught of this

nature, there was in evidence, on the appearance of this

party, something that protruded from the hip pocket of

the superintendent to which the visitor gave respectful

attention. The interview sought was brief, the party in

question professing business that demanded his immedi-
ate attention.

The advantage thus far gained was followed up by
employing a bright boy, who, while pretending to play
about the streets, made note of the number of kegs de-

livered at each house. By comparing these notes with

those of the foremen, it was shown that the men who
lost the most time from work were those who boarded
or lived where the most beer was delivered. These men
were caUed, one by one, to the office and given to under-
stand that, while there was no objection to their drink-

ing in moderation, biweekly sprees and undue loss of time

would not be tolerated Some profited by the advice;

but the remainder, failing to comply, there were soon

15 vacant houses, which were quickly filled again by men
who were disposed to work and to obey the rules of the

company.

The rules were printed in the different languages and
posted at the mine. They required that any one desiring

to be absent from his place must notify the mine foreman
before doing so; and any one remaining idle the day after

pay day could not return to work without a written per-

mit from the superintendent. A few of the men adopted
the scheme of going to their place and returning in a

short time ; but these were reported by the foremen as

absent and their turns were stopped the following day.

In a short time, "blue Monday" was a thing of the past

—

"an unpleasant memory." The output on that day
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equaled that of anv other clay in the month, and the

output of the mine became so steady that, during the

two years that followed, there was a differeme of only

20(kV tons in the annual production of the mines—0.4

per cent. Atfairs at the mine took on a new aspect

and the men actually became proud of their record for

steadiness. The change took six months.

The desire on the part of many i.rogrcssive eompanu-s

to make life nu.re attractive to their employees is pro-

ducing good results. It is true, it is not always appre-

ciated bv those benefited. The bath tubs may be used

for brooders or c-oal bins, and sewers as a depository for

old clothes, tin cans. vU:: but time will eradicate even

this m'suse of privileges,

t.
There is one point remaining u< be considered Oh-

servation has shown that "dry sections" commcjnly cc,n-

.ume more beer than "wet sections." ^^here -1-- -
removed from the vicinity of the mine the hi>t vest.g

of control is taken away from the mine "t^^'"!- />
the exercise of a half-concealed threat, it is possible to

force'a saloonkeeper to use his influence toward prevent-

i„.r the loss of time by his patrons, which operates again>t

the interest of the saloonkeeper in p.evciitiug the steady

operation of the mine.
e'HAKLioy DiXOX.

Pittsburgh, rcn".

The Anthracite Industry

In tho articles liv "Special (oiicspc.iHl.nt." Ccal Acu:.

Aug. !l. 1'. lf<t>. defending the so called "anthracite ccal

trust." 1 .see no explanation of the two leading facts cil

my own experience as a user of anthracite coal in a resi-

dence furnace; namely, the price and quality of the

antluacite coal furnished by c-oal operator--, to the Chi-

cago market, today.

The l)rice of anthracite loal in t'hicago. is tliioughout

the veai- higher than it was belc.re the big strike, and

the quality of such coal to be iniivliased Iroiii the best

companies in Chicago is nuu-b iiilVrior to what it was

when there was real competition in quality and price.

The large ])roiiortion of stone and slate, in tiie best

coal 1 could lind. has driven me to substitute coke,

briquettes, or anything else that will not procluc-e such

a large percentage of waste and rcciniic so iiiuc-h time,

every'^night, to dig the refuse out of the iirc. T would

like" to ask "Special Correspondent" if tlie rapacity of

the "trust" is not resixmsible for maintaining the iircsent

high prices and working off a poor quality of coal on

the consumer. If this is not the case, will he kindly

explain the responsible cause.

E. (i. Ew.vitT,

Chica::u. 111.
Link-Belt Co.

Study Course in Coal Mining
By J. T. BicAHii

The Coal Age Pocket Book The Coal Age Pocket Book

. r-..-„- Tf the molecules of all matter
Diffusion of Air anil <;.ase!.--lt ^ne ju

^.[bration, it nat--

are assumed t" be in a
'^^^li^f^-'j^ ,,.^\^'ovement or force will

uraUy fo'lo^'s t^at the
^'^'""'Jg/ In the case of fluids—

^{{^•^.^^^ « e^-l^BSS TXi the vlhratoo- f-jrce

is Ja^uirin^^ra^crflu?|-.*^n*'dSr(ta^e
of contac^t^of the^ two

fluid bodies action and reaction are equa
^^ ^^^^^ ^

brating molecules and theje is "O
j^"^' of liquids is not as

mix. The laws £0^5'"'"^ the ™^xru
chiefly to numerous

simple as in the case °f
„f^5''!'v,at modifv and retard the

phviical P'-oPf-rtiesc^f liquids that moQ
.^^^ ^^^^ ^

diffusive action. ^^.h'l«L t^?
^'"^d the diffusion of liquids is

l^tiJTerrilol 'a^l'iTn^'^so^^e^ts'erdoes not take place at

"fl^'ifecru'se of the counj^erac^^^^^ .^^^ each other and
Gases of diffeient ,a^"?.'t

emelv raoid and conforms very
into air. The action sextreme^j, apm

diffusion <if mine

£l"le\"in\o th^m^ne\^'r a'ndTnto'the air current is an import-

shown to take place thic^ugh certain su
^^^^^ ^^^_

fS^ri-^-^J^e^ni^yrg- on^ ^-^^^^r^i^tl^

and escaped into the an. J"^efti?ation .n
. ^^^

^:^ll i';i^;f?Ke"tu'l='e^ a''=f^t1feVreVaLl'fn\"hetube a mixture

"^ V^a«-°l/Diff"«Vonof Air and Gases-By a similar experi-

dS¥^i^^?^^v^iuSifo?';^?ii;;^"^ix
hydrogen four volumes of the hydrogen Passed into the ox>-

IlluNtration of (iraham'x La«-The relative velocities <3r

;;si^?eff^^lh::i,"^-jy^.^v^^e?;^t/cf^^e?^,^d-t^>h?k?<^n
as unity; thus.

Methane iCH.); cVensity, 8; Kel. vel. =
1

V"8
= 0.354 (// = 1)

T„ ok-e ,T,anner the relative velocities or ratio of diffusion

of 'd"iff'ereVt""ga"ses \a1r' = 'l) are <ialoulated from their re-

spective speciflc gravities, referred to an as unit> thus,

Carbon dioxide (CO,); sp.gr., 1 529;

Methane (CH.); sp.gr., 0.559;

y 1.529

V 0.559

(Air = 1)

Exiierlment Sho«inK Effect of Diffusion—An interesting

expfiiiiTenT ?ho^"ng the relative increase or decrease of the

V re - 4 This and other similar experiments all confirming

the first led Graham to observe the following law.V
Graham-M I.aw—The velocity or rate of diffusion of air

and gase^is inversely as the square roots of their densities

*""
This'?aw''^rs?mpiy expressed by the following formulas:

Rd vd. of diffusion ({/as : hydrogen) =

Rd. tel. of diffusion (gas air) =

Showing Expaxstvt: Effkct Dvt. to DiFrrsioy

volume of gas contained in. a vessel o^''"^ A" f
i^usioii^s

illustrated in the accompanying fgure The velocit> of d'ttu

sion of methane being greater than that of earljon d^oxuie

when the latter s contained in the inner :ar ana tne lormei

h, the outer bell-jar the bladder is expanded because the

methane passing into the sniall :ar is f^reate, '" ^"]""''i"J,a".
the carbon dioxide passing out. Again, the bladdei is ae

pressed when the gases change places.
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I INQUIRIES OF GENERAL INTEREST
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The Calculation of Relative Humidity

Referriug to the description of the humidity chart,

and the calculation of the relative humidity of air. Coal

Age, July 13, p. 63, I want to ask if you will kindly give

the authority for the constants 88 and 30 used in that

Ciilculatiun as I am working along these lines.

L. L. A. MoRAN.
rittsburgh, Penn.

The formula given in this calculation is the Apjohn

formula used by Prof. Alexander Buchan, Secretary

Royal Meteorological Society, London.

The use of the wet- and dry-bulb hygrometer (psy-

chrometer) depends on the principles that: 1. The rela-

tive humidity of the atmosphere is the ratio of the pres-

sure of the water vapor in the air at the time of the ex-

periment, to the pressure of the water vapor at the point

of saturation, for the temperature of the air or the dry-

bulb thermometer. 2. The actual pressure of the water

vapor at the time of the experiment is equal to the water-

vapor pressure at the point of saturation (dew point),

for the temperature of the wet-bulb thermometer.

The water-vapor pressure at the point of saturation is

given in psychrometer tables.*

In the use of the psychrometer, if the dew point were

known or the temperature at which the weight of vapor

present in the air would produce saturation, the vapor

pressure correspondijig to that temperature, as given by

the tables, divided by the vapor pressure for the tempera-

ture of the dry bulb would give the relative humidity.

The psychrometer makes it possible to calculate the

dew-point temperature from the difference of the read-

ings of the wet and dry bulbs, if the barometric pressure

is known. To do this, the barometric pressure is multi-

plied by the difference in the readings of the wet- and

dry-bulb thermometers and that product again multi-

plied by a constant c. The resulting product subtracted,

from the saturated water-vapor pressure, corresponding

to the wet-bulb temperature, as taken from the tables,

gives the dew-point pressure, which is the actual pressure

of the vapor in the air at the time of the experiment.

This actual vapor pressure divided by the saturated vapor

pressure for the temperature of the dry bulb, gives the

relative humidity of the air expressed decimally. The
constant c, varies with the wet-bulb temperature, and has

been determined, by a large number of experiments, as

calculated by the formula.

c = 0.000367(1 + 0.00061: t-a,)

Referring to the formula given on p. 62, the constant

30 is practically the normal barometric pressure at sea

level, and the constant 88 has been determined by ex-

periment, for temperatures above 32 deg. ¥. The value

of this constant is 96, for temperatures below 33 deg. P.

Because the range of ordinary temperatures is compara-

tively slight, it is possible, with almost inappreciable

error, to simplify the calculation by the use of the con-

stants 88 and 30. That these constants practically agree

with the formula given above for determining the con-

stant c is shown by a simple calculation. Thus, substitut-

ing in that formula, the value f a; = 50° F.,

(' = 0.000367 (1 + 0.0006-1 X -jO) = 0.000379

Also, whs =''''''''

The formula of Dr. Apjohn is based on the theory that

the heat absorbed by the water converted into vapor i-^

taken from the air immediately surrounding the wet
bulb and which becomes saturated therewith. The heat

thus lost by the air causes the fall of temperature, wiiich

is the difference between the wet- and dry-bulb readings.

The calculation thus involves the latent heat of the vapor

at the wet-bulb temperature, the specific heat of the air,

the specific gravity of the vapor, the fall of temperature,

which factors when properly assembled determine the

ratio of the actual vapor pressure at the time of obser-

vation to the total pressure. The formula, partially ra-

tional, is corrected by an empirical constat'':.

Ventilation

Kindly give the best and simplest method of calculat-

ing the coefficient of friction in mine ventilation, and
explain the solution of the following problem:

In a gangway 5x8 ft., 4000 ft. long, the anemometer
reading indicates a velocity of 200 ft. per min. Find
the volume of air passing in cubic feet per minute; the

pressure producing circulation, in pounds per square

foot ; the water gage corresponding to this pressure ; and
the horsepower on the air.

A Subscriber.
The coeflicient of friction, in mine ventilation; or,

as it is more properly called, the tinit resistance, is not

calculated, but determined by experiment. It has been

found that, under ordinary mining conditions, this unit

resistance, or the resistance offered by 1 sq.ft. of rubbing
surface to an air current having a velocity of 1 ft. per

min. is 0.00000003, which is the Atkinson value abbre-

viated. The Fairley coefficient, which is often used in

mining calculations, is one-half of the Atkinson coeffi-

cient, or 0.00000001.

The rubbing surface, area, quantity, pressure, water

gage and horsepower are then calculated as follows:

.s = 2 (5 + 8) X -4000 = 104,000 sq.ft.

= .5 X 8 = 40 sq.ft.

40 X 200 = 8000 ru.ff. per min.

0.00000002 X 104,000 X 200^

q = av

ks
P =^.

^u.g. = 2.08

40

= 2.08 Ih. per sq.ft.

= 0.4 in.

•RuUetin No. 235. U. S. Department of Agriculture, Wash-
ington. D. C,

n = -JP— = 8000 X 2.08 ^ f,
, , ;

33,000 33,000 ^ ^ P'
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EXAMINATION QUESTIONS

Miscellaneous Questions

{AiiJtwered hij liequesl)

Ques. Find the power of the engine required to oj)-

erate an endles.-^-rope hauhifre, for iui output of 8(M( tons

of coal per day of eight liour.>. The mine ears hohl 1500

Ih.. and weigh !»0() Ih.. eaeii. Tlie liauhige road i.* :5i>oO

ft.long and praitieally level. A.-=sunie a .-^pecd of 6 miles

]ier hour, or. say 500 ft. per minute.

j,j.v._Tlie re(iuired output of eoal is (800 X 2<'«0)

_^ (8 X <>'1) = :5-^-5;i+ "'• I'f'' '"'"• Allowing no time

lost in delav.s and assuming a eoeffieient of rolling frie-

tion for the'cars and roi)es. / = 0.025, the effective horse-

power mav he calculated by the formula

33,000 [ \^ ^ ir / I

Substituting in this formula the following values: / =
(i.()o,5; / = ;1000 ft. ; = 3333 lb. per min.; « (coal) =
I51I0 lb.; Vc (car) = 900 lb.; ;/> (rope) = 1.58 lb. per

ft.; V = 500 ft. per min.,

//
0.025 X 3000

33,000'
1 +

2 X 900 + 2Xl-58X5n()
1500

= 2(1-)- Jip.

QiiPs,—The timbering or lining of a hoisting shaft

shows signs of collapse. State how you would temporar-

ily secure it, and describe what measures you would adopt

in renewing the timber.

[„s.—Tn order to temporarily secure the bulging tim-

bers on the face of the shaft, extra cros^-buntons should

be inserted wherever these will not interfere with the

hoisting operations; or. if necessary, hoisting must cease

until the shaft can be repaired.

The work of renewing timbers in a shaft should be

started at the top and proceed downward. Only such

timbers should be taken out at one time as are neces.'^ary

to permit the in.sertion of the new timbers. The latter

should be of sufficient thickness to give the required

strength to support the strata. The new timbers should

be lagged or packed as tightly as possible behind, so as ^
give the required support to the strata. Permanent cross-

buntons .should l)e inserted at regular intervals, and the

•work should l)e done in a substantial manner. Suitable

provision should be made, as may be required, to drain

the space behind the timbers and conduc. the water to

the foot of the shaft.

Ques.—Xame the principal ga.<es found in coal mines

that are chemical mi.^tures and also those that common-

ly form a mechanical mixture in the mine.

.4,,.,.—Methane, or marsh gas (CHJ, is a chemical

compound, the molecule consisting of one atom of car-

bon and four atoms of hydrogen; olefiant gas (C.HJ,

consisting of two atoms of carbon and four of hydrogen

;

carbon monoxide (CO), consisting of one atom of carbon

and one atom of oxygen; carbon dioxide (CO,), con-

sisting of one atom of carbon and two atoms of oxygen

;

and hydrogen sulphide (H,S), consisting of two atoms

of iivdrogen and one atom of sulphur. All of these gases,

as tiiey occur in mines, are moro or less mixed with air,

in varying quantities, forming mechanical mixtures of

air and gas. Air itself is a mechanical mixture, consi.st-

ing of, ])ractically, four jiarts, by volume, of nitrogen and

one i)art, by volume, of oxygen.

Firedamp is a mechanical mixture, consisting of me-

thane or niarsli gas and air, in explosive proportions,

together with varying ([uantities of other gases, which

more or less modify the character of the firedamp. These

other gases may or may not be present in the firedamp.

Afterdamp is a mechanical mixture, consisting princi-

pally of nitrogen and carbon dioxide, together with vary-

ing quantities of unburned marsh gas, carbon monoxide

and water vapor. Blackdanqi is a mechanical mixture

consisting, chiefly, of carbon dioxide and nitrogen, in

varying proportions. Whitedamp i< another name for

carijon monoxide as it is found in the mines mixed more

or less with air.

Ques.—In a nongaseous mine, where would you locate

the main-haulage road, on the intake or the return air-

way, and why?
Anx.—While the main-intake airway should be made

tile haulage road in a ga.seous mine, to avoid the danger

of the ignition of the gas in the return-air current by the

lamps of the drivers, it is more practicable, in a non-

gaseous mine, to make the return airway the haulage

road. The reason is that, by so doing, a blower fan can

be used and the mine ventilated under a pressure greater

than that of the atmosphere. The gases generated in

abandoned workings are then driven back and escape by

any crevice or break to the surface. The mine is thus

kept freer from gas than under the exhaust system.

In the use of the blowing system of ventilation, it is

necessary to make the return airway tlie haulage road, i i

order to avoid the use of doors at the shaft or slope

bottom. For the same reason, in the use of the exhaust

system, it is necessarv to make the main intake the haul-

age road.

Quey-.— l'i the percentage of gas in the main return

of two air splits is 2.5 per cent., and there is 0.75 per

cent, of gas in one of these splits, what is the percentage

of gas in the other split; there being 20,000 cu.ft. of

air pa.ssing in the former and 30,000 cu.ft. of air in

the latter?

Ans.—The total volume of air passing in the main-

return airway coming from these two splits is 20,000 -f-

30,000 = 50,000 cu.ft. per min. The volume of gas in

this return current is then 50,000 X '>-025 = 1250 cu.ft.

per min. In like manner, the volume of gas generated

in the fir.st split is 20,000 X 0.0075 = 150 cu.ft. per

min. The volume of gas generated in the second split is

therefore 1250 — 150 = 1100 cu.ft. per min. This

makes the percentage of gas in the second split

1100 X 100 „,
,

30,000
^^

This answer assumes that the given volumes are meas-

ured at the return end of each split.
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PEAT DEPOSITS—By Alfred Dachnowski. 392 pp. with 32-
page index; 6^x9%; 1 map, 8 plates, 29 figures. Geolog-
ical Survey of Ohio, Fourth series. Bull. 16. Cloth
boards. Price, 75c.

This book was prepared with the cooperation of the Bureau
of Mines, but we think that the main part of the assistance
rendered consisted in the making of analyses and in the ar-
ticle on "The Uses of Peat." by Charles A. Davis. Certainly
the clarity and simplicity of the bulletins of that admirable
institution are not apparent in this report. "When we have
subjected the newer scientific expressions in many sentences
to careful examination and then endeavored to extract the
sense from such passages, we have found ourselves somewhat
nonplused for the construction is as involved as the termin-
ology is unusual.

However, this charge covers all the faults of the book. It

is a most scholarly addition to the study of peat deposits deal-
ing with the subject fi-om economical, ecologic. agronomic
and phytologic points of view, to make use of the author's
own expressions. The study is of no little interest, though
the present bogs are not tenanted by the same plants, as those
of the carboniferous era, nor are they growing in soils anal-
ogous to those from which our coal beds sprang.

The Early Appearance of a Lake, Having Vegeta-
tion Suited to Free Water

The Lake Develops into a Bog. the Early Deposits
Ovi:iiLAi'i'ix(; Older

They show a great variety of conditions derived partly
probably from the variant nature of the component plants, the
different characters of their soil foods and the unequal prog-
ress of the processes of decay. Thus the nitrogen in one
moisture-free sample in Big Spring Township. Seneca County,
ran 3.48 per cent. Had it been moisture- and ash-free, the
figure would have been increased to 4.33 per cent. On the
other hand, the nitrogen content in a moisture-free sample
may fall to 1.01 per cent, in a peat where the ash present is
only S.45 per cent.

Sulphur also varies from 4.57 per cent, to 0.21 per cent. As
the ash in the first sample is 22.14 per cent, the ash- and
moisture-free sulphur content would rise to 5.88 per cent. The
latter sample has only 7.59 per cent, of ash. Only occasionall>'
is pyrite mentioned as being present. It does not appear that

the ash, nitrogen and sulphur have any regular relationship.
It is only by chance that the figures we give show at
once high sulphui- or high nitrogen and high ash. One peat
with 45.08 per cent, of ash has only 0.35 per cent, of sulphur,
the nitrogen being 2.30 pei- cent.

The large amount of sulphur in these Ohio peats is an evi-
dence that if coal were formed today it would have as large
a percentage of sulphur as coals of the carboniferous system.
Vegetation now as then serves as a concentrator of all sul-
phur-trioxide compounds in soil and waters.

The author names the various plants which occur together
in the peat bogs. These groups occur in a regular determin-
able succession, one group at the bottom and the other at
margins of the lagoons from which the bogs are formed. The
illustration shows these "successions" as the author terms
them in their order. The book is extremely interesting and
everyone who esteems himself a geologist or a botanist
should have it in his library, not so much for the local facts,
which are themselves extremely valuable, as for the broadened
view the reader will obtain of the conditions determining
vegetable growth and the deposition of coal.

EXPLOSIVES. A SYNOPTIC AND CRITICAL TREATMENT
OF THE LITERATURE OP THE SUBJECT AS GATH-
ERED PROM VARIOUS SOURCES. Bv H. Brunswig.
Translated and annotated bv C. E. Monroe and A. L. Kibler.
George Washington University. 322 pp. and index; S^x
Shi in.. 45 ill.; John Wilev & Sons. New York. Cloth
Boards. Price. $3.

Who Dr. Brunswig is. we do not know and the authors
do not enlighten us, but it must be conceded that his book
bears translation and the careful reading of the student.
The original work is dated January. 1909, so that the in-
formation is quite reasonably up to date, though, of course,
it does not treat explosives from an American mining stand-
point. If it had not been for the mysterious words "Part 1"

appearing at the head of the table of contents and of the
first reading page, we would have thought it a complete
treatise on explosives. More, of course, could be written, but
the view taken seems to comprehend the whole field from a
popular point of view. The subjects considered are. General
behavior of explosive systems, velocity pressure, tempera-
lure, flame and products of explosive reactions, explosions
liy influence, and the properties of explosive bodies. Then
igniters, fuses and detonators, mercury fulminate, propel-
lants and blasting explosives are discussed. It may be noted
that the book gives the bulk of its attention not to mili-
tary but to civil explosives.

It is essential that this subject be understood by mine
managers. In English examinations for such officials, stress
is always laid on such knowledge and the emphasis is justi-
fied by the importance of the subject.

AIR COMPRESSION AND TRANSMISSION, bv H. J. Thorkel-
son, associate professor of steam and gas engineering
University of Wisconsin; 200 pp.. with index. 6x9 W in'
Copious Illustrations, also tables and diagrams. McGraw-
Hill Book Co., 239 West 39th St.. New York City Cloth
boards. Price. $2.

Mr. Thorkelson has written this book to meet the needs
of the ordinary engineer. Turning the pages over one is con-
fronted with a few integration signs and is disposed to think
that the book is not suited for the use of beginners. But in
all, the sign is used only seven times and is found only on
two pages which occur consecutively. Avoiding these few-
paragraphs the reader who is seeking for elementary methods
of presentation will not once be offended unless he feels that
everything is made too explicit and that too much space is
devoted to bedrock principles. In an appendix. Mr. Thorkel-
son even explains the use of logarithms. But though it is
true that this little volume is suited to the use of beginners
yet it covers the whole field—decompression, ventilation,
rotary blowing machines, fans and their design, piston
compressors, turbine blowers, hydraulic compression, the effect
of altitude, the measurement of compressed air and tlie care
of compressors. It is not written from the point of view of
the colliery engineer, but it nevertheless will be found of
great value to him in solving his problems and in explaining
the wherefores of his compression machinery.
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Washington, D. C.

statements have betn Kiven out by the American MinlnK

Consress with reference to the 16th annual convention of

that body which is to be held in Philadelphia during the lat-

ter part of October, a feature of which will be a display of

minins machinery.
Special attention is to be paid to the problem of safety

for miners, both in the discussion and in connection with the

exposition of machinery. All classes of safety devices will

be on show and there will be demonstrations of operation

in order to furnish tests of efficiency. It is expected that

there will be large representations from the West because

of the supposedly greater advance that has been attained

in that part of the country with respect to protection of

human life.

Three special transcontinental trains will be run. one

from Los Angeles, one from San Francisco, and one from

Seattle, picking up men from all of the important mining

communities in the West. A special train will also be run by

the iron and copper men of Minnesota and Michigan and two

trains are expected to be sent from Chicago. A fully equipped

mine-rescue car will probably be loaned by the State of Il-

linois.

The Pennsylvania coal companies will also place on dis-

play a number of rescue cars and it is intended to have a

working coal mine fitted up in the basement of Horitcultural

Hall where the mining show is to be held. The Bureau of

Mines will have its methods exemplified by demonstration

and there will be moving pictures illustrating the use of

safety appliances.

James P. Callbreath. secretary of the Mining Congress,

savs with reference to the exhibition that;

"The mining industry in the past has been the victim of

misunderstanding and ignorance. As a result of all th's^ seri-

ous problems have arisen and we are going to attempt to

solve some of them at this great national rally. Because of

this general misunderstanding, the burden of taxation upon

the mining industry in recent years has been so largel> in-

taxatlon shall be based.

A Possible Dissolution

.^ttornev-General McReynolds has announced his inten-

tion to file a suit, under the Sherman law. attacking the

Philadelphia & Reading Coal & Iron Co.'s control, through

stock ownership, of the Central R.R. of New Jersey. He has

already filed a suit against the Delaware. Lackawanna &
Western R.R. Co. and the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western

Coal Co. (a selling concern only—the Lackawanna mines are

owned outright by the railroad) in an attempt to undo the

steps bv which the Lackawanna management sought to meet

the requirements of the "commodities clause" of the Hep-

burn act. These two steps sufficiently indicate the desire

of the Attornev-General not only to "get aV alleged rail-

road combinations in the anthracite field, but also to divorce

the anthracite industry from transportation.

Any separation of the Reading railroad and coal prop-

erties would bring up problems in connection with that con-

cerns general mortgage, under which stocks of both railroad

and coal companies are pledged. Obviously these would not

stay the hand of the court, if that body were convinced that

existing relations were illegal. A way out of the mortgage

diflSculty would be found by the litigants or pointed out by

the court. A more serious question for the company would

be whether a purchaser could be found, and on what terms,

for a property which pays only 1 per cent, to 2 per cent, on a

debt of $73,000,000. or. including the money spent on "new

work at the collieries." less than 4 per cent.

\fter freeing its coal-company stock from the lien of the

general mortgage, the Reading company could distribute that

stock together with the coal-company debt, in the form

of income bonds or stock, to its own stockholders, provided

such a method were approved by the Supreme Court. It

would evidently meet the opposition of the Attorney-General.

But. even if the company were compelled to sell its coal

properties to strangers, it could probably do so without great

loss of earning power. So far as either the Sherman law or

the commodities clause is concerned, its rigid application

would not necessarily be destructive of or injurious to the in-

vestment value of Reading shares. It probably would not,

by itself, seriously impair earning power. .\ more serious

possibility is that of a conjunction of such divorce proceed-

ings and a general reduction of freight rates on the carriage

of anthracite to market.
So long as the mines and the railroads are under a com-

mon corporate ownership, the individual owners of the com-
bined properties remain immune from the effects of what-
ever coal freight-rate reductions may be made. As it stands

the Reading company is prepared to gain as a coal merchant
what the Interstate Commerce Commission may take from
it as a railroad, except as to the minor portion of the coal

it handles which the "Independents" produce. The commis-
sion now has under way a broad inquiry into anthracite rates.

H.\RRISBl'RU, I'ENN.

.\mong the matters to be considered at the tri-distriet

board meeting of the United Workers of the anthracite re-

gion, to be held at Wilkes-Barre is the enforcement of the

•inti-docking bill, which goes into effect the latter part of

this month.
The author of the bill. Representative Lenker, of the

Lykens Valley district, will probably attend this meeting and

give the boards the intent of his bill, and the attorney ot

the union will give an interpretation of the bill, as to its

legal status.

The question of presenting a demand to the coal com-

panies for a "check-oft" dues system will be discussed. How-
ever, none of the officials of the union will talk on this par-

ticular question. It is thought that the independent operators,

at least some of them, are favorable to introducing the

"check-oft." as it will eliminate many petty strikes now
arising over buttons, but not much hope is held out that the

large companies will agree to the proposition.

A labor forward movement in the anthracite region was
inaugurated recently at a mass meeting held at Pottsville.

One of its purposes is to solidify the unions ot the several

craftsmen of this region. The miners are taking an active

part in this movement, and it is expected that President

White, of the United Mine Workers, will be in Pottsville on

Labor Day. Sept. 1, to make an address.

The greatest interest is being shown, not only in labor

circles, but by the public generally, in the contest about to be

waged in Philadelphia between the American Federation of

Labor and the Industrial Workers ot the World for leader-

ship among the wage earners.

The success achieved by the L W. W. in some parts of the

state gives cause for apprehension. While a good many people

are not in sympathy with all of the methods pursued by the

Federation, they are vastly preferable to the prepaganda set

on foot by the I. W. W. This latter organization was not

very successful in the anthracite region, but is now carry-

ing on a strenuous campaign in the bituminous fields. It is.

therefore, with no small degree of anxiety that the contest

tor supremacy in the principal industrial city ot the state is

being "watched.

PENXSYLV.4NI.V

Anthraelte

Hazleton—G. B. Markle & Co., operators of the Jeddo.

Highland. Oakdale. Ebervale and Harleigh collieries, among
the largest in the anthracite region, have announced that

they will erect a hospital at Highland for the temporary

care of employees injured in their mines. The hospital will

be equipped with modern first-aid appliances.

WIlkes-Barre—A settlement has been made between the

Lehigh and Wilkes-Barre Coal Co. and the officials of the

county, whereby the county pays back $9450 in excess taxes

under the 1907 triennial assessment, while the company pays

$18,042 as a balance due on the 1910 triennial assessment.

The trouble and dispute arose over the increase of coal-

property assessment six years ago. when the value of coal

was raised from $50 to $67 per foot-acre. In a case of ap-
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peal the local court reduced the valuation and it was further
reduced by the Supreme Court to approximately $49 a toot-
acre, or by the superficial acre from $2793 to $1920 an acre.
An appeal was taken in the 1910 valuation, but was not tried
out in the courts and the coal companies attempted to adhere
to the value fixed by the court on the 1907 assessment, so
after a long conference during- the week the settlement was
reached.

Pottsville—The Philadelphia & Reading Coal & Iron Co.
has given its assurance to the widows of the men killed in
the East Brookside mine on Aug. 2, that it will continue them
upon its payroll indefinitely. The widows of the bosses who
were killed will each receive $72 and tihe other women will
each receive $40 per month. In addition also each widow
will be given $S0 in cash at once.

Bituminous

Charlerol—The work of building the new steel tipple for
the Carnegie Coal Co., at Charleroi, to take the place of the
structure destroyed some two years ago, when the property
was owned by the Charleroi Coal Works, is progressing
rapidly.

Myersdale—James A. Kirkpatrick and son, J. B. Kirkpat-
rick, who recently opened a new mine near Addison, on the C.

& O. branch of the Baltimore & Ohio, report that the work is

progressing rapidly and that they will soon begin shipping
coal. Mr. Kirkpatrick was for several years superintendent
of the Southern Coal Co., at Casselman.

Rocknood—The new mining operPtions of Black Brothers
near Wilsoncreek is now placing its mined product in stock
preparatory to shipping it over the branch road that is being
constructed from the mine to the Baltimore & Ohio main line
near McSpadden Station. Meanwhile, several hundred dwell-
ings are being erected for the miners and their families and
soon the place will have a" the earmarks of a prosperous
mining town.

Johnstown—For the first time since the purchase of the
holdings of the Kelso Mining Co., the mines were operated
by the J. Blair Kennerly interest on Aug. 11. These mines
adjoin those of the Valley Smokeless Coal Co., which is a
holding of the Kennerly company. The output of the Kelso
mines is about 500 tons per day. Extensions will be made
shortly, providing for the operation of some coal lying be-
tween the Valley Smokeless Coal Co.'s mines and those of the
Kelso on a royalty basis.

WEST VIRGINIA
Eccles—The miners of the New River Colliery Co., at Ec-

cles, had called a strike to take effect on Aug. 12, but repre-
sentatives of the union instructed the men to return to work
pending a hearing of their grievance by the Arbitration
Board. The miners had been digging coal by the car and
demanded that the company should put in scales and weigh
their output.

Bluefleld—It is stated on good authority that the Berwind-
White interests have purchased the plant of the Piney Col-
liery Co., on Piney Creek, in Raleigh County. This property
contains approximately 3000 acres of coal land and has been
shipping about 25.000 tons monthly.

The Pocahontas Coal Mining Co., Inc., has been recently
organized in Virginia. The general offices will be in the Sea-
board Bank Bldg., at Norfolk, and Thmas T. Boswell will be
president and Edward T. Boswell. vice-president and general
manager. These latter gentlemen will, however, have their
offices in Baltimore. The present plans of the new company
include the opening of a mine in the seam now being worked,
while three openings will be made in the celebrated Red
Ash seam, which heretofore has remained untouched. A new
power plant will be built at an early date and coal is expected
to be shipped within a short time.

Charleston—A wage agreement has been signed between
the Loop Creek Coal Co.. of Page, Fayette County, and the
officials of district No. 29 United Mine Workers of America.
This gives the men a substantial increase in wages and other
benefits including the abolition of the mine guards. About
GOO men are affected by this settlement, which is undrstood
is entirely satisfactory to employers and employees.

KEIVTrCKY
Middlesboro—The Wallen's Creek Coal Co., near Middles-

boro, Ky., recently suffered the loss of its tipple by a fire of
unknown origin, causing damage amounting to about $10,000.
it will be some days before shipments can be resumed. P. P.
tVood and other Pineville, Ky., men, were the owners of the
property.

Masn—The discovery of two veins of what is reported to
be the best coal in the Perry County field, neaer Masu, 12
miles south of Hazard, on the Brashear tract of 4000 acres,
was somewhat surprising to those familiar with the field, as

it was a mooted question whether there was any coal to
be found in paying quantities on this tract. A. C. Rineheart,
of the North Fork Coal & Timber Co., which controls the
property, will at once take steps to open up operations, and
will install a large plant.

Lexiniirton—The board of examiners of the Kentucky
Mining Department recently awarded first- and second-class
certificates to a number of miners who took the examination
for mine foreman at Lexington, six first-class and 27 second-
class certificates being given. Twenty-nine of the 33 candi-
dates examined had just completed the eight weeks' course
for miners given in the College of Mines and Metallurgy of
the State University. The board will hold its next examina-
tion Aug. 25.

OHIO
Columbus—Considerable development work is being done

in the Pomeroy Bend district of Ohio. The Kanawha &
Michigan R.R. Co. as well as the Hocking Valley 'is building
a line into the heart of the coal fields and as a result three
new mines will be opened in that section in the near future.

The Calvin-Essex Coal Co. is preparing to open two mines
and the Peacock Coal Co. will soon open one. The latter con-
cern was a small river proposition, but with the extension
of the railroad lines will become a larger producer. The de-
velopment of the Pomeroy Bend field in Ohio has just com-
menced.

INDIAN.*
Clinton—Shaft sinkers employed at the Ben R. Whitcomb

mine, four miles northwest of Clinton, have passed through
coal at a depth of 120 ft. The No. 5, or top seam, at this
point is 4 ft. S in. thick, and has a roof of black slate 3^4
ft. thick. Drillings have shown that there are two other
workable beds below this one, No. 4, which is 4 ft. thick,
100 ft. below No 5; also No. 3. 6 ft. thick, 75 ft. below No.
4. With these prospects in view the above mine promises to
be active for many years to come.

Terre Haute—The receivers and owners of the Chicago &
Eastern IITinois R.R. have decided to abondon the extension
of the St. Louis & Chicago division into Peoria. This branch
left the main line at St. Elmo, and was to run 35 miles to
Chatham, from whence to Peoria the Alton tracks were to be
used. The receivers have, however, just made an appropria-
tion of $3,000,000 for improvements, new locomotives, rails
and general increase in freight facilities.

Linton—A force of men began work recently on the new
Templeton mine, which, when completed, will employ two
hundred men.

ILLINOIS
Duquoin—The Security mines here recently made another

local record by hoisting 2250 tons of coal in one day.
Springi'fleld—Superior facilities for mining coal in and

around Springfield are blamed by northern Illinois operators
for the gradual decline of the mining industry around Coal
City and Wilmington. Many miners have left that section
of the state to work in Central and Southern Illinois coal
fields.

Belleville—Attorney T. R. Mould has filed suit in the Cir-
cuit Court for Mrs. Barbara Hildebrandt, executrix of the
estate of the late Fred Hildebrandt, against the Colb Coal
Co., of Maseoutah for $10,000. This suit arises over the death
of Hildebrandt, who on June 3 last was caught under a fall
of slate and coal and instantly killed. It is charged that the
company failed to have a mine boss in the mine.

Chieago—The Pana Coal Co., of Pana, 111., has passed into
the hands of receivers, by order of the court. The action was
made on petition of the Continental & Commercial Trust &
Savings Bank, of Chicago. The company's failure to take up
and cancel its original issue of $100,000 worth of bonds is
understood to have brought about the action. The two mine?
of the company, which are valued at $400,000, and which are
good producers, will continue in operation.

Harrisburg—Dillie Carter, formerly a mine inspector at
the Seagraves Mine, north of here, was found guilty in the
county court of violating the state mining laws. It was
charged that Carter's violation caused the explosion at the
mine last winter, in which four men were killed and a num-
ber seriously injured.

New Baden—The charter of the miners' local at New Ba-
den, 111., has been revoked on account of the miners' refusal
to work in the two mines of the Southern Coal & Mining
Co., after a fine had been assessed against the miners for
their refusal to load pit ears above a certain weight. The
state organization sided with the operator, but the miners
refused to work. It is understood that a new local will be
organized and work will be resumed in a short time.
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.>ll!»SOl HI

« h—w ThP heirs of J. T. Smith, of Fremont. Nel>.. re-

cent rp'urcTL'd 1000 acre, of coa. land »>-•«"•«';« '°
4^:t , r-.^, X Mercantile Co.. a Kansas corporation. The

prTp:;ty wnAe'dtX'-a at ^nce. Headnuarters of the ne.v

c.nnp^my w"! ''< '" Mo^erly.

K \NSAS
1 1. i...« been known for vears that an upper

, A7'coa."of :; a!era« hU^ness of ^4 In. underlies the
bed ot coal "f •'"

;^;;''^,„,.l„,,.^stern quarter of Cherokee

^e^^rr^r^-c^--:- J>- ^t^t^he operators

and endeavor to secure a scale of wages for work.ng this

seam of coal.

\KK.\NS.\S

little Kock—..n AUK- H. thirty miners and employees .,f the

•hev had been employed by the coal company ^o"- '""
;.' ^^^^

"S^fo. Md .b.y r.<,.l..a th.U- ,..o„., „„.».r.l,«»

COl.OH.VDO

Oak Creek—Shipments of ccal from the mines of the Oak

ere"" distHct last month amounted to 827 cars, the largest

amount' "er shipped out of Routt bounty in the month of

July and an increase of 61 cars over the
'^""if/'',': *')';X„

responding month last year. Another
^?^^°','* T' '„.

''.f ^^e dis-
in the fact that for the first time in the histor> of tne ais

trict July showed an increase over the month of June.

IJenver-lt is expected that 10.000 miners employed in the

sou^^-^iorado ^^/^ -^ -.^
:i[::^:i" v^::!;:^n;

l';'rhe'ur;d M?nrwo"k"r;^^m:r'io'a. and oHicials of the

fpe-ating companies for recognition of the un.on are success-

ful Besides a recognition of their organization, the employ

mentTf"c;:ck weighmen at the ^^"^^^^^j::^^",!^:
contract system, and the dismissal of "''"^^ '"-^!'*^„^"^„'p
the men demand a more strict observance of the anti scrip

law and the right to openly attend meetings of their union.

W.\SHIXf;TOX

Seattle-Seven hundred miners employe^d by the Pacific

fvv.st Coal Co in three, collieries at Black Diamond. 25 miles

s.rheas?'ofs:a"ttle. walked out Aug. ^\•^-^--di^claTgTd
* A tr, .t-inatntf^ George Avers, who was aiscnarsf"

nanv rfiuseu to leinsiate \.jtuip,<r .-»...>-
, * *.i. ,

afte'- a quarrel with a foreman. Avers is an organizer of the

Industrial Workers of the World.

cently. and H. Bevan. superintendent of tlu- Hex No. 1 mine

was made superintendent over both operations.

Uthough his term of olfloe expired some time ago, John

I.aing. stale mine inspector of West Virginia, will remain n

omce until a man can be found to fill his place There haN e

been no less than 51 applications for this position.

After being threatened with total blindness for several

vears John Markle. of Jeddo. Penn.. is recovering his s ght.

He re'cenllv returned from Kurope. where he has been taking

"peclal treatment and now declares that his sight is imprnv-

ing steadily.

CONSTRUCTION NEWS

FOREIGN NEWS

CoTon. Panama-After having had the anthracite deposits

on the Rio Indio reported upon by engineers J- ^^ H^";

former American vice-consul at this port, has left foi iNeu

York to attempt the financing of this deposit.

VancouTer. B. C.-The provincial executive at a special

session in Victoria on Aug. 13 decided to order several militia

companies to Nanaimo. The striking coal miners at that

place and also Ladysmith appeared to "* />•«">•
"f,^'.'^;

"j;!"]

ters of the situation; hence the decision to call out the p. o

vincial troops.

Tamplco. Meslc«—Rebel activities in the oil fields is cur-

tailing activities greatly and it is feared that the railroad

contracts cannot be supplied unless relief comes soon. %V hile

a number of engines on most of the roads have been re-

converted to coal burners, serious tying up of traffic is cer-

tain. Another problem is the coal supply, which is not suffi-

cient to take care of the suddenly increased demand.

I.tallodelphla. l-enn.-The Pennsylvania Southern will ex-

pend $200,000 on an extension in Clarion County to tap newl)

opened coal fields.

Sonman. Penn—The Sonman Shaft Coal Co. is carrying

out a plan of extensive improvement at Us operations here.

A new B. & W. boiler of 500 hp. capacity is being installed.

Wood»aril, .\la.—The H. Koppers Co. is installing a second

batterv of 80 byproduct coke ovens at the plant of the^ ood-

ward iron Co. at Woodward. Ala. Work on the battery of

6S ovens ot the same type for the Republic Iron & Stee Co.

at Youngstown. Ohio, is being rushed with a view to then-

being placed in operation in the early Fall.

California. Penn.-A company will be organized shortly

for the purpose of building a trolley line from California to

several mining towns along the Monongahela River, includ-

ing Granville Centerville. Vesta No. 5. Frederlcktown and

MiUsboro in Washington and Greene Counties. R'^hts-of-

way have already been secured for the greater part of the

distance.

La FoUette. Tenn.—The La FoUette Coal, Hon & Ry. Co.

is l^uildrng a four-track steel tipple provided with shaking

Lcreen at its Rex No. 2 coal mine near l.a FoUette, to replace

the wooden structure burned at that place a f^-w ^""'hs ago.

The steel tipple was designed by Myer & Whaley, of K lox-

ville, Tenn.. is being fabricated in Pittsburgh and will be

erected by the coal company.

LouU^lUe, Ky.-Actual work on the pipe line which will

convev natural gas to Louisville from ^h^^Vest Virginia field

bv wav of Inez, Ky.. has been begun at two diffe.ent points

.v, "<=tnte around was broken simultaneously at the edge

o" Z Kfntuck -"River at Frankfort and near Pa.ntsville in

the eastern Kentucky mountains. The proposed line will be

about 200 miles long and will cost $3,000,000.

ronnellsnile. Penn.-F. J. Harry & Co^
"'''l";;" ,fum

contracts by the Pittsburgh Coal Co. for three shafts at Hill

St "ion 17 miles from Pittsburgh, on the Washington branch

o he' Panhandle R.R. The contract includes the -"king o

Vr^ "\"en"iX"5 rar"?h"c:n %trng iVZ^Tf^:
rafts'l^d'rdHving of two main headings ISOO ft. long,

and lining them with reinforced concrete.

PottNvllle. Penn.—The Pennsylvania R.R. Co. has awarded

a con ract"f;r building a track to extend from a P"^t near

Gi b" ton station, west to the new operation of Madeira

Mill & Co between Frackville and Mahanoy Plane. The tsti

male^calls 'o^' 300,000 cu.yd. of excavation, which with gra-

ing is to be finished by January. 1914. The new ^"ake.

wh ch Madeira, Hill & Co. will build at the end of th s

l^ne will prepare the output from the old Lawrence collie.

,

nd tTeBeai Ridge, which are being reopened " addition o

that of the Brookwood mine, which is now in operation. This

will mean a breaker of immense capacity.

PERSONALS

Charles Carrol, former superintendent of the Bunson Coal

Co at its Indiana mines, has been appointed assistant super-

intendent of the Granville district by Thomas Moses, general

manager of the company.

Charles Hoebel. superintendent of Rex No. 2 coal mine of

the LaFollette Coal. Iron & Ry. Co.. resigned that position re-

Parl». Tenn—A new coal and ice company has been organ-

ized here. The capital stock is $20,000. and each shareholder

is limited to four shares of $25 each. „,„„.. ^^ , ,_^

Belleville. 111.—The St. Clair County Coal & Mining Co. ha=,

been organized with a capital stock of $1500. to produce coal

for local and shipping markets. The incorporators are Val.

F. Lauf. Mary A. Lauf and F. Kissell.

Hontlngton. W. Va.—At a meeting of the officers of the

Millard Creek Coal Co.. with over two-thirds of the members

present it was decided to raise the capital stock from the

present amount of $25,000 to $500,000.
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HarriMburg, I'enn.—A state charter has been granted to
the Panther Creek R.R. Co. to build a 25-mUe line from near
Nesquehoning to a point near Tamaqua, with a capital stock
of $250. UOO. S. B. Warriner, of Philadelphia, is president.

Terre Haute. Ind.—The Kettle Valley Mining Co. has been
organized at Terre Haute for mining and trafficking in coal.

Its capital stock is $75,000. and the incorporators are Cyrus E.

Davis. Albert Seifert, Christian .\. Hansing. Joseph \V, Frisz,
and Arthur L. Kelso.

WheelinB. 'W. Va.—The Virginia & Montana Mining Co, has
been organized with an authorized capital of $10,000, to

acquire mineral claims and develop mineral lands in Lewis &
Clark County, Mont. The incorporators are John E. Schell-
hase. Wm. H. Pfarr, J. T. Goodwin, Geo. B. Maxwell and \V
H. Chapman, all of Wheeling, W. Va.

Rivesvllle, W. Va—Ohio capitalists have formed the Rives-
ville Coal Co. to mine coal in Marion County. W. Va. The
authorized capital stock is $75,000, of which $7500 is sub-
scribed and $5000 paid in. The incorporators are R. A. Pol-
lock, of Massillon, Ohio: P. B. Pollock and Wm. Brogden, of
Canton. Ohio; Frank Stoner, of Massillon. and Wallace Dixon,
of Canton.

Ottumwa. Iowa

—

A nfw coal-mining company, to be known
as the Bidwell Coal Co.. filed articles of incorporation Aug. 11.

The new corporation is established at Bidwell, la., and will
do a general mining business. The capital stock of the com-
pany is $50,000, and the officers are: John Ramsey, president;
John Shuler, vice-president, and Homer H. Harris, secretary
and treasurer.

BlalrNville, Penn.—The Wilbur Coal Co. has been incor-
porated with a capital stock of $100,000. This company was
organized to develop about 1000 acres of coal lying on the
east side of Stony Creek, about two miles from Hoovers-
ville and near the Otterbein church. The incorporators are:
J. W. Campbell, of Philadelphia; James A. Hill, of New York;
Telford Lewis, of Johnstown, and W. P. Graff and F. M. Graff,
of Blairsville. The work of development has already been
started.

^VellsvUle, Ohio—The new Salisbury Mine, together with
the property of the Buckeye Clay & Coal Co.. has been sold
at private sale by Trustee Prank McCord. of Lisbon, to Henry
W. Rumsey, of Chicago, for $23,200.

Pottsvllle, Penn.—The Lehigh Valley Coal Co., owner of the
land occupied by Maysville Park, has discovered a rich bed
of coal directly underneath the pavilion, and will prepare
to mine the same in the near future.

Hatfield. VV. Va.—The Mary Helen Coal Co. is installing a
retarding conveyor to take the place of its present system. It
is of the rope and button type, 150 ft. long on a slope of 33
deg., or 65% with a capacity of 60 to 100 tons per hour. This
equipment was furnished by the Fairmont Mining Machinery
Co., Fairmont, W. Va.

Denver, Colo.—Rumors that the coal road of the United
States Smelting, Refining & Mining Co. has been sold to the
Denver & Rio Grande R.R. Co. have been denied. Work on
both ends of the line is going on, and only a tentative agree-
ment with the Rio Grande has been entered into for the
hauling of coal.

Carejvllle. Tenn.—The Sun Coal Co. will install a 375-
k.v.-a. Curtis turbo-generator with 14-kw. exciter, one 150-
kw. motor-generator set. switchboard and accessories, and
will place in operation in the mines two new 8-ton electric
mining locomotives. The equipment has all been ordered from
the General Electric Co.

ITnalaska. Alaska—.\ cargo of Australian coal has been
recently delivered at Unalaska for the use of government ves-
sels, and after a voyage of SOOO miles will cost approximately
$15 per ton. A short distance inland from Unalaska lies the
much talked of but undeveloped coal ranges which are sup-
posed to contain coal of a superior quality.

Chlcajto, III.—Moving pictures are to be utilized by the
Illinois Central R.R. to instruct its employees in the burning
of coal to the best advantage. Last year the road used
4,400.000 tons. The saving of one shovelful in every ton of
this fuel would have saved $88,000. Lessons will be given by
the movies on the firing of locomotives and large amounts
of time and energy thus saved.

^VheelInK. VV. Va.—Representatives of coal interests keep-
ing in the background are taking up options on a consider-

able block of coal land in the southern part of Belmont
County. They have been at work for some time past, and It
is understood, have secured options on a considerable acreage,
that has been overlooked by operators who have been buying
coal in that section the past few years,

New Orleans, La.—With the withdrawal of the tug
"Mamie Coyle" to Memphis, one of the landmarks of the coal
trade in the harbor here has passed. The "Mamie Coyle" was
sold recently to the Memphis Bridge Co. by W. G. Coyle & Co.,
local coal dealers. She had done duty in this harbor for 43
years. The boat was built in Chester, Penn.. in 1S70. Despite
her long usage the tug sold for $12,000.

V\a.«hinKtan, Penn.—J. Howard Clarke recently purchased
the Pittsbui-gh vein of coal underlying the farm of his de-
ceased uncle, the late Harvey H. Clarke, of South Franklin
Township, the price paid being .$200 per acre. The location of
this coal is the upper Chartiers Valley on the Eastern side of
and near the crest of the Washington anticline. As the area
in question covers 260.66 acres, the consideration totalled
$52,133.40.

\\ aNhluK'ton, D. C—The Senate on Aug. 15 cleared the way
for work to be started at the new site of the Bureau of Minea
in I'lttsburgh, when it authorized the Treasury Department
"to accept such funds as may be received by contributions
from the State of Pennsylvania, or from other sources, for
the purpose of enlarging by purchase, condemnation, or other-
wise, and improving the site authorized to be acquired by
the Bureau of Mines."

PlttNliurKh, Penn.—^.A.n agent, said to represent a prominent
real estate dealer of Pittsburgh, has been at work in the
Bradley Junction coal field,

Pittsburgh. Penu.—The Rochester & Pittsburg Coal & Iron
Co. will place in operation new electrical apparatus con-
sisting of a 200-kw. rotary converter, twelve 40-k.v.-a. and
three 75-k.v.-a. transformers, and a 100-hp. motor; also a
300-kw. rotary converter, three llO-k.v.-a. transformers, and
fifty SVa-hp. and fifteen 7y2-hp. motors. Thirteen new 'e-ton
and eleven 10-ton electric locomotives will be operated in
the mines. All this apparatus has been ordered from the
General Electric Co.

\Va.ihinston, Penn—C. N. Savage, on behalf of Wm. E.
Jackman. a lunatic, has presented his petition to court, asking
leave to enter into a lease for certain coal underlying Jack-
man's farm in East Pike Run Townsiiip. Among the assets of
the estate is 7 acres of coal underlying the house, barn and
other farm buildings, which has heretofore been reserved. It
is desired to continue the mining of this coal upon the pay-
ment of the regular royalty of Ic. per bushel, the coal in
that locality yielding about 10.000 tons to the acre, or 275,000
bushels.

Rio Janeiro. Brazil—American consular agents lean to the
belief that a profitable market can be found by American
coal operators along the Amazon River, suggesting that the
coal be shipped in barges direct from the mines along the
Ohio and its tributaries. Such barges would find profitable
returr cargoes of rubber and other products. The Amazon
River industries are entirely dependent upon the extensive
steamboat traffic necessary for the collection and marketing
of their products. The rubber business alone is valued at
$50,000,000 per year.

Louis-rllle. Ky—The prolonged drought in the Ohio Valley
in common with that in the Middle West generally, has re-
sulted in a stage of the river too low for the movement of
the larger steamers, and as a consequence, the towboat
"Strague." coming up from the lower Mississippi, and bound
for Louisville with 35 empties, has been forced to tie up at
Cairo. Recent more or less general rains, however, have
helped somewhat, and a navigable stage may be expected
soon, which will enable something like 3,000,000 bu. of coal
now tied up at Pittsburgh wharves to move.

Hazard, Ky—R. D. Baker, of Big Stone Gap, Va., with
local capitalists, at Hazard, Ky., will soon begin the con-
struction of a four-story office and store building in that
city, and S. A. D. Jones, manager of the i^acoon Coal Co.. is
planning the erection of a three-story office building on the
site of his office building, which was destroyed by fire some
time ago. The demand for office and other business space
caused largely by the continuing coal development around
Hazard, has made the present buildings inadequate, and
those indicated are the first of a number which will be built.
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UKVKKVI. HKV.KU "•"•••'et steady du.in.^ th. dull p.- k.U .hat ,« louU.d for the

,, ,, ,,, Mfxt fortnight or so.

BKumlnnnH vrUen j.howlnK •• <enU.niy to .sori.ii. n.i.ui
^ ^.^^ ^^^^ 1^ ^j^^ observed this week with regard to

tenMlon In the triule mneh relieved. Market «ell mnlutalned
^^^ Pennsylvania grades. Prices are still lirm, but It will

in the faee of a tempLrHrv »aKBln«: tendenej. Undertone ei-
^^ gtrange if they are not modified In response to the belUr

rrllent. Anthraelte a trille mure buoyant.
supplv of West Virginia coals. Those from Pennsylvania

Both the wholesale and retail hard-coal markets have come ' to this market In relatively smaller shipments, how-

exnerienced a slight impetus during the week, due partly to
^^^^ ^^^ i^ ^^j. be they will hold their strong position so

the becinnins of the return of the summer vacationists and
,_^,^g .^^ ^j,gi,. output continues less than normal. Buyers who

the preparations for starting up furnaces. The middle of
^^.^ •hedging" are likely to buy Cambrias and Somersets fur

Sentember will see the winter trade definitely under way and hand-to-mouth supply and reserve their purchases of Poca-

rndieations point to an active business throughout the season ^^^^^^ ^„^ 1^^,^ I^i^^,. umil the prospect Is better outlined.

Some weik spots are still found occasionally where one of Q^orges Creek continues with a steady demand. The output

tke individual operators has been attempting to force the
^^ ^.^^^^^ smaller than usual and thus far is being practically

mirket bv cutting the regular company circular. Such busi- ^„ applied to contracts.

ness is not meeting with much success, however, and the
v„thraclte—There is more impetus to retail trade and th-

trade is holding generally firmer than the average tor inis
.^^j^^^j^g^^ig demand shows some improvement. The scarcity

period. . . , ,„ .,„ „^ of broken coal is a feature and by some is regarded as serious.

While the soft-coal market continues to maintain us ex
^j^^^e is good prospect of an active market beginning in

cellent position, conservative observers believe they see inai-
g^ jember, and doubtless full time will then be resumed ai

cations of an easing up. Buyers are showing a disposition to
^^^ ^.^^_^ ^^^^ ^^ ^^^ individual shippers are trying to fore

hold off until September, with the result that ?[";<«
^^^^^^ ^.^^l „„ the market at prices somewhat oft the circular, but

softened in spots and sellers, who were slow '^^'O^^^^;'"!
their efforts do not seem very successful.

business earlier in the season, are now beginning to iooh.
^\•holesale quotations on bituminous are about as follows:

for orders. The tension has been materially r^

ly. and indications point to a slight temporal >,tr,ougnp
Clearfieida Somersets Creek New Kiver

ablv unimportant, sag in the market. »" *!>« °'^^;. ^^"^' , .... $1 15@1.55 $1.35@1. 70 $1.07(5,1.77

is still a problem in some districts to obtain sufficient coal, ^I'n^»
jj^j^j-, ;;; *i Jola.SO 2.00@2.95 2.92@3.02

although it is clear that there is more in the market than for
l^^l^^'^l^i^,/-, 2.70@3.10 2.90@3.25 3.22g3|2

.
.

Baltimore* """ *-* ' «o qb:/hi9 Qfi

^"-Mirin the Pittsburgh district have a n^odet^eiy^ ^^s^^^:^-:::: ::::::::::::: •::::::••• •••11^^^
supply of both cars and labor, and production is very heavy. p,„,ide„cet

3.90@4.00

Substantial premiums are being obtained for any spot ton- .j, „ ,, ^On cars.

nages available of which there are only
^^''J^f !°f„ t'^; >EW YOKK

'^'rpT m^rLrfp fo"De:"x by^ deT^ who^se'Sreme'nrs H.tn.nln..n« .. .r.«e e„,.er, hut ,v..h an excellent under
prompt ma.ket up to L.ec

y
The Ohio docks continue ,„„e. Buying Klightly re»trloted. A tem.H.rnry Hog «-em» to

L^ding ^krfoaf at'full c:pacity. The steam trade in the ,., ,„.e,„,.ng. Hard e.^1 no,v «ver the du„ period and he-

state fs holding remarkably strong, and the large interests ^,,„„ioB «„ tune up for the fall and «.nter.

are anticipating an advance on this grade. The market is firm Bltnmlnous-There has been a slight tendency to ease up

fnaU directions and indications are bright for an active fall
,^ ^^^ j^^^j ^^,,,^gt during the week, although no specific

Lnd winter business. Demand and prices at Hampton Roads ^^^^,,^33 bas developed. Th.re is probably a little more coal

continue firmrbut the vessel tonnage has been light, with the
^^ tidewater than has been on hand for some time. This

resuU that considerable coal has accumulated in the yards. tonnage could be easily moved were the sellers inclined to

thirsituation will be relieved shortly, however. ^^^^^e from their high price level, but quotations are being

The situation in the Southern market is much improved, ^.^.^j^, „j,i„tained and production moderately restricted in

there being less coal on track and orders for prompt delivery
^^^ mining regions.

rnore numerous The heavy cotton crop is having a stimulat- ^^^^^ j^ ^„ increase in the demand at tide, but prices

^g effe™ on coal. In the Middle Western markets, one of
^_,^ ^^^ ^^ite so firm as before. However, the outlook for the

the principal features is a deadlock at Chicago, due to the
^..^^^^^ ^^^^^ j^ excellent. Close observers are agreed that

buyers refusing to meet the new high prices on the domestic
^^^^^ .^ ^ ^^..^^^ undertone to the market and a large con-

grades supplies are still further reduced and an advance sumption seems to be assured. The railroads have done very

fn nuo'tations is anticipated the first of the month. At St.
j.^^,^ ^^ ,^,._ ^^^ ^jn be an important feature m the

Louis screenings are heavy, while the domestic grades are
^.^^^^.^^ The car and labor supply continue to be the con-

ruHng firm- practically no smokeless is coming in. and the
^^^^ features. Labor is fairly plentiful, but the car situa-

car supply has only been about 50 per cent, requirements. ^.^^ .^ showing a tendency to tighten, particularly at some
car supply

„„«.^„.. miss points °n the Pennsylvania R.R. The market is not quotably
BOSTON, MASS.

changed, and we continue last week's prices as follows:

Pocahontas and New River coming *»'-""''. •""f ^T^'^' West Virginia steam, $2.55@2.60; fair grades of Pennsyl-

Shlppers begin seeliing orders. A dull period looked for.
$2 75@2.S0: good grades of Pennsylvania, $2.80@2.85;

Pennsylvania grades quiet but firm. Anthracite shows good
l^^l^^.lj;'^^^^,^.^,^^-,^, $3.io@3.20; George's Creek, $3.25®

prospects for September. 3 3q

Bituminous-There are signs that tlie market is already
^„j^^„^„^The regular August dullness prevails in the

somewhat easier. Pocahontas and New
f ';''J-

^"^^^""'^"^ hard-coal trade, with everything moderately quiet. However

down more freely, and Practically all the shippers have no
^^^^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^„^3t months o

caught up with their old ""'gations. Receipts here
remarkably good form: in fact, in much better

been very heavy the past week, the vessels an^ t^a^f
^'^f

^* condition than in previous pears. Many of the summer vaca-

were detained at Hampton Roads having "°™ arrivea in
returning, and steam-heating plants are begm-

Tquadrons. The agencies that t-'t-"
''nrdrrs and prfces at nlng to make preparations for starting up, with the result

ness early in the season are
^^'^'"'^"/^i^'^^bat Account thaf there is already some activity. There will also probably

New England distributing piers have
^""^"f^

°"
''^^'t3 at be a small rush for coal at the end of the month by consum-

Loading despatch at the Virginia terminals - P'-^'^P
;,^«"„Va ers anxious to stock up before the full winter circular goes

all points there 's a -decided
^^--^^^'\^^,^}%,\ITZ °,om into effect Sept. 1. Indications point to a good stiff business

r^Lrcrnt^a^c^t fiX.''a-t.e expectaUor, is^that spot^coal --- -e^winte.
^^^^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^^^^ ^^ ^^

will sag off within a short time to the season pr.ce_ Mean
summer, and broken is now a close second. A

while tliere is little inquiry and the -^-P-;^'"" ,^^^''^3^^ ^ sHght temporary shortage is even reported in pea. Chestnut

who did not cover their requirements in t^e spring is to g P
heaviest and most difficult to move. The

d:mand"rL?orrdrhar"li"drU?hrl"ep?he%ide:r^^^ n^^^Vennsylvanla State tax on anthracite is still creating
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a great deal of confusion and some uncertainty. The com-
panies ctiarging tiiis tax to the buyers are placing a severe
handicap on selling agencies; this increase is tending to scare
away what little demand there has been.

We quote the New York market on the following basis:

Brolcen ....
Egg
Stove
Chestnut . .

Pea
Buckwheat
Rice
Barley

-Vnthraolte ha;

ments to \orthwF
ties there beinK'

feature to the n
«-ith prices firm.

Circular

S4 7(1

4 , 9.5

4 9.5

5.15
3.50

2.25
1.75

Lehigh

S4 . 45Ca 4 . ,S5

4.9o@5 10
5.10@5.20
5.25@5.35
3 30^3,45
2,15@2.45
1.70@1.95
1 . 30@ 1 , 70

-Individual-
Scranton

$4.50(3.4.90
5.05@5.15
5.15
5.40
3.35@3.50
2.55(012.75
2 25
1 75

l'HIL..\DKL,I"HI.V, PKX.X.
.•<ho«n little sisrii of imiiroveine

it are Bronint: ie.>(s. onlng to stor
veil filled up. Ilroken eoal abou
arlvet. Hituminoux .<)till continu
inil coal hard to i?et.

Ship-
faeili-

The curtailed operations at the mines would seem to in-
dicate that the near future does not seem to hold any pros-
pect of any immediate increased demand for coal. As a mat-
ter of fact, the latter part of August finds the trade in this
vicinity in a very lethargic condition. The large tonnages
that have gone from this territory to the great lakes have
about filled the storage places there, and for some of the
sizes, the companies are finding themselves hard put to find
an outlet. This applies particularly to chestnut coal: ever
since the increase in the price of this size to 15 to 25c. over
the stove, there has been a gradual falling off in the demand.
Three or four years ago, the demand for this size was far in
excess of the supply: as a deterrent, the price was doubtless
raised, and it has had the effect of diverting the demand to
other sizes. Pea coal was the natural substitute for those
seeking a cheaper fuel, as witnessed by the heavy demand
for this size during the winter months. The demand for
iroken coal is unprecedented, and while most of this grade
moves on contract, it is almost impossible to secure any
quantity at less than the full circular price, and even at that
large orders are being turned down. It is unreasonable to
suppose that th* operators will work their mines for the pro-
duction of this size, when the demand for the others is such
that it means stocking, and as a consequence, the market is
suffering. This may be ameliorated when the full mining
starts in, but it is a fact now that the demand is far in ex-
cess of the supply.

Bituminous coal cannot be bought now at less than $1.25
at the mines, and one has trouble in securing supplies, even
at the prices quoted. Operators are willing to name prices,
but they persistently refuse to guarantee any deliveries, al-
though in the face of this, it may be paradoxical to remark
that there is reported to be coal on demurrage at tidewater.
This is due, however, to the inability to secure transporta-
tion facilities. Water freights are way up, and tonnage
scarce, and as the season for the resumption of anthracite
activity approaches, the condition is not likely to improve.

Baltimore;, md.
Bituminou.>t trade is stroim. liut coke demand has not re-

sponded. Confcestion at the pier.s for brief time. .Vnthraeite
call is improving.

The bituminous trade is strong and in many cS.ses the call
on contract is now exceeding the supply. The problem still
continues to be one of getting out enough fuel in the face
of a labor or car shortage: in West Virginia cars were some-
what easier the early part of the week, but there was a
tightening up toward the close.

The steel industry is showing good form, according to re-
ports in coal offices here, but coke has not responded to the
upward trend. Among the fuel that accumulated at tide dur-
ing the week was considerbale coke that did not find ready
disposal. Probably a thousand cars of coal were also tied
up here temporarily, but were finally disposed of to an ad-
vantage.

One of the encouraging features is heavy demand for
slack from the cement industry. Other industries are also
asking for screenings and prices have stiffened so that little
is offered at less than 70c.

The anthracite demand generally is improving. Not only
are deliveries fairly heavy, but orders are being placed which
assure a fine latter September and early October delivery.

PITTSBI RfiH. PENIV.
Extremely heavy Lake .sblpment.s. SIits;ht car shortage.

Little free eoal, and fancy prices paid. Coke supply larger,
but prices Urm.

Bituminous—Coal shipments continue at the heaviest rate
possible, with mines working very nearly full. More labor
could be employed, but on the whole the supply is as good as

It has been at any time lately. Several mines on the Monon-
gahela division of the Pennsylvania lost time last week
through car shortage, and a small wreck at the Conwav
yards made additional trouble. About 10,000 loaded cars are
at the lake front. The car supply in general, however, is
fairly satisfactory.

There is no free coal, except for occasional odd lots. Mine-
run for spot shipment has brought $1.50 without difficulty,
while 1^-in. has sold to retail dealers at $1.75. The dealers
were not eager enough to close contracts for the season,
and many are indifferently provided. To take care of their
trade up to December they will probably have to buy much
coal in the open market at premium prices. It is practically
impossible to shade 90c. on slack and despite the heavy lake
shipments and consequent large production of slack there is
very little being stocked, so that slack promises to com-
mand a premium in the winter. Reguar season prices remain
nominally as follows: Slack, 90c.: nut and slack, $1.05: nut,
$1.25: mine-run, $1.30: %-in., $1.40: li^-in. steam. $1.50: 1%'-
in. domestic, $1.55, per ton at mine, Pittsburgh district.

Connellsvllle Coke—There has been a plentiful supply of
coke in the past week, shipments being better on contract,
while it is relatively easy to pick up prompt and spot lots.

Still absoU
in^- taken t

KI«a>|<reb.*kMarH<Apr.»t< MayH<June>kJuly *Au9.>i<SeptJ<0ct. +-Nov.+Dec>l
CmiAci

Prices, however, remain absolotely firm and there is prac-
tically no prospect of the operators receding from their posi-
tion of demanding $2.50 for furnace coke for any delivery.
Demand has been very light since such furnaces as were not
early covered for August made purchases for the month. In
two or three cases there are negotiations on for September
coke and for coke for the balance of the year, no prices be-
ing mentioned as likely under $2.50. Foundry coke continues
very firm at $3 for both prompt and contract.

The "Courier" reports production in the Connellsvllle and
lower Connellsvllle region in the week ended Aug. 9 at 392,-
S25 tons, an increase of 7760 tons, and shipments at 397,362
tons, an increase of 31,309 tons.

BlPF.\LO, >. Y.

the open market. Contracts are
seller obtains a concession from

the buyer. Heavy movement, but market remains strong.

Bituminous—There is said to be rather more bituminous
coal on the market than for some time, but not enough to
weaken prices. In fact nobody appears to anticipate any
weakness before the fall demand opens. There is all of the
former complaint of slow work in the mines. The men have
never before been called on to work steadily in summer and
they cannot be made to do so now. On that account there
are those who look for the coal prices to be no stronger in
the fall than they are now. for the miners will go to work
when the weather becomes unpleasant. On the other hand
coal cars will become scarcer right along and the motive
power of the railroads will be occupied with other freight,
so that consumers will suffer if the consumption continues
large.

It is a constant source of wonder that there is no coal on
sale in the open market. Shippers who need a quick supply
for loading lake vessels are often unable to buy enough to
fill out their cargoes at any price. They sometimes offer more
for the last of such a cargo than they are getting for it, but
the coal is simply not to be had.

It is pretty certain that the consumers are going to be
caught with small supplies this fall and winter, but they do
not seem much disturbed about the situation and are merely
running on a fine-weather schedule, apparently considering
the reports of a coal shortage in midsummer as a device to
sell coal on. The trade looks for higher prices and is ob-
taining them to some extent. The rule is not to take con-
tracts unless something more than the current quotation can
be obtained. Jobbers are not at all at ease over the outlook.
They say it is going to be a difficult thing to buy coal on
time and be assured delivery. The seller usually finds a
better customer and makes some excuse for shipping the
coal to him.

Bituminous quotations remain very strong at $2.90 for
Pittsburgh select lump. $2. SO for three-quarter. $2.65 for mine-
run and $2.15 for slack, with the latter stronger than for-
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n,e,l>. The price of Allegheny Valley grades Is about 15c.

less than Pittsburgh.
, „ ., .

fokr-There is a somewhat stronger feeling in all grudts

nf ,?ke The Efforts of consumers to cut the ,.r,ce down still

, Z hnvo not succeeded; producers maintain that prices
further have not succeeaeu p .^ ,

are at the ^ottom and that ^^^^^^ '^'^l,l\,,„, „,e stronger

:rM.6rforU'';rc;ren" f.e^fou^ndry'^ f.o.b. Buffalo and the

Bridges^
Is a slight stir in the demand for an-

210,000 tons.
Toi.i:no, OHIO

.1 1.....I11L- nil n.lvnin-r In HUotnt lonH on the

„.e.!r;L\;::N"rlee' ".rl.nu ;:,.. Ihe „ove.,tn, heavy. ..oeU»

LmtlinK Lake loal at full eoiinclty.

steam coal is moving remarkably well and is str^ong in

-'- ^" [::^inn::^tri:^erinr:^-----°^
^:r b^t^^r^r-sCd a^alers aiiUe nomestic sizes forjine

^'''TnTsl '^Th^risTor^' oTfes^c^o^ ':n"t°racl here\vhich is

Ting sold It'Te'ss'^han circular prices to -^id demurrage

but ?his is purely a local condition ^"^ '" "°
„7^,;",t do'ks

i,„^c= Tike shinments continue strong ana an

:7e^br;-loalinrco^i as fast as the "aehines and men can

worlt Outside dealers are beginning to buj "^o^'
J"^"'^

Til express themselves as satisfied with the outlooK.

Prices quoted here are as follows:

Jacls- Pome- M

.vnter.

a and

Pooa- Hoclt-

hontaa roy

Domestic lump *o sn
Egg
Nut
i lump..

.

Mine-run
Slack

1.60

$1.70
1.35
1.20
1,55
1 35
0,70

ilon

$2.50
2,50
2,50

Pitta. Cam-
No. 8 bridge

$1.35 $1.35

1,20
1.10
0.80

COI.IMBIS. OHIO

"eU maintained. Steam I.u>,ine»s is increasing In volume,

and the lake trade is still active.

of the orders now placed by retailers ^^''ej"'- I'^media^e de

and municipal contracts are now being filled.
,x,„rtage

L^lce trade is strong, although the growing car shortage

Tb. "..nor m<,v.„.„, t,™ .b. «.»« .". .«"• • •»«

portation facilities was reported.

Quotations in the Ohio fields are as follows.

Hocldng Pitt-iburg Pomeroy Eanawlia

«1 70<ai65 .... $1.70 ©1.65 $1.70® 1.65

*V55tV.W$l-.30@1.25 l.«@l« 1.50® 1.40

sllsl :';-»*"= alii istsi

Domestic lump
3-4 inch
Nut
Mine-run... .. -

. . -

Nut. pea and slacKNut. pea and slack., g igg] ^^ qW @'6:70 o:60@0:55 0;.55@0.50
Coarse slack u.uuijyu.ou v=.

IIVMI'TOV UO.\DS. VA.

Quite nn accum„l«.l..n .,f ...nl h»- developed at tide

V fnlllas ««r in 'rNsrI .....n«K.-. Market remains Hr

pliers slatiunary.

Dumpings over the Hampton Roads piers have not been as

heavy as anticiprted. Vessel tonnage was plentiful at the

beginning of the week, but fell off completely to«^«;;d
"J^

end and as a result there is .,ulte an accumulation of coal n

the various railroad yards. Contract.-d vessel tonnage due In

the next few days, however, will greatly relieve matters and

heavy loadings are expected during the next week.

The demand for coal inland has been fair and prices are

remaining firm on both Pocahontas and New River grades

lut there is little inquiry for Kanawh. splint or g.as coals as

biivers seem to be well stocked with these grades.

Shipments both foreign and coastwire have been light.

Foreign carsoes have been made to Genoa. Canal Zone. Ja-

maica and Rio de Janeiro.

I.OllSVILl,K. KY.

X„ al,nor,nnlly hea, v demand on tfe Kentucky .M.""«»"-

rrodueers cautions about further eommltmen.s. . „r shortage

. , , , ,., .„i,,,r trouhle are being heard.
developing and "'7'",

,;^;':''^,V; '\,it,, „„. demand good
The local market conunuts ui isk, « h"

on all grades and si.es. The eastern Kentucky opc-ato.s

narticularly. are experiencing one of the strongest demands

fn the history of the trade and are now inclined to be con-

Lerlative about future commitments. There is distinct evi-

dence that they are in fear of overselling and so a.e going

very slowly in this respect. This unusual situation ,s due

o an abnormally heavy demand, particularly from the North^

and there does not seem to be any indication whatever of a

letup in the consumption.
Another factor that may develop to serious propo.tions.

is the persistent rumors to the effect that tliere «'•'•/;"^';

possibil ties of labor troubles in the Jellico district, -"doth.,

portions of the eastern Kentucky field. There are said to b>

a number of labor agitators in there, and there are many

indications of unrest among the miners. ^ addition to th s.

nnerators have already experienced .some difficulty in gettln.,

sufficient cars! and the situation in this respect promises to

he serTous before long. Shipments into Chicago are pari -

uiarlv difficult to negotiate, for the reason that the I.ouisvil e

& Nashville R.R. positively refuses to accept consignments

Ui their equipment because of the long delay in •eturmng

same The hc-avy movement into the Northwest has taken a

larTe number of'^cars, and even under the best conditions, the

return of this equipment to the mining
^''''f

'""''
'\f"elieving

new cars being supplied the roads do not seem to be lelievmg

the situation materially. .,„<.*>,» fart that
Steam grades are unusually good m view of the fact that

operations have been restricted in certain large consuming

branches; operators and dealers are finding that they hn

,

none too much of this grade to meet the demand. The bet.,

grade eastern Kentucky screenings are in s rong demand ..t

i5 to 90c. with the western Kentucky at B5 »"
f '^.•/,". '

.f'^'^'^,

Eastern Kentucky block is steady at about $1.85, block and

fump ?i.60%i.G5;%ound. $1.35@1.40. with a very s -ng d -

mand from industrial plants for mine-run at $1-25^ P"ces

are showing a strong upward tendency and ^ePtember de

liveries will take on a good advance over the above flguies

n"w conu-acts are being uniformly made at an advance of

10c. over the last year's figures.

DKTROIT. MICH.

Some further contracting at good ligures. »""";""" «»^

eoals unusuaJly strong. The railroad movement sl«».

*hi-n«>ii«> «ill advance Sept. 1.

*"TitumVnous-Local wholesalers and dealers are expre.-

ing a great deal of satisfaction over the, fact that the ^%
.t

Vi^gtnUa Tabor situation has now been definitely cleared up^

a tivity in contract business, some of which for large ton-

nages! hive been closed during the week; business in this

line is particularly buoyant.
„u„!,tion is the

One of the unfavorable features in the situation is tne

;:si":b'";s;yr.t:ir-b'rf.,r..:jr^=
indications, it is not at all improbable that the effects of this

-v:Jn::t.^i.z:::^i^^^-y -: - ^:- ^o!

^T-'^zr^ ^r. "j'o-r min"e^ wtth-Tnirr mti: i:TZe
ft that figure al"out the same situation is in effect on West
at tnai nguie.

cpveral cars of slack, which were stand-
Virginia gas coaU. ^^ve^al^^rs

^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^^^^ ^^

Td :herrat%rrcu:ally no'ne of the smaller si.es in the spot
anu luBic y ^ „,_ „ v,„r>t!.a B-rades are comma in slowly.and there are praciicaiij' u«..v- — — -

-
.

market today. The Pocahontas grades are comma in sK.
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and continue to maintain their former strong position;
of these are apparently being shipped either to Tidewa
the upper lake ports.

The local marliet is quotable on about the following

Egg
Steam lump. . .

.

Mine-run.'.'.'.'.'.!

Slack

W. Va.
Splint

$1.60
1.60
1.40
1 35
I 10
0.S5

Ga

0.

Hock-

0.

Cam-
bridge

Poca-
hontas

$2.50

1.50

Jackson
Hill

$2.40

-Anthracite—While hard coal seems to be coming in freely,
the demand is unusually heavy, and indications point to a
scarcity this fall and -R-inter. Local Jobbers state that prices
will be advanced 50c. per ton on Sept. 1.

Bii:Mi.\(;H.\:ii. alv.
The local situation has improved during' the week. ."Spot

orders more numerous and there is less coal on traek. Coke
a trifle stronger.

A canvass of the principal operators here shows that the
trade is somewhat improved over last week. The amount of
coal on track has been reduced and spot orders are coming
in at an increased rate. The principal cause for the change
is the increased shipping instructions from the oil-mill trade
whose busy season will begin in September.

In the domestic grader of standard coals it is found that
all mines are practically sold up on No. 2 lump and nut, but
fancy lump is moving slowly and it cannot be said that the
market has improved on this special grade. Reports from
some of the dealers indicate that fancy lump is heavier than
customary at this season of the year owing to the increase of
25c. over last year's prices on nearly all standard coals in
Alabama, while the lower grades of lump coal are being sold
at about the same level as in 1912.

Due to a better pig-iron market furnace coke is stronger,
although it is not believed that the furnaces recently put out
of blast will go in again in the near future.

NEW ORLE-VXS
High fnel-oil prires increase demand for eoal. Yard room

filled to capacity. Tap-line orders placed.

The high price of fuel oil is greatly increasing the sale
of coal. With the certainty of a large cotton crop and the
probability of a heavy yield of sugar cane both ginners and
sugar-mill men are buying largely. Every foot of room in
the regular yards of the companies handling Alabama coal
is filled, yet there is no interruption in the movement to take
advantage of cars while they are to be had.

Announcement that extensive rebuilding will be necessary
on one of the locks in the "tt'arrior River will delay the coal-
carrying experiment of the Alabama-New Oileans Transporta-
tion Co. until mid-winter at least, it is thought. Whether the
power barges, which are over 200 ft. in length, can handle
coal economically down the small Alabama rivers is yet to be
proven, although coal men ge rurally are preparing to meet
a lower price that is likely to develop with the perfection of
the lock system in the Warrior River. Several orders were
placed thiL week by lumber and tap-line railroads.

The New Orleans Ry. & Light Co. will place their annual
contract for 150,000 tons of coal in the near future.

ST. l>OUIS
Only a .50 Vr car supply furnished during the week. Screen-

ings continue a drug, but dumestic grades are ruling high.
Hot weather aft'eeting the market.

The only thing that has prevented the coal market from
soaring for the past ten days has been the continued hot
weather. There was everything to keep the price up; the
mines in Williamson and Franklin Counties worked two days
this week on commercial coal, on account of the car shortage.
The Iron Mountain operators fortunately got about three
days and the same applies to the Illinois Central. This is
about 50% of the called-for equipment, and if this condition
exists now, it is an easy matter to figure out what it will be
with 60 days.

Screenings are still a drug on the market, although there
has been little change in the price. However, if there is a
flood of equipment for a matter of a week, the price will
drop. Franklin County operators are rapidly advancing,
quotations being oversold on account of the shortage.

Anthracite is absolutely a drug in the St. Louis market,
and chestnut is sold as low as $7.05, whereas the circular, in-
cluding the tax, is $7.44. There are between 50 and 75 cars
of chestnut due in the next ten days thai have not been
sold, coming in on speculation. t

The same thing applies to coke, and there is practically
no smokeless coming in at all. The indications are that
there will be no change in conditions for the next week,

unless it is an advance In the price of high-grade lump and
egg. Standard operators are selling their coal at the cost of
production.

The larket is quotable on the following basis:

40 2-in. lump

Carterville
and Big Mt.

Franklin Co. Muddy Olive Standard

S0.95@1.00
o-in. lump SI 30

f-™
'""'p $1.'40®' 1.60 :::;:::: i;4o i:26®i.'36'Lump and egg $2.10 140

""• 1 !i"t 1.10(0,1.20 1-05 "o'sn
Screemiigs 0.65 80
Mine-run i.sq qj-
No. 1 washed nut 1.,50® 1.60 ..
No. 2 washed nut 1.20® 1.30
No. 3 washed nut 1.10(31.15 .

No. 4 washed nut l.n<J@1.10 .

No. o wa.shed nut 0.70 fe 0.75
. .

y.'.'.'.'.\'.'.'.

CHICAGO
Dealers refuse to meet the recent advance on domestic

grades and buying has stopped. Further advance expected
.Sept. 1.

There is little activity in the Chicago market, so far as
domestic coal is concerned, retail dealers, as a rule, refusing
to purchase standard coals at present prices. Despite the
fact that a car shortage is in sight and the eoal supply will
be decreased they contend that offerings at reduced prices
will be made within a short time. On the other hand, the
general trend of opinion among market observers is that
there will be a sharp advance in the price of standard coals
by Sept. 1.

It is also regarded as certain that a shortage in the sup-
ply of smokeless coal will soon develop. Smokeless mine-
run is quoted at from $1.50 to $1.60 on the spot market and
lump and egg is selling at $2.25 to $2.50 at the mines for
spot shipment. An advance has been made by Hocking Val-
ley operators on inch and one-quarter lump to $1.70 at the
mines and on six-inch lump to $1.95, the mines. Coal op-
erators in the Franklin County district are obtaining $1.60
at the mines for their product. Springfield operators have
established a uniform price of $1.50 at the mines, so far as
country sales are concerned. Concessions are being made,
however, on Chicago shipments. There has been little change
in the anthracite market, business remaining at a low level.
Prices prevailing at Chicago are:

.Springfield Franklin Co. Clinton W. Va.
Domestic lump S2.07®2 32 S2.4S@2.65 S2 27
Steam lump 1 . 92 2 07
Egg 2.45@2.6S S4.30®4,o5
Mine-run 1.82 2.30 1.87 3.55@3.65
Screemngs 1.32®1.37 1.60@1.7S 1.32@1.37

Coke—Connellsville, $5.50; Wise County, $5.25® 5.50: by-
product, egg, stove and nut, $4.75@4.S5; gas house, $4.65@
4.75.

PORTI-.VND. ORE.
chau.iEed. Imports light, lint will increaseSituation

the fall.

The market in domestic coal is quiet and prices have
shown no change although the wholesale price to dealers on
Utah coal advanced 25c. per ton, Aug. 1, as has already been
announced.

Coal has not been imported here in very large quantities
so far this summer and there is reason to believe the ship-
ments will be rapidly increased with the approach of fall.

As much of the coal will move over the C. W. R. & N. lines,
the additional equipment ordered for them is of importance
to the coal trade.

FOREIGN MARKETS
AUSTRI.\

The Austrian coal production for the first half of the cur-
rent year was as follows:

Britiucttes .

Year Coal Coke Liguite Coa! Lignite

1913 8,086,786 1,247.0.50 13,840,183 07,4.52 118 167
1912 7,605,151 1,115,.561 12,747,064 83,042 116,138

FRANCE
The following shows the production of fuel in the Pas-de-

Calais and Nord districts during the first half of the current
year and last year:

Pas-de-Calais Nord
W13 1912 1913 1912

Coal 11,039.919 10,798,746 3,906.105 3,742,998
Coke 810.445 786,080 429,917 423,950
Briquett«3 286,648 316,207 605,804 565,134
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CiRBAT BRITAIN

AuB. s—Despite holiday influeni-i-s there Is a good demand

for all kinds of large coal, and prices continue Ann:
COAL S E C I' R I T I E S

Best Welsh stoam $4.80®o.04
Best uecODda 4 50@4 r>8

Seconds 4 32W)4 50
Best dr>- cools 4 32(3.4 56

Best Munmouthshiros..$4.0S@i4.20
Seconds 3.98@4.02
Best Cardiff snialU 2. 46®2. 52
Seconds 2.28®2.40

The (

curltie

llowInK table (tlves the ranu
and divldi-nds paid during

af various active coal

[e week endinK Auk.

The prices for Cardiff coals are f.o.b. Cardiff. Penarth or

r.arry, while those for Monmouthshire descriptions are f.o.b.

Newport: both exclusive of wharfage, and for cash in 30 days.

Higli

33i

PRODUCTION AND TRANS-
PORTATION vSTATISTlCS

CHKSAI»E.VKK « OHIO KV.

The following is a comparative statement of the coal and

coke traffic from the New River. Kanawha and Kentucky

districts for June, and the 12 months ending June 30, 1312-13.

in sliort tons:

Stocks

Amcricnn Coal Products
American Coal Products Pref
Colorado Fuel & Iron
Colorado Fuel & Iron Prcf
Coniiolidntion Coal of Maryland 102}

LehiKh Valley Coal Sales 195

Island Creek Coal Com S3

Island Creek Coal Pref 83
Pitt-'-burgh Coal 19}
Pitt.sliurith Coal Pref 85}
Pond Creek 211

UeadinK ll>2i

Reading 1st Pref
Reading 2nd Pref 88J
Virginia Iron. Coal & Coke 42)

^Closing
Bonds

Colo F. & I. gen. s.f^g. .'^s

Colo. F. & I. gen

-Week's Rante-

105
24 i

150
1U2J

52J
82
241

Bid Asl.ed
Week's Range
or Last Sale

954 July '13

Year's
Range
3 J !W»

Di'stination

Tidewater.

. Juue-

1913 ;

253,448

12 Months

East 192,316
West 1,067 ,6S2

307,023
152,020

1,074,797

1913

3,531,202
2,549,552
9,221,403

% 1912

22 4,324,397
16 2,164,960
57 11,105,871

From connections

Bituminous. .

.

.Anthracite. . . .

Total (except

coke) 1,606.S 1.552,091 16,047,704 100 17,845,159 100

Col. Ind. 1st & coll. 58. gu 83 84'
Cons. Ind. Coal Me. Ist Ss
Cons. Coal 1st and ref. Ss 92J
Gr. Riv. Coal & C. 1st g 6s
K. & H. C. & C. 1st sf gSs 91
Pocah. Con. Coll. 1st s f .5a 85i
St. L. Rky. Mt. & Pac. Ist 5s 80 Sale

Tenn. Coal gen. 58 99 Sale

Birm. Div. l8t consol. 63 1001 101
Tenn. Div. 1st g 63 lOOj 102

Cah. C. M. Co. l3t g 6s
Utah Fuel Ist g 5s
Victor Fuel Ist a f 5s
Va. I. Coal & Coke l3t g 5s 92

American Coal—Dividends ol

eis of records Aug. 30. Transft
dividend.

85 June '11

93 Oct. '12

102| April '00

103

lOOJ
July '13

July '13

1001
100}
103

871
801
103
103
102
103

93
May '13 79J 80
Aug. '13 92 98

3% payable Sept. 1 to hold-

r books do not close for this

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
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I FINANCIAL DEPARTMENT
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T I
• 1 /^ 10 VT r^ demand for its coal, owing to the suspension above referred

1 ..eniP'n CiOa.1 Ca iN , L^O. to. The company sold its entire production during the year
j_,v,iii^ii v_jwa.i «_v 0. -. , ->^w

_^^ ^^^j ^^ .^^ supplv of stock coal. The tonnage sold was
President S D Warriner, of this companv, sav.s under date 3.646,431 gross tons, an increase of 5S,»67 tons compared

f 1^ V, in with 1911.
of Feb. 10: Insurance anil foal Lands Sinking Fundx—During the year

ResnItN—The net revenue of the company from the various ti,p coal lands sinking fund has increased $51,434 and the in-

sources increased or decreased as follows: Coal decreased surance fund $17,580 from incopie on investments and interest
S444 047- canals decreased $45,814; railroads increased $li52; „„ deposits, making the total amounts of securities and cash
miscellaneous income increased $163,196; total net revenue j,, these funds. Dec. 31. $1,082,565 and $488,639, respectively,
decreased $324,913. During the year an exhaustive investigation was made into

The increase of $163,196 in miscellaneous revenue is mainly (|,p operating and accounting methods, and, in accordance
accounted for bv the proceeds of the sale of the collateral y^-ny, ^^e advice of certified accountants, your board are
trust power bonds being placed at advantageous rates of in- agrned on the wisdom of a policy of accounting under which
terest pending the need of the money for construction pur- there shall be established proper reserves for coal-lands de-
poses. Another large item making up this increase was the pletion, depreciation of improvements, insurance, mining haz-
inltial dividend of 4%. received on 5079 shares of capital stock ards and similar items entering into mining costs; and have.
of the Lehigh & Hudson River Ry. Co., held by your company. beginning with the current year, in accordance with this plan.

roal-Minini: Denartment—Coal tonnage from lands owned transferred the securities and cash in the coal-lands sinking

and controlled- fund and the insurance fund into the general funds of the
company, under appropriate accounts establishing the proper

Mined bv companv. . tons 3,275,585 3,615,141 3,375,541 2,828,788 reserves, which will appear in the balance sheet for the year
Mined by lessees." 181,505 215,887 285,822 224,927 1913.
By Alliance Coal Mining I.rhigh Navleatlnn Electric Co. New Power Bonds—In
Co 88,067 39,645 January. 1912. the companv received payment for and issued

By lessees of Alliance ,„„„„, .^„,„„ ,„,„„. $3. 000.000 collateral trust 4 % ^c 10-year gold power bonds, due
Coal Mining Co 71,776 130,334 188,492 134,264 J)ep. 1, 1921. which had been sold to provide for the financial

reouirements of the Lehigh Navigation Electric Co. in the
Total commercial coal. 3,616,933 4,001,007 3,849,855 3,187.979 construction of its power plant at Hauto.

^ .. The construction of the Lehigh Navigation Electric Co.;s
In addition there was consumed for power and other pur- pnwer plant at Hauto Penn.. and" the transmission lines radi-

poses at the mines 463.685 tons, making the total production ating therefrom is progressing rapidly. It is expected that
from all sources 4.080.618 tons, against 4,515,906 gross tons ,^1^ plant will he completed in the summer of 1913. The 3S
in 1910. .,,,.. ^ J /, electric companies chartered to operate in the several town-

The decrease in commercial production is accounted for ships reached bv the transmission lines were merged and
mainly by the suspension of mining during April and part of consolidated bv agreement dated Dec. 23. 1912. into a corpor-
May, pending negotiations with the United Mine \\ orkers ation under the title of the Lehigh Navigation Electric Co..
as to the terms of a renewal of the agreement %yhich expired .|,|j letters patent issued to the latter company under date
Mar. 31. The new agreement entered into provided substan- ^f Jan 6 1913
tial advances to the mine workers, and mining was resumed „ ' '

. x, » ^. •. »t •• 1 d u tv,«> c,-riona\nr,
the latter part of May. Production was further curtailed by , E.xten».«n of iehlgii * New KntMandR.R.—The extension

interruptions at several collieries which occurred in Septem- <^' om Dame sville. Penn.. to TamaquaPeiui Cat which poin

ber and lasted for 19 davs, due to trouble among the men connection is made with the Panther Creek R^R of youi corn-

over the question of union membership. pany) some 32 miles in length, ^^^ completed and put in

The decrease in production was general throughout the operation on July 8. 1912 The new line in addition to piov-

anthracite trade in 1912. as the official statistics show that '"S a source of increased revenue to the lailroad, affoids a

the total shipments of anthracite during the vear amounted direct all-rail route to the Eastern maikets as well as a

to 63.610.578 tons, a decrease of 6.343.721 tons, as compared physical connection with the main trunk lines.

with 1911. The cost of mining increased on account of in- Financial—.Vdvanees to Su!». Companies—The financial re-
creased maintenance charges during the suspensions of work quirements of the Lehigh cS: New England R.R. Co. and the
above referred to. as well as on account of increased wages Lehigh Navigation Electric Co.. in carrying on the work as
and cost of supplies. above outlined, have been provided for by the purchase of

Market conditions were satisfactory 6 ing the vear, ex- their securities and by advances by this company amounting
cepting for the company's inability at times to supplv the during the year to $1,754,766.
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PRICES OF MINING SUPPLIES
^""""""""""""»" """""" """"""""""" ' '" '""" ™ """' ™i™" '«««« «'« «i™™iii mini iiiiiii I'liiuKiuiiiii,, ,„ „„ „„„,„„ ,„„„||„||,|,„,„,„||||||||,„,|||„|||„„|

THK MARKET li\ GExXERAL,
The depth of pessimism, for the time being at least, seems

to have been reached early in July and since then, there has
been a steady gain in confidence among large business in-
terests. Several reasons exist for this apparent sudden
change of front, the principal one of which is the cessation of
hostilities in the Balkan States with easier monetary condi-
tions in Prance, Germany and England. It became evident,
too, at about that time that the currency bill before Congress
would not seriously affect American industries, and drive
gold out of the country as was feared. After that, came
excellent reports from the West regarding the crops, par-
ticularly wheat, which have stimulated enthusiasm, not later
dampened by the deplorable shortage in corn, due to a
severe drought in Missouri, Kansas and Oklahoma. The ar-
rival of buyers in large numbers in New York from all parts
of the country started business flowing in many channels,
and their optimism was even more reassuring, for they told
of excellent conditions at home, and how the consuming
public of their section was in need of a large quantity of
goods. For this reason, prices have not declined as it was
feared they would, and while some readjustments have been
made in the iron and steel market, these have been by no
means general.

The steel situation shows little improvement. Steel com-
panies are receiving orders for a larger product than was
formerly the case, but at the same time their unfilled orders
are decreasing, showing that plants are operating at a larger
capacity than the country is consuming. There have been
revisions in the price of wire and pipe and there will prob-
ably be lower prices for bars.

The market for metals shows a decided change for the
better, and copper moved rapidly upward to 16c., while lead
and spelter are likewise higher.

Business has apparently discounted any changes which
are likely to occur through a revision of the tariff.

Labor
The situation has been much more peaceful. There have

been few strikes of large import, increased pay for the rail-
way trainmen still being under consideration by the Arbitra-
tion Committee, and the Paterson strike having fallen
through. In other places, the demands of workingmen seem
to be readily granted by employers when there is any sound
basis for a revision. In some sections of the country, com-
plaint is heard that there is a shortage of workers, tliis be-
ing particularly true of the agricultural districts where farm-
hands are needed, and in New England, where mill operators
are needed.

Immigration statistics show a remarkable gain in the
number of immigrants coming into the country. The figures -

for June, which were recently published, there being delay
in all government publications of this character, show that
176,000 aliens came to the United States in that month as
compared with 92,000 last year, 71,000 in 1911 'and 105,000 in
1910. For the first six months of the year the number of
aliens coming into the country numbered 650.000, in compari-
son with 478,000 in the previous year, 423,000 in 1911 and 615,-
000 in 1910. Ordinary outside labor commands $2 a day.

Iron and Steel Products
A further reduction in the unfilled orders of the U. S. Steel

Corporation was recorded during July, amounting to 5,399.000
tons, a reduction since January of 2,500,000 tons. At the same
time, the production of pig iron has fallen off only about
10,000 tons per day from the maximum, and now is approxi-
mately 82,000 tons daily. The mills are curtailing their out-
put slightly, but not to any great extent, and there seems
to be no accumulation of supplies.

Some reductions have been made, principally in wire prod-
ucts and in butt-welded steel pipe. Pig iron is slightly higher
than a month ago. and the demand shows some improvement.
The recently issued report of the American Iron & Steel In-
stitute shows that the production of all kinds of finished and
rolled forms of steel in the year 1912 established a new high
record, the total output amounting to 24.655.841 tons. Of
this, the production of iron and steel rails aggregated 3.227.-
000 tons: plates and sheets 5,875,000 tons, a new high rec-
ord: wire rods, from which wire products are drawn, 2,653.-
OOO: structural shapes, not including plates, 2,846,000 tons:

iiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiuiniiiiig

bars, skelp and all other forms, 9,908,000 tons. It is interest-
ing to know that the iron and steel products exported during
the fiscal year ending June 30, 1913, amounted to $340,000,000,
setting a new high record and also a new high proportion to
the total exports of 12.4<X.

PiB- Iron—The output of pig iron in the United States bv
blast-furnace interests during July was computed as approxi'-
mately 82,000 tons daily. This was a reduction of 10,000 tonscompared with the high figures reached in February, but evenwith the curtailment in the output, there was an accumula-
tion of stocks of pig iron in many quarters. On the other
hand, some extremely good buying was reported during the
month, notably, heavy sales of Southern foundry No. 2 by
furnace interests in that district which were willing to make
concessions, and book business at a low figure. The principal
interest doing this had a goodly tonnage ordered on its
books at the end of the month, and was able to advance
quotations $1 per ton. Since July 1, there has been an ad-
vance in pig iron in almost all centers, averaging approxi-
mately 50c. to $1 per ton.

Steel Ralls—The leading trunk lines of the countrv have
not begun to make up their buying schedules for rails yet,
and very little business is being transacted. Rolling mills!
however, are actively engaged in turning out products, and
will be for the next several months. No change has been
made in quotations, nor is it believed that there is any like-
lihood of a revision in prices.

Quotations are unchanged at $28 per ton for standard sec-
tions of bessemer rails, and $30 for openhearth rails, fob
Pittsburgh. These represent a quotation of 1.25c. per, lb. for
standard sections weighing from 50 to 100 lb. per yd.- 1 21c
for 40- to 50-lb. rails, and 1.30c. for 16- to 20-lb. "rails In
Chicago 16- to 20-lb. rails are 1.30c.; 12-lb.,
laying rails are sold at $24 per
in New York at $22.50.

1.33c. Re-
gross ton in Chicago and

Track Supi>lle.s—The demand is no larger than it was amonth ago, as far as new business is concerned, but ship-
ments on old contracts are active, and most of the mills are
working full time. Spikes are not at all firm at $1.80, and
concessions of $1 a ton are frequently made. Track bolts
with square nuts are $2.30 to $2.40 per 100 lb. These quota-
tions are f.o.b. Pittsburgh. In Chicago, railroad spikes are
$1.75 to $1.80: track bolts with square nuts, $2.30 to $2.40 and
tie plates are $32 to $34 per net ton.

Pipe—There has been an unusually large business trans-
acted in line pipe, and some of the largest contracts ever
made have been closed this summer. These have been from
the oil companies. At the same time, the demand for smaller
sizes of standard pipe has fallen off materially. The revision
as announced, which is approximately one point, applies only
to pipe % to 2 in. in diameter, butt-welded.

Discounts and net prices are as follows:

Black Galvanized
%- to 2-in. steel butt welded sO^r 71 1', f'
21^2- to 6-in. steel lap welded 78% esiSw
7- to 12-in. steel lap welded 75';; 64yf%

At these discounts the net prices of pipe per foot at Pitts-
burgh are as follows:

%-in.
1-in.

, Cents ,

Galvan-
Black ized

1^-in
1 1/2 -in
2 14 -in,
3-in 16.80
4-in 23.00

2.30
3.40
4.60
5.50

12.90

3.26
4.83
6.60

eter Black
5-in 30.50
6-in 42.25
7-in 59.50
S-in 62.50
10-in $1.03
11-in 1.13
12-in 1.27

ized

45.00
58.25
85.00
89.00
$1.46
1.64
1.S2

Sheet.<;—Continued pressure has been brought to bear on
the sheet market, but without obtaining concessions of more
than $1 a ton from the rollers, and in some cases it was im-
possible for buyers to secure even this advantage. Produc-
tion has been rigidly curtailed, and the American Sheet &
Tin Plate Co. is operating only 68 ^f of its capacity. Within
the last fortnight, there has been much better demand and
some heavy inquiries have been received by the mills, buy-
ers evidently being possessed by the idea that prices are
about as low as t' will go. and nothing will be gained by
waiting. The toUdVfing quotations are for small lots of a few
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_,, „„r ,r„n niul steel—BiisiiKss of rtoalors is aitive. as many

bundles or more, f.o.b. P'"«''"'-^!'_%"<»,';'''""^°t,bu';^,b'" or ocsunuM-.s who oft.n bu.v in carload lots from the mills are

for larpe lots is unchaneed at $2.25. f.o.b. Plttsbur^n.
j,.j,^.i„g on stocks at warehouse. Prices are steady, and from

No. 2S black. store may be quoted a."> follows:
Cents per pound

Plitsburirh ChlcaK" _ „ , , Per lb.

Birck T.alv. Black Galv. Refined iion:

,;0 3 50 2.«5 3.45 1 to 1% in., round and square ^ j^
Nos. 22 and 24 x'^ ^^^ 2.70 3.60 IM: to 4 in. x % to 1 in . .^ •

g.sOc.
Nos. 25 and 26 fH iH 2.75 3.85 1% to 4 In. -x % in. to ,\, in ^ J^^
No. 27 2 85 3.95 -*><* ^**' Norway bars
No- 2S

g^Cj j,j^p,

.

«t,uelural Meel—With the railways practically out ..f the
^^ ^ ^,^^^^^ j,„^ square 2.0.5c.

Mruitural Meei
material and cars Is con- i\o G In. X % to 1 in

.
^'^g^

market, as fai .is bu> ing oi .ub
, ^^^ ,^„a little 1 to 6 in. X VI ai>d .'.in

; | f ^c.
cerned. buildine work in the B.ast ^=^^7 ""j^ '' ^ „, po,„. Rods—% and «'"•••.••<,•;, 2.35c.

n..w mructural-steel business in sisht. there is no i nd ol com Bands—1% to 6^. In. to No. 8 f^^
nla^nt bv fabricatinB works that business is dull. Some ex- geams and channe"ls-3 to 15 in

Tremely low quotations
^Jl^^s"'^^^^^^^^^'^^any chance of securing he ^ >«'"'•««•

pi^.^urRh. for plates. A and 14 in ;;:;;::: f 75c.
are unchanged on a basis of *^=."- ""^

^ _3 These prices A and larser

S:^^H3r^:r;=r= i?{i „ rs;-- •
""

"
-

'^'Z

spiral Riveted Pln^P-lees are without change The fol- ^ V^, ,y-^\\.:\......:.: .••• ^g
, nnnt.tions are f o.b. factory, freight equalized with ^ ^ .:.... 3.00
lowinK quotations are I _o.o

^isiount of 50, 10 and 10% % and A in 2.90

f" ?;r.i^:fa?f^i^o^e^ar::^un^ to approximately ^f^^,\^::-:::\:::::— ::::-y.-... ijo

;^o' 'per Ur^oXrlrUes are Cheaper by 12^ to 20M.%. % -^^5 ,^n .......................•:;:::;::::;:;::::
; Ul

Net price per 100 ft. Extras for BB
^ With bolted Joints complete

_ .^ VM

eter Thickness
.

'

Galvan- | and
'

iargef! ! i! i! 1 : i 1 i ^ ^ ^ ^ ^
•••••••••••••• • ^^^

in Birminsham
, it ri ized

in. wire Kages Plain jg] 48 »30.74
MISCKLLAMOors

I \l *23.1o ' 23.70 37.14 „^„,„„ cioth-The reduction of price which was not.rt

6 16 33.05 35.,

6

^^^ ^.^^^^ _^^ ^^j^, ^^^^ ^^,^,„ f „„ .a by >'"

f;'^'";:'»
II 4317 46.80 6500 ^ j g ^re now as high as they have beeen at any time.

I
1*6 |o.o| 50.10 7 22

ifJll'^'^^^^ manufacturers abroad are to the effect that

10 ", «7 to ^6.5? 102.24 „,,k,t conditions there are very firm and no •-lection m
11 1*

H:^, S9.15 nX-30
i,., ig expected. The demand is fully up o no.MTial and

WIRE PKODVCTS stocks are sumcient to meet the inquiry n.suUinK from this.

., ,,M» irregularity the mills made an Portland Cement—Business has been steady, delivei les

Wlr^After considerable
'"^^"^^^'^^^^ers applied this re- ,^rge, and the mark.t is well sustained. The manufacturers

open reduction in """^^^lons^ Manufac^ur
PJJ^^^^.^^^ ^^, of portland cement will have all the business that they can

duction to all shipments
'"'^/^J'"^'^„^\frge lots, $1.50; gal- ^^Z care of for the next few months, but it is doubtful if

as fo''°--
-^"X'"2l'5 anneaTed n.75 These quotations ^f^'' ;tll last during the winter. In the East, the^greater

vanized barbed wire $2^15. anneaiea.^
^.^^ .^

amount of business in New York in connection with the

are per 100 lb f.o^b. ^ tt^'^^'-fg^-
^
J," galvanized $2.33, these ^~„g of new subways is making up for the loss sustained

$1.73; painted barbed ^"^% ";;:!"
jot

,

in building construction, but elsewhere in the country, there

quotations likewise being for large lots.
I" n't been the s.ame demand. Prices show no change. In

Cocer Wire—^ steady increase in business .has been
l^^^^^^^^^^^'",^^ quotation is 90c. to $1; in Chicago. $1.25; De-

no.fced in ^heVst fortnight, and some good buying is re- ftf^-^S"'. g^. ^aul and Minneapolis, $1.45. The.se quot.-

H nrinclDanv from trolley companies who believe that tro.t ^^^'- i^^,„^,,. ^^e co.st of the package

The m;rket hafturned permanently. Much of tbis l>us.nes ^^ ^
.-I^f-.t.^^,,, ,ave to pay about 40c. per bbj^ for

V, wn nlaced on a basis of 17.50c. per lb. The copper
J- ^^ a,so freight to destination. Quotation in Pitts-

siTuat ^n shoTs' a decided improvement, and tbe wire trade t^-^^e ^p^acka. ^a^
^.^^^ ^^ ^^^^ ^^^ ^_^^,_^, ^„„^^„,, ,„,.

has not been as hopeful for several months as it is at pres
^^^^ returned, of 7% to 10c. per bag.

ent. B3 Concrete Reinforcing—A reduction amounting to $1

Wire Rope-Quotations for the smaller «'^"„°^
<^.^"*-".Y„ a ton was made early in August. Quotations for small lots

wire rope per foot, f.o.b. Pittsburgh, are as follows, iv*
-. ^^^^ Pittsburgh warehouses are as follows:

23C.: l-m.. 15C.; %-in., lOc; %-in.. 7c.; %-in., ac.

PITTSBURGH. CENTS PER POUND
METAI-S

"^Stock"^*^

Copper-The price of copper advanced steadily during
1.95®2.05

^l;:ikrofm;;^s':;:.^:t:^-egionscur,.aiiingu^o^^^^
^:.n.

::::;;:;::;:;::::::::::::: 3.20^2.30

l.!:r^sr^;n-d ^er^ri^'^^^^-^e ..bc.^--. - - -—
6 z 7t T.^

to buy very freely. --^^ i^^^
^^ p^^. ^^ ^^^ tj,p heavy, weighing from 45 to 56

., ri;r/„T^'-"..'"r.'r..*s s .re- r*. ;..: .;;,-»«,. ,., ,, ,„. „ ,„ ,„. ,„. .„. ,

of 42c. per lb. prevails at this writing for large lots.
^^,^ ^^.^^ ^pp^.^^ ^„,y ^^ sheets of standard size.

Solde.-Strictly half and half «°;^"
'?,f̂ ^^f̂ i

'2"5
To'°2''6t Mlneellaneons Mctals-Small lots of brass, bronze and other

ance with lower prices for tin. and can be had at
„,^tals can be obtained in New York at the following quota-

per lb. . tions per lb.:

I.ead-The advance in the ^"Otation made by he Amer.^
^^^^^

S2.2.

can Smelting & Refining Co. brings the retail price oi leaa
^^^^^ ^^^^^ iron-pipe sizes: 21

in New York to around 5c. per lb.
s'V:-"^

'

j^in.- i! i! i! i .' i .:::: ^
:':

^ ^
•-••

fo
HARDWARE l^n'"'. .::::::::::::•::•••••••••••• ^g^,

i«,.il»—Prices are lower and wire nails can be had at $1.75. Brass rods ...:'.'...;]'.'.. il6%

Pittsburgh, and $2.05, New York for kegs of 100 lb in large Bra^- /'h-ts^^^.
.^.^.^^. ^-^-^ -^teed! ! ! ! ! • •

; ;

jO
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Just Between Friends

Doubtless your pay isn't highly luxurious,

Surely your job isn't easy or light,

Doubtless your life is a trifle penurious

Still—are you doing your labor all right?

Have you been fair to the man who is paying you—

Have you been honest and square with the boss?

Isn't your laziness often delaying you

—

Hasn't your carelessness caused him a loss?

No one denies that your task is laborious,

No one denies that you're often oppressed;

Still we would ask—though in no wise censorious,

Have you been faithfully doing your best?

Haven't you wasted a lot of coal needlessly^

Haven't you tried to get credit for slate?

Haven't you monkeyed with peril quite heedlessly-

Dallied with danger and frivoled with fate?

While you are thinking of grievances various,

Maybe the boss has a grievance or two,

Maybe his business is mighty precarious

Simply because of the things that you do;

Bosses there are who are wrong in their attitude

Greedy and selfish and crazy for pelf.

But—haveYOU really shown fairness and gratitude-

Have you been doing the square thing yourself?

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiinniiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiniiiiiiiiiinniHiiiiiiiiiiiniiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiii
iiiiiii iniiniininiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii niiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiniiili;^
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IDEAS AND S I G G E S T I O N S
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Cleaning C-oal

\\\ .lii>iui Ki;i:r.v'-'

A story is tolil liy a inim' lorcniiui cm liis old boss, who
now holds liigli office in oiii' of our largest bituminous-

coal companies

:

"Talk about cleaning cual—we had to clean it when I

dug coal for Old Man . I was driving one of the.

best headings in the mine, and there were a dozen other

fellows waiting for my place. He came in one morning
and began looking up and down the sides of the track

like he had lost a dime. Pretty soon he stopped and
held his light u]i into my face and said: 'Where are yon

throwing your dirt?' 'I says, 'There ain't no dirt in this

coal.' He didn't even look at the coal, but said. 'Young
man you want to and something by the time I conic

around again.'

"Xow, I knew two things: First, the Old ilaii wduld

be back, and second, if there were no bands and sul|)liurs

scattered back along the ribs, I would take my tools

and hike. I didn't want to lose that place, and there

was not a scrap of bad coal in it. T^ut next morning I

went in early (you could go in as early as you was a

mind to in those days), and I took an old sack and
gathered up bands and sulphurs as I went along. In a

day or two the Old Man came in. I didn't look around,

but kept digging like h— . Tie never said a word, but

grunted and went out. And, don't you kiujw. I had to

keep carrying them bands in for three montlis. Believe

me. we had to clean 'er in those days."

To tho.se of us who are "up against" the proposition of

cleaning coal today, this story, though perhaps embel-
lished, illustrates a number of things: The attitude of

both boss and miner fifteen years ago in regard to clean-

ing coal on the inside, the abundance of labor then, and
the method of getting things done. How many mine fore-

men now make a systematic examination of the ribs to

see what is being thrown back? How many miners make
a regular practice of throwing back their dirty coal? To
say nothing of carrying in dirt to satisfy the inspector.

However, there is nothing more futile than dwelling on
early methods of getting things done. Human nature
has not changed : industrial conditions have. The de-

mand for clean coal is greater than forniorlv. so, what are
we to do?

Bkgix at thk Pkopki; I't.ai i:

We can still imitate our old friend, the Boss, in going
to the proper place to begin. Clean coal still depends,
not so much on what is picked out at the tipple, as what
is thrown back in the working places, and, on the whole,
it is perhaps not much harder to require the proper service

from inside men than from tho.se outside at the tipple.

Of cour.se, the daylight is an advantage, but a handful
of tipple men handling large tonnage can hardly be ex-

Coal Co., Acosta,

imiijjiimiNnwimnn»iiinjoo«iiimniiiiimrnnniiiiiniriininiiiiiiiiiiiiiin^
iiiiiiiil

pected to do ail the cleaning for the hundred niincr> IcmiI

ing up everything that is shot down.
We might turn again to our story of the early days for

a lesson in fixing individual responsibility. \Vc will

probably not be able to dispen.<e with the man who gives

the final inspection to the railroad lar, iicir tlujsc wlm
pick slate as the coal is dumped ; and it looks as though
any future improvement in i-leaning would have to come
from a clo.ser inspection of the coal on the car of the

miner. Dockages are too often spasnindic- and out oT

proportion to the impurities. Too little is kimwii of the

real inside conditions ]iroduc-ing the dii-! louud.

Again, when the miner is able Ui "put over" a lot of

bad .stuff without hearing from it. and then gets a dock
on something not nearly so Ijad. be is apt to remark
cynically that the company needs the money. The fear

of losing miners by re(|uiring too much inside cleaning
is greatly exaggerated. Miners who quit on account of

dockages have either a real or a fancied grievance. .\ii

old-time school master is .>;aid to have called up all of

his smaller pupils and given them a "licking," parllv fni'

fear that some had bro':en a rule witboiir detection, and
))artly to intimidate the older ibildivii. II the docking
has lieen done on this principle, soiuc of the grievances
are probably real. Tf dirty coal has been allowed to pass
until the miner has only a hazy idea of the standard, and
then is gi\(.ii all his docks in a bunch, he is not much
to iilamc if hu feels that some injustice has been done.

W'l: Any. All AiiOfr Ai.iki:

The lower animals require systcniatir discipline to de-

velop a standard of efficiency. Kvcu human actions aiul

habits are formed the same way, hut with a difference.

One shock of the wire will sometimes break a mule from
carrying his head high in the mine, while "gee" and
1iaw" were probably repeated a thousand times and em-
phasized with sundry knocks with a sprag before action
conformed to wonl. The miner who drops a spark in a

powder can will probably not do so again, yet you woidd
hardly advocate this method of leaching men not to (ill

cartridges under an open light.

We are all alike when it comes to learning to do things
in a required way, so the only hope of rescuing these re-
marks from a mere pronouncement of platitudes is the
earnestness to secure something like patient, consistent,
daily attention to the root of the difficulty. There will
jjrobably not be so many dockages necessary, but that a
considerable number of them can be taken up with the
miner on the next day after the dirt is discovered, and
it is possible that the cases for individual attention may
become less frequent, but this will only be in proportion
to the regularity of the attention. Results can not be
brought about without certain penalties, but results are
not of necessity in proportion to the number of penalties.

I am aware that an appeal for closer supervision may
be along unpopular lines, because this involves daily vig-
ilance and an attention to the job that is not always
realized from a salaried position. The man who reads
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coal jouruals to discover short cuts and easy methods

need read no farther than the opening anecdote, but there

are still some men on small salaries who are conscien-

tious enough to realize not only that eternal vigilance is

the price of clean coal, but that the bands and sulphurs

along the ribs tell the story better than the pile of refuse

at the tipple.

An Automatic Fireproof Overcast

The accompanying illustration shows what is designed

to be an automatic, fireproof overcast, as invented by

John C. Duncan, Supt., ^line Rescue Station, Benton,

111.

The object sought in this construction is to provide

swinging sidewalls of sheet steel, which are held in place,

at the bottom, by wooden strips. A concrete sill 2 ft.

wide is first constructed on each side of the roadway,

across the crosscut opening. These sills are imbedded

deep enough in the floor to give a substantial support.

Two wooden strips 1 in. square, are imbedded in the top

of each concrete wall, as shown in the detail sketch.

The steel doors forming the sidewalls of the haulage

Details of Explosiox-Puoof Overcast

road are made of %-in. boiler-plate steel. These are hung
from two 2-in. round bars, spanning the crosscuts and
supported by the 12-in. I-beams set at the four respective

corners of the overcast. The round bars are hung from
two 10-in. I-beams, by the straps shown in detail, while

the doors are swung from these bars by the hinges, which

are also shown in a detail sketch. After the doors form-

ing the sidewalls are in place, l-in.-sqnare wooden strips

are nailed on each side of ihe door and over the strips

imbedded in the concrete. These light strips are suf-

ficient to hold the doors in place, except when acted upon
by the force of an explosion.

Above the haulage road and forming the floor of the

overcast are, likewise, two doors of %-in. boiler steel that

are free to open up.vard, under the force of an explosive

blast. These doors are hinged respectively to two 2-in.

round bars, supported b\ the 10-in. I-beams spanning

the haulage road, as shown in plan and elevation.

The purpose of this design is to provide an overcast

that will permit of the expansion of air and gases, dur-

ing an explosion, and, at the same time, will not be de-

stroyed by the force of the blast. It is expected that

both the side doors and the top doors will assume their

original position after the force of the explosion has

passed. The main posts and concrete sills should be

hitched securely into the sides and floor of the entry.

Nitric Acid from Coke-Oven Gas
The engineering supplement of the I'iiucs, of London,

says

:

The latest addition to the interminable li.st of byprod-

ucts obtainable from coal is nitric acid, and apparently

large quantities of this sub.«tance can be obtained with

the aid of coal gas, unless the researches of German in-

vestigators prove to be in error. The recover}' is made by

exploding a definite mixture of gas and air in a special

"bomb." Oxides of nitrogen are evolved, with the con-

sequent deposition of nitric acid. In one form of plant

the gas and air are compressed to from four to six atmos-

pheres, and the mixture is strongly heated before ex-

plosion. The products of combustion are rapidly cooled

down by passing through a special condenser, finally

finding their exit through an oxidizing tower.

It is stated that by adding pure oxygen to the gas in

the proportions of one of the former to two of the latter,

and heating the mixture to about 500 deg. F. before com-

bustion, a yield of 12^/2 !''• of nitric acid can be obtained

from 1000 cu.ft. of gas. The process, however, would

appear to be somewhat costly, for, assuming that gas

were obtained and treated for the moderate figure of

oOc. i^er 1000 cu.ft., the cost of nitric acid works out

at nearly $90 per ton, against an average figure of $8.5

for that produced by ordinary sodium-nitrate methods.

At a coke-oven plant the case would, of course, be differ-

ent, and there seems little reason why such concerns

should not deal with a portion of their gas, which to them

is a byproduct, in this way. A factory for the purpose

of generating nitric acid by this method has recently been

erected at the Wendle colliery in Westphalia, to deal

with 170,000 cu.ft. of gas a day. Pure oxygen is supplied

bj- a Linde plant, and coke-oven gas is used. [If this in-

formation is reliable, the products of all explosions will

bear closer examination.

—

Ed.]

Salt in Coking Coal
The Gas World, of London, Eng., says that in certain

districts of England, and also in Germany much trouble

is experienced owing to the corrosion of the walls of the

ovens. After a comparatively short period of use, the

brickwork in the interior of the ovens becomes friable and

detaches with the coke during the coke-pushing operation.

This corrosion is attributed largely to the deleterious

effect of the salt in the coal on the silica contained in the

bricks. Much of this salt can be removed by careful

attention to the washing. Various preparations have

been put forward for lining the interior of the ovens, but

none of these has so far proved satisfactory.
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Coal Shipping on the Great Lakes
liV .1. W . t IIA.\llii;i!I.AlX~

mWurSlS—This itistalhiiciit of the Lake article takes

vf) tlic gradual development of the coal freiijhtcrx. The

neccssiti/ uf rapid loaJiii;/ and unloading, together with

the comparative shaUownesa of the Lakes, /in.s- resulted

in a di^^tiiiclive type of ve.-<sel for this service. The mod-

ern boat is con.-<trucled of steel and /k/s a capacity rang-

ing up to I'l.ODi) ton.s.

Perhaps ii« iiuliisln- of it;; day lias come up so last as

tlie trade on the Great Lakes. lu 1679 the "Griffon," a

CO-ton ship, was built near Buffalo, but she was a nicro

toy. She sailed as far as Green Bay, and was lost the

first fall, with all on board. Development followed this

pioneer very slowly: in 1811 a 96-ton brig was built on

Lake Erie, but was soon cast aside as too large for the

traffic. The first steamer was built at Sacketts Harbuv.

X. Y., in 1816, a craft of 2'32 tons. There were no steam-

ers on Lake Michigan till 1826.

The package-freight liners, found at most of the lead-

ing terminal jtorts, used to carry coal regularly, but thcY

sels it was sonielimcs .') ii. high, so tliai Uic caigo space

was a terror to any sort of unloading apparatus ami was

not tolerated long after horse hoists l)cgan to give way

to steam hoists. At first these latter were merely a .sta-

tionary engine on the dock with rojic attacluneuts, but

these have now in turn given way to the clain-shell hoists.

llious;h even Chicaijo used horse hoists as lute as 1ST5.

Tin: I'.voi.i rioN- of riii: L • i;i;ii;irn:i!

At first the clam-.shell hoist found a host of diilii-ultie.'

in the hold of a ve.«sel but it has worked such a revolu-

tion in vessel construction that it is now dictating size

as wrll as build of the hold. A coal operator lately ttnder-

FitEiGiiTKii "Waixwrioht" Loadixg at thk PiTTsBFUfiH Coal Co.V Dock ix Ashtabula Harbor

have not done .so in the jtast "20 years or so. Sailing ves-

.sels were at their maximttra in the "sixties," with steam

just beginning to assert itself. David S. Bennett, who

built the first grain elevator in Buffalo, said to the writer

that once in 1863 he saw more than 60 sailing vessels

off that port at the same time. They carried a very small

amount of grain, often less than 10,000 bushels. This

capacity finally ran up to something above 3000 tons for

wooden sailing vessels, but none of that class, even as

consorts, has been built since 1897. Steam began to

supersede them in the "seventies."

While it is common for the Lake Ontario schooner to

load as little as 150 tons of coal at a cargo the steamer

"St. Joseph," which ran for a long time from Oswego to

Toronto, carrying about 600 tons of Ontario & "Western

anthracite, is a good type of that trade. She is 260 ft.

long, has no hold compartments and only four hatches,

which are 9x11 ft., with stanchions at each end of the

hatches. A former wooden arch at the sides later on gave

way to steel arches that do not extend above the rail.

Her keel.son is only about 21/^ ft. high, but on other ves-

•90 Johnson Park. Buffalo. X. Y.

took to sell a 20U0-toii cargo to a Western jobber, but

found that his dock had an 8-ton clam-shell for unload-

ing and it would not work on such a cargo. So something

had to be done with the older vessel holds. The stan-

chions were moved, the hatches increased and enlarged,

and the keelsons cut down where possible. These latter arc

not a part of the frame, but merely a beam running lon-

gitudinally along the hold and bolted to the middle of

the floor frames, all this new construction being pre-

vious to the water bottoms or side tanks.

The first big revolution of bulk-freight carrying on the

lakes came with the steamer "Onoko" in 1882, built of

iron. Though not the first metal craft on the lakes, it

had such an enormous capacity as compared with most

wooden vessels that there was a rush for this new type.

Older metal crafts had solved few problems, the first of

them being the "Merchant," built in Buffalo in 1862.

The "Onoko" merely showed tlie new po.ssibilities in the

size; she had two decks and the old-.style stanchions to

interfere with bulk-freight handling. In 1889, the

"America" appeared, provided with deck beams, but no

between decks. Her cargo of 3100 tons was all in a sin-
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A BlaiWXHOlST UXLUADIXG A \-K.lCL OX THE UPPER l.AKE.. Tl,18 SUOWS THE TYPICAL OpEX HaTCH,

Charactehistic of the Coal Fkeighters

gle space, though that has siueu been divided iiilu thix-e

permanent compartments, two of UUO tons, tlio third Ol

1300 tons capacity. This division was in part to

strengthen the' hull and also to facilitate the getting of

cargoes. Except for iron ore it was difficult for a long

time to get large cargoes of one commodity for the same

consignee . and port destination. Steamers of this class

were derisively called '"'tin pans" and it was predicted

that they would collapse in stress of weather. They did

not, however, and soon a further steji was taken, all in

the interest of less obstructed holds to facilitate unload-

ing bulk freight.

The iloDEPX Type oe Vessel

The steel steamer "A. B. Wolvin" was built in 1!hU,

an<;wering to the following description: Gross tonnage

6585 tons; capacity, 10,300; length, 540 ft.: keel, 56 ft.:

beam, 32 ft.; hold, 33 ft. having 9-ft. hatcheswith 1-2-ft.

centers ; one compartment and arch construction. It has

been found that something must be done to strengthen

the deck of a vessel about her hatch openings before it

was safe to remove the stanchions and to lessen the num-

ber of beams in order to increase the size of the hatches.

So the arch was put in crosswise between the hatches and

tied to the beams that siipport the deck; it was also at-
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tacliud to the belt frame tliat runs up from tlte liijrh Hoor

inside of the side tanks, for by thi-; time not only had

water bottoms been devised, but there were side tanks of

about 5 ft. in thickness running up to about the load line

and affording additional proteetion to the eargo, but not

interfering with the openness of the hold.

The improvements in the hold of tiie "Wolviii" worked

well, but the change of hatches from 24-ft. centers to

]2-ft. was not all that was required. The main beams

and center stanchions were already dispensed with, the

lirst to leave them out being the steamer "James H.
Hoyt." built in l!t(>->. The "Hoyt" also appreciated the

value of transverse bulkheads, l)oth for .strengthening the

Vessel and for dividing the largo into suitable lots, so

that s|)ecial bulkheads would not be rciiuircd. This boat

For .some time after the (ipciiing of iia\igation to Lake
Superior it is said that all the tonnage of tliat lake could

be put into the hold of a single lirst-size freighter of

today. There are now on the hikes about \'i50 bulk

freighters of eargo ca|)aiily running up lo 15,000 tons

and <;25 passenger stcanu'rs. many of them also freight

carriers, not to mention a host of small local craft and
tugs. For a score of years Detroit hns x-en the largest

fleet pass her doors of any port in the world. In the sea-

.son of 1010, '^5,578 vessels passed thai )iort in 335 days,

160 in one day, the aggregate tonnage for the season be-

ing estimated at 75,000,000 tons.

The lake coal carrier and bulk fnii^hter is now a

strong, steel-clad seaworthy box, ami sueli it is likely to

remain indefinitely. The inaehinery has also about

liAiLiioAD-C'.M; Fkui.i W IIK II .M \Ki:S IW 1) iKil';

Caxadiax Poirrs

A Day ofi' or .Vshtajui.a. Acii(

is 404 ft. long, with a carrying capacity of 6700 tons.

She has tweuty-three 8-ft. hatches with 12-ft. centers, so

that, like the modern lake bulk freighter in general, she

is fairly all hatch in place of deck. She also has six com-
partments of from 1000 to 1300 ton capacity each, so

that she might be called six vessels in one, as compared
with the coal carrier of the '80'

:, when an average cargo
was less than 1000 tons.

The increase of size in lake .steamers has been rapid,

but the limit is now probably about reached. Iji lSi)o

the average iron-ore cargo was only ISOO tons, in 1909,
it was 7178 tons and had been 8325 tons the season be-

fore on account of an extra depth of water in the liar-

Ijors and inter-lake passages.

Since the introduction of the transverse arch and the

increase of hatch capacity the Isherwood longitudinal

coiLstruction has come in, but that is a mere matter of

economy in hull frames. So far only a few lake vessels

have been built on this plan. The arch, howcser, has so

entirely met the needs of shippers and especially re-

ceiver< of bulk freight, that every winter a number of

steamers are changed over from the old beam-and-stan-
chion style. AVcre the vessels built of wood it inight not
be economy to rebuild their interiors, but the lake fleet is

now nearly all of steel construction, the life of which
is quite indeterminate .so that any desired change is

usually made nnles* the cost is too heavy.

reached its maximum develo]nneiil. The triple-expan-

sion engine and Scotch boiler eanie in (piite a long iim(>

ago and efforts to supersede them have not succeeded.

Power needed and crew required lia\e not increased with

the later increase of carrying ca)>aeity. With reference

to the coal trade it should be said that the amount offer-

ing fur .shipment has not kept pace with the increase of

tonnage and it is doubtful if it ever will again.

For a long time the main bar to the coal trade was the

lack of storage capacity on the upper lakes, but that is

increasing fast. For awhile the coal shippers tried to

oblige consumers lo Iniy enough in summer to keep the

moderate-sized recci\ing docks moderately free during
the active season, but they have about given that up as

impracticable. People will buy when they want the coal

and not much before that time. So when the shippers,

especially of anthracite, liave begun to creel va.'^t stoi'age

docks at the chief upper-lake ports and it is now stated

that a winter's supply can he laid down at more than one
of these ports, if only a small percentage is shipped out

before winter. The other ports are following.

But it is somewhat different with bituminous coal.

The consumer is a more con.stant quantity than a railroad

company or a manufacturer, witji a larsje storage ca-

pacity. The amount of bituminous is, however, iiiiieb

greater than of anthracite, .so that dock storage is in that
case also, a large factor.
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The Coal Output of Alaska

The prodiK-tioii of eoal ia Alaska in 1912, as stated by

E. W. Parker, of the U. 8. Geological Survey, was 355

tons, valued at $2840, a decrease from 900 tons, valued

at $7200 in 1911. The production in 1913 does not in-

clude the coal mined under the direction of the U. S.

Bureau of Mines for testing purposes, which amounted
to 900 tons, but, of course, no commercial value can be

placed upon this coal.

A little coal was mined in Alaska prior to 1884 by

the crews of vessels that ran short of fuel, but this prob-

ably did not aggregate more than a few hundred tons.

The total output of coal prior to 1889, including that

mined by the Russians, was i)r()bal)ly less than 10,000

tons.

The 1912 Coal Production

The production of (oal in the United States during
1912 reached the grand total of 534,466,580 short tons,

valued at the mines at $695,606,071, according to the iig-

ures of E. W. Parker, of the U. S. Geological Survey.

In 1882, the first year for which statistics are avail-

able, the total coal production of tlie United States had
reached what was then considered as about high-water
mark, 103,551,189 short tons. In 1912, the production
of bituminous coal in the State of Pennsylvania alone ex-

ceeded that figure by nearly 60 per cent, and the com-
bined production of bituminous and anthracite in Penn-
sylvania was 214 times, the total production of the United
States in 1882, while the total production of the whole
country for 1912 was more than five times what it was
in 1882. The United States is at present contributing
40 per cent, of the A\-orld's supply of coal, and is consum-
ing over 99 per cent, of all the fuel it mines.

In 1912, the productiun of coal in the United States
not only passed all i)re\iniis tonnage records, hut the

average value per ton exceeded that of any normal year
in the 33 years for which statistics are available. There
has been only one year when prices generally were higher
than in 1912 and that was 1903, the year of a fuel famine.
The gain in output in 1912 over 1911 was 38,095,554

short tons, and the increase in value was $69,040,860.
The production of bituminous coal increased from 405,-

907,059 short tons to 450,1 04.982 tons, a gain of 44,197,-
923 tons, with an increase of $66,607,626" in value. The
decreased production of anthracite, amounting to 6,102,-

469 short tons was due entirely to the suspension of
mining in Ajiril and May, when practically the entire re-

gion was idle.

Those factors which contributed to the increased out-
put of bituminous coal were first the revival in the iron
and steel industry, which stimulated production in the
Eastern states, the coal made into coke alone showing
an increase of nearly 6,000,000 tons; second, bountiful
crops of grain and other agricultural products, which gave
prosperity to the farming communities of the Middle
West; third, decreasing supplies of natural gas and fuel
oil in the Mid-Continent field and their consequent less-
ened competition with coal from the Southwestern .states;
fourth, increased consumption by railroads and in nearly
all lines of manufacturing; fifth, activity in the mining
and smelting of the precious and semi-precious metals
m the Rocky Mountain and Pacific states.

Of the twenty-seven states in which coal mining may
be considered to be conducted on a commercial basis,

there were twenty-one in which the output of 1912 showed
an increa.se over that of 1911, and in all but two of the
important states the increase in value was greater than
the increase in tonnage.

In the production of bituminous coal, Pennsylvania
in 1912 showed an increa.se of 17,304,231 short tons.

West Virginia's increase in 1912 was 6,955,107 tons. Il-

linois increased its production by 6,206,108 tons; Ohio
by 3,768,741 tons; Kentucky by 2,440,818 tons; Indiana
by 1,084,363 tons: Alabama' by 1,079.179 tons; Virginia
by 981,971 tons; Colorado bv 820,441 tons and Kansas
by 807,454 tons.

A Small Peat Production
While the United States is the richest country in the

world in deposits of peat, little active work is being done
in mining or digging it, and so far as is known, very few
of the peat-fuel plants established have gone beyond the
e.xperimental stage, and many of them have never been
equipped with essential machinery. Reports from all

known peat-fuel plants in the United States, according to

Charles A. Davi.s, in his Mineral Resources in 1912, show
that ^\ith one exception they were idle during the sum-
mer of that year. The only plant reporting production
made air-dried cylindrical peat blocks which, when thor-

oughly dry, were about six inches long and two inches in

diameter, dense and hard and stood handling well. The
output of peat fuel was reported as about 1300 tons,

valued at $4550. All of this peat was sold.

The production of peat for fertilizer was, so far as re-

ported in 1912. 41,080 short tons, of which about 8000
tons was reported as sold air-dried, that is, not dried by
artificial heat. The value of this material at the selling

prices reported was $186,522.

The amount sold for mixing with prepared stock feed
was reported to be 3imO short tons, bringing an average
price of about $6 per tun. An increased production of

paper stock from peat fiber over that of 1911 was
reported by the only company jiroducing this material.

The output for 1912 was reported to be 3000 short tons.

The production of peat-moss stable litter in the United
States in 1912, so far as could be learned, was suspended.
As in past years peat-moss was imported from Hol-
land, the importation last year being 9053 short tons,

valued at $39,867, almost exactly the same as in 1911.
This material is used almost exclusively as bedding for

horses in staliles in the thickly populated parts of large

cities. It is esjiecially adapted to this purpose on account
of its al)sorl)eiit and deodorizing ])roi)erties.

Natal Coal
According to the Daily Consular and Trade Reports,

coal is the only mineral mined in Natal to any extent.

The industry is at present in a better condition than
during 1912, because of an agreement which was entered
into among a majority of the operators to cooperate in-

stead of acting independently, and which has resulted in

higher prices. A difficulty in the way of great expansion
in the near future is the inability of the Government to

meet all demands of the operator for rolling stock to

transport coal from the mine to the port.
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Some Notes on Briquetting Methods
By V. L. HuiioLM*

S)'yOI'SlS—.1 feif remarks on some of the results ob-

iah.cd in briquetting. Tlie possibilities of briquetting are

tourlied upon and some interesting pliotos given.

The low-grade Western lignites have only one redeem-

ins: qualitv—they are unusually cheap, having a value

per ton at the mine of S)()c. in Texjis. $1.4-5 in Xorth

Dakota and $2.46 in California. Furthermore, tliWe are

enormous supplies of them, 150,000 square miles or so of

our Western states contain deposits of lignite and the gov-

ernment owns millions of acres of such lands, probably

because no one cared enough for tlicin to take them up.

Briquettes have various advantages over tlie lignite as

it is mined. By the drying, which is one of the processes-

of manufacturing, the heating qualities are tremendousi;^

increased. The eliitiination of moisture also makes for

economy, in that the shipper does not have to pay for

transporting .so much useless water. The briquettes liave

been tested for iTotli exposure to the weather aiul the

rougii handling, by dropping and revolving in a tumbler

to show that they will stand transportation and storaw.

Another advantage for household use is that the

briquettes develop no oilensivc gases in liuriiiiig. wiiereas

tlie lignite has an uiiple;isMiit ddor. Tli.'v burn linirbtly

Okn-tckal Yn-nv of Get!JIan- BinQui-TTixn Appar.vtus Siiowixg Ptiesses

With the advancing cost of high-grade coal the Bureau

of Mines has turned its attention to the possibilities of

this inferior product and the results have been highly

satisfactory. Not only was a furnace developed on one

of the Western reclamation projects which solved the

problem of burning the lignite as it came from the mine,

but experiments were made with foreign and American

briquetting machines; these show that lignite can be

compressed into excellent fuel, in some cases without

the addition of a binding element to make the particles

cohere. 'Wliere a binder is required, it has been found

that sulphite-pitch, a product of the waste of paper mills,

can be utilized to good advantage ; this is a profitable dis-

covery, inasmuch as the disposing of this waste material

has been a serious problem in the past.

•4624 Figueroa St., Los Angeles, Calif.

with a yellow flame ami the smoke is not black, like that

of bituminous coal, liut thin and yellowish. For many

years such briquettes have been in use in Germany ami

the comparative cleanliness of Berlin and other Gernuui

cities is ascribed partly to the u.se of this fuel.

The GEiiMAX Axn Exoeish Machixes

.\ German briquetting machine and one of English

make have been installed at the experimental station o''

the Bureau of Mines at Pittsburgh. Carloads of lignite

from various parts of the country were shipped m and

tested separately with widely differing results, but with a

satisfactory average. It was found that lignite from each

of the various states from which samples were received

could be compressed into briquettes without the use nf a

binding material; but the manufacture nf briquf+t -^ with
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8AJIPLES Of BlIlOUKTT

an addition of binding material, such as sulphide-pitch,

coal-tar pitch, water-gas pitch, and some form of starch

offered encouraging possibilities for further experiments.

The Eng'ish machine was used for making briquettes

witli the addition of a binder, while tJie German apparatus
was adapted for those made without such binding ma-
terial. In addition to the experiments made at Pitts-

burgh, tests were made with a privately owned briquetting

machine, of American make, operated by a fuel company
in Indianapolis; the fact was here, demonstrated that

briquettes of good quality could be made of American
lignite with a machine designed and constructed in this

country.

^'ariously shaped briquettes- are produced by the dif-

ferent machines, cylindrical, . brick-shaped with rounded
ends, and cubical, and they range in weight from one to

three pounds. The surface is smooth and the best of

them do not lose their glos.«y finish and sharp edges after

exposure to the weather, although this vaxies greatly with

the different fuels used. Combu-stiou tests were made in

a range and a heating grate with satisfactory results.

The co.st of the manufacture of briquettes (in addition

to cost of lignite) is estimated at from $1 to $1.72 per

ton. according to the local conditions, cost of labor, etc..

A German- Bk^qt ]:ttixg Machine

vTHKiaxc; ox Diffkhext Types

in the various states where lignite is mined. The cost of

installation is placed at $56,000 for the German plant
and between $18,000 and $19,000 for the English plant,

the former producing 25 tons of lignite briquettes in a
10-hour day while the latter has a capacity of 38 tons
in the same time.

American Coal in Sweden
There is great opportunity for American coal in Swe-

den, according to the Daily Consular and Trade Eeports.

The only difficulty to be solved is the question of freight.

The shortcomings in this respect may be said to be all

our own for the reason that we have no ships: and what
is true of the coal situation is true in many other
branches of trade.

Sweden imports something like $16,000,000 worth of

coal annually, chiefly from England. American coal

producers could have half of this trade if they could free

themselves from English domination in the question of

tonnage. The chief obstacle that American coal mer-
chants have to contend with today in shipping coal to

Mediterranean countries and to South America is not

the price or quality of the fuel, but purely and simply
the aljility of English ship owners to raise or cut the

price of coal freight at will, or as suits their purpose in

controlling these markets.

How much more difficult is it therefore to pass by Eng-
land to the Swedish market? Sweden is dependent at

present upon England for coal, at the same time the

( ountry's state railways and industries are entirely at

the mercy of strikes in England, which fluctuate the

market and even jeopardize many manufacturing plants

by threatening coal famines. Swedish manufacturers
would gladly free themselves from such conditions bv im-
porting American coal if they were able to do so.

Coal in North Manchuria
The only coal mine in operation in North Manchuria,

according to the Daily Consular Report, is located at

Djalainor. near Manchouli. It is owned by the Chinese

Eastery Ey. and leased to a Harbin capitalist under
agreement to supply coal to the Chinese Eastern Rv. at

70.8c. per ton, and to the Trans-Baikal Ry. at $2,266 per

ton, delivered to Manchouli.

During 1912, the Chinese Eastern Ry. took 142,880

tons, amounting to $101,159, and the Trans-Baikal R}'.

35,720 tons, at $80,942. The sales of coal from the Jap-

anese mines in Fusan have greatly increased during 1913,

the ])rincipal consumer being the Chinese Eastern Ry.
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A New Single-Roll Crusher

A piUi-nt was icwnlly it^siicil to tliu Jetliov Mf^. Co.,

of Columbus, Ohio, fou- a new typf of singk'-roll irusher.
•

Tliis" promises to be of ,^-onsiileiabie value to coal pro-

dueers, siiiee it embodies a praetical machine capable of

reiUu-iuK run-of-mine eoal to stoker size in a single

operation. ^^

The tlouble-roll eruslier, heretofore generally u.sed for

suih work, is limited in its si-opc by tlie following con-

siderations. Fig. 1 shows a pair of suiootU^. .rolls acting

on a lum]) of material lying between tTiem. ' Such rolls

Avill not i)in(li the lump unless the angle a becomes less

than the angle of repose of tin- material. Roughening

the surface of the rolls, or providing them with tooth

projections, will, of course, increase the angle of repose,

and hence enable the rolls to grij) larger pieces than

would be otherwise possible.

Fig. •' -hows how, wilh \h<.- same rolls, larger piece.-;

Tk.ktii .\uv Ki c,ii ii!i;i> on thi; Diu-m

The lllrtloli of ihc (Oil! oil tile breaker plate will be

inori- tiiaii ibe traelioii of the ilnini. lieiiee llu' iiuinercius

hook teeth shown in Fig. (i. ./riu'si' teeth should be far

enough apart to engage the coal betwei'u them, ami imi.-t

not extend radially from the drum favlhor lliaii the

width of the gap. Sjiaces exist rongbly in the roriu

of squares^ iAelosed between the various teeth, which will

contain slabs of coal not thickei- than the gap. In

order to break these slabs up pyramidal teeth are |)laee(l

in the center of the squares formed by the hook leetli.

AVe now have a i onibiiiation of project mns that will re-

duce whatever may i)ass throu.srh the iikk Imie to a iirodiirl

not larger than the ga]i.

The retarding action of the breaker plate is, however.

Fie. 5

Thi-: Action oi-- 1)oi'1!L1-:-Roli. and the ^'1-:^ Singlk-

1?0LL ('l(f.S!n-:R

may bo handled by simply placing the rolls farther apart.

This, however, leaves a larger gap between them, and

hence the product will contain larger pieces.

Fig. 3 illustrates how, liy increasing the diameter of the

rolls, larger pieces of material may be handled without

increasing the gap. The rolls here shown would handle

as large pieces as those in Fig. 2, and reduce them to

the same size as those shown in Fig. 1. For hard, tough

coal.s, like Indiana block, the gap must be brought down

to the size desired in the product. For soft, friable coals,

like Pocahontas, a slight pressure on the side of the

lump will result in reducing it to small pieces.

Fig. 4 shows how two or three pieces of such coal may

become wedged in a wide gap, and all be properly re-

duced. Consequently, crushers handling very soft coal

may be run with a wider gap, and will have a corre-

spondingly greater capacity than will obtain with the

same crusher operating upon a tougher material.

Fig. -5 shows how the new .single-roll eru.sher with

concave breaker plate is able to diminish the pressure

angle, and thus reduce the larger lumps to a smaller size

than would be possible with any two-roll crusher.

The face of the drum is covered by renewable iron

segments. Fig. fi shows these segments to be covered

with a system of tooth projections of three different

sizes and shapes, whose office will be readily understood.

If the breaker plate is .so set that the gap between it and

the drum be of a certain width, it is evident that all

coal passing through this gap must be reduced in one

of its dimensions to this size. The coal, however, may

come through in large .slab."? of this thickness.

Fill. (1. .\i;iiAMiKMKXT OF Ti-:i-:th ri'ox Uo'.h

so great that the iiiaebiiie will iiol readily grip large

pieces. Hence a set of huge thin book teeth are placed

at intervals around the drum, and narrow grooves are

cut in the breaker-plate shoe to clear them. These serve

the purpose of engaging the larger pieces and breaking

them up, or forcing them through the machine without

passing any material which has not been reduced to the

required size.

The degree of reduction to be had with any size of

this crusher depends in a great measure on the adjust-

ment of the breaker plate. This isalso affected, however.

by the character of the coal. A soft, friable coal will,

under similar conditions, split into smaller pieces than

harder and tougher varieties.

The capacity of these crushers depends on the size of

the product, the speed of drum rotation, and the friability

of the material. The power required to operate when

making a fine reduction will vary with the kind and

condition of the coal reduced, Init will average about

one-third horsepower per ton per hour. These machines

are manufactured in three standard sizes, namely, 30x-3()

in., •24x24 in., and 18x18 in. The larger size will handle

any coal up to 20-in. cubes, while the smaller takes lumps

up to 8 in. They are primarily built for belting to an

electric motor, and this appears to make the most desira-

ble installation whenever possible. The lieavy band-wheel

carries the machine over the peak loads and makes a

smooth, quiet-running equipment. When desired, how-

ever, a geared-motor drive is substitutcil for the ]nilley

and belt, with quite a saving in room where space 's

valualile.
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Each machiue is pro\idc(;I with a seif-contaiiied coun-

tershaft, which drives the roll through a pair of heavy

gears, thus giving so heavy a starting torque that it

ma" readily he put in motion even when the machine is

full of coal. In many cases this is a great advantage,

as coal may be received directly from a large lio|ipcr or

In'n without any auxiliary feeder.

Ax Im'-fkiI'X r Safety Device

The belt wheel is not keyed directly to the counter-

shaft, but drives it through a hub, over which it is fitted.

This hub has a pair of radial arms, so attached to the

arms of the baud wheel, that a system of wooden pins

serve to make the driving connection between the two.

A\'heu any uudue strain comes upon the drive, as by a

piece of steel or other foreign material getting into the

throat of the machine, these wooden pins shear off, and

UEXJiKAL View oe Ci;ushei!

thus prevent injury to the more important parts of the

mechanism.

The breaker jjlate is heavy, and is lined with a hard
iron renewable shoe. It swings on a top pivot, and is

held up to its adjustment by steel tension rods. The
nuts for this adjustment are conveniently located and
accessible at all times, and the adjustment for position

of the breaker plate may hence be varied if desired, even
while the machine is iu motion. The springs under the
adjusting uuts are heavy enough to resist the action of

the crusher when doing ordinary work, but sufficiently

elastic to allow the breaker plate to give way slightlv

when abnormal strains come upon it. This allows the
stress to come gradually upon the wooden safety pins
tmtil the load is more than they can stand, Mdien they
give way.

Throughout the design and construction of these ma-
chines durability and accessibility have been considered
constantly of prime imirortauce. All parts have been so

constructed that they will not only wear well, but may
be easily and quickly replaced, should occasion such as
the failure of a ]ilate or segment, demand their renewal.

The quantity of air circulating- in a mine should be
measured at the toot ot the downcast or at the main intake
and, also, at the foot of the upcast or in the main return,
at least once each week, and the quantity recorded in the
mine-report book. The quantity of air passing in the last
crosscut, in each split, should also be measured, so as to
ascertain that a sufficient quantity of the air reaches the
men.

Transporting Coal through Pipe

Lines

The method of transporting coal bv water pressure

through a pi]ie has been suggested by E. G. Bell, engineer
for the Hammersmith Electricity Works of London. By
this method from 30 to 60 tons of coal per hour can, it

is claimed, be forced through an 8-in. pipe leading from
the Thames and under Chancellors' Eoad to the yard
of the power jilant on Fulham Palace Eoad, a distance
of 600 yards.

If the scheme is adopted, a large mixing tank will

be erected beside the wharf. The coal will be lifted

from the barge by a mechanical grab, and after passing
through an automatic weighing machine, it will be fil-

tered into the mi.\ing tank, which will contain approxi-
mately 1.5 per cent, of coal and 85 per cent, of water.
A powerful electrically driven pump will then force the
mixture of coal and water at high velocity through the
transmission tube to a reception tank at the works.
The coal will sink to the bottom of this tank and

anolher pump will drive the water through a return pipe
to the mixing tank. Another grab will 'lift the coal out
of the reception tank into the storage yard.

Alth.uigh the initial cost of .such a plant might be high,
it IS Ijclieved that it would eventually be a paving in-
vestment, since the present cost of transportation is ap-
proximately Uc. per ton, or somewhat over $3500 for the
85,000 tons which are used annually.

Coal Consumption of the Iron Industry
The production of ]iig iron by means of Ihtuminous

coal and coke amounted in the first half of lOm to
16,075,264 tons or 97iA% of the total, according to the
American Iron & Steel Institute, The amount of mi.xed
anthracite and coke iron was 225,665 tons. The pro-
duction with anthracite coal alone was 11,491 tons, and
the production with charcoal was 176.1S2 tons, inchiding
a small quantity made with <tiareoal and electricity.
The production of iron hy the various fuels for" whole

years since 1877, in which year the total production first
exceeded 3,000,000 tons, is herewith shown.

Anthracite

}|JI 834,040
1878 97.i,777
1879..- 1,136,629
}8|0 • 1,61.3,974
1881.. . 1,348,627
1882...- 1,823,3.38
1883... 1,68.3,568
1884 1,416,476
188.5... 1,298,562
1886... 1,874,040
1887.... 2,087,847
1888... 1,719,401
1889... 1,714,602
1890... 2,186,411
1891 .. 1,866,108
IfSS... 1,797,113
1893. ... 1 347 ,,o9

1894... 9I4>42
1895 ... 1,270,899
1896... 1.146,412
1897... 932.777
1898 1,203,273
1899... 1.399,.552
19* 1.677,048
1901- 1,712,527
"02 1,115,247
1903 1,911,347
1904 1,228,140
1905 1,674,513
1906 1,S60,.5,S6
1907 1,371,554-
1908 355,009
1909 698.431
1910 649,082
1911 229,575
'^l'- 247,179

Charcoal

283,789
261,963
320,422
479,963
570,391
623,130
510,469
409,301
357,004
410,319
516,234
534,633
575,268
628,145
576,861
537,621
386,789
222,422
225.341
310,244
255,211
296,750
284.766
3.84.482
383.441
390.169
505,684
337,529
352,928
433.007
437,397
249,146
376,003
396,.507
278,676
347,025

Bituminous
and Coke
948,165

1,063,475
1 ,284,802
1,741,254
2,025,236
2,176,855
2,401,473
.1,272,091

2,388,960
3,398,370
3,813,067
4,235,704
5,313,772
6,388,147
5,836,798
6.822,266
5,390,184
5,529,224
7,950,068
7,166,471
8,464,692
10,273,911
11,736,385
11,727,712
13,782,386
16,315,891
1 5,.592,221

14,931.364
29.964,937
23,313,498
23,972,410
1.5,331,863
24,721,037
26,257,978
23,141,296
29,132,7.33

Total

2,066,.594
2,301,215
2,741,853
3,833,191
4,144,254
4,623,323
4,595,510
4,097,868
4,044,.525
5,683,329
6,417,148
6,489,748
7,603,642
9,202,703
8,279,870
9,157,000
7,124,.502
6,637,388
9,446,308
8,623,127
9,652,680
11,773,934
13,620,703
13,789,242
15,878.354
17.821,307
18.009,252
16,497,033
22,992,380
25,.307.191
25,781,361
15,936,018
25,795,471
27,303,567
23,649,547
29,726,937
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Twelfth International Geological Congress
liY I'Hii.i.irs Thompson'

SyyOPSI.'^—The congrexs han signalized its Toronto

merfin;i hij the puhlicalion of a nionumenlal hook on the

Coal Resource}! of the World. This monograph contains

the cheering information that there are seren trillion tons

of coal awaiting the miner. The delegates seemed to

think that the chemi.ots should no longer be allowed to

ctassifi) coals but that such fuels should be examined mi-

croscopicalUi in order to determine their petrographic

characters for the purposes of classification.

The Twelfth International Geological Congress began

its sessions on Thursday. Aug. 7, m the Convocation Hall

of the University of Toronto. Toronto, Can. About 500

.lolegates, speaking 25 different languages and coming

from all parts of the \vorld. \vere in attendance. The

formal openin;: meeting was held at noon. Sir Charles

Fitzpatrick. administrator of the Canadian goyeniment

in the absence of the Duke of Connaught, welcomed the

delesjates on behalf of the government. In his address,

which he delivered in French, he called the attention of

liis auditors to the many features of special geological

interest in Canada, including the Laurentian plateau,

the nickel, silver and gold deposits of Ontario, and the

extensive coal beds of Saskatchewan and Alberta. Ad-

dresses of welcome were also delivered by A. W. Hearst,

Ontario Minister of Mines. Controller Thomas Church,

representing the city of Toronto: and President Falconer,

of the University.

The newly elected president of the Congress, Dr. Frank

D. Adams, of McGill University, Montreal, then took the

chair and briefly thanked the Congi-ess for the honor con-

ferred upon him. I?. W. Brock, of the Canadian C4eologi-

cal Survey, addressed the Congress, stating that the Ex-

ecutive Committee had arranged excursions so that the

delegates might have the opportunity to visit localities of

special geoloiiical interest. The excursion routes arranged

covered a total distance of 20,000 miles. Dr. Emil Tietze,

of Austria, replied on behalf of the delegates.

As ExcYCLOPEDic Eecoud of Coal Resekvks

At the afternoon sitting, over which T. Tschernyschen,

director.6f the Russian Geological Survey, presided, R. W.

Brock formally presented to the Congress the elaborate

monograph on the "Coal Resources of the World," the re-

sult of an investigation made on the initiative of the

Congress. It is intended to form a companion work to

the "Iron Ore Resources of the World," published under

the auspices of the Eleventh Congress, and consists of

three quarto volumes, containing in all 1360 pages, illus-

trated by upward of 175 maps and figures and accompan-

ied by a 68-page atlas of maps, colored so as to show

geologic features.

The preparing and publication of the monograph was

entrusted by the Executive Committee to a Coal Re-

sources Committee, consisting of G. G. S. Lmd-sey, Con-

venor; F. D. Adams, R. W. Brock, D. B. Dowling.

Charles Fergie, James McEvoy, J. B. Porter and William

Mclnnes, and the actual editing was done by William

Mclnnes, D. B. Dowling and W. W. Leach, of the Geo-

logical Survey.

" ^Box 497, Oakville. Ont.

In the main t)ody of the monograi)h. reports on 64

countries are included, some of whiili contain over 100

pages. The greater number of the reports are in Eng-

lish; ten are in French and six in (ierman. In the "sum-

inarv." whi( h ai^jiears in the first volume, all the reports

arc reviewed liy the editors, in English.

Co.vi. Cl.xssiku'atiox

Owing to the lack of uniformity m the usage of the

different" countries of the world in regard to the com-

mercial classification of coals into anthracite, bitumin-

ous coal and lignite, it was found neccs.sary to adopt an

arbitrary i lassification which might be used by all and

thus make the results more easily comparable. The Coal

Resources Committee drew up a scheme of classification,

dividing the coals into A. B, C and D groups, with vari-

ous subdivisions, based niainlv on composition and heat-

iiig value. In this sclicnie .V roughly corresponds to an-

thracite, B and C to bituminous coal and I) to subbi-

tuminous coal, i)rowii coal and lignite.

\\'ith few exceptions, the reports submitted conform to

the classification prescribed as they do also to the other

requirements regarding the depths to which computations

were to be carried and the division of the reserves into

actual, probable and possible reserve, though in some

cases the information at hand has not been full enough

to warrant strict compliance with the specified form on

all these points.

The Geological Raxci; of Coal Bkds

In the introduction, Mr. Dowling summarizes the re-

sults, dealing fir.st with the distribution of coal in the

various geological series. The range of important fields

in the Paleozoic extends from Lower Carboniferous, m
the case of the fields of Central Russia, Scotland and the

Arctic Islands through Upper Carboniferous, to which

the large deposits of Western Europe and Eastern

America appertain, to Permo-Carboniferous, in which are

embraced most of the very extensive fields of China,

India and Australia. The Mesozoic, though not so widely

spread, contains im])ortant coal basins in Europe, West-

ern America and Asia. The Tertiary contains deposits of

importance in most parts of the world, including fields in

Central and Western Europe, in Japan, in Xew Zealand

and throughout the great plains region of North America.

Skvex Thilliox Toxs of Coal

The total reserves of the world, compiled from all the

reports received, amount to 7,397,533 million tons,, of

which nearly 4.000,000 millions are bituminous coals,

nearly 3,000,000 millions are brown coals of various

o-rades and nearly 500,000 millions are anthracite coals.

Of the latter, Asia, which includes the great Chinese

coal fields, has by far the largest supply of any of

the great continental divisions, furnishing 407,637 mil-

lion ^tons; in bituminous coals America, with 271,080

million tons, leads by a great margin, as she does also in

the various grades of brown coals. The world's produc-

tion of coal for the year 191(1 was about 1145 million

tons, so that, thougl: much must be allowed for loss in

mining, and for areas that for various reasons cannot be

economically mined, there still remain many hundreds of
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years before the exhaustion of the supplj' will occur.

Taking up the individual countries, however, it is found

that in more than one case the end is in sight.

t'ni-3[IST VERSUS PeTBOGKAI'IIEI!

An interesting discussion followed the presentation of

the monograph. J. M. Gordon, of Montreal, objected to

the method of classification of coal adopted in its prepar-

ation. He urged that there was no certain significance

in the relation between fixed carbons and volatile matter.

Many attempts had, he said, been made to classify coal,

Imt there is no classification today that can be said to

liave any degree of accuracy. The classification by length

of flame was only comparative. Xo division into classes

by chemical analysis was possible, and the quality of coal

could only be determined with a microscope.

A. Defline, of Paris, gave a paper setting forth in de-

tail the coa? resources of France. Professor Krusch, of

(Jermany, read a paper prepared by Mr. Bokar, upon the

subject of classification. The writer maintained that an
ideal division into classes was not possible, because
enough was not known about the genesis of coal and the

chemical changes through which the original vegetati'iii

passed after deposition.

A. E. Kitson, of the West African Gold Coast Survey,
gave an interesting description of the brown-coal deposits
of Victoria, which attain the extraordinary thickness of

from SO.S to mo ft. He was disposed to agree with Mr.
Gordon as to the unreliability of present methods of

chissifying coal as the character of the fuel depends large-
ly on its orio-in. The Congress disbanded on Aug. 14.

The Illinois Mining Board
The following resolutions were passed at a recent meet-

ing of the Illinois State Mining Board, held at Spring-
field, as a tribute of high esteem and respect for the
former president of the board, Eichard Newsam, who died
Aug. 5, 1913:

"Whereas, it has pleased an allwise Creator to remove
from our midst Richard Newsam, who for a number of years
was the president of the State Mining Board: and

Whereas, by his ability and honesty the stand and effi-
ciency of the State Mining- Board and state mine inspection
service has been raised until we are second to no similar
board in the United States of America; and

Whereas, the deceased, by his wide knowledge of mining
matters, practical and theoretical, and his aptness and ability
in imparting such knowledge to all who were seeking the
same, was a valued and competent presiding officer of the
State Mining Board; therefore be it

Resolved, that we pay a just and fitting tribute to hi.s
ability and memory when we mourn for him as one in every
way worthy of our respect and esteem.

Resolved, that we sincerely condole with the widow and
family of the deceased, and commend them to the keeping of
Him who looks with tenderness on the widow and fatherless.

Resolved, that these resolutions be spread on the records
of the State Mining Board, and that copies of the same be
forwarded to the widow of our late friend, to the newspapers
and mining journals of the state, and that the same be made
a part of the thirty-second annual coal report.

ST.\TE INSPECTORS OF MINES.
Hector McAllister, 1st Dist.
Thomas Hudson 2d "

John Dunlop,
James Taylor,
W. .S. Burris,
Thomas P. Back,
W. W. Williams,
W. L. Morgan,
M^alton Rutledge,
Thomas Little

Frank Rosbottom, 11th
J. W. Fairbairn, 12th

ST.A.TE MINING BOARD:
Evan D. John, Actg. Pres,
Martin H. Linskey, H. E.

S. M. Duggan, Secy.
Wm. Spenny, Member.
Martin Bolt, Chief Clerk.

3d

4th

5th
6th

7th

Sth

9th

10th

A Mining Class

One of the most practical examples of the effective in-

struction given by many mine foremen to their employees,
is that of Foreman Evan W. Evans, mine foreman of the

Capouse Colliery, of the Scranton Coal Co. Mr. Evans
was formerly (189G) one of the brightest students in the

Y. M. C. A. mining class, taught by J. T. Beard, at

Scranton, I'cnn. Since that time, Mr. Evans has con-

tinued his mining studies and has performed many prac-
tical experiments in the application of theory and prin-

ciples to mining practice. He has prepared and read
many interesting papers on subjects of mining.

\^ e are glad to be able to reproduce here a recent photo-
graph of a mining clas,s, organized and conducted by

The Evaxs Mining Class

Mr. Evans, as an evenin<_^- school. For two years this

ehiss was condiicted at the Evans home, until its increas-

ing numbers required larger accommodations. Tlirougli

the generosity of the School Board, permission was ob-

tained to hold the cla.ss twice a week in one of the class-

rooms of ISTo. 18 school. This class is attended by earnest,

hard-working mining men, who are making every effort

to better their own conditions and secure greater safety

in the mines, for themselves and their fellow workers,

by increasing their knowledge of minin.s; principles and
conditions. The regular attendance upon the sessions and
the work performed by the class show the appreciation of
the men for the disinterested efforts of their foreman, who
receives no pay for his services otlier than the heartv

good will of the men.

The members of the class represent all grades of work-
ers in and about the mines, including hoisting engineers,

fircbosses, "nippers," timbermen, tracklayers and miners.
Their ages range from 25 to 50 years. One of the prac-

tical features of the class is the illustration of the prin-

ciples taught by practical experiment. The example of
this faithful mine foreman is worthy of emulation by
c'hers who are capable and in a position to give instruc-
tion to mine workers, along similar lines. The class and
i*s conductor have the best wishes of Coal Age for the
success of their efforts.
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POWER DEPARTMENT
iiiiiiiiii til iiiiiii iiiiiii Ill iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiNiHiNiii niitiiui nil r-

Purchase of Electrical Apparatus

By Henky L). Jaiivso.x*

SYXOPSIS—Simple suggestions are here given con-

cerning the details of tonslniclion and im-tallation of

electrical machines and siritchlwards. The selection

and placing of indicating instruments receive particular

attention.

In purchasing altevnating-furrcnt generators, it is

advisable to examine carefully all constructional de-

tails, particularly with reference to the methods of in-

sulation and the windings of tields and rotors, as

well as the manner of applying the exciting curreni.

The windings of the rotors are especially inii)ort-

aut with direct reference to the case of repair and tlie

means of fastening the coils in place in the ^^lots, as

well as securing their ends against the effects of short-

circuit. The field coils .should be examined for methods

of fastening in place to prevent the possibility of move-

ment and also with regard to ease of replacement.

The flywheel effect on alternating-curient machinery

is of considerable importance, particularly when it is

necessary to operate generate irs in parallel, as the com-

bined flywheel' effect of engine and generator must be

large in order to insure a con.stant turning moment.

It is advisable that the turning moment of all ma-

chines should be practically the same, so that there will

be no interchange of current between them when they

are operated in parallel.

In most mine work it is imt advisable to have a gen-

orator of inherently good regulation, in fact,, it is better

to have one of rather poor regulation, because in case of

short-circuit, the machines, having a high self-induction,

will prevent current reaching any excessive value. If

good voltage regulation is absolutely necessary or de-

sirable, this can be obtained through the use of a Tir-

rell or some other regulator.

Temperature guarantees are of extreme importance,

and figures should be obtained at unity, at 80 per cent,

and at or about the jwwer factor at which the plant

may be expected to operate. This figure in many cases

is fow. There is, however, no rea.son why, with a proper

design of the plant—by which is meant the entire out-

fit, generators, motors, rotary converters, etc—the power

factor should be low; and for the best interests of the

owners, care should be taken to keep this figure as high

as possible in order to get maximum output from both,

engines and generators, and thus decrease the operating

costs of the plant.

TwEXTY-FivE Cyclh.s Is Best i^oi; Mixe Wokk

For mine work, a frequency of 35 cycles is to be

recommended, principally owing to the greater stability

of the rotaries and synchronous motors at this frequency,

•SS Broad St.. Boston, Mass.

particularly if the former siii)piy dived current at over

500 volts. The usual practice calls lor three-phase trans-

mission, and this is for general purposes by far tlu

best. There are plants at present installed using quarter-

pha.se, but as the amount of cojiiier used by tiie trans-

mission line is thereby considerably increased without any

comi)ensating gain, it is not to be advised.

Attention has already been called to the fact that for

voltages up to 13,200 "it is probably as satisfactory to

purchase generators wliirli will [Mnduec tiiis voltage

direct, as it is to use lower-voltage generators and step-

up for the line. :Maeh,ne> of this character are per-

fectly reliable: and by purchasing them one will be re-

lieved of the neee-siiy lor ilie use of ste|i-up transfor-

mers with their aiblitiniud cost. Above this voltage,

llOWe\cl'. owine to I be illelen-ed eo-t of rollsl lUet ioll, it 'v-

^\ 'l 'l

A ^Xv'AJ. T>i:sin\-i:n Switciihoakd

jirobably better to luiy generators which will give a lower

voltage, and step-up through transformers to the poten-

tial of the line.

The voltage at which to generate would ile]ie]id upon

a niiraber> of considerations; but is is usually kept low

enough so that it may be carried direct to the board,

if desired, without danger. It may be noted here that

in cu'-e it is desired to ritn the generators in parallel,

the engines should be iirovided with a device operating

on the governor, by which their speed of rotation can

be controlled.

This device is used for paralleling the machines and

also for their control when it is desired to divide the load

between them and to drop one mit of service, siiu-e tb.e

generators of this character do not ili\iile tlicir load in

proportion to the voltage generated l)u( in ]iroportion

to the power delivered by the jirinie iiiomt. This con-

dition has not infrequently been lo<l sight of and lias

been the cause of considerable ditiieultv in operating

generators satisfactorily in parallel. For the same reason

it is advisable to watch closely the type of engines pur-

chased, in order to see that they too operate with reason-

able uniformity.

The above outline will show the necessity for a thor-

ough knowledge of the strength of materials, the con-

ditions of operation, and the features of de.sign both of

the engines and generators, in order to be certain that
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the' best types of both are selected for mine service.

In purchasing motors or rotary converters, the same
general characteristics have to be taken into account

as in buying any other A.-C'. apparatus, the principal

features being a careful examination of the materials

and methods of construction, and the ease of repair.

Material and Arraxgemext of the Switchboard

The switchboard may be of slate or marble, depending
upon the voltage employed, and also whether or not it

is desired to make a "show" plant. For all practical

purposes with voltages up to oOd or Him, a well selected

slate board is quite as good as marble, and lias the ad-

vantage of being considerably cheaper and far easier to

keep neat. Above this voltage, owing to the possibilities

of metallic veins in the slate, marble is to be preferred.

For the best results and for ease in adding future

sections, the slate or marble should be supported on
pipe framework, as this is cheaper, stronger and more
readily handled than angle iron. In laying out the

switchboard, it is usually advisable to figure on the

future, because it is necessary for the best results in

operation that the panels of similar character should
be bunched together, that is to say, generator panels
should all be in one line, the exeiter panels in another,

and the line panels in another, each set complete in it-

self, making, however, one continuous switchboard.

This can be secured by leaving blank places for future
generator and line panels, and in.stalling the exciter

panels at one end of the board and the line panels at

the other, leaving those for generators between. If it

is desired, as it frequently i.s, for purposes of record,

to have a totality panel or out on which all the pov.-er

generated can be recorded, this can readily be inserted

between the generator and line, and upon this panel can
be installed, if desired, the power-factor meter, frequency
indicator and synchronizing device.

"With direct-current switchboard.-^, the same reason-

ing holds true. For best results in operation, the gene-
rators .should be bunched on one end of the board, and
the line bunched on the other end, here again using, if

desired, a totality panel between the two.

In direct-current work, owing to the fact that the
main leads are usually carried direct to the board, it is

more or less frequently necessary to work behind it,

and consequently sufficient room should be left for easy
working with the necessary tools, without danger. This
means that the board should lie at least 2 ft. and pre-
ferably 4 ft. from the wall.

The Ixstrumexts Bequired
The instruments required on a direct-current board

depend upon the information which may be desired;
but in general it may be stated that an ammeter is

all that is necessary for the generator panel, provided
that a voltmeter is so located as to be available for
this generator and future installations. It is, however,
not unwise to install a voltmeter and an ammeter on
each generator panel, arranging the voltmeter so that
it can be plugged to the generator, and another instru-
ment on a swinging bracket which will show at all times
the voltage on the main bus. In this way there is al-

ways a voltmeter showing the condition of the line and
at hand another wliich will show the voltage on the gener-
ator as it is being built up ready to be put into service.

This will enable the machine to be put into service

promptly and accurately without any unnecessary ])iug-

ging. It will also serve to prevent the throwing on U>

the line of a generator, in case the machine happens to
be reversed by any accident. This is only true, however,
in case the voltmeter used is one having a marked pol-
arity, so that there is no danger of its indicating the
voltage in case the machine happens to be reversed, as
would be the case if the voltmeter were of the solen-
oid type. Where a single generator is used, the record-
ing wattmeter, if one is installed, shoidd l)e placed upon
the generator panel.

Other Ixstkimicxts Are also Advaxtageous
Another instrument which frequently .serves a god

purpo.-^e is a ground detector, as this will enable one at
any time to discover whether or not the line is grounded.
In mine work it is not infrequent to find grounds which,
while not being excessive, might still be' the cause of
considerable leakage and. therefore, lost power which
may eventually cause a .station blowout with more or
less disastrous results.

Another device of value is a switch whereby a volt-

meter may be connected to various points upon the
system, enabling the o])erator at the .station to determine
at any time the condition of the transmission line as
to whether or not tlie drop over it is too great for suc-
cessful operation of the machinery. If this voltmeter
is connected at times of heavy load to various sections,
the condition of the line can be readily obtained ac-
curately without calling in outside assistance, and mav
serve to prevent considerable trouble with the mining
machinery. It will also obviate the necessity for send-
ing men into the mine for making these tests, which,
while giving an indication, are by no means satisfactory
owing to the possibility of the readings lieiiig taken at
dift'erent intervals.

It is neither wise, nor aoo.l iiractice. to relv upon
inferior instruments on the switchboard. They may
be cheap in fir.st cost, but are usually expensive in the
end, first, because they are not accurate, and second,
because tlie current required to operate them will in
less than a year frequently cost much more than the
interest charges on the dilference between their cost and
that of !)etter-(]ua]ity instruments.

Usi; Switches of Ample Capacity

Each mailiine should be provided with main switches
of ample capacity and also with a switch connecting
the equalizer. This latter may or may not be at tlie

Ijoard. If the run from the switchboard to the gene-
rator is long, it is cheaper and on the whole frequently
far more satisfactory in operation to have the equalizing
switch at or near the generators, although there are
reasons for objecting to this, particularly if the em-
ployees about the station are not careful men. The
objection is that a three-pole switch on the generator will

insure that the equalizer switch be closed when the main
line is closed. If. however, the equalizer switch is at
the machine, it is not uncommon to find that the
operator forgets to close it, with the result that one or
both machines mav droit out of circuit or that there will

be great and sudden fluctuations in voltage at the two
machines.

The switches should be of ample capacity for the
service. There is frequently a tendency to buy switches
having a small copper section, on account of the cost.
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A little thou.sht will >=how that those switches haviiij; a

small copper section, have a comparatively hi.uh re-

sistance. This resistance will cause a loss of power,

and this loss over a switch of high resistance as com-

pareil to one of low resistance, may he sufficient to much

more than pay for the ilifference in cost of the two

switches. Further, the lieatini; may result in meltin,;;

out the contacts back of the board and shutting down

the station. Small switch area also means small con-

tact area, which has a similar etfect, and, therefore,

it is unwise to attempt to economize along thc.se lines.

USF. Two t'lDCriT-BUKAKKIiS

A circuit-breaker should be installed on both line

and generator, though frequently the latter is neglected.

COAL AO E Vol. 4. No. !)

Small Steam Turbines in Coal Mines I

Si'iaiAL (.'uiiUicsrONDKMi:

The increased use of allcrnating current at collieries

has brought the small turbo-generator into considerable

prominence. Its compactness, ease of installation and

comparative good economy, together with fine running

qualities, peculiarly adapts it for the rough service re-

quired around coal mines. The accompanying iliu>t ra-

tion shows two of these snuill generators.

Fig. 1 is a lo-kw. unit at the Bearcreek Coal Cd.'s

plant^at Bearcreek, Mont. Fig. a shows a iio-kw. macbine

Ml III.' .Midland Mine, of the Rocky Mountain Fuel t'o.,

nt Sunshine. Colo.

In bdib of these instalhituins the [.nnir nuivcrs arc Kerr

Fig. 1. l.j-Kw Tiiiiio-tiKNKU.vToi; AT BKAiicin-ncK, Mont.

if the line Ijreakcr is particularly adapted to the service

rendered. It is, however, a safety feature well worth

keeping ui mind, to place these breakers on the gene-

rator, as mine loads are greatly fluctuatiug, "shorts'^

are miT uncommon, the line breaker may "hold over"

and c.n a heavy short the generator, unless protected

by a circuit-breaker, may be burned out. Attention

should be paid to purchasing breakers whose contin-

uous capacity is sufficient to carry the heaviest steady

load which is ever likely to come itpon them, and to

operate the plant with the breakers set at the highest

possible safe point. It is cheaper to have the .l)reakcr

blow than to burn out the machine.

In this connection it is worth while to note that a

delayed-action circuit-breaker is better than a breaker

set "to a danger point. Mine overloads and peaks are.

usually sharp and sudden, but not long lived, and a

load may come instantly which is not beyond the ca-

pacity of the generator for the time it may be on, but

which might readily throw the breaker if it is not pro-

vided with some means for delaying the trip. This can

be accomplished by the use of dash-pots or other means.

Attention to details of this character will insure coii-

tunity of operation is cases where the plant would

otherwise lie shut down temporarily.

Coal Production of British Columbia

British Columbia stands second among the Canadian

provinces in the production of coal, and third in the

manufacture of coke. The Coast District produced 1,-

.5.33,000 tons of coal in lOlS, the West Kootenai Dis-

trict, 1,299,000 ton.s, and the Boundary District, 214,-

oon tons.

Fig. 2. :;.VK\v. .Machine at Sinshine, Coeo.

turbines. While the steam consuniption of these small

machines is not (juite as low as that of four-valve or

compound engines, their compactness, small installation

cost and the fact that a large amount of skilled attend-

ance upon them is unnecessary, is bringing them rapidly

into favor.

Colliery Notes

Great consideration should bo siven to the valves of an

air compressor. Inlet valves should be as large as possible;

in practical work they are not more than 15 per cent, of

the sectional area of the cylinder. On the other hand the

outlet valves should be as small as possible and should open

as soon as the required pressur.- has been reached.

In mining work. multiple-slat;e air compression is not of

much practical advantage for pressures under GO lb., but it

is increasingly advantageous for higher pressures; in the

u.se of the latter there is a proportionately increased loss

from leakage. An additional advantage in stage-compression

is gained by intermediate cooling between the cylinders.

If the initial pressure remains constant while a volume of

compressed air is being discharged through a pipe, the loss

of pressure is proportional to the length of the pipe. As the

air increases, the velocity becomes greater and the friction

increases as the square of the velocity. Hence, where com-

pressed air is to be used, large sized pipe is often a matter of

f-rnnomy.

Unused slack means a waste of from 5 to 50 per cent, of

the total output of different mines. Coking slack is easily

disposed of. Noncoking, readily caking slack, is good for use

under boilers, as it fuses easily and is capable of being

burned with but little loss. Medium coking slacks demand

speciaUy constructed grates; even then the percentage of

waste is higher than when coal is used.
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EDITORIALS

The Schaefer Method

In the contest for supremacy between the Sj'lvester and

Schaefer methods of resuscitation, the latter system ap-

pears to be winning. The former was adopted by the

Bed Cross society and was by them engrafted in the res-

cue service of the Bureau of Mines without the opportun-

ity- for extended consideration. At the time there was

an immediate demand for action, and deliberation on

methods of first aid had to be left to the future.

The Committee on First Aid Methods at the Mine Ees-

cue and First Aid Conference declared that '"the Syl-

vester method of artificial respiration is preferable, pro-

vided that no injury to the person to be resuscitated pro-

hibits its use." Evidently the Schaefer method obtained

at least a foothold by this declaration of faith. For if the

Svlvester system is not always applicalile, some alt<:'rna-

tive treatment will have co be taught, though none ex-

cept the pulmotor method can be applied alike to all the

cases which are amenable to treatment.

The advantages of the Schaefer treatment over the

Sylvester are: (1) It is easier to learn; (2) it can be

performed by a boy or an adult for an unlimited time

without exhaustion; (3) it supplies more "tidal air";

(4 ) it places the victim so that his tongue naturally falls

from the back of his mouth; (-3) it enables secretions,

excessive or otherwise, and leaking serum to pass away

by gravity so that the patient does not need to be rolled

in order to prevent him from drowning in his own. se-

cretions; (6) it is available even when the muscles of the

arms are contracted tetanically; (7) it does not put the

man in an unnatural jjosition so as to cause an increase

in hemorrha.ges in the brain and cord.

Against these arguments the advocates of Sylvester's

method urge that the face of the victim is apt to be

plunged in the mud and some declare, we think wrongly,

that the ribs of the patient may be broken by the pres-

sure.

The reasons we have given for preferring the Schaefer

method are those urged bj- Dr. Charles A. Lauffer in

his '"Electrical Injuries," but we think he has omitted

one argument which his lack of knowledge of mining

methods has caused him to overlook.

The Sylvester method is a purely external system of

operation. The arms are raised. The moving of these

pulls on the muscles and raises the ribs which thus pro-

duce an enlargement of the chest. Then the arms are

lowered and doubled against the ten upper ribs. The
chest is thus reduced in size and the "tidal air" is driven

out.

In these actions many muscles are brought into play,

some indeed which do not have any effect on the dilation

or compression of the chest ca\'it}', muscles, for instance,

which run from the shoulder and arm to the back of the

victim, the extension of which while entirely unbene-
ficial in the restoration of breathing, may be accompanied
by extreme harm to the man being resuscitated.

It is no less essential to remember that whether anv

thoracic muscle actually tends to produce the heaving
of the chest is not important as far as the resulting in-

jury is concerned; an unfunctioning tension or com-
pression is a,s detrimental as one which performs the ob-

jects sought.

It is true that those pectoral muscles {pectoraJis

minor) which are much strained in the Sylvester method
lie for the most part below muscles not so strained, but
everything outside the chest including the inclosing ribs

may be regarded as external and much subject to injury.

Consequently, a.s a general principle, not, of course, with-

out numerous exceptions, we may suspect that a man
injured hv a blow is not a fit subject for the Sylvester

treatment, because the latter utilizes muscles and ribs

which may be injured. Furthermore, that method is

usually undesirable in case of burns, because it strains

and compresses muscles which are likely to have been in-

jured by fire, though the muscles affected do not function
most actively in the recovery of tlie respiratory action.

On the other hand, the Schaefer method utilizes the

floating ribs. These are forced inward so as to press

the internal organs, the stomach, spleen and liver up
against the diaphragm. Thus the chest is crowded into

a small space without pressure on any of its parts, other
than on the one v.-all which is not external. Ilence,

Schaefer's method is an internal operation in compari-
son with that of S^dvester.

F. L. Hoffman, in our issue of Aug. 9, .shows that in

the anthracite mines, 5.5 per cent, of the serious acci-

dents affect the "trunk," while 26.7 jjer cent, affect the
shoulder, arms, wrist, hand, collarbone and ribs. A less

marked difference is shown in the accidents of the bi-

tuminous field of Pennsylvania. There, 10.5 accidents
to the trunk occur to 21.4 in the regions of the body
moved during the Syhester treatment.

It must be conceded that the figures given are not
used with entire fairness because blows on the arms and
wrist are not likely to inliibit the action of the diaphragm
and so the lesser number of injuries on the abdominal
regions may nevertheless merit the greater consideration.

But, conversely; as it is in burning accidents that
asphyxiation occurs, demanding the restoration of
breathing, the location of burns is worthy of consider-
ation. It is more im]iortant to consider the parts which
are most affected by these specific accidents than to
enumerate the frequency with which the various parts
are affected by injuries in general.

As a miner works M'ith a low shirt and short sleeves
and sometimes without any sleeves at all and as his
clothes are gathered tightly around his waist by his belt,

it is probable that he is burned in even greater proportion
in what for l)re\ity of speech we will designate the Syl-
vester regions.

^lien a man stands in inflammable gas. the upper
part of his body is in a richer mixture than his waist
and consequently more severe burns are likelv to be found
there: moreover, the gas will not be ignited by a hand
lamp where the gas accumulation is small unless one of
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ilk- imin's liaiuls is raised to c-onvoy the liglit to tlie

trat;. Heuce bmriis are generally in the head, chest and

arms.
. i

•

Tliese considerations make us view the Schaettr

method as the one more suited for use in instruction.

Where it cannot be used, we fear that all ho])e is in vam.

Tlie man is probablv dead, not merely .stunned into m-

;Ktiou; he is burned to a crisp or injured internally so

that the undertaker has more interest in the matter llian

the tirst-aid man.

One further consideration juits the statistical argu-

ment more definitely in favor of the Schaefer method:

It must be -ranted that, as Jlr. Hoffman has deduced his

ti-nires from the reports of the inspectors, the word

t'runk" has an uncertain statistical meaninj; and thougli

it is likely in some ea.ses to mean the abdominal re.unoiis.

it probabiv even more often refers to the chest and back.

In fact, we are informed that injuries to these parts are

included in the enumeration of trunk accidents. Con-

sequentlv, the ratio between the injuries declared to at-

fect the" Sylvester regions and those recorded as involv-

ing the "trunk" must be snudler than that existing be-

tween injuries of the Sylvester regions an.l amdeiit^ in-

volving the abdominal regions only.

If we figure on the interesting data given by Mr. llott-

man. inadequate as they are for our special purpose, we

shall proluiblv err to the disadvantage of the Schaeler

method and give those who differ from us the best of

the argument But we quote the figures for wiiat they

are worth. The percentage of availability of the Schaefer

system in the anthracite region would be 82.9 per cent.

and in the bituminous coal fields of Teunsylvania 67.1

per cent. The Svlvester method would be of service,

therefore, in only' 17.9 and 32.9 per cent, of the eases.

Why teach a system so rarely available in mining prac-

tice' and why declare that its use is to be prefcrrt'dV

From Panama to Alaska

That enterprising senator, for the state of Washington.

Miles Poindexter. has a brilliant idea which he iiitends

to embody in a hill for introduction into the Finted

States Senate. This new motion of the senator will aji-

peal to the humor of mining men. though we can well

conceive that the ordinary citizen, unacquainted with

mining and dazzled by modern engineering achievement

may believe the scheme feasible. Poindexter desires to

utilize the machinery which excavated the Panama canal

to mine coal in the Ala.ska fields.

These coal areas have caused vehement discussion for

a long time, and a just solution of this troublous iirob-

lem would be welcome, except to those who make capital

by keeping the debate alive. Of late the coal beds have

not figured so promitiently on the political horizon as

thev ciid a few years ago, and mean^^hile accurate knowl-

edge concerning them has been more generally dissemi-

nated. But they may now reappear as star performers

in the political arena with the senator from Washington

as stage manager.

It is apparent to all those interested in mining that

tlie machinery which has been used in Panama is not

adapted to underground work. A large steam shovel

could not be taken into a mine to work beds such as are

ordinarily encountered. Even in some of the seams of

Alaskan coal, which are popularly reputed to be one

hundred feet thick without a slate inuting. n wnnld be

dillicult to work any large machine on airoiinl of the

widtii of liic opening necessary and ibe weakness of the

roof.

Much of the coal coidil be mined wilh a steani shovel

were it only clean, level and safe for such operation, bui

the la.st two desiderata arc more cons|iieiionsly aliscnt in

the coal of Alaska, than in perhaps :iiiy niher known

field. The only use for the shovels and e\ea\alnrs would

be in the i)iiild"ing of the railroad or in open eiitting for

coal. Just how large a tonnage could lie eeonoinically

obtained liy a removal of the surface is doubt fnl and the

vlemand for coal is not such that the whole Panama ]iaia-

phernalia could lind apprnpi-iate use.

-Vmong the many features in this liill is one outlining

a profit-sharing iilan between the ;;ovei-niuenl and il-

mine employees. It is by no means eei-lain that the fed-

eral authorities can with advantage ciit<T the competitive

field and sell coal at a profit and tlu' projjosal that the

government should only mine half the coal, leaving the

rest for individual exploitation is an equally (piestionable

])olicy. Any mining man knoM-s, to state the (|iiestion in

the form of an Irish bull, that one cannot tell wlial i-

iii the ground until it has been taken oul.

A waiter once demanded "which side?" when a llni-

cal customer called for an egg fried on one side <uily.

It might be permissible to inquire of Poindexter "wliieli

half that hapless operator is to c-cnitnd wlio takes ii|i the

burden of competing with the boundless resources of the

government ?"

Coal Shipping on the Great LaRes

Wc call particular attention to iW series of articles

dealing with coal transportation on the Great Lakes now

appearing in Coat. Agk. It is our purpose to cover the

subject in great detail, so tliat when completed, the full

discussion will form the most exhaustive treatise ever pub-

lished on this topic.

The importance of tins subject will be belter appre-

ciated when it i> reiueiuliered that during 1912. tlieie

were over 2:; million tons of bituminous coal shipped by

way of the Lakes, in addition to some 4 million tons of

anthracite. One of the most singular features of the

Lake trade, however, is the remarkable rapidity at wliiili

it is increasing. A decade ago the movement of s(.ft coal

via the Lakes wa.s only one-third the present tonnage.

Thus it will be seen that the water shipments have

trebled during the past ten years, while the country's

jH-oduction during the same period has only doubled. The

inference is plain. Water transportation of bulk freight,

where available, has proved an economically sound pi'iii-

ciple, and will be an imiKU-tanl faetcu' in deteruiinin'.;- the

geographical distribution of the coal inarkels of the fu-

ture.

One Way to Avoid Trouble

The crviiig need of mine management is a greater

knowledge of common law. In this issue we have started

a "Legal Department" to aid coal officials in mapping out

a proper course of action in their everyday work. Studv

the articles in this new department and thus ac(|nire

knowledge that will enable you to avoid annoying col-

lisions with legal obstacles.
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Are Contracts to Abandon Coal Trade
Valid?

By a. L. H. Sti!Ki:t*

SYXOPSIS—The decisions, if'liile somewhat variant,

agree in endeavoring to insure the purchaser in the pos-

session of the good trill purchased. In all decisions it is

ruled that the territory over which the restriction is ap-

plied must he the same as that over which the trade thus

restricted has already been established and in many cases

the judges have ruled that the time should also be limited-

May oue previously engaged in the coal trade, as pro-

ducer or dealer, legally bind himself not to re-engage in

business in competition with a person, firm or corpora-

tion to whom he has sold his business and good-mil?
The business advantages accruing to the purchaser from
such an agreement are obvious, but the exact limits set

by the law on contracts intended to secure those advan-

tages are, perhaps, not generally understood; and the

question becomes particularly interesting when it is con-

sidered that such an agreement may become wholly- void

through an attempt to secure greater rights to the pur-

chaser than the law gives him.

Is It Invalid to Sell Good "Will?

Formerly it was held uniformly by the courts that any
contract whereby one purported to preclude himself from
engaging in any legitimate pursuit anywhere or at any
tmie, no matter how limited, was void. The reasoning
upon which this holding was based was that the public

is entitled to the fullest possible competition between
business men in their cho.sen vocations; otherwise monop-
olies would be created. Bnt this luie was gradually modi-
fied as the courts came to recognize the injustice of per-

mitting one who has sold a valuable good will to deprive
the purchaser thereof by reentering the trade, especiallv

before the latter has had an opportunity to fortify himself
against such competition by acquaintance and course of

dealing with his new trade.

Accordingly, it has now become a general rule of law
that a contract by the seller of a business not to engage
in competition with his successor will be enforced by the •

courts, by awarding damages for breach of the agreement
and by enjoining further violation of the contract, if the
agreement be limited to the territory in which the seller

established his trade ; but in some states it is held by the
courts that there must. also, be a reasonable limitation as
to the time during which the seller's competition is to
be liarred. The test of validity usually applied is whether
the contract is reasonably necessary to secure the pur-
chaser in the enjoyment of the good will of the business
bought.

In a case which arose in the coal trade (George & Chap-
man Ts. East Tennessee Coal Co., 83 Tenn! Supreme
Court Reports 455), the rule is thus summarized: "A

Attorney and Counselor at Law, .St. Paul. Minn.

Luiitract not to carry on one's business anywhere is void,

but a contract not to carry it on in a particular place, or
within certain limits is valid." And, according to a de-

cision of the Minnesota Supreme Court, sale of the good
will of an established business, in connection with the
sale of that business, is not, if reasonable in other re-

spects invalid because unlimited as to time. (South-
worth vs. Davidson, 118 Xorthwestern Reporter 363.)

On the other hand, the Appellate Division of the Xew
York Supreme Court holds that a contract not to engage
in a business, not limited as to time and place, is void
as being against public policy (Von Bremen vs. Mac-
Monnies, 122 Xew York Supplement 1087) ; and that a
contract purporting to obligate the seller of a business
not to engage in a similar business will not be enforced,

unless the restrictions are limited as to time and territory,

and the agreement is necessary in order to give the pur-
chaser the benefit of his bargain. (Fries vs. Parr, 139 Jfew
York Supplement 220.) The Michigan Supreme Court
has applied a similar test. CWeickgenant vs. Eccles, 140
Xorthwestern Reporter 513.)

Reasoning along the same lines, the Kentucky Court
of Appeals holds that a contract, made upon selling the
good will of a business, not to again pursue it in the
country, is unenforceable, but that a contract is valid, if

it restrains the conduct of the business to such an extent
of territory only as is necessary to protect the purchaser.
(Linneman & Moore vs. Allison & Yates, 134 Southwest-
ern Reporter 134.) In Louisiana, the rule is thus broad-
ly stated

: "One may bind himself never to pursue a
particular calling within reasonable geographical limits,

or not to pursue such calling at all within a reasonable
time." (Louisiana Supreme Court, Moorman & Givens
vs. Parkerson, 54 Southern Reporter 47.) In Alabama,
such agreements are sustained if limited to the city in
which the business .sold is conducted, though not liniited

in duration beyond the time that the purchaser shall re-

main in the trade. (Alabama Supreme Court, Smith vs.

AVplib, 58 Southern Reporter 913.)

Contract of Restriction Xot I x valid though
Entered Into with Several Competitors

The principles above stated, as applied especially to the
coal trade, are well illustrated by the following summar-
ies of decisions handed down by the highest courts of the
country: A person who owned coal lands, mines and
lioats sold them to a company, agreeing not to engage
^\-ithin ten years in the business of mining or shipping
coal in the territory traversed by the Monongahela, Ohio
and Mississippi rivers and their tributaries. This con-
tract was upheld by the Pennsylvania Supreme Court in

the case of Monongahela River Consolidated Coal & Coke
Co. vs. Jutte, 59 Atlantic Reporter 1088, as being a rea-

sonable contract and not violative of public policy, though
the company had similar contracts with a large number
of other coal operators who had previously done business
in the Monongahela Valley in Pennsylvania.
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Another contract bv a retail dealer, in sellinfj his busi-

ness at Auburn, Neb.," not to reengage in business directly

or indirectly, in that town or in the vicinit.v thereof, ex-

cept that if his successor should discontinue a lease on

the seller's yard at the expiration of tive years, the seller

mi"-ht reenter the trade, was upheld by the Nebraska Su-

l)rme C'ourt in the case of Engles vs. Morgenstcrn, Vii

Northwestern Reporter G88, as against objection that the

nolated the statutes of that state directed

I. N.v

•V funnelledpany whose cars were to bo used, but the sel

a blank order book to the l)uyer. It also ai-pciircil I hat

.Her was advised that tiie coal was bought fcir rc-
llie

contract
111 a Michi-

liliu

roiitracts. which iiiiuii

s I'm- ilclivcrv as the

tlu

against combinations in restraint of trade,

gan case, the lessee of a dock upon which he conducted a

coal business sold nearby land, on which was located an-

other dock, under agreement that the purchaser should

conduct no business that would conflict with the sellers

trade. The United States Circuit Court of Apjjoals sus-

tained the validity of the agreement, as limited to the

property sold, (llitchcock vs. Anthony, 83 Federal Re-

porter 779.)

The Illinois Supreme Court holds that a contract is

not in unlawful restraint of trade by which one agrees to

buy the business of a particular coal merchant and then

to buy coal at wholesale from the other party to the

contract, iu consideration of which the latter binds liim-

sclf not to sell coal at wholesale to any other dealer at

the place; it not appearing that the output of any other

whole.-^ale dealer or purchaser of coal was in any way af-

fected, or that there is anything to establish the price of

coal at that place. (Superior Coal Co. vs. E. R. Darling-

ton Lumber Co., 86 Northeastern Reporter 180.)

AoiiEIiMICXTS ON DlSSOHTIOX Ol- l'.\l!TXi;l!SIlir

As a general rule, the principles above stated are ap-

plicable "to the sale by a partner of his interest, under

agreement with the continuing partner that he will not

reen<Tase in business in competition with the latter. It

is, afsol held that a seller of a business cannot avoid the

effect of a contract of this kind here discussed by trans-

acting a competing business under the nanie of a third

|)crson who was not a party to the contract.

It will be noted that the ob.servations here made are

limited to ca.«es in which promises to refrain from com-

petition are made in connection with the sale of a business

or property. The writer leaves closely related questions

concerning joint-selling arrangements between producers

or dealers as the subject of an independent article.

Time for Delivery of Coal Sold

Contracts to sell 600 tons of coal were recently con-

strued by the St. Louis Court of Appeals, in the ease of

Big Muddy Coal & Iron Co. vs. St. Louis-Carterville

.

Coal Co., 158 Southwestern Reporter 420, with refer-

€nce to the seller's duties and rights concerning the time

of delivery. The first contract bound the seller to ship

300 tons of screened coal for delivery at Illinois points

on board cars, "shipments to be made during the follow-

ing months: July, 20 ears; August, 40 cars; September,

60 cars ; October, 80 cars ; November, 40 ears ; December,

40 cars; and January, 20 cars." The other .ontract

called for the same total quantity, distributed throughout

specified months in quantities varying from 20 to 80

carloads per month.

Neither agreement expressly required the buyer to give

orders for shipments, nor contained .shipping directions

beyond specifying the destinations and the railway corn-

sale to a third company i

same jirovisions as tn tii

tracts above referred in.

Defkxd.vxt Tiiuci) TO Kxi-oiti i; Dklivhuy Wiikn I'uhks

Wi:i;i: High .\ni) Ki:Ff.si:n Coai. Wiikx Ski.i.ini;

.\i- A Low Puu'iC

Defendant buyer ordered out less coal than was jiro-

vided for bv his contracts, and the quantities so ordered

were shipped. When plaintiff sued defendant for the

price of the coal delivered, it appeared that 284 carloads

called for by the contracts had not been delivered, and

defendant counter-claimed for damages claimed to have

resulted to it from failure to ship that quantity.

But, on the facts above stated, the Court of Appeals

decided that the contracts between plaintiff and defendant

should not be interpreted as binding jilaintiff to ship the

coal, except as ordered out by defendant buyer, and that

was admitted to have been done. In other words, the

seller was not bound, under the wording of the contracts

and the course of dealings between tlie parties, to tender

deliveries in the quantities and during the months men-

tioned in the agreements.

It was further held that in such contracts the time of

delivery is of the essence of the contract, and that the

Ijrovisions for delivery of the specified quantities each

month would be construed to require delivery of that

amount upon orders received during the month, and not

to permit the buyer to order a less quantity in the earlier

months when the ]n-\c(' was low, and then recpiire de-

liveries of the remainder of such quantities just before the

termination of the contracts when the price was high,

especially where the buyer had written a letter reducing

quantities previou.«ly ordered, on the ground that former

orders had exceeded" the amount provided for by the con-

tract for that month.

Legal Decisions

Effect of Bankruptcy of Comiiany on Lease—Where a

coal-mining lease provided for payment of royalties to be

suspended in the event of strikes, car shortage, etc., and the

lessee company became bankrupt and the lessor accepted a

surrender of the property, he is not entitled to enforce a

claim against the estate of the company for royalties claimed

to have accrued after the bankruptcy of the company. (United

States District Court, Northern District of Alabama; in re

Gallacher Goal Co.; 205 Federal Reporter 183.)

Liability for Injury to Minor Kmiiioyee—A mining com-

pany operating in Pennsylvania is not relieved from liability

for injury to a minor employee, due to failure to warn him

against a danger, because it employed a certified foreman

as required by the laws of that state. (Pennsylvania Supreme

Court, Bogdanovicz vs. .Susquehanna Coal Co., 87 Atlantic

Reporter 295.)

TerniH of Payment for <;oo<l« Sold— If nothing is said when

a contract of sale is made as to when the price is to be paid,

it will be presumed that the parties Intended that payment

should be made by the buyer on delivery, and on his failure

to pay then the seUer will be entitled to reclaim the property.

(Arkansas .Supreme Court. Hamilton vs. Rankin, 158 South-

western Reporter 496.)

DutieH of Mine Owners—Under the law3 of Pennsylvania,

it is the duty of a mine owner to provide proper passage-

ways in tunnels, for the safety of miners, and liability for

breach of this duty cannot be avoided by delegating its per-

formance to a mine foreman or other employee. (Pennsyl-

vania Supreme Court, Simmons vs. Lehigh Valley Coal Co., 87

Atlantic Reported 568.)
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Mixed Lights in Mining

Letter Xo. /-i— I have been greatly interested in the

discussion on the use of mixed lights in mining and, par-

ticularly, in Letter No. 9, by E. Z. Virgin, Coal Age,

Aug. 16, p. 24-1:. An experience of 26 years has convinced

me that no miner can be trusted with an open light in a

mine generating explosive gas; and I fully agree with

the statement that no naked light should be allowed in

any mines where gas has been detected or may be rea-

sonably expected.

There are two other statements made by Mr. Virgin,

however, that I must say most emphatically are contrary

t(i my own experience. He states: 1. The safety lamp

has no ill-effect on the eyesight of the miner compelled to

use it ill his work. 2. A miner using a safety lamp

can produce a? much coal, in a day. as one using an open

light.

In reference to the first point mentioned, I can speak

from sad experience; and, let me say, my case is by no

means an isolated one. In the district where I was born

and raised, Hamilton. Scotland, the safety lamp has been

used almost exclusively, for many years, and this practice

still continues. My use of the safety- lamp began at the

age of 11 A-ears and continued for a practically unbroken

period of 16 years.

The first serious results developed during the four-

teenth year of my u.«e of this lamp. I was attacked, in

the mine, by a severe vertigo and twitching of the eye-

balls. I sought the Gla.sgow Eye Infirmary and was told

bv the consulting physician that mine was a well devel-

oped case of miners' nystagmus, which was recognized

by medical men in that district, as being caused by the

constant use of the safety lamp. I was informed that my
only salvation was to give up the use of the lamp. The

trouble continued to increase from that time. Later, about

nine vears ago, I came to this country and have worked

with an oiien light ever since. For the past three years I

have used the carbide lamp and can truthfully say that

my eyesight is much improved, being practically 100 per

cent, better than when using the safety lamp, in the old

country.

In reference to Mr. Virgin's second statement, that the

use of a safety lamp does not lessen the miner's produc-

ing power. I would ask if it is sensible to suppose that a

man burdened witli the care of a safety lamp can com-

pete with another man using an open light hung on his

cap. Ill my opinion, no man who has used both of these

lanms would agree with Mr. Virgin in his last statement.

That the lamp is a burden to the user no one will deny,

as it must be handled carefully and watched continually.

In conclusion, I wish to say that, where conditions de-

mand, safety lamps should be used, unquestionably : but,

at the same time, the miner must be made acquainted

with the ill effects produced by the continued use of

the safety lamp.

JOHX il.iC XlCOL.

Seanor, Penn.

Mine Development
Eeferring to llie mine map shown on p. 211, Coat. Age,

Aug. 9, which is a good one, permit me to make one or

two suggestions how I think it can be improved.

The triple-entry system, shown on the main en-

tries and the first two pairs of cross-entries, is an import-

ant feature ; and I woidd suggest that the next two

pairs of cross-entries, inby from these, should also be

driven on the triple-entry system, while all other cross-

entries can be driven on the double-entiy system.

Again, it would greatly increase the output, for the

same amount of entry driven, if the cross-entries were

driven further apart and rooms turned to the right and

left of each pair of entries. This plan would give double

the number of rooms and would double the output of

coal, for the same cost of entry driving and operation.

The rooms should be driven right-hand on one entry and

left-hand on the other entry. The tracks in each room

should be carried along the straight rib. As soon as the

first two or three rooms are driven up, the work of draw-

ing back the pillars should be commenced, so that the

rooms can be finished while the tracks and timber are

good, which will decrease the cost of moving slate and

keeping up track in the rooms. All rooms and entries

should be driven on centers, so that the pillars will be of

uniform thickness. If the roof is good, the cross-entries

can be driven 600 ft. apart, making the rooms 100 yd.

deep: Ijut this will depend wholly on the condition of the

roof and floor.

It is a good plan to drive the crosscuts as shown at

the mouth of each pair of cross-entries; but I would sug-

gest, further, that another crosscut should be driven at,

say Xo. 10 room. This would provide an empty and a

loaded track and avoid any loss of time from mules or

motors waiting on each other.

In my opinion, all mines should be opened on a plan

that will provide for the handling of gas, if this should

be found later. Good ventilation should be provided by

placing doors, stoppings, regulators and overcasts as

quickly as needed. Where gas may be expected, brattices

and curtains should be arranged to keep the working face

clear.

While the present plan will, undoubtedly, provide for

an output of 1000 to 1200 tons per day, this output could

be increa.sed to 2400 tons per day, for practically the

same expense of entry driving and operation, by ttirning

rooms off both entries, as suggested. While there may
be no water to handle in this mine, I believe it is always

best to provide a sump for draining; and this should be

located between the first two pairs of entries, tmless the

mine drains naturally. I would also suggest putting a fan

at both the right and left entries; that is to say, installing

two fans instead of one. This would provide reliable ven-

tilation and guard against a possible breakdown, which

is liable to happen at any time.

Samsox Smith.
Mineral, Va.
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The Training of Miners

MiK-h is written latelv on the e.liuatu.n anil trainmj: ot

minin" men, partieularlv the miner at the workuifi ta>o.

Man
V

''suggestions of more or less merit have heen ma. e

in reference to how this work ean he hest accomplished;

ami in this connection, the recent article of State Mine

Inspector Xeshitt. C'oai. Aok. Aug. !). p. 20G, has at-

tracted mv attention.

Mr. Xeshitt advocates, in his article, placing a salety

inspector and instructor in each coal mine, for the luir-

pose of instructing the miners in reference to safety and

economy. In mv opinion, this suggestion of Mr. Xeshitt

does no"t get at the root of the matter. There is an old

i.iul true saving. '"Train up a child in the way he should

.'o and when he is old he will not depart Irom it." Ihis

applies as well to mining. The liest miners, and, indeed,

the onlv practical miners are those who have heen la'ani

into the mines by their fathers and trained in the w..ik.

There is, today, too much "wildcat work" in coal nun-

in.'. Grown men who have never handled a pick or seen

the inside of a mine are employed today as miners. They

go into the mine because they cannot get work at any

other trade. They are filled with horror and fear and,

because of their hick of knowledge of mining conditions,

they arc wholly incapable of taking care of themselves

while at work. :\Iany of them, after working a day m
the mine, fail to return to their work, and the next day

it is found that they have left their place in bad shape.

There are many things a miner should know before

he is permitted to work in a mine, lie sIk uld understaiul

tlie principle of the safety lamp and liow to use the lamp

at his work. He must be taught tlic luactical work of

putting up a brattice, hanging curtains, laying tracks,

handling cars; and. jmrticularly, how lo keep himself safe

while at"work, by properly timi)ering his place, lie must

know how to take down a loose piece of slate and set posts

required to make the place safe. He should learn these

things when he is young. The way to rc<luce accidents is

to employ more practical miners—men who understand

"ood mining and have mined coal ail their life.

The world lakes notice of great mine oicidents where

many lives are lost at a time; but the constantly rcnir-

riiiir' daily accidents, when a single man, or two or three

are killed, excites little interest and the death list grows.

Who or what is responsible? It is the insatiate greed for

coal aud the common disregard for the safety of the

worker, for wliich, in many cases, the inexperience of the

lireboss or mine foreman is rcs])onsible. Train the miner

when young.
Samson Sautii.

Jlineral. \'a.

Study Course in Coal Mining
By J. T. Beakd

The Coal Age Pocket Book

MINE VK\TIl..\TION
The ventilation ot a mine, as the term implies, involves

the supplv and maintenance of a sufficient current fi /"^
throughout the mine to render the same healthful and sate.

Kequir.-ment>< of Ventilation—The quantity of aAl *" ^'[C""

lation must be sufficient to comply vvith the state """'"S law

and to dilute, render harmless and sweep away the, gas'^s

that would otherwise accumulate in the mine. The air cui-

rent must be conducted so as to svveep the entire workinB
face and all void places with a moderate velocity sufficient

to remove the gas without danger to the lamps or inconveni-

ence to the workmen.
The C'lrculatins System—In order to circulate a current of

air through a mine, it is necessary to provide two separate

openings^ one for the air to enter, called the "intake openirig.

and thi other for it to leave the mine, called the "return or

"discharge opening." Two distinct air passages or airways

are also required, leading from these openings into the rnine

fro?dl? to conduct the tir current to and from the working
face. These are called, respectively, the "intake and return

airways. These openings and airways form a part of the cu

Sulating system in the mine, similar to the arteries and veins

of the human body.
, . , ,

Kindx of Ventilation—There are three different kinds of

ventilation in mining practice, known as "natural ventila-

tion "•fSVnace ventilation" and "fan ventilation." according

to the agency employed for its production.

Natural Ventilation—Ventilation is natural when it is

nro'duced by any natural agency, such as surface winds,
P'""" -^ falling water or the

I atural heat of the
•s- - V- •- mine. The accom-

panying diagram il-

lustrates the man-
ner in which the
natural heat of the
mine produces a
warm upcast air
column, in either a
drift mine or a

_ „, shaft mine.
^4, J ^ I" "1^ drift mine
/̂y/enfrv///M & shown on the left,

" "• L^L. the warmer air col-

$ Surface ,

^j5^5^?^^^^ v///y///////y////M'-

DIAGR.MI OF i

DRIFT JlINr:
DTAGRAM OF A
SHAFT MINE

The Coal Age Pocket Book

Readlne the Water tiaKe—In the common us
gage, in mine practice, the scale is not read closer than
Tn all engineering practice, however, an- - - -in ail engineei '.'f-

, J^^j g^^j^^ previously sho\vn. is used and

of the water
Br th

ind whenever
is desired the decimal scale, previously shmv
the reading taken to hundredths of an inch.

There are several sources of

possible error in i-eading the
mine gage. If the gage is not
truly vertical the reading will

not be correct. Error often
occurs from the cupping of the
surface of the water in the
tube. -Vs shown in the accom-
panying figure. the reading
should be taken at the bottom
of the concave or bowl. This
will give greater uniformity in

the results obtained.
In fan ventilation, espe-

cially when the reading is

taken in the fan drift, there is

a constant oscillation of the
water level, which makes it

difficult to decide on the true
reading. The oscillation is

much reduced when the tube of
the gage is contracted at the
bend. The best gages are pro-
viaed with a stop-cock in the
bend by which the connection between the two a
closed. The gage can then be carried to a more
place to be read.

I'nlt of Ventilatli
unit of ventilating p

the

rmer air col-
umn in the shaft
only partly bal-
ances the cooler
outside air. Above
the level of the top
of the shaft the

two air columns are of equal temperature and equal weight,

and therefore, need not be considered since they balance
each other The same is true in the shaft mine shown on the

right, whenever the two shafts have the same elevation at

the surface.

lure—In mine ventilation.
Dr the unit pressure producing
the circulation is estimated in

pounds per square foot. This
is calculated from the reading
of the water gage by multiply-
ing that reading, in inches,
by 5.2.

The accompanying figure
shows clearlv how the constant
5.2 is derived. The weight of
1 cu.ft. of water is. practically,
62.5 lb. This cubic foot repre-
sents a cube that measures 12
in. on each edge: the base of the
cube being 1 sq.ft. Since the
weight of 12 in. of water, rest-
ing on this square foot, is 62.5
lb., the weight of 1 in. of w'ater
covering the same area is fi2.5

which represents the pressure, in pounds
per square foot, due to 1 in. of water column. The principle
Involved is that the pressure exerted on a given area of sur-
face depends onlv on the height of water column the pres-

RELATION OF WATER-
GAGE RE.\DING TO

PRESSURE

12 — 5.5

are supports.
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Another Hoisting Problem

At one of our mine:?, the opening' i^ ;i shaft 220 ft. deep.

We are using a li^^-in. cable, which winds on a drum
T ft. in diameter. We coutemphite using a IVs-in- cable

on one side of the drum, while still hoisting with the 11,4-

in. cable on the other side of the same drum. What ef-

fect will this have ou the hoist?

J. B. MOltlilS;

The Cambridge Collieries Co.

Cambridge, Ohio.

When a cable is wound on a drum, what is called the

"diameter of winding," or the diameter measured from

center to center of the rope wound on the drum, is

greater than the diameter of the drum, bv the diameter of

the rope. The diameter of the drum, in this case, is 7 X
12 = 84 in., which makes the diameter of winding 80I4

in., for the li4-in- rope; and 851/^ in. for the li-g-in.

rcipe. Since the circumference of a circle is proportional

to its diameter, the distance of hoist, for the same num-
' ber of revolutions of the drum, is as 851,4 : 851/^. The

distance hoisted by the lyg-m. cable while the 114-111-

cable is hoisting 220 ft. or the depth of the shaft, is de-

termined by the prof)ortion

:

85.25:85.125: : 220:.r = 219.67 //.

This shows that while the li/4-in. cable is making a

single hoist of 220 ft., the li/^-iu. cable will only hoist

219 ft. 8 in., wliich lacks 4 in. of making the upper
landing. This difference is so slight, however, that the

stretch of the hoisting rope and some slack will take, care

of the same. Caution will be needed in starting the next

lioist from the bottom, owing to the slack rope. The diffi-

culty can be overcome to some extent by lining the drum
with canvas on the side on which the lighter rope winds,

or, by shimming the lagging on that side to increase the

diameter of the drum.

Method of Working
We are working a 7-ft. seam of coal overlaid with a

sand slate from 4 to 7 ft. thick. Above the sand slate is

a thin seam of good coal, 21 in. in thickness. The first

mining has been done ou the room-aud-pillar system

;

the waste has been stored in the chambers. The work-
ings have been extended, in this manner, to the extreme

end of the property. Tlie question is now : What is the

best method to employ for the extraction of the pillars

in the 7-ft. seam and the thin coal overlying the roof

slate? "Wliat method will give the greatest safety and
economy, in drawing back this work? Perhaps some
readers have had a similar proposition and can give their

experience.

J. H. S.

Bernice, Penn.

Assuming that there is a large area worked out and
standing ou pillars, in the 7-ft. seam, the question pre-

sented is how to draw Ijack the pillars in the lower seam

and secure the 21 in. of coal overlying the roof slate,

which varies from 4 to 7 ft. in thickness. The size of

opening, width of pillars and depth of cover are not

given ; and the character of the strata overlying the thin

seam is not mentioned. These data together with the

character of the coal in both seams will determine

whether or not it is practicable to attempt to mine this

thin seam of coal.

If the coal in the upper seam is an excellent quality,

and other conditions are favorable, it may be practicable

to undertake its extraction. If, however, the coal is of

poor quality or the conditions in the overlying strata are

unfavorable the expense attending the mining of this

coal -will be too great to make it an economical proposi-

tion. There may be water overlying the upper seam that

would entail a large expense in pumping: or the strata

immediately above this seam may be soft and friable,

making the expense of working prohibitory. All of these

conditions must be carefully considered, before the ques-

tions asked by the correspondent can be intelligently an-

swered.

With what information is at hand, the only safe method

that suggests itself is to flush the workings in the lower

seam, except the entries. Then, beginning at the bound-

arj- line, start an upraise to the overlying seam and deter-

mine whether or not it will be practicable or possible to

mine the overlying seam, independently. If it is prac-

ticable to mine this thin .seam, the coal can be dropped

through openings in the floor to the roadways in the

seam below and taken out on these roads.

The feasibility of this method can only be determined

by triai. It is probable that the coal in the upper seam

will not pay the handling of the intervening 4 to 7 ft.

of sand slate : and, for this reason, the upper seam, if

mined at all, must be mined independently, by some

method similar to that described. The pillars in the

lower scam should not be drawn until the overlying seam

has been worked back. The work should be conducted

on the retreating plan.

Weight of Water in Air Current
Kindly show what weight of water is contained in loO.-

000 cu.ft. of air at a temperature of 60 deg., assuming

the air to be completely saturated.

Pr:MPirAx.

Punxsutawney, Penn.

In order to calculate the weight of aqueous vapor con-

tained in this volume of air, it is necessary, first, to know
the tension of the vapor at the given temperature, . which

is found from psychrometric tables to be, for 60 deg.,

0.2545 lb. per sq.in. The required weight of water carried

in the air current is then

,'r -.rr. /" 6235 X 0.2545\ ^^ ,^ „100,000/ --

, ^„ ,,V^ .—r-vl = 82.47 lb.
^0.37 (460 + 60),

This amount of water is equivalent to two and one-half

tons per hour.
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Miscellaneous Questions

(Aimreretl bii Ueijticst)

Q„r.s.—When i^ a safety lamp safe, an.l why?

l„,_-\ .afetv lamp of any approvc.l type is only sale

when handled bv a competent person, in a proper man-

ner The 1-eason is that the principles on which saletv

depends must he understood and closely observed by the

one usins the lamp. The lamp must be held in an up-

ri..ht position, must be kept clean, must not be exposed

to a strong blast or current of air, and must be removed

cautiously and promptly from a body of gas as qulckl^ ah

observed. _

0„,„_T1k. hand of a Biran. anemometer turns .:i..-J

times a' minute. At the point where the reading is taken

the airwav measures 5.5 by 9 ft., in cross-section. \\ bat

is the velocity of the air current, allowing 3 per cent., Un

the resistance of the instrument?
- - ^ o _

.1„M- The sectional area of the airway is o..:> X •'
—

49-) soft The anemometer is graduated to indicate a

velocity of 100 ft. per min., for each revolution of the

lar<^e hand. In this case, the velocity of the air cur-

rent is 3.75 X 100 = 375 ft. per min. Allowing -3 pei

cent for the resistance of the instrument, the actual ve-

focHv of the air current is 375 -^ 0.97
.=^f

««•!;"• 1-

min.' The volume of air in circulation i* then Jbb.b X

49 5 = 10.1.36+ cu.ft. per minute.

Queg.—What is a regulator and where can it be use.l

to advantage? .
,

A,is—A regulator, in mine ventilation, is a device u»ul

for div'idin- tiie air proportionately between two air splits.

The common form of regulator is that known as the box

regulator, inis

is shown on the

left of the ac-

companying fig-

ure. It consists

of a brattice or

partition of

wood or concrete

built in an entrv, which is generally the return airway

of a pair of entries or section of the mine. In the cen-

ter of the brattice is provided an opening, the area of

which can be increased or decreased by moving the slid-

in<^ shutter or door shown in the figure. By this mean?,

the quantity of air in that split and passing through

the regulator can be increased or decreased as desired.

The regulator is commonly placed at the return end

of that'split which naturally takes more air than its de-

sired proportion. The action of the regulator is to de-

crease the proportion of air in that airway or split, which

increases the proportion for the remaining splits.

Another form of regulator is that shown on the right of

the fisure, and which consists of a door swung so as to

divide" proportionately the intake current. This regu-

lator is usually placed at the intake end of the two air-

ways and can be set so as to divide the air in any desired

proportion between the two splits.

Two FoiJits OF MiXE EEGrL.\TOBS

FOR DlVmiNG THK AlU

0,H'.s- —Where would von expect to lind nitrogen and

carbon dioxide, in a muu? (live their svmbols. weights

and specific gravities; and state how the presence ol

these gases is detected in the mine.

^„,,rL_Xitrogen and carbon dioxide are the two i)riiui-

pal products of combustion. For this reason, they are to

be found in those portions of the mine wiicre the ventila-

tion is slack and the various forms of c,.mbuslion are in

l.rogres.s. The burning of lamps, breathing ol men and

animais, burning of powder, slow combustion of coal iiinl

decay of wood, continually taking place in the mine, .(.n-

sume the oxygen of the air and leave nitrogen and carbon

dioxide as a result.

The symbols, specific gravities and molecular weights

of these" ga.ses are as follows. Nitrogen; .symbol, X,;

sp."-r.. 0.9^7: mol.wt.. 28. Carbon dioxide; symbol, CO.,.

spgr'.' 1.539: innl.wt.. 44. The presence of these ga.ses

"is detected bv the dimness of the lamps and the difficulty

of keeping a lisht. Carbon dioxide is most apt to ac-

cumulate in the low places or ^wamjis and dip workings

of the mine.

Ques.—li there is 5000 cu.ft. of air passing per ninuite

tin-ousjh the last cut-through, in an entry, and this current

contains 5 per cent, of marsh gas, how much air should be

added tn the current to reduc-e this amn-.uit of gas to 1 per

\_1 ',/.s.._The volume ol" gas in this current is 5(tO(l X
(1.(1,5 = 250 cu.ft. per min. If this amount of gas is to

be 1 per cent., v.u total volume of gas and air, in that

case, would be 25(i — o.oi = 25.000 cu.ft. per min. Now.

assuming that the original current was mixed air and gas.

the volume of air required to be added to reduce the gas

to 1 per cent, is 25,000 — 5000 = 20.000 cu.ft. per mm.

C)„V.,._What are the necessary qualifications to make j

an 'efficient mine foreman, outside of those required by >

law ? .

j„.s._Beside the mining experience, necessary age and

citizenship and the theoretical knowledge of raining prin-

ciples required bv law. a mine foreman must be a good

judge" of men and the work they can do. He must be able

to handle men so as to maintain the discipline of the mine

and produce the daily tonnage at a reasonable cost of op-

eration.

Ques. In the case of an explosion of firedamp in

which 8.4028 lb. of marsh gas are concerned, assuming

that all of the hydrogen combines with the oxygen of

the air to form water (H.O); what weight of water
.

vapor will result from this explosion?

. „.,._The chemical equation representing the reaction

that takes place and the molecular weights of the several

gases are

Reaction, CH, + 2 O, = CO, + 2 H,0

Mol.wt., 16 fi-I -^-i '^'^

Since the relative weights of marsh gas and water vaiior

concerned in this reaction are expressed by the ratio

16: 36. the weight of water vapor formed is

16:36: : 8.4028 :.r = 18.9+ Ih.
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I'lESUSCITATION. A treatise on electric shoclt, traumatic
shoclj, drowning, asphyxiation from any cause by means
of artificial respiration by the prone-pressure (Scliaeter)

method with anatomical details of the method and com-
plete directions for self instruction. By Charles A.

I^auffer, medical director. Westinghouse Electric & Man-
ufacturing Co., East Pittsburgh Penn. v + _" .W; ''^..'•J

in.: 7 ill. John Wiley & Sons, New York. Cloth boaids.

Price 50c.

f prone
ith care

This little volume by the American apostle

pressure methods of resuscitation; should be read

by first-aid men and by many others who possibly are not

sufficiently well Qualified to be entitled to that designa-

tion.

Dr. Lauffer is the author of a little volume on "Elec-

trical Injuries." That boolv did not give such practical

details of the prone-pressure method as does this little

volume nor did it show the physiologic significance of the

system of treatment. This brochure leaves the reader in

no doubt as to just what is needed, and it certainly lines

out a large field of usefulness for prone pressure. It is

valuable to remember that it is available not only for elec-

tric shock and for asphyxiation by irrespirable atmospheres

or by drowning but is to be recommended in all cases where

a shock, such as a blow under the belt, on the jaw or neck or

upon the head, has stopped ("inhibited") the movement of

the diaphragm. Any shock which "knocks the breath out of

a fellow" is a subject for resuscitating treatment if severe

enough to need treatment of any kind.

The illustration on page 12 and the description of the

bi .1-jar experiment are both unconvincing. The author

could have used the figure in Hermann's "Physiologic des

Menschen" with advantage as it is much more complete and
illuminating. The other illustrations, which were prepared

for another book, do not meet the needs of the author, but

still if the reader does not become annoyed by the difficulties

in pp. 11 to 22, he will arrive eventually at a clear conception

as to the position of the floating ribs and the diaphragm
and will comprehend the means by which the pressure on

the former is transmitted to the latter.

THE ANALYSIS OP BLACK POWDER AND DYNAMITE—
Bulletin 51. By Walter O. Snelling and C. G. Storm. 76

pp. and index. 5%x9%, 5 plates, 5 ill. Paper cover.
Bureau of Mines Bull. 51.

The public has long been expecting this bulletin. Its

slowness in publication is an evidence of the dilatoriness of

the government printing press, overburdened with the duties

of reproducing in sheaves the matchless eloquence of tiu

national legislature. The authors have produced, as might

have been expected, a careful monograph on the analysis

of dynamite and black powder, the first explosive having both

precedence and more lengthy treatment, despite the title of

the brochure.
Messrs. Snelling and Storm have checked their work with

a great deal of care and their methods on the same sample

would give concordant ' results. But they themselves would

be willing to admit that concordance and correctness are

not synonyms. The figures obtained for moisture are pos-

sibly too high in so far as they are raised by the loss in

weight, due to vaporization of nitroglycerin yet it is possible

that they are too low because complete dessication may not

be obtained in 3 days at room temperatures.

We wish now before the reader gets a wrong impression

to declare that what is said about this matter, can be

paralleled in speaking of any proximate analysis. If we
may be pardoned the pun, such .a determination is usually

not so "proximate" as it is "approximate." As A. C. Pield-

ner of ' the Bureau of Mines pointed out in his address before

the Coal Mining Institute of America, the chief services of

the chemist have been to render proximate analyses of coal

concordant rather than determinatory of the actual proxi-

mate condition of the body tested. This is the extent of

the work done in analysing dynamite. Rough indications

are obtained of the moisture content and probably more
accurate determinations are made of the quantity of nitro-

glycerin.

These results for any two samples of the same dy-

namite when in the same condition are made to check

just as the traverse of a survey can be made corroborative

of the accuracy of the measurements, even when the tem-
perature of the uncompensated tape is known to be 100 or 105

deg. F. and the tape is only correct when the heat is less

severe.

We cannot agree with the authors that moisture deter-

minations of samples can be made with accuracy whenever
atmospheric conditions are normal, seeing that the authors

show that when the dynamite is stirred for 10 min. in an at-

mosphere 75 per cent, saturated, the determination is raised 14

per cent, higher than when the saturation is 19 per cent. The
result at the lower saturation is equal to the correct moisture

content according to the authors. Therefore the other re-

sult in an atmosphere 75 per cent, saturated must be too

high and such a saturation of the atmosphere is fortunately

for the mining industry, very common in the United States.

Thus at normal saturations, the moisture content is apt to

figure too high if the sampling is not executed with dis-

patch. The lower saturation is common in certain restricted

parts of Colorado and the arid West and possibly is not

uncommon in office buildings in the winter.

We do not wonder that the introduction of nitroglycerin

into the dessicator produces no influence on the results.

It is unlikely that the space in the apparatus is 100 per

cent, saturated with nitroglycerin by this system. Moreover

the fluid was introduced at the same time as the dynamite

and could not have had any effect at early stages even

if the vapor tension of nitroglycerin were abnormally low.

But the experimenters appeared to have followed the recog-

nized practice and amply showed that the introduction of

nitroglycerin failed to modify the results.

It seems that a measurement of the increment in weight

of the dessicating substance would give a more accurate

determination than a reweighing of the dynamite it a dessi-

cator were chosen which would not combine or dissolve

nitroglycerin or nitrogenous fumes. Perhaps P. Litherland

Teed's system of gaging the moisture in coal could be

duplicated with dynamite and a slightly higher temperature

of dessication adopted. The drying could take place in a

vacuum, and the evaporated bodies drawn through a dessi-

cating tube heated to a higher temperature than the dyna-

mite so that they would not condense. The increase in

weight of the dessicator would measure the moisture evap-

orated.

Nitroglycerin has the following formula, C3Hr.(N03)..

There are other bodies known as nitro-substitution com-

pounds C3H5 (N03)20H and C3H3CNO3) (OH)o. These bodies ar.?

formed in the manufacture of nitroglycerin and may not be

wholly eliminated. Moreover there is a possibility that some

nitroglycerin may replace a molecule of NO3 with OH. It is to

guard against this that the potassic iodide tests are made and

the stabilizers are added. In case either of these less nitrified

bodies were formed, a determination of the NO3 content in

the "nitroglycerin" of the dynamite will not connote the

quantity of glycerin compounds. For instance, if it was aL

mononitroglycerin the result will be one-third as large as

it should be. Of course the error would be normally small

especially in a good article which has been well handled

but it is not such dynamites which it behoves us to eli-

minate.
Doctors Snellin.? and Storm have prepared a bulletin of

great value. The difficulties faced perhaps cannot be met

by any refinement of method. It is not too much to hope

that in a few years the shadow now thrown on the proxi-

mate analysis will be removed by the earnest work of enter-

prising chemists.

THE HISTORY OF THE E. I. DU PONT DE NEMOURS POW-
DER COMPANY. 224 pp., 6x91,4 in., copiously illustrated.

"Business America." New Yorli, Fabricoid boards.

The writer of this most readable and valuable record of

powder manufacture withholds his name. The reader who
follows his narrative from one end of the volume to the

other will agree with him that he has recorded a century of

success and will concede that he has made that success as

interesting as It is remarkable. The du Ponts built their first

mill in America in 1S02 and since their venture commenced,
the stories of powder and of the du Ponts have been identi-

cal. The book is essentially historical and does not venture
on technical ground, but incidental reference is made to all

the many lines, in which powder is used. Originally an in-

strument of war, it is today an important agent in every civil

development.
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COAL AND COKE NEWS
niinnuiiiniiiiniiiiiiiinniiinimiuuiiiiniiiis

Washington, D. C.

Some interesting orders relating to rates on coal have

l.,>en issued by the Interstate Commerce Commission within

the past few days. One of the most important relates to an

application which requested permission to establish a rate of

t2 So per gross ton on prepared sizes of anthracite coal all-

rail from mines to various points in Massachusetts while

maintaining a higlxer rate to intermediate points.

In the application it is stated that the New York Central

& Hud«!on River R.R., in connection with its Boston & Albany

division, is about to establish a rate of »2.85 to Allston and

Xewton Lower Falls. Dealers located at the latter points

rre in competition with those located at Newton Upper i< alls,

Needham. and Needham Heights, and it is stated that unless

the New Haven road can name as good a rate to the points

in its line these dealers will be forced to go out of business.

'Some time after the filing of this application the Commis-

•=ion was notified that the New York Central did not pro-

pose to put in the rate of $2.£5. and that, therefore, the Niw

Haven road desired to withdraw its application with respect

to Newton Upper Falls, but desired to have the application

stand with respect to Needham and Needham Heights.

It was also stated that coal reached Boston at a lower

rate than the rail carriers published, and was carried from

tidewater by automobile trucks to Needham and Needham

Heights at a rate less than $3, and to meet this competi-

tion it was proposed to put in effect the rate of $2.85. The

Commission denied this application under Fourth Section

Order No. 230, stating that sutfleient justification had not

been shown for the relief sought.

Since then the Commission has conducted a hearing with

reference to this application, at which the New Haven road

and the hard-coal dealers of Boston were represented. Sub-

stantiallv the same reasons were advanced at the hearing as

were set forth in the application, but with more detail.

The rail-and-water rate from the anthracite regions to

Boston is $2.55; the all-rail rate $2.65. Coal dealers of Bos-

ton who receive coal by water at the $2.55 rate make de-

liveries bv automobile trucks in the suburbs of the city, in-

cluding Needham, Needham Heights and Newton Upper Falls,

and the carriers allege that the present rate of $3 per ton

is not sufHciently low to meet this competition, and the

testimory so indicates.

In this connection there was also filed with the Com-

mission applications setting forth the effect of water com-

petition at Boston as justifying a lower rate than exists at

interior points. In consequence the Commission has finally

issued the following order covering the situation complained

of:

itvis>^j;^i^ ?;?vU;ij.?i?.^ns^^'^y?SilH?i
5^rt'o^n '-Rofbtirr Bivfi^on ^§?Jee^t!^Sr°o"resf H^flT^ind^'MouJ?

*'"SppUcat"on"No.'"530f"asks'Vor authority to establish a

rate of 52.S5 per gross ton on prepared sizes of anthracite

coal, all-rail, from mines in the anthracite region of Penn-
svlvania located on the rails of the Pennsylvania RR- Co.,

the Central RR Co.. of New Jersey. Philadelphia & Read-

ing Ry Co New York, Ontario & ^Vestern Ry. Co Erie R.R.

Co , and L,4high Valley R.R. Co., to Needham. and Needham
Heights. Mass.. lower than rates concurrently in effect to in-

^™^hearing having been held upon these applications, in so

far as thev relate to rates on anthracite coal from and to

the points hereinbefore described, and full investigation of

the matters and things involved having been had. and tlie

Commission having, on the date hereof, made and filed a re-

port containing its findings of fact and conclusions theron
which said report is hereby referred to and made a part

"^U is ordered. That Fourth Section Order No. 230 be. and
it is hereby, vacated.

,_ v, „„/i
It is further ordered. That the petitioners herein be. and

thev are herebv. authorized to continue to charge as at pres-

ent lower rate's on anthracite coal from points m the an-

thracite coal region of Pennsylvania to Boston Roxbury.
Boviston Street. Forest Hills, and Mount Hope. Mass.. and
other points adjacent thereto takinc^ the same rates, than

are concurrently in effect on like traffic from the same points

of origin to intermediate points: and to maintain higher

rates to intermediate points, provided that the present rates

to slid intermediate points are not exceeded: and provided

fSrther that the rates to Needham, Needham Heights, and

Xewton Upper Falls, :Mass.. shall not exceed the rate to Bos-
ton, Mass.. bv more than 20 cents per gross ton.

The Commission does not hereby apiirove any rates that

mav be continued or established under this authority, all

such rates being subject to eomplaint, investigation, and cor-

rection if in confiict with any other provision of the act.

The I'roHpeefH -Vre Ciooll

According to all information received here, the prospect

for Fall trade in coal is of the best. General trade during

the summer, it is reported by those who are looking into the

situation for the Federal Government, has been entirely

healthful, while it is the opinion of the investigators that de-

mand has on the whole been tolarably well supplied. The

prospect however that Fall and Winter demand will add to

prices for coal and the consequent necessity of filling orders

early if all demand is to be gratified has, however, caused

continuous anxiety on the part of those who do not wish to

see the matter remain a political issue.

Representative Murray continues his demand for a thor-

ough inquiry into the coal situation, with a special view !.

ascertaining why the requirements of Massachusetts have not

been fully met and at lower prices. The general coal situa-

tion is causing in another way fresh demands for Govern-

ment action as it is now insisted that the proposed Alaskan

railway, to be built with public funds appropriated for that

purpose shall be constructed at an early date in order that

full advantage may be taken of this source of supply by

shipments through the Panama Canal.

H.VRRISBIRG, PEXX.

The tri-district executive board of the anthracite region

adjourned on Thursday, Aug. 21, after a lengthy discussion

of plans to submit to the operators a demand that the "check-

off system be established throughout the region.

It is understood that sub-committees were appointed as
j

part of a plan to submit the demand in the routine and

orderly way, taking the matter up with the representativ. .-

of the companies with whom they have heretofore negotiated

for the settlement of local colliery grievances.

The "check-oft" system has never been employed in the

anthracite region, though it is in force in the bituminous

field of this state. Under its operation the companies collect

dues from the members of the organization and turn the

money over to the union offlcials. It has been Indicated that

the proposition will be opposed by the operators.

The importance of the demand and its far-reaching effects
|

prompted National President White of the United Mine Work-
.;

ers to counsel delay, and is deemed responsible for his mes-

sage, received shortly before adjournment, saying he would
.

confer with the board at its meeting in Shenadoah during
j

September. It is intimated that, pending the arrival of the

head of the organization only a perfunctory demand will

be presented, through the usual channels, the outcome to

determine future action.

The Lenker dockage bill was also discussed at the meet-

ing. The most salient features of this bill are the provisions
^

which declare that the operators shall not dock the men for

refuse, which is part of the natural formation broken down

with the coal, and that the cars must be accounted for in-

side the mine instead of at the breaker or other outside

points. The bill, however, provides that practices already in

vogue will not be affected and that agreements may be en-

tered into between the operators and the miners regard-

ing the latter point. The enforcement of the law is being

opposed by the operators on the ground that it interfers with

existing agreements. The miners' leaders themselves are nnt

particularly anxious to push this measure, as it threatens

to annul some of the advantages which the men now enjoy.

Action ABninst Mine Cave Bill

The action instituted in the Scranton Courts against the
J

"Davis Mine Cave Bill" was not unexpected, as this measure

has a vital bearing upon the future mining of anthi_cite

coal The Davis bill is far less drastic than the Catlin bill,

which was vetoed by Governor Tener. The Davis Bill

provides that municipalities shall have the right to regulate

mining under the highways for their protection. Since the

highways cover a large part of the area of a municipality

that safeguard is of considerable importance. In order to

protect the highawys it would be necessary to leave surface
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support under adjoining property to prevent lateral sliding.

In that case a large part of the private property in a munici-

pality would have to be protected in order to carry out the

V)roYisions of the bill.

The controversy is different from that involved in the

protection of private property from cave-in damages, as the

public can claim rights and immunities which a private

•person may not urge. The highways are used by public util-

ities for running street cars, wires, gas and water pipes,

etc.. and in view of this the bill may be sustained.

There is a possibility that the courts may decide that

surface support must be provided under streets that were

laid out and accepted before the coal under them was secured

and mining begun, but that the municipalities took the risk

when they laid out the streets over coal that had already been

contracted, with a waiving of damage claims.

The remedy proposed by the Mine Cave Commission ap-

pointed by Governor Tener has fallen flat. All that remains

Is a decision of the Supreme Court denying property owners

the right of redress in case of damage. There is a strong

sentiment through the region that the Commonwealth should

invoke the police powers, but a suit along these lines has

never been tried out in the courts.

PENAfSYLV \NI.\

.Vnthraoite

Haileton—The miners of this region are making a deter-

mined effort to have President Kennedy of the district union

appointed to membership on the board of trustees of the

State Hospital. A mammoth petition is being circulated, for

this purpose, and pressure is being brought to bear upon

Governor Tener to make the appointment from among the

miners.
The Dodson Coal Co. has posted notices at its Beaver

Brook Colliery stating that work will be suspended until

further orders, and thus about 1200 men and boys are idle.

This is the first time that the colliery has been idle in the

past eight years, and many of the men claim that the shut-

down was ordered because the employees had intended to

start a button strike.

Sernnton—Seven hundred miners went on strike recently

at the Peckville colliery of the Laskawanna Coal Co., be-

cause the company contracted with outside men for the re-

moval of pillars. The officials of the union tried to prevent

the men from walking out because such action is in violation

of the agreement signed with the operators. The vote to

strike was unanimous. The agreement between the mine

workers and the operators makes it imperative that the com-

panies pav a certain minimum wage for the removal of pil-

lars, but "does not state that the work must be done by the

members of the miners union.

Wllkes-Barre—What promises to be another important

lawsuit is the tresspass action filed by the trustees for the

proprietors of Kingston Township against the Kingston Coal

Co in which $300,000 is asked in damages for coal mined

under land in certain sections of the township. The case is

similar to that of the trustees for the proprietors of Kingston

Township against the Lehigh Valley Coal Co. for mining coal

under 34 acres of land in Forty Fort, for which the township

secured a verdict for $101,000, and a retrial of which has

been ordered by the Supreme Court, and which suit comes up

in October. The suits date back to 1769, nearly 150 years ago.

CarLondale—Sinking to his waist line while playing in the

vicinitv of the Watt-Scurry mine fire zone, a six-year-old

bov was nearly burned to death when the crust caved be-

neath him. This tract has been ablaze for the last 10 years,

and an appropriation was made by the last legislature to ex-

tinguish it, but Governor Tener vetoed the measure.

Shamokin—Alaska Colliery, of the Philadelphia & Reading

Coal & Iron Co., is showing signs of being flooded and has

been shut down until further notice as a protection to em-

plovees. The condition has arisen because a fire is burning

in the Enterprise mine, further down stream. To quench

this Shamokin Creek was turned into the Enterprise slope,

and it has been discovered the water was escaping through

the 50-ft. barrier pillar which separates the two mines.

Danger exists of a sudden flood sweeping through all the

Alaska workings, and it is not practical to keep pumping the

water, for it must go into Shamokin Creek, and thence into

Enterprise mine again.

Bituminous

Latrobe—Robert McGinnis of East Latrobe was killed by

an explosion of dynamite in front of Superior Mine No. 1 of

the Latrobe-Connellsville Coal Co. on Aug. 21. He was car-

rying a quantity of dynamite and caps and also had a bat-

tery°in the package. Just how the explosion was caused is

not known.

KittiiuniiiK—The Allegheny River Mining Co. has dis-

covered two veins of coal which are considered to be unusu-
ally thick on the Fleming Farm in East Franklin Township.
Some time ago a seven-foot bed of coal known as Upper
Kittanning was found on this farm and lately at the same
place, an eight-foot bed of Lower Kittanning was discovered.

3. W. Tuge, of Johnstown has opened a

nev
JlorrelU

ine It thii plac

Carnesle—The coal industry in this vicinity is brisk this

summer and almost every mine in the Chartiers Valley and
the Panhandle district is beiog pushed to its utmost ca-

pacity to supply the demand for coal from the Northwest
and Canada. The prospect now indicates steady work
throughout the entire Fall and Winter.

Punxsufa«'iiey—Coal is once more being taken from the

old No. 7 mine at Horatio which was abandoned two years
ago. This coal is being taken from the fanway and is be-

ing mined at the rate of about a car load per day. Six or

seven months will be required to finish up.

WEST VIRGINIA

Charleston—The case of J. H. Kidwell versus the Piney
Mining Co. was decided by the arbitrators on Aug. 31. The
decision reached by the Board of Arbitration was to the ef-

fect that miners should be paid at least twice monthly, that
is: That the wages of employees earned up to the 15th
of any month shall be paid in full not later than the last

of the same month.
That miners in the New River fields who struck pending

the adjustment of a grievance are violating the contract
made with the operators July 1, is the substance of a state-

ment recently made by Governor Hatfield. Several New
River operators called upon the Governor and made com-
plaint that at several mines the men refused to work pend-
ing the arbitration of their claims of unjust treatment. The
Governor points out that one of the clauses of the agree-
ment provides that miners shall remain at work pending the
settlement of a controversy.

Bluetield—The Winding Gulf Colliery Co., has just opened
a new shaft and tipple at Winding Gulf on the White Oak
branch of the Chesapeake & Ohio R.R. The shaft is the only
one on Winding Gulf, all other mines in that field beirg
worked by drift. The steel tipple has a capacity of 2000 tons
in eight hours, is equipped with the most modei-n ma-
chinery including automatic cut-off and self dumping cages.

Electric power is furnished from another plant on the Wind-
ing Gulf.

TENNESSEE

Covington—The city of Covington has filed with the In-

tei'state Commerce Commission a complaint against the Il-

linois Central R.R., in which it is represented that the rail-

road discriminates unjustly against Covington in the matter
of freight rates on bituminous coal from Beaver Dam, Central
City and western Kentucky points. It is alleged that the

rate from -western Kentucky mines to Memphis is $1.10 a ton.

the shipments passing through Covington, which is 3S miles
closer to the mines than the larger city, although the rate

to C6vington is $1.35 a ton. An adjustment is asked.

KENTUCKY
Hazard—Hazard is working hard for the proposed govern-

ment hospital which is to be located in that section of the

state to aid in the treatment of trachoma, which has become
prevalent in several of the mountain counties. The growing-
importance of the city as a coal-mining center is expected to

weigh heavily in its favor, as the disease is said to be eco-

nomically important on account of its effect on industrial

workers.

Pineville—The offices of the "Wallins Creek Coal Co., which
have been located at the mines in Harlan County since the

company was organized, have been moved into Pinevile. in

charge of P. D. Wood, president, and S. G. Gray, secretary-
treasurer of the company.

OHIO

Columbus—Smith M. Comley, receiver for the Carding Coal
Co., of Columbus, has filed a report with the court showing
receipts of $22,148 and disbursements of '$19,503, leaving a

balance of $2645 to be distributed among- the creditors.

McArthur—Dayton Dickson has leased the coal rights on
the Dana farm, near this place, and will start at once to drive
an entry to develop the property -which contains a good vein
of coal.

Atheu.s—Steps are being taken by the residents cf .Athens

and vicinity to stop the flow of poisonous mineral waters from
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Bcll«li*—The largest tipple In this county is in course

of construction at the No. 6 mine of the Rail & River Coal

Co a few miles west of this city. Uurine the Improvement

at this mine which is a part of the large Improvement now

beinc effected, the mine is idle and will remain so until all

outside work is completed. It is thought it will be the 1st

of September before this is done.

ISDI.^N.V

Linton—The Monon Coal Co. will sink a new shaft six

miles southwest of Linton.

Snillvon—Unofficial announcement has been made that the

Vandallia Coal Co. will take over the holdings of the Sun-

flower Coal Co. near Dugger and will open up a number of

mines which have been partly abandoned.

Peternbure—.Vfter five months of steady pumping the S.

W Little Coal Co. owner of the Blackburn Mines which

were flooded during the March freshet has cleared the mines

of water and they will be opened early in September with

the emplovment of something over 300 men. The Hartwel

mine in the southern part of the county after an idleness of

several yi-ais will also open about the same time giving em-

ployment to about 250 men.

IndlanopollH—Jacob P. Brown, smoke inspector is try-

ing to induce the railroads owning round houses within the

citv limits to follow the practice recently started by the New

York Central Lines at the Chelsea round house of llring lo-

comotives with coke and oil soaked shavings instead of coal.

Since the new system of firing has been started at the

Chelsea St. round house conditions have been improved

greatly and the smoke inspector says that he has received no

complaint from persons residing near the place.

J»Bonv«lle—It is said that the Island Valley mine of the

United Fourth Vein Coal Co. will resume operations shortly

This mine has been closed since March. It is one of the best

equipped mines in this field and gives employment to about

200 men.

ILMNOIS

Springfleld—The Jefferson mine, which has been closed

for «ome time, will reopen soon, as a force of men are at

work cleaning up the same. This mine is located southeast

of Springfield and is the property of the O'Gara Coal Co.

LIvlBBston-The mine known as No. 1. of the New Staun-

ton Coal Co., located at Livingston, Madison County, II ..made

the following daily hoisting averages since July 1- 1913- J^l>

1 to 15, 4132 tons; July 15 to 31. 4179 tons: Aug. 1 to Id. 4200

tons The above mine produced 848,715 tons of coal from

July 1 1912. to July 1. 1913. and from the present indications

this is the largest production for the year and it is believed

the largest amount of coal ever produced from one mine in

Illinois in a year.

Cardiff—The village of Cardiff will soon pass out of

existence. The owners, the Cardiff Coal Co.. have sold the

various mine buildings including the tipple, to R. W. Powell

and Fred G Snow, who will remove thtm to Kankakee. The

mine has been closed for several years following an explosion

r gas fn which a number of miners lost their lives. The

bodies of these men are still in the mines.

Chicago—The first National coal trade Golf Tournament

will be held at the Homewood Country Club on Sept. S to

10, 1913. Make your entry as early as possible.

io\v.\

DC- Molncs—The Norwood-White Co. of Des Moines is

onenin- a new mine at Bur wick. la. This will be electrically

equipped and will be one of the largest in output in the

state. Power will be purchased.

AlrAB.V.M.V

Bl-m'ngham—The Maryland Coal & Coke Co., which re-

cently began operating on a large tract of land in the Sipsey

Valley on the Black Creek Seam, reports that it is getting

about 400 tons per day, which will be increased to 800 tons

by December.

AKKANS AS

Uus»cll-»1Ue—A Cooperative Co. has been formed for the

nurpoue of working the old Humphrey-Smith coal mine north

of Russellville after an idleness of several years. The new

concern will be known as the Acme Anthracite Coal Co., and

will operate the mine under lease.

Midland—The Mammoth Coal Vein No. 6 located at Mid-

land has resumed operation after being idle for a period of

IS months. This mine has given employment to over 40 min-

ers and its resumption is welcome news to Midland.

TE.\.VS

Flatonia—A lignite deposit has been discovered on the

H. Harrison farm, three miles north of the city. Thi .1

covery was made during the sinking of a well at a deptli

23 ft.i the deposit proving to be five fiet thick. Mr. Har

son at once made investigations relative to the area of I

deposit and a number of wells were sunk at dilferent pliu

This showed that there are about 20 acres underlain w

lignite of a woi kable thickness.

San Antonio—Two beds of what is said to I.e a hard giii

of bituminous coal are reportid to have been struck

property belonging to the McMuIlen Townsite Co. One %•

10 ft bi'low the surface is 15 ft. thick. The other lies SO

down and is five feet thick, both, however, are conslde)

paying veins. The property is situated only 12Vj mi

from Crowther where there is oil in paying quantities.

in do

fOLOBADO
ement of the •fforts now being madeTrinidad— .\n

bv the United Mine Workers of Am.rica to procure the

recognition of the coal operators in District No. 15 was em-

bodied in an emergency resolution passed by the Colorado

State Federation of Labor Aug. 19.

\v.\shi.\<;tox

Koplah— Fifteen men are now at work on the 200 acres of

coal land recently bought by the Monarch Coal Co. on the

line of the Eastern Railway & Lumber Co. and one mile

west of Kopiah. The management is erecting bunkers and

putting in switching facilities and expects to be shipping KM)

tons of coal per day as soon as these improvements are com-

pleted, which will be inside a month.

Mendota—Much development work is being done at the

old mine here and new timbers are being put in place. The

mine has been idle for a number of years but much moiny

is now being spent in development work, under new own. i-

sliip.

Spokane—The Mcgillvray Creek Coal & Coke Co., haMi.;,

its headquarters in Spokane marketed 135,912 tons of coal

during its last fiscal year, according to a report just issued

by E. W. Cullen, secretary of the company. The mine worked

256 days. The product was sold in Alberta, Saskatchewan,

Washington and Idaho. In addition to this quantity sold.

264.650 tons were made ready for immediate production.

Harrington-In drilling a well at Harrington, Wash., Bart

Schmidtz has encountered a large vein of high-grade coal.

Further developments will be made.

OREtiOX

Portland—The Monarch Coal Co., of Portland, which has

just begun the development of a mine eight miles east of

Centralia Wash in the Hannaford Valley district, expects to

take out 50 tons of coal daily after Oct. 1. The spur is now

being built to the mine and bunkers are being constructed.

The tunnel is driven where the coal outcrops and hence the

operation is not a difficult one. The coal is soft and of good

grade.

Cook Baj—Smith-Powers mine, recently opened, is on

Isthmus Inlet, a navigatable arm of Coos Bay, and the man-

agement can load direct into vessels or on cars. The mine

is equipped with electrical machinery, for mining and hand-

ling the output, and is prepared to supply coal cheaply. The

mine is owned by the C. A. Smith Lumber Co.

FOREIGN NEWS

Vancouver, B. C.—John Place, socialist member of the

n-itish Columbia parliament, Arthur Jordan, secretary of the

Naniamo coal miners local, and Joe Angelo. leader of the

foreign element in the strike at Naniamo, were arrested Aug.

18 with about 40 other men implicat-d in the strike dis-

tmbances.

PERSONALS

At a meeting of the directors of the ,

West Virginia, President Ziegler proffe

which was accepted.

Jones Moore, one of the best known
mingham District, has announced his ca

of Jefferson County, Alabama.

viand Coal Co. of

his resignation

oal men in the I

ididatecy for she
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A. Kauffmann, formerly assistant to the president of the
Linli Belt Co.. has been made General Manager of the
Philadelphia Works at Nicetown, Philadelphia, Penn.

H. McKean Conner, who recently has been general super-
intendent in charge of all operations and engineering" for
the Continental Coal Corporation has severed his connection
with that firm.

H. N. Starnes. Jr., has been appointed general sales agent
of the Tune Coal Co., mines at Carbon Hill, and the John
Henry Coal Co. mines at Jasper, and has opened an office in

the American Trust Building. Birmingham. Alabama.

Thomas H. Shaw recently closed down Mine No. 1 on the
Smtdley lease near Midland, Ark. This mine was in a
dangerous condition with poor air supply, and several prac-
tices being pursued which were in open violation of the state
laws.

George Best for 12 years president of the Best Manu-
facturing Co. has severed his connection with that concern,
and with his son, George H. Best, has organized the Best
PzTe Engineering & Supply Co. The office of the new Arm
will be at No. 3026 Liberty Ave. Pittsburgh, Penn.

C O N vS T R U C T I O N N E W vS

Hynes, Io-\va—The Smoky Hollow Coal Co. is sinking a
new shaft at Chisholm, Iowa. This will be Mine No. 9.

Peoria, 111.—It is announced that the Big Cretk coal mine
plant, recently destroyed by fire, will be rebuilt at once.

Sharon, Penn.—The Shenango Furnace Co., operating three
blast furnaces at Sharpsville, has acquired recently con-
siderably more land near its property. This is taken as
further proof that a big coking plant is to be erected
soon.

Bluetield. \V, Va.—The new all-steel coal tipple which the
Jewell Ridge Coal Corporation, of Richlands, is erecting- at
the head of Big Creek, is expected to be complete about Sept.
1. This is one of the most modern and uptodate coal mine
equipments in the Clinch Valley district.

Stone, Ky.—Colonel L. E. Tierney, of the Tierney Min-
ing Co. at Stone, Ky., has awarded to the Link Belt Co. of
Philadelphia, the contract for a complete tipple equipment
and retarding conveyor. This equipment is especially com-
plete in all respects and practically every combination of
the various coals as well as the separate sizes can be pro-
duced.

Cordova, Ala—The Oak Leaf Coal Co., began grading on
Aug. IS a three-quarter mile extension of track preparatory
to making two new openings into the main body of its coal.
The two openings will be on either side of the valley, and
connected by a twin tipple. It is believed that this work
can be sufficiently completed to run coal from both open-
ings b,v the first of the coming year.

AVeyanoke, W. Va—The Weyanoke Coal & Coke Co. is

putting in the concrete foundation for a new tipple. This
tipple, which is to have a capacity of 1500 tons per day, is

to take the place of the present structure, which is no
longer able to handle the increasing tonnage. This coal
company has 1150 acres of land in Mercer County on the
famous Pocahontas No. 3 seam, which so far as developed in
this property averages 4''^ ft. in thickness.

NEW INCORPORATIONS

Pittsburgh, Penn.—The Pennsy Coal Co. and the Buck-
ingham Coal Mining Co., of Franklin. Penn., have been con-
solidated into one organization, known as the Pennsv Coal
Co.

Chicago, 111.—The Illinois Commercial & Mining Co. has
been recently organized to deal in coal, coke and other
products. The incorporators are Geo. J. Clare, Edward Corlet,
and others.

Chicago, III.—The Middle States Coal & Coke Co. has been
organized with a capital stock of $10,000 to engage in the
mining and sale of coal. The incorporators are Geo, N. Beek,
Wm. G. Beek, and F. D. Brenner.

Indianapolis, Ind.—The Otter Valley Coal Co. has been
organized with a capital stock of $100,000 to mine and sell
coal, and other minerals. The directors are Wm. B. Smith,
Wm. E. Lenton, and Lauren A. Hilligoss.

INDUSTRIAL NEWS
Holison. Ohio—The Calvin-Essex Coal Co. has just closed

a contract with the Roberts & Schaefer Co. for equipment
for a 200-ton per day modern tipple, which will be imme-
diately built at Hobson.

Philadelithia, Penn.—The Lehigh Coal & Navigation Co.,
which operates canals in eastern Pennsylvania in connec-
tion with its coal properties, anticipates the purchase of 21
steel canal boats. These will be about 90 ft. long and will
weigh 70 to 75 tons each.

Kempton, \V. Va.—The Davis Coal & Coke Co. plans to
open a new mine at Kempton and equip it for a daily capa-
city of 1500 tons. The development will include the con-
struction of a mining town and a %-mile branch railroad
from the Western Maryland, from Henry to Kempton.

Iniontown, Penn—George F. Titlow, of this place made a
pioflt of $50,000 on a coal deal recently consummated. A
tract of land, which consists of 261 acres on Roberts Run in
Wayne Township lying in Greene County was purchased
by Titlow eleven years ago for $13,500 and sold for $65,000.

Connellsvllle, Penn.—Fire on the night of Aug. 20 did some
slight damage to the coal tipple in the Baltimore & Ohio
yards. It first started about nine o'clock and was supposedly
extinguished, but revived again about eleven, when the city
department was called out. The damage done was not great.

Camden, .4.rlv—Dr. George W. Kimball, of Chicago, who
discovered the vast lignite and clay deposits in this county,
is erecting a factory in the suburbs of this city for the manu-
facture of byproducts from the lignite. Among these by-
products are a fireproofing fluid, a strong creosote oil, a
high grade of carbon, and a number of medicinal chemicals.

Patton, Penn.—Interest surrounds the activity of the
Manor Real Estate and Trust Co.. which has taken ati option
on a 400 acre tract of coal extending from Patton to Frugal-
ity. The tract is situated in the Beaver Run field which has
been the bone of contention for a long time bet-w^een the Ne^vv
York Central and Pennsylvania R.R. Both roads have easy
access to this district by the construction of short spurs of
track.

Washington, Penn.—A miner charged with changing coal
checks in the Marianna mine of the Pittsburgh-Buffalo Co.,
recently had the unusual experience of having the presiding
judge in his trial act as his attorney. The foreigner had no
counsel. No attorneys were present in the court room and
the Judge stated lie would act not only as judge but counsel
for the miner. The Court cross-examined witnesses, and
after hearing the evidence the Jury acquitted tlie defendent
I>ut placed half the costs upon him.

Connellsi-ille, Penn.—The Interstate Commerce Commis-
sion has issued a second supplemental order in connection
with tile decision of May 29, in the case of the Connellsvllle
Coke Producers Association against the Baltimore and Ohio
and other roads. The decision is modified to the extent that
it relieves the Baltimore and Ohio and the Brie from main-
taining a rate of $2.30 a ton on coke from the Connells-
vllle region to Newark, by way of Mount Jewett. and leaves
in effect the old rate of $2.35 a ton.

Morganto«n, W. Va.—The Morgantown & Kingwood R.R.
has closed a deal by which it has leased from the Central
Iron & Steel Co. 40 big steel hoppers for use in transporting
both coal and coke. These cars have been delivered ?t the
company's Sabreton shop and are now being restenciled with
th<= railroad name. The cars are of extra large size, and will

be a material addition to the road's rolling stock. The leas-

ing of extra cars w^as made necessary by the increase in out-

put of the Elkins mine, the company shipping a considerable
amount of coal to the East.

Bremerton, AVash.—Tests of Alaska coal are to be con-
ducted abroad the armored cruiser "Maryland." If the results

prove that the Alaskan coal is of a steaming quality sufficient

for the needs of the navy it will result in the saving of hun-
dreds of thousands of dollars every year. At the present time,

coal used in the boats on Pacific waters is shipped around
Cape Horn from Norfolk, Va. The supply for the tests has
been obtained, and the coal is available at Controller Bay.

This coal, which is now being tested, was mined in the Bering
River coalfield, brought on sleds over snow and ice to Bering
River, where it was transported to the coast on light barges.

The mining was done under the direction of experts from
the Bureau of Mines.
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ating and selling interests have much to be thankful for in

the course of the s«<ison's business thus far.

There are few weak places in the price s'tuation; while

r,„w' and then are heard rumors of 5c. less than the con-

tract prtcefo" Pocahontas and New River, they are usua y

traced to the less favorably known operations and sale.

have been made within a week at $2.90 f.o.b. Receipts at

tWs end continue heavy but with not as much effect on car

prices as was looked for. So far most of the tonnage has

been applied to contracts and no doubt will continue so until

stocks are well beyond what New England manufacturers

have come to regard the safe point, which means the utm...sl

thev can store. That keeps the larger agencies well sup-

plied with orders for some weeks to come and <=><'S'^ "'"

servers will be much surprised If they are not e"»bled

go through the next two months with $2.S5 a reasonabl> tin,,

""aeorges Creek shipments to tide have been heavier tl,.

past weU than at any time this year and the sales oh.,.

are QUletly looking over the market to see where it shall ...

One of the factors in placing this grade as well as th. ^,

from Pennsylvania is the unexpected dearth of barges t.„

Philadelphia loading. The demand for anthracite ke<;P« » -
well that almost no water transportation .s '^''
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the bituminous trade, and that acts as a setback to ship

ments of those coals to this market.

Prices on the Pennsylvania varieties continue firm but

with rather less inquiry than a week ago. Quotations on a.

I

grades are somewhat oft but operators still profess to be ap-

prehensive over labor and car shortage during la e fall an.l

winter. .A.ll-rail the trade is brisking up a little and th.>

outlook for September is favorable.

Vnthraelte—The companies appear to have ample busines.s

in hand for current output and the Eastern ports that clus-

to navigation in late November are showing a renewed in-

terest in getting supplies forward. The steam sizes ar.

also in good request and the trade as a whole seems in .x-

ccllent shape. There are rumors once more of an advam.

in the company barge rate from New York to Bcston points

For 15 years or more this has been fixed at 50@5oc., appe"' "

ing on the loading port, and if this charge is increased it will

be still another of the many "lifts" the New England trad,-

has had to meet the last few years. It will be interesting to

see how this phase develops.

Clearficlds

Mines* H\%^l-ii
Philadelphia* ?/7n^?mNew York* 2.70@3.O0
Baltimore*
Hampton Roads*..

Cambrias Georges Pocahnni

Somersets Creek New 1!,\

$1.3.5(3! 1.65 SI. 07® 1.77
2.60@2.90 2.92(3)3.02

2.90@3.20 3.22(a3.32
2.85@2.95

.$2.85f"-'
,,ton Roads* g'
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Bostont.... 3.90(5\4.Oll
FrovidenceT

F.o.b. tOn cars.
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NEW YOKK

Soft eoal dull but not weak. Some large railroad .<..-

tracts pending. Production hea'n. Demand for water ship-

ments out of New York Harbor the only active branch ...

hard coal.

Bituminous—The softening tendency noted in our last rr-

port still continues, although without having developed

direct weakness. Consumption continues large, the '1^"

heavy and operators generally are pushed t"'"''^^ their
,

^

tract obligations. The market is temporarily dull but not

weak, several important railroad contracts involving large,

tonnages are still pending and continue to be one of the

pHncipal features in maintaining the market; indications

point to the railroads being important buyers in the spot

market as has been the case during the past few years.

There is not much coal at tide and business there is also

slow. In the line trade orders are coming in more freely

Car supply as a rule is fairly good, only occasional shortages

being reported at some sections on the Pennsylvania R.R.

The insufficiency of miners is one of the greatest uncertain-

ties in the market at the present time. Not only are nien

scarce and difficult to obtain, but production has been further

restricted bv a seemingly unprecedented succession of holi-

days such ks "Old Home Week." Labor Day and rel.g.ous

holidays, not to mention countless picnics, county fairs, etc.

Production is up to full rated capacity with the excep-

tion of some small tonnages which the producers have re-

fused to place in the contract market, keeping these free

tor use in the spot market during the winter activity: such

tonnages are necessarily difficult to move at present and re-

quire a certain restriction in production. We now quote the

New York soft-coal market on the following basis:

West Virginia steam. $2.60^2.fi5. fair grades otVen^^y^'

vania $2.7002.75: good grades of Pennsylvania, $2.80(^2.85.
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best Miller Pennsylvania, $3.10@3.20; Georgre's Creek, $3.15®)
3.25.

.Vnthracite—The trade locally is dormant, there being-
little activity in anything; except stove, the demand for
which is only moderately good. Mines are only working: four
to five days a week and it is a question at the present mo-
ment when the situation will improve, but certainly not be-
fore there is some evidence of cold weather. The consump-
tion is not sufficient to absorb the production and order."' ,ire
difficult to obtain, particularly by those agencies who are
charging- the new Pennsylvania State tax on hard coal. Pea
and buckwheat are going into stock, but it is expected that
the winter will see pea one of the short, if not the shortest
sizes.

One of the most encouraging conditions in the local hard-
coal market is the heavy demand for all grades from down
East points. Shipments in that direction are running well
ahead of last year, for this same period, but this does not
give a consistent comparison for the reason that shipments
were light last year, due to the strike. However it is in-
dicitative of a heavy shipment into that section. In antici-
pation of the suspension the first part of next week, due to
Labor Day. the mines will probably be pushed for a little
larger production, than has been the case for several weeks
past, when it was found necessary to restrict the output.

We quote the New York market on the following basis:

S4.8S
4.90@.5 10

$4.85
S.IO
5.10
5.3.5@o.l5 5 35
3.45 3 30(5.3 45
2.45@2.70 2,1.5(S2 60
1.95@2.20 1.70<ai2,20
1.70 1..30(31. 70

Broken $4.90 $4.90
Egg 5.15 4.95@5.15
Stove 5.15 5.15
Chestnut 5.40 5.25@5.40
Pea 3.50 3.35@3.50
Buckwheat 2.75 2 50(ff 2 75
Rice 2.25 2.25"
Barley 1.75 1.75

B.\LTIMORE, MD.
Export buHines-s has fallen oflf, but constnise oharter.s are

numerou.s. Slack and eoke both .show advances, and the
rest of market is holdhis flrm. t ar sUortase beeomiuc more
acute. \'e« mines to besin shliipinc .soon.

That August will show a decline in the amount of export
business seems undoubted, as the past two weeks has seen a
considerable let up in the number of charters announced for
foreign delivery. On the other hand, the domestic coastwise
trade is in excellent shape and all the piers here have been
busy with loadings both north and south. Charters announced
the past week for the coast trade include a number to Boston
and other points Northeast while Southern charters are prin-
cipally to Savannah, Galveston and Port Tampa. There has
been some talk that the drop in export figures is attributed
largely to the unsettled state of affairs in Mexico, which rnay
have curtailed the coal movement in that direction.

The principal features of the local market for the week
have been slack and coke, both of which have strengthened.
Slack was selling at the mines easily at from SO to S5c. West
Virginia coke, under an increasing demand, has risen to from
S2.20 to $2.50, and Connellsville grades are quoted at from
$2.40 to $2.65. The balance of the coal market has held firm,
and, indeed, some of the better grades are scarcer than ever!A growing car scarcity has not been conducive to an easy
supply. While there have been days when cars were fairly
plentiful, there were also periods when few, if any, were de-
livered.

That the producing end is satisfied that good times are
ahead is shown by the rapid opening of new proporties. Fol-
lowing the announcement that Hite and Rafette will open
a new mine in West Virginia on the line of the Western
Maryland R.R., comes the statement that the Elkhorn Fuel
Co. leases will begin first shipments from the Kentucky prop-
erties of that corporation within the coming month.

Anthracite business is slowly showin.g increased signs of
activity. There is plenty on hand of all grades, however, and
the main business just now is in rounding out affairs for the
fall trade.

pittsbi-r(;h, penx.
Mines norkin» at full capacity, with fair supply of labor

and cars but fears of car sbortaKe later. Hardly any free
coal available, and then only at premiums. Slack output
well absorbed. Slicht flurry in C ..nnellsville coke quotations,
market rlshtiuK it.self later. Production and shipments
sliehtly increased.

Bituminous—The pressure upon the mines has slightly in-
creased, the Northwest apparently being ready to take all
the coal that can possibly be shipped. Car shortage has
also increased, and while no serious difficultv ij expected it
IS recognized that the capacity of the railroads will be tested

throughout the next two months. Labor supply is fairlv
good, and Pittsburgh district mines are working practicall.v
at capacity, and turning out very close to the maximum ton-
nages ever reached.

Free coal can be secured only in exceptional cases, and
on a few divisions, commanding substantial premiums in such
cases, while contracts cannot be closed at regular prices ex-
cept for shipment beginning not earlier than Nov. 15 or Dec.
1. Slack is usually bringing the full season price, coacessions
being light and obtainable only on a few divisions. We con-
tinue to quote regular prices as follows: Slack, 90c.; nut and
slack, $1.05: nut. $1.25: mine-run. $1.30: %-in., $1.40; 114-in.
steam, $1.50: IH-in. domestic, $1.55 per ton at mine, Pitts-
burgh district.

Connellsville Coke—.A little flurry was caused early in the
week by a prominent merchant flrm offering furnace coke
for spot shipment at various prices from $2.40 down to $2.25.
presumably with a difference in quality. This was in a mar-
ket of no absorbing power, and it appears that none was
sold. Later demand appeared and the best that could be
done was $2.50, which was paid on about 2000 tons for ship-
ment over the balance of the month, so that the market is
regarded as well established as at any time.

The next demand of importance will be for September,
from a few furnaces not already covered, and there seems to
be little question that this will be covered at the full price.
In view of the further declining tendency of prices in the
steel industry, making improbable any important advance in
pig iron, a fresh question is raised as to whether the $2.50
price on Connellsville furnace coke can be indefinitely main-
tained. We quote: Prompt furnace, $2.50; contract furnace,
$2.50: prompt foundry. $3: contract foundry, $3, per ton at
ovens.

Production in the Connellsville and lower Connellsville
region in the week ended Aug. 16, as reported by the
"Courier," was 398.617 tons, an increase of 3792 tons. Fig-
ures for recent weeks have shown a slight progressive in
crease, though blast furnace operations have been on the de
cline. The coke rate is now only some 25,000 tons below the
average rate in the earlier months of the year.

BrFF.VI.O, N. Y.

rength in bituminous continues unabated.
rtage the two worst features of the mar-
ivith occasional premiums offered. Heavy
coal up the Lakes,

lous—The market shows undiminished strength
with many sales being made at a premium which is an un-
usual condition at this time of year and is accounted for
mostly by the heavy lake business. Were it not for the
scarcity of miners the operators would have little to com-
plain of, but coupled with the large demand there is also a
curtailment of output. Advertising for mei, and solicitation
in the labor markets, generally meets with little success. More
is being heard right along of a scarcity of cars, especially
gondolas. The railroads are cautioning their patrons to keep
cars moving and not to use them for storage purposes. The
outlook is for a tie-up of motive power and equipment this
winter and a consequent difficulty in moving coal. From now
until the arrival of cold weather an increasing- car shortage
is looked for. From the extent of contracting during the
summer, it is apparent that buyers wish to be sure of coal
this fall and winter.

Bituminous prices remain strong and sometimes reach a
premium, the quotations being as follows: Pittsburgh lump,
$2.90; three-quarter, $2.80: mine-run, $2.65: slack, $2.15; with
Allegheny Valley about 15c. lower.

Coke—The coke market is firm, with a somewhat better
demand on account of the starting up of furnaces. Neverthe-
less, the trade cannot be called active in this territory. Quo-
tations remain on the basis of $2.65 for best Connellsville
foundry.

.Vnthracite—There is only the usual quiet midsummer
trade in hard coal. Retailers apparently will not buy in any
qu.intity until the weather becomes colder. Their supplies
continue fair, but with the approach of chilly weather there
will no doubt be the sharp demand that is almost always
present. The main outlet for coal is up the lakes and that
trade is continuing on a large scale, August is likely to run
almost equal to the unprecedented figures of July, and may
possibly exceed them. For the past week the shipments
dropped off as compared with the previous week, but at the
same time the total was large, amounting to 158,000 tons.

TOLEDO. 0H!0
Loadini? docks for Lake coal boini; worked up to full ca-

pacity. Car supply fair so far. Domestic trade Kood. Prices
Ntrongr and will proliably increase as the season advance.s.

The coal trade continues active in Toledo especially at the

The unusual
Car and labor si

ket. Prices firm

shipments of har

Bitu
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^ke port<= from Toledo. The demand for steam coal con-
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The traffic situation here is the best and no complaints of
^^ ^^^ ^.^.^„ ,3 h.is been asU.d by sonie of the *,..,

car shortages have been heard although railroads are occa-
^^ ,_^^ ^^ ^„„ ^^ ascertained there have been
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sfonallv asking dealers to take hopper cars. This is only in P
^^,^ ,^^^^^ n^,„^^, y„,„ ^ „„,„ber of the agen-
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occas onalinstances. however, and has not by any means be-
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of car shortages are heard now and then from the north but
addition to coastwise and forelt;n cargoes loaded f
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have not as vet reached an acute stage even there^ Toledo
^.^^.j, j^e U. S. Collier "Hrutus" took a cargo of

is exceptiona.ly well equipped for taking -»-;«'
^-f";,;;';''^^ 000 tons from Sewalls Point for use ..n the various vessel.

wilTin a measure oft-set the difficulties attendant upon a
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0,^w»r<j of coal being sold here at concessions from the
demand for coal ste.-.dlly increasing and the sup-

nst but t^i is nvaHably ^coal on track being moved to avoid ^
'^h ".« a^-";

decreasing, the local market resembles

demurrage and left on dealers' hands through some unfo e-
.^ ^,^.^„^ .^ December rather than the last

"'/'T nlentif ,1

seeTmishap. Prices are being well maintained and deal rs
^.^^ ^^ ^^^ y^^„. j^e car supply is plenti 1

are an confident that coal will be even stronger later in the -^^ >^^ „p,,ators experience no difficulty '" P-^"-"^;;";;

season, than now. ,, than sufficient coal to meet all ''^q""-^,'"''"^^. ^"'
toTether

Prices as quoted on this market follow: shortage is reaching serious proportions which, together

^ •r-
^^- ^^z^^^& -r:he=rw^r^-;^^.f^:n^u^:t^nrr

nomciclump »2 50 ,| 60 S|.50 ,1.75 S| 50 ,1 35 ,1. ready m"<^--fj'f;,-,p^,„^ ,3 becoming more pronounced

Sft-
•..•.::.:..;.::::: I:iS l.|0 2.25 1.50 20O

^ ^^ aJo': Lay. There are aU-eady run,orsofembarg^^^

llump :^ } ?g ... 1.10 110 declared against Chicago and other Northern points, due to

fe™" ::::: : O^™
'" "' °'° '^e difficulty m getting cars returned, ^here has been a

^^"^
heavv movement in that direction this summer and there

COtUSIBUS. OHIO i3 alreadv a noticeable shortage of rolling stock The situa-

..e car ....age ha. appeared and pr„d„e.„„ .s re- Uon ^ -ing ^nrther aggrava^d by t^^^^^
of

»,r.cted. ..rice. »el. maiutained aad the teudeney « up- many consignees to accept t
^^ ^^^^. ^^ ,,,^. „,,„,,

Zr,. ^V^ne>v circular e«ee.,ve Sept. 1 «h««» advance, .n
J^^^^^^.^^^^N.

R^.^.^the^t.p^,^^^^^^^^^

fj^i^^I^e NorUiw^st^rhal

""The"?ral trade in Ohio during the past week has been at .hat there are 2000 ^^ore^jocal^ja^s^^^n
^J^^"'^^^^ ^.

the mercy of the car supply to a large degree. As a result l^^t^ea.
Copper-bottom equipmen ,

accounts for

of a w-orse condition in that respect, strong quotations P.
-"""V'^^^^.^i^^. and indications are that it will become

vailed in every grade. The demand ruled good and taking it the t ^ ^^^^^^ advances.

production was considerably curtailed. In the Hockmg ^er^elnerj^
^^^^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^ situation ^ouW be

Vallev the output was about 75% of the average and the "^^^^^ ^f^^„t3 than at present. Organisation among he

same percentage prevailed in the domestic fields.
"r^^here has heretofore met with prompt action by tho

The Lake trade is still active, although somewhat miners there has
^^ ^^ jl,,,t the unions are bringing

The
I'V'^^.l'^^^^'l.^^g^ The demand for tonnage from operators, but it '^ """^'^^ ^^^^ in this Instance.

chartered for September and October X being the prevailing quotation on •''t;^'^".
^^'f;,^-

'^^^

Domestic business is Increasing m volunie although the 90a being P
,^ ^^^^^^ ^^^^^^, .„ ^^ „ Kentuckj nut

weather has not been the most
^-^Tj'^^nstTlZ'Z.Z'. and slack sells easily at from 50 to 55 cents.

1:- s^um:ra'^:'::LrirLrdif;rd ^Xr:j:\:^ J.- n,.-.xuo.T. ..c„.

ing deUveries. Operators are not inclined to book orders for „„r.ieular. Car shortage hav ng

domestic grades to be delivered in the ^ture and the result Ma K « '^^^^^^^ ^„.^^., „„ ,,, ,„„„H«n. September

is that all dealers are buying a great
<if

^' '" tl"^.
°P^" "^;^^;';:

^j,:.^, '.^^ „,„ probaMy .ho« «..m.. advances.

Retail prices are strong and at a level higher than last jear c.rc.lar «
_j,^.j^ domestic and steam business have been

"'
Stelm"T;ade is also active and manufacturing establish- actrv'eTurrng' the P-^.^rt^ ^tn'^'e'^Hnc^'al 'dimcuUy

mentsTre consuming a large tonnage: in fact there appears ,onUnues as -"=°"
^^^^f^^^ moment is the impending, car

To be an increase in their requisitions. Iron and ^teel con- f^.j^g ^^""^ ^'1^-^ however being anticipated in every way

cerns esoecia'lv are good purchasers of steam tonnage while shortage which is, ho« e^ er.

railroads are using a great deal of fuel to move the freight possible.
,„„^„^„tion continues heavy, railroads reqi.ir-

of the country. Steam contracts, when they expire, are be- The «team x=onsumption con
^^^^ ^^^^ ^^ ^^^ excessive

ing renewed at a higher figure than last year. ing a large tonnage in o^o
establishments are

A new circular, effective Sept. 1. will advance domestic ^..^jght n'°^^"<^"\,f"f .^"deerease their demand. Th.3 steam

lump to S1.75 and three-quarter inch to $1.€0. Mine-run in ^^owing no disposition to
fj^^^^^^^^^ in the local rifia-

h^ Hocking valley and Pomeroy Bend will be $1.40. t,ade -
""^f°"f^-^fjjtions are fhat it will continue so in-

Ouotations in the Ohio fields are as follows: tUm ^and th^e^ >n^-at.ons^^
^^ r';^:r^:^'"l^

Hocking Pittsburg Pomeroy Kanawha
dealers ordering heavil> '^ °^"\ their customers
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delivery have not yet been arranged and there is some un-
certainty over business for that month. It is believed that a
slight advance on the domestic grades will become effective

Sept. 1. The Lake business continues as active as ever.

The local soft-coal market is quotable on about the fol-

lowing basis:

W. V'b

lump,

lump. . .

.

Mi]
. lump.

Splint
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NORFOLK * WESTERN RY.

The followins is a statement of the tonnages shipped over

this road during July 1913. and for the seven months end-

ing July 31. as compared with corresponding periods of 191-

in short tons:

July Seven Months

Destination l-.Mi 19'3 'S'-' ''"•'

Dot:",^"'.!?!"*""'.:: : i.!?':!^ i.'^w*" s^^'^o^ '"•=«>>'«*'

^"*7
. _ qi97 4 358 50.101 27.199

DomesT". ""T": ' .'

:

88:^6 lOW.SM 789:338 924.152

Teal 2.096.477 2.254. (iOl 13.905.052 ll..->20.ti95

IMPORTS AND EXPORTS

The following is a comparative statement of imports and

exports in the United States for June, 1912-13. and for the

twelve months ending June 1911-12-13. in long tons:

, 12 Months June

imports from: 1911 1912 1913 '912 '9^

rnUedKingdon... .3.458 M46 9.398 ^^ 1.5
^^^^^

i^^:::.:.- .: h'.Is? nim 79.072 3 260

Australia A Tas- ^^^ 13 j„ 9325
mania -.•:,? 1 ooi 121? 1

Other countries.. 4.840 1993 3.Jo7 i_ ____
Total 1,761.210 1.300.242 1.578.264 132.095 90.76C.

^^T^rLiU 3.146.288 2.979.102 4.625.481 301.969 420,665

o „,i. 8 627 963 10 671.982 11.981.443 1,058.763 1,418,113
ga""''*

'sOs'gTg 511802 483.974 40.740 40.725
Pf>'!"» g?|'jl7 344712 443.884 38.640 37.635

i^d--- ii 'Urn '^^ ^fs r.-^i

g^:1feV^t'^rie3.-. I^^S l.^M A*» _90>41 237.458

Total 11839 099 14,709,847 16.083.101 1.360.489 1.891.571

Bunker coai^^.- 6;507.162 7.092.255 7.350.404 567.162 63:i.910

COAL SECURITIES

FOREIGN MARKETS

The following table gives

s.eurities and dividends paid

Stocks

American Coal Products
American Coal Products Prcf

Colorado Fuel & Iron
Colorado Fuel & Iron Prcf . . .

Consolidation Coal n( Maryland
l.ohigh Vallcv Coal .Sales

Island Crcok Coal Com
Island Crock Coal I'rcf

Pitlsburiili Coal
Pitt-sbureh Coal Pref
Pond Creek
Reading
ReadinK lat Pref
Reading 2nd Pref
Virginia Iron. Coal & Coke

Bonds
Colo. F. & I. Rcn. s.f.K. OS

Colo. F. & I. gen. 6s

Col. Ind. l9t & coll. 5s. gu
Cons. Ind. Coal Mc 1st &<

Cons. Coal 1st and rcf. 5s

Or. Riv. Coal & C. Ist g 6,s

K. & H. C. &C. Istsf g5s
Pocah. Con. Coll. Ist 8 f .is

St. L. Rky. Mt. & Pac. Ist 5s

Tcnn. Coal gen. 5s
Birm. Div. 1st consol. 69

Tenn. Div. 1st g 6s
Cah. C. M. Co. 1st g 6s

Utah Fuel 1st g 5s

Victor Fuel 1st s f 5s

Va. I. Coal & Coke 1st g Ss

No Impoptnnf IllviilendH

the rang
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Everyone must admit that the miner at

the working face, in most mines, can load
clean coal if he wants to. It is true that in

many seams, this would require great care on
the part of the miner, and would reduce his

possible tonnage earnings considerably, but
the fact still remains that he could load clean

coal, if he so desired.

Now, that being the case, why shouldn't
we see to it that he does load clean coal?

"We try to do that very^ thing;" says one
superintendent, "but we have about decided
to give it up as a bad job." When you hear
a man talk that way, you may depend upon
it that he has centered all of his activities on
his dockage system, and in the end he has
found that the tighter he draws the deduction
rules, the dirtier his coal becomes.

In contrast to that man's method, let us
examine another operator's system: When
this manager found that his markets were
gradually slipping away from him, because of

dirty coal, he began to install various me-
chanical devices. His product began to
improve somewhat, but his working capital

suddenly threatened to disappear altogether,

and he realized that if the mechanical pickers

requu-ed further nursing, it would soon be up
to his creditors to furnish the nurse.

Then the thought suddenly came to him,
that he had begun his experiment at the
wrong end. He immediately employed several

conscientious inspectors, and with them he
made a careful study of conditions inside the
mine.

They found that with very little extra
effort the miners could load clean coal.

Then they calculated the loss, due to the fact

that the coal was not being properly loaded.
They considered : ( 1 ) interest on special equip-
ment (pickers, separators, etc.); (2) wages
of picker boys; (3) reduced price of the coal
due to the excess dirt that it contained, in
spite of all the mechanical equipment; (4)

losses due to coal absolutely rejected after

shipment. They divided this total loss by
two, and made the miners a proposition to
increase their digging price per ton by that
amount, if they would agree to clean the coal.

The miners jumped at it, and they loaded
clean coal.

We realize that this is a broad question.
In many seams, it might be cheaper to load
dirty coal, and depend upon mechanical de-
vices or washers to clean the product, rather
than pay the increased mining rate that would
be required. But even under such conditions,

proper supervision at the working face will

work wonders.

Investigations as to what constitutes rea-

sonably clean coal in any seam are only suc-
cessfully handled by practical men, and here-
in probably lies the explanation for the
scarcity of such investigations.

Managers whose experience had its begin-
ning in the engineering department, are
easily interested in mechanical devices of all

descriptions (the improvements in coal wash-
ers, screens, picking tables, etc., worked out
by these men during the past few years, are
truly remarkable), but the possibilities for

improving conditions by instructing men, are
often unappreciated by them—"More's the
pity."
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Facts about Gas Poisoning

Hv L. K. IIinsiiBicmJ*

Dr Morris Fishbeiu, of Chicago, recently, while tost-

"SlZ^l, a. well a. the spectroscope, ^-^^^
the blood of individuals poisoned and «^terwaid en

Id in formalin, norn.r.l blood,
"-"f J^ ";;^J

. hieh formalin was present and -"-^^^ ..^eS
which .as was passed, and the blood of t-^^^^^^P-^^^

to have been killed by carbon-monoxide P" =;°;';-
^^.,.^,,

Bv boiling blood with CO, it is known tha a b^Rk
'^T'

,„,.
"

formed. Healthy blood becomes brown-black.

F;rmaldehvde in the usual amounts does not n.ter ere

lith this test. Blood with formaldehyde or carbon mon-

oxide does not clot as readily as normal blood.

Doctor Fi^hbein found that old spots of suspected blood

mStdduied with lots of water to make a fair exam-

"'Siion of the blood IS advisable in order that a clear

.ped urn mav be observed. Whenever carbon monox,

iHresent the spectrum may be observed after a htt c

^ract e th presence of small amounts of formaldehyd

hrvnr;o effect. Formaldehyde m larger <,uan ities acts

[rum of carbon-monoxide blood, until sufficien forma k

Inde is added, when the spectrum of reduced hemoglobin

"
Tvlll^'of the fact that formaldehyde was found to

naodify more or less completely all the chemical tes^s and

Tact as a reducing agent when present m large amount ,

so as to interfere also with spectroscopic examinations,

"as bought best to make a brief report of these ex-

aminations. From Doctor Fishbem's experience with

h a Ls tests under these conditions it would seem

that the test, namely, dilution of the blood one part to

ou parts with water and shaking with three tirnes th

yolume of 1 per cent, tannic acid, whereby normal blood

becomes gray and carbon-monoxide blood remains red,

i, most reliable and trustworthy in the presence of for-

maldehyde. In case no formaldehyde is present the ad-

dition of four volumes of lead acetate will be found to

yield satisfactory results. Spectroscopic observations are

of little value unless preceded by many observations on

the various forms of hemoglobin.
.

Dr. Fishbein records the conditions m the iollowmg

instances of gas poisoning:

The patient, subjected for several hoirrs after exposure

to the action of the pulmotor, which has seemed to be ot

'

•Baltimore, Md.

.,.at etbciency m many -'^'--
'^'"^'"'V' ;> "l 1.

admission to the Cook County IIosi„lal. Vi ox., o blood

were withdrawn and intravenous translusion ot saline so-

lution was made. During a period of four days, normal

saline solution bv the drop method was given practu-

ally continuoush". The patient remained unconscious

thi-oughout. The condition gradually grew worse and be

died nearly five davs after the exposure to the gas.

Carbon monoxide was demonstrable in the bloo.l by

the various tests, chemical and spectroscopu'. ibis is

special interest in view of the fact that many authori-

ties hold that carbon-monoxide blood loses its c^harac ei-

istics when expo.sed to the air, whereas, in this '•«-•;;

found even though the person lived hve davs att.i

„u,val from the gas. Ordinarily, if the pa lent lives, t u

,,,.„oii monoxide is eliminated within a few hours a -

tluni-b carbon monoxide in the blood seven ckys aftei th

cxno^ure to the sas has been mentioned. Few such aic

n-porled: probably a further study would show many m-

stances of this nature.

Holding Men
By Wist Viwjixia Sl-pkuixtendext

The principal of a preparatory school was reeeivmg^

his offire a ca 1 from the father of two boys who had be, n

Tspended from sc^hool for a short time on account ol

:r tttion of school discipline. The old gen^-
had been a miner for many years, had saved h «™ >•

leased a small tract of coal, opened a country bank,

Sa miner to help him dig and^ from this l^ginniiu.

had hired more men, built shanties, houses and miii.

buildings, installed equipment and P™f P«''^"
•

As is usually the case, bavmg l.tt e school tran in

him elf he was anxious that his boys should become edu-

c t d n the shortest possible time, and was much pu

out tha there was to be any interruption. He wanted

h bo>; cowhided, put on short rations, denied priv-

leJ^^any of the list of school punishments save sus-

pen on The principal was firm, nv perhaps stubborn,

S after much argument the father gave up, saying

"P e sor, maybe v^u are right. T don't know nothing

aLut teaching,- but in my business T have always made it

a rule never to give the men nothing hey ask or.

"Sometimes they may be reasonable and then again

thev may be unreasonable, but it's all the same, I never

ih.I in to nothing. Sometimes they say the rent is oo

hich Then I say, 'When T built them houses I left a

hde in the side to come in by and to go out V, -d when

.ou think the rent ain't right, you can just go ou Y

that bole,' and," be concluded, .lustifying his polie>,

"they all love me like a brother." ,,,,,, ,, .,„

This latter statement was more nearly the truth tban

one might suppose from the outline of his H-y and

thereby hangs the reason for this lengthy introduction

By loving bim like a brother, the old man mean that

hJhad no trouble keeping men, that they were satisfied
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niid felt that they were getting a square deal, in other

words, having dug coal himself, he anticipated the needs

of his employees and was a keen judge of the merits of a

"kick." His men undoubtedly liked him, and he held

them in his employ.

AxoTHEii Type of Maxagkr

There is another type uf mine manager who. imagin-

ing that all men are "kickers" and that all complaints arc

alike, attempts to follow the policy of refusing all re-

quests, and does not succeed in getting himself loved

like a brother, but loses his men and gets such a reputa-

tion for himself that no new men apply.

The next superintendent, hearing him cussed and dis-

cussed, sets about correcting the mistake by being so easy

that his concessions beget inequalities and make his re-

fusals seem arbitrary and partial. He is beset daily with

trivial complaints and ends by losing control of disci-

pline, and is literally "run off the job."

Then comes the "liar." He promises with no inten-

tion of fulfilling his word. Possibly he intends to

look into complaints and requests, but his intentions are

not serious enough to make him remember. Of all

types he is the most exasperating. Possibly he makes
good a sufficient , number of his promises to keep men
thinking tliat perhaps their particular requests may fall

under the one sometimes granted, and they hang on for

a wliile.

Some managers of men even advocate the "promise
system." They say, "Why, hell, yes, always promise. What
is the use of arguing? Agree to everything and then do
as you please." Strange to say, once in a long while you
will find a man of the Ananias type who is wonderfully
successful. He has been so consistent in the failure to

fulfill his promises that his men do not expect anything,
and take his jovial assurances much as the refusals of the
old man whose men loved him like a brother. The secret

of his success is the same as in the former case. He is

a good judge of a "kick," and knows when a man is work-
ing at a disadvantage.

Thk >m;w SrpicmxTEXDENT

Then there is the new superintendent, who imagines
he has come to correct the faults of his mine foreman.
He begins by granting requests that the mine foreman
has refused, and soon he is beseiged with, "My place no
cut"; "water in my place": "no gotta turn"; "driver
no good"; "too much ]iusli for car": "all time slate come
down" ; "no car to clean up my place" ; "lika new buddie
my place"; "no catch nothing for clay vein"; "short six

cars this time" ; "right away finish."

If the superintendent is really going to arl3itrate these

cases, he must have the same means of judging them as

has his mine foreman. Possibly the complaints are gen-

uine, and the foreman may, or may not be in toucli with

the various situations. Anyway, it is taking a long chance
for a superintendent to attempt to judge independently.

But, if he is a good inside man, he may be invaluable in

helping keep a check on the cause of dissatisfaction, and
by assuming certain responsibilities, take much worry off

of his foreman.

In these davs of machine coal, when a miner's kit con-
sists of a pick and shovel, and his family is in the old

country, it takes only a shade of difference in manage-
ment to send him on his way to another mine, and it is

not so much the granting of requests and. privileges that
holds men as it is the maintaining of a condition that
does not admit of privilege. The best-paid man on the
job quits, not because he is not paid enough, but because
someone else has an advantage over him. Tt may be easier

to keep a mine full of diggers where there is a uniformly
unfavorable condition than where some of it is good and
some bad

: nor need this principle be confined to miners
alone.

OVEHCOitlXG DlEFICTLTIES WITH MaCHINEET

An agent for a hoist for cars on steep room pushes re-
cently made the statement that the steep push was the
greatest hindrance to holding men in the low-vein coal,

arguing that his hoist M'ould overcome this difficulty.

But there is a question whether the inequality of working
conditions brought about by installing a limited number
of hoists in steep rooms would not leave the situation the
same as before. Of course, we are not talking about the
impossible grades. A room with a hoist, if it presented
an advantage, would present also an inequalitj', and the
inequality is wliat makes men refuse to work. We have
all had the experience of having a butt of steep rooms
worked up until some rooms show a lighter grade, and
then it is all off. It is difficult to get" the two grades
worked side by side.

Some student of economics might say, "Yes, but why
not pay a better price for the steeper rooms?" The
miner himself knows that it would be harder for him to
set a price on a room grade that would make it equal to

some other grade than it would be to change the dip of
the coal. He might just as well advocate rain for the
just and drought for the unjust, or guess at the condi-
tions the next cut will reveal. Probably the best way to
make the conditions equal is to drive rooms off along the
strike from another room.

Roller-bearing wheels might lighten the push for ever}--

oue and would be a distinct advantage for the whole, but
it would not adjust the inequality. I am not sure but
that if each superintendent and manager knew exactly
what salary the other was getting, there might be as great
a dearth of material for these positions as exists at flie

mines presenting unequal working conditions. Men do
things because "everybody's doing it." A mine with one
rate and equal working conditions would be too good to

be true, but to hold men at any given mine, seems to be
a question of approaching such an ideal rather than giv-

ing fancy prices for bad stuff, wet rates where ditching
could be done, and yardage where good service to the
miner might make his working condition better.

The old fellow whose miners loved him like a brother
may have met this problem in his own crude way, but he
held men without handing out a lot of "sugar."

The points to be considered when laying: out a haul-age-
system are; (1) nature of the roof; (2) output per day; (3)
grade; (4) number of branch roads and their distance from
the shaft: (a) initial expense. Where the root is good, double
tracks are practical, and the endless-rope system gives good
results, as there is a constant supply of loaded cars at the
shaft bottom and empties in the chambers, which means a
large output. This system permits the working of any num-
ber of branches together or separately. It can be used where
the grade is steep as well as on the level. While the initial

cost is high, the long life of the rope, the use of small engines,
the low per cent, of accidents, and the increased ventilation
tend to render this system efficient, durable and cheap.
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The Atlas Co.'s Plant at Burgettstown, Penn.
By Li:i: i.i.i:" i;i.yn

=

^yXQPSlS—Tliv prsi of two aiiirlex on thix in Ifresting

l.iant. It IS one of tlie neiresi operations in Fennsyt-

rania and the equipment is modern in every respect.

This installment takes up the general conditions prevail-

ing iH the field and outlines the scheme of operation.

Thi.< oi>eratiou is located on Raceoon Creek, about four

miles from Burgettstowii. and has connections with the

Pan Handle rnilvuad. The officers are: George Z. Ho-

seani, which is from 5 to G ft. thick and •.':(

the surface. The other is what is known as a

seam and is peculiar to that particular Held;

4 ft. thick and lies immediately above the

seam, some 4 to 5 ft. of strata inlerveniiig.

company's intent imi In work botli .scams.

Sii.vrr.s .VXD Si-uiwck Kqiii'.mi:nt

Until -hafts are 12x24 ft., the air shaft bcinj; Imatcd

) ft. below

"Rooster"

it is about

Pittsburgh

It is the

Vii;w OF Di-iiPS AND Ctiaix 11 At

The arrangement is sucli that one man and a helper

sack, president: James B. Haines. Jr.. vice-president;

John A. Bell. Jr., secretary-treasurer ; and W. A. Mc-

Bride superintendent. The engineers for the company

arc Smith and Lewis, Oliver Building. Pittsburgh. Penn..

who were engineers in charge of the construction of the

entire plant.

The company owns 1700 acres of coal and 300 acres

of surface, upon which the plant and town are built.

The name adopted for the town is Atlaslmrg. There

are two seams of coal. One is the famous Pittsburgh

^hief engineer, Pittsburgh Coal Washer Co.. Pittsburgh.

Penn.

I. FOi; r.FTnixixc the E^iptifs

can handle the full capacity of 3000 tons per day.

1000 ft. distant from the main shaft. Tracks are pro-

vided at the main shaft bottom for 200 loads and 200

empties. The cars operate by gravity at this point and

require but two men.

The main hoisting engines arc two 2G\36 m. \ nlcaii,

direct connected to TxD-ft. conical drums. The air-shaft

cnoine is a double 15x24 Vulcan, direct connected to a

7-ft cylindrical drum. The cage operating m the aiv

shaft is counterweighted and is used for hoisting men

and supplies, but coal was hoisted during the construction

of the main tipple.

The building housing the power plant is 4.jxl20 tt.,
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vr\th a partition separatino- the lioiler room from tiie

engine room. It is of bru-k eont-truetioii, with concrete

floors. The boiler room contains four 300-lip. Erie City

watertube boilers, equipped with Jones underfeed stok-

ers, two Epping-Carpenter boiler-feed pumps, and a Hop-
i;er's feed-water heater of 2000-hp. capacity. The boilers

operate i\nder 150-lb. steam pressure. The engine room
contains two- 250-275 compound-wound generators of the

(Jeneral Electric make, driven by two 17x2-l-in. four-

\alve, Erie City engines.

The shop building is 45x75 ft., of brick construction,

and is equipped with forges, hammers, pipe machine,
drill presses, etc., for making the necessary rcijairs.

Inirgh district. Xo expense was spared in providing the
employees Avitli comfortable homes. The houses are sin-
gle and of dilTerent designs find are located on lots 60x
150 ft., with 60 ft. streets. The store bitilding, which
is a handsome brick structure, is 45x100 ft. and two
stories high. This building also contains the post ofSce
and superintendent's offices.

ScHKArE OF Operation

Mine cars of ijirce-ton caiiacity are hoisted from the
coal seam to the tipple floor on platform cages, operating
in a two-compartment shaft. The cages are provided
with hinged Ijottoms, \\hicli are level while hoistin<)-. Init

YiFAx OF Ttpplf, Showing Boiler-Coal Bin with Trestle and l-lLECTnTc LAiiiiY

Vertical doors in tlie headfiame are to admit the sheaves and larye opening in the side ot the tipple is for the roclc trestlenow being constiucted.

The mine fan is of the Jeffrey type, 16x5 ft., and
driven Ijy two 17x21-in. four-valve Erie City engines,

and \vill have an ultimate capacity of 300,000 cu.ft. of

air against a 6-in. water gage when operating at 160

r.p.m. ; it is inclosed in a steel, concrete and brick build-

ing of pleasing design.

The motors are the General Electric type, equipped

with cable and crab reels. Cutting machines are of the

chain type and were manufactured by the Goodman
Electric Company.
Owing to the advantageous location, and also the great

care and expense gone to by the company, the town is

one of the most excellent mining- towns in the Pitts-

a separate set of laiidcis are jirovided so that M-hen the
cages come to rest the hinged bottom is tilted to such
an angle as will allow the loaded car to run off by grav-
ity. The loaded cars gravitate to a I'hillips cros.sover

dump, of which there are two placed side by side, and
are dumped into one of two sets of gravity-screen rigs.

The empty cars pass on over dumps to a "kickback and
return by gravity, on one side of the tipple, to a chain
haul, which elevates them sufficiently to run them to a
second kick])ack beliind the hoistways. From this kick-

back the cars gravitate to spring horns located behind
each cageway. When ready to admit the car to the cage
the operator presses a foot treadle which releases the
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lioriis ami the ear runs onto the cage for return Xo the

mine.

There are two dumps, two screen rigs, two leeders,

iiml two picking tables, with the dumps setting opposite

to each other. The run-of-mine coal is dumiied into a

(hute equipped with a set of standard screen hars liaving

P/i-in- spaces. The .screened coal passes to weigh baskets,

where it is weighed and then deposited in a chute common

to hoth weigh baskets, terminating in two hoppers litted

on tlie bottom with plate feeders for feeding the coal to

the two picking tables running parallel to the railroad

tracks.

The bone is picked from the coal by pickers walking

on the tables, and thrown onto a pan conveyor, located

between and running parallel to the two tables, con-

veyed to the V>ack ciul of the picking house, and dis-

forated si-reen for taking the nal line dust out of llie

slack coal. This dust is collected in a duite and passes

to a cress-bone conveyor, thence lo an elevator leading

to the storage bin for boiler-hou>e use.

When desired, the nut coal, or the nut and slack mi.\ed,

from either screen rig, may be put on their respeclive

picking tables, producing eilber =Vi-in. lump or run-of-

mine, the fine coal being loaded on the tables nndenualh

the lump to fM<ililate piekiuL'. With these screen rigs

it is possible to make the following loading combiuatiuus

:

1 %-ln. lump oil eitlur lump track.
2 l>^-in. lump 1" "Ither himp lim-k.

» Run-of-mine on eitht-r lump track.

4 Nut on nut traik.
.-. Nut and slack mixed on nut track.

« IVi-in. lump on net track.
7 »i-in. lump o:\ nut track.
8 Run-of-mine en nut track.

iS ffe^iaT rZ'-oVlmine (consisting' of cec. nut and pla.U)

Showing V,'i;igii JJ-^.'SKkts, Ff.i-dki; ll(-i-ri,i;, raKixG

Tablk and Bone CoNVEyoi:

charged onto a similar conveyor running at right angles,

which in turn conveys the material to a roll crusher.

The crushed bone is then elevated to a storage bin, from

which it is taken by an electric car to the boiler house

for use in boilers. The picked coal passes from the

picking tables to cars over the special loading chute

arranged for loading cars 8 ft., 10 ft. and 11 ft. 6 in.

high.'

The li'i-in. screenings from each rig, drop onto a set

of imt-bar screens having %-in. spaces, where separation

into nut and slack takes place. Each product is collected

in chutes, common to both screen rigs, and loaded in

railroad cars on their respective tracks, the chutes being

fitted with proper gates for stopping the flow of coal

when i^hifting cars.

Provision is made for two egg screens in the hopper

under the weigh baskets, so ^-m. egg coal may be made

on both rigs and loaded on the nut track, separate, or

mixed with the nut. or with the nut and slack. The

upper end of each slack chute is a short section of per-

TllK WkUMI BaSKKTS (with the P^OG SciiHlCNS IIKLOW)

AND ('lirTi:s TO Tin-; FkKDKI! liolTKI!

or the above combinations. Xos. 6, 7. S, and l'^ mav

be loaded without operating the ]iieking tables. Tyo-

vision is made in the npper end of ihe screen rigs for

bypassing room cleanings to the bone conveyor, and rock

to the ro'c'k bin under the dump, from where it passes to

the rock car.

I'|;IXCI1>AL I'AUTS

The principal jiavts entering into the construct ion of

the tipple and air hoi.«t are as follows:

Two special cages for main Two plate feeders.

One^counterweiKhted cage for Two picking tables.

Fmir s*l°tl^'of landers for main Two bone conveyors.

tipple.
Two sets of landeis for an

hoist.
Two head sheaves for main

tipple.
Two head sheaves for ai

hoist. ^ ,

One empty car haul.

One system of tipple tracks.
Two 'Phillips cross-ove
dumps.

Two gravity screen rigs.

One crusher,

elevator,

ige bin.

andOne ra a i n headfram e
tipple.

One air hoist headframe.
One 3-ton electric travelini

car and runway.
Two car-releasing mechan

isms for .=hrft bottom.
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The cages are of the platform type and prov„l,.,| with passenger Irams i);o? .Irawhar lH,iscpower is required
lunged bottoms. They are built to conform to the new the total drau-bar horsepower developed per day being
mining laws of Pennsylvania and equipped with Lep- 42,130. Tlie efficieuey of transmission from the power
leys patented steel-: edge safety device with double house to substations on the line would be about 82 per
springs. They have forged-steel rope sockets 16-in. long, ,e„t. for the distance between Pittsburgh and Harrisbur-,
forged-steel safety clamps, l-m. bridle chains, :;4-in. and for 12.000 drawbar horsepower. The efficiency of
safety cnams, and horns to secure the car when hoisting the distributing system between the substations and the
and receive the empty car when caging it. These horns locomotives would be about 85 per cent, and the effi-
remain.m position until released 1)y the operator to allo\^• ciencv of the locomotive itself would be about 75 per cent
the loaded car to run off the cage, and then retui'ii auto- The power that would reach the drawbar of the locomo-
matically to their initial position for receiving the empty five and thus be availabl,^ for a train would therefore be
car. Steel side plates. 1/4 in. thick by 4 ft. high, run about 52.3 per cent., this lu.ing the product of 82 by' 85
the full length of the cage. Pland rails are provided on bv 75 per cent. Assuming, therefore that 43 000 draw-
either side and safety chains across both ends. A steel bar horsepower is 52.3 per'^cent. of the power-plant horse-
canopy top IS provided, with one side hinged to turn power, sufficient tn move the traffic, 80,000 hp would
up for accommodating long material. be recpiircd at the power house.

Cages were built bv the Connellsville Manufacturiii';- tt,
, ,

,,

& Mine Supply Co. from plans furnished by the Pitts-
^^""«"'"'"'':" J":vkloi.ki. uv Diffkhe.^t Classes of

burgh Coal AVasher Co. This same company also fur-
I^ocomotivks

nished the head sheaves, which are 10 ft. in diameter " '' Dnrborow was kind enough to submit the following

and heavy pattern, bicycle-spoke type, mounted on an
!"'''''*'' S'ving the estimates of the horsepower developed

8-in. hammered-steel shaft, supported in heavy cast-iron, / ® fl'Serent classes of locomotives, hauling freight

babl:)itted pillow-blocks equipped with adjustable sole !*!?,
passenger trains, during the month of March,

plates. .

-'^^^'- ^™'" which the foregoing estimates have been de-

The tipple tracks are constructed of 30-lb. American
'^"^^'^l •

standard rails and are secured to the 3-in. oak floor by
™i^i«ht tr.ains, .aioxth of .m.vrcii, 1911

standard railroad spikes. Back of the hoistways a special f^Ss womo- .Average Jowertum
automatic switch is provided for diverting the empty No. of trains per month (hour's) S powet ofsrdays
ear to the proper hoist. The empty ear going onto the '^'os6"siSw'

^'^''"'^^''^^- eastbound:

cage sets the switch for the ue.xt ear. 439: prefcrrcd. ...:::;: sii hI mo tHimo
The dumps are of the Phillips extra heavy crossover

^'----^-H-i^^ur,, ...bound: ^^
^^^^

type. Special dumping rings are provided for operating 393, preferred .s.33 h-g coo i',oos;930

the car doors, which are of the lifting type. The rings
j°°°"- '^"'' ^'"*"'-'^'', west a:.d_eastbound-aii freight trains:

are operated automatically by the in-going loaded car. '^° *^-'o h-s 050 ^'710,220

thus relieving the dump operator of the extra work of Total trains .no7
. 24:074,288

handling^ them. The car haul is on about 40-ft. centers 744 hours in 31 d.a.vs: ^r^^^^I^^ = 32,.35S horsepower required any instant
and consists of a 12-in. pitch steel-link chain, which has „»^cn.,^T,l,*t,
.,,+ t 1 • X n 1 • ^ , . .

'
„

PASSENGER TRAINS, MONTH OF MARCH 1911cast-Steel pivoted dogs inserted m it every 2 ft. for Altoona and Harrisburg, east and westbound:
ARCH, 1911

engaging attachments on the bottom of the car.
'""

-.^^ 3.03 e 2,423,828

(Tu he coiitiinivd.) ^533 '...;: "3:03 k ^ggo i,oug,ooo
Altoona and Pittsburgh, east and westbound:

*'•

iff 3.30 K oGo 2,713,966
SIT . TT „. T •

1 /-> 11
^'- ^'^O 1,057,320

Waste-Heat Losses in the Connells- T„tai trains, 4269 ,.,„,,
-

•11 p . 7,2G:!.U4
•• 7,-03,114

Vllie IN.eg'lOn ;~ = 0"02 horsepower required at any instant.

E. W. Parker, statistician of the U. S. Geolo. Survey, From the foregoing it appears that the quantity of
lias compiled the following* interesting memorandum power which might be obtained from the eokin<T opera-
concernmg waste-heat losses in the Connellsville region: tions in the Connellsville and Lower Connellsville dis-

^
The production of coke in the Connellsville and Lower tricts by substituting nonrecovery retort ovens for the

Connellsville districts of Penn.sylvania in 1911 amounted beehive ovens would be more than twice the' quantity
to 16,919,749 short tons, to produce which in retort ovens of power necessary to move every train on the Pennsyf-
would require about 9300 such ovens. These operated as vania R.E. between Pittsburgh aiul I-Iarrisburt^h
•waste-heat" ovens would produce approximately 180,000 This estimate is, of course, rouo-hly calcula'teil as the
boiler horsepower per hour. efficiency of a power plant wilf range from oiie-half

Ihrough the courtesy of the late P. X. Durborow, horsepower per boiler horsepower in a small simple non-
geiieral superintendent of motive power of the Pennsyl- condensing engine to three horsepower in the best com-
vania R.E. Co., the writer has received estimates of the pound-condensing engines. The power used on the rail-
quantity of drawbar horsepower developed by some of the road is not uniform, the rate of fuel consumption va'rv-
locomotivesof that company during 1910. Mr. Durborow ing during all hours of the day and from day to day
states that it required about 32,358 drawbar horsepower Moreover, the conversion of boiler horsepower " per oven'
as the average during the month of March. 1911, to haul into dynamometer (drawbar) horsepower may differ con-
the freight trains over the portion of the Pennsylvania siderably in practice, but, allowing for all possible errors
2;stem between Pittsburgh and Harrisburg. For the and variations, the enormous waste of energy now ob-
Qj^*'^The Manufacture of Coke in 1911." Government Printing

gaining in the Coking districts of Pennsylvania is glar-
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Coal Shipping on the Great Lakes
\\\ 1. ('. C'rvKi.i.iKif"

•^YXOPSIS—Thix ins'laUmenl talrs up the Mliialivn id

Vie'neail of //.. Lake.<. The "Twit, Harbors" last ymr

hamlled some M> »,illion ton.s of freH/hi, or more than

the totaJ foreign commerce cleared from the s,.r leadtnji

Ulantic ports. CoaJ shipments for the cnrreul year will

approximaie lO million Ions. The docks are eqmpped

with the most elaborate nnloaJing madnnery >n llir

world, in aMUion to which there are large cleaning,

screening and briqneiiing plants.

Duluth is a citv orow.ihig the 100,001) mark and

.tretchinc^ for tweiitv-five miles along the rugged, roek-

bound eoast of the Head of the Lakes. Shipping during

the season of 1912 aggregated 41,474,776 tons ot freight

8 585 03!) tons being coal, enough to fill an order ol

161 000 cars placed end to end, making a tram li'OO

allv At eitiier entraiuv to the Twin Ports the largest

steamers can enter, .lock, unload and depart under then

own steam and without the use of tugs, whuh in many

other ports forms a heavy item of expense.

Witli the modern coal-handling equipment in u.se, un-

loadiii"- is done here with the ma.ximum disjiatch, tne

boats then passing dM-cctly to some one of the mammoth

ore docks or grain elevators and taking on a fresh load.

This situation alwavs insures a line of the best and fast-

est vessels plvin.- on the Great Lakes. The immense

freight carriers, .some of them as long as two ordinary

r-ity~blocks, push their wav througii the channel entrance

and land at some ore or coal (h.ck without ceremony.

It takes but a half hour to accomplish this and almost

immediatelv the process of loading or unloading begins.

A further studv of the accompanying map indicates

rxLOADIXG AND SxotiAGK PlAXT OF THE NORTHWESTERN TTeL Co.. AT SlTKRIOl

miles long, or long enough to reach from Duluth to

Portland, Oregon.
. .

Inseparably connected with Duluth, is the thriving

citv of Superior on the opposite side of the harbor. It

is not at all disparaging to Duluth to say that Superior

receives the larger amount of coal. A glance at the

contour of the harbor, as can be seen by the accompany-

ing map. shows the confluence of the St. Louis Kiver

with the Duluth side of the harbor forms what is known

as Connor's Point, all of which is on the Superior side

and extends into the bay proper, forming a most ad-

vantageous location for coal docks. Here are located

many of the large coal-handling plants.

XaTURAI.-HaRBOE AnVAXTAGES

There are harbor advantages here not enjoyed by any

other port. Large vessels must nece-ssarily seek freight

where thev can be accommodated and operated economic-

s-.-ain how wiselv nature had provided for this harbor.

s"tretchins from" the Duluth shore to the Superior sid'^

tin. sliarp\.nd of the Lake is cut off by a natural break-

water This is a sand bar of sufficient widtli and ncighiii

to make a more effective breakwater than could possibly

be constructed bv artificial means.

The docks located on the Superior side of the harbor

received last vear, from May to December, 5.680,28b

tons of coal out of a total of 8,585,039 tons received at

the Twin Ports. During the 235 days' open season in

191-5 the net registered tonnage entering and clearing

the Superior Harbor exceeded that in the foreign com-

merce of the ports of New York, Philadelphia, Balti-

more New Orleans. Boston and Charleston all combined.

TjA K I- Sini'PiXG IX THE Eari.y Days

»Editor "The Coal Dealer," Minneapolis, Minn.

In 18.-.5 the date of the opening of the Soo Cana.,

the records show 1414 tons of coal passed through the

canal that year, shipped in small lots, most ot it going
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Map of SL-pi-iiiOK-DrLrTir (Twix HaimjoksJ at
Hkad of tiie Laki;.s

to tlie copper country in npper iliehioan. Not until
IS, 1 ^vas coal liaudled as a commerciafenterprise from
lower Lake Ports to the Head of the Lakes.

In that year, the late E. X. Saunders, the pioneer of
the coal industry in the Xortliwcst, unloaded at Duluth
iihout 3000 tons. Connected with him was the present
well known railroad magnate, James J. Hill It j<

interesting to note that at that time all the coal handled
came up the Lakes in boats of from 300 to 500 tons
carrying capacity, and the machinery provided for han-
fllmg these cargoes was most primitive in character when
compared with that in use at the present time.
The leading dock men expect that about 10,000 000

tons of coal will be brought by vessel and distributed
over the Head of the Lakes during tlie season of 1913
This tonnage will be transported in vessels carryino
8,000 to 14,000 tons each, and with present unloadin-
facilities, the largest cargoes can be discharged in from
1-3 to 24 hr. At one of the new modern docks, three
of the largest vessels can be unloaded at the same time,
the machinery being capable of taking the coal out of the
boats and storing it on the dock at the rate of 2000 tons
per hour. The record cargo last season was the "^Vm.
P. Snyder, Jr.," which contained 12,G64 tons.

The Noethwesteen Fl-el Co.'s Doce
There has just been completed on dock Xo. 1 of the

Xorth IVestern Fuel Co., the largest handling bridge in
the world. This mammoth piece of work is the most
modern device there is in the line of coal dock equipment.
Docks planned and completed only three or four years
ago, are already out of date. The length of this won-
derful piece of mechanism is 755 ft. over all, length of
span 551 ft., height from floor to top of truss, 131 ft.
and the total weight, 3,000,000 lb. The bridge is sup-
ported by an inverted pier at one end and the shear
leg at the other, thus taking up the least possible space.
Tlie entire structure is mounted on wheels which arc
driven by electric motors by which means the bridge is
moved at the rate of about 200 ft. per minute, while
traveling from hatch to hatch of a boat beimj unloaded,
or from one point to another on the dock wiien loading
the coal into cars.

J-iJjjj

pj^i^'^P^

The most modern type of man-trolley electrically oper-
ated and equipped, with complete air system for brak-
ing, will operate on the bridge, using a .specially designed
bucket for digging the coal out of the hold ot the ves-
sel and another for scraping it together in a pile and
cleaning up the bottom of the liold.
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'I'lu' iligpiiii: bucket is of the clain-slu'll type and has

a >iM-oail of -H ft., wliile the clean-up hucket has a

spread of 27 ft. Tlie huge chim sliell raises 10 tons of

coal each trip and places it in the stock pile. Tn the

early days this used to he considered a big car load.

Heretofore six tons has been the limit of clani-sliell

(Mparitv on tlic docks. This elani shell stands 17 fl.

l.iuh. and I'tiur men standing on to)) of one another just

'each the top. With this (•(]uii)mcnt the (hi.k can un-

load a 10,000-ton cargo in is u. JO hr., uhiih formerly

g would take 10 hours.
" In the accomi)anying illu.stration is shown the cual-

handliiig equipment of the Northwestern Fuel t'o., in-

stalled several years ago liy tlic Hrown Hoisting Ma-

S chinery Co.

I As will he noted the equii)nicnt consists of four fast

unloaders, three bridge tramways, and two electric-trans-

fer carriages. The coal is unloaded from the vessels by

means of grab buckets from which it is dumi)ed into

i the hoppers on the piers. The ])ier spans two railroad

I tracks so that the coal may be cither loaded directl>

from the hopper into railroad cars beneath, or into sclf-

dumping tuljs located on the transfer carriages. Each

one of the bridge tramways consists of three spans cover-

ing the entire storage yard, and Ihcy are all c(iiii]iii(Ml

- with a man trolley fitted with a 1-ton shovel liuckit

which is used in reloading the coal.

The self-dumping tub is picked up by means of \\v

man trolley and conveyed to the desired place in tin

;» storage yard, where the coal is held lor future .shipmenl.

'S The fast plants, transfer carriages and bridge tramwa.\,-

are all electrically operated and .self-propelled along their

respective tracks.

(IliOWTII OF THE EaKH SlIlI'l'IXG

A glance backward over the tonnage handled in former

years indicates a healthy increasing demand year by year.

The records show receipts of both anthracite and bitu-

minous at the Duluth-Superior docks as follows:

1!)0!) 5,CG^,70r

1!)10 8,171,611

1!)11 8.131,905

1912 8.58.5,039

It is estimated by those intimately acquainted with

coal di.stribution in the Xorthwestern territory that there

is a yearly increasing demand of about 10 per cent. On

the basis of last year's receipts this would mean a ton-

nage for 1913 of approximately 10,000,000 tons. With

the improvements completed and under way, dock stm-

age will be close to 10,000,000 tons, which means a pos-

silde handling capacity of over 15,000,000 tons. During

the active season, much of the coal does not go into the

stock pile; after unloading from the boat it passes

...._.._.^ through the screening operation and direct to cars for

5^-|-5S-| shipment to dealers' bins in the country. When there

" " ^°
is a large tonnage going to the storage bins of the trade

in the early part of the fall, when cars are plentiful, it

Gives the docks a chance to bring up a sufficient supply

: and store it for the heavy demand during the close of

I navigation.

Jl Until about five years ago, the distributors of coal

?^ r^l from the Head of the Lakes were the Northwestern Fuel

'';~/'_ ''
Co., the Pittsburgh Coal Co., the Lehigh A'alley Coal

Sales Co., the Philadelphia & Reading Coal & Iron Co.,
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the Zenith Furnace Co., the M. A. Hauna Coal Co., the
Xorthern Coal & Do"k Co., and the St. Paul & Western
Coal Co., distributors of Sunday Creek Hocking. Prac-
tically all of these have rebuilt their docks and put on
modern handling equipment and substantially increased
their handling capacity. Others have come in with mod-
ern dock facilities, such as the Berwind Fuel Co., making
a specialty of Pocahontas Smokeless; the Carnegie Fuel
Co. have also made rapid strides, having recently com-
pleted a large modern structure, and the latest addition

along Lakes Superior and Michigan, and the Clarksou
Coal & Dock Co., who operate a dock at Ashland, Wis.

Formerly, the principal soft coals handled were Ohio
Hocking and Youghiogheny, but now the West Virginia
smokeless and splint coals form a large percentage of
the tonnage, and of late years a strong demand has come
for the high-grade coals from Kentucky-Tennessee, and
large quantities of these are stored on the docks regu-
larly. Ohio Hocking still has a firm hold on the con-
sumer. It has been a popular domestic coal for many

Bhowxhoist Uxloadixg Appaiiatcs ox the Xokthwestekx Fuel Co.'s Dock .\t Sur

IS the fine new dock of the Island Creek Coal Sales Co.,
which is devoted exclusively to their product.

BlIIQCETTIXG .\XD ^'.VlilETY OE CoAL HaxDLED
The Stott Briquette Co. about five j-ears ago started

manufacturing anthracite screenings into merchantable
briquettes, while the Berwind Fuel Co. has been success-
fully operating a large briquette plant, using their smoke-
less screenings. They are now putting up a duplicate
of their briquetting plant. Other dock companies operat-
pmg here are the Great Lakes Coal & Dock Co., who
are about to make extensive improvements, the C. Eiess
Coal Co., of Sheboygan, Wis., operating a chain of docks

ERioE, Wis.

years, and in spite of the crowding in of others, the
yearly tonnage holds about the same"

The territory reached from the Head of the Lakes is
commonly designated as dock territory, reaching into
the upper part of Wisconsin, all of Minnesota, northern
Iowa, northwestern Xebraska, South Dakota, Xorth Da-
kota and Montana. More dock coal from the Head of the
Lakes is going into the Canadian Xonhwest every year.
There is a point, however, where rates on dock coaf equal-
ize with all-rail coals from Illinois, Indiana and Ken-
tucky, and below an imaginary line where that division
occurs, competition between dock coal and all-rail coal is
always keen.
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Prepaiatio'i of tlu' coals has (levi-lojn'.! ui ilio West

to suth an oxteiit that often the best preparation is ihe

deciding point. The better grades of Illinois coals ob-

tained a foothold in dock territory solely on their excel-

lent preparation. Dock men at one time never thought

of giving their soft coal any sizing or screening, but they

finally had to come to it. and today all modern docks

are equipped with expensive screening plants and are

effecting a sjdendid ].reparation.

i; \ii.i;i)Ai) F\i ii.iriKs

No port has better railroad facilities for the distribu-

tion of the coal tonnage handled over the docks than

Duluth. The vast amount of ore. grain and merchandise

i)rought here to be transhipiied by water insures a steady

and abundant car supply. The grain fields of Minnesota,

South Dakota, Xortli Dakota and Montana practically

empty their entire harvests into the Head of the Lakes

elevators during September, October. November and De-

cember at a rate that taxes all the railroads having their

terminus at the Twin Ports. This brings a stream of

cars loaded with grain to Duluth-Superior and when

emptied thev are switched to tlie docks for loading with

coal and within a day are back on their way to the

interior.

The Nortbern Pacific, the Oreat Xorlhern, the Soo anil

the Omaha have all greatly improved their terminal

facilities and are as much interested in keeping trans-

portation from becoming congested as the dock compa-

nies. Since the congestion several years ago, there has

been no serious blockade or car shortage. There need

not be anv if the buyer will do his part in ordering

supplies forward in the early summer. If, however,

ordering by the country trade is delayed until late fall,

the handling of the immense tonnage during the three

months time becomes a physical impossibility.

( To he Confitiued)

Wyoming Coal Production in 1912

The coal production of Wyoming in 1912, according to

E. W. Parker, of the U. S. Geological Survey, amounted

to 7.;?6S.124 short tons valued at $11,648,088, an increase

of 623,260 short tons in quantity and $1,139,225 m
valne over the figures for 1911. With the single exception

of the vear 1910, the output of 1912 was the largest in

the history of the state. In 1910, however, conditions

were abnormal, a shortage of fuel caused by a six months'

strike among the coal miners in the central and

southwestern states having caused an unusual demand

upon the coal-producing districts of the Rocky Mountain

states. The production in 1911. while less than that in

19111, showed a normal gain over 19i)9, and that of 1912

exhibited a normal increase over 1911.

The region supplied by Wyoming coal was blessed with

bountiful crops in 1912 and the metallurgical and other

industries were in a prosperous condition, which was re-

flected not only in the increase in production over 1911,

but in an advance in the average price per ton from $1.55

to $1.58.

Coal mining in Wyoming gave employment to 8036

men for an average of 238 days in 1912, against 7924

men for an average of 230 days in 1911. The labor effi-

ciency in Wyoming is among the highest in the country,

usuallv showing an average production per man per year

of over 900 tons. In 1912, this average was 917. Ac-

cording to the Uniteil States Bureau of Mines, ilure

were 34 deaths by accident in the coal mine,- of W ymii-

ing during 1912. an increase of one o\cr 19 i 1.

I'robabiy more than half of the entire area of Wyom-

ing is coal bearing. Coal is believeil to exist in every

countv of the state, although in some portions it lies

under so heavy a cover as to lie unworkable under present

conditions. The reserves are estimated at approximately

124 billion short ton.*, a supply exceeding that of any

other state, with the jiossilile exception of North Dakota.

The coals of North Dakota, however, are almost eii-

tirelv lignite, with a small amount of sub-bituminous,

whereas those of Wyoming range Iri'iu suli-liituminou.s

to medium-grade liituminoiis. Sonu' of the Wyoming

coals go to markets as far distant as llic Pacific Coast.

The coalfields of Wyoming arc numerous; some of

them are lar;:i' and contam many licd>. some of which are

very thick. One luil in llu' southwestern |)art of ibc

state is about lin fl. in thickness: the largest coalfield is

the Powder Itivcr field in the northeastern part of the

state. At least ll.DUd of ilie 15.111)11 s(|.in. contained in

this area are underlain by coal beds of known workable

thickness.

Most great edifices are supported by stones hiddi-n In the

ground.

Nothing astonislif

plain dealing.

iinon sense and

A newspaper in a Mississippi valley town iicently pimted

the following concerning a possible coal development in that

vicinity:

then in the process of making a paying vein
„!,. .s now an old man. and he says that "^ h;>';

waited 19 years and belieyes that it is time tor him to dg.un

investigate the matter, etc.

As authorities agree that it has taken many thousands .it

years to form our present coal measures the "competent

chemists" above mentioned must have been highly desirou.s

of anowing Mother Nature to put the last finishing touches

upon that particular deposit.

It is not exactly good taste for a paper to blow its own

horn If a journal is accomplishing something, others will

soon find it out, and the good deeds will forthwith be

heralded broadcast. However, the following letter from .1.

W Bischoff of the Davis Colliery Co., in West Virginia may

carry a suggestion to other mine managers and superin-

tendents in various fields:

Am inclo.sing vou copy of letter sent from this office. \\ e

have for some time, been greatly interested and pleased with

the sentiments expressed in your forewords along the line

'"''BeHlve'"thaf'tSo''mtle^ attention has been paid to the

"Human Elemenf bv those having to d. al with it \ye our-

.s"v?^ Save made a "study of this and »
'^-^ '"l.^^

*'!, >"^P;''„^^

our ideas in our own weak way upon our associates, and

f"el encouraged that such a medium as "Coal Age" has seen

^ We are'^sure vo'u are doing mining interests an almost in-

estimable favor 'by treating these subjects in the way you

The above is only one of numerous letters received by

"Coal Age," and all going to prove that coal men are as

human as any other class of individuals in any other in-

dustry. The pages in "Coal Age" devoted to the "human

side" of mining have proved a great success, and if we are

to believe our friends, this class of literature has been both

interesting and beneficial.
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A Plumb-Line Target

As a rule, suji'irestions from engineer^ in other braiu-hes.

on methods in nndergrouud surveying, are usually some-

thing old to the eollierv engineer, or embody some im-

priicticrtl retiiiement that will not stand the test of hard,

|)raetical nsage. Hovever, the Engi-

neering Xeivs has come forward with a

simple device, which should be of value

in underground work. It is described

as follows:

The accompanying illustration is self-

e.xplanatory. The target is made of

white celluloi(4. It is of convenient size

to carry in the ]xicket and is readily

attached or detadied to the plumb-bob
line by slots shown iu the illustration.

It is claimed to be most appreciated

when sighting in dark or shady places,

or toward dusk wlien the light is fail-

ing. In such cases a match held behind

the cut in the target will enable the

transitman to quickly locate the plumb
line. It is also claimed to be particularly

serviceable where the background is

dark as is the ca-se of grass or foliage.

The only possible objection we can see

to its use is the resistance it would offer

in a breeze and hence make it more dif-

ficult to center the bob. This device is

called the "Fulton" pocket target and is made and sold

by Koleseh & Co., 13S Fulton St.. Xew York City. The
])rice IS ;35e. each, or $3.50 per dozeu.

bringing about a betterment of mining conditions in this
state. I do not wish to woik hardships on operator or miner,
but must insist on the mining laws being lived up to. Trust-
ing that these suggestions will meet with your approval and
prompt eompliaiK-e. 1 am.

Very truly,

TOM SH.A.W.
State Mine Inspector.

To Ml^rBEliS OF THE U. M. \\. A.

Gentlemen: I am trying very hard to place the working
of mines on a safer basis, and in order to do this I must have
the hearty cooperation of all the miners in the state. It is
impossible to bring about the improvements that are necessary
in the mines unless the miners do their part, and you cannot
expect the mine owners to live up to the laws unless you,
also, live up to the laws.

The principles of the U. M. W. A. are and always have
been for justice and a square deal. I mean to see that every
miner has a square deal from the operator, but in turn it is
only fair, that the operator is given a square deal from the
miner. And if you expect a strict compliance of the mining-
laws from the operator, it is necessary for you to also com-
ply with these laws. The law makes several requirements
of the miners. The following rules and regulations I wish to
call to your specific attention, and would like to have your
local take it up and discuss it with a view of seeing that the
following rules are strictly complied with.

All drill dust must be moved from the vicinity before
shots are fired. .AH entries, air courses, and crosscuts must
be made not less than 7 ft. wide. They must be kept clean
and cleared from dirt. All miners must burn pure lard oil
in lamps. See that shotfirers Are no shots where dust has
been left, and that all dusty entries are left until they are
cleaned and sprinkled. Also, see that no shot is fired that
is considered dangerous.

I will appreciate information at any time of the violation
of any of the mining laws, either by the operator or indi-
vidual. I trust, in this effort to bring about safety in min-
ing, that I will have the active cooperation of every miner
and every local within the State of .Arkansas.

Very truly,

TOM SH.VW.
State Mine Inspector.

Mine Inspection in Arkansas
Following are copies of letters, recently sent out. by

Mine Inspector Thomas H. Shaw, to the mine owners and
operators, and to members of 'the U. M. W. A., in Ar-
kansas, iu an earnest endeavor to .secure their cooperation
for the betterment of mining conditions in the state:

To MlXE OwXEIiS AXD OPEliATOKS

Gentlemen: I am anxious to bring about an improvement
of coal mining in this state; I feel both miner and operator
will cooperate with me, and realize that my intentions are to
bring about safer conditions under which coal will be mined.
I therefoi-e respectfully call your attention to the following
conditions which I find to be the most common causes of
danger.

Ventilation—Under Acts 1905. Act No. 225, you are re-
quired to furnish 200 cubic feet of air to the working face.
(Our Supreme Court has passed on this question in the 75
Arkansas, p. 76.) To comply with this, you will have to
figure the amount of air consumed by various sources: for
instance, it is estimated each mule will consume 500 cubic
feet. Figure your air supply accordingly. .\ir must be con-
ducted to the working face.

Entries, .\ir Courses and Crosscuts—.Article 7, .Act 225
reads as follows: "Two entries, parallel with each other, must
be driven for the ingress and egress of the air, and crosscuts
must be made at intervals not to exceed 40 ft. apart. AVhere
gas exists, they shall be driven 30 ft. apart, or a crosscut
be made at any other place ordered by the management to
do so. No room shall be turned inside the last crosscut."

Refuge Holes and Dusty Entries—Section 5534 of Kirby's
Digest requires refuge holes to be made not more than 3D
ft. apart. Dusty entries must be cleaned up and sprinkled.

Escapement Shaft—Must be kept in good repair and steps
rigged with banisters.

Duty of Miners—Miners must make entries, air crosses,
and crosscuts not less than 7 ft. wide. .And must burn pure
lard oil in lamps. I hope to have your hearty cooperation in

Coal in Southern Manchuria
According to the Daily Consular and Trade Reports, the

exportation of coal from Xewchwang only began to ap-

pear in the Customs returns iu 1907, and has grown
steadily, reaching l!)3,l"iJ5 tons iu 1912. The supply
comes mainly from Fushun near Mukden, but also from
Penhsihu on the Mukdeu-Antung Ry., and from Yeut'ai,

near I^iaoyang. In another direction, northwest of Chin-
chow, good coal is found at two places, named Pei])ao and
Hsinch'iu, and it has been ]iartly in the hope of provid-

ing an outlet for these mines that the harbor works at

Hulutao have been commenced, and the railway from
Chinchow toward Aigun projected.

COMING SOCIETY MEETINGS

First .Vid .Meet., Philadeliihia & Readiuc Coal * Iron Co.—The annual meeting of this company will be held at Lake-
side Park, East Mahanoy Junction. Penn., Sept. 20.

Xatlonai Conservation Exposition—Miners' Field Day, to
be held under the auspices of the Tennessee Mine Foremen's
Association, with the cooperation of the Bureau of Mines and
the American Red Cross, on Sept. 20, at Knoxville, Tenn.

.Vmerican Mine Safety .\.ssociatlon—The second meeting of
this society will be held at the Bureau of Mines, Pittsburgh,
Sept. 22-24. H. JI. Wilson is chaii-man.

.Vmerioan Mining Consress—This society meets for its
16th annual session at Philadelphia. Oct. 20-24; the secretary
is J. F. Callbreath, who has opened quarters in the Land
Title Building.

Coal Mining- Institute of America—Winter Session meets
Dec. 4 and 5 at the Fort Pitt Hotel. Pittsburgh, Penn. C. L.
Fay. secretary, Wilkes-Barre, Penn.
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A New Coal-Hoisting System It may iviulily lie seen from tlie I'l

mine properly equipped with a pair of t

In shiift mining it seems to be an all but universal lnjistiiig will have a capacity equal to

practice to hoist tlie loaded car of coal out of the siiaft ,.quipped with double or triple-deck cage;

before dumping. Furthermore, most cages are equii)pod (i,at when the buckets are employed hoi

to hoist only one car at a time. Tn many mines the with greater rapi.liiy. a- im tmir i- 1. -i

amount of t'ime thus lost in the transit of the cars up

and down becomes a considerable quantity.

Mr. Andrew Flesher. of Taylorviilc, 111., has devised

a scheme wliich renders it unnecessary to move the car

from the shaft bottom, and at the same time considerably

increases the amount of coal which may l>e handled in

a given length of time.

Briefly stated, this system consists of two automat ir

dumps at tlie shaft bottom discharging into hoppers which

communicate, by means of a suitable gate, to either

compartment of" the hoisting shaft. Instead of placing

the ordinary cages npon the hoisting rope, large steel

buckets of suitable size and shape are provided. These

are so arranged that when lowered to the Iwttoni of the

shaft they automatically operate the gate.- ol' the vuA bop-

1 reg
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POWER DEPARTMENT
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A Modern Compressor Plant

By Frank H. Kxeeland

tSYXOPSIS—Where the underground conditions pre-

clude the employment of electricity, compressed air is the

iie.it best medium of power transmission. The plant here

described is a representative of a good type of compressor

installation. :•;

So strong has been the trend of practice toward the

employment of electric transmission in the construction

of mining power plants during the past few years, that

the mention of such a plant immediately brings a vision

of a collection of steam turbines or high-speed engines

direct-connected to revolving-field generators of high volt-

age. Conditions, however, frequently alter cases, and
present difficulties in the way of safety, which may render

the employment of electricity underground, in the judg-

ment of certain state mine inspectors at least, scarcely

less than suicidal.

Under such circumstances, there appears to be no al-

ternative, but to revert to the older and less efficient, al-

beit the safer method, of power transmission in gaseous
mines, namely, compressed air. Such is the case at

Marianna, Penn., and the type and quality of the machin-
ery employed show well the possibilities of this mode
of storing and transporting energy.

At this plant electricity is employed only upon the
surface. All operations performed underground, requir-

ing the use of power, are accomplished by means of com-
pressed air, and as a consequence a compressor plant of

large capacity is required.

The power plant as a whole consists of two parts, the
boiler house and the power house proper. The latter

building is approximately SO.xlll ft. inside. It is a steel-

frame structure inclosed in brick with steel roof trusses

and a concrete slab roof reinforced with wire netting. The
floor is of concrete, neatly grooved to represent tile.

Upon coming in at the main entrance of the building
the first machine encountered is a 26.x46-in. Mesta simple
Corliss engine, direct-connected to a 500-kw., 300-volt
"Westinghouse direct-current generator, operating at 100
T.p.m. The flywheel of this machine is of large size, be-
ing approximately 20 ft. in diameter, with a rim of about
12x14 in. cross-section. This is the only generator upon
the main floor of the building, and is operated to accom-
modate the day load, which consists of all tipple machin-
ery (23 motors), all coke larries (3), the machine shop,
<?hain car haul, the electric lights in the mine, and in the
repair shop, and when necessary the street lights and
those in the houses of the town.

The second machine is an Ingersoll-Rand cross-com-
pound, two-stage air compressor, operating at To r.p.m.
The steam end has a modified Corliss valve gear, and the
compression is what is known as straight line. The
high- and low-pressure steam cylinders are 24 and 36 in.

in diameter, respectively, the air cylinders being 20 and
34 in. in diameter, while the stroke is 30 in. This ma-
chine compresses to 100 lb. pressure per square inch,

and has a plate-steel intercooler. The high- and low-
pressure air-admission valves are mechanically operated,
while the discharge valves are automatic in action.

The next machine is a Mesta low-pressure cross-

compound Corliss straight-line, two-stage air compres-
sor. The high- and low-pressure steam cylinders are 22
in. and 36 in. in diameter, respectively ; the air cylin-

ders are 20 in. and 34 in. in diameter, while the com-
mon stroke is 48 in. This machine operates at 75 r.p.m.,

and compresses- to 100- lb. pressure. The air vatye? are
similar to those of the machine above described, in that
the inlet valves are- mechanically operated, a^d the dis-

charge valves are automatic. Both steam and air cylin-

ders are, however, upon the same side of the shaft. Both
of the above compressors have automatic air governors
controlling the air pressure within a 2-lb. limit.

The next machine is a high-pressure duplex straight-

line Corliss, three-stage air compressor. The steam e.yl-

inders are 29 in. in diameter, and the air cylinders are 21
in., 15 in. and 6% in. in diameter, while the stroke is

24 in. The machine operates at 75 r.p.m., and com-
presses to 1000 lb. pressure. The air cylinders are tan-
dem triplex, six cylinders in all. There are two inter-

coolers and one aftercooler on each side of the machine.
All air valves, both inlet and discharge, are automatic
in action.

The next machine is a Mesta high-pressure, duplex,
cross-compound, Corliss, four-stage air compressor, with
eight air cylinders in all, four on each side. The high-
and low-pressure steam cylinders are 22 in and 34 in. in

diameter, respectively. The air cylinders are 29 in., 16
in., 714 in., and 514 in. in diameter, while the stroke is

36 in. This machine runs at 100 r.p.m., and compresses
air to 1000 lb. It is supplied with automatic regulators
governing the stages, the first compression being to 40
lb., the second to 125 lb., the third to 300 lb., and the
fourth to 1000 lb.

A Good Crane Is Peovided

This completes tlie equipment of the power units upon
the main floor of the building. A Case Manufacturing
Co. 20-ton hand-operated traveling crane spans the width
of the building, and traverses its complete length. A tram
track leads into the building a sufficient distance so that
any material may be run in upon a car and picked up bv
this crane.

The main bearings of all machines are lubricated by a
gravity oiling system, while the cylinders are supplied by
forced-feed oil pumps. All main steam piping is car-
ried beneath the floor, with suitable goosenecks connect-
ing to the various machines.

The low-pressure air, or that at 100 lb. pressure, is em-
ployed to operate all coal-cutting machines and punchers,
as well as all pumps underground. The high-pressure air,

or that at 1000 lb. pressure, is employed in the under-
ground haulage locomotives, of which there are 23 in use.

'Not the least noticeable features of the plant are the
polished brass pipe railings, placed wherever necessary.
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and the tidy and handy wrench boards. A telephone booth

is also conveniently located in the engine room.

The neat, clean, ship-shape appearance of this i>'iaiit

speaks vastly more for the etticiency and morale of the

working force than could any number of power-house

reports.

In the basement of the building is located a Russel

tandem-compound engine direct-connected to a "Westing-

house 100-kw., oOO-volt, 400-anip. generator. The liigli-

and low-pressure cylinders of tliis machine are 14 in. and

20 in. in diameter, respectively. The stroke is 20 in. and

the speed is 275 r.p.m.

In the boiler house there are installed seven 500-hp.

Stirling boilers, four of which are equipped for utilizing

waste heat from the coke ovens. Three of these latter

have Green chain-grate stokers, and the fourth is fur-

The firing allcv in front of the Uoilcrs is unusually wide,

being about IG ft. across; 7 ft. is also allowed between

boilers, all units being set singly. Two .-ejiarate boiler-

feed lines are installeil, automatic feed-water regulators

being supi)licd, together with high- and low-water alarms.

The feed pumps arc also ctiuijipcil with pressure regula-

tors.

IIOW C'O.VL AN-D ASHKS Al!K IL^NDLKD

Coal is dumped into a bin outside the building, from

which it is conveyed to the boiler house by n 2n-in., 1-

ply rubber-belt conveyor, driven by a 30-liii. nmlor. It

is" distributed to the boilers by a nioviihlc tiipiHT. The

ashes from the furnaces arc wheeled ami duiiipeil into a

car in a ]iit licneath the boiler-roum tlucu'. The car is

run uiHin a track to a point outside the building, where it

lN"ri;i;iiii

nished with a B. & W. chain grate. The other three

boilers are fired by Jones underfeed stokers, with three re-

torts to each boiler. Coal for all boilers is supplied from

an overhead steel bin, each boiler having its own com-

partment therein.

The boilers are fed by four 10x6xl2-in. Epping-Car-

penter duplex feed pumps. A 1.5x9xl8-in. Yough pump

forces all the water which has passed from the jackets

and intercoolers of the compressors to a hotwell outside

the building, back to the supply tanks above the power

house, from which all water for the plant is taken. This

pump may also be turned onto the boiler-feed line if nec-

essary, and the boiler-feed pumps put on the hotwell.

Forced draft for the Jones stokers is furnished by a

9x3-ft. fan, direct-connected to Troy 8x8-in. vertical en-

gines, operating at 300 r.p.m. These engines are in

duplicate, placed upon either side of the fan and con-

nected thereto by a flange coupling. The air supply is

automatic, so that when the steam goes down the fan

speeds up.

Steam is ordinarily carried at about 150 lb., the pop

valves being set for 152 lb.

SwiTCHliOAUD AXD TuAVELINO CliAN'K

is elevated in a self-dumping cage and emptied into a

concrete bin with a capacity of about 20 cars. From this

bin the ashes are drawn into an electric larry, which con-

veys them to the ash pile.

All engines and compressors except the Mesta high-

pressure compressor exhaust through two Lowell Manu-

facturing Co. open feed-water heaters of about 500 hp.

each. The compressor above mentioned exhausts direct

to the atmosphere.

In addition to supplying steam for the power house,

the l)oilers also supply steam to hoisting engines of large

size and capacity handling the cages in the mine shafts.

The house supply and other pumps are also operated from

them.

The Pittsburgh-Buffalo Co. justly prides itself upon

the mine and the neat, clean, sanitary town of Marianna.

There is perhaps no mining community in western Penn-

sylvania that is more often spoken of as model of ex-

cellence. The power plant above described is, however,

in thorough keeping with its surroundings. It, too,

should be the source of no little self-elation and satis-

faction to the management.
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Asepsis in the Mine of sulphuric acid, and the fourth -ei-m, while not de-

Some time ago we called attention editorially to the '*T'^^ '^/ saturated solution of ferric sulphate, is

freedom from tetanus enjoyed by those who are injured
'f tW H °"\ n'f

^"''"^ '" " '^•" P''' ''°^- '°^"^'°"

in the mines. Today we desire to refer to the compara- Hn ! t\ i^' ''a if /" f "f
P'' "'"* '°'""°^ °* '"'

tive immunity of such wounds from pus formation. We a' str n"
''" ' '" " solution one-fourth

are aware that it will be said that care should always ^\vl°"5' w , ,

be taken to guard against infection, and in no other way .^11, ^'V f
'"'"^ ^'" "bacteria" passing

can absolute safety be assured. This is indeed true but i , ./ \ ''T^^'
"' ''""^'^^ ^>' ^"^""^^ '^^ « '™""'^

the study of first aid is so large that it is important'that t^^!-!
'^''.' "'"'•'^'

^Y
^"" ^^"'""^^tive effect, so that

stress be laid on the principal elements and not on
,''*''.'"^' '?'"'"««'• P'acmg a tobacco quid on a wound

those which are less important. Xevertheless aseptic Zt^ 1
°'"""

f '-'P"''"* ^^'' °^ *''' '"^'"''-'^ ^''''' ^'^^

treatment must be especially emphasized in cases when T/l^'r 77' T'IT'.
men are injured on the surface or in deep mines o f'f T "' * '"* '"'' '^ °^ *^ ^^^^°^«1 ^^i'^^

The '-bacteria" which are parasites of men and other ZZU ^t^'^°"^.
'""/^^'g'!* ''" '^^^S that "If no anti-

warm-blooded animals, are in their nature best adapted 71 T ,'f'} 'V'*^'«'"S
's available, no dressing

to blood temperatures. They do not thrive in the mine Z. the' bod^ „ , ''V^^^':' ^V' f'^'"'''''
"""^"^

unless they remain with their host, for their micro- i

^' handkerchiefs, whether worn around

scopic bodies are not piped with heating systems like the i ,
°'

^^^^""^f
'" *'"" 'P""^''^' ^"°g ^^™^' '1°"^'"

bodies of vertebrate animals. Consequently their livin-
'' contain not only innumerable germs, I)ut retain them

conditions are not favorable where temperatures of 55 womid""
' '" ' '' ^''''^' ''''" '™™^^^'^t'^'y i"fect a

to 60 dcg. are encountered, as in mines. t,
,'

The pus-formers ("pyogenes") are usually infinitesi- will i It^l'lpK
' '''''^^^'''

'l""'^
°'"' ' '^'"'''''^ ^'"''

mal seed-like bodies, which are known as "micrococci." ImI f ^ T' '^''"f'
•'^". *^P"^ ^^ °' t'^^r ^"H

That germ most numerously found in pus is a coccus k ? ' . f° ,""" "' ^''^^ """*^- '^'^^ P^'™ "f the

which occurs in bunches like" grapes, earning it the name ] T/ '"'^ '" ^^^ '"'""^ ^« ^'^"'''"y ^ry

of "siapkylococcus/' and these bincies are yellow
""

thiT " ""'"* "''.' "''P'"'*'"^- '^ ^'"^'^ '"^P*--"'
the expression "aureus/' golden. The action of heat on caidlnar;-"'

"'"""^ ' "'"' " ^^'"'""^ "' "^ "°^ '^

that germ will be seen in the table, as also the efiect on jn du-rf"' o f i ., ,•,•
the "sireptococcus pyogenes/\vhich gains the initial part are co • , 'cp 1 J ; !i

"' P°*-^''"l'ties of infection, we
rf its first name from its tendency to- colonize in chains. "'^^^1^1 f'^^^!'

are many gross sins against

rhere are other germs beside those which are given in !T i f ^ -^i
""""^ '-""'^ ^"^ committed at

ihe table, but they are of less importance; some are WH te"lTt V ' iT^v*,?/
'''''*'^'' °" « ^°""^1 •

;eed-like "rmcrocom" and some rod-like bacilli. It must u \ ,
'^tobacco quid ? A\ill he use his handkerchief

.e said that Sternberg's figures for the point at which Provided" 7^7'' .''

""."^''T^ T','"'',

'''"'' "^^terial. is

apid multiplication of micrococci occurs appear some- of thel thi !
luitliinkable that he will do any

vhat high, for Kruse and Pansini state of the pneu- t„ ) , !f®' , .,

nococcus and allied streptococci that: "Althoucrh as y,
tact the tirst-aid meet has this defect, that it is

1 rule, no development occurs at 68 deg F c'ertain u
''""', '^'^ pipeclay and polished shoes, and has as

arieties were obtained, which after long cultivation in j™
, ^'fl n'"'A^?.i""'°Lf

"''"' '' *''" P'^'^'^^ -™"»^1
rtificial media, showed decided growth at 64 de- F " f \ 1 t''^

°* ^^^^^^- ^^^^^ °tficer would list demerits
Ul of which makes us wonder if the second column of f^ °"''f ?^ '*^^^'"^ ^°™ ^^^ chickens if he
he table gives sufficiently high figures where the mi- ^^^{^J^f'^S

a schedule of demerits for a grand parade?
rococci have been reared in the human body and not in

^^'^ faults such as these are far more vital in war than
hicken-broth or agar-agar.

breaking the line or performing any of the tricks of the
awkward squad, for which demerits are provided

s.apMoco"uT:;o;f:™ .ur..s s7VZZ e4«r6s^
P-

ustowThe''
"' ^%'''\'' Wainwright has sliown

Micrococcus pneumoniae crouposae. ; . ; . ; 5° to 99° F.' 72° to rf" F- .
'^"® ^ '^^^'^^'^ ^"f^ enervated bv temperature conditions

In all these organisms it is seen that rapid develop- e" erinfa ho^t'' Poslbtv '"f fl
'\''' "'''^''^ °" ^^-

.ent demands a higher temperature than is usually found TlZl \
Possibly not, at least not at once. Like

.
an American mine. On' leaving the Zan ,3o i y t glS E' tX ""^

^T'^ ^'°"'^ ^^^^'^'^'^

veat, mucus or the breath, the germs become incapable cLates'^wiere the .ImZ'" "'f ^^'^ '" '''^''''

multiplication. Moreover, like most '^bacteria " thev W. l l ^l ^ ^"^ ^^^' ^'^'"'^^^ and Malta
•e killed or their vitality 'is lerned by acS t2 stjes ^rj^e^TSltlin" A:T^^^^^*°

^

cond germ in the table is alleged by Von Linael.heim L w! I 7 I ' ^''^ ^^rulence of "bacteria"
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it is said to be reduced by physical violence, iwrhiips

also cold and acids have a similar benunihing otloit. leav-

iu" the microbes helpless before the bactericidal action

of the plasma of the blood.

That there is in this belief some degree of truth may

be deduced from the fact that miners' wounds heal with-

out difficulty while Fourth of July and summer injuries

frequently have fatal results. Dr. F. L. McKec at the

first, and so far the only, meeting of the American Mine

Safety Association, declared that whenever miners had

their wounds dressed at the hospital the failure to steril-

ize the wound in the mine had no evil results, a striking

testimony to mining conditions which many another doc-

tor could doubtless confirm. Dr. W. S. Roundtree de-

clared that he "had seen only a few infections in two or

three years in cases where the first-aid men got hold of

the injured soon after the injury was received."

With this statement Dr. G. H. Ilalberstadt could not

agree, saying that "in the anthracite region, the contrary

is^the case." It must be remembered that Dr. Halber-

stadt's experience is gained at some of the deepest mines

in the country, where the heat is such that the micrococci

are not materially numbed and some other inhibiting

conditions mav not be so marked in anthracite as in

bituminous mines. In England, where mines are deep,

doctors have testified that septicemia has been due to

injuries received from impact of coal.

ASummer Boiler Complaints

The late summer or early fall is frequently a trying

season to manv colliery power-house men. This is par-

ticularly true "if the feed-water supply is drawn from

surface streams or stagnant pools. During this time

of the year, lakes, creeks and rivers are usually low,

and the heat hastens the decomposition of any animal or

vesetable matter which the water may contain.

Many boiler-feed waters carry chemicals in solution

which are alkaline in their reaction, and these, together

with any compounds which may be fed to the boilers to

prevent "scaling, may, with organic oils from the decom-

position above mentioned, form a soap, which is almost

certain to cause foaming if it accumulates in sufficient

quantities. Sewage also, even though present in but

small quantities, may carry sufficient organic matter to

cause decided foaming or priming.

On the other hand, decaying vegetable matter in ponds

or marshes frequently results in the formation of or-

ganic acids, which may cause severe pitting or corrosion

of the boiler plates. This, however, will not ordinar-

ily occur if the surfaces are even slightly protected by

scale.

Colliery boilers are frequently called upon for sudden

and heavy deliveries of steam. This in itself is a diffi-

cult condition to meet. Xo boiler, under good steaming

conditions, will deliver a dry product, the steam invari-

ably containing small amounts of water in finely divided

particles. Of course, passing the steam through a super-

heater after it has left the boiler proper, will evaporate

this water held in suspension, and deliver a perfectly

gaseous product to the steam header. Superheaters are,

however, not often employed in mining power plants.

The amount of water carried over from the ordinary

saturated steam boiler is seldom large enough to cause

damage. It is only when water leaves the boiler in mas.ses

commonly called "slugs," which are too large for elimina-

tors or steam traps to handle, that there is danger of

blowing an engine cylinder head out, which accident is

always accompanied with more or less peril to the at-

tendants.

The danger of priming through rapid ebullition, caused

by a sudden demand upon the boiler, may be overcome

by the installation of an auxiliary steam receiver, <ir

dome, while that arising from organic oils in the feed

water may be eliminated or at least materially lessened

by installing an efficient coke or charcdal oil filter.

First-Aid Demerits

We publish today the rules governing the first-aid con-

test at Kno.wille, Tenn. They confirm our idea that the

American Mine Safety Association is a live and worthy

institution, for, if indications point truly, it has cleaned

off the old slate, and a new list of penalties is put in

place of the old. No longer does failure to be aseptic

appear as the worst sin in the first-aid calendar.

Ineffective artificial respiration and improper treat-

ment each score an equal number of demerits, and only

lack of neatness is considered so venial as to deserve the

light fine of two discounts. Formerly you could let a

man die from inefficient resuscitation methods and yet

score 98 per cent. The criminal code of the association

was certainly a fearful and wonderful thing.

We have added up the original schedule and the pres-

ent, and find that there were 50 discounts in the old litt

whereas there are 95 in the new. It is easy to see how

failure to be aseptic, which still counts for 10 demerits,

has been made a less important offense by the new rul-

ings.

We do not know that Coal Age effected this refor-

mation. Those two dozen physicians doubtless did wi
need the prodding of that mysterious physician who

wrote the "First Aid Muddle," nor were the sequent

editorial remarks necessary to awaken their sense of fit-

ness. The surgeons on the committee on first-aid eon-

tests, we assume, made the changes as a result of theii:

own careful deliberations, and we expect that they will

make others before long, as indications point the need.

Only narrow men refuse to rectify errors, and the Mine

Safety Association appears to have shown that it is suf-

ficiently broad-gaged to review its own acts.

Building Activity in Coal Fields

For more than a year anthracite and bituminous coal

companies have been actively engaged in rebuilding old

plants and developing new ones. The coal business lias

been rather an exception to the quiet conditions prevail-

ing in American industrial circles. Coal prices were

higher last year than in any normal year of the trade's

history. The increase in value of the total output, at

the mines, was nearly seventy million dollars. The past

twelve months was the first time in years that many com-

panies were able to earn interest on their bond-, and it

is to the credit of the industry that those operators now

able to see daylight are giving first thought to the better-

ment of their plants as regards safety and efficiency,

rather than to the payment of long-awaited dividends
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Validity of Coal Trade-Names
By a. L. H. Stkeet*

SYNOPSIS—.1 naiiii' irhich describes the character of
coal or the district in iriiich it is produced, cannot be

regarded as a private designation applicable onh/ to the

coal produced by the firm using that name. But if a

coal is not mined in the district after which it is named,
and if its quality is clearly inferior to that of tlie coal

produced in tliat district, it is likely that the courts ivill

decide that it is not entitled to that name, for a decision

indicating this view of tJie courts has been rendered in

(I flour suil.

Several important court decisions show that the limits

set by the law on the right to the exclusive use of a

trade-name in the selling of coal are often not clearly

understood. Below I give the general rules of law on
this subject, with brief reference to decisions announced
by appellate courts in cases which arose in the coal trade

under those principles.

Gexkru' Najies ('axxot Be Exclusively Appkopri-
ATEn

Xewly coined words or words which have had no pre-

vious significance in the trade may be monopolized as

trade-names by the first person, firm or company that

adopts them, but any name which is merely descriptive

of the nature or quality of the commodity to which it

is applied cannot be exclusively appropriated. Thus, the

Kansas City Court of Appeals held in the case of McGrew
Coal Company vs. Menefee, Hi Southwestern Reporter,

869, that since the word "Electric," as applied to bitum-
inous coal, has a well understood meaning as signifying

production by the use of electric-mining machinery,
plaintiff did not acquire the right to monopolize the

words "Electric Lump Coal" as a trade-name.
The court said : "The words do not denote the origin

or ownership of the commodity to which they refer, but
are merely descriptive of the quality of a commodity of

general consumption." In other words, the law insists

that a valid trade-name be limited to the purpose of

designating a particular person, firm or company as the

producer of the commodity to which it is applied, with-

out giving the exclusive right to monopolize a generic

name, to the use of which all producers of the same class

of commodity are fairly entiled.

Geographical Xames Caxnot Become Personal
Property

As to geographical names, the United States Supreme
Court has ruled : "The same reasons which forbid the

exclusive appropriation of generic names, or of those

merely descriptive of the article manufactured, and
which can be employed with truth by other manufactur-
ers, apply with equal force to the appropriation of geo-

•Attorney and counselor at law, St. Paul, Minn.

graphical names, designating districts of country. Their
nature is such that they cannot point to the origin (per-
sonal origin) or ownership of the articles of trade to
which they may be applied. They point only at the place
of production, not to the producer; and could they be
appropriated exclusively, the appropriation would result

in mischievous monopolies." Accordingly the court held
that the right to use the name "Lackawanna" (a word
which is said in Ilollister's Hi.story of the Lackawanna
Valley to be a corruption of the Indian words "Laha-
whanna, signifying the meeting of two streams) was not
subject to monopoly, though the coal of a particular

producer had become well known by that name. (United
States Supreme Court, Delaware & Hudson Canal Com-
pany vs. Clark, 13 Wall, 311.)

In a later case, Castner vs. Coffman, 20 Supreme Court
Reporter, 8-1:2, the same court held that the name "Poca-
hontas Coal" was not subject to exclusive appropriation
by selling agents for coal produced at or near a town
named Pocahontas, especially as against the mine-owners
for whom the agents had acted, even though the agents
had enhanced the reputation of that field by careful in-

spection and grading of coal produced there. Following
these decisions, the Supreme Court of Montana has held

that the words "Owl Creek Coal" could not be monopo-
lized to designate coal produced in a district known as

the Owl Creek coal field, in which there was competitive

mining. (Esselslyn vs. Holmes, 114 Pacific Reporter,

118.)

But a jobber who established an extensive trade in

Nebraska for coal mined at Big Four, Colorado, where
it was k-nown as "Carbon Canon Coal," the jobber selling

it under the name "Cristo Canon Coal" was held to be

entitled to enjoin a former manager, who est&lished a

rival business, from using "Cristo Canon" as a trade

name for the same class of fuel. (Nebra.ska Supreme
Court, Consolidated Fuel Company vs. Brooks, 136
Northwestern Reporter, 60.)

Each District Is Probably Entitled to the Use of
Its Own Xame

But although a geographical name is not subject to

monopoly as a trade name, it is probably certain that

the courts would grant the producers in any field, espe-

cially if it should happen to be celebrated, an injunction

against the sale by competitors of coal produced in

another field under a name implying that it was
produced in the first mentioned field. This is par-

ticularly true if the coal of that field should be of a
higher quality than the other. As authority for this

statement, the writer refers to a decision of the United

States Circuit Court of Appeals for the Seventh Circuit,

in the case of Pillsbury-Washburn Flour Mills Company
vs. Eagle, 86 Federal Reporter, 608, wherein it was de-

cided that the Minneapolis flour millers were entitled to

enjoin sale of flour produced elsewhere under brands

which implied that it was manufactured in Minneapolis.
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Lehigh and Wilkes-Barre l*irst-Aid

Meet

Thirly-tlu-ee Ihsl-aid tcaiiis fnnu 14 collieries of the

Lehigh "& Wilkes-Barre Coal Co., by sjileiulid ilemon-

stratfoiis of first-aid work, made the fourlh annual field

day a big siueess. The contests were held at Sans Souci

Park, uear Wilkcs-Harre, and several thousand people at-

tended.

The outside leani of tiie Xottingliam colliery, 1 ly-

niouth, carried oil' the big event, which was the last of the

One feature of ilie contest was the first-aid work of the

bovs' team from the Wauanue colliery. Six little fellows,

none of whom are 16 years of age, make up this team and

they gave a demonstration, which won much praise. They

have been drilled for several nuinths by William IL

Craiir, and the corps is as proficient in first-aid work

as many of the older teams.

Following the contest, a lianc|uct was served lo the

company officials and the first-aid teams. More than (JiiO

men and bovs gathered about the festive board. Cm-

cral Mana-er Charles F. 11 .'i loa>lina4er, and ho

In-uji; Ti;am hi- Lax( r. nu \i It Colliery of Lehigh and Wilkes-Bahkk Coal Co., xear Plymouth, Pexx.

and John Cummings
(Left to rieht Ray Lewis, captain, William Kirschner Hugh O.. Kane, Thomas U
(i-eit to rigni, nay ±^ ^

^.^^^ ^^^^ Eawards as patient.)

day. The teams wbidi won in the other events were

pitted against each other in tlie final contest, two prob-

lems being submitted to them for solution. The teams

entered in the final contest were all well Biatched and

capable and the judges found it somewhat difficult to

select a winner. After careful consideration of the work

of each team, the honors were finally awarded the

Nottingham corps and each member of that team wa.s

presented witli a bronze medal. Their names follow:

AVilliam James, captain, John Pritchard, James Colbert.

William Berkheiser, Michael Eubic, Anthony Adzoski.

All the problems were such as any team in the an-

thracite field is apt to encounter frequently in actual prac-

tite. Xo effort was made to puzzle the first-aid men,

but the problems cau.sed them to think rapidly, as they

would if facing real conditions. Dr. E. C. Wagner and

Dr. J. W. Giest, lioth of Wilkes-Barre, were the Judges.

After each event they announced only the points scored

by the winning team.

thanked tlie men for their interest in first-aid work and

then called upon John H. Bigelow, district attorney of

Luzerne County, to pre.sent pennants to the teams win-

ning the first seven events and bronze medals to the Xot-

tingiiam outside team for carrying off the chief event.

Following the banquet, the men spent the rest of the day

in pleasure at the park.

The events and winners follow:

Event No. 1—All corps of outside men compete on the

following proVjlem: Treat a compound fracture of the lower

third of the left thigh, bleeding in spurts; also a laceratio.i

of the left ear and an injury to the right eye (Shock).

Use roller bandage for dressing eye and ear. Event won by

outside team of Buttonwood colliery. Score 100.

Event No. 2—All teams of inside men Wilkes-Barre and

Ashley districts, compete on the following, problem: Treat a

compound fracture of both bones of right leg, bleeding se-

verely; also gas burns of both hands, right arm and shoulder

and right side of face and ear (Shock). Use roller bandage

for head dressing. Event won by inside team of Empire

colliery. Score 100.

Event No. 3—All inside teams, Plymouth district and

Honey Brook division, compete on the following problem.
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Treat a compound fracture of the middle of the right tUish,
severe bleeding; also severe burns of face, neck, right hand
and forearm, complicated with a fracture of burned forearm
(Shock.) Use roller bandages for dressing the burn and frac-
tured forearm. Event won by inside team Parrish Colliery.
Score 100.

Event No. 4—All outside and inside teams, Wilkes-Barre
district, compete on the following problem. Dress a punc-
ture wound of right side of abdomen (Shock): also a lacera-
tion over left knee, using triangular bandage for knee and
about four turns 4-in. roller bandage for abdomen. Event
won by outside team Stanton colliery. Score 100.

Event No. 5—.411 outside and inside teams. Ashley district,
compete on the following: Dress a puncture wound of right
chest between the fifth and si.xth ribs (Shock); also a
fractured left knee cap using triangular bandage for knee
and about four turns 4-in. roller bandage for chest. Event
won by inside team Sugar Notch colliery. Score 100.

Event No. 6—All outside and inside teams, Honey Brook
division, compete on this problem: Treat a fracture of the
left collar bone and a laceration of the top of the right foot,
using a triangular bandage for the collar bone and a spica
for the foot. Event won by outside team Audenreid col-
liery. Score 100.

Event No. 7—All outside and inside teams, Plymouth dis-
trict, compete on this problem: Treat a compound fracture
of both bones of the left forearm, bleeding in spurts: also
lacerations of palm of right hand and fingers (Shock) using

Stanton Colliery—Outside team—W. H. Hetherby, cap-
tain, William Rainow, Thomas Harten, Anthony Monahan,
John Minnick, John Flaherty.

No. 7 shaft—Edward Griffith, captain, George Irving, John
L. Williams, Emmanuel Bennett, Fred Horlacher, Joseph
Griswold.

No. 4 slope—Theophilus Richards, captain, Samuel
Thomas, John X. Thomas. James Davis, Evan Morgan, Paul
Butcher.

Sugar Notch Colliery—Outside team—Manus Kane, cap-
tain, Bert Shoemaker, Arthur Lewis, Alfred Williams, An-
thony Swartz, William Carr.

Inside team—Thomas Roach, captain, Harry McDermott,
Edward Roach. Benjamin Comstedt, Anthony Morris.

Lance colliery—Outside team—Roy Stark, captain, David
Cummings, Charles Meyers, Charles Atwell, Walter Kostruza.
Emlyn Williams.

Inside team—Ray Lewis, captain, John Cummings, Hugh
Kane. James J. Lewis, Thomas Lewis, John D. Edwards.

Nottlnsham Colliery—Outside team—William James, cap-
tain, John Pritchard, James Colbert, William Berkeiser,
Michael Ruble, Anthony Adozski.

Inside team—George Griffith, captain, John Matthews,
Thomas Ashton, Isaac Thomas, William H. Jones, Martin
Cusma.

Reynolds Collterr—Inside team—John Edwards, captain.
H. James Edwards. Harry Miller, Patrick DriscoU. Ignatius
Hosey, Stanley Socka.

Boys' Team, Wax.vmh; C'oi.lii:i;y, a Mine of the
COKE,

(Left to right, back row. John Craig, captain, Frank Stoj,
Thomas Grouse: front row, Stanley Shershing, Walter Shersh-mg and Forrest Rineheimer.)

a 2-in. roller bandage for dressing the forearm and the palm
of the hand, and making gauntlet bandage for fingers. Event
won by outside team of Nottingham Colliery. Score 100.

Event No. 8—The Boys team of the Wanamie colliery gave
an exhibition, no points being scored.

Event No. 9—Winners of events from Numbers 1 to 7
inclusive compete on two problems. Problem No. 1—Treat a
lacerated scalp wound on top of head, and a wound of the
right groin using 2-in. recurrent bandage for the head and an
ascending 3-in. spica for groin. Problem No. 2—Treat a
fracture of spine or broken back. Event won by outside
team of Nottingham colliery. Score 100.

The following teams participated, their membership
being as follows

:

HoIIeoback Colliery—Outside team—Arthur Hughes, cap-
tain, Andrew Letzko, Frank Hunsinger. Thomas Meighan,
Michael A. Flaherty, Anthony Kennedy.

Inside team—William H. Evans, captain, David T. Davis,
Edward Evans. Joseph Moyles. John Murray. John Hughes.

Empire Colliery—Inside team—Joseph Stevens, captain,
Walter Powell. John Flanagan. Roy Lowe. John Moran,
Daniel Ward.

South W-llkes-Barre Colliery—Outside team—M. J. Con-
nolly, captain. Andrew Kratz, Harry Pollard, George Gould,
Harry Reedy, William Austin.

No. 3 shaft—Ernest Seymour, captain, Watkin Williams,
Harry Thompson, Hayden Evans, Evan Cann. David
Williams.

No. 5 shaft—Richard Morgans, captain, James Evans,
James P. Evans, Evan Phillips, James Morris, Daniel Rees.

Lehigh axd \\'jLKE---BAiii;E Coal Co., neak Xaxti-
Pexn.

(Left to right, back row. John Craig, captain. Stanley^hershing. ^% illiam H. Craig, instructor. Frank Stoi, Thomas
ICrouse: front row, Forrest Rineheimer and Walter Shershing.)

'Wanamie Colliery—Outside team—Irve Vandermark. cap-
tain, Charles Womelsdorf, A. L. Engler, Oscar Spaide, The >-

dore Womelsdorf, John E. Burke.
No. 2 slope—William Craig, captain: James Phillip.:;,

Frank Gizinski, Evan Edwards, William Hibbard John O
Evans.

No. 3 slope—John Murphy, captain: E. C. Barrett. Wil-
liam Briggs, Thomas Murphy, William E. Roberts, William
Marshall.

Maxwell Colliery—Outside team—Brian McGuire, captair:,
Westy Bierly. David Morgan, Nathan Kelly, Edmund Krogul-
ski, Stanley Brown.

Baltimore shaft—Albert Stead, captain, Michael Gorham,
John Lavin, Michael Cuff. Richard McElligott. Edward Cuff.

Red Ash shaft—Michael Cavanaugh. captain. Griff Hughes
Thomas Grady, Henry Williams, John R. Roberts, Benjamin
Llewellyn.

Buttonwood Colliery—Outside team—David J. Williams
captain. Walter Griffith, Gottleib Schwall, John Emmanuel'
Harry Bryany, Edward Jacobs.

Inside team—John A. Thomas, captain, William W
Thomas. William J. Thomas. Howard Thomas, Rube Gliddon
David M. Jenkins.

Parrish Colliery-Harry Trebilcox, captain. John A.yres
Ernest Curnow, Benjamin Snyder, David Anthony, Hayden
Jones.

Inside team—William J. Jones, captain. Alfred Reed, Wil-
liam Morris. Wade Maxwell. Edward Laughlin, David Jones.

Audenreid Colliery—Outside team—T. O. Mader, captain
Arthur Young. James Dougherty, James Roberts Philin
Lewis, Charles Gildea.
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Inside team—John Hackett, captain. Thomas Jones. Jiimes

McFadden. John Schwartz. Michael BlUick. George Slodlgo.

Honey Brook Colliery—Outside team—T. D. Mulrhead.

captain. ^VilUam McCann. John Donlln. Neal Close. James

Pull George Mazurlck.

No 15 Mope—John Liptock. captain. Emro Olyer. Barney

Focerty. William McFadden. John Upshaw. Edward ^'•'"s-

No '0 slope—Jam.s McFadden captain. John FoBert>,

WiUiam John^Blllick. Michael rucher. M'^^-l^^^-^'^-f;,
Green Mount slope—Edward Fritz, captain. bte\ e bur .n.

wmiam K.eckner. 'john Maticko. Hubbard Doud. Steve

^"w.n-mle Boy. Corp- -John Craig. captain Thoma>

Stoker Thomas Crouse. Frank StoJ, Walter Shersh.nu'.

Forrest Rineheimer.

Revised First-Aid Contest Rules

The committee on rule-s <li^eount.< aiul events of the

Kiioxvilk meet has prepared the following rules to gov-

ern the contest. These rules will doubtless be general y

copied Thev show evidences of careful formulation. As

the re'^ulations differ considerablv from those of the

Anierii^an Mine Safety Association they are worthy of

most careful consideration. It has not been anaounced

whether thev are rules formulated by the first-aid con-

test committee of that Association but it is reasonable

to assume that they emanated from that liody.

RILES GOVERMNC; FIKST AID CONTEST

1 A team is composed of five men and a captain. Any

one In the employ of a coal or m.-tal company may be a

member of a contesting team, providing he is not a physician

or a trained nurse. , , . . .^o
2 The captain will select the patient and designate the

member or members of the team to perform the event.

T The captain will control his team in their field work

by giving audible commands.
„p„,hera

4. The captain may select himself as one of the members

who will perform the event.

5 The captain or other members will not prompt the per-

son performing the event unless he is one of the performers.

This will not apply to full team events.

G \t the conclusion of any event, the captain wiU raise

his right hand and announce his team number. The team

will remain at its post until relieved by the judges

7 The teams wUl bring their own first-aid materi.-il, in-

cluding bandages, splints, blankets, stretchers, etc., and w.U

not be allowed to leave the patient to secure material.

S The triangular bandage will be regarded as standard

in the contest, but roller bandages may be used and those

teams which use the latter will be given credits equal to

those received by teams which use the triangle if the roller

bandage is properly manipulated.

9 AU splints must be prepared on the field for each

event requiring their use. Specially designed splints may be

used, but they must be assembled during the progress of the

event in which they are to be used.
, , .

10. No practicing wiH be allowed on the field before the

beginning of the contest.
. , v , ,

11 The teams will be numbered consecutively, beginning,

at No. 1 and they will occupy their consecutive position on

the field. , . ,

12 The judges will perform their work progressive^

,

judging such number of teams in each event as the Ju^^^es

may determine and announce before the beginning of the,

contest.

13 In events involving resuscitation, the rescue ot the

patient and stretcher drill, the Judges may require the teams

to perform separately.

14 Each judge will mark the team number, event, and

discount for each team judged, sign his name and deliver

his record to the recorder.

15 The recorder will foot up the discounts and mark

points made by each team in each event. The total points

will be divided bv the number of the events and the quotient

win be the average for each team for the whole contest.

16 Time will not be an element unless the team or men

performing run over the allotted time or fail to give treat-

ment properly. All events shall commence and be finished

at the sounding of a gong.
., » .v

17 All exceptions to these rules must be made to the

committee on rules, not later than ten (10) days prior to

the day of the contest. The decision of the committee will be

final.

Till- pri;.i \ .'.\ 1 ' lictta ly the loniniitiee if aw

DK-iC«lNT3 FOR FIRST-.\ID CONTEST
Fur not doing the most Important thing first.

For captain's failure to command properly.

For slowness in work and lack of attention.

For failure to cover the wound entirely, or

being unable to give location of Injury.

For ineffective artificial respiration.

For splint improperly padded or applied.

For tight, louse, or improperly applied bandage.

For insecure or granny knot.

For unclean first-aid m.iterial.

For failure to have on hand sufllcient :ind

prop"r material to complete u dressing

For lack of neatness.

For awkward handling of patient.

For assistance lent by patient

For tourniquet improperly applied.

For failure to siop bleeding.

For not treating shock.

For failure to be aseptic.

For improper treatment.

10

Playground at Mining Town
The .laiiii.'^oii Coal & Coke Coiniiany has three mines in

the rittsburgh bed near Farinington, Marion County,

W. Va., along a branch of the lialtiinorc & Ohio R.R. be-

tween Fairmount, W. Va., and Moundsville, Ohio. At

Jamison Xo. 9 of this company, is probaldy the first

playground in the Fairmont region to be equi]ippd with

amiiseniciit appliances. The equipment has been sup-

plied bv the milling coiuininy. -.

The Playground op the School at .T.niisoN No. 0.

Equipped uy the J.vmisox Coal & Coke Co.

To the extreme left will be seen a see-saw. Behind is an

iron framework of three parts, one supporting a swing,

and another, gymnasium rings on which in the picture

a boy is standing and swinging. A third part of the

framework serves as a horizontal bar. Xear the school

house is a roly-poly on which in the picture, a girl is

balancing. Tn" the front of the school is a giant's stride

and a merry-go-round.

Auto-Truck for Rescue Work
The Bureau of Mines has added an automobile truck

to its Pittsburgh, Penn., equipment. This will carry a

small complement of men, oxygen helmets and rescue

apparatus, and can be used within a radius of TOO miles

from Pittsburgh. Tt -will be able to reach points not

easily accessible by railroad.
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The Marvel News
The Marvel News is a four-page newspaper issued by

the Eoden Coal Co. every two weeks. It measures
151/4x22 in. and is distributed free to the employees. The
iirst issue was dated Apr. 26, 1913.

It is not, of course, as pretentious a publication as the

Employees' Magazine of the Lehigh Valley Coal Co.,

but it is interesting to learn that its first issue predates

that publication. About two columns are devoted to

locals and personals. B. F. Eoden, the president of the

company utilizes another column to warn his employees

against unprofitable and dangerous speculations. A
prominent notice reads:

Mixers' Earnings for May
13 miners earned over $150, average $1S1
33 miners earned between $100 and $150. average 114
54 miners earned between $75 and .?100. average 85
74 miners earned between $50 and $75, average 63
Average earnings of 174 miners 88

We are proud of this record and onlv wish all could be in
the $150 class. Which class are you in? Can't you get in a
higher class for June?

These earnings are after deducting all labor and explo-
sives. Can your friends at other mines make as good a
showing?

The Fourth of July program follows with an account
of the athletic exercises which were open to all who were
or had been residents of Marvel. The Women's Depart-
ment is written by E. B. Eoden. The Church News
occupies another column. Several cooking receipts arc

given by residents. The store advertises a two-day.-' in-

ventory sale at cut prices with millinery at cost. The
heart of the paper is filled with most interesting "boiler

plate," with a story on the rear page. A few local firms

advertise lumber, livery and insurance. A newspaper is

a welcome innovation in a town as small as Marvel and
the venture reflects much credit on the Eoden Coal Co.

It may be said that the wages stated are what remains
after all assistance, which some of the miners employ and
all charges for powder are deducted. The average earn-
ings are those of miners only and company men who are
paid by the day were not included in the estimate. About
60 per cent, of the men are white and 40 per cent, col-

ored. Comparatively few are foreigners.

The 74 men described as earning an average of .$63

worked less than 15 days in the month. The daily earn-
ings of all the men are surprisingly clo^e. The monthly
dift'erence is due to the fewer days some of the men
worked. The average number of days worked by all the
miners was only 1 7 days and as Mr. Eoden declares, few
professional men could make a living, working only 17
days per month.

Mining Accidents Studied in Public

Schools

An effort is being made by J. H. Dague, educational
secretary of the Y. M. C. A., and Sam Phillips, who
formerly held the same position, but is now a state-
mining inspector, to have the illustrated textbook "Mine
Accidents and Their Prevention," which was published a
year or two ago by the Delaware, Lackawanna & West-
em Eailroad Co. Coal Department, slightly modified in
text and adopted as a reader in the Scranton public
schools. They are making the effort through the super-
intendent of schools, George W. Howell.

State Help for Mine Schools
The appropriation, this month, of .$140,000 by the

State of Penn.sylvania for vocational training puts the
rapidly growing mine schools in the anthracite region on
a firmer basis than they have ever been before. Under
an act passed May 1, 1913, this appropriation can be used
to reimburse all vocational schools for two-thirds of their
expenses of the previous year, up to a maximum of $5000,
provided that the State Board of Education has approved
of their organization, control, location, equipment, courses
of study, the qualifications of their teachers, the meth-
ods of instruction, the conditions of admi.ssion, the em-
ployment of pupils and the expenditures of money.
The schools at Xanticoke, where the Susquehanna Coal

Co., the Delaware, Lackawanna & "Western Eailroad Co.,

and the Lehigh & Wilkes-Barre Coal Co., have operations,
and at Shamokin, where the Lehigh Valley Coal Co.,

the Mineral Eailroad & Mining Co., and the Philadelphia
& Eeading Coal & Iron Co. are operating, have been
growing by leaps and bounds. The number of classes has
more than quadrupled.

The third annual report of the Xanticoke district insti-

tute and classes shows a membership of 679 for the for-

mer and eight meetings with an average attendance of
199. The classes had only two dozen students in 1910,
but increased to 657 in 1912. At the examination for
mine foremen's and assistant mine foremen's certificates,

held in Xanticoke last March, four members of this

school passed the state examinations for the former, and
24 members passed the state examinations for the latter.

The third annual report of the Shamokin-Mt. Carmel
district institute and classes shows a membership of 571
for the former and seven meetings, with an average at-

tendance of 127. There were 450 men at the first"" ban-
quet, at which Morris Williams, president of the Susque-
hanna Coal Co., presided and spoke. The classes had 25
students in 1910, 56 in 1911, and increased to 763 last
year. At the examinations for mine foremen's and as-

sistant mine foremen's certificates, held at Pottsville last
March, members of this school secured two of the for-
mer and six of the latter.

The classes at both Xanticoke and Shamokin are held
in the local school houses in the evenings from October
to March each year. It is aimed to locate them as cen-
trally as possible and to hold them three nights a week
so that as great a percentage as possible of tliose enrolled
can attend regularly. Xo trouble is anticipated in con-
forming to the state requirements, especiallv as it will
lend its supervision next year, and it was the school
boards in these districts who conducted the.se schools
last year and fostered and gave the whole movement its
]iresent impetus.

Perseverance in Resuscitation

Jo-seph Mango, of St. Clair, was overcome with gas at
Wadesville colliery, Aug. 27, and had been given 'iip as
dead, but members of the first-aid corps, after working
for an hour, revived him. Mango was removed to his
home very ill. but he will recover.

Although his body was cold and stiff, and his pulse
had apparently ceased, the rescuers, George Phulright,
•To.seph Cook and William Webb, wrapped him in a bfan-
ket and forced oxygen into his lungs with a pulmotor.
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Mixed Lights in Mining

Letter No. lJ,—Au oiunion prevails, to a certain ex-

tent among miners and some mine officials, that the ex-

clusive use of the safety lamp in a mine means that the

ventilation can be neglected and gas allowed to accumu-

late and that miners can safely work in it with these

lamps, which are supposed to insure safety and protection

to the miner, in a ffassv mine, under almost any condi-

tion. The safety lamp, when used with precaution and

care, in a mine generating gas, is a means of safety many

times to the miner ; but if not so used, it is unwise and

unsafe to work in gas, even with the safety lamp.

When it becomes necessary to put a mine on the exclu-

sive use of safety lamps, that does not signify that the

ventilation of that mine is to be neglected in the least. A

mine worked altogether with .safety lamps should be ven-

tilated as efficientlv as the one with open lights. A mine

operated wholly with safety lamps should be ventilated

to a degree that, after an inspection has been made, an

open light could he taken to any portion of the working

face with safety.

In my opinion, a dry and dusty mine, m which the for-

mation" of the seam changes frequently and the mine

generates more or less gas, at times, and sudden outbursts

of gas are known to occur, should be operated with safety

lamps only. But a damp mine, generating gas in some

sections only and free from any sudden outbursts, can be

-worked safely with mixed lights.

Suppose, for example, a certain mine gives off little

gas in general, but a certain entry going sharply to the

rise is generating gas, to some extent. Suppose this head-

ing is advanced far enough from the last breakthrough

for another connection and the air current is not ample

to keep the face clear of gas at this distance. By means

of a temporary brattice extended from the last break-

through up the entry to a point near the face, the cur-

rent is made to sweep the face and keep it free from gas

so that open lights can be used. But if the brattice work

is torn down by an overcharged shot, and, during the

night, a considerable amount of gas has gathered in this

iaeading, it would be advisable and safer to use safety

lamps to replace the brattice, than to use open lights for

that purpose, although open lights are being used in all

other parts of the mine. Under conditions of the kind I

have named, I deem it safe and advisable to use mixed

lights in mining.
.John' Rose,

District Mine Inspector.

Dayton, Tenn.

Letter No. 15—After reading the different opinions

of so many practical men, in relation to the use of mixed

lights in coal mines, I cannot understand why any min-

ing company or mine superintendent .should attempt to

use open lights in one section of a mine and closed lights

in another section, whether the mine be rated as a gas-

eous or a nonga.seous mine.

.imiuiiiimmifflinmmiiiiiiiffliiimnKiiimifflmirifflfflmnimiiiiiimmMfflmnnnraimniiiiiniiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiuiiiiiif

If, at any tinic. a mine becomes in mkU :\ (lUHJitiou

that it requires the introduction of saicty lamps in a

particular section while the use of oycn lights is allowed

ehsewhere in the mine there will always iie the fear of

some careless or reckless person, with an open light on his

head, setting off some gas and causing a violent cxphxsion

;

whereas, if safety lamps were used exclusively, this cDuld

not occur.

In my opinion, greater safety is assured by the use of

safety lamps, in any coal mine whether generating gas or

not; because there is always greater risk where open

lights are in use. There have been numerous accidents

(aused by sparks falling from an open light into a can

of powder and burning miners almost beyond recognition.

Mines have also been set afire by sparks from lami)s fall-

ing among oily waste.

Therefore, in my opinion, the coinjiaiiy that uses mixed

lights in coal mines, is emiiloying a penny-wise and

pound-foolish policy.

.(OIIN A. McDoNAIJ). MCK..

Doniiniiin No. !^.

Bridgeport, X. S., Canada.

Unsuspected Causes of Mine Explosions

During the past year, I have received several letters

asking for my opinion as to the origin and cause of dust

explosions. Having noticed the interest manifested in

your columns, in reference to the investigation of what

may be termed unsuspected cau.ses of mine explosions, I

decided that there was no better method of complying

with the request of correspondents than by discussing

the question of these possible causes in Co.\L Age. Your

editorial, Aug. 23, p. 273, commenting on the Brookside

explosion of Aug. 2, draws attention again to the possible

effect on the mine air, produced by the heat of com-

pression due to numerous causes.

Some years ago, I made a microscopic examination of

coal dust taken from the McAlester mines, in Indian Ter-

ritory, now Oklahoma. This examination revealed many

millions of molecular particles of a rhomboidal form, re-

sembling minute balloons, each incased with a filmy sub-

stance that appeared like bitumen and which a chemical

analysis proved to be a composition of bitumen and car-

bon. When this dust was placed in a beaker and treated

with a 0.1 per cent, solution of sulphuric acid, a gas was

given off, in copious quantity, that was hydrogeniferou-s.

This gas, in combination with about seven parts of oxy-

gen, formed a very explosive compound and burned in a

Bunsen Jet like an oxyhydrogen flame.

Further investigation led me to the conclusion that

these fine particles of dust left undisturbed would, in

time, decompose and become harmless, the escaping gas

being dihtted by the air sufficiently to render it nonex-

plosive. When disturbed, however, these molecular bal-

loons were seemingly fractured, and the quantity of gas

then given off rendered the air explosive. This would oc-

cur in mine workings as the result of a sudden concus-
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sion, such as might be produced by a "windy shot" or

heavy roof fall. The ignition of such an atmosphere
would surely cause a terrific mine explosion.

To illustrate this condition in mining practice, let us

suppose that a shotfirer has l-t shots to fire. Each suc-

cessive shot disturbs more dust and fractures a certain

percentage of the so called molecular balloons, until suffi-

cient gas has been generated to cause an explosion when
ignited by a following shot or by the shotfirer's open
light. A careful analysis of the dust from the Cokedale
mine, after the explosion, Feb. 9, 1911, compared with
the results of the analysis of the dust taken from the
McAlester mine, convinced me that there was every rea-

son to believe that the hydrogeniferous gas produced
from the coal dust, in both these mines, was the primary
cause of explosion in each ea.se.

If we accept this theory as a possible cause of mine
explosions, the question arises what remedy can we sug-
gest to prevent the same. In answer to this important
question, I would state that: 1. A longer interval of

time should be allowed between the firing of successive

shots, to give the air current an opportunity to remove
the gases generated by the last shot. This "is especially

important where dust is present. 2. Provide an ample
well-split ventilating current and carefully watch its hu-
midity. 3. Provide an efficient sprinkling or spraying
system. In this connection. I would ursje the use of a

solution of the following formula: One part sodium
chloride in 100 parts of water, or a 1 per cent, solution
of sodium chloride.

My reason for recommending this salt solution is that
a long series of experiments have proved its efficiency.

The affinity of the salt for water renders it capable of
retaining moisture for a long period of time, under con-
ditions that would otherwise produce the rapid evapora-
tion of the water. It is well known that some salts are
"hygroscopic," meaning that they absorb moisture from
the air and from other substances. Other salts complete-
ly dissolve in the water they absorb, and these are termed
"deliquescent." The use of"these salts in sprinkling keeps
the mine in a semimoist condition. Also, the chlorine
of the sodium chloride has a tendency to attack the film
of the molecular balloons and liberate the gas gradually,
which is thus diluted and rendered harmless by the air!

The use of this solution is equal, in effect, to 20 applica-
tions of water, which greatly reduces the number of
sprinklings required. I, therefore, recommend it as be-
ing safer and more economical. I shall be glad to cor-
respond further and answer any questions in the same
connection, having devoted much time and study to the
analysis of mine dust.

Thomas H. Edwards.
Mining Engineer.

Golden, Colo.

Study Course in Coal Mining
By J. T. Beard

The Coal Age Pocket Book
DIVISION

The operation cf division is the reverse of that of multipH-cation. By this process, a number is divided into two or more
fk ..jP^-"" .,°.'' •' "* found how many times one number calledthe divisor is contained in another number called the "divi-
'^'^"^l

"he resultant number is called the "quotient."
ihe sign of division (-;-) written between two numbers

signifies that the first is to be divided bv the second. Theoperation is simply expressed by the formula
Dividend -r- divisor = quotiejii

Or, by example, 8 -^ 2 = i
which is read: eight divided by two equals four

The operation of division is often expressed bv writing thedividend above the divisor, with a line between" them, which
expression is called a "fraction": thus.

Dividend 8
r,. . = quotient Or, ;; = 4Divisor 2

... The operation is also frequently expressed bv writing- adiagonal line between the two numbers; thus S '2 = 4.

Proof by Multiplication—To prove that the work is cor-
rect, the operation is reversed and the divisor multiplied bv
the quotient. If the work is correct, the product will be eaua'l
to the dividend; thus

Divisor X Quotient = dividend
Or, by example. 2x4 — 8

Division of Larger Numbers—When the dividend contains
several figures and the divisor is a single tigure only, the
process known as "Short division" is employed. But if the
divisor, also, contains several figures, a different process,known as "Long division," must be used.

Short Division—The process is best explained by an ex-
ample. Let it be required to divide 7.S14.508 by 2 and 3, re-
spectively. VTrite the divisor on the left of the dividend and
proceed to divide the figures of the dividend, separately, by
the divisor, and write the quotient figure, each time, under-
neath the corresponding figure of the dividend. If, in any
case, the division is not even, there being a remainder, this
must be carried and prefixed as a tens figure to the next fig-
ure of the dividend, as illustrated in the following example,
where the remainder to be carried is indicated by the small
figures written above the figures of the dividend.

2
•

) 7.814,508 3 ) 7,814,508

3,907,254 2,604,836

The several steps in these two examples are as follows:
(1) 7 -«- 2 = 3, remainder 1; (2) 7-^3=2, remainder 1;

18 -^ 2 = 9; 18 ^ 3 = 6;
1-^2=0, remainder 1

;

1 -^ 3 = 0. remainder 1

;

14 -^ 2 = 7: 14 + 3 = 4, remainder 2;5-^2=2, remainder 1; 25 ^- 3 = S. remainder 1;
10 .=- 2 = 5; 10 .=- 3 = 3, remainder 1:
8 =- 2 = 4. 18 -^ 3 = 6.

The Coal Age Pocket Book
Lone- Division—The process here is similar to that of shortdivision, except that there being two or more figures in thedivisor. It IS necessary to set down each several product inturn and subtract it from its corresponding period of 'thedividend to obtain the remainder which is prefixed to thenext figure of the dividend, as shown below.
Dtvtsor Dividend Quotient

3fS_) i:;6747480 ( 453027
346 X 4 - 1384

27I8I62
18I210S

1359081

Final remainder, 138

346 X 7 = 2422

2560-

256 156747480

Remainder

Dividend

138

In the above long division, the several products and re-mainders and each separate operation are indicated in small
type. It IS important to notice that the remainder beforebringing down the_ next figure of the dividend is alwayssmaller than the divisor; if not, increase that figure of thequotient and repeat the multiplication tin a remainder isfound that is less than the divisor.

If. after bringing down the next figure of the dividend, thenumber so increased is still less than the divisor, as in thecase of the third remainder above, no division is possible- acipher must be placed in the quotient and a second figiirebi ought down and a third, if necessary, till the remainderso increased is greater than the divisor. For each figure ofthe dividend brought down a figure must be written in thequotient—a cipher whenever the increased remainder is too
®'?''" A?^ ,'?'y'sion._ The number of figures in the quotientn'hen the division is complete is always one greater than thenumber of figures brought down from the dividend.

Incomplete Dii-lslon—It generally happens, as in the aboveexample, after all the figures of the dividend have beenbrought down there is yet a remainder, which shows that thedivision IS not a complete division. In other words, the di-visor IS not contained an exact number of times in the divi-
rSi- '^^ tnere is a remainder too small for complete divrsion.
This IS best illustrated as follows: When S apples aredivided among 4 boys each boy has 2 apples: thus 8 — 4 = 2But If there were 9 apples and 4 bovs, each boy tvould have

2 apples and there would be 1 apple left, which if dividedequally -w-ould give each boy one-fourth: because there is 1apple and 4 boys—only enough to give each boy a fractionWhich is written V^; and this makes each bov's share 2Kapples. ='"!'<- ^ -1

Therefore, when the division is not complete write the lastremainder over the divisor and annex to the quotient: thus.
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Working Inclined Contiguous Seams

Kiiully desiribo ami illustrate tlio working of a section

of two seams of coal at an average depth of 700 ft.,

vertical measurement, from the surface to the pavement

of the lower seam. The strata are inclined at an angle

of 23 deg. from the horizontal. The upper seam is i

ft. thick, overlaid with a bed of fireclay 30 ft. in thick-

ness. A carboniferous shale 7 ft. thick separates the two

.^eams. The lower seam of coal is 15 ft. thick, with a

moderatelv hard pavement or floor.

MlNIC FOKEMAX.

Johnstown, Fenii.

The relation of these seams and their associated strata

is shown in the accompanying figure. Assuming that the

surface conditions,

-j'Carbo'JShale

Hprdpan

Wo I! K IXC. COXTIGUOI'S SeAMS

BY Cross-Tunxkl

with respect to the lo-

cation of the property

and facilities for
transportation are
favorable, if the coal

outcrops on the prop-

erty at a suitable

point for the instal-

lation of the surface

cciuipment and the

shipment of coal, the

mine should be opened by a slope driven on the double-

OT triple-entry system, according to the conditions to be

encountered. These main-slope openings should be driven

on the floor of the lower seam and the dimensions should

be such as to provide amply for the expected tonnage

and the proper ventilation of the mine workings in both

seams.

If the seams do not outcrop on the company's prop-

erty, a shaft should be sunk at a suitable point for the

location of the surface equipment and affording suitable

shipping facilities. This shaft should be located as far

as practicable to the dip of the seam; but the location,

in this respect, must be determined by giving due con-

sideration to both the underground conditions of haulage

and drainage, and the surface conditions previously men-

tioned.

From the foot of the shaft, the main-slope haulage

roads and airways are driven to the rise, on the floor

of the lower seam. If the coal is to be worked to the

dip, this section should be developed in advance of the

rise workings. Levels or gangways should be driven to

the right and left of the main slope and airways. These

levels should be driven on the double-entry system, ap-

proximately as shown in the figure. Chambers or chutes

should be driven to the rise of these gangways, in each

seam. The chambers in the thin overlying seam should

be driven in advance, so tliat the pillars can be drawn

back before the corresponding chambers in the lower

seam are worked.

The chambers in the lower seam are driven up in the

lower bench of coal, unless it is found advantageous to

work the entire thickness of the seam at once. It will

generally prove more practicable to extract the upper

bench of coal in tlie thick seam when drawing back the

])il]ars. Tlie lower levels should be worked out in ad-

vance of tliose above.

Mining under a Soft Roof

In tlif iiiiue where 1 am employed, we are working a

iiituniinous seam of coal H ft. thick and overlaid with a

verv soft top that gives much trouble; the bottom being

also soft. It is necessary to take down 8 ft. of the top

overlying the coal and haul it away, wliich makes the

mining expensive. The coal lies 300 ft. below the sur-

face. The rooms are driven on 55-ft. centers, with a

sliffht pitch, about 2 ]ier rent. Thus far we have been

unable to devise any means of holding up the slate while

taking out the coal. There is little water, the mine be-

ing well drained. I would be glad to receive any sug-

gestions that would enable us to hold the roof so that the

coal can be mined with safety.

Josi:i'ii Hahlla.

Southwest, I'enn.

The difficulty in holding a weak to]i, especially when

working a thick seam of soft coal, is due hirgely to driv-

ing too wide an opening. We would suggest that the

rooms, in this case, should be driven up narrow, say

not to exceed 12 ft. in width; and under this frail top,

the rooms should not be driven further than, say from

•40 to 50 yd., which practically determines the distance

between the cross-entries. The width of the room pillars,

for this depth and thickness of seam, should not be less

than 21 ft, which will make tlie room centers 33 ft.

An even better plan than this would be to drive double

rooms, as shown in the accompanying figure, making the

openings or stalls 12 ft. wide and 40 ft. center to center.

Plax of Drivixg DorBLK Stalls

This would leave 28-ft. pillars between the respective

stalls and give each miner 14 ft. of pillar to draw back,

two miners working on each road except the first. When
the rooms have reached their limit, say 40 or 50 yd., the

work of drawing back the pillars should be commenced,

and care .should be taken to keep the pillar work in line.

All standing timber should be drawn as the work pro-

ceeds so as to allow the roof to fall and relieve the load

on the pillars.
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Miscellaneous Questions

(Answered hi/ h'eijuesl)

Ques.—In post tiinberiog in mines, what should he the

ratio of the diameter to the length of the post, in order

that it shall present an equal resistance to crushing and
i)cnding ?

Alls.—For practically all kinds of mine timber in

use, the ratio of the diameter to the length of the post,

in order to fulfill these conditions, is 1 : 12, both dimen-
sions ])eing expressed in inches. This gives the simple
rule : The diameter of the post in inches, measured at

the small end, should not be less than the length of the

post in feet.

Que.i.—AVhat are the advantages and disadvantages of

drawing pillars uphill, on a pitch, say from .j to 15 deg.

or less? State fullv.

Ans.—Assuming that the rooms have been driven to

the dip and that the pillars are to be drawn back in a

direction up the pitch, as the work progresses the weight
of the roof rests more and more on the lower loose end
of the pillar. While this has the advantage of assisting

to break the eoal from the pillar more easily, it has the

disadvantage of crushing the pillar to a great extent, and
the coal mined falls back into the waste where its recovery
is dangerous and much of the coal is lost. The miner is

also in greater danger from a sudden fall of roof or coal

than when drawing pillars downhill. When drawing back
pillars downhill the pillar gives greater support to the

broken roof tlian when drawing uphill ; although, in the
former case, the miner must protect himself more care-
fully by setting timbers below the falls. Again, when
drawing pillars uphill the water drains from the face
of the pillar, but may accumulate in sufficient quantity
as to require pumping, while the coal must be hauled
up the pitch instead of sliding down a chute, as when
drawing downhill.

This question may refer, however, to drawing a number
of pillars starting from the basin and progressing up-
hill. Ill this case, the rooms are evidently driven on the
strike of the seam, and there is a distinct advantage in
drawing the lower pillars first, since the roof weight is

better supported and the coal less crushed than when the
work advances toward the basin. When drawing uphill,
in this way, no pumping will be required; while, if the
vork progressed downhill, the accumulation of water at
the dip would greatly impede the work on the pillars, at
that point and require to be pumped.

Ques.—What kind and size of hoisting engine would
you install to hoist 1200 tons of coal from a shaft 400
ft. deep, ill eight hours, with a steam pressure of 70
11). gage? The weight of coal in each car IS 3000 lb. Al-
low 20 per cent, for resistance of engine, ropes and ]iul-

leys: also make allowance for the time lost in
Ans.—The number of hoists per hour is

1200 X 2000

In hoisting-engine practice, it is customary to allow a
certain time for unavoidable delays, say five minutes per
hour. The time per hoist is then

55 X GO

-mr = •" ^''

•

Now, allowing, say 13 seconds as the time lost in start-
ing and stopping each trip, and caging the coal, the
actual net time of hoisting at a maximum speed, is 33— 13 = 20 sec. per hoist; and the maximum speed of
hoisting is then

400
7,7 = 20 ff. per .s7'r.

Before the load on the engine can be determined, it is

necessary to calculate the size of rope required to hoist
the following load: Coal, 3000 lb.; and, sav car, 1600
lb. and cage, 2400 lb.; total, 7000 lb.; and adding 10 per
cent., for friction, gives for the total load on the rope,
7700 lb. The diameter of the rope to support this load,
using a factor of safety / = 8, is then

'^ - \ 34 = \ 34X2000 = '^•"^' '"'' ^ '"

The weight of a 1-in. rope is 1.58 lb. per running foot;
and the total weight of the rope hanging in the shaft is

then 400 X 1-58 = say 640 lb.

The unbalanced load" hanging in the shaft is, now, as
follows: Coal, 3000 lb.; rope, 640 lb.; total, 3640 lb.;

and, allowing 20 per cent, for resistance of engines, rope
and pulleys, as stated, the effective load or load hoisted,
including frictional resistance, is 3640 -^ 0.80 = 4550,
which is the load on the engine.

The required horsepower of the engine is then

^ _ 4550 X 20 X 60 _^
, ,^

33;000 = 1^^+ ''J'-

The engine to be used for this hoist should be a duplex,
direct-connected engine, having a piston speed of 600 ft.

per niin., and an efficiency of, say 85 per cent. Assum-
ing a slide-valve engine, cutting off at two-thirds stroke,
the mean effective pressure (M.e.p.), in the cylinder, for
a pressure of 70 lb. gage at the throttle, is

M.e.p. = 0.9 [0.917 (70 -f 14.7) — 17] = 54.6 //,.

per sq.iii.

Then, for an efficiency of / = 85 per cent, and a mean
effective pressure of p = 54.6 lb. per sq.in., the diameter
of the steam cylinder is

d = 205 J .^, = 205 S-- ^-^
\fpS \ 0.85 X 54.6 X 000

= sa^ 16 in.

And, assuming a stroke of 18 in., the engine will make
(600 X 12) -^ (2 X 18) = 200 r.p.m.

The size of duplex, direct-connected engine required
in this case, assuming a double-compartment hoist, is,

therefore, 16x18 in., running at a speed of 200 r.p.m.
and developing 165 horsepower.
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Washington, D. C.

James E. Callbreath. secretary of the American Mining

Congress, has issued the usual call and program for the forth-

coming session of the congress to meet at Philadelphia Oct.

20 to 24. In the general description and discussion of the

ground to be covered, Mr. Callbreath says that particular at-

tention will be given to the question of coal mining and de-

velopment and conservation of coal resources in general. He

first points out some of the popular Interpretations of the

convervation idea as applied to coal mining and Indicates

the points at which these ideas are considered defective, by

the public. Then he speaks of the proper interpretation of

the consergation idea and says:

The best conservation of coal resources, i.e., the highest

use and the least possible economic waste, is a matter or

^ftal'^public concern", but of P-^rticularinteres to every in-

dustrial center depending upon coal for power This rests

Sot alone upon the importance of the coal-min.ng business

but upon the magnitude of the industries to which coal is

""
tny°increSse?n 'average production cost made necessary to

conserve the more expensively mined coal reserves which is

?ess than the transportation cost for a more distant supply,

^"Eve"t fh°r^of'c"oal"c'i?nse?vation must consider the right

of the c^al operator to a fair profit, the miner to fair wages
and the public to have its fuel at the lowest price consistent

""Jjs^rihoIeThe'"coar-mining business is the most indis-

Denlable the most unprofltable. the most maligned and mis-

Snderslood of all the mediums through which the welfai-e of

the people is secured. It is the most important and the most

hetpfess'^ having in it the power to command and yet being

a non-resistant mass, accepting with only feeble protest tnc

criticisms of a misinformed public. The public looks to a

cheapening of this essential product by destroying the pi o-

ductive machinery which now furnishes it the cheapest fuel

° TheTonsumer must understand that in the end he must

pay the value of the coal in the ground, the wages of the

miner the expense of special safety appliances, and any ad-

dltionil cost of production occasioned by the public de-niana

for conservation, which means the saving of more expensively

mined coals, in addition to the regular costs of production

and a reasonable profit to the operator
„r„fi, if

The coal operators cannot ignore the question of proflt f

thev would The wiping out of present profits must result

in the destruction of the productive '"=^^*>.nery so engaged,

which would entail an enormous increase ot tuture costs.

These questions concern the laborer, the manufacturer, the

investor the mine operator and the general public which de-

n^ndsuDOn local industrial activity. Leaders ot thought rep-

resenting the various phases involved, will discuss this sub-

Special study will also be given to the question of an in-

terstate trade commission to be intrusted with the duty of

making special studies of the coal-mining industry as well

as other problems that have figured largely in mining dis-

cussion during the past year or so.

A Revised Resolution Is Introduced

Representative Murray, of Massachusetts, has prepared

and introduced a revised form of his resolution relating to

coal in which he calls upon the several executive departments

for all data in their posession bearing on:

First. Capitalization, ownership and control of the Penn-

sylvania anthracite mines. „,„!„„
Second. Intercorporate relationship

"t,„">\i,^°^^-m 'Ji^fg
coal-handling and coal-selling companies and the companies

distances as in the third Pa-graPh. ^^^ ^ anthracite

coaf tSe FnformaUon t^o be in%uch detail as to show the

^^'^.VxYh^''T^e'''to\'a! 'rlT.Z's'V^^enils .na profits of tho

anthr'aclte-mining com'^anies since the year nineteen hun-

'"''^eventh The total revenues, expenses, a^l Jjo^ts of he

HABRISBURG, PEIVIV.

The appropriation of $140,000 by the State of Pennsylvania

for vocational schools, which give definite VrepzT^tiontor^

definite occupation, puts the rapidly growing mining schools

conducted under tke auspices of the various coal companies

tliioughout Pennsylvania, on a firmer basis than thoy have

ever been before.

Under Act. No. 92. approved May 1. 1913, this appropriation

can be used to reimburse vocational schools, and reads as

follows:
This Commonwealth, in order to aid In the maintenance of

approved local and joint Industrial .... schools or de-

partments, shall as provided In this act, pay annually from
the treasury to school districts and unions of school distiicts,

maintaining such schools or departments, an amount equal

to two-thirds of the sum which has been. expended during tho

previous school year by such a school district . . . • ;"!^

Instruction in practical subjects and in such related technical

and academic subjects as may be necessary to complete
well-?ounded courses of training: Provided No one schoo

district shall receive more than five thousand dollars in a.iy

one school year.

These schools will be under the supervision ot the state

Superintendent of Public Instruction, as to organization, con-

trol, location, equipment, courses of study, qualifications ot

teachers, methods of instruction, conditions of admission, ex-

penditures of money, etc.

The mining schools have been growing by leaps and

bounds and the number ot classes has more than quadrupled

in the last year. In placing new schools It is aimed to locate

them centrally and hold them three nights a week so that

as great a percentage as possible of those enrolled can at-

tend regularly. No trouble is anticipated in conforming to tho

state's requirements, especially as it will lend its aid and

supervision next year. It was the school boards of these

mining districts who conducted these schools Last year and

fostered and gave the present impetus to the whole movmenr.

The good accomplished by the mining institutes and

schools together with the splendid efforts of the Y. M. C. A.,

the International School of Correspondence, the University of

Pittsburgh, and several of the coal companies is .shown by

the number of pupils which are among those receiving state

certificates for mine foreman, assistant mine foreman, fire

boss, etc.. which are now ready for distribution by the De-

partment of Mines.
This appropriation is something new and is largely ex-

perimental. If there is an increase in vocational schools, the

Legislature will doubtlessly be induced to increase the grant

at its next session. It is a small beginning at meeting the

modern demand for something more practical in the school

system. The progress of the schools will be watched with

much interest.

A Thorough Inspection Is Ordered

The Chief of the Department of Mines Hon. James E.

Roderick, has ordered an investigation of all electrical equip-

ment in the anthracite region and the Randolph Means Co.,

consulting engineers of Pittsburgh, has been designated by

Mr Roderick to make the inspections. This company has

been doing similar work in the bituminous region ot the

*
^At present the work will be confined to inspection of

equipment in the mines throughout the Lackawanna region,

and will be extended as soon as possible until the whole an-

thracite field is thoroughly inspected.

It is the intention of the Department of Mines to institute

a thorough examination and wherever the installations are

not in keeping with the standard methods, recommendations

will be made that will reduce the hazards from electricity to

a small percentage. Electricity In the anthracite region Is

rapidly gaining in favor as a transmitting medium to the dif-

ferent" mechanical operations around the collieries.

PBKNSYLVANl.V
Anthracite

Scranton—Five properties at Park St. and Capouse Ave.

were damaged by a mine cave recently, the fissures that

wrecked the buildings extending to the middle of the thor-

oughfare.

Wllkes-Barre—The Delaware and Hudson Co. has made an

offer to the Sacred Heart Church for a settlement on a

basis ot $600 for damage done to the cemetry owned by the

congregation, by mining operation of the company s Pine

Ridge Colliery. Members of the congregation will probably

insist on the damaged burying plot being repaired or in

having the bodies re-:nterred from the worst affected graves.
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Hazleton—Over 700 foremen and clerks of the Lehigh Val-
ley Coal Co. from points between Pittston and Shamokin, on
Saturday Aug. 23, held their annual outing at Hazle Park.
The collieries of the company were closed to permit the men
to attend the picnic.

Bituminous
SykesTllle—The 200 men who went on strike at the mines

of the Cascade Oca: Co. about three weeks ago, returned to
work Aug. 27. The strike was occasioned as a protest
against poor working conditions, and the agreement effected
was in the men's favor.

DuBols—C. P. Munch, who formerly leased the mines at
Caylor, Armstrong County, then owned by the Great Lakes
Coal Co.. has been charged by the Union with having em-
bezzled money which was deducted by him from the miner's
pay on behalf of the United Mine AVorkers of America. He
has entered bail before the Justice of the Peace for $500.
An endeavor is also being made by several miners to collect
from him by civil action wages which are said to be still
due them for labor performed.

Bakerton—Two new mines are soon to be opened in the
northern end of Cambria County. The first opening will be
on the White farm and some 3000 acres will be operated.
New houses are to be erected by the Barnes-Tucker in-
terests, which are the operators of the new mines, and in a
short time a large mining town will rise near the oper-
ations. Electric haulage and other modern devices are to
be installed, and the workings will be run on a thoroughly
uptodate plan. The Pennsylvania R.R. has a line near the
field and will handle the output.

Charlerol—The first coal was run recently at the ne ^/

plant of the Carnegie Coal Co. at this place. Two hundred
men are now employed and it is expected that in a short
time, this will be increased to SOO. This is the first time the
mine has been in operation for three years. The new opera-
tion contains about 1200 acres of coal, which was purchased
for approximately $1,500,000.

\l'EST VIRGINIA
Charleston—Since his return to Charleston from a short

trip West. President Thomas Cairns, of District No. 17, United
Mine Workers of America, has received many urgent letters
requesting him to send organizers into the Fairmont and
Norfolk & Western coalfields. This matter must, however,
be taken up with the higher officers of the United Mine
Workers before organizers can be sent.

Work on the opening of a new mine by the Virginia Coal
Co. on the Coal Fork of Campbell's Creek, is progressing
rapidly, and it is expected that coal will be taken from this
mine within a few days.

Williamson—By decree of the Mingo Circuit Court and
;he Common Pleas Court of Hamilton County, Ohio, the re-
leivers have been directed to sell at public outcry the assets
>f the James R. Shanklin Coal Co.. whose principal office is
n Cincinnati. The sale will be made at the company's works
it Blocton.

ALABAMA
Jasper—C. B. Stalnaker and associates, of Jasper, Ala-

)ama, have acquired a tract of coal land on the Northern
Uabama Ry., near Jasper, containing a 9-ft. bed of Big
!eam coal, and are making arrangements to operate samo
it an early date.

KENTUCKY
De Ko-t-en—Fire caused by lightning recently destroyed

he general company store of the Ohio Valley Mining Co.,
it De Koven, Ky., causing a loss of about $20,000. The post-
iffice was located in the building, and was also burned.
Lexington—Twenty-one mine foremen's certificates were

ecently granted by the Kentucky Mining Department, at
..exington, after the completion of the examinations held
he last week in August, to ascertain the qualiifiicaitionis of
he applicants. Of the certificates granted, six were first-
lass and the remainder second-class.

Corbin—A disiastrous fire, at Corbin, located at the junc-
ion of the main line of the Louisville & Nashville with its
lididlesboro branch, and about 100 miles north of Knox-
ille, Tenn., caused damage estimated at a quarter of a
lillion dollars, destroying eight stores, two hotels and a
welling. The town is one of the most active in the south-
astern Kentucky coal fields, being the seat of many operat-
ic companies, as well as an important railroad point.

OHIO
Columbus—The commission appointed by Governor Cojc

D investigate the conditions surrounding the payment for
oal mined in Ohio, has examined a number of mining dis-

tricts of the state. Among the counties visited were: Jack-
son, Coshocton, stark, Columbiana, Tuscarawas, Guernsey,
Belmont. Jefferson, Muskingum and Perry.

The commission left Sept. 2 for a trip in the coal fields
of Illinois, where it will collect information of use in
this work. It has been decided not to investigate condi-
tions in the mines of the Poraeroy Bend district, because of
the fact that they are so similar to those prevailing in east-
ern Ohio.

John C. Davies, state mine inspector and a member
of the commission, says it will probably be Dec. 1 before
a final report is ready and it will require hard work to get
It completed by that time. The report will be submitted to
a special session of the Ohio General Assembly, to be called
the coming winter.

Maynard—A fall of stone at the Purseglove mine, near
Maynard, caused it to be closed for several hours, Aug. 37.
The fall occurred in an old entry and blocked the main
road, over which Ihe haulage motors operate. No one was
near the place when the fall occurred, and no one was in-
jured.

INDIANA
Francisco—While a deep water well was being driven on

Judge O. M. Welborn's farm, two miles west of here, the
drill, at a depth of 200 ft., passed through a 6V4-ft. vein of
excellent coal, indicating that the Francisco field is at least
two miles wide.

Petersburg—The Vandalia Coal Co., of Indianapolis, now
has options on 5000 acres of the best coal land in Pike
County, the options covering a territory of seven square
miles. In some places two or three veins exist, ranging from
four to seven feet thick.

By hard work. 250 miners who were in the Littles mine,
near Petersburg, Ind., were taken out when fire broke out
at the mine recently. The fire started in the fan house,
and was confined there by the efforts of 200 men while the
miners in the workings were being removed. The united ef-
forts of the miners and others subdued the blaze after a time,
and the damage was repaired in three or four days after
the fire.

Washing-ton—Samuel Elswick has opened a new coal mine
south of this city and is taking out coal of good quality. He
has a vein 4% ft. thick, and though employing only a small
force of miners at the present time, he expects to have room
for many more during the winter months.

ILLINOIS
Ladd—The mine of the Illinois Third Vein Coal Co., which

has been closed down for about six weeks, undergoing some
needed repairs, has recently resumed operations.

Seatonvllle—The No. 4 mine of the Spring Valley Coal Co.,
located at Seatonville, has suspended operations for a pe-
riod of perhaps six weeks, for repairs preparatory to a good
run during the fall and winter months.

Sprlngfleld—Mine A of the Citizens' Coal Co. will resume
operations soon, as will also the mines of the Central Co-
operative Coal Co., which have been closed down for thesummer months. There seems to be a shortage of men in
some parts of the state, but the mines generally are work-
ing a little better than formerly.

Belle-rtlle—The Boyd Coal & Coke Co., has applied to the
Circuit court for an injunction to restrain the officers of the
United Mine Workers from "aiding and abetting" a strike by
paying benefits to striking miners. The company claims
that by paying strike benefits the union officials are prevent-
ing the operation of the mine.

Du Quoin-The strike at the Majestic and Queen mines
came to a climax recently, when Superintendent A. C. Eaton,
of the mining company, shot and killed William Sisney, amember of the pit committee at the Majestic mine It' is
understood that the men met and got into a controversy
over the differences of the oposing factions. Following the
shooting, both parties got together and the trouble has been
settled.

De Soto—The mine of the Kuckemeier Coal Co. will like-
ly resume operations in the course of the next month,
after the re-lining of the main shaft. A boulder moving iii
quicksand, and weighing seven tons, caused the shaft to cave
in and this had to be blasted out.

ARK.ANSAS
Fort Smith—The controversy over the water situation at

the Western Coal & Mining Co. property at Jenny Lind which
has called forth much criticism is now at an end. The opera-
tors are repairing their wells and seeking a new water
supply, and according to Judge Hester an amicable settle-
ment has been reached satisfactory to all concerned.
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C-oIorado SprlDK—The organization ,'^'','-';,;^»"^,*'. '^
.'^.t"';;

carried out all over Colorado by the Unl ed Mine W ork. .s of

America has been extended to the coa mines in 1.1 ra»^3

County. The miners here number only about 350 or 400 m. n,

but about 100 have Joined the local union.

Denver—Officials of the United Mine Workers of America

on AUK 25 issued a slRned statement denying that th|» j.pen

Shop would be considered as a basis of negotiation with the

operating companies. This statement also affirms.
^'^^-^'^^

the intention of the union officials to exhaust all honoiable

m.^n" to bring about a settlement before a strike order Is

Issued.

FOREIGN NEWS

Vancouver. B. C—Public Indignation over the forced Im-

portation of Japanese coal, as a result ot the refusal ot the

operators to arbitrate the strikes in mines near here i-

liable to effect, it is said, the opening ot government ml es

in Alaska. The mine operators declare that they ^^ lU Im-

port Japanese coal until the strikers return to work and

the owners are being bitterly denounced as responsible for

this situation.

J F A Williams, of New Orleans, has been appointed

sales manager of the West Kentucky Coal Co. with head-

Tuarte^s at^Paducah succeeding W. E. Gage, who resigned

several weeks ago.

Earl A. Henry, inspector of the 5th West Virginia mining

-district, has been appointed chief inspector of the state de-

partment of mines succeeding John Lamg resigned, effect, ve

Sept. 1. Mr. Henry has been a district inspector for 11

years.

Carrol A. Garner, who. for a number of years, was em-

ployed as an Instructor in the mining department ot the

Pennsylvania State College, has resigned, and accepted a

position with the Lehigh Valley Coal Co., as a mining engi-

neer, in the Hazelton Division.

This company Is the first to begin acliial operation in the

Greene Countv Held made available to the coke and coal mar-

ket by the extension of the Monongahela Railroad to the

state line, where it connects with the lluckhannon & North-

ern Ily.

WhItriiburK. Ky.—It Is reported that the Lexington &

Eastern will soon begin the construction of a branch lino

three miles in length up Potter's Fork, in order to reach

the holdings of the Mineral Fuel Co. It is expected that the

Mineral Fuel Co. will build a town at the end of this branch.

plans having bei n prepared providing tor the building »(

over a thousand houses. Including dwellings, hotels, board-

Ine houses, stores, churches and school.s. The work of bal-

lasting the mllre upper end of the l,.>,lnKton & Eastern

Is nearing completion, making the line a first-class one in

every respect as far as Whitesburg.

San FrnnclHco, Calif Capitalists on the racillc coast are

figuring on establishing a by-product coke plant at San

Francisco, expecting to receive coal for this plant from the

Atlantic sea board, the coal to be transported through the

Panama Canal when same is opened to navigation. At i res-

ent a great deal of coke Is used on the Pacific coast, being

received from Australia. A by-product coke plant at San

Francisco would have a good market tor all the by-products

so that there would be no loss from any .source. It is be-

lieved bv many that such a plant receiving coal from

Pennsylvania, West Virginia or Virginia would bj a de-

cidedly paying proposition.

Johnntonn. Penn.—What is declared to be the final sur-

vey preparatory to the beginning ot actual construction Is

now being made by a large corps ot surveyors working in

Somerset County under the direction ot the Western Mary-

land R.R. The proposed road will leave the main line near

Rockwood and go north through the Husband field to Jen-

ners, tapping some of the richest coal land in Somerset

County The New York Central is gradually extending Its

coal branches down through Cambria and Indiana Counties,

directly toward the northward extension of the Western

Maryland. It is predicted that these two lines will meet

in Johnstown, and will have no dllfflculty in making con-

nections, thus tapping another heavy freight district. A

line through here would give the New York Central another

route into the rich West Virginia coal fields, which have

been extensively investigated by the Vanderbilt Interests of

late.

NEW INCORPORATIONS

CONSTRUCTION NEWS of Jlcrcer, Tenn.,

Pott«vllle, Penn.—The Maderia Hill Coal Co., of Potts-

ville, expects to build a 3000-ton capacity breaker in the near

future.

St David, III.—The contractors who will do the construc-

tion work on the head frame ot the No. 2 mine of the Big

Creek Coal Co., which was destroyed by fire about three

weeks ago are on the job and will begin work soon. It is

estimated that 60 days will be required to place the mine in

condition for operation.

Kenova, W. Va.—In order to connect up its proposed

Beaver Creek branch line with its main line, whose near-

.est point is Kenova, W. Va., 100 miles distant, the Baltimore

& Ohio R.R. is said to be planning a line from Kenova up

the Big Sandy Rivier, which will give an outlet to the vari-

ous large operations along Beaver Creek, as well as on th<=

newly completed line at the mouth of Shelby Creek, 20 miles

east of the Beaver Creek line.

Pittxhureh. Penn.—The purchase of the Belmont Central

RR built a number ot years ago to tap the Belmont County,

Ohio coalfields has revived talk of the construction ot a con-

necting line between the Newark and Cleveland divisi ms ot

the Baltimore & Ohio. It was the latter line which recently

purchased the Belmont Central. The road extends from

Lafferty Ohio, toward Morrlstown and if the connecting

link is 'constructed will pass through the latter place con-

necting with the Newark division at Belmont.

Morgantonn, W. Va.—The Polard Coke Co., which owns

1100 acres of coal along Dunkard Creek In Greene County.

Penn expects to begin work about Oct. 1, on 220 new ovens

ot the Mitchell type. Some ovens are at present in operation,

and the entire plant of 250 ovens is to be in blast by July 1,

iqi4 A. contract has also been awarded to the A. K.

j'enkins' Lumber Co.. of Point Marion, tor 30 new houses.

Memiibls. Tenn.—The fiercer Coal

has been incorporated with a capital stock ot 550,000 to

develop coal mines.

St LoulH, Mo.—The Briquette Coal Manufacturing Co., ot

St. Louis, has been authorized to sell its stock and engage in

business. This concern is capitalized at $160,000.

Phllaaelphia, Penn.—The Eastern Pennsylvania Coal Co.,

of Philadelphia, has filed notice with the Secretary ot State

ot Increase ot stock from $200,000 to $7,500,000.

New York. N. Y.—The Alexander Coal & Coke Corpora-

tion has been incorporated with a capital stock of $100,000

by W. H. Alexander, D. M. Stokes and A. Van Fosson.

Pittsburgh, Penn.—The Appalachian Coal & Timber Co.

has been incorporated with a capital stock of $50,000 by J.

T. Manning, P. H. Reniers, M. J. Sebolt, all of Pittsburgh.

Somerset, Penn.—Application will be made _Sept.
_
22 by

Harry J. Filer, Frank P. Filer and Eno

charter ot an intended corporation to

Trade Coal Mining Co.

PInevllle, Ky.—The Looney Creek Coal Co. has filed arti-

cles ot incorporation at Frankfort. The company will oper-

ate in Harlan County above Poor Fork, close to the workings

ot the Wisconsin Steel Co.

Knoxvllle. Tenn.—The Golden Ash Coal Co. has been in-

corporated in Knox County with a capital stock of $40,000

The Southern Mining Co. has also been incorporated in

Knox County with a capital stock ot $30,000.

New York, N. Y.—Rubel. Nager & Rubel have been incor-

porated in Brooklyn to deal in coal, coke, etc. The capital

stock is $100,000 and the incorporators are S. Nager, Jr.,

Rockvllle Center. S. A. Telsey and S. Rubel, of Brooklyn.

St. Louis, Mo.—The East Kentucky Coal & Coke Co. have

filed articles of incorporation in St. Louis. The incorporators

are S. R. Johnson, H. T. Ochterbeck. W. D. Condie Mnd W. K.

Spinney. The object ot the firm is to buy. sell and mine

Filer tor the

called the Lake
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ipi-coal. coke, iron and other mineral products and the
tal stock which is wholly paid is $2000.

ConnpllMvUle, Penn—The Pittsburgh Steam Coal Co. and
the Stoner Coal Co. have consolidated under the name of the
Connellsville Coal & Coke Co. The Pittsburgh Steam Coal
Co. operated plants at Montana and Opekiska, W. Va., while
the Stoner Co. had plants at Alverton in Westmoreland
County, Penn.

Charleston. W. Va.—The Barton Coal Mining- Co. has been
incorporated at Philadalphia to mine, manufacture and deal
in coal, coke, lumber and other commodities and products.
The authorized capita! is $25,000 and the incorporators are
Walter S. Simms. of Philadelphia, W. F. Jacoby, Morristown,
Penn., J. Leon De Hart, of Philadelphia, and other.s.

Toledo. Ohio—I'he S. C. Schenck Co. has been organized
in Toledo with Dan Schenck, well known in coal circles,

at the head of the new concern. The new company was
incorporated under the laws of Ohio with a capital stock of
$200,000, and will take over the business formerly conducted
by S. C. Schenck, deceased, and will retain its former head-
quarters on Superior St. The Chicago office will also be
maintained. The officers are: President, D. D. Schenck:
vice-president. H. E. Schenck: secretary and treasurer, L. R.
Schenck. C. L. Bering has been appointed manager of the
Chicago branch.

INDUSTRIAL NEWS

San Francisco, Calif.—The Goldschmidt Thermit Co. has
moved its office from 432-436 Folsom St., to 329-333 Folsom
St., San Francisco.

Pottsville. Penn.—The Wolf Creek Coal Co., of Hazleton
is considering shipping all of its product to the colliery at
New Boston, and its preparation for market at that place.

Gebo. >Vyo.—The Owl Creek Coal Co. has recently pur-
chased from the Kerr Turbine Co., Wellsville, N. T., a 200-
kw. direct-current Economy turbo-generator for installation
at Gebo.

Manila, P. I.—The Norwegian steamer "Titania"" has
been taken under time charter for a period of four years,
and is to ply between Japanese ports and the Philippines
with coal.

Sebree. Ky.—It is reported that a syndicate has acquired
coal rights in the western end of Webster County, cover-
ing about 40,000 acres, at prices averaging approximately
$10 an acre.

Portland, Ore.—On completing her forthcoming voyage
to China from Portland, with a lumber cargo, the Norwegian
tramp 'Thor." Captain Kroger, will load back for the Coast
and then go into the coal trade between British Columbia,
San Francisco and Portland.

MoundsTille, W. Va.—The Ben Franklin Coal Co., of West
Virginia, is installing a Christie box car loader at its Panama
mine. The siding tracks are also being raised about S ft.

These improvements are being made because of an increase
in the number of orders.

Portland, Ore.—The British steamer "Harlow" is now in
Portland Harbor to load. She brought over from Rotter-
dam to San Francisco the largest coal cai-go on record on
the Pacific Coast. The cargo was 9554 tons, and was for
San Francisco coal dealers.

Provo, Utah—The Spring Cation Coal Co. will place in op-
eration in its mines at Helper. Utah, 6-ton and 15-ton, 40-in.
gage electric mining locomotives, and will install in its power
plant a switchboard, all the apparatus having been ordered
from the General Electric Co.

PottsTllle, Penn.—The prolonged drouth in this region has
caused the collieries and washeries to run short of water,
and many mines must soon close unless heavy rains come.
Some collieries are using the strong sulphur water from the
mines for steam purposes, although it is extremely injurious
to the boilers.

Parsons, Kan.—A fire which started in 31,000 tons of coal
stond in the yards of the Missouri. Kansas & Texas Rail-
way Co. six weeks ago is still burning. It is estimated that
the company has lost 6000 tons of coal since the fire started.
The gas and fumes from the burning coal makes it almost
impossible for a person to live in that part of town.

Whitcsbargr, Ky.—It is reported that John Lifts and asso-
ciates, of Wise County, Va., are cicring deals on a boundary
of between 15,000 and 18.000 acres of rich coal and timber
land lying along Rockhouse Creek and Carr's Fork, west of
Whitesburg, along the borders of Letcher and Knott Coun-
ties.

Birmingham, Ala.—The American Concentrator Co.. of Jop-
lin. Mo., have effected an arrangement with the Roberts &
Schaefer Co.. whereby the latter company is to design and
build the new coal-washing plant for the Tennessee Coal,
Iron & R.R. Co., at Birmingham, Ala., for which the American
Concentrator Co. recently contracted, and in which plant
their "Elmore" coal jigs will be used.

Somerset. Penn.—.A deal involving the transfer of 215
acres of the surface and mineral rights of the Geo. B. Man-
gus farm near the new mining town of Cairnbrook was
closed Aug. 26 by M. L. Reiman, of Johnstown who held an
option on the property, making the transfer to John Lochrie,
of Windber for a consideration, that was in the neighbor-
hood of $30,000. It is the intention of Mr. Lochrie to de-
velop the minei-al.

Connei:svine, Penn—The probability that the constitu-
tionality of the recent act placing a tax of 2'/4 per cent, on
the value of anthracite coal at the mines will be tested is
indicated by the action of some of the companies in segre-
gating this tax and keeping a complete record of the persons
from whom it is received, so that should the act be de-
clared unconstitutional there will be little trouble in mak-
ing the proper refund.

Philadelphia, Penn.--The Pennsylvania R.R. is soon to in-
stall a wireless telephone system on the trains of that
road for the use of the engineers and conductors. It is said
that this new scheme will do much toward the prevention of
accidents. Preliminary tests have already been completed
over the Huntington and Broad Top line and the freight
and coal trains of the road are now being equipped with
the new wireless system.

Canonsburg, Penn,—The Joseph Cowden heirs have sold
their farm of 240 acres near Bishop in Cecil township to
people representing the Montour Railroad Co. for $250 an
acre. The tract of land contains 240 acres, so that the total
sum involved in the deal was $60,000. As the farm was
badly cut up by the new railroad, the owners refused to
consider the amount offered by the company for right of
way and insisted on selling outright.

Pittsburgh, Penn.—The freight traffic on the New York
Central lines through northern Cambria and Clearfield coun-
ties is increasing rapidly, and some big improvements are
being contemplated by officials of the road. The coal com-
panies operating along the Cairnbrook-Windber branch are
storing train loads of coal to be shipped as soon as the
branch is in operation, and it is feared that there will be a
freight rush when this line is finished.

Harrisburg, Penn,—The United Mine Workers are deter-
mined to force the question of eliminating electric motors
from anthracite mines, which are considered dangerous by
reason of the presence of gas. Several accidents happening
recently have brought attention to the fact that a spark from
a motor has set off the gas. Acting upon instruction from
the subdisitrict convention, held by the union recently, the
officials have presented the facts to the Department of Mines
and will insist that the danger be eliminated.

Duluth. Minn.—Hard coal shipments from the head of the
lake for the month of .\ugust will not equal the coal ton-
nage of August a year ago by approximately 20 per cent.
There appears to be no dimunition in the demand for coal,
but at the present time there is no certain shortage, and
hence no apparent hurry for customers to order their coal.
Coal is moving from the dock slowly, and this fact has de-
termined the amount that is coming up the lakes. Rail-
road men do not anticipate a heavy movement from the docks
until later in the Fall.

IVaynesburg. Penn.—One of the largest deals in coal acre-
age in Greene County has been practically closed between J.
V. Thompson of Uniontown, and the Toungstown Sheet &
Tube Co. Over 5000 acres of the finest coking coal lands
situated in Cumberland and Monongahela township are in-
volved in this deal, and the consideration named is nearly
$5,000,000, or an average of about $1000 an acre. In addition
to the coal rights the surface land is included, and it is ex-
pected that mining and coking operations are to be opened
on a large scale shortly. Several hundred ovens will be
erected and several shafts sunk.

Philadelphia, Penn.—Another attempt to smash the an-
thracite coal trust was begun Sept. 2, when the Government
filed a civil suit under the Sherman law. The Reading system,
the railroad, coal producing and subsidiary rail and coal cor-
porations was attacked.

That the system owns 75 per cent, and transports 50
per cent, of all the anthracite coal in Pennsylvania was
alleged by the Government. The bill declares unless the
present combination is smashed the Reading will in time
"control every ton of commercially valuable anthracite known
to exisit."
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With the full wlntir circular on hard coal now in effect

there has naturally been a temporary curtailment in busi-

ness. However, anthracite occupies a strong position. An
unusually large vohtme of orders has been carried over from

the summer still unfilled; the retail trade is already begin-

ning to tune up and the current month will see considerable

activity. The high prices prevailing on bituminous is divert-

ing some business to the smaller grades of hard coal.

Although there is a feeling in the bituminous trade that

l)uyers have accumulated large advance stocks, it Is probable

now that the production about balances the demand and the

realization of any one of the several impending favorable

conditions, will precipitate a sharp advance. There is no

question but what the seasonal average business on soft coal

has been greatly e-xceeded, and it the market can be held

steady over the next few weeks the colder weather will

bring a natural support that will carry it through the bal-

ance of the season. However, the West Virginia grades are

firmer in spite of excellent loading dispatch at the terminals,

and it hardly seems possible that there can be any easing

off in the buying power. The better grades generally are

well tilled up, and with the scarcity of labor and cars the

market should have no difficulty in maintaining its position.

The demand for prompt coal from the Pittsburgh district

in the Lake trade is good with moderate premiums being

obtained. Some uncertainity is expressed over the future,

but the present situation could not be improved upon, al-

though it is probable that there is considerable buying in

anticipation of the biennial wage agreement Apr. 1 next.

The production is up to the full rated capacity, and the car

supplv fair. Rumors are current of a congestion at the head

of the lakes, which may eventually divert considerable of

the Pittsburgh district coal into other markets. As yet there

is no apparent increase in the supply, however, and everyone

continues to be short of coal.

The car shortage has become quite acute in Ohio and

promises to interfere with the Lake shipping unless relief

is obtained shortly. However, both steam and domestic

grades are strong and a large tonnage is moving into the

Northwest. A new advanced circular was put into effect Sept.

1. The dumpings at Hampton Roads were heavy during the

week principallv In the New England trade, foreign ship-

ments being relatively light. Vessels have been loaded

promptlv, although some agencies have been compelled to

go into the spot market for tonnage to fill out their re-

quirements; the car supply is much improved in this section.

The demand in the Southern market is strong, with prices

at a slightly higher level; the car shortage is causing some

operators to fall behind on their contracts, and this is the

worst feature in the local situation.

There is considerable pressure on the screenings market

in the Middle W"est, but otherwise the trade is strong and in-

dications are good for an excellent business this month.

Producers generally have long-term contracts at satisfactory

figures and are taking an optimistic view of the situation.

Some trouble is being experienced in obtaining the desired

kind of railroad equipment, and the possibility of labor

trouble in certain districts is also adding an element of un-

certainty to the situation. The mines in the Rocky Moun-

tain regions are beginning to tune up to full capacity on

improved conditions in the market; indications of a coming

car shortage are noted by the scarcity of box cars.

IIOSTOX, M.VSS.

Poeahontan nnd .\e« lUver xliehtly firmer, with iimple

business for the present. fieorKes Creek less plentiful. The

better Pennsj Ivnnia Krndes proctieally unchanged. Anthra-

cite unusually active for the season.

Bituminous—The market on Pocahontas and New River

this week is a shade firmer. Sales have been made rather

freely at $2 90 f.o.b. for coal to be taken in the next 30 days

and this in spite of large receipts and excellent loading dis-

patch at all the terminals. Several of the agencies were ex-

pectlng to be actively In pursuit of new buslnes.9 by this time,
j

but orders still keep ahead of the output. At New England
distributing points the supply about balances the demand.
The outlook, therefore, is hopeful and any one of a number
of things that might happen would be enough to send prices

higher. It is generally felt, however, that buyers have all

been laying in heavy advance stocks and that when their re-

quirements in that direction are fully satisfied much of the

buying power will be withdrawn. There Is also a tendency
to buy farther into the next contract year than has ordinarily

been the case.

Arrivals here have been heavy the past week, 60,000 tons

having been entered at the B. & M. wharf alone, this being
about twice the normal figure. There has probably not been

a time in recent years when mills and other corporations

were so intent on accumulating coal. In Georges Creek there

has been another spurt, so that supplies are less plentiful

than a week ago. The demand from the line and offshore

trade has been exceptional and for the present shipments to

tide will be somewhat curtailed.

Pennsylvania coals are less heard from just now, but the

price remains practically unchanged. Most of the operators

have sufficient contract business in hand so they are not

worrying much over spot coal. The quality grades are well

sold up for the present, the output being still less than nor-

mal. There is much interest in the outlook this fall for

Pennsylvania bituminous, but it is early to make predictions.

It is rumored the all-rail sales liave not been as heavy in

proportion as those at tide-water and therefore that the win-

ter months may show a mild flurry on rail coals when the

tide-water trade is running along smoothly.

.Vnthracltc—September opens with an unusually large vol-

ume of orders still unshipped and there is no doubt now that

the hard-coal market will maintain its strong position

throughout the season. Most dealers as well as such con-

sumers as the large gas companies are running along on

hand-to-mouth shipments of broken, and stocks of stove are

not any too large. The retail trade is beginning to come in

strong, and September is likely to be a heavy month for local

deliveries.

Wholesale quotations r.u bituminous are about as follows:

Cambrias Georges Pocahontas
Clearficlds Somcr.sets Creeli New River

Kinea* ,
Sl-inMl.50 SI . .3.5®! 65 $1 .67@1 .77

Philadeiohia*
'.

'

'

. 2.:i.5««2.75 2.00@2.90 2.92(<iJ3.02

New York* l;.7O@3.0O 2.90@3.20 3.22@3.32
Baltimore* ^'^^^^''^o c=,^o nr>

§=".!^-":v/ ::l:i:Providencet ..3.90fe4.1O

*F.o.b. tOn cars,

m:\v voiiK

Anthracite eompanie.s carrying smisll stocks of prepared

sizes over. Stove and broken In short supply nu<I pen l>c-

eoming tighter. Soft eoni shows a further stlil'ening due to

oar shortage and the holiday cessation of work.

Anthracite—There seems to be little or no change in the

anthracite situation at this time. Broken coal continues

scarce; egg is a little easy, stove also scarce and chestnut

plentiful. The demand for pea is getting strong on the line

trade. Buckwheat is very plentiful, rice is becoming a drug

and No. 3 Buckwheat while plentiful is improving. The com-
panies are carrying little or no prepared coal in stock out-

side of chestnut and have but a moderate amount of small

sizes in storage.

The hard-coal market is quoted on about the following

basis.

. Upper Ports . Lower Ports
Circular Individual Circular Individual

Broken $5 00 $4 9.5

E° S 2.5 SS.15(<i>.5 2.5 5 20 .
$.5.10(3(5.20

Stove".;.:: 5.25 5.25 520 520
Chestnut. 5.50 5. 2.5f«>5..50 5.4.5®S.I5 ;^25@5.45
Pea . 3.50 3. 35(313. .50 3.45 3..30Cni3 45

Buckwheat. .'. 2.75 2,60@2.75 2.4.5(o'2.70 2.30(&,2.7OBucKwneai.....
^ ^^ ^^^ 1. 9.5(312. 20 1.70(312 20

Barley!:::::::::::::: 1.75 i.6o@i.75 1.70 i.3o@i.7o

The Bituminous market seems to have strengthened some-

what over its condition of last week due no doubt to the
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shortage of cars on the Ponnsylvania Railroad Thursday and
Saturday of last week and the holidays this week. Any
weakness that appears in the market seems to be on coal
standing- at the piers unsold. All of the operating companies
have plenty of orders at the mines and most of those pro-
ducing higher grades of coal are unable to promise shipment
for the next week or two. The demand is not strong. The
New England market while steady is receiving a heavy ton-
nage and contracts are getting good attention. Lake ship-
ments are continueing on a large basis but there is a feel-
ing that the docks at the head of the lakes are getting tilled

up and shippers are under the impression that they may find
it necessary to sell some coal in the Eastern market in the
near future.

Gas coal is strong and firm as yet with slack scarcer than
it has been and up about ten cents in price. The market is
quotable on the following basis:

West Virginia steam, $2.fin(5)2.65, fair grades of Pennsyl-
vania. $2.70@2.75; good grades of Pennsylvania, $2.80iS2.S5:
best Miller Pennsylvania, $3.10@3.20; George's Creek, $3.15@
3.25.

PHILADELPHIA, PEXX.
Anthracite niark<-t sho«.s Htfle or no improvement. Brolien

i-oal still a feature. «itli the demand sood and supply de-
ficient. The middle of September indicated as a possible
turning point. Bituminous marl^et a trifle easier; prices
well maintained, but cleiiveries better.

The first week in September, which is the initial month
of the full circular prices, has not opened up in a particularly
auspicious manner. Curtailed operations at the mines still

continue effective, and except for the demand for broken and
stove coal, there is practically no market. The high prices
for bituminous has had the effect of creating a slightly bet-
ter call for the steam sizes, but on the whole, there is no
very marked improvement. Until the middle of September
there is not likely to be any change for the better, this period
generally being considered the ending of the summer dull-
ness, and the beginning of fall activity.

The retail market still reports conditions to be anything
but good. Odd lots here and there mark the return of the
householders who have been absent during the heated term,
and when the cool evenings make themselves manifest, busi-
ness should pick up. The celebration of Old Home week at
Mahanoy City has further curtailed the output of coal inas-
much as many of the collieries in the vicinity of that town
suspended work in order to take part in the festivities.

The bituminous situation showed a tendency to ease off

during the last week. Not that prices have in any way
sagged, but there appeared to be a little more coal offering,
and slig:htly better inducements offered in the way of prompt
deliveries. Prices still range around $1.15 to SI. 20 for al-
most any kind of coal, although there are reports of slack
being sold at less than $1.

ATS
PITTSBURGH, PENSI.

Coal production at full capacity. Prompt supply insuffi-
cient. .\dditlonaI sales for the lake trade. Connellsville
coke price maintained despite bear efforts. Hostetter Con-
nellsville output in the market.

Bituminous—Mines continue to operate at substantially
full capacity, except for occasional stoppages like that of
last Saturday, when the annual picnic of the miners of the
Monongahela valley occurred and Labor Day this week. Car
supply has been fairly good only, but is expected to be im-
proved somewhat by the breathing spell given the railroads
through these interruptions to mining. Demand for odd lots
of coal continues fairly good, with offerings light. There
has been a considerable demand ior additional coal for lake
shipment and $1.35 has been readily obtained on such lots as
could be spared.

On the whole the coal situation could hardly be better,
though satisfaction over the heavy movement is tempered
somewhat by reflection that a part of it is probably due to
anticipation of an unusually severe contest over the biennial
scale, which comes up for readjustment against the close of
the present scale period. Mar. 31 next. We continue to quote
regular prices, subject to premiums frequently for prompt
;oal: Slack, 90c.: nut and slack. $1.05: nut. $1.25: mine-run.
?1.30: a4-in.. $1.40: 114-in. steam. $1.50: H4-in. domestic, $1.55,
per ton at mine, Pittsburgh district.

Connellsville Coke—Recent rumors of irregularities in
Furnace coke prices when traced to their source seem to
hinge partly upon the offering of coke under standard at
slight cuts from the regular figure of $2.50, and to the de-
sire of a merchant house, so it is alleged, to break the mar-
Itet. The test of actual buying has brought out actual con-
tracts for September at the full price of $2.50. for standard
jrade coke, and a fair volume of prompt business has also

been done at this figure. Negotiations have been on the
past few days which when concluded will probably cover
all the furnace coke needed for September in addition to
regular contracts, and at full prices for standard grade. The
output of furnace coke, some 25.000 to 30,000 tons monthly,
of the Hostetter-Conntllsville Coke Co. controlled by the
United States Steel Corporation, is temporarily on the mar-
ket. The August tonnage was quietly disposed of at the
full price, and a large part of the September output has al-
ready been closed, with negotiations on for the balance, all
at the full figure. There are prospects that the coke will
not be offered for October, being required by the steel cor-
poration, and the absorption of this extra tonnage for August
and September is taken as a clear indication of the strength
of the market. We continue to quote: Prompt furnace, $2.50;
contract furnace, $2.50; prompt foundry, $3; contract foundry,
$3, per ton at ovens.

The •Courier" reports production in the Connellsville and
^«r!L ?°""^"^'"'"'^ '•'^^'°" '" the week ended Aug. 23 at
369.476 tons, a decrease of 27.141 tons, and shipments at 269.-
323 tons, a decrease of 2S,954 tons. The weekly average
of production and shipments during the first half of the yearwas 410,000 tons, the avera.ge in July having been about 378,-
000 tons and thus far in August about 387,000 tons.

BALTIMORE, .MD.
Bituminous market remains excellent, the demand l.eina

far above the seasonal average. Anturacite business in-
creasing, especially for assorted sizes.

The soft-coal market remains exceptionally good for this
time of the year. Not only is the seasonal average being
surpassed, but instead of a cessation the demand seems to
be on the increase. Most coal men are rather at a loss to
explain the present state of business, but all agree that af-
fairs are good just now. Prices remain firm, quotations
generally being about on a par with those of the past week
Complaint is being made of a shortage of slack and still
higher figures for that grade seem in store. As a matter of
fact, If the market can be held steady for a few weeks longei
the winter demand will open up.

There is only one discordant note to the present situa-
tion from a strictly local viewpoint, and that is that while
loadings were fairly heavy at the piers the past week a
smaller number of charters than usual was announced. This
slow down was in regard to coastwise and foreign business
alike. Scarcity of miners is cutting a considerable figure
at present, and this, with a renewal of the car scarcity, is
preventing the tonnage movement from , being quite as
large as the present call for coal would seem to warrant

Anthracite conditions are highly satisfactory. Quite anumber of consumers who want assorted sizes are now urging
prompt delivery. While all kinds of hard coal is to be
had just now without especial difficulty, the experience of past
years has taught many consumers that this m.iy not be the
case a month or so from now.

BrFP.\LO, N. Y.

Some dilTerenee of opinion as to (he outlook. Ccrlaiii
dealers are afraid the lake trade is running doivn. Local
demand as heavy as ever. Coke weak.

Bituminous—There is some difference of opinion as to the
future of the bituminous trade.though none as to the con-
tinued strength of it here at present. A few dealers hear
reports of a congestion on the upper-lake docks and say
that much of the coal intended for that market will be di"-
vertel this way before long if the upper lakes are really
getting in their full season's supply: but that is merely an
inference as yet.

On the other hand it is stated that a certain large manu-
facturing concern has just asked for a supply of slack fromnow to April at $1.25 f.o.b.. without obtaining an offer. All
that can be said of the actual situation here is that there' is
no weakening of prices and no increase in the supply Prac-
tically everyone is short and there is no consignment coal
on track anywhere within reach of this market. Operators
can see nothing in the reported weakness. There is very
little contracting. The consumers are offering what would
look like good prices at almost any other time, but sellers
are cautious: they do not know what to ask and besides they
are afraid they would be unable to get the coal unless they
control the mine. Even when they have mines behind them
they have often contracted so much that they are obliged to
go into the open market and buy at whatever is asked.

Still the shipper who predicts a $2 price for slack before
long is looked on as visionary: slack is much scarcer than
it was awhile ago, but it would take a decided panic for it
to make any such advance. Still it is difficult to say what
will take place when the lakes close three months hence.
Often there is a short flurry and the former prices are re-
sumed.
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Bituminous quotations wHl tlifi-efore have to be placed at

former figures, $2.90 for PittsburKh lump, $2.80 for three-

quarter, »2.65 for mine-run and $2.15 for slack, with .\lle-

g^heny Valley 15 to 20c. lower.

Coke—The coke trade is not strong, some Jobbers report-

inK offers from the ovens at some reduction from former

prices. It seems to be the idea, though, that prices are at

the bottom, from the fact that there is still little stock coke

ofVered. With best Connellsville foundry selling at $4.65, f.o.li.

Buffalo, stock prices are $4.25. with off-grade 48-hr. furnace

at about the stock price.

.4nthraeite—There Is a slight stir in the local retail de-

mand for anthracite and some of the rail lines are increasing

their orders, but the business is not what the shippers ex-

pected. They say that it is bound to come all at once in a

month or so, just as it has always done. Shippers of inde-

pendent anthracite are selling a moderate amount of the

smaller sizes at circular prices, but are not able to do any-

thing with egg yet. Lake shipments of anthracite were 145.-

000 tons for the week, which is somewhat less than the sum-

mer average, on account of the scarcity of coal.

TOLEDO. OHIO

Fenr.s tbiK n cnr Hhortaue iiiny interfere «i«!i the bake

inoxenient. Unilrniiils »«ill fei-litlB the elVeetN of the sprlnK

flooilM. I'rleex linn linil the ilemanil Mtrons.

Toledo dealers are busy filling orders and watching their

cars. There seems to be something of a shortage of cars at

the mines, which has not as yet affected the lake business,

but which shippers greatly fear will cut down the movement

if it grows any worse. For some time past murmurs of a

alight congestion has been coming in from the northern lines,

but the first effects to be really felt here came during the

past week.
Considerable fear is expressed at many points at the in-

ability of the railroads to cope with the situation as fully

as could be desired this season owing to the fact that they

were badly crippled by the washouts occasioned by the March

floods. There is a firm demand for steam coal and the do-

mestic situation is favorable. Concerns are now busy filling

contracts, including school and municipal contracts. Quite a

number of large vessels cleared from the local docks during

the past week and there are a few now awaiting accommoda-

tion.

Prices as quoted here follow:

Poca- Hocli- Jaclc- Pome- Mass- Pitta. Cam-
honta-s ing son roy ilon .\o. .s hnd?e

g--'"- lis 'III 1:^ 'Wi *i;iS
'':'' '':''

Slack 0-70 0^" •

COMMBIS, OHIO

Activity still cbnraeterl/ieM the Ohio trade. The demand

lor ilomestle and steam grades is Rood and the tonnace mov-

InK to the Northwest large. An n.Ivance in prices «ns an-

nounced effective Sept. 1. Car shor'nge Is Increasing.

The coal trade here during the past week has been active

in every way. The new circular became effective Sept. 1.

which boosts prices to a higher level and the demand for all

grades is active. The tone of the market is satisfactory in

every respect and operators, shippers and dealers look for-

ward to a good trade for the remainder of the year.

About the only disturbing factor is the growing car short-

age which is curtailing production in certain districts. In

eastern Ohio the shortage is probably the worse and as a

result the output during the week has been about 55 per

cent, normal. There is also a lack of cars in the Pomeroy

Bend district and the production there is estimated at 65 per

cent. In the Hocking Valley and domestic producing fields

the car supply has been better and a larger tonnage was

produced.
The domestic trade is probably the strogest point in the

market at this time. Dealers are gradually laying in stocks

for the rush which is expected soon. There is a good demand

for the splints and rescreened varieties. Large householders

have placed their orders and deliveries are being made. One

of the features of the domestic trade is the fact that winter

fuel supplies are being laid in earlier than usual.

Steam business is also strong as manufacturing generally

is in good condition; iron and steel plants are good purchas-

ers of fuel and railroads are also buying a considerable ton-

nage. Very few steam contracts are expiring at this time

and much of the tonnage is being purchased on the open

market. The demand for the small sizes is strong and an ad-

vance has been made in the past week.

The lake trade is also active and will continue so right

up to the close of navigation. The docks at the upper lake

ports are fairly free as the Interior movement is good. Char-

tering of bottoms is being carried on actually and the tonnuf;.-

shipped from Ohio ports during the past week shows a laiK.-

increase over the previous week. The retail trade is gun,

I

and dealers are busy taking care of small orders. Rel;iil

prices are higher in accordance with the advanced clrcul;u.

tjuotations in the Ohio fields are as follows:

Hocl<inK Pittsburg Pomeroy Kaiiuwli!i

Domestic lump $1 7.'; («. 1 70 $1 .
S.^. (<i. 1 ir, $1

.
71) (.> 1 '

•">

3-4 inch . 1 UO(<ii l.W $1.30 ti' 125 1 .M (<il I .
BO 1.53(uil :, i

Nut 1 .30 tal 1 . 20 1 . 3.5 ((il 1
.
30

Mine-run 1.35(<i>1.25 1.20@1.15 1.30(<ill.25 1.26P1.H
Nut. pen and slack. . 0.80(i10.75 0.70(<ilO.G5 0.75(niO70
Coarscslack 0.70((!)0.65 0.75@0.70 0.6O@0.55 0.65(«)(ii.l)

HAMPTON ROADS, V A,

ll.-nv.v dlinipin-.; piir<ii'nliirl.> nt S.-iviills IVilnt. Vessels lit-

Inu lond.-d proniptl.v. Korriun slilpnit'iils IlKhli-r, liut eonst-

^vlse heiivier. .SIronKer deniiind Inland.

dumpings over the tidewater piers for the week have bt.n

good. This is especially true as regards the movement from
Sewalls Point, the loading at that pier being extra heavy ami

it is believed that a new record will be established tlii.-i

month. While the foreign movement has not been very satis-

factory there have been some large shipments to the N.w
England market. Practically all vessel tonnage arriving at

Hampton Roads has been taken care of promptly allhouwh

some of the suppliers have been compelled to go into the open

market and purchase coal to apply on contract business.

Prices quoted for spot coal have been from $2.80 to $3, Init

it is impossible to ascertain whether any sales have bci'n

made at the latter figure. The demand inland has been f:iir.

but only for New River and Pocahontas, and while there h.iv.-

been some sales of Kanawha and other high volatile coals,

prices have not befn very satisfactory.

Foreign shipments during the week have been to Para,

Manos, St. Lucia, Cuban ports and Vera Cruz. The .\tlantic

fleet has been in the Roads some days taking in stores and a

supply of bunl^er coal.

I,OI ISVII.LK. KY.

Demand continues strouB. Cnr supply better iin<l may ef-

fect an easier situation shortly. Still a heavy movement
Into the Nortb«est. !Ven rumors of an Impending strllte.

The demand for all grades of coal continues strong, as

might be expected with the approach of the Fall season. Th:;

shortage of cars, however, which threatened to further ag-

gravate the situation, is showing every indication of im-

provement, and now seems to be indefinitely postponed. Mines

in all parts of the state have been getting all the equipment

they required, but whether this will continue, particularly

with the heavy movement from eastern Kentucky into the

Northwest, remains to be seen.

The movement into the Northwest, as noted, continues as

heavy as before, and as this is almost entirely on contract,

the indications are that it will continue steady throughout

the season. There is also a good volume of domestic trade;

dealers were rather conservative about putting in supplies

during the summer, and with a fair demand now coming in

from their customers their storage supplies are being

rapidly cleaned up. In event of the anticipated shortage

developing into a reality, many dealers will find they are

unable to supply their customers.

The possibility of a strike is the most serious factor in

the market at the present time. It is stated on reliable au-

thority that a determined effort will be made to organize

the miners in the eastern Kentucky field, and that recognition

of the union will be enforced. Reports are to the effcect that

the move will be initiated on Oct. 1, and there have already

been some preliminary skirmishes which have resulted

favorably to the operators. There is no controversy in the

matter of wages, the trouble hinging entirely on recogni-

tion of the union and the consequent closed shop.

Prices are now on the September basis, the better grades

of block selling at $2 to $2.25, with block and lump at $1.90

to $2.15, round $1.40 to $1.50 and nut and slack at 70 to 85c.

The second grades are quoted at from 10 to 25c. less and

the demand is strong in .tII departments.

BIKMIXJHAM, AI.A.

Demand strong and prices Rood, shonine n slight advance.

Car shortage causing some shippers to foil behind on con-

tracts. Coke quiet hut fairly steady.

The coal and coke market here shows little change

over last week; the demand is strong and prices good, with

a slight advance. The car situation is still annoying the

operators, as all mines are running on short time for lack

of equipment, and contract shipments are slightly behind

on this account. The Southern Railway has just closed a
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contract ith a Northern car works for 1720 fifty-ton all-

steel cars, and 15 large freight locomotives, to be deliv-

ered as fast as possible; while this will not help the pres-

ent sUuation. it will give this district additional equipment

this winter, when it is most needed.

The cok; market is quiet, especially on the foundry coke,

and no improvement is looked for in this line until the pig-

r,on mai^et picks up and furnaces now ""^"^ ^^l^'J"J
Lack- this does not seem probable at a near date because of

the low price of iron. The iron market is holding up well

lales being smaller than last week, but at better prices, which

is a good indication that the market is steady.

NEW ORLKAX?
ru.sh. Oiiening of cotton season

Uiplies. Exports to Latin Ameri-

the demand for screenings, which grade is now pressing toi

sale. The coal men have made large contracts and tne>

speak optimistically of the outlook. The retail business con-

tinues good. Apparently there has been more than the

usual summer buying. Retailers have bought better than

their customers, at that, and are long on Eastern coals, par-

ticularly Pocahontas.
around the following figures:Mine quotations

No. 4 screenings $0. 60 Egg. . . ...
.

•

5 and 6 screenings . 50 4-in. domestic

.

No. 4 I

Nos. 5 and 6 mine-run

.

1^-in. steam lump and i

. . $1.50
. . 1 . 60
. . 2.20
@ 2.25

quipment in shape for

the limited amount of

iddle of September.

Dealers prepare for fall

causes fsins to lay In fuel s

can ports.

Local dealers are getting th«

the rush of fall business. Owin_

fuel required for heating purposes in New Mexico, ^ord

domestic supplies do not begin until the

With the first cold snap,

"^Dealers in Alabama coal report the first pinches_ of

car shortage. That this

is practically certain

the state n
of fuel oil many of the

1 . 15 Brazil block
1 10 Washed coal.

1.30

CHic.\t;o

: out of the market, hnTe forceil

i'ranklin County operators have ad-

satisfactory sales. Prices for

.\ slight weakness In the do-

however, orders come

row steadily

tual
orse

Exports of coal durin

_ ,_ndition
Operation of cotton gins throughout

s becoming general. Owing to the high prices

eturned to the use of coal.

k were to Frontera. Mex.;

Gracias and Bluefields. Nicaragua:
r. !,„ MnnHiiras- Cape Gracias ana ciueueiu^. i..v.«.„o

^u'to Bariios Gua^e'mala: Belize and Stann Creek. British

Hondtn-as. All exports were in less than cargo shipments.

th

DETROIT, Mien
at anj lie ilurins the summer,

the smaller sixes. West

emanfl.

Market stronKei

Stin'enins particularly not

Virsiinia grades In heavy

Bituminous-soft coal is still continuing to show a steady

. „„.! iQ much stronger right now than it has
improvement and is _m"th

^^.^J^lt.. The better grades are

he smaller sizes have

is much stronger

been at anv time during the summer,

about the same as last week, but

Large buyers, keeping i

screenings down to 4ric, Frj

vanced prices and report

smokeless coals are strong

mestic coke trade is noted.

A marked drop in the volume of business in the steam coal

market in Chicago has been noted within the past week. As

a result of action taken by a number of the large buyers in

keeping their orders off the market, screenings were reduced,

on the average, to 45c. a ton.

Despite the action of the Franklin County operators in

advancing prices for lump, egg and nut coal to $1.75 a ton.

the mines, sales of that fuel generally have been satis-

factory. In the Carterville district, the operators are di-

vided into two groups. The majority of the standard mines

in that field are charging $1.50 a ton. but there are a few

which are obtaining $1.60. There has been a slight softening

in the market so far as the domestic coke trade is concerned.

As a rule, prices for gas-house coke are easy.

Prices for smokeless coal continue strong, mine-run sell-

ing at $1.50 to $1.65. The circular price on lump and egg

coal is $2.25 with sellers of free tonnage obtaining $2.50.

A i>rice of $1.60 a ton is being asked for inferior grades of

lii'-in. Hocking lump, the standard producers, however, ob-

taining $1.70.

Prevailing prices at Chicago are:

^hown a tend:ncvo stiffen still further with indications for

a sready improvement, from now on: the demand for these

and some large

>d to make the

ansumers
,'n slack

ind three-fourths lump

steady
sizes is in excess of the supply,

who have crushers are being forced

from the larger coal.

Both the West Virginia grades

are also in excellent demand. The latter is being held rather

closely at $1.05 minimum, with mine-run the same and slack

bein^ quoted at 95c. to ?1; indications point to an advance

^o about $1.10 on this last, before the middle of the current

;°onth Prices on the domestic grades are steady with a

hardening tendency, due to the heavy demand. Pocahontas is

booming quite scarce with the demand far m excess of the

supply so far as the local market is concerned.

The market is quotable on about the folio

generally firm:

Hock-

Springfield Franklin

Domestic lump S2.07@2.32 S2.55@2
Steam lump 1-92 >_.^,
Egg

Co. Clinton

$2.27
2.07

1.87

W. Va.

S4.30@4.55
"5® 3. 651 82 2 30

screSngs'.:::::::'.:.:::': i.22@i:32 i.6o@i'.75 i.22@i.32

Wise County. $5.25@5.50; by-
$4.75@4.S5; gas house, $4.65@

Coke
product.

-Connellsville, $5.50:

egg. stove and nut.

4.75.

ST. LOl IS, :ii(>.

ns splendid for a good Septemlier business. Prices

un all except Standard. Car shortage still pre-

ithracite weak, with smokeless and coke '

basis

illng.

Prospects were never brighter for

Domestic lump.
Egg
Steam lump. . ..

W. Va.
Splint

SI. 65
1.65
1.50
1.25
1 15

Gaa mg Ohio

2.75

Jackson
Hill

$2.50
2.50

$1.25
1.15
0.70

\nthraclt^-The anthracite market is beginning to show

indications of some activity and
^^'-^-''"-''''^JISZ o"f

will depend entirely on weather conditions. A premium ot

Tsc. is being asked in occasional instances on stove and

^^^Coke—Coke producers are holding firm at $3, sales in-

volving several thousand tons, having been ooncluded on

this basis during the past two weeks. Semet Solvay Is

now quoted at $3. Connellsville $3 and gas house »-..t..

IXDI.\NAPOLIS, IJJD.

^u-nst showed considerable improvement over July.

Screenings weak but the outlook on the whole Is excellent.

Summer buying heavier than usual.

August has shown considerable improvement over July

in ihe^volume of business in the coal fields of Indiana, mmes

having come much nearer a full running schedule. There

fs car trouble at many operations, which are long on hoppers

and Short on gondolas, but the railroads say they can do bet-

ter now on gondolas.
,

The industrial situation is mixed but on the ''hole sat-

Au-ust is a vacation month, a time for inventories
° iny manufacturing establishments,

month in Indiana and

a good month in the

coal trade than they are at this time. There is some uncer-

tainty, however, as to just how much coal will be offered.

The first few days of the month practically none was pro-

duced in southern Illinois, on account of the holidays; also,

several mines were tied up by petty grievances on the part

of the miners, and there has been an extraordinarily large

advance sale of screened sizes, so that up to Sept. 10 or 15

there will be practically no coal to offer, and the car short-

age will be severe enough by that time to steady up the

market.
Coal in the Standard field is still being sold at about cost.

Screenings are down to 30c. and mine-run has been offered

the past week for 75c. There is no hope for any money in

this field until the car shortage curtails work to about two

davs per week and there is an extraordinary good demand.

Anthracite is still moving in at from 25 to 30c. under the

circular. There has been a fairly good demand for smoke-

less the past week, and coke is moving a little more freely

than it has for a month. There is absolutely no washed coal

market here at the present time.

The circular prices are:

Carterv

Franklin
Mt.

isfactory.

and for overhauling in mat

"^^^k:^:^ Zs^::::^^^^ to do with a fanmg off m

2-in. lump
3-in. lump
6-in. lump
Lump and egg
No. 1 nut
Screenings
Mine-nin
No. 1 washed nut

No. 2 washed nut

No. 3 washed nut
No. 4 washed nut
No. 5 washed nut.

$1.70 @ 1.85
1 . 50 @ 1 . 60
1.30® 1.40

0.55
1.50
1 fiO

1 35
1 20
1 00
0.60

$1.30
1.50
1.60
1.05
0.40

"1.60

Standard

$1.00®!. 10

0.871
0.85
0.75
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Miirkt-t <-i>nill«liiii« Iniiirovlnu i<l4>»ly. nl<h mlnoH urniliinl-

ly reni-hliiK cnpnt'lly. Flr«l IikIIviiIIkiix of n <'nr nhi-rlliKf m>-
ppar. i%ltb a Moarirlty of tiox carM. Mine price ntlvuucoU
Sept. 1.

August has gone down on record as a month presenting
new and peculiar conditions in the coal market. The usual

storage period ended on Aug. 1. with little coal in stock,

although the operators expected August to be a very busy
month. Anticipating this the mine price was increased 25c.

by some producers, and 50c. by others, although the latter

was shortly reduced to the 25e. advance. Those operators
"Who advanced to 50c. expected the dealer and consumer to

buy heavily during August, but in the early part of the

month it became apparent that the market was still In a
sluggish condition and buyers not ready to place orders. The
territory has been worked and reworked by all the sales-

men, with only moderate results. N'o large orders are being

placed and most of the coal bought is for immediate use.

Most of the mines were able to run at a little better than
half time during the last week in August, showing some en-

couragement. Owing to a better demand for lump, some op-

erations are getting a little long on nut. and indications are

that there will be a surplus of this grade during September.
All the sugar factories have completed shipments on their

storage orders for slack and very little coal will be consigned
to them during the first half of September, which will no

doubt cause a surplus of this grade. The first indications

of a shortage of coal equipment occurred Aug. 29, when the

mines were compelled to load commercial coal in open cars,

the railroads being short of box cars. The Intermountain
territory has a large crop this year, and most of the closed

cars will be used in handling the crop.

The new circular went in effect Sept. 1, the market now
being quotable on the following basis: Lump, $2.75; egg,

$2.50: nut. $2.25: mine-run. $1.85: slack. $1.

CORTLAM), ItUi:.

riiii Hltiiiitiiin here (be pnHt

uf liusinexH In the full.

eek.Mo nin

IndleatlonN favor (air

There has been practically no ehange in the coal situa-

tion here the past week. The volume of business is light, as is

to be expected, at this lime, but dealers look for an improve-

ment in the movement in the near future with preparations

for the winter season. Prices remain unchanged foi- the

present with no indication of any occurring until winter

quotations go into effect, which will mean $1 additional per

ton, as compared with the summer rates. There is no indi-

cation of importations of Australian coal this fall.

PRODUCTION AND TRANS-
PORTATION STATISTICS

U.\I.TIMORE & OHIO

The following is a comparative statement of the coal and

coke movement over this road for July and the first seven

months of this year and last year:

_ July— . Seven Months
1913 1912 1913 1912

Coal ....' 2,938,723 2,519,881 19,604,691 17.668,329

Coltc 391,485 368,720 2,839,373 2,653,612

Total 3,330,208 2,888,601 22,444,064 20,321,941

FOREIGN MARKETS

nrltlNh KxportM—The following is a comparative state-
ment of British exports for July and the first seven months
of the last three years. In long tons:

July 7 Months .

1912 1913 1911 1912 1913

Anthracito 304,022 29.i.093 1,300.747 1,278,21.'; I,703,n9n
Steam 4,901.888 .5,050,:«)8 20.427,909 23,082,04.') 31,090,."i.-.:i

Gas 1,200,008 1,114,572 5,95,s.032 5,747,845 0,024. '.ism

Hcuaohold 101,813 108.001 82'.),400 802.208 1,023 I i(.

Otiier sorts 354.135 340,277 1,790,703 l,7tM.800 2,05i).:iv7

Total 7,(Ml,S0e 0,975,211 30.373,517 3:t.215.I.S9 42,.'iOI. 1 hi

Coke 85,978 99,005 .515,210 474,080 590. J 7.
Monufiictured fuel 191,945 200,814 981,094 327,228 l,223.(Mi.

Cirnnd total ... 7,319.789 7,275,030 37,899,821 34,516,503 44,323,707

Bunker colli 1,032,501 1,883,676 9,758,398 11,970,71:1

COAL S E C U R I T 1 I' S

The following table gives the range of various active coal
securities and dividends paid during the week ending Aug. 2:i:

. Week's Range Year's Ranf^e
Stocks IliKi, I.r,n l.aM Hiuli !..,«

American Coal Prndurts 83 83 US 87 So
.\merican Coal Products Pref 105 lODJ In.'i

Colorado fuel & Iron 33 311 32i 41! L'M
Colorado Fuel & Iron Pn-." . 1.55 l.-)5 I.IO

Coii.solidation Coal of M.-:rv land 1021 lOSJ 1021 102} lOL'J
LehiEh Valley Coal Sales 210 195 200
Lsland Creek Coal Com 53J 52 .53} ,53 J 47}
Island Creek Coal Pref 85 841 85 85 SO
Pittsburgh Coal 20) 19} 20] 241 I4J
Pittsburgh Coal Pref 85! 84} 85) 95 73
Pond Creek 201 20 2o| 23i 164
Reading 163! 160| 102J 168J 151|
Reading 1st Pref 84 84 84 92) S4
Reading 2nd Pref ssf 95 S4
Virginia Iron, Coal & Coke 39} 39J 30i 54 371

(losing Week's Range Year's
Bonds Bid Ask-d or Last .'Sale Range

Colo. F. & I. gen. s.f.K. 5s 93J Sale 93) 93J 93J <Mi
Colo. F. & I. gen. Os 103 100 107} June '12

Col. Ind. 1st, & coll. 53. gu. 83 Sale .83 83J 77! 85
Cons. Ind. Coal Me. 1st 5s 70 78 76 20 76 76
Cons. Coal 1st and ref, 58 92} 93 Oct '12
Gr. Riv. Coal & C. 1st g Os 102,' .April '06

K. & H. C. & C, 1st sf g5s 91 98 Jan. '13 98 OS
Pocah. Con. Coil, 1st s f .53 85J SGI June '13 86 .S7I
St. L. Rky. Mt. & Pac. Ist 53 77S 80 78S 78J 73 80!
Tenn. Coal gen, 5s 991 98} .Aug, '13 98! 103

Birm. Div. Lst consol. 6s lOOJ 102 IflOJ .Aug. '13 lOOJ 103
Tenn. Div. 1st g Os lOOJ 102 100} July '13 100} 102

Cah. C, M. Co. 1st e fi.s 103 July '13 103 103
t'tab Fuel 1st g 6s
Victor Fuel 1st s f 5s SO 80 Mav '13 79i 80
Va. I, Coal & Coke Ist g 5s 02 93 Q2 Aug. '13 92 98

>o Important DIvideuilx weie announced during the
week.

American Coal Products Co The common stock of this
concern amounts to $50,000,000 of which $10,539,300 are out-
standing: the authorized preferred is $5,000,000, 7% cumula-
tive of which $2,500,000 are outstanding and are redeemable
after three years at 120. It is provided that the full paid
common stock must always be not less than twice the pre-
ferred stock and that no additional mortgage or bonded debt
can be placed against the property or its subsidiaries without
the consent of two-thirds of the stockholders. The com-
pany paid regular dividends of St-.'^ from the time of its

organization up to Oct., 1909: in 1910 it paid 6%; eV2% in

1911, and 7% in 1912.

Colorado Fuel & Iron Co.—The disastrous result of the
strike, which this company went through in 1903, caused the
report for the year ended June 30, 1904, to show the lowest
earnings in the history of the company. Last year the com-
pany did nearly three times as much business as in 1904:

during this latter year the company earned sufficient to pay
off the $1,500,000 accrued dividends and leave a balance of

approximately $300,000.

<;UK.\T iiKJ'r,\i.\

,\iig. so—For early loading admiralty coals are almost un-

obtainable. Rnquiries for forward loading are more nu-

merous and firm prices are quoted. Quotations are approxi-

mately as follows:

Best Welsh iSteam S4.9S(a,5.(M Best Monmouthshires. .$4 201.. 4 2i;

Be.st seconds 4.74(a,4.86 Seconds 4 ()2('. 4 (is

.Seconds 4 , 62(3,4 . 74 Best Cardiff smalls 2 .
7l)l.. : s,s

Best dry coals 4.32@t4.56 Seconds 2.40(..L' .^s

The prices for Cardiff coals are f.o.b. Cardiff, Penarth or

Barry, while these for Monmouthshire descriptions are f.o.b.

Newport: both exclusive of wharfage, and for cash in 30 fays.

COAL FREIGHT DECISIONS

Fourth Section Applications Nos. 774 and .5301.—In tbe
mutter of eoal rates from the antbraelte fields to points on
the New Haven R.R.

Respondent allowed to make a less charge than is made to

intermediate points on prepared sizes of anthracite coal, all-

rail, from mines in the anthracite region to Boston, Need-
ham. Needham Heights, and Newton Upper Falls, Mass.
Opinion >o. S411>.
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Recently one of our boyhood friends was
sentenced to prison for theft. Some days
later another friend of our youth was elected

president of a great industrial concern. Both
had an equal start.

Thus the paths diverge as the j^ears pass.

The average man must row hard to even stand
still—so strong is the current in life's stream.

Any old scow can drift with the tide, and no
skiU or effort is required to go over the falls

which are always nearby.

But when we row hard and straight, still

making but httle progress, it is naturally

disconcerting to hear our friends tell tales of

easy trips to some port of success. We say,

"How do they do it?" and award ourselves

booby prize for being chief of the grand tribe of

mortal incompetents.

However, rest easy—smother your envy;
the same fellows will be teUing hke tales next
year. You'll find they seldom get into the

harbor and never tie up at the dock. Some-
thing always shps just as they're going to land.

Some day, gentle, forgiving folk will whisper
"dreamers," while those less diplom^atic Will

say "Hars."

The longer we live, the more we are forced to
reahze that "getting on" in the world is a full-

size man's job Investigators claim that but
one man in twenty is even a moderate success
in a material way. One per cent, of the popu-
lation of this country owns nearly fifty per
cent, of the nation's Wealth.

Therefore, if a fellow is doing a httle better
than breaking even, he is of the chosen few.
There isn't any real difference between the
man who lacks abihty to earn more than a

living wage, and the fellow who does earn more
but saves nothing Both finish at the same
tape. The water that has passed is of no
further use to the miller. The only market to
recognize money ahead}' spent is the "land of

regrets."

No one has a right to be entirely satisfied.

Self-content generally means stagnation. But
it's not wise to get wrinkles worrying about the
other fellow's success. The chances are, if

we could read the secret history of his hfe, we
would find in it enough sorrow and suffering to
disarm all our envy. Besides, failure often
wears a fur coat, false whiskers and rides in

an automobile.

If Bill, or Tom, or John, who used to go to
school with you has "got on in the world,"
don't tell all your neighbors how stupid he was
as a boy, and how in the old days you could
mine more coal in an hour than he could in a
shift, or how you could make twice as many
set-ups with your transit.

It's just possible his success is due more to his
personality, coupled with a policy of attending
strictly to his own business, than to any display
of genius. Some men spend so much time
m'nimizing the virtues and abihty of others

that but little is left to add worthwhile credits

to their own record of personal effort.

We may as well seek the end of the rainbow
for its bag of gold as expect to add one iota to

our personal success by the practice of envy.
This passion is only an awkward homage in-

feriority pays to merit; it corrupts a man's soul
as rust corrodes iron. Why send back our
mutton and go hungry just because the other
fellow is eating venison? Be a booster.
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The Atlas Co.'s Plant at Burgettstown, Penn.
|!\ 1,11. Ll.KW KI.I.VX*

Sl'VOfN/'S This is Ihe second and condudiny instail-

ment on this plant, 'flic screening and other arrnnge-

ments for Irealini/ and cleaninn the roaJ are de.smln'd.

Particular attention is derated to the niechanicnl details

,iiid the steel tipple construction, is also discussed.

There are two irravitv-^^ia-oeii rijjs at this jilaiit, oath

luipped with 3-ton wei-h l.a.-^ket.*. The rigs are dupli-

cates, except that in one tiie nut. or nut ami .slack nii.xcd.

passes from the nut-.sereen chute direct hy a sjiiral chute

to one pickinjr tahle. while in the other the niaterml

passes from the nut-screen chute to a shakiui; |.iim. win. h

delivers it to tlic other pickin<r talilc.

The lunij.->< ivcn rliutc i.- 6 ft. wide \>y lit It. loni; and

The weigh baskets are Inuifj from structural steel wei<;h

frames and arranged with counterweights lor relurnmg

them to their normal position after dumping. Tl>e oper-^

ation of the baskets is .ontrolled i),v ibe weighma.sler

through a eounterweigiited Inakc wh(>el lonnected to a

rope and lever system leading to ilie scale Ikiusc. The

weigh frames are suspende.l frnni ln-lon standard tii)ple

scales provided with .|uick-wrigliinu dials.

Each nut-.screen chut.' is C It. wide l)y .'G It. long and

provided with K! ft. of screening surface. Screen bars are

l%x%.\VV-in. -Akron" har.s, sup])orted by 4:X%-in. hear-

inu- bars, si)aced on 'M-in. centx'rs. A lower deck is pro-

\ideil for gathering the slack, wiiicli is discharged into

railroad cars over a chute ctjninion In bolli rigs; this chute

\'||.\V 01 'I'il'l'l

provided with 12 ft. of standar,! bar screen with li/4-i»-

spaces for bypa.ssing the screenings around the baskets.

Chutes are equipped with extra-heavy fly gates for pass-

ing room cleanings to the cross l)one-eonveyor chute or

rock to the rock bin. The screen bars are -ix^Xj^-m.

standard "Akron" bars, supported by 4x%-ni. bearing

bars spaced on 24-in. centers. The upper dead plate has

a 2-in. buckle at the center of its lower end to assist in

distributing the coal evenly to the screen bars. The lower

dead plate extends 12 in. beyond the lower end of the

screen bars and is notched at upper end and hent down

between the bars to rai.se any lumps that may ride be-

tween screen bars. This construction also ]>revent.s lumps,

riding in this manner, from chipping on the sharp edge

of the dead plates, as is the case in ordinary construction.

These notches extend far enough beyond screen bars to

catch any dust that may ride the" bar. The fly gate for

bypassing room cleanings and rock is of extra-heavy con-

struction, consisting of two .steel plates riveted to a 2-in.

square trunnion shaft, which is turned at the ends to ac-

commodate bearing plates attached to screen chute. Gates

are counterweighted for easy operation and oi^erated by a

lever located near the dump attendant.

•Chief engineer, Pittsburgh Coal Washe
Penn.

Co.. Pittsburgh,

is provided with a .section of perlorated plate, for taking

the real line dust out of the sla.k coal. The luit coal

passes to a hopper, common to both rigs, ami is Inadcd

over a spiral end-loading chute, eciuipped with a hiiig.MJ

section for low cars. Both the nut- and ilie slack-lnjubng

chutes are equipped with gates (iperatrd Ifoiii the car-

trimmer's platform, to stop the flow ..l' coal when shil'ting

the .railroad car. Screens are Inmg by adjustable rods,

so that the angle may be varied to suit conditions.

A rock bin, common to both rigs, is provided for re-

ceiving rock from either dunqj. It is of heavy-plate con-

struction and equipped with two substantial steel-plate

sates for jtassing the rock to the dump cars.

Ki;I':dei!S -vxn I'lCKixi; Tahi.i:>

There are two plate feeders for feeding the ly^^-in.

lump to picking tables. They are of the reciprocating

type and consist of a steel-plate chute section hung by

forged-steel hangers underneath structural-steel cageways

whfeh receive the coal from the feeder hoppers. The re-

reciprocating chutes are beveled at such an angle as to

insure an even distribution of coal on the tables. The re-

ciprocating motion is imparted to the chutes from the

feeder crankshafts through forged-steel connecting-rods

and adjustable crankpins. Feeder crankshafts are driven

from the picking-table countershaft through one steel
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thimble roller aud one machiue-molded bevel-gear trans-

misi^ion. By this arrangement of drives, when a picking
table is stopped its feeder will also immediately stop.

The tables are of duplicate design, and arranged with
hinged chute sections for discharging into the cars. They
consist of two strands of V>-h\. pitch steel thimble-roller

chain, to which is attached double-beaded pans 5 ft. long,

with moving sides 10 in. high. The tahles are arranged
for 35 ft. of clear picking space. The speed is 40 ft. per
min. aud each table is caj^able of handling 275 tons of

run-of-mine per hour, based on the maximum output ot

3000 tons per eight-hour day, and assuming 65 per cent,

of the output to be %-in. lump, the average thickness of
lump coal oil the tables will lie 6 inches.

top of the rail, for topping 8-ft. and 10-ft. cars. - Hand
winches are used for operating the hinged '^hutes.

-Bo.XK CoxvKYoiis. CiirsHERS AND Elkvator

These conveyors are of the apron type and consist of

two strands of 9-in. pitch steel thimble-roller chain, to

which is attached double-headed pans 2 ft. long with mov-
ing sides 4 in. high. The conveyor between the pick-

ing tables is driven from the picking-table countershaft
through one steel thimble roller-chain transmission and
the other is driven from the crusher countershaft through
one belt and one machine-molded spur-gear transmission.
The s]ieed is 40 ft. per min. and capacity 35 tons per

Wi;i(;ii -KicTS, Fekdek Hoppkk, Pii'kinc; Tabli:s axd Boxe Coxvj;y(

ON THE Tables
XuTE Tin: Excellent Lhuit

The drive for the tables is by a 15-hp. motor (which
also drives bone conveyor, feeders and shaking pan),
through one belt and one cut spur-gear transmission to the
line shaft, from which each table is driven by one ma-
chine-molded spur gear and one steel thimble roller-drive

chain transmission. The driving pinion of each table is

fitted with a friction clutch, operated through levers, pipe
toggles aud bell cranks, from the car-tender's platfomi.
The tables are mounted on structural-steel frames, sup-

ported by the picking-house floor beams, and each is pro-
vided with a set of special loading chutes, designed to
load and top three different-height cars, viz: 8 ft., 10 ft.

and 11 ft. 3 in. high. The first, or stationary chute sec-

tion, is hung -nith the discharge point 14 ft. above the
top of the rail for topping 11-ft. 3-in. cars. The second
and third sections are hinged and hung so the discharge
ends will be 10 ft. and 13 ft. high, respectively, above the

The crusher is of the belted, toothed roll type, of extra-

heary design, having rolls 24 in. in diameter by 24 in.

long. The rolls are mounted on 3i/^-iu. shafts supported
by a cast-iron frame and provided with steel-plate hous-
ing. The drive is from a 15-hp. motor by belt to the
crusher countershaft, which is mounted on the crusher
frame and extended for outboard bearing. One roll is

driven from the countershaft by one cut-steel spur-gear
transmission and the other by belt transmission, equipped
with the connterweighted idler pulley. The belt-driven
roll is ad.-justable and equipped with safety springs to pro-
tect the rolls in case injurious foreign materialis passed
to them.

The elevator is of the perfect discharge type and about
40 ft. center to center of sprockets. It is composed of
two strands of 9-in. pitch steel thimble-roller chain, to
which are attached 9xl2x20-in. buckets every 18-in. cen-
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Cenhr Lines ofDump

LuN..TrnixM, .^Nn Kn,. Klkv.tu>x ok T.pple with Dkt.uls ok Schkkxs v.n r,T,

tei> The chain is a .luplicate of hont-coiiveyov chains.

The buckete are made of Xo. 10-gage steel and the dig-

,nu- lips reinforeed by iy2X%-in. wearing bars. Uie

elevator is provided with a steel boot, easing, hood and

<teel disehar-e plates to insure perfect discharge I he

elevator is driven from the car-haul counterebatt through

one machine-molded bevel gear, and one steel tbiniblc

roller-chain transmission. The speed is 60 ft. i-er mm.

and the c-ipacity 40 tons per hour.

7'/i^ tiuWvT-Rou^e Car has a capacity of 31/2 tons oT

.rushed coal. The hopper portion is built of y^-m. stex>l

plate thorou-hlv stiffened and braced, and supported by

a rigid channel-irmi frame mounted on four 16-in. heavy-

cast-iron traction wheels, having chilled treads and 3-

in cold-rolled steel axles. The car is traversed by a

General Electric mill-type series-wound motor, having a

.....tmuous rating of 3% hp.. through two sets ol cut s u,

.ears to the front axle of the car. The motor ,s controlled

bv an R-53 reversing controller placed 11. the operators

cab. Car is provided with a gate and structural-steel

chute for passing the coal to the stoker hoppers, riu

ehute is arranged so it can be readily drawn back out ol

the way when the car is traveling between the l)o,ler hon>.-

and storage bin.

MiSCKLLANEOIS 1 )1;IA1LS

Chain Drires-^An drive chams for tliis 'n^tal!ati.m

are the .steel thimble roller, of one size. Ea<-h drive chain

is equipped with an idler sprocket to keep the loose side

of the chain tight. Special care was taken to have as tew

sizes of sprockets as possible.

^S7,a/ts—All shafting is cold-rolled steel supported m

?\an

"T 7 J^ \phillip.s cross-
il

J -^ J -• cyfer c^urnp \\

Pl.^x Axn Kt.kvatiox of

' -T+ion B-"?

Tipple Tracks, Showing Gradks. Etc.
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extra-heavy bearings equipped with compression grease

Clips. Xo size less than 2i/o-in. was used, except in gates.

Belts—All drive belts are of the best 3-ply rubber and

made continuous for easy running.

Gears are either cut or machine-molded. Gears hav-

ing a peripheral speed of 200 ft. per min. or over are

cut. Pinions having a peripheral speed of 300 ft. or over

are forged-steel ; all others are cast-steel, machine-molded.

Motors are duplicates, of the General Pjlectric (,'o.

make, type CYC, and wound for 250 volts direct current.

The size and units they drive are as follows:

One 15-hp. drives crusher and bone conveyor.
One 15-hp. drives pickin?r-table machinery.
One 15-hp. drives car haul and bone elevator.

The computed horsepower necessary to drivi* the total

equipment is 35.

Steet Work—The column.-; and batter Ijraces for main

headframe and the tipple columns, from foundations to

tipple floor, are 10-in. H-sections. The picking-house

columns are lO-in. I-l)eams. The tipple columns above

the tipple floor arc two 4x3xY%-iii. angles placed back to

back. The air-hoist columns and batter braces are 8-iii.

H-sections. The boiler-house car-trestle columns arc

angle- and plat('-s\ip|)()rliiig T-boani .-stringers, which

themselves support 40-lb. rails for carrying the lioiler-

house car.

All steel is opeiihearth. conforming to the Manufac-
turer's Standard Specifications. All supports and struts

are of beam construction. No latticed work was used. The
steel framework for the tipple, boiler-house car, trestle

and air-hoist headframe was sublet to the Pittsburgh

Bridge* & Iron Works, of Rochester, Penn., who fabri-

cated and erected same from plans furnished by the Pitts-

I'urgh Coal Washer Co.

All roofing and siding is No. 22 coriaigated protected

asbestos metal. The roofs are laid with 11^ corrugation

side lap and 4-in. end lap. Sides have one corrugation

side lap and 4-in. end lap. Flashing in No. 24-gage and
placed above all windows and doors where they are ex-

posed to the weather.

Stair stringers are built of 8-in. channel irons with

angle-iron clips for supporting the treads, which are 2-iii.

oak planks and bolted to clips on the stringers. All stair-

ways are ])rovided with neat ly^^-in. gas pipe hand rails.

The main tipple floor is 3-in. oak, all other floors,

walkways and platforms being 2-in. oak. They are secure-

ly spiked to nailing strips bolted to the floor members.
All platforms and walkways, where necessary, are pro-

tected l)y a 114-in. gas-pipe hand railing.

The main tipple windows are 12 lights, 10x12. The
picking-house windows are 24 lights, 10x12. Standard
doors are 3x7 ft. Window frames are white-pine mill

frames and window sash, white pine. Doors and door
frames are of the same material.

Coal in Turkey
Although Turkey produces about 1.000.000 tons of coal

and possesses rare unexploited deposits ranging from lig-

nite to anthracite, it imports annually coal to the amount
of some $1,500,000, says the Daily Consular and Trade
Reports. Most of this coal comes from Great Britain.
Of late, certain railroads in Turkey have adopted liquid

fuel. There is. nevertheless, an opening afforded in Tur-
key for American coal, both soft and hard. Negotia-
tions are now being conducted between New York brok-

ei-s and birgc commission houses in Constantinople that

appear to promise the early introduction into Turkey of

.Vmericaii coal as successfully as into Alexandria, Trieste

and Genoa.

Illinois' Loss from Biennial Shut-

downs
The coal miners of Illinois, according to E. W. Parker,

of the IT. S. Geological Survey, are probably better or-

ganized than those of any other bituminous coal-mining

state. The result has been the establishment throughout
the coal-mining regions of the 8-hr. day, but the habit-

ual bi-ycarly shutdown has naturally resulted in long

periods of idleness and loss of income, both to operators

and employees.

In 1906, practically all the important mines were shut

down, and 49,793 men out of a total of 61,988, were idle

for an average of 58 days each. This was equivalent to

an average of 48 days of idleness for each of the 61,988
employees, or to 25 per cent, of the total time made.

In 1908, the suspension was not so long nor quite as

many men affected, 47,456 out of a total of 68.035 be-

ing idle for an average of 37 days, equivalent to an idle-

ness of 26 days for each of the 68,035 employees, or 14
per cent, of the total number of days worki'd bv each

man during the year.

In 1910, out of a total of 72,645 men, 67,318 Mere idle

for an average of 136 days, and the total time off was
equivalent to 9,133,953 working days. The total time
made for the 72,645 men was 11,612,966 days, or an
average of 160 days each. Thus, the idle time in 1910
was nearly 80 per cent, of the working time made.
The total number of men employed in 1913 was 78,098,

who worked an average of 194 days. Idleness due to

strikes or dissensions affected a total of 60,505 men, who
lost an average of 33 days. The aggre.arate idle time due
to labor troubles was thus 13 per cent, of the total time
worked.

West Virginia Mines Are Flourishing

The last uioiithly statement of coal shipments over the
Norfolk & Western Ry., tells an interesting story con-
cerning the coal mines of West Yirginia. For the seven
months ending July 31, the total amount of coal and
coke shipped was 14,536,695 net tons, as compared with
13,905,052 tons for the corresponding period of last

year, or an increase of 4.47 per cent.

The shipments for July aggregated 2,254,601 tons, as

compared with 2,096,477 tons for the corresponding
month of 1912, which was an increase of 158,124 tons
or 71^ per cent. This shows that the increase is growing
from month to month. The highest percentage of gain
was in coal shipped to Tidewater for export, which" in-

creased 33 per cent, in July over the corresponding
month of last year, or from 116,339 tons to 155,763 tons.

The coal for export for the first seven months of the
'

year aggregated 1,032,083 tons, an increase of 81.189
tons. Coal shipped to interior points in the seven months
increased from 9,994,907 tons in 1912, to 10,318,605
tons in 1913. Representative operators aflinn that they
could have made a still better showing but for the scar-
citv of labor.
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The Coal Production of Texas

AtroidM.g to ilio Ii-UR> ol tlu^ U. S. Ut-ologual Sur

vev the prodiKtioii in coal in Texas in Utl2 passed tlu

2,600,000-ton nuirk, witli a value at the mines of $:!.(>.)•>.

Ui This is the reeord production of the state.

The eoals of Texas occur in three geological *'ystei..s.

the earboniferons. the cretacw.us and the tertiary. H'"

carboniferous coals are bituminous in character, aiwl are

found in the north-central part of the state in an ^nva

coverins: approximately 11,000 square miles. Ihe i>ro-

ductive\H.rtion is confined to the central part of the held.

The primii)al mining operations are m Easthtn.l. 1 alo

Pinto. Krath. Wise and Young Counties.

The .retaceous coals are in the southern part ol the

state and are mined near Eagle Pass in Maverick C'ount.y.

These are also classed as bituminous coals. Lignite beds

of tertiary age extend entirely across the state from the

eastern boundary at the Sabine Eiver in a southwesterly

direction to the Rio Grande. Tn the southwestern ex-

tremity near Laredo in Webb County the lignite nicr-cs

into a' coal of higher grade, and the production m this

region is classed as bituminous.

The development of the lignite resources of Texas be-

aan in the laet decade of the last century, and the advent

of the gas producer in which lignite is found to serve ex-

cpllently is giyin-;- a further impetus to production. 'Ihe

output 'of this quality of fuel iu litV? remhed nearly

1,000,000 tons. .

The number of men employed in the coal and lignite

mines of Texas in 191-2 was 51-27. who worked an auM-

age of 330 days against 535a men for an average ot i^b

days in 1911. The general average production per man

was 427 tons for the year and 1.86 tons per day in 191-3

against 369 tons and 1.63 tons respectfully in 19 U.
"^

There were only two fatal accidents at the coal or

lignite mines of Texas last year.

Coal Production in Kansas

The coal production of Kansas in 1912, according to

K. W. Parker of the U. S. Geological Survey, working

in cooperation with the Geological Survey of Kansas, in-

creased from 6,178,728 short tons valued at $9,472,o72

in 1911. to 6,986,182 tons valued at $11,324,130. the

gain amounting to 13 per cent, in quantity and 191/2 per

cent, in value.

The increased production in Kansas, as in the other

southwestern states in 1912, may be attributed to thi' di-

minished supply of fuel oil and natural gas from the

mid-continent "field. These fuels, especially oil. have

been virtually removed from the steam trade, and >tcam

users have returned to coal.

In 1912, a total of 11,646 men, who worked an aver-

age of 202 days, were employed in the coal mines of

Kansas, against 11,357 men for an average of 190 day<

in 1911.

The fatality record in Kansas exhibits the same im-

provement in 191 2 that was evident in most of the coal-

mining fields. The number of fatal accidents decreaseil

from 42 to 28, a diminution of exactly one-third.

The coal-productive area of Kansas lies entirely in

the eastern part of the state. The coal measures under-

lie approximately 20,000 square miles, of which about

three-fourths may be considered as probably productive.

thi'r 911 \iv\- cent, of the total [inidiunoii of tlu

sas mines is deriveil from Cherokee and Crawford

ties. The principal coal bed in the district, the Che

varies from 3 to 10 ft. in thickness, although the

age is only about 3io fl. The coal is bituminous, o

quality, and nu.!' ami tb'or condilions are excellent

The Mine Pump
By BKuroN Bi!.\i.r.v

(Written ixpifssly for "CohI .\yi- I

T chug and chug the whole day through

As faithful as 1 "oughlcr."

1 always have my work to do

'I'd clear the mine of water.

The mine cai> ratllc to and fn.

Tn uoiscsl ciidcavin-.

But mine cars conic and mine cars go

While I go on ftuvvcr.

By day and night, by night and day

Mv valves have throbbed and thudded.

And' I must keep right on that way

Lest all the mine be flooilcil.

The cage may sometimes iiuil \\\r job

And men can use the laildcr.

But if for long T ceased to tlirob

Few l)rcakdowii'^ coulil be sailder.

But 1 am here to stop the flow

With strength that wearies never.

And while the cages i-omc and go,

Still 1 go on forever.

The miners dig the buried cnaf

Whatever depth it lurk in.

But 1 must see the "deep black bole"

Is (I IV enough to work in.

For if they had to swim I know

'Twoidci bother their endeavor

—

So miners come and miners go

But I go on forever.

I am not "fair to outward view"

I never was a beauty,

Mv lines of loveliness are lew.

I'm built for heavy duly.

I know my humble job, and so

I make my best endeavor.

For men and mules may conic and go,

But I go on lorever.

Xew methods su])plement the old.

Ne^v tools and new inventions,

New^ men the reins of power hold.

The mine has new dimensions.

I note how wise the bosses grow

Iltjw uptodate and clever.

But men and methods come and go

While I go on forever.

Kaii-

Coun-

•rokec,

' a\ci--

r •rood
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A Pick-Point Protector

Atteiilioii hiis recently been directed in Soutli A\'ale.-

to a ijick-point protector in\ented by Samuel Griffith.-

and Edward Thomas, which, although of very simple
construction, should have considerable value in prevent-
ing the numerous accidents to life and limb arising from
tlie careless handling, carrying and using of the minerc
pick.

The apparatus, as shown in the sketch, is made of
sheet tin with a rubber Iming on the in.side so arranged
that the rubber grips the part of the pick adjacent to
the point. The sliding sleeve is fitted on the two arms
in such a way that when this is pushed toward the pick
shank it cau-ses the arms to grip the surface of the pick,

holding the protector securely in place. To the arms is

fitted a head containing a solid piece of rubber against
A\hich the pick point is placed.

^ .-Slide
^=^^?^:'^-^ Sheet Strip

Sheaih

<^S
Rubber Tip Continuing

Inward

TIow THK Pkotixtoi; Is CoxsTRurTED

Tu order to adjust the protector to the pick, the slide

is drawn back, the pick point placed between the two
arms touching or almost touching the head of rubber in-

side the case. The slide is then pushed up and tightened
on the pick. Although this device is simple in adjust-
ment, it is claimed that it will not ^lip when in use, its

tendency being to tighten and not to slip. The pro-
tector weighs about one ounce and can easily be carried
in the vest pocket.

Shooting off Solid in Illinois

Of the production of 39,885,226 short tons of coal in
Illinois in 1912, 26,878,049 tons, or 44.9 per cent., was
mined by machine; 7,675,80.3 tons, or 12.8 per cent., was
pick mined, and 24,1.36,940 tons, or 40.3 per cent., was
shot off the solid, according to E. W. Parker of the TJ.

S. Geological Survey. In 1911, 45.6 per cent, of the
total Illinois product was machine mined, and 40..3 per
cent, was shot off the .solid.

These figures show that a comparatively small propor-
tion of Illinois coal is hand mined, and a relatively large
amount is "powder mined." This is discreditable and in-
excusable.

lu this respect, Illinois stands in unfavorable com-
pnrison with "O'est Virginia, where less than 1 per cent,
of the production in 1912 was shot off the solid. The
larger proportion of machine-mined tonnage in 1912 is

gratifying, and bears out a prediction that the Illinois
coal operators were determined to reduce as much as pos-
sible the pernicious practice of making the powder do
the work.

The fiat-lying character of the Illinois beds is favor-
able to machine mining, and there appears to lie no good
reason for permitting solid shooting to continue. The
number of mining machines in use increased from 1402
in 1911 to 1654 in 1912.

New Developments in Anthracite -Field

Tbe Delaware & Hudson Co. is si^ending $:!00,()0() on
a new breaker at Archbold, the Susquehimua Coal Co.
is sinking a shaft at Lykeus, the Delaware, Lackawanna
& Western Railroad Co. is e.xpending a large sum on the
new Loom is colliery, and the Lehigh Valley Coal
Co. has appropriated $200,000 to build a new fi'reproof

steel and concrete breaker at Fi-anklin. aliandoniug the
old breaker located there.

In addition to this the Lehigh ^'allev Coal Co. is

spending appro.xinialcly $200,000 on the 'thorough fire-

proofing of if,v Ijuildings inside and outside the mines,
and the Lcjiigh & Wilkes-Barre Coal Co. is remodeling
the Inman breaker at the Buttonwood colliery of the
Parrish Coal Co.. taken over last February.
The necessity for all this expensive activity is due to

the fact that machinery which met all requirements a
few years ago is now out-of-date, and has to be sup-
planted by machinery which is more intricate and costly.
There has been a steady iucrea.se for .several years in
the demand for -'prepared" sizes of anthracite, and this
tendency has brought about a corresponding increase in
the cost of handling the coal.

This, however, is not the only factor which has com-
pelled the dismantling of old breakers. Anthracite min-
ing today is carried on in much poorer veins, and at
greater depth, than in days past. The richer veins and
those nearer the surface have been rapidly exhausted, and
the companies are forced to mine coal whicli once would
have been left untouched.

The Coals of Washington
The coals of Washington, while limited to a few scat-

tered areas, chiefly along the eastern border of Puget
Sound, range from anthracite to lignite in character.
Lignites are found in the southwestern part of the state,
in Cowlitz and Lewis Counties. In Lewis County, as
the measures approach the mountains, the lignites grade
upward into sub-bituminous and Ijitnminous coal.

The areas along Puget Sound contain sub-bituminous
and bituminous coal, some of the latter possessing fair
coking qualities, and in the northwestern part of the
state, on the slopes of Mt. Baker in Whatcom County,
anthracite has been reported.

The coking coals of Washington are the only ones of
that grade on the Pacific Coast. They are found in the
Wilkeson-Carbonado district in Pierce County; in the
Xorth Puget Sound field in Skagit and Whatcom Coun-
ties, and in the northern part of the Roslyn field in Kit-
titas County, but at present coke is made onlv from the
Wilkeson-Carbonado coal.

The production of coal in Wa.shingtou reached its max-
imum in 1910. when according to the figures of E. W.
Parker, of the IT. S. Geological Survey, compiled in co-
operation with the Washington State Geological Survey,
the output amounted to 3,911,899 short tons. In 1912.'

the output was 3,360,932 tons. The value fell off from'
$8,174,170 to $8,042,871.

Reports to the United States Bureau of Mines show
that the fatalities in the coal mines of Washington in
1912 were fewer by one-half than in 1911. the total num-
ber of men killed in 1912 being 14 against 27 the pre-
ceding vear.
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Coal Shipping on the Great Lakes
Si'i;i lAi. ('i)|;i;i>i'<imii:mi:

^v)-,VOP.s/,s_r/ii,s- iusianmeiit of the Lake arlwle gives

ai, uptoJale estimate of tl,e caimriti) of the ,oal Jocks al

the Tirin Ports. There are alto detail de^^cnjilwiis of

tiro of the largest and mose imporlaiil in.--tnJlatioiix.

In a recent issue of the Coal Trade .hmnoil. w,- fhi.l

the following interesting remarks eoii.rniii.g the .
ii|in.it,v

of the prineipal iloek ionii)anies:

The SrPKiuoi!-l)i"LiTit Docks

According to the latest available figures on Jock ca-

pacities at the Twin l\>rts, wliicli are as reasonably ac-

curate as it is possible to make them, the docks at the

head of the Lakes, including inijirovements now under

construction, can store ten and a half million tons of bi-

tuminous and over a million and a half tons of anthra-

cite, a total of over twelve million tons of fuel. The

docks are equipped to handle, on the average, 50 per cent.

is proi)able that next year several of the dock compan-

ies here will make improvements to property on whuli

docks are now located and new structures also aiv

rumored to be under consideration. Men high in the

trade here look to see, perhaps shortly after the comple-

tion of the new steel plant here in 1015. a storage ca-

pacity of -.'O.OUii.oOd tons of coal at the llcml of tlic

Lakes.

StoHAOK, KkiKIVIM^. SllllTIM.

In the tables accompanying this article the l'iu?linr,uii

dock No. 7, at Duiuth. includes Xo. 1. and the new dock,

recently completed. Pittsburgh dock Xo. 2 is leased by

the Clarkson Co. The Boston (!oal Dock & Wharf I i>.

dock is given under the name of St. Paul & Western.

which now operates the dock. At Superior the Reiss Coal

C;o. has under lease Pittsburgh docks Xos. 3 and 4, and

the Island Creek Coal C<i. i> operating what was known

(iENKKAL VlKW OF TITK ClARKSON CoAL & DoC K Co.'s VnLOAUINU TaNUKM

more than this amount, and with the improved machin-

ery now being installed by several of the more progres-

sive mining companies, it is probable that twenty million

tons of coal could be handled each season.

During the past vear substantial additions to the total

storage capacitv of "the Twin Ports docks have been made

by th'e Berwind Fuel Co., which now is completing a mil-

lion-ton dock; the North Western Fuel Co., whose dock

Xo. 1 at Superior is being made into a model structure

of its kind; the Pittsburgh Coal Co.. which is making

better and bigger docks of No. 5 at Superior and No. 7

at Duiuth; the Carnegie Fuel Co.. which has built a

mammoth new dock at Duiuth; the Island Creek Coal

Dock Co.. which is building a million-ton dock at Duiuth.

and several others which have made minor improvements

and additions.

According to estimates made by the various dock sujjer-

intendents. 200,000 tons of coal could be unloaded at Su-

perior and Duiuth daily under maximum working condi-

tions and about half that amount could be loaded onto

cars and .shipped out. Records of this kind arc difficult to

compile, however.
. ^, -, ^ i.

For several vears the storage capacity of the docks at

the Twin Ports has increased at the average rate of a

million tons per vear and the end is not yet in sight, ft

as Dock Xo. G. Tile old V. & It.. ..r Crcat Xortliern

dock, is at present occupied liv the <;rcat Liikcs Vn.

The capacitv figures follow:

Pittsbursh Coal Co. No. .^
.

BerB'ind Fuel Co., No. 1

Carnegie Fuel Co., No. 1. . . .

Nortb West. Fuel Co. No. 1

.

North West. Fuel Co. No. 2.

North West. Fuel Co. No. 3

.

Northern Coal & Dock Co. .

.

M. A. Hanna Dock Co
P. & R. C. & I. Co
Lehigh VaJey Coal Co. . ^
Island Creek Coal Dock Co
St. Paul & Western
Reiss Coal Co. No. 3
Reiss Coai Co. No. 4
Groat Lakes Coal Dock c .

.

Total

Storage Capacity
.\ntnracite Bituminous

2.50,000 7.50,000
800,000
7.50,OfK)

700,000
,550,000
fi4,000

12.5,000
.500,000
2.50,000

Uandliiist C'apacil.\

Rec'pts Shipm'ts
per day

300,000

Pittsburgh Coal Co. Nc-. <

Berwind (under cons.)

St. P. & Western (Bosioi.)

.

Is. Cr. No. 1 (undercons.l

.

Carnegie Fuel Co. No 2

N. W. Fuel Co
Clarkson Coal & Dock Co.
Zenith Furnace Co
Duiuth M. & N. R.R
Cutler & Co

Total

44,000
7.5,000
60,000
200,000
1.50,000
.•)5,000

40,000
30,000

Duiuth
100,000

2.50,000
25,000
25,000

440,0(X)

100,000
200,000
12.5.000
1.50,000
275,000

5,338,000

000,000
H(X),00(l

315,000
900,000
000,000
35,000

250,000
600,000
300,000
20,000

5,120,000

15,000
10,000
10,000
20,0(V)

9.000
4,000
6,000
6,000

10,0(.«l

5,000
3,5tKI

5,000
l.OtX)

3,6(XI

5,000
116.000

15,(HI(I

10.000
4,000
10,000
10,000
3,.500
5,000
4..500
4,000
2.000

OS.OOO

S.OGO
6.000
1,000

14,000
7,000
3,000
5,000
4,.500

5,000
2,.500

3,000
1,000
3,000
2,000
3,000

94,000

,s,000

6.000
3,000
r,,ooo

6,000
1,500
3,000
3,.500

3,000
1.000

41.000

Superior, hard
Duiuth. hard.

Total hard.
Grand total -

Twin Ports Totals

1,2.59.000 Supc —
440,000 Duiuth, soft

1,699,000 Total soft

wft. 5.339.000
5,120.000
10,4.59,000
12.15R,n0O
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Thio t'LAKKSON Coal & Dock Co/s Plant*

In the early spring of 1912, the I'hirkson Coal & Dock
Co.. of Diiluth, realized the necessity for having a more
modern coal-handling equipment on their dock in order

to take care of their large increase in business. They,

therefore, contracted with the Roberts & Schaefer Co. for

two bridges of the Watson patent.

The Clarkson dock is approximately 600 ft. wide and
1000 ft. long. It, therefore, became necessary to work the

two bridges tandem in order to cover this space. To un-

load vessels rapidly while depositing coal on the back part

of the dock, it was also deemed advisable to use belt con-

veyois rather than attempt to run the unloading bucket

to the back dock. The two bridges were built with iden-

tically the same equipment and with the same span, so

that the front dock, if later extended in length, could

be equipped with the bridge which is now used on the back

dock, by merely swinging the bridge on a curved track

around to tlie front dock: it docs this under its own
power.

Each bridge is equipped with a four-yard Andresen-

on No. 1, or the front dock' bridge, runs only from the

hatch in the vessel to a hopper in the front leg of the

bridge. The coal is then fed from the hopper to a belt

conveyor, which deposits it on either the front or back
dock, as desired. This is accomplished by means of sev-

eral fixed trippers and also by means of two shuttle belts,

which operate back and forth underneath the fixed belts.

Each bridge is equipped with a complete screening

outfit, and coal may be loaded direct from the vessel

through the screening equipment of either bridge into

cars, or may be reclaimed from the stock pile and loaded
out through the screening plants. Each screening plant
delivers coal to two tracks, so that ears may be loaded
out on four tracks at the same time.

A portable box-car loader is installed in each bridge.

These are pivoted to the bridges and swing parallel to,

and within the clearance lines, of the bridges, so that they

do not act as an obstruction when the bridges are travel-

ing on tlie dock.

Each bridge has an unloading and screening capacity

of 300 tons of coal per hour. The equipment on the

BiUIXtES. at Dl-LrTTT. MlVX.. CONSTIifCTED BY THE liOlJEIiTS & ScHAEFEU Co.

Evans bucket, operated by means of two 60-hp. Westing-

house mill-type motors. The motors operating the bucket,

instead of being carried on the carriage according to the

usual method, are on stationary platforms in the towers

of the bridges. These motors are geared direct to large

cast-steel drums by means of Falk Herringbone gears,

which eliminates the noi.se that usually accompanies the

operation of such a high-speed machine.

Driving Arrangement. Screening Plant, Etc.

A single %-in. cable leads from the drums to the car-

riage on the bridge; There are two drums on the car-

riage, one having two sections and the other three sec-

tions. The cable from the hoisting drums is attached to

one section of each drum on the carriage, while the bucket

having three lines is attached to the other three sections

of the drums. The holding-line drum on the carriage is

equipped with a magnetic brake, and the closing-line drum
with a magnetic clutch. The lirake is for the purpose

of holding the bucket open while the clutch enables the

operator to lower his bucket in the open position, both

drums revolving together when the clutch is set.

When tlie coal is being stored on the dock, the bucket

Clarkson dock is considered to i)e one of the most effi-

cient at the head of the lakes.

The Pittsbcrgh Coal. Dock & Wharf Co.'s Allouez
No. .5 Dock

The Pittsburgh Coal, Dock & Wharf Co. is equipping
one-half of its Allouez Xo. 5 dock, at Superior, Wis., to be

one of the largest coal-dock properties in the world, if not
the largest. The half of the dock, now being equipped,

will have a storage capacity of about 800,000 tons of bi-

tuminous coal and 200,000 tons of anthracite. The en-

tire dock, when completed, will have a total capacity of

two million tons. The plant is being carefully laid out
with railroad tracks and proper machinery so that large

shipments can be easily and rapidly made.
The dock is being equipped with two Brownhoist 51A-

ton man trolley bridge tramways, which are being manu-
factured and erected by the Brown Hoisting Machin-
ery Co., of Cleveland, Ohio.

These two bridges will be identical in size and con-
struction, except that one will have a more elaborate
screening apparatus than the other. Each bridge will be
supported by a shearleg of A-frame con.struction, at the
front or water end, and a pier at the back end. The
bridge will have a span of 342 ft. center to center of the
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sheark- an.l tlio pier. There- will he a cantilever at the

pier end 135 ft. 6 in. Ions, which will span the three rail-

road tracks and the screening pile. There will al.so he a

cantilever at the water end 117 ft. 9 in. long, which will

span three railroad track:^ and extend over the water;

at the end of this latter will he a hinged apron, which

CMir he raised or lowered to allow the boats to dock. The

shearleg and the pier are supported on eciuali'/ing trucks

with flanged wheels which travel along the dock on rails.

The entire bridge is propelled by a motor, through suit-

able gearing and shafting.

The bridge, including the cantilevers and the hinged

apron, is fitted with tracks on which a man trolley travels

back and forth. The trolley is iitted with a cage, in which

the operator rides and in which are placed all the switches

and controllers for operating the entire bridge. There

is suspended from the trolley a Browuhoist coal-grab

bucket, of .51/2-foii capacitv-. This bucket has a spread

of 17 ft. 8 in", when opened, and is 61/2 ft. wide. The

bucket is suspended from a turntable on the trolley, llui-^

enabling the operator to turn it through 90 deg., when

desired. The operator on the trolley controls the opera-

tion of the bucket, the trolley, and also the bridge travel

along the dock. The trolley and the bucket are equipped

with ]iowerful hand or foot brakes controlled by the 011-

erator. The bridge traveling mechani.sm is supplied with

a solenoid brake, which will always be set whenever there

is no current passing through the motor.

Each shearleg is equipped with a .lO-ton bin, into which

the coal is placed by the bucket. Enn-of-mine only i-

loaded into this bin and it is discharged from the bin

into a scraper conveyor, which loads it into railroad cars.

The shearleg is also fitted with a box-car loader and a car

puller.

The pier of Bridge Xo. 1 is ecpiippcd with a .500-ton

bin, v.'hich receives the coal from the bucket. It is thei)

discharged from the bin onto a shaker screen, located be-

neath, and passes through a chute onto a pivoted scraper

conveyor. This convevor in turn (litharges into the ...--

road cars. The coal passing through the shaker screen

«-ill be discharged into an elevator, which in turn will

discharge it onto a belt conveyor, which carries it either

to the cars or to the stockpile.

The screening plant located on the pier of Bridge Ac.

:> is similar to that which is used by the company on

their dock Xo. 7, at Duluth. It consists of a 50-ton re-

ceiving bin into which the coal is dumped by the bucket.

Bclow°this bin there is a shaker screen, onto -which the

Coal Age:

Two Nj:w Bkow.miolst Thamways at Tin; Aluii'i;/-

No. 5 Dock of tiik P. V. 1). & W- <'o.
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,eo9.1 is fed from the receiving bin through a power-driven

-leciprocating gate, which insures a constant discharge.

The coal passing over this screen is discharged into a

scraper conveyor, which carries it to the railroad cars;

that passing through the shaker screen falls onto an ele-

vator, which carries it up to a rotary screen, where it is

sorted into three sizes, stove, nut and screenings. Direct-

Iv Ijeneath the rotary screen, there is a bin divided into

tliree compartments, one for each grade. Each one of

these pockets is provided with a gate, through which the

coal flows onto a liorizontal belt conveyor, which takes it

to the cars or the stockpile. Each compartment is also

provided with a second chute for discharging the coal into

the small chute at the foot of the shaker screen, to be

carried by the scraper conveyor to the cars.

Sometimes the coal is taken from the screening pile and

rescreened, being picked up by the bucket and discharged

into the receiving bin. This bin is provided with an aux-

iliary chute, which feeds the screenings into the elevator,

where they are discharged into the rotary screen.

The piers on both bridges are also equipf)ed with a box-

car loader and a car puller. The operation of the entire

plant is as follows

:

The coal is unloaded from the boat by the buckets oper-

ating on the bridges. Some is then loaded directly into

cars, through the bin on the shearleg. If the coal is for

storage, it is placed on the large stockpile to await ship-

ment, and if it is to be screened it is carried to the screen-

ing plant and then loaded into cars or is put on the

screening stockpile. The bridges will also be used for

unloading the anthracite and storing it in the hard-coal

storage shed. The two bridges and all screening appar-

atus are electrically operated.

(To be continacd)

Grecian Coal Importation

Whereas during 1911 the coal imported into Greece
amounted to 639,823 tons says the Daily Consular and
Trade Reports, only i'ldfi'^b ions were imported in 1912.

showing a decrease of nearly 25 per cent. The causes

of this decrease was the coal strike of the early sunnner
in England, which country supplies the greater part of

the coal consumed in Greece and the strike of the coal

workers at Pirivus, ihe port of discharge of most Eng-
lish coal. Another factor was the exclusion of Greek
steamers from the Black Sea as a result of the Balkan
War. The freight rate from Cardiff to Pirajus has ad-

vanced from $1.52 to $3.16 jier ton, which was the rec-

ord rate during the Transvaal War.
The decrease in tlie importation of coal was not con-

fined to Greece, but was general throughout the Balkans
and Asiatic Turkey, and is estimated during 1912 as fol-

lows: Greece, 163,000 tons; European Turkey, 99,000
tons : Asiatic Turkey, 8000 tons : Roumauia, 29,000 tons

;

Bulgaria, 54,000 tons; total, 353,000 tons.

The coal usually imported is Cardiff mixed with Xew-
]iort for ordinary bunkering purposes with a few ship-

ments of double screened. The coal used by the gas coni-

]ninies is generally North Country, from Newcastle.
The railway companies imported about 10,000 tons

of briquettes from Westphalian coal fields: altogether
about 78.000 tons were imported from German coal fields.

These shipments included 8000 tons of coke and about
10,000 tons of anthracite. The general shortage of coal

lliroughout the Tjevant will necessitate the placing of im-
portant orders as soon as peace is concluded, and the re-

quirements of these markets will offer opportunity for

Aj-mericau coal shippers.

Mexican Rebels Dynamite a Million-

Dollar Coal Operation

The Roberts & Schaefer Co., of Chicago, 111., have re-

ceived the following communication from one of their

clients, a high official of a large coal corporation oiteiat-

ing in Northern Mexico

:

Compania Carbonifera .Xgujita y Ane.xas, S. .\.

.\gujita. Coah., via Sablna.s.
Aug. 25, I'll 3.

Gentlemen:
We beg: to advise you that on Aug:. 16 our entire plant at

Lampacitos was destroyed by the Carranza forces in mak-
ing their retreat northward from Hermanos, where they were
badly defeated by the Federals. The destruction was pre-
meditated, and as soon as word from Hermanos came that
the fight there had been lost, it was immediately started.

The Carranza soldiers used dynamite and gasoline, and
within two hours they had created a loss of fully one million
dollars. The washer was completely destroyed, as was the
w^arehouse with $40,000 worth of supplies. In the power
plant the 200-kw., 150-kw., 100-kw. and 30-kw. genei-atlng
units were first blown to pieces with dynamite, and then the
building was burned.

At the mines the tipples were burned, and the fans and
fan houses—which were fireproof—were destroyed with dy-
namite. .\11 of the electric and steam hoists were destroyed

View of the Retort Ovkxs at L.nrpAciTos, Mex.

with dynamite, and 111, houses burned. A large number of
employees' houses and miners' houses were also burned and
the home of the writer was destroyed with all contents.

We have been unable to get down there to estimate the
total loss, but from the information gained from the last
people to leave the place, there seems little hope of finding
much left. The mines will soon fill with water, which will
also be a greater loss. Our plant at -Agujita has been threat-
ened with similar disaster unless we pay $50,000 for "protec-
tion." This we cannot do. They have already taken from
there all of our supplies, furniture, etc.. and we fear that the
property may be destroyed at any moment.

We are writing you in full regarding this matter, with a
view of requesting that you give the matter some publicity,
if possible. From what we read in the papers, there seems to
be considerable feeling in the United States toward extend-
ing recognition to the rebel taction, and we would like to
have some such things brought out to show what manner of
so called "warfare" these people are carrying on. The wan-
ton destruction of a large property that gave a good living
to thousands of people, cannot be construed to be of any
military advantage or necessity, the Carranzistas having
weakly claimed that they destroyed the place in order to
prevent the Federals from getting the coal for operating
their trains, etc.

The writer would suggest that his name be withheld
from any prominence, as he is staying in Mexico at this
time looking after the interests at .\gujita.

Thanking you for anything that you can do toward this
matter, we are.

Yours very truly,

Cia. Carbonifera Agujita y Ane.xas. S. .A..
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A Modern Distribution and Storing Plant
By ALFur.it (Ik.viii;n\vit/.'

SYXOPSIS—An efficient electric xystem designed to

cu'ciimulaie coal coming from the separation plant and in-

tended for local com^umption. This plan of tran.yiorta-

iion not only connects the home sales station with the

sej'aration plant, hut permits two boiler houses, unfaror-

ablij located, to be supplied with coal. The line com-

prises no less than 27 curves, and is automatic in prac

tically every detail.

Collieries are depenilcnt on a suitable storing plant to

make up for any fluctuations in the actual requirements,

and to be able to acumulate sufficient stocks for the lioiin;

OvKui-OMiNii Tin: I)iKFi;in:.\( !•: ix Ki.icv.vnox

The rails below the separation plant, on wliicii the

trucks arc loaded, are situated alunit ;!"> ft. lower than

those above the bunkers into wiiicli the coal is taken.

Tills level difl'crence has been overcome in a most simitlc

way by a cable-operated inclined lift, according to lli,'

"Bleichcrt" patented design, which has also been use!

advantageously for the charging of blast furnaces.

The trucks are, at the beginning of the incline, with-

out breaking their journey, uncoupled automatically i'rom

the traction cable kept in i)ermancnt motion, being rai.^cd

liv it to the upjicr end of \\v imliii.' or conveyed down-

sales which are generally crowded into a few hours of

the day. Apart from the coal extracted from the mines,

that coming from the dressing floors and separation

plants has to be stored in separate bunkers.

The electric telpher line of the Deutschland mine, at

Schwientochlowitz, Germany, which was designed and

constructed by Messrs. Adolf Bleichert & Co., of Leipzig,

is intended for accumulating the coal coming from the

separation plant, exclusively for home consumption.

While it would have been practically impossible with auy

other mechanical transporting device, to provide for a

connection between the separation plant and the home

sales- station (separated from the former by several

buildings), the telpher line here described proved espe-

cially advantageous insofar as it allowed at the same

time the two boiler houses situated most unfavorably in

regard to the .separation plant, to be fed with coal. What

local difficulties had to be overcome, can be inferred

from the fact that this telpher line comprises no less

than 27 curves.

•Berlin-Friedenau, Gosslerstrasse 20, Germany.

ward as the case may be. At the end of the inclnir.

they are again loosened automatically from the cable,

continuing their course with electric operation. Thi.s

arrangement is far more advantageous thau a vertical

elevator, insofar as it works with absolute safety, and

requires no attendance or superintendence. At the same

time, the trucks may follow up one another at intervals

as short as possible, thus realizing without any difficulty

the greatest outputs. In fact, telpher lines for outputs

of up to 300 tons have been designed on this system

for the charging of blast furnaces.

The distribution of coal to the various loading stations,

the boiler-house bunkers and the various comi)artmenls

of the unloading hopper, separately for each sort of coal,

has been solved in a most satisfactory manner. Whereas

in the earlier installations a man had to superintend the

unloading, adjusting the stops intended to tip the trucks,

Messrs. Bleicherts' adjusdting mechanism allows the

operator already in the separation plant to fix the point

at which the truck is to be tipped.

This is important because quite a number of different
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Fig. 2. Loading with Diii i,i.i..n r LtEADes of Coal Fig. IjOAIiicU Tlil'CK Lk.W'ING Si;i'Ai;.\ lou I'l-ANT

sorts of coal have to be transported at a time, whieh

would require a permanent adjusting at the loading sta-

tion, giving rise to mistakes on account of the irregular

sequence of trucks. In the Deutschland mine installa-

tion, such mistakes are practically precluded, the trucks

being properly adjusted in advance.

Method of Operation

Tlie operation of the telpher line may be described

Ijriefly as follows : The empty trucks entering the i^epa-

ration plant are kept back by the block system and ar-

ranged at given distances apart, in the event of the

places in front of the loading chutes being taken up.

After the starting of the loaded trucks, they move on

automatically, stopping in front of the bunkers, where

the operator, by opening a trap, loads the truck with the

desired sort of coal (Fig. 2).

By operating a switch, he then starts the filled trucks,

causing these to travel through the whole line, inclusive

of the inclined lift and the unloading stations, at a speed

automatically controlled, and at a distance apart corre-

sponding to the block-system, tipping at the points ad-

justed for by the locking frame, without breaking their

journey.

The issue from the separation plant, where the trucks

deviate in a sharp curve toward the inclined lifts, is

shown in Fig. 3, the inclined lift with part of the track

traversing the court yard at 48 ft. height being visible

in Fig. 1. In the left-hand part of the latter figure,

there happens to be visible a section of the Bethlen-

Falva Iron Works' telpher line, which is one of the old-

est installations of the kind, having been in satisfactory

operation since 1905, in spite of exacting working con-

ditions. It may be said, in passing, that the Bethlen-

Falva Iron Works in the meantime have had installed

another electric telpher line on the same system for the

conveying of hot ingots, for their fine-iron rolling

mill.

Fig. I shows the upper part of the inclined lift, with

a filled truck just uncoupled, and an empty truck seizing

the continually moving traction cable and being conve3'ed

downward.

Fig. 4. Uppek Section of Tramway Fig. 5. Automatic Discharge at Boiler House
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Fig. 6. Txstai.i.ation .\r Oi.n Boii.Eii House

CouKSE OF Tkavel fou Loaueu Trucks

The trucks theu travel through holler house I, the

home sales l)unker and boiler-house II, the tipping, in

accordance with the above plan of travel, being effected

at predetermined points. In order that the stoker may

be in a position accurately to adjust for the point of tlie

boiler-house bunker where unloading is to take place, the

stops in the boiler house.*, as inferred from Fig. 5, have

Fu IloMi: Salks

the old boiler hou.<e. Fig. 7 is a front view of the

loading hoppers for the home sales station, which are

encompassed on one side by the pit building and the old

boiler house, and on the otiier, l)y the new boiler house.

Fourteen trucks, each of HGi lb. useful capacity, travel

on the line, which arrangement permits the handling of

50 tons of coal ])cr hour. The telpher line is about ^GOO

ft. in total length.

Fic. N. Tr.ANSFKt; Table for Mike Cars

been made adjustable by means of tlie small hand-oper-

ated winch visible to the left in the foreground, from

which an endless traction cable is seen to connect with

the stop. A tightening pulley has been provided to keep

the cable taut.

Fig. 6 shows the point in front of the old boiler house

where .several section.s of the line are seen closely crowded

together. Truck No. 2. coming from the new boiler

house, is returning empty to the separation plant; truck

8 is entering the old boiler hou.se filled, and truck 3 is

just on its way to the home sales station, after passing

CoxvEYOK Line in Centkal Station

The Deutschland mine plant is a typical instance of

the ease with which telpher lines on this system allow

the most complicated problem.s to be solved in a simple

and economical manner.

Gas should not be allowed to explode in a safety lamp if

it can possibly be avoided. When examining to detect gas

the lamp should not be raised higher than will allow the gas

to be detected. It the gauze of a safety lamp becomes dam-

aged while in use or if oil is spilled on the same or the chim-

ney becomes cracked, the light should be extmgu.shed at

once and the lamp taken back to the light station for exam-

ination and repairs.
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The United States vs. the Reading Co.
By a. T. Sh trick

SYXOPSIS—A review of Ihe latest attack on tlie lianl-

coai combine. For tlie first time ihe powerful Heading

Co. has been put on the defensive. Government's case

appears to be well estal)lished. tnit there is much diversity

of opinion «.v to tlie outcome.

The partially successful governmental attack on the al-

leged anthracite trust, which resulted in the dissolution of

the Temple Iron Co. and the abolition of certain other

conditions, toward the close of last year, appears to have

been but the preface of a determined effort to effect a

complete disintegration of this combination. While this

previous case nominally resulted in the defeat of the op-

erators, it was generally conceded that the results were

inconclusive, indeterminate and without any real material

effect. But although the court ruled that the government

had failed to prove its case in the more vital points at

issue, it nevertheless dismissed these "without prejudice."

It cannot, therefore, be considered that Attorney-Gen-

eral McKeynolds' renewal of the attack in any way re-

semljles the taking up of a "lost cause." As a matter of

fact, all indications point to the contrary. Mr. McRey-

nolds is a serious and determined man and is, no doubt,

thiiniughly imbued with the righteousness of his case and

absolutely sincere in his work. He has been engaged for

years, under both the Roosevelt and Taft administrations,

in carrying on proceedings against the anthracite compan-

ies and he knows the ground thoroughly. His great ex-

perience and past defeats have only served to make him

a more formidable antagonist.

Tin; Charges against the Eeadixg

The new bill of complaint against the Reading first re-

views the organization of the company and its various sub-

sidiaries, together with their present relations. This is

followed by a study of the ownership of the remaining

available anthracite resources, regarding which the fol-

lowing statement is made:
This combination is the backbone of the alleged monopoly

of anthracite. It controls about two-thirds of the entire de-

posits, and its supply will outlast by many years that of any
producer. In time, therefore, this combination, if not dis-

solved, will own or control every ton of commercially avail-

able anthracite known to exist, and while, in almost any
other branch of industry it is at least possible tor a monopoly

to be broken by the influx of fresh capital, attracted by high

profits, against a monopoly of anthracite, the supply of

which is limited, there can be no protection—only the law
can afford relief.

The Department of Justice then prays that the court

find as follows:
1. That the Reading Co.. the Philadelphia & Reading

Coal & Iron Co. and the Philadelphia & Reading Railway
Co. and their directors are engaged in combinations and con-

spiracies in restraint of interstate and foreign trade.

2. That the ownership by the Reading Co. of the stocks

of the Reading coal and railway companies is an illegal com-
bination in violation of the Sherman law, and that the Read-
ing Co. be required to dispose of such stocks; that the dis-

solution of the Reading group be carried out under the direc-

tion of the court and not by persons connected with the

management: that in the meantime the Reading Co. be en-

joined from voting or receiving dividends from the coal and
railway stocks.

3. That the ownership by the Reading Co. of the stock of

the Schuylkill Navigation Co. is contrary to the Sherman law
and that the Reading Co. be directed to dispose of the Schuyl-

kill Navigation stock under the direction of the court and to

p>rsons not Reading stockholders.

4. That the ownership by the Reading Co. of the stock of
the Wilmington & Northern Railroad Co. is an illegal com-
bination contrary to the Sherman law and that the lease of

the Wilmington & Northern physical property and franchises
to the Philadelphia & Reading Railway Co. is also illegal;

that the Reading Co. be required to dispose of the Wilming-
ton & Northern stock and cancel the lease.

5. That the lease by the Lehigh Coal & Navigation Co.,

of the Lehigh & Susquehanna Railroad to the Central Rail-
road Co. of New .Jersey, and the agreements relating thereto
be declared illegal as restraints of trade and ordered
cancelled unless the following alterations are consented to:

Making the rental a fixed sum instead of being based on
annual receipts as at present: striking out the covenant re-

quiring the Lehigh Coal & Navigation Co. to ship the major
part of its coal via the Lehigh & Susquehanna; striking out
the agreement that rates to points common to the Lehigh
& Susquehanna R.R. and the Lehigh Coal &• Navigation Co.'s

canal be fixed by mutual agreement.
e. That the ownership of a controlling interest in the Le-

high & Hudson River Railway Co., and the Lehigh & New
England Railroad Co., by the Lehigh Coal & Navigation Co.
and the Central Railroad Co. of New Jersey, "while them-
selves joined in a common interest" constitutes a com-
bination in restraint of trade; that the Lehigh Coal & Navi-
gation Co. and the Central Railroad Co. of New Jei-sey bo
ordered to dispose of their holdings in said stocks, under the
direction of the court.

7. That the ownership by the Reading Co. of a majority
of the stock of the Central Railroad Co. of New Jersey be
declared an illegal combination in restraint of trade, contrary
to the Sherman law, and that the Reading Co. be required
to dispose of its stock in the Central Railroad Co. under di-

rection of the court.

8. That the Reading Co. be declared "in and of itself"

a combination in restraint of trade, in violation of the
Sherman law.

9. That in view of the intercorporate relations existing,
shipments by the Philadelphia & Reading Railway Co. of coal
owned by the Philadelphia & Reading Coal & Iron Co. be de-
clared to be in violation of the commodities clause of the
Hepburn law, prohibiting railroad companies from trans-
porting commodities owned by themselves.

10. That for similar reasons transportation by the Cen-
tral Railroad of New Jersey of coal owned by the Lehigh &
AVilkes-Barre Coal Co. and by the Lehigh & Susquehanna
Railroad of cna! owned by the Lehigh Coal & Navigation Co.

be declared to be in violation of the commodities clause.

Tiiic Reading Financing

One of the most important conditions specified in the

Reading suit is that the company shall dispose of its hold-

ings in its subsidiaries to outside interests in no way affil-

iated with it. Owing to the peculiar financing of the

company this is a condition that it may find difficult to

comply with. The Reading Company has in past years

advanced to the coal company. 7:5 million dollars, on

which interest at the rate of only 1 or "2 per cent, has been

paid.

But whereas the coal company has been operating at a

loss, the re\enues realized from the coal freights has

more than made up this deficiency. It is essentially a

condition of robbing Peter to pay Paul. Without at least

a partial cancellation of this indebtedness the Reading

will, of course, not be able to find a buyer. On the other

hand, the Attorney General bitterly opposed the 'action

of his predecessor, Mr. Wickersham, when the same prin-

ciple was at issue in the Tobacco eases and flatly refused

to consider any settlement in the ITnion Pacific-Southern

Pacific controversy that did not provide for a well-defined

separation of these two companies. There is no doubt,

therefore, of his position on this feature and with a pre-

cedent now established he should be able to carry his

point.
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POWER DEPARTMENT
iiiiiniiiiiuiiniiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiii

lR^ Buckeye Locomobile
^ TipKl lAI. I'oliHKSPOXnKNCK

SYXOPSIS—With all of her boa.'--ied progresa along me-

chaiiicaJ lines America is often slow in adopting anil ap-

plying proven methods of economy. A machine is herein

described which utilizes the best principles of efficiency

for reciprocating engines known to exist and upon which

a guarantee of performance ran be giren, based not upon

pounds of steam but pounds of fuel per horsepower-hour.

Among the most notable engineering athievemeuts of

the past 20 years lias been the development in Europe of

the high-ctlu'iencv steam engine and boiler niiit known

that wiiich londiuts tiie steam rinni liie liigli-pressure

i-viinder tiiriiugh the seeomlary siiprrliealer or rehealer

to the low-pressure eylinder.

The superheaters are inclosed in a sjn'cial casing

whereby the hot gases emerging from llic l)oiler tubes

are compelled to traverse first the initial superheater and

next the reheater before being discharged into the smoke

box proper.

The unit comprises also a boilcr-l'ced [lunip drixi-n di-

rectly from the engine valve gear, a closed fced-wnter

heater in the exhaust line from the low-pressure cylinder

and a suitable jet or surface condenser with a rotary

air pump driven from the main shaft of the engine.

The initial superheater is a single coil of seamless

The Co^rpLETE SET.F-roxT.\ixEn T'xtt. Xote Size of "Roieer C'o^rPAijED to Exoix-t^

variously as the '•Locomobile," '"Overtype" and "Semi-

Fixe." The economical results obtained by this device

have been so marked that the Buckeye Engine Co., of

Salem, Ohio, has made careful and thorough investiga-

tion of the principles employed with a view of offering

to the American power-using public a machine of equal

merit. During the past year they have constructed and

tested a nnit of this type which is herein illustrated and

described.

The Buckeye-mobile is a complete .self-contained iHiwcr

plant, consisting of an internally fired boiler on which is

mounted a compound engine, the cylinders of which are

inclosed in the smoke box. These cylinders are equipped

with specially designed piston valves adapted for the use

of highly superheated steam. The smoke box also con-

tains a superheater, a reheater and all the necessary pip-

ing both for leading the steam from the boiler through

the initial superheater to the high-pressure cylinder and

sicel tuliing through which the steam passes in a direc-

tion counter to that of the hot gases. The reheater con-

sists of two headers joined by a large number of small

seamless tubes. An effective .steam-jet blower enables

the operator to thoroughly remove all soot and dust from

these superheaters as well as the boiler tubes as often as

may be necessary.

in order that the boiler may be thoroughly inspected

and cleaned, the furnace and tubes are made removable

liy simply unscrewing a row of bolts on each end of the

boiler. The boiler is supplied with a water column, in-

jector, safety valves, blowoff valve, etc., to conform with

the various state laws of the country.

Type .\xn Mounting of Engine

The engine is of the center-crank type and is arranged

for belting to line .shaft, generator or other machinery or

a generator may be driven direct through a flexible coup-
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ling. The engine bed-plate is rigidly secured at the
main bearing end to a massive saddle which spans about
one-third of the boiler's circumference. The guide-bar-

rel end rests on a small saddle and is free to slide

thereon, thus relieving the bed from the effects of the ex-

piinsion and contraction of the boiler.

The piston rod passes through metallic packings of a

special design which have proven their value for use with
high superheat. This kind of packing is also used on the

high-pressure valve stem. The unit is provided with
suitable platforms, ladders and railings, giving access to

all points requiring observation and adjustment.

The engine bearings are lubricated by a simple and ef-

fective gravity-oiling system, all the oil fed to the ma-
chine being gathered at one point and passed through a
filter preparatory to being used over again. In the main
bearings this system is supplemented by chain oilers.

Both cylinders with their valves and piston-rod packings
arc served by a force-feed lubricator driven from the

valve "car.

but includes also tlie driving of the boiler-feed pump and
condenser air pump. This unit makes it possible for the
builder to make and fulfill a guarantee of a certain num-
ber of pounds of fuel per net delivered horsepower as
against the usual custom of guaranteeing pounds of
steam per lioi-seiiower.

Since one manufacturer makes and delivers the com
plete unit a division of responsibility between the mak-
ers of the various elements which enter into the usual
type of power plant is avoided. Owing to the compact-
ness of the plant, its simplicity and high efficiency the
cost of operation and maintenance is materially reduced.
The fact that such a small quantity of fuel'has to be
handled makes it possible to greatly decrease the labor
cost usually chargeable to power-plant operation.

OxLY A Small Flook Space Is Required

The floor space required by a plant of this design is

about one-half that required by any other form of steam

Flue gases
surrounding

High-pressure ^/^^^
Cy/inc/er

"'

Lagging lined with
- heat Insulafng maferial

loiv-pressure
Cyli'ncfer

Cboss-Sectiox thijough Maciiixi-:, Showixg thi: A'aiiious Elements

This unit through its effective utilization of heat makes
possible a power cost hitherto unobtainable by any type
of small or moderate-sized steam plant. Small instal-

lations as a rule are wasteful of fuel, coal consumptions
of 5 to 8 lb. per horsepower-hour being quite common.
The cause for this may be found in the disposition to
employ simple high-speed noncondensing engines using
30 lb. of steam or more per horsepower-hour and the fail-

ure to provide the heat-saving auxiliaries commonly in-
stalled in large plants. Eadiation losses are relatively
greater in small engines, boilers and piping than in large
plants.

Economy tests of the Buckeye-mobile .show that one
horsepower can be generated on between 9 and 10 lb. of
steam per hour or a trifle over one pound of coal. The
fuel consumption curve is nearly flat, tliat is to say, this
excellent economy is obtainable not only at normal load
but at practically all loads above 50 per cent, of the rat-
ing and therefore the efficiency of the plant is varied but
little by a changing load factor.

This expenditure of fuel not only represents that neces-
sary to generate one horsepower at the engine flywheel

plant, making any pretense to economy. The unit is ex-

tremely accessible in all its parts and has shown in prac-

tice a reliability fully equal to if not superior to that of

any other prime mover. It is built in sizes from 75 hp.
to 600 hp. and is applicable to all i^ower purposes. It

ordinarily operates condensing, but where exhaust steam
is required for heating purposes the machine operates
noncondensing with moderate increase in fuel consump-
tion. In contrast with the internal-combustion engine
the Buckeye-mobile is capable of utilizing any available
fuel, coal, oil, lignite or refuse. '

In the Buckeye-mobile, owing to the intimate connec-
tion between all the elements of the plant, there is no
radiation loss from pipe lines .since all steam lines with
their fittings and valves are located in the smoke box and
jacketed by the hot flue gases. Radiation from both
high- and low-pressure cylinders is prevented by the
same means, since both the cylinders and their valve
chests are exposed to a current of hot waste gases. Ra-
diation losses from the boiler are reduced to a minimum
through the adoption of an internal furnace and effective

jacketing of the boiler shell.
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liia.-mueh as llie foo.l aiul air ]>umps aiv .hm'tly

.Invoii from the main iMigino tlu' small amount of power

required to drive them is produeed with the same cinc-

ieniv as that shown bv the main engine.

The low steam .onsumption shown by engine proper

reacts in every wav to the advantage of the various ele-

nieirts of the unit. For example, smee the engine uses

onlv to 10 lb. of steam per horsepower-hour as against

•M) u, :il> lb recpiired l.v other nuuhines of like horsepower

it is obvious that the capacity of .ill mLMubers of the unit

whose function it is to evaporate, convey, superheat or

condense this .steam may be reduced in like proportion,

thus decreasing radiation losses an.l power required to

operate au.xiliarics. Since but !) to 10 lb. of steam are

evaporated per hor.sepower-hour. the loss of beat to the

ash pan and chimnev is likewise reduced.

Inasmuch as the various elements which g.. to com-

plete the power plant of the usual form are purchased

from a number of dilTcrent buihiers, it is seldom that all

parts are properly adai-tcd to each other, either a.s to ca-

pacity or suitability of type. Since the Buckeyc-mobilo

is a product of one builder who is free to choose the most

suitable conditions as to .steam pressures, superheat, etc.,

he is enalded to .so proportion all the elements of the unit

as to secure the utmo.st I'mdenc'V of heat utilization con-

si.stent with mcchnnical simplicity and flexibility of ap-

plication.

l-ouiuls have all failc.l. the fce.l not being «\' Uic same

composition three hours a day. The only way to u>c

this water is to allow the boilers to scale so as to pm

tect the plate from the corrosive water. The scale is iiow

.so heavy as to subject the boiler to liagging al high lues- .

surcs and temperatures. T

The World's Largest Precision Testing
,

Machine I

The accompanying illustration is a vii'W ..f the Ic-tiug

machine, recently installed by the I'. S. I'.uivau nf Stand-

ards, Washington, D. C. This machine is used lor test-

ing columns, blocks, beams, girders and other shapes of

steel, wood, concrete or materials employed in construc-

tion,' in order to determine the breaking strength, spring

nniler load, and other engineering data.

This macliine is sullii-iently large h< If^t spc. iniciw .it

Graphite in Boilers

For a period of ten weeks 1 have been experimenting

with <n-aphite as a scale remover, says E. E. Pearce, m

Puwfr of Aug. 26, 1313, and fijid that it proves satis-

factory in our- boilers. As the action of the graphite is

very slow various boiler compounds have been mixed

with it, the idea being to soften the scale a little quicker

and allow the graphite to get to the plate sooner.

Vfter three trials, in which careful observations were

made the best results were found to be obtained when

using a mixture compo.sed of 1/2 lb. of graphite mixed

with 1 lb. of soda ash, and feeding the mixture at the

rate of 1 lb. of mixture to each 30,000 lb. of water. This

mixture should undoubtedly vary with the nature of the

feed water and working conditions.

The mixture is introduced along with the feed water,

and feeds constantly through an ordinary composition

feeder, the a.sh and graphite being thoroughly mixed

dry and put into the feeder.

On closely examining the scale which has come away

of its own accord, the surface which has been next to

the shell will be seen to be dotted with graphite specks.

These will be quite clear under a good glass. It has been

our experience that practically no scale forms where the

old has come off when graphite has been used.

The action of graphite in removing scale is not clear,

but it certainly removes the scale, and T am under the im-

pression that if one were to well ml) the plates of a

new boiler with graphite and water, or some other moist-

enino- medium, no trouldc would be experienced from

scale! It would be interesting to all engineers if some one

who has a new boiler going into service would try the ex-

periment and publish the results.

T am shortly going to try graphite in one plant that

is badly scaled, and as many chemical works and other

factories use the water before it comes to this mill, com-

Gkxkhal View or Machine

any length up to 34 ft. It can e.xert a pull of 1,150,000

lb." or a compression of 3,300,000, yet is sufaciently deli-

cate that the ]H-essure of a finger upon it will be rcii-

tered.

The machine consists of two principal parts coiiiie.t.'d

by two enormous screws; one part, the further cue m
the illustration, is stationary, and contains the incclinii-

isni Ijy which the f(n-ce exerted on the specimen is meas-

ured.' The other, called the press, is movable, and .mi-

sists essentially of a hydraulic cylinder mounted on

wheels. It will be noted that the head of the hydraulic

piston is carried upon wheels of its own, and can move

independently of the cylinder. The oil wlii.h is used to

produce the hydraulic pressure is supplied through a pipe

which telescopes or elongates as the press is moved.

In testing, the press is moved to the proper point by

the small Westinghouse motor, seen mounted upon it.

The specimen to be tested is then placed in the machine.

If it is to be placed under tension, eadi end is gripped

Tjy Jaws, if it is to be subjected to compression, it is held

between two heavy plates. The hydraulic piston is then

slowly forced forward or pulled back, until the specimen

is ruptured or crushed.

A Deane pump, driven by a 30-11]). Westinghouse mo-

tor, supplies the oil for operating the hydraulic piston.

This pump is capable of delivering a pressure of 3.500 lb.

per sq.in.
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The plan of providing baths for miners at European

collieries has met with such favor that it is safe to pre-

dict the general installation of such facilities at all the

important mines. Some points from foreign experience

are worth noting. Investigation shows that in estimating

for such a plant, eight gallons per man should be allowed,

and the water maintained at a temperature of 100 deg. F.

Six cents per week per head will cover all running

charges, including soap and towels. In Westphalia the

average capital outlay amounts to $25 per head. Where

baths are provided, they have proved to be an important

safeguard, owing to less liability of matches, pipes, cigar-

ettes, etc., being inadvertently taken into the mine. It is

also true that home conditions of miners are more satis-

factory, hotli from social and moral aspects.

Legislation and Accidents

The present is an age that might properly be termed

"The Legislative Era." When a casualtj- occurs on one of

our railroad.s, in one of our mines, or at some industrial

plant, a cry goes up for more stringent laws. The end

that we seek to reach is laudable, but the ha-sty methods

pursued in an attempt to quickly satisfy public clamor are

much to be condemned.

Great Britain has likewise passed through a period

of legislative activity, and the results obtained may be

interesting to us as an indication of what we may our-

selves experience. Sixty years ago the accident rate in

British mines showed that one man was killed each year

for every 249 employed. Conditions in the mines were

gradually improved, so that half a century later the deaths

equaled only one in 779. About this time (1900) there

was a common demand for scores of new laws, designed

to cover every possible contingency that might permit of

an accident. The result was innumerable acts, which

were passed with such rapidity that it was quite impos-

sible for mine owners to observe in letter all the new
regulations intended to govern coal mining.

The outcome of this condition was an increase in the

British coal-mining death rate. In 1905-9 fatalities

reached one in every 764 employed, while in 1910-12 it

had risen to one in every 689 employed.

A particular cause for this increase in mining haz-

ards was the inflexible nature of the "Eight Hours Act."

This new law limiting the time of employment to an

eight-hour shift is applied to all districts, mines and men,

regardless of local, natural, economic or individual cir-

cumstances.

All around there is more rush and less care. In order

to maintain output under the restricted hours, the own-
ers have in many cases been speeding up the work at the

expense of safetj'. More men are needed than heretofore,

and there is a tendencv to exercise less care in the selec-

tion of experienced miners.

Then there is the new one-sided "Workmen's Compen-
sation Act." This law, by insisting upon the same com-
pensation for an aged and delicate miner as for a younger

and stronger workman, puts age and experience at a dis-

count, and youth and recklessness at a premium. In places

where these older men were weeded out, the result was an

increase in the accident rate.

Any law which causes the elimination of aged, skilled

and cautious men, spelling preference for young, inexper-

ienced and reckless workmen is certain to encourage the

introduction of more hazardous methods. It means an
acceleration of haulage and hoisting, hastj' and careless

repair work at the week end, neglect of bar-setting and
propping, and an inevitable increase of danger and death.

It should be understood by everyone that the coal-min-

ing industry is a business where both the natural and eco-

nomic circumstances vary more widely than in any other

occupation. Great care must, therefore, be ob.served when
we attempt to impose uniform working conditions upon
all the owners of our coal mines. It is useless passing
act after act and issuing regulation after regulation for

the provision of safety devices and rescue appliances, if,

at the same time, the state enforces other measures which
aggravate old dangers and create Jiew ones.

The Mexican Situation

On another page of this issue we print a communica-
tion from a large American coal operator located in
Northern Mexico, giving details of the damages his com-
pany sustained at the hands of the revolutionists. Coal
Age has in the past consistently refrained from comm.ent-
ing upon the unfortunate conditions prevailing in that
war-ridden country. But a communication, such as the
one referred to, coming as it does from an absolutely

authentic source, brings the subject home in a way that

much of the contradictory and inflammatory articles in

the newspapers have failed to accomplish.

In this instance it appears that the rebel soldiers com-
pletely destroyed a million-dollar plant in the short

space of about two hours. Having just sustained a defeat

at the hands of the federal forces, the rebels started out
on a campaign of destruction, offering as their excuse
that they wished to prevent the government forces from
obtaining coal supplies with which to operate the railroad.

Those who know the district will appreciate the fact that
this was merely an excuse, and a poor one at that. The
Lampaeitos plant is but a imit in the coal operations of

Xorthern Mexico, and tlie fact that it is now destroyed
will not interfere with the railroads obtaining a plenti-

ful supply of fuel from neighboring mines, or if need
be. from this country.

President Wilson's hesitating policy on the Mexican
question has sorely tried the patience of the general pub-

lic. In the meantime further indignities are being heajied

on our subjects in that country and their residence there

is steadily becoming more and more untenable. It is to

be hoped that our government will soon find a sane and
satisfactory solution for the problem without having to

resort to war and its attendant horrors.
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The Dietetics of Dust

He who wo.ld keep liimself free from iisper^oii^ must

not oiilv state carefully the idea lie desires to eonvey,

but must also be equally elear in deelarinj,' what he does

not believe and what points he regards as at present too

dittieult for his deeision. So in passing, we now wisii to

make a preliminary statement, therein pronouniing our

faith in stone dust as an immunizer against mine explo-

sions and declaring onr great regard for W. E. (iarforth,

as the discoverer of the advantages of the use of suili dust.

We would not have our criticism of a mere detail exalted

into a denunciation of a wholesome practice which we be-

lieve should bcjomc almost universal.

But we think that though Mr. Garforth has so wisely

given us a solution, partial or complete, of the coal-dust

problem, we should not accept without question all that

he has recommended. We fear that there is a tendency to

regard him as a court of highest resort, but we think it

would be wiser to weigh his judgments as carefully as we

would those of others less eminent.

Mr. Garforth, in his desire to select dusts which will

not injure the internal organs of the operatives exposed

to their influence, has subjected the powdered materials to

several tests. He has. for instance, taken their specific

gravities to determine which of them will rise most easily

to meet the advancing flame of an explosion. He has en-

deavored to ascertain what magnetic particles are in the

dust as such materials are likely to be hard and gritty in

the lungs. He has investigated the presence or absence

of earbonaceons matter, for such material negatives the

effect of incombustible dust. Material, such as is found in

the roof at the Brucetou galleries, is hardly any better

than the dust of a mine where the coal dust has been im-

munized with the quantity of stone dust recommended by

Mr. Garforth.

In these inquiries we follow Mr. Garforth with ap-

proval. But he makes other tests which may be of value,

but of which w.' cannot see the use. In fact, we may

draw unfavorable conclusions regarding certain dusts

from indications which his method of reasoning proves

less harmful than other dust, and even entirely innocuous.

Mr. Garforth immerses the dust in digestive fluids to

see what proportion of the material is thus removed.

He argues that the irritating edges of the inhaled par-

ticles can be smoothed away by solution. If it is the

action of the dust on the digestive organs which is in

que.stion, this might appear to have some reasonable

validity. But the objection to dust has been that if

sharp it will irritate the lungs and not that it is injurious

to the alimentary canal. If the dust comes in contact

with the salivary secretions, it will probably never reach

the bronchial passages, so that its ability to dissolve in

the secretions of the mouth is not an important factor.

The dust in the lungs is subjected only to the solvent

powers of perspiration and not to all the dissolving ac-

tions of the many fluids in the human body.

The digestive fluids of the various organs of the body

are peculiar to those organs. The use therefore, of lacto-

peptine, pepsin, pancreatin, diastase, lactic and hydro-

chloric acids in tests of dust would be of value only if

any like fluids, peculiar under all normal conditions to

certain organs, are created in one specific organ, to wit,

the lungs, which are not known to generate such secre-

tions. The pulverulent material not being subjected

citlicr in turn or at one and the same tunc to these lluids

oill enter tiic bronchioles and ahcoli uiuhanged niul "ill

remain to irritate and inflame tiieir surfaces and nuike

them subject to tubercular infection.

But let us suppose for argument that all the digest ixc

fluids of the body are found in tlie lungs: Of what

value would their action be':' If (he solvents would ili-

solve all the comi>onnds in the dust into a harmless llunl.

we can see that mechanical injury to the lungs as also to

th intestines would be thereby obviated. But. we think

that to di.s.sohe a part and leave a part is in all probai)ility

worse than useless; the i)art being dissolved is proliably

colloidal and .-^ort, the \r,\rt remaining unalfected is likely

to be irritant. In fact is not the dissolved part likely

to be the sugar coating to the 1)111':'

The unctuous soluble bodies may merely mask and

render harmless the gritty and crystalline substances with

which they are mixed. If a rock has much non-colloidal

silica, it certainly will not be less objectionable after ex-

posure to solution, for surely the silica crystals will be

little digested, if at all.

We believe that perhaps sonic sort of al)rasioii or fiic-

tioii test is preferable to any form of test by solution. The

amount of material abraded on a surface fed with siuli

dust or the angle of rest of bodies sprinkled with it

would serve to show its quality as a lung irritant better

than any test of solubility or any chcmica' analysis. We
prefer the friction test, however, as it gives the condi-

tion of the unaltered dust, whereas abrasion comminutes

that dust and may accentuate or minimize its gritty char-

acteristics. The microscopic examination also has merits.

In fact, it would be well that a careful investigation

of the best test for dust be made lest we exalt a system

of elimination, which will give all the honors to a dust of

undesiralile character.

The Small Mine Power Plant

The question of power for mining purposes is an ever-

present one. This applies with particular emphasis to the

isolated plant or mine which may be, and frequently is,

beyond the reach of any central-station transmission line.

Heretofore the small mine has almost invariably been

operated by a steam plant, which was in many cases an

aggregation of misfits—engines too small or too large,

possibly antiquated in design, and certainly ravenous in

steam consumption; boilers which were too big or too lit-

tle for the amount of steam required, probably bricked in

by some local mason not accustomed to laying firebrick,

and a system of steam and water piping which might be

but ill adapted lo the work in hand, and with but scant

]irovision made for expansion and contraction.

During the past few years many such plants liave been

driven to the acceptance of central-station power wliiili,

even at a comparatively high price, is more economical

than the prevailing type of isolated steam plant.

It is with no little interest, therefore, that we print on

another page the description of a new American produc-

tion, or rather an American adaptation of a machine

which has long been .successfully used in Europe. When

the entire power-producing apparatus—boiler, engine,

condenser, superheater, etc.—is constructed in one self-

contained unit of remarkably high efficiency bv a single

builder, it would appear that the power problem of the

small isolated mine had been at least successfully solved.
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Legal Decision

Railroad Company's Llalilllly for UlHCrlmlnatlon—The
measure of damages recoverable against a railway company
by a mine owner for unjust discrimination against him in

refusing to furnish switching facilities, was the difference

between the market price of his coal received after the dis-

crimination ceased and the higher price which he would have
received for such coal as could reasonably have been mined
and shipped during the period of the discrimination. The
railway company cannot excuse the discrimination on the

ground of a shortage of cars; it being bound in any case

to treat all shippers alike. (Pennsylvania Supreme Court,

Cox vs. Pennsylvania Railway Co., 87 Atlantic Reporter 581.)

Taxation of Coal In Place—A lease covering "all the mer-
chantable anthracite coal in. upon and under" certain lands,

and all certain described veins of coal on the premises,

constitutes a sale of the coal in place, thus severing the own-
ership of the surface from the minerals and making the

lessee liable for the taxes on the coal from the date of the

sale, in the absence of agreement to the contrary. But if

the lessor voluntarily pays the taxes for several years, he is

not entitled to recover the amounts so paid from the lessee

under an implied promise for such reimbursement. (.87 At-

lantic Reporter 601.)

Liability on Order Drawn by Employee—An order drawn
by an employee of a coal mining company, in favor of a mine
physician, authorizing the company to deduct a certain

amount from the employee's wages and to pay the same to

the physician, is, in legal effect, a draft; and the company
Is not liable thereon until the same has been presented to and
accepted by it. (Washington Supreme Court, Sheets vs.

Coast Coal Co., 133 Pacific Reporter 433.)

"Employee" and "Contractor" DLstinguished—In a suit

against a coal company for injury to a miner, he is not en-

titled to recover if he alleges in his complaint that he was
an employee and the proof shows that at the time of the ac-

cident he was performing a contract to mine coal at a

certain price per ton, uncontrolled by the company as to the

details of performing the work. (Alabama Supreme Court,

Warrior-Pratt Coal Co. vs. Shereda, 62 Southern Reporter
721.)

Allowance to Shipper not .Amounting to Unlawful Rebate
—Allowance by a railway company to a shipper of coal and
coke for hauling his own shipments from his mine to the

company's station does not amount to an unlawful I'ebate,

where the published tariff is uniformly interpreted as in-

cluding such haul, though the rate is specified from the sta-

tion. (United States Supreme Court, Mitchell Coal & Coke
Co. vs. Pennsylvania Railroad Co., 33 Supreme Court Re-
porter 916.)

Damages Recoverable .\p;ainst Carrier for DLserlmination
—Under the direct provisions of an Act of Congress, the dam-
ages recoverable against a railv-fay company by a shipper of

coal who has been charged the lawful rates on interstate

shipments, whereas unlawful rebates were allowed to other

shippers over the same route on shipments carried at the

same time, is the pecuniary loss resulting to him in conse-

quence of the discrimination, and not the amount of the

disciimination in the rates. (United States Supreme Court.

Pennsylvania Railroad Co. vs. International Coal Mining Co.,

33 Supreme Court Reporter 893.)

R'elit to Sue for Discrimination as to Cars—In interstate
commerce before suit will lie against a railway company for
discrimination in allotment of cars, in favor of plaintiff's

competitors, a ruling of the Interstate Commerce Commis-
sion must be obtained, declaring that the company adopted an
unrtasonable method of distribution. (United States Su-
preme Court, Morrisdale Coal Co. vs. Pennsylvania Railroad
Co., 33 Supreme Court Reporter 93S.)

Validity of Coal-Mlne Resulatlon—A state law requiring
entries in coal mines, where employees are required to drive
mine cars, to have an unobstructed space of at least two
feet wide outside the rails of the track, such as is in force

In Indiana, is a valid regulation, and not unconstitutional be-

cause it applies to bituminous coal mines and not to block
coal mines. (United States Supreme Court. Barrett vs. State
of Indiana, 33 Supreme Court Reporter 692.)

Buyer's Remedy on Seller's Failure to Deliver—Under a
contract for a sale of coal and on the buyer being unable
to secure delivery according to the agreement, he is entitled

to buy coal at the market price at the nearest market and
hold the contract seller for the difference between the price

paid elsewhere and the lower contract price. (California
Supreme Court. J J. Moore & Co. vs. J. S. Guerln & Co.. 132

Pacific Reporter 1038.)

Rerailing Device

The automatic rerailing device .shown herewith is suc-

cessfully used for mine cars in electric-haulage service

at the Shamrock mine in the Heme district, Germany.
It is described in the "Zeitschrift fiir das Berg- Hiitten-

-i

Plan
I

'

Section A-l

Plan, Kt.kvatiox axd Sectio.v of Ree.viler

Foii ilixic Caks

und Salinenwesen," Vol. 61, Xo. 1. The guide blocks

consist of oak posts about 5 in. square and 7 ft. 4 in.

long, beveled at the ends to direct the car wheels. These

rerailing blocks are usually placed behind the switch and

fastened to the ties by wood screws. On the inside they

are faced with angle irons, about lV^xli/2.xi^ in. in size.

COMING SOCIETY MEETINGS

First Aid Meet., Philadelphia & Reading Coal & Iron Co.
— The annual meeting of this company will be held at Lake-
side Park, East Mahanoy Junction, Penn., Sept. 20.

National Conservation Exposition—Miners' Field Day, to

be held under the auspices of the Tennessee Mine Foi-emen's
Association, with the cooperation of the Bureau of Mines and
the American Red Cross, on Sept. 20, at Knoxville, Tenn.

American Mine Safety Association—The second meeting of
this society will be held at the Bureau of Mines, Pittsburgh.
Sept. 22-24. H. M. Wilson is chairman.

National Safety Congress—The second meeting of this body
will be held at the Hotel McAlpin, New York City, Sept.

22-25. C. L. Close. 71 Broadway, is chairman, the office of the

secretary being 2135 Green St., Harrisburg. Penn.

American Mining Congress—This society meets for its

16.th annual session at Philadelphia. Oct. 20-24; the secretary

Is J. P. Callbreath, who has opened quarters in the Land
Title Building.

Coal Mining Institute of America—Winter Session me
Dec. 4 and 5 at the Port Pitt Hotel, Pittsburgh, Penn. C.

Fay. secretary. 'Wilkes-Barre. Penn.

?ts
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Rules for Motormen

The Enginecrimj and Mining Journal quotes the fol-

lowing rules for motormen from the Inland Steel C'o.'s

Look of rules anil with tritliii? ehan,2e< they would serve

for use in coal mines:

(1) Operators should see that their motors are in

«ood working order and furnished with the necessary

fools, supplies and signals. They should thoroughly in-

spect the motor and test the brakes at the beginning oi

each shift; see that they have a supply of sand: and im-

nu'diately report any defects to the master mechanu

.

(•>) They should not leave the motor except in case

of necessity." and then have some competent person in

charge. Xo one except motormen and electricians .slioulc.

be permitted to operate the motors.

(3) Operate cars at such a speed as to have full con-

trol at all times. Avoid bumping cars violently.

H) The trolley pole should follow and not lead the

motor, except in places where this is impossible. When

the trolley pole is ahead the motor should be moved

slowlv.

(5) The trolley pole should not be turned while the

motor is in motion.

((i) There should be a red light on the advancing

end of all trains when the motor is not in front and the

light on the motor should be kept lighted at all tnn.-..

when the motor is in use.

(7) Motormen should ring the liells on their ciirs ;it,

frequent intervals and especially when approaching cvoss-

ing« curves, narrow places in the drifts or crosscuts, or

points where men are known to be working on or near

the track.

(8) Motormen should promptly report any det.-ctive.

f^ndition of electrical equipment to the electrician, mni-

ing foreman or shift boss.

(9) No one except motormen and brakemen should

ride" on a motor or car without special permission from

the superintendent or foreman.

(10) Men not emploved as m(jtormen or switchmen

should not couple car.s throw or alter the lineup

of switches.

( 11 ) Trammers, or other employees, should not leave

cars at or near switches or crossings, in such a position

that they will not clear motors or cars moving on another

track.

(12) When cars arc pushed from where tlicy lia\e

been filled to a point where they can be handled by the

motors, the trammers should notify the crew of the motor

either by remaining near the cars or by placing lights on

them. The same rule should be followed in the case of

timber trucks or other equipment left standing on the

tracks where motors are liable to approach from either

direction.

(13) Men having occasion to work on motor-car

tracks should protect themselves by placing blue lights

on the track.

(11) Do not place any strain on nunc tiiubcr,-

replacing cars on track.

(15) Do not carry hii,di c\plosivc< on clcclrual

crated cars.

(16) Brakemen should always cany lanterns.

(17) Brakemen sluudd not ride on the front c

cars except in case of urgent necessity.

(18) Operators and brakemen should exercise

care not to get caught between cars and timbers,

riding, they .should not .stick their feet out at tiie s

the car. a-;"they are apt to do if in a kiu'cling jxisil

when

K "1'-

grc;

Win
iide <

ion.

Qualifications for Rescue Work

S. d. Bridges describes the recovery work at the C'adeby

Main mine, in the Colliery Engineer, and incidentally

says: A man who volunteers for training should lie

lihysically strong, and have good lungs, and no licait

troubles. When passing the doctor he should be quite

candid in answering questions, and if he luis the Iciist

doubt of his own nerve, he had better not take on the

work, as he will l>e ^ure to hinder the work of the icain

to which he belongs, and may lose his (iw]i lilc and cause

others to do the same. The writer has seen men ;itteni|it

to do this work who bravely tried to do what they be-

lieved to be their duty, but owing to physical unfit iie-<

w^ere incapable of proceeding, iuid luul to \iv hvoughi -m

by their comrades.

In other cases men otherwise iit have hccii kept at

work too long without a proper interval for rest, and

have returned to the work when they were not m a

condition to stand it. The l)reathing of an artilieial

atmospliere acts ditferently on .some men from others.

Some of the men came out with pulses heating at 1 Hi

per min.. and even more, and were soon all right again;

others left the mine and were imablc to go in again that

day. Tn no case were the men able to do the two hour^'

work with which they had been tested.

The UxxKiiVKD Kkscueis

The captain of a team should be an observant man.

He must watch his aides and his apparatus while at work.

Moreover his time limit must be controlled by the weak-

est of his party. Also when his team has been working

several shifts and is accustomed 1o the work and a|)pa-

ratus, if he should then he obliged to take in a reserve

man for the first time, he will have to watch bini care-

fully, or his new comrade may cause a disaster. Esjjc-

cialiy is this the case when his men find dead bodies.

The first seen and handled give most men a severe shock;

this generally wears oif. but a captain whose team does

such ''work for the first time is in no enviable position.

If he has a man who faints or collapses, his task is

then comparatively easy, but if the new rescue man loses

his head and conimences to run hysterically, falls aiel

endeavors to run again, the captain and his men will

be in great jeopardy. Their own apparatus can only he
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worn by exercisiug great care, and to have to hold or

carry a man frantic with fright is an impossibility, and

a captain who meets with such an experience will be

verv fortunate if he and hi? comrades get ont safely.

Don'ts for First-Aid Men
By Ali.f.x S. Sxyder*

Don't tonch a wound with the hands.

Don't disturb blood clots.

Don't be rough with the patient.

Don't probe for a biillet or any otlier body imbedded

in the flesh.

Don't wash wounds unless you sterilize the water.

Don't pnll or tear off clothing—cnit it away.

r)on't attempt to remove pitch, varnish or wax from a

burned surface.

Don't bring ammonia too close to the nostrils.

Don't touch the eye with dirty fingers or an unclean

cloth.

Don't put bandages on too tight.

Don't let the patient know his condition i- serious.

Program of American Mine Safety

Association
On .Sept. 22. 23 and 24 a large number of prominent mining:

men. surgfeons of mining companies, and the miners con-

nected with the rescue and first-aid work from many parts

of the tJnited States win attend at Pittsburgh the second
meeting of the American Mine Safety .Association. Western
Pennsylvania and the Pittsburgh district in particular will be

largely represented. H. M. Wilson, chairman of the executive

committee of the American Mine Safety Association, says

that the reports received indicate that the meeting will be

largely attended. McAlester, Okla.. Trinidad. Colo., and other

equally distant points sending big contingents of men who
are interested in anything which will add to the safety of

their mining operations. An interesting program of papers

and discussions has been prepared, and arrangements have
been made to visit points of interest in and about Pittsburgh.

Handsome prizes have been offered for the men who com-
pete in the mine-rescue contest at Arsenal Park on Sept. 22.

The Draeger Oxygen .Apparatus Co. has donated an oxygen
inhalator, complete in a box: the Hirsch Electric Mine I^amp
Co. will present a Hirsch silver-plated miner's electric cap

lamp, and the American Mine Safety Association provides

handsome medals which will be given individual contestants.

Entries for this event have been received already from the

Penn-Mary Coal Co., the H. C. Frick Coke Co.. and the

Westmoreland and Jamison Coal & Coke Companies.

At the same time there will be held a first-aid contest

somewhat similar to those held elsewhere in the mining
regions. For this a number of han.lsome prizes have also

been received, notably from Johnson & Johnson a first-aid

cabinet and also a first-aid instruction outfit: from Bauer &
Black a first-aid cabinet: from the American Red Cross and

the .American Mine Safety Association a set of medals for the

individual contestants. The following entries have already

been received for this event: Consolidation Coal Co. (two

entries), Wisconsin Steel Co., Allegheny Coal Co.. Rochester

& Pittsburgh Coal & Iron Co., Allegheny River Mining Co.,

Tower Hill Connellsville Coke Co., Penn-Mary Coal Co.,

Youghiogheny & Ohio Coal Co., Oliver & Snyder Steel

Co.. Puritan Coke Co., Pittsburgh Terminal R.R. & Coal Co.,

Manor Gas Coal Co., Penn Gas Coal Co., Pittsburgh Balti-

more Coal Co., New .Alexandria Coal Co.. Westmoreland Coal

Co., Jamison Coal & Coke Co., Vinton Colliery Co.

The Bureau of Mines has arranged a big experimental ex-

plosion at their mine at Bruceton. This will be the first ex-

plosion exhibit given at the mine since its completion. There

was an experimental explosion in the mine in 1911 on the

occasion of the National Mine Safety Demonstration, and

another in 1912, but in both cases the mine was as yet only

partly opened, and the various electric recording apparatus,

and the apparatus for controlling the explosion had not been

Instructor in first aid, Cambria Steel Co., 1005 Somerset
Ave., Winber, Penn.

placed, so that practically all that the mining public could
see was an explosion of dust. On Sept. 23, however, it will
be possible for those Interested in such matters to see just
exactly what causes the explosion: how the explosion wave
acts: the speed and the pressure and other important items,
as these will all be automatically recorded in the instrument
room. A number of rescue men fitted with artificial breathing
apparatus will enter the mine immediately after the explo-
sion, so as to illustrate how they can go into a mine while
it is still smoking and full of gas.

On the evening of the 23d a local committee of members
of the American Mine Safety Association and the Bureau of
Mines will give a smoker In the Fort Pitt Hotel to the visiting
mining men. Music is expected, and there will be an ex-
hibition of motion pictures exhibiting safe and unsafe prac-
tices in mining, and illustrating methods of digging coal, and
of handling it both underground and on the surface.

First-Aid Meets
Invitations have been sent out for the fourth annual con-

test of the first-aid corps of several coal companies of the
Shamokin region, to be held at Edgewood Park, Shamokin,
Sept. 13. The companies to be represented in the contest are
Susquehanna Coal Co., Mineral R.R. & Mining Co., Summit
Branch Mining Co., Lytle Coal Co., and Lykens Water Co.

Considerable interest has been manifested at all the col-
lieries under the control of the Lehigh Valley Coal Co., in the
selection of first-aid teams from each division to fight for the
championship of the entire company. The ten teams repre-
senting the various collieries of the Lackawanna division,
with headquarters at Pittston, Penn., held a four-event con-
test to determine which team should represent the division,
with the result that Westmoreland colliery was awarded first

place with a percentage of 100. The Exeter colliery outside
team finished second, with a rating of 99%. Other collieries
represented were William A. Heidelberg No. 1, Seneca, Stevens,
Maltby, and two inside teams from Exeter.

The four events were as follows: (1) Open wound over
the right temple, fracture of the left collarbone and fracture
of the jaw. (2) Gas burns on face, head and le't arm. (3)
Fractured ribs on the left side and fractured left arm. i4)

Compound fracture of the left leg and simple fracture of the
right upper arm. The members of the winning teams are as
follows: "U'estmoreland, James R. Morris. Capt,, Edward Reap,
Thomas Ridgly. AValter Jacoby, Joseph Johnson, Fred Halpin,
subject; Exeter Outside, Charles Kluck, Capt., Charles Mar-
low, John Akens, Robert Reid, William Finn, Benjamin
Thomas, subject. The Westmoreland team will represent the
division at the meet to be held at Hazle Park, .Sept. 13.

Weyanoke Gardens
The Weyanoke Coal & Coke Co. of Giatto, Mercer County,

W. Va., has for five years given prizes for the best gardens
at their mining villages, and has given the householders
stable litter and lime to fertilize their flower and vegetable
beds. The prizes amount every year to $110. The first prize
was $20 and the other nine formed an arithmetical series
diminishing regularly by $2. An additional $5 was given
to the lady having the prettiest flow^ers, and a porch settee
to the lady whose flower display was next in order of merit.
The judges this year were Judge H. A. Ritz of Bluefleld,

E. A. Schubert, industrial agent of the Norfolk & Western
Ry. and W. O. Frith of the "Princeton Progress."

Special consideration was given to the sanitary conditions
around the houses, and the difBculties of location on the
steep hillsides were also given due weight in accordin,g
relative merits.

It was noted that those tenants "who were not seeking
to obtain a prize were keeping more sanitary and oi-dei-ly

premises than they wei-e last year. The shower baths which
the company was constructing last year have been com-
pleted, with compartments and lockers for the benefit of the
miners. Five baths are set apart for the white and flve for
the colored employees, and they are all largely used and
appreciated.

If the old workings in a mine are roughly stopped off

there is always apt to be leakage of the confined gas, which
fouls the air and may sometimes cause an explosion. There
is always the possibility of infiammable gas gathering in old

workings, in dangerous quantities when they are shut off.

and the miners may accidentally hole into these old work-
ings and cause an explosion: or this gas may be driven out.

by roof falls, into the live workings and an explosion result.
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The Liquor Problem in Mining

As to whether the drink evil is imroasiug or .leireasiiif,'

ninoiig miners, at this time, is not made very phun hy the

ar^nunents that have been used on either side of this

<lue<tion; nor vet whether tlie drink evil increases or de-

creases with tile advance or fall of wages. Opinions sccni

to differ, also, as to the best and most successful plan

or method to be adopted for decreasing this evil among

miners, as various suggestions and opinions have been

advanced.

W. V. Oakes, vice-president of the Sunnyside Coal Co.,

Cole, in his argument for a miuiiig-camp canteen. Coal

Age, March 15, p. 430. makes the following statement:

It is useless to argue against the existence of a saloon of

one sort or another in or about a mining cimp. If the men

cannot get their beer, or whatever they want to drink, they

will buy it from bootleggers or they will go to

some other camp where they can obtain it.

Are miners, as a class, down to the point whore lliey

mu8t have drink? Does giving miners more oppoituuities

and better facilities to drink, decrease the drinking? Will

the establishment of more club and drink houses, in min-

ing camps, solve or reduce the drink habit among min-

ers? Is it not true that the more opportunities drinking

miners have to drink and the less restraint they are under

in this respect, the more they drink; and the more they

drink, so much the more they want to drink; and the

more unreliable and worthless they become as miners and

the less valuable as citizens.

The tendency and influence of all saloons and drink

houses are downward. They are not the places where the

best thoughts are cultivated. Even in the best clubs or

drinking houses, in mining camps ( if there be any best)

.

there is no moral and uplifting influence found. On the

other hand, the influences in far too many of these

drinking dives are foul and well adapted to the growth

of idleness and anarchy. Why. then, establish any of

these degrading institutions, hoping thereby to refine and

reform drinking miners.

It requires no long argument to convince the average

man that there is not so much drinking in a mining camp

where the drink is difficult to obtain, as where it is plen-

tiful. I admit it can scarcely be removed so far or made

so difficult to get, but that the confirmed drinker will

manage, in some way, to get it, at times. But the boys

will not go to the same expense and trouble to get it as

the old drinker. In a few years these boys will bo men

—

men who care nothing for drink and drinking resorts.

On their account, the saloons and drinking clubs should

be removed from all mining camps. By the proper en-

forcement of law, saloons, drinking clubs and bootleg-

gers can all be removed from mining camps and none

should be more interested and more active in this move-

ment than mine officials.

The solution of the liquor problem in mining is in the

direction of enforcing and obeying laws, education and

the improvement of conditions. The coal mines of the

countrv need officials with more disciplinary- powers and

iiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiini iiiiiiiiiiii iiniin i
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less drinking habits; men whd h;ivo t!u" coiilidoiu-c and

resjiect of their be.st miners; nioii who are strictly soIkt

and temperate themselves; men wiio take interest in bet-

tering the i)liysical and intellectual condition of the

miner, bv furnishing him with better houses, liettcr

streets, better sanitary conditions in tiu' mine, better ven-

tilation, better schools, better discipline and better sys-

tem. These things will have a greater tendency towari?

reducing the drink habit among miners than the estab-

lishment of the canteen, in mining rain]is.

•loiiN Rose,

District Mine Inspector.

Dayton. Tenn.

The Mine Air Current and Explosions

The contribution of Mr. I'arlitt on this subjcrt. Com

,\0K. Aug. 9, p. 208, while interesting as a paper on

ventilation, fails as a reply to the discu.ssion on the Cin-

cinnati mine explosion. The main feature of that discus-

sion was the effect of the mine-ventilating pressure to in-

crease or decrease the gaseous condition of the mine. 'Mr

Parfitt makes no mention of this important factor, bm

draws attention to the fact that the pulmonary disoaM-,

suffered by miners are brought on by the vitiated atmos-

jihere of manv mines. This fact is commonly admitted by

all.

At least one mine inspector, in England, has rorcircd

10 the premature death of miners caused by insutticici''

ventilation. However. I fail to find in the previous ai-

tides, bv myself and Mr. Verner. any reference suggest

ing sucii unsanitary conditions in the Cincinnati mine.

Any argument along this line would naturally be taken a?

referring to conditions some time back, as, under thi'

present system of mine insjjection. if an inspector tlml-i

the ventilation of a mine inadequate, he simply shut-;

down the mine, ^\'o can. tliorefore, assume that there is

sufficient air traveling in the average modern mine to

make the workings sanitary, in every respect, and thus

eliminate this question from the discussion. But, aftiT

all has been said and done, mine explosions still con

tinue, which we are apparently helpless to prevent.

Mr. Parfitt is wrong in sup)wsing that I suggestcil

that the ventilating current diminished or prevented the

outflow of gas from the strata. My claim was (July •").

p. 25) that while the e.xhaust system of ventilation allow-i

the expansion of gas accumulated in the gobs, the com-

pressive .system of ventilation acts to drive this gas back

and counteracts, to a certain extent, the effect of a falling

barometer. In this reference, I only considered the rela-

tive tendency of these two systems of ventilation to in-

crease or decrease the outflow of gas from the gobs. I

also drew attention to the fact that the ventilating pres-

sure could be increased, if desired, by the use of a regu-

lator, without increasing the quantity of air in circula-

tion.

The relative effect of the two systems of ventilation

that T have inontioned may be illustrated by supposing
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that the ventjlatiii^H- pressure required in a certain mine

is equivalent to a :i-in. water gage or 5.2 X 2 = 10.4 lb.

/ler sq.ft. If the atmospheric pressure is 14.7 lb. per

Sq.in or 14.7 X 1-14 = 2116.8 lb.- per sq.ft., the actual

pressure on the air, in the compressive system, is 2116.8

-J- 10.4 = 2127.2; and in the exhaustive system, 2116.8

— 10.4 = 2106.4 lb. per sq.ft. The difference of pres-

sure between the two systems is, therefore, twice the ven-

tilating pressure or, in this case, 2 X 10-4 = 20.8 lb. per

sq.ft.*

In the extraction of coal, there are many causes that

operate to prevent the roof from settling uniformly; and

it is commonly estimated that one-sixth of the original

space occupied by the coal is available for the accumula-

tion of gas. On this basis, 10,000 cu.ft. would be a

small estimate for the possible accumulation of gas in old

workings. Since the ratio of expansion of gas is equal

to the inverse ratio of the pressure it supports, the expan-

sion of this volume of gas, due to a fall of barometer

from, say 30 to 29 in., is determined by the proportion

29 : 30 : : 10,000 : x = 10,345 cu.ft.

The quantity of gas thrown out onto the airways, by

this fall of barometer, would be 10,345 —- 10,000 = 345

cu.ft. The danger would be greater if this fall of barome-

ter took place suddenly or at a time when the ventilating

current was impeded; or when, for any reason, proper at-

tention was not given to the change of pressure. In this

connection, it is important to notice that the waste places

in mines where gas is liable to accumulate and often diffi-

cult to remove, can frequently be kept clear of gas by drill

holes sunk from the surface, through which the gas may
esca]ie when the compressive system is emj)loyed.

Tt is worthy, also, of note that mines in which larae

quantities of carbon dioxide are generated will generally

require a greater ventilating pressure in order to effec-

tively remove this gas. The reason is due to the greater

specific gravity of the gas, which causes it to sink to the

low places in the mine and to offer an increased resist-

ance to the ventilating current. The air has a tendency

to pass over this gas, unless the GCime is distributed by
the passing of cars or other cause. My own observation

leads me to conclude that where a shorter airway is more
or less obstructed by the presence of blackdamp, the air

current will often travel a longer route, owing to the in-

creased resistance in the shorter airway, caused by thi>

[*As a matter of fact, the difference in tile actual pressure
on the air, in the use of these two systems of ventilation, or
twice the ventilating pressure is so slight as compared with
the atmospheric pressure that the relative effect on the ex-
pansion of gases in the void or abandoned places, in mines, is
almost inappreciable. Liikewise, the relative effect on the
emission of gas from the strata is practically inappreciable.
There is, however, a great advantage possessed by the com-
pressive system of ventilation as compared with tlie ex-
haustive system. This advantage relates to the mine pres-
sure, in the compressive system, being greater than tnat of
the atmosphere: while, in the exhaustive system, u is lesf
than that of the atmosphere. As a result, the compressive
system tends to drive the gases that accumulate in aband-
oned workings out through every crevice, fissure or opening,
into the outside atmosphere, thus making these crevices and
openings vents to the m.ne. On the other hand, the e.xhaust-
ive system tends to draw these gases invo the mine workings,
owing to the pressure of the atmosphere through the same
crevices or openings

Another important relative effect of the two systems of
ventilation is that when a fan is running on the compressive
system and an accident occurs to the tan or in the mine air-
way, by which the circulation is reduced and the mine pres-
sure decreased, there is a sudden outflo^w of gas from the
abandoned and void places in the mine that may cause ti^ouble.
being sudden and unexpected. On the other hand, when the
fan is working on the exhaust system of ventilation, the same
accident to the fan or in the airway, would result in an In-
crease of pressure on the gases confined in the abandoned
workings and other void places in the mine. This condition
favors the exhaust system, but is a condition that should be
provided for. as far as possible, by efficient mine equipment
and inspection.—Ed.]

gas. A higher ventilating iiressure might, in a degree,

overcome this difficulty.

In closing I want to say that the increase of ventilating

pressure, or the use of the exhaustive or compressive sys-

tem of ventilation, as I have suggested, does not imply
a depletion of the ventilating current to which Mr. Parfitt

alludes.

Robert McCune.
,1'enn.

Recovering Thin Overlying Coal
I noticed the question of J. H. S., Coal Age, Aug.

30, p. 319, who asked for the be.st method of drawing
back the pillars in a 7-ft. seam of coal overlaid with from
4 to 7 ft. of sand slate, and, at the same time, recovering
the 21 in. of coal above this slate.

I want to say, in the first place, that this mine should
have been worked on the longwall plan, from the start.

The mine should have been openecl on the triple-entry

system and cross-entries or headings driven to the bound-
ary, to the right and the left of the main .entries and 300
ft. apart. These headings should then be crosscut at the

boundary line, from one to another, thereby forming a

long line of working face, each section being 300 ft. in

length.

Work should then be started on the retreating plan, and
three rows of posts should be carried along the face to

break the sand slate forming the roof. The back row of

posts is drawn and the posts reset as the work progresses.

It may be necessary to shoot the sand slate, at first, ni

order to start the break; but when this is once started

the posts will be sufficient to break the roof. It may
happen that explosive gas will be found in the upper seam
overlying the slate and proper j^recaution shovdd be taken
in this regard.

I note, however, that you say this work has all been

driven to the boundary line on the room-and-pillar sy.s-

lem. In that case, the only thing left to do is to retreat,

as alx)ve stated. Whether the rooms have been turned

as right-hand or left-hand rooms wi'l determine the ques-

tion of where the work should be started. If the track

follows the straight rib. the work of drawing back the

pillars will be comparatively easy; but if the tracks arc

in the middle of the rooms, it makes a hard proposition,

as the waste is said to have been stored in the rooms,

which are probably full to their capacity. The width of

the rooms or thickness of the pillars is not mentioned,
but it looks as if the work of recovering the thin seam
of coal above the slate will cost more than the coal is

worth. I would say, if you can get all the pillar coal, you
will be doing well.

Samson Smith.
Mineral. Va.

Fire Protection in Mines
Eeferring to the question of adequate fire protectior

at mines, which has been recently mentioned in these

columns (Coal Age, July 26, p. 136), I notice that many
of the mines I visit are neglecting this matter. I con-

sider it of the greatest importance that mine officials

should give closer attention to the protection of their

properties from fire ; and, in urging this important point,

I want to make a few suggestions.
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In the first place, even- mine shoulil have a good map,

iliawn to a scale of, say 40 or all ft. to the inch, and

i^howing all wells or ponds, water lines and fire plugs.

The map should show all structures located on the prop-

erties, stating brick or frame. Every company should

have a properly organized fire-fighting force and a sys-

tem of signals to summon the men, in case a fire should

break out! These signals sliould be printed in clear, liolii

type and posted in a prominent place, so that the men

could become familiar with them.

Tn order to ?naintain all fire appliances ami appiinitu>

in good condition and ready for n.se in case of emergency,

I would suggest the following:

1. Wherever fire pails must be kept in places where

the water will freeze, it may be almost entirely prevented

by dissolving two or three ounces of common salt and as

much salsoda in boiling water, allowing this amount of

salt to each pail, or four or five jiounds to a cask of water.

2. Examine all tanks and pipes, fittings and valves

regularly, whether for steam heating, general water ser-

vice or fire protection. The purpose of this is to sec that

none are frozen or have been frozen and broken: and

to make sure tliat all are in good condition. Tf this ex-

amination shows that any are liable to freeze, provide the

necessary protection to insure the entire system.

3. Open all valves and try all outlets to sec that ah

pipes are free and ready for .service.

4. Make it your business to know if all engineers fully

understand the purpose ami operation of every valve and

l>ipe.

5. Try all pumps at regular periods and sir ih;ii ilicy

are in proiier working order. A pump that will iiol take

water (piickly is no good in case of fire.

6. Test all hydrants and indieators to sec that they

drain properly to prevent freezing in cold weather.

7. See that the night watchnnm is thoroughly versed

in the rules and familiar with all valves, pi])es, etc.

S. Examine all suction pipes lo see that they are not

partially clogged at the .'^trainers so as to lul down the

efficiency of the ]iuinp.

i). Do not let your fire extinguishers go over six

montlis wiiliout recharging them.

Some companies have formed liri' brigades in which

the men take much interest. Another thing I should not

forget to mention, as it is very inqiortant, is testing the

lines of hose. This should be done at least once every

three months, using the same water pressure that would

be used in case of tire If the hose is weak or wearing

out the test will show the tiniiMc. which .should be reme-

died before it is too late.

If these suggestions are cMii-icd oiil ;inil careful siijH'r-

vision ke^it. the works should not sulTer much from fire.

Pkxn«yi-v.\>jia Enhinekh.

I'ittslnii-tih. I'cnn.

Study Course in Coal Mining
By .1. T. Bkakd

The Coal Age Pocket Book
MKA.Sl RKMKXT OP AIR CI'RUKNTS

The mea.surement of air currents, in mininR practice, in-

volves the careful observation of the velocity and pressure

of the current and the accurate measurement of the sectional

area of the airway. From these data the volume and power
•of the air current are determined.

Rrquirement8—The mining laws of the state, in most
cases require a specified volume of air per man, per minute,

circulated throughout the mine. In order *» E'fJ't tjl^
Jfli

quirement, it is necessary to estimate the power that will

produce such quantity in a given mine.

The Mine Potential—Every airway and every mine has a

certain resisting power, in respect to. the circulation of air.

For this reason, the same power will circulate different quan-

tities of air through airways that differ only in respect to

*''*'The'formu1al''Sf^mine ventilation show the following rela-

tion of the quantitv of air circulated to the POwer producing

the circulation, and the sectional area to the rubbing surface

of the airway.

Or, sav: quantity (cu.ft. per mm.) = q; power (ft. lb.

min) =u; sectional area (sq.ft.) = a; and rubbing surl

(sq.ft.) = s; the unit resistance being k, we have

The first of these expressions, being given in terms of the

pown" and quantity of air circulated may be caUed prop-

erly the "potential of the circulation": while the .second ex-

pre^ssion, being given in,,terms "< the airway is the 'Wential
of the airway." or the "mine potential. .^he smnihcance or

the term "potential." in this connection, is appaient fpfe >t

describes the capacity of an airway or mine in respect to the

volume of air it will pass, per unit of power.

The Volne of Mine Potential—Calling the potential fact";"

X its value for any given mine or airway is calculated by the

formula

-^ '- A.
ti,7';^)y^r^*'^o^er?ir'o^%:^t^rj^!!'^^^3''4"?s;
formula

The value of the potential lies in the fact that it gives

to Jverv m"ne or air split a definite value that enables a cor-

recrcom^aAlon to be made, and the proper type of ven-

tilator and system of ventilation to be chosen.

The Coal Age Pocket Book
(Al.tlll.ATIOXS

it .AirH-nv—Calculate the potential of an aiivv;

OSS-section, and 2000 ft. long.

Solntion—The sectional area of this airway is 6 X 10

60 sqft.; the rubbing surface is 2(6 + 10)2000 = 64,000 sq.l

The potential of the airway is, therefore.

X = -y=^
60

= 552.6
# fcs f 0.00000(X)2 X 64,000

Potential of Circulation—What is the value of the pole:

tial factor in the circulation of 60,000 cu.ft. of air .by 10 hi:

Stilntlon—The potential of this -irculation is

60,000
A' 868.2

volume of air
V*' 10 X .3.3,000

Find the potential value for the sam
culated under a pressure of 8 lb. per sq ft.

Solution—The potential value, in this case, is

Power, Pressure, Qnnntity—By transposing the form
for potential, it is possible to calculate the power or v

sure required to circulate any given quantity of air agii

anv given mine potential; or to find the air vjjiu - - ~

power or pressure will produce, for any

R.i[nnipl

;-iven mine potenti;il.

....,.,„.,... Find the (11 power, and (2) pressure i;<;'liiii

to circulate 24.000 cu.ft. of air through an airway 5x14 fl,

ection and .3000 ft. long?

Solntion—The area and rubbing surface of the airway a

= 5 X 14 = 70 sq.ft.: and s = 2(5 + 14)3000 = 114,^

q.ft. The potential factor of this airway is then

X =
70

.531.8

iiY [ 531.8/

X 114,000

i 91,900 fi.-lb. per min.

(2) Prns-sure. p = -«^
24.000'

.531.8-

P = ;

(2)

3 S3 Ih. per sq.ft.

= 3 83 Ih. per sq.ft.

eu
of 7.S lb. per sq.ft.

91.900

24,000

Rxnmple—Find the volume of air circulated in th

mine, by (1) 10 hp
Solution

—

pressur

(1) By 10 hp., « = X ^ « = 531.8 #' 10 X 33,000 = 36,750 cu.fl. per r.

(2) By7.81b., 9 = X V'Xp = 531.8 1/ 531.8 X 7.8 = 34,260 ra./(.pc<-«
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Miscellaneous Questions

(Aiisircrcd Inj Ji'i'ijiirsl

)

(Jue.'<.—Under what ciroumstaiiees may a b<idy_ of gas

fail to be removed after restoring the ventilation?

Alls.—It frequently happens that the brattices, stop-

pings, air bridges or doors have been destroyed, which
prevents the air current from being properly distributed

or conducted to the working face or other places where
gas may have accumulated. The ventilating current is

not properly restored until all these means for the distri-

bution of the air have been replaced.

Another reason why the gas may not be removed when
the current' is restored is that a heavy fall of roof may
have occurred in one of the airways, by reason of which
the quantity of air, in that section of the mine, is reduced
and the velocity of the air current is insufficient for the

removal of the gas. It may happen, also, that gas is be-

ing generated, at the point in question, more rapidly than
it is removed by the air current, which would make it ap-
pear that the gas was not being removed.

Ques.—Would you allow any class of workman to enter

a return airway contaminated by gases emanating from a
mine fire; and for what purpose?

Ans.—Only such persons as are required for the work
of removing the gases should be permitted to enter the
airway, and then only for the purpose stated. The men
selected for the work should be competent men who are

experienced in the handling of gases and the use of the
safety lamp.

Ques.—"What weight of electric motor will I)e required
to haul four cars, gross weight 3 tons eaih, uji a grade,
the tangent of whose angle of inclination is 0.03-192. As-
sume a coefficient of friction 0.025 and a coefficient of
traction, 0.16.

Ans.—The gross weight of the loadt'd tri]i of four cars
is 4 (3 X 2000) = 2-1,000 lb. The grade being slight,

practically 3.5 per cent., the gravity pull of the loaded
trip is found by multiplying its gross weight bv the tan-
gent of the angle of inclination ; thus.

Gravity pull, 24,000 X 0.03492 = 838 lb.

In like manner, the friction pull is found by multi-
plying by the coefficient of friction ; thus,

Friction pull, 24,000 X ^.025 = 600 Ih.

The drawbar pull is the sum of the gravity- pull and
friction pull of the load: thus.

I'rawbar pull, 838 + 6(ii) = 143.S lb.

This drawbar pull is equal to the tractive power of the
locomotive, less the sum of the gravity and friction pulls
of the locomotive. Calling the weight of the locomotive w,
the tractive power is 0.16 ii\: the gravitv pull of the
]o((.niotive is 0.03492 w and the friction 'pull 0.025 w.
The drawbar pull, calculated from the weight of the lo-

comotive w, is then 0.16 w — (0.03492 + 0.025) iv =
say 0.1 ». Equating this value of the drawbar pull with
that calculated from the weight of the loaded trip,

and

""""""I'lii'iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiininiiii iililliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiF.

1438;

14,380 M.

0.1 »

0. I

which is the required weight of the locomotive.
Qiies.—Whnt weight of rails (20 lb. per yd.), ties. 18

in. apart, splice-bars; bolts and nuts are required for

laying one mile of road?
Ans.—One mile of road, assuming a single track, re-

quires 2 X •'3280 -H 3 = 3520 yd. of rail; and the

weight of iron for thi.s track is, therefore, 3520 X 30 h-
2000 = 35.2 tons. The mimbiT (if ties is 5280 X 12 H-
18 = 3520. The numiier of s|ili(c-bars will depend upon
the length of rails used. F(ir 3ii-rt. rails, there are 2 X
528(1 -^- 30 = 352 joints, whii b will require the same
number of pairs of splice-bars, and 4 X 352 = 1408
bolts and nuts, allowing four to each joint. There will be
required, besides, four spikes to every tie, making 4 X
3520 = 14.080 spikes, or, say 27 'kegs of iyoXj'Ts-m.
spikes.

Qiifs.—A\'bat «(juld lie your method of timbering rooms
30 ft. wide, with 10 in. of good slate roof over the coal

and a massive sandrock above the slate? How many rows
of props would you use, and, how far from the face
should the first row be placed? The coal is cut by min-
ing machines.

Ans.—The depth of the cover and thickness of the
coal not being given, it may be stated, in general, that
the posts should be set in rows parallel to the face and
staggered. The distance of the posts apart will depend
on the de])th of cover, thickness of coal, the width of
room pillars and the character of the floor. Under the'
conditions stated, there being a good roof slate. 10 in.

thick, if the floor is reasonably uood. the lirst row of posts
should be set 6 ft. from the lace, and 3 or ])ossibly 4 ro^rs

of posts will be required to properly control the weight
on the coal face, owing to the massive sandrock above the
slate.

Ques.—How should jjrops jje jilaced if the top is brokeii
and the bottom solid?

de))end on the diaracter of the

roof is an interlocking slate, a svs-

ring will generallv prove the best:

ill su( h manner as to render the

1 generally be necessary to jilace

Ans.—Much will di

liroken roof. If the n
tematic system of timln

lint if the l)i'eaks occin

roof treacheions. it wi

the timbers whei'e they are most needed; but, in this case,

a close watch must be kept of the roof by a competent,
ex]:)erienced ]ierson, to insure safety.

Ques.—¥im} the diameter of a shaft 90 ft. deep, fi-om
M-hich 261 cu.yd. of material have been excavated.

Ans.—First reduce the cubic yards to cubic feet; thus.
261 X 27 = 7047 cu.ft. Then find the sectional area,
by dividing the cubical contents by the depth of the shaft-
thus, 7047 ^ 90 = 78.3 sq.ft.

The diameter corresponding to this sectional area is

then calculated bv the fornuila

d \' 0.7,854

T8.3

\ 0.78.54
= sifl/ ](!//.
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COAL AND COKE NEWS

Washington, D. C.

On Sept. 3. the Attorney General of the Uuited States made

public the fact that it was intended by the government to

attack the so called anthracite-coal monopoly throu^rh the

Reading R.R.. and its affiliated concerns. This was followed by

developments of a similar kind later in the week which

showed conclusively the existence of an intent to press on

alonff the same lines.

The plan of the government as now understood Is to make

a aeneral assault on the anthracite-coal combination and to

take up one by one the different elements in the trust so

called, applying if possible a uniform type of method to the

dissolution of the several elements, or if that prove impossible

varying and adapting the methods as circumstances seem to

demand. The suit against the Reading and a similar pro-

ceeding undertaken later against the Lackawanna, are, how-

ever, all that are apparently planned at present. It appears

to be the disposition to wait and see how the methods em-

ployed in these suits seem to work and how the courts re-

gard the propositions put before them by those who are en-

gineering the cases in question.

An interesting feature of the Reading suit is seen in the

fact that it includes an onslaught upon the road because of

its alleged violation of the commodities clause of the Inter-

state Commerce Act. It has always been alleged that because

of its being organized in a threefold way the Reading was

immune from the prosecutions under the commodities clause

of the act, but this view is doubted by the Attorney General.

He takes the ground that the transportation by the Reading

of coal produced by the P. & R. Coal & Iron Co. and trans-

portation bv the Central R.R. of New Jersey of coal produced

and owned "by the Lehigh & Wilkes-Barre Coal Co. violates

the provision referred to and asks that such transportation

be enjoined.

other Suits Are Expected

Action taken bv the Attorney General of the United States

durin- the past week indicates a disposition to press further

in the attempt to secure definite action in the prosecution of

the Lackawanna Coal Co. and the Lackawanna R.R. Applica-

tion is to be made to the federal court in New Jersey for the

appointment of a master to take testimony in the case. It

is understood that the counsel for the defendants will assent

to this application and two assistant attorney generals have

been assigned to the work of preparing and carying forward

the government's side of the proceedings.

The Lackawanna case is similar to the Reading proceeding.

In the latter there are two distinct phases. An attack is made

under the legislation on the statute books against combina-

tions in restraint of trade and one is made under the com-

modities clause of the Interstate Commerce Act. The pe-

tition asks in that case, as already noted, that the court ask

the Reading company to dispose of the stocks it holds in the

Philadelphia & Reading Ry. Co. and the Philadelphia & Read-

ing Coal & Iron Co. The same plan will be followed regard-

ing the Lackawanna.

H.\RRISBIB(;, PENN.

The letter sent out by the operators' press bureau deplor-

ing the attitude of the miners in refusing to work on holi-

davs thereby restricting the output is resented by the coal

diggers who assert that the companies do not follow the

rule which thev would have observed, closing down the col-

lieries when they see fit without consulting the miners.

i ,-»„ ™!iio workers of northeastern Penn-
That the antnraCMte mine

J'
°' K'''^^

°J,uai income, that in-
sylvania are satisfied with a certain an

conclusion to
crease in pay means less w orlt pei man

j apathv of
which operators have been foiced by the p

^^^j AH^a
labor in that region. The public squaies a

.^ ._^ ^^^j._
with m!"e workers who are taking a aa>

;„ for 1912

t^iV/'Lfe4'eef thole for'strin^lptri of^he 10 per cent, in-

""Tn^\?laUio^n t'o^^/h^irnumerous holidays an approximate list

nunciation Day. Anniversary of the Eight-Hour Day Maundy
Thursday, the day preceding Good Friday; Good Friday, Hol>
Saturday, East.i Monday. Odd Fellows Day. Ascension Day
Whit Jlondav, Memorial Day. Corpus Christi Day. St. Peter
and St Paul's Dav, Independence Day. Feast of the Assump-
tion, Labor Dav. "Feast of the Nativity of the Virgin WUiry

Columbus Day. Mitchell Day, All Saints Day, All Souls Day.
Election Day, Tlianksgiving Day, Feast of the Immaculate
Concept^ion a^Jj^'.^^

hi'lds"the high record for anthracite output
and working days the mines worked 234 colliery days. This
means that the mines were Idle 47 days on account of strikes,

accidents to machinery in the breaker.s or disinclination on
the part of the miners to work and 84 days on account Sun-
days and holidays.

The same conditions as described above exist in the bi-

tuminous region, and men are also scarce. While there is

plenty of work, the men seem to drift from one place to an-

other' not because conditions are any better, but they seem

to want the change.

PENNSVLV.VM A

Anthracite

farardvlllr—On Sept. 4. a dynamite explosion in colliery

No. 5, of the Lehigh Valley Coal Co.. Ignitid gas which

in turn set fire to the workings. In the opinion of some of

the firebosses the mine will have to be flooded to cope witli

the fire. Half a dozen men were overcome by gas and

fumes, but wi-i e revived and are out of danger.

\Vllkes-Burre—Through its attorneys, the Delaware, Lack-

awanna & Western Railroad Co.. on Sept. 2. commenced ai,

attack on the assessment rate of $250 per foot-acre on coal

land in this county. The company petitioned court for an

injunction to have declared null and void the action of the

county assessors in fixing a blanket rate on coal land.

Twelve hundred mine workers, employed at the South

Wilkes-Barre colliery of the Lehigh & Wilkes-Barre Co..

went on strike Sept. 3, on account of the refusal of 15 men

to join the union and wear the button which indicates pay.

ment of dues.

Scranton—Because they objected to working with tw..

men, who had not paid their dues in the miners' union, aboui

300 employees of the central colliery of the Lackawann:^

Coal Co. went on strike recently. The employees at Sloan

shaft, which is a part of the working, remained at their

places.

Summit Hill—The Lehigh Coal & Navigation Co. has do-

nated to the borough of Summit Hill, a tract of land ad-

joining it to be used as a public park, upon which will bt-

erected a soldiers' monument.

nituminoliM

Grove City—After a strenuous two months' campaign,

conducted by the ofilcers of the United Mine Workers, every

mine in the Mercer-Butler district is reported organized.

This is the first organization of any account that the Mint.

Workers have attempted in this field since 190S. when their

union was destroyed through the disastrous strike of that

year.

Pittsburgh—Those concerned in the deal between the city

of Pittsburgh, the Board of Education and the Federal Gov-

ernment, for the transfer of the Magee site, near Schenlcy

Park, to the Bureau of Mines, in exchange for a portion of

Arsenal Park, believe that the last obstacle to the prompt

consummation of the exchange has been removed, and it is

thought that the transfer will be made within a short time.

WEST VIRGIIVI.V

Grafton—A movement has been started in this section,

which has as its object the reporting of all coal mined in

small quantities for local consumption from what are com-

monly called "coal banks." It is estimated that the output

of these small mines aggregates something like 100.000 tons

in a year, which would mean no small increase to the reported

production of the state.

Charleston—Twelve West Virginia coal operators, repre-

senting the greater part of the coal tonnage on Paint and

Cabin Creeks, accompanied by counsel, left Charleston on a

special car. Sept. 2. for Washington, in order to be pres-

ent when the sub-committee of the Senate resumed the in-

vestigation into the conditions which existed in the Kanawha
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district, and the causes which impelled Governor Glascock
to proclaim martial law In that territory.

ALABAMA
Birminshnm—The Banner mine of the Pratt Consolidated

Coal Co. has Just been inspected by the mine department of
Alabama in regard to its sanitary condition, and the report
is exceedingly complimentary to the management, it being
in an excellent condition.

KEJVTl CKY
AVhltesiIiurs— The condemnation proceedings recently

brought at Whitesburg, Ky., by the Consolidation Coal Co.
against John H. Bentley, in order to acquire an acre of
ground owned by the latter in the heart of the industrial
town of Jenkins, Ky., resulted in a finding by the jury of
$43,000 damages for Bentley. the company getting the prop-
erty for railroad purposes. Bentley had refused smaller sums
than this for the property, holding- out for .$100,000.

Mid<lIe.sboro—M. R. James, of Charleston, W. Va., has been
at Middlesboro, Ky.. recently, making investigations form
that point of the entire Middlesboro field, in order to de-
termine the power requirements of the various mines in that
section, with a view to locating near Pineville or Middles-
boro a power plant with sufficient capacity to furnish current
to the mines in that section. Mr. James is said to represent
Eastern capitalists.

Jenkins—Beginning with Sept. 2 the post offce at Jenkins,
Ky., was made a postal depository, the number of miners
employed in the vicinity of the town making it certain that
a large amount would be placed with the postal savings bank.
On the same date the office was moved into larger and more
convenient quarters.

OHIO
Columbus—A movement is on toot among the coal oper-

ators of Ohio for the formation of a strong organization
comprising all of the mining districts of the state. This
move is brought about by the fact that the operators must
put up a strong fight against the miners union in its efforts
to secure the passage of the anti screen bill. Operators in
Ohio have not been able to form a strong state organization
and as a result they have lost out in their fights with the
miners union. It is believed that a meeting of operators will
be called at Columbus sometime early in the year or even
sooner. -

Raymonal—Three men were killed and three others seri-
ously injured, Sept. 2, in a cave-in at the Portland mine
of the Portland Coal Co., north of Wheeling, on the Ohio
side of the river.

Rush Run—Pending an agreement between the operators
and the mine-workers' officials, the Rush Run coal miners,
who have been on strike for a week, returned to work,
Sept. 6. The resumption is the result of a conference be-
tween C. J. Albasin, of the Ohio sub-district mine workers,
and the operators.

INDIANA
Greenfield—A new trial has been granted in the case' of

Walter E. Krieble against the United Fourth Vein Coal Co.
The case is of interest to coal mining companies because
it involves the question of whether a coal company must
supply props for the miners' use. A jury in a former trial
awarded the plaintiff $12,000 damages for injuries received in
a mine accident.

Terre Haute—Warren Soules, owner of 160 acres in Lost
Creek township. Vigo County, has sold the coal and mineral
rights to the Glen Ayr Coal Co., operated by Job, William and
Clarence Freeman of this city, the last-named as manager.
The consideration was $20,000. While the price looks high,
several thousand acres in Payette township were transferred
sometime ago to Chicago capitalists at a higher figure, espe-
cially in the vicinity of the mines operated by the W. W. Ray
interests of this city. Six hundred acres were purchased
outright at $140 an acre and sixty acres at $300 an acre.
The coal underlying the Soules land is said to be the best
No. 4.

Sullivan—The Consolidated Indiana Coal Co. has brought
suit in the circuit court against the Treat & Rowland Oil
Co. to enjoin it from drilling through coal until proper ar-
rangements have been made to take care of gas from the oil
well. The complaint alleges that if gas is struck it would
endanger the lives of the miners at work and might blow up
the mine. It is alleged that although the hole drilled might
not pass through an entry, at some future time an entry
might be made and the gas well encountered. The suit
raises an interesting question.

ILLINOIS
Hnrrisburg;—The first cars were run, in the past week,

over the new Southern Illinois Railway and Power Co.'s
electric road between here and Eldorado. The road will also
extend to Carrier Mills, eight miles south, and this will
open up the entire mining field in this section to electric ser-
vice. It is expected the line will be continued from Carrier
Mills through the eastern Williamson County field, touch-
ing at Crab Orchard and Pittsburgh, with a terminus at
Marion.

SprinB-fleld—The Illinois Mine Workers, through the Exe-
cutive Board, have advanced the sum of $170,000 out of
their $1,000,000 treasury fund to aid striking miners in other
fields. One hundred thousand dollars goes to the Western
Federation of Miners to aid strikers in the copper mines in
Michigan, and the $70,000 goes to organization work in the
disturbed fields in Colorado and other western states.

Two homes have been ruined and three others badlv
damaged, near Walden St. and North Grand Ave. during
the past few weeks by a slow sinking of the land in
that vicinity. This is believed to have been caused by
a fall of ground in the south entry of the Peabody mine,
which is directly behind these houses.

MICHIGAN
Kerby—Judge Jefferies, of Detroit, has been busying him-

self with the financing of a proposed coal mine, the shaft of
which, it is said, will be sunk on what is known as the
Clay Pit farm, near Kerby. It is understood that the leases
held on a large area of land in the vicinity of the town will
expire this tall, so preparations for mining, will have
to be rushed. It is also reported, but without confirma-
tion, that the promoters of the mine plan to produce 100
tons of coal per day, to be used in the operation of the
cement plant at Fenton.

ARK.INSAS
Fort Smith—It is reported in this vicinity that the coal

industry in this field is in the finest condition that it has ever
been. Mines are running full time, the only shutdowns be-
ing those that are necessary for the making of repairs. All
companies have a large number of orders ahead and the rela-
tion between the men and operators is more harmonious
than ever. It is also stated that the water conditions at
Jenny Lind are being improved and the company is endeavor-
ing to comply with the orders of the state mine commissioner
as rapidly as possible.

0KLAH03IA
Oklahoma City—Citizens of Oklahoma City have taken

definite steps to tap the oil and gas deposits believed to lie
beneath the surface of Oklahoma County. A contract has
been let for the drilling of a 3000-ft. well near this city,
and the actual work will be begun at an early date.

FOREIGN NEWS

Shantuus, China—The Shantung Mining Co., a Chinese
concern, in 1912 produced 374.604 tons of coal at its Hung-
chan mine and 199.072 tons at its Sangtse mine, as compared
with 288,752 and 170,405 tons, respectively, in 1911.

PERSONALS

David Sl-.ertzer has resigned his position as manager of the
Conrad Brick Co. to accept the position of general man-
ager of the Hamilton-Parker Fuel Co., a retail coal concern
of Columbus, Ohio.

Isham Randolph has removed his offices to suite 1807.
Commercial National Bank Bldg., northwest corner of Adams
and Clark Sts., Chicago, where he will continue his practice
as consulting engineer.

C. H. Hoyt, who represented the New York Coal Co., of
Columbus, Ohio, in western Michigan territory has resigned
to enter the retail business in Toledo. He has been succeeded
by Harry Sohweinsberger, an employee in the office of the
New York Coal Co.

Colin M. Selph. whose appointment as postmaster for St.
Louis was recently sent to the Senate, is president of the
Anthracite Coalette Co. For several months past the com-
pany has not been operated, but it is likely that work will
be resumed the coming winter.
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C. M- Means h:i3 comnuncrd his invistinatlon into mintnB

conditions in th.- neighborhood of Seranton for the state

departminl of mines. His particular work will deal with the

electrical . quipment in the mines, with a view to sunt-'estinn

possible safeguards to the chief of the state department of

mines. If the investisation by Mr. Means in Lackawanna

County shows thai the electrical equipment in the mines is

not up to the standard, his investigation will be enlarged so

as to Include the entire anthracite field.

TRADE CATALOGS

The Jeffrey MfB. Co.. Columbus, Chic, i-ulletin No. IIS.

"The Care and Operation of Jeffrey 2SA Short-Wall Mining

Machine." Twenty-four pages. 6x9-in.; Illustrated.

The Buckeye Knislne Co., Salem. O., The Buckeyemobile,

Bulletin No. IOC. Fifteen pages SxlO, illustrating and ae-

scribing the Buckeyemobile or American Locomobile.

The DrneBer OxyBen .Vupnratui. Co.. Pittsburgh. Penn.

••Oxygen the Life Saver." Two nundred anO twelve pages

6x9-in.. illustrating ariC -- cribins various Oraeger appa

ratus.

Henry B. WorthlnBlon 115 Broadway, New York. "Con-

servation and Distribution ot Water for Irrigation." Seventy-

seven pages. 6x9-in.. descriptive of irrigation and irrigating

pumps- illustrated with many halftones and line drawings.

RECENT COAL AND COKE
PATENTS

Boiler. G. J. Schanz. Erie, Penn. 1,069 583, Aug. 5, 1913.

Filed Nov. 21, 1912. Serial No. 732,668.

Boiler R. Rohan. St. Louis, Mo. 1,069.184, Aug. 5. 1913.

Filed Feb. 10, 1911. Serial No 607,842.

Mine Spider. B. Madera, Brownsville, Penn. 1,069,798, Aug.

12, 1913. Filed June 17. 1912. Serial No. 704,214.

Smoke Con.snmer—I. Thcrrien, Quebec, Can., 1,061,143, May

6, 1913. Filed June 15, 1912. Serial No. 703,818.

Mining Implemeni. W. O. Snelling. Pittsburgh, Penn.

1,071.270, Aug. 26. 1913. Filed Nov. 23, 1908. Serial No. 464,156.

Smoke Consumer—C. A. Rush, La Grange, 111., 1,061,502,

May 13, 1913. Filed Jan. 18, 1910. Serial No. 538,601.

Smoke Consumer. T. E. Lappage. Birmingham, Ala. 1,069,-

270, Aug. 5, 1913. Filed Apr. 22, 1913. Serial No. 762.817.

Miner's Lnmr.. C. 6. Sallander, Galveston, Texas. 1,068,-

533, July 29. 1913. Filed Nov. 1, 1911. Serial No. 658,016.

Coo' Loadinfj Machine—A. Powell, Uniontown, Penn.. 1,-

061,77« May 13, 1913. Filed May 25, 1912. Serial No. 699,810.

Bul'.er and Beonomly.er^P. W. Britts, Arleta, Ohio, 1,061,-

444, May 13, ,913. Filed June 11, 1908. Serial No. 438,001.

Coal Hopper for Windows—W. H. Taylor, Kewanee, 111.,

1,061.427, May 13. 1913. Filed May 24, 1912. Serial No. 699,-

5S2.

Miners' .\cetylene Lamp—J. Courtney, Forbes Road, Penn.;

1,063.410. June 3. 1913. Filed Jan. 30. 1913. Serial No. 745,-

167.

Steam Superheaters—J. P. Parker, Philadelphia. Penn.;

1,063,585. June 3, 1913. Filed No. 28, 1908. Serial No. 464,-

931.

Smoke Consumer. P. F. Schaller and C. Cundt, Paris, Fiance,

1,070,185, Aug. 12, 1913. Filed Sept. 18. 1911. Serial No. 650,-

i'06.

Coal Cleaning an«l SeparatinB Machine. W. S. Ayres, Hazle-

ton. Penn. 1,069,517, Aug. 5, 1913. Filed Feb. 24, 1909. Serial

No. 47,699.

Miners' Lamp—S. N. Krieger and C. A. Fidler, Shamokin,

Penn.. 1.061.385. May 13, 1913. Piled Apr. 13, 1912. Serial

No. 690,546.

Improvements in or Connected with Coke Ovens. N.

Schuster, St. Stevens House. 'Westminster, London, S. W. 11,-

938 of 1913.

.Apparatus for MnkiuK Coke iiud «in». \V. M. Carr. Wheel-
ing, "tt". Va. 1.070.666, Aug. 11). 1913. Filed Dec. 11, 1911.

Serial No. 664.950.

Smoke-Counumintc Device for Furnaces. C. W. LUiF

Bradford. Eng. 1.070.148. Aug. 12. UU:!. Filed Dec. 10, 191:

Serial No. 536.005.

Machine for WnshluK or SeparatinB lonl. R. S. Benson.

Mlddleton, Rng. 1.069.-223. Aug. 5. 1913. Filed June 3, 1912.

Serial No. 7ul,227.

UaK Producer for (ienerntiuB Hich Gases. R. LnhiinsHiiis.

Paris. France. 1.068,788. July 29. 1»13. Filed Fil.. s. 1912.

Serial No. 676,430.

.Method of OpernflnK <ias Producers II 1. Huheity. New
York, N. Y. 1,069,866. Aug. 12. 1913. Filed Jan. 17. 1911.

S-. rial No. 603,082.

CharBlnB .\ppnratUH for Blast Furnaces—T Lewis. C.lin-

garnock, Scotland, 1,061,349, May 13. 1913. Filed Dec. 23. 1909.

Serial K •. 534.558.

Safety Appliance for Mine Car CaKes—G. E. lluttilnuiiir,

Scottdale. IVnn., 1,061,747, May 13, 1913. Piled F.l. -t. 1912.

Serial No. 679.581.

SJownccmer Construction for Blast Furnaces. J. Krnnidy,

Pittsburgh, Penn.; 1.064.343. June 10, 1913. Filed Ocl. 11,

1911. Serial No. 654,083.

Water-Tulie Boiler. J. E. Bell, assignor to Babcoek .t Wil-

cox Co.. New Y..rk. N. Y. 1,070,391, Aug. 19. 1913. Filed N..v.

7, 1905. Serial No. 286.184.

Wnter-Tulie Boiler. H. B. Bradford, assignor to Edgemoo-

Iron Co., Edgemoor. Del. 1,069,105, .\ug. 5. 1913. Filed S.pl.

10. 1912. Serial No. 719.515.

Smoke Tuhe Superheater—W. Schmidt and P. Thoms.ii.

Cassel-Wilhelmshiile. Germany; 1,063,349. June 3, 1913. Fll.'d

Oct. 3, 1912. Serial No. ;23.661.

Coal-HandliuB .\pparatus. A. C. .luhnston. assignor to J .M.

Dodge Co.. Naugatuck, Conn. 1,069,431. Aug. 5, 19i:i. Fil-.l

July 3, 1912. Serial No. 707,431.

Gas Producer System—G. Akerland assignor to Stand.-. rd

Gas Power Co. Atlanta. Ga., 1,060,807, May 6, 1913. Filed

Feb. 21. 1912. Serial No. 675,001.

Improvements In MountiUB fur IVicussive Coal Cutters

and the Like. W. Mauss, Commercial Exchange IJldg., Johan-

nesberg. Tran.svaal; 21,553 ot 1912.

\ Process for Freeing Slack Coal from Water. W. C.

Simon, Essen-on-the-Ruhr, Germany; 1,063,296. June 3. 1913.

Filed Aug. 6, 1912. Serial No. 713,621.

Mine Car --Vheel—P. C. Hockensmith, assignor to Hocken-

smith Mine Car Co,, Penn Station, Penn., 1,061,746, May 13,

1913. Filed Nov. 8, 1911, Serial No. 659,217.

Baffle System for Stirling Boilers. D. S. Jacobus, assign.,-

to Babcock & Wilcox Co.. Bayonne. N. J. 1,070.478. Aug. 19,

1913. Filed Jan. 2, 1913. Serial No. 739.721.

Means for Operatins Gas Producers. H. E. Longwell, as^

signor to Colonial Trust Co.. Trustee, Pittsburgh. Pen.).

1,070,825. Aug. 19. 1913. Filed Dec. 23, 1909. Serial No. 534.-

615.

CONSTRUCTION NEWS

Sheboyean, -Wis.-The C. Reiss Coal Co. will spend HOO.OOO

in enlarging its No. 1 coal dock on St. Louis Bay and has

awarded a contract to Wales-Campbell Co. to lengthen the

dock 600 ft., widen it considerably and install a complete new

equipment of hoists and similar apparatus electrically oper-

ated.

Charleston. W. Va.—The early development of 27.000 a. i
.

.s

of coal lands recently leased to John Laing, former chief

mine inspector and associates, is expected soon. Already

the Island Creek branch of the Chesapeake & Ohio R.R. is

being extended to the tract and an immense central power

plant to furnish power to every operation on the lease, has

been located. Work will be commenced immediately in

opening 12 mines in the property, and coal will be shipped

before the first ot the year.

Padueah. Ky.—The West Kentucky Coal Co. has placed an

order with the Sherrill-Russell Lumber Co.. of Padueah, Ky.,

tor lumber to build thirty coal barges, the total amount of

timber required being 1,085,000 ft., or about 73 carloads,

Douglas fir. long-leaf yellow pine and white oak will be com-

prised in the order. The barges will be built during the

next few months, at the rate of ten a month, and it is hoped

to have them completed in time for the movement of coal

down the river tor the winter market.

Chioaso. 111.—The Allen & Garcia Co. has been appointed

constructing engineer in charge of the new mine of the
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American Coal Mining Co. near Bicknell, Ind. It has also

been appointed construction engineer to take charge of the

new mine of the Shoal Creek Coal Co., near Hillsboro, 111.,

which is to be completely electrified and will be designed to

have a hoisting capacity in excess of any mine in the state.

The Allen & Garcia Co. will have entire charge of these

two mines, including the shaft sinking, underground de-

velopment and all construction work.

Charleston. \V. Va.—The Pocahontas Consolidated Collier-

ies Co. is about to let the contract for the construction of a
steel tipple at Lick Branch, seventeen miles west of Blue-

field on the main line of the Norfolk & Western Ry. The
tipple will have a capacity of 3000 tons in 10 hr., and is to

replace a wooden one that has outlived its usefulness. It is

intended to handle the product of the Lick Branch and
Shamokin collieries. The cost will probably be in the vi-

cinity of 565,000, and the tipple must be completed by Apr.

1, 1914.

Mobile, Ala.—Of interest to the Birmingham district is the

recent organization of the Standard Steel Co., which will

build a large modern plant for the manufacture of structural

steel, shapes, etc.. at Mobile, Ala. This company is going

to expend $5,000,000 on this plant, 5800,000 of which will be

used for the building of a model town, to be called New
Mobile, just out from Mobile. This town will be modeled
after the industrial city of the United States Steel Corpora-

tion. Fairfield, Ala., near Birmingham, which is considered

one of the most uptodate industrial cities in the country.

Dnblln, Ala The Gas Light Coal & Coke Co.. of Birm-
ingham is developing 2000 acres of coal land at Dublin, Ala.,

on the Illinois Central R.R. in the northern part of the State.

It will expend about $100,000 in improvements, including fifty

new dwellings, large commissary, etc., modern tipple and
washer. The coal will be mined with machines driven bv
compressed air, and about 175 men vrill be employed when
the mine is fully developed. This mine will tap the hard
Black Creek coal, one of the best in the South for all pur-

poses, being especially suitable for gas making. This is the

second m.ine to open up on the Illinois Central R.R., the other
one being the Brilliant Coal Co., at Brilliant, Ala., only three

and one-half miles from Dublin.

NEW INCORPORATIONS

McVlesfer, Okla.—The Gap Oil. Coal & Gas Co. has l>een

organized at McAlester with a capital stock of $40,000. The
incorporators are U. G. Crane, R. G. Chandler, of Mc-\Uster,

and H. B. Rowdy, of Kiowa.

Indianapolis, Ind.—The Middle States Coal Corporation of

New "iork, has certified to the Indiana secretary of state

that $560,000 of its $2,000,000 capital stock is represented in

Indiana, with headquarters in Indianapolis.

Chicaso. Hi.—The Monarch Coal & Supply Co. has been
organized with a capital stock of $10,000 to deal in coal,

wood, coke and lumber. The incorporators are Frank J.

Kolar. Guy Vanschock. and W. Arnold Amberg.
Middlesboro, Ky.—The J. T. Reed Coal Co. was organized

recently at Middlesboro, Ky.. with a capital stock of $5000.

by James T. Reed. H. A. McCaney and R. E. Samuels. The
company will conduct a small operation in the Middlesboro
field.

Aberdeen, S. D.—The Haynes Coal Briquetting Co. of

North Dakota has been organized with headquarters at

Haynes, and business office in Chicago. The capital stock is

$350,000 and the incorporators are R. D. RufHn, H. G. Adams.
W. P. J. Dinsmore. -lohn W. May of Chicago, and James S.

Sebree of Pierre.

Charleston. W. Va.—The Pocahontas Coal & Land Co. has
been incorporated with an authorized capital stock of $50,-

000. This firm will have offices at Marlinton, Pocahontas
County, and chief works in the Edray district of the same
county. The incorporators are Hubert Echols, F. R. Hunter.
S. L. Hogsett, J. W. Prie. and J. K. Marshall, all of Marlinton.

INDUSTRIAL NEWS

Castle Gate, Utah—The Castle Gate Coal Co. has recently
placed an order with the Link-Belt Co. for a complete shak-
ing screen and picking equipment, including a Link-Belt
rotary tipple.

Cle^ Ohio—The Cooke- Wilson Co., of Ohio, has re-

moved its offices from 614 Columbia Bldg. to 1114 Williamson
Bldg., Cleveland, Ohio, and will be at its new quarters on
and after Sept. 8.

Rnffsdnle, Penn The Link-Belt Co. has received a con-
tract from the Winona Coal & Coke Co. of Ruftsdale, for a
complete retarding conveyor and shaking screen equipment
for their new tipple at Coftman. West Va.

Columbus, Ohio—The Jeffrey Mfg. Co. has recently sold
the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western Railroad Co. twenty
7-ton and two 15-ton locomotives, together with some con-
veying machinery which will be used in the latter company's
mines.

Johnstonn, Penn.—The Operators Coal Co., of Johnstown,
is securing title to a tract of 6000 acres of coal and 1000
acres of surface in East and West Wheatfield Townships.
This is the tract of coal that the Pressed Steel Car Co. tried
to purchase several years ago.

Chicaeo, 111.—Due to its growth of business, the Allen &
Garcia Co. has established an electrical department. This
department will be in charge of W. F. Corl, who has had
long experience in electrical power and mining work, in de-
sign, construction, maintenance and operation.

Salt Lake City. Itah—The Standard Coal Co, of Salt Lake
City has placed a contract with the Link-Belt Co. for fur-
nishing a complete shaking screen and conveying equip-
ment, including a new type revolving dump and a re-screen-
ing equipment. The entire supporting structure will be of
concrete.

Xashvllle. Tenn—During 1912, the State of Tennessee pro-
duced 6,587,754 tons of coal, valued at the mines at $7,422.-

703. This exceeded the production of 1911 in both amount and
value. During that year the state produced 6,466.224 tons,

valued at $7,071,376. It is further believed that the 1913 pro-
duction will exceed that of 1912.

Mansfield, Ohio—The Ohio Brass Co. is now manufacturing
all-wire rail bonds, with pin-dri%-en terminals. The new
bonds embod.v the same features which have characterized
the older type, that is, terminals and body made of the
same strands, and the strands protected by thin copper
sleeves at the point where the>' are welded together to

form the terminal.

Pineville, Ky.—The Wilhoit coal properties in Harlan
County have been taken over by N. J. Moss & Sons under the
name of the Moss & Sons Coal Co., and will be under the
management of Ray B. Moss. W. L. Moss is president, J. M.
Moss is secretary and treasurer and Ray B. Moss general
manager. The Wilhoit mine is one of the biggest and best
properties in Harlan County.

San Francisco, Calif.—Judge Maurice T. Deeling. of the
United States District Court, on Sept. 5, ordered a fine of
$2000 imposed on the Western Fuel Co., and directed the im-
prisonment of D. C. Norcross, secretary of the company, for
contempt because of the refusal to produce the company's
books before the federal grand jurj-, -which is investigating
alleged customs weighing frauds.

Liverpool. Sng^.—It is estimated that the quantity- of coal
consumed by vessels engaged in international commeice is

about 55,000.000 tons per annum, valued at approximately
$180,000,000. It is probable that the total price is even higher
than this, for on a large proportion of the coal supplied at
foreign coaling stations, immense freight charges have to be
paid in view of their remote situation.

Dulilln, Ireland—The situation brought about by the strike
of transport workers in Dublin has been rendered more acute
by a lockout in the coal trade. The merchants at a meeting
decided that they would no longer employ men belonging to
the Transport Workers' Union, which organization, they say,
will not permit its members to deliver the coal of certain
firms with which tiie union is at loggerheads.

Xe-w 'I'ork. X. Y.—Ex-senator John C. Spooner, as counsel
for the American Coal Products Co.. Barrett Mfg. Co.. and
23 other defendants in the government dissolution suit
against the so called Coal Tar Trust, appeared before Judge
George T. Holt. Sept. 4, and stated that his clients had,
within the period prescribed, complied with the require-
ments of the decree of the Federal District Court made in the
Sherman Law suit. The combination complained of is now
considered to be legally dissolved.

DauTille. Ill—The fiscal year of 1912-13 was the most
successful from the standpoint of accidents that has ever
been experienced by the Dering Coal Co. in the Danville
district. Despite the fact that the roof is the most treacher-
ous in the state, and that the coal is shot off the solid, there
has not been one fatal accident for the entire year. This
"ompany operates three mines in this district, the average
number of men employed during the winter months being
1200. and during the summer. 900.
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Tlu- hard-coal niarktt is now oxpeiienclng the uncertain-

ties Incident to a transitional period between the summer
dullness and winter activity. While generally Inactive, the

first indications ot improvement are beginning to appear.

Prices on the whole are being well maintained, with the ex-

ception of the individuals, who, of course, are always ready

to meet adverse conditions with concessions on the regular

company circular. The handling of the new Pennsylvania

State tax on anthracite is also causing some interesting

manipulation in the market. Production is still being re-

stricted, and will probably continue so throughout the bal-

ance of the current month, but indications point to a heavy

demand this fall, and buyers who do not obtain their supply

are liable to find themselves In a critical position within the

next 60 or 90 days.

The withdrawal of the railroads from the Eastern market

is the principal feature in the bituminous situation. These

roads have been unusually heavy buyers for several months,

and in fact have formed the backbone of the abnormally

strong trade prevailing in bituminous. The disappearance

of this sustaining power has introduced an element of uncer-

tainty into the situation.

While the market has by no means developed any import-

ant weakness, shippers are, nevertheless, more willing to con-

tract for deferred delivery and the situation is not so clear as

it has been recently. A few water cargoes of consignment

coal shipped into New England have not been well received,

and unless inclement weather intervenes, the trade will be

decidedly easier. The past conservatism has left much free

coal, on the open market, and sellers are showing a noticeable

disposition to look for business. However, there is still a

good demand in the prompt market, and as the season ad-

vances this will naturally improve.

The situation in the Pittsburgh district is less strong than

formerly, the complaint being that too much coal was kept

free for use in the spot market; no actual weakness has de-

veloped at the moment, and prices are being well maintained,

but the demand for free coal is scarce. However, with the

production well covered by contracts the conditions are by no

means serious. In Ohio the hot weather and the holidays

have caused the market to become rather inactive. The car

shortage is steadily becoming more serious, and the Lake

shipping is being somewhat delayed. The domestic bu.siness

is the chief feature in the local situation, while the demand for

steam and railroad coal is also good, with some buying in the

open market; the I.ake movement is being curtailed by thi-

lack of sufficient transportation.

The dumpings at the Hampton Roads piers have been only

fair during the week, and are mostly for shipment into N( w
England. There is still a heavy movement from the mines,

and operators are pushing their men for all the possible ton-

nage they can get. The situation in the Southern market

is still unchanged, and the demand continues good, with an

active fall business anticipated; the car shortage is becoming

more noticeable.

Conditions in the Middle Western market are bettering,

with prices showing an advancing tendency. There is a lack

of railroad equipment here, in addition to which some mines

are experiencing trouble from other sources, such as insuffi-

ciency of water and numerous holidays.

I10S'I'0>', MASS.

Pocahonta.s anil .\e« Illver remain firm, but «lth mIkhn of

an eaKler market later. (JeorjtrM (reek In short supply ivitli

operators deelinlngr orders. More disposition on the part of

Pennsylvania operators to seek future business. Anthra-

cite strong.

Dltumlnouf)—The Hampton Roads coals remain firm, but

the outlook for later in the fall is not so clear. Most of the

shippers are offering at the. contract figure tor deferred de-

livery but they are still well supplied with spot business.

There is increasing interest in the question whether stocks

in this territory are piling up so fast that there will be a

slackening demand wHliin a few wieks. There arc a few
instances of cargoes shipped on the market which have not
been well enough received to warrant much development
along that line and It is being iiredieted that unless bad
weather intervenes to slow up the movement the situation is

likely to be decidedly easier. At the same time, prompt coal

Is hard to get and the advancing season, at least, is In favor
of its continuing so.

Georges Creek for prompt loading Is also hard to secure
except on contract and more or less tonnage intended for
Baltimore loading has been diverted to Hampton Roads
where the dispatch is now about normal.

J- ^
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Prices i-emain practically unchanged with the exception of
a small advance on chestnut and a somewhat stronger tone
on barley. We quote New York hard-coal market on the
following? basis:

Upper Ports Lower Ports
Circular Individual Circular Individual

Broken So. 00 S4 95
Egg 5.25 S3.15@o.2o 5.20 S5.00@3.20
Stove 5.25 5.25 5.20 3 20
Chestnut 5.50 5.40@5.50 5.45 5 35(Si5 43
Pfi'i;--- 3.30 3.35@3.o0 3.45 3.30@3.43
Buckwheat 2.75 2.60@2.75 2.45@2.70 2 30@2.70
5"=f 2.25 2.25 1.95@2.20 1.70@2.20
Barley 1.75 1.70 1.70 1.40@1.70

Bituminous—The feature of the soft-coal market during
the week was the sudden and unexplainable withdrawing- from
the market by a number of railroads, notably the Boston &
Maine, the Boston & Albany, the Grand Trunk and the New
Haven. These companies have been active buyers for some
time, frequently inquiring about the prospects for doubling
their orders. As a matter of fact, they have been the pre-
dominating influence in the abnormally strong conditions
prevailing in the bituminous market, and the unexpected
withdrawal of their support has undoubtedly introduced a
great deal of uncertainty into the situation. It is even gen-
erally believed that the pursuance of this policy will event-
ually place the market in a critical position. One large oper-
ator is of the opinion that the roads will not again be in the
market for about 30 days.

Aside from a somewhat indefinite weakness in the low-
grade coals, the market fails to show any indications what-
ever of a break as yet. It is a trifle spotty, particularly
locally, but it is hardly conceivable that it can suffer any
very important reverse because of the large amount of con-
tract business signed up. There is not much free coal in the
open market, nor is there much demand for it. While the
mines seem to be producing all the tonnage required, it is
doubtful if a very material increase could be made, should
occasion demand, because of labor difficulties of various
kinds in the mining regions. The local prices have not
changed any, and the market is still quotable on the follow-
ing basis:

West Virginia steam, $2.60 @ 2.65; fair grades of Pennsyl-
vania, $2.70@2.75; good grades of Pennsylvania, $2.S0@2.S5.
best Miller Pennsylvania, $3.10@3.20; George's Creek, $3.15@
3.25.

PHIt,ADEI,PHI.\. PKXX.
Ruinor.s of a -slight wealxening in tlie strong hitiiminous

market. Prices are ocrasioually liping made at a rnneession
due to heavy ron.signments in this direption. Some coals,
iiowever, are .still hard to get at any price, and there is really
no material .srtliack from the faruralile conditions that have
prevailed.

The first faint indications of activity in the anthracite-
coal trade have begun to make their appearance. Inquiries
are becoming more frequent in both the wholesale and retail
trade, and the orders are being received in more volume than
has been the case during the last two months. While this
change is not marked as yet, at the same time it is a healthy
premonition of better things to come.

The inception of the winter is likely to find the trade in
a position to meet almost any contingency. Nearly all the
companies have large stocks of coal, of all sizes, and are
reasonably sure that the conditions of last winter when a fuel
famine stared some localities in the face, will not be repeated.
This is dependent, however, upon the fact that conditions re-
main about normal: any unusual demand, or an exceedingly
strenuous winter is not likely to he covered under this state-
ment.

The month of October usually marks the period when
activity in this branch of the trade sets in, and there is noth-
ing to indicate at the present time that this year will prove
the exception. Prices are well maintained, with the excep-
tion of the individual operators, who are making conditions
to fit the case, and while these concessions, as a rule, are not
much, the aggregate amounts to considerable and proves an
acceptable inducement for buyers, not to mention the absorp-
tion of the state tax, which is only added under the tacit un-
derstanding that it will be deducted when settlement is made.
The manipulation of this t:.x for business would make inter-
esting reading, and has been the means of diverting many
dealers from their regular sources of supply.

BALTIMORE. MD.
Demand excellent for this sea.son but the market is show-

ing the first signs of weakness. Cheaper fuels at tide.
Low-grade coals and coke easier.

While it is admitted in many places that there are some
signs of weakness in the market, these are the first to be
noted for a number of weeks past and they are not important

as yet While there was no great accumulation of coal at
tide here, reports from Norfolk, Philadelphia and New York
are to the effect that considerable cheap coal is being offered
at those points. The rush of fuel to tide and to terminal
points generally is conceded to be having its effect.

Better grade coals are holding their own in excellent
shape, but there are numerous reports of offerings of poorer
tuels at prices considerably below what has been the rule for
several weeks. No one is willing to admit that this marks
the beginning of anything like a slump in the soft-coal mar-
ket. All believe that the trade is so well covered with con-
tracts on the higher-grade fuels that these are protectedcome what may, and that the natural demand for the other
class of coal will be such as to prevent any decided drop in
prices.

The growing uncertainty concerning coal cars on the rail-roads feeding this territory is also a feature in the situation.
All eadj there are times in the Fairmont and Somerset dis-
tricts when the lack of cars is being keenly felt. For the
present, there is plenty of fuel to meet the demand.

Coke has also eased off, and some of the producers are

?r°ol'r. ."^/, f^'""''^'-
Offerings of West Virginia coals attrom ?2 to $2.40 were heard during the week, with Con-

b!i ', I f^ "" ^'"'"" ^^-^ *° *2.60. The very warm spellhas slacked up the anthracite trade here. The first davs ofthe month saw a number of deliveries for September account,but the rest of the month is likely to be slack. The ordersalready on the books, however, seem to give promise of avei y Dusy Ot:tober.

PITTSBT'RGH, PEXX.
Mines working at substantially full capacity ou contract

business, with very little prompt demand. Some uncertainty
at mines not contracted to full capacity, expecting to sellprompt coal. Connellsville coke price still maintained, thoughwith some difflcnity, and further curtailment in output
expected.

Bituminous-Mines in the Pittsburgh district continue to«ork at substantially full capacity, with fair labor supplyand practically adequate car supply. About all the coal mined
IS applied against contracts, there being very little disposed
of on prompt sales. Demand for free coal is decidedly light,but offerings are equally light. The situation does not appear
to be altogether as strong as formerly, it being claimed there
IS an element of weakness through so many operators having
contracted for less than their full output, expecting to dis-pose of considerable tonnages in the prompt market, and itnow seems improbable that any large demand will develop in
this direction. Thus far no actual weakness has appeared
Regular prices are well maintained, and we continue to quote-
Slack, 90c.: nut and slack, $1.05; nut, $1.25: mine-run, $130-
%-in., $1.40: l?4-in. steam. $1.50: Hi -in. domestic, $1.55 per
ton at mine, Pittsburgh district.

There is a tendency among Connellsville coke operators
to market coal instead of coke, arising in part from a belief
that there will be a good demand for coal and in part from
a desire to curtail coke production in order to maintain
prices. One interest having two small plants has already
announced its intention of blowing out the ovens and ship-
ping coal.

Connellsville Coke^Operators have had more trouble
than for July and August in closing up for September such
furnaces as were not covered for longer periods. There have
been rumors that some coke went at concessions from the
$2.50 price, but these cannot be confirmed as relating to
first-grade coke. At any rate, the major portion of the ton-
nage required for September has been taken at the fall price
with two or three consumers not yet fully covered for thj
month. The New Jersey Zinc Co. is understood to have
purchased 25.000 or 30,000 tons for delivery from September
over the last four months of the year at $2.50, but guaranteed
against decline. It is stated on the part of certain operators
that they will further curtail production to meet the situa-
tion. We quote: Prompt furnace. $2.50: contract furnace
$2.50; prompt foundry, $3; contract foundry, $3 per ton al
ovens.

The "Courier" reports production in the Connellsville and
lower Connellsville region in the week ended Aug. 30 at
403.030 tons, an increase of 33,554 tons, and shipments at 405 -

115 tons, an increase of 35.792 tons. This makes the tonnage's
larger than the average for July and August, which was about
380.000 tons weekly, while the average in the first half of tht
year was 409.000 tons weekly. it is hard to understand
how production and shipments could have been so large
lately, considering the material decrease in pig-iron pro-
duction, but as to shipments in the week ended Aug. 30, it
is to be remembered the holiday at the beginning of the fol-
lowing week was doubtless being provided for.
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BltumlniiuH—Thtii- is iio inir.-asr In the bltumlm.us sup-

ply. It has beon a lonK Umi- since there has been a car of

unsold coal in this market and there Is no prospect of an.v

right away. The consumption is brisk and the movement

of cars not what It was. The Indications are that con-

sumers will soon be obllRed to take anything in the shape of

steel hoppers that they can get. Shippers with contracts

for delivery in low-side, flat-bottomed equipment say that

they are away behind because they cannot get the cars. If

there is a falling oft In consumption anywhere, it is in

Canada, and that Is entirely on account of the money scarcity.

What ready cash was not absorbed in land speculation has

now been sent to the Northwest to move the crops.

Some of the Pennsylvania mines are considerably hampered

bv lack of water, so that It would be impossible to increase

the output to any great extent, even it miners were plenti-

ful and all disposed to work. The railroads are also in the

market and they probably would not buy any more now

than thev needed if they did not look for a shortage before

long The Buffalo market is quiet enough, as the distance

from the mines is not great, but it is a hard matter to get

shipments through such a terminal point as this and as the

season advances the difficulty will increase. It will not answer

to allow a consignment to take its natural course from the

mine to the consignee it he is at all near the end of his

supplv. When the grain crops begin to move freely there

will be a lack of motive power to add to the other difflcul-

The quotations of bituminous remain strong- at $2.90

for select Pittsburgh lump. $2.80 for three-quarter, $2.65

for mine-run, and $2.15 for slack, which is especially strong.

Coke There is some increased stiffness in the price of

coke said to be on account of shutting down of a good

manv of the ovens. Dealers now say that they cannot get

the "best Connellsville foundry short of $3 at the ovens,

which would make the price $4.S5 here without any profit to

the jobber anywhere. Stock coke is as scarce as ever.

Vnthraelte There is a return of warm weather that keeps

the anthracite market dull, but people are now coming back

from their vacations and they will go to buying as soon as

the cool weather sets in. There is some special competition

everywhere on account of some companies failing to make

the addition to prices caused by the Pennsylvania tax; it is

generally believed that the tax will never be collected.

Anthracite shipments by lake are not so heavy as for-

merly, on account of the congested condition of the upper-

lake'docks. but for the week were 148.000. for the month of

August 742 215 tons and for the season to September, 3,30)>,-

421 tons, as against 1.782,933 tons for the same time last

season.
TOI-KDO, OHIO

Hot weather and holiday eause the market to become in-

active. Car shortage developing. Lake Hhipplng somewhat

delayed.

The coal trade has been rather inactive here during the

past week, owing to the extremely warm weather. Labor

Dav following the Sunday holiday also made business dull

The demand for domestic coal has fallen off considerably but

it is expected that as soon as the weather becomes cooler,

business will open up briskly. There is considerable com-

plaint among shippers of a car shortage but there has been

little difflcultv experienced here from this source as yet.

Coal men generally, however, predict a shortage a little later

when the crops begin to move more freely.

The city of Fremont, O.. which suffered severely from the

high waters of last March is already in the midst of a car

famine and is anticipating an increase in the price of coal

there this winter. Fremont is located on the Wheeling &
Lake Brie railway, one of the largest coal carriers in the

state and a congestion on this road is bound to affect Toledo.

The lake shipping has been somewhat delayed owing to the

short shipments but all the docks are working as hard rs

possible loading boats and getting their supplies oft to the

head of the lakes.

Prices quoted here continue as follows:

Poca- Hn^lc- Jack- Pome- Ma^«- Pitt,-. Cam-
hontas inE son rov ilou No. S bridge

?--''>- """'
*ilS '\To 'IM '\M *I:SS

'''' *''.'

v,,t ;.'.;. 1.80 1.20 ?.23 1.50 2.50
,!"„„ 13.5 .... 1.20 1.20
i,'™?A„- ::: 1:50 1 in :::: 1.10 1.10

Slack.
..•...::: 070 o.so ....

< Ol.l Mill S. OHIO
\ellvlly previillx ilenplle (he latervelilion of a hiillilii; iiiul

the ur<>«\iiiK eiir ..horiiiKel thei«e <"i> liiec»r« lenileil <<> iK--

..reiise Ihe proiliiel Ion. I>rlee» «ell iiiiiliiKiliieil III llie reeeiil

elreuliir ami ii" elilllnts of eiinneiiiieuee l» reported The (one

at the market Is »Btli«faet«ry and the outlook briKht.

The chief feature ot the trade has bi-.n the demand tor

domestic grades. Dealers In all s.etions are placing larger

orders and are Insisting upon prompt delivery. They have

been busy delivering fuel to private consumers who are lay-

ing in their winter's supply somewhat earlier than usual.

Retail prices are strong and inclined to advance; their

stocks are not heavy and they are trying to Increase them.

Steam business Is also active and the demand for all

steam grades Is good. Railroads are taking a good tonnage

as the freight movement continues high. Manufacturing con-

cerns engaged in the iron and steel industry are good users

of steam coal and other lines also show up well. .\ number
of the steam users are buying th.'ir supply on the open mar-
ket. Contracts are being renewed at higher figures than the

previous year.

Lake trad"' is also good and the demand from the N'orth-

west is strong. Chartering of boats is going on actively and
the indications are bright for an active lake trade right up
to the close of navigation. The Toledo docks of the Ho<king
Valley Railway company have handled almost two million

tons during the present season.
Production has been curtailed during the past week by the

shut down over Labor Day and also by a lack of transporta-

tion facilities. In the Eastern Ohio district the car short-

age is probably the worst and as a result the output is esti-

mated at 65 per cent, normal. In the domestic fields of Mas-
sillon and Jackson the output was larger. In the Pomeroy
Bend district car shortage cut quite a figure and the pro-

duction is estimated at 70 per cent. In the Hocking Valley

district the supply of cars was better and the output is

estimated at 80 per cent.

Quotations In the Ohio fields are as follows:

Hockint' PittshurKh Pomeroy Kananli:

Domestic lump $1 -r,(<i 1 70 $1 .S5 ^ 1 7.'j $1 .70 (6 1

3-4 inch 1 00 f(i' 1 .W $1 :jO (S 1 25 15.501.0(1 1 . ."lo ft I .',

Nut l..-)0f(il2n . , 1:15011.40 1. 250,1. 1>(J

Mine-nin 1.40(V. I3.-> 120(31.15 1.300)1.25 125(nil.20
Nut, pea and slack. . 80 (ft 75 750 0.70 0.750 70
Coarse slack 0.70f(i0.l>5 8nOi0.75 0. 6500.60 0.65O0('>O

H\MI>TO!V KOADS
k only fulr and
I'olnt miikeN ree

Ktly

rd di

Movement of eiilll tor th

the New Knuinnd market. S.

Ingx during moiKh of AiigiiNt. I'rleeM lirm.

The movenient of coal from tidewater has been fair. Imt

it is doubtful if the dumpings will amount to anything llk4.

the quantity handled last week. The greater portion of the

week's movement has been coastwise to the New England
ports and has pr.ictically all been contract business. Foreign

shipments were consigned to Cuban ports. Panama, and one

large shipment to Italy.

Prices have been around $2.S6(g2.fl0. but it is difficult to ^

say at exactly what figure any spot sales have been made
as the suppliers seem to prefer to keep these private. TIi. i

have been one or two small cargoes of high volatile c i'

moved to the New England market, but it is impossibl.

ascertain at what price it was sold.

During the month of August over one million tons ot ''(!

moved over the Hampton Roads piers, the exact toniiau.

amounting to 1.030,434 tons, of which Lamberts Point dumpe I

455,269, Sewalls Point making a record month with 2S3.385 ;

tons and the C. & O. Ry. at Newport News dumped 291,780

or only about 8000 tons more than the one pier at Sewalls

Point.

L,OIISVII,I.K

Heavy whipmentM continue la Hijite of the warm weather.

Strike poHKlhility Ntill the main aneertalnty in the Mitliation.

i'rodueerx pliNhlng the mines for all the tonnage iiossihle.

The long continued summer weather is naturally having

some effect upon the consumption of coal, but dealers are do-

ing considerable storing ir order to replenish their depleted

supply, so that the movement from the mines continues

heavy. This is true in both the Eastern and Western fields

alike, a large part of the output in the former being used

on contract shipments to points in the North and Northwest.

Much of the Western Kentucky coal is going into Louis-

ville for use both as a steam and domestic fuel. In event of

the expected labor troubles in the Eastern Kentucky field

coming to a head, their markets will have to be supplied from
the Western district, and this at a time when the demand is

the heaviest.
The higher grade fuels are still In the best demand in
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spite of the discrepancy of about .$1.5U in price. The only
uncertainty in the situation now is the possibility of a
strike in the Eastern Kentucky field. Some of those best in-
formed on the situation claim that a lockout is practically
unavoidable. Most of the mines are running: on full time at
the present moment, there being plenty of cars with orders
in excess of the capacity of the mines. Prom the best in-
formation available the labor trouble will not be precipi-
tated until Oct. 1.

In the meantime operators are taking full advantage of
the abnormally strong market, and are pushing the mines
for all the possible tonnage they can produce. In spite of
the fact that there is a heavy movement of the prepared
grades, the high-grade screenings are particularly scarce and
difficult to buy. On the other hand, there is a surplus of
the western Kentucky screenings. Domestic grades of east-
ei-n Kentucky remain at $2 to $2.25, with the better grades
of nut and slack at S5c. Second grade and western Kentucky
nut and slack are quoted at fiO to 65 cents.

BIHMIIVGHAM, .VLA.

Little change in the ooal and ooke marltet. Car shortage
.still prevails. Pig iron firmer, «ith larger sales.

This past week has brought about very little change in
the situation here. The demand for both steam and domestic
coal is good, especially considering that this is the dull
period, and it is expected that a good fall business will be
done, at fair prices, both for lump and steam coals. The car
shortage continues evident, and will, no doubt, be felt very
much more as the winter draws nearer.

The demand for coke, both furnace and foundry, is only
fair, as is also the case with smithing coal. Pig iron seems
to be on a firmer basis, the lai-ge makers holding for their
price and not accepting anything offered just to book the
business. Some large sales were made this past week, and at
better prices than have prevailed for several months. Alto-
gether the iron market looks very hopeful.

INDIAM.VPOLIS, IND.
Marliet dull and miiet «ith mine.s working about half time.

Sireenings weak. Indications point to an active business in
October.

As the weather so far in September has been as hot as it
was in August, there is only slight improvement in the
trade. Retailers who cater to the country trade say farmers
will not haul coal over the dusty roads, with the thermometer
showing 95 deg. In the shade. Most of the producers in the
state are running better than half time, and the cooler
weather that will come this month is expected to put the
majority of the mines on full running schedule.

Screenings are cheap, according to the market, being
quoted all the way from 10c. to 50c. Most operators, how-
ever, hold out for 50c. to 60c. Industrial conditions are re-
ported up to the average for the season, though somewhat
slack in spots. There seems to be as much complaint of a
lack of labor as of labor out of work. No advance in prices
was made Sept. 1, and, feeling that there is sure to be one
on Oct. 1, domestic consumers are buying liberally and the
yards will probably exceed the average September business.

CHICAGO
Conditions in the smokclpss-coal market are not favorable

and a ilecline in prices has been noted. Dealers also report a
recession in anthracite. Screenings, as a rule, are selling at
4,'-.c,. the mines.

Prices for smokeless coal have weakened slightly and
while some of this product is selling at $1.50, shrewd buyers
are not encountering much trouble in obtaining smokeless
mine-run at $1.40 with lump and egg at $2.25, the mines.

The car situation in the territory which produces Eastern
coal is less favorable and the same conditions prevail so far
as Western mines are concerned. There has been a recession
in the anthracite market and buyers are able to make pur-
chases at from 25c. to 30c. a ton less than the circular price
on certain sizes. A large amount of central Pennsylvania
coal is being received in the Chicago market on the basis of
$1.25 a ton, the mines, and is being disposed of as a substi-
tute for West Virginia semi-bituminous coal. Furnace and
foundry coke are moving chiefly on contract. Producers of
splint coal report that they have comparatively little free
coal for all-rail shipment westward.

Prevailing prices at Chicago are:

Springfield Franklin Co. Clinton W. Va.
Domestic lump $2.22@2.32 S2.70@2.80 $2 27
Steam lump 192 2 07
gEK 2.70@2.80 S4 30Mme-run 1^82 2..-in 1.87 S3.45@3.55
Screenings 1.22@l..-)2 1.59®!. 65 1.22(31]. 32

Coke—Connellsville, $5.50; Wise County, $5.25@5.50: by-
product, egg. stove and nut. $4.75 fj. 4.S5: gas house, $4.65@4.75.

DETHOIT, .niCH.
Stocks relatively light and market still strong. Slack in

particularly good demand. Increase in prices anticipated
soon.

Bituminous—The local market still continues very active;
there is a good demand for all grades and the outlook is for
a still further increase. Slack is coming in slowly and the
demand is so heavy that the West Virginia grades are in
some cases bringing as high as $1 per ton f.o.b. mines. Do-
mestic orders are being received in good volume and dealers
are busy making deliveries to their customers. Stocks on
hand are relatively light and buyers are attempting to in-
crease these as rapidly as possible to provide against the ex-
pected car shortage. Not much September business is being
done, but it is expected that quotations for the month will
show a slight advance before it is over. Manufacturers, who
delayed closing contracts are very active buyers in the spot
market. Some of these steam contracts are now being re-
newed at an advance over last year's figures, but producers,
as a rule, are indifferent about signing up for any further
tonnage, apparently preferring to keep some free coal for
use in the open market.

The local market is now quotable on the following basis:

Hock- Cam- No. 8 Poca- Jackson
ing bridge Ohio hontas Hill

$1.75 $2.50 $2 40
1.75 2.50 2.40

W. Va.
Splint

Domestic lump. $1.70
Egg 1.70
Steam lump .... 1 . 25
Hn. lump 1.15 81. is I'.IS $1 ! is si 15
Mme-run 1.05 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.50 ....
Slack 0.95 1.00 0.75 0.70 0.80

Anthracite—Hard coal has shown some slight improve-
ment, but not of any great importance as yet. However, it
is better than at any time since the cessation in activity last
winter. Indications are that the middle of the month will
see the beginning of the fall demand and it is probable that
It will be an exceedingly active season for the companies.

ST. LOl'IS, MO.
Market stronger, although the arrival of con.siderahle spec-

ulative coal has caused some unsteadiness. However, mining
is being interrupted and the movement is not heavy.

In a general way local conditions are improving. The
market has gone up in the past week on standard coals,
which is something that has been needed for some time.
The Carterville and Franklin County market is not as steady
as it might be on account of a large amount of coal comin.g
in that was sold on speculation.

However, country prices are firm, which is accounted for
by the car shortage, lack of water and the annual chain of
county fairs that always take about two or three days a week
of the miners' time. This will last for at least a couple of
weeks longer, and as soon as the prevailing torrid spell is
over and coal in demand, prices should continue to go higher.

The Standard operators have at last decided that they
must get something for their coal, and Standard lump has
gone up about 15c. per ton in the last ten days. Anthracite,
coke and smokeless are still dragging, with no demand.

The prevailing market is:

Carterville
and Big

Franklin Co. Muddy
2-in. lump
3-in. lump
6-in. lump $1 . 70 (ffi 1 . S5
Lump and egg 1.50® 1.60 S2.15
No. 1 nut 1.30® 1.40
Screenings

. 55
Mine-run 1 . 50
No. 1 washed nut 1 . 60
No. 2 washed nut 1 . 35
No. 3 washed nut 1 . 20
No. 4 washed nut 1.00 '.

No. 5 washed nut
. 60

Mt.
Standard

$1,15

1-60 1 . 35
1 . 60
1.05 87 J
0.40 0.85

OGDKN. ITAH
Operators able to increase number of working days by

forcing the market, buying bring done in limited quantities,
surplus of nut and slack at the mines. Considerable coal
being sold l)elow circular.

The operators in Wyoming and Utah are making a desper-
ate attempt to induce buyers to accept immediate shipments
in order to keep the mines running full time. Orders arc
coming in slowly and salesmen are still working hard with
the trade to induce them to get coal in transit before the
car shortage becomes severe at the mines. The present con-
dition is attributed to the money market. A large percentage
of coal Is bought with borrowed money, and for the past five
months the dealer has been unable to procure money from his
bank with which to buy. The demand for lump coal is better
than during the last week in August, but this is due to the
cool weather in vai'ious sections.
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with the slight Increase in the demand for lump and lon-

sequent Increase in production at the mines, there Is a sur-

plus of nut and slack coal. This condition will probably

continue through September or until the demand for lump

Is greater, at which time the mines will be able to move all

the nut coal produced. .\bout Sept. 20 the sugar factories

will resume shipment, and this will take care of the slack.

Owing to the weak condition of the Market the operators

have been unable to maintain the circular at all times, and in

order to move the tonnage some shipments are being m.ide

at concessions. However, with the approaching cold weather

this condition will be removed.

The car shortage has not caused the Wyoming mines

to loose time, although there has been a shortage of closed

equipment, and some commercial coal has been loaded In open

cars. The Utah mines have not fared so well, the Rio Grande

has been unable to furnish them sufficient cars, and the

mines are now loosing from two to three days per week.

Present quotations arr:

, $2.75Lump 9 "in
E8gnut

.;;.:: IMNut ,05
Mine run..: ^'nn
Slack

^""

POllTLA^'D. ORK.

Wvomlng and I tab .»ine» ulve notice of ROe. advance to

become etVeetlve Sept. s. Loenl prleex »lll probably increase

accordingly.

Coal dealers here were notified this week that on Sept. 8

prices at the mines on Wyoming and Utah coals will advance

50c. per ton. At present the retail price here ranges from

SI to $10, and while no decision has been reached, it Is taken

as probable that retail prices will be advanced accordingly.

No reason is given here for the increase.

So far no .\ustralian coal has been imported here this

summer, but if prices on Wyoming and Utah products continue

to advance it is regarded as probable that some importations

will be made in the fall, for which there is yet time. The

freight market being easier than last year, it is the more

likelv that some of this business will be done this season.

Last'year freights were high and coal prices here lower than

""Tt will be about a year before the Southern Pacific will

have its line between Eugene and Coos Bay open for opera-

tion but its completion will undoubtedly mark a change in

the coal situation here and in many communities in the \M1-

lamette Valley, for the coal mines on the bay will then have

found an easy outlet for their product.

NEW ORLE.VXS

Keen competition stimulates Interest as period for ne«

eontracts approaches, t nr« more plentiful than last week.

bot shortage still in evidence. Storing continuing on large

scale.

While lacking activity in the spot market the number or

contracts about to expire is stimulating interest in the loca

situation. Before the end of the year new agreements will

have to be signed with a number of the principal steamship

lines making this port and with most of the largest local con-

sumers Alabama interests hope to make further inroads

on the old companies that rely on the river for their coal

supplies. Indication of the keen competition between the

Alabama, Kentucky and Pennsylvania ^°^\ <=°'"P^"'^^,;^^t

seen in the struggle last week for the school board contract

for this year. ^ , „„_^
The car shortage is still a factor, but there has been some

relief since last week, when the trouble threatened to be-

come acute immediately. While the stocks of coal in the

city are larger than ever before, there is no indication of cur-

tailing the work of storing. The North German Lloyd Line

is to make this port regularly and will add another important

contract to those already pending this fall.

1' O R I<: I G N M A R K !• T S

PRODUCTION AND TRANS-
PORTATION STATISTICS

(iRKAT BRITAIN
rialAug. 20—The coal market Is quiet without any matt

change Prices are firm for immediate loading, most of tho

collieries being well stemmed. There is little business pass-

ing for forward loading and prices have an easier tendency.

Best Welsh steam M.92(a),T.04

Best seconds 4.68W4.80
Seconds 4.44(<i)l 50

Best dr>' coals 4 .44(2)4 b8

Best Monmoutlishircs. .$4 . 14®4 .
26

.Seconds 4.02^4.14
Best Cardiff smalls .... 2.64(al2.70

.SiTonds 2.40a!>2 58

The prices for Cardiff coals are f.o.b. Cardiff. Penarth or

Barry, while these for Monmouthshire descriptions are f.o.b.

Newport; both exclusive of wharfage, and for cash in 30 days.

FOREIfiX TRADE OIM'ORTIMTIES

The United States Counsellor Service reports opportunities

in foreign coal markets as follows; complete details regard-

ing different items can be obtained on application to the Bu-

reau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce, Washington, D. C.

by giving numbers.

Europe—A large European importer, supplying railroads

and a navy with coal, is desirous of establishing a permanent

connection with an American exporter of coal. The Inquiry

refers particularly to briquettes and they must be of suffl-

ciently high grade to compete with the foreign product. Re-

plies should quote prices, covering insurance and freight to

port of destination. No. 114!6».

VIRGINI.VN BAIl.W.\A'

OAL SECURITIES

The following table gives

securities and dividends paid
the range of various active coal

during the week ending Sept. f.

;

S4|
20
1601

3U
155
102i
200
53J

I6OI

395

109}
41}
155
I02i

'S3J
85
241
95
23 i

168J
92 j

24 §

150
102J

'47i
80
14}
73
16}

1511
84
84
37}

Week's Ranfr

Stocks High Low List

American Coal ProducU. 83 83 83

American Coal Products Pref •

,, j

;

Colorado Fuel & Iron 33 ^ij

Colorado Fuel & Iron Pref...... ...- • •--

Consolidation Coal of Maryland 102} 02}

Lehigh Valley Coal Sales 210 19o

Island Creek Coal Com g3J |^
Island Creek Coal Pref 80 S4i

Pittsburgh Coal fl\
Pittsburgh Coal Pref »g<
Pond Creek , JJ,
Reading l°f'
Reading 1st Pref 84
Reading 2nd Pref. •

•

Virginia Iron, Coal & Coke J»»

Closing

Bonds Bid Asked

Colo. F. & I. g™. s.f.g. 5s 93} 98
Colo. F. & I. gen. 63 103 106

Col. Ind. 1st & coU. 5s. gu 83j Sale

Cons. Ind. Coal Me. 1st 5s 76 78
Cons. Coal Ist and ref. 5s »•«»

Gr. Riv. Coal & C. 1st g 63

K. &H. C. &C. Istsfgos 91 MS
Tune '13

Pocah. Con. Coll. 1st 3 f Ss. 80 SoJ 86} June ,13

Cah. C. M. Co. 1st g 63 lO^i 103 July 13 1U5

Utah Fuel 1st g 5s

Victor Fuel Ist 9 f 53

Va. I. Coal & Coke Ist g 5s t

No Important IJividends were announced during the week

Week's Range
or Last Sale

95} 95}
107} June^l2
83} 83}
76 Aug. '13

93 Oct. '12

102} April '06

Year's
Range

935 99}

98} 103
lOOf 103

102
103

80 May '13 79}
92 Aug. '13 92

Total shipments of coal over this road for July of the

current vear were 321,626 tons as compared with 24o,08i tons

fo, the same month last year. For the six montlis to July

3 of the current year, the shipments were
^-^^'-'f'^^^l^ll

compared with 1,908,004 tons for the same period the year

before.

The Colorado Fuel & Iron Co.—The Rockefeller interests

are said to own one-third of the preferred stock of this com-

pany and about $20,000,000 of the total $33,000,000 of the Col-

orado Industrial Co. Under their management the company

has shown a steady and consistent improvement, and indica-

tions are that the earnings for the current year will estab-

lish a new high record.

The Conaolidatlon Coal Co.—During the year 1912 this

company expended on improvements, betterments, extensions,

enlargements and additions of a permanent nature only

S32<» 773, as compared with $l,OR0.1S0 in 1911. However, they

expended on Northern .coal lands $1,261,127 last year, as

compared with $146,521 in 1911. Profit and loss surplus in

1912 was $8,159,415, as compared with $7,039,192 the year

before.
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MARKETS IN GENERAL
Price changes during the month have been unimportant,

although the gradual advance in pig iron continued and re-
newed weakness has developed in finished-steel products.
Metals have been very strong, with an excellent demand for
copper forcing the price up to much higher levels. The se-
vere drought in Missouri, Kansas and Oklahoma has been
pretty thoroughly advertised, and while this will have a
serious effect on the districts in these states, general agri-
cultural conditions otherwise are fairly satisfactory. Returns
are now available and show that the wheat crop will be a
record-breaker, the corn crop about 800,000,000 bu. less than
last year, but still a total crop of 2, .300. 000, 000 bu. The cotton
crop promises to be slightly less than last year.

The railroad situation is most unsatisfactory, and is having
an effect on business throughout the country. Railway gross
earnings are increasing rapidly, but net earnings show a de-
cline, and it is evident that some of the important trunk lines
of the country will have to reduce their dividends. This is
not so important from the standpoint of the general wage
earner as the fact that, with the reduction of dividends, comes
the inability of railways to raise capital for new extensions
and for improvements, something which gives employment
to labor everywhere, and, moreover, the country has evi-
dently caught up with its transportation facilities.

The production of pig iron during August showed a slight
decline compared with July, and the advance in quotations in-
dicates that all of this iron is rapidly being consumed. The
country is now making pig iron within about 10 7o of its
maximum capacity.

Financial conditions have steadily improved, and while it
is by no means easy to secure long-time loans even when the
security is desirable, still they can be secured, which was
not the case three months ago. Conditions in this respect
promise to improve with the season.

Unfilled orders of the U. S. Steel Corporation showed a
smaller falling off than had been expected. The decrease was
175,888 tons, and the unfilled orders as of Aug. 1 aggregated
5,223.468 tons. The report of idle railway equipment was
unfavorable, figuring as it did, an increase of 2881 idle care
in the fortnight ending Sept. 1. In previous years, a decrease
has always been recorded in the corresponding period.

Disturbances in the ranks of labor have been less preva-
lent in the last four weeks than any time this year. Most
disputes have been settled, and there seems to be little likeli-
hood of any general outbreak before spring. In the mean-
time, the arbitration between the railway managers and the
trainmen continues, and this is not likely to be" settled for
some time. Prom the West come complaints of shortage of
labor in the harvest fields, and some of the railways operat-
ing in the States of New York and New Jersey had trouble
in running their trains for a few days on account of the full
crew law. This difficulty, however, will shortly disappear.
Some improvement work on railways in the Northwest has
been halted, owing to the inability to secure sufficient
laborers to do the work. The strike of copper mines in the
upper peninsula of Michigan continues and has been attended
with much violence.

Ordinary outside labor commands $2 per day.

IRON AND STEEL, PRODUCTS
The production of pig iron during August aggregated

2,545,000 tons, compared with 2,560,000 tons in July. The
difference in amount is practically negligible, and as prices
of pig iron advanced slightly during the month, it is evident
that no stocks are being accumulated. This is a negatively
favorable argument, as it was generally believed that the
production of pig iron would show a much larger falling off.
Price changes during the month have been unimportant, but
pig iron has trended toward higher levels, while finished
steel products have been easier, even if no change in prices
has been made.' The inability of the railways to purchase
equipment and make improvements, is largely responsible for
the dullness in the steel market, but other consumers are
buying almost as freely as they have at any time. It will
not be at all surprising if legislative enactment is made

some time in the near future compelling railways to sub-
stitute steel equipment in its passenger service. This, in it-
self, will make for tremendous activity in the car-building
line.

PiB Iron—Sales of pig iron were larger in August than
in July, and several sales of importance were made in the
Southern market at $11 for Southern foundrv No 2 This
represents an advance of $1 per ton over the recent low
quotation, and indicates that the pronounced weakness whichwas evident in that market in June, has disappeared; for the
time being at least. It is understood that the furnaces mak-
ing these sales have booked enough orders to keep their
stacks running until the first of the year. The fact that the
production of pig iron in August was nearly as large as
in the preceding month was in itself satisfactory, and the
knowledge that the furnaces going out of blast in Septem-
ber would be succeeded by furnaces of larger capacity go-
ing into blast, leads to the belief that the production of
iron during September will be as large as in August. An-
other rea^uring factor was that several of the large con-sumers of pig iron, such as manufacturers of electrical sup-
plies, railway equipment and cast iron pipe, who seem tohave the faculty of buying when the market is lowest placed
their orders for large amounts which will last them for manymonths to come. This was taken as an indication that themarket for the time being had touched bottom. Southern
foundry iron No. 2 in Cincinnati is quoted at $14 to $14 50- No
2 Northern foundry in Chicago is $15 to $15.50: bessemer iron
in Pittsburgh is $16.65 to $16.75, which price includes the
90c. freight rate from the valley to Pittsburgh.

Steel Rails—The principal railroads of the country have
not placed their orders for 1914, and it is common talk in the
steel trade that, if the railroads would show their confidence
in the situation by placing orders, it would result in a much
better feeling in the steel trade. Some improvement is evi-
dent in the export situation. All of the mills manufactur-ing rolling rails have enough business on their books to keepthem actively engaged for the next two months

Quotations are unchanged at $28 per ton for standard
sections of bessemer rails, and $30 per ton for openhearth
rails, both f.o.b. Pittsburgh. These prices represent a quo-

^^ ?",^^ !l
• P^'' '•'• ^"^ stan-Jard sections weighing from

50 to 100 lb. per yd.; 1.21c. for 40- to 50-lb. rails; 1.30c. for
16- to 20-lb. rails. In Chicago, 16- to 20-lb. rails are 1.30c
12-lb. rails, 1.33c. Relaying rails in Chicago can be had at
4'24 per gross ton and in New York at $22.50.

Track Supplies-No inquiries of importance have appeared
in the market, but it is evident that the railways will notbe able to postpone the placing of orders much longer and
it IS probable that the amount required will be as large as in
1913. Quotations are easier, spikes in large lots to railwaysbeing obtainable at $1.75 to $1.80 Pittsburgh, but for small

TJl'n^'" !''' '' demanded. In Chicago, spikes are q"
at $1.90 to $2; track bolts with square nuts, $2.25 to $2 40and angle bars $1. 50.

'

Strnetural Steel-Building work in the Central West hasbeen fairly active, and some of the leading fabricators inPittsburgh, Chicago and the Ohio district have a fair amountof work on their books. Quite a little new work has comeout for power houses in various parts of the country and acontract for a new IS-story office building to be erected inDetroit was recently let. A new lodge building in Pittsburgh
will require about 3000 tons. Railway work is especially in-
active, and few bridges are being contracted for at the pres-
ent t.me^ The principal work in the East is for new subways
in New York City, and a recent contract calls for the placin-
of 6000 tons. The steel, when bought, is being erected rap"
Idly, and consumers have little or no complaint regardin-
deliveries. Fabricated work is fully as cheap as last monthand it is unusually low. Structural steel shapes are quoted
at 1.45@1.50c. Pittsburgh, and 1.63@1.68c. Chicago. These
prices are per lb. in large lots.

Pipe—The market for pipe is spotty. The demand for line
pipe, or pipe that is used by oil and gas companies, has been
unusually heavy, and some of the principal manufacturers of
this kind of pipe are unable to take any more orders for de-
livery this year. On the other hand, the demand for smaller
sizes of pipe used in steam work and for general industrial
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purposes, is not at all lurRO. One of the largest Inquirus ...

The market is for 20 miles of 8-ln. pipe. There .s some trou io

ove. the puddling scale, and some of the workmen ha .t
signed for the coming year. Quotations show "°/h»neo - -;
last month, but at that time there was a revision in dl/Y, """,
lasi iiiuuiu. .Ji... nr res are as follows.

\,.. 11

thai the

;- to 2-in. pipe. nisoounts and net prices are as foil

Black

to 2- steel butt welded
.-..- ..J. stetl lap welded
7-' to 12-ln. steel lap welded.

At these discounts the net

burgh are as follows:

Galvanized
71 Mt

'''<

69^4';
64 "•'"r

prices of pipe per foot at I'lits-

, Ce
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Now that the "Employees' Magazine" of

the Lehigh \^aney Coal Co. and the "Marvel
News" of the Roden Coal Co. have blazed

the way for the timid ones, we expect to see

many similar papers launched in the near

future. The possibilities for such educational

mediums were realized and taken advantage
of in other industries long ago.

Over in Charlotte, S. C, a daily paper, the

"Evening Chronicle," possessing a large cir-

culation among the cotton-mill people of that

section, has carried on a little pioneering that

deserves careful study by all who are interest-

ed in the results that may be attained by giv-

ing the right kind of publicity to our working
classes. In a recent issue of the "Manufactur-
ers' Record" Dorothy Mitchell of the "Chron-
icle" staff describes rather fully just what
she has aimed at and how she has proceeded.

She says:

"I have written stories about them, always
searching for those things which show their

advancement and laying stress upon the people

who have achieved anything. Whenever a
man is promoted a story is run about him,

and if possible a photograph is secured and
put in the paper. If a girl makes a success,

or does anything worthy, it is mentioned in like

manner. If a man saves his money and buys a

home, this calls forth a good stor>^ and some-
times a picture of his home is run in the paper.

"These items are published every Saturday,
and are run just as the social items are nm in

the Sunday papers. The only difference is

that I do not measure aristocracy or the get-

ting of one's name in the paper by what the

parents were, but what the person who is

featured has actually done industrially. In
all the work, everything is done to encourage

those who have progressed, urging them on to

greater things; their names and pictures are

published as successful, steady and thrifty

people.

"One of the worst faults the mill people

have, and that which proves most detrimental

to their success, is the habit of moving. In
every mill community there will be found a
"moving" element, and these are always the

poverty-stricken ones and those who excite

the sympathy of the betterment agitators.

Usually they stay at a mill two or three weeks,
or perhaps a month or so, and then seek other

quarters for no better reason than the promise
of a trifling increase in their weekly wage.
Sometimes they leave because they do not
like the superintendent, especially if he cor-

rects them. In many instances there have
been found cases where the people practically

spend all they make outside of grocery bills

to bear the expense of going from mill to mill.

"At all times I have discouraged moving
and have written stories, as well as talked to

them personally, about the disadvantages of

it. I have encouraged the growing of gardens,

flowers and trees about the premises, as well

as the planting of fruit trees and fruit-yielding

shrubs, and tried to get them to settle down
in a place and make it a home in which to live

a life worth while."

Coal corporations that seriously contem-
plate entering into this particular kind of

uplift work, should consider the plan above
outlined. The coal journals are able to cover
common mining practice in its broad sense,

but they cannot record local happenings of a
personal nature, the publication of which by a
company organ would tend to encourage and
inspire the men.
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IDEAS AND SUGGESTIONS

The Natural History of Coal

By 1.. K. HiiisiiHKm;*

Now from t'aml)riilgc riiixTrsitv. Englaiul. conu's a

new treatise upon the Natuial History of Coal, by Dr.

E. A. Xewell Arber. Tlie peiuliar value of Doetor

Arber's researehes are not ilepcndent upon his historic

account of coal problems of the i)resent and the past,

but on the problems now to be triumphantly surmounted

in the near and immediate future. N'ot only does he pre-

sent the great importance of more scientific knowledge

f coal, but also its prospective commercial possibilities.

Thus he points out most wisely and in good time the

fact that after all man is largely ignorant of the com-

]josition of coal as well as the manner in which coal was

formed. Most of our so called knowledge is actually in-

ference drawn from the rooks and minerals which lie be-

low and above coal beds. Certainly such deductions

may easily be as far-fetched as many other scientific the-

ories turn out to be. As a general proposition, geologists

have conspicuously failed to offer an entirely satisfactory

and tangible explanation concerning the formation of

coal. It therefore remains for paleobotanists, paleon-

tologists, and physio-chemists to throw a bright light

upon this dark matter.

New Discoveriks aboct Co.\l

The most recent discoveries about coal have been made

microscopically by the French savants. Doctors Bertrand

and Renault.
' They soon ran down the clue and found

that many kinds of coal minerals have been produced in

open water and are for the most part made up of the re-

mains of certain plants. Particularly is this true with

those varieties of coal that are rich in hydrocarbons and

combustible gases. Bituminous shales, oil shales, bog-

heads and many others are types.

Much less is now known about nonbituminous . coals,

indeed the less they approach the bituminous types, the

less seems to be known about them. The reason of this

may be due to the fact that the harder the coal, the less

thin must its sections be when cut for microscopic pur-

poses of investigation. To study them under the micro-

scope it is desirable also to decolorize them. When thin

slices are prepared for examination, it is usually found

that these sections remain opaque, yet coal is undoulitedly

homogeneous in structure.

Luckily for the newer investigators on the nature of

what coal really is, most of these difficulties have at last

been removed. It has now been found possible to prepare

fairly thin and transparent slices by the same grinding

method used by stone workers. Then by adding an ap-

propriate dye or other coloring matter, the actual stuff

present will be made apparent.

It is now generally agreed that all of the present-day

theories about the origin of coal, such as the peat-an-

tracite theory, are no longer plausible. These now dis-

•Baltimore. Md.

credited explanations of the formation of coal in tb''

depths of the earth, are to be substituted by a tiicoi\

based upon the newer biological ami physin-cheinical (li>

covcries.

If it were ])()ssible with present anaiytual mcthoils Id

understand the composition of coal thoroughly, a ten-

able hypothesis as to its origin could not be constructed

unless we also knew the character of the plant fossJN

which go to make up the body of the coal. The subsc

quent effects of chemical and physical conditions cannot

in any way change such a theory. 1

Therefore it is now up to the botanist more than to any

practical coal man or other scientist, to instruct the world

as to the true condition of the coal when originally laid

down.

What about Your \'acation?

Summer has passed. Imt the vci'y best months ol the

year are with us. Have you taken yovir vacation? It's

not yet too late. Many of you will say, ''Xo, I'm too

busy; the Big Boss wants all the coal we can get and

the cost must look right, too."

Some of you will say. "What good can I get out of two

or three weeks' vacation?" A numlirr uf good honest

men will repeat that they have not had a vacation in

years, .so why take one now. A few will say the expense

of a vacation doesn't justify it.

To all of these we say, "Take a vacation, you need it

and the cost is the last consideration." The man who
]

needs it most is the one who has been sticking so close

to the job that he feels like it could not run without him.

Most of those in this class are as honest and loyal in their

work as men can be and the impulse to take even a little

vacation has been smothered by their strong sense of

loyalty and their belief that the boss thinks of them as of

a class who are always on the job. Xo doubt you have been

urged by the management more than once to take a rest,

but you could not believe they really meant it for you. •

You are perhaps one of the su]icrintendents or foremen

who know very well the job will run without you, but can-

not bear giving up the reins of control for a few weeks.

You feel that certain lines of work will not have the

close attention you give it and that when you come back

you cannot pick up things in as good shape as when you

left. You know your assistant is a good man, but you

do not want to leave the job entirely with him.

To every man of you we say, "Take a vacation." Here

arc some of the benefits that will inevitably accrue to

you :

You will get out of the rut you have been running in,

and you know the only difference between a rut and the

grave is in length and lireadth. The old saying, "A new

broom sweeps clean" can only have been born of the

truth that one man on taking up another's work sees the

whole plan of affairs with a clearer vision. Too close con-

tact with the dailv srind of things dulls the senses. Too
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nuuli time given to detaili^ doe.* not leave time enough i'or

tlie larger and more imijouant affairs. There are still

to be found plenty of you who cannot find time for safety

work in its larger sense, that of accident prevention, be-

cause you are in the rut of giving all your time to getting

out as much coal as possible. Have you ever thought

that if your mine produces 1000 tons a day it will take

from two to five days' ruii to compensate for every man
you kill or seriously hurt? Yet the list of men killed

and maimed in the coal-mining industry is appalling.

After you have been on your vacation a few days and

gotten far enough away from your work to realize that

the part of the world you are in does not even know of

your locality save as a geographical fact, you will begin

to appreciate how small your sphere of work is and what

is better for you, how little is your personality in the

scheme of things. The next thing you know you are

wondering how all these strangers, many of whom give

evidence of success beyond you, accomplish it. You will

have a feeling of amliition to put forth the best effort in

you when yoit get home. This is nothing more or less

than a broadening of your mind's activities as the result

of giving it rest and rela.xation from its grooved routine.

Pkoblkms Will Bk Solved

All through your vacation period, even though you may
not see or visit a plant like your own, you will find your

senses perceptibly quickened by contact 'with new and
bigger things. Your sense of little things will grow less

and your appreciation of big things larger. Even while

you are resting, perhaps while fishing in some lake, your

mind will unconsciously find a better way to do some
things at home. Problems that will really increase the

output and reduce the cost will work themselves out in

your mind. Like a flash it will come to you that an ex-

penditure of ten thousand dollars to cut some drainage

ditches through the mines to convey the water to a cen-

tral pumping plant will enable you to shut down several

e.xpensive steam plants for all time. You know that you
can show the management as soon as you get home how
this can be done, and save the expense in a year or two.

Best of all you will get home refreshed in mind and
body. It may appear a little strange to you, but every-

thing has been running smoothly ; the output has really

been increased during your absence ; there have been no
serious accidents. Li fact, the plant has been doing fine.

Do you know why ?

The fellow next to you has had his chance and has

made good. You think more of his ability and you say

hereafter I'll tmload more work that counts on him. Good.

Your vacation is producing results and pretty soon after

you return the Big Boss will say to someone, "Things

are humming at the new plant since J. C. took that little

spell off."

Go ahead, and see the boss this week and arrange for a

vacation. Honest, it will do you good.

A Stitch in Time Saves Nine
By Pexxstlvaxia Siterixtexdext

I wonder if we can apply the old adage

—

''a stitch in

time saves nine"—around our coal mines. Take, for in-

stance, the coke oven : How many times have yoti no-

ticed an oven which had a brick nnt o? iniub, and passed

it by to fix up another oven a little farther beyond, which.

perhaps, had a whole jamb or maybe an entire arch that

needed repairing. '^I'ou did not even .stop to think that

by repairing just that one brick, you might have pre-

vented the collapse of the entire arch, which fell in be-

cause this one brick was not replaced when it started

coming out.

"A stitch in time saves nine," was ignored in this

particular case, just as it is passed over in many other
instances. This does not only apply to the coke ovens,

but to the machinery around the mines and in the mines,
as well as to the entry track and everything connected
with the entire operation.

So if you want to be successful in whatever department
you are employed, watch for "the stitch in time that will

save nine"

—

then do it now.

An Automatic Spring Switch
It often happens, in mining practice, that the arrange-

ment of the tracks leading from a slope or drift open-
ing to the tipple is such that it is of advantage to have
an automatic switch so arranged that the loaded trip

coming out of the mine will set the .switch ready for the
return of the empties by the same track. Such a switch
will often be found of advantage where different motors
are hauling from particular sections of the mine, and,
therefore, require to return by the same track to the dis-

trict from which they came.

The accompanying diagram shows a special auto-
matic spring switch, the suggestion of H. E. Lewis, supt.,

nETAiLS OF Automatic Switch

Consolidated Fuel Co.. Hiawatha, Utah. This switch

was intended to meet the requirements just described.

The details of construction were designed or worked out

by W. W. Jones, electrical engineer, Standard Coal Co.,

Helper, Utah.

As shown in the figure, the switch rod .1 and the bar

B serve to connect the switch point C with the movable
arms DD. These arms have each a bearing or fulcrum
at the fi.xed points 00, each being secured to the bed
frame F, by a bolt at that point. A short slot cut in each

arm allows the necessary movement when the switch is

thrown by the passing cars. The dotted lines show the

reversed positions of the switch point and the movable
arm. The tension spring S exerts a pull of 100 II). on
the ends of the two arms, which is sufficient for the pur-
poses intended, and holds the switch firmly in the posi-

tion in which it was placed by the last trip coming from
the mine.
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Coal Shipping on the Great Lakes
;<VXOP.'<I-'<—The IliirJ and concluding inflallmenl on

ilw situation at the heiul of the lakes. A detailed descrip-

iiuH of another of the large unloading dock» of the I'itts-

hurgh Co. Xot only are th-re facilities for handling an

enormous tonnage but elaborate equipment is provided

for screening the coal.

The plant of the Pittsbui^'h Coal-lKxk Co., a subsid-

iarv of tlie Pittsburgh Coal Co., at Duluth, is saiil to he

line of the largest in the world for the handling of bitum-

inous c-oal. It is designed for unloading coal from lake

boats to the storage yard and for loading on tars. An

interesting feature of the plant is a mechanical screening

aitparatus of new design and large capacity. The plani

lias a storage capacity of 1,000,000 tons and an iinloading

capacity, as shown by recent tests, of nOO tons an hour,

including the delay in cleaning up the holds of vessels

unloaded. While working in free coal it is estimated that

not i)rovidcd .villi a trolley is .<o opcraUil by using "ik

tif the trolleys from a two-span bridge. The twu-simi

bridges have a cantilever extension of 78 ft. out over tli^

dock and ilicre is a ^.j-ft. cantilever extension from tin

rear end of tiic single-span bridges.

Kach man trolley is designed to carry a load of .'.'>."< i'

lb., to hoist the full load of the bucket at the rale •>

225 ft. i)cr minute and to travel along its runway at l'-'"'

ft. per minute. Each bridge when carrying a loaJ'

bucket can propel ii.<elf along its own runway at a sjir.

of 60 ft. ])cr miiuite.

The front or water cud of each two-spau Ijridge is car

ried on a portal pier, equipped with bins for loading i-o.i

into hopper or gondola cars. The center and rear end o

the two-span bridges and the forward end of the siiigl.

span bridges are carried on shear legs, each leg ruiinii.

on a single line of rail. These rails are sni)]iorted

trestles made of steel girders eiirrii'(l on steel A-franie-

AH. Mai- of the Satlt Stk. Maisie Canals, tiik Extmaxik into Laki; SrpKKini;

the plant will discharge 1500 tons an hour from a boat to

the storage yard. The plant was designed and erected

by the Brown Hoisting Machinery Co., Cleveland, Ohio.

UXI.OADIXG MaC'HIXEKY

The coal-handling equipment includes three two-span

bridges, here shown, extending from the unloading dock,

and two single-span bridges. Each span is of 242 ft.

The )-ard is covered by the bridges, which are operated

back and forth on a runway 1250 ft. long. Each two-

span bridge and one of the single-span bridges is

equipped with a man trolley, which carries a two-rope

Brown grab-bucket, with a capacity of 230 cn.ft. or 51/2

tons, and an operator's cab. The single-.span bridges are

arranged to register witli any of the two-span bridges

.so as to make a three-span bridge or a continuous run-

way for a trolley over any one of the two-span bridges

and one of the single spans, a total distance of 726 ft.

The operating mechanism is arranged so that when a sin-

gle-span bridge is connected with a two-span bridge the

three spans are operated as a unit. The single spans may
also be operated as independent bridges. The single span

Xote—Prom the "Iron --Vge." Dec. 7. 1911.

There is one single rail trestle or runway and one double

rail trestle. The former is for the shear leg at the cen-

ter of the two-spau bridges and the latter is for the rear

shear leg of the two-span bridges and the shear legs nf

the single spans. The distance from the foundation- i-

the top of the rail on the trestles is 35 ft. (5 in. The iv;ir

ends of the single-span bridges are carried on inverted

piers.

The piers for the two-spau bridges are each supported

on four equalizing trucks, each truck being mounted on

four 24-in. double flanged cast-iron chilled-tread wheels.

The wheels on each ];)ier are connected by a train of gear-

ing and shafting to the moving gear mechanism located

on the bridge span, near the bridge support. Each in-

verted pier at the rear end of the single spans is cari-ied

on two sets of equalizing trucks, each truck supported on

eight 21:-iu. single-flanged chilled-tread wheels. In addi-

tion, the rear pier that carries the screening apparatus

has (for partially carrying that apparatus) one equaliz-

ing truck supported on six 24-in. wheels, each truck trav-

eling on two lines of rails .spaced 2 ft., center to center.

The six-wheel truck acts as an idler only. All of the

wheels in each of the eight-wheel trucks are driven, being
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eoniK't'ted by a train of goariug and shaftino- to tin.' nio\'-

ing gear mechanism located at tiie top of the pier. Under
the otiier rear pier one-half of the wheels are similarly

connected to the moving gear machanism. Each shear

support in the bridges is niounted on two siugle-rail

equalizing trucks, each truck being supported by four
double-tlanged cast-iron chilled-tread wheels. The wheels
are all connected by shafting and gearing to the moving-
gear mechanism located on the bridge span.

The shears support the bridge span on sliding Ix^arings

under the top chords. The cantilever extensions from
the dock end of the tw(i-s]>an bridges are supported from
the top of masts over the pier. Attached +i) ihc canti-

levers are hinged aprons tJiat can be raised aiul lowered.

is another hm, which is divided into three compartments,
each compartment having a capacity of 40 tons. Over
this liin is arranged a rotary screen for sizing coal into
the three different sizes commonly known to tlie trade as
stijve, nut and screenings, and discharging each size into
sepai'ate compartments of the bin.

Beneath the 30-ton bin located in the main portion of
ihe pier is a shaker screen. This is designed to discharge
the coal passing (>\er it into a small hopper, which in
turn discliarges the coal to a pi\oted scraper conveyor.
This cdHvcyor carries the coal either into open gondola
or- hop])cr cars or into Ixix cars. The coal passing through
the shaker screen i.s dischargcil into a liin at the lower end
of an inclined clevatoi'. This elevator carries the coal to

Screening and Sizing Apparatus on the Pittsburgh Coal Co.'s Dock No.
Bifowx Hoisting Maciiineiiy Co.

Installi;d by

The moving gear for each In'idge crane is oixM'atcil by

a motor in a house over tne pier support. This motor is

controlled from the operator's cab on the man trolley

when the trolley is brought to a point immediately under

the moving-gear honse. The man trolleys are so de-

signed that the operator can turn the bucket through an
angle of 90 deg.

Thi: SrRi:i:xiNG EQUirai;N'r

In the portion of the rear pier of the single-span bridge

with which is connected the special screening equipment,
is located a 30-ton receiving bin. This bin is provided

for receiving the coal from the grab bucket on the bridge

span and for ]iroperly controlling it as it is fed into the

screening plant. At the side of the main part of the pier

the rotary screen and it then ]ias-es through the rotary

screen and is deposited in the three pockets mentioned.
Each of these is arranged with gates to discharge to a
horizontal belt conveyor. The conveyor may run in

either direction so that any of the different sizes of coal

contained in the bins may be discharged either to the
stock pile or into open cars on a track outside of the pier.

Each bin beneath the rotary screen is also equipped
with a separate chute and gate for discharging the con-
tents into a small hopper at the foot of the shaker screen,

which is arranged to discharge to the pivoted conveyor
previously mentioned. By means of the scraper conveyor
the various sizes of coal are loaded into box or gondola
car.s in the manner described for the coal passing over the
shaker screen. The 30-ton receiving 1)in is provided with
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ail auxiliary ehute feeding into the lower end of the

inclined elevator in order that coal taken from the screen-

ing stock pile may be sized over the revolving screen.

In general the operation of the screening apparatus is

as follows : The coal is first placed in the 30-ton receiv-

ing bin. It is then passed over the shaker screen to the

pivoted conveyor for delivering it into cars. The coal

going through the shaker screen passes into a small bin

beneath, delivering to the elevator, by which it is either

conveyed to the revolving screens for preparing small

sizes or directly into the screening bin for delivering it to

a belt conveyor discharging on a screenings stock pile.

By tliis arrangement when lump coal is being loaded,

a carload each of stove, nut and screenings may be taken
at the same time. In case lump coal is being loaded and
there are no orders for the smaller sizes, the screenings

can be delivered from the elevator direct to the screening
bin, which in turn will deliver the screenings to the belt

conveyor for the stock pile. When taking general screen-

ings from the stock pile for sizing and loading tliey are

dumped by the grab bucket into the receiving bin.

The bins are of parabolic form. The 30-ton bin is

equipped with a large reciprocating gate operated by
power. The shaker screen is about 5 ft. wide and 15
ft. long. The reciprocating motion of this screen is ac-

complished by means of connecting links and eccentrics

attached to a horizontal shaft belt connected to a lo-liji.

motor. This motor also operates the reciprocating gate.

The screens are easily removed so that different sizes can
be used. The revolving screen is operated by a 20-hp^
motor, which also drives the elevator. The belt conveyor
is operated by a 15-hp. motor and the pivoted scraper
conveyor is operated by a 10-hp. motor.

The other rear pier is equipped with a 30-ton bin, gate,

and chute for unloading coal into gondola ears, a screen-
ing bin and elevator for screenings, and chutes for un-
loading screened coal into box cars in connection with
box-car unloaders. Beneath the screening chute is a 50-

ton bin for catching the screenings. In connection with
this screening equipment is a bucket conveyor for raising
the screenings to a point from where they are discharged
by gravity to a screenings pile on the water side of the
pier or carried by a belt conveyor and discharged in cars

on the second track on the other side of the pier.

The electrical equipment is arranged to operate on
440-volt 3-phase 25-cycle alternating current. The motor
equipment includes the following in addition to the
motors mentioned in connection with the screening ap-
paratus, all furnished by the General Electric Company

:

Three 112-hp. motors for moving the three two-span
bridges and H3-hp. motor for operating the single-span
bridge that has the extensive screening equipment; one
50-hp. motor for moving the other single-span bridge:
one 225-hp. motor in each of the four trolleys for hoist-
ing; two 112-hp. motors in each trolley for the trolley
travel

:
one 5-hp. turntable motor in each trolley for ro-

tating the grab buckets; one 2-hp. clutch motor in each
trolle}-, and one 15-hp. continuous running motor for op-
erating the screening elevator and conveyor in the pier
of the single-span bridge not containing the extensive
screening equipment. The travel motor on each bridge is

operated by a General Electric drum-type controller. The
hoist motor on each trolley is operated by a master op-
erated magnetic controller. The trolley travel motors on
each trolley are operated by a master-type controller.

During tests of the plant recently made the Steamer
"J. S. Ashley," with 8983 tons of lump coal, was un-
loaded in 10 hr. and 15 min. and the cargo of the 'M. E.
Upson," 874? ions of the same grade, was taken out in 10
hr. and 55 min. actual working time. While working in

free coal eacli bucket averaged nearly G tons to the lift.

Averting a Mine Fire in Germany
The following account of the suppression of an in-

cipient mine fire by the saturation of the ribs, is trans-
lated from the '-Zeitschrift fiir das Berg- Hiitten- und
Saliiienwesen." ^'oI. (.!], Xo. 1.

On May 16, 1912, a strong odor of tire was noticed in
the east gallery of seam Xo. 2, in the 2000-it. level of tlw
gas-coal workings of the (Jefhard Colliery, in the Saar
district, Prussia. In the parallel entry, there was found
at a point A, as marked in the figure, in close proximity
to an old ventilating passage, already badly squeezed, a
warm place in the coal, proving to the management that
a mine fire was developing. It later became evident that
the great pressure had heated the coal seam which was
at this point 13 ft.' thick. By hastily making a new
crosscut, the Ideated coailiwas reached with a continuous
and plentiful supply of water. Thus it was cooled off

and the princii>al danger averted.

Phc-o^F:rr; „, ,,,
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Spontaneous Combustion Was Checked by AVater
FoECED INTO Drill Holes

Further investigation of the pillar showed the presence
of still other places where the coal was in a state of in-

cipient spontaneous combustion. As the rock between
seams 2 and 3 had already been broken, it was impossible
to flood the section imperilled without preventing the
operation of the lower seam, consequently the Dorsfeld
saturating apparatus, which had already been used in this
mine was utilized for the suppression of the fire.

Along a pillar length of 300 ft., and ranged at dis-

tances of 17 to 35 ft. in the line of dip of the seam,
bore holes were drilled 10 ft. deep, and into these the ap-
paratus was introduced. This was connected with the ex-
isting water piping under a pressure of 300 lb. At the
end of a few hours the water had penetrated through
the pores and crevices of the partly crushed coal and
was escaping into the level. After a few days the fire

danger could be regarded as removed.
In the months of August and September, three other

fires of similar character occurred. In these also the rib-

saturating apparatus did good service. Here, at the
same distances of 17 to 33 ft., as before, deep bore holes
were drilled with the Cralius drilling machine, and the
apparatus inserted.
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Royalties as Percentages of Market Price
Uv W'lLl.lA.M HKiiinu'

t<yXOPSIS—The public laiuls should be leased for long

periods or perjieiuaUtj. This irill promote coiuiervation

and economic efficiency in operation. Leasing will enable

the prospector to earn the fruits of his discovenj and he

will not be disqualified from operating by a demand for

the large payment necessary to purchase a fee-simple

title to the land to be exploited. By making the royally

a percentage of the selling price, a perpetual contrarl

could be made which would be equitable and adranla-

geous to lessee and lessor alikf.

Eeformers. in their rcwnt olluits to .•^ucuiv Un the peo-

ple A greater share of tlie proceeds ol' ininiuj; enterprises

on public lands, have fixed upon the leasing method as

the one best adapted to secure this end, and hope to sub-

stitute it for fee-simple sales. To avoid the chance that

an increasetl market jirice for the products might result

eventually in the royalty becoming unduly small com-

pared with selling prices, they would exact short-tenure

leases, that the royalty might be changed from time to

time as the market value of the product varied. Thus

thev would reserve for the people a more equitable share

of the proceeds.

Shokt Ti:xriiK and AVaste

I submit, however, that this ]iroposed plan of short-

tenure lea.ses is unsatisfactory, anil one of the most waste-

ful that could be conceived as has been abundantly proved

during the hundred years' life of the coal industry of

Pennsvlvania. during which time all sorts of titles have

been held. Short tenure tends toward small operating

units, careless methods, extravagant waste of national

re.sources, with excessive loss of human life, while long

tenure promotes large operating units, careful and scien-

tific methods, with the greatest possible conservation of

life and property. If the public lands of this country are

to be leased, the holdings should be perpetual, or for not

less than 50 years, unless the mineral is .sooner exhausted.

and rights of renewal should be accorded to the lessee.

In order that the royalty luay fit the fluctuating physical

and market coiulitions. it should be arranged on a slid-

ing scale, automatically adjustable, a i)ercentage, if you

please, of the market value of the product; thus obviating

the necessity- for frequent changes of lea.«e and royalty.

The Peei'ktiai. Lkasi: IIki.ps thic Prospector and

\

()pi:rator

A perpetual or long-term lease is best for the lessee.

If he is a prospector, it encourages him to explore, and

develop the property, and his reward would be secured

with the least outlay, for if he shows a good prospect his

lease is more salable than a fee-simple title, because there

is less money at stake and less hazard on the part of the

purchaser.

If a les.see is an operator, such leases are best for him,

because the money which he would otherwise invest in a

Mining engineer and geologist. Scranton. Penn.

v-Qfp—Article read before the Spokane, Wash., meeting of

the American Mining Congress, entitled "Leasing of Mineral
Lands."

fee-simple title may lie used to prove the properly, and

if found good, to develop and equip it. lie thus securr-

the coal bed on its merits, and can regulate his iim-i

ment accordingly. If the develoi)ments show the \\\\>u-

erty to be worth the outlay he will be warranted in in-

stalling substantial equipment, and his title all'onls .-iiii-

alile sec-uritv ujion which, if desired, to borrow the net i-

sary capital. If his provings show the jiroperty to be un-

satisfactory, he may forfeit his lease, and thus save wluil

would otherwise be lost through purchase of the fee-sim-

ple title.
I

FiXAXClAL AnVAXTACKS OF LoNii-TiMi; Lhaskhoi.us I

Xext to an outright owiieisliip. a perpetual lease

is the best from the viewpoint of the llnancier. Ix'cause
j

it temls toward more iiernianent equipment, larger out- |

puts and profits, thus affording better .security for loans.

It permits long-term bonds which are more attractive to

investors. Short-term leases or contracts, subject to

changes at renewal periods, are ])oor security, and can-

not be easily financed.

From the viewpoint of the conservationist the perpet-

ual lease is preferable because the lessee expects to ex- I

haust all the coal, and. therefore, conserves the supply

for the future by avoiding waste in mining, and to secure

this end. can aiford the expense necessary to install pei-

inanent, uptodate ])lants. use the latest and Ijest mining

methods, employ competent engineering advice, and in-

stall means for ])reserving the li\es and comfort of em-

ployees.

It is to the advantage of the operator, for conservation

purposes, to experiment with and investigate new meth-

ods of mining and utilizing his iirodint in order to mako

a market for inferior portions of the coal which niiglit bi;

otherwise wasted.

The quantity of ordinary waste or refuse material from

large plants is so great that its possible value becomes an

item of considerable importance, and is worth the expense

of searching: out new methods for its utilization.

Pi-RLic Wi;i.FAi;i: Dkmaxos Pi:iii>KTfAi. Licases

Perpetual leases promote public welfare because: They

stimulate prospecting and the discovery of new coal or

mineral areas; they ha-ten developments more rapidly

than any other sort of title: and they will ])roduce reve-
'-

nue for school and territorial [lurijoscs.

The above general ])rinci])les would seem to ajiply with

double force to the coal lands of Alaska, liecaiise the best

coals of the territory are high-grade, only because of their

proximity to the volcanic rocks, and are, therefore, liable

to be much broken, folded or crushed through tlic move-

ments or quakings common to eruptive measures.

On account of the unfavorable ]ihysical conditions,

added to the high cost of labor and material, and lack of

transportation facilities, the preliminary expense of prov-

ing Alaska coal lands will be unusually large. The inves-

tigation must be made, however, before the operator is

warranted in making the investments necessary to equip

a mine plant. How much better, therefore, it would

be under these circnrastances if land could l)e purchased

on its merits, by this installment i)lan, instead of first
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hazarding the cost of a fee-simple title, whieh itiigiit ulti-

mately result in a dead loss.

In the Eastern United States no one favors the short-

tenure lease. The eoal-land owner, as the result of dire

experiences, views it as the most ingenious device ever

instituted for the purpose of wajitonly wasting his sub-

stance, and the operator regards it as a delusion and a

snare. It deludes him with the pleasant but often mis-
taken notion that he can pay out the investment with
large profits before his short lease expires, and it becomes
a snare when he gets in financially, and then finds that
he can't get out.

Modernization of Conveying Plants

SPECI.iL COKKESPOXDENCE

SYXOPSIS—A description of a telpher sysiem that

transports coke from the oven bench direct to the mouih
of tlie blast furnace vithout removal from its original

buclict. Breakage is thus reduced to a minimum.

One effect of the great comiietition which at ]ireseiit

exists in the production of iron and steel, as well as in

allied industries, has been to render the whole process of

Trzynietz, belonging to the Austrian Mining & Ironworks
Co.

One of the most difficult problems in the reconstruction
of the conveying apparatus at this works was the convey-
ance of the coke from the ovens to the blast-furnace
mouth. This was rather a difficult undertaking, as the

coke-oven bench was separated from the blast furnaces
not only by a number of buildings such as boiler houses
and a smithy, but also by a .storage ground for ore. It

was important also to avoid rehandling, and to prevent
any considerable fall into the furnace mouth.

The method adopted by Messrs. Adolf, Bleiehert & Co.,

of Leipzig and London, who undertook this modernizing
of the transport system, was the use of a telpher line eom-
liined with an inclined section having a rope drive lead-
ing to the charging platform. The coke is shoveled
direct into the telpher cars from the quenching stage. At
this point the workman- in attendance starts the loaded
cars by engaging a switch. The next empty bucket thus
moves up and stops at tile proper point for loading.

The loaded ear runs automatically without supervision

on a suspended track around various curves between the

buildings to the sorting line, where it passes over a weigh-
ing machine before taking up a position behind the pre-

mL''
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An Accounting System for Coal Companies
|

Bv J. C\ Mt Ni;iL

;<y.\01\'<IS—.1 hrief dexcriplion of a nimple system of

book-keeping applicable to any coal company, in irliich

reliance is placed upon vouchers and loose-leaf forms,

so that the amount of work- to he done is reduced to a

minimum.

The coal industry, is one of wasting assets aiul hence

the accounts of the coal companies should he kept in suck

a manner as to exhibit at all times the true status of its

atTairs.

The revenues of a coal company arc derived principally

from four sources, viz.: Sales of coal and merchandise,

tenement rentals and revenues from miscellaneous sources.

Coal Sales

Invoices should be rendered to each customer for all

coal sales, showing such details as are needed for the

business. They should be numbered consecutively, be-

ginning on the first day of each month, or the first of

each fiscal year, as may be deemed necessary, and should

be entered in an invoice register ruled to give all the

information shown on the invoice. One general ledger

account should be kept for the debit ''Invoices Eendered."

The credit account should be "Coal Eevenue," or if it is

desired to exhibit the revenues from each grade of coal,

proper credit accousts with the differeiit grades should

be set up. A side ledger should be opened for the pur-

pose of opening accounts with the various customers,

making the account Invoices Eendered. the controlling

account for this ledger.

Mkkciiaxdise Sales

While it is the custom of some companies to treat llic

merchandise scrip issued plus the cash sales as the mer-

chandise sales for the month, this method is not accurate.

A daily report of sales, divided as between cash and scrip,

should be obtained from the manager of the stores and

the total of these reports at the end of each month .should

be debited to the store manager and credited to merchan-

dise sales. The office cash account should be debited

with the cash received and the scrip issues account

debited with scrip turned in and the total of these two

debits passed to the credit of the store manager's account,

which automatically clears that record. In this man-

ner, the actual amount of the merchandise sales can be

accurately determined and the credit balance standing

in the scrip issues account will always show the amount

of merchandise orders in the hands of employees and not

redeemed.

Tenemen't Eextals

The usual method of handling these rentals is through

the payrolls, the debits being made against the employees

occupying the houses and the total of the column rent

being passed to the credit of tenement-rent revenues. It

would also be a good plan to make up a statement each

month showing the numbers of the houses, which would

have to be numbered for this purpose, the name of the

occupant, the amount of rental and the payroll sheet

•Artemus, Ky.

and line numbers on which the deductions are made. In

this way, a ]>crmaiient record of tlic imupanry of the tene-

ment houses would be on file.

Miscellaneous Eevenues

Eevenues are always received through the sale of some

materials, purchased for other uses, from freight claims,

and various items arising in the usual course of business,

for which regular invoices should be prei)ared for proper

record. It would not be wise to take these items through

the invoices-rendered account, as it is desired that this

account should represent the sales of coal. It would,

therefore, be better to have a separate register for these

miscellaneous bills, which should l)e numbered in a series

separate and apart from the coal invoices, and also pro-

vide a side ledger for them. The controlling debit ac-

coinit for these items should bo known as sundry ac-

ANY COAL MINING COMPANV ^0.
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count. I:i this manner, the profit and loss aeeoimt would

show at a glance the net profits or losses of the business

for the period represented.

Expenses

The expenses of a coal-mining company would come
under four general heads : Maintenance expenses, produc-

tion expenses, sales expenses and general expenses. These

accounts would, of course, be the general ledger-expense

accounts and could be subdivided into various detailed

accounts for statistical purposes in a manner which I

shall later explain. These accounts, however, cover in

the main all the expenses of a coal-mining company.
Maintenance expenses represent all the expenses made

by the coal company for maintenance of its properties,

such as mines, machinery, tenement houses. Maintenance

of these properties would mean repairs; depreciation of

the properties; ordinary renewals of machinery, mine
cars, and other properties aljout the plants.

ANY COAL MINING COMPANY

ANY PUCE. TC

DISTRIBUTION poR

Tig. 2. Voucheu f;;ii Fillixg

Production expenses should represent the total cost of

producing the coal at the mines, including only the actual

costs of production. Into this account should be charged

the monthly amotmts set aside for depletion of coal lands,

etc.

Sales expenses should represent the entire cost of mar-
keting the output. This account should be charged with

the amounts expended for conducting branch sales offices,

advertising, salaries and expenses of agents and officials

engaged solely in the sales end of the business.

General expenses should represent the general expenses

of conducting the business, which are not properly charge-

able to the other expense accounts. To it should be

charged insurance, taxes, legal expenses and salaries and

expenses of the general officers not devoted entirely to one

department.

Expenditures made for additions and betterments to

the properties which do not represent renewals of exist-

ing structures or machinery should be charged to an ad-

ditions and betterments account. The total of this ac-

count should be cleared at the end of each fiscal year

by charging the amount to capital accounts. In this

manner, the capital accounts would represent all the ex-

penditures made for the properties when acquired and
also all the improvements put thereon. The depreciation

and the depletion of the properties will be taken care
of in appropriate reserve accounts which I will explain
hereafter.

Detail Expenses

Under maintenances, tliere should be entered in details

expenses made for: Maintenance of tipples and outside

structures, maintenance of power plants, motors and ma-
chines, tracks, ventilation, timbering, removal of slate,

depreciation of the various classes of machinery, and
such other primary accounts as may be necessary.

Under production expenses, there should be entered
the details of expenses made for: Mining, hauling, ven-
tilation (operation), lubricants for machines, barn ex-

penses, removal of water, operation of power plants, and
such other items as properly belong to the actual ex-

penses of producing the coal.

Under sales expenses, the charges made for salaries of

sales ageiits, expenses of sales offices, proportion of gen-
eral office expense, expenses of yards, freight on coal sold

delivered at destination, advertising and other actual

sales expenses should be entered in the details of these

expenses.

Under general expenses, there should be charged taxes,

insurance, royalties, salaries and expenses of officers, de-
pletion of coal measures, interest and discount, and such
other expenses not included in maintenance, production
or sales expenses.

Under additions and betterments, there should be
charged all expenditures made for additions to the prop-
erties which are not renewals of existing structures.

Method of Handling

It is intended under this system of accounts that all

payments are to be made on vouchers which are properly
approved by the proper officer authorized to do so. As
shown by Figs. 1 and 2, the vouchers should consist of
two parts, the pay part and the file part. Vouchers
should be made each month in favor of each party render-
ing services of furnishing material, showing the dates and
amounts of the invoices B'ith a brief description of each,
the totals of the invoices entered and written in words
in the receipt portion of the voucher. All supporting-
papers should be fastened to the file part of the voucher
and passed to the auditor, who should enter thereon the
month and audit number. By using the number of the
month for which vouchers are made, with three addi-
tional numbers, provision is made for the issue of 999
vouchers in any one month.

Touchers should be arranged alphabetically, as nearly
as possible, before numbering. They should "then be en-
tered in the voucher register, the first columns of which
should show the numbers, parties in whose favor drawn,
purpose (briefly) for which drawn, and the amount. The
debit columns of the voucher register should be headed
for each of the general accounts and such other accounts
as would be aifected by the issue of vouchers and for
which an accumulative total would be desired for book
entries; also a special column should be provided for

such accounts as might come up and for which no spe-

cial columns had been provided. The credit side of the
voucher register should show the net credit to be posted
to the voucher liability account, a special discount col-

umn and such other credit columns as the nature of
the business would require. Under this system it is pro-
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poHL'il to liisponse with luinicrous journnl fiitrifs liy liaml-

linj; accounts throuj;li \ ouilieis, as well as payna-iits.

Only tiic totals of thu jji'iieral aii-ounts would 1)0 onti'ied

111 till' columns for these accounts. A vouchcr-ilistribu-

tioii form. Fig. 3, should he provided for the entries of

the detail accounts, using one sheet each year for each

detail account. This form, as will be observed, provides

for Vi months' entries and shows the reference which

should be the number of the voucher from which taken

and the amount. Credits to the detail accounts .should

be entered in red ink and proper deduction made in

totaling the same. If all details are ])roperly entered,

the totals of the detail accounts under each general ac-

count must agree with the register total of the general

account ; if not, the work has not been entered correctly.

I'uder this system a voucher (for record only) should

i)e drawn covering the payrolls, the liability account be-

ing pavrolls, and all rolls handled through the voucher

register in the same manner as any other payments. On

this voucher, the various expense accounts would be

charscd, the corresjionding credit being passed to pay-

rolls, and thou payrolls should be debited and a corre-

sponding amount passed to llic credit ncconiits affected.

,IOl"l!XAI.IZIN<i

Under this .system, it would be better to make all the

journal entries at one xime, say, the last day of the

month in which the accounts arc handled and the journal

entry should contain only the totals of the accounts af-

fected. This would reduce the number of journal entries

required to a minimum. A form like Fig. 4 should be

month the ]iayiiients were made, burden llic aicounts foi

that month luiiiecessarily and cau.-^e the c\pen.-;c to be all

out of proportion. The ta.xes should he accrued each

month and charged to expenses direct or through an ac-

count that could he cleared into the income account,

monthly on a liasis of one-twelfth of the ])revious year's

tax payments. DilTcreiU'cs between the book amount

and the actual amount due could be adjusted in ihe

inoiilli of ])ayniciit. Prepaid insurance ])remiiim> <linuld

be charged in an ;ijiprupriate asset account and niie-

twelfth of tln> a iini charged out monthly In the ap-

propriate expense accounts. By this nninner of handling,

it will be seen that the credit side of the balance sheet

will show the liability for taxes up to and including tliQ

month for which they are made, and will likewise show

correctlv as an asset llic unexpired insurance ])rcniiuins.

Accounts cif a similai- natiwe sbnnld be liandled in a like

manner.
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charge of legal iuterest on the investment therein, it is

not iDrofitable to have the money so invested. The funds

lliiTS set up should be in terms of cash, not book values,

and it would be well to invest the amoiints in bonds or

other securities, so that when the mine has been ex-

hausted the stockholders can he returned their invest-

ment and the dividends paid them will truly represent the

]irofits. Additional lauds purchased should be charged

to the depletion reserve account and not the property

account. A charge to property account for additional

lands purchased from funds secured from the profits of

the business would swell the property account out of ]n-o-

portion. It must be remembered that in coal mining,

every ton of coal removed from a i)roperty reduces its

value to that extent.

The balance sheet of a coal company should show first

the property assets, such as lauds, equi^jment, etc.; sec-

ond, bills and accounts receivable: and, last, liquid as-

sets. The liability sheet should show the capital liabili-

ties, funded liabilities, notes or bills payable, current

liabilities for labor and materials, reserve-fund liabilities

and last the profit and loss, which, of course, in an effi-

ciently managed coal business should appear on the credit

side.

A system of this kind can be applied to a concern op-

erating any number of mines, is very flexible, and at the

same time very effective. Its ])urpose would be to ac-

curately record the histoiy of a coal business.

Mining Show and Annual Convention

of the American Mining Congress

That the manufacturers of mining machinery and aji-

pliances and the makers of safety and rescue devices have

been awaiting Just such an opportunity as will be pre-

sented in Philadelphia, Oct. 17-25, when the American

Mining Congress will hold its first national Mining Show

or Exposition, became pleasingly apparent to the officers

of the congress a few days after the project was launched.

There has already been such a response from manufac-

turers that it is feared there will not he space for all who

may apply.

It is already regretted by the congress that Horticul-

tural Hall, in which the exposition is to be held, is not

larger, and, while it may prove inadequate to the demands

to be made upon it, nevertheless, it is large enough to

stage a great industrial show.

There is already some talk among the oiScers of the

congress of cutting dovra the amount of space being

asked for by the larger corporations in order that there

may be a greater diversity of exhibits. Pro\'isionaI con-

tracts are being made to meet this contingency.

"The manufacturers have l)een quick to appreciate that

this will not merely be an industrial show to satisfy the

curiosity of the public," said Eichard L. Humphrey, the

director of the exposition. "They realize that the conven-

tion of the American Mining Congress, which is to be

held during the week of the exposition, will bring to

Philadelphia a great gathering of practical mining men
who are directly interested in the exhibits and men who
will either be purchasers then and there, or who will

make their purchases after returning home and weighing
the efficiency and need of the devices.

"The exposition will be the first general national clear-

ing house between the men who make mining machinery
and the men who use sucli machinery. Mining men, in

need of new equipment, understand fully what a tre-

mendous task they have on hand when they start out to

find the machinery that is best adapted to the conditions

of their mines. Tlicy see tlieir opportunity in the mining
exposition. The indications are that the American Min-
ing Congress will have the greatest ai,d most repre-

•tentative convention in its history.

"It is proposed to bring together at -the exposition a

variety of exhibits affording instructive object le-ssons of

greatest value to the future of the mining industry. The
American Mining Congress and the first mining exposi-

tion will afford an unusual opportunity for the inter-

change of views, and is by far the most comprehensive
attempt that has been made in the history of the mining
industry to demonstrate its needs and the efficient utili-

zation of the mineral rcsonrccs of the countrv."

A Trackless Mine
A muleless, ti'ackles.s, motorless coal mine is one of

the latest and most novel improvements in open-cut or

strip-pit mining in the Pittsburg, Kansas, coal field.

The stjde of mining itself, where steam shovels are used,

is comparatively new.

In two or three of the 25 strip pits in this country

lifting cranes on the banks of the cuts are used to elevati;

5-tini skips of coal to the surface, there depositing them
on the running-gear of a tram. These cars, filled with

.\x ()ri;x TuAcivLEss Mixf.

coal, are hauled by a dinky engitie to a derrick which
picks the skips up and dumps them in railway cars. It

is claimed that nowhere else in the country is such a
method ttsed in coal mining.

The lifting crane travels by its own power and keeps
on the bank of the cut abreast of the coal diggers in the

bottom of the pit, which usually is from 24 to .30 ft.

deep. Ladders are used by the workmen in entering and
leaving, the workings.

Other pits have been emplojdng tracks and trams iu

the bottom of the huge trenches, as is done in under-
ground mines, and most of them use mules for motive
])ower. In such pits the coal is hauled to the surface on
inclines.

The coal vein is about three feet thick and is uncoverec
by steam shovels, some of which are the largest ever con-

structed. The yield is somewhat over 5000 tons per acre.
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Does Bituminous Mining Pay?

Hv A. E. HiiKAUDS*

SVXOPSIS—Some interesting facts and figures are here

presented, cmenng the coal production of the connir;i

during the paM, and shouing the stemlily increas n<!

amount mined per capita of population and its ris-uig cusi

per ton. The principal opportunilii for economtj in min-

ing cost is then discussed.

lu the year 19-^0, there will be 8:5:),OOOj»(i(i tons of

bituminous coal mineil in the United Stato'^. This ani..iim

is over twice the quantity produced in lHOii. With tins

sreat increase in the demand for bituminous coal, at first

it shows thai ihis lountry is changing rapidly from an

agricultural to a iiiaiiiifacturing one. It also shows that

there are two other factors which haw a material hear-

ing upon this great increase in the (Uiiumd for coal.

These factors are the rapid growth in |io|i\ilalion and the

romarkable increase in the demand for fiul \>rv caiuta.

For the past 50 years the population incrcasr.l ai an

average rate of 23.5% per decade. The demand Un- r..al

lier capita has increased from 0.2G tons in ISGo to I..')!

tons in 1910. v)r, in other words, in I'.Mii there was l.ot

tons of coal mined for every man, wuinan and eliild liv-

ing in United States at that time. During the ]iast

t.vo decades the eoal mined has increased at an average

rate of 627c per capita per deeade.

A 750-Hp. Alteexatixu-C't-ukkxt Motor Diuvixg a Mixe Hoist

glance, one would consider its production a very profit-

able business. However, to earn a legitimate profit be-

comes a more difficult problem each year. These state-

ments can be verified by referring to the United States

census reports and those of the Geological Survey.

The data given in this paper are compiled from these

reports and indicate that the operators have a big prob-

lem before them. The first table is mo.st intere.sting

—

"^General manager, Industrial Engineering Co., Pittsburgh,

Penn.

If these averages hold true until 1920 the coal mined

per capita will be 7.36 tons. If the population increases at

the same rate as during the past 50 years, there will be

113,475,000 inhabitants in the United States in the yeai

1920. On this basis the coal mined in that year will

amount to 835,176,000 tons. This is an increase d

100% over that mined in 1910. By comparing this in-

crease with the per cent, increase in the quantity of coal

mined during the past 50 years, the amount predietec

for 1920 seems entirely probable.
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TABLE No. 1. COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF BITUMINOUS COAL
MINED IN PROPORTION TO THE POPULATION
Population

Year

1860
1870
1880
1890
1900
1910

,
In

Numbers
31,443,000
38,358,000
50,155,000
62,947,000
75,994,000
91.972,000

Percent
Increase
in 10 yrs.

Quantity of Coal Mined
Per Capita

per year

6,494,000
17,371,000
42,831,000
111,302,000
212,316,000
417,111,000

Per cent.
Increase

Quantit.v
Mined
in Tons

262
0.45
0.855

Per cent.
Increase
in 10 yrs.

4.54 00

Coal was first (lisco->eivil iu this coimtrv in the year
1670 by Father Hennepin, a Freneli niissionary. It was
found close to the Illinois Eiver near the site of the pres-
ent eity of Ottawa. The first actual mining of coal was
about 1744 in th.e Eichmond Basin, Virginia. The first

records of production were in 1832, which shows that
Jibout 54.000 tons were mined.

KKJE.VIiKABLE PkOGRESS HaS BeeN MaDE
Tu 1890, this country was the second coal-producing

nation of the world. At that time Great Britain's pro"-

iluctiou exceeded ours by about 30%. However, by 1900,
the United States had overtaken Great Britain and has
since maintained the advantage with an increasing lead
each year. In 1911, the coal production of this country
exceeded that of Great Britain by 60%. Today the
United States is by far the greatest coal-producing coun-
try in the world.

Chart 1 shows graphically the quantity of bituminous
coal mined each year from 1890 to 1918.

"

400

380

360
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amount, dne to the iiisuillatidu ol' ii.-w and heavier equip-

iiieut in and around the mine. The new machinery mui^t

iiave required the expenditure of a considerable portion

of the new capital. All the remaining items in this table

show a material increase.

Table 3 shows more clearly how the cost to mine coal

has increased. Tt is an analysis of the preceding one and

contains the saiiu items worked out upon a per ton basis.

TABLE No. 3. ANALYSIS SHOWING AV-ER.^GES UPON
PER TON' BASIS

Per rent.
liM> roast-

No. Item 1902 1909 Y<-.->rs

1 Number of tons co»l mined. . 260 21fi,S44 379 744.257 4o

t Srfe;^:S^y^.o.ee. ^704 :&2 -td

1 I^s;:;;;:;::;::;;;:.:.-. lo.ops |o.o575 3.4

9 Cost of supplies. |0.09o $0,126 -V. ^

10 Miscellaneous Expenses" !9 ??** Iin7 —S >1

11 Value of Product SI Ho ^l"' -y'

* Item Xo. 10 includes royalties, rent of mines, taxes, office rent and sundr>

expenses.

Table Xo. 3 shows most conclusively that the cost per

ton of coal mined has increased and that the profits have

decreased. For in.*tance, in 1902, the average selling

price per ton was $1,115 and the average operating cost

to mine coal was $0,012, leaving a profit of 20.3c. In

1909, the average selling price was $1.07 and the aver-

age cost $1,037, leaving a profit of only 3.3c. per ton.

These operating costs do not include all the fixed

charges. They include only the cost of wages, salaries,

supplies and miscellaneous expenses. The item, miscel-

laneous expenses, includes royalties, rent of mines, taxes,

office rent and sundry expenses.

Contract Work (item 3) is given to show the amount

of new development work done.

The increase in capital (item 2) per ton of coal mined

is interesting. This shows an increase of 6.5.3% in seven

years. It shows that the mine operators are continually

"spending money for equipment and improvements which

they anticipate will reduce the cost of mining. In 1902,

there was $1,695 capital invested for every ton of coal

mined per year. In 1909, this had increased to a sum of

$2.80 for every ton of coal mined per year. If the econ-

omies anticipated by the operators, had worked out. the

other items of expense in the column under 1909, would

rh ilc'lll (if e.\|iense sli.iWS

iUllt

have been reduced, instead,

an increase.

From the foregoing it is seen that the capital

has reached such proportions, that the future ]iri,lits

imi.<t be obtained tlirongh gnsiter outjiut and greater

economies in tlie operation of Ihe workings, and the in-

vestment mii-t be kejit down to a minimum.

A IfAnn Evoi.fTiox T> ix I'liociiE.ss

The coal-nnning indu.-try is undergoing a rapid evo-

lution. It was only a few' years ago when mining cortl

was strictly a mining proiiosition. Coal was dug en-

tirely by manual labor and hauled hy r.-iules. Today

almost 50% of the entire productbui is mined by ma-

chinery and hauled by locomotives. The industry is now

becoming a comljination of both a mining and a jiower

proposition.

After the mine operators had gone to the expense; for

mining machinery, etc., the cost to produce coal should

have been rednred. However, the new order of thiii'j-^

brought about conditions of its own, which, in nm-i

cases, increased the cost of production.

The profits in the future depend m a great measuir'

upon the solution of these new problems. They olTer the

greatest of opportunities to effect economies. These op-

portunities exi^t in almost every working. This does

not indicate that the man in charge is negligent. A

mine superintendent is essentially a miner. He has been

selected by the management because of his ])racti(-d

knowledge' on mining coal. Power is entirely out of his

line. The jiroduction of power, its proper distribution

and its use in a mine, requires the work of those who

Inne made the subject a special study, in other words,

specialists.

In the past, tlie operators have made it a general prac-

tice to install isolated power plants and generate their

own current. However, today a large number of these

plants have since been abandoned and the operators are

now buying electricity from the nearest power company.

Many of the new workings opened up during the past

few years are operating entirely from purchased (jower.

Itseems somewhat inconsistent to think that a central

station can afford to buy coal, pay freight and then .sell

the current produced back to the coal mine. Neverthe-

less, this is the case: furthermore, the operators are m
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many cases frnding it eliea]HT than producin- tIh-I,- .,«•.]

l>o\ver.

One of the pnuoipal aavauta-es of ceutral-station ser-
uce IS that It allows extensions to be made and more min-
lug iiiaehmeiy to be added without making expensive ad-
ditions to a power plant.

This can best be explained by citmg the case of a cer-
tain coal company. This experience will mcst undonbt-
edly be similar to that gone through by many reader^
lliese iiien opened np their workings eight yeaiv. ago and
mves ed $18,000 in a power plant. TheV anticipated
that this installation would meet their requirement^ for
years to come. They inrreased their tonnage to such an
amount that three years ago thev found it necessary to in-
crease the capacity of the power house. This iMuirerl
an additional investment of $U,000. They then had a
total of $32,000 invested in the power plant and Ix-
liexed that this equipment would be ample for their needs
for years.

They extended their workings such distances that i^
soon became a problem to deli>er electricity- at proper
vo tages. At times the quantity of coal mined was con-
«derably le^ than it should have been, due to this one
cl-ftculty Early this spring they decided to make fur-
ther additions to the power plant to take care of the new

to>t $18,000—this would make a total of $50 000 in-
vested m power-geueratinsr equipment

After studying the nratter thoroughly these mendecided to purchase their ,,ower from the local central

th
"
Lf

''
"^''f^f

i-.^- investment would be much less
tiian that required for power-plant extentions : also sinc«making the change thev find it considerably cheaper ^hav
tJieir tormer pov.er costs.

" i
- -

Ho^v CoxDiTioxs May Be Met
To meet the conditions ari-^ing due to an increase intie power requirements, is oftimes a most perplexing

loniiig three plan.'::

lation
^' '""^"''"" f'"^ ''«!'«"ty of the present iiistal-

'- By building an entirely new. modern power plant,

A 300-IIp. Mo,,,i; Dkivixg
A MixE Fax

3. By purchasing central-station current
To decide which plan to adopt requires consideralde

study. The operator should first determine the follow-
ing details With the present plant.

]. The maximum demand for power per ton of coa/
milled.

i. The quantity of power required iier ton of co-il
mined.

3. The cost tor power per ton of coal mined.
Ihere are always certain parts of the load that remain

tairly constant irrespective of the quantity of coal pro-
duced, such as that required for Aeutilation, pumpin-
JiglUing, etc. The mformation on the first two detail
should be obtained separately so as to show the demand
and the quantity of power required by this ]iart of the
load, and that required for mining, haulage, etc.
With this information as a working basis, the plan to

adopt can be decided upon by determining which alter-
native offers the most economical operation with a min-muim investment and at the same time allows for futu-e
growth.

PuiiCHA.SED POWEI! I.s L-SUALLT CHEAPER
When an analysis is made, such as outlined in the fore-

gomg. It will, m almost every instance, result in favor of
purclia.sed power. This, of course, is assuming that the
rates are such as usually quoted by the power companies,
lable 4 is given to support this statement. The infor-
mation m this table was obtained from actual tests in
40 mines located in Pennsylvania. West Virginia and
Ohio. Each case, excepting mines Xos. 24, 36. 37 and 40
shows that purchased power is cheaper.

'

The table is divided into groups according to the size
ot units and contains data on both steam and ga. en-ine^
Ihe groups are arranged as follows

:

°

Engines—50 hp. and under
from 31 to 100 hp.

101 to 200 hp.
• 101 to 200 hp.• 201 to 500 hp.

201 to 500 hp.
" 501 to 1000 hp.• 1001 hp. and over
" 1001 hp. and over

Columns 8, 9 and 10 show the cost per horsepower-
hour and the savings effected if power were purchased -it
a given rate. The savings are shown in cents and al^o

Group (A)
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upon a percentage basis. The rate used for eentral-sta-

tion power is figured at $15 per kilowatt per year for the

maximum demaud aud le. per kilowatt-liour for the our-

reiit luiisunied. Ou a horseiK)Wer basis tiiis rate woukl be

$11. •-'U per horsejwwer inaxiuium demand plus U.M6c.

folunm 'v' sliows the priie the opeiiiinis tiiar-ied them-

selves for fuel; 75-c. indieates the price charged wa.s

75e. per ton for coal; •!-?. indicates that the company

used natural gas at 4c. per 1000 cu.ft.

It seems to be common practice among many operators

Ax Electrically Deivex Fax, Snowixd Size

OF Fax HoisE

per horsepower-hour. All the details in the table are

worked out upon a horsepower-hour basis.

T\BLENo. 4. COMPARATIVE COST OF POWER, ISOL.\TED PLANT

VS. PIRCHASED POWER. IX BITVMINOUS COAL MIXES

SriiSTIITTIXC ELECTIimTY
XdTK Idli; Exuaint

Foi; Stea.m.

i'li'i:

Isolated Plant Po Purchased Power
S 9 10

Rate $11.20 per lip.

+ 0.746c. Hp.-hr.

,
Saving per

d ,.
Hp.-hr.,

$0 75-c
7.5-c

75-c

$0 04-g

0.04-E
(M-g

3 S s, S O O
Group A. Steam Engines to 50 Hp.

50 60 22 96,.iOO 2.7 1.41

Group B. Steam Engines from .'1 to 100 Hd.

75 70 25.7 169,000 2.6 1.20

Group C. Steam Engines from 101 to 200 Hp
79,000

300,000
421,000

1 40
2.40
2.20
2.00

1.02
1.34
1.50

ISO 200
180 160 K
200 285 Z'l

.\verage cost

Group D. Gas Engines from 101 to 200 Hp.

130 150 20 228,000 2.50 1.48

130 150 22 251,000 2.40 1 41

150 90 22 289,000 2 00 1.09

.\verage cost 2
.
30 1 32

Group E. Steam Engines from 201 to 500 Hp

$0 7.T-C

75-e
0.75-c
0.75-c
0.75-c
0.75-c
O 75-c
0.70-c
0. 7.5-c

0.75-c
75-c
75-c
75-c

0.75-c
1 .50-0

0.75-c
75-c
75-c
7S-C
7,5-c

0.75-C
75-c
7.5-c

i-04-g

225 300
250 175
260 280
300 150
300 320
300
300
300
300
300

340
350
3,50

350
400
400
400
450
480
.500

500
.500

300
160
325
300
375
400
400
350
4,50

180
425
400
375
350
4.50

,500

.\verage cost

593,000
328,000
434,000
445,000
815,000

1,312,000
1.318,000
1,024,000
342,000
632,000

1,283,000
1,224,000
930,000
931,000
522,000
632,000
562,000
422.000
830,000
800,000
700.000

1,710,000
790,000

1,50
2 00
3 00
2 30
1 90
1 40
1 30
1 30
2 00
1.90
1.40
1.20
1 50
1.40
2.90
1.00
2.20
2,80
1.90
1.30
1.60
1 30
1.60

1 31
1,34
1,47

1.29 47.

S

0.38
1.06
0.70
0.72

1.02
0.99
0.91
0.98

0.19
0.66
1.53
1.18
72

0.40

0.74
0.58

39
0.11

29
0.19
1.41

54

1.77 1,26

1,26
1 32
1,01
1 09
1 21
1,21
1 49
1 .54

1,10 1 10
1..S6 94
1 28 0.62
1 27
1 30
1 04
IAS

0,03
0,30

26
15
50

12.6
33.0
31.0
51.3
37.9
28.6
18,4
17,7
37
,30.5
27.8

48.7
*34,0
50
33,5
32.6
2.3
18.7

Group F. Ga.'i Engines from 201 to 500 Hp.

300 250 17 447,000 2.00 1 37

Group G. Steam Engines from 501 to 1000 Hp.

$0.75-c
0..5,>-c

75-c

650
600 623
700 700
9.30 900

.\verage

Group H.

S0.05-g 1.500 150O
0.05-g 1,500 1500
0.05-g 1700 1.500

65

1,562.000
631,001)

1,595,000
5.420,000

1 ,50

2 .50

1 30
n,90

1.20
1.85
1.24

0.932

*Notc—These quantiti

purchase of power.

Gas Engines over 1000 Hp.

24 3,160,000 1.10
24 3,160,000 1.40
24 3,680,000 1.40

.\verage cost 1 - 30

Group I. Steam Engines over 1000 Hp.

1800 2000 18 2,840.000 1.20
.\verage for all mines

1.27
1 27
1.20
1.24

30
65

0.06
0.032

17
13

0.20
0.06

9.2
14.3
4.6

i are negative and show an increase of cost by the

to charge ihemsclves at the rate nf '.'n: per ton for the

coal used for power purposes. As a matter of fact it costs

ihem whatever price it would bring in the market.

.Vgaiu, many operators insist that they use slack and re-

fuse from the mine, fuel which for the most part, is uii-

salalile. A visit to many of the boiler rooms shows that ,

l)y far the greater number of them are using run of

mine.

Foil! Pkk Ckxt. of OrxiTT Is Buuxed

\'ery few operators appreciate the quantity of coal they

consume for power purposes in proportion to their total

output. Table 5 gives these details. The last cohimu

shows the percentage of coal used for this purpose in i.ro-

portion to the total production. It also shows that tins

is steadily increasing. For instance, in 1911 the ojier-

ators used 3.9% of their total output to generate power.

Can an operator afford to consume practically i% of his

total production for power purposes?

T.\BLE No. 5. COAL COXSfMED AT THE .MINES FOR POWER
PURPOSES.

Quantity Consumod
at Mine for Power

Per cent.

Total Quantity nf Tot:-.!

Item Year -Mined No. Tons Quantity

1 1890 . . 111,302,322 3,580,214 3 2

5 Jigs ,.. 135,118,193 4,673,.577 3,!t>

o iSoO 212,316,112 7,260,899 3 42

4 ions .. 315,062,785 11,27,5,864 3 56

5 {gio 417.111,142 15,362,518 3-66

g i9ii:,, , ;::: 405,757,101 15,935,364 3,90

It will be but a matter of a few years when the greater

number of coal mines will be operated from central sta-

tions. To illustrate the trend of the times—the Virginia

Power Co., a $10,000,000 incorporation in the Xew River

District was developed because of the opportunities ex-

isting there in the coal field.

The West Peiin Electric Co. connected the first coal

mine on their lines in 1896—a load of 120 hp. Today

it has contracts with the mine operators aggre.ijatiiig over

20,000 hp., and anticipates that this will exceed 30,000

hp. before the closing of the year.

Another point worth mentioning is that the total cap-

ital of all the power companies exceeds .$2,500,000,000.

This amount is 3.35 times greater than the total capital

of all coal companies. Again, the central station com-

panies' income from the sale of electricity for power pur-

poses increased 746% during the last 10 years. This

.^hows how power users are adojiting purchased current.
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Other things being equal, the one place- on earth where
power may be developed from coal with the' least possible
expense )s at the mine's mouth. The only reason why
the central station, making its current from the con-
sumption of fuel, can furnish power cheaper than the
mining company is able to do, is that the former makes
economies in power generation which the latter either
cannot or does not attempt.
As ppintkd out jjy Mr. Riekards, coal mining today

IS a dual business, requiring not only the production 'of
luel but the scientific generation, distribution and utiliza-
tion of power. At the present time there is not only an
opportunity but a positive need—not necessarily a de-mand—in the coal field for mechanical and electrical en-
gineers who are as truly specialists in their line as a
superintendent is in his. In many eases, such men, if
given a free hand, would be able to effect vast economies
in the power expense of coal production, even though
Ihey might be woefully ignorant or the minutiae of min-
ing and be guilty of that cardi-nal sin, in the eyes of many
a so called "practical" mining man, of never having
hurled imprecations upon the head of a mine mule.

Power for Coal Mining
AVe print, upon another page, an article by A. E.

Rickards, entitled, "Does Bituminous Mining Pay?"
Aside from the facts, figures and comparisons brought
out m this paper, all of which are well worthy of careful
consideration by mining men, there are others which are
perhaps equally potent, although less lucidly revealed.

In speaking of the increased amount of power em-
ployed to secure coal, the author says in part

:

The industry is now becoming a combination of both anining and a power proposition. ... The profits in the fu-ure depend in a great measure upon the solution of these new
)roblems. They offer the greatest of opportunities to effect
iconomies. These opportunities e.xist at almost every workin-
Phis does not indicate that the man in charge is negligen't
i. mine superintendent is essentially a miner. He has been
lelected by the management because of his practical knowl-
edge on mining coal. Power is entirely out of his line The
.reduction of power, its proper distribution and its use in a
nine requires the work of those who have made the subject
.
special study, in other words, specialists. . . It seems

nconsistent to think that a central station can afford to buy
oal, pay freight, and then sell the current produced back
the coal mine.

This is an age of economic production. So far as power
3 concerned, this involves large units, carefully phmned
lower plants and scientific operation.
Few, indeed, are the men who thoroughly master two

irofessions. As pointed out by Mr. Eickards, in most
ases the successful mine superintendent is a "practical"
lan. He has probably grown up in the mines and knows
rom alpha to omega the ins and outs to be observed in
tie removal of coal from the earth. In short, he is a
lorough specialist in his line.

It is nearly as rare to find a man Avho can economicallv
roduce coal and at the same time efficiently produce
ower therefrom as it is to meet a farmer who can suc-
Jssfully raise large crops of grain and cheaply and safe-
navigate the vessel that transports them over sea. Yet
is no more of a discredit to the practical mining man

lat he does not understand the theory of combustion, or
le thermodynamics of heat engines,' than it is to the
irmer that he may not be versed in spherical trigo-
Hnetry, or the science of navigation.
There are mining companies, and not a few of them,
ho are today generating energy in their own plants
leaper than any power company can supply current to
em. Immediately beside these mines, however, may be
cated others that find it decidedly to their advantage
purchase current from an outside source. Whence, theTi,
mes this difference in economic policv under identical
nditions of mining?
As has been stated above, economic production of power
quires large units, advantageously placed and carefully
ndled. This not only means a demand for a heavy
wer output but requires the services of one or more
ecialists. either mechanical or electrical or both. The
lall user of power cannot, in the nature of things, pro-
ee current as cheaply as either the large consumer or
2 central power company.

An Interesting Question for Discussion
There is probably no element that lends itself more

effectively to the development of safe and economic min-
ing than that of the discussion of mining subjects. The
experiences of intelligent mine workers, brieflv narrated,
not only make interesting reading, but are of untold value
to readers who are themselves working in the same or
other districts. The experiences of men working in gase-
ous mines and localities is often a revelation to those
employed in districts where gas is not known.
We have received this week an important inquiry from

a mine worker in the ATorthwest in reference to starting
the fan after an explosion. This question presents a
broad field for discussion; it considers the conflict and
doubt that exist iu the minds of those in charge, immedi-
ately after a great explosion, when all is uncertainty, and
sentiment and duty run riot in the mind.

In this connection, we recall the words of Sir Thomas
Holland, commenting on the tragic death of Mine In-
spector W. H. Pickering and quoted in Coal Age, Aug.
9, p. 203: "The deeds of men are worth more than lives';
through their death the spirit of the race lives." The'
occasion was the explosion in the Cadeby Main colliery,
July 9, 1912, in the report of which Chief Mine Inspector
Redmayne deserilied the conditions immediately after the
explosion as "A race with death."
We hope this discussion will be treated in the broad

spirit that it deserves by men who have experienced such
moments of doubt and uncertainty when the lives of fel-
low mine workers were at stake, and all depended on the
action of those left in charge. Let the best advice avail-
able be given to guide and control those who may be
called to similar experiences in the future.
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Star-Chambcr Methods

The medical prolV.ssion has t.oeii oxi.o.scd Iron. th.

earliest davs to the eriticis.n of a l-uhlu- m.ahle as a wu.k

to do justice to those whom it would judge. Ihis -> ue

al<o of other i.rofes.ions. hut it must he .omeded tliat

,e ••medicos" have resente.l sueh outside er.tu-.s.u u.ore

t-eelv that any other people, and we flunk wuh no

^^T^SriXie. strange to say. .s most oi,vn,us in U,e

,„,, ,,„„petent medieal nu-u ; the nK.re "'"••^- ^

j;-.

talents, thl n.ore anxious they seem to
'l-f"-"-,;>

do not know and the more they .-^eheme to m u. n Hum

selves from the protests of the laymen.
.„.,„„,,

In some reeent first-aid meets, the judges ha^e l-ul.-

..Irr demerit list, have annon..ed .u, ^^ee^Uage

inarkings, have made absolutely no entieism^. Flu
>

h a u,

limited themselves solely to deelar.ng the nanu-s of the

winners of first and second places.

Bv this method they have in a way safeguarded he

Jor at the expense of their usefu ness. «"
J^-J^!^

of themselves and their order is iiothmg to the «o.l< a

h rie Their first duty is to care for human hie an

SJh and when self-sacrifice is require ,
to the.r c.ed

be it said, thev recognize the paramount ca ol Vu ni^in

itv A first-aid man recently stated to vis that the do -

is ^ere neglecting their duty in not cnticu.ng n^
^d work at inihlic meets, for the men who make m >.ak .

iu the field will repeat them .n the nunc. It ma no

,e necessary fo. purposes of erannnaiwuXo rc.e MR
mistakes of the examined, but it is essential to call at

"
£i Utheni if those men are going to perpetrate ^c

same follies in a mine heading o,- room whuh the) haxc

committed on the drill field.

let it not he thought that laying the-^'ves open t

criticism by an expression of opunon. .n 1 '^eg ad.

pin-.icians in the eyes of the public. It i> tnu
1'

Lv will sometimes err. and sonietinies cntu-isin w,

fierce and unjust, but on Hie whole, they wdl gan, U

coming into the open.

We^ould leave two blank pages week by --'l;' to r ?

recent the profundities of editorial thought. Many slips

0-;^ judgments, half-lights, snap decisions would

doubLss he saved to the public and many a niieje

should be spared the foolish attacks of I'-P ^^ "^ /^^^
given less consideration to the matters at '^^^^ than we

lad expended our.«elves. But every week we delive u

iud<^ments, expose ourselves to the line ot fire and accept

JJe^^itici^ms^penly made or --tly uttered by oui

readers, and are not either provoked - -^-'"^
'^;

We .vere glad to see that at Gd,son. ^. M.. «1 eu u

true Western wav. men are men and professional digiiitv

TL unknown c.uality, the judges declared -hat nus^k^

Avere made, laid themselves open to charges o hix judg-

ment and false conclusion and accordingly really did good

''"'u' other meets we have seen men uiirebuked who tried

to resuscitate a victim hy forcing his arms into tli^ sod.

his friends apparently hoping to revive him not b> re-

ducing and dilating his chest cavity but by forcing m

the insensate ribs of Mother Earth.

The first-aid men are learning fast: they wdl no.

patiently accept all that is taught them and discussion

She helpful to teacher and scholar. ^^ e -lu've tha

fixst-aid will make more rapid strides here than it has

made in Kngland or on the Kun.pean rontinml. hcauM

the teaching of physiology m the public .sohools and lb>

disiussion of medical subjects in even uoiiteehnical papci>

has prepare.! the Americ-an people for an inteliigenl roii-

.•ideration of liisl ai<l.

We have unlearned the fal.se mo.lesty of Kurope and il

our .school training has been at times comlucled m an

incompetent manner and has become hazy with the pav-

nv^ vears, there vet remains a muleus from wlu.h givai

res-uits may spring. The study of physiology m pnhh.

schools in this country whi,h already is '25 years old. ki-

.riven th" first-ai.l men ..f ihe irnifed States a cuiMd-i

'able advantage over the students of the St. dohn an.l m

\ndrcw Amimlance Associations of tireat Hritain, the il-

lustrious j.rototvpes ,d American lirsl-ai.l <n'ganization<.

A Home-Made Expansion Joint

On long steam or air-pipe lines, especially if tlu' vwnk

is of a temporary nature, the question .d' adequate expan-

sion joints is sometimes puzzling. This is espe.'ial y iru.'

where the line is continuous and has no bends or elian--

of grade.
, ,

If m. in-ovisioii is ma.lc in a pipe hue lor expan.-Hni

aud contraction, il is alniosi .ertain lo .lo damage, .•itlur

from breaking its c-.u,ne.lions. uv. as is sometimes ihe

ease, actually moving ..r .lisphu-ing the machmery lo

which it is attached.

A makeshift expansion joint can be easily made lr..m

three short nipples, two long nipples and six screwe.l .•!-

hows As ordinarily constructed this puts an offset m

the ""pipe equal to the length of the three short nippK'^

and the six elbows.

Another similar eontrivance can be made with wo

short nipples, one long nipple aud four elbows Ibis,

however, necessitates an offset in the pipe equal h. Ihe

length of the long nipple plus two elbows.

Of course, such an arrangement as has been desc.il.e.l

IS not to be compared with such an expansu.n .i.uni as a

double offset r-bcnd. but, on the other hand, it .an he

made easilv ami is mu.-h .•heaper. h is als., hury satis-

factory, even when consid..rabU. .•xiu.nsion must he ac-

e.immo.hited.

Collapsible Stoppings

The question of the eflicacy of collapsible stoppings has

recentlv heen brought forward, in a paper by Dr. J.
.

.

Rutledue. mining engineer of the Bureau of Mines. no«

located in Oklahoma. It is argued that the building of

licrht stoppings in entries will prove effective in localizing

In exploslon-of gas or dust, by permitting the free c^

pansion of the gases of the initial explosion owing to the

d.>struction of these light stoppings by the blast.

The question is a broad one in its bearing on mnn.^

practice and is open to argument, on both ^i^esW (

Ivould like to ask. however: "Has the Bureau of Miiu.

made sufficient experimentation along this line, and hau

the results of such experiments been sufficiently satis

factory to warrant advocating the practical applicatioi

of this theory in coal mining. The question is a goo(

one for discussion, as it admits of arguments on botl

.ides- and we hope that mining men will give their ex

perience and re.-ommcndatioii in regard to such practice
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When is Delivery to the Carrier, a

Delivery to the Buyer?
By a. L. H. Stkeet*

In instances when a contract to sell coal or other com-
moflity, to be shipped to the buyer, does not fix a place
for delivery, the law ordinarily regards delivery to a
railway company, or other carrier, for transportation to
the purchaser, as a delivery to him, especially if he has
designated a particular carrier. The-(j«estiou'as to when
title passes to the buyer usually arises when the freight
IS lost or injured in transit, in determiniiig to whom
the carrier is liable, and wiiether the seller is entitled to
recover the contract price, notwithstanding the loss or
injury. Application of the legal principle above stated,
with its important qualifications, is illustrated by the
following summary of apjiellate court decisions, including
holdings in cases which arose in the coal trade.

The general rule is that coal is "shipped" when it is

put on board the car or vessel in which it is to be car-
ried, and that an agreement to deliver coal f.o.b. is satis-
fled, and title passes to the purchaser, and the coal is at
his risk, when fuel of the quality and quantity called
for by the contract is loaded for shipment. \2Iassa-
chusetis Supreme Judicial Court, SJf Northeaster?! Re-
porter 1020; SO XortheaMern Reporter 236.) An im-
portant e-xception to this rule is that title to a shipment
does not pass to the buyer until the price is paid, on de-
livery to the carrier designated by the buyer, where the
contract calls for payment on delivery. (70 Pacific Re-
porter 1080.)

The ordinary effect of a purchase of coal "f.o.b. mines"
is declared by the United States Circuit Court of Ap-
peals to pass title on delivery of the coal to the carrier.
.{17„' Federal Reporter 113.) In the last cited case, it

was further held that the fact that sellers shipped coal in
their own name did not necessarily show an intent to
retain title after delivery to the carrier. Under a con-
tract In- a mining company to sell coal to a customer to
be delivered on cars at the mines each month, carload
lots, which the company loaded and directed a railway
company to carry to the purchaser, must be regarded as
having been delivered to tlie customer, as between him
and the mining company, though the railway company
refused to transport tlie coal, appropriating it to its own
use (United Siatev Circuit Court of Ajipeals. 11,1 Federal
Reporter 617) : the buyer's remedy Iteing against the
railway company.

It is not necessary that the bill of lading be sent the
buyer, in order that delivery to ihe carrier" be construc-
tive delivery to him. (96 Southwestern Reporter ISS.)

The Seller Is Xot Li.vble for Del.\y ix Delivery
The seller is not liable, of course, for any delay in

actual delivery by the carrier to the buyer, in a case
where delivery to the carrier is constructive delivery to

•Counselor at law, St. Paul, Minn.

the buyer. (Ca.se h.st cited.) Though, in .such cases,
a theory of agency of the carrier for the buyer arises,
there is no such agency as makes the l)uvci- liable to the
seller for a misdelivery made by the caiTJer. [1,3 South-
eastern Reporter 715.)

When coal was sold for delivery on board a vessel pro-
vided by the buyer, it was held that the .seller's right to
recover the price was not affected by a proceeding brought
by the master of the vessel for demurrage. {Maryland
C ourt of Appeals, 2h Atlantic Reporter 420.)

.:
Fuel was sold for delivery at Burlington, N. J., and

was carried there in a barge selected by the seller. The
shipment arrived at the buyer's wharf too late in the day
for unloading, and, during the following night, the barg^
sank. On these facts, the New Jersey Supreme Court of
J^.rrors and Appeals held that, unless the loss was caused
by a defective condition of the wharf, it must fall on the
seller, who was responsible for the condition of the barge
and the manner in which it was handled, until the buyer
had reasonable time in which to in.spect and remove the
coal. (23 Atlantic Reporter 6S0.)

Under a contract to ship coal from Belleville, 111.,
mmes via a certain railroad, the parties knowing that
St. I.0U1S was the nearest point to which that line ex-
tended, delivery to the only carrier to which delivery
could be made was held by the Kansas City Court of Ap-
peals to constitute delivery to the buyer.' (120 South-
western Reporter 60S.)

When a buyer agreed to furnish vessels to carry coal to
be delivered thereon by the seller in monthly installment*
of 2500 tons each, it was decided that there was no de-
livery ot any part of an installment until the whole was
loaded; and, in another case, it was held that under a
contract to sell a full boatload of coal slack, title to the
fuel did not pass to the buyer as fast as the slack was
put m the boat in the course of filling it. {33 Federal
Reporter 332.)

Whex Siiii-mext Is Coxsigxed ix X^me of Seller

If the seller consigns the shipment in his own name,
he IS presumed to have intended to retain title in him-
^elf. and, on loss of the freight in transit, will not be
heard to say that delivery to the carrier was delivery to
the buyer; and, according to a decision of the Nebraska
Supreme Court, prepayment of freight charges warrants
an inference that the .seller intended to reserve title pend-
ing transportation, though it was also held, in the same
case, that the mere fact that the seller agreed to see the
shipment f.o.b. at the buyer's place of business did not
retain title in the .seller after delivery to the carrier: that
agreement being treated only as a promise to pay the
fVeight charges to the destination. (71, North u^extem
Reporter 670.)

Under shipments to the shipper's order, delivery to
the earner is not delivery to the buyer, unless the bill of
lading IS delivered to the latter. {39 Southern Reporter
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Lehigh Valley Coal Co. NL ct

SlMXIAL ColiliKSl'ON-lMCNCK

The secoiul annual first-aid contest anion-r iho .Ikuu-

pion teams of the six divisions of the Lehigh Valley Coal

Co. was held at Hazle Park, Hazleton, on Saturday, Sept.

13. Over five hundred employees of the tompany were in

attendance. The principal prize was a large, handsome

gold-lined loving cup, which was awarded to the Packer

No. 5 Inside Corps la.*t year. This cup is to be awarded

year by year until some corps has won it three times,

when it will become the permanent property of that team.

In addition to this prize, the company will send the win-

ning team and the two men who made the best scores in

the'^one-man event, to the American Mining Congress,

in Philadelphia, in October, the men to be the guests of

the company and to represent it in the contests.

The divisions were represented by the following teams,

all of which had demonstrated their fitness for the honor

in a series of preliminary contests: Lackawanna divi-

sion, Westmoreland colliery ; Wyoming division, Franklin

colliery; Lehigh & Coxe division, Deringer No. 1 slope;

Mahanoy & Shamokiu division. Packer No. 5. -colliery;

Delano division. Primrose colliery ; Pottsville division,

Blackwood tunnel. Doctor Lathrop, of the Hazleton

State Hospital, and Doctor Shafer, of Kingston, were

.an be judged from the seores made by tlie other tci

Franklin, !)T=Ks; Packer No. .">, '.r,\/^; Westmoiel

f>()"/s; Primrose, 96%; Blackwood tunnel, oeVo. The

man event was won also by the cai)lain of the Den

team, Simon FcUin, with a score of !)!l. Captains JL

of Westmoreland, and O'.Xeill. nf Franklin, tied fcir

ond in this eonte.<t with a s.-mv .if :i.s. Since the

tain of the winning team was also thr winner in the

man event, and the two other men were lied for st

anil.

01 U'-

nger

)rris,

sec-

eap-

(inc-

rond

FiKST-AiD Team fhom Deiunger No. 1 Sloi'E

WlXXEliS OF THE CoNTES'i'

Cai'taixs of Fii!ST-Aid Teams

judc field

rm niid-

Df back

:lges, with .^tlierton Boweii, of Wilkes-Barre,

chief.

The events were as follows:

Two-man contest. Compound fracture of right ar

way between shoulder and elbow; severe laceration

of left hand and fingers.

Three-man contest. Simple fracture of nose, punctured

wound of left eye, and simple fracture of left collarbone.

Four-man contest. Severe burns of face, neck and should-

ers- patient suffering from shock: left hand and forearm

slightlv burned. Full-team event. After a fall of rock, the

patient is found with the foUowing injuries: Simple fracture

of right forearm, both bones; severe cut in palm of right

hand, bleeding in jets; simple fracture of left thigh just be-

low the hips.

One-man event. Patient is found with a severe cut on the

right temple, unconscious in bad air. The air 50 ft. away is

good. I'se contents of first-aid package only.

The Deringer team won the cup and the trip, with a

percentage of 97V2, ^^"t the closeness of the competition

DocToiis Jrncixi; Fuaxklix Team

place, Mr. Bowen, in behalf of General Manager Chase,

of the Lehigh Valley Coal Co., announced that Messrs.

Morris and O'Neill would both accompany the Deringer

team to the Philadelphia meeting.

After the second contest, an excellent dinner was servefl

by J. J. Becker, of V\'ilkes-Barre. .\mong the prominent men

present at the meet were General Manager F. M. Chase, min-

ing superintendent Thomas Thomas, general manager A. B.

Jessup, of the Markle Coal Co., division superintendents ^V. D.

Owens, J. H. Haertter, W. H. Davies, Thomas R. Jones and

O. P. Troutman.
The competing corps were composed of the following men:

Westmoreland, James H. Morris, captain, Edward Reap,

Thomas Ridgely. Walter Jacoby. Joseph .Johnson, Fred Hal-

pin, subject.

Franklin, John O'Neill, captain, Edgar Boston, ^^ iHiam

Morgan, Harry Thomas. Hugh Owens.

Deringer Xo 1 Slope, Simon Fellin, captain, Joseph Fellin,

Henry Poncari, Isaac Morgan, Leon Poncari, Thomas Gibson

subject.
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Primrose. Anthony Gluding. captain. Henry O'Donnell. Jo-
seph Maher, Daniel Lewis, Joseph Blum, Daniel Jenkins, sub-
ject.

Blackwood Tunnel, Williams Adams, captain, Ray Clemens,
Ralph Parr, Henry Krise, John Rhoads, John Lipsback, sub
ject.

Packer No. 5 Shaft. John McLain, captain, Charles Calvert,
Joseph Kerwin, Henry Carey, John Sheridan, Thomas Brown,
subject.

The penalties enforced in the contest were those recom
mended by the American Mine Safety Association at its first

meeting with an additional count entailing 5 demerits
improper bandaging.

The penalties enforced in the contest were those recom-

mended by the American Mine Safety Association at its

first meeting, with an additional count entailing 5 de-

merits for improper bandaging.

Gibson First-Aid Contest

By TkACY liAUliETT*

Only three points separated, the four teams in the sec-

ond annual first-aid contest of the Victor-American Fuel
Co.'s Xew Mexico division. The meet was held Aug. 17,

and was probably one of the most successful ever held in

New Mexico. The amphitheater of the company's ath-

letic park, where the contest was held, was crowded, not
only with the employees of the company and their fam-
ilies, but with the Atchinsou, Topeka & Sante Fe By.

devices were adopted to make conditions resemble those
in the mines. Eopes were stretched at the correct level

to represent the roof of an entry. Mine props were
placed in a pile and in one event the injured man was
carried over these while boards were erected to represent
low places.

The following arc the events in which the teams par-
ticipated :

Event No. 1—Man has been overcome by gas in a low
place and has become unconscious. Drag him 10 ft. to a
higher place, carry him 50 ft. to good air, administer artificial
respiration for one minute. Time allowed 6 min. In this
event Bartlett and Navajo were tied with 95 and Weaver and
Heaton with 90. Penalties were imposed for failure to treat
for shock and for using wrongful methods of inducing respir-
ation.

Event 2. Full team to treat and place on improvised
stretcher a victim having compound fractures of right lower
leg and of left forearm. Bartlett and Heaton tied with 95 on
this event, each being slightly penalized for loose bandaging.
Navajo obtained a score of 90 and Weaver S5. a penalty being
charged against the latter for the captain's failure to com-
mand his team properly.

Event 3. A victim has suffered a simple fracture of the
right thigh. Team to treat his injury, put him on stretcher,
carry him 50 ft. over obstacles and through a low place and
put him into an ambulance. Time allowance, 10 min. In
carrying him over obstacles, tests for gas were required. The
Weaver team had a perfect score. Heaton and Navajo were
awarded a score of 90 and Bartlett 85.

Event 4. A victim has had his back broken. Team to make
splints, put him on stretcher and carry him 50 ft. Time al-
lowed, S min. Weaver, Heaton and Navajo tied with 90 and

Weaver Mine Team Which Eeceived Cup
(Team lifting injtired man over props representing a fall.

Ropes mark roof of entry.)

Co.'s men. brought by Agent Purdy, of Gallup, to wit-

ness the events.

The Judges were C. S. Stevenson and A. A. Flyun.
from the U. S. Bureau of Mines mine-safety car, which
happened to be at Gibson at the time. State Mine In-
spector Beddow served as time keeper. The government
men were enthusiastic in praise of the work done by all

of the competing teams and, in making the award of a

handsome silver loving cup, presented by the Victor-

American Fuel Co., Mr. Stevenson called attention to the
closeness of the score and to the difficulty in making the
decision.

Four tesr.is competed, representing the Weaver, Hea-
ton, Xavajo and Bartlett mines. The final standing of

the teams was : Weaver, 93 ; Xavajo and Heaton tied

with 92, and Bartlett 91. Each of the mines was repre-
sented by a team captain and four men. An interesting

feature was the Navajo team, composed entirely of .Jap-

anese miners, with the mine boss as captain. Several

*Gibson, New Mexico.

J*-

Navajo Team of Japanese
(All the men are from Japan except the captain. Team tied

with that of Heaton for second place.)

Hartlett was given a score of So. In this event the judges
'(-quired the improvised splints to be placed on end to see
if the patient slipped and in no case was any movement noted.

Event 5. Victim's right leg is practically crushed oft 4 in.
below the knee. Team to treat bleeding and fracture and
laceration of palm of left hand, and to put man on stretcher.
Time allowed. S min. Weaver again secured a perfect score
and Bartlett, Navajo aod Heaton were awarded 95 each. Fail-
ure to pad and failure to provide sling were the chief charges
against teams in this event.

In each event all teams were under the time limit. In
treating for shock, the Navajo team introduced potash cans
from the helmet outfits to keep the patient warm. The other
teams used safety lamps. The only material permitted was
that found in the first-aid outfits kept in the mines.

The Shamokin Meet
The account of the meet at Edgewood Park, Shamokin.

Penn., will be fully described in our Safety Number,'
Oct. 4. About 2500 guests attended the meeting and the
work of the teams showed a considerable improvement
over that of even last year. This fact caused widespread
favorable comment.
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Building a Mine Overcast

A short time ago. 1 .<aw an article describing an auto-

matic fireproof overcast, L'oal Agk, Aug. 30, \>. 2!>r.

Si)eakiug of overcasts, permit me to describe what I

consider a cheap and extra-strong overcast, whi.h can lie

constructed of worn-out railroad iron.

Having secured the material needed, the work is per-

formed as follows : The roof rock is first blasted down,

at the point of the entry where the overcast is to be lo-

cated. When this has i)een done and there is sufficient

room for constructing the overcast, two walls are first

built, one on each side of the roadway, parallel with the

entry and across the air course. These walls may be built

of concrete, brick or masonry, as desired. They should

be set back in the air course, a few feet from the entry,

and hitches should be cut into the rib to accommodate

the ends of the walls. The purpose of this is that if the

coal forming the rib slacks or breaks off it will not leave

the ends of the walls exposed, but a permanently air-tight

joint can thus be formed between the walls and the coal.

The top of this wall is but a few inches below the floor

of the overcast: and its height should be sufficient to

give ample head room on the haulage road.

When these walls are finished, the railroad iron is

brought to the place, and the rails are laid, one by one,

side by side on the walls, each rail resting on its base

on top" of the walls so as to span the haulage road.

Bricks laid flat are now slid from the ends of the rails

into position between the rails. There is plenty of room

for the bricks between the head and base of the rails. The

rails should be laid the proper distance apart that the

bricks can be slid into this space either endwise or side-

wise, as desired ;. but, in the latter ease, the rails must be

laid exactly the length of a brick apart. The bricks are

now thoroughly cemented in place with cement mortar,

and the floor is completed by covering the rails and bricks

with a sufficient thickness of the mortar.

Sidewalls are then built on this floor, parallel to the

air crossing and across the haulage road. These walls are

carried only to such a height as to enable an air-tight

joint to be made with the rockwalls forming the sides of

the overcast. Small drain pipes should be built into the

sidewalls of the haulage road to allow the drainage of any

water that might otherwise collect behind these walls.

Ralph W. Mayer.

Eoslyn, AVash.

Boreholes for Mine Drainage

I have seen numerous references to tli" use of bore-

holes for pumping water from isolated sections of mines.

This method is frequently adopted in the mines in my
district, and I have often found thit the mine superin-

tendents have experienced considerable trouble in trying

to make the standpipe or easing tight. The general

method for doing this is to plug the hole tight around

the casinff, at the bottom, with wooden plugs: :.nd then

to pour cement grouting into the space surrounding tlir

j>ipe, from the surface above. This method has generally

]>roved unsatisfactory, owing to the air entrapped in the

luilc jireventing the grouting from filling the space.

1 want to suggest a method that I believe is simple

aiul I'll'ective. for grouting the lower end of the i)ipc.

Uv its use, a practically air-tight joint can be secured

between the casing and the strata. I'cferring to tbr

accompanying figure, the space around the casing, at tlu

Column
Pipe

I

bottom of the hole, is i>higgcil witli wooden plugs, in

the usual manner. The grouting is made by mixing sev-

eral sacks of good hydraulic cement with sufficient water,

so that it will flow readily through the liandpunip shown

in the figure. The grouting is mixed in the box {<<).

which is also shown, at the bottom of the drill hole. A

short pipe (P). 1 or 11/2 in. in diameter, connected to

the discharge of the pump cylinder (f) by a flexible

hose (//>. is run up through the plugs (B) surrounding

the casing. This pipe is extended from 18 in. to 2 f'l.

above the to]) of the plugs. Another short section of

wire-wound suction lio<e (N) leads from the box to the

puni]i and forms the avenue by which the grouting is

drawn into the pump.

By this arrangement, the grouting is readily pumped

from the box into the annular space {A), above the

plugs and surrounding the pipe. When sufficient grout-

ing has been i)uni|jed into this space, ami while the puni]!

is still in operation, the pipe is gradually withdrawn

f-om the hole and a wooden plug quickly inserted in its

place to prevent the grout from flowing out o!' the hole

bffore it has set. After giving the grouting sufficient

time to set, the borehole should be thoroughly groutcil

from the surface. If the best portland cement is used

in preparing the grouting, there will be no trouble ex-

perienced by reason of leaky joints. I have seen several

holes grouted, in a manner similar to that described,

and none of these holes have given any trouble.

Pennsylvania Engineek.

Stockdale. Penn.
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Cleaning the Coal
I was interested ia readaig the article on "Cleaning

("(lal," by Josiah Keely, Coal Agi;, Aug. 30, p. 296. In
s.jine districts, when the mines are running at full capac-
ity, neither the operators nor customers are as particular
about having the coal thoroughly cleaned by the miners,
as when orders are scarce and tlie work is slack.

Since miners as well as operators are always anxious
for steady work and like to have the mines run regularly,

it seems to me it would be of advantage for the miuei-,

sometimes, to see and to know the complaints that are
made to the company by their customers. This might
induce the miner to take more pains to clean his coal

properly when loading his .cars. If miners could see some
of the letters that are received from customers, complain-
ing of dirty coal, they might not be so anxious or ready
to "slip one over" on the company, by the many practices

known to them, such as breaking up and wetting the bone
coal. In some mines this has been quite a common prac-

tice among a certain class of miners who do not seem to

know or realize that, by so doing, they injure themselves
and the company who employs them.

I have never seen such letters of complaint posted,

but think the suggestion would be worth trying.

George IST. Lantz.
New Straitsville. Ohio.

Save the Timbers
I have noticed numerous references to the drawing- of

mine timbers, as tiie working faces advance; and was
much interested in the letter by Charles Waine, on
'Shooting Mine Timber," Coal Age, Aug. 2, p. 171. The
practice of shooting mine timber is a bad one, and should
never be used where it is possible to draw the timbers and
use them again.

My experience in buying the timber supply for mines
has taught me how much can be .saved by using the old
timbers, many of which can be used two or three times,
with proper care. The amount of timber ordinarily usedm a mine employing, say 150 or 200 men, is very
large. Xow, if two-thirds of the timber u,sed in such a
mine can be used a .second time and another portion a
third time, it is easy to see that an immense saving can
be effected. In some mines the timber bill is a large item,
and if this can be reduced one-third or one-half by using
the mine posts two or more times, it means a large reduc*^
tion m the operating expense of the mine.

Every miner should be as much interested in saving
the timber, which the company brings to his place free of
charge and which enables him to protect himself while
at work, as though its loss was his own.

John Sottox.
Terre Haute, Ind.

Study Course in Coal Mining
By J. T. Beard

The Coal Age Pocket Book
The A\ater Gage in the Mine—As used in the mine, the

reading of the water gage shows the difference of pressure
between the intake and return airways, at the point where
the reading is taken. The intake pressure is always greater
than the return pressure and this excess or difference of
pressure is what moves the air or creates the current

The use of the instrument is clearly shown in the accom-
panying figure, which shows two parallel airways going into

Sho-svixg Position of Watei; Gage between
Intake and Betukn Airways

the mine, one of these being the intake and the other the
return airway of that section of the mine It makes no dif-

hich side of the brattice the instrument is placed;
11 always be depressed in that arm of the gagethe

which is open to the intake, because the pressure on the
take is always greater than that on the return airway.

What the Vl'ater Gase Shows—The water-gage reading in-
dicates the ventilating pressure required to circulate the air,
and IS therefore equal to the resistance of the airways be-
tween the two points on the intake and the return; or, in
other words, the resistance inbv from the point of observa-
tion. The nearer this reading is taken to the head of a pair
of entries, the closer it will approach zero, while at the next
to the last crosscut it would be practically zero.

The use of the water gage in mining jjractice is of great
importance. In connection with the observed velocity of the
iir. it shows the "power on the air" or the power producing
the circulation. What is required in the practical ventilation
01 a mine is the production of the necessary velocitv and
I'olume of air, with the smallest expenditure of power.' Tlie
most eonnomical circulation is obtained when the required
iir volume is circulated bv the least power, which means a
comparatively low water ga.ge.

The circulation of a comparatively large quantity of air
inder a low gage indicates ideal economic conditions, as far
is the circulation is concerned. On the other hand, a small
iir volume and a comparatively high water gage slio'ws a
leedltss waste of power. In practice, an unusual reduction
>r the quantity of air passing in a mine or entry, accompanied
)y a similarly uncommon rise of gage pressure would indi-
;ate an obstruction of the airways.

The Coal Age Pocket Book
VKLOCITV

„„ T^^^ velocity of the air current is one of the most im-
?2wi"t* H'^l'i,''^

•" "''' P'-actiee of mine ventilation If th^velocity of the air current is too low the ventilation 5f th.1mine IS inefficient, as the air will not sweep awav the accumulating gases from their lurking places iS the mine On
not o^'?f.'Vi^%",?'

'^ '^^ ^"" "'^'"'^ ^^"h too great a velocity"not only do the workmen suffer inconvenience; but the h o-hvelocity of the current is often dangerous. "

Danger of High Veloeitj-—A rapid air current Carrie.; agreat quant ty ot dust. and. by supplying large quanUties ofo-xygen maintains an unnecessarily actTve eondit^n of themine atmosphere that favors the ignition of the gas and dustThe high wind creates a draft that greatly intensifies the
si^^ufty ofTgnluon

"" ''^''^* "^ powder Ind increases the POSI-

TS
.How Veloeity is E.stimateil—In mine ventilation the ve-locity of the ventilating current is commonly estimated fnfeet per minute, or feet per second.

^Limaiea in

How Velocity is Measured—.A simple method of ascertain-ing, with more or less 'accuracy, the average velocitv of theair current passing in an airway is to measure off a distanceof say 300 ft. along a straight portion of the airway andnote the exact time between the observed flash of powder atone end and the smeU of smoke at the other end of this dis-tance. The distance (300 ft.) divided by the time will givethe velocity ot the air in the ^
center of the entry. The aver
age velocity of the current may
then be taken as '

-. of this
observed velocity. For ex-
ample, if the observed time is
30 sec, the center velocity ' is
300 H- 30 = 10 ft. per sec; and
the average velocity '/a X io= 8 ft per sec. or S X 60 :^

480 ft. per min.

The Anemometer—The com-
mon method of measuring th<,
velocity of the aii- in airways
is by the use of the anemome-
ter, which is shown in the ac-
companying figure. The dial
hands record the number of
revolutions of the vane. The
instrument is so calibrated that
each revolution of the vane
corresponds to 1 ft. of air
travel. The reading of the dial,
therefore shows the distance the air traveled during thetime that the instrument was exposed to the current Hencet^his reading divided by the time of exposure, in minutes, vviligne the velocity of the current in feet per minute A singlerevolution of the large hand corresponds to 100 i-evoIut"(fnlof the vane. The small dials register the total reading

»,U '

The \\i \io:\n.TLR
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Starting Fan after Explosion

Ast^iiine that au explosion otcurs in a miiR" geiR'iiUuii;

large quantities of methane. The coal is highly intlam-

niable and the mine dry and dusty. From the dry con-

dition of the timber and the intlammability of the coal,

it is highly probable that numerous small fires have been

started^'bv the explosion, in different parts of the mine.

Suppose." moreover, that the ventilating fan is so badly

damatred bv the force of the blast, that it is necessary to

make extensive repairs before it can be again started.

. Under ordinary circumstances, dangerous quantities of

<ra^ will accumulate in different parts of the mine, dur-

i"n.' the time the fan is idle. There is, besides, now the

probability that carbon monoxide has been produced by

the explosion. The amount of damage done m the mine

and the condition of the stoppings, brattices, etc.. are un-

known and can only be surmised.

Under these conditions, would it be advisable to start

the fan, after making the necessary repairs, without first

ascertaining, as far as it may be possible, the couditioii ot

affairs underground? Would not the starting of the iau,

without making a preliminary examination of the mine

incur the risk of a second and more disastrous explosion i

Ralph W. Mayek.

Roslyn, Wa.h.

While the question proposed by correspondent is prac-

tical it assumes the worst condition that could possibly

exist No one familiar with the assumed conditions m
this mine will deny for a moment that a second and more

disastrous explosion is liable to occur, whether the fan

is or is not started. It may be admitted, however, that

the danger will be somewhat greater when the fan is

first started. The question calls for the exercise of the

best judsmeut by those in charge. If men are in the

mine the hope and possibility of rescue demand that a

reasonable risk be assumed. On the other hand, the un-

certainty of rescue as compared with the strong proba-

bility of further disaster may make any attempt to enter

the mine at once, a foolhardy sacrifice of life. On such

occasions, sentiment is strong, but good judgment aided

bv experience shoidd rule.
'

In answer to the question asked, we would say if re-

cue work is to be attempted at once, it would be safer

not to start the fan, but to organize a rescue party of ex-

perienced men equipped for entering a gaseous atmos-

phere. This would require the use of breathing appara-

tus and safety lamps. If it is found on investigation

that further "attempts at rescue are impracticable, all

should withdraw from the mine and the fan should then

be started, very slowly at first, so that the result can be

closely watched. It would not probably be advisable, in

that case, to make any attempt to enter the mine for sev-

eral hours after starting the fan ; but this can only be de-

termined by the ob.served results. In any case, we would

not advise "a strong circulation of air. It must be re-

membered that the air current, for the most part, is prob-

ably only traversing the entries, and the volume of the

air should be gaged accordingly. The upcast current

should be watched closely for any indication of fire below.

This question presents many phases worthy of discus-

sion ; and we hope to hear further from a large number

of practical mining men who have had experience in res-

cue work and in the later investigation of mine ex-

plosions. Anyone of any heart realizes that it is a diffi-

cult matter to lay aside sentiment and to turn a deaf ear

to the pleadings and demands of tho.se whose only hope

for the rescue" of dear ones lies in the efforts of brave

heroic souls who are willing to sacrifice even their own

lives in a possibly forlorn hope of saving others. Let this

question be thoroughly discussed.

Fire on Intake

Some time ago a fire l)rokc nut in one of the old

rooms, in the mine where 1 am employed. It was de-

cided to seal oft' this fire and. to do this, it was neces-

sary to build air-tight stoppings in the necks or mouths

(if five rooms.

When this work had progressed a few days, the com-

pany wanted coal for local trade and were desirous to

have the miners go in and load this coal. In the mean-

time, the fire boss had reported fires on the third south-

east entry as "giving off fumes;" but signed the book

"O.K." The miners went into the mine, but had to come

out again in less than an hour, because of the gas from

the fire. Some of the men were sick and went to the doc-

tor at once.

The mine committee, with the mine manager, mine ex-

aminer and superintendent then went into the mine to

examine the firewalls that were built to seal off the fire

and confine the gases. The committee were composed of

eld, practical miners, one of them an experienced gas

man. They found stoppings that were built of concrete

leaking badly at the top. The first of these showed a

crack 2 in. wide and 8 ft. long, while the second showed

a crack 1 in. wide and 10 ft. long. Smoke and gase-

were coming from both of these cracks.

The examiner's report showed a current of 2400 cu.ft.,

in the intake of this section, and 3000 cu.ft. in the re-

turn, an increase of 600 cu.ft. They still tried to get

the miners to go in to work, claiming that the mine was

safe and the gas given off would not hurt anyone, for-

mally, this mine registers about 30,000 cu.ft. of air at the

foot of the downcast; but the air courses were, in places,

in such shape that the miners had to crawl on their

hands and knees to get through them. It was estimated

by those working on the stoppings, that the top coal. 18

in. thick, was burning over a space 20 ft. wide and 20

ft. long.

Kindly state if this mine was operated in compliance

with the mine law.

A Miner.

Farmersville, 111.

The Illinois state mining law would not allow the op-

eration of a mine under the conditions named above.
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Miscellaneous Questions
{AiiJiwered by Request)

Ques.—Give the names, symbols and specific gravities

of the explosive gases found in the bituminous region

of Pennsylvania. Where is each found and how pro-

duced? What is the effect of each gas on the health and
safety of the workmen, and how can each be removed?

Ans.—The explosive mine gases commonly found in

the bituminous mines are methane or marsh gas (CH^),
sp.gr., 0.559; carbon monoxide (CO), sp.gr., 0.967; hy-

drogen sulphide (H.S), |sp.gr., 1.1912; defiant gas

(C^H^), sp.gr., 0.978. All of these gases depend, for

their explosive qualities, on the oxygen of the air.

Mine gases are generally found near where they are

generated, except where the air current is insufficient for

their dilution and removal and they are allowed to ac-

cumulate, in which case, those gases having a specific

gravity greater than one, being heavier than air. as car-

bon dioxide and hydrogen sulphide, will be found at the

floor or in other low places and in the dip workings of

the mine. Those gases having a specific gravity less than
one. being lighter than air, if allowed to accumulate, will

be found in the roof or other high places and in the rise

workings.

All the explosive gases are a menace to the safety of a

mine, to a greater or less extent, methane and carbon
monoxide being of the most importance, in this respect.

Hydrogen sulphide and olefiant gas seldom occur in suffi-

cient quantity, in a well ventilated mine, to be danger-
ous of themselves; but these gases increase the explosive

condition of other gaseous mixtures, by lowering the point
of ignition of the mixture and increasing the violence of
its explosion wlien ignited. The same is true of carbon
monoxide. Of the gases mentioned, carbon monoxide and
hydrogen sulphide are poisonous to the human system.
The gases may all be removed by a sufficient current of air

properly directed and made to sweep the places where the
gases are generated or accumulate.

Ques.—In mines where undercutting is done, would
you adopt the same method of blasting the tight side of
rooms and entries, in all thicknesses of coal seams? Ex-
plain fully.

^«-?-—In mining a thick seam where the coal is under-
cut, it is common practice to put in what is called a "rib
shot," to cut the tight side. The thickness of the seam
?ives such a shot greater opportunity to work and break
the coal. In the mining of a thin seam, it is safer practice
to blow down the center coal first, as a rib shot, in this
?ase. would probably prove a ver\' tight shot and might
:-ause troulile by blowing the tamping. In any case, much
m\\ depend on the shooting quality of the coal.

Ques.~R(m should props be placed if the top is soft
md the bottom hard?
Ans.—With a soft top and a hard bottom, a systematic

method of timbering should be adopted, the props being
stood in rows and long cap pieces used against the roof,
rhe distance between the rows and the distance of the

posts apart will be determined by the character of the

roof.

Ques.—In what position should a prop be stood in a

flat seam in order to best resist the roof pressure ?

Ans.—Post timbers, in a flat seam, should be set per-

pendicular to the roof and floor, unless some slip or other

peculiarity of the roof formation makes it advisable to

give the post a slight incliiuition to enable it better to

support the tendency of the roof to slide or creep.

Ques.—How should a post be set in a moderately in-

clined seam?
Aihs.—The post should be "upset" or given a slight

inclination up the pitch, the amount the post is thus in-

clined to depend on the degree of the pitch of the seam.
In this position, the tendency of the roof to slip downhill
will act to tighten the post.

Ques.—How many gallons of water will a pump dis-

charge that has a 14-in. cylinder, a 4:-ft. stroke, and
makes 200 .strokes per minute? Find the discharge in

gallons per minute.

Ans.—The sectional area of the pump cvlinder is

0.7854 X 14' = 153.96, say, 154 sq.in. The piston

travel is 200 X 4 = 800 ft. per min. The cylinder dis-

placement, in this case, is 154 X 800 ^- 144 = 855+
cu.ft. per min. In practice, the water end of a pump
is commonly assumed to have an efficiency of 85 per cent.,

making the actual discharge 85 per cent, of the cylinder

displacement, or. in this case, 0.85 X 855 X ''-48 = 5436
gal. per min.*

Ques.—How many mine cars would l^e required to

operate a mine having an output of 1500 tons of mine-
run coal, per day of eight hours; the cars having a ca-

pacity of 2 tons mine-run coal per car; and allowing
a period of 2 hours' time for each car to be loaded, hauled
to the tipple, emptied and returned to the working face ?

Ans.—Allowing 2 hr. as the time required for a car to
be hauled to the tipple, emptied and returned to the
face, assumes that each car in the mine can make four
trips daily, provided the coal is loaded promptly. This
would then represent a tonnage of 1500 -^ 4 = 375
tons, carried to the tipple by the cars in 2 hr., each
car making a single trip. The capacity of the mine cars
being 2 tons each of mine-run coal, the number of cars
required would be 375 ~ 2 = 187.5. Since there are al-

ways a certain number of cars laid up for repairs and
otherwise idle, there .should not be less than 200 cars pro-
vided for the operation of this mine.

Ques.—Xame the different conditions under which you
would advise the single-, in preference to the double-en-
try, system.

-4«*-.—The single-entry system should never be used,
in the development of a mine of any size or importance.
In case of a fall of roof in the rooms, which is liable to
occur at any time, the circulation of air would be entirely
blocked, in the use of the single-entry system.

*Note—The speed siven for this pump is from <!iT tr, ei=-httimes its normal speed. A pump of th,^ size "vould ord°nlHu'maliie from 30 to 40 strok-es per minute, and probablv dh^lcharge from SCO to 1000 gal. per min.
prooaon ais-
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Washington, D. C.
In amending th.- ll.uisc iliiifi of tlu- tariff bill the 5?pnate

sitting in commltlec of the wiiole has Inserted In that mt-as-

uie an important provision relating to c-oal. The provision

consists of langruase Inoludinj; roal under certain conditions

in the list of articles upon which the President Is authorized
to impose special duties for the purpose of retallatlniJr aKainst
any country which may not accord to the products of the

United States the equal and reciprocal treatment to which
he believes they are entitled. A part of the general language
precedlnK the coal paragraph and applicable to it which is

now included in the draft of the bill is as follows:

That whenever the President shall ascertain as a fact that
any country, dependency, colony, province, or other political
subdivision of government Imposes any restrictions, either
in the way of tariff rates or provisions, trade or other regu-
lations, charges or exactions, or in any other manner, di-
rectly or indirectly, upon the importations into or sale in

such foreign country of any agricultural, manufactured, or
other product of the United States, which unduly or unfairly
discriminates against the United States or the products
thereof: or whenever he shall ascertain as a fact that any
such country, dependency, colony, province, or other political
subdivision of government imposes any restriction or pro-
hibition upon the exportation of any article to the United
States which unduly or unfairly discriminates against the
United States: or whenever he shall ascertain as a fact that
any such country, dependency, colony, province, or other
political subdivision of government does not accord to the
products of the United Statse reciprocal and equal or equiva-
lent treatment, he shall .lave the power and it shall be his
dutv to suspend by proclamation the operation of the pro-
visions of this Act relative to the rates of duty to be assessed
upon the importation of the following specified articles, or
such of them as he may deem just and applicable, and to
substitute therefor the rates of duty hereinafter prescribed
upon such articles when imported directly or indirectly from
such country, dependency, colony, province, or other political
subdivision of government.

Following this comes the list of articles with reference
to which retaliatory powers are given to the President. Coal
is provided for in the following terms:

On coal, bituminous and shale, 45c. per ton of 28 bushels.
SO lb. to the bushel; coal slack or culm, such as will pass
through a half-inch screen, and briquets of which coal and
coal dust is the component part of chief value. 15c. per ton
of 2S bushels. SO lb. to the bushel.

.And the President may provide for drawbacks for the re-
funding of the duty paid upon any such coal, culm or slack
imported for the purpose of being used for fuel upon vessels
propelled by steam and engaged in trade with foreign
countries or between Atlantic and Pacific ports of the United
States and which vessels are registered under the laws of the
United States.

That whenever the President shall ascertain as a fact
that such restriction or prohibition or lack of accord of re-
ciprocal and equivalent treatment has ceased, he shall have
the power and it shall be his duty to revoke such proclama-
tion, whereupon the articles covered thereby, when imported
from the place mentioned therein, shall pay the rates of
dutv otherwise provided by law. But this provision shall
not be applicable beyond the period of three years after the
date of the passage of this Act unless Congress shall other-
wise prescribe.

Went Virj?inin Hearini^M .Are Conclufleil

The hearings have been concluded before the senate com-
mittee investigating the West Virginia coal strike situation

at Paint Creek, but without developing much real additional

information. The hearings held some time ago in the West
Virginia district itself appear to have developed about all

that the committee was able to bring out. and the recent
testimony has been chiefly concerned with sustaining or re-

butting the statements which were brought forward at that
time.

It would seem that the materials in the hands of the com-
mittee three weeks ago have been but little added to. al-

though there have been some interesting exhibits filed which
may shortly be published. It is believed that a report on the

situation may before long be made public, and this, it is

supposed, will sharply take sides in regard to the matter.

The exact content, of course, is not yet even tentatively

known, but the prediction is strongly made in well informed
quarters that there will be a sharp drift toward the side of

the miners owing to the fact that several members of the

committee have already indicated a strong bias in that di-

rection.

That there will be any disposition in the Senate to take
action of a definite kind based upon the findings of the com-
mittee is not generally believed, it being the view of most

!of those who have looked over the ground that any posiliM
action In the premises would be outside the power of Con-
gress so that, if this be true, the report Is nothing mon
than a shot in the air. The effect of the findings can In fact

be expected to be little If any more than merely psycholog-
ical.

H.VKRISBl'Rti, PRW.
.\ most unusual step, attacking the legality of the method

of making the valuations and assessments of coal property
was taken by the Delaware. Lackawanna & Western IM^,

Co., when Its attorneys presented a bill in equity to ,lu<li;'

Fuller, of Luzerne, and asked for an injunction restraining
a tax collector from collecting taxes based on an assessment
made by county assessors and commissioners, without an ex-

amination of the property and without assistance from subor-
dinate assessors.

The most Important point In the suit will be that the

county assessors and commissioners have no right to make
assessments upon the recommendation of expert engineer.'*,

but that the valuations as placed by the district assessors are
the figures to be used.

The outcome of this suit is being watched closely by all

companies in the anthracite region, for should the Lacka-
wanna Co. be sustained In its attack no doubt the other com-
panies would take advantage of the decision and have new
assessments made.

The Lackawanna Co. is represented by ex-Judge F. W.
Wheaton, George R. Bedord. Andrew T. McClintock, A. L.

Williams, ex-,Iudge B. R. Jones and D. R. Reese, who an-
counsel for all the big coal companies in the region.

.Vuti-l>ockin;z' Knn* In Not OliMerveil

The miners in the lower field of the anthracite region arc
requesting the assistance of the district officials of the United
Mine Workers as regards to the Lenker anti-docking bill,

which was passed by the recent legislature. The provisions
of the bill are not being carried out and docking is being con-
tinued. To this the miners are beginning to object.

They point to the fact that the coal companies have begun
observance of the law placing a tax upon anthracite of 2 Mi

per cent., which is charged on their checks for every ton of
coal purchased. The item is marked "State Tax." They are
much exercised that the companies are doing this and avoid-
ing the provisions of the anti-docking bill.

In some of the mines a record is being kept of the number
'if cars docked and it is likely that a decision will be awaited
whereupon claims 'will be entered for the amounts withheld.

At the present time the coal companies are preparing to

fight payment of the tax upon all coal mined in the anthra-
cite region, and the union officials have notified the member-
ship to keep all the checks. This is for the purpose of de-
manding a return of all money if the contention of the coal
companies is upheld by the courts.

At the meeting to be held shortly at Shenandoah the ques-
tion of docking and the "check-off" will be thrashed out with
President White. All those affected by the docking bill are
standing behind the efforts of the union officials.

The aiii-Ntion of Railroad PaNNeii

The Public Service Commission of Pennsylvania has de-
cided that, for the present it will not require public-service
companies to file tariffs or schedules with the commission,
but will be satisfied with the posting of them in their of-
ficies and stations in the form required by the Interstate
Commerce Commission. Companies not subject to the Inter-
state Commerce Commission will adopt similar forms of tar-
iffs and schedules and publish and post them in their oi^iees.

All companies are required to keep a copy of each tariff or
schedule in their principal office.

With respect to the applications now pending for the ap-
proval of contracts, the Public Service Commission will hold
hearings in all cases on Oct. S. of which due notice will be
given by publication in the localities affected. General rules
and regulations governing the making of applications, the
publication of the time and place of hearing and the dis-
position of the applications are being promulgated by the
commission.

The commission will not be fore Jan. 1. pass upon the
question as to the right of railroad companies granting free
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passes to their employees. The act creating the commission

does not become effective until that time, and prior to the

new year the commission has authority only to dispose of the

unfinished business of the old Railroad Commission and to

determine question? relating to contracts between utilities

and municipalities.

The question of railroad passes has caused a stir through-

out the state since the passage of the new Public Service

law, as many who have studied the act are of the opinion

that under its provisions railroad employees cannot be

granted the courtesies which are now extended to them. This

is of importance to the coal industry especially since many

of the officials of the larger coal companies now receive rail-

road passes.

PEXXSYLV V.M

A

Anthracite

Scranton—Subsidence of the surface, due to mining oper-

ations under the city still continues to be evident and in at

least one instance, concrete piling has been resorted to, to

prevent damage to buildings.

Mt. Carmel—Philip Hughes and Felix Crusinsky. assistant

flre bosses at the Pennsylvania Colliery, were badly if not

fatally burned Sept. 10 by an explosion of gas in a tunnel they

were examining. The men were alone in the mine at the time.

Hughes managed to find his way to the surface and sum-

moned a rescuing party.

Plttston—At a recent flre drill at the Pennsylvania No. 6

Colliery, at Plttston, the 187 men and boys employed about

the breaker and washery were out of the buildings and In

the yard in one minute and ten seconds after the sounding

of the alarm, and in two minutes and four seconds there were

five lines of hose in active play, with a pressure of 140 lb.

per sq.in. This was more than sufficient to carry the streams

from the lower yard to the top of the breaker.

•shamokin—During the past week the Susquehanna Coal

Co. opened the bath houses in the Shamokin district for

the first time and the miners on coming out of the mines

went under the showers and proceeded home looking like

bank clerks.

Plymouth—The proposed proceedings of the Borough of

Plymouth against the Plymouth Coal Co. to restrain the min-

ing of coal was postponed by agreement, pending an in-

vestigation by mine inspectors, and 60 days was allowed for a

thorough inspection of mining conditions in the borough.

Bituminous

Vniontowm—Through a deal just completed, L. B. Hawkins,

of New Castle, has sold to J. V. Thompson 100 acres of

land in Greene County which is underlaid with coal. The

land was sold at $600 per acre. For several years past efforts

have been made by the coal people to purchase the land, but

it was not until this week that the deal was finally com-

pleted and the land disposed of.

Cresson—A number of coal operators have approached

state authorities in an effort to purchase valuable coal hold-

ings that underlie the new Tuberculosis Hospital at. Cresson.

The coal was formerly owned by Andrew Carnegie who

deeded it to the state when he gave the large tract of land

to the State of Pennsylvania for the erection of the new
sanatarium.

Beaverdale—More than 200 miners emploj'ed by the Penn-

sylvania Coal and Coke Corporation struck recently be-

cause thev allege the mine foreman discharged several men
that he might employ others to do contract work. President

TTatkins is expected from New York to confer on the matter.

Boswell—A new mine opening said to be one of the

largest shaft openings ever planned in the western part of

the state is about to be started near here by the Consoli-

dation Coal Mining Co.

Latrobe—Phillip Stump aged 65 years, night fire boss at

the Atlantic mine of the Atlantic Crushed Coke Co. was found

dead in the mine. The man was resting on a bench when

death, due to heart failure, overtook him.

WEST VIRGINIA

Charleston—Alleging that the Paint Creek Colliery Co. had

failed in its promise to dismiss a company physician employed

during the recent labor trouble. 500 miners employed In and

around Mucklow struck Sept. 12.

A unique and valuable feature of the first Fayette County

fair, which will be held at Oak Hill. ^Vest Virginia, during the

week of Oct. 6 to 11, will be one of the United States Govern-

ment mine rescue cars equipped with all modern life-saving

and rescuing apparatus for use in coal mines.

The differences between the miners and their employees

at the works of the Seng Creek Coal Co. in the Coal River

field were settled Sept. 10 by a conference between a commit-

tee of miners and the president of the company. By this set-

tlement, the price for mining coal in the low veins is advanced

from 26c. to 30c.

Bluetield—It is estimated that there are jobs for 2500 men
in the Pocahontas region. It is impossible to get miners to

perform the work necessary in filling the increased demand.

Throughout this region, able-bodied men can earn from $90

to $125 a month or even more.

TENNESSEE

Isullne—The Clear Creek Coal & Lumber Co., of Isoline,

Cumberland County, Tenn., recently filed a voluntary peti-

tion in bankruptcy, scheduling liabilities of $70,000, with

assets of the alleged value of $212,000. The principal credi-

tor is L. A. Pugh, who is trustee under a bond issue of $50,000,

secured by property listed at $200,000. The company controls

6500 acres of coal and timber land in Cumberland County, en-

cumbered by the trust deed referred to, as well as other prop-

erty.

KENTUCKY
Jenkins—A survey of the Baltimore & Ohio is nearing

completion from the Elkhorn Fuel Co.'s workings on Beaver

creek to Jenkins. Ky., a distance of 35 miles, and it is said

that a contract is to be let at once for the construction of the

line. This road will be one of the heaviest pieces of railroad

work in Eastern Kentucky.

Somerset—A recent fire at Somerset, Ky., did considerable

damage to the town, the total loss amounting to $20,000. The

office of the Grain Coal Co. was among the business houses

destroyed.

Hindraan—The interests known as the Lifts Syndicate are

said to have bought up recently several thousand acres of

rich coal and timber land lying along Carr's Fork, in

Knott county, immediately beyond the Letcher county line,

completing a tract of about 10.000 acres in that section

under control of these interests. It is said that a branch of

the Lexington & Eastern will be built up Carr's Fork a dis-

tance of 15 miles in order to reach the tract.

Mlddlesboro—The long-continued drouth in Bell County

and southeastern Kentucky generally is reported to have

forced a number of mines to cut down their operations to

half-time, on account of their inability to secure sufficient

water for their boilers. At one mine in the county it re-

quires two days of pumping to secure sufficient water for

half a day's operation. Recent rains have helped somewhat,

and the season has now arrived when ample precipitation to

relieve this condition may be expected.

OHIO

Columbus—Judge E. B. Kinkade, of the Court of Common
Pleas in a decision handed down recently declined to inter-

fere with the rates established by the Ohio Utilities Com-
mission a year ago on Hocking Valley coal between Nelson-

ville and Toledo. The rate was cut by the Utilities Commis-
sion and the Hocking Valley R.R. Co. tried to have it re-

scinded. The railroad company contended that the rates

established by the commission were unreasonable and unlaw-

ful as they did not allow the railroad company a fair profit.

The commission named by Governor Cox, of Ohio, to in-

vestigate conditions surrounding payment for coal mined,

took a vacation during the past week. All of the members
attended to their private affairs and have arranged to take

up the work again next week. The commission spent a week

investigating conditions in the Springfield district of Illinois

and also met with a number of operators in Chicago. A day

was spent at the docks of Milwaukee to see the condition of

the coal as it comes off the freighters.

INDIANA

Terre Haute—Miners here have an understanding among
themselves that if the train that takes them home each even-

ing across the Wabash River is more than 20 minutes late

they will not go to work next day. One day recently the

crew was late. The railroad officials made satisfactory ex-

planation to the miners, however, and they agreed to go

back to work. Next morning 900 men filled the cars. The

switching crew did not know of the arrangement and being

delayed did not take the trouble to couple on to the wait-

ing cars, believing that they were empty, and proceeded to

the mines with a couple of cars the locomotive already had

in tow. It will take the railroad commission to settle the

trouble caused by the misunderstanding.

Seelyville—The Rosebud Mine of the Vandalia Coal Co.

closed Sept. 10. throwing more than 250 men out of employ-
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ment. Althoueh all of the coal has not been removed, thti-e

Is considerable danger In minlne it.

IL,LI.N'OIS

ChicaBO—With only a few days remaining before they

were expected to face trial on rebating charges, the O'Gara

Coal Co., the Harrisburg Big Muddy Coal Co., and the Harrls-

burg Saline Collieries Co., filed a petition of insolvency and
asked for receivers on Sept. 13. Judge Carpenter, to whom
the application for a receiver was made, appointed Thos. J.

O'Gara. president of the O'Gara Co., and Fred A. Busse,

former mayor of Chicago, to take charge of the properties of

the three companies.

VIrden—Two miners were seriously burned and another

less severely in a gas explosion Sept. 8. in the mine of the

Glenridge Coal Co. Some time ago a fire broke out In one of

the entries, which was subsequently walled up to smother the

flames. An attempt was made to open up the entry and get

out a mining machine which had been walled in and the

explosion followed.

O'Fallon—The record for hoisting coal in the St. Clair

County field the past year is held by the St. Louis & O'Fallon

Coal Co.'s No. 2 mine, where 4056 tons were noisted in 6^4

hours, which is at the rate of 601 tons an hour. Failure to

complete the eight-hour run was on account of no cars.

During the past year the Suburban Railway handled the

greatest amount of St. Clair County coal into East St. Louis,

and St. Louis, the account being 854.9S3 tons, the product of

four mines. The St. Louis & O'Fallon R.R. hauled S4S,704 tons

from its two mines.

TaylorTllle—The miners employed in the No. 6 mine of

the Springfield Coal Mining Co. went on strike Sept. 13. be-

cause of a dispute over the weighing of coal. The limit of

3500 lb. on each car was removed recently, since which time

there has been more or less trouble over the weights. The
difficulty is not regarded as serious, and it is expected that

the men will soon return to work.

SprinKfleld—At the present time the mines in this district

are doing better than they have since early spring. Some
of the coal companies are, however, advertising for more
miners.

TEXAS
Bridgeport—The coal mines in this vicinity are now oper-

ating full time after two months of light running.

Slaton—A coal mine yielding lignite which was worked
33 years ago near Slaton. is to be opened up on a commercial
scale, it is hoped, at an early date, by Colonel A. B. Robertson.

owner of the famous "V" ranch, on whose land the mine is

located.

COLORADO
Trinidad—John R. Loft has stated that the rumors of

an immediate call for a strike in the southern Colorado coal

fields were unfounded. He says the leaders of the union are

optimistic and hope that the operators will meet the miners,

and that a satisfactory agreement may be reached.

OREGOX
Eugene—A bed of coal has been found in the hills three

miles south of Eugene by H. A. Mitchell and E. G. Wilfert,

who own a small tract of land there. Samples of the coal

have been brought to Eugene and Indicate a good quality.

If investigations prove satisfactory, mining operations will

follow.

Squaw Creek—Representatives of the U. S. Geological Sur-

vey have been in this field for the past six weeks, making
an extensive examination of the coal in this section. This

appears to be a promising coal field and awaits only trans-

portation to make the fuel available. The field, which lies

in the mountains 40 miles west of Grant Pass, is inaccessible

at present, although a railroad has been surveyed through it.

It is presumed that the promoters of the survey are the

people who filed on the coal lands, as 9000 acres had been

filed on before the lands were thrown into the national forest

by former President Taft.

FOREIGN NEWS

P E R vS O N A I. S

Henry D. Jackson, consulting engineer, at 88 Broad St..

Boston, sails Sept. 20 for Bermuda on a three months' trip for

rest and recreation.

John Lynn has leased the Sherrlll coal mine at lUancu
Okla.. and will engage In the coal business in a small way.
He expects to work eight or ten men.

Morgan O. Morgans of Nesquehoning, for 12 years su-
perintendent for the Lehigh Coal and Navigation Co. has re-

signed and accepted the superintendency of the Kaska Wil-
liam colliery at New Philadelphia.

Frank I. Pierce state mine inspector, of Indiana Is de-

laying the completion of his investigation of the explosion
in the mine of the Jackson Hill Coal Co. at Hymera where
several men were injured, three of them since dying, until

the survivors are able to testify.

Wayne Collier, manager of the Pan-American Coal Co., at

Zanesville, Ohio, claims to be one of the luckiest men that

ever lived. Recently he started out with two sucks containing
$2800 each on his motorcycle to pay the men at the mines
and when he arrived at his destination he found both sacks
gone. Stanley Kern, a pumper at the tube works, found the

sacks and returned them to him.

CONSTRUCTION NEWS

Sydney, N. S.—The output of the Dominion Coal Co. for

August amounted to 425.635 tons, as compared with 409,125

tons in the same period of 1912. The highest previous output

was in October last, when 422.343 tons were mined. The
output for the seven months previous to Sept. 1, 1913, was
2.720,765 tons, as compared with 2.533,283 tons last year, or

an increase of 187,482 tons.

Biklns, W. An.—The Davis Colliery Co. is making a number
of improvements in its already modern mining and coking
plant at Coalton.

Erie, Penn.—The Bury Compressor Co. is just starting the
erection of an addition to its plant, extending the main build-

ing 100 ft. This is necessary on account of increase in its

business.

Fredericktonn. Penn.—The finishing touches are being put
on the new temporary tipple being constructed by the Fred-
ericktown Coal & Coke Co., and within a short time the plant
will be running coal.

Stnrgls, Ky.—Among the new buildings to be erected and
used by the West Kentucky Coal Co., at Sturgis, is a complete
department store, "which will be used as the company's com-
missary. Other buildings to take the place of those de-

stroyed in a recent fire are well under way, and all will be
completed before cold weather.

Salt Lake City. Vtah—Development of the newl.v estab-
lished coalfield in Southern Utah is being pushed with great
rapidity by the American Fuel Co., of Salt Lake City, and
hundreds of thousands of dollars are going into the work.
The above mentioned company has developed its property at

Neslen quietly but thoroughly, and this mine will soon become
one of the big shippers of the state.

Bluefield, W. Va.—The Norfolk & Western R.R. is plan-
ning a branch line into Wyoming County to open up some
valuable coal lands, "which have already been leased. Several
lines have been surveyed into Wyoming County, by the Nor-
folk & Western, the Chesapeake & Ohio and the Virginian,
but it is expected the first mentioned will build a branch line

leaving the main track at Davy, which will extend for about
20 miles or more into a comparative wilderness, thus giving
access to a large area of coal and timber land.

Cabin Creek, AV. Va.—The two-million-dollar power plane ct'

the New River Development Co., now under construction upon
Cabin Creek, is approximately two-thirds completed, and it

is believed it will be finished "within a month or two. While
no transmission wires have yet been strung, the steel towers
to which they will be attached are being erected, and this

phase of the work is well under way. It is also contemplated
to build a dam near Hinton and develop power from the
waters of New River.

Harian, Ky.—Mine operators and business men of Harlan,
Ky., are said to be preparing to organize an independent
telephone company, with a direct line connecting Middlesboro,
Harlan and Pineville. unless the Cumberland Telephone &
Telegraph Co. will extend its lines to the town shortly, as
there is some prospect of its doing. The growth of the
business interests of Harlan make adequate telephone service
imperative, and a line will be built, either by the company
or by the business men of the town.

Hazard, Ky.—The new Kentucky Block Coal Co. proposes
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to lease the property ot the Henry Coal & Coke Co.,

about two miles from Hazard, and to begin operations there

at once A 1000-ton plant will be built. J. B. Allen will

have the active management of the operation, having re-

signed recently as chief engineer of the Slemp Coal Co He

expects to have coal moving shortly after the first of the

v'ear with houses for the miners and other buildings com-

pleted. A sawmill will start work on the property at once

getting out lumber for various purposes in connection with

the mine.

Sandusky, Ohio—Dock improvements are to be made at

Sandusky. O., and the work is announced to begun short y.

The Lower Lakes Dock Co., is planning an expenditure of ?1,-

000 000 which will include additional railroad sidings and an

additional coal loading plant. The announcement of the im-

provements were made following the visit of Otto SchroU,

Supt of the Toledo division of the Pennsylvania R.R. Co.,

to Sandusky. The proposed improvements are designed to

ojvf the Pennsylvania better facilities for handling coal

shipped from southern Ohio and West Virginia mines. The

contract for the improvement has been awarded to the Great

Lakes Dredge & Dock Co.

Panther. W. Va.—The Lathrop Coal Co. has let a contract

to the Pittsburgh Coal Washer Co. for a large coal washer

the work of erection to be started at once. This washer will

be used to remove all foreign substance from the slack. A

contract has also been closrd with John W. Doss, of ^ elch,

to build 10 new houses for the miners, all to he thoroughly

uptodate; also to operate new sawmills for cutting timber

upon the lease.

The Panther Coal Co., a new corporation that will be man-

aged by the same officers as the Lathrop Coal Co.. has applied

for a charter and will operate a lease one-half mile east of

the Panther Station. This company will be in operation in

a short time, producing the same quality of coal as that mined

bv the Lathrop company. Work will be commenced at once

on 50 houses, all of which will be thoroughly uptodate.

NEW INCORPORATIONS

Idamay, Ky.—The Congleton Coal Co. has been incorpor-

ated with a capital of $1500, and the incorporators are Lee,

Hill and Tryce Congleton.

Hazard Ky.—The Kentucky Bullock Coal Co., has been or-

ganized with a capital stock of $30,000. The incorporators

are J. B. Allen, M. M. Bullock and J. A. Roan.

Morgantown, Ky.—The Independent Coal Co., has been or-

ganized with a capital of $1500. The incorporators are C.

M. Sullivan, James W. Cook, and James F. Hope.

Coalton. Okla.—The Herron Coal Mining Co., has been or-

ganized at coalton with a capital stock of $20,000. The in-

corporators are W. F. Herron. W. P. Russell and Ueorge

Arbaugh, all of Coalton.

Greeneastle. lud.—The Silve'. Ash Block Coal Co., has

been organized to buv, sell and mine coal. The capital stock

is $25,000 and the incorporators are George W. Hanna, James

E. Houck and John W. Stoner.

Nashville. Tenn.—The Royal-Ten Coal Co., of Knox County

has been organized with a capital stock of $25,000. The in-

corporators are H. M. Johnson, H. S. Pless, Ben. A. Morton,

Ralph W. Brew and Joseph P. Grant.

Peru. Ind The Island Creek Lumber Co., of Island Creek,

W Va has filed articles of incorporation here naming as

directors J. O. Cole, Chas. C. Crane and B. C. Bears. The

company has $10,000 capital stock, and will open coal mines

on land owned by Mr. Cole.

Philadelphia, Peun.—The L. P. S. Extraction Co. has

been organized with a capital stock of $120,000 to acquire,

own and lease mines and mining rights of all kinds. The

incorporators are George A. Perry, of Philadelphia, Penn. W.

M. Hope, of Dover, Del., and others.

Des Moines, la.-Articles incorporating the McKay Coal

Co were filed Sept. 5 with the county recorder. The com-

pany is incorporated for $4000 and will engage in a gen-

eral" fuel business in Des Moines. The incorporators are A.

G. McKay, E. M. Gray, and Earnest C. Pond.

Elkins, W. Va.—The Limestone Railroad Co. is to mine

and transport coal, limestone and other mineral. Capital

stock $15,000. Incorporators are R. B. Cody, E. M. Cody and

E. A. Cody, of Buckhannon. W. Va., J. A. Isherwood, of

Elkins, W. Va. and Robert Connell, of Washington. D. C.

Charleston. W. Va.—The Economy Splint Coal Co., of

Charleston. W. Va., has been organized with a capital stock

of $15,000 to produce coal. The incorporators are N. R.

Hoge, of Sanderson, W. Va., T. G. Bush, of Quick, W. Va.,

Joseph Moore, J. M. Harris and Fred Burdett, of Charles-

ton, W. Va.

INDUSTRIAL NEWS

Charlerol. Penn.—Improvements being made at Lock No. 4

on the Monongahela River are not interfering with the coal

trade. During the month of August 16,807.000 bushels of

coal were locked through. This is somewhat above the

average.

Scranton. Penn The total shipments of anthracite coal

-

from Pennsylvania in the month of August were 1,206,691

tons less than for the corresponding month in 1912. Last

month, these shipments amounted to 5,369,900 tons as against

6,576,591 tons for the corresponding month of last year.

Peoria. Ill The Peoria Coal Club has signed a contract

with the Illinois Merchants' & Manufacturers' Protective As-

.sociation to do all its investigating for the coming year.

Short weight, the credit of customers, etc., will be the work

of the detective agency and two men have been appointed

for this purpose.

Charleston. W. Va.—Over a million and a half tons of

coal were shipped on the Chesapeake & Ohio R.R. from the

Kanawha. New River and Kentucky districts during the

month of August. The tonnages are as follows for the three

Kanawha district coal 892,540 tons, coke 1980 tons. New
River district coal, 537,490 tons, coke, 12,810 tons. Kentucky

district coal, 195,300 tons, coke, 11,940 tons. This makes a

total shipment of coal and coke of 1,652,062 tons.

Washington. D. C.—That the coal operators of Pennsylva-

nia aud Ohio took a hand in fomenting trouble and promot-

ing the big strike in West Virginia in 1912 in order to more

advantageously compete with West Virginia operators, was

the sworn testimony before the Senate Investigating Com-

mittee on Sept. 9. A former Burns detective who went into

West Virginia during the strike to investigate testified he

received this information from a prominent man identified

with Pennsylvania mining interests. He steadfastly refused

to give the name of his informant.

Mouonsahela. Penn.— Representatives of a Uniontown

syndicate headed by J. V. Thompson, are rapidly buying up

ail the virgin coal land that lies along Ten Mile Creek and

in the vicinity of Hackney in Greene and Washington Coun-

ties. Agents of the syndicate have been at work for several

months acquiring the property which is said to aggregate

over 7000 acres, the prevailing price being approximately $600

an acre. The same interests are also purchasing coal lands

at Conger and Dunn Station. The farmers at these points,

however, are holding out for higher prices and the likeli-

hood is that they will get them.

Granite City, 111.—A big Increase in the output of coal in

Madison County will be shown by the report of the county

mine examiner to the board of supervisors. This will be

the fourteenth annual report and each has shown a sub-

stantial gain over previous years. Twenty-seven mines are

in operation and the output for the year was approximately

four million tons. Practically all the coal was consumed

by the industries of the county or sold to railroads for loco-

motives. Thirteen persons were killed in the mines during

the year and approximately $85,000 was paid by the miners

for powder to blast the coal.

St. Louts, Mo.—One of the most important coal and railroad

transactions made in this vicinity in a long time came to

light a few days ago when it became known that the Manu-
facturers Ry. had bought the St. Louis & O'Fallon Ry., and had

secured trackage rights over the Alton & Southern lines.

This came in the face of the fact that the Manufacturers

Ry. was at this time supposed to be completing a deal with

the various roads entering St. Louis, and working as the St.

Louis Terminal lines to allow the Manufacturers road a wo:k-

ing basis for the freight moved over its rails. With the

announcement of the O'Fallon purchase came a letter with-

drawing the proposed arrangement with the Terminal Ry.

It is understood that the Manufacturers Ry. will have a

close working arrangement with the road now building by

the Aluminum of America, which has under way work for

the approaches to ferry slips on the east side of the river.

The railroad owns property on the west side and in this way

the Manufacturers Ry. has broke the Terminal control of the

ylf^gj. crossing facilities, and threatens to become an important

coal carrier to at least the local market.
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Till.- 11 tail anthiHiiu- tiiidi- riceived a sligrht impetus dur-

ing the weel4. due to the flist appearance of colder weather.

Greater actlvitv Is noticeable anions dealers and consumers,

but the movement is not ot sufficient proportion to effect the

wholesale situation. Mines continue working: under curtailed

production, and some of the smaller sizes are still Koinn into

storapre. The most interestins development during the week

was the recent announcement of a proposed increase in the

water freights out of New York Harbor. The companies

claim that this business has been done at a loss in the past

and they are determined to eliminate all such unprofitable

features of the trade.

Bituminous operators who were in the market a few

weeks ago, have again withdrawn and the situation is not-

ably stirrer. The short car supply is having a steadying in-

fluence while the spot market is stronger and the outlook

even more perplexing. There is a particular scarcity of

West Virginia grades and quotations are showing a strong

tendency to increase on what little prompt coal is offered.

The season has advanced to a point where a firm situation

mav develop very rapidly.

On the other hand, an occasional congestion is being re-

ported, notably at Boston where there is more coal on vessels

than can be unloaded and some of this will probably be on

demurrage shortly. Again, prompt loading cannot be ob-

tained on short notice at Hampton Roads, as was recently

demonstrated when an attempt was made to divert vessels

there from Baltimore; apparently shipments to tide are well

sold in advance cf their arrival. A record production is be-

ing made in the Pittsburgh region. The demand continues

close up to the supply and prices are firm with prompt ton-

nages difficult to negotiate. Dealers are beginning to buy in

preparation for the fall trade. Cars continue in fair supply,

the greatest difficulty at the moment being the shortage of

labor. , ,

The effect of the heavy movement in Ohio is noticeable on

the car supply although the situation is by no means serious

a« yet. The September circular is well maintained, domestic

grades being particularly strong and the lake movement

limited onlv bv the supply of cars; the latter business is

also being somewhat delayed by the difficulty in obtaining

return cargoes at the upper-lake ports. The railroad yards

at Hampton Roads are practically cleaned up due to a heavy

dumping, principally for shipment into the New England

trade- spot tonnage is difficult tq obtain. The car supply is

the principal feature in the Southern market, many mines

being forced to reduce operations to one-third or one-half

capacitv; both steam coal and lump are improving.

The cooler weather has caused a tightening in the car

situation in the Middle West and free coal is generally

difficult to obtain. Some activity has developed in the retail

trade and there is a disposition among coal men to specu-

late heavily on the prospects of a rising market this winter.

Industrial conditions are improving and prices are some

stiffer.

BOSTON, M.\SS.

Hampton Hoatln eonin firmer, and the outlook more per-

plexine: receipts Mill heavy. (ieorBes freek in short supply.

Signs «t Inerensing demnnil for I'enn.sylvunla grndes. Burge

rates on onthraeite from Ne,v York to advance Oct. 1

Bituminous—There is no material change in Pocahontas

and New River, except that the spot market is even stronger

than a week ago and the outlook for the next 60 days is.

if anything, more perplexing. Orders are still plentiful and

it is at least worth noting that steamers it was sought to

divert from Baltimore were finally obliged to await their

turn at that port because no agency at Hampton Roads

could undertake prompt loading on short notice. In other

words coal is still being sold well in advance of its arrival

at tide and it may be that this condition will prevail into

the cold weather. Shippers who were putting coal on the

market here a fortnight ago now find themselves obliged to

decline business that is offered, and as high as $2.95 f.o.b has
l>een realized for the small orders that have lately come in.

Miaiiwhiie Hosttiii has more bituminous waiting discharg-

ing berths than has been the case for months and it is re-

ported that some heavy demurrage will accrue before the

harbor is clear of boats that have been held in the stream
for two and three weeks. It is possible there will be a de-

cided lull when these cargoes are added to the stocks already

on hand but we cannot be so confident now that the market
will ease off later. The season is at hand when a firm situ-

ation can develop very fast.

The shippers <>( the better grades from Pennsylvania have

no difficulty keeping orders ahead of output. Prices fluctu-

ate from day to day but there is a strong undertone. There
are signs of an increasing demand for these coals, now that

Pocahontas and' New River seem so firmly established on a

high-price level. For bunkering, in particular, the distribu-

tors here find a wider opening for reputable Pennsylvania
coals on account ot the demand from steamship owners for

lower prices than can be made on coals from Hampton
Roads. There is a better regard here for Pennsylvania coals

of known origin than was formerly the case.

Water FrelRhts are easy. Most of the coal moving this

way is in steamers or in other tonnage that is under con-

tract, so the current demand is rather light and at what are

now considered minimum rates; 75c. is about the average
from Norfolk on large vessels, with 10c. less to Providence.

.Vnthraelte—It has been informally announced that effec-

tive. Oct. 1, certain anthracite carrying companies will ad-

vance barge freiglits. New York to Boston, from 50 and 55c.

to fi5 and 70c., making the circular price $5.90. alongside for

stove and egg. In March. 1912, the price was $5.50 alongside,

making a total advance of 40c. in less than two years, not

counting the Pennsylvania state tax which some shippers are

charging and others are not. Dealers are nevertheless tak-

ing supplies as fast as their storage will permit .ind the

hard-coal trade is in excellent shape.

Quotations on bituminous at wholesale are about as fol-

lows:
Cambrias Georges Pocaiiontas

Clearfields Somersets Creeli New River

Mines* S1.10@1.50 $1..35(3,1. fiS $1.07(51.77
Pliiladeiphia* 2.33(ai2.75 2.60(92.90 2 02{S:?.O2

NewYorli* 2.65^3.00 2.90@3.20 :i22©3.32
Baltimore* 2.85@2.95 ^„ „,
Hampton Roads* $2 85® 2

.
95

Bostont 3.78@3. 88

Providencet 3.93(a;.4. 10

^'E^V YORK
BItuminouH market steady and ivell supiiorted In spite

of the rumored withdrawal of the railroad liuyers. Anthra-
cite continues dull and iiroductlon restricted. Ketall trade

somewhat stimulated liy a fall In temperature.

Bituminous—Th<- withdrawal of a nunibei- of Eastern rail-

roads from the market as reported last week, has failed to

have any effect on the situation which continues firm in

every respect. It is clear that whatever results were antici-

pated from this action on the part of the roads, the effect

of their withdrawal from the market has been entirely dis-

counted and coal continues to move as freely as at any time

during the prevailing activity. It is anticipated that they

will again be buying by Oct. 1: a great deal of difficulty was
experienced last year in obtaining sufficient railroad fuel

and it is probable that the roads will endeavor to better pre-

pare themselves this winter.
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One of the best features in the market is the obvious care

which operators are taking to keep the production down

within the limits of the demand. Indications point to a

consistently strong market throughout the winter, with the

producers so thoroughly in control of the situation, that they

will be able to eliminate the possibility of a runaway market.

Such a condition is very desirable since any abnormal Infalla-

tion is Invariably followed by a subsequent depression, more

harmful in its effects than any temporary period of high

prices. Conjectures are already being heard as to what effect

the closing of the lake trade will have upon the market;

this of course, always results in a temporary embarrassment

in certain districts specializing on this business but it seems

to remote at the present time to be considered. The bitu-

minous market continues firm at former quotations as fol-

lows:
West Virginia steam. $2.60 @ 2.65; fair grades of Pennsyl-

vania. $2.70(g2.T5; good grades of Pennsylvania, $2.S0@2.S5;

best Miller Pennsylvania. $3.10(!i 3.20 ; George's Creek, $3.15@

3.25.

.\uthraei«e—The appearance of some moderately cool

weather has had a slightly stimulating effect upon the re-

tail demand for hard coal, but without changing the whole-

sale situation. There are no reports as yet of any increase

in the production in the mining regions, and the collieries

are still working on part time. The companies are also

stocking as liberally as before, notably pea and buckwheat

grades. Stove continues in strongest demand. However, the

change in weather has caused renewed Interest in the market

on the part of both dealers and consumers; inquiries are more

numerous and a continuance of the low temperatures will see

the winter trade under way somewhat earlier than is usually

the case.

There is a noticeable tendency on the part of local

agencies to confine their business entirely to old customers

and in some instances to even withdraw from some of the

outlying local markets. An example of this is found in an

advance in local water freights particularly to Boston which,

it is rumored, will be put into effect by a number of com-

panies either Oct. 1, or Nov. 1. This increase will be from

50 @ 55c. up to 60 @ 65c.. the latter figure having been put into

effect in the early part of this year by one of the big local

shippers. It is claimed that the water movement of hard coal

by the large companies, has long been carried on at a loss.

There are also other instances where unprofitable business is

being dropped.
The local market has recorded some further advances dur-

ing the week, and is now quotable on about the following

basis:

. Upper Ports • Lower Ports
Circular Individual Circular Individual

Brolcc-n So 00 $4.95
Egg 5,25 So 15@5.25 5 20 So.l0@o.20

20 20
50

Baric

5.40@5.50 5,43 5,.35(S>5 45
3, .50(5(3. 50 3.45 3,35@3.4o
2,60@2.75 2.45@2-7n 2.35@2.70
2 23 1.9S@2,20 1.80@2.20
1 75 1.70 1.40@1.70

or two ago. but that again resolves itself into a question of

how bad the customer is pressed for tonnage. Tidewater de-

liveries are fairly heavy at the present time, with good
prices prevailing. Quotations vary from $1.25 to $1.60 and
better, at the mines.

PITTSBURGH, PENN.
capacity and prompt coal .still illBI-

buylng- more freely in preparation for

of coke helnK oiVereil at oon-

PHIL.VDELPlil A, PENN.
.Vnthraolte trade is slowly lieoomlne more active. Cur-

tailed operations still continue but there are Indieation.s that

full mining i-s likely to l>e resumed .shortly. Bituminous mar-
ket continues strong with lemand good, and prices on about

a parity nlth the neek previous.

The first real cool snap of the season made its appear-

ance early this week, and anxious eyes were turned toward
the coal bin. The change, while temporary, at the same
time it is likely to be the opening wedge for the fall busi-

ness. It is rumored that most of the dealers, are not car-

rying such very heavy stocks of coal. Then again, it is not

believed that the householders have much coal, carried over

from last winter. It will be recalled that the winter of 1912

and 1913 was. comparatively speaking, a very mild one; and
it is safe to assume that few consumers were compelled to

renew their supplies, the early winter purchases carrying
them over until spring. This is an unusual condition, as

there is generally more or less coal carried over. This
bears out the assertion made by many, that when the de-

mand actually starts up. it will come with rush. Curtailed
mining still continues although operators declare that full

operations are likely to commence at any time. Dealers
state that they are receiving numerous orders for deferred

shipment, and when deliveries start, there will be more activ-

ity with the wholesalers.
In bituminous one hears of occasional orders being turned

down, more on account of lack of ability to deliver, rather
than because the prices were not acceptable. Some coals are
even selling at slightly higher prices than was the case a week

at full

Dealers bu
il. Odd ton

the arket again

because they

Productl<i

cult to obtai

the fall dem
ee8sii>nM but the market generally firm.

Bituminous—More is heard of shortage of men than

formerly, particularly from West Virginia fields, while car

supply in the Pittsburgh district is fairly satisfactory, though
short on a few divisions. Production and shipments are

practically up to record rate. The approaching end of the

lake shipping season has not produced any weakness in the

market, regular prices being firmly maintained, while free

coal is somewhat hard to find, although the demand is quite

limited except from retail dealers. Many of the dealers failed

to make contracts and are now increasing their purchases in

the open market, providing for the fall demand from con-
sumers. We continue to quote: Slack. 90c.; nut and slack,

$1.05; nut, $1.25; mine-run. $1.30; %-in.. $1.40; Hi-in. steam.
$1.50; IVi-in. domestic. $1.55, per ton at mine, Pittsburgh dis-

trict.

ConnellsviUe Coke—The market has been very inactive
since there were fair sized sales of furnace coke for Septein-
ber delivery. These sales were at $2.50 with two or three
possible exceptions. In the past week small lots of spot
coke have been offered at concessions, down to $2.35 or $2.25,

but there is question about the quality, and in any event no
ordinary tonnages are offered belovi' $2.50. which the lead-

ing operators regard as the market. We quote: Prompt fur-

nace. $2.50; contract furnace, $2.50; prompt foundry. $2.90®
3; contract foundry, $2.90(53. per ton at ovens.

The "Courier" reports production in the ConnellsviUe and
lower ConnellsviUe region in the week ended Sept. 6 at 369.-

459 tons, a decrease of 33.571 tons, and shipments at 371.270

tons, a decrease of 33.S45 tons. The decrease was due prob-
ably to the holiday, and the previous week's figures had been
correspondingly high, presumably in anticipation of same.

B.\L,TIMORI5, MD.
Growing car scarcity is tightening u

although sonic lo%v-grade coals are still

Not a fe«' mines are out of market, h<

cannot get through

The bituminous coal market is bein
by a growing car scarcity. While the situation in Pennsyl-
vania is not so bad. there have been days in West Virginia
recently w-hen the shortage has been acute. Some oper-
ating interests have reached a point where they refuse to

sell any coal and are obliged to hustle to meet their con-
tract obligations.

AVhere there was coal to offer in West Virginia, prices
were as a rule a little better than the week previous.
Unless the car situation improves rapidly the upward move-
ment should continue. During the week run-of-mine was
quotable in small lots at from 90 to 95c.. and three-quarter
sold around $1.05 to $1.10. Slack showed remarkable strength
early in the week, because of the reduced screening and sold
up to 95c.

There has been somewhat of an easing up in the move-
ment to tide, although New England is still taking a fair
quantity of coal. In the export business there should soon be
a resumption of activity, as several important charters were
announced for the week. Anthracite dealers are doing a
fairly satisfactory business. There is no rush of fuel yet. as
the yards are pretty well stocked. Many of the Pennsylvania
coal cars that are ordinarily used in the anthracite trade
are now in use in the soft coal districts.

Increased activity in shipping circles here recently is in-
teresting the bunker supply trade. The port of Baltimore has
shown a tremendous increase in its export and import busi-
ness so far this year and many of the tramps that now come
here are in the market for coal supply.

BUFFALO. N. V.

Bituminous continues steady, but not quite so active.
Car shortage becoming more and more noticeable. Demand
close up to supply.

Bituminou.s—The most important change of front in the
bituminous trade is in the car situation. It is not only
agreed that they are growing scarcer, but the railroad offi-

cials state that the end is not very near. It is denied that
the locomotive supply is short. At present the Pennsylvania,
according to official statement, is delivering only about 75
per cent, of the required supply, though the Allegheny Valley
mines appear to be faring somewhat better. ^

agh to meet contracts.

)eing again strengthened
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The fear that the closing of the lakes will develop a

large amount of unsold coal is not so (Treat as It was. The
shipments In that trade are slowing down somewhat, but

not on account of any natural falling oft In demand or in

any estimate that cuts down the apparent amount needed

by the upper-lake consumers. Just as soon as the preient

cool weather becomes dertnltely established the former

heavy shipments are expected to be resumed.

The fact is that the demand is so close up to the supply

that there Is no reason for predicting any great change in

the situation. Not in the entire history of the bituminous

trade has the summer demand been anything like what it

has been this year, so that it is not to be expected that any

decline will occur now Just as the natural Increase in con-

sumption is at hand.
There Is a steady growth in manufacturing in this vicin-

ity, quite as much as has been the case at any fcrn^er lime

and the domestic season is also now at hand. The iron c.m-

sumption is good and business refuses to be disturbed by

anything done or proposed by Congress.

Prices are therefore strong at $2.90 for rittsburgh lump,

$2. SO for three-quarter. $2.65 for mine-run and $2.15 for tlack,

with Allegheny Valley about 20c. lower.

Coke—While high-grade coke is a little firmer there is a

decided weakness in the lower grades of furnace, which are

selling in place of stock. Quotations are $1.85 for besc

Connellsville foundry and $3.85 for high-sulphur furnace.

.%nthraelte—The weather now favors a return of the de-

mand for anthracite and there is some call for the purely do-

mestic sizes, but it is hard to sell egg in any quantity and

shippers will not consider the fall trade definitely opened

till all sizes will sell. Pea and buckwheat are not act've.

It will be a hardship to take out all the available chestnut

and stove sizes before anything will sell at all steadily.

Lake shipments are heavy, though not quite as large as

they were last month. More storage room in the only re-

quirement. The weekly shipment by lake was 148.000 tons.

TOLEIJO. OHIO

Car .sltuntlou Mhowlng effeets of the large mnvement.

Lake trade heavy but vesseiN delayed ot the upper lakes

waiting eareoeM. Cooler weather Ntimulatlng the demand.

No car shortage of consequence has as yet been noted on

this market although shipments are not as prompt as they

were earlier in the season. Some of the railroads are sending

out warnings of an impending shortage and are making an

appeal to shippers to use every precaution to prevent a con-

gestion of cars. Hocking operators are refusing many orders

and other roads coming into Toledo are demanding that

customers accept a certain proportion of hopper cars.

Lake business continues active and Is being pushed as

rapidly as possible. The ore shipments are not as rapid as

was the case earlier in the season and vessels which have
been waiting around for ore loaders have been offered to

grain shippers. It is stated that ships have been waiting

at the head of the lakes for ore from two days to a week.

The demand for coal is a little brisker than it was be-

cause of the cooler weather. Steam grades are fairly active

and the domestic trade is beginning to pick up. A little more
cold weather will bring about considerable activity In the

market generally. Prices are very firm here and there are

no Indications of a weakening anywhere along the line. Pine

coal continues scarce and high in price.

Prices as quoted at Toledo are as follows:

Poca- Hock- Jack- Pome- Mass- Pitts. Cam-
hontas ing son roy ilon No. 8 bridge

Domeatic lump »2.S0 $1.75 82.50 »2.00 »2.50 $1.35 $1.35
Egg 2.50 1.35 2.50 1.50 2.50
nS 2.00 1.25 2.25 1.75 2.50
Hump 165 125 125
Mine-run 1.60 135 1 12 1 15

Slack 0.70 0.80 ....

COI-l'MBrs, OHIO
The principal feature Is the car situation ^vhieh l.s eur-

taillne production In KiiMlern Ohio and Pomeroy Bend the

Hhurtage I.h marked and trouble being experienced In other

flelda. PrleeH are HtllT and the demand Mtrong for all slzet).

Lake trade Is stlH active.

The question of car supply is the principal factor in the

coal trade in Ohio. Inability to furnish sufficient equip-

ment has caused a lessening in production In many of the

fields. The demand for all grades is good and the circular

at the new level of Sept. 1 Is well maintained. The tone of

the market is satisfactory in every way.
The domestic demand is one of the best features of the

trade. Retailers in all sections are placing orders and ask-

ing for prompt delivery if possible. Dealers stocks are not

large and they are endeavoring to Increase them to guard
against a famine when the rush comes. Larger house-

holders have iilaced orders and retailers are busy making
deliveries. Retail quotations are firm and inclined to ad-

vance. Pocahontas prices have Increased because of a scarc-

ity of labor In the mining district.

Lake trade is also active and the volume of fuel going
to the Northwest is only limited by the car supply. Th.-

dock situation at the upper lake ports is satisfactory and
little congestion is reported. Chartering of bottoms is still

going on and the lake movement will be active to the closi'

of navigation. The Toledo docks of the Hocking Valley hav.

loaded 2.000,000 tons since the season started.

Eastern Ohio operators are probably the worst sufferers

as a result of the shortage of cars. It Is estimated that the

output in that district is but 60 per cent, normal. In the

Hocking Valley the production Is estimated at 85%, in the

domestic fields about 75% and in the Pomeroy Bend lU Id,

about 65% of the average.
Steam business Is holding up well under the circumstances

and is expected to continue active during the fall at least;

manufacturing establishments are taking quite a good ton-

nage while railroad fuel is also In fair demand. Only a few
steam contracts are expiring at this time and they are being
renewed at higher figures generally.

Quotations In the Ohio fields are as follows:

Hocking Plttsbiirt:h

Domestic lump $1 .75 @ 1 .70
3-4 inch 1.60® 1.55 $1.30 ea 1.25
Nut 1.30® 1.20
Mine-run 1.40@1.35 1.20@1.15
Nut, pea and slack 0.70® 0.65
Coarse slack 0.60® 0.55 0.85® 0,75

PoiiuToy Kanawlm
1 8.-1 (<« 1.75 $1.70® 1.65
1 5.') (a) 1 . 00 1 . 55 @ 1 .50

1 40 ® 1 . 25 1 . 26 ® 1 . 20
1 . 30 ® 1 . 25 1 . 26 ® 1 . 20
0.75® 0.70 0.76(910 70
0.65® 0.60 0.65® Oil

II \:»l|e|()\ KOADS. > A.

Heavy dumpings during the »veek. prinelpnily for Mhl|i-

ment Into New lOngland. Knilrond yardx well oleuned up and
Nuiiiillers pressed for touuage. Domestic trade opening up.

Coal dumpings over the tidewater piers during the pa.st

week have been heavy, a large fleet of schooners, as well

as cargo steamers, having been loaded for ports in New Eng-
land. There has also been a good movement in the foreign

trade of both cargo and bunker coal. On account of the

heavy dumpings and the light movement to tidewater, there

is little accumulation In any of the railroad yards. A large

number of the suppliers are short ot coal, with a consider-

able number of vessels waiting In the stream.
There Is practically no spot coal offering as the agencies

are using all available on contract business. Prices for Poca-

hontas and New River grades have remained about the same
as during the last two weeks.

Dealers in domestic coal, who have been doing practically

nothing during the summer months, are now being rushed
with orders as householders are beginning to get in their

winter supply. Prices for domestic coal range from $4 tov

New River and Pocahontas to $7.50 for anthracite nut, stove

and egg.
There have been foreign shipments to Dakar. Rio, Coronel,

La Plata, Panama, Georgetown and Puerto Gallegos, Pata-

gonia.

LOl'ISVILLE, KY.

Slack ooal etperlenced a sharp reversal in form and in

now heavy. Car supply becoming tighter and the new hop-

per bottoms are again a factor in the situation. Indleatlons

point to high prices for October delivery.

The local market for screenings has experienced an abrupt

and unexpected change from almost famine conditions to an

exceeding heaviness, certain grades being almost impossible

to move. Some of the high-grade eastern Kentucky coals

are only in moderately excessive supply, but of the western

Kentucky, and other cheaper coals, the production Is far

in excess of the demand. The Increased movement of west-

ern Kentucky domestic coal to the South and into the Ken-
tucky market has resulted in an excessive production of

screenings; as a result there has been a heavy movement of

this grade Into Louisville, its natural market. Large or-

ders from the railroads have also resulted in an excessive

production of pea and slack.

The lack of sufficient cars in the eastern Kentucky field

has kept the supply of high-grade screenings from that dis-

trict down to a comfortable margin. It Is stated on relia-

ble authority that a great deal of western Kentucky coal i.s

being applied on contracts calling for Straight Creek and

Jellico screenings, the market being flooded with the former,

and the latter In moderately short supply.

Eastern Kentucky operators are again experiencing a

great deal of difficulty with the big hopper cars, which they

are now being forced to load in the absence of an adequate

supply of gondolas. Consignees north of the Ohio River re-

fuse flatly to accept shipments In this class of equipment,
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so that they are conrtned almost entirely in the state. While

i
they are being accepted there, a great deal of dissatisfaction

and complaint is heard regarding them. Where shipments

have been made in the hopper cars, contrary to instructions

specified in orders, an allowance of 15c. per ton is usually

made for unloading.

In view of the prospective labor troubles next month,

operators are making no contracts for deliveries beyond

September, and $2.25 is expected to be the minimum on block

tor October deliveries. At the moment this grade is quotable

at $2.10 with round at $1.60 to $1.65, and screenings S5c. to

90c. The over-supply of western Kentucky screenings has

created a heaviness in that market, which is now quotable

at about 50c. or 60c., and even less for nut and slack, and

30c. to 40c. for pea and slack.

BIRMIXJHAM. ALA.
Demand continues E"<'<1 t<"- stenm and domestic ooal.

Coke shows improvement. <"ar shortaKe still serious. I'is

iron Arm with laree sales. Cast-iron pipe very quiet. I.oth

In amount of business and price.

The demand for steam coal is very good in this district,

and lump coal is picking up after about ten days of rather a

quiet market. The market on both furnace and foundry coke

is good, with prices from $3.25 to $3.50 on furnace coke, and

$3.50 to $4.25 on foundry. The pig-iron market is booming.

One producer has sold since July 4 over 120,000 tons for

delivery during the balance of this year. Some iron is be-

ing sold for the first quarter of next year, at prices from

25 to 50c. above this year's deliveries.

The car supply is still serious, many of the mines running

from one-third to one-half time on account of the shortage.

The railroads are making every effort to get their cars back

from all foreign lines, but it is quite evident that this winter

will show them far short of the necessary equipment to move

the product. Manufacturers of cast-iron pipe state that

there is very little doing in that line and that prices are

far from being satisfactory.

XEW ORLK.V^'S

Spirited competition on I>et"een the agencies. Heavy

shipping stimulates bunker trade. Coal men do not expect

to see early conversion of Southern raciflc ships to oil burn-

ers, despite company's announcement.

The placing of the contract for the school board's annual

coal supply developed some of the most spirited competition

between the different agencies that has been seen In the city

for years. The Tennessee. Coal. Iron & Railway Co. secured

the bituminous and the C, A. Andrews Coal Co., Ltd., the an-

thracite contract.

Car shortage is becoming more pronounced but large quan-

tities of Alabama coal continue to arrive daily.

An oil-tank steamer, the "Topila," has been put in service

by the Southern Pacific Co. between here and Tampico, and

fuel oil is being stored with the announced intention of be-

ginning the use of oil as soon as the vessels of the company

can be converted. While coal men are inclined to doubt that

a change to oil will be made while same is at the present

price, the loss of this business, even if it comes this winter,

will be more than replaced by tl.e new lines.

Exports for the week were confined to the regular ship-

ments to Bluefields and Cape Gracias, Nicaragua: Port Bar-

ries, Guatemala; Belize and Stann Creek, British Honduras.

DETnOIT, MICH.

Prompt coals steady at a relatively high level. Car short-

age becoming more serious and free tonnage scarcer. An-

thracite improving.

Bituminous—The local steam market continues to show a

steady improvement from day to day. and it is difficult to

anticipate what the future will bring forth. However, all in-

dications point to a still further advance. There is very little

spot coal to be had, and a pronounced scarcity of cars has

developed in the West Virginia field. Contracts figures con-

tinue as strong as ever and many enticing offers are being re-

jected by operators, indicating that they desire as much free

tonnage as possible for use in the open market this fall.

There seems to be a general disposition among all classes of

coal men to speculate on the probabilities of a rising market

this winter.
The domestic situation is also beginning to attract atten-

tion locally. Inquiries are becoming steadily more numerous

and large distributors are showing a disposition to get into

the market. Prices are advanced over last year and sorne

of the local agencies who have neglected to lay in their

winter supply, are now finding themselves in a precarious po-

sition. Very little Pocahontas coal is coming in and it com-

mands a ready premium, all sizes having advanced 10c, per

ton within the last week. Spot coal is selling for 25c. above

circular.

The local mark. •t is now quotable on thf

Hock- Cam- No.
Gas ing bridge Chi
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following basis:

Domestic lun
Egg
Steam lump.
J-in. lump. .

.

Aline-run
Slack

Poca-
hontas

$2.60
2.60

Jackson
Hill

$2 50
2.20

1.4S
1.20
1 10
0.90

$1 .25
I.IU
1.00

$1 15
1,10
0.80

$1.20
1.10
0.85

Anthracite—The hard-coal market has failed to show any

change during the week. The domestic sizes seem to be

moving about as usual, stove and egg being the most active

at the present time. Pea coal is moving a little more
freely and expectations are that it will continue to im-

prove as the cool weather advances.

INDI-VN.VPOLIS

Cooler weather resulted In a further tightening in the

ear situation. Some activity in the retail trade. General in-

dustrial conditions Improving.

There is some complaint of a shortage of cars at the

mines, now that there has been a few days of cool weather
tnat has stirred up the trade somewhat. In the Terre Haute
district it is stated that mines could put in full time, if the

Big Pour, Chicago and Eastern Illinois and Vandalia roads

%vould supply enough cars. The Chicago and Eastern Illi-

nois reports that it has 1500 men at work getting coal cars

in good condition. This road is the heaviest coal carrier in

the state. Since it has been separated from the 'Frisco sys-

tem, some of the old directors are back on the board and
they at one time gave the coal traffic good attention. Oper-

ators are therefore hopeful.

In the retail trade consumers of domestic are hurrying
to get in a supply before an expected advance in prices,

Oct. 1. This activity reflects back to the mines. Prices hold

steady, with some slight improvement in the inquiry for

screenings, and a gentle pushing of industrial activities to

their usual fall schedule. Mine-run, too, is in somewhat
better demand.

ST. LOl'IS, MO.

Cool weather locally has developed some demand. Coun-
try trade Improving. Franklin County and Carterville par-
ticularly strong. Standard grades the weak department.

The local market did not hold out as was anticipated last

week practically every grade breaking from 5 to 20c. a ton.

However, with the beginning of this week things looked dif-

ferent, and it is likely that prices will be maintained from
now on. The main cause of the weakness was the extreme
warm weather: with the first of this week conditions

changed, and there is a general demand for coal. Country
business is also picking up, and everything indicates that

the balance of the month will be good.

Franklin County is unusually strong and Carterville is

creeping along fairly well; the end of the month should

see both these coals commanding a good figure on account
of the car shortage and other minor troubles that are be-

setting the operators. Standard coal is still being sold at cost

of production. The operators in the 5th and 9th Districts

seem unable to get out of the rut they have been in for

several months.
There is little anthracite and smokeless moving, but there

is an abundance of coke coming in for which there is no de-

mand. A fairly good tonnage of Arkansas is moving in this

season, which is taking the place, to some extent, of West
Virginia smokeless.

The prevailing circular is;

Carterville
and Bis

Franklin Co. Muddy
Mt.

6-in. lump S1.60®1.70
Lump and egg 1.50@1.60
No. 1 nut 1.30 ©1.40
Screenings . 55
Mine-run 1.30
No. 1 washed nut 1.60
No. 2 washed nut 1 . 30
No. 3 washed nut 1 • 20
No. 4 washed nut 1 . 15

No. 5 washed nut 0.40

Olive

SI. 40
1.50
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PRODUCTION AND TRANS-
PORTATION STATIvSTICS

AXTHKACITK SHIP.ME>TS

The foUowinB is compaiullve statemi-nt of the anthrn

shipments for August and the first eight months, of the y

1912-13, in long tons:

——— August
1013 lOl'J

Phila. & RcadinK. 85.i,:M3

Li-liiKh Vallo^. ...l,03.-..n34

Cent Kit N..
Del I,:ick. A W
Del. & lluilson
Ponnsvlvaiiia..
Erie
Onl. & Wc

'.i«.s7r>

li-.!>.S7o

li.9S.i

I!1!1.131

l,28(j,fi51

1,201,814
001,870
918,7.W
806,130
S25,732
743,950
241,710

1013

8.010.490
8,040,052
0,007,308
0,523,039
4.098,004
4,070,893
5.449,938
1,697,222

-8 Months
Vo 1912

18.01
18.90
13.14
14.27
10.28
8.79
11.92
3.72

7,705,

7,119
5,139,
5,519,
3,957,
3,420,
4,620
1,410,

19 93
18.27
13.19
14 . 17
10.10
8.80

11. SO
3.62

Total 5.3'»,90O 0,570.591 45.709.0()(i 100.00 38,958,723 100.00

StiiekM nt Tide on Aug. 31 were 575, 3S5 tons as compaied
with 537.404 tons on July 31.

THE C.in SITl'ATiOX

American Ry. Association reports surpluses and shortages

of coal equipment tor two weeks ended Sept.

N'cw EnKlaiui Lines. . .

N. Y.; Niw Jersey, Dc
Ohio; Indiana; Mioliim
West \iri-inia. \irEini!i

Kontuoky. Tonn.; -Mis.

Sept. 1,
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NEW YORK, SEPTEMBER 27, 1913

Has it ever occurred to you that in these

days of dawning in efficiency organization and

safety first, many coal officials fail to scru-

tinize the warp and woof in the fabric of their

mining operations? These same individuals

regale themselves in vv'ordy talks on economy,

hold up their hands in holy horror at the sem-

blance of an excessive "first cost" when pur-

chasing, yet fail to extract efficient ser\dce

from the material they buy.

Should we classify this personal quality

as a human frailty? Perhaps, but let us look

still farther.

"Safety first" flashes across your mental

vision by instinct as the first and last care of

operation. The efficiency of the workman

holds, logically, the next place in your thought.

On the heels of this comes the necessar}^ bal-

ancing of cautious purchases with the careful

attention to the service rendered by the

material. Yes, careful aiteniion is right.

Can you, Messrs. Manager and Superinten-

dent, be candid with yourselves in answering

ihe next two questions?

Have you steel rail, compressed-air or water

pipe, electric wire or anything else in 3^our

abandoned workings A^'hich is still available

for use in some other part of your mme?

Have you thought of that, or are you merely

putting off the utilization of this second-hand

material until "tomorrow"?

Without casting reflections, grant that you

have these materials in accessible but worked-

out rooms. Still further, for the sake of dis-

cussion, admit that these materials (partly

used) have not been reclaimed because of the

oversight of an inside boss. Again, since

neither you nor the engineers ever wander

through these abandoned workings, you know

nothing of the conditions there and hence

cannot order an adjustment.

Is this consistent with the extreme caution

you exercised in purchasing this rail, pipe or

what not? Decidedly not.

To bring out more clearly the inconsistency

of this pseudo-economy, which saves at the

spigot and wastes at the bunghole, let us re-

view the following instance, which by the way

is not an hypothesis.

A coal-mining company whose annual out-

put is over two miUion tons, installed an

electric power plant, to operate on the exhaust

steam from noncondensing engines. The

newly installed plant, which cost $70,000,

enabled the operators to abandon the former

electric plant whose annual operating cost

was $15,000. This was consistent with effi-

cient management and operation.

On the other hand, this same company has

one 1000-ton mine with 3000 ft. of 3-in.

compressed-air pipe, with half its use still

available, lying in an old heading. In a

second mine there are 30 idle-room switches

and two miles of steel rail that has not out-

lived its usefulness. In yet another mine,

electric cable and lighting wire hang on the

timbers in old workings.

A rough estimate shows that the company

loses between $500 and $1000 annually at

each of ten mines. The reason is self evident.

It would cost this corporation five dollars

per day to have one of its competent engineers

make the rounds, and report possible econo-

mies to his general manager. Such a report,

made once in 60 days, taking 10 days to cover

10 mines would cost $300 per year. The total

resultant saving Avould vars' between five

and ten thousand dcUars annually—a nice

return on the $300 invested.

There are, of course, mines where the cost of

labor- in reclaiming material from old workings

makes such a scheme im^practicable ;
however,

these instances are isolated exceptions to the

general rule.

Nothing is more rare than consistency.

Most of us practice economy upside down.

In such matters we are generally ambidextrous,

easily and heedlessly spending with our left

hand what we save with our right. Sit a

moment and think

—

Are you saving at the spigot and wast-

ing at the bunghole?
—Outlined by Newell G. Alford
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Working Thick Highly Inclined Seams
15 V .luiiN K. Ami(1!osi-:

SYNOPSIS—Descriplion uf the general methods em-
ployed for worhiiKj thick seams of coal on steep pitches,

in Colorado and British Columbia.

The followiiijj ilost-riptjoii of the general method em-

pkned in working seniibituminous and lignite coals in

Colorado and used, also, extensively in British ("oluniliia,

is of particular interest in connection with all decp-pitcli-

iiig seams.

In most cases where this method is in use, the seam
of coal pitches from 50 to 85 deg., or is practically ver-

tical. If the location is favorable, a shaft or slope is sunk
on the outcrop of the seam. This shaft or slope has

generally three compartments; namely, two hoistways and
a puni])way, wliicii is used also for installing the electric

wires suiijjlying light and power to the mine. The shaft

is sunk in the seam until it reaches a point where the

latter dips away at a greater angle from the vertical.

From this point the shaft is continued downward in the

rock, until a certain required distance is attained for a

lift of, say from 300 to 350 ft. Here, a tunnel is driven

wide enough to afford ample room for the handling of

the coal, at the landing.

Thi.s tunnel is driven over to strike the seam of coal

and will vary in length, according to the depth of the

shaft and the pitch of the seam. Gangways are then
turned to the right and left, on the strike of the seam.

Fig. 1. Pkopcsed Plan Foit Loaded and Emi'tt
Tkacks at Landings Undeiiguound

and should be of sufficient size to handle a good car with
ease and safety. These gangways are pushed ahead to

insure a quick development of the mine. They should be
given a grade of one-half of 1 per cent, or about (i in.

per hundred feet, in favor of the loaded cars.

Another force of men can be put to work, at the mouth
of the tunnel, where it strikes the seam, to widen out
the gangway, to accommodate two tracks. These sidings

built at the mouth of each gangway should be long
enough to hold about 100 loaded cars, on each side of

the tunnel. Long collars should be u.sed of sufficient

size and strength to withstand the top pressure, so that
there will be no necessity for center posts, as these are
always a source of danger both to drivers and others who
are handling the coal, on the sidings or making up trips.

T^nless the conditions prevent it, steel I-beams should be

•Mining Engineer, New Durham, N. J.

used instead of timber, for the collar.-^. These sjiould be
su])ported on concrete walls. This arrangement would
give more room, look 50 per cent, better, cause le.ss risk

from fire, and possess greater strength and durability.

As shown in Fig. 1, the empty cars are run off the cage
to the back switch and then to a point on the cutoff

marked "conveyor." This conveyor, which is kept con-

stantly running, picks up the empty cars and carries them
through the cutoff, or tunnel, shown driven through the

rock on each side of the shaft. Where this cutoff meets
the gangway, the cars are picked up by the motors and
hauled to the face of the workings.

At the end of each siding, a sufficient barrier ])illar

should be left to protect the shaft in emergency. This
pillar should vary in width according to the depth from

ELEVATION VERTICAL SECTION

Fig. -i. Vi;nTicAL Elevation and Cross-Section of
Chambehs and Chutes

the surface and the thickness of the seam of coal. Be-

yond this pillar the rooms should be turned on 80-ft.

centers. Chutes BB are first driven up the pitch from
the gangway to the air course above, a distance of about
50 ft., as illustrated in Fig. 2. The chutes are contin-

ued above the air course, a distance of about 20 ft., at

which point the rooms CC are widened out on a 45-deg.
angle, as shown in the figure, to a width of from 40 to

50 ft., depending on the condition of the roof and floor

of the seam. In many cases a separate manway ^.4 is

driven the same distance, up the center of each pillar

and branched to meet the manways in the rooms.
The rooms are driven up the pitch of the seam, and

a manway constructed on each side of the room. Cross-
cuts are driven in the pillars, at regular intervals, as
shown in the figure, to conduct the air current from room
to room, and cause it to sweep the working face better.
The length of the rooms will depend upon the distance
to the gangway above ; but a chain pillar or barrier should
be left, of sufficient strength to protect the upper gang-
way. This chain pillar will vary from 100 to 150 ft.

in thickness.

It is common practice to drive the rooms up on a yard-
age basis, since the coal is stored in the chute in each
room and is only drawn as required. The pillar separat-
ing the gangway and the air course above is about 50
ft. in width. The size of the air course is slightly less
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than that of the gangway, being 7 ft. collar, 10 ft. spread

and 7 ft. clear headroom. The timber sets on both the

gangway and the air course, are spaced 6 ft. centers and

wedged or spragged at the top to prevent swinging. Good

stout round lagging is used above the timbers.

It is common, in deep-pitching seams, to drive the

gangwav and air course, as shown in the vertical section

on the right, in Fig. 2, next to the top slate. This enables

the loading chutes to be driven across the seam at a

suitable angle for loading. By reducing the angle of the

chute, in this manner, the coal is more easily controlled

as it slides down the chutes to the cars. The manways

on each side of the chute are from 7 to 8 ft. wide and

furnish the means of ingress and egress to the working

face. The system of ventilation generally adopted makes

the hoisting shaft a downcast. Where the tunnel meets

tlie gangway, the air current is divided, part going to the

right and part to the left. The air follows the gangway

to the face and returns through the rooms. In case of

accident or fall of roof in one or more rooms, the air is

conducted across the trouble, by means of the short

"monkey airwa/' or crosscut connecting the room with

the airway above the gangway.

Cost of Small Frame Buildings

The bills of material and costs of three frame buildings

erected for a construction camp are of interest to the

mining industry, since the buildings are of the type and

description frequently found installed in small camps

and remote properties. The buildings are described by

Clark A. Bryan (Eng. & Cont., July 2, 1913) as follows:

One building was used as a store and dining-room com-
bined. It was 36x16 ft. in plan, built with a gabled root
7 ft. 3 in. from the top of the floor to the top of the plates,

with a total height of 11 ft. 9 in. There were two rooms.
11 ft. 6 in. and 24 ft. 6 in., respectively, the former used
as the store. The sills were made of 4x6-in. lumber, the four
corner posts and the intermediate posts, of which there
were two on each of the long- sides, of 3x4-in. material.
These upright posts were all mortised into the plate, which
was of 4x4-in. material. As an additional brace a piece of

2x4-in. was run completely around the building between
the uprights. 3 ft. above the floor. The building "was braced
in the direction of its short dimension by running a piece of

2x4-in. material from the top of one of the intermediate
posts to the top of the opposit* post, these braces set flush
with the top of the plate. The 2x4-in. rafters were nailed to

the plate. There were 19 rafters on each side, 10 ft. long,
overhanging the sides by about S in. A piece of lx5-in. ma-
terial was nailed over their ends as a sort of trim.

The lx3-in. purlins were laid at right angles to the
rafters and nailed to them; they were spaced 1 ft. 6 in.

on centers. Corrugated-iron roofing, weighing 115 lb. per
square, was nailed directly to the purlins. This provided
plenty of ventilation, inasmuch as at the sides the building
was not tightly sheathed. The 2x8-in. joists were 16 ft. long,
notched 3 in. on the sills; they were spaced 1 ft. 6 in. A
1-in. floor was laid. The sides were of 1-in. rabbeted barn
boards. 10 in. wide. The partition was of this same ma-
terial. There were five windows, each 2 ft. 6 in. x 2 ft., with
six lights. There were three doors, each 2 ft. 9 in. x 7 ft.

Table I gives the bill of materials and cost of construction.
The building used for a bunk house was 14x50 ft. in

plan, built with a shed roof. It was 9 ft. 6 in. high on the
high side and 6 ft. 6 in. on the low side, divided into five

compartments, each of which was designed to accommodate
eight men. The sills were of 4x6-in. material; the corner
post and the eight intermediate posts on the long side, of
3x4-in. material. The 2x4-in. plate was spiked to the top of
the posts; the 3x4-in. by 16 ft. rafters were spaced 2 ft. and
overhung the plate about S in., being spiked to the latter. The
roofing and purlins were the same as in the other house. The
bracing also was similar to that of the first house. The parti-
tions were of barn boards, 6 ft. high. Each room had one door
and two windou^s; against each side Tvere tw^o tiers of bunks
3 ft. wide and 7 ft. long, the lower being 1 ft. above the

floor, and the upper resting on the 2x4-in, brace which ex-
tended around the building. The bunks were supported at
the center by means of a trestle built of 2x4-in. material,
braced on the sides. Table II shows the material consumed

TABLE I. COST OF DININC ROOM AND STORE
Items and Size

114 lin.ft. sills. 4x6 in
100 lin.ft. posts. 3x4 in
10 lin.ft. frames for doors, etc., 3x4 in.

.

104 lin.ft. plates, 4x4 in
104 lin.ft. braces, 2x4 in
32 lin.ft. braces at plate. 2x4 in...
380 lin.ft. rafters, 2x4 in
432 lin.ft. purlins, 1x3 in
144 lin.ft. ridge, 1x3 in
36 lin.ft. ridge pole. 3x4 in
416 lin.ft. joists (26 pieces 16-ft.) 2x8 in.

576 sq.ft. flooring, 1-in
782 sq.ft. barn boards in sides. 1x10 in..

.

72 sq.ft. barn boards in gables. 1x10 in..

.

150 sq.ft. barn boards in partition, 1x10 i

Kate

$0.05
0.0275
0,0275
0.03
0.015
0.015
0.015
0.005
0.005
0.0275
0.02S
0.025
0.025
0.03
0.025

40 lin.ft. tin ridge O.Ofi
5 windows (six 8xl0-in. lights) , 2 ft. 6 in. bv 2 ft 1 . 25
3 doors, 2 ft. 9 in. by 7 ft 0.90
2 mess t.ables. 16 ft.'by 3 ft 2. .50

4 benches, IS ft 0.40
720 sq.ft. corrugated iron roof 0.046
90 lb. wire nails 0.035
7 lb. galvanized nails . 06
3 pairs hinges ( 10-in. strap) . 25
3 hooks and staples 0.05
2 h.asps and staples 0. 10
1 padlock 0.28
112 Un.ft. trim. 1x5 in 0.035

Total cost of materials

Labor

—

14 hr. foreman carpenter SO. 275
0.22
0.17

Total cost of labor. . .

.

Total cost of building.

TABLE II. COST OF BUNK HOUSE
Items and Size

12S lin.ft. sills, 4x6 in
93 lin.ft. posts. 3x4 in
65 lin.ft. frames for doors, etc., 3x4 in
132 lin.ft. plates. 2x4 in

128 Uri.ft. br.aces, 2x4 in
224 lin.ft. braces at plate, 2x4 in
416 lin.ft. rafters, 3x4 in
650 lin ft. purlins. 1x3 in
405 lin.ft. joists (27 pieces 16-ft.) , 2x8 in
75 lin.ft. braces foot of posts, 3x4 in
800 sq.ft. flooring. 1-in

1000 sq.ft. barn boards in sides. 1x10 in
336 sq.ft. barn boards in partitions. 1x10 in. .

.

500 sq.ft. barn boards in bunks proper, ixlO in. . .

60 lin.ft. 2x4-in. supports for bunks
.50 lin.ft. braces, 2x4 in,, for bunks
132 lin.ft. trim, 1x5 in
10 windows (six 8xl0-in. lights), 2 ft. 6 in. by 2 ft

5 doors (2 ft. 9 ins. by 6 ft.)

800 sq.ft. corrugated iron roof
128 lb. wire naUs
7 lb, galvanized nails
6 pairs hinges ^S-in. strap)
6 pairs hooks and staples
6 pairs hasps and staples

Rate

SO. 05
0.0275
0.0275
0.015
0.015
0.015
0.0275
0.005

028
0,0275
0.025

025
025

n 025
II 015

015
0.035
1.25
0.54
0.046
0.035
0.06
0,18
0,05
0.10

-$5,70
2.75
0,56
3 12
1.56
0,48
5,70
2,16
0,72
1.00

11,70
14,40
19,55
2,16
3.75
2,40
6 25
2,70
5,00
1,60

33,12
3.15
0.42
0,75
0.15
0,20
0,28
3,92

$3,85
14 52
7.00

Cost

S6 40
2 .-,6

1,78
1 98
1,92
3 36
11,44
3,25
11,34
2.07

20 00
25 00
8 40
l2 50

90
0,75
4.62
12,50
2,70
36,80
4.48
0.42
1.08

30
60

Total cost of materials $177.28

Labor

—

24 hours foreman carpenter $0 . 275 S6 . 60
95 hours carpenter 0,22 20.90
34 hours carpenter helper 0.17 5 , 95

40 Un.ft, com.
Other lumber
144 sq.ft, corrugated

TABLE III. COST OF COOK SHED
Items and Size

posts, 4x6 in

t roofing

Total cost of materials

Labor

—

7 hr. carpenter

Total cost of shed

and the cost of the building.

11.17

The cooking shed consisted of
four upright posts about 7 ft. high, supporting a corrugated-
iron root 12 ft. square. In Table III are given the material
and cost of the shed.

No Pennsylvania Report before 1914

The Annual Eeport of the Pennsylvania Department

of Mines for 1912 will not be printed before some time in

1914. The reason for this is that they have a new state

printer in Harrisburg and he is snowed under at present

getting out this year's laws.
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Submarine Coal Mining
^^\ John E. SnncR*

SYNOPSIS—The necesxary thickness of cover an im-

porlant factor. The nature and thicknetis of the strata

overlying the seam are determined by soundings and Irxl

holes put up in the roof of the mine. Faults and wayh-

ouls a menace. Submarine mining in Xova Scotia, Brit-

ish Columbia avd Great Britain.

The iutcn-st in the suhniaiiiie mining of coal has

grt-atly imiTasiil within the hisl few yi'ars. There is lit-

Ue doiiht but that large areas of coal now lying under th.e

sea will he worked in the near future. If these attempts

are successful, the life of the coal industry will be greatly

extended.

The opinions of mining men vary considerably on the

question of the minimum cover that may he allowed with

safety. This question assumes a very grave importance

where it is desired to rob the pillars, or where the long-

wall method of working is adopted. A considerable loss

of life and projierty has resulted, in the past, by the error

of allowing an insullicient cover for the support of tlie

ocean bed.

The sizes of pillars and openings that may be consid-

ered safe, in submarine mining, depend primarily on the

character and thickness of the overlying strata which

form the bed of the sea. The nature of the strata is of

the greatest importance. The presence of beds of clay

intervening between the water and the mine workings

permits the work to be done with greater confidence

under less cover than would be permissible in the rase

of alluvial or sandy deposits. A thick deposit of alluvi-

um, forming the bed of the sea, often makes it difTicult

to ascertain the true thickness of solid cover overlying

the coal. Beds of shale are better than sandrock but

by no means as good as those of clay. The experience,

in many collieries in Durham, England, where the coal

has been worked under beds of magnesium limestone and

other Permian strata, proves that the danger of working

under these beds is practically as great as that arising

from an insufficient cover, owing to the numerous

washouts and solvent action of the water on these rocks.

It is customary, in submarine workings, to ascertain

the thickness and character of the rocks overlying the

seam, by means of soundings taken in the sea above, and

by putting up drill holes in the roof strata below. The

precaution is always taken, in submarine mining, of

keeping a prospect or exploring heading well in advance

of the other work. This heading is driven as narrow

work, and a drill hole not less than 15 ft. in depth is

kept in advance of the face of the heading. The pur-

pose of this heading is not only to prospect the seam but

to determine beforehand the possible presence of any

faults in the strata, which are always a present danger in

submarine mining. The heading also guards against the

possible outcrop of the seam at the sea bed. The thick-

ness of cover is carefully watched, in this heading, by

test holes in the roof. The heading also affords protec-

tion against large washouts, or the filled-in beds of

ancient lakes, rivers, etc.

The presence of faults is a continual menace to safety,

in submarine mining; because the fault line affords a nat-

ural iliannel along which the water finds its way into tiie

workings below. This is a common source of trouble

in ordinary mining, but the danger is greatly increased

when mining under the sea. The most common method

to guard against danger from this source is to leave a

barrier pillar of sufficient size on each side of the fault.

In Xova Scotia, there are im])ortant submarine work-

ings, and this cla.ss of mining was made a suliject of

s]iecial legislation. The restrictions laid down were con-

sidered, a few years ago, too severe for accom)ilishiiiLr

the most economical results. The minimum cover now

|-5cindstone 2- Shale 3 -Conglomerate

4- Shale 5-Sands+one 6- Coal 7" Shale
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Ideal Plan and Vertical Section op Submarine
Workings

allowed by law over all submarine workings is 180 ft.,

except for prospect headings, which cannot be driven

under a cover less than 100 ft. The law provides that

where the cover is less than 500 ft., these workings must

be laid out in panels not greater than one-half mile on

each side, the panels to be separated by a barrier of at

least 90 ft. of solid coal, pierced by not more than three

openings not exceding ()\& ft., each.

Practically, the same restrictions are in force in Brit-

ish Columbia, where a minimum of 180 ft. of solid cover

is required above the seam in all submarine workings, ex-

cept for prospect headings driven in the solid coal, where
the cover must not be less than 100 ft. unless expressly

permitted by the chief mine inspector. The proposed
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system of working must also be submitted to the chief

inspector for his approval, and cannot be altered without

his perm]ssion. The mine plan must show the depth of

solid cover at specified distances along all main roads and

around the working faces; and soundings must be taken

at reasonable distances and recorded on the plan ;
and

when required (if reasonably practicable) the depth of

marine or alluvial deposits overlying the solid cover must

also be determined.

The question of minimum cover allowable when draw-

ing pillars or working longwall is not easily determin-

able, even where the character of the strata is known ; but

much valuable information may be obtained from work-

ings that lie under water-bearing strata.

There are many iutere.-ting instances of submarine

workings in Great Britain. Among these may be men-

tioned the AYhitehaven colliery, Cumberland, where the

workings of a 10-ft. seam have extended three miles

under the sea. In this colliery, the pillars are 60 ft.

wide and the bords or chambers, are driven 18 ft. wide.

In this case, the minimum cover xinder which the total

extraction of the pillars was allowed was 360 ft. Where

the cover was less than this amount, only 50 per cent.

of the coal was taken out, the remainder being left for

the support of the roof.

The complete extraction of the coal by the longwall

method, with well packed wastes, seems to be more re-

liable and afford greater protection than is possible when

the pillars are drawn in bord-and-pillar work. The sub-

sidence of the roof is more gradual in the former case

than in the latter; and, as a result, heavy fractures of the

overlying strata are largely avoided. In any case, the

method of working adopted must be determined by the

prevailing conditions; and the success of the operation

will depend largely on the care, foresight and good judg-

ment exercised by the management.

A Tape-Repair Outfit for Field Use

A recent issue of the Engineering and Mining Journal

gives the following illuminating description of an old,

but none the less reliable and prompt method of repair-

ing ribbon tapes

:

It seems not generaUy known among engineers that a

steel tape can be mended quickly in the field by solder-

ing the two ends together, and this repair is more perman-
ent than the usual method of riveting. A riveted joint always

has a lap which has a tendency to catch on every little pro-

jection over which the tape passes, and is usually soon

ripped off. A much better joint can be made by soldering:,

especially on the narrow 300- and 500-ft. tapes, which are

especially difficult to rivet. Directions for making a soldered

joint are here given:
First straighten out the rough ends of the break with

a pair of pliers and clean the ends of any rust or mud. A
little rubbing with a piece of paper or a small stone will

suffice. Then cut a sleeve of soft tin plate, the kind used

for the inner seal of some coffee cans is handiest to work
with, as it can be easily cut with ordinary scissors and
bent into shape with the fingers. The sleeve should be

about an inch long and fitted to the tape, so that when
folded down snugly the edges just come together. It is

then folded around one end of the broken tape. The other

end is then slipped into the sleeve just far enough to make
the tape the proper length. This is determined with some
other part of the same tape. The sleeve is then clamped
down with the pliers to an almost snug fit. leaving just a

very small crack still open. The joint is now ready to be
soldered. First run in some soldering compound, holding the

joint with the pliers. Now hold the joint in the fiame of a
candle and drop a little solder on the crack in the sleeve.

It will run around in the sleeve covering all the joint.

The sleeve is now squeezed down tight with the pliers and
the job is done. The tape may break again but rarely at

one of these repaired joints.

-A. repair outfit, consisting of a small piece of candle, a

few inches of soft wire solder, which can be easily melted

in the flame of the candle, an inch or so of stick soldering

Compound, such as electricians use, or a piece of resin, a

piece of a tin can. a small pair of scissors and pliers to

match, weighs less than a pound and can be carried in a 6-

in. canvas sack, along with the regular field outfit. .^

broken tape can then be repaired in a few minutes right on

the job.

The writer once lost two days' time going to town to

get a jeweler to rivet a tape, because he didn't know this

simple scheme. He had been told "solder wouldn't hold'

and believed it.

A Coal-Buying Syndicate in the

Philippines

According to the Vailg Consular and Trade Reports, a

cooperative coal-purchasing organization has been per-

fected in the Philippines for the purpose of reducing

costs, both in buying and handling, and to assure an ade-

quate supply of good-grade fuels being always on hand.

We quote from the report, in part, a^ follows

:

The organization includes the Government of the Philip-

pines, the Philippine Railway Co., which operates various

railways in the archipelago, the llanila Railway Co.. which
operates railways in the vicinity of Manila, and the Manila

Electric Railway & Light Co. At pVesent they use, respec-

tively. 36,000 tons, 10,000 ton's, :5,000 tons, and 40,000 tons,

while the Compania General de Tobaccos uses 16,000 tons.

The association is controlled by a board of five directors, of

which two are chosen by the Governor General and the other

three by other members of the association.

The association has employed a coal expert. E. Randolph
His, who is now making an investigation of the coal mines
of China and Japan and who is also collecting data as to

coal tests and coal consumption from the larger industrial

concerns in Hongkong, Shanghai and Japanese cities. It is

thought that the entire enterprise can be managed upon an
expenditure of not over 15 centavos (7.5 cents gold) per ton.

The concerns, already in the organization, including the gov-

ernment of the islands, but not the Navy Department, which
is likely to be directly concerned in it, import about one-

third of the total imports of coal into the archipelago. The
imports of coal into the islands from all countries have in-

creased from 295. 64S metric tons in 1907 to 322,928 in 190S.

342,047 in 1909, 375,515 in 1910, 413,735 in 1911, and 436,687 in

1912—an average annual increase of about 8.5 per cent., rep-

resenting steady industrial growth in the Philippines. The
purchases of the Navy average about 82,000 tons additional.

It is planned to purchase coal for the association as far as

possible in a single contract tor the purposes of securing

the lowest possible price per unit tor the fuel, regulating the

arrival of colliers so that no two will be in the harbor at the

same time, thus saving lighterage and stevedoring costs; and
especially to purchase the coal only after exhaustive tests

as to ash and calorific power and on the basis of a bonus
for increased fuel efficiency in the fuel bought. The value of

the combustible material in most coals purchased in the

Philippines from China, Japan and Australia runs about the

same, allowing for a variation of about 5 per cent., ranging
from 7500 to 7900 heat units per kilo {2.2 lb.); but the amount
of ash and moisture carried varies so greatly as to materially

affect fuel costs. In a recent purchase by a large consumer
in the islands it was found that coal in one pile averaged
10 per cent, more efficiency than that in another pile bought
of the same parties from the same locality and for the same
price. The association expects to buy its coal on the basis of

a contract price for a standard number of heat units and
percentage of ash, the price to be increased for an increased

proportion of heat units and a reduced proportion of ash.

or decreased -with decreased units of heat and increased pro-

portion of ash. It is to ascertain the best and most eco-

nomical proportion of combustible material and ash for the

best price among the coals reasonably available in this

field that investigations are now being made.

The original supply of coal in the states of Iowa and Mis-

souri is estimated to have been respectively 29,160,000,000

short tons and 40,000,000,000 short tons. Of this amount 0.4

per cent, has been mined or wasted.
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Coal Development in Nagasaki

Act'oriling to U. S. (.onsular report:^, tlie mining; in-

dustry iu the Nagasaki district of J!i])an was extremely

prosperous during the season of VM'i. Coal operators,

espeeially. had a busy year, and at times had dillieulty in

getting sulheient tonnage to make their foreign sliip-

ments, wliiih go to VUidivostok, Siberia, and Bomliay,

India.

One of the largest coal companies here contracted for

the delivery of 55,000 tons of coal to the Ureat India

Peninsula Ry., at Bombay, and it is expected that a con-

tract will be made to sujiply coal to the Central India

Ry. This invasion of Indian markets by Japanese fuel

in competition with the best Bengal coal has aroused

much interest. The comjjetition will probably be keen.

It is reported that the Kiushu coal is as good as the best

Bengal fuel, and as there is plenty of it, and freight rates

are low, it is likely that it will continue to go to Indian

markets. There is now a large and increasing demand for

Japanese coal in Singapore, Penang, Colombo and

Manila, and prices have advanced in consequence from

30 to 50 sen (15c. to 25c.) per ton.

As a consequence of the increased demand for Kiushu

coal, many of the smaller mining concerns are being

consolidated with the larger companies, and new machin-

ery is being installed and the output increased. One of

the largest of these companies to amalgamate with the

Mitsui Bussan Kaisha, the largest coal operators in

Japan, is the Matsushima Colliery, a new company being

formed with a capital of $1,000,000, of which 60 per

cent, was taken by the Mitsui Bussan Kaisha, and 40 per

cent, retained by the former owners, the Koga family.

The present output of this mine is 300,000 tons, but this

is soon to be increased to 500,000 tons.

Another mine near Nagasaki called the Sakito Colliers

Co., and owned by the Kiushu Coal & Steamship Co., has

an annual output of 250,000 tons, which is to be increased

shortly. All the output of this mine is contracted for by

the Imperial Government Railways Board. This mine

gives employment to 1233 miners and 454 artisans and

other laborers, while the Matsushima mine employs 1675

miners. Both of these properties have modern American
machinery, which was installed in 1912.

The island of Amakusa, off the southwest coast of Kiu-

shu, and some 20 to 25 miles distant from Nagasaki,

has a fair-sized area of anthracite, which hitherto has

been worked only in a primitive way. The Daito Kogyo
Kaisha, a Tokyo mining company, has a plan for the

development of the Shiki collieries of this field, and
claims that, by the introduction of modern machinery,

the daily capacity of 250 tons can be increased to 1000

tons, as the iield is extensive. The coal seams run under

the sea some distance, and the pits are only three miles

from the port of Tomioka, Amakusa Island, with a light

railway making connection between the mines and the

port. It is proposed to increase the capital stock to $500,-

000 iu the reorganization and development scheme.

The coke plant of the Mitsui Bussan Kaisha, at its coal

mines at Miike, has been very successful, and it is planned
to establish similar plants at other mines to make use of

the coal dust for coke and byproducts. The capacity of

the Miike coke plant is 300 tons of coal dust at each

charge, and the time of coking is 26 hours.

Kentucky's Coal Production

The State of Kcntiuky in 11112. ncoiding to K. W.
Parker, of the U. S. Geological Survey, produced 16,-

4!)0.521 short tons of coal. This was an increase of 2,-

44().S1.S tons over the ligures for liUl and nearly 2,000,-

000 tons over the former maximum output of 1!)10.

There was also an increase in value in 1!M2 of $2,845,-

74!) over the figures for 1!M 1.

The number of men cm])loye(l in the mines in 1913
was 24.304, and the average ])roduction per man was
C78 tons. In 1912, 66 per cent, of the coal produced was
machine mined. There were during the year 51 fatalities

in and about the mines, 41 underground, 2 in shafts and
8 on the surface.

Kentucky is tlic only coal-producing state which has

within its borders areas belonging to any two of the dis-

tinctly separate great coal fields. The eastern counties |

are underlain by the coal beds of the great A])])alachian

Mountain system, extending entirely across the state in

a northeast-southwest direction, while the southern limits

of the central or eastern interior coal fields, are found in

the more northern counties of the western section.

The total area underlain by coal in the eastern coun-

ties of Kentucky is estimated at 10,270 square miles, and

the coal-bearing areas in the western part of the state are

estimated to contain 6400 square miles. Up to the close

of 1911, the larger part of the production has been from
the western district, but as a result of extensive develop-

ments in Harlan, Johnson, Letcher and Pike Counties,

the larger part of the coal production in 1912 was from
the eastern part of the state. The eastern Kentucky
coals are mostly of the high-grade gas or coking varieties,

with some caunel coal.

Track Work in Mines
The Engineering and Mining Journal recently pub-

lished the following interesting notes on track work in

mines

:

The illustrations on next page show some details

of underground track work and one of the motor turns

used in the mines of the Republic Iron & Steel Co., on

the Mesabi range. Figs. 1 and 2 show a right and left

turn. As a rule, the location of a turn is determined
before the drift is driven and the necessary sets are

put in place to make the turn when required. Props
are placed under the ends of the two caps resting on
the opening set until that turn is to be driven. A 9-ft.

by 6-in. post is used under both of these caps and on
either side the posts of each set are shortened six inches

until an 8-ft. post is reached, which is the length of

post used in motor drifts. When the opening set is

placed in position, a point is placed on the set and on the

10-ft. by 9-in. set and with this line the rest of the turn

is put in with the aid of the other dimensions shown.
Figs. 3, 4 and 5 show the track layout and frog de-

tails used iu connection with a 25-ft. radius timber turn.

The frog is designed so that it can be used for either a

right or left turn. The stub switch has given bettor

satisfaction for underground work than the point switch.

The latter caused considerable trouble by dirt getting be-

tween the wing rail and track, which interfered with its

closing. Figs. 6 to 10, inclusive, showing details of

switch stand and tie-rod connections, are self-explana-

tory.
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Record Coal Output of Pennsylvania

The output of bituiiiiiioiis coal in Pennsylvania, ac-

cording to E. \V. Parker of tlio U. S. Gcolo^'iial Survey,

established a new record in lid 2 and exceeded the pre-

vious maxinnini of UHO by 11,:54:{.1»C4 short tons in

quantity and l)y -tKiJMO.OS? in value.

The produetion decreased from 150,521,520 short tons

valued at $153,(>2!l.51ii in 1!)10 to 144.5G1.257 tons val-

ued at $14G,154.!>52 in liUl, the .smaller production be-

ing accompanied by a slight decline in i)ricc. In M'l'.'

prices were somewhat improved and the prodiuiioii in-

creased to l(Jl,S65.48S .short tons valued at .$1G!».:370.1!»T.

The gain in quantity in 1912 over liMl was 17,304.231

tons, or nearly 12 per cent. The iiurcasc in value was

$23,215,545, or 16 per cent.

Production increased generally throughout the state,

eighteen of the twenty-three counties showing gain, but,

as previously stated, by far the greatest increases were in

the two counties named. Fayette (.'ounty showed a train

of 5,756,405 tons and ^\'estnH)reland a gain of 6,487,354

tons. The combined production of these two counties

in 1912 was 62,956.116 short tons, which exceeded the

entire production of Illinois, tiie third coal-jiroducing

state, and was equal to 94 per cent, of the production of

West Virginia.

No less notable than the increase in production in 1912

was the extension of the use of n:ining machinery and a

larger tonnage of machine-mined coal. In 1911, the

quantity of coal mined by machines was 69,131,923 short

tons, or 47.78 per cent, of the total. In 1912, the quan-

tity so mined was 82,192.042 to;is or 50.8 per cent, of

the total. The number of machines in use in 1912 was

6176 against 5719 in 1911.

Pennsylvania, like West Virginia, presents a com-

mendable record in the small percentage of bituminous

coal improperly mined. Of the total production in 1912

only 4,801,784 short tons, or approximately 3 per cent.,

were reported as being shot oil the solid. The quantity

reported as mined by hand was 54,545,218 tons, which

added to the machine-mined tonnage makes a total of

136,737,260 tons, or 84^^ per cent, of the entire produc-

tion that was undercut, sheared or otherwise mined l)e-

fore being shot or wedged down. The quantity produced

in 1912 for which the methods of mining were not re-

ported was 20,326,444, or 121/^ per cent, of the total.

Very little of the bituminous coal produced in Penn-

sylvania is washed before being sold or used in the man-
ufacture of coke. The quantity washed in 1912 was 4.-

819,330 tons, or 3 per cent, "of the total. It yielded

4,326,162 tons of clean coal and 493,168 tons of refuse.

The stati.stics, compiled by the U. S. Bureau of Mines,

show that 437 men were killed in and about the bitumi-

nous coal mines of Penn.sylvania in 1912. a decrease of

92 from 1911 when there were 529 fatalities.

A New Mammoth Breaker
Xot content with the largest and most uptodate l)reaker

in the anthracite field, the Truesdale, the Lackawanna
Coal Co. have begun excavations for the foundations of

the Loomis breaker, which will surpass all previous

attempts in breaker building. The structure, which will

be a mammoth affair, will be built entirely of concrete,

steel and glass. There will be no lumber used except in

making liic falsework necessary in the course of con-

struction. The breaker is to be erected within loon

ft. of the old Dundee shaft, which was abandoned ab(i\ii

50 years ago because of the inal)ilily (o iu|i(' wilii lln

danger surrounding mining at thai lime, 'i'lu' Im I ili;ii

a new breaker is to be built in this location siiow.- phnnly

the advance in coal-mining methods in a half cenlury.

The contract was recently awarded to the Walter I'.

(iahagan Co.. of New York. Tiie breaker and washcrv

from surface level to the toj) of tiic pocket line will I"

of reinforced concrete, and from the ])0(kets to the roni

structural steel indo.sed by metal and glass. The Wdii

of excavation has already begun, and about a year will

be required to complete the two liuildings. Ijike ilic

other Lackawanna collieries in the Nanticoke dislrici.

the new ])lant will be o])erated by elei-tricity furnislinl

by the big Nant'coke ])ower ]ilant. When completed and

in operation, the Loomis will give employment to about

2500 men, and will have a ca])ai ity of alxnil GOOO tons

of coal in nine hours.

Two shafts have already been sunk to the llillnian

bed. a depth of 930 ft. below' the surface. At the i)resent

time the Itillman and Mills seams are lieing worked.

Plans for the sinking oT an additional shaft 14x53 ft. 1

in., and about 900 ft. dee]), are now under consideration.

This shaft will be sunk a])])roximately 800 ft. east of the

power i>lant and will o])eii u]) virgin territory. The coal

will be handled on the surface by 15-ton electric inolor>.

The old Dundee, which was sunk in 1851, and which

for many years has been abandoned on account of the gas,

will soon be widened. Its present dimensions arc |0xl6

ft., with a depth of 810 ft. Whvu the Dundee shaft was

in operation there was no such nimliiiu'ry in the anthra-

cite field as a ventilating fan. The >liart is to be exteiuled

to the Ross bed, which is about I -Mm ft. below the sur-

face, and will be increased in size to 14x43 ft. 3 in.

The steel headframes for Loomis shafts Xos. 1 and 2

are already on the ground, and ]n-eliminary work for

their erection has been begun. A number of substantial

buildings for the housing of engine.'^, etc.. erected of con-

crete and pressed brick are now com]ileted. Two 34x48-

in. Corliss-valve hoisting engines have been installed at

these openings. They are the ])roducts of the Vulcan

Iron Works, of Wilkes-Barre, and are eepiipped with all

modern safety devices, such as steam brakes, steam re-

verse, Welsh overwind device, three throttle valves, one

on the main steam Jine and one on each cylinder. In

addition to the above, each cylinder has two relief valves

unilcr control of the engineer in ci-c of emergency.

FULL ACCOUXTS 01^ THE DIFFERENT
MIXE-SAFETY AND FIRST-AID MEETS
WHICH HAVE BEEN HELD IX VARI-

OUS COAL F I E L I) S THIS
MONTH WILL APPEAR IN

OUR SPECIAL MINE-

SAFETY NUMBER
NEXT WEEK,

OCT. 4.
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Coal Shipping on the Great Lakes
SYNOPSIS—A description vf the haii>ors at Totedo and

Miliraul-ee. Toledo is already an important shippin(j

point for bituminous coal and now has improvements un-

der way that will give it the largest capacity of any of

the loading ports. Mih'-aulee is the second largest re-

ceiving point and also has important reconstruction of its

harbor facilities under consideration.

TOLF.no llAIiBOK*

Following the complotiou of the new docks of the

Hocking Valley Railroad Vo., in East Toledo, this city

will rank among the first ports on the lakes in the ship-

ment of coal. Toledo is a natural distributing point for

docks rank third in Toledo and have yard space for 3500

cars. These docks carry a stock of about 80,000 tons of

coal and are among the most modern on the lakes.

Bituminous coal alone is handled at the Hocking Val-

ley and T. & O. ('. docks, which are splendidly equipped

and have a S.jOO-car capacity. These docks have loading

machinery with a capacity of 20,000 tons every 20 hours.

The new" Hocking Valley docks, now in course of con-

struction, will be open for use, about June of next season,

and will be equipped with more loading machinerj^ than

any port on the lakes. AYith the completion of these

docks, which will be of concrete and equipped with every

modern improvement known, Toledo will take precedence

over all other ports as a coal center. All the Hocking

Car Dump ox the Hockixg Docks at Toledo

coal coming from the South or Southeast for reship-

ment. It has an aggregate of 13 miles of dockage al-

ready developed with an'additional 35 miles of available

docking sites. During the year of 1913, two million tons

of coal were shipped by vessel to up-lake ports, while six

and a half million passed through Toledo by water and

rail together. All coal destined for Detroit vessels

is reshipped at this port.

Toledo has three large docks, the Hocking Valley, T.

& 0. C, and the C. H. & D. The largest ore dock is that

of the C. H. & D. ; it is built of concrete and is 1700 ft.

long and 433 ft. deep. It is equipped with two 1.5-ton

Hulett fast ore unloaders with a capacity for discharging

a 10,000-ton steamer in 10 hr. The C. H. & D. coal

*By E. F. Baliei-, Nicholas Bklg., Toledo. Ohio.

Steamer --CHAiiPLix," 8.500 Toxs Capacity

Valley and Chesapeake & Ohio coal, which is now going

to Sandusky and other points, will be diverted to Toledo,

more than \loubling the present tonnage. During last

year, 1497 vessels arrived at Toledo and 1477 cleared.

Railroad Facilities at Toledo

The railroad shipping facilities here will also be further

increased next season by the immense improvements be-

ina: made at Air Line Junction by the Xew York Cen-

tral lines. The yard capacity at that point is being in-

creased to five times and additional shops will also add

to the efficiency of the service. The value of this move-

ment to the coal interests will be more apparent when it

is understood that Detroit is extremely short of yard

space and is in no position to increase its capacity, ow-,
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ill-; to the I'iut that the factorifs have built in so closely

around the railroads that no yard si>aee is available.

This, in the busy season, throws the entire burden of

earing for eoal oil the yards at Toledo, and eoiigestion

naturally follows. Hundreds of cars of eoal, bound for

Detroit "and other Northern points, pile up during the

i)usy season in the Toledo yards, as Northern roads have

becii eoini>elled to refuse them. During the i)ast season

the railroatls have made a desperate effort, by securing

new e(iuipnient and using great eare in the placing of

ears, to alleviate the situation and the added yard space

here will also be a great help. There has been no conges-

tion in Toledo thus far this season, although Detroit has

suffered somewhat. Taken altogether, Toledo is an ex-

tremely important point to the coal interests and by this

time next year will be much more so. It has one of the

iinest harbors on the lakes.

^Mu.wAiKi.i: IIaumoi;*

Milwaukee has forged ahead remarkably as a coal-re-

ceiving i)ort during the i)ast ten years, and now ranks sec-

ond in this resi)ecl on the Cireat Lakes, being only ex-

ceeded by the dual ])ort of Superior- Duluth. Approxi-

mately 25 per cent, of all the coal forwarded by water

to the Northwest enters the harbor at Milwaukee. The

"•ain in annual receipts since 19P2 has been 315.17 per

Map of Mii.wAiKi:!; 11ai;i'.oi;. Snowixi; Piiixcii-AL

Coal Docks

cent., liie record of the fonner year being l.ll 1 l.(i'.)."i tons,

against 5,172,257 tons during JSil^^.

Seven hundred and fifteen coal-laden vessels entered

the port of Milwaukee last season, 1<2 of whieh carried

hard coal and 543 soft eoal. There were 13 cargoes of

ll.oiHi tons and over and 73 cargoes of lO.OOO tons or

more. Of the total receipts, a little over 20 per cent, was

hard coal and the balance soft eoal.

.Milwaukee owes the rapid growth of her coal trade,

both to an excellent harbor and the uptodate facilities

for uidoading afforded by the coal-receiving plants along

the .several river channels. Steamers of the largest size

are able to deliver cargoes at docks fully two miles from

the harbor entrance, and, as a jule, these docks arc

eipiipped with coal-handling machinery of the most mod-

ern type, one dock having an unloading capacity of 10,50(1

tons in ten hours.

•By Herman Bleyer, Milwaukee Press Club, Milwaukee,
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Proposed ^'ew Docks at Toledo

There are 27 coal-receiving plants along the three riv-

ers and tributary canals which comprise Milwaukee's

commercial harbor, vnth. a combined storage capacity of

close to 3,000,000 tons. Four of these are private plants

connected with local industries. The others do a local

and trans-shipping trade. Of the private plants, the

laro-est receives 60,000 tons per season. The fact that

several of the leading yards are enlarging and improving

their facilities indicates that those engaged in the trade

have confidence in its stability and future growth.

The matter of providing more river territory, to accom-

modate the increasing coal trade, is now receiving the

attention of the Harbor Commission, which has recom-

mended that the city proceed at once with the develop-

ment of the Kinnickinuie Basin and Kinnickinnic Eiver.

With the completion of a proposed inner basin behind

what is known as "Jones Island," near the harbor en-

PiTTSBi-RGH Coal in.s i^oadlt; at FAjiM'MiM. Ohio

sumer of vv:\] to the extent of about 50 per cent, of the

total receipts. The remainder is forwarded to points

in the interior. The plant alluded to is now erecting

an auxiliary establishment at Mayville, Wis., the raw

product for which will have to be received at Milwaukee

and transferred by rail. This will increase the receipts

at that particular dock in the course of a season to near-

ly half a million tons.

Shippers and dealers report a satisfactory condition of

trade, especially in the shipping territory. The con-

suming area is steadily increasing and orders indicate

that buyers intend to be well supplied for the winter.

trance. Milwaukee will be able to accommodate from 50

to 60 loaded vessels of the largest class with mooring

places for the winter ; it will thus add to the coal-storage

capacity of the port and make it an object for vessel-own-

ers to send their craft to Milwaukee with coal cargoes

on the last run of tlie season. The absence of mooring

room has l)een detrimental to Milwaukee's receipts at the

close of navigation, but the proposed improvement will

remove this objection and enable shippers to order coal in

quantities far beyond the maximum storage capacity of

their vards.

Milwaukee is an extensive manufacturing center and

consequently is a heavy consumer of steam fuel, while

several surburban industrial points also draw heavily

upon the coal supply. These facts, together with a large

coke- and coal-product plant, which requires about 1,000.-

000 tons of soft coal annually, makes Milwaukee a con-

Fkeiohtkk iX THE ('.VXADIAX "'Soi

The movement is good for the season of the year and it

promises to outstrip all previous records by a million

tons or more. Between the first of January and the first

of September, the gain in receipts over last year aggre-

gates something like 850,000 tons. Even if this high rate

of increase is not fully maintained during the balance

of the season, it is reasonable to expect that Milwaukee s

coal receipts by lake during 1913 ^ill reach the 6,000,-

DOO-ton mark.

COLLIERY NOTES

To clfan badly rusted

eating oil and cement.
x mixture of lubri-

hard.

ai open light should not be taken by the flreboss on

rounds; and to avoid suspicion.- the fireboss should

wear a cap or hat on which it is impossible to hang the

ordinary open miner's lamp.

his

.As far as possible, the use of continuous currents in

mines employing over 50 men should be avoided, as not only

are the men compelled to breathe impure air by this system,

but any fire oceuring on the intake would send its smoke all

over the mine.

Generally speaking, it is advisable to ventilate the old

and abandoned workings. When it is not done, the only

proper alternative is to surround the old workings with

solid fireproof dams, that is. heavy permanent stoppings of

masonry, brick, concrete o other eproof consti action.

The practice of having other engines, such as electric

pumping, haulage, etc., in the same ergine house with the

hoisting engine is responsible for many hoisting accidents, as

the~ noise of the other engines make it exceedingly difficult.

if not impossible, for the engineer to hear and attend to the

signals properly.
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An Analysis of the Coal-Car Situation
CoMi'ii.iii nv A. T. Silt UK K

syyOPSIS—The heti'iHiiiiuj of the crop movement ami

the opening up of the winter coal trade throws the mn.ri-

iiiiim load of the Keaaon on the raitrvatts at about this

lime. Car supplt/. therefore. hecome!< an item of serious

moment to the producers. .1 review of the outlook- is

presented here, together with comments from officials

of the leading coal roads. Indications point to a rela-

livehj easij situation this gear.

With the neart'i- approach of llie custoinaiv car-shmt-

ane season, coal oporators are iiaturiilly interested in what

tiie indications are for this year. It might be well to

state here that any prophecies in this connection are suli-

ject to impending developments, and furthermore that all

the information available in regard to this subject is

of a more or less contradictory nature. The most relia-

ble information is, of course, obtained from a study of

railroad statistics with special reference to expenditures

for additional equipment and motive jiower, as well as

grade elimination, improvement in terminal facilities, etc.

A comparative statement of such data with previous

vears forms the best available index to the position of

the road. The only remaining unknowi\ quantities in the

e<|uation are the weather conditions and the increase or

decrease in tonnage to be handled.

Till-: SiTfATiox IX Genkral

The latest accurate statistics regarding e(|uipmciit and

motive power for the entire country are those of the In-

terstate Commerce Commission recently made public. Un-

fortunately these are more than a year behind as of June

30, 191 -J; however, a review of the situation on that

date presents some interesting features.

At that time there were a total of 2,368,6.58 cars on all

the roads of the country, this being an increase of only

about 25,000 over the statement for the previous year.

It is thus obvious that buying new eiiuipment was rigid-

ly curtailed over that period, but such has not been the

case during the past year, as will be noted when the sta-

tistics become available. Of this gross number of cars

iu service on June 30, 1912, 2,203,108 were freight cars,

852,720 of the.se being coal cars. The gross number of

locomotives in service on this date was 61,250, of which

36,600 were freight and 9465 switch engines.

The opinion of the average railroad man on the situ-

ation appears to be that the deficiency in equipment

will be no worse this season than last. The reason most

generally advanced for this belief is the broad campaign

which manufacturers' associations and civic bodies have

conducted and by which shippers and consignees have

been impressed with the necessity of rapid loading and

unloading of cars. It is interesting to note in this con-

nection that the average trip of freight cars is 14.9 days,

during which time the .shipper has the use of the car 5.74

days, or about 37 per cent, of the time. This, of course,

involves a tremendous loss, which may be materially re-

duced by coo])eration on the part of the shippers.

The Sunset-Central lines, of the Southern Pacific Co.,

i.ssned an in.structive circular offering sugge.stions for fa-

cilitating the movement of freight, w'hich we quote as

1. Hy Kivlni; as much advance notice as possible of your

reiiulrenieiits. If there is no suitable ear on hand, opportunity

should be Klven to secure it from another iioint.

2. By calling; on the aycnt for his approval before reload-

ing ears made empty iin your tracks. Such cars may or may
nut properly be used in the dlrertlon you desire, and their

misuse may necessitate transfer of freight, with consequent
delay to your shipment.

3. By loading ears to the greatest piL-sslble percentaBe of

their capacity, and by usine your eCforts with your custom-

ers to induce them to place orders for full car loads. If you

use two cars to handle the load of one, you reduce the supply

.'JO per cent.

4. By reBulatlns. so far as possible, your Inbound ship-

ments so as to avoid receipt of cars in excess of your ability

to promptly unload. Congestions which delay your freight

and hurt your business are almost always caused by over-

shipments. The efrect on the car supply is also obvious.

5. By calling the agent's personal attention at once to

any condition which retards the loading or release of cars and
which it may be in the power of these lines to correct. Our
own deficiencies in facilities or service may be chargeable

with a detention for which you are being held responsible.

Orders placed by railroads for new freight equipment

during the year have exceeded those for any previous

year. The number of new freight cars ordered in this

country, Canada and Mexico during the year 1912 ag-

gregated 226.195, or nearly twice that of the previous

vcar. Only in two ])ast years has this been exceeded,

that is in 1905 and 190(1. when the equipment orders

were 341,315 and olii,:!!."). rcsiiectively. The following

table shows the iuiml)er of freight cars ordered during

each vear since 1901 :

Year
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We cannot, therefore, tell how nnieh the •'^'"l^"'-'^.

f
''^'

^,
ceivers should help us. but we shall know more on this point

in the future. Certainly, some of the shippers and receivers

made =reat efforts to secure prompt handling of cars during

rhe car shortage last fall and winter, and we trust they will

continue these'efforts even more successfully this year^

Now as to delay by railroads, and in this delay I will in-

clude shifting movements. As stated above, the
'-f

ways <3o

not credit themselves with any mileage on account of these

shifting movements, and usually the time occupied in a switch

movement is much less than the time in which a car stands

^waiting such a movement. Delays by railroads appear to be

d vtded into four kinds-delays enroute. delays in yards, de-

favs in shops, and delays in storage, and by this ast word

'storage- I mean the holding of all available cars for which

there is no immediate prospective loading.

The bulk of delay in periods of shortage is to cars stand-

ing in yards awaiting movement. This includes both loaded

Lnd empty cars. There are cars delayed in this way waiting

to go nto shops and coming out of shops; cars awaiting de-

iverv "o connections, and awaiting movement from inter-

change tracks, and lastly, and this is probably the most im-

portant item. Ihere is a great total of cars.
'°f^^^^/'^'^^-^pY^

awaiting road movement, some in terminals and otheis in

yards where engines are changed.

Chesapeake & Ohio Kailway

Vice-Pre.'^ident M. J. Caple.^ of the Chesapeake & Ohio

sv.-tem, sums up the car situation on his line as follows:

"

Considering the financial conditions prevailing through-

out the country during the past year, this company has

95.ooor
'

'

lu length, 70 ft. in width at the water line, and 90 ft.

high above high water. There will be 33 pockets on each

side of the pier, eacli having a capacity of 100 tons, and

the pier will lie capalilc of handling 72,000 tons per 24

hr. continuous running. Tins jiier is to be completed

early in 191 1.

T X( )I.K & Wi:STKl!X liAlLROAD

Profile Showing Fi.rt tuatioxs ix Car Suvply for

THE Last Two Years

made liberal appropriations for the purchase of coal

equipment, motive power, passing and yard tracks and for

an additional coaling pier at A^ewport News, Va. There

has been put into service 37 Mallet locomotives, having

a tractive power of 82,000 lb. each, and 26 Mikado loco-

motives having a tractive power of 60,800 lb. each. The

following is a comparative statement of onr coal equip-

ment and motive power for this year and last year

:

1913 1912 Increase

.. ^ , , ^OeS 32,827 1,241 (3,S%)

?^S:y1.^i^"rs,to„s,...:.: i,6il;?i i.s45;mo 116,215(7.5^

Number of freight and swltcUns
23 {3t%)

locomotives ,

"""

Tractive power "/.Jffht and
24,730,891 3,804.910(16.0%)

switching locomotives (lb-) -s.DJo.ouTt -i.io ,

The condition of our equipment compares favorably

with that of a year a^o, and with the new cars received

and others still coming, we should be able to take care of

the .shippers on our line. In addition to this, an ex-

penditure of about three-quarters of a million dollar,s

has been authorized for additional passing and yard

tracks which will also tend to facilitate the movement.

At Newport News we are constructing a coal pier

which, when completed, will be one of the largest and

most modern on the Atlantic Coast. It will be 1200 ft.

I). E. Spangicr, suiicrintendent of transportation of

this road, has fiirnisiied us with the folowing information

regarding the situation on his line:

It is difficult to* forecast tlie probable future car sup-

ply much bevond the immediate present. With us much

of the coal produced on our lines is marketed at differ-

ent points on other roads. While we have a very large

coal equipment, which has been materially increase(i

during the past summer, and to which further substantial

additions will be made before the end of the year, we are

nevertheless dependent for a full working supply upon the

rapidity witli which cars are released and returne(i.

In tiie fall tlicrc is always an appreciable slowing up

in the movement of l)oth loaded and empty cars on the

Western lines, to which territory the greater portion of

our coal goes; the promptness with which the cars are

returned depends largely upon Aveather conditions.

Generally speaking, the Norfolk & Western is well

equipped to render prompt service, and with reasonably

quick handling on the part of the shipping public and

connecting lines, it is felt that this road can provide a

good working supply of cars throughout the fall. How-

ever, in view of the interruptions to service which the

several roads arc liable to be subjected to during the

winter, and which cannot be avoided, coal consumers

should', for their own protection, stock a reasonable ton-

nage during the summer and fall months. As compared

wi'tii the increase in coal production, it will be seen that

the additions to equipment have been quite liberal, par-

ticularly when it is considered that during some of the

years practically a full supply of cars' was furnished

throughout the 12 months.

The increase in the tractive power of our freight en-

gines during the pa.^^t year has been 14.2 per cent., as

compared with 1912, and 36.2 per cent, as compared with

1901). The additions to the coal-car equipment during

the current year show an increase of 16.3 per cent, as

rompared with 1912, and 70 per cent, as compared with

1909. The increase in motive power and car ef|uipment

is in direct proportion, it being the policy of the man-

agement to do this in order to provide ample power to

dtspatch promptly all available equipment.

The following improvements and additions have been

made or will be completed during the current year: 78

miles of second track; 19 miles of passing track; 25 miles

of yard track; a new coal pier at Lambert Point, and

numerous shop additions.

The condition of car equipment and motive power is

as good as heretofore. The percentage of cars out of

service, owing to being out of order, rarely exceeds 5

per cent., and the number of locomotives out of service

on that account seldom exceed 10 per cent.

COMPARISON OF I-OCOMOTIVE AND COAI^CAR EQUIPMENTS
Freight Endnes . . Coal Cars-

1909.
1912.
1913.

(a) Include

Tractive
Number Power Number Capacity

8^4 27..538,674 21,996 993,080

890 32,840,725 29.175 1,451,690

;;; 9.51 37,506,784 a34,914 1,688,254

equipment to be delivered to Jan. 1, 1914.
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It will be noted tliat tlie gross tractive power of tin-

freight engines has been increased Mi.'i per cent, since

1!)0'J, 14.3 per cent, of wiiich has been added in tlie past

vear. The coal-car equipment has been increased 70 per

cent, since 1909, the iiurea.«e in the ])ast year being 16.3

per cent.

ST.\TEMEN"T OF CO.\L SHU'ME.NTS*

Year Tonnage Increase

1911
1912
19l:tt
1913 r». I'.WJ

• For fiscal years »'mlf<l June

t Ohio flood curtailed output

TonnaKC
12.42S.;«5
l.i,7S;i.21»

17.424.434
22.028.720
23.0(1S.258

:to

Ualtimoki: & Ohio*

Otlicials of the Baltiiiuui' & Dliio R.IJ. report tluit the

car-sui)i)lv oiitinok for tiic fall is encouraging aiui that

unless there are e.xtraordinar.v increases in the vohiine of

business, the reiiuirements will be met more satisfactorily

this year than for several seasons.

It is explained in this connection, that with the huge

purchases of e(|uii)nient made during the last two or

three years, the rolling stock of the company is in good

shai)e "to move the falltrallic. The equipment purchased

by the road during the last three years includes 2r).00n

freight cars and 600 locomotives. Most of the motive

])ower bouglit was for freight service.

Liberal allowances for maintenance of equipment were

made during the last fiscal year, the expenditures having

amounted to $18,400,000. During the closing months

of the fiscal year, the shops were kept on full time re-

pairing the equipment and it was not until recently that

the scale was put back to normal.

The most serious shortages in freight equipment oc-

curs in coal cars and box cars, but no unusual concern

is felt in respect to this. It is possible, however, that

for a period the coal cars may be supplied on a percentage

basis, but it is Aiot expected that such practice will be

iiece.ssary for an extended time.

New regulations covering the distribution of coal car^

were recently issued to shippers by the transportation de-

partment and became effective Aug. 1. During extended

])eriods of full car supi)ly, all mines are given up to their

orders as far as po.ssible to do so, provided such cars

are promptly loaded and consigned. Mine ratings for

each operator are based upon the calendar month .showing

the highest average daily shipments of all mines of such

operator during twelve con.secutive months ending with

the last month for which shipment figures are available.

Ratings are revised each month. If the average daily

shipments of any subsequent month exceed those of the

highest month for which shi])inent figures are available,

shipments of such subse(|uent month are the rating. Es-

tablished rating' of a mine is the basis for car distribution.

Cars are pro-rated on a tonnage basis with a .50-ton car

as a unit. One 50-ton car is counted as one car; one 40-

ton car, one 30-ton car and one 25-ton car are counted

as eight-tenths, six-tenths and five-tenths of a car. re-

spectively.

For several months i)ast. the transportation depart-

ment, under the direction of C. C. Riley, general super-

intendent of transportation, has made a scientific study

of the car-supply situation. A corps of transportation

experts have studied the road's problems with effectual

•By Hampton Baumgartner.

results, and the ex|)ectations are that there will be a sav-

ing of several thousand cars during the present season.

The studies embrace a careful exainiiiation of the method

of loading freight, selection of projjcr ears, packing ship-

ments to ])revent loss and damage and the exiicditing of

cars through classification terminals and in ihe yards.

.\i:w YoKK CiATiiAi. LiNi:s

H. .1. Merrick, general supcriiitciulcnt of freight tran.s-

portation, says uiiiler ilate of Aug. i;t, l!>i;i: li is a hard

matter to anticipate the car sup)ily, months ahead, as so

many conditions enter into the problem. U is my thought,

however, that the New York Central Lines will have a

better supply of c(|uipmcMt than last fall. I'^verythinu

points to that ciul. owing to iiici-cMscil equipment anil

nuire of our cars on home lines, wliii li was largely brought

about by an agreement between the lines in the West, not

to misuse open-car equipment, but return them home
cnqity or loaded. So far this year, our mines have had

|i|-actically 100 per cent. >u|iply of riirs, with largely iii-

i reased production.

There will, without question, be some shortage the

last three months of the Lake seas<in, as in ]irevious years.

It is my o])inion, however, that under normal conditions,

our coal-car su]iply will lie bcttei- than last or previous

years.

Illinois CiiNriiAi. R.R."

There has been a steady movement of coal from the

Illinois fields throughout the summer and some sections

have shown a fair increase in the tonnage as compared

with last year. The indications for the (cming fall and

winter are for a volume of business eipial, at least, to

last year, with some signs pointing to increased demand
tor certain grades, on account of the (li\cr>i(jn of some

Eastern coals to other markets, creating ad \ a need prices

in the West and perhaj)s for other reasons.

The amount of domestic coal stored by dealers during

July and August has been no greater than in former

years, and as compared with some, is actually less. \\'arii-

iiigs were sent out by the mine operators and railroads

and suggestions made to the retail trade and others dur-

ing the spring and early summer to store as much as pos-

sible, Init the effect has not been very noticeable. One

reason for this may rest in the scarcity and high cost of

labor for unloading.

Consumers of steam coal, as a class, do not seem to

have grown any more provident, in the direction of in-

suring against irregularity in the operation of their

])lants, due interruptions to, and ditficulties of transpor-

tation as a result of winter weather. It is the same
in all localities, including even jniblic service corporations

and institutions and buildings that must keep up a steadv

and continuous fire, or run the risk of financial loss and
bodily discomfort for many ])eopIe. It is rather surprising

but none the less true that there are numberless plants

that expect, the carriers to deliver the daily requirement

of fuel with the same regularity with which tlie dairy-

man each morning deposits the bottle of milk on the

kitchen doorstep, and this regardless of weather condi-

tions, or other difficulties.

Many of the principal coal-originating roads have made
material increases during the year, in their ]iower. equip-
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ment ami facilities lor the haiiclling of this traffic ami

under the most unfavorable financial conditions that have

obtained in years. Notwithstanding this fact, .however.

a real car shortage is not unexpected, and persons un-

familiar with all the facts, may be inclined to blame the

initial carriers. It is also possible that under certain

conditions a coal-car shortage may appear to exist, which

is, to a large extent, fictitious.

The rating of mines for the purpose of car distribu-

tion is based upon the hourly performance, which multi-

plied bv the number of hours in the working day, hxes

the car capacitv for whic h the nunc may daily order

equipment from the railroad. Mines served by two or

more roads are permitted to add 50 per cent, to this rat-

in- in ordering cars. It results, then, the potential rat-

in^' of the min'es in a given field for a single day often

exceeds the productive capacity for two days, or, m othei

words, is bevond the real working capacity of the mines

bv perhaps "as much as 30 or 40 per cent. In case ot

severe weather, causing increased demand and higher

prices, the mines will order their full rating, including

those which mav have been shut down, or working part

time When tliis occurs the railroad, while furnishing

within sav 15 or -20 per cent, of the actual productive

capacity of the field, will be charged with having only 4o

or 50 per cent, car supply and blamed accordingly.

This, of course, is not fair nor justified by the conditions.

Another difficultv, which the initial roads in Illinois

have to contend with, and which amounts to a severe dis-

advantage at times, is the fact that a very large percent-

ao-e of the coal mined along their rails, is delivered to the

consignees, on other lines. The connecting roads receiv-

ing this traffic, furnish practically none of the equipment

for its transportation, and on this account a considerable

proportion of the initial roads' cars, are on foreign lines

at the time when they are most needed at home.

While there has been some improvement along that

line, it mav be said that generally speaking, very little

has 'been done bv consumers in the way of providing

for prompt unloading and release of cars; although the

proportion of self-dumping cars is constantly increasing,

many consignees continue to take advantage of the full

time for ordering. ]ilacement and unloading.

Some Difficulties of the Carhiers

The function performed by established and reliable

jobbers in finding markets for the operator, and coal for

the consumer, is a perfectly legitimate one, and a com-

mercial necessity. In times of stress, however, there ap-

pears a class known to the trade as "snowbirds," who

are able to do a certain amount of business by making use

of the reconsignment privilege. But they greatly abuse

this privilege i3v "kiting^' cars from point to point, which

adds immeasurablv to the carriers' expense and causes

congestion and delay. The spectacle is both familiar and

discouraging, of cars wanted at a particular mine for

shipping to anxious dealers and consumers, while others

loaded at this same operation are being jockeyed from

station to station by speculative brokers for as long as 30

days before they are unloaded.

It is evidently not generally appreciated that the car-

riers have not the same ability to move trains and ton-

nage in severe winter weather that they have at other

seasons. When the temperature is low, the snow fall-

ing and drifting, and sleet covers the rails and breaks

down the telegraph wires, neither the plant nor the men

can work iq) to normal capacity. It thus fre(iuently hap-

i)ens that for days at a time no more than half the usual

tonnage can be handled and double the number of trains

is required. These conditions in themselves have a con-

siderable bearing on the movement of both loaded and

empty cars and yet it is uMially at this time that the

heaviest demands are iiiailc upon the carriers.

It is true that some coals have better storing qualities

than others; but it is also true that practically all the

standard grades can be stored for a reasonable time with-

out serious deterioration, if handled with care and prop-

erly protected from the sun and rain. But, of course,

this involves sonic cxijciisc which the dealer will avoid

so long as he can.

As to conditions immediately confronting the coal

shipper, receiver and the carriers, cooperation along the

following lines will undoubtedly do much toward prevent-

ing and ameliorating the severity of a car shortage dur-

ing the next six months:

1. Ordering- no more ears at the mines from day to day

tlian can and will be fully loaded and shipped on the day

placed.

2. Loading each car to it.s lull safe carrying- capac-

ity.

S. Billing through from the mines to the final consignee

and destination, and avoiding reconsignment in transit, so

far as may be practicable.

4. Omitting, so far as possible, all unnecessary routing

instructions on billing, and leaving it to the carriers to uti-

lize the most available routes, and avoiding points of possible

congestion and delay: also avoiding unnecessary roundabout

routes.
Limiting the amount ot coal forwarded on consign-

me
«. Unloading and releas

at destination.

i-ars immediately upon arrival

The Coal Output of South Wales

A "eneral strike lasting six weeks reduced the output

of the South Wales coal field in 1918 by some two mil-

lion tons, says the Daily Consular and Trade Reports, and

together with war and other factors produced erratic

fluctuations in prices and freight. The quantity produced

during the year exceeded 50,000,000 tons, of which 36,-

000,000 tons were shipped by water. The general aver-

age of prices was high, the range for the year being $4.06

to $6.57 per long ton, f.o.b. Cardiff, for best admiralty

large ; and $2.20 to $4.24 for best bunker smalls.

The nearly 3000 ovens in the South Wales coal field

produce not far from 2,000,000 tons of coke per annum.

A growing number of mines producing bituminous coal

convert the slack into coke. New ovens are constantly

being erected, and there is continuous replacement of the

old ones by modern plants, most of which are Coppees.

The bulk of the output goes into domestic consumption,

the local iron works being the chief consumers.

The surplus for export is increasing, the principal non-

British buyers being Spain and the South American

countries. Buenos Ayres takes 10,000 to 15,000 tons

each year from the ports of South Wales. Montevideo

about the same quantity. Eio de Janeiro about half as

much. All the ports from Venezuela south take small

quantities, totaling more than 100,000 tons per annum.

High freights in the last few months of 1912 checked

shipments, but under normal conditions coke may be

shipped from South Wales to South American ports at

$3.50 to $4.50 per long ton.
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The Situation in Colorado

Coloriulo is at ihv-i.mii I'iU iiif; :iii imlustriiil crisis. Tlu'

state LoiiviMition of miners recently loiivoiietl in Trini-

(lail, anil af.ter listening to inipassionetl sDceches bv sucli

viotorious union workers as "Mother" .Jones, unani-

mously adopted a resolution to strike on Tuesday, Sept.

23, unless an aj;reemenl with tin; operators could tic

reached prior thereto.

The demands made by the miners are seven in num-

ber, namely: (1) A 10 per cent, advance in wajres on

tonnage rates and a daily wage scale on the same l)asis

i!s that of the State of Wyoming; ('i) a li> per cent, ad-

vance on wages paiil i-oke-oven workers: (:}) an ciglii-

hour day for all classes of labor in the coal mines and

at coke ovens: (-1) pay for all narrow work and ilcad

work, including brushing, timi)ering, removing fnlls.

handling, impurities, etc.: (5) check weighmen ai all

mines to be elected by the miners without any inter-

ference by company officials; (6) right to trade in any

store that mine workers please, and the right to choose

their own boarding place and their own i)hysician : (7)

enforcement of the Colorado mining laws and abolition

of the guard .«ystem, which has prevailed in Coldrado for

many years.

The "strike-call will affect alxmi iHioii men. and GO

mines in Las Animas and Ihu'iriiiui Counties. It is

claimed by the mine workers that they have a fund of

$1,000,000 with which to carry on the strike, and that

a monthly assessment amounting to $350,000 can be

levied throughout the country. They also aver that they

are ready to shelter miners and their families in tents

at the mines, and have leased land for this purpose and

the establishment of a commissary.

The operators, on the other hand, allege that probably

not more than 10 per cent, of their men will leave the

mines for any length of time. They admit, however,

that miners as a class are somewhat timid and readily

yield to intimidation. They have given their employees

every ass^urance, however, that those who are loyal and

remain at their places will be given ample and adequate

l)rotection. In svdjstantiation of their belief, they af-

iirm that the delegates who willingly voted the strike

(>rder did not adequately represent the miners of south-

ern Colorado, but were, in many ca.ses at least, imported

from other districts, or from outside the state in order

to further the ends of professional, and to a certain

extent, disinterested agitators.

Anticipating serious trouble or rather as a precaution

thereagainst, Governor Amnions has instructed Adjutant
General Chase to hold the Xational Guard of the state

in readiness for immediate mobilization. The Gover-
nor, however, entertains strong hopes that the employ-
ment of the militia will be unnecessary, and that an
agreement between the opposing factions may be ar-

rived at without disorder.

What the outcome of this difficulty may be, time
alone can discIo.se. Both ])arties to the strike affirm

that the struggle will not end indecisively, but will be
carried to the finish, one way or the other. The in-

dications api)ear to be that the men in the mines them-
selves do not have any serious grievance against the man-
agement, but seem to have been led into the controversy
ny "missionaries" sent from other states by the United
ilinc \\"orkers of .Vnierica.

King Coal

l!v l>i:i;r()N Hiiai.i.y

Written i-xprtatty /or Coat Aae

Kings ride full many a state,

.\rmies and ships they oonnnand,
Cdory have they that is great,

Spleiulor and pomp that arc grand,
W'caltli that the universe l)rings

Pays to the purple its toll.

Vet, in the roster of kings,

C>reatest of all is King Coal.

King Coal!

And whose kingdom is vaster?

King Coal!

And the modern worlds master,

Through triumph or l>lackesl disaster

—

King Coal!

Gold rules the markets of men,
How the)' have bartered and .sold,

Risen and fallen again,

.\11 for the glamor of gold!

Gold is the prize of the game,
Gold is the ultimate goal,

Yet—on the roster of fame
Greatest of all is King Coal.

King Coal!

He's the miracle maker,
King Coal!

He's the wilderness breaker!

The dreamer—the universe waker,
King Coal!

Steel has its empire of might,

Coal is the maker of steel,

Shaping it, daytime and night,

Into the sword—or the keel,

Rousing the magic of steam,
Driving the world to its goal,

Making a fact of the dream,
Greatest of all is King Coal!

King Coal!

And whose kingdom is vaster?

King Coal!

And the modern world's master,

Through triumph or blackest disaster-

King Coal!

W"
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Notes on Rail Bonding
Bv ^'l^cl•;^T Rhea*

srXOl'SlS—The comparative cosb in power e.riiendecl

irith two types of rail hoiiJs are here discussed and Itte

results compared upon the Ixi.-'is of a one-mile track of

JfO-ll). rails per ijear.

An iiiipui-Uiiit pliiise of elcetrii- haulage systems in

mininsj work is more or less neglected by many mine

managers and foremen, namely, the proper bonding uf

the rails. Apparently the great importance of a well

bonded return is not realized by mining men, other than

electrical engineers, and until recently there has been

little tendency to use anything but the channel-pin and

wire method that was in vogue when electric haulage sys-

tems were first installed. It is the purpose of this article

to show how defective bonding affects the electrical

equipment of a colliery and how good bonding may be

secured.

The familiar channel-pin method of bonding has but

one good feature, the initial cost is low. The solid wire has

no flexibility and the- constant vibration of the Joints

either causes the wire to break or the pins to work out

from the rails. As it is impossible to obtain an intimate

contact Ijetween the rail and the channel-pin, corrosion

'soon takes place and a high resistance in the joint is the

result.

Tests made of channel-pin bonds at their installation

and three months later showed that out of 40 joints five

had a resistance greater than that of a 30-ft. length of

rail and the resistance of the balance had increased 100

per cent. Numerous tests have shown that this increase

is characteristic of this method of bonding. The effect

of this increase in resistance in the return path of the

current is to materially lowet the voltage.

As the performance of standard mine locomotives is

based on a certain voltage the etfect of a reduction is im-

mediately apparent in the work done by the machine.

Assume that a certain locomotive takes 300 amperes at

250 volts to haul a given load at the rate of 6 miles per

hour and takes 10 min., actual running time, to haul

the trip from the gathering point to the foot of the shaft.

Now. if, owing to defective bonding, the line voltage drops

to 125 volts, which is not a rare occurrence by any means,

the speed of the locomotive decreases from 6 miles per

hour to 2.6 miles per hour, and the time to haul the trip

from the gathering point to the foot is 22.5 min. instead

of 10 min.

The current consumption of the motors is practically

the same, 300 amperes. As the thermal condition of the

motors is based on the time and the current, it is not sur-

prising that excessive field- and armature-coil "burn outs"

are foiind where the bonding is defective. The period of

full-load current is too long, and the motors become so

hot that they do not cool sufficiently during the light-load

in|i and the insulation is soon damaged and breaks

ilowii.

The relation, then, of defective bonding to the output

of a colliery and the maintenance of the locomotives is

apparent. The motor does not make the number of trips

per day that it should. Armature and field repairs are

expensive, as every operator knows, to say nothing of the

locomotive being out of service at times, due to these

troubles.

The generating plant is directly affected by poor

bonds. It requires a certain amount of power to over-

come the resistance in any transmission system, and the

high resistance made l)y channel-pin bonds in each Joint

2bO
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liemy of the locomotives and the unnecessary load on

the generating plant, and maintenance and operating

costs are consideral>l.v higher than they should be.

E.\perience ha.* .<liown that the best method of securing

a return of low resistance for mining work is the u.-;c of

a flexible cable bond with com])rcssed terminals. This

liond is installed outside the splice bar, on the inside of

the rail, thus minimizing chances of the bonds being in-

jured by derailment of cars. A small compressor having

a jiower of 25 to ."JO tons is used to upset the terminals

in the rails.

The result is an almost homogeneous and molcrular

union between the rail and copper terminal, iloisturc

cannot enter and the low resistance thus obtained does

not vary during the life of the bond. The flexible cable,

compo.<ed of many fine wires, takes care of vil)ration

caused by trips passing over the joints and relievos the

terminals from such stresses. The bond is readily in-

spected for mechanical injury.

The initial cost of a good bond installation is con-

siderably higher than that for channel-pins, but this cx-

{)ense is offset by the low resistance secured and the long

life of the bonds, without any increase in resistance.

Some interesting data, showing what can be accom-

plished by the use of this type of bonding, have been se-

cured. Tests made at a colliery in Pennsylvania showed

that the bonding was so bad that the return current was

leaving the rails and finding its way to the generating

plant by way of the ditches and water pipes, which, of

course, had a high resistance.

The locomotives with a rated speed of 6.3 miles per

hour were found to be traveling at about 2.5 miles and

making an average of 12 trips per day. The actual load

on the generator was 30 per cent, over the rated load

on the line. The main haulage roads were bonded with

compressed terminal bonds of sufficient capacity to equal

the size of trolley and feeders.

The first month following this installation the pro-

duction was the largest in the history of the mine. The

locomotives instead of making 12 trips per day were av-

eraging 18 trips. Later another locomotive was added

and the whole load on the generator was less than thai

carried before the bonding was changed.

At another colliery the bonding resistance of the main

haulage road was reduced 80 per cent, by the use of com-

pressed terminal bonds. During the last six months of

the channel-pin installation the track bonder had aver-

aged three days per week on this road replacing broken

and defective bonds.

During the fir^t seven months of the new installation

the bonder spent two hours on the road replacing some

bonds broken by a wrecked trip. Numerous other cases

could be cited where the output was increased and main-

tenance and operating costs decreased by the replacing of

channel-pin bonds by those of compressed-terminal, flex-

ible cable type.

Any mine manager or foreman who recognizes his own

TABLE SHOWING COST OF ENERGY-I.OSS IN RETURN CIRCUIT
PER 100 AMPERES LOAD, PER YEAR OF 240 9-HOUR DAYS,
POWER COSTING ONE CENT PER KILOWATT-HOUR.

One Mile. Two forty-pound rails in parallel, assuming continuous joints S15.78
One Mile. Two forty-pound rails in parallel, bonded with channel-pin

bond.'^, resistance found by actual test. 37.80
One Mile. Two forty-pound rails in parallel, bonded with compressed

terminal bonds, resistance found by actual test 17.99
Fixed cost of rail resistance 15 . 78
Increased cost with compressed bonds 2.21
Increa.sed cost with channel-pin bonds 22.02
Saving per year with corapres.scd bonds for power alone per 100 amperes

.

19.81

conditions in those mentioned in tliis article and wants

to get better results from his electric haulage .system can

re.st assured that this is possible by the use of good bonds.

StoppincT a Bael Leak
The 4-in. suction i)ipe leading fnun a pond to the cir-

culating ])iimp froze and burst, says Earl I'agett, in

Poirer for .Vug. 2(), li)]:). .Vs tiicre was no unicin ncai'

the fracture, to put in a new Icnglii of ])i]ic wouM iiicaii

C' A A A A ''°"^'v

How iiii-: Li:.\i\ \\'\s Stoimm:!)

to take up tllc pipe I'liini I lie pdllil Id llie I'lMeturc. The

illustration shows how it was i-epaired. .1.1.1.1 are U-
bolts, 7? is a gasket and C is a ]iieee cut from a pipe of

slightlv lari;-er dinnicter tlinn the |ii|)ii to lie repaireil.

DON'T MIS.S lIF,Al)IX(i THE SPECIAL
.AilNE-SAFKTY .NUilBER OF COAL AGE
WHICH WILL APPEAR NEXT SAT-

URDAY, OCT. 4. THIS SPECIAL
ISSUE WILL BE THE MOST
INTERESTIX(i WE HAVE

EVEIJ ITIiLTSHEl).

Mine-Safety Meeting in Pittsburgh

The second meeting (if the American Mine Safety

.Vs.sociation was held at Arsenal Park, and the Fort Pitt

Hotel in Pittsburgh, Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday

of this week. About forty first-aid teams from coal com-

jianies located in various i)arts of the United States par-

ticipated in the contest.

Many valuable jjrizes were distriliuted in the evening

after speeches delivered t)y notable men. Several of

the most celebrated mine surgeons in the country we.'-e

present and took part in the discussion relative to first-

aid methods. James Roderick, chief of the Department

of Mines, in Pennsylvania, and Earl Henry, chief of tlie

Department of Mines, in West Virginia, were in attend-

ance with a number of their deputies.

One of the interesting exhibits was iJie mine-rescue

automobile truck belonging to tlii^ liiriningham station

of the Federal Bureau of Mines. This car is said

to be capable of traveling .'5.T niih"^ an lioiir in respond-

ing to a call for help, in ease of a mine disaster. The
new truck is believed to hp an improvement over the

rescue cars, now in use by the Federal Bureau.

A full accovnt of this me.eiiiui. as irell as the. Minors'

Field Day Mr.et. held at Kno.vrille. Teini.. Sept. 20. irill

he printed in our special "mine-safe 1 1/" number next

Safvi-daj/. Oct. 4-
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Strikes and Their Cause

When we analyze labor eonditiun.s the world over and

then compare wages abroad with those that American

workmen receive, we are forced to the conclusion that

dissatisfaction and strikes are not alone due to the pay a

man gets for his labor.

That great majority of humans who work with their

hands are fast coming into their owu, if they have not

already arrived there. The danger is, will they stick to

the highway of reason and right, or be piloted to a dis-

astrous finish by some of their unscrupulous leaders

wluise chosen profession is the exploitation of their fel-

low men.

Time was when capital believed it best to hold work-

men in a state of ignorance for fear that the acquisition

of knowledge might shed a light on the injustice being

dune them; but that day has passed, and the safety of

the future lies in a campaigii of enlightenment, whereby

the workiugman is taught to think for himself. Such

men will recognize onli/ proper leaders and will not at-

tcmjit to change conditions of a century in the lapse of

a night.

American coal owners have naught of which to bi;

ashamed. Our liiiiiers are the best paid in the world. It

!s not at all unusual for a good worker to draw from

$100 to $125 for four weeks' labor. Even negro miners

in West Virginia at the present time are earning as high

as $140 in a month. We know of one "darky" who earned

$148 in July; a Greek, 68 years old, earned $86 in 18

days; two Italian youths, 19 years old, made $90 each

in IT days: and a Hungarian earned $121 in 18 days.

Compare such conditiuiis with those that exist in

Great Britain, whicli is again on the verge of a national

labor war. Think of 480,000 British railroad employees

receiving an average wage of only $6.42 per week. Last

year in the United Kingdom there were 900,000 paupers

in spite of the old-age pensions. Xcarly a million men
and women over TO years of age are on the pension roll

for $1.25 a week apiece.

In such a country, where mitional success is only at-

tained by forcing a scale of wages so low as to menace

the freedom and citizenship of the people, we are not

surprised that a great and serious industrial adjustmetit

should take place through ever-recnrring strikes. 'Tis

better so, than that millions of deserving people should

face a hopeless future of hanlship and suffering..

But in this country things are diffierent, and .still we
have equally as much labor trouble as our British cousins.

We may continue to add increase after increase to the

wages of workingmen. and still we will have strikes

a|)lenty. There is Init one solution—education. We talk

oF ''safety fir.?t" and our great corporations are spending

thousands of dollars in this praise^yorthy work. Iiut

American industry, mining and otherwi.se. will not be

|ilaced on a proper efficiencv basis until the boss and his

men understand each other.

T'.ie nu'nace of business today is the dishonest l)ro-

fessioual agitator. It is these parasites that must be

eliminated. Unionism properly conducted is all right,

and no employer who is just and fair wants such con-

federations abolished. However, it is essential to stable

progress that the men have leaders who will fight their

battles honorably and not betray them.

Any business that must be conducted on lines of secrecy

is unfit to exist. Any company that cannot confide in

its employees and survive their scrutinizing gaze deserves

no consideration in the final accounting. If all the

miners in this country were encouraged to take a greater

personal interest in the affairs of their employers, they

would not be so ready to respond to the appeals of agi-

tators who harangue them from street corners.

First-Aid Judging

It is well known that the judging at first-aid meets

may be divided into two classes : Inadequate judging by

competent judges, and adequate judging by incompetent

judges. In the anthracite regions, the former prevails,

and in the bituminous-coal fields the latter.

Both forms of judgment are so unfortunate, undesir-

able, provocative of wrath, and subversive of discipline

that we are not going to decide lietween them. AVe pro-

pose only to state the issue, and gracefully "dodge the

bricks."

Of course, it is easy to say that every meet should have

such a large number of competent judges present, that

every event may be umpired completely from start to

finish. But unfortunately doctors are busy men. and

often when not acti\ely engaged are detained by prospec-

tive cases. Moreover it is hard to secure enough of these

who have made a sutticiiiL;- stiid\- of first-aid. So it is

difficult to secure enough medical men to act as umpires.

Of lay judges, little can usually be expected. Man-
agers of coal mines rarely spare sufficient time to learn

the many details of first-aid to such a degree that they

are more proficient than the men they judge.

In the anthracite region, it is the custom for a few

judges to go round after the maiuHnering and bandaging

are all done. There is no attempt to find out hoir the

work has been performed; the result is all that is sought.

A rapid declaration of the manner of execution on the

part of the ca]itain informs the judges in general of

what has trans|iired and reveals lu'incipally whether the

team took the most important step first.

But every physician and every layman knows that un-

less a moving picture were taken of the team in action,

no body of men. however .skilled in first-aid science,

could hope to judge of the work by any such method. Xo
pretense is made of supervising resuscitatorv work or the

loading of stretchers. A hasty action which the position

or tightness of no bandage can exhibit or a false move-

ment which the report of the captain fails to reveal might
give more agony and do more liarm to an injured man
than the action of the team miyht remove and vet those
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faulty pieces of technique would not ollenil the judgment

uf the surgeon who made the tiniil examination.

True, the doctors are watching and see perhaps more

tiian is supposed, but very many errors in practice are

committed wiiich tliey "ever see. How can a mere »|uar-

ler dozen of men watch effectively ai)out 50 teams of si.\

men each, all in action at one and the same time, three

iuindred possible otfenders violating any one of perhaps

twenty different rules. Thus the means is sacrificed to

the eiid so that the team and even the training i)hysician

learn to belittle a knowledge of those details which do-

not have to be stated to the examining physicians.

But what, on the other hajul. can he said as to the line

up of laymen in the bituminous meets, who fre(|ueiitly

award one hundred marks in every event, whose liberal-

ity is only exceeded by their lack of knowledge of the

science of physiology and of the art of healing.

If any solution of the vexed problem of judging at

first-aid meets is possible, it is tliis: Competent lay-

men should be appointed to watc li tlie manner of execu-

tion, there being perhaps one to each team. Medical

men should be the critics of the condition of the victim

after the event is eompleted.

Certain mistakes should be left to the laymen for jieii-

alization; demerits for other faults should only be im-

posed by the examining physicians. The doctors could

lielp the" laymen decide whether any actions they have ob-

ser\ed arc deserving of ])pnaltie<.

Xeither the practice of the hard-coal nor the methods

of the soft-coal regions are to be commended. There

would be merit, liowever, in a skillful blend.

Oil in the Boiler

In many i)lants, especially those which operate con-

densing or where open feed-water heaters are used, draw-

ing their steam supply from reciprocating engines or

jnimps, oil in more or less quantity finds its way into the

boilers along with the feed water. This introduces an

element of danger which is worthy of no light considera-

tion and which may take two forms of manifestation.

Oil in a boiler, particularly if it be of animal or vege-

table origin, is apt to cause foaming or priming to a

more or less marked degree. This, however, is seldom

detrimental to the boiler itself unless it becomes so vio-

lent and prolonged as to lower the waterline below the

]ioint of direct heat from the furnace. It is, however,

usually cylinder oils that find their way into the boilers,

and these are almost always of mineral origin.

It is this type of oil that is a source of real danger to

the boiler itself. As is well known, oil has a marked

tendency to adhere to and thinly coat the boiler sur-

• faces. This film of oil effectually prevents the water

from coming in direct contact with the metal of tubes

or sheets. Small particles of scale-forming matter are

attracted by this oil and with it from eventually a coat-

ing which is thoroughly impervious to the water. The
latter is thus prevented from rapidly abstracting heat

from the shell or tube, as the case may be.

The heat of a boiler furnace may be and frequently

is well up around 2.000 deg. F. and unless the boiler

tube or shell is effectiially cooled from the inside when
subjected to this high temperature from without, the re-

sult is obviou.s—the material will stretch, due to in-

ternal pressure, and eventually give way.

in water-tube boilers the prcseiuv of oil not infre-

quentlv cau.<es a tube failure, which altliough decidedly

less dangerous than the rupture through bagging of the

shell of a miiltitulnifar boiler, is nevertheless not infre-

(|ueiitly accompanied with disastrous results.

When for purposes of scale softening, we intention-

ally introduce crude oil into our boilers, we at least

know of its presence and its approximate amount; in

oth.er wdiiis, we are forewarned not oiilv of its exisleiue

in the lioiler. lull of its quantity, iiinl iiiii act accord

ingly. When, on the other hand. <iil linds its way

thnuigh inellicient or defective separating ajiparatus. in

to the boiler along with the feed water, the danger

which its presence entails is doubly jierilous, because it

is unsusiiefted. I

Supervision of Miners

Under this title, in another coluinn. in the diseussion |

of nieaiis and methods for producing greater safety in

mines, n coiresijoiulcnt has suggested among othei-

things a closer su])ervision of miners by deputy foremen.

He suggests that each dei)uty foreman have charge of :i

]irescrihed district of the mine, for which he be helil n-

sponsible in respect to the safety of the men, the methods

thcv enii)loy and their behavior in the mine. The sug-

gestion is (iiawii from the iiraitice in vogue in the north i

of Kngland.

We are glad to note in this connection that the Tji-

high Valley Coal Co., one of the largest coal-])rodui

-

iug companies in the northern anthracite valley of Penn-

sylvania, has practically adopted this method of a closei-

supervision of miners during working hours. In com-

mon with other companies, it has been the practice in

the Lehigh Valley mines, for the assistant mine foreman

to make a thorough inspection of the mine each morn-

ing, and having warned the men of any existing dangers

and recorded same, to leave the mine to the general

supervision of the inside foreman.

Under the system recently adopted by the Lehigh

Valley Coal Co.. there has been a redistribution of re-

sponsibility. The lii-ehoss makes his usual examination

in the morning, wiiile a mimher of assistant foremen are

authorized to supervise the work of the miners and in-

spect their working places closely throughout the day.

Each assistant foreman is held responsible for the safety

of the men in his district, which is small enough to

enable him to give the necessary attention to every de-

tail. We are glad to say that the system has proved a

success. It is patterned along lines similar to that de-

scribed in Coal Age, A])r. 5, p. 539. Chief Mine In-

spector J. B. McDermott. of Montana, there drew at-

tention to the systematic division of labor recently put

in operation in the mines of the second-largest-coal-pro-

ducing company in that state. By the system described,

each class of work is in charge of men especially author-

ized and instructed in its performance. All shots are

prepared and fired by shotfirers : trackmen lay all tracks

and switches, the timbermen set all timbers. The sys-

tem is reported to have produced an increased efficiency

and economy in working. We believe there is no ques-

tion but that greater attention will be given to such

systematic arrangements in mining work, in the future,

than ever before.
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The Value of Study to Mining Men
By Samuel M. McMahon*

I have been much impressed recently with the need of

closer study on the part of mining men and, particu-

larly, mine officials. Much of our work is performed m
a routine, matter-of-fact manner ; and to most of us the

daily task becomes quite ordinary because we fail to think

deeply and appreciate the great laws and principles in-

volved.

\-< a brief illustration. 1 m;iv ask how many ot us stop

to consider what a wonderful thing it is to breathe, see,

hear, taste, smell and move from place to place. The

body performs unconsciously the various functions in-

volved in each separate act. We are not impressed with

these wonders because they are continually with us, per-

forming their regular tasks with ease and requiring no

attention.

But the most perfect physical health and strength are

attained only by a thorough knowledge of the laws of

nature that control the physical life. It is the same in

all professions: the doctor must be familiar with the

human body, its composition and the effect of drugs; a

lawyer must be intimate with Blackstoue and have a

thorough knowledge of technical law; the clergyman

must study and know bible history; the merchant must

educate himself along commercial lines. Likewise, in

every walk of life, success depends on an intimate knowl-

edge ot the laws and principles that govern one's work or

trade. Men who possess such a knowledge are the mas-

ters of the situation.

But, admitting the need of knowledge, the question

uppermost in the mind of the practical man and, par-

ticularly, the mine foreman, is how this is to be attained.

Tired with the day's work, the idea of study or mental

effort at night is "irksome ; unless a thorough-going in-

terest in the daily work in the mine serves to make a

chapter from a book on mining or a few pages in a min-

ing journal as much desired as the newspaper. The

trouble is that we submit too much to the routine and

monotonv of life; we get in a rut; we read the daily

newspaper as a habit ; but we fail to devote a proper por-

tion of our spare time to secuie the advancement that is

essential to success. The well balanced successful man

is the one who mixes work and enjoyment in their proper

proportion.

What study did for Lincoln, Hugh Miller and others,

it can do for our mine superintendents, foremen and fire-

bosses. The great Scotch geologist, Hugh Miller, left

early in life with the care of his mother, was the sou of

a sailor. Fortune made him a stonemason; but study

and application developed the famous geologist who later

became the author of many books. Miller said: "The

best schools I have attended are the schools that are open

to all ; the best teachers I have had are easy of access to

all, though severe in their discipline. My success as a

pupil was my inclination to learn; and there are few of

the natural sciences that do not lie as open to the work-

ing men of America and Great Britain as geology did to

me."

By the same study and application, coupled with an

inclination to learn, men of all classes can fit themselves

for higher positions. I have quoted the words of Miller,

Coal Co.,

because he had few advantages and received his educa-

tion in the woods, under the earth, studying the trees

and brooks and observing natural laws. In closing, let

me say that mine foremen, because of their responsibility,

have greater need to study than most other men. Theo-

retical, as well as practical mine foremen, are in demand.

Try the plan of reading for self improvement and the

habit will grow.

Coal Production in Illinois

The following summary shows the relative figures i'm

the years ended June 30, 1913 and 1913, respectively.

The figures include the local mines and show that coai

was mined in two less counties, and that the total number

of mines has decreased from 879, in 1912, to 840 mines,

in 1913; the shipping mines show a decrease of nine. The

tonnage for 1913, however, shows an increase over 191-'

of 4,331,964 tons, or about 7.5 per cent. The total tons

mined for the year ended June 30, 1913, is 61,846,204.

The number of persons employed in and around

the mines has increased slightly; the increase being only

86 above that in' 1912. The number of fatal accidents

for 1913 is 177, or three less than for 1912, while the

nonfatal accidents have increased from 800, in 1912, to

1030, in 1913.

There are a number of reasons that can be advanced

for this increase in nonfatal accidents, which will be ex-

plained fully in the Annual Coal Report.

ILLINOIS COAL STATISTICS

Summary for the ;
i ended June 30, 1912 and 1913.

1913

30

1912

.52Number of counties produeing coal .,
,

Number of mines and openings of all kinds MO «^9
New mines or old mines reopened during the year..

.

so l/b

Mines closed or abandoned since last report 124 . 1*^

Total output of all mines, in tons of 2,000 pounds. . . 61,846,204 o7,514,240

Number of shipping or commercial mines
Total output of shipping mines, tons

Number of mines in local trade only

Output of local mines, tons

Total tons of mine-run coal

Total tons of lump coal .
-

Total tons of egg coal

Total tons of nut coal

Total tons of pea coal

Total tons of slack coal

Total tons shipped
Tons supplied to locomotives :. .licii.n.es

Tons sold to local trade
Tons consumed (or wasted) at the plant ...

Average days of active operation for shippirg mil

380
60,515,416 56,096,695

469 499
l,.33n,7S8 1,417,545

14.079,990 13,336,509
2n,S.i(),I25 21,795,.527
l).S19,980 4,940,431
3,1311,065 3,193,956

13,734..037 11,109,191
2.331,.507 3,108,626

55,972,374 51,502,382
904,570 924,854

2.345,233 2,615,678
2,624.027 2,471,326

179 172
160

-\vcrage days of active operation for all

Number of motors in use...... ^. ,

46b •»!

Number of mines in which mining machines are used 139 iJJ

Number of mining machines in use .,J'?Si ,,, ==n'nlQ
Number of tons undercut by machines

??'fi??'fis9 It'q^'Si?
Number of tons mined by hand -

^^'''Jl'JSt ^^'^§J'??J
Average number of miners employed di.rmg the year SoAOl 39,149

Average number of other employees underground '?'??„ i'wr
Average number of boys employed tmderground. .

.

1,430 i,-i-o

.-\verage number of employees above ground ....

Total number of employees ,"..
-Average price paid per gross ton for hand rnnin

Shipping mines

1,430
7,004 7,049
9,497 79,411
3.664 $0,636

Ave^r^e" price paid per gross ton for machine mining. $0 . 521 $0. 496

Number of kegs of powder used for blasting coal l,3Uh,3Sl l,dl3,')4»

Number of kegs of powder used for other purposes. .

.

Number of pounds of permissible explosive used

Number of men accidently killed

Number of men injured so as to lose a month or more
time

; , -r '

;
' 'x

Number of gross tons mined to each life lost

Number of employees to each life lost

Number of deaths per 1,000 employed
Number of gross tons mined to each man in]m-ed

Number of employees to each man injured

3,685 3,040
603,420 328,075

177 180

1,030 800
349,414 319,.524

449 441
2.23 2.26

59,922 71,893
77 99

Legal Department

•Superintendent,
Wellsburg, W. Va.

West Virginia-Pittsburgh

In this section of our paper next week we will print a

discussion relative to "Eemoval of Coal through Adjoin-

ing Land." It will be shown that the proper basis for

vahiation of a right-of-way is damage to landowner and

not benefit to operator. A number of recent coal-mining

- decisions will also be published next week.
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Gardens in the Arid West
1>V F. \V. WUITKSIDK*

\Vhcii visiting many of our coal-mine towns, especially

iu the western portion of tiie United States, the visitor

is unfavorably impressed by the prevailing absence of

neatness. The great American tin can is strikingly in

evidence while ash heaps, rubbish, scrap iron and broken-

so jileasant a cast that the visitor is tciiiiitrd to tairy long

in the place.

In localities where water is scarce, where it must be

hauled from some distant source by car or wagon tank, a

landscape of vines and flowers is not to be considered.

In such a place the closest aiijiroxiinalion is a yard neatly

fenced and all traces of weeds and rubbish eliminated.

It might be asked if it is worth while to go to the ex-

1st-Pi;izt: riAiimcN at Hoise Xo. \v t:\wooD 2xi)-Pkizi-; Gaiuiex at Ilorst: Xo. .")(j. IiAvkxwood
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Man is greatly infliTenced by his e-nviroiimont. If

physically'' and morally good, it so casts a refiuiiig ni-

flueuce upon him. All the great corporations have come

to realize this fact. Their employees ars provided with

plavgronnds, swimming pools, rest roon anuisements,

liliraries, theaters and schools. If the wcrkman is edu-

cated and entertained he will become m. ^-e efficient and

eoiiteutea. This is axiomatic.
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unacquainted with the occupant of the house on whose

yard he was passing judgment, it is fair to assume that

"the decision was just and impartial.

Only two of the company towns had sufficient water

this summer to participate in the contest, the season be-

ing exceptionally dry, irrigation water was not available

in sufficient quantity at the balance of the company's

properties. Next year it is hoped that with perhaps two

('HAXDi.iJi School House
KoTE Neatness

2kd-Piuze Lawn, Hous

No. 74, Chandler

It now follows that the miner, being iirovided with

all or many of these good things, will devote more in-

terest and labor toward improving the condition of his

home and its surroundings. The first step is a neat house

and a well kept vard. The next is a tiny garden with a

flower or two. The last step is to cover all the available

yard space with flowers, lawn and garden.

In order to stimulate a healthy interest in this direc-

tion, J. C. Osgood, chairman of the board of the Yietor-

\merican Fuel Co., of Denver, personally offered -three

cash prizes of $2.5, $15 and $10 for the prettiest yard m
each of the company's mining towns, where irrigation

was possible.

At Chandler, near Canon City, the subject of lawns

and gardens has been given attention for several years,

so that much was to be expected from it. At Ravenwood,

SL-pi;iiixTKXi)i:xr's HorsE,

Chaxdi.eu

exceptions, all t,.> Colorn,!,. division mines will be repre-

sented.

The awanls were as follows:

First prize. $25.

Second prize. $15

Third prize, $10.

Cliandler Ravenwood

August Hudder. John Happs.

R. F. Perrine. Frank Nodecli,

James Rampone. W. S. Smith.

The Tenderfoot

That accidents are largely due to inexperience is il-

lustrated by the story of John Karpi, a Finnish miner,

who recently commenced his first shift at the Interna-

tional Coal Co.'s mine at Bearcreek, Montana.

Instead of carrying his powder under his arm he

placed t\v- kesi on his shoulder when he started up the

iVi 4am Ji ll " '

r^. :..:,„.xp •

3ed-Peize Gaeden, House No. 53, Ravenwood

near Walsenburg, a more modest start had to bf made,

as some of the soil had never before been broken +'or culti-

vation and it was an interesting and somewhat amusing

spectacle to see some of the contestants atticking the

hard-packed earth, with a pick, in the endeavor to soften

it sufficiently so that they could dig it with a spade.

In order to secure fair and impartial judgment, when

the yards were ready for the awards to be made, a judge,

having knowledge and experience in gardening, was se-

lected from one'^of the larger towns nearby. As he was

:]KU-r]iizE Gaeden, Hou&i^, No. '.''i, Chaxdler

slope. His keg touched the electric-transmission wire

and a flash resulted followed by an explosion.

Karpi was not killed and managed to walk to the

mouth of the slope, but an ancesthetic, a stiff brush and

some sterile bicarbonate of soda will be necessary to make

Karpi a good looking Finn again. A mule which stood

by was burned even worse than the miner.

With all the stolidity of his countrymen Karpi thought

his experience a good joke and apiiearcd at the drift

mouth with a broad grin over his blackened countenance.
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Mixed Lights in Mining

Lethr No. 10— I liave had soiiK' I'.xporii'iici' with

iiii.xcMl lights in coal miniiifr and was jrreatly intcrosted

in the discussion on tiiis snhject. 1 would advocate the

use of nii.\ed li/^'hts in any mine wiiere gas is only found

in certain districts, or at the head of an entry, or at the

face of a room, or in some old workings, providing the

fireboss or mine examiner knows his business thoroughly

!ind is a conscientious man and one who can be dei)ondod

on to put up the necessary fences and danger signs.

.Suppose, for example, gas makes its appearance at

the head of an entry ; this entry should be put on safety

lamps at once. It should then be fenced off a sufficient

distance back from the gas. to prevent any person from

api)roaching the face with an open light. In such a

case, the lireboss must keep a close watch over the place

and examine it often, as well as all adjoining places.

It is well known that safety lamps are only safe in

the hands of experienced persons. It may happen that

50 per cent, of the persons working in a certain mine

have never used a safety lamp before and do not know

how to handle such a lamp even after being instructed.

After letting a lamp fall, an inexperienced person will

often try to light the lamp before it has been examined

to see that it is safe. Many have a habit of tilting the

lamp on one side, or raising the wick too high, in order

to get a better light. On these accounts, the danger is

often increased by the use of the safety lamp.

A number of explosions have occurred in mines where

safety lamps are used exclusively and I venture the re-

mark that such explosions have been more frequent than

where mixed lights are in use in a well regulated mine.

If a miner is so ignorant as to cross a fence or a dead

line, with an open light, he is liable to prove a danger-

ous man with any kind of light and should be sent out

of the mine.

The law in Alberta requires that the ventilation in

mines shall be sufficient to dilute and render harmless

noxious gases to an extent that all working places in

the mine shall be fit to work in and travel through with

safety. The law specifies that where safety lamps are

used in any part of a mine, no naked light shall be used

in any other part of that mine situated between the

place where the safety lamps are in use and the return

airway. If these laws are enforced the volume of air

in circulation will be sufficient to permit of the use of

open lights even in some places generating a little gas.

I agree with John Rose and would use mixed lights

under the conditions stated in the last part of his letter

(Xo. 14, Coal Age, Sept. 6, p. 3.54.) In Letter No.

15, on the same page. John A. McDonald, in speaking
of the use of mixed lights, states: "There will always
be fear of some careless or reckless person, with an open
light on his head, setting off some gas and causing a

violent explosion; whereas, if safety lamps were used
exclusively, this could not occur." I want to say that
the same careless, reckless person would be Just as lia-

l)lc to cause an ex])losion if reipiircd or permitted to use

a safety lamp. If he would risk going into gas with an

ojien light he would no <loul)t take greater chanics with

a safety lamp; and if the lamp was not luopcrly handled

or was defective a disaster would rt's\ilt.

(ii:ii. \\m. IIallidav.

Commerce, Alberta, Canada.

Letter No. 17—The several letters i)ublished recently

in Coal Agk, relating to the use of mixed lights in

mining, have l)een both interesting and instructive. 1

lia\c been surprised, however, to see how many of the

writers whose duty it is and should be to guard the lives

of miners, .seem to consider the u.se of mixed lights in

gaseous territory, as not a serious nnitter.

It has frequently liai)pened that the antipathy of

miners in respect to sai'cty lam]>s, together with a lack

of moral force on the part of tninc ollicials in this re-

gard, has brought disaster to both. The knowledge that

the miners are opposed to the use of the safety lamp

has deterred many mine officials from adopting them,

when their better judgment has dictated otherwise.

I regret to say that on the part of many miners there

is an uncanny idea associated with the use of the safety

lamp, the repugnance ])ossil)ly arising from the danger

the presence of the lamp in the mine suggests. In

some cases, a safety lamp in the hands of a mine official

creates uneasiness and a feeling of alarm, which is mani-

fested by remarks passed from one to another, such as

"A body of gas has been found somewhere; something

has gone wrong, etc."

To a large class of miners, the safety lamp suggests

danger, just as would the presence of an open light, in

the mind of an intelligent mine official. This is par-

ticularly true in respect to the foreign element. Where
a change from the use of the open light to that of the

safety lamp is made necessary, instead of this being re-

garded as a wise precaution, it suggests to many a pres-

ent danger. The dread of an explosion, on the part of

many, causes an exodus from the mine.

In addition to the danger the i)resence of the lamp
suggests, the antipathy of the miner is due largely to the

dim light it affords and the inconvenience of handling
the lamp owing to its size and shape. There is also

the fear of losing the light and not being able to relight

the lamp, besides the prohibition of smoking where this

lamp is used. For these reasons, many miners, per-

haps a majority, prefer to run a considerable risk rather

than be compelled to use a safety lamp.

After all that has been taught and demonstrated, in

reference to the ignition of gas and dust, there arises

the question, in the thoughtful mind : Why should a

risk be run that is unwarranted? Why should there be
hesitation in the adoption and use of safety lamps when
conditions demand that they be introduced? Every
practical miner realizes, if he will admit the fact, that,
in a territory producing an almost undetectable amount
of gas, there is always the possibility of an outburst of
gas from the strata, that cannot be foreseen but which
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^vould suddenly transform the mine trom a safe to an

alarmingly dans^erous coudition. Also, an nnexpeetedly

dan-erous condition may result from a breakdown ot

the yentilatmg apparatus, a heayy fall of roof tn the au

course, the setting open of a door, or a sudden all ot

barometer, or any one of a number of other causes kno^vn

and unkno\vn.
,

In most cases, the mining law dra^ys a narrow enough

margin of safety, ^vhich should not be reduced but

rather expanded." for the greater protection of hfe and

security of property. Whil.. m many cases, there has

been a disposition to encroach on the requirement, ot

the law (and this goes without saying) I am
f

"cl to

say that many of the larger companies haye established

high standards of safety by widening the law's margin

mrespect to all possible danger. Where the law winked

at the practice of mixed lights, these companies haye^ be-

come a law unto themsehes and abolished the practice

Where the law was satisfied with a stipulated amount

of yentilation, they haye doubled and trebled that

amount, in order to increase the security of the mine.

\ brief review of recent catastrophes m mines oper-

ating in gaseous territory and under the mixed-light

system cannot but convince any unprejudiced mmd that

immunity from disaster is impossible under such con-

ditions 'The purchase of a few score of safety lamps

of in approved type is not a matter of financial embar-

rassment: but the neglect to do this and thereby avoid

a possible danger may cause ruin, besides producing un-

told misery.
, , , , 4. ,

Where entries develop gas, there should be no tem-

porizing, but an approved type of safety lamp should be

adopted at once; or, if preferred, an approved form ot

electric light should be used throughout the mine, ihe

electric lamp does away with the miner's chief objec-

tion to the safety lamp ; namely, the dim light it affords.

In regard to the electric lamp. I feel safe m predicting

that, not in the remote future, miners will demand its

general adoption, in gaseous mines and in all mines.

The use of this lamp will practically eliminate the ques-

tion of fire in stables and other parts of the mine where

timbers, brattices and other inflammable materials are

exposed. In my opinion, the passage of laws m every

mining state, that would make compulsory the use of the

electric lamp in mines, would be a benefit and a blessing.

This suggestion may seem radical, but it has the re-

deeming quality of being made in all sincerity.

t'HAltLTOX Dixox.

Pittsburgh. Penn.

The Safety Lamp and the Eyesight

I have seen numerous references to this subj ct. m
l>revious issues of Coal Age. but the question as to

whether or not the continued use of the safety lamp im-

i-iirs t4ie Miner's eyesight and finally curtails his pro-

ducing nower appears to be unsettled. While the opinions

of minprs who have had the same number of years' experi-

ence in the use of the safety lamp differ widely, the pre-

ponderance of sentiment so far expressed seems to strong-

ly favor the negative side of the controversy.
'

While acting in the capacity of mine foreman and fire-

boss. I was compelled to use the safety lamp constantly

for several years and am forced to agree with Messrs.

Sutton (Vol. 3, p. 1008). Virgin (Vol. 4, p. 244), Ho-

garth (p. 378) and Fireboss (p. 170), who have stated

that, in their opinion, the constant use of the safety lamp

has no ill effect on the eyesight of the miner.

My experience of eight years, in a mine operated with

open lights, followed by an experience of 13 years in the

same mine operated exclusively with safety lamps, has

given me the opportunity to observe closely what effect,

if any,, is prodirced by the constant use of the lamp. As

a result, 1 am convinced that the eyesight of miners is

not impaired by the constant use of safety lamps. I be-

lieve there is greater danger of injury to the eyesight, by

the use of large lamps burning inferior oil. The heat

and smoke from an open light produced by the burning

of an impure oil together with the unsteady nature ot

the light is. in my opinion, more harmful to the eye

than the small steady light of the safety lamp.

I frankly admit that the safety lamp is not as con-

venient as the open light, which the miner carries on his

head, and that it is, to some extent, a burden to the

miner, in the performance of his work. However, my

experience and ob.servation convince me that the use ot

the lamp does not perceptibly reduce the man's producing

power. It may require a little more effort on the part

of the miner to work with a safety lamp: but miners

have loaded as many cars of coal and timbered their

workine places as well when using the safety lamp as

when the open light is employed. While this statemen

may seem a little unreasonable to one with but a limited

experience in the use of the safety lamp, it will not ap-

pear so to the man who has been long accustomed to its

use. This, however, is the result of my observation and

experience with both lamps.
.JoHX Rose.

District Mine Inspector.

Dayton. Tenn.

Supervision of Miners

I was much interested in the foreword of Julj 12,

which described a method of checking off every man as he

enters or departs from the mine. The system is good as

far as it goes and is in force, at present, m most ot the

mines in this state. It is open to the objection, however,

that much time mav elapse before it is considered neces-

sary to look up a man whose check is still out. There

mav be no particular alarm felt at the man's home or

boarding place, perhaps, until he is an hour behind his

usual time of returning from work. In some cases, even

then it is necessary to send for the foreman or one ot his

assistants, if no one is stationed at the mine entrance

charged with the duty of checking off each man as he goes

out of the mine.
, , ,

In my opinion, a far better system is that which has

been employed for manv years in two of the northern

counties of 'England : namely. Northumberland and Dur-

ham. It is my belief that, for efficiency, economy and

safety, that system cannot be surpassed. The mine is di-

vided into districts and a deputy in charge of each dis-

trict, is held responsible for the safety of the men m that

portion of the mine. He must examine each working

place before shifts and meet his men at the foot of the

shaft when they go to work. If they are working in gas.

he must examine their lamps and instruct them in ref-

erence to any danger that may exist in their several

places.
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It is thednty ot-eaili deputy, durinfi workinji hours, to

supply all timber and tracking needed in liis district. IFe

must see that each place is timbered securely and that

iliis timber is recovered, as far as possible, when the

I
"lace is finished. The deputies practically work the

mine; they start and stop all workiiifi places. At the end

of each shift he must see that every man and boy, in his

district, have left the mine and gone home. If any fail

lo appear on time, he looks them up at once.

In this connection, the article on the Prevention of

Accidents in Coal llines, by John McNeil, in the same

issue, p. 42, is interesting. It contains many wholesome

truths and good suggestions; but. after nil, the method

of supervision that I have described as in use in England

is a better plan. The deputy is there to instruct and

supervise the miner and better results are obtained both

in respect to safety and the output of coal, while the cost

of timber and other supplies is much reduced.

I wish now to refer to a feature of mining work that

is i|uite common in the North of England and to wliich

iline Inspector .1. B. McDcrmott has referred as having

liccn adopted Ijy the second largest producing mine in

Montana, in liis excellent letter, No. 12, Vol. 3,p. .5;?!i.wlicn

discussing the (piestion of post timbering at the working

face. I have reference to the division of labor in mines,

whereby all shots are prepared and fired by shotfircrs;

trackmen lav ail tracks and switches; and timbcrnien

are employed to set all timlicrs. In ilir North of Eng-
land a miner i.- not allowed to toucii a tar. i)ut the driver

takes it out of the room and puts another car in its place.

This method has the a<lvantage that a miner is not obliged

to leave his room, at a time when he slii)\d(l attend to

.setting a post or sprag to jirevent a tall nf roof or coal.

A miner may have a bal ])iece of top that needs a po.st

set at once; but just at that time the driver conies in

for his car and the miner must go out and bring in his

empty. Olhci- things may delay him nnd. perhaps, on

his return in a half hour or less, the roof has fallen and
must be removed, which nu'ans innel\ extra woi'k on the

part of the miner. Then, jirobalily. liie tinilier he wn-^

about to ])iaee when called away by the dri\er. will be

too short and he must hunt a longer stick.

It is the lack of .•;ystematic arrangement, in the wori;

of mining, that brings poor results and inereascs the num-
iier of complaints that appear so often, to the clft'ct

thai the returns fnini capital invested arc small. The
question of the division of labor should receive careful

attention at the hands of all mine ojjcrators and super-

intendents; and every effort should be made to .systema-

tize and regulate the work so as to obtain the highest de-

cree of ellicicney from the worknuMi. This is being done
in all industries to a greater extent than in coal mining.

William C'oit.son-.

Si)ring Valley. III.

Study Course in Coal Mining
By .1. T. I'.icAiii)

The Coal Age Pocket Book
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Hygrometry is the measurement of the amount of vapor
in the air, at any given time The capacity of the air for
holding moisture varies with the temperature. For example,
at 32 deg. F.. a cubic foot of air will hold or has a capacity
of only 2.13 grains of water; while at 60 deg. the capacity is

5.77 gr. per cu.ft. : at 100 deg.. 19.84 gr. per cu.ft.; and at
212 deg. F.. air fully saturated with moisture holds about
258 gr. per cu.ft.

Hyerometrlc State of Air—Air absorbs moisture from
bodies in contact with it, and thus exerts a drying action,
which is of great importance in mining The absorptive power
of the air varies with its degree of saturation. For example,
air at 60 deg. F.. containing, say 2.9 gr. per cu.ft.. is only
about half saturated and is then said to contain 50 per cent,
of moisture. In this condition, the air will readily absorb
more moisture. The degree of saturation of air is called its
"hygrometric state."

.\ir Is said to be "dry" or "wet." according to the degree
of its saturation. It is important to observe that these terms
have no reference to the actual amount of vapor present in
a given volume of air: but only express how nearly the air is
saturated. For example, air fully saturated at 32 deg. F. con-
tains 2.13 gr. of moisture per cubic foot and is "wet" because
it is full of water vapor; but if the temperature now rises to,
say 60 deg.. the vapor capacity of the air is thereby increased
to 5.77 gr. per cu.ft., and its degree of saturation or "humid-
ity" is then 2.13/5.77 X 100 — 36.9 per cent. In other words, the
air at this temperature contains only 36.9 per cent, of its ca-
pacity, and is therefore comparatively speaking, "dry" air.
Owing to the rise of temperature, from 32 to 60 deg.. the air
is capable of absorbing 5.77 — 2.13 = 3.64 gr. of moisture per
cubic foot.

C'oleulation of YVeight of Moisture In All—In order to cal-
culate the weight (w). in pounds, of moisture contained in
one cubic foot of air. it is necessary to know the degree of
saturation of the air (c), its temperature (t), and the vapor
tension (tv) corresponding to that temperature. This last
must be taken from tables known as psychrometric tables.
Calling the absolute temperature T = 460 + t, the formula is

The constant 0.6235 is the specific gravity of water vapor,
and the constant 0.37 is the reciprocal of the weight of one
cubic foot of dry air, at a temperature of 1 deg. F. (absolute)
and a pressure of 1 lb. per sq.in.

Example—Calculate the weight of water vapor carried in
an air current of 100.000 cu.ft. when the saturation is 80 per
cent, and the temperature 70 deg. F.. if the vapor tension at
the given temperature is tv = 0.3602.

Solution—The absolute temperature, in this case, is T =
460 + 70 = 530: and the total weight of vapor is

. 80 A 3602

.37 X .wo"

The Coal Age Pocket Book
Ho«- Humidity I.s Menxurei]—The humidity of the air is

commonly measured by an instrument called the "hygrom-
eter or "psychrometer." This is the "wet-and-dry-bulb hv-
grometer."

Other forms of hygrometer have been employed depend-
ing on the absorption of the moisture from the air bv certain
hygroscopic substances, and dew-point hygrometers; but
these are less simple and not as portable as the wet-and-
dry-bulb hygrometer, which indicates the humidity by the
difference in the reading of the wet-and-dry-bulb thermom-
eters.

The Hysrometer or Psychrometer—A neat and portable
form of the wet-and-dry-bulb hygrometer, designed by the
Davis Instrument Manufactur-
ing Co., is shown in the figure.
Two delicate thermometers are
mounted on springs on thi> in-
side of a light cylindrical foM-
ing metallic case, the div Imlb
on the door and the wi-t Imlh
in the case. To the latter bulb
is attached a fine silk or mus-
lin sack, w^hich forms a wi<-k
that extends downward to the
small vessel which holds the
water that keps this bulb wet.

Principle of Hygrometer

—

Unsaturated vapoi-s. like gases,
obey Boyle's law; and. for anv
given temperature, the ratio of
the quantity or volume of vapor
is equal to the pressure ratio,
or the relative humidity (H), as
expressed by the formula

ir __ Actual vapor pressure

Saturated vapor pressure

The saturated vapor pressure
fdry-bulb temp.) is given in
the tables. The actual vapor
pressure, at the time of obser-

vipor"- l\!sV.Ve "'of '?hf '{"^Jb'l'es" ^ ^^^'^^'^ HYGROMETER
for the dew-point temperature, which, if known, would make
the calculation easy by the use of the above formula. In the
use of the wet-and-dry-bulb hygrometer, however, the rela-
tive humidity is calculated by the formula

B Itii - <„

H
Pd

100,000 X 0.623.^ 91.62 26.

in which H = relative humidity; Pw and Pd the respective
saturated vapor pressures of the tables, for the corresponding
wet-and-dry-bulb temperatures tw and td; and B the baro-
metric pressure, in inches.
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EXAMINATION QUESTIONS
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Miscellaneous Questions

Ansircrcd hij l!e(nie!<t.

Ques. What is the k-ast amount of cover you would

aHow in the extraction of pilUirs in a 7-ft. seam of coal,

in under-sea areas? Show proof that your answer is

apjn-oximately correct.

.l,Ks. The' question appears to be incomplete, since

it does not give sufficient data in regard to the charac-

ter of the overlying strata or the depth of the water

above the solid formation. Without accurate informa-

tion in this regard and a knowledge or acquaintance

with tlie action of the roof in the particular locality, it

would be difficult to give an intelligent answer to the

i|uestion and to name the minimum amount of cover,

for any assumed thickness of strata; much less to give

proof that such minimum thickness is even approxi-

mately correct. The allowable thickness of cover must

he judged largely by the careful observation of working

conditions and experience in the district.

While it is possible to assume that the strata overly-

ing the coal seam consist largely of shales and sand-

.^tones, with a total thickness of not less than 60 ft. of

shale, which is more dependable than sandstone, and to

fix the total minimum cover or thickness of overlying

strata at, say 300 ft., it might happen that other un-

favorable conditions not mentioned in the question, ex-

isted, which would make the proposed thickness of strata

unsafe. The question is not, therefore, one that should

be asked in an examination, but mu.st be left to be set-

tled by the practical judgment and experience of the

men in charge.

Que<i.—wiiat horsepower will it take to raise (30.000

gal. of water up a shaft 250 ft. deep, in 1 hr.. allowing

^.5 per cent, for resistance in the pump and the pipes?

Ans.—The weight of 60,001? gal. of water, allowing

eight and one-third pounds per gal., is 60,000 X SVfs =
.500,000 lb. Assuming a loss of '25 per cent, in friction,

the power effective for lifting the water is 100 — 25 =
r.5 per cent, of the total power required. Therefore, the

horsepower necessary, in this case, is

500,000 X -250 ^ g^ j^

60 X 33,000 X 0.75 "^
"^ ^

•

Ques.—Assuming a volume of 25 cu. ft. of gas in the

face of an entry when the reading of the barometer is

30.r in., how will this volume be affected if the barom-

eter falls to 29.9 in. ?

^,).<..—Assuming that the temperature remains un-

changed, the volume of gas or air expands in inverse

proportion to the pressure; in other words, the volume

ratio is equal to the inverse pressure ratio. Calling the

required volume of the expanded gas x, we have:

jr _ 307
275

' 29.9

25 X 30.7 „_ ,_ _ .,

ann X = —;j—-— = 25.66 cu.ft.

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiin mil 1111111111 iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii illiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
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C^,„,.v.— (a) Disregarding friction, what is the theo-

retical velocity ol" air c(n-responding to a water gage of

1.75 in.? (ii) What is the pressure corresponding to

this water gage?

.4„.«._s'ince water is ])ractically <S15 times as heavy

as air. the head-of-air column corresponding to a 1.75-

in. water gage is 1.75 X 815 H- 12 = 118.8 ft. The theo-

retical velocity of air corresi^onding to this liead-of-air

column is:

= v f/Ji = V 2 X 32.16 X 118-8 = 87.4/^. per sec.

Ques.—In case a squeeze occurred in a mine of which

you had charge endangering a heading and threatening

to shut off a part of the work, how would you proceed

to stop its ])rogress?

^„.,.._Much' will depend on the conditions existing iu

the mine. The principal cause of a squeeze occurring in

mine workings is the maintaining of too large a stand-

ing area, especially when the pillars are too small for

the support of the overlying strata. When the pillars

are insufficient or the open area is too large, the weight

thrown on the pillars crushes the coal and starts a

squeeze.

It is much easier to prevent a squeeze from starting

than to stop one already in progress. To prevent such

an occurrence, it is necessary to leave large pillars that

will be sufficient to support the increased weight thrown

on them bv the extraction of the coal from the rooms.

Also, in drawing pillars it is important to pull all tim-

bers so that the'roof will fall and thus relieve the pres-

sure on the pillars.

In case a squeeze has started, the best way to arrest

its progress is to rush work on the pillars and draw all

timbers in abandoned places so as to start heavy falls of

roof, in the path of the squeeze. Where possible, an

attempt should be made to break the roof over the entry

pillars, by placing shots in the roof, just inside of the

mouth of each room. At important points on roadways,

it may often be possible to build substantial "cogs," so

as to "reinforce the pillars at such points. This is also

done in rooms to protect them from closing. The most

effective method, however, is to relieve the pressure on

the pillars by causing heavy falls of roof in all aban-

doned places adjacent to the squeeze.

Ques.—What must be carefully considered before the

work of drawing the pillars is commenced?

ji^ns.—Before starting the work of drawing back pil-

lars in a section of the mine, it is necessary to consider

the effect this work will produce both on the surface and

in the mine. Eegard must be had to the future work

and whether or not the drawing of the pillars will en-

danger the roads leading to other sections of the mine, or

the work in those sections. It is also possible that the

drawing of pillars may canse an inflow of water or gas

into the workings that would prove a menace to the safety

of the mine and this must, therefore, be taken into con-

sideration before attempting to draw the pillars in any

particular section of the mine.
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Washington D. C.
Within a short time pinbably a strong: effort will be made

to get Concress tu adopt legislation slvine the Interstate

Commerce Commission power to completely control the phy-

sical equipment of railroads as well as to prescribe the con-

dition In which they should keep their roadbed, trackage, sta-

tions, etc. Representative Stevens of Minnesota, an influen-

tial member of the House Committee on interstate commerce
is behind the plan and it is understood that the scheme is sup-

ported by a number of Democratic members of influence.

The idea would be to enable the Commission to add this

branch of labor to the powers it now exercises not only with

the purpose of increasing the safety of passengers but also

for the purpose of enabling it to end the socalled car short-

age abuse.
.\s is well known, the Commission has conducted elaborate

inquiry into car shortage during the past year, and it Is

claimed that the car shortage has been found to be due not

only to actual scarcity of cars, as is frequently the case, but

also to bad distribution or rolling stock, due in part it is

alleged, to a disposition to favor given shippers. Particularly

is this thought to be the case with regard to coal cars as to

a shortage in which complaints have been numerous and con-

stant for some time past.

The Commission has not had much success in enforcing

its various orders with regard to the distribution of cars, va-

rious mines being said to have failed to get the quota to

which they were entitled, or at all events to which they

thought they were entitled.

A good many bills are now pending before the House
Committee on interstate commerce with regard to the equip-

ment question, many of them extreme and absurd in their

nature, and some intended to deal directly with the alleged

shortage of freight cars, including coal cars. The Committee
is already making preparations to deal with the question

of railway legislation at the approaching winter session, it

being stated that the demand for further restrictive and re-

pressive legislation has become irresistible, so that the legis-

lative managers cannot afford to oppose it but must assent to

the demand for doing something.
It is stated that the Stevens bill transferring the jurisdic-

tion over the equipment question to the Commission would be

more conservative by far than the adoption of measures pre-

scribing in absolute terms what the railroads must do. In

speaking on this point, Mr. Stevens says;

Congress is too slow-moving a body to handle this ques-
tion adequately. We are always ten years behind the times.
The railroad problem should be solved by a small body of ex-
perts who are making a lite study of it. rather than by 435
members of Congress who know nothing about the subject
technically. Fifty bills are now pending in Congress on this
subject. The wa.v to deal with the problem is to turn the
whole question over to the commission with power to act
when occasion demands.

In spite of the relative conservatism which is thought to

characterize Mr. Steven's proposal, it seems to find no favor
whatever with the railroads but the information coming to

hand is that they intend to oppose the scheme. Full hear-
ings will be granted on the subject and it is believed that
they may be undertaken shortly, without waiting for the
winter session to begin, as Congress has now largely recon-
ciled itself to the idea of remaining in session until almost
December.

if this plan is followed, the effect may be to finish the
preliminary work before the winter session technically be-
gins, and thereby to render it possible to start the actual
discussion of what is to be done with the equipment problem
at the opening of the session.

The equipment discussion is likely to be closely associ-
ated with a debate on the rate question in which, a con-
siderable proportion of attention will be given by Massa-
chusetts members and others closely affected, to the question
of how far present prices for coal are due to existing freight
rates and how far the situation can be remedied through
the adoption of proper legislation.

InveMtleating Kxperts Report

The Committee of special investigating experts appointed
by Census Director Harris some time ago has completed its

preliminary investigation of conditions in the Census and

has made recommendations to the director. A part of thes<-

recommendations deals specifically with conditions as to the

statistics of mining.
The Committee found that the current understanding witli

reference to bad conditions In the census was by no means
exaggerated but that the Bureau was practically in a state of

disorganization and InelTectlveness while it has violated Un-

law by delaying census statistics far beyond the time whiii
they were to have made their appearance. After outlliiinK

the situation and detailing the circumstances now obstruct-
ing work, the committee says:

We therefore advise the Director to begin no new tabula-
tions or analyses in connection with the unfinished branchi-s
of the Thirteenth Census, namely, population, mining and
quarries and to readjust the work of these branches on the
delayed annual reports so as to Insure their publication not
later than Dec. 31, 1913. Further on the Investigators
suggest "That the tables relating to mines and quarries
now In the form of printed bulletins, proofs, or manuscript be
sent to the public printer at once, the same to constitute the
tiinal report on mines and quarries, and that no further
tabulations or text be prepared in connection with that
report.

"

If these recommendations are carried out, they will end
the further development of the mining census which has
been generally conceded to be nearly as worthless as such an
enterprise could well be, particularly in its relation to coal

mining. The general opinion appears to be that the co-

operation between the Census and the Geological Survey in

regard to mining figures, which had been expected to yield

beneficial results has been of no service in improving the
data finally secured.

Cool Trade Cbauges Due to \ew Tariff

As a result of the new tariff, now practically law, in

which is carried as paragraph 459 in the free list the fol-

lowing: "Coal anthracite, bituminous, culm, slack and shale;

coke: compositions used for fuel in which coal or coal dust
is the component material of chief value, whether in briquets
of other form," it is expected that coal trade with Canada
will be greatly altered in direction.

Considerable importations are expected to cross the bordei-

into the United States both from the eastern and western
mines while on the other hand our export trade in coal to

Canada via the Great Lakes is expected to be considerabl.\'

enlarged, as well as probably in other parts of the country.
The precise changes that will be produced in this way are.

however, not yet known, and experts are still uncertain as
to the precise direction they will take.

H.VRRISBIRG, PE.\X.

Actual returns compiled by field secretaries of the Mine
Workers Institutes demonstrate that the fast growing mini-

schools of the anthracite region of Pennsylvania have full.\-

proved their "worth. Of the 56 candidates "who presented
themselves for the state examinations for certificates in

Nanticoke Borough and Ne-wport Township this year 4 of thc-

7 successful candidates for mine foremen's and 24 of the 37

successful candidates for assistant mine foremen's certificates

were students of the mine schools.

At Mt. Carmel where the schools have not been in existence
long none of the students were sufficiently advanced to pre-
sent themselves for examinations. One mine foreman's certi-

ficate and 6 assistant mine foreinen's certificates were
granted at this year's examintions.

Of the 27 candidates who presented themselves for the ex-
amination at Shamokin, 2 of the S successful candidates foi-

mine foremen and 4 of the 14 successful for assistant mine
foremen's certificates were students of the mine schools.

The foregoing proves conclusively that the mine schools,

which open again next month, are adequate to equip men
for the examinations and for better paj-ing positions. A sum-
mary of the above returns shows that students of the schools
were granted 6 mine foremen's and 2S assistant mine fore-

men's certificates, which is a good showing for the schools.

Mining: Institute to Open In October

At a meeting of the board of directors of the Wilkes-
Earre District Mining Institute it was decided that the In-

stitute be opened the second Saturday in October. Secretaiy
Devendorf made a report of the institute dinner held in May
and reported that at present there is a membership or 1140.
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The arrangements for the meetings of the institute for the

loming wfnter were left in the hands of Mr. Devendorf.

Th^ November meeting will be devoted to the foreign

speaking members of the association.

Work of Public Service Commission

The Public Service Commission of Pennsylvania has an-

nounced that the experts engaged on the Inquiry into the

rates for hauling coal from the anthracite collieries to

Philadelphia have found that the work is greater than ex-

pected, but that a report will be filed shortly. The detail

work is well advanced and an outline will soon be submitted

to the commission, showing the charges and hauls on each

railroad running into the anthracite territory.

The Commission will hold a hearing on Friday, Sept. ^b.

on one of the complaints concerning the rate on shipments

of bituminous coal from the Clearfield district to York and

Lancaster. On the same day the commission will give hear-

ing to the Bell Telephone Co. on the tentative schedule ol

rates as published by the old Railroad Commission.

Beorgamiieotloii Helps

\ redistribution of responsibility, together with some in-

crease in the number of assistant foremen, has been effected

in the mines of the Lehigh Valley Coal Co. in the anthracite

region The former system was for the "fire-bosses," now

known as assistant foremen, to make a thorough inspection

of the mines each morning, as prescribed by the Anthracite

Mine Laws, to warn the men of all dangerous spots, and to

take whatever precautions were necessary to render the

mines safe during the day; and then to leave the mines under
•

the general supervision of the inside foreman. The driver

bosses in charge of transportation only had no authority

over the men, and could only caution them and report to

the foreman whatever they saw that looked dangerous or

At present the mines are divided into districts, each one

small enough to be patrolled easily by an assistant fore-

man with time enough for him to stop and see that his

orde'rs are thoroughly carried out. The morning inspection

before the men enter the mines is carried on as carefully as

ever, but now the assistant foremen with authority over the

mm' continue the inspection each in his own district through-

out the working day. Each one is responsible for safe con-

ditions in his district, and reports to the inside foreman.

There are no more driver bosses, each assistant foreman be-

ing held responsible for the transportation through his dis-

tict.

This system has been found to be a success, according to

ofBcials of the Lehigh Valley Coal Co., and has added greatly

to the safety of the men who were prone formerly to for-

get the instructions of the fire-bosses and take a chance,

-,-'ien left to their own devices in order to hurry through the

work.

PEIVNSYLVANI-\
Antliracite

Hazleton—Orders have been issued by Kehoe & Co. which

brought about a suspension of two of their big stripping

operations. The suspension is due to the scarcity of water

which has been prevalent in the Mahanoy Valley for several

weeks. The company operates two big strippings, one at

Packer No. 5, Lost Creek, and the other at Sayre, near Mt.

Carmel. For the past two weeks operations have been

hampered by the diminished water supply, but as long as it

lasted the men were kept employed in the hope that a heavy

rainfall would occur, eliminating the necessity for suspension.

However, the drought has become so pronounced that it was

found compulsory to clcse down the operations. About

70 men are affected.

Fern Gien—The miners at Fern Glen, an operation owned
bv the Lehigh Valley Coal Co., are on strike. The breast

miners claim that it is their desire to buy their dynamite by

the box, but that they are allowed only 3 lb. a day by the

company, while the company miners get theirs by the box.

Plymoutli—The Lance No. 11 Colliery, of the Lehigh &
Wilkes-Barre Coal Co., which closed down on Aug. S in order

that necessary repairs might be made to the shaft, breaker

and engines, will soon be ready to resume operations. A con-

crete lining has been built In the shaft, from the surface to

the rock, about 13 ft. Iron doors are to be placed over the

shaft mouth as a protection against fire, the breaker being

directly over the shaft. In a short time compressed air lo-

comotives are to be put in service inside, the compressor

engines being already in place on the surface.

Pittsfon—A squeeze in the workings of the Butler Colliery,

of the Pennsylvania Coal Co.. caused the bank of the old

Hughestown reservoir, owned by the Spring Brook Water

Supply Co., to give way, and the water rushed down to JVIill

St. and other thoroughfares in that section, causing con-

siderable damage. The water fiowed out of the reservoir

through an underground channel, the stone walls holding

firmly against the pressure. Part of the water went down

into the mine, while the stream that took the surface

course was much smaller.

Bituminous

Indiana—A large field of coal lying on the Indiana

Countv side of the Conemaugh River, east of Garfield, is be-

ing taken up by Westmoreland and Fayette County coal

operators. The field is a large one and adjoins land recently

taken up by the Frick interests, who are interestd in brick

manufacturing concerns located at Bolivar. The extent of the

operations have not been decided, but a large block of coal

has been taken up. The output of new mines, which will lie

located some distance from Garfield will be shipped over the

Pennsylvania R.R. The spur to the new mines is so located

that it will be possible to ship either over the Penn or Cone-

maugh Division or over the main line to points East.

Johnstown—George Ringler. aged 53, was killed when a

steam pipe exploded in the power room of the Brothers Valley

Coal Co Ringler was killed instantly and another workman

was badly scalded. The boilers were being prepared for in-

spection when the accident occurred.

Cniontonn—There has been a considerable awakening of

interest of late and no little inquiry for good coal land, and

prices are buoyant. Uniontown men have been taking op-

tions for some weeks on the Pittsburgh vein of coal under-

lying farms in the vicinity of Ten Mile and Hackney in

Washington County. The prevailing option price is said to

be $600 per acre. It is said also that blocks of land of con-

siderable size will likely change hands under the options now

being secured. Brokers claim, however, that practically all

large areas of coal available tor operating in Allegheny

County are controlled by the big corporations, so that the

marketable supply is small.

WEST VIRfaNIA

Charleston—The petty strike fever which has long vexed

the Anthracite region seems to have been transplanted into

the West Virginia coal fields. The men employed at the

mines of the Eureka Coal Co. on Morris Creek, near Mont-

gomery recently went on strike because a motorman was dis-

charged Five hundred men have been on strike for a

short time on Paint Creek. Miners who are employed by

the Edward Marmet Co. on Lens Creek have also been on

strike All of these contentions have been of a somewhat

trivial nature and at the present time all the miners have

returned to work. In order to cope with this situation Presi-

dent Thomas Cairns of District 17 United Mine Workers of

America, has issued an ultimatum stating that "no more

strikes will be tolerated unless ordered by proper authority."

Resorting to petty strikes, he affirms is ruinous to the min-

ers' cause and to the interests of the operators.

Coal operators with mines along the Chesapeake & Ohio.

Kanawha & Michigan, Virginian and Norfolk & Western

RR met in Charleston, Sept. 19 and organized an Operators

Protective Association. A fund of $1,000,000 is said to have

been raised to protect the interests of the mines in this or-

ganization.

KENTUCKY

Frankfort—Suit has been filed in the United States Dis-

trict Court, by J. W., A. W. and Hattie Sewell asking for a

receiver for the properties being operated for coal and oil on

Caney Creek by the Kentucky Block Cannel Coal Co., S. R.

Collier and several others, being made defendants. The re-

ceivership is asked pending the settlement of a controversy

as to the title, which is claimed by both plaintiffs and de-

fendants The Collier interests are said to be taking 1000

barrels of oil a day out of the property, while the coal

rights are equally valuable.

Pincvillc—Many of the mines in the vicinity of Pineville,

have been operating on a half-time basis, on account of the

drouth, while a few have been compelled to shut down com-

pletely. Several recent light rains have given hope that

relief is in sight, however, as there is now ample moisture in

most parts of the state. Heavy orders are on hand, and

ovor-time operations will probably be the rule as soon as

there is sufficient water available for the work.

Dekoven—President L. B. Walker, of District 23, United

Mine Workers of America, has declared a strike at the De-

koven mines in Union County, the matter under dispute being

the disposition of unclaimed cars of coal finding their way

out of the mines to the check weighman. Under an agree-

ment with the operators it is claimed by the men that such
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occasional unclaimed cars were to have Kone toward pay-

ing the wajfes of the check weiBhinan, but that this arrange-

ment has been discontinued.

(>HU>

('oiumliuH— It is rumored in railroad and coal mininK cir-

cles that the southern division of the Detroit. Toledo & Iron-

ton may be abandoned. The property was recently sold at

receiver's sale and a considerable amount was required from

the contractor to bind the agreement. After InvestlBatlon it

was found that the road was losing practically t45.000 per

month and the purchasers have bt-en loath to consummate
the deal. Operators on the road have filed many complaints

with the Public Utilities Commission as to lack of equipment
and motive power.

John C. Davles. chief deputy in the mine Inspecting de-

partment of Ohio in his report made to Governor Cox pre-

dicts that the year 1913 will be the banner year In Ohio's

coal production. The state mine department has been taken

.iver by the new Industrial Commission and Koes out of ex-

istence as a separate department. Mr. Davles says that the

business of 1913 should show a substantial gain over that for

1912 when it was 34.400.000 short tons. He also says one of

the needs of the mining industry of Ohio is more thorough
supervision and greater precaution on the part of the oper-

ator. He calls attention to the increased number of fatali-

ties.

AtbenM—The commission appointed by Governor Cox to

investigate the conditions surrounding the payment for coal

mined in Ohio spent last week Inspecting Mine No. 9 of the

Circle Hill Coal Co.. near Athens. Governor Cox accompanied
the commission on its investigation trip. Next week mines in

the Indiana and Illinois district will be investigated. It is

the plan to bring the operators and miners together to agree

on a number of witnesses from each state to testify be-

fore the commission. Every effort is being made to have the

report ready by Dec. 1.

ManHllIon—MassiUon city firemen i-ecently fought flanns

in an entry of the Smith-Beaver mine 150 ft. below the sur-

face of the earth until they had them under control. All of

the fighters were equipped with smoke helmets.

IMII.1.\.\

Princeton—John G. Wright, deputy inspector of mines in

Indiana, recently closed down the plant of the Princeton

Coal Mining Co.. for failure to obey certain orders with ref-

erence to the manner of operating. Inspector Wright said

that the mines would not be allowed to reopen until his or-

ders were complied with.

ILLINOIS

Belleville—In the Circuit Court here, the suit of Sherman
Grant against the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy R.R. and the

Southern Coal & Coke Co., tor the loss of his right leg under

a coal car while working for the coal company, resulted in a

judgment of $6000. He sued for $10,000. While running

down cars at the coal company's mine, in some manner he fell

in front of a coal car. claiming the railroad company and
the coal company at fault.

The annual report of the County Mine Inspector for the

past year shows a death toll of 9 lives lost in the produc-

tion of coal, a decrease of 4 from the previous year. Forty-

one were injured, which is 12 less than last year. The re-

port shows that one man out of every 630 miners was killed

and one out of every 39 injured each year. The total

number of employees in the mines in the county is 5717. The

total production of coal was 4.738.198 tons, an increase of

217.672 tons in the 73 mines in the county, of which S did

not operate during the year on account of the low price of

coal. During the summer months 24 mines suspended on

account of no business. Two new mines were opened during

the year and four old mines abandoned, two on account of

mine fires.

Herrin—Mine B of the Chicago & Carterville Coal Co. em-
ploying 350 men resumed operations Sept. 16. The indica-

tions are that the coming fall will be the greatest season

ever experienced for the production of coal in this region.

BuHh—It will likely be many months before work is re-

sumed at the mine of the 'Western Coal & Mining Co., at

this point. Progress in cleaning out the squeezes and falls

is slow.

Sprinefleld—^Inability to meet a bond issue of $2,500,000

will result in a public auction within the next 60 days of the

mining properties of the Illinois Collieries Co., valued at $3.-

000,000. The decree has been entered in the Sangamon

Circuit Court. The sale will he made at the Court House

in Springfield, of the eight different mines, located as fol-

lows: Springfield, mine known as the DIckerson Coal Co.;

Chatham, abandoned mine: .Vuburn. a leased mine: 'Virden,

two mines; Girnrd. one mine; Litehlield. one mine; Sorento,
one mine.

Several of these mines have been leased to other partii s

and are being operated, but the leases were subject to an ac-

tion of the above nature.

CbloBKo—Three additional Involuntary petitions In bank-
ruptcy were filed Sept. 15 In the United States Distri.l

Court against concerns alllllaled with thi' O'Gara Coal I'o

These companies were the Middle States Coal Co., the Im-
perial Jlining Co. and the Vivian Collieries Co. Judge Car-
penter appointed Thomas J. O'Gara and Fred A. Busse t.i

act Jointly as the receivers for the companies. He lat' r

issued injunctions forbidding the sale of various bonds anl
other property hi-ld as collateral against two of these com-
panies.

MICHKiAN
Hay City—All coal mines In the Michigan district wci-

dosed Sept. 15 and the operators Insist that they will not 1"

re-opened until the differences between the union and tin

Handy Brothers Mining Co. In I3ay County are adjusted.
.\bout 3000 men are affected by this suspension of work the
cause of which is the alleged refusal of union otlicials to
consent to an arbitration of differences. Seven hundred
men recently struck at Handy Brothers Mine claiming that
the operators had refused to pay what was due them under
the working agreement made in .Vpril i:il2.

COLOR.VDO

TrInlilnil—.\ strike of most of the coal miners of Dis-
trict 15. United Mine Morkers of .\merica was declared Sept.

15 to take effect Sept. 23. The resolution of the Executive
Committee of the United Mine Workers endorsing the strike
was adopted by a unanimous vote at a convention of the
district.

Several cars of provisions are being distributed among
union commisarles, and union leaders have rented ground
l)resumably for concentration cami)s. The operators are also
making preparations to pi-otect their pi-opert.v in case of

serious trouble.

PERSONAL vS

Isidor Wulfson, cit.v weights and measures inspector for

Indianapolis, has made a ruling that coal must be sold by
small dealers by the standard weight or measure and not by
the basket. If they sell by the bushel they must give SO

lb. to the bushel.

A. H. Von Bayer, of Detroit, Mich., has arrived at Ashland,
Ky., to take up his duties as superintendent of the new
plant of the Solvay Coal & Coke Co., at that place. H. M.
Cole, superintendent of construction, who has been at work
on the new plant, has left Ashland.

George E. Smith, auditor for the Utah Gas & Coke Co.,

Salt Lake City, has been appointed assistant auditor of the
American Public Utilities Co., at Grand Rapids, Mich. The
latter company is a parent organization of the Utah concern
and controls 11 gas and electric street railway corporations
in various cities.

A. W. Calloway was appointed vice-president of the
Davis Coal & Coke Co., Sept. 18. by J. M. Fitzgerald, presi-

dent of the coal company and of the Western Maryland Ry.
Mr. Calloway is at present general manager of the Rochester
& Pittsburgh Coal & Iron Co. with offices at Indiana, Penn.
He will assume his new duties not later than Nov. 1.

Hywel Davies. of Louisville. Ky., the active head of the

Kentucky Mine Owners' Association, recently moved his offices

to Lexington, where he has business interests which demand
his attention. That location is also more convenient as
the headquarters of the Mine 0"wners' Association, on ac-

count of its proximity to the rapidly developing eastern Ken-
tucky field, and by reason of the fact that the State Depart-
ment of Mines is also located in that city.

Earl Henry, state mine inspector of West Virginia, has
announced the appointment of two new inspectors. Enoch
Carver, of Charleston has been appointed to succeed J. H.
Jackson in the Sixth District. E. B. Lambert, of William-
son, succeeds H. H. Pinckney in the Twelfth District com-
posed of Wayne. Mingo and part of McDowell counties. Mr.
Lambert has lately been general manager of the Glen Alum
Coal Co.

William Haven, manager of the Inland Fuel Co., of Char-
iton, Iowa, in announcing to the company's employees the
firm's intention to cease operations, paid a high tribute to
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Supt. George A. Verner, son of John Verner, and to Hoisting-

Engineer W. S. Lowe. He said in part: "During a period of

more than 11 years not a man has been killed or even seri-

ously injured, and there has been no friction over labor

conditions and no call tor arbitration." This excellent record

he attributes to the care and diligence of the superintendent

and hoisting engineer above named.

OBITUARY

Columliu.f. Ohio—Coal operators, shippers and especially

dealers in Columbus, are much interested in the plans for

flood prevention, which are now the chief topic of discussion.

Recently expert engineer Alvord submitted 10 different plans

for preventing future floods in the Buckeye capital. He recom-

mended plan No. 7, which provides tor diggung a new chan-

nel SSO ft. wide, and capable of taking care of 150,000 cu.ft

of water per second. The cost of this plan is $12,000,000. The

city council has taken steps to have the question of issuing

.$8,500,000 bonds for the city's share of the cost, submitted to

the voters at the November election.

James Ross, ex-president of the Dominion Coal Co.. died at

Montreal, Sept. 20, from heart disease at the age of 65 years.

Mr. Ross was born at Cromarty. Scotland, and came to the

United States in 1S70 where he became chief engineer of

the Ulster & Delaware Ry.. and held other important posi-

tions.

Removing to Canada he was appointed chief engineer and

subsequently general manager of the Victoria Ry. He built

the Credit Valley Ry. in 1S7S and 1879 and in 1SS3 had

charge of the construction of the Canadian Pacific Ry. west

of Winnipeg.
He took up his residence in Montreal in 1SS8 and became

identified with many extensive industrial and electrical en-

terprises occupying the position of president of the Dominion

Coal Co. for many years. At the time of his death he was

president of the Dominion Bridge Co. and the St. John Ry.

and a director of numerous other companies.

Mr. Ross was a member of the American Society of Civil

Engineers and a noted yachtsman, devoting much of his

time to this sport. He was a liberal contributor to hospitals

and other charitable institutions.

CONSTRUCTION NEWS

ConnellSTlIIe, Penn.—Work en the 200 new ovens at Jl^ei-

senrlna. No. ", is being r.ushed as rapidly as possible. One

hundred new ovens ars also to be ;:dded to the Clarissa

plant.

Pocahontas, Va.

—

T;.3 Pocahonta.= Ccnsolidated Collieries

Co. expects to build a steel tipp',<; near Bluefield, W. V.. at

a cost of about $65,000 with a capacity of 3000 tons in

eight hours.

Bellalre, Ohio—The Cambria Mining Co. which is develop-

ing coal near here has its shaft completed and has let a

contract for the erection of a steei tipple 50 ft. high, and

200 ft. long,

BosTvell, W. Va.—One of the biggest shaft mines in the

state and one of the most complete and up to date in Amer-
ica, will be constructed for the Consolidation Ccal Co. on

the old Biesecker farm near Boswell.

Blrmini^ham. .\la.—A plant td manufacture benzol is to

be erected at the by-product coke ovens at Fairfield in the

next few months by the Tennessee Coal, Iron & Railroad Co.

It is estimated that this plant will cost $1,500,000.

Champaign. III.—After considerable deliberation John

O'Neill has decided to sink a shaft on his farm where a coal

bed was discovered several weeks ago. The vein is 7 ft.

thick which is somewhat thicker than the average in this

part of the state.

Fairmont. AY. Va.—ilt is estimated that the Louisville &
Nashville, Chesapeake & Ohio and Baltimore & Ohio railways,

have expended, or are about to expend over $55,000,000 de-

veloping the Elkhorn coalfields in southeastern Kentucky.

The coal is claimed to be of the highest grade for coking,

gas production and by-products.

Norwood, W. Va.—It is reported that work is well under

way on a new branch line of the Norfolk & Western R.R.. from
Norwood. W. Va., up Laurel Hollow, a distance of four miles,

in order to reach the properties of the Houston Coal & Coke
Co., upon which shafts are already being sunk. The prop-

erty is said to be unusually promising.

Jenkins. Ky.—Three hundred and fifty carpenters who have

finished their work at Jenkins, the newest town of the Con-

solidation Coal Co.. have gone to Fleming, the center of

the Mineral Fuel Co.'s operations, to push forward the work
of completing the buildings proposed for that town, before

cold weather begins. The Nicola Building Co., of Pittsburgh.

Penn., has the contract for most of the work being done,

and is employing in the neighborhood of 2000 men in Flem-

Onlvland City, Ind.—The J. M. C. Coal Co. has been incor-

porated to mine and deal in coal. The incorporators art-

John A. Jones. Janral R. Jones and K. Jones.

CleTeland. Ohio—The Balkan Mining Co., of Cleveland.

Ohio, has filed papers with the secretary of state, increas-

ing its capital stock from $300,000 to $500,000.

Cleveland. Ohio—The Kea Coal Co. has been organized in

Cleveland to mine and deal in coal. The capitalization is

$10,000 and the incorporators are Quay H. Findley, A. B.

Bowdler, F. B. Pease, M. F. Edwards and T. F. Burton.

Columbus, Ohio—The Hazel Ridge Coal Co. has been or-

ganized to mine and deal in coal. The capital stock is $10,000

and the incorporators are Louis G. Addison, John R. King,

Thomas H. Clark, L. L. Schaefllng and Arlington O. Harvey.

Pomeroy, Ohio—The Martin-Ersbach Co., of Pomeroy,

Ohio, has been incorporated with a capital stock of $250,000,

to mine and deal in coal. The incorporators are H. C. Royal,

R. F. Marburger, C. L. Leher. 0. E. Herrman and F. A.

Siebold.

Williamsburg, Ky.—The Southern Mining Co. was recent-

ly incorporated, -n'ith a capital stock of $30.uo0. for the pur-

pose of taking over the business of the Southern Mining

Co. of Kentucky. The incorporators were E. C. Mahan, A. M.

Stewart, P. G. McElroy and others.

INDUSTRIAL NEWS

Charleston, W. Va.—During the month of August 1913, the

Norfolk & Western Ry. transported the following tonnage of

coal from the West Virginia mining district: Pocahontas

Field 1.318.149 tons, Tug River Field, 232.865 tons. Thacker

Field, 296.422 tans, Kenova Field 89.271 tons, total 1.936.707

tons.

Washington, D. C.—Freight rates on coal, both bituminous

and anthracite, shipped over the Chicago. Milwaukee & St.

Paul Ry. and other lines from upper lake ports to destina-

tions in the Northwest, particularly in South Dakota, were

attached Sept. 19 before the Interstate Commerce Commission
by the State of South Dakota. It was alleged that existing

rates were unreasonable, discriminatory and excessive, and

the commission was asked to readjust them downward on a

basis df equity.

Fairmont. W. Va.—A deal was completed Sept. 19 by which
the Fairmont and Cleveland Coal Co. purchased the holdings

of the Parker Run Coal Co.. for a cash consideration of

$200,000. The new company is composed mainly of Fairmont
and Cleveland men. and the capitalization is $600,000. The
company also owns several hundred acres of coal land so

far undeveloped on Kiverbaugh Creek. The Parker Run Co.'s

holdings were developed and shipment was being made by

boat and rail for the past two years. The new company will

continue the present method of shipping and will also ship

over the Baltimore and Ohio R.R.

Richmond. Va.—People living along the Norfolk & 'tt'egt-

ern R.R. are soon to have a hearing against that carrier

before the State Corporation Commission. The handling of

coal from Virginia mines is the basis of the complaint. These
mines are along the line of the Virginia Southwestern, and
in order to get to the parties along the line of the Norfolk

& Western, it is necessary to use both roads. The tariff

on coal would therefore be higher. The Norfolk & Western is

understood to demand nearly as much for bringing the coal

from Bristol to points along its line as it does for coal

brought from Pocahontas. The case will probably come up in

the course of the next few days.
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opens ui* early, as conditions seem
' a quick rush for hard coal. There

is already a notable chanKc for the better In the retail trade,

while reports from the mlningr regions are to the effect that

the big proui'cers are beginning to tune up production. There
is an Insistent and . Imost urgent demand for certain grades.

L^ke business is sic ing up because of a congestion at the

upper end. but ports :>n the Atlantic Coast, which are closed

to navigation in N'u tmber, are buying aggressively.
The inquiries for bitiMnlnous are plentiful and Indications

are that prices will shortly move to still higher levels. The
lower grades, and shipments j.r.-rall are inclined to be dor-

mant with a slight disposition t." sag but this appears to be
onl.v temporary. If the denianJ holds firm, a flurry of

greater or less proportions seems to be inevitable this fall.

The appearance of some inclement weather has interfered

with the coastwise movement to such an extent that the ac-

cumulation at Boston has already been cleaned up.

The Eastern railroads are not permitting their equipment
to be consigned to 'U'estern points, with the result that there
has been more than the normal tonnage diverted into the

Eastern markets. There is a steady call at tidewater for

all good grades, and some operators are experiencing diffi-

culty in meeting their contract obligations. Practically all

of the West Virginia coals are commanding premiums,
whether for prompt or deferred delivery.

The car supply has been less plentiful in the Pitt.'sburgh

district, particularly on certain divisions, and the produc-
tion is being maintained with difficulty. Domestic coal is the
feature of the situation there, dealers who failed to con-
tract earlier in the season now being forced into the open
market. It has been pointed out that the Pittsburgh district

may develop a very competitive trade this season because of

the large tonnage which the operators have left uncovered,
for use in the prompt market.

The lake business in Ohio has slowed down materiall.v.

due to the large accumulation at the head of the lakes, and
the short supply of vessels. In the other markets, however,
all grades continue to show increased strength, particularly
domestic coal, which is in excellent demand: a big rush is

anticipated when the cold weather opens up. There is even
less coal at Hampton Roads than last week, but large ship-
ments are en route from the mines, so that the situation will

be improved shortly. A vigorous buying movement was pre-
cipitated in the Southern market by the advent of some unex-
pected cool weather.

Shipments in the Middle West have slowed up somewhat.
but are generally good on the whole. Buyers who failed to
contract are now inclined to disregard the higher prices in

their anxiety to get under cover; operators, on the other
hand, prefer to hold off. The prospects for the fall business
are excellent. Steam grades are a little difficult to move, al-

though a great many mines are well sold up ahead.

BOSTON, M.V.SS.
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BltumlnonH—Things are beginning to happen in the South-
ern coals. Practically every brand of Pocahontas and New-
River is now commanding a premium for shipment either
spot or deferred, and some of the agencies are so tar sold up
in one direction or another that they are now declining busi-
ness of any kind. The off-shore demand is notably strong,
due largely to apprehensions abroad, and there are rumors,
too, of labor agitation in the lower districts of West Virginia.
Loading dispatch at Hampton Roads is still normal but only
because shippers are rejecting tonnage except on old pur-
chases. If the demand holds to the strength it is now assum-
ing we shall have an active market in October; $3 f.o.b. Nor-
folk has been reached this week and no let-up Is now in

<u
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be
indications that the "button strikes," which hav(

prevalent in the hard-coal region, may be spreading to the

bituminous districts also.

It will be entirely a weather market from now on. The

fall in temperature must inevitably bring higher prices,

whereas if the weather continues mild quotations will remain

steady. At present the market has not experienced any

change and remains quotable on the following basis:

West Virginia steam. $2.60® 2.65: fair grades of Pennsyl-

vania. $2.70@2.75: good grades of Pennsylvania, $2.S0@2.S5:

best Miller Pennsylvania, $3.10®3.20: George's Creek, $3.15@

3.25.

Anthracite—The retail hard-coal trade Is opening up ac-

tively, orders coming in from all directions. The improve-

ment has not extended to the wholesale branch as yet, how-

ever, and this continues to drag, particularly as regards

certain sizes. Stove coal is in short supply with orders far

in excess of the demand: nut is improving, the demand now

appearing to be about up to the production. TJie steam grades

continue going into storage and are in quite easy supply,

particularly pea and buckwheat: the advent of colder weather

will cause these to move more promptly.

The somewhat cooler weather already experienced is. no

doubt, having a psychological effect upon the consumers, who

are giving more consideration to their fuel supplies than

would otherwise be the case. It is also noticeable that there

is a tendency to tune up the production in the mining regions.

The car supply is generally excellent, except when certain

equipment is specified, as, for instance, box cars. The heavy

rains last week removed the possibility ol a water famine,

which has been threatening for some time.

We quote the New York market as follows, with prices

moderately firm except on a few grades;

Circula
-Upper Ports-

Broken
Egg
Stove
Chestnut. .

.

Pea
Buckwheat.
Rice
Barley

$5.00
5.25
5.25
5.50
3.50
2.75
2.25
1.75

Lower Ports
Individual Circular Individual

S4.95
$5.15@5.25 5.20 S5,10@5.20
5.25 5.20 5.20
5.40@5.50 5.45 5.30@5.45
3.40(513, .50 3 45 3.35@3.45
2 60(8.2.75 2 45@2.70 2.35(012,70

2 2.T^ 1,9S@2,20 1,80@2,20
1 75 1-70 1,50@1.70

The

BALTIMORE. MD.

the cheaper jsrades of Nhuv

Slack, 90c,: nut and
3i-in., $1.40; IVi-in.

ton at mine, Pitts-

Bltuminou.s—Market demand for domestic coal has mater-

ially increased. Many dealers failed to make their usual

contracts last spring, with the result that there is more buy-

ing than usual at this time. Shipments are heavier on such

contracts as were made. Car supply is not so good as it was.

there being serious shortages now reported on some divisions.

Labor supply is about the same as formerly. Production is'

approximately as heavy as at any time, but is maintained

with more difficulty. There is not much demand for free coal

outside of that for retailers. Prices are well maintained

as lake shipments continue heavy, but it is understood that

a number of operators curtailed their contracts in the hope

of securing better prices late in the year and this may develop

more active competition, putting prices to a test, which has

been lacking in the past few months.
Regular prices are well maintained:

slack, $1.05; nut, $1.25; mine-run. $1.30:

steam, $1.50; 1%-in. domestic, $1.55 per

burgh district.

Connellsville Coke—The market for prompt furnace coke

has been somewhat irregular, there being moderate offerings,

with very light demand. Prompt coke of slightly off grade

has probably gone as low as $2.25, and standard grade at

$2.40, but only in very limited tonnages, regular supplies be-

ing held at $2.50. No important demand is to be expected

until furnaces covered for September, but not October, come

into the market, when the $2.50 price maintained for several

months may be under greater pressure than at any previous

time. We quote: Prompt furnace, $2.50: contract furnace.

$2.50; prompt foundry. $2.90 (g) 3; contract furnace, $2.90(3)

3 per ton, at ovens.

The "Courier" reports production in the Connellsville and

lower Connellsville region in the week ending Sept. 13. at

374,810 tons, an increase of 5351 tons, the furnace-oven output

having increased 14.097 tons, and the merchant-oven output

decreased 8746 tons. Shipments are reported at 374,911 tons,

an increase of 3641 tons.

N. Y.

irkct for the cheaper jsrades of .soft coal

eon.sideral>le weakness. Demand East and South very li(:ht.

Slack st«l continues best feature of market. Car supply much

better.

While the better grades of coal, which are now pretty

well covered by contract, are showing no signs of weakness.

the market for the lower-class fuels was sagging during the

week. The Great Lakes were still calling for large quanti-

ties of three-quarter coal from West Virginia, but a number

of Eastern roads are refusing to allow their equipment

to move westward and many operating interests were forced

to ship coals east that they could have obtained much bet-

ter prices for in the West. The result was that the supply

was considerably in excess of the Eastern demand for spot

fuel and sdles were made of fair grade West Virginia coals

around 85 and 95c. Westward these same grades were bring-

ing about 15c. to 20c. better.

The ?ower grade Pennsylvania coals were not in anything

like as nberal supply, and while demand was not very brisk,

prices c mtinued firm at $1 to $1.10. The better grades were

not much in the market, and the few spot sales recorded were

around $1.50. Gas slack proved the real sensation of the

week: instead of moving backward it continued to advance.

Demand on every side was reported in excess of the supply,

and the result was that sales around $1 were recorded.

Car supply was much better. Under the lightened demand

for quick movement the West Virginia field, which was so

short of cars the week before, reported plenty of equipment

for movement East. The only shortage seemed to be in con-

nection with the heavy movement toward the lakes. Lack

of labor still continues a serious problem in many mining

districts.

The announcement of the appointment of A. W. Calloway,

of the Rochester & Pittsburgh Coal & Iron Co.. as vice-presi-

dent and general manager of the Davis Coal & Coke Co., is

looked on here as the first step on the part of the Western

Maryland Railroad to bring about a separation of its railroad

and coal interests.

PITTSBIIRGH. PENX.

Production at full rate, with cars .scarcer. Increased de-

mand for domestic coal. Unsold capacity for delivery after

lake shipments close. C.nnellsville coke prices maintained

with more difficulty. The product

while the merchant ovens decreased.

BIFF.-VLO.

No slackinsr off in demand for bitumli

of furnace increased

>us. Slack contin-

iiod siign. Reports

from Plttshureh state that the trade is very conHdent. -Vn-

thracite hcBinnlns to move. Fall demand is here.

Bituminous—The trade is quiet and firm as ever. Nobody has

any surplus and it is difficult to keep up a supply, especially

for filling contracts. Operators would be glad if they had no

contracts, hard as it is to refuse one when offered at cur-

rent prices. A local jobber reports an offer of a large

contract for slack, but he is not able to decide on a price; it is

the very strong condition of the slack market that creates

most of the confidence.

It is said by some of the jobbers that the demand for any

sort of coal is not heavy, but the operators state that they

could sell much more than they are able to mine. This is

not a jobbers' market in any sense, so that all reports from

them must differ quite widely from the views of operators.

This is. in fact, about the first time in the history of bitumin-

ous coal when it would sell itself. Cars are steadily becom-

ing scarcer and they will not be at all plenty again for

some time. There has been much difficulty all through the

Allegheny Valley to obtain water sufficient for either mining

or locomotive supply. There has been considerable rain

there, however, auring the past week, so that the situation

is now quite easy.

There is no change in the bituminous quotations, unless

it is possible to make them still firmer than formerly. The

figures continue at $2.90 for Pittsburgh lump. $2.80 for three-

quarter, $2.65 for mine-run and $2.25 for slack, with Alle-

gheny Valley about 20c. lower.

Coke It seems impossible to stiffen up the coke market,

after the manner of bituminous coal, though it is so much

lower than it used to be. The combined efforts of consumers

to break down the price appears to be still exerted. Jobbers

are at a loss to find any other reason for the weakness of

prices, which are based on $4.85 for best Connellsville foun-

dry, with some jobbers quoting 10c. lower.

Anthracite—The recent cool weather revived the anthra-

cite market decidedly, and some shippers are reporting quite

an insistent demand for stove, which is running away ahead

of chestnut: indications are that it will be hard for the

companies to hold the advance of 25c. over the price of

chestnut, made sometime ago. The consumer as a rule now

finds that he can use stove, not only in place of chestnut,

but in furnaces also, and this is not favorable to the higher

price. . ,,

The Western trade in anthracite is picking up fast on all

rail lines, and it would also be active by lake if the upper
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<l>icks could handle It. As thoy aro badly c^nKi'Sti-d. Ihi-

:imuunt shipped heif In that trade has been reduced. Ship-
ments by lake for the week were only 91.000 tons, which Is

about thr llrst lime for the season that the amount has fallen

below lOO.OOii tons. It practically all Koes to the head of

Lake Superior. ChlcaKo and Milwaukee. Shippers look for

a revival of this trade with the more liberal buying from
the districts west of Lake Michigan, which Is now setting In.

TOI.KDO. OHIO
Slime MlotvhiK up > the I.like niovemriit hreauNr uf the

nhiirt Miipply of ve.inein nnii NlKnii of n eonKeNtliin at tbr

upper portx. 'Iriiffle xltuatlon moilenilel.x kimmI. <;enrrnl de-

mnnd nltout iinrmnl.

The l.ak,- lu:i.linK continues fairly ;i(tiv.' :it tin- Toledo
docks althoush there are not quite so many boats as were
loaded earlier in the season. This is due to the fact that

there is not enough ore to load the boats and many are be-

ing utilized for wheat shipments Instead. An unusual
quantity of coal has also accumulated at the uptake docks
which has caused a slight slackening of the demand.

The traffic situation is not yet at all serious. An embargo
was placed on Hocking "alley shipments by the C. & O. dur-

ing the past week but it is believed this Is only temporary.
There continues some difficulties with Northern shipments
out of Toledo but not enough to cause alarm or serious in-

convenience. The general demand is normal for this sea-

son of the year. Domestic coal is not especially brisk but a
few cold da.vs would work wonders with this end of the

market. Steam coal is in good demand. Prices here are as
follows:

Poca- Hook- Jni-k- Pome- Mas.s- Pitts. Cam-
hontas iiiK .son roy ilon No. 8 bridge

Doincslio lump $2 .W $1.75 $2..-j0 $2.00 $2 50 $135 $135
ICttK 2 25 1.20 2.50 1.75 2.50
Niit 180 1.20 2.25 1.75 2 50
Hump 135 120 120
.Mine-ruQ 1.60 135 1 10 1 15
.-^liick 70 0.80

tun
The de

('<>L,I >IHl S. OHIO
lued xtrentth ;» the chief IVntu In the Ineal trade.

Is good nnil prices inclined to ad-
hiiN been groMtng worHe and prn-
[•ertain degree. Lake trade active
ri.iig.

lid for nil srnd
viiuce. Shortnue "f car

iluetlou Ih cnrtiilled to i

and liomeMtie deniaml In

The coal trade in Ohio has been active during the week
and the only change is an increased strength all along the
line. All grades are in demand and no weakness of any
sort has been reported. The car shortage is growing worse
and this has curtailed production to a certain degree. Oper-
ators, shippers and dealers say the market is in good condi-
tion and an active winter season is freely predicted.

The domestic demand is the feature of the trade. Dealers
in all sections have been placing orders and asking for
Iirompt shipment if possible. Because of the lack of
cars, stocks in the hands of the dealers are not being re-
plenished. The smaller users are placing their orders now
and retailers are bus.v with deliveries. Steam business Is

also active, especially in the northern part of the state.

ilanufacturers are running along steadily and their require-
ments for fuel are about the same. Railroads are consuming
a considerable tonnage trying to keep up with the freight
movement. Contracts are being renewed at higher figures
than last season. Many of the steam users are buying their
supply in the open market

Production has been at the mercy of the car supply almost
entirely. Eastern Ohio operators have been the greatest
sufferers from a lack of cars and it is believed the output
was only about 60 per cent, of normal in that district. In the
I'omiMoy Bend field the production was about 65 per cent,
.ind the same figures prevail in other sections, excepting the
Hocking Valley which reported the best car supply; the out-
liut there is estimated at 75 per cent, of the average.

Lake trade is strong and the tonnage moving to the
Northwest is still large. Up to date the Toledo docks of the
Hocking Valley Railroad have handled 2.095.000 tons since
the opening of navigation. Docks at the upper lake ports
have been kept free from congestion as the interior move-
ment is good. Lake prices are strong in every way.

Small sizes are in good demand and prices for both nut.
pea and slack and coarse slack arrv stronger.

Quotations in the Ohio fields are as follows:

Hocking PittshurBh Pomeroy Kanawha
Domestic lump $1.75(5. 1 70 $1 S5 (al 1 . 75 $1 70 (S) 1 fiS
:':*;"<•'> ' «"fl S5$i.30@i.25 1 55(ai.6o i:.l,i 1^Not •?"*"! S" I40(ai25 1.25@120
Min»-run 1.40fn)1.23 120(8.1.15 1.10(5)125 1 2Sffl 1 20
Xiit. peaand.sl.-irk. . 0.70(8,0,65...' 75 fil 70 70 (Si OR";
Coarseslack 0.60@0.53 0.85@0.75 0.65@0.G0 oleoloiss

Kriiilex

ment. iiome flirt he

II \>ll'l'o\ Ko \l»!s

Movement from Hampton itoailM heavy. Shortage of •iiiil

Mtlll eontlnueN hul Nllnatlon nia.> he rrileveil In few iluyx.

The coal movement from Hampton Hoads piers for ll.

week has been heavy and while all of the suppliers have !i. i

short, the end of the week finds very little tonnage held iii

waiting for cargoes. The railroad yards are about cieaip
out and while the amount on hand at the end of last w. . !

was ccuisidered small the number of cars here now Is cons^iJ
erably less. However, during the last few days some lai

shipments have been started from the mlm-s and with iln

coal coming forward the situation should be much iniprov. I

Owing to the heavy demand on contracts there has been l.i

lie spot coal "and such sales as have lieen made were only !>

small quantities and at prices which the suppliers have pi,

ferred to keep to themselves.
Shipments in the foreign trade have been fairly good. I

Thi- steamship "Pinchley" recently took 1550 tons for Danzig;
this shipment from what can be ascertained, is a samph 1 .:

sold with a view of Introducing West Virginia coal In ih
manufacturers at that port.

I.OI'ISVILLi:. KV.
I

Sen-enMiKM heavy due to the large demnnil for domeiitlp I

Mupply good except fur errtnlii claMMei* ut e<|iilp-

IraetH eloHt-d.

The ctjlder wejither of last week has disappeared, luii

has been followed by a raw, damp chilliness that has !!• i

been without Its effect upon the consumers, and the il

mand for domestic grades is excellent. With cars in mod. i

ately good supply, dealers are having no difllculty in meet-
ing the demand, and there is a heavy movement; prices are
strong and show a perceptible rising tendency.

This large call for the domestic coals has naturally re-
sulted in a heavy production of screenings and there seems
to be a surplus of these developing; while this has been the
case with the western Kentucky product for some time, it

only appeared in the eastern Kentucky field during the last
week. The surplus of screening now available would be more
than sufficient to cover the demand in an active market, so
that with requirements light as at present, prices are not ',

very strong. The trouble is ascribed to the conservative at-
titude of the larger business interests and some uncertainty
regarding the crop situation.

The Louisville & Nashville R.R. "battleship" cars are still

causing a great deal of trouble, particularly in the eastern
Kentucky field, where the operators are being compelled to
load most of their production in this type of equipment.
A large tonnage of the better grade domestic coal was ne-
gotiated for Northern delivery at $2 f.o.b. mine for 2V4-in.
block and lump. Block is now quotable at .|2.10@2.25, while
block and lump is scarce and In good demand at $1.90@2.
The better grade screenings arc rather heavy at 75c. with
the oft qualities almost impossible to move at any price;
western Kentucky nut and slack is plentiful at 50c. and pea
and slack difficult to sell at 25c. A few more consumers

,

who have delayed contracting in anticipation of lo^cr prices,
have recently signed up at advances of from 10 to 15c. higher
than last .vear.

MiW OIJLK.IX.S

ITnNeosouahle coolne.s.s stnrtH retail rii.sii earlier thn l^4lIal.

Talk of making thi.>« point n hiu l>"»e t'<ir export MbipmentM.
Hunker trade heavy. Interior deniaml viKoroiiN. Ilondura.s
principal export buyer.

With the coming of a cold snap that made fires coni-
f( rtable in northern Louisiana last week, retail trade pickeil
up vigorously. This has started the buying season several
Weeks ahead of the average time and will do much to re-
lieve the congestion of orders that comes usually In October.

Extension of an option held on a tract of river front land
has revived the talk of making this port the base for an
extensive export trade in coal. While the local agencies of
the companies bringing coal here by river are reticent there
is reason to believe that plans to this effect have not taken
definite form.

.Shipments to interior points in Louisiana and eastern
Texas continue to move in considei-able volume. Bunker
trade is heavy. Ceiba and Tela. Honduras, are the best ex-
port customers at present; this is due to the activity of the
I'nited Fruit Co. at these points, where extensive railroad
and constructional work is in progress.

IllItMI.\(iH AM. \I,\.

Market on coal fair. Furnace nnil foundry coke strong.
Slight i-nprovement in ear supply. Pig iron firm at S1J..'>0
for InMt quarter and $13 for lirst quarter 11(14.

The demand for steam coal is only fair, with prospects
of an early improvernent. The cool weather of the past few
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davs. while not malerially helping the lump market, as tar

as orders are concerned, has brought out a number of inquu-

ies from the late buyers, and the next few days will see a

decided change for the better in this line. Blacksmith coal

has ben quiet for the past sixty days, but shows a decided

improvement over last week. There is little furnace coke

offered in this district, on account of local consumption, but

one producer sold 5000 tons to a Western smelter at a very

satisfactory price. Inquiries amounting to about 15.000 tons

of coke for shipment over the next 60 days are on hand, and

the business will probably be placed this coming week. Foun-

dry coke is firm at ?3.To and $4. with fairly good business.

Pig iron is firm at $11.50 for the last quarter of this year,

and the producers are holding for $12 for the first quarter

of next year, several sales having been made on that basis.

Very little iron has been booked for the first quarter, and

large sales are predicted within the next 30 days.

IXDIAX.VPOblS

Shipments ln-e. mius slower but fairly good on the whole.

Retail prices advanced. Eastern ooals in good demand.

Conditions continue to improve steadily but slowly in

both the operating and selling ends. Railroads are moving

the coal with fair dispatch and there should be good supplies

accumulated before the crops put a heavy burden on rail

transportation. The movement is not satisfactory, however,

in regard to Eastern coals; where shipments were formerly

made within a week or ten days, it now takes three to four

•weeks. Some anticipate higher prices, as a result of a car

shortage.
Owing to the fact that Indiana coal cannot be stored, ex-

cept outdoors, it is only now beginning to move, into con-

sumers' bins. There is a very brisk movement of Eastern

coal from retailers' yards, some of the larger companies stat-

ing that they are pi-actically running full capacity. The

month's deliveries will apparently be much above the aver-

age. Screenings are not active, though better than some

time ago. Mine prices in Indiana are unchanged.

The largest retailer in the city advanced prices 25c. to

50c. a ton on Sept. 22. His lead in the past has been gen-

erally followed, but other large retailers say they see no

reason for an increase at pre cent.

The new quotations given out (which include the advance)

are:

Anthracite, chestnut SS.oO Hocking Valley lump S4.73

Anthracite, stove and egg 8.25 Luhng lump. loU
Anthracite, grate 8.00 Luhng washed egg o.m
Pocahontas, forked lump 6.50 Cannel o.ju

Pocahontas, shoveled lump... . 6.00 Linton No. 4 lump i.M
Pocahontas, mine run 5,00 Linton No. 4 egg iM
Pocahontas, nut and slack 3.50 Indiana washed egg 6 '^

BlossbuTg 5 . 50 Brazil block
t -n

Jackson (Ohio) 5,25 Indianapolis lump coke^ 6.oO

Kanawha lump 4 . 75 Indianapolis crushed coke b
.
oO

Kanawha egg, nut 4.75 ConnellsviUe lunip 7. (JO

Pittsburgh lump 4.75 Citizens egg coke b.oO

Raymond lump 4.75 Citizens nut coke o.ou

Wiiiifrod lump 4.75

DETROIT, MICH.

Higher prices and an active fall trade predicted. Poca-

hontas grades very scarce. Car shortage becoming more

acute.

Bituminous—Both (Ihio and West Virginia operators are

agreed as to the prospects for an active business this fall.

One large West Virginia producer recently advised his local

representative here that no further contracts must be closed

\inless an advance of 10c. per ton could be obtained; this

makes the price $1.05. so that it will be seen that the

prophecies for a stiff market in October are being justified.

Buyers are showing a tendency to disregard high prices in

their anxiety to get under cover, while operators, on the

other hand, are inclined to hold oft. Spot coal is rather

scarce, nut and slack bringing 90 to 95c. per ton, while

Hocking is quoted at 75 cents. The car shortage is be-

coming steadily worse, particularly in West Virginia where

flats and gondolas are in very short supply. Domestic coal

is easing up some, all dealers appearing to be well supplied,

although it is noticeable that there is very little standing on

tracks.
Pocahontas, egg and lump are in particularly short supply

and the price has been advanced to $2.75. while it is freely

predicted that $3 will be obtained by Oct. 1. The local market

is now quotable on the following basis;

.Inthrarite—The cool spell has created some activity in

hard coal, but prices are inclined to drag, the advance

scheduled tor the middle of the current month having tailed

to materialize.

Coke—ConnellsviUe coke is in rather short supply at this

point. There are rumors here to the effect that production is

being restricted in order to advance the price which has been

rather low for some time.

W. Va.
Splint

Domestic lump . SI .
65

Egg
Steam lump . .

.

}-in. lump

Sl^r.".
..".".'.'."!

1.65
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POHTl-WD. ORE.

UnloE to hiKh frrlKht rntrM thfre In prnctlcnily no Auii-

trnllnn foal In thU mnrkrt. nnd none Ilkriy to nrrlvr now.

\iithrarltr hluh prlreil mill In IHtle drmand. Uenvcr Hill

mint- nt CooH lliiy HKOin proilm-lnis.

Australliui coal lias praitlcally lilsappeared from the local

market. owIhk to the fact thai fr.lKht rates across the Pa-

cltic are too high to warrant Importations. Not a cargo has

arrived here since last sprinK and there are no vessels en

route or loading at the Australian coal-shipping points for

this port. Several cargoes are being shipped to San Fran-

cisco, however. All the Australian coal here in dealers' hands

amounts to only about 1000 tons, and most of this has been

contracted for.

PRODUCTION
P O R T A T I O N

AND TRANvS-
vS T A T I S T I C S

CHES.VPE.VKE « OHIO BY.

The following is a statement of the coal and coke tonnage
over the road during July of the current year. In short tons:

, Coal • Coke
. Tons Per cent. . Tons Per Cent.

1913 1912 1913 1912 1913 1912 1913 1912

Tidewater . 238,638 288.693 17 21

EiSt 101791 164.748 14 12 8,476 11,560 28 58

Wesi 866,872 931,SS5 62 06 .11.870 6,528 40 33

Total. '.::.... 1,297,301 l,3S.-.,326 20,340 1S,1»4

From
Connections

Bituminous 93,402 15,541 7 1

Vnlhracite 1.571 789
f-nke 9.599 1.882 32 9

Grand Totals. 1.39'2.274 1,401,656 100 100 29,945 19,976 100 100

CO.Vl, MOVEMENT
The following is a summary of the movement of coal ami

coke over 13 principal railroads during June and the first

six months of this year in comparison to last year, in short

Anthracite

Baltimore & Oliio'..

Chesapeake & Ohio' .

.

102,270
1,673

700,534
883,326

1913

93,211
1,794

741,319
776,237

223

1912

703,422
16,479

3,293,054
4,572,269

20

1913

758,099

Total 5 roads 1,087,803 1,612,784 8,585,244 10,391,462

Bituminous
Baltimore & Ohio' 2,732,735 3,212,728 16,748,062 17,.555.910

Buffalo Roch & P > » 631,613 794,687 3,952,453 4,561,113

Buffalo'& Susq ' ' 118,060 149,139 -717,029 903,535

fhewneake & Ohio= . ... 1,550,418 1,605,003 8,916,951 7,980,768

Eric* .. 15,837 11,034 158,246 274,252

Hunt.&Br'dt.Mt" : 64,230 211,271 639,195 785.9.38

New York Central 492,388 677,267 3,926,504 4,468,852

Norfolk & Western' » 1,989,305 2,061,911 11,066,363 11,431,452

Pennsvlvania' ' 3,562,845 4,189,969 22,519,781 24,282,419

Pitt« & Lake Erie' » 1,083,281 1,078,121 5,026,778 0,301,713

Pitts' Shaw & North.' » 133,719 201,798 933,883 1,.324,848

Viririnian' ' 256,070 304,030 1,752,278 2,201,033

Western Man,land 222,232 247,354 1,469,137 1,501,966

Total 13 roads 12,853,333 14,744,372 77,826,660 83,573,799

Coke
Baltimore & Ohio'
Buffalo, Roch. & P> ».

Buffalo & Susq.' *. . .

.

Chesapeake <fe Ohio' .

New fork Central
Norfolk & Western' '.

Pitts. & Lake Erie' *
.

Pennsylvania' »

Pitts. Shaw. & North.'
Western Maryland- . .

424,009
50,088
24,549
20,811
3,980

100,597
498,824

1,033,381

'

4,778

Total 10 roads 2,161,017

Coal and Coke. 13 Roads

January
Febniarj-
March. .

April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

386,920
41,771
25,151
30,015
6,242

123,941
555,207

1,161,521

2,3.34,295
233,489
121,746
125,911
40,760

742,212
3,034,543
6,374,293

5,155
4,582 34,975

2,lox,.330

296.925
155,422
180,538
35,627

840,642
3,625,350
7,380,908

9,383
40.093

2,335,350 13,047,379 14,079,218

16,421,839
17,787,331
19,483,025
13,429,367
15,635,568
16,702,1.53
16,635,448
18,396,247
17,432,358
18,712,657
17,815,767
17,929,632

18,936,640
17,540,496
17,631,345
16,8.50,090
18,980,790
18,692,.506

Total, 12 months 206,381.392

' Includes coal from connecting lines. n-
2 Includes company's coal.
^ Does not include company's coal hauled free.

Nni-e.—Souther" Railwav handled 329,730 short tons during May and 1,733,-

036 short tons during the 5 months ended May.

f— "

I

1 FORlCKiN MARKETS

<;keat britai.n

Sept. IS— For anything approaching early shipment nearly

all classes of large and small coals are in plentiful supply.

and values rule on the easy side; but for forward, sellers an-

steadily holding to their ideas.

Quotations are approximately as follows:

Be«t Welsh steam $4 80(84.92 Bo«t Monmouthshiros. .14 H2«ii4 14

Best seconds 4.,'>0(n/4 68 Seconds 3.90C<il3.96

Seconds 4.26(a)4.44 Best Cardiff smalls 2.40(a)2.82

Bostdryconls 4.32(n)4.50 Seconds 2.28g)2.40

The prices for Cardiff coals are f.o.b. Cardiff, Penarth or

Barry, while those for Monmouthshire descriptions are f.o.b.

Newport; both exclusive of wharfage, and for cash In 3»

days.

BrltUh Exports—The following is a comparative state-

ir.ent of British exports for August and the first eight months
of the last three years, in long tons:

August — 8 Months
1912 1913 1911 1912 19l:i

Anthracite ... . 25.5,260 231.590 1,.-.44.S,S5 l,.-)33.475 l,934,6Sll

Steam . 4,688.550 4,197,809 30.445.732 28,370,005 35,288.302

Gas . . . 1,044,002 9i;2.574 0.825,.-.60 6,791,847 7,687,,W4

Household.' 189,420 137,375 974,102 991,688 1,160,811

Other sorts 280,443 289.814 2,040.7.55 1,985,249 2,349,201

Total 6,457,675 5.819,162 41.831,040 39,672,864 48,320,608

Coke 108,948 113,423 617.294 583,034 712,698

Manufactured fuel 163,030 140,278 1,117,783 990,258 1,363,324

Grand total. ... 6.729.6.i3 6.072,863 43,.')06,117 41,246,156 .50,396,630

Bunker coal. 1,8.50,340 1,749,847 11,608,744 13,720,560

BRITISH INDIA

The output of coal in British India during 1912 shows a

total production l,->st year of 14.044.3BS tons, which is nearly

2.000,000 tons in excess of the production recorded in the

previous output, namely, 12,048,726 in 1011 and 12,149.020 tons

in 1908. The actual output by provinces during 1912 was, in

ions, as follows: Bengal, 4,306,129; Bihar and Orissa, 9,123,-

437; Punjab, 38,409; Assam, 296.615; Baluchistan 45.732; Cen-

tral Provinces. 233,996; Northwestern Provinces, 50.

CHIN.V

Vice Consul G. F. Biekford notes increasing coal exports

from the Manchurian port of Newchwang. Shipments in July

reached 49,648 tons, and bunker coals 5650 tons. The increase

is mostly to the Japanese Government steel works at Waka-
niatsu. which took 15,875 tons, while 15,500 tons went to

.Shanghai.

COAL SECURlTlEvS

The following table gives the range of vai lous active coal

securities and dividends paid during the week ending

Sept. 20:
, „'

. Week's Ranse Year's Range
Stocks Hicli I."«- I.'ist Hii;li Loiv

American Coal Products >-'5! fiSJ )-5i .S7 Wi

American Coal Products Pref 105 109} 10.i

Colorado Fuel & Iron 34J 32J 33 41i 24}

Colorado Fuel & Iron Pref 155 155 150

Consolidation Coal of Maryland 102$ 102{ 102} 102} 102}

Lehigh Valley Coal .Sales 210 200 210
Island Creek Coal Com 55 53 .55 .iSj 4(}

Island Creek Coal Pref 86 84 • 86 85 80

Pittsburgh Coal 21> 20 21 2tJ 14}

Pittsburgh Coal Pref 88 i 86 88 95 i.i

Pond Creek 22 21 22 235 lOi

Reading 170J lOSi 168i 170J 151i

heading 1st Pref 84 84 84 92i S4

Readme 2nd Pref 92 90 OIJ 95 84

Virginia Iron, Coal & Coke 45 44 45 rA 37i

Closing Week's Range Year's
Bonds Bid Askicl or Last Pale Range

Colo. F. & I. g:-n. s.f.c. .53 P3i 98 95} 95} 935 99*
Colo. F. & I. gen. 6s 103 100 107) .Inne '12

Col. Ind. 1st. & cr.ll. 5s. gu 83} Sale 83J 83} 77i 85

Cons. Ind. Coal Me. 1st 5s 76 78 76 Aug. '13 76 76

Cons. Coal l3t and ref. 59 92} 93 Oct. '12

Gr. Uiv. Coal & C. 1st g Os 1025 April '06 ..

K. & H, C. &C. Istsf g5s 91 t'S .Tar. '13 98 98
Pocah. Con. Coll. 1st s f .5s 85 SSJ -6} Ju^-e '13 86 87|
.St. L. Rky. Mt. & Pac. let .5s 77} 79 78J .An.-. '13 73 80i
Tenn. Coal gen. 59 98} 99 99 99 98} 103

Birm. Div. Ist consol. 68 lOlJ 102 lOOJ Aug, '13 lOOf 103

Tenn. Div. Ist g 6s 100| 102 100} July '13 100} 102

Cah. C. M. Co. 1st g 6s 103} 103 July '13 103 103

Utah Fuel Ist g 59
Victor Fuel 1st s f 5s 80 80 May '13 79; 80
Va. L Coal & Coke l9t g 53 92 92' 92 Aug '13 02 98
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Safety First
By Bertox Bualey

Written expressly lor Coal Age

Too long we've dared the firedamp's breath

And chanced the dusty air,

Too long we've sent good men to death

Through lack of thought and care;

Too long our sense of caution slept,

We blindly drove ahead

While children wailed and women wept

In sorrow for their dead.

Master and Man must share the blame

For all those blunders past.

For man}' a holocaust of flame

And many a deadly blast

;

But we have come, at last, to see

How carelessness was cursed,

And from old haste and greed set free

We think of "Safety first!"

For men are worth far more than coal,

x\nd carelessness is waste.

And we have paid a fearful toll

For heedlessness and haste.

Where once we thought that fife was cheap.

We know that life is dear.

And more and more we strive to keep

The way to safety clear.

So we have trained our rescue corps

To ser\^e in time of need.

To help and save—but, what is more,

We're learning to take heed.

To face no risk we need not take

Lest death about us burst.

And always, every^vhere, to make
Our motto "Safety first!"
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IDEAS AND SUGGESTIONS
iiiniii iiiiMiinMii mil

Payday Drinking

Ry a \\ KST VimilNlA SUI'KKINTKXDEXT

"Tlu" follow that drinks liquor is a damn fool." The

speaker was a man of ahout fifty, and a glance at lus

londition showed that the declaration was a personal il-

lusion. He was in his usual "pickled" state after payday,

and. with a little thoiii-ht, he continued, partly to him-

self, and jiartly to the payroll clerk who had refused

credit, "1 am a prohihitionist and have been for years;

I vote against liqiwr and I talk against liquor, and 1

try to stop the making and exhaust the supply." All

of which was literally true, especially his attemiits to

ilrink it all up. He was a hard worker and a hard

drinker.

Another type was a small, mild man wlm worked every

day and was good for a double sliil'i any time he was

needed. He seldom came about the office, but his wife

was a constant visitor, taking up his wages in "scri])"

as fast as his time could be turned in. She was mir of

that raw-boned, vixenish sort, every inch a shrew. .Vbout

once a year Bill got drunk, not as any particular celebra-

tion, hut he seemed to lie able to stand his domestic life

only about so long. On the.'^e rare occasions he did not

land with a whoop, but usually jiicked uj) a barrel-stave

and quietly walked in the back door, and the family came

out the front, not stopping to look back but sailing up

the street, bent on putting distance between themselves

and Bill. Then Bill would sit on the front porch and

tell the neighbors that it was "damn strange thing if

a feller couldn't be boss of his Ikuisc once in a while."

That was all the harm there was in Hill, and after it was

over he went back to work, submitting to the old order

of things.

Carl thk CAHPEXTKr,

Carl was a carpenter, a silent man who chewed his

"Mail Pouch" and served the company. He mended the

tipple screens and fixed water lines and was general

handy man. His drinking was of the periodic type, only

he "saw things," and the neighbors usually had to come

in and sit on his arms and legs for a day or so till the

doctor could bring him around.

Fred's booze turned his mind to fistic trium])hs. His

payday drunk generally ended in "woes," "redness, or

rather blackness of ('yes," and "wounds without cau.se."

Frank became a millionaire, and his month's pay be-

came large.ss to be scattered in small change to the birds.

And so we might follow on through all the American

types of payday drunks, singing, laughing, swearing,

crying, fighting, preaching and soliloquizing. Passing on

to the foreign quarter, we might dwell on the "sheep

drunk," "monkey drunk." "lion drunk." "hog drunk,"

and not exhaust the possibilities of payday.

Tf we wished to go into historic drunkenness, Hebrew

literature presents ns with Xoah, overcome by wine and

exposing his nakedness; Lot, "made drunk" by his

daughters to coiiinni imi'sl ami rear up a race from di

-

stroyed Sodom: wliilr pagan annals rven invent a god

to preside over llan lianalian rc\cls. and Christians siiii:.

"We've reached the land uf lorn and wiiic" Our boastcil

.\nglo-Sa\(iii nation had its birth in llir land of Beowulf

where the "niead-haH" was the nalitin's ((iiincil cbanilicr,

and laws were made at the great tables around wliic b

brute heroes drank from foaming horns and shouted then

boasts amid the How of strong drink.

Tk.mpf.hancI'; an Issuic in .\(;i;s Past

We have also the traditional temperance nioveeient.s,

the Jewisli Xazarilcs, the Wise Man crying, "Vanity of

vanities." and there is not so much difference after all

in the solemn wail, "At last it biteth like a serpent and

,<tingcth like an adder," and the bhint self-accusation of

the old boozc-hoister, "a man thai drinks liquor is .i

damn fool"; yet modern civilization, .seeking other worlds

to conquer, has again tackled the ])roblem. With our na-

tional and international figures turning to grajie juice,

Icnionadc and buttermilk, there may be possibilities, but

when a mere mine sujierinti'ndcnt begins to talk about

cutting out the "wet," and running a Y. M. C. A. mine,

he is bucking the game with a fair amount of nerve.

A great jioint has becii made between the way a

"gentleman" drinks and the manner in which a hd'orer

takes it on. Hut is there a difl'erencc':' When the vari-

ous types around a mine take their spree, everyone knows

it and their social stainling is alTcitcd according to the

current standards of their neighbors and. perhaps, the

company. When those higher up. at their banquets,

clubs and .social sessions, become incapacitated, possibly

the spectacle is less public, but we will venture that near-

ly every man on the job can tell you all about it, the

only unfortunate part of it being that they are apt to

exaggerate the facts rather than minimize the incident,

and, if it is a question of drinking on duty, the higher up

an official i.s, the more nearly he is on duty all the time.

The trouble is, the old doctrine of "the king can do

no sin" exists just about as tenaciously as tire racial cus-

tom of drink. It is all right for everyone to "slop it up"

but the other fellow. However, the whole iM-obloin in

the coal business is an industrial one, and we might as

well face it in this way. We need not affirm or deny

that it has a moral or an ethical side, the question is

narrowed down to a glaring sin against industrial effi-

ciency. The fact that our mines try to operate five or

six days out of every month at a shameful loss, is a dis-

grace not to be lightly passed over.

Instead of wasting time devising petty .schemes ior

harassing the men who lay off after payday, or of forcing

them to work in a besotted condition, or of driving them

out of town, it is a matter worthy of the best brains of

the coal industry to see how they can begin to "revise

downward." Public opinion can put out of the business

any custom or practice. When drunkenness in the pn'i-

lic eye becomes an offen.se against public opinion, as die-
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lated by the best and most powerful forces of society, it

will be indulged in only by the degenerates, as is the

worst of our present-day drug habits.

See that DiuxKtxu Is Un'populae

Americans try to get things by short cuts. If everyone

111 West Virginia had wanted what they voted for, the

vote would have been unnecessary, for each person could

have disapproved of drinking in a way that would have

abolished drunkenness. However, public opinion seems

to be sometimes formed by a well enforced law. That

is, the law breaker is unpopular for being found out.

Xow that both state and federal laws are pending to put

West Virginia in an absolutely "dry condition" it is up

to the powers that be to make drinking in that state ex-

ceedingly unpopular.

If the public, and the coal companies could unite in

their campaign against booze, they could get rid of it,

only it would hurry things up a bit if the movement

started with those higher up. Of course, every effort helps

net society ready for the change, but it must be shaped

liito an industrial policy if anything large is to come of

it. The airship will not succeed Noah's ark in a day.

When we are babbling temperance at the mines we are

jabbing at something racial, nobody knows how old, but

it IS generally admitted that the liquor in-oblem is the

next important matter to be .settled.

We will not deny that a recent writer for the Coal Age

drove 15 families of drunkards away from his mine, for

-onie of them, if not all, have come here to live. We arc

glad that he can report a complete change of life among

what are left, and also that his conditions are such thai

he can aiford to pick his men, but unfortunately most

of us have to be contented with less success and endure

what seems impossible to change.

The reason we are constrained to bear the ills we have

rather than to iiy to others we know not of, is that if

.".() per cent, of our men lay oif five days out of every

niunth, the loss in output is only about one-tenth, while

if we "fire" one-tenth of the population bodily on ac-

count of drunkenness, we have lost our tenth and have

not made a clean sweep either.

Another difficulty in starting a campaign with the slo-

gan, "Clean out the drunks," is that by the time these

fellows are fired a few times they will perhaps get wise

enough to make the next fellow a good bunch of men.

Then who will be the loser ?

Still, 10 per cent, is worth trying for. Let's see, Mon-

day, Tuesday and Wednesday after payday are the

drunks' holidays. Who will be the first to cut out Wednes-

day, or will we set Tuesday for the limit of a drunk and

put" the blocks to the fellow who is "too much sick" on

Tuesday? Possibly, after all, the thing can be revised

both upward and downward. How about all this high-

brow stuff concerning labor efficiency when the operator

is losing 10 and the miner 20 per cent, ou a<-couiit of

the paydav drunk?

Curing this ill is a man's size job if anyone wants to

go to it, and it is not altogether a job for the W. C. T. U.

Coal mining seems to be about the only industry m the

world where a fellow is allowed to lose money for his

employer two or three days every two weeks and then go

back to work as if nothing had happened.

If the policy makers of the big coal syndicates are not

sufficiently interested in this problem to take the initia-

tive, the little reformer is placed in the light of Shake-

speare's lago, who, urging Roderigo to help himself to

what the gods had prejiared, said, "Zounds !
Sir, you are

one of those that will not serve (iod even if the Devil

bid you."

Quit Worrying
1>Y AnTHiK Feehan*

Worry digs more graves in a month than any sexton

ever dug in a life time. Every time you worry, you

are frittering away your health—you are spoiling your

chances—you are making yourself a fidgety old duller.

Worry never solved a problem. It has never yet

helped a man up from the sick bed or smoothed out

the cares of his business or the wrinkles on his biow.

It has not soothed the pain of disappointment. If you

don't kill that habit of worrying, it will kill you: and

that's a poor finish to the grand adventure of life.

Whenever you start worrying, remember what it means

to you—so inuch needless waste of nervous force, so

much ha])i)iness thrown away, so much less faitli in your-

self.

There is uidy one cure for worrying. The cure is

based ou the "following principle: Wliat made you

frown vesterday will make you smile tomorrow. All

vou have to do is to look at every trouble from the stand-

point of the future. Smile at it today, instead of to-

morrow. .

If you look '.jack at your worries, you will be amazeil to

lind what silly little trifles can upset you. Think over

vour experience last week. Wasn't it something like

this? Monday—Worried because Brown didn't seem the

good old pal iie used to be. You thought he was curt,

snobbishly curt, with you. It worried you into thinking

he wanted to drop you after all these years of comrade-

ship : because, as you bitterly reflected, he was prosper-

ing a bit faster than you.

Worrying—yes, it was very disquieting, wasn't it? At

any rate it was until Tuesday. Then you met Brown

again. Dear old Brown—the same as ever—one of the

very best! You saw at once what a fool you had made

of vourself by worrying over nothing. How true the

old saving
—"Worry makes a mmnitain of misery out of

a molehill of misfortune."

On Monday, too, you felt dreadfully down ou your

luck because you thought your work wasn't as good as

it used to be. You felt sure you saw the sack coming.

There was a rasp in the boss' voice that slashed at your

nerves terribly. You saw yourself out of work, loafing

You felt as if your skin didn't fit and as if everybody

hated vou. Sheer nonsense, wasn't it? Of course, it

was. And yet you let it worry you for hours last Mon-

dav. Don't let yourself be fooled in that way again.

Look a worry fairly and squarely in the face, and it

will slink from vou like any other cowardly thing.

Experience has shown that the maintenance and effective-

ness of a first-aid corps depend largely upon the superinten-

dent and mine foreman, and that aside from the strictly hu-

mane features of the wo»k. the effect of such an orgranization

is to encourage a more friendly f-eling between the employer

and mployee. and a better understanding between the fore-

man and miners. The superintendents and foremen should be

urged to give their best efforts to these organizations.

•Marianr
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Preventing Accidents from Machines
liv I'UANK II. Km:i:i.ami

sy.XOl'SIS—De.Trii>lioiis and illuslralioiis of .^ome

iftifely (/(TiiVcs uliich hate inored their iherils in aclital

use at poller plants, siitistaliuiiis and shops.

Alioiit the iniiies the ])CMTeiitage of men wlio moot

deatli tliroujrii iiiaehiiierv or nieeliaiiioal ilevices is small,

compared with the mimher who are aniiually killed hy

falls of roof and slate. Men are nevertheless killed.

t)Ut exeejjtion. aii|)ii(al)le to eoal-minin;,^ ])o\ver plants.

siiii-stations and repair shops.

It will he readily understood that imlustrial safely

does not necessarily mean that injury to life and linih

>hall he made imi)ossihle. There is a dilVerenee hetween

making a maehijie safe and making it proof against siii-

eiiial earelessness. The fundamental oi)jeet whieii tiie

inxenlors of these various safetv devie<-i had in mind

A Safety Di:vuk for Yai-vk IlAxnwHEFi.s

When one or more men repair or in.spect a boiler one of

valves connecting this boiler with others, with the feed line

the keys. These cases are removed only upon the completion
drums or settings.

crippled and injured in no inconsiderable number,

through what might well lie termed "mechanical acci-

dents." Such occurrences should therefore be forestalled

by every means that human foresight can devise.

We illustrate upon this and succeeding pages some

safety devices, the utility of which is at once man-

fest. These photographs have been kindly furnished us

by the Bureau of Safety, Relief, Sanitation and Wel-

fare of the United States Steel Corporation, Mr. C. L.

Close, manager. All of the devices shown are not at

present in use at coal mines. Tlicy arc. however, with-

these handwheel cases is placed and locke3 upon each of tin-

or the blow-off line, and the man entering the boiler pockits
of the work and then by the man who has been within the

was to render accidents out of the question. This is

not possible, however, as the human equation is always

present and can not be depended upon.

The accidents to which the workmen in power liouses,

sub-stations or repair shops are cliiefly liable are varied,

but in general will come under one or more of the fol-

lowing five headings: (A) Coming in contact with mov-

ing parts of machines or with live conductors. (B) Fall-

ing from platforms, ladders or other elevated positions.

(C) Fire and spontaneous combustion. (D) Being striic'c

bv flying parts of broken machinery or material. (E) Mis-

Ix A (' iMI'I;i:->"l: i'[ : '•'. V'lTi l; MLIXi

SiGX AND Wa.ste Can"

Dax< .\ Ii'aii.in': Ai;orxn the Eye of a Yex'ti-

latixo Yas:
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A "Well Guauded ilixi: Hoist

Twn mpn are here seen upon the operating platform. Under ordinary circumstances only

Whc^ meTSre beini hoisled o":- lowo-red, however, a supernumerary engineer is provided, so th_s

c ...an is at the levers,
should any misfortune

„cfall the
trol lever;

.^guiarhoistraan 'the"^otheV ' engine driver may
are provided for this purpose.

maiiijHilatioii of levers, Aalvcs, switches, or other hand-

operated controlling devices.

The means to he employed in guarding against acci-

dents of the above kinds are as divers as the accidents

themselves.
' Coming in contact with moving parts or

live conductors is perhaps more fruitful of disastrous re-

sults than any other one source of danger. In general

this can he avoided by suitably inclosing the moving

paits or condiictois oi In isolating the machine with

pioper hand laiK Means of pie\cnting falls and pro-

tdtit.n i^amst hie aic \m 11 known. v\hile the m t < nra

erarv engineer is provmea so uiihl cuouiu <i..j ....-.-. .^..

rimediately gain control of the machme. Two sets of con

mon devices for providing against injury from flying

pieces of broken machinery are safety collars on emery

wheels and gage-glass guards on boilers. Preventing

mismanipulation of valves and switches has long been a

difficult problem. We illustrate, however, two extremely

simple and efficient devices to giiard against this con-

tingency.

Many makers of mining machinery in order to lessen

manufactuimg expense as much as possible, have in the

past habitualh built enemes, pumps, lathes, drill presses,

( ti i\itli.iit in\ tinidms. whatever over gears, belts

Gi-ARDS AROUXD A Gexeuator. Notk Platform vloxg Steah Hkadeb axd Stairway Leading to It
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Vl!:W ABOVE BoiI.KIiS. XOTK Pi.ATFOUM AT.DXC StIv

TTeadf.I! and STAniwAY LKAniXG Thkukto

nr (itlior ilaiigiTou.s moving jiarts. lii'ceiitly, Imwover.

iiKiiiv users of these machines have specified, when mak-

ing purchases, something like the foHuwing; "Xo pro-

truding keys or set screws are to be employed. All

gears, cams, pulleys, belts, chains, si)rockets, eccentrics,

or other dangerous parts moved or operated by power

shall be so guarded or otiierwise inclossed as to etrectively

prevent accidents to an attendant or other person aris-

ing from contact, intentional or otherwise, with these

parts, and at the same time allow easy and unobstniccd

access to all parts of the machine for inspection or re-

newal." The builder is perhaps of all men, the best

fitted to guard the dangerous points in his machine.

\M Ax Kn-iciKNT MKTinin of Imlosixh tiih

Bki.ts of a Dkili. I'ki:.ss

Stall spccilicalioiis as the above are Ihercrorc worlliy of

careful coiisidi'raliiui by all |iurcbasri> of s\icb c(iiiip-

ment.

It is well al.-io lo ])rovide a place in the regular printed

title for drawings and tracings to shov,- when and by

whom that particular drawing has been checked for safe-

ty devices. This ])lan has been in use f(n- some years by

tlie various subsidiaries of the Steel Corporation, and has

been found extremely fruitful of good results.

It is utterly futile to cover a marhine with guards

and expect them alone to afford immunity from acci-

dent. To be truly effec-tive, safety devices of all kinds

must be reinforced by discipline and morale. It is only

(.'ha.ngi,- asu Vim. K-iU:.\i:isv. of a L\'riii-: liKFOiiic Axn AKri;i; (;lai;dixg
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Fatal Accidents in Dortmund District,

Germany
The following table, sliowing the uiunber of fatal ae-

cidents in the largest' coal-mining district of Germany,

is interesting for comparison with the records of the

United States. In 1912, 3.15 men per thousaxid em-

ployed were kilie.l at United States mines. The Dort-

mund record shows 2.91 It is interesting to sec that

the United States death rate per 1000 is 1.53 from falls

of roof and coal whereas the Dortmund rate is 1.094.

These are the causes of death which have shown them-

selves the most difficult to reduce by legislation or oper-

ating care and are those most largely dependent on the

ability and prudence of the miners themselves, and

above all on local conditions. So the American show-

ing for more preventible causes is by no means bad, be-

cause all other accidents than falls of roof and coal give

us a death rate of 1.62 and the Dortmund district a

rate of 1.S16.

FATAL ACCIDENTS IN THE DORTMUND DISTRICT OF GERMANY
IN 1911 AND 1912*

Men Employed 1911 1912

V SwriTil l,(irK-|-,li Ol'EN

When work is to be done upon an electric line the switch

is locked open. The above picture shows that two "jen aie at

work upon the circuit controlled by this switch. Vi hen tlie i

w.,ik is fiiiisIiPd and each has removed the padlock bearing his

name i;he switch can be closed, but not before.

wlieii cniplnyed ill coiijunrtioii with these moral i|aali-

ties that any system of guarding, be it ever so perfect

or elaborate, becomes in the highest sense etfective.

Troper education and habitual care among men whose

employment carries them iuti.i dangerous places will do

vastly more to eradicate accident than any number of

handrails or danger signals.

In the last analysis, after all possible means of fore-

stalling mishaps have been exhausted, the safety of the

worker comes down to the worker himself. In the vast

majority of ca.ses, at least, liis ininuiiiity from iii.iurY to

life and limb depends upon his ability to thin!.- safety

ju>t as he thinks borseiiower or tons of c-oal.

Average daily force

I'nderground . .

AV)ove ground.
271,488 279,713
SI,067 81,438

Total average daily force

Accidents Underground

By breaking in of rock masse.? (falls of stn

In siuifts leading underground
Diirinir pernutted hoisting. . . .

Diirint; forbidden hoisting. . . .

Durins passage otherwise
Diiriiiir work in or about the shaft.

Total

In blind shafts and headings with haulage

cUned upward or downward
Due to wrecks, etc

Due to haulage or clutch mechanism or a c:

Due to other causes

3.^2,.555
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Miiic-Safctv Precautions in lUah
15v A. C. \Vati>-

Tlu> "salfiv-iirst" ideajn Ituli is lun tlio result of ilic

agitation of reri'iit voars aloiij; tliesc linos, but has lioi'U

a subject foremost in tlie miiuls of tlie oiienitors for

luanv years.

The "first-aid" movements, tlie activity of llie f,'ov-

trnnient abinj; the lines of rescue cars and the im])rove-

nient of various oxysen helmets and other re.scuinji de-

vices, has lent impetus to the movement and stirred \i\y

:dl those interesied in the welfare of the mine workers.

We now find several rescue cars in the West, while

helmets with supplies of o.xygen and first-aid appliances

are in general use. There are also trained men
.11 the use of oxygen helmets and rescuing machines in

overy camp, while "Safety-First" mottoes are placed in

conspicuous ]ilaces at all collieries. In fact, a more gen-

eral spirit of care pervades the entire industry.

The government rescue car for this district was taken

away some time ago. Owing to the scattered locations

of our coal mines and the difficulty of getting together

we do not have the frequent meetings and contests along

tirst-aid lines that is possible in the thickly populated

Kast. but the spirit is here just the same.

Shot and Hoof Inspectous

'"Prevention" is the motto of the operators here. The
I'tah Fuel Co.. the oldest in the field, has had sJiot

and roof inspectors in its mines, in addition to Ihc

regular gas inspectors, for years, and employs two gen-

eral underground inspectors whose dutv it is to contin-

ually travel through its properties and inspect them a?

to the safety.

For years, the Utah Fuel Co. has employed sprink-

ling (even before it became a state rec[uirement) of the

dust, and in two of the mines, of which the dust is es-

|]ecially explosive, the electric shot-firing system, 1)y

which all shooting down of the coal and rock is done
from tlie outside after ail men and animals are out of

the mines, is used.

These extra precautions of safety are emjiloyed solely

because of interest in the welfare of the iuine worker,
for they mean an additional cost to the operator.

A Simple Safkty Measi-he

A simple precaution that is used, and one that en-

tails but slight expense and no inconvenience, is the
shutting off of electric current in trolley lines when men
are getting into man trips. A sectional switch at the

parting is all that is needed. When miners are getting
into cars with their picks and drills, there is always
danger of some one hitting the trolley wire and a seri-

ous accident may result if the wire is ''alive."

The regulations as to use and care of explosives are
strict, and the shot and roof inspectors continually in-

struct men in the proper placing of shots and care of
their working places. On these men, in a large meas-
ure, is placed the responsibility of reducing the fatali-

ties from falls of roof and coal, for it is from these
causes that most accidents occur. We also try to pro-
tect men from machinery. The mines are electricallv
lighted and great care is taken to prevent accumida-
tions of inflammable materials in mines.

•Chief engineer. Utah Fuel Co.. Salt I.ake City, Utah.

1'mc |)roleclion is had mainly from Ibe sprinkling
.systems whieh permit water under pivssuiv to lie hikcii

to all n|n'n |>laces in the miius.

.Mlogethcr Utah has the better welfare of its miii.

workers elo.se at heart, and expense is not spared to briii.

it about. "Safety first" seems to be the iiy-word on all

sides in the coal mines of tiiis stale.

Mine-Rescue Work in Great Britain
Sna lAL ('()UI(K.s1'()mii;n( i:

The reccnl disaslrous explosions in Scotland and Eng-
land have again brought before the British jiublic the

(|uestion of rescue work in mines. In this ctmnection
one of the most iiniRirtanl problems confronting mining
men is the immediate elfect on an individual of the vari-

ous gases constituting polluted mine atmospheres.

The standard of air purity set u]) by the Mines Act of

1911 is that the air must not contain less than 1!) ])er

cent, of oxygen, and not more than 1^4 P^'r cent, of

carbon dioxide. Under normal conditions it has been

shown that the percentage of oxygen in mine air gradu
ally falls, and the carbon dioxide gradually incrcas<>

as the air circulates through the mine. This, of

course, is due to the consumption of oxygen iiixl

the production of carbon dioxide by the breathiii-

of men and horses and the burning of lamps. Anotlin
iin])ortant cause is ihe jjartial oxidization of some of

ihe carbon and hydrogen in the composition of the coal.

Investigation has shown that the mine air may var\-

considerably from that at the surface, even though no
inflammable poisonous ga.ses flow in from the coal or

adjacent strata. The following is an average analysis I

of the mine air in the return at several British mines:
O.xygeu, 20.16: carbon dioxide, 0.37; liredainp, O.l-.':

nitrogen, 79.25.

When the SirrATiox UxDEnGiiorxi) Ls Ahxoiimai.

When conditions in a mine are abnormal, that is, when
condiustion takes place on a fairly large scale, the pol-

lution of the air goes on at an alarming rate. As an
example of such a ease, attention is called to the report '

of Dr. Flaldaue relating to the Snaefell mine in the Isle

of ilan. where 19 lives were lost by a comparatively
small underground fire. The analysis of the air was as

follows: O.xygen, 15.48; carbon dioxide, 4.22; carbon
monoxide, 1.07; hydrogen. 0.48; nitrogen 78.75.

The total capacity of the workings in this case was
about 1,000,000 cu.ft., and it was shown that the com-
bustion of 125 cu.ft. of timber would have polluted the
whole of the air in the mine to the extent shown by the
foregoing analysis.

The effect of a reduction of oxygen percentage on an
individual in mines near the .sea level is similar to that
jiroducod by the reduction of atmospheric pressure on
hill climbers at high altitudes. British authorities
maintain that the oxygen may fall to 15 per cent, without
I)rodueing any apparent effect on the individual. If no
exertion is being undertaken, the individual may con-
tinue to breathe an atmosphere with only 10 per cent.
of oxygen. The limit is reached at a little under 7 per
cent., when unconsciousness takes place. A light is ex-
lingui.shed at 17 per cent, of oxygen, .so that even al-

though a flame will not burn, a man may exist for some
time l)efore the dangerous percentages are reached.
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Effects of ('aiibon Monoxide

The effects of carbon iiioimxide are cunfincJ to closer

limits. It combines with the haemoglobin in the blood

three hundred times faster than oxygen docs, and forms

a comparatively stable compound. Thus the haemoglo-

bin loses its capacity as an oxygen carrier to the tissues,

and death occurs from lack of oxygen. The same Brit-

ish investigators ahove mentioned, claim that if O.dS per

cent, of carbon monoxide is present, the blood of an in-

dividual breathing such air for two or three hours be-

comes 50 per cent, saturated with the compound con-

taining the carbon monoxide. They say that anything

above 0.03 per cent, will produce unpleasant symptoms,

and anything above 0.15 per cent, is distinctly danger-

ous.

Since carbon monoxide may arise from explosions of

llredamp or coal dust and irom umlergnnuid fires, no

Views of Weg Appakatus Used in I]1'CENT Caddei;

DlSASTEP,

mine can be regarded as free from risk. Hence, the

necessity arises for providing a breathing apparatus to

render the wearer independent of the mine air when

undertaking rescue work or the recovery of the mine.

British practice tends towards the establishment of

central rescue stations in preference to the idea of each

company working as an independent unit. A number

of stations have been established in Scotland and Eng-

land, and recent mine acts have gone so far as to ex-

pressly stipulate the style and equipment of such cen-

tral stations. One of the most modern rescue plants

is the Fife Station in Scotland, which serves and is in

direct telephonic communication with 91 collieries em-

ploying 26,000 men. The equipment consists of twen-

ty sets of improved Weg apparatus; six sets of smoke

lielmcts with bellows and pipe connection; two sets of

pulmotor apparatus; twenty electric lamps of the Float

type; twenty storage cylinders, each of liO cu.ft. ca-

pacity ; one recharging pump electrically driven
;

one

motor car; a complete stock of ambulance apparatus,

packed; a reserve of 1560 cu.ft. of oxygen, and small

cylinders kept charged, and a minimum stock of 800 lb.

of caustic.

The experimental gallery at the Fife Station is con-

structed to represent as closely as possible a wrecked

roadway underground. It is formed around the three

sides of a central drill hall, and has a total length of

131 ft. and a width of « ft. The gallery can be tilled

with flue gases from a furnace by means of a fan, so

that the atmosphere can be made totally irrespirable.

The training of the men proceeds by easy stages, until

finally they are permitted to do heavy manual labor for

two hours' in the smoke gallery. This work consists of

weight-lifting, building brick stoppings and generally

doing work as closely as possible imitating underground

operations. As higli as 302,000 ft.lb. of measured work

has been accomplished l)y one man in the gallery in 1

hr. and 26 minutes.

No Water Here

A West Virginia newspaper reports the formation of

a new company with the following objects: "To acquire

coal and mineral lands and develop all the substances and

fluids therein, quarry stone, cut timber, manufacture

earth, clay and other products, develop salt, natural gas,

oil, etc., and refine same for heat, light and other pur-

poses; construct and own pipelines; refine petroleum,

and do a general mercantile business. The authorized

capital stock is $500 all subscribed and $100 paid."

Contemplation of this firm's field of endeavor and its

capitalization prompted the following eft'usion :

111 this age of frenzied finance

It may cause no mental shock
When we read of high inflation

Or of irrigated stock.

But a firm in West Virginia

Puts infiation quick to rout

And the things they can't accomplish

Are a mystery, no doubt.

For the things they're organized for

And the things they aim to do

Far surpass the mean conceptions

Of such folks as me or you.

They will first acquire coal rights

Whereso'er such rights abound.

Use all substances and fluids

That within the earth are found,

Quarry stone and get out lumber,

Manufacture earth and clay,

And a thousand other products

That are needed every day;

And they're goin' to build some pipelines

And they'll own 'em. too, you bet.

And they'll force petroleum through 'em

Till they make their old pump sweat:

And the salt they will develop.

Gas and oil and maybe peat

—

They will make these latter products

Furnish light as well as heat.

When it comes to refinition

They will do it up in style.

And they also think of starting

In a business mercantile.

And they'll mine the coal deposits

From the earth in mighty chunks

On a capitalization

Of a small five hundred plunks!

If the stocks of corporations

Through the country far and wide

Show remarkable resemblance

To the ocean's mighty tide.

If such stocks show irrigation

Unmistakable, alarming.

This new firm in West Virginia

Is assuredly "dry farming."

—By F. H. KNEELAND.
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First-Aid Meet at Knoxville, Tenn.
ICiii loiciAi. t()uui:si"i)M)i;Nri;

SYNOPSIS—The meei at KiioxviUr, Tenn., was well

managed and shows how rapidly first-aid has spread in

the Southern States, largely due to the e.rertions of the

Bureau of Mines. Reference is ma^le to the advance in

lirhnique and training which is now manifest every-

where.

The Society of Tennessee Mine Foieincii. tlic U. S.

liureau of Mines, and the Americjui Ueil t.'rosn held a

most successful first-aid meet at Knoxville, Tenn.,

Saturday, Sept. 20, the expenses of which were largely

fcH)ti'd by the Appalachian Coal Operators' Association,

a few powder companies and several merchandising con-

cerns of the city in which the meet was held.

SizK OK Mat.s

The meeting was preceded l)y drizzling rain, and the

prizes were presented in a somewiiat heavy downpour.

The men exercised on John.son's race track, which

has excellent draining qualities, otherwise the mats of

brattice cloth would have been insufficient for the pro-

tection of the subjects. As it was, in event No. 2,

where a man w.is sup])osed to have fallen with his ab-

domen over a wire, the mat proved too small, for he

could only be placed where the wire hacl been laid or in

the mud of the track. The mats should be at least 12

ft. long if such an event is to be exhibited.

The track was laid out with the lime lines iu nine

and three foot strips alternately, the team.s being re-

stricted to the larger spaces, and the judges using the

tkree-foot lanes between competing teams. In all, 24,

teams were entered and 21 actually attended.

The demerit list used at this meet, and which we

printed in our issue of Sept. 6, was not as we then

thought and tentatively suggested a product of the ac-

tivity of the American Mine Safety A.ssociation, but was

compiled by J as. W. Paul, in charge of the mine-rescue

work of the Bureau, and Major R. U. Patterson of the

Medical corps of the IT. S. Army, detailetl to have charge

of the first-aid industrial work of the United States, and

others. It is to be found embodied in Miner.s' Cir-

( ular 15, entitled "Eules of Mine Rescue and First-Aid

Field Contasts." The rules also will be found iu our

issue of Sept. G ami iu Circular 15.

V Bi.ERDiNCi Palm

After a parade, tiio first-aid events followed

:

One-Man Event—Machine boy while running fell and cut
\ertioal sash on l^nee cap: punctured palm of right hand with
machine bit: bright red blood. Treat and carry 50 ft.

It was understood by most of the teams that the

bright red blood was due to the puncturing of the palm
of the hand, but some put a tournicpiet on the leg, as if

the gash of the knee-cap had severed an artery. Most
of the contestants put that instrument on the upper part

of the arm ,so as to compress the brachial artery and

did not place it around the wrist as is to be preferred.

Ill early training most of the first-aid instructors were

doubtful of the ability and willingness of the men to

receive instruction. They questioned, whether they

would give the requisite time and necessary care to the

study of first-aid. They also doubted whether it was

well to trespass too nuuli on the province of the sur-

geon, both because such a course was in itself wrong and

because it was likely to lead to a certain degree of pi-o-

fessional resentment. Con.secpieiitly they did not ailvo-

cate the use of the tourni(|Uet around tiic wrist becau.se

by a simple instruction they could show a lirst-aid man
how to control the blood flow in the whole arm from

finger-tip to biceps and restrain it elfectually.

But they did invariably point out that extreme com-

]>ression of the brachial artery might result in the loss

of the arm if the victim's bleeding were prevented after

this manner for two or three hours. On the other hand,

when the constriction is made at the wrist, only tin'

hand is liable to be lost.

MOUE SkI1.L1''UL In.stuuotio.\ Xickdki)

First-aid is in its transition stages, and it is ]H'riiai)s

as well to state here and now that judging is going

to demand more perfect technique from the first-aid man
than is to be found in the abridged text book on first-

aid, published by the American Red Cross. Tiie book

still serves useful purposes as a guide for beginners and

amateurs, but unfortunately the judges, even when a])

pointed by the Red Cross, have not been ready to re-

gard the suggestions of the text-book as the ultimate

first-aid technique and the American Mine Safety x\.s-

sociation has not declared other technique mandatory, so

that first-aid men depending on textbooks or lay train-

ing, however official, are liable to lose the highest awards

at present-day meets. It is much to be regretted that

the A. M. S. A. has met twice, and done so little to de-

clare what a first-aid man should know and should do.

We have frequently noted that the judges are disposed

to demerit on what they believe to be correct principles,

rather than on the question of the nearness with which

the first-aid men have complied with instruction given

them. The tests have ceased to be examinations of

teams, and have become rather tests of the relative mer-

its of the training doctors. It is discouraging to a work-

ing man, who has diligently absorbed the teaching of

his master in the art to find that he is demerited for

the misjudgments of his teacher, or because his instnic- i

tor did not know that the judges had decided that the '

first-aid movement had made such advances that a more

perfect technique was permissible. We trust that the A.

M. S. A. will shortly grant to every contestant, a clear

knowledge of the measure by which his attainments in

fir.st-aid will lie meted.

Resuscitation Casic

The second event was as follows

:

T«'0-SIen Event—Miner found lying' face down, uncon-
scious, on a live electric wire, abdomen badly burned. Res-
cue, and give treatment.

It is probable that this man after being rescued from

the wire should have been resuscitated by the Sylvester

method, because it is not well to use for the recovery

of the patient a system which involves the parts burned.

It is one of those rare cases in which the Schaefer meth-

od is perhaps inadvisable. One team did favor it, how-

ever, and administered it wrongly, the operator placing

his hands on the under part of the subject in a position
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,ore suited to the lifting of the patient, than to the

ompression of his floating ribs. In this way the ae-

ioii was rendered largely ineffectual and most injun-

lus to the burns of the patient.

In most cases the deflating or systole action m the

uuo-s was obtained by pressure on the chest and nut by

)ressing the doubled arms of the patient on the lower

ibs and rubbing them down his sides. The chest-pres-

lure method does not develop the full deflating powers

)f the Sylvester method and may be regarded as com-

Daratively inetfeetive, l)ut it serves to save the patient

Tom injury to the abdomen, when that part of the body

s burned.

In fact, the competing claims of the Sylvester and

5chaefer methods in case of abdominal injury is, we think,

1 matter for the due consideration of the American Mine

Safety Association and for the investigation of the Bur-

Bau of Mines. Almost the only merit of the Sylvester

method, which it seems to us, is retained with mere

chest pressures, is the inflating or diastole action caused

by the lifting of the arms. Seeing that the Sylvester

action is at its best, a less efficient method than the

Schaefer, and granting further that the Schaefer meth-

od is not so much an action on the front as on the sides

of the abdomen, would it not be better to risk doing

some superficial injury to the patient than to run the

greater risk of allowing him to die by an inefficient

method of resuscitation?

There were a few men who adopted the plan of hold-

ing the victim by the wrists in the Sylvester treatment.

No harm is done by this manner of grasping the pa-

tient, but it does not give any better results than are

obtained when the victim is held below the elbows. The

operative is saved much unnecessary motion and is

drawn up closer to the abdomen of the patient, thus he

himself is longer becoming exhausted and relief is not

so often needed.

Shock From Burns

Three-Man Event—Head, face, neck, arms and hands

badly burned from gas ignition. Treat same.

The victim was in nearly every case caused to sit up

by the operating teams' in this event. It is dangerous

to raise a man into such a position for if he has not al-

ready received a shock from his burns; he is liable to

receive a secondary shock. The effort of pumping blood

to the head is increa.sed when in a standing or sitting

position and is minimum only when the patient is recum-

bent.

In nearly every case picric acid gauze or a simulated

equivalent was used, but in some cases plain gauze was

substituted. We understand, however, that by the agree-

ment with the judges beforehand, this plain gauze wa.s

to be supposed to be impregnated with canon oil or

other medicament.

The fourth and fifth events were:

Team Event—Injured spine or broken back: left hand cut

on back and bleedingi carry 50 ft.

Team Event—Miner caught between loaded car and side

of gangway, right shoulder blade broken; left arm broken

6 in. above elbow, left foot crushed; lacerated right cheek.

Improvise a stretcher and carry 50 ft.

In these events nothing of particular interest was

noted. The assumption was made as usual in such

cases that the miner was lying on his back after the

injury was received. "We do not know how often this

is true, but we sui)pose but rarely. We have a habit of

staging these accidents as we will, without any regard

to the true underground facts. Naturally men who are

taught to treat spinal injuries with the subject lying

on his back will turn the victim over when they find

him lying otherwise. The thought of the effect of that

roll almost makes the eyes close with horror.

The judges carefully examined the action of the teams,

but were not so particular about the condition of the

bandages. There were three teams or less to each judge

so that reasonably accurate judgment of the manner of

operation could be assured. Moveoxcr, all the judges

were medical men. Some judges asked several ques-

tions of the captains and some examined the bandag-

ing with much care, but this was not so necessary as it

is in meets where there are fewer judges as the manner

of bandaging can be examined while under execution.

None of the judges were acquainted with the teams they

examined and the judges were rotated after each event,

so that as far as possible, perfect fairness in judgment

was secured.

Average A'-r-rage

of five of full

CoiuDanv Events events team
12 3 4 5 events

Roane Iron Co., Roelcwood, Tenn 95 75 98 98 91 91.4 94 5

Minersville C. Co., Pless, Tenn 88 83 91 92 90 88 .

8

91

Blacli Diamond C. Co. Coal Ck.Tenn... 90 90 95 98 80 90.6 89

Knoxville I. Co., Brireville, Tenn 93 92 89 100 89 92.6 94.5

Piedmont C Co, Oliver Sprgs., Tenn... 86 88 90 93 96 90.6 94.5

StaSrdJeilicSc Co..Clairfield,Tenn. 95 96 90 85 95 92.2 90

We"tboumeC. Co., Westbourne, Tenn..l00 100 86 93 96 95 94.5

Tenn CI&RR.Co., Whlewell Tenn.. 90 90 80 91 78 85.8 84.5

Wisconsin Steel Co., Benham, Ky 94 100 90 88 68 88 78

Stone^a C. & C. Co., Imboden, Va 95 90 95 88 85 90.6 86.5

Wisconsin Steel Co., Benham, Ky 9" ™ 9? «? 77 lit IV
ContinentalC.Corp..PinevilIe,Ky.. . 95 90 81 85 77 85.6 81

Stonega C. & C. Co., Big Stone Gap, Ky. 87 100 89 88 96 92 92

Wisconsin Steel Co., Benham, Ky 12 ^ g| 1^ i^^ qo* lis
Stearns C. Co., Stearns, Ky 8S 91 98 83 100 92 91

,

f)

Roane Iron Co., RoAwood, Tenn. .... 91 9084 86 92 88.6 89

DuclctownCopperCo.,Duclctown Tenn. 90 95 85 90 92 91.6 94

Jellieo C. Mfg. Co.. Mountain Ash, Ky- 95 100 95 85 92 93.4 88 5

Tenn. C. Co., Briceville, Tenn 102,^^2^??™ Sfi* 75
CoalCreekC. Co.,CoalCreeIc,Tenn..- 96 100 86 71 79 86.4 75

Continental C. Corp., Pineville, Ky 80 94 81 89 83 85.4 8b

The Demonstration of the Bureau of Mines

A charge of permissible explosive, equal in deflective

force to one-half pound of 40 per cent, nitroglycerine

dynamite and tamped with one pound of clay, was fired

in the steel gallery in the presence of coal dust. There was

a l.u-ge outburst of dust but no flame.

D. T. Blakey, a mechanical engineer, with the Link-

Belt Machinery Co., in a breathing apparatus, then en-

tered a glasscase carrying a canary and a pigeon. The

box was' charged with carbon monoxide, supposed to

comprise 0.1 per cent, of its whole content. The can-

ary was a long time feeling the effects and probably died

finally only because it was held in the entering current of

gas.
'

The" pigeon was but little affected. Whether the

box leaked or the gas not being prepare<l by a chemist,

was insufficient, eannot be asserted. However, the minds

of the visitors were concentrated on canaries and rescue

work and the psychologic result was attained without any

one experiencing undesirable after-effects.

A charge of F. F. F. black powder of equal disrup-

tive effect to the permissible explosive, fired before in

the explosion galley was then placed in the cannon and

tamped with a pound of dry clay. It was fired in the

presence of coal dust and made much flame and a con-

siderable report.

Speeebes were then made by T. A. Wright, President

of the National Conservation Exposition. Miss Bnardman

of the American Eed Cross, and W. B. Wilson, Sec-
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rctarv of Labor. Mr. Wilson lias shown himsilf a man
of integrity. His advance is due to tliat tharaiteristic

and not to his fund of information and nearly all the re-

marks lie made needed truth to give tlu-m force. See-

ing Mr. Wilson is a specialist in mining, we can scarcely

see how he can form an accurate conception of other in-

dustries when he lias not mastered the fa> ts of the busi-

ness in which he was only lately cmjiloyed.

PrIZKS and PkIZK WlXXKJiS

After the speech-making the prizes were distributed. It

must be explained that no team receiving a prize for general
average excellence in the meet could receive any further
recognition for its merit in the one-, two- and three-men
events or in those in which the full teams participated.

The grand prize was won by the Tennessee Coal Co. It

consisted of a sliver cup provided by the Provident Life &
Accident Co., of ChattanooKa, Tenn., $25 In cash presented by
the Atlas Powder Co., Knoxville, Tenn., six gold medals from
the -Vmerican Mine Safety Association and five bronze medals
from the American Red Cross.

The second grand prize was awarded to the "O'estbourne

Coal Co., and consisted of a breathing apparatus presented
by the Draeger Oxygen Equipment Co., $25 donated by the

Ingersoll-Sargent Drill Co.. six silver medals from the A. M.

S. A. and first-aid certificates from the A. R. C.

The third grand prize went to the Jellico Coal Mining Co.,

of Mountain Ash. Ky.. and consisted of an ambulance hamper
donated by Siebe-Gorman Ce., Chicago, 111., $10 donated by
the Pennsylvania Crusher Co., of Philadelphia, Penn., six

bronze medals presented by the A. M. S. A. and first-aid cer-

tificates presented by the A. R. C.

The Tennessee Grand Prize was awarded to the best team
from the state regardless of the receipt of any other prize.

Hence, two teams which had already received the open grand
prizes also gained the Tennessee awards. Thus the Tennessee
Coal Co. as first prize was rewarded with a silver cup pre-

sented by the Southern Coal Operators' Association, and $25

donated by the A. S. Cameron Steam Pump Co., of New York
City.

As the Roane Iron Co.. the Knoxville Iron Co. and the Pied-
mont Coal Co. tied for first place in the team events with
Si'^ points, the prize intended for the winning team consist-

ing of a complete mining course in the International Corres-
pondence Schools, two years' subscription to the "Colliery

Engineer" and a copy of the Coal and Metal Miners' Pocket
Book were divided among the winners.

The second prize in team events was awarded to the Duck-
town Copper Co. and consisted of a short mining course in

the I. C. S., a year's subscription to the "Colliery Engineer"
and a copy of the Pocket Book.

The third prize of $15 presented by the Miners' Field Day
Committee, of Knoxville, Tenn., and six steel tapes donated
by the Lufkin Rule Co.. of Saginaw, Mich., was awarded to

the Stonega Coal & Coke Co., of Big Stone Gap, Ky.
The first prize for the one-man event went to the Coal

Creek Coal Co., Coal Creek. Tenn.. the prize being a gold
watch presented by Walsh & Weidner Boiler Co., Chatanooga.
Tenn. The second prize of a gold chain, donated by the Link-
Belt Co., of Chicago, was drawn by the Stonega Coal & Coki-

Co.. there being three teams having equal percentages; the
teams of Standard Jellico Coal Co., and the Continental Coal
Corpor.-tion, William Taulber. captain, being the two which
were defeated by the drawing of lots. The third prize went to
the Wisconsin Steel Co.. T. K. Johnson, captain. It consisted
of $5 presented by the Miners' Field Day Committee.

The two-man event was won by the Wisconsin Steel Co..

L. D. Smith, captain, with a perfect score. The team received
$15 presented by the Ohio Brass Co., Mansfield, Ohio. The
second prize went to Baker No. 2 team of the Continental
Coal Corporation and consisted of $10 presented by Leschen
Sons Rope Co., of St. Louis, Mo. Two teams were equally en-
titled to third place, the Wisconsin Steel Co., A. Patterson,
captain, and the Stearns Coal Co.; on drawing lots the first

team secured the prize.

The first prize for the three-men event was given to the
Black Diamond Coal Co.. and consisted of $10 donated by the
Ohio Brass Co.. of Mansfield. Ohio, and $5 presented by the
Miners' Field Day Committee. The second prize for that
event went to the Minersville Coal Co. and consisted of three
Thermos bottles presented by the Milwaukee Locomotive Co.
The third prize was awarded to the Roane Iron Co.. W. T.
Richards, captain, and consisted of three electric flash lights.

"Coal Age" gave five gold watches to the captains of the
teams making the best scores in the five events. The men

receiving the prizes were H. R. Smith, of the Tennessee ' i

Co., R. Rlgsby, Westbourne Coal Co.. J. M. Wood. Kni>x\ii

Iron Co., L. R. Eager. Standard Jellico Coal Co. and S. .M.i:

of the Jellico Coal Mining Co.

Mticli credit lor the success of the meeting is due

II. M. Wil.soii, 1). T. Blakey, E. F. Huilat. G. B. Suii,

and II. M. Ashnuii-c. who all gave iiiudi time iind iilh

tioil lo the promotion of the meet.

H. C Frick Cloke C^o. Meet
(ok<> Co, WMS lleld

). l!M:i. :lt tlu' Trol

The meet of tiie II. ('. Kri.k

Thursday at 2-:M) ]).iii., Sejil. 'l

mine, near C'oiiiicllsville, rcnii.

The events were as follows:

One-man event: Compound fracture of jaw on the left ^

Bleeding bright red blood in spurts and a small cut

right eye.

Two-men event: Treat a man unconscious from eh
thoek demonstrating both the Sehaef.M- and Sylvester nu
ods of artificial respiration, two minutes each.

XiNE TE.Ufs oi- II. ('. FincK Coke Co.

From left to right. Coalbrook. Davidson, -Vdelaide. Tmltir,
Leisenring No. 1, Leisenring No. 3, Juniata, Bitner and HiikkI-
ford teams.

LEi.sExr.ixt; Xo. '.i Te-UI

medical director

Three-men event: Dislocated left shoulder and right font

crushed half w^ay to knee.
Full-team event: Fracture or dislocation of spine. Com-

pound fracture of right forearm 4 in, above wrist. Attend,
place on stretcher and carry 50 ft.

The following teams took part, receiving the

])ercentages

:

stnti

Coalbrook 97%
Juniata 97^4
Davison 97Vi
/\delaide 9(5%
Trotter 96 %

P.itner 9fii/4

Nn. 1 Leisenring 95%
Broadford & Valley 95 V4
No. 3 Leisenring 93%
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The First-Aid Meet of the Hillside

and Pennsylvania Companies
Special Cokisio.-^poxdexck

Under threatening skies, which limited the attendance

Init in no way diminished the enthusiasm, the eighth

annual first-aid contests of the Pennsylvania and Hill-

side Coal & Iron Co. were held Sept. 20 at ^'alley View

Park, Inkerman. Penn. Twelve teams, two from each dis-

trict of the Erie system, competed in the contest, which

was for a year's possession of the handsome silver loving

cup. donated by Captain W. A. May, president of the

companies. Tlie competition was keen, and the averages

resulting, showed that the improvement in first-aid work

in this region is bringing its devotees close to perfection.

Seldom have better exhibitions of skill in caring for the

uijurcd, been seen at A'alley View since the coal com-

panies took an interest in the relief work.

bring the man who liad made the best showing in t!ie

district contests. The standing of the men in this in-

dividual contest was as follows:

Luther Ife;U, North Pittston District. 93.

John O'Malley, Mayfield District, S5.

William Creedon, Avoca District, SO.

William Davis, .South Pittston District, 75.

William Bulser, Dunmore District, 65.

Del. Burdick, Forest City District, Co.

The Mav cnp incnls were preliminary to the genei-al

contests, conducted under the auspices of the American

Eed Cross at Valley A'icw, Sept. 2?. The high teams in

these events represented the companies on the following

Saturday when teams from the Temple Coal & Iron Co.,

Scranton Coal Co., Jennyu Coal Co., and many other

companies in this region, took part.

Two consecutive victories by the same team give per-

manent possession of the May cup. Law Shaft team, of

the A\oca District, has had a monopoly on the trophy.

Individual Contest

Bandaging both eyes, both shoulders and both groins.

Establishing a general average of 98§. in a remark-

able exhibition, the team from the Fernwood Slope, But-

ler Colliery, North Pittston District, captured the first

prize. Old Forge Colliery, Avoca District, was second

with 96 per cent. The other teams finished as follows:

No. 5 Shaft, No. 6 Colliery, 951.

Law Shaft. Avoca District, 95.

Erie Colliery Outside. Mayfield District. 92.

No. 1 Colliery, Dunmore District. 911.

No. 5 Shaft, Dunmore District. 90.

No. 6 Breaker, South Pittston District. 90.

Erie Shaft, Mayfield District. S9.

No. 1 shaft. No. 9 Colliery, SI},.

No. 2 Shaft, Forest City District, S5J.

Forest City Colliery, Forest City District, S2.

The Captain May contest consisted of five events, pre-

senting hypothetical cases of injuries common to the

miner" and calling for the services of from one man to

five in treating the different cases. One of the inter-

esting innovations of the day was the individual con-

test, instituted this year. As an incentive for individ-

ual eifort, the companies offered three valuable prizes

in this event, a Howard gold watch, gold cuff links, and

a gold handled umbrella". The number of competitors

was limited to one man from each district, the entrant

Two years ago, that organization captured one May cup

permanently, and last year won one leg on a new cup.

Today the team was without the services of George Kel-

lum, the former mine-rescue car foreman of the U. S.

Bureau of Mines, who captained the team in former

contests. Mr. Kellum is not now employed at Law

Shaft.

The contest was in charge uf Dr. F. F. Arndt, gen-

eral director of the primary relief work of the Pennsyl-

vania and Hillside companies, whose able systematizing

of the contests greatly expedited the progress of the

events. The other officers were: Judges, Drs. F. .J.

Bishop, Edgar Sturge, B. B. Wonnser, of Scranton; di-

rector, F. H. Coughlin, secretary to Capt. May: H. T.

McMillan, inspector of the North Pittston District: W.

P. .Jennings, superintendent of the South Pittston Dis-

trict : F. D. Conover, recorder; Edgar Weichel, timer.

The events were begun at about 10:30 a.m., and two

took place before the noon recess, when lunch was served

to the visitors and entrants. The events were as follows

:

First event, 10 minutes—Two men working on separate

subjects; one subject has an incised wound 3 in. long- on back

of head, running crosswise near bony prominence, and a

wound on back of left shoulder near the summit. Second

subject has a fractured right jaw. with an incised wound
across front of chin, and the thumb and index finger of right

hand crushed.

Second event, two men, 10 minutes

—

A man is found in a

portion of the mines filled with bad air, unconscious, but

heart is beating. Show as rapidly as possible how you would
care for such a case. Distance to good air, 25 yd. Show two
methods of artificial respiration with one or both arms
broken.

Third event, three men. 15 minutes—Incised wound of

right wrist, 3 in. above hand, cutting both arteries. Left
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elbow dislocated, forearm rtexcd at a right angle to aim.

Hress burn on face, using a triangular bandage.

Fourth event, four men. 15 minutes—Dislocation of left

hip backward. Show all the places on the body where

tourniquets can be used to control hemorrhage. Show how

you would control severe hemorrhage from the piilm of the

hand. If there is any difference In the method of applying

tourniquet to arm and leg, show what it is.

Fifth event, full team, 20 minutes—Fracture of right arm

and forearm. Compound fracture of left thigh at middle.

Broken back. After dressing, load on stretcher, carry 100 ft.,

return and unload.
Kvent for special prizes, one man, 15 minutes, practical

^•ork—Bandage both eyes, apply roller bandage to both

shuuldtrs and both groins. Questions and demonstration

—

!>,. lit illllmrta

a police-patrol aiitoinoliiU", thi.-; niiuhim' is eiiiiippctl with

a siren horn. Tlii-ou{;h the city, liic car will carry tlio

"yellow" autonioiiilc lla.i,'. as well as tlio "Stai^; ;inii

Stripes,"

The car contains two standard lire e\tin;,niislicrs rcndy

for instant use. and these ai'e of llic same type that nre

to he found on a inunici])al lii-etnuk. Tlie body of tlie

car is so designed that it will carry a crew of 1'.' men,

including the driver, although it is just possitile that only

10 men may he retained for that jiurpose. Under the

seats, and aiong the side of the body of the car, are tive

special compartinents, in which helmets will he placed.

Roth doors and seats are movable.

Additional eciuiimicnt consists of two pulmotoi's and

six Liiide Oxygen tanks. A telejihonc bo\ and set is I'ur-

iiished and is ecinipped with several hundred I'ect of wnv.

There are also 50 regenerator jaitash cartridges uimI i

life-line reel. Stretchei's are lashed to the side of ili'

car as shown iu the photograph. One tent, coverin- a

space 12x21 ft., with a 5-ft. partition, is an imporlani

part of the eipiipment. This tent will he j)itched as simii

as the automobile arrives at the scene of an accident, and

will be used as a general headquarters.

One special feature of the car is an oxygen itiinip,

working at 150 lb. above atmospheric pressui-e; tin- is

driven by the car motor. There is also a complete etpiip-

FeKXWOOD Si.OPK, W ..... "i 11.1-1-

TANIA C0XTi:ST, WTH OFFICIALS

In the rear are the officials in charge of the mt-.t

you would control bleeding from them by hand and tourni-

quet.

Among the prominent mining men present were; Capt.

W. A. May,; Mine Inspector S. J. Jennings. Eighth Anthracite

District; Inspector H. T. McMillan; H. E. Yewens, superin-

tendent of the Forest City District; J. "U'. Reed, superinten.l-

ent of the \voca District; David Girvan, superintendent ..i

the South Pittston District: C. H. Frederick, auditor; F. ii

Wright, secretary and treasurer.

Mine-Rescue Automobile
SlM.'.CIAL C'OlUiKSro.NPl.NCE

The first mine-rescue automobile car built in the

United States, as far as we know, was recently delivered

to the United States Bureau of Mines, at Pittsburgh,

Penn., and after being given thorough and severe tests

will be forwarded to the Birmingham, Ala., station of

the Bureau of Mines. Whether or not a similar car will

be stationed at Pittsburgh, will be determined later.

The car was made by the Wiite Co., of Cleveland,

Ohio, upon a competitive bid. It is a 40-hp. machine,

and has made a trial run through a rugged country at a

speed of 33 miles an hour, although possibly 35 to 40

miles per hour might be attained under the most favor-

able conditions. While built on a regular 3000-lb. chas-

sis, the body, however, is of special design to meet the

requirements of the service for which it was built. Be-

sides the regular tw^in lights, a .special S-in. swivel gas

headlight has been added so that it will be possible to

throw a light a distance of several hundred feet ahead or

alongside, and when stationed at the scene of an accident,

this special equipment can be made to serve the part of

a strong searchlight Besides a gong, similar to that on

ilso

the

1 to

The Bureau of Mixes T^icsci^E Automobili:

ment of sledges, axes, hammers, bai-s and the like;

100 ft. of 1-in. and 100 ft. of 2-in. hose with nozzles

reducer attachments.

This car has pneumatic front tii'es, ;5G.\4y2, while

rear tires are solid dual-cushion. It is to be usei

travel moderate distances, from 2ri np to 100 miles.

Interesting Articles in Our Next Issue

Lack of space in this issue has compelled us to hold

over .several interesting and valuable articles dealing with

the subject of "'Safety in coal mines." One of these ar-

ticles which we will print next week was written by F. W.

AVhiteside, chief engineer of the Victor-American Fuel

Co. Mr. Whiteside tells of the many safety provisions of

Western coal corporations, paying particular attention

to the precautions inaugurated by his own company. An-

other article will deal with "Shot Firing and Watering

Systems in Utah Mines." A third article will discu,ss

the problem of "Preparing and Burning Anthracite

Culm."
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American Mine Safety Association's Session
EniTOIUAl. CoiiKHSPOXDENCE

.SYXOPSIS—The American Mine Safety Associattun

held an interesting meet and created much sentiment in

favor of safety. It aho cumideted its organization but

did Utile toward fixing standard.^. The most notaUc

went at the meet was Dr. McHenry's method of splinting

a broken hack. The mine explosion- established the re-

turn- or inward draft in a most spectacular manner and

proved the efficacy of stone-dust barriers in isolating ex-

plosions.

Tlie American Mine Safety Association held vliat

niiiilit be termed its second annual session on Sept. 22

to '24. At the first meeting the body received neither

a name nor a constitution, but a large amount of busi-

ness was done. In fact it commenced to work before

it really began to exist, while at this second meeting it

fstablislred its existence and did but little efEective ad-

ministrative work. However, it held a most successful

first-aid meet and put new life into the safety movement.

As the chairman rightly declared, the program was so

full of events and so much organizational work had to

be done, that there was little time left for deliberation

and discussion is, we think, the main reason for which

the association was created.

Doctors Do Xot Gcr ox Rixokd.

It is much to be regi-etted that the doctors have not

made more rulings as to first-aid methods, because the

matter is extremely urgent. We believe that first-aid

men should have a" book of first-aid principles as ample

and complete as a Materia Medica, to quote Dr. A. Y.

Kncefel. This book would serve to make first-aid meets

fair to all contestants. Xo game from checkers to base-

ball is without its rules. When serious disputes arise,

in such well organized and regulated pastimes, they are

seldom about the laws which govern the game. All the

stress and strife centers around the relation of the rules

to the actions of the players. As in such gam.es, so also

in first-aid contests, the judges should not umpire the

i|uestion of right treatment, they should solely decide

whether the contestments have performed that course of

procedure which has been prescribed. Like a court jury,

first-aid judges should only decide questions of fact, the

supreme A. M. S. A. should adjudicate beforehand all

questions of law.

Seeing that nothing was done in this direction; de-

spite all the enthusiasm, good-fellowship and promise of

better things yet to come, we were somewhat disappoint-

ed in the showing and can only console ourselves with

the thought that in time the end will be accomplished,

no matter how long it is delayed. Dr. Knoefel urEred

in committee that due consideration be taken bv that

bodv, so that no half-digested schemes be recommended

to the public.

The Demerit List.

We had hoped that the discounts or demerits in first-

aid contests would have been amended, seeing that the

old schedule was not used in the meet held by the very

institution by which it was adopted and promulgated.

The new demerit list seems at least worthy of careful

consideration and might have been adopted temporarily,

subject to later revision.

This report of the meeting may seem inverted as it

does not follow the order of events, but we wish to em-

phasize the paramount place of the medical profession

in the A. M. S. A. It was that surgeons might be

drawn into conference that we advocated the formation

of the body in an editorial on July 13, 1912, before the

conference was tailed.

In the inornhig of Sept. 22, a meeting of the Execu-

tive t'ommittee was held in the Fort Pitt hotel. The

docttiis also met and went over the forthcoming con-

test. It was decided to use the same events in the first-

aid meet as were chosen at Knoxville, Teiiii., and

Major R. U. Patterson announced, we underst^uul. to

the assembled doctors the difficulties occurring at the

Tennessee meet and asked how they would decide these

matters of debate.

In the afternoon after some delay, the mine-rescue and

first-aid contest was held in the Arsenal Park to the

east of Butler Street, some distance from any of the Ar-

senal buildings, and from those loaned by the War De-

partment to the Bureaus of Mines and of Standards.

The field, while not large, was level and well fitted for

its piirpose and somewhat elaborately prepared for the

meet. Thirty-five first-aid teams were entered in the con-

test and nearly all were on hand. One team came from

West Virginia (that of the Consolidation Coal Co.)

and one from Terre Haute, Ind. (that of the Vandalia

(_'oal Co.). All the others were Pennsylvania teams.

The events b._'ing the same as those at Knoxville, refer-

ence to the article on that meet will give the necessary

information. Doctors were appointed, each one to judge

three teams or less, and so the examination was as ade-

quate as could be reasonably desired. Many of the judges

questioned the captains of teams and examined the ban-

daging with care, and a disposition to criticize the work

openly made .some bad feelings, it is true, but did n»

little good.

Soiii- Errors in Treatment

In the second event where a man is lying over an elec-

tric wire, some of the teams passed strips under the

upper and lower parts of his body and lifted him hv

these. However, as performed, this took four men and

the event was listed for two.

In the third event, most of the victims were treated

lying at full length. One team sat the patient up and

the doctoi who had trained these men and one of his

colleagues urged that, when recumbent, a victim could

not be i^roperly dressed for such burns as were described

in the program, and that in similar cases of burning, men
had persisted in sitting v]i. The judges had unanimous-

ly agreed that to avoid secondary shock, the patient

should be treated on his back. In the opinion of Major

R. U. Patterson, not only was it possible to dress a pa-

tient for such injuries in that position, but even if he in-

sisted on sitting, he .should be induced to remain on his

back. It is certain that because some victims will not lo

what is best for them is not a reason for treating a sub-

ject as if he were such a rebellious patient.
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A Ni:w Spinal Tukaimknt

Tlie dressiiijr of tlu- iiijuied spine in tlie fourth event,

developed a now nietlioil of oiHMiition. Dr. R. F. Mc-

Ileiirv had tauglit tlio rcnn.-Mary Coal Co.'s team a new

nu'lhod of banihiging and splinting, and had moreover

deiided to imagine the' patient as lying prone (on his

face) and not supine (on his back). This last point was

well made.

After preparing the bed suitably on which the injured

could be laid, he was lifted into place by taking hold on

his clothing. We do not recall having seen at any meet

such a perfect operation of this raising-and-loweriiig feat.

There was nothing new in it. but the slow synchronism

of the movements brought the minimum strain on the

[latient.

It is true, one authority did criticize the lifting of the

victim, saying that the boards should have been slii)iHHl

under him. That may be possible on a level field, or on a

street, but in the mines, the chances are against the vic-

tim being found lying on anything resembling a level

surface on which this could be done. He would be more

likely to be doubled over a pile of coal or a rail. In this

case, either the splint would have to be bent to conform

with this curvature, or ho would have to be bent into

the line of the splint, which is contrary to resolution 18

of the Mine Rescue and First-Aid t'onference. If such

careful men as those of the Penn-Mary team be found to

handle him wiien thus lying in an imperfectly recum-

bent position, his lot would be as fortunate as could be

desired for a man in such a terrible predicament.

In dressing the victim, picks were placed under each

arm. so that the eyes of the iron heads of the pick.s

served to relax the tension of the brachial muscles and

the handles lay between the arms and the body of the

victim. These picks were secured to the arms by ban-

dages and both were attached to the framework below

by bandaging. Another pick was placed so that the eye of

tile head of the tool gave support to the ischium at the

pubic arch and so saved the spine from the muscular

tensions of the lower limbs. Of course, this pick was

also secured firmly to the legs and the framework.

The Nekd of a Clixic

The manner of dressing and splinting this injury evi-

dently pleased the judge, for the Penu-Mary team re-

ceived The full percentage 100. and the comments were all

favoraole except that which we have repeated. AVe ihink,

however, that entirely new technique such as this, is

quite out of place in a contest, and the only reason for

its introduction was that no clinic is provided ai which

to demonstrate such new methods.

Eventtially, we believe that a clinic will be neld after

the regular meet, and doctors present will present new

methods and will receive medals of appreciation after

these methods have been discussed and adopted by the

A. M. S. A. The introduction of such a system without

any warning before a judge, who is required to render a

prompt decision, is hardly fair to him. Xor is due jus-

tice done to the fertile brain of the surgeon developing

the new device or method.

The public is watching what might be compared to

a 20- to 50-ring circus, and so is not able to see the fine

points thus unexpectedly presented. Meanwhile, the most

competent persons to judge of the problem, to wit. the

medical men, are busy demeriting other teams or watch-

ing their own men at a suHicient distance to |)reveiit aciu-

i^ation of collusion. Thus neither tlic experts nor the

])ublic gain any advantage from such an unscheduled ex-

hibition. We hope that the A. M. S. .\. will consider

Dr. H. F. McHenry's dressing and ai)prove, reject or

amend it.

SkI'TIC TliKATMKNT

One team was severely critiiizcd for handling the

wound on the left foot in tiic (ifth event. Undouljtedly.

such carelessness and .septic treatment is censurable at a

meet and would be more so under actual conditions. How-
ever, it is not likely that in practice a niMu would delib-

erately grasj) a limb by the wouiukd pait unless ignor-

antiy he might hojie to stauiicii tlic lilood How thereby.

Tills is a .septic action whicii is not likely to occur in

actual practice for the distaste (ov blood inherent in us

all makes us lean toward aseptic treatment.

Yet in meets, the strangest dramatic errors are made.

We noticed at another contest a man remove a victim with

every precaution from an imaginary electric wire and

then we saw three members of that same team line up

on that same wire almost clicking tiieir heels on it.

in the mechanical perfection of drill. In the mine, they

would not have made such an error, nor would this first-

aid man of whom we have just been speaking have laid

his bare hand on the iileeding surface of a crushed foot.

Till-; .Iii)(;i;s

The judging was done largely by army olTicers and

was extremely thorough, there being a judge who was un-

acquainted with the contestants to every three teams.

The judges freely made criticisms, pointing out when'

some men were smothering in bandages without a hole

for breathing, and others had their arms wound tight.

when all the bandaging needed was such as to keep the

air from the burns. Such judging will tend to make the

men all earn 100 per cent, in future meets, tmless en-

tirely new problems are presented. The opposition to

contests in some quarters, the equality of the contestants,

the uncertainty in judging, are all tending to make con-

tests give way to exhibitions. When the uncertainty is

removed by the promulgation of detailed methods of ac-

tion by the A. M. S. A., the equality of the contestants

will be still more marked and scores of 100 will be in-

creasingly common. It is interesting to note that the

Penn-Mary Coal Co.'s team in five events, judged by five

separate judges, received absolutely no demerits.

After four years of exceptional service with the

A. R. C, Major Lynch returned to his post with the

regular army. Major Patterson ha.s succeeded him and

by his professional talent, diplomacy and friendliness,

has given everyone assurances that for the four years dur-

ing which he will occupy the office, the industrial firot-aid

work of the Red Cross will make rapid progress.

Mine-Rescue Contest, a Xew Feature

The mine-rescue contest, first exhibited at this meet,

is a feature which has not been understood by the public

generally, but it is likely to be as popular and useful as

exhibitions of first-aid. The rules promulgated in miner.s'

circular 15, and in the program, are as follows:

1. Each crew shall consist of five men, one of whom shall

be the captain. Each man shall be provided with a breath-
ing apparatus, safety and electric lamp, and each crew shall

carry a canarj' bird in a cage to the base of operations.
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2. After the men have put on the apparatus, the captain

shall command them by signals given by a gong or horn.

3. Before putting on the apparatus the pulse and respira-

tion of each man shall be taken by a surgeon. The appar-

atus shall be placed at a point convenient to each man. and

upon command of the captain each man shall first examine

his apparatus, make such tests as will convince him that the

apparatus is in proper working order, and put it on without

assistance.

4. The captain shall inspect each apparatus, noting the

number of each apparatus worn and the reading of the oxy-

gen pressure gage. Rescuer No. 1 shall inspect the appar-

atus worn by the captain.

5. The team, with its captain, the latter wearing appar-

atus, shall appear before the judges, who shall be men trained

and experienced in the use of breathing apparatus and lamps.

The judges shall make rigid inspection of each apparatus and

discount for any improper connection or adjustment of th.-

apparatus, lamp or accoulerment.

6. Each crew shall then be required to trot 100 yd., then

immediately enter an air-tight cage containing strong for-

maldehyde fumes and remain 10 minutes. As the men come

out of the cage their condition shall be ascertained by a

surgeon to determine the pulse and respiration of each man;

and if the pulse or respiration of any man is abnormal, he

shall be dropped from the crew and the crew shall be penal-

ized by heavy discount. (The weakness of a member of a

crew would, of course, prevent the crew from participatin.i;-

PiTTSBUKGii Coal Co.'s Team. Wixxeus of Mixk-

Rescue Contest

in the subsequent rescue work unless a substitute should be

added who successfully underwent the same test.)

7. If during the recovery work consecutive members of a

crew become separated beyond an interval of 2 yd., a pen-

alty will be applied.

8. Failure to stop at intervals of 300 ft. for periods of

one minute for resting will be penalized.

9. For not having a full charge of oxygen and a fresh

charge of chemical at the time the apparatus is first put on

a penalty will be applied. The committee may arbitrarily

designate a supply of oxygen sufficient for one hour as a full

charge.
10. For failure on the part of any member to comply with

the commands of the captain a penalty will be applied.

11. A fireboss will be stationed at the entrance to the

mine who will examine the safety lamps carried by the res-

cue cre"w.

12. A recorder designated by the judges will cheek each

member of the crews as he goes in and comes out of the

mine, taking his name and giving him a check as he enters

and replacing on the board the check as he comes out.

The teams were .supposed to fiml two men who h;ul

l)nrricadecl themselves in fresh air, and who were still

living. They were required to remove them through nox-

ious gases and take them to the surface and give them

-

Treatment for burns, shock, thirst and hunger.

Seven teams were entered for this contest, all of them

from Pennsylvania. Holding such a competition is a new

idea which,' we believe, should be credited to the Inireau.

As none of the participants were experienced in the drill

or in the problems actually presented, those who exercised

first were under somewhat of a disadvantage.

The tbrenleiiiiig niiii, iiiiseasonablc cold and raw wind,

made the day muk-sirable and there were only about 1000

spectators, though many times that number might well

have been expected had the conditions been less wintry.

At 8 p.m., a reception was held in the English room

of tlie Fort Titt hotel, at wliieli several speeches were

made, and tlie prizes awarde.l. William B. Wilson, the

Secretary fit' Labor, lunl been ealled home by sickness in

his family and so eoidd not be present. I. Jones, the

Mayor of' Pittsburgh, J. I. Parker, chief clerk of the De-

partment of the Interior, Van H. Manning, assistant to

the director of the Bureau of Mines, Major R. U. Patter-

son, in charge of the flr.st-aid industrial work of the

American Eed Cross, J. P. Reese, vice-president of the

A. M. S. A., and W. Green, secretary-treasurer of the

United Mine Woi-kors of America spoke at length. The

latter made an excellent speech, in which he urged the

erection of suitable buildings for the work of the Bureau

and commendeii the efforts the government was putting

forth to safeguard the miner.

' PitizES FOR FiiiST Aid

The prizes were presented by H. :M. Wilson and were

as follows

:

Fir.st rriaie—Six silver medals donated by the American
Red Cross; six silver medals presented by the .\merican IWine

Safety Association; challenge cup presented by the "Colliery

Engineer." Won by the Penn-Mary Coal Co., Heilwood.

Penn. Score 100.

Second Prize—$1S cash donated by the Maunesmann Light

Co.; six bronze medals donated by the A. M. S. A. Won by

Penn. Gas Coal Co. (team 17). Irwin. Penn. Score 97g.

Third Prize—$12 cash donated by the Mannesmann Light

Co. Won by Cambria Steel Co., Johnstown. Penn. Score

97 + . (This team, and that receiving the fourth prize tied,

and a tie contest was held, which the Cambria team won.)

Fourtb Prize—One first-aid cabinet donated by Johnson &
Tohnson. Won by the Jamison Coal & Coke Co.' (team 31),

Greensburg. Penn. Score 97.

Fifth Prize—A first-aid cabinet donated by Bauer & Black.

Won by Penn. Gas Coal Co. (team 16). Irwin. Penn. Score.

96J
structic

& Si

itflt donated by
lyder Steel Co.,

rick & Lindsay.
Va. Score 94i.

Sixth Prize—One first-aid

Johnson & Johnson. Won h

Oliver, Penn. Score, 95i.

Seventh Prize—One stretcher donated bj

Won by Consolidation Coal Co., Fairmont,

Kig'hth Prize—One tabloid first-aid box donated by

Burroughs, Welcome & Co. Won by the Jamison Coal & Coke

Co. (team 10), Greensburg. Penn. Score 941.

Ninth Prize—One year's subscription to the "Coal & Coke
Operator." Won by Westmoreland Coal & Coke Co. (team

31). Irwin, Penn. Score 942.

Tenth Prlaie—Six months' subscription to "Coal & Coke
Operator." Won by Vandalia Coal Co.. Terre Haute. Ind.

Score, 9 4 J.

Eleventh Prize—$5 cash donated by "Coal Age." Won by

Tunnel Coaling Co., Gallitzin, Penn. Score 94.

Special Resuscitation Prize—One silver challenge cup do-

nated by S. F. Hayward & Co. Won by the Penn. -Mary Coal

Co., Heilwood. Penn.
Grand Prize to team making best appearance on field in

efficiency, training and drill, regardless of points scored.

A silver cup donated by the "Coal Trade Bulletin." Won by

the Oliver & Snyder Steel Co.. Oliver. Penn.

Pi;izE.s Fon Mixe-Eescue WoJiK

In the mine-rescue contest, the results wo:'e as follows:

First Prize—Five bronze medals donated by the American
Mine Safety Association. A challenge cup donated by the

"Colliery Engineer" to become the property of the team
which secures the highest score in all events for two con-

secutive meets. Won by the Pittsburgh Coal Co. Score 95.

Second Prize—Five Ceag electric hand-lamps on a chand-

elier donated by the Mannesmann Light Co. Won by Pitts-

burgh-Buffalo Co. Score 93.

Third Prize—One Draeger oxygen inhalator donated by the

Draeger Oxygen Apparatus Co.. also one year's subscription

donated bv the "Black Diamond" to the team scoring the sixth
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hiKhest number of points in all events. Won by H. C Fri.k

Ooke Co. Score S5.
. ^ , .u

Fourth Prl«e—One electric mine lamp ilonnted l>y the

Hirsch Electric Mine Lamp Co. to captain of team. »12 cash

donated bv the American Mine Safety Association for equal

division amonK other four members of team. Won by Jami-

son Coal & Coke Co. Score S3.

Fifth Pri»« J15 cash donated by the Mannesmann L.gnt

Co. Won by Ellsworth Collieries Co.. Ellsworth. Penn.

Score 75.

At the close of tlu- prize givinji. several moviiif; pii-

tures were shown of the Fourth of July parade at Gary,

W Va followed bv some excellent mine views, taken at

and in the U. S. Coal & Coke Co.'s mines at the same

place.

Organiz.\tiok

On the morning of the next day, the association nu't

for its opening session, the principal biisincss bemj,' to

take action on the new constitution.

Some unimportant changes were made; Art. 6. Sec. 1. bo-

inK made to read in part: "The annual meeting of the asso-

ciation shall be held not later than September of each year,

and the last clause in Art. 8 was modified to run: Each local

section mav .-idopt such by-laws as it may find expedient, sul)-

iect to the approval of the executive committee."

Section 3 of the bv-laws now reads: "Only such per.'sons

shaU be enrolled in the National Service Corps as can pro-

duce a certificate of competency in the particular corps worlc

concerned, issued by an organization approved by the com-

mittee appointed by the association or by an examiner ol that

committee." Section 5 was changed so that <3"-''/'-; P'^^'^^ !'•;

on the first day of the annual meeting, instead of on the hi bt

day of September. The nominating committee and other

standing committees were appointed.

The An-ti;(k»i:n-i' CoNniTioxs of the Explosiox

In the afternoon there was an experimental explosion

at the Bruceton mine. The main entry and its parallel

headin- have been driven till both of them are 1303 ft.

in theliill. as meai>ured along the main entr>- from its

portal At the end of the main heading a cannon was

placed facing the entrance. This was loaded with 4 lb.

of F F F black powder and was stemmed with 8 m. oi

clay tamping. The hole was 2^/4 in. in diameter an<l 22

in lon'^ in all. In front of this cannon was placed, m
a maimer and at a level most conducive to an explosion.

a platform loaded with 50 lb. of coal dust.

At the corner of the rib, where the inby side of the

la-it crosscut meets the left side of the main entry, a

cannon was set on a line dividing the angle between

entry and crosscut. Tt was charged and tamped like

the cannon at the end of the entry and the same kind of

lilatform, with an equal amount of coal dust, stood m
front of it to insure an explosion, but as it did not go off

for some reason, all the effects produced can be ascribed

to the cannon in the end of the entry.

It is needless to detail the length of heading charged

with coal dust, as that is made amply clear by the

shaded area in the illustration. It is necessary only to

state that the charge on side shelving and floor was 2 lb.

per lineal foot of heading both in the entry and airway.

The stone dusting in the Garforth barrier, located in the

airway, was heavier, 4 lb. per lineal foot. The Taffanel

barrier was in all 60 ft. long and consisted of 10 hoards

20 in wide, loaded with dust made by grinding the roof

shales of the Bruceton mine. These boards were loaded

to capacity.

An Extremkly Violent Explosion

The explosion was a .severe one, the cloud of dust escap-

ing from the portal was not accompanied by flame, but-

could hardly have been more specuiinlar. The "British

Coal-Dust" maJiometer at substation 1")0, registered a

lire.^snre of .'),') lb. per s(|.in. That at ruA) measured 120

lb., the highe.«t figure obtained in experiments a1 the

Bruceton mine. At a point 750 ft. from the eiilrMiue,

the pressure was only 12 lb. It is important to reineniliei-

that this pressure is measured at rigiit ar.gles to the di-

rection of the ex])losion and much liigher pressure iiii.ulit

well l>e anticipated in the direit line of its motion.

The reinfoned-concrete stopping, situated ti5i) ft. from

the portal, was cracked, giving two vertical crevues.

which measureil Vx '"• across. Near the TalTanel barrier

the shelving was torn down and two posts nie;isiiriiig S

in. by S in. by (! ft., wliicli were recessed Mini held m
place bv •'.i-iii. si|iiare irons, weiv ripped from their

jihices and thrown out of Ihi' mine, along the rock dump,

and over the ravine to the snl,' ..f the opposing hill.

Wii.vi' I'si: Is \ MiKi: I'.m:i!1i:u V

No one present oliscrMng llie leri-il.lr elVei ts of the cx-

]ilosion cinilil feel mucli Kinlidc'iKc 111 n Imrricr. hiiwe\er

successful in snpiiressing combustion. ;umI (i. S. lin-c

Thio Explosion at ttik Ui;rc i:to\ Hximchimentu.

:\Iim;

Though there was ""^fl;'"^''''^''. '';''',',',,,'';..
.'jirAuin

"'"' '"'"
amply proved the fnicc i>f Ihr ixpiesion.

stated beforehand that a bnrncr ini-lit put out the flame,

but that the gases gcnenited li\ ((.mbustion befdre llie

barrier was reached niaili' any <n( li |irntection inadeipiate.

The rescue men carr\ in- ;i canary met the wasti; ])rodui-ts

forced out by the fan and imm.Mli.itely returned, beiiiL'

unable to sec" in the dense smoke. Tlie canary died im-

mediately and an application of pine nwgcn failed to n-

\ivc it.
I

Behind the Tallanel barrier was mily .S()3 ft. of bead-

ing, but the force which threw tlie timbers across the

run showed that barriers in .1 mine would not in;ike

the workings .safe. Nothing but the continuity proxided

bv the Garforth .system can be regarded as furnishing

perfect security and then only if perseveringly extended

as the headings are ilriven forward.

FoitCK AM) OltlOlN'

To those who .iudge that an explosion is to be traced

to the point where the violence is most marked, it will be

interesting to note that with one exception the shelvini;-

was only torn down where the explosion ended, near I lie

Taffanel barrier. The shelving was unbroken in the

.crosscut and the air course. In the main entry, as stated.

'it was ripped down near the barrier and it was also torn

down as will he later seen by the side of a flying car.

The extent of flame is measured by tufts of guncotton.

held in place bv stiff wires. Every 25 ft. one of these

stands stifflv from the roof and one stands out ri-um
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the rib. Of coiarse, the flame may strike one o( these

or both or neither. Hence it is not entirely safe to eon-

.hule that the flame ended where the <^Tiicottons ceased to

l,e burned. On the other hand, it seems withoiit inquiry

that the cottons may be burned by hot particles of dust,

even without flame.

Tin- Flame Dikd aftkk It Passkd tuk BAi!iiii:u

However, judging by the indications furnished by tluise

tufts of gu'ncotton, the flame in the main entry traveled

past the Taft'anel barrier 11.") ft., and so completely filled

Cari 1222 Badly Broken

and Derail9ti

ft. beyond the stone-dust zone, the greater etfectiveiiess

of th(^ liarrier being probably due to its greater length.

\\y Tin: TnuKt: ('ai;s Wkuk Rlowx Inward

I'LAN- OF P:xperimi:xtal Mine

The extent i.if the flame, following the

explosion of Sept. 23, 1913 is indicated by
the black lines adjacent to the headings
where the flame traveled.

the heading that two guncottons were burned at that

distance. At 190 ft. ontby from the barrier, at substa-

tion 250, the guucotton was consumed, but neither the cot-

ton at the side nor the current breaker was burned. Be-

yond this point, the guncottons were either blown away

or were intact. The Taffanel barrier at last had done its

work, not bv a descending sliower, but by mixing with

the coal-dust cloud and quenching it on its way. Tire

flame did not die for lack of fuel, for there was coal dust

in plenty where it was extinguished.

Tlie Garforth stone-dusting was also effectual, the

small carbonaceous percentage in the du.«t not showing an

objectionable action here or in the TafFanel harrier. Tn

the air course the flame apparently went to 725, or 25

Tcrhaps tlie most interesting feature was the action ol

four mine cars iiUcd with stone dust, wliich were left to

withstand the force of the explosion. So far from bemg

expelled from the mine, three went inward. Of course,

experts have known of this action long ago, but such con-

\incing, measurable evidence has i)erhaps never before

been presented.

Three cars stood on the track in the main entry, one

925, one 1000 and one lors ft. from the portal. After

the explosion the outby car was on the rails at 954 hav-

ing moved 29 ft., the "next car was off the track against

the rib at 1045 having moved 45 ft., the third car had

scraped off the sluelving from 1075 to 1222. The sides

of the car were broken and the load discharged. The

car was found diagonally across entry.

This return draught was not juggling with empty cars.

Each car on the track before the experiment was loaded

full and rounded up with about 2 tons of fine dirt. The

cars themselves weighed about 1500 lb., light. It will be

noted that the cars furthest from the initial point of ex-

].]osion traveled the least distance and were least injured :

thus the return current was least forcible at points where

the explosion was most violent. The platform on which

dust was spread opposite the cannon at the crosscut was

also drawn to the end of the main entr}-. On the other

hand, a car in the crosscut near the cannon, which did

not go off, was driven kxUi the explosion and struck vio-

lently against the air course opposite the crosscut, and

lialf the fine dirt was thrown out.

.JUDCIINCI A.V EXI'LOSION- HY IxDICATIOXS

All of which shows that it is a difficult matter to judge

the direction (the mathematicians would rather term it

"sense") of an explosion from the movements whicli it

causes.

"Clearly" the expert of fifteen years ago, or even of

today, would say, "the explosion started near the Taft'anel

barrier, for it was most violent at that point. There

posts were thrown outward and cars driven inward.

Xote, he would add that the platform went to the end of

the heading and the car in the crosscut being round the

turn was blown to the air course." Hardly any but those

who actually know the antecedents of the explosion would

today venture to focus it in the cannon at the end of the

entry, the point toward which nearly all loose objects ap-

proached and where least damage was done.

The Post-Explosiox YAcmt Theory

The theory that the draft inward occ-urs a^ier the ex-

plosion hardly seems tenable. For the car (at 925).

which stood where the explosive wave was most nearly at

detonating speed, was least disturbed. Had it met the

full lilast going outward, surely we .should have found it

in the valley, empty and dismantled instead of further

in the mine than before the explosion and uninjured

and with its load still intact.

Seeing that the explosion traveled in both directions and

that the shot was fired in a blind heading, it is not of

much importance in which sense the current moved. It

entered, however, at the main entry and the air supplied

eveiT minute was 8000 cu.ft., giving a velocity of roughly
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150 ft. iMT mill. This hn? been dctorniinoil from caro-

ful iiu'iisureuK'nt.*! wlien the fan wa.* makiiifr the same

luiinber of revolutions as at the time of tlie exjilosiou.

The e.xplosion went up the lilind entry on the rijiht to

vitliin 25 ft. of the faee, tlioufrli tliere was no coal dust

in this entry, nor was it protected with any ^^tone dust.

The two left butt entries free of dust of any kind were

liMrdiv penetrated by the flame, but in tlie sciond of

View of the Steel Galleuy at Bulcetox Mixe

This photograph was taken from the end of the oblique

gallei V. and shows on the left the fan house
^K,'.,.?^>.ri. nf

Sas<!a-'p leadine thereto. In the rear are the barricade of

?lrth°and cone^ret" the engine and boiler houses, dust mill

and stable.

tliese, the guncotton 25 ft. from the entry was partly

burned.

The "British Coal-Dust" samplers failed to be effective.

The sampling bottles prepared by the bureau partly suc-

ceeded. Apparently, bottles 1 and 3 of the series received

the gas from the explosion, but bottle 2 failed. These

bottles are all close together in the heading. The ex-

plosion breaks the head of the first bottle, the mine air

is admitted and a wax plug is automatically inserted al-

most immediately. The other bottles in turn are caused

to be broken by clockwork and they are sealed by the

outside pressure forcing wax into the head of the sampler.

Some Follies axd More Business

In the evening a .smoker was held with songs, stogies,

steins, speeches and "stunts." G. A. Burrell, the chemist

for gas investigations, was master of ivnniuiiies, and re-

vealed an unsuspected satirical side. He roasted in

verse many of the Bureau of Jlincs men. and did not

forget to show up with some good jiidguiriit the failings

of others, who had to defend their rcpiitalious. if they

could, with a speech.

On Sept. 24, the business session comnieiui'il souuv

what late, committee meetings having delayed its con-

vening. Nearly every <()ininittee merely recorded prog-

grcss. Questions which had been subniiltcil as to first-aid

methods were not discus.sed in eommittcr. ami no n']iort

was made on them. Consequently the work was more or

less jierfunctory ex<ejit tlie election.

II. ^I. AViLsox, FiiiST Phk.sidext

It was decided, and, wc think, with no little justice,

ihat II. M. Wilson, who has served as chairman, who built

M|> the organization, who has labored \inceasingly for its

development, and whose original ideas it clearly reflects,

>hould be elected its first president. He refused to serve

another year as he thought someone not with the bureau

would better serve to place the organization on an inde-

pendi'iit footing. So H. M. Wilson was elected |iresi.lent

lor the balance of the present business year. His tenure

of otliee lasted almost 15 min., after whieli lie was

fill lowed bv J. E. Iveese, general superintendent, Chicago

\- .\niili-\Vcstern Railway Coal Properties, Gillespie, 111.

The following were elected as vice-])residents:

Dr. .\. F. Knoefel, surgeon, Vandalia dial Co.. Linton. Iiul.

,1. A. Fletcher, general superintendent, Cherokee-Pitts-

burgh Coal & Mining Co., Frontenae, Kan.

J. V\'ells, Newport, Mo.

The executive committee is as follows:

Dr. \V. .S. Rountree, chief surgeon, Tennessee Coal, Iron &
R.R. Co., Birmingham, -Ua.

E. H. Weitzel, general manager coal mines, Colorado Fuel

& Iron Co.. rueblo, Colo.

R. A. Phillips, general manager, coal department, Dela-

ware, Lackawanna & AVestern R.R., Scranton, Penii.

Dr. G. H. Halberstadt, chief surgeon, Philadelphia & Read-

ing Coal & Iron Co., Pottsville, Penn.

F. W. Sperr, professor of civil and mining engineering.

Michigan College of Mines, Ann Arbor, Mich.

W. H. Aldridge, managing director. Inspiration Consoli-

dated Copper Co., 14 Wall St., New York City.

The meeting decided not to commit itself on the ques-

tion, "One day's rest in seven for tlie pi-oinotion of greater

safety," on tlie ground apparently that it would interfere

with existing contracts. AYe are sorry a stand was not

taken on this subject.

A first-aid round table luncheon was held at noon, the

genial Dr. A. F. Knrefel presiding. Doctor McHeury

spoke at some length on the fact that a physician should

take care of the sick not only by prescribing medicine,

but by insisting that proper care be taken of patients and

he should guard the healthy by demanding sanitary condi-

tions at the school and around the homes and stores. He

said that at the Penn-Mary mines, men who did not obey

sanitary laws, who did not care properly for the sick, and

who thus showed themselves undesirables, were dis-

charged, regardless of their value as workmen.

The afternoon was occupied by a \ isit to the Bureau oi

Mines and the Museum of Safety ol lla- V. S. Steel Cor-

poration.

According to the new English coal mines act, a place shall

not be deemed in a fit state for working if the air contains

less than 19 per cent, oxygen or more than 1% per cent, carbon

dioxide. The percentage of inflammable gas must not exceed

0.25 per cent, in an intake airway.

I
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The Meet of the Susquehanna Interests
By K. Dawsox JIai.i,

SYXOrSIS—Al ill!' Sliamokin first-aid meet of the Stts-

quehanna Coal Co.. .^uine. instructive events illustrated

how to rescue a man- who ha.s fallen into water in a low

place full of noxiou.'i ga-^es and how to bandage and care

for a ricliin irho has had an arm torn from the socket.

Xoics are added on the iirone-iiressure method.

The first-aid teams of the Susquehanna Coal Co., the

Mineral Eailroacl & Mining Co., the Summit Branch Min-

int,^ Co., anil the Lvtle Coal Co., held a common meet at

Edgewoud Park, Shamokin, Penn., on Sept. 13, 1913.

The Meet of the Susquehaxxa Ixtekests in Edge-

wood Pai;k

The photosraph was taken in the afternoon and represents

• Thus, Xantieoke Xo. 5 colliery, had four teams repre-

sented, known a.s Outside, No. 4 slope, No. 2 slope and

Stearns. ,1. Wadzinski represented No. 2 slope in the

one-man event, and was pitted against three other con-

testants representing the other sections of Nanticoke No.

colliery. Being victor in that contest, he was selected

to meet tlic winners, similarly chosen from the teams of

other collieries. This final contest, like those of the other

events, took place in tlie afternoon, and the winner of

this second contest was G. Esher, one of the outside men

at Hickory Eidge colliery, who bested the representative

of tlie inside men of that mine in the elimination con-

tests. J. AVadzinski, however, won the second prize for

the one-man event.

Similarly, J. Butcliko and J. Schrama, of Nanticoke

No. 5 colliery. No. 4 slope, were successful in carrying

off the honors for their teams in the two-man. event, as

against their competitors of the other three sections of

the same workings. In the afternoon they were pitted

against the best men at the other thirteen collieries and

were successful in getting first prize.

It is in this way that the teams were chosen for the

final contest in both the three-man and full-team events.

Each team stood on its merits.' If it showed skill in the

one-man event, it was allowed to contest the honor in the

finals : the lack of skill in other events did not act as a

l.ar.

Pexxsylvaxia Colliery, Nos. 1 and 5 Slopes

The subject is supposed to have had his arm torn from
the socket. This arm is stretched out at full l-.."-»h th..

man at the head is compressing th
the collar bone.

The
tery which runs along

Three large trainloads, of participants and guests from

three different directions arrived in the early morning at

Shamokin.

How Elimixatiox Coxtests 'Were Coxducted

The forenoon was occupied by the elimination contests,

by which the contesting teams were reduced from 43 to

14. Several teams representing sections of each colliery

were engaged in the elimination trials, but as a result of

these first contests representative teams were chosen from

each colliery to represent that mine in the afternoon

contest.

Williamstowx No. 1 Suvoiit Bhaxch Mining Co.

Same event as in adjacent illustration. The compress
shows plainly over the shoulder. The team has placed the

arm, which is supposed to be torn out. along the side of th«!

subject.

Dr. S. M. Maurer, of the Susquehanna Coal Co. (Shaft

Post-Office Division), and of the Mineral Eailroad &z

Mining Co., Dr. G. M. Stites, of the Summit Brand-

Mining Co., Dr. B. C. Guldin, cf the Lytle Coal Co., and

Dr. J. H. Hughes, of the Susquehanna Coal Co. (Nanti-

coke and Glen Lyon divisions), were the judges in the

elimination contests.

The Wixxixg Teams

The victors in the final trials were:
One-Man Event—1st prize. G. E)sher. Hickory Ridge col-

liery, outside; 2d prize, J. Wadzinski, Nanticoke No. 5 colliery.

No. 2 shaft.
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I'»<>-Mnn K\cn«— 1st prize. J. Butchko anJ J. Schrania.

NaiilKoke No. 5 tolliery. No. 4 slope: 2<1 prize. J. Wllliiims

niul J. Kister. Luke Fidler colliery, outside.

Thrrr-Mao Kvrut—1st prize. J. A. BugKy. J- Morloek iiMiI

J. Hiiie. Cameron colliery, outside: 2d prize. W. Matthews.

R. Kaiitner. Andrew Sadusky. Pennsylvania colliery. N..s. 1

and 5 slopes.

Full-Tram Kirnt—1st price. W. Horn, captain. A. Parker.

G. Murse. G. LessiB. M. RafTerly. H. Straub. subject. Scoll col-

liery, outside; 2d prize. W. Matthews, captain, R. Kantnwt'. A.

Sadusky. A. Zigray. P. Feifer and J. Burl, subject.

Till' judges of the final contests were Drs. T. B. Ko'ers,

of I'ottsville, rcnii., 0. H. Lake, of Ivinf,'.<toii. IVnn.,

.1. W. c;eist, of \Vilk(>s-Harre, renii. Tliey maiie a thoi-

ougli investigation of all the victims, noting with gre«t

uaiv how each was baiulagetl. Each judge made his own

marking, and the team was given the average of tho*e

three separate scores. The captain in each case was asked

how the work was done, and very definite, clear and com-

plete were the replies given.

Khscii-; and IJicsrsciTAXiox

The fir.<t or one-man event was as follows:

An explosion of gas has occurred, a man is found un-

conscious lyinK face down in a ditch ;the place in which he

is found is only 3 ft. hifch: rescue and carry 10 ft. Perform

artifioial respiration by Sylvester method: dress simple frac-

ture of jaw and wound of right temple, time limit 15 minutes.

The Sylvester metho<l .-seemed (|uite generally per-

formed by pressure on the chest instead of by thrusting

tlie eli)ows into the ribs, after the method commonly

taught. The explosion of gas ])robably did not ailect the

aliildiuen : in fact, the burning may well be assumed not

to have been severe, or the prone-pressure method would

have been ordertnl. t 'on.><c(|iiently, thert> does not seem

anv rea.-;on for llie teams avoiding the side-swiping pres-

sure action, reiommended by many authorities and re-

iihiciiiir tliat method by direct com])ression of the chest.

.\n' .\i;m Toit.v Ol I' OK TliK SocKKT

The .second or two-man event was as follows:

.V man has his riaht arm caught In nuichincry. tearing it

completely off aod out of the socket at the shoulder Joint.

Control hemorrhage, dress wound. State to Judges what
wa.s your first method of stopping bleeding and your flnal

method. State also your liiial disposition of the injured man.

Time limit. 10 minutes.

Pas.'ting along the upper edge of the clavicle, or collar

bone, runs the sui)clavian artery, well protected from in-

jury, but a difficult artery to reach in case it is desired

to stop it from bleeding. For a long distance it is cov-

ci-ed by the sterno-mastoid muscle and cannot be readily

iciiched. But in a depression, nmrkcdlv visible in lean

persons, the subclavian artiTV can be forced down onto

Thk Puoxe-Pkessuke Method

The head is placed on one side, resting on the hand. The
hands are placed on the sides over floating ribs. In this case
the demonstrator is not using his weight for compression.

The teams all adoi)ted Dr. M. J. Shields' method of

turning the victim on his back and tying the hands to-

gether! The rescuer then i)assed his head through the

hands of the victim with his back to the victim's chest.

Then s(piinning around, he worked the victim onto his

back and crawled with him the required 10 It. Of cour.-^c.

if the distance of travel were only 10 ft., neither Dr.

Shields' .-iystcm nor this modification would be necessary,

but it is natural to suppo.se that a longer distance was

in contem])lation, and the sjjacc was reduced only because

of the exigencies of the meet.

It is true that if a man has any water in his lungs, it

is not well to carry him with his mouth upward, more

than a few feet. He should be rolled over, in thi.s

event, so as to drain all the water out of his mouth and

lungs. On arriving with his subject at the required place,

the contestant placed him over his knees and endeavored

in a more perfect way to relieve his lungs of all liquid

-ecretions.

Lytle Coal Co.

Subject dressed for dislocation of right hip. The team
does not attempt to reduce dislocation, but retains It in place

by folded blankets and bandages, as it is found.

the first rili and thus caused to cease flowing. The artery

changes its ii;iinc bcvond this point and is known as the

axillary artery until it reaches the arm, where it is re-

named tlie brachial artery.

When the arm is torn out of the scick>'t. this artery is

torn a])art, and as it carries a large flow of blood, its

severing suiijects t4ie victim to immediate risk of death.

The first action of the first-aid man is to press on the

subclavian artery with his thunili at the ])oint stated,

and then take a stick wrapped uith something soft and

press firmly on the artery so as to iiinch it lictween

the stick and the upper side of the fir.st rib.

One of tlie teams arranged for continued pressure by

pa.ssing a bandage over the pressing body, down between

the legs of the patient. Whether this was apjiroved by tho

judges did not appear.

Additional Pkecautions

After the patient was thus provided for. the team wa.s
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sui,po.sed to fill the vaciuty where the arm had been on

out with gauze aiul put a compress over it, prelerabl> a

hemispherical ball, but in practice anything which migh

l,c available, to secure everything in place by a bandage

n,s.in- from side to side of the subject and to tighten the

luul^v with a Spanish windkss. Of course, shock was

to hc'carcd To.-, hot-water Imttlcs bring us«d to that

'"'it will be noted in the illustrations that the arm not

1k.,u- torn from the subject, the compress and bandage

wen^mt by some below the arm in the armpit, boim

put. It on the slumkler, and the bandaging then showed

its purpose better, though it could not be said that it was

any more correct. Xote how the WiUiamstown ^o. 1

team put a water bottle at the base of the spine—a goou

place to stimulate the whole nervous system.

The teams had been taught to reply to inquiries that it

was not safe to move a subject whose arm had been t.,ri.

„ut at the socket. Thev were told it was the duty of those

i-ciulerino- first-aid to send immediately for a doctor to

t,c the ai-terv and metinwhile keep the patient fnmi bleed-

Thf Win-n-in« Tkam—Srorr t'oixiKKV Octside

From left to .iKhtRStroup outside tor^ma^n^^^^^^^

^^'^^.i^^^-^.'i^-^^^i^^^^' superintendent; J. M.

M.iurer. medical director.

iii.r to death bv continued pressure on the subclavian ar-

tcn- sui>plemented bv the action of the compress, wdiich

would prevent such blood from escaping as might not be

held back by direct pressure on the artery.

The third, or three-man event, was as follows:

Rescue a man from electric contact carry 10 "..perform

artificial respiration by the prone ™-'hocl. Trea bmns of

right arm and forehead, and a compound fractui e of third

and fourth ribs of right side. Time limit, 1» minutes.

The prone-pressure method is shown in the illustration.

It ,s interesting to note that all the first-aid men have

been instructed to release their hold on the floating ribs

Mublcnlv, so that the cpiick cratward movement of the

chest will make a more marked current flow m toward the

lungs and thus sweep away any obstructions.

The fourth and full-team event was:

Laceration of the middle-third of right thigh, dislocation

of right hip; dislocation of spinal column. Handle bj fou.

beare^-s. carrying subject in front of ,-eview.ng stand, pass-

ing over obstruction and return to station.

Much credit should be given C. K. Gloman for his ex-

cellent work in supervising the arrangements for tfie

meet. After the cup was presented, speeches were made

bv R A Quinn, the vice-president and Morns Williams,

tiie president of the companies. It was announced that

the companies had formed a safety committee and would

make every effort to reduce accidents, and desired sug-

gestions from their employees.

The Situation in Colorado

It has been variously estimated that from 50 to 90

per cent of tlic miners in the southern Colorado coal

Held bud down their tools, Sept. -^3, in response to the

strike call issued bv the United Mine Workers of Amer-

ica Otlicials of the various mining companies claim

that only about one-half their men went on strike, while

the officials of the miners' union say that fully niiie-

tenths of the mine workers are out.

A few of the smaller mines are being worked practically

full force, while many of the larger operations are at least

seriously handicapped, if not practically closed down, it

,s impossible to say bow long conditions will remain as

ihev are, or what the changes will be.

The miners early began a general exodus from company

houses and took up their quarters in tented .•;imps. Ihe

mining companies have also made ]irovision for the com-

fort and safety of the men at work.

On Sept. 2.3 three negro strikebreakers were mobbed

by miners at Ludlow. With one exception, the identity of

these men, as well as their fate, is unknown. Aside from

this, and one or two other minor outbreaks of mob vio-

lence the entire mining region is comparatively quiet.

It is hoped and believed that it will be unnecessary to

call out the stale militia, although that organization is

held in readiness for immediate service.

First-Aid Meet of the Navigation Co.

By E. II. SuKxiii;i!*

The Lehigli Coal & Navigation Co. held its First An-

nual Field Day and First-Aid Contest at Lakeside, Aug.

30 l!)i;V it w-as attended by .j.jO employees, including a

number of invited guests.' A special train of oight

passeno-er cars left Lansford at 8 a.m., areomi.aiued by a

band of 26 pieces. The invited employees included firsr-

aid men, mine-rescue men. all of the department heads,

foremen, assistant foremen and loader bosses.

TuE First-Aid Contest

There were 20 teams in the first-aid contest, composed

of five men each, including the subject. The teams rep-

resented the various operations, both inside and outside.

Great credit is due to the company's first-aid physician,

Dr J H Young, and his assistant, J. L. Simons, fire

inspector of the Lehigh Coal & Xavigation Co., for the

showing made by the contestants. The following sho^ys

the average of the various teams

Team Colliery Captain

No. 1 No. 8 slope.......

2 Lansford (outside)

3 Springdale
4 No. 11 shaft

5 No. 9 shaft

6 No. 8 shaft

7 No. 10 shaft

Evi--.- ,

Alex Gibson
Thos. Whildin
Jas. Tiler. ..

Dan Moser. .

.

John Boyle...
.\lex Jones

Per Cent.
9S.8
9S,4

. 96.8
.. 96,8

. 96.4
96.4

. 96.0
... 95.2
.. 95.2

7 No. 10 sbalt ^C »
8 Hauto wa,shery and Summit inos. Ke _

9 Coal Dale (outside) Wm Calaha„

.

10 No. 6 shaft
?> i?lu, 94 8

11 No.Hshaf... . ...^ ^TSui^ 9^:8

\l M° tlhnt :
Sam HolWbaek 93.0

It ?o°steVs'T' nne,.;.. ^Ij^'^nTctr :
...•. tH

16 Greenwood (outside) J^o priestly.'-.:. 92.8

^g£c^';. :::::::::::: ga^^Ramsey 92.^

Lansford. Penn.
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Tlie judging stafE of the first-aid contest included Dr.

E. 11. Ivistler, Lansford ; Dr. E. E. Shifferstein, superin-

tendent Coal Dale State Hospital; Dr. W. H. Clewell,

Summit Hill; Dr. W. H. Kasten, Lansford, and Dr.

M. H. Xeumuller, Lansford. The time keeping was in

charge of Mining Engineer W. B. Eichards.

A^VARm^•G of Piiizes

First Prize of $25 in gold and a silver medal for each

memher was -won hy No. 5 Slope team composed of the

following:

Thomas J. Evans. Captain,

John Rimbach,
Evan Phillips,

Arthur Jeffries.

John Ncznamy, Patient.

Second Prize of $15 in gold was won hy Lansford

(outside) team composed of the following:

First Annual OrTiNi;, Lkjiigh Coal & Navigati^

Alex. Gibson. Captain,

Earnest Hugel,
Howard Lesher,
Grant BIyler,

Joseph O'Donnell, Patient.

Third Prize of $10 in gold was won by Springdale

team composed of the following:

Thomas T\'hildin, Captain,

John Pasco,
John Haughton.
James Monroe,
David Griffiths.

Athletic Contests

The company has created a healthy spirit of rivalry

among its employees by stimulating interest in athletic

contests. Vice-President Ludlow has presented a large

silver cup which will be competed for at each annual

outing, until same is won by one district for three times.
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MixixG Depaktmext, Lakeside. Pexn., Avg. 30, 1913

when c-up will become the property of that district. The

districts are

:

No. 1 Headquarters (general otBce, shops, store, stor-

age yard, etc.).

No. 2 Xesquehoning.

No. 3 Lansford.

No. 1 Coal Dale.

No. 5 Greenwood.

Details of the results were as follows

:

-1st. C. Lutzcavage: 2d, A. G. Morlach; 3d,

Puttlne 1«-LI.. Shot-lst. E. Brennan, 32 ft.; 2d, J. Melley;

3d J. Da\
S

2d,

-1st. H. H. Houser: 2d. G.

50-Yd. STrii

D. C. Helms.
.tOO-Yd. Single-Oar Boat Rii

Roads; 3d, J. Priestly, .,

100-Yd. Swim—1st, Lutzcavage; 2d, E. M. McDermott; 3d,

A. Luschman.
400-Yd. Double-Oar Boat Bace—1st, H. Houser; 2d, E.

Suender; 3d, G. G. Gardner.
Standins Broad Jump—1st, E. H. Thomas; 2d, W. James.

RunniuK Broad Jump—1st, E. H. Suender, 16 ft. 9 m.; 2d,

J. McHugh; 3d, D. Thomas.

Throwins Ba«el>aH—1st, Joseph Cunning, 267 ft.

2d, E. McDermott; 3d, T. Dermott.

100-Yd. Da.sh—«". James, 10^ seconds; 2d, P. Gluck

A. Mertz.

50-Yd. Daxb (aU entrants over 200 lb.)—1st. J. Denis

W. Miller; 3d, G. Thomas.

.50-Yd. Race—1st, P. Bauer; 2d. G. Rose; 3d, J. Sweeney.

lOO-Yd. Three-Lesrged Race—1st, G. Rose and J. Tate: 2d,

D. Griffith and A. Pascoe; 3d. M. Morscan and P. Boner.

220-Yd Dash-1st, W. James; 2a, >J. iieftz; ^, N. 517-

Cullion.

r.O-Yd. Dash (entrants over 50 years old)—1st. M. O. Mor-

gan; 2d, A. Haughton; 3d, P. O'DonneU.

Tus of War—T\'on by Coal Dale.

Total Points—Headquarters, 43; Coal Dale, 33: Lansford,

32; Greenwood. 20. and Nesquehoning, 11.

Baseball—The Lansford shop team captured the baseball

game from the Lansford District by a narrow margin of 3

to 1 It was a hotly contested game throughout, the score

standing one to one at the beginning of the ninth.
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A New Resuscitation Apparatus

Heretofore most devices for resuscitation have been

automatic in operation. A supply of oxygen is coutjiined

in a cartridge or lylinder under liigli pressure, and scrv^^

not only to furnish the wherewithal for breathing to tlic

patient, but also by virtue of its pressure it operates the

machine itself.

The liife Saving Devices Co., of Chicago, has recent-

ly placed upon the market a resuscitation device called

Ihe "LuJigmotor" wbirh does not depend upon the action

(»ii\cnicn<e. is put up in TV^-oz. lius, cacli lunii.-liiii-

ai)proxinuitely S gals, of clicimcally jnirc oxygen, wliicli

is ordinarily enough for about '^Y^ hours' use in treating

asjihyxiation.

Both the Sylvester and tiie Schaefer method m'

resuscitation leave miuli It) be desired and both arc iid-

mittcdly inferior to uicclianical luciiiis. In operation lln'

(icvicc al)ovc described clo.sely ai)pr()xiniates natural

Ipicalbing and furni.shcs only the ]ir<)i>cr amount of air.

avoiding all danger of loo much ])rcssure or overintlation

of the lungs.

One great advantage of this new a])i>aratus is its light-

ness and the case with which it may !»• trans]K>rtccl fnun

place to jdace. The piinij) and oxygen generator, jiackcd

complete in a carrying case, together wcigli a]i|iro.Timati-

Iv oniv iiO lb. Another advantage, wiiich under certain

circumstances nuiy be of ]>rimary ini))<>rtancc. is the faci

that resuscitation by tiiis niacbinc is not dependent ui)om

a supply of ready ju'cpari'd oxygen. Fresh air is alway>

available, and under most circuinslaiiccs will answer

every rcsuscitational need.

Itinerary of Federal Mine-Rescue Cars
Evansville C.ir N'.>. :i—II

TiTix- Ihiuti-, Ind.

riii.I.in. Iiui

Ll'x(;>[otoi; with Molthpiicce

of any conipres.sed gas for operation. Furthermore, this

device makes use of atmospheric air, or any desired mix-

ture of atmospheric air and ])ure oxygen. Being op-

erated by hand, the rapidity of forced breathing is at ail

limes uuder control of the operator.

The instrument consists essentially of a double-cham-

ber pump, connected by flexible tubiug to a mouth-

l)iecc, fitting over the patient's face. A suitable govern •

ing device is also provided so that the pressure upon the

lungs cannot be rai.sed above a safe amount. Adjustment

can be immediately made to the capacity of the lungs of

the per.sou being treated. Thus a new-boni child and a

large adult could be resuscitated by the same machine.

The air pum]i ])ro])er is composed of two cylinders.

each provided with a piston and piston rod. The recipro-

cating parts in each working barrel move simidtaneously.

being connected at their \\\>\hv ends by a common handle.

One cylinder thus i)umps air into the lungs while the

other on the return stroke removes it therefrom. A
simple device i)ermits of the .substitution of a tracheal

tube for the ordinary soft-rubber face ])iece.

Ax Oxygen Gknkuatoi; Is Tuovinicn

As an auxiliary to this Lungmotor pumj), an oxygen

irenerator is provided and connected thereto with suit-

•d>le flexible piping. Tn this generator, oxygen is made

l.v the unioa of water with an oxygen jMwder which, for

Linton. Ind..

Biokncll, Ind.

Xn. 1— H.vi.-.,d S,-|itcml)cr 24, lOl.l

1913

Companies .\rn\f l.i'ji

Monon Coal Co., .Mlianco Coal
Co.. Peabody Coal Co., Branil

Block Coal Co., Grcxory Coal
Co Sept. M Oct.

Vandalia Coal Co.Xnited Fourth
Vein, Big Vein Coal Co., Mon-
on Coal Co., etc Oct. l:i (let.

Shirlcv Hill Coal Co., Brazil

Block Coal Co., Oak Hill Coal
Co., Clinton Coal Co., Bunsen
Coal Co., etc Oct. 20 Oct.

CIreen Valley Coal Co., Monon
Coal Co., I^t-singer Coal Co.,
I'nited Fourth Vein Oct. 27 Nov

V :i n d a 1 i a Coal Co., United
I-uurth Vein Nov. :i Nov

Bickncll Coal Co., Freeman Coal
Co., Linn Coal Co., Tecumsoh
Coal & M. Co Nov. 17 Nov 26 I

filtsbur^h Car No,

Fairmont, W. Va.
(Special Sidine) . .

.

G—Itinerary No. 1—He

Companies

mber II), 1913

mi.'!

.\rrive Leave

.\t

Inman. Virginia

Oak Hill, W. Va
Stone, Ky.. Peg, Ky.,

Hardy, Ky., McVeigh
Kv

Garj-, W. Va., Elbert, W
Va , Anawalt, W. Va.

Jenkin Jones, W. Va.. Po
cahontas, Va., Svritch

back, W. Va

Olmstead, W. Va

Vivian, W. Va

Eckman, W. Va

Powhatan, W, Va

Con.-solidution Coal Co.. .Tamison

Coal & Coke Co.. Hutchinson
Coat Co., New Central Coal
Co., Madeira-HUI-Clark Coal
Co., Virginia & Pittsburgh C.

& C. Co., Winchester & Vir-

ginia C. & C. Co , Federal Coal
& Coke Co., Four States Coal &
Coke Co., Virginia-Marjland
Coal Corp., Elkin.s Coal & Coke
Co Sept. 29 Dee.

7_Itinerary .N'o. I—Revised September 24, 1<II:<

1913
Companies .\rrive \a"a\

Virginia Iron, Coal & Coke Co. Sept. 2<> On
Fayette County Fair .\ssociation. Oct. fi Oel

Pond Creek Coal Co

fnited Slates Coal & Coke Co

Pocahontas Consolidated Collie-

,„.sCo No
Houston Coal & Coke Co., Lake

Superior Coal C« De
Tidewater Coal & Coke Co., Bot-

tom Creek Coal & Coke Co. Dr.

Shawnee Coal & Coke Co., Hous-
ton Coiil <t Coke Co., Eureka
Coal & Coke Co De

Powhatan Coal & Coke Co..

Lvnchburg Coal & Coke Co. . De

The vUl f«n lie

Kell
i|i-

lext iMHue of "Coal Vite

tion or "The Muckle tup <imte«f I

^fl*.«.«k held at Valley View Park, lake. .

This number 'vill also .show a photograph of the thir.l annua
outlnE

"
the I.ehiBh Valley Coal Co. Sorlnl \NHooiatlon. held

aV Ha.le Park. Pe^n.. In Aujfust. 1 ''"^'^V,r*'T..j"L ui
»vlth "Safety PrecautionH of the I onsolidation t oal t o. ol

^Vest Vlrirlnia."
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nal, uiiil the words Safety-iirst," ))ossibly also tlie coiii-

pany's moiiosrain. The cigars which the superintend-

ent occasionally confers upon some worthy employee or

friend are encircled with "Boost for Safety" bands, and

tlic i)ay envelojie in which each worker receives his semi-

iiioiithly stipend, is adorned with some pointed admoni-

lion, concerning dangerous practices, such as riding on

trips, etc. F\irthermore every sci'ap of official paper that

leaves the office, regardless of whether it is a notice

that Sam .Smith has been appointed stable boss, or a

check to John Doe for $H)(l(), will have "Safety the

First Consideration" jirinted conspicuously across its

face.

These are ]K'rhaps insignificant details and cannot

compare either in importance or results with the ap-

pointment and maiutainance of work's committees from

the miners themselves. They are, nevertheless, minutiae

in the practice of a great humanitarian idea, and serve

to drive home to the person into whose hands such ar-

ticles as have been mentioned above may come, that witli

those \^'lui make coal-getting their occupation, tonvui'c

nia^' lie iniiiortant, but safetv should be ]jaramount.

It IS poor economy to reduce the speed of the mine

ventilating fan during the night hours and on holidays

when the mine is idle. This practice has Ijeen the direct

cause of many serious and fatal accidents.

The good results said to have Ijeeu obtained by the

systematic division of labor in mines, a pkn inaugur-

ated some time ago, by one of the largest coal-mining

companies in Montana; and tin* system of close super-

vision of miners, during working hours—a plan recently

adopted by the Lehigh Valley Coal C-x, operating in

the northern anthracite district of Pennsylvania, are

hopeful indications that the

for 1913 will be much redu'

of

death rate in coal mining

Is it a fact, as has been suggested, that there is among

a large class of miners a certain "uncanny" feeling, in

respect to the presence of the safety lamp iu the mine;

and does this create an antipathy for the lamp, on the

part .of mine workers, that deters some operators from

introducing the lamp into their mines when their liest

judgment dictates that safeties should be used? To an-

swer this question in the affirmative would be to bow in

submission to a recognized superstition, ou the part of

mine workers, that is a relic of the past.

Driving It Home
The marked success whicli has attended the efforts of

the H. C. Frick Coke Co. and the various other min-

ing organizations subsidiary to the United States Steel

Corporation in conducting their '•Safety-first" campaign,

has been due largely to the fact that they have brought

home to the miners themselves a realization that they.

and they particularly, are responsible for accidents.

The mine worker is made to feel that, after his em-

ployer has spent vast sums for accident prevention, the

occurrence of any mishap, be it ever so trivial, is a dis-

grace uot only to the company, but to him, and to him

personally.

• It has been said, and truthfully, that habit is stronger

that nature. A soldier never knows the manual of

arms until, through continuous drill and practice, the

various gun-movements have become purely and solely a

matter of routine, requiring no mental effort whatever,

A miner is never secure from preventable accidents un-

til he lias contracted the "safety habit," until the exer-

cise of caution and forethought has become as much a

yiart of his day's work as the manijndation of drill, pick

or shovel.

In order to keep the thought of safety continuously

before the meu, many ingenious methods are adopted.

The lead pencils furnished the various com]5any em-

ployees, liear the legend "Get the Safety Habit" or some

similar admonition. The matches sold at the commis-

sary will perhaps bear upon tlie box the red danger sig-

The Federal Bureau of Mines

About a yeai' ago we askeil 1 loctor Holmes, director oi

the Federal Bureau of Mines, to in\estigate the possiljle

eleetrification of the mine air liy a current of high po-

tential, conducted into the mine for lighting and power

purposes. Doctor Holmes promised to have the matter

taken up, at their experimental station, and thoroughly

investigated to ascertain if it were possible for a dan-

gerous eonditiou of mine air to develop, owing to stray

electrical currents; or if a possible electrical condition

could develop in the air that woulil fa\<ir and assist the

ignition of gas or dust or otherwise emlaiiger the mine.

This is an important matter and has been recently

emphasized by evidence that points to the possibility of a

still further influence of high-potential currents in caus-

ing the premature explosion of powder, in blasting coal

in the mine. A suggestive feature, in this connection, is

the fact that many unexplained accidents have occurred

ill well equipped uptodate mines, using currents of high

jTOtential. "^liile it is impossible, as yet, to more than

speculate on the possible influence of electrical mine

equipment to increase the danger in mines, the question

is one demanding immediate and intelligent investiga-

tion, for which the Federal Bureau of Mines is equi]i]ieil

and which is its special work and province.

Without seeming to unjustly criticize the work the

Bureau of Mines is doing, at the present time, attention

may properly be drawn to some of the matters published

by the bureau that are, to say the least, misleading to a

large class of mining men. In this connection, we would

refer, briefly, to Technical Paper iSTo. 43, just issued

liy the Irareau. The paper is entitled, "The Influence

of Inert Ga.ses on Inflammable Mixtures." Its author.
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J. K. Clement, has produpecl an interesting and. in some

respects, valuable paper. The purpose of the ])iiper and

the ground desired to he covered hy the investigation is

clearly outlined in the preface by George S. Hice. The

information made available by the experiments of Mr.

Clement undoubtedly has a value that will be appreciated

by men who are able to apply tiie results, in a proper

manner, to the solution of mining problems. To a large

class of practical mining men, however, there are state-

ments in the paper that are not only misleading hut as

yet unwarranted, in respect to their application to gen-

eral mining conditions.

To make clear our position in this regard, we would

assert a firm belief and confidence in the value of experi-

mental study; hut groat caution is needed in setting

forth the suggested application to the practice of mining,

of the positive and unquestioned determinations in the

laboratory.

The paper to which we refer describes the methods used

and the results obtained in determining the explosive

limits of mi.xtures of four out of the five important mine

sases; namely, methane, o.xygeu, carbon dioxide and ni-

trogen. The purpose was to make clear the influence of

the extinctive gases, carbon dioxide and nitrogen, on the

explosion of varying percentages of methane, in the pres-

ence of varying percentages of oxygen. There are two

points in the paper to which we wish to draw attention,

not for the purpose of criticism so much as to lead to the

elucidation of points that have an important practical

bearing.

The instruments used in the experiments in the

laboratory, were a comparatively small Hempel pipette,

having an electric-spark igniter; and a larger steel ves-

sel in which the explosion of the gaseous mixture was ef-

fected by the electric arc of a 220-volt current. The steel

cylinder used was provided with an opening for the re-

lease of the pressure developed in the explosion, the open-

ing being covered by a paraffiued-paper diaphragm. In

reference to these experiments, two points are worthy of

notice, in respect to applying the results too widely, in

mining practice : { 1 ) the character of the source of igni-

tion, and (2) the limited confines of the explosion cham-

ber. The effect of these factors can only be judged in-

telligently by the physicist possessing a broad, practical

experience.

The points to which we call attention, and in respect

to which we advise caution are the defined limits of ex-

plosion for the several gaseous mixtures; and the state-

ment found at the top of p. 17 of the paper, to the effect

that "Xo distinction could be drawn between limits of

burning and limits of explosion."

Every practical mining man knows that gas burns in

the mine workings; or, in other words, is inflammable

when no explosion takes place. The small confines of the

laboratory experiments would not repre.sent truthfully

mining conditions, in this regard. There is unquestion-

ably a limit of explosion and, beyond this, a limit of in-

flammability of gaseous mixtures, in mining practice.

Keferring, again, to the first point, we desire to rc-

r-al! the well established fact that an explosive mixture

of methane and air, at its maximum explosive point, be-

comes inexplosive by the addition of one-seventh of its

volume of carbon dioxide. Making the addition of this

proportion of carbon dioxide to a mixture of methane and

normal air, at its maximum explosive point, gives the

following gaseous mixture: Methane, s.-js per niil.;

oxygen. 1G.5',> per cent.; nitrogen, ()".^.();! per n'lii.; mid

carbon dioxide. 12.50 \wr cent.

Now, ])lotting the coordinates of nulliaiic :iiiil railion

dioxide, according to the percentages in this mixture iuul,

as stated on p. 21 of the paper, using the diagram, Kig.

3, p. 11, for this pur])ose, the intersection of the co-

ordinates falls very near the center of the explosive nna
indicated for a Ki-per-cent. oxygen content. This result

is plainly at variance with the teaching of the ])aper, as

we understand it. An ex])lanation of this seeming dis-

crepancy between the teaching of the paper and well es-

tablished facts in mining practice should be given.

A New Aspect to Trust Busting
For many years there has been a decided inclination

on the part of the people to wage unceasing war ujion

all trusts. With the man who earned his bread by the

sweat of his face, the conviction was strong that all ag-

gregations of ca])ital controlled l)y highly eeiitnili/ed

managements were public malefactors, and ((juseipiently

only fit for dismemberment.

Politicians and demagogues who are ever alert to trim

their sails to the varying currents of public approval,

have carefully promulgated and fostered the idea that

there is only one good trust, and that is a dead one.

In the recent past, however, a new note has been

sounded by the voters of the land, and one to which

legislators may well hearken and pay heed. As an act

entirely of their own free will and accord, several thous-

and employees of the H. C. Frick Coke Co. petitioned

Congress to prevent the dissolution of the United States

Steel Corporation. And following the example of the

Frick employees, it is expected that those of .nany other

constituent and subsidiary companies of tne "Steel

Trust" will present similar petitions.

There are few, if any, so-called "trusts" the stocks

of which are as widely and as thoroughly disseminated

among their employees as are those of the Steel Cor-

poration. Its dissolution would not, therefore, affect

merely the vast accumulations of a small group of ex-

tremely wealthy money owners, but would endanger the

meagre capital and cripple the earning power of the

savings of thousands and thousands of honest hard-

working mil! hands and miners, whose holdings of stock

represent the net earnings of long years of toil, econo-

my and thrift.

In forcing this dissolution suit the government has

touched thousands of voters in a spot where all men
are not only vulnerable but sensitive—the pocketbook.

More and more as years go by the poor man is seeing

the wisdom of investing his earnings in securities, which
yield at least a reasonable rate of interest. And, when
a vast number of voters become capitalists, what politi-

cian or ring. Legislature or Congress can threaten the

earning power of their savings with impunity?

At the present time we are attempting to solve our

troublesome mining problems by the enactment of re-

pressive legislation. The policy of former periods was
one whereby invention was used to surmount difficulties.

The electric spark is not more dangerous today than the

naked flame was a century ago. Can't the electrical pro-

fession produce a Sir Humphrey Davy to solve the prob-

lem of electricity in gaseous mines?
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The Philadelphia & Reading

Coal & Iron Co. Meet
Special Coi!i:i:spoxdex(E

The ninth annual fir.<t-ai(l contest of the Philadelphia

& Reading Coal & Iron Co. was held at Edgewood Park,

near Shamokin, Sept. 20. To show the importance of

the meeting and the emphasis placed on first-aid work

by the company it should be stated that G. F. Baer,

president of the Philadelphia & Eeading Coal & Iron

Co., was present to signalize the event. It was pro-

nounced by all present to have been the most successful

ever held by the compary.

The big event of the day, the fiual contest for full

teams, was won by the Ont.^ide team of the Draper col-

liery of the Shenandoah Division with a percentage of

97 points, while the Henry Clay team was a close second

with a percentage of 95. Eight other teams participated

in the final event.

It had been originally planned to hold the meet in

Lakeside Park at East Mahanoy Junction, where former

contests have been held by the company. Every arrange-

ment was made for the moving of special trains to that

])oint, carrying the first-aid teams and the employees of

the various collieries, but early in the morning General

Manager W. J. Eichards, learning that shelter, in case

of rain, could ncrf; he secured at Lakeside, gave orders

that the contests should be held at Edgewood Park.

The orders were carried out in the short time avail-

able, but one of the five special trains carrying the crowds

went to Lakeside and oil its arrival was forwarded im-

mediately to Shamokin.

A conimissary train carrying a company caterer, chefs

and waiters to the number of a couple of a hundred, to-

•gether with their equipment, was rushed to Edgewood

Park and at noon served a most temptii'.g lunch. This

part of the day's program came immediately after the

close of the elimination contests.

The Staxdixc; of the Teams

There was much interest and considerable rivalry

manifested in the final contest. The problem was con-

sidered a dicult one, but all the teams competing

made fairly good percentages. The problem in the final

conte.st was : Dress foot, leg, thigh and hip, using spiral

reverse for leg and thigh and the spica for hip. Bandages

lOVo inches.

The following is a list of the contesting teams with

the percentages they obtained:

Percent-
Percent- Teams ages

Teams ages
"A'^!,'^^ "i' ,;,; M

Draner outsid-e ... 97 Good Springs :•• »»

H.n'Jv'c°av insidt-;: 95 Turkey Run. inside. 85

Otto 'colliei-.v 94 Knickerbocker, m-
Tunnel Ridge, inside 93 side... Vi;:,-''

'*"

Bast, outside 90 Sehuylkin Ha\ en,
storage yard !>*

Dis. J. B. Eogers, of Pottsville, F. C. Fegley, of Fair-

mount, and E.^F. Bickel, of Shamokin, acted as the

judges and as soon as they announced their decision

President Baer addressed the large audience and pre-

sented the pennant to the Draper team, which won first

lionors. He referred to his recent tour of Europe and

to the first-aid work he had seen there and stated that he

was more pleased with the work of the P. & E. C. & T.

(n.'s teams than with any that he had ever seen. He

closed by making a plea for continued loyalty to the

company on the part of the men in its employ.

Pennants were then presented to the district winners

by President Baer's daughter, Mrs. Smith, of Pottsville,

Misses Helen and Loraiue Richards, daughters of Gen-

eral Manager Eichards, of Pottsville ; Miss Clara Deckert,

Miss Louise Smyth, Dr. George Halberstadt and G. H.

Hoover. Field and water sports which had been planned

were not carried out, owing to the lateness of the hour

at which the final first-aid contest was completed.

The contests were held on the baseball field immedi-

ately in front of the grand stand in which a capacity

crowd was seated. There were 76 first-aid teams to par-

ticipate in the elimination contests in the morning. These

teams represent 40 collieries which are distributed

throughout Schuylkill a:id Xorthumberland Counties and

at which more than 25,000 men are employed.

OiiiGixAi, Problems

The various corps from each district were allowed to

draw one of ten problems submitted by officials of tiie

company. These were worked out and the winners of the

various "districts were the competitors in the afternoon

when the final event took place.

The ten problems were :

'Rescue from electrical contact and administer artificial

respiration by tiie Schaefer and Sylvester methods. Also use

the oxygen tank and pulmotor. Time allowance, 10 minutes.

Handlings by one, two and three men and on litter. Cross-

obstruction and load ambulance. Time allowance, 12 minutes.

Compound fracture of the skull. Dislocated shoulder.

Two 2 14 -in. gauze bandages, one 3-in., one 4-in., and one

triangular. Time allowance, 10 minutes.

Pimple fracture of the forearm. Laceration of fingers and

hand. Separate fingers and apply spica of the hand. Two
2Vi-in. bandages and tv.-o 2-in. bandages. Time allowance, 10

minutes.
Compound fracture of the leg and dislocated hip. Band-

ages, nine 4-in., three 3-in., and one 2% -in. Time allowance.

15 minutes.
Burns of head, neck, body and right arm. Eight 2V.-m.

gauze bandages. Gauze and cotton. Time allowance, 20

minutes.
Fracture of the spine and lacerated buttock. Bandages,

five 4-in. and six 214 -in. Time allowance. 20 minutes.

Fracture of the right patella and crushed left foot. Band-

ages, two 2i,i-in., two 2-in., and one 4-in. Time allowance.

10 minutes.
Lacerated ear foreign body in eye. Bandages, one 2-in.

and one iy2-in. Time allowance, 5 minutes.

Dislocated shoulder, fractured ribs. Bandages, two 4-in.

and one 3-in. Time allowance, 6 minutes.

Rl'les of Meet

The following general rules governed the work of the

contestants

:

The dressings will start and stop at the sound of a gong.

The dressing of all injuries to be done with materials issued

for the purpose. In the application of the spiral reverse

bandage, one-third of the width of the bandage must be left

exposed. Subjects should wear tight-fitting underclothing or

have the skin exposed. All splints to be padded. There wUl

be three judges, and three districts will work at one time,

one judge wiO be assigned to each district. Final dressing

to be decided by the three judges.

The Draper Colliery team has made rapid advancement

in first-aid work during the past two years. The team has

never before distinguished itself in the contests except in

1911. when it took seventh place.

The winners in former years were: Bear Eidge, 1912 :

Phoenix Park and Wadesville, 1911; Wadesville. 1910;

Glendower. 1909: Tunnel Ridge, 1908; Wadesville, 1907;

Lincoln. 1906; Wadesville, 1905.
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Removal of C^oal through Adjoining
Land

15 Y A. I.. II. SiitKin-*

SYNOPi^IS—Datnaijr to htnilmnirr. and not hciicfil l<>

operator is proper baxis for ruination of rigiil-of-ndi/.

Decisionx of Ai!:rrican and English Courts summarized.
Cases statril u-lti n right passes with convei/aiice of coal

under particular land. Right cannot be condemneil for

private purpoi^e.

Ques.—A Tennessee coal-ininiug company writes I oal
Age as follows: "Can you advise us on tiie quest iop uf ihe

value of the ri^jiit to haul coal originating on the land oi'

one party through the land of another, and on to the land

of a third party!' This question is now coming up in

our coal field and no standards of value are set. Would
you please advise us where we could find some of the

older cases covering this ])oint in either America or

JIngland"?

Ans.—I find Init few American or English cases hear-

ing directly on this question; tiie scarcity being due,

proliably, to the fact that such right-of-way generally de-

))eiuls upon express agreement with the landowners af-

fected, since it is usually held that it cannot he con-

demned. Therefore, the questicm is not apt to arise in

litigation, except in suits for damage in making an un-

authorized use of land in hauling coal through it.

What thk ('oiins IIavi: IIi:i.ii

In England, the measure of damages fur the \isc of

laiul as a mining right-of-way is said in Tlir Lairs of
England, Vol. 20, p. 588, to be "the value of flu- land
for the purposes for which it is used; compensation is

measured by wayleave rent in respect of the minerals car-

ried, and the rat* (if any) usual in the neighborhood is

adopted as a convenient measure." This statement is

supported by citation of the following English cases:

Towell vs. Aiken (1858) 4 Kav & Johnson's Reports
343; Martin vs. Porter (183!)) 5'Meeson & Welsby's Ke-
ports 351; Whitwham vs. Westminster Rrymbo Coal &
Coke Co. (1896) 2 Chancery Division Reports 538;
.Tegon vs. Vivian (isri) 6 Chancerv Appeal Reports
'<'42; Phillips s. ITomfray (1871) g" Chancerv Appeal
Reports 770; A. (i. vs. Tomline (1880) 15 Chaiicery Di-
vision Reports 150: Hilton vs. Woods (1867) Law Re-
])orts, 3 ?:q. 432. Tu the second cited case four cents jjer

ton was allowed as wayleave.

The Pennsylvania Supreme Court has held that the
measure of damages resulting from the establishment of
an underground railroad for the transportation of coal

is the difference between the value of the tract as a whole
at the time of the entry and its value after the com-
pletion of the road, as determined from the opinions of
witnesses of skill and judgment, who have had oppor-
tunities to learn the value of the property in question,

•Attorney and Counselor at Law, St. Paul, Minn.

iiHmmnniiiiiNiiiriiriiiiniinimiiiniiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinim^^^^^^

in- of similar pioperties in the same neighborhood ( i:i

Pennsylvania State Reports 4i)5). Another decision ..f

the same court is to the effect that mere imaulhoriird
use liy the owner of underlying coal of a tunnel to idu-
vey coal from adjoining lamls does not entitle the laml-
owiu'r to inniitive danuiges, or to any recovery exceediiii;

compensation f..r injury actually "resulting from the
wrong, though he is entitled to nominal damages, wliieli

were allowed in this case (46 Atlantic Reporter 370).
In this interesting case, the Supreme Court approved
a statement of the trial judge that the value to the op-
erator of the privilege of running coal through the lini-

iiel could not bo considered; and that any recover\ be-
yond nominal damages must be based on a showin- ul'

substantial injury to the landowner.
Right.s in ca.ses where coal is sought to be removed

from adjoining land through a mine on particular prem-
ises are illustrated by a decision of the Illinois Supreme
Court. A lease of eleven acres of land for 35 years to

the purchaser of coal underlying that and remaining
lands owned by the lessor, for the purpose of mining and
removing the coal, was held by the Illinois Supreme
Court to give the right, before "the exhaustion of such
coal, to use the leased ])remises for the transportation
of coal mined on other land (25 Northeastern Reporter
7!'5). In this case the court said: "By the sale and con-
veyance of the fee of the coal, appellee (the owner of the
land) severed it from her estate in the land, aiul the
right of her grantees or their assigns to use the estate
iluis granted by her in the coal .so long as her propertv
IS not interfered with or injured in any way, cannot lie

questioned. It is manifest tiiat until "the expiration of
the term or until appellant or its a.ssigns shall exhaust
the coal under her land, she can have no right of reentry
in the mines, or the leasehold estate. It is not conceiv-
able how the proposed use of appellant's mine and shaft
can result in damage to appellee. Any action brought liv

her for supposed trespass for running its cars througii
the entries in the mines or for hoisting and delivering-
the same at the shaft, or for any n.se of the leased laml.
would be answered by the fact that appellant was right-
fully in possession under the contract."
The Penn,sylvania cases cited above, and decisions i,'eii-

erally on the measure of damage to land resulting from
trespass or condemnation of rights-of-way in general
fairly indicate a policy of the courts of this country to
fix the amount of depreciation in the market value of
the land, if any, as the value of such rights as are h<>re
considered, without regard to the value of such rights to
the coal operators who acquire them.

When Compi;n.sation Is ITnnecessary

But it is interesting to note, in this connection, that
the right to use tunnels, shafts, and other ways on or
under particular land, in removing coal from adjoining
land, often passes under the terms of the lease or deed
covering coal underlying the particular land, thus render-
ing it unnecessary for the operator to pay additional
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corapensatiou for this right. Application of this prin-

ciple is illustrated bv the following decisions

:

Unless the instrument whereby right to mine coal is

gr-anted contains a provision to ^^^^^^rary the space

Ipft bv the mining operations may be used during tUt

ftinl^" of theVant for the purpose of hajdrng min-

eral^ and draining water through such space from otber

Ltes Tohio Supreme Court, 80 Xoitheastern Reporter

^^\
lease of coal lands with surface right-of-way for

tr4r et'' at a specified rental, with the privilege to

tiaeks, etc at
-^

P
exhaustion of the coal, at an

Z^ ^Z Tm was held by the Iowa Supreme

?o to ive the right to use the way for the removal o

'TrlA mider Adjoining land, including the use of

mder-round entries an.l shafts, and. hence, m>t to en

Sle tL landowner to additional compensation (86

\Torthwesterii Reporter U).
^ , „ 1 '-to

A conveyance of all the coal under certain laud, to

A c°° ejan
^^ ^^ ^ exhaustion thereof

"ZJ^Ji ^Ly, through a chamber, or tunnel cut

f/th^ «ame other coal dug out of an adjacent mine fo

e^.rpo^:-of taking it out through an oi-vng m and

of his own (P-nnsvlvania Supreme Court, 22 At antic

iL o ter O; 5). The court held in this case that this

s not affected by the ciuestion whether the mining

ght s the subject of an express grant or of an excep-

L m a conveyance of the remannng ^^teres s m the

ami But, m a later Pennsylvania case, it was held that

a ted to 'underlying coal, with a right on the^^ul to

carry the coal away did not give tbe right to take out

S he P t on the land, and carry by such nght-of-way

1 mined under another tract, nor to dump at the pi

mouth refuse from the other mine. It was further held

"lat he right did not arise because of a Prac-tice of the

foimer common owner of both tr.«.ts (28 Atlantic Re-

'"Xoting'ihe conflict between the holdings m the two

last mentioned cases, the Pennsylvania Supreme C our

(4- Atlantic Reporter i) declared that it intended to

dhere to the rule that the purchaser of underlying coa

wW a right-of-wav over and under the land, is entitled

o haul through the gangways of the mine coal rnmed

,n^i-^r adioining land, so long as the mine is necessarily

kept open to mine coal still remaining under the par-

ticailar land. And as late as 1909, the same court de-

cided that the lessee of a coal mine cannot be charged fo

use of gangways on the premises for transporting coal

from other premises (74 Atlantic Reporter 26).

Although a conveyance of minerals implies a nght-oi-

way over the grantm-'s land, under which they lie for

their removal, th.re is no right over the lands of one

other than the grantor (Tennessee Supi^me Court 90

Tenn Reports 619; 118 Southwestern Reporter 649).

Statutes in several states purport to give the right to

.MUideran rights-of-way for mining purposes, hut such

laws are held by the courts to be unconstitutional so

far as they may be construed to authorize condemnation

of a way for private use only. The connection of two

beds of minerals belonging to the same owner by a way

passing through the land of another is a private use for

which ""land cannot be condemned. But statutes provid-

ing for condemnation of land for railroads open to the

public on payment of proper compensation are valid.

(Barringer & Adams on Mines and Mining, 1st Ed., pp.

591, 592.)

Who Is Liable for Taxes on Coal

Stored on Docks?
The question as to whether delivery under certain con-

ditions is such delivery to the buyer as passes title to him

may become important in the question as to who is liable

for taxes on coal constituting the subject of sale. This

point was involved in a Wisconsin case, reported at page

227, 120 Noi-ihwesiern Repoder. Under the particular

wording of the contract of sale in that case, it was held

by the Wisconsin Supreme Court that title to Pittsburgh

coal sold to railway companies for delivery at Superior,

AVis., did not pass until dclivei7, f.o.b. cars, rendering

the seller liable for taxes on the fuel while on dm-ks at

Superior before being loaded on cars.

Recent Decisions

When Corporation May Purchase Own Stock—It is beyond

the power of a corporation to purchase its own stock, unK-ss

expressly so authorized by law. (Maryland Court of Appeals,

Bear Creek Lumber Co. vs. Second National Bank of Cumber-

land, S7 Atlantic Reporter, 10S4.)

Right to Question Validity of Morteasre—On suit to fore-

close a mortgage covering the property of a coal-mining com-

pany, a defense that the mortgage was executed without

authority from the stockholders can be raised by them only,

and not by the company itself. (Colorado Court of Appeals.

Firestone Coal Co. vs. McKissick. 134 Pacific Reporter, 14..)

Ual>llity lor Mine Foreman-s Negligence—A Pennsylvania

coal operator is not responsible for injury to a miner, result-

ing from negligent failure of a properly qualified mine fore-

man to make an examination for gases, as required by the

law of that state. (Pennsylvania Supreme Court, Watkins

vs. Lehigh Coal & Navigation Co.. 87 Atlantic Reporter, bbu.)

Corporation Disqualified to Issue Accommodation Paper—

A business or industrial corporation has no power to make or

indorse commercial paper for the accommodation of third

parties, unless its charter expressly confers such authority,

corporations have only such powers as are expressly or im-

pliedly granted by their charters and the laws of the state

under which they exist. (Georgia Court of Appeals, .SaTannah

Ice Co. vs. Canal-Louisiana Bank & Trust Co., 79 Southeastern

Reporter, 45.)

Cheeks Should Be Presented Immediately—Bank checks

are not designed as a medium of circulation, but as a means

of securing expeditious payment in money; and when a check

drawn by a third person is received by an indorsee he acts

at his peril so far as the payee and indorsers are concerned,

in failino- to promptly present the check for payment, it it

appears that it would have been paid if presented within

a reasonable time, notwithstanding the drawer's subsequent

insolvency. (Georgia Supreme Court, Kennedy vs. Jones, ,S

Southeastern Reporter, 1069.)

Lessor's Right to Share in Stock Issue—Where a lease of

coal lands reserved to the lessors a one-tenth interest m the

lease in the nature of paid-up and nonassessable stock of

the lessee corporation, the lessors were entitled to share only

In the stock issued under authority vested in the company

when the lease was made, and not in additional stock sub-

seouently issued under authority afterwards conferred by the

state after valuable mining property, other than that cov-

ered bv the lease, was acquired by the company. (West \ ir-

ginia Supreme Court of Appeals. Taylor vs. Buffalo Col-

lieries Co.. 79 Southeastern Reporter, 27.)

Defense of Employees' Personal Injury Claims in Oklahoma

-Under the laws of Oklahoma, it is a complete defense to .a

suit against a coal operator for injury to a miner that the

Lter failed to use ordinary care for his own safety, and that

such neglect was a direct cause of the accident, regardless

of an" negligence of the employer; the legal doctrine in

force in soSe states, that an employee may recover notwith-

standing contributory negUgence on his part if that negli-

gence was slight as compared with the employer's neglec .

not being in force in Oklahoma. (Oklahoma Supreme Court.

Hailev-o!a Coal Co. vs. Morgan, 134 Pacific Reporter, 29.)
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DISCUSSION B^^ READERS

Collapsible Stoppings

Li'tler Xo. J—Tlio qiicsunn li;is ln'cn askod, Coal
A(ii:. Sept. 20, p. 424, wlu'tlier or not follai)sil)k' stop-

I'iiiirs would localize an explosion of gas or dust in the

mine. I have always been in favor of collapsible stop-

pings in small mines where the mine is ventilated in,

sa\' one or two splits. I would not approve of their

use, however, in a large mine, except in the live work-

ings or on the butt headings.

1 believe that the best way to localize a mine explo-

sion is to arrange a separate air split for each "flat," by

building an overcast at the entrance to that .section. If

the section contains more than, say 10 pairs of headings,

it may be necessary to provide a second main air course,

to tap the section midway, which will then require an-

other overcast at that point. It has proven, in many
instances, that where a large section containing many
rooms is ventilated by a single split of air, a small ex-

i)losion of gas or dust is confined, generally, to that sec-

tion in which it occurred.

I have observed that the general practice in large up-

todiitc mines is to build collapsible stoppings of wood

or a single course of brick, in the live workings; while

the stoppings on the main haulage roads and cross-

headings are permanent stoppings built of brick, stone

or concrete. This is generally done, however, from an

economical consideration, rather than for the purpose of

localizing a possible explosion. In these mines, the

.stoppings on the butt headings driven off the cross-en-

tries, as well as the stoppings in the room.s, are light

collapsible stoppings. Here are the live workings where

the coal is produced.

It is my belief that a small explosion of gas or dust,

in these rooms or butt headings, would be confined to

one section, provided that section was ventilated by a

single air split. But, if the air current was conducted

through other butt headings and rooms, the explosion

would probably be carried through the entire air split.

It might develop sufficient force, in its course, to blow

down one or more permanent stoppings; and, in that

case, it would extend into other sections of the mine.

We have an example of this in the Monongah explosion,

Dec. 6, 1907; the Darr explo.sion, Dec. 19, 1907: and the

Marianna explosion, Xov. 28, 1908. All of these mines
had collapsible stoppings throughout their live work-

ings.

The question may well be asked: What is a jjcrnian-

ent and what is a collapsible stopping, in a mine con-

taining both gas and dust ? Previous to the explosion,

the stoppings in the Monongah mine were considered

permanent stoppings; but, being blown to pieces by the

force of the explosion, they might properly be called

collapsible stoppings.

There can be no question but that permanent stop-

pings should be built on all main haulage roads and air-

ways, in order to maintain a sufficient circulation of air

at the working face. Any kind of collapsible stoppings,

miiuinunmmiinnwniiiiioiinnwujnwiijmuHmiiinniJiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiw^^^^^^

on these headings, would not receive the attcnlinn ne-

cessary to kcc]) them in ])roi)er shape to maintain llu'

required circulation of air in the workings.

In closing, I want to say thai any clliciciil iiiclbod

for localizing ex])iosions of gas and du>t in the mines

would be hailed witii dcligiit by all mining men. 1

fear, however, that tlic (•oiiaiisibic s(o]i|)ing, suggested

by the J'ureau of .Alines, is not the I'enu'dy f«r which

we are seeking. It must lie icnicnibfrcd that dust is a

dangerous factor, and that it pci'mmics the entire mine
to a greater or less extent. Jliiirs that aic nut consid-

ered dangerous on account of gMs. iumv he dangerous,

owing to the ])resencc of dust and a small anumnt of

gas, perhaps too small an amount to be dclcrlcd on tli^

lamp. Or a slight disarrangement of the ventilatiiiu

current may permit the accnmulation of gas, in an other-

wise well ventilated mine. Only too often, the mine wr
had considered safest has been wrecked by an explosion.

I cannot .see where colhqisible stoppings will localize

an explosion of dust. We have learned much in regard

to the phenomena of explosions; but their frecpient re-

currence proves our knowledge is not com])lete.

ri:N\SYI,V.\VIA Sri'iailNTENDKNT.

01i])hant Furnace. Pcnii.

Letter Xo. 2—My attention has liecn called to the sug-

gestion that collapsible stoi)pings built -n the cros.sculs

or breakthroughs between entries, near the working face,

would localize a possible explosion of gas or dust in the

workings. While I have not, as yet, seen the full state-

ment of this question, I do not hesitate to say that I

fail to see the point of the argument that these light stop-

pings would, in any manner, prevent the develojimcnt of

an explosion and its extension throughout the mine.

I would draw attention to the fact that the usual

practice in coal mining is to build the stopping at about

the center of the crosscut. This allows the accumulation
of more dust in these void places in the crosscuts, than
can be found npon the gangways or in the air cour.ses or

chambers. My thought is that if these stoppings were
collapsible under the pi'essure of a light gas or dust ex- I

plosion, all the dust in those crosscuts would be blown
into the air and explode, gre;\tly increasing the dis-

turbance and extending rather than localizing the ex-

plosion.

Another point should be borne in mind, namely, such
light stoppings would fre(|uently be thrown down by the
concussion of a heavy blast or a windy or blownout shot; J

and the quantity of dust thrown into the air, as a result,

might be ignited by the flame of succeeding shots ami
cause an explosion that would not otherwise occur.

For the reasons stated and with the present extent of
my knowledge of the question, I would consider the mat-
ter of putting collapsible stoppings in cross-headings a
very impracticable proposition.

AV. D. OwKNs, Div. Supt..

Lehigh Valley Coal Co.
West Pittston, Penn.
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The Mine Air Current and Explosions

la connection with the interesting discussion on this

subiect. Coal Agio, Sept. 13, p. 390, I wnnt to draw

attention to the fact that whether the movement ot the

ventilatino- current, in a mine, is caused by au exhaust

fan or a blower, it is certain that when either of these

fans is stopped, the air current traveling in the mine

will not cease immediately. In the use of either fan. the

upcast shaft has been warmed by the return air and the

heat of the shaft will serve, for a considerable time, to

raise the temperature of the upcast current. This will

produce an air column in the upcast shaft, that will serve

the same purpose as a small furnace, to produce circula-

tion in the mine. This alone would prevent any sudden

outflow of gas from the goaves, except in the most fiery

mine.
.

I want to suo-gest that barometric readings taken at

the surface, and'^in the fan drift, and at different points

throughout the mine would prove of considerable interest

in the studv of mine ventilation.

James .\siiworth.

Mining Engineer.

Vancouver. B. C, Canada.

Education and Training for Mining

Men
It is indeed encouraging to note the interest that i? be-

ins taken, generally, in the education and training of all

classes of Ruining men ; but, particularly, the miner.

\Vhile manv may differ as to means and methods em-

ployed, all" will agree that there is great need for the

education and training of men engaged in the mining in-

dustry. The broad and intelligent discussion of the sub-

ject will eventually develop the best means and methods

to employ.

I cannot agree with Samson Smith, who. m discussing

this subject,\'0AL Age. Aug. 30. p. 318. criticizes the

su^ffestion of Mine Inspector C. H. Xesl)itt. that safety

inspectors and instructors be employed in the mines as a

means of training miners in the best and safest methods of

doing their work. Mr. Smith claims that the boys should

be trained when young, according to the old proverb,

"Train up a child" in the way he should go and when he

is old he will not depart from it." He states that boys

should be taken into the mines by their fathers and

trained in the work of mining coal.

It is a sad fact that many parents are neither morally

nor intellectually qualified to train their children; and

we must look to some other source for this training, such

as public schools, Sunday .schools and other institutions.

Again, many fathers, though they have worked in the

mTnes most of their lives, are not practical miners. They

cannot build a mine door: or do a first-class job of tim-

bering ; or lav a good piece of track ; much less lay down

a mine switdi. Many know little of the laws of venti-

lation, the dangerous character of coal dust and the na-

ture and effect of mine gases upon the human system. It

is evident that fathers who are deficient in the knowledge

of these things are not competent to teach or train their

sons; and, as I said before, such training and instruction

must come from another source. The suggestion of the

safety instructor and inspector in mines, appeals to me

as it must to many practical men, as a wise suggestion.

The aue limit !ov boys entering the mine, which, in

Tennessee and many other states, is 16 years, would make

impossible the early training suggested by Mr. Smith.

Some of the most practical miners I know, however, are

men who entered the mine after they were 21 years of

age. These men studied to enlarge their practical ex-

perience by acquiring a knowledge of the theory of mining

and applying it in their daily work.

I think that Mr. Xesbitt's suggestion for the organiza-

tion of a department of safety and instruction for each

mine, with a practical and efficient person in charge, who

commands the respect and confidence of the miners, who

knows how to enforce rules and maintain discipline, who

looks after the ventilation and sanitation of the mine,

and who knows the difference between safe and unsafe

conditions as they arise, is an efficient medium of educat-

ing and training miners, and must prove much more ef-

fective in producing competent and proficient mining

men than any training of fathers whose mining knowl-

edge and experience may be limited. As in all other

trades and professions, good conmion "boss" sense is a

valuable element to mix with the experience acquired

iu mining.

Through lack of discipline, force and system, many

mine foremen drift into the habit of telling miners to

timber their working places and keep them .safe, without

expecting them to comply. Upon the mine foreman de-

volves the responsibility for the coal output. The opera-

tor presses him for a few more tons, and in turn he

pushes the miner for more cars; and, in order that he

may load more cars, the foreman permits the miner to

postpone .setting a timber his better judgment tells him

ought to be set without delay. The slate lalls, the miner

is killed, a funeral is held and a damage suit follows.

If a vigilant ins]iector was in charge who was responsible

foe the"" safety of men and not for the output of coal, he

would have recognized the danger and had the timber set

instead of permitting the miner to load the car. Perhaps

the day's run niigh't be short a car, but a good miner

would still be living to provide for his family. My ex-

perience as miner, mine foreman and assistant state mine

inspector has taught me that it is. generally, the miner

that has spent years in mining who gets hurt by falling

slate or coal. And nine times out of ten it is owing to his

own neglect or carelessness. If the mine had a vigilant

inspector who would not let miners grow^ careless, in the

matter of timbering and keeping their working places

safe, many accidents would be avoided in coal mines.

,JoHX Rose.

District Mine Inspector.

Davton. Tenn.

Starting a Fan after an Explosion

LcHcr Xo. 1—Referring to the inquiry. Coal Age.

Sept. 20, p. 430, and the editorial suggestion, p.

423, of the same issue, that this question be further dis-

cussed, permit me to say that, in my opinion, the ques-

tion of starting up the fan after a short period of idle-

ness, following an explosion that damaged the fan, so

that it required to be repaired, will depend on the con-

ditions existing in the mine. There are two possible

cases, which differ so materially in the effect produced on

the conditions in the mine after the explosion that they

should be considered separately.
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On the one liaiul, if tlie overeasts and stojiiiiiif;^ are

built of liiinher, the stoi)|)ing heinn; lijjht aiul c-ollapsilile,

it may lie taken for grantetl that they will have been

blown down by the force of the explosion. The oireu-

lation in the mine would thus be eut olf, even the natural

lurrent that mijrlit otherwise [jrevail, nothwithstandin<;

the fan has been so badly danui-ied that it is not work-

injr. Under these eonditions, if the fan is repaired and

ajrain started, it may be assumed that the air will be

short-circuited at a point not far from the foot of the

shaft, by reason of the overcasts and sto])])in!;s beinjj

destroyed. The air current therefore will not reach the

fair until the.se overcasts and stojjpin.ss are repaired.

As this work of repair ])ronrres8es, the air current will

circulate closer and closer to the face of the workinifs.

and the work will become more daiiiterous and reipiirc

•rreater caution, in order to avoid drivinj: any acciinin-

lated gases into .-in area in the mine whore lire niiirlit

exist.

On the other liaiiii, assumintr the overcasts and stop-

|)in<rs are built in a substantial manner and have, I'oi-

the most part. withstoo<l the force of the blast, the

starting up of the fan after the repairs are complete

wdidd certainly be accompanied with great danger, be-

cause the accumulated ga.ses would be driven into the

fire area, which may reasonably be assumed to exist in

portions of the mine. The ignition of these gnses would
cau.se a .second e.x|)losion more disastrous ihaii the lirst

;

and all hope of rescuing any ])er.sons in the mine who
had possibly survived the first explosion would be de-

stroyed. In my opinion, it would be safer iioi lo siiirt

the fan until a in-o|)erly eipiipped exploriii- iinitv can
enter the mine and a.seertain its eouclii ion, if this is ;it

all jiossible.

This .seems the only wise course lo pursue, ,i:iless

some definite knowledge of the inside (.mdilion of llie

mine is obtaimilile by ob.servations at the surface. The
only hope of rescue, in any event, lies in the calm, in-

telligent judgment of tlios,. i,, eharge: and this judg-
ment mu.st be based on aceinate knowledge in (he face
of the grave dangers the coiulitions present. It is. of
course, necessary that rescue parties should be lilted out
with breathing a])i)aratus and safety lamps. Should no
evidence of fire existing in the mine be re|)orted liv

rescuers or be forthcoming after a considerable period
of tinu>, the repairs being completed, the fan can be
started with a reasonable exiiectaiicy of safely. I^el'ore

this is (l.Mie. however, all |)ersons sIkjuIiI be witlnli-awp
from the mine.

'<iii\ i']. Ambhojsi:,

.Mining Engineer.
New Durham, X. J.

Study Course in Coal Mining
llv .1. T.

The Coal Age Pocket Book
BLASTI.\(; IX iMI.\K!S

The removal of the coal from its position in the seam
generally requires blasting, which under many conditions
common to coal mining is a dangerous operation and requires
both knowledgre and experience.

Theory of BlaMtinu; foal—The blasting of coal differs from
that of rock: the former being soft and friable, while the
latter is generally hard and brittle. The chief consideration,
however, in the blasting of coal, is to break it from its bed
in such size as can be readily handled and loaded into the
mine cars, but without producing an unnecessary amount of
fine coal and slack. To do this requires careful study of the
character of the coal to be blasted and a knowledge of the
explosive used.

Kindn of Stantn—In the accompanying figure are shown
four of the principal shots employed in blasting coal. The

SlIOWTXC; DiFFKIiKXT ShOts IN" COAI, Face

"rib shot" shown on the left (a) is for the purpose of cutting
the rib by blasting, instead of using a p:ck and shearing the
coal as shown on the right. .\ rib shot is very apt to prove
a "tight" shot, unless, as shown in the figure, the coal is
blasted back so as to give this shot an opportunity to free
itself. A "dead hob " Is <me that is peipendicular to a prac-
tically straight face of coal, as shown at (b). The shot
shown at (d) woulo bo a dead holo were it not for the side
cut on the right rib. which frees the shot. A "grip shot ' is
one that is laid at a considerable angle with the face of the
coal, as shown at ir). in the figure.

DanerrouM Shotit—The shots classed as dangerous are the
following: "blownout. ' "windy." "squealer" and "heavy" shots.
A blownout shot is one that blows its tamping, owing to the
charge being laid too deeply on the solid, or the shot being
bound and unable to free itself. The same effect is often pro-
duced by reason of the charge being insufficient for the work
to be performed, or the hole being improperly tamped, or
having too large a diameter for the depth of the "stemming,"
as the tamping is called.

-A windy shot is a shot that for any reason expends much
of its energy on the air.

The Coal Age Pocket Book
A squealer, in iiiining language, is a shot that does littleloie than crack the coal: the force of the explosion findingent through the crevices made in the coal, produces a ne-uliar sound like a shrill whistle: hence the nameA h vy shot

.
one that produces a strong concussion

.......... ^ „... It IS an effect similar lo
that of a windy shot, but less powerful.

I'laring Shotw—A shot is well-placedwhen It performs the work it was ex-
pected to do in breaking down the coal Ahard

shoofinq
Coal ^

i^--

Pig. 1, A Oooio

SlIO'l'

and produces no marked effect on th
air. Experience alone is the great
teacher in knowing how and where a
shot should be laid in the coal in order
to produce the desired results \ few
Illustrations will suggest some import-
ant fads and principles in the practice
of shooting coal.

'" ^'^-^^-J* shown a well-placed shot
in a hard-shooting coal. The coal hasbeen undercut so as to enable the shotthe better to free itself. A sprag is

ff'",'.^"i
^''.' >i'"lpr the coal to support

t while being mined; but this must
H J^"°,£^"' °"« before the shot ishied. The weight of the charge is
^"'t'^'l to the depth of the hole andthe thickness and hardness of the
.:oal. Experience alone will deter-mine what weight of powder is re-

to avoid accidents in blasting.

^ ^^ ___..^. -A shot must not be laid too close
co^Cnk to the roof, especially if the latter

c, T. '® harder or softer than the coal it-ShOT Placed self, or the force of the shot will he
lost. The force of gravity must
also be considered as ail! . to
break the coal. Thi ^hnt I,

Fig. 2 is lower down in the coal, be- _
cause the bottom coal is harder

""

than that above and the force of
the shot is more evenly distributed
between the hard and soft strata.
Much trouble is experienced in

shooting soft seamy coal inlaid in
the seam, as shown in Fig. .3. The
shot is here laid in an inclined po-
sition so as to blow out the hard
top coal without shattering tb<-
softer coal below. If this shot had TsS^sy^a-sSsTi as^^s^
been laid horizontaly in the seam ' -~-- -• . — .-,
the softer measures would have xn „ r> a t^"seamed out" and the shot have i^IG. 6. A DIFFICULT
proved a failure or perhaps dan- q
gerous. Shot

Harct bottom Coa.

fiining in underclay

Fid.

LowEi! IN Coal
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INQUIRIES OF GENERAL INTEREST
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Fire in Heading xMaking Gas

I inclose sketch of a pair of headings driven on the

strike of a moderately inclined seam, wi+h rooms turned

to the pitch, and showing a fire started on the heading

a short distance back from the face of the entry. As

marked on the sketch, gas is being freely generated in

the last chamber turned and at the face of this heading.

The chamber has not yet reached the first crosscut. The

fire is outside of the second crosscut from the face of

the heading, and has gotten a fair start. I would like

to ask the best and safest method of dealing with this

lire.

As shown on the sketch, the fire is on the return en-

try and a curtain hung outside of the last crosscut

diverts the most of the air, so that the mam current is

following the face of the rooms.

A. E. .J.

Shamokin, Penn.

On the first discovery of the fire, every precaution

should be taken to prevent the air current from reach-

ing the fire, by making the curtains in the heading and

in the mouths of the chambers inby from the fire, as

tight as possible. This should be done quietly, so as

not to disturb the air more than necessary. If men are

working in the chambers On this heading, they should

he notified to withdraw; and it may be necessary for

litem to come out by the last chamber but (me on the

heading, and reach the intake airway through the last

crosscut on the heading. In this manner, they will

avoid the fumes and gases from the fire. The men

should be instructed to move quietly so as not to dis-

turb the air current and any accumulation of gas at

tlie face of the heading, more than necessary.

In the meantime, men should have been put to work

to open the stopping from the intake side, in the next

to the last crosscut on the heading, just inside of the

fire. This must be done with caution and, to avoid a

strong air current short-circuiting at this point and pass-

ing over the fire, a curtain should be hung so as to

practically close the mouth of this crosscut on the intake

side, allowing only sufficient air to pass through the

crosscut to enable the men to work and keep back the

gases generated by the fire. The circulation through these

headings may he reduced -if necessary. Safety lamps

only should be used, all open lights, if any, being

promptly e.xtinguislied.

The fire should now be fought from the opening

made in the crosscut, by stretching a line of hose from

the nearest fire-plug on the gangway, or by whatever

means are available for fighting the fire. It may be

assumed that a mine working under the conditions de-

scribed would be equipped with hose and pipeline, hav-

ing fire-plugs at convenient points in the gangway.

During the entire ])rogress of the work, competent

men should he stationed in the return heading, at the

last crosscut, to oliserve constantly the action and con-

dition of the air current at this point. It may prove

of advantage to hang curtains on the heading inby from

this crosscut and at the mouth of the last chamber, so

as to partially obstruct the flow of gas, if it becomes

too strong. This, however, will depend on conditions

observed and will call for the exercise of the best judg-

ment of experienced men.

As soon as the fire is thorougly extinguished and there

is no danger of ignition of gas, the curtain on the re-

turn heading should be removed and the air current al-

lowed to pass down the return airway sweeping the point

where the fire has been. This place should be carefully

watched, for some time after the fresh air has been re-

stored, to observe that there are no indications of fire

remaining. When it is certain that the fire is extin-

guished and after the full air current has been gradually

restored, the curtains may be removed cautiously from

the mouth of the last chamber and from the heading to

allow the escape of the gas, which should be made to

pass out by the return airway without traversing the

face of the chambers. The removal of the gas must be

performed gradually, after protecting every point of en-

trance to the return aii'way.

The Hoisting Engineer

What regulations would you suggest to aovern the hoist-

ing of men in a mine shaft, in order to secure the greatest;

degree of safety and avoid accidents that occur as the re-

sult of insufficient supervision of the work ?

Mine SunaiixTEXDEXT.

Hazleton, Penn.

Strict regulations should be adopted and enforced at all

shaft mines, restricting the numl)er of men to be hoisted

at one time. The rules should be printed in different

languages and posted at the cage landings and should

permit no one to enter or loiter in the engine room

or to communicate with the engineer, in any manner,

while he is on duty, except a mine official in case of ne-

cessity. An important precaution is to require the en-

gineer to make one trip with an empty cage after any

season of idleness Imwever brief, before signaling that

he is readv to hoist or lower men. The purpose of this

is to clear tlie cylinders of any water of condensation,

and to insure the proper working of the engine. Xo
coal or other material should be allowed to be lowereil

or hoisted on the opposite cage while men are in the

shaft.
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E X A NI I N A T I O N Q U E S T I O N S

Precautions and Safety Appliances

(Jill's.— What procautK'iis slimilil lio tnkoii iii ic>|>itI

to abaiuloiied mint's!-'

ins.—BefoiT a mine i;; aljaiuloncd. a liiial suivi'v

should be nuide and the mine map extended, so as to

show the full extent of all workin<; jjlaees in the mine.

The elevation should be marked on the map al dill'eivnl

points of tlk' worldng face and at the head of all en-

fries. This map should be kei)t on file in the mine

of!iee and a oojiy sent to the state mine inspection de-

partment as a matter of reeord. When mining in prox-

imity to abandoned mines an Mrciuiite survey should bi'

made at frecjnent intervals and the map extended ami

ke])t uptodate. The survey should be connected ac-

curately with the previous survey of the adjoininir mine.

which is abaiuloncd.

In addition to tlic^e jjrecaulions. prospect hcatlings

should be driven in advance of all working places ap-

proaching the abandoned mine. Such headings should

be driven single and should not exceed S ft. in width.

A drillhole should be kept from 5 to 7 yd. in advance

of the face of the heading and flank lioles .>;hould be

bored every o yd. on each side of the heading and at

an angle forward, in the direction of driving, of aliout

fill deg. with the center line of the entry. A constant

watch should be kept for any increase of water or gas;

and jilugs shoidd be kept in readiness for instant use,

to stop the holes if necessary. Only safety lamjis should

bf used in tlic work, when driving iicadiiigs toward ahaii-

doncd workings.

As far as possible, the condition of the adjoining

abandoned mine should lie ascertained, with res])e(t to

the water that may collect in the mine. .\ sullicieiit

barrier pillar should be maintained to protect llic new

workings against any ini-usli of water or gas from the

old mine.

Qucf.—Name the different safety appliances that

should be employed at the hoisting shaft of a mine.

A U.S.—The top of the shaft should be protected

by safety gates operated automatically, by the move-

ment of the cages. The cages should be provided

w-ith safety catches to prevent their falling in case

the rope shoidd break; also bridle chains should be

provided to guard against the breaking of the coup-

ling or chain by which the rope is connected to the cage.

In deep shafts or in rapid hoisting, gates are often pro-

vided on the cage, in addition to the gates at the u|)per,

lower and all intermediate landings. All cages should

be provided with covers or hoods to protect men riding

on them, from anything falling in the shaft.

All hoisting .shafts should be provided with suitable

signal apparatus, and deep shafts should be further

provided with telephone connection or speaking tid)es

for communication between the surface and the foot of

the shaft. The signals used in hoisting should be posted

at nil landings, and iK-rmancnt lights properly protected

should be kc])t at all landings underground.

(JiK'.':.—What safety appliiiiucs slnudd Uv maintained

in mine slopes?

.Ins.—The mouth of the slope should be protcrlrd b\

suitable head-blocks or safety-blocks, to ])revenl car^

from running down the slo])e by accident. The slope

shoidd also be guarded by an automatic ilcrailing switch,

for the same jjurjiose. All slopes should be jirovided

with refuge holes cut in the sides at suitable intervals

a])art, for the protection of men traveling

iu the slo])c.

be automatic,

the slope wi

The switch at the foot

and so arrangc(l that

take the empty ii-aik.

"tlog" should be attached to tli

ending tri]), to i)revent the v.

working

the slope should

ears di'Scending

\ liea\y <li-iig or

rear end of each as-

fi'om I'uiiniiig back

down the slope, in case a coupling, or the c'luiin or rope

shoidd break while hoisting.

-V suitable signal .system should be provided, and

means of communication established between the sur-

face and the foot of the slope, either by telephone or

speaking tubes. The signal wii'e should be available for

giving signals at anv point on the slope. The code of

signals in use should be posted at ilic foot and the head

of the slope, as well as in the engine room.

Qiii's.—^\'hat precautions and safety appliances are re-

i|iiired in the engine ronm of a mine hoisting plant?

. I //•-.—The winding drum should be |irovideil with an

efficient brake of sufficient jiower oi- foice 1n <-ontrol the

movement of the cage at all points in the shaft. When-
ever practicable, an emergency lirake should be provided,

for u.se in case of accident. An indicator should be

provided to show at a glance the jiosition of the cage

in the shaft; but too much dependence should not be

])laced on the worldng nf sucli a device. The hoisting

ro]ie should he niarkeil with |iaiMi of different colors,

to indicate both the near a|i]ii'iiacli of the cage to the

landing and its position at the landing.

To prevent overwinding, manv sliafis are ]irovided

with a device to shut off the steam and a]iply the brake

when the cage arrives at a certain jiositiim neai' the to|)

of the .shaft. Like other safety appliances, this one is

open to the criticism that its constant use makes the

engineer less careful. Barring this objection, however,

it is a good safeguard.

Que,s.—What general ])recaati(ins are net'cssary in

hoisting men, in a mine shaft?

--1 /(.v.—Place a competent man, as eager, at the head
and another at the foot of the shaft, who will have com-
plete control of the signal system at the.se two stations.

They must remain on duty until relieved Ijv substi-

tutes, whenever men aic in the mine. Limit the num-
ber of men to be hoisted at one time, to what can be

safely accomodated on the cage without crowding. Per-

mit no tools or explosives to be carried bv the men on
the cage. Rerpiire that the eager signal the engineer
and receive his reply that he is ready to hoist men, be-

fore allowing anyone to step on the cage. Allow no one
to give signals or bell away the ca<je other than the reg-

ular cajfer.
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Washington, D. C.

Probablv the most important mining- suit with regrard to

the corporation tax brought before the Supreme Court of the

United States for a long time past has been filed and briets

have been put in during- the past week. The case comes on a

certificate from the United States circuit court of appea s

for the eighth circuit. The statement of the case is as fol-

'""stratton's Independence. Lin?ited is a "''Pi''-^|*,^" f^'^^^^

TTni?ed states Circuit Court of Appeals, Eighth Circuit, from
r,.hi^Vi nnurt the Questions herein are certified.

.

Durfng all th? time in question in said action this com-

lear? l"o9 and 1910 it mined ores therefrom and sold the

^fetal contends for a price in excess of the cost of mimng,

^"*'B^?"?i1;ufa"tio"^in^the"%as'l' if""agreed that such excess

repfesentJ the t?ue value of the ores so
^^'^f-X'^'^.i^;?,'!'? o"

nlice The collector of internal revenue tor the Disti ict ot

Colorado assessed, levied, and collected from the companj
i^ tav n^ one per cent (1"^,.) upon such excess, without de-

5 ?^„r, r,?he,- than the arbitrarv deduction of five thousand

HnuVis ($5000) pe. amiun claiming that such excess repre-

sented the net Pnconie of the company, and that a tax was
nvnnerlv CO lectble thereon, under the provisions of section

?s of the act of Congress entitled "An act to provide 'evenue

equalize dutie°s, and" encourage the industries of the Urn ed

States, and tor other purposes," approved Aug. 5, 1909 (Jb

^"'Thfcomp°a''nv'''laVd' proper foundation for the recovery of

le^^^HE^ura^Sf1fv^pa?^Tn\^ l^^^ ^^^^^^ "'
""

f-foi%c?i^n^^<3S^-oV«ti?e^Vcr%r"c^n|^ls°"^?;^tled

th\'^£slefor^t?ie'-!}nTt^d StTJti!-an^d"Vo^i%?i\^ P^^^^^^^^^^^^

apV^ved^ Au|. 5, 1909 (36 Stat., p. 11), apply to mining cor-

porations?
,.o(,eeds of ores mined by a corporation from

its (Dwn premises income within the meaning of the afore-

In defense of their position the attorneys say:

-^"^
H"!n^d""lold'' t'L^'-prop'^er^^'^'as' il*^ orflFniuy" stfod.^il

acruaify d"p^rec?l?ed"ln ^'a°lSI' to the exact^ extent of such

removal.
matter of experience, the original cost of

the property must from its very nature, .be. highly spe.cu-

lativ? The values in the property are invisible and im-
-Ki„ nf^iettv-mi nation They mav be worth many times

ihfcost or they mav be wor?h' nothing. We submit, there-

fme that anv such basis of capitalization is purely .fictitious

and'thil co"n\ention is sustai.ne.! by the manner in which

mining companies are capitalized.

The brief goes on to state that a large number of cases

both of metallic and coal mining corporations are awaiting

the decision of the Court in this case and it is urged that

the matter shall be settled as quickly as possible on that

around. In closing the attorneys say:

First—That Section 38 of the act in question does not

annlv to mining corporations.
4econd--That the proceeds of mining operations are not

"incnn-ie" within the meaning of the act.
.

ThTrrt-^hat if such proceeds are held to be income with-

in Tll^^ iiT^ani^g of the act. then the value of the ores ex-

tracted when in place, should be deducted as depreciation

before the tax is computed.

HVRRISBURG, PENN.

In a brief statement this week. Samuel Rea, president of

the Pennsylvania Railroad Co., announced that the directors

had decided to sell the company's security holdings in an-

thracite companies.
. ^ ^^ „

It is generally accepted that this indicates that the Penn-

sylvania Railroad Co. will dispose of all stocks which might

invite Government investigation. The sale of these coal

company securities in themselves is not regarded as momen-

tous from a Pennsylvania Railroad point of view: for the

aggregate par value of these securities is only .$8,265,802.
"
These securities consist of 21,368 shares of the Susque-

hanna Coal Co. par value $2,136,800, and five per cent, cer-

tificates of indebtedness par value $6,000,000: 16,667 install-

ment receipts of the Mineral Railroad & Mining Co., valued

at $100,002; 500 shares of the Summit Branch Mining Co.. par

value $25,000 and 200 shares of the I^ykens Valley Railroad

Co. par value $4000. The income of the Pennsylvania re-

ceived from these securitits aggregated $385,632 last year.

The Pennsylvania Railroad Co. went into the anthracite

coal business about forty years ago under the head of the

late General Isaac J. Wisfer. Later, when George B. Rob-

erts was president of the Pennsylvania Railroad, the com-

pany built its Schuylkill Valley line at a great expense,

partly as an attack upon the Reading Co., and partly for

the purpose of getting into the anthracite mining business

in an important -way.

With all its power this company has never been so

large a factor in the anthracite fields as the Reading, the

Lehigh Valley, the C. R.R. of N. J. and the Lackawanna.

For the first eight months of 1913 its shipments coming prac-

tically from the controlled mining companies were 4.076,893

tons, out of a total of 45,709,606 tons.

To whom the securities will be sold has not been ascer-

tained.

That the Pennsylvania Railroad Co. by disposing of its

coal suits, has removed itself from attack is evident from

dispatches from Washington saying that the Department

of Justice will conduct an active campaign to divorce the so

called anthracite railroads from the coal properties.

Recently the Pennsylvania rid itself of its holdings of

Baltimore & Ohio stock amounting to $42,000,000 by exchang-

ing with the Union Pacific for $38,000,000 of Southern Pa-

cific.

On top of this Mr. Rea has opened negotiations concern-

ing a plan to sell the company' holdings in Cambria Steel,

it is- also supposed that he will dispose of other securities,

including the Pennsylvania Steel, Maryland Steel and Nor-

folk and Western.

Mr. Rea believes that it is the duty of a railroad com-

pany to confine itself strictly to railroad transportation. He

made himself clear on this point recently, when he testified

as a director of the New York, Ne-vv Haven and Hartford be-

fore the Public Service Commission of Massachusetts at the

hearing of the plan to issue $67,000,000 convertible debentures

by the°New Haven road. On this point Mr. Rea said: "I am
opposed to the railroad being interested in other than purely

railroad transportation."

Whether or not the stocks of the coal companies will

be sold to stockholders of the railroad company, resulting

in simply a transfer from the corporation to the individuals

that control it, is an interesting question.

The Pennsylvania R.R. will undoubtedly make a full

statement to the Interstate Commerce Commission and the

Pennsylvania Public Service Commission without waiting for

an inquiry to be started by either body.

There has been rumor that the Reading would buy these

coal properties in, but there was incorporated a few months

ago, a company known as the Eastern Pennsylvania Coal Co.,

and' its capital was raised to a considerable amount, and

this is the corporation that the buyers of the coal prop-

erties may use in taking title to the property.

Some years ago the Baltimore & Ohio R.R.. in order not to

antagonize the Commodities Clause of the Hepburn Act, sold

its bituminous coal interests. The railroad attached a string

to the sale by providing that the shipment be made over

the Baltimore & Ohio. It is possible that the Pennsylvanit has

incorporated some such provision in its present contract of

sale, so that it will not lose the traffic from anthracite

mines.
The suits of the Government vs. the Reading Co. will be

closely contested, and a tremendous eft'ort will be made to

preserve the right to mine and transport anthracite, which

double function has proved to be a source of great profit.

PEIVNSYLVAJVI.V

Anthracite

Wilkes-Barre—On Sept. 23 a carpenter dropping a lighted

match in the No. 3 shaft of the Woodward colliery started a

fire which for a time, threatened the lives of 500 men. Gas

was ignited and the fire made considerable headway, but

was finally checked by a large force of experienced fire

fighters.
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I'uttHvlllf—The recent heavy rains olTectually ended the

long drouRht which has pi-fValU-d In the anthracite region

in the vicinity of PottsvllU' for several months. A number
of the washerles which were compelled to closi- down be-

cause of the scarcity of water have resumed activities.

Shrnaodoah—Employees of the West Shenandoah. Turkiy
Run and Kohlnoor Collieries, which operations employ 2500

hands, are on strike because of the rock-tunnel contractors'

employing nonunion men to take the place of union rockmi-n.

who have been on strike for two months.

Larkvllle—Three collieries of the D. & H. Co.. located in

Ijirksville. have suspendi-d operations for a period of at least

two weeks, and 1500 nu-n and boys have been thrown out of

work temporarily. The collieries are No. 5. No. 4, and the

Boston. The suspension is caused by repairs which are neces-

sary at the No. 5 mine and breaker, through which the coal

from the other two collieries is hoisted to the surface and
prt-pared for market. The shaft is in bad condition, and thf

automatic dumps at its head are to be replaced with more
improved apparatus. The breaker is badly in need of realrs.

and will be thoroughly overhauled before work is resumed.

Bitnminonii

Charlerol—Fred Lambert became lost In a mine of the Val-

ley Crystal Ice & Storage Co. on Sept. 22, and wandered all

day and all night without sleep or food before he was finally

found by a searching party. He had himself given up hope
of ever getting out of the mine.

Indiana—Three officials of the Buffalo, Rochester and Pitts-

burgh R.R. received serious injuries and four others were
badly shaken up when their special train collided with a

switching engine in the Creekside yards near here.

WEST VIRfilM.V

Fairmont—Coal operators are again complaining of the

inability of the Baltimore & Ohio R.R. to furnish a sufficient

car supply for the mines of the Fairmont field. The railroad

people say that conditions will be improved along this line

when the Monongah cutoff is constructed and put in operation.

The survey for the cutoff has been made and bids for its

construction will soon be asked.

ChnrleMlon—After 14 years of almost ceaseless litigation,

the suit of the Kanawha Hardwood Co. against Stephenson &
Coon was settled recently, in I'avor of the defendant. The con-
troversy involved the title to 720 acres of coal land situated

on Cabin Creek and valued at from $300 to .$500 per acre; also

about 240.000 ft. of timber, valued at $40 per 1000 ft.

Alieoma—The Algoma Coal Co. started operations Sept.

24 after a shutdown of eight days following the loss of their

electric-power house by fire. The Appalachian Power Co.

rushed the necessary equipment to the scene, and. in spite

of unfavorable weather, placed a 300-kw. rotary converter
and other machinery to furnish power to operate the mine.

Blnefleld—The Norfolk & Western has notified the coal

operators on its lines that the car allotments would be cut
down one-third until further notice.

.ALABAMA

Blrmlnnhant—The Alabama coal production, which fell off

slightly during the month of August, has recovered full.v

from the depression and the indications are that the coal
production for the state for 1S13 will exceed 18,000.000 tons,

and probably 19.000.000 tons. Reports received by Chief Mine
Inspector Nesbitt for the first six months of the year indi-

cate that the production for that period was well over 9,000.-

000 tons, and from information gathered to date, the produc-
tion for the first nine months shows over 14,000,000 tons,

with several mines which have been running only part time
for the past 90 days, running to their full capacity.

TEXNKSSKE
Knoxville—The Southern .\ppalachian Coal Operators' As-

sociation held its regular quarterly meeting at Knoxville.
Tenn.. in conjunction with the miners' field day held there
recently. A large attendance resulted from the interest taken
in the meet, as well as in the various matters up for the at-
tention of the operators, which include as one of the most
important the impending question of workmen's compensation
•acts in Kentucky and Tennessee. K. U. Meguire, of Louis-
ville. Ky.. president of the Harlan Coal Mining Co., made an
liddress on this subject.

KENTUCKY
Hartford—The Rockport Coal Co.. operating in Ohio

<;ounty. Ky.. recently amended Its articles of incorporation
for the purpose of acquiring authority to run company stores
and operate boats.

Whit.
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This coal wa.; .ncounteied at a considerable depth, and is

said to be of excellent quality.

MISSOIRI

Joprn—It is expected that the coal business In the vicinity

of Pittsburg Kan., will be exceptionally large during the

winter of 1913-1914. This is due largely to the evident short-

i..e of the gas supply and its unreliability, similar conditions

prevailing in the crude-oil industry. Many of the operatoi s

have booked orders ahead as far as January and Februal^.

and all are preparing V> work their mines to their greatest

capacity. There is a possibility o double-shifting in sum.^

of thtm,
H>\

Des Moines- The aggregate coal output of the state C
Iowa last year >-a5 7,415.757 tons, the total f"'' ^he prev.ou.,

year being 6.82o,S28 tons. A gain was thus made of 594.9-.'

tons There was a total of 24 fatal accidents, which was

six less than the year previous. Monroe County w.^s the

greatest producer, having mined 1.535,136 tons, employing

220ti miners.

IvAXSAS

3i«rv>-ny—D. A. Haney has discovered a 4-ft. bed of coal civ

a farm a few miles east of Norway. The discovery was

made at a depth of 140 ft. This coal is believed to be of a

paving quality, and the only drafl-back in its development

is 'the lack of capital. This will probably be forthcoming m
the near future.

WASHINGTON
Forks—A good supply of natural gas has been found at a

depth of 1300 feet near Porks, above the Hoh River. The

well is said to have been drilled by railroad interests and

will be drilled deeper with the hope of striking oil. The

gas flows freely, it is stated, and with good pressure.

OKKIiON

Florence—Coal in promising amounts has been found near

Florence at the mouth of the Siuslaw river. Frank Fergu-

son of Alder Ridge, has opened a tunnel into a mountain on

his' place, about nine miles from Florence. He has now

reached a depth of 150 feet, finding three veins m that dis-

tance and indications are good for another one. Mr. Fergu-

son is an experienced coal miner and it is his opinion that

the hills around the town are underlaid with veins of good

coal. Other parties have commenced prospecting in that lo-

cation.

FOREIGN NEWS

London. EnKlan.l—The strike fever is not entirely allayed

in Great Britain. This is indicated by the fact that on Sept.

IS 4000 colliers went on strike because a company policeman

is' alleged to have insulted a miner's wife. The company

refused to dismiss the policeman and expected to close the

pit as the result of the strike.

Manila, Pliiliiipine Islnnd.s—For the last five years the coal

consumption of the Philippine Islands has increased at the

rate of about 8% annually. Last year 436,687 tons were im-

ported aside from 82,000 tons received at the naval coaling

station. Practically all the coal which is used on shore comes

from China, Japan and Australia, and the bulk is taken by

the railroads and the electric companies, although one to-

bacco-manufacturing concern uses about 16,000 tons annually.

The principal consumers have recently formed an association

for the cooperative buying of coal, instigated thereto by the

higher prices which have prevailed during the past year.

PERvSONALvS

Percy C. Madeira, president of Madeira, Hill & Co., gave

a stag dinner in honor of Samuel Rea. president of the

Pennsylvania R.R., at his country place "Brookwood." on

.Sept. 26. Covers were laid for twenty-two other guests.

J. E. Berwind, president of the Berwind-White Coal Min-

ing Co., and H. P. Favison. of J. P. Morgan & Co., have

bten elected directors of the Erie R.R. The election was to

nil vacancies caused by the death of H. McK. Twombley

and the retirement of Vice-President Richardson.

President White of the United Mine Workers of America

has been named as arbitrator in the dispute involving

3000 coal miners of Bay City and Saginaw, Mich. The

strikers were ordered to return to work pending Presi-

dent White's decision at a conference held at Columbus. Ohio.

The strike started Sept. 15, following the dismissal of three

miners, an alleged violation of the contract between the

union and the Michigan operators.

George F. Baer, president of the Reading-Jersey Central

Railroads, celebrated his 71st birthday on Sept. 26. Much of

the day was spent closely engaged in his office at the Read-

ing Terminal, Philadelphia, in conference with the operat-

ing managers of the Philadelphia & Reading Coal & Iron

Co.. and the Wilkes - Barre Coal Co.. on questions per-

taining to the production and the trade. Mr. Baer was in

good spirits and has no Idea of giving up work.

Thomas Toshesky, on Friday, Sept. 26, while at work in

the Continental mine of the Lehigh Valley Coal Co.. escaping

a fall of earth, found himself imprisoned behind a rock

barrier. Rescuers immediately set to work, although they

believed Toshesky buried under tons of debris. A hole was
bored down to the chamber where the man had been working,

and a tube lowered. Through this an electric light bulb,

food, clothing and finally reading matter, were passed to the

imprisoned miner. On Sept. 30. after four days of incarcera-

tion Toshesky, speaking through the pipe, sent the message

to his family not to worry, that he was in fairly good con-

dition after absorbing several bottles of milk and whipped

eggs.

OBITUARY

Andrew Robertson, of Pottsville Penn., died in his summer
home at Asbury Park, N. J., Sept. 21, at the age of 88 years.

Mr. Robertson was a native of Nova Scotia, but spent most

of his life in Schuylkill County. He became wealthy through

the operation of the Helfenstein, Greenback. Grady, Henry

Clay, Excelsior and Corbin Collieries in the Shamokin region.

He also held considerable coal and oil interests in West

Virginia and Pennsylvania.

Col. Wm. Busby, known as the coal king of Oklahoma,

died at McAlester on Sept. 23, his death being caused by a

carbuncle. Col. Busby was born in Pemberton, N. J., 59 years

ago. He came to McAlester from Parsons, Kan., where he

was mayor and for several years general sales agent of the

Choctaw & Gulf R.R., now the Rock Island. He then went

into the mining business, becoming one of the largest oper-

ators in the field. His estate, which is roughly valued at

.?1. 000. 000, will be shared by a wife and six children.

William Armstrong Ingham, engineer, capitalist, scientist

and lawyer, died on Sept. 23. at his home in Philadelphia,

after a short illness from heart disease. He was 87 years

old. and continued active in business until a week prior to

his being taken sick. He was president of the Highland

Coal Co., the Union Improvement Co., the Broad Top Im-

provement Co., and the Beverly Ore Co., at one time be-

ing president of the Rock Hill Iron & Coal Co., and the

Broad Top Railroad Co. He was a member of the American

Philosophical Society, of the Franklin Institute, and Amer-

ican Society of Mining Engineers. At the time of his

death he was secretary of the Pennsylvania Geological

Survey board, having been connected with that organiza-

tion for many years.

Governor Major of Missouri h,

the American Mining Congress, t

Oct. 20 to 24, P. N. Moore and E.

s appointed as delegates

be held in Philadelphia

S. Gotsch.

John T. Fuller, mining and civil engineer, has opened

consulting office in Little Rock. Ark., and will pay particu-

ir attention to the mining of coal and zinc.

Frank M. Pritchman has resigned his position as man-
gtr of mines for the Pittsburgh Coal Co. and, on Oct, 1

e will become the general manager of the Pittsburgh &
tochester C rl & Iron Co

O N vS T R U C T I O N NEWS

within the com-
oal dock and the

Marquette. Mifh.—Pickards & Co.

ing year, provide themselves with a

necessary coal-handling equipments.

Belaire. Ohio—A large force of men was put to work Sept.

22, building a new tipple and power plant at the Franklin

coal mine, west of Belaire. The estimated cost of these

buildings will be $7000.
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KarlluKtun. Ky.—Tho St. Bi-inaiil MliiliiK Co. has I'om-

pU-ied, at II coii»l<l>-rabU- t-xpense. a iifW coal waahi-r. and

histallt'd thf best of machiniTy for making coke. The new
tiii'blne ceneiatof will soon be completed also, and this will

liiw.-r Uu- cost of electricity to the city and the mliu-s.

Wbrrllnie, \V. Va.—A new 33,000-volt transmission line to

the eastern part of Belmont County was recently completed

by the Wheeling Klectrical Co., and put Into service. The

new line is for the purpose of serving the eo:il Industry of the

section mentioned. The Belmont Coal Co., at Glencoe, Is one

of the blK current consumers.

DoBolK. IVnn.—The Pennsylvania R.R. is extending a spur

two miles in U-nsth between Tunxsutawney and Clover Run
to reach a tipple at a new opining of the Madeira Hill Coal

Co. This company is also making a number of new openings,

and when these are completed and tipples tinlshed wurk at

the mines will be pushed to its utmost.

\VIndbrr, Penn.—Approximately 350 men are at work push-

ing through to Cairnbrook the eisht-niile extension of the

South Fork branch of the Pennsylvania R.R. The contractors

are urged on by necessity. The l.oyalhanna Coal & Coke Co..

the Berwlnd-Whlte Co. and John I^ochrie, of AVindber, are all

waiting for the railroad before tapping rich beds of virgin

coal.

Mobile, Al«.—It is reported that the United States Steel

Corporation will purchase a large tract of land at Mobile,

Ala., and build a plant to receive their Cuban ores. This

plant will cost in the neighborhood of $S0O.O0O. The Steel

Corporation owns a large tract of ore in Cuba, and it is

the intention to mine it and send it to this country througii

the Mobile plant.

.St. LouIn. Mo.—The Chicago -i Eastern Illinois Ry. has

a force of 1200 men working 10 hours a day getting its

bad order coal cars into condition. The receivers decided

some time ago to spend all available money In putting their

equipmeni and motive power in shape, and the Chicago &
Eastern Illino's expects to have every car lined up for busi-

ness within the next 60 days.

BirmlnKham, Ala.—The Ensley plant of the Tennessee

Coal, Iron & R.R. Co., is to have a new blast furnace and

steel converter at a cost of $200,000. The new furnace and

converter are already under construction. A new process

in openhearth-steel manufacture where a 12-hour run will

produce 300 tons of steel has nquired a larger output of

pis iron. The erection of the addition follows the need for

the material to supply the oijcnhearlh furnaces. Further

appropriations to the extent of $1,000,000 will probably be

made for <he Ensley plant in tlie near future for further

improvements.

PlnevlUe, Ky The grade work on the new Chesapeake

& Ohio route through the Breaks of the Curnberlands is prac-

tically finished, with the exception of the Sandy Ridge Tun-
nel on the Virginia side, and track laying will begin shortly.

This tunnel, however, is one of the most difficult pieces of

work on the road. It will be two miles long, with a steep

grade. An unusual feature of its construction is that a

shaft has been driven from the top of the ridge at the

center of the line of the tunnel, and two crews will work
from this point, in addition to those working from the two
ends. The completion of this road will mean greatly in-

creased activity in industrial and mining work in the sec-

tion affected.

secretary of state. The authorized capital stock is $150,(100.

The principal otllco of the new compan.v is to be in Braniwell,

Mercer County, and the chief works In War Eagle, Mingo
County. The incorporators are J. B. Perry, E. S. Raker, H.

X. Jlorton, .Ir., W. .\. .Tamison, and Harry Bowen. all of

Braniwell.

Phlladflphla, I'enn.—The regular monthly meeting of the

stockholders of the Oeo. B. Newton Coal Co. will be held in

rhiladelphla, on Xov. 24, and the stockholders will be re-

quested to take action upon the proposition to secure by
mortgage $242,000, thus increasing the indebtedness of the

corporation from nothing to that amount, for the purpose
of refunding mortgage liens amounting to $242,000 now ex-

isting on the concern's real estate.

lluntluKton. VV. Va.—Huntington capitalists have I'.n iiud

a company for coal and coke production and the developnuiit

of oil and gas in the Burning Springs property, in Mingo
Count.v. The company, which is named after the property,

has received a charter. The authorized capital stock Is

$50,000, of which $500 has been subscribed and paid. The
Incorporators are David JlcCormIck, of St. l^ouls. Mo.; F. B.

Enslow, J. W. Haden, .Ir., N. H. Richardson and AV. R. Fulton,

all of Huntington, AV. Va.

eiberfeld, Ind.—The Elberfeld Coal Co. has been organized

with a capital stock of $15,000 to mine and deal in coal, etc.

The incorporators are C. A. Heldt, H. Holtz, «'. F. Dassel.

Cadiz, Ohio—The Selway Coal Co., of Cadiz, Ohio, has been
incorporated with a capital stock of $1000 to mine and deal

in coal. The incorporators are R. H. Menter. D. W. Selway.

H. T. Selway, Henry Selway and I^. E. Selway.

Pomeroy, Ohio—The Martin Ebersbach Co. has been organ-

ized for the mining and selling of coal. The capital stock

is $250,000. and the incorporators are H. C. Royal. K. F. Mar-
burger. C. L. Lehr, C. E. Herrman, and F. A. Siebold.

\Vlndber, Penn.—The I^ake Trade Coal Mining Co. has

been organized with a capital of $30,000. The incorporators

are John I^ochrie. Thos. Lochrie. C. A. Davis, Windber, Penn.,

F. B. Filer, Mtrcer, Penn., J. H. Filer, and E. W. Filer, of

Sharon. Penn.

fharleiiton. AV. Va.—The Mingo Land Co.. organized by

Mtrtir County capitalists, has been granted a charter by the

INDUSTRIAL NEWS

MlehiKnn City. lull.—The Chicago, Kurliiiglon & Quiiicy

R.R. has oiilered 3000 coal cars from the Haskell-Barker Car
Co., of this city, to be delivered as they are completed.

^eraiiton, Penn.—The Rivenburg-Black wood Co., Inc., has
closed a contract with the Witherbee Igniter Co., for the sale

of their electric mine lamps In Pennsylvania and West Vir-

ginia.

Gadsen. Ala.—The .\labama Power Co. is beginning the

work of storing lO.UOO tons of coal at its East Dresden
power plant. About 70 tons are used daily and 25 nn-n are

given employment.

Cincinnati, Ohio—The Bewley-Darst Coal Co. has closed

its Cincinnati branch which is to be consolidated with the

Knoxville office of the company. This order was effective

Sept. 15 and the business of the office will be finally wound
up by Oct. 1. Calvin Holmes will have charge of the Knox-
ville offices of the company, and Fred A. Gore, of Macon.

Ga.. will sell the Bewley-Darst product.

St. LoiilN, Mo.—The Chicago & Northwestern, it is expected,

will enter St. Louis during the next month, as its line is

practically completed through the coal fields adjacent to the

city on the east. Something like 12,000 tons dally is being

moved over the Chicago & Northwestern, south of Peoria,

and after all connections are made several times this ton-

nage will likely move via this road to the Northwest.

SanduMky, Ohio-^All records are declared to have been

broken at the Pennsylvania railroad docks at Sandusky, in

the matter of coal shipments this season, and there are two
more months of navigation left. Last year the shipments
from these docks amounted to 2,000,000 tons of coal, while,

according to Supt. C. C. Hand, the 2,000.000-ton mark will

have been reached by Oct. 1. The docks will be doubled next

season. Seven years ago 400,000 tons was the high mark for

a season's shipping from these docks.

Toledo, Ohio—A number of Toledo shippers are planning

to enforce the payment of the rebate granted them by the

ruling of Judge E. B. Kinkead, of the Franklin County. Ohio,

common pleas court, rendered Sept. 9, 1913. This ruling up-

held an order of the Ohio Public Service Commission reduc-

ing the freight rate on coal from Nelsonville, Ohio. The re-

duction amounts to 15c. on each ton of Hocking coal received

in Toledo and dealers are claiming a rebate dated from Jan.

15, 1910, to the present time, that being the date of the filing

of the first complaint.

Toronto, Canada—The merger of the Western Coal &
Coke Co. the Pacific Pass Coal Fields, the St. Albert Col-

lieries and the Lethbridge Collieries under the title of the

Canadian Coal & Coke Co. has been completed and the

respective properties made over to the new company. The
authorized capital of the Canadian Coal & Coke Co. is $15,000,-

000, of which $11,000,000 is common and $4,000,000 preferred

stock. Between nine and ten million of the common stock

and $3,750,000 of the preferred has been issued, the bal-

ance being retained in the treasury. An issue of $3,000,000

of bonds will be placed at once to raise funds for discharging
current liabilities, and developing and ("quipping the prop-

erties.
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fiEXEKVb KKVIEW °f the tows took ten day to set from the Delaware to

Boston.

Vnthrnclte iiinrket <iiiiet liut with a Beuernlly Rooil ile- q^^. gyppiy jg reported to be poor on some of the r-ads.

iiianrt iu all hrauiUis: proiiuolion I.elnu inerease.l to full ca- particularly from the Maryland districts, and this condi-

liaoity. Hitiimiiu.iis I.usiiiess eoutiiiurs at a maviniiim anil
^j^^ seriously affects the output of Georges Creek. There is

liujer.s apiiear resijiin-il to the new lii^li prleeM. Car sumily
g^jjj practically none of this grade to be had except by put-

now one of the leadlnB fai-tors In the .situation. jj„g ;„ transportation for indefinite waits. Several boats

Hard coal production will shortly be up to full rated ca- that would normally load at Baltimore have been seeking

nacitv practically all companies having now resumed full tonnage at Hampton Roads, but at the present writing, dis-

,imp oneration While this would seem to indicate an ac- patch there is practically no better than at Baltimore,

fve market there is no important change in the wholesale prices are up oc. or so on the Pennsylvania grades and

end nor is' any anticipated in less than a month, unless further advances are predicted. Buyers here, however, are

weather conditions become unexpectedly severe. In fact, it „ot showing as much interest as might be expected. &ey-

wil'l be essentially a weather market from now on. Fear eral of the smaller consumers found they had over-stayed in

i« even expresed "in some quarters that the present heavy waiting for Pocahontas and New River to ease off and are

liroduction mav result in the market being overshipped. but ppw taking relatively small lots of the better Pennsylvania

it should be remembered that much of this tonnage is being to tide them over. .Slow dispatch at Baltimore and at Hamp-

u-^ed to make up the deficiency in last year's production. ton Roads is so likely to grow rapidly worse and runs up
'

The demand for bituminous coal continues at a maximum such heavy demurrage bills that an extra demand is bound

with the better qualities being held closer and closer. Prob- to fall on coals out of Philadelphia.

ablv the onlv condition that has prevented a spectacular ad- Anthracite—All the shippers are now short of stove and

vance in soft-coal prices is the fact that most consumers and dealers here are finding it extremely hard to make room for

uroducers are so completelv covered that little free coal re- the other sizes it is necessary to take in order to get this

mains to be negotiated The larger consumers seem to be grade: the demand from the public for this size is increasing

resi-ned to navi^ng higher prices, even those who have over- very fast and it is becoming a big problem. The retailers

sta^°ed the market in anticipation of a break. Slow dis- ^-ith relatively small storage are finding it especially hard

natch is the rule coastwise, and vessels are beginning to to manage. Orders are piling up at the other end and ship-

accumulate at the loading ports. ments are very slow. It is an anxious season for the aver-

There is no free coal to be had in the Pittsburgh dis- age retailer,

trict at base rates, while slack has never before been so Quotations on bituminous at wholesale are about as

scarce during the Lake shipping season. The car supply is follows:

becoming steadily worse, but probably not to the extent of
rambrias Georges Poc.il.ontas

seriously restricting operations. Production remains at the Clearfields Somersets Creek New liivcr

nnvimum for the season probably within 10 to 20^, of the Mines* $1 . lOffl 1 . o.i Sl..TO®1.7n $1 .67(ffil .77

"r::":^ ^oretical capacity.
. _,,„„. i, „„eult ^^^^-V-fM^^ iSiiililtll

The car and labor shortage in Ohio is making it difficult
gj{;;„,°r^e» 2.83(fl2.95

to keep up the output, while the advent of some cooler Hampton Roadsi'..'..'.'.' ^iKcriSR
weather has materially stimulated business: the movement is Proy.deTicet

2 98r«4 08

probablv up to the full limit of the car supply. The do- Bosiont. .
. .._^^.

.

.

- -

raestic grades are particularly strong, the retailers en- i o,B. run c,

deavoring to accumulate some winter surpluses. Prices are M.\\ -kORK

bein" as firmly maintained as ever. Shippers at Hampton Anthracite companies ivorking practically full time and

Roads are still" short, but the situation is notably easier and
^^, ,.,,,,, „„i„^. ,„,„ storage: retail trade .showins improve-

more nearly normal supplies are on hand; the demand is ^^^^ ,,,„ „holesale still rather inactive. Ilituminons quiet

also showing some improvement. l„it Arm. tar shortaR-e sprendina..

The situation in the Southern market is unchanged, oper- Bituminou.s—The spot market on soft coal is quiet, prob-

ators waiting better prices before increasing the production; ^^^^^ Ticcause both producers and consumers are so complete-

however, a g-ood volume of business is being done even now,
j^. covered that there is little business to be negotiated. The

while it is anticipated that the next 30 days will show a ma- tendency to ease up is noticeable at some points, but not to

terial improvement. The announcement of the withdrawal ^ serious extent. Gas coals are in very sharp demand, while

of the O'Gara Co. has stiffened up the Jliddle Western mar- slack is showing an abnormal strength, which will be

ket notably; this meant a reduction of some 3000 tons of further accentuated when the Lake season closes,

screenings per day in the Chicago market and precipitated ^he car supply is causing more anxiety as the season ad-

some sharp bidding for this grade. The Eastern coals are vances, the situation on both the Pennsylvania and the

fairly steady, but in shorter supply than before. B & O. already being rather bad; reports are to the effect

that the latter road showed indications of falling behind
BOSTON. MASS. q^jjg rapidly. There has been only a slight shortage so

The Southern coals are firmer, l.ut with no material far on the New York Central. A great deal of trouble is

chanae in prices far supply alYectinB the output of (ieorge.s being experienced with labor also, not so much in the supply.

Creek. Small advances made in the Pennsylvania srades which is not any too good, however, as in the difficulty in

and a more active market in prospect. ShortBRe on stove maintaining continuous operations.

•oal looks serlou-s -"^ large local railroad was reported to be in the market
*""

:, T^T -D- , „;t„ = tinr, i= for a moderate tonnage recently, but on the whole the
Bituminons-The Pocahontas and New River situation is ]°'\

5^ ..^^h^,. j^j ^.^ continue previous quo-
notablv firmer, although there has been no tangible price spot business '^ '^^'? /L" .

movement as yet. Transportation has begun to accumulate
'-X-:J\T^"nL stelT^,0^-2.,5-. fair grades of Pennsyl-

at the Hampton Roads piers and already there is enough
J/"' \;'^',"t good grades of Pennsylvania. $2.80S2.S5:

congestion so that certain of the agencies are declining to
;^";^; '^

. Pennsylvania, $3.10 ©3.20; George's Creek, .$3.15®
accept further bottoms. The output is rather lighter than i^e^sj .uiuei em t,>

for some weeks and it is clear that we are in for a strong ^-»-
.

, , , , , » „ „f
market late in October. Nothing higher than $3 f.o.b. Nor- Anthraeite-The retail end of the hard-coal market is at

folk ha-^ so far been reported but this is due probably to a standstill at the moment awaiting the appearance of some

contract^ requisitions taking practically all the coal at the colder weather. As may be expected during a transitional

piers The Government has come in for large shipments and period from one season to another, reports aie of a more or

this together with an active export trade further accounts less contradictory nature. On the one hand, it is noted that

for' the small supply of spot coal for coastwise delivery. mines are being put under full capacity operations which

What spot sales ha"ve been effected have been mostly to would seem to indicate an increased demand. But on the

other shippers to fill out cargoes. other hand, the feeling prevails that dealers are very heav-

The t^ovement to New England is gradually getting ily .stocked, because of the acute shortage and consequent

straightened out after the prolonged heavy weathei. Some high tension which prevailed in the fall market last year.
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Ci.ne ally speaklnB. iho market may be considered a
wi-alher pruposltion entirely from now on: a protracted spell
of cold Weather must inevitably develop a sharp demand,
while a period of moderately hiprh temperatures up to. .say
Christmas, will surely brln>,- about a depressed condition and
low prices. The fact that production is running substantlallv
ahead of previous years is beinpr mistakably taken as in-
dicative of an easy situation this winter: It must be remem-
bered in this connection that production last year was the
low. St on record, with one exception since 1906. and was
some 6.000,000 tons below th.- output for 1911. It Is equally
true, of course, that consumption was materially restricted
last Season by the moderate weather conditions, but even al-
lowing: for this it is still reasonable t i believe that tliere
has b.en a demand for large extra tonnage this year to fill

up the holes caused by the deflciency last year.
At the present time stove coal is in the heaviest demand,

and it is freely predicted that it will be sellinR as high as
chestnut before the winter is over. Egg is heavy and diffl-
cult to move, with chestnut and pea in rather free supply.
Stocking tf all grades has been practically discontinued.

Quotations remain practically unchanged as follows:
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Cheaper grades of Pennsylvania steam coals are not any

too strong. The movement has been able to meet all de-

mands, and prices are about the same as the previous week,

running between $1 and $1.1U, the former figure being most

o^enerallv heard. Poorer grade West Virginia gas coals are

fn rather poor demand, especially eastward, and sales at from

S5 to 95c. were recorded. Slack continued the big feature,

the figures demanded and obtained being in excess of the

previous week. Sales at from $1 to ?1.10 were not in-

frequent, thi3 being from 10 to 15c. as a general proposi-

tion above run-of-mine gas coals.

coke is not over-strong just now. The West Virginia

market was the real barometer, the ConnellsviUe fuels be-

in- pret-v well sustained, apparently under pressure. An-

thracite demand locally is improving, although it will be a

month yet before the real rush is on. Steam sizes were m
fair demand.

Bl FFALO. N. Y.

holdi

adoln Ob til

littaout any indications

: steailily worse ivith pr

Autliraeite piekiuK

Bituminous
wealiness. fa
fioally no s»

rapidly.

Bituminous—The local bituminus operators are unani-

mous in the opinion that the mark t continues to show all

its former firmness; it is a difiicult matter to get any ship-

ments even among those whc have their own mines. This

condition is due mostly to the fact that the production ap-

pears to be so completely covered hy contracts, that there is

little or no free coal available.

The car situation is reaching more serious proportions

ri = ht along, particularly where the buyer refuses to accept

shipments in the regular steel hoppers. These cars have

been replacing the gondola type so that the latter could be

diverted for use in the steel trade. Producers flatly refuse

to consider any orders specifying gondola cars. Although

abnormally strong, there is really little of interest in the

bituminous trade. Slack seems to be quite as strong and

difficult to obtain as the sizes and if this general shortage

continues up until Lake shipping closes, the mines will be

able to continue making this grade.

Quotations continue very firm at $2.90 for Pittsburgh

lump. $2.80 for three-quarter. $2.65 for mine-run, and $2.25

for slack, with Allegheny Valley about 20c. lower.

C„liP The coke trade continues much weaker than the

coal market. Prices having reached an abnormally high

level, the inevitable reaction has resulted in an equally

complete depression. ConnellsviUe foundry sells f.o.b. Buf-

falo at $4.S5. with high grade 48-hr. furnace. $4.40, and

very little stock.

Anthracite—The demand in this trade is becoming stead-

ily mc-e active as the season advances, some of the large

shippers already reporting that they are not getting as

much coa: as they would like. It appears that some com-

panies still have dock room available at the head of the

Lakes, while rumors are to the effect that the production of

hard coal is not being kept up to the market requirements.

Some of the independent operators are asking premiums on

the short sizes, particularly stove, but as yet no sales have

been recorded at anything above the regular circular. How-
ever, it is clear that much more anthracite is coming to

this market than ever before. Shipments by Lake are still

much reduced, although it is reported that they will show a

steady increase from now on; shipments for the week
amounted to 86.000 tons.

ml

TOLEDO. OHIO

insatisfactory lal»lor conditions re.strlot-

uein^. Cool weather
Car shortt

ins production. Trices

.stimulated domestic I)usincss.

The demand for lake coal continues good and shipments

are being made as fast as coal and boats are available.

There is some car shortage and tl.i.s combined with unsatis-

factory labor conditions at the mines has retarded the

movement here to some degree. The cool weather of the

past week brought on a much better domestic demand while

steam coal kept up to the notch. Prices were firm and

as a matter of fact, were better maintained than they have

been at any time during the season, although prices have

been holding close to the list all along.

Pocahontas which has been lagging somewhat came right

to the front and slack is very strong. Pittsburgh. No. S,

which has been at the high-water mark for a long time,

is expected to reach a dollar within a few days unless some
unforeseen circumstance should come up. Despite the traffic

difficulties, of which there is continued complaint, more coal

has been going up the lakes than is usual at this season

and shippers are straining every nerve to secure adequate

stocks. An unusual amount of slack has been demanded for

lake shipment which has caused a shortage. It is predicted

by coal men here that there will be an advance in Hocking
coal Oct. 1.

The market is now- quotable as follows;

Poc.i- Hock- Jack- Pome- Mass- Pitts. Cam-
hontas ing son roy iloii No. .s bridge

Domestic lump $2.50 $1.75 S2.50 $2.00 $2,50 $143 $1.35

Egg , ... 2.50 1.35" 2.50 1.50 2,50
Nut 2.00 1.25 2.25 1.75 2.50 1.35 . . .

._

ilump 1.65 125 12d
Mine-run 1.60 1.35 11^ 115
Slack 0.70 O.SO

Cannel Coal is quotable about as follows: Pennsylvania,

lump. ?2.S5; egg. $2.35; nut, $2.25; Ohio lump, $3.25; Kentucky
lump, $3.

COIilSIBlS. OHIO

TUe car shortage gradually increasing and is the con-

trolliuK faitor in the local trade. Demand from all sources

continues good and prices strong. Xt> new circular Jins been

Issued hut some advances have been announced.

The feature of the coal trade in Ohio during the past

week is the growing car shortage which has had the effect of

still further strengthening prices. No new circular has been

issued effective Oct. 1 as was expected but prices on all

grades have advanced to a certain extent and no weakness of

any sort is reported. The volume of business is all that

the car supply can care for and the prospects for the fu-

ture are bright in every way.
Thei e is a good demand for all domestic grades, which

appears to be the strongest point in the trade. Dealers are

placing larger orders and are asking for immediate ship-

ment if possible. Retailers are making every effort to ac-

cumulate stocks to guard against the rush which is ex-

pected at the first cold spell; they are also busy on da-

liveries now and prices are strong and will probably be ad-

vanced soon.

Lake trade is still active although the short car supply

is cutting into the tonna.ge moving to the Northwest. Chart-

ering of bottoms is still going on and the trade will likely

be steady right up to the close of navigation. Practically no

congestion is reported from the docks at the upper lake

ports; dock prices are still strong and no weakness has de-

veloped. The total tonna.ge from Ohio fields will be muct-

more than last season.

The car shortage has interfered with production to a

large extent in every mining section of the state. In tho

Hocking Valley the output is estimated at 75 per cent, which
is the best reported. In the Pomeroy Bend field the output !.>

estimated at 50 per cent, and in Eastern Ohio it is 60 pei

cent, of the average.
Quotations in the Ohio fields are as follows;

Hocking Pittsburgh Pomeroy Kanawha

Domestic lump $175@1,70 $2.00 @ 1 ,90 $1 .70 (Si 1 -'-.i

3-4 inch l,60(a 1,53 Sl,50@ 1.4:i 1. 75 @ 1.65 1 55 (iS 1 50

Nut 1 30 (» 1 20 1 . 60 (a 1 55 1 . 25 @ 1
,
20

Mine-run .. 140(3 1 30 1.25@1.20 1.3S@1,30 1 , 25 (Hi 1 JO

Nut. pea and slack . . 080(S0,70 1.0n(a09n 75 (S> 70

Coarae slack 0.70(30,60 0,95@0.85 0.90@0.80 0,65(8.000

HAMPTON RO-^DS, VA.

Recent shortage somewhat relieved. Movement coast-

ivlse anfl foreign during the week only fair. Good demand
for coal inland.

Although some of the shippers from tidewater are still

short the situation at all Hampton Roads piers is greatly

improved and the quantity of coal remaining on hand at the

end of the week is practically normal. The number of

cargo and bunker vessels loading during the week will not

compare favorably with the previous ones although there

has been several large cargoes to New England and foreign

ports. Pew spot sales have been made and these only in

small quantities at a price around $3 per ton. On these small

sales it is difficult to ascertain exact figures as buyers and
sellers prefer to withhold these figures.

The demand for coal inland continues good and prices

fair. Shipments for foreign points mo^'ed to Naples ami

Trieste. Cristobal. Genoa. Dakar and Cuban ports.

Dealers in domestic coal and coke are complaining at the

poor demand during the last few days. Orders are coming
in slowly for both prompt delivery and also for October and
November delivery.

LOFISA'ILLE. KY.
Shipments out of state have been so heavy that local sup-

plies are short: strike talk has been discontinued, for the

time being at least. Car supply moderately good.

There has been but little change in the local market,

domestic coal still continuing in heavy demand, with screen-

ings much in oversupply. and prices abnormally low. The
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best grades of eastt-rii Kentucky screenings are sflllnn
around 70 and 75c.. as compared with 90 and 95c. a few
weeks ago; the lower grades can be had at almost any
tigure. The domestic demand has been stimulated by the
advancing season, and the generally acknowledged fact
that stocks on hand are below normal; the maximum supply
of coal in the hands of any dealer will not exceed re-

quirements for a single month. This Is probably due to

the fact that most of the summer shipments went to the
.Northern and Northwestern markets. This movement is still

continuing, imd. with the time approaching when large
tonnages will be required for actual consumption purposes,
the local dealers are naturally becoming a little anxious to
accumulate some surpluses: the same applies to consumers,
but the coal is not available.

Cars are in rather short supply, but the situation is by
no means acute as yet. The movement is largely confined to
other states, both to the North and South, with the result
that local dealers are receiving only sufficient to supply
current requirements, and are finding It impossible to ac-
cumulate any surpluses.

Production at the mines is fairly heavy, and. as already
noted, the demand for domestic coals is all that could be
desired: except for the weakness which has developed on
the steam grades, the local market conditions might be
considered Ideal.

First-grade eastern Kentucky block coal has been quoted
as high as $2.50 f.o.b. mines, although the real market is

probably around $2 to $2.25. However, the strong rising
tendency is still evident in the market.

BIRMINGHAM. .VI, A.

Little chance In eoni niurket this week. Coke Ih set-
tiuK Ntronger nnd xnles of hlnoknmith coal IncreairinE:. Pig
Iron Hrm at VIL-IO for Itnlnnee nf year.

There has been little change this past week, either in
the amount of tonnage sold, or prices, on both domestic and
steam coal. The operators state that they are moving what
they get out, but that they are not trying to break any
production records and are, rather waiting for a slightly
better market and higher prices. The volume of business i.s

good for this season of the year, and prices are holding up
well indeed. The next thirty days will show a decided im-
provement.

There was little doing in furnace coke this week,
though foundry coke held its own, some good sales being
made. Blacksmith coal is gradually getting better, after
the usual dull summer months.

.Southern foundry iron for delivery during the remain-
der of the year is firm at $11.50. There does not appear to be
any other price, and it is either a sale at this price or no sale
at all. The quotation for the first quarter of next year is $12,
though it is believed the $11.50 basis could be obtained on
l)usiness closed now. Practically all producers are shipping
more than their monthly output, thus reducing the amount
of r.torage iron in the yards.

DETROIT, MICH.
,Uh ears In short xnpply and MhiiimentN
arket particularly strong; an advnnee

Conditionx ae
delayed. Domr^
of ."M»e. Kcbeduled for Oct. 1

RltumlnouM—The local market is very active considering
all prevailing conditions. The car supply is the predomi-
nating feature at the moment, prompt delivery being en-
tirely dependent upon this. The situation in this respect
appears to be about holding its own. although the recent cool
weather has had a tendency to cause some uneasiness.

The steam business continues strong in every way. man-
ufacturing plants taking large tonnages and showing a re-
newed interest in contracts, the indications being that these
latter will be closed at appreciably higher figures than the
old ones expiring. Domestic business is also good, deal-
ers making an effort to obtain some surplus stocks in
preparation for the winter rush; most of the large jobbers,
however, have their winter requirements covered. Retail
prices continue very firm with an advance of 50c. per ton
scheduled to take place on all grades Oct. 1.

The Lake shipping still takes a large tonnage, efforts be-
ing made to get as much coal into the Northwest as pos-
sible before the car shortage becomes acute. The strike in
the Michigan coal fields has also become a feature in the
situation. The restricted production in this district natu-
rally must be made up from other fields.

Anthracite—The trade is opening up in fairly good con-
dition, and the prospects are for a good fall and winter
business. As yet the market is not particularly active,
but there are plenty of preparations being made for in-
creased shipments.

The current bituminous market is quotable on aijproxl-
niately the following basis:

W. Va. llixk- Ciuii- \.. .s Pofii- Jackson
hphut C.U.H iiiK hri.lKf Olii.. hoiitan Hill

Dome.'<tir luaip $103 $1 M $2.7.^ $2.50
Kkk 1 . 05 . . 1 .'lO 2.7.', 2 20
Steam lump . 1.2.'i 1 In
J-in. lump I 10 $1 !.•> 1 IC)

Nline-nin 1 n.'i I lo i in» 1 iN» i tut

•"flack 1 (HI t IKI 11 Ml 1 (Kl I INI

IM>| \\ \roi.is

llinieiilt I.I keep ii|i a nuiMily i.f anlhraelle. e» Iall>
ehexlalil. Other lOaslern eoal <'i>iiihiK fiilrly ntea.ly liiil In
xmaller .'<hl|inieatn 1 touch of froNl han Inereaned retail
activity. Car Nltuntlon Imiiruvril.

Mining cuiulitlons and the coal trade generally continue
quite satisfactory. Tiiere is less complaint about car short-
age, the railroads evidently having made an effort to catcli
up. Coal is moving quite regularly from mines to yards and
from yards to consumers. A frost on two or three recent
mornings has stimulated buying. In industrial circles, then-
has not been any material falling olT. although some of tli.

smaller automobile concerns are not very active; in fact five
of them in this state have gone into receivers' hands the
last few weeks. Dealers are finding It difiicult to keep ui>
the anthracite supply, especially chestnut. Last winter there
was a famine and consumers this season are trying to get a
winter's stock in before cold weather. Other Eastern coals
keep coming irregularly and in restricted quantities, one car
at a time where formerly it was three cars. This is taken lo
mean that operators are parcelling it nut among their cus-
tomers, trying to serve all with at least part of their order
-Vny car shortage that may come with the movement of tlu-
corn crop will not be severely felt in this territory. Tin-
only way the trade can suffer is by the occupation of the
motive power in grain rather than in coal carrying.

There has been no change in retail prices in this city since
the advance of 25 to 50c.. Sept. 23. Operators here are ad-
vising the purchase of all the coal possible at the present
figures.

CHic.vf;o

Market NtlHeaed up ninlerially on the report that the
production of the O'Cara iiropertie^ would he teni|>orarlly
withdrawn. Some cold weather ha.s alxo Ntlmulated buying.
Car shortage heeomluis a factor in the Kitnntlon.

The market during the last week was affected some-
what by the appointment of receivers for the O'Gara inter-
ests here, which resulted in the withdrawal from the mar-
ket, of the production of the properties involved in the re-
ceivership. The supply for certain large screenings con-
tracts being thus restricted the demand was thrown upon the
open market, stiffening the general tone considerably. An-
other factor was the continuation of the car shortage while
there was an increased demand from retailers.

Last week's cold weather resulted in the starting of fur-
naces in apartment buildings, favoring- the smokeless coal
market to a great extent. Mine-run smokeless is selling at
from $1.40 to $1.50 at the mines, the latter figure prevail-
ing in a large measure. The market for lump and egg is
not quite as strong, prices being $2.25 at the mines. There
is an improved demand for domestic coke and an increasing
supply is attracting attention. An increase of 10c. a ton
was evident in the byproduct coke market, while there is
little spot buying of furnace and foundry coke. The ful-
fillment of contracts on the latter is normal.

Prevailing piices at Chicago are:

Springfield Franklin Cn. Clinton W. Va.
Domestic lump $2 .57 $.3 o.i .$> .5''

Sicam lump 2.02 2 07

!?P 2..SI!@.-),0.5 S4.30@4..,.5
Mine-run 1.92 3.30 1.87 3.4.5(g3..55
Screemngs 1.22@1.32 1 . OOft, 1 . 70 1.22@1.32

Coke—Connellsville. $5.50; "Wise County, $5.25*55.50; by-
product egg, stove and nut, $4.S5; gas house, $4.65@4.75.

ST. LOlIS, MO.
Cunxideralile activity In dnmeNtlc .sizex. Prlcex ailvnncing.

Screenings market on .Standard demoralised but exception-
ally dood on the high grades. Car shortage will likely keep
the market In good shape.

The coal operator here is at last coming into his own;
prices are advancing on all grades with the exception of
steam sizes, and the effect of the Keokuk Electric Service is
driving some cold hard facts home to the operator in the
Standard district. Standard screenings are down to 10c. a
ton at the mines, and, of course, this has caused the price of
screened sizes to go up, but even then, -with screenings at
lOc. some operators are selling the other 65% of their coal
at $1.05. with the cost of production ranging anywhere from
SO to 90 cents.
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The Carterville field, so far as steam sizes are concerned,

has come to the front with a jump since the O'Gara oper-

ations went into the hands of receivers. The banks are

asking a higher rate of interest than the receivers antici-

pated, and, as a result, the mines are idle. This has taken

about 3000 tons of screenings a day out of the Chicago mar-

ket, and Chisago is drawing the Carterville screenings that

usually come to St. Louis, so that in a week's time screen-

ings jumped from 40 to 65c.. and will likely continue strong.

The market is now ciuotalile on the following basis, fo.b.

Carterville
and

Franklin Co.

2-im. lump

6-in; luSp :::::::::::::; si. ss ©' 2: oo

Lumpandegg 1?°%}!!2
No 1 nut 1.40® 1.60

Screenings . 50 @ . 60

Olive

"ji.'so

standard

$1 .
10(a> 1 . 20

1.60 1.40@1.50

0.

Mi 1.50 0.90

grade
and %

No. 1 washed nut 1,60@1.70
No. 2 washed nut 1 . 35 @ 1 oO I™
No. 3 washed nut 1 . 20 Cqi 1 . 2o

No. 4 washed nut 1.10@l.l.->
No. 5 washed nut 0.6o@0.70

OGDEN. 1:TAH
Coal market niiieh strouuer. Plenty of equipment at

AVyomiuK mines lint I tah .suffering severely from ear short-

age. (ol.l .snap in I tah draws heavily on .storage '<>"'•

Sugar factories plaeina orders for large shipments. Strike

in Colorado all'eetins Kastern market.

With the demand for immediate shipments increasing,

the coal operators are beginning to run the mines full time,

and while there are still a few weak spots the demand for

lump coal is good, and all the mines are disposing of this

The surplus of nut coal has been greatly decreased

ery little is now standing on track. Sugar beets are

being harvested and Oct. 1, will find all the factories run-

ning and consuming- the surplus slack. Shipments of steam

coal were resumed during the week and the surplus of this

grade is being rapidly diminished.

The car situation at Rock Springs and Kemmerer, Wyo.,

is all that the operators can expect. The Union Pacific

Railroad has put forth an extra effort to keep the mines

supplied with equipment and during September, not a day

has been lost on account of cars. If the railroad can do as

well during October as they have during September, the

mines will no doubt have a very successful winter. Utah

operators have not been so fortunate. The Rio Grande Rail-

road has been unable to furnish equipment and the mines

are only working two and three days per week.

Quotations remain as follows: Lump, $2.75; egg, $2.5U;

nut. $2.25; mine run, $1.S5; slack, $1-

PORTLAND. ORE.
Car shortage is lieginning to make Itself felt as result

of heavy demand for equipment. shipments of eoal to this

city during the past week have shown material decrease.

The heavy demand upon the railroads for rolling stock to

move the crop now going to tidewater, is being felt by

the coal dealers here; during the past week shipments from

the mines have been reduced more than 50%. That the

situation may become quite serious is admitted by dealers,

whose stocks are none too heavy at this time. The indica-

tions are for a good active demand this fall and winter, con-

siderably better than last year, when the market was rather

dull, due largely to the open winter throughout the Pacific

Northwest.
A decided car shortage may serve to act as an incentive

to importations of coal by water from Australia or other

points, although there is little probability of any coming

from British Columbia owing to the strike there.

I PRODUCTION AND TRANS- 1

I
PORTATION STATISTICS |

NORFOLK & WESTERIM R.H.

The following is a statement of tonnages shipped over

this road from mines in West Virginia and the commercial
and company coal, for the month of .\ugust, in short tons:

FOREIGN MARKETS
GREAT BRITAIN

Sept. 19—Tonnage is not arriving as freely as anticipated,

but most shippers have sufficient ready steamers for their

immediate requirements. The inferior classes of large and

small coal are in plentiful supply for prompt loading, with

prices weak. There is very little business doing for for-

ward shipment in any class of coal.

Best Welsh steam $4 - 740,4 . 92 Best Monmouthshires . . $4 . 02@4 08

Bestseconds 4 44@4,62 Seconds. 3.84@3.96
Seconds 4 20@4,38 Best Cardiff smalls 2.40@2.46
Bestdry coals 4.32@,4.56 Seconds 2.22@2.34

The prices for Cardiff coal are f.o.b. Cardiff. Penarth or

Barry, while those for Monmouthshire descriptions are f.o.b.

Newport; both exclusive of wharfage, and for cash in 30

days.
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The New River Co.
The output of thf IS suhsuliai us of this company was

1. 755. 105 tons with a net loss from operations of $116,578. The
New Hiver Co. has an investment of $17,069,182 in stork and
loans of Its subsidiaries of which $16,585,358 Is stock. Also an
Investment in coal and timber hinds held for future develop-
ment aBKregatingr $2,927,218. In addition the company has
invested $1,968,395 In the White Oak Ry. and Plney River &
Paint Creek R.R. and $7047 in sundry items, making a total

of all investments amounting to $21,971,843.

Treasurer Dowst says:
After the present management took charge of the affairs

the company. It was found that certain accounts were be-

iiic carried on the books which. In the opinion of the new
management, should be charged off. The president was au-
thorized to cause the necessary charges to be made against
accumulated earnings or losses as of liar. 31. 1912. The
principal items are as follows:

riant account has been credited with a total of $444,972.

losses in plant value as inventory. Mine development has
been credited with $153,267. same being largely on account
of Sherwood and Skelton developments: $42,920 has been
charged off on merchandise, after taking complete inventory
at all of the companies' stores. Accounts receivable have
been credited with $107,822. largely made up of accc _nts re-

ceivable standing on the White Oak Coal Co. books whicli

are considered not collectible, also covering losses sustained

in adjusting differences between the White Oak Coal Co. and
the Coal Supply Co. of Chicago.

A further amount of $108,726 has been charged oft on
notes on which the collateral has been sold and credited and
on which the collectibility of the balance is doubtful. The
royalty account is credited with $181,176 of minimum royal-

ties on which the time limit of recovery has expired. Under-
writing expense is credited with an amount of $625,000. This
r'presents discount and underwriting of $2,500,000 bonds of

the company which were placed in July. 1909. which it is

deemed advisable to charge oft at this time rather than by
installments.

Depreciation is credited with $2:!3.406 in order to make
it possible for all plant investment unrecoverable at the ter-

mination of the life of the operation to be charged off by a
fair annual rate of depreciation during the life of the ct.al

in the ground. No appreciation has been made of coal lands
or of coal in the groi4nd on leased lands.

IXVK.'iT.MENTS IN" STOCKS AND LOAN'S

a fiUH-k I.oan.s bCoalProp.Mch.31
1911-12 1911-12 1910-11 Acres Tons unmin.

White 0.ik Fuel Co. . . $3.4.-10.091 $20,704 .5681 51.ni0.00fl

Stuart Collierv Co 1.891,083 645,440 $572,974 ,3921 3(1,530,000
Mabscott Coiil & Coke
Co .50.5,4.=i4 dl0,12S 479 .3,&4n.OOn

Collins Collie^^• Co . 1,047.1.56 23,813 1036 2,260,000
Cranhern- Fuel Co. 2.4.53.91.5 73,668 29,90.5 6255 Rl. 1.30.000

Price Hill Fuel Co. 1.143.848 20.3.32 32,637 2767 26,510,000
Macdonald Colliei^- Co. S.S4,233 2.5,888 23,824 862 2.600.000
Great Kanawim Coll-

ieries Co .537,89.5 .55.333 42,105 5161 2I..500.0O0

Berkley Coal & Coke
Co 1.306,441 19,746 13.17.5 3789 39.380,000

Harvey Coal 4 Coke Co 905,168 85,804 75,926 1627 5,600,000
Dunn Loop Coal &
Coke Co 616,363 2,872 917 2.300.000

Prudence Coal Co c . c 1036 4,460,000
White Oak Coal Co. .

.

CS74.71

1

d2fiS.793 d 16.182
New River Fuel Co. c 969.000 d210,858 d 339.245
Ueser\*e coal and timber

—

Pack's Branch 313.445 785 7,9.50.000

Gordon's Lands . 134.;i77 711 7.™Kl.nOO
St. Raleieh's Laii.l- 1.083.147 xnl4 H.5.0O0.0O

Moss^- Real Estate . 239.378 1100 H.00(1.000
Price "I^ase. . . . 2194 2(>.l)fK).000

Mossy Coal & Land
Co 281,261 1,351 2896 31,000,000
'^illon Coal & Land
Cu S63.7.35 S,,525 ' 8,070 6133 6.5.000,000

White Oak Railway Co. 1.0.57.105 291,892 267,708
Piney River & Paint

Creek R.R .552,672 66,727 62,579

Total $21,112,478 8852,319 $773,475 65,864 486,870,000
Total of all inveftmonts in 1911-12—$21.9r^4.797.

a Substantiallv the same in 1911. b Omitted b.v new manaKement in 1911-12
reports, c The New River Fuel Co. al.so owns stock to the amount of $1 20.091 in

the Prudence Coal Co. and $80,900 in the White Oak Coal Co. d Debit

.

NEW RIVKR COMPANY— ll.\L.\\CE SHEET MARCH .31. 1912

1911 1912 1011
.4 ssrts

Invest, in sub.

Properties and
riKtit.s owned

$19..i47.179 $19,317.2116

UnlnUlH

C o m in o

p"rTferr

Contingent
accts

Loans to sub.

1,772,346

9,275,(XX)

5.81)8

97,188

852.319
•771,053

stock

.

1,771,824 Bonds i ut-
MtundinK

9,275,000 Notes riuyahle
Accrued inler-

9.370 est & taxes .

ContiiiKiint
769.512 aei-ts

$18,249,800 $ls,LM9..S(]||

11,237,4(X) 11,237,4IH)

2,50(I,(KX)

4,2;

32.3:)9

97,188

2.,5O0,00O

17,863

32,2,50

773.475
90.865

Total. $32,120,952 $32,037,313

Total $32,120,9.52 $;i2,0:)7.313

» Inelmles in 1912, bond interest .

CONSOI.ID.VTEl) H.\L.\\C-E Sill;].

1912 Hill
.l.s.vfe—

Plant aS5.S10,919 S6,.551,039
Inter-romp, re-

reivable 1.066,937 893,419
Mdsc.fced,
flirn , &e. . . 424,148 490,508

.\reounts rv-

ceivable 575,843 659 1 ,785
Notes receiv-

able 126,900 233,7:iO
Due from New
Riv. Co 498,051 ,376,916

Cash 40,910 178,406
Coal in transit 88,365 371,705
Equities in
roy's paid 95,188

Profit and loss 2,58,8.50

Total $8,890,929 $9,782.7.57

a After deductinc reserve for deprecia
eecounts receivable, $69,730. c Includes

:T (IF sril. COMPANIES
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I PRICES OF MINING SUPPLIES I

liiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuuiNNiiiiiiniiiiiiiiNiiiiiiiiiiNiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiNiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii^

MARKETS I\ (iENKRAL.

Apprehension is apparent in many quai-ters over the un-

settlement in AYashington. and the currency bill looms up as

Dne of the largest factors causing this unrest. It evidently

contains more benefits to the agricultural than to the manu-
facturing interests, and while manufacturers of the country are

evidently able to hold their own as far as the tariff is con-

cerned, it will be a little difficult for them to maintain their

position with an unfavorable tariff and, at the same time, a

currency less suited to their needs than the present one.

The crop situation shows practically no change from a

month ago, but the wheat crop shows slight improvement,
and there has been no further deterioration in the corn crop.

Railroads of the country are not expanding, and many of

them have all they can do to meet their current expenses
and fixed charges. There are a few conspicuous examples,
which through careful management, attending to the business
of running a railroad, and conserving their resources, are able

to put aside money for improvements, but these are few. It

is evident that a change is coming over the railroad world,

and the recent election of a student of economics to the board
of directors of a leading eastern line shows that is slowly
permeating through the railroad field.

The statistics compiled by the Copper Producers' Asso-
ciation were uniformly favorable to the holders of the metal,

showing as they did only about two weeks' stock.

Financial conditions continue to improve, but there has
been more demand for funds to the crop moving, and
it is evident that the vast sums hoarded in the continent of

Europe will find their \vay into loans to the Balkan States.

The troubles there are not entirely settled as yet, and fresh

outbreaks are not at all unlikely. On the other hand, condi-

tions in the bond market have decidedly improved and bond
dealers in New York and other large cities have been able

to sell a great many securities which they have been carry-

ing for several years.

Railway equipment is being more fully used and the re-

port for the fortnight ending Sept. 15 showed a decrease in

idle equipment of IS.OOO cars. It does not look as though
there would be any serious shortage later in the year.

L..\BOR

Conditions in the labor world are fairly satisfactory.

Complaints come from contractors doing" road work, and other
outside construction, that there is a dearth of men, but that is

aJmost always the case at this season. There are compara-
tively few strikes, and it is evident that there are not going
to be any sei-ious disturbances before spring. The arbitration

between the trainmen and their employers continues, and a
great deal of matter is being brought out which is of little

or no pertinent value to the question at hand. The strike

of the copper miners in the upper Michigan peninsula is

faltering, and it is evident that this will be ended some time
in the near future. Some New England mills repoit that it is

difficult to secure enough laborers and the railways have
lacked men to do maintenance work.

Outside labor commands $2 per day. The latest figures

of immigration show that 138.244 immigrant aliens wei-e ad-
mitted into the United States during July. This aggregates
TSS.OOO Immigranus in the first seven months of the calendar
year.

IRO\" VXD STEEL. PRODVCT.5
Prices of pig iron have advanced. In most finished lines

there has been a decline, and in old material the market
appears to be breaking of its own weight with not enough
business to seriously affect prices. The favorable factor, the
unfilled orders of the Steel Corporation which fell off less than
200,000 tons during August, was well received, but coupled
with this came a most pessimistic statement by the president
of one of the largest independent concerns, and a know^ledge
of the fact that the bookings during September were by no
means as large as during August. It must be remembered
that in wire products the U. S. Steel Corporation alone booked
about 7000 tons daily, and it is stated on excellent authority
that the incoming bookings cf this Corporation during Sep-
tember will average from 30,000 to 31.000 tons daily, compared
with 33.000 tons daily in-.\ugust. Shipments are not quite
as heavy as during August. Hope is held out that the larger

railways will order rails in the near future, and it is expected
that the leading trunk lines reaching out from New York
will order about the same tonnage as a year ago. This would
in itself go a long way toward relieving the situation and
bringing other consumers into the market. Especial weakni'ss
has been shown in steel sheets, and some exceedingly low
prices have been named on these commodities.

Pitc Iron—In September some fairly good sales were made,
not only for delivery during the fourth quarter of the present
year, but well into the first quarter of 1914. Foundries pur-
chased freely and prices advanced from 25c, to 50c. per ton
in the more active brands. While there was. at no time, any
concerted buying movement, nor has there been any large
buying of iron, still consumers, both large and small, made
it a point to replenish their stocks and prepare for the future.
One reason for this lay in the belief that prices were about
as low as they could normally be expected to go with the
business of the country at least SO'; of the maximum, and
another that foundries using pig iron had some fair orders
on hand which they felt they should cover. Orders are not
large, most consumers preferring to wait and see which way
the market is going to move before they make any large com-
mitments. One factor which has been most reassuring in

the pig-iron market has been a fairly active demand for
cast-iron pipe and some very good orders have been placed
in this line within the last fortnight. Steel-making iron has
also been in good demand irrespective of the fact that steel

is much less active.

As stated, prices are somewhat higher, and for fairly large
lots are quoted as follows: Southern Foundry No. 2, Cincin-
nati, $14.25@14.75; Southern Foundry No. 4, Cincinnati, $13.25

@13.50: No. 2 Northern Foundry, Chicago, $15@15.50. Bes-
semer iron in Pittsburgh is $16.fio; this includes the 90c.

freight rate from the valley to Pittsburgh. No. 2 Southern
Foundry or Birmingham is $11@11.50.

Steel Rails—A few orders for 1000 and 2000 tons have been
received from minor lines, but the large railroads of the
country have not placed any orders for next year's delivery.

It is understood th;it the Pennsylvania and the New York
Central are preparing their schedules, but as yet no announce-
ment has been made relative to these orders. It is evident,

however, that they will require about the same quantity of

rails as this year, and if they do not order them as early
the amount will be about the same. The mills are fairly

active at present and will probably continue so for the next
two or three months. An indication given was the announce-
ment made that the Pennsylvania was figuring on buying
100 locomotives and had appropriated $1,200,000 for the elec-

trification of a branch leading out of Philadelphia.

Quotations are unchanged at $28 per ton for standard sec-

tions of bessemer rails and $30 per ton for openhearth rails,

both f.o.b. Pittsburgh. These prices represent a quotation

of 1.25c. for 25- to 45-lb. rails; 1.20c. for 16- to 20-lb, rails.

In Chicago. 16- to 20-lb. rails are quoted at 1.30c., and 12-lb.

rails at 1.33c. Relaying rails in Chicago and other points in

the Central West are quoted at $24 per gross ton and in New
York at $22.

Track Supplie.s—Orders coming into the mills are mostly
for small lots, and these are few. The spike market has not
b(.-en as quiet in many months as it now is, and prices are
weak, as follows: Large lots, $1.75 @1. SO Pittsburgh; small
lots, $1.90(5)1.95. In Chicago spikes are $1.90(512; track bolts

with square nuts, $2.25(g)2.40; angle bars, $1.50.

Structural Steel—Business has been better in the last

month. Quite a few new orders have been placed and the out-
look for new business is very fair. Fabricators in the Chi-

cago market are reported to have about four months' business
on their books, and this includes some work for the Panama
Pacific Exposition in San Francisco. A fair amount of bridge
work is coming out not only for railroads, but for municipal-
ities and counties. In the East most of the new work is for

factory extensions w^ith the exception of a large amount of

structural work that will be required for new subways in

New York. The fabricated steel for the Panama Canal has
been practically finished. The contract for the new Ford
factory in Philadelphia was let last month, and a new f?.ctory

in Detroit w'ill be let in the near future for the same com-
pany. An elevator plant in New Jersey let a contract ft^r
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structural work last we<k. FabrlcniInK steel Is full.v us
cheap as last niunth. and structural shapes are sligrhtly easier.

1.45c. belnt; obtainable In Pittsburich. In Chicapo 1.63c. is

quoted. These prices are per pound in large lots.

I'liw—The market la not as active as last month, and for

the smaller sizes of pipe there has been quite a falling o(T

in demand. For line pipe, business is just as active as it has
been any time this .vear, and indications are that the oll-pro-

duclng companies will buy as much pipe in the next six

months as they have in the last for their business is excep-
tionally active. Prom present indications it would not be at

all surprising if there were another downward revision in

the price of pipe, especiall.v for the smaller sizes. At present
quotations show no change and the discounts from net prices

are repeated from last month as follows:

Black Galvanized
*»i- to 2-in. steel Dutt welded 80% ll'i'i
2^4- to 6-ln. steel lap welded 78% 69%":;
7- to 12-ln. steel lap welded 75% 64^4',;

.\t these discounts the net prices of pipe per foot at Pitts-

burgh are as follows:

l>iam-
eter Black
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We will furnish copy of any article (if in print) in th»

original language for the price quoted. Where no price is

quoted the cost is unknown. Inasmuch as the papers must

be ordered from the publishers, there will be some delay for

foreign papers. Remittance must be sent with order.

ACCIDENTS AND THEIR PREVENTION

How to Reduce Falls from Roof and Sides. (Abstract of

paper read by D. J. Griffiths before the Rocky Mt. Inst.. June

12, 1913.) Coal Age, July 12, 1913; 1% pp. 10c.

Nonfatal Injuries in Bituminous Mines. F. L. Hoffman.

Coal Age, Aug. "9. 1913; 3% pp.. 6 tables. 10c.

Prevention of Accidents in Coal Mines. (Abstract of papei-

read by John McNeil before the Rocky Mt. Inst.. June 12,

1913.) Coal Age. 21/0 pp. 10c.

BLASTING, EXPLOSIVES

Advances in Permissible Explosives. (Translated from

Zeit. f. d. Gesamte Schliess-u. Sprengstoffwesen, etc.) Coll.

Engr., September, 1913; % p. 40c.

Belgian Shot-Firing Experiments. (Translated from Ann.

des Mines de Belgique, Vol. XVIII, 1913.) Coll. Guard., Aug.

15, 1913; 25 pp.. illus. 40c.

External Stemming with Incombustible Dust. (Trans-

lated from Ann. des Mines de Belgique.) V. Watteyne and

E. Lemaire. Iron Coal Tr. Rev.. Aug. 15, 1913; IVa pp., iHus.

40c.

BORING AND Tl'NNELING

A Combined Coal Cutter. Puncher and Drill. F. C. Per-

kins. Coal & Coke Op., July 31, 1913; 2% PP.. iHus. 20c.

Exploring Coal Measures with the Diamond Core Drill.

W. M. McKee. Mine & Quarry. August, 1913; 4% PP-, iHus.

Hand-Hammer Drills in Shaft Sinking. Coal Age. Aug. 16,

1913; IV2 pp.. illus. 10c.

Modern Mining Pneumatic Drills. F. C. Perkins. Coal

& Coke Op., Sept. 4, 1913; 1% PP-, iHus. 20c.

COAL Dl'ST

Coal Dust Collecting Plant at Burslem. Iron Coal Tr.

Rev., July 25, 1913; Vz p., illus. 40c.

Coal Mining in the United States, with Special Refer-

ence to the Treatment of Coal Dust and Haulage by Electric

Locomotives. (Abstract of paper by Samuel Dean presented

before the N. E. I. M. M. E., Aug. 2, 1913.) Coll. Guard..

Aug. 8, 1913; 1 p. 40c.

Electricity and Dust. (Abstract of address of Sir Thos.

Oliver to section of Industrial Hygiene at Paris Congress.)

Coll. Guard., July IS, 1913; 1^4 PP-. i'lus- 40c.

First Series of Coal-Dust Explosion Tests in the Ex-

perimental Mine. Geo. S. Rice. L. M. Jones. J. K. Clement

and W. L. Egy. Bureau of Mines, Bull. 56; lOG pp., illus.
'

Prevention of Coal-Dust Explosions. Coll. Engr., August,

1913; % p., illus. 40c.

The French Coal Dust Experiments. Coll. Guard., July

IS, 1913; 1 p. 40c.

COKE
Coke Crushing and Screening Plant. F. W. Hetzel. Coal

Age, June 7, 1913; 2^4 pp.. illus. 10c.

Machinery for Beehive Coke Ovens. E. C. Ricks. Coal

Age, June 7, 1913; IVi PP-, iHus. 10c.

The Pros and Cons of Mechanical Quenching and Loading.

A. Thau, Gas World, July 5, 1913; 1% pp. 40c.

Types of Coke Oven Plants as Seen in Operation—III.

Coking installation at "B" Winning Colliery Co.. Ltd.. Derby-
shire. Gas Wld.. June 7, 1913; 414 pp.. illus. 40c.

Waste in Coking. G. E. Mitchell. ColJ. Engr., Septem-
ber, 1913; 2% pp.. illus. 40c.

Woodall-Duckham Retorts in Buda Pesth. Gas Wld.,

Aug. 30, 1913; 2 pp. 40c.
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Flush Pipe. Coal Age, July 19, 1913; 1% pp.,

Pumping Coal Through Pipes. Iron Coal Tr. Rev.. July IS,

1913; h p. 40c.

Sulzer Bore-Hole Centrifugal Pumps. Iron Coal Tr. Rev.,

Aug. 29. 1913; ly2 pp., illus. 40c.

ELECTRICITY
A Hydro-Electric Plant to Supply Coal Mines. Coal Age,

July 5, 1913; 5% pp., illus. 10c.

A New Star-Delta Starter. Iron Coal Tr.' Rev., July 18.

1913; J p., illus. 40c.

Electrically Driven Compressed Air Plant. Coll. Engr.,

September, 1913; 1 p., illus. 40c.

E.XPLOSIONS

The Automatic Distribution of Stone Dust. Coll. Guard.,

Aug. 1, 1913; 14 p., illus. 40c.

Recent Experience on the Ignition of Firedamp by Elec-

tric Lamp Filaments. Dr. Jean Meunier. Iron Coal Tr. Rev.,

July 4. 1913; 1% pp., illus. 40c.

The Brookside Mine Disaster. Wm. Z. Price. Coll. Engr..

September. 1913; 2% PP.. illus. 40c.

The Explosions at the East Brookside Mine. Coal Age,

Aug. 9. 1913; V2 P. 10c.

Fl EL TESTING
How the Government Determines the Calorific Value of

Coal. Isolated Plant, August, 1913; 31/2 PP. 20c.

GENER.VL
A New World Power in Coal. Description of dock and

equipment of the Clinchfield Coal Corp., also methods of

mining. Black Diamond, Aug. 2, 1913; 11 pp., illus. 20c.

Askern Colliery. (With supplement plate.) Iron Coal Tr.

Rev., July IS, 1913; 3 pp., illus. 40c.

Carrying the Meridian Underground. W. H. Roberts, Jr.

Coll. Engr., September, 1913; % p.. illus. 40c.

Chemistry Applied to Coal Mining. Dr. John Harger. JL

Soc. Chem. Indus., May 15, 1913; 2 pp.

Classification of Coals. J. M. Gordon. Can. Min. Jl.,

Aug. 15, 1913; 4 pp. 25c.

Coal Mines Under the Sea. Coll. Engr., August, 1913; 1

p. 40c.

Germany's Coal Reserves. (Translated from GUickauf.)

H. E. Boker. Coll. Guard., Aug. 22. 1913; 1% pp., illus.

40c.

New Pits of the Warwickshire Coal Company, Limited.

Iron Coal Tr. Rev., 1% PP., illus. 40c.

The Development of the State Collieries in Westphalia.

Iron Coal Tr. Rev., July 25, 1913; h p. 40c.

The Conservation of Mineral Resources. Jas. Douglas.

Min. & Eng., Wid.. Aug. 2, 1913; 2% pp. 20c.

The Industrial Importance of Coal. (Abstract of paper by

F. W. Saward read before the joint annual convention of the

M. O. I. Coal Assn. and the Kokoal June 17-19.) Coal Age,

Aug. 16. 1913; 2 pp. 10c.

Schenck Type of Automatic Weighing Machine, with Aux-

iliary Sliding Weight. (Die selbsttatige Bruckenwage mit

Hilfslaufgewicht. Bauart Schenck.) E. Blau. "Oesterr. Z.

Berg- Hiittenwes," Jan. IS, 1913, 4 pp.; ill. 40c.

Contribution to Knowledge of the Southern Bohemian
Lignites Occurrence. (Beitrag zur Kenntnis des sudbohm-

ischen Braunkohlenvorkommens.) O. Novak. "Oesterr. Z.

Berg- Hiittenwes." Jan. 25. 1913, 2 pp. 40c.

Results of Social Compulsory Insurance in the Ruhr Min-

ing District. (Die Leistungen des Ruhrbergbaues auf dem
Gebiete der sozialen Zwangversicherung). E. Jiingst. "Gluck-

auf," Feb. 15, 22, Mar. 1, 1913, 22 pp., 4 charts. $1.20.

GEOLOGY
Irregularities Met with in Coal Seams. Ernest Watts.

Min. Eng.. September, 1913; 1% PP., illus. 40c.

The Coal Beds of Belgium. (Les Gisements Houillers de

la Belgique.) Armand Renier. Ann. des Mines de Belgique,

Vol. XVIII, No. 3; 60 pp.. illus

The Coal Fields of India. (Abstracted from Vol. XLI of

Memoirs of Geol. Survey of India; revised and largely re-
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written by R. R. Simpson, Insp. of Mines.) Iron Coal Tr.

Rev.. July 25. 1'J13; li pp.. illus. 40c.

The Yentna District. Alaska. Contains references to the
coal beds of that regrlon, with map. U. S. Geol. Sur., Bull.

634: 63 pp., iUus.

Tertiary Coal Fields of the Rio Grande. B. L. Miller.
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The McAlester Coal Field in Oklahoma. Geo. M. Hmwn.
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Factors of Safety in Vulcanized Bitumen Mine Cables. C.
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Hoisting at a Chinese Coal Mine. Min. & Sci. Press,
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40c.
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There has been a noticeable change in the

quaUfications of salesmen sent out by various

manufacturers. The days of the "four flush-

er" are numbered and in his stead we find men
who are eminently capable of discussing their

products from any angle.

As a "mixer" and human visiting card the

"four flusher" was almost hypnotic, but, some-

how, when arguments and counter arguments

were required, he sometimes lost control and

his subject's mind would dwell on such prov-

erbs as: "A fool's mouth is his destruction."

The coal industry, along with the other

industries, has much to gain by the transfor-

mation. We have noted three instances,

lately, which demonstrate the efficiency of the

new type of salesmanship.

1. A coal mine which produced a low-

volatile coal, suddenly found its accessible

market territory nearly doubled by a reduction

in freight rates.; Trial orders were received

from a number of possible customers, and

everv'thing looked good. But the trial orders

failed to result in contracts. Other salesmen

were employed, and still the business did not

progress beyond the trial-order stage. It was

left for a sales engineer to unravel the mystery.

All of the prospective customers were accus-

tomed to a high-volatile coal, naturally they

did not know that low-volatile coal had dif-

ferent characteristics. ^ This sales engineer

made a few trips on locomotives of the rail-

road whose business was most desirable, and

experimented with the nozzles until they were

properly adjusted for this particular fuel.

After that, the coal sold itself.

2. A coal mine which produced a medium
grade of lump coal was unable to show a

profit on its operations, because of the fact

that too large a percentage had to be screened

out and sold as slack. The slack ran very

high in ash, and no profitable market could be

foimd for it. A man who had had a wide

experience with all kinds of coal was called

into consiiltation. He suggested that a ce-

ment works employing the wet process could

use the slack coal to advantage. A few cars

were sent to a nearby cement plant. Within

two weeks a contract was closed for all of the

slack, at a satisfactory price.

3. Another mine, producing medium-grade

lump coal, had trouble in disposing of its

slack at a satisfactory price, notwithstanding

the fact that its slack was thoroughly washed.

A httle experimenting by a coal expert de-

veloped the fact that the nut coal contained

in the slack gave excellent results as a furnace

coal. Following this discovery, preparation

was made to screen out the nut from the bal-

ance of the washed slack, and this nut coal

was extensively advertised. To make a long

story short, the nut soon brought in more

than the entire slack output had previously

sold for, and two-thirds of the slack was still

available for sale, at no reduction in price.

Don't think that these three illustrations

exhaust the list.

Selling coal often resolves itself, simply,

into finding out what the coal is most suitable

for, and just so often the success of a coal mine

is dependent on a sales engineer.
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Safety Provisions of Victor-American Fuel Co.
l>v !•". \V. \Viini;sii)ic*

>'^')'XOPSIS—iJegcribea the many pnvautioiu^- thai an'

taken to prerent accideiils from explosions, sltol-firiii;/.

etc. The main object is to impress the thought of tlunf/er

on a man's mind, so as to eliminate carelessness from his

daily uorh-. Seieral unique devices are employed in the

furtherance of mine safety.

With the sincere desire of safe-jiuardin^ the mine em-

ployees in and about its projierties, the Vietor-American

Fuel Co.. of L)en\ur. lias been niakin"; a careful study

of caution and advice as to how to safe^uaiil bimscir and

his fellow workmen.
Kollowinj; the te.xt in each lani;iia;ic is a cui nf the

i-onipany's standard danjier sijinal, the word "l)anf>er" in

white letters on a dark backfiround, surrounded by the

while line of an tdlipsc. The idea is to create .so stronj;

a mental impression upon the man's mind that whenever

lie sees the si;j;n he will not pass it heedlessly by, but

will instantly come to the full realization oF its meaninj^

and iroverii himself aecordinudv. This sii:n. a.- well as

A Laxdixg at Gr.vy Creek. \Viii:i;r:

MiXE Is L<)<A'ri;ii

l-,xi'i:iiiMi:\ r Ai.

of the many >ources from which accidents originate,

keeping ever in mind the more primitive causes which

are so often overlooked or forgotten.

A great deal has appeared in technical and trade mag-
azines relative to protecting the workman from revolv-

ing gears, swiftly moving belts and pulleys, electric wires

carrying high voltage, and many of the other mechanical

a|ii)liauces where danger lurks. There is also an edu-

cation necessary to the w'orkman, to teach him to pro-

tect his person against himself, his own personal careless-

ness, thoughtlessness and the inclination to take unneces-

sary risks.

Xever a day ])a.sses in a large city but that .someone

IS maimed or killed. The cause may be an automobile,

a street car, a motorcycle or a railroad train. The blame

is usually first placed upon the vehicle rather than the

\ictim, yet we know, in the great majority of cases, that

the accident was due to the injured individual's careless-

ness or absent-mindedness rather than to the cause

usually assigned. The great majority of people need to

learn the simple lesson "Always be careful," "Do not take

a chance" and "Safety first." Familiarity is said to

breed contempt. It is undoubtedly true that it culti-

vates carelessness. One who is constantly following a

hazardous occupation gradually forgets his own danger
and that of his fellows, and becoming over-confident,

takes unnecessary risks until he is caught.

A Plan- to Overcome Carelessness

With the view of correcting the tendency toward this

growing carelessness, the company has had a pamphlet
printed in six different languages, on the subject "Sug-
gestions as to How to Avoid Accidents to Our Em-
ployees." This has been freely distributed to the min-
ers, drivers, trackmen, timbermen, trappers and general

utility men about the mines. In it, each can find words

SdjiK OF TiiK Top Workixgs at llAsriNi;s, Where
IxsTRfiTiox Cai! Is Ki:i'r

others with ap]iropriate wording, are dis])layed about the

mines where there is need of signal, caution or warn-

ing. The standard adopted was drawn up by the Engi-

neering Department upon tracing linen from which blue-

prints are made upon cloth. This is then varnished on

both front and back and mounted upon a board.

In the larger mines of the comjiany as the men enter

the mine and travel a- sufficietit di^lance for their eyes

to become accustomed to the darkness, they are con-

fronted by a flash-light sign with the words "Always be

careful" in five different languages. The effect upon the

mind is very marked. The surrounding darkness accen-

tuates the vivid white letters which re])eatedly flasli be-

fore the eye.

HaNDI.IXC I'OWDKI!

To further insure his safety, the miner carries his

permissible powder in a liber l.iox holding eight sticks.

DANCER

roR CARS AND

ELECTRIC WIRES

•Chief engineer. Victor-American Fuel Co., Denver, Colo.

OxE .S'rvLE OI-- "Daxger" Sign I'sed

Americax CoAiPAxy
JY AlCTOR-
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ALWAYS

CAREFUL
Flash-Li.:ht Sk.x 1'i..\. f.ii ai.hxi; ExTiiiES

This it; hung fnun liis sIioiiIiKt iiy ;i ni|ir (ir stvaji. The

liox it; light in weight, and has an aiv- ami iiKiisture-tight

cover. Aside from its eonvenie'nt size anil shape, it fixes

tiie maximum amount of expiosive that a man will carry

into the mine.

The shot-firer carries his liring caps in a fiher box

which contains a cori< rei-eiitacle in whicli are drilled

-,•2 holes, in each of which is placed a eap, whii-h is thus

] protected from jar and contact with any metal substance.

The .shot-firer is furnished with a blank form (shown

lelow) on which he makes out his report daily, this he

signs and turns in to the Superintendent. On the back

THE VKTOR-AMERIf.W Fl EL tOMPV>V
Jline 191...

Shot-lirer's Daily Report
District of mine

Time first shot fired? Time last shot fired?

Numlitr shots examined? Xumlier tamped?

Number fired?

Number of shots condemned, reason why, and where located?
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10. Do not try to forct a primer Into a hole of InsutH-

clent size.

11. Use great care in carrying and hanilling blasting

caps.
12. Examine during your inspections after firing for gas

or fire, using a locked safety lamp. You are warned that

powder smoke may contain dangerous gases.

13. Do not charge or fire any holes in a place where you

find an explosive mixture of gas.

14. Missed shots must not be drilled out, but a new hole

drilled and fired; the new hole to be at least 18 in. away from

the missed hole and pointed in a direction from it. After

relieving holes are fired, the shotfirer is instructed to en-

deavor to recover the unexploded caps and powder, or satisfy

himself that the cap in the missed shot has been exploded

from the concussion of the relieving shot, and report the re-

sult in either event after question relating to missed shots.

15. Do not commence firing before time appointed by su-

perintendent.
16. Fill in the daily report accurately and completely.

Fax Shaft Operates Flashlight

At the larger ami more importaut of the company's

mines flashlights are operated by the revolving shaft of

the ventilating fan, so that so long as the fan is work-

ing the lights continue to flash. They are placed in the

power station and upon .some prominent parting and on

one or more of the main haulage ways in the mine. The

suiHM-intendeut, foreman or inspector, by timing the

number of flashes, is enabled to determine the fan speed

and satisfy himself that the machine is revolving at its

normal rate. Should he find that the light is shining

efficacy of rock and adobe dust, wet zoius mid nir luunid-

ifying as an anledutc I'ov dust explosions will each be

given a thorough trial.

The Victor comi)any has great faith in adobe dust and

has devised a spraying machine for spreading it over

the timbers, walls and floors of the iiiiiics. It has liuii-

Tnis Aiiam)um;d F.I

i.NTU AN
\-l-.X(;iNi: II

EMiimii;.\i.v

orsi: Was Coxvi;i!Ti;i>

llllSlMTAL

drcds of ad()i)e dust shelves in the diircrent workings so

that great interest will naturally center in these experi-

ments.

The new Colorado Coal Jlining Law, which recciitlv

Sad^' 56cil. Fire E^ttnauiihers--'' 'H^,k Under Car for & Oxygen Tanks

Plax of the TicTor,-AMi:i!icAx Fuel Co.'s Instructiox Cau

steadily or has ceased to show, he knows that the fan

has stopped and he is prepared to act accordingly.

While this device may appear to be an unnecessary re-

finement, yet where the fan is located in an isolated

place, far from the power house and the main beaten

track, it ha« proved to be of much value, for without

some signal of this nature, it might be stationary for a

considerable time before the fact was discovered.

Much has been written concerning First-Aid Work in

and about the mine.s, so that little need be said here.

The fully equipped instruction car of the company is

stationed at Hastings, in charge of a regular foreman.

Every Saturday four men from other mines come to

Hastings to receive helmet and mine-rescue instruction.

Located near the car is an abndoned mine, the main

entrj' of which is so full of carbon dioxide and other nox-

ious gases that a safety lamp is usually extinguished

within 25 ft. of the mouth. Here in this deadly atmos-

phere the helmet men receive a part of their training.

The Victor-American electric-mine lamp was devi.sed

by some of the company employees at Hastings and has

been brought to a high state of perfection. The lamp

has extremely high illuminating power, is light, conven-

ient and safe.

Expect to Test Adobe Dust in Expeeimextal Mine

At Gray Creek, work is now in progress fitting up an

old abandoned mine as an experiment station where the

went into effect, prescribes very definitely the manner

in which the men shall be checked into and out of the

mines. It covers practically all of the main points neces-

sary to safeguard the life of the miner. The operators

have been gradually getting their properties in condition

to comply with the law, so that it is safe to assume that

never in the history of coal mining in Colorado were tl>e

mines better protected with safety provisions than

todav.

University Extension

One of the hopeful signs of the times is the attempt of

the universities to make their work universally available.

H. B. Meller, dean of the school of mines. University of

Pittsburgh, is sending out a staff of 35 instructors to the

mines of Western Pennsylvania, and it is hoped that

5000 miners will receive training. The dangers of under-

ground work will be explained to those attending the

school.?, and miners will be prepared for the state ex-

aminations, which are held semiannually for the posi-

tions of fireboss and mine foreman.

Dean Meller's plans have already received a prelimi-

nary test as they were first put in operation in January

and proved sufficiently successful to warrant doubling the

number of classes and instructors in the new field. State

College has a similar scheme under consideration.
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/Coal Shipping on the Great Lakes
SYXOPSIS—.-i description of the docking facilities at

Chicago, ivhicli is one of the more important coal-receiv-

ing ports. Also some comments on the personnel of the

trade and a look into the future. This is the conclud-

ing article on Coal Shipping on the Great Lakes.

The Lake Business at Chicago*

With splendul dock facilities, an immense demand for

fuel and a well defined policy for improvements in its har-

bor and river facilities, Chicago stands among the impor-

tant ports on the Great Lakes so far as the transportation

of coal by vessels is concerned.

There is an average of six large boats bringing cod to

this city daily. Eecords show that the volume of this

tonnaiie has l.icen increasing steadily for many years and

river the City Fuel Co. has a dock with an unloading ca-

pacity of 210 tons per hour of soft coal and 300 tons of

hard coal ; the storage capacity is 45,000 tons and vessels

325 ft. long can be handled.

Three docks are owned by the Lehigh Valley Coal Co.

The largest is located at One Hundredth St., in South

Chicago, and has a storage capacity of 100,000 tons. The-

unloading capacity for small boats is 300 tons per hour

and for large boats 400 tons per hour. There is 20 ft.

of water at the dock and boats 480 ft. long can be ac-

commodated. The Chicago Ave. dock of this company

has three hoists and an unloading capacity of 2000 tons

per day. Its Clybourn Ave. dock is equipped with four

Brownhoists and has an unloading capacity of 2000 tons,

per day. There is storage room at this dock for 35,000-

LOAMXG at the B. & 0. Dock Xo. 2

at Lokaix, Ohio

the receipts for the current year are estimated at 7 mil-

lion tons. The record from the opening of navigation,

Apr. 10, to Aug. 1 was 2,500,000 tons of anthracite

coal and four months remain before the season for navi-

gation is closed. Eeceipts of bituminous coal liy boat

are negligible, nearly all of that fuel coming in by rail.

There are many large coal docks here with storage ca-

pacities running as high as 200,000 tons. G. G. Schenck

operates two, one on the north branch of the Chicago

River at Division St. and the other on the south branch

at Thirty-fifth St. The latter is equipped with two

Mead hoists, has an unloading capacity of 250 tons per

hour and a storage capacity of 100,000 tons. The depth

of water at the dock is 18 ft. 6 in. and the largest boats

plying the river can be handled.

"The Division St. dock is a replica of the one at Thirty-

fifth St. so far as hoisting facilities are concerned. At

Division St. a storage capacity of 55,000 tons is provided

and the maximum length of "boats which can be handled

is 500 ft. At Chester St. on the north branch of the

•By Herbert Waters.

Fkeightek ••Henky S. Hill" Clearing from the

Y. & 0. Dock at Erie, Penn.

tons of coal and the maximum length of boats which can

be handled is 408 feet.

E. L. Hedstrom & Co. operate two docks. The North

Ave. dock has two Mead hoists and the unloading ca-

pacity is 2000 tons daily ; there is storage room for 30,-

000 tons of coal. The depth of water at this dock is 18

ft. 6 in. and 440 ft. is the maximum length for boats.

At the Ninety-fifth St. dock of the company there is

a storage capacity for 60,000 tons of coal. Three thou-

sand tons can be unloaded daily and there is room for

boats 525 ft. in length. The dock with the largest stor-

age capacity is owned by the Byproducts Coke Corpora-

tion. It is located at 112th St. and has storage room for

200,000 tons of coal. Facilities have been provided for

unloading 500 tons per hour. Any coal-carrying vessel

not longer than 600 ft. can be handled.

Other docks in Chicago used for handling coal are

owned by the Philadelphia & Reading Coal & Iron Co.,

0. S. Richardson & Co., Pittsburgh Coal Co.. Dreske &
Minners. Eureka Coal Co. and 0. F. Scheunemann &
Company.
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Distinctiveness as coal meivliants and shippers is .lur aiul (). S. Ri.hanJMMi, „r Chira.'.. Out nf tin- {{.Miimiiii

rather to the members of the anthracite trade of the otiice also came men wlu. are still n, il,.. trade as ini.i
lower lakes th;:ii to those in hituminous. for the latter a-ers of later companies su.h as Ihr- Mihvii.kee-Western
are more closely ideiitilie.l with mining and the iron-ore Fuel Co. For a long time HuIhH Liu u-i. , k-idin.'

M.w 01- Kiiiic H.MiHoii AT Khik. Pi:xn-.. Oxk oi- tiii: Lai!(;i:st RiTi-jriNors Loadixc I'oins ox thio Lakks
trade. The anthracite mines are farther fniiii the laki-
as a rule than the hituminous. It is not easy to iiientioii

a heavy shijjper of hituminous on the lower lakes who is

not also in .some other and allied business. At the same
time the personalities are much more ap])arent in the re-

ceiving territory of the upper lakes, in which case both
anthracite and bituminous are generally handled bv the
same concern. On the lower lakes the two are usually
separate, although there are one or two notable excep-
tions.

Without going back to the ]iionecr days of the trade
wli- 11 all concerns as a rule wviv on a small .scale, the

mi'iiibrr (if ilir .oal trade in Clinago. handling lari,'(

amounts of eonj recei\e.l by lake. With him ranked S.
('. Scheiick, (d' Toledo, and later on al<o in Chicago.
Vt other lake ports large coal shipping and receiving

interests have grown up. At Sheboygan, on Lake Micli-
i.san. the activity and good business talent of Conrad
I.'ei.ss long ago !aid the foundation »( the C. Kei.ss Coal
Co.. which is now a large family concern, with receiv-
ing docks in several upper-lake ports. At Erie, Penn..

°JL±AA%\

Hap ok .Saxdisky TlAiiBorf. Ohio

name of A. 1!. Meeker, of Cliica'/o, will always be remem-
lienij as a powerful factor, both as an organizer and a

producer of business. Tie was connected in Buffalo
through E. L. Tled.strom. who located there about IRGI,
and Avas also prominent in the trade while he lived. Tiic
name of Jervis Langdon is also among the older shijii^ers

of anthracite from BuflTalo. At one time at the Buffalo
office of .T. r^angdon & Co.. C. M. Underbill and J. J
McWilliams wer" employed, the latter Ion? known later
on as the Buffalo representative of the Delaware. Lack-
awanna & We.-tern interests, the heaviest anthracite
shippers on th- lakes. Mr. Underbill is .still living, hav-
ing been prominent in the trade all his life. Anions

•By John W. Chamberlin. 90 .lohiison Park, Buffalo, .X. v.

ATap of Docivixi; Facilities at Soi-th Chu aoo

the leading name in the trade was that of W. L. Scott
& Co.. which company shipped l>oth anthracite and bi-

tuminous as does its successor, the Susquehanna Coal
Company.

A I.,OOK IXTO THK Fi-rruK

Tt may be po.ssible that the younger members of the
lake coal trade of today have as many problems to solve
as did their predecessors, but in that older day most of
he difficulties were of a formative nature requiring bus-
iness talent of a bi^-h order and there is no doubt that
these men possessed it. The great problems of their
day had to do with the establishing and exten.sion of trade
in new territory and the adaptation of new routes and ap-
pliances to the needs of such a trade. There was more
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oiiipetiliou from other fuels then th?ii now, but the

onipetition, especially m bituminous coal, is now chiefly

,-ithin the trade itself.

The present leader.s of the lake trade have to deal with

he shipping and handling facilities offered. They have

ssisted in "transforming the 600-ton lake schooner into

he 10.000-ton steamer and the old hor.se-and-bucket

loisting device into the fast car dump and the clam-shell

mloader. The change has been so well made that, like

he size of the freight car and the length of the freight

rain, mechanical genius appears to have found its limit.

The natural question is "What next?" Pioneer work

s all done. The merely mechanical aids to cheapness

md facility are about at the limit, yet the tendency is

o advance, if not by the old lines then by the new ones.

:n common with most branches of the distributing indus-

ries the problem of cheap selling has in no wise kept

It would seem that the coal trade of the lakes has a

long and prosperous future and if the enlarged Welland

Canal adds Lake Ontario to the list of inland seas this

unrivaled water route of 1000 miles will add very ma-

terially to its available scope and territory.

"FiNi>"'

pace with the decrease in handling and distributing

costs. What the consumer pays is often very much more

than the affSTesate first price and the cost of transpor-

tation. Here is still a wide field for the trade to improve

upon.

As to the future of the lake coal trade not much needs

to be said. There have been no great changes in late

years and if all-rail competition has reached its limit, as

seems to be the case, the natural growth of demand from

increased population will accrue to the lake trade. Com-

petition from g;'.soline, electricity and water power direct

is mostly a matter for conjecture. The general idea is

that coai will more than hold its own for a long time yet.

The lake cities and towns are developing very fast and

they must have fuel and power. The rail competition

does not control the lake coal carriers as it does the

package-freight vessels, so that competition between the

two is open and free, with coal shippers always in the

market for the lowest possible rates.

jon'ts for Those Using Detonators

The E. I. du Pont de Xemours Powder Co. publishes

the following instructions for those using blasting caps:

There are about 600 accidents ever}' year caused by

children and others playing with or investigating the con-

tents of electric and other blasting caps. In nearly every

instance these accidents result in loss of the sight, one or

more fingers, or perhaps hands, rendering the unfortun-

ate victim a cripple for life and a charge on his relatives

or the community. As long as miners, quarrymen and

blasters carry lilasting caps, electric or other, loose in

their pockets or leave them in unguarded places, children

will find them and will almost invariably be badly hurt.

Blasting caps should never be carried loose in the

clothing and no more than the number required at the

time should be taken from the storehouse. They shoufd

always be kept under lock and key and in a place where

unauthorized persons and children can, by no possibility

get at them. This is a matter which should have the

serious consideration of every person who has to do with

the use of these articles.

(1) Don't forget the nature of blasting caps, but re-

member that with proper care they can be handled with

comparative safety.

(2) Don't smoke while you are handling blasting

caps, and always keep them away from lights.

(3) Don't shoot into blasting caps, whether electric

or other, with a rifle or pistol.

(4) Don't handle or store blasting caps in or near a

residence.

(.5) Don't allow blasting caps to be stored where

children or irresponsible persons can get at them. Keep

them under lock and key.

(6) Don't store or transport blasting caps of any kind

with high explosives.

(7) Don't keep bla.sting caps, electric or other, in a

damp place.

(8) Don't carry them in your pocket.

(9) Don't tap or otherwise investigate tliem.

(10) Don't try to piill the wires from an electric

blasting cap. The wires should not be jerked or roughly

handled.

(11) Don't attempt to take blasting caps from the

box bv inserting a wire nail or other sharp instrument.

(12) Don't allow priming (the placing of a blasting

cap in dynamite) to be done in a thawing house.

(13) Don't fasten the blasting cap to the fuse with

the teeth or with a knife. Use a cap crimper made for

that special purpose.

(14) Don't handle electric blasting caps during the

immediate approach or progress of a thunder storm.

(15) Don't attempt to use electric blasting caps with

the regular insulation for very wet work. For that pur-

pose, \ise waterproof fuses.

(16) Don't use old broken leading or connecting

wire for electric blasting caps. A new supply will not

cost much and will pay for itself many times over.
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Experimental Explosion at Bruceton Mine
Si'.\orsl>—Details of the ejcplosion and coiul unions

reached by Messrs. Rice and Jones. They believe the cars

irere blown into the mine by detonation and not by itn-

ba'anced atmospheric pressure resulting from a vacuum

formed at the face after the crplosion.

G. S. nice aiul L. M. .lonos hnw made i)uli!ie a report

on tlie ex])eriinental explosion at Brueetoii, Sept. 'i'-\

191;?, known to the Bureau of Mines as experiment Xo.

46. The followinji minor supplementary facts are culled

from this report

:

roBl DuHt—Tn all 2200 lb. of coal dust were placed Inby of

the Garforth and Taffanel barriers and SOD lb. were distri-

buted outside these so as to extend the explosion should they

fail to do their work.
This loadinR of coal dust gives a layer of >4 to *» of an

inch on the 3-in. width of each of the ten shelves alongr the

sides of the entries. Some dust was spilled on the floor In

distributing; it and wherever a puddle of water was encount-
ered, a small amount of coal dust was spread over it. The
cross-section of the entries measures approximately 60 sq.ft.;

2 lb. per foot of entry would, therefore, be equivalent to

0.523 oz. per cubic foot of space. This is 4.3 times the theor-

etical amount which for complete combustion will exhaust
the oxygen present.

The Tan'onel and Garforth Barriers—The average depth
of the stone dust in the Taftanel barrier was 9 in. and its

total weight on the shelves was about 1.8 tons. The under
sides of the shelf boards were 5 ft. 6 in. from the bottom and
the height of the entry averaged about 6 ft. 10 in., the shelves

and dust occupying 10 in. The ratio of the cross-section oc-

cupied by the barrier shelves to total cross-section of the

entry was 10/82 or 12.2 per cent. The stone-dust zone In the

air course was 300 ft. long, from A 1050 to A "50. and the
stone dust was placed on the side shelves and partly on the
ribs, the loading being 4^2 lb. per linear foot of entry.

Charaeter of Coal and Stone Dun! Ised—The coal dust was
prepared by grinding the coal mined from the face of the air

course. .As will be remembered the coal worked at the ex-

perimental mine is part of the Pittsburgh bed. .\n average
analysis and screen test give the following results:

'Analysis Fineness
Moisture 2.43 100 % through 80 mesh
Volatile matter 35.10 SO.lTc through 100 mesh
Fixed carbon 54.49 94.2% through 150 mesh
Ash 7.90 88 % through 200 mesh

9!i.92

Sulphur I.IS

The stone dust used was prepared by grinding the draw
slate which occurs above the Pittsburgh seam in a hammer
crusher equipped with a very fine screen. A screen test gave
the following results: 50.5 per cent, through 80 mesh; 41.5 per
cent, through 100 mesh: 38 per cent, through 150 mesh; 35.5

per cent, through 200 mesh.
The dust contains about 7.98 per cent, of combustible

matter.
-\lr Current—A sample of mine air taken at the face of the

main entry before firing the igniting shot showed normal
mine air with no methane present.

The humidity of the air current increased from 82 per
cent, at a point in the main entry 200 ft. from the portal to

97 per cent, at the last crosscut.

General Humidity CondltionN—The sides and roof of the
mine were damp and sticky to the touch and in some places on
the main entry from 150 to 300 ft. from the face the roof was
wet. The floor for the most part was damp and well packed.
The surface had been swept and the floor cleaned so that
practically the only coal dust likely to have taken part in

the explosion was that artificially distributed and this the
analysis indicates was quite dry.

ObxtrnetionM—The cars were placed in the main entry for
the purpose of obstructing the passage of the explosion, thus
increasing the resulting pressures: the one in the cut-through
was used to prevent, as far as possible, the dissipation of
pressure near the origin which might occur due to the in-

creased space at this point.

.\ppearanee of ExploMion at OpenincH—A small puff of
smoke first appeared at the main opening and a muflled re-

port, which was probably the sound of the igniting shot. Im-
mediately afterward a tremendous cloud of smoke and dust
shot out of the main opening accompanied by a loud report.

Some of the ft -in. stcil plates covering the top of the con-
crete relief section were thrown high in the air. one of them
about 20 ft. above its original position. IMeces of boards and
shelves were scattered in front of the opening, on the slate
dump and in a field on the opposite side of the valley from
the mine. Two SxS-in. posts were found, one 250 ft. and the
other 350 ft. from the opening.

LenKth of Flame—.Ml points In the main entry are meas-
ured from the main portal and the distances are marked with
a capital B preceding the figure. All points In the airway
immediately opposed to points in the main entry are marked
with a capital A and the figures denoting their distance alon^
the airway are identical with those of corresponding points
in the main entry. This preliminary statement will help in in-

terpreting what follows.
The evidence concerning the length of flame was some-

what complicated. Gun cotton Is used to get supplementary
Information as to length of the flame, but the chief reliance
Is placed on the lead foil of the circuit breakers in the
main entry. However, in this heading the gun cotton on the
station plate at E 250, as well as the tin-foil flame circuit
breaker, was gone but those on the wires at E 275 and on
station plate E 350 were not burned while those at E 325 and
E 372 were only partially consumed. The stone dust, there-

1 4^
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le track at E 1222 was moved 3 In. to the east by the car

Bdsing between the rib and rails.

A shelving post originally set at E 1090 was found against

e east rib at E 1132. The boards in front of- the cut-

rough cannon had been broken up and scattered. Pour

>ort SxS-in. blocks from this bench were blown to the face

the entry the other was found in the air course at A 1240.

He car placed in the cut-through was blown against the

r-course rib opposite the crosscut and part of the load

lilled out It knocked out the lead rail and scarred the

ansfer rail of the crosscut switch. The cross bar of the

ntain frame on the air course at A 875 between the butt

itries was blown outby to A 500, 375 ft. of travel.

Coked Dust—Very little coked dust was observed after the

iplosion. Some was seen on the outby side of the

jst at E 639 on the east side of the heading. A small

Itch of coked dust was noted on the outby side of a nut on

shelving bolt at E 700. on the west side of the entry. Coked

ust deposit was found on the outby side of a post at E id5 on

,e west side of the entry. Coke globules were found on the

„trv side of the crosscut stopping at S50. Coke globules ,=
in.

nd'less in diameter, were found on the floor from E 855 to

; 1000 A coked dust deposit was found on the outby side of

post near the top at E 1072 on the east side. Coked dust

eposit was found on the outby side of a post at A Ills,, on the

rest side of the entry; also on outby side of post at A 1090,

n the east side.

Coal Dust—Practically all the coal dust was swept oft the

helves by the explosion. The only exception was m the air

The Situation in Colorado

The Eescue Automobile, Showing Manner

OF Loading

course from 1250 to 1050, where about one-third remained in

position. There was considerably more dust on the floor in

the inner portion of the mine than in the outer and it seems

probable that much of this remained on the shelves when the

explosion passed, but was swept off by later pressure waves

"''TcifclusL^ns—This test confirmed previous experiments:

(1) That it is possible to get a violent explosion in a mine

where the surfaces are damp, if there is an ample supply of

drv coal dust present. (2) That as a secondary defense, the

Taffanel barrier is of great advantage. It is fully ^^"S"'-^^

that an explosion, such as this, would suffocate all the men

in the section of the mine in which it occurred and hence

means to prevent an explosion originating are most import

ant: but if bv any mishap an explosion should take place m
one section of the mine, it would be desirable to have the

other sections of other splits defended by such barriers in

order to prevent the explosion from passing from one section

to other sections. (3) That a zone treated with sufficient rock

dust will prevent the passage of an ordinary explosion, which

is also illustrative of the impossibility of starting an explo-

sion in a well treated zone.

There was one feature of more than passing interest in

this explosion, confirming other explosion experiments at the

mine, namely, the development of the explosion center; its

passage past the cars, and its increase in intensity, whereby

it was enabled to throw the cars back toward the origin of the

explosion. The latter effect cannot be considered the result

of a wind filling the vacuum at the face following an explo-

sion for while this would be able to throw light articles it

could hardly have hurled heavily laden cars through the air.

The gas engine operated by producer gas furnishes an e«-

cient means for conserving fuels by making available for

power generation such low grade ^-^^ ^^ peat >gn'te low

grade coals, waste gases and even cornstalks:
'"J^^*'

'^^
any low grade combustibles or wastes may be used to furnish

Special Correspondence

Tlie strike situation in the southern Colorado field has

not materially changed since last week. There have been

some clashes between strikers and mine guards, the most

notable being that at Oakdale, near Walsenburg.

These have been stigmatized by union leaders as

"frame-ups" on the part of operators and guards in order

to mold public sentiment. This assertion is hardly logi-

cal. Men are not given to tiring such formidable cart-

ridges as the ao-35, 30-30, and those of similar type

and power at each other, even at distances of 500 yd.,

merely for the purpose of producing a psychological im-

pression upon the public.

Although the net changes in the situation have, as

stated abm-e, been small, the condition is nevertheless

assuming a portentous aspect. More than once the gov-

ernor has been requested to call out the state troops, and

although this request has come from civil officers, it has

been persistently denied. Both parties to the strike seem

as determined as ever to fight until the end.

To Make Shotfiring Less Dangerous
By Chaklton Dixon*

The flame-producing explosives, now largely used m
mines, should be and, in my opinion, will be, at no dis-

tant day, replaced by a comparatively safe means of

blasting. The science of chemistry is yet in its infancy,

and things that seemed impossible, a few years ago, are

now commonplace. If the scientists and specialists of

the great Carnegie, Kockefeller and other Institutes were

requlisted to spe'cialize on the matter of providing a safe

explosive for the coal mines, and were encouraged m
the work bv the guarantee of a substantial reward, there

is little doubt, but that a satisfactory substitute for

black blasting powder would be found in a .short time.

I would like to see this matter brought prominently to

their attention. It is certainly as important, if not more

so. than the annihilation of the hookworm, which has

received so much attention recently.

Colliery Construction in Yorkshire,

England

Arrangements are being made, according to the Pmhi

Con.'^ular and Trade Reports, for sinking a new colliery

at Barton, near Barnsley, Yorkshire. An area of 2300

acres has been acquired. It is expected to reach a -l-ft.

bed of coal at a depth of 260 yd. The new colliery will

have two shafts 14 ft. in diameter, with steel headgear of

the latest design, and arrangements to facilitate handling

A screening and washing plant will be erected 80 yd.

from the shaft. Steam power will be used for winding

purposes, but electricity will be employed for driving the

fan and other surface plant, and lighting. The loaded cars

will gravitate from the screens to the railroad. Coal

will be carried from the shaft to the screens by creep-

ers. The colliery, when completed, is expected to em-

ploy 1500 men.

•Pittsburgh, Penn.
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Shotfiring and Watering Systems in Utah Mines
^.^ .Ions i;. A\iai;(

SVXOPSIS—.1 good (lescriplioii of electric ifliotfirini/,

«»•> romhicled in the mines of the I'tah Fuel Company.
Division of the work- of mining the mat. drilling, rharii-

ing and firing the holes, and ins/ieding the sgstem. The

sprai/ing f^ystem in use. Effect of humidity in reducing

the dust danger in mines.

During a recont inspection of tlie Utah Fuel Co.'s coal

<)|ierati(>ns at Winter Quarters. Tlear Creek, Castle (Jate.

Willow Creek and Sunnysiile, I had the pleasure of sei'-

ing one of the n\ost complete shotfiring and watering sys-

tems that has ever come under mv observation, during

m\- expcrieiiee of 30 years in coal mining. These mines

are all under the direct supervision of W. B. Williams,

the general superintendent of the company. Mr. Wil-

liams is an able and practical mining man to whom a

great deal of credit is due for the system he has installed

at all the mines un<ler his super\ision. The system may
be described as follows;

Tm: \\()i;k or iiii; Mimoks

Each miner takes his required allowance of explosives

or black powd'^r into the mint's in the morning. This

amount, not to exceed 5 lb., i.s kept in a wooden box made
for the purpose. He then proceeds lo_ undercut the coal

to a depth of 414 or 5l/o ft. Holes are then drilled to a

depth 6 in. less than the depth of the mining. When
undercutting tlie coal, the strict rules of the company
compel the putting in of sprags, for the better protection

of the nuncr while doing the work. All minings art^

loaded out as Tin cutting progresses.

ThiC WoHlv OK Till-; I XSPKCTORS

-Vbout 12 o'clock, noon, the local inspectors of tin-

various district.s, proceed to the mine, taking with them
the detonators (electric exploders) and make inspect io)i

of all cuts made in the coal. These cuts are measured ;

also, the depth of each hole, which must clear the rib by

at least 12 in. The resistance against each shot is care-

fully considered by the inspector, who then proceeds to

(barge the hole, after first seeing that it lias been pre-

viously cleaned out thoroughly by the miner. Thi'se holes

are tamped with damp surface clay, to the mouth of the

iiole, with a wooden tamping stick.

The miners pre not allowed to go near the shots after

the holes are loaded. The inspector proceeds thus to the

end of his district. All drill holes must have a sufficient

clearance in th.' hole to allow the charge to be pressed
home, without friction or jamming, thus overcoming the
danger of prematurely exploding the charge.

ThP; WoiiK OF THE .SHOTIMin:i!S

During the afternoon, the shotfircrs proceed to tiic sep-

arate districts allotted to them. Each man uidocks the
box containing the switch for his entry, and sees that il.

has not been tampered with. He leaves the switch thrown
out and again locks the box. It may be remarked here
that this does not interfere with the haulage motors,
as they are on p separate line. He then proceeds to the

•Mining Engineer, New Durliam. N. .1.

face of the entries and ronnccts up ilic shots; from here

he goes from room lo room, till the work of connecting
up the shots is completed. The method of connecting tlic

shots is illustrated in the accompanying figure.

The miners are now all out of the mine and the shot

fircrs return to the entry where the main switclu-

are still thrown out. The company has a system ol' i lii( k

ing off the men as they enter and leave Ihc mine. Tli.

cbeckboard is kept in a case made for ihc purpose, at th.

Ian hou.-;e and in charge of the fan man, whose dulv 11

is to check off each miner a.s be comes out nl' the mine.
When all the miners are out of ilic mine, ami tlic pn.|irr

time has arrived, as previously arranged by the shotlirers,

the fan man throws (uit the main switch and gives a

.series of signals to the .shotfircrs. who are at their respec-

tive places on the main entry, waiting for the signal.

They then throw in the main-entry swiiches, and retire

to the bottom of the shaft, where ihcv mccl previous to

going out of the mine. The fan man now informs them
that all the miners an- out ol the mine, according lo flic

checking u]) of the boaid and ihcy return to the surfarc

FiiMXo -I'll t: Siioi's

The fan is then slowed down, ami al'tcr a few minutes
have elap.sed, to allow the air current to come to a partial

state of rest, the main switch on the surl'ac c is thrown ii'.

which fires all the .shots simultaneously. .Vfler the lapse

of half an hour or so, the shotfirers again enter the mim
and, going to their respective districts, tlimw mw the

main-entry switclies. at the difFerent places on the mam
cros.<-entries. Having d.jne this, tlicy luck all boxes ami
the firing is complete.

iNsi'ioi-riox .\\n Tii-i'Aii: A\'ouk

During the lorciiuoii. wii-enu-n go inlu the mine and
examine the dilTcivnt districts, putting up and re])airing

the wires blow:i ilown by the shots the night previous.

The inspectors locate all blowmmt and mL^sed shots,

if there are any, and make a rc])(irt of them in a report

book kept on the outside for the purpose. These missed
shots will occur witli the best and most experienced men.
If, however, the inspectors would carry a testing machine
with them, for testing the electric exploders, they wcjuld

overcome some of the difficulty. At the .same time, manv
misfire shots arc caused during the act of loading the

holes; a.s, in tamping, the insulation is liable to be rubbed
ofi' the wires, which causes a contact and short-circuits

the current.

The Spk.ayi.vg oh Watehi.xc System

The system of watering the mine is as fuJJDWs; A pipe
line is laid along the main cntiT and sections n p
each cros.s-entry, from which branch-line connections
are made to each separate room. Spriid-;lers arc em-
ployed, who have a certain section to sprinkle <]u,-

the day, till a certain time before the time of firing

shots. The mines are kept saturated with water,
spraying being done not in the haphazard way seen
some mines today, but the .system is kept up continua
at all working faces as thev advance, and the ribs, pill

th

the

llv.
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and all roadways are wrll \\atcrcd. nol omv a week, but

every day; and not sparingly, but iileutil'uUy.

The Ignjtiox of an Ini'lammable Atmosphere

It was stated before ^he Coal Mining Institute of

America (June, 1008), tbat coal dust cannot be made

wet in a usual sense. The method of fine spraying is pro-

ductive of the best results ; but even then, it is question-

able, as the most careful system of watering is merely an

ounce of prevention" and it is an open question whether

it is not positively detrimental.

These statements are fallacies, in luy opinion. Mr. Asli-

worth referring to this matter, pointed out (Transactions

I.M.E. Vol. XXXIII, 193) that uo form of water except

steam could saturate an air current sufficiently to place

Showing Method of Conxectixcx Shots to Be

Fired by Electricity

a liarner in front of a gas or dust explosion. But if the

dust is properly saturated and made wet, there will be

no floating dust and there will result only a local ex-

plosion of gas.

Mr. Ashworth further deduced from the hygrometri-

cal observations taken at Wiugate Grange, that air sat-

urated with moisture was no protection against the ex-

tension of an explosion, claiming on the other hand that

it assisted iu the oxidation process; and stated, in addi-

tion, that the explosion (\Yingate Grange) was reported

to have passed over two wet places of considerable length.

Xow, it seems clear to me that if the so called wet places

referred to, had been extended to the outside, along each

haulage road, the force of the explosion would have been

spent in its passage out, having nothing to feed upon.

I think that if these places are kept saturated constantly,

like the system installed at the above named operations,

there can then be no dust, and these explosions, if there

are any, must be local. At the above operations the ex-

haust steam from the fans is turned into the intake air-

ways, directly after the shots are fired, and anyone com-

,
ing out of the mines then can feel the efEect of it for some

distance before reaching the outside as the steam moist-

ens the air for thousands of feet in the workings of the

Again, .T. B. Atkinson, late 11. M. Inspector of mines,

in his report on the circumstances attending the explosion

that occurred at the Washington Glebe Colliery, Dur-

ham, Feb. 20, 1'.i(.).S, conimciits on the general interpre-

tation of the ('oal Mines Kcgulation Act, and the ex-

plosives in Coal Mines Order, and states that a claim of

exemption from watering cannot be supported.

CoxcERXixG Permitted Explosives

It may be said, however, that shotfirers look upon per-

mitted explosives in this light; and do not take the pre-

caution thev would take if using black powder. Mr.

Atkinson further states, "I do not altogether share the

view held by some of my colleagues, that the decline in

explosions, iu recent years, is principally due to the em-

ployment of permitted explosives. I think it is more

probably due to the increased knowledge of the causes of

explosions, generally. Safety should be sought outside

the shothoie, and the use of permissible explosives should

only be looked upon as an additional safeguard."

I am of the same opinion myself and believe the above

are practical facts, considering the risks that some classes

of shotfirers assume in doing their work in a careless,

daredevil sort-of-way. As Mr. Atkinson states, exemp-

tion from watering cannot be upheld. The practice

stands upon record as the best system, if thoroughly in-

stalled, of laying the dust in coal mines as a prevention

against the extension of explosions. It stands to reason

and good judgment, that if the system is properly in-

stalled, and then kept down, by loading it out of the

mine, it must have the desired efEect.

In Bulletin, X^o. 425, Department of the Interior, on

The Explosibility of Coal Dust, p. 73, in reference to the

treatment of coal dust, there is the following statement:

The method of using- pipe lines through the mine, with

connections at intervals for attachment of hose, was intro-

duced in England and used to a slight extent, after the report,

in 1SS6, of the Accidents In Mines Commission. In the same
year. W. N. and J. B. Atkinson published their book "Explo-

sions in Coal Mines." In their suggestions for remedies, they

state that the use of water pipes, with cocks at short inter-

vals and hose, is a better system, and they advise that where

watering causes trouble by affecting the roof and floor, the

mine may be divided into sections by arching entries, white-

washing the arched sections, and sweeping up the bottom

dust.

In Germany, in consequence of the report of the Prus-

sian Firedamp Commission of ISSo, watering, chiefly by hose

sprinkling, was introduced. . . . The mining department now
insists that the roof and walls of the gangways, be not merely

sprinkled, but washed by a stream from a hose

In the United States, the system of watering by hose and

nozzle has been employed in the coal mines of Utah, since

the Scofield disaster of May 1, 1900, and it is now required by

the Utah mining law. The conditions for the use of this

method in the Utah field are very favorable, as the floor and

roof are generally sandstone, and are therefore not affected

by the direct application of water. . . .

Wherever the method can be employed it is undoubtedly

an efficacious one. particularly if the water pressure is good,

but it requires constant effort, and the employment of men to

go continually fror,i point to point.

The writer is of the opinion that too much time is al-

lowed to elapse between the shots fired by the shotfirers

and the time the firebosses make their inspection of the

mine, the following morning. We may assume that a

feeder of gas is ignited at the face when the shots are

fired, as happens every day, in some of our mines. This

feeder burns several hours, and sets fire to the loose coal

at the face, which is not detected until the fireboss makes

his rounds the ne.xt morning, causing untold troubles and

disastrous results. I think this is a point that should

be well considerd.
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Burning Anthracite Culm
r.\ .1. K. rAiiiiisH*

8ryOPi<J!^—-1/ the present time no anthrcu'ile which

uill pass through a a'V-"' """*'' screen is salaiile. A few

years ago there was no market for sizes as large as pea.

Improvements in boiler and furnace design have ren-

dered the reworking of the old unsightly culm hanks not

only possible but profitable- It is not unreasonable to e.r-

pect that in the near future further refinements in grate

and furnace construction will render available for stcam-

making even the "slush" or "mud."

Accorcliug to statistics, the anthracite coal fiolils of

reniisylvania cover an area of about 480 sci.nii. Ap-

proximately, 200 sq.nii. are comprised in the northern

or Wyoming territory, 1:50 sq.mi. in the niiddle territory,

while 140 sq.mi. or tliercahouts, is included in the south-

ern territory.

•Mechanical engineer. Sc

The growth o! the anthracite imlu.^try is well illus-

trated by .statistics. In 1820, the aiitliracite |jro<hi(tioii

was 365 short tons, or one ton lor eacii day in the yi'iir,

in 1912, it was 84,I2G,.SG!I slidrt tons, or 2:il,30(; tons

daily.

Mr. Ij. F. Loree, president oi' the Delaware & liiul-

son Coal Co. in July furnisiied to the l'liiladel|iliiii

Xorth American some interesting ligures as to the cost

jier ton for ])roducing anthracite coal during tiie years

of 1!)02 to 1!)12. The article by Mr. Loree has ])rol)ahly

been read by many interested in coal mining as well a>

other similar articles upon the ])roduction of coal whiih

have appeared from time to lime in the jiapcrs.

There is still another point of iiitncst to many miuI

more especially to those who live in the coal territory of

whom the writer is one. This is the ra])id diminution of

the culm of refuse piles which in former days were right-

fully called "eye sore.s," but which in latter years have

proved to be veritable "bonanzas."

Duriug the early days of mining the marketable, or

what was considered consumable, roal was prepared in

A CuLii Tile Being AVoiiKi.D Oveu axd jiik L.vrgek Si
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^^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^^^^ Burning Pea ok Coarser Iuel

the sizes uow known as lump, broken, egg, stove, and a

little later, a small quantity of chestnut. While the sizes

termed pea and chestnut had to be made in the process ot

preparing the coal for market, they could not be sold.

Consequently, thev went to the culm pile, together with

wluit is now known as the buckwheats, barley, rice and

du4 there to remain as refuse until improvements m

boilers and steam engineering created a demand for the

smaller sizes.

These culm or refuse piles mountain high, covering

thousands of acres of gi-ound, containing millions of tons

of what in later years proved to be the very best coal

for steaming purposes, were the accumulated rejections

of the early mining days.

Prepared tor Market. The "Mud" Does Kot Show in This Picture
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A lii.-^lory of l)(iiler impruvfliu'iils, boiler spi'ciiillics mill I'tc, perfeckMl i\\v menus <,( |irr|iiinii,i;- llic liiirkwlical,

advances in steam engineer! iiir with reference to economy linrlcy ami rire si/.es for the coiimiiiiit. 'I'hey I hen went
in the use of fuel covering tlu' past and pre.«eiit years lA' Ini.-k to these eiilni or refuse pih's and liy suitalile re-

coal mining, would make an extremely interesting article working methdds, seemed large (pianlities of the snuiHi'r

in itself.
'

sizes therefrom.

Fifteen or twenty ycar.s ago when it became known Twenty years ago anyone eouhl Iniv all hi' wanted of

that the refuse in these piles contained as much carbon these culm piles for lOc. a ton. The wiiler well re-

mind con.sequcntly as large a heat content as the larger members that his eompanv in ISS!) bought a luim pile'

sizes of the then marketable coal, improvements in boil- at that priie. made the neees>arv ihanges and additions
ers and grates paved the way for the demand for the in the boiler plant, added mm-e units and sueeessfull

v

smaller sizes. The demand being thus created, the coal burned this refuse,

operators by means of suitable changes in the breakers, Looking over the anthracite lichN now. anvoiie can see

Picking Coal from a Ci-i.Ar Bakk WoitKIXG OVEIt A C'UI>.\[ I'li.i:
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that these vast culm piles are rapidly dimiuishiug, and

It is safe to predict that in ton years or possibly five years

all will be gone except what is called "slnsh" or "mud"—

that which has passed through screens with -ps-'m. meshes,

ilany will affirm that this slush or mud is worthless

and cannot be used for fuel uuder boilers. This is uot

true, for it has been found that there is as nuich or

nearly as much carbon in this .slush as there is in the

buckwheat, barley and rice sizes. It is safe, therefore, to

predict that this slush or mud can and will be used for

steam making, so that eventually nothing will be left of

the old culm piles and as no new ones are being created,

nothing will be wasted on every tou of coal brought to

the surface. Sooner or later also bony coal or what is

part coal and part .slate will be crushed, mixed with the

water-tube boilers burning buckwheat, barley and rice

sizes with forced and balanced draft. What improve-

ments are to come later in order to burn slush and mud

with "bone" ground down to slush size, will be far more

interesting, and these improvements are not far distant

cither.

lu many ca.scs maiiufaclurers and coal operators, who

have old boiler plants in operation consuming high-grade

fuel, would liko to burn that of a lower quality. They

believe, however, that they cannot do this with the pres-

ent boilers, and, of course, do not wish to go to the ex-

pense of installing those of a more modern type. They

need not believe, however, that their condition cannot

be improved, for this is in many cases perfectly possible.

Many others, finding themselves in the same predica-

Thkee ]iIoDEEX 'Water-Titbe Boilers in Process of E

Eqcal to 30 TO 40 OF THE Cylixorical Tyi

slush or -'fine stuif" and used for fuel in making steam.

To do this is purely a question of farnace design,

proper ratio of grate area to heating surface, a lo«t per-

centage of air space in the grate, high ash-pit pressure,

balanced stack draft conditions and a .stoker suitable to

handle or feed the "fine stuif" into the furnace. These

conditions will all be worked out by the boiler, grate bar,

forced draft and stoker manufacturers and indeed one

large boiler concern is now preparing special plans along

these lines.

Seven to 10 years ago grates with 20 to 30 per cent,

air space, employing a forced-draft pressure of 1/2 in.

water in the ash pit, was the general rule. Today, grates

with 4. 5, 6. or even up to 10 per cent, of air space with

ash-pit pressures ranging from .3 to 5 in. of water-gage

are being adopted and used.

It is interesting indeed to trace the path of improve-

ments from the plain cylindrical boilers, as used in the

mining regions years ago. fired with lump and broken

coal and employing natural draft, down to the modern

RFfTiox. These Boilers Burn Eefuse and Are Each

Illustrated above, in Steaii Capacity

ment, have derived great benefit from certain changes

which have been made in their old boiler plants, giving

either increased power or a reduction of expenses through

the use of lower grades of fuel.

Meeting of American Mining Congress

This societv meets for its 16th annual session at Phil-

adelphia, Peun., Oct. 20-24. Tlie prepared addresses

will be printed and distributed among the members of

the convention at the first day's session. Each author

will be given 10 miu. to make any supplementary state-

ment. The subject will then be open for discussion.

Among the im])ortant questions to be discussed are

safety, workmen's compensation, mine taxation, the

Alaska .situation, Federal aid for mining schools, mining

investments, revision of mineral land laws and conser-

vation of coal resources. The mining exposition will con-

tain exhibits of the various kinds of machinery used in

and about mines.
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A New Gasoline Rock Drill

The advantage.-i of tho power-operated rock drill are ob-

vious, but tor small job.-; or temporary work its short-

comings are many. The e.xpense of installing boilers,

air compressors and the ncces.sary pipe lines is frequently

sutticient to exclude rock drills from work and cause a

reversion to hand methods.

The Rice liasoline Hock Drill Co., of Philadcli>liia.

has just placed upon the market a machine which, it is

Oklahoma's Coal Output

The Xew Dimli. tpon TiMrun

claimed, is as rapid and reliable in action as the air drill,

and has the advantage of being self-contained.

The constructural principle involved in this machine

is simple and easily understood. The drill, which i."?

mounted upon an ordinary tripod or bar, is practically

two two-cycle, three-port engines, opposing each other,

the piston rod, carrying two pistons, oscillating backward

and forward between the impact of alternate explosions

upon either end.

The rapidity of operation is at all times under con-

trol of the drill runner. This is of great advantage in

starting a hole, particularly if the drill does not deliver

its blow exactly perpendicular to the rock surface.

Ignition is accomplished by an electric sparking de-

.Skctional View or Gasoline Rock Duill

vice, which, as well as the pump for the circulation of

jacket water, is actuated by the plunger. Lubrication is

automatic, the cylinder oil entering with the fuel.

The moving parts of this drill are few. It has been

subjected to long and severe tests under adverse weather

and rock conditions before being placed upon the market.

It is the firm belief of the makers that it will give a
satisfactory account of itself under any and all conditions

for which it is intended.

The total prodiution of coal in Oklahoma in 1!)1'2, ac-

cording to E. W. Parker, of the U. S. Geological Survey,

was ;i,675,418 short tons, valued at the mine at $7,-

8()7,331.

The coal areas of Oklalunna belong to the Western

Interior coalfield. They lie entirely in the eastern and

southeastern jiarts of the state, forming the connection

between the Kansas lield on the north, and the Arkansas

field on the east. The principal developments are in the

southern portion of the field, in what was formerly the

Choctaw Nation of the Indian Territory, and is now in-

cluded within Haskell. Latimer and Pittsburg counties.

The total area underlain by workable coal is estimated

at 10,000 .square miles. The coals, of which there are

ti'u or more beds, range from a medium grade to a high-

grade bituminous, some of the latter approaching semi-

anthracite. Some of the higher grades have coking qual-

ities, but efforts to make coke in the beehive ovens, con-

structed for that jnirpose, have not been coiisjiicuously

successful.

Diminished production of petroleum and natural gas

in the Mid-Continental field is reflected in increased pro-

duction of coal in Oklahoma, and a substantial advance

in prices. The quantity of coal produced increased from

3.074.242 short tons, valued at $6,291,494 in 1911, to

3.67.5.418 tons, valued at $7,867,331 in 1912.

The record of 1912 exceeded that of the previous maxi-

mum output (that of 1907) by nearly 33,000 tons. Com-

pared with 1911 it showed a gain of 601,176 short tons,

or 19.6 per cent, in quantity, and $1,.57.5,637, or 25 per

cent, in value. The average price per ton advanced from

$2.05 to $2.14.

The year 1912 was the first in a decade to encourage

the coal-mine operators of Oklahoma, and the other

Southwestern states. For ten years the industry in those

states had been kept practically at a standstill, the output

in 1911 being just about the average for the decade ended

in that year. The production in 1912 exceeded that av-

erage by nearly 20 per cent.

The only assignable reason for the increased activity

appears to be, as already stated, the diminution in the

supply of natural gas and fuel oil in the market tributary

to Oklahoma coal. Competition with coal from other

states, particularly Colorado and New Mexico, is keen.

In 1912 the average number of days worked was 174,

the largest number in recent years excepting during the

boom period of 1907. The general average of working
time among the bituminous mines was 223 days, and the

number of men employed was 8785.

In 1912 out of a total of 3,675,418 tons produced,

3.175,455 tons, or 86.4 per cent., were shot off the solid.

The quantity mined by machine was relatively small,

amounting to 259,719 tons, or 7.1 per cent.

The death rate in Oklahoma in 1912 was unusualh
high, owing principally to an explosion of gas in tlw

San Bois mine, at McCutcheon, on Mar. 23, which re-

sulted in the loss of 73 lives. According to the Bureau
of Klines, the total number of fatal accidents during the

year was 99, all being underground. Seventy-seven were
due to gas and dust explosions; 11 to mine fires, and 7

to falls of slate and coal. The death rate per thousand
was 11.27, and there were 37,125 tons of coal mined for

each life lost.

I
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The contest for supremacy between approved types of

s.ifetv lamps and the portable electric mine lamps that

have forged their way to the front within the past two

vears is still undetermnied. The open lamp or torch

is a recognized menace in all mines operating m gaseou^

territory but, before the electric lamp can fully sup-

plant the safety lamp, in mine work, a reliable means

of detecting the presence of dangerous gases in tlie mine

air must be devised. Let someone get busy.

The Tuberculous Miner

Dwi-ht E. Woodbndge. in his bulletin •Samtation at

Wmm<r Villages in the Birmingham District, says that

"among miners, tuberculosis alone annually takes ^many

times the number of lives that are lost in accident. An

nnportant statement, if true, but we are convinced he

cannot prove it. The U. S. census statistics in 1900.

which are the most recent reported, show that 1.-21 min-

ers and quarrymen per thousand died of consumption in

that year. The death rate m 1911 from accidents m ad

U S 'mines was 3.82 per thousand. The census statistics,

covering such a few states, and only. those where mining

is unimportant, do not prove anything, nor do such un-

supported statements as those of Mr. Woodbndge

He quotes the tubercular death rate of the city of Birm-

ingham in proof of what he says, though we are con-

vinced all are not miners m that city. Yet he can only

show 2 77 deaths per thousand at that point, and as oxn

readers know from English experience, quoted m these

lolumus coal and iron miners have a low death rate

from tuberculosis as compared with other occupied males.

Another reason why Birmingham is not typical of mining

towns, but probably has a higher death rate, is that the

mortality curves for tulierculous and nontuberculous dis-

eases are highest in large towns," as Sir Thomas Oliver

stated before the fifteenth International Congress ot Hy-

giene and Demography. He declared further. "These dis-

eases bear a distinct relationship to the size of the town,

the density of the population and the social well-being

of the people." Mining towns are small, their population

relatively scattered and all the men make good wages.

So we believe that the miners in villages are not likely

to be as tuberculous as the citizens of Birmingham, and

we think that Mr. Woodbridge has been merely guessing

Sometime we will learn whether his guess is right, but

at present writing everv indication proves he is wrong,

and not a single fact, not even those he advances, prove

that he has a foot on which to stand.

That there is such a disease as miner's consumption

has been abundantly proved. Where conditions are favor-

able, as on the Rand in the Transvaal, its ravages may be

terrible, especially where Kaffirs, who are new to the dis-

ease, are engaged. In England the tin and copper min-

ers are said to be seriously infected, but the direct and

indirect action of the returning miners from South Af-

rica on the death rate of these workingmen remains to be

determined.

Until we know definitely the true menace of miner-

consumption it is better for us to use statements which

will express the uncertainty of our knowledge.

The Bureau of Mines as a National Force

The Bureau of Mines has been in existence long

enough that we have begun to regard its activities as

almost preordained by circumstances. We hardly realize

that had it been directed by other and less enterprising

heads, :ui entirely different organization might have been

created.

It might have been a purely scientific body to deter-

mine principles and leave them as such for the moie

enterprising managers and engineers to apply to their

needs. This they would have been slow to do because

the expenditures' would probably have been resisted by

those who, though they hold the purse strings, often

know little about mining. These men must be reached

not through bulletins but by the public press, not so much

by logical argument as by a benign atmosphere. This

beneficent influence, so greatly needed, the Bureau has

created, and as a result the laggard but generous spirits

of the industry have been directed toward a consider-

ation of the needs of miners so that they have fol-

lowed closely on the wake of those who were first to set

the example. As for the more sordid capitalists, public

sentiment is now forcing or will soon compel them to fol-

low the lead of the others, and state laws will accomplish

what conscience and social pressure cannot perform.

Had it not been for its active work and energetic prop-

aganda, the impress of the Bureau of Mines on the coal

industry would have been less marked than that of any

organization of like kind in any European country, for

most of these have administrative powers which enable

them not only to recommend but to enforce. In Great

Britain, as in the United States, there is no such power

granted' to the experimenting faculty but the investigat-

ing authorities and the chief inspector being immediately

subject to one common head, the Home Office, there is an

organic unity between determinatory and administrative

]xnvers whicli makes both one. In the United States,

there is no such unity, yet the Bureau of Mines has ob-

tained a most comm'anding position largely because of

its diplomatic combination of mere scientific result with

institutional activity. To use an expression borrowed

from another sphere, its work as laid down by its officers

is not merely to propound dogma but also to engage m
active ameliorative work.

The mine-rescue ears, the first-aid training, the gas-

and oil-well conference, the demonstrations of explosions

at the experimental mine and in galleries, have served to

turn mere theories into an actual force and have given

the Bureau a power to do by suasion and example that

which by virtue of the constitution it cannot perform by

law. Thus many excellent practices used by a single cor-

poration or by i" group of companies have been diligently

spread over the country by the Bureau. Without this
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careful sowing, tlu- results eticcteil might have been de-

layed many long years. Wlierever the Bureau has found
systems worthy of imitation, it has followed tlieni itself

and urged their adoption all over the United States.

It must always he remendjered that it is hard for any
national bureau to introduce some entirely new metluxl

involving the expenditure of large amount.^ of money
until some comi)any has had courage and philantliropv

enough to adojit that improvement. If ten years ago.

a national body had urged the introduction of .septic

tanks aiid sewerage in every camp, it would have faced

a fierce opposition. Today liy showing what enlightened
corjiorations are doing and have done, the .sanitation of

mining cami)s will take a rapid step forward.

(Jreat credit should l)e given to the Bureau for its

energy and resource in extending the knowledge of safety

and .sanitary provisions. It is true that in much it luis

merely followed the work of the anthracite' companies
and of the subsidiaries of the U. S. Steel Corporation,

but no little credit is due to those who make local condi-

tions national or transplant foreign methods on native

soil.

We believe the institiilional wcirk of the Bureau will

eventually wane when it lias .served its purpose. Already
in the anthracite regions, the coal companies are so well

fitted witli rescue teams and apparatus and the first-aid

men are so well trained that the Bureau cannot do the
work there that can be done, for instance, in Oklahoma,
Kansas or Tennessee, or even in the bituminous fields of

Pennsylvania.

At the Brookside explosion, the Bureau of Mines was
almost entirely unrepresented, having only two men and
a cook. There are some who think that this revealed the
Bureau in an unfavorable light; personally we think it

demonstrated that the ability of the anthracite region to

take care of its own rescue work had been recognized by
the Bureau. Thus the showing was a credit to the an-
thracite coal companies and no disparagement to the
governmental force.

And ve think eventually every part of the coal terri-

tory will be able to protect itself from disaster, and will

have, as in all European countries, its central rescue .sta-

tions instituted to serve far smaller radii of action than
the cars of our Bureau of Mines. It is time for such an
organization to be formed in every section of the country.
without national aid. Whether an automobile or railroad

ear is needed should be determined from local conditions
but one or other should be owned by everv group of
mines and .should be maintained by all mines near-by.
large and small, whether they possess helmets and hire
trained men at their works or not, for one squad of men
is not enough to do the rescue work of a large mine.

Unle.ss the Bureau of Mines undertakes to teach min-
ing as Avell as first-aid, it cannot furnish sufficient em-
ployment so that it can assend)le as many trained men as
were mustered at Brookside. It cannot, therefore, do
more than supplement rescue work and first-aid. and
must be content to be last on the field when explosions
and other accidents happen. So that in well developed
fields, its largest service will be scientific.

The most desirable rescucmen are those who have
worked in the mines where the disaster occurs and the
professional men of the Bureau will always lack that in-
timate knowledge of the intricacies of individual mines

which is enjoyed by the uumi wlm wcrk therein. Tiiis
is markedly true of llie amhra( iie icgion.

But even if the Bureau ultimately loses its active side
and dispo.-ies of its cars, ceases its denuuistrations ami be-
comes purely scientific, nevertheless it is worthy of ilu'

greatest of honor for iuiving s|)re;i(i ii movement whi.h
will later continue and develop by its ,,\\n iiileni;il rmci'.

That creilit is nglitly due to .losej.h A. linhiies nnd his
colleagues.

Experimental Explosion at Bruceton
Mine

We publish today (i. S. h'iee's iMter|)retMtion of llic

Tiiysterious kick-back of the recent experimental exjilo-

sion. Though he does not say so. we believe that it is his

opinion that the explosion reached a certain nia.ximuin
violence, died down and then, near the Tallaiiel barrier,

but at its inby edge, developed a new force and <\n,\v

the cars back into areas of inferior pressure. It is a le-

ati.sertion of the oft-repeated declaration that every e.x-

l>losion is not a single phenomenon, but a .series of cul-

ininations. The .space curve of pressure is said to be, iiol

a line gradually rising till m ma.ximuni is reached, but

a series of waves as the violence ri.ses and falls almii;

the heading. We suppo.-<e tlmt iMr. K'iee will jiisiiry U]<

eonelusion by eom])ariiig tiie low pressure rmiinl ^."jii ft.

from the portal with the pressure ten limes as great al
.)5() ft., only •>{)() ri. away.

We agree witli him that a mere \aeuiun, doubtless not

by any means complete, could hardly im])el ears with any-
thing like the force with which they were thrown i In ring

the explosion. That statement we have already made.
But if the iic'w focus was near the Taifanel barrier, we
wonder why the ears most remote from that ]joiiit moved
furthest inward and otherwi.«e evidenceii the most
violence

Surely the Haiiie did not gam in \(jluiiie or the blast

in force as they together traveled backward through tiie

vitiated air; in fact, we doubt seriously whether the flame
ran back at all. Moreover, why did not the cars shoot out-

ward with the first blast? The torn shelving near the

inby car in the entry starts from the point where the ear
was standing, as if the loaded wagon did not go outhy,
before it was hurled inward.

Somehow, we lia\e a hankering after a belief in John
Verner's theory, and we hope some time that the Bureau
will find out, not only when the cars go in, but when they
leave their original stations, and whether they travel both
outby and inby. We are prone to believe that the in-

rush really accompanies the initiation of the explosion, is

more violent near the originating point, travels along a

separate path from the explosion and is not a mere vac- J

uum rush, but is the result of the pressure of the explo-
sion on the intaking current.

Ex]X'riment only will answer, and we ho]je the Bureau
will make tests which will determine this moot point.

Me:iiitime we hope no one will be so dogmatic that he
cannot later with grace reverse his own decision, for

the problem is not easy and the answer is as yet far to

seek. The advocates of the "vacuum" as a sufficient cause
may well believe it could damage cars and track as stated.
The only difficulty is to grant thi.t a current traveling

|

horizontally could have such lifting power. '
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Safety Precautions of the Con-

solidation Coal Co.

By a. W. Hi-ssE*

The "Safety First" movemeut in the Fairmont region,

more particuiarlv with the Consolidation Coal Co., re-

ceived an impetus at the time of the Monongah explo-

sion, which has kept it going ever since.

This compauv has spared no expense to mtroduce de-

vice^ or machinerv to protect its employees. Arrange-

ments were made at all its mines to introduce steam to

keep down the dust ; firebosses were established at more

than half the operations boause oil and gas wells had

mill I iiiiii luiinninuiiuiiiiiiiiiiiit i
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work. These men come under the Testing Department ana

besides keeping the rescue apparatus ready for service,

thev visit the mines liberating, or likely to liberate any

gas sample the air, analyze it and report the percentage.

They also take the humiditv on these visits and report on

same, in order to determine when to introduce the steam.

Em-ekgkxcy Octlkts

In the past few years the company has gone to large

expense in making extra openings for emergency outlets.

Besides having completed one 195-ft. shaft and the pres-

ent" sinking of another 250-ft. deep, an adjommg prop-

erty was purchased for the 136-ft. shaft outlet on it.

Shotfirers are employed at a number of the mines to m-

heen drilled in the neighborhood of the workings, al-

though most of these latter were considered nongaseous.

An outside field man now follows the drilling of all wells

through the company's coal; also, arrangements were

made to have all drilling companies protect the outer cas-

ino- with cement where it passes through the coal seam.

\djoinino- operations are no longer connected, but ar-

rangements are made, when the workings of two mines

approach each other, whereby they can be readily and

quickly connected if desired.

The company has never relied entirely on the state tor

the inspection of its mines: it employs a chief inspector

and three assistants continually who report on safety

conditions inside, and make recommendations for improv-

ing them. Later a superintendent of mining was es-

tablished, who with an assistant, continually visits the

mines, instructing the foreman and men how to mine coal

properly besides" supplementing the work of the in-

spectors.

\11 the-^e men are trained in the use of rescue helmets,

havino- taken the course at Pittsburgh under the Bureau

of ^ilines Five sets of helmets, together with necessary

charo-ing apparatus, are kept at Fairmont, where they are

tested every week by competent men, trained for this

Consolidation Coal

erease safety precautions, especially for untrained min-

The value of this "Safety First" movement is better il-

lustrated by actual figures. The decrease in the death

rate per 1000 employees for 1912 over 1911 was 34.9

per cent., whereas the tonnage per death for 1912 was

double that for 1011. The death rate for this company

for 1911 was more than 16.4 per cent., and more than

45 6 per cent, less in 1912, as compared with the 1911

rate for the state. The tonnage per death was more

than double that of the entire state.

The first-aid movement has not had quite the attention

given it in other fields, due, perhaps, to the fact that the

company's many doctors can reach the scene of accident

so quickly ;
yet the movement has not been entirely ig-

nored.

The accompanying picture shows the team which rep-

resented the AVest Virginia Division of the Consolidation

Coal Co., at the recent meet held at Pittsburgh.

The presence of blackdamp. a mixture of carbon dioxide

and nitrogen, will often neutralize the effect of firedamp on a

fiame Analyses of mine gas, which gave only a faint cap

when tested with a safety lamp, have shown 4 per cent, of

methane mixed with blackdamp. When testing- with a lamp.

remember that the flame is not clear in lamps that have

been burned some time in a dusty atmosphere as in lamps

burned but a short time in clear air.
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The Muckle Cup Contest
Si'EClAL C'OKKESroXDKNl'K

With 18 teams competing, presentiug reiuaikaWe dem-

onstrations of primary relief work, the liftii annual in-

ter-company first-aid contest of the American Red Cross

was held on Sept. 27, at Valley View Park, Inkerman.

The chief prize in this interesting competition is the

Muckle silver loving cup, donated in l!)Of) by Mrs. John

S. Muckle, of Philadelphia, as a memorial to her hus-

The contests were conducted under tlic direction of

Dr. F. F. Arndt, of Scranton, who lias charge of the

first-aid work of the Pennsylvania and Ilillside compan-

ies. The judges were Dr. \V. S. Fulton, of Scranton ; Dr.

John W. Grant, of Carbondale; and Dr. J. A. Singer,

of East Stroudsburg. The other ollicials were: Secre-

taries—F. D. Conover, secretary to t'a])t. W. A. May:
J. S. Angler, secretary to A. F. Law ; Edgar Weichcl,

timer.

Ill previous years, tlir Win- I >c|iMilnK'iii has scut army

Team from Old Forge Breaker, Pennsylvania
Coal Co.

(The winning team in the fifth event. M. Ballenti
captain: M. Quinn. T. Cranston. H. McGerrity. S. Sibley i

TV. Bennett, subject.)

FoiiTY FoKT Colliery Team in Fui;i;tii IOvknt

(Injured spine and brolten left forearm. P. Williams, cap-
tain; J. Casparen, subject; J. Jim, VV. Jones, F. Romenkoski
and I. Hochreiter.)

physicians to Valley View to j^idge the contests, but this

year it was reported that no mileage was obtainable.

Major Patterson had been detailed to supervise the

event, but his work as doctor of the field work of the

American Bed Cross drew him away from Washington,

and Major Lynch was substituted. A death in the fam-

Old Foroe Breaker Team, Pennsylvania Coal

Co., AND Judges
(The team on the bench was the winner of the Muckle cup

at the Red Cross meet. Valley View, Sept. 27, 1913.)

baud. To secure permanent possession of the trophy,

it must be won three consecutive times. The winners

to date are as follows:

TVilkes-Barre. Oct. 2, 1909. Law Shaft, Avoca, Pt-nnsylvania

Coal Co. Valley View, Sept. 17, 1910, Woodward Colliery,

Lackawanna Coal Co. Valley View. Sept. 16, 1911, Brisbin

Colliery, Lackawanna Coal Ca Valley View, Sept. 28, 1912,

Pine Brook Colliery, Scranton Coal Co. Valley View, Sept.

27, 1913, Old Forge Breaker, Pennsylvania Coal Co.

The contest was open to all first-aid teams of the

operating companies of the anthracite region, and the

].S teams represented the Pennsylvania, Hillside, Temple,

"Lackawanna," Jermyn and Scranton Coal companies.

The event is annually the big feature of first-aid work in

northeastern Pennsylvania and the teams competing are

those making the best scores at previous company meets.

Captain "\V. A. May-, General I\Lvnager

Pennsy'lvania Coal Co.

in the American
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ilv of the latter this week prevented his being present,

aud tile department was not represented.

Two of the events were run off before the noon recess,

wlien lunch was served by the companies interested.

The problems worlied out by the teams were framed by

physicians of the War Department at Wishington, and

sent to the park in sealed envelopes. There were five

events, and the cup award was on the general average.

The events were as follows:

1. One-man event. A miner has been injured by a faU.

s an incised wound on th.- riglit knee, with little bleed-

ture 6 in. above the knee. The back of his left hand has a.

deep cut, which is bleeding profusely. There is also a lacer-

ated wound of the right cheek. Treat the case and carry 5a

ft. on an improvised stretcher. Time allowed, 15 minutes.

The participating teams follow:

1. Sterrick Creek Coal Co.—Isaac Davis, captain.

2. Fernwood Slope, Butler Colliery, Hillside Coal & Iron

Co.—James R. Pollard, captain.

3. Law Shaft, Pennsylvania Coal Co.—William Creedon,

captain.
4. Pine Brook, Scranton Coal Co.—John Igall, captain.

5. Nanticoke Colliery, Delaware, Lackawanna & Western

R.R. Co., coal department—William Hill, captain.

6. Brisbin Colliery, Delaware, Lackawanna & Western

Some of First-Aid Teams at Work at

Kkd Cross Meet
(Fifth and crowning event.)

ing, and a lacerated wound on the palm of the left hand,

which Is bleeding profusely. Treat appropriately and carry

50 ft. Time allowed, S minutes.

2. Two-man event. A man is found unconscious, lying

with his abdomen across a live electric wire. Rescue the

patient and give appropriate treatment. Time allowed, 10

minutes.
3. Three-man event. A man has his head, face, neck,

shoulders, arms and hands burned, following a gas explosion.

Treat the case. Time allowed, 15 minutes.

4. Full-team event. A man is found with his spine in-

jured—apparently broken. The left forearm has sustained a

simple fracture of both bones. Treat the patient and carry

50 ft. Time allowed, 20 minutes.

5. Full-team event. A man has been injured by a fall

of coal and slate. There is a compound fracture of the right

forearm about the middle. His left thigh has a simple frac-

A Xeat Spiral Bandage—The Hardest

OF All to Make
(Winning- team performing fifth event.)

R.R. Co., coal department—John Pierce, captain.

7. Lackawanna Colliery, Temple Iron Co.—Harry Saxe,

captain.

S. Mt. Lookout Colliery, Mt. Lookout Coal Co.—George

Bumby, captain.

9. Old Forge Breaker, Pennsylvania Coal Co.—Moses Bal-

lentine, captain.

10. Erie Colliery, Pennsylvania Coal Co.—Martin Cawley.

captain.
11. Storrs Colliery, Delaware, Lackawanna & Western

R.R. Co., coal department—David Edwards, captain.

12. Forty Fort Colliery, Forty Fort Coal Co.—Fuller Wil-

liams, captain. ^,. ,

13. Northwest Colliery, Northwest Coal Co.—Charles

Seipher, captain.

14. Sloan Colliery, Delaware, Lackawanna & Western K.K.

Co., coal department—William King, captain.

15. No. 2 Shaft. No. 1 Colliery, Pennsylvania Coal Co.

—

C. F. Beachem. captain.

16. Jermyn Colliery, Jermyn Coal Co.—Charles Llewellyn.

captain. „ , ^
17. No. 5 Shaft, No. 6 Colliery, Pennsylvania Coal Co.

—

Peter Hoolihan, captain.

IS. Bellevue Colliery. Delaware, Lackawanna & Western

R.R. Co., coal department—John M. Jones, captain.

The standing of the teams in the different events was

as follows

:

Sterrick Crepl<

.

Fernwood Slope
Law Shaft
Pine Brook
Nanticoke ... -

Brisbin

Mt. I.ookout .
.

Old Forge
Erie
Storrs

5 Avera ge

94 95 100 95
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Rescue Contest of the Vandalia Coal

Company
The tliiril niinunl Ih^t-aid loiilest of the Vandalia Coal

t'o. was hehl in JIalian'!; skating rink, Linton, Ind.,

Saturday evening. SejU. 13. A passageway similar to an

entry in a mine was ereeted. Obstructions were jjlaccd

iu this passageway, and the v;niuus teams, (itird uiih

Othf.i; Vaxd.u.ia Tkams That Thok I'Airr ix thi:

CoxriCiX

breathing apparatus, were compelled to carry a man over

these obstructions on a stretcher. Injuries, such as frac-

ture of the thigh and other limbs, burns, electrical shock,

etc., were demonstrated and treated by the different

teams.

Six teams entered the competition, and the rescue

corps from Mine Xo. 9 received the highest percentage,

thus winning lirst prize. This team was composed of

Charles Dodge, captain ; Jack Brown, John Parks,

Thomas Parks and Dave Beaty. This same team wa.?

sent to Pittsburgh to compete in the national meet heUl

there Sept. 22-24.

During the evening William Houston, president of

District Xo. 11, U. il. AV. A., delivered an interesting

address on '"The Desirabiiitv of First-Aid Among the

ne^^ii^^
s k-^^

trx)

ISuii'au (if Mines,

inlwii at the time

of briMlhing a])-

SoiiE Membees of the Yaxdalia Rescue Teams

Miners."' Mr. Houston staled thai anyone who looked

upi>n tlie tirst-aid mo\ement with scorn and ridicule did

so out of ignorance, ami that Union, wiiich is the best

coal-mining city in Indiana, should be pnuul that this

great movement originated there.

The \'andalia Coal Co. is the pioneer of mine-rescue

work in the Middle West, having ailo]>te(l lirst aid three

years ago.

Mine-rescue car Xo. ;?, of tln' I

with I.,uther Floyd in charge was

and the crew gave traiiujig in lb

|i:iratus to a nnnd^er of miners.

The following men acted as judges of the contest:

.liilin Talbott and Luther Floyd. The vai'ious teams <if

the Vandalia Coal Co. were trained under the direction

of Dr. A. ¥. Kuoefel.

Coal-Dust Explosions

A lecture arranged by the British Association was de-

livered by Sir Henry Cunynghame, K. C. B., the chair-

man of the late Koyal Commission on Mining Accidents

and of the Eskmeals Dust Explosions Committee. His

subject was "Explosions in Coal Mines and the Means
of Preventing Them." Sir Henry adopted simple lan-

guage, deeming it best not to ])resume nn aequaintanec

on the part of his audience with the nutbods of work-

ing coal mines.

Coal, he explained, consists of the residue of the vege-

tation of bygone ages. The plants of Mdiich coal is com-

l)osed were mostly ferns, nuiiiy of which were of gigan-

tic size. It co]itains woody fibei- and ^ceds of a very

resinous and inflammable kind. A pound of it when
burned will give enough heat to raise about !) gal. of

water from GO deg. F. to the boiling ])oint, and has a

work-doing power of one horse for about five liours; that

is, it will raise 4800 tons weight to the height of one

foot.

On coal we depend for domestic lieating, gas-light.

cooking, electric light, for means of locomotion by land

and .sea, and for almost the whole nf dui- manufactures.

This coal we waste in a most unjust iliable way. A
common kitchen range burns moi-e than a ton of coal

a month—that is, about 75 lb. a day—an amount which

if properly employed would cook for 1000 people.

The common gases found in mines are methane,

which, roughly speaking, is like common coal gas, and is

the gas given oif from marshes; carbon dioxide, the gas

given off from effervescing drinks: and carbon monox-
ide, a deadly poison. In common language they nearly

correspond to firedami:), chokedam]i and afterdamp.

The first is capable of rendering air explosive, the se-

crmd chokes you, and tlie third poisons you. Thus ex-

])losion, suffocation and poison are the dangers to which
the miner is exposed.

Mi-THAxr: Was Thought to Br: tiii'; Oxly Cause

The old theory of mine exphjsicins that thev were
caused by methane was the natural one, but Sir Henry
exjilained the improbability of this theory and its ut-

ter variance w-ith the phenomena of a coal-mine explo-

sion, discussing the origin and development of the dust

theory of explosions. Explosions of gunpowder were
shown to be exactly analogous to dust explosions. In
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the one case the oxygen in a condensed form is supplied

to carbon dust at rest in a heap ; in the other case oxy-

<reu in the gaseous form is supplied to a cloud of finely

divided dust particles.

Speaking of the modern theories of mine explosions,

the lecturer said death results not so much from vio-

lence, still less by suffocation, but almost entirely by

reason of poisonous carbon monoxide. The employment

of mine ventilation to sweep the mine free of gas has

the effect of producing clouds of dry dust which is ex-

plosive. The remedies suggested for mine explosions

are: (1) regulations as to the use of naked lights, elec-

tricity and blasting; (2) wetting the coal, which plan,

although difficult to carry out, is effective and still will

probablv have to be used extensively; (3) incombusti-

ble dust. In order to understand the probable action

of incombustible dust in impeding the ignition of coal

dust. It is necessary to call to mind the kinetic theory

of gases.

In reference to the experiments following upon the

proposal of Mr. Garforth to spread incoml)UStible

dust in mines, it has been found that with three

parts of stone dust to iive of coal dust, the explosion is

feeble ; with four to six it is smaller still ; with equal

proportions it stops. It is highly probable, if the dust

1)1 a mine consisted of over 50 per cent, of incombusti-

ble matter, it would be almost impossible to explode it,

except by a very large-scale explosion, which is in the

highest degree unlikely to happen if the whole mine is

treated from end to end with the incombustible dust.

Shock
By a. S. Sxyder*

Shock, or collapse, is a depression of the vital func-

tions of the whole system. The action of the heart be-

comes weak and there is a dilation of the blood vessels

of the internal organs, so that an accumulation of the

blood occurs in the interior of the body, and the amount

of blood circulating near the outer surface and in the

head is decreased to such an extent that it produces a

])rofound depression of the nervous system.

SYilPTOMS

Face is pale, anxious and pinched.

Eyelids droop ; eyes are dull with dilated pupils-

The patient is stupid and takes no interest in what is

going on or happening about him.

He may be partly or totally unconscious.

Breathing is feeble, and there is sighing and grear

thirst.

The pulse is feeble, fluttering, rapid and barely per-

ceptible.

The skin is cold, the temperature subnormal.

When an injured person begins to get chilly and shiver,

no matter how slight the injury, he is suffering from

shock.

TnKAT:\[EXT

Place in a position with the head low, so that more

blood will flow to the brain.

Loosen all tight clothing, especially about the neck,

wrists and waist, but do not remove more clothing than

is necessary to examine and treat the injury thoroughly.

*Instructor In First Aid, Cambria Steel Co.. 1005 Somerset
Ave., Windber, Penn.

Cover patient with blankets, coats or brattice clotii if

no blankets are immediately at hand.

If in. a mine where safety lauips are used, apply heat

by placing lighted safety lamps under the blankets or

covering.

t

If the victim is conscious, give him stimulants, such

as aromatic spirits of ammonia, tea or coffee.

Eub the limbs to stimulate the circulation.

If unconscious, hold ammonia or smelling salts to tlie

nose, and in severe cases apply artificial respiration.

When warmth is restored and the patient recovers from

cold and chillv sensation, tlie treatment is successful.

Mining Exhibit at A. M. S. A. Meet
.\n interesting mining- exhibit was held in the parlors of

the Fort Pitt hotel. The Lungmotor was shown by the Lite

Saving Devices Co., Chamber of Commerce Building, Chicago,

111., and attracted much attention. The apparatus is port-

able, little liable to get out of order and simple in opera-

tion. It is used tor resuscitating the asphyxiated.

The Draeger Oxygen Apparatus Co., ot Pittsburgh. Penn.,

demonstrated their well-known helmets and pulmotors. S. F.

Hayward Co., of Chambers St.. New York City, exhibited the

Westfalia long- and short-time helmet outfits, of which
nearly 100 are said to have been sold in this country.

The .\merican Red Cross exhibited their dressings as also

Johnson and Johnson of New Brunswick. N. J. Burroughs.
Welcome & Co. showed their tabloid first-aid packages
which are equally available for aviators and for mine use.

They are light, compact and therefore easy to carry.

The Mannesmann Light Co., of 55 John St., New York City,

made a fine exhibit of their CEAG. lamps and the Koehler
Manufacturing Co.. of Marlboro, Mass., showed their safety

lamps and igniters. The lamps give a light of 1.6 candle
power. The Hirsch Electric Mine Lamp Co. had a com-
plete exhibit of electric cap lamps and batteries. The Union
Electric Co.. of Pittsburgh, exhibited mine telephones, head-

lights, condulets. trolley clamps, and other electric supplies.

The Western Electric Co. showed their complete line of

mine telephones.

Itinerary of Federal Mine-Rescue
Cars

Wilkes-Barre Car No. 1—Itinerary No. 2—tievised Sept. .3. 1913

1913
At Companies .\rrive Leave

Carbondale, Pa Hillside Coal & Iron Co., Delaware
& Hudson Co., Temple Iron Co.,
Scranton Coal Co., and several
individual mines Oct. 1 Oct. 17

Philadelphia, Pa American Mining Congress Oct. 20 Oct. 2.5

Peckville, Pa Scranton Coal Co., Temple Iron
Co., Delaware & Hudson Co.,
and several individual mines. . . Oct. 27 Dec. 1

Olvphant, Pa Delaware & Hudson Co., Scranton
Coal Co., Temple Iron Co., and
several individual mines Dec. 1 Dec, 17

1914
Dunmore, Pa Price-P.ancoast Coal Co., Penn-

sylvania Coal Co., and several
individual mines Dec. IS Jan. 23

1914
Providence, Pa Delaware & Hudson Co., Scranton

Coal Co., Pierce Coal Co.. and
several individual mines Jan. 24 ^lar. 6

The Meet of the Susquehanna

Interests

The allied Susquehanna companies have published a

most complete score sheet, showing the team ratings at

the elimination and final contests, and giving a list of the

winners and a description of the various events.

The following figures are quoted:

Event First Prize Second Prize

One-man Hickory Ridge 95J Nanticoke No. .5 No. 2 Shaft 91
Two-men Nanticoke No. 5 No. 4 Slope 87 Luke Fidler Outside 86
Three-men Cameron Outside 97 Pennsylvania 9.5

Full team Scott Outside 96 Pennsj-lvania 955

tThe more usual practice is to extinguish the lamps. On
this matter discussion is invited.—Ed.
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Starting Fan after Explosion

Letter So. „'—Assuming that an explosion has oc-

curred in a mine and the force of the blast has damafjed

the fan so that it nnist he repaired before it can be

used, the question of starting it up again before the mine

has been examined is a serious one. My answer to this

question is an emphatic "Xo."

Experience lias shown that there is always more or less

inibumod marsh gas remaining after an explosion. Min-

ers who have survived an explosion in a mine state that

there is usually a reflex wave following the first blast.

The result is that most of the oxygen of the mine air is

consumed, leaving the atmosphere in the mine, largely

devoid of power to support life or flame. Frequently,

there are piles of hot dust, and the timbers and ril)s of

the entries are coated with dust.

lu this condition, air from the workings not traversed

by the explosion furnishes enough oxygen to start numer-

ous small fires in different parts of the mine. The effect

of starting up the fan under these conditions, would be

to increase the draft and spread the fire. Moreover, the

circulation through the mine would render the gas ac-

cummulated in portions of the w^orkings highly explosive

and bring this m contact with the fire. A second and

more disastrous explosion would certainly follow. This

is my reason for saying that the fan should not be started

until the helmet men have penetrated far enough into

the mine to ascertain its true condition.

Fii!i:isoss.

Republic, Aid. •

Letter Xo. .v— I was much interested in the question

of "Ralph W. Mayer, Coal Age, Sept. 20, p. 430, referring

to the danger of starting a fan that had been thrown out

of commission by an explosion, before correctly ascertain-

ing the condition of the mine. While it assumes the

worst conditions that could arise, the question is a good,

practical one, and, for the benefit of those less familiar

with mining conditions, should be discussed thoroughly

from a practical standpoint.

There is always the danger of a second explosion fol-

lowing the first, on the restoration of the air current.

This is liable to occur whether or not the fan is started.

Those familiar with the situation know that ventila-

tion in the mine is always m.ore or less deranged by

the destruction of stoppings, brattices, doors, etc.,

throughout the mine. Frequently, gas feeders and com-

bustible material have been ignited by the flame of the

explosion. Tt must not be thought for a moment that all

of the air or available oxygen in the mine has been con-

sumed by the first explosion which belched flame and

smoke from the mine openings. It is usually the case

that more or less pure air exists in portions of the mine,

while other portions are filled with the carbon monoxide,

carbon dioxide and nitrogen of the afterdamp. If fire

exists at any ])oint in the mine there may result a dan-

gerous amount of carbon monoxitle from the incomjjlete

comhu.stion due to the slack ventilation and scarcity of

oxygen. Or the fire may start a circulation that would

cause explosive mixtures of this gas or methane accumu-

lated in other parts of the mine, to reach the lire and,

becoming ignited, produce another exjilosioii.

The fact that a fan is thrown out of commission by an

explosion always increases the danger of the situation im-

mediately following; because the jjcriod of idleness of the

fan aflords an opportunity for the accumulation of dan-

gerous bodies of combustible and poisonous gases, which

otherwise would have been removed as they were gen-

erated, in those portions of the mine where the circulation

was not deranged too badly. Xotwith.standing the risk

incurred in entering the mine after an explosion has

taken place, it is the duty of those in charge to do every-

thing in their power to rescue any who may have sur-

vived the first explosion. However, action in this reganl

must be guided and controlled by good judgment and

experience, and it is absolutely necessary to disregard

sentiment at such times.

A properly equipped rescue party should be organized

at once, consisting of the most experienced men among

the volunteers. The best type of breathing apparatus

should always be available and portable electric lamps

should be used; but at least one safety lamp should be

carried into the mine to ascertain the gaseous condition

of the mine air.*

Conditions in the mine will determine the method of

proceeding underground. If the explosion is general in

a large mine, it may be possible to accomplish little in

regard to rescue work, until the circulation can be re-

stored with the aid of the fan. It would be advisable,

however, to explore the workings as far as possible, note

their condition, and ascertain the possible existence of

fire in the mine and the probable location of men who

may have survived the explosion and are still alive, so as

to render them any possible aid. Where fires are found,

they should be extinguished promptly.

On the return of the rescue party to the surface, the

fan should be started very slowly at first, the idea being

to restore the circulation in the workings explored ami

to avoid, as far as possible, setting up a circulation in

sections that have not been explored. To accomplish

this, the ventilation must be kept under control. It will

now be possible to enter the mine and explore further

other sections; but in no case should the circulation be

restored in those sections until it can lie ascertained that

no fire exists in them.

It is only possible, thus, in a general way, to outline,

the work; but great care and good judgment must dictate

what is best to be done.

Benjamin Haktill.

Johnstown, Penn.

•A caged bird or mice should also form part of the equip-
ment, to reveal the presence of dangerous quantities of car-
Ijon monoxide.
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The Liquor Problem in Mining

It is candidly admitted that the miner drinks; but

whether this habit has any stronger hold upon miners

than upon other classes of workers may be seriously

questioned. At least, miners, as a class, are entitled to

this consideration. For example, select an equal num-

ber, say 500 men, from each class of workers such as

glass blowers, iron workers, machinists, foundrymen,

etc.; and compare the proportion of drinking men m
each class, with the proportion of drinking miners. I

am confident that such a comparison would not prove

unfavorable to the miner.

In all industries, it is common to hear the drinking

class referred to as "good workers if they would not

drink." To the credit of the miners, I will say that, in

my opinion, 75 per cent, of them are honest workers,

and the remaining 25 per cent, are mostly honest workers

when they are sober. The same can be said of a large

number of our best tradesmen; they are good workers

when they are sober. Only a few days ago, I heard a

boss say of one of his men : "He is the best workman

we have on the job, but he will not leave drink alone."

In reference to the increase or decrease of the drink-

ing habit among miners, I would say that there is an

increase, generally, in localities where miners are crowd-

ed together in a small town or camp, devoted wholly to

the coal-mining industry. But, in larger communities,

where miners mix with workers in other industries, it

cannot be said that they drink any harder or oftener

than their fellows in other callings.

While a mine superintendent cannot always employ

men who are sober, he can discourage the drink habit

among the men by his own example of abstinence and

by refusing to hold any position open for a man who

drinks haWtually. I consider drinking booths, canteens,

and bootlegging should be abolished from every mining

camp, and more especially for the sake of the coming

generation. If we can keep the boys away from the

saloons when young, they will not be enslaved to the

habit when they become men. The mine foreman, by

his example and by the courteous treatment of his men,

can do much to overcome the baneful influence of the

drink habit among his employees, while a curse and a

dark look, in place of a smile, will go far toward in-

creasing the evil.

John Sutton.

West Terre Haute, Ind.

Mixed Lights in Mining

Letter No. IS—I have been deeply interested in the

discussion on this subject, and regret that the question

does not seem to have reached a successful climax. One

of the cardinal issues, in the operation of a gaseous mine

with respect to the health and safety of the employees is,

in my opinion, the exclusive use of an approved type of

oil-burning safely lamp or electric lamp. This seems

necessary as a reasonable precaution to avoid the possible

ignition of a body of explosive gas. By prohibiting the

use of open lights in such mines, we eliminate one of the

factors largely responsible for mining catastrophies.

It is argued by some that the operation of a mine on

a mixed light basis is justifiable under certain conditions

where the quantity of explosive gas generated is small or

the mine makes gas only in the solid or live workings

and the circulation is sufficient in quantity and velocity

to carry off and render harmless the gases generated. It

cannot be guaranteed, however, that the conditions on

which this argument is based will continue for any length

of time. There are many things of common occurrence

in coal mining that impair the efficiency of the ventila-

tion at the working face, to the extent that an apparently

safe mine becomes suddenly dangerous. The failure of

the ventilating fan; the accumulation of ice in the air

shaft; a heavy fall of roof in the air course, by which

the mine resistance is increased; a door left open or a

brattice torn dowai ; or any one of numerous other causes

may, in a moment, so disarrange the ventilating system

as to render the workings dangerous where mixed lights

are employed.

There are, besides, numerous geological changes that

are liable to occur in coal seams and that would prove a

menace to the safety of a mine operating in a gaseous dis-

trict. The presence of spars, faults or clay veins is fre-

quently accompanied with a change in the gaseous con-

dition of the mine workings. It often happens that a

strong feeder of gas is liberated by the blast, of an ex-

plosion, or by the miner's pick or drill, or by the under-

cutting of the coal, by machines. There is no way of fore-

seeing and providing against such occurrences, or esti-

mating the amount of gas that may be given off from a

clay vein, fault or feeder.

As an illustration of this fact, I will mention an in-

( ident that occurred in my own experience. In the

mine where I was employed, a clay vein was exposed sud-

denly, by the undermining of the coal with a machine.

The quantity of gas given off from this clay vein was

such as to render highly explosive an air current of 10,-

000 cu.ft. per min., for 3 hr. after the vein was cut. Xo
argument is needed to make clear the fact that an open

light, at such a time, would have supplied all that was

needed to cause a mining catastrophe, the magnitude of

wdiich would be measured only by the numlier of lives lost

and the property destroyed. I am thankful to say that,

at this particular mine, safety lamps were used exclu-

sively and this fact alone averted the danger.

The chief claim of the mixed-light advocates is that a

man can perform more work in less time, with an open

light, than with a safety lamp, because of the fact that the

open torch gives a better light and can be carried on

the head, leaving the hands free for work ; it can also be

relit, if extinguished, with less trouble than a safety

lamp. It is claimed that the miner can produce better

coal and is less liable to injury himself when using an

open light. While these statements may be true, in re-

spect to men who have been accustomed to using an open

light for years and were compelled, suddenly, to adopt the

safety lamp, they do not apply to men long accustomed

to the use of safety lamps. The latter become and are

as skilled workmen as the open-light miner, and can pro-

duce as much coal in the same time.

There are certain benefits that accrue from the ex-

clusive nse of the safety lamp. Briefly stated, these are:

1. The safety lamp tends to make the miner more care-

ful, because it is a constant reminder of possible danger.

2. The safety lamp, incidentally, brings the miner into

closer contact with the mine foreman and his assistants.

Wlien the lamp is given to the miner in the morning the

opportunity is afforded of notifying him of any peculiar
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tinnier in liis place. 3. Safety-lamp mines are more

froc from smoke and soot, as the oil burned in these

lamps is, generally, a better graile than that lommonly

used in the oiten light. 4. The flame of the safely lamp

being protected, there is less danger of igniting eitluT

gas, timber, explosives, or other combustible material.

The contention that a safety lamp in the hands of an

ignorant workman may prove as dangerous as an i>]H'n

liglit, is too absurd to be regarded .<oriousiy. One of the

well known features of a safety lamj) is that it is quickly

extinguished in a body of gas, unless great care is exer-

cised by the one holding the lamp. This is an invaluable

feature in respect to the use of the safety lamp by ignor-

ant or inexperienced workmen.

The greatest drawback and the feature that most tends

to make the safety lamp unpopular with mining men,

however, is the difficulty experienced in religiUing an e.K-

tinguished lamp. At times, the workman must travel a

lonsiderable distance to a lamp-lighting station. The

cause of the lamp being extinguished may be due to care-

less lunidiing; but it is often caused by the neglect of

the attendant in charge of the lamp station to ])ro]ierly

lill the lamp with oil or replenish the igniter; or, perhaps,

the igniting api)aratus is out of order or damp, or, as has

happened, has been left out entirely, by mistake. Trouiile

is largely overcome, at the jireseut time, by the use of a

friction ])lug, the sparks of which relight a lam]) liurn-

ing a volatile oil. This igniter .seldom fails and is a groat

im]>rovement over the fai>e or match formerly used.

The i)oints I nave mentioned demonstrate conclusively,

to my mind, that the u.se of mixed lights in a gaseous

mine is a dangerous proposition. In sueh mines or dis-

trii'ts, the life nnd health of the men underground can

only be protected by operating the mine on an exclusive

safety-lamp basis. Tli? introduction of the electric lam]>

at the working face is an innovation in coal mining.

FlIfKHOSS.

ilerminie. I'enn.

Star Chamber Methods

In regard to your editorial of Sept. 20, in regard

to "Star Chamber Methods," I would say that, while the

faults for which penalties were inflicted at the Lehigh
Valley Coal Co. contest at ITazle Park were not an-

nounced on the field, there have been prepared circular

letters for each competing team, and for each team ]ircs-

ent at the meet, showing just what jienalties were in-

flicted in each event.

!•;. ('. Li:i:.

Knt:r. Dept.. hrluL^li \-allev Coal Co.

West I'ittston, I'enn.

Study Course in Coal Mining
By J. T. Be.ikd

The Coal Age Pocket Book
QUAXTITY

The term "quantity." in mine ventilation, refers to the
volume of air passing in an airway, estimated in cubic feet
per minute. This is often spoken of as the "circulation" of

the airway or mine.

How auanfitv Is Estimated—As stated above, the quan-
tity of air circulated in an airway or mine, or the "circula-
tion." as it is called, is always estimated, in this country, in

cubic feet per minute.

Horn- Qunntitv is Measured—To measure the quantity, in

ventilation, it is necessary (1) to measure the sectional area
of the airway at the point of observation and (£) to ca
fully measure the averaRe velocity of the air - - -^ .

same point. From these measurements, the
jlation is calculated by

rrent at the
volume of air
neans of the

Quanlity = area X velocity

a = ac

Example—Calculate the circulation in an airway having a
sectional area of 50 sq.ft.. the average velocity of the air

current being 600 ft. per min.

Solntlon—Substituting the given values in the formula for
quantity in terms of velocity and area,

g = ar = 50X600 = 30,000 cu.ft. per min.

Qnantity of Air Required—In determining the required cir-

culation of a mine, it is necessary to consider <1) the re-

quirements of the mining law of the state in which the mine
is located and (2) the requirements of the mine as determined
by the natural conditions existing in the seam and the en-
folding strata.

Requirements of the Mining Law—These vary somewhat
in different states. Owing to the numerous and changing
conditions, in mines, raining laws are of necessity arbitrary
standards, which must, however, be met, except in cases
where the law specially confers discretionary powers uoon the
mine inspector or the mine foreman, thereby authorizing them
to decrease the circulation in any mine or section of the mine,
as condition,-? mav require or their judgment dictate.

The mining law commonly specifies from 100 to 150 cu.ft.

per man. per min. for nongaseous, and 200 cu.ft. per min. for
gaseous mines. In addition, some of the laws require from
500 to 600 cu.ft. per min., for each animal employed under-
ground.

Natural Requirements—Gaseous mines naturally require
more air than nengaseous mines. The rise workings of seams
generating marsh gas or the dip workings of mines giving
off quantities of blackdamp are often difficult to ventilate and
require a circulation greater than what the law specifies, in

order to kf-ep the workings free from gas and healthful and
safe for work. Slips and faults often give oft much gas w-hen
least expected and require, therefore, a largf-r circulation uf

air than would otherwise be necessary in the same mine.

The Coal Age Pocket Book
WORK—ro\\ e;i

The terms "work" and "power," as used in mine ventila-
tion, are synonomous, because the work performed in moving
the air through the mine airways is based on a unit of time,
both the velocity and the quantity being rated per minute of
time.

Power on the Air—T'^e "'- ".."-p"» ." «« "S — _i__
is moved by a pressiir. cillid ti \ t I i '

The ventilating pres-
sure or the pressure
producing the circula-
tion is the total pres-
sure (pa) exerted on the
entire sectional area of
the airway, as illus-
trated in the accom-
panying fi.gure. The
small arrowheads repre-
sent the unit pressure
or the pressure (p) on
each square foot nt
cross-section. The largo
arrow shown at -A. rep-
resents the total pres-
sure P = pa.

It is a law of mt

-

chanics that when a
force (pa) moves or is
exerted through a dis-
tance (V) the work per-
formed is equal to the
product (pav) of the
force and the distance. But in this case, the force (pa) moves
through the distance (v) in one minute. The worI{ (pav) is.

therfoie. performed in one minute and is the "power on the
air." The work performed per minute or the power on the
air is expressed in foot-pounds per minute. Calling this work
per minute or power on the air u, the formula for power is

Power = unit pre$. X area X vel.

Showing Portion of j\Ii.\e

EXTRY .\XD CrOSS-SeCTION-

Again, since
may be written

q — av, the formula fo ver on the air

The formula for horsepow
fore, since 1 hp. = 33,000 ft.-l

Power = quantity X unit pres.

u = qp
the circulation
min.

H = Q P

33,000

The power formulas, in ventilation, make it possible to
calculate the power required to produce any given circula-
tion, against any given pressure or water gage when the
efficiency of the ventilator is known or assumed.
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Unit Weight of Air

Will you kindly answer, through the columns of Coal

Age. the following question: What is the weight of 1

cu.ft. of air, at a temperature of —460° F., and a pres-

sure corresponding to 1 in. of mercury'^

I. C. Pakfitt.

Jerome, Penn.

The temperature given, namely, 460 deg. below zero

( 160° F.) is the absolute temperature of the Fahren-

heit scale. At this temperature and an atmospheric

pressure corresponding to 1 in. of mercury column, a

cubic foot of dry air has been calculated, from numer-

ous careful determinations, to weigh 1.327:1 lb. This is

the constant used in the formida

:

1.3-273 X B
w =

460 -1- t

which gives the weight of a cubic foot of dry air, at any

temperature (0 a"^ pressure (B), since the weight per

cubic foot varies directly as the pressure and inversely

as the absolute temperature.

For example, the weight of 1 cu.ft. of dry air at 60 deg.

F. and a barometric pressure of 30 in., i.-<

L32732<iO ^ ,,_,,.,.,. ^^" 460 + 60

Gasoline Mine Locomotives

Kindly state whether the gasoline locomotive is con-

sidered safe for hauling coal in a mine.

J. J. HOPKIXS.

California, Penn.

Opinions vary in regard to the question of safety, m
respect to installing a gasoline locomotive in a coal mine,

particularly a gaseous mine. There is, naturally, a strong

objection, we may not say prejudice, to permitting so

large a quantity of such an explosive licjuid as gasoline,

to ha taken into the mine. For the purpose of haulage,

the gasoline is handled in sealed tanks, which are taken

iiito'the mines and installed under heavy covers near the

center of the machine, to guard against possible accidents

due to the breaking of the tanks in the event of collision

and the igniting of the gasoline.

It is claimed that with reasonable care the gasoline

mine locomotive, as now built, is safer than the electric

locomotive used for the same purpose, in mines. It can-

not be denied, however, that the presence of gasoline, in

the quantities required for mine haulage, is and must

necessarily be regarded as a menace to the safe working

of the mine. The majority of mine accidents are due to

carelessness or neglect ; and, to avoid disaster from these

sources, all explosive material should be kept out of the

mine, as far as possible. Many mines, however, are oper-

ating gasoline locomotives successfully, and it may be

said that few serious accidents have resulted.

In this connection, another danger aside from that of

fire and explosion, must be considered. When a gasoline

motor is not working properly, the combustion in the

cylinder is incomplete, and the exhaust gases then contain

appreciable amounts of carbon monoxide. In the normal

working of the engine, the exhaust gases consist chiefly

of nitrogen and carbon dioxide, with water vapor. The

possibility of poisonous gases in the exhaust, though

comparatively slight, may result in fatal consequences un-

der the varied conditions in coal mining. In well ven-

tilated workings there is little danger to be anticipated

from the exhaust of the engine; but the poisonous effect

of the gases should be thoroughly understood by all con-

cerned in the operation of this class of motors. When
the engine is working properly, there is little smoke or

odor noticeable in the exhaust ; and when these are ob-

servable, they indicate incomplete combustion in the cyl-

inder, which should be remedied in order to avoid danger

and obtain the highest efficiency of the machine.

Safety in Mining

Will you kindly state what, in your opinion, are the

most essential elements relating to the safe operation of

coal mines. There has been so much spoken and writ-

ten, in recent years, in regard to means and methods,

the adoption of which it is claimed would reduce dan-

ger and make the mine more immune from accidents,

that the practical man is very much confused as to what

methods will produce the greatest degree of safety.

The importance of humidifying the mine air by the

introduction of steam into the intake airway of the mine,

has received special attention and seems reasonable, both

as a means of laying the dust on the roadways, and de-

creasing the capacity of the air traveling through the

mine, to absorb moisture and dry out the workings. It

has been suggested that the danger of blasting coal in

mines is greatly lessened by reducing the air current ai

the time of firing, but the question is yet unsettled.

A less reasonable suggestion is that the mine air

should be immunized by reducing its oxygen content,

and even by introducing into the air current certain in-

ert gases, mainly carbon dioxide. Now comes the sug-

gestion of building light collapsible stoppings, in order

to localize a possible explosion of gas or dust at the work-

ing face. Is there any wonder that the layman is prac-

tically at sea in regard to most of these matters?

Mine Superintendent.

Pottsville, Penn.

We are glad to receive this inquiry as it reveals the un-

certainty that prevails in the minds of a large num-

ber of practical mine superintendents and foremen who

are desirous of adopting any measures that will make

the mine more safe. While no definite answer can be

given to this inquiry in detail, we are glad to state that

much light has been thrown on many of these questions

by the "discussions in Coal Age, giving the views of

practical men on these subjects. The question of col-

lapsible stoppings is now being discussed.
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EXAMINATION QUESTIONS

Miscellaneous Questions
(•1 /(.'.(((';('</ hij li'i'quesl)

Qiir.i.—What iireeautious sliould be taken in tlie use of

safety lamps in mines?

.Ins.—All safety lamps used in the mine should he of

an approved type and, as nearly a.s praeticable, of the

same kind, exeept those used by the firebosses, who should

own and care for their own lamps. The miners' lamps
should all be owned by the eompany and in their cbarjio.

They should bo examined, cleaned, tilled and trimmed
in a properly equii'ped lamp room or station, by lom-

petent men, after each shift. Preferably, each lamp
should be stamped with a number corresponding to a

check to be given to the man usiug that lamp. As far as

practicable, each miner should have the same lamp given

him, from day to day, and should be held reasonably re-

sponsible for its condition. The lamps should be given

out in exchange for the proper check, previous to eacli

shift, and the check should be immediately hung where

it can be seen, on the hook or in the place previously

occupied by the lamp. At the end of each shift, every

miner returns his lamp and receives again his check for

the same. The hooks, or pigeonholes, for the lamp should

all be numbered to correspond to the number on the

lamp.

On receiving his lamp in the morning, each miner
should carefully examine the same before leaving the

lamp room, to ascertain for himself that it is properly put

together and in good condition, trimmed and filled. In

the mine, the lamp should be carried in an upright posi-

tion, at the side or in front of the person, to protect it

from a strong draft; it should not be swung or tilted to

one side so that the flame inclines toward the gauze or the

glass of the lamp. The wick may be cleaned by the

pricker when necessary to improve the light, but care

must be taken not to raise the wick too high so tliat the

flame will smoke. The lamp must not be exposed to too

.strong a draft and should be protected, as far as pos-

sible, from the concussion of the air caused by a heavy

shot. While at work, the miner must put the lamp where
it will not be in danger of falling, or being knocked over,

or injured by a blow or fall of slate or coal. The miner
must observe the lamp continually, at brief intervals

during the day. It should not be hung too high in the

roof, and, in testing for gas, must not be exposed to the

gas longer than to detect the presence of the same.

Ques.—If when making an examination of the mine
you found a large body of explosive gas, state what pre-

cautions you would take to prevent an accident.

Ans.—If the gas is discovered in the early morning ex-

aminatioji, that section of the mine should be fenced off,

and no one permitted to enter until the gas has been re-

moved and the workings examined and reported safe. It

may be necessary, under certain conditions depending on
tlie arrangement of the ventilating system and the quan-
tity of air in circulation throughout the mine, to ado])t •

the wise precaution of undertaking the removal ul' lii

gas before anyone is permitted to enter the mine exrqi,

those necessary to perform the work. There is always
danger in the presence of a large body of iiredamp in aiiv

section of a mine, however well isolated that section mi
be from the other workings. The danger lies in the pw

sibilily of a heavy roof fall or other unforeseen oeeur-

rence driving the gas back into adjoining sections. This
could occur, to a dangerous extent, as the result of a

slight derangement of the ventilating system, or a hea\y
fail of roof; and, in case of a serious accident resulting,

the mine nuinagement would i)e responsible for not hav-

ing taken every possible precaution.

In the removal of the gas, only competent iiieii sluiulii

be enijiJoyed, and safety lamps should bo used exclusive-

ly. All entrances to the mine or the affected section

should be carefully guarded. Tlie work should be ap-

proached from the intake side, and should lie conducted

with the utmost caution, time being given for the com-
plete removal of the gas from a ])lace, before advancing

further. The progress of the work should be carefully

watched by making frequent tests for gas with the safely

lamp.

Qiics.—Is it safe to pass a current of intake air through

the abandoned portions of a mine before conducting it to

the face of the workings, and if not, why not ?

Ans.—The intake air current in a mine should be con-

ducted as directly as possible to the face of the headiii.;-

or the inby end of the workings and returned along the

working face. The air current should never be conductcil

through abandoned workings before sweeping the work-

ing face, for the reason that there is always more or k'^•

gas given olf and accumulating in these waste places,

and, as a result, the air would be cfnitaniinated to a dan-

gerous extent. As far as practicaijle, all abandoned
places that are not sealed oil should be ventilated by a

separate air current, which should then pass directly in-

to the main-return airway and thence out of the mine.

Que.'<.—A mixture of marsh gas and air at its mosr

explosive point is passing through an airway 4x5 ft. in

section. The average velocity of the current is 100 ft.

per min. What quantity of fresh air must be added to

this current so that it will not be possible to detect gas

on the safety lamp, assuming a cap cannot be detected

when the gas content in the air is 2 per cent, or less?

Ans.—The area of the cross-section of this airway is

4 X 5 = 20 sq.ft. The volume of air in circulation is

20 X 100 — 3000 cu.ft. per min. Firedamp at its most
explosive point contains 9.46 per cent, of marsh gas. The
volume of gas in this air current is, therefore, 2000 X
0.0046 = 189.2 cu.ft. per min.

Xow, assuming that this quantity of gas is 2 per ceiiv.

of the entire mixture after the fresh air is added, th'^

volume of the current would be 180.2 -f- 0.02 = 946'l

cu.ft. per min. Subtracting from this total volume of air

and gas, the original volume, gives, for the fresh air

added, 9460 — 2000 = 7460 ru.ft. iier min.
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COAL AND COKE NEWS

Washington, D. C.

President Wilson signed the new tariff bill on Friday. Oct.

3 There were no changes ot importance in the rate

schedules of the free list, subsequent to the report of the

conference committee on S.pt. 30. Attention is now being

concentrated upon the income tax sections of the law and

upon its administrative features. In particular the working

of the income tax seems to be the subject of strong interest

on the part both of individuals and corporations.

The following summary gives those portions of the income

tax law which have a direct and important bearing upon the

payment of the tax by those who own mining shares or who

are operating mining corporations and are obliged to make

tax returns for the same. Some important changes were

made by the conference committee in this phase of the law

at the last moment, embodying provisions that had not

previously become known. The income tax section itself is

an extremely lengthy document but the following summary

-ives practicallv all of those portions, scattered here and

There throughout the section which are germane to the sub-

"''^The provision as to allowances for depreciation in the

value of mines in making report of net individual income

for taxation is interesting and follows the Senate amend-

ment to the income tax sections. After it has provided for

rne so-called "normal tax" on ordinary incomes the tarift

bill allows certain offsets among which is included the al-

lowance for mine depreciation, in part as follows:

That is computing net income for the purpose of the

normal tax th^e shall be allowed as deductions: First, the

nee^slarv^xpenses actually paid in carrying on any business

JJS?fn?b?ding personal, living, or family expenses; second all
not including P«' =".'''*

Ij^ ^.°^^. ^y a taxable person on in-

d"e\ft;ijnes'y^thYrd all national, 'state, county, school, and
debtedness. iiiiiu. a

wuhin the year, not including those

S'^sesse'dagtfnst'ocil benefits: fourth', losses actually sus-

flfnld during the year, incurred in trade or arising from

flres storms or shipwreck, and not compensated for by in-

?n?a'nce or otherwise; fifth, debts due to the taxpayer actu-

»Vw a4erta°ned to be worthless and charged off within the

vearl?xth a reasonable allowance for the exhaustion, wear
and tear of property arising out ot its use or employment
fn the lousiness not to exc°ed. in the case ot mines. 5 per

rentumot^thf' gross value at the mine ot the output for

?hev^ar for which the computation is made; but no deduc-

?^on shall be made for any amount of expense of restoring

niooeitv or making good the exhaustion thereof for which

an allowance's 01 hal been made: Provided. That no ded.uc-

Uon shrit be allowed for any amount paid out for new build-

ings permanent improvements, or betterments, made to in-

cr?a'se the value of any property or estate.

Subsection G. of the income tax provision is practically a

re-enactment of the corporation tax now in force. The Con-

ference Committee, however, made important alterations in

its terms, leaving it to read in part in the following form:

G (a) That the normal tax hereinbefore imposed upon

foreiln country, then upon tPie amount of net income ai sing

or accruing bv it from business transacted and capital m
vested within the United States during such year

j

,b) Such net income sha 1 be^.«,tained b> deduc^.^g

from the gross amount of
'•j4t'i'J,<n""'or i^nsurance company,

joint-stock company or ast,ociation. "'
(first) all the

deceived within the year t' om a" souices. u <

^^^
ordinary and necessary f.^^Penf^s paid witniii ^^ -

pe,.ties.
maintenance and operation

-^f^.A'^_.\"^;,"auh.ed to be made
including rentals or "thf^'Pf^^'^eo, possesion of property;
as a condition to the contmuHd use oip

^^^. ^^^
(second) all osses actuall sustained «^t

including a rea-

K-^S-'fii^i^^iJ^^^ |L°s'!jl\urIt Tile t-JSfo^f
Te ^o'ut^^uTfo/t'JfJ^eSj7^r°lMcV?re%omputation is made.

HARRISBl'RG. PENN.

Members ot the Mine Cave Commission of Scranton. have

been given a few more days to secure evidence on whicli

will be based whatever action the city finally takes against

the Peoples Coal Co. to stop destruction of private and public

property through the taking out of coal under the city^

Tfter this evidence is gathered, it will then be decided just

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiu iinuuiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiin iiiiiiiii m ii miiii i i """ ""'""'"""'^

what the nature of the action to be brought against the

company will be.
.

. .

Two courses of action are open. The first one is a crimi-

nal action against the company under the provisions of the

"Davis Mine Cave Bill." passed by the recent Legislature, it

the officers of the company are fined or sentenced to jail,

nothing can prevent them, after having paid their fines or

undergone their sentences from continuing their present

methods of mining coal, which methods it is alleged are re-

sponsible for the wrecking of many buildings in the city.

The secoTid action open to the city is to bring suit in

equity asking that the coal company be restrained from min-

ing coal under the streets. This is the action the citizens

want but it is doubtful if the city does anything more

than 'bring suit under the provisions of the "Davis Mine Cave

Act."

If the Mine Cave Commission finds, however, that the coal

company is willfully destroying private property while tak-

ing out coal, it is possible the city will then make such ac-

tion the basis for an equity suit.

The City cannot prevent the company from mining its own

coal, but the question at issue is. whether or not the city

can regulate the manner in which that mining shall be done.

If it can. then the city can prescribe the power of the

charge of' explosive which shall be placed in a vein of coal

under any street or private property.

In any event it is certain that some kind of a suit

will be brought against the coal company, and that before

the suit is finally settled that the constitutionality of the

"Davis Mine Cave Law" will be reviewed by the highest

court of Pennsylvania.
Efforts are being made to secure an agreement as to the

facts in the case. If this plan is successful, both the city and

the coal company will agree on a set of facts and the same

will be submitted to the lower courts with oral and written

arguments by each side in support of the theories which

will be advanced by the respective parties to the suit. The

decision of the lower court will thus be reviewed by the

Supreme Court of this state.

Under this arrangement it will take at least a year and

possibly longer before any decision is finally reached. In the

meantime the company may or may not continue taking out

the coal.
.

What the city is trying for is some effective action which

will prevent the coal company from continuing its present

methods of mining, which methods, it is charged are respon-

sible for the destruction of property.

Suits are also being prepared against the Erie Co.. and

the Kearney & Brown Coal Co., by parties who allege that

the coal in the pillars, under their homes after being bought

and paid for has been mined by these companies, causing the

surface to cave. This is the first time for suits of this na-

ture to be brought up.

The Rescue of Toshesky

On Saturday morning. Oct. 4. at 7:30 a.m.. Thomas Tos-

hesky, a Polander, was released from his prison in the Mam-
moth vein, of the Continnental Colliery, of the Lehigh Valley

Coal Co., situated at Centralia. The coal barrier that had

held hini prisoner since noon on Friday, Sept. 26, had been

pierced.

For five days the imprisoned miner was without food.

On Tuesday, Sept. 30, a bore hole was drilled through a pil-

lar, after which a 2-in. pipe was inserted into the chamber

where he was caught by the rush of coal, and a small quan-

tity of liquid food was sent down. Later came a change of

clothing, a blanket, and a rope which he wove into a ham-

mock. These were forced through after greasing them well.

A remarkable spirit of cooperation was displayed by state

and company officials and the miners alike. The company

issued general orders immediately after the accident that no

expense should be spared in the rescue. Throughout the en-

tire coal regions of Pennsylvania there is unending warfare

between the Slavs and other races from Central and Southern

Europe and the English speaking m'.ners. who are slowly

being driven from the region by an influx of non-English

labor But all this race antipathy was forgotten during the

present crisis in the effort to rescue a fellow workman of

• non-English origin.
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l.oruHt Gap—Great Improvements are helng made by the
Philadelphia & Reading Coal & Iron Co.. at the Locust Sprlnpr
colliery, at Locust Gap. Two new steam dumps have been
Installed and are proving a great Improvement over the old

means of dumping the coal into the breakers. .\ new four-
drum Flory friction engine has been placed on the car road,
to better facilitate the handling of cars when loading for

market.

Pottavlllr—The cloudburst which flooded this section for

a few hours last week furnished only temporary relief from
the drought which has prevailed for several months. An-
other entire week without rain has reduced the water sup-
ply lower than it was a week ago, and unless there Is a
speedy rainfall a number of washerles will again close down.
At least a score of towns in this section are short of water.

Wtlkea-RRrrr—The Important suit of the executor of Hen-
rietta Baker, et al. against the Keystone Coal Co. and others,

tried before Judge Cummings came to a sudden termination
this week when the Court gave the jury binding instructions
to find for the plaintiffs in the full amount of principal and
interest, a tjtal of $H.640. The suit was over the payment
of a mortgage of $8000 on the property of the Keystone Coal
Co. with interest from Dec. 1, 1899.

Lnnxford—The Lehigh Coal & Navigation Co. will not only
convert the whole of Broad Mountain between Mauch Chunk
and Taniaqua into a forest of useful trees to take the place
of the present scrub timber, but will endeavor to reforest all

its fireswept land, wherever situated.

Bituminous

BrannHVille—W. Harry Brown, of Pittsburgh, the well
known operator, is preparing to open a new mine near this

place, .\lready work has been started and the plans are to

open two slopes and a shaft. The plant will have a capacity
of 4000 tons of coal daily. The work of erecting houses for

the employees will be started at once. The opening of this

mine will make the fourth mine for the Pittsburgh or River
Vein of coal in Greene County. The first mine was opened at

Rices Landing by the Dilworth Coal Co.. now owned by Rice's

Landing Coal & Coke Co. The next mine was opened by
the Crucible Coal Co.. and the third by the Poland Coal Co.,

and it is expected that the Youngstown Sheet & Tube Co.

will soon start operations in this vicinity.

Hackett—An injunction suit has been filed against John
Talbot, to restrain him from running water from his naine

across the propeity of Paul Terchek. Terchek claims that the

water contains large quantities of sulphur, which is ruining
his property.

Broekn-ayvllle—The Toby Coal Co. is opening a new mine
south of the property of the McKnight Coal Co., on the Shaw-
mut R.R. line near Brockwayville, Penn.. where it has a seam
about 5 ft. thick. The mine is expected to yield 300 to 400

tons of good-quality coal daily for the next half dozen years.

Punxsutawney—Preparations are being made for opening
another mine in the Toby Valley. The Toby Coal Co. has
secured a considerable coal acreage out of town near the
Pendleton place with the intention of opening it as soon as
the Black Diamond Colliery becomes worked out. It is the
intention to put in an uptodate plant that will accommodate
a large tonnage.

Myersdale—The Huff Coal Co. is pushing two headings into

the 7-ft. coal seam that was struck while prospecting last

summer. The mine will have a capacity of 1000 tons per day.

AVEST VIRGINIA
CbarleHton—A statement recently made to the effect that

plans for purchasing the greater portion of the New River
coal field had fallen through has met with emphatic denial.
It is stated upon good authority that an American represen-
tative has sailed to confer with English capitalists, and it

is expected that the deal will be put through in a short time.
Much complaint is being aroused over the car distribu-

tion system on the Coal & Coke R.R. It is claimed that the
interests of the independent operator are sacrificed for those
mines which are connected financially with the road.

War—The Pocahontas Domestic Coal Co. has recently in-

stalled an inclined plane to handle its output from a new
opening directly to the tipple. This will materially shorten
the haulage and increase the output. The company is also
installing an electric power house principally for haulage
purposes. This with the assistance of a four-ton gasoline lo-

comotive already in operation puts the company in good shape
to greatly increase the output of the mine.

Yukon—The Dryfork Colliery Co. is installing an electric

plant for the purpose of mine haulage. Power will be sup-

plied by the Appalachian Power Co. to a motor-generator set
which ilelivers direct current to the mine at a voltage of 250

l-ex—The Lex Pocahontas Coal Co., recently organized :u
Lex, West Virginia, with J. H. Hamon. president: R. F. Tay-
lor, general manager, and C. A. Reynolds, secretary, ha-s com-
pleted a conl tipple and will soon be in roadineas. for shiji-
ping fuel.

OHIO
NrlNonvlllr—Randall Cable, a mine operator of Nelsonvllle,

filed a petition in the United States Bankruptcy Court with
assets of seven dollars and liabilities of $1505.83.

ColumbuM—Operators In all parts of Ohio do not fear the
announced investigation of Attorney-General Hogan and th.-

Ohio Utilities Commission on the recent advance in comI
They say that the present increased circular is brought about
by the car shortage, which Is growing worse. When the
recent advance was made. Attorney-General Hogan Immedi-
ately announced an investigation charging that the railroads
were In collusion with operators In raising coal quotations.
He said the railroads were trying to work up sentiment in

favor of Increased freight rates and possibly increased pas-
senger rates, and that a searching inquiry would be made
to see If the antitrust law was being violated. It w:[.s

pointed out to him that the lack of a strong state organiza-
tion of operators was the best evidence that there was no
illegal combination.

KENTUCKY
Greenwood—Captain John A. Geary will shortly begin the

shipment of coal from his new mining plant near Greenwood,
which is in the vicinity of Whitley City, Ky. His mine will
operate one of the finest seams of domestic coal in that sec-
tion, and is completely equipped. About 100 men will be em-
ployed.

Louisville—Coal men throughout the state, operators an'l
dealers alike, are much interested in the Coal Dealers' Fin-
Insurance Co., recently incorporated at Louisville by Earl
Martin, former president of the Continental Coal Corporation.
K. U. Meguire, president of the Harlan Coal Mining Co., and
of the Snead-Megulre Coal Co., and others. The capital stock
of the company was fixed at $100,000. but this figure will
probably be increased shortly. Mr. Martin has been at work
on the organization of the company for some time, having
moved some time back from Chattanooga to Louisville, where
the principal offices of the company are to be permanently
located. The company will confine itself to insuring strictly
coal risks, including the yards and equipment of coal dealers
and all insurable matter around coal mines. Investigations,
which have been conducted in Kentucky, Alabama. Tennessee,
Indiana and Illinois, in which five states the company pro-
poses to do business, have shown, according to President
Martin, that the kind of business which the company will
write can be profitably handled at rates at least one-third
lower than those now charged.

INDIANA
Linton—The Little Giant mine has been reopened for the

fall trade, giving employment to 300 men.

Princeton

—

W. H. Ralney, member of the executive com-
mittee of the Indiana miners, called out 250 men at the mine
of the Princeton Coal Co. He demands the reinstatement of
an employee and alleges that he called a strike because he
could not get a hearing on the trouble with Mine Superin-
tendent W'eir.

PeterHhnre—After five months' steady pumping following
the March and April floods, at a cost of iflO.OOO, both Black-
burn mines have resumed operations, giving employment to
200 men.

Terre Haute—Simeon Fermeango, treasurer of the United
Mine Workers at Libertyville, was held up and robbed one
night recently when leaving the lodge hall by two men. The
robbers took $465 and made their escape.

ILLINOIS
Staunton—The Consolidated Coal Co.'s mine No. 7, of this

place, which has been idle for the past four years, is resuming
operations, and coal will be hoisted this week. The company's
Improvements involved an outlay of $30,000, and includes a
new shaft, tipple, and washer at No. 7, and an electric plant
at No. 14, which will furnish power for three mines. Mine
No. 1 of the Mt. Olive & Staunton Coal Co.. is also starting
after six months' suspension, during which its machinery has
been completely overhauled.

Belleville—The Hlbbard mine south of this place, which
has been idle for the past two years, Is undergoing repairs,
and the operators expect to have it in working order within
the next 30 days.
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La Salle—The shaft of the La Salle County Carbon Coal Co.

that was sunk in 1S5S, has recently been equipped with elec-

tric motors to haul the coal. The above company is at presen

operating four mines near La Salle and are large producer.

of Illinois third-vein coal.

Denmniuc—The Madison Coal Corporation will give an ex-

hibition of flre fighting above and below ground, mine-rescue

a^d Tst-aid work on Tuesday. Oct. 14 at the>rm>ne located

at Dewmaine. The work will be done by men emplo>ed and

trained by this company. This exhibition will be instruct. ve

and no doubt a success in every way.

SnrinKfleld-The Illinois Colliery Co.. a $2,000,000 corpora-

tion '"ning mines in Sangamon, Macoupin. Montgomery.

and' Bond Counties, will be sold at auction on Saturday.

NOV fs bv Master in Chancery John M. Pfeifer. to satisfy the

claims of bondholders. Notice of the sale was issued recentU

^n accordance with an order of Judge Creighton. of the San-

lamon Circuit Court. Mines are located at Springfield.

Chatham. Virden, Girard. Litchfield, and Sorento, 111.

MICHIGAN

Ba-r City—John P. While, international president of the

Unite! Mine Workers, has given his decision relative to the

troubfe in Michigan, where 3000 miners were out. o" accoun

of the discharge of three of their number. He holds tha

°he strike was not Justified, as the trouble was one subject

to arbitration. Mr. White had been selected as arbitrator.

IOWA
CenterTille—Poor business management and deals on the

Board of Trade are given as the reason for the business fail-

ure of the A. Mitchell & Son Coal Co. The assets are given

as $26,000, and the liabilities are $36,000.

MISSOURI

Kansas Citv—The strike situation in Colorado has resulted

in a movemeni of miners eastward, and operators of Missouri,

Kansas anT Arkansas are now well provided for in the -ay

of help Full production for the winter is assured by the

addition of the strikers. Miners in Colorado demand recog-

nition of the union by operators. This has been 'fused and

robabilities are for a long-drawn disagreement. Most of the

n ines in Kansas and Missouri are manned by union labor ex-

clusively, and the Colorado miners are --king this section

as a haven of refuge during the storm in the West.

ARKANSAS
Spadra-Lighting struck the top works at the Duck's Nest

Mine and destroyed property valued at $75,000.

Denning—The Western Coal & Mining Co. has recently

taken options on about 10.000 acres of coal land in the vicinity

of Heber Springs.

OKLAHOMA
Mccurtain—The mines of the Sans Bois Coal Co.. at McCur-

fiin which have been closed since the disastrous explosion

a year ago last March, in which nearly one hundred miners

perished have resumed operations. They will employ about

600 men.
COLORADO

Fruita-Fruita people intend to take advantage of a re-

cent act of congress permitting municipalities to acquire gov-

ernment coal lands. U is probable that a municipally oper-

a ed mine will supply the demand If the necessary title or

lease can be secured from the Department of the Interior

This matter will be taken up through the proper officials, and

Congressman Taylor will be asked to assist in starting the

municipal mines.

Crested Bntte—The Crested Butte Anthracite Mining Co.

has acquired and will operate the old Smith anthracite mine

located about four miles northwest of Crested Butte up Slate

Creek on Smith hill. This mine has been idle for about six

years.

apparatus for gas separation: also coal-preparing plant, steam

and electric compressing and water-pumping plants, and

other adjuncts. The initial cost will be about $1,000,000.

There will also be erected a 5,000,000-cu.ft. gas holder at an

additional cost of $250,000 and later on another of 3,000,000

eu.ft. capacity. The plant will carbonize 1000 tons of coal per

day and will require a high-grade coking fuel, which will be

imported from Pennsylvania or West Virginia.

From this coal it is expected there will be produced 700

tons of coke per day and also the byproducts comprising

tar. ammonia sulphate and benzol. The tar will be worked

up into various marketable products, while the coke will

supply the requirements of the blast furnaces of the Steel

Co. of Canada, and the foundry industries of Hamilton and

neighboring industrial centers, which now import their fuel

from the United States. The plant will be electrically

equipped, and will use between 700 and 1000 hp. It will give

employment to about 300 men, and the subsidiary industries

will also require a large number of operatives.

PERSONAL vS

state Commissioner John H. Page, of Arkansas, has ap-

DOinted John T. Fuller, of New York City, as state mineral-

ogist and mining engineer.

Ravmond D. Clere, of Boyd County, Ky., has been ap-

pointed by Governor McCreary an assistant state mine in-

spector, succeeding H. G. Van Hoose. Inspector Clere took

up his duties Oct. 1.

On account of the death of President Cyrus H. Policy, of

Buffalo. Harrv Yates has been elected president, W. W. Camp-

bell vice-president, and William H. Nicol, general sales agent

of the Seneca and Punxsutawney Coal Mining Companies.

Other positions are left unchanged. The Falls Creek Coal Co.

will still be managed with the others.

J B Atkinson has retired from the position of His

Majesty's Inspector of Mines, and begun a practice as con-

sulting" mining engineer at 9 Kensington Terrace. Newcastle-

upon-Tvne Mr. Atkinson has had many years of broad

experience both as an inspector of mines and while asso-

ciated with the management of large collieries in Durham

and Yorkshire.

Geo Brvmer. superintendent of the Edgewater mine of

the Tennessee Coal, Iron & Railroad Co., has resigned his

position on account of poor health and will take a six

months' rest. His address for the present will be Gwynedd

Valley Penn. Mr. Brymer intends to return to Alabama m
the fuiure and is enthusiastic over the climate and business

possibilities of that district.

CONSTRUCTION NEWS

Hamilton, Ontario—The Hamilton By-Product Coke Ovens,

Ltd. in which American capital is largely interested, is be-

ing organized with an authorized capitalization of $1,000,000

to manufacture coke for smelting, foundry and domestic pur-

poses The contemplated investment is considerably larger

than the nominal capital. A site of 33 acres has been secured

in Hamilton. ^ ,. .

The first unit will consist of 50 ovens each of 16 tons ca-

pacity operating on IS-hr. time, and three rows of byproduct

Canton 111. Work of repairing the boiler room at the Big

Creek mine was begun recently. The rebuilding of the mine

has been steadily going on, and indications are that before

many weeks it will be possible to ship run of mine coal prob-

ably not later than Nov. 1.

Hillsboro, III.—The Shoal Creek Coal Co. is preparing to

sink a mine on the Woodall farm, about three miles South-

west of Hillsboro. This mine has been under contemplation

for the past two years, but even yet all of the arrangements

have not been completed. Prospecting is. however, being

carried on to determine the most suitable place to sink the

shaft.

MIddlesboro, Ky.—A number of Eastern capitalists, as well

as several prominent coal operators in the MIddlesboro dis-

trict are interested in a project to construct an electric rail-

way system in and around MIddlesboro. to serve the town

and also to connect the various mines in that district. It is

proposed ultimately to connect Middlesboro and Pineville if

the road is successful as first constructed.

Whitley City, Ky.—Work is progressing actively on the

operation which is being opened up on the Geary property.

Chief Engineer E. W. Vanable. who has charge of the work,

has had six crews busy for about three weeks, and recently

put on a 24-hr. shift in order to make better progress. It is

said that the coal is showing nicely along the river, but Mr.

Vanable said recently that the company will probably operate

shaft mines along the railroad instead of operating on the

river.
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ChnrlcHion. \v. Vn.^It is now nlmost certain that a now
railroad will be constructod alone Tup Hlver on the south
side, a distance of 50 miles or more between Majestic and
Turkey Creek. A corps of Norfolk and Western engineers
are now on the cround doinp preliminary work. No Inform-
ation can be had as to the ultimate plans of the company,
but It has been hinted that the activity of the Baltimore &
Ohio in the coalfields has caused the Norfolk & Western to

take the Initiative in further extending its tonnafte by ac-

quiring; new territory. Whether the survey means imme.liate
building is merely a matter of conjecture.

Bluefleld, >V. Vo.— .\ scheme is on foot to electrify the
coalfields of eastern Kentucky. Tennessee and western Vlr-

Kinla alonK the lines of the Louisville & Nashville, Norfolk &
Western, and the Carolina. Clinchfleld & Ohio Ry. Stuart and
James, engineers, of Bluefleld, are in charpre of this work,
which will be one of the largest enterprises of its kind in

the country, and will probably mean the establishment of at

least three steam-operated central plants, located at dif-

ferent mines throughout the section to be traversed. Steel

tower transmission lines will run a distance of about 100

miles from Dante. Va., to Jellico. Tenn., passing; throuijh the
Harlan, Middlesboro, Pineville, and Jellico districts. One of

the steam power plants is now under construction, while an-
other now operating; has a surplus of power for the immedi-
ate feeding of the mines in the districts which will be elec-

trified. Power will probably be transmitted at 110,000 volts
and stepped down at the centers above mentioned for local

distribution.

\Vhl(eiibnrK> Ky.—It Is reported that the Virginia Coal &
Coke Co.. operating extensive coal-mining plants in the Wise
County. Va., coalfields, is starting an extensive plant on the
headwaters of Guests' River, a few miles from Whitesburg,
on the Virginia border, which will probably be the largest in

Virginia. The company has already made good progress in

the work, and has established a new town, to be known as

Glenmore, which will be reached by the Interstate branch of

the Louisville & Nashville, which has been held up at Norton,
Va.. owing to a right-of-way suit which is pending in the
Virginia Court of Appeals.

Clevelanil, Ohio—The M. A. Hanna Dock Co. has increased
its capitalization from $210,000 to $500,000.

CleTeland, Ohio—The M. A. Hanna Coal Co. has increased
its capitalization from $100,000 to $200,000.

Salrm, Ohio—The Deming Co., of Salem, Ohio, manufacturers
of mine pumps, has filed papers with the secretary of state,

increasing its capital stock from $150,000 to $250,000.

Knoxvllle, Tenn.—The Catrons Creek Coal Co. has filed

amended articles of incorporation increasing its capital stock
from $40,000 to $75000. additional capital for development
work being desired by the company.

Wllmlnf^on Del.—The Pocahontas & Southwestern Coal
Co.. of Wilmington, Del., was recently granted a charter
under the laws of Delaware, with a capital of $200,000; Harry
W. Davis. Wilmington, principal incorporator.

BelleTlIle. III.—Articles of incorporation for the New
Preeburg Coal Co. have been filed at the office of C. A.
Sommers. recorder. The capital stock is $6000, and the in-

corporators are L. Senior, V. M. and John Henderson.

Indlanapollti, Ind.—The Linton Summit Coal Co., of Lin-
ton, has been organized with a capital stock of $45,000 for
the purpose of mining. The directors are J. A. Templeton,
W. J. Hamilton, Philip Pcnna. Davis R. Scott, and J. P.

Jeffries.

PfttHburKh, Penn.—The Ozark Bauxite Co. has been or-
ganized tor the production of coal, gas, and other minerals
and ores. The capital stock is $25,000. of which $500 has
been subscribed and $50 paid in. The incorporators are W.
B. Recher, 3. B. Kelly, W. H. Young, J. M. Holliday, and
George I. Wolf, all of Pittsburgh

Kaeferton, W. Va.—The Milburn Coal Co., has been or-
ganized to develop 5900 acres of coal land and has already
closed a machinery contract. It wiil install a plant with Ini-

tial capacity of 2500 tons daily to cost from $200,000 to $300,-
no; on the Paint Creek division about 18 miles from the main
line of the Chesapeake & Ohio R.R.

Denver, Colo.—Articles of incorporation have been filed in
the office of the secretary of state for the United Yampa
Collieries Co. This Is a four million dollar corporation form-
ed to operate large tracts of coal lands in Routt and Moffat

Counties. The Incorporators are John F. Campion, Fredk. G.
.Moffat, and Kenneth B. Townsend. The project iiuludcs the
building of a railroad, 110 miles long, to connect the Denver
and Salt Lake at a point near the confiuence of the Elk and
Bear rivers, and the Union Pacific near Rawlins.

p—: „ „ „. „ „ „ ^ ^.

I INDUSTRIAL NlvWS I

CnnnrllHvllle, I'enn—The lli-da works at Pleasant Unity
are turning out about 135 tons of coke per day. Fifty of
the 171 new ovens have been completed.

t'uliimhuii, Ohio—Notices have been issued for the annu.il
stockholders' meeting of the Hocking ValUy Ry., which will
be held In the general offices In the Spahr Building. A boanl
of directors will be elected.

Nenburs, \V. Vn.—The Virginia-Maryland Coal Corpora-
tion began shipping from its newly opened Scott Hill mine
near here on Oct. 2. This mine is one of the most modernly
equipped collieries In the state.

St. ClnlrHVlile. Ohio—Henry G. Unterzubar, of Bellaire has
filed suit in the local court, claiming $15,000 damages for
the loss of his arm, which was torn oft when he was caught
in a cable at the mines owned by the Johnson Coal Co.

Ulalne, Ohio—Determining to devote its entire attention to
the coal and coal mining business, the Loraine Coal & Dock
Co., one of the largest operators in the Belmont County
field, has sold Its company store at P.l.iine. The general
store sold for something in the neighborhood of $50,000, it is

understood.

Belleville, III.—Suit has been brought in the circuit couit
by the trustees for the bondholders of the Royal Coal Mining
properties here, to foreclose on the mortgages. They claim
that because of financial troubles the mine has been unable
to operate for several months, and that the sooner the prop-
erties are disposed of the more they will bring.

Whltesbure, Ky.—Announcement is made of the purchase
by .\. H. McClure, and associates of Frankfort, of the John
and Henry Combs coal and timber land tract on Lower
Rockhouse Creek at a price which is unusually large al-
though it has not been made public. It is said to be the in-
tention of purchasers to develop the property at an early
date.

St. Louis, Mo.—When the Manufacturers R.R. bought the
St. Louis & O'Pallon R.R., it was understood that the coal
mines at the eastern terminus of the line between Belleville
and O'Fallon, 111., were not included. It has since been an-
nounced, however, that the mines also had been purchased
and paid for. These produce on the average 135 cars of coal
a day.

Onensboro, Ky.—John B. Brasher, representing a syndi-
cate composed of Madisonville, Ky., and Eastern people, re-
cently closed a deal for a coal mine and yard at Owensboro,
Ky., and has taken charge of the property as general manager
for the purchasers. The property is practically new and Is
well equipped, its location in Owensboro. a city of 20,000
inhabitants, being particularly favorable.

Springfleld, III—On information filed in the Circuit Court
by Assistant States Attorney Bernard, a case will be estab-
lished to determine the constitutionality of the law requiring
coal mines, foundries, steel plants, and other factories to pro-
vide a wash house for the employees. The information has
reference especially to the Cora Coal Mining Co., at Andrew.
Here it is said the men are compelled to leave the mine with
dust and grime upon their face and hands.

Plttshargh, Penn.—Fatalities in the coal mines of the
United States during the first seven months of the year, num-
bered 1437 as compared with 1419 in the same period last
year, according to the reports of the Bureau of Mines. Penn-
sylvania leads the list with 763 deaths, an increase of 197
over last year, of these 3.S0 were In the anthracite and 383
in the bituminous fields. West Virginia with 181 deaths
shows a decrease of 72 over the fatalities in the first seven
months of 1C12.

Columbus, Ohio—Attorney-General Hogan has written a
letter to Receiver George P. Johnson, of the Detroit, Toledo
& Ironton Ry. Co. advising that if steps are not taken at once
to Improve the service of the road he will ask the Federal
Court to annul the company's charter. The same kind of
ultimatum was forwarded to the attorney for the bondholders.
Of the 20 engines belonging to the road which were con-
demned recently by the Ohio boiler inspection department
14 have been repaired and returned to service.
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CiEXER At, REVIEW
firm control. Market quiet l>ut po-

leutuiiteil with the adviineliiK sea-

nthor conditions the iiredomlnatlne.

Producers continue 1'

tency of the situation

son. Car supply and v

Influences at the moment.

The coal markets have presented little of additional in-

terest during the past week. In the bituminous situation no

uncertainties have developed, and producers continue as

firmly in control as at any time during the past few months.

The "uniformity with which quotations are maintained in all

the markets of the country speaks eloquently for the trend

of conditions. Where reverses are recorded they are easily

traceable to an over-shipping of specialties, principally of the

lower grades, into certain restricted markets; their effect on

the potency of the general situation may be neglected.

Every confidence is expressed in the outlook, while the

general firmness is being accentuated almost daily by the

advancing season. One of the most significant features of

the situation is the enormous increase in the shipments of

the principal coal roads; the September reports for a number

of the more important carriers show a continuation of the

substantial advance over previous records, while the gain

for the year to date is so large as to cause apprehension,

were it "not known that the coal was going into immediate

consumption.
In anthracite, it is becoming increasingly difficult to ob-

tain shipments of nearly all sizes, companies appearing to

have more orders than they can take care of for some weeks

to come. Concessions by the individuals have now practically

ceased altogether. Business is already being turned down,

and a little cold weather is all that is necessary to precipitate

an active market.
The strong undertone to bituminous continues unchanged,

with producers very cautious about future commitments.

The improvement is even noticeable in the lower grades. A
higher price level has now been definitely established in the

Pittsburgh district; contracts for the year can still be

closed at the old circular, but, for deliveries up to Apr. 1

only, the new quotations are invariable demanded. Pro-

duction there has also been seriously curtailed by the car

shortage, which is expected to become even more serious be-

fore the close of navigation on the lakes.

The car situation in Ohio is the predominating feature in

that market. The visible supply of equipment is rapidly di-

minishing, and production has been seriously curtailed as a

result. The Lake shipping is at the maximum, while the

steam business is showing good form and the domestic

grades are being stimulated by the cool weather. Dump-
ings at Hampton Roads have fallen off because of the heavy

movement to the Lakes, but business, nevertheless, still con-

tinues active.

The car shortage in the Middle "West has almost reached

acute proportions, while one important congestion has al-

ready been reported. As a result of the uncertainey in the

movement, the market is notably stronger and is now in the

most satisfactory condition for the last three years. A sharp

fall in temperature is the only thing necessary to make a

very active situation in the Jliddle Western market.

BOSTON', M.VSS.

Hampton Roads dispatch somewhat Improved, shippers

holding; coal for boats due, and spot market rather light.

Georses Creek shortage continues and creates a better de-

mand for certain of the Pennsylvania grades. Dealers vrait-

ing turns for authraclte shipments, and broken and stove

very hard to get.

Bituminous—Prices at Hampton Roads continue nominal,

for there is practically no spot coal available. The agencies

are all saving their receipts against transportation that is

due to arrive. Dispatch therefore is rather better than a

week ago and while this is not regarded as a sign of weak-
ness yet there is not the demand in New England for prompt
coal that was expected at this time. Some of the operators

are seeking premiums of the various shippers but the latter

for the most part are confining themselves to contract ob-

ligations. Indeed, it is doubtful if today any considerable
tonnage could be sold at $3 fob. There is a strong under-
tone however with still a considerable anxiety on the part of

consumers who have supplies due them on contract.

Thick weather again prevails and should it continue a

week or so it will probably put a different face on the

distributing market here. .A.t present the supply for inland

delivery is ample end on car prices are somewhat easier than

a week ago.
On Georges Creek the situation is no better than during

September. The bulk of the output is going to fill requisi-

tions from the Government and for export. The loading at

Baltimore is still slow and at Philadelphia there is practically

none of this grade available for coastwise shipment.

The Pennsylvania coals that can in any way be con-

sidered substitutes for Georges Creek are in better demand
than for 60 days. Prices are up another five cents on the

better known grades and all the shippers are going slow on

futures. There is a good deal of inquiry for the Clearfields

that are favorably regarded, especially for shipment in con-

junction with anthracite from Philadelphia.

Anthracite—The shortage of stove is fast becoming acute.

Broken, too, is increasingly hard to get, and dealers are pa-

tiently waiting their turns for shipments of any kind. The
companies have all the business they can take care of for

weeks to come. The recently announced advance in freight

rates on anthracite company transportation from New York
to points around Cape Cod and on Long Island Sound are

apparently in full effect, save only in the case of one or two
companies.

At retail, hard coal in Boston was advanced 25e. Oct. 2,

making ?7.75, $S and $8.25 respectively the prices for egrg,

stove and chestnut per net ton delivered. The bituminous

market is now quotable as follows:

Cambrias Georges Pocahontas
Clearfields Somersets Creek New Uiver

Mines* S1.10@1.60 SI. 30@1. 70 51-670,1.77
Philadelphia* 2.35@2.85 2.55@2.95 2.92(33.02
NewYork* 2.65@3.15 2.8.5(33.25 3.22(ai3.32

Baltimore* 2.85@2.95
Hampton Roads* S2.90@3.00
Provldeucet 3S*@3 Ri
Bostont 3.93(a3.9S

*F.o.b. tOn cars.

NEW YORK
Car supply the controlling feature in the bituminous situ-

ation. Business continues heavy and prices iirmly held.

.Vnthraclte trade a weather proposition. A surplus of egg, but

stove coal is In equally short supply.

Bituminous—A sharp restriction in the car supply has

caused the local soft-coal market to experience a further and

quite perceptible tightening up. There has been no change

in the situation on the B. & O., which has been notably bad

for several weeks, while the Pennsylvania made an un-

expectedly poor showing during the last three days of last

week, when the supply amounted to only about 40% re-

quirements. The roads ascribe their trouble to the slow

return of equipment from foreign lines. The outlook for

the current week is not very favorable at this writing, al-

though the roads claim they are receiving their cars back
more rapidly, and there will be a moderately good supply

this week. No complaints as yet have been received regard-

ing the situation on the New York Central.

There does not seem to be much surplus coal available,

and operators are occasionally being forced into the open
market for tonnages to fill out their contracts. A great

deal of difficulty is still being experienced with labor, miners
at a number of the Pennsylvania operations now flatly re-

fusing to work on any Saturday. The volume of spot busi-

ness, locally, appears to be a little larger, particularly, in

the line trade. There is not much contracting being done,

and few operators show any disposition to accept anything
now for delivery up to Apr. 1, preferring to keep what coal

they have available unless a favorable business is offered for

the year. We continue to quote the local market on the

following basis:

West Virginia steam, S2.60@2.65; fair grades of Pennsyl-

vania, $2.70(g)2.75; good grades of Pennsylvania, $2.S0@2.S5;

best Miller Pennsylvania, ?3.10@3.20; George's Creek, $3.15@

3.25.

Anthracite—The hard-coal market is showing a tendency
to drag, pending a change in weather conditions. Egg
coal is particularly heavy and can be moved only at conces-
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sions from 15® 25c. per ton off the rejiular circular. Ship-

ments of egg and nut are heavy. The better grade sleiim

sizes are in moderately good demand, while the off grades
are slow. Stove coal continues generally strong at all points

and Is still the feature of the market; indications point to a
shortage of this grade all winter. With the exception of egg
eoal. there are little or none of the other grades going Into

"lorage.

As already noted. It Is essentially a weather market from
.ow on. although there are some who believe that there will

be an active situation this winter, regardless of climatic

conditions. The return of warm weather this week seems
to have had a softening Influence upon the local situation.

However, it is believed that all the mines will be working
full time from now on and. although the situation at tide is

rather uulet, the line trade is showing a good healthy under-
tone.

\Vu now quote the New York market as follows ;

^Upper Ports Lower Ports
Circular Individual Circular Individual

Hrokcn So 00 $4.0.5

Kkx 5.2.5 $.5.10(3,3.2.5 5.20 $5.00(013 20
Stove 5.25 3.2.5@,5 .50 3.20 5.20#3.45
Chestnut 5.50 3 50 3.45 5.45
Pea 3.50 3 40(11.3.50 3.45 3.30(*3 45
Buciiwlicat 2.75 2.60(0)2.75 2.45^2.70 2.35(3,2.70

liir,. 2 23 2 2.5fe.2.35 1 9.5(0,2.20 1.90(&2 20
RirKy I To 1.75 1.50 l.oOfel.iO

>hii,\ue:lphi.\, pkw.
Ilroki-n una hiovp in very !.h<irl supply. Price cutting I>y

individual!* about Ntopped.

A little cold weather will spur the anthracite coal trade

Into activity in this vicinity. All the operators are working
their mines full time, and claim to be disposing of every ton
of their product. As a matter of fact, broken and stove coal

are far behind the demand; while it is yet early in the sea-

son, there have been cases of business on the former size

being turned down, owing to the inability of the operator to

fill it when required. Broken coal has been in poor supply
ever since the first of April, and does not seem to improve
as the season grows. Reassuring reports come from tho

dealer as well as the operator for a good business from now
on, at circular prices, as the individual operators seem to

have declined making further concessions. One hears of very
little cutting, and this only when there is danger of coal

going on demurrage Only one large operating company in

this city seems to make the Pennsylvania state tax condition

insistent, refusing to depart from its policy adopted at the
Inception of this tax; with the demand on, it is likely to make
little dllTerence.

Retail prices for the winter are announced as follows:

Hroken and egg. $6.75; stove. $7; chestnut, $7.25; pea, $5,251®

5.50, with 25c. per ton added if carried in. This for a ton of
2240 lb.

Slack or screenings seem to be the leader in the bitum-
inous market at the present time, bringing about a complete
change of the situation. Prices are anywhere from 25 to 30c.

higher than has been quoted for a month or six weeks back,
and the increase only seems to enhance the scarcity; $1@1.05
is about the maximum. The market on the other varieties,

however, seems to remain unchanged, although, if anything
there is a leaning to weakness rather than strength. One
still hears of car shortage, both in the bituminous as well
as anthracite regions, and with the advent of cold weather,
this is likely to occasion trouble.

PlTTSBl ROH. PE\X.
Regi'lar minimum prices for prompt etiul announced hy

openitorM eorreNpuntling ttt nflvnnced price** recently ijuoted
in open mnrlirt. Former circular pricpx nomlnnlly in force
for yearly eiintrnctN. Iiut no demnnil. Car supply poorer, de-
ereosing production materially lit »*imi- mineM. ConnelH-
ville coke market is deHnltely lower, all demand having been
.sntlsfied «ithont cut prices dlsnppenring.

Bituminous—In recent reports we have noted a growing
scarcity of prompt coal at the circular prices, and last week
noted the absence of any in the market except at advances of
10 @ 20c. This situation has crystallized into definite an-
nouncements of higher minimum prices on the part of va-
rious operations. On Oct. 1 the Pittsburgh Coal Co. an-
nounced the following as its minimum figures for prompt:
Jline-run. $1.40: 24. jn., $1.50; IVt-m.. $1.65. Sales have been
effected at these prices without difficulty. Other operators
have advanced to at least this level, while some have gone to
$1.50 for mine-run. $1.60 for ?4-in. and $1.70@1.75 for l>4-in.
and claim to have made some sales.

,\s to contracts, many operators will contract for regular
deliveries up to Apr. 1 at their prompt prices while some
refuse to do so. On contracts for a year the old circular
prices, based on $1.30 for mine-run, are nominally still in

force, but some operators would decline to sell at them, and
In general there is practically no demand for such contracts
We quote tlie nominal season contract market unchanged :i.-<

follows: Slack, SOc; nut and slack, $1.05; nut, $1.25; mine-
run, $1.30; !)>,-in.. $1.40; l?4-ln. domestic. $1.55, and quote th.

prompt and forward market as follows; Slack, $1.10® I.;;.',

mine-run, $1.40ift 1.50; \-in., $1.50&1.G0; 1 Vi -In.. '

$1.654i)1.7.-..

per ton at mine, Pittsburgh district.

Reports as to car supply vary. A large Interest report.s

the supply as much worse than 30 days ago and appreciably
worse than 10 days ago, to such an extent that its production
is seriously curtailed, while some other operators report th.

supply as somewhat insulliclent, but not measurably wors.
than 30 days ago. Shortage of labor Is a factor but iii,t

nearly as serious a one as car supply in determining produc-
tion. Considering the season, prospects are naturally for a
further decrease in car supply during the next 30 days but
after the close of lake shipments five or six weeks hence, a
good supply should obtain.

ConnrllNvllle Coke—The coke market has not bein
strengthened as hoped by the accretions to the ranks of tin

"regulars" as reported a week ago. On the contrary th.

market is now definitely quotable on a lower basis us lln

October demand for furn.Tce coke has been entirely satis
fled without all the cut price coke being absorbed. During
the past ten days sales for both prompt and October ship-
ment have been made at $2.15 to $2.25, involving furn;i. .

coke of substantially standard grade, while slightly off grail.-

coke has gone at a trifle less. There is now no demand foi-

prompt or October, and only diletante inquiry for November
and December, while no interest at all is manifested In ne.\t

year's deliveries, though quotations of $2.25 could no doubt be
secured.

The alignment today is that about 5000 ovens sell through
the Producers Coke Co., having a minimum quotation of
$2.50. and about the same number sell independently but
are adhering to this minimum, while an equal number are
controlled by other operators, some of whom are willing to
sell at $2.25 or less, and demand is so light that these opi 1

-

ators make the market. Unless conditions improve the
"regulars" will probably recede to say $2.25 for next year,
but for this year they simply stay out of the market. There
is a temporary accumulation of coke loaded and awaiting
shipping instructions, which points to a special restriction of
operations this week by dropping a day or two at the end.
AVe quote: Prompt furnace, $2.15@2.25; contract furnace,
$2.25; prompt foundry, $2.75@3; contract foundry, $2.75&3,
per ton at ovens.

The "Courier" reports production in the Connellsville and
lower Connellsville region in the week ended Sept. 27 at
385,494 tons, an increase of 7057 tons, and shipments at 383,-
366 tons, a decrease of 6376 tons.

B.VLTIMORR. MI),
fienemlly stronger tone to the market, even for lowest

grjMles, Slack continues ti» show remarkable form. Kx~
i>n the increase. Retnll anthracite pricespi»rt business agai

ndvt ed.

The market here continues to be highly interesting; dui--
ing the past week it showed decided evidences of strengthen-
ing. Not only did the good grade coals, already largely out
of the market, hold steady at their high level, but the lower
grades, that had showed signs of weakening, were in better
call and at advancing prices.

Demand throughout the Northwestern territory continues
excellent for West Virginia gas coals. Three-quarter in
large lots was being sold at from $1.15 to $1.20 Westward,
and what was released East was good for from $1.10 to $1.15,
a decided improvement over the figures of a short time pre-
vious. Low grade run-of-mine was also doing much bettei-,

selling in some cases up to the $1 mark. This was from 10
to 15c. better than previous quotations.

Slack was the decided feature again; sales around $1.10
were not unusual. The demand seems to be increasing stead-
ily and still higher figures are expected. Pennsylvania steam
coals were much stronger along with the rest of the market;
even ordinary grades there were selling at from $1.15 to
$1.20.

Car supply was quite short again during the past week in
both the Fairmont and Somerset regions. This was in
distinct contrast to the previous week when an exceptionally
heavy tonnage was handled. Port business is again im-
proving. A large number of foreign charters have been an-
nounced for the coming month's loadings.

Interest was injected into the local anthracite situation
by a meeting of the Baltimore Retail Coal Exchange when it
was decide to add 25c. per ton to the regular winter schedule.
This is to cover the 2^4 7' Pennsylvania, state tax which is
being tacked on to most bills to local coal men, and the
regular increased cost of winter deliveries.
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BIPFALO. N. Y.

Production up to the full limit of the oar ""'"y- "^"7
shipments of Alleebeny Valley coal to the Lalies. The out-

look «heu Lake shipping closes. Anthracite picking up

"^""Bltnminous-The coal production is now up to the full

limit of the car supply. Operators generally report that

he outputs are entirely covered for several weeks to come

and that thev are obliged to go into the open
"'^•''f'

/"

ir-id^Tl>:^sftno^^nl^fe.^ ^h^"^^ ts

H:rif;;:^:i^e^=or^ii^r^^ri^r?::
ratU^^rsUic" have never before been very '^-vy '^ut m.ne^

which formerly shipped but little m th.s ™ a^.e now

sending their entire outputs there, superseding t^^B

J'"^
burgh coal which formerly controlled this business almost

^'^'^Thf hJavy shipping in the I^ake trade ^as .-eated the

oi^inion among some, that when this closes. Dec. 1. the.e

^Tu be a Sharp slump in the market. It
--^^'^^--^^eTv'

in this connection, however, that consumption will be heav

nv increased bv that time, due to the advancing season,

^^ile on the other hand, the movement will be materially re-

Ttrict^d bv the inevitable car shortage. While the ror.ds are

^low handling the situation in fairly good form, this is mostly

due to the short haul to the Lake shipping ports, when the

gene al demand opens up all over the country, the haul will

be much longer, the movement more complicated and the

equipment more scattered. Bituminous is already being

loaded in box-cars, coke racks, or anything that can be ob-

^'^T^he scarcity of money among the Canadian consumers is

being commenLd on a great deal in the local trade it seems

to be a question as to whether they will be able to meet

heii obligations when the returns from the crops come in^

However, money is not easy locally, either, although the.e is

no general complaint about collections as yet.

Buvers are not alarmed over the outlook, however for, as

a rule thev are well covered by contracts on which they

are demanding full shipments. Generally speaking, good

prtces were obtained on this business, but not nearly so

much as might have been in the prompt -->'«^
-^V« 90 or

ent time. Quotations are quite as strong as ever at $2.90 tor

Pittsburgh lump, $2.S0 for three-quarter, «2.65 for mine-run

and $2.25 for slack, with Allegheny Valley ^bout 20c. lowei,

except slack, which often sells on a par with Pittsburgh

Coke-While there appears to be a heavy consumption of

this product, consumers seem to be in control °f ^be si ua-

tion and the market is weak. Reports are heard that

ovens are to be blown out but there is always still plenty o

the coke to meet the demand. Local quotations remain at

S4 So for best Connellsville foundry.

LthracIt^The demand is improving slowly but steadily,

i oreat deal of uncertainty is still evident regarding the

'new Pennsylvania state tax, and it is the general opinion

that it will be declared invalid by the courts Stove is n

such heavv demand, that producers are already obliged to

force the buyers to take a certain percentage of egg with all

orders. The shipper or jobber not infrequently adds the 25c.

'^^Anthracurthipments by lake were 532^15 tons .or Sep-

tember, which is less than the corresponding ™o"th of last

season for the first time. For the season to October the

amount is 3,840,536 tons, as against 2,482.353 tons to the

Tme date last season. With two full months ^^t this seaso

the shipments are about 115.000 tons ahead o^. ^^st seasom

Shipping agents say that they could handle considerable more

coaf th^n they are getting and they are eager to keep up

their tonnage.

COLl MBIS. OHIO

Increasing car shortage i.s restricting production seri-

ouslT. The situation is steadily becoming worse and as a

result prices are strong. The demand for all grades Is good.

Lake trade continues active.

The feature of the coal trade in Ohio during the past

week has been the increasing c..r shortage which is cur-

tailing production to a large extent. This together with he

good demand has maintained quotations firmly in fact the

Tendency is upward and there is very little cutting of prices

On the" other hand some premiums are being offered for

spot shipments It is believed that the car shortage will

grow"e soon and dealers are preparing to increase stocks

"
The'"trongest point in the market is the demand for the

domestic graLs. Retailers are placing orders for immediate

Shipment and their business is growing better as the winter

approaches; every effort is being made to guard against a

shortage of stocks when the first cold spell arrives. De-

liveries to customers are being made now and most of the

large householders have laid in their winters supply of fuel.

Retail prices are advancing and are now the highest in two

years. The Toledo docks of the Hocking Valley Railroad

have handled 2,300,000 tons since the opening of navigation.

The steam trade is also rather strong for the season of

the year. Manufacturing is active, especially in iron and

steel and other metal lines. Requisitions for fuel are hold-

ing up well and in some cases are being increased. Coupled

with that demand is the good freight movement on rail-

roads which requires a larger fuel tonnage. Contracts are

being carried out but renewals are being made at higher

figures than prevailed last season.

Car shortage has curtailed production. This is especially

true of Eastern Ohio and the Pomeroy Bend district where

the shortage of cars has been the most pronounced. It is

estimated that those districts only produced 55 7,, of normal

during the week. In the strictly domestic fields of Massillon

and Cambridge the production was also smaller; in the Hock-

ing Valley the output is estimated at 65'/,.

Quotations in the Ohio fields are as follows:

Hocliing Pittsburgh Pomeroy Kanawha

Domesticlump $1.75@1.70 ...-„.^-, • «? 9" ®
i ?? «>; I? i } I!!

3-4inch 1.60® 1.55 $1.50®' 1.40 1./5@1.6q ISj®}-""

i£^^- :: list lis •1:25^1:20 l:»il;t V.i||

TOLEDO. OHIO

^tenm business shows good form while Lake shipping

continues up to the maximum for the season. Car shortage

affecting the situation. Cool weather stimulating the do-

mestic demand.

The shortage in cars has been more marked during the

past week than at any time thus far and the effect on the

local trade was quite noticeable. Lake business continues

heavy although shippers are complaining bitterly of lack of

tonnkge from the mines which, of course, makes it difl^cult

to take care of cargoes. Steam coal is in splendid demand

and the fine grades continue to strengthen both in demand

and in price; coal men here generally predict an increase in

prices due largely to the difficulty in securing cars and to the

labor trouble at the mines. Domestic coal increased ma-

terially in demand after the cool weather of last week and

the market is in fine shape.

Toledo's shipments both in coal and coke show remarkable

increases over other seasons and with the completion Of the

large new concrete dock of the Hocking Valley next year

the business will be still larger. Prices here remain un-

changed.
LOriSVILLE. KV.

in steam grades the featl of the
.V sharp advance in !

ket. Domestic demand continues strong and cars are in ex-

cellent supply, considering the abnormal activity. Consider-

able trouble experienced with the new hopper-bottom eaulp-

ment.

A gratifying change is noted in the local market by a

pronounced tightening up of the steam grades. The demand

seems to be no better than it has been, for there is little

room for improvement in this respect. The previous weak-

ness was due to a heavy oversupply of screening, but this

has ceased to exist now. with the result indicated. A peti-

tion of the operators to the Illinois Central R.R., requesting

the company to switch their orders from mixed coal to

straight mine-run, which the road agreed to do. is one of the

principal causes for the changed condition. The almost vio-

lent fiuctuation of the steam market has been the cause of

a great deal of anxiety, and the operators are much relievd

at the improved condition. No change is perceptible in gen-

eral industrial conditions, except possibly, the demand is

showing further increases and indications point to a higher

price level shortly.

The domestic sizes remain in as heavy demand as. ever,

with the market strong on all grades. The better qualities

of block from eastern Kentucky are selling at $2 @ 2.25. f.o.b.

mines, with occasional sales of fancy specialties at as high

as $2.40. Nut and slack are now steady at 75 @ 85c. for the

better grades, with the second qualities quotable at about

50@60c. The car supply is unusually good, considering the

heavy movement. The threatened labor trouble also failed

to materialize, due. it is believed, to the weakened financial

condition of the miners as a result of their long struggle in

West Virginia.

The only troublesome feature in the situation at the pres-

ent time is the large hopper cars of the Louisville & Nash-

ville R.R.. reference to which has been made in these col-

umns. Eastern Kentucky operators feel that they are being

discriminated against in this respect by an allotment of a
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larger percentage of the "battleship" cars, and are proleat-
ing vigorously. Producers having low tipples, which can
only load the smallest cars, are being favored in this respect,
but the railroad is assuming an arbitrary position in the
matter with the newer operation, while on all new develop-
ment It is insisting upon the tipple being designed to load
the new equipment. In addition to the difflculties encountered
in loading at the mines, there is also the further trouble and
greater expense of unloading whore trestles are not avail-
able. However, the new cars have come to stay, and the coal
industry would do well to adapt themselves to the new con-
ditions.

H.IMI'TON IIO.XD.S, V.\.

.••hlitmrntx fur the »vrrk iiuly fnlr. (iovrrnment onlllni; f«.r

coni (> liiinker llc.-t fur lln Kiiriipfiiii criiiw. Ilnniplon
HoikN dliniplnKn for .>i-|>tenil>er fell lifl<>» VllgUMt ngure.v, ul-
thouKh A'irfflDlnn Ky. inakeN n record month.

Shipments from Hanv.iton Roads during the week have only
been about fair, the movement not being so heavy either
foreign or Coastwise. There is perhaps a little more than the
normal supply of coal at tidewater but this is probably due
to the fact that a number of the government suppliers are
accumulating coal to take care of colliers which will be
loading during the next few days. The Atlantic fleet is now
in the Roads coaling from steamers and barges and as soon
as it is supplied the colliers will be reloaded and accompany
the fleet on its European cruise.

Buyers inland are still anxious for coal and prices are
therefore remaining firm with indications that they will con-
tinue so for some time. Sales of small tonnages of high
volatile coal were made during the week at from $2.60 to
?2.75. Pocahontas and New River quotations have been from
$2.90 to $3 with little selling of at either price, there being
very small quantity of free coal.

A total of 9SS.465 tons of coal were dumped over the
Hampton Roads piers, during the month of September just
ended. This is a falling off of about 41.000 tons below the
August figures. The decrease occurred with the Norfolk &
Western and the Chesapeake & Ohio, the Virginian Ry. show-
ing an increase of over 17.000 tons above their record month.
This road alone dumped 300. 5S8 tons, over one pier: the C.

& O. Ry. at Newport News dumped 256,934 and the N. & W.
from Lamberts Point 430,943 tons. The decrease in dumpings
over the N. & W. and C. & O. is probably due to the tact
that these two roads move large quantities to the Lake at
this particular season while the Virginian's shipments west
are not so heavy.

DETROIT, MICH.
Po!<.sil)lllty of n car sbnrtnge hnvine a steadying in-

flneuce on the .xltuntion. Transiinrtntlon problem n trifle

elenrer at the moment. Steam grades strong and anthracite
active.

Ilituminoua—There has been a very heavy movement into
I'etroit during the past week, several hundred cars having
been distributed to operators and manufacturers. This would
seem to indicate that the railroads are in an excellent posi-
tion to take care of the heavy fall business, and that the
production will not be seriously restricted. The situation is
much improved over a few weeks ago. when it looked for a
time as though it might become acute. The railroads are
cleaning up their yards of any track coal, and are in a better
condition than they have been for some time. The cold
weather of the past week has had a moderately stimulating
effect upon the trade.

The market is now quotable on approximately the follow-
ing basis.

W. Va. Hocic- Cam- No. 8 Poca- Jackson
Splint Gas ing bridge Ohio hontas Hill

Domestic lump $1 65 ... $1.50 S2 75 82 50
Egg 1.65 .... 1.50 2 75 2 20
Steam lump. .. . 1.45 .... 1 10
1-in. lump 1.25 $1.25 125 125 i25
Mine-run 1.15 1.15 1.15 1.15 1 15 1.60
f-lack 0.90 0.90 0.70 85 0.85

.Vnthraclte—The recent cold snap stimulated the local
market to such an extent that shippers are falling behind
on their requirements. The shortage has been so pronounced
that shipments have been made in gondola cars instead of
the usual box-cars. Stove coal is in the greatest demand, the
situation being almost acute: dealers are insisting upon a
certain percentage of egg being taken with any orders for
stove.

BIRMIVOH AM, .VL.V.

Steam coal rather quiet. Lump coal fair. Smltlilne about
normal for this season of the year. Car supply shnns some
Improvement. Pig Iron for balance of year selling at St|2.

The principle operators report that business on steam coal
for the past week has been rather quiet. There Is a large

accumulation on the tracks and In storage bins, and some of
the large consumers have asked that their shlpnunts be
held up for the time being. This is due to the tact that the
production has exceeded the demand recently, but with the
oil mill business starting soon. It will relieve this condi-
tion.

The demand for lump coal Is fair, but It will take a few
days of good cool weather to make any marked improve-
ment. The higher grade coals advanced 25c. per ton on
Oct. 1. and the lower grades 10c. per ton. This Is follow-
ing the regular schedule, and operators are not inclined to
make any reductions from the circular prices in order to
obtain business.

Smithing coal shows some Improvement. Foundry coke Is
about the same as last week, as Is also furnace coke. Foun-
dry is steady at $4 to $4.25 and furnace $2.75 to $3.25.

The car supply on most of the lines shows some Im-
provement, with the exception of the Southern Railway. A
few mines on the L. & N. report having to close down for
two days last week because of the lack of cars, while those
on the Southern, state that it seems to be almost a matter of
Impossibility to secure sufficient cars to keep going at half-
time.

The market on pig iron Is firm at $12 for the balance of
this year, with fairly good sales at that figure, while book-
ings for the first quarter and half of 1914 are 25 to 50c. in
advance of that figure.

This district is not expected to suffer to any extent due by
the tariff on pig iron, all coal operators and iron producers
looking tor a banner year both in tonn:ige and prices.

IXDIAX.VPOLIS

The car shortage is malting Itself felt and shipments nre
badly delayed. Congestion due to natural causes and may
soon be relieved. Prices hold Hrm. the tendency being up-
ward. Strnm eonis improved and the m<ivemnt of domestic 1
grades fully up to normal for the season.

The pinch of the car shortage is felt more in the coal in-
dustry. There are delays in the transportation of both In-
diana and Eastern bituminous coals. A complaint from a
Muncie manufacturing company was called to the attention
of the Public Service Commission of Indiana and an investi-
gation showed a coal blockade on the Big Pour road both at
Indianapolis and Terre Haute. The coal operators have also
complained and ask for relief. The railroad company says
the short cold spell in September resulted in such a demand
that the road was swamped and did not have adequate motive
power. It has promised the commission to give special at-

'•

tention to the coal traffic until the congestion is relievd. The
roads in Ohio and Indiana have not fully recovered from the
flood devastation of March and April and they are using many
of their cars for gravel hauling.

Prices at the mines hold firm, the car situation having a
tendency to cause higher bids from those who need coal.
Some companies say they are having inquiries from buyers
they never had on their books, showing that these are not
able to get supplies through their regular channels. Mines
are practically on full schedule, stopping only when cars are
not to be had. The retail trade continues fully satisfactory
Screenings are moving better, showing a gradual improve-
ment in Industrial conditions and steam coals generally are
in better demand than had been expected. The general feel-
ing in the trade is optimistic.

CHICAGO
.V sharp upturn In practically all branches of the local

market. .\n advance ranging from 5 to l.le. a ton in the
price for screenings. Larger sales of furnace, foundry nnd
domestic coke. The car supply, as a rule, has been satis-
factory.

According to operators and dealers, the Chicago coal mar-
ket is in a more satisfactory condition than it has been at any
time during the past three years. There has been a boom
in the anthracite business and reports from various quarters
indicate exceptionally heavy sales. This is accounted for in
part by the fact that buying was delayed by many dealers
who ordinarily send in substantial orders during August.

A decided improvement has been noted in the market for
screenings. Prices for the lower grades have advanced 5c.
a ton and the better grades are selling at an increase ot from
10 to 15c. a ton. The demand for furnace, foundry and do-
mestic coke is strong, a number ot exceptionally large sales
being reported: prices continue to be firm. Franklin County
operators report a heavy trade. Two of the largest firms in
that field have advanced the price for lump, egg and No. 1
nut to $2.25 and others are expected to follow. Carterville
operators are quoting $2 tor lump, egg and No. 1 washed
coal, while No. 1 raw nut and No. 2 washed are selling at
$1.60 to $1.75 a ton. Prices tor Indiai.a coals remain firm.
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Prevailing prict-s at Chicago are:

Spring6elQ Franltlin Co. Clinton W. Va.

Domestic lump S?
f?

S3.05®3.30 S2.52

Steam lump ^l"
3 oc@3 30 S4.30@4.45

EpS-;-; 197 ' ^2.3(1 1.S7 3.45@>;i So

Screenings:::;; ..^ ^;;'. 1. 27@1 32 1.75®1.80 1.22@1.32

Coke—Connellsville, $5.50; Wise County, $5.25@5.50; by-

product, egg, stove and nut, $4.35; gas house. $4.65@4.75.

ST. LOUIS, MO.

The coal market did not advance as was autifll.ated the

firsi of the mouth. It contiuue.l strong l.ut showed a tend-

ency to weaken. Indications this week are that it will hold

ui> and with a drop in the temperature, prices will likely see

an advance.
Franklin County lump and egg Is strong at from $2 to

$2 15- this quotation is made, however, because the mines

are sold up. Carterville is down to about $1.80 to $2. On

account of the O'Gara operations being shut down for the

n->st few weeks, the screenings market on high-grade coals

has been wonderfully active. When these mines resume,

screenings will likely tumble again.

The C. & E. I., Iron Mountain, and Illinois Central, are

giving their mines about three days car supply a week. The

Wabash is in a deplorable state on account of its bad order

equipment. The B. & O., L. & N. and Southern seem to be

taking pretty good care of their mines, but the Pennsylvania

appears to have the most equipment at this time. Standard

coals are still being sold at about the cost of production and

there seems to be no hope for that field.

Quotations are about as follows:

Carterville
and Bis

Franklin Co. Muddy

2-i'i. lump.

6-iu. lump
Lump and egg.
Nn, 1 nut

Mine-run
No- 1 washed nut.

No. 2 washed nut.

No. 3 washed nut.
No. 4 washed nut.
No. 5 n-ashed nut-

Si 75 ® 2 OU
1.50 @ 1-60
1-40 (iS i.en

- 50 @ (JU

1 .JO

1.6) @ 1 70
1.25 @ 1.35
1 10 @ 115
1.10® 1.15
0-40 @ .50

Mt.
Olive Standard

£1.15(0)1.20
SI. 40
1.60 1.40&1.50

NORFOLK & WESTERN RY,

The followins is a statement of the tonnages shipped over

this road during August 1913, and for the eight months end-

ing Aug. 31, as compared with corresponding periods of l!il2

in short tons:

. August
Destination 1912 1913

Coal

Tidewater, foreign 74,964 96,491

Tidewater, coaslwi.se 317,398 372,908
Domestic 1 ,722.580 1 ,780,680

Coke

Tidewater, foreign. 2.661

Domestic 111,801 108,158

Total.. 2,229,404 2,358,237

K VNS.VS CITY, MO.
Restricted supply of Ras stimnlatins the demand for coal.

Fall in temperature will create an active situation in the

eoal market.

Demand for all lines is opening up briskly, despite the tact

that little or no cold weather has yet appeared. The early

call for coal is due largely to the fact that natural gas will

no longer be available, according to a recent announcement

to the effect that there will be less than one-third of the nor-

mal supply during the coming winter. This statement com-

ing from an authoritative source naturally had the result of

stimulating the demand in this section. Cold weather is all

that is necessary to insure an exceptional activity among the

operating companies. Last winter was an open one, and coal

business was comparatively light.

Prices are inclined to stiffen as a result of the natural gas

situation. Kansas coal is held at from $1.50@2.50 a ton, f.o.b.

the mines. Deep shaft, fancy lump is bringing the higher

price while deep shaft steam slack is quoted at the lower.

Arkansas coal is held at the following prices: Grate anthra-

cite $4 35; egg, $4.60; No. 4. $5.50; pea. $3.25. Indications are

for a higher range early in November, when the first cold

wave of the year is expected.

-Eight Months

1,025,857
2,437,211
11,717,487

1.128,573
2,.597,.566

12,099,284

10.134,456 16,884,932

PENNSYLV.\NI.\ R.\ILRO.\D

The following is a statement of shipments over the P.

R.R. Co.'s lines east of Pittsburgh and Erie for August and

first eight months of this year and last year in short tons:

Anthracite
Bituminous
Coke

Total .
.

August Eight Months
1913 1912 1913 1912

713.451 927.277 6,851,626 6,452,287

4,562,339 4,032,727 33,396.286 30.207,-95

1.161.484 1,146.390 9.731,462 8..59T.::!0

6.437,274 6,106,394 49,979.374 45,257,912

IMPORTS AND EXPORTS

The following is a comparative statement of imports and

exports in the United States for July 1912-13, and for the

seven months ending July 1911-12-13, in long tons:

. 7 Months July

Imports from: 1911 1912 1913 1912 i913

Tnited Kingdom.. . 5,181 2,697 3,464 50 116

Canada 618,807 765,981 678.611 96.284 76,66n

Japan ..::::::. - 9:221 18,216 63,665 12,105 9,103

'^"ma^JT
"""^ '^'"'

121,995 80,585 77,634 6,109 15.679

Other countries: ::: : 137 1.924 2.810 150
1

.potal 755..301 869,403 826,184 114,698 101,585

Exports:

Anthracite 1,986,431 1,645,892 2,448,913 514,645 380,974

Bituminous,

Canada 5,134,007 5,367,821 7,120.245 1.372,490 1,576,4.81

PaSama 305 624 289.825 321,507 32,358 42,72.,

\f"f:™f ,343 142 210,786 350,981 19,737 18,ol5

l]"^^:'" 575 590 B48 462 772,368 84,125 88,088

Wes? Indies 313,085 447,769 377,464 54,355 33,236

Sther countries. : : 368:521 1,114,514 1.085,469 105.347 217.079

Total 7 039,969 8,077,177 10,008,012 1,668,412 1,976.124

Bunker coal 3,840,183 4.319,514 4,291,801 559,399 597.011

B.\LTIMORE & OHIO

The following is a comparative statement of the coal and

coke movement over this road for August and the first eight

months of this year and last year:

August Eight Months
1913 1912 1913 19 2

r,„„i 3 ''95 123 2.919.991 22.899,814 20..588.240

gX '391.999 409.627 3.231,372 3,063,239

Total.. 3,687,122 3,329,538 26.131,186 23,651,479

FOREIGN MARKETS

PRODUCTION AND TRANS-
PORTATION STATISTICS

LAKE SHIPMENTS

Anthracite Shipments through the Sault canals for the

current year to Sept. 1 were 1,809.401 tons as compared with

926.926 tons for the same period last year.

Butnmlnons Shipments for the same periods were 10,553.-

-01 for the current vear as compared with 8,063.094 in 1912.

making gross of 12.362.602 for 1913 and S.990,020 in 1912.

VIRGINIAN R.VILW.VY'

Total shipments of coal over this road for August of the

current year were 376,083 tons as compared with 337,366 tons

for the same month last year. For the seven months to Aug.

31 of the current year, the shipments were 2,898,742 tons as

compared with 2,245,370 tons for the same period last year,

showing a substantial increase.

GRE-VT BRITAIN

Sept. 26—Some men have resumed work, but the Cam-

brian and Naval men are still "on stop" and it is feared

that these pits will remain idle for a few days longer. Very

Best Admiralty Large and good second-class qualities are

steady for prompt loading, but Monmouthshires are in plenti-

ful supply and prices irregular. Sellers are asking higher

figures for prompt smalls, pit stoppages having curtailed sup-

plies. With regard to forward loading, sellers are holding

for firm values, but business is slow.

Quotations are approximately:

Best welsh steam
^^ ^H^ ?,? le^Sn^r"""*''"'"" 'tfMfe

^e'^^nls™'".-::: : : : : : : tililts p Cardiff smaus .... 2.4o|2-|2

Be-st dry coals 4.32@4.56 Seconds 2.22@2-34

The prices for Cardiff coals are f.o.b. Cardiff. Penarth

or Barry while those for Monmouthshire descriptions are

f.o.b. Newport; both net, exclusive of wharfage, and for cash

in 30 days.
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FINANCIAL DEPARTMENT
iiiniiiininiiittiiiiiiiiiinnwiniiiiiiinniiiiiHiiniiiniiiiiiiiiiniiiw^^^

ixnoe to advances to the .Schuylkill Cunl & Iron Co. and tlu'

SlLui'iMoke Coal Co. for acquisition of ;iiilhracUe coal lamls
in Schuylkill County, Penn.

H.\T,.\N'CE .SHEET lyEC :U

Assets— inrj mil LiabHilu.^— 1912 1911
Unminoci conl Capitjil sicck. . •l2,.5(l.i,(KX) 4a,.'in3,IIO<)

owned and Bonds (wi- "Hy
controlled... 1«.:«I7,241 16,(W/,Ba7 A Ind." Sor.) .'•|S,171,(KH) SS,37.'-.,IIIM)

Advances o n I^oans puyublc . :),.'>0O,(KX) 9(K),l«Hi
unmined conl S.M.OSS .Wl, 1.30- Int., diva . *f ,

Rcnl PstnU' *«0.'").850 .1.S46.119 accruid 1,.10."),3» 1,.171,7 II
Road & Equipm'l

—

Int., divs. nnd
D.&H. Co.. •05.814,079 58,858,151 bonds due.
Canadian not vet cul-
lincs 0,331,808 li.30S,140 lected l!l.-i,()K7 210.790

Marine equip-
; Aeerueil l.i.v».. 1.'57,042 109!645

ment 0,720 "31 Spi-e. n-servo
Conldept. fund nret.s.. . 9,738 9,393

equip 1,303,302 1,203,292 Audited voueh-
Coal - handling ers and pny-
and stoMEe rolls .I.O.W.O.VI 2.773,.-)(il
plants 01,134 9.'i,877 O t h c r aeeus

Stocks & bondsa27,088,094 27,014,189 navable .).")2 I.SO 707 11)7
Ciuih 1.182,.'i00 1,921.784 Additions

"
to

Fire insurance property pri-
fund .373.904 330,724 or to .1 urn' 30

Spec. res. funds 9.73S 9,393 1907 through
Equip, trust income... . 0,751,837 0,751,.'^:;7

fund. 1,441,303 1,190.135 Profit and loss. l,'i,199.924 13,480,.-.'/s

Special deposits '..iMfi.07S

Supplies on - -„tal 131,497,371 127, 19.s.(>21
hand 2,7&1.075 2,SSS,082

Bills & accts.
rec 4,118,197 2,790,409

Adv., new lines 3.427.008 2,047,129

Tota 131,497,371127,198,021
* Decrease in real estate caused by tran.'fer of HK- real estate to "road and

equipment."
a The total par value of stocks owned in 1912 was $20,178,283, against $20,-

128,283 in 1911 (value as per balance sheet in 1912, $22,303,297); par value of
bonds, S4,0.")O.71ii in 1912, against $4,923,710 (value as per balance sheet in 1912,
$4,724, 7". I 1 Iv III iinchangeinsecuriticsistheHudsonCoalCo.8tock,$2,.')nO,(lllO
(incr. I

I
- II 1

1 iiDO) and bonds, the new items of Champlain Transportatiim
1st iiH - ($2.50,000), Ft. Wm. Henrv Hotel Co., income debentures
($272.iiniii, I;Im;: I'.unt Land Improvement Co. inenme debentures (.52."i(),0l)())

and ClniteauKay (.)re & Iron Co. 1st M. ($2S1.0(K)).

b Unexpended balance from proceeds of bonds deposited with trustee to defray
cost of authorized additions and betterments.

COAL SECURlTlEvS

The Delaware & Hudson Company
eports, in part. f<rrtsident L. F. Loroe of this ioiiii>an.\

the year to Jan. 1, 1913, as follows:

GruernI RrNuKii—The coal-mininK department shows a

decrease of 842, 3S4 tons In the amount of coal mined, an in-

crease in gross revenue of $42,543, and an increase In net
revenue of $469,326. The railroad department shows an In-

crease in gross oper. revenues of $1,05S,2S6, but a decrease of

$250,333 In net operating revenues.

Coal-Mlnlne Deiinrtmenf—There were mined 6.43S.555

gross tons of anthracite coal out of a total of 63.610.57S tons,

including product of washeries produced in the region. The
amount produced by this company Is S42.3S4 gross tons less

than for the year 1911. due to the suspension of work at the
collieries from April 1 to Jlay 21, inclusive, on account of
strike.

The new agreement entered into by the mine workers on
the one hand and the anthracite coal operators on the other,

governing the relations of employees and employers in the
anthracite region, provides that the terms awarded by the
Anthracite Coal Strike Commission and supplemented by the
agreements subsequent thereto shall be continued for a fur-

ther period of 4 years ending Mar. 31, 1916, except in certain
particulars [stated seriatim in the pamphlet report], the
most important of which is that the contract rates and wage
scales for all employees was increased 10% and the sliding
scale was abolished.

Other items which tend to cause the cost of producing
coal to increase from year to year are: Shafts and slopes

are sunk deeper, tunnels extended, and the mined-out area
increased, thus lengthening the haul of coal in mine cars,

requiring increased transportation facilities, increasing the
area to be drained and ventilated, and requiring more em-
ployees. Taxes are about four times the amount paid in

1901. notwithstanding the decrease in the unmined coal re-

maining in the ground. The operating costs of producing
coal of this and subsidiary companies, including taxes but ex-
cluding sinking fund for depletion of the coal lands, were
higher in 1911 than in 1901 by $0.5575 per ton. Some in-

crease in the market price of coal was necessary, even
though no increase in wages had occurred, it being impossible
to earn a fair return on the investment.

.\ssuming that in 1912 the mines had been operated under
normal conditions, but with the increase of $0.0808 per ton in

the cost of mining under the new wage scale, with an in-

crease of $0.0338 per ton in taxes, and with the increase of

$0.25 per ton in the market price of pea coal and larger
sizes, and with no change in the market price of the smaller
sizes (thus making an increase in the average market price

per ton of all sizes of $0.1913). there would have resulted an
increase over 1901 of $0.0559 per ton in the cost of produc-
tion and an increase of $0.6231 per ton in the market price,

indicating a decreased return to the producer of 3.28c. per
ton.

The charges to extraordinary expenses of the coal-mining
department amounted to $857,975 (as against $823,654 in 1911.

of which $280,323 upon new colliery at Archbald, Penn.,

which, it is expected, will be placed in operation early in

1913.

Floating Deht—This amounted to $3,500,000 on Dec. 31.

1912, having been increased $2,600,000 in order to finance tem-
porarily addition and betterment work, and to cover advances
to sub. companies for construction.

Sinking FundK—There was paid into the sinking fund un-
der the "first & ref." mtge. the sum of $277,040. being 1% on
the bonds outstanding May 1. 1912; total paid to date, $890,-

510. expended in addition and betterments.
The sinking fund under the first lien equipment trust has

received $650,000 annually from 1908 to 1912. aggregating $3.-

250.000. plus interest on balances, etc.. $111,968; total, .?3.-

361.^68; disbursements. 62 locomotives and 25 cars, etc., ac-
quired, $1,608,494: $306.01)0 first lien equipment bonds pur-
chased and retired (incl. int.), $312,171; balance, securities
and cash in hands of trustees. $1,441,303.

There was also accumulated in the coal department sink-
ing fund $285,486, $11,780 of which was applied toward cost
of coal lands purchased in Wyoming section, and the bal-

The following table gives the range of various active coal

securities and dividends paid during the wecl< ending
Oct. 4:

. Week's Range — Year's Riinf;ic

Stocks High Low Last Iligli Low-

American Coal Products . -
. . ,S0 87 .so

American Coal Products Pref 105 lOOi 105
Colorado Fuel & Iron 31} 28i 28J 41} 245
Colorado Fuel & Iron Pref 1.55 1.5.5 1.50

Consolidation Coal of Maryland 102i 102} 102} 102} 102}
Lehigh Valley Coal Sales 210 200 210
Island Creek Coal Com 51} 51 51 .53} 47}
Island Creek Coal Pref 84} 84 84 8.5 SO
Pittsburgh Coal 22} 19J 21} 24 J 14}
Pittsburgh Coal Pref 92 80} 90 9.5 73
Pond Creek 22} 21 21 23J 10}
Reading 109| 10.5 100} 171 lolj
Reading 1st Pref 87 92} S4
Reading 2nd Pref 91} 91 91 9.5 SI
Virginia Iron, Coal & Coke 45 44 44 54 :i7}

Closing Week's Range Year's
Bonds Bid Asked <r Last ."ale Range

Colo. F. & I. gen. s.f.g. 5s 95 99} 98 Sept. '13 '.)3S 99}
Colo. F. & I. gen. Os 103 107} June '12

Col. Ind. 1st & coll. 5s. gu 81 81} 80} 81} 77} .S.5

Cons. Ind. Coal Me. 1st 5s 70 Aug. '13 70 70
Cons. Coal 1st and ref. 5s 92} 93 Oct. '12

Or. Riv. Coal & C. 1st g Bs 102J April '00 ..

K. & H. C. & C. 1st sf g5s 98 Jan. '13 98 9S
Pocah. Con. Coll. 1st s f .5s 91 85 85} 85 S7S
St. L. Rkv. Mt. & Pac. 1st .5s 77 79} 78} Sept. '13 73 80}
Tenn. Coal gen. 5s 99 99 99 98) 103

Birm. Div. 1st eonsol. 68 lOOf 102} 101 J lOli 1008 103
Tenn. Div. 1st g 6s lOOf 102 102 102 100} 102
Cah C. M. Co. 1st g 6s 103 July '13 103 103

Utah Fuel 1st g 5s
Victor Fuel 1st 3 f 5s 75 80 May '13 79} 80
Va. I. Coal & Coke 1st g Ss 92} 93 Sept. '13 92 98

DIViDENDS
PittHlinrgta Coal Co.—Regular quarterly dividend on the

preferred stock of l'A% payable Oct. 25 to holders of record,
Oct. 15.
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XKW YORK, OC'TOBElf IS. V.W^ Xo. \G

"Money calls, but does not stay;

It is round and rolls away."

As poetry, this may pass as a complete

L'ture, but if you reduce it to prose, you'll

obably find that a thing can't roll far ui-

;s it is furnished with something to roll on.

A tabulation of the average earnings of

iners at some camps would suggest that

ere must be many satisfactory savings

counts at nearby banks. Further inquiry

3ng the same line is apt to start you wonder-

g how all that money gets sidetracked, some-

lere between the pay-envelope and the bank.

Utile investigation as suggested above, is

rtain to reveal some surprising facts, and

you think these require justification, just

member that any workingman who finds his

[rse empty at the end of a hard month's

bor, is easy prey for the fellow who would

ploit him.

One general superintendent, having noticed

conspicuously prosperous looking check

;rk from one of his camps, in town pretty

ten, decided upon a little investigation of

s own. The source of the prosperity was

on disclosed.

About once a week, this clerk conducted

raffle: A cow, a gun, a horse, a watch, any-

ing for variety; there was little variation,

•wever, in the final result^he alwayspocketed

tout $20. Absurd you say; wait a minute,

lis clerk was a very obliging fellow. When
miner came to his window for a check, he

oted up his debits and credits with pains-

king care, and if the case looked doubtful,

gave the miner the benefit of the doubt,

ost any other clerk would have said, "You'll

Lve to wait until to-day's sheet comes in."

The next time that miner came to the window
the clerk would offer him a raffle ticket; of

course the miner would not refuse to take it.

This clerk was not dishonest—he was only

sidetracking some of the dollars.

At another mine, a superintendent began

to wonder how one of his mine foremen was
able to annex so much real estate to his hold-

ings. A little inquiry uncovered a "loan-

shark system," well organized, and growing.

The improvident are willing to pay two

dollars for the use of one any time, if they

really decide that they must have money.

This foreman always had the coin, also

managed to collect the debt when it became

due; the improvident one is generally timid,

and is never anxious to fall out with the mine

foreman. "Loan Sharks" of this type have

been known to accumulate much money,

under less favorable circumstances. If you

are not familiar with the full significance of

the term "Loan vShark," the welfare of your

men is in danger.

At some mines, where the commissarv' is a

part of the system, a plan has been devised

that makes it possible for the man with ready

mone}^ to patronize the company store, pay fuU
prices and yet escape any overcharge. The
commissary manager allows these customers

to buy scrip at a discount from the miners,

and use it at its face value in paying for mer-

chandise. By this system, the commissary

draws additional trade, the favored few obtain

their goods at a most reasonable figure, and
the miner—well, he has been permitted to

sidetrack about 25 per cent, of his earnings.

We suggest that you do a little investigat-

ing yourself, if you have the happiness and

prosperity of your men at heart.
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IDEAS AND SUGGESTIONS
niinnnnnnniimmnniiii'ttinintiinimiiiiiiiiimiiiinniiiniiiimniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinnm^^^^^^

A Good Coal-Mine Superintendent

llv \Vi:sr \ii:(iiMA F.NciNKKii

"Wanlfil ; A jjotKl siii)ciiiitc>iuli>nt. cjiijalilc ol" iinnliu-

iii<j a !ar<,'o toniiafro."

And what constitutes a jrooil suiu'riiitcndiMit ?

Evidently from the want advertisement al)ove, ihe

answer is—a man capable of produeinp tonnage. How-

ever, such a man might fulfill the reiiuisition without he-

ing a good superintendent.

We have in mind a fellow who ojjcned a mine, and from

the start his tonnage increased rapidly with a correspond-

ingly low cost. To an outsider, and no donht to the mine

owner, this man was a success.

lie decided suddenly to resign. The next man to take

his place found ample reasons for his predecessor's resig-

nation : the mine was on the sipieezel Inquiry disclosed

tile fact that in getting out tonnage, this man sacrificed

good mining principles to do so. He would go into the

mine in case a new man or any man needed a place and

order the mine foreman to continue rooms through a

i)arrier intended to protect the ne.\t room heading, untd

he finally had his protection pillars cut to pieces.

A Low-Cost SupiciiiNTKXDhNT

A low-cost superintendent also can get his mine in just

as poor condition hy lack of Judgment in furnishing sup-

plies. This applies particularly to mine props and over-

head timbering.

A mine foreman must keep his working places properly

timbered, otherwi.se there will romc a time when these

same places will need cleaning up and retimbering in or-

der to recover his pillars.

Have you ever noticed that as a general rule the excep-

tionally "low-cost superintendent is always followed by

an increa.sed cost with the next man? Either that, or

wor.se follows worse.

The superintendent of today must be a man of judg-

ment. If his mine foreman comes to him with a re(|ui-

sition for supplies he should be familiar enough with

the situation to either grant or refuse the request with

some degree of wisdom.

He should be a man capable of kcpjiing data on an ex-

perimental operation at his mine in order to ilecide

whether or not it is a success. Take, fui instance, the

laying of wood or steel rail in a room, can your superin-

tendent give you the advantages of one over the other?

Can he tell you how many times the driver has been off

the wood track while the room was being driven, and

how few times he has been off the steel-rail track while

driving a parallel room? Can he tell you the car effi-

ciency of his mine, that is, how many trips per car per

day are made?
Facts and figures are the most convincing arguments

we have; they are the foundation of efficiency. A sujjer-

intendeut need not be an engineer to work out these

matters just because they are called efficiency engineer-

Srpi:inxri:Ni)i:NT Mist l^i: \ 1 >:i'i.i>ma i'

.\ su]ierintendent is necessarily a sociologist or a ili|)lo-

mat, as you choose to call him.

The foreign element, on whom wc must rely principal-

ly for our mining population, musi be studied and classi-

licd. Their whims, ideas, ])revious environment and

many other points about the foreigners must be recog-

nized in order to siicccssfnlly draw from them the desired

results.

It seems to nic that the luisopliisticiited lorcigiici- is

much like a small boy. lie is not merely a physical or

gaiiisni. but a sentient, self-conscious being: and so be

cannot be cut. trinuned. trained and fed to jiei'TccI ion

like a plant, with no regard to bimsi'lf. lie slioiibl be

considered as a bundle of eniolion>. ratbi'r than a pbysi

cal mechanism, and tlu' point will be clear— that what

ever nnist be done for him, the lirst tluntght must be for

the effect on bis emotions, or the best laid plans will go

amiss.

The large coal companies realize that it is not only

the acquisition, but the retention of men as well. lliaL

they must solve.

The superintendent is the "man on the job." and il

rests ])i'iiiei[)ally with him to solve these jiroblenis.

Some Remarks without a Moral
Hy South i;i{x JIaxai;i:k

"You'll be damned if you do and you'll be ilanined if

\du don't." The man who first votu-hcd for the truth of

that statement ])robal)ly wasn't familiar with the \arioiis

pay-roll deductions, familiarly kiu)wn as cut-outs, that

the ])resent-day coal-mine superintendent is expected to

maintain if he desires to keep the good will of his man-

agement and his men; but he knew human nature ])rctty

well.

Our friend, the superintendent, was just cooling oil'

after partaking of a rather healed interview with bi.s

school board, when we butted into his office. Naturally

we allowed him to do most of the talking.

"Yes, it's all chargeable to that everlasting bugaboo,

the cut-out system. We cut the men for doctor, and

blacksmith, and chock weighman, and school teacher, and

charity lists, and any other old list with their consent,

and then let them growl at us—consent or no consent.

Take, for example, the physician list and the school-fund

list. Tlie men elect the doctor and the school feaelier

and We deduct a fixed amount fi'om I'aeli man's ]iav eii-

\ elope to pay them.

"During some of the months when our |)ay-i'oll is

large, the doctor and school funds assume considerable

proportions. If we give all of the collections to the doe-

tor and teacher the men grumble and insist that they

do not earn such enormous salaries. If we hold back i)art

of the fund and refurnish our hospital or school house

or do similar work for the common good, they grumble
louder because we have confiscated their money. If we
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hold the money in a reserve fund to tide over future lean

periods we are asked constantly to make an accounting.

"Often there are two or more factions to contend with.

The doctor or teacher who suits the majority does not

suit the minority and the minority lose sleep trying to

uncover or discover something that will justify their

coming to me with a petition demanding the summary

(lismis'sal of the offending party. Even if their efforts

. along those lines are successful they are not satisfied, but

they° begin to question the acts of the member of the

majority who is unfortunate enough to be acting as treas-

urer of the funds.

The Supeeixtendent Had to Pay

"Once, in order to settle a row, I was simple enough to

volunteer as treasurer myself; it came mighty near cost-

ing me •$'i5 per month for 8 months. We had a teacher

who was not giving satisfaction and the majority in-

sisted that she be discharged. As the camp was pretty

evenly divided into two factions, I decided that harmony

could best be restored by getting another teacher, so I

prevailed upon most of the men to accept a new teacher.

At the close of the year the teacher, whom I had dismissed,

entered suit against me as treasurer for breach of con-

tract and her attorney produced a properly executed

loutract that had been signed by the school committee

at the beginning of the school year. The treasury was

empty (this had been one of the lean years), so I was

mighty glad to compromise the case out of court.

''^If it so happens that the men are all satisfied with the

presence of a camp physician paid by cut-outs, it more

than often happens that the company has cause not to

be.

"Take, for example, the ever-recurring fake damage

suit. If the testimony of the camp physician is not favor-

able to the party who is trying to recover damages, he

has little trouble in convincing the jury that the physi-

cian should be classed as a company employee, drawing

a fixed amount every mouth collected by the company,

and as such is more than apt to be prejudiced against

one poor man who can be of no further benefit to the

phvsician, if by so doing the latter can strengthen his po-

sition with the company.

"What's the moral ? I haven't Ijeen able to find it."

Man-Failure

A distressing train of events in the affairs of a big rail-

road recently led to an exhaustive investigation at the

hands of a commission. In making its final report this

commission was responsible for the coinage of a new

word—"man-failure." To this was attributed the condi-

tions leading up to and allowing of the train of mistakes

and disasters which the commission was required to in-

vestigate. And although the final report was a len.gthy

one, the entire chain of deplorable events was attributed

to only one general cause, '"man-failure."

It is not an everyday thing that so striking a word as

"man-failure" is coined or brought so forcibly to our at-

tention. We may wonder how many erroneous polices

f.nd serious blunders in operation and management have

been explained in some way as due to unfavorable condi-

tions, etc., when "man-failure" was really at the bottom

of things. In our own business, coal mining, we do not

need to doubt that many ruinous policies have been en-

forced with serious results, all of wliidi s1k)uIi1 have

been charged to the failure of high otllcials, directors,

etc., because they either did not see that the policies they

outlined were safe, or if they knew they were, did not fol-

low them u]) to see if they were carried out. We can

easily recall strikes which were caused by "man-failure"

on one side or the other.

Here are a few kinds of "man-l'ailure" in connection

with coal-mining work

;

A man is made general manager of a company owning

several big mines, where pick mining exists. He is a be-

liever in machine-mined coal. Machines arc introduced

and the men are forced to work them in good places and

bad at a rate of differential that is not wholly fair to

them. After expending large sums of money on power

house, mining machines and other ecjuipment, it is final-

ly found that machine mining is not as profitable to the

company as was the pick mining. The "0. M." explains

it by showing up the unfavorable attitude of the men and

the fact that the inside conditions in some places were

against it. And although he may get away with such an

excuse, it was really a clear case of man-failure, due to

his not studying conditions carefully enough and in fix-

ing the differential incorrectly.

A superintendent allows a "Ring," consisting of per-

haps his assistant, one or two foremen, and a few favored

men, to exist in his division. They are all capable men,

but their ring tactics breed trouble and lead to condi-

tions that the "super" has finally to answer for. It is

man-failure on the part of the superintendent to allow

rings to exist.

IxSTRrCTIOXS BY ClUCt'LAR LETTER

A general superintendent lielieved too strongly in con-

tinually issuing instructions by circular letter and in

picking up flaws and small mistakes. He kept his local

superintendents so busy answering his letters they could

not find time to attend to larger matters of operation,

cost, etc. The result was the management finally took up

the question of cost, but it was too late.

A mine foreman who had a splendid reputation as a

hard worker and all-round good man began work for a

progressive company, whose motto was ''safety first."

But the foreman didn't like "new-fangled notions." He
looked after his mine faithfully, the output was good

and the cost was right; but he would not follow safety

instructions, so finally lost out. It was man-failure on

his part in not keeping abreast of the times.

It is all too common for a wealth of instructions to be

issued by officials in charge who do not follow up their

work to see if rules and instructions are being worked out.

Dead rules are dead weight. We should all remember

that only 10 per cent, of the work is done by issuing in-

structions, 90 per cent, is getting them carried out.

We can't afford to overlook the significance of man-
failure. In future it will more often be given as a reason

for failure because we are growing more frank in our

explanation of mistakes.

Do von give instructions? By all means follow them

up and make sure they are carried out. Do you receive

instructions? Don't fail to study them carefully to find

their meaning. Then, be sure to carry them out. These

two simple rules will go a long ways toward avoiding

man-failure.
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The Coal Fields of British India
Sl'NUJ'^IS— 'llie c'jal peltl.i of India niiile not corer-
iiig a limje area hare in /ilace.s niani/ siiiiniioxi'il seams
of great Ihickness. iniil llie fuel is loir in snipluir. irhich.
on the irltole. is i/eneralh/ true of Asiatic coals.

The toal seams of India ixciir in deposits in.ue recent
than those in wliieh the inincipal eoal fields of Euroiie
are found. With one or two uniin])orlant e.\"eei)li(ins the
peninsular fields are confined to the great CJondwana
( I'ermo-Triassie

) system of Indian geologists. It is

thought that the roeks of this period were almost entirely
deposited in fresii water and prohaldv by rivers. As a
rule they are found oecupying hasin-shaped dejiressions
in the older formations, and sueh dejiressions frequently
coincide with the existing river vallevs.

In general the coal of ])eiiinsular India iii;iv he lU-
-"'

' '' •' l.-uninated l,itiiiiii]i..ii> ,,m1, in wlii.li dull

as a rule, lind a ready sale. In lii,. pio.lucing lirld> uf
liyderahad, the Central I'rovinces and Ccnlral India,
the ash content is much higher, particularly in the latter
provinces, where the ash vanes from 1.") to -j:. jicr cent.
The nidisture or hygronictric water \aiirs nuidi in the

coals from the dilferenl fields. In ilm.sc ..f llie (uHhnan
and Wardha areas it is .'Xccptionally hi,L:li. being often
11 iH-r cent., while in the Ifaniganj "licld it varies fn.ni
1 ])er cent, in the Barakar or imvcst li.nnal ii.ii to .'i.M

in the Jower Kaniganj .scains and (i.,S(; pn- ,|.|il. in ih,'

U])per seams of the IJanig.-nij loniiatiiui. A Hinilar pm-
porlion apjiears to obtain in iN,. cnn(-|.,,iHlnc'- styv^
nf tbc .Iliaria field.

Sll.l'ill l; AMJ riliisi'iioi.Ts

The quantity of sulplinr and pbo^.pll,,ln-. \ancs niu.h
from seam to scam, and il gh huge (pianlilics cf these

""I""""-^ aiv ,,ii,.n Inund >nni,. of the coal is sullicieiilly

Ixt Lixi: -HAiioAinr ('oi.i.n;i;v. I?

and bright layers alternate. Much of it does not coke
freely, while a not inconsiderable portion will not do
so at all. However, from the coal of particular scams in
the Raniganj, Karharbari and Jharia fields, fairly good
qualities of coke can be made. In the Kaniganj field
the best coke has been made from tbc Sanctoria coal and
in the .Jharia field from Xos. 14, }:, aiid i; scams.

Fixici) CAiiisox, Ash axd Moisture

The average proportion of fixed carbon in the cnal cf
[he Raniganj field is under .55 per cent., while in IIk'

Karharbari and .Jharia fields it is probably about Hi
per cent, higher. There is no ca.sc of a liuc anthracite
laving been discovered in any of the.se licld,-: but tbc
•rushed and powdered coal at the foot of the IJarjiling
Himalayas apjjroximatcs in character to anthracite on
iccount of the removal of its original volatile constitu-
ents.

The percentage of ash in I'.cngal coal which is brought
o market averages from 10 to l.'j, that is to sav, that
'oal with less than 10 per c<>nt. ash does not commonly
iccur, and coal with more than 1.5 per cent, does not.

f
^^'o'.e—'^'>?t''acted from "Memoirs of the Geologrical Survev

'*
^S'^'l,

%'"'"«^" by V. Ball and revised and largely rewritten
y K. R. Simpson, inspector of mines.

vxiOAXj Coal Fikld. I; ^ \i.. 1 mua

free of llicni for the mamifacturc i,f iron and steel. The
average of ;3I analyses of (oals fimn Raniganj made by
Tween gave sulphuric acid d.n; |.rr cent.* and idiosphonc
acid 0.14 per cent.

Dunstan gives tbc folldwing analy>c> ,,r Raniganj,
Jbai'ia ami Oii'ldih c<ials:

,. ,.
, ,

Phnspliorus, .Sulpliiir,
V. oaini'iu per eg„t jj,,^ |.p,jj_

Raniganj (average of 34 samples) OSS n 7i
Jharja (aveniKc of 12 samples) . .

(, ' ,40 i,'

CoAi.s Aiidvi; Tin: l'i:i;.\iii-Ti;iAssrr .System

Coal of Upper Jurassic age occurs in Kutch. The
workiiigs at Trmnbow are apparently the largest, whore a
scam, measuring Hi in., contained only S in. of goofi
'oal. the remainder being shale. The seams appear t'o be
so thin and incon.stant and the coal so brittle and intci-
niixcd with shale that tliey cannot be considered of any
economic importance.

Coalfields of Cretaceous age arc found in the Ivbasia
and Oaro hills in Assam. Coal of Tertiary age is Inund
in the foothills throughout ahiKist the wIkjIc ,,r .'vtra-
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Fierce Fife ix the Kaxigax

Underground Fire. Charanpur Colliery

peninsula India, from Baluchistan on the northwest to

Assam on the northeast. It also occurs in Sind, Eaj-

putana, Burma and in the Andaman and Xicobar Is-

lands. In upper Assam, however, important deposits of

true coal are found, which are considered to be of middle

Tertiary, probably Miocene, age.

Generally speaking, the Tertiary coals are bright, jetty

and non-laminated, and they contain a larger proportion

of volatile matter than the coal of the peninsula fields

;

many of them are extremely friable and susceptible to

disintegration under exposure; they do not cake as a

rule and the proportion of ash is usually small.

DlSTRIBrTIOX OF COAL

In 1873, T. AY. H. Hughes made tlie following esti-

mate of the extent of the known coal-bearing rocks in

India

:

Name of area Square mUea

Godavari and its affluents..
'soOO

Son 4*500
Sarguja or Gangpur 5000
Assam

--''^OO
Narbada and its affluents

'^OOO
ganiuda. -jOq
Eajmahal. ..... „ 700
Unsurveyeil and uncomputed ''^-

35,000

J Coal Field, Bengal, India

Burning Coal Shaft, Charanpur Colliery

This estimate is probably somewhat in excess of the

truth, but the additional evidence to date does not per-

mit of a much closer approximation. Over a considerable

portion of the area the coal-bearing rocks are covered

bv younger deposits and must lie at unworkable depths.

Coal Too Far froii Coasts

Although the coal-mining industry has now been m
operation in India for more than a century, and although

there has been a steady increase in production and con-

sumption, which has been especially notable in the last

decade, still it must be stated that the development of

the coal resources of the country is as yet in an imperfect

condition. Of the numerous coal fields of proved value

in India, 18 are actually being worked, but only 7 are

of any considerable importance, while 89 per cent, of

the total output is produced in the EaniganJ and Jharia

fields. The reason for the relative importance of the

various regions is easy to understand. Most of the coal

fields are too remote from the ports and centers of manu-

facturing industry to render it possible for their product

to be carried to places where it would have to compete

with fuel from the best coal fields of Bengal, which fields.

Loading Wharf, Coal Washer and Coke 0^-ens, Xamdang. Makum, Assam
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Dhawixg Water ix Sixkixg Pit at

JnLGORA COLUEKY, .(llAUlA

Head Gear and Screening Plant, Bai,i,ai!pur

Coi.LiKiiY, Ckxtral Provincks, India

from tlicir i^lratcgit- position, within easy reach of the

toast, practically cominaud the niiddle-easteru market.

That a lively spirit of enterprise is abroad is, however,

evident from the fact that coal-prospecting operations are

in progress in nearly a dozen separate coal regions.

The Eanigaxj Coal Field

The Eaniganj field is the largest of the coal fields

now being worked in India. It is situated from 12o to

]40 miles northwest of Calcutta, and the East Indian

Railway Co.'s line passes through it centrally. The
Bengal-Xagpur Railway Co. also lias access to the coal

field, and besides these trunk lines there is a growing

network of branch lines and sidings for the service of

the collieries.

The extent of the exposed coal field is approximately

500 square miles, within which area the Panchet, Da-

muda and Talchir groups attain an aggregate thickness

exceeding 11,000 ft. The general dip of the beds is

toward the south at angles of from 5 deg. to 20 deg., and

the measures are abruptly cut off at the southern bound-

ary by a fault the throw of which imi.^t, at the least, be

ecjual to the full thickness of the beds. On the east the

coal measures dip under the Gangctic alluvium, and the

boundary of the field is unknown. Pecent borings, how-

ever, point to their extension eastward to a very great

distance, but overlain by the higher beds of the series,

and at a considerable depth.

There are numerous faults and dikes, most of which

arc obscured by the alluvial cap which covers so much
of the coalfield, so that their presence is, as a rule, only

disclosed during the course of mining operations.

The thickness of the coal at Jharia in measurcf-

Xos. 10 to 18, inclusive, aggregates lfi3 ft., seam 10

being 45 ft. thick and there being two other thick beds

which are 23 and 26 ft. thick, respectively. A section

taken between Katras and the Jamuni River totals 19S

ft. of coal found in 19 seams numbered from No. 1

upward to No. 18, No. 16 being absent, and Nos. 8 and
15 being each in two benches. The thickest beds, Nos.

3 and 4, are not worked, but each measure is 20 fl.

thick.

Charanpur Colliery, Eaniganj Coal Field, Bengal, India
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Handling Fine Dust at a Coal Washery
By .T. Dkummoxd Paton

SVXOPSIS—The operation of washeries ivould ie

great I ij improved if no sludge were formed, and hy pass-

ing the finer coal, if naturally drij, over a fine wirc-doih

screen adapted for the removal of the dusl, //ii'.s- end

could he attained. This dusl is not markedly, if at all,

cleaned in the washer, and, if clean, could he sold for

manf/ purposes, or, if dirty, could he useil al llic coal

planl. II generally conlains more imi>urilies than any

other size of coal.

The method of hjindliug .small coal ami dust at the

surface of the mine is the keynote to successful washing

and to allow all the small coal under 1 mm. (-j^ in.)

Heac/of
Elevafo

\Vatek Will Xot Draix from Slcdce

It is a proved fai:t that a piece of coal of 30 or 5il

mm. (11 4 to 2 in.) cube, if taken out of water, contains,

after only a few minutes, 31/2 to 41/^ per cent, of mois-

ture, whereas a quantity of sludge of a similar weight

still contains "ill to 25 per cent, of water after several

hours' draiiiiug. It is, however, most essential to have

the fine coal as dry as possible for briquetting and coking

jiurposes; especially is this the case if coal with only

ITi/^ to 18 per cent, of volatile matter is employed. A
large number of mines which i^roduce such coal do not

succeed in obtaining coke from washed coal when the

latter contains more than 11 per cent, of moisture, be-

Humboldt-AA'eissmaxn Percussive Dust Screen

The screens are jolted 600 times a minute by a bumping cam and wiU screen out all dust under in. in diameter

cube to pass into the washery is radically wrong. Where

the moisture percentage is not over 5, the small du.st

which is as finely comminuted as that described may

as well be removed by ''percussive" screens as subjected

to any other treatment. Trials and experiments prove

that small coal from 0.5 mm. (J^ in.) cube downwards

cannot be cleaned in a washer. If the dust together

with the coal in grains goes into the jig, the formation

of sludge is unavoidable, making the operation of the

washery difficult, as it is hard to dry the washed fine coal.

Owing to the sludge with which it is mixed, the mass

is so dense that water can only slowly pass through it.

Further, the fine sludge, on account of its larger surfaces,

can take up an immense quantity of water.

•Abstract of paper on "Small Coal and Dust: Its Produc-
tion Prevention. Treatment and Utilization (Dry Mines)."
presented at meeting. Apr. 13. of the Manchester Geological
and Mining Society.

cause the ovens are too slow iu reaching the required

temperature.

IIow THE Coal Is Screened

The Humboldt-Weissmann percussion or liumping

screens will extract coal dust below 1 mm. cube from a

dust of larger size. The important features in the screens

are (1) a continuous feed onto a large screen surface

so that the wire cloth may not choke from overloading,

and (2) a multiple cam at the upper end of the screen,

which, as it revolves, drops the end of the screens rest-

ing on it 5 mm. (i of an inch) 580 to 600 times a

minute. This constant vibration of the screen prevents

clogging unless the moisture content in the coal exceeds

414 per cent., when the wire-cloth openings must be

increased to 1.2 or 1.4 mm. The screens give a large

output with minimum power consumption at small in-

itial cost and low maintenance charge.
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The power consumed by one battery of 18 sbakiiig

screens, amounts to only 1 hp., and only 4 hp. is roquireil

for driving the screw by which the coal is distributed

over the screens.

Coal Dcst Is Wktted but Xot \V.\siii:i) in .\ Jig

By using these screens in connection with washers,

the sludge is re«luced to a niinimuni, the water can be

used again and again witliout sludge tanks or funnel

boxes, and there is no mass of wet coal to handle which

will neither drain nor otherwise dry. The impossii)ility

of cleaning the extremely fine dust which forms sludge

in the washer is well known. Coal-washing bosses often

say "The sludge is too dirty and must lie removed from

the washery."

Sludge tanks are therefore provided, and they arc

drained occasionally and the contents sold or used as

boiler fuel at the mines. It can easily be proved that

coal sludge contains about the same quantity of ash as

crude coal of the same size, in sonic cases even a little

more, since soft shale and clay are levigated and tend

to disintegrate in water and mix with the finest part

of the coal. If my as.«ertions prove correct, the ash con-

tents of a mixture of washed fine coal and dust cannot

exceed that of washed fine coal mixed with the whole

sludge.* But, unfortunately, the ash contents of the dirt

sometimes debar the addition of the whole quantity to

the washed coal, if the desired percentage of ash in the

briquetting or coking coal is to be obtained, and so in

many cases we cannot add all our dry dust to the washed

coal and obtain a satisfactory coal ])roduct.

It is interesting to note how the quantity of the ash

varied with the size of a certain Lancashire coal:

ASH IX A LANCASHIRE SMAI.I. COAI.

Size, In.

IJ to I

iio i.

I to |.

J to J.
ito

Weight of
ash, per cent.

14.13
16 50
14.43
11 34
43 30

As an alternati\e, the line loal 14, ™- to zero was

further classified into the sizes: Vi in. to 1 mm., of

which there was 35 per cent., and dust 1 mm. to zero,

forming 65 per cent, of the whole.

The following is the result obtained alter wash-

ing the various sizes:

ASH IN A LANCASHIRE SMALL CO.\L AFTER WASHING
Coal: 70.51 per ccntf Refxise: 29.49 per cent.

Sizes, in. Per cent. Per cent. Per cent. Per cent.

of size of ash of size of ash

1} to ! 11.75 4.52 1.65 70 00
i to I 13.61 3.45 2.47 60 00
ito 1 11.73 5.37 1.86 75 00
1 to i 8.66 5.41 1.86 75 00
} to 23.92 11.18 9.48 6S.0()

Sludge 12.17 29 .il

The slack divided into sizes between Y^ in. and 1 mm.
and 1 mm. and zero yielded the following results:

ASH IN A LANCASHIRE SLACK AFTER SCREENING DUST AND
W.\SHING GRAINS OF COAL

Coal Refuse

Size Per cent. Per cent. Per cent. Per cent,

of size of a-sh of size of ash

1 J in. to 1 mm. 26.29 5.81, 6.18
1 m.m. to mm. 10.82 32.74 Unwashed

•It is not by any means unlikely that the author of these
remarks is Justified in his conclusions, but his figures later
quoted for the washed sludse of a Lancashire coal show 29.51
per cent, of ash and the same coal screened through a 1-m m.
screen shows 32.74 per cent. ash. So in the case he quotes
washing was not entirely ineffectual.

tAn inexplicable error as the percentages of the various
sizes total to 69.69 and not 70.51.

Screening versus Wasiuno

The total final coal of JJ^ in. to zero averaged an ash

content of about 10 jjcr cent. ; while the (ine coal from •s
in. to 1 mm. only showed an ash eonteiit of about ").;

per cent., so the great advantage in scrceniiit; away ilu

dry dust below 1 mm. diameter is confirmed.

If slack is to be sold without washing, and trouhle

is experienced in keeping the ash percentage within a

fixed limit, then dry percussive screening is evidently the

means 1o adopt for abstracting the most ohjectionahle

jiortion which contains the maximum ash. A custoiiu i-

can therefore be retained who might otherwise revert In

a ]ioorer quality of coal, where he wtuild be compensated

liv the i:dvantage of diitaiiiiiig coal nl' larger average di-

mensidiis.

IhsT KOlf COKINC

The ouestion which now naturally arises is: What is

to be done with this dust, when once it is removed?

To Coarse
CoaliVasf?er

Suction Mkthod of Dust Extraction

The quality of this product must first lie determined.

The impalpable coal dust to whicli reference has just

been made contained 32.74 per cent, of ash, but not all

dust between 1 mm. and zero would be equally bad.

The following analysis of another sample shows what

possibilities occasionally lie in that jiart of the coal which

is called dust

:
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It is impossible to install a coking plant for the sole

purpose of disposing of the fine dust formed at a single

mine, but it might be well for collieries to establish a

plant to which this material might be sent and coked

with a saving of byproducts, for development of power

or for tlie manufacture of illuminating gas. The plant

of Messrs. Koppers at Joliet, 111., is making coke out

of coal of which 85 per cent, passes through a i/g-ju-

screen. If the coke would not prove of the best quality

it could be sold for domestic purposes.

The price of such coal in the past has been by no

means proportional to the calorific output it delivers

when used with suitf,l)le stokers or dust-firing appliances

under steam boilers.

Dust coal of 1 mm. diameter and under finds a ready

market at foundries as a medium to produce blackening

for the faces of molds or for reforming foundry sand.

Various compounds for tliis purpose consist almost wholly

of just such dust and sell at as much as $43.45 per ton.

If the coal has a low ash percentage it can be used for

many chemical purposes for which coal is now ground.

If" collieries took up the utilization of their own dust

for the distillation of oils, etc., the modern market would

provide a consumer for the "coalite" coke which would

be produced. The following table shows the temperature

at which the various oils are distilled.

TEMPERATURES OF DISTILLATION

Temperature, Products

Degs. Fahrenheit

to 338 Water, ammonia-liquor, light oil, benzol, naphtha.

338 to 446 Medium oils, naphthalene, carbolic acid.

446 to 518 Heavy oils, creosote.

518 to 572 Anthracene, pitch.

Coking plants have cleared from $10,000 to $15,000

])er month on byproducts alone, apart from coke sales,

and this on a basis of 200 to 300 tons of coal carbonized

per day. On an average, the returns available by coking

approximate for each ton of coal carbonized as herewith

:

A\TERAGE RETURNS FROM COKING ONE SHORT TON OF COAL
_ , . ^ 0.6
Coke, m tons gg 3
Tar, in pounds 26 8
Ammonia salts, in pounds v ' " n 27
Light oils and crude benzol, in U. S. gallons •

Available gas, in cubic feet

rXDEVELOPED MARKETS FOR DuST

Had the money which has been spent in investigating

the effects of coal dust and gas been applied to the col-

lection of dust in the mines and elsewhere, the operators

would have been compelled to find a market for it and

would have educated the consumer to appreciate its value,

but, of course, such dust would have to lie collected with

a, due regard to the necessity for keeping it free from

extraneous substances.

A New Acid-Proof Mine Pump
Perhaps one of the most vexing problems which con-

fronts the mine operator is successfully handling com-

paratively small quantities of highly acidulous mine water.

The destructive action of this fluid upon pumps and pipe

lines is well known. From time to time various ex-

pedients have been adopted to circumvent this evil.

About the most successful material which has been

found for resisting the corrosive action of acidulous wat-

ers is wood. This material excels even the so called acid-

resisting bronze, and under proper conditions will last

longer and give more satisfactory service than lead.

It will be readily understood that it is the parts
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of a pump which come into direct contact with the acidu-

lous water which .suffer most from corrosion. It is not

uncommon for even brass- or bronze-lined cast-iron

pumps to be destroyed by acid water in a comparatively

short time. In some mines even a very few shifts are

Fr.oxT A'lEW OF Pujip Arraxgkd for Belt Drive

enough to practically destroy the working parts of the

pump, particularly "the valves, valve seats and valve

springs.

With the foreging considerations in mind, George Rob-

son, of Murray, Hocking County, Ohio, has invented and

is about to place upon the market a type of mine pump

wherein practically the only metal coming in contact with

the mine water is the plunger. As may be clearly seen

from the accompanying illustrations, this pump does not

differ materially in principle of operation from the ordi-

Ee.vi; View of Pujip. Showing Wooden Construction

nary, horizontal, triplex, outside-packed plunger variety.

The cylinders, valve chests and valves are, however, all

of wood.

In the construction of this pump, all wooden parts

which are subject to pressure are thoroughly reinforced,

with eastings upon the outside. The valves operate by

gravity, and consequently no valve springs are necessary,

in order to effectually prevent the valves from splitting,

they are heavily banded around the edge with cast iron.

This, however, does not come in contact viith. the valve

seat, and consequently any pitting which may develop

in the metal does not interfere with the efficiency of the

pump.
This pump, built in a capacity of 350 gal. per min.,

to work against a 600-ft. head, has been in operation for

28 months in an Ohio coal mine, with an expense for

repairs of 85 cents. This record is the more astonishing

when we consider the fact that this machine took the place

of two bronze-lined, cast-iron pumps, which failed after

two weeks' operation.
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Determination of Water in Coal
SYNOPSIS—The delermiitatioii of iraler in coal lins

hitherlo been a summation of the effects of four seimralc

actions. Ihouiih the outcome of onlij one was sougltt. Mr.

'feed's method gives the actual water cxpi'llid ,il thr Inn-

/icrature of desiccation.

In a paper at the meeting of the Institution of Min-

\ug and Metallurgy in London, Kngland. 1'. Ijithei-

land Teed refers to the simple drying method univer-'^ally

employed for determining the peniMitage of moisture in

a fuel, in whieh he says that sources of inaciuraiy exist

due to the following reactions:

(a) O.xidation of the pyrites making the result too

low, (b) O.xidation of the eoal itself making the result

too high; (c) Volatilization of matter contained in the

loal whieh also gives too high a result.

Mr. Teed claims to have devised a nu-lhod for the

determination of water in coal which gives a high de-

gree of accuracy, is quick in operation and employable in

many cases where simple drying would he impossible.

Moisture Absorbed by Luiv:

Ills apparatus consists of a lOO-cc. pressure flask, a

'•F" tube of about i^-in. bore and a sulphuric-acid

drying tube, all of which must be capable of withstanding

atmospheric pressure; besides these, sound rubber corks

and some form of vacuum pump are necessary. With

regard to the latter, the Sprengel water vacuum pump

worked by the main water-supply has been found to give

a reduction in pressure equal to about 725 mm. (28.5

in.) of mercury and to be in every way satisfactory.

The illustration shows the apparatus used and needs

no further explanation except to state that the right

beaker is filled with boiling water, and llic left with a

boiling aqueous solution of common salt or calcium chlo-

ride.

The pressure on the coal is reduced and its tempera-

ture raised to that of the boiling water surrounding the

flask in which it is contained. Thus the water content of

the fuel, together with some volatile matter varying in

quantity and character with the nature of the coal, dis-

til off and pa.ss into the lime tube. In accordance with

the following equation

Cat) -f H,0 = Ca (0H)„

the water originally in the coal is chemically retained.

while the other volatile matter because it has no chemical

athnity for the lime, and because the temperature of the

lime tube is too high for condensation, passes through to

the sulphuric-acid drying tube, where some of it is

retained, discoloring the sulphuric acid, while other por-

tions pass through to the pump.

At the end of about half an hour, the whole of the

water having passed from the coal to the lime tube, the

tap adjoining the vacuum pump is turned off, the beaker

of boiling water surrounding the coal flask is removed

and the air gradually allowed to pass back through the

sulphuric-acid drying tube to the vacuum beyond. Then

the apparatus is dismantled, the lime tube washed ex-

ternally, wiped, placed in a desiccator to cool, then

weighed, and the increase in weight noted. As this in-

crease is solely due to the water absorbed from the coal,

the percentage of water in the fuel is easily calculated.

No lOitiioijs Dri: ro Onihai-kin ok \'i)i. atilizatiox Of

11 VDiioc Aitr.iiNs AND Sri.i'iuii

In the new method, the author claims lliiil the two

errors due to oxidation no longer exist because the water

is distilled from the coal in the absence of air, and con-

sequently no oxidation can oi'cur. The volatilization <ir

hydrocarbons and suljilinr still takes jjlace, but since the

leniperature of the (luicklime tube is higher than the

coal itself, no condensation can occur in this tube unless

chemical action takes jjlace.

Mr. Teed says one ])hysieal error \indoubfedly exists.

for the lime tube is attacked with loss in weight by tlu'

boiling solution of calcium chloride, and therefore for

the most accurate work a I'orrection must be applied,

which is dependent on the strength of the calcium chlo-

ride solution and the time of immersion. Using tic

To Pump

ApPAIiATUS BY 'WlIICII THE MOISTUHE IN COAL C!aN

P.1-. AcC'UIiATELY DliTKIiMINED

solution employed by the author it was fomid that the

drying tube lost in weight ().()030 gram per hour. The

following table of results of three representative coals ex-

amined, shows that the results arc independent of the

time that the coal is under the inlhicucc of heat and

reduction pressure.

TABLE SHOWING THAT TIME DOES NOT AFFECT RESULTS
Appnront

Nature of
Coal
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supposed that there must be some leak in the apparatus

between the coal flask and the quicklime, but this, on

performing a blank experiment, was not found to be the

case.

The experiment was repeated, still using anthracite in

the coal flask, and it was found that, while the increase

in weight of the drying tube was equal to 3.78 per cent,

of the anthracite employed, the decrease in the weight

of the anthracite in the flask was equal to 2.53 per cent.

So striking was this result, Mr. Teed adds, that this

experiment was repeated ten times in all, -when it was

found that the mean increase in weight of the drying

tube was equal to 3.78 per cent of the anthracite em-

ployed (these results did not differ by more than 0.04

per cent.), while the mean decrease in weight of the

anthracite m the coal flask was equal to 3.54 per cent.

;

however, these results differed from one another by as

much as 0.17 per cent., but no result was higher than

3.63 per cent.

In regard to this Mr. Teed can only conclude that

when the water left the coal under the influence of the

reduced pressure and heat, it left it in the physical con-

dition of cliarcoal, capable, like that substance, of ab-

sorbing many times its own volume of gas.

The Electric Mining Locomotive
By Geo. M. Kexxhdy

SYNOPSIS—..4 general description, of the features com-

mon to practically all electric mining locomotives. The

path of the current is traced through the machine front

trolley wire to rail hoth when the motors are operating

in series and in paraUel.

We are all familiar with the general appearance and

work that is performed by the electric mine locomotive.

This machine in its present stage of development em-

braces many different types and classes, but all of them

regardless of make or size have many features in common.

General Consteuction of the Machine

The side frames are usually made of cast iron and the

ends of either the same material or of cast steel. These

niemliers are securely bolted together in a thorough and

substantial manner, and are designed and constructed for

hard service.

Most electric locomotives are equipped with two motors,

one suspended from each of the two axles. Movement

along the track is obtained by means of pinions on the

armature shaft meshing with gears mounted on the axle.

It should be remembered that the locomotive does not

generate power in itself, but through its motors trans-

forms electrical into mechanical energy, and thereby does

useful work.

The purpose of the trolley wire is to conduct current

to the locomotive from a source of supply. The rails upon

which the machine operates also perform the function of

carrying this current from the locomotive back to the

origin of electrical energy. To do this efficiently they

mu.st be bonded at every joint and cross-bonded at certain

intervals, say, every 300 to 400 feet.

If efficient service is to be obtained, it is important to

have the trolley wire, rails and bonding in as good con-

dition as possible. They must be free from leakage and

poor joints, for either of these will cause an unnecessary

drop in potential, that is, a loss in the driving force re-

quired by the locomotive, which results in decreased speed

or failure to pull a normal load. In other words, every

leak and every poor joint, whether it be in the track or

the trolley wire or in fact anywhere in the circuit, dis-

ipates energy, which i;nder good conditions would be

utilized by the locomotive in performing useful work.

The locomotive is equipped with a trolley pole which,

for various reasons, is made of wood. This supports the

pole head, which in turn carries the harp, within which is

mounted a deep-grooved wheel by means of an axle.

The Route of the Current through the Machine

This trolley wheel rotates along the trolley wire, mak-

ing electrical connection therewith. It is here at the con-

tact between wheel and wire that the current enters the

locomotive. From the wheel it flows through the harp to

the pole head, and from a terminal mounted thereon down

a flexible-rubber insulated cable attached to tiie trolley

pole to a movable cable contact block on the locomotive

proper.

This contact block fits into and forms a connection with

one of two stationary cable contact blocks. These are

installed merely for the purpose of furnishing a con-

venient means of detaching the cable in case of any

damage to the trolley pole or parts which are mounted

thereon, for without these blocks or couplings loss of time

would occur in case a trollej'-pole °quipment required

changing, either due to breakage or some other cause.

Locomotives are usually equipped with two or more of

the stationary cable blocks. This permits the pole to be

placed in any one of two or more positions according to

the number of blocks, or two separate trolley j)oles may be

carried, one on either side of the locomotive. The contact

blocks are connected together electrically by means of a

suitable insulated cable and also to either a fuse block

or to an automatic circuit-breaker, which is mounted on

the locomotive close to the motorman's seat.

The fuse block is composed of some insulating ma-

terial such as slate with suitable clips mounted thereon,

into which is inserted a holder containing a fuse wire,

which has a certain fixed current-carrying capacity de-

pending upon the size or power of the machine.

The automatic circuit-breaker is a self-operating

mechanism which opens the circuit when the current

passing through the breaker exceeds a certain prede-

termined volume, at which the instrument is adjusted to

operate.

Function of Fuse or Circuit-Breaker

The fuse, or automatic circuit-breaker, as the case may
be, opens the circuit when an excessive current flows.

Either of these devices is, therefore, exactly analogous to

the safety valve on a steam boiler. From fuse block

of circuit-breaker the incoming current flovrs through a
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suitable ooudiutor to the controller which governs the

speed and direction of travel of the locomotive.

It consists of two drums which are sometimes called

lylinders. The first, or main drum, is that by means of

which the current is switched on or off. and the resistance,

MS will be ex])lained later, is cut out step by step. The

other is the rever.se drum or cylinder. By a proper rota-

tion of this drum by means of a handle provided for that

purpose, the direction of flow of current in the motor

armatures may be changed, which will in turn reverse the

diicction of travel of the locomotive.

This drum also coiinects the motors either in series or

parallel as desired. This is accomplished by means of a

group of stationary fingers and a group of contacts

mounted on the cylinder, which as the latter is turned

forms electrical contact with the fingers, making and

controlling the circuit.

How CoxT.vcT Blistering Is Ricdcckd

When an electric connection is broken while current

is flowing an are is formed. In order to reduce to a mini-

mum the blistering and burning of contacts and fingers,

due to arcing, a blow-out coil is placed .in the controller

and is connected in series with the line. All the current

used by the locomotive passes through this coil. The

result is the existence of a magnetic region which has the

effect of blowing out the arcing caused in shutting off

the main controlling drum.

The resistance on a locomotive is for the pur|)oso of

obstructing or retarding the flow of current. It is iniidc

up of a series of cast-iron grids mounted in a suilalilc

frame but insulated therefrom. This resistance reduces

the electro-motive force or voltage to a point such as to

permit the locomotive to accelerate moderately, which

means that the motors will have a chance to speed u]i and

not become damaged. This will be discussed later on.

Taps are taken from the .stack of grids at different

points to the controller. This permits the resistaiic(> to

be cut out or reduced step by step until the full line

voltage is impressed on the motors, either in series or

parallel, depending on the position of the reverse drum.

The current after having passed from the controller *o

the resi-stance and back to the controller, now flows to the

motors. If the reverse cylinder is set for the series con-

nection, the current passes through one motor, back to

the controller and then to the other motor and thence (o

the casing, axle, wheels and rails.

If, on the other hand, the reverse cylinder is set for

the multiple or parallel connection, the current passes

through both motors simultaneously, thence as before to

the rail, or ground as it is often termed, due to the fact

that the negative is of the same potential as the earth.

The controller in feeding the current should never lie

moved more than one point at a time, since when ilie

motors are not in motion, the feeding of several points at

once reduces the resistance to such an extent as to allow

an excessive current to flow, causing the deterioralini of

the insulation and eventually burning out the field, arm-

atures, etc.

Whenever possible, the serious position of the controller

should be used in starting the locomotive from rest.

Ever}' time this is done with the controller in the multi-

ple position there is an excess of current flowing at the

start, or until the locomotive is accelerated. In shutting

off the controller it should always be moved to the off

position and never held on any intermediate point.

WiiKx THE CincuiT Is IxTEnnupTicn. Seek the C.mse

W hen a fu.se burns out or the automatic circuit breaker

is thrown, there is some reason for it and before replacing

the fuse or closing the breaker, search should be made; to

ascertain the cause. Perhaps the trip is too heavy, or

an armature has a ground, or a field is short-circuited. A
thorough investigation may save the locomotive fiom
more serious damage. Sometimes co]iper wire is sub-

slifufed for fuse wire. This sliindd not be allowed under

any consideration.

The locomotive should be exaniinctl regularly. A gen-

eral inspection should be made twice each week, when the

electrical connections may be examined to make sure that

all parts are tight. Frequently controller contacts may
be unduly burned, due to the fingers requiring a little

rnnre tension.

The air gap is the space between ilic armature and the

field ])olcs. As the shaft hearings wear down, this air

gap becomes less, and if not attended to .sooner or later

llu! armature will rub on the pole faces, which results in

the destruction of its winding and possibly that of the

entire motor. The armature cap bolts sometimes work

loose with the same results.

The motor bolts rarely work loose if a proper lock

washer is pi'ovided, but there is a tendency to use this

part over and over again. When the tension of the washer
is gone, it is virtually flat, and if used in this condition

will invariably result in damage to the equipment.
At the hegining of each shift the trolley pole equip-

tneiit .'^liould be lubricated. A drop of oil in the hole on
the trolley wheel for that purpose reduces the wear on
the bushing considerably. The grease cups, both arma-
ture and axle, should have a few drops of oil at the same
time. A hole can be made to the axle through the grease

in these cups by means of a screw driver. A little oil

should then be poured into this hole and the grease

pressed down again or the cup refilled. This procedure
will save considerable wear on the bearings and a great

deal of labor and e.xpense. This is a fairly satisfactory

nielliod of securing proper lubrication of these parts.

F. N. Cameron, general manager of the Castle Valley Coal
Co., the Consolidated Fuel Co.. the Castle Gate Coal Co. and
the Black Hawk Coal Co.. all in Utah, has just gotten out a
little booklet for free distribution, suggesting and advocating
a campaign of "safety first" on the part of all the employees
ot his companies. As a basis for the printed matter in the
booklet. Mi-. Cameron has taken a poem on "Safety First." re-
cently published in Coal .\ge. This interesting little pamph-
let has been printed in three languages, and there is no
doubt but that considerable good will result from this unique
campaign for greater safety in mining.

Thomas Badger (South Yorkshire coroner), addressing the
Jury summoned to inquire into the cause of deaths of per-
sons killed in the Warren Vale explosion, in 1852. sug-
gested the desirability of establishing a school of mines to
teach elementary chemistry and physics to miners and their
boys. Fifteen years later the Department of Science and
Art, connected with the South Kensington Museum, com-
menced to send out teachers to coal mining and manufactur-
ing centers, for the purpose of giving technical instruction.
One of the best known and most highly successful of these
teachers was Mr. Buckmaster, whose district covered the
Midland coal field of England. Many readers will remember
Mr. Buckmaster.
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Safety Lock for Shaft Gates

The accompanying engraving and plans illustrate a

safety gate fastener for mine and elevator shafts. Such

a device had become imperative because of numerous

fatal accidents occurring through persons walking into

an open shaft under the impression that the cage was at

the landing. This device makes it impossible for the

safety gates to open except when the cage, is in that posi-

tion.

The illustration shows the device in position at the

surface of the No. 1 mine of the Jenner-Quemahoning

Coal Co., at Jerome, Penu. It consists of a shaft .1

supported by two angle irons having circular openings

at the top in which the shaft revolves. At the outer

end of the shaft is attached a crank B. At the inner

The commendable features of this device are its sim-

plicity of construction and operation and the effective-

ness of its action, it being absolutely impossible to open

the gate (except by breaking the mechanism) unless the

cage is in position at the landing. The inventor, Mr.

D. G. Alsop, of Jerome, Penn., who has patented the

device, has also perfected an automatic gate closer as an

attachment to the above.

A Large Concrete-Lined Shaft

A new shaft was recently sunk to bed roc'k at St. Albert,

Alberta, eight miles northwest of the business district of

Edmonton. This shaft is 29 ft. in diameter, with thick

walls of reinforced concrete. It will be used in reaching

a bed of coal 8 ft. thick.

The sinking of this shaft was no small task. The earth

was dug by a clamshell dredge. When the hole was a

few feet in" depth, a ring of concrete was poured and per-

mitted to sink. As the dredge dug the excavation deeper,

more rings were poured, the construction being continued

day by day until the bottom edge struck bed rock. This

concrete casing was then cemented and sealed to keep

water out of the shaft.

It has been anuounced that this mine will be equipped

with modern machinery, and as soon as the hoisting ap-

The Safety Device ix Positiox ai Shaft Exteaxce

end is fastened a circular metal disk C. On the circum-

ference of this disk is cut a notch. D is an arc-shaped

spring 14. ft. long, fastened at its lower end to the shaft

timbers below the landing, with the curved portion ex-

tending into the shaft compartment.

The object in having the spring arc-shaped is to allow

the side of the cage traveling in either direction to strike

it at nearly a tangent. At its upper end the spring is

bent horizontally to allow it to pass under the disk C,

the extremity being turned up in a vertical position, to

engage the notch in the disk in the manner of a ''dog"

or pawl on a ratchet, thus preventing movement of the

disk either to right or left. E is a lever fastened to the

shaft A, which enables a person standing on the cage

to operate the gate lock.

The plan of operation is as follows: When the cage

is either above or below the landing, the crank B extends

horizontally across the movable end of the gate, keeping

it closed. The vertical end of the spring prevents the

shaft from being revolved by locking the disk C in posi-

tion.

As the cage approaches the landing either ascending

or descending the side of the platform strikes the spring

D, forcing it outward. This removes the dog from con-

tact with the disk, permitting the shaft to be revolved

and the gate to be opened.

Boiler and Exgine House and Tempoeary
Headfrahe

paratus is installed the work of drifting through the coal

will be begun. The ultimate daily output is placed at

2000 tons. The shaft below the concrete lining is sunk

through the rock, the top of the coal vein being 337 ft.

below"the surface of the ground.

The company financing this enterprise is a French syn-

dicate of canitalists. It owns in fee a large area of land

ahout a mile from the municipality of St. Albert, and

also has extensive leases. The present equipment of ma-

chinery and buildings will be enlarged when the mine is

putting out its fulf capacity, and 500 men will be em-

ployed as soon as development work is completed.

This coal field was located in 1910, and development

work was started a year or so later. The shaft was be-

ffun in 1912. the sinking occupying about 10 months. It

is expected that work at this mine will be sufficiently ad-

vanced so that shipments will begin in a short time.

The builders of this shaft affirm that it is the largest

and deepest of its kind in the world. The owners have

invested in the neighborhood of $1,000,000 in the enter-

prise which is expected to pay handsome dividends from

the"^ start of operation. The stock is held by a small group

of people, and not a share is on the market.
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German Timbering Methods
From a report on iiiiiiing ])ractice in Prussia during

the year 1913, contained in the "Zeitsehrift fiir das Ik'rg-

Iliitten- und Salinenwesen," Vol. 61, No. 1, the follow-

ing notes are derived:

At the King Ludwig mine in the East Retkiing-

hauseu district, iron* timheriiig is e.xtensively used. In

some parts, especially when the coal contains much
gas, the posts and cross-pieces of "timbering sets" are

curved so that each is about 3.2 in. out of a straight line

at the middle; see Fig. 1. This method has proved satis-

factory. The members
being (i.\ed firmly at

their ends by the in-

crushing action of the

roof and sides serve to

c o n V e r t bending

stresses into thrusts,

which the material is

better fitted to resist.

At the Reckling-

hausen I mine in the

llerne district, iron

and timber sets are

cushioned against roof and side pressures by inserting at

the joints of post and crosspiece, wooden blocks which, by

their elasticity are said to increase the durability of these

to a considerable degree (see Fig. 2).

In the LietstoUn region of the Obernkirchen general

mining department, South Hanover district, it has been

the practice to point the props in order that on sub-

sidence of the roof they may penetrate the soft shale of

the floor. In many parts of the workings, however, hard

Fig. 1. Curved "Timber Sets''

IN German Mine.s

Fig. 2. A Certain Degree of Accommodation to

Rock Movement Is Provided p,y Wood Ci\shions

concretionary bodies in the clay oppose the entry of the

props, so that they and the cross-pieces break under the

roof pressure. Experiments have, therefore, been made
with the yielding posts made by Hermann Schwarz, in

Kray, Rhineland.

A Post with a Certain Degree of "Give"

Inside of the channel-iron side post of a "timbering

set" a T-iron is caused to slide. This sliding member
is shaped like a wedge at the bottom and conformed at

the top so as to support the cross-piece. When the T-iron

has been slidden up in the post so as to protrude above

•The word "iron" may be used here in a broad sense to
cover steel.

it as high as is required, it is clam])ed there by means of

a strap and wedge. This rectangular sti'ap, which sur-

rounds the post, has an eccentrically arranged screw bolt,

which bears against tlie back of the U-frame opposite the

T-iron, so that the strap does not pi-ess against the jjost

directly. A wooden wedge is then driven between the

strap and the wedge bottom of the T-iron, so as to

clamp it.

L'nder pressure of the roof the wedges gradually slide

together and allow the T-iron to settle. When the roof

above the entry has subsided to the packing and no further

retraction of the T-iron is observed, the composite iron

post is removed elsewhere, being replaced by a weak pro|i

(if about 5.2 in. diameter and 6 ft. long. The iron posts

arc removed by a quarter turning of the bolt, thus loosen-

ing the wooden wedge and T-iron in the frame till tiic

headpiece can sink. The experiments with these ])osts arc

not yet concluded.

[This post is illustrated in

the accompanying draw-

ing. The curve on the rigiil

shows the resistance to com-

pression by liorizontal ordi-

nates. It will be seen that

the post resists almost four

times as large a pressure

when at its shortest length

as it will resist unyieldingly

when fully extended. By
changing the wood wedge for

one less compressible, the re-

sistance of the post to com-
pression may be increased at

will and the adjustment of

the position of the wood
wedge relative to that of the

moving part of the post pro-

vides a similar choice in com-
pressive resistance.

These posts are also made by

R. Centner Fils, of Verviers,

Belgium, and the makers as-

sert that several thousand of

them are in actual service and
that they save about 6c. per

ton, in the cost of the coal

at ruling prices of wood

Fig. 3. Steel Roof
Support

posts in Europe.

—

Ed.]

A. New Type of Colliery Fan
Although in a good many departments, colliery prac-

tice appears to have become standardized, improvements
of a radical description frequently arise which open up
new possibilities to the colliery engineer. An instance
of this kind is to be found in a new type of fan which
has recently been introduced in South Wales and which
jiossesses some very distinctive features. This fan, which is I

produced by the Turbon Patent Fan Co., Ltd., of Llan-
elly. is here illustrated with the casing removed.

Tt will be seen that the runner is of peculiar design.
In general outline it resembles the usual drum-shaped,

j

multi-blade type, but instead of being made up of a large '

number of narrow blades of great axial length secured by
rivets, the new runner consists of rings pressed into a
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corrusatGd shape, and made to interlock with each oJier

ill ^uch a way that no rivets are required.

The corrugated rings are secured between the dnvmg

di^k and a holding ring by means of stay-bolts binding

the whole construction firmly together. In this way it

is impossible for any ring to move out of place, because

at every corru-ation it is locked into the adjoining rings,

and since all ^the rings are pressed from the same dies,

thev are perfect duplicates. Hence the runner is seit-

centering and self-balancing. The importance of this

property in connection with the high fan speeds which

are employed in connection with fans direct connected

to electricmotors cannot be overestimated.

It will be seen that this method of construction gives

exceptional torsional strength to the fan. The rmgs are

much better fitted to withstand the driving strain trans-

mitted to them than the usual type of blade which is se-

cured by a short lip bent at right angles and riveted to

the disk.

The runner can be easily taken apart by unscrewing

the nuts from the stay-bolts and drawing off the rings.

New Fax with Casixg REiiovED

Hence in case of accidental damage it is an easy matter

to replace one or more of the rings. Another important

feature is that the rings can be reversed so that the run-

ner is suitable for revolving in the opposite direction and

when required the casings can also be made reversible, so

that the same fan is suitable for conditions which require

either clockwise or counter-clockwise rotation. -Th^ ^as-

in- is, of course, of the spiral type and does not ditter

materially from that of the ordinary inclosed fan.

Another important point is that the form and con-

struction of the blade rings makes the runner especially

suitable for use with high temperatures. The blades being

formed of a series of curves, makes them sufficiently

elastic to allow of expansion in all directions ^vithout the

slightest strain on any part of the runner. Hence the

fans are useful for a large number of factory processes

such as the production of induced draft for boilers.

Under these circumstances they can be worked at tem-

peratures up to a dull-red heat.

As re<^ards silence, in operation, it must be remem-

bered th'at the ordinary fan has a sort of paddle-wheel

action, the hlades passing the outlet in a series of beats

tendinc^ to cause vibration and noise. With the new run-

ner, the movement of the blade rings past the outlet is a

continuous one, the pulsations being smoothed out, re-

sulting in a continuous output of air. The turbiue-like

construction assumed by the blade rings when assembled,

gives an exceptionally high yield in volume and pressure,

while the hold obtained on the air is more effective than

in the series of oblong passages.

The capacity compared with overall dimensions is ex-

tremely high, and efficiency is maintained over a wide

range of conditions. The fan has a high manometric ca-

pacity, maintaining high pressures at low blade-tip

speeds. On the other hand, owing to the fact that hold-

ing rings can be placed between the blade rings in high-

speed fans, any required strength to resist centrifugal

stress can be e'asily obtained and hence the fan is weh

adapted for running at excessive velocities.

The particular runner shown in the illustration, having

two inlet holding rings, is designed for water gages of

6 in. and over. Hence the claim can be made that these

fans are useful for either high, low or intermediate pres-

sures. Owing to its great adaptability to varying con-

ditions, its strength and simplicity of construction, this

new tj-pe of fan appears to offer great possibilities, and

it will be interesting to watch in further practice how

these are realized.

Explosion in a Welsh Colliery

Special Cokrespondence

One of the worst mine disasters in British history oc-

curred Oct. 4 in the Universal Colliery at Senghenydd,

Glamorganshire. The day shift comprised 935 men. Of

this number 489 have been rescued alive, and 12 miners

were Ijrought out dead. This leaves 434 men stiU en-

tombed in the workings.

The explosion occurred about two hours after the

men had descended into the mine. The force of the ex-

plosion demolished the headframe at the shaft and shook

the entire town.

Eescue work was started immediately, and it was due to

this prompt help that so many men were brought to the

surface uninjured.

Owing to the tremendous falls of roof and the effects ot

afterdamp and flame, rescue work was abandoned tem-

porarily, and all attention was turned to an effort to con-

trol the fire that had resulted from the first explosion. All

the men remaining in the mine cannot be reached until the

fire has been overcome.

The Universal mine is known as a gaseous colliery and

it is stated that on the day before the explosion occurred

(Monday) certain portions of the mine were so gassy that

they were closed off and no one was permitted to work

in these dangerous sections. An explosion in this same

mine in 1901 caused the loss of 81 lives.

The violence of the present explosion is clearly indi-

cated by the fact that one man who was working on the

surfacej 20 yd. from the pithead, was decapitated by the

force of the blast. The rescue partj- was composed oi

miners belonging to the night shift. They entered the

mine by way of an adjacent shaft, and in this way saved

the 489 men who were found huddled together in those

parts of the workings where the ventilation was still

good. The 12 men who were brought up dead had been

killed by being dashed against the sides of the entry.
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Convention of American Mining
Congress

The First National Mining Exposition to be given iu

Philadelphia, Oct. 17 to 25, under the auspices of the

American Mining Congress, has gone far beyond the ex-

]icci.:tiou of it^ promoters, and ])romisos to be a trade

irathering of nuicii importance.

The American iliiiing Congress, which is to hold its

convention at the same time, will bring to Philadelphia
a large number of the leading mining men of the coun-
try, and these will attend the exposition in addition to

those who will come solely for the exhibit. Considering
the short time that the exposition has been under way,
it promises to be a most interesting show.

A number of the exhibitors and their exhibits are as

follows:

Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Co., Pittsburgh.
and Baldwin Locomotive Co., Philadelphia, mine locomotives:
Western Electric Co., New York, mine telephones; Milwaukee
Locomotive Co., Milwaukee, Wis., gasoline mine locomotive:
Universal Portland Cement Co., Chicago, 111., use of cement
in mining: Streeter-Amet Weighing & Recording Co., Chi-
cago, automatic weight recorder for mine tipple scales; the
Lobdell Wheel Car Co., Wilmington, Del., car wheels and
a.xles as applied to mining cars: J. S. McChesney & Co., Chi-
cago, mine supplies: Williams Patent Crusher & Pulverizer
Co., Chicago, a coal crusher: Atlantic Refining Co., Philadel-
phia, lubricating oils: Hirsch Electric Mine Lamp Co., Phila-
delphia, miner's cap and lamp: Henry Troemner, Philadelphia,
assay and analytical balances: West Virginia Rail Co., Hunt-
ington, W. Va., steel rails: Keuftel & Esser Co., Hoboken,
N. J., mathematical and surveying instruments; C. O. Bart-
lett & Snow Co., Cleveland, Ohio, working model of a com-
plete coal-handling plant: .\merican Tempering Co., Spring-
field, 111., a system of welding: Hyatt Roller Bearing Co., New-
ark, N. J., mine-car wheels with roller bearings; Roessler &
Hasslacher Chemical Co., New York, the sodium compounds
used in mining; Link-Belt Co., Chicago, elevating, conveying
and transmission machinery: Fairmont Mining Machinery Co.,
Fairmont, W. Ya., portable electric mine pumps, etc.; Draeger
Oxygen Apparatus Co., Pittsburgh, Penn., life-saving appar-
atus; General Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y., electric ma-
chinery and appliances; Jeffrey Manufacturing Co., Columbus,
Ohio, storage-battery locomotive, etc.; John A. Roebling's
Sons Co.. Trenton, N. J„ wire ropes and cables; the Alex-
ander Millburn Co., Baltimore, Md., carbide lamps, etc.: Main
Belting Co.. Philadelphia, belting: Electric Storage Battery
Co., Philadelphia, storage batteries designed for mine loco-
motives; Goodman Manufacturing Co., coal-raining machin-
ery; John G. Scott, Girardsville, Penn., patented transmis-
sion rope clip; Edison Storage Battery Co., Orange, N. J.,
storage batteries and electric mine lamps.

In addition to the above, there are twenty or more rep-

resentative mining concerns that are juist closing up ne-
gotiations for space in the exposition.

Bells or Kettles

By n. D. Eastox*

Xearly all coal miners are more or less familiar with the
.so called bells or kettles that so often occur in the roof
above the coal. These bells are the fossil remains of tree
stumps, and being larger at the bottom than at the top,

they slip out of their sockets in the roof in a deadly
manner; upon being .sounded they may appear to be
perfectly solid and safe, yet they will fall suddenly with-
out giving the slightest warning to the men working be-
neath or near them. These bells are invariably coated
with a thin skin or layer of coal which permits them to

Professor of mining engineering, Kentucky State Uni-versity, 430 Transylvania Park, Lexington, Ky.
"'^•'^ unj

fall out of the roof, the origin of this thin ((.atin^- of
coal always being a source of wonder to the iiiiner.

Tin: Fossil. Tkkk xi 11 ai!i..\.\-

The accompanying pliotograph furnishes the best illus-

tration of one of these fo.-isil stumps that I have ever
seen. This bell is in a soft shale beneath the Hazard coal
on the bank of Grea.xy Fork, in Harlan County, Ken-
tucky, and is on the property of the Pine Mountain Set-
tlement School. It measures -id in. in diameter at \\\r

base, 10 in. at the top and is cS ft. in height. It canie-,
the thin covering of coal wherever it is in contact with
the ,«hale, but the exposed surface has nearly all of the
skin of coal removed.

These trees have their modern representatives in mir
(cinimon horsettiils. The Lepidodeuilm trunks rose fully

50 ft. ill the air, and the genus ,Si;/illaria grew e(|iially

tall. The roots of the.se trees are among the fossils ludsi

generally found in the coal fields; the pitted and tuber-
cular roots, so often uncovered are known as Stigmaria.

How Tin-: Co.M, 8ki\ Foinis Auoi-\n Bi-lls

The theory regarding the formation of these bells with
their thin skin of coal is well illustrated by the coiidi-

A FcssiL Trek Truxk in H.\rlan County, Ky.

tions now existing at Eeelfoot Lake, in northwestern
Tennessee, where, in 1911, an earthquake caused a sub-
sidence which destroyed many large trees. It is reported
that the trunks of the trees in this lake are wholly de-
cayed except the outer ring of sapwood. It is readily
seen that the core of such a stump could become filled
with clay or sand which, under proper conditions, would
change into rock, while the sapwood, still remaining, could
form a skin of coal covering the core. In some cases these
hollow stumps might not be filled until the sediment out-
side reached their tops, and the core, thus made sub.se-
cjuent to the deposition of the surrounding material,
would then be composed of a material corresponding more
closely with the strata at the top of the stumps rather
than with that immediately surrounding them It is
usually true that these fossif trees are of a different com-
position from that of the strata in which they are found
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A Big Electrically Driven Air Com-
pressor

Special Correspondence

SYNOPSIS—Although many mines have made instal-

lations for electric generation, transmission and utiliza-

tion of poicer. some have, for various reasons, seen fit

^0 use compressed air at the working face. This article

describes a large electrically driven air compressor m use

in ,'^outh Wales.

Since the introduction of electricity into colliery opera-

tions, there has been a certain amount of rivalry between

the new means of power production and transmission and

older forms, such as compressed air. Each method has

its advantages. Electricity, of course, is capable of trans-

mission with the minimum amount of loss, the cables are

flexible and can be led anywhere, and when due provision

is taken as regards good installation and maintenance, its

safety is fully equal to all colliery requirements.

On the other hand, compressed air is much in favor,

especially for drills, coal cutters and similar portable

equipment. The exhaust provides a quantity of pure,

fresh air at a low temperature, which greatly assists the

conditions of operation at the working face. The chief

disadvantage with regard to compressed air is the high

cost of an efficient system of transmission and the inevi-

table loss of power which occurs due to leakage and tem-

perature changes.

As coUierv workings become more extended, electricity

conies more and more into use. Obviously in those plant:,

where a small central station is installed to operate the

power-consuming appliances throughout the mine, the

question arises as to whether it is not advisable to com-

bine the advantages of the two systems, by installing

electrically driven air compressors which can be operated

at high efficiency, the compressed air thus obtained being

then utilized in standard power-consuming appliances.

In a good many instances, this course has been adopted

and attention may therefore be drawn to what is probably

one of the largest installations of electrically driven air

compressors for mine purposes which is at present in ex-

istence. This is to be found in the mines of the Great

Western Colliery Co., Ltd.. of Pontypridd, South Wales,

and consists of two compressors of the type shown in the

illustration. Each of these machines has a capacity of

2000 cu.ft. of free air per min.. when running at a

speed of 290 r.p.ra. The diameter of the low-pressure

piston is 38 in., while that of the high-pressure piston is

17 in., the length of the stroke being 12 in. They are

suitable for a working pressure of 100 lb. per sq.in., and

are each driven by an electric motor of 400 hp. One of

these .sets is installed at Llantwit Yardre. and the other

one at Maritime colliery. Pontypridd.

The machines are of "the vertical, high-speed, two-stage,

double-acting tj-pe, inclosed and thoroughly water-jack-

eted. They were constructed by Tilghman's Patent Sand

Blast Co., Ltd., of Manchester. The air cylinders are fit-

ted with valve chambers, arranged at the back, these being

water-jacketed together with the cylinder heads. The pis-

tons arc of the box-pattern type, fitted with cast-iron

packing rings.

The cylinders are fitted with automatic multiple-plate

valves. In the valve chest an independent inlet and

outlet valve is arranged at each end of the cylinder and

the common trouble of carbonized oil on the valves due to

the heating of the air during compression, is prevented

Tjif An; CiiMPEESSOR ox Buili'Li:'- Tr-iivi-Fi,!"":

by the thorough water-jacketing previously mentioned.

Eacn valve consists of six plain, thin steel plates or

rings working on a removable cast-iron seat, a suitable

guard plate being provided to control the lift of the

valve.

The two plates next to the valve seat are made perfect-

ly flat and the remaining four are slightly buckled, form-

ing a simple and reliable spring, which, owing to its

length, is not liable to break. The number of plates and

the degree of buckling is arranged to suit the air pres-

sure and speed at which this type of compressor oner-

ates. Each valve and spring, together with its seating

and guard, can be removed as a whole for inspection. The

four seatings are held in position by one through bolt,

rendering the removal of any of the valves a simple and

easy matter.
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On the inlet or discliarszo sides of the mnchinc, an au-

iniatie unioader is i)ro\ided. wiiic-li throws olT the load

when the air pressure in the receiver exceeds that re-

quired and allows the compressor to run lijrht until the

jiressure drops to normal. The dischar-je unioader is pro-

vided with a hack i)ressure valve, allowing; the compressor

10 lie started up from rest against iio-Io:ul with tlie full

'irking pre.<sure in the receiver.

Pressure Lubrication Is Kmihaik

fjubrication of the bearings and slides is effected by oil

under pressure, while the cylinders are lubricated through

a forced sight-feed lubricator on the front of the center

bo.x. The intercooler is of cast iron and is placed in a

vertical position at the back of the machine, the cooling

tubes being of brass secured in position in packed glands

in the tube jilates in the same manner as with ordinary

steam condenser tubes.

The photograph shown was taken in the shops of the

manufacturers before shipment to the colliery, but since

installation, it has been found that these compressors run

in a satisfactory manner, thoroughly fulfilling the pur-

pose for whicii they were installed.

An Improvised Steam Separator

The illustration clearly shows the construction of a

steam separator made of pipe fittings, says Martin Mc-
Geery, in Power of Oct. 7, 1913. The size of the (it-

tings used will, of course, vary with the size of line on

which the separator is to be placed.

The tee A should be much larger than the steam line

to allow sufficient steam to get through the separator.

Sa'/er

:U3

CoXSTIirCTIGN" OF THE SePAI!ATOI;

By cutting the nipple or short length of pipe B on an

angle, as shown, turning the long side toward the direc-

tion of flow, I believe more water can be taken from the

steam than if the nipple is cut straight across.

A gage-glass is fitted to the drop leg and a steam trap

is placed in the line draining this leg. This type of sep-

arator can be easily and quickly made and gives fairly

good results.

Home-Made Emery Wheel for Grind-
ing X'alves

1 lia\c heard and read of many ways ol' grinding valve
seats, says E. E. Thomiison, in I'uiicr for Oct. 7, l!)i:3,

but never heard of a method like my own: Remove the
disk holder from the valve stem and cut out the compo-
sition disk and fill up with emery with just enough tiiin

glue to nuike the emery dam]). Smooth oil' the lop

and set away for a few hours; when the mixture hardens
it makes a good emery wheel of the proper si/.e. Place it in

the valve and turn with a brace. If it is desired to us.'

the disk holder in thr \alve, submerge it in warm water
for a few inimites and scrape out tln' sultnu'd emery.

Recent Legal Decisions
.\onilcleBahlo Duly of Conl 0|iiTiit<irH 'l'<>»nril MinrrM in

IVaMhinKtiin—The duty of cnal dpi rator.s iiiuiir thu la\v.s . i

Washington to proviiU- sutHoient vi-ntilatiiin In their niiu. ^

for the safety of emplo.vees is absoluti- in the sense that I'r

operator is liable for failure of one to whom the duty h^
been delegated to perform it. (WaMhlnK(<>n !«ii|ireine Conn.
DnvleM VK. KoHv-MnrNliall Coal Co.. 134 Pneiile Iteportrr, ISO i

RiKhtft of 1'ilrebn.ser.s of Corporate Stoek—One who buy
shares of stock, without notice of any claim existing in fav...

of the corporation against the person from whom he pi i

-

chased, is entitled to compel the company to register th.-

transfer on its boolss. or to recover damages resulting from
its refusal to do so, and, hence, cannot neover against tin-

seller on the theory of a breach of warranty as to his titlr

lArkauxns Supreme C'onrt, Banker!)' Triinf <"o. of St. LoiiIm
vs. McCloy, 159 Solithwextern Reporter, 3(1.-..

»

Actionable to Induce Breach of Contract— It is an action-
able wrong to induce another to break a contract with a
third person. (Maryland Court of .VppeulH, Cumberland tilaKd
Mfg. Co. vs. DeWitt, S7 Atlantic Reporter, »a7.)

Scope of New York Coal Sales Law—The law enacted in

New York in IfUl, making it a misdemeanor to deliver co.al

sold, without delivering a scale ticket to the buyer, applies
to sales to retail dealers, as well as to ultimate consumers by
dealers. (Onondaea County. Mew York. County Court; People
vs. Dela^vare. Lackawanna & AVestern Ry. Co., 143 Xenr York
Supplement. 151>.)

Duty to Keep 311ne Roofs Safe—Kansas coal operators are
bound to use a reasonable degree of care to keep the roofs
of their mines in a reasonably safe condition for miners who
are required to work under them. (Kansas Supreme Court.
Reynolds vs. New Century Mining Co., 133 Pacific Reporter
844.)

Liability for Injury to Jlinors—A West Virginia coal min-
ing company is liable for injury to a boy miner put to work
by the compan.v's mine boss, without being instructed against
dangers not appreciated by him. But a boy more than 14

years old is presumed to know the ordinary dangers of his

employment, though this pi'esumption may be rebutted.
(West Virginia Supreme Court of Appeals, Sprinkle vs. Big
Sandy Coal & Coke Co., 78 Southeastern Reporter 971.)

Validity of Employment Contract—An agreement to em-
ploy plaintiff to do certain work in digMing ,a slope and in

driving an air course in defendant's coal mine, until de-
fendant should begin shipping from the mine, was not un-
enforceable as being uncertain as to the duration of the con-
tract. (.Vlahnma Court of Appeals, Barney Coal Co. vs. Davis.

62 Southern Reporter 805.)

Injury Caused by Defective Appliance—A coal company is

liable for injury to an employee caused by the company'.**

failure to provide suitable blocks for his use in blocking cars
as they descended a gravity switch to a shaft (I'nlted

States Circuit Court of .\ppeals. Second Circuit; Lehigh Val-
ley Coal Co. vs. Shondalla: -0.5 Federal Reporter 715.)

Use of Dockyard by Public— .4 fuel company which main-
tains a dockyard does not impliedly dedicate any part of the

premises as a public street, by merely permitting use by per-

sons not transacting business with the company; it is nec-
essary to show an express intent to dedicate land as a

street before an implied dedication will be declared by the

courts. (Georgia Supreme Court, Savannah vs. .'^tnndnrd Fuel
Supply Co., 78 Southeastern Reporter 00(j.)
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Comparatively low ininiiig men realize the growing

demand for teehnical knowledge and fair acquaintance

with the theory and principles relating to mining, on

the part of all" mine ofRcials. The man who thinks he

has nothing to learn is the one, in truth, who has the

most to learn. Whether we believe it or not, the man

who ceases to study and read will retrograde, and must

give place to his fellow worker who keeps more abreast

of the times.

binds the operator to his emjiloyees; and the miner to his

employer.

The Future

The future is bright. It promises more earnest, intel-

ligent and united efforts on the part of all who honestly

desire to improve the condition of mine workers, and es-

tablish a more safe, sound and equitable basis of opera-

tion. In that work, we, of Coal Age, hope to play our

humtile ]iart.

The suggestion that the eyesight of miners is injured

by the burning of inferior oil in mine lamps, is a good

one. While it cannot be doubted that certain diseased

eyes develop what is known as miner's nystagmus; and

tiiat this disease is, perhaps, more common in districts

where safety lamps are used exclusively, than elsewhere

;

it has not been proven that healthy eyesight is at all

affected by the constant use of this lamp. Indeed, the

evidence is to the contrary. There are too many con-

tributory causes, in mining work, to regard the safety

lamp as having any positive ill effect on the healthy eye-

sight of miners.

Retrospect and Prospect

The Past

One brief glance backward into the past of coal min-

ing- is sufficient to convince even the skeptical mmd that

the interests of the operator are those of the miner. These

two factors in the coal-mining industry are ludissolubly

associated. It was the deepening and growing realization

of the practical need of the HUMAN FACTOE in

the operation of mines, two years ago, that gave birth

to Co\L Age. Since that time no effort has been spared

bv the editors to foster the growth and encourage the

development of all that pertains to humanizing the opera-

tion of coal mines.

The Present

Today the recognized cornerstone of all effort for im-

proving conditions'^iu coal mining is the practical traimng

and education of mining men. We are glad to say

that this work has received the hearty indorsement and

cooperation of all the larger coal-mining companies

Many of these have organized independent educational

agencies, in the mining camps and at the mines in their

charge. To further this work is the constant aim of Coal

Age!' That we are succeeding is clear from the increas-

ing interest of readers, and the earnest endeavors of writ-

ers for the paper, to engender an atmosphere that will, at

once help the miner and benefit the employer. The

many articles written and questions discussed are en-

couraging men to write who never wrote before for pub-

lication fand, as a result, the "human element" in the

coal-mining industry today is the recognized link that

Cancer, A Coal-Smoke Disease?

Two weeks ago, we read that tuberculosis carried away

more miners than were killed by the coal industry. This

we considered a severe criticism, for have we not been

taught that our accident death rate was an offense against

Christendom ?

And now a new charge is brought against the coal

industry and we learn on excellent authority that cancer

is caused by the burning of coal. Charles E. Green, of

Edinburgh, is iirst sponsor for the idea, and' Sir William

H. Bennett, an eminent surgeon and president of the

Coal-Smoke Abatement Society, at its recent meeting, in-

dorsed his views, as being conclusive. To quote the mes-

sage:

Sir William said that investigation had shown that the

incidence o£ cancer was limited to those areas where coal

was a staple fuel, while it was almost nonexistent where

ordinary peat alone was used. The only e.xception yet dis-

covered to this rule, he declared, was in districts where the

peat was a hard black substance which crackled like coal and

was quite unlike the ordinary smoldering peat. Sir William

in conclusion spoke strongly in favor of gas as a substitute

for coal.

On such flimsy evidence do the smoke abaters base

their claims as if a sufficient indictment could not be

drawn without resting on such clouds. The peat countries

are not successful industrially ; they are, therefore, large-

ly occupied by farmers, cattle raisers, and those engaged

in manual trades. Probably this has more effect than

smoke on the infrequeucy of cancer.

As a matter of fact, if statistics are to be taken as of

their face value, smoke abatement will increase rather

than diminish cancer. We will not compare Arcadia

with Babylon, but will balance some industrial communi-

ties, using smoky fuels, with some of those which are

using anthracite, which gives no smoke.

CANCER IN 1900
Deaths

per million

City Deaths Popiilation people

Philadelnhia S06 1,293,697 6.23

N^w Yo?kCitv 2060 3 437,202 5.99

S;r„t^? 40 102,026 3.92

pitStareh :::::::::;: m 3216I6 3.64

McfeSlortV.v::: ;:::::: s 34,227 2.34

Note how Philadelphia. Xew York City and Scranton,

which all use large quantities of anthracite, have higher

cancer death rates than cities using smoky soft coal. We

cannot say that anything definite is proved, however, be-

cause into Scranton a large percentage of foreign adults
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i.< constantly cnterinjj. and Philadelphia and New York
are both aiignionted yearly by <;rown persons, native and
foreign. In consei|iienie of that, the disease whieh at-

tacks adults more than youth, may have a i)etter ehance

to get in its fatal work.

The same e\(t']ition may he taken to another tal)le.

Tho.<e who die liy violence or consumption in their youth
cannot die of cancer in their age. for death by the for-

mer is a sure preventive of a later decease by the latter.

We give the table, however:

CANCER .VXD OCCrPATIO.NS I'KK lOO.CKKi l.\ 1900

Sailoni, pilots, fishermen and Miners and <iuarr>MnDn 33.4
oyatermcn 113.1 Su-Mm niilroad rnitineors 30.9

Blncksniiths 107.3 IBookkcepers. clerks and copyists 28.0
Cleromen 102.2 Saloon and restaurant keepers 28.0
Brick and stone masons . 98. Dmymen, liackmcn and tcam-
FarnuTs, planers and farm lab- sters 22 . li

orers 87.7 Compo-sitors, printers, pressmen 22.

1

Carp.'nier9 and joiners 77.7 Plumbers, gas and steam fitters. 8.2
.\I1 occupied males - . ,'>7 .

1

The following facts, however, will show, we think, how
careful we should be in accepting the strange conclusion

that clear air promotes cancer. The first three classes

as a whole, live to more than the usual span of life. At
65 years of age. .55 per cent, of the clergymen are alive.

36.S per cent, of the sailor group and 44.3 of the black-

smiths. So they live till cancer can attack and kill them.
On the other hand, there are but 8.2 per cent, of the

]iluml)er group who live till 65. so they die too young fur

a high cancer death rate.

We are not disposed to believe (iiat smoke causes can-

cer or destroys it. The imagination of the blue-sky advo-
cates, commendable as it is. has repeatedly driven them
to sensational and impossible statements.

The Element Sulphur
The lithosphere is the name given to that otiter part

of the earth of which we have knowledge. Of the inner

part we can only hazard the most uncertain guess, while

of the outer ten miles, we can form a reasonably correct

idea.

F. W. Clarke says that one-tenth of one per cent, of

that outer ten-mile shard, called the lithosphere. is sul-

phur, and be estimates that about eleven-tenths per
cent, of that element is found in the igneous rocks. Ilencc

it is clear that he believes that the sedimentary masses
forming 5 per cent, of the whole litho.sphere contain an
inappreciable amount of sulphur.

And to a certain degree that is true; though the coal-

mining engineer who nearly always finds 1 per cent, in

his coal and may discover nodules and flakes of pyrite
which -will bring the percentage up to 10 per cent, is

sometimes disposed to think that sulphur is somewhat
generally dis.«eminated through the earth's sedimentary
rocks. In fact not a few engineers will declare that the
pyrite in coal arises from solutions which entered after
the coal was formed, forgetting that if these nodules and
flakes were mere sedimentations, they would probably he
found with almost equal frequency wherever there were
cavities in roof or floor. It is true they might not be
sulphides because of the absence of methane in bitumin-
ous rocks to convert the sulphates into unoxidized liod-

ies.

Peat and all the other forbears of coal, oil, and bitum-
inous .«hale, had a power of absorbing sulphur, which ele-
ment is, like carbon, a marked constituent of living bod-

ies. It is consumed by some bacteria jn«t as is nitrogen.

It is found in all vegetation and is a component of albu-

men. It is found abundantly in all hair. When fecal

and other matters luitrcsce. the evil odors may be lar.s>ely

traced to mercaptaiis, of which sul'liiir is an imiiortaiit

elciiiciit.

In purified Trinidad bilimicn al.-(. may be rnuiid (1

per cent, of sulphur, and some asphalts contain as much
as 10 per cent. The natural gases of Ohio and iiidiaiiM

show (1.17 per cent, of sulphur and those fnmi California

and Canada are al.<o .•Julphur-bearing. The .same is tni.

of petroleums, the oils of Tc.\as, Calirnrnia and Syria

being sulphurous.

When discu.ssing the presence of sulphur in sedimen-
tary rocks, it must be remembered thai easy as its pres-

ence is to determine, important as are its effects in the

clay-manufacturing industry, many chemists do not seek

to determine its (|uanlity in the rocks they analyze, and
their failure to list it in their reiwrts docs not jjrove il-

absence. Nevertheless the fact that il is almost never

found disseminatedly present in nonliitiiminoiis .sedinieii-

taries in percentage over unity in recorded analyse-

shows that it is not nearly as prevaleiil in Moiiliitiiniinous

rocks as in those which are bituminous.

It is not often found in the United Stales even in lime-

stones. In Pennsylvania, 110 analyses of that mineral
quoted in the Pennsylvania State College rejwrt lSi)i)-

1900, averaged 0.08 per cent, of sul])huv. or less than
one-tenth of 1 per cent., and there were 16:^ analyses
which ignored the element entirely. The highest analy-
ws showed 3.43 per cent, and the iie.xt ().;U4 per cent.

A careful perusal of E. C. Eekles "Building Stones and
Clay.s" will show a like absence of sulphur. We have tab-

ulated the analyses which he quotes, as follows:

SULPHUR IN SEDIMENTARY ROCKS

Number of
Samples

Kind of
Material

Slates
Sandstones

MoIlu.snan siiells
843 Limestones

Marbles
Clays

G28

-Average
Per Cent.

0.202
0.032
0.177
0.102

Per Cf
0.92

Number of Samples
with Sulphur Un-

determined

A. C. Fieldiier's analyses have shown how modern peat

bogs are as full of sulpiuir as ancient coal.-. Ami this is

not hard to believe, for there is, according to Warring-
ton's "Chemistry of the Farm," almost as much sul|>hur

as lime in the reaped part of a wheat plant. However,
while the albuminous parts df all |ihiii1s. the seeds, are I

richer in sulphur than in linie. the stalk and leaves are
,

much richer in lime than in sulphur, so that hay, having
small seed.s, has 5 to 10 times as much lime as sulphur.

It is quite possible that the large beds of coal ceased
growing not so much because of unfavorable atmospheric
conditions and prejudicial earth movements, but from
soil depletion and among the .salts removed ma.v have
been those soluble sulphates necessary for plant life. The
metabolism of the plant had made the sulphur in its

make-up unsuited for further use in the vegetal economy.
Though the sulphur appearing as pvrite in coal is

largely segregated, it does not follow, though the suppo-
sition is not wholly impossible, that it entered from the
outside after the coal was formed; in fact, it probably
entered the plant as part of its juices, remained as a sul-
phate or later became one, and was dissolved and de-
posited as a sulphide in cavities, the methane in the coal
being able to achieve this chemical reaction.
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THE COAL RESOURCES OF THE WORLD. An inauiry made
on the initiative o( tlie executive committee of the

Twelfth International Geological Congress. Canada, ISli.

Edited bv W. Mclnnes, D. B. Dowling and ^\ . ^^.^ Leach
of the Geological Survey of Canada. 3 volumes. S-,-sXll%

in in all 1266 pp. with atlas, 13V4xl9i^ in. with 4S maps,
of which 19 occupy two pages. The reading volumes also

contain several maps. Morang & Co., Ltd., Toronto, Can.

Paper boards. Price $25.

This authoritative work completely covers the coal re-

sources of the world as now known and does it, with ex-

ceptions, in a truly well balanced manner. One of the marked

exceptions is the United States which receives only 16 pages

for the description of its continental resources. Compared

with Japan which occupies 70 and China which has SI and

Canada 86, the showing is somewhat meager but perhaps the

citizen of the United States would rather buy a volume

which tells him about foreign countries than one which gives

him, in regard to his own, at a considerable price, what he

can get for little or nothing and in more detailed form from

the Geological Survey. British India is most inadequately

treated in a bare 12 pages. However, as we have said, every

country containing coal has its deposits described and then-

areas estimated in these volumes.

J. JI. Gordon has severely criticised the method of classi-

fication adopted in the preparation of this book, but we can-

not say we agree with his remarks. A division of coal had

to be "adopted such as would permit a report to be issued

within reasonable time. Probably there is no country in

the world where a classification could now be made on the

basis of the plant life of which the coals are made up, and

even if it were done, we think, it would be less useful and

less instructive a classification than one based on fuel

ratio or volatile content, despite all the valid objections to

these methods of defining fuels.

Does Mr. Gordon seriously believe that in the future, the

man on the street will order his merchant to send him ten

tons of lepidodendrous or equisetaceous coal or a power user

specifv a fuel with a large percentage of asterophyllites? As

a matter of fact, do not the age of the coal, the fiow of sedi-

ments, the action of thrusts, the intrusion of dykes, the pres-

sure and imprisonment by sediments and perhaps even the

ground on which the peat-bog grew, modify the fuel more

than the plant life of which it is composed?

Probably the lower Kittanning coal in Cambria County,

Pennsylvania, is composed of precisely the same vegetation

as the same seam in Jefferscn County of the same state be-

cause the conditions under which it was produced were es-

sentially similar and the growth in the two areas syn-

chronous; but one is a high-carbon fuel and the other a cok-

ing coal; one is reasonably free from sulphur, the other a

fuel with much sulphur impurity; one is clean, the other

dirty; one smokeless, the other smoky; one disposed to break

into" small columnar bodies, the other large and blocky, one

has no marked cleavage, the other has a well marked face

and butt.

Paleobotany will never explain and delimit all these dif-

ferences any more than a family tree will determine the occu-

pation and annual income of a man. So many later in-

fluences arise that a description of a man or a chunk of

coal as thev now are will always be more explicit of actual

qualities than a pedigree of these things can ever hope

to be.

It is true, the fuel ratio does not divide coals into all the

divisions the public would wish to have recognized, does not

indeed separate coking from noncoking coal with precision,

nor valuable from valueless fuel, but we feel that paleo-

botanical divisions would be far less satisfactory even if

supplemented by the keenest petrographic subtleties.

O'e confess that we believe the classification used for this

monograph is the best now available, as it does not rely

wholly on fuel ratio but recognizes the effect of moisture.

The reader will be surprised to learn how generally coal

is found and mined. Turkey is rarely regarded as a coal

country, vet Leon Dominian states that Heraclea in Turkey

produces "about 827.000 short tons a year, a quantity larger

than is credited to Brazil. Switzerland and Turkey in the

Geological Survey Report of 1911

Coal is found also in several parts of Ireland notably

Leinster, Tipperary, Antrim, Sllgo and Tyrone. Everywhere

the beds appear to be badly tilted and broken by faults.

Especially interesting to the coal men of the United States

are the deposits of coal along the west coast of the Pacific

in Japan, China and the Philippines. The coal appears to be

of good quality, often containing less than one-half of 1%
sulphur and not much ash. Even after the Panama canal is

completed it is likely that countries of eastern Asia, will

supply their own coal and may send much fuel to the United

States, when their resources are thoroughly developed.

EXCAVATING MACHINERY. By A. B. McDaniel, assistant
professor of civil engineering. University of Illinois. 329

pp. and index; 6x9%; copiously illustrated. McGraw-
Hill Book Co. 239 W. 39th Street, New York. Cloth
boards. Price $3.

This book will fill an important place in modern engineer-

ing libraries. It is a preeminently practical treatise on the

art of excavating by machinery and gives the costs of hand-

ling by different methods and in some cases also the cost of

the machinery used.

No form of excavator seems to have been overlooked.

Beginning with drag and wheel scrapers, it goes on to de-

scribe graders of various kinds which push the earth before

them. It then describes various forms of steam shovels in-

cluding traction shovels which load by dragging along the

surface.
Part II gives details relative to dredges, dry-land and

floating excavators. Drag line excavators and templet and

wheel ditchers are then discussed and some pages are de-

voted to the tower excavator and to walking dredges. The

floating types treated are dipper and ladder dredges; the

Lobnitz rock excavator and hydraulic dredges are also con-

sidered. Then follow the trench diggers with traveling der-

ricks, cable conveyors and trestle tracks. Notice is also

taken of the traction type of ditchers which simultaneously

place the tile and backfill the ditch excavated. Levee build-

ers also receive a chapter.

It may seem that this information is somewhat remote

from the" needs of mining engineers but any one who has

observed the methods adopted around mines will realize that

the pick, shovel and cart occupy too prominent a part because

modern methods of dirt removal have not received due at-

tention from the mine management.
Reservoirs, spurs of railroads and ditches have frequently

to be built bv mine engineers and in many places extensive

stripping has"to be done. The data in this book will serve to

indicate how such work can be performed with economy

and speed.

tmt;- aitnfr XL INDUSTRY, Its Statistics, Technology and
™^Ti-ade during 1912 Edited by Charles Of.

^.Y,+,"90
W'

e^xSVi in., several illustrations. McGraw-Hill Book Co.,

239 "n 39th St New York. Cloth boards. Price $10.

This is 'the twentv-fifth publication of this comprehensive

work the first volume of the long series being produced by

Richard P. Rothwell when he was editor of the "Engineering

and Mining Journal." The list of contributors is so exten-

sive and the men so well chosen for the services they render

that the work merits the confidence so freely placed m it.

Every material quarried or mined is included in the list of

subjects" except clav and building stone. Such products of the

mine as fuller's earth, gypsum, chalk, cryolite, bauxite, borax,

garnet glass sand, mica and diatomaceous earth are all con-

sidered Coal and coke receive 38 pages beside their part in

the chronology, the production tables of various countries,

and the records of imports and exports. Moreover, R. H.

Richards and C. E. Locke deal on the "Progress of Ore Dress-

ing and Coal Washing in 1912" in a 67-page article, most of

which is devoted to the separation of ores however. There

is a '0-page bibliography treating extensively of coal and

coke and general mining considerations. This bibliography

is supplemental to those prepared for each mineral treated

in the report.
. . ., »

The coal and coke division of the book was intrusted to

A T Shurick of "Coal Age" but as no single person, how-

ever well informed can write a complete and balanced report

of the whole industry in the United States, his work is sup-

plemented bv reports from their own states written by 1<

separate authorities. The record of two states during

1912 is taken from the U. S. Geological Survey's advance

sheets Where new estimates of coal resources have been

made these facts are recorded under their proper head-

ings The coal markets are covered by three undoubted

authorities It should also be noted that the statistics and

trade in foreign countries are treated with thoroughness.
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Rescue Work of the Madison Coal

Corporalion

By .Tajiks Taylor*

The iliulison Coal Corporation, of St. Louis, JIo.,

l^a^! a mine at Dewniaine, Williamson County, 111., wliicli

is more than usually well equijiiieil for reseue work.

Fig. 1 .shows the mine-rescue station, which is of brick

anil covered with a rein forced-concrete roof. The room

containing the rescue apparatus measures ()x8 ft. and the

first-aid and observation room covers l(ixl7i/^ ft. There

is also a bathroom.

At all five jdants of the Madison Coal Corporation

tliere is an efficient rescue and first-aid corps composed

1. It will be the duty of the mine miinaKer to know lliat

the brt-athinK appai'^tus In all Its parts is cumpleti' ;uiil

properly cared for, and by actual test, not less than oiue
every 14 days, in the Kas room of the mine-rescue building
determine whether the rescue apparatus Is in safe and effec-

live condition.

:;. It will also be the duty of the mine manager tu

Know that the mine-rescue building Is l<ept in a clean ami
orderly condition, that all safety lamps are properly cared
for and ready for immediate use; furthermore that all sup-
plies required in connection with rescue work are kept In

ample quantities.
3. In case of fire, whether from the result of an ex-

plosion or not, stop the fan only long enough to determine
the quantity of air ana proper direction in which to force the

ventilation so as to provide for the safel.v of those who may
be in the mine.

4. Upon hearing the alarm of fire or tlie vi'arninK of an
explosion, the reKUlarly oraanizcd rescue parties will im-
mediately gro to their respective places and make prepara-

1"((.. 1. Mi\ i -li'i.sm; BciLDiXG Imi.. ;. ( \i;- I
wi; M I

\
I
-1,'i -f n: ^1i;n

of six men. who are thoroughly drilled and trained liy

the best of first-aid in.«tructors. In the first-aid rooms

underground, as well as in the rescue buildings, are kept

Eed Cross outfits, army blankets, stretchers and rubber

pillows. The rescue-building eciuipment includes Fleuss

helmets and a pulmotor.

The cars sho\ra in Fig. 2 are kept for rescue work only,

having two seats on the inside running the full length

of the car. The spaces beneath these seats are utilized as

tool boxes and contain all the supplies needed by rescuers,

including a life line, hatchets, hammers, wire cutters

and other tools and instruments of like character.

The following rescue rules have been foiniulatcd:

Fig. o. Hospital Building at Dkwmaine^ III.

Fig. I. No. 1 First-Aid Team Fig. 5. Tenement Having Be.st Yard
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tions to enter the mine under the direction of the district

superintendent and mine manager, who will be governed by

the rescue rules prepared by the manager of the Illinois

Mine-Rescue Stations.

5. When the danger signals are given because of fire-

or otherwise, the foreman of the first-aid corps must im-

mediately telephone to the company's physician and other

doctors if necessary, and see to it that his force is ready

to care for the injured.

6. Immunity from accidents in general can only be se-

cured by all employees thoughtfully performing their duties

as required by the mining laws of the state and the com-

pany's rules for the government of its mines. It is further-

more necessary that there be complete cooperation between

the employees and the management in maintaining an effic-

ient fire-fighting and rescue organization coupled with a well

trained first-aid corps.

The Isnowledge that complete efficiency in this respect

exists should bring immeasurable satisfaction to the mine

workers and their families and in the most complete way
possible compensate all employees for their full and active

support in making this feature of the service a complete

success.
A. J. MOORSHEAD.

President and General Manager.

The hospital sho-n'n in Fig. 3 is provided with all mod-

ern appliances, including an X-ray machine for locating

fractures. The huilding is heated with hot air and will

accommodate six patients at one time.

Trizcs have been given for the yards making the best

a]ipearance. Fig. 5 shows the yard drawing first prize in

the 70-lot village.

H. C. Frick Coke Co.'s Finals

We described, in the issue of Oct. 4, one of the prelim-

inary meets of the H. C. Frick Coke Co., held at Trotter

mine, near Connellsville, Penn., Sept. 2.5. The victorious

team at that meet nearly succeeded in getting first,

place at the finals, only being Vs per cent, from second

place and i/i P^r cent, from the winning team.

The finals were held at Continental No. 1, on Thurs-

day afternoon, Oct. 9. There were eight contesting teams,

representing all the H. C. Frick Coke Co.'s mines in the

Connellsville region.

The following percentages were obtained by the com-

peting teams:

Wages in Alberta, Can.
The following are tiie wages paid in the province of

Alberta as recorded in the Annual Report of the Deparl-

meiit of Pui)lic Works:

Lambert 96 V*
Phillips 96%
Coalbrook 96
South "West 95 fV

Whitney 93 ik

Redstone S3M
Colonial No. 1 9314
United 92-4

Out.side Wages
Fire bosses SI 10 00 to S» 15.00 per r

Per day
Bottom man $2.89
Slate picliers (boys) I 37
Slate picker-s (men) 2 . 47
Car oilers (men) 2.47
Car oilers (l>oys) 1.(35

Tally bo.vs 1.37
Teamsters 2.89
Blael<smitli a. 85
Blacksmith's helpers 2 . 90
Power-hou^e engineers. .

.

3. So
Power-house engineers. . . 3.40
Fan-men 2.90
Hoisting engineers 3. 20
Hoisting engineers 3 . 7S
Hoisting engineers 4 . 40
"Tail rope engineers 3.63
Tail rope engineers 3.8.5
Endless rope engineers ... 3 . 30
Box-cor loader engineer.

.

3 . 40
Tipple engineer 3 40
Screen engine tender 2 (».i

Locomotive engineer 3 40
Locomotive switchman .

.

3.00
Fir.

The teams were given the four following problems:

Fir.st or One-Man Event—First and second fingers of the

left hand torn off. and compound fracture of the nose.

Second or Tno-Man Event—Compound fracture of thf

right forearm, incised wound of the left lower leg, and con-

tusion above the eye.

Third or Full-Team Event—Compound fracture of the left

thigh and burns of the face, neck, arms and chest. Place on
a sti-etcher and carry 50 ft.

Fourth or Full-Team Event—Fractured skull, patient in-

jured and unconscious. Fracture of four ribs on the right

side and dislocation of the right ankle, and a crushed left

foot.

The following are the members of the three leading

teams

:

Lambert—G. A. Millward. captain; Casper Schucler, Andy
Hizaney, John Hatala and Samuel Rooneck.

Phillips—William Shaw, captain; Andy Secoskey, Elmer
Moody. Sylvester Modjesky, Walter Kuhns. and John Dono-
hue, substitute.

Coalbrook—Lyell Buttermore. captain; Earl Henderson.
William Howe, Walter Trader and Charles Stinger.

The Judges were not affiliated in any way with the com-

peting teams and thus the contest was adjudged with

complete impartiality.

Fireman 3.85
Fireman's helper 2.65
Railwav-car helper 2. BO
Tipple dumper (man) 2 . 89
Tipple dumper's helpers. . 2 . 64
Tipple dumper (boy) 1 . 65
Top cage 2 . 64
Car repairer 3 . 40
Car rep.airer's helper 2.00
Breaker engineer 3.40
Fan fireman 3 . 40
Machinist.? S3 , 40 to 3 . 85
Machinist's helper 2.90
Ashman 2.50
Ashman 2.89
Wiper (man) 2.89
Coupler (man) 2.47
Coupler (boy) 1 . 65
Breaker oiler 2.89
Washer or tipple oiier. ... 2 . 89
Breaker picker boss 2 . 89
Timber framer 3.40
Timber sawyer 2.64 10
Box-car shoveler 2.89 10
Breaker platform boss. . . 2.89 10
Breaker platform men. . . 2.60 10
Breaker screen men 2 . 47 10
Rock bank men 2 47 10
Dirt bank men 2 47 10
Finisher after box-car

loader 2.47 10
All other outdoor labor ... 2.47 10
Lampman (depending upon number of

lamps and skill of man. .S2-47 to 2.89
8

Lampman (depending upon number of

lamps and skill of man) .-$2. 47 to

3.40 12

Beehive Coke Ovi

Leveling and drawing (6^
ton charge) per oven . . .

.

Leveling and drawang (5

ton charge) , per oven . . .

Loading into box or open
cars (over 200 tons per
month) ,

per ton

Beehive Coke Ovens (Continued)

10 Per day Hr
!r. Loading into box or open
10 cars (less than 200 tons
10 per month) , per ton OK
10 Seam locomotive engineer S3 . 40 1(

10 .Motorman 3 18 1(

10 Larryman 2.47 11

10 Plasterers 2 47 1(

10 Carters and cleaners 2.47 1(

10 All other labor 2.47 U

12 Belgian Coke Ovens
8 Per day Hr
12 Ram engineman $3.40 II

8 Chargers 2.89 II

10 Clayers 2.89 II

12 Drawers 2.89 II

8 Loaders 2 60 II

10
10 Briquette Plant

10 Per dav Hi
10 Engineer S3. 86 1

10 Briquetter 3.97 1

10 Briquetter's helper 3.40 1

10 Tarmelter 2.89 1

8 Laborers 2.89 1

12
10 Inside Wages
10 Per dav Hi
10 Shotlighter $3.31)
10 Bratticoman 3.30
10 Bratticeman'3 helper .... 2 . 75
10 Timberman 3.30
10 Timberman's helper 3.75
10 Tracklayers 3.30
10 Tracklayer's helper 2.75
12 Motorman 3 .

05
10 Motorman's helper 2.75
10 Locomotive engineer 3 .

05
1^ Locomotive switchman.. . 2.75
12 Drivers 3.03
•2 Drivers (wet places) 3.30
10 Drivers (spike team) 3 .

50
10 Couplers (men) 2.75
1

1

Couplers (bovs) 1 65
11 Switch boys Sl.37tol.65
10 Door boys 1 10
10 Rope riders 3.03
10 Main and tail rope riders 3 .

30
10 Pushers 2.75
10 Buckers. 2.75
10 Loaders 2.75
10 Miners 3 -.30

10 Miners (wet places) 3 .
75

10 Rock miners 3.75
Timber handlers 3.03

10 Laborers - 2 . 7,5

Cagers, slope and incline . 2 .
75

Cagers, shaft 3 30
Machine men 3.75
Machine men's helper. ... 3 . 30

Pumpmen 2
. * 5

Pumpmen (Dept. Nat.
Res. C.P.R.) 3.20

Hoistmen S3. 03 to 3.30
Drivers (boys) ... SI 65 to 2 . 7.5

Grippers ^Z^
Grippers (boys) .. .SI 65 to 1.75

Pipe fitters' helpers 2.75
Pit carriers $1.37 to 2.75
Clutchmen 3. .30

Rollermen 2.75
Miners on contract aver-

age $3.50 to 6.00

Development of Rescue Departments
in State of Washington

The Washington Union Coal Co. has built a training sta-

tion and equipped it with four Draeger Oxygen -Xpparatus

and one Pulmotor and all other equipment necessary to train

the men in helmet and first-aid work. They have also built

and fully equipped an emergency hospital.

The Carbon Hill Coal Co. has added two more apparatus

to their other equipment. This makes six appliances in all.

The Northwestern Improvement Company has taken up the

work of organizing and training rescue and first-aid teams

with a greater measure of success than any of the other

mining companies.
This company sent a team to the First National Mine

Safety Demonstration held in Pittsburgh, Penn.. Oct. 30-31,

1911, This team was made up of the following members,

John Hutchinson, James Bagley, James Pascoe, John Parker

and Robert McCollough. D. C. Hotting, former mine inspector,

acted as their subject. They were accompanied by Dr. E. G.

Stimpson, chief surgeon of the Roslyn-Cle EUim Hospital

Association, who is in active charge of the first-aid work for

the company.
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Collapsible Stoppings

Letter No. S—The proposition to build collapsible stop-

pings as a means of preventing extensive mine explosions

is apparently based on the conclusion of the suggested

preventative effect of increased room in the mine work-

ings, for the expansion of the gases produced. In m.v

opinion, such an expansive area is not always desirable

or beneficial.

Under certain conditions, high and wide places in the

path of the explosion, such as occur on entry turnouts

or partings, have freciueiitly checked the progress of the

explosive wave by permitting the expansion and cooling

of the gases. On the other hand, instances have occurred

where conditions favoring the rapid expansion of the

heated gases had no deterrent effect whatever on the in-

itiation and e.xtent of the explosion; but seemingly con-

tributed materially to its development and force. Again,

there are instances where the absence of such expansive

area, under certain conditions, instead of favoring the

development of the explosion, proved a potent factor in

its suppression.

To illustrate this point, I would refer to the prelimin-

ary explosion tests made at the Federal Bruceton mine.*

In these preliminary tests, the ignition of the coal dust

was effected in an exterior steel gallery outside of the

mine but connected therewith by a movable section. When
this movable section was rolled to one side, thus provid-

ing unlimited expansion for the flaming gases, within 100

ft. of the initial point of explosion, there was no diffi-

culty in obtaining a violent explosion of the coal dust in

the gallery. This explosion gallery was similar, in all

respects, to the one used at the Pittsburgh Testing Sta-

tion. When, however, the movable section was in place,

connecting the gallery with the mine and thus preventing

the early and rapid expansion of the heated gases, there

being no other change in the surrounding conditions, the

flame was projected but feebly through the gallery and

died away on entering the mine.

These facts suggest, at lea.st, that the presence of ample

room for the expansion of the heated gases, at the point

where the explosion is started, may not always prove

beneficial ; and, on the other hand, the absence of such

expansive area may not always be detrimental. The
Bruceton tests would seem to indicate that the expan-

sive area, at the point where the explosion originates,

may act to increase instead of to deerea.se the initial

energy of the blast and that greater safety is to be sought

in the avoidance of such expansion, as far as practicable.

Another consideration is the fact that many of the

mo.st disastrous and extensive explosions originated in

room entries where the stoppings between the entries

were of a more or less temporary character and were

readily destroyed by the initial blast. In many instances,

a number of wide rooms connected by open crosscuts, the

mouths of the rooms being unobstructed, afforded ample

opportunity for a rapid expansion of the gases. But

•Bulletin No. 56, Bureau of Mines, p. 33.

these did not i)revent the dcvclopnicni df an extensive

explosion.

If there is any practical value in the suggestion of

building collapsible stoppings, the theory should have re-

ceived some support from the results in these instances.

On tlie contrary, it seems that the fact is fairly well es-

tablished that the easy destruction of stoppings at the

point where an explosion occurs has no ajipreciable de-

pressing effect on the develo])nient of the explosion.

John Vernich.

Chariton, Iowa.

Letter No. .'y— I have been much interested in the

letters so far published on this subject. In my opinion,

while it may be possible for thin collapsible stoppings to

localize an explosion of gas or dust, in some cases, their

effectiveness will depend upon conditions in respect to the

force of the explosion, the strength of the stoppings, and
the amount of space made available for expansion, by the

destruction of the stoppings. The condition of the work-
ings and the gaseous condition of the atmosphere would
also affect the results.

There is no question i>ut that the concussion of a heavy,

windy or blownout shot would throw down a stopping

that is built too light or flimsy. Should this occur the

dust thrown into the atmosphere would possibly be ig-

nited by the flame of succeeding shots. Moreover, the

short-circuiting of the air would allow gas to accumulate
at the working face, which would give trouble, later, un-
less the danger was averted by an efficient flreboss. My
belief is that it is better practice to build the stoppings in

all parts of the mine of suitable strength that they can-

not be damaged by blasting operations or falls of roof

caused by pillar drawing.

It is the practice in the most uptodate mines, where
the coal is from 31/2 to 4 ft. in thickness, to build con-

crete stoppings 6 in. in thickness on butt headings, while
those on the main cross-entries are 8 in. thick and the

main-entry stoppings from 10 to 12 in. thick. In order
to provide the greatest protection from falls of roof and
coal, these stoppings are built at the center of the cross-

cut. All overcasts are made extra strong to withstand
the force of a possible explosion. The thickness of stop-

pings, in any case, must be determined by the kind of

material used, the character and height of the coal and
the nature of the roof and floor, considering, also, the ex-

pected life of the stoppings. The inclination of the seam
and the position of the stopping with respect to the pitch

may also vary the required thickness.

As a preventive of explosions I consider it of more
importance to ventilate the mine in .sections, giving to
each a separate split of air properly conducted to the
working face; to keep all places and roadways free from
gas and dust; to drive all crosscuts of ample size at
equal distances apart; to u.se nothing but permitted ex-
plosives; and finally to inspect all shots before firing.

Benjamin Hartill.
Johnstown, Penn.
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Starting Fan after Explosion

Letter No. .4—Success in any operation depends on

the extent and accuracy of the information available at

the time. Since the Draeger and other types of rescue

apparatus, and portable mine telephones have been

brought to their present state of perfection, it is possible

to ascertain more or less definitely the condition of the

interior of a mine, with respect to fire and gas, shortly

after an explosion has occurred. These means of mak-

ing a rapid exploration of portions of the mine that are

accessible afford the opportunity to extinguish any fires

that may exist and to short-circuit any air currents that

may be in circulation and which wisdom suggests should

be diverted and not allowed to pass through the unex-

plored workings.

Speaking of this condition, following explosion m a

mine, J. W. Paul, one of the most practical of the Federal

Bureau's mining engineers, says :

In the event of an explosion occurring within a mine

generating- large quantities of methane and containing high-

ly explosive coal dust and plenty of dry timber, there is

every probability that mine fires will be started in the

timber and the coal, in different parts of the mine. Under

these conditions, if the ventilating system of the mine be

destroyed, there will naturally exist a real danger in start-

ing the ventilating current through the mine. It may be

assumed that the explosion originated at some point near

the working face and that the stoppings in the vicinity are

blown down, which will cause an accumulation of gas m
the workings. • » * •"

Continuing, Mr. Paul states:

The -writer, in directing work in a mine of this character,

immediately following an explosion, proceeded to advance the

ventilation in stages; that is to say. by restoring the circu-

lation only in those parts of the mine that had been pre-

viously explored by men wearing breathing apparatus. In

this manner, when making the exploration, several fires were

found and extinguished before the fresh air reached them.

The recent National Mine Rescue and First Aid confer-

ence, held at Pittsburgh, Penn.. Sept. 23-26, 1912,

adopted a number of resolutions, among which was a

method of procedure in case of a mine explosion. One

of the statements in this resolution reads as follows:

(b) There should be a man in charge of outside ar-

rangements who should see that ventilating appliances are

put in readiness for operation when required.

It is evident that it was the opinion of this conference

that occasions might arise when the ventilating fan

should not be started immediately after being repaired,

following an explosion in the mine.

Most mining men are familiar with W. E. Garforth's

Eules for Eecovering Coal Mines after Explosions and

Fires. Mr. Garforth says, p, 41

:

Parties wearing apparatus -will act chiefly as scouts, ad-

vancing ahead of the ventilation to prove the existence of and

to deal with fires. Their principal and foremost duty will

be. however, to relieve survivors cut off from the pit by

afterdamp. * • *

Again, on p. 44, he says

:

When the whole of the underground workings have been

wrecked by an explosion it will generally be found to be

the safest plan to recover the workings, in sections, by

temporarily shutting off the air from all districts except the

one being explored and those already recovered. • • •

And again, p, 45

:

Remember that there is likely to be fire about the point

where the force of an explosion ceased, if there is any in-

flammable substance such as brattice cloth, doors, timber,

tubs, or a feeder of gas in the vicinity.

As I understand the question under discussion, it as-

sumes that the fan has been damaged and is stopped for

repairs and there is an accumulation of gas in the mine.

Referring to this question of the circulation of air in a

mine, immediately following an explosion, Mr. Garforth

goes so far as to say (p. 32), assuming, apparently, that

the fan has not been stopped or gas allowed to accumulate

in the mine

:

Having regard to the loss of life at Thornhill (139 lives

lost) and Hamstead (25 lives lost) the course to be pursued

seems in favor of stopping the fan. for a limited period, while

an exploration is attempted; but only a knowledge and con-

sideration of local conditions can determine the actual pro-

cedure.

Miners' Circular, No. hi published by the Bureau of

Mines, says, pp. 5 and 6

:

If the mine liberates explosive gas do not restore the

ventilation in the advance workings until they have been ex-

plored by men using breathing apparatus. Any fires found

should be put out before ventilation is restored, unless tests

of the atmosphere within the mine indicate the absence of

explosive gas.

If the mine does not liberate explosive gas, it is better

to restore the ventilating current at once for the benefit of

any persons who may be alive within the mine.

The conditions assumed in this question call for a cool

head and the exercise of good judgment on the part of the

men in charge. Nevertheless, judging from the above

quotations, the weight of authority appears to be in

favor of not starting the fan until a preliminary examina-

tion of the mine has been made.
Ralph W. Mayer.

Roslyn, Wash.

The Safety Lamp and the Eyesight

I have noticed a number of references to the injurious

effects produced on the eyesight, by the continuous use of

the safety lamp, which must, if true, materially diminish

the producing power of the miner. The question has

been asked : Does the safety lamp injure the miner's eye-

sight?

As a miner who has worked in the mines tor 24 years,

22 of which have been marked by the use of safety lampsi

of the most approved type, I want to answer this question

in the affirmative. I have read carefully what each one

has said, but want to suggest that anyone who believes

there is no injury to the eye produced by the use of the

safety lamp, should spend his next vacation in visiting a

safety-lamp district in the old country. Let him go to a

mine worked entirely on safety lamps and ask the super-

intendent if his men suffer from nystagmus, as the re-

sult of the continuous use of the safety lamp. He will

certainly answer "yes," and will probably show you quite

a number of men working in the yards who suffer from

this disease and have had to quit the mine for good. A
few only recover from the effects.

In England, the disease became so serious that the

British Government placed those suffering from its ef-

fects under the Compensation Act. A miner in England

who is suffering from nystagmus and unable to follow

his employment is thus able to draw compensation from

the company, in the same manner as though he suffered

from some bodily injury received in the mine and dis-

abling him for work. To my mind, this is conclusive evi-

dence that the eyesight is injured by the continued use

of the safety lamp and that the producing power of the

miner is diminished thereby.

A Miner.

Wylam, Ala,.
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Building a Mine Overcast

Mine overcasts slioiilil be built of iiuoiubusti'/f mn-

terial. and in such a manner as will juiara^^teo fimt they

will properly perform their duty for the- length of time

tliey are expected to remain in service. No practical

mine foreman or superintendent would think of erectiuj;

nn overcast that will be required to last but a single year,

on the same plan as he would adopt when building one

expected to serve during the life of the mine.

The method of constructing a mine overcast, described

in Coal Age. Sept. 20, p. 428, is well enough when there

is plenty of material at hand, such as is there mentioned.

I want to describe how a mine overcast can be built

cheaply of such material as is commonly at hand. At

mos: of the mines, in this state, located on the moun-

tains, stone is not handy, and brick and sand are almost

out of the question, owing to the freight rates which for-

bid the use of these materials, for mine use. Necessity

is the mother of invention ; and, at our mines, the practice

is to build overcasts in as cheap a manner as possible, us-

ing nothing having a market value, e.xcept when abso-

lutely necessary. Iron rails, bricks and stone can be

sold for other purposes, which, therefore, prohibits their

use in the mine.

It is of the utmost imiJortaiice that mine overcasts

should be substantiallv constructed, in order to avoid the

annoyance and trouble that are sure to develop wlu-ii

the air bridge leaks, allowing a portion of the vciitihit-

ing current to short-circuit at tliis point, which would

greatly impair its etlicu-ncy.

-Vfter the excavation has been n\adc lor the overcast

by Idasting down the roof, the space is cleared to the

proiHM- width and a dry wall laid up with the material

blasted from the roof. Such a wall is built on each

side of the roadway and the face of the wall coated with

a mi.vture of cement and -lifted ashes, the latter taking

the place of .sand. When the two sidewalls arc com-

plete, old boiler flues, that have no market value, aro

taken for the floor of the overcast. After these have been

laid in place, they are covered with a coating of cement

and ashes, to a sufficient thickness to form the floor of tlir

overcast. When this is complete, a form is made and a

sidewall built of boiler a.shes and cement, on each side

and above the floor of the overcast. These sidewalls are

carried up to the overhanging roof. This style of overcast

can be cheaply built and avoids the necessity of pur-

chasing brick, stone or sand, which are important items in

this district, since all these materials must be transported

up the mountains, at a considerable expenditure of time

and labor.

R. Z. Virgin, Supt.,

West Virginia-Pittsburg Coal Co.

Colliers, W. Va.

Study Course in Coal Mining
Bi:.\i!D

The Coal Age Pocket Book
Bv J. T. Bi:.U!D

/The Coal Age Pocket Book
DEFIMTIONS

IVnmbers—A number is the expression of one or more
units or things. Numbers are classifled accoiding to then

character or kind and may be defined as follows:

A Whole Number or Integer is a summation of exact units,

or will contain 1 an exact number of times, 1, 9, 16, Ibd, etc.,

are whole numbers or "integers," as they are called.

.V Fraction expresses a part of a unit or thing in dis-

tinction from an integer, which always expresses the whole

of anything, in units. This will be explained more fulb

later. Thus, %, %, %, etc., are simple fractions.

A Mixed Number is composed of a whole number and a

fraction: as 1%, 2%, 1214, etc.

An Even Number is one that is exactly divisible by 2: or

wh?n divided bv 2 leaves no remainder. The even digits are
2^

4, 6? S. Any" number that ends with a cipher or an even

digit is an eve"n number; as, 140, 236S, 3516, etc.

An Odd Number is one that cannot be divided by 2 with-

out a remainder. The odd digits are 13, 5, 7, 9. Any num-
ber that ends in an odd digit is an odd number: 141. 23C9.

3517. etc. Beginning with I, every other number is odd and

the intermediate numbers are even.

A Prime Number is one that cannot be divided by any
number, except 1 witliout a remainder or as we say has

no divisor except 1. Thus, 2, 3, 5, 7, 11, lii. i'. J^J. '^. ''• ei<-.,

^""VumberT are"^^"to be "prime to eacli other" when they

cannot be divided by the same number without a remaindor.

In other words, they have no common diwsoi. buch num-
bers mav or mav not be prime numbers. Kor example. 4 and

9 although prime to each are neither of them prime num-
bers; so also, 6 and 35: IS and 25; etc.

A CompoHite Number is one formed by multiplying two or

more numbers together. The numbers multipUed togethei

are called "factors."

A Denominate Number is one of a given kind or denomina-
tion that is named; as 1 in., 10 miles, 3 yd., 25 ft., etc.

A Simple Number is one that is expressed in like units

only. The numbers last named are simple denominate num-
bers. J • .

A Compound Number is one that is expressed in units of

different denominations; as 8 ft. 6 in., 3 hr. 20 mm., etc.

A Factor of a composite number is any exact divisor of

that number; thus, 3 and 5 are factors of 15, because each ot

them is an exact divisor of 15.

A Prime Factor of a number is any prime number that is

an exact divisor of the number; thus 5 and 6 are factors of

30; but the prime factors of 30 are 2, 3 and 5.

4 Multiple of a number is the product obtained by multi-

plying that number by another, or the result of taking the

same an v number of times. Thus, the multiples of 7 are: 14,

21, 28. 35. etc.

FRACTIONS
\ Fraction is a part of a whole. When a unit is divided

into any number of equal parts a single part is called a "frac-

tional unit"; and any number of those parts taken together,

except the number of the division is a "fraction. Thus, a
fraction is the summation of any number of like fractional

units. For example, Va, Vi. %. etc., are e.ach fractional units;

while -A. %. %• etc.. are fractions. A fractional unit is, at the
same time, a fraction.

How Kxprcxned—The division of a unit into parts is ex-
pressed bv writing the number indicating the division, below
a short horizontal line (— ) or immediately after a diagonal
line inclined upward to the right (/), the unit being written
above or before the line, as the case may be. Thus, the di-

vision into 2, 3, 4, etc., equal parts is expressed as:

\, 5, }, etc.; or Va, Vs, %, etc.,

which are all fractional units.
. . ,,..,.

The number written above or before the line is called the
"numerator": the number below or after the line, the de-

nominator." These are called the "terms" of the fraction.

The Denominator of a fraction shows the number of equal
parts into which the unit is divided.

The Numerator of a fraction shows the number of parts
taken or expresses the number of fractional units intended.

A Proper Fraction is one whose numerator is less than the
denominator, and whose value is therefore less than 1; as,

for example, %, %, %, etc.

\n Improper Fraction is one whose numerator is greater
than the denominator and whose value, therefore, is greater
than 1: as, for example, V2. V<, "A. etc.

\ Simple Fraction is one whose terms are both whole num-
bers: as. for example, %, %, '°A. etc.

V Complex Fraction is one that contains a traction in one
or both of its terms; as, for example

Vi 5 3>4

3 • Wz f>Vz

A Compound Fraction is a fraction of a fraction; or vvhere

several fractions connected by signs are expressed as a single

fraction; as for example.

Z-%
REDUCTION OF FRACTIONS

The Lowest Terms—In order to simplify the work, frac-

tions should always be reduced to their lowest terms by di-

viding both term.?" of the fraction by any number that is an
exact divisor of both. A fraction is in its lowest terms when
the numerator and denominator are prime to each other.

The fractions %, "A. 'V?. etc., are in their lowest terms and
cannot be further reduced, because the terms m each case are

prime to each other.
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EXAMINATION QUESTIONS
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Miscellaneous Questions

{Answered by Request)

Oue, —There are 40,000 cu.ft. of air traveling in an

airway, at an average velocity of 800 ft. per min.
:
what is

the area of the airway ?

.l„^-._The circulation in a mine or airway is always

<riveu in cubic feet per minute ; it is, in this case, 40,000

cu ft per min. Dividing this air volume per minute, by

ihe velocity in feet per minute, gives the sectional area

of the airwav in square feet. Thus,

40.000 -^ 800 = 50 sq.ft-

Qites—The area of an airway is 80 sq.ft. and the

amount of air traveling, 60.000 cu.ft. per min.
;
what is

the velocitv of the air current?

j^ns In this case, the air volume in cubic feet per

minute, divided by the sectional area of the airway m
square feet, gives the velocity of the air current m feet

per minute. Thus,

60,000 -^ 80 = 750 ft. per mm.

Ques.—Whsit velocitv of the air current would you

recommend at the working faces to properly ventilate

gaseous and nongaseous mines?

^4„s._The velocitv of the air current passing the work-

ins; face should always be sufficient to sweep away the

ga^es that would otherwise accumulate at the roof or m
void places. In nongaseous mines, the complaint is some-

times made that the air is too strong for comfort ;
while,

in craseous mines, there is danger of the flame bemg blown

through or against the gauze of the safety lamp and heat-

in"- it sufficiently to pass the flame and ignite the gas

outside of the lamp. In either case, the velocity of the

air current may be reduced and the gases removed ef-

fectually, by erecting suitable brattices, so as to deflect the

air against the roof or into the void places.

The present anthracite-mining law of Pennsylvania re-

stricts the velocity of air currents in gaseous mines, to

J50 ft per min.. in all air passages except the mam m-

take and return' airways (Art. 10, Sec. 7). This is a

fairly safe velocity where bonneted lamps are used at

the face The uubonneted Davy should not be sub-

mitted to a velocity greater than 360 ft. per min. In

nongaseous mines, the velocity of the air at the working

face mav vary from 200 to 450 or 500 ft. per mm., ac-

cording to the conditions existing in the mine.

Ques (a) A certain airway, in a coal seam 6 ft. thick.

is S-L/o ft. wide at the roof, and 91/3 at the floor. When

the fan is running at 80 r.p.m., the anemometer shows a

readino- of 450 revolutions in two minutes. TMiat is the

quantitv of air passing in this airway in one-half minute?

(b) If the speed of the fan be increased to 100 r.p.m.,

what should be the quantity of air passing per minute?

4„.« The average width of this airway, or half the

sum of the top and bottom widths, is 9 ft. The sectional

area is, therefore, 9 X 6 = 54 sq.ft.. assuming that the

height of the coal is the clear headroom m the airway.

The anemometer is calibrated so that one revolution of

the vein corresponds to 1 ft. of air travel. At this speed

(450 rev.), no correction i.s necessary, in a good instru-

ment.

(a) The velocity of the air current, in this case, is 4o0

—
-i = 235 ft. per min. The volume of air passing

is then 225 X 54 = 12,150 cu.ft. per min.; or, 6075

cu.ft., in one-half minute.

(b) It is commonly estimated that the volume of air

passing is directly proportional to the speed of the fan,

which would give, in this case,

12,150 X Vt- = 15,187.5 cu.ft. per min.

In practice, however, the quantity of air increases m a

less ratio than the speed of the fan. The fourth power

of the speed varies as the fifth power of the quantity.

According to this rule, the quantity of air in circulation

at a speed of 100 r.p.m. would be, practically. 14.500

cu.ft. per min.

Ques.—The anemometer makes 120 r.p.m. in an air-

wav that measures 8 ft. 6 in. at the top and 10 ft. 6 in.

at the bottom, and is 7 ft. high ; what is the quantity of

air passing per minute ?

.4„s. The average width of the airway is half the sum

of the top and bottom measurements, or, in this case, 9

ft. 6 in., and its area is, therefore, 9.5 X 7 = 66.5 sq.ft.

Except in particular cases, it is common mine practice to

disregard the correction for the instrument that is some-

times used ; and, in that case, the number of revolutions

per minute indicates the velocity of the air current in feet

per minute, if care has been taken to obtain an average

reading for the airway. The volume of air passing, in

this case, is 66.5 X 120 = 7980, say 8000 cu.ft. per min.

Ques.—Is it a fact that the pillar coal, in a well regu-

lated mine, costs less per ton than the coal mined from

the faces of the chambers, in the first working: and. if

so, what is the reason?

A„s.—The coal extracted in the first working or at

the faces of the chambers must generally be undermined,

or side cut. or both. Under these conditions or when the

coal is shot off the solid, the same weight of powder will

break less coal than in pillar work; also, a greater pro-

portion of fine coal and slack is produced, which increases

the cost of production. In pillar work, when the work-

ings have been properly planned and executed, the roof

pressure can be made to greatly assist the extraction of

the coal. Less powder is required and the coal is taken

out in larger sizes. Much will depend on the conditions

and the way in which the work is carried out.

Qiie.s.—When extracting a range of pillars of an aver-

age thickness of 20 ft., how would you proceed with the

work to insure the safety of the workmen and the se-

curity of the mine?

^ins_—Care should be taken to keep the pillar work in

line and not permit the work on certain pillars to ad-

vance more quickly than that on others. It is also nec-

essary to draw all standing timber as the work on the

pillars progresses, so as to cause a uniform settlement

of the roof behind the line of pillar work. The pur-

pose of this is to relieve the pressure on the pillars and

make this as uniform as possible.
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Harrisbur^, Penn.
stops win soon be taken at the auditor general's depart-

ment ot Pennsylvania to prepare for the enforcement of the

anthracite coal tax In accordance with the act of 1913. Be-

fore Jan. 1, 1914, when the new act takes effect, every coal

operator in the state will receive blank forms on which to

report output to the auditor general, who is charged under
the act with the collection of the tax.

The coal tax will be 2\i per cent, ad valorem prepared
for market, and the reports of output must be made In Jan-
uary annually. coverinT the output for the previous calen-

dar year. This must be made under oath, and there is a

(Ine of $500 and Imprisonment up to a year, either or both
for intentional failure to make such a report, and 10 per cent.

Is to be added to the tax in case of such neglect or failure.

If the auditor general and state treasurer are not satisfied

as to the report they are empowered to have an estimate

made and to make a settlement of the tax. One-half of the

tax Is to be returned to the county where originating.

In order to ascertain If they had any authority to inspect

the quality of the coal served customers In the state, county
sealers of weights and measures sent an inquiry to Chief In-

spector Sweeny at the capitol at Harrisburg and received

a reply that the law does not give them any authority to in-

spect the quality of coal, their duties being simply to insure

full weight.
A conference of sealers is being held here on the question

of shrinkage. A recent law was passed giving the chief of

the sealers authority to fix the limit of such shrinkage as

will be tolerated.

The complaint of York manufacturers against the Penn-
sylvania R.R. for carrying coal from the Clearfield region to

York was withdrawn at the Public Service Commission this

week, and it was stated that the complaint from Lancaster

along the same lines would also be withdrawn. The present

rate from the Clearfield region to Harrisburg is alleged to

be $1.30 per gross ton. and it is $1.50 to either York or Lan-
caster. The rate from the same district to Baltimore, which
Is 85 miles south of Harrisburg, is given as $1.60, and the

same rate applies to Philadelphia. The associations from
York and Lancaster claimed these rates discriminated against

the towns.

There came another turn to the bitter struggle of tho

regulars and insurgents of the United Mine Workers of

America in the anthracite section this week, when the in-

surgents made an appeal to a committee from the interna-

tional executive board for a special convention in District

No. 1. James Moran, D. A. Frampton and William Harrison,

the committee that is representing the International board in

hearing the appeal, is listening to both sides of the case.

The insurgents alleged that the last regular convention held

at Wilkes-Barre was not conducted according to the terms
of the constitution and that they desire another convention.

The district officers denied that there were any violations

of the constitution, and in opposing a special convention, they

called attention to the fact that such a session would cost

the union in the district anywhere from $10,000 to $20,000.

It is being whispered about that the main reason for the

insurgents desiring a special convention, is that they may
make a fight for the division of District No. 1 into two
districts.

That the life of the anthracite Industry in Pennsylvania
is only 81 years, if the various estimates upon which he

bases his average are correct, was the conclusion reached
by M. S. Hachita, chemist of the Lehigh Valley Coal Co., in

a speech made before the New York and Western Pennsyl-
vania Coal M rchants' Association. The first estimate he

quoted was that of the Geological Survey of Pennsylvania,
according to which there were approximately 19,500.000,000

long tons in the ground prior to mining operations in the

state. Taking an average of 40 per cent, as the propor-

tion which can be extracted, this would leave 7.800,000,000

tons as the initial supply. Since 1820 the total tonnage
mined has been 1,982,961,263, which would leave 5,917,038,737

tons still available.

T. S. Harris, in the "Forum," estimated there were orig-

inally in the ground 14,453,379,600 cu.yd., which is equivalent

to 16,766,000.000 tons. By taking 40 per c«nt. as tlu- propor-

tion which can be extracted and deductluK the total mnount
mined 4,823,438,737 tons are left availabl. .

A. D. W. Smith, one of the commls.sloners of the coal-

waste commission, estimated the available supply of anthra-
cite in 1&92 at 6.898,000,000 tons. Since 1,141,684,910 tons

have been mined, there remains 5,564.715,090 yet to be mined.
In 1896 William Grlfllth estimated the available coal yet

to be mined at 5,073,786,000 tons. Since then 1,096,963,635

tons have been mined, leaving 3,976.832.305 tons In the ground.
The average of these four expert estimates is 5,070,-

506,217 tons.

The average annual production of coal for the last ten

years has been 62,817,910 tons. If this annual average pro-

duction continues until the exhaustion of the coal, the life

of the anthracite Industry will be only 81 years, but hard-coal
production this year bids fair to reach 70,000.000 tons, and It

is reasonable to believe It will Increase at a normal rate in

future time.

ri:x\isvi>v.vM,v

.Vnthraelte

WllkeH-Dnrre—Negotiations are under way for settlement
outside of the courts ot one of the most exceptional and
unique lawsuits that has ever been brought to the attention

of the courts, namely the famous case of Kingston Township
against the Lehigh Valley Coal Co.. to recover adequate pay-
ment for coal mined from under the surface of land in Forty
Fort, which was dedicated for educational and religious pur-
poses 145 years ago, in 1708, eight years before the outbreak
of the American Revolution. This case was tried some years

ago, and a verdict of $100,000 was rendered the township, but

an appeal was taken to the supreme court, and it was sent
back to be retried, so as to decide certain points.

Shickahiniiy—Failure on the part of twenty men employed
at the West End Colliery of the West End Coal Co., to pro-

vide themselves with monthly buttons as called for by the

United Mine Workers of America, caused a strike at the oper-
ations. District mine officials are trying to adjust the

matter. Another button strike, affecting a larger number
of men, is in progress at the Bliss Colliery of the D. L. & W.
Coal Co., at Nanticoke, and was called when the local in-

vestigation committee started an examination of union
buttons at the mouth of the shaft and found a hoisting en-

gineer without a button. The men reporting for woi k re-

fused to be lowered by this man, and as a result the colliery

was thrown idle. This is the first button strike to be called

at this colliery, and it is said that the union officials are
backing it.

Plymonth—By a decision handed down by Judge Fuller of

Luzerne Co. in the equity case of Elizabeth Sweitzer against
the Plymouth Coal Co. the defendant company is enjoined
from mining in the Bennett and Cooper veins within two
hundred feet of the plaintiff's property. The case was
brought in order to prevent the settling of the plaintiff's

premises by reason of the mining operations of the defendant.
The borough of Plymouth is also interested in a similar suit,

and claims that as a result of the operations of the defend-
ant its streets are sagging and its business places and
homes are being ruined.

Philadelphia—Suit has been instituted for the possession
of 240 shares of stock of the George B. Newton Coal Co.,

which recently absorbed several smaller companies In this
city. Samuel B. Crowell and Jonathan P. Edwards, former
owners of the firm of Roland & Bro.. together with the Henry
Hudson Estate, also owners of the firm of Robert Henderson
& Co., contend that 240 shares of stock are due them, in ad-
dition to the $466,000 paid them for the assets and good will
of their companies. The shares in dispute are on deposit
with the Philadelphia Trust, Safe Deposit & Insurance Co.

ParHons—An announcement has been made that the Dela-
ware, Lackawanna & Western Coal Co. %vlll. in a short while,
operate a new mine at Parsons, Penn. The mine will be lo-

cated on the mountainside to the southwest of the town,
where a hundred acres of virgin coal Is still unmined. A
branch road will be run from the Delaware & Hudson tracks
to the new colliery.
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Clearfield—The Madeira Hill Coal Co., which is making

extensive improvements and opening a new mine in the Clover

Run district of Clearfield County, expects to be able to ship

coal in a short time. This firm owns 7000 acres of coal in

this region.

Pittsbursh—A warrant for $218,774.50 received by the

Board of Education on Oct. 10, completed the three-cornered

nrooertv deal by which the testing station of the govern-

ment bureau of mines, obtained the Magee High-School site.

In return the school system received three sites for day

schools and a cash bonus. This property deal has been in

contemplation for several months past.

Windber—It has been announced that the Berwind-White

Coal Mining Co. will not buy power for its new McGregor

Mine in the Reitz region, but will use its enlarged power

plant at mine No. 35 for this service. Additional equipment

has been purchased with a view to fllling the needs of the

company in this region.

Brownsi-llle—That the Vesta Coal Co. is going to start op-

erations on the west side of the Monongahela, seve.^l m.les

above West Brownsville, seems to be a certainty. Recently

there have been officials of the Vesta company in the vicinity

of the latter location, and indications point to this place as

the scene of operation.

WEST VIRGINIA

Beekle-r—The merging of the majority of the collieries on

New River is under way according to well-founded reports.

The merging of these collieries has been under contempla-

tion Tor several months, and it is believed that the con-

sumation of the deal will be realized --ithin -^

T",l,fZo 000
is reported that the syndicate is capitalized at $100,000,000

and that $1S,000,000 in cash is ready to be applied on the first

payment.

"Mate«-an—The plant of the Marvin Coal Co. was sold re-

centlvaT public outcry to George Buskirk, for $17,500. No

plans have been announced in reference to the operation of

The plant, but it is expected that Mr. Buskirk will personally

superintend future operations.

.\L.\B.\MA

Birmingham—The Mining Department of the State of Ala-

bama reports only seven fatal accidents during September

out of probably 25,000 miners working. This is said to be

the direct result of the hard, systematic work being done

bv this department to prevent accidents.
,. , ..

The Tennessee Coal, Iron & R.R. Co. states that its pro-

duction for 1913 will be at least 500,000 tons more than 1912.

KEXTVCKY
LouisTllle-The Pittsburgh Coal Co., of Louisville has

been awarded the contract for supplying coal to the Louis

ville Board of Park Commissioners for the ^"^"'"S year.

The Kentucky Court of Appeals recently affirmed a jud„

ment rendered In the Bell Circuit Court against the Con-

Unental coal Corporation and its f°-™-"' f
°^/'-' ^':"'"^^^'

in the unusually large sum of $20,000, for the death of -^-^^P^

Cole in one of the company's mines. This judgment was

given ?n a verdict and judgment for $15,000, which was re-

versed bv the court. The court held that the latter judg-

ment could not be said to be excessive, and f°""d n° ^.-or

in the record. In this connection, the prospect of definite

payments through a compensation law is of interest.

Madisonville—The Sunset Coal Mines, among other in-

dusma concerns near Madisonville, will probably be forced

'o Shut down shortly on account of the
""P.-".^f"'f„„^%'^,^;

itv of water in that section, unless heavy
'^'"^'f' ^"°\^^^l

Louisville & Nashville R.R. Is now furnishing the m nes

and the citv with water hauled a considerable distance, but all

Available supplies in the vicinity of the town are abou ex^

hausted, the Ohio river at Henderson being the lailroad

'^ITZuZmnl ^^.'^Irs Of District 23 met at Madison-

ville on Oct. 14, a large attendance from all over the dis-

trict being on hand, and discussed plans for the organiza-

tion of the Hopkins County coal field.

Watsonton-Watsonton, Ky., nam.d in honor of the Wat-

sons who are the principal stockholders and incorporators of

he MrneratFuel Co. and the Elkhorn Fuel Co., is the latest of

the new towns in the Beaver Creek section. Work on the

several mining operations in that section is about completed,

and it is thoulht that coal can be shipped out as soon as the

C & O. branch line up Beaver Creek is finished.

0«ensboro-The Pern Hill Coal Co.'s Properties near

Owensboro, have been taken over by a syndicate headed by

John B Brasher, formerly of Madisonville, who will superin-

tend the operations of the mine hereafter.

OHIO
Steubenvtlle—The coal tipple and engine house of the

Eastern Ohio Coal Co., at Amsterdam, was destroyed by fire

recently. The loss is estimated at $20,000. The fire originated

from electric wirng.

Pomeroy—The Martin Ebersbach Co., which was recently

incorporated under the laws of Ohio with a capital of $250,-

000, to mine and deal in coal, has taken over the producing

properties in the Pomeroy Bend district, which were formerly

owned by the same interests as a partnership.

Columbus—T. W. Brockman, of the Coal Credit Exchange,

of Detroit, was a visitor in Columbus recently. The Ralston

Steel Car Co., of Columbus, Ohio, which makes coal cars, has

started to erect a large addition to the plant in order to in-

crease its output.

The coal-mining commission named by Governor Cox, ot

Ohio, to investigate coal mining in the state has fixed public

hearings for both the operators and miners in the senate

chamber, Oct. 20. At that time opportunity will be given

for both sides to present their cases and evidence in support

of their contentions. According to J. C. Davies, a member of

the commission, it is hoped to complete the taking of evidence

by Nov. 1, and to have the report completed Dec. 1. So far

the commission has investigated mining conditions in the

Bluefield district of West Virginia, the Indiana field and the

northern and southern fields of Illinois. It has also investi-

gated the unloading machines at the Milwaukee docks, the

stoker systems at the Detroit manufacturing and electric

plants and other things connected with the industry. The

conservation of Ohio's coal supply is receiving considerable

attention from the commission, and a part of the report will

be devoted to that phase of the question.

Alliance Fire destroyed the tipple and other buildings of

the coal mine at Bergholtz early Oct. 7. Nearly 500 men will

be out of employment. The mine Is sometimes called the

Phillips mine and belongs to the Rice Coal Co., of Cleveland.

INDIANA

Indianapolis—The southern shipment of coal for fall and

winter consumption has crowded railroad lines to such an

extent that it is sometimes diflicult to find power to move

the coal A blockade of cars was recently found to exist at

Indianapolis and also at Terre Haute. According to railroad

officials, the coal freight service will be improved at once.

Vincennes—A deal has been practically completed between

Vincennes lease holders of coal lands and the Wassan Coal

Co of Harrisburg, 111., by which the latter for a considera-

tion of $500,000 will gain control of about 50.000 acres of coal

lands with the intention of immediately opening a number of

mines and giving employment to 1500 miners from the South.

Linden—The recently organized Linden Summit Coal Co.

expects to open a new mine near here in a short time, and

give employment to about 200 men. Work on the new shaft

will be begun at once.

Clinton—Dering mine. No. 1, is the first in the Clinton field

to be electrified for hoisting, as well as lighting the entries,

running the machines and hauling along the main entries.

Evansville—Miners ot southern Indiana are in sympathy

with their striking colaborers in western and northern

Kentuckv in their efforts to organize. It is reported that

farmers are also giving them support and that they have the

assistance of the members of the American Society of Equity,

an organization of farmers. Coal operators of southern In-

diana, it is said, are opposed to the organization of Ken-

tuckv miners because they are forced to compete with mines

that'pav less than the union scale. Indiana operators pro-

tested strongly against the shot-firers' bill in the last legis-

lature, arguing that it would be unfair to them while the

Kentucky field remained unorganized.

ILLINOIS

Belleville—The cable at the Little Oak mine broke the

other dav just after 50 miners had been lowered in the morn-

ing shift" A car of coal was loaded on the cage, and when

it was just about at the surface the cable broke. Fortunately

there was no one injured seriously.

Harrisburg—The receivers of the O'Gara Coal Co. have

finally sold enough receivers' certificates to pay the miners

at the O'Gara mines $237,000. Some of this money has been

owing for over five weeks and on account of this money

being paid some of the mines will resume work.

fohnson City-The fire in the McClintock mine, which for

«^^rfll davs got bevond the control of the miners, is now

confined to" a small number of entries on one side of the mine.

Work has been resumed.
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MISSOI Kl

St. L,onla—In a recent report by W. P. Hawkins, fuel a^ent
for the Missouri PaclDc-Iron Mountain lines, the Itemized
fuel account shows that In the past fiscal year the system
paid )4.S0O.O0O for locomotive fuel alone.

OKL,.\HO.M.\

McAlmter—Coal operators in the McAlester fields ore not
unanimous on the proposed advance In price of coal amonji
the mines due to increased demand. Whether this price will

be advanced or maintained at the prevailinR quotation will
depend entirely upon the individual operators.

COLORADO
Colorado SprlnKx—The eoal miners In the El Paso County

districts are rapidly being unionized. The dlfhcultles which
arose some time ago when the strike began have been ad-
Justed with one exception.

K.INS.VS

CoflTeeville— .\n effort is to be made to organize a com-
pany for the purpose of developing a coal field Just north of
this city. It is stated that a 10-ft. bed of what is believed
to be a good quality of semi-anthracite has been discovered
at two different places at a depth of 40 ft.

OREOON
Cooa County—The Coos County Colliers Co., of North

Bend, has completed negotiations for the entire output of the
RIverton Coal & Development Co.'s mine, on the Coquille
River, the Libby Mine on Coos Bay, and the surplus of the
Smith-Powers mine, and has contracted to supply Vancouver
and Prince Rupert, B. C. parties with 24,000 tons of coal
during the next six months. The same company has char-
tered two vessels to ply in this trade, and the first shipment
will go forward from the RIverton mine in a few days, when
SOO tons will be taken from the bunkers. Thereafter it is

expected to ship 1000 tons over the bar at Bandon each cargo.
The RIverton Mine, one of the most extensive producers

in the county, is increasing its working force, and by Nov. 1

will be operating with a double shift and producing 150 tons
of coal per day.

The Libby mine will double its force, also its output, for
besides the contract just entered into, the Coos County Col-
liers Co. has Seattle, Washington and California orders for
coal shipments.

Coos County is the largest coal producing county in Ore-
gon. The total area of its coal fields approximates 230 square
miles, the character of the coal being sub-bituminous.

P E R vS O N A L S
1'

Department of the Interior, Bureau of Mines. "The Pro-
duction and Use of Brown Coal in the Vicinity of Cologne,
Germany," by Charles A, Davis. Technical paper 55. Fifteen
pages, 6x9 in., unillustrated.

Department of the Interior, Bureau of Mines, "Monthly
Statement of Fatalities in the United States, July, 1913, with
revised figures for preceding months," by Albert H. Fay.
Nineteen pages, 6x9 in., with numerous tables.

Department of the Interior, Bureau of Mines, "Mining and
Treatment of Feldspar and Kaolin in the Southern Appa-
lachian Region." by .\. S. Watts. One hundred and seventy
pages, 6x9 in., with many illustrations and three insert maps.

Department of the Interior, Bureau of Mines. "The Titan-
Iferous Iron Ores in the United States: Their Composition
and Economic Value," by Joseph T. Singewald, Jr. One hun-
dred and forty-five pages, 6x9 in., with numerous illustrations
and tables.

Department of the Interior, Bureau of Mines. "Rules for
Mine Rescue and First Aid Field Contests," by James W,
Paul. Miner's Circular 15. Twelve pages, 6x9 in., unillus-
trated.

The IVatlnnal Tube Co., Pittsburgh, Penn., N. T. C. Bulletin
No. 17. "The Manufacture and Use of Shelby Seamless Steel
Tubing." Thirty-nine pages, 8%xll in., profusely illustrated
with cuts showing the possible uses of Shelby steel tubing.

The National Tube Co., Frick Building. Pittsburgh, Penn.,
"The W'hole Kewanee Family." Describing Kewanee unions
and pipe specialties; 48 pages, 5MxS in.: illustrated.

Jabez Woolley, a wealthy coal operator of Evansvllle. iti
has been selected by the Chicago .S: Eastern Railroad Cu. to
manage its $500,000 coal properties at Piston.

W. L. Klutz, formerly superintendent of the Thomas fur-
nace of the Republic Iron & Steel Co., at Birmingham, h.is
been appointed general manager of the Central Iron & Coal
Co., at Holt, Ala.

E. B. Sutton has been placed In charge of the rescue sta-
tion at Birmingham, Ala., by the Government, and will take
up his duties at once, working in coiiperation with the State
of Alabama Mining Department.

Herbert Jones, aged 30, prominent in the development of
the New River coal field, was proliably fatally shot from
ambush at Oak Hill, Oct. 7. He was acting as one of the
managers of the Fayette County fair.

J. Warner Shook, vice-president and general manager
of the Central Iron & Coal Co., at Holt, Ala., has tend-
ered his resignation, and will enter other business. Mr. Shook
is one of the best known coal and Inm men in the South.

D. S. Duncan, of the W. G. Dutuan Coal Co., of Green-
ville, was seriously injured in an automobile accident at
Graham, a few days ago. The car in which Mr. Duncan was
riding turned turtle, pinning him beneath It and causing the
injuries referred to.

Due to the illness of his mother, John T. White, president
of the United Mine Workers of .•Vmerica, has postponed his
trip to the anthracite coal field. He has cancelled all his en-
gagements in this section, and notice to this effect has lieen
sent out by the district leaders.

A. M. Healy, with his wife and family, has taken up his
abode at Salt Lake City. Utah. He succeeds F. N. Cameron as
Vice-President of the Consolidated Fuel Co., the Black Hawk
Coal Co., and the Castle Valley Coal Co. He will have entire
supervision over the operating departments.

Paul Hardy, until recently General Manager of the Island
Creek Coal Co., at Holden, W. Va., has been promoted to the
position of Consulting Engineer of the Island Creek Coal Co.,
the Pond Creek Coal Co., and the United States Coal & oil
Co. His headquarters will probably be at Huntington, al-
though this has not been definitely decided.

F. N. Ulrich, sales agent of the Lehigh Coal & Navigatiiiti
Co., has returned from a trip through the South, which he
made for the purpose of opening up that territory to Lehigh
coal, made possible by the recent ti-afflc agreements be.
tween the Lehigh & New England, a subsidiary of the Le-
high Coal & Navigation Co., and lines covering various im-
portant southern points.

Peter Lobenguela, eldest son of the former King Loben-
guela, who, until the British occupation of South Africa,
ruled the rich domain of Matabeleland, has been found living
in poverty in Pendleton, Salford, England. His identity was
revealed at the Revision Court in Pendleton, where he ap-
peared recently in defense of his vote as a British subject.
In recent yers, he has been employed as a coal miner in the
-Agecroft mines, near Pendleton.
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John Bellas, aged 81 years, and believed to be the oldest

active miner in the anthracite region engaged in underground

worl<, died at his home in Shamokin. Penn., Oct. 9. Since he

was 10 years of age, Bellas had worked in the coal mines.

Inkerman Bailey, Sr., one of the best-known operators in

western Kentucky, died Oct. 10 at Madisonville, at the age of

60 years, as the result of heart failure. Mr. Bailey was for

manv years connected with the Reinecke Coal Co., but for

the past few years he had been active in other operations,

recently organizing the Big Creek Coal Co. He leaves a wife

and four children.

The death of Col. John S. Holmes occurred in West Vir-

ginia on Oct. 5. Col. Holmes was one of the best known coal

operators in West Virginia. For 25 years he was superin-

tendent of the Stevens Coal Co., the predecessors of the pres-

ent Cabin Creek Consolidated Coal Co. With his two sons,

William S. and Daniel S., he shipped the first coal ever mined

in the Cabin Creek region.

Christopher Muckermann. 73 years old, a pioneer coal

dealer, and founder of the Polar Wave Ice & Fuel Co., with

46 yards in St. Louis, died unexpectedly at his home in St.

Louis after an attack of gastritis. Mr. Muckermann was born

in Westphalia, Germany, and came to St. Louis at the age

of 17 His father, upon arrival in St. Louis, engaged in the

ice and coal business. His son followed in his footsteps and

his entire life has been devoted to that business.

A. A. Sterling, aged 71, of Wilkes-Barre. died suddenly

this week at his summer home, at Glen Summit Springs. His

death came almost without warning, even to his intimate

friends Mr. Sterling was taken with a heavy cold, which

soon developed into bronchial pneumonia, and death came

four days afterward. Mr. Sterling was prominent in banking

circles, and was the active vice-president of the West End

Coal Co.. as well as the Wyoming Valley Geological Society.

Adolphus Busch, owner of the St. Louis & O'Fallon Coal

Co mines at O'Fallon. 111., and of the St. Louis & O'Fallon

Ry Co died at his castle on the Rhine in Germany Oct. 10.

Death came somewhat unexpectedly, as the arrangements

had been made for the trip back home for the winter months.

Mr Busch was 76 years old last July, and was born in Ger-

many He came to the United States in 1S57, settling in

St Louis He is rated as being worth over .$60,000,000, and is

famous the world over as a brewer. He was a member of the

G. A. R. and of many foreign orders, and was in a general

way a great giver of money to various worthy causes.

CONSTRUCTION NEWS

NEW INCORPORATIONS

South Wasblnistun, Ind.^—The South Washington Coal Co.

has been organized with a capital of $7000 to engage in the

coal business. The directors are A. A. Wallace, John Bidder.

Jr., and Caspar Beale.
^

Clarksburi;, VV. Va.—The Templeton Coal Co. has been or-

ganized at Clarksburg, W. Va., to develop coal. The capital

stock is $20,000, and the incorporators are J. M. Quinn, Ray
Quinn, D. J. Carter, Harry W. Sheets and B. B. Jarvis, all of

Claiksburg, W. Va.

C'i>nnellNville. Penn.—The Crescent Coal & Coke Co. has

been granted a charter in Delaware, and will develop a tract

of 122 acres in German Township, purchased from Sebastian

Krado. Steps will be taken at once toward operation, but for

the present at least, the company will produce only coal; but

if conditions warrant, a battery of coke ovens will be built

later.

Somerset. Penn.—Work is progressing rapidly on the big

shaft of the Consolidation Coal Co., which is being sunk on

the John Biesecker farm, two miles west of Jenners No. 2.

Fairmont. W. Va.—The Fairmont & Cleveland Coal Co.. of

Fairmont. W. Va.. organized with a capital stock of $600,000,

has acquired the holdings of the Parker Run Coal Co., in

Marion County and will increase the output and make new

developments.

Croxton, Ky.—The Harlan Coal Mining Co. is progres-

sing rapidly on its new No. 2 operation at Coxton. This

operation will be handled by the company, as distinguished

from its first mine at Coxton. which was leased to the Lick

Branch Coal Co., from which a good volume of coal is now

being produced.

Jenkins Ky.—The two great power plants of the Consoli-

dation Coal Co.. at Jenkins and Van Lear. Ky., respectively,

are gradually extending lines to various towns and mining

operations in that section, and will ultimately supply electric-

ity to a large area in that part of eastern Kentucky. The Van

Lear plant was built two years ago. that at Jenkins, which is

much larger, being completed during the past summer. The

latter plant cost $1,000,000. and contains five power units,

capable of developing an aggregate of 6000 kw., and the

company is now planning to increase this to 15,000 kw. The

plant develops a pressure of 40,000 volts, the highest of any

power plant in the South. A line is in process of construc-

tion between the two plants, a distance of 65 miles, so that

either can supply the other with current in the event of acci-

dent.

INDUSTRIAL NEWS

Charleston, W. Va.—It is reported that Louis W. Adkins

has sold his operations at Eagle near Boomer, and will in the

future devote himself to coal ventures in other fields.

Pittsburgh, Penn.—Appalachian Coal & Timber Co.. James

T. Manning, president, has acquired 306.000 acres of coal and

timber land in West Virginia, and will hold for developments

through subsidiary companies and leases.

Charleroi, Penn.—For all the activity and confusion at

Lock No. 4, they still have time to do business and surpass

that of the preceding month. For the month of September

the lockage of coal surpassed that of the month of August by

892,000 bu. of coal.

Washington, D. C—The Interstate Commerce Commission

on Oct. 13, suspended until Feb. 14, the proposed advances in

rates on anthracite coal over the Lehigh Valley R.R. from the

Wyoming coal district in Pennsylvania to Perth Amboy, N. J.

The proposed advances would raise the freight rate from

$1.40 to $1.55 per ton.

Atchison, Kan.—Although nothing definite can be an-

nounced, it now looks as if the negotiation looking toward

the opening of a coal mine by a wealthy Eastern syndicate

would reach consumation. Local men behind the deal are

giving it careful and diplomatic attention, and they believe

that negotiations can be brought to a successful issue.

Jenkins, Ky.—It is reported that negotiations are under

way looking to the purchase by the Chesapeake & Ohio of the

short branch line of the Baltimore & Ohio up Shelby Creek to

the Consolidation Coal Co.'s Jenkins, mines, a distance of 28

miles. The branch referred to feeds to the C & O. route

up the Sandy River, and is of great importance to that road,

as more than 1,000,000 tons of coal a year move over it,

Wilkes-Barre, Penn.—Safety for employees of the mines

of the Lehigh Valley Coal Co. has prompted this company to

engage Evan A. Price, an expert mining man, to make a tour

of the mines and report back to the company as to conditions

pertaining to accidents, with a view of pointing out any

faults that may come to his notice. Mr. Price will thoroughly

investigate all fatal and nonfatal accidents which occur in

the company's mines.

Brownsville, Penn.—The miners at the Denbeau mine of

the Reliance Coke Co. have gone on strike. The men de-

mand that the union scale as paid throughout the organized

coal districts be allowed, but the operators have refused the

request. The district and national organizations of the

United Mine Workers are behind the miners in their demand,

and a bitter fight is expected, unless the company agrees to

terms. The Denbeau is a new mine, having in connection

236 modern coke ovens.

Birmingham. .\la.—John P. Harrison of Harrison-Tittswell

Co., Ltd., of 66 Mark Lane, London, has placed with one of

the large operators here an order for 50,000 tons of bunker

coal, with the option of increasing the amount to 300,000

tons'. This coal is to be used by the above company on its

steamers, it being one of the largest water carriers in exist-

ence. The fuel is to be taken at the ports of Pensacola. Mo-

bile and New Orleans. Mr. Harrison made a visit to this

district and states that the collieries here were a revela-

tion in comparison with the English mines.
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In Boston and NVw Entcland generally, the anthracite
market is strong. Many shippers are declining; orders for
stove coal unless accompanied by requisitions for other sizes.
All firms appear to be well supplied with orders. The warm
weather in New York has been a depressing feature in the
anthracite trade, bringing the business to what is termed
by some, a standstill. Nevertheless, stove coal and No. 1

buckwheat is in particularly strong demand. In Philadel-
phia and vicinity under adverse weather conditions, the
market for anthracite does not improve as was expected.
Prices, however, remain at circular level with but few rumors
of concessions.

Reports on anthracite from Baltimore, Buffalo, Detroit
and Chicago are all similar in tone. Dealers are buying
freely, prices are well maintained, and stove coal is par-
ticularly scarce.

A week of steady fog along the northern Atlantic sea-
board, has greatly shortened deliveries of bituminous coal to
New England from Hampton Roads. There has been no im-
provement in the car supply throughout the Pittsburgh
region while in northern Pennsylvania, Ohio and Indiana,
generally, conditions have grown steadily worse. At Hamp-
ton Roads there is a fair accumulation of cars with but
little free coal and that on hand is held for contract tonnage
and Government colliers. But little change is reported any-
where in prices of bituminous. The demand throughout the
South, generally, appears to be about normal. In the region
tributary to the Ijake trade, quotations have a general ris-
ing tendency. This would probably be decidedly augmented
by a cold wave.

Lake shippers are still loading for the market of the
Northwest as rapidly as possible. This condition is expected
to continue until navigation closes. Warm weather in the
St. Louis region has tended to break the market, but the in-
dications are that with the possible exception of steam
sizes, prices will recuperate. In some regions in Illinois and
Kentucky screenings are a drug on the market, and are be-
ing either dumped at the mine or given away for freight
charges.

British Columbia consumers are buying coal from the
mines at Coos Bay. The practice in the past has been to oc-
casionally import British Columbia coal to Oregon. A scarc-
ity of fuel throughout the coming winter is predicted for
this reason.

There is little change in coke conditions either as re-
gards price or demand. A slight tendency has developed in
the Connellsville region toward sagging, while throughout
the Michigan and Illinois markets all grades of coke are
firm.

Prices of all kinds of fuel are well maintained. What
declines are recorded in certain varieties are fully compen-
sated by advances in others. The sharp increase in the em-
ployment of railroad equipment, as shown in the new reports
is an excellent index of the heavy movement of all grades of
coal and coke.

BOSTON. MASS.
The Hampton RoadN loading xltuation helped out by eon-

tinnouH fog along the ooaxt. Prices firm on PoeahontaN and
New River hat a Hllghtly relaxed demand In New Rneland,
DiHtrihuting market dull. (leorgeH treek Htlll out of the
market and Pennsylvania operators beginning to feel «be car
shortage. Anthracite situation strong, with a heavy demand
on Philadelphia, and barges in short supply.

Bituminous—A solid week of unbroken fog along the
coast has served to help out the loading situation at Hamp-
ton Roads. Transportation has been practically at a stand-
still, and with few boats arriving there has been a chance
for coal to accumulate. Most of this, however, is now go-
ing into Government colliers for the battleship cruise, and
this week when bottoms begin again to arrive there will
probably be further detention. Pocahontas and New River

are being firmly held and on what small tonnages have been
sold $3 has been the ruling price for the best grades.

The Pennsylvania coals are still in good demand, espe-
cially those of better quality. There is no marked change
in the price situation, but all the shippers maintain their
usual caution about selling much ahead thus late in the
year. Many operations are feeling the cnr shortage, par-
ticularly for routings all-rail, and this Is turning a larger
proportion than is usual to Philadelphia for coastwise ship-
ment. If barge transportation is short at that port for the
next fortnight on account of much of it being bunched at
this end it may be that prices f.o.b. will be a shade less
firm than has been the case since early September.

.-Vnthraeite—The hard-coal situation in New England is
remarkably strong. One or two of the leading shippers are
declining to accept orders for stove size and there are many
signs of a shortening up of supplies. The retail trade that
started with a rush in September has so far depleted stocks
that dealers are getting anxious about October and Novem-
ber shipments. The heaviest demand is on shippers out of
Philadelphia and it remains to be seen whether a large pro-
portion of the trade can be cared for from that quarter. It
goes without saying that all the companies are well supplied
«ith orders.

Quotations on bituminous at wholesale are about as fol-
lows:

Cambrias Georges Pocahontos
Clearnclds Somerseta Creelc New Kivei

J^ITj*;-;-.-! $1,111(3)1.60 $1.30@1. 70 $1.6701.77
Philadelphia* 2 .

3.'>«2
, 8.5 2..5.5@2 95 2 92® 3 02

NewYork* 2.65(3)3.15 2.85@3.25 3.22@3;32
Baltimore*^.. 2.85@2.95
Hampton Roads* $2. 90® 3 00
I royidencct 3.88(3)3.98
"''*'<"'T 3.88@4.03

*F.o.b. tOn cars.

NKW YORK
No improvement in oar supply. Cooler neather would

have a aulck and marked i-ftect. Illtunilniius slocks at tide
still beloH normal. Warm weather has bniugbt the anthra-
cite trade to a standstill. Stove and No. 1 buckwheat are in
strong demand and scarce, other sizes plentiful.

Bituminous—There has been no improvement in the situ-
ation as regards the car supply during the past week, and
the continued shortage is having Its effect on the demand,
some of which is coming from operators who are obliged to
buy coal to take care of their contracts. Prices on coal
for line or tide shipment have not been materially affected,
though the market would probably respond quickly to any
sudden pressure on the part of consumers. The continued
shortage of labor and cars, the irregular operations due to
petty strikes, etc., and cooler weather, are bound to have
an effect in the near future. Stocks on hand at tidewater
still continue to be below normal. The local market remains
quotable on the following basis:

West Virginia steam, .$2.60(5)2.65: fair grades of Pennsyl-
vania, $2.7015)2.75; good grades of Pennsylvania, $2.S0(g)2.85;
best Miller Pennsylvania, $3.10(§)3.20: George's Creek, .$3.15@
3.25.

.Vnthraclte—The continued warm weather of the past
week has brought the retail trade in and around New York
City to a practical standstill. A number of the dealers, of
course, still have some of their "fill-in" orders to be taken
care of but the spot business which is usually looked for,
about this time of the year has not as yet put in an appear-
ance. A turn in the weather would undoubtedly stimulate
business and bring in cash orders which are highly desirable
to the retail dealer.

There seems to be no question that stocks in the hands
of the consumers are much heavier this year than they were
last. Stove coal continues to be the short size and it is getting
to a point where very few of the wholesalers will accept
orders for this size unless accomplished with orders for other
sizes, especially egg.

Dealers in the outlying points are, where financially able,
keeping their stocks to capacity taking in additional sup-
plies as fast as they are put out. With this condition the
consumers should be much better taken care of than they
were last year.
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In the steam sizes the pea coal is in fair demand. No. 1

bucliwheat is weak, and the better grades of No. 2 and No. 3

buckwheat are quite short and in urgent demand, where-

as some of the poorer grades are a drug on the market.

PHIL.\DKbPHI-\. PENX.

enther oonditUi ade d<te8

little

to the

to the trade,

ider poor weatner .onanions. the anthraclt.

not Improve «» quickly as «as expected. Priced remaii

circular with feir report.s of concessions. Bituminous

still holding its own, with a tendency to higher priccp

Anthracite—The weather the past week has put a

crimp in what looked like an auspicious opening for the an-

thracite coal trade for the fall and winter. Wholesale as

well as retail dealers state that the foggy weather has had

the effect of curtailing orders, and while cancellations are

not plentiful, there seems to be a disposition to hold up

orders for delivery the latter part of the month.

The month of October is not likely to coi

tonnage of last year, as there was no Insistencj

the mining departments were not called on to exert them-

selves in the wav of production, but the prospects, are

fiowever good, provided there is any cold weather. This is

reallv the important factor.

Bituminous—The bituminous trade seems to have taken on

a new lease of life, not that it was by any means dead, but

there has been a lack of snap and a tendency to softness for

the last two or three weeks. Apparently this has disap-

peared. Accumulations of coal at tidewater have vanished, and

there appears to be many dealers in the East who are not

able to get the kind of coal they want when they want it.

It looks now as if the winter will see an almost continuous

period of prosperity for the bituminous trade.

Connell.svllle Coke—The market has been entirely color-

less the past week. Demand for prompt coke has been ex-

tremely light and there has been practically no inquiry for

forward deliveries. By a considerable reduction in output

the free coke has been largely worked off. The market is

no nearer than it was to a realization of the asking price

of the majority of operators, ?2.50 for furnace coke, and

the only question is whether or not these operators will

modify their views before 1914 contracts come to be negoti-

ated.

In some quarters it is asserted that operators are com-

mitted to $2.50 for 1914 contracts, and will adhere to that

figure even though it develops that a large tonnage will

be available at lower prices. We quote the market, based

chieflv upon sales made more than a week ago for October,

as follows: Prompt furnace, $2.15 @ 2.25; contract furnace,

$2.25: prompt foundry. $2.75@3; contract foundry, $2.75@3,

per ton at ovens.
The "Courier" reports production in the Connellsville and

lower Connellsville region in the week ended Oct. 4 at 35S.-

29S tons, a decrease of 27.196 tons, and shipments at 388,347

tons, an increase of 4981 tons.

Bl FFALO, Jf. Y.

vith no indication or hint Immediate

nous enough to go around and roads still

car supply, .\nthraclte selling in spite

B-VLTIMORE, MD.

Dema covers nu-
d to place.

The coal market generally sti

merous new contracts, which con

Slack still a feature. Anthracite conditions active.

A gain in strength was apparently recorded by the coal

irket here during the past week, when connections on

^larket steady,
change. 'Sot bitum
cutting down their

of the hot wave.

Bituminous—Certain of the big Pennsylvania coal roads

have again cut down the car allotment, now making it 60

per cent, of the demand, which means that the mines are al-

lowed to put out only a little more than half of what they

are aiming at. There is much complaint of car shortage

among the operators in the Allegheny Valley proper where

they are dependent on roads in which they have no interest,

but the more local coal roads, such as the Buffalo, Rochester

& Pittsburgh, are said to be taking pretty good care of their

shippers.
The quotations on bituminous coal are therefore as strong

as ever, with no change of figures. Although there are

rv'lry side'reported that prices were still on the increase and notices of advances sent out from various centers, general

available coa? growing shorter and shorter. Car scarcity is survey shows that the advance is '"e'fely ind.v.dua^. The

cutting a big figure in the market just now. and in botTi the

Fairmont and Somerset regions, there were reports that

mines were shipping but from one-half to two-thirds of what

they could do if given rolling stock as desired. Once under

way it must be admitted, the fuel cars are being disposed

of much quicker than ever before, and there is not now so

much delay in unloadings and by waits on sidings as was

the case in previous years.

Ordinary grades of Pennsylvania steam coal were being

disposed of in small lots around $1.15 and $1.20, and cheap

fuels from West Virginia were .commanding about $1.0o

the past week. Gas run-of-mine was worth $1.10, and three-

quarter brought readily from. $1.15 to $1.20. In the meantime

slack took another leap and little was being let go below

$1 20 The demand for this fuel seemed on the increase,

with mightv little unattached in sight. The cement industry

remains particularlv active in inquiries for this class of coal.

The foreign movement of coal from this port should soon

take a decided jump, as the past two weeks have seen a large

number of new charters announced. These charters are split

between South American, Cu"ban and southern European de-

"
Anthracite conditions remain active despite the rather

warm weather that has prevailed. Steam sizes were reported

in good call. Household business should take an added im-

petus with the first winter weathe

despite car shortage in many regions

Deliveries are sufBcient,

PITTSBIBGH. PEXN.

d not altogether adequate,

easily obtained on limited

e coke stagnant, with 1914

Re-
Car supply unchanged,

cent advanced asking prit

nage available. Connellsi

tracts the next important business to be negotiated.

Bituminous—Car supply has not grown noticeably worse

on the average during the past week, but is not as good as

30 or 60 davs ago. and coal production is in keeping with

it While the labor supply is not entirely adequate it is a

minor factor compared with the car shortage. There is

little free coal available, and operators find no difficulty in

selling what they can spare at the advances recently men-

tioned over the regular circular prices of the season.

We quote for prompt and near forward delivery: Slack,

$1W125- mine-run, $1.40'f?1.50: %-in.. $1.50@1.60: H4-in.,

$1 65®1 75 per ton at mine. Pittsburgh district. There is no

demand for long term contracts and the regular circular

prices, have become practically nominal, these being based

on $1.30 for mine-run, with slack at 90c.

feeling is common that prices are high enough now. The

figures are $2.90 for Pittsburgh lump. $2.80 for three-quarter.

52.65 for mine run and $2.25 for slack, with Allegheny

Valley coal about 20 cents lower, except for slack, which is

about on a par with Pittsburgh.

Coke—There is no improvement in the state of the coke

trade. Stock coke is a trifle easier, selling freely at $3.60 at

Buffalo. Best Connellsville foundry is fairly strong at $4.85

f.o.b. Buffalo.

Anthracite—With the weather about as warm as it ever

is in October and remaining so for several days, the anthra-

cite market has shown unexpected activity, all shippers in

that trade expressing satisfaction in the movement. There

was so little stir through the summer that it is time to move

now and the weather may change any day.

As a rule the lake-shipping agents of the anthracite com-

panies are anxious to do more business and are wondering

why the amount coming forward is no larger. While the

space on the upper-lake docks is not what it was early in the

season there is enough to keep the fleet busier than at pres-

ent. It is felt by all that it will not be easy to get too much
coal west this fall. Still the amount reported at the custom

house for the week was only 108,000 tons.

TOLEDO, OHIO

Lake shippers are loading as fast as possible and are

complaining of the car shortage. Domestic and steam de-

mand Is good and prices are firm with prospect of rising.

Lake shippers are loading as rapidly as is possible but

have been somewhat handicapped by an inability to secure

coal for cargoes fast enough, owing to the car shortage

which has affected coal dealers somewhat during the past

month and especially coal shippers who are anxious to get

all the coal up the lakes possible in the short time still re-

maining before the close of navigation. The demand con-

tinues good and prices are exceedingly firm with prospects

of rising a little later on.

Domestic demand was extremely good during the cooler

weather of a couple of weeks ago and there was some fall-

ing off the past week owing to the warmth but this con-

dition is purely temporary. Steam coal is in splendid demand.

The traffic situation is looked upon by dealers generally as

threatening and local coal dealers scoff at the charges re-

cently made by certain state oflicials that coal cars are be-

ing sidetracked purposely by railroads for ulterior purposes.

However there is a decided shortage of cars, brought on. so

local dealers say by a variety of causes. The heavy sugar
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beet crop has made a big: demand for cars for the transpor-
tation of sugar beets whkli will continue for practically 90
days. Railroads seem somewhat short of motive equipment
also which has handicapped the return of empties to the coal
fields. Some of the local dealers are complaining bitterly of
a shortage of cars in the Pennsylvania coal nelds which has
greatly handicapped them in securing supplies. This they
claim is not noticeable in nearly the same degree in the Ohio
lelds. Labor difficulties have been a source of annoyance and
loss in the latter state and it is stated that there is at pres-
ent fully a 60% shortage of labor.

Prices as quoted here follow:

Poca- Hock- Jncl(- Pome- Mass- Pitta. Cam-
hontiLs iiiK son roy illon No. 8 bridge

Domestic lump $2.50 $1.75 $2.50 $2 00 $2 50 $1.35 $1 35
Egg 2.25 1.20 2.50 1.75 2.50
Nut 1.80 1.20 2.25 1.75 2.50
j lump 135 1.20 120
Mine-run 1.00 1 35 1 10 1 15
Slack 70 , . (1 . SO

coi.i '.nil s. tiiiio

Uenplte the «nrm nenther «hleh hnx prevnlleil. (here linn
l>een n BiiotI ilemilnd for nil uriKlex of eoni In Ohio, rndiie-
tlon l.s Mtlll limited l>y the ear .shortnge >vbleh In Kriiivlng
«or»e In every iliHtrlet of the »«nte. I'rlee.s nre lirm and In-
clined to advance. Tone u( the market is good.

The feature of the coal trade in Ohio during the past
week was the increasing car shortage, coupled with a good
demand for all grades. The warm weather which prevailed
for a greater part of the week apparently did not lessen the
demand for domestic fuel to any extent and thus the
trade Is in excellent shape. Prices have ruled firm and no
cutting of consequence is reported. Prospects for the future,
outside of the smaller car supply are believed to be good.

Domestic trade is probably the strongest point in the
market. Dealers stocks are generally small and they are try-
ing to increase them for the rush which will come sooner or
later. Retailers are busy with deliveries although the warm
weather caused a slight lull in the retail trade. Retail
prices are strong and no weakness of any consequence is
reported.

Steam business is still strong and no falling off is seen in
any branch of the trade. Manufacturing establishments are
:itill taking a large tonnage and railroads are also using a
:"air amount. As the car shortage is mostly caused by a
lack of motive power, there is some falling off in the con-
sumption of railroad fuel. Steam prices are firm in every
way. The small sizes are in good demand and prices are
holding up firmly.

Production has been only fair during the week because of
the shortage of transportation facilities. In the Hocking
Valley the output is estimated at 60 per cent, and the same
is true of the Pomeroy Bend district. In eastern Ohio the
output is about 50 per cent, of the average. In the domestic
fields there is a large falling off due to car shortage.

Quotations in the Ohio fields are as follows:

Hocking Pittsburgh Pomeroy Kanawha
Domestic lump $1. 75 @ 1.70 $2.00® 1 .90 $1 .75 @ 1 70
3-4inch 1.60® 1.55 $1.50@ 1.40 1.75® 1.65 1.55® 150
Nut 1.30@1.20 1.60®1.55 1.25® 1.20
Mme-run 1.40®1.30 1.30@1.25 1..50®1.40 1.25®1.20
Nut. pea and slack. . 0.85®0.80 1.00®0.9n 0.85®0.80
Coarse slack 0.70@0.65 100@0.95 0.90@0.80 0.65@0.60

I-OriSVILLE, KY.
Practically no chnnee in prieeN and the supply of gondola

cnrH In .short. Some operators are dumping their screenings
as there is no sale for this grade.

There has been practically no fluctuation in price during
the past week, although there is a pronounced tendency
toward even lower figures than those which have prevailed
on steam coal, especially the western Kentucky variety. Just
one thing is standing in the way of an equally undesirable
tendency in the eastern Kentucky steam-coal market, and
that is the extreme difficulty of getting suitable cars for
handling this coal.

The high-side hopper car question is quite as acute as ever
in this section. With the absolute refusal of consignees of
domestic coal to accept the "battleships" under any circum-
stances, operators have been forced to load only steam coal
for the larger markets, in this type of car; and inasmuch as
there are relatively few consumers willing to accept these
cars, even with steam coal, the market is in effect substan-
tially narrowed, and the available supply of steam coal is

limited by the supply of gondola cars to a point where it is

hardly more than adequate to meet demands.
A somewhat slackened demand for steam coal has re-

sulted from the inactivity of business in some lines. The dis-
tilleries have not yet opened up, and there is still some un-
certainty as to the extent of the busy season with them;
while it is reported that lack of water has caused shut-

downs of large manufacturing plants In various parts of the
state, and the consequent cessation of deliveries of fuel to
them.

.V number of mines in both of the big coal fields are
dumping a large percentage of their screenings, finding It

useless to ship this grade, in view of market conditions. The
satisfactory movement of the domestic sizes continues, mak-
ing the prodvctlon of screenings much larger than there is

any possible market for at present, hence the unusual pro-
cedure referred to. There seems to be no immediate prospect
of relief in this connection, as there is small doubt that the
demand for domestic will become larger, rather than smaller,
as the season advances and really cold weather begins.

As stated, there has been no change in prices, eastern
Kentucky block ranging up to $2.25 to $2.35. with screenings
somewhat slow at 60 to 75 cents. There is practically no
DUirket for tvestern Kentucky screenings in this section,

H\MI*TOX HO Vns. V.\.

I'nlr neciininlatiiin ..f cars at tideivater hilt little free
fiuil. Coal on bnnd being field (or eontrnct tonnage and gov-
rrnnient colliers aliout due. Quite a fleet of bunker steam-
erx taken rare of during the week.

The dumpings over the various piers at Hampton Roads
have been about normal. The New England market has
taken care of practically all the coastwise shipments and
while there have been some foreign cargoes there have been
no extra heavy shipments either coastwise or foreign. The
beginning of the week saw a large fleet of bunker steamers
taken care of at all piers but toward the end of the week
the supply of vessels arriving was not so heavy.

While there is a fair quantity of coal now at tidewater
practically all of it is contracted for and is only held waiting
for tonnage to arrive to lift it. Several government col-
liers are about due to take large cargoes ranging fronr
6000 to 12.000 tons each.

No heavy sales of Pocahontas or New River have been re-
ported during the week. Some small lots have been disposed
of, however, at from $2.85 to $3.

The demand for high volatile coal is still light. Prices
quoted for this grade run from $2.65 to $2.75 with no salea
reported.

Foreign cargoes for the week have been made to Canal
Zone. St, Lucia, Havana. Naples and Para and Manos, Brazil.

BIRMINfJHAM, AI,.\.

tittle change in market, either lump or steam. Market
on lilaeksmith coal fair. Praetieally no change In furnace
and foundry coke. Pig iron quiet.

This week has brought but little change in the coal mar-
ket. Domestic coal, due to the warm weather of the past ten
days, is quiet for this season of the year, and the operators
can hope for no better market until cool weather comes.
Steam coal is rather quiet, there being some new business,
but due to the large production, prices are not quite normal.

Blacksmith coal is about normal with indications of a
better demand shortly. Furnace and foundry coke show
practically no change over last week, fair demand at good
prices, with practically no large sales.

The market on pig iron is somewhat more quiet than it

has been for the past two weeks, no large sales being made,
but with a fair tonnage composed of small sales. Prices are
holding at $11.50 to $12 for No. 2. foundry for the balance of
the year, with 25 to 50 cents advance for next year, first half.

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.
The ear .shortage continues and tends to stilTen prices of

domestic coal, which nevertheless has a good movement Into
consumers' hands. Warm weather in October has been
against any increased consumption of steam coal or screen-
ings.

The car shortage that began to show itself with the open-
ing of October, is still cause for complaint. Operators say
that unless soon relieved it will have the effect of making
prices higher. Some buyers say they are already paying
stifter prices but operators affirm there has been no gen-
eral advance, though the market is strong. Where there has
been any rise, it was on domestic lump, which is in good
demand at $1.S0 at the mines.

Notwithstanding the fact that October weather has been at
average summer temperature, coal continues to go into con-
sumers' cellars in a way gratifying to retailers. There is no
improvement in the call for steam coal or screenings, the unu-
sually fine weather being against them. Terre Haute is still
the center of the car congestion, which seems worse on the
Big Pour, though the Vandalia is also a sufferer, it is not
the custom of yards to lay in stocks of Indiana coal earlier
than September and they prefer to wait until October. The
result is that there is an aggregate demand which when
it starts swamps both mines and railroads.
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When corn begins to move, the mines will be lucky, if

ley get half as much coal hauled as they would like to

ive. Cold weather will also make transportation more diffl-

ilt. Some mines are not being operated, yet that does not

;em to have much effect in lifting the blockade. The Big

our allows a larger part of the uniform rate for coal to

idianapolis and the gas belt to the originating road than

DCS the Vandalia, so l. greater amount of coal is routed by

le Big Four and the congestion is greater in its yards and

•rminals. There is a better movement north to Chicago,

lan south to Indiana points, it is said. The advance in

jmestic coals at the mines has been 10c. and 15c., a total

f 25c. since Sept. 1. This was promptly added to the retail

rices, but the latter have not been changed since Sept. 20.

DETROIT. MICH.

Strength is the i>re<Ioniin:itiii» feature of the local coal

larfcet anil this ivith the ear shortaue is tencliuK to rai.se

rices. Anthracite is not plentiful and stove size is pnr-

eularly scarce. Colie prices are firm.

Bituminous—The steam situation in and about Detroit is

ery active. No slacking off of any consequence is noticeable

t the present time, there being a steady demand for steam

rades from all the large manufacturing plants which will

^ntinue throughout the balance of the year. This will have

tendency to bring the market toward higher levels. Local

perators claim that the production has been slightly cur-

liled over the previous week. This condition seems more

cute in the Hocking Valley district where the car supply

as probably not been the best; the output has probably not

een over 70 per cent, of the normal.

Generally speaking, strength is the chief feature of the

oal trade in Detroit. Demand for all grades is running

long steadily, which together with the growing car short-

ge is making quotations firm in every respect. The volume

f business that can be done here at the present time is

ntirely at the mercy of the car supply, which seems to be

rowing steadily worse, so far as this vicinity is concerned,

'one seems to be satisfactory and the future prospects

right.

Quotatior

lomestic lump.
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Coal Age is entering the third year of its

growth. All expectations have been sur-

passed. It is probable that this journal now
has a larger circulation than any other mining

paper in the world. 'Tis a record of which

we need not be ashamed.

But with it all, we are not satisfied. We
must have the lowest accident rate, although

our business is the most hazardous. We
must have the most contented body of work-

men, notwithstanding the dreariness and drudg-

ery of laboring each day in dust and darkness.

You say, "Fine talk, commendable senti-

ments, but easier said than done." Of course,

it's not easy. The attainment of any ideal

condition is the result of persistent effort—so

much more reason why we must all lend a

hand. At least if we can't render material

service to the betterment of coal mining, we
can refrain from discouraging those who have

their shoulders to the wheel.

The success of every mine official is meas-

ured by the results he obtains. It's the

cost sheet and the accident roll which most
interest stockholders and directors. No man-
ager can carry the burden of his entire opera-

tions; he is dependent on the efficiency of his

superintendents. The latter are often made
or broken by their foremen, and the foremen

can't get coal out with safety and economy
if the miners are ignorant or careless.

Kvery man engaged in the production of

coal is "His brother's keeper." A "slip-up"

in the mines may cost, not one, but many
innocent lives. Education is the solution,

and no man should be too busy to keep him-

self informed as to the progress of the industry.

Originahty and initiative are not everything;

abihty to grasp and utilize the essentials that

have made the other fellow successful is a

quaUty that marks the industrial leader.

If all this be true, then every coal man
should regard the papers, devoted to his par-

ticular business with a sense of proprietorship.

They have been created to bridge the chasm
between him and his brothers in other fields.

He should not only read what they say, but

should express his own thoughts, tell of his

individual exploits and relate the results of

his company's experience.

The manager or superintendent who won't

look beyond the limits of his own backyard
is doomed. The foreman or fireboss who
refuses to see over the fence at his particular

colliery is already booked for the discard.

The miner who is satisfied to be a miner all

his life need not fear that "Opportunity" will

lasso him and force honor and success down
his throat. Such things happen in dreams,

but in real life we labor and fight for all we
get.

You want a fireboss' or foreman's certificate

—then study our instruction pages conscien-

tiously for a few months, and you'll have no
trouble in realizing your ambition. Perhaps

your aim is to land a job as "super" at some
plant where you can show your real worth;

the advance will come to you sure as death if

you have the requisite knowledge and abihty.

The man who is too busy or too smart to ab-

sorb further education is booked for an early

and indefinite vacation, without salary or

old-age pension.

Commence today. Adopt a plan based on

so much study per week—it may be only one

evening or one hour—the results will justify

all the time you can give. And this goes for

the man who is sixt)^ as well as for the one who
is twenty; it applies to the mine manager as

much as to the man who is loading coal at the

face of a room.

And don't forget to show people you are

still alive. Enter into our discussions, ask us

questions, write an article describing some-

thing of interest at your mine. It may all

seem commonplace and uninteresting to you,

but probably the man at the colHery down the

river or over in the next county wiU get a

good idea from what you are doing at your

eplant. Coal Age will pay you liberally fo

very word published. For instance, if your

can write a foreword of 500 words worth

printing on this page, we will pay as much as

$20 for it. Let us hear from you NOW.
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The Certificate Law
By I'llAKLTUX DlXUX*

It i-; but a few vears ago that the mine foremau was

not reMuired to pass an examination to prove his ability

*o iill that position in tlie mine. Before the adoption of

the hnv reouirin? the certification of mine foremen, the

entire country presented a wide field for employment

The mining man could go to any coal-mining state, and

a position was open to him if he was a competent man.

This condition had the advantage that many good men

found their wav to different states and districts.

That day has passed. The certificate law, so prevalent

in most mining states, practically confines men to a cer-

tain prescribed territory, as it prevents their going to

other states, without taking another examination and ob-

taining a certificate in that state.

When one reflects that the conditions, in different

states, are very much the same in respect to the methods

and systems of mining, the laws and regulations controll-

ing the operation of mines, as well as labor conditions, it

wolild seem only a wise provision if each coal-miiiing

state would pass a law maUng the holders of a cliily mi-

ihorized certificate of competency in another state, ehgMe

to hold a like office in that state also. The law could be

<o drawn as to protect the state against imposition, by

specifying certain limitations to govern the practice.

Such a law would encourage the interchange of mtelli-

<reut mining men and could not fail to prove an advan-

t'a-'e. It would also provide a means by which ambitious

votino- men could obtain a wider experience and increase

their competency. It would prove a particular advantage

in those states where a certificate law had been m force

for several years, and, in which, as a result, there is an

over-supply of qualified men.

The British Government granted such a privilege to

her qualified officials some years ago by sending them

to the colonies where, in many cases, the language and

conditions differed materially from those with which they

were familiar. The idea is worthy of consideration, and

a discussion of this subject would be interesting and

profitable.

A Steel Channel Tie for Mine Tracks

The steel tie is becoming the approved support for the

rails in the rooms of mines, largely because of the econ-

omy of space its use affords. It seems, however, that it

has a marked adaptability for outside and heading tracks.

It is true that it tends to bend when subjected to the

heavy straining thrusts of the hoofs of mules, and these

thrusts also tend to move the tie from its proper place

in the track. These defects are met, hcwever,_ by the

W. H. Coffman tie, because instead of the bearing sur-

face being flat, it is channeled, which increases its

strength and by indenting the floor prevents slipping.

It would seem that the saving in ballast is an advan-

tage which would serve with the reduction in the ties

needed, to pay for their greater cost. Where the floor is

hard, the laying of a few steel ties on the bottom of

the cut or on the top of the bottom rock will be bet-

ter than using wood ties and bringing in crushed bal-

last from outside. The maintenance of ditching with a

shallow track is dicapor than with one wliidi is of stand-

ard depth, especially where that track has to be kept dose

to a traveled road, as in a mine heading.

The ties are made of Va-in. steel, and they weigh from ,

1.75 to 1.90 per running foot. They have already been

in use for years. Engineering News thus describes tlr

tie: A form of steel tie for mine tracks, which is now

beiii" introduced in the mines of the Pocahontas coal

field? consists of a light channel having the ends bent

back so as to fit over the outer side of the rail base. The

fit is close enough to require the rail to be driven in

with some force, thus insuring a tight grip on the rail.

On the inner side of the rail is a clamp held loosely

by a rivet, so that it can be swung aside to allow the

lail to be placed in position. The clamp is then driven

back into line with the tie so that it grips the inner

side of the rail base. A bolt can be fitted in the tail

of the clamp, to keep it from Avorking loose, Imt this it

3010 Banksville Ave., Pittsburgh, Penn.

Stef.l Chaxxki. Tie fou Mine Thacks, with Sprinc

Clip Fastenings fok tiik Hails

rarelv use], as the clamp is slightly sprung when driver,'

on tlie rail, so that it exerts a direct pressure and would

require some force to displace it. At the middle of ilii,'

tie is a hole for an anchor rod which is driven in the

roadbed and prevents creeping of the track, but we arc

informed that this is not always necessary.

The channel is 2x-i% in., j\ in. thick, and is bent cold

to shape in a machine specially designed for the purpose.

A form of steel tie used somewhat extensively in these

mines is made from a fiat bar n/oxi/o in., weighing 2.5f.

lb. per ft., but this is not so stiff as the channel of lighter

weisht. The price for the channels, however, is a litth;

higher than that for the bars. For track of 44-in. gage

the channel is SQi/a in. long, and the two spring clamps-

are 6 in. long. Such a tie will weigh 91/2 to 10 lb.

A special advantage of the steel tie is its shallowness

as compared with wood ties, and it is said that this is suf-

ficient to enable 8 or 9% more coal to be carried in each

car. It also enables the rails to have a bearing on the

floor of the mine, so that track will keep in better sur-

face than when the rails are unsupported between the

ties. Under these conditions it is stated that the steel

ties may be spaced 5 to 8 ft. apart, especially if the cars

are not heavy and are operated by mules. Some of the

steel ties, however, are used on tracks operated by elec-

tric motors. Separate short pieces of steel channels (not

attached to the rails) may be placed longitudinally under

the joints or at intermediate points.

These steel channel ties and the bending machine used

in their manufacture are the invention of W. H_ Coff-

man, Bluefield, W. Va.
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The Largest Mine Locomotives
The Carnegie Coal Co. recently insiallefl in Charleroi,

Penn., two of the largest mine locomotives ever built,

rhese machines weigh 30 tons apiece and are of the Bald-

n'in-Westinghouse "barsteel" type. It i.« estimated that

Bach can haul a trip of 100 cars of 3 tons capacity each

aver the local grades.

Tile Carnegie company recently acquired possession of

the Charleroi mine, which is of considerable size and well

developed. A large production was desired, but the haul

is about two miles in length with the grade largely

against the load. The average haulage locomotive of

from 15 to 25 tons weight would not be sufficiently large

to keep production up to the desired amo\int, consequent-

ly the installation of these extra large machines was de-

sided upon.

The.se locomotives possess a number of interesting fea-

tures. Each machine consists of two separate units,

ivhich can be parted and used as 15-ton locomotives if de-

sired. This arrangement of two units in tandem is ad-

rantageous in large machines because the weight is dis-

tributed over eight wheels instead of four. The locomo-

tive possesses therefore not only great jiower, Lmt is also

The controller for the tandem is of the individual mag-
netic blow-out type, and controls all four motors simul-

taneously. When the tandem is split the four-motor

Locomotive ox Tipple Trestle

easier on the track than if the weight were more concen-

trated.

The "barsteel" side-plate construction is of modern

origin. As may be clearly seen in the illustration the

frames are not Iniilt up of plates, but are grids of cast-

steel bars of heavy cross-section. Each side-frame is a

unit casting thus forming an extremely strong and rigid

construction.

The openings between the bars of the frame give ready

access for inspection, oiling, placing brake shoes, adjust-

ing brake rigging, etc. It also provides thorough ventila-

tion for the electrical apparatus so that its all-day effi-

ciency is higher than would be the case if the frame were

totally inclosing. This type of construction has been in

use for many years on large freight locomotives, but has

only recently been adopted for mine haulage.

Air brakes are used, owing to the greater ease of hand-
ling so large a locomotive, but each unit is equipped with

hand brakes, which can be operated together or simul-

taneously from the operating stand of the leading unit.

An auxiliary reservoir is provided on the trailing unit.

The main reservoir and eomj)ressor being located on the

leading half of the machine. The hand brakes may be

operated upon either unit when these are disconnected

for independent operation.

COMPLEI'i: CXIT Cori'LEl) TO A Tp.ip

controller oj^erates the two motors of its unit without

change in connections, while the other unit has its own
two-motor controller.

The Miners' Circulars

Br Ctiap.ltox Dixox*

For some time, the Federal Bureau of Mines has pub-

lished a number of "Miners' Circulars," relating to the

several subjects of mining coal, and which are of particu-

lar importance to the miner. The circulars contain many
vahiable suggestions in relation to the use of safety

lamps, explosives, the fighting of mine fires and avoid-

ing accidents due to electricity in mines.

One is impressed with the fact that these circulars

only accomplish a fraction of the good of which they

are capable. The truth of this statement will be evident

when one reflects that practically not more than one-

third of the miners employed in coal mines toda}^ under-

stand and read the English language. The general opin-

ion among mine officials is that the foreign element

among miners, forming as it does about two-thirds of all

those employed in the mine, is the greatest element of

danger with which we have to contend. Conceding this

to be the case (and few will deny it), one is led to ask

why these publications of the Bitreau are not translated

into the foreign tongues, so that this class of labor may
derive the benefit intended, in common with English-

speaking miners. This is not due ihem only, but all

whose lives are endangered by the ignorance of this class

of labor.

The Bureau is maintained by the U. S. Government
at a considerable expense, for the purpose of promoting
safety in the mines, by devising ways and means of mak-
ing miners individually more careful of themselves. Then,
why, after this expense, should these circulars be per-

mitted to drop "stillborn" from the press, as far as the

foreigner is concerned.

I believe one is safe in saying that of the English-
speaking miners, not more than 5 per cent, have the
privilege of seeing and reading these papers, which are

intended to benefit them. The employment of foreign

labor seems almost a foregone conclusion, in respect to

coal mining. For this reason, if for no other, everv ef-

fort should be made by those who benefit by this labor,

to extend to that class the same privileges and protec-
tion enjoyed by the English-speaking miners in every
mining state.

•3010 Banksville Ave., Pittsburgh, Penn.
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Strip-Pit Mining in Kansas
Hy H.\I!I!Y K. SrOBKK*

Sl'JVOP.s'/N

—

Tin- jifid 1-- •'•' '"i/'''* ''» ii-ngtli and

the coal areragcs about S ft. in thickne.is. Mining coats

van/ from SOc. to .<! a ton. according to the thickness of

oreriiiing cocer. The coal sells for about $1.30 a ton at

the mine.

The roiil-strippiiig or opencut svstcm of mining in the

bituminous field of southeastern Kansas, is entering on

its fourth vear, and majiy of the operators of the 25 steam

shovels declare that it is so unprofitable they would sell

for less than the amount of money invested. However,

in the pits where the virgin coal was bought advanta-

geously, there is a steaay profit and tlic more successful

companies say that all pits could be profitably operated

if the managers would employ an efficiency engineer to

find and stop the hundred and one sources of loss.

The entire stripping business in Kansas cannot be

Isonic instances the coal is mined on a Toviilty basit

Avhich case the original investment to the operator is re-

duced to the cost of the steam shovel and the labor ii?

getting it started. The shovels in this district cost, ac-

cording to size, from $18,000 to $:10.000.

.Ill n\iinv' A 1.1. line Tits

The "daddy" of the strip pits in Kansa.s is the Millcr-

Durkee Coal Co.'s operation, 12 miles south of Pitts-

burg. The shovel here was started April 1, 1910, mid

now has mining costs reduced to a minimum and stand-

ardized more perfectly than the pits which have lieen

opened more recently.

In the 31/2 years that this pit has been open, actual

mining has been carried on only about two-thirds of the

time, and during that period, which ap]iro.\imately is

26 months, the one shovel, a No. :! X'ulciin. lias uiicov-

Mii.LE.'i-DrnKEE Fit, Looking 1000 Ft. Up the Cut to Steam Shovel

/0

A Closhu View of Above Pit, Showing Steam Shovel and Tkam Cars

commented on in a general way, as to cost of production,

because this varies in direct proportion to the amount of

dirt covering the seam. Some pits have a covering of

only 9 ft. in places; others, 30 ft. The cost of a steam

shovel moving a cubic yard of dirt runs from 2 to 5c.,

and possibly 6c. in rare instances. However, the expense

of oil, steel cables, labor and repairs is more uniform.

The pits represent an investment of from $40,000 to

$60,000 before a yard of earth is turned. This, of course,

includes the cost of the land if it is bought outright. In

•Pittsuurg, Kan.

ered 40 acres of coal. At first the covering was 16

ft. thick, now it is 20, and before the 80 acres which

the company owned at the start is mined over, the cover-

ing will be 24 ft. in thickness. This depth also is the

limit of the shovel.

Most of the coal is sold on contract for smelter use,

from this first pit, at an average of something like $1.32

a ton, at the tipple.

The Miller-Durkee people get 5000 tons of coal from a

"pit," which is one furrow of the shovel across their

hoklins-. measuring about 50 ft. wide and 1400 ft. long.
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Showing Broken Ground Left by Steam Shovels

A Xeai; A'ii:\v oe xiiE ••Strip-Pittku.s" ^IiNERs LoAiiiNG Coal Into Car

Mi'Li: IIai'laoe Is the Sole Mean

It would be more than this, but the pit contains a rock

fault of considerable measurement. This means thai

each pit contains about one and two-thirds acres. If it

were clear of fault an acre of coal 3 ft. thick would pro-

duce 4840 tons.

A pit therefore nets the company, figuring the average

price per ton for contract smelter coal in the district at

$1.32, the sum of $6600. Any operator in the district

practically will assert that operating costs eat up most

of this. A pit working smoothly takes out 350 tons of

coal a day.

Some coal is stripped with teams and scrapers. Ed.

Evans, of Cherokee County, is the man most extensively

F Gettixg the Coal Out

engaged in this stvle of mining and he says that some-

times the uncovering of coal has cost him as much as

15c. a cubic yard.

Some Detailed Costs

Keeping the machines oiled costs $1.50 per day, and

cable costs $4 a day. It is claimed that this work is es-

pecially hard on steel cable. It wears through at the

blocks and few operators will bother to mend the rope,

as mending takes a long time and is more than likely to

prove unsatisfactory. Most splices will not hold long.

Another cost is the frequent relaying of track caused

by the necessity of having it follow the pit in the rear
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DlilLl.ING lloLK PliEPAKATOEY TO SlIOOTIXG

of the shovel. The crew works up quite close to the

shovel. This moving of track is avoided in those pits

where a crane, which sits on the bank, is used to lift

the skips of coal out and place them on the trucks of

trams, to be hauled to the tipple.

The stripping field extends from near Cohimbus,

Cherokee County, to north of Mulberry, in Crawford

County, a distance of 3.5 miles. At no place are the pits

more than sL\ miles from the Missouri line. The work-

ings which were opened first are at the extreme edge of

the south end; the ones being opened now are in the
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Mining Low Seams of Anthracite
By Ilruu AiiciiiiALi)

SYNOPSIS—.-1 dhcussion of the methods and difficul-

lies of u'orking thin seams of anttiraoite, with particular

-eference to the adaptability of machines. It is the gen-

eral impression that hard coal cannot he successfully

mined ivith machines. Some remarks on longwall prac-

Hce in the anthracite regions are also made.

A few years ago a seam of anthracite coal 30 in. in

thickness would have been disregarded in making any

estimate of the possible tonnage which could be obtained

ported tliat tliere is only sufficient coal left under the city

of Scranton to last 20 years at the present rate of min-

ing; the same commission reports that there is enough

coal in the Schuylkill region to last four hundred years.

It can, therefore, be seen that there is not, at the present

time in the Schuylkill region, the necessity for mining

the smaller seams that exists in the Lackawanna district,

where the mining of low coal is the general practice, the

price of anthracite being such that this can be done at a

profit.

One distinct difference between these regions, is the po-

CooDiiAx Cutting Machine Being Loaded onto a Hioii Teuck

from a colliery. In a suit decided in 1899, where the

proper prosecution of a lease on a certain tract was in-

volved, it was held from the evidence produced that such

a seam was unminable. Nowadays, however, a large

amount of coal is obtained from small seams from 2 to 3

ft. in thickness.

This is especially true in the Lackawanna Valley,

where the thicker seams have been almost exhausted as

far as first mining goes. The Mine-Cave Commission,

appointed by the governor of Pennsylvania to investigate

the caving of the surface in the anthracite region, re-

•Cresson, Penn.

sition of the seams. Throughout the Lackawanna Valley

the seams lie almost flat, so that there is little pitch min-

ing and practically none on any heavy pitch, whereas in

the Schuylkill region, most of the mining is done on the

pitch, flat seams being the exception. Pitch mining has

the advantage over horizontal in the fact that the miner

can stand up when boring a hole for blasting and also

that he is not compelled to do any shoveling.

Eakly Method of Wokking Subjacent Seams

In this region the first mining was done on the room-

and-pillar method, and it has not been customary to
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draw the pillars until the whole seam has heeu worked
out. As a result there are large areas with pillars still

standing from which coal will be obtained for a number
of years to come. As there are a number of overlying

seams, the leaving of pillars in one seam has necessitated

the leaving of tlic-^e in the seams beneath, in order not

to break them bv any movement of the subjacent strata.

It has not always been realized, thougli, that the coal

would ultimately be won from the pillars, this being es-

jiecially true in the early days when the I)est seams were

being mined. At that time no care was taken to drive

the rooms with any regularity or to leave strong pillars,

a seam being considered worked out as soon as there was
no more room for chambers. The result has been that

Minim; iLvi uinks in Low Skams

The use of undercutting nuichiiics in the anthracite

mines has not become at all general, there being less than

one liundred in the Lackawanna \ alley at the present

time. But a few have been in u.se long enough to demon-
strate that they are as advantageous in inining anthracite

as bituminous. The universal practice is shooting off llie

solid. It is to be expected, now that only the small and
iiard seams are left, that mining niarhiiKs sluiuld come
into more general use.

In mining some of the ;5()-in. seams of tonl, it li;is been

found that as much as 50 per cent, of the coal was broken

into the smaller or steam sizes. A?; n higher price is

Fig. 2. Cutting ix a Thix Seam at thi-: Cayuga Mine of the D., L. & W. R.R. Co.

the small pillars left standing have weakened from air

chipping, and squeezes have occurred over large areas,

affecting all the seams above. This has meant, in

some places, the loss of as much coal as is contained in

the small seams which are now being mined.

The method employed in mining the thin seams has

generally been the room-and-pillar system, as they under-

lie other seams from which the pillars have not yet been

withdrawn. The exception to this rule occurs in those

cases where the small seam happens to be uppermost

;

when this is the ease, the coal is mined on the

longwall system, either by maintaining roads at chamber
intervals, blasting down the top rock or taking up the

bottom in order to give height for the passage of the

mine cars; or sometimes the panel longwall system is

used with conveyors for loading the mine cars and a face

from 200 to 250 ft. long. In this latter case, the coal is

first undercut by machines and then loaded into the con-

veyor by hand.

obtained for the larger or domestic sizes, this is, of

course, a great loss. An advantage in the use of under-
cutting machines is the increase in the amount of large

sizes secured. The cuttings from a machine are mer-
chantable sizes, being mostly pea coal and Xo. 1 Inick-

wheat, with some chestnut mixed in.

Machine Mining of Anthracite Coal

The generally accepted idea that anthracite coal is ton
hard for the successful operation of undercutting- ma-
chines is wrong. They have been used to an advantage
in places where the coal was so hard that a miner coufd
only blast three and four cars with a keg of powder.
Where the coal is as hard as this, a machine cannot cut
much more than three places a day, but the cost of min-
ing is reduced when a machine cuts between two and
three places per shift. Nor is this confined entirely to
low seams of hard coal, but has been a success in five
feet and more.
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lu a hard seam there is greater loss from coal being

blown into the gob than where it blasts easily, though

even in free blowing coal there is some loss from this

cause. This is due to the fact that a greater amount

of powder has to be used and the lack of care in the ar-

rangement of the gob. When the waste is piled up in

neat order with walls, the coal scattered by the blast will

fall on clear spaces where it can be easily recovered, but

this is not the case when the flying pieces fall on the

rough surface of the gob.

EooF Brushixg vs. the "BrGGY"

One of the large items of expense in mining low coal

is the rock blasting. Where not more than two feet to

System of Mining with the "Buggy"

In places where a "buggy" is used to load out the coal,

enough bottom rock is taken up at the mouth of a cham-

oer so that a switch may be laid in. The cut is made deep

enough so that the mine car stands below the buggy in

order to facilitate the loading. The chambers are driven

in this case about 200 ft. long. Where undercutting ma-

chines are used, they are fitted with a special truck about

33 in. high, in order that the machine may be loaded and

unloaded onto the bottom rock in the chamber. The

height of the undercutting machine is 24 in., so that with

one of these high trucks, a clearance of 57 in. above the

rail must be maintained along the gangways. This is no

Fig. 3. Complete View of Machine Equipped with a High Truck

two feet and a half of bottom or top has to be removed to

2ive height, it is easier and cheaper to blast this and carry

the track to the face. But where a large amount of rock

has to be moved, it is more economical to employ a small

car, or "buggy," into which the coal is first loaded and

then unloaded into the mine car at the mouth of the

chamber. The "Tjuggv-" is handled by the miner and his

laborer, though sometimes a mule and a rope are used

to draw it back and forth.

The "buggv" stands low, somewhat less than the height

of the seam, so that it can run on a track placed in the

chamber, and will hold usually about half a mine ear of

coal. The cars which are used in the Lackawanna region

have a capacity of from two to three tons of coal. Fre-

quently the high standing car. which was well adapted to

the large seams of former days, has been still employed

in the smaller ones now being mined, necessitating the

cutting of a large amount of rock to give height. Along

main roads it is well to maintain sufficient height, so that

a man can stand upright, but this is not as essential in

the chambers, where the greater part of the rock cutting

is done.

more than is usually kept for the loaded car and its top-

In Fio-. 1 is shown a Goodman machinf m use at the

Cavutra mine of the D., L. & W. E.E. Co., being loaded

onto a high truck after having made a cut; Fig. 2 shows

the seam and the undercut which the machine has made.

In this case the coal is from 30 to 36 in. high and above

that is about 8 in. of bone. About Si/o ft. of bottom rock

is taken up here. In Fig. 3 is shown another view of

the undercutting machine shown in Fig. 1; this view

shows the chain connections by which the machine is

moved under its own power, and also the cable reel, which

works automaticallv. The "buggy" can also be seen at

the ridit-hand side, standing above the end of the ma-

chine ; this gives an idea of the amount of rock that is

taken up at the mouth of a chamber, it being quite thick

but not covering a great area.

The chambers are driven about 200 to 250 ft. long

and from 24 to 30 ft. wide, according to the conditions

of the roof. -\ny greater depth than this consumes too

much time and labor in the movement of the bugsv back

and forth.
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LoNGWALL Machine Mining

In one mine, where exeeptionally strong roof occurs,

the scheme has been tried of driving two narrow places

to the full depth by means of a buggA', leaving a small pil-

lar eight or ten feet wide between them. When they have

been finished, an undercutting machine is used along the

rib on opposite sides of each of the places, thus allowing

the machine to make one long undercut before moving to

another place. The real mining of most of the coal is then

done by widening a narrow place. Loaders follow up the

undercut, loading out the coal by means of a "buggv."

The narrow places are driven in pairs and a strong pillar

is left between each pair of chambers.

By the use of a "bugg}-" a saving in the cost of min-

ing is obtained on account of the reduction in the amount

of rock handled. There is not always room, in small

seams, to stow the rock on the side of the chamber, so a

great deal must be packed in other portions of the mine.

Another advantage in the use of a ''bugg}'" is the con-

tinuity of the work on coal, as the minor is not oraploypd

every so often in blasting rock.

In a certain panel longwall system in use at some

places, gangways and airways are turned ofE from a main

road at 500-ft. intervals. As soon as the gangway has ad-

vanced far enough to provide a strong pillar along the

main road, two places are driven in to a depth of 2'io ft.

Allowing 50 ft. for the gangway and airway and the pil-

lar between them, this will make the depth of the place

equal to half the distance between the roads. After the

places are driven in, a conveyor and an undercutting

machine are installed. The undercut is made parallel to

the main road and in the beginning it is made along the

rib of the narrow place. One-half of the block of coal is

mined advancing and the other half retreating.

The undercutting of the coal is done at night, the face

being about the length that a machine can undercut in

an average of nine hours. The conveyor is moved for-

ward also at night, and is kept as close to the face as

possible and still allow room for the movement of ma-
chine and men. The coal is loaded into the conveyor

by hand during the day. A 30-in. seam will produce about

1-50 tons from an undercut 6 ft. deep, which is about as

much as can be conveniently loaded in one shift in the

cramped quarters of such a seam. An advantage which

the use of the conveyor and the panel longwall system

has, is the concentration of the work. Moreover there is

the least maintenance of roads and branches.

Aerial Ropeway at English Colliery
Among the more interesting equipments recently in-

stalled in Briti.sh Collieries is an aerial ropeway at the

Bayton Colliery in Shropshire. It is interesting as being

the first case in which the makers have adopted a posi-

tive rope saddle for a single-cable ropeway. In this

case one rope both supports and hauls the carriers. The
ropeway is 7030 ft. long and has been built to carry

coal from the screens at the colliery, delivering it to

railroad cars on the colliery siding close to the Cleobury

Mortimer Station. At the colliery end of the line there

is a main coal bunker, which has four sections for stor-

ing different sizes of coal, the classification of the coal

being done by a shaking screen located over the bunker.

The ropeway buckets are loaded by gravity, there being

eight loading chutes, so that all four classes of coal can

be loaded, if necessary, at the same time, and carried to

different railroad cars at the siding.

At an angle station, situated about the middle of the

rojieway, the rope makes a turn of 10-ii,^ ^cg-, aiid ar-

VlF.W OF STAXDAIID. liAYl'ON l!l il'i:W A Y

••angements have been made so that coal can be dis-

charged at this point. The ropeway passes over two

main roads between the colliery and the siding, but it has

not been considered necessary to provide safety bridges

at these points, reliance being placed on the grip of the

rope saddles.

The standards are built of steel sections and vary in

height from 25 to 50 ft., according to the varying con-

tour of the ground. Four steel sheaves are used to sup-

port the loaded rope and two similar sheaves for the no-

load rope on the return side of the standards. They

are bushed with phosphor-bronze and mounted on balanc-

ing arms, so as to divide the stress equally between them.

The spindles on which they are carried, have a hole

drilled through the middle and a Stauffer lubricator fixed

at the end, which can be filled with grease or have the

l?i"iri!\ Ti;imixAL

caps tightened, while the ropeway is working. The dis-

charge terminal is 76 ft. long and allows the simultan-

eous loading of three railroad cars without their being

shifted, as it has a shunt rail onto which the carriers

run to the required position for loading the cars. It also
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contains apparatus that automatically and continuousl}'

maintains the working tension on the ropes. A telephone

line connects the loading and discharging terminals and

also the angle station.

The Discharge of the Buckets

The buckets on reaching the discharging position are

tipped into chutes, provided with anti-breakage sliutters,

to lessen the degradation of the coal as much as possi-

ble. As they leave the rope to pass onto the sbuut lail

at the terminal, their weight is taken by the inner wheels

and the position of the grip is such that its movable

jaws are able to easily clear the rope. The actual amount

of this clearance is about % of the diameter cf the rope,

leaving plenty of play in reserve for the time that the

carrier leaves the shunt rail to run onto the rope.

When the movable jaws of the gripper have closed

onto the rope, the whole of that clamp is clear of the

under side of the latter, allowing it to easily pass over

the supporting sheaves without fouling them. It is stated

that this form of gripper is not affected by frost or snow

or even by an excess of lubricant on the rope and that

loads can readily be taken up a gradient of 1 in 1% or

even 1 in 1. Another advantage of this gripper is that

buckets can be carried around the return terminal with-

out being stopped or detached from the rope or handled

in any way. This is unusual in single-rope systems.

The installation is designed to carry 39 short tons of

coal an hour, but this capacity could be increased by add-

ing further buckets. Special carriers are provided for

bringing up pit props and other materials from the rail-

way to the colliery.

German Methods of Allaying Stone

Dust
Some notes on recent Prussian practice in allaying the

dust resulting from the drilling of boreholes are con-

move drill dust from holes bored in the rock by com-

pressed-air hammer drills. Wrought-iron gas pipes about

0.4 in. in diameter and 4 ft. long are connected by hose

with the water piping and introduced into the hole dur-

ing the work of the drill so that the water continuously

removes the drill dust.

At the Monopol mine in the Dortmund I mining dis-

trict, a water-jet device has been used with excellent suc-

cess to render the

stone dust of ma-

chine drills harm-

less. This is shown

in Pig. 1. It is com-

prised of a mount-

ing column .4, sim-

ilar to a drill post,

which extends from

floor to roof in the

middle of the road-

way. Upon it one

or more movable

brackets B are af-

fixed aeconling to

the number of holes

to be drilled simul-

taneously. On the

ends of these arms

are carried sprink-

ling pipes C, which

can be revolved and

moved longitudi-

nally. They are
equipped at the
front ends with

Fig 1. AppAEAxrs foe Allatixg Drill Dcst

tained in the "Zeitschrift fur das Berg- Hiitten- und

Salinenwesen," Vol. 61, Xo. 1. The increasing amount

of rock work in coal mining and especially the develop-

ment of machine drilling makes this provision of no little

interest.

At the Richter shafts of the Laurahutte coal mine in

the Xorth Kattowitz district, a water jet is used to re-

FlG . Hammer Drill Fitted

WITH A Water Jet

brass or bronze nozzles, while the rear ends which are

provided with valves are connected with the water-supply

piping by rubber hose. The valve of each pipe is so ad-

justed that a fine stream of water flows from the noz-

zle. The jet of water is arranged to strike exactly in the

drill hole and is clamped in this position by the winged

screw D. Experience has shown that a water jet about

0.04 in. thick suffices to moisten the waste from a hole

so as to prevent the formation of a cloud of dust. Since

the workmen are not annoyed by so small a quantity of

water and as the apparatus is easily and quickly manipu-

lated, they are willing to use it.

To obtain a similar end an appliance is being used in

the Schlagel imd Eisen I-II mine in the East Eeckling-

hausen mining district. This is patented by Herr Toss

and called a "dust destroyer." It is manufactured by the

Gluckauf Drill Factory, in Gelsenkirchen, Germany. As

shown in Fig. 2, the apparatus consists of the small tube

B connected with the T-piece A and the collar I) on the

hammer drill. This little tube ends in a nozzle C. Per-

pendicular to this is another nozzle E connected with a

hose F. When drilling, this is hung in a water tank.

The T-piece ^4 is connected with the compressed-air pip-

ing so that a part of the air flows through the little tube

B and the nozzle C and sucks a supply of water through

the nozzle E and the water hose F. This is finely sprayed

around the drill hole thus continuously allaying the stone

dust as it forms in drilling.

Since the fixture is fast connected with the hand-ham-
mer drill, the workmen are compelled to make use of it.
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The Utilization of Exhaust Steam

lSi'J^'Oy'^'y^'

—

in using low-presxure steam frant hoist-

ing engines, some kind of accumulator is necessary. .1

decice is here described which is flexible in that it ac-

commodates itself, u-ithin limits, to a varying supply of

exhaust steam.

In many colliefiee tJie problwn of the efficient utiliza-

tion of the exhaust steam from tlie hoisting engines, mak-

ing a large intermittent ilemaml on the boiler capacity, is

a perplexing one. Even when run condensing these ma-

chines do not utilize the full heat value of the steam.

Attempts have been made to secure further thermal effi-

ciency by passing the exhaust through turbines on its

way to the condenser.

Providing that the condensing arrangements are effec-

tive and the vacuum maintained is high, it has been

proved in practice that a considerable increment of pover

ran be thus obtained. This is generally utilized in driv-

ing electric dynamos, from which auxiliary machinery

can be economically run.

Much trouble has, however, occurred in the ]Mst, owing

1" ^he fact that the power demand of the hoisting en-

gines is intermittent and hence the supply from the ex-

haust may vary in a ratio of as much as five to one, com-

paring the maximum with the mean output.

This obviously imposes a considerable difficulty in the

proper use of exhaust .steam from this source, because in

order to utilize the whole amount, a low-pressure plant of

sufficient capacity to deal \\ith the maximum output,

would have to be provided, which for considerable per-

iods would operate at but a small proportion of its rated

output. Where electrical power is obtained in this way,

some form of electrical storage could be adopted in order

to equalize supply and demand, but the expense of

equipping and maintaining a storage batterj' becomes a

serious factor in the adoption of such a scheme.

Steam Stoe.vge Is Advaxtagf.ous

It is evident therefore that siiitable storage, located be-

tween the main engine and the exhaust-steam equipment,

would have many advantages, and numerous attempts

have been made in this direction. In many situations

compactness and simplicity are essential features in con-

nection with exhaust-steam accumulators, and one of the

successful types which has been adopted in practice is

I hat illustrated herewith. It is made by Messrs. Louis

.Schwarz & Co., of London.

The exhaust steam leaving the primary engine in a

fluctuating manner is collected in an inverted bell ac-

cumulator, similar to a gas holder, without regeneration.

An intermittent supply is thus changed into a continuous

stream passing at an even tension to the low-pressure ma-
chine. The simplicity of construction and reliability in

operation make it a simple and easy mean-= of surmount-

ing the difiBculty outlined above.

niiiiioiniiriiiiniraiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiNiHuiiiiiiiiniUuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiin^

The accumulator consists of a riveted w inuLrlit-inur or

mild-steel bell, contained in a .structural-siecl framework,
and so arranged that it is freely movable in a vertical

direction. The pressure of the steam thus remains con-
stant irrespective of the variation of the volumd of the
space between th^ bell and the etationary Hooi* of the
accumulator.

I

Half Sectiox of Receivki!

T.he bell dips at its lower end into a water seal anc? an
easy upward and downward movement is obtained with-
out tilting or jamming by means of suitable guides and
guide wheels or similar devices in exactly the same w;i\-

as the gas holder is constructed. On the inside of tln'

bell internal ribs and girders are provided to resist pres-

sure.

The bell is constructed of an ample capacity in

relation to the output of the primary engine in order to

give a storage proportionate to the usual ratio between
maximum and mean demand. There are, however, fre-

quent occasions in practice when this ratio may bo ex-
ceeded.

Overloads and Underloads

On the one hand the primary engine may operate on
an overload larger than that originally intended, or for
a longer period than the storage capacity of the bell w>is

designed for. In this case there will be an excess of
steam, and in order to allow its escape in the event of
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the bell rising to the full extent of its travel, there is

provided a suitable safety valve. This allows any sur-

plus steam to blow off, is large enough to prevent a dan-

gerous increase of pressure inside the accumulator, is au-

tomatically opened just before the bell reaches its top

position and closes again when descent has begun.

On the other hand, the primary engine may be oper-

ated on light loads for a considerable period. In this event

there will be a shortage of exhaust steam compared to

the demand of the low-pressure equipment. In such

cases it is necessary to admit live steam to the accumu-

lator should the ordinary supply be insufficient for the

requirements of the secondary engine. This is also au-

tomatically provided for. When the bell falls to a pre-

determined point, shortly before its arrival at its lowest

position, a valve is opened by means of a suitable mech-

anism arranged therefor and live steam is admitted to

the accumulator.

This steam then expands to the pressure for which the

bell is arranged and a further supply is automatically

cut off as soon as the accumulator regains a certain

height, which can also be predetermined.

In order to prevent, in case of a shutdown, the possi-

bility of a vacuum being formed in the bell or in the

pipes leading thereto, an automatic air valve is provided.

The necessary drain valves and pressure gages are also

suitably located.

Surface Condexsatiox Is Reduced

In order to reduce the condensation of steam, due to

surface radiation, to a minimum, a coating of heat-insu-

lating composition is placed over the bell, so applied that

there is no danger of its being displaced in working. The

floor of the accumulator consists of concrete which also

serves as a foundation. This is in consequence suitably

thickened under the side walls and around the piping

leading into the accumulator.

Between the main engine and the accumidator an oil

extractor is fitted in order to eliminate the oil and im-

purities from the exhaust steam. This is necessary be-

cause it would be disadvantageous to allow oil to pass

through the turbine into the condenser and thence to

the boiler. It is also desirable that back pressure be re-

duced as far as possible as this lowers the initial pressure

of the exhaust-steam plant. A device has been produced

which accomplishes both these results admirably, the

steam reaching the low-pressure apparatus being said to

contain only 0.001 per cent, of oil. Moreover, the oil

thus recovered can be filtered and used over again.

The accumulator above described would appear to be

a valuable means of reclaiming waste power from an in-

termittent supply of exhaust steam. Its compactness,

simplicity and reliability are strong features in its favor.

Xxhe Norfolk & Western Electrification

The Norfolk & Western R.R. has decided to electrify

that portion of its trackage lying between Bluefield and

Vivian, W. Va. Including branch and feeder lines, this

amounts to about 85 miles.

The carrying out of the contract which has been al-

ready let will give form to one of the most important

projects of steam-railroad electrification yet undertaken.

This contract calls for the manufacture and delivery of

twenty-six 130-ton electric locomotives of the single

phase-two phase type, together with all required power-

house generating machinery and transmission apparatus.

Single-phase alternating current at a frequency of 25

cycles and a tension of 11,000 volts will be supplied to

the locomotives through an overhead trolley wire. This

is the same type of system that has long been success-

fully used by the New York, New Haven & Hartford E.R.

on its main line, by the Boston & Maine in the Hoosac

tunnel and by the Grand Trunk Ry. in the Sarnia tun-

nel, also by the New York, Westchester & Boston Ry.

The Norfolk & Western locomotives besides being large

and of enormous hauling capacity, will embody many
unique features and refinements of design, which it is

expected will result in their showing unprecedented flex-

ibility and economy of operation.

The Bluefield-Vivian section serves the Pocahontas

coal field, which is one of the largest and most celebrated

coal regions in the world. The coal handled amounts to

65,000 tons per day, necessitating trains weighing as

high as 3250 tons. It was in order to facditate handling

this heavy traffic that electrical operation has been de-

cided upon. There are a number of grades on this sec-

tion, the maximum being 2 per cent. At the present

time, three Mallet locomotives are required per train,

one at the head and two pushing. Only two electric lo-

comotives will be required for this service anil the speed

will be approximately doubled.

THnEE Speeds op Opekation

Since the Norfolk & AVestern locomotives are intended

for handling what is called tonnage trains, they will be

built for running speeds of approximately 7, 14 and 26

miles per hour. The design of the electric equipment

will be such that the tonnage can be readily increased in

the future as the service may demand. The traffic con-

ditions on this section of the road are especially well

adapted for electrical operation. It is in reality a sep-

arate engine division at present and can therefore be

operated electrically without affecting locomotive ser-

vice on other sections of the line.

Power for the entire electrified section will be gener-

ated in one central station, located at Bluestone, W. Va.,

with an installed capacity of 27,000 kw. in turbo-genera-

tors. All of the electrical apparatus including the loco-

motives, will be supplied by the Westinghouse Electric &
Mfg. Co.

Conditions that are conducive to high economy in an

electrification like that of the Norfolk & Western, are:

(1) Traffic requirements such that a minimum electrical

equipment will give practically continuous service. (2)

Fewer engine crews will be required per train. (3) The

speed of operation over the division will be nearly double

that possible with present steam equipment. (4) In-

creased capacity of electrified section. (5) Electric loco-

motives are not limited to short hours of service, on ac-

count of boiler or fire conditions, as are those propelled

by steam. (6) Watering and coaling delays incident to

steam operation will be entirely eliminated. (7) The

general reliability of locomotive operation will be con-

siderably improved.

As stated above, the contract for this work has already

been let. This calls for its completion in the summer of

1914.
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An Example of Colliery Switch Gear
Special Cokhespondence

SYyorSl:<—-.1 totally inclosed suilcli mlh manij feor-

lures makiiuj for safety. The device has been designed

and conjstrucled in conformity with the rigorous stipula-

tions and recommendations of the British Home Office.

The conditions imposed by the British Home Office

with regard to colliery-switch gear have been made strin-

gent. This is a step in the direction of insuring safety

to employees in what is admittedly a dangerous occu-

pation.

In the report of the Departmental Committee appointed

by the Secretary of State for the Home Office to con-

sider special rules for the use of electricity in mines, a

good deal was said with regard to the switch gear in use

in collieries. It was pointed out that such apparatus

was not sufficiently strong mechanically to resist rough

usage and that switch gear of the open type was really

designed for surface work and was not suitable fOr

underground use.

Switch gear for Tindergrouud use should be dust-

proof, moisture-proof, and so constructed as to prevent

o])en sparking. The outer metal coverings should be

of ample thickness with well-fitted joints and glands

where cables and spindles pass through. All handles for

operating the switches themselves should be safely and

conveniently placed. The general design should be such

that any fault or failure is under all conditions confined

to the inside of the metal box or covering so as to avoid

all danger and risk even to the operator himself.

The switches should be so constructed as to reliably

make and maintain all contacts, and so designed, built

and adjusted that they cannot be left in partial contact

or accidentally moved into such when left out of contact.

Unless the "on" and "off" positions are obvious from

the position of the handle, the two extremes "on" and

"off" should be clearly marked. Except in the concen-

tric system, single-pole switches are not to be used. In

choosing a switch, furthermore, regard should be paid

not only to its capacity to carry the working current

but also to its ability to open the circuit safely on any

short-circuit with which it may be called upon to deal.

Eeference has been made to the foregoing details of

this report inasmuch as it has been upon these recom-

mendations that modern British practice in switch-gear

design for colliery work has been based. The accom-

panying illustration .shows the general appearance of a

fused switch con.structed by Messrs. Berry, Skinner &
Co., of Birmingham, England, who specialize in the de-

sign of switch gear capable of being used by unskilled

attendants. It will be .seen from this illustration that

it is particularly substantial in its design and construc-

tion and highly suitable for use in mines. It has been

actually tested with a violently explosive gaseous mix-

ture and with.stood the trial admirably. This particular

test was witnessed by several expert mining engineers

who commented on the switch in favorable terms.

The arrangement is entirely fool-proof, that is to say,

the lid of the switch cannot be opened until the lever

is first thrown to the "off" position. The plug cannot

be withdrawn from the live contacts, nor can it lie

inserted into them. The switch has to be brought to the

''off" ])osition before this operation cau be etVected, and

the ]dug is provided with a special ground connection.

Particular attention may be drawn to a good feature

in the design which is the broad machine-faced jointed

liox which is provided with unloosable fastenings. When
the plug is withdrawn all live contacts are shrouded and

in this way the operator is not liable to accidentally re-

ceive a shock from exposed and live metal-work. Mica

The Switch. Notk ('AREi-fL and Hi'Lwy Contruction

is used as an insulating material throughout the design.

The illustration shows a triple-pole combination, and

owing to the compactness of the design it is claimed that

for a given current capacity less internal space is required

than is generally the case. The fuses are of the cartridge

type and when correctly installed are guaranteed to open

any short circuit with which they may be called upon

to deal. They can only be replaced after the current

has been automatically cut off as all fuse-carrying parts

are dead when the switchbox is opened.

The apparatus is automatically locked on and off for

intermediate positions, and it is impossible to tamper

with the contact to any extent. As regards carrying

capacity the switch fuse is designed with a generous mar-

gin of safety. Total inclosure as regards terminals, cable

ends, cable joints and connections are provided and suit-

able bushed packing glands are used of a type approved

by the factory inspector. The entire mechanism consti-

tutes a fine example of modern British switch-gear design.
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Our British Coal-Mining Letter
SYNOPSIS—Bath-houses should' not involve an expen-

diture of over 6c. per person. Requirements for their

construction and management suggested by British inves-

tigating committee. Account of the byproduct plant at

Birchenwood, which produces gas, tar, ammonia, benzol,

phenol, cresylic acid and pyridine. Turbine pumps for

raising water, their operation, advantages and desiderata.

Recommendations to machine runners. Difficulties in

grounding, and the inefficiency of the earth as a conduc-

tor.

In accordance with the terms of the Coal Mines Act of

1911, where a two-thirds majority of workmen represent

to the owner of a British mine that they desire facilities

for taking baths and drying clothes at the mine, the own-

er must provide sufficient and suitable accommodation

for the purpose. It is assumed the maximum cost of

maintenance will not exceed 6c. per head per week.

A -departmental committee has reported that the bath-

ing accommodation should consist of spray or douche

baths, each bath being contained in a cabinet so con-

structed as to secure privacy, and having suitable ar-

rangements for dressing and undressing. The committee

states that the number of baths should be in the propor-

tion of one to every six persons in the largest shift em-

ployed in the mine. The building must be of sufficient

dimensions, efficiently lighted and ventilated, must be

constructed of non-inflannnable material and have a floor

of concrete or similar material so graded and drained as

to allow any water to run to and be carried away at the

sides of the building. It is also proposed that each per-

son using the bath shall be provided with soap, and, at

the beginning of each week, and at such other times as

the person in charge may think necessary, with a clean

towel for his sole iise.

English Indorse the "Monte-Habits"

As regards ^drying accommodation, arrangements have

to be made for suspending in the roof of the building

the clothes of each person using the bath, by means of a

chain so arranged and fitted as to be under the sole con-

trol of the person to whom it is allotted, and to keep the

clothes of such persons, when suspended, entirely separate

from the clothes of any other person. Efficient means
must also be provided for drying clothes when so sus-

pended. The management of the baths as suggested by
the departmental committee shall be vested in a com-
mittee consisting of three persons appointed by the own-

ers of the mine and three elected by ballot of the work-

Cokinct Plant Makes Seven Byproducts

The Birchenwood Colliery in North Staffordshire has

acquired some fame by reason of its coking and byprod-

uct-recovery plant. There are two sets of coking plants,

the first being erected by Simon Carves, Ltd., in 1909,
and consisting of 84 ovens, 60 of which are of the non-
regenerative, or waste-heat type, and 24 of the regenera-

tive type, with complete byproduct plant for the extrac-

tion of tar, ammonia and benzol. Each oven takes a
charge of 8 tons of slack and yields about 5.5 tons of

dry coke.

The second plant was only completed last autumn; it

consists of 72 Still coke ovens of the regenerative type,

and in addition a complete byproduct plant for the ex-

traction of tar, ammonia and 65 per cent, of the crude

benzol, also for the manufacture of carbolic and cresylic

acids and pyridine. Each oven takes a charge of 9.5 tons

of slack and yields about 6.6 tons of coke, the charging

and coke-discharging machines being electrically oper-

ated.

The producer-gas plant, at Birchenwood, consists of

13 Mond producers, each capable of gasifying 20 tons of

fuel per 24 hours. The gas is used both for direct boiler

firing and also for driving gas engines to generate elec-

tricity for general purposes. The electrical supply con-

sists of three-phase alternating current, generated at

2500 volts, 60 cycles.

Turbine Pumps in Collieries

Features common to turbine pumps, as noted by R. H.

Willis, before the East Scotland branch of the Associa-

tion of Mining Electrical Engineers are: One or more

impellers, mounted on a shaft, revolving in suitable

chambers, each delivering the water through a diilusion

vane into the succeeding impellers, and finally into an

annular space, from which the water escapes into the de-

livery pipe. The diffusion vane takes hold of the water

after it leaves the impeller at a high velocity, and guides

it into suitable passages until the velocity is compara-

tively reduced; the kinetic energy due to the velocity

being thus converted into static energy.

There is no actual displacement of water in the tur-

bine, as in the ram pump, the action depending on the

velocity imparted to the water, due to the revolving im-

peller, this velocity being ultimately changed into pres-

sure head. There is, therefore, no necessity to provide

relief valves on a turbine pump, as the pressure can never

rise above that due to the velocity set up by the speed

of the impellers.

By reason of this the pumps can be started up with

the delivery valve closed, and this is a great advantage

as there is no chance of accidents happening, as would

be the ease if this procedure were adopted with a pump
of the ram type.

Desirable Points in a Turbine Pump

Mr. Willis says the following points should be consid-

ered when undertaking the installation of a turbine

pumping plant: (1) The pump should be capable of be-

ing easily reerected; (2) all wearing parts should be

made renewable, and all similar parts of similar pumps
should be made interchangeable; (3) effective construc-

tion should be adopted to obviate end thrust. Having de-

cided upon the type of pump, further considerations in-

clude: (a) The pump should be fixed on solid founda-

tions and set carefully in line; (b) the suction pipe

should be absolutely airtight; (c) an efficient foot-valve

should be provided; (d) the pump should be placed as

close as possible to the water to be lifted.

Don'ts for Machinemen

In his paper on the Installation and Manipulation of

Coal Cutters, before the West of Scotland branch of the

Association of Mining Electrical Engineers, J. MeCann
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gave some advice in the form of Don'ts, including:

Don't switili on the power too i|iiitkly; let the ma-

chine attain full speed gradually. If the load is unusu-

ally heavy, switch on the power more slowly, not faster.

Don't increase the size of the fuse just because it often

"blows." It is easier to change a fuse than an armature.

Don't raise or lower the cutting level in quick steps

when driving a disk or chain machine. The only machine

that can be so operated is the bar cutter.

Don't force the machine through a hard cut with blunt

picks. Time is saved, not lost, by changing them.

Don't negleit such trifles as a loose screw or a broken

spring, because it is a small detail; either repair it or re-

jjort it. "A stitch in time saves nine."

Don't bury the machine in a cut because you arc work-

ing by contract. Work out your costs properly and see

whether it does not pay better to cut with the crown

wlieel clear.

D.vNGERs OP Electricity in Mines

Before the Association of Electrical Engineers (South

Wales), Chris Jones pointed out that (1) the danger from

shock arises from leakage, and is more likely to arise in

mine work than in other industrial applications, owing to

the rough conditions under which the plant is used. (2)

Fire risk is greater also and means of escape are not

readily provided. (3) Risk from explosion is peculiar to

colliery work; and excluding the risk peculiar to brush-

es on motors and to switchgear it may be due to (a)

an explosion arising from leakage accompanied by arcing

or sparking; (b) an explosion arising from breakdown

of an individual device ur cable, and accompanied by

arcing or sparking.

In both these sources of danger the leak is the princi-

pal contributing cause, a leak being the passage of elec-

tricity through some path other than that provided by

the conductors intended for the purpose. The best pro-

tection against the danger of shock from conducting bod-

ies lies in properly conducting or inclosing live parts;

and in efficiently grounding armored cables and substan-

tial fittings for making good mechanical and electrical

connections between the metallic cases and the armoring.

The Earth an Uncertain Conductor

The earth is a conductor of electricity, and in the past

it has been so used for telegraph and telephone work. A
"ground" has been legally defined as follows: "jT/ie

ground is a ground, but a ground need not necessarily

be Ihe ground." Grounding the tubing or other metal

sheathing of insulated electric light and power conductors

is generally meant to signify that the tubing, etc., are to

be grounded to the earth ; that is to say, they are to be

connected to the general mass of the earth. A really

satisfactory ground is not easy to obtain, for the old

idea that the earth is of zero resistance, because it is of

practically infinite cross-section, is now recognized as

erroneous.

Testing Permissible Explosives

Prof. Vivian B. Lewes, discussing the "Testing of

Safety Explosives," before the Royal Society of Arts, said

the only true w^ay to test the safety of a mine explosive

was to use it in coal mines during a period of many years,

his opinion being that when tons of the material had been

used and millions of shots fired under every condition

conceivable in practice without a single accident being

i

traceable to its legitimate use, such an explosive held a

certificate of safety which no series of tests under em-

pirical and artificial conditions coiiM ever afford, lie

pointed out that testing stations had dilVcrcnt methods

of testing and he feared that satisfactory explosives would

be supplanted by others so feeble in character that great

difficulty would be found in insuring their complete de-

tonation.

It seems wrong to reject years of experience gained un-

der mine conditions and to follow other methods unless

statistics show that per million tons of coal won a cer-

tain explosive in use gives rise to greater loss of life tluin

others. The practical conditions in use are so widely dif-

ferent from those of the tests that the personal factor

of care in use becomes of enormous value. Mr. Lewes

is convinced that a reliable and careful shotfirer blessed

with common sense is a greater protection than any tests,

rules and regulations that can be framed. For this rea-

son he views with suspicion anything tending to lessen

personal responsibility.

ExPLOsivH Dusts Classified

Doctor Wheeler, who is the chemist to the British com-

mittee investigating tlie causes of explosions in coal T
mines, has conducted experiments with samples of car-

bonaceous dust collected by factory inspectors to deter-

mine (1) the degree of inflammability and (2) the ca-

pacity to transmit explosions. The dusts are divided by

Doctor Wheeler into three classes: (a) Dusts which ignite

and propagate flame readily, the source of heat required

for ignition being comparatively small, such, for in-

stance, as a lighted match. This class includes sugar

dextrine, starch, cocoa, rice meal, sugar refuse, cork, uii-

extracted soya bean, wood, flour, malt, oat hu.sk, grain

(in flour mills), corn meal, tea, compound cake, grain

(in storage), rape seed, cornflour, flour (in flour mills),

chicory, briquettes, gramophone record material, and ex-

tracted soya bean, (b) Dusts which are readily ignited,

but which for the propagation of flame require a source

of heat of large size and high temperature, such as an

electric arc, or one of long duration, such as the flame

of a bunsen burner. This class consists of copal, gum,

leather, dead cork, cocoanut oil, milling rice, milling saw-

dust, castor oil, meal oil. cake offal, dust from the grind-

ing of bran, .grist milling, horn meal, mustard, shoddy

and shellac composition, (c) Dusts which do not appear

to be capable of propagating flame under any conditions

likely to obtain in a factory either (]) because they do

not readily form a cloud in the air, or (2) because they

are contaminated with a large quantity of incombustible

matter, or (3) because the material of which they are

composed does not burn rapidly enough. This class con-

sists of organic ammonia, tobacco, spice millings, drug

grindings, cotton seed, soya bean, bone meal, coal, lamp-

lilack, sack cleanings, retort carbon, rape seed (Russian),

l)lacking, brush carbon, stale coke, plumbago, bone, clmr-

loal, and mineral and ivory black.

As a result of investigations made by the U. S. Bureau of
Mines, it was estimated that a cubic foot of coal from Monon-
gah set free, during its mining and in the first two weel^s

thereafter, 1.4 cu.ft. of methane. During the first 12 weelis

after mining, a volume of methane is liberated equal to IVt

times the volume of the coal. At first the gas escapes rapidly;

then it gradually diminishes and stops altogether in from 8

to 18 months.
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Fire Fighting by the Madison Corporation
Bv A. T. Sui KICK

^IXOPSIS—Through the courtesy of President Moors-

head, of the Madison Coal Corporation, a number of

mining men were afforded the opportunity of vieiving a

demonstration of the company's fire-fighting, rescue and

first-aid work at two of its Illinois mines. The exhibi-

tion was unique in that all the conditions of an actual

explosion were assumed and acted upon, including the

recovery of the mine, extinguishing the fire and admims-

tering first aid. In view of the fact that the Madison

people are the acknowledged leaders in Illinois, if not m
the United States, the demonstration is cf particular ui-

terest.

It is probable that uo one unequipped -nitli a military

training could ever perfect such a fire-fightiiig machiiu'

as the Madison Coal Corporation boasts of. Such a task

requires something more than mere executive ability.

In event of an explosion or fire, the operating depart-

ment is subjected to a severe test—a test under which the

most efficient organizations frequently crumble to pieces.

It is clear, therefore, that the exigencies of the case

a special train was arranged to convey the visitors from

Carbondale to their Xo. 9 mine, at Cambria. This is a

shaft operation somewhat over a hundred feet deep and

having a capacity of 3000 tons per day. It was not

working on the day of the inspection, Oct. 14.

Arriving at the mine a complete inspection of the sur-

face plant was made, which developed a number of in-

teresting features. One of these was a plant for manu-

facturing concrete blocks for the arching of the roof m

Ti \M IX Action- at Xo. 8 Mine

must be anticipated insofar as it is possible to do so.

Each man must be allotted his particular task so that all

may act promptly, without waiting for orders, and the

work of each unit must be performed with the precision

of an automaton, for the slipping of a single cog at a crit-

ical moment may disarrange the working of the whole

machine. Obviously this perfection can be attained only

hv such frequent drills that each man's duty becomes a

matter of habit with him. Apparently the Madison Cor-

poration, thanks to President Moorshead, has reached

this millenium.

The Surface Eqi'ip^h-^^'t at Xo. 9 Mine

At the request of Manager Cartlidge, of the Illinois

]iIine-Eescue Station, seconded by many of the state mine

inspectors, President Moorshead was prevailed upon to

dve a special demonstration of the compan/s appar-

atus and methods. Through the courtesy of his company

EEIXFORCED-CoXCliETE ErX-A-T^OUXD AT THE

Xo. 9 Shaft Eottoii

the mine. The forms are of steel, quite simply con-

structed and economical. There is also an unusually effi-

cient JefEery fan installation kept up in remarkably ex-

cellent shape; it is equipped with a pressure-recording

apparatus and under test showed 290,000 cu.ft. of air per

minute with a 6-in. water-gage. Insufficient boiler ca-

pacity at the time of the test made it impossible to bring

the fan up to full speed.

The rescue station, shown on page 588, of last week's

issue, was of particular interest. It is a substantial brick

building having rooms for smoke testing, washing and

dressino-, helmets and oxygen tanks. .\nother unique
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feature was the automatic gate? at tlie shaft top. These

are coutrolled entirely by the hoisting engineer and can-

not be opened when the cage is in motion; also, should it

be attempted to open them when the cage is not at the

landing a gong sounds a warning in the engine room.

This device, together with an arrangement for belling

the engineer from the cage, when same is in motion,

wore invented by A. J. Gurney, master electrician of the

Madison Coal Corporation. Patents are now being taken

out and we hope shortly to publish detailed descriptions

of these inventions.

Fire Dbill on the Scbface

When the inspection of the surface plant had been

completed the lire alarm was sounded. It seems diflB-

cult to pay a sutficiently high tribute to the excellence of

the lire drill. In one minute and thirty seconds by the

watch a strong coveriuij had been lowered over the s!i;ilt

Everything being in readiness, even to the canary bird

and electric hand lamps, the rescue party was lowered

away. In about half an hour the foreman returned to

the surface and reported the location of the trouble; also,

that while they had been unable to determine the full ex-

tent of the fatalities, there were at least two men in-

jured. The first-aid men were accordingly ordered out

and entered the mine equipped with safety lamps.

IxsrECTION OF THE UnDKUGROUXD WoitKINOS

The visiting party having been ccpiipped throughout

with overalls and carbide lamps, then went below and
witnessed the preparation and departure of the special

rescue cars for the scene of the trouble. These cars are

of particular interest and we hope to publish a detailed

description of them shortly. They were illustrated in our

issue of last week. On the e.xterior they much resemble

the ordinary mine car. On each side, however, are ar-

ranged lockers wliicli contain the first-aid n]i]>linnccs and

Rescue Cab About to Start foe tile bcL.\L of

THE Accident
Kescue Corps Fully Equipped and Ready

Enter the Mine

top*, a 2-in. stream of water was playing on each side

of the head frame, and the busy little hand extinguish-

ers were in evidence on every hand. Each man had his

allotted task and he did it with an accuracy and dispatch

that left little to be desired.

It was now explained to the visitors that the hypotheti-

cal condition of an actual mine fire and explosion had
been assumed underground. Accordingly the helmet

corps of five men was ordered out to make an inspection

of workings and report the location of the trouble. Be-

fore going underground the men are subjected to a rigid

inspection and testing of the apparatixs. The smoke
room in the rescue station is filled with sulphur gases

and each man is required to enter, after which they are

lined up, the oxvgen pressure and general condition of

their apparatus noted, clocks set and the name of each
man recorded. All of this is done with military preci-

sion, and 18 min. after the alarm sounded the party was
ready to descend. In the meantime the rescue team from
Xo. 8 Mine, about two miles distant, had been ordered
out to be on hand in case of emergency.

•It should be noted here that an underground concrete
conduit leads from the side of the shaft, a few feet below the
surface, off to a point well removed from danger, where it
comes to the surface. Thus when the coverinpr has been
lowered over the shaft the air enters through this auxiliary
air course.

.'-erve as seats for the rescue team while riding in. Be-

fore starting the entire equipment, consisting of rubber

pillows and gloves, blankets, bandages, stretchers and
tools, such as wire cutters, hammers, hatchets, axes and
crowbars, are thoroughly overhauled. These two cars,

together with a 50-gal. revolving chemical fire extin-

guisher, mounted on mine-car trucks, are always' stand-

ing in readiness for instant use.

After the departure of the rescue party, the visitors

made a complete inspection of the bottom, which was of

interest because of the large amount of steel and con-

crete construction used. This was made necessary by
the inadequate pillars left in the early mining. Con-
crete is u.sed profusely at the immediate shaft bottom, in

the Tun-a-round and in the pump room and sump. Steel

doors only are used here and the double partings at the

bottom are carried on large I-beams.

The underground hospital is also concrete lined and
has a lighter section of I-beam for the roof; it is quite

commodious, clean and sanitary. The imderground
stables proved a model of cleanliness and convenience;
whitewashing is liberally applied and perforated pipes

make it possible to flood the entire stable almost instan-

taneously. A concrete underground oil house was an-

other feature of interest, also an electric device for dry-
ing the sand required by the mine motors.
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Guests of the Madison Coepoeation Who Viewed the Fike-Fighting Demonstkation

President Moorshead wearing a black "jumper" is seated near center of picture in front row.

Some Safety Devices and an Undehgeound Fiee

Dkill

The Madison Cori^oration employs a unique safety ar-

rangement that seems worthy of particular attention, be-

cause of its simplicit}'. This consists in whitewashing

all wide places in main haulageways that are also used

as traveling ways. These points stand out with remark-

able distinctness in the inky blackness of the under-

ground workings and provide a ready safety hole in which

to escape a passing trip. The underground motors are

also equipped with powerful searchlights and gongs. In

view of the possibility of running into fall, or other

trouble on the track, or in the roof, it is rather remark-

able that this feature of a better light on the motors

has not been more generally adopted.

Pending the return of the rescue men from the face,

the visitors were again treated to the inspiring sight

of the Madison company's fire-fighting machine in ac-

tion, this time underground. The company officials seem

to have anticipated all the possible contingencies of a

mine fire with an almost inhuman ingenuity.

Thus, while all regular hose connections are being

made and the different stations brought rapidly into ac-

tion, there is one man equipped with an extra length of

hose and nozzle, who goes rapidly from station to sta-

tion, so that any defective apparatus may be promptly

replaced. The foreman and his assistants are em-

ployed entirely in pacifying and reassuring the escaping

miners. The importance of this latter feature cannot be

too. strongly emphasized as those of experience in such

matters will readily concede; the moment the official

personnel shows indication of weakening or losing con-

trol of the situation, discipline rapidly disintegrates

and the rout becomes general.

In the immediate vicinity of the shaft bottom there are

sis hydrants, eight extinguishers and the same number

of pump buckets. Water for the hose is obtained directly

The Coloeed Eescue and Fibst-

AlD TEAilS

FiEST-AiD Team No. 2 Beinging Patient
FHOM the Mine
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through the mine pumps; provision is also made for tut-

tiu"- in water from the surfaee in event of the failure

of the underground apparatus, for any reason. In addi-

tion to this tliere is the 50-gal. revolving chemieal ex-

tinguisher, and perforated pipes in the stahle, as already

noted.

lTxi>i:i!(ii!OiNn Fikst Aid

The fire drill was followed by the return of the first-

aid men with the two "vietims" of the explosion; they

were carried on stretchers swung on the usual spring

chains hooked over the sides of the cars. It was as-

sumed that one was overcome by afterdamp and burned

on the chest and right hand, while the second was sup-

service aiul tiic i)rtrty was conveyed to No. 8 Mine, whicli

was in full operation. This plant is essentially a nplica

of the Xo. 9 Mine.

The visitors were again accorded a denioiisdatimi «<

fire-fighting on the surface, a description of wiiich wouM

only entail needless repetition of what occurred at No. !>

Mine. After an inspection of the surface phuit the parly

went below and viewed the bottom arrangement at the

shaft, which also resembled that at No. 9 Mine in the

permanency and substantial character of the work.

A block-signal system for protecting trips against col-

lision with each other was ob.served in operation here.

Thus when an electric locomotive makes its flying switch,

throwing the loads into the shaft bottom, while it goes

into the emjity "hole" for another triji, a red light out

(.n the main haulageway warns approaciiing motonncii

llmt tlie bottom is occupied. Ecd lights are also installed

at the automatic doors to warn the motormen of ap-

|iroarhiiig trips on the other side. The automatic doors

arc ]irovided with ninn-doors at one side.

COMMKXnATOUY IJEMAnii.S AND THIS Ho.SI'ITAL

Ticlurning again to the .surface some lulditional first-

aiil uurk was observed and a lew brief speeches made.

The Company Ambulance and Physicians

posed to be suffering from a broken left arm. a fracture

of the left thigh and bleeding at the temple. Appropriate

first aid was administered to each, the man pvcrcome

with afterdamp, being treated with the Salvatore oxygen

apparatus and the pulmotor. Superintendent Duncan,

of the Benton Rescue Station, complimented the res-

cue men highly, particularly on the application of splints;

it was his opinion that their work exceeded the require-

ments of actual fir.st-aid assistance.

The "patients" were removed to the underground

hospital and the visitors made a further inspection, wit-

nessing the operation of some automatic switches for

landing the loaded trips at the shaft bottom, by a flying

switch. Every car hoisted at this shaft is handled over

one of these switches which has been in operation for

more than a year and has not yet been the cause of an

accident; even disregarding the cost of an extra man

for handling the switch, Mr. iMooreshead expressed the

belief that this method was superior, for the reason that

it was purely mechanical in its operation and therefore

eliminated the uncertainty of the human equation. In

addition to this there are turnouts at different points

where the motorman can throw the switch for either

track while the trip continues at its normal speed.

Luncheon and the Inspection at No. 9

Returning to the surface the visitors saw the two "in-

jured" men brought up and put in the ambulance to be

transported to the hospital, about two miles distant.

It is worthy of note with what infinite care all the

minute details of an actual fire and explosion had been

worked out and followed up. It is probable that such a

complete all-around exhibition as this was never before

attempted.

After a general wash-up, the visitors participated in

a delicious and substantial luncheon, served by the ladies

of the vicinity. The special train was again called into

The Automatic Saficty Gates at the Shaft Top

in which the thanks of the party were extended to Mr.

Moorshead and the heartiest approbation expressed of

his men and methods. In reply Mr. Moorshead expressed

his gratification at the interest shown and modestly dis-

claimed any particular credit to himself on the grounds

that his work along this line was only made possible by

the altruistic policy of the company he represented.

A brief visit was then made to the district superinten-

dent's oflice, where the mine maps and office systems were

seen, after which the party adojurned to the hospital. This

latter is in charge of Dr. Springs and his wife, both of

whom are graduates in medicine. The two "victims"

of the mimic explosion were again seen here, carefully

propped up in standard hospital cots. The hospital itself

is equipped with an unusually thorough complement

of surgical instruments and an excellent X-Ray machine.

The general cleanliness and sanitary conditions at the

hospital called forth favorable comments from all.

Returning once more to the train, the run was made
into Carbondale, where the party disbanded at 4:30 in

the afternoon.
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EDITORIALS
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iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiimiiiiiiiiniiirammiiiiiiiiiiiiiiin iiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMmiuiiiiiiiu iiiiinnuiiiiiii iniiiiiuiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiinniBnimmiiiiimiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiinniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiii:

In no industry is a closer study of conditions and

lethods of greater importance than in coal mining. In

calling i^ there a greater need of efficiency on the

art of the individual worker than in the mining of coal,

ntelligent supervision of all departments by the man-

cement is essential in promoting the highest individual

nd collective efficiency. Such intelligent supervision

m only be attained by the close and continued study of

anditions and a thorough familiarity with the principles

f mining.

The Wooden Mine Car

Of the manv inconsistencies in coal mining, none stands

ut more conspicuously than the continued general use

f the leaky wooden end-gate mine car. We spend much

bought and effort in evolving plans to prevent dust ex-

ilosious, and yet cling to a practice that creates the evil

fe are working to overcome. There is no doubt but that

eaky pit cars are the chief cause of finely powdered coal

lust on the haulage roads in most of our coal mines.

A'ouldn't it be better if we started our preventative meas-

ires somewhere nearer the source of our troubles.

Another Petition

Some weeks ago, aliout 13, .500 employees of the H. C.

Frick Coke Co. petitioned Congress to prevent the dis-

jolution of the United States Steel Corporation. More

recently some of the men employed by the Tennessee

Coal, Iron & Railroad Co. have sent a similar missive to

Washington. This latter document contained no less

than 13,000 signatures and weighed twenty pounds.

In both of the above instances, the action of the men

was neither instigated nor fostered from "higher up," the

signers of the petitions acting entirely upon their o\vn

initiative. Regardless of what action may be taken by

the legislative or Judicial branches of the government in

the dissolution case above mentioned, one fact is estab-

lished—over 26,000 perfectly sane and rational citizens

in two widely separated states are not believers in in-

discriminate "trust busting."

Where Progress is Opposed

It isn't always a question as to whether a certain sys-

tem is most economical and efficient that determines

whether the plan shall be adopted. In this day of or-

ganized labor, the employees of a company have much
to say in the administration of its affairs. Especially is

this true in European coal mines. One of the reasons

machine mining has not been more generally adopted on

the continent is because the miners believe the substitu-

tion of mechanical means for human labor is inimical to

their welfare.

A company in Belgium was daring enough to erperi-

ment with machines, and found that in one of their

collieries the cost of mining the coal was reduced 40c.

a ton when undercutters were used. Notwithstanding

the evident desirability of machines, this company could

not overcome the hostility of their employees and per-

suade them that the undercutters would lighten their

labor and increase their pay.

Just what the unions expect to gain through their op-

position to modern machinery is hard to determine.

An Efficient Fire-Fighting Machine

We wish to invite particular attention to the article

appearing in this issue on the resciie- and first-aid work

of the Madi-son Coal Corporation in Illinois. Since the

unfortunate Cherry catastrophe in that state, most

stringent laws governing mining operations have been

enacted by the Illinois legislature. As a result, safety

precautions, methods and devices have probably been de-

veloped here to a higher general efficiency than in other

fields.

The movement generally has met with the enthusiastic

. support of the leading coal men of the state, who, as a

rule, have more than complied with the full requirements

of the law. Naturally some leaders have appeared who

are setting the pace, and among these is President Moors-

head, of the Madison Coal Corporation. In a recent in-

terview with Francis Peabody, of the powerful Peabody

coal interests, and Carl Scholz, president of the Rock

Island coal subsidiaries, both freely acknowledged Mr.

Moorshead's leadership. We are particularly gratified,

therefore, at being able to publish a detailed description

of the Madison's men and methods.

The Nanticoke Movement
Last vear at the town of Xanticoke, the school board

and the Susquehanna Coal Co. both contributed to sup-

plv mining education for those desirous of such training.

The innovation, based, on the new law relative to occupa-

tional schools, was a complete success. This year, profit-

ing by the indications obtained, commercial and domestic

science classes are to be added.

We are convinced that the miner would resent the

suggestion that there was nothing but muscle in his em-

ployment, and we are equally sure that to obtain success

in a broad sense, the miner should combine knowledge,

intelligence and enthusiasm. The mining schools will

make this change. They give promise that hereafter

there will be a scientific precision in operation from office

to working face.

The Continent of America, 400 years ago, was physi-

cally better equipped to sustain a large population than

it is today. It had limitless woods filled with compara-

tively harmless game, coal and iron were to be found

outcropping on the hills, and the soil had all its original

fertility. But the Indians starved, shivered in tents, had
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no comforts, raised negligible crops and did not increase

in numbers. Despite our waste of resources, conditions

are better today tlian tlien, because the people are better

wformed and more resourceful.

Hence, in order to urge technical education, it is, we

believe, not necessary to represent life as a strife between

man and man, all seeking for preferment. The usual

competitive cry is raised, now it is America seeking to

crowd England or Germany out of its markets, now it is

the miner seeking to be foreman. Skill is needed for

other objects, to make it possible for us to gather from

such resources as we now have siich a measure of com-

fort, dignity and ease as education and skill will en-

able us to wrest from nature.

This is the answer—the only reply to those who would

urge on us that only a certain number of men can occujiy

positions of trust. It is becoming clear that oidy by

training can men succeed in operating with safety, effi-

ciency and minimum labor in the modern mine, with all

its dangers and complications. There is no use for brain

till a brain is found. When men present themselves in

numbers who have and can use their knowledge, we shall

be able to place our mines on a higher basis, u.se machin-

ery which demands that higher intelligence, and which

will make possible not only larger economies, but less ex-

hausting labor and higher earnings. The time will come
when the mines will be operated like a railroad by engi-

neers; every man who digs a ton of coal by machinery

will be an expert in running the machine under his con-

trol, every motorman will understand, not merely how
to throw a controller, but wind an armature.

The School in the Mining Town
The Tennessee Coal, Iron & Eailroad Co. entertained

the school teachers of the Birmingham, Ala., district

at a hotel on Shades Mountain and, for a whole week, ex-

perts told them about education; not about cramming
the students with book learning, but about the sociological

aspects of their duties. For instructors should teach the

children about health, cleanliness, thrift, safety and how
to play, how to perform house duties, how to garden and

to sew.

Particularly desirable is instruction in play, for any

boy who is so taught, is free from the temptation to

break windows, throw stones and terrorize the neighbor-

hood. When manly games are popular, the necessity for

boarding up the windows of idle houses and for locking

and guarding store rooms is removed and the deteriora-

tion of the boys due to delay in putting them to work is

largely prevented. The healthy rivalry makes the child

approaching manhood appreciate the necessity for sub-

jecting himself to rules and this training in later life

will make him assertive of his rights, yet keen to respect

those of others.

We long ago urged that in schools, children be taught

regarding the right use of the home, so that better houses

could be intrusted to tenants and also about safe prac-

tices in mines and out of them. But the instructors of

the teachers around Birmingham have gone even further;

they would have the students warned against loan sharks,

and patent-medicine venders. They are seeking to pro-

mote public-school libraries and to popularize training

in manual occupations, music, art and science.

In a few years the miner who seeks a good education

for his ihihlrcn will not have to send them to the imr-

mal school to be educate 1. The farmer may always sutler

that drawback, but there is little cau.<e in our larger min-

ing towns for inadequate schools if we can only insjjire

that same spirit in the rank and tile of the miners which

the farmers now possess. The foreign miner will doubt-

less always be somewhat of a drawback, but even he ran

be nnule to appreciate educational advantages.

The public school is not a place for political ]n•o\^-

aganda, but it is the appropriate op])ortunity for ground-

ing our boys and girls in the arts of right living, decent

home life, generosity, good citizenship and charitable

estimates of their fellowmeu. Time was when the mining
population of a village prided itself that it could beat up
tile citizens of some neighboring lumber town or could

ride rough shod over the policemen and merchants of a

near-by borough. Present ideals are better, though still not

of the best. As the school does its work, rivalry in violence

will give way to competition of a less destructive and

more amiable character and our labor situation will be

freed from breaches of contract and outbursts of

vandalism.

The American Mining Congress ff

The sixteenth annual session of the American Mining
Congress, which was held in Philadelphia this week, was

a cpiality meeting rather than a quantity affair. A num-
ber of men were present whose names stand for all that

is biggest and best in American coal mining. The papers

and discussions dealt with such vital topics as "Taxation

of Mining Property," "Mine Accounting," "Mine Eescue

Work," "Coal-Mining Legislation" and "Cost of Produc-

tion." All of these papers and discussions will apjiear

in Coal Age next week.

The mining-machinery exposition in Horticultural

Hall was a much more complete exhibit of the kind than

is usually the case and was deserving of closer attention

and better attendance. In fact, the mining congress, on

the whole, is a laudable enterprise if it can be brought

to fulfill the purpose for which it was conceived. As ai

institution, or viewed in the light of a movement for bet-

terment in mining conditions, the American Mining Con-

gress today is not a national body of great importance,

although the intent is there and magnificent possibilities

exist.

Harmonizing the work of many different departments

in all industrial operations is more essential to success

than to establish and maintain a high-pressure system,

in which the employees are forced to work under a strain

that is nerve-racking in the extreme. Just as an expert

engineer knows instantly by the throb of his engine

when the load is excessive, so the intelligent manager
knows by the response of his men when the system needs

revision and the conditions amelioration. Not that the

day's labor should be shortened, or the wages increased;

but that the work should be readjusted and made to run
more smoothly. It is even more important for the man-
ager or superintendent to study to harmonize working
conditions, than that he should continually strive to re-

duce the cost of production by lengthening the hours of

labor, cutting down wages or requiring more work for

the same pay.
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Recent Legal Decisions

By a. L. H. Street*

Responsibility to Third Person's Employees—A coal com-

pany which permitted another company to use its railroad

yards was under no duty to a coal miner employed by the

other company and riding; on one of that company's locomo-

tives to promulgate rules for the movement of locomotives in

the yards to avoid a collision such as resulted in the miner's

death. (Virginia Supreme Court of Appeals, Steele's Admin-

istrator vs. Colonial Coal & Coke Co., 79 Southeastern Re-

porter 34«.)

Plaees whleh Must Be Kept Safe for Miners—Although a

mine operator owes no duty to a miner to keep in reason-

ably safe condition places where the latter is not supposed

or "required to be in the coiurse of his work, a miner is en-

titled to recover for Injury received on account of an un-

safe mine entry while he was passing through it to notify a

driver that his cars were loaded, pursuant to orders received

by him and to custom. (Kentueky Court of Appeals. Jelllco

Coal Mining Co. vs. Woods, 159 Southwestern Reporter 530.)

-What Does not Constitute "Doing Business" f—Giving of

a mortgage bv a New York coal company to another New
York corporation, covering land situated in Tennessee, did

not constitute a doing of business within the meaning of

the laws of the latter state which prohibit transactions of

business therein by a foreign corporation which has not filed

a copy of its articles of incorporation with the secretary of

state, so as to invalidate the mortgage. (Vnited States Dis-

trict Court. In re Tennessee Coal Co.. 308 Federal Reporter

802.)

Validity and Effect of Wyoming Mine Law—The statutes

of Wyoming which require coal mine operators to employ ex-

pert mine bosses to inspect their mines and to see that all

loose coal, slate and rock are carefully propped and secured

against falling, and authorizing recovery for injury to an

employee resulting from failure to perform such duty are con-

stitutional. The law does not abrogate the defense of as-

sumption of risk in personal injury cases, so far as the or-

dinary risks of mining are concerned, but it does avoid that

defense as to risks arising from non-compliance with its

provisions. (Utah Supreme Court, Bakka vs. Kemmerer Coal

Co., 134 Pacific Reporter SSS.)

International Exposition of Safety

and Sanitation

An exhibition showing what has been done in this and

other countries for the promotion of safety and sanitation

among workers and others will be held under the auspices

of the American Museum of Safety at the Grand Central

Palace, Lexington Avenue and 46th to 47th Sts., New York

City, between Dec. 11 and Dec. 20. This exposition will have

eleven sections, covering selective exhibits, electrical safe-

guards, railroad safety devices, street railway contrivances

for preventing accidents, precautions to prevent accidents at

sea, industrial hygiene, occupational diseases and poisons,

alcoholism, mutual liability insurance and workmen's compen-

sation, and lighting.

The project, as might well be expected, owing to the

strong support already accorded to the American Museum of

Safety, is backed by most of the leading workers and author-

ities in Industrial safety and medicine. Its success is un-

questionably assured. All applications for floor space can

be made to the American Museum of Safety, 29 West 39tli

St New York. A charge will be made for this space m order

to 'cover the expenses of the exhibition and of the safety con-

gresses.

The Nanticoke District Mining

Institute

The third annual dinner of the Nanticoke District

Mining Institute was held in the Nanticoke State Armory,

Oct. 18, 1913. About 700 persons attended the excel-

lent banquet provided.

The annual report was read by President "William

H. Morgans. Mr. Morgans stated that there were 700

members, 40 per cent, more than last year. He urged

•Attorney-at-Law, St. Paul, Minn.

that those boys who left school at an early age be re-

quired, for four years, to attend night school and thus

make up the attendance which would otherwise be missed.

Judge Peter O'Boyle discussed uplift and brotherhood,

and J. H. Bigelow, district attorney for Luzerne County,

spoke ou patriotism. J. H. Odell, the editor of the

Tribune-Republican of Scranton, addressed the assem-

blage in a forcible speech on the dominance of brain and

its superiority over muscular force.

The Nanticoke Mining Institute has had a most suc-

cessful year. By cooperation with the Susquehanna Coal

Co. and the School Board of Nanticoke, it has succeeded

m having started one of two first tax-supported mining

schools in the state. The commonwealth has now come

to the assistance of the village board and pays two-thirds

of the cost, the school board providing the other thirci.

The success is phenomenal, and as a result the board is

starting an evening commercial school with 335 pupils

and a night school in domestic science, in which 153

have enrolled.

The movement thus started almost concurrently at this

point and at Ellsworth. Penn., is sure to spread all over

the commonwealth of Pennsylvania and in other mining

states, but the state and other authorities are endeavoring

to put the movement on a firm basis before attempting

to extend its operation elsewhere.

The Thinker
By Bekton Bkaley

(From "American Machinist.")

Back of the beating hammer
By which the steel is wrought,

Back of the workshop's clamor

The seeker may find the Thought;

The Thought that is ever master

Of iron and steam and steel.

That rises above disaster

And tramples it under heel

!

The drudge may fret and tinker

Or labor with lustj' blows,

But back of him stands the Thinker,

The clear-e3'ed man who Knows;
For into each plow or saber,

Each piece and part and whole.

Must go the Brains of Labor

Which gives the work a soul

!

Back of the motor's humming.
Back of the belts that sing.

Back of the hammer's drumming.

Back of the cranes that swing.

There is the eye which scans them.

Watching through stress and strain.

There is the Mind which plans them

—Back of the brawn, the Brain

!

Might of the roaring boiler.

Force of the engine's thrust.

Strength of the sweating toiler,

Greatly in these we trust;

But back of them stands the Schemer.

The Thinker who drives things through

Back of the Job—the Dreamer
Who's making the dream come true

!
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DISCUSSION B^' READERS

Collapsible Stoppings

Letter -Vo. J—The <|uestion uf the ell'ert and efTicacv

of eollapsible stoppings, as a means of localizing and re-

ducing the disastrous range of an explosion, at its initial

point, will become more important on investigation than

at first appears; and, for that reason, is worthy of the

best thought and attention of mining men of broad ex-

perience.

As the discussion of the question proceeds, the term,

"permanent stopping," perhaps will be used quite as fre-

quently as the term "collapsible stopping." As already in-

dicated, opinions may differ widely as to what constitute';

the one or the other, under certain conditions. It appears

to me, however, that a permanent stopping might well bo

defined as one made of brick, stone or concrete, and
strong and massive enough to withstand all ordinary

forces and pressures to which it may be exposed ; while

a eollapsible stopping might be defined as one constructed

of wood or a single course of brick, and easily blown out
when subjected to an extra force or pressure. These terms
apply alike to the stoppings of mines containing both
gas and dust, which in all cases are to be air-tight.

T have noted with interest what Dr. J. J. Rutledge,
mining engineer. Bureau of Mines, says, in his article,

relative to the kind or nature of stoppings to be used on
main entries, slopes and haulage ways. I agree with him
only to the extent that these substantially built stop-

pitigs should be used in mines generating neither gas
nor dust; or in mines covering extensive territories and
then only near the outside. For small mines that gen-
erate either gas or dust or both, I would prefer stoppings
of a collapsible nature on all main entries and haulage
ways.

As an argument in support of this contention, I submit
the following incident, which occurred in the Xelson
mine, operated by the Dayton Coal & Iron Co., Dayton,
Tenn., and with which I am familiar in every detail.

The mine was dusty and generated gas, and was operated
exclusively with safety lamps. All shots were fired by
shotfirers after the other employees had left the mine.
Owing to a difference of time, as shown by time pieces,

on Mar. 30, 1902, the shotfirers fired a" few minutes
early. An explosion occurred, instantly killing 16 men
who had not yet reached the outside of the mine, but
were on the main haulageway.

This was purely a dust explosion and was caused bv a
hlownout shot in a dip room, distant about 300 ft. from
the main entry and at a point a little more than inoo vd.
from the nn'ne entrance. The force of this explosion
traveled mainly toward the outside, producing a report
at the mine portal, equal to that of about one pound of
dviiamite exploded in the open air. The stoppings along
the main entry of this mine were constructed of stone
and clay, with an average thiciness of four feet, and were
supposed to be permanent. The force and pressure de-
veloped by the explosion, in its course, was so great that
these supposed permanent stoppings near the outside
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were blown out, and in some instances scarcely a trace

of them remained.

My opinion is that if the stoppings along the main
entry near the seat of the explosion, had been of a col-

lapsible nature, the force of the explosion would have
blown them out and been dissipated in the old workings
faster than it developed energy on the haulageway; and,
as a result, the explosion would have subsided before go-
ing far and few if anv of the 16 miners would have been
killed.

Jou.v Hose.

District ilinc lnsj)ector.

Dayton, Tenn.

Letter No. —The question of building stoppings in

mines is, to me, one of great importance. For a year and
a half I did little else than build brattices, overcasts,
doors and stoppings. To my mind, these should always
be built in a substantial manner. When a bratticeman
puts in a stopping, he should build it so that it cannot
be shot out by any blast that may be fired. I believe
in the old saying: "That which is worth doing at all is

worth doing well."

I have witnessed many explosions where the mine stoj)-

pings have been put up in different ways, but have not
observed that these produced any different effect on the
explosion. It is my belief that all main-entry stoppings
should be substantially built of concrete, brick or ma-
sonry. Cross-entry stoppings may be put in with shiplap
lumber, but should be made solid, substantial and air-

tight to prevent any leakage of air through them. In
my experience, room stoppings are of less importance. I
do not believe in building any so called collapsible stop-
pings.

Joiix Sutton.
West Terre Haute, liid.

Starting Fan after Explosion
Letter No. .5—The question of restoring the circula-

tion of air in a mine, immediately following an explo-
sion, by starting the fan that was partially disabled and
that required some repairs, or by other means, is an im-
portant one. We may theorize till weary, but this meth-
od often provides the only hope of rescue for those who
have fortunately survived the blast. It matters little how
much the attempt to enter the mine at once may be dep-
recated by those less interested or may be condemned
in print, as long as explo,sions occur brave miners will
refuse to see anything but their fellow workmen in dire
distress or bear any sound but the frantic pleadings of
wives and children for the rescue of their loved ones. It
is well this is so, for such men will bo required, from
time to time, as loner as coal is mined.
The vital question is. how to enter the mine with the

minimum of risk. The occasion demands a cool head
and capable judgment, combined with a determined char-
acter. Brave but rash would-be rescuers must be con-
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trolled and a selection of the best men made, to form an

exploring party. If a helmet squad is available they

should enter the mine and advance, as far as possible,

ahead of the air, to ascertain the condition of the mine

with respect to fire, gas and the circulation of air. By

this means, any fires that might exist would be discov-

ered before the air current is restored in that part ot the

mine After exploring a certain section and finding no

fire this party should return and report the condition ol

the' mine to the men charged with the duty of restoring

the ventilation. Wlieu that has been accomplished in one

section or portion of the mine, another section can be ex-

plored and the circulation restored there, m the same

manner. . . . ., „

A'^sumino- that the fan has sufiered no injury from the

explosion, however, it should be slowed down so as to fur-

nish only sufficient air to force back the products of com-

bustion, to the point on the main entry where the air is

made to return, whether this be a blownout stopping or

an overcast At this point, a regulator or canvas brattice

should be erected, so that the quantity of air passing

here can be controlled until the next crosscut is reached

when this opening should be stopped and a regulator or

canvas brattice established at the next opening, for the

same purpose.
.

While thus advancing through the entries, the air

should be carefully tested, at frequent intervals with a

safety lamp, and a careful watch be kept to detect

any fire that may exist in adjoining workings. By

pursuing this course, tiie danger of a second explo-

sion occurring is minimized and the rescue of any

possible survivors is made possible, in the shortest

time I have proved the efficiency of this method m a

particular case, and have no hesitancy in recommending

its general adoption.
Charlton Dixon.

Pittsburgh, Penn.

Letter Xo. 6—The advisability of again starting a fan

disabled bv an explosion, as specified in the question un-

der discussion, can only be answered directly by saying,

in the most emphatic manner, that to start the fan pre-

vious to making a most careful preliminary examination

underground, as far as practicable, would be both unwise

and criminal, and would probably destroy all hope of the

rescue of any survivors and endanger the life of those

who attempt to enter the mine.

Even after such preliminary examination of the mine

has been made, the question of starting the fan will de-

pend entirely on the conditions found to exist under-

cTOund, and' whether restoring the circulation will im-

peril the entombed workmen or increase the danger of

rescue work. The existence of mine fires woxild be the

chief determininff factor. The question that must be con-

sidered is: What will be the probable effect m the mine

if the fan is started even at a slow speed?

In my opinion, whatever the condition found below,

with respect to the stoppings, overcasts, doors, etc., if fires

exist in the workings, they will produce a disturbance of

equilibrium in the mine air and start a circulation of air

that will make a second explosion imminent, without the

assistance of the fan. It may be supposed, however, that

if the fan is started, its action may either assist or op-

pose the natural current produced by the heat of the fire,

according as that current is traveling with or against the

current induced by the fan. Thus, in either case, unless

the speed of the fan be properly regulated, the result

would be favorable to the occurrence of a second explo-

sion. These conditions can only be ascertained by a care-

ful preliminary examination underground.

While the direction of air current and the possible ex-

istence of fires might be ascertained by indications at the

surface, it will be important to know in what sections of

the mine fires exist ; and to ascertain this, it is necessary

to explore the shaft bottom and gradually extend the in-

vestigation through the mine. This will determine

whether, if the fan be put in operation, the current will

be short-circuited near the shaft bottom or extended to

more distant parts of the mine, and will reveal the exis^

euce and location of fires, if any exist.

But, whatever the conditions with respect to restoring

the ventilation in the workings may be, one fact impresses

me as of the utmost importance; namely, to destroy as

far as possible, any natural currents of air that may be

induced by the heat of the fire, and thus to prevent the •

access of fresh air to the fire areas as these are found to

exist. If this is accomplished successfully, I see no rea-

son why there would be any additional risk incurred by

restoring the circulation between the intake and return

openings of the mine, by starting the fan slowly, provid-

ing the air current be short-circuited at the proper point

and not allowed to enter workings that have not been ex-

plored. This being accomplished, a more extended ex-

ploration can then be made with breathing apparatus.

I. C. Paefitt.

Jerome, Penn.

The Safety Lamp and the Eyesight

On returning home from the West and reading the

article of John Eose, in regard to the effect the safety

lamp produces on the eyesight of miners. Coal Age,

Sept. 27, p. 465, I want to add a few words. I have

worked in the mines from the time I was a boy, 11

years old, for the past 36 years, and have filled every

place, digging coal, bossing, superintending and manag-

ing. A few years ago I visited the Barnsley district, in

Yorkshire, England, where there are some of the larg-

est collieries, worked exclusively with safety lamps. The

miners of that district had the superstition that the wear-

ing- of bright-gold ear-rings, in some way, reduced the

effect they supposed was produced on the eyesight by

the brightly polished brass of the lamps.

My experience, after many years' use of the safety

lamp, teaches me that all men do not have the same eyes

;

nor does the safety lamp have the same effect on all men's

sio-ht, just as the same medicine will not affect all men

alike. Wh&t will cure one man will kill another. Some

men have good, bright eyes, while others have weak eyes.

Some miners can work in gas all day without complain-

ing of headache at the end of the shift; while other

men can hardly walk home because of the effect of the

gas. This used to be my case, but it is not so today. I

believe the same is true of the saiety lamp; what will

blind one man will not hurt his fellow.

Mr. Rose says a man can load as many cars with the

safety lamp and timber his working place as well, as when

using an open light. This may be true ; but, as Mr. Eose

adds, it seems a little "unreasonable." I believe very

much depends on the condition of the mine, the thickness
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of the coal and tlie class of work, whether rooni-and-

pillar, loug wall, or some other system. Mr. Rose states

that he has worked eight years with open lights, followed

by 13 years with safety lamps. 1 do not doubt his state-

ment, but I am inclined to believe that he was not min-

ing coal for 13 years with the safety lamp. A part, or

oil of that time, be may have been a "walking boss
;"

but the etfeet of the lanij) on the eyes is greater when

mining coal with the pick.

Samson Smith.

Mineral. Va. Mining Engineer.

Fire Protection in Mines
In addition to what has been said. Coal Age, Sept. 13,

p. 391, in regard to adequate fire protection in mines,

I want to suggest that statistics show that there are

more fires occurring in mines where open lights are used

than where safety lamps are employed.

Among the numerous causes of mine fires may be men-

tioned: A blast setting fire to a gas feeder, which ignites

the coal ;
gob fires occurring mostly in abandoned portions

of mines and, especially, iu mines where the coal absorbs

oxygen readily. I believe such coals have a low percent-

age of carbon and a high percentage of moisture. Sul-

phur in the coal increases the tendency to fire.

The old proverb, "An ounce of prevention is worth a

jiound of cure," teaches that it is more important to pro-

vide ways and means tx) prevent fires in mines than to

studv how to extinguish lires after they have started, al-

though we must be prepared to do both. An important

matter is to carry a pipe line along the nuiin entry, with

connections at each cross-entry and fire plugs at short

intervals, where hose may be attached. The lack of an

adeipiate water supply, in the mine, has often resulted iu

great loss.

There is one other point I want to mention. Tt is in

reference to fires that are started by the ignition of gas,

in blasting. To avoid this danger, every working place

should be examined as soon as practicable after shots have

been fired. In many mines, the first examination of the

working face, after shotfiring, is that made by the fire-

boss, in the early morning, from 7 to 10 hr. after the

shots are fired. It frequently happens that the fireboss,

at that time, discovers a fire that has gained a consider-

able hold in the chamber where it started. In many
cases, an entire section of the mine is thrown idle as the

result, and several days are required to extinguish the

fire. This could all have been avoided by an earlier exam-
ination of the working face.

John Sutton.
West Terre Haute, Ind.

Study Course in Coal Mining
By J. T. Beard

The Coal Age Pocket Book
HEAT

Definition—Heat is now understood to be a form of motion.
All matter is assumed to be in a state of molecular vibra-
tion. The rapidity of the vibration depends on the degree of
heatingr of the mass. The theory assumes that the amplitude
of the vibrations or the swing of the molecules is greater as
the density of the mass is less. This would lead naturally
to the conclusion that pressure, which increases the density
of matter, will decrease the amplitude and increase the
rapidity of vibi'ation.

Heat is thus assumed to be a form of energy, the ampli-
tude and rapidity of the vibrations being functions, respec-
tively, of pressure and velocity, the factors of energy, in me-
chanics. The theory is well supported by observed facts, as
the blow of a ham'mer or the friction of rubbing surfaces
alike develop heat.

Heat In Bodiex—Assuming that heat is a form of molec-
ular vibration, which varies in different kinds of matter, it

is clear that each kind of matter has its own peculiar ca-
pacity for heat. This is shown to be the case by the fact
that 'different bodies when exposed to the same source of
heat are heated differently. For example, when equal weights
of water and mercury are exposed, for the same time, to the
same heat it is found that the mercury becomes much hotter
than the water. When water and mercury at the same tem-
perature are allowed to cool in the atmosphere, the air ab-
Borbing the same heat from each, the mercury is found to
cool much quicker than the water. It is evident that the
water absorbs more heat and gives out more heat, per pound,
than the mercury, for the same change in temperature. In
other words, water has a greater heat capacity.

Temperature—The temperature of any body or mass of
matter is the degre of heat it jan radiate or impart to other
bodies or matter with which it is in contact; or, in other
words, the degree of sensible heat of the body. It is not the
amount of heat in the body; as water contains 30 times the
quantity of heat contained in an equal weight of mercury,
at the same temperature.

The temperature of a body depends on the quantity of
heat the body contains, per unit weight, arid its heat capacity.
A body or matter having a large heat capacity will have a
comparatively low temperature.

Sensible Heat—The heat that when absorbed or given out
by a body is accompanied by a change of temperature is

called "sensible heat" because it is manifest to the senses.

Latent Heat—When matter passes from the solid to the
liquid state, or from the liquid to the gaseous state, the
change is always accompanied by the absorption of a con-
siderable amount of heat, although the temperature remains
constant. The heat thus absorbed is called the "latent heat,"
being absorbed in perfo'-ming the work of driving the
molecules of matter farther apart than they were in the
previous state. This heat is again given out when the mat-
ter passes from a gas to a liquid, or from a liquid to a
solid.

The Coal Age Pocket Book
How Temperature In Measured—Tem])erature is measured

by the thermometer, an instrument so common as to need no
description. The principle involved is that the expansion

of the liquid contained in
the bulb of the thermom-
eter is much magnified in
the capillary stem. Any
rise of temperature is thus
clearly indicated by a cor-
responding rise of the liq-
uid in the stem and a fall
of temperature is likewise
accompanied by the con-
traction of t h e liquid,
which drops in the stem.
Two Scales—There are

two principal thermometer
scales, the Fahrenheit and
the Centigrade. These are
each calibrated with ref-
erence to the freezing and
boiling points of water.
As shown in the accom-
panying figure these points
are marked 32 and 212 deg.,
respectively, in the Fahr-
enheit, and and 100 deg.,
respectively, in the Centi-
grade scale. Thus, 180 deg.
of the former correspond
to 100 deg. of the latter; or
the ratio is 9:5.
To convert Fahrenheit

(F.) readings into Centi-
grade (C) or vice versa,
the following formulas are
useful:

F = S C + 32

C = i(F - 32)

l<:.vample— (a) What are
the readings of the Fahren-
heit scale corresponding to
40°, and —10° Centigrade?

Solution

—

F = S X 40 + 32 = 104° F.

F = g (—10) + 32 = 14° F.

Bxiimple—Convert —4 F.
and 50 F. into Centigrade
readings.

Solntion

—

C = 5 (—4 — 32) = —20 C.

C = 5 (.50 — 32) = 10 C.

Two Thermometek Scale,s
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Miscellaneous Questions

Ques.—What is a windy or blown-out shot?

A_ns. There is, or should be, a slight difference in the

leaning of these terms. A "windy" shot is one that pro-

uces a heavy concussion of the air, because much of the

nergy of the powder is expended on the air. The shot

lay or may not have blown its tamping. It may have

roken the coal, or may have found vent through a crack

r crevice; but, in any case, the energy of the powder

5 not wholly absorbed in the work of breaking the coal,

s is the case when the shot works properly.

A blownout shot is one that blows its tamping without

ireaking the coal. The effect produced is quite similar

that of a windy shot ; but the projected flame is, gen-

rally, more intense and the shot liable to prove more

laugerous.

Qy^es.—What are the causes of windy shots?

^ns.—The chief causes that give rise to windy shots

ire : 1. Too great a charge of powder for the work to be

Lccomplished. 2. The exploding charge finding vent

:hrough a crack or crevice, or blowing out through a

loft stratum of the seam. 3. The use of different grades

)f powder, at the same time, in the same hole.

Ques,—What are the chief causes of blownout shots ?

Am.—The principal causes of blownout shots are :
1.

roo small a charge of powder for the work to be per-

•ormed in breaking the coal. 2. The shot being unable

to free itself, as when roof-bound, or when the hole is

irilled perpendicular to the face, with no side cut or min-

ing, or when the charge is laid too deep on the solid. 3.

The hole having too great a diameter for the quantity of

charge. 4. Insufficient or poor tamping. 5. The hole

being tamped with coal slack or other combustible ma-

terial. 6. The use of too quick a powder.

Que^_—ISTame some conditions under which a windy or

blownout shot may prove dangerous.

Ans.—Such a shot is dangerous in a dry mine, where

dust and fine coal have been allowed to accumulate at the

working face, particularly if the coal is highly inflamma-

ble. Also, in the working of a gaseous seam, where the

gas is liable to accumulate over the waste and on the

"falls" or in other void places that are difBcult to ven-

tilate. The concussion of a windy shot is liable to throw

much dust into the air or dislodge the gas from its lurk-

ing place, which may then be ignited by the flame of suc-

ceeding shots. The projected flame of a blownout shot

may raise and ignite the dust and accixmulated gas.

Ques.—How is the size of mine cars affected by (a)

thin coal; (b) poor roof?

Ans.—The mining of a thin seam of coal in which the

ears must be taken to the face will require building low

cars. In this case, in order to provide a suitable tonnage

or capacity for each car, if the conditions permit the

cars must be built broad and long.

(b) A poor roof always requires narrow openings

or roadways; and, for a given capacity or tonnage, the

cars, in this case, must be built as high and as long as

possible; since the width of the car is limited by the

width of the opening, after leaving sufficient clearance at

the side of the roadway.

Ques.—What is the breaking strain and safe working

load of a good steel rope li/g in. in diameter?

Ans.—The breaking strain of a crucible-steel 1-in. rope

is 39 tons. On this basis, the breaking strain for a li/g-

in. crucible-steel rope is 39 (P = 39 (IVs)' = 49.36 tons.

The safe working load, for this rope, will depend largely

on the depth of the shaft and the speed of hoisting. In

common mine practice where the depth of the shaft does

not exceed 100 yd. and the speed of hoisting is not

greater than 20 ft. per sec, a factor of safety of 5 may be

used, making the safe working load, in this ease, say 10

tons. In deeper shafts with a greater speed of hoisting,

say up to 50 ft. per sec, a factor of safety of 8 or even

id should be used, making the safe working load, then,

say from 5 to 6 tons.

Ques.—In a 12-in. column pipe 450 ft. long, on a

43-deg. pitch: (a) What would be the pressure per

square inch at the bottom of the pipe? (b) Wliat would

be the total weight of water in the pipe, in tons ?

Ans.—On this pitch, the vertical rise of a pipe 450

ft. long is 450 X sin 43° = 450 X 0.669 = 301 ft. The

sectional area of the 13-in. pipe is 0.7854 X 13^ = 113

sq.in.

(a) When the pump is not in action, there is, at the

bottom of the pipe, a static pressure of 0.434 lb. per

sq.in., for each foot of vertical height or water column.

The pressure, in this case, therefore, is 0.434 X 301 =
130.6 lb. per sq.in.

(b) The total weight of water in the pipe, taking

the unit weight of water as 62.5 lb. per cu.ft., is (113 X
450 X 62.5) -^ (144 X 3000) = 11.035 tons.

Ques.—The luain entry in a mine runs due west ; at a

point 600 ft. from the shaft bottom a cross-entry has been

run due north for a distance of 160 ft. This cross-entry

caved in and was lost. In order to reach the coal at the

head of the entry, it is resolved to start a cutoff on the

main entry 400 ft. from the shaft. Find the length and

the bearing of this cutoff.

.4 ns.—The distance from the point where the cutoff

is to be started to the mouth of the cross-entry is 600 —
400 = 300 ft. The cutoff forms the hypotenuse of a

right triangle, therefore, whose sides are 300 and 160

ft., respectively. The length of the cutoff is then

V 1603 4- aoo^ = 256 +//.

The bearing of the cutoff is the angle that it makes

with a due north and south line, or the angle between

the cutoff and the cross-entry. The tangent of this angle

js 200 -=- 160 = 1.25; and the angle of the bearing is,

therefore, 51 deg. 20 niin. The bearing of the cutoff is

then N 51° 20'" W.
The length of the cutoff can be found, f.lso, thus

200

0.7808
= 356 -f ft.
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The Government has filed a brief with the Supreme Court
In behalf of F. \V. Howbert, Collector of Internal Revenue
tor the District of Colorado, in the case of "Stratton's In-

dependence Ltd.." this being the case involving the ap-

plicability of the corporation tax to mining corporations, the

contested issue in which was the matter of depreciation al-

lowance, fully dealt with in these pages heretofore.

Three questions were certified to the Supreme Court

—

whether the act applies to mining corporations, whether the

proceeds of ores mined by corporations are income, and
whether if they are income such a corporation is entitled to

deduct the value of ore as depreciation.

After contending that the act is applicable to mining cor-

porations the Government brief goes on to argue that the

proceeds of the ore is income, contending that:

When capital is by labor changed from a fund into a flow,

it necessarily changes its character from capital to income.
In the case of a mine, the mineral as it lies in the ground
is capital, but when it is extracted, converted into ore and
sold, the result is a flow; the tree has borne fruit, and income
has accrued.

The argument that, since this flow necessarily results in

depletion or exhaustion of capital, therefore, the flow is a
flow of capital and not of income, is entirely fallacious, ac-
cording to the above definitions, the understanding of busi-
ness men, and the practical necessities of a tax based on in-

come. The law takes things as it finds them: it taxes prop-
erty under the character which the owner has impressed on
it and where that owner voluntarily changes his funds of
capital into a flow of income the law accepts the designation
and taxes him accordingly.

The brief goes on to say that an ordinary life tenant may
not open new mines but when opened he may work them
even to exhaustion, while a lease by the State of the mineral

under its public land would not be a sale of such lands and
the payment of dividends by a mining company out of the

proceeds of ore is not a payment of capital. Moreover the

fact that the operation of a mine may decrease its valuation

does not prevent profits not spent in dividends from being

called surplus. Lastly it has been held by the Supreme
Court of Pennsylvania that oil companies and mining com-
panies have incomes within the meaning of an income tax

act.

In summing up the Government says that: "The principle

for which the mining companies contend is not applicable to

them alone, and if applied generally, as it must be if ap-

plied at all, would seriously hamper the working of an in-

come tax. A pension or a terminable annuity produces an

income at the expense of capital, but who would think of

calling such produce any the less income?"

As for the claim that depreciation ought to be allowed on

the ore the Government says:

In the absence of any showing to the contrary, the word
"depreciation" here must be given its ordinary meaning in

business usage, and also it must be taken as similar in mein-
ing to a "loss." So considered, depletion of capital cannot be
called "depreciation," nor would any business man thinl< of
so calling it.

, , „ „When capital is converted into income, as when a loaf of
bread is eaten it cannot be said that the capita! has "de-
preciated:" it h.is merely been converted into another form.
"Depreciation" takes place when the capital retaining its

form, decre.ises in value owing to wear and tear, change of
fashion or methods of manufacture, or the like. When a
fund of capital in a mine consisting of the ore in place is

converted into a flow of income resulting in money to the
owners, the ore hns not depreciated: it has suffered a change.
Gold is mainlv valuable because it does not depreciate. The
buildings, machinerv. shafts, etc.. do depreciate. They re-
tain their form and use, but their value diminishes at dif-
ferent ratios with different causes.

If a man have a stock of goods and he sells some and
the balance becomes worthless through a change of fashion.
it would be absurd to call the two processes by the same
name, nor would any business man carry the results to the
same account. In fact in the Nipissing Mines Co. case, in

which a writ of certiorari from this court is asked, the com-
pany in its second return abandoned the theory of depre-
ciation and replaced it with the items "return of capital,"
"distribution of capital nontaxable."

In closing the claim is made that because the mining com-
pany never actually retained any sum and applied it to depre-

ciation, but distributed the income, in the form of dividends,

no claim for depreciation can justly be made. The brief

further undertakes to apply the reason in the case to coal

mining companies as well as to those engaged in metal min-

ing.

The Lehigh Coal and Navigation Co., one of the defend-
ants In the suit brought by the Government last September
to dissolve the so called "anthracite coal trust," filed answer
on Saturday, Oct. IS, making general denials. This suit Is

primarily against the Philadelphia & Reading Railway I'o.

and other coal-carrying railroads, charging Illegal combina-
tion in restraint of trade in violation of the Sherman anti-
trust act and the commodities clause of the Interstate Com-
merce Act.

The Lehigh Coal and Navigation Co. denies any com-
munity of interest between it and the Philadelphia & Read-
ing Railway Co., the Philadelphia & Heading Coal & Iron Co.,

and the Reading Co., through its directorship, contract or
otherwise. It also denies entering into a combination to

stifle competition in the sale of anthracite coal.

The answer gives a history of the company since its form-
ation in 1822, with a detailed account of the acquisition <>(

canals, railroads and coal lands in Pennsylvania. The <li-

fendant contends that, had it not been for the ownership nf

mines by companies that built canals and roads, these niv. r

would have been built. The company denies any alliaiu.

with the Central Railroad of New Jersey designed to suppress
competition.

The answer of the Reading Co., which is expected to be
most important in the defense, is expected to be fllcd in a
week or ten days.

Good Car SerTlce to Conl Mines

The car service furnished the coal and coke trade by the
railroads is conceded to be above the average and about as
perfect as possible. For years past the operators have been
furnished with sufficient cars to move their output when
as now other interests suffered from lack of transportation.
In return for this service the railroads have asked the oper-
ators to make their service go as far as possible by load-
ing cars to capacity.

At a meeting held last week between about 35 coke oper-
ators and representatives of the railroads, the transportation
representatives made a plea for better lading. The new steel
cars have a capacity of 50 tons. A great proportion of
them are going out under 40 tons. The lading runs from
36 to 41 tons. Other cars are also loaded short. The rail-

road managers presented some calculations showing Iiow this

poor lading kept cars in service in the coke region that
could be profitably employed in the coal trade and thus de-
prived the railroads of valuable revenue. It was estimated
that with proper lading in the coke region the railroads
would have 3000 cars more to put into the coal trade. These
cars are constructed to haul coal, coke, ore and limestoni',

and can be utilized in any of these industries.

The coke operators confessed that they did not want to

load too full because of the loss of coke by being jarred off

the tops of the cars. It was pointed out, furthermore, that
the specific gravity of the coke varies considerably in dif-

ferent portions of the Connellsville region. The operators,
however, acknowledged the justice of the railroads' com-
plaint, and promised to do all they could to remedy the
conditions.

Mo Uutto Strike

The numerous button strikes at the mines in the an-
thracite region are clearly contrary to the agreement be-
tween the representatives of the miners and the operators.
The award of the original Strike Commission, to which both
parties subscribed, says:

It is adjudged and awarded, that no person shall be re-
fused employment, or in any way be discriminated against.
on account of membership or nonmembership in any labor
organization and there shall be no discrimination "against
or interference with any employee who is not a member of
any labor organization by members of such organization.

It is apparent that the operators are living up to tii-ir

part of the agreement. Refusal on the part of the employe is

at a number of collieries to work with men who do not be-
long to the union, or who are in arrears in their dues, is a
form of discrimination expressly denounced by the Com-
mission. At this time of the year when there is a big de-
mand for coal, both the employees and the operators are put
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to a serious loss by the suspension of operations for days,

sometimes weeks at a time. It is understood that the union

officials are averse to the button strikes. It will be to the

miners' Interests and to the officials' interests, in future ne-

gotiations with the operators to abide by the stipulations of

previous contracts.

The strikes during the past year have become so expen-

sive and annoying to both sides that some definite arrange-

ment should be entered into to continue until the expira-

tion of the present contract.

PENNSYLV.VNIA
Anlbrncltc

Harrisburg—The Pennsylvania, New York & New Jersey

Power Co., of Scranton, has filed the biggest return of an

Increase of stock or debt known at the capitol In a long time.

The stock was Increased from $405,000 to $5,000,000, and no-

tice given of authority to issue bonds to the amount of

$25,000,000.

Pittston—After being abandoned for fifteen years the

Schooley colliery is to be opened and operated by the Penn-

sylvania Coal Co., which has bought the property. Pumps
are now drawing out the water which flooded the workings

of the mine 15 years ago when a cave occurred under the

river bed.

Hazleton—The Lehigh Valley Coal Co. is preparing to tear

down the company houses at Laurel Hill prepartory to strip-

ping operations.

The G. B. Markle Co. has completed arrangements for the

erection of a modern club house for the use of its mine em-

ployees. This company, to Insure a more plentiful and certain

supply of water for its mine workings, is drilling three ar-

tesian wells.

Wilkes-Barre, Penn.—Damages to the amount of $4000 was

the verdict awarded Joseph Zizkie In a suit against the Penn-

sylvania Coal Co. for the loss of his arm. The plaintiff was
employed as a brakeman on a mine motor at No. 14 colliery

and while seated on the front of the machine sanding the

rail it collided with two cars left standing on the track and

he was badly injured, one of his arms having to be ampu-

tated. The company was charged with negligence in not

having a suitable headlight and a sanding device on the

motor.

Shamokin—In a terrific explosion of gas on Oct. IT. at

Bear Valley shaft, operated by the Philadelphia & Reading

Coal & Iron Co., four miners were severely burned, probably

fatally. Members of the first-aid corps quickly arrived, and

after bathing the victims in oil, wrapped them in blankets

and conveyed them to the surface. The explosion was prob-

ably caused by one of the victims exposing a naked lamp in

a corner full of gas.

Two miners while mining coal at the Mineral R.R. & Min-

ing Co.'s Luke Pidler Colliery on the same day were fatally

burned by a gas explosion caused In a peculiar manner. A
piece of rock slipped from the roof, struck and broke a

safety lamp, the flame becoming exposed and instantly ig-

niting the gas.

Scranton—The Bliss Colliery of the Lackawanna Coal Co.,

which was tied up for a few days by a button strike, has re-

sumed operations, the members of the union claiming

100 per cent, membership. The Soneca Colliery of the

Lehigh Valley Coal Co. has been closed down for a few

days for the same cause. It is claimed that a very large

proportion of the workmen at the Seneca have failed to ally

themselves with the union.

Bituminous

Johnstown—Coal operators are viewing with concern the

inroads made in the laboi- supply of this mining field by the

agents of the West Virginia miners. Hundreds of miners

brought to this part of the country as raw material and

worked Into experienced men by the Cambria County oper-

ators are being offered inducements by the West Virginia

agents and enticed to that field. Thus far no strenuous ef-

fort has been made to stay the movement though it is not

thought that any attempt in that direction would prove suc-

cessful.

Cannonsburs—The Henderson Coal Co. has begun the pre-

liminary work of opening a mine on the Montour R.R. There

is a large acreage of coal in this vicinity which has not yet

been opened. The same company also is clearing off land

preparatory to erecting about 100 houses which will be oc-

cupied by miners' families. This mine will be one of the

largest in the Central Charitlers Valley and will be equipped

with modern machinery It is expected to be opened and in

operation by next summer. Several other mines will be

opened at various points along the new railroad, work on

which is progressing steadily.

Palton—The strike of the 800 miners in the Pennsylvania
Coal & Coke Corporation mines has been settled. The half
dozen or so employees who had been holding out against
joining the union have finally been prevailed on to join for

the sake of peace, and the men have gone back to work.

AVashln!--ton—An ejectment suit has been brought by the
Reliance Coke Co. against several miners. The trouble be-

tween the miners and the company is, it is averred, the out-
growth of a determination to operate nonunion . The men,
against whom the suits are brought, refused to work and
also refused to give up the company houses in which they
are living.

WEST VIRGINI.V

Charleston—Fifteen thousand jobs that will pay from $S0

to $180 per month depending entirely upon the industry of

the men who hold them are waiting applicants at the coal

mines in West Virginia. Every coal field in the state is

ready to take on more men, and the sooner these men come
the better.

A conference was recently held between a committee of

miners from the Fairmont coal region and Thomas J. Hag-
gerty, International Board member and President Thomas
Cairns of Dir.trict 17, at which meeting the organization of

the Fairmont field was discussed. It was decided to invite

the coal operators to meet a committee representing the

miners for the purpose of entering into a wage agreement.

Wheeling—A number of coal mines both in this state and
on the Ohio side of the river have been forced to suspend
operations owing to the scarcity of coal cars. So great has
been the demand for coal at Lake ports and other shipping
points that the railroads although doing their utmost to

meet the emergency are unable to supply sufficient cars. As
there is no apparent relief from this situation in sight at

present it is likely that many of the mines may be off indefi-

nitely.

TENNESSEE

Knuxville—October 25 has been set as the date for a
meeting of representatives of the Kentucky Mine Owners'
Association and of the Southern Appalachian coal Operators'

Association at Knoxville, to discuss various matters of inter-

est to the operators, including the details of workmen's com-
pensation legislation which will be recommended to the next

Kentucky legislature. Kenneth U. Meguire, of Louisville,

will probably present to the meeting a tentative draft- of an
act embodying features desired by the coal interests. It is

the object of the coal operators to do what they can toward
securing the adoption of an act which will be equally fair

to mine owners and miners, and which will be free from the

confusion and ambiguity which has resulted in legal en-

tanglements over many acts passed in other states.

KENTUCKY
PIneville—Various rumors regarding the establishment of

a large electrical plant, or of several plants, at some point

in the vicinity of PIneville, Ky., have been crystalized by the

recent purchase of the T. J. Asher plant, which has been
leased to the Southern Mining Co. The Kentucky Utilities

Co., which has recently acquired numerous other electric

plants in Kentucky, is the purchaser, and it is taken for

granted that large improvements will be made in the small

plant referred to. which has at present one 500 k.w. unit only,

for the purpose of enabling the company to take full ad-

vantage of the possible market for electricity which is pre-

sented by the numerous coal mines in that section.

Madisonville—A picnic held at Madlsonville. by the United
Mine Workers of America, was largely attended, a parade of

more than 2000 miners and their sympathizers being a lead-

ing feature. The affair was Intended as a demonstration in

connection with the work of organizers among the non-

union mines in that section, and was regarded as highly

successful from that standpoint. The miners were espe-

cially careful to avoid any semblance of disorder, all of the

saloons being closed and the proceedings being decorous in

every way. It is claimed, however, by several of the larger

non-union operators that their men did not attend the picnic,

figures being presented showing that the amount of coal

loaded out on that day was as large as ufeual. and larger in

some instances.

OHIO

Columbus—The Detroit. Toledo & Ironton R.R. is to be

purchased by the bondholders committee. Jan. 20, and to be

put in condition to take care of the business of the road.

Attorney General Hogan, who threatened ouster proceedings

because of Insufficiency of equipment received a letter from

George P. Johnson, receiver, from Detroit, saying the bond-
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holders committee had agreed with Judge Tuttle of the
United Slates district court of Michigan to bid In the road
Jan. 20 and to advance sutScient money to keep it going and
Improve the conditions.

Cadls^The Selway Coal Co., which was recently granted
a charter by the Secretary of State has secured 200 acres of
'->al land at Rayland. Mining operations have started. D.
W. Selway is president.

Brazil—Drillers for coal on the farm of Fred Emmert,
lour miles south of this city, struck a pocket of gas at a
depth of 42 feet.

A keg of powder exploded in a car at the Lost
Creek mine, Seeleyville recently. The driver a few feet
away escaped Injury. The car was attached to the electric
locomotive and it Is believed a spark from the trolley fell
into the can. Several other cans were badly bent and
thrown many feet but none exploded. Two trap doors and
two brattices were blown in.

IL.L.I.VOIS

Marian—At the village election. at White Ash, a mining
town north of here, the entire Temperance ticket was elected
on account of the vote of the miners' wives. About one-half
c£ the votes cast were by women, only a small number of the
men voting with the female voters.

AVeut Frankfort—The Burlington R.R. has finally made its
connection with the several mines west and south of this
place. Heretofore the mines depended upon the Chicago &
Eastern Illinois entirely for moving its coal to market.

MISSOURI
HisKinsville—There is little probability that a reorgani-

zation of the Farmers' Coal Co., operating mines at Hig-
ginsvlUe. Mo., will take place, at least during this winter,
according to an announcement by Receiver John H. Bovard.
Mr. Bovard is now giving his attention to the producing
end of the business, and hopes to demonstrate that the mines
are fully up to all claims. A daily capacity of 500 tons has
been attained. Missouri block coal being mined. The com-
pany will probably be put on a more stable basis next spring.
It "Went into the receiver's hands in June.

K.\XS.4.S

Lansing—Deputy Warden Fitzgibbon has reported to Gov-
ernor Hodges that there is a big shortage in the coal pro-
duction at the state penitentiary at Lansing. The produc-
tion (or the summer was 34,201 bushels less than during the
summer of 1912. This is accounted for by the fact that there
were less men employed in the mines to the extent of 5456
fewer days work being done.

ARK.\1VS-\S

ClarlcMville—A. P. Hoye formerly of Russellville recently
secured a lease on the Eureka Anthracite Coal Co.'s prop-
erty near Montana. This development has In the past been
operated by John E. Daley.

TEXAS
Koclidale—Seven Mexican miners, entombed since Oct. 16

in the Vogel & Lawrence lignite workings here, were found
alive Oct. 21, when rescuers gained the mine interior by
drilling a ninety-foot shaft. The men were imprisoned by a
cave-in following a cloudburst which flooded the mine. Two
other men entombed in another part of the mine are believed
to be dead.

COLOR.VDO
Crested Butte—The Colorado Fuel & Iron Co. is erecting

i model gymnasium for its employees at Crested Butte. This
building is to be completed by Dec. 1.

Baldwin—The Citizens' Mine is to be opened shortly after
three years of inactivity. Arrangements for opening this
operation have already been made and 100 men will be put
to work. This will more than double the output of the
Baldwin district.

OREGOIW
Marshfield—A new coal mine has been opened up by

Smith & Hennessy on Isthmus Inlet, four miles above the
;own of Marshfleld. It Is now producing 50 tons daily, and
5y Jan. 1, will be turning out 250 tons per day.

Beaver Hill—It is stated that this mine is about worked
)Ut, at any rate the Southern Pacific interests, owners are
)pening up a new mine which will be the main producer.
Phe Beaver Hill has had a steady and large output for years.

Libby Mine—The management of this mine on Coos Bay
re now working a double shift and making a record pro-
luction, as all their coal is contracted for.

P E R vS O N A L S

A. II. Kelly, for the past three years superintendent of
the Dearth plant of the H. C. Frlck Coke Co., has resigned
to assume a similar position with the J. H. HlUman Co.

Jamea M. PaBe, of Pratt City, Ala., has resigned his po-
sition as division engineer of Pratt No. 1 Division of the
Tennessee Coal. Iron & R.R. Co., to accept the position of su-
perintendent of the Rex No. 2 coal mine of the Lafollette
Coal, Iron & Ry. Co. He will be located at Lafollette
Tenn.

John Pbllllpit of Century, Barbour Co., W. Va., has been
appointed a district mine inspector, by Chief Earl Henry. He
has not yet been assigned to a district. For the past three or
four years Mr. Phillips has been general superintendent at
the Century Co.'s mine and has acted as manager at other col-
lieries.

A. R. Miller, superintendent of the Lelsenring No. 3 plant
of the H. C. Frick Coke Co., has tendered his resignation and
upon its becoming effective, will become associated in the
operations of Francis M. Ritchey, Jr. Mr. Miller will have
charge of the physical end of the Ritchey coal and coke op-
erations.

J. .M. Webb, foreman for the United States Bureau of
Mines, who has been assigned to the Knoxville station has
been notified to Instruct the miners in the Jellico district in
mine rescue work. Four or five teams have already been
organized and the coal companies in that locality "expect
to send more men to learn mine rescue work during the
ne-Kt four or five weeks.

Howard Mllllngton. cashier of the Pittsburg Northern
Coal Co., was held up, near Pittsburg, Kan., while carrying
the weekly payroll of $6000. The bandits, who proved to be
a couple of miners, were repulsed, one being fatally wounded
and the other landed in jail. An unusual motive was back of
the robbery, one of the miners, two brothers, saying that
he needed the money with which to get married.

John Fallon, prominent for over a decade in the affairs of
the United Mine Workers of America, died in Wilkes Barre on
Oct. 14, after an Illness of but a few days. Peritonitis, fol-
lowing an operation for gall stones, was the cause of his
death. For fourteen years Mr. Fallon served in official ca-
pacity for the miners. As a member of the national execu-
tive board for this district, he had a prominent part in the
stirring times of 1902, when as a close associate and con-
fidant of John Mitchell, he was a leader in the great strike
conducted by the miners. He is survived by his wife and six
children.

CONSTRUCTION NEWS

RenNcreek, Penn.—The Juniata Coal Co., of this place, has
started work on two fine new mines which will be in opera-
tion within the next few months.

liOgan, W, Va—The seven mile extension of the Chesa-
peake & Ohio up Main Island Creek into the coal and timber
land of Cole & Crane, of Cincinnati, is almost completed.

Lehigb, Okia The local coal company is now building
new bath houses at mines Nos. 1, 5, 6 and 8. When finished
these will be the best in the state; all will have concrete
floors, hot and cold shower baths, steam heat, and double
rows of lockers.

The company is also preparing to put in a complete
telephone system in all the mines. To accomplish this will
require 21 miles of wire. A large new boiler, much bigger
than ever before used here, is being put in place at mine
No. 6.

Radley, Kan—The Mayer Coal Co. is planning to add two
new mines to its present developments. The additional
mines will be sunk at Radley Kan., during the next month.
The company is in the market for necessary equipment and
will operate the new developmentc throughout the winter.
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Juhnstown, Penn.—The Berwind Coal Mining Co. has just

ordered the erection of 10 more modern houses with all con-

veniences for miners' families at Mine No. 42. The invest-

ment will amount to about ?25,000 and will bring the total

expenditures of the company for the year up to about $100,-

000. Plans for extensive building are being drawn up al-

ready for next year.

Whitesbnrg, Ky.—The Elkhorn-Kentucky Coal Co. has

been incorporated by Welch. W. Va.. parties with a capital

of $100,000 for the purpose of developing coal and timber

land along Troublesome Creek and Carrs Pork in Knott
County. A large area of fine property has been purchased,

and it is the intention to induce the Lexington & Eastern

R.R. to build at least two branches into the property, and to

begin developments early next spring upon a large scale.

Logan, W. Va.—John Laing, ex-chief mine inspector of

West Virginia, has recently been elected to the head of a

new coal corporation that has under development 27,000

acres of coal land in Logan county, about five miles from

Logan. The coal to be developed is known as the Island

Creek seam, and 3200 acres will be opened immediately. Two
tipples are being erected, each with a capacity of 3000 tons

daily. The new firm expects to be able to ship coal by Jan.

1 of the coming year.

Welch, «'. Va.—It is understood that the Norfolk & West-
ern expects to double track its Tug Branch line next spring.

This improvement will be necessary to care for the ever-

growing output of coal in the held which this line serves.

The United States Coal & Coke Co., whose mines are located

upon this branch, is making great developments, and the

coal tonnage is rapidly growing heavier every day. This

field is immensely wealthy in coal, and promises to become.

In a short time, the heaviest producer of any tributary

branch to the Norfolk & Western.

NEW INCORPORATIONS

Houston, Texas—An ammendment has been filed by the

Belknap Coal Co. of Witchita Falls decreasing its capital

from $200,000 to $50,000.

Marietta. Ohio—The Iron Chest Mining Co., of Marietta.

Ohio, has been recently chartered with a capital of $30,000

to engage in all kinds of mining including that of coal.

Indianapolis, Ind.—The Public Fuel Co. is a new concern

with $10,000 capital stock, to do a wholesale and retail trade.

The directors are A. R. Nicholas, L. E. Kirkpatrick and W.
H. Nicholas.

Chicago, III.—The Rudenga Coal & Material Co. has been
organized in Chicago with a capital stock of $50,000 to deal

in and handle all kinds of fuel, building material, etc. The
incorporators are William Rudenga, Reider Schoonveld, and
John Heck.

Pittsbnrgh. Penn.—The Coal Bell Co. has been organized

at Pittsburgh for the purpose of mining coal, with a cap-

ital stock of $600,000. The incorporators are W. B. Beecher,

S. B. Kelly, W. H. Young, M. J. Holliday, and George H. Wolf
all of Pittsburgh, Penn.

Johnstown, Penn.—The Ajax Coal Co. has been reorgan-
ized under the corporate title of the Ajax Consolidated Coal

Co. and has increased its capital stock to $275,000. Under
the plan of consolidation, the company has taken title to

the Port Hill mine of 300 acres and arranged for the pur-
chase of nearly 1000 additional acres adjoining. The com-
pany's mines in Maryland and West Virginia comprise over

900 acres. Richard M. Duvall is president, James B. Pugh,
vice-president, Fred E. Rowe, treasurer and Daniel Cloud,

secretary.

INDUSTRIAL NEWS

Springfield, Ohio—Fire recently destroj'ed the round house
of the Detroit, Toledo & Ironton Railway Co., causing con-

siderable loss and wrecking two engines.

Earlington, Ky.—The Victoria Coal Co. has, upon the

recommendation of its engineer, decided to cease work at

Its present mines and to open an entirely new operation on
its property near Madisonville.

Johnstown, Penn.—Coal operators in this section are be-

coming alarmed over the scarcity of miners, and they pre-

dict that, if they cannot obtain more men to work in the

mines, there will be a shortage of coal this winter.

Butler, Penn.—One of the largest coal deals in Butler
County, involving 10,000 acres, is to be closed up soon by a
syndicate now in the field. The operation will mean the
building of several coal towns, and the employing of 1000
miners.

Patton, Penn.—Because eight men refused to unite with
the union, 800 employees of the Pennsylvania Coal & Coke
Corporation recently went on strike. There is a possibility
that the trouble maj' spread to other operations of this con-
cern in Cambria, Clearfield and Indiana comities.

Johnstown, Penn.—John Lochrie, of Windber, and John
Reese, of Scalp Level, purchased the mineral and surface
rights of the George Meyers' estate in Solomon Run Hollow,
above Walnut Grove, consisting of 30 acres and containing,
approximately, 300,000 tons of coal in three seams. Develop-
ment of the property will be begun at once.

Connellsville, Penn.—The Crescent Coal & Coke Co. has
been granted a charter in Delaware and will develop a tract
of 122 acres. Steps will be taken at once to operate. For
the present the company expects to take out the coal and
will not engage in the manufacture of coke. If conditions
"warrant, a battery of coke ovens will be built later.

Toledo, Oliio—The Toledo Fuel Co. has moved from the
'

former location on St. Clair St. into handsome new quarters
in Toledo's new skyscraper, the 22-story building of the Sec-
ond National Bank. This building is the tallest in the city

and being of rather small ground dimensions, is quote notice-

able. It overlooks the Maumee River and all the big docks
and railroad yards in that section of the city.

Princeton, AV. Va.—A new set of scales being built by the
Virginian R.R., at Princeton, is said to be the only equip-
ment of its kind used by any railroad in the United States.

These scales are of two-car capacity, devised with double
platforms working independently of each other, and the ton-
nage of both cars is registered on the inside of the scale

house. This expedites the weighing of a train of coal to

such an extent that it can be performed in less than half

the time required by the one-car scales.

Wilmington, Del.—The United States Coal Co. which was
incorporated under the laws of Delaware, in 1910, recently
held a meeting at Wilmington, for the purpose of electing a
board of directors. This company's coal property consists
of 22S0 acres situated about four miles southwest of Kera-
merer, Lincoln County, Wyo., on the tracks of the Oregon
Short Line R.R. The property is underlaid with 11 seams of
bituminous coal aggregating 210 ft. in thickness. Reliable
engineers estimate that the property contains 478,000,000 tons
of marketable fuel.

Baltimore, Md.—To supply the increased demand for its

products, the Davis Coal & Coke Co. is opening an additional
mine at Franklin, West Va. This will become a part of the
lower Potomac branch of the company. No statement is

made as to what the tonnage will be. Simultaneously, the
same firm is enlarging its mines at Henry, W. Va., so as to

double the output, thus giving a daily output of about 1000
tons. The electric power used in connection with these
operations will be furnished by the company's central power
plant at Thomas, W. Va.

Pineville. Ky.—The Cumberland Telegraph & Telephone
Co., in response to the repeated requests and petitions of coal

operators and business men in the Harlan field, has an-
nounced that it will construct long-distance lines to Harlan
and points in that vicinity as soon as possible. This section

has heretofore been practically cut off, as far as telephone
communication is concerned, by the fact that the Cumber-
land lines did not go further than Pineville. It is probable
that the "work of constructing the necessary new lines -will

begin in the spring, as the winter months are not favorable
to that work.

St. I<ODis, Mo.—Before Commissioner Harlan, of the Inter-

state Commerce Commission, in Chicago, has come up the

hearing of the Business Mens' League, of St. Louis, vs. the

St. Louis Terminal Association for the removal of the twenty
cents per ton bridge toll on coal for St. Louis.

A large delegation of St. Louis business men and manu-
facturers are fighting against the toll and the business in-

terests of East St. Louis are lined up with the Terminal,

fearing that the roads may be able to prove that the rate

to East St. Louis is not a paying one in the event that the

bridge toll is removed.
Upon the outcome of this contest depends the future of

the manufacturing enterprises on the east side of the Miss-

issippi River, and to some extent the development of St.

Louis proper on the other hand. This is the first time that

the St. Louis bridge toll question has got to a hearing before

the Commission, the Terminal having always been successful

in getting the proposed hearings blocked.
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The week opened with a general storm in all parts of the
country, accompanied by a sharp fall in temperature which
arrived at the crucial moment. Under the combined influence

of unseasonable weather conditions and a heavy production
at the mines, the broadening tendency of the market had
suffered a check, and the trade was beginning to mark time
pending further developments. While prices were being well
sustained, there was a notable contraction in the absorbing
power of the market; activity was confined more closely to

the higher grades, and the fact that a number of these were
being offered in the outside markets was significant evidence
of the trend of conditions. There has been no potential dis-

turbance in the week's developments, and with the added
stimulus of the changed weather conditions the strong latent
power, which has been the distinguishing characteristic of
the market for the past two months, will be revived.

The anthracite trade is momentarily dormant, but with a
strong undertone. The last rush is on to the Atlantic Coast
ports which close to navigation, and the trade only needs
the reviving influence of colder weather to start the usual
winter activity.

There is less anxiety apparent in the Eastern bituminous
situation; stocks are said to be larger than usual, and no
shortage is anticipated provided the car supply remains
moderately good. Consumers are showing a tendency to go
slower because of the decrease in industrial activity, par-
ticularly in the iron and steel lines, and the uncertainty in

the business outlook generally. Production is restricted,

however, by car and labor shortages, so that th»~ market will

probably continue on the same firm basis until the closing of

navigation on the Lakes, at least.

Advanced circulars have been announced by most of the
operators in Ohio, and the new quotations are being well
maintained by slow deliveries which show indications of be-
coming even worse. The dumpin.?s over the Hampton Road
piers are heavy, both plenty of vessels and coal being avail-
able; the piers are working practically continuous. The
southern markets continue rather quiet.

The effects of the changed weather conditions, which were
particularly severe in the Mississippi Valley, are not avail-

able at this wfriting. They will no doubt have a material
influence upon the situation there. The car shortage is not
as bad as was anticipated, and the market has been holding
steady with the possible exception of the steam grades.
The supplies on the docks at the head of the Lakes are heavy,
but it is conservatively estimated that the movement to

the interior has been 25 per cent, less up to Oct. 1 of this

year than last year.

BOSTON, MASS.
An easier xituntion »n Piteahontns nnd New River, nitb

the outlook doubtful. ShipmentH of Cleorgem Crprk from
hilailelphia nnother .viKn nf a relaxed market. Bunkering
demand at New York holds jirieeH, on the better Pennsyl-
vania grades about where they have been for several weeks.
The poorer grades are oflF. .Vnthracite continues strong.

Bituminous—Whether due to a slackening demand or
purely to the slow movement of water transportation, sup-
plies of Pocahontas and New River are notably easier than
a week ago. The loading dispatch at Hampton Roads has
improved and tonnage is being freely accepted for the bal-
ance of the month. With some of the agencies, too, there has
been a recession in price so that $2.85 is again heard in

scattered instances for spot coal. This is the more surprising
when recent heavy consignments for the Government and
an active demand for export are both taken into account.

Whether the market will get firmer again when trans-
portation gets moving regularly, remains to be seen. There
is apparently no anxiety in New England over coal for
November except in the relatively few cases where naviga-
tion will close soon after Deo. 1. Stocks are understood to

be larger than normal in most directions and anything ap-
proaching a "flurry'* is now hardly possible unless a really
serious car shortage develops in the next montU or two. A

scarcity of mine-workers is still reported from West Vir-
ginia but output seems to be kept up to the usual mark for
this time of .vear.

For inland shipments there Is very light demand and dis-
tributors with cargo balances to dispose of And the going
rather hard. Prices are oft somewhat in consequence.

Georges Creek has been available on contract requisitions
at Philadelphia this week, the first invoices there of this
grade for coastwise shipment since late August. That is

another factor in the general easing up that is evident all

along the line. There are a number of shippers who are
quietly looking around for small orders to relieve a possible
pressure of coal later and In many ways their apprehen-

i 4 1 1
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West Virginia steam, $2.60@2.65; fair grades of Pennsyl-

vania, $2.70@2.75: good grades of Pennsylvania, $2.S0®2.S5:

best Miller Pennsylvania, $3.10@3.20; George's Creek, $3.15®

3.25.

80 - -
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circumstances but many more boats would be loaded at the

Toledo docks If coal supplies could be secured. During the

present month tht-re has been about 905.634 tons of coal sent

up the lakes from the Toledo docks. There have of late been

some unverified rumors of embarttoes on some of the local

railroads and it is feared that a little bad weather would tie

the coal market up in had shape. Prices are holding firm and

there are practically no oflfers below the list.

DtblTH—SI I'ERIOR

M'. W. BrouKhton, of Minneapolis, vice-president of tho

Pittsburg Coal Co., and one of the best traffic men in this

country, comments on the coal situation at the head of the

lakes as follows:

"The country is short and the Duluth-Superlor docks long

on coal supplies, and as a result we shall see less than the

average tonnage on the docks Dec. 1. To look at the docks

one would be impressed that there is a large supply, but

much of this should be in the yards of the country coal deal-

er, and in the bins of consumers, at this time, to make room

on the docks for additional supplies to meet the winter de-

mand. We will go into the winter with a larger demand for

coal, and only a normal supply, or less, to meet it. Last

season there was a free movement to the Interior with the

result that we had sufficient coal on docks to meet the win-

ter demands. The movement to the interior this season to

Oct. 1. has been less by 25 to 30% than a year ago for the

corresponding period."

COM'MBIS. OHIO
Many of the operntorH In the Ohio dintrlct have nn-

nouneed an utlvnnee In <inotntlon» elTeetive, Oct. ::0 nnil

utherN nre expected to fnlli>« ; u.x u re»ult the price levelH arc

conNldernbly hlKher In the face of rather unfnvornble

wenther. Car shortage continues severe.

The feature of the coal trade during the past week was
the announcement by a number of operators of an advance

in the circular, effective Oct. 20. Others are expected to fol-

low suit and all will probably be asking higher quotations

by Nov. 1 if not sooner. While the warm weather has not

been the best for the trade, still the congested condition was
only partially relieved and the demand still continues in-

sistent.

The new circular issued by some of the Hocking Valley

operators provides for an advance in domestic lump to $2

and three-quarter inch to $1.75 to $1.85. Other grades have

also been increased. These prices are expected to be main-

tained because of the shortage of equipment which delays

deliveries to a large extent. In fact very few shipments are

going through to their destination promptly.

Lake demand is still good although the shortage of equip-

ment is having its effect on the tonnage moving to the North-

west. Dockmen at the upper Lake ports are asking for as

large a tonnage as possible before the winter weather closes

navigation. Dock prices are still strong and no weakness

of any sort has appeared. Interior movement is good al-

though reports show that the car shortage is prevelent in

that section also.

Manufacturing plants are running along steadily as far as

their fuel requirements are concerned. Many are ordering a

larger tonnage although no especial effort is being made to

accumulate a surplus to take care of the plant in case of a

marked car stringency.
Dealers demands are steady in all of the Ohio markets.

While retail business has been adversely affected by the

higher temperatures, still orders to the operator and jobber

are up to the mark for the time of the year. Reports

from the mining districts indicate a car supply of between 55

and 65% and those figures show the output as compared with

normal. In Eastern Ohio the shortage is very marked and

the production is believed to be but 50%. The Hocking Val-

ley is the best off as far as car supply is concerned.

Quotations in the Ohio fields are as follows:

Hocking Pittsburgh Pomeroy Kanawha

Domestic lump $2.00 (g. 1 90 J2.00 @ 1.90 $1.75 (ffl 1 70
3-4 inch . 1.8S<Si 1.75 $1.50@ 1.40 1.85@1.7.5 1.55@1,50
Nut '.' 1.30@1.20 1.60(311.55 1.250 1.20

Mine-run 1.50^1.40 1.30@1.25 1.50(5)1.40 1.25®1.20
Nut, pea and slack.. 0.90(30.85 1.00(310.90 0.85(30.80
Coarse slack 0.80® 0.75 1.00® 0.95 0.90® 0.80 0.70® 0.65

H.VMPTON RO.'VDS. V.\.

Loadincs at piers fairly heavy. Virginian Railwny Iirenks

ail previous records nt Hampton Roads for fast loading.

Prices Urm on all grailes.

The movement from Hampton Roads during the week was
heavy. There was a good supply of coal with an ample num-
ber of vessels arriving which kept all piers working con-

inuously practically all week. The heaviest shipments have
as usual been made to the New Englnd market although

there have been a number of large cargoes loaded for foreign

ports. Quite a fleet of bunker steamers have also been taken
]

care of.

Prices on all grades have remained firm with a good de-1

mand for New River and Pocahontas mine run. Inquiry has
|

not been so heavy, however, for the high volatile coals.

Record time was made by the Virginian Ry. at Sewalls]
Point on Oct. 17 when they loaded the steamer "Melrose" I

with 7238 tons of cargo and 238 tons of bunker coal in five I

hours. A total of 157 cars of coal were loaded which made
an average of 318 cars dumped per hour. The coal loaded]
was supplied by the Chesapeake & Ohio Coal & Coke Co. and

j

was consigned to Everett, Mass.

I.OI iSML,M<:, KY.

Opernllons in the enstern Kentucky tield seriously re-

strleteil l>.\ tho InaiU-quntf enr supply. Western Kentuelcy
better li.\ed in this respect. .V large shortage of river coals

due to the low water.

While the abnormally warm weather is giving way to

something of a more seasonable character, the coal men are

not much cheered over the prospects, because of the prior

car supply. As a matter of fact, the light demand for do-

mestic grades has been rather a relief than otherwise. He -

cause of the poor supply of equipment the eastern Kentucl<,\'

operators have been able to work on only about half time
Operators generally in all parts of the state are perplexed tu

know how the situation will be handled when the heavy
winter demand opens up.

Because of tho low stage of water In the river there is an
almost acute shortage of the river coals at Louisville. The
supply is practically exhausted at the moment, which is a
most unusual situation at this period of the year. It is

stated in some quarters that consumers demanding the Pitts-

burgh products are being furnished with Straight Creek and
other eastern Kentucky coals. If the car supply continues
short in that district the operators there will be pushed to

meet their own requirements, so that any surplus demand
will have to be furnished by the western Kentucky produc-
ers.

The better grade eastern Kentucky block coal is selling

up to $2.50 f.o.b. mines, with the others ranging down to a
minimum of $2.25 for the large sizes of good coal. Con-
tracts may be negotiated at the low point, but sales for
prompt delivery are more likely to bring the higher figure.

Good grades of nut and slack from the eastern part of the
state are quotable at 70 @ 80c., with the second grades at

from 50@60c. a ton, f.o.b. mines; western Kentucky screen-
ings are at a very low point.

niRMINGH.AIU, Al, \.

Stenm and domestic coals quiet with blacksmith about
normiil. I.lttle doing in furnace or foundry eoke except In

small lots. IMg iron f|ulet, with small buying for next year.
Itallroail commission or .Vlalinma takes a hand In the car
shortage.

The market on both steam and domestic coal has assumed
a rather stagnant condition; while fairly good, it is not up to

the normal for this season, due to the continued warm
weather, and the large output. A little cool weather will

bring a decided change for the better on both grades.
Blacksmith coal is in fair demand, with sales slightly over
last week. Due to the number of furnaces out of blast
undergoing needed repairs, there is a surplus of furnace coke
for the time being, and several of the large companies have
curtailed production. There have been some sales of fair

tonnage at satisfactory prices. Foundry coke is in demand in

small quantities, no large contracts being made.
Pig iron is quiet, and although numerous small sale's in

quantities of 100 to 500 tons are being made for the balance
of this year, little tonnage was booked for next year, dur-
ing the past ten days.

The car shortage continues serious on some roads, while
others have improved to some extent. The Southern Railroad
is causing the most trouble at the present time, mines on
that line running only about three or four days in the week,
due to lack of cars. The Alabama State Railroad Commis-
sion has just issued a letter giving advice to shippers and
railroads in regard to quick handling of empties and loads;

it is hoped that this will have some good effect, on both the
railroads and the shippers, and increase the car supply dur-
ing the next three or four months.

NKW Oltl.FlAN.S

Domestic anil harbor demands contribute to activity. Ifp-

rlver companies' stocks low and an early rise will be neces-
sary to save an embarassing situation.

Domestic demand opened strong last week and the de-
livery departme'nts of the different agencies were kept busy.
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1 cut don-n both
are better now.

at junction pointa
Prices hold strong.

Orders from the towns and cities in tiiis territory came in

large volume, almost invariably marked "rush." Cotton be-

gan to move in earnest and the demand from the waterfront
was heavier than has been the case in some time.

Much concern is being felt by the Pennsylvania and other

up-river companies' agencies. Stocks are forty per cent,

below the average figure for this time of the year and bus-

iness is heavier than ever before. An early rise in the river

will save an embarassing situation but should this be de-

layed as late as some years the Alabama interests will have
to be called upon to fill out contracts. Such a situation would
be interesting, to say the least, considering the feeling that

exists, and probably would result in the exacting of a profit

that would be limited only by the cost of rail transportation

from Pittsburgh.

INDI.4NAPOl.IS

Warm weather the tirst half of the nn
the domestic and .steam trade but conditi'

The railroads are relieving: con^^estlo

and Kiving; improTed service at the mint
Screenings have advanced from their low point.

The first half of October did not produce as much busi-

ness for Indiana coal operators as the last half of Septem-
ber, due principally to the warm weather which cut down the

quantity of coal required for steam purposes. The second
half of October is giving something more like seasonable

weather and the trade expects the month as a whole to

sho^v up more normal.
The continued mild weather resulted in finally relieving

the car trouble to the extent that it is only bad in spots now
but production is still restricted to 75 to 85 per cent, of nor-

mal. It is said in extenuation of the railroads that much
money was spent on making good the losses of the March
floods, and they are further handicapped by the lack of bor-

rowing facilities in the financial market, due to circumstances

over which they have no control. There is much complaint

about the Chicago & Eastern Illinois and roads that bring

Ohio coal into this state.

Prices are strong except on screenings, though these have
improved, ranging from 50 (a 65c. f.o.b. mines, as compared
with 30® 50c. a short time ago. Bituminous lump commands
$1.60@1.S5, with the top price higher on urgent orders. Mine
run is $1.10 @ 1.15; nut and egg, $1.30 ©1.50; washed coal.

$1.65@1.75; Brazil block, $2.25@2.40. The immediate market
is regarded largely as a w^eather one. Retail prices in this

city remain at the advanced figures of Sept. 20.

CHICAGO
Hea^-y buying orders for various grades still coming In.

The movement of splint coal to this mariiet unusually heavy.

Steam grades somewhat unsteady, but prices are at a satis-

factory level. The demand for Hocking is strong. Prices

for coke have not been altered.

Despite Indian summer weather there has been little reces-

sion in the strong demand for various grades of coal. Orders

for anthracite are plentiful and chestnut is a trifie scarce.

Although shipments have been heavy, the volume of orders

has been in excess of receipts and a number of dealers are

looking forward to premium prices There has been an in-

crease in the movement of splint coal and quotations range
between $1.75 @ 1.85. Although there has been some decrease

in the buying of coke, prices remain firm. A number of

Springfield operators are attempting to obtain $2 a ton for

domestic lump, but, as a rule, $1.75 is the market.

Buying of steam coal has been somewhat unsteady and
prices, after a decline of 15c. a ton. have returned to the

basis of two weeks ago. Many mines still have a large

amount of low-priced orders for screenings on hand. On
mine-run the majority of TV'estern operators are averaging
$1.10@1.15 a ton. Smokeless lump and egg prices range
from $2.25 @ 2.50. Many orders are being received for smokfe-

less mine-run, small lots selling at $1.50 and larger orders at

$1.40.

Carterville operators are selling lump, egg and No. 1

washed at $2, the mines; No. 1 washed is given the preference

over either lump or egg. The demand for Hockirg coal con-

tinues steady and prices are firm. Quotations by Franklin
County producers for lump and egg vary from $2@2.25. the

mines.

Springfield Franklin Co. Clinton W. Va.

Domestic lump S2.57 $3.05@3.30 $2.52
Steam lump 2.07 2.07

Eee 3.05@3.30 S4.30@4.45
l^^^n ' 1.92 2.40@2.55 1.87 3.45@3.55
Screenings 1.12@1.22 1.55@1.80 1.12@1.22

Coke—Connellsville, $5.50; \rise County, $5.25@ 5.50; by-

product, egg, stove and nut, $4.85; gas house, $4.65@ 4.75.

DETROIT. MICH.
AVarm weather and approaching end of the Lake shipping
on is having a depressing elfect on the soft-coal mar-

ket. Car shortage becoming more evident. Domestic coals
and better grades generally continue strong.

Bituminous—A slight slump has been noticed in soft coal,
and the situation is uncertain at the moment. There has
been a distinct falling off in the demand during the week, and
the near approach of the closing of the lake shipping sea-
son is having an undeniably depressing effect upon the imme-
diate outlook locally. However, the slump seems to center
around the low-grade West Virginias, the better qualities
holding firm, with a few spot sales being negotiated on the
basis of $1.10 for mine-run.

The bituminous market is now quotable on about the fol-
low'ing basis:

W. Va Hoclc- Cam- Xo. 8

Domestic lump.
Egg
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The technically educated mine manager is

much in evidence these days. We hasten to

add—this is as it should be, in fact, when we

consider the extent and possibilities of me-

chanical equipment, as applied to mining at

the present time, it is hard to believe that it

could be otherwise.

We are far from agreeing, however, with

the official who insists that he desires an entire

organization of superintendents and foremen

who can boast an engineering education.

The viewpoint of the man with a technical

training is so radically different to that of the

so called practical man, that unless an organ-

ization contains able men of both classes,

errors of judgment are sure to develop sooner

or later—^generally sooner.

We gave an illustration of this in our "Fore-

word" of Sept. 6, in discussing the possibihties

of "-etting clean coal : The mechanical expert,

with his picking belts and washeries, was

compared with the practical man, who knows

absolutely the kind of coal his miners ought

to load.

The ventilatien problem often brings out

noticeably the two viewpoints:

If a mine inspector unexpectedly demands

that the quantity of air in a certain mine be

generouslv increased, the engineer of technical

training 'wiU immediately tabulate water-

aa-^e readings, investigate fan efficiencies and

five for days with fan catalogs. In contrast

to him the practical mian will don his overalls

and start on a personal inspection of all air

courses in the mine, \\nien you recaU that

the fan engineer requires eight times the power

to <^et twice the volume, if he makes no change

in his air-course areas, while the fellow with

the overalls can often get double the volume

with the same power, providing he can dis-

cover that his air-course area is obstructed

unnecessarily. You must admit, therefore,

that the overalls are about as important as

the slide rule, to say the least.

Many a mine has been taxed wiih a new fan

installation that would not have been required

had an intelligent examination of airways

been conducted by a competent man, with

authority to carr>' out his recommendations.

One more example : A mine is to be greatly

enlarged, and as the mine cars that have been

in use are pretty well worn out, besides being

of obsolete design, it is decided to purchase new

cars throughout. (You'll find mines in this

transition stage near at hand, if you investi-

gate.)

The technical engineer compares prices of

steel cars, as against wood, investigates the

average life of each and then makes a decision.

The practical man interviews the miners to

see just how well the wood car, about to be

discarded, suits his requirements. Is it so

heavy that it can not be pushed in and out of

room's without exhausting the miner, before

a fair tonnage is loaded; is it too high, requir-

ing unnecessary effort in loading ;
is its wheel

ba*se too long, or too short? If too long it is

difficult to put on the track when derailed,

if too short it wiU jump the track too easily.

W^e know of a case where steel mine cars

were purchased for a low-seam coal mine,

upon the recommendation of a competent

mining engineer. The cars were so heavy that

the men could not handle them to advantage

in and out of their rooms and the mine became

so unpopular with miners that the cars even-

tually were replaced with wooden ones.

College men, as a rule, are clannish, when it

comes to choosing between college men and

practical men, just as the practical fellows are

clannish, when choosing between men of their

ranks, as against those with a college training;

this, no doubt, explains that "birds-of-a-

feather" tendency, in so many coal mine

organizations.
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The Madison Coal Corporation Mine No. 9
1>Y .1 AM IS T V \ l.cii;

i'^YXOI'SI.'^—Brief dtscri^jlioii of the .<(urf<ire filaiil ami
underground arrangements.. The rhecking system, lo

show the number of miners and other employees in the

mine, and to avoid tu-rident by a miner going unwarned
into a place where danger e.rists. Fire rules In force.

Tlu' property known iis Mine No. ;>, of tlie Madison
Coal I'orporation, .St. Louis, J[o., is located at Dcwmaine,
\Villiaiii.-ion County, Illinois, and embraces 1560 acres

of coal and surface. The seam of coal is that known as

the Williamson County coal No. 6. This seam varies in

thickness from 7.5 to 9.2 ft., and is found at dilfercnt

depths up to 27() ft. below the surface.

TiiK Surface Plant

The ])laiit of tin's coinpniiy. two illustrMtions of which

a power luuksaw; and a 27-in. swiii<j;-drill press. There

are, besides, a complete set of tools for windinj; arma-
tures and a complete set of machinist's tools.

The blacksmith shop (Fig. 2) is a building 38x21 ft.,

inside measurement, of brick construction, and is

eipiipped with two forges; a shajier for pit-car iron; a
jiower hammer for sharpening machine bits; a swage
block; a power grindstone; an emery wheel; a power saw
for cutting wood at any angle; a portable electric drill,

for both wood and iron; and a crab for handling cars.

There is, besides, a com])lete set of tools of every descrip-

tion, required for repairing and building cars, as well as

lor repairing and building dwellings.

Systkm of Mixino a\d T'xDKiicnorNn CoxsTuroTioN

The system of mining is thai known as ilic "pniiel sys-

tem." The mine workings are laid oul in panels fiOO

Fig. 1. Showing Interior of Machine Shop Fl<i. ?. Siiowim; 1 x I i:i;i()i; of I'.lacksm riH Siiol"

adorn the front cover of our next issue, is one of the most
complete in the state, having a maximum capacity of

3500 tons, for an 8-hour day.

The office contains a large concrete vault, for preserv-

ing maps and documents of value, and two large bed-

rooms furnished with five single beds for the accommoda-
tion of the mine officials or entertainment of visitors.

The hoisting engines are equipped with automatic en-

gine stops to prevent overwinding, and the cages are

fitted with a signal device .so arranged that the men on

the cage can signal the engineer, at any point of the

trip, to stop, raise or lower the cage, as desired. The
plant is equipped with an electric concrete-mixing ma-
chine, adapted to either underground or surface use.

Figs. 1 and 2 are views of the interior of the machine
and blacksmith shops, respectively.

The machine shop (Fig. 1) is 38x27 ft., inside meas-

urement, built of brick and concrete. It is equipped with

an electric motor, for power purposes; a steam engine to

be used when the generators are out of service; a 26x28-

in. by 12-ft. planer; a 26-in. lathe; a 13-in. by 6-ft. lathe;

state mine inspector, Fourth di.strict, Peoria, 111.

ft. square. The main and stiib entries ai'e driven 1"^ ft.

wide and 25-ft. pillars are left between the entries of

each pair. Rooms are turned off the stub entries on 40-

ft. centers, at right angles to the road, and driven a dis-

tance of 250 ft; these rooms are 20 ft. wide, with 20-

ft. pillars between them.

The sides of the main entry, at the shaft bottom and in

the runway or cutoff for the entries, are protected with

concrete walls on which are placed steel I-beams, to sup-

port the roof over the tracks. Fig. 3 shows these con-

crete walls and the I-beams in position. This construc-

tion is used for a distance of 1800 ft. on the main en-

try. The automatic trap doors used in this mine are pro-

vided with side entrances or doors, for the use of men
only.

The mining law of Illinois provides that all crosscuts,

connecting inlet and outlet air course.s, except the last

one nearest the face, .shall be closed with substantial

stoppings, to be made as nearly air-tight as possible. In

the making of the air-tight partitions or stoppings, no

loose material or refuse shall be used.

Fig. 4 shows a crosscut closed with '"Pyrobar" blocks
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3x10x16 in. The floor in the crosscut in which the stop-

pino- is to be erected is first leveled off, and the rib coal

cut°away to a depth of 6 in. and the full width of the

block. A concrete foundation is then made 12 in. wide

bv 14 in. high, on which the blocks are placed. The

blocks are laid in a good portland cement, and the work

finally sealed so as to be air-tight. These blocks have

proved the best stopping material ever used where it is

dry.

The mining law of Illinois requires that the mine man-

ager (mine foreman) shall provide a suitable checking

system Avhereby the entrance into and departure from the

mine of each" employee shall be correctly recorded for

reference. In compliance with this requirement, the

Madison Coal Corporation have adopted the following

system: Two duplicate check boards are provided, one

being placed at the top and the other at the bottom of

the main hoisting shaft.

One of these check boards is shown in Fig. 5. It is

made in the form of a cabinet, having two folding doors,

cage. Arriving at the top of the shaft, the miner re-

turns his check to the board on the surface and goes

home.

Should it happen that the mine examiner find a dan-

gerous place, on his inspection of the mine, he removes

the corresponding (heck from the board at the surface

and hangs in its place the tag previously mentioned, on

which he has written a brief description of the nature of

the danger existing in that place The checks removed

by the examiner are given to the mine manager and, be-

fore the man can enter the mine, he must go to the mine

manager for his check. His tag is then examined and,

if he is unable to read, the nature of the danger exist-

ing ill liis working place is explained to him, after which

the man is given his check and allowed to go below; and

the tags are filed for reference.

Fiiii-: KuLEs OF Till-; JIadisox Coal Corporatiok

The Mining Law of Illinois requires fire-fighting

e(|uiiuiicnt and other means for the prevention and con-

CoalA'se

Fig. Showixg Coxckete and Steel ITndeki;i:ouxu

ilAIX-ExTliV CoXSTltrcTIDX

which when thrown open exoose the diecks to view, as

shown in the figure. The entire board is subdivided,

according to the ditt'erent classes of employees. The

miners' checks occupy the center of the board. The

spaces are numbered in consecutive order and each is pro-

vided with a hook on which the corresponding check is

hung. The check is a brass tag with a hole in it and

numbered, as shown iu the center of the figure. There is,

also, a special tag designed to be used to notify the

miner of any danger in his place. On the face of the

tag is the date, check number and acknowledgment of

the man that he is informed of the danger existing in his

place. On the reverse side, the existing danger is ex-

plained by the mine examiner (fireboss).

When going on shift in the morning, the men receive

their checks from the -board at the top of the shaft, pre-

sent them to the eager, who then permits them to go on

the cage. At the bottom of the shaft, the miner hangs

his check iu its proper place on the board there provided

and proceeds to his work. On leaving the mine, each

man takes his check from the board at the shaft bottom,

presents it to the eager, who permits him to go on the

Fig. 4. Showing a •Fykobak" FEiiMANENT

FlKEPROOF KnTKY STOPPING

trol of tires and to av<iid the loss of life from this cause,

in coal mines.

1. All fire equipment . shall be tested in actual drill "not

less than once every fourteen days," both on the .surface,

as well as in the mine workings.

2. The alarm of fire on the surface shall be short, con-

tinuous blasts of the steam whistle.

3. When Are is discovered undei-ground it must be im-

mediately made known by telephone to the cagers at the

bottom of the shaft, and by them to the mine manager and

his assistants, who will immediately give such telephone in-

structions as will best protect the men in making their

escape. Whoever first gives the alarm of fire by telephone

must stay at the telephone to receive and convey such in-

structions as are required and in addition must notify all

drivers to go into their respective territories and warn all

who are working there.

4. Telephones must be kept at each "parting" and in good

working order.

5. The head eager must test the telephone every two

hours during each working shift, making the first test before

hoisting commences in the morning. The mine manager in

charge of the night shift must make frequent tests and know
that the telephones are in working condition in districts

where men are employed.

7. The mine managers are charged with the duty of test-

ing the telephones and making report of their condition each

day.
S. .After the alarm has been given either on the surface
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or below ground, no coal except that on the ascending cage
must be hoisted, and both cages must be immediately re-
lieved of cars.

9. All men upon hearing the alarm of Are must immedi-
ately go to their respective stations and prepare the pumps,
hydrants, hose and chemical extinguishers for action. Driv-
ers, motormen. trip-riders and others must immediately give
notice to all employed in their respective districts and exert
their best efforts to aid in the safe escape of the entire forc".

10. Hoisting engineers must remain In the engine room
and obey regular signals and the orders of the district super-
intendent or mine manager.

11. The firemen must remain at the boilers unless other-
wise directed b.v the district superintendent or mine man-
ager.

12. The head dumper or weigh boss, as may be directed,
shall have charge of the gates and guard the shaft at the
surface landing, and attend mine signals.

13. The head bottom eager will retain charge of the
cages and attend to fire alarm and other signals at the shaft
bottom.

14. Tl. machinist's duty will be to attend the fire pumps
only.

15. It shall be the duty of the head blacksmith or his
helper (as may be designated) to open valves for conveying

1
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Administration of Public Mining Lands
Bv J. F. SnAFiioTir'

srXOPSIS—Coal laiuh are not now io he ohiained in.

ilie ^Xed as iliey were formerly acquired in- ihe Central

States. Tliey are either held at an unreasonable price per

acre or withheld from entry entirely. They are not sell-

ing and the Western States are unable to ta.v them for

revenue. It is proposed that a royalty by some evaluated

at 37 billion dollars shall be ultimately paid by the op-

erators of Colorado to the national government, the

lands meanwhile being exempt from taJ-alion.

It was Daniel Webster who eternally damned the

Eocky Mountain region, the gi-eatest mineral-producing

area of our country. In consigning this great empire of

states to the limbo of outer darkness he used the follow-

iuo- language:
"^'hat do we want of that vast, worthless area, that

region of savages and wild beasts, of deserts, of shifting-

sands and whirling winds, of dust, of cactus and prairie dogs?

To what cause could we ever hope to put those great deserts

and those endless mountain ranges, impenetrable and cov-

ered to their very bas3 with eternal snow? What can we
ever do with the western coast, a coast of 3000 miles, rocU-

bound, cheerless and uninviting?

The American pioneer, braving every danger, overcom-

incj every hardship, meeting with fortitude and courage

the ditSculties and perils of the wilderness has returned

sufficient answer to the doubts of the jS'ew England states-

man. "Where lay the barren desert now thrives a fruit-

ful land of promise. But the spirit that prompted the

harsh dictum of Webster is still alive in activities of later

statesmen. Where he lacked imagination and vision

tliey refuse to accept the evidence of their own senses.

And so they have added to the pioneer's burden, dis-

couraging rules and regulations which seek to deny to

him the fruits of his toil.

Western Mining Conditions Onck Favorable

The government recognized that it was the explorers,

settlers and developers who made the value of every-

tliing in a wild and uninliabitated country; that if the

land's were not e.xploited and improved they would re-

main as worthless as they had been for 6000 years.

Under this general policy of rewarding the pioneer

citizens of the United States in the development of the

natural resources of the public domain, thousands of

people crossed the trackless desert for California, and

there discovered the richest gold fields ever known in

the history of the world. These gold mines were upon

the public domain. There was no law providing for the

location of mining claims. The miner locating gold fields

in California could have been considered by the govern-

ment a trespasser and liable to refund to the government

the value of all the gold extracted ; but under the policy

of the government as to the settlement of lands in Ohio,

Indiana, Illinois and Missouri no one ever suggested

that the miner was not entitled to the fruits of his dis-

covery : and the miners themselves proceeded to frame

rules and regulations as to the manner of locating and

developing the mines. These provisions were afterward

enacted into laws by Congress, not to provide a profit

•Senator from Colorado.

Note—Paper read before the American Mining Congress,

Oct. 22.

to the national government, but for tlio purpose of pro-

moting tlie production of the greatest wealth to the

nation and jjenefitting all the citizens thereof.

Under that policy there has been a development of the

Western country unparalleled in the history of the world.

Three billions of dollars in the precious metals, produced

at a cost of perhaps that amount of money, but turned

into the channels of trade, have contributed largely to-

ward making this country the most prosperous nation

on earth. It is the increase of basic ntoney that has

always given a quickening impulse to business and com-

merce. An enormous development has been produced

in all the other industries of that region.

Thu L.vxds Are Xow to Be Leased

Xow it is proposed, by bills introduced in Congress,

and advocatecl by followers of Mr. Pinchot, to change

this policy, to impose royalties upon powers generated

by falling water, and to lease the oil and phosphate lands

and the coal and metalliferous mines upon a rental basis

payable to the treasury of the United States.

No other states have had their resources taxed by the

national government, and we deem it is unfair that the

people of the. states which had all the products of their

natural resources for themselves should now require,

through their senators and representatives, these less

favored states in the West not only to "undertake the de-

velopment of the natural resources of these states, but to

pay into the federal treasury a tax upon the very develop-

ment thereof.

Exemption FRoir Taxation

What does the leasing of the natural resources of the

mountain states mean? It means perpetual ownership

in the national government, and that means exemption

from taxation forever. Perpetual exemption from taxa-

tion of vast territory in a state is almost destructive of

its development. It is an injustice wdiich, it seems to

me, every fair-minded person must recognize. The state

must maintain government for state, county and school

purposes over all the lands within its borders, whether

reserved or not.

In the West the taxes upon laud for a period of 30

years, including reasonable interest upon each yearly

payment, amount to the value of the land. Therefore,

Avhen the lands privately owned must pay all of the taxes

for state, county and school purposes it is equivalent to

their paying every 30 years, in addition to their just

taxes, an amount equal to the value of the public lands.

Thus the people of these states must pay for these pub-

lic lands every 30 years and yet never own a foot of the

same. Is that right; is it Just; is it the way a parent

would treat a child? Is it a compliance with the enabling

acts which provide that each state is "admitted into the

Union upon an equal footing with the original states in

all respects whatsoever."

This new policy would not only deprive the states of

the means of raising the necessary revenue to establish

and maintain good government, Init in addition to that

injustice the advocates thereof propose to make revenue
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fur thu federal trfa.<iiry liy taxing tlie natural resources

of the West. By so doing they propose to make the

mountain states pay au undue ])roportiou of tlio burdens

of the national government.

What a Tkn-Cknt Royalty Will Hai.sk

It has been estimated by the geological survey at Wa.xh-

ington that there are contained within the boundaries

of the state of Colorado 3:i,li(lO,(H)0,000 tons of coal.

More than three-fourths of this coal is upon the public

domain. If a rental of 10c. per ton is to be imposed

upon that natural resource of the state of Colorado, it

would meim ultimately that the citizens of our state must

contribute $3r,()00,0()(),000 to the federal treasury. This

tax is advocated on the ground that it will prevent waste.

According to the geological report, Colorado alone has

sufficient coal to supply the world for ;i()0 years, at the

present rate of consum])tion of about one and one-quarter

billion tons per annum. Although my state is now min-

ing 11,000,01)0 tons of coal a year, yet our production for

50 years has exhausted only one-half of 1 per cent, of our

coal deposits.

If royalties are to be p;ud for the extraction of the

jirecious and base metals, other millions will be turned

into the federal treasury from the natural resources of

our state. It may be that it will be proposed, as is done

ill the forestry department at M'ashington, that one-

fourth of the receipts will be turned over to the state

treasury, to be used only tor certain purposes to be pre-

scribed by the federal government. But is it eqiml or

fair treatment to our commonwealth for the government

to impose any tax whatever upon our natural resources,

which it has never imposed upon the older and richer

states of the Union? It must be remembered that the

act of Parliimient of Great Britain imposing duties upon

goods shipped to the 13 colonies, against which our fore-

fathers rebelled, provided that the revenue derived there-

from should be expended in America for its protection

and defense.

The policy of the nation holding in perpetuity great

forest reserves and coal, gas, oil, phosphate and mineral

lands, and rights-of-way for water-power plants, and con-

trolling the same, is an interference with local affiiirs

which, according to our theory of government, sliould

belong to the states.

The State Should CoxTiiOL the Lands Within

Its Bordkks

It was the late .Justice John M. Harlan, of the supreme

court of the United States, who said

:

A national government for national affairs and state gov-

ernments for state affairs is the foundation rocl{ upon which
our institutions rest. Any serious departure from that prin-

ciple would bring disaster upon the American system of free

government.

The permanent ailministration of ]iulilii- Uuids in a

state, sovereign as to all functions except tliose which

were delegated to the national government, is an inter-

ference with local affairs never before attempted in llie

history of this country. Such administration by :i Im-

rcau at Washington, with its thonsaiids of 'guards im-

ported from other states patrolling these gigantic areas,

can never be satisfactory to the people of the stjites in

which such lands are situated. The bureau will always

be controlled by officers wbo arc not in sympathy with

the jteople of such stat€S. Carpetbag government of sucii

local atfairs is bound to follow with its antagonism to

everything that interferes with the national government's

control and use of these reserves, which we think are so

destructive of the development of our states.

The discouragement to the j)rtxs]X'ctor of mineral lands,

by reason of the rules adopted by the forestry bureau,

has been so great in Colorado that there are now priu--

tically no ])rospectors left. And yet we know that the

hills of our state have hardly been scratched in i)rospect-

ing for the minerals therein contained. It is impossilile

for these reserves to be managed to the best interests oP

our people by a luircau administered two or Hirce thous-

and miles away.

How CoXGlflOSS I.MI'OVlClilSIIES TIIK NATION

The elfects of this bureaucratic administration of our

mineral lands are evidenced in great distress not only to

the states directly concerned but also to the commerce

and industry of the entire nation. The prospector has
^

been driven from the hills. Under the rules and regula-

tions promulgated by absentee guardians of our estate he

has become a trespasser upon the lands of his common-

wealth. He dare not go into the hills to scratch for

precious metals lest some ranger lately imported from

Connecticut or New Jersey warn him olf.

Against the physical obstacles which nature placed in

his path the pioneer prospector ])itted a stout heart and a

willing hand, and came victorious from the encounter.

But the artficial Barriers raised up by the government

of the United States have proved too strong for him and

he has succumbed in the unequal struggle. His state is

poorer by his passing, and industry and commerce move

in sluggish channels with the cutting off of his contribu-

tions to them.

Appointment of Mine Inspectors in

West Virginia

Following is a list of district mine inspectors appointed

by the new chief of the Department of Mines, in West

A^irgiiiiii. Karl A. Ileni-y. The ap])ointinents are for a

])erio(l cif four years.

Nanu; District Addrcs.s

Karl F. Schoew First Fairniont

Frank E. Parsons Second ( larksbur?

L. n, Vaughn Third Craftnn

W. B. Plaster Fourth IJkins

H H. Cobb Filth Mcntnomery
Enoch Carver Sixth ( liai li-ston

James Martin Seventh < liurleston

E. J. Flanagan Eighth Montgomery
L. B. HoUiday. . .

Arthur Mitchell*

.

John Phillips Eleventh.

Beckley
Bluefield

„„.. ^ _ Welch
e"'"C. Lambert Twelfth Williamson

Mr. Henry has served the state, as district mine in-

spector, for a number of years, and is thoroughly familiar

with the conditions of mining throughout the state. Much

is to be expected, during Mr. Henry's administration, in

the work of continuing the systematizing of the mine-

inspection service in West Virginia.' The chief of the ^
Department of Mines has always had the hearty coopera-

tion and confidence of the entire body of district in-

spectors, and to this fact is largely due the rapid advance

that has been made in the state, during the incumbency

of John Laing, formerly at the head of the department.

We bespeak the same hearty support, during the present

administration.
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The Costs and Profits in Coal Mining
By Edwaui) W. I'akkku*

SYNOPSIS—An illuminating sfiuhj of some of the t)us-

iness aspects of the coal indMstry. Despite the well knouni

fact that the anthracite companies are growing stronger

financially each year, Mr. Parker presents figures show-

ing that anthracite mining yields practically no profit.

The same rather incongruom condition prevails in the 6i-

tuminous industry. Western operators fare the best.

In order to do justice to the subject and to the oc-

casion, a paper on the cost of coal mining prepared for

presentation before the American Congress should be

based upon an intensive study of the records, not too

many, of typical operations in a sufficient number ot

states' to get results capable of analytical comparison and

deduction.
, , , +•

Unfortunately, when I was asked by the becretary ot

the Congress to prepare this paper there was not time

to collect data from which such a study could be made,

and I have been compelled to adopt as the basis of this

discussion the latest official statistics available, those of

the Thirteenth Census of the United States, which cov-

ers the calendar year 1909. Since that time wages have

been advanced in both the anthracite and bituminous

districts, and prices for the product have been raised to

compensate for (and in some cases, possibly more than

offset) the increased cost of production.

Necessity for Moke Carefi-l Accounting

If at the outset I may be permitted to make a sug-

<^estion, as to one thing needed in the coal-minmg in-

dustry (looking at it from the standpoint of the statis-

tician and economist) it is a standardization m the meth-

ods of accounting. It is difficult—one might say im-

possible—to compile accurate statistical data regarding

cost and value of product when operators themselves can-

not tell what their product costs nor what they actually

receive for it, and when their only means of judging

whether they are making or losing money is by their bank

accounts.

Within the present year the Geological Survey was re-

quested by one corporation, whose value of production

is measured by the tens of millions, to furnish state-

ments of its output some ten or fifteen years ago, which

it was unable to ascertain from its own records. The

only reason that the Survey could not comply with the

request was that tne schedules and tabulations are kept

for two years only, for purposes of comparison, and are

then destroyed, as there is no place where they can be

safely stored and the best method of maintaining their

confidential character is to burn them.

In the anthracite region particularly is it difficult to

secure accurate information, not only in regard to min-

ing cost, but also the value at first hand of the output.

A large proportion of the anthracite is sold at so much

a ton delivered at Buffalo, or Chicago, or Milwaukee, or

wherever it may be, and the sale price of the coal at the

mines includes 'the freight to the point of delivery and is

•statistician, U. S. Geological Survey, Washington. D. C.

Note—An address before the 16th annual convention of the

American Mining Congress, Philadelphia, Oct. 20 to 24, 1913.

SO entered on the books. Until the recent action of the

United States Supreme Court abolishing the contracts

between the anthracite companies and the transportation

interests, all the anthracite shipped to New York harbor

ports for a number of years has been sold on a percentage

basis of the tidewater price, the railroads taking 35 per

cent, for the freight and returning 65 per cent, to the

operators.

The magnitude of tlic task of determining what the ac-

tual value of the i)roduct is, was rather forcibly brought

home to me last spring, when I called at the New York

office of one of the big anthracite companies for the pur-

pose of urging tlie expediting of that company's report.

It had furnished complete reports of production, by sizes,

for its numerous mines, but had omitted any statement

of values. I had written a letter urgently requesting as

accurate a statement of the value as I had received of the

production, and had been promised the additional infor-

mation. The auditor brought for my observation sheet

upon sheet of closely written figures, upon which the cal-

culations necessary "to get the data had been made. It

had taken the entire time of one clerk more than two

weeks to do the work.

DiFFUTLTY IX COMPUTING CoSTS

What goes into mining cost is in many cases as difficult

to ascertain. As many here well know, the old type of

wooden or corrugated-iron breakers in the anthracite re-

gions of Pennsylvania is giving way rapidly to modern

structures or reinforced concrete or other fireproof con-

struction. I have been reliably informed that the invest-

ment in most cases is charged, not to capital account, but

to mining expenses. It must, of course, eventually go

into the cost of mining, but it seems to me that it is an

investment, not an expense, and when charged into the

cost of mining should be in the form of depreciation, and

of interest on the investment.

These are cited merely as examples of the complexities

which confront the economist when he undertakes to

annalyze such statistics as he finds available. There is

a somewhat general impression that the mining of coal,

both anthracite and bituminous, is a highly lucrative vo-

cation, and that the principal occupation of the so called

coal barons is to look pleasant as the golden stream flows

into their coffers. I venture to state, taking the indus-

try as a whole, that there are few lines of industrial en-

deavor where, during the last ten years, there have been

smaller returns for the capital invested and for the

energy, mental and manual, that has been put into it,

than in the business of coal mining.

As has been already observed, the only recent official

statistics of relative cost and value available are those

presented in a recent bulletin published by the Bureau

of the Census and which cover the calendar year 1909.

This report shows that the value of the Pennsylvania an-

thracite produced in that year was $148,957,894. The

total gross expenses amounted to $139,110,444, from

which should be deducted $4,864,844 made up from

charges to miners for explosives, oil and blacksmithing,

making the net expenses $134,245,600.
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Tlif gross expenses are itemized as follows:

Sen'ices:

Salaries! S4..')7J.4yj

Wanes rtJ.lMl.lKKl $»(i,7J2,395

Supplies:

Fuel ami p«>»er :t.lS<.).27i)

Other supplies. L'.i.472,S09 20,61)2,088
Royalties 7,909,785
Miscellaneous 7.730.170

Total Erosa exix-ns.-.- $139.1 10,444

Dedurlions 4.80-1,844

Net eip<-nse.s tl34,245,60O

EakMNCS of THK ANTlIliAClTl-: OlMCHATOKS

The total prodiutioii in IDO;) amouiKed to 73,215,373

long tons, so that the average value per ton for the outjiut

in that year was $2.06 ; the average cost per ton was

$1.86; and the net returns on the operations for the year

were $14,712,294, or an average of 20e. per ton. This

at first glance looks like a fair return, but attention must

be called to the fact that the Census figures of cost make

no allowance for interest on capital invested or borrowed,

and no offsetting charges for amortization or deprecia-

tion.

According to the returns to the Bureau of the Cen-

sus, the entire capital invested in anthracite mining in

1909 was $246,700,000, which may appear rather inade-

quate when one considers tlie magnitude of the industry,

and an annual production of $150,000,000 (in 1911 the

output was valued at $175,189,392 and in 1912 it was

$177,622,626), but I am taking the figures reported by

the Census Bureau. If on this capitalization an allow-

ance of 4 per cent, be made for interest, the net returns

for the year amounted in round numbers to $4,844,000.

If, as I suggested at the outset, new breakers and other

equipment are charged into operating expenses no allow-

ance need be made for depreciation, but surely the ex-

haustion of from 75,000,000 to 80,000,000 tons from the

reserves every year should have some amortization

charged against it and if 5 cents a ton be allowed the

margin of $4,800,000 is practically wiped out. At least

it may be said that from the operators' standpoint there

may have been some reason for the recent advances in

the price of anthracite, the effect of which the author of

this paper has felt as keenly as any other consumer of

anthracite.

The figures covering the cost and value of bituminous

coal show ev§u more striking comparisons. I may re-

mark here that there are some slight differences in the

statistics of production between the Census figures and
those published by the United States Geological Survey
for the reason that the Census investigations excluded

mines having a production of less than 1000 tons, whereas

the Survey rakes the country with a fine-tooth comb and
includes every small country bank, from which it can
secure a report. For 1909 the Survey showed a bitumi-

nous coal production of 379,744,257 short tons valued at

$405,486,777, and the Census Bureau showed a produc-
tion of 376,865,510 tons valued at $401,577,477, the dif-

ference being about 3,000,000 tons in quantity and $4,-

000,000 in value—less than 1 per cent, in either ease.

As the Census figures for cost of mining are the basis of

this discussion, the Census figures of production are also

used.

Profits in the Bituminous Industry

The total value of the bituminous production, as al-

ready stated, was $401,577,477, and the mining expense

of producing this value, including salaries of officers, was
$378,159,282. As in the case of antiiracite, the expenses
of ])roduction do not include any charges for deprecia-

tion, amortization, or interest on capital invested or bor-

rowed. The expenses are divided as follows:

?.'.'l"''i<-' $20,417,392
282,37S,NSU
4.'>,34.'i,0:)2

12.0:)5.!10iJ

17,901,172

Supplies
Royalties
Miscellnncous.

Total $37.S,159,2S2

From this it appears that 7.'> jht cent, of the total cost

and 70 per cent, of the total value was spent in wages.

Salaried officials got less than 5.5 per cent.

Xow, let us see what capital got. The tutal capital in-

vested in the bituminous coal mines of the United States

in 1909 wa.s, according to the Census bulletin, in round
numbers $960,000,000 ($960,289,465), and I do not
think that looks as if there were very much over-valua-
tion, whatever the capitalization may be as represented
by stock issue. The difference between the value of the

i)roduct and the expense of producing it was $23,440,000
in round numbers or a fraction over 2.5 per cent, on the
capital.

The average value per ton of all the bitumiiKius coal

produced in the United States was $1.07 and the n.sts

averaged a fraction of a cent over $1, so that the margin
of profit to cover interest, depreciation and amortization
was a little less than 7e. a ton. In some states the v\-

penses exceeded the returns. Take Arkansas, for in-

stance, where the expenses totaled $3,630,526 and the
value of the product was $3,508,590. Other instances
were

:

Value of Product Kxpcn^(s
{9>™-, $12,082,100 $12,810,070
Kentucky 9,940,48.1 10,127,987

0.548,515 0,091,482
0,185,078 0,530,441
4,3.30.185 4,392,440

Co.vDiTioxs i\ Tin: fjovnixf; States

Pennsylvania, by long odds the most important ]irn-

ducer, wth an output of 137,300,000 tons, showed a total

of expenses of $117,440,000 and of value of $129,550,-
000, a balance on the profit side of a little over $12,000,-
000, or about 3J per cent, on the capital invested, $358,-
600,000. The four competitive states. West Virginia, Il-

linois, Ohio and Indiana, which rank second, third,
fourth and fifth, respectively, in producing importance,
all show such narrow margins between income and out-
lay that profits are visible only with a microscope. The
figures follow

:

Oklahoi
Virgini:

ue of Product
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]iia, Colorado, Idaho, Montana, New Mexico, North Da-

kota, Utah, Washington and Wyoming. All of them

showed favorable comparisons with other states. They

produced in round numbers 25,000,000 short tons of coal

m 1909. The value of the product was $37,000,000; the

expenses, $32,400,000, the difference being, say, $4,600,-

000. The capital reported was approximately $70,000,-

000, so that the average earnings on the capital invested

in these states was between 6 and 7 per cent., as com-

pared with less than 1 per cent, in West Virginia, Illi-

nois, Ohio and Indiana, and of about 2.5 per cent, for

all the bituminous coal mined in the United States in

1909.

I have not prepared this paper as an advocate of the

coal-mine operators of the United States. I must, in

fact, confess that when T began, less than three weeks ago,

a study of the Census bulletin, I was somewhat surprised

at the facts presented therein, though I was familiar with

the general situation. If there is any other branch of

the mining industry conducted on such narrow, not to

say dangerous margins, I should be glad, yet sorry, to

know it.

When these figures are considered one must feel that if

there is any mulcting of the people in the coal industry

the operators are not the robber barons. And when the

dividing line between profit and loss is so faint, all the

more credit is due to the meu in authority who are

throughout all of the coal-mining regions spending

thousands of dollars to reduce the hazard and improve

the conditions under which the miners work.

The Taxation of Coal Lands
By E. Y. Xokkis*

SYNOPSIS—Former suggested basis of valuation of

coal lands- for taxation purposes. Valuation on a sales

basis legal but unequal. The foot-acre rule inadequate,

unjust and prohibitive. Valuation on a royalty basis

illegal and illogical. Valuation on estimated profits ob-

jectionable and has never been applied in Pennsylvania.

Concludons—Taxation of mineral in place logically and

economically wrong. Suggested basis for assessment val-

uation of mineral properties.

The proper method for the taxation of mineral land

is, and always will be, a difficult problem. Unlike other

property the value of such land is not readily ascertain-

able from sales and oflierings, and many conditions may
radically affect its true value.

The assessment of lands in the anthracite district of

Pennsylvania is a good illustration of the difficulties

inherent in attempting to arrive at a proper taxable value

for coal lands. Up to 1907 the assessed valuations in

this region, while irregular and in many cases unjust,

were not so excessive as to create an unendurable burden

on the industry and, therefore, were not seriously re-

sisted. In 1907, however, a general revision of the as-

sessed valuation was attempted and the resulting assess-

ments were so high that they were resisted in the courts,

with the result that taxes under this assessment are still

in litigation, and appeals have been filed from all the

later assessments, with a resulting condition of almost

intolerable chaos.

The assessment of lands for taxation, in Pennsylvania,

is made under acts of the legislatures of 1841 and 1842,

by which the assessors are required to "assess, rate and

value every subject of taxation according to the actual

value thereof and at such rates and prices as the same

would bring at a bona fide sale after due notice." In ac-

tual assessment four methods of taxation have been at-

tempted or suggested: 1. Valuation based on actual

sales. 2. Valuation based on foot-acres of coal remain-

ing in the ground. 3. Valuation based on royalty values.

4. Valuation based on capitalized estimated profits. All

of these methods have proved unequal and unsatisfactory

•Address delivered at the Sixteenth Annual Convention of
the American Mining: Congress, Philadelphia. Penn., Oct. 20-24,

and it is the purpose of this paper to discuss them and to

point out their impracticability.

Valuation Based on Actual Sales

This method, which under various decisions of the Su-

preme Court of Pennsylvania is the only strictly legal

one, has resulted in an almost hopeless tangle of the tes-

timony in the tax-appeal cases. Sales have been shown
from a few hundred up to over ten thousand dollars per

acre, for coal land. The smaller values are usually for

lands containing relatively thin coal ; medium values,

from two to three thousand dollars per acre, for relatively

small areas with normal coal contents but unopened and
not generally of sufficient area for separate operations;

while excessive values, in a few cases, are for going con-

cerns or for lands strategically located and thus having

inflated values to particular purchasers.

Valuation Based on Foot-Acees of Coal

It was early apparent that the mere sale values per

superficial acre, for scattered tracts, could not properly

be used as a criterion of value for lands containing widely

different thicknesses of coal ; and in the late eighties the

assessment value was based on the foot-acreage hold-

ings of a generally average blanket thickness, ar-

rived at by the engineers of the operating com-

i:)anies, who returned under oath the average thickness of

workable coal remaining unmined and calculated as

spread equally over the area of each tract covered by the

bottom bed.

This method, while more equitable than a valuation

based on superfi.cial acreage irrespective of coal thick-

nesses, is unjust in that it takes no cognizance of the

varying thicknesses or qualities of the different beds of

coal and the radically different costs of mining the same
and, further, is distinctly objected to by the Supreme
Court of Pennsylvania, which says :* "The foot-acre rule

for ascertaining the valuation of coal lands of the ap-

pellant, for the purpose of taxation, is not a proper meas-

ure of their value."

As an illustration of the extent to which the thickness

and quality of coal influence its value, the following dia-

gram is presented, which shows the increased cost, in cut-

*Penn. .Supreme Court Report No. 229. p. 465, Reading
Appeal.
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ting aud loading only, (hie to decreased thitkiiess, in one

particular colliery. This does not, of course, begin to

show the total increased cost of mining in tiiinner beds,

witli the necessary greater development, more extensive

haulage aud ventilation, longer transportation, additional

juiniping, and greater cost of preparation ; hut certainly

does indicate the irrationality of an assessment based on

coal contents alone, irrespective of conditions.

The actual assessments per foot-acre, which under va-

rious subterfuges are >till [icrsisted in. despite the law

as interpreted by the Supreme I'ourt of the state, liavc

gradually increased from about $50. to tiie 1913 assess-

ment in Luzerne County, in the Wyoming field, where

the assessed valuation was actually fixed at an equivalent

present rate of $".J50 per foot-acre, or about 20c. per ton

for all coal, of all sizes, estimated to be ultimately re-

coverable from the lands. Assuming that the average

date of mining, for all coal will be but fifty years heme.

soo

460

425

400

i,g5Z5

750

22B
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coal land in Penusvlvania. Tt has all the objections ap-

plvino- to royaltj' valuations, with the further very ser-

ious objection that the profits of mining enterprises are,

under similar conditions, largely dependent upon the

management that such a basis for assessment would re-

sutl in, and unjustly penalizing good management, which

essentially involves good and economical minmg with

resulting" lower losses and the recovery of larger per-

centages of the mineral in the ground.

Conclusions

ll appears that none of the suggested or attempted

methods of assessment have resulted or can result m an

equitable valuation, fair and just to both the public and

the owners of coal land ; that even moderate taxation ot

the coal iu the ground is opposed to all principles of con-

servation, as its effect is to put a tremendous premium on

rapid mining almost regardless of ultimate recovery and

to encourage the destruction of poorer and thinner beds

mterstratified with the better ones because of the enor-

mous penaltv entailed in slower mining, and because such

taxation acts to discourage, by prohibitive penalties, the

holding of lands in reserve for the future necessities of

the people.

For these reasons, it appears that the 'taxation ot min-

eral in the ground is logically and economically wrong,

leading as it does to the rapid and uneconomical exhaus-

tion of the mineral wealtli of the country, and putting

a premium on premature and wasteful exploitation. The

proper method of taxation for all minerals appears to be

a tax based on the value ai the mine of ea-ch year's prod-

uct, at the local rate of iaJ-ation assessed for that par-

ticular year, including an asse.'<suunf on surface lands,

outside improvements and machinery, the value of wh^ch

is readily ascertainable; hut not including any valuation

of mine openings or inside impvovemetits, irliich are inci-

dental to the mining process and which after the exhaus-

tion of the mineral are of no value.

Thus, a colliery producing 1.000,000 tons of anthracite

in 1912, with a value at the mine of, say .$2,500,000, and

with surface and improvements valued at $1,500,000,

should pay taxes for the year 1913, on $4,000,000 as-

sessed valuation, regardless of the area of coal land trib-

utary to such a coUierv ; and if, for any cause, the pro-

duction in some later year should fall to $1,000,000 in

value and the value of the surface and improvements

decrease to $1,000,000 the taxes for the following year

should be assessed on a $2,000,000 valuation.

This suggested method of assessment and taxation of

coal lands is, of course, clearly illegal under the present

laws of the state of Pennsylvania ; and its adoption would

require special legislation' to put it in force. Also, while

not absolutely just, in that it assesses coal from thin and

impure beds" that are costly to mine, at the same rate

as that from the more cheaply mined thick and pure

beds, the plan would, if legalized, possess the inestimable

advantage of doing away with all uncertainty and litiga-

tion as to assessed valuations : result in the payment of

taxes in greatest amount at the times of greatest produc-

tion and consequent greatest population and public need

for money; and, by concentrating taxation on the land

most actively worked and relieving reserve land from its

present crushing burdens, would tend to the conserva

tion instead of the dissipation of the irreplaceable coal

resources of the country, by encouraging the complete

mining of lands when once opened, including all workable

beds large and small, rather than encouraging the open-

ing of the best beds, on all lands, to obtain immediate

returns and avoid the burdens of accumulating tax-

ation, even at the co.st of the destruction of smaller and

less valuable beds lying above the larger ones.

A Good Friction Igniter

The \augliu-Xiillci- satcly-lamp igniter, recently placed

on the market, combines some qualities that recommend

it strongly to users of the Wolf or the Siple naiditha

lamps. The igniter fits both of these lamps and is quick-

ly inserted without difficulty or alteration of the lamp.

This igniter, which is shown in the accompanying fig-

ure, is the invention of L. D. ^'auglln, mine inspector,

third district. West Yirgii ' ^' ^----'- i-^ ^~--> '':

A Friction Igniter

Mr. Vaughn has had 42

years' experience in mines

and has made a close study

of the question of safety

lamp:;. In his igniter he

has employed a carborun-

dum cart- ' " said to

give 5000 flas. and can

be replaced wneu worn

out, at slight expense. One

of the features of the ig-

niter that insures the

ready ignition of the wick

of the naphtha lamp is the

fact that the spark, whidi

produces the ignition,

is thrown horizontally

against the wick. Another

feature of this igniter is

that when not in use it is

lowered in the lamp, so

that it will not obstruct

the light. All that is nec-

essary to relight an ex-

tinguished lamp with this

igniter, is to push up the

small rod that extends

down through the bottom

liarply to the right. A small

pressed against the friction
of the lamp, and twi^l il

spring keeps the cartridg

wheel of the igniter.

While this igniter has been on the market for several

months, and has given good satisfaction, the sale has not

been pushed until now, awaiting the results of tests made

by the Bureau of Mines. The circular states that, on

Auo-. 14, this igniter was subjected to a series of rigid

test's' by the Bureau of Mines, at Pittsburgh, Penn. In

an 81A per cent, mixture of gas and air, in still air, 500

continuous flashes of the igniter in a safety lamp failed

to ignite the gas outside of the lamp, the gas burning

in the comliustion chamber and filling the lamp with

flame. Following this, the same tests were made in 600-

ft.. 1000-ft., 1500-ft. and 2500-ft. velocities of the air

current, the'last named being the highest velocity attain-

able at the testing station. In these tests of more than

500 flashes each, the lamp was continually filled with

flame, which, however, did not pass the gauze, although

the latter, in the last-named test, was almost at a white

heat.
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An Interesting Exhibition
S]'.\Ol'SL''>—.1 trip lliruityli the miuliimry c.iliiltitiun

In'lil ill connection iritli tlie American Minin</ Conyre^s

in Phil(ulelphia. Various niailiincs and appliances used

directly awl indirectly in the production of coal were

here seen to good adrantage.

The mMihinerv exliiltiiioii carried on duriiij; tlie past

Tveek iu couueitioii wiili the Aniericaii Mining Congress

in Phihiilelpliia, althoiigii ]>erhaps somewhat disappoint-

ing in the matter of attendance, was both interesting and

instructive. The exliil)its sliown occupie<l two floors of

Horticultural Hall; the heavy machinery being ])laced

upon the first floor, and the lighter ai)paratus above.

Upon both floors the exhibitors' l)ooths were arranged

along the outer walls of the building or place<l back to

luliruaMt makers; tlie Ball lliiguic I'o., of Erie, Penn.,

maMufactnrcrs of high grade engines; and the Davis In-

btrument Manufacturing Co.. of Baltimore. Jfd., where
a collection of high-grade aiicmunn'tcrs ami hygrometers

might be seen.

The next exhibit was of the Scott rivetless nianila

transmission-rope .sockets used in joining tlie ends of

lransmi.ssion rope. By means of the.se sockets, which are

steel drop-forgings, a rope can be si)liced in approximate-

ly 45 seconds, whereas .several minutes are required to

(lo the same work with a riveted socket. The.se sockets

are manufactured ami sold by .lohn (!. Scott, of (iirard-

ville, I'enii.

The Withcrbce Igiiitor Co. had the next booth and ex-

hibited their storage battery and caii lamp. The ex-

LooKixG Down Oxe of the Aisles

back iu the room. Three aisles were thus formed upon

each floor with exhibits upon either side.

Entering the right hand aisle on the second floor, the

first exhibits seen were those of the Commercial Museum
of Philadelphia, and the University of Penn.s}'lvaiiia.

The next exhibit was that of J. S. McChesney & Co.,

of Chicago, 111.; this consisted of mine supplies and wire

hose ties. Beside this booth was that of the American

Abrasive Metals Co., of Xew York, which exhibited floor

plates and locomative brake shoes.

The next booth was that of the Draeger Oxygen Ap-

paratus Co., of Pittsbugrh, Penn. Here the oxygen

lielmet and mouth piece breathing apparatus were ex-

hil)ited in proper working order upon suitable wax fig-

ures. A pulmotor was also shown with its various at-

tachments and attracted no small amount of attention

from visitors.

Passing on down the aisle the visitor arrived in sue-

ces.sion at the booths of Adam Cooks Son.s, of Xew York,

'hiliit consisted of the lamps, liatteries, cases, -wire, etc.

showing clearly the method of manipulation of these

lamps. Directly across the aisle was the booth of Ack-

royd & Best, Inc., of Pittsburgh, Penn., who had a good

display of safety lamps and accessories.

At the extreme end of the passage was the exhibit of

the Electrical Service Supplies Co., of Philadelphia.

Penn. This consisted of Keystone truss jjins, lock in-

sulators, lamp-guards, porcelain strain insulators, pro-

tected rail bonds and the compressor for same, an auto-

motoneer , Gargon-Daniels lightning arresters, a Key-

stone mine .signal, also a mine telephone, an illuminated

enameled "Safety-First" sign in several languages, a

Crouse-Hinds mine headlight, and an extensive line of

electrical material and specialties.

Along the second or center aisle of the building were

the following exhibits: The Fairmont Mining and Ma-
chinery Co., of Fairmont, W. Va. This consisted of a

small mine pump geared to a motor, both machines be-
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iii:i moiuited upon a mine truck for portable operation;

a short section of track laid with this company's steel

mine ties; also a model of a car retarder to facilitate

loading railroad cars under tipples.

The next three booths were occupied by the Keystone

Lubricating Co., o-f Philadelphia, with an exhibit of

-rease and grease cups, the Cyrus Borgnri' Co.. of I'hib-

(lelphia, with a nice exhibit of fire brick and clay prod-

ucts, and the West Tirginia Rail Co., of Huntington,

W. Va., with an exhibit of rails and fishplates.

The next booth was occupied by the American Steel &

W'we Co., of New York. Here specimens of wire cables

tor aerial tramways, together with the travelers and grips

used in this type of transmission were shown. Not the

least interesting part of this exhibit was a joint in ;i

lock-coil cable.

The Bureau of Safety Belief Sanitation and A\'elfare

of the United States Steel Corporation exhibited photo-

graphs of welfare work, a special type of stretcher, etc..

Ill the next booth, while the one next to that was held by

the Universal I'ortland Cement Co.. of Chicago. Pitts-

burgh and Minneapolis. Here were shown specimens of

crushed limestone, granulated blast-furnace slag, a mix-

ture of these raw materials, portland cement clinker

and the finished cement.

Directly across the ai.sle from the exhibit of the Univer-

sal Portland Cement Co., was that of Johnson & John-

son, of New Brunswick, N. J. This was one of the most

complete exhibits in the entire show, and consisted of

various materials and appliances used in first-aid work,

and also the first-aid cabinets, such as are kept ready for

immediate use at many mines. The next booth was that

of Henry Troemner, of Philadelphia, with a display of

various sizes of laboratory scales and balances, while the

Atlantic Refining Co., of Philadelphia and Pittsburgh,

had an extensive exhibit of petroleum products in the

next booth. Here was shown a working model of a ser-

ies of oil wells pumped from a central station. A mine

car wheel lubricated with some of this company's oil was

kept continuou.sly running (being belted to an electric

motor) at the rate of approximately 30 miles per hour,

and the journal box was absolutely cold.

The next exhibit was that of the Hazard Mfg. Co., of

Wilkes-Barre. This firm is the maker of wire cables and

hoisting rope. One of the most interesting parts of this

display was a piece of hoisting rope which had broken

loose accidentally from the drum of the engine and fallen

down ihc .-haft,'and in so doing had become twisted and

lied into an intricate knot, with many sharp bends. De-

s|utc this fact, however, a close examination of the rope

failed to show the breaking of a single strand or wire.

The next booth was occupied by the Koehler Mfg. Co.,

of Marlboro, Ma.ss., with an attractive display of safety

lamps and igniters. The igniters above mentioned are

built into and made a part of the safety lamps, and are

so arranged that should for any reason the lamp become

extinguished, the simple turning of a rod or thumb screw

under the ba.se of the lamp will cause a shower of sparks

to fall upon the wick, reigniting it without the necessity

of taking the lamp apart or of striking a match.

The Western Electric Co. in the next booth had a fine

display of mine telephones for both surface and under-

ground work, mine rescue telephones and the like.

The Hirsch Electric Mine Lamp Co., of Philadelphia,

had the next exhibit in the side aisle. Here a small bat-

tery-charging plant was shown in operation. This con-

sisted of a rack provided with suitable holders and ter-

minals or fingers touching the terminals of the batteries.

The Streeter-Amet Weighing & Recording Co., of

Chicago, exhibited in the next booth their automatic

weight recorders for tipples, together with several photo-

graphs of various installations; while John Roeblings

Sons, of Trenton, N. J., had the display adjoining. Here

were .shown steel cables and hoisting ropes and electric

conductors.

The Justrite Manufacturing Co., of Chicago, HI., oc-

cupied the next booth. An attractive display of various

kinds and types of carbide lamps and lanterns with many

unique features might here be seen. Among these latter

might be mentioned a lamp which required no match to

light, a vest pocket lamp-lighter and an ingenious pocket

device for cleaning out the gas hole in a lamp tip.

The next exhibit was that of the American Concentra-

tor Co., of Philadelphia. This firm is the manufacturer of

coal and iron-ore preparation plants. No less than 1.3

types of jigging machines are built by this company, al-

so magnetic separators, and to the best of their knowledge

the only commercially successful centrifugal coal dryers

upon the market.

The Lobdell Car Wheel Co., of Wilmington, Del., had

a display of mine-car wheels and axles for locomotives

in the next booth.

Li the liooth directly across the aisle from the one

last mentioned, Keuffel & Esser Co., of New York, had an

extensive and interesting display of surveying and draft-

ing instruments. Among other devices of interest to

mining men, they showed an improved anemometer

with an increased range of accuracy. In the booth im-

mediately adjoining this was a display of chemicals by

Roessler & Hasslacher Chemical Co., of New York.

The Edison Storage Battery Co., of Orange, N. J., had

the adjoining booth. Here were shown various sizes and

types of the Edison storage battery varying in size from

the single-celled battery for miners' head lamps to a 56-

cell unit suitable for use on a mining locomotive.

The Link Belt Co. had the next booth. Here were

shown photographs of various applications of this firm's

hoisting and conveying machinery, covering practically

the entire coal-mining field.
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Tlio Main Belting Co.. of Piiilailelpliia. occiijjied tiic

remaining; spaw upon this rioor. Here was shown an

nippaiatus demonstrating that Aiiaeonda l)clts would lar-

rv wet material. A louveyuig belt was also exhihitcd

wliieh was approximately S ft. wide.

Upon the lower floor of the building the Jeffrey Mfg.

Co. e.'ihibited a 6(i-hp. storage-battery and trolley loeomo-

tive. This machine was designed as a combination haul-

age and gathering motor. A heavy-duty short-wall min-
ing machine, a single-roll coal crusher, and Iless-Bright

ball bearings as used for locomotive urniatures were also

shown.

The Goodmau Mfg. Co., of Chicago, disjjlayed a coal

puncher driven by an electric motor, and built in 1888.

Also a five-tou gathering iocomntive witli cable reel, and

a short-wall eoal cutter.

The Milwaukee I-ocomotive Co., of Milwaukee, Wis.,

had on display a seven-ton, 33 hp., gasoline locomotive.

Tliis machine was equi|)pcd and driven witli an engine of

four cylinders, each 6x6 in.

The Baldwin Locomotive Works and the Wustinghouse
i;k'ctric & Mfg. Co. exhibited an electric locomotive

Ax Er.ABOi!A'i"E AM) Attkactivi: ExTiiniT

equipped with both the ordinary or straight trolley pole,

and a jointed or type D-30 trolley. This machine was

ten tons in weight, and equipped with an 86 h.p. motor.

It was built with the bar-steel side frame.

The Electric Storage Battery Co., of riiiladulphia, ex-

hibited their iron-clad exide battery for motor vehicles.

A complete imit of 20 cells was here on exhibition.

A working model of an over-wind and over-speed con-

troller was exhibited by the Welch Hoisting Controller

Co., of Pittsburgh. This was a miniature hoisting en

gine, provided with a model of a shaft and head frame.

The engine was equipjied with a controlling device wliicb

eifeetually prevented either over-winding or over-speeil-

ing.

The Alexander Milburn Co.. of Baltimore, had a good

display of carbide lanters and headlights, and devices

for illumination when isolated work must be done a1

night, or in dark places.

The exhibit of the Geiieral Electric Co. consisted of

photographs of various installations which had been

made, while the Williams Patent Crusher & Pulverizer

Co.. of St. Louis, liad ;i full-sized crusher in wiu'king or-

iler and equip|)ed with an improved belt jiuUey, also a

snndl finished cylinder showing the arrangement and at-

tachment of the hammers.
The C. (). Bartlett & Snow Co., of Cleveland and New

York, had upon exhibition a large-si/.ed working model ot

their coal-handling machinery.

The Hyatt ]{oller Bearing Co., of Newark, N. .1., had
an interesting exhibition of their roller bearings as ap-
plied to mine car wheels. They also showed the I'ollers.

cages and bushings, sei)arate from wheels (d' any kind.

The Lead Lined Iron I'ipe Co., of Wakelield, Mass.,

had on display varicni-; h'ad- niid tin-lined liftings, and
.sections of leail- and tiii-lmcil piprs. while the Vulcan
Iron Works, of Wilkes-Harrc renn.. showed pliolograiphs

of their various in.stallations. the attendant being ready
to answer any questions which might l)e asked.

As stated in the' beginning, the exhibition in whole
and in detail was both interesting and instnutive. li

was well Avorth anyone's time to pass through the vari-

ous rooms and see the ty])es of machinery which are used
in the mining and prei)arati(.n of ,onl.' The tools and
appliances here shown were of cniir-e the most modern
and up-to-date that are in use at the present tinir. Most
of the articles exhibited, with the exception, ol' course,

of the models, were stock niatcrials and not built or (in-

ished especially for the occasidn.

The True Romance
Bv Bkuton HiiAi.KY

From "Anifilcan Macliinisl."

"Romance is ilcailr"—The Foreman smiled

As he woiihl at the words df a |(loli^h child:

"Romance is dead?"—AVhy, ninii vou'rc hlijid—
If you'd listen and learn with an open iniml

Instead of speaking in parrot phrase
or the 'grand old times' and 'the good old days;'

Tf you'd look aliout you and SEE, you'd (iiid

L'omance is living right now and here.

Not dead and gone with the yestervear !

"Man, O man! can't you look and see

What thousands of wonders have come to lie?

These bolts and shafting that whirl ami \\iiii-.

These chunky motors that hum and pur,

These lathes and punches which fill the floor

These hammers pounding, these mils that roar.

it. too,

keel

Why—THEY'RE Romanci—and they i

By the magic spell of the work they do;

These tools of ours and the men who run them.

Dcm't DREAM of miracles—they've DONE them
They've put Romance in the shape of steel.

They've turned the shafts and they've forged the

Oi many a ship that fights her way
Through surging combers and flying spray ;

The train that thunders along the rails.

The iix that blazes the new-made trails,

1'lie cages that carry the miners down.

The dynamos lighting the clanging town.

The aeroplane in the sky's blue dome.

The plowshare, turning the good brown loam.

The myriad wonders of the time

Have sprung to life from the workshop's grime:
And yet you sigh, and you shake your head

And murmur sadlv, 'Romance is dead !'

"
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Coal-Mine Accounting Systems
Ky ,I. H. L. lloKMiLOWKir'

.^I'XOI'SIS—Some comments on accounting nietltods in

general with particular reference to those of the Pitts-

burgh Coal Co. Systems of accounting vary widely with

different comijumes and may lead to a great deal of con-

fusion. Plant and equipment depreciation are especially

troutitesome items to liaudle inleltigenlty.

It i.s with some misgivings that 1 uinh'itaki.-, at tlic

reqiU'st of the officers of this Coiivciitiiiii. tci h'ail in the

presentation of the suhjeet "'Mining Costs": not that

the suljject is one unworthy of your time and attention,

nor that my study of it lias been meager or superfieial,

l)ut Ijeiausf tiie matter of the proper construction of min-

ing cost accounts and the use of the same by those vitally

interested does .not tisually receive the attention and con-

sideration which it ileserves. I'erhaps this fact in-

liuenccd your othcers in introducing a paper on the sub-

ject and niviting your attention to its consideration and

discussion. However thismay be, I believe that the sub-

ject is one of great importance and I therefore have con-

sented to discuss it, more in the hope of emphasizing cer-

.taiu things, than of presenting any new or startling views

upon it.

First. Wluj are interested in mining costs? Tlie fore-

men, superintendents, general managers, executive of-

ficers, boards of directors and stockholders. The view-

points of these res]3ecti\e classes are different, but all are,

or should be, greatly concerned to secure the truth, the

whole truth and nothing but the truth. Carelessness and

indifference as to statements made are, in the last analy-

sis, of the same texture as wilfullness and misrepresen-

tation and frequently lead to the same disastrous results.

Second. How may these statements be made to most

accurately and clearly set forth the information concern-

ing actual conditions, which is so necessary to those whose

capital and reputations are at stake ?

The limit of time you will fix for the consideration of

this subject, among the many other important matters

which are to engage your attention, makes it necessary

for me to avoid details as much as possible—to outline

rather than elaborate.

lyTt-:RKST AX!) Taxes

Interest on capital invested in lands, mining riglits,

plants and equipments, and discount on bonds issued

against such investments, should not be charged to min-

ing cost. Interest on bonds sold for the purpose of con-

structing specific plants is commonly charged to such

construction cost up to the time when the plants are

ready for operation, but this practice easily runs into an

abuse and a misrepresentation to bondholders, stockhold-

ers and the public.

An operating company will not err but rather com-

mend itself to all concerned by holding to an absolute

rule not to capitalize interest under any circumstances.

Many companies in the past, which sold bonds for less

than face value, charged such discount to property or

•Comptroller, Pittsburgh Coat Co.

Note—An address before the 16th annual convention of
the American Mining Congress, Philadelphia. Oct. 20 to 24,
1913.

construction account, but this practice is now less com-

mon and will doubtless gradually disappear in companies

which wish to be credited with conservative management
and frankness in reports to stockholders and the public.

Ta.res in an operating company should be charged to

operations, never to property. The amount of tax charge-

able to the operation of a given mine ought to he, as

nearly as may be. the tax upon the land which will ulti-

mately be operated through that mine, and the tax f(n-

a given year sliould be a])poi'tioned in equal amounts
over the divisions of the vear for wliicb cost .statements

are made.

liDVAi.i'i 111; I'liiii'Kurv 1 >Ki'i.i;i'ioN

The value of coal or mineral rights, at cost, should be

extinguished at a charge to operations in a tLxed amount
per ton or per acre as the pro]ierty is exhausted. Some
conipanies have revalued lands on their books and so

created a surplus. This, in probably every case, was not

a wise thing to do. Assuming that the transaction was

thoroughly honest in intent, properly shown on the booki;

of the company as a sur|)lus not derived from operations,

and properly followed u|> by increased charges to future

operations for exha\istion, it will appear in the last analy-

sis to be simply reaching into the future.

I would say, therefore, that while such revaluation in

some cases may seem to be justified, in most cases it is

a thing which ought not to be done. If the lands are

really worth, more from year to year than their first cost,

the fact will be reflected in increased selling value of the

product. The difference of value, believed or hoped to

exist, ought not to be put into surplus account in ad\aiice

of actual sales of product, thereby increasing, in a fic-

titious way the mining cost of the future. In other

words, it is wi.ser and more conservative to book earn-

ings as they are actually realized, not as anticipated or

hoi)ed for.

Dephecia'I'iox of Plaxt axu K(;i n'Mi;\'i'

There is, perhaps, no single i>hasc (if accounting,

whether of mining or manufacturing companies, more
complex or troublesome, than this matter of plant and
equipment depreciation; hence nothing in which there

are more differences of opinion and method of procedure

among operating companies and I might add, nothing in

which managements and accountants more easily, and
with the best intentions, deceive themselves and each

other. The views, plans and methods herein set forth

are, therefore, not necessarily standard—they are more
or less the result of my personal study and experience.

Up to the time when a mine is placed on an operating

basis, ready to produce the daily tonnage for which its

development, plant and equipment were planned (regard-

less of what it actually does produce at that time, deter-

mined perhaps by the law of supply and demand, labor

or weather conditions or car supply) all expenditures for

development, plant and equipment should be charged to

construction account with credit to that account for prod-

'

uct sold in the full sum realized for the same. After
the projected development has been completed and the

'

mine placed on an operating basis, all expenditures made
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(luriiij; till' wlinif toursf of its life, whctlicr for ilfVeloi)-

iiR'iit, air shafts, mine lars, power eqiiipineiit or lines, or

anything that niav be installeil, should be ehargeil to op-

erations, unless sueh e.\i)enditures result in positive in-

erease of eapaeitv : in this ease they may be eharged to

eapital investment with a proper regard to the question

of the length of time that sueh additions may reasonably

be e.\i)eeted to serve.

Further charges should be nuide to iiiiiiing cost

monthly in fixed uniform amounts, with eredit to a fund

aeeount geuerally known as plant and equipment depreci-

ation fund, for the replacement of capital originally in-

vested in such development, plant and equipment, or for

the replacement of units which wear out or become ob-

solete. The extent to which this fund may be used for

replacements or renewal in kind must be determined by

the rate at which the fund is accummulated. Tf the

rate is low and a loiig period, perhaps the entire life of

the mine, is consumed in charging operations with the

full amount of the original investment (less salvage),

obviously no replacements or renewals should be charged

against or paid out of the fund ; all must be charged to

operations. If the rate be made high enough so that a

much shorter period is consumed in getting into the fund

the full value of the original investment through charges

to operations, certain replacements, renewals, or improve-

ments may be charged against the fund.

The company with which I am connected now follows

the uniform rule of charging operations with depreciation

of plant and equipment at the rate of 6 per cent, per an-

num on net (or reducing) values, with credit to deprecia-

tion fund. This will cover into the fund about 70 per

cent, of the original value in twenty years; it is contem-

plated that salvage values, that is, the values of all equip-

ment scrapped, or removed for use at other points during

that period, together with the remainder value, credited

to the fund will make up the 30 per cent, of balance of

original value not charged to operations.

We, therefore, do not charge any renewals or replace-

ments against our depreciation fund accumulation, but

charge them all to operations ; when the charges are so

large as to seriously impair monthly comparisons of cost

they are spread over the operations of a few months.

Laboi!, Slppliks axd Fuel

In the Pittsburgh coal-mining district, labor costs fall

into two general divisions: First, that which is paid on a

unit basis of work performed, such as the scale rate for

pick mining, machine mining, subdivided into cutting

and loading, and dead work, such as yardage, room turn-

ing, breakthroughs, clay veins, etc.; and, second, that

which is paid on a pier diem basis, such as motormcii,

drivers, general inside labor, tipple labor, general out-

side labor, electricians, etc. It would hardly be profit-

able to follow the subdivisions of labor in this paper;

they differ, of course, with changing conditions.

All expenditures for live stock and supplies, after the

initial installation at a new mine, should be charged to

operations as made. For purposes of checking, and accu-

racy in monthly comparisons of cost, inventories should

be taken at the close of each month and entries made
debiting inventory account, with credit to operations, for

unused supplies at cost and for live stock in the service

at a fair valuation, taking to account wear and tear.

The mining-cost statement at a mine depending upon

its own ]iower plant, which docs not include a charge for

coal consumed in the same is incomplete and apt to be

misleading in comparisons with niincs purchasing jwwer

from central stations. For this reason it is projjer to

chai'ge the fuel at a representative value to operations,

with credit to coal-sales account, notwithstanding that

ojierations have already been charged with all the items

entering into the cost of the product so consumed. This

treatment of the individual power-plant fuel, of cour.se

must not be lost sight of in the genera! summary of

business done.

IxsrnA.\'('i'; .\xn (iKxiciiAi, Kxim;xsI':

Fire, tornado, boiler and em[)loyer's liability insurance

premiums arc ini'reasingly important as items to be taken

to account in mining costs whether these hazards are cov-

ered by insurance companies or assumed by the oper-

ator. In the latter case a fund or funds should be created

and maintained at a charge to operations in sufiicicnt

amount to pay all losses, and, conservatism suggests, to

accumulate a reasonable sur])lus.

(ieneral office ex])ens;' and other general expense sluuiM

be incorporated in mining-cost statements in oriler to get

a total outside amount of cost upon which to base selling

values; they should, however, be shown separately under

appropriate headings, not being included in any of the

subdivisions of "Cost at Mine." In a company conducted

,

exclusively as a mining company it is, perhaps, better

not to differentiate nicely between that portion of general

office expense, which is chargeable direct to mining, such

as the operating and engineering departments, and the

expenses of departments of sales, transportation, finance,

accounts, etc. In a broad sense, the base of all the com-
pany's business is the production of its mines, hence all

of its general office expense may properly he inchnlcil as

a ]iart of its total mining cost.

FORM OF COST .STATEMENT OF A TYPICAL BITUMINOUS
MINE. PITTSBURGH DISTRICT

Operating Days
nil
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Improved Anemometer

Oue of tlie most coiimiuii aud yet most important, in-

struments, iu mining practice, is the Biram anemometer

with which every mine foreman is familiar. This in-

strument is to the mine foreman what the Davy lamp

is to the fireboss—his constant companion. Many of the

features of the old Biram instrument have always proved

a source of annoyance and error. Owing to these de-

fects, which were often tmappreciated by the foreman

using the instrument, it was common to find frequent

disagreement in the results obtained by the tise of differ-

ent instruments.

It is well known that this instrument, as formerly

designed, would gradually fail by use: in other words,

it would not stand up to its calibration, owing to the

tendency of the- twisted arms supporting the blades to

untwist. This woidd cause the instrument to record a

higher velocity than the actual. Another source of er-

ror was due to the fact that the dial hands did not cease

to move instantly when the instrument was thrown out

of gear. In some makes of these instruments, this

formed an important defect : also the Jewel bearings used

were subject to considerable wear, in the hard usage com-

mon to mining j^ractice.

A careful study of these defects has enabled the Davis

Instrument Manufacturing Company, Inc., to design an

instrument that is de-

stined to give universal

satisfaction. The move-

ment is American, manu-

factured iu the shops of

the company, at Balti-

more; and is peculiarly

the design of Alfred U.

Davis, vice-president of

the company and superin-

tendent of the shop. It

will be remembered that

the father, Herbert Davis,

was formerly the Ameri-

can reresentative of the

English firm, John Da^^s

& Sous, where Alfred Dav-

is served his apprentice-

ship before coming tu this country.The latter has since

beeii employed in the shops of the General Electric and

the Westinghouse companies.

The American Davis anemometer, shown in Fig. 1,

like the American watch movement, is standardized

throughout, and each individual part is quickly replace-

able, making the instrument easy to repair, in case of

breakage owing to accident. An important feature in

this instrument is that the arms, which are of hollow

brass, are stamped at the proper angle to receive and

hold the alumninum blades. The system of manufac-

ture, in this respect, is .so complete that the finished in-

strument needs no calibration ; but when tested, as every

instrument is tested before leaving the sliop, the reading

is found to be correct. This fact alone shows the pre-

cision of the systciri. Instead of Jewels, the bearings

are steel on hard bionze, which give greater permanency

and satisfaction. These instruments, unlike others, do

not give increasingly higher readings with contintted use,

and stand up better to their performance in the higher

Fig. 1. The Ajikrican

Davis Axejiometf.i;

velocities common to mining practice. By an ingenious

arrangeiaenl, the dial hands are brought to rest instantly

wlicn the instrument is thrown out of gear.

Have Stood the Tests

An interesting feature in connection with these instru-

ments is the numner in which they have stood the tests

of the Bureau of Standards, at Washington, D. C. The
instrument is calibrated for an exact reading at a veloc-

itj' of 500 ft. per min. In common with other anemom-
eters, the dial readings, for higher velocities, are in ex-

cess and, for lower velocities, fall short of the actual,

zo

u:

200 400 600 800 1000 1200 1400 1600 1800 MO
Anemometer Reading - Fee+ per MJnu+e c^LAat

Fig. 2. Diagkaim Showing Percentage Correction

OF AXEitOilETER READINGS

The accompanying diagram (Fig. 2) shows the correc-

tions to be made for such higher or lower velocities. For

example, the dial reading of 500 ft. per min. is correct

and corresponds to the actual velocity of the air current.

A dial reading of 800 ft. per min. must be reduced 2 per

cent., giving an actual velocity of 784 ft. per min. In

the same manner, a velocitj' of 2000 ft. per min. must

be reduced 5 per cent., giving a velocity of 1900 ft. per

min. On the other hand, a velocity of, say 160 ft. per

min., must be increased 10 per cent., giving an actual

velocity of 176 ft. per min. The test of the Bureau of

Standards corroborated this chart and the calibration of

the instrument in a remarkable manner, as shown by

the small circles that indicate the results of the test

at several different velocities.

COMING SOCIETY MEETlNGvS

The Coal Alining Institute «€ America "wUl hold its winter
meeting at the Fort Pitt Hotel, Pittsburgh, Penn., Dec. 4 and
5. C. L,. Pay, 'Wilkes-Barre, Penn., is secretary.

Tile Rocky Mountain Coai-Mininsr In.stltute has decided to

postpone indefinitely the November meeting which was booked
for Denver. This decision is due to tlie serious strike situa-

tion which now exists in Colorado. F. "U'. Whiteside, Denver.
Colo., is secretary.

The Eng-ineers' Society of AVestern Pennsylvania Will hold

its bimonthly meeting in the Society Rooms, Oliver Building,

Pittsburgh, on Tuesday, Nov. 4. at S p.m. The subject of the

meeting will be, "Design of Linings for Mine Shafts," by V\". A.

Weldin, assistant chief engineer of the Pittsburgh-Buffalo

Co. Discussion will be presented by a number of structural

and mining engineers. Elmer K. Hiles, Oliver Building, Pitts-

burgh, Penn., is secretary.

The EnKJneers' Society of Western Pennsylvania and the

Cleveland Engineerins Society, at the invitation of the Pressed

Steel Car Co. and the Universal Portland Cement Co., will

inspect the works of these two companies Saturday, Nov. 1.

AVest Virsinia Coal Minine Institute will hold its winter

meeting at Charleston, W. Va., on Dec. S, 9 and 10. Neil Rob-

inson. Charleston, V^'. Va.. is president: B. N. Zern, Morgan-
town. W. Va.. is secretary.
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Session of the American Mining Congress
liv l{. Dawson IIali.

>'yNOPSlt>—Tlif coiiijre.'cs ilisrttsseil the various puli-

iico-economic a.ijieclx of ininiiu/. suck as the la.ralion of

mining proiterlij. the saJe of public mineral lands, the

inadequate returns in the cuaJ industri/. the wages of

labor and workmen's comiien,'<ation. Varl Scholz ira."!

elected president. The a-s.'^ociation showed its interest in

the promotion of broad national policies regardless of

mere personal interest and manifested a .sentiment in

favor of governmental regulation which should control

the profits and operating methods of all mines so as to

jiritiect the public and conserve resources.

The American Mining Couffross oijuned it.-; Kith .Vn-

iiual Session on the afternoon of Oct. 2l>, in the l)ail-

room of the Bellevue-.Stratforil Hotel. Tiie nieetinj; was

called to order by F. H. Witjton, chairman of the local

executive committee. After a few Dpcnini; remarks, an

most correct method of assessment was by basinf; the

ta.xes on the value of the output. He was not intlisposeii,

liowever, to admit that such a methotl ol taxation wa-;

open to criticism. H appeared to him as the best solu-

tion of a much vexed problem. Speaking, of course,

from an anthracite standpoint, his conclusions cduld

not be subjected to severe criticism, for most of the hiiid

is held in that section for future deveiojunent, but in

the bituminous fields the exemption of lands from taxa-

tion, which were not being worked, would render tlu'

holding of land for speculative purposes a more prolitablc

business than it now is. Some .sections of the country are

already sufficiently retardeil in develoiJnaht by specula-

iiu-s.

It IS true, lidwcvcr, tins delay assures us that when
mining docs commciu-c, jiropcr couscr\alion of resources

will have replaced present wasteful methods and more-

I

-|

''.ri#' ^, ^ifi < ¥
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eloquent address of welcome was delivered in the name
of the mayor and citizens of Philadelphia by Ed. F.

C'attell, statistician of the city. Mr. Cattell wa.s a.ssociated

in a mining capacity with D. W. Bruutou in his earlier

years.

Responses were made on behalf of the congress by

D. W. Bruuton, the president, and by the following rep-

resentatives of the states taking part in the meeting: W.
Malmey, of Alaska; W. H. Fluker, of Georgia; C. J.

Norwood, of Kentucky: 1. R. Burton, of New York; H.
N. Lawrie, of Oregon; T. Broman, of Texa.s; Neil Robin-
son, of AYest Virginia, and P. J. QuealeV; of Wyoming.

In the evening session, D. W. Brunton, of Denver,

Colo., delivered his presidential address, and the mem-
bers spent the balance of the evening at a theatrical per-

formance.

Taxation on Output

On the following morning the congress met at 10:30
and R. V. Xorris opened the meeting with a paper on

the taxation of mining property. He reviewed the sys-

tems in use for assessing property and asserted that,

though not conformable with the state constitution, the

over in places where mining is already coninieueed, there

will be less waste of mineral as a result of reduced

pressure from taxation. The present system tends to put

a premium on rapid and incomplete exhaustion of re-

sources, so that only the best of the mineral is removed.

Ax rigi"Ari:i( Tax Laws

D. L. Webb, of Denver, Colo., then read a ]iaper. ill

which he said that taxation of mines was based on laws

w^hich Were originally framed to apply to surface lands

only. The value of mineral below ground is so uncertain

that taxation should be iu)t on the value of the holding,

which is largely indetermiiuite, but on the value of the

net output only. Taxes on mineral as land might be fixed

at $.5 per acre, but any larger tax should be based on

mineral extracted and sold.

H. L. Smyth, of Cambridge. Mass., declared that the

Minnesota taxes formerly ran 10c. per ton of output : this

dropped slowly by steps to Ic, and finally was entirely

removed. The specific taxes per ton were considered in-

equitable because they did not bear any reference to costs

of production nor were they related to the value of the

product obtained.
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The Finlat System

The J. K. Finlay valuation is now generally acceptable,

though made after too hurried an inquiry and having

needed some modification. A change was desired and ap-

plied to his rules relative to thi' cah-uhition of resources

in depth and extent. Two suits are pending relative to

his assessments. Altiiough the burden of taxation was

inci-eased throughout tlie state from three- to twent)'-fol d,

I he mine operators realized that the taxes were based on

a rule whicli would prevent exorbitant taxation, such as

might be levied if the tax were dependent not on prob-

able profits, but on (iut]uit. .Moreoxci-. :is the assess-

ment was state-wide, there was now no fear that un-

eiiiial taxation would residt Iroiu divergences in local

jiidgmeiit of iiroperty vainer.

T.W'KS ON I'lKnri's

W. \j. (iritfiths s])oke in limir of' taxes on output, saying

that the hurilen should l)e |ihiird, for the larger part at

least, on the going conccni.-. Coal lands winch were idle

should not he taxed. A tax on profits would lie welcomed

I n the afternoon the members took a. trip to the League
Island .N'avy Yard and other points of interest in the

harbor of Philadelphia. When the evening session opened
W. II. Wilson, engineer-ill-charge of the Pitisburgh Sta-

tion of the Bureau of Mines, urged the congress to join

with all the other coal- and metal-mining bodies in meet-

ing with the American Mine Safety Association, once

every three years, and specifically in 1914, at a time and
])lace to be determined at their mutual convenience.

VsK OF IvXl'LdSiVKS

Later 1>. W. (junnell, of the Atlas Powder Co., gave a

talk on "The Use and Abuse of Explosives." Mr. Gunnell

said tliat the efficient and safe use of explosives was so

important as to justify the continuous employment of an

explosives' engineer by all large mining companies. He
declared that the low-grade ammonia a::d gelatin ex-

plosives were least sensitive to shock and should therefore

be fired by the strongest of detonators. Where different

types of explosives are' in use, the detonator chosen should

be fitted for the least sensitive and not foi- high-grade dy-

namites.

Tsio! I'>klli:vue-Stratford Hotet, in- Piiii.\iii;i,r[iiA

by some coal compaincs in the anthracite region as they

would escape such a burden entirely, seeing that mining

was pursued year after year at a loss, the deficit being

made good by railroad profits.

H. M. Chance, of I'hiladelphia, Penn., read a paper on

taxation of a character so comprehensive that it is im-

possible to brief his remarks. E. T. Conner, of Philadel-

phia, Pemi., who was scheduled to speak in reply to the

three papers, was unable to be present. He is laid up
in the Hahnemann Hospital with appendicitis.

Intekminahle Mink Reports

S. A. Taylor then read a paper on "Uniform Eequire-

hleiits for Official Mine Reports," in which he said that

there was excessive duplication in state and federal re-

ports, so that it took a clerk 2 to 3 weeks each year to

make the required returns. He proposed a consultation

so that even if a number of reports had to be rendered,

they would all follow similar lines, be based on the same
period of time and so be mere replicas one of the other.

He paid a tribute to the rapidity with which the statis-

tical reports of the United States Geological Survey

were produced.

Xos. '] and 4 detonators have passed out of use almost

entirely, and No. 5 will probably soon follow. Nos. 6 and

7 will be preferred and possibly No. 8 may be exten-

sively used, for only a strong detonator and one fully

equal to its work will effectually obtain the full power

of the explosive used. Single-tape fuse is not recom-

mended, for. though it. is well suited for dry holes, it

may, and probably will, find its way into wet places

and then not being waterproofed may cause misfires.

Why Dynamitk Ls Not Moistche-Proof

By picking out the white crystals in dynamite and ex-

posing them on a window sill for a few hours, it will

be easily understood why dynamite is susceptible to

moisture. In a short time the crystals will attract enough

dampness to form a mass of water. The crystals are ni-

trate of soda or nitrate of ammonia and not parts of

the dynamite proper, Ijut are invariably found in the

commercial article.

But there is another reason why dynamite is not ab-

solutely resistant to moisture. The absorbent material

is more willing to soak up water than nitroglycerin, and

a certain 10 per cent, dynamite was found recently on
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analysis to have rcplaci'd 4 per cent, of the explo.<ive uia-

k-rial with water. At about 4;? de^. F.. dviiamite will

freeze aud ean be detonated only with difheulty or not at

all, depending on the degree of solidity with whieh it is

frozen. Blasting ea])* are cheaper tiian electric fuses and

have no other advantages, the more expensivi- article giv-

ing far safer results in practice.

AViiEX THE Fax Shoild Be STorriai

At the close of Gunnell's address, a paper was read

ou '-Mine TJescue and First-Aid Operations," hy J. 'W.

The Coxciiii;>- A'i-iii\' l-i v.i l I-iand Xavv Yakd.

•MlXXl..>urA" JN lilCAlt

Paul, engineer in charge of mine-rescue work of the Bu-

reau of Mines. He made several interesting statements,

and among them are the following:

Incidents might be cited where lives would have been
seriously jeopardized if the ventilating current had been le-

stored to its normal course, prior to the exploration of the

mines, by men wearing breathing apparatus. I have in mind
several mines from which live men were rescued only because
ventilation was not restored In the part of the mine in which
they had remained following an explosion or mine fire. In

these cases breathing apparatus was the important factor in

their rescue.

DELAY EXPLORATION OP WRECKED PORTIONS OF IIINB

Those parts of the mine which indicate the least physica'.

violence should be the first to be explored, since in those
quarters thei-e is the greater chance of finding live men. In

those parts of the mine where great physical violence is

manifest, such as wrecked cars, distorted tracks and broken
machinery, the probability of finding life is remote. How-
ever, after the outlying districts in which men were known
to be at work or districts to which the men may have re-

treated for safety have been explored, the innermost work-
ings should be examined to ascertain the presence of fire

ivhich frequently follows a mine explosion. The discovery

and extinction of a fire by the rescuers may prevent a sec-

ond explosion when the ventilation Is restored, especially f

the mine liberates explosive gas.

A rescue crew wearing breathing apparatus should con-

sist of a unit of not less than five well-trained men. Each
unit when in the advance should be supported by a similar

unit acting as a reserve at the base. The presence of a re-

serve crew has been fully justified in actual rescue operations

as being most essential to the safety of the advance crew.
A crew should not proceed into irrespirable gases a dis-

tance beyond which it would be able to carry one of its mem-
bers to fresh air. This distance necessarily is governed by
the character of the road over which the crew may travel

and the nature of the obstructions passed over.

PRECAUTIONS BEFORE ENTERING MINE
The physical condition of the men composing a rescue

crew should be determined by a physician prior to the

cre^v's engaging in rescue exploration work. Only such as

are in good health and have no organic physiological defects

should be permitted to engage in rescue work involving the

use of breathing apparatus. During the progress of the work,

at the beginning and termination of each shift, the pulse and
respiration of each man should be talien and recorded.

The apparatus should be carefully examined and tested

by a competent person as well as by each member of the

crew and a record kept of each test. Just prior to entering

the mine, the crew should wear the apiiaratus in the presence

of formaldehyde gas to determine if all parts are secure

against tlie admission of external air. .Sulphur dioxide is not

so well adopted for testing the apparatus since it is ab-

sorbed by the caustic potash or caustic soda in the regen-

erator.

DIFFICULTIES IN USE OF BUEATHINC. APPARATUS
.Ml types of breathing apparatus using compressed oxy-

gen as the source of the breathable air should be so con-

structed that the entire circulating system may be put under

pressure by the admission of oxygen or compressed air. This

method would admit of determining a leakage under a pres-

sure less than that required to operate the relief valve. A
water gage placed on the circuit would plainly Indicate any
loss of pressure due to leakage. The surplus oxygen which

is generally left in the oxygen-supply tanks could well bo

used for making such tests.

The flow of oxygen in two German types of breathing ap-

paratus—the Draeger and Westfalia depends upon the Joint

use of a reducing valve and an injector nozzle, whereas the

English type of Fleuss-Proto depends upon the single action

of a reducing valve, the Injector nozzle being eliminated.

The above emphasizes the importance of frequent exam-
ination of the injector nozzle to insure against its clogging

with caustic potash which mav be' carrlel over from the re-

generator and deposited in the injector compartment.

HANDLING RESCUE SQU.VDS

In order that rescue work may continue without cessation,

the crews should be organized in parties of five including a

captain. Two crews should constitute a brigade and their

hours of work and rest should coincide. By the use of eight

crews, constituting four brigades, which will necessitate th.-

services of forty men, the brigades may work in shifts of

four hours and rest for six hours and have two hours in

which to eat and test the apparatus.

Recent mine-rescue maneuvers, held at Pittsburgh, Penn.,

and Rock Springs, Wyo., demonstrated tliat the above plan

The Coxgke.>5S Ixspectixc; the liAinuti; of

Philadelphia, Pexx.

is practicable and that for continuous duty exceeding 48

hours, the crews should not be required to undergo more

than two periods of 4 hours' duration in 24 hr. These periods

of 4 hr. should be divided so that each crew will work al-

ternately 1% hr. at advance and reserve.

Mr. Paul also advocated the use of joint rescue sta-

tions because some operators have, in the past, purchased

enuipment and not provided for its proper upkeep and

for the efficient training of the men. George S. Pice

then spoke on the urgent need for such training and em-

phasized the importance of maintaining breathing ap-

paratus in the utmost efficiency while H. M. Wilson

spoke of the work of the Bureau in spreading all over

the United States those means of safety which had been

developed here and abroad and on the creation of a sen-

timent toward hetter methods. While a strong presenta-

tion of the claims of the Bureau to public recognition

and support, it may be safely said that there was not a
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word of exaggeration in his claims. He stated that it was

the only governmental organization which had been af-

forded opportunity of having speakers all over the coun-

try proselytizing for safety and that as the Secretary of

Commerce Iledfield had recently said no great reform

can come iu the United States by force of law, however

well that law may be backed by active officers. There

must come such a change of viewpoint that the law will

be practically a dead letter for most of the people. The

bulk of the operators must first be induced to see that the

law is an expression of a moral necessity before it is

forced on the unwilling and negligent.

Following were two papers, one on "The TJse of Con-

crete in Mining Operations" (illustrated), by E. C. Sar-

gent, of Chicago, 111., and another on "The Coal Ke-

80urces of Alaska" (illustrated), by Dr. W. E. Crane, of

State College, Penn. They are both too diverse and de-

pendent on illustration to suffer any review.

On ^Yednesday morning the address of Dr. James Doug-

las, of New York, on "The Public Lands," was read by the

secretary, and D. B. Eushmore, of Schenectady, addressed

the congress on "The Industrial Corporation and Scien-

tific Eesearch." This latter was regarded as one of the

most important presented.

At the afternoon session, George Otis Smith, director

of the U. S. Geological Survey, gave a "Plain Talk" on

the public lands que.stions. On the whole Mr. Smith's

paper deserves approval but it makes no reference to the

high price for which he thinks public lands should be

sold or leased, and it does not pay any regard to the

extended time during which laud is held prior to classi-

fication and sale.

The Leasing System for Coal Lands

John F. Shafroth, the senator from Colorado, gave an

address in reply. He stated that when he became gover-

nor of his state, he endeavored to find what vvas the cause

for the inadequate tax return and he found in one county

alone, 9-lOths of the acreage was withdrawn from entry

and, as it belonged to the United States, could not be taxed.

He did not oppose the placing of high valuations on coal

land so much as he did its continued withdrawal from
entry or its leasing by the United States government.

Such a continuance of the national holding would ex-

empt large areas from taxation and subject the citizens

of Colorado to direct federal control in their business.

"Why Coal Lands Should Be Sold

The burden of government was greater on the state

than on the nation as the state had to employ more ofBc-

ials per thousand inhabitants than had the Federal gov-

ernment and the expenses could not be met if only a

part of the state domain were subject to taxation, the

cost of administration being dependant naore on the den-

sity of population than on the actual numbers The in-

terposition of vacant government land made administra-

tion extremely difficult. The $15,000,000 paid by Colo-

rado iu federal taxation brought her but little, seeing that

the army and navy were of little avail to a people snusclv

placed in the heart of a continent, nor had Colorado

much interest in harbors and rivers. She was interested

however, in 50,000,000 acres of forest land, within her

borders, which were idle and not open to entry; 40 per

cent, of it was above timber line, 30 per cent, had only

scrub timber, and the 30 per cent that remained would.

accortling to the U. S. Agricultural Department, only

grow a tree l!)-in. in diameter in 200 years. She waa
interested in 9,425,000 acres of coal laud in Colorado,

which could not now be purchased at any price and might
later be offered for $400 per acre, yet, if figured with all

the land purchases of the federal government, it cost the

United States only 4.7c. per acre.

Who Eeceives the Money for Coal Land
A delegate from the Land Office declared that this

money paid in to the department was delivered to the

reclamation service to be used in the irrigation of the

Western arid lauds, but Shafroth replied that eventually

it was returned to the government by the farmers thus

benefited so that it constituted only a loan and not a

return of the capital to the settlers who had built up the

West.

Several took part in the discussion and it was inter-

esting to note that there was no attempt among Western-
ers to defend "dummy entries." The West, as one said

does not wish to renew the past. While dummy en-

tries are and were necessary to gather together a suffic-

ient acreage for operation, it is better to change the law

than to attempt its violation.

Thos. J. Walsh, senator from Montana and chairman
of the Senate Committee on Mines and Mining, was will-

ing to approve of a leasing system for oil and gas but

not for coal and other minerals.

At the evening session. Dr. Chas. E. Van Hise, presi-

dent of Wisconsin L^niversity, Madison, Wis., read his

address on "The Belation of Big Business to Industrial

Prosperity with Special Eeference to Mining," in M-hich

he showed the fatuousness of a return to the small plants

and small aggregations of capital of former years and
doubted whether it would prove true that combinations

of the largest size were too unwieldy for efficiency.

The morning session of Oct. 23 opened with the report

of the Committee on Xominations which named 4 direc-

tors to serve 3 years or until their successors were elected.

These were E. A. Montgomery, Los Angeles, Calif. ; Hen-
nen Jennings, Washington, D. C; W. F. Eichards, Potts-

ville, Penn.; and M. S. Kemmerer, Xew York, N. Y.

Chas. E. Van Barneveld, of San Francisco, Calif., then

read an address on "The Mineral Division of the Pana
nia-Pacific Exposition," inviting mineral displays on that

occasion and asking that the American Mining Con-
gress meet at San Francisco in 1915, during the life of

the exposition. S. A. Taylor then proposed that as the

work of the congress was constantly growing and as there

was a continual deficit in the treasury, a Ways and Means
Committee be formed to draft a scheme for making ex-

penditures and receipts lialauce.

The Ills of the Coal Industry*

Dr. E. W. Parker then read an address on "The Cost,

of Coal Production" and a substitute for John W. Boi-

leau, of Pittsburgh, Penn., delivered his remarks on

"What is the Matter with the Coal Mining Industry."

Apparently he thought the main trouble was the ab-

stention of the industry from the meetings of congress.

As he was not present perhaps his opinion may be dis-

counted ; certainly his example should not be followed.

The discussion was lead by A. J. Moorshead. He re-

garded debate as of no value so long as the people

of one state were rejoicing in the laxity of their own
mining laws and chortling over the severity of those in
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jieighboriug .states. Mr. Moorsheail declaroil tliat the

woikiiu'ii '.s conipon.satiou law ami tlu> ri'quiivineiit tiiat

tire-proof strmtures l)e erected near, within ami armiml

the shaft below i^nniml met with due approval in In-

diana. They were, the Indiana operator.-j thoujiht. fjctod

measures so lon«c as Illinois alone eoufronted them.

Moreover, the wajre dittiiultv made eoo])crati<>n across

state lines impossible.

A l'os.siBLK 8ki.f Cvue

However, despite Mr. Moorshead's prognostications,

gloomy, tiiough cheerfully expressed, it would seem that

when all the fields are opened up and territory adjusted,

the question of meeting competition will be less fierce

:ind ultimately the disturbing forces will be those very

stales, whose territory has been curtailed by adverse leg-

islation and labor activity. When the less alllicted stale>

move up slowly into line, their territory holding will

be slowly and surely reduced, as they meet the increa.s

ing demand of the labor unions and the state.

It api)ears that in a few years, war will almost cease

because to a large extent, as there will be no new fields

to open up in the East, the lines of every field will l)e

more firmly fixed and the mines established will be sat-

isfied with the area within these lines. When new* coun-

ties and states are being opened the balance of power is

often rudely disturbed.

It is, however, to be hoped that state's rights will never

be pressed to such an extent that unequal safety will re-

sult. The right to keep imsafe mines in order to maiu

tain a market gained by such methods is not a right for

which honest men will strive and it is time that the laws

of all the states be made to give at least equal security,

even if it is not necessary to impose cciiiid Inirdens on all.

Coal OpI'Ikatoks a.vi) ;Metai. Mkx Pakt

For the afternoon session the meeting split, the coal

operators assembling in another room and discussing the

general business situation. Carl Sholz, of Chicago, III.,

occupied the chair. I'^rom all reports there was not so

much harmony as good fellow.slnp.

In the ballroom, W. H. Fluker, of Thomson, Ga., read

an address on gold miniug in that state. Dr. Martin M.

Foster, chairman of the House Committee on Mines and

Mining, read an article on 'The Federal Government and

the Mining Industry." Prof. C. J. Norwood called at-

tention to the need for federal aid of mining schools,

comparable to the assistance now given to farming in-

stitutions. He said that the strength of the Kentucky

coals to resist compression had not been determined and

that when recommending as chief inspector an increase

in size of ribs, be was unable to determine what that in-

crease should be owing to lack of funds for the necessary

experiments.

"The Eadium Situation," by C. W. Parsons, of the

Bureau of Mines, was extremely interesting, that organ-

ization being about to prepare radium for use in Ameri-

can hospitals. Most of the radium ores are found here,

but only about one gram of the metal is to be found

in America in its available form and all of that Avas ex-

tracted abroad.

In the evening a smoker and vaudeville which was

largely attended wa.s held in the ballroom of the hotel.

Friday was the closing day of the meeting and in the

morning session, Geo. R. Wood reported for the Com-

mittee on Standartlization of Electric I>](piipnu ill in

Mines.

Cii.MITI.SOUY AlUUTltATlON AND COLLK( I IVi, HAIiiiAlNlNQ

Wm. B. Wilson. Secretary of the De])artmcnl of Labor,

then delivered an excellent address on ".\rbitration as

a Factor in the Mining Industry," in which he ojjposed

compulsory arbitration, but said that there were moral,

business and ))olitical reasons for collective bargaining.

Without it, the working iiimii wms cnnvded to the \\:ill.

without it business men did not know al any lime what

labor disturbances might confront them, what reduction

in wage scale might occur to aid a coin])etitor. what in-

cn-jwc of wage rates miglit make it im))ossihle to i^ro-

duce coal at contract rates.

He believed that when llie working man was forced

by law into compulsory arbitration, he would be at a

disadvantage for while the operator had a well-defined

boundary line between profitable operation and economic
loss, the worker had a flexible line of resistani'e. He
could reduce or decrease bis li\iiii;- clinrtres. Tims the

Carl Sciiolz

arbitrator tended to keep in mind the defined lioundary

line of prices and to put the burden on the workingman.
who by surrendering his standard of living, could con-

tinue to subsist.

C. E. Maurer tried to discover on what basis Mr. Wil-

son figured a division between the "partners in industry"

—ca]ntal and labor. Finally Mr. TV'ilson declared it was
an "American living wage" but he admitted that the ex-

pression was extremely elastic and meant one thing in

Illinois and another in AVest Virginia.

Should thk Minkk Be Held to his Bakgatx?

Mr. Wilson declared that it was not right to hold the

miner rigidly to his liargain and to compel him by law

to work at the scale he had signed because the operator

could not be bound to keep his pledge, for he could not
be compelled to operate at a loss or to run his mines
when no coal was needed. Both parties, in his opinion,
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broke their bargains to some extent by suspending opera-

tion, and usually without moral stigma. The contract

could only be interpreted to mean that when A and B chose

to work in partnership, the terms should be as A and B
had laid them down. Any attempt to make the unions

responsible by forced incorporation, he regarded as ill

advised. W. L. Connell, of Scranton, said that the an-

thracite miner could move to the bituminous region if

he did not like the contract but the operator of an an-

thracite mine could not thus move from place to place,

ilr. Connell condemned the continued restriction in out-

put which was, in the anthi-acito region, a fixed policy

of the T^niou.

The Eesoh'tioxs of thi-: ('onghkss

At the afternoon session several resolutions were in-

troduced by S. A. Taylor on behalf of the committee

appointed for that purpose. Sidney Norman's resolution

placed the congress on record as favoriu.u' laws to give

J. E. Callbkeath
Secretary of Ami-rioan Mining Congress.

lirotection to minoi'ity stockholders l)y making directors

more definitely resjionsible for their welfare and consti-

tuting infraction of laws to that end as a felony punish-

able by imprisonment. The resolution calls attention to

recent Stock Exchange .scandals in New York.

D. W. Brunton's resolution called for an attempt on

the part of the mineral land-law revision committee of

the congress to enlist the support of the American In-

stitute of Mining Engineers- and the Mining and Metal-

lurgical Society. Another resolution introduced hy T).

W.Brunton urges upon President and Congress the en-

actment of legislation pro^nding for a Department of

irines and Mining with a member of the President's cabi-

net at its head.

S. A. Taylor himself fathered the resolution that the

Director of the Geological Survey and the Director of the

Bureau of Mines lie requested to cooperate with the heads

of the departments of mines or the proper officers in the

various states, together with a committee of the American

Mining Congress in order to secure uniformity as to

form and time of making mining statistical reports.

H. N. Lawrie's resolution urged immediate pas.sage

by Congress of legislation, providing for federal assis-

tance to state mining schools. C. E. Maurer, of Ohio,

declared in his resolution that as there were many sys-

tems of evaluating properties and as a tendency had

lieen shown to put an undue load of taxation on the min-

ing industry and as this burden was far from uniform,

hence a special committee of the congress should be ap-

pointed to investigate and recommend -a fair, uniform

and equitable basis of valuation for taxation.

AVilliam Maloney presented a resolution, desiring that

the federal government speedily enact laws granting re-

dress to Alaska, so that private capital may he induced

to interest itself in the development of the great natural

resources. John E. Patton, of Tennessee, desired that

the U. S. Internal Revenue collectors have instructions

issued to them by the treasury, so that the Corporation

Income Tax Law may be made uniform in its enforce-

ment and may provide that a definite royalty or deple-

tion charge be allowed as an item of the cost of pro-

duction in arriving at the not income of mining compan-

ies for purposes of taxation. R. Dawson Hall introduced

the following:

Rt solved; Thaf \v.^ express Dur sympathy with the rela-

tives and friends of those who have lost their lives in the

teriible sxplosion at the Dawson mine and that we join with

the officials and owners of the Stag Canon Coal Co., in re-

gretting that all their efforts and forethought have, in some

unfortunate and inexplicable manner, been rendered of no

avail and that the secretary communicate the matter of this

resolution to the proper persons.

('. E. Maurer's resolution was pa,s!3ed urging upon the

Congress of the United States and the State legislatures,

the necessity of a modification of the so-called "Anti-

Trust" laws as applied to our natural resources in order

that they maybe conserved and proper safeguards thrown

around the employees and further providing that the ad-

dress of E. W. Parker be sent to the President and Fed-

eral Congress and the governors of the coal-producing

states. All the resolutions here discussed were unani-

mously approved.

In the afternoon an address on "Workmen's Compan-

satiou Laws and Accident Prevention Work," was read

by David Eoss, of Springfield, 111, Lack of time caused

S. A, Taylor to ask privilege to print his paper without

reading it. In the absence of Dr, J, A. Holmes, director

of the Bureau of Mines, Geo. S. Rice, read his "Lessons

of the Year in the Mining Industry," In brief it de-

plores the "tardy and inadequate recognition and aid

fnim the legislature and administrative branches of the

general government" and stated that the bureau had

been criticised for "failure to do numerous things of

which there was serious need," "It is unfortunate, how-

ever, that our inability to do many of these things at

the opportune time tends to discredit all our work and

even the movement for greater safety among the miners,

who appreciate less fully the cost of such investigations!

and whose goodwill, confidence, and cooperation are es-

sential to the success of all our efEorts."
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(.'arl Seholz, wlio was olortoil i>re!iiili'iit, oiviiiiiotl llie

chair throughout tho aftonioon session. The resolutions

introducetl by ,). R. Burton, of New York, providing for

the investigation of scandals bj' a committee of tiie con-

gress and for the expulsion of members of the body who
employed men who had been convicted of fraudulent min-

eral land selling, were tabled after no little discussion

and debate.

The first resolution would have involved the Congress

in bankruptcy and the second meant the establishment

of a blacklist and was of doubtful legality.

The officers for the ensuing year are : Carl Scholz, pres-

ident ; Hennen .lenning.*, Washington, D. C, first vice-

president; M. S. Kemmerer, New York, second vice-

I'lesident; Harry L. Day, Idaho, third vice-president;

with the following directors, D. B. Brunton, Colorado

;

n. H. Deru, Utah; W. G. Conrad. Montana; S. .V. Tay-

lor, I

ards,

York.

cnnsylvaiiia : .lolin flayer. Ifissouri : 11. N. Tuv-
linois; E. .\. Montgomery, California; W. .1. Rich-

Pennsylvania and Dr. dames Diniglas, New

111 the basomiMit of the HoiticiiltuiMl Huilding. a "id.-iI

mil I'" h.id V)'>cn prepared l>y the Bureau of Mines whieh ituve
the iJubUo a (food Idea of underground condllloiLs. Rescue
and first-aid demonstrations were made by the LehiRh VaUey
Coal Co., on Oct. 20; by the Susquehanna Coal Co., on Oct.
21; by the l^ehish Valley Coal Co., on Oct. 22; by the Lehigh
& Wilkos-narre Coal Co., In the evenins of the same day,
and in the afternoon of Oct. 23; by the Lehigh Coal & Navi-
gation Co., on the evening of Oct. 23, and in the afternoon of
Oct. 24. The Philadelphia & Reading Coul & Iron Co., dem-
onstrated on the evening of Oct. 24, and both morninf; and
evening of Oct. 25.

In the lecture hall lectures were given by .1. R. Fleming;.
demonstrations of rescue apparatus and first-aid work I.

W. I>. German and O. I. YouniJ. Motion pictures were i \

hibited by J. R. Fleming six times every day. The featur -

wiiu supplied by the 13iireau of Mines.

Explosion at Stag Canon Fuel Co.'s Mine
SVXOP.'ylS—.1/ lite Dawson Mines of the Slay Canon
Fuel Co., ill Coifor Couniy. yeiv Mexico, a severe explo-

sion- probably killed 261 men. All but 80 of these have

heen brought out. In all, 27 men ivere rescued. The
explosion occurred at 3 p.m. on Oct. 22. The shooting in

the mine ivas effected by electricity, no shots being fired

till all the men were out of the mine.

The mines of the Stag Canon Fuel Co. are opened in

Colfa.x County, near the northern or Colorado line of

New Mexico, and, consequently, are not far from the

well known workings of Trinidad and Walsenhurg in Las
Animas County, Colorado. The plant is located at Daw-

son on the \('niu'jo Kivcr and iu Inandirs. ihal wall

shed being an important triliiUary of tlic Ked or Caiiadi

River.

The coal mined is |iait of the southern end of i

Raton coal field and is of ihc Laramie series of t

Cretaceous system, these measures having a thickness

about 800 ft. in the vicinity of Dawson. According
do. E. Sheridan,* formerly the territorial inspector, i

<oal makes an excellent coke, and there are several slici

and sills of igneous rock intruded iiilo llie mcasun
these thickening in cases into masses like laccolilhs ai

'Jluch use is made in this report of Mr. Sheridan's address
before the American Institute of MininK Engineers, in Febru-
ary, 1909.—Ed.

A General View op the Wasukky and Tipples of the St.ag C.^non Fuel Co.'s Min:
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sonietiiiifr; jiroduciug small areas of natural ooke. Y.et,

there are few dikes throughout the entire southern por-

tion of the field and little or no faulting occurs where

these appear.

Only one seam of coal is worked, the Raton or Bloss-

burg, and it varies from 6 to 8 and in places reaches 11

ft. The other seams are of much less value. The hold-

ings of the company aggregate 56,218 acres, and of this

38,500 are coal lands. The mines have been working

for IS years, but they were only purchased by the Stag

Canon Fuel Co. in 1905; at that time they belonged to

the El Paso & Xortheastern Company.

Several Escapewats

The Vermejo River and its tributaries cut heavily into

the seam, and as the coal bed is comparatively level it

can be attacked anywhere along a crop 40 miles in

length. Consequently, it was hoped, that with so many
opportunities for escape after the recent explosion, sev-

eral men might be saved. The bulk of the workings are

to be found in Rail Canon, where are the washer, jjower

plant and coke ovens. In this caiion are four important

openings, but Xos. "3 and 3 do not constitute entirely sep-

arate mines but are connected by many headings. On the

Termejo River bank, not far from Lorita, two openings,

Kos. o and 6, have been made. The former alone is work-

ing and forms an escapeway for mines 2 and 3.

The coal is hauled by mules from the rooms to part-

ings within the mine, whence it is brought to the outside

yards by Jeffrey, ATestinghouse and Goodman motors.

On the outside, coal is hauled from mines 1 and 2 to a

common tipple over a tramway 6600 ft. long by two
2S-ton Porter, one 20-ton Yulean, one 18-ton Lima, and
two 6-ton Porter steam locomotives.

The mines have been sprinkled by water cars and the

dust has been removed from the roailways a.s far as is

practicable. A complete telephone system having sta-

tions at tJie most convenient points within the mine, was
installed to afford communication with the outside.

The shooting was done after all the men were out of

the mines. Every man hung up his check as he went
into the mine, and took it on leaving. If he failed to

take his check, the mine was searched for him. The
tisual precautions were taken in throwing switches and a
red light was displayed at the mouth of the mine to warn
men from entering before the firing switch was thrown.
The air delivered to the mine was in 1909, 260,558

cu.ft. per miu. Allowing 600 eu.ft. for each of the 59
mules this left an allowance of 306 cu.ft. for each man
employed. The water gage at Xo. 4 mine was 0.8 in.

and at Xo. 2, 1.2 in.

Inforjiatiox So Fae Received

Despite all the care manifested by the company, at 3

p.m. on Oct. 22, there was a disastrous explosion in Xo.
2 mine, in which 261 men were probably killed, 27 l>e-

ing rescued. Heavy falls of roof near the entrance blocked

the way to the rescuers. The fan was put out of com-
mission, but was repaired and made available for the

rescue work. The mine covered so large an area, 437
acres in Rail Caiion having been extracted before 1909,

mostly from the mines where the explosion occiirred, that

it was for a long while hoped that many of the men might
have wandered into remote sections of the mine and
escaped. It is now feared that there is no such possibility.

Apparently, Superintendent William McDermott and
Henry P. ilcShane, of Xew York, and 16 miners and
sub-bosses were about to escape when a fall of roof killed

and covered them with debris.

It is reported that two of the helmet men were killed

at their work.

Dawsux, X. il.. DuiaM, I ,:.,,- i.^iiTioN. Xo. 2 ^Iixe Lies FuiiXHER Up the Yalley
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EDITORIAL
nimiiiiiiiiniilliliiniiiiiijijiiimmiiiiiiiiiimin'miuiiiiiiiiii

Gettin*^ a C^ongress under Way
The Anu'iicaii Mining' Coiifjrcss tried to .levotc oiio

wliole day to I'onnalitics and suHVred the natural .-oiise-

(|iienees of tlie attempt. An rtddress of welcome from

the eity was to lie followed by one from the state; the

president of the congress was to respond and then three-

minute replies were to be made by the delegates from 3:?

states. In the evening the president was to make his an-

nual address and there was to be a reception to the officers

iiiid delegates by the citizens of Philadelphia.

Such an elaborate program of mutual gratulation does

not attract anyone. The delegates and members agree to

wait till, as tliey express it, "the convention settles down

to business." They are somewhat inclined to put on the

average presidential address, the unfavorable criticism of

Dr. D. W. Brunton : If the outgoing president comments

on the year's successes, he is thought to be guilty of self-

laudation ; if, on the other hand, he lays down the neces-

sities of the hour, he is subjected to the accusation that

he is trying to control by officious advice the conduct

of an office which he is about to vacate.

So this function is rarely enthralling uidess it is made,

as we believe is true in England, rather an address from

the president than a presidential address, the speaker

forgetting his office and striving merely to deliver an

utterance which will have an interest in itself regardless

of its relation to any past or future action of the body to

which he has been appointed president. He is thus often

enabled to probe deeper into some subject than any earlier

investigators and does not endeavor to cover all the ob-

jects of the society with a series of inadequate generali-

ties.

Even though the address be as excellent as that of Doc-

tor Brunton, it fails because the mind cannot be led to

consider several problems at once and because all tradi-

tions are against the laying of stress on such official utter-

ances.

Because of a knowledge that opening sessions are rarely

important, the attendance of Tuesday was scanty and the

citizens of Philadelphia, who, be it said, desire to correct

the Universe without intimate knowledge of its affairs,

were not encouraged by the scanty enthusiasm of the

members and delegates. The interest of the press and of

its readers flagged, whereas had Shafroth, "Wilson, Parker

or Moorshead spoken at the opening session, there might

have been a keener interest shown.

It is to be hoped that in coming sessions the '"pink

tea" features will be wholly subordinated to business, that

the 33 delegates-in-chief will not be called to give 09

minutes of oratory. It is still more to be desired that

the meeting will be held where more cooperation is ex-

tended. The action of Philadelphia was not one to es-

tablish its reputation as a convention city. Its uncertain

policy in reference to the mining show, the riding of its

•papers that they would not mention the event till it was

already in progress, and its almost studied indifference

to what was transpiring, convince us that not for

imiiiiiiuiiiiiiniiiiminii iiiiii iiiiiiiitiiiiiiinntin iiiiiiiinnnmiiiiiiiiii

a long time will the maiiagcnicnt of the congress again

exhibit on its badge an.l iirognun a picture of a nuner

hand-in-hand with William Penn.

Eventually the congress got under way, with a large

number of distinguished persons jjresent and iiuiny papers

of unusual value. It was not successful, however, in im-

])rcssing on the p»d)lic the broad sense of responsibility
'

to the nation e.xisting in the coal industry and its desire

to cooperate with the ])ublic in the promotion of all tlu'

national needs. This publicity must be obtained and

the public learn that its most abused servant is the one

which has served it most faithfully and received the

meanest reward and the most carefully studied niisre])rc-

sentation and abuse. The pa])ers of the congress and its

resolutions .>;liould a])])ear in brief in the journals of all

the cities of the TTnion. for mining is the second largest

interest in this nation.

I
Colorado C-oal Strike Situation |

Before the recent strike in Colorado was called, the

United Mine Workers of America claimed a membership

in that organization, in the States of C'olarado, Utah and

New Mexico, of only 2()4S, out of a total of 23,000 men

employed. Approximately 1000 of these members were

enrolled from the northern part of Colorado, where a

strike had been in progress for many months.

Some weeks ago an olliei.d of the Jliiic Workers' or-

ganization went to Colorado and ainiounced that it was

his purpose to bring about the recognition of his union l)y

the owners of all coal mines. The operators refused to

sign a contract which would require them to employ only

union men in their mines.

The union official above mentioned then announced

that he would refer the matter to a convention of miners

of all the camps of the state. A meeting was held in

Trinidad and 250 men were present. Of this number

100 men were striking miners from northern Colorado;

about 45 of the delegates were officers or paid employees

of the union. The rest of the men present were selected

by those in charge of the convention, and in no sense ac-

tually represented the men at work in the collieries. The

convention voted to call a strike for Sept. 23, and on that

day approximately 50 per cent, of the men engaged in

about the coal mines laid down their tools.

The demands of the miners include a 10 per cent, ad-

vance in wages, a semi-monthly payday, an eight-hour

work-day, a check weighman and better working condi-

tions.

There has never been a better example of how easily

one or two men can upset a great industry and bring

business over a large territory to a condition bordering

on chaos and revolution. People who think that such a

result can only be brought about when the conditions of

labor in the affected industry are unsatisfactory and un-

fair will be obliged to revise their opinion, providing they

will take time to make a careful investigation. There

is, of course, a restless element in labor circles that is
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never satisfied and always ready for a change, or any

kind of an adventure, that will bring with it temporary

freedom from real work. However, there are not enough

such, people to bring about a condition similar to the one

now existing in Colorado. Something more must be sup-

plied, and this is furnished in the form of intimidation

and personal violence.

Conditions in Colorado are a replica of what occurred

in West Virginia some months ago. Since the inaug-

uration of the strike, a number of men have been killed

and considerable property has been destroyed; mine

buildings are being fired upon; passenger trains carry-

ing mail have been stopped and searched by the strikers;

occupants of stages have been dragged therefrom, kid-

napped and taken to strike headquarters, and the lives

of all men who are desirous of working in the mines are

threatened daily.

Labor conditions in this country have now reached a

pass where one or more professional agitators can walk

into a district or state, where they are unknown and un-

familiar with actual conditions and succeed in the dis-

ruption of all business in the industry they attack. This

is a form of licensed violence that must be dealt with if

we, as a nation, are to maintain our industrial supremacy

among the governments of the world.

We are earnest in our desire that labor conditions

througout the coal industry shall be satisfactory. We
want to see the men who work amid the dangers of our

mines the best paid employees in the land. We never

have, and never expect to uphold, any coal company or

any individual officer that is unfair and selfish in the

treatment of his employees. However, we seriously ad-

vocate the enactment of such measures as will provide a

less destructive method of settling disputes between em-

ployers and employees. A partial solution of the prob-

lem is "publicity." Newspapers, as a general rule, are

like politicians, somewhat shy on supporting the minor-

ity, even though the "few" have right on their

side. There remains, however, one way in which pub-

licity may be gained, and that is through advertising.

It is surprising today that so few great corporations

-which need to place their cause before the people at large

avail tiiemselves of the advertising pages of the papers

in their particular field.

The Western Coal Lands

Of all the interesting features of the American Mining

Congress, the debate between J. F. Shafroth, senator

from Colorado and G. 0. Smith, director of the U. S.

Geological Survey, takes leading place. Mr. Smith has

indirectly the selling of the patrimony of a nation and

lias managed after a long delay, to dispose of a solitary

square mile. Yet this one insignificant sale, he regards

as a justification of the prices he has set on all the coal

lands he is marketing.

If the followers of Henry George ever start to make

Uncle Sam pay taxes, we shall soon see whether he will

find it possible to hold Western coal lands at $400 an

acre. Land holding at outrageous prices has always been

] found unprofitable where taxes had to be paid and this

nation would find itself in the hands of the sheriff, if it

had to pay taxes on the coal land-s of the West, if these

were assessed at the extremely liberal valuation of the

director of the Geological Survey.

We are not surprised that the Western states which

have to maintain their schools, their roads, their police

and their courts, condemn the bureaucracy which holds

so large a proportion of their lands inactive and yet

refuses to pay taxes on them. Perhaps it would be right,

certainly it would accord with our precedents, to let lands

in the hands of the government go untaxed till they can

be sold, if provision for their sale were immediately made
and if the price was perfectly sane. But millions of

acres are withheld from entry and other millions are

evaluated at a higher price than is now paid in most of

the best known coal fields of the United States.

We think it may be safely said that in only one state

in the Union is coal land ever sold at $400 per acre.

Anthracite and the Pittsburgh coking coals of Pennsyl-

vania are sold, it is true, at higher prices, and some West

Virginia coal, if it were offered for sale, would command
almost that figure, but the bulk of the coal land even in

those long developed states is nowhere so highly ap-

praised. The majority of the fuel in the Appalachian

states can be bought from $5 to $100 per acre.

We are giving the West special legislation of a most

onerous and unfair character. Lands which if sold by in-

dividuals would barely bring $5 or $10 per acre to the

vendors, are held for $400. Let us compare the situa-

tion in the Rocky Mountain section with the conditions

in Ireland, a land where the desire for the control of

its own affairs is even more rampant. By the enactment

of special and unusual legislation, the imperial parlia-

ment has made every effort to secure land for the in-

habitants at reasonable prices and to enable them to buy

what land they need. And furthermore, that parliament

is already expending on Ireland within the confines of its

four seas, far more than the island contributes. In fact

it is likely that the dominant kingdoms of England and

Scotland will pay $10,000,000 a year to Ireland and re-

ceive not one penny for national defense or administra-

tion.

In contrast M'e take from Colorado $15,000,000 per an-

num for national purposes and are holding up its resources

and those of other Western states at such a high figure that

their development is throttled. At present they are talking

home rule or states' rights in a mild way. They are aid-

ing in the support of our national institutions, though

most of these do not add in any material way to their

happiness or security. Our army and navy afford little

protection and our rivers and harbors bring little wealth

to Colorado compared with that they assure the other

states. Yet the Western people now pay and are willing

to pay pro rata taxes with states more vitally interested

in these institutions.

Let us be careful lest the Western states, whose inter-

ests are forgotten, become so angered at our unfair treat-

ment that when they get justice, perhaps even more than

justice, they will not be appeased. Indeed, let us make
all haste to do our duty now for the concessions now
rightly demanded by Alaska and the West will ultimately

be granted, and the theories of Pinchot, Smith and the

newspapers will fade away like an evil dream. For are

we not all one people and are not the men of the West
as well entitled to justice and as much our national con-

cern as the inhabitants of Indiana, Ohio and Illinois?

Is it expedient that we should demand of our citizens in

the West a manner of sale radically different from that

which has been our practice for a century?
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SOCIOLOGICAL DEPARTMENT

Simplified Breathing Apparatus at

Witkowitzer Mine
liv .losri' I'orPKi!*

SYNOPSIS—Details regarding a new breathing appar-

atus, the helmet of which w made tight to the face of

the wearer by a sponge-rubber ga^ik-et. lite potash cyl-

inder has dei'ices whereby all the aR-ali is made avail-

able for the absorption of carbon dio.ride and the cooler

is kept at a low temperature by the use of asbestos steeped

in alcohol. The apparatus can be kept in continuous

service frmn 3 to 31/2 '"'• a«^ weighs 26 to 29 pounds.

Previous improvements in breathing apparatus have

not been based on any new fundamental principles. They

have, however, tended to increase the weight with which

the rescueman is burdened. In the laboratory of the

Witkowitzer collieries in Maehrish-Ostrau, Austria, ex-

periments have been made with a view to simplification

of the commonest types of rescue apparatus. The ob-

jects have chiefly been to reduce the weight for equal

time capacity and to cool the inhaled air to a lower tem-

perature so as to reduce fatigue. The total weight of the

apparatus has been kept down to about 27 or 28 lb., yet

the designers have been able to use a larger steel cylinder

^nd a new type of potash cartridge, which together make

possible the use of the helmet for a longer period than

has been hitherto possible.

A EuBBEE Spoxge Ixstkad of ax Air Tube as Face

Gasket

An improvement has also been made in packing the

helmet so as to avoid the danger inherent in those packed

with a rubber tube, should this tube become damaged.

This pneumatic ring has been replaced by a rubber sponge,

over the outside of which is drawn a sheet of rubber. But

the side of this gasket which is in contact with the face

is not so protected, and is left in a spongy condition.

In hot mines it can be cooled by moistening. The sponge

is pressed down by two bands. The helmet carries a

window glass and a movable wiper.

The apparatus is carried on the back. The oxygen

flask weighs 11 lb. It holds 13.77 cu.ft. of oxygen at

a pressure of 150 atmospheres. The pressure can be

read by the man wearing the helmet from a manometer

placed on a spiral tube. The reducing valve is so ad-

justed as to feed about 0.07 cu.ft. of oxygen per minute.

The fresh .and the regenerated exhaust pa.«s through

the connecting tube F into a breathing bag of large size

and thence to the mask M. The cartridge is fastened in

place by a simple device, it being held and made gas-

tight by the adjustable threaded tube G. The cartridge

is of a new type patented by Xowicki, chief chemist of tlic

collieries.

The Aiu Kegeneuatok

The chemicals for purifying the exhaled air are held

as usual in sheet-metal shelves with central or side open-

ings, and l)y wire netting. Between the several shelves the

air sweeps over the chemicals. To place these under thr

wire netting and simply pass air over them is an ineflicient

practice, for the chemicals arc not completely utilizcil

and ta':e up gases only on their surface. This leads to

•Engrineer, chief mining inspector of the "Witkowitzer col-

lieries in Maehrish-Ostrau, Austria.

Note—From a paper before the International Congress of
Rescue Work and Accident Prevention, Vienna. 1913. Trans-
lated exDressly for "Coal Age" by E. F. Buffet, from the
"Montanistische Rundschau."

BliEATlIIXG ApPAHATUS XoW 1

TO EsPEKIilEXT

;ixG Subjected

tiie use of more alkali than is necessary, and tlms adds

to the weight of the cartridge.

In the new potash cylinders the chemicals are still iiscil

in granular form. The grains of caustic potash are placed

on the shelves A and B, which have a series of holes cov-

ered with the little perforated spacing caps D. The holes

E in one shelf are staggered with respect to those in

the next. The side walls of the spacing caps let the gasi-

pass easily through. The gas to be treated by the chem-

icals enters from below through the tube coupling C.

and passes up through a large number of holes E and

through the spacing caps, which are fastened on the lower

shelves. Hence it reaches the chemical between the spac-

ing caps. In contrast with the common type of cartridge,

the air does not pass by or over the chemicals, but owing

to the cap device is compelled to penetrate to the interior

»f the chemical layer.

Shreds of filter paper are mixed with the chemicals

to take up such potash as is dissolved by the moisture in

the expired air. Experiments show that after two hours

the regenerated air contains no carbon dioxide, after three

hours 0.2 per cent, of its volume and after four hours
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only 0.6 per cent. In the experiments, cartridges of 3."3

to 4.4 lb. weight have been employed. The exhaled air

passes into the cartridge A, where its carbon dioxide is

removed. Thence it flows through a tubular cooler I,

which, to increase its cooling effect, is provided on the

lower part with asbestos J which, previous to using the

apparatus, has been saturated with a volatile liquid (al-

cohol). From the cooler the air passes to the injector

and then to the helmet.

From the helmet the exhaled air is first conducted by

the action of the injector through a breathing tube E,

into the exhalation half of a double bag. This half is

connected with the inhalation section by a little tube.f

Both the inhalation and the exhalation halves are made in

one, and divided in two parts by a separating wall. One

part is placed under the steel flask, the other under the

cartridge. The weight of the apparatus is between 26 and

29 lb. for a duration of three to three and a half hours.

The experiments have not been completed, but they in-

dicate that a distinct advance has been made in breath-

ing apparatus.

Welfare Work at Roslyn, Wash.

By Ralph ^^. Meyek*

Eoslyn's new $10,000 Y. M. C. A. building was formal-

ly opened to the public on Oct. 7, the anniversary of the

cfestruction of the old structure by fire. The Northwest-

ern Improvement Co. contributed $4000 on condition that

an equal amount be raised by the miners and citizens of

the town. Over 700 persons responded and oversubscribed

the amount, and the result was the construction of the

only Y. M. C. A. to be found in a mining camp in the

Northwest. The company not only contributes the sum

stated but also gives the site for "the building, provides

free lights and coal, supplies steam for the baths without

Y. M. C. A. Hall Erected by the Nokthwestekn

Impeovement Co. AND Its Employees

charge and pays the secretary's salary. Taking the old

institution as a criterion, the building forms the best

investment the company has in the town.

Description in Detail

The basement contains the heating plant, a large swim-

ming pool, shower baths, clothes lockers and a drying

room. In this respect it is unique, being the only Y. M.

C \ west of the Bnckies which has a miners' bath and

change room. This department is well patronized by the

miners.

tApparentl'y''this is used when the potash cartridge is re-

placed.—Ed.

A bowling alley is partitioned off from the swimming

and bathing part of the lower floor. The main floor con-

tains a large auditorium with a gallery around it and a

stage at the end. It has capacity to seat about 700 per-

sons, and Chautauqua lectures and other entertainments

will be held in it. The chairs can be folded and moved

out of the way when it is desired to use the place for a

gymnasium or for basketball games. The main floor con-

tains a large room for the circulating library, a reading

room, a billiard and pool room, a ladies' rest room, and a

large room for the secretary's office.

Other large mining companies in the Northwest are

watching it with interest. If it is an undoubted success,

they expect to start organizations of a similar nature in

their villages. During the winter season, a teacher gives

instruction in English to a large class of foreign-born

raiTiers, in one of the small rooms of the building.

Mine Rescue Maneuvers
The Bureau of Mines from its experience of the tur-

moil of impromptu rescue work, its uncertain discipline

and later vain regrets, has decided that success in actual

mine recovery can only come by duplicating the difficul-

ties and conditions, commonly to be faced, at maneuvers

carried out in an actual mine.

To this end a few days before the American Mine Safety

meeting about 20 members of the Bureau of Mines,

camped at Oak Station, near Pittsburgh, Penn., on the

Charleroi branch of the Pittsburgh Railways Co., for lo

to 13 days for practice in rescue work. As soldiers and

sailors should not wait for actual war, so rescue corps

should have actual practice in the conduct of rescue work

apart from mere helmet-wearing exercises.

Training in musketry should be supplemented by

maneuvers if soldiers are to be prepared for war, and

realizing the force of the analogy, the Bureau of Mines

is endeavoring to develop the study of mine-rescue work

apart from mere helmet practice.

The study of recovery of mines after mine explosions

and fires, started by W. E. Garforth and extended by the

American Mine Safety Association, is now to be made

more vital by actual mine-rescue "field work" in real

mine workings.

It is a poor time for planning when the thought ot

others dying makes concentration of mind difficult or ini-

possible, when the peculiar immediate problems relating

to the mine complicate matters and when danger threat-

ens on every side. If the general principles have been

thought out at a time when there is no mental or moral

stress, the mind can meet these problems of the minute

without confusion.

The difficulty of conjuring up conditions without en-

acting them resembles that of designing a machine with-

out a sketch on paper. A few general ideas may be

evolved by mere thought, but a mass of thronging details

are made manifest by practice. Paper will refuse noth-

ing but the test of field maneuvers can never be so de-

ceptive.

For a purpose of this kind a small experimental mine

is relatively of little value. What is needed are workings

large enough to duplicate conditions likely to be met in

actual rescue practice. The burden of carrying the ap-

paratus long distances, will prepare the €rews for the

severities of real mine recovery.
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Collapsible Stoppings

Leller No. T—But'oii' distussiiij;- the question of tlio

possible etiitac.v of "collapsible stoppings" in mines, it

will be well to understand two points bearing on the sub-

ject. 1. A\liat eonstitutes a collapsible stopping? 3.

What features of an explosion will such a stopping af-

fect ?

A collapsible stopping may be understood to be one

constructed to withstand the ordinary concussions inci-

dent to mining coal, but not permanent under the exces-

sive stress of even a comparatively slight explosion of gas

or dust. Such a stopping nuiy be constructed (a) to con-

duct the ventilating current with a comparatively slight

loss of air, to the working face or head of the entry ; or

(b) it may be built in such a manner as to allow a largo

percentage of loss where the working requirements will

permit of such loss.

The stopping first mentioned, being comparatively

tight and allowing but a small loss of air, will naturally

make the void spaces in the breakthroughs reservoirs for

the deposition of much dust, which will be drawn into

these places and settle because of the reduced velocity of

the air sifting through the stopping. The second stop-

ping mentioned, having larger openings and permitting a

greater loss of air, will not accumulate as much dust as

the former. When we consider that coal dust is an im-

portant element in the propagation of an explosion, if not

the chief element concerned, the danger presented in the

use of either of these stoppings, as accumulating quanti-

ties of dust and distributing the same in the airways in

the event of any concussion of the air, is clearly ap-

parent.

The principal feature of an explosion that the collap-

sibie stopping is expected to affect is the rapid expan-

sion of the products of combustion. There are two inci-

dental characteristics, besides, that should be considered

;

namely, the unbnrned combustible gas in the wake of

an explosion and the fine coal dust floating in the air.

1

Illustrating ax Explosion of Gas

It will be interesting, in this connection, to consider

an explosion of gas as occurring at the face of the return

heading, at A, in the accompanying figure. The ga.ses

produced by the explosion at .4 expand a certain distance

down the return heading C and, at the same time, are

driven through the open crosscut D, and outby along the

intake airway B. If the stoppings on these headings are

substantially built, the pressure due to the expanding

gases being nearly equal on both sides, it may be assumed

that these stoppings will not be thrown down. In that

case, the expansion along the return airway C will be

limited by the force of the initial blast and will die out

for lack of air to support the flame. The expansion along

the intake airway B will probably extend a greater dis-

tance, owing to the combustion being fed by the fresh

intake air. Much will depend, of course, on the amount
of fuel (gas and dust) fed to the flame in its progress

along the entry.

Now, consider for a moment what would be the prob-

able effect if these entry stoppings were collapsible. It

seems clear that the throwing down of the stoppings in

the crosscuts would result in blowing a large (piantity

of dust into the air, and this dust would feed the flame

and add to the force and violence of the explosion. More-

over, the destruction of the stoppings would allow the

fresh intake air to feed the explosion on the return air-

way, and both of these entries would then furnish a path

for the explosive wave.

Although the suggested reasoning, in reference to col-

lapsible stoppings, is based upon admi.ssible data, the

conclusions reached are not of general application in coal-

mining practice. The existing facts and conditions will

generally make a vital difference in the results. There
is room for much practical experimentation, before the

question can be satisfactorily solved in its different

phases.

1. C. Pakfitt.

Jerome, Peiin.

Mixed Lights in Mining
Letter Xo. 19—If not too late, I want to express mv

opinion on the use of mixed lights in coal mining, re-

cently discussed in Coal Age, Oct. 11, p. .")5:!. I con-

sider it a pernicious practice to allow the use of .open

lights in any portion of a mice generating explosive gas

in such quantities as to require the use of safety lamps

at the working face. The number of accidents that have

occurred and lives that have been sacrificed on the altar

of mixed lights are legion.

To illustrate the danger of this practice, I will relate,

briefly, one or two incidents that have occurred in

my experience. A number of years ago, Chinamen were

employed at the Union mine, in British Columbia. They
were allowed to work underground and were probably no
more an element of danger than the class of foreigners

employed today, who cannot speak English. It was the

custom, in that mine, to use naked lights on the levels

and main air courses, while safety lamps were required

in the pillar districts. A Chinaman was tramming on

one of the levels. A number of boxes (cars) were off the

track and to get some help to replace them, the Chinn-

man went into the pillar district with his open light.

The result was an explosion that killed 21 men.
At Coleman, Alberta, several years ago, an explosion

occurred resulting in the death of three men. This ac-

cident, also, was the result of using mixed lights in a

mine generating gas. In this mine, each miner was pro-

vided with a safety lamp for the purpose of examirung
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his plaee before eommeiieing work, or after firing a shot,

or on returning to his place after a short absence. It

so happened that an old experienced miner neglected ex-

amining his place with the safety lamp, and entered with

an open light on his head. As a result, a body of gas

nas ignited and the explosion that followed caused his

death and that of two others.

Neither of these explosions would have occurred had

safety lamps been used exclusively throughout these

mines. The temptation to use naked lights in a mine

whenever these are available is strong, not only among

the miners but among mine officials as well. The list

of those who have been caught taking this chance includes

even mine inspectors. It seems more natural for many

mining men to assume that no gas is present rather than

to assume that gas may be present.

Such is the history of mixed lights in coal mining in

the past, and it will" probably repeat itself in the future,

as long as the practice is continued.

The only remedy is to eliminate the cause. When it

is necessary to use safety lamps at the working face, or

in any district of a mine, the entire mine should be

worked on safety lamps exclusively. It is common to

see walking the streets, in districts where the mixed-light

system is practiced, men who are or should be living,

animated danger signals, warning all against such prac-

tice, by their parched glossy faces and shriveled hands

and ears. On the other hand, a sense of security is ex-

perienced by most officials and intelligent miners where

the practice of mixed lights is not known.

In conclusion, I want to state that a law should be put

on the statute hooks of every coal-mining state, making

it compulsory to use safety lamps exclusively where these

are required in any portion of a mine. Such a law might

seem to impose a liardsiiip on the mining of coal ; but, in

general, it will prove a blessing in the end, by the lives

saved.

J. W. Powell.

Windham, Mont.

The Safety Lamp and the Eyesight

I cannot agree with John Eose, Coal Age, Sept. 27,

p. 465, when he says that the safety lamp has no ill ef-

fect on the eyesight of the miner. My observation and

personal experience compel me to a contrary belief. In

even- safety-lamp district in which I have worked or

visited, I have observed that the eyesight of the miners

has been impaired.

Mr. Eose claims that his use of the safety lamp, as

iireboss and mine foreman, produced no ill-effects. I

could say the same thing for myself, having worked for

several years in the Hamilton district, Scotland, where

safety lamps are used almost exclusively. In that dis-

trict, however, the majority of the miners suffer from

defective eyesight, while it is rare that the firebosses,

drivers and other shiftmen are affected. I know many
firebosses, personally, who have used the safety lamp for

20 years and more, and still retain good eyesight. On the

other hand, I can recall very few miners whose eyesight

remains unimpaired after using the safety lamp, at the

coal face, for a much shorter period.

The verdict of eminent medical men, who have given

much time to the study of this particular disease—for it

is a disease among miners—is that the feeble light af-

forded by the safety lamp produces a heavy strain on

the eyes. They claim that this is much intensified when

the man is in a horizontal position, as when mining or

undercutting fhe coal, or when stooping m shoveling.

Again, it is well known that severe physical strain has a

bad effect on the eyesight; and no one can deny the fact

that the miner's occupation is one that produces such

strain. Add this to the ill-effects of the feeble light, and

it is not difficult to understand why the eyesight of min-

ers is impaired.

Anyone who has lived in a safety-lamp district cannot

have failed to have observed the defective eyesight of

many of the miners. It is particularly noticeable when

the lamps are lit on the street, at night. At such a time,

the miner whose eyesight is affected can invariably be ob-

served with his head thrown back and his eyelids drawn

close, as though he were looking at something intently.

The effect produced on the eyesight by the safety lamp

is gradual. In the first stages of the disease, a light seen

at a little distance appears for a while to be rotating in

a circle, but becomes stationary after a short time. Later,

as the disease progresses, the rotation is more or less per-

manent, and the miner is compelled to stop work. The

difficulty seems to be wholly confined to or, at least,

greatly aggravated by artificial light. Men who are badly

affected and can hardly be trusted to -eross the street

alone, at night, can often read without the assistance

of glasses, in daylight.

In my opinion, the fact that a large percentage of

claims paid under the Miners' Compensation Act, in

Great Britain, is for this disease, which is known as

"miners' nystagmus," proves the l-ad effect of the safety

lamp on the eyesight of miners. I do not remember of

ever hearing of a case of nystagmus in naked-light dis-

tricts. According to medical men, the only cure for the

disease is absolute rest for a few weeks or months, accord-

ing to the severity of the case. The miner must then

seek employment on the surface, and away from artifi-

cial light. I hope that the attention drawn to the mat-

ter by this discussion will warn miners who are using the

safety lamp, of the danger to which they are exposed.

.Tames Dickson.

Xanaimo, B. ('., Canada.

Another Letter

The question of the continuous use of the safety lamp

affecting the eyesight, which grew out of the discussion

of Mixed Lights in Mining, has proved an interesting

one. It seems to me, however, that one important par-

ticular has been entirely disregarded. Personal exper-

ience has been offered, as more or less conclusive proof

of the statements submitted. While such experience is

often satisfactory to the person, it should not be offered

or accepted as indisputable evidence, but an opinion based

on experience.

Because a certain effect is not produced on one man or

individual, he has no right to conclude that such effect

will not result in the case of another man or individual.

Such reasoning would be logical, were we all constituted

alike; but the fact that we are not so constituted makes

such reasoning illogical.

I have worked a number of years with a safety lamp

exclusively, and can conscientiously say that, so far as I

can perceive, no ill effect upon the eye has been produced.
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However, au oculist misilit detect that such elTect liail

beeu produced. We know that the eve, in conformity

wifh the general ^;tnlctule of the body, is designed to

adapt itself to varying degrees of light; and this retiuire-

ment may produce an undue strain on a particular eye,

that may injure the organ temporarily or permanently.

Before e.xpressing a hasty opinion, let anyone who

claims tliat the safety lamp is not injurious to the eyes,

recall the sensations they have experienced in passing

from the gloom of the mine, where the pupil of the eye

is dilated to meet the requirements of the feeble light,

into the scintillating brilliancy of a bright winter day,

when the sunbeams glancing on the crust of the snow

compel one to close the eyes to protect them from the

glare. A similar effect, to a less degree, is experienced

on passing from the glare of such a day into the subdued

light of a room or into the darkness of the mine. Then,

consider that the eyes of a large number of people may

be unable to withstand the strain attending such a sud-

den transition from darkness to a glare of light or vice

versa. I feel certain that such ones will be ready, then,

to admit that personal experience, in this particular, is

not of general application.

I. C. Pakfitt.

Jerome, Penn.

The Mine Air Current and Explosions

Mv attention was called some time since to Kohcrt Mc-

Cune's reply, L"oal A«i:. Sept. 13, p. 3!)0, to my jirevious

article on the above subject. I do not consider it worth

while to reply to his comments, as your editorial note on

p. 391 points out the fact that I attempted to express,

far more clearly and comprehensively tlinn any effort on

my part could possibly accomplish.

1 do not think, however, tluit the niiitliemalics iic pre-

sents lieljis to establish his claim that the compressive

system of ventilation as compared with the exhaustive

system counteracts, to any appreciable extent, the effect

of a falling barometer. He assumes a fall of barometric

]iressure from 30 to 2d in. This correspontis Id ;iii at-

mospheric pressure of 0.49 X 144 = 70.56 Hi. per s(|.ft.,

or a water gage of nearly 14 in. It is ([uite clear, there-

fore, that the difference between the two systems of ven-

tilation, which he shows to be twice the ventilating pres-

sure or, say 4 in. of water gage, would have little ef-

fect in counteracting the assumed change in atmos])herie

pressure, which corresponds to nearly 14 in. of gage. It

is a dangerous thing to apply mathematics to mine ven-

tilation unless the application be correctly made.

I. C. Paufitt.

Jerome, ]\'iin.

Study Course in Coal Mining
By J. T. BicAHD

The Coal Age Pocket Book
FACTORING

The smaller numbers are readily factored by inspection.
Following are examples of such simple factoring:

Number S: factors, 2, 4; because 2X4 = 8;

Number 24; factors, 4, 6; because 4 X 6 = 24; etc.

Prime Factor."*—It is evident that the factors given above
are not, in either case, the prime factors of the number; be-

cause the factors themselves can some of them be resolved
into lower factors. The numbers 4 and 6 are not prime num-
bers and cannot therefore be prime factors. The following
are examples of prime factoring:

Number, S; prime factors, 2, 2. 2;

Number, 24; prime factors, 2. 2, 2, 3;

Number, 30; prime factors. 2, 3, 5; etc.

FactorinK Larger >umher.«i—Numbers that cannot be fac-

tored readily by inspection must be factored by a process of
continued division of the number bv any exact divisor of the
number and. finally, reducing each divisor to its prime fac-

tors, which are then the prime factors of the given number.

Exact Simple Divisors—A number is exactly divisiltle by 2
when its last figure is a cipher or an even number; in other
words. 2 Is an exact divisor of any even number.

A number is exactly divixable by 3 or 9 when the sum of

its digits is divisible by 3 or 9; or, as we say, is a multiple
of 3 or 9, respectively. Thus, 27 is exactly divisible by both
3 and 9; because 2 + 7 = 9 which is divisible by each. Again,
the following number is divisible by 3, as shown, but not
by 9:

Number. 38.769,576 divisible by 3; because
3 + 8 + 7 + 6 + 9 + 5-1-7 + 6= 51: end 5 + 1 = 6

As above, the number may be so large that the sum of its

digits may not be recognized, at once, as a multiple of 3. in

which case, the digits of that sum may be added and this

process repeated, if necessary, till the resulting sum is read-
ily recognized as a multiple of 3 or otherwise.

The operation mav be much shortened, however, by omit-
ting to add any digit as 3 or a multiple of 3. For example,
in the number above, adding all the digits except the multi-
ples 3, 6, 9, gives:

8+7 + 5 + 7 = 27; and 2 J^ 7 = 9

If desired the operation mav be further shortened by
throwing out all multiples of 3 from each digit and only
adding the excess in each case. Thus, in the above, instead
of adding the digits 8, 7. 5, 7, we add

2 + 1 + 2 + 1 = 6,

which is the shortest and sfmplest of all the methods.

A number is exactly divisible by 4 when its last two digits

are so divisible; because the figures preceding the last two
are a multiple of 100. which is a multiple of 4 and can there-

fore be cast out Thus. 124, 332, 504. etc.. are each divisible by
4; because 24. 32, 4. etc., are each multiples of 4.

A number is divisible by 5 when its last figure is a cipher

or a 5; as for example 105, 130, 375, etc.

The Coal Age Pocket Book
Reduction of Simple Fractions—To reduce a simple frac-

tion to its lowest terms, one of the three following metliods
employed:

(b) Divide, at once, by the ercatest common ilivisor of
both terms of the fraction, which is the product of all the
common factors and will be explained later; thus.

lM
(c) The method by cancelation is to first resolve each

term of the fraction into its prime factors and, then, to ca.st

out those common to both numerator and denominator. The
product of the factors remaining in each term will form the
terms of the reduced fraction. Thus, reducing both terms of
the fraction to their prime factors and canceling the same
number of common factors in each term gives the following:

32 ^ 2X2X2X|2X2 ^ ±
120 2 X 2 X 2 X 1 3 X .5 15

To Reduce a Mi.'scd Number to an improper fraction, mul-
tiply the whole number by the denominator of the fraction
and to the product add the numerator. Write the sum over
the denominator for the improper fraction required. Thus,
reduce 3% to an improper fraction:

3 X 8 -t- 5 = 29; -^

To Reduce an Improper Fraction to a mi'-'ed number, di-

vide the numerator of the fraction by its denominator
quotient will be the whole number following which writ
remainder over the denominato
number required. Thus, reduce 29'»

29 H- 8 = 3%
To Reduce a Complev Fraction to

both the numerator nnd the den'
nominator of each mixed number

E^xamples—

-

4X2;
4X6

2X8
2 X 25

8 X 4S X 3

The
nixed number:

mple one, multiply
iqtor. in turn, by the de-
tlie terms of the fraction.

2'
Reduce — : thus.

Reduce 5j; thus,

Reduce thus, 27^
403 X n X 8

To Reduce a Compound Fraction to a simple one it is

necessary to perform the several operations indicated by the

signs in'the numerator and denominator of the fraction, as

explained later in Addition, Subtraction. Multiplication and
Division of Fractions.
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The Mine Foreman's Certificate

I want to ask for a little information in regard to the

nnne foreman's certificate required by law and for which

one must pass an examination. Is the certificate granted

by an examining board in one state good only m that

state, or can it be used in any other state where a cer-

tificate is required ?

Also, can a mine foreman hold that position in a state

where certificates are granted, if he has not obtained his

certificate? As this is being done in some instances, at

the present time, it would seem unnecessary to study and

pass an examination to secure a certificate.

A Mi.NH Foreman.

Scranton, Penn.

The law requiring the examination and certification

of mine foremen is a state law in every case. The re-

quirements are different in different states, and these de-

pend largely on the conditions that exist m the mines

of each particular state. As the law makes the examm-

in"- board responsible for the certification of mine fore-

men few examining boards will accept the certificate

granted by a board in another state, although that is done

in some states.

Expansion of Air and Gas

Following mv inquiry in regard to the unit weight of

air. which was answered in Coal Age, Oct. 11, p. 55o, 1

have been puzzled in regard to the application of (:ray

Lu=sac's law relating to the expansion of air and gas. 1

reasoned as follows: If, under constant pressure, air

expands V^so of its volume for every degree of increase

in temperature, a volume of 1 cu.ft. of air or gas at ab-

solute zero (—460° F.) would become only 2 cu it. at

0° F But a volume of 460 cu.ft. at 0° F. would, by

the same law reversed, be contracted to nothing, at the

absolute zero of the Fahrenheit scale.

A-am, using the formula given for finding the weight

of l"" cu.ft. of air at any temperature t and pressure B;

and assuming 5 = 30 in., and t = —160 deg.

1.3273 X ^ _ 1-3373 X 30 ^ 39.819 ^ ^^

'" ^ IgoTT Teo^^leo" o

Xow, assuming a volume of 160 cu.ft. at 0° F., a ri^e

of 460 deer., in temperature, will cause this air or gas to

double its"volume. But, assuming a fall of 460 deg., in

temperature, if the contraction of volume follows the

«ame law it would seem that the volume of the air or gas

at absolute zero (-460° F.) would contract to one-half its

volume at 0° F. ; or % X 460 = 330 cu.ft. Will you

kindlv explain this discrepancy.
I. C. Parfitt.

Jerome. Penn.

The expansion and contraction of air and gas follow

the same law, known as Gay Lussac's law, which is as

follows

:

eeocurf. ^

|360 I

For a constant pressure, the volume of air or gas ex-

pands or contracts 74^0 of its volume at deg. F., for

each degree rise or fall in temperature {Fahrenheit

scale).

Applying this law to the expansion and contraction,

respectively, of 460 cu.ft. at 0° F., gives an increase and

decrease, respectively, of 1 cu.ft. for each degree rise

and fall of temperature. Thus, the increase is 460 cu.ft.

for a rise of 460 deg., in temperature ; and, likewise, the

decrease in volume is 460 cu.ft. for a fall of 460 deg. in

temperature ; assuming that the law held true through-

out this range of temperature.

With the improved means of obtaining very low tem-

peratures, this law has been tested in relation to the con-

traction of volume in air and gas, and has been found to

vary slightly as the tempera-

ture approached more nearly

to the absolute zero. The

contraction of volume be-

comes less and less as the

temperature is decreased be-

low a certain point. The ac-

companying diagram illus-

trates ciearly this point. The

expansion line is shown to as-

sume a gradual curvature

that may be supposed to slow-

ly approach parallelism with

fhe vertical line of tempera-

tures. In the diagram, the

horizontal lines drawn be-

tween the vertical and the ex-

pansion line may be taken as

representing the volumes of

the air or gas at the several temperatures indicated.

The reasoning in this inquiry errs in two respects:

1. According to Gay Lussac's law, the expansion and

contraction, is V^eo of the volume of the air or gas at 0°

F., which makes the increment in either case, constant.

The total increase, in this case, is equal to the origi-

nal volume at 0° F. (460 cu.ft.) and the volume is,

therefore, doubled ; but it does not follow that a like fall

of temperature would make the volume one-half of tlie

original volume. On the contrary, assuming the law

held true, the volume would reduce to zero, the contrac-

tion being 460 cu.ft.

2. Applying the formula for finding the weight of 1

cu.ft. of air, at a given temperature and pressure, our

correspondent finds that air, at a barometric pressure of

30 in. and at a temperature of absolute zero would- lose

its weight, which he calculates would become zero
;
where-

as, if the law held true at such a low temperature, the

weight of the air, as shown by the formula, would be

infinite. A finite quantity divided by zero gives infinity.

But, as we have previously explained, the law of Gay

Lussac does not hold true, as the temperature approaches

the absolute zero.

160 760 560 460 560 660

Diagram Showing Ex-

pansion Line for

Air and Gas
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Miscellaneous Questions
(Aiwircrcd by lieqiiesl)

Ques.—How would you proceed to examine a large an-

thracite colliery for the first time, for the purpose of mak-

ing a report of the same to the State Department of

Mines, assuming that you are wholly unacquainted with

the colliery?

Ans.—Visit the mine without previous notice to the

mine officials. Proceed at once to the office and exam-

ine carefully the mine map to ascertain the system of

ventilation, distribution of air and the disposition of the

men in the mine. Become thoroughly acquainted with

the entire surface plant and its requirements; inspect

the ventilating apparatus, hoisting arrangements, boiler

plant; and give particular attention to the various safety

devices installed and signal systems employed. Also, in-

vestigate the arrangements for the handling of supplies,

such as timber, powder, hay, oil, etc. Investigate the

general lighting system of the mine, the lamp house

where safety lamps are used ; and, if mixed lights are

allowed, ascertain what precautions are adopted to pre-

vent the occurrence of accidents common to this practice.

After a careful study of the entire surface plant and

obtaining all the necessary information in reference to

the mine, proceed to the bottom of the shaft and study

carefully the general arrangements for the handling and

hoisting of coal, tools, supplies and men. Observe care-

fully the manner of conducting operations at the shaft

bottom : test the signal system ; observe that all lights arc

well protected and investigate thoroughly all electrical

installations. Visit all underground engine rooms, pump
rooms, tool shanties, oil and lamp stations, to ascertain

that the arrangements in each case are fireproof and

otherwise safe. Visit the stables, observe their sanitation,

with respect to drainage and ventilation; also, the

method of lighting the stables.

Then proceed inby, following the general course of the

air current and observing the conditions of the haulage

roads, side tracks and air courses. Visit, in order, all

chambers and other working places. Observe carefully

the method of mining and blasting the coal, timber-

ing the working places and note the condition of the

workings with respect to gas and dust. See that every

working place is thoroughly ventilated, the air being con-

ducted to the face by brattices where necessary. See that

all stoppings are properly built and of incombustible ma-
terial, and that all crosscuts are of sufficient size and un-

obstructed. Investigate the practice of the miners in re-

spect to the handling of powder, charging of holes and
firing.

Ques.—A coal seam 6 ft. 6 in., in thickness, including

18 in. of dirt band, is standing on pillars. The rooms

or stalls have been driven 14 ft. wide, and 15 per cent.

of the coal has been taken out in the first working. Over-

lying this is a seam of coal that has been abandoned

—

"drowned out." The two seams are separated by 300 ft.

of beds of soft shale and fireclay. State how you would

])roceed to extract the pillars in the lower sciini without

liringing the water down from ab(i\c.

An^.—The thickness and character of the intervening

strata are such as to permit of drawing the ])illars in

Ihe lower seam on the retreating system. The soft, ^haly

strata will favor the gradual suhsidcm-c of the roof, while

the beds of fireclay will form a good protection against

the inflow of water from above, it is important, how-

ever, that the work of drawing the jiillars should be

started at the iiiliy end or boundary of the workings,

and that the pillar work should be kept in line so that the

subsidence of the roof will he uniform and gradual ami

that the strata will have no tendency to "'draw." If the

rooms are 14 ft. wide and 15 per cent, of the eoal has

been extracted, leaving 100 — 15 = 85 per rent, in the

pillar, the width of the pillars is found thus: r

15 : 85 : : 14 : .r = 79.3, say SO //. |
The pillars should be drawn by taking a skip of, say

6 or 8 ft. off the face of the pillar, extending this the

entire width of the pillar before another skip is started.

Ques.—Two drill holes are put down, one mile apart,

to prospect a .seam of coal. The depth of the first hole

is 634 ft., that of the second, 850 ft. The surface at the

first hole is 25 ft., vertical measurement, above that at

the second. Find the inclination of the coal seam be-

tween the two ])oints, measured in inches per yard.

Ans.—Add the difference in surface elevation to the

depth of the second hole and from this sum subtract the

depth of the first hole. Thus, 850 + 25 — 634 = 241

ft. The inclination of the seam between these two

points is, therefore, 241 ft. in 5280 ft. (1 mile). Since

there are 36 in. in a yard, the inclination or dip of the

seam, in inches per yard, is found by the proportion

:

5280:241^:36:.-): = 1.64 n*. prr yd.

Ques.—With a fan of 50 hp., the water-gage stands

at 1.75 in.; what quantity of air should be in circulation,

if the efficiency of the fan engine is 65 per cent. ?

Ans.—Taking the 65 per cent, to represent the effi-

ciency of the fan and engine, the power on the air is

Qp = 0.65 (50 X 33,000) = 1,072,500 ft.-lh. per min.

The unit of ventilating pressure is p = 5.2 X 1-75 =
9.1 lb. per sq.ft. The quantity of air in circulation, in

this ca.se, is, therefore,

„ 1,07-2,500 _^ _

Q = YY - = 117,850 ni.tf. per min.

Ques.—We have a tank full of water in the morning
when commencing work. Using 900 hp. per hr., how
long will it take to empty this tank? The tank is 10 ft.

in diameter and the water 15 ft. deep.

Ans.—The weight of water in the tank is 15 (0.7854

X 10^) X 62.5 = 73.631.35 Ih. In the absence of exact

data in regard to the style of engine, temperature of feed

water, etc., it is customary to assume a consumption of

35 lb. of water, per horsepower, per hour. On this basi-s,

the water in the tank will last

73,631.25 ,, „„ ,

nnn vx oc = ^-^^ "'"•; or 2 Jir. 20 mm.
yOO X 35
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Washington, D. C.

The first important step toward the application of the

income tax was talien by Secretary McAdoo late on Satur-

day. Oct. 25. and consisted of the issuance of rules govern-

ing the application of the law and the collection of the in-

come tax from individuals. The mechanism now in force for

the collection of the corporation tax was not changed but

it is understood that that is to remain practically in oper-

ation as now. The new rules applicable to individuals are

however of great importance in their bearing on corpora-

tions, including those engaged in mining, because they lay

upon these corporations the duty of collecting the tax at

the source, by deducting from the amounts they pay to in-

c'ividuals the proportion which is due to the Government.
The new rules are elaborate and detailed, including a

great many forms. These will be freely sent out to all cor-

porations including mining companies which have bonds out-

standing. The main part of the regulations, apart from
the forms includes the following points:

Under the Income Tax Law, enacted Oct. 3. 1913. a tax

of one per cent, designated in the la'w as the normal tax,

shall be deducted at "the source," beginning Nov. 1, 1913,

from all income accruing and payable to:

(a) Every citizen of the United States, whether residing

at home or abroad, and to

(b) Every person residing in the United States, though
not a citizen thereof, which may be derived from interest

upon bonds and mortgages, or deeds of trust, or other sim-

ilar obligations, including equipment trust agreements and
receivers" certificates of corporations, joint stock companies
or associations and insurance companies, although such in-

terest does not amount to $3000, excepting only the interest

upon the obligations of the United States or its possessions,

or a state or any political subdivision thereof.

The term "debtor." as hereinafter used, shall be construed

to cover all corporations, joint stock companies, or associa-

tions and insurance companies.
For the purpose of collecting this tax on all coupons and

registered interest, originating, or payable, in the United
States the source shall be the debtor (or its pajing agent

in the United States) which shall deduct the tax when same
is to be withheld, and no other bank, trust company, bank-
ing firm, or individual taking coupons for collection, or

otherwise, shall withhold the tax thereon: provided that all

such coupons, or orders for registered interest, are accom-
panied by certificates of ownership signed by the owners of

the bonds from which the coupons were detached. These
certificates shall be in the forms prescribed and a separate

certificate shall be made out by each owner of bonds for the

coupons or interest orders for each separate issue of bonds
or obligations of each debtor.

If. however, the coupons are not accompanied by cer-

tificates as prescribed above, the first bank, trust company,
banking firm or individual or collecting agency receiving the

coupons for collection or otherwise, shall deduct and with-

hold the tax and shall attach to such coupons its own cer-

tificate, giving the name and address of the owner of, or

the persons presenting such coupons if the owner is not

known, with a description of such coupons also setting forth

the fact that they are withholding the tax upon them: where-
upon the debtor shall not again withhold the tax on said

coupons, but in lieu thereof shall deliver to the government
the certificate of such bank, trust company, etc., which is

withholding such tax money.
Any corporation, collecting agency, or person first receiv-

ing from the owner any interest coupons or orders for the

collection of registered interest, and to whom the certificates

above provided for are delivered, should require the persons

tendering such coupons or orders for registered interest to

satisfactorily establish their identiity.

A debtor whose bonds may be registered both as to prin-

cipal and interest, shall deduct the normal tax of 1 per cent,

from the accruing interest on all bonds before sending out

checks for said interest to registered owners or before pay-

ing such interest upon interest orders signed by the regist-

ered holders of said bonds until there shall be filed with

said debtor or its fiscal agent fand not later than 30 days

prior to Mar. 1) through whom said interest is customarily

paid, the proper certificates claiming exemption from liability

for said tax.

The debtor may appoint paying or fiscal agents to act for

it in matters pertaining to the collection of this tax upon
filing with the collector of internal revenue of its district

a proper notice of the appointment of such agent or agents.

H.IRRISBURG, PBNN.
The Philadelphia & Reading Ry. Co., the Philadelphia &

Reading Coal cS: Iron Co., the Reading Co. and the Wilming-
ton & Northern R.R. Co., principal defendants in the Govern-
ments' suit to dissolve the so called "Anthracite Coal Trust,"

filed separate answers in the United States District Court,

recently at Philadelphia, making general denial to the charge
of having formed an illegal combination to stifle competi-
tion in the sale and transportation of anthracite coal in

Pennsylvania.
It is understood these answers will form the defense of

all the defendants in the suit. Each answer gives a detailed

denial in so far as the Government's allegations affect the
individual company.

Each denies "that it is a party directly or indirectly, to

any agreement, contract, combination or conspiracy, by vir-

tue of which it, either alone or in combination with the other
defendants or any of them or otherwise, has acquired the
power now or hereafter to control, regulate, restrain or

monopolize, or by virtue of which it. either alone or in such
combination does control, regulate, restrain or monopolize,
either the production of anthracite, or its transportation from
the mines of Pennsylvania to market points in other states,

or its price of sale, in or throughout other states."

The Reading Co. admits that it is the holding company of

the Philadelphia & Reading Coal & Iron Co., and the Phila-
delphia & Reading Railway Co., also that it owns nearly all

the capital stock of the Wilmington & Northern R.R.. the
Schuylkill Navigation Co., and the Central Railroad of New
Jersey. It denies specifically, how^ever, that the company
was made an instrument to accomplish an unlaw-ful purpose.

It is further averred that the plan for the reorganization
in 1S96 of the Railway Co. and the Coal & Iron Co.. was for

the purpose of saving large investments of the public and
was done under the law of Pennsylvania. It is denied that
the Reading Co.. the Railway Co. and the Coal & Iron Co.,

are one and the same association of persons engaged in min-
ing, selling and transporting coal.

The Reading Co. denies that the purchase of the majority
of stock of the railroads was made to effect a monopoly, but
says it was done in the natural course of business, the rail-

roads being connecting lines.

The Philadelphia & Reading Ry. points out that sub-
stantially all the anthracite not consumed near the mines
moves to market over ten railroads, that New^ York Harbor
and Philadelphia are important markets, that Philadelphia is

reached over the lines of the defendant and those of the
Pennsylvania R.R. ; and that a substantial tonnage is dis-

tributed by water from Philadelphia to New England.
Attention is called to the fact that during the fiscal year

ending June 30, 1913, the company transported 11,224,945 gross
tons of anthracite, it transported 14.806,220 tons of bituminous
coal and 22,711,791 net tons of general merchandise.

The Philadelphia & Reading Coal & Iron Co. admits hold-
ing the major portion of stock of six coal companies, which
own 9000 acres of coal lands in the Schuylkill Region. All
was purchased in the lawful course of business, it is averred.
It is admitted that, since 1S96 the Reading Co. has. from
time to time, made to the Coal & Iron Co. temporary com-
mercial loans, but that these are usually repaid within a
few months.

The Wilmington and Northern R.R. Co. admits that a ma-
jority of its stock is owned by the Reading Co. It denies thE.t

anthracite constitutes its principal freight, and that the
acquisition of its stock by the Reading Co. had any tendency
to accomplish an anthracite monopoly.

Valuation Decision Is Upheld

The Supreme Court of Pennsylvania has handed down a
decision that the County Commissioners of Westmoreland
County could not appeal from the ruling of the Court of
Common Pleas in fixing the valuations of coal lands for
taxation purposes.
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The Common Picas Court of Wegtmoreland County snt as a

board of ri-vislon and appeals Juno 11. and heard the com-
plaint of the Pittsburgh Coal Co.. Henderson Coal Co.. Mo-
nongahela River Consolidated Coal & Coke Co.. Kllzabeth

Stauffer Moore. Laura A. Hasson. Monessen Coal Co., Shcnango
Furnace Co., Pittsburph-Westmoreland Coal Co., and the

Naomi Coal Co. The Court ruled that the county commission-

ers had exceeded th.lr authority In flxinB the value of coal

lands for taxation purposes and ordered relief for the coal-

land owners.
The county commissioners then carried the case to the Su-

preme Court of the state, which held that the commission-

ers' appeal would not lie. dismissed the case and directed that

Westmort-land County pay the costs.

PEXXSY1.VANIA
Anthracite

HazlFton—The Lehish Valley Coal Co. has made arrange-

ments for opi-ninK a new coal stripplnpr between Drifton and

Fret-land, extendinsr toward Highland.

Wllke«-llarre—The various United Mine Workers locals

have received notice that the levy of 50 cents per month on

all members will be continued for the time being for the

benefit of the striking Colorado miners and their families.

District No. 9. has also made a loan of $25,000 to the striking

miners in the Colorado District.

Shamokin—Coal companies who maintain alleged black-

lists whereby a number of employees are discriminated

against and which prevents them from getting positions at

the mines of such corporations, were scored by a number of

delegates at the annual convention of the Ninth District

United Mine Workers. A resolution was offered to have the

convention go on record condemning the practice.

iSeranton—Pending a report from the special commission
which is to make an examination of the conditions underlying

West Scranton and also to check up the work of the city

mire cave commission, the members of the West Scranton

Surface Protective Association have deferred action on the

propositions submitted by the People's Coal Co. to serve as a

solution of the mine-cave menace in that section. The latest

otter of the People's Coal Co. was submitted in a report

from a committee of twelve. Briefly, the offer Is that, com-
mencing in November, the company will set aside ten cents

on every ton of coal mined, this amount to be used as a fund

for assisting In the repairing of frame buildings, etc., dam-
aged by caves

Bituminous

W'aMlilneton—In the suit of the Pittsburgh Coal Co. of

Penn. against W. H. Brunt, executor of Francis L. Robbins'

will et al., exceptions to the adjudication of the court, an
opinion has been handed down, overruling all exceptions and
directs the adjudication to stand as heretofore filed. This is

;he action involving the deed to 97 acres of coal, underlying

the Washington fair grounds. The amount of the claim

against the estate is about $300,000, Francis L. Robbins, who
formerly owned the land, was at one time president of the

Pittsburgh Coal Co.

.lohnstown—Judge Stephens scored mine officials who vio-

late the state mining laws In no meek terms, when William
Rolierts, a mine foreman, plead guilty to violating the mining
laws. Some time ago Superintendent Andrews of the mine
In which Roberts Is employed plead guilty to making false

air returns to the mine inspectors and blamed his trouble on
Roberts, stating the foreman had made false returns to

him in the air tests. Roberts placed the blame on the gage
which he used in testing the air, stating that it was defective,

and that as a result no return of the air pressure was made
by him.

^Vaynenbu^e—The W. Harry Brown Coke Co. is making
extensive preparations previous to the operation of the new
mine which Is being opened in the Dunkard Creek region.

Several months ago the Brown Co. purchased a tract of 1500

acres and immediately let contracts for the develop-

ment of the underlying coal. The Brown Co. has purchased
the steamer "G. W. Thomas" from the Peoples Coal Co.,

which has been Idle for the past three years. In addition

to purchasing the steamep It is authentically reported that
several other Important steps had been taken toward the im-
mediate development of the mine on the Gray Landing. No
coke will be made except at the Alicia plant. It being the

plan to transport the coal down the river.

Cliarieroi—Negotiations have been completed and the
work of title investigation and deed transferring is now un-
derway for the sale of a 5000-acre block of coal in Cumber-
land township, Greene County. A large steel corporation

operating extensively in the Pittsburgh district Is reported to

be the purchasing company. Western Pennsylvania financiers

and coal dealers, among whom Is said to be J. V. Thompson,
the Unlontown coal king, are rumored to be the sellers ot

the tract. Approximately $5,000,000 will be paid for the
coal, at the rate ot $1000 an acre.

WBST VIRGINIA
lOlklnM—The Jenkins Coal Co., which has been operating

a small mine near Mabie for some time, has commenced the
construction of extensive mining operations near the same
place. Within the next few weeks a considerable plant ot

modern electrical mining machinery will be in operation,

which will vastly increase the output ot the mines.

Fairmont—The car suppl.v In this region Is anything but
ideal. (In Oct. 22 the Consolidation Coal Co. had no less than
•12 mines shut down on account of lack of cars. It Is claimed
by the railroad authorities that these conditions will be im-
proved when the Monongah Cutoff Is constructed.

WIUinmNon—A combination of capital represented by
Patrlt-k Grady has leased several hundred acres of coal land
owned by the Lawson Land Co. surrounding this city. A
large coal operation will be started in tlie immediate future
with the tipple In the Norfolk & Western yards. The plant
will be operated by elevator conveyors, and the Norfolk &
Western Ry. will consume the entire output.

TENNESSBK
BriccTllle—Citizens of BrlccvlUe are contributing gen-

erously for the purpose of building a monument to the mem-
ory of the S4 men and boys who lost their lives in the Cross
Mountain mine explosion ot Dec. 9, 1911, near that place.

Employees of the Coal Creek Coal Co., the Tennessee Coal
Co., the Minersville Coal Co., the Westborne Coal Co., the
Caryville Coal Co., the Sun Coal Co., the Egan Coal Co., the
Peabody Coal Co., the Rich Mountain Coal Co., and the Klm-
berly Coal Co. among others in that section, and many other
citizens, have made substantial contribution to the fund, and
indications are that a sufficient sum will be collected to erect
a handsome memorial.

Jelilco—Plans are under way, supported by a number of

the coal compjanies in and around Jelilco, Tenn.. for the es-

tablishment of a permanent mine rescue school at that place,

for the purpose ot facilitating the thorough Instruction ot

miners In first-aid work. E. B. Sutton, who Is connected
with the mine-rescue station at Knoxvllle, Tenn., will have
charge of the school, if sufficient Interest is taken by the
operators to warrant its establishment, and modern equip-
ment will be secured and used In order to get the best re-

sults. Examinations w^ill be conducted following the demon-
strations of various phases of rescue work, and first-aid

certificates awarded to the men who show a proper under-
standing of the methods used.

KEXTICKY
IjexInBton—The next examinations for the purpose ot de-

termining the qualifications ot applicants tor mine tore-
men's certificates will be held at the office of the Inspector of
Mines at Lexington, Ky., on Monday, Nov. 24. The examina-
tions will continue for several days.

%Vliiteshurg—It Is reported that arrangements are under
way for another big development project in the Lower
Boone's Fork section, J. L. AlcCormick, ot Big Stone Gap.
Va., D. C. Anderson and J. B. Altemus, of Philadelphia, i^elng

among those interested. These men arrived at Whitesburg
recently and left tor the section referred to, for the purpose
of laying out plans tor the beginning of active development
work. It is said that several million dollars will be ex-
pended on mining operations and the building of two new in-

dustrial towns.

Harlan—Negotiations are under way by the Harlan Coal
Mining Co. tor the purchase ot mechanical equipment for its

Coxton No. 2 mine, which It will operate. The equipment will
be ot the most modern character, and as good as anything
now installed in Kentucky.

OHIO
ColumltuH—The past week was taken up by the Ohio mine

commission in taking testimony from both the operators and
miners on the question of paying for coal mined on the mine-
run basis. The miners produced testimony in an effort to re-

ijutt the evidence ot the operators. The following week will

be given over to arguments and after that the report will be
prepared.

I'oeaa—Over 100 men have been employed at the Peabody
Coal Co.'s mine at Job, Hocking County, and It Is believed
that 200 more will be taken on soon. In the future it is ex-
pected to operate the mine 12 months out ot the year. The
mine had been closed since last February.
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Masslllon—What is said to be the last existing undevelopofl

acreage of genuine Massillon coal has just been opened by

the Pocock Coal Co.. of Massillon. near Newman. The coal

once made the Massillon district famous. The mine was opened

after several companies had drilled the 40-acre tract and

decided that no coal was to be found. At one time thousands

of miners were employed in that district, but as the coa

became exhausted the industry died out. The new mine will

employ several hundred men.

IXDI.VSA

EvansTllle—Judgment was rendered recently in the

Federal Court at Evansville. in favor of Henry B. talker,

trustee in bankruptcy of the Kimberly Mining Co.. for a 3V4

per cent assessment against the stockholders for the pur-

pose of paying the debts of the company. The assessment

will aggregate about ?2500.

Fort Branch—After burning two days in a room of a mine

of the Fort Branch Mining Co.. a flre was got under con-

trol It was caused by shots fired after the miners quit work

and' slate falling from the roof bottled up the flames. The

mine rescue car was called from Clinton.

Sullivan—The suit of the county treasurer versus the

Shirley Hill Coal Co.. in which the latter sought to enjoin the

treasurer from collecting alleged omitted taxes of $2000 has

been comuromised by the payment of $2S1.

ILLINOIS

Marlon—The strike on the cbal Belt Electric Line, which

tied up transportation facilities to the various mines between

Marion. Herrin. and Carterville. has been settled, the company

granting a slight increase to its employees.

Duqnoln—The Paradise mine, the top works of which were

destroyed by flre early in the summer, has resumed opera-

tions. This is supposed to be one of the best-equipped sur-

face plants in southern Illinois, and it is anticipated that

2000 tons per day wiU be produced in the course of the next

six weeks. This is considered a model mine in the way of

conveniences for its help.

Sparta—The Moftatt Coal Co. has removed its general

offices from here to the Wright Building in St. Louis with

the purpose of handling the future tonnage through the St.

Louis gateway. Mr. W. J. Rich is in charge of the St. Louis

office The Illinois Fuel Co. has likewise made arrange-

ments for selling its tonnage through St. Louis, with the

Dealers- Fuel Co. as distributors.

Oakland—While drilling for oil wells on the Nolan and

Temple farms near here, a vein of coal was struck 10 ft.

thick with a good slate roof, it is reported.

MISSOVRI

KirksvHI^-The Star Coal Co.. operating the mine of that

name at KirksviUe, has completed the installation of elec-

"nri equipment in a second vein which is now being worked.

I road recently built from KirksviUe to the mine has been

put into commission, facilitating the company s operations.

IO«'.\^

Cleveland-The old No. 2 shaft of the Whitebreast Fuel

Co., abandoned some years ago. has been recently reopened

for the purpose of working the top vein, for the supply of

the local coal trade. The shaft was found in a remarkable

state of preservation, the walls being in perfect alignment.

This Shaft was sunk about 1880. and. for ^^ years wa one

nf the largest coal producers in the state. After that time,

the output declined and operation was finally abandoned by

the Whitebreast company. Lately it has been operated

spasmodically to supply local trade.

XORTH DAKOTA
Minot-The machinery for Minofs briquetting plant has

all arrived, and it is expected that the plant will be in op-

eration in a short time. This is the first plant of its kind

to be built in the state. The methods of operation have

however, been worked out. and it is confidently expected that

briquetting will, with the starting of the plant, be placed up-

on a satisfactory commercial basis.

COLORADO
Denver—Petitions, designed to determine whether public

sentiment would support a proposal for the state to seize

and operate the coal mines until the settlement of the strike,

were put into circulation Oct. 20 by various labor organiza-

tions.

Crested Bntte—Two hundred and fifty employees of the

coal mines in the vicinity of Crested Butte walked out Oct.

20 in svmpathv with the striking coal miners m the Trini-

dad district. They declare they have no grievance except

that they wish to have the union recognized.

FOREIGN NEWS

There is an Insistent rumor seriously accepted in Europe

that China has granted to Japan the exclusive privilege of

developing the coal fields of China. If this be true, the con-

cession gives Japan the most valuable monopoly that was
ever granted by any nation. China has possibly more coal

than is known in all the rest of the world, there being in

that country 30,000 square miles known to be rich coal de-

posits.

Edmonton, .Vllierta—The coal output of Alberta for 1912 is

placed at 3.500,000 tons, out of a total of 13.000.000 tons for

all Canada, taking in seven provinces, the Yukon and North-

west territories and the Arctic Islands. Alberta is credited

with 14 V4 per cent, of the total coal resources of the world,

the reserves of the province being estimated to contain 1.075.-

039.000.000 tons as compared with 160.841.910.000 tons for the

rest of Canada.

\V. Eldred, manager of the Wabash Coal Co.. was
recently elected a member of the executive board of the

third district by the Illinois Coal Operators' Association.

.\11 OfllclalM and Directors of the Colorado Fuel & Iron

Co.. and those of its twelve subsidiary concerns, were re-

elected at annual meetings of stockholders and directors.

Oct. 20.

James Matthews, of Shenandoah. Penn.. has been re-

elected president of the ninth district of the United Mine

Workers by a vote of 10.564 against 433S for Thomas Butler,

of Jirardville.

Arthur Mitchell, who has been inspector of mines for the

state mining department of West Virginia for the last five

years, has resigned to become superintendent of the Marvin

Colliery at Jiatewan. He will enter upon his new duties on

Nov. 1.

Myron G. Doll, for several years local manager of the

Sullivan Machinery Co.'s office at Salt Lake City, has re-

signed, and H. E. Moon, heretofore associated with the Den-

ver office of the same company, has been appointed as his

successor.

Frank E. Getts, on Oct. 20. took charge as district sales

manager of the Chicago office of the Alberger Pump & Con-

denser Co.. of New York. Mr. Getts is well known through-

out the United States in connection with important steam

turbine installations.

James Abercromble, mine superintendent at Browder, Ky.,

for the Muhlenberg Coal Co.. suffered an accident at the mine

recently which may result fatally. A fall of earth upon a

timber" in the shaft, upon which he was standing, cajsed

him to fall to the bottom of the shaft, which is about 75

ft. deep. He is believed to be injured internally.

OBI T.U A R Y

Edwin M. Criokmer, an extensive coal operator of West

Virginia, died Oct. 22 as the result of an injury received in

the mine ten years ago. He had been an invalid for a num-

ber of years, but his condition was not thought serious un-

til shortly before his death.

H. D. Dcnni.s, president of the Morgan Run Coal Co., of

Coshocton. Ohio, died at his home in Cleveland recently at

the age of 62 years. For more than 30 years he was con-

nected with the Morgan Run Coal Co. and was one of the best-

known coal men in the state.

Gordon C. -Wilson, a well known operator of Pittsburg,

Kan., fell dead recently at Joplin, Mo. Mr. Wilson was

visiting a friend when the attack came, and death was in-

stantaneous. The operator was 38 years old and was in-

terested in several mines in Pittsburg.

Thomas Longstaff, who has been connected with the St.

Bernard Mining Co.. at Earlington, Ky.. for nearly 40 years,

died recently at that place at the age of sixty-six. He was

buried with Masonic honors. He is survived by his widow

and a number of children and grandchildren.
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Pama. III.—The Pi-abody Coal Co. has started the work of

building at Kincaid. about the middle of Christian County, a
large power house to furnish electricity to many central
Illinois industries.

Butler, Pean.—The Blackstone Coal Co., now holdinp: op-
tions on 20.000 acres in Forward and adJoininK townships,
will soon begin work on a large colliery near Buhl Station
on the Baltimore & Ohio R.R.. and a new town will be es-

tablished there. Two additional collieries will be located
near McBride.

SterllnK. III.—The Chicago & Northwestern Ry. is build-

ing roads into every coal district which may be easily

reached from the main line. The offlcers and directors have
been authorized to extend the line from lirard and Bonld
10 miles into Madison County, 111., also a line into the coal

territory west of Miami, Iowa.

MinneapoIlN, Minn.—The Pittsl.urprh Coal Co. has plans
for the construction of one of the largest, if not the larKCst,

coal-storage plants in the United .States. The capacity will

be between 20,000 and 25.000 tons. A concrete wall will be

put along the sides of the yard, and a "clamshell" handlint;"

plant will be installed. It is expected that work upon this

plant will be begun early next year.

St. Cliarleii. Va.—The Electric Transmission Co. has been
purchased by Samuel Insull, of Chicago, \vho controlls a large
number of public utilities all over the country. The plant
will be enlarged at once for the purpose of providing for a
much larger production of current. Mr. Insull proposes to

utilize the large coal fields in the vicinity of St. Charles
for the cheap production of electricity for long-distance
transmission, as well as for use in mining operations in

southwestern Vii'ginia.

Inlonttinn, Penn.—Improvements aggregating ?90,000 are
under way by the Brownsfield-Connellsville Coke Co. at its

Martha and Marie mines at Tarr Station, Westmoreland
County. Among these improvements are new^ tipples which
are being built at an approximate cost of $12,000 to $15,000.

Also 72 new ovens are being erected by the company at the
Myers plant. The Wineland-Gilmore Coal & Coke Co. is in-

stalling a new plant at Smithton, Westmoreland County. This
firm owns approximately 100 acres in its Smithton tract, and
is putting in a plant of fiO bank ovens with facilities for
shipping both coal an.I coke. The Luzerne Coke Co. is erect-

ing 36 bank-type ovens at its plant on the Monongahela
River between Brownsville and the LaBelle Coal & Colje

Co.'s plant.

Cabin Creek Jnnction. \V. Va The Virginian Tower Co.
through Its secretary. Wilbur Tusch, is offering an issue of
$1,250,000 of its notes, for the purpose of securing funds to
complete its steam-power plant and transmission lines by
which to handle the electric current which it will develop.
The company is said to be constructing its steam plant with
a view to developing 26.000 hp.. which will be sold to mines in

that section, of which there are 222 within transmission
distance of the plant, producing more than 19,000,000 tons of
coal annually. The company states that it has numerous con-
tracts to furnish electricity to these mines. A future project
to be developed by the company is a hydro-electric plant on
the New River, which will require a 1400-ft. dam, 125 ft. in
height, in order to develop 100.000 kw. Other power sites
are controlled by the company on New River, and it contem-
plates ultimately to transmit electric current to several of
the larger cities within a radius of several hundred miles of
its plants.

\VIIIlainH, Okla.—W. T. Henry, G. T. Williams and S. H.
Abbott have incorporated the Williams Coal Co. here, capital
$1000.

DallaH, Tex.—An amendment has been filed by the Belknap
Coal Co., of Wichita Falls, decreasing its capital stock from
$200,000 to $150,000.

Mc.\lester, Okla—The McAlester Coal Co. was recently in-

corporated here with J. G. Puterbaugh, C. H. Hightower and
James T. O'Leary as incorporators.

ipltal $20,.

I'. Hussell

t'oaltun. Okla—The llcrron Coal Mining Co..

000, has been incorporated with \V, F. Herron, ^

and George .^rbaugh as Incorporators.

.Seattle, WaMb—The McKay Coal Co. has been organized
with a capital stock of $1,500,000, The incorporators are
Jos. J. Henry, Rimer C. Johnson and A. Welch.

<'lileaKn, III.—The Scioto Collieries Co., with a capital of
$50,000. has been organized to mine coal and manufacture
coke. The incorporators are E. S. Cummlngs, T. J. Tarne and
E. Colgan.

Hlrhmnnd, Ind.—Tlir Alley Monarch Mining Co. has been
incorporated here, with $5ii.o apllal stoik, to do coal min-
ing. The directors are J. W. .Ml, -v. II. I,. Monarch and Fred
Hackman.

ChnrleNton. W. Va.—The l.aui-.l 1 1 111 Coal Co. has been
capital stock of $40,000, $5000 subscribed
to do a coal-mining business In Lincoln
porators are \V. c. Walburn. J. H. .Mar-
1. T. H. Walburn and .1. A. W.ioii, all ,,r

organized with
and $500 paid in.

County. The inco
cum, M. 1,: Dunca
Huntington.

MnrtlnNbnre. W. Va.—Several Martlnsburg gentlemen,
headed by H. H. Eniniert and W. A. Roush, have completed
a deal for 1000 ai'res of land in Shelby and Payette Countie.^.
III. .\n S-ft. bed of coal runs through the property.

.li>hnN<>n City, III.—The Link l!,lt Co., of Chicago, was r.-
ci-ntly awarded the contract to put in the screens at the Laku
Creek mine of the Consolidated Coal Co., of St. Louis. This
mine has a tonnage now of 500 tons, getting out of the de-
velopment stage.

WhrellDK, W. Va.—There will be a special meeting of tlie

stockholders of the Wellsburg, Bethany & Washington It.R.
Co. on Nov. 12 in this city. This meeting Is called for tli.-

purpose of considering the sale of valuable coal lands own. ,1

by the company.

ClarkNburK. W. Va.—The Hutchinson Coal Co. has tak. ii

over the holdings of the Short Line Coal Co., consisting of a
mine and 200 aces of coal at Dola, on the Short Line K.R..
between Clarksburg and New Martinsville. The new owners
will put in a first-class mining plant.

Cbarlexton, «'. \u.—Awaiting a rise in the Ohio River,
390 barges carrying 5,000,000 bu. of coal were assembled Oct.
24 at the mouth of the Kanawha River ready to go through
Lock 2 as soon as the stage should be sufficiently high to
fioat them down to Cincinnati and Southern points.

DnbniH, I'enn—The opening of traffic on the Pittsburgh
& Shawnut R.R., between Kittanning and Brookvllle, was
accomplished on Oct. 20, when the first train was run. This
new road traverses a territory which has hitherto been dif-
ficult of access, but which is, nevertheless, thickly populated.

KhenNhiirg, Penn—Acting for others, A. W. Buck, of this
place, purchased all the coal land, machinery, buildings and
equipment of the Auld Run Coal Co. at forced sale. The
coal lands lie in the Brushvalley district, in Indiana and
Cambria Counties. It is understood that the mines will be
reopened and operated on an extensive scale.

ConnellHvllle, Penn.—John A. Bell and associates have
purchased the property formerly owned by the Washington
County Coal Co. lying in Jefferson Township, Washington
County. This consists of about 800 acres of Pittsburgh coal
and surface upon which the Cedar Grove mine was opened
about five years ago. It is understood that necessary repairs
will be made and the mine reopened shortly.

ReynolflNville, Penn.

—

A coal deal, which is regarded as
one of the largest ever put through In Indiana County was
practically consummated when the Manor Real Estate &
Trust Co., of Philadelphia, secured the holdings of the Green-
wich Coal & Coke Co., a tract of something over 27,000 acres
in Green and Buffington Townships. The consideration is

not know^n, Itut it is said that the figures will run well up
into the hundreds of thousands of dollars.

Pittsburgb. Penn.—In September the Pennsylvania lines
east of Pittsburgh and Erie carried 6.319,382 tons of coal and
coke, an increase of 404,055 tons. Bituminous tonnage in-

creased 471.873 tons, coke increased 54.338 tons, and anthra-
cite decreased 122,156 tons. Coal and coke tonnage for nine
months totaled 56,208,756 tons an increase of 5,125,517 tons.
Bituminous tonnage increased 3,660,264 tons, coke increased
1,188,070 tons, and anthracite increased 277,183 tons.
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Slarket fnll.s to sho» u further expansion. October busi-

ne.sN in anthracite belo>v the averase. (onfusinKr eross cur-

rent.H and uncertainties in the bituminous situation. Market
shonin!; a softeninK tendency »bich is com|>ensated for by
decreased shipments due to restricted car supply.

Despite important restraining influences, sueli as a re-

lapse into unseasonable weather conditions, increasing con-

servatism in general business, and a continuation of the

record-breaking movement of coal, there has been nothing

more serious developed than a mild lull. Even this is re-

garded as more or less temporary, and is the inevitable ac-

companiment of a protracted between season's market; no

further expansion is anticipated until the trade definitely

turns the corner and enters upon the winter's activity. On
the other hand, uncompromising adherence to regular sched-

ules is the rule with the leading producers and no element

of infallation is perceptible at any of the lafge distributing

centers.

In anthracite the mild weather is tending to hold down the

demand, but a cold snap will soon create an active situation.

Stove coal is in short supply, and is the feature of the mar-

ket: aside from this there are quite a number of complaints

about the poor business during October, which is ordinarily

a big month in the hard-coal trade. Production has been cur-

tailed by an inadequate supply of cars, a rather unusual

feature in anthracite at this period of the year.

The bituminous market is subject to confusing cross-cur-

rents and uncertainties. The situation at New York has firmed

up to such a degree that an advance in quotations is neces-

sary. On the other hand, New England reports a general

lack of interest on the part of buyers with orders confined

chiefly to extensions of previous sales. In spite of an in-

adequate car supply and a poor movement, there is plenty of

coal at tide. In view of the fact that production is well

covered by contracts it is thought that there is not sufficient

free coal on the market to seriously effect the situation.

Decreased requirements in the iron and steel industry in

the Pittsburgh district has curtailed the industrial consump-

tion, but retail demand has. on the other hand, been stimu-

lated by the recent fall in temperature: while the general

market is strong at the moment, it is generally felt that a

certain weakness cannot be avoided when the lake shipping-

closes. Ohio continues reporting a consistently strong mar-

ket, due probably to the acute situation in transportation.

The new advanced price level is being flrraly maintained

with the tendency. If anything, toward a further increase.

The car shortage is also a controlling factor in the Mid-

dle Western situation, and there is a general feeling of un-

certainty pending further developments. There is a brisk

demand, while the lack of equipment is having a steadying

influence, but the volume of business is not so large, and two

or three weeks of mild weather will cause many cancellations.

BOSTO>, MASS.

>o material change in Pocahontas and Xe«- River. Trans-

portation beginning to reach Hampton Roads with somethiny;

like regularity. (ieorges freek in light demand but the

better Pennsylvania grades continue fairly firm. Stove sixe

increasingly short and anthracite generally In firm posi-

tion.

Bituminous—The mild situation of a week ago continues

without material change. There is a general lack of inter-

est here in Pocahontas and New River not only for spot

shipment but for a month ahead and what orders come in are

chiefly extensions of previous sales: §2.S5 is frequently heard

now as a price at which surplus tonnages are being moved at

Hampton Roads and while some of the operating interests are

able to command 5(5 10c. more the amount of the business is

small and hardly significant. Transportation is just begin-

ning to arrive with something like regularity.

New England, is taking things easily and nothing short

of pinch conditions would stir up any active interest in

Southern coals. Some large consumers are even seeking to

have contract shipments postponed. The inland trade is v>-ell

supplied and there is little inquiry; 130.000 tons arrived in

Boston in one day last week.
From being the scarcest grade in the market. Georges

Creek has lately come to tide in good supply and consumers

are being urged to accept deliveries on contracts. So many
consumers, however, had arranged for Pennsylvania when
Georges Creek was not to be had that the outlets are now
rather narrower than would have been supposed.

The Pennsylvania grades, especially, the quality coals,

continue to show a firm undertone, with prices little changed.
Most of the Cambrias and Somersets find a ready sale and
the better coals from Clearfield may be included in the
same list.

.Anthracite—.An increasing number of shippers are curtail-
ing the proportion of stove size in any one cargo and not-
withstanding frequent warnings many of the Eastern dealers
have calmly taken on liberal supplies of egg and nut hoping
for better shipments on stove as the season advanced. They
now find themselves in a hard place, with stove almost as
scarce as a year ago. The mild weather is holding down
the demand at retail but given a cold snap there will be
something of a strained situation. Stove is already com-

with some of the individual ship-
to be more of the same talk as

manding a premium f.o.b.

pers and there is likely

November comes along.
Quotations on bitumini us at wholesale are about as fol-

lov

Clearfields

Mines* $1 .05@1 . 6.5

PhUadelphia* 2 . 30(0-2 . 90
New York* 2 .

60(a'3 20
Baltimore*
Hampton Roads*
Pro\ndencet
Bostont

*r.o.b. tOn cars.

$1.30@1.7.5 $1.67®1.77
2..55®3.00 2.92@3.02
2 85(5.3.30 3.22013.32

2.85@2.9S
.$2 S5@,2.95
3.73@3.88
3.83(^3.93

nthracite: nhole-
escellent under-
advanced. Sup-

YORK
Cold snap of last w'eek stimulated retail

sale continues moderately <|ulet. but with
tone. Bituminous improveil and f|UOtatio
plies at tide relatively low.

.\nthracite—The warm weather continues to have a re-
straining influence upon the hard-coal situation, but the cold
snap of last week had a stimulating effect on the retail busi-
nees, which is still in evidence. The market continues to be
a weather proposition. But even as it is, the mines are work-
ing up to full capacity and the production is so heavy that
there are reports of a car shortage at some points. An ac-
tive situation is anticipated when the cold weather does ap-
pear.

Stove coal ctmtinues the leader in the market, and is in

short supply at all points. Chestnut is improving and is

moving much better, while egg is heavy. The steam sizes are
being well taken care of. The better grades of No. 1 Buck-
wheat are in short supply and active with the poorer grades
quiet. The good grades of No. 2 Buckwheat are still short,
while No. 3 is eas.y on all kinds "vs'ith the poorer qualities not-
ably heavj".

AVe quote the local hard-coal market slightly higher as
follo-ws:

Upper Ports
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Ir. view of the Improved condition in the market, we quote
all Trades somewhat higrher this week us follows: West Vlr-

Klnia steam, J2.65ii2.75; fair grades of Pennsylvania, $2.75®
2.85; good grades of Pennsylvania, J2.!>5@2.95; best Miller

Pennsylvania. J3.15©3.25: George's Creek, $3.20|&3.30.

PHIl,.VDEl,PHI.\, PE.\N.

Cnmplalnts nf nion ImnlnrHM In nnthrarltr, aH compared
\\ith prevluuN yefirN. Trntle nn a rule a|ialhetle. Iiut proflue-

<ii>n heiivy nn<l the motenienl K<><>d, iirokrn oual uul o( tbe

niurket. . Car xhurtaKe develupiuK.

The weather is sllU the determining factor in the situa-

tion In this vlelnity. The retail-market orders are coming In

very slowly outside of the demand for stove coal. As a matter

of fact, many dealers are complaining about the lack of

business, and compared with previous years, October does

not look as favorable. .\s a rule, this month usually sees a

heavy business both with the wholesale and retail dealers;

the apparent apathetic condition of the trade can be traced

entirely to the unusual weather conditions, and no activity is

looked for until there is a change in this respect.

Egg and chestnut coal still seem to be in easy supply;

pea coal is picking up, but broken and stove are the only sizes

for which there is an active demand. It is almost Impossible

to secure any tonnage of broken coal unless at the full

circular price: this size is contracted for at the beginning

of the season and many of the companies report that they

are behind on deliveries, so that it is manifestly Impossible

for them to consider any additional business, even at the

full circular prices.

One still hears of discontent due to the Imposition of the

state tax. but up to the present, no concentrated effort on the

part of the retailers has been made to saddle it on the con-

sumers; most of the dealers are still absorbing it.

Operations at the collieries has been much handicapped

during the past week, with an unusual car shortage. This

has been growing more acute weekly, and nearly reached a

point during the past week, when it would prove more than

sel'ious.

Bituminous trade is about on a parity with the week
previous. There were no unusual advances in prices and no

reports except that all grades were holding their own, with

the demand excellent, and production about equal to the call.

IIALTIMORK, MD.

\Veokenlnc tendeneles exhibited by the market. The

Western demand showed a deellne for the flrst time. Warmer
nentber eonditlon.H take away the prop of the previous week,

tars In rather poor supply.

The past weeli showed indications that the market would

soon take a drop. Demand was the lightest for many weeks

past, and despite a rather poor movement, due to restricted

car supply, there was plenty of fuel at tide to meet all calls.

Concerns here with West Virginia connections reported

that the rush of three-quarter gas coals toward the Great

Lakes had slowed up to a considerable degree. Congestion

at the shipping centers was given as a reason, and it is said

that about all the fuel is now on hand that can be con-

veniently handled. A vast amount of coal is reported on cars

at the lake ports. Fuels that had been bringing from $1.15®

1.20 f.o.b. mines are now offering about 10c. oft: Run-of-mine

coal in West Virginia was offered down to the dollar mark,

although most sales were above that figure.

Pennsylania steam coals are reported in poor demand, with

railroad orders generally scarce. Sales are made around

$1.20@1.25 that several weeks ago were bringing $1.35@1.40.

It must be said, however, that there is not any great quantity

of the coal not under contract, and the lull is probably more

or less temporary.
As a whole the market is expected to pick up rapidly soon,

unless there is a decided change for the worse in general

industrial conditions. Warmer weather the past week un-

doubtedly took av?ay the prop that had kept the market from

a slump a week earlier.

Anthracite conditions are normal, a fair call being noted

for steam sizes, and the prospects being good for domestic

coals when the first real winter weather appears.

PITTSnVKGH, PEXN.

Somewhat decreased industrial demand for coal, with in-

creased demand for domestic, and occasional price advances

in the latter. Car supply poor. Shippinf: staKc in Ohio River

permits dispatch of large fleets to down-river points. Coa-

ncUsville coke market stacnant, «-lth prices nominally un-

changed.

Bituminous—There has been a considerable decrease in

the fuel requirements of the iron and steel industry: in the

past week or two there has been a decided slowing down and

the prospect is clear for further curtailment of iron and steel

output m the future. At present the mills are running at

about 80% of capacity, but they are curtailing their supplies

of all sorts In greater ratio, in view of the prospects.

Retail demand for coal, on the other hand, has increased,

and some opei'ators have made a further advance In lV4-ln.

domestic, so that occasionally there are quotations above
$1.75. A few have also marked up slack. Car supply con-
tinues poor. .\t the moment the coal market is fairly strong,

but some decrease in strength can hardly be avoided when the

Lake shipping season closes. We quote for prompt and near-

forward delivery: Slack, $1®1.25; mine-run, $1.40® 1.50; %-ln.,

$1,501 1.60; lV4-ln. domestic, $1.65® 1.75, per ton at mine,

I'lttsburgh district.

4 18 I 16 I 15 29 12 26 10 24 / 21 b 1? 2 16 50 1} 27 II 25 8 22 6 20,

l'Jan.+ Fek+Mar.>t'Aprllt Moy+June+July tAug. t Sepi+Oc+.H' Nw.+DecH

A rise in the rivers permitted shipments down the Ohio

to begin Sunday, Oct. 26. On that day the Monungahela River

Consolidated Coi^l & Coke Co. sent out six fleets of 22 barges

each and three with 17 boats each, while the Diamond Coal

& Coke Co. sent two fleets of 10 barges each, the total ship-

ments amounting to about 33.866,000 bushels, or about 150.000

net tons, and additional shipments are being made as steam-

boats become available.

Connellsvllle Coke—The market continues altogether stag-

nant. Tiiere is no disposition to increase pig-iron production,

but rather to curtail somewhat. The operating furnaces are

all covered by contracts and the disposition of operators is

to overship, so that practically no demand comes into the

marliet for prompt coke. No one is disposed to consider seri-

ously the question of contracts for the new year. The market
remains quotable: Prompt furnace. $2@2.15; contract furnace

(nominal), $2.25@2.50; prompt foundry, $2.75@3; contract

foundry, $2.75@3.
The "Courier" reports production in the Connellsvllle and

lower Connellsvllle region in the week ended Oct. 17 at 379.-

605 tons, a decrease of 7285 tons, and shipments at 384,013

tons, a decrease of 5932 tons.

Later—The group of Connellsvllle coke operators who
have been holding out for the $2.50 price on furnace coke

have abandoned their efforts and will now meet the market.

They have just sold 10,000 tons to an Eastern steel interest

at $1.90 for November shipment, and the furnace coke mar-

ket is now quotable on the basis of $2@2.15 for prompt or

contract, with possibilities of a still further shading.

Bl FFALO, N. Y.

Bituminous not so flrm, hut prices holding. Light demand
due chiefly to warm weather. Coke continues weak. .Vntbrn-

clte alTected by the lack of seasonable weather.

Bituminous—Soft coal is still on its former footing, but a.s

a rule there is a report of general weakness everywhere, with

prospects of a decline in prices if the weather continues mild.

So far as can be learned the weakness is entirely on account

of the weather. The reports of slackness now are not by any

means general, but are more common than they were and

must be accepted as not without meaning.

The car situation is without any change. The supply is

smaller than ever before, not being more than 60 per cent

of the demand on some of the leading coal roads. On the

other hand, certain more local lines are providing cars

promptly. The reports of strikes and lockouts increase,

which, of course, offsets, in a measure, the alleged dullness in

general business. There are said to be 800 miners on strike

at Rossiter in the Clearfield district over the preparation of

the coal and strikes and lockouts are reported in the Bes-

semer district, caused by the operators opposing the efforts

of the men to unionize the mines. These diflRculties are local,

but they reduce the coal output while they last. The mine

owner without coal enough to meet his contracts is not find-

ing it easy to pick up extra tonnage.

Quotations on bituminous remain at $2.90 for Pittsburg

lump, $2.80 for three-quarter, $2.65 for mine-run and $2.25

for slack, the latter being very firm; some jobbers say it will

sell on a par with mine-run before long.

Coke—The coke market is weak, especially for low grades.

While Connellsville 72-hr. foundry is fairly steady at $4.85,

it is not easy to obtain $4.35 for 4S-hr. furnace; stock coke is

a drug, though it is not very plentiful.
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\nthraclle—The weather has been unfavorable in the an-

thracite trade also, but the movement is fair. Shippers are

steadily short of stove, while they have a surplus of egg. H
customers order straight stove or stove and chestnut the>

run the risk of being refused till they include about an even

amount of egg. It is likely that the price of stove will event-

ually be advanced to a par with chestnut.
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eat and

1 . 25 @ 1 . 20
1 . 25 (A 1 . 20
0.85® 0.80
0.70® 0.6S

? 26 10 24 7 Zl & B 2 16 W 15 27 H 26 8 22 6

Apn'+ nayVj-e >h-July + A.g.-H<- 5ept^ Oct.-H< Hov^Z

Antheacith Shipmkxts FitoM Buffalo

The eitort to accelerate the anthracite movement by lake

is only partially successful, as the mines are not Producing

ufflcient': The shipment from Bu«alo by lake for the .eek

was 125,400 tons, which is some hundreds ot tons short ot

mtdsummer shipments. Still, with ^- -"
!^\ -°rht to b

the lakes close, the supply at upper-lake poits ought to ue

Ifleast faWy Satisfactory. The fleet has been held up con-

siderably of late by storms.

TOLEIJO, OHIO

Cool weather stimulated ,Iome»tie buying. Prices «ho«ins

„„ upward tendency. Car shortage seriously interfering with

production.

coal is strengthening on this market, and the P^^t wee^

has no'ted some changes in the list,
-^f'^^^l^JX^,'''^^,

It is generally believed that prices
^^l^^^^'^l^^^^'meltic

ZZT.a'lna rcaU for\t rfoLrrbetnlood all along.

^^ :ii^a^:n is tight wuh
^-:^p---^d:^id^''^^M::;

Srrt=^0^:no:^££ai^-so. :se,a.ects.e

lake shipping. Cargoes a^e not as hea.^^^^^^
^^ ^^^^^^ ^^ ^^

season of the year loi u.-o
railroads are

bottom cars can be obtained.

COLIMHIS, OHIO

.ew higher -;- --J—nd^e ""^rc^' i."=d
:::^/"/:"*"oa>-"upp.r roraVweather\tim„lates domestic

*™Tte nast week has been one of advancing prices and con-

Unu?; -^ -;ra"teTktoTavT= ^IfJ^IintaT^^:. an^
levels announced a week ago nave " . , ^^ tend-
no orice cutting of consequence is reported. In fact the tend

^ncy is toward premiums rather than -i--""^;,
^^^.^^^^.j^^-

trrested in the trade believe that prices have not yet reached

thetr high point. Demand for domestic, steam and lake

""p:e":sur":The1::a"iT trade has been largely responsible

for ad\'anctng prices, as Jobbers in ^very section are placing

orders -guesting immediate deU..ry
frin^re^^s^ "t^m "o

lieht and every effort is oeing iiia.uc
„„t^._ „r,mB<!

fo1.tify against a Shortage When the severe^weather^com^^^

Tll7 vea'r Indfhe demand is running more and more

towa'rd thTfa^^y grades such as Pocahontas and re-screened

^^^;^":ar supply is growing '^^ ^^ri^e^^ns^r^i'd
oiitTnit is being decreased. ACCorauiB vu i^i,

, en

'r i; T'k tr-i: r-r. ss.™"-B:r/r.,s
per cent, of the

^^l^^° ,^^^ Hocking Valley reports

fbrt"55\^er^c:". "^^^1 and the domestic flelds arc no

.ake trade is active -^^ --„--ts"f^.--"o« ^^'^^
rnTtrr"afrsuTtr"the7n:rrsrd=domestic demand and the
a natuiai result

lar-er operators which engage in

fh:rk: tridf:iU ^problbfy^hTp a g^reater tonnage than last

ye;u-. Congestion on the upper lake docks i:

the interior movement is good.

Quotations in the Ohio flelds are as follows:

Hocking PittshurEh Pomeroy Kanawha

Domestic lump $2.00@1.90 ..••...,,, «? S2 1 i ?? ^!
'^t II 1 S

3-4inch 1.85(0)1.75 $1.50© 1 40 IfS®}-!? l-??©'!??
Nut 1.30®1.20 l?"@}-5n
Mine-run I..'i0.@1.40 1.35@1..30 50|l.40
Nut, pea and .slack . . 0.90(810.85 ^^ iS^oln
Coaraeslack 0.80@0.7o 1.00@0.95 0.90@0.80

DI5TROIT. MICH.

Illtuniinous steady after a slight reaction. End of mouth

devel»i>.s some business. Conditions not materially chaneed.

Bituminous—There has been little change in the local sit-

uation, and prices are being well maintained all along the

line. There are unconfirmed reports of some producers seek-

ing e.xtra business who have made concessions in one way or

another, but such business cannot be considered as the real

market.
In the domestic market, smokeless coal is quiet. There

seems to be a slight over-supply of this grade, and diver-

sion and reconsignment of shipments to other points have

ceased. This slowing down in business is giving the opera-

tors a welcome opportunity to increase shipments in the Lake

trade from which there is a heavy demand. The semi-sraoke-

less coals are bringing nearly Pocahontas prices; large stocks

of these grades have been bought tor domestic purposes,

and now that Pocahontas is easier in the market, it is rather

difl^cult to dispose of.

The market is now (juotable on about the following

basis:

W. Va.
Splint

Domestic lump . $1 . 65

Egg 1-65
Nut 1.50
Stoam lump .... 1 . 50
5-in. lump 1. 15
Mine-run '.

. 1.10
Slack 0.85

Ga
Hock- No. 8
ing bridge Ohic

Jackson
Hill

$1.20
1.10
0.85

$1.15
1.10
0.75

1 10
1.10
0.75 0-85

.Vnthraelte—Hard coal shows some briskness, due to a

fall in temperature and the anxiety of dealers to accumu-

late an adequate supply before the winter's -demand opens

up. Jobbers, however, are not anticipating a very large

business before the middle of the current month.

l,OUISVIL,L,B, KY.

Fall in temperature stimulated netivity in the domestic

srades. Steam coals also strong. Eastern Kentucky com-

panies handicapped by poor car supply. Screenings weak.

Some rather snappy weather during the week past resulted

in the usual flood of small orders which was reflected imme-

diately to the mines and made business good on the prepared

grades everywhere. The earliest snow in years fell through

Kentucky on Oct. 21, and the number of small consumers

who were caught unawares made things active for several

days.
The steam market is also much stronger than a week or

so ago, especially on eastern Kentucky coaL Prices are not

especially high, considering the season, but the relatively

limited supply of the better grades keeps the demand well

balanced. About SOc. a ton f.o.b. mines is the average price,

with second grades, including eastern and western Kentucky,

from 15c. to 20c. lower.

A number of eastern Kentucky operators have lost about

one-third time lately on account of the poor car supply, and

it is extremely unlikely that this condition will improve as

the season advances. Experience has proved to the contrary,

and operators are, therefore, doing their best to prepare for a

material shortage in transportation facilities.

As indicated, prices are improving all along the line. The

November basis for eastern Kentucky coal is about $2.35 a

ton for block, with isolated sales as high as $2.50 a ton, the

second grades ranging from $2.10 @ 2.25 a ton. The demand

for western Kentucky domestic is also improving, block

being strong at $1.25(5)1.40 a ton f.o.b. mines. There is little

mine-run coal moving in any portion of the state.

H VMPTOM RO.VDS. V A.

October will be a big month at the Hampton Koads piers.

Shortage much easier than for some time. Domestic bu.siness

beginning to open up. Kumors of a new big coal consolidation.

Shipments of coal over tb'- piers at Hampton Roads con-

tinue brisk; large cargoes have moved coastwise and foreign,

and the call for bunker coal has also been heavy. Present

indications are that all piers will show up with a large ton-

nage dumped during the entire month, and unless the unfore-

seen happens the piers at Sewalls Point will again break

their record. In addition to the movement of Pocahontas and
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New River there has also been some shippinK of high voIh-

tlle and nut and slack coals to the New England market.
Prices on all grades remain practically the same as they have
been for the past two or three weeks.

There is a fair accumulation of coal at tidewater, and
while some suppliers are short others have sufficient to take

care of tonnage now due with some little free coal. Several

large cargoes have been sold during the week and Govern-

ment colliers have taken in the neighborhood of 30.000 tons

in addition to the coastwise and foreign shipments. Vessels

taking foreign cargoes have cleared for Havana. Santiago,

Dakar. Trinidad. Cavite, St. Lucia. Canal Zone and Curacoa.

Reports are current here that negotiations have been

closed by an English syndicate for the purchase of extensive

coal properties in the New River fields of West Virginia. It

is impossible, however, to get the report confirmed here. One

of the largest companies mentioned as having been purchas< d

have given out the statement that so far as they are con-

cerned the report is without foundation.

Owing to the fall In temperature during the last few

days retail business has picked up considerably although

there is yet some complaint among the dealers as to poor

sales. There has been no advance in prices for domestic

grades, summer rates still prevailing.

BIK>H\OHVM, VI, A.

Demand for stenm ooal quiet, but donie»«le Improving, due

to the recent wmiI wenther. Prneticnlly no furnace eoke mov-

ing- Foundry e<ike quiet «lth .snl<» limited to .nmnll .ihlp-

mentH. Some Improvement In lilnckfimith eoal. IMg Iron

dull, though i;rloe l.« holding U|l well. Car Nbortnge still

evident.

The past week has brought no relief to the stagnant

steam-coal market, the production being in excess of the de-

mand, though none of the operators are making concessions

in prices, believing this condition to be only temporary. Due

to the recent cool weather, the domestic lump has taken on a

more cheerful aspect, though the market is far from being

satisfactory. Inquiries on blacksmith coal are increasing,

and business on that grade is the most satisfactory of any.

There is practically no furnace coke moving out of this

district, and foundry coke only in small quantities. Pig iron

is very quiet, few sales being made during the past week,

though at a better price than formerly, the basis being

strictly $11.50 per ton on 2 Foundry for the balance of this

year. Very little tonnage was booked for next year. While

it would seem that the car supply would Improve, with the

quiet business, there is little change over last week. Some
of the railroads are taking care of their mines fairly well,

but those on the Southern Railway are suffering greatly for

the lack of cars.

^'E^V ORI.KAXS

New eoal tmnsportntlon oompnny nnno.inces big cut In

priee«. Completion of government work on Warrior River

opens all water route for .\labama eoal into this port.

While it has not been proved that coal can be brought to

New Orleans from the Alabama fields by water at a cheaper

rate than by rail, there is no question that the up-river

Mississippi interests are worried. The formal announce-

ment this week, by the president of the transportation com-
pany, which expects to handle this business through the

W'arrior, Tombigbee and Alabama Rivers, that coal would be

sold in New Orleans 50c. under the present price, has caused

sonjethlng of a flurry.

The working out of the experiment is being watched with

the greatest interest. It is suggested that this is the rea-

son for the delay in the preparation for export business that

could be brought to this port after the opening of the Pan-
ama Canal. There are seventeen locks to be passed in the

Warrior River and whether the big self-propelled brages will

be able to handle this business as cheaply as is expected re-

mains to be seen.
IND! «.NAPOI,IS

.VntnithHtnnding mild weather, dcmentie trade continues
good. The call for s*Teenlngs not yet back to normal. Com-
plaint about the ear situation continues. Mine operations are

cut down. There is little heavy demand, however, among
consnmerSt on account of this situation.

The little spurt of cold weather was helpful to the coal

trade, especially the retail department, but it has been suc-

ceeded by another mild spell. The short car supply is a large

factor in the trade, yet the situation does not seem to differ

much from that existing any year at this time. It is true,

however, that it is affecting mine operations to the extent

of about 30% in this state.

The screening situation does not improve much, and
operators are puzzled as to why it does not get back to nor-

mal. Industrial conditions In the state seem to be about as

active as usual and the mild weather Is not regarded as a
weighty factor. It is believed by some that the large Chi-
cago agencies are buying at outside points to give the In-
diana mines the impression that they are not in the market.
The domestic situation is strong. Supplies of Eastern coal
are slow to arrive, but this is not causing distress yet as yard
stocks seem to be of good size. In fact, If the mild weather
keeps up two or three weeks, there will be many cancella-
tions of orders. The following range reflects Indiana prices
f.o.b. mines;

Mine run No. 4 $1.10©tl..^5 Domestic lump No 5 4 (l.Jl 50® 1 7,5
Mine-nin No. 5 and 6. . . 1 .05@ 1 , 10 ScreeninRs No. 4 0.00((i) 090
Nut 1 2S@ 1.3.') .ScK'eninipi No. 5 A t> . 0.50(5 6(>
Kkk 1.40® 1.60 Bnnil block 2 00(a) 2 25
Domcitir lump. No. 4 . 1 .75® 2.00 Washed coal ut premium of 25o. a ton

The chief trouble now Is In the car shortage due, appar-
ently, to the lack of motive power. A committee of operators
sent a communication to the commission stating that in more
than 200 instances, coal equipment had been held for weeks
in Indianapolis yards while the mines were suffering for
cars, also that 350 carloads of coal are on track In this city
almost every day and there is no power to move them. The
commission learned that the New York Central and Pennsyl-
vania companies are contemplating a belt line around the
city, which would eliminate the congestion of freight traffic.

CHICAtiO
Demjinii continues itrlsk, but sales are somewhat less thnti

customary for thjs l?me of the year. Shrinkage In the ear
supply has tlghteni'il the market on lOastern eonls. Demand
for gas-bouse and liyproduet ei.ke materially increased. Car-
terville operators report heavy buying of nil sixes. Heavier
sales of anthracite.

While the demand for coal in the Chicago market continues
brisk, the general volume of business is somewhat under
the records for October in previous years. A shrinkage in the
car supply is the chief factor in the Eastern coals in this
market. The position of the smokeless grades, especially,
has been strengthened on this account. There has been a dis-
tinct revival in the buying of this coal and a previous waver-
ing tendency in the market has disappeared.

A greater demand in the Western market and a lessening
in the supply of freight equipment has caused the additional
strength noted in the anthracite trade. Chestnut continues
to be short of the demand. It is estimated that Eastern oper-
ators are obtaining about one-half the cars they need and
that the supply for Western producers ranges .between CO
and 75 '/r.

Small shipments of Hocking coal has created an unsatis-
factory condition in this section, and the supply falls short
of demand by a substantial margin. Additional firmness is

reported in the coke market. There has been a marked in-
crease in orders for gas-house coke and the byproduct variety
is in greater demand. The latter now sells at from $4.90(a5.10.
Similar strength is lacking so far as furnace and foundry
coke are concerned. The recent announcement of E. H. Gary,
chairman of the board of directors of the United States Steel
Corporation, that there will be no shutdown of the mills at
Gary, Ind., however, has given operators increased confidence
in the future.

A strong demand for all sizes of Carterville coal has been
reported by operators in that district. Domestic lump and
No. 1 washed sell, as a rule, at $2 a ton, the mines. A con-
siderable amount of egg is being sold at high figures for
retail consumption. In the territory surrounding Franklin
County, domestic lump is selling at from $2@2.25, the mines,
while in districts farther distant prices are somewhat under
these figures. Springfield operators have failed in their effort
to boost the price of domestic lump to $2, and It is now firm
at SI. 75.

Prevailing prices at Chicago are:

Springfield Fraaldin Co. Clinton W. Vn.
Domestic lump $2 . .57 $3 . 05@3 . 30 $2.52
Steam lump 2.07 2.07
Eeg 3.0,5@3.30 $4 30(a4.45
Mine-run 1.92 2.40@2.55 187 3 4,5(a3 55
Screenines 1.12@1.22 1.55@1.80 1.12@122

Coke—Connellsville, J5.50; Wise County, $5.25@5.50; by-
product, egg and stove, $4.90@5; byproduct, nut, $4.95@5.10;
gas house, $4.65@4.75.

ST. LoriS, MO.
Market uncertain pending further developments. Car

shortage having a steadying elTeet. Anthracite moderately
ncti^'e. Steam coals heavy.

An unsteady market for the past week has kept the ti-ade
in a somewhat uncertain channel, expecting that every day
would bring something to base future prospects on. The
weather has been mild and the anticipated demand and
advance in price did not come.
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The only thing that stimulated the market at all was the

car shortage, which became more pronounced the past week,

and has a somewhat serious aspect now. On the Illinois Cen-

tral the mines are now getting about two or two and a half

days per week, the C. & E. I. about three days a week, and

the Iron Mountain about the same. -The roads from the inner

fields are in somewhat the same trouble, the Southern giving

its mines about two days a week, the L. & N. about three, the

B. & O. four, and the Vandalia five. The Wabash is in per-

haps the worst condition of all, for what little equipment they

have is usually in bad order.

There has been a fair demand the last week or so for an-

thracite, especially in the larger sizes. Gas-house coke is

also in some demand but byproduct is a drug. Smokeless is

moving better than was anticipated. The local steam market

is still dragging and Standard coal when averaged up is

barely bringing the cost of production.

The prevailing prices are:

Carterville
and Big Mt. _ , ,

Franklin Co. Muddy Olive Standard

2-in.lump 5^-50
S1.10@1.20

tloMuZ;:;:::;::;:::: si-V5@2:no :::..::: ueo i;4o®i.5o

Lump and egg l,.iQ@l.W) >J.Ja
Mq 1 nut 1 . .50 @ 1 , 7o

Screenings O.SnC-', 0.0(1

Mine-run 1 10 «> 1 20

No. 1 washed nut l.SOCo'lflO

No. 2 washed nut 1 . 30 (gi 1 . 40

No. 3 washed nut 1 . 10 @ 1
.
lo ..

No. 4 washed nut 1.0o@l.lo
No. 5 washed nut 0.35® 0.40 ..

Surpl

New England Linns
N. Y.; New Jersey, Del.; Maryland; Eastern Penn.
Ohio; Indiana; Michigan; Western Pennsylvania...
West Virginia, Virginia, North & South Carolina. . .

.

Kentucky, Tenn.; Miss.; Alabama, Georgia, Florida
Iowa, niinois. Wis., Minn.; North & South Dakota 1.072

^Iontana, Wyoming, Nebraska
Kansas, Colorado, Missouri, Arkansas, Oklahoma
Texas, Louisiana, New Mexico
Oregon, Idaho, California, Arizona
Canadian Lines

Total 6,014 12,502 G,488

June 14 June 30 July 13 Aug. 1 .4ug. 15 Sept. 1 Sept. 15 Oct. 1

Surplus 11,098 11,053 13,203 8,810 8.293 8,689 8,714 7,953

Short.igc 2,033 2,321 1,826 4,029 7,038 5,209 7,731 10.393

Net* 9,06.5 8,234 12,S77 4,781 1,255 3,480 983 2.440

*Bold face type indicates a surplus.

1.10
0.20((f0.25

^ 0.90

KANSAS flTV, MO
iipilly\Venth«'r coii<ll<ion.» favcrnb'.c. i

Full-time operations general.

A sudden drop of the thermometer was responsible for a

rush during the past week. Though the cold weather was

short lived, people who had about made up their minds to get

along with gas during the coming winter promptly decided

that a change of attitude was necessary. Practically all

ordered coal and indications are that demand will continue

strong during the next few months.

Many plans have been advanced to increase the available

supply of natural gas here, but none is regarded as practic-

able Officers of the piping company assert that the supply is

restricted, and the coal situation is being benefited to a

marked extent. All mines are working full time with the

exception of a few which close down occasionally because

of the shortage of transportation facilities.

IHiDEN, I TAH
throUKhout ten it y has affected ship-

absorbed .surplus at

: continues, but situ-

idvaneed in southern

Warmer weathi
mints Shortaee of coal in Colorado h:

Koeli Springs. Car shortage in N\ yomii

ation in Ltah has improved. Quotation!

California, Nebraslia and Colorado.

The entire intermountain territory has been enjoying ideal

fall weather and the demand for coal has slacked off some-

what However, the mines still have plenty of lump orders to

keep running at capacity. The sugar factories and other

steam plants are consuming all the slack and steam coal pro-

duced at the mines. At the first of this week there were in-

dications of a surplus of nut coal at the -n'yoming operations

but the unusual demand in Nebraska and Colorado allowed

the operators to move a larger percentage of this grade into

the Eastern market.
A. partial car shortage continues in T\'yoming. and most

of the mines are losing some time on this account. It seems

there are plenty of box cars, but open cars for loading slack

are very scarce. The conditions in Colorado has assisted the

Utah niines, which at present are working full time.

Quotations for southern California have advanced to:

Lump. $3; nut, $2.50: mine-run. $1.85; slack, $1. Shipments to

Nebraska and Colorado are above normal and quotations are

now: Lump. $3: nut. $2.25; mine-run, $1.85; slack. "The
balance of the territory remains at: Lump. $-..5; nut, »-.^l>,

mine-run. $1.85; slack. $1.

PRODUCTION AND TRANS-
PORTATION STATISTICS

719
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IMPORTS A>D EXPORTS

The foUowlnpr Is a comparative statement of Imports and

exports In the United States for .Vupust. 1912-13. and for thr

eight months ending August. 1911-12-13. In long tons:

Imports from:
rniteti Kingdom
Canada
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ACCIDENTS AND THEIR PREVEXTIOX
A Suggested Method of Preventing Rock Slides. Geo. S.

Rice. Jl. West. Soc. Engrs., September, 1913; 17 pp., illus.

Method of Preventing Rock Slides—Discussion of Mr. Rice's

paper. Jl. West. Soc. Engrs., September. 1913; 22 pp.

Preventing Accidents from Machinery. Frank H. Knea-
land. Coal Age, Oct. 4. 1913; 3V2 PP.. iUus. 10c.

BL.VSTIXG EXPLOSIVES
Shotflring and Watering Systems in Utah Mines. John E.

Ambrose. Coal Age, Oct. 11. 1913; 2 pp., illus. 10c.

BORING AND TINNELING
A New Gasoline Rock Drill. Coal Age, Oct. 11, 1913; %

p.. illus. 10c.

Ten Deep Borings in East Kent, England. Malcolm Burr.

Coll. Guard.. Oct. 10. 1913; 314 pp.. illus. 40c.

COAL DIST
A Laboratory Study of the Inflammability of Coal Dust.

J. C. W. Frazer, E. J. Hoffman and L. A. Scholl, Jr. Bureau
of Mines, Bull. 50; 55 pp., illus.

Danger of Coal Dust and Its Preventive. Iron Coal Tr.

Rev., Oct. 10, 1913; % p. 40c.

How Best to Handle the Dry or Dusty Mine. David Victor.

Black Diamond, Sept. 27, 1913; 1 p. 20c.

The Influence of the Presence of Gas Upon the Inflamma-
bility of Coal Dust in Air. (Proc. A. M. E. E.. Vol. 3). Prof.

W. M. Thornton. Coll. Guard., Sept. 19. 11 13; 1% pp, illus.

40c.

COKE
Apparatus for the Testing of Firebricks for Use in Coke

Ovens. Iron Coal Tr. Rev., Sept. 26, 1913; hi p.. illus. 40c.

Continuous Vertical Retort Carbonization. (Describes a

system in use at Hebden Bridge, England.) Gas Wld., Oct.

4, 1913; 1% pp., illus. 40c.

Extension to the Coke-Oven and Byproduct Plant at

Devonshire Works. Iron Coal Tr. Rev., Oct. 10, 1913; IJ pp..

illus. 40c.

The Manufacture of Coke in Belgium. (Paper by Baron

Evance Coppee read before the Iron and Steel Inst., Sept.,

1913.) Iron Coal Tr. Rev., Sept. 5, 1913; 5% PP-, iHus. 40c.

DB.ilNAGE, PUMPING, ETC.

A New Acid-Proof Mine Pump. Coal Age, Oct. 18, 1913;

'i p., illus. 10c.

Large Colliery Pump. Iron Coal Tr. Rev., Sept. 26. 1913;

1 p., illus. 40c.

ELECTRICITY

A Big Electrically Driven Air Compressor. Coal Age. Oct.

IS. 1913; 1 p., illus. 10c.

Care of Induction Motors at Mines and Mills. Geo. E.

Edwards. Min. Wld., Oct. IS, 1913; 3% PP-, iHus. 20c.

Electrically Propelled Inclined Railway for Unloading Coal.

Elec. Wld.. Sept. 20, 1913; 1 p.. illus. 20c.

EXPLOSIONS
Experimental Explosion at Bruceton Mine. Coal Age, Oct.

11. 1913; 1% pp.. illus. 10c.

Inquiry into the Cadder Pit Disaster. Coll. Guard., Sept.

26. 1913; 1% pp. 40c.

Mill for the Production of Stone Dust. Iron Coal Tr. Rev.,

Sept. 12, 1913; Vt P-, iHus. 40c.

Spontaneous Ignition of Coal. T. A. Peebles. Power, Sept.

30. 1913; % p. 15c.

FUEL TESTING

\nalyse= of Coals in the United States. N. W. Lord, with

chapters bv J. A. Holmes, F. M. Stanton, A. C. Fieldner and

S Sanford." Bureau of Mines. Bull. 22, Part I; 316 pp., illus.

Analyses of Coals in the United States. N. W. Lord, with
chapters by J. A. Holmes, P. M. Stanton, A. C. Fieldner and S.

Sanford. Bureau of Mines, Bull. 22, Part II; 834 pp.

A Study of the Oxidation of Coal and of the Process of

Combustion. (Address by H. C. Porter delivered at annual
meeting of the Amer. Chem. Soc.) Metall. & Chem. Engr.,
October. 1913; % p. 35c.

Further Researches in the Microscopical Examination of
Coal, Especially in Relation to Spontaneous Combustion.
(Paper by James Lomax read before the I. M. E., Manchester,
September, 1913.) Coll. Guard., Sept. 26, 1913; 114 PP- 10c.

The Production of Motor Spirit from Coal. A. RoUason
and A. W. Taylor. Coll. Guard., Sept. 19, 1913; 1 p. 40c.

The Absorption of Oxygen by Coal. (Paper by T. F. Win-
mill read before the I. M. E. Manchester, September, 1913.)

Coll. Guard., Sept. 26, 1913; 2J pp., illus. 40c.

GENERAL
Burning Anthracite Culm. J. E. Parrish. Coal Age, Oct. 11,

1913; 3% PP-, illus. lOe.

Conservation of Coal and Liquid Fuel. (A resume of the
papers read at the S3d annual meeting of the British Assn.
for the Advancement of Science, held at Birmingham, Eng.,

Sept. 10-17, 1913.) Power; Oct. 21, 1913; 2 pp. 15c.

Mining Coal Inside the Arctic Circle. Black Diamond.
Sept. 27, 1913; hi P-. iHus. 20c.

Powdered Coal in Open-Hearth Steel Furnaces. Coal &
Coke Op.. Sept. 25. 1913; % p. 20c.

Problems of the Anthracite Operator are Measured. (.Ad-

dress by A. M. Fine before the Xew York and Western Penn.
Coal Merchants Assn.) Black Diamond, Sept. 13, 1913; 1%
pp.. illus. 20c.

The Geographical Value of Coal. (Address by Prof. H. N.

Dickson at the British Association.) Coll. Guard., Oct. 3. 1913;

h p. 40c.

The Production and Use of Brown Coal in the Vicinity of

Cologne, Germany. Chas. A. Davis. Bureau of Mines. Tech.

Paper 55; S% pp.

The Coal Miner's Wage Conditions. W. L. Hammill. Coal

Tr. Bull., Oct. 1, 1913; 2% pp. 25c.

The Coal-Mining Adjuncts of Railroads. John D. A. Mor-
row. Ry. Age Gaz., Oct. 10, 1913; % p. 25c.

The Disposition of Natural Resources. Geo. Otis Smith.

Bull. A. I. M. E., October, 1913; 6 pp.

The Use of Coal as a Fuel for Metallurgical Furnaces. H.
R. Barnhurst. Bull. A. I. M. E., October, 1913; 9hi pp.

GEOLOGY
Crowsnest Pass Coal Fields. (Extracts from Guide Book

Xo. 9 by Geol. Sur. of Canada.) W. W. Leach.. Can. Min.

Jour., Oct. 1, 1913; 3 pp., illus. 25c.

Sydney Coal Field. (Extracts from Guide Book No. 1 pub-
lished by the Geol. Sur.) G. A. Young. Can. Min. Jour.,

Oct. 15. 1913; 1% pp. 25c.

The Coal Fields of Montana. E. Stebinger. Bull. Inst

M. E., September. 1913; 30 pp., illus.

The Coal Deposits at Nanaimo, Vancouver Island, B. C.

(Extracts from Guide Book of Geol. Sur. of Can.) Chas. H.

Clapp. Can. Min. Jour., Sept. 15, 1913; IJ4 pp. 25c.

The Development of the Midland Coal Fields. (Paper read
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Sept. 19, 1913; 1 p. 40c.

HOISTING AND HAIL.\GE
Animal Haulage in Mines. B. S. Randolph. Coll. Engr.,

October, 1913: 3% pp., illus. 40c.

A New Coal-Hoisting System. Coal Age. Sept. 6. 1913;

% p., illus. 10c.

Compressed-Air Mine Haulage. Wm. Z. Price. Coll. Engr.,

October, 1913; 2% pp., illus. 40c.

Efficiency of Rope Driving as a Means of Power Trans-
mission. E. H. Ahara. Jl. Amer. Soc. Mech. Engrs.. August,
1913; 19 pp., illus.
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The Boys of the Rescue Crew
By Bekton Biialey

Written expresaly for Coal Age

When the damp explodes in a distant room
Or the roof of an entry falls,

Sealing the men in a living tomb
With thick and soundless walls;

When the women crowd at the open shaft

And wail as the women do,

It's then we call for the nerve and craft

Of the boys of the Rescue Crew!

They take the smoke
As a sort of joke,

The}- dare the fire damp, too-

For it's all their trade

And they're not afraid,

The boys of the Rescue Crew!

They look like divers who tempt the sea,

But they battle with fire instead.

To bring out the living—if such there be

—

And search for the huddled dead;

And many's the seething hell they've braved
For the sake of their comrades there,

And many a dying man they've saved

And brought to the light and air!

By day or night

It's theirs to fight

With death itself in view,

And they face their fate.

With hearts elate.

The boys of the Rescue Crew!

There's blame few medals they ever get

And never a hint of fame.
But the miners know their style, you bet

And the way they play the game;
The words of the miners are few and rough

But their thanks and their faith are true.

And the prayers of the women are fame enough
For the boys of the Rescue Crew!

In the heat and murk
They do their work

And they stick till the work is through,

So I boost again
For those dauntless men,

The boys of the Rescue Crew!
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Mining Natural Coke and Coal in Virginia
Hy John K. Amhkosk*

SYNOPSIS—Description of mining a .leam uf natural

coke in conjunction witli three other rontiyuoita seams of

root, at Richmond . Va. These seams Itave a dip varying

from IS to Ji5 deg.; the two middle ones are icorhed to-

gether, being separated by only 5 or ft. of parting.

Most of the cliutes are worked on the battery system, but

a few light pitche^i require sheet iron, to inalie the coal

.tlide down to the gangway.

a
One of tho most iuteresling studies from a geological

stai)(l]>oint is the formation of the natural coke of the

Richmonil Kasin, Va. Some years ago, before the civil

war, the mines at Ga.yton, Henrico County, Va., were

operated by sUwes, worked by their masters. Slopes were

sunk to great depths, and headings or gangways, as we

call them in pitching seams, were driven long distances

without any aircour.ses. The mines made fair outputs.

The rooms (breasts) were turned directly off the gang-

ways or levels, which were driven at right angles to the

slo]>e and about 100 ft. apart. The coal and coke were

trammed to the .slope turnout or sidetrack where they

were hoisted to the surface.

For some reason, the mines were shut down, later, and

allowed to fill with water. A few years ago a company

Fig. 1. Ckoss-Skction of Coal Measures, Showing

THE Cross-Tunnkl TO Eeach Other Seams

was formed, the water pumped out of the shafts on the

upper end of the property and operations commenced on

a large scale. This company continued to develop the

property until their tipple burned down, when they ceased

operations and allowed the slopes and shafts to again fill

with water. Recently the Old Dominion Development

Co., of Richmond, Va., pumped the water out of the

slope opening, which is about 1580 ft. deep, retimbered

the slope, relaid the iiu-line with heavy steel rails and, for

the third time, active mining operations were resumed in

this mine.

The system recently adopted for the o))eration of the

mine may be described as follows: The main hoisting

slope is a single-track incline, pitching about 40 deg. at

the entrance, and is driven through the overlying strata

to intersect the seam, a distance of about 150 ft. Below

this point, the slope is driven in the seam on a dip of

about 18 deg., until the 1000-ft. level is reached. From

that level the seam pitches from 3.5 to 45 deg., until it

reaches the foot of the slope or the 1580-ft. level.

There are three seams of coal besides a natural coke

seam. As shown in Fig. 1, the foot of the slope is located

in the "A" seam, and from this point a double-track

tunnel, Fig. 2, is driven across the measures to intersect

the "B" and "C" seams, and will be extended later to

tap the coke seam beyond. At the point where the tunnel

•Mhiine RTiirineei-. New Ourham, N. .T.

intersects the "B" seam, gangways are turned north and

south, in that seam. These gangways are timbered with

heavy double timbers, the collars being 7 ft. between

notches and 7 ft. in the clear above the rail, while the

legs have a 10-ft. spread.

The strata between the "A" scam ;ni(] the "B" scam

Pig. 2. Plan of Slope Bottom, Showing
Arrangement of Tracks

vary from 96 to 110 ft. in thickness, while the parting

between the "B" and "C" seams is only 5 to 8 ft. thick.

I'^rom the "C" seam to the natural coke seam, the thick-

ness of the strata varies from a few feet on the south end

of the property to 150 and 200 ft. on the north end; al-

though some claim that the "C" seam and the coke seam

come together on the north end of the ])roi)erty where the

"C" seam is cut out entirely.

The gangways were driven in the "H" seam, because

of the fact that only a few feet of slate separated it from

the "C" seam. It was found that by working these two

seams, room over room and pillar over pillar, the coal

could be successfully taken out; but it was necessary to

keep the workings in the "C" seam ahead of those in

the lower or "B" seam. No gangways or levels were

driven in the "C" seam; but, instead, rock chutes were

driven up from the "B" seam and the coal in "C" seam

was mined through these chutes, as shown in Fig. 3.

Later, however, the gangways were turned from the

"B" seam into the "C" seam, as the coal in the latter was

found to be of an excellent grade, more or le.ss resemliling

anthracite. The thickness of this seam varied from 5

to 6 ft. An aireourse was driven in the upper "C" seam

Fig. 3. Cross-Section Showing Workings

IN "B" and "C" Seams

and the rooms in that seam turned off the aireourse.

Where the pitch was light, it was necessary to lay sheet

iron in the chutes to enable the coal to slide down to the

level or gangway; but where the pitch was heavier, the

battery method was used, the chutes being kept full of

coal and the miners standing on the coal at the face while

at work.

The development work, as far as it has progressed.
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shows that the coke seam is thicker at the north end of the

property than at the south end. The writer is informed

by okl miners that this coke seam attains a thickness of

6 to 10 ft. in places. The coal has a ready market, the

mine being close to Bichmond, and the natural coke being

a fuel for which there is a popular local demand. Some
consumers claim that it is even better than anthracite

coal. The present development work is being pushed

with a view to securing a large output in the early future.

Much credit is due the management of the company for

the energy and push they have displayed in opening up
this property. The work has been made harder by reason

of the fact that it is difficult to secure competent miners

who understand the system of mining employed in work-

ing these seams. The coal is all shot from the solid, per-

missible powders, carbonite or monobel being used.

Where the pitch is sufficiently light, the natural coke

seam is mined (undercut). The bottom bench or layer

in the coke seam resembles coal and is termed by the min-

ers "coaly." This lower bench, which is from 6 to 9 in.

thick, is soft like bituminous coking coal. The floor of

the seam is slate. The mining is all done in the "coaly"
bench; but it is necessary to "snub off" the front of the

coke in order to mine the seam to the required depth.

When the mining is complete, holes are drilled in the coke
by compressed-air rotary augers. The coke is blasted

down and thrown into the sheet-iron chute, which runs
to the gangway below where it is loaded into the mine
cars.

Mules are used to haul the output to the sidings at the

slope, from which point they are hoisted to the surface.

The loads are hoisted from the slope in two-car trips and
then run by gravity to the foot of the car-haul, by which
they are carried up the incline onto the tipple, where they

are dumped. The empty cars are run down the incline to

a side track, where they are allowed to gravitate to the

head of the slope. This arrangement has proven ver}*

satisfactory.

The Brush Creek Coal Field in Kentucky
By Jno. C. McNeil*

SYNOPSIS—A brief sketch of the development of the

Brush Creek field in Kentucky. Production is relatively

siiiall as yet but the coal is a popular grade and the indica-

tions point to a rapid increas-e.

The Brush Creek coal fields are situate in Knox Coun-
ty, Ky. and are wholly on the Cumberland Eailroad, a

short line in operation from Artemus to Wheeler, Ky.

ville, a coal operator of much experience in Southeastern

Kentucky. Other plants were opened on the line by
Dr. Samuel Bennett, at Bennettsville and Trosper. These
operations were known as the Bennett Jellico Coal Co.

and the Bennett Coal Co., respectively.

In the early part of 1908, the Geo. L. Carter interests

purchased the lease of the Matthews Coal Co., in the

Cumberland Coal Co. property and the lease of the Evans

The Caetee Coal Co.'s Waeklk Plant on the Left and the Anchok Mine on the Eight

and projected to Jellico, Tenn. to a connection with the

L. & N. and Southern Eailroads.

This field was opened up by a syndicate from Warren,

Penn., who organized the Cumberland Coal Co. and
bought up several thousand acres of lands on Brush

Creek. The same people organized the Cumberland E.R.

Co. to build a railroad line into the field and market the

out]iut.

History of the Development

After installing a large plant at Warren, the company
leased their mines to Col. .John G. Matthews, of Barbour-

*Chief clerk to general manager of the Cumberland R.R.
Co., Artemus, Ky.

Jellico Coal Co. on the Bennett Coal Co. property. In
the fall of 1907, the Bennett Jellico property was leased

to the Trosper Coal Company.
In 1911, the Cumberland Railroad was extended up

Tye Fork to Anchor and to Wheeler in the direction of

Jellico. The Brush Creek Mining & Manufacturing Co.

opened a mine at Wlieeler and two operations were in-

stalled on the Tye Fork Spur by the Anchor Mining Co.

and the Dean Jellico Coal Company.
The Carter interest, known in Kentucky as the In-

terstate Coal Co., later bought the properties of the Cum-
berland Coal Co. and the Bennett Coal Co. and also ac-

quired large holdings of undeveloped lands. These in-

terests, now known as the Carter Coal Co., control sev-
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eral tliou.^aml acres of loal lands in the Brush Creek

field and have also purchased the property of the Anchor

Mining (V)nipaiiy.

A modern eleetric plant ha.* been erected at Warren by

the t'arter interest;; wliieh sui>plies the mines at Warren

and Trosper. and will later supply the Anchor mine, with

power, t'oal washers have been installed at Warren ami

Trosper and loadiui: booms and box-car loaders put in

at Warren.

The Trosjier Coal Co. havi' also installed box-car load-

ers at their jilant.

The coal mined on the Cumberland Railroad is known

as the Dean seam, whiili ranges from 5 to ~ ft. in thick-

ness. An analysis of this eoal from one of the mines in

the Brush Creek field, made by the Kentucky Geological

Survey, shows the following:

Per Cent.
Moisture 2.63
Volatile matter 38.77
Fixed carbon 53 . 70
Ash 4.90

100.00
Sulphur 0.76
Coke 68.60
B.t.u. per lb 14487

The coal is sold throughout the Northwest by large

shijjping concerns in Louisville, Cincinnati and Chica-

go and gives universal satisfaction l)ccause it staiul.s

stocking so well. It has a firm texture and docs not

disintegrate under severe weather conditions.

A troublesome feature in the Kentucky coal fields is

the recent introduction of the big hop])cr-l)ottom "battle-

ships." This is in some ca.ses necessitating the recon-

struction of the tipples.

The mines now being (ipcratccl are:

The Dean Coal Co., owned by Knoxviile interests: llio

Tro-sper Coal Co., owned by Jcllico, Teiiii. interests: the

Carter Coal Co., at Warren and Trosper, owned by .Toliii-

son City, Teiin. interests; the I?. C. Tway Mining Co..

owned by Louisville interests and the Brush Creek Mining

it ^Manufacturing Co., owned by Jcllico, Tcnn. interests.

The present output of the various mines is about 2000

tons daily. This is being gradually increa.sed and br-

(ause of the large undeveloped areas connected to the

mines and owned by the operators, the Brush Creek field

presents large possibilities of becoming a heavy produecr

ill tlic near future.

A Chinese Coal Cableway
iJv A. Gkadexwitz*

SYNOPSIS—-4 modern aerial trainuay supplanting a

continuous caravan of camels and pack mules. Mining

is, however, still carried on by the peasants in the most

primitive manner, each mail or family working inde-

pendently and tmploying antiquated hand methods.

The coal from the mountains to the west of Toll was in

former times, the only one marketed in Peking, and was

•BerUn, Germany.

conveyed to the capital in a rather primitive fashion, by

an endless file of camels and mules reaching the whole

way back from Peking to the coal mountains. Eiver

passages were duplicated, those on one side being reserved

for caravans coming from the mountains and those on

the other for caravans going in an opposite direction.

Those passages consisted of dams, comprising intermed-

iate fagot layer.s, through which the water was allowed

to pass.

Gexeral View of Line in Keae op Toli with Mountains in Background
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Ax Endless Cviiw w u Ml > II

The construction of railways, however, resulted in the

anthracite coal from some mines in the neighborhood of :

Peking being conveyed to the capital and there sold. In

order therefore to cheapen the transport and to render

its own coal marketable again, the Salt Corporation of

the city of Tientsin, province of Petchili, some years ago

decided to install a mechanical transporting plant and en-

trusted Messrs. Adolf Bleichert & Co., of Leipzig, with

the construction of a cableway.

Surveying was commenced in the summer of 1908

and the construction of the plant was completed in July,

1911, though some sections had been inaugurated before-

hand. Building materials were supplied by rail as far

as the railway station of Toll, being thence taken by cam-

els to the building grounds.

Thk Extent of the Cableway

The cableway comprises a first section (Toli I) from
the railway station of Toli to the Tienshan transfer sta-

tion, with an angle station near Natcheing, which at the

same time serves as a driving station. Near Chiant-

shanggu, there has been provided a loading station and
near Wangfutang there is an intermediate and driving

station. From the Tienshan transit station the line

branches out into a section (Toli II), leading across the

loading stations of Hoshan. Siiinanhing, Pedian (driv-

iing station), Fungdia, and Xantze to the terminal and
[loading station of Chin Chiankon, on one hand, and in-

to a section (Toli III), leading from the driving station

of Forzshwang to the terminal and loading station of

Hung Median, on the other.

The first se^bn (Toli I) is 9.15 km., (about 5.7

miles), the second (Toli II), 7.89 km., (about -±.9 miles)

and the third section (Toli III), 7.2 km., (about 4.5

miles) in length, the total length thus being 24.24 km.,

(15.1 miles). In the first section there is a fall of 142

m., (465ft., 9 in.) ; the two portions of the second sec-

tion have a fall Of 177.28m. (581ft., Gin.) and 155m.

(508 ft., 5 in.) respectively^ and the third section at

first a rise of 65m., (213ft., 2in.), followed by a fall of

31m., (101 ft., 7 in.). The output of the first (com-

mon) section is 50 tons per hour, or about 1000 tons dur-

ing a 22-hour day and night service, the output on the

two other lines being 20-23 tons and 17 tons per hour

respectively. These figures are, however, only prelimin-

ary.

A total of 439 buckets is operated on the cableway for

the transport of anthracite coal, the speed on the first

section being 2.5m., (8.2 ft.), on the second section 2.5

m., (in the lower portion) and 1.5m. or about 5 ft. (in

the upper portion), and on the third section 2.5 m. pei-

second. For the first section, there has been provided

an 80 hp. driving motor, for the second section, three

motors of 15, 13 and 6-7 hp. respectively, and for the

third section, two driving motors of 25 and 15 hp. re-

ThE Hl(iHi:sl' i'oiXT OF THE LiNE Interior of Tienshan Tr.4nsfer Station
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.•jpectively. Semi-transportable steam engines (loionio-

biles) are used in all I'a.ses.

The Minks .vnd Mining Mkthods

There are in all about 600 coal mines, many of which

are temporarily shut ilown, the men being unable to deal

with the water, while many are only worked with a few

hands. The coal is conveyed by camels or mules from

the mines to the loading stations of the cableway, in or-

der there to be dumped into stora;je hoppers and tran.-i-

ferred into buckets. It i.-; afterwards taken to Toli by

cableway and to Peking by rail, where about 12 Chinese

dollars is netted for each ton ( 1 Chinese dollar=45 cent.s

in American money).

Some words might be added to show the primitive way

these mines are worked by the natives:—The coal seams

come to the surface in the Western mountains at an an-

m^ji^w^,^

.\.; i.-.uui:.(j A;,L.Li. wv Lu-\i;i;<i. Si ation

gle of 0-.35°, the upper stratum of the mountain slopes is

a carbonate of lime formation containing some lime caves.

All peasants in this di.^trict are on their own ground en-

gaged in coal mining of the most rudimentary descrip-

tion, by hewing with primitive iron picks on the coal, in

which work they are assisted by their sons and other

male relatives.

The men make their way into the seam up to 3 m.

(about 10 ft.) thick through several tunnels, between

which the seam is left intact, so that only the volume of

the tunnels and cross-cuts is extracted. Timbering is

only provided in a few of the tunnels. The tunnels only

penetrate a distance of 100 to 120 m. (330 to 400 ft.) in-

to the mountain, and after a seam has thus been worked

or stripped, the mine is allowed to decay and another

tunnel is dug at some other place, e.g. 20m. (65 ft.)

higher.

The coal hewn is dragged uj) a primitive ladder to the

surface in baskets and poured out on a waste heap. On
arriving at the top of the heap, the miner sits down in

the basket and thus slides back into the tunnel. Above
tiu' mouth of the latter, a rude house is erected, whiih
accommodates the whole fiimily.

A Pledge to Safety First

The Railway Aye Uazi'ite prints a description of a new
departure in the "Safety-first" movement which is as

follows:

The Grand Trunk Railway of Canada, on which George
Bradshaw has been promulgating "safety-first" ideas, has
issued a placard KixfU/a in. the substance of which is re-

printed below. The lettering is blue and red on white
carboard—a red, white and blue effect. At each corner,

in the border, is a print of the safety-fir.st button.

Grand Tkunk Eailway System
The Pledge

I will Railroad (mine) according to the (Book of)

ftules. I will do all in my power to guard against unsafe
acts on my part. If I see a fellow employee doing his

work in an unsafe manner, I will speak to him, as a
friend, and use my moral influence to have him perform
his duties in the Safest Possible Manner. I will remem-
ber and practice at all times SAFETY-FIRST.
EIGHTY-THREE PER CENT, of all persons in-

jured on railroads are YOU MEN WHO WORK FOR
THE ROADS. SIXTY-SIX PER CENT, of all pre-

ventable injuries sustained by you are DUE TO UN-
SAFE PRACTICES which you could avoid.

Coal Mining in China, 1912
The present coal production of China is estimated at

9,000,000 to 13,000,000 tons a year. The most important
event in the Chinese coal-mining world in 1913 was the

amalgamation of the Chinese Engineering & Mining Co.
and its rival organization, tlie Lanchow Collieries, under
the title of the Kailan Mining Administration.
The consul general at Tientsin reports the total output

of the coal mines in the Kaiping Basin for 1912 as 1,706,-

658 tons, as compared with 1,433,546 tons in 1911. The
anthracite mines of the Peking Syndicate (Ltd.) in the

province of Honan are credited with an output of 549,877
tons, an increase of 32 per cent, over 1911.

The Chinghsing collieries, in southern Chihli, are re-

ported to be preparing for larger development. Their
present output is given as 1000 tons per day. The out-

put of the Fangtze and Hungshan collieries, belonging
to the Shantung Mining Co., is reported as 469,157 tons
in 1911, and 573,677 tons in 1912. The Fushun col-

lieries, near Mukden, operated by the South Manchurian
Ry. Co., produced 1,470,150 tons in 1912, and the mines
at Yen Tai, operated by the same company, had a total

output of 43,104 tons. The Pinghsiaug mines, owned by
the Hanyang Iron & Coal Co., produced hut 232,373 tons
in 1912, as compared with 648,476 tons in V.)ri.—Daily
Consular and Trade Reports.
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Relation of Big Business to Mining
ilY CHAULES lilCHAKD \'an HisE^

SyyOP.'^IS—It is suygexled ihat there he an interstate

trade commission and state trade commissions, which

shall have subsiantially the same powers to regulate co-

operation in industry that the Interstate Commerce Com-

mission and the State Commerce Commission hare in re-

qnrd to the piihlic utiUties.

It is generally agreed, tliat eoiicentration of industry up

to a certain point is necessary in order to give efficiency.

It would not be beld by anyone, I imagine, that we should

return to the situation of 50 or 60 years ago, in wliich in-

dustry was minutely subdivided, in which there were few

organizations of large size, but many minor organizations

scattered all over the country. Do you believe—do any

of you believe that we shall ever return from the great

flour mill to the cross-roads grist mill ? It is impossible.

This illustration and many others which could be men-

tioned show that some degree of concentration is allow-

able. The practical question is: What degree of con-

centration is permissible and advantageous, not only for

economy in production, but for the advantage of the

people at large? It is therefore clear that it does Bot

meet the question which confronts us in regard to the

so called trusts to assume that all of tha concentrations

€f industry are monopolies.

The Laws Keeatin{; to Big Bcsiness

Monopoly has never been recognized in this country by

common laws, nor by statute law; neither has it ever been

so recognized in England. Cooperation in industry both

by combination and by contracts has been recognized by

the laws of both countries. The distinction is funda-

mental. In England in the middle ages both common

and statute laws were stringent against combinations and

contracts in restraint of trade. But Parliament more than

60 years ago wiped out all the statutes against such

combinations ancl contracts, provided they were not

monopolies, contrary to public policy, or immoral.

Also, in this country, in colonial day.s, the laws were

strict against combinations and contracts in restraint of

trade. But here, also, there was a gradual amelioration

of the laws until cooperation was permitted, along many
lines, including division of territory, limitation of output,

and even fixing of prices; provided, always, that as a re-

sult of the cooperation the combination or contracts did

not result in monopoly or were not general, were not im-

moral and were not contrary to public policy.

Thus we see that the laws in regard to combinations

and contracts in restraint of trade went through a similar

evolution both in this country and in England, and that

the laws finally became liberal. In other countries than

England and America, the laws in regard to cooperation

are also liberal. By gradual development the principle

has been reached for most civilized nations that freedom

in trade means freedom to combine as well as freedom

to compete. This was the situation in this country also

when in 1800 the Sherman law was enacted, and im-

mediately the wheels, so far as cooperation was concerned,

were turned back to the conditions of the middle ages.

Note—Abstract of address to the 16th annual convention of
the American Mining Congress. Philadelphia, Oct. 20-24, 1913.

•President of University of Wisconsin.

All combinations and contracts in restraint of trade were

prohibited, and this applied to the latter even if limited

in extent or confined in time. This national legislation

led to an influenza of similar legislation in the states

and, within a few years, more than 30 states had passed

statutes against combinations and contracts in restraint

of trade, many of them even more drastic than the Sher-

man law.

The question now arises : What were the results of these

statutes? The Sherman act contained two separate provi-

sions, one of which prohibits every contract and combin-

ation in the form of tru.st or otherwise in restraint ot

trade as illegal ; another section provides that monopoly
01' attempt to monopolize is also illegal.

Xew Attitude of the Scpreme Court

By the public it was supposed that every contract and

combination in restraint of trade meant wliat the words

said, and that Congress in using these words meant to

pass a new and drastic law replacing the common law;

indeed the earlier decisions of the Supreme Court took this

point of view and held that the reasonableness or unrea-

sonableness of a contract or combination was immaterial.

However, in the Standard Oil and Tobacco cases the

court took an entirely new attitude and stated that only

restraint of trade which was undue was meant to be cov-

ered by the law (although the word "undue" is nowhere

in the act), that the restraint meant was that which was

not permitted under the common law: and, therefore,

that only contracts or combinations were prohibited by

the l;iw which were unreasonably in restraint of trade.

The ExisTixr. Sittation

What is the situation with which we are confronted?

The Sherman law and the state anti-trust laws are upon

the statute books. We have gone through one stage of

development, have made the first step in the second stage.

In is now proposed to neutralize the decisions of the

court by defining "reasonable" so that it shall mean pro-

hibitive of all contracts and combinations in restraint of

tra le, and thus succeed in getting statute law back to

where Senator Sherman and the people thought tliey had

gotten it 30 years ago through the enactment by Congress

of the Sherman act. This would compel the beginning of

another third cycle of development.

This solution of the problem of combination makes me
think of the jihilosopher, Harold TJdgardiu, by name, an

Esquimau who lives up on Hudson Bay. "Harold has

one trap now set in the same place where it has been for

20 years ; he has not yet caught a fox in it, but he will

not consider changing its location, as it is a good place,

he reasons, and ought to catch a fox. "It preys on his

mind if he doesn't visit and trim this fox trap regularly,

and he has been known to get up and go out in the night

to bait it when he was especially negligent."

Notwithstanding that the trap of the Sherman Act has

never caught a fox for 20 years, and only smells in one

or two places of a tail or a leg, it is proposed to strengthen

its "springs" and sharpen its "teeth" with the expectation

that it will then catch a sufficient number of foxes to be-

come the solution of the great fundamental problem of

concentration of industry.
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Shkiiman Law .Should Apply to Small DicALicn as

WkLL as TlIK (JllKATKST Tni'ST

In regard to the Sherman Aet, it lias been assiuned lliat

its only violators are the great conihinations. This as-

sumption is made in practically all discussion of the ques-

tion. The Steel Trust, the Tobacco Trust, and a few

other large combinations are mentioned ; and it is sup-

posed that the small business men and the small producers

are not acting in violation of the law. But the principle

of cooperation which the Sherman Act tries to suppress

extends from the great industrial centers, like Philadel-

phia, to the country cross-roads. Does it make any dif-

ference here in piiiladelphia. the home of anthracite,

whether one buys anthracite of one retail dealer or an-

other? It doesn't make any difference in the country

cross-roads either. The price is just the same from all

the dealers in the same locality. The same is true ot

ice, the antithesis of anthracite, and is also true of all

standard articles.

The principle of cooperation has extended from the

great manufacturers and the great dealers of the largo

cities to the small manufacturers and small dealers of

the small cities and even villages. All are cooperating

in exactly the same way ; the principle is the same for the

large and small men, one is violating the law just as

certainly as is the other. T am willing to stand for en-

forcement of law when the law is enforced alike for all

;

but when somebody is picked out because he is in the

front seat, or because it is good politics to attack him

and ninety-nine or nine hundred and ninety-nine arc al-

lowed to escape, I say that it is a profoundly immoral sit-

uation. And that is exactly the existing situation in

this country. The politician who says "Break up these

trusts; destroy them," says with the very same breath,

"We must have cooperation among the farmers."

AVhy, gentlemen, the cranberry growers of Cape Cod.

Xew Jer.sey, and Wisconsin, sell about 90 per cent, of

their products through an agency down in Hudson St.,

New York. Similarly, many products of the farmers, il-

lustrated by cotton, citrous fruits, etc., are marketed

through cooperative selling agencies. Have we heard ot

the Attorney-General prosecuting these farmers? Con-

gress understands the situation and at its two recent

sessions it attached to the sundry civil bill a clause

containing an appropriation of $300,000 for the enforce-

ment of the antitrust laws, which included the provision

that none of this money should be .spent in prosecuting

combinations or agreements of labor, nor spent "for the

prosecution of producers of farm products and associations

of farmers who cooperate and organize in an effort to

and for the purpose to obtain and maintain a fair and

reasonable price for their products."

The purpose of this provision is clearly to make the

Sherman law class legislation by indirection and, in ef-

fect, to prevent e(|uality before the law of the manufac-
turer as compared with the farmer. Also, some of the

smarter state legislations have seen the situation, and in

order to prevent the farmers from being hit by their anti-

trust bills exempted- the products of the lands so long as

in the hands' of the producers. This was true for Texas,
Louisiana, Illinois nnd South Dakota. You see the state

legislature, like Congress, saw tnat the farmers have so

many votes that they have to be dealt with gently when
they form a trust.

ThK pAliMKlis Wll.l. Xiir 111.; So KnTIUSI Asrir Al><il 1

"Tifisr BisTJNC!"

But sonic of the state laws got into tiie [United States

courts, and these courts promptly declared these exemp-
tion unconstitutional as being special legislation, and jioL

giving equal pi-nieetion under tlie laws. 1 xi'nhire to

predict that i( will imt he so poi)uliir a politieal uanie

to .shout, "Bust the trusts" when the farmers uiiderstand

that their trusts are also to be "luisted."

Xo more pernicious or immoral legislation was ever

jiassed by Congress or by llie states. Fortunately Ex-
President Taft and President Wilson have both protested

against the pernicious action of Congress. The princi-

ples of justice in regard to trusts and eond)iiiations arc

alike for the niMnnfaiturers, the funners ami the labor-

ers.

There is just as close-riveted an arrangement be-

tween the three icemen in the country town as there is in

steel; and any solution of the problem of combination, il'

it be a just solution, must he applied not only to slerl.

tobacco, etc., but to the snuiil tradesmen and the farmer.

Just as certainly as the great combinations are violating

the Sherman Act, as I have no doubt many of them are,

so are the small aggregations of wealth violating stale

antitrust statutes. This general violation of the trust

laws, national and state, is the problem that we have
before tis.

TitE Brkakhowx of CoAii'irriTiox

The late Attorney-General of the United States, Mr.
Wickersham, said : "if we can only break up each of the

great combinations into six, or eight, or ten parts, these

different parts will compete; the tendency to compe-
tition under such circumstances is irresistible." But 1 tell

you, gentlemen, the tendency for cooperation in this

Twentieth Century is so much stronger than the tendency
for competition, that you will never restore the latter in

the old sense.

There will be competition between different clas.ses ot

goods; there will be competition between the great mail-

order house and the village grocer; there will be compe-
tition in service ; and I am just as anxious as anyone to

have trade reg-ulated by competition as far as possible

;

but, as a matter of fact, competition has broken down
hopelessly iu this country to adequately control prices;

to adequately control quality; and we all know it.

We have recognized the failure of competition to secure
quality by the establishment of the pure-food laws. Why
should we have pure-food laws if competition will give us

good quality? If articles were fraudulently sold, so im-
portant to the general welfare as foods, there was a rem-
edy in the courts. If I were sold a thing as pure strainei'i

honey, that was wholly innocent of having anv relation

whatever with a bee, I had a remedy in law ; I had been
fraudulently dealt with. Why didn't I take my ca.'se to

the courts? You know why. The loss was so small that
it was impracticable for the individual to thus obtain
redress.

Finally, recognizing the fact that competition was
wholly inadequate to secure pure food, national and state

pure-food laws were enacted and special officers were des-

ignated upon whom was imposed the duty of protecting
the public. When we confessed that competition did not
regulate quality, and imposed the duty of protecting the
public upon administrative officers, we succeeded in get-
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ting pure food, or a reasonable proportion of pure food,

at least, and never until then.

Magnitude and Efficiency

Xow. why is it that competition to regulate prices has

broken down? Because of the simply enormous advan-

tages which come with cooperation. One of these has

been mentioned—the economic gains of magnitude. In

this matter there are no differences of opinion up to a

certain magnitude. We all agree that the nation will not

return to the country grist mill ; but this does not settle

the question regarding the magnitude that is permissi-

ble.

I have looked through the books, and T have had

experts examine the literature of concentration, to find

if investigations had been made which would give facts

upon which to base a judgment regarding the relation

of efficiency and magnitude. The only such investigation

of wliich I find record is that of Herbert Knox in regard

to the steel industry. The late Commissioner of Corpora-

tions, as the result of an elaborate inquiry, reached the

conclusion that the large concenti-ations in the manufac-

ture of steel are very much more efficient than the small

ones, and for certain products he gave the amount per

ton. He stated that the five great combines—United

States Steel, Lackawanna, Cambria, Jones-Laughlin, Re-

public—have an advantage for pig iron and steel billets

from $2.50 to $5 per ton, as compared with the smaller

organizations. Similar investigations should be made

for other lines of industry than steel, so that we may have

a scientific foundation upon which to decide how far we

shall permit magnitude.

The Forces Which Produced Combination

This brings us to the ne.xt point of the discussion—the

forces which have led to combination in this country.

One of these is directly related to what has Just been

said. Each step from the loose association to complete

merger was taken to escape the last decision of the court

because of the irresistible tendency for cooperation. Ger-

many and England are vastly more fortunate than we are

in this respect, in that, permitting reasonable coopera-

tion, they have allowed firms to cooperate wthout driving

them to consolidation. The units of the various cartels

and combinations in these countries have therefore sur-

rendered their autonomy to a less extent than the ele-

ments of the combinations in this country.

Other forces which have led to combination are the

desire to eliminate or at least restrict competition, the de-

sire to limit output and divide territory—and in con-

nection with these the maintenance of prices. These

forces mav be legitimate or illegitimate, depending upon

the extent to which they are carried.

The Eelations of Cooperation and Conservation

There can be no question that the competitive system,

when unrestrained, is positively opposed to the policy ot

conservation. This is true alike for minerals and timber,

but tonight I can only consider the first aspect of the

subject.

The minerals of the earth, and here are included not

only the metallic minerals but the carbon compounds,

required the building of the earth for their making. Min-
eral deposits are doubtless in the process of manufacture
at the present time ; but even if so. this is at so slow a
rate as to be negligible. From the point of view of man-

kind, the stores of minerals in the earth are deposits of

definite magnitude upon which we may draw but once and
which by no possibility can be increased. To illu.sfrate,

with regard to the banks of coal, the situation in regard
to this subsurface produce of first importance for the hu-
man race is similar to that of a man who has a deposit

in a bank upon which he may draw, but cannot by any
possibility inerea.se by a single dollar. He is obliged to

make his existing bank account last throughout his life.

Similarly the mineral resources of the earth must last

throughout the life of humanity.

In this connection it should be recognized that mod-
ern civilization would not be possible without the min-
eral resources of the earth—no iron ships, no metal agri-

cultural implements, no tools except those of stone, no
fuel but wood. Without the subsurface products of the

earth, we would at once return to the material conditions

of the stone age.

It is therefore incontrovertible that, from the point of

view of the human race, economic systems or laws which
result in unnecessarily rapid use of the mineral stores of

the earth are indefensible; but such are the economic
theories and laws now dominant in the United States.

The wastefulness of the competitive system may be proved

with regard to every product which is taken from the

earth.

Coal

The most disastrous losses in the mining industry, so

far as the future of the human race is concerned, are

in connection with coal. Dr. Holmes, in a paper upon
mineral wastes, presents the facts in regard to the ruin-

ous wastes of the unrestrained competitive system in con-

nection with coal. He says that in the early days of min-
ing, when there was much subdivision of ownership, that

not more than 30 to 40 per cent, of the anthracite coal in

the veins mined was brought to the surface, leaving from
60 to 70 per cent, in the ground. He states that even at

the present time not more than 50 per cent, of the anthra-

cite reaches the surface. The situation is similar for bi-

tuminous coal, but until recently the losses for such coal

were substantially half. This loss has been somewhat re-

duced, but it continues to be appalling.

Dr. Holmes estimates that since the beginning of min-
ing in the United States, "two billion tons of anthracite

and three billion tons of bituminous coal have been left

underground in such condition as to make its future re-

covery doubtful or impossil)le." The principles which,
from the point of view of conservation, should apply to

mining of coal are well known. So far as practicable the
mines should be so worked as to make one superimposed
vein after the other available. Coal slack should be re-

duced in amount and should be utilized. No consider-

able percentage of coal should be left in the ground as
pillars. If these reforms were introduced, the losses could
be reduced to half the present amounts and possibly to

one-fourth.

Under the Sherman law there is no opportunity to limit
output, divide territory, or regulate prices. If the op-
erators could agree upon limtation of output, and division
of market so as to reduce freights, and could arrange for
reasonable prices which would give them no more" than
their present profits, they would then be able to follow
these principles in mining their coal ; for they themselves
would be gainers in prolonging the life of their mines.
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and, fill- iiiorf inipurtaiit, innny futuri- jjeiu'ration.-; wmild

be the- iuum-a.-iiirabk- j.'-ainers in that they wouUl ha\i'

an adf(|uate loal .-JUiiiily.

It is (loiibtle.-^s trill' that tlie jilan jiroimsi'il would rt'sult

in .<unii'wlint liij,'lu'r prifes for bitiiniiniui.-; roal ; but, even

so, coal would bi' i-lu'a]ifr in tliis luuntry than in otlior.~.

This .slijfht additional iniTi-nient, howt'vor, would hi' but

u small soiial burtU'u for this jjeniTation to bear in orilci-

to leave an adf«|uate herita^'e to future frenerations. Fn-

dor the competitive .system, we are recklessly skimminir

the cream of the natural resources of a virjrin continent

with no regard for the rights of our children.

CoHHKCTivK i[i:.\sii{i:s

•' Mv proposal, gentlemen, is iieithi'r reguhited competi-

tion, nor regulated moiiojioly, but retention of competi-

tion, prohibition of monopoly. ])ermission for cooperation

and regulation of tlie latter.

It has been ])ropo.sed that combinations should be so

ilivided that no one cor])oration shall have more than

.">(! ])er cent, of any business. That is Mr. Byan's sug-

•re.stion. In the case of the Stanley bill, the presumption

of the violation of the Sherman law is against a corporn-

tion having more than 30 ])er cent.

.\'(iw. it makes no difference whether you break the

great tombinations up so that no one combination has

more than 50 per cent, or 30 per cent, of a line of Imsi-

Jiess, or so that there are 10 with 10 per cent., or 20 with

5 per cent. The demonstration of this lies in the fact al-

ready mentioned that thousands of farmers may and do

cooperate in marketing their products jtist as perfectly as

do the five great manufacturers of steel. This they do in

various parts of the TTnited States for numerous products.

At the present time there are state and national move-

ments to still further e.xtend the advantage.' of coop-

eration to the farmers. Since it is nmiuestionable that

the sense of justice of the citizens of the United States

will support the courts in prohibiting class legislation,

wc shall, therefore, I believe, ultimately permit co-

operation in all lines of business alike. If we, however,

retain freedom of competition, permit concentration suffi-

cient to give efficiency, allow reasonable cooperation, and

prevent monopoly, this will recjuire regulation just as it

has been necessarv' to regulate the railroads. This done.

the Sherman law will be forgotten.

Has there been any prosecution of the railroads for vio-

lations of the Sherman law because of collusion in fixing

rates? And yet, every one of us here knows that they are

just as flagrant violators of the Sherman Act as any other

class of corporations in the Ignited States. Are the freight

rates the same for different roads between any two points?

Are the passenger rates between Philadelphia and Chicago

identical on all roads? Can you do better in price by

traveling over the Pennsylvania than over any other road ?

The rate is the same, providing the speed is the same.

How does it hai)])en that the roads all got together? Just

by Providence, I suppose. It was doubtless by a Provi-

dential act that these rates were fixed identically upon

all roads, under the same conditions, all over the country.

Why is it that nobody proposes to indict the railroads

for collusion? Simply for the reason that the rates which

they can charge are controlled by commissions, national

and state. Xobody any longer wishes to make them
further trouble, because the public is protected by its com-

missions. That is the sum of the whole matter. The

railroads are just as much amenable Id attack iiiuicr the

Sherman Act as any other c(nnbiiiation in tlic I'liiled

States: but when the railroads are giving reasonable rates,

and are competing in giving reasonable service, even if

the law is on the statute Iwoks and is the hallowed thing

that has been described, the sense of ollicial justice is such

lliat they are not attacked in the courts. Will the At-

torney-Oeneral of the United States or the Attorney-

tieneral of this or any other state bring suit against the

railroads for conspiracy in fixing rates when the public is

properly protected? 1 have not beard the proposal made
anywhere.

However, it is a wrong ediidition when we ha\i' on the

statute books a law of a kind which rccjuires the officials

of justice to close one eye whenever they pass by the

men in control of one great group of industries, and at

the same moment see other men not one whit nu)re guilty

We ought to remedy this condition so that honorable busi-

ness men shall not be in the position, fhe unfortunate po-

sition, of being technically violators of statutes which are

not advantageous from the public point of view to enforce,

Th.vdk CojrMissioNs Siioi't.d 15k Ckeathu i

1 have not time to more than touch upon necessary

modifications of the law; but the substance of my reme-

died proposal is that there be an interstate trade commis-
son and state trade commissions, which shall have sub-

stantially the same powers to regulate cooperation in in-

dustry that the Interstate Connncrce Commission and the

State Commerce Commissions have in regard to the luiblic

utilities. It .seems to me that the Iiiterstatx} and Stale

Commerce Commissions and the administrative bodies for

the pure-food laws point the way for the ne.xt constructive

step in the development of the laws.

The Sherman Act can be left to apply, as defined by

the Supreme Court, to monopoly. Unreasonable restraint

of trade may be defined as monopolistic restraint of trade,

and it is rather generally agreed that monopoly should be

prohibited. To make the matter perfectly clear another

amendment should allow reasonable cooperation, but sucli

coiiperation should be under the watchful eves of admin-
istrative commissions in order to protect the public.

PowKus OF Commissions

The coal operators at a conference held in Chicago in

May, 1912, agreed upon a bill for the establishment of an

interstate trade commission. The important power pro-

posed for such commission was the authority to decide

whether any proposed arrangement is in opposition to the

Sherman Act as it now exists under the interpretation of

the courts. If any arrangement is approved by the com-

mission as in accordance with law, then the organization

which enters into siu'h an arrangement is to be free from
prosecution under the Sherman Act. Also the commission
is empowered to require the discontinuance of any exist-

ing trade arrangement, practice or combination, which is

found to be in violation of the national trust law.

From the foregoing discui3sion it is apparent that while

the above proposal is a move in the right direction and
is an improvement upon the present situation, it is not

adequate. The frightful wastes of unrestrained competi-
tion as applied to mineral products, and especially as ap-

plied to coal, can only cease when operators are permitted
to cooperate in limiting and dividing the market. How-
ever, if they are permitted to thus cooperate, there is
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danger that the public may be reqiiired to pay unreason-

able prices; and therefore any such cooperation should be

under the watchful eyes of conunissions that should have

power to require the discontinuance id' any trade arrange-

ment found inimical to the public welfare.

Fltimately also it will probably be found necessary to

give the commissions the same authority in regulating

prices that the State and Interstate ("ommerce Commis-

sions have in regulating rates for the public utilities. The

burden of fi.xing jjrices should rest with the operators;

but whenever any man feels that a price is unreasonable,

he should have the right to havi' his case brought before

a commission for adjustification. If, after investigation,

any price is found to be unrea.sonable, the commission

should have authority to issue an order that it be made

leasonable.

All Unf.ui! PuAcTirns Should Bk I'koiiihitkii

The iiroposed trade ( oiiuuissions should have a number

)f iitlier powers which 1 have not time fully to discuss.

It IS clear that all unfair practu-es sliDuld be prohibited;

and by unfair practices is meant U> include everything

covered bv the term immoral practices under the com-

mon law. If I were to define unfair practices, it would

be that they shoidd include all those practices of every

kind which are inimical to the welfare of the people.

Another, and perhaps the most vital, point of the law

creating the state and inter.state road commissions should

be that when an individual is wronged through unrea-

sonable rates, or rebates or other discrimination, it should

be the duty of a public commission to handle his case.

PowEKB TO Be Given Gradually

I should not expect that these trade commissions, if

created, would at once be granted all the powers which

they would finally exercise. In this matter I should expect

the same slow development to take place that has occurred

regarding the commissions which control the public utili-

ties.

More than 40 years have elajised since the creation of

the Interstate Commerce Commission. These early com-

missions had the powers of recommendation of requiring

]uil)lieity, etc. Finally the commissions of Illinois and

Iowa were given the power to control rates, but compara-

tively little came of this authority. It was not until

1905 that in Wisconsin a comprehensive law was enacted

to control the railroads. The passage of .the law was

strongly resisted by the companies, because of the fear

that the proposed commission would treat tbeni unfairly,

but the act was passed despite their opposition.

Under the law, there were appointed in that state by

Senator R. M. La Follette, then Governor, a scientific

commission composed of three men, one a well known

lawyer, the other a keen statistician and the third an

eminent professor of transportation. I have heard from

many of the railroad men, including a railroad |)resident

and some of the ablest railroad lawers, that the Wiscon-

sin commission has been fair and reasonable both to the

railroads and to the public. Neither side would go !)ack

to the previous situation—upon one side hold-up bills to

be defeated by questionable methods at each session of the

legislative; upon the other side numerous rebates and

iliscriminations. Before we had a railroad commission

in Wisconsin there was continuous war between the peo-

ple and the railroads. Since that commission has been

created, and es])ecially since its authority has been ex-

tended over all the |iiililic utilities of the state, including

the ad,iustmeiit of rates, we have bad peace.

lN"n:i!s'j'A'nc Cohmickch Coinii.ssiox

Simdaily. the interstate Commerce Commission bad

small j)owers at first, merely powers of recommendation;

and it was only six years ago that this commission finally

gained the power to fix maximum rates; and at the pres-

ent time the cDinniission has not the jiower to initiate

i-ates. The initiative i-i-sts with the railroads. It is onlv

two years a.uo that the liitei-state Commerce Commssioi.'

gained the power to suspend ad\ances of rates pending in

vestigatioiis regarding their reasonableness. Thus, stage

by stage, conservatively, the development of the control of

luiblic utilities by administrative commission was worked

i.ui.

Sid)staiitially the same history ajiplies to the pure-food

laws. Doubtless the extension of laws of this class will

go on until fabrics are included ; until fraud will be prac-

tically eliminated throngli the use <t\' false names for any
commodity.

I Would aave the proposed trade commissions pass

through a similar history. Thus, precisely as with the

Commerce Commissions, by slow development, 'industry

where cooperation has so extended as to become affected

with a public interest would be controlled by trade com-

missions under the same lawful methods that have been

apidied ti the ]niblic utilities. Concentration, coopera-

tioii, and ciiiitrol are presented as the keyboard to the so-

lution of (iiir great industrial ]irol)lems.

Natural-Gas Consumption in Penn-

sylvania

From almost every point of view, the consumption of

natural gas in Pennsylvania surpassed in 1912 that of

any previous year. According to B. Hill, of the U. £.

Geological Survey, the consumption in 1913 reached i:i

total of 17.3,656,300 cu.ft. This gas was used largely

for manufacturing and other industrial purposes, tho
c|uantity thus consumed reaching 12-t,324,911 cu.ft.

valued at -$14,333,048. the average price being 11.53c.

per thousand cubic feet. It is needless to say that Penn-
svlvania leads all other states in the (piantity of gas con-
sumed.

(ias is the ideal fuel for the manufacture of iron, steel

and glass, for which the state of Pennsylvania is noted.
The presence of natural gas in this state has helped to

make it the leading manufacturing commonwealth in

the country. Since the introduction of natural gas into
the industrial establishments of Pittsburgh, in 1883, this

district has continued to grow until it has become the
greatest industrial center in the United States. It is esti-

mated that more fuel is consumed in the city of Pitts-
burgh and its immediate vicinity, and more coal and
coke is shipped into and through the Pittsburgh dstrict
than any other district in the world.

When it is necessary to use doors in mines, these should
be g-iven a sufficient iaU to close readily, or be made self-
closing by the use of -weights or other means. It is generally
necessary to have an attendant or trapper at most doors on
main haulageways and becn-ise these trappers often neg-lect
their duties, trouble results. If the doors are made to close
automatically, much of this trouble will be avoided, as the
door.s will clo.^se when released.
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SNAP SHOTS IN COAL MINING
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1 !iK 1 OAL Tii'Pl.i: AT KiiiK-wonr) Mixic oi-- II UTriiixsux
C'osi, Co.. i\ Ohio, Was Dk.molishkd by

liAr-l.i;(iAi) Wi;i;(K

A C'LosKii \'ivA\ or iiii: Kiukwood Tipple at
RT!inc.KPoi!T. Ohio, aftkp, Uailkoad

Wi;i:i K. ,1 \\.\ ;, I'ji:;

Sample of Coke Maui; at
SUNNYSIDE, TT'lAH

Ti' '
' -' Hasher of Duna.i.d .\o. :.' .Mixe, Coxxells-

viLLE Coal & Coke Co., Gray's Landing, Penn.
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Place for Delivery of Coal

By a. L. II. Street*

SYNOPSIS—:<ilence in conlrads to sell coal as to where

delivery shall be made frequently leads to litigation.

Trade custom or surrounding circumstances sometimes

supply omi.mon. Judicial construction placed upon par-

ticular words and phrases which have been used in coal

sales contracts. Review of cases passed upon by the ap-

pellate courts.

Contracts to sell coal have often been involved in liti-

gation on account of their failure to clearly specify where

the parties intended delivery to be made. As pointed

out in a recent article in Coal Age, treating another

phase of the subject (that involving the question when

delivery to a carrier operates as delivery to the buyer),

the question as to what place is fixed for delivery be-

comes important in instances where the ownership of

the coal or other subject of sale at a particular time is

in dispute, as affecting, among other things, questions

whether the buyer or the seller is the proper person to'

make claim against the carrier for any loss or delay of

the shipment during transportation, or whether the sell-

er is entitled to recover the contract price, notwithstand-

ing the loss or injury. Avoiding the phases which were

treated in the article mentioned, I present the following

observations, which are based upon the appellate court

decisions cited

:

When a Coxtract Is Silent as to Point of Delivery

It is usually held by the courts that when a contract

is silent as to where delivery is to be made, it will be

presumed that the parties intended that delivery should

be made at the place where the subject of sale was sit-

uated when the bargain was concluded. The legal prin-

ciple will be controlled, however, by any contrary trade

custom, in view of which the parties may fairly be pre-

sumed to have contracted ; or the intention of the par-

ties as to where delivery shall be made may be inferred

from the surrounding circumstances (io Nebraska Su-

preme Court Eeports 655). Accordingly it has been

held that, imder an agreement to sell coal at a specified

price at the mines, for shipment to the buyer at Chica-

go, with draft attached to the bill of lading, payable on

arrival of the coal, delivery was required at Chicago,

though the buyer agreed to pay the freight (80 Illinois

Appellate Court Eeports 144.)

When a contract requires delivery in a certain city,

but it and the surrounding ciicumstances fail to disclose

the intention of the parties as to the exact place where

delivery was intended to be made, the buyer is entitled

to fix the particular point at which he desires delivery

(.36 Mi.<souri Supreme Court Reports 310). Prepay-

ment of freight charges by the seller tends to show an

tmderstanding that delivery is to be made at the destina-

Attorn. ; at law. St. Paul. Minn.

tion, but does not, of itself, conclusively establish such

intention (Pennsylvania Supreme Court, 50 Atlantic Re-

porter 928.)

A Case in Arkansas

It would seem that a contract to sell coke "f.o.b.. Van
Buren, Ark.," too plainly requires delivery at that point

to render it necessary to invoke judicial interpretation,

but the Arkansas Supreme Court has been called upon

to affirm that point (122 Southwestern Reporter 239).

On the other hand, however, a contract by a Philadel-

phia coal company to furnish a Rhode Island concern

with its coal requirements at "$3.40 per ton of 2240 lb.,

f.o.b., Philadelphia" was held to merely fix the price up

to that point and to require delivery at the buyer's yard,

where the agreement further specified that a third party

or any other mutually satisfactory concern should freight,

insure, unload and haul the coal to the buyer's works for

.$1.35 per long ton; that the total payments to both par-

ties should be $3.75 per long ton, delivered at the buyer's

yard ; that the coal should be delivered at such times and

in such quantities as the buyer should direct ; and that

the seller should have at least one thousand tons of coal

constantly in the buyer's yard, which amount should not

be stored during continuance of the contract without be-

ing drawn upon by the buyer; but that the coal should

remain at the seller's risk and not be paid for until ex-

piration of the contract, etc. (United States Circuit

Court of Appeals, First Circuit; 162 Federal Reporter

848.)

How AN Ohio Coal CoiiPANY Lost Out

A contract by an Ohio coal company to furnish fuel

for the use of "The Edi.son Illuminating Company, of

Detroit, i.o.'h. Michigan Central R.R.," was held by the

Michigan Supreme Court to require delivery on the

tracks of that railroad at Detroit. It was further held

that postal cards sent by the coal company to the buyer,

reading: "In our office. We ship this day on your ac-

count," followed by a schedule showing car numbers,

quantity shipped in each car, etc., were not inconsistent

with a mutual understanding that delivery should be

made at Detroit (107 Xorthwestern Reporter 915.)

Where a coal dealer wrote a customer at Aurora, 111.

:

"Until otherwise advised, the price of coal for future or-

ders will be $4 for lump and nut, and $2.50 for pea coal,

f.o.b. E., J. & E. tracks, your station," and in accepting a

subsequent order wrote : "We cannot make the pea coal

any lower than $2.75 per ton, f.o.b. E., J. & E. tracks.

Aurora," it was decided that the contract required de-

liver}' to the customer at his home town: rendering it

unnecessary for him to look to the carrier for delay in

delivery (126 Illinois Appellate Court Reports 253.)

Agreement to "furnish" coal on board cars at a certain

place constitutes a contract to deliver there, although,

under the agreement, the coal is to be weighed at an-

other point to which it is to be shipped (Iowa Supreme
Court. 33 Northwestern Reporter 622.)
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POWER DEPARTMENT

A Central Station in West Kentucky

r.V NlWII.l. (i. Al.I'DKK*

^yyUl'SIS— 'J'lii< utilization of tlir crhatt-il xteaiii from

thrcr air com i)ressorn for the ;/encm Hull of oOO kir. of al-

teniiitin;/ nirrnit. A coiixidenihle iirojiortioii of the

putrer reijiiired for three mines I'.v thus maile from a waste

[iroduct foriiierlij thrown nirnij.

Witli the advfiit uf k ceiilral-powur plant at Earlingtoii,

Ky., the St. Keniaril Mining Co. ha.'< set the power efH-

fienfv pace for it.s lellow o])ei'ators in tlie we.stCTn Ken-
tucky coal field, .simultaneously inaugurating a new era

fov it.s vicinity ami joining the (|uet>t popular in otlici-

districts for iiuiva.'^ed operating economy.

iiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiliiiiniiiiiiiiiililiiilillliiiiiiliiiiiliiiiiiiiijiniiiiiiiiiiniiililii
Ulliillilimillllllllllllilliiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiili

\alvo engines direct coniiciti'd to generators. The prime
movers drew their supjiiy of sti'ani lidni live Mrie City

l)oiler.s of 150 hp. each on which steam pi('ss\irc was car-

rieil at 71) lb. during operation.

In consequence of the relatively high ojierating cost of

this plant a possible niean.« of reducing its e.xpense was
.M)ught, and attention was turned t<i tjie po.ssibilities of

tile compressor plant located in Ihc hills about one and
one-half miles to the northeast of the <ild power house,

'i'his plant distributes com|)ressed air w ilhin a radius of

two and one-half miles to the woikiug faces of No. !»

and No. 11 mines. The boiler rcjom at this plant is H'i

ft. long and 54 ft. wide. It is a wooden frame covered

with corrugated iron siieeting. This structure contained

a battery of four Erie (Yiiy boilers, each rated at 150 hp.,

and uiion which steam was carried at 05 lb. Occasioiiallv

Two A'lHws ui TiiL- -"iiHi-Kw. TriMiiM-: Hi:iX(; Takia- Tiii:((r(;H the Woods to the Powki! Plant

During its continuous operation in the last 4:5 years

this company has thrived under cautious management.
Its high production mark was reached la.st year with an

output of 1,750,000 tons of coal from its nine individual

developments, the relative locations of which are shown
U])on the accomjianying map.

The ojteration of these nine mines prior to the new
installation required 4500 boiler horsepower, necessitating

the consumption of 250 tons of run-of-mine coal per 24
hours. At each of the mines which the company operates

electricity is used for either cutting coal, haulage or light-

ing. With the exception of mines No. 9, No. 11, and the

Hecia shaft, each operation had its own isolated power-

uenerating unit. From the No. !) power hou.s;e now
abandoned direct current was transmitted to the three

operation.* above named, but due to heavy line losses the

potential varied considerably at the points of application.

Skvkkal M.\chini;s Wki!!-; Dis('.\KUEr)

The abandoneil ])ower house built in 1903 contained an
accumulation of generating machinery which had been

purchased from time to time as requirements demanded.
The original installation consisted of four simple slide-

•Earlinicton, Ky.

for siiort piM'ioils these boilers were ovcrbiadcd ])rior to the

first operation of the new turbine inslalbition. A tirtli

boiler has since been added.

Adjoining the boiler room is the air-compressor room
60 ft. long and 45 ft. wide, of the same type of construc-

tion as the former, with the exception that it has a con-

crete floor. Here two Norwalk and one Ingersoll-Rand

straight line air compres.sors supply air under a pressure

of 85 lb. These three machines compress .'3538 cu.ft. of

free air per minute during the day, and 3824 cu.ft. at

night. Allowing for friction losses, the i)ower required to

compress this amount of air is 500 hp. during the day,

and 538 hp. at night.

-Assuming a steam consumption of 40 lb. per horse-

]tower-hour, which is conservative in this class of appar-

atus, the steam consumed during the day is found to be

23,600 lb. per liour, while a corresponding consumption

at night is 21,500 lb.

As a check upon these computations upon the available

amount of steam, it may be stated that there is 600 h]).

of installed boiler capacity, which, under normal rating,

evaporates 30 lb. of steam per horsepower-hour, or a total

of 18,000 lb. per hour. Since, however, the boilers were

overloaded periodically it is safe to assume that there
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is at all times 20,000 lb. of eshaust steam per hour avail-

able for use in a mixed or low-pressure steam turbine.

With this conclusion substantiated a course of action

was mapped out which had as its culmination the gen-

eration of current from tlie exhaust steam from the air

compressors.

As Much Current Generated as Before

The installation of such a low pressure generating unit

made possible the production of the same amount of cur-

rent as was formerly generated in the old power plant

without the fuel charges and expense of upkeep on the

boilers and numerous machines. In other words, the

steam consumed by the turbine at the new plant is merel,\-

a waste product from the air compressors. The only

charges against such an installation are interest dejirecia-

tion and the maintenance of the turbine and cdndeusiiig

apparatus.

The load on the former direct-current power house

consisted of five mine locomotives ranging from 12 to 15

tons, five motors, four coal-cutting machines, and the

mine lights at Hecla, No. 9 and No. 11 mines. This made

a total connected horsepower of approximately 985, which

is equivalent to about 74(1 kw. Readings taken at the old

power house showed that the average load was about 2-iO

kw., with a maximum peak of 550 kw. The latter never

lasting over two or three minutes. This gave a load

factor based upon a nine-hour day of 33-i per cent.

As this plant w^as a 250-volt direct-current installation,

located at Earlington, some distance from the point where

power was used, heavy line losses were incurred. These

are for the most part eliminated in high-tension alter-

nating-current transmission. Consequently it is perfectly

safe to assume that the load factor on the new alternating

plant does not exceed 35 per cent., including losses in the

transformers, motor generators, and transmission lines.

Since the installation of the new units the following

motor load has been added to the original amount. Two
25-hp. fan motors, one 5-hp. shop motor, and a 30-hp.

motor for propelling the cooling tower fan. With these

additions there is a total load of approximately 820 kw.,

which at a 35 per cent, load factor gives an average day

load of 285 kw., with a maximum peak of approximately

625 kw. The plant above mentioned, however, was con-

sidered as the first step in the centralization of power,

with still further developments to follow. Six of the

company's mines still use isolated power generation.

With this in mind, further expansion was constantly con-

sidered in all designs and specifications.

The type of alternating current to be adopted was the

first problem to he dealt with. In the first place, there

are two standard frequencies from which to choose,

namely, 25- and 60-cycle. Each of these has its advan-

tages, the former being perhaps better adapted to powder

transmission, and the latter to lighting. The line losses

decrease as the voltage increases, but since the farthest

point of application in this case was only three miles

distant, and the element of adnger is to a large extent

reduced by lower voltage, the current finally decided upon

was three-phase, 60-cycle, at 2300 volts.

Provi.sion Made foe Using Live Steam

Although the exhaust steam supply from the air com-

pressors is constant under normal conditions, there are

times when one or more of these machines are shut down.

^Vith a mixed-pressure turbine any stoppage of supply

from the compressor may be made up efficiently by live

steam from the boilers. This is done by means of special

expanding nozzles, which receive the steam at boiler pres-

sure and deliver it against the turbine rotor. These noz-

zles, of course, occupy but a small section of the wdieels*

periphery. With this construction the normal power of

the turbine can be secured from high- and low-pressure

steam at the same time, the two pressures being utilized

in whatever proportion the conditions demand.

There were two principal reasons for selecting the 500

kw. turbine of General Electric Co.'s manufacture: (1)

The mixed-pressure machine offered by this company had

a higher efficiency guarantee than the low-pressure tur-

bines of other makes. (2) The mixed-pressure machine
is available as a high-pressure turbine at reduced effi-

ciency. This would be a highly desirable feature should

the management at any time adopt a complete new instal-

lation, in which a low pressure turbine could not be ad-

vantageously employed.

A View of the Transmission Line

The street lighting for the town of Earlington is pro-

vided for in the Wood arc machine, which was moved
to the new plant from tlie old jiower house.

I'li'ixc; Details

Li\e steam is .sujjplied to the compressor room by a

10-iu. header on which is placed a horizontal cast-iron

steam separator draining to two heaters of the open type.

Immediately beyond this is a group of valves througB

which steam is delivered to the three air compressors, a

300-kw. Curtis turbo-generator unit held for case of

emergency and the expansion nozzles of the larger turlnne

mentioned above.

The exhaust system consists of a 14-in. pipe extending

from the heaters to the exhaust turbine. A tee in this line

supplies the exhaust steam to the heaters, another pro-

vides an outlet to the atmosphere, while the exhaust" from

the compressors is teed in at convenient points.

Between the exhaust feeders from the compressor and

the feed-water heaters is a 12-in. back-pressure valve

located beside a 12-in. gate valve. The function of this

back-pressure valve is to relieve the exhaust system when
the supply from the air compressors exceeds the demand
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of tlie inixed-pressiure turbine. Between the 13-iii. gnte

\alve aiitl the feed-water heaters, the exhaust line from the

condenser cireulating jiumj) enters the exhaust header.

Tlie cireuhiting itunip is, tlierefore, relied upon as the

chief source of exhaust steam for feed-water heating pur-

]x)ses.

Sim-e tlie exhaust from tlie air compressors contained

atiiiut 10 per cent, of water in suspension and a consider-

aliie amount of oil, it was deemed wise to ecjuip this line

with a horizontal oil and water separator, wliich admits

only dry steam to the low-pressure connection on (he

5(lO-kw. turbine. A similar piece of api)aratus, but built

for high pressure, protects the 200-kw. machine.

Between the oil and water separator and the .lOO-kw.

turbine is a Davis tiow-regulating valve. This tends to

close when the exhaust steam demanded for the turbine

exceeds that furnished by the air compressor. It also

tends at. all times to maintain atmosjdicric pressure be-

tween this valve and the compressors and prevents their

speeding up. In other wor<1s, it prevents the vacuum
from coming back through the turbine to the air com-

presors and their piping .system. At such times, the de-

ficiency of steam is made up by the high-pressure steam

connection.

Placing TlKBI

The condenser, which is common to both the .500-kw.

and 200-kw. units, is located between their respective

foundations. In arranging the piping to this machine,

a 36-in. corrugated copper expansion joint was attached

directly to the exhaust flange of the .500-kw. turbine;

and a similar device 16 in. in diameter is placed upon the

200-kw. machine. This relieves the turbine structures

from strains which would otherwise result from the ex-

pansion and contraction of the piping in the condensing

system. Atmospheric exhaust release valves are inserted

in this piping also.

Selecting the Coxdenseh

The selection of the condensing equipment was an item

which received careful attention in view of the fact that

the water conditions were somewhat unusual. About a

mile from the power house there is a lake 12.5 acres in

area. It was first thought that by placing a pump upon
its shore and laying an intake and discharge line from
this point to the power house, enough water could be sup-

plied for condensing purposes.

This, however, had its bad features, in view of the fact

that it would have been an expensive arrangement, and,

furthermore, that during the summer months the entire

contents of the lake might have been heated up to a

eonsideral)le degree.

Another alternative was as follows: To the north of tlu

compressor plant is a steep ascent, on the top of which i>

an ideal spot for a pond of about 5 acres in area. 'I'lii-

could have been secured with slight excavation and daiii

ming on one side. Water could then have been fed to llir

condenser umler a gravity head and returned to the fiir

end of the ])ond to prevent short-circuiting. This would

allow a considerable area to act as a natural cooling sur-

face. This idea was, however, abamloncd in favor of a

forced draft type of cooling tower with which apparatus

an operator i.s, to a large extent, indcjiendeiit of atmos-

I'lieric conditions.

The cooling tower chosen for the condenser is of the

Barnard forced draft type manufactured by the W'hceliT

Condenser & Engineering t'o. The toucr is of stecl-

])late construction, the filling con.sisting of galvanized

wire mats hung vertically edgewi.se to the air current,

thus reducing the load on the fan. Two fans arc eiu-

])loycd upon a single shaft, which is ilii\cu by a (icncral

Electric 30-hp. motor.

This tower is guaranteed to cool 1450 gal. <if water

per min. (which is the amount neces.sary for cinuhit-

ing purposes) from 100 deg. to 83 deg. F., with air at

70 deg. F. and a relative humidity of 70 per cent.

A .Tkt {'oxdkxsku Is K.mployed

The condcjiser is a Wheeler rectangular jet of the low

level counter-current or rain type, and is designed to

serve both the 200-kw. high pressure and the oOO-kw.

mixed pressure turbine, maintaining a vacuum of 27 in.

referred to a 30-in. barometer when operating with the

looling tower under the conditions above named. Steam
enters at the end of the shell which is amply proportioned

to prevent any loss due to the pressure drop. The cool-

ing water, which is siphoned from the tower tank, en-

ters at the top and is broken up by a series of baffles and
spray-plates into a fine rain, condensing the exhaust iiml

becoming heated to a iioint very close to the theoretical

temperature of the vacuum. The more intimate the

mixture of the steam and water which can be obtained in

a condenser, the smaller the quantity of injection water
required. In this instance, the small amount of injec-

tion water necessary reduces not only the power demands
upon the withdrawal pump, but also the size of the cool-

ing tower. In practice, the temperature of the circidat-

ing water and condensate leaving the condenser is within
5 deg. of the theoretical temperature of the vacuum.
To remove the air and circulating water from the con-

denser and force it to the top of the cooling tower, a

Christie patent high vacuum combined air and tail pump
is mounted directly below the condenser. This is a hori-

zontal double-acting bra.<s fitted machine, in wliich air

is admitted through a central port and is compressed up
to atmospheric tension between the emie-shaped piston
and the cover. The pump is unique in that the piston
pushes the cover off its seating at each stroke, clearance
being entirely eliminated. Make-up water for the con
densing system is supplied through 5000 ft. of pipeline
from a reservoir suppying house water to the town of
Earlington.

High-tension transmission lines varying in length
from li/i to 3 miles are carried on wooden poles placed
125 ft. apart. Ordinarily, these vary in length from 25
to 35 ft., and were cut from carefully selected and sea-
soned chesnut. Over rights of way, however, 45-ft. poles
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are used. The tops of these poles are cut wedge shape

at au angle of 45 deg., the bottom being sawed off square.

In order to pr.eveut, as far as possible, undue decay

caused from the collection of moisture, the gains, the

tops of the poles and the bottoms as far up as the ground

line, are given two coats of creosote.

The Specifications for Poles

In making the specifications for the line poles, the

following points were taken into consideration: 1. Young

wood is more apt to decay than that

which is older. 2. Sound mature

well grown trees yield more desir-

able timber than either those which

are either young or old. 3. Trees

cut in the winter when the sap is

down, for instance, before April and
after October, have the longest life.

4. Poles should be stripped of bark

and allowed to sea.son under cover

until thoroughly dry in order to se-

cure best results. 5. Large knots if

sound and trimmed smooth are not objectionable. 6. A
perfectly sound dead or dry streak which does not im-

pair the strength of the pole is not a defect.

A continuous lightning-protection system traverses the

entire length of the transmission line. This consists of

No. -I galvanized wire running continuously from pole

top to pole top. The top of every second pole is equipped

with a metal point, projecting vertically into the air on

which in turn is fastened a short piece of wire. This
projecting wire and metallic rod are then connected with
the earth by a gTormd wire down the side of the pole.

The transmission right of way running for the most
part through thick forest was cleared 20 ft. upon each

side of the line. In addition to this, trees which were
long enough to fall across the wires, were felled. The
average height of the tree determined this factor and,
since forest fires of magnitude rarely occur in this ter-

ritory, 40 ft. was considered sufficiently wide.

The switchboard which was furnished by the Gen-
eral Electric Co. is of natural black slate, and was de-

signed along lines of standard up-to-date practice. It

is located so as to face the generators, thus avoiding un-
necessary steps on the part of the operator. It con-
sists of eight panels arranged as follows : One double ex-
citer panel ; two three-phase generator panels, one regula-
tor and exciter motor panel, one double circuit, three-
phase outgoing feeder panel, one three-phase motor and
exciter panel, one D.C. generator panel, and one D.C.
feeder panel.

These panels are arranged in a row witli synchronism
indicator and ground detector on brackets.

Instrument transformers are installed in the busses at
such points as to operate a power factor indicator and
curve drawing polyphase wattmeter, showing total load

ou station and the power factor. In addition, a vibrat-

ing reed type of frequency indicator is installed on the

busses. Each outgoing feeder is protected by an alumin-
um cell lightning arrester of the latest design including

charging resistances for arresters of all voltages. The
oil switches are installed on the panel pipe supports, 5 in,

behind the board. They are non-automatic for the gen-

erators, and automatic with secondary transformer trip

coils for the feeders and motors.

Rectanqulor Jet Condenser

Combined mth Independeni

Air and Tail Pump

WOKw
Mined

'Pressure

—Turbine

Prixcipal Featuees of the Piping Layout

The alternating current instruments are of the hori-

zontal edgewist type, wattmeters and power factor in-

dicators, operating on the well known direct-reading dyn-
amometer principle. The ammeters and voltmeters are

on tlie inclined coil magnetic vein principle. The direct

current instruments are of the D'Arsonval type.

Aside from the main switchboard at jSTo. 9 shaft, there

are auxiliary boards at both Hecla and No. 11 mines,

each of three panels, and controlling the motor generator
sets and the direct feeders supplying power to each of

the two operations.

All the direct current equipment is of a single polarity

controlling a negative grounded system. Circuit break-

ers are installed on the negative side of the generators,

and the positive side of the feeders, thus providing com-
])lete protection fi'um short circuits, wherever they may
occur.

Since in the installation of this plant, conditions were
encountered which were new to this field. Mr. T. M.
Means, of the Eandolph-Means Co., of Pittsburgh, Penn.,
was retained as consulting electrical engineer.
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Iclciuitication Check Board

TIk- .Nunliwcsti-ni liiiinovfinent Co. Iiiis just iiistalle<l

lit its Mine No. 7. t'le Klum. Wnsliiiiffton. a lU'W clu'ck

board wliicli is particularly suitalile as a systi-m of idcu-

titiiation. It is iu n-alitv a n-pri'Sfiitatioii of tlu- mine.

The central position of the board shows tlie nniin slope,

nnuiways anil return airways. Traveiinjjways are paint-

ed yellow, and return airways, red.

The levels are marked, on either side of the slope, and

arms are projected therefrom, on which the miners' clieck

nund)ers are hung. These arms are marked in subdivi-

sions to correspond with the .several batteries and blocks

bv which the level is beinj; worked, and the.se subdivision.s

are further nuirked to designate the rooms which are be-

ing worked.

A blue enamel check with the miner's nunilier thereon

is left on the board at all times, and a i.ra.vs clieck which

the miner takes with him into tlie mine, hangs over it.

Xo miner or comiMiiv Mian can enter the mine without

1
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EDITORIALS

Where Responsibility Is Lacking

Anthracite operator,-; and labor leaders alike are puzzled

over the serious situation whieh confronts them in the

anthracite-coal fields of Pennsylvania. In the first year

since the signing of the four-year agreement between the

anthracite mine workers and anthracite operators on May

20, 1912, there were more strikes, more losses in wages

and more losses in business than in the whole nine years

of the previous agreements, and the troul)le is continuing

up to the present time.

Figures covering the first year of the existing contract,

gathered from all operators, show that there were 165

separate strikes which involved 139,486 men and cost the

various collieries at which they occurred 313 days of

work. These figures show further that the loss in wages

to the mine workers during the year on account of these

numerous strikes aggregated $886,327.92, and the loss in

output from the mines amounted to 613,7-56 tons.

The appointment of local grievance committees, so

eagerlv urged bv the mine workers and tlie labor leaders

who represented them at the conference with the opera-

tors last year has proved fruitful of more strikes than

anv other cause. The men seem to have forgotten en-

tirely their obligation to remain at work and subject their

grievances through the proper channels to the Concilia-

tion Board if they cannot be settled locally. It is even

more discouraging to the operators that the promises and

efi;'orts of the labor leaders themselves are equally unpro-

ductive of results in the shape of continuous work.

Month after month there has been a series of '"'button

strikes," which is simply another way of saying that,

agreement or no agreement, union mine workers will not

go into the mines with mine workers who are not wearing

a union button. The operators have made every effort to

emphasize in the minds of the men the section of the

award of the Anthracite Coal-Strike Commission, which

specifies that there shall be no discrimination against or

interference with any person on account of membership

or non-membership in any labor organization, and have

printed it in half a dozen languages and posted it at the

collieries. But according to them, the mine workers do

not even seem to be informed of the provisions of the

agreement entered into in their behalf by their represen-

tatives, in spite of the fact that this agreement was for-

mally ratified at a general convention of the mine work-

ers at Pottsville, Penu.

It is such exanrples of union duuiination that make

mine owners in nonunion fields so determined in their re-

sistance to the encroachments of the Mine Workers' or-

ganization. West Virginia operators, for instance, would

never have fought so bitterly in their recent struggle

if thev had not known how union supremacy has prac-

tically bankrupted the industry in Illinois. Operators in

the latter st«te today are principal actors in financing the

fights of the United Mine Workers in Colorado and else-

where.

There is no question but that when present anthracite

agreements exp.re. the operators m the hard-coal field

will refuse to enter into further contracts with the min.

ers' union, unless there is some guarantee that the men
will abide by the terms of their agreement. The menace

of unionism today is its irresponsibility.

Labor Leaders Sentenced to Prison

We are often forced to the conclusion that Canadian

courts are more fearless and less sentimental in meting

out justice to those who violate the law than are simi-

lar tribunals in the United States. In this country pol-

itics often reaches as high as the judge, and as a conse-

quence, the administration of good government is thwart-

ed. The recent judicial action at Nanaimo, B.C., where-

by a number of rioters were sentenced to the penitentiary,

is a case worthy of attention of all those who advocate

proper punishment for the law-breaker, no matter wheth-

er he masquerades under the guise of a union labor leader

or a trust official. Justice is not justice, unless it can

reach in all directions with equal effectiveness.

On Aug. 11 and 12, serious riots occurred at Lady-

smith, B. C, where a number of mines are located. Ar-

rests followed, and those who were taken into custody

pleaded guilty. On Oct. 23, after a lengthy trial of the

cases. Judge Howay sentenced the strike leaders to two

years in the penitentiary. One of the men, Taylor by

name, is vice-president of the British Columbia Federa-

tion of Labor, and vice-president of the Ladysmith local,

(if the United Mine Workers of America. Samuel (Tuth-

rie, a second offender, is president of the local chapter

of the Miners' Union.

In passing sentence on these men the judge remarked :

It is the custom when sentences are given that the judge
make but little comment thereon, but in this case I am goins
to depart from the usual custom, for these cases are out cf

the ordinary, and call for a few remarks from me.
This was not an ordinary riot. It .vas not a sudden ebulli-

tion of pent-up feeling, but it shows all down the line a
deliberate scheme, a design from one end to the other. The
riots at Nanaimo, South Wellington, Extension and Lady-
smith all for one purpose, were simultaneous and carried out
with one line of action. Bombs were thrown, property de-
stroyed and peaceful citizens made to flee for their lives, ami
a persistent state of terrorism indulged in. After the bomb-
throwing at the Temperance Hotel, parades were formed, evi-

dently for the purpose of shovt-ing your numerical strength,
and that you were in charge of the situation.

Tour counsel knows there is no more sympathetic man
than myself, one ever ready to extend mercy, but I have read

over all the depositions and And but little mercy you have
shown. I i"ead that the homes in "which there "was sickness

were not free from missiles which you threw, and that little

children hid in cupboards and under beds to escape rocks
thrown upon them in merciless fullisade. The only mercy
sliown was the mercy of God.

1 was appealed to on behalf of your "wives and children,

but what do I find here? I find your women singing "Drive
the scabs away," and throwing rocks themselves, and these

actions take away much of the strength of the appeal for

mercy on your behalf because of your women. The evidence
shows not only that you have been rioting, but that a far

more serious charge might have been laid against you.

I recognize I have a duty to perform, painful in the ex-

treme, but the law-abiding people in this community must be
protected and punishment meted out. so that there may be

no further occurrer-ce of these la"wless riots.
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W'lii-u our AiiiiMuaii loiirts learn to fullill tlit-ir iliitv

111 tlif .same spirit nf fearlessiioss and fairness, shown liy

Juilge Iloway, the strike-riot will eease to be an elTeetive

argument in tiie settlement of labor troubles at eoal

mines. We all should be ashame<l of a civilization that

will not accept some system of eominon-sen.se arbitration

in ))referenee to methods, based on violence and bloodshed.

The Mine Cave Problem
The mine-cave problem, in .Scranton, Penn., has re-

cently a.ssumcd an interesting aspect, at least as viewed

from a philosophical standpoint. With all justice to the

large coal corporations o[)erating in and about that re-

gion, it must be said that the stolid iiiditference of the

management has at last aroused the merited indignation

of the people whose property and lives are endangered

by their greed, to a pitch that demands recognition.

The increasing menace to the surface rights and hold-

ings, growing out of the unconscionable robbing of the

jiillars in the underlying mine workings, resulted first

in the appointment of a so-called "Mine Cave Commis-

sion." After two years of patient waiting and endur-

ance, the sufferers are asking the question : '"What has

the Mine Cave Commission done to relieve the situation

and render lives and property in Scranton more secure?"

This commission has been maintained at an annual ex-

pense of $7500, and further than making an extended

investigation of the mine workings and reporting their

condition, nothing has been accomplished of a tangible

nature.

The feelings of the residents in West Scranton, who are

the worst sufferers from surface settlement, are now
wrought up to a pitch that compelled the Scranton Board
of Trade, in defence of the business interests of Scran-

ton, to take active steps looking to the adjustment of the

conflicting interests of the respective owners of the sur-

face and mineral rights. At a recent meeting of the

board, the president, R. E. Weeks, referred to the mine-
cave problem as ''a danger that is overestimated by

people out of the city and underestimated by many peo-

ple in the city."

The entire question of liability for surface support in

the extraction of tlie underlying coal has been very much
confused by the fact that the principal surface holdings

of residents in the city, have been acquired by purchase
from the coal companies, who reserved the mineral
rights, which reservation was made a clause of the deed
to the surface, in each case. It has been claimed by the

coal companies that the reservation of the mineral rights

included the right to remove said mineral without lia-

bility for damage to the surface. This claim has received

more or less support as being the logical result of pur-
chasing surface property with such a reservation in the

deed. It was claimed that the purchaser did so with his

eyes open and in full knowledge of the possible results

growing out of the extraction of the coal.

An important decision of the State Supreme Court,
made recently, however, is more favorable to the surface
holder. The Supreme Court ha.s held that surface sup-
port is an inherent right of the purchaser. The grantor
who owns in fee both surface and coal, cannot reserve to

himself the inherent right of the grantee to surface sup-
port. If he attempted to do so, the court would restore
those rights to the grantee.

This decision of the Supreme Court is in diicri liu^

»itli the argunuMit advanced editorially, by Cuai, Aci:,

.Nov. t>, VJl:i, p. 651, which reads as follows:

It may be an unwritten law, as far as the mine-cave prob-
li-m is concerned- but. hag a purchaser .my power to waive
uii inherent rlg:ht on which the value of his purchase depends?
Does the vendor give value for value when he lUmads such
Huiver.* Is such a waiver bindins, notwithstar.ding the fact
Ihiil it is written in and made a part of the contract of sale?

• • • • In all exchange it Is binding on both parties
alike to give value for value. • • •

It i.s a question whether there is a lawful exchange In a
com mot that contemplates the subsequent right of the vendor
to damage the property that has become the rightful pos-
session of the vendee. A waiver conveying such right would
seem to have no legal cr moral binding, bijcause of Its being
contrary to the recognized and established princlplts of equity
and justice.

We believe thoroughly in the inherent rights of the in-

dividual, which are as sacred as the constitutional rights

of the citizen. It is a principle of law tiiat such rights

cannot be waived or bartered away at will by the indi-

vidual, and a contract containing such waiver naturally

has no standing in court. It has been suggested by some
that, while it may be granted, that the clause in a deed,

reserving the mineral rights underlying the property, is

not binding and does not exempt the grantor from lia-

itility for damage to said property ; a clause releasing the

grantor from such liability and subscribed to by the gran-

tee would be effective. We opine, however, as stated

above, that such release or waiver is without force in law.

We base this opinion on the fundamental principle of

commercial interchange, which demands, value for value

and ]>ermits no gamble on a purchase.

The waiving of the right to surface support Ijy the pur-

chaser of a property is equivalent to writing a contract

that would menace the valuation of that property, for

years to come. Admitting for the sake of argument that

allowance is made in the purchase price for such possible

deterioation of value, the fact remains that the lives of

the dwellers on the surface is endangered by the writ-

ing of such contract ; because, the release of the owner of

the mineral rights, from just liability for damage arising

from the extraction of said mineral, gives to him a free

hand, by reason of which the stability of the surface is

jeopardized to a greater degree than would otherwise bo
the case.

It is true that the possessor of mineral wealth is un-
able to realize on his possession unless he can take that
mineral from Nature's storehouse. But the extraction of
the mineral must form a part of the consideration in de-
termining its value and such extraction must not entail

damage to adjoining property. The value of such min-
eral in place is necessarily affected by the paramount
condition of its availability.

The large coal corporations operating at Scranton and
elsewhere, are, we believe, too wise and broad minded to

attempt to dodge the issue. We believe the management
will eventually meet the surface dwellers and make an
equitable adjustment of their conflicting interests. In
this way only can the coal industry thrive. We believe
the refusal to come to such an equitable understanding
and adjustment of claims could only result in dishonor
to the great coal industry.

The Mine Cave Commission should at this time exert
themselves and prove their efficiency as a commission ap-
pointed in the interests of the people and the great coal
industry that dominates not only Scranton but the entire
anthracite valley.
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Technical and Industrial Education

By H. \'. (iujniERE*

Everyone who has studied the subject at all knows the

intimate relation between the industrial standing of our

country and the knowledge and the efficiency of those en-

gaged in its industries. While this relation holds for all,

from the humblest unskilled operative up to the corpora-

tion manager, it seems especially important to have those

in the lower places realize it, since their educational op-

portunities are certain to have been the more limited.

Thousands of boys yearly leave the lower grades in schools

to go to work. To most of these will come later a keen

realization of lost opportunities and the absolute neces-

sity of making up for them, for they enter commercial

or industrial occupations utterly unfitted for advance-

ment to higher positions.

What they can do, how well their capabilities can be

developed, will, in most cases, depend on what possibili-

ties their employer brings to their attention and makes

available. Most employers are well aware of this and

try to help those who work for them to find ways of gain-

•iug the knowledge they need. Experience has shown that

this pays merely as a business proposition. A young fel-

low whose character and habits of life are known, whose

personality and ability have been tried out, is usually

much to be preferred to any stranger when appointments

are made to positions of large responsibility.

Objections to Institutes and Corporation Schools

Associations or clubs, whether local or branches of a

national body, which meet periodically to hear an address

or participate in a discussion are at best educational only

in a supplementary way. Any study done in connection

with them is not consecutive and usually to be beneficial

needs a foundation wdiich is too often lacking. The cor-

poration school is rather new, and for every corporation

large enough to organize and conduct one, has interest-

ing possibilities; the tendency, however, is always to train

for immediate usefulness in detail rather than in broad

principles, while the variety of courses which can be of-

fered is bound to be small. If, for example, the school is

organized to benefit the workers in the shop, what shall

be done with those in the business office who need an en-

tirely different training?

A correspondence school, either within the corporation

or outside its control, offers the only means of systematic

study for those residing at considerable distance from the

large centers of population, or where the number of per-

sons interested in a given kind of work is too few to war-

rant the formation of a regular class. When schools can

be reached where experienced teachers are in charge,

where direct recitation methods are used, and where a

variety of courses can be offered in a systematic way,

the establishment of regular classes in off-dutv hours of-

•Secretary. The Industrial & Technical Education Con-
ference of the Public Education Association of Philadelphia,
Penn., 1015 Witherspoon Bldg., Philadelphia, Penn.

fers the best method of giving the desired instruction.

These usually take the form of night schools or evening

classes.

Advantages of Night Schools

Night schools have flourished in the last 20 years

wherever established. Their advantages are fully recog-

nized by those who have been attending them. Such are

:

Immediate help over difficulties, procured by having an
instructor at hand; the opportunity to learn by the mis-

takes of others in the class; compulsory regularity in

study, so important even to a very earnest student; the

stimulus of numbers ; the desire of each student to stand

well in his class ; the possibility of drill ; and many others.

Such school work, offered not only in the evening, but

in the late afternoon as well, is likely to have a remark-

able growth in the future.

Some Tnansweeed Problems

To the general public the work which is being done as

regards both scope and quality remains practically an un-

known quantity at the present time. Employers are just

w-aking up to what has been and can be done in this wa.y.

Xo matter what educational agency is used, a number of

problems arise which can be solved only by the coopera-

tion of employers, emjjloyees and teachers. What courses

are needed? How much time can be required of busy

men for school work? What fees are suitable? How shall

those be accommodated who have long distances to travel

and high carfares to pay? Should classes be established

in locations remote from the schools, in shops or in

offices, but under the control of their trained faculties?

These are some of the problems which have never been

fully answered. The answers would probably differ with

a change in locality. Other questions are almost wholly

the concern of the employer, such as: What school and
what kind of education can best help my employees to

gain what I want them to know? Which of them can

profit most by systematic school work ? How can I help

them to get it?

A Conference on Industrial Education

The only satisfactory way to reach a conclusion on
these matters is to have some common meeting ground
for all interests where free discussion can have full play.

In Philadelphia steps to this end have already been taken.

Last spring representatives of the Central Educational

Institute of the Young Men's Christian Association,

Drexel Institute, the Franklin Institute, School of In-

dustrial Arts, Spring Garden Institute, Temple Univer-

sity and the AVaguer Free Institute of Science, joined

with representatives of the Philadelphia Trades Schools

and the Philadelphia and Camden Public Schools in ar-

ranging meetings for the purpose of becoming acquainted

with one another's work and the educational problemfi

employers have to face.

Wishing to avail themselves of the wide resources of

the Public Education Association of Philadelphia, mem-
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hvv> uf tho raiultii's nl tlu' iiMrtuipatiiij: iiistiuitioiis are

iKiw organizing a scition of that association to W t:nown

as The Industrial aiul Toihnical Edmution Conferi'nce

of the Public Education Association. The nu'inhership is

to consist of educators and employers, and the i)urpose is

to seek earnest Iv the solution of the problems arising

froni the needs of the vast numbers of young people who

have never had proper opportunities for securing that

knowledge wiiich will i>ave the way to better service and

higher responsibilities.

It is hoped that the nunemcnt thus started will spread

lo include not only local representatives, but all tho.^e

t niployers whose employees find in the large cities oppor-

tunities which cannot be olfercd nearer. This means ex-

tending the work to a great many miles from Philadel-

phia, for classes could easily be arranged outside the city,

managed by experienced teachers who are s])eciaiists in

any given line of instruction.

The Panther Valley Mining Institute

Banquet
The second annual liancpict of the Panther Valley Min-

ing Institute was held in the Armory at Taniaqua, Pciin.

on Saturday evening Oit. 18. Although the night was

rainy and exceedingly disagreeable, between 300 and too

members of the institute and guests were present.

After a season of gastronomic activity, which was thor-

oughly eujoyed by all in attendance, W. J. Whildin

called the meeting to order and made a few remarks upon

the progress which had been made during the past year.

The Panther Valley Mining Institute is an organiza-

tion for men and boys which has for it.s object (1) To
advance the welfare of the men employed in and about

the mines in the anthracite coal fields, and (2) to ad-

vance the interests of the mining indu.stry itself.

To accomplish this end schools have been organized

holding their sessions upon two evenings each week. In

addition to this, regular meetings of the Institute are

held from time to time when pai)ers are presented upon
subjects pertinent to mining, and calling out discussions

upon various mining subjects.

During the past year the.se meetings were held each

month, and the papers read covered such objects as

"First-aid Work," "Mining," "Ventilation," "Method
of Mining the Mammoth Vein," "Transportation,"
"Electric Haulage," and the "Geology of the Panther
Creek Valley." Last year there was a total enrollment
in the schools of 86, and an average attendance of 46.

There were four departments in these schools; the pri-

mary, the mining, the electrical, and the mechanical de-

partments, all well patronized, the electrical and mining
being probably the most popular. An idea of what this

school is doing for the men may be gained from the re-

sults obtained in the mining department. Fifteen mem-
bers of the clas.-i in mining this spring took the examina-
tion for mine foreman's and assistant mine forman's cer-

tificates. Every one of the fifteen passed. Not only this,

but the mine examining board stated that the.se men's
papers were the best they had ever read. Futhormore,
seven out of the fifteen are now filling positions and have
filled them during the past several months as a result of
their being able to qualify and having these certificates.

Although any one, regardless of where or by whom he
may be employed, may become a member of this Insti-

tute and attend its school and meetings, the membership

is nevertheless made up very largely of em])loytH's of the

l.,chigh Coal & Navigation Co. This firm, therefore,

knowing that an educated uimii is iniiih more etlicient

than an ignorant one. does all in its |Hi\vcr to promote

the welfare and cHKUiiiigc the nu'inbcrsliip of the Insti-

tute.

After Mr. Wiklin's remarks, speeches were niniic by

Edwin Ludlow, vice-])resident of the Lehigh Coal &
Navigation Co., S. D. Warrincr, jircsident of the

same company. Prof. Preston Liimluii. of fjehigh TTni-

versity, and George M. Poads, attoniey-at-law.

.Vll of these gentlenu'n sjjoke of the universal regard

for the man who, whatever liis station in life might be,

bad the ambition aii<l the stamina to rise through the

improvement of his mental facilities t« a higher ])lane

in his work and in the community. Mr. Roads called

liarticular attention to the miner's stnrdiness of charac-

ter and persistence of purpose in time of need which was
well portrayed in the words of the Institute Song which
had just been sung:

"When their comrades are in danger,

AVithout thought of praise, or gain,

The faithful boss and miner
At their posts will all remain."

A Motor Ambulance for Colliery

First Aid
An ambulance car for colliery ]nn|)oses has recently

been built at Uoncaster, England. It is made from kiln-

dried birch, varnished natural color. The inside of the

body is made smooth so that it can be readily cleaned.

The equipment consists of two collapsible stretchers of

the St. John Ambulance Society type, fitted with tele-

scopic handles and included in tlie ambulance equipment
are two sets of splints, liniment, bandages, hot-water

bottle, etc. Immediately behind the front windows is an
moveable seat for an attendant.

The ambulance is lighted inside by electricity and spe-

cial provision is made for ventilation by means of louvers

over the main windows which are controlled from the
inside by shutters. Folding steps are provided at the
rear. They are made very wide and have broad treads
so that the entrance to and from the ambulance is as easy
as possible. Two large doors are fitted at the rear with
the same idea in mind. The springs on the vehicle are
extra long and are provided with shock absorbers, the
shelves being covered with seat cushions and the stretch-

ers placed under them, thtis making it possible in an
emergency to take the members of the rescue brigade
from one colliery to another.

The chassis is fitted with a 15.9 hp. engine having
four cylinders cast in pairs with a bore of 80 mm. (3.15
in.) and a stroke of 130 mm. (5.11 in.). Thermo-siphon
cooling is used; all valves are enclosed; the tappet valves
are adjustable, the bearing surfaces are of ample dimen-
sion.s, and are white-metalled. The lubrication is by
forced feed, four speeds and reverse are provided and
tlie chassis frame is specially constructed of a suitable
length, the rear axle being of special strength and worm
driven. Every attempt has been made by Messrs. E.
W. Jackson & Son, of Doneaster, England, the construc-
tors, to produce an ea.sy riding vehicle adapted to the spe-
cial purpose for which it is designed.
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Lackawanna Steel Co.'s Contest

lu i-L'iuarkably realistic tests the oU lirsl-aid teams oi

the Ellsworth Collieries Co. demonstrated to an assem-

blage of nearly 5000 people on Friday, Oct. 17, the meth-

ods to be followed after an .explosion or other accident

incident to the mining industry.

The towns of Cokebnrg and Ellsworth observed a

holiday, and the residents of the towns as well as the

school children witnessed the exhibition.

• A procession of 880 scholars from Ellsworth and Coke-

bnrg schools passed in review before those assembled

and were given a great ovation. Each of the rescue first-

aid teams then performed in the open field, and after

completing its exhibition reported to the field hospital

in charge of Drs. French, Eote and Kirhy, and then the

commissary department of the company served a hmch

which had been prepared by the domestic-science pupils

of the two schools.

Then followed an explosion in au improvised mine

that had been constructed of brattice cloth the width and

height of an ordinary gangway. Men supposed to have

been overcome by fumes and smoke were carried from the

mine by the heimetmeu, the first-aid men reviving them

with respirators and pulmotors. The rescue men entered

the mine which was 200 ft. long, with a life line. A
number of men belonging to a rescue team were repre-

sented as being caught in a fall of timber and other

debris and a rescue was effected.

The judges of the work of the teams were Dr. C. C.

dans, of ITniontown: Dr. A. E. Baer, of Uniontown, and

Dr. Geo. Haves, of Monons'ahela.

D. L. & W. First-Aid Meet

Kni|iUiyccs of the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western

K.R. Coal Department, working in such of their mines as

are situated between the J'ettebone and the Nanticoke col-

lieries, articipated in au interesting first-aid contest at

the Xanticoke State Armory on Mitchell Day, October

29, in the presence of a large number of spectators, the

contestants makiiig an admirable showing.

The events were as follows :

—

Onc-Msn Event—Man has been oveicome by gas in a low
place, and has become unconscious. On falling he received a

blow on the right temple. Drag him 10 ft. out of gas, anil

earrj- him 50 ft. and administer artificial respiration for one

minute. This work to be done as you would do it in the

mine.

T-ivo-Man Event—Compound fracture of the left collar

bone and fracture of the jaw. (Barton bandage.)

Pull-Team Kvent—First. Gas burns on face, hands, arms
and body. Second. Fractured ribs on left side, and fracture

exposing ulna bone. Third. Compound fracture of left leg

6 in. below the linee, and simple fracture of right upper arm.
Fourth. After a fall of rock the patient is found with the

following injuries: Simple fractui-e of right forearm, botli

bones; severe cut in palm of left hand, bleeding' in jets; sim-

ple fracture of left leg, 4 in. above the knee, and lacerations

of the head.

The one-man event \vas \\"un by William Jones, of the

Bliss Colliery, who was awarded a gold signet ring. The

two-man event was won l)y William L. .Tames and David

J. Williams, of the Truesdale. Both were given watch

fobs. The full team event was won liy Xo. 1 and 2 shaft

team, of the Truesdale. The best general average was

made by the Bliss colliery team, of which the captain is

William Hill. The individuals in this team each received

a prize consisting of a first-aid outfit.

The Jellico Ceeek Ti:am Ready to Demons huil How 'nil .VllKAXCEl) FOi; THE CoXTEST

The Steel Explosion Gallery Used to Exhibit

THE Effect of Replacin'G Black Powder by

Permissible Explosives

Scenes at the Knoxville Meet
The meet held by the Association .if Tcnncs-ce Mine

. Foremen, the Bureau of Mines and the American Bed

Cross, at Knoxville, was skillfully planned. It will lie

noted how methodically the grounds were marked so as

to place the teams without confusion. The canon used

at the Pittsbursfh meet in 1011 was set up at Knoxville'

and again proved the superiority of permissible explo-

sives. This exhibit was the first of the kind held in the

South and a committee was formed to examine the pow-

der, the coal du^^t. the clay and the loading of the can-

non. The precautions taken by this committee server?

more fully to convince the miners that coal dust is dan-

gerous even when gas is not present.
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DISCUSSION B^ READERS

Startiii*^ tan iiticr h\plosK)n

Lfllfi- .\ii. :— All oxiieriiMuc nl' lU'iirly id yciirs in coal

nulling, I'iglit-lLiiths of whiili has lurn in an dlHcial cn-

|)iuit.v. lias niailc mo «lcci>i.v intorosted in the wi-lfaic ol'

niiniTS. Havinir onjiagi-d. nuun times, in miiu'-iTsciR'

work, followiiif; explosions ami iiiuinlation uf tin- work-

ings, 1 am i)arti(iilai-ly iiiteivstcil in whatover pertains

to siiih work.

An explosion in a mine resnlts in the loss to the opei*^

ator, not onlv of his workmen but also of much of thr

mine equiiimeiit. The one makes it (lillieult for him to

again ojierate umler the same favorable conditions, as be-

fore, even wiien he has repaired the damage done to the

mine and its equipment. The other may have cripiiled

him financially, or so emharra.sscd him that he must op-

. laie at a great disadvantage, for a long time to conu'.

Ill the rescue work in which I have engaged, it has al-

wavs been my ex])erience that the fresh-air current is of

the tirst im]xirtance. In most of this work, we did not

ha\c the he!]) of oxygen helmets, or any other breathing

devices. Were it not for the fresli-air current that we

carried with us into the mine, we could not have sur-

\ivcd. The work had to be done with care and caution.

The logical way is to consider the surroundings of the

zone in which the e.xplosion has occurred. The iiiiiic

foremen and his assi.«tants are the men who are or should

lie acquainted with the conditions e.visting in the mine.

Brielly, the questions to be considered are: Was tin;

mine free from gas and dust, in a general way? Was

the mine a dry and dusty one? Was the mine damp or

vci-y wet?

My experience has ])roved that the answer to the.se ques-

tions are of the greatest importance to the men who are

to undertake the work of rescue, and who nui.<t decide

the qiie.stion of whether or not the fan should be started

immediately after the explosion. TTuiiiaii lite may de-

pend on this decision. In answering the question in re-

ference to starting the fan as quickly as it can be repaired,

let u.s consider different conditions.

1. Assume the mine generates some gas and is dry and

{lusty. In this case, whether the fan is blowing or ex-

hausting, it Would be better to explore the mine a certain

distance at least, to ascertain, as far as jxissible, its con-

dition. The information thus gained would enable you

to arrive at an intelligent decision. If fire oxi.sts in the

mine, this should be extinguished before .starting the fan.

2. The mine may be divided into two sections—rise

and dip workings. If the dip workings were damp or

wet, so that puni]>s were required to kee|i the places dry,

I would have no fear in following the air current as we
restored the ventilation by repairing the doors and stoj)-

]iiiigs in that section The ri.se workings would be more
dangerous to penetrate and great caution would lie re-

quired in attemjiting to explore them.

In case electricity is used in the mine, it would be im-

portant to have the current shut off promptly to avoid the

danger of the ignition of gas that is accumulating in the

aiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiin

...L. The question of starting llic fan would de|)end

on the conditions I have nained, iiid experience must

be the guide.

liiiiiT. \\ . l,i(;ii'iiiii!\.

.\delaidc. rellll.

(Collapsible Stoppings

l.rlh'r A'o. t>— 1 lia\e been greatly iiilcrcslcd in the

di.-(iissi(Ui of this siiliject in Coal Atii:. but have jiol been

converted to the idea of Iniilding such stoppings in mines.

The first consideration is to make the mine safe for work.

Whether the mine is gaseous and liable to a dn-i ivpln-

^ioii, or whether the mine may be considered a> luiuli-

<-ally safe from the ex])losioii of gas or dust, docs not. to

my iiiiiid, alter the question.

In my opinion, all stoppings should be built in ihc

renter of the crosscut where they will be most protcricd.

Tlicy should be constructed of incombustible material and

iiiiilt in a manner to stand all shocks incident to coal

mining. If jiossible, the strength of the stojiping should

be such that it will withstand the force of a small local

ex])losion.

It is iiii])ortaiil in building stop])ings to start the

loundaiioii on the solid rock floor; and not, as 1 have

often seen done, leave two or throe inches of dirt niidcr

the walls. My reason for building a .solid stopjiing of

concrete, or stone or brick masonry is that this class of

sto])ping.s will maintain the circulation of the air better

and keep the working face more clear of gas, thereby

making an explosion le.ss liable to occur. A light col-

Jaiisible stopping will necessarily leak air in a short tinn ,

owing to the settlement of the roof or of the .stoppin;.;

itself. In case of a local ex])losion of gas or dust, sucii

]H'rniancnt stoppings will 2iot ordinarily be destroyed,

and the rescue party will be able to enter the mine more
|»roinptly and with less danger, because the air current

will still be <-ircnlating through the workings. Men
working in such a mine would have a greater chance to

escape thati where the sto])pings have been built light

and are destroyed by the forci' of the e\]ilosioii.

A. Mi.vi;!:.

Scranton. fcim.

The Safety Lamp and the Eyesight
1 ha\c been nuicli interested in the nimicruus letters

that have Itcen published relating to the elTeet of the

continued n.se of the safety lamp on I be eyesight of

miners; ami noticed one letti'i- from a lnotlier miner, at

Wylani, Ala., who claim- that the eoniimied use of the

safety lamp is the direct cause of the disease known as

-'miners' nystagmus." While such a statement may be

true, in some excei)tional ca.ses, I believe the fact is imt

]n-oved, as there are other causes common to coal iniii-

iiig that may be responsible for the trouble.

My experience has led mo to belie\c Hial the pi-aetiee

of "solid shooting" with black powder inav be one catisi'
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of this trouble; especially where the ventilation of the

mine is not the best and the atmosphere is full of powder

smoke, for the most of the day. I remember some 30 or

It) years ago, this was the eondition in the Belleville

Track mine near St. Lo\iis. The coal was shot nil llu'

solid with black powder, and the mine air was thick with

powder smoke. As a result, the miners wrw niiu h tronblcd

with a continual winking of the eye. and many snll'ered

from a burning feeling and weak eyes. On coming to

daylight, they were like blind men. I remembei- that

some who did u.ot; remain at the mine rccinered, while

others were not -s fortunate.

Scotch and luiglish ndners sull'er much i'rDm fires,

ilany are ti'oubl \\ with blisters on their eyes, caused

from undermining and cutting hard seams of coal. They

eorrld not look steadily at a safety lam]) or a naked light.

1 worked 15 years in Scotch mines and 4.5 years in mines

in the United States, and have u.sed tlie safety lam|i for

nearly 50 years, and have not found that its use has in-

jured my sight, in the least degree.

The fireboss, in e.xamining a place for gas must look

steadilv at the light of the lam]j, and it seems to me
would be in more danger of the light affecting his eyes

than the miner who seldom looks at the safety lamp; but

sets it 'i or i-i ft. away from bis wni'k and only gives it an

occasional glance to see that it is all right. But. strange

til say. 1 ha\e never heard a lircboss of any ex]ierience

complain that the safety lamp hurt his eyes.

In my opinion, the miner's eyesight is injured more

by the semidarkness and the' dust -and smoke in which he

must work. I believe that these conditions have as much

or more to do with the general ly jioor eyesight of miners

than the continueil use of the safety lamp.

(ii;oi;f;i: Tinti'LioTOx Maix.

Kepuldic. Ala.

To Prevent Gas and Dust Explosions

The subject of the preventum of accidents to employ-

ees in a gaseous and dusty coal mine, is undoubtedly one

of the most important in mining. By important I do

not mean that there are more men injured and killed

by e.\]:>losions of gas and dust than from other causes in-

cident to mining, although the ]niblic. at large, seem to

be under that impression. The reason is that when

men are injured m- killed liy falls of slate or coal, or

some other mine accident, there is little heard of it; but

should an e.xplosion of gas or dust occur, in any ]iart of

the world, all the newspapers tbrougliuut the country are

at once filled with big head lines "Another Mine Ex-

plosion," etc., giving the number of killed and injured.

That is why T say this subject is an important one; be-

cause it i^ u]i to the officials of all coal companies, from
the president down to the assistant foi-emau in the mine,

to show the ]iublic that the coal-mining industry can be

handled in a manner as free from accidents as anv other

business or industry.

Xow, in the operation of a mine, the officials on the

ground are and should be the men who should do their

utmost to prevent accidents occurring; because the higher

officials are not at the mine daily and are not, therefore,

acquainted with the different conditions that constantly

arise and which may cause the death or injury of one or

more of their employees. The management lavs down
certain rules and gives geiieral instructions how the mines

are to be operated. If, however, mine ollicials—superin-

tendents, mine .|,||(iremen, assistant foremen ami firebosses

become careless, it will be ditticult to i-onvmce the world
that coal mines can lie r'un without accident.

To |ii-e\ent accidents to employees, from explosions of

gas or dust, ihc most impoilant consideration is the ven-

tilation of the mine woikings. In order to have good ven-

tilation and to remove all obnoxious ga.ses that the coal

gives off, it is necessary, when opening a gaseous seam, to

install a fan large enough to give sufficient air; and also

to drive all airwa\s large enough to make it pos.sible to

siilit the ail' curi-ent when needed, so as to ventilate each

si'ction separatelv, and do away with so many doors„by
iiiiilding oNcrcasts at tlu' mo\ith of each section. Every
foreman should see that the st(i]ipings are put up in good
sha]ie ami that no sto]i]iing is built under a drawslate. or

any other loose slate. It is an ea.sy matter for a foreman
01 Hreboss to make his inspection and report everything

in good shape; but while he is visiting some other sec-

ticHi, possibly a piece of bad slate, which he did not no-

tice, breaks down one of the stoppings and short-circuits

the air. Then, perhaps, by the time the miners arrive

at their working places, enough gas has accumulated to

cause a serious explosion when it comes in contact with

an open light, possibly killing every person in that split.

Another important advantage in splitting the air current

is that in case an explosion should occur, caused either

by the negligence or carelessness of the foreman, or his

assistants or otherwise, it will tend to confine the explo-

sion to that section or split in which it occurs. . There is

no doubt in my mind but that nearly all accidents can
be a\"oided if the mine foremen attend properlv to their

business.

About 1~ years ago, I was a miner in a gaseous mine,
in which open lights were used, and it did not take me
long to find out that the scam was lilieratmg a consider-

able amount of gas. After woi'kiug for some time, I

started to visit some of the workings in the section where
I was working. I went into a room some 3U0 ft. in

length, with an (i]ien light on my cap. I had proceeded
up the room a hundred feet or more, when the miner at

the face suddenly shouted, "Take that lamp off your
head." I did so in a hurry and walked up to the face.

The miner then showed me a chalk mark on a prop he
iiad setting close to the face, showing how low the gas
\\m found that morning l)y the fireboss. The chalk line

was about a foot from the top. I gathered up my tools

and left that mine in a hurry; as I came to the con-

clusion quickly that, some ilay, there would be an explo-

sion there if things were not remedied. Aliouf two
3'ears later, the newspajiers were filled with the account of

an explosion that occurred in that mine, killing about GO
men. There is no doubt in mv mind liut that the fire-

lioss' chalk mark ke])t coming down the post, till finally

enough gas had accumulated to lilow up the mine.
Tt is my o]iinion that all gases shotdd be treated as dan-

gerous; and nil matter how slight the traces may be, men
should be taught to treat them as dangerous. If all shot-

boles are properly charged, with a so called .safety ]iowder

and ])roperly tamped, the dust removed, and all ]u'eeau-

tions taken and rules carried out, we are certain to make
a good showing during the year 191 .T.

A. G. ITahx, Mine Foreman,
United States Goal ct Goke Go.

Garv. W. Va.
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The Certificate Law

Till- artiiU- on Tlic C'ertiliialc Law, liy lliarlttui Kix-

un. Coal Agu, Oit. 'io, \>. (>"l, it* timely ami mtv iiuuli

ti) till- poiut. Mr. Dixon savs : "Tlie itTtifiiatt- law, ho

IMi'valent in most mining statt's, i)raftically confines men

to a certain inesirilieil territory."

The coal Ileitis of Tennessee anil Kentucky furnish an

apt illustration of the workings of the present law. The

Tennessee coal lies ]>rinci]ially in the eastern part of the

state and in dose ]iroximity to the coal fields of soutli-

eastern Kentucky. These are, in fact, the same coal

fields and are taken together to form what is known as

District No. 1!' of the United Mine Workers' Organiza-

tion.

There are coal mines all along the hordcr line dividing

these two states. A man may hold a first-class certifi-

cate, allowing him to fill the position of mine foreman

in Tennessee; but he cannot act in that cajiacity in an

iuljoiuing mine across the state line, without again going

to the expense of another examination before anotlicr

examining board iu Kentucky. Likewise, a certified

mine forenuin iu Kentucky ceases to be eligible to lliat

jiosition the moment he steps across the state line into

Tennessee.

^ifr. Dixon suggests that each state should iuturporatc

in their statutes, some provision for honoring the bnna-

fide certificates of other .states. 1 believe this is a good

suggestion, but before that can be done, there should !»•

an effort made to standardize the examinations liehl in

the different states, in order to nuike them as nearly uni-

form as jjossible, in so far as they apply to the same posi-

tion and ])ractically the same conditions.

Xot long ago, there was a man who took the examina-

tion in Tennessee aiul was awarded a second-class (Class

B) i-crtilicate. A few years latci-. aficr a rhangc in llu'

adniinistratiiui of the state goxcnimcnf and the a|ipiiint-

ment of an entirely new JKianl of cxaniiiicr-s, this man
dcsircil to go before the Imaid and take ihc cxaiiiiiiatiini

for a Class A certificate, in this cxaniinalion, he i'aili'il

to nuike a sufficient average to ciilitli' him lo cncu a Cliss

1? Certificate, which lie already held umlrr the iivevious

examination.

This incident serves to illustrate the great ilillVi-encc in

the exaniinalions given in thr same state, when ilu' ex-

amining board is changed by a change of jmlitii's. In

this connection, liowever, it may be stated that, in other

]irofessions and callings, certificates granted in (uie stal"

are not good in another state. It would be well to b i\e

this question thoroughly discussed iu Coal Aci;.

U. S. W1L.SOX.

Uriceville. Tenn.

Study Course in Coal Mining
llY .1. T. iilCAKU

The Coal Age Pocket Book

\VK1R ME.VSIRKMK>T
It i.s a rommnn practice to measure the quantity of water

flowing in a ditch or stream by constructing a weir similar

to that shown in the accompanying flKure. and allowing all

of the water to flow over the weir. When a uniform now
has been established certain measurements are carefully

taken and from thes - measurements the quantity of the flow-

ing stream is calculated, in cubic feet per second, or gallons

per minute, as desired. , . ,

EHHentlnl Polnto—In order to obtain fairly accurate re-

sults, it is important to observe certain conditions, which may
be described as follows:

(a) The velocity with which the water approaches the
weir called the "velocitv of approach" must be reduced to a
minimum; and to do this, the cross-section of the water in the
weir or what mav be called the "wetted area of cross-sec-
tion must be small in comparison with the area of the cioss-

section of the stream.

LovGiTrDiX-vi. Cuo.ss-Skctiox and Fkoxt A'iew or

Wkir, Showixg I.\ipoi!Taxt Diiikx.siox-s

Referring to the figure, the wetted sectional area is rep-
resented by 1 >C h = Ih, and that of the stream by w (h + d).

Good results are obtained when h does not exceed one-half
d and 1 does not exceed one-third w. The wetted area of the
weir will then not exceed one-ninth of that of the stream,
and the average stream velocity or velocity of approach will

not exceed th:it proportion of the velocity of the water flow-
ing through the weir. ^ ^ ^r. ^

(b) In order to avoid, as much as possible, the effect that
an inclined surface would have to increase the velocity of the
water flowing through the weir, beyond that due to the head
h the faces both back and front of the weir dam (ab) must be
vertical: and to avoid any undue disturbance of the steady
flow the upper edge of the dam is beveled as shown at a, in

the flgure .\s a further means of maintaining a uniformly
steady flow that will represent more correctly the velocity

due to the height h. the vertical sides (ss) are extended a short
distance beyond the crest (a) of the dam. Also, the empty space
(o> under the waterfall must be open at the sides, or. other-
wise a vacuous condition will be created owing to the partial
exhaustion of the air by the falling water, which would act
to increase the flow of water over the dam.

The Coal Age Pocket Book
MeuNuriug the Hriul h—When the precautions mentieneil

have all been taken the velocitv of the water flowing throngli
the weir is practically that due to the height h or the vertic-al
height of the surface level of the water above the crest (a) of
the dam. To measure this height accurately a rod or gage
(ij) is usually set up in the stream a few feet above the dam.
The rod is graduated in feet, the zero of the scale being level
with the crest (a), as shown in the figure. To avoid the forma-
tion of i-ipples that would interfei-e with the accurate reading
of the gage, the up-stream edge is beveled and the rod is
made very thin.

lOrror Due to VeloWty of Aiipronch—Except in a still-
water basin, the water at the gage always has more or less
v«lotit>- (velocity- of apijroach) for which allowance must be
iiiel.- if ;i< c uiMi y is .lisiii'd. It has been shown by numerous
>xi" linn Mis iliiii wliiii the velocity of approach does not ex-

ty of discharge is equal to that

iliitl)'

It li. I hi p-^r nt. of er
>f <tiiiiiittt\

—
"\\'hen great accuracy is not de-

sired ana the velocity of apprc ach at the entrance to the
weir is small the quantity of water flowing through the weir
may be calculated, in cubic feet per second, by the formula

q = 3lh \/'h (1)

ater flowing (cu.ft. per sec); 1 =
and h = vertical height (ft.) of level

in which q = quaiitit
length <if Weir (ft.)

;

si;ifMr.. al-.ve edge <

\y\uu it is desire<
st of wt
make correction for the velocity of

: velocity can be closely estimated by dividing
f flow, as calculated by formula 1, by the cross-
f the weir, which gives the formula for flnding
V) of approach, _

r = 3 l/ A

Ai
(3 V hy

th<- head h, due to thi

.11 *
2 X 32,10

The head hi, calculated as producing the velocitv of ap-
proach, must then be added to the head h. as measured by
the gage, to obtain the total head (H), which Is, approxi-
mately, the actual head producing the flow through the weir:
thus,

H = A-|-;!, = A-f0.14A= 1.14 ft

The quantity of water passing over the weir is then found
by substituting this total head H for h in formula 1; thus,

9 = 3 U/ y/H = 3.6.5 i ft -/"X OT./(. per sec.

This last formula is practically correct for finding the ap-
proximate flow of water over a weir constructed according
to the diagram shown in the accompanying figure.

The following formula is derived from the above and ex-
presses the quantity of water flowing through the weir, in
gallons (G) per minute.

G = 1640 h y^li gal. per mm.
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Examinations for Mine Manager, Mine
Examiner and Hoisting Engineer,

Held at Springfield, 111.,

Sept. 8, 1913

[Sclrricil (JufslioHs)

Ques.—An entry is; parallel lu a land line and 1-jO ft.

from it. If the room:; turned off the entry run at an

angle of 45 deg. with the entry ; what distance can they

be driven, allowing a barrier of 10 ft.?

Aiix.—Deducting the 10 ft. for the width of the barrier

pillar leaves 150 — 10 = l-td ft. of coal to be taken

out between the entry and the barrier. The length of

each room measured on the straight rib is 140 -^- sin

-J5° = 140 H- 0.707 = 198 ft. This measurement is

taken into the extreme corner and the face of the coal

must then be kept parallel to the entry. If. however,

tile face of the room is squared with the track, the length

will be less by an amount equal to the width of the

rdom. Thus, for a room 24 ft. wide, the distance from
the entry to the face would be 198 — 24 = 174 ft.

Ques.—What are the uses of the following instruments,

in connection with coal mines: the anemometer, ther-

mometer, barometer and water gage?

Any.—The anemometer is used to ascertain the ve-

locity of the air current, in feet per minute. The ther-

mometer is used to find the temperature of the air cur-

rent and the mine air, at different points in the workings.

The barometer indicates the pressure of the atmosphere,

in inches of mercury column. The water gage shows

the difference of pressure between the fan drift and the

atmosphere, or between the intake and return airways,

at the point where the observation is t<ikcn. It indi-

cates the ventilating pressure inby from that point, meas-

ured in inches of water column.

Que^.—What diameter of cylinder will be recpiired to

develop 50 hp., in a noncondensing engine that has a

stroke of 4 ft. and makes 45 r.p.m., when working under
a mean effective pressure of 30 lb. per sq.in.?

Ans.—Since the engine makes two strokes for each
revolution, the piston travel is 2 X 45 X 4 = 360 ft.

per min. Fifty horsepower is equivalent to 50 X 33,000
= 1,650,000 ft. -lb. per min. To develop this power at a
speed of 360 ft. per min. will require a total pressure
en the piston of

1,(1511,0(1(1

3(i(i

For a mean effective pressure of 30 lb. per sq.in., the
required area of the piston or cylinder is

pc = 4583+ lb.

=lo2.7i
30

i-l- sq.in.

The required diameter of the cylinder is, then,

d

Ques.—Describe a synclinal and an anticlinal a.xis, re-

spectively.

Alls.—A "syncline," in geology, is a trough or valley

formed by the dip of the strata toward the same line,

which is the a.xis of the syncline or the "sj^nclinal axis."

In distinction from this, an "anticline" is a ridge from
which the strata dip away on each side. The ridge line

or a line parallel thereto and symmetrical to the sloping

strata on each side is the ''anticlinal axis."

Que.s.—With a fan developing 30 hp. and a water gage
of 2.3 in., if only 50 per cent, of useful effect is obtained,

what (piantity of air would be produced?
Alls.—The useful effect being 50 per cent., the power

on the air is 0.50 (30 X 33,000) = 495,000 ft.-lb. A
water gage of 2.3 in. corresponds to a ventilating pressure

of 2.3 X 0.2 = 11.96 lb. per sq.ft. The quantity of air

in circulation is then calculated as follows

:

r 495,000 , , .

'^ ^
Ji^ 11 !)li

" il,-!88rH.//., nearli/

Ques.—The anemometer indicates a velocity of the

air current, of 200 ft. per min., in an airway 5x8 ft. and
4000 ft. long. Calculate (a) the quantity of air passing

per minute; (b) the pressure in pounds per square foot;

(c) the water gage; and (d) the horsepower on the air.

Ans.— (a) The sectional area of the airway is a =
5X8 = 40 sq.ft. Assuming the indicated velocity is an
average velocity for tliis airway, the quantity of air in cir-

culation is

q = av = 40 X 200 = 8000 cu.ft. pn- min.
(b| The rubl)iug surface of the airway, assuming that

the given length includes the return, is s = 2 (5 -f 8 ) X
4000 = 104,000 sq.ft. The ventilating pressure is. then,

^ 0.00000002 X 104,000 X 200-;
P =

40

~= 2.08 lb. jjer sq.jt.

(c) The water gage is 2.08 X 5.2 = Id.S-f- in.

(d) The horseiiower on the air is

8000 X 2.08
0.504 hp.II TP

33,000

1152.77

\cr7854 " "^^^^' *"•'' ^'^ "'"

33,000

Ques.—Show by figures how to calculate the quantity
of air passing in an entry 6 ft. high and 10 ft. wide, the

velocity of the air current being 600 ft. per min.
Ans.—The sectional area of this airway is a = 6 X 10

= 60 .sq.ft. The quantity of air passing is, then,

q = at' = 60 X 600 = 36,000 cu.ft. per min.
Ques.—If 10 hp. gives 20,000 cu.ft. of air per min-

ute, in a certain mine, what horsepower will be required
to produce 45,000 cu.ft. in the same mine?

Ans.—Assuming there is no change in the efficiency

of the ventilator, the power varies as the cube of the
quantity, or the power ratio is equal to the cube of the
quantity ratio. Thus, calling the required horsepower .r,

'

i^ _ /45,000\3 _ /9\ 3 729

10 ~ (^2o;ooo/ ~ [ij = "gT

10 X 729
a: = ^ = 113.9 hj,.
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Washington, 1). C.

An Intcrestins ilccision hus bt-i-ii aiiiioum iil liy tho Inter-

statu Commerce Commission reBiirJinK Ihi- case of the "Lfb-

unon Commercliil Club vs. the l.oiiisvUIe * Nashville R.R. Co.

et ul." which iclutcil to tht- local lati-s for the transportation

of bituminous coal In carload lots from mines located on the

Louisville & Nashville R.R. in Virnlnia and Tennessee, these

beins less to Louisville than to Lebanon, an intermediate lo-

cal point 67 miles nearer to the mines than Louisville. Coni-

liialnt was also made because the rates varied aecordlns to

tlie Krade of the coal while the rates to Lebanon were not

v;iried in this way.
The commission now holds that as the rales to Louisville

are influenced largely by the mnvement of bituminous coal

over the Ohio River and by competing rail carriers the lower

and varied rates to that point have not been shown to bo

unjustly discriminatory as against Lebanon.

In dealing with this case some interesting points were de-

veloped, notably the general question with reference to the

I'loper method of treating points which enjoy water connec-

tions and which are more or less competitive with other

points that do not enjoy such connections. In speaking of this

matter, the Commission, In the decision referred to, says:

The complain:Lnt admits that Louisville's position on the
Ohio River, and as a railroad center, operates to give it rates
which Lebanon niav not reason ibly claim. But it Is insisted
that Ihtse advant.\!ies do not warrant the existing differences
between Louisville and Lebanon rates, and that the same
should not exceed l.ic. per ton. This particular figure, how-
ever is merelv the conclusion of the complainant's rate ex-
pert. The Commission Hnds tlie record quite bare of any-
thing that will enable it t<i determine the extent to which the
Lebanon rate should be allow.-d to exceed the Louisville rate.

It must also be remembered that any change which may be
made in the existing differential will necessarily reflect into

the rates to other Louisville & Nashville points, intermediate,
as is Lebanon, to Louisville. Under all these circumstances.
it is the view of the Commission that final action on the fourth
section element of this petition should await the disposition
of the Louisville & Nashville R.R. Co.'s Fourth Section Appli-
cation No 1952. and also the construction of the fourth sec-
tion to be made by the Supreme Court In cases now under
submission.

The only question remaining is whether or not there is

(liscriminatio.T against Lebanon, 'i)ecause its rates are not va-
ried according to the grade of the coal, as are the rates to
Louisville. Complainant contends that a number of years ago
Lebanon enjoved such rates throu.gh the medium of a tariff

1 rovisioii which granted a 30 per cent, refund from the pub-
lished rale whtn the coal was us-.'d for steam purposes.

The defendants say that when this refund was made the
gross rate from Jellico to Lebanon was ?1.65 per ton. This
:. mount w.is letualiv ccileclej and retained on domestic coal.
The refund left the" net rate on steam coal ?1.15% per ton.
This refund was discontinued .July 20. 1901, and the Louisville
>t Nashville then established the present rate of ?1.20 per ton
on all bituminous coal from Jellico to Lebanon. Tt wiH be
observed that this effected a reduction of 45c. per ton on
domestice coal and an advance of 4>/4c. per ton on steam
coal.

The Louisville market appears to be controlled by the
movement of coal by river at a low transportation cost, and
by the movement of coal from western Kentucky mines at a
rate of 60c. per ton by the Illinois Cential R.R. These con-
ditions appear to compel the Louisville & Nashville to make
a low rate to Louisville on slack coal and on nut and slack
mixed, but permit a somewhat higher rate on other grades.

An examination of the tariffs of the Louisville & Nashville
R.R. Co. discloses that Lebanon, in this respect, is in no dif-
ferent position fiom the other local Louisville & Nashville
points. Also the present rates to Lebanon appear to be so
> onstructed as to equalize the former refund on steam coal,
on this record the Commission cannot say that the present
graded rates to Louisville result in unjust diseiimination
against Lebanon.

HARRISBl'Rfi, PE\>.

The three-day Industrial, 'Welfare and Efliciency confer-
ence at the State Capitol came to an end on Oct. 29, with an
"experience meeting." at which ma.vors, labor leaders and offi-

cials of industrial and labor commissions of this and other
states gave the results of their ' observations and generally
agreed that there should be concerted effort by employers and
employees to work for abolition of dangerous practices.

The chief address was made by Dr. Lucien "U". Chaney,
of the United States Department of Labor, who In the course
of his remarks, stated ti at the reputation of American in-

dustries for accidents, w IS not good, yet statistics of late

years showed that the majority of places were superior to
European industries in the matter of casualities.

The conference adopted resolutions recommending that

the department of labor and industry which had called the

conference In c<mJi'nction with the Engineers' Society of

Pennsylvania should encourage In every way the organization

of safety commissions in works and that its efforts to secure

inediiition of disputes should be supported.
Naturally the bulk of the discussion and papers went

toward the lines wnere statistics and experience snow the cas-

ualties arc ;4reatest. Ihe industries and tlie facts and llgures

presented during the three days of the convention should

prove immensely valuable to students of welfare, etc., be-

cause they came from every angle of the problem. One of

the most significant facts about the addresses was that while

the speakers were regarded in most cases as advanced in

the benevolent projects of the day, every one counselled study

of the proposition and earnestly represented the danger of

laws that are not workable or which in the language of the

legislative body are "half baked." The only regret about th

convention is that it could not have been hetd before the last

legislature convened and the men elected there to have been

required to attend its sessions and gain a liltle knowledge on

what they were going to legislate on.

ludivilluillK File Their AllM%verr.

George F. Baer, Edward T. Stotesbury, Henry C. Frick,

Peter A. B. Widener, George F. Baker, Henry A. du Tonl.

Danie; Wlllard, Henry T. McKean an^ Samuel Dickson, indi-

vidual defendants in the government's suit to dissolve the so

called hard-coal trust, on Oct. 29. filed an answer in the United

Slates District Court, denying the charges of conspiracy lo

monopolize the sale and production of anthracite in Pennsyl-

vania.
Aside from the general denial of having formed a mo-

nopoly in violation of the Sherman anti-trust act and the

commodities clause of the Hepburn act, the defendants refer

to the answers of the defendant coal companies as filed last

week through Charles Heebner. The answer, in effei t

merely conforms with the rules of the court, the defeiis.

being outlined in the answers of the Reading Co. and lli.

railroads.

31iii Cu MtlgUtiOII

Charles Enzian; Mining Engineer of the U. S. Bureau of

nines, has been instructed by the Bureau to cooperate with

D. T. Williams, former mine inspector, and H. D. Johns<in.

the two men selected by the city council of Scranton lo

check up the work of the city mine cave commission, with

reference to the cave situation in West Scranton. The at-

torneys for the city have started two suits in regard to thi.s

matter, one of which will probably be settled In Februar>

this being the suit of the Graff Furnace Co. vs. the Scranlon

Coal Co. The proposition involves three factors—surface.

minerals, and surface support. The Supreme Court has held

that surface support is the inherent right of the surface, as

broad as the grant, and the grantor, who owns in tee both

coal and surface, cannot reserve the right of surface sup-

port. It is this decision upon which the citizens of We.=t

Scranton are relying. One feature which causes considerabl.-

trouble is the fact that decisions have been handed down in

the lower courts whereby it was held that operators air.

entitled to all pillars where the lease or deed calls for all

the coal. In the cases where royalty is being paid, the

lessors insist on their royalties under the ruling of the

court entitling the operator to all the coal, and this is in tlie

main responsible for the complete removal of pillars, and

makes the situation difficult for the operators who would
consider leaving sufficient pillars for surface support.

1»KNXSYI.,A'-V>ri.\

Aiithraeit«

Pottsville—The Philadelphia & Reading Coal & Iron Co. is

preparing to tap the rich deposits of coal in the lower levels

of the old Anchor Colliery. Heckscherville "Valley, near Potts-

ville. Forty years ago the workings caught fire and the only

way to prevent the complete destruction of the operation was
to flood it. The water has just been pumped out. These aie

practically all virgin coal measures and it is thought that

millions of tons can be mined. The coal will be prepared at

the Pine Knot breaker, at Coal Castle.
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Lykcns—The Miners' Institute recently formed held its

first banquet on Saturday evening. A wagon load of turkeys,

roily in number, was prepared for the miners, and the

Reading Railroad Co. ran a special train carrying 360 men.

The Miners' Institute at this place was organized for the

purpose of education as well as developing the town in any

way necessary. One of the first questions to be considered is

the New School Code passed by the recent legislature.

Wllkes-Biirre—The first case wherein parents living in a

foreign country, have sued a coal company in this country for

the death of their son, was started on Oct. 29. when a suit

in trespass was brought against the Delaware & Hudson Co.,

in behalf of Fredio Hudak and Pajza, his wife, who are resi-

dents of Austria. They ask $10,000 tor the death of their

son. who was killed in one of the company's mines.

The suit is being brought through the Austrian Consular

agency and is the first of its kind to be filed in this section of

the state. By an act of the legislature of 1911, parents and

others living- in foreign countries can institute suit for dam-
a.£;> s for injuries sustained by relatives whose heirs they

would be in case of death. Previous to this relatives had

to be residents of the state to enter such a suit. The victim

was employed by the D. & H. Co., for about four months and

was caught by a runaway trip on a slope.

^orauton—Five miners while employed at limbering in

tht Taylor mine of the D. L. & W. R.R. Co., were seriously

bUi ned by an explosion of gas recently. The men were

carrying naked lamps and in going from one part of the

mine to another they suddenly walked into a body of gas in

the Big vein and the explosion followed. They were knocked

down by the concussion and were burned about the face,

hands and upper part of the body.

On Oct. 29 several miners employed in the Diamond mine

of the Lackawanna Coal Co. had a narrow escape when men,

blasting for a sewe--, fired a heavy charge, knocking a hole

5 ft. long and almost as wide into the mine workings. The

men were mining coal only a few feet away, but none were

injured.

Shamokiu—On account of a holy day on Xov. 1. many of

the collieries were closed. Ministers interested in an

evangelistic campaign to be waged next winter appealed to

the miners to help them clear a plot of ground on which to

erect a tabernacle. A large number responded to the call

and by night had things in shape for carpenters to begin

work. The building will seat 3000 persons. Even most of

the carpenter work will be done by the miners tree of

charge.

Glen Lyon—A committee representing 40OO men and boys

employed at the Susquehanna Coal Co.'s collieries have

waited on Supt. Kohlbreaker to ask assistance in havin.g

non-union men employed at the collieries join the miner's

union. The committee had to be referred to the general man-

ager's office at ^•ilkes-Barre and will probably receive a

hearing in a few days before another "button strike" is called

in the lower valley workings.

RitumiuoUN

Reaverilale—The Logan Coal Co. is installing extensive

improvements at the workings, including a slope and motor

system of haulage, in place of the present rope and shaft

haulage. The improvements will greatly increase the daily

output. The Pennsylvania Coal and Coke Corporation mine

at this place is also to be converted into a drift mine.

JohnstOTt-n—It is likely that an appeal will be taken by

counsel for B. H. Werner et al, in the case against the

Western Maryland R.R. Co. in which damages to the sum
of §110,000 were asked because of the building of a new spur

of the railroad through properties of the defendants. Judge

Reed of Jefferson County heard the award. There were four

sets of plaintiffs, the Central Savage Firebrick Co., lessees of

the coal and clay mining rights, JSmanuel Statler who owned
one-third interest in the coal, E. H. Werner, who owned one-

third of the coal and Samuel U. Shober and George F. Kim-

mell, who owned the remaining interest in the coal.

Blos.sbiirg.'—The Carnegie Hero Fund Commission at its

fall meeting in Pittsburgh on Oct. 31, awarded the widow
of James Jack, Jr., who died saving Michael Gallant and

Martin Gula, miners, from a runaway train in a coal mine

at St. Benedict, Penn., a silver medal and a pension of $50

per month, with $5 a month additional for her daughter

until the child reaches the age of 16.

Washins-tnn Norvella X. Sower has filed his statement of

claim against the Monongahela River Consolidated Coal &
Coke Co., in which he asks $5000 damages for personal in-

juries received while employed on a motor in the mines of the

company in July . The company is charged with negligence

in not providing a sate place to work and in permitting a

motor to remain out of repair. It is averred that the plates

on a certain motor, which protect the gear wheels, became
worn out and dropped off, leaving the teeth exposed, into

these the plaintiff got his hands, receiving painful injuries.

Cairubrook—The Berwind-White Coal Mining Co., which
has a lai-ge tract of valuable coal land, is not ready to begin
operation of the new field at this time. Preparations will be
made this winter, however, to open the tract as soon as
spring weather arrives. The Lochrie and Loyalhanna mines
are ready to ship coal as soon as the branch line from
Windber is completed by the Pennsylvania Railroad.

WH.ST VIKGIM.V
KskUnle—Three hundred miners employed liy the National

Bituminous Coal & Coke Co.. in Eskdale on Cabin Creek, re-

cently struck because of a dispute over llu- price of pick

mining.

Charleston—The coal-property assessment appeals heard
recently by Circuit Judge Samuel D. Littlepage have been
decided by him in favor of the coal company. State Tax Com-
missioner Fred O. Blue may appeal to the Supreme Court.

Gary—The Government Bureau of Mines' rescue car No. 7,

in charge of Jesse Henson, after spending two weeks on Pond
Creek, is now at Gary. This car is on the road for the purpose
of giving men instructions and training in the use of oxygen
breathing apparatus and flrst-aid work. It will remain at

the operations of the United States Coal & Coke Co. until

Nov. S, attei- which time it will so to Jenkinjones, Switchback
and Pocahontas.

AL.VH.V.M-i

Tu.>ic'aloo.>(a—The barge line connecting the coal fields of

the Birmingham district with the Gulf, through the Warrior
River, was opened last week. This barge line will give the

coal fields of Alabama direct water connection with the Gulf,

and opens up a rich field of coal deposits, Tuscaloosa, Ala.,

being the chief city from which shipments will be made.

Birmiu!;;bam—-Alabama had a decrease of nine mine fatal-

ities for the first seven months of 1913, against the corres-

ponding period of last year. The record of the United State.-!

as a whole is not so encouraging, as the 1913 list shows an
increase of IS over the same period of last year. In the Ala-'

bama mines during the first seven months of 1912, 64 men
met death by fatal accidents. During the first seven months
of 1913, 55 miners have been killed. For the entire country,

there have been 1437 miners killed during this period, while

in the same length of time last year 1419 miners were fatally

injured in the mines.

KEXTUCKY
ISarliugton—The Illinois Central R.R. has renewed its

contracts for coal with the operators along its lines in west-

ern Kentucky. The contract runs for one year, the old

contract expiring this month. The agreement was changed
slightly, and there was a discussion of the amendment, the

document finally being made on a mutually satisfactory

basis.

rineville—The Wallins' Creek Coal Co. has completed a

new tipple, replacing that which was destroyed by fire

several months ago. and is again delivering graded coal. It

was compelled to market only run of mine during the time it

was without screening facilities. The company has recently

acquired additional property, and will enlarge its capac-

ity.

Rockport—A few of the small coal mines, are havin.g

trouble with their miners, and at one mine the men have
walked out. The walk-out resulted from the disqharge of

several men who quit work on the day of a rally at Jladi-

sonville intended for the purpose of organizing the mim-rs of

western Kentucky.

.Morsaufleld—E. K. Ashby, who operated what is known
as the Thomas coal mine, has disposed of the property to

the Jackson Coal Co., Ft. Branch, Ind. The new owner will

opi rate the ,-liich lias been

OHIO

idle for some time

r'oliimbu.>i—The Lorain Coal & Dock Co. has appealed to

Judge Vickery to set aside a $111,000 verdict awarded by a

jury in Judge Lawrences court against them and in favor of

Anton Pietrowski, of Lorain. The corporation declares that

it is not responsible because Pietrowski was injured wlu'n

the corporation was a West "Virginia company. It is now an

Ohio corporation.
The Oliio Mining Commission, which has finished visit-

ing mines in Ohio and adjoining states, had only a few
sessions during the past week when Professor Ray of tlie

department of Mines of the Ohio State University and Pro-

fessor Bownocker, of the department of geology of the state

institution, appeared before it. Arguments from the miners
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the present arraMBemenls.
As the uftermuth of a Hie which is said to have done

thousands of dollars (luniaKe. caused It Is alleged, by oil

belnB allowed to escape In coal, the Rock Kun Coal Co. has
died suit for J50.000 damages against the Chartlers Oil Co.
The coal company Is the owner of what Is lermei the No. 6

vein in Coal Township. Perry County, dhio. and d ?lares that
althnuKh the oil company knew It was the own of the 20-

acre tract and was nilnlng therein, It drilled t well for
some distance below the coal.

Dayton—The announcement is made that the \V. V. Rice
Coal ^^lnin); Co. recently Incorporated with an authorized
capital of $75,000 will develop coal lands in Athens county.
Ohio. The conpany's h.-ar1(|uarti>rs will lie located at Day-
ton.

1 \ 1)1 \ \ V

InilluiiniiolU. liKl.— Til. .\1..ii.mi Coal Co. and the Consoli-
dated Coal Co.. operating mines in the Sulllvan-l..lnton uroup.
embracing the counties of Sullivan, Green. Owen and a part of

Clay, have petitioned the Interstate Commerce Commission
for a regrouping of the mines in Indiana with reference to

rating to the Chicago district. Mines in the Brazil-Clinton
group, comprising the counties of Vermilion, Vigo. Park, and
a part of Clay have a rate of 77c. to Chicago, and the mines
In the other group S7c. Being competitive, it is claimed the
mines in the two districts should have the same rating.

PrterMhurK—The Knox Mining Co.. of Bicknell, and Martin
& Miley, of Montgomery, have leased more than 2000 acres of
coal land near here.

Princeton—The Are in the Ft. Branch mine of the Ft.

Branch Mining Co., which it was thought had been extin-
guished last week after three days' burning, has brol^en out
again and is more threatening than at first. The mine-rescue
car was summoned from Evansville.

IlililNOIS

Benton—The cages at the shaft of the Benton Coal Co.
dropped to the bottom of the shaft a few days ago, putting
the mine out of (iimmissiDn for several days. No one was
seriously injured.

Kant St. Lonlit—At several points in Southern Illinois there
are many petty strikes on account of local grievances. This
Is a forerunner of what is to be expected Apr. 1, next, when
the present agreement expires.

Decatur—A miner, John Magill, in tin- l^ovington Mines.
dug out a few days ago a petrified human foot. Tt was im-
bedded in rock almost a thousand feet t^elow the surface. It

has been sent to experts for examination.

KelKler—Some little time ago a slight explosion took
place in the mine at this place; there were about 450 men in
the mine when tlie explosion occurred, but f)nly one -was
burned by the explosion and no one was fatally injured.

LIvlnKMton—The No. 1 mine of the New Staunton Coal Co.,
located at this place, made the following averages for the
first half of the month of September: The average output per
day of ei.erht hours was 4277 tons and for the last half of the
same month the average daily hoist was 431S tons, the later
figure means about 539 tons per hour, or nearly 9 tons per
minute. This is a machine mine, operating in the No. 6 seam
and is 2S6 ft. deep.

Spriniirfleld—The State Mining Board will hold an examina-
tion for state mining inspectors, beginning Monday, Nov. 17,
in the office of the Board, Springfield, 111. This Board has
been reorganized recently, the following members having
been appointed: John Bohlander, president. Pekln, operator;
James Forester, Hallidayboro. operator: James Shaw, secre-
tary. Virden. miner Thomas I^. Jones. Ladd, miner; J. B. Mc-
Kiernan, Peoria, hoisting engineer.

The mines of the O'Gara Coal Co., located in the counties
of Sangamon, Macoupin and Saline, have resumed operation
after an idleness of several weeks owing to financial troubles.

.VRK.INSAS
Fort Smith—The recent coal-mine strikes, affecting nearly

700 miners in Oklahoma and Arkansas, were amicably settled
Oct. 29. Five hundred men returned to the Oklahoma Co.'s
mines, at Dewar, Okla., and 175 men to the Eureka Coal Co.'s
mine at Montana, Ark.

>EW MKVICO
UatvMon

—
"Work was resumed Oct. 30 in Mines Nos. 1. 4 and

5 of the Stag Canon Fuel Co.. with about one-third of the
normal force. Forty-two bodies still remained in mine No. 2.

The wrecked workings have been explored and the remaining
bodies will be brought out as soon as possible. Upon this
date 219 dead had, in all, been taken from this mine.

I'ortlantI—Anthony Mohr who Is Interested In the develoii-
ment of a coal proposition south of Fossil, Ore., has exten-
sive reports to present to the ofllcials of the Oregon-Wash-
ington R.R. & Navigation Co., with a view of having the
road ••xtend its line to the fields. Mr. Mohr reports having
put in the months of June and July in the coal district, where
his syndicate holds leases on 2000 acres of land. He says an
S-fl. seam of semi-bituminous coal equal to the Rock Springs
variety has been located. He also says fuitbi'i work will be
pr<ise<uted In February.

V () R Iv I G N N E W S

Juneau, Alnitkn—A despatch from Juneau states that the
registrar and receiver of the Juneau land oHlce have recom-
mended to the commissioner of the general land office that
tlie Hartline group of coal claims in the Bering River dis-
trict. Alaska, located by various members of the Hartline
family of Anna. Illinois, be canceled for failure to open and
develop the claims. The local land office found that the
charges of fraud alleged to have been committed by John
\V. Hartline and others in locating the claims were not
proved.

I.>lnKau, X«\u Svotin—Owing to the increasing demand for
Cape Breton coal, which cannot be supplied by the com-
panies now operating, it is proposed to develop on a large
scale the coal areas owned by the Lingan Coal Co.. Ltd., in
the vicinity of the old Gardiner mine at Lingan. This prop-
erty is stated to contain 40,000,000 tons of good workable
coal. The movement is being promoted by A. C. Ross, who
has been for many years prominent in connection with the
mining and industrial development of Cape Breton. Mr.
Ross will make Montreal his headquarters and will endeavor
to inti rest Canadian and American capitalists in the enter-
prise

lill, .Nigeria—It has been announced that ( xtcnslve coal
deposits have been discovered at Udi. Southern Nigeria,
West Africa. Tests carried out by the Government and analy.
ses at the Imperial Institute in liOndon aie said to have
given results, at least two-thirds as good as those of the
best Welsh coal. It is also stated that a survey for a rail-
way to connect this coalfield with the river port of Onltsha
is being carried out. The importance of this line as affording
cheap fuel to the two Nigerias would be great, while it would
make for the development of the trade of this rich district
and the settlement of internal disputes among the natives of
the hinterland.

Vnnrouver iMliind, llritlxh < uluiiilila—Progress toward re-
sumption of production of coal at normal rate is slow, ex-
cept in the case of the mines of Comox colliery (Cum-
berland) of the Canadian Collieries (Dunsmuir) Ltd. For
the month of September the output of the Cumberland mines
was 52.187 tons, neaily one-third of which was from No. 5
mine.

The riots of the strikers that took place in August did
not cause a stoppage of work at Cumberland. At the same
company's Extension mines, though, operations had to be
suspended, following destruction of three electric locomo-
tives, a number of mine cars, and part of the surface build-
ings, to which the strikers set fire.

The Vancouver-Nanaiino Coal Mining Co.'s Jingle Pot
mine is the only one on Vancouver Island being worked with
U. M. W. of A. men; its production is probably about 200 tons
a day. but definite information has not been obtained. The
Pacific Coast Coal Mines, Ltd.. is working its South Well-
ington mine, but as miners are not yet obtainable in suffleient
numbers to admit of a larger production, output is only
about 200 tons a day. This company is proceeding with the
equipment of two new mines in the northern part of Van-
couver Island. The Western Fuel Co., which has large mines
near Nanaimo. is not yet making any regular production
worth noting, though it is stated it is getting out a little
CO.ll.

PERSONALS

J. 'Warber Shook, vice-president and general manager of
the Central Iron & Steel Co., at Holt. Ala., has tendered his
resignation, and will enter other business. Mr. Shook is one
of the best known coal and iron men in the South.
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Erskine Ramsey has been appointed as the Biimingham
member of the American Executive Committee of the Anglo-

American Exposition to be held in London next year.

^'. L Klutz, formerly superintendent of the Thomas fur-

nace of the Republic Iron & Steel Co., at Thomas, Ala., has

been appointed general manager of the Central Iron & Coal

Co., at Holt, Ala.

W. A. McDonald has been appointed manager by the Van-

couver, B. C, men who recently acquired the coal property of

the Columbia Coal and Coke Co. formerly controlled in

Winnipeg, Manitoba.

John Mitchell, former president of the United Mine Work-

ers of America, was honored by thousands of miners through-

out the various coal fields of Pennsylvania, on Oct. 29. Little

or nothing was done at the collieries. Parades, mass meet-

ings and many large demonstrative celebrations were held at

Wilkes-Barre," Pottsville, Scranton, Shamokin and Hazelton.

E. N. Saunders recently elected president of the North-

western Fuel Co., is one of the youngest men in St. Paul at

the head of a large corporation. The Northwestern Fuel Co.,

with a capital of $4,500,000. has extensive interests in this

section, while the docks at Duluth are among the most modern

in the country. Mr. Saunders is 3S years of age and a grad-

uate of Tale.

Jas. McEvoy, of Toronto, Ontario, who was associate

leader of one "of the International Geological Congress ex-

cursion parties that went west after the close of the con-

gress has recovered from the attack of pneumonia that ne-

cessitated his going into hospital in Vancouver, B. C. Before

returning to Toronto, he examined the property of the Co-

lumbia Coal and Coke Co., situated in Similkameen district,

B. C.

CONSTRUCTION NEWS

Pomeroy. Ohio—The K. & M. Railway Co. has started to

build a two-mile branch up Thomas Pork to tap a new coal

territory which is being opened by the Stalter-Essex Coal Co.

It is expected to have the mines opened by the first of the

year.

Butler, Penn Work has been commenced on the plant of

the Lake Trade Coal Co., located a short distance from Argen-

tine. This company has more than a thousand acres of coal

land under contract in this district, and the intention is to

mine 1000 tons of coal per day when in full operation.

Venice, Penn.—Work on the new Montour branch of the

P & L. E. railroad is progressing rapidly, and should be

readv for the ties and track in a few weeks. Work on the

new "mines No. 1 and 2, is being pushed and it is expected

that the mines will be producing by the time the railroad is

completed.

Croir's Xest Pass, B. C—The building of a new locker

house has been undertaken at the Crow's Nest Pass Coal

Co.'s Coal Creek mines, present locker accommodation being

inadequate. Production of coal from the B North mine. Coal

Creek, has been considerable lately; the new jig is now in

operation there.

NEW INCORPORATIONS

Columbus, Ohio—The Kingwood Collieries Co., of Colum-

bus. Ohio, has been incorporated with a capital stock of $100.-

000 to mine and deal in coal. The incorporators are J. W.

Miller. J. S. McVey, D. N. Postlewaite, L. M. McGrath and M.

A. Fanning.

Glen Camphell, Penn.—A charter was granted the Super-

ior Coal Co. to mine coal; capital ?5000. The incorpora-

tors are George S. Hampton, Harry T. Rotenbury, and H. J.

Ehrlech all of Philadelphia.

HarrlRbnrg-, Penn.—The following companies have filed

notice of an increase of debt with the Secretary of State.

The Susquehanna Coal Co. from nothing to $10,000,000 for the

ultimate purpose of absorbing the coal properties of the

Pennsylvania R.R. Co.: the Wilkes-Barre Colliery Co., of

Wilkes-Barre from $310,000 to $500,000; Dexar Coal Co., of

Philadelphia from $5000 to .?dO.OOO; and the Hawthorne Coal

Co.. of "Williamsport from nothing to $67,000.

Philadelphia, Penn.—The Eastern Ore Co., of Philadelphia,

has been incorporated under the laws of Delaware, with a

capital stock of $1,000,000. Object to acquire coal, iron and

cthrr minerals and ores.

INDUSTRIAL NEWS

GlaHsonvi^cotlana—One hundred thousand miners in Scot-

land have rt'Oived an increase of wages amounting to 6c. per

day. u

Lanstord, Penn.—The boiler makers and apprentices of the

Lehigh Coal & Navigation Co. have received an increase of

wagfS, ranging from 2c. to 5c. per hour. This increase is to

last for one year.

Birmingham, Ala.—The Philadelphia furnace of the Sloss

Sheffield Steel & Iron Co.. at Florence, Alabama, which has

been out of blast since last May, has been relined, and was
blown in in October.

Steuben-rllle, Ohio—The tow-boat "Robert Jenkins" on
its way south with a coal float, lost five barges here. The
barges crashed into a pier of the Panhandle railroad bridge

and sank. The tow boat was not damaged.

Columbus, Ohio—The Ohio State Utilities Commission has

granted permission to the officials of the Hocking Valley

Railway Co. to issue $4,000,000 one-year notes for the pur-

chase of equipment providing they are not sold under 9S per

cent.

CarroUton, Penn.—T. S. Davis recently purchased a tract

of about 1100 acres of coal in the vicinity of Bradley Junc-

tion, representing- an expenditure of close to $50,000. The
coal brought an average of $40 per acre, and was purchased

from Peter Bertram, John Hershell, and others.

Sydney, X. S Nearly 7,000,000 tons of coal were mined in

1912 from the four Nova Scotia coalfields; Sydney, Inverness.

Pictou and Cumberland. Approximately half of this amount
was sold in the Maritime Provinces, the rest going to Quebec

and the United States.

Washington. Penn.—In connection with the trouble at the

Reliance Coke Works, near Ccnterville, attorneys, on Oct. 30,

filed 11 more ejectment suits against miners living in com-

pany houses who refused to work in the mine. The court

honored the request of the company and directed the sheriff

to ej«-ct these 11 men and their families.

Dulnth. Minn.—The barge "Santigo," of the J. J. Boland

line, Buffalo, with 2500 tons of anthracite, cleared for the

Soo' recently with the first load of coal ever shipped east

from Duluth by way of the Great Lakes. The cargo consisted

of screenings from anthracite shipped uplake in the summer
and has been sold to a company at Sault Ste. Marie.

Philadelphia, Penn.—Hearings of the Interstate Commerce
Commission on the anthracite coal rates will begin at the

Bellevue-Stratford Hotel, Philadelphia, on Nov. 17, with Com-
missioner J. H. Marble in charge. It is reported that the

anthracite carrying roads will be called upon to submit evi-

dence. The hearings will be the first held since the recent in-

vestigation was started.

Hickory, Penn.—Charles Marquis, of Woodrow, has sold

his farm containing 260 acres to Virgil McDowell of Midway.

The consideration was about $33,000. Mr. McDowell is the

agent for the Carnegie Coal Co. The farm is known as the

Thomas JlcCorkle farm. It came to Mr, Marquis through

the will of Mrs. McCorkle. This farm is one of the last to be

sold in this section for its coal.

CroTT's Xest Pass, B. C.—The Crow's Nest Pass Coal Co.

has contracted to supply coal to the City of Spokane, Wash-
ington, at the following rates: For slack, $4. SO a ton: mine

run, $5.55; No. 1 lump, $5.75; No. 2 lump. $6.15. These prices

include delivery at the city buildings, which means about 50

cents a ton in favor of the city. Tenders had been invited,

but the Crrw's Nest Co. declined to put in a bid; the bids re-

ceived showed an increase on last year's prices for mine

run and lump coal, notwithstanding the recent tariff reduc-

tion of 45 cents a ton.

Vancouver Island, B. C.—The Canadian Collieries (Duns-

muir) Limited has ordered electrically driven pumping plants

for three of its mines—one unit each for its No. 5 mine,

Comox colliery, Cumberland, and Extension colliery near

Ladysmith. and two units for its newly opened No. 8 mine,

situated about four and one-half miles from the town of

Cumberland. Comox district. One of the last-mentioned will

consist of two pumps working in series, to deliver 350 gal.

per min. against a head of 740 ft. Of the others, two will be

driven by 75-hp. alternating-current motors, and the third by

a 75-hp. direct-current motor; each of these will be capable

of delivering 350 gal. per min. against a head of 370 ft.

The pumps will be manufactured by Canadian Allis-

Chalmers, Ltd. and the motors by Canadian General Electric.
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Hard coal operuliuns urc more or less closely contiiied

to certain sizes, and the trade lacks the characteristic snap

usual at this time of the year. However, the slow move-
ment Is causing a certain uneasiness, and the companies are

not Inclined, as a rule, to take on any new business. Indi-

cations are that there is not a great deal of coal in dealers'

hands. Stove and broken are short, particularly the former,

and dealers are finding it necessary to do considerable jock-

eying to keep supplied in all grades.

Bituminous operators have so far held the market firmly

but there is an undeniable wavering tendency, due to the

unusually heavy business through the summer, and the ao-

sence of any new demand. This is particularly the case in

the Eastern Coastwise trade where large corporations aie

asking that shipments on contracts be delayed, and pro-

ducers are inclined to modify prices although no shading of

consequence has yet developed. Wholesalers are finding

themselves unable to place the unexpectedly heavy ton-

nages from West Virginia, particularly as a great deal of

this trade was covered by Pennsylvania coals in anticipation

of a shortage in the former grades. Plentiful supply, even

of the better qualities, is the feature of the situation at the

moment.
A complete absorbtion of the abnormally heavy produc-

tion of slack, incident to the large movement to the lakes

is the feature of the situation in the Pittsburgh district.

The car supply has been better than was anticipated, while

the increased retail demand has about equalized the de-

creased industrial consumption. The situation in Ohio is

more encouraging. Production is being steadily restricted,

due to the short car supply, and demand is on the increase.

The recent cold snaps resulted in a heavy rush for coal,

and prices are ruling firm with a tendency toward higher

levels.

Trade at Hampton Road is brisk, with a good supply of

both coal and vessels; the demand is heavy, extending even

into the high volatiles. The car situation has been somewhat
easier, and producers are optimistic in spite of unfavorable

reports in other parts of the country. In the Southern mar-
ket, both coal and coke are quiet, particularly the steam
grades, and there is little indication of any immediate im-
provement.

Low temperatures and a further restriction in the car sup-

ply has had a tightening effect upon the Middlewestern situ-

ation. The trade is on a comparatively strong basis, with
prices on certain grades exceptionally high. There is a

heavy movement in anticipation of a se\ere winter; the

country districts are also coming into the markets stronger.

and the outlook is good at the present.

BOSTON, MASS.

l'ennHylvnnia« seem to fliiil n remly Male. I nonninrsK ov.-r nii-

liiirilrrliig on n M.-iik ninrket. Market
iiig points, (ieorgrs t reok in |ll<iiti(iil >

renuNylviiniiis .«i-i-ra tn iinil n reiiily Male,

thrneite Niipplies. iinrtieiilnrly <iii stove.

Ilitumlnous—Pocahontas and New River are apparently
entering on a dull season. No intimations of any shading of

the $2.85 f.o.b. price have been heard but the market can-

not be said to be very strong. The export business has
slumped for the present. Coastwise there is almost no in-

quiry and conditions are as easy as though it were mid-
summer. Even the corporations are asking that shipments

on contract be postponed and there is a general anxiety on
the part of the agencies to make sales.

Market cargoes, a sure index of a weak market, have ap-

peared this week and on car prices have dropped a notch or

two lower: $3.70 has been reliably reported for Hampton
Roads coal for inland delivery, a price that would net ?2.70@

2.75 f.o.b. loading port.

The outlook is not particularly encouraging, although

much may happen at this season either to cut down output

or stimulate demand. The West Virginia production has

L-argi.es at liistrll.iil-

iipply. Higlier grade
Uneasiness over nu-

ll, in ratlier heavier since July than was anticipated and con-

n actors at this end have not absorbed fuel to quite the ex-

tent that was looked for. During the suspension, too, when
there was uncertainty over necessary supplies, considerable

tonnages of the Pennsylvania grades were picked up by the

large consumers. Everything considered it is not surprising

the market is druggry now.
Georges Creek is also in strong supply and with not the

spot business in sight that is necesary to keep car equip-

ment working. It looks now as if this popular grade were
over the hump and that for the balance of the season there
would be supply enough to meet contract demands.

More is being heard of car shortage in different districts

in Pennsylvania. The market on the better grades continues
fairly firm with moderate inquiry. Some of the operators

have modified prices 5?il0c. in order to take business for

which cars are likely to be in better supply and also to

tide the:.-, over what they consider only a temporary dull-

ness.

There has been a slight stiffening in water freights since

. 18 I 16 1 15 29 t! 2fc 10 24 7 21 5 15 2 16 50 15 ?7 II 26 8 22 fe 20

kian ffeb. ^nar. >t'Apr.-><Mciy >>)unewJuly >i<T^ug,>t<5ept.'tOc+.->f<Nov.-»|<Dec.>l

the bad weather in October, particularly on the smaller

craft out of New York; 75c. is about the rate from Hampton
Roads to Boston for sail and barge tonnage. There is a call

now for outside transportation to bring anthracite that is

furnished by individual operators and rates are understood
to be around 65c. to Boston.

Aiitlirueiti'—All the companies are slow on deliveries and
have instructions out to be wary of new business. Dealers
arc doing everything possible to get stove coal in something
like the proportion demanded by their trade but that size as

w^ell as broken is coming forward extremely slow. Prem-
iums f.o.b. New York for stove are reported to be 25 @ 35c.

and straight cargoes are out of the question. The continued
slow movement of tows and the colder weather are making
some of the Eastern dealers uneasy on account of the shor1.

time left for receiving cargoes up the rivers.

Quotations on bituminous at wholesale are about as fol-

lows:

Cle.irficlda

Sl.l).5@1.60
2.30Crii2.8.")

•.i,fiO@3.1.")

Cambria.s
Someraets
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The market in the wholesale trade is not quotably

changed from last week, which prices we continue as fol-

lows: West Virginia steam, $2.65 @ 2.75; fair grades of Penn-
sylvania, $2. ID'S 2. So; good grades of Pennsylvania, $2.85@

2.95; best Miller Pennsylvania, $3.15 @ 3.25; George's Creek,

$3.20@3.30.

Anthracite—The hard-coal situation has failed to show
any material change as yet, due to the colder weather; ap-

parently this has been of a too intermittent character to have

any effect. However, this has started coal moving out of

the dealers' hands, and it will not be long before the effects

are felt in wholesale circles. Stove coal continues to be the

leader among the short sizes, although it is a trifle easier this

week. Egg is rather heavy and difficult to move. The steam
sizes continue about the same, the low grades being in long

supply.
Production in the mining regions was badily restricted by

two holidays last week and by Election Day this week, al-

though a number of the mines attempted to work on this

latter holiday. Aside from these interruptions, the com-
panies are working full time. The car supply is still in-

adequate: this has not as yet seriously affected the produc-

tion, but, in view of the early development of this trouble,

operators are apprehensive over what conditions will be

when the general car situation reaches serious proportions.

We continue New York hard-coal prices unchanged, with

the exception of stove, which is now quotable at the regular

circular as follows:

Upper Ports Lower Ports
Circular Individual Circular Individual

Brolcen So. 00 S4.95
Egg 5.25 S5. 1.5^.5. 25 5.20 So.00@o.20
Stove 5.25 5.25 5.20 5.20
Che.'tnut 5.50 o.40@5.50 5.45 5.35@S.45
Pea 3.50 3.40@3.5O 3.45 3.35@3.45
Buckwheat. 2.75 2.60(82.75 2.45^2.70 2.00@2.70
Rice 2 25 2.25" 1.9S(S2.20 1.75@2.20
B.irley 1.75 J. 75 1.70 1.50@1.70

PRIL,.VDEL.PHI-V, PE>>.
Market Inoks the seneral urseney. rustnmary at thi.s

periiid of the year. Active IiusinesK restricted ti> certain

jirades. The uen- Peun.sylvnnin state tax asraiu l>ecoinins a

feature in the situation.

The anthracite trade in this vicinity, still seems to lack

the snap that should chacterize it at this season of the year.

Outside of broken and stove coal, there does not seem to be

a particularly urgent market. Of course, dealers that place

orders expect them filled promptly, an indication that points

to the fact that there is not a great deal of coal on hand
in the dealers' yards, but the operations of the retailers, as

well as the wholesale market, seems to be concentrated on
certain sizes. The movement of egg and chestnut is en-

hanced by the decree of the operators that orders for the

scarce si2es shall be accompanied with a certain proportion

of the other sizes, but this argument cannot be passed along
to the consumer; it requires considerable jockeying on the

part of the dealers to so adjust their stocks that they will

get a proportion of the sizes they are in urgent need of.

It is understood that, with the beginning of the winter
season, the addition of the Pennsylvania State tax is being
more generally observed than has been the case heretofore.

Those operators or companies who have absorbed this tax
during the hot spell, established no precedent, they say, and
now that business is moving along with practically no
concessions of any kind, the dealers are being saddled with
this additional expense. In the city proper, this tax still con-

tinues to be absorbed, but in the suburbs, many of the

dealers are including it in their price to the consumer.
The market for pea is increasing daily, with the supply

only governed by the ability to load. There is as yet no in-

dication of shortage in this size, it being understood that

the large companies are fairly well stocked. The other steam
sizes are also looking up, and as the winter advances, will

show considerable improvement.

PITTSBl'ROH. PEXX.

Heavy demanil for slack the feature of the local market.
Increased domestic consumption eqnalizin!/; tlie lessened in-

dustrial demand. Full competition in Connellsvllle coke and
market demoralized.

Bituminous—Lake shipments continue heavy, and will be

kept up, weather permitting, until the last moment, the ves-

sel insurance coming oft Dec. 1. Despite the heavy shipments
there is practically no accumulation of slack, and it is com-
manding $1@1.10 right along. A large interest which nor-

mally accumulates considerable slack to dispose of in the

winter has relatively little so far, while another large inter-

est which intended to begin piling up slack July 1 has
piled none as yet, and may be inconvenienced in meeting its

contract requirements this winter. There would be a ready

sale to operators at the circular price of 90c., to apply on
contracts, but none is available at this figure.

Demand for 1^-in. from retailers is heavy now, apparently
equalizing the slight decrease there has been from manufac-
turers, owing chiefly to the slowing down in iron- and steel-

trade activity. 'ttTiile car supply is not good, it is better than
was expected for this period, and coal production is nearly at

capacity. Some operators would make contracts for a full

twelvemonth at the regular circular prices of the season, based
on $1.30 for mine-run, but others would not, while earlier de-

liveries command higher prices, which may be quoted approx-
imately as follows: Slack, $1@1.10; mine-run, $1.40@1.50;

C'4-in., $1.50 @ 1.60; lii-in., $1.65® 1.75 per ton at mine, Pitts-

burgh district.

CnnnelisTille Coke—The coke market has been in mixed
condition since the break reported last week from the $2.50

quotation of a group of operators. For several weeks prt

vious the condition had been as follows: The Producers' Cokt-

Co., the accredited sales representative of operators having
about 5000 ovens, was quoting a uniform price of $2.50 on

furnace coke, irrespective of delivery, while a second group
of operators having about the same number of ovens sold

their coke independently but quoted $2.50 as minimum, and a

third group of about 5000 ovens were selling at various prices

as occasions seemed to suggest. The market was made
exclusively by these last, and was $2 @ 2.15 for furnace coke.

Some three weeks ago some of the second group of operators

quietly quoted cut prices, down to $2.25 or lower; about ten

days ago a sale was made, according to authenticated ac-

counts, by the Producers' Coke Co. of 10,000 tons November
to an Eastern steel company, at $1.90, as reported a week ago.

At the same time it was admitted that the $2.50 price haa
been abandoned.
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The expectation of the $2.50 operators had been that when
contracts expired quite generally Dec. 31 there would be
such a redistribution of business as would give them a fair

operation, their output recently being less than 50^ of capa-
city, but with decreased consumption of coke it appeareu
probable that the business would do little more than fill up
the cut price operators. There is now full conr.petition be-
tween all the operators not provided with contracts, and the
market is quotable at about $2 for prompt furnace, and pos-
siblj- §2.25 for contract furnace, though without any serious
negotiation. Foundry coke is about $2.75 for prompt or for-

ward. The. whole market is in uncertain position, reflecting

not only the break among the operators, but also the contin-
ually decreasing activity in the iron and steel trade.

The "Courier" reports production in the Connellsville and
lower Connellsville region in the week ended Oct. 25 at 385,670

tons, an increase of 6065 tons, and shipments at 3S9,06S tons,

an increase of 5055 tons. Prospects are that the next report
will show a great reduction in both production and ship-

ments.

BALTIMORE, MD.
Market remains rather unsteady. 3Iiue interest.s deter-

minedly holding: to old standards. Exports shotviug im-
provement. Anthracite much more active with colder
«-eather.

That the coal market here is wavering seems to be un-
doubted. In view of the abnormally good conditions prevail-

ing through the fall and summer the best posted coal men
have been predicting for some time tliat a drop would occur.

The previous "week's break, in both demand and prices has
continued and it is generally reported that there was prac-
tically little or no new demand. Prices have held about the

same, although an exception was slack, which sold down to

$1 and $1.05 in some cases, a drop of about 15c. from the

figures of a couple of weeks ago.
Operators are working desperately to hold the market.

With plenty of coal on hand and a liberal supply of cars at

most of the operations, there was a general refusal to sell

at less than prices that were obtained recently. Although
many coal men are predicting that a flat period is yet to be
passed through, the operators for the most part appear
sanguine and expect an early strengthening all along the

line. There seems to be a determination on their part not to

sell coal at low prices. i
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The situation loonlly Is rath.T slow, as thi-i-f Is not mmli
spot demand. Consldeiiibje i-oal is reaihliiK tlUi- for shipmint

over the piers, but this Is mostly for domestic coastwise de-

livery or on export, and under contract. The export trade

shows distinct signs of improvement.

Along anthraciti- lines there is some real activity. The

past week brought ih.- snappy sort of weather that meant

business. Domestic sizes were all in excellent call and

jobbers have orders for quUk delivery that will mean a

busy November.

lUFFAl.tt. N. Y.

Wenlher niid Jniimportiitl.iii .•.>iidlll..n» uKolnHt bltumtn-

..u» trade. Much ii.tlvUy In i.iUhrii.Ke In the Went. Car

ohortaKe n« Kr.nt n« ever. « ..ke ...utInneH weak.

BilumlDouii—The market for sizes in bituminous Is not

so strong and various members of the trade differ as to

prices. The producer is certain that with winter coming on

and cars scarcer that it is not going to be difficult to main-

tain a price which was strong last July. There is not much

more talk about a special weakness setting in when the

lakes close, as slack is much firmer than sizes and besides the

demand for lake tonnage is heavy: coal is now being shipped

out from upper-lake docks to country points beyond Lake

Michigan faster than it can be obtained tor shipment at

lower-lake ports. It will be another month before the heavy

demand for coal in the lake trade is over, and in the mean-

while the misunderstanding about the rail-freight rate will

be settled. Some shippers still believe that the 5% advance

is to go in. but it Is supposed at the same time that the con-

sumer has no such idea now and has stnpped buying on the

strength of it.

There will also be a strong effort to put in at least two

months' supplies ahead of a possible strike next April.

Actual consumption of bituminous does not seem to have

fallen off. Shippers as a rule say that they can hold the price

till the stocking up against the spring suspension begins.

Cars are so short that it will not be possible to flood the

market when the lakes close and the uncertainty as to the

turn of business generally may give way to firm confidence

any day. Prices hold, but not with anything like the firm-

ness of the earlier part of the season.

Quotations continue as before, $2.90 for Pittsburgh lump,

$2.80 for three-quarters. $2.65 for mine-run and $2.25 for

slack, which is much stronger than sizes. High-grade Al-

legheny Valley coal is steady at about 25c. less than Pitts-

burgh.
Coke—Reports are still against any stability in coke. All

prices are weak and though the trade continues to maintain

a basis of $4.S5 for 72-hr. Connellsville foundry the condi-

tions are not favorable to holding it long.

.Vnthraclte—The difficulty with anthracite in this market
and Westward is the impossiblity of getting a satisfactory

supply. Some shippers express a readiness to go into the

open market and buy in large quantities. The local demand
is moderate, on account of warm weather. There is no sur-

plus of independent anthracite, though no premium is yet

reported. Lake shipments for the week were 106.000 tons and

for October. 564.160 tons. For the season to the end of

October the shipment is 4,404,696 tons, as against 3,241,653

tons to the same time last season.

rOLl'MBI'S, OHIO

Deerea!<e In the ear .su|>ply on moNf rf>nilN has Mtill farther

curtailed iir.iiln.ll..n. I'rle.-s continue at tht- \ov. I eirenlar

and are tvell nuilntuined: higher unntntionN freely predicted.

Domextlc demand partleularly NtrniiK-

Operators in all of the mining districts are complaining of

the short car supply which has decreased operations to a

greater extent. As a result the tonnage is falling off in the

face of increased demand. Prices are ruling firm and all

changes are toward higher levels.

The first cold snap of the season produced such a rush of

domestic orders that operators and jobbers were unable to

take care of the business. One of the big drawbacks is the

car shortage which is gradually increasing and from which
there is little hope of remedy. Most of the retailers have
asked for immediate shipment as they are desirous of accu-
mulating stocks to guard against a famine. In the Hocking
Valley the output is estimated at 50% and the same is re-

ported from the strictly domestic fields. In the Pomeroy
Bend the production is about 40 per cent, while Eastern Ohio
reports about the same.

There is still a good demand from the Northwest and
boats are still being chartered but some delay is occasioned

in loading. Up to Nov. 1 the total tonnage handled by the
Hocking Valley docks at Toledo was 2,500,000 which is about
the average in previous years. Lake prices are still strong
in every way. Steam demand is good with signs of improve-

loiiit. Hailroads and many factories ar.- using nulte a ton-
nage. Manufacturing generally is holding up and the fue^
requisitions are as large as usual for this time of the year.

Quotations in the Ohio field are as follows:

Hoclcinfc Pittaburgh Pomeroy Kanawlui
Domestic lump »2. 00(d) 1 ,90 $2 25 C* 2.15 $2 iHK'ii 1 'in

3-4 inch 1.85(A) 1 .75 $1 .80® 1.40 2 00 (ui I 90 1 s. (" I 7.
Nut 1.30^.11,20 1 T.') (.11 1 , (i5 1 inc. 1 .

Mine-run 1.50(ail40 1.35@1.30 1 .W (.i 1 40 ir.iii.. l i

Nut, pen and slack. . 0.90(<il),8fl 1 (K)(.i;O.0O I) .S,') (•. n -...

Coarse siacii 0,80{ti;0.75 1.00@0.U5 90(<i>0.80 O.Tiiir i> :>:

nKTKOIT, MICH.
i*rlce a(U'iiiiee due tn heavy deiiianil and ciir .Mliitrtiigc.

nonientlc urndex iiniet. evcept lloekInK and ero.«. mIiIcIi

lire more active.

llltumliinuN— ,\ feeling of uncertainty prcvadcs the local

trade, although there has been a general advance in quo-
tations on steam coal, due partially to the inabilit.v of ship-
pers to get consignments through to this point. The .ar
shortage has apparently reached an acute stage as regar.ls
the local situation, while operators are making every effo t I..

rush shipments foiward with the utmost dispatch. Bee; ii-r

of the particularly bad conditions prevailing in West Vlrrim i

in this respect, many of the miners there are reported t.. I •

leaving for otlier districts where the situation is iii.h .

favorable. As a result of these conditions, prices have al-
vanccd, both Hocking and I'omeroy lump now being qu^.l..!

at $2. Three quarter Hocking is selling at $1.65, mine-run
$1.35, and slack at 90c. Domestic grades remain practically
unchanged, with the exception of Pomeroy and Hocking
lump, and Pocahontas lump and egg is in a little better
supply, while the demand is not so heav.v as was the case a
week ago.

The market is now quotable on alii.iit Ih.- (..linwing

basis:

W. Va. Hock- CiO..- \... S l-.x'a- .Juck-wn
Splint Gas iiiK briduu Ohio hontas Hill

Domestic lump. SI. 76 S2.75 $2. .id

EgE 1.75 2.75 2..-1I)

Nut 1.40 1.7.-)

Steam lump .... 1 . 50 .... .... .... .... ....

J-in. lump 1..35 $l.:j5 $1.05 1 . .io I.tO
Mine-run 1.25 1.25 l.:i5 1.25 1.25 1.60
Slack 0.90 1.00 0.90 0.85 0.85

.Vnthraclte—The hard-coal situation has not changed ma-
terially, the demand being less at the moment, if anything.
All grades appear to be in plentiful supply, including stove
coal, but jobbers are asking premiums in some instances.

Coke—Connellsville, 72-hr. coke is quoted at $3, with
Semet Solvay at $3.25, and gashouse at $3.10. all f.o.b. ovens.

H.VMPTON ROADS
Heavy demand for eo-il CuaHtwlNe anil (oreigu. I.nruc

movement from nil pierN. Virg-lninn Ity. Itrenkn nil |ire-

vlfMlN records for heavy dlimiiingN.

Business from Hampton Roads for the week has been
brisk particularly in coastwise, foreign and bunker ship-
ments. - There has been a good supjjl.v of steamers, barges,
and schooners all week which has enabled the piers to work
almost continuously. The demand for coal continues good
and in addition to shipments of Pocahontas and New River
there has been a fair movement of the high volatile grades.

There have been some spot sales during the week, and
at a price said to be around $3 but exact prices have not
been obtainable; this quotation was for New River and Po-
cahontas. There has been little change in prices for high
volatile coals although the demand is better than it has
been for some time.

During the month of October just ended a total of 971,-

270 tons of coal were dumped over the Hampton Road
Piers. The N. & W. Ry. led with a total of 437,787 tons
over the Lamberts Point piers, the Virginian Ry. was second
with 304,779 tons from Sewalls Point while the C. & O.

Ry. dumped at Newport News 228,704 tons. The month of

October has been a record one with the Virginian R.v, their
best previous dumping having been made in September when
300.386 tons went over the .Sewalls Point piers.

I.OriSVilil.lS, KY.

l>rodueerN optlnilxtle In .spite of a genernl xloiving doivn In

liUNlncNN. (nr .supply better. llllnolN Central plneen heavy
contract «l*h iveHfern Kentucky operatorN. Illver movement
Improving.

The continued active demand for domestic grades and the

slowing down of the call for steam coal have been tbo
features of the local market. Eastern Kentucky operators
seem to feel that the outlook in this immediate section is

somewhat brighter than the general situation would indicate,

and they will be able to market most of their steam grades
without serious difficulty. The active demand for domestic
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coal has kept the operators cheerful, and they feel optimis-
tic regarding the situation in spite of the relatively slower
call for steam coal. With prices on domestic grades at cur-
rent figures, the operator who is able to get out a capacity
production has little to worry about, even though his busi-
ness on steam coal is not what it might be.

The car situation has been easier of late, some of the
operators being able to work full time, as against an aver-
age loss of two days a week, which was noted from Sept. 15

to Oct. 15. The improved situation in this respect apparently
reflects a slack call for equipment elsewhere. However, few
are inclined to feel pessimistic especially when sufficient

orders are on their books to enable the equipment to be used
l.o good advantage. The adoption of a contract between
western Kentucky operators and the Illinois Central whereby
that road is to take its coal for the ensuing year from the
mines on its lines has been an encouraging development of

the week. The Illinois Central is one of the largest buyers
of coal in the South. There has been a good movement of

river coal from Pittsburgh and West Virginia of late. Sea-
sonably cool weather has had the effect of increasing the re-

tail trade, and business with most yards is excellent.

Prices f.o.b. mines are quoted on eastern Kentucky as fol-

lows: Block, $2.35@2.50; block and lump, $2.10@2.25; round,
$1.70@1.90; nut and slack. No. 1, 70@S0c.; No. 2. 50@60c.
Western Kentucky coal is being offered on a f.o.b. mines
basis as follows: Lump, $1.35; egg, $1.25; run-of-mine, $1;

nut and slack, 65c., and pea and slack, 35c.

birmi.\<;ham, .\la.

Both coal and coke still quiet and sliowing; little Improve-
ment. Smitliing' eoal about tlie same as last n'eek. Furnace
and foundry coke dull. Little buying in pig iron.

This week shows little ciiange over last week, either in

lump or steam coal. The market is quiet, especially on
steam grades, and unusually so for this season of the year.

Smithing coal is practically the same, with probably slightly

larger sales. There is nothing doing in the furnace and
foundry cokes, except in small lots. Prices though are sat-

isfactory. Little buying was done in pig iron, and the price

was a shade under that of last week. A week or ten days of

good cold weather will materially aid business. The car

supply shows little improvement.

NEW ORLEANS
Formal opening to navigation of Warrior River. Rise in

Ohio releases large shipments for New Orleans. Storage
capacity doubled.

Representatives of every coal company maintaining offices

locally attended the "Open Warrior" celebration last week.
By the successful voyage of a self-propelled barge 200 ft.

long and 32 ft. wide up the Tombigbee and Warrior Rivers at

the period of lowest water, one step in the realization of the

project to bring coal to New Orleans harbor has been proved.

The trip was made under adverse conditions due to the fact

that two of the Government locks in the Tombigbee are un-
completed. Borden Covel, general manager of the Northern
Coal Co., of Boston, has organized a subsidiary company for

the marketing of coal that will be handled by the new barge
line. The new company is known as the Lake Borgne Coal

Co.

There was much rejoicing in New Orleans last week when
the stage of the Ohio River permitted the releasing of 155,000

tons of coal for this city. Stocks in the yards of the northern

companies were becoming dangerously low, and there was no
attempt made to conceal the satisfaction in the early rise.

Provisions are being made for storing double the usual

quantity of coal this winter.

CHICAGO
Demand continues strong with prices firm and high on

some grades. Boom in Franklin County coal. Supply of an-
thracite still inadequate. Volume of business in Springtield

district increasing. Car supply and low temperatures chief

factors.

Chicago market conditions are on an exceptionally satis-

factory basis with practically all prices firm and some at

unusually high levels. Low temperatures and further tight-

ening in the car supply have contributed chiefly to this

situation.

Reports from various sources indicate that there has been
heavy buying in anticipation of severe weather this winter.

There has been a boom in the Franklin County coal dis-

trict. Orders have been so plentiful that the price for lump,

egg and No. 1 nut has been boosted in nearly all instances to

$2.25, the mines. A few companies, however, still adhere to

the old price of $2. Many operators in this field are over-
sold and will have a heavy run of business for some time.

.\ larger movement of splint coal in box cars has been
noted. Requirements by owners of flat buildings and others
have increased the demand for smokeless coal. The minimum
price on mine-run is $1.40, while on spot sales, prices rang-

ing from $1.50 to $1.60 have been obtained. Lump and egg
vary from $2.25 to $2.50.

Dealers are not obtaining sufficient anthracite to meet de-
mands. Box cars are now being used to haul it to Chicago
as a result of a shrinkage in the supply of open equipment.
Quotations on the various sizes are firm with little or no
discussion about premium prices. Carterville operators are
retaining their $2 level on all sizes except No. 1 nut which is

commanding as high as $2.25.

In the Springfield territory the volume of business is

showing a consistent increase. Domestic lump is selling at
$1.75 and steam lump at $1.25, the mines Shipments of
Hocking to this market have been reduced and with addi-
tional orders from country points the price list has been
strengthened; price at the mines for 114-Jn. lump is $1.75.

The larger sizes of Indiana domestic lump are selling here
at $1.75. The market for byproduct coke is firmer and there'
is an increasing demand for gas coke.

Prevailing prices at Chicago are:

Springfield Franklin Co. Clinton Vf. Va.

Domestic lump $2.57 S3.0.5@3.30 $2. .52

Steam lump 2.07 2.07
Egg 3.05@3.30 .»i.30@4.45
Mine-run 1.92 2.40@2.55 1.87 3.45@3.55
Screenings 1.12@122 1.55@1.80 1.12@1 22

Carterville prices are: Lump, egg and No. 1 .vashed, $3.05;

No. 2 washed, $2.65.

Harrisburg quotations are: Domestic lump and egg, $3.05;

steam lump, $2.65@2.30; mine-run, $2 40(S2.55; screenings,
$1.55(51.80; No. 1 nut, $1.75@1.S0; No. 2 nut, $2.55©2.80.

Coke—Connellsville, $5.50; Wise County, $5.25@5.50; by-
product, egg and stove, $4.90@5; byproduct, nut, $4.95@5.10;
gas house, $4.65® 4.75.

INDI.VN.VPOLIS
The weather is mild and is aft'ecting the volume of trade.

This has had the effect of tempering prices in spots. The
car situation has been relieved sonicwhat hut operators are
still nervous.

The weather continues rather mild, interfering materially
with a large consumption of coal, especially domestic grades.
While the retailers of the city have the same prices presum-
ably, it is said that at least one large yard has been cutting
25c. under the prevailing scale, in order to accelerte the
movement into cellars. It is predicted that it will be hard
to maintain uniformity in prices unless some real winter
weather arrives. Stocks are ample and there are plenty
of orders yet to be filled. The railroads are making some
headway in relieving the car shortage but operators fear it

is only temporary. Some factories, not being able to get
deliveries from their usual source of supply lave had to go
into the open market.

Eastern bituminous coals are selling at retail in this city

at $4.75, but an occasional dealer quotes $4.25; anthracite is

$7.75@S.50, according to size, Pocahontas $5 to $6; Indiana
lump, $3.50; Brazil block, $4.25. One yard advertises:

ton of good coal, delivered, $2; guaranteed to give satisfac-

tion." Inquiry develops that it is nut coal, taken out of

screenings over 1%-in. screen.

ST. LOl IS. MO.
Market conditions improving. Oeneral advance in do-

mestic prices caused chietiy by car shortage and increasing-

country business. Immediate future looks optimistic.

The market has been somewhat slo-^v until the beginning
of the present week when it seemed to pick up some. There
was apparently no reason for this other than business has
been gradually getting better in the country districts, al-

though it was predicted a week or ten days ago that after

the first of November the demand for domestic coal would
drop off.

Car shortage conditions have been unusually severe the

past week, the Illinois Central and the C. & E. I. about two
days, and the Iron Mountain the same. The Southern Rail-

way and the M. & O. are the joke roads when it comes to car

supply, for if their mines get one day a week they are

lucky. The Wabash is also in bad shape. The B. & O. is per-

haps in the best condition of all roads entering East St.

Louis.
The prevailing market is:

Carterville
and Big Mt.

Franklin Co. Muddy Olive Standard

2-in.lumD .„„ S1.15@1.25
3-in lumb 51.00
e-lnlump.' $1.75(3)2.00 1.76 1.40@1.50
Lump and egg 1 . 85 ffi 2. 15 Over sold

No. 1 nut 1..50@1.75 „ ,„XA -^A-
Screenings 0.40® 0.50 0.10@0.20
Mine-run 1.10®1.20
No. 1 washed nut 2.00 1.40

No. 2 washed nut 1 40
No. 3 washed nut 1 20

No. 4 washed nut 1 . 05

No. 5 washed nut . 30

1.60
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KANSAS I'll^. ^lO.

I'nfaTorablr ivi-nthi-r and Irmle <iiilet. Strike Id <h<-

Coluradu Ht-ItU may iinTpcl thp local market".

With the Wfuthi-r unfiivorabk-. thv conl situation has uii

dcrsone no chaiiKf "' coiisequein,-e durlns the im.-*t week. The

expected 25c, advance failed to materialize, due t.. the fact

that the cold weather was shoit-Uved. The Increase, how-

ever, will probably come within the next tew weeks, being

rcKarded as Inevitable.

There has been no great chanse in the Colorado situa-

tion and that co.il will be missed by Nebraska. Colorado, and

Kansas consumers. Dealers have comparatively Httle Colo-

rado coal on hand and a few cold days will see their stocks

narrowed to nothing'. In the meanwhile, operators of Kansas

and Missouri are working: full time. All lines are moving:

falrlv well thouBh Cherokee nut and one or two other

grades have shown signs of weakening, rather than gaining

strength.

I'OHIl.AMJ. OIIK.

Labor (rouble.', la liotb Colorado and llrlllnb Columbia al-

frellni; the raellle Conut market«. Hemoval of Import du«le»

«lll not ehanue the ultuatlon locally.

Owing to the strike in British Columbia Utah mines are

now shipping coal into Seattle. 2500 tons having been for-

warded Into that city since the opening of the season.

Heretofore, Seattle has drawn its coal supplies largely from

the British Columbia mines. The Washington mines are

shipping coal into British Columbia cities and some even

finds ts -ft-ay into .Alaska. .\s a result of the strike in the

Colorado mines, the car situation is easier here than for

some time and no trouble is now experienced in getting coal

from Utah or Wyoming. Receipts are lighter this month

than they were during September. Local business is a little

quiet for the time being, but has been "ood for several weeks

past. Prices have shown no change during the month.

It is reported that 900 tons of coal will arrive here soon on

a vessel from Australia. Dealers do not regard the removal

of the 45c. per ton duty on coal as affecting values here this

season at least, owing to the high freight rates, but it may
be of some consequence next year.

She Che er of Commerce v». Chicago, linrllneton <&

j FOREIGN MARKETS
|

«;kk.vt iiuitai.\

Oct. 24 The market maintains a firm tune for admiral!

>

list coals, which are well booked for prompt shipments

Ordinary Monmouthshire large coals are still plentiful. Btsl

Cardiff smalls are in better demand, and Inferior classes

freely offered at cheap prices. Quotations are approximately

as follows:

Best Welsh steam $4.68@4.80 Best Monniouthahires. .SS.'.kk > 1
(is

he.1t seconds 4.44@4.62 Seconds 3 7:^^^
;

'"'

Seconds 4.26®4.44 Best Cttrdiff smalls 2 ' .' i i

Best dry coals 4.32®4.66 Seconds 2.31ij2 Hi

The prices for Cardiff coals are f.o.b. Cardiff, Penarth or

Barry, while those for Monmouthshire descriptions are f.o.b.

Newport; both net, exclusive of wharfage, and for cash In

30 days.

BrItlHh Exporta—The following Is a comparative state-

ment of British exports for August and the first eight months

of the last three years, in long tons:

. August -8 Months
1912 1913 1911 1U12 1913

Anthracite 237,01.0 254,811 1,702,204 1,770,490 2,189,491

Steam 4,439,590 4,407,111 34,735,081 32,810,201 39,7.55,473

Qas 963,176 996,158 7,743,871 7,755,023 8.583,712

House'h'oid .. 154,705 175,022 1,098,581 1,146,393 1,3.35,833

Other sorts 283,067 304,078 2,278,953 2,268,316 2,053,270

Total . . 6,077,559 6,197,180 47,618,690 45,7.50,423 54,517,788

Coke 97,079 125,357 711,697 680,713 838.055

Manufactured
fuel 125,373 179,041 1,236,582 1,115,631 1.542,365

Grand total.... 6,300,611 0,501,578 49,566,969 47,546,767 50,898;208

N.VT.VL,

The British Trade Commissioner for South Africa fur-

nishes in the "Board of Trade Journal" the following data re-

barding the coal industry in Natal for 1912:

The output of coal from Natal collieries in 1912 was
2,472,100 long tons as compared with 2,394,200 tons in 1911

and 2,296,700 tons in 1910. The total for 1912, although more
than in former years, is not considered satisfactory in view

of the number of collieries producing and the markets which
may be considered as within the sphere of Natal's trade. The
increa.se of exports to Cape ports is more than sustained,

and whereas in 1911 the amount sent to Union ports was
270,300 tons, that of 1912 totalled 403.000 tons.

Ilulney et al.

ItebenrlDK. The original hearing dealt with rates on coal

from Sheridan. Wyo.. to destination on the Chicago & North

Western in Nebraska and South Dakota, on the Chicago, Mil-

waukee & St. Paul in South Dakota, and on the Northern Pa-

cific east and west of Billings, Mont. Upon the rehearing

the Big Horn Collieries Co., Owl Creek Coal Co.. and Board of

Railroad Commissioners of Montana >vere granted leave to

intervene. The first two ask that the rates from mines near

Kirby. Wyo., be adjusted so as to bear a proper relationship

to rates established from Sl^eridan to destinations in the

three cases under considei-ation. Held:
Sheridan coal should move to points upon the Chicago &

North Western and the Pierre. Rapid City & Northwestern
herein involved at the same rate enjoyed by Hudson. Proper

routing for coal moving from Sheridan to these destinations

is prescribed.

Joint rates should be established from Kirby to destina-

tions on the Chicago & North Western and the Pierre, Rapid
City & Northwestern herein involved no higher than $1 above
the rates prescribed from Sheridan.

For distances within 500 miles of the point of origin joint

rates should be established from Sheridan to points on the

Northern Pacilc east of Billings not more than 40c. over

those prevailing from Red Lodge, and to points west of Bil-

lings 55c. over Red Lodge, and from Kirby to points on the

Northern Pacific east and wist of Billings joint rates should

be established not ro"re than 65c. over the prevailing rates

from Red Lodge. To points between 500 and 600 miles from
Sheridan the differentials suggested as compart d with rates

from Red Lodge should be decreased lOc, and for each 100

miles additional a further reduction of 10c. should be made
in the differential.

It is possible for a carrier to discriminate unjustly and un-

lawfully against a point which it does not reach over its own
rails.

The difference in cost of production cannot be recognized

as a basis for the adjustment of freight rates between differ-

ent localities.—(28 I. C. C, S50.)

COAL SECURITIES

The following table gives the range of various active coal

securities and dividends paid during the week ending Nov. 1.

. Week's Ran£e Year's Range
Stocks High Low Last High Low

American Coal Products SO 87 80
American Coal Products Prof 105 109} 102
Colorado Fuel & Iron 29i 27i 27i Hi 24!
Colorado Fuel & Iron Prcf 155 155 150
Consolidation Coal of Maryliind 102} 102} 102}

Lehigh Valley Coai Sales 210 200 210
Island Creek Coal Com 47 46} 46} 53J 47
Island Creek Coal Pref 84 83 J 83 j 85 80
Pittsburgh Coal 20j 20 1 20} 24i 14}
Pittsburgh Coal Pret 90} 89} 89

J

95 73
Pond Creek 19} 19 19 23J 16}
Reading 164 159} 160} 171 1511
Reading 1st Pref 85 85 85 92} 82}
Reading 2nd Pref 86 85 85 95 84
Virginia Iron, Coal & Coke . . 42 54 37

Closing Week's Range Year's
Bonds Bid Asked or Last Sale Range

Colo. F. & I. gen. s.f.g. 5s 93} 95 96 96 93} 99}
Colo. F. & I. gen. 6s 104 106} 107} June '12

Col. Ind. Ist & coll. 5s. gu 79J Sale 79J 80} 77} 85
Cons. Ind. Coal Me. 1st 53 76 Aug. '13 76 76
Cons. Coal Ist and ref. 5s 92} 93 Oct. '12

Gr. Riv, Coal & C. 1st g 63 1021 April '06

K. & H. C. & C. 1st sfg 5s 91 .. 91 91 91 9R
Pocah. Con. Coll. in s f 53 86 Sale S6 86 85 87;
St. L. Rky. Mt. & Pac. 1st 5s 78 79 78 Oct. '13 73 80}
Tenn. Coal gen. Ss 98} 97} 97} 97} 103

Birm. Div. 1st consol. 63 lOOJ Sale 1001 1005 lOOf 103
Tenn. Div. l3t g 6s 100} Sale lOOJ lOOJ 99 102

Cah. C. M. Co. Ist g 63 103 July '13 103 103
Utah Fuel Ist g 53
Victor Fuel 1st s f 5s 80 80 Mav '13 79f 80
Va. I. Coal & Coke Ist g 5s 92} 94 93 Oct. '13 92 98

DIVIDENDS
Lehigh Col & Xavleatlon Co.—Regular quarterly dividend

of 2%. payable Nov. 29, to holders of record Oct. 31.
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We know of a mine (the owners are now on

the verge of bankruptcy) that could be turned

into a dividend producer by an expenditure

of $600 for a modem bath and change house,

near the pit mouth. Sounds Hke a feature

story in a vSunday supplement, doesn't it?

We'll submit the facts and let you arrive

at your own conclusions. We suggest, how-

ever, that if you recognize the camp and are

on speaking terms with the owners, you do

not overlook the truth of the proverb which

teaches that "a blind man will not thank you

for a looking glass."

The mine entrance is located about a mile

distant from the miners' village. The effect

of this is felt on rainy days, for many men
would rather remain at home and lose the

shift than travel through the rain and then

ivork all day in damp clothes.

At the village, there is no water-works

system and the inhabitants are dependent on a

few bored wells for their water supply. This

means that the men, or their wives, or their

children have to carry water quite a distance,

to prepare for the daily bath of the worker,

when he comes from the pit. The man, or

wife, or the '"kid" whose inheritance is the

water-carrying job, soon gets to dislike that

village.

The houses which go to make up this par-

ticular camp are of uniform size; they all

consist of three 12 x 15 rooms. In some of

these houses, there are as many as three

males, who come in at night, bringing their

bank clothes with them. Aside from the

dirt and the odor which they bring into the

house, the sight of such clothes is not pleasing,

when one is eating, playing or attempting to

sleep. This means that the wife and the

husband and the children and the boarders,

in such houses, are not in harmony with their

surroundings.

Housewives and boarding-house mistresses

who spend most of their energy cleaning up
and carrying water, ought to be excused if

the meals they furnish do not impress the

hungry man as being a "labor of love." In-

different lunches are not aids to large outputs,

if the fellow who consumes the lunch also

produces the output.

Any of these circumstances, taken singly,

might not mean much, but in addition to all

such conditions, this particular mine has the

following to contend with: The roof is bad,

the coal is rather dirty and the railroad-car

supply is only fair.

In spite of this adverse mining situation,

however, the men could earn fair wages and
the owners make a decent profit, if the houses

could be kept full and the miners induced to

work every day (rain or shine).

Th s village only requires a little boosting.

If you assume that most camps have bath

houses and the addition of a bath house would
only put this camp on an equal footing with

most of its neighbors, you are mistaken.

Now recall if you please that the carpenter's

estimate for a miners' bath house was
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Retreating Longwall Mining Methods
l>Y Sa.mi-kl I)i:.\x*

S)'.\OP.'^IS—// iV suggested ihaf longwall mining could

be ftuccessfullij introduced if those operators who start

such experiments would be patient and persistent. The

causes of failure in several instances are recited in detail.

Some remarks concerning roof support.

The description of a proposed longwall mining method

bv F. C. Cornet in Coal Age, July 26, 1913, has prompUui

tiiis article. Mr. Cornet suggests the working of the

Kittanning seam, 6 to 7 ft. thick, in panels with retreating

faces 370 to 470 ft. in length, the roof to be supported

at the face by three rows of props. It is stated that in

it is doubtful if the working fate can be supported by

the method of timbering suggesleil. The upper strata of

the "roof" is evidently strong, and in longwall work the

goaf would probably stand open until, say 100 ft. of coal

had l)een extracted from across the length of face, l)ut

when the first "weight" came on it is liighly probable that

the three rows of props would be lirokeii, and the roof

would "cave in" along the face.

SuppoiiT OF Roof Ls Most 1 Mi'oifi'ANT Factoh

In longwall-retrcating the support of the roof at ihc

working face is the most ini])ortant factor to be coiisid-

FiG. 1. Snows Method Adopted by One Company that Changed from Room-and-Pillae to the
Longwall System

this particular seam pillared areas of 100 ft. or more

in width by several hundred feet in length sometimes

stand open for a month with absolutely no support but the

props that hold the roof slate in place. And basing his

opinion on this condition, Mr. Cornet feels confident that

the method of timbering (three rows of props) simple

as it is, will be adequate in the working of this seam.

The proposed layout of the workings is in every way
excellent, and there is not the least doubt but that it is

superior to any method of room-and-pillar working. Bilt

•The Victor-American Fuel Co., Delagua, Colo.

ered. Once overcome this difficulty, and we have the

ideal method of coal mining. With machines cutti/'ig

across retreating faces, and the cars traveling the length

of the faces, a large output is gotten from a comparatively

small area of open work. The production per man is

high, operations are concentrated, supervision is easy, the

men in the working places receive constant attention,

efficienF ventilation is simple, and can be maintained at

a minimum cost.

In short, the benefits derived are so alluring that it is

indeed surprising that more efforts are not made to estab-
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l;f;h the longwall-retreating method in mines in all parts

af the country. Doubtless some efforts have been made

and the experiments abandoned, and further, there is no

doubt that similar mistakes have been repeated time and

again, principally on account of a lack of knowledge of

the results of previous experiments, and perhaps by fail-

ing to benefit by the work of others. Much good can be

done by giving particulars of failures in addition to sup-

plying the results of successes.

With regard to expense or co.st : The bulk of mining

men believe that longwall is more expensive than the

room-and-pillar method, and their experience justifies

that belief. And this is all the more remarkable when

we consider the facts stated by Erskine Eamsay in a paper

read before the Alabama Coal Operators' Association.

Mr. Eamsay spoke of a seam of coal in Wales which is

10 ft. in thickness and being worked longwall. Pie stated

that the system employed in this particular seam was

formerly room-and-pillar, and that the change to the

longwall method resulted in lowering the cost of produc-

tion by the substantial sum of 24c. per ton.

And this being so the question naturally occurs: If

such a result can be obtained in Wales, how is it that a

result and the gain of 25c. per ton would be reached.

Averaging the cost for the 12 months ending the period of

18 months at 12%c. per ton for 750 tons per day gives

us an additional expenditure of $27,000, making a total

of $32,500, the sum of which was spent before the lower

cost per ton began to produce a return.

To show how quickly this sum would be recovered when

the lowest cost was reached: 1000 tons per day at 2-lc. a

ton would effect a daily saving of $240, and figuring on

24 days work per month, the saving would be $5760 ; in

six months, $34,560 would be saved.

From the above it will be apparent that a period of over

two years would elapse before any return was gained from

the longwall experiment, and that during the first 18

months of that time a sum of $32,500 would be spent.

If the actual figures are no worse than those given above,

the managers of the mine are to be highly congratulated.

Before an owner sinks a shaft to a seam or seams of

coal he generally appropriates a certain sum of money to

carry out the work, and by means of boreholes and other

investigations he is usually pretty certain that coal in

workable thickness will be found. It would seem alsc

that before embarking upon a longwall experiment in a

fallen Roof
hackrorvsTTc^'ps

^fhe machine,
anc^ mhencoal Is

Fig. 2. Details of Method Emploted in Working a Seam on Longwall Plan

similar result cannot be gained elsewhere ? The difiBcnlty

of answering this question would have been reduced

had Mr. Eamsay supplied more particulars. But we can

safely assume that the above result was not achieved in

a few weeks, and probablv not in a few months.

Allowing for the fact that many workmen with lifetime

experiences of longwall would be available, we are com-

pelled to assume something.

Assuming an Actual Case

Say that the seam was producing 1000 tons per day,

and when the change was made it would be done grad-

ually, a length of face or lengths of faces would be pre-

pare'd, and at the start 500 tons a day would be produced

by the longwall method—this is no doubt in excess of the

actual production, but it will suffice for our purpose. Let

us also assume that at the start and for some considerable

subsequent period, the cost of longwall mining, including

the cost of dead-work preparing for the change, was 25c.

a ton over the room-and-pillar cost ; then 500 tons at 25c.

would equal $125 per day, or for a period of six months

with 24 working days per month, $5500 would be spent.

After a period of six months the production would

increase, until the end of 18 months the whole of the

coal would be worked longwall, and during this latter

period the cost would be lowered until the room-and-

pillar cost was reached ; then after the total period of a

year and a half further development, reductions would

room-and-pillar mine a certain sum should be appropri-

ated, but in this case there exists a lack of certainty and

much pessimism as to the outcome of the experiment.

This pessimism may or may not be the fruit of previous

experiments, some of which perhaps have been half-

hearted. Anyway, it is certain that one single successful

longwall operation in a 6-ft. seam will do more than all

the articles that can be written toward promoting further

efforts. Xinety-nine out of every hundred operators are

doubtless waiting for that single success.

An Abandoned Experiment

The following particulars of a longwall attempt in a

5 ft. 6-in. seam worked room-and-pillar in one of the

AVestern states may be of value to anyone contemplating

a similar experiment.

The roof was composed of 1 ft. to 18 in. of drawslate

under sandstone rock, which latter varied in thickness

from 3 to 6 ft. Above the sandstone was a layer of sandy

shale, and continuing to the surface were alternate layers

of shales and sandstones. The total cover was about 400

ft., the surface being irregular and hilly.

The first attempt" was on a face 220 ft. long, from A

to B, Fig. 1, the face being on the "butts" and the goaf

area supported on packs 9 ft. wide, at right angles to the

face, the intervening spaces or "waste,?" being 15 ft. wide

A machine undercut to a depth of 5 ft., and on account

of the face advancing quickly it was found difficult to keep
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iij) tlu' jMu-ks whicli More built out of tlu' drawslato, wluih
lanie down witli the loal. When tlie first wei^lit laiue on.

the fronts of the paeks were 15 to 20 ft. beliind the face,

and this space was siipjxtrted bv props anil eribs; the re-

sult was that the roof eaved in heavily for a distance of

50 ft. about at the center of the face, the props were

broken and the chocks or eribs and packs were badly

crushed.

A skip 12 ft. wide was then taken across the face to

open it out again, the roof being supported on the goaf

side by a row of chocks ;} ft. apart. The skip was started

from both ends and met about the center. A few hours

after the two skips met. the roof again began to rumble

near the middle of the face, and within a few minutes of

the first warnings, heavy reports of breaking roof ap-

peared to come from away U]) in the strata causing

everyone to run hurriedly to the entries to right and left

just in time to get clear of another heavy cave in along

tiie edge of the face. Rumblings and sevoro sounds of

cracking and falling roof continued for half an hour

after the first fall.

This second collapse was most disheartening and puz-

zling, and one reason that might be given for it—remem-
bering that the new roof wr.s only 12 ft. wide supported

along the edge of the fallen ground by strong chocks-
is that the roof did not get full relief when the first cav-

ing in occurred.

It had been thought that by working on the butts with

the lines of cleavage in the roof running at right angles

to the face and going nearly perpendicularly upward,

that the face-roof would be easier to hold, and that there

would be a bending or cantilever action from the coal,

head-on to the sinking packs behind. Before the first

weight came on, some such action was noticed, but it is

probable that the first laj'er of .sandstone only was sink-

ing and leaving the upper strata unsupported, and when
this broke off, it hit the shell of sandstone roof and the

first collapse occurred.

With a view of preventing this shell of sandstone from

coming away, in the second attempt the chocks were built

on the solid bottom which is contrary to good longivall

practice, and this may or may not have been a contribu-

tory cause of the second break at the face.

A Tiiiiti) Attempt

A third attempt was then started, the pillars were ex-

tracted, a narrow place to afford exit was driven from A
to B, leaving a 20-ft. pillar on the higher side. The roof

from A to C was supported on four rows of chocks im-

mediately behind the new face. It will be noted that this

new face was at right angles to the old one, and parallel

with the lines of cleavage, or "on the face." The opinion

"was that the sinking roof between the face and the last

or back row of chocks, would lock itself (Fig. 2) and

break off behind in the goaf, the back rows of chocks being

withdrawn and brought ahead as the face advanced.

The chocks were built on 18-in. piles of dirt or slack,

to permit the roof to sink easily and facilitate the with-

drawal of back rows. All props used were pointed at the

bottom, the object being that the weight would mash up

the pointed ends, allow an oven sinking with the chocks,

prevent the props breaking in the middle and allow of

their easy withdrawal.

Thffe third attempt was successful insofar that the roof

did not collapse along the face, but the handling of the

drawslate which came down with the coal, the work of

Iniilding and withdrawing chocks, and oilier deadwork,

together with the machine troubles were not reduced to

an economical basis and the experiment was abandoned.

The principal lesson leiirned is that the intriKluclion of

longwall in a room-and-jiiJIar mine, with this thickness

of coal, is costly, and that a considerable length of time

must elapse to permit of rooni-and-jiiilar miners becom-

ing familiar with, and com]>ctent in, longwall work. It

was also proved that where there is 1 to 2 ft. of dniwslate,

the building of packs is no more costly than the u.-<<' of

chocks. The use of rlmiks is only recommended when
there is nothing from uliidi to build ])acks.

I want to offer my best wishes to anyone starting a long-

wall experiment, and any help in my power to supply.

Coal in Illinois

We give below the tonnage of the slii|)|iiug mines,

number of men emjdoycd and days woiked for each of the

coal-producing counties in Illinoi.^, for the year ended

June 30, 1913. These data refer only to the commercial

mines or mines shipping coal to other than local trade.

An interesting item, in this connection, is the fact that

out of a total output of $G 1,840,20-1 short tons of coal

produced, 60,515,416 tons were produced by 371 shipping

mines. This leaves a difference of 1,330,788 tons as pro-

duced by 469 ioca'i mines. This makes the average Gut]3ut

for ths year, for the shipping mines, 166,701 tons, as

against an average output for the local mines of 2837
tons.

There were 76,855 persons employed in and abound the

shipping mines, as compared with 2642 persons at tln'

local mines. The shipping mines averaged, during tlio

year, 179 working days, as against 163 working days for

the local mines. This shows the interesting fact that the

shipping mines produced an average of 931.2 tons, per

mine, per day, while the local mines averaged only 17.1

tons, per mine, jiev day. The same figures also show an

average of 4.49 tons, ]icr man. ]ier day, for the shipping

mines, while the local mines produced only -3.09 ton.s,

per man, per day.

Total Tons,
Shippiiifi

ivfinea

231,999
1,784,688
1,481,737
1,036.303
.5,232,.')26

2,397,374
88,739

411,964
4,138

702,98.5
35.619

Bond
Bureau
Christian
Clinton
Franklin, . .

Fulton
Gallatin
Gnindy
Henry
Jackson . - .

Jefferson
LaSalle 1,382,945
Livingston 28.87.5
Logan 411.003
Macon 279.732
Macouoin . . .5,202.014
Madison 3.832,952
Marion 1,188,,551
Marshall.... 465,028
McT/!an 93.236
Menard 150.167
Mercer 403,466
Montgomery 2.418,329
Moultrie 105,280
Peoria 1,133,854
Perry 1,634,214
Putnam 7.52,729
Randolph 699,983
Rock Island 9,268
Saline 4,498,213
Sangamon 5,704,942
Shelby 195,569
Stark 6,7.53
St. Clair 4,637,552
Tazewell 270,783
Vermilion 3,334,623
Washington 244,582
White 19,246
Will 148,471
Williamson 7,685,189
Woodford 179.495

Nuniljer
Men Days

Eniployetl Worked
293 187

3,647 232
2.026 165
1.315 168
.5,314 209
3,235 ICE
132 133

1,090 145
17

1,061
123
177
280

2,895 231
63 299
591 176
548 154

4,085 200
4,477 169
1,446 197
1,034 194
191 274
300 179
516 169

2,629 166
109 224

201
2,225
1,230 250
1,087 113

31 188
5,40S 207
6,957 174
313 158
19 149

5,572 142
409 255

3,831 210
377 141
59 126

341 199
9,1.53 179
379 225
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Two Recent Coal-Mining Disasters
By U. Daw SOX Uaia.

Sl'XUPSL'->— Tlie need for mure safeguards against ex-

plosions. Sprinkling wiili a water car and loading out

dust are only palliatives. With the coal dust loaded out

is often a great deal of available i-tone dust, loliich ivouhl

tend to prevent an explosion. Some more details relative

to two recent e.rplosions at Seiigheiiydd, ]Yales, and Daiv-

son, A'. .1/.

The recent disasters at Scngheuydd and Dawson rene\v

the conviction that there remains much to be done before

safety can be assured. The steady reduction of accidents

in American mines since 1907 is this year to be turned

into an iiUTca>e,, and the fatalities will in all proliabilitVj

easily explained the 5 per cent, excess over last year's

figures, but the Dawson explosion has shown that the

orderly procession of accident reduction is liable at any

time to be disturlied.

It is important to remeniljer that while the Bureau of

Mines has pro\ed to almo.st all the bituminous coal oper-

ators that coal dust is dangerous, unfortunately that is

only a part of the necessary propaganda. Equally impor-

tant is it to find a cure, and almost as necessary is it to

show that the water car, especially when only carried into

headings, is merely a palliative and not a remedy for

dustiness in a mine. There are many people who have

not been assured that dampening a mine with steam can

The Mixe axd Town of the Lewis-Merthtr Collieries, Ltd.^ at Senghexydd. AYales^ Where
THE Eecext Explosion" Occurred

augment not only per thousand men employed, but per

million tons mined.

Increase in Death Rate

The returns of the Bureau of Mines for the present

year, from January to August, showed an increase of 83

deaths or o.l per cent, over the fatalities of the previous

year. As the tonnage increase has probably been 15

per cent., a decrease in death rate per million tons mined

would probably be shown for the first eight months. Un-
fortunately, the accident in the Dawson mine makes such

a desirable reduction for the whole year almost impos-

sible.

The steadiness with which the men have worked in

the mines, and the increased number of them employed

be done withotit adding to the danger liy increasing falls.

There are many operators who do not believe in systematic

and extensive stone dusting as a cure for explosions, and

there are also a great number wlio believe it may cause

tuberculosis. Also few there are who know that abroad

it has long pas/ed from a scientific fad to a general prac-

tice, and that at least two manufacturers are recognizing

the need for rock pulverizers in coal mines by making
machinery for that express purpose.

It is these uncertainties, or lack of information, wiiich

make operators slow to adopt the right correctives. There

is no question among people who are informed that moist-

ening has never destroyed a mine roof, that shafe dust

spread on mine headings has never and never will cause

tuberculosis, that a sufBcient quantity of reasonably non-
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SCKNK OF THE KXPLOSION AT DAWSO>f MiNK.S Stag Can vox Fukl CoI

carbonaceous stone dust will put out an explosion, and

that moistening the air and stone dusting should be prac-

ticed in every mine making an explosive dust, in fact, in

almost all bituminous mines.

Daxghks of the Half Measdres Frequently Advo-

cated

In any mine the use of electric shot-firing from the

surface, like other excellent practices, has disadvantages,

The Cage Which Was Blovvx from the Lancaster
Shaft at Senohentdd

liecause it is likely to make tiie men clisiiu-lincil to bo

on their guard. They are apt to argue that at the

worst an explosion will only cause a propeity loss.

Unfortunately, a small explosion of gas or a mine fire

may easily start a larger explosion if the mine is not safe-

guarded against such an event. Probably at the Dawson

mine the principal reliance was on loading out dust and

sprinkling it with water. Even when done with all due

diligence, such an action can only serve to reduce the

violence of the explosion, and may remove much of the

motor-braking sand and powdered roof rock by which

the force of an explosion would be lessened, leaving only

freshly mined coal of a most dangerous description.

Water sprinkled on dust in the mine is probably

(|uite unequal to the task of stopping an explosion once

well under way. It is chiefly valuable where the ex-

j.'losion starts.

A little dust is as dangerous as a great deal, in fact it

may be more dangerous, as an excess of coal dust, like an

excess of methane, may render an explosion less severe.

These are reasons why cleaning headings and spraying

them will fail to give perfect immunity from explosions.

Sexghenydd Explosion

The Senghenydd explosion is the worst England has

ever experienced, as far as the number of its fatalities is

concerned. It is second only to that at Courrieres. The

mine was known to be dangerous, for on May 24, 1901,

an explosion occurred by which 81 men out of 82 in the

pit were killed. The recent catastrophe occurred at 8 :
20

a.m., the men having gone to work at 6 o'clock, and this

fact may have some relation to the cause of the accident.

Most of the explosions in the United States have hap-

pened early in the morning and been caused by gas ex-

ploding when a man entered a place which had not been

properly ventilated during the idle period preceding. Ac-

cording to the London Times, the hours of working were

I
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,HOWixG A'allky of Kail C'anyox. TiLVJir.oADS, EAiLiiOAD Tracks and Houses

from 6 a.m. to 2 p.m., v' p.m. to 10 p.m. and from 10

p m till 6 a.m., the night or repairing shift employmg

only a few men. This explosion need not have resulted

from a lamp ; a spark from a pick would be sufficient.

The Universal Colliery at Senghenydd, Glamorgan-

shire Wales, was owned bv the Lewis-Merthyr Consoli-

dated Collieries Co., Ltd., Lord Merthyr being chairman.

The explosion was so severe that it blew the galvanized

iron roof off the head house and broke the sheaves of

the downcast, or Lancaster shaft, the direction of the

explosive violence apparently opposing the intake current.

The head of the top cageman was cut or blown off and his

assistant was seriously injured. The cage was badly

damaged, as can be seen in the photograph. The Lewis-

Mertiiyr Consolidated Collieries Co. owns seven mines

and produces steam cOal for the British navy. The two

shafts, Lancaster and York, employ 2200 men, according

to one authority and 1700 according to another.

Eescue Teams ax a Mine oe the Stag Canton Fuel Co. m. Kobehts., oe the United States Bureau of

Mines, Inspecting Maps
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Fortuiiatefy, tlu-st' mni wiuk im liuci' siiiit,-;. iiinl of

tlioso iutually in tlic mines umt half were savi'd. as lliey

workiil in tl>e 6-ft. and il-ft. seams in the east distriet,

wliiili are ventilated bv a sejiaiate air current. They
Were brou-rht out hy tile Vorlv shaft and numbered l.si)

men.

Thi; lii>n i; WDkk

Kdward Sjiaw. the jjeneral manajjer. at the head of a

reseue |)arty went to the bottom of tlie shaft. About 300
ft. in on tile main hauiajre road lie found a i)hizin.:,' fire,

but went on neverthele.ss amid tile smoi<e and fumes, only

to lie driven baek, sii lilinded (bat be was unable to see

durinj: the remainder of the day. The fire was put out,

and the reseue work proceeded slowly, hut other fires

were discovered, and recovery of the mine was delayed by
the necessity for quenehinor or smotherinir these fires.

Aiiout 18 men were rescued from the Britannic section

of the mine, but no others were saved. In jill '!)'> en-

tered the mines in the morning and 434 were killed, in-

cludins; the cagcman and a rescuer.

'I'lie followintr rules were adopted for rescue woi'k

:

1. All exploration work must, as far as is praclicable,
be car; led un through the intake airwa.v.

^Iim; at l>A\V.--UX C.Wl.lJ 1>, A.t, liL.-LLl Ui THE
Explosion

2. No person, except officials of the mine or responsible
leaders of shifts shall enter any return airway or unven-
tilated place.

3. When unexplored roads are about to be entered, it

must be done -with fresh air.

4. All roads which are unexplored must be "crossed oft"
for the time being.

Apparently the resenemen appear to ha\e had some
trouble with their apparatus. "In one place," says the
CoUienj Guardian (to which we are indebted for most
of this information), "nine members of a rescue brifjade

wearing breathing apparatus were overcome and with dif-

ficulty brought out hy men not so protected."

Hawson" Explosion

Tlie number killed in the disaster at Xo. 2 mine of
the Stag Canon Fuel Co., Dawson, X. M., is still believed

to total 263 men. It is expected that the government car

will continue in Dawson for two or three weeks, mak-
ing a careful s-tudy of the causes. Mining work was re-

sumed Oct. 27 in X"^o, 4 mine, which is on the opposii>g

side of the Rail Caiion,

The coal in Dawson Xo. 2 mine contains 37.93 per
cent, of volatile matter, 45,08 per cent, of fixed carbon,
2.17 per cent, of moisture and 14,82 per cent, of ash. It

is a highly bituminous coal. The Merthyr coals in Eng-
land run about 18 per cent, volatile matter and are, there-

fore, only one-half as bituminous as those in Daw.son.
It is due to the Stag Canon management to .state that two
days before the explosion. Inspector Hecs 11, Beddow e.x-

iiinined the mine and declared it in good condition. The
.•.\-territorial insi)ector, do. E. Shcriilan, sjxike most
highly of the manageincnl.

Recent Legal Decisions

1!y A. II. Sriii:i:T'

Krimoniiblrnt'NN of DcmiirriiKe <1iurK<-—A rule of a rail
way company, operating in Kentucky, imposing- a charge of
$1 a day for detention of cars more than 48 hours, not in-
<luding Sundays and holidays, after the cars have been de-
livered for loadiner or unloading: Is valid and enforceable
(K.ntucky Court of Appeals. Louisville & Nashville Railroad
Co. vs. Waller & Co., 159 Southwestern Reporter 590.)

.Iiiliilltj of Carrier for Delay on Conneettne l,liu' ami
MeoMure of UamaKm—Under the Carmack Amendment to the
Interstate Commerce Act. a railway company which receive a.

shipment of coke, or other freight, for carriage to a point
in another state is liable for damages sustained by the con-
signee, through unreasonable delay of a connecting carrier in
making delivery, of the flr.-t carrier contracted for through
shipment. A clause in the bill of lading covering such n
shipment, providing that, in case of loss of the shipment. It.'i

value or cost at the point of shipment shall govern settle-
ment of the shipper's claim for damages on afcount of the
less, does not affect the measure of damages recoverable on
account of delay in transportation. (Oklahoma .Supreme
Court. Ft, Smith & Western Railroad Co. vs. Awbrey & Sem-
ple, 134 Pacinc Reporter 1117.)

Effect of Poun.sylvanla Mining Act—Although, under the
laws of Pennsylvania, a miner cannot recover from his em-
ployer for injuries solely caused by the mine foreman's
failure to supply props to support a mine roof, the operator
IS liable if it appears that the mine superintendent was
notified of the foreman's failure to furnish props on reriuest,
Mild promised to furnish them immediately. A miner who has
r. quested props is not guilty of contributory nerrligence as

i matter of law in cutting and loading coal before the p-.ops
:ire furnished, if he sounds the roof and it appears to be
safe, notwithstanding the section of the Pennsylvania Mine
Law which prohibits a miner from working where there is
danger from loose roof or sides, until props are supplied.
(Pennsylvania Supreme Court, Collins vs. Northern Anlhra-
cite Coal Co., SS Atlantic Reporter, 75.)

CoHHtruction of Mining Leases—In construing a coal min-
ing lease, its language should be interpreted most strongly
against the grantor; and the intention of the parties is to
be ascertained by reference to the entire instrument, and
not to disjointed parts of It. Right to use the premises in
all ways which are customary in conducting coal-mining
operations is implied, in the absence of express provision to
the contrary. Where adjoining tracts of land were leased to
a company for the purpose of mining coal and manufactur-
ing coke thereon, the company was entitled to construct
buildings on the premises for future use of its employees,
and, pending such use, could lease the buildings to an-
other company without being required to account to the
hssor for rents received on that account. (West Vir.-inia
Supreme Court of Appeals, Stonegap Colliery Co. vs. Kelly &
Vickers, 79 Southeastern Reporter, 341.)

Mtninic; Company's Liability ConcerniniE; Defective T ack
In a suit by a coal miner for injury to him, .sustained while
handing a car on a gravity track in a mine, caused by the
car jumping the track, it was improper for the court to take
from the jury the question whether the mining company was
negligent in failing to maintain the track in proper condi-
tion, if there was any evidence to sustain a finding of negli-
gence, even though the weight of the evidence might seem
to preponderate in favor of the company. The miner was not
guilty of contributory negligence, barring recovery for the
injury, merely because he knew the track was in a defective
condition, unless a miner of ordinary prudence would have
refused to continue work until the track should be rep,,ired;
he having received assurance that the repairs would be 'made
promptly, (Kentucky Court of Appeals, Fusion vs. New Bell
Jellico Coal Company, 159 Southwestern Reporter 619.)

Attorney at Law, St. Paul, Minn.
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A Significant Resolution

At a meetiiia,- of the Coneiliatiou Board held iu Wilkes-

Barri', the following resolution relative to the so called

button strikes was adopted.

Whereas, the testimony shows that continued strikes have

occurred in violation of the award of the Anthracite Coal

Strike Commission and the agreements subsequent thereto,

and , , ,

Whereas, new trouble has been caused by high-handed and

arbitrary action on the part of certain committeemen in the

forcible collection of union dues in violation of any rights

given by the awar'l or any subsequent agreement, and

Whereas, this action has caused serious loss to the G. B.

Markle Co. and loss of discipline in the operation of its mines;

Therefore, be it resolved, that the company be directed to

take such steps as are necessary to enforce proper discipline

by the discharge from its services of the parties guilty of

causing this trouble in open violation of the agreement to

which they have subscribed; and
Be it further resolved, that Hugh Gallagher, Patrick

Sweeney and Michael Laputka be directed to appear before

this board at the next meeting, to be held Nov. 17, 1913. to

explain their alleged actions in violation of the agreement

and the instructions given them at the meeting held Sept. 15.

1913.

This resolution was the outcome of the complaint of

the G. B. Markle Co. that since their last case relative to

button strikes, heard Sept. 15, there have been several

.similar strikes.

New Mining Legislation in Tennessee

At least two important mining bills have just been

passed by the extra session of the legislature in Tennessee,

September, 1913. The first of these entitled Chapter

Xo. 24. Senate Bill 192, is:

An act to require the operators of coal mines in this state

to provide and keep suitable appliances, bandages, dressings

and medicines for the first aid to the injured in said mines.

The second, entitled Chapter Xo. 38, Senate Bill Xo.

191, is:

An act to provide for the organization and maintenance

of a trained body of men for the preservation of lives and for

rescue work in Cilse of explosion, or other serious mine dis-

asters, and to provide the conditions, requirements and reg-

ulations under which this organization may be formed and

maintained.

The chief mine inspector, George E. Sylvester, has

just sent out the following circular letter to all the mines

in the state, drawing the attention of mine officials to

the new legislation and its requirements:

Nashville. Tenn., Oct. 18th, 1913

Dear Sir;

I inclose herewith amendment to the mining laws, passeJ

at the extra session of the legislature, September, 1913. Only

two of the bills, namely, those pertaining to first aid and

mine rescue are, strictly speaking, mining bills. The bill

relative to a two-week pay-day, although general in its char-

acter, would apply in some cases to mines and consequently

has been included for your information.

The bill requiring the keeping of first-aid supplies, at

mines, goes into effect at once. Many of the mines have al-

ready complied with these requirements, and I would sug-

gest" that those who have not done so give it immediate at-

tention.

The American Red Cross and Johnson & .Johnson both

have on the market "Industrial Cabinets" in a neat and con-

venient tin box, which sells for about $6 and meets the re-

quirements of the law. Any suitable stretcher, whether ob-

tained from these supply people or made at the mine, will

serve the purpose.

This department is very much interested in the matter

of seeing these regulations carried out in all cases, and thi?

will be a subject on which the district inspectors will re-

port at each inspection.

Mine-Rescue Bill: As will be seen there is nothing

mandatory in this bill. It Is recognized by the best mining

men that few, if any, mines are entirely immune from the

possibilities of a disastrous mine fire or an explosion.

The value of the oxygen apparatus is also recognized in

such an emergency. The maintenance of such apparatus must

be considered along the line of insurance; and the object of

this bill is that the state shall assist and cooperate with

the mines in this matter, in order that an effective organiza-

tion may be available in emergencies, and it is hoped that

some of the larger mines or groups of mines will interest

themselves in this matter.

The bill has the strong approval of this department, and I

should be glad to take the subject up in detail with all in-

terested parties.
Very truly yours.

GEO. E. SYLVESTER,
Chief Mine Inspector.

A third bill, entitled Chapter Xo. 29, House Bill Xo.

65, is of less importance, liut applies alike to mines and

other industries. It is:

An act to require all persons, corporations, companies,

firms, or partnerships, to have two regular paydays each

month.

Coal Mining Institute of W. Va.

Between 250 and 300 of the leading coal men of West

Virginia will be in Charleston, on December 8-9-10. The

occasion will be the semi-annual meeting of the West

Virginia Coal Mining Institute. The members of the

Institute will be addressed on the first day by Governor

Hatfield.

Because of the subjects to be discussed and the persons

discussing them, this will be one of the most interesting

meetings of the Institute for several years.

Chairman Lee Ott, of the Public Service Commission,

will read a paper on the "Operation of the Workman's

Compensation Law." "The Selling Price of Coal" will

be discussed by P. A. Colter, of the C. G. Blake Coal &

Coke Company of Cincinnati, and George F. Parker, of

X"ew York, will talk on "Public Sentiment."

The Eev. Thomas C. Johnson, of Charleston, has con-

sented to deliver an address on the new Prohibition Law

and its probable effect upon the miners of West Virginia,

while former Governor Wm. A. MacCorkle will present

to the Institute the result of his study of the "Effect of

the Panama Canal on West Virginia Mining Operations."

One of the foremost chemists of the country. Dr. L. C.

.Jones, of Syracuse, X^ew York, will read a paper on

"Chemistry of Coal as Applied to Coke Making and By-

product Ovens," while John G. Smythe, chief engineer

of the Consolidation Coal Company of Fairmont, will

read a paper on the use cf the panel system in mining.

Earl Henry, Chief of the Department of Mines, and John

Laing, former Chief, will discuss the work of that depart-

ment, while R. S. Ord, of Maybeury, will tell of the

"Advancement of Mining Methods in West Virginia,"

and Frank Haas, of Fairmont, will read a paper on "Gen-

eral Mining Conditions."

Xeil Robinson, of Charleston, is the President of the

Institute, and Prof. E. X. Zern of Morgantown, is the

Secretary and Treasurer. The Vice-Presidents are:

George T. Watson, of Fairmont. John Laing, of Charles-

ton, 'r. S. Ord, of Maybeury. J. F. Healy, of Charles-

ton, and J. C. McKinley, of Wheeling. The members of

the Executive Board are the officers and Hon. Lee Ott, of

Charleston; Prof. Clement Ross Jones, of Morgantown;

Daniel Howard, of Clarksburg: J. J. Lincoln, of Elk-

horn; J. B. Hanford, of Morgantown, and Frank Haas,

of Fairmont.
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Wasiikrv axi) iU\Ki:i;s ok \\'i:sti:i!x Fl'el Co., ax

Xa.naimo. B. C.

Mouth of Slopk at Nkw Ccial L)l:velopment,

coalmont, 13. c

Members of Alabama Coal Operators' Association' Aliohtixg fro.^i Special Train to Inspect Tlant of

EoDEX Coal Co., at Marvel, Ala.

Alabama Operators Inspectix-q Washer and New
Tipple Construction Work

View of Rodex'- Tipple, Showing Approach to

Dump and Empties Descending
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A New Coal-Washing Table

The loal wasti'd. Itotli in iniiiiii',' jiiid preparation for

market, has in recent years been the .snl)jeit of nuieli dis-

eussion by the publie press, the Government and the coal-

mining industry. The hitter being the most vitally inter-

ested, has directed nuuii effort to the perfection of ways

and means for reducing this waste as far as possible. No

exjx-nse has been si)ared to provide eqiiiiwient that would

save a few cents a ton provided the results obtained

would justify the outlay.

.Vniong tlie latest coal-saving devices to make its ap-

jearance is the Masseo Coal Washing Table, placed on

the market bv Tiie Mine & Smelter Supply Co., of Den-

ver, New York, El Paso, and Salt Lake City. This firm

having had long and varied e.xperieuce in the reduction

of metal-bearing ores, turned its attention to the problem

of cleaning coal, since the basic principle underlying

both proce.sses is identical.

In metal-mining parlance this process is termed "con-

JS"
.^1

K - 3-6' 1

rte!ghi-6n

Chai!T Showing Kesl'lt or Test

centration." It might with equal propriety be called

"washing," which is the term generally used when applied

to coal. The end sought is the same in both cases, since

it is the segregation of the worthless matter from the val-

uable material. In ore wa.shing this is the elimination of

the gangue from the mineral, while in coal it is the sepa-

ration of bone or slate, iron, .sulphur, etc., from the purer

fuel. This process is particularly desirable where coal

is used for coking purposes in order to produce a coke

with a low ash and sulphur content.

Heretofore, coal washeries have resorted to the various

types of jigs for cleaning their product, and while this

method accomplished the purpose on the coarser material,

it was impossible to clean the fines, until the advent of

this coal-washing table. This machine bids fair to dis-

place jigs in washeries where coal is prepared for coking

or is too fine for cleaning in this type of machine.

The percentage of saving effected is greater than on

jigs besides producing a cleaner product. The reason

for this is obvious; since the finer the material is broken

the more complete is the physical .separation of the coal

from the foreign matter, and it only remains to segre-

gate the good fuel from the dirt. This is the purpose

for which this tabh' was di'siirnod. nnd wliich it well ac-

complishes.

DlFFERKNCE IN SpECIl-K: (illAVITIES UTILIZED

In this apparatus, as in other coal washing machines,

advantage is taken of the difFerence in specific gravities

between coal and the ash-i)ro<l>uiiig foreign sid)stances,

the latter being the heavier. The table consists essen-

tially of a linoleum covered, rillled deck about 7 ft. wide,

and 16 ft. long, transversely inclined and reciprocated

endwise by a head motion mechanism. The crushed coal

previously mi.xed with about three times its volume of

water is fed onto this deck through a feed-box at the

upjier corner.

Tlic pulp, as the mixed coal and water is called, in its

passage across the deck strati lies in accordance with the

specific gravities of the diiferent particles, the heaviest

seeking the lower level between tlu' rillles. while the coal,

or lighter particles, remain <iii top to l)c washed off tlie

side of the deck by the cross llnw of water. The heavier,

or high-ash particles, are guided and advanced to the end

of the deck by the head motion meclumism, and di.s-

charged as waste. This separation is visible at all times

while the table is in operation, and susceptible of exact

adjustment and easy control of the operator. Wlien

]iro])crIy adjusted, little attention is required, and one

lionsepower is ample to drive each tal)le. The cajjacity

has been found to be from 4 to (i tons ]ici' liour on coal

broken to pass a V^-m. ring.

The accompanying line drawing .shows the relative

grades of coal and refuse discharged from one of these

tables in use at a washery of the Stag Canon Fuel Co...

at Dawson, iST. M. The product of this machine is a

high-grade coking slack and a snjierior l)lacksmithing

coal.

Samples were taken every foot around the table, and

the figures designate the relative quantities discharged

with their ash content. Note that zones B and E dis-

charge the highest grade coal, also the major portion of

the product; while zone C is a somewhat lower grade and

a lesser quantity. Zone D discharges practically all the

waste or rock, as indicated by the high-ash content of the

product. The coal used on this run was particularly dif-

ficult to wash, since the bone, coal and rock graded into

each other without showing any distinct line of demar-
cation.

Reference to the tabulated results of the test shown be-

low will reveal that from a table fed with material con-

taining 25 per cent, ash, 82 per cent, of the total weight

was recovered, containing 12.4 per cent. ash. While no

sink and float test data are available, the 82 per cent,

saving of the total would doul)tless represent from !l.n

])er cent, to 98 per cent, of the recoverable fuel.

RESULTS FROM COAL WASHING ON MASSCO COAL-WASHING
TABLE, STAG CANON FUEL CO., DAWSON, N. M.

Product reqxiired for coke 12% ash and lower
.Specific gravity of Coa! 1 . 35 Bone and ash 1 . 35 to 1 . 85
Dry weight of feed to table, per hr 8965 lb.

A,s.say of heads 25% ash
Product from table:
No. 1 Coal 53% of weight = 4651 lb. Average ash 9%
No. 2 Coal 11.3% of weight = 9861b. Average ash 11.5%
No. 2 Rock 10.7% of weight = 938 1b. Average ash 22%
No. 1 Rock 25% of weight = 2390 lb. Average ash 52.7%
No. 1 and No. 2 Coal combined making product:

64.3% of weight = 5637 lb. Average ash 9.5%
No. 1 and No. 2 Coal and No. 2 Rock combined making product:

75% of weight = 6.575 lb. Average ash 11.3%
No. 1 and No, 2 Coal and No. 2 Rock plus 641 lb. No. 1 Rock (Sample No. 5—
38% ash) making nroduct;

82% of weight = 7187 lb. Average ash 12.4%

It should be mentioned that the above material was

too fine to be treated successfully in jigs, and prior to the

installation of these tables represented a total loss. A
run was also made upon dump material carrying 34.2

per cent, ash, and containing 46.5 per cent, of good coal

running 11.1 per cent. ash. This was first screened and

that which passed a %-in. mesh was fed to the table at the
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rate of 7700 lb. per hr. The result of this test showed

that 44.2 per cent, of the material fed to the table was

recovered, containing 11.1 per cent. ash. This represented

a recovery of 9.5 per cent, of the total amount of the

commercially valuable content of the dump.

A Mine Sprinkler

The Boardmau mine washer, illustrated herewith, is

not an appliance for separating refuse from coal, but a

device for attaching to a water-tank car whereby the air

but m many cases mules are used. When drawn by the

latter power, the car can be taken into every part of the

mine where a trae': is laid and to points where an ex-

plosion is likely to take place if the dust is not laid and

well moistened.

Fig. 3 shows the tank car in motion and the fog it is

throwing is the cause of the hazy appearance in the

IJhoto. A car which waters only the floor of a mine dis-

charging its contents with but little force, in no sense

atomizing it, may comply with the letter, but not with the

.spirit of the law, and protects neither the miner nor the

>l !< 3'-Sf ^ - }'-0-

A SpiiiNKLER Which Throws a Fine Spray over Roof, Sides^ Floor and Brattices

Fig. 1. The Mixk Washer—Ax Eest

in a mine may be purified of dust, and the floor, roof and

sides eftectively sprin'ded, the power for the discharge

being provided by the motion of the car and thus being

ultimately derived from the tractive means used.

A 9-in. miter gear is provided on the rear axle of the

car. this drives a shaft in the center of the underside

of the tank. This shaft revolves a sprocket at the rear

of the wagon and a chain passed round this sprocket

actuates a bladed disk which, being fed with water, throws

a continuous stream of atomized liquid in a circle, the

radius of which, when its flow is unobstructed, is 95

ft.

The discharge of water can be regulated by a bell-

crank from the front end of the car and, by a simple lever,

the shaft connecting the rear axle with the spray disk, can

be uncoupled.

Fig. ] shows the tank car attached to a motor.

Fig. 2. Washer in Action

operator. The mine washer is built by the Superior Supply

Co., of Bluefield, W. Ya.

A Record Production

The Truesdale Colliery of the D. L. & W. Coal Co.

mined, prepared and shipped to market during October,

1913, 105,020.07 tons of coal, the total production for

the month being 108,220.07 tons. This tonnage is a rec-

ord production from one colliery for the anthracite field.

This large output may be considered remarkable indeed

when it is remembered that the first ton of coal prepared

at this plant was shipped to market ^o\. 15, 1905, a

little less than eight years ago. The plant is operated

electrically, the power being obtained from the Nanti-

coke central station, located near the Susquehanna Eiver
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at Butzbach's Landing. The colliery is under the super-

vision of H. G. Uavis, district superintendent; P. H.

Devers, assistant district superintendent; Joseph L. Rey-

nolds, outside foreman; W. E. Waters. William White

and David M. Evans, inside foremen. The plant has a

nine-hour day rerord of r),7''ll.(i7 tons.

A Mining Class in Alabama

Mine foreman William Crooks conducted a successful

mining class of Vi niend)crs, last year, at the mines of the

Pratt Consolidated Coal Co., Quinton, Ala. The mem-

bership represented different classes of mining men. Out

of the eight members of the class who took the state ex-

amination at the close of the term, seven passed with

credit.

The class this year has an enrollment of 18 men, among

whom are two superintendents, one assistant foreman,

one fireboss, a boss driver, bratticeman, trackman, time-

keeper, shipping clerk, store manager. A noticeable fea-

ture is the absence of miners and mine laborers, while

the interest shown by those engaged in the commercial

end of the coal industry is commendable. An intimate

knowledge of mining conditions and principles is always

a ijenefit in all branches of the work—in the store, the

office or the field.

ilr. Crooks this year is assisted by Supt. HoUis. The

class and its teachers have the best wishes of Coal Age.

Company Store Limits Its Profit

A company store which supplies two coal camps a mile

apart in territory tributary to the Virginian Ry. is the

first mercantile establishment in recorded coal-mining

history to make a horizontal reduction of 8 per cent, upon

ever\-thing on its shelves because it was earning too big

a profit. The president of the company has laid down the

dictum that "if we can't make money on coal we had bet-

ter quit." The store manager has been warned that he

must keep inside a certain dead line of profits.

An English Syndicate in West Virginia

There are persistent rumors of a new, big consolidation

in West Virginia, regarding which the Boston News

Bureau has the following to say:

Of interest to the security holders of New River Co. is the

announcement from Richmond, Va.. concerning the negotia-

tions now in progress for the purchase by an English sydi-

cate of important West Virginia soft-coal properties, includ-

ing New River.

The proposition is said to involve an investment of $30,-

000,000 by English capitalists headed by Peter D. Millory, of

London. The negotiations on behalf of the mine owners have

been carried on by an organization known as the West Vir-

ginia Syndicate, some of the members being: W. N. Page, of

Ansted, W. Va., president, who was connected with the late

H. H. Rogers in constructing the Virginian Ry. ; Morgan
Davis, Jr., of Scranton, Penn.; Judge Alden, of New York, and

G. D. Penniman, of Baltimore, representing the Baltimore &
Ohio.

The properties to be acquired include nearly 100 collieries

with an anniial capacity of S.000.000 to 10,000.000 tons of coal,

and 550,000 acres of coal land. These plants are at present

shipping annually about 4,000.000 tons and the English pur-

chasers intend gradually to increase output to greatest pos-

sible capacity. The properties include many well known
seams of coal and are estimated to contain at least 3,000,000,-

000 tons.

The New River Co. represents an important unit In the

plan, as a producer of over 1,000,000 tons per year and ca-

pacity of double this. It has outstanding $2,500,000 Uri bonds,

$6,737, 400 6% preferred stock. $13,474,800 common, besides

$600,000 of 6% notes. The company Is iu good position to

tiade because of the noteworthy Improvement which has

tiiken place in its affairs since the Boston Interests ousted

I hi- nixon management.

Electric Light versus Candle

The danger of using lights which are extinguished by

gusts of wind from shots or by rai>id currents of air used

for ventilation or by falls of the user is illustnitcd by

the following accident at Roundup, Mont.:

(iustave Delannoy, a coal miner, Ijccomiiig confused

in the darkness, after he had "spitted" a fuse preparatory

to a blast in the Rei)ublic mine, wandered back into the

room and practically on top of the charge a moment be-

fore it exploded. His body, fearfully mangled, was found

.several hours later. It is presumed that a gust of wind

extinguished Delaunoy's candle after he had lighted the

fuse.

The Barroom Miners

r>Y BlilfTOX BUALEV

Written especially for "Coal Age."

Says Dago Tony, "I tclla you what,

I maka da bigga, da greata shot!

I getta da fifteen, da twenty ton,

Da boss he say, '0 you sonna-da-gun,

Xo other miner so good lak you'

—

Datsa what he say, I tella you true !"

"G'wan," says Mike, as he gulps his beer,

"You quit yere tossin' the bull in hero.

An' listen to ME—one day last spring,

I drills my holes an' I shoots 'em, bing

!

An' seventeen cars was the coal I got,

Seventeen cars from a single shot."

Then the other fellows along the bar

Begins to talk of how good they are.

They boast of the wonderful shots they've made

And' the strength and labor that they've displayed.

And the barkeep filled 'em up anew

As the night wore on and the stories grew.

And the tales grew long and the tales grew wide

And the more they boasted the more they lied,

Till one of the listeners goes outside

;

He goes outside with a funny grin

And after a while he comes back in

With a pick and shovel and barrow too

;

Well, the gang sings out as he heaves in view,

"Say, where did ye get them tools an' truck.

An' what are they here for, me laddie buck?"

"Simple enough," he says, says he,

"I've sat here harkin all night to ye.

With all the minin' ye've done in here,

An' I says to myself, I say.s, 'It's clear,

I gotta get bu.sy, upon me soul.

An' shovel out some of this barroom coal.'

Ye've drilled an' shot it in grand old style,

So now I'll shovel it out awhile !"

Well, the gang looks sheepish when this is heard

An' they never utters a single word.

But drinks their beer an' wipes the foam

An' slips out quiet an' all goes home!
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Machines for Continuous Current

By C. a. TrppEU*

SYNOPSIS—Simple precauHoiis to be observed in the

insiaUation and operation of this type of machines. This

is the first of two articles upon this subject and deals

exclusively with generators.

While the tendeucy to use alternating current for coal,

coke and iron mining operations has narrowed the field

of service for continuous- or "direct"-current machines,

there are still many places in which these can be used

to advantage, particularly for haulage or where variable

speed is required, and the mine or mill superintendent

who fails to give proper attention to ajwratus of this class

advisable, before putting it in commission, to l:iake it

out thoroughly. This can be accomplished either by

external heat, or by heat produced in the windings them-

selves.

In the former case, the apparatus should be boxed in,

and sufficient heat applied to raise the temperature to

about 80 deg. C. (176 deg. F.). Where heat is to bo

produced in the windings themselves, in case of a com-

pound machine, short circuit the armature through the

series windings, placing a meter in the circuit, and grad-

ually increase the speed until full load current is ob-

tained. In case of a shunt machine, separate excitation

of fields will be necessary, since the armature will not

give sufficient electromotive force when short circuited,

to excite the field;;. If the machine cannot be operated

<;'oxTixroi-s-('Ti;i;Exr Gkxeratoijs with Flywheels Deivex by ax Ixductiox ^Iotoi;

often finds himself in an awkward position. The follow-

ing observations may, therefore, be of value from a prac-

tical operating standpoint.

The exact location of a generator is often arbitrarily

fixed by that of apparatus already installed, bitt it is

desirable to have the machine placed in a clean, dry and

well ventilated power station away from combustible ma-
terial, where plenty of light can be secured. The foun-

dations should have enough body or mass to insure free-

dom from vibration. Provision should also be made for

foundation bolts to hold sole plates or rails in position.

A good method of providing for these anchor bolts

is to place each in a pipe at least 3 in. larger in diameter

tlian the bolt and to arrange pockets in the foundation,

so that access may be had to anchor-plate and bottom
nuts. This will allow for adjustment. These bolts should

be placed by templates made from blueprints of the ma-
chine furnished by the manufacturer.

If the machine has been exposed to a low tempera-
ture, it should not be unpacked in a warm room until

it has had time to warm up to the temperature of the
surrounding air, or it will "sweat." The machine will

gather more or less dampness during shipment and it is

Cleveland, Ohio.

at : low speed, resistance in addition to the regular rheo-

stat will be required.

A shunt-wottud generator should be run a short time

at reduced speed without load, first having opened the

field circuit. See that the oil in the gages is at proper

level and that the rings are revolving and carrying oil.

With all the field resistance in circuit, close the field

switch. Gradually bring the machine up to speed and
build up to normal voltage by cutting resistance out of

the rheostat. Now note the operation of the machine

and observe whether there is any tendency to force the

armature out of its normal position. After getting the

machine up to voltage and the brushes adjusted to their

proper place, close the circuit breaker, then the main
switch, and throw on the load. The voltage will drop

as the load comes on, and the field will have to be ad-

justed to give proper voltage.

In ease the generator does not build up to voltage when
the field circuit is closed, as above explained, it will be

found that either the machine has lost its residual mag-
netism, or that field coils are wrongly connected to the

armature leads. In the former case, separately excite the

fields from some other source of power for a few minutes.

If, on reconnecting the fields, the generator does not

build up, it is probable that the field coils are wrongly
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> ..nneotod to the armature. In this case reverse the ar-

mature leads.

PlilCCAUTIONS FOR CoMPOUND-WoUND MaCHINKS

Take the same precautions in starting as stated for

sluint-wouud generators. When running at full speed

and normal voltage, throw on the load, closing the cir-

( uit-hreaker first, followed by the main switch. Xote

))articularly whether the voltage drops to any great ex-

tent as the load increases; if so, the series coils are op-

posing the shunt and should be reversed.

Series shunts are usually provided with compound-

wound machines, and these should be adjusted to give

the exact compounding effect required, with the machine

operating under normal conditions.

For parallel operation of the direct-current generators,

assume that machine A is loaded and that machine B is

to be placed in parallel. Bring machine B up to equal

voltage ; and, first noting that its polarity is the same as

that ot A, close the main switch. Then cut resistance

out of the field of B, raising its voltage slightly and caus-

ing it to take more load. Since the voltage of a shunt

machine varies with the load, it will be necessary to ad-

just the fields of both A and B to make them divide the

load, and give proper terminal voltage.

If the polarity of the machine, as connected with the

switchboard, is opposite to that of busbars and it is

desired to reverse this without changing cables, it can

(_;i;.\i;i!AToi; Dutviox r.v l)n:si;i, Coal-Tm; I'.viiixti

be accomplished bv reversing the residual magnetism of

the machine. When the residual magnetism is reversed,

the machine will build up with opposite polarity. This

may be accomplished as follows:

Remove all brushes from the holders :iiid close the

main .switch for a few moments; then slowly open. By

this means current will be forced through the fields from

the busbars in a direction opposite from that when self-

excited, and will reverse the residual magnetism. Agahi,

this can be accomplished by removing the armature wire

from the lower jaw of the main switch. The fields will

then be excited in the same manner as above. This lat-

ter method is the more simple, and is to be recommended.

To take the load off machine B, gradually cut the re-

sistance of the rheostat in circuit, thus shifting more load

onto machine A. It will then be necessary to adjust the

fields on machine A to bring the voltage back to normal.

When the ammeter on machine B reads practically zero,

trip its circuit-breaker and open the main switch. Cut

all the resistance of the rheostat in circuit and shut down

the generator.

CoMPOUxD-Wouxi) Machines in Tarallel

The operation of compound-wound generators in par-

allel is slightly more complicated than that of .shunt ma-

chines, since an additional connection between the ma-

chines is required. This connection is made at the be-

ginning of the series winding; that is, where the arma-

ture cable is conected to the series coils, and is called

A D.C. Generator Coupled to a Corliss Exgjne D.C. Generator Coupled to a Steam Turbine
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an equalizer main. In large central coal-mine power sta-

tions equalizer switches are placed near the machines on

a special post, w'hile in siftaller plants a three-pole switch

is provided on the switchboard. See that the equalizer

mains are as short as possible, with plenty of cross-sec-

tion, and never smaller than the armature mains.

As a first step toward operating two such machines in,

parallel, each should be operated under normal load, and

its series shunt adjusted to give the compounding ef-

fect desired. If the machines are of the same size and

make, they can be thrown together, and further slight ad-

justments made to their series shunts to make them

properly divide the load. It might here be mentioned

that the lead given the brushes somewhat changes the

compounding effect of series windings. It is, therefore,

necessary that the machines to be operated in parallel

have their brushes set with approximately the same lead.

With machines of difierent size or make, it is necessary,

in addition to the above, to obtain equal drop in voltage

across the series winding and the cable connecting to the

switchboard, when each machine is carrying its portion

of the total load. In other words, the drop between equal-

izer main and busbar of the same polarity must be the

same for each machine. If this is not the case, resistance

must be added to the cable connecting the machine to its

busbar.

In putting machine B in parallel with machine A,

which is now loaded, bring B up to the same voltage and

see that it has the same polarity as A. First close the

equalizer switch, then the circuit breaker and finally the

main switch. Gradually cut the resistance of rheostat

B out of circuit, thi;s causing B to take more load. If

the voltage is not at the proper point, adjust the fields

of both A and B to obtain correct voltage.

If a single-pole circuit-breaker is iised, see that it is

placed in the main of opposite polarity from the equal-

izer side ; that is, if the positive cable from the armature

is connected to the series winding, then the circuit

breaker must be placed in the negative main. The am-
meter should be connected in the same lead as the circuit-

breaker.

A necessary precedent to the successful starting and
operation of direct-current generators is, of course, their

careful installation ; but the above has been given out of

its proper order for the reason that, with these facts in

mind, the following details will be better comprehended.

General Directions for Installing Machines

Few exact directions can be given for the erection o

large direct-current generators, owing to the diversity

of size and shape and the varying facilities for handling

machines found at different coal mines or coking plants.

Most machines are shipped by the manufacturers with

the field coils and poles assembled on the yoke. It is

usual also, in order to facilitate shipping and handling,

to have the yoke separated into two parts, and in the sug-

gestions given below this will be assumed. The revolving

armature, with its commutator, is always skidded sepa-

rately, with suitable protection, and the other parts

^hipped as convenient.

A foundation having been prepared, as above indi-

cated, and the machine received at the power house of the

mine in complete condition for assembling, the following

instructions apply to any standard make. Belted ma-
chines, adjustable on rails, will be first considered.

To start with, the rails should be temporarily placed

and approximately leveled, then the base placed upon

and bolted to them. Be extremely careful that the rails

are w-edged up, .so that the weight of the base will be dis-

tributed evenly.

Then set the lower half of the field yoke in position,

bolting it down and placing the dowel pins.

Xext get the armature in position, being extremely

careful not to scratch the bearing surfaces of the shaft,

or in any way to bruise or injure commutator or wind-

ings. Handle the armature with a rope sling, protecting

windings and commutator by a spreader. See that all oil

wells and bearings are carcfullv clcaiipd. iiid nil lii^nriug

Continuous-Current Generator Connected to a

Gas Engine

f surfaces covered with oil before placing the armature in

its final position.

Set the top half of the field yoke in position, seeing

that it is properly placed with relation to bottom half,

and that all contact surfaces are clean.

Carefully level the machine and line up the driving

pulley. If possible, turn the machine over in this con-

dition with the belt not pulled up tight, and adjust while

running, so that the belt runs to center of pulley and does

not force the armature out of its central position, but

leaves it free to oscillate in its bearings.

Tighten down the foundation bolts and grout in the

rails. For this purpose a mixture of the following

proportions may be used : One part portland cement with

one part fine sand, mixed with sufficient water to obtain

a thin consistency. Pour this under and around the rails,

limiting the surface over which it spreads by a small
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.lav .lam. W'lien the cement has partly set. remove all

surplus and smooth up tlie joint under the rails.

Siarixc, Exc.iXE-TYrK Machines

Engine-type maehines are, of course, not sui)plied with

base or bearings, the engine shaft being extended to carry

the armature, while the yoke is supported on the engine

base, or on sole plates set on the engine foundations.

Hence the following directions apply.

First set the .*ole plates temporarily in position, suji-

fwrting them on iron wedges to allow for further adjust-

ment.

Place the lower half of the yoke in position, inserting

shims to a thickness of V4 in., to allow for adjustment

as the engine bearings wear down.

Locate the armature and the engine shaft in their

bearings, observing the ju'ecautions in handling men-

tioned in connection with belted machines. In case the

engine shaft has not been pres.-icd into the armature

spider, and it becomes necessary t.i dn this work .ni the

D.C. GEXERATOTiS DiPECT CONNECTED TO IlYDIi.VUI.IC

TURBIXES

ground, an expert mechanic should be employed for the

purpose.

Place the top half of the yoke in position, cleaning all

contact surfaces carefully. In aligning the yoke to the

armature, see that the air gap is symmetrical at all

points, and that the center of the laminated iron of the

armature is in line with the center of the pole lamina-

tions. Failure to do this will put an undue strain on the

shaft or give a side thrust. Leveling screws, when pro-

vided in the feet of the yoke, are a great help in align-

ing. Do not, however, leave the weight of the machine

on any such screws, but insert shims. When the yoke

has been bolted permanently in place, all leveling screws

should stand free.

"Grout in" sole plates as previously explained. When
the grout has set, tighten the foundation bolts and then

carefully check over the alignment of the machine.

See that the series leads and clamping plates are care-

fully cleaned and securely bolted together, also that all

contact surfaces of current-carrying members, such as ar-

mature-lead terminals, terminal plates, etc., are carefully

cleaned and fitted together.

Concerning Brush-Holders and Eocker-Arms

Assemble the brush-holders on the rocker-arm and

stagger them on one stud with respect to the holders on

the next, in such a manner that the brushes will not fol-

low the same path on the commutator. Set the brush-

holders so that they clear the commutator, approximately

Yg in. After the holders have been carefully set with

the jig they should then be checked ofE to see if equal

numbers of bars come between the different studs; if not,

the distance from coninnitator to holders should be

changed to obtain equal spacing of brushes. Holders

should always be placed so that the commutator rotates

against the brushes, tending to force them away from

the holders.

The brushes .should be carefully liltc.l to the c.nnmuta-

tor, first using coarse sand or garnet ]inper and linishing

with fine sandpaper. While grinding in the brushes, hold

the paper down on the commutator so as n.it to wear

away the edge of the brush. Kemove each brush from

the holder and see that the entire surface of the brush

is fitted to the commutator. Make sure that the finger

]>resses squarely on the brush and does not have a tend-

ency to push the bru.sh out of line.

The finger should also give the proper amount of ]ires-

sure on the brush; this can be easily adjusted by mov-

ing the tension spring on the holder. The projier amount

of pressure can only be obtained by good judgment and

careful attention to the special case in liand. as too liitlo

pressure will result in sparking, while too great pressure

means excessive wear of the commutator and brushes.

See that the oil wells of the bearings are thoroughly

cleaned and filled with a good grade of mineral oil to

a level that will insure the rings carrying up the lidiri-

eant. Take care that oil-well covers are in place, so that

dirt and foreign matter may be kept out of wells.

Tu all wiring at the power plant, as well as in a mini',

special attention should be paid to the nieclianieal execu-

tion of the work. Careful and neat running, eoiineet-

ing, soldering and taping of conductors, securing ami at-

taching of fittings are especially conducive to s'.'eurity

and efficiency. Wire of an approved insulation must bo

used, and a cross-section sufficiently large for a lilnTal in-

ci'ease in load without injury to insulation shoulil 1)0

jirovided.

I

COMING .SOCIETY MEETlNGvS

The toal Minius' Institute of America will holil its winter
meetiriB at the Poit Pitt Hotel, rittsburyrh, Penii., Dec. 4 and
5. C, L. Fay. "WiUtes-Barre, Penn., is secretary.

"West Vireinia Coal MInine Institute will hold its winter
meeting at Charleston, W. Va., on Dec. S. 9 and 10. Neil Kob--

Inson. Charleston, W. Va., is president; E. N. Zern, MorKan
town, W. Va., is secretary.

Tde Scranton District Mininu Institute will hold its annual
dinner in the Town Hall at Scranton on the eveningr of Nux-.

29. It is reported that upward of 1200 banquet tickets havi-

already been sold. J. H. Dague, of Scranton, is president.

An International Exposition on Safety and .Sanitation

will be held Dec. 11 to 20. at the Grand Central Palace, un-

der the auspices of the American Museum of Safety. Dr.

Tolman, of 29 West 39th St., New York City, is director

general of the exposition.

nl-Minine Institute has decided to

November meeting which was
rious strike
Whiteside,

Tiie Kocliy Mountain t'

postpone indefinitely the

booked for Denver. This decision is due to the se

situation which nov/ exists in Colorado. F. W.
Denver, Colo., is secretary.

Iliinols Minlnie; Institute will hold its next legular meet-

ing in East St. Louis, Nov. 22, beginning at 9:30 a.m.; two

sessions will be held, morning and afternoon. All who arc

interested in mining are invited. Applications for membership

can be had by writing the Secretary-Treasurer, Martin Bolt.

152(i So. College St., Springfield, 111. Headquarters will be at

the Illmo Hotel. Meetings will be held in the City Hall.
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Wlnt 1 do e tu l-\ of coulition i able to do iii in

creasing the efficiency ot the individual woiker ib shown

by the numerous reports published from time to time,

and which reveal a great advance in the matter of scien-

tific management. An eastern machine shop increased its

output 35 per cent., in a single department, and lowered

the cost of labor from 10 to 20 per cent., while at the

same time the wages were increased 35 per cent. This

is an example of what an intelligent study of conditions

can do to increase industrial efficiency.

Many coal operators are looking forward with appre-

hension to a possible war with Mexico. Even the Balkan

wars caused a temporary exodus of laborers from various

coal camps, and trouble such as would result from an in-

vasion of Mexico would seriously hurt the coal industry,

which at the present time is experiencing a shortage of

labor in many fields. The coal mines of West Virginia,

for instance, are badly in need of men, the operators

there claiming that they could use from ten to fifteen

thousand miners in jobs that will pay from $80 to $180

a month.

Removal of Tariff on Coal

The new tarifE places coal and coke on the free list.

Anthracite was already free from all protection. The
change, therefore, affects only our bituminous product.

We do not apprehend that disaster, in a commercial sense,

will come to any of our coal-producing companies be-

cause of the removal of tariff.

We need never fear that European coal owners will

successfully enter our local markets. The only compe-

tition of a serious nature is that from ISTova Scotia and

British Columbia in Canada. The Xova Scotia mines are

producing about 7,000,000 tons annually. The coal is

similar to that mined in northern West Virginia. It is

largely consumed in eastern Canada, and now practically

controls the market offered by the St. Lawrence ports.

However, some of this coal finds its way into New Eng-

land, and with all tariff removed, it is probable American

consumers along our North Atlantic coast will use more
of the Canadian fuel.

The output of the Nova Scotia field, however, is limited,

the area of the entire district is not as large as any one

of the important fields in our Eastern States. Practically

all of the American coal that now seeks a market in New
England is superior to Nova Scotia fuel, so that, so far

as ciuality is concerned, the advantage lies with the Amer-
ican operator. It is, therefore, purely a question of trans-

portation rates, with most of the advantage now favoring

the Canadian producer, offset by the greater desirabilit)'

of American coal for fuel purposes.

In Montana and Wyoming the situation is slightly more
serious. Coal in the Crow's Nest field of British Colum-
bia is not only equal, but is superior in many ways to our

Montana and Wyoming lignites. The British Columbia
field is quite extensive and can provide a considerably

hi-,(.i utput if a market can be found. There is no doubt

but that Canadian coal will prove a strong competitor in

our Northwestern States. We feel confident, however,

that American operators can produce at a cost as low, or

lower, than their competitors across the line, and we

predict that whatever change in the markets occurs will be

only temporary and certainly not fatal.

Of course, it would be easy for the owners of American

coal mines, in those districts where Canadian competition

is a fact, to follow the usual procedure and predict finan-

cial ruin as a consequence of placing coal on the free

list. But such a course has not been pursued, and our

operators are preparing to retain their markets through

an exercise of superior commercial and technical sagacity.

If free trade in coal and coke is beneficial to the United

States as a whole, it is certain to be ultimately helpful

to the fuel industries, even though it may be temporarily

disconcerting. Any business that must needs exist at a

sacrifice of the common good has been built on an insecure

foundation. It would be well if each man engaged in any

one of our great American industries ceased to believe

that he alone should be handed a life preserver, while

everyone else is obliged to swim ashore unaided.

Incorporating the Labor Trust

Secretary W. B. Wilson, speaking before the American

Mining Congress, stated that he was opposed to the in-

corporation of labor unions. It was unreasonable, he

said, to compel operators to run their mines by force of

law when there was no profit obtainable or no market for

their coal. That being the case, it would be wrong to

incorporate the unions and make them liable for the ab-

stention of men from work after an agreement had been

signed.

But Mr. Wilson did not conceive that the purpose of a

failure to comply with the agreement might, without in-

justice, receive juridical consideration. There is no

crime committed when an operator decides to close his

mines if his reason for his action is that the loss in oper-

ation is excessive and can no longer be sustained, or if

individually he desires to sell his coal at a higher price

and refuses to enter a sacrifice market, or if he can buy

better coal elsewhere as cheaply or at less cost. He has

always done this at his pleasure and nothing in the agree-)

ment abridges this right. But he has no warrant for

shutting down his mines in order to compel the working

man to accept any modification of the wage scale. He is

bound by his agreement to pay the rates agreed whenever

he operates his mine.

Similarly the working man has never been denied in

America the right to hire himself to the highest bidder,

to sell his labor where he will, to travel to other fields or

to hunt a new job. These are his rights but when the

men in a union stop work to make some coworker join the

organization, or pay his dues, or wear the union button

when the agreement clearly calls for an open shop, then

we have the working man not seeking to maintain his
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right Imt emlcavoring to violati- an agunm-nt to wliuli

he ha* signed his name direitly or hy proxy.

Of course, it is true tiuit members of unions have re-

peatedly done this; the iliarge is not denied. We think

it eould have been proreil to the satisfaction of the law

courts, not once, but many times since tlie last anthracite

agreement was signed. "Suddenly TOO men apparently

decide they cannot live on the wage paid them, for three

or four days they all agree to hunt for other jobs in a

town where no other jobs are obtainable and they do not

move out to look for work elsewhere. At their meetings

they declare the suspension is inaugurated to make cer-

tain men pay union dues. After a few days' idleness,

those dues are paid and the men go back to work. Does

any sane man, except perhaps a member of the Presi-

dent's cabinet, believe or pretend to believe that the 700

men quit work because they did not want to live on the

wage agreement and so were looking for another job?

Why, even a jury could not be made to believe that.

And if their purpose is to destroy the force of their

signed agreement ; then it is a pity they are not incorpor-

ated so that they can be sued. The working man should

be as finical as his employer about making good his agree-

ments and if he is not, the law should rectify his lack of

moral responsibility. Occasionally, in. some coal regions,

the employer is disposed to break the agreement for his

own personal advantage and it is a pity that, as the con-

tract has merely a moral value, such an operator cannot

be made financially responsible for such a violation of his

plighted wonl.

The Firedamp Whistle

Word comes from Germany that a new "firedamp whis-

tle" has just been invented by Privy-Councilor Ilaber

and Dr. Oeiser, as a result of the appeal of the Emperor,

made a year ago, that an attempt should be made to dis-

cover some means of preventing mine catastrophes due to

the explosion of firedamp.

The device just exhibited to the Kaiser and which has

met with his approval consists of a metallic cylinder

10 in. long and 2i/^ in. in diameter, operated by means

of an air pump. The sound of the whistle is said to be

audible 300 ft. away. When blown in pure air, the whistle

gives an even tone; but when blown in air charged with

marsh gas, the tone is said to vary from a shrill tremolo

to a jerky staccato, depending on the percentage of gas

present.

It seems strange that this device should be descrilied as

something new. Tt appears to be a resurrection of the

old Forbes gas indicator, invented by Prof. Forbes more

than half a century ago, but found to be of no practical

application as a means of detecting gas in mines. The

principle of the device depends on the difference in the

length of the sound waves, in air of different densities.

But, since the density of the mine air may vary as the

result of a number of causes other than the presence of

gas, no reliance can be placed on the indications for gas,

as given by the tone of the whistle.

The Forbes indicator differed from the present device,

in that a tuning fork of -512 vibrations per second was

fixed in the mouth of a brass tube 6 in. long and 3 in. in

diameter. The tube was fitted with a tightly fitting mov-

able piston, the position of which was indicated by the

movement of a pointer on a .scale graduated to indicate

percentages of gas present in tiie air. Tlu' /.cro of tlie

scale corresponded to that position of the piston that pro-

duced a maximum resonance of the tuning fork in i)ure

air. When testing for ga,s, the piston had to be moved

until the tuning fork gave tlie .same nuiximum resoiumce,

which varied with the density of the air, for a like posi-

tion of the piston. In this device a thermometer was

attached to the instrument to make the necessary correc-

tion for the temperature of the air, as this would vary the

density and the tone of the fork. The idea has long been

abandoned as useless in its ada]>tatioii to mining condi-

tions.

Passing of the Small Dealer

Compelling influences are slowly but surely revolution-

if.ing the marketing of coal in the large consuming cen-

ters. The small independent unit, as in other lines of

endeavor, is giving way to the large consolidation witli

its trained selling and technical experts, its unlimited

tonnages and other accoutrements of enormous capital.

Marketing coal on a small scale is no longer an econom-

ically sound enterprise. Elaborate equipment involving

costly machinery has effected such economies that dealers

not equipped with modern facilities, find themselves at a

serious disadvantage. Xot only are they unable to effect

an economical distribution of the product, but they are

not prepared to meet the occasional heavy emergency

demand.

The advent of the large hopper-bottom steel cars, or as

they are commonly called, "battleships," may be taken

as a typical example of the trend of conditions. The pro-

portion of this kind of equipment is steadily increasing

and it is only a question of a relatively short time when

the "battleship" will have practically displaced the old-

style gondola. The heavy additional expense of unload-

ing these latter when the consignee had no trestles is

too obvious to require comment.

In addition to this the net profit per ton is too small

with the individual unit who handles but little to make

the business lucrative. The large automobile truck with

its capacity closely approaching that of the smaller rail-

road cars, is also becoming an important factor in the

situation, while liability to loss due to bad debts or slow

payment must be considered hero, even more than in

other lines of business.

I

Safety First?

It has been rather pertinently suggested that the time-

worn adage "Safety First" be supplemented by one of

"Discipline First." The idea is one that will probably

commend itself to many coal engineers. While revolu-

tionary in character, it offers a more tangible basis f(]r

procedure and there are many who will, no doubt, belicw

that it is an attack at the real root of the trouble.

Of the total fatalities, both inside and outside of the

mines, it is well known that nearly half of these are due

to falls of various kinds. Is it not a fact that one of the

most rigid rules at all mines is that timbering must be

kept up to the face so that every place will be safe? It

is clear, therefore, that we have a single case (and one

which is responsible for half of our total fatalities) in

which the trouble is either directly or indirectly a viola-

tion of rules.
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The Cabin Creek Y. M. C. A.,

Decota, W. Va.
(Special Corkespoxdekce)

The eoal-niiuing town of Decota, W. Va., is situated at

the junction of two small streams that form together

Cabin Creek proper. The village is about 16 miles from

Cabin Creek Junction, at which point the creek empties

into the Kanawha Eiver. The steep and high hills on

either side of the narrow valley of the creek and its

branches contain several seams of coal of workable thick-

ness. About a dozen years ago, coal operators began to

work these extensive beds of fuel. At one time upwards

of 20 different companies were located along the creek.

A few years ago 11 of these corporations combined to

form the Cabin Creek Consolidated Coal Co., and four

others combined under the sales agencv of the Carbon

for tlie sum of $42,000, a price unheard of for similar

land anywhere in the state. On gaining possession the

saloon was closed, and although the new owners were

offered the sum of $700 per month for the saloon privilege,

it is to their credit that the offer was flatly refused.

The saloon was surrounded by a tight board fence 7 ft.

high and on paydays the inelosure would be filled with the

forms of miners in a state of helpless intoxication. On
recovery, if they had any cash left the process would be

repeated. Gambling and fighting were the order of the

CI ay for those who were sober enough to participate in such

exciting amusements. Often it was three or four days

after payday before there were a sufficient number of men
able to work to run the mines at anything like a normal

capacity.

But the closing of the saloon was only half the battle.

The railway trains brought in large quantities of liquor.

Goal Age Coal, Age

The Old Saloon Xow a Y. M. C. A. and on the
Right, the Hall foi; Moving Pictures

Fuel Co. This combination as will be easily seen effects

a great economy of administration and operation. Prob-

ably no operating coal companies in the country are better

organized for conducting the business along modern lines

than the Carbon Fuel Co., with J. E. Thomas as president

and C. A. Cabell as general manager, and the Cabin

Creek Consolidated Coal Co. with M. T. Davis as presi-

dent and Ira F. Davis as general manager. Their ac-

counting system is a marvel of simplicity and accuracy.

Capitalizing Crime

From their early history these companies took an active

interest in the welfare of their employees. At one time

there wa.s a tract of 37- acres of land adjoining theirs

which belonged to a private partv' but was of little value as

it contained no coal and was unproductive for tillage.

However, it was a great revenue producer for the owners

as it contained a saloon which did a business far more

profitable than any coal mine. It was a poor day indeed

that it did not do a business of $300, and on one occasion

at least it took in $2160 in a single day.

The companies felt that this saloon was a menace and

a liability to the community, so they bought the property

Eesidence of the Decota Secretary of the
Yoi'NG Men's Christian Association

The great need for a substitute for the saloon became more

and more apparent. Men in such communities have more

or less leisure time on their hands as there are often days

when on account of a car shortage or other reason the

mines are idle. With men of small resources under such

circumstances the most natural use of this time is in dis-

sipation unless there is some healthful form of amuse-

ment provided.

Saloon Tukxed into an Amusement Hall

It was the belief of some of the officials that the aver-

age miner does not go to the saloon for the sake of dissi-

pation but for the social features. This belief became a

conviction on further study. After a careful survey of the

whole situation it was decided to fit up a club house in

the old saloon building and have it operated under the

auspices of the Young Men's Christian Association. Be-

fore anything was done, however, the whole matter was

submitted to the men with the idea that unless they really

desired to have such an enterprise in their midst, the

company would not supply it.

They were not asked to assume any financial responsi-

bility for its inception, but if it was to their liking on
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lompletion they could have its privileges by paying a

nominal sum per month. This removed any taint of

paternalism that so manv similar enterprises labor under,

for the men under the leadership of the secretary had the

conii)lete control of the whole atfair, and spent the income

for new apparatus and e.|uipnient so that in a short time

they had a complete outfit from tennis courts to a swim-

ming pool.

At the beginning the company litted up the plant with

a reading room, shower bath, game room, a casino for the

sale of soft drinks, candy and tobacco, also a hall for

moving pictures.

Employees Sitpout and Supply Moxey to Extend

THE Work

The success was immediate and the place was patronized

better than anyone had even hoped. As a surplus of rev-

enue accumulated, two bowling alleys were installed, a

piano was procured, also a phonograph and several good

records. Later an electric bath cabinet was secured and

finally a large outdoor swimming pool was installed, and

many other recreative features were added. All this

was made possible by the fact that the company was not

seeking to get revenue from the enterprise, but were in-

safctv methods, travel and other topics of interest to the

men and women. The miners seem to be more easily

reached through the eye than the otiicr senses, and this

makes the pictures a puwiTfiil iiuirnl miuI cihuatimial

agent.

Formerly there was little interest in church work taken

by these people. Here again the stereopticon came to the

rescue. Lectures with colored slides on the Holy Land,

Oreat Men of the Bible, Life of Christ, and other kindred

topics were given. Care was taken to avoid .sectarianism

or denominationalism in these discourses, but to set forth

the great fundamentals of riglit living as exemplified in

the lives of great leaders. The appreciation of this cifort

was showii by the growth of the Sunday school. There

were three schools in the neighborhood with a mere hand-

ful of attendants. In a few months the attendance had

increased to upward of 60 or SO pupils in each school. It

was the universal testimony of all that there had been a

iTeneral crowtli toward iicttcr things all along the creek.

Decline of thi: Lkadino Inuustuy

real changes

express-com-
A single item will indicate one of tl

that took place in the first three yea is.

Tennis CoriiTs

vesting their cash in it each month, and it is significant

that for every dollar that the company has put into the

plant the men have put in an equal amount or more, not

as a direct contribution, but as a reinvestment of the sur-

plus income. This gives the men a sense of a proprietary

interest in the scheme and develops a sense of mutuality

that is invaluable in successful welfare work. The fact

that during the recent labor troubles in that region, it

was a common sight to see the miners and the "Baldwin

Guards" in the pool together .'ihows how popular the place

was.

Dues Are 25c. a Month

Most of the men who live within a mile of the build-

mc are glad to pay the nominal sum of 2oc. per month

for the membership privileges. This fee entitles them to

free baths, the reading room, game room and general

social privileges as well as a reducect rate for use of the

pool tables and bowling alleys. Twice a week a moving-

picture show is given, and it is the aim of the secretary to

give pictures having an educational value, avoiding the

lurid, unreal wild-west tv'pe. This machine has also been

a oreat help in giving illustrated lectures on health.

Swimming Pool

pany business in transporting distilled liquors decreased

from an average of 223 gal. per month to less than 50 gal.

in a like period, and the amount of beer brought in de-

creased about 20 per cent. This, of course, meant much

less drunkenness, and with it went a large portion of the

gambling which always goes with excessive use of liquor.

The few who still drank and gambled did it on the sly as

it lost its popularity in the light of the new agency for

healthful amusement.

The value of the association was shown in the great

strike which all hope is now a thing of the past. While the

association takes no sides in a controversy between em-

ployer and employee, it sustains a position of mutuality

aiui serves all who come to use what it offers. Several of

the mines were able to operate continuously, while all

others in the neighborhood were closed. The spirit of a

desire to settle differences was more manifest here by

both miners and operators than in any other part of the

strike zone. Much less time was lost here than in other

parts of the field. Some well informed men went so far

as to say that if the operators had begun this work five

years ago in the entire field, the strike would not have

occurred.
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Collapsible Stoppings
Letter No. 9—In reference to the Imilding of light col-

lapsible stoppings that will be destroyed by a local ex-

plosion of gas or dust and thus prevent a general mine

explosion, it is well to remember that the bituminous

mine law of PennsA'lvania requires that all stoppings

shall be built of noncombustible material. We may ask

the question: Why? The answer is plain: Because

we must have at least two headings leading to the coal

face. The purpose is to provide a continuous intake and

return airway for the circulation of the air current. The

breakthroughs between these two entries must be made

at a given distance apart and closed by air-tight stop-

pings, except the last breakthrough at the head of the

entry, which is left open to allow of the passage of the air

current.

Xow, would not the building of entry stoppings in

such a manner that they would be blown out easily, seri-

ously interfere with the circulation of air and fail to car-

ry out the idea expressed in the mine law in respect to

stoppings? If the stoppings are to be built thus light

and collapsible, why should not the doors, also, be built

in the same manner? What woiild be the result? The

mine water gage would drop, the air would short-circuit

and the working face would be made dangerous for work.

There would be more danger of an explosion occurring

and less chance for the men .engaged in the workings to

escape.

My plan is to always build entry stoppings 20 in.

thick, using one part cement, three parts sand and five

parts mine rubble. I sometimes use a 9-in. common red-

brick stopping. In a 70-ft. area, I sometimes build a

pilaster in the center of the stopping to increase its

strength.

EOBT. W. LiGHTBUEN'.

Adelaide, Penn.

Education and Training of Mining
Men

I have been reading the letter of Mine Inspector .John

Eose, Coal Age, Oct. 4, p. 509. relating to the practical

training of miners by special instntctors in the mines, as

suggested by Inspector C. H. Nesbitt. I want to say

again that, in my opinion, boys should be taken into the

mines at an early age and taught how to do every kind of

work, by going around with the men. The}' shoidd know
how to hang curtains or put up a brattice, lay tracks or

drive a mule. They should be taught the use of the safe-

ty' lamp and shown how to take it apart, clean it and put

it together again, ready for use. The boy should learn

this by observing the work being done. Then, when he is

older he will be able to do the same work himself.

I differ with Mr. Eose, in his statement that many of

the best practical men entered the mine after they were

21 years of age. I believe the results on record will not
support this conclusion.

In regard to discipline in the mines, would say I have

been bossing for the last 34 years, in different states, and

never give a man an order that I do not expect him to

obey. Mr. Eose states that many mine foremen who lack

discipline, force and sj'stem, drift into the habit of tell-

ing miners to timber their working places and keep them
safe, without expecting them to comply. Such a man is

not fit to be a foreman. Of all men, the mine foreman

must have discipline and require that his orders be car-

ried out.

It is true that "upon the mine foreman devolves the re-

sponsibilitj- for the coal output." A wise foreman, how-

ever, knows that he cannot put out the coal without men

;

and he will not endanger the lives of his miners for the

sake of an extra car of coal. Knowing the danger of work-

ing under a loose top, a good foreman will compel the

miner to set his timbers first, before loading the coal.

In closing, I want to say that the best mine foremen,

in this country today, are the men who went into the

mines when they were boys. We have many examples of

this in the Scotch and English miners, now acting as

mine foremen in our mines. Mr. Eose's suggestion that

good common sense should be mixed with experience is

true; but a man must know how to use both and enforce

discipline. The miners soon come to understand the

ways of a good foreman and will do what he orders. Such
foremen draw a good class of miners around them and

are respected by all.

Samson Smith.
Mineral. Va.

The Liquor Problem

From what has been said of the relation of liquor to

mining, in previous issues of Coal Age, the general

reader would receive the impression that coal miners are,

as a class, harder drinkers than other workmen. The
respectable coal miner naturallj' resents this impression.

I believe there are as many hard drinkers among glass

blowers, clay workers, lumbermen, salesmen and men of

other callings as among miners.

The social standing of the drinker makes a great dif-

ference. The head of a corporation or other ofiicial is

merely "indisposed," while the laborer is "on a drunk."

The club man is taken home in his cab, while the coal

miner, who is so unfortunate as to drink to excess, is

left to his own chances.

Men are very much the creatures of circumstance. A
man placed in an isolated mining camp, deprived of clean

amusements and opportunities for self-betterment, such

as libraries, churches, schools, etc., and thrown into con-

tact with the ever-present gambler and subjected to the

influence of the saloon atmosphere—in fact, separated

from all refining influences is almost sure to become
either a "rip" or an "angel." The environment of a man
exerts a tremendous influence in shaping his life and
character, and it makes little difference whether he is a
coal miner or engaged in some other calling.
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One suporinteiiclont has suggestt'd that the (Iriviiiu out

of 15 families from a miuii.g tomniuiiity improved the

conditions in that place. It must be remembered, how-

ever, that such an improvement is only local. Nothing

has been done in their removal, to alter the life and sur-

roundings of those 15 families who are driven from one

mining camp to another; and the greatest sulfcrcrs. in

such cases, are liio wives and children of the men ad-

dicted to the drink habit. While it may be necessary to

make an example of sonic cases, more attention should be

given generally to reforming the drinker, by removing

from him, as far as possible, the temptation and oppor-

tunity to drink and surrounding him with a different at-

mosphere that will give him greater encouragement to

live better.

The problem must be fought from a broader stand-

point. The question must be studied in its widest as-

pects. Efforts must be made to remove the evil and put

in its place what will tend to the uplift and betterment of

the community. Create a desire for self-improvement,

study and recreation. Ascertain what is most needed to

ettect a transformation. Many drink because liquor is

within their reach; therefore, remove the saloon and dis-

courage the liquor traffic, in every way possible. It is

well to remember that a man should not be blamed too

strongly if he is overcome by conditions for which we are

all responsible. I want to repeat tli.it the liquor iumIi-

lem is not limited to coal mining but all'ects all indus-

tries alike.

(jliO. iSi. L.VNTZ.

New Straitsville, Ohio.

Afterdamp
The principal gases resulting from niino tires nrc

carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide and nitrogen. Tlic rel-

ative quantities of these several gases will depend on tlie

supply of fresh air to the fire. As the fresh-air sujiply

is increased, the volume of carbon dioxide resulting will

be greater, while that of carbon monoxide and nitrogen

will be less; and rice vertsa.

The gases resulting from an explosion of firedam)) are

quite variable, depending on the composition of the liif-

damp mixture and the conditions affecting the circula-

tion of air in the mine; also the condition of the mine

workings with respect to dust and moisture. In a general

way, the composition of afterdamp may be said to consist

chiefly of carbon dioxide, carbon monoxide, nitrogen and

water vapor, together with smaller amnunts of nitrous

oxide gas, unburned marsh gas and free hydrogen.

FiREBOSS.

Fairmont, W. Va.
i

Study Course in Coal Mining
By J. T. BE.\iiD

The Coal Age Pocket Book

What the Wet-and-Dry-Bulb Hygrometer Indicates—The
wet-and-dry-bulb hygrometer shows the difference between
the reading's of the two thermometers. The dry-bulb ther-

mometer, of course, indicates the actual temperature of the

air The reading of the wet-bulb thermometer is lowered by
the evaporation of the water from the little sack surrounding
this bulb, and which is kept moist by the water drawn up
through the wick from the vessel below.

, . ., . .. ^^
The difference of temperature indicated by thesetwo ther-

mometers depends on the rapidity of the evaporation of the

water from the wet bulb. The evaporation is more rapid in

dry than in wet air; and the difference of reading is. thus, an
index or measure of the degree of saturation of the air. \\ hen
the air is fully saturated with moisture there is no evapora-
tion from the wet bulb and the readings of the two thermom-
eters are the same. The difference inci eases with the dryness

Itelattve Humidity of Air—As previously explained the

relative humidity of air is expressed by the ratio of the actual

vapor pressure in the air at the time, to the saturated vapor
pressure. The following table gives the percentage of sat-

uration or the hygrometric state of air for various differences

of readings, at different temperatures.

OIFFERINCC BtTWtEN PRY AMD WETBUIB.

EudlDl
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Working Coal under Sandstone Cover

We are working a seam of lignite coal that varies from

6 to 12 ft. in thickness. The seam has an average pitch

of about 3 per cent. A portion of the mine has reached

the boundary line and the work of drawing back the pil-

lars will soon be commenced. At the present time, the

workings are largely standing on pillars.

Immediately overlving the coal is a sandstone that

varies in thickness from 90 to 140 ft. The entire over-

burden varies from 100 to 400 ft. Underlying the coal

is 12 in. of a hard fireclay that forms the floor of the

seam. This is underlaid with 12 in. of a soft fireclay,

beneath which is a hard rock varying from 1 to 2 ft. m
thickness. The rooms are driyen up the pitch and are

21 ft. wide with 30-ft. pillars between them, the rooms

being driven on 51-ft. centers. The rooms are broken

off the entry 10 ft. wide for a distance of 25 ft. and then

widened out to the full width. Crosscuts are driven m
the rooms every 70 ft. and are 10 ft. wide, leaving a pil-

lar 60x30 ft. The rooms are usually driven 350 ft. in

length, leaving a 60-ft. barrier pillar between the faces

of the' rooms and the air course of the next pair of en-

tries.

Much difficulty has been experienced by the heaving

of the bottom where the weight was too heavy on the

pillars. The sandstone roof crumbles and falls from 6

to 10 ft. above the coal and, to avoid this trouble, there

is generally left from 2 to 4 ft. of roof coal when driv-

ing up tlie room.

I would like to have the readers of Coal Age offer any

suggestions in regard to the working of this seam, with

particular reference to the breaking of the thick sand-

stone, so that the largest possible amount of coal can be

realized in drawing back the pillars. Any information

based on experience will be greatly appreciated.

W. iST. Anderson.

Colorado Springs, Colo.

A Similar Inqciry from West Virginia

If you consider it of sufficient interest will j'ou kindly

ask the readers of Coal Age to discuss, from a practical

standpoint, the best method of robbing a 7- to 8-ft. seam

of coal, overlaid with a hard sandstone that is free from

surface breaks. The seam is underlaid with a compara-

tively soft stratum that has a strong tendency to heave.

The cover varies from 400 to 1000 ft. in thickness. The

mine is worked on the panel system.

I would verv much appreciate any practical sugges-

tions in regard to the width of rooms and pillars, and

the method to be employed for drawing back the pillars

that will insure a maximum recovery of the coal, with

the use of a minimum amount of timber.

West Virginia Engineer.

Stotesbury. W. Va.

[The foregoing inquiries, coming as they do at the

same time, and asking for the discussion of practically

like conditions in the mining of coal, show the great

importance attaching to this subject. The two inquiries

come from widely separated points and describe condi-

tions that depend for successful working on practically

the same essential feature, namely, the proper control of

a strong roof pressure due to a hard sandstone rock and

a heavy overburden.

We "hope that these inquiries will bring forth a hearty

response from men who have dealt successfully with simi-

lar conditions. Let there be a good discussion, accom-

panied by sufficient illustrations to make clear the meth-

ods suggested.

—

Ed.]

A Crossover Problem
At the request of a correspondent, we give below a

diagram of a double crossover switch or "diamond," and

shall be glad to have those interested in such problems

,0,

/;

/
1

/

K -
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The Government's Classification of

Coal
The ilassitication of coal into various grados such as

bituminous, senii-bituminous, lignite, etc., is arbitrary

and unsatisfactory. It is, however, in common use in

the United States, and in the absence of anything better,

it is published by the U. S. Geological Survey. The
classes generally used in this country are as follows: An-

thracite, semi-anthracite, semi-bituminous, bituminous,

sub-bituminous and lignite.

Anthracite coal is generally well known, but in a sys-

tematic classification it is usually defined as a hard coal,

having a fuel ratio (fixed carbon divided by volatile mat-

ter) of not less than 10. Most of this coal comes from

the anthracite fields of eastern Pennsylvania, but small

areas are known in some of the Western states where the

coal has been changd to anthracite by the heat and pre^

sure of masses of igneous rock.

Semi-anthracite coal has a fuel ratio ranging from 6

to 10. There is only a small amount of this coal in the

United States, found in local basins or in close pro.ximity

to igneous rock. Semi-bituminous coal is of great com-

mercial importance, but is not widely distributed. Its

fuel ratio ranges from 3 to 6. It is the best steam toal

in the country, and some of it can be utilized in the man-
ufacture of coke. The centers of production are the

Pocahontas and Xew River fields of Virginia and West
Virginia, the Georges Creek field of Maryland, the Clear-

field region of Pennsylvania, and the west end of the

Arkansas field in the vicinity of Fort Smith. AitliDugh

areas containing coal of this grade have been found in

Washington and Colorado, the amount in these fields is

small.

Bituminous coal is the most important grade in the

country, and includes most of the deposits east of the

Eocky Mountains. In the Western states there are large

areas of bituminous coal such as the Trinidad-Raton
field of Colorado and Xew Mexico, the Grand Hogback
field of Colorado, the Book Cliffs field of Utah, the Rock
Springs, Kemmerer and Black Hills fields of Wyoming,
the Great Falls field of Montana and many districts in

Washington. This grade furnishes most of the coking
coal of the country, and is largely .sold for steam raising

and domestic use.

The term sub-bituminous has been adopted by the Geo-
logical Survey for what has generally been called black
lignite. The latter term is objectionable for the reason
that the coal is not lignitie m the sense of being woody,
and the use of the term seems to imply that the fuel is

little better than the brown woody lignite of North Da-
kota, whereas many of the coals of this class closely ap-
proach the lowest grade of bituminous.

It is e.\tremely difficult to separate this class from the

one %elow and the one above. It is generally distin-

guished from the lignite by its color and freedom from
apparent woody texture, and from bituminous coal by
the slacking which it undergoes when exposed to the wea-
ther, as the latter is an important difference in com-
mercial use, it has been adopted by the Geological Sur-
vey as a criterion for the separation of sub-bituminous
and bituminous coal.

Sub-bituminous coal is found in most of the West-
ern fields, being well known around Boulder and Den-
ver and in northern parts of Colorado, Gallup, New Mex-

ico, Hanna, Douglas, Sheridan and the Big Horn Basin
of Wyoming, Red Lodge and Musselshell, Montana, and
in many of the districts of Washington and Oregon.
As used by the (ieological Survey the term lignite is

restricted to the coals which are distinctly brown, and
generally woody. They are intermediate in quality be-

tween ])eet and sub-bituminous coal. Lignite is abuiul

ant in the North, in ea.stern Montana and North Dakdin
and in the southwest corner of South Dakota.
South it is present in all of the Gulf states, but
developed commercially only in Texas.

In tl

as \,v,

Safety Hook for Sinking Buckets

A new safety hook for sinking buckets in connection
with a cable clamp has been devised by an engineer at

the Myslowitz colliery, in the North Kattowitz mining
district of Germany and has been used there Avith good
success. It is described in the "Zeitschrift fiir das Berg-
Hiitten- und Salinenwesen." It consists of the following
principal parts: (1) The cable sleeve A with flange .4,

forged from the same piece; (2) the bucket hook B

;

(3) the lock bolt C; (4) the lock spring V welded on lug

£>,; (5) the flange E.

I

J
I
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Section X-X

Detail Coxstrdctiox of the Safety Hook

The cable clamp is bored out conically for receiving

and fastening the rope. In the flange A, are held the

bucket hook B and the lock bolt C which together form
a closed shackle, the hook B being screwed into the flnnge

A^ and further secured with a keyed Jam nut,, while the

lock bolt C is loosely passed through its hole in the flange.

The lock bolt C is made of an iron bar cut or forged
away at the upper part and is formed at the top as a

handle for easy manipulation. At the lower end it is

bored out conically to receive the point of the bucket
hook. It is provided lengthwise with the groove G in

which is set and riveted the lock spring D. The safety

hook is closed in the illustrated position and, by the lock-

spring D, upon which the lug Z), engaging in "the cavity

F, prevents self release of the lock bolt C and thus an
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unhooking of the bucket suspended from the hook B

even when the bucket is let down to the bottom of the

shaft and the rope is slackened.

In order to let the bucket be hooked to and unhooked

from the hoisting cable, the workman must press back

the lock spring D and raise the bolt C, which opens the

bucket hook. As soon as the bolt is let go, it falls back

by its own weight and again the lock spring D closes the

lock bolt C by an engagement of the lock-spring lug D,

m the cavity F. The flange E screwed on the rope sleeve

prevents the bolt C from being lifted so high as to drop

out when opening the hook.

The manipulation of this safety hook is easy and sim-

ple. Its security is automatic and reliable. In making

the hook care is taken that the upward movement H^, al-

lowed for the lock bolt, bears a correct proportion to H
and //,.

Trimming Coal on Freight Cars

The St. Louis & Ban Francisco K.R. has issued the fol-

lowing instructions to coal shippers on its lines:

Lump coal and run-of-mine coal extending above the sides

of open cars must have the lumps ranked as shown in Fig. 1

for steel cars, and Fig. 2 for wooden cars.

Careless and improper loading not only makes possible

losses of contents by spilling off sides of car. but helps to

create a shortage of equipment.

The difference in weight of a car properly loaded and the

one impr.Tperly loaded amounts to about S500 lb. On this

basis 92.09 cars properly loaded would contain as much coal

tef-
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EXAMINATION QUESTIONS

Miscellaneous Questions
(A iisircnd hij Ilcqitcsl)

Ques.— (a) How nuich water would an entry hold,

in 100 ft. of its length, if the entry measures 6 ft. wide

at llie top, n ft. at the Imttom and is 6 ft. Iiigh? (h) If

one-lialf of this quantity of water was standing in the

entry, what would be the depth of the water?

Ans.— (a) The sei-tional area of the entry is 6 (0 -|- i))

-r- 2 = 45 sq.ft. The cubic contents of this entry, in a

length of 100 ft., is 100 X 4.5 = 4500 cu.ft. If this entry

is full of water, it will hold 4500 X 7.48 = 33,660 gal.

(i) If the entry is filled to only 07ie-half its capacity,

the sectional area of the water will be 45 -;- 2 = 22.5

sq.ft. Tlie cross-section of the entry shows that the

width decreases 3 ft. in 6 ft. of height, or I/2 ft. in everj

foot of height. Then, calling the required depth of tiie

water d, the bottom Avidth of the entry being 9 ft., tiio

width at the surface of the water would be 9 — d/2. Tlic

sectional area of a trapezoid is equal to the sum of the

top and bottom widths multiplied by half the vertical

height; or, in this case, the .sectional area of the water is

+ '-! 5 = »"-¥

Equating this expression for the area of the cross-sec-

tion of the water, with the value of one-half the sectional

area of the entry (22.5 sq.ft.), as found above, and ar-

ranging the terms, gives.

-^^+9. 22.5

to ofMultiplying both sides ot the equation by

fractions gives

fZ- — 36 rf = —90
Now, complete the square, in the first member, by add-

ing the square of one-half the coefficient of the second

term or 18° = 324, to both sides of the equation. Thus,

d" — 36 d + -iS- = 324 — 90 = 234

Finally, extracting the square root of each side of the

equation, gives.

18 = ± V 234 = 15.3

and

rf = 18 — 15.3 = 2.7 ft.

The dei)th of the water, therefore, is 2.7 ft.

Qiies.—An air current of 80,000 cu.ft. of air per min.

is passing in a mine, in the following three splits:

Split A, fi X 8 ft., 3000 ft. long

Split B, 4 X 16 ft., 2000 ft. long

Split C, 8 X 10 ft., 5000 ft. long

(a) Calculate the natural division of this air current,

giving the quantity of air passing in each split, (ft)

.Assuming that all the splits start from the shaft bottom,

find the ventilating pressure at the foot of the shaft, for

the entire mine. The lengths given for the several splits

include the return airways, in each ease, (c) Find the

horsepower on the air at the shaft bottom.

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiili

Ans.— {a) The first step is to calculate the area (a),

perimeter (0) and length (/) of the airway in each split,

as follows:

A, a=^ G X 8 = 48 sq.ft. ; = 2 (6 + 8) = 28 ft.

;

/ = 3000 ft.

B, a = 4 X 16 = 64 sq.ft.; = 2 (4 + 16) = 40 ft.

;

/ = 2000 ft.

C, a = S X 10 = 80sq.ft.; = 2 (8 + 10) = 36 ft.

;

I = 5000 ft.

The next step, in order to simplify the work as much
as possible, is to reduce these areas, perimeters and lengths

to the lowest relative values, by canceling common
factors, in each case. This gives for the relative areas,

perimeters and lengths the following prime values:

A, a = 3, 0=7, / = 3

B, a = 4, = 10, / = 2

C, n = 5, = 9, I = 5

The thinl stp]i is to calculate the relative sjjlit po-

tentials, using the formula

X = a
\T7>

The values of these potentials for the different splits

are, therefore, as follows

:

3
3 Ji = 3 V 0.1428 = 1.1340

888

^'^^'^ = ^^\ior7

^' -^'* = *\t|rO = */b = 4 V 02000 = 1.78

1.66(i7

Sum of potentials = 4.5895

Since the quantity of air passing in each split is pro-

portional to the split potential, the several quantities are

found as follows:

^' la =
1' Koc,^ X 80,000 = 19,770 ni.ff. per min.
4.5895

1 7S88
B,

qi^
= •

- X 80,000 = 31,180 r«./V. per min.

C, Qr = I'tltl X 80,000 = 29,050 cv.f/. per min.
-"^ 4.5895 • '

Total 80,000 cu.ft. per min.

(h) In splitting air currents, it is assumed that the

pressure at the mouth of the splits is the same for each

split. Therefore, the pressure producing the circulation,

at the foot of the shaft where the air is divided, as cal-

culated from split A, is

0.00000002 X 3000 X 28 X 19,770^
^'=

48^.

= 5.93 U). per sq.ft.

(f ) The horsepower on the aii', at the foot of the shaft

or the mouth of the splits is, then,

Qp _ 80,000 X 5.93

33,000
~ 33,00(r

H = 14.37 hp.
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Washington, D, C.

In view of the apparent delay with reference to the Keat-

ing resolution directing an investigation into the Colorado

coal strike. Mr. Keating, on the 7th inst., made an attempt

to get the resolution directly before the House of Representa-

tives and secure action thereon, possibly by having it re-

ferred to a special committee. The resolution was intro-

duced several days ago and referred to the House Committee

on Rules, which "has taken no action. Mr. Keating explained

that the committee had no quorum, and he wanted his resolu-

tion referred to the Committee on Labor.

The motion precipitated a debate in which several mem-
bers joined to discuss the merits of authorizing Congressional

investigations into such matters wnen there exists a com-

petent bureau in the administrative branch of the government

for doing this work. Representative Page, of North Carolina,

said that he believed that the Industrial Relations Commis-

sion which was authorized by the last Congress had the power

to investigate the Colorado labor difficulties.

Representatives Mann and Mondell, of the Republican side,

criticized the resolution, because it created a committee spe-

cially for the purpose of this one investigation. Mr. Mann
said that the Bureau of Corporations in the Department of

Commerce had the authority to investigate the matter, and

Mr. Mondell said that the labor difficulties should be looked

into by the Department of Labor.

Mr. Keating replied to the effect that the Department of

Labor had considered the matter, but had found itself unable

to proceed with an investigation. Mr. Mondell thereupon as-

serted that if the Democrats had voted for a sufficient ap-

propriation for the department this handicap would not be

apparent. No de.lnite result has yet been arrived at in the

matter.

Rates Must Xot Be Increased

The St. Louis, Rocky Mountain & Southern and other rail-

roads will not be permitted to increase the New Mexico coal

rates according to a decision of the Interstate Commerce Cora-

mission announced on Nov. 4. The Rocky Mountain line at-

tempted to cancel all throu.gh rates with the Rock Island

road, thereby advancing the -ates to Kansas City, St. Joseph,

Omaha, Lincoln, Atchison, Wichita and other points.

It was discovered in this connection that the advance in

rates was the result of the desire of the Rocky Mountain to

receive greater divisions of the through rates. The commis-

sion ruled that differences between carriers over divisions in

rates are not sufficient reason for advancing rates, and the

roads were ordered to maintain in existence for two years

from Nov. 1 the present rates.

The Red Ash Coal Co., of Ashley, Penn., has petitioned the

commission for through rates and joint rates on anthracite

coal from tiie collieries and washeries on the line of the

Central Railroad of New Jers.^y to points on the Lehigh Val-

ley west of Sayre to Buffalo, for transshipment by water and

reshipment by rail to Suspension Bridge, for reshipment by

rail, and to points west. The Lehigh Valley and other rail-

roads were named defendants.
Senator Reed's amendment to the interstate commerce act

proposing to make natural-gas pipe lines common carriers

within the meaning of the law ha"- been approved by the

Senate without a recorded vote. The act now makes pipe

lines transoorting oil common carriers, whereas the amend-

ment would add to that classification pipe lines transporting

natural gas and submit such pipe lines to the regulation of

the Interstate Comm rce Commission.
The bill was adopted by the Senate on Nov. 3 with but

little debate. Senator Reed took up most of the time given

over to the discussion of the proposition in explaining its

intent. The bill now goes to the House for its approval.

HARRISBl RG, PENN.

An extra session of the legislature is being suggested as

the only means of solving the question that now confronts

the state since the defeat of the $50,000,000 road loan.

It seems that Governor Tener has no alternative but to call

an extra session for the purpose of arriving at some definite

understanding of the most important question confronting

Pennsylvania at the present time.

\jnless the second proposed amendment to the construc-

tion which was voted upon at the same time as the $50,000,000

road loan, is adopted, which will not be definitely known until

the official count is made by the state department, such new
acts as the "female labor law," etc., cannot be passed by tlie

legislature, therefore it is contended that they are unconsti-

tutional.

Article 3, Section 7 of the constitution provides that the

general assembly shall not pass any local or special Ian

regulating "labor, trade, mining, or manufacturing," until

this section is repealed.

Labor unions were specially interested in this amendment,

but in their effort to defeat the road loan, they have probably

defeated the second amendment also. Following the cut of

the state grange, the miners' union in the hard-coal region

went on record against the loan. Their attitude was popular

in the coal regions, and every hard-coal county, excepting

possibly Luzerne voted down the road loan and their pet

amendment with it.

Governor Tener within a tew days will appoint the first

state economy and efficiency commission, provided tor by the

last legislature to introduce modern methods in the various

departments of the state government, and to see if the letter

of the law creating the various departments is being lived

up to.

Concerning the "Cfceck-Off"

That the independent coal operators and the United Mine

Workers may come closer together and that they will allow

the "checkoff" is indicated by the attitude of the Clearview

Coal Co., which operates a colliery at North Scranton, agreeing

to allow the check-off. This is the first company to grant the

check-off, but the union officials ultimately hope to have othei

independent operators grant their request, which in time they

think will be followed by the big coal companies oC the an-

thracite region.

Under the agreement made by the Clearview people, thi-

dues will be deducted from the earnings of the men and will

then be turned over to the properly authorized officer of the

local union. On the part of the union it is agreed that there

will be no strikes. All the men engaged in and around the

colliery must be members of the union.

In granting the check-off it was stipulated and agreed that

the men will have to sign off and deposit with the company

authority to deduct their dues and waivers that will protect

the company legally.

The plan is expected by both parties to the agreement to

result in increased production for the company and in un-

interrupted work for the men.

PENNSYLVANIA
Anthracite

Plttston—A fatal accident recently occurred in No. 9 col-

liery of the Pennsylvania Coal Co. when a premature biast

instantly killed two men and seriously injured Ihrce others.

Samuel Haddon, a prominent rock contractor and Thomas
Williams were the men killed. They had prepared a blast,

and shortly after dinner as is the usual custom the battery

was applied. It failing to set the blast off, Haddon and Wil-

liams went to the face of the tunnel to learn the trouble, the

switcli on the battery being turned off. Just as they reached

the blast the heavy charge exploded. The mine ntScials are at

a loss to explain how the explosion occurred after tne battery

had been shut off.

Mahanoy City—Mahanoy Creek broke into the workings of

the Draper colliery, flooding the mine and causing consider-

able damage. About 200.000 gal. an hour are being pumped

from the mine, in spite of this the water has crept 35 ft. up

the slope. The course of the creek Is being changed

Nantlcoke, Penn.—The Truesdale colliery of the Dela-

ware. Lackawanna & Western R.R. Co. has produced more

coal in the last year than any ordinary colliery in the an-

thrac'te field. A new record was set for the month of October,

105,020 tons being produced and shipped. Including retail

sales the output for the month was 10S.220 tons.

Two men were killed instantly and two others narrowly

escaped death in the shaft of the Auchincloss colliery of the

Lackawanna Coal Co. recently, when a concrete block

weighing several hundred pounds fell part way down
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the shaft and crashed through the capre on which they were

siandlns. The men were engaged In repairing a beam In the

shaft, below the surface level, and the concrete was part of

the water line used to carry away drippings from the side

walls and prevent their trickling to the bottom. It becam-

loosened within a few minutes from the time It was Inspected

as the men went down the shaft.

BltumlnouM

Indiana—The Manor Real Estate & Trust Co. recently ob-

tained the holdings of the Greenwich Coal & Coke Co., a trac\

of something more than 27.000 acres In Greene and Bufflngton

Townships paying approximately $4,000,000. It is expected

that the Cherrytree & DLxonvllle R.R. will be extended to the

new coal fleld and will be the coal carrier.

Xew Cantle—Attorney B. H. Akens recently delivered a

deed to John K. Bell, of Pittsburgh, for 800 acres of coal land

In Washington County, formerly owned by the Washington

County Coal Co., now bankrupt. The purchase price was
$165,0000.

W'aMhlneton—An injunction was recently granted by the

court upon the petition of the Reliance Coal Co., of Center-

vllle, against five miners. This litigation has grown out of

the trouble at the Reliance Coal Co. property over the deter-

mination of the company to operate nonunion. The defend-

ants are restr.ilned from interfering with the employees ol

the said company or its property.

Indeprndencc—Two farms at this place have been

sold in the last few days. Both are large farms, the Dodds
containing 202 acres and the Brown farm upward of 250

acres. The coal under the Brown farm was sold sometime

ago to the Jleadow Lands Coal Co. The Dodds farm contains

a good tract of timber largely locust. The coal was reserved.

WEST VIRGINIA
WellHburg—The strike situation at the La Belle and Gil-

christ mines near here remains about unchanged. No attempt

has been made to bring in strike breakers. The strikers de-

mand a working day of eight hours, a check weighman and
recognition of the union. The operators are willing to concede

the first two propositions, but refuse to recognize the miners'

organization.

Cbarlexton—In order to keep in closer touch with the

accidents that occur in and around the mines of the state, the

Department of Mines has sent out circular letters asking the

coal operators in the state In making their reports of accident*

to the mine inspectors to make duplicate copies, sending one

directly to the office of the Department of Mines, and another

to the Inspector as heretofore. The Department of Mines Is

called upon almost daily for information concerning accidents,

and In the future It Is desired to be able to give this Informa-

tion promptly.

Bluefield—A new company styling Itself the Sandy Ridge

Coal & Coke Co. was recently organized here. This firm pro-

poses to develop about 175 acres In Russel County, Va., which

carries five commercial beds of coal above water level. This

property lies on a branch of the Norfolk & Western R.R.

TENNESSEE
Chattanooea—It is reported that financial backing has

been assured for the Cumberland Colliery Co., which will

shortly erect near Chattanooga coke ovens and a byproduct

plant representing an investment of $1,500,000. It is under-

stood that the plant will be located either in Lookout Valley

or upon Moccasin Bend.
KENTUCKY

L,oniMvtlle—The Wilhoit Coal Co.. which has been operating

mines In the Harlan district of eastern Kentucky, has been
adjudged bankrupt in the District Court of Louisville on the

petition of three creditors, the Standard Oil Co., the Swann-
Abram Hat Co. and the Keuffel & Esser Co. It is understood

that Roy Wilhoit, president of the company, has a personal

claim covering most of th" company's property. Mr. Wilhoit

Slated after the adjudication that the status of the company
will in no way affect his other interests, one of the principal

of which is Ihe Cumberland Coal Corporation, which controls

a large acreage of valuable coal land in the Harlan field.

MIddlesboro—The recently announced purchase by the

Kentucky Utilities Co., of the Asher electric power plant,

which has been operated by the Southern Mining Co., has

excited much interest among operators in that section, who
appreciate the possibility of -ising electricity for all power
requirements in their mines at an early date. It has been
announced from the compary's offices at Lexington that it

will extend lin?s into the territory west and south of Middles-

boro. as far as the Clear Fork district, for the benefit of coal

operations; and It has been reported also that an electric in-

terurban line will ultimately be established by the com-

pany, terminating at Jelllco on the south and Mlddlesboro
on the north. At the present time, the mines of the Bell and
Bath County field will be served.

OHIO
( nlumitux—The Ohio Mining Commission took up the

greater part of the week ending Nov. S with hearing argu-
ments from the miners' side of the question, of the method
to be used In paying for coal mined in the state. John Moore,
William Green and others, of the United Mine Workers of
America, appeared before the commission to argue the justice
of paying on the mine-run basis. The week beglnlng Nov. 10

will be given over to hearing arguments fi-om the operators.
Mnrtlna Ferry—Ground has been broken by the Morgan

Coal Co.. of Bellalre. for .a new mine located between Ban-
nock and Fairpolnt, Ohio. Arthur Morgan, of the Edgehlll
Mine, of Bellalre, is tlie owner of the new operation, which
is located on the C. L. & W. division of the B. & O.

ConKO—Mine No. 301 of the Sunday Creek Co. was set on
fire recently by a short-circuit in the electrical equipment.
The mine Is connected with Mine No. 302 across the creek and
steps were taken at once to seal up the mine to prevent the
fire from spreading to No. 302. This has been accomplished.
Mine No. 301 will remain sealed up until it burns itself out.

The extent of the damage cannot be ascertained.

IND1AN.\

PetershurK—The Bleknell Coal Co., Blcknell, Ind.. has
leased 1100 acres of coal lands lying east of the city and
will take options on several hundred adjoining acres. The
shaft is to be completed within a year and the coal to be
taken up within five years. The price paid for the coal is

$35 an acre, with extra compensation for ground for tipple

and yards.

JefTerdonvillc—More than half of the advance tows, with
coal from Pittsburgh, were delayed by falling water In the
Ohio and are tied up bet^veen this city and Clnclnfiati. Most
of the coal that got through to this point went on to Mem-
phis and New Orleans.

ILI^INOIS

AVorden

—

A suit for JSOOO has been filed by P. K. Fornaah
against the Kercns-Donnewald Coal Co. It is alleged that
the mine ventilation was poor and the air made the com-
plainant 111 so that he has been unable to work for several
months.

Ednardsvllle—Before a board of arbitration here, work-
ing under the Illinois Workmen's Compensation Act, James
Fry, of Worden, was awarded $3500 from the Kerens-Donne-
wald Coal Co. Fry was injured Nov. 22, 1912, when a prop In

the mine struck him on the head. The wound appeared slight
at first, but a month later he was stricken with paralysis and
It was then discovered his skull had been fractured. He
asked for a settlement under the Compensation Act.

Marion—Complete practical arrangements have been made
for the connection at Du Quoin with the Southern Traction
Co. of the Electric Traction Lines, extending westward from
Harrlsburg In Saline County from the coal fields east of here,

and continuing on to Johnson City and across Franklin County
to Du Quoin. This will give the coal-producing counties of
Saline. Williamson and Franklin an electrically operated out-
let Into St. Louis.

O'Pallon—Illinois coal-hoisting records are believed to have
been broken on Nov. 7, when the Nigger Hollow Mine No. 2

hoisted 4400 tons of coal in 7*4 hours. The previous record
was held by a mine at Benld, 111., which hoiste 1 4356 tons in

S hours.

FOREIGN NEWS

statistics for 1912 as to coal consumption are beginning
to be made public by Latin American governments. Argen-
tina Imported 3.707,956 tons of coal, practically all of which
came from the United Kingdom. Small shipments only were
received from the United States. Mexico, which supplies a
considerable part of Its needs from Its own mines. Impoi-te.i

290,264 tons from the United States, 47,165 tons from Canada,
and 38.370 tons from the United Kingdom. On the other hand.
Mexico exported 50,770 tons to the United States. This move-
ment was entirely to Texas points In the immediate vicinity
of some of the Mexican mines. Of the total imports of Porto
Rico, the United States secured 42.986 tons. British shipments
totaled 4327 tons. Of the imports for the Dominican Repub-
lic, the United States furnished 8635 tons, as compared with
1674 tons from Great Britain and 1407 tons from other coun-
tries.
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TegueJenlpa, Honduras—A concession has been given to

American interests for the exploitation of coal in the depart-

ments of Yoro, Atlantida and Colon. The concessionaire is

allowed free importation of tools and machinery and material

to carry on the work. Ten per cent, of the gross coal mined

goes to the government in return for the concession.

Vancouver Island, B. C.—There is little change in the po-

sition at the mines of the Canadian Collieries (Dunsmuir),

Ltd. The production at the company's Cumberland mines,

for the month of October was 51,296 tons as compared with

52.1S7 tons in September. At the company's Extension col-

liery production continues between 200 and 300 tons a day,

haulage facilities for a larger quantity still being unavail-

able.

The Pacific Coast Coal Mines, Ltd., operating at South

Wellington, is arranging to increase its output from 200 to

300 tons a day. All coal being produced comes from No. 2

mine. Conditions in No. 1 mine since the miners stopped

work six months ago became unfavorable for production,

but a dozen men have lately been employed in putting the

mine in shape to allow of an early resumption of coal min-

ing.

PUBLICATIONS RECEIVED

Proceedings Mine Inspectors' Institute of U. S. A. Ninely-

six pages, 6x9 in.; unillustrated. Copies have been sent to all

mine inspectors in the 'Jnited States a.nd Canada. Inspectors

not receiving a copy should write J. T. Beard, editor-in-chief

of the Institute, 505 Pearl St., New York.

RECENT COAL AND
PATENTS

COKE

Gas Producer. J. A. Herrick, New York, N. T. 1,075,566.

Oct. 14, 1913. Filed July 10, 1911. Serial No. 637,615.

Heetias Furnace—A. Glass, Wheeling, W. Va. 1,074,258.

Sept. 30. 1913. Filed Feb. 8, 1912. Serial No. 676,466.

PeedinB Device for Furnaces. J. Harrington. Riverside, 111.

1.075,352. Oct. 14, 1913. Filed Mar. 7. 1912. Serial No. 682.139.

Steam Superheater. C. S. Hooper and R. C. Stevens, Erie,

Penn. 1,074,792. Oct. 7, 1913. Filed May 11, 1912. Serial No.

696,574.

Steam Superheater. P. Thomsen, Cassel Wilhelmshoke.

Germany. 1.074,300. Sept. 30, 1913. Filed Oct. 29, 1912. Serial

No. 728,371.

Vnderfeed Stoker. W. C. A. Henry, assignor to the B. T. U.

Co., Pittsburgh. Penn. 1.074,118. Sept. 30, 1913. Filed Apr.

15, 1912. Serial No. 690,762.

Soft-Coal Burner. P. P. Cooley, assignor to Culter & Proc-

tor Stove Co., Peoria, 111. 1,075,335. Oct. 14, 1913. Filed Nov.

18, 1910. Serial No. 593,066.

Mine Car Wheel—H. A. Holzer, assignor to United Iron

Works Co., Springfield, Mo. 1,074,363. Sept. 30, 1913. Filed

July 16, 1912. Serial No. 709,646

Fuel Economizer. E. B. Freeman, Dedham, Mass., assignor

to B. F. Sturtevant Co., Boston, Mass. 1,074,855. Oct. 7, 1913.

Filed Nov. 25, 190S. Serial No. 464,464.

Coal-Leveling Machine for Bee-Hive Ovens. J. H. Huhn,

.

assignor to Covington Machine Co., a corporation of Virginia.

1,074,119. Sept. SO, 1913. Filed Feb. 6, 1911. Serial No. 606,827.

Nick J. Boylan, connected with the Pittsburgh Coal Co., for

12 years, has entered the employ of Pickands, Mather & Co.,

in their coal department. Mr. Boylan is one of the best known
coal men on the lakes.

President T. H. Watkins, of the Pennsylvania Coal & Cok-
Corporation sailed for England this week accompanied by his

son, C. L. Watkins, president of the Watkins Coal Co. They
expect to be gone about a month.

Heinrich J. Preyn, formerly consulting engineer of the gas-

engine department of the Allis-Chalmers Manufacturing Co.,

of Milwaukee, has recently joined the H. Koppers Co.. of Chi-

cago, in the capacity of third vice-president.

George Watkins Evans, consulting coal-mining engineer,

of Seattle, has completed the examination of the Matanuska
coal field of Alaska for the United States Navy. Mr. Evans
will soon resume his private practice in Seattle.

Kingdon Gould, president of the Consolidated Coal Co. of

St. Louis, and interested in the other Gould coal properties,

has just finished a trip of inspection of the Gould mines in

the states of Arkansas, Oklahoma, Kansas, Missouri and Illi-

nois.

W. R. Riggleman has been appointed district mine inspector

of District No. 1 of West Virginia, succeeding Carl F. Schoew,

resigned. Mr. Riggleman has been connected with the Davis

Coal Co. at Thomas as mine foreman, and is a well known coal

man.

N. M. Rice, on Nov. 15, becomes purchasing agent of all the

Frisco Lines, with headquarters in St. Louis. Mr. Rice will

assume the duties of the fuel agent in the purchase of all

fuels. He comes to the Frisco from the Santa F6. where he

was store keeper.

R. T. Stewart, for some time mine manager for the Corbin

Coal and Coke Co. in southeast Kootenay, British Columbia,

has left that province for Brazeau, Alberta.

E. J. Quealy has returned to his home at Kemmerer, Wyo.,

accompanied by M. S. Kemmerer, of Mauch Chunk. Penn.,

•who is interested in Mr. Quealy's Wyoming operations.

C. C. Johnston, who has been editor and manager of the

"Coal Mining Review and Indu.strial Index," of Columbus.

Ohio, for seven years, has severed his connection with the

paper.

No. ofRobert V. Rex. Superintendent, of Contin

the H. C. Frick Coke Co., has been appointed superintendent

at Leisenring No. 3 to succeed A. R. Miller who resigned.

Jlr. Rex will be succeeded at Continental No. 2 by Samuel
Brown, of the Standard plant of the H. C. Frick Coke Co.

Amos Godfrey, who has had charge of the British Co-

lumbia Anthracite Co.'s field operations in the Groundhog
coal basin, in the northern part of Skeena district, has re-

turned to Vancouver, B. C. Two seams of good coal, one of

7 ft. and the other of 4 ft. 6 in . are stated to have been

opened by last season's prospecting work.

D. B. Dowling, of the Geological Survey of Canada, who
has done much geological field work in the eastern part of

the Rocky Mountains in Alberta, especially in connection

with the extensive coal measures, recently left Ottawa for

the vicinity of Okotoks, some 30 miles south of Calgary,

where it was lately reported oil had been found.

Ben W. Robinson, who recently resigned as general man-
ager of the Victoria Coal Co., at Earlington, Ky.. has re-

moved to Equality, 111. He becomes president and general

manager of a company which has been organized to open and

equip a new operation in that field. A new mine, which will

tap a hitherto untouched body of coal, is to be opened.

John Mitchell, former president of the United Mine Work-
ers of America, will resign his office with the American

Federation of Labor, with which he has been connected for

15 years. Mr. Mitchell made this announcement at a banquet

in his honor at Butte, Mont. He said that his withdrawal was
voluntary and would be formally made at the meeting of the

Federation in Seattle.

Oscar W. Schell, division superintendent for the Delaware

& Hudson Co.. since the death of E. R. Peckens, whom he suc-

ceeded eleven years ago, has tendered his resignation to the

company. The company tried to have him reconsider his de-

termination to quit, but he refused as he has something

better in view. Charles Considine, an outside foreman at

Providence, near Scranton, has been appointed to succeed Mr.

Schell.

OBITUARY

Joseph J. Jones, district superintendent of the Lehigh

Valley Coal Co., died recently at his home, 388 North River

St., Wilkes-Barre, Penn., following a weeks illness. He was
aged 63 years, and was one of the mining experts of the

Wyoming Valley. Mr. Jones had been foreman at the Dor-

rance. Pospect. Parsons. Midvale and Oakwood collieries for

more than thirty years.
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CONSTRUCTION NEWS

Korkuvlllr, rrnn.—A coal breaker having a capacity of
•lOu Ions dally is bclnt? constructed at this place.

Poland, Prnn.— -V contract has Just been awarded A. K.
Jenkins & Co. for the erection of a large coal tipple and bin
lor the Poland Coal Co.

Huunton. Tex.—The Southwestern Steel Development Co.
has consummated arrangements insuring the construction of
an extensive plant to Include iron furnaces, steel mills, coke
ovens, etc., at Texas City.

Roanoke, Va.—Orders have Just been placed for the mate
rials necessary for the construction of 1000 all steel hoppb.
cars at the Roanoke shops of the Norfolk & Western, and
work will be begun as soon as other orders that precede this

have been completed.

StnrKia. Ky.—.Mien & Garcia, of Chicago, are installing
at the West Kentucky Coal Co.'s mine No. 9. the largest
shaker screens in western Kentucky. The screens have a
greater capacity than any which have been set up in that part
of the state. Work will shortly be completed on the screens
and the other equipment being installed at the mine, and ship-
ments will begin at an early date.

Philadelphia, Penn.—Coal exports from this port during
the month of October were exceptionally heav.v. They totaled
104,591 tons of bituminous coal and 5891 tons of anthracite.
In October 1912. there were shipped from heie 78,512 tons of
bituminous and 7666 tons of anthracite. Last month's gain
was 25 019 tons in the bituminous trade and a loss of 1775
tons of anthracite. In September the shipments aggregated
82,963 tons of bituminous and 614S tons of hard coal.

Vnlonton-n, Penn.—A new coal concern to be known as
the Strange Creek Coal and Coke Co., is being formed to
operate 4000 acres of Strange Creek, West Virginia coal,

owned principali\- by Fayette County people. The officers of
the company are all Uniontown men. A committee of seven
was appointed to secure a charter from the state of West
Virginia and proceed immediately to complete the incorpor-
ation. The coal lai;a comprising this tract has railroad
frontage on the Mead a?>d Spear R.R., also the Coal and Coke
R.R., while the Baltimore & Ohio has a branch within two
miles of the property.

Calrnbrook, Penn.—The Pennsylvania R.R. spur to Cairn-
brook, the coal town of the Loyalhanna Coal and Coke Co.,
has been completed, and the work of loading several thous-
and tons of coal that was stored while the headings were
being driven is progressing rapidly. The spur to the Cairn-
brook mines is being extended to the Dark Shade Creek to
a new opening that is being made about a half mile away by
the Wilmore Coal Co. From the new Berwind-White hold-
ings the spur leads to holdings of the Logan Coal Co., where
a new opening is being made. The "B" and "C" seams in all

of these operations are being worked. The Berwind-White
and Consolidation Coal Co. own lands on different sides of
the Shade Creek, near Central City, and as a result of
operations that are contemplated there much interest has
been manifest in real estate circles recently.

NEW INCORPORATIONS

ClarkDbure, W. Va—The Templeton Coal Co. has been in-
corporated with a capital stock of $25,000, to develop coal
mines.

Gadsden, Ala,—The Little River Mining Co. has been in-
corporated with a capital stock of $4000, to develop coal
mines near Gadsden.

\%'llbortan, Okia—The Howard Bros. Coal & Mining Co. has
been organized with a capital stock of $1000. The incorpor-
ators are: John, William and Richard Howard, of Wiburton.

Oklahoma City, Okla.—The Carson Mining Co. has been
organized with a capital stock of $25,000. The incorporators
are: John Hart, L. M. Owen, and D. F. Peyton, of Oklahoma
City.

Cleveland, Ohio—The National Peat Co., of Cleveland,
Ohio, was recently granted a charter under the laws of
Delaware, with a capital stock of $500,000. Robert O.
Bartolomew, of Cleveland, was chief incorporator.

\eUonvllle. Ohio—The Clifton Coal Co., of Nelsonville, Ohio,
has bien incorporated with a capital stock of $10,000. to mine
and deal in ixial. The Incorporators are George W. McKee,
Wilbur SlcKee, A. 13. Ailes, Julius Fisher and George W. Low-
ery.

Sutton, Ky.—The Funk Coal Co. has been organized for
the purpose of mining coal. The capital stock is $25,000, and
the incorporators are: H. H. Funk, Belle Musick, of Toler. Ky.;
.\. J. Vounce, of Sutton; Thomas West and J. R. Barbour, of
Williamson, W. Va.

Coliimliuii, Ohi<i—The Northern Mining & Fuel Co, of Co-
lumbus, Ohio, has been Incorporated with a capital stock of
$10,000, to mine and deal in coal. The incorporators are
H. B. Halliday, A, T. Seymour, Lowry F. Safer, C. E. Rich-
ards and E. T. Bunker.

Camden, N, J.—The Coisa Portland Cement Co. has been
organized with a capital of $160,000. The objects of the In-
corporation are to mine, quarry and sell limestone, shale,
coal and all kinds of minerals. The incorporators are John
n. .Stevenson, 3d, William J. Montgomery, and H. B. Martin.

INDUSTRIAL NOTE S

Martins Perry, Ohio—The Beech Flat Coal Co. has recently
installed a large steam shovel for stripping the overburden
from its coal.

Uniontonn, Penn.—The Mt. Hope Coal Co., of Uniontown,
has sold its plant and holdings, consisting of 185 acres of coal
and 150 coke ovens at Lynn Station, to the People's Coal Co.,
of I'ittsburgh.

Columbus, Ohio—Suit has been filed by the Gibson-Spence
Coal Co., of Columbus, Ohio, against the Clarion Coal Co.
for a receiver. The Gibson-Spence Co. claims to be holder
of two notes amounting to $1177.

Wellsbure, W. Va.—The Bowman coal property was re-
cently sold by the Wellsburg, Bethany & Washington R.R.
Co. to Guido Bros. The mine is a new one and is located at
the foot of Buchannan's Hill on Bethany Pike.

Pomeroy, Ohio—The Dixie Salt Works and coal properties
at Mason, W. Va., was sold at receiver's sale at Pomeroy re-
cently by Referee E. R. Titus to George Schlaegel, for $30,-
650, Mr. Schlaegel represents the Pomeroy Products Co.,
which was formed for taking over the Dixie properties.

Washington, D. C—The coal exportation of continental
United States for 1913 will probably approximate $100,000,000
in value according to figures of the Bureau of Foreign &
Domestic Commerce. This puts the United States in the third
place among the coal exporting countries of the world, being
exceeded only by the United Kingdom and Germany.

Columbus, Ohio—The Kanawha & Michigan Ry.'s joint
ownership by the Lake Shore and Chesapeake & Ohio must
cease, according to a decision handed down, Nov. 11, in the
United States Circuit Court. The opinion was in the suit of
the Government against the companies for alleged monopoly
of coal carrying facilities from the Hocking coel regions.

Columbus, Ohio—The Ohio Utilities Commission is watch-
ing with zealous eyes the recent advances in the price of coal
in Ohio with a view to bringing proceedings against the op-
erators in case it can be proven that there is a coal monopoly
in the Buckeye State. To that end investigators have been
sent out by the commission to ascertain the facts in the mat-
ter.

Operators In Ohio are not in the least freightened over the
prospects of prosecution as they claim there is no semblance
of a combination among the various operators of the state.
They say the price of coal depends absolutely on the car supply
and the demand for all grades and is not an arbitrary matter..

.\nother thing being investigated by the commission is
charges of favoritism in the distribution of cars. It is claimed
by some operators that more cars are furnished for inter-
state traffic than for traffic within the boundaries of Ohio.

Pittsburgh, Penn.—In approximately 100 years since coal
mining began in the United States the country has produced
9.275,000,000 tons, of which Pennsylvania has mined 4,913.000,-
000 or 53%. No other one state has mined as much as 1,000.-
900,000 tons, Illinois being the nearest with 903,900.000 tons.
Furthermore, the production of Pennsylvania for the last four
years which stands at 935,500,000 exceeds the total production
of Illinois since coal mining began in that state in 1»33.
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GEIMEHAI, REVIEW
Fall In temperature causes a rush for hard eoal; trade

ai'tlTe and few concessions to be had. BltumlnouN weak In

spots, particularly in Coast»'lse business. Consumers show-
iuf^ a lack of interest and some price cutting; is noted. Oper-
ators making a determined etl'ort to bold the market. Ef-
fects of the heavy weather in the Central States.

An unexpected storm of almost mid-wintei- severity has
started a rush of small buyers into the hard-coal market and
created a note of urgency in the situation. The improvement
is appai-ent in both wholesale and I'etail. Concessions on the
regular company circular are still to be obtained on certain
grades, notably egg size, but as a rule the demand is heavy
all along the line and there are even rumors that some com-
panies have already been forced to draw upon reserve stocks.
Lake shipping is relatively light.

Bituminous continues to show a weakening tendency al-

though firm in spots. The .\tlantic Coastwise business par-
ticularly, has fallen off heavily, and supplies are beginning to
accumulate at the principal loading piers. The trade is con-
spicuous for the lack of interest in spot business and indica-
tions are that there will be a light demand tor several weeks
to come. Large tonnages are available and some price cut-
ting is noted where it is found necessary to move coal
promptly. Supplies at tide are larger and prices are being
maintained only because of the fact that most of the pro-
duction is well covered by contracts. Inqu'ries are only
scattering but in the face of all these adverse conditions,
operators are making a determined effort to hold the market
in hopes that it will swing back to its former activity as
seems probable under the change in weather conditions. The
New York market has as yet failed to show any specific
weakness although there is a slowing down which will prob-
ably continue until the first of the year.

The heavy storm in the Pittsburgh district created a sharp
rush for domestic coal on which premiums were already in
effect so that some fancy prices were obtained for prompt
tonnages; on the other hand manufacturing demand is re-
stricted, while lake shipping is slowing down, due to the
lack of vessels as a result of the slow movement of ore. The
heavy weather on the Lakes resulting in the loss of a num-
ber of vessels, has demoralized shipping temporarily and
will tend to retard the last rush of coal to the Northwest.

The domestic trade in Ohio is active, the demand for all

grades continuing heavy and prices showing a stiong upward
tendency. The car supply is still a ruling factor in the situa-
tion there and this has been fuither aggravated by the severe
weather. The movement at Hampton Roads is about normal
in all directions and there is a good stipply of vessels. There
is a fair accumulation at the piei-s but some shippers are still

having difficulty in getting sufficient tonnage; coastwise bus-
iness is mostly to New England. The Southern market is

easier, the rise in the river having relieved the tension on
Northern coals.

Prices in the Middle West are generally strong but fluctu-
ate considerably. The recent touch of real winter stimulated
the market perceptibly and checked the tendency to ease off.

Operations continue heavy, any delay being due to poor car
service rather than lack of orders. The situation locally
looks encouraging.

BOSTON, M-ISS.

Dull market for Hampton Roads coals. Rumors regard-
ing English syndicate in New River and probable labor
troubles. Demand promises to be light for weeks to come.
Georges Creek output likely to be curtailed for the present,
and Pennsylvania grades show weak tendencies. Anthracite
a shade easier on account of mild weather.

Bitumlnou.s—There are only a few relieving phases in
the generally dull situation on Pocahontas and New River
at tide. Some of the agencies have moderate business in

prospect and are therefore quoting $2.90 f.o.b. for delivery
30 and 60 days hence, but most of the shippers are eager
for such orders as can be had at the season basis of $2.85.
There is, however, a notable lack of demand for spot coal,
and supplies are beginning to accumulate at all the loading
piers.

There is a good deal of talk regarding the rumored op-
tioning of various West Virginia properties, principally in

New River, by an English syndicate, but so far nothing
tangible has been given out. If there is basis for the story
and the deal should be carried out it would undoubtedly
mean a reduced supply of Hampton Roads coals for New
England. Any foreign purchasers would be sure to divert
larger tonnages for export and such a development would
work an important change with respect to this market.
Some apprehension over labor troubles in the spring in

the same districts is being felt now and then. A determined
effort seems likely to be made next season to organize both
the Pocahontas and New River fields. This aspect of the
situation will be watched with increasing interest as the
season advances.

Spot eoal for inland delivery continues rather a drug on
the market. Prices are still off and there is a conspicuous
lack of interest all over the territory. The storm on the
Sth and 9th will doubtless shorten up shipments from West
Virginia for a few days but from present indications the
demand is going to be light for several weeks to come.
Georges Creek shares in the situation on Pocahontas and
New River. There art- large tonnages available at all the
distributing points, but since most of this grade is placed on'
a contract basis there has been no wavering in price. Novem-
ber, however, will probably show a materially lessened out-
put.

The better grades from the Pennsylvania districts are on
an easier price range than a week ago. At the same time,
operators are trying to hold quotations in the hope that
the market will swing back. There is little inquiry here and
many are looking for a decided break. There is no apparent
change in the dull outlook for the cheaper grades; f.o.b.

New York there is a dearth of business outside of the
bunker trade. All-rail coal is quiet, with only scattering
inquiry. Consumers are well-stocked and requests to defer
deliveries are far more frequent than orders.

Anthracite—The situation continues stiong. although stove
size does not seem in quite the short supply that was looked
for. The mild weather has had some effect on the market
and premiums this week f.o.b. New York have not been so
general; 25c. is being paid in instances where a large pro-
portion of stove is required, but egg and chestnut with in-
dividual shippers are barely holding to the circular. Barge
rates out of New York are still at 65(®70c. and the trade
east of Cape Cod is therefore looking largely to Philadelphia
for current supplies. Tows are moving more regularly and
quite a fleet has sailed the past week from the Delaware for
Eastern points. Ten days more will see the end of ship-
ments up the rivers.

Quotations on bituminous at wholesale are about as fol-
lows;

Cambrias Georges Pocahontas
Clearfields Somersets Creek New River

Mines* $1 .00®! . .5.5 $1 . 25(81 . 65 $1 .67@1 . 77
Philadelphia* 2.25@2.80 2 .5n®2.90 2.92@3.02
New York* 2.55@3.10 2.80@3.20 3.22©S.32
Baltimore* 2.8S@2.95
Hampton Roads* S2.85(ai2 90
Bostont... 3.75@3.88
Providencet 3.77e3.83

*F.o.b. tOn oars.

NEW YORK
Hard coal active with indications that some sizes will

shortly be out of the market; colder weather started a rush In
retail. Soft coal in strong demand, but with an uncertain
future. A tendency to slow down.

.\nlhracite—The local market on hard coal is strong all
along the line with the possible exception of egg size. This
grade continues to be difficult to move and many subter-
fuges are resorted to to dispose of it. The demand for stove
exceeds the supply: a continuation of the prevailing cold snap
will see stove coal entirely out of the market shortly. In
the steam grades, business is good on all sizes, there being
a tendency toward higher prices on pea coal.

The fall in temperature the early part of the current week
had a notably stimulating effect upon the retail end of the
business. Buying opened up freely, and the demand is insist-
ent. The water movement out of New York Harbor is about
normal. The car shortage in the mining regions has im-
proved materially and now just about meets requirements,.
although not entirely satisfactory yet.
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The New York hard-coal market Is now quotable on the
following basis:

Upper Porta Lower Ports .

Circular Individual Circular Individual

Broken MOO »4 95
Eiw 5.25 S5.t5(q)5.25 5 20 »5.00(!i)520
Stove 5.25 5.25 5.20 5.20
Chestnut 5.50 S.40fd)S.50 5.45 S.35(u<5.45
Pea 3.50 340(<i»3,50 3.45 3.35(a)3.45

Buckwheat 2.75 2.00@2.75 2 45@2 70 2.0O(a,2.7O
Rice 2.25 2.25 l.gS@2.20 1.75(a-2.20

Barley 1.75 175 1.70 l.S0@)1.70

Oltumlnona—The recent storms have steadied up the aoft-

coal market and had a tendency to check the downward
trend, but there is still a note of hesitancy and many think
that the trade will continue slow during the balance ot the

year. It is a notable fact, however, that conditions locall.v

maintain a generally better tone than at most of the other

large distributing centers. The advent of winter weather.
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the slowing down of the movement and the possibility of a
strike next April are the favorable conditions in the market
against which is the serious contraction in general business
and industrial activity, and the release of the large tonnages
now going into the Lake business. The outlook rests entirely
on the developments along these lines, and from present indi-

cations may go either way. the balance probably being slight-

ly in favor of the producers at the moment.
The high volatiles are the heaviest and the most difficult

to move, the better grades still being rather scarce and firm.

The labor supply is better, the colder weather driving more
men from outside vocations into the mines. Cars are generally
in good supply on both the Pennsylvania and New York Cen-
tral, but the situation on the B. & O. has been tight. More
than the normal supplies are reported at tidewater, but the
demand continues good and prices are being firmly held. We
continue New York quotations on the same basis as last week
as follows:

West Virginia steam. $2.65®2.75: fair grades of Pennsyl-
vania. $2.75@2.S5; good grades of Pennsylvania, .$2.S5@2.95;
best Miller Pennsylvania. $3.15igi3.25; George's Creek, $3.20@
3.30.

BALTIMORE, MD.
Bitamlnons demand fallen oft' heavily and market weaken-

ing. Some price cutting to move coal promptly. Supplies at
tide much larger. Car movement better.

Mild weather has depressed the anthracite trade here for
the past week or ten days. There was a brief period of activ-
ity with the close of October, and while business is not dead
by any means, it is not as brisk as many had expected The
soft-coal trade is struggling with a falling market. Demand
has fallen off greatly, the steel and cenu nt industries have
cut oft shipments on contracts, and the movement of coal to
the Northwest has been curtailed.
The better-grade coals, which until 10 days or so ago had

held firm, are now notably weaker. The high-grade Pennsyl-
vania steam coals that had recently sold up to $1.45 and
$1.50 are now to be had around $1.30 and $1.35. The lower-
grade West Virginias are bringing about a dollar, which is

also the prevailing price for slack. Three-quarter gas
is offering as low as $1.05, which is a big reduction from the
figures obtained during the height of the Lake season.

There is more coal at tide here the past week than for
some time past, due to an exceptionally free car movement,
and some sacrificing was done in a few cases. The movement
over the piers on export was rather light, and the up-coast
shipments on contract coals were only moderate.

PHILADKLPHI A, I'E.VX.

.\nthraclte trade eontlnueH to Mbow improvement. Tilth ac-
tivity more marked n» the .<<ea!<on advances. All sizes but egg
moving Tiell. Bituminous trade locks tone, Imt prices well
maintained.

The past week has seen considerable improvement in the
anthracite coal trade, both from a retail as well as wholesale
standpoint. The demand for chestnut size has increased to
such an extent, that it is understood the large operating com-
panies have started to work on their storage piles, and with

tile inception of real winter weather, it la confidently expected
that the lethargy In egg, which is about the only size that
is dragging at present, will show marked ImproveKunt. One
still hears of concessions, however. In egg. chestnut and pea
sizes, in some cases as much as 35c. in the egg, and dealers
claim that they can secure all they want at less than circular.
There is no disposition, however, on the part of the large
companies to meet this situation, circular prices still being
maintained, their strength lying in the fact that orders for
stove coal, which is far behind the market, must be accompan-
ied by orders for the other sizes, and in this way, the produc-
tion is being well taken care of.

Pea coal is beginning to feel the result of the winter con-
sumption. This is particularly true of Philadelphia and vicin-
ity, where large quantities of this size are used. The one- and
two-ton lots are commencing to be heard now, which, after all,

constitutes, in a large measure, the bulk of the business, and
practically marks the beginning of the active season. Pro-
duction is on about a parity with last year, with the usual
crop of petty differences in the various mining regions. This
has a tendency to reduce the output when it is needed the
most, which is probably an effectual argument, from a miner's
standpoint.

There seems to be a tendency to softness in the bitumin-
ous trade. It is claimed that the labor situation has about
adjusted Itself, resulting in an increased output, and as a
consequence, while prices remain about the same, there is

a more urgent quest for orders. They are not coming as
easily as has been the case for months past, and salesmen are
sent out with instructions to get business. It is slowly ap-
proaching its natural level.

BUFFALO, N. Y.

Market quiet. Movement on coutrnetM the liest feature.
Serious hreuk may occur unless more sca.Honalile iveiither de-
velops. I'oke »euk. Lake shipping of anthracite ucllve.

Bituminous—The market is weak, but shippers will not
make any price concessions, for they do not believe the busi-
ness could be stimulated in that way. The consumer is in-
different to the market. One operator reports that an in-
creased supply of cars has added to the weakness of the situ-
ation; he is able to run his mines at full capacity, although
that is largely because a great part of his output Is sold on
contract. There was recently much regret because su much
coal was contracted, but if anything pulls the market through
now it will be this very feature. Some sellers wonder why
the trade now is less than in June and July; the i-eason is

that many industries reduce operations at this time, and if

the weather does not create a demand, it must necessarily be
slack. It is generally agreed that a snow storm would firm
the market quickly.

The jobber and consumer anticipate a break in the market,
while the producer tears the same, and looks to the weather
as the one element in the trade that is most likely to prevent
it. Prices are. therefore, weak at former figures. .$2.90 for
Pittsburgh select lump. $2.80 for three-quarter, $2.65 for mine-
run and $2.25 for slack, the latter still being much firmer ana
scarcer than sizes. Allegheny Valley coal is about 25c. lower
than Pittsburgh.

Coke—The market has shown additional weakness during
the week, and all grades have been offered at reduced prices.
Prices rule at $4.70 for 72-hr. Connellsville foundry, $4.20 for
4S-hr. high-sulphur furnace, and $3.60 for stock coke.

Anthracite—There is little activity in anthracite except for
lake shipment. After Dec. 1 the small amount shipped will
have to pay an Increased insurance rate and quite likely a
higher freight. In spite of the need of more anthracite in tht
Northwestern trade, shippers were able to load only 124,000
tons into vessels during the week. The local demand for an-
thracite is light.

PITTSBURGH, PENN,
Pittsburgh district visited l>y great wind and snow storm,

crippling telegraph lines and railroads. Manufacturing de-
mand for coal slightly decreased. Pressure to maintain lake
shipments. Connellsville coke quiet and slightly lower.

Bituminous—Last Sunday the Pittsburgh district was
visited by a wind and snowstorm, which would be noteworthy
at any time in winter, while as making the first snowfall of
the season over a foot it was altogether exceptional. A
sharp increase in the demand for domestic coal resulted in
a market which was already showing premiums, and some
fancy prices were paid for a limited tonnage. The manu-
facturing demand for coal has decreased a trifle further, as
the iron and steel industry is steadily slowing down. Lake
shipments have been temporarily much reduced as the first cold
snap, even if a mild one, always ties up the railroads more
or less, and when telegraphic communication is practic-
ally suspended, not much can be expected from the railroads
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in moving freight. A further Incentive is furnished to pro-

long the Lalve shipping season to the end of the month, but

a difficulty is experienced in finding vessel room, as the

ore shippers have greatly curtailed operations, October ore

shipments showing a decrease from last year, while only a

little is to be moved this month, and some shippers are al-

ready through. We continue to quote prices for short con-

tracts and for prompt, subject to premiums for small lots of

domestic, as follows; Slack. $1@1.10; mine-run. $1.40@1.50;

%-in., $1.50®1.60; IH-in.. $1.65@1.75. per ton at mine, Pitts-

burgh district.

ConnellsTille Coke—The sale of 10,000 tons of furnace coke
at $1.90 a trifle over a fortnight ago, which sale marked the

break of the Producers' Coke Co. from its $2.50 price, is shown
now to have fixed the maximum of the market. Several lots

of November and November-December coke have been sold

at that figure, and last week a sale of 15.000 tons of standard
furnace coke was made at $1.S5. This price can easily be

done on prompt lots, but there is no further demand. As to

contract, there is no negotiation whatever, but it develops
that some time ago, when the majority of operators were
holding strongly for $2.50. a contract was made at $2.25 for

the first half of 1914. In the absence of bids and offers this

might technically be held to constitute a normal market.
Foundry coke has weakened in sympathy with furnace coke.

We now quote: Prompt furnace. $1.S5; contract, nominal.
$2.25; prompt foundry. $1.65@1.75; contract foundry. $1.65@
1.75 per to., at ovens.

The "Courier" reports production in the Connellsville and
lower Connellsville region in the week ended Nov. 1 at 375.230

tons, a decrease of 10,440 tons, and shipments at 356,522 tons,

a decrease of 32,522 tons.

COLIMBIS. OHIO
Unusual strengrth, the chief characteristic of the local

trade. All grades are in good demand and the ear supply is

getting iTOrse. Prices are firm and inclined to advance. Lake
trade is still active.

Market conditions in Ohio are ruling firm in every re-

spect and the tendency is upwards. The demand for all

grades remains steady and no stocks are sold below the cir-

cular. Car shortage is still the chief factor in the trade.

The supply is about one-half normal and in some cases the
percentage is even lower than that. In the Hocking Valley
field it has required considerable work on the part of rail-

roads to furnish 50 per cent, while in Eastern Ohio and
Pomeroy Bend the percentage is lower. The strictly domes-
tic fields have suffered "with the remainder of the produc-
ing sections of the state.

The domestic trade is probably the strongest point in

the market. Dealers in Ohio and adjoining states are try-
ing to accumulate a surplus to be on the safe side when the
rush incidental to colder "weather comes. As a result they
have placed larger orders and are insisting upon immediate
delivery. Delay in delivering runs from a few days to several
weeks. One of the chief causes for the car shortage is the
lack of motive power on the part of railroads. Retail stocks
are only fair in this section and domestic orders are com-
ing in well.

Lake trade is still a factor in the situation although it is

not long until the close of navigation. The dockmen of the
Northwest want as large a tonnage as possible rushed
through, to prevent a large all-rail movement. As a result,

every effort is being made to secure a good lake movement
which is shown by the records of the loading machines at
the docks of the lower lake ports.

Steam business is holding up well. Manufacturing es-
tablishments "u'hile not consuming a larger tonnage are plac-
ing more orders so as to guard against a fuel famine. As
a result stocks are growing gradually larger. Railroads are
using quite a large tonnage in their freight movement.

Quotations in the Ohio fields are as follows;

Hocking Pittsburgh Pomeroy Kanawha
Domestic lump $2.00@ 1.90 82 25 @ 2.13 $2.00® 1.90
3-4 inch 1.85® 1.75 SI.50@ 1 40 2.00@1.90 1.85@1.75
Nut 1.30@1.20 1.75@1.65 1.40® 1.35
Mine-run 150@1.40 1 . 35 @ 1 30 l.S0@1.40 1.50®!. 43
Nut, pea and .slack. . 0.90@0.85 1.00®0.90 0,S5®0.80
Coarse slack 0.80®0.7o 100@0.95 0.90@a,80 n75@0.70

DETROIT. MICH.
Car supply ^vorse than %vas antici|>ated. Situation hinging

on this feature. Domestic coals quiet due to unseasonable
^leather.

Bituminous—As was anticipated, the car supply has at last
become the controlling feature in the situation here. Condi-
tions are even worse now than was expected and shippers are
being taxed to the limit to meet their contracts. Reports
from some districts place the car supply as low as 20%.

There are very few cars of free coal on track here. Prices

are firm on all grades, with the exception of certain sizes of
Hocking, which have shown signs of weakness. West Vir-
ginia nut and slack are quoted at 90c., with mine-run, both
for spot and contract, at $1.15. There is very little ne"W
business being done in domestic coal, due to the unseasonable
weather recently. Conditions have improved in this respect,
however, and prices are showing a rising tendency.

The market is now quotable on the following basis;

W. Va. Hock- Cam- No. 8 Poca- Jackson
Splint Gas ing bridge Ohio hontas Hill

Domestic lump. SI. 65 $2.00 $2.73 S2.30
Egg 1.65 2.00 2.75 2.30
Nut 1.50 1.65
Sti?am lump. ... 1 . 50 .... .... .... .... .... ....
Hn. lump 1.35 SI. 35 1.33 $1.35 SI. 35
Mino-run 1.25 1.15 1.15 1.15 1.15 1..30
Slack 0.90 0.95 0.65 0.90 0.90

Anthracite—Shipments are coming in better than was an-
ticipated, and the supply of stove coal is greater, although
there are now indications of a surplus.

Coke—Connellsville coke has taken a sharp slump in the
local market. Foundry coke is being quoted at $2.50, f.o.b.

ovens, while Semet Solvay and gas house remain unchanged.

H.V.MPTOX RO-VDS
Movement during «eek only aliout fair. Piers well supplied

"tvith bunker tonnage. Prices stationaiy, although demand is

hea\-y.

The movement of coal from Hampton Roads piers during
the past week has only been about normal. There has been
a good supply of bunker vessels and also some large cargoes
moving from tidewater but no extra heavy shipment. For-
eign shipments have gone to Canal Zone, Kingston, Havana,
Cienfuegos and Rio de Janeiro. Practically all of the coal
moving coastwise has gone to the New England market, about
the largest percentage being consigned to Boston and Provi-
dence. The coal moving both coastwise and foreign has been
principally Pocahontas and New River.

Prices have changed but little during the "week, remaining
about the same as they have been for the past ten days or
more. There is a fair accumulation of coal at tidewater piers,

although a number of the shippers are short and have had
difficulty in getting sufficient coal forward to take care of con-
tracted tonnage on hand.

LOCISVILLE, KY.
Colder w"eather has had a reviving influence on the trade.

Hea^'y river shipments relieving the shortage in tlUs depart-
ment. Price advance anticipated.

The car shortage and the Election holiday of last week
affected production to such an extent that the fear of an over-
supply has been eliminated for the time being. Colder weather
has also had its effect upon the situation, and the market is

notably stronger. The rather backward season, up to the
recent cold snap, was having a depressing effect upon the out-
look. Heavy rains in the upper Ohio Valley have opened up
river transportation and large tonnages are now en route for
this district. The companies handling river coal have been
so hard pressed that they have occasionally been compelled
to resort to the local rail products.

The heavy demand for eastern Kentucky coal in the
North still continues, and will no doubt increase as the season
advances. The only uncertain factor in this trade is ths
limited supply of gondola equipment, which is the kind most
commonly required. The new "battleship" cannot usually be
applied on this business. An advance in quotations effective
Nov. 15 is being discussed; $2.50 f.o.b. mines will probably
be the ne"w price on block coal, "with the l0"wer grades ranging
down at the customary differential. At the moment, orders
are plentiful at $2.35, at which figure the dealers claim they
are unable to make any profit because of the low-priced eon-
tracts they have with consumers.

The over-supply of screenings in this market seems to have
been eliminated at last. Colder weather has caused the heat-
ing plants generally to come into action, so that there is a
large healthy consumption at the moment. The western Ken-
tucky market is more active than for some time, and the
steam grades are particularly strong.

BIRMIXGH.\M. .\L.\.

Steam coal shows slight improvement. Due to cold
weather, domestic is also in a more healthy demand. Black-
smith normal and furnace and foundry coke quiet. Pig iron
more active. Car supply still short of requirements.

The steam coal market shows a slight improvement over
last week, though it could not be called in a good condition.
The demand is slightly better, with prices about the same.
Following in the wake of a cold snap, domestic coal shows
quite an improvement, with a large increase in the demand.
While some of the higher grades have been sold up for
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miulrlnic

sonif iimi", the lower prrades hiivi- suffered for want of orders,

but the cold weather is bringing out the Inquiries for 11.

Blacksmith coal is moving satlsfactorll.v, the demand
gradually IncreasiiiK from week to week. Very little Is do-

ing In either furnace or foundry coke, but the prices are

holding up. Pig Iron is more active, and while the sales are

not large, the price is holding J11.5U 2K. uiidry being the

basis.

The car supply is still short of the requirements, espe-

cially on the Southern Railway and no great improvement Is

looked for In the near future.

NKW UKLICANS, 1..%.

Knilliig iilT In xbliipluK iinfretM i-oni oonNumi
KxixirlH to Latin \iiirrlfii lucreaite. I'linr mill

niur«> eoal thin year.

Compared with this week last year, coal consumption took
a decided slump, due to the difference In the harbor demand.
Owing to the slowness with which the cotton crop Is being
marketed, there is little activity in shipping. High ocean
freight rates have practically stopped the lumber movement.
Domestic demand is good. E.xports to I>atin America have
been much heavier, while the cane mills are laying In large
supplies in anticipation of one of the longest grinding sea-
sons in many years.

Much of the tension evidenced In the local market has been
relieved by the unusuall.v early rise in the Ohio, which assures
relief to the fast dwindling stocks held by the Northern com-
panies.

In order to be assured that everything Is being done to

make this port the principal coaling supply station for the
Panama Canal and Latin America in general, the Association
of Commerce is investigating conditions. Owing to the very
unusual circumstances e.xistent here, none of the local inter-

ests are In a position to gage future action. The whole situ-

ation hinges on the possibility of bringing Alabama coal to
this port by water.

I.VDI A>AI>Ol.lS

Kxpeetation of milil weuther lu Indiana and perhapM lower
prleex not realized. lllneM lire running full time except
Mheu Interrupted l>.v ear iahortuge. tvhieh Is n»t Merluu-i. I'rleeM

bold Nteady.

It was expected the continuance of mild weather would
have a distinct effect on the coal industry of Indiana, in

volume of trade if not in weakening prices. It has not done
so, however, and the recent taste of real winter put an end,

at least temporarily, to those misgivings. Operations at the
mines have kept up well, most of them being on full schedule;
delays are due entirely to the car situation and not a lack of

orders. However, less is being said about car shortage. It is

still a factor, especially with the Big Four, but operators have
long been used to that and plan their business methods ac-

cordingly.
.\ street-car strike in this city for eight da.vs, during

which no cars moved and which stopped interurban traffic at
the city limits had a paralyzing effect on business generally.
This Included the largest consumers of coal, the power houses
of the city and Interurban lines. Prices hold steady at the
mines and retailers of the city let the first of the month go
by without changing their quotations, which rewiain at the
basis fixed Sept. 20.

CHICAGO
Prices for Nteam coal higher. Drop iu domeMtle rangiug

from 10c. to '-!>c. a ton. Car Mupply Htill inadequate. WeMt-
ern coalH n trifle iveak, Sfirlnglielfl producera cutting some
prieeM ns much as 10c. a ton.

Additional strength in prices for steam coal and a de-
cline in quotations for domestic are the leading features
in the Chicago market. It may be said, in addition, tnat
the general business outlook is causing operators consia-
erable worry.

There has been a drop in dome.^tic coal prices ranging
between 10c. and 25c. a ton. while an advance of from 5c.

to 10c. a ton has been noted in the steam grades. Although
idle coal cars are incrsasing in number, the car supply re-
mains unsatisfactory, due chiefly to a lack of expeditious
car movement. \\'estern coals are somewhat weak. Spring-
field operators cutting prices in some instances as much as
10c. a ton. Springfield domestic lump is selling in Chicago
at from Sl.SO to $1.65 with the country price remaining at
the circular figure of $1.75. Domestic sizes from the Frank-
lin County field are selling at from $2 to $2.25. Operators
who are oversold are adhering to the $2.25 quotation, while
others whose orders are not so plentiful are shading.

The price for Carterville lump, egg and No. 1 washed
remains at $2. the mines, warmer weather, apparently, hav-
ing failed to influence the operators in that region. Dealers

in Hocking coal are still complaining about insufficient

service by the rail carriers. Prices, however, remain un-
changed with comparatively little of this fuel coming all-

rail to the Chicago market. Smokeless lump and egg ari'

stronger and the price for mine-run a trifle easier; the gen-
eral figure for the latter is $1.40, the mines, although some
sales have been reported at $1.50. Lump and egg are quoted
In Chicago at $2.25, the mines. In the country districts

sales are made on the basis of $2.50.

The movement in furnace and foundry coke Is fair, but
spot sales are small in volume. On account of weather con-
ditions there has been a decrease in the movement of by-
product coke. The market for screenings is impioving.

Prevailing prices at Chicago are:

SpringBeld Franklin Co. Clinton W. Va.

Domestic lump $2..')7 $3.0.H")3.30 $2.52
Stoum lump 2.07 2.07
Eug 3.0.5@3.30 $4.30@4.45
Mine-run 1.92 2.4()(Hi2.55 1.87 3.45(<i)3.55

Bcreenings 1.12@1.22 1.55@1.80 1.12@1.22 .

Quotations on Harrlsburg coal are: Domestic lump and
egg. $3.05; steam lump, $2.65@2.80; mine-run, $2.40@2.55;
screenings. $1.55 #1.80; No. 1. nut, $1.75@1.80; No. 2 nut.

$2. 55 S 2.80. Carterville prices are; Lump, egg and No. 1

washed. $3.05; No. 2. washed, $2.65.

Coke—Connellsvllle, $5.50; Wise County, $5.25@5.50: by-
product, egg and stove, $4.90@5; byproduct, nut, $4,95@5.10;
gas house. $4.95@5.

St. LOUIS. .MO.

Car .tupply eoni,ltlon.H impriiving uni] plenty of tlomeMtIc
coal. \\'eather cundltlonn keep prieea irregular. Steam Mixen

loolilug up.

Irregular weather has kept the market in a somewhat
uncertain condition. For one or two days last week prices

were inclined upward but they would drop back again. In-
dications the early part of the week were that the market
would lie likely to stiffen up some, although if the car sup-
ply for the next week is as good as it was last week there

- la 1 16 I tb 29 12 26 10 24 7 21 6 » 2 16 50 li 27 11 26 8 22 6 20

KJan.>KFeb,>f Mar.>fApnl + May'l*June*JulYi<Aug.^SepW«Oct i- No/ f D«,H

wiil be plenty of coal. All of the railroads did better the
p.ast week than they have for some time.

Steam coal has picked up some, especially from the Car-
terville field, and screenings are easily bringing from 50 to
60c. Standard screenings, however, are floating along from
15 to 25c. The standard market is still too low to be profit-

able for operators, although Carterville is doing exception-
ally well. On foreign coals everything is quiet.

The prevailing market is:

Cartervillf
and BiK Mt.

Franklin Co. Muddy Oiive Standard
2-in. lump $1.05@1.15
3-in. lump (1.50
6-in. lump $1.75@2.00 1.60 1.35@1.50
Lump and egg 1 .85 @ 2. 15 No quotat'n
No. 1 nut 1.60@1.75
Scr»ening3 0.40® 0.50
Mme-run
No. 1 washed nut.
No. 2 washed nut.
No. 3 washed nut.

4 washed nut.

1 10 @ 1.20 . .

1.85 @ 2.00 . .

1 . .50 @ 1 . 65 . .

1.15 @ 1.20 . .

1.00 @ 1.10 . .

No. 5 washed nut 0, .50 @ 60

KAXSAS CITY
Market steadying up under the

al»le weather conditions
the situation.

The market has been
stretch of warm weather

0.10@0.20

Inadequate ;y;as supply a

veakening somewhat under a steady
but is now showing signs of stiffen-

ing as the weather conditions become moi-e favorable. The
Indian summer has given way to more seasonable weather,
and prospects are for better conditions the remainder of the
year. The warm weather resulted in no changes in quotations,
but operators were inclined to concede something in order
to keep their output moving. Others took advantage of the
lull in order to pile up stocks in anticipation of a higher
market a little later.

Cold weather has had a settling effect and all lines are
now moving briskly. Kansas nut, which has been weak, haa
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braced up well, while block coal, also showing little life, re-

sponded immediately to the cold wave. Should the weather
continue cold, the expected advance of 25c. will go into effect

around Thanksgiving. Inquiries are coming from all sections

of Kansas and Missouri, because of the unsatisfactory natural

gas situation.

PRODUCTION AND TRANS-
PORTATION STATISTICS

ANTHRACITE SHIPMENTS
The following is comparative statement of the anthracite

shipments for October and the first ten months, of the years
1912-13, in long tons:

. October . 10 Months
1913 1912 1913 % 1912 %

Phila. & ReadJDg... . 1,232,367 1,434,923 10,736,917 18 64 10,385,395 20.17
Lehigh Valley 1,162,850 1,217,297 10,834,778 18.80 9,505,104 18.46
Cent. R.R.N. J 906,525 938,297 7.701,93113.37 6,769,128 13.14
Del. Lack. & West. . 895,252 970,139 8,253,236 14.32 7,325,085 14.22
Del. & Hudson 625.049 589,717 5.92S. 124 10.29 5,126,694 9.95
Pennsylvania 593,800 547,061 6,204,132 9.03 4,495,080 8.73
Erie 709,400 756,452 6,828,702 11.85 6,0.59,536 11.77
Ont. & Western 212,951 211,435 2,132,259 3.70 1,834,518 3.56

Total 6,338,194 6,665,321 57,620,079 100.00 51,500,540 100.00

Stacks at Tide on Oct. 31 were 603,223 *ons as compared
with 577,805 tons on Sept. 30.

L,.\KE SHIPMENTS

Anthracite Shipments through the Sault canals for the
current year to Oct. 1 were 2,110,934 tons as compared with
1,321,452 tons for the same period last year.

Bituminous Shipments for the same periods were 12,610,557

for the current year as compared with 9,544.129 in 1912, mak-
ing gross of 14,721,491 for 1913 and 10,565,581 in 1912.

NORFOLK & %VESTERN

The following is a statement of the tonnage shipped over
this road during September, 1913. and for the nine months
ending Sept. 30. as compared with corresponding periods of

1912 in short tons:

Coal 1912 1913 1912 1913

Tidewater, foreign 68,672 107,814 1,094,529 1,2.36,387

Tidewater, coastwise 331,489 295,402 2,768,700 2,892,968
Domestic 1,528,376 1,706,260 13,245,863 13,805,544

Coke

Tidewater, foreign 52.762 27,189
Domestic 113,035 121,451 1,014,174 1,153,761

Total 2,041,572 2,230,927 18,176,028 19,115,859

I. C. C. No. 46,'»2—Leitanon (Kentucliy) Commercial Club
Ts. Iiouisville & Nashville R.R. Co., et al.

Local rates for the transportation of bituminous coal in

carloads from mines located on the Louisville & Nashville
R.R. in Virginia and Tennessee to Louisville, Ky., are less

than to Lebanon, Ky., an intermediate local point 67 miles
nearer to the mines than is Louisville, and vary according to
the grade of the coal, while the rates to Lebanon are not so
varied: Held:

That as the rates to Louisville are influenced largely by
the movement of bituminous coal by the Ohio River and by
competing rail carriers, the lower and varied rates to that
point have not been shown to be unjustly discriminatory as
against Lebanon.—OpiDion No. £433.

FOREIGN MARKETS

GRE.\T BRIT-\IN
Oct. 31—The demand for practically all classes of large

and small coals continues active and admiralty list coals
particularly are difficult to secure for early positions. Ton-
nage is being delayed by stormy weather but the docks are
fairly well supplied with ready vessels. Outputs are im-
proving somewhat, although still below normal. Quotations
are approximately as follows:

Beat Welsh steam $4 . 80@4 . 92 Best Monmouthshires . . $3 . 96®4 . OS
Best seconds 4.56@4.68 Seconds 3.72@3.90
Seconds 4.32to4.44 Best Cardiff smalls 2.52@2.64
Bestdry coals 4.32@4.56 Seconds 2.34@2.46

The prices for Cardiff coals are f.o.b. Cardiff, Penarth or
Barry, while those for Monmouthshire descriptions are f.o.b.

Newport; both net, exclusive of wharfage, and for cash in

30 days.

AUSTR1.\

Coal exports for the first half of the current year
amounted to 2,307,998 tons as compared with 2,218,602 for
the same period last year. Exports to the United States for
the same periods were. 42.229 and 46,474 respectively; to
Canada 15.256 against 17,520 in 1912 and to the Philippines
18,692 and 43.189 respectively.

SPANISH IMPORTS
Coal imports into Spain for the eight months to Aug. 31

of the current year were 1,818,354 metric tons, compared
with 1.486,111 tons for the same period last year. Coke im-
ports for this period of the current year were 239,507 tons
as compared with 242,355 tons for the same period last year.

Martinique (French "West Indies)—Total coal imports into
this port in 1912 amounted to 392,628 tons of which tha
United States furnished 376,734 tons.

Australia—A notable feature of Newcastle trade last
year was the large increase in the quantity of coal ex-
ported to places beyond the State, the total being 5.030,308
tons, valued at $12,739,006 in 1912 as compared with 4,061,-

780 tons, valued at $10,301,981 in 1911.

In the foreign markets a slump may occur at any time,
to the loss of the shippers; even "where contracts have been
entered into, the increase in freights may destroy the profits.

That was the case in respect to the coal sent to some foreign
markets during the last six or eight months. Freight rose
to such a figure that even coal of a good quality realized
only 75c. or SI a ton after all charges were met. At these
figures the companies lost on every ton handled.

Among foreign consumers of Newcastle coal Chile easily
stands first and during 1912 took a very large quantity. Coal
was also placed in other markets, and a fair quantity went
to the East. However, in the latter field freights are a
big handicap, as Japanese vessels are able to take coal to
Manila. Singapore, and other Indian ports and get return
cargo. Until rates are more favorable, the prospects are not
good for placing a great quantity of coal in the Eastern
markets.

Exports to the United States fell of sharply to 129,252
tons in 1912 as compared with 203,128 tons during 1911.

COAL SECURITIES

The following table gives the range of various active coal
securities and dividends paid during the week ending Nov. 8:

Week's Range Year's Range
Stocks High Low Last High Low

American Coal Products .. 80 87 80
American Coal Products Pref 105 109} 102
Colorado Fuel & Iron 29| 27| 27| 41i 244
Colorado Fuel & Iron Pref 155 155 150
Consolidation Coal of Marjland 102} 102i 102}
Lehigh Valley Coal Sales 225 210 215 .. .

Island Creek Coal Com 48i 47 475 S3J 47
Island Creek Coal Pref 84 83J 83J 85 80
Pittsburgh Coal 20 20 20 24| 14*
Pittsburgh Coal Pref 89f 89J 89s 95 73
Pond Creek ISJ 18 18 23| 16J
Reading 161} 15Sf 159 171 151}
Reading 1st Pref 84 84 84 92} 82}
Reading 2nd Pref 86 85 85 95 84
Virginia Iron, Coal & Coke 42} 40} 40} 54 37

rios'ng Week's Range Year's
Bonds Bid Asked or Last Sale Range

Colo. F. & I. ecn. s.f.g. 5s 93 95 93} 93} 93} 99}
Colo. F. & I. gen. 6s 104 106} 107} .Tune '12

Col. Ind. 1st & coll. 5s. gu 78 80} 79i Oct '13 77} S.5

Cons. Ind. Coal Me. Ist Ss 78 79 76 Aug. "13 76 76
Cons. Coal 1st and ref. 5s 88J 93 Oct '12

I

Or. Riv. Coal & C. 1st e 6.S 102| April '06
"

'

K. & H. C. & C. l-^t s f g .5s 91 91 Oct. '13 91 98
Pocah. Con. Coll. 1st s f .is ,S6 86 Oct. '13 85 ,S7J
St. L. Rky. Mt. & Pac. 1st .5s 78 79} 78 Oct. '13 73 80}
Tenn. Coal gen. .5s 98} 97J Oct. '13 97} 103

Birm. Div. 1st consol. 63 100} 101} 100? Oct. '13 lOOi 103
Tenn. Div. 1st g 6s 100} 102} 100} Oct. "13 99 102

Cah. C. M. Co. 1st g 63 103 July '13 103 103
Utah Fuel l9t g 59
Victor Fuel 1st s f 5s 80 80 May '13 79? 80
Va. I. Coal & Coke 1st g 5s 92} 94 93 Oct. '13 92 98

No important dividends were announced during the week.
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Nova Scotia Steel & Coal Co.
Pii'sldent Robert E. Harris reports for the year 1912 as

follows:

KrHultit—The depression In the United States also de-
pressed the price of and restricted the market for our ore In

that country. Another dlfhcult.s- was the great coal strike In

Great Britain, during the sprlnK of 1912. which closed down
for several months a large proportion of the blast furnaces
of that country, with the result that our market there for

W'abana ore was practically cut oft for the balance of the
year.

In view of these adverse conditions, we may conKratulate
ourselves upon the fact that our profits were as large as they
were, namely, $1,000,610 [contrasting with $1,019,392 in ISll],

while, after paying our usual dividends of S9r on the preferred
and 6';; on the common shares, we carried $452,601 to profit

and loss, which is only $56,000 less than in 1911.

.\ddltloDii—During 1912 we made further large expendi-
tures [aggregating $1,279,569] in improving our plant and
developing our resources. We contemplate further expendi-
tures along the current year in opening up a new colliery at

Sydney Mines, further developments at Wabana and some im-
provements and additions to plant, which would give a fur-
ther Increase in outputs and from which we are warranted in

expenditure made on capital account in 1912 and the con-
templated expenditure of the present year, we have since
the beginning of this present year disposed of $2,000,000 treas-
ury debenture stock.

Eight Yeors' Record—In March, 1905, the board elected me
as president. A comparison of some figures for 1904 may
prove Interesting.

Stock,
1. Capital, etc. Bonds, etc. Profits Employees Wages Per Man
1904 $9.S.W,WH) S501.337 3.449 $1,609,754 $467
1912 14,000.000 1,000.609 5,600 3,192,498 570
Increase 42% 100% 62% 100% 22%
2. Output (In Tons) Ore Coal Pig Ingots Forged, etc

Mined Mined Iron
1904 246,022 476,521 31,.567 30,000 25,958
1912 533.000 841.528 68,784 77,940 71,284
Increase 116% 76% 118% 160% 175%

[Royalty paid in 1912 to Govt, of Nova Scotia on coal mined, $76,123.]

Output of Calendar Years (in Tons)

.

Cjoal Wab. Colse Pig Steel Steel Bars,
Ore Iron Ing. Bill. etc.

1912 841.528 555.000 85,334 68.784 77,940 71,284 (?)

1911 780,468 521,011 97,580 84,497 83,718 78,004 (?)

1910 847,176 532,058 90,360 65,484 73,019 59,244 50,915
1909 809,341 460,387 87,816 58,676 64,240 52,931 45,090

RESULTS FOR CALENDAR YEARS

1912 1911 1910 1909

Profits for the year $1,000,610 81,019,392 $1,140,504 $799,978
Government bounties a. . 107.971

Total profits $1,000,610 $1,019,392 $1,140,504 $907,949

Balance brought forward. 508.545 .500,603 336,807 1,219.221
Deduct 20% stock div.

Declared Dec. 1909 1,000.000

Total available 81,509,155 $1,519,995 $1,477,311 $.,127,170

Deduct
Interest on bonds, etc... $352,311 $291,169 $248,000 $247,837
Int. on debenture stock.. 60.000 60,000 60,000 30,000
Depreciation; renewals.

.

92.196 96.124 79,371 77,669
Div. onpref. stock(8%).. 82.400 82,400 82,400 82,400
Div. on common stock .. . (6)360,000 (6)360,000 (4 j) 270,000 (1)60,000
Disc, etc., on bds. issued 1 [ 6184,453
Improvements and better- t 218,103 <

ments 61,010 73,881) ( .52,174

Sinldng fund and misc.... 48,637 47,876 18,834 55,830

Total $1,056,554 $1,011,450 $976,708 $790..363
Surplus carried forn'ard.

.

$4.52,601 $508..545 $500,603 $336,807

a Under the Act of April 27, 1907 the Government bounties expire in 1910.
b C^ommissions and premiums on converting bond issues written off.

BALANCE SHEET DECEMBER 31

Assets— 1912 1911 1910 1909

Pronertv and mines $15,670,624 $14,489,286 $13,490,554 $12,582,191
Inventories 1,714,184 1,338,128 1,245,682 1,124,259
Ledger accounts and bills

rec 907.485 590,543 606,857 662,280
Cash 328..5n4 397.289 498,788 207,029

Total 818,620,877 $16,815,247 $15,841,881 814,585,759

Liabilities—

Preferri-d stock 81,030.000
Common stock 6,000,000
Bond." 5,946,809
Sinking fund 53,5.56

DeU'nture stock 1 ,(KHI,(H)0

General reser\'c 7.50.000

Bills payable 490,0(X)

Pay-roils and accounts
not due 534,020

Funds nt crcd. East. Car
Co.. Ltd 971,599

Coupons (January) 148,670
Coupons not presented ... 1 ,529
Deb. stock int. Jan. 1 30,000
Div. on pref. Jan. 15 20,600
Div. on common Jan. 15.

.

90,1KH)

Res've for dcpr., etc 1,029,270
Insurance funds 72,223
Profit and loss 4,52,601

Total $18,620,877

$1,030,000 $1,030,000 $1 ,(i:iii,(«iii

6,000,000 6,000,000 li.OdO.OdO

4,933,900 4,960,000 3,.'iOn,(l(l(l

26,101 (iu7,l.->il

1,000,000 1,0(X),(HK) 1,000,000
7.50,000 7.50,000 750,000
775,(X)0

440,691 304,597
'

103,551

'

'l'23.347
'

124,0('h)
' '

S7,.500
1..540 843

30,000 30.(K)0 .30,011(1

20,6110 20.600 20,(;illl

90,000 75,000 60,000
1,023,332 994,624 924,.5R2

62,191 51,614 45,280
508,.54S ,500,603 336,807

$16,815,247 $15,841,881 $14,585,759

Pocahontas Coal & Coke Co.
The 17th annual report of tin- N. & \V. Ry. embodies the

following, re the Pocahontas Coal & Coke:
The production of coal during the year from lands leased

to mining companies by the Pocahontas Coal & Coke Co.,

aggregated 12,244,736 net tons, an increase of 954,697 tons or
8.46% over the preceding year. About 91.139 tons were con-
sumed at the mines and 1,171,887 tons were converted into
coke. From these lands, your company received for ship-
ment 9,953,252 net tons of revenue coal. 725.765 tons of reve-
nue coke and 1,004,424 tons of coal for its fuel supply. From
other lands on your Company's lines, it received for shipment
10.535.786 net tons of revenue coal. 842,283 tons of revenue
coke and 1,722,895 tons of coal for its fuel supply.

The sinking fund, provided for in the Pocahontas Coal &
Coke Co.'s Purchase Money First Mortgage, dated Dec. 2,

1901, amounted in the calendar year 1912 to $266,627.06.
Through this and other sums paid to the Trustee under the
terms of the mortgage, bonds aggregating $302,000 were
purchased and canceled. From the beginning of its oper-
ation in 1906 to date, the sinking fund has received from
royalties on coal mined the sum of $1,425,798.71 and from
sales of lands the sum of $124,800.52, a total of $1,550,599.23;
by means of which there have been purchased and retired
bonds to the aggregate amount of $1,716,000, reducing the
outstanding bonds to $18,284,000, and leaving a cash bal-
ance of $847.48 in the sinking fund.

The income of the Pocahontas Coal & Coke Co.. after
providing for the mortgage sinking fund, was insufBcient
for the payment of the interest on its mortgage bonds. The
deficiency was advanced by your company and the Penn-
sylvania Lines West of Pittsburgh, your company's share,
two-thirds, or $92,999, being charged to income.

The work of unifying the company's properties, complet-
ing it.s titles and surveying, monumenting and mapping its

lands has made further substantial progress. Your com-
pany has advanced to the Pocahontas Coal & Coke Co. for
these purposes the further sum of $20,000, making a total
to date of $1,292,000 charged in your company's accounts as

advances to that company for property expenditures.

Colorado Fuel & Iron Co.—The additions made during last
year's operations brought the gross working capital of this
company up to .1;19,130,000, which is equal to more than half
of the entire outstanding capital stock. In spite of the en-
couraging progress the company has been making, however,
it must be remembered that the $14,000,000 five per cent. 10-

year convertible debentures owned by the Colorado Industrial
Co. matured in August, 1911, and are now overdue.

SuNquebanna Coal Co.—In view of the fact that this com-
pany paid its first dividends last year, it would seem that the
Pennsylvania R.R. would have ample cause for wishing to
dispose of such an unprofitable investment. The disburse-
ments amounted to only $85,472 or 4% on the $2,136,800 stock
all of which is owned by the railroad company. In 1908 and
1909 interest payments amounting to $360,000 or about 6%
on the investment were made each year. This fell oft to
$240,000 In 1910, but Increased again to $300,000 in the two
succeeding years.
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The District Superintendent
By Berton Bi;ali:y

Written expressly for Coal Age

He is the boss of the outfit,

He is the Chief, the Nob,

The Heap Big Noise of all the boys,

The Lad with the Heavy Job,

The Owner's the upper millstone

And the men in the mine the nether,

And the supe, I ween, is in between,

And they're grinding him fine, together!

Ill

When dividends sag a little,

^Tien work gets a trifle slack,

The working crew and the owners too

Just jump on the Super's back;

If the timbers crack in a runway.

Or a mule should get the croup.

Or, the lights go out you hear this shout,

"Oh send for the District Supel"

II

For the owners howl for profits

And the miners howl for pay,

And both sides whoop at the poor old Supe,

He catches it either way;

He's always in boiling water,

His life is never tame.

Whatever goes wrong it's the same old song

—He's certain to get the blame!

IV

He alwaj's sleeps with his boots on,

He's never off shift at all,

For he's got to leap from his hard-earned sleep

Whenever he gets the call.

And if there is "hell a poppin'
"

From cave-in or damp or fire.

He leads the fight by day or night

With a courage that may not tire.

V

He's boss of the hoist and breaker,

Of entry and room and shaft.

By study and fret and toil and sweat

He's mastered the mining craft.

He carries a load of worries,

His job is a damn hard berth.

He goes the route—and his pay's about

A quarter of what he's worth!

niimnaiiiiiiiniiiiiMinMiiiiiiiiiiuiiininHiiiiiiuiiimiiiiiMi^^
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IDEAS AND SUGGESTIONS
iiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiii

Mine Accidents and Their Relation

to Management

By Raf-pu D. Bkowx*

The iiulustriiil aiul lahor problems become more com-

plicated everv dav. l.rinjriiicr before us more forcibly the

question of the iiitcr-depcndence of man. Every person,

whether he be laborer or captain of industry, owes his

fellow workers all possible diligence in the prevention

of accidents. This is his social duty. The extensive

"Safety First" movement is without force unless it is

backed" by scientific cooperation of employer and em-

plovee.

The enthusiasm of first-aid meets which have been fre-

quently held in various coal-mine camps is induced more

by the love of popular approval and rivalry than by any

sense of duty. If rivalry is to be appealed to, why not

have a contest with a prize for the miner who kept his

working place in the safest condition without unnecessary

cost, or a prize for the organized rescue party that could

reproduce ventilation in a trial district under conditions

similar to those met with in mine explosions or fires?

Perhaps the cheering spectators, consisting of appre-

ciative mothers and sisters could not be provided, but

the same publicity might be procured in another way.

It is not our intention to detract from the value of first

aid, but simply to point out that the results of negligence

and ignorance should not be given prominence over the

study of the cause and the prevention of accidents.

Cost of Accidents

Disregarding the human or ethical side of the question,

what is its economical value? In order to apply our

arguments in as practical a manner as possible, let ns

assume a bituminous mine in operation in the Illinois

field, producing 2000 tons of coal per eight-hour shift.

With this idea in view, the information in accompanying

table was taken from the Illinois Coal Report for 1912.

TABLE OF ACCIDENTS IN ILLINOIS MINES—1912

Tons Mined Men Accidents
Mine 1912 Employed Fatal Injured

O'Gara No. 4 244.900 292 1 5
Wasson Coal Company 259,421 258 2 7
W. P. Rend Coal Company... 267,441 295 3 5
Franklin Coal & Coke Co 212,112 308 1 3
Big Muddv Coal & Iron Co... 216,445 245 3
Southern Coal & MininK Co.

.

331,987 285 1 5
Peabodv Coal Company No.
Peabody Coal Co., No. 14... 366,937 390 1 4
Black Diamond Coal Co 311,600 282 1

Bunsen Coal Co.. No. 3 297,588 296 1 4
Clark Coal Co.. Empire No. 2 253,414 280 1 2
LaSalle County Coal & Coke
Co 205.737 443 1 7

Superior Coal Co., No. 1 673.717 562 2 6

Average Mine 295,107 328 U 4i

A representative mine was chosen for each district in

order to obtain a fair average, and only those accidents

where the injured was absent from work more than 30

days were included.

From this data we may assume that the average per

year is one man killed and four seriously injured, for

•O'Gara Coal Co., Harrisburg, lU.

every three hundred men cmiiloved. l'onii)iiling then tlic

average time required for the injured to return to work,

we (ind it is near sixty days. We will say that eight weeks

is a fair figure. In case the operator chose to acce])t the

protection of the Workman's Compensation Law of Illi-

nois, it is possible to obtain an estimated value of the

actual monetary loss for the average mine which was

assumed before. One death claim at $:i50() and four seri-

ous injuries requiring an absence of eight weeks' duration

eacli. at $12.50 per week, would amount to $3900. Add

to this claims for twelve non.<erious injuries and ininicr-

ous minor claims, and we have a lotal near $.-).j(iO, which

is a conservative estimate.

As a check on the above calculation, let us employ an-

other method. A large protective insurance company o])-

crating in this field assumed all risk up to $.5000 per in-

dividual at the rate of 2^4 per cent, of the total payroll.

The average mine assumed with a .yearly tonnage of 295,-

107, and an average labor cost of 75c. per ton, would

give ns $221,330 for the payroll of the working days. Add

to this $20,000 for the idle days' cost and we have a yearly

payroll of $2-11,330. Adopting the rate of 214 per cent,

for insurance, we find that the protection for this mine

will cost $5428. The comparison between this figure and

the one obtained previously, indicates that we are near a

fair value. There are also other items that really enter

into an insurance cost, such as the hazard of a serious

explosion in a large producing mine, or the loss of time

due to a portion of the mine being closed on account of

local fires, etc.

Moke Efficient Supervision Desiuahlr

There can be no doubt but that a large portion of this

insurance cost may be reduced by efficient management.

Each mine may have its own peculiar problems, but gen-

eral principles will apply everywhere. Much has been

written in regard to more efficient management of factor-

ies, but little has been written that applies to mining.

The management of a large coal mine is entirely differ-

ent from that of a factory for the followng reasons: 1.

The labor is more highly organized. 2. The labor is more
inaccessible to supervision. 3. The product requires little

technical skill from the miner. 4. The negligence of one

may jeopardize the lives of all.

To obtain results in a mine, many bosses are required

to personally oversee the various labors being perfonncd.

It is easy to shirk in the dark recesses of the mine, and

it is also easy to break the state laws, which are made
for the protection of the miner. The act may be through

ignorance, or it may be done maliciously, but it is not so

liable to happen if a boss is known to be constantly near.

Why not apply some of the $5500 yearly expense in a

practical way by hiring additional bosses as assistants to

the mine manager? Let each assistant have his own spe-

cial district for which he alone is responsible. The state

records show that about 46 per cent, of all accidents are

caused by falls of slate, rock or coal, and it is this class

of injuries that can be reduced at least one-half if efficient
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supervision is provided. Other classes may also be re-

duced materially, but here the cause of the accidents can
be anticipated.

Each C'ompaxy Should Employ an Assistant Mine
Manager

If the mine is provided with an assistant mine man-
ager in charge of districts working 50 men or less, the
following duties of managements which are ordinarily
impossible in the rush of getting out coal, could be more
readily carried out:

1. Visit every working place or workman at least once
every two hours.

2. Instruct miners and timbermen as to the exact lo-

cation and manner of setting all timbers.

3. Personally order and inspect the delivery of all tim-
ber and track material for each working place.

1. Permit no material to be lost in the abandoned
works. In some mines this item alone will pay the sal-

aries of all assistant mine managers.
.5. ^Allow no shot to be fired until the drilled hole and

the prepared cartridge have been inspected.

6. Provide a good air current and maintain full pillar
width in all working places.

7. Pay especial attention to all day men who may be
doing shift work, due to the fact that their working places
were unavailable at that time from falls of rock or other
causes.

8. Maintain discipline and justice at all times.
9. In case a large percentage of the labor is foreign, at

least one of the assistant bosses should be able to give in-

struction in the miner's native tongue. Accidents due to
ignorance could be much reduced if a full e.xplanation-
of the law and its application was made to ail concerned.
This is especially true in the case of gaseous mines where
the safety of all is in the hands of each employee.

A Skt of General Eules Xot Pcssible

It is useless to lay down fast rules to cover every case,
for each mine is a special problem. In some instances the
labor question is predominate, in others, the physical char-
acter of the operation is the principal problem to be
solved. Consequently, no special organization can pro-
duce the best results in all localities. There is one rule,
however, that applies to all, and that is, that we insist that
all company men comply with the law in every particular,
and that no disobedience of the law be permitted, re-
gardless of the cost or the question of the justice of the
statute. The time to fight an adverse law is before it
is passed,^ and not after. If the company complies with
the law, it is much easier to maintain discipline among
the men, and discipline is preeminently necessary.

Three Important Issues

In conclusion, we desire to point out three important is-
sues in the safety-first movement, that will need to be
more fully developed before this movement can be greatly
successful

:

1. Strict obedience to the law.

2. Better educational supervision.
3. Cooperation of the U. M. W. of A.
The third issue has received little attention to date,

but is absolutely essential for a satisfactory solution of
the problem of scientific prevention of accidents.

Education Is Not the Only Requisite
in Mine Superintendence

By Charlton Uixon*
There have been several articles published in Coal Age

recently, advocating the acquirement of more knowledge,
profounder study and greater mental development gener-
ally for mine officials, which is commendable. The same
advice might be given to the important men of other
vocations with equal applicability; in fact, to everyone.

But after having been employed in a capacity which
iirought me in contact with a large number of mine sup-
enutendents and foremen, many of whom it was my duty
to report on, I am convinced the desideratum is not
a lack of knowledge so much as energy in applying the in-
formation already acquired.

With few e.xceptions, they were intelligent men, readers
of general literature, but particularly that pertaining to
their calling. One was a fair botanist, several were nuisi-
cians, another was a preacher, a couple were quondam
teachers and a few had been educated as engineers. In
spite of such abundant education, mules were wading
through seas of mud, motors traveling over submerged
track, doing work particularly adapted to submarines,
roads were m bad condition, rooms being lost for want of
proper timbering, entries going awry, animals overworked,
motors loafing on account of side tracks being too far
back from the face, ventilation was poor, inspectors were
dissatisfied and men were growling. The cause was not
clue to dearth of knowledge, but rather the failure of these
officials to concentrate their education and apply it in a
practical way.

A Mine Superintendent Must Be on the Firing Line
The above conditions were nearly always attributable

to the superintendent's propensity to avoid the inconven-
iences of the firing line. In other words, inspection trips
hrough the mines were only made when they could no
longer be avoided. In order to maintain his interest in
a mine, the superintendent must spend much time under-
ground, so as to keep thoroughly posted on all that is be-
ing done. If such a policy is not followed, deterioration
sets m, bringing a train of trouble in its wake; this takes
the spirit out of the superintendent and foremen fillino-
them with regrets and future fears. The result is' a wild
form of paralysis of the managing faculties, often culmin-
ating m dismissal of the superintendent, the position b°-mg given to someone of less wisdom but more enero-y
The combination of thorough knowledge with indefa-

tigable physical activity is necessary to success in many
vocations, but particularly so in the managing of a coal
mine. It cannot be done by proxy. The work to be done
efficiently must be constantly under personal surveillance
let many superintendents visit the inside but once a
week, a few go under once a month, others only when they
have to. It IS a fact, therefore, that for every dollar
ost by want of knowledge in mine officials, three' are lost
tiirough lack of energy and application.

The Bethune Mlningr Co., ofVrance, in 1904, began e^nerimenting wUh reinforced concrete as a material for Un!ngthe entries, which were waUed with 20 in. of ferro-concretesupporting rolled Joists which carried the roof. The experi-ment was so successful that the work was extended unt 1seve^ral miles of roadway are now lined with reinforced con

*Pittsburgh. Penn.
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Pillar-Drawing Methods in Fairmont Region

llv A. NV

^y\OPSIS-The method of extracHon of pillars in tin'

;::;;v!;;!f:r;.;:.'''./;;, J;. ';;.-- r.-

/<</.,/ <i.v far <.*• possible from roof falls.

Ivliovio I'v l.™,ki„g .IK- ovcTlyin,. .t„U« covcru.g the

i'Undercuf

,.f the rooms above, an.l roach tin- roar c-.u of the last

.11 ami extract it w.thout nuu-h Icar ol Ikmu,- .u. o

, L rear. Ho n>av also elean part of one roon.. spht

:V1 and thus reach the rear stun,,.. 'H- '- ;;-

Ine^^n ^vhile the -ij.>^t was cau^n. cons le.al.le

anxiety. The width of the pdlars averaged U) Let.

Whkisk fiiossn-Ts Auk Xot Favukauu:

Sketch No. 1 shows a scries of workin- places on a room

heading, of which five are pillars and one a" ndvamn g

. You will note at .1 a crosscut dr.ven hrou^d, the

•"pillar ahout 8 ft. hack from the en .
'1 he dmmg

,nhi roadway is the first step, the nlea he.n^^ not to ex-

,,!Je a large block of coal to the ndvancng weight lor too

on" a period of time.

The next step is shown at I! and cons,s,s ,n cuu g

\ ,.i- tlirmi.rh the 8-ft. stump to the gob, lea\ing w iH'

S a ':;";;! si^up about 8 ft. through. This stump ,-

Sketch 1. The FAiiiMoxx Method of Pillar

DliAWINfi

territory from which the pillars have just been extracted.

F lure to do this means, of course, that the remaunng

St mips and ribs must carry this weight. *''eq^ently ca .-

in™ he coal to squeeze, and making its extraction difficult

fin'il dangerous, if the coal is recovered at all.

Si'i.iTTiNC I'li.i.Ait Ts Bad Policy

It has always been the policy of the Consolidation Coal

Co to discourage the splitting of pillars, except when

Pll other methods were proved or considered out of tl^

;„estion. Such splitting usually resu ts - ^e bss o

one wing when the pillar is large, and frequently the o>s

of both followed by a squeeze over the remaining p.Uar.

it the rooms have been driven up the full length.

The ideal situation is to have the rooms drn^n up just

in time to be able to retxiru at once with the pillar. TIow-

ever this is not so frequently attained as it ,s advocated

The realization of this uncertainty has cau.sed gradual

.-ideuing between room centers. This gives the miner one,

,u fact two or three, opportunities of recovering his

«tximps without endangering his life or the loss of the rear

„il1ar« If the rooms or several rooms contain tails, lie

may lav his track up a clear room, traverse the stumps

""TTssistant chief engineer. Consolidation Coal Co.. Fairmont.

yy va.
fCoal Age," Xov. 11. 1911-

SKETCH 2. Modification oe System xeau Ouichnal

Ckossc ITS

then tranmcd down to a size consistent with safety, usu-

idlv about 3 ft., as shown at ( .

,, i f ,,,.,1

Another crosscut is made m the remaining W-^; °f

tr the ri-ht, shown at B, leaving two stumps, as s own at

Tl e stimip to the left is first trimmed down, then the

;ack laid straight up the room and the remaining stump

to. The finished operation usually leaves the coud,-

t'on as shown at D.

(hiite frequently the drawing of the props will cau.e .

... e at this point; but usually the next crosscut is driven

; ore the fall ockirs. At E where the last crosscut was

n and a barrier is left to protect the next heading

a .'utor two across the rear end of the last stump give,

ihe miner much machine coal.

Where Cuosscets Maki: Slab Too Thick

On Sketch No. 2 is shown a condition at (' wliuh may

„. do a previously driven crosscut. This stump is

7 thick, but still too thin to permit another crosscut

b 'd yen through it. Therefore a slab is taken out fo

a width of 28 ft. before a cut-through is made to the

car as heretofore shown. This conditioii nece^arily^r^

quires more timbering, which, if neglected might cause

Z^erMe trouble, because a fall

-^f^ P-^f *^

..omplete recovery of the remaining coal of this ^tump

If this system is consistently followed there i. little

doubt but that the recovery will be large, though a slip-
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shod" foreman will ruin a mine in a short time if he
does not give it the attention it deserves day after day.
The work requires considerable attention and often makes
the cost per ton high, especially if roof conditions are

poor much water has to be drained and slate-haudling
facilities are unfavorable. It frequently reaches that

maximum value where the function, recovery, becomes
more important than the real object of mining coal,

making a j)rofit.

Friction Rail Brake
The friction rail brake is a deviee for restraining the

motion of railroad cars under tipples. The grade is ar-

ranged so as to assure forward motion at all times under
gravity and the necessary restraint is obtained by use of
the friction rail brake.

rsually a third rail is spiked in the center of the track,
weighing from 40 lb. to 110 lb., no fishplates being used
at the joints. On this rail the brake or clamp travels car-
rying a hook to which is attached a chain by which the
ear is "tethered." Motion is permitted or restrained by
the raising or lowering, respectively, of a lever formed at
the short-arm end into an eccentric from which the clutch-

members, be created in this congress, which shall consist of
corporations only and who shall have no right to vote: that
the portion of funds to be raised from anv state may be ap-
portioned by the Ways and Moans Committee for that stateamong all the mining corporations in the state in approxi-
mately such proportion as the value of the mining products
of any corporation bears to the value of the total mining pro-
ducts of the state: that these subscribing members, in con-
sideration of their subscriptions to the congress, shall have
the right to receive all the publications, papers and other
printed data of this congress and shall also have the right
to request, from time to time, such information of a legis-
lative and statistical nature, referring to mining questions,
as the secretaiy may be able to supply from the records of
the congress and it is further recommended that the secre-
tary shall employ the necessary assistance to compile such
data and to publish a bi-monthly bulletin which shall con-
tain abstracts of pending legislation, opinions and other in-
formation of interest to the mining congress and this work
be considered one of the important functions of the congress:
that the V^'ays and Means Committee for each state as
above mentioned shall consist of three members to be ap-
pointed yearly by the E.xecutive Committee of the .Amer-
ican Mining Congress and that the assessment for each state
to be raised by these state committees shall, in the dis-
cretion of the Board of Directors, be approximately such a
proportion of the total budget as the value of the mining
products of each state bears to the value of the total niininL,'
products of the United States.

The smallness of the general apportionment and the light-
ness of the burden of any state or corporation under this
scheme can be immediately seen by the record of the output
prepared by the Government in which the total valuation of

ing power of the shoe on the rail is obtained. It is also

fitted with a ratchet arrangement which works automati-
cally when the clutch is applied rendering any sudden
or accidental relea.sing of the brake imi^ossible.

The action of the clutch upon the rail is so positive that
it will stop a loaded car in motion, dead still at the will

of the man handling the lever and will break a %-m.
chain before slipping if the load is sufficiently heavy.
When the lever is thrown over toward the hook- the

eccentric is entirely released and the brake block can be
carried or pushed back on the rail ready for another car.

Another form of lirake is made suitable for use on an
ordinary track in connection with patented fishijlates.

Both types of rail brakes are made by the Miller Supply
Co., of Huntingdon, W. Va. These retarders are more
reliable than car brakes on a damp day or a steep grade.

New Development of American
Mining Congress

The Committee on Ways and Means of the American
Mining Congress. W, T. Griffith, chairman, reported at
the recent Philadelphia session as follows and the sug-
gestions were accepted by the unanimous vote of the mem-
bers :

The Committee on Ways and Means recommend that an
additional class of members, to be known as subscribing

Fig, 2. S.vme Devici; Ad.vpted to Ti!.^.ck Rails

all products of the mines of this country are for the year
1911 in excess of two billion dollars. The total amount
to be raised, we should suggest as a start, should be fifty
thousand dollars, which is a small amount to provide for
the proposed increased activities of the congress and this
would show that for each million dollar output we are onlv
asking for twenty-five dollars.

West Virginia's Coal Production
for 1912

The production of coal in West Virginia in 1912
reached a total of 66,786,6S7' short tons,' valued at the
mines at $62,793,234, according to the figures compiled
by E. W, Parker, of the U. S, Geological Survey.

West Virginia is a vast coal field, all of "the state
west of the escarpment of the Allegheny Mountains being
in the coal-bearing formation, the actual coal-producing
area embracing 17,000 sq.m. out of a total of 24,023
sq.m. in the entire state.

All West Virginia coals are liituminous or semi-
bituminous, and mostly high grade. Some eannel coal
and a peculiar type known as "splint" is mined in the
southern part of the state. The production for 1913
marked the ma.\imum record. It was nearly as much as
the total output of bituminous coal in the whole United
States in 1882 and exceeded the total production of both
anthracite and bituminous coal for the year 1877.
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Cost of a 50-Coke-Oven Plant

syXOPSl^—We give below the eslimateJ coM of 50

beehii^e coke ovens. This estimate was made a few years

ago by a well known authority on coke ovens for a min-

ing operation in Tennessee. It was made in detail and is

tjiirn as it was made. It is valuable to anyone contem-

plating the erection of beehive ovens, as well as to those

who desire to make a compari.-<on with any other plant.

Tools
lax
1 bar (spike)

1 bar (crow)
3 bnn (pinch), f.1.(X).

4 buok.ls. $l).40

2br.H>lii». $0.35
1 b:l»k>t (fwd)
brushes, $0.50

Excavatins. tampint: and fillini!.^ .
.

.

^

80.000 crown and bninit bnck. iJI - O"

6.2.W tile. 12 in. X 12 in. x 3 in. lit $0.

50 sol.** arches at $2 . 75
50 sols jambs. $2.75
100 rings, $1 SO
75 tons (ire clay. $3.00
2.V)0bbl. lime. $0 10

340 lon.f santl. $1 -00

15.000 111. coke oven
50 coke
50 pes.

frames, $0.02).

u,.,^= ,.„in. pipe..$0 15...

20 ton.s cast iron bowl pipe. 4 m. am.. . ....

M saddles for 4-in. bowl pipe 1-in. openine.

50 coke ovens (labor) •.••;
1600 yd. stone in place, $3.7S
30 tons railroad steel

500 railroad lie<i --aa;
33.000 lb. metal ties, $0.02}. .

.

1300 spikes, $0.021

Total cost.

STEAM PLANT

IS.
1 I2.5-lip. boiler

1 pitmp 10 X 5 a

1 injector
1 fcedwater healer.

.

Pipe and fittinKS

Eneine and foundatii

Boiler and enRine hoi

3 tanks

Total cost.

.'JKl'AUATIXG PLANT

'."0.000 ft. lumber at $1S.00.
Doors and windows
nolts and washers
Foundations -

1 rotary screen for coal

1 rotary screen for coke
Elevators coal

Elevators coke
Crushers coal

Crushers coke

1 store^buililiiiK complete with fixtun

1 barn
1 tool hou.ic

Total cost

.

Laboratory
Buildinc
Fixtures

Total cost.

EQUIPMENT
7 head live-stock, $150 00

2 1arrie3, $325.00
1 tool box
2 stoves
12 IcvcUdk, $1.00 bars

2 levelling scrapers, $5 l«l

2 levelling barrows. $7 . 50
10 coke barrows. $9.00
10 sets hose. $5.00
20 scraper*. $3.50
1 railroad truck -

10 runnini! hoards, $1.00
12 ladders. $0.75
1 drill press

1 pipe dies

1 steel stamp
1 set steel ficures. .

.

1 carpenters vise

1 blacksmith combination viae

1 set brandine irons

1 anvil ',

1 screw plnte ,-ind dies

1 pair platform scales. .

.

1 100-ton railroad scales

1 Grindstone
50 grain sacks
2 carts
1 wagon
1 pump
Add 5 per cent

place.

$.3750.00
4320.00

1.25,00

250 00
340 00
.375 00

75 (K)

1250 00
eOOO 00
000 00
125 00
825.00
32 .50

12110 00
200 no
4.50.00

sono on
13 no

200 on
3.50 00
innn on
7.'>n.no

500 fin

.500 no
7.50 no
73n.no

$5713.00

$200 nn

Total Cost

STORAGE niN.'^

Storage bin • ,5 qqq qq
Robinson washer, complete lo.uuu.uu

HOUSES, STORE. ETC.

25 houses at $.350 00 6250.00
7.50 00
innn.no
snn no
ino 00

Total cost.

$8400 . 00

$in5n.no
650 . nn
10. nn
10.00
12.00
10 00
15 no
noon
50 00
70.00
25 00
10 00
9.00

50 00
90 00
2 50
2 .50

5 no
15. on
1.00

25.00
15 00
40 00

950 00
in no
9.00

40 on
4n no

450 no
187.00

old < Iter

I (oil), $1.00
2ct.is.ls(cold), $0.50
1 cutter (H)
6 currv combs. $0.2.i

2 full.Vs, $0 .50

2(l.,ltener9, $n..50..

Ohl.-s. $0.25
1 Hue expamler
2 liammers, set, $0. .50

4 headinu tools, $0.,50

1 hatchet
3 hoes, $0.40
1 hoe (mason)
2 hammers (spike), $1 ..50. .

.

3 hammers, $0.75
2 liav forks. $0.75
1 jack (hoistiiiK)

1 jack (curviiiK)

Shmterns. $0.75
2 nili-rs. $0.50
2 picks (clnv). $0.75
2 picks (RR). $0.75
3 punches, $0.50
6 padlocks
1 riveting machine
2 saws
2 spirit levels, $2.00
1 square
1 set shoeing tools

2 swedgcs, $0.50
6 .shovels (coal), SO. 75
2 shovels (RR). $0.75
1 sledge
2 shovels long handle, $0.75

els scoop, $1.00

$1.00
I. on
1..50

0.70
0.50
3.00

1

1 pr. shears
6pr. loncs. SI . 50
1 track uaugc
5ivronehe3, (S), SO. 75
4 wreric-hes monkev, $0.75.
3 wrenebes box, SO. 75
1 wagon jack

Total cost.

0..5n

1.20
0.75
3.(X)

T!50
9.00

21) nn

5.00
l.no
4.50
1 . .50

0.75
1..50

2. on
n..50
1.00
9.1)0

3.00
3.75
3.00
2 25
5.00

50 coke
Steam plant
Separating plant
Storage bins. . . .

Washing plant.

.

Houses, store, eti

Laboratory
Equipment.

.

Tools

Grand Tota:

RECAPITULATION OF COIOD-OVEN ESTIMATE

ens, bee hive type *^°.;m?

State Mine in Victoria, Australia

Tlie province of Victoria has a state mine at Wonthaggi,

wliicli reports a profit of nearly $50,000 last year. Its

gross output was 470,261 tons for the 12 months and

the (3aily tonnage was about 1800 tons. Only 454.421

tons were shippe(3 to market, the rest being usetJ by tlie

miners and the power house.

The mining rate is 66.6c. per ton. This was fi.ved af-

ter a strike lasting from Apr. 4 to May 17. The men

had demanded that the three-shift schedule be changed to

Iwo and in return the manager sought a reduction in the

mining contract from 73 to 66.6c. per ton. Eventually

the men conceded this reduction. The average wage

earned per day under the new contract is $3.29.

It is estimated that the coal area exploited by the

Wonthaggi mine contains 26V2 million tons. The area

covered is 5100 acres. The plant uses electricity for hoist-

ing, haulage, ventilation, coal cutting and pumping.

The equipment consists partly of engine-driven gener-

ating sets producing 3-phase alternating current at 5200

volts and a frequency of 50 cycles. This is supplemented

by Curtis turbo-alternators generating 530 kw. with ex-

haust aiM 1000 kw. with high-pressure steam.

The value of the plant is about $800,000 so the profit

last year was over 6 per cent.
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lasting Pole Holes

The holes made for telephone and other poles ran be

blasted by electricity according to Vandeventer and War-

ren, telephone engineers, writing in the Dupont Maga-

zine. The holes should be -i ft. deep for a 20-ft.

pole to 7 ft. for a 50-ft. The average hole is 41/2 to 5 ft.

deep. Poles are set for telephone service 150 to 175 ft.

apart with an average of 35 to the mile. The holes have

a diameter varying from 14 to 18 in. The cost of dig-

ging holes for 25-ft. poles by post-hole diggers is about

58c. each.

When blasting the holes

by dynamite, the explo-

sive should be distributed

in the hole, as a charge at

the bottom only, does not

open the hole at the sur-

face. A 4-ft. punch bar

can be used for making

the cartridge hole. It can

be driven into place with

a sledge and if knocked

sidewise when driving can

be removed without diffi-

culty.

Thk Dynamite Should
Be Divided into

Short Cart-

ridges

As the dynamite must

be distributed, much time

can be saved by making

up cartridges of paper, 4

ft. 6 in. long, by rolling

stiff wrapping paper

round a stick of proper

diameter and fastening

four quarter sticks of 40

per cent, dynamite about

6 in. apart beginning at the bottom, as shown in the

figure.

These small cartridges can be kept in place by the

use of ordinary housewife's pins, stuck through the walls

of the paper tube. This spaces the dynamite plugs prop-

erly and leaves a free space between them, thereby insur-

ing the firing of the lower pieces, the cap always being

placd in the top piece. Without the paper tube, there is

some danger of the lower pieces not exploding, especially

if much loose dirt intervenes. Water does not affect the

proper exploding of the lower pieces, but loose soil does.

A convenient way of placing the pieces of dynamite is to

have a stick with'marks 1, 2, 3, 4, etc., on it, and push the

pieces into the tube one at a time and pin them in

place.

There is no need for using an electric exploder, but the

use of safety matches is suggested. The fuse need project

only 2 or 3 in. above the surface, and should be bent to

one side. The operator is safe in staying within a few

feet of the hole, when the dynamite is exploded, as there

is no general upheaval of earth. An ordinary post-hole

digger is desirable for removing the loose earth. No dig-

ging bars are necessary, the earth being well ttroken. The
average time for cleaning is from 5 to 10 min. and the

cost for dynamite 8i/2C., fuse and matches, Ic. ; labor,

14c.; supervision, 3c., in all 26V^c. The explosion hard-

ens the sides of the hole and makes tamping around the

pole, when set, less laborious. About 30 to 50 holes a day

can be made by 5 men.

Draftsman's Chest

The draftsman's chest shown requires little explana-

tion and is designed so as to be compact and at the same

time to form a handy storage for all commonly used

draftsmen's tools.

The ease is covered with leatherette and the drawer

fronts are solid mahogany. The top drawer is large

enough to take scales, rules, etc., while the smaller draw-

ers are used for the smaller instruments. The small

drawer on the left is for a card index in connection with

a vest-pocket, morocco-leather loose-leaf memorandum.

The slide for ink bottles provides for three bottles and it

will be noted that there is room for several reference

Arkaxgemext of

Cartridges
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SNAP SHOTS IN COAL MINING
iiiiMiiiiiiiuiin iiiMiniiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiii I r

i)L.N. A.\ ( oAL ( (I.. I.I / i:\i
. K^. 'I'liM'i.i: Is Kyriri'En Tiitlk and Power Hou.se of I^Tohtonville Coal Co.

WllH LiNK-BkLT tiuiiKENS AT Noi!T().\'VILLIi, Ky.

Ti;i;voRTON MixE AT Shamokin, Penn., Now Working An Old Photo, Showing Result of Boiler Explosion
IN the North Franklin Seam at the Henry Clay Anthracite Colliery

A Piooii in Mine of the Eosedale Coal & Clay Shows Style of Ttmrerixg Employed in Entries of
Products Co., Calgary, Alta. Eosedale :\Iixe at Calgary
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Discussion of Miners' Compensation Laws
SYNOPSIS—Full text of a most interesting and profit-

able discussion of compensation laius as they affect the

miner and the operator, in coal mining. Description of

the working of such a laiv, in Illinois, given hy Thomas

Moses, superintendent of the Bunsen Coal Co., Westville,

III. Minor accidents previously disregarded are reported

under the law. Conditions in other states—Alabama,

Indiana and West Virginia discussed by mining men from

those states.

Thojias Moses (Illinois)—In the passage of this law,

the Illinois Legislature was much divided; the laboring

people of the state were also divided. One board of or-

ganized labor was asking the legislature to pass the law,

while the Federation of Chicago and the Board of Labor

there were working for its defeat. Many were lobbying

for the passage of the law, others for its defeat ; but after

a strenuous fight, the law was enacted. It was so amended

that any person employing labor could elect to come un-

der the law, or if they wished, reject it. The law was

made optional with employer and employee. But any

person who refused to come under the Compensation Law

thereby forfeited the right to the "fellow-servant plea,"

or to assume risk for liability. Few coal companies, as

I understand it, elected to operate under this law. In-

surance companies who kept track of legislation of this

nature, immediately raised their rates. The small op-

erator became afraid to go under the law, for fear that

an accident would throw him out of business. The in-

surance companies, as I am informed, made their rates

so high, that the small operator was forced to go almost

without insurance of any kind, and fight his own battles

with his men and settle his liabilities as they arose.

Elected to Operate txder the Law

The company by which I am employed, however,

elected to operate under the Compensation Law, although

there was much uncertainty as to the outcome. Close

fio-ures were kep' on the cost and also on the accidents,

which we were making strenuous efforts to reduce. We

improved the equipment in the mines, to make them safe

and sanitary ; in fact, we put the mines in first-class con-

dition, and adopted the slogan '"Safety First" in and

out of the mines. It surprised us to find that the acci-

dents, after making these improvements, increased won-

derfully. We had" a greater number of accidents the

first sis months, under this law, than had ever been

known in the mines before.

We were much concerned about this. We searched the

records and found that the reason for the great increase

in the number of accidents was explained by the fact

that many accidents were being reported now that had

never been reported or thought of before. A man would

get his finger mashed, or cut a little, and he would at

once go to the doctor and have it treated, which was

then reported as an accident, and he was paid compensa-

tion, if he was off duty the required length of time. The

law requires a man to be off nine (9) days before he

is entitled to receive compensation, and then he gets one-

half of his average earnings in the past. If he is killed,

•Prom the published Proceedings of the sixth annual meet-
ing of the Jline Inspectors' Institute. U. S. A., held at Bir-

mingham, Ala., .June 10-13, 1913.

I do not recall the exact percentage to be paid, but the

minimum amount is $1500 and the maximum $3500.

The difference is gaged by the number of dependents and

the earnings of the deceased before his death.

We found that when there was no claim for liability,

a man who mashed a finger, or had a chunk of coal fall

on his toe, or had a similar slight accident said noth-

ing about it, as a rule, but went on with his work. But.

under the compensation law, he would wait till perfectly

well before he would return to work. The majority of

miners (it proved so in our case) belong to the Mutual

iline Workers Benefit Association, and get a sick benefit

of about $5 a week, for a certain number of weeks. Near-

ly all of them belong to one, two or even three sick

benefits; so that the average miner, when he is getting

half wages from the company and his sick benefits be-

sides, can make more money than if he was working.

That is one thing that helped to increase the number of

accident reports.

Effect ox Litic.atiox

I would draw attention to one point in the law that

must be carefully guarded against, wherever such a law

is enacted. It is as necessary to prevent the miner who

is a rascal from cheating his employer, as it is to pre-

vent the rascally operator from cheating his employees.

We have had three law suits under this Compensation

Law. The facts to be proven in court, in these cases,

are, first, that the injury actually exists, and, second,

the extent of the injury. How it happened does not en-

ter into the trial; it makes no difference how it hap-

pened, the employer must pay for the injury. The ex-

tent of the injury may sometimes be questioned; as it

often happens miners claim to be hurt when they are not

hurt. I will mention one case.

The day after New Year day a miner in our employ

came to the mine a little the worse for wear, and went

to work in an entry. About 10 o'clock he went out sick.

Some two or three weeks after this he made application

for compensation, claiming that he was injured on that

morning. I called the man to the office and asked him

how he was injured. "Well," he said, "I went into the

entry and the air was bad ; it was full of blackdamp and

I was overcome; it so poisoned my system that I was

unable to work any more." I then called in the boss and

others who had charge in the mine and they stated at

once that in that particular part of the mine there was

no question about good air. We investigated and found

this to be a fact. We found that on the day this man
claimed to have been overcome by bad air, the man in the

next entry had worked all day, loaded ten tons of coal

and drilled a hole and said he felt no effects whatever.

The miner, however, pressed his claim, which I refused

to pay, and we went into court.

The court adjustment is as follows : The complainant

selects a man, and the company selects another, then the

county court selects a third man, and a trial is held be-

fore this commission. But here is the weak point in the

law. When the complainant selects his man, he is going

to select one who is friendly to him; and the company,

likewise, selects a man friendly to them; and the county

court man is the only unbiased man. It appears to me
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therefore that he would be sufficient alone to try the

case. We tried the case, however, subpoeued every man
who worked in tliat part of tlie mine or had ajiy busi-

ness there, as a witiioss, and their testimony was all about

the same, with the result that the coniniissiou threw the

f...~ out of court.

W have had three suits, in all, of this same nature.

Tlur is no question but that we will be held up by some
of tin men; but I must say, we have been given a fair

deal. For 11 years previous to the time we started un-

der tb'. Compensation Law there never was a case of liti-

gation that went to a jury but that the claimant got a

verdict. A coal comj)any never won a case in that

cc'.rity, for ten years. Of course, some cases were thrown

out 01 court; but if it went to the jury, almost in every

instance a verdict was returned in favor of the injured

person. Since the Compensation Law went into effect,

we have had three law suits and won all three; be-

cause it seems to have changed the sentiment toward

the coal companies.

Mex Rkpokt Violations of Law

Another thing: The men, in their daily work, don't

hesitate to report one another when working in dangerous

conditions; and they don't hesitate to stand up and tell

just how an accident occurred. Previous to that, when
a man was hurt or killed, the boss and all the witnesses

were summoned; and if they happened to be foreign-

speaking men, they immediately could not talk. Then,
we had to get an interpreter, and he told the men just

what to say and what not to say. Xow, they can all

talk at an inquest, and there is no trouble in getting

them to tell the truth. Formerly, when an accident hap-

pened the boss would try to cover up the facts, if he was
the least bit to blame. It was hard to get at the truth,

under the old system ; but now it is no trouble to find out

exactly how an accident happened. We have a good fel-

low feeling among our men, which I think the Com-
pensation Law is bringing about.

Two weeks ago I was invited to the local of one of our

mines, when they had some matters to be brought up for

discussion. I went and the proposition was made to me:
"5Ir. Moses, we are interested in your campaign for

safety; we believe that you are honestly trying to do all

you can for our protection. We visit back and forward

a good deal during the day, and we want to make you
this kind of a proposition: That every time we see one

of our men working in danger we will report it to the

boss, if you will agree to compensate us for the time that

it takes. We ask this because we don't want to be re-

garded as carrying tales to the boss; if you give us the

right to report to the boss and he does not recognize

and remedy the danger, then we will report to you."

Such a condition is only possible since the Compensation
Law went into effect ; if one had thought of making such

a proposition before, he would have been thrown out of

the window.

We have heard here, again, as we have heard at other

sessions, that we do not have in the mines today the

practical miner that we had some 30 years ago; coal is

not dug today in the manner it was 30 years ago. We
had, in our mines, in this country, then, a majority com-
posed of English, Irish, Scotch, Welsh and German
miners ; and we wonder where these practical miners have
gone. We recall that the doctors 30 years ago were not

as good as the doctors of today ; the lawyers 30 years ago
were not equal to the lawyers of today; the nuM-chanls

30 years ago are not to be compared with the merchants
of today. Advance has been made in every occupation,

either professional or industrial, with the exception of

coal mining; and we all admit that the miner today is

not as good as the miner 30 years ago. Xow, there is a

reason for that; and the reason, in my opinion, is that

the fjiihcr has seen that he has no future in the coal

mine; ihe battle was too hard against him and he natural-

ly advised his sons to go into some other business, where
the chances for advancement would be better. The sons

have followed the advice of llic fnther and taken \\\t

other lines of work.

Whenever we create in our mines a condition unfair

to our employees, they will migrate into other callings.

We jnust take them into consideration ; we should be

forced to do it, whether we want to or not. We should
be compelled to provide for them in case of accident, and
provide for their dependents, in case of death. The law
should compel us to furnish first-class equii)ment for

every mine, and to care for those injured by accident.

When this is done, we will see the standard of practical

miners grow, as we have seen the standard of every other

occujiation grow.

Xow, I am not going to take up more time, because
there are many angles and I cannot touch on them all;

but I will be glad to answer any questions that I am
able to answer regarding our experience with this matter.

I will say this, however, we do not regard the Com-
pensation Law of Illinois as perfect—far from it; but

it is a step in the right direction—it is on the statutes

and will never come off; and what is more, it is bound to

be placed on the statute books of every coal-mining state.

The thing for us all to do is to get busy and find out

what is the best law. The principle is just and fair.

There can be no question but that the operator is rightly

obligated to pay what the coal miner has the right to

claim; and the price of coal to the consumer must cover
the cost of accidents as well as the cost of production.
If it costs a human life to dig 300,000 tons of coal,

should we not sell that coal with a view of compensating
as far as possible for that loss of life? If we can mine
500,000 tons per life lost, so much the better; but the
present death rate is 300,000 tons.

About two weeks ago I was called to Chicago where a

number of men (employers and employees) were trying
to eliminate some of the objectionable features of the
Compensation Law. I am not a lawyer, but I want to

.state that there are some honest men working hard to

overcome the dangers that stand in its way. The law
at present meets opposition from the insurance com-
panies, because it considerably reduces their business.

It meets opposition from the lawyers for the same rea-

son. Every dollar paid in compensation for injury or

death goes to the man injured, or to his dependents if

he is killed. The lawyer does not get it and the courts
do not get it. They have never been entitled to one cent
of that compensation.

Effect of L.\w to Raise the Standaed of Mining

Mr. Bolt (Illinois)—I would like to ask Mr. Moses
whether or not the operation of the Compensation Law
in Illinois has had a tendency to raise the standard of the
men employed in the mines; and what bearing it will
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have upon the education of future generations of men
employed in the mines.

Mr. Moses—I think it will have the effect that when

a person is injured at a coal mine he will not be burdened

with the thought that those dependent on him will have

to suffer for lack of support. With the knowledge that

in case of accident the necessities of life will be provided

for those dependent on him, I believe the tendency will

lie to uplift the men who work in the mines.

Mn. Bolt—But, to what extent will the amount paid

as compensation benefit the family in an educational

way. My father was a coal miner and his children were

all educated in the coal mines. During his life time ho

had several serious accidents ; and the only compensation

received came from his immediate family. Of course,

the only persons who suffered through his injury were

himself and his immediate family. What I wanted Mr.

Moses to explain or bring out was the fact that the real

and lasting benefits to be derived from the adoption of

a compensation law will be the education of future gen-

erations of mine workers. It will prove a greater bene-

fit to the children of the injured parent, rather than to

the parent himself, and, for that reason I claim that by

the adoption of such a law throughout the United States,

whereby employees will be compensated for injuries and

their dependents, in ease of death, the people who are

going to be especially benefitted by that law will be tlie

future generations, because they will be provided with

food, clothing and shelter and, above all, a common
school education.

The coal companies of this country as a whole ought to

stand for higher education in the mines, first, last and
always; and I believe, if they will do this, the day will

come (it is not now, and we may not even live to see it)

when coal operators will thank every person who had any-

thing to do with the uplift movement and improving the

condition of those in their employ. When we make a

man a thinking man, a man capable of looking after his

own interests, we create a man who will look after the

interest of his employer, and this will foster a spirit of

fairness. For that reason I believe (and I think you

will agree with me) that the adoption of a compensation

law—a comprehensive and sanely-worded compensation

law—in all of the states is going to elevate by educating

those who will be our miners in the future.

Me. Moses—I heartily agree with Mr. Bolt in all he

has said, and will say further that the compensation law

is intended to relieve distress and if you relieve distress,

you are going to elevate the condition of the people you

relieve.

T. V. I. I'la.n in Alabama

Ml!. Fltnn (Alabama)—While Alabama has no com-

pensation law, our company has been operating, for the

third year now, under what is known as a voluntary-

relief plan. That plan is similar, in fact almost identi-

cal, with the one Mr. Moses has just explained; and

what is law in Illinois, is the adopted policy of my com-

pany in Alabama. I do not fully agree with Mr. Bolt;

I believe that the Compensation Law ivill assist to edu-

cate the present generation of miners. As I said last

evening, in my opinion, 80 per cent, of the safety in coal

mines depends on the education of mining men. I can

say for Alabama, the state where I have the most knowl-

edge of mining conditions, and the most intimate experi-

I'uce in mining operations, that when you put on the
statute books a law requiring coal operators to compen-
sate, their employees for accidents, you can rest assured
that the companies will get busy; because it is cheaper
to educate men to exercise due care than to pay for ac-

cidents.

Our company is carrying on a thorough system of

education. We have men who constantly visit every mine
employee. Experienced and practical men are employed
continually to see that a miner does nothing that is un-
safe. It is their duty to explain to the miners the prac-
tical and safe way. We are educating the present gen-
eration of miners up to a higher standard of realizing

the dangers to which they are subject in their daily oc-

cupation.

Mr. Moses' statement that miners are deteriorating
fast may be true enough, because parents are not taking
their boys into the mines as they did years ago ; and for

the further reason that, in the earlier history of this

country, coal mining was the only practical trade open to

miners that came to this country from Europe. They had
been coal miners themselves; this was a new country;
coal mines were just being opened up ; and, for that rea-

son, they naturally went into the mines. Labor condi-
tions here were not so crowded as in the countries from
which they came. Over there, all of the industries wer(i

practically crowded; there was all the labor wanted for
any kind of industry. That is not the case in this coun-
try, especially in Alabama. ,.Thexa,Jias been a scarcity
of labor for a number of years; and today some six or
eight thousand men can find employment if desired. The
rapid development of our coal mines has started other
industries, and blast furnaces, steel plants, rolling mills
and railroads have been built all over this country. These
numerous industries have taken many of the younger
generation from the mines, which explains why they hav'i

gradually drifted into other occupations.

I remember my father was a blacksmith by trade, but
his eyesight became afl'ected by constantly looking into
the bright light and he had to give up his trade and go
into the mines. Like 90 per cent, of other workers, he
took his boys with him, as soon as they were old enough
to go. But my father was very solicitous for the safety
of his boy.s, more so than for himself; and the very fact
that he had his own flesh and blood in the mines with
him made him a much more careful employee than if

he had had no responsibility other than looking after
himself. But to return to the system of education and
the voluntary-relief plan, aside from the human side of
the question there is also a moral side. The human
side would be considered on account of sentiment, but I
have always contended that all the wealth of the' world
will not compensate for the loss of one human life.

To my mind, the Compensation Act will do much to
educate the miners up to a higher standard, and they will
protect themselves and prevent accidents, by teaching
caution ; because the company will soon only employ men
with a practical education. I believe there are in tlie coal
mines of the Tennessee Coal, Iron & Railroad Co. as
many practical miners today as 30 years ago, notwith-
standing the fact that they have.as laborers, mostly non-
English-speaking men. Today 40 or 50 per cent, of the
miners are negroes, and only about 20 per cent, are non-
English-speaking foreigners from southern Europe—
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English, Irish, Welsli, Scotch, etc. That class of labor

is not coming to Alabama now, in such numbers as

formerly. The contention is that the condition of miners

in Europe now is better than in America ; and they are

more contented and less inclined to leave their native

country. I think this is true, but if we have this class

of labor we must educate them, and our company has

succeeded in educating them up to a point that they ex-

orcise due care in regard to their own safety.

We have manv accidents from absolute carelessness;

we will always have them. We all get careless, at times;

we work under dangerous conditions. I always tell the

miners when I am going around the mines that I am

never afraid of a man getting hurt in a place that he

things is dangerous. It is the coal that the miner thinks

will not fall, that catches him. I often say, in talking

to the miners: You can gamble on making it 7 or 11;

you ran gamble on throwing nine ; l)ut you cannot alTord

to stake your life against a piece of rock or coal not fall-

ing; because when you lose your life you have lost all.

If you want to gamble, then gamble on something less

valuable than your life. As I said last night, I believe

if the inspectors and mine officials would exercise all

of their ability and use all the time at their command,

to insist ou miners doing their work in a scientific and

safe manner, I believe we could cut out 50 to 75 per cent,

of the accidents that occur from carelessness and neg-

ligence, or trusting to their own judgment as to the dan-

ger of rock or coal falling.

Advoc.\tks Tin; Apprextick System

I advocate a system of apprenticeship by which to raise

the standard of efficiency to that of the practical miner

of other days. This system was opposed by the organiza-

tion to which practically 90 per cent, of our miners be-

longed. The system that I believe has done more to elimi-

nate the practical experienced miner than any other sys-

tem is the apprentice system. Organized labor is bitter-

ly opposed to what they term the "labor system," where

one man takes in a helper until the helper becomes an

experienced practical man. They claim every man ought

to have an equal share of what he makes. I don't believe

in such a theory. I believe in the apprenticeship system

in coal mines; and I believe if we had a compensation

act, that the miners themselves would realize that min-

ing is a skilled trade. There is an art in mining, and

it requires skill to perfect one's self, just the same in

coal mining as in other trades. In all other trades they

have the apprenticeship system, why not in mining?

If we had the apprentice system, the operator would

lie more careful in the selection of labor that he placed

in his mines; he would not be willing to endanger the

lives of 150 or 200 practical men for the sake of putting

in some inexperienced man, who by reason of his inex-

perience would perform some act and cause the loss not

only of his own life, but that of every man in the mine.

They would be more careful in the class of labor they

selected, and would educate them up to a higher stand-

ard of efficiency. We have got to have labor to operate

our mines; and in order to replace the labor that is drift-

ing away from the mines, we have got to adopt some

method that will fill the mines with practical miners,

who will educate their fellows to take care of their own

safety. I am a firm believer in a lompensation law for

all classes of workers in coal mines as well as in all other

trades.

Commission .Appointed in Indian.v

Mk. 1'e.\I!0E {Indiana)—I wish to say, for Indiana,

that it is. at the present time, one of the few coal-pro-

ducing states that has no compensation law; but I am
glad to say that there has been a commission appointed,

which met the first of this month; and there is litllc

doubt but that this commission will recommend a loni

pensation law that will be passed by our next legislature,

I am a firm believer in a compensation law, and am con-

vinced that if any state hopes to promote progressive

legislation it must not oppose the enactment of such a

law. I understand that, at the present time, the con-

stitution of most of the states prevents the enactment

of a compulsory compensaion law; but I feel sure that

within the next two years, Indiana will have enacted, as

nearly as possible, a model compensation law.

The statement has been made that we have not made
the advance we should in the mines; or we have not to-

day the practical miners that we had some 30 years ago.

We must remember, however, that mining conditions

have advanced very rapidly in 30 years. We are mining

coal today with electrical machinery; and electrical

equipment has been installed in our mines; and we are

working under entirely different systems that were not

^
thought of 30 years ago. I believe we have as practical

men, and I might say, even more practical men in the

mines today than 30 years ago. Our mines are developed

on a more scientific and practical basis and a larger

scale of operation, giving greater efficiency both for the

operator and the miner, and producing a maximum out-

put of coal at a minimum cost.

The West Virginia Law

Mr. Martix {West Yirg{7iia)—I am glad to be able

to report that West Virginia is one of the states that has

adopted a Workman's Compensation Law. The law,

however, has been in effect less than a month and I ha\i

had no time as yet to read or consider it, and am there-

fore unable to say much as to its good or bad points.

Xevertheless, we have it and it has come to stay. We
believe that in a few years it will work out its own de-

fects. West Virginia has had a great forward move-

ment in respect to the safety-first idea. I believe that

the compensation law, which will compel the operator to

make compensation for workmen injured or killed, will

have a tendency to reduce the number of fatal acci-

dents. AVe can see an improvement in that direction

already. Many of the companies have put on district

bosses to take care of from 25 to 40 men. Previous to

a year or two ago, this movement had been given very

little consideration in West Virginia. The mine foreman

was supposed to visit all working places, in compliance

with the mine law; and in many cases he was unalile to

do justice, in respect to the safety of the mine. We
have also been studying the question of humidity in the

mines, and many companies have installed appliances to

reduce the quantity of dust, by sprinkling, using a pipe

line and hose. This, together with a special system of

timbering, which many companies have installed, we be-

lieve, will go a long way toward reducing the death rate

in the mines of the state. And so, as I said before, I am
glad to say that West Virginia has enacted such a law.
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Machines for Continuous Current
By C. a. Tlti'ek*

SYXOPSIS—The second of iwo articles upon this sub-

ject. It deals with motors and the precautions that should

he ohserved to insure the successful and coulinuous oper-

ation of this class of machineri/.

The greater number of the previous observations on the

installation and operation of generators also hold good

for direct-current motors, allowing for the usual differ-

with pliers or a piece of iron note whether the poles give

a strong magnetic pull. In doing so be careful not to

touch the field terminal \vith the piece of iron, thus

grounding or short-circuiting the field. As a final and

third test, slowly open the main switch, and if an arc

results, the field circuit is complete. Open the main

switch and replace the armature wire at the startin.g l)ox.

If the fields are separately excited through a field switch,

the above tests can more easily be made.

When connecting a motor supplied with a starting box

having no voltage release, it is important that the lead

A CoyTiNiTors-CrRKENT MoTOK Geared to a Mive Hoist

ences in the size of the machines. The following, how-

ever, applies particularly to the three types of motors.

As an especial precaution to observe, do not attempt tji

.start a shunt-wound motor until you have tested out the

field circuit and made certain that it is closed. Failure

to do this has caused much trouble and expense to coal-

mine operators installing new motors. This test can

easily be accomplished- as follows:

If an automatic-release starting box is used, remove

the armature lead at terminal, usually marked "Arm"

at box. and carefully insulate end of cable. Then close

the main switch, also starting-box lever, and note whether

the release coil holds the-lever in position. This coil is in

series with the- field and hence insures a closed. circuit.

Again, with the above conditions, go to the motor and

»C. A. Tupper, Cleveland, Ohio.

Irom the motor be connected to terminal marked '"Ann"

and lead from switch to terminal marked "Line."

To start up, close the main switch and gradually cut out

starting resistance until the motor runs at full speed.

See that the armaturfe oscillates in its bearings and that

the oil rings are carrying oil. If speed seems exces-

sive, check connections to see that no coil is in backwards.

If a field rheostat has been provided for increasiug

speed, see that all resistance is out of the circuit when

starting.

The directions given for sli,unt-wound motors will also

apply to compound machines. In case the speed is above

normal, the series field is probably opposing the shunt. If

sufficient starting resistance is at--.hand, the motor should

be tried as a shunt and as a series machine. In the latter

case do not attempt to get the motor up to speed. Just
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allow it to turn a few revohitious to see that it runs iu the

same dircetion as wlicn ruuniiig as a shunt motor. This

test should be made under no-load conditions.

After testing for rotation as above, make permanent

connections and start up the motor.

Xever attempt to start a series motor without load, as

it will attain a dangerous speed. On starting, gradually

cut out the resistance, and on shutting down put it back

into circuit.

EcLES TO Be Alwats Observed

For all classes of direct-current machinery, generators

and motors, there are a few simple rules which should

always be observed.

In the first place, keep the commutator lubricated by

using a very small quantity of vaseline applied with a

cloth. If the commutator becomes rough, sandpaper mois-

tened with oil may be used, running the machine at slow

speed ; or, if a piece of sandstone is available, hollow this

out to fit the commutator and apply, moving it back and

forth across the face of the commutator sideways until the

surface becomes smooth. However, if the commutator is

in bad shape, very rough, or out of true, it should be

turned down. This can be done with the armature in its

own bearings, using a special slide rest and running the

machine slowly. After turning down the commutator, go

over it carefully and remove any copper which may have

lodged between the bars.

A good running commutator should present a dark,

glossy appearance free from scratches. Too much at-

tention cannot be paid to the commutator and brushes,

for these are the vital parts of the machine, and their

A Mine Pump Geaeed to a Continuous-Ccerent
Motor

Coxtixuous-Currext Motor axd Coxtholler on
Coal-Dock Crane
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perfect or imperfect condition in a central station is strong

evidence of the competency or incompetency of the attend-

ants. There is a certain knack in caring for a commu-
tator, easily acquired by any careful, painstaking man,

and a good point to remember is that prevention, not cure,

is the best remedy for commutator trouble.

If properly installed and operated, most standard ma-

chines will run practically sparkless at all capacities up

to a reasonable overload. Bad sparking would, therefore,

indicate improper installation, lack of attention, or in

rarer cases a mechanical defect that has developed after

the machine has left the factory ; whatever its cause, it

should be investigated at once, as sparking is destructive

to both commutator and brushes.

Sparking, when first starting a machine, may result

from the following: Dirty commutator, improper fitting

A CoXTlXCOUS-CuRIiEXT MOTOK DrIVIXG A MiXE HOIST

as above mentioned, until very slight sparking is noticed

under the edge of the brushes. If the lead obtained, after

following these instructions, is too great, causing, in the

case of a motor, greatly increased speeds, or in a gener-

ator, decreased voltage, an experienced man would then

advise that the brushes be set to sparkless commutation

at operating load. Sparking may appear after the ma-
chine has been in operation, from developments caused by

lack of attention to any of the above details, also from

roughened commutator, open circuit in armature wind-

ings, or from operation at other than normal voltage and

load.

With belted machines see that the armature oscillates

freely in its bearings while running imder load, as this

will greatly lengthen the life of the commutator and

bearings.

Breakixg a Field Circuit

Xever break a field circuit suddenly, as the inductive

discharge voltage is always many times higher than the

operating voltage, and may puncture the insulation of the

field. A discharge resistance should be used connected

to a special field switch, which is ordinarily supplied with

the larger machines.

Do not open a switch on a circuit carrying a large

amount of current. Trip the circuit-breaker first, then

open the main switch.

See that all switches, circuit-breakers, etc., are open

when the machine is not operating.

Always close the circuit-breaker first; then close the

switch.

In case no protective device is used on the generator

and trouble appears on the line, put all rheostat resistance

in the circuit first, and then open the switch. Bearings

CoaCAGE >v • V-.'. :
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The Economical Combustion of Coal
III its relation tn oioiiuiny, the piujuT biiniiiii;- of coal

for the protluitioii of power is of as great iiuportaiiee ab

its cxtraetion from tlie bowels of the earth. The fuel

item is one that often determines the sueeess or failure

of an iudustrv. Jlenee, it is tiiat the engineering fea-

tures of modern boilerrooni practice are attracting so

much attention of late. The rise in the market ])iicc of

coal has given fresh impetus to the investigation of the

fuel question. Tiie object sought in these investigations

is to ascertain the i)artioular features that increase the

elHciency of the furnace in which the liu'l is burned.

The etficiencv engineer discovered sduic time ago tiuit

the supply of a sullicient amount of air (o.xvgeii), per unit

weight of coal burned, was not the only essential feature

in the economical condiustion of the fuel. He found that

the element of time per unit weight of fuel burned, was

also an im])ortnnt factor and one on which the real cenn-

<iiny of the o]icration depends.

A given weight of coal burned in a given supply of

air yields a known quantity of heat (B.t.u.), just as a

given weight falling through a given vertical height per-

forms a known work (ft.-lb.). But, just as the perform-

ance of a given work in a fixed time indicates the power
employed, so the production of a given number of heat

units (B.t.u.), in a fixed time, show's the energy do-

\eloped and the efficicmy of the combustion.

This reasoning, based on scientific knowledge, has led to

important practical results. It is now well understood

that, to produce the greatest efficiency in the combustion

of fuel, for power purposes, the combustion must be

rapid and take place at a high heat. By this means, the

loss of heat from convection, conduction and radiation is

reduced to a smaller jiercentage of the total heat devel-

0])ed, and the fuel itself is more completely burned.

In producing this combustion, the essential factors are:

1. To burn the coal under a high air pressure. 2. To
utilize as large a percentage as ])ossible of the heat gen-

erated by the combustion of the fuel, in the actual pro-

duction of power. Tn the use of a high air pressure, say 4

or 5 in. of water gage, the fuel will often be blown from
the grate. To avoid this difficulty, a balanced draft is

necessary, which produces a differential effect,, with the
result that the combustion is maintained at a higher tem-
perature and the fuel is more completely burned. TTnder
these conditions, the furnace temperature is often ex-

tremely high—white hot.

The scheme is, after all, nothing less than an applica-

tion of the old principle of a blacksmith's forge and a

"hollow fire." The increased supply of oxygen produces
a rapid and complete burning of the fuel at a high tem-
jjerature. The heat of the combustion is great! v con-
served by the type of furnace known as the "dutch-oven
arch." To produce the best results, the air blast must be
evenly distributed throughout the fuel bed.
A recent inspection of some steam plants, located in the

vicinity of old culm piles and refuse-fuel heaps, reveals

till' fact that many of these ])lants are burning this refuse

of earlier times, successfully. Such rcfu.'^e now foinis

the chief fuel supj)ly of many coal-mining plants wheic.

formerly, the marketable sizes of coal were used. Such

has been the increased market dciniiiHl. in late years, fur

the smaller sizes of coal, fur tin- pimhicl imi uf power, tbiil

many coal-mining ])lanls now (le|irii(l wliolly. fcu' the

])ro(luction of tlu-ii- own power, on the fefusi; "dirt" uf

former years.

In the burning of anthracite dust, nnne and wasliei\

refu.>;e, etc., however, the use of a segment grate is ne( e-

sary. I'referalily. the const nu-tion is such as to redurr

the air sjiace to .") per lent. of the grate area, or less. This

segment grate is sel in a diiteh-oven furnace: and a

high air ];rcssure of I (U- •"> in. of watei- gage is used with

a balanced draft in the f\irnaee to pi-e\('iit the line fuel

from being blown away. In the sliai'p cunipetition, at llu:

present time, it is nmre than e\cr iieeessai'v to eni|iloy

e\ei-y means to inci-ease the economy of operation.

The Pneumatic Signaling System

in Mines

The im|]ortance of a good signal system at shaft and

slope mines has often failed to reeei\e the atleiilion il

deserves, imtil some incident has occurred to reveal the

inadequacy of the signal .system in u.se. The common
method formerly employed for transmitting signals be-

tween the engine room and the shaft or slope bottom, (U-

from the mine opening to the inside workings was that l)\

which a gong was sounded by pulling a wire, or by mak-

ing an electrical connection through a wire conductor.

The defects and petty annoyances arising from these

systems are numerous. Wires are broken, or false signals

are given by falling material coming in contact with the

wire; or by someone meddling wdth the wire by wdiich

the signal is transmitted. The spirit of mischief, always

prevalent among irresponsible men and boys in mines,

has resulted, in some instances, in serious accident i\w

to the meddling with signal wires, which is possible in

both of the old systems of signaling.

Much annoyance is also caused by the corrosion of the

wires and connections. There is always the possibility,

also, that the proper signal may fail of transmission at-

one or more points, which would prove a source of danger.

Interruptions are at times caused by the freezing tight

of the wires, or the short-circuiting of the electric cur-

rent, at intermediate points.

The pneumatic signaling system is devoid of all.the.se

defects and possesses the further advantage that the pipe

line through which the signals are transmitted can be

made to serve as a siieaking tube. The system permits

of no interruption or meddling at intermediate points,

except as the pipe line may be broken by a heavy fall. A

pneumatic system of signals properly installed is prac-

tically free from any expense for maintenance, during

the life of the mine. One of its chief advantages is the
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fact that it cauuot get out of order through disuse; but

is always ready wheii required, after a season of idle-

ness. At such times, an electric system of signaling re-

quires much attention to again put it in shape for use.

The pneumatic system is also more exempt from damage

in case of fire than either of the other systems of signal-

ing.

The pneumatic system is in use in many of the mines

of the Lehigh Valley Coal Co., and it is stated that the

Delaware & Hudson Coal Co. have recently decided to in-

stall this system in their mines. The same system is in

iise in the mines of the Oliver & Snyder Steel Co. and in

a number of mines throughout the West.

The Public Coal Lands of the West
It is always a mistake lo permit a misstatement of facts

to occur in the defense of a good cause, one which is so

assured of ultimate success that only mistaken advocacy

can delay it. It is with this spirit that we view and re-

gi'et the errors pointed out by George O. Smith and 6. H.

Ashley in the letters we print today.

And it is strange to note when reading those letters

that with the peculiar vertigo which blinds and weakens

all controversialists, Mr. Ashley has made a misstatement

in rebuttal which he would doubtless be as pleased to cor-

rect as we are to admit our own errors in fact. Xo hunt-

ing musty files of governmental reports will be needed,

simply a reference to our issue of Xov. 1, which was be-

fore him when he wrote the letter in question.

Mr. Ashley quotes us as saying that the Geological Sur-

ver sells coal lands. If he will read again carefully he

will light upon the word "indirectly," which he com-

pletely overlooked in his quotation. This adverb was not

thrust in without intention but with the somewhat insane

idea that it was necessary to prevent the subscriber and

proof reader from thinking for one unreflecting minute

that we thought the Survey really did sell lands of any

kind. We could hardly believe that our readers would

think us guilty of such a misapprehension of one of the

best known facts of civics, but we put the word in the

sentence to make assurance doubly sure.

But to show how correct the sentence is as printed when

we said that "Mr. Smith has indirectly the selling of the

patiimony of a nation" ; we wish to call attention to one

interesting fact. The Land Office in makuig its yearly

report says bvtt little about coal-land sales except to total

their distribution, number, acreage and value since 1873,

but the director of the Geological Survey tells us how

the sales compare now with those before the year 1907

and gives the number of acres sold at each price since

that date.

Of course, the Survey does not sell land, it only names

the price. If an individual could only do that, he could

sell Scranton, Pittsburgh or Xew York City within six

niontlie if he made the price low enough.

In accepting the statements of Mr. Smith and Mr.

Ashley, we must specifically object to forming an opinion

on the ari'ount sold under the new regime until we are

told how much of the coal land sold since July 1, 1907,

has been classified by the department and how much has

been sold before withdrawal or at prices below rates ap-

praised, as is" customary when lands have been filed, on

or before such withdrawal.

Moreover, we may be excused for wishing personally

to know that the 905 sales made represent 905 convey-

ances to separate individuals and associations and not

sales at ditt'ereut prices to a fewer number of such per-

sons, actual or constructive. We are moved to make this

inquiry because we find that the conveyance of the sqitare-

mile sale is not reported in the 1911-1912 report of tlie

Geological Survey, for the land sold under any one price

above $50 per acre does not amount to any such acreage.

This sale was apparently entered under several separate

price items, which method is not an incorrect one but such

as obviously increases the number of entries, as some of

them may be thereby made as low as 40 acres.

The Western coal-land question is of great interest

and we expect to give it in the ftiture more editorial

space. In some matters we shall doubtless fuid ourselves

in sympathy with the Geological Survey, though in many
matters we are wholly at variance. Some of their diffi-

culties are those of all geologists and they are merely con-

spicuous victims of their profession. The ascertainment

of even surface-land values is an economic question of

difficulty and the relation of coal value to location is of

similar uncertainty. When to that problem is added all

the geologic irregularities of the Western coal lauds, the

strain approaches the breaking point.

By putting the lands at an unsalable figure, the coal

will remain in the ground so that no public officer will

be condemned for giving coal land awa}' for a question-

able purpose or accused of enriching an individual at the

jjublic expense. The position of a governmental officer

in these days of public scandals is not an enviable one.

But the people must be served rightly even despite the

threat of the muckraker. The public wealth must not

be monopolized by the government merely because its

officers fear that, otherwise, they might in some cases en-

rich an individual. Such governmental caution as we
too often see resembles the fears of the miser.

Protection That Does Not Protect

The developments of the past week, in Scranton. re-

mind one of a game of hide and seek. We refer to the

peculiar situation growing out of the recent investigations

undertaken by the Scranton Protective Association, in the

interest of property holders ; and the work of the Mine

Cave Commission, authorized by the Davis Mine Cave

law, which passed the assembly and was signed by Gov-

ernor Tenen July 38, 1913.

The question of surface support, in Scranton, has as-

sumed the aspect of a three-cornered fight between the

resident property holders, the city officials responsible for

the enforcement of law and the protection of the lives

of citizens, and the coal companies operating the mines

underlying portions of the city.

The Mine Cave Commission has been severely criticized

fur its seeming inactivity during the pa.st three months.

The report made to the city council Xov. 14, however, is a

vigorous arraignment of the director of public safet}' and

incidentally, also, of the city solicitor, to whose evasive

methods the commissioners ascribe the delay in the en-

forcement of the law. So strong was the evidence pre-

sented by the commissioners that the city fathers have

now asked Director Terwilliger for an explanation of his

failure to act on the reported violations of the law.

The amusing feature in the situation, which ha.s reached

a white heat, in Scranton, is the absence from the city.
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oil a Imuting cxpi'ilition, of both the director of public

safely and City Solititor Davis. It might be aiMTopriate

to ask: Why are tliese two much needed oflicials more

absorbed in tlieir own pastime luid enjoyment than in

the faithful proseiution of the work entrusted to their

care? Is the hunting of game of greater moment than

the protection of tlie city's interests, at a time when law

is being violated ?

All interests are now looking forward hoiK'fully to the

coming of President Truesdale to Scranton to confer on

the question so iinportaiit to the business interests of the

city. The Lackawanna president can be expected to

evolve a scheme that will bring relief and make the people

of Scranton proud of the Anthracite Eoad.

Effect of New Tariff Law on Coal

Business

"Largely sentimental" is the way New England views

the effect "of the new tariff law on the coal business. The

reduction of the old rate of 67c. to the 45c. imposed by

the Payne-Aldrich law of 1910 was of negligible effect,

and the placing of bituminous on the free list now is

hardly likely to attract any materially increased tonnage

from foreign ports. What foreign coal comes to Xew

England is almost exclusively from Louisburg, Cape

Breton, and while in ten years the consumption of Amer-

ican soft coal has steadily increased in our north At-

lantic states at the rate of several hundred thousand tons

a year, the receipts of provincial coals have in the main

grown steadily less.

Portland and Boston are the only centers where Cape

Breton coal is imported in any quantity, and in 1912 at

Boston the entire tonnage received was only slightly over

.300,000, or less than 7 per cent, of the total by water.

The answer is that Dominion coal is relatively so inferior

and withal so expensive to put on the market, that even

duty-free, the outlet for it here is bound to continue nar-

row, and restricted to special instances.

For several years the Cape Breton coal entered at Bos-

ton has been exclusively for one of the large gas-produc-

ing companies, under an old and long-term contract, and

the smaller and smaller amounts taken from Louisburg

is due to the larger tonnages received each year from

West Virginia. Buyers have been so liberally educated

in heating values the la.st few years, that there is less

and less interest in prices alone ; there is now a broad

discrimination against fuels that are high in ash or low

in fusing temperature, and the differential between "poor"

and "good" is each year an increasing one. On quality,,

then, there is little chance of any influx of provincial coal,

and quality as a factor will probably more than offset

the elimination of the 4,5c. duty.

From Great Britain, the only remaining possible source

of supply, receipts of coal since 1903 have been practically

nil, and doubtless they will remain so, at least under or-

dinary circumstances. Ocean freights, the cost of min-
ing, and a normal market at home are of themselves suffi-

cient to keep British shippers from ventures in this di-

rection.

Indeed, it is not as if "free coal" were an untried

experiment. Jan. 1.5, 1903, by special act of Congress,

called forth by distress in the t)ig cities on the Atlantic

seaboard as a result of the great strike in Pennsylvania,

coal was ailmitted free for (uie year, and iiad it not ini u

for the attempt of the llainpton Hoads agencies that sea-

son to get an abnormally high price for their West \'ir-

ginia output, there would have been much less imported

coal than was the case.

On .\|>r. 1, 1903, the r.n.i). price of Pocahontas and
-New K'iver coals was "estaiilished" at .$3.35, a price TjOc

higher than the high season |)rice of ten years later, and

two or three of the largest corporations who refu.sed lo

pay it were found later with Cardiff steamers alongside.

Needless to say, the Tlampton Roads ])rice soon drop])ed

to $2..50(rt2.66. then a normal figure. The statistics of

the i)ort of Boston show that there wciv jiractically mo

imports of British coal after May, l!Mi:i.

That episode was, of course, a special case, ami Hrilish

coals and freights have since advanced along with .Vincr-

ican prices and rates, and the increasing coal trallic over-

seas is from lu're across, to points that were formerly su])-

])lied from England, and not from England here. Ameri-
can coal, therefore, needs no more protection than nature

and geographical position them.selves afford, so far as con-

cerns our northeastern states, and "free coal" as a boon
to Xew England is rather like a soft word—it costs very
little and does no one any harm.

Of the indirect effect »{ llie tarilf on coal luiiiiiig,

through the manufacturing industries, there are diU'creiit

opinions. It may be there will be a halt to the expansion
that has gone on so fast during the past decade or two,

but it is hardly expected that the consumption of bitum-
inous, in the aggregate, will decrease.

There is caution now in most directions, particulai-ly

among textile people, but once adjusted to the new sched-
ules and policies and with the money market more set-

tled, there is small reason for thinking 1914 will be any
but a flourishing year for soft coal in the United States.

It is only indirectly that any slump is likely to come, and
rejiresentative opinion does not countenance such a pos-
sibility. Certainly on neither ground, inroads by foreign
shippers nor through industrial depression, is there liable

to be any serious upset in the ijresent course of the coal
business in Xew England or elsewhere.

Recent Legal Decisions
1)V A. L. II. Street*

Adjustment of Cual-Land Transaction—Plaintiff, having
accepted repayment of advances made by him in the pur-
chase of coal lands, in lieu of an interest in the lands, to
recover which he had sued, was precluded from afterward
suing to recover an interest in the land. (United States Cir-
cuit Court of Appeals, Fourth Circuit; Coal & C<ke Ry. Co.
vs. Nease: 207 Federal Reporter 237.)

Liability for Demurrage—When a vessel is chartered to
carry a cargo of coal and is directed to report at a certain
coal company's docks for loading, the charterer becomes liable
for demurrage incurred because of the company's failure to
give customary dispatch in loading. (United States District
Court, District of Maine: Carleton vs. Three Hundred Sixty-
seven Tons of Coal; 206 Federal Reporter 345.)

Duty to Instruct Inexperienced Emiiloyee—The rule of law
which requires an employer to warn an inexperienced em-
ployee against the dangers which are incident to the work to
which he is assi:?ned is not limited to minor employees, and
extends to adults. (Pennsylvania Supreme Court, Zeskie vs.
Pennsylvania Coal Co., 8S Atlantic Reporter 414.)

Duty to Furnish Miners' Props

—

A Kentucky mine oper-
ator is liable for injury to a mjner resulting from failure to
furnish him roof props on request, as required by statute,
unless the danger was so imminent that a reasonably prudent
miner would not have remained at work under the circum-
stances. (Kentucky Court of Appeals, Left Pork Coal Co. "S.
Ownes' Administratrix, 159 Southwestern Reporter 703.)

*.-Vttorney-at-I.aw, St. Paul, Minn.
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I SOCIOLOGICAL DEPARTMENT I
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The Use of Injectors on Breathing

Apparatus
SYNOPSIS—Ansivers are given to Prof. John Cadman's

assertion that injectors are dangerous in hreathing ap-

paratus. Geiinan authorities declare that there is no

ground for favoring breathing appliances in which the

injector is omitted. Just as steam operates a boiler inspira-

tor by its passage through a tapered orifice, so the oxygen

escaping from its cylinder draws air through the injector

of breathing equipment. The injector draws from the

bag containing exhaled air and tends to cause a

slight vacuum, which is increased by the absorption of

carbon dioxide by the potash, in the alkali cartridge. If

the bag is punctured or its connections leak, carbon

monoxide may be drawn in. To avoid this, new appar-

atus provide that the pressure shall, in all parts of the

device, be greater than atmospheric and that the air cir-

culation shall take place at increased pressure in the

lungs. Care to hold air in the lungs when putting on the

helmet will also aid in preventing such unduly low ex-

halation-bag pressures.

Coal Age has already published some items (Vol. 3,

page 718) about the danger alleged by Prof. John Cad-

man, of Birmingham, England, to be attendant upon the

use of injectors with breathing apparatus. His views re-

ceived much attention in the papers at the International

Congress on Eeseue Work and Accident Prevention, held

at Vienna, Austria, September, 1913. It may be worth

while to present the following notes, translated from ab-

stracts in the "Montanistische Eundschau." The first is

from a paper by Doctor Fortsmann. mining assessor and

manager at the rescue-work headquarters in the Ehenish-

VVestphalian coal-mining district

:

Pressures Lower Than That of the Atmosphere

"Professor Cadman, of Birmingham, has, in recent

years, determined that pressures below atmospheric in

breathing apparatus equipped with injectors may occur

and, in case of leaks, be dangerous to the wearer. He
therefore discourages the use of injectors on such ap-

paratus. It has long been well known to us that such

low pressures occur and are a source of some danger.

Nevertheless, in Germany, the introduction of injectors is

regarded as essentially progressive, and the danger is met
by abundant warnings to the rescue crew of the danger of

leaks, together with careful tests immediately before put-

ting on the apparatus. The publications by Professor

Cadman have caused the Ehenish-Westphalian rescue

headquarters to make extensive experiments concerning

the magnitude of its danger. These tests have resulted as

follows

:

'"The degree of the low pressure occurring in breath-

ing apparatus varies within wide limits. It depends upon

:

1. The adjustment of the blow-off valve

:

Note—Translated for "Coal Age" by E. F. Buffet.

2. The degree of depression produced by the auto-

matic ;

3. "Whetlier the breathing bag is completely filled with

air or not.

"The quantity of outer air entering the breathing ap-

paratus through a leak is dependent upon these factors,

as well as upon the size of the opening. With large leaks

the penetrating air may become dangerous if it contain

poisonous gases. Such leaks can, however, be determined

even by a cursory test with the depression meter. Eor

small leaks (through orifices of 0.08 in. diameter), the

man with the depression meter can also determine, if he

Xew Model of Dkaegek Apparatus Which Forces
Air axd Oxygen through Potash Cartridge.

Drawing Air through the Eesistant Pot-

ash Cylinder May Sometimes Cause
Mine Gas to Be Sucked through

Leaks

makes the test carefully, whether under normal conditions

so much oiiter air does not, at least in case of great exer-

tion, enter the breathing apparatus as to endanger the

life of its wearer.

AppAR.iTus avith Injectors Is of Proved Value

"According to this, the opinion expressed against in-

jectors is exaggerated, and there is no ground for pre-

ferring injectorless breathing apparatus, with which much
less work can be accomplished."

The other paper which treats of this subject is by Min-
ing Assessor Grahn, instructor in the mining school at

Bochum, and manager of rescue work for a Westphalian

mining association

:

"Oxygen breathing apparatus with injectors, as in par-

ticular that of the Draeger AVorks, of Luebeck, the West-

falia Co.. in Gelsenkirchen, and the Mining Engi-

neering Co., Ltd., in ShefBeld, England, has been used

for a number of years in most mining districts and in

related industries, the results generallv being excel-

lent. At the- Bochum mining school, for 12 years past,

all pupils and often mining officials also, have been in-
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structed in the u--o ot brenthiiifr a])paratu.« with injectors.

For as long a imio such apparatus have hwii kept for

the use of the mines in the district in case of enierjjency.

'•Such disasters as that in an En<,'lish coal mine, at

Swansea, mentioned bv Professor t'adman, which was at-

tributed to mine air containing carbon monoxide, which

had been sucked into the apjiaratus as a result of injury

to the regenerator, have not so far. to my knowledge, been

observcd^in the Khenish-Westphalian industrial district.

iMI'OUTANCE OF TESTING

Ikeatliing apparatus which have not been duly filled be-

fore the beginning of breathing and carefully tested for

/Vfw Bretrfhing Sag
^NoseClip

large breathing bag to be carried on the back ami mn-

nected in the circuit of the air behind the regencnii.T.

The bag is furnished inside with weak rubber lmnd> - >

that it contracts as soon as the ordinary jjvessure in i!h'

apparatus falls. The relief valve of the exhalation bai:

set so as to blow olf at a higiicr pressure than bel.

namely, 4 in. water column. Of the alterations just m
tioiicd, I have hitherto been able to lest only that of n <

\\'(>tfaiia in the trial room of the mining .school.

These experiments have proved that, if the apparnin-

I'c properly used, these changes prevent low jjressurc In (-

ter than the old plan. I have in view to make furiliri-

tests, with the Westfalia and Draeger ajjparatus, an.
I

1

expect to report upon them to a meeting of tliis (ongiv-^.

For the use of injector breathing apjjaratns of the nl.!

and new designs, in case of emergency, the following nil.--

arc most important to fulldW, licreafter as heretofore:

(a) The a])parat\is lidnrc using is to be subjc r -1

by the well known methods to very careful testing, es-

pecially for tightness; (b) The entire apparatus, and

especially the breathing bag, must be tilled with air be-

fore the rescue man exerts himself; (c) During u.«e, the

ajijiaratus is to lie constantly watcheil by the leader.

MODIFICATIOX OF WeSTFALIA ApPAKATUS WITH AX

Additioxal Bkeathing Bag Carried on Back

TO Avoid Pressures Lower than Ai-

MOSPHERIC

tightness and eflicient working of the automatic, have

in'deed, in individual cases, where improperly used, led to

accidents, especially to carbon-monoxide poisoning.

The fact determined by Professor Cadman that low

pressures occur in injector breathing apparatus and, it-

leaks be present, may admit air from outside, is correct

and has been observed since this apparatus has been in

use.

According to my determinations, the deplli of depres-

sion can amount under especially favorable conditions,

to 3.2 in. of the water column.

What quantities of outside air may be sucked into

breathing apparatus through leaks of determined size

under certain conditions, is a subject extensively investi-

gated by Doctor Forstmann, in Essen, and more fully

reported in his address. According to this, it appears al-

most impossible that the rescue man can be endangered

in gases of combustion with an ordinary carbon-mon-

oxide content of not more than 1 per cent, when the

cros.s-section of the leak does not exceed 3 or 4 sq.mm.

(0.0047 to 0.0062 sq.in.).

Pressure Provided Equal to or Greater Than
Atmospheric

To meet objections that have been raised in many
quarters on the ground of the foregoing facts, the firms

named which manufacture breathing apparatus are mak-

ing, where desired, the following changes or improve-

ments :

(a) The Draeger Works, in Luebeck, let the injector

on its 1910-1911 model blow the exhaled air through the

regenerator instead of arranging it so as to suck the ex-

pired air through as formerly.

(b) The Westfalia Co. and the Mining Engineer-

ing Co. furnish with the previous 1912 model, a second

Underground First-Aid Stations

By Joseph Daniioes*

The Xorthweslern Improvement Co., opci-ating ''•\i

mines in Montana and AVashington, has taken an acii\e

lead in adopting safety measures and appliances and in

organizing and training its officials and men into efficient

rescue and first-aid units. Exam])lcs of some of tin;

underground first-aid stations in the mines of the Koslyu

field are shown in the illustrations.

Fig. 2 shows a station at the intersection of a manway

and entry in No. 5 mine. Part of the wooden stopping is

used for a door and the rest carries a first-aid box monnt-

ed iu a wooden frame which is illuminated by five 32-cp.

lamps. The wooden frame is 2 ft. 6 in. long, 2 ft. wide,

and 6 in. deep, made of inch boards and lined with an

a.-bestos back. The bottom of the box forms a shelf on

wliich may be placed any supplemental articles, such as

bottles of picric

acid. The stoppings

and the walls are

all whitewashed.

No man in the

mine can fail to

know where to go

in case of emerg-

ency, and there is

a 1 w ays sufficient

light by which to

work. Fig. 1 shows

details of the sta-

tion box.

Another form of

station is shown

in Fig. 3. This is

cut in the coal and roof rock on the entry at the partinir,

and is about 12 ft. long and 6 ft. high and lined with wood

and then whitewashed. In addition to the first-aid box

already described, a roll of blankets carried in a closed

|<-s"->l U 2-o''"i-ox'i;:«L>^

Fig. 1. Manner of Installing

Fii;8T-Ai» Box in 1!oslyn Min'G

•College of Mines. University of Washington, Seattle.
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sheet-uietal tube or frame 5 ft. long, 10 in. in diameter,
is suspended on a pair of hangers. A stretcher, also car-

ried in a metal tube which is 8 ft. long and 7 in. in diam-
eter, is similarly carried by hooks. These metal tubes are
eitlier of galvanized or ordinary iron painted black and
have a large red cross marked on them. A complete as-

FiG. 2. Statiox at Txti:i;si:(Tiox of Maxway axd
EXTRY No. 5 MiXE

Fig. 3. FnoxT Axn JIexw Walls of IiEscrK Statiox

sortment of .splints rests on the tubes. Tiiese stations

are being installed throughout tlie various mines of the
field.

Training for Rescue Work
The Bureau of Mines has kept in mind the fact that

there is a broad gap between theory and practice, and has
inaugurated a series of practical maneuvers in the mine
of the Consolidation Coal Co., at Chiefton, eight miles

south of Fairmont, W. Ya. In this mine, the conditions
of an explosion are imitated and a rescue drill is prac-
ticed.

In all, 24 teams of o men each will be put through
their paces by the men in charge of car Xo. 6, now sta-

tioned at Xo. 72 or the Chiefton mine. One of the
company tenements has been formed into a rescue station,

one room being devoted to first-aid equipment and the
second to helmets and pulmotors. The upstairs apart-
ments are used as changerooms for the teams which will
be trained.

M"ear the entrance to the- mine, a smokehouse has been
built for testing the apparatus in formaldehyde gas in

order to find whether there are any leaks before venturing
into the mine. A blind entry off the main heading direct-

ly inside the entrance has been equipped as an under-
ground emergency hospital.

The door leading to the smoke area which is to be used
in training work, is 350 to 450 ft. in, along the main
haulway. The area consists of 3 rooms and 3 side en-

tries closed off by stoppings and brattice cloth. In case

the apparatus of any of the men should fail, a fan fur-

nishing 25,000 cu.ft. of air per min. can clear out the
smoke in from 8 to 5 min. Thus there is eo risk accom-
panying these drills.

There is to be, as usual, some spectacular work. The
bureau is convinced that the interest of the people, and
above all that of the wives and the co-laborers of the min-
ers and others engaged, should be aroused. Consequent-
ly electric lights have been strung in the main roadway
and window sashes have been placed in the trap doors.

The roads leading to the smoke area have been made
clean for visitors, so that anyone can go in the mine and
watch the work without having his clothes soiled.

Two teams will undergo training each week. They
will be taught not only rescue work but first aid, a sylla-

bus of 24 first-aid and 6 rescue events being provided for
instruction and practice. C. 0. Eoberts is first-aid in-
structor and E. Steidle is foreman in charge of the car.

The names of the companies presenting teams for train-
ing are given in our issue of Oct. 4, p. 503.

The Human Factor in Welfare Work
The success of the work of all welfare organizations,

such as that at Decota, W. Ya., is not so much in the
elaboration of details, or even in its response to the actual
needs of the people affected as in its mutuaUiij. At the
Y. M. C. A., built, by the Carbon Coal Co. and described
in our issue of Nov. 1-5, every effort is made to enable
the employees to feel that the enterprise is their own and
depends on their efforts for its proper support.
The management of the coal companies has never

interfered with the association policies, but has left the
entire management of its affairs in the hands of the men

id the trained secretary. The company gives liberally
to the support of the work and feels tliat it is a good
investment. The men are also liberal in their patronage
for they know that any surplus revenue, instead of going
to the company or to the pocket of any private person"
will be used by themselves in an extension of their own
enterprise. The success of such an undertaking depends
largely on the selection of the right person to be tJie

leader. He must have had the training which will give
him the correct perspective; he must know the value of

the human personality; he must be able to s.pnpathize
with human weakness and know how to develop the best

in each of his men.

The Colorado Fuel & Iron Co. employs a rather novel
method for humidifying- mine air. A radiator is placed on
both sides of the heading- throug-h -which the entering- air
passes. The v.'aste steam from the radiator is conducted" to a
perforated pipe to -which is attached a curtain of burlap or
brattice cloth. The purpose of the burlap is to bring- the con-
densed steam in contact -with the air current. As the air
pases over the radiator it is heated and its capacity to pick
up moisture is greatly increased. It then strikes the
saturated curtains and absorbs the moisture.
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DISCUSSION BY READERS
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Starting Fan after Explosion

Leller No. cS—Hofcrring to the recent disiussion of

this subject, I want 'to sav that the .|Uestion of whether

a fan should or should not he started, after a brief idle-

ness because of being damaged by the explosion, is a dif-

ficult question to answer directly; because the conditions

vary so much, in all accidents of this kind.

In my mining exiierience of 57 years, 1 have had much

to do with gas and have witnessed many serious explo-

sions. I was in Bryndu colliery, near Pyle, South Wales,

when the explosion" took place there, in 1858, that killed

everv man in the split of air in which it occurred. In

1862. I was at the Park Shaft colliery, Briton Ferry,

South Wales, when an explosion took place that killed

everv man on the east side of the mine, which was venti-

lated bv a separate air split. In 18G7, I was at the Fern-

dale collierv, South Wales, when all the men on the east

side of that mine were killed by an explosion. The two

mines last mentioned were ventilated by furnaces, which

were the only means of producing the circulation of air

through these mines.

If we assume an explosion takes place in a gaseous

mine ventilated in five or six separate splits or air cur-

rents, it mav happen that this will be wholly confined to

the one split in which it occurred; or, if the explosion

is assisted bv accumulations of dust and more or less

gas distributed throughout the mine, all of the splits may

be affected alike, the explosion being general. In that
.

case, the force developed would probably be sufficient to

damage the fan, which would have to be stopped for re-

pairs. It is natural, then, to imagine that the main en-

tries and roadways would be blocked by numerous caves

or falls of roof.

Under these conditions, it is certainly a difficult prob-

lem to decide upon the best thing to be done. There are,

probably, manv men still living in the mine and many

who have been killed by the blast or buried beneath the

falls. Moreover, fires may have been started in different

parts of the mine. As has been stated before, in this

discussion, the fires would produce more or less circula-

tion of air through the mine and endanger the men who

are still alive, as much as would result from starting the

fan. On the other hand, if no fires exist in the mine and

there is no circulation of air, the accumulations of gas

in the workings will endanger the men still alive a;nd

entombed therein. In a gaseous mine, there is, of course,

the danger, in starting the fan after a brief idleness, of

driving accumulated gas into a fire area and causing an-

other explosion, with the possibility of a greater loss of

life even than before.

In the face of these numerous difficulties, it frequently

happens that good use can be made of the mine-rescue

corps, wearing helmets or other breathing apparatus. It

mav be possible, by this means, to penetrate the inner

workings and obtain information of the condition of the

mine and rescue many survivors. Whenever this is pos-

sible, it is certainly 1;be best thing to he done; but this

system has not as yet. in my opinion, been fully developer 1

and is often ineltWtive, except where the circumstance-

are ])eculiarly favorable.

Where the explosion in a gaseous miiu' has allVcted nm

split only, there is grave danger in allowing the fan lo

remain idle for any length of time, which would permit

the accumulation of large bodies of gas in the other sjjlil-

In this case, the fan should be i)ut in operation as quick'

as possible, and steps taken to confine the circulation ni

iiir to those splits not affected l>v the explosion.

W. 1). OwKN's. Div. Snpt.,

Lciiigh Valley Coal Co.

Pittston. I'cnii.

The Certificate Law
Letter No. 2—The question of a universal certificate'

law seems to be attracting the attention of mining men

to a considerable extent, at the present time. As has i)ccn

suggested, an intelligent exchange of views and o])inions

on the question will not otdy be interesting, but cannot

fail to secure a better adjustment of the matter.

The remark was made by Mr. Dixon, Coal Age, Oct.

25, p. 604, that it would be a wise provision if each coal-

mining state would pass a law, making the holders of a

duly authorized certificate of competency in another stale

eligible to like office in that state also. He argues that

:

"Such a law would encourage the interchange of intelli-

gent mining men and ***** provide a means by whidi

ambitious young men could obtain a wider experience and

increase their competency."

I am of the opinion that nothing would be gained bv

the enactment of such a law; and that the present condi-

tion has a greater tendency to .stimulate ambitious young

men to study and increase their competency and gain a

wider experience than the proposed change could effect.

It appears to me that it would be a difficult proposition

for the different states to enact laws that would be suffi-

ciently universal in their application to the various condi-

tions "and requirements existing in different coal fields.

Some states are more progressive and further advanced in

their mining laws, and require a higher degree of profi-

ciency in candidates for the position of mine foremen

than is the case in other states.

Under the present system of examination, each state

maintains its own standard and coal operators do not

suffer by the employment of mine foremen who have been

examined and certificated by a hoard in another state

where the requirements are not as severe. The adoption

of such a universal system of certification would, I be-

lieve, tend to endanger the lives of miners by increasing

the migration of irresponsible foremen of limited training

and experience, and by the employment of foremen who

are not fully acquainted with local conditions.

The matter of standardizing examinations in different

states, as conducted by different examining boards, would

be another difficult proposition. Xo two examining boards

mark alike, and the grading of candidates in examination
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-would depend as much on the intelligence of the examin-

ers as upon the replies of the candidates. It should be no

^reat burden or task for a mine foreman holding a certifi-

cate of competency in one state, to secure a like certificate

in another state, if he is capable of meeting the require-

ments made necessary by the different conditions in the

other state. On the other hand, it wonld be an incentive

to the candidate to further study and the aciinirement

of greater knowledge.

it goes without saying that the examination in different

states must conform to the conditions of mining and the

standard of proficiency required in each case. It is also

true that the mining industry is progressing, and it is

necessary that the standard of examinations must advance

at the same rate, in order that only capable and efficient

miners be awarded certificates of competency. It does

nut follow that a miner wlio is qualified and competent

to discharge the duties of mine foreman in one mining

district or state is like qualified or competent to discharge

the same duties in another district or state where the con-

ditions are more complex.

It is my belief that the coal-mining industry of the

country can be best promoted, and the safety of miners

best conserved, by each state enacting laws regulating

the mining of coal in its own territory. I believe that a

certificate of competency to act as mine foreman should

be good only in the state where it is granted, and that

no certificate of competency should be issued for a longer

period than six years.

It is too often the case that a candidate will prepare

for examination by studying diligently for a few weeks

previous to going before the board; and when the exam-

ination is over and the certificate granted, all further

study is dropped. If. however, the candidate knew that

he was required to pass another examination in a few

vears, again, he would keep up his study and interest, and

his mining knowledge would increase. It is enough to

convince any reasonable mining man of the absurdity of

granting certificates of competency for an indefinite per-

iod or making those certificates good m all states, when

we oliserve the number of mine foremen who read no min-

ing journals or make any systematic effort to ac(iuire more

mining knowledge. There are many such foremen in all

mining camps.

Having been a member of the new examining board,

refei-red to by U. S. Wilson, Coal Agk, Xov. 8, p. 710,

I am familiar with the incident he narrates of a man

holding a second-class or "Class B" certificate granted

by a previous examining board in Tennessee, failing to

pass an examination for a first-class or "Class A" certifi-

cate, or even to receive a sufficient average to entitle him

to the "Class B" certificate which he already held. I

want to say that the failure of that man to secure the

necessary mark in the second examination before the new

board was due to no fault or unfairness of either examin-

ing boards; but can be attributed to the fact that after

receiving his "Class B" certificate, in the first examina-

tion, he neglected further study of the methods and sys-

tems of mining and, as a consequence, instead of advanc-

ing in knowledge and experience, he retrograded to that

extent that his present knowledge and qualifications would

not warrant the granting of a "Class B" certificate.

This incident is only one of many T could mention in

support of my argtiment, that certificates of competency

should be freriuently renewed. T believe in a progressive

sj'stem that will keep men studying methods of safety,

means of sanitation and plans of producing coal, and that

will stimulate them with an ambition to make better mine
foremen. There is the same demand for raising the

standard of competency in mining that there is in teach-

ing school. As sy.stems of education have changed and
the required standard has been raised, so mining opera-

tions are conducted itpon new and improved methods,
and re(|uire a higher degree of proficiency in mine fore-

men than wns rc(|uired a few vears ago.

John Eose,
District Mine Inspector.

Dayton, Tenn.

I.i-llcr So. 3—The question raised by Mr. Dixon, Coal
Age, Oct. 2.5, \\. 604, in regard to making mine-foreman
certificates good in all coal-mining states, is an interesting

one. It is quite true that, previous to the certificate law
being enacted, a competent man could secure a position

to act as mine foreman in any district or state where
he might chance to go, without being required to pass an
examination to prove his competency.

I do not wish to detract one iota from the importance
of the certification of mine foremen, as, in my opinion,

every official connected with mining, in an active capac-

ity, should be required to pass an examination, from the

mine manager down to the shotfirer. I would urge that

such examinations be required in every coal-mining state.

The certificates should be graded, and a percentage of

efficiency required in accordance with the importance and
responsibility of the position desired by the candidate.

On the other hand, while I believe in the examination

of candidates for mine foremanship, in each state, it does

not seem to me fair to require a man of experience to

serve another a]ipreiiticeshi]i in mining when he migrates

to another state. In my opinion, the mining laws of the

state should not require that a candidate for mine-fore-

nuin certificate should have a specified number of years'

experieiu-e in the coal mines of that state. Where such

period of ap|irenticeship is required by law, as in the case

of the bituminous mining law of Pennsylvania (Art. 24,

Sec. 4), or the coal-mining laws of Colorado (Sec 40).

tlic law should be -;o amended as to eliminate this re-

quirement. The liituniinous hnv of Pennsylvania requires

an apprenticeship of five years and the coal-mining laws

of Colorado demand a similar apprenticeship of two years,

before a candidate is eligible and can be granted a cer-

tificate of competency to act as mine foreman. I believe

the eligibility of a candidate should depend solely upon
his competency as determined by an examination in the

state where he desires to serve as mine foreman.

It cannot be denied that the different coal fields pre-

sent conditions that vary widely in their requirements,

in resi)ect to the safe and economical extraction of the

underlying coal. But, after all, the principles involved

in the operations of mining are very much the same: and

a man who has proved his ct-:npetency in examination be-

fore a properly constituted examining board, should not

require more than one or two years of service as assistant

mine foreman, in the state, to make him eligible to the

higher position of foreman.

In my opinion, Mr. Dixon's suggestion of a universal

certificate of competency would have a tendency to lower

the standard, not only because the holder of such a cer-

tificate would feel he could hold the same position in any
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state; but, beciniso it would authorize the oniiiloymenl of

iiiauv mine forcinon iiu.ler foiulitioiis witli whicli they are

tutafly uiifainiliar. It wouKl remove the stimulus for

stuily ami imi)rovemcnt. While the iiieident eited by

Mr. Wilson, Coal Aoe, Nov. 8. p. 710, where mine t\)re-

meu operatinjr ailjoininj; mines on the border line i>f

Kentucky and Tennessee eould not cross the state Inie

and occupy the same i)()sition. presents a somewhat aj;-

sjravating comlition. it may prove a necessary requirement

hi other mines and districts of the.-*e states: and. as a

law, it shoud lie strictly enforced.

.1. E. Amukosk.

New i>iirliain, N. •'•

Collapsible Stoppings
Letter A'o. 10—To speak of ••colla])sii.Ic stoppings," in

reference to mines, is (piite indefinite, and the questioii

has well been asked: "What i.s a collapsible stopjiinfi?"

Most of the stoppings as built at the present time may

he classed under that head, as in few instances only, would

they withstand the force of an explosion.

While it would certainly be an expensive proposition to

build all main .stoiipings of a noiicollapsible type, yet 1

am heartily in favor of building the stoppings on the

main heading in a substantial iiiMimer, so that they will

be ca|)able of willislandiug the shock due hi an iin!inai\

local explosion. I IhIicm' this is es])ccially necessiu

y

where gas and dust a if met m dangerous quantities in the

workings. It is as important that the stojiiiings should

be in place after an explosion, as beloiv, in older I lint

the ventilating current shall take its true course. I \cn-

turc the opinion that more lives will lie .-avcd where the

sioiijiings have withstood an cxiilosicui mihI remained in-

tact, tlian whcic tliry \r.\\v been liluwn mil by the tone nf

the bla.st. In the ronncr ease, the \enlilatiiig current

will again resume its regular rourse, while, in the latter

rase, tlie ventilation in the \\iirking> wcuilil lie denmgrd

and the accniniilatidii of -as that wmild result wmild

make possible a sccniid eviilosimi and finilier loss of life.

In regard to gaseous and dusty mines, the main point

to be considered in the ventilation of the mine is to di-

vide the workings into separate ventilation districts or

panels, and to li'ave a snUicieut barrier of coal b(>tweeii

ilie .several panels. Wheri' this system is adojited. an c\-

|ilosion of gas in one jianel will geiu'ratly be cinilinrd to

the district in which it occurred. The air current in the

.ithcr districts, or |ianels. wmild not be \ itialed a> a result

nl' the explosion, and the situation is nmn' easil\ liandlcd

miinediately following the explosion.

.loiiN K. Si'i(i:i;.

Ciimberlaiiil. I!. C, Canada.

Study Course in Coal Mining
Uy J. T. lii:.\Ki)

The Coal Age Pocket Book

T.ABLE SHOWI.NG SATUKATEI )-V.\P< IR PRESSUTiKS
DIFFERE.NT TBAII'ER.XTURES

"KT-
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Two Letters on Public Coal-Land Sales

SYNOPSIS—George Otis SmUli declares that the Land

Office km sold almost as much coal land in six years

under the new valuations as in five i/ears before under the

old prices. Since Jnhj 1, 1907, it has disposed of 22n

square miles. The average price of the assessed lands i'.-:

.$Jtl.SO, and of the sales, -iHS per acre. In Colorado last

year sales of coal rc-iources equaled output. .Appraisals

have increased ta.rahle values in tJie states wlirre jnililic

coal lands have heen evaluated.

Yuur editoruil of Xuv. 1 on -The' Western Coal Lamls"

js incomplete in its quoted statements of fait. In the in-

terchange of views between Senator Shafroth and myself,

at the recent Philadelphia session of the American Min-

mg Congress, I distinctly stated that the sales of govern-

ment coal lands under the new system of appraisal com-

pared favorably in acreage with those made under the for-

mer practice of disposal at minimum prices. The ''solitary

square mile" was mentioned oidy as the high-water mark

in public coal-land prices, and as such was used as the

basis for some extemporaneous comparisons of ta.xable

values of coal land, of coal-mining plant and of output.

Hkckxt I'riiLic Coal-Land Salks

The facts are that in the six years beginning July 1,

1907, when public coal-land appraisals began, the sales

numbered 905 entries as opposed to "this one insignificant

sale," as you term it. and the area sold was 22.5 square

miles, rather than "'a solitary square mile." In the five

years prior to July 1, 1907, the acreage of coal lands

sold as such was some nine square miles in excess of the

area Just given.

Again, that "$400 an acre" t|Uoted in the Coal Age

editorial is not at all a fair measure of the appraisal prices

fixed by the Geological Survey. Under the regulations in

force, a large part of the public coal lands will continue

to be valued at the minimum prices specified in the law,

$10 and $20. Thus it is that more than two-thirds of

the sales under the new system have been at those mini-

mum prices and the purcha.se of large acreages at the.se

jirices will doubtless continue. The average price for the

18 million acres appraised in the six years ended June

30 last, is $41.30, while the sales for the same period av-

eraged about $18 an acre, or perhaps $5 more than for

the corresponding period prior to 1907. It needs to lie

understood that the new prices are higher than the old

only as well determined differences in tonnage and qual-

ity of coal are given consideration in the valuation of the

lands. Large areas have been classified and valued, but

each forty-acre tract is treated l)y itself in all appraisals

above the minimum rate.

Sale.s of Coal Laxds Equal to Output

In passing jjermit me to correct some Colorado figures

given in Coal Age's excellent report of the Philadelphia

meeting. I deny that there are "9,42.5,000 acres of

(public) coal land in Colorado which could not now be

purchased at any price and might later be offered for

$400 per acre." The facts are: On July 1 last, there

were 2,844,202 acres of public lands in Colorado classified

and put on the market as coal lands at an average price

of $59: there remained awaiting classification 5,0,37,721

acres, some of which has since been restored to entry

:

and the restorations to entry as coal land and non-coal

land in Colorado during the preceding 12 months was

more than 3 million acres. Also, the public coal lands

.sold in Colorado last year had an estimated tonnage

equivalent to the year's output from Colorado mines. Sev-

eral of these facts were mentioned by me at Philadelphia.

Appkaisal.s IIavi: 1 xckkasf.d Taxation ox XEiGiinoi;-

i\i: Coal Lands

The ini])ortaiit sulijcct of taxation. :vliiili was given spe-

cial emjihasis both by the Senator fnjin Colorado and in

your editorial, is a plia.se of this matter also fully ap-

preciated by tho.se of us charged by you as having "the-

ories." Indeed, knowing as we do from personal exper-

ience and observation, that the development of the West

brings in its train large ])ublic burdens, it has been a

source of particular gratification to those of us working

on the valuation of public coal lands in the Rocky Moun-
tain States that our appraisals, which are a matter of

public record in the local land offices, have resulted in

the increase in taxable values of adjacent lands, and thus

augmented the revenue a\ailable for public uses.

In counties where the assessors ha'^e had the interests

of their fellow citizens at heart, the large corporate and

private owners of coal lands have been forced to pay taxes

on a coal-land valuation rather than on one based on the

use of the land for grazing. The reports of this change in

]iractice that come to our attention, both as criticisms

from the large holders of idle lands and as requests for

assistance by state officials, lead me to venture the sug-

gestion that the local governments have largely benefited

by reason of the federal policy of putting a reasonable val-

uation on the public coal lands.

Furthermore, recent legi.slatiou makes it possible for

the surface of coal lands to be separately acquired for

agricultural use, and such surface patents arb being is-

sued for hundreds of thousands of acre.s, with the result

that to that extent the government coal lands are not ur-

taxed any more than have been the millions of acres of

railroad and other large grants and holdings of coal lands

assessed on only a grazing-land basis. I mentioned this

significant fact at Philadelphia.

Why Tax Coal Land axd Xot Output?

In conclu.sion, permit nie to suggest in the columns of

the Coal Age, as I did on the floor at the Mining Con-

gress, that the principle of taxation of coal in the ground
has little beyond the sentimental force of precedent to

sup]iort it. The need of the community for returns from
taxable ]5roperty and the ability of the owners to pay taxes

are better harmonized in a s^'stem of taxation on output.

Let us extend the principle of the Federal income tax

and have state and local taxes that come nearer to vary-

ing directly and not inversely with the taxpayer.s' ability

to pay. Moreover, as pointed out by R. Y. Xorris in his

address at Philadelphia, reported in full in the Xov. 1

issue of the Coal Age, even moderate taxation of the

coal in the ground puts a tremendous premium on haste

and waste in mining, while the suggested method of a tax

on output would result in the payment of taxes in maxi-

mum amounts at times of greatest production and largest

local population and consequent need for public funds.
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ami would discouniLTc niiiiiii<r in lulvaiicf or in oxcoss of

normal demand.
(iKOlHiK ()ti.-< S.miih.

i»iriM till-, r. S. (ifdloifiial Survcv.

Waiihington, D. ( .

{ Letter So. ^)

Your editorial on "The Western Coal Land.-;," in Coal
A(;k for Nov. 1, reminds one of the old definition of a

lobster as "a red fish that walks backward," recalling

that the lobster is not red, is not a fish and does not walk

l)a(kward. Confident from constant reading of your

journal that you wish to be both accurate and fair. I ven-

ture to olfer some figures and suggestions. You say:

Mr. Smith .... has manapred after a lont; delay to

dispose of a solitary square mile.

While 3Ir. Smith is doubtless interested in the sale of

the public coal lands, the Survey of which he is director

has nothing to do with the sale beyond setting the price

which, in the majority of cases, is tlie minimum allowed

by law. There has been no delay in the sale of coal lands,

as sales have proceeded month by month at practically the

same rate as before the present ]>olicy was adopted. In-

stead of "this one insignificant sale," "a solitary square

mile," of 640 acres, the governmeut, under the present

policy, has sold over 144,00(1 acres.

SlUVEY Woi'LD PVT SoMi: COAI, LanD IHLOW Lkcal

^ LniiT IF l'i:u>nTTi:i) hy Law

The implication of the second paragraph that the West-

ern coal lands are being held at $400 per acre, as though

that were the usual or average price, is misleading, to say

the least, for the average is almost exactly '/j,, of that

figure. As just stated, most of the coal land is and 'will

be priced at the minimum allowed by law, namely, $10

or $20 per acre, and much of it w'ould be priced still

lower did the law allow. On the other hand, where the

land priced is in the center of one of the fields of high-

grade coal, near successfully operated mines, the prices

may be as high as several hundred dollai-.s, if the coal is

of coking character or if present in many beds or is of

great thickness. The land cited by you as selling at $400

per acre is in the heart of one of the best fields of the

West and adjoins large working mines, with 70 ft. of de-

veloped coal, of probably a little better grade than that

of the Illinois and Indiana coal now going into Chicago.

L'nder the present regulations, as high a price as $400 per

acre could only be given under these extremely favorable

conditions of location and knowledge of coal quality and

tonnage. The statement that AVestern coal lands "held for

$400 ***** would barely bring $0 or $10 per acre

***** if sold by individuals" must certainly have been

a slip of the pen. As a matter of fact, the government

sale prices are ba.sed on and compare favorably with pri-

vate sale prices in the same fields when the lands are sold

on the same basis ; that is, for immediate development

with both buyer and seller knowing the (|uantity and

quality of the coal.

Appalachian ano We.stickx Fiucics

You state in another paragraph :

The majority of the fuel in the Appalachian .States can
be bought for $5 to $100 per acre.

Undoubtedly "the majorUij" of the fuel in the Appa-

lachian States can be bought at prices within the limits

given, notwithstanding the fact that a perusal of the col-

umns of Coat. Xc.v for the present year fails to show a

single sale of coal lands in the Appalachian field at less

than $30 per acre and shows many sales at over $100 and

u|) to $2000 per acre. There are doubtless plenty of i i>al

lands in the .\i)])alachian States that can still be bought

at less than $.'J0 |)er acre, and many of them will iievci-

be Worth that sum. On the other hand, the larger part

of the coal lands (if the West are anil will continue to lie

valued at the mininiiini pruc allowed by law, $lo to ^".'i*

per acre.

The unfairness of yonr editorial is in comparing the

highest-])riced lan<l,- of the West with the lowest-priced

lands of the East, as though they are in any way com-

parable in actual value. It is true that none of the West-

ern coal lands have ever sold at as high a figure as some

of tho.'^e in southwestern Pennsylvania or the anthraeiti-

fields of that state, but lands containing good coal, situ

ated near railroads, are limited in the West and. where

they wcur, the coal finds wide and ready sale, yieldins.;.

as a rule, a higher average jirofit ]ier ton than similar

coals in the East.

.\fter all. the value of coal land- is deiermined by tlu-

net profit per ton and the available tonnage and, as most

of the limited fields of good eii;il *ii the West near rail-

roads are in private hands, and as many of them contain

from 2 to 20 times as much available fcal per acre as

most of the Eastern coal fields, this, with the higher av-

erage net profit per ton, will explain the good prices at

which coal lands in the West are sold bet"wcen private par-

ties. A comparison of assessments on coal lands in Colo-

rado, as taken In- the writer from the county asses.<or's

manuscript reports (as given on page 34 in Survey Bulle-

tin 424). with the assessments on Eastern coal lands

shows that the Western coal lands in the limited fields of

high-grade coal are held at as high, if not at higher, fig-

ures than lands containing coals of corresponding (piality

in the East.

Laxi) VALfATioxs Ai;k \ot Tiriio'i'TLixc 'I'ln: Wi;si'

The (piestions which yon raise as to taxation are a lit-

tle out of my line, but I cannot help noting that the

surface of coal lands is open to entry under the home-
stead, desert land and other forms of non-mineral entry,

to whomsoever will use them and thereafter subject to

taxation like other agricultural lands: that Wyoming, the

principal coal state of the West, does not tax coal in the
|

ground but as it is mined : that instead of "development
***** being throttled," the Western coal operators

have the same complaint of over-competition as their

brothers in the East, though it is not so keen or grinding.

The Western coal mines are today amply meeting all of

the market demands of that region for coal and appar-

ently are pushing out into territory that would appear
to belong to other fields further east, as when Wyoming
coals are .shipped to Omaha, and they are doing this with

probably a little more satisfactory financial returns than

ine mines of the East. It is this slightly higher return

for mining in the West, especially in the limited fields of

the l)etter coals, that is reflected in the prices of Western
coal lands where sold by private owners. High retail

prices of coal in the West are not the result of artificially

restricted development, but of long average haul, slightly

higher cost of mining (averaging about 30 per cent.) and
possibly slightly better net profits.

If it be admitted that the present coal-land laws iire en-
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tirely inadequate to properly meet present conditions of

the "coal industry, I cannot see how the public would

profit by your suggestion of a return to the last century

interpretation of those laws. Eiither, we need new laws

based on first-hand information that will be fair to pre-

sent coal owners and operators and to the public as the

jiresent owner of much coal and as the present and future

users of coal.

GicoEGE H. Ashley.

C'liief, Coiil Section, Land Classification Board.

Washington, I). ('.

You Are Interested in This

The next few issues of Co.vi. Age will be the most in-

teresting and valuable ever published. There will be an

article on "Shaft Sinking," which will describe how ob-

stacles were overcome when sinking through water-bear-

ing strata. There will also be an article describing the

coke plant owned by the State of Tfennessee. The author

will give valuable cost data, both on construction and

operation. Another article will describe the coal fields) in

Nova Scotia, and still another writer will expound a

theory regarding the process of coal formation. He will

try to prove that anthracite is the result of extreme pres-

sure, and that it is formed from bituminous coal at a

far lower temperature and in shorter time than soft coal

is developed.

Then there will be an excellent article defending the

flame safety mine lamp, which will show that such lamps

have been blamed unjustly for many mine disasters. The

author declares that he believes a safety lamp may be

crushed in a gaseous mixture without causing an explo-

sion. A European writer has given us an article on

"Cementation in Shaft Sinking." This will describe

methods employed in France to effectually exclude water

from shafts, both during sinking and subsequently. These

are only a few of the articles we will print in the next

two or three issues. Two or three of those above men-

tioned will appear next week. If you are interested in

the late.st progress in coal mining, this reminder is suffi-

cient.

COMING SOCIETY MEETlNGvS

The Coal Mining Institute of Amertea wiU hold its winter

meeting- at the Fort Pitt Hotel, Pittsburgh, Penn., Dec. 4 and
5. C. L. Fay, Wilkes- Barre, Penn., is secretary.

West Virginia Coal Mining Institute will hold its winter

meeting at Charleston. V\'. Va., on Dec. 8, 9 and 10. Neil Rob-
inson, Charleston, W. Va., is president; E. N. Zern, Morgan-
town, W. Va., is secretary.

The Scranton DIstrlet Mining In.stitute will hold its annual

dinner in the Town Hall at Scranton on the evening of Nov.

29. It is reported that upward of 1200 banquet tickets have
already been sold. J. H. Dague, of Scranton, is president.

An International Exposition on Safety and Sanitation

will be held Dec. 11 to 20. at the Grand Central Palace, un-

der the auspices of the American Museum of Safety. Dr.

Tolman, of 29 West 39th St., New York City, is director

general of the exposition.

The Rocky Mountain Coal-Mining Institute has decided to

postpone indefinitely the November meeting which was
booked for Denver. This decision is due to the serious strike

situation which now exists in Colorado. F. W. "Whiteside,

Denver. Colo., is secretary.

Fuel Consumption in California

On account of the large production of petroleum in

California, and its use for fuel, coal mining has prac-

tically ceased in that stat<;. ' According to Edward W.

Parker, of the TJ. S. Geological Survey, the production

of coal in the last two years has been only 10,747 tons in

1911, and 10,978 tons in 1912.

The production of petroleum in California in 1912 was

86,450,767 bbl., of which not less than 50,000,000 bbl.

was used directly for fuel. Large quantities of oil were

also used in place of coal for gas making, and on the es-

timate of 31/2 bbl. of petroleum, being equivalent to one

ton of ordinary bituminous coal, it is probable that from

14,000,000 to 15,000,000 tons of coal would be required

to perform in California the service now rendered by pe-

troleum in the production of heat, light and power.

There is still, however, some demand for coal in Cali-

fornia, particularly for domestic use and for the bunker

trade at San Francisco, but this is almost exclusively sup-

plied by coal from other states or from abroad.

There are within the state a number of small, widely

separated coal fields, chief among which are the Mount
Diablo field, of Contra Costa County, the Corral Hollow

field, of Alameda County, the Priest Valley and Trafton

fields, of San Benito County, and the Stone Cailon field,

of Monterey County. The first two, which are on the

eastern border of San Francisco Bay, and consequently in

the west-central part of the state, produce black lignite

or semibituminous coal.

The coals in Monterey County are of the same geologic

age as those farther north, but they have been altered into

true bituminous. The alteration in the San Benito

County area has not progressed so far as in Monterey
County, but the coals clo.sely approach the bituminous

grades. None of these, however, possess coking qualities.

Explosion at Acton, Ala.

An explosion in No. 2 mine of the Alabama Fuel &
Iron Co., at 3 : 45 on the afternoon of Nov. 18 probably

entombed 40 miners. Up to 9 o'clock the bodies of

L. L. Patterson, E. Bright, John Langston, Henry Cliild-

ers. Burns Kittrell and two unidentified negroes had
been recovered. Kittrell went into the mine to do some
cleaning, only five minutes before the explosion occurred.

On Nov. 19 the number of dead recovered totalled 24

and 6 had been rescued alive.

Some of the victims are white and some are negroes.

The normal quota of employees is 70 men, but as Nov. 17

was payday, some of the men did not report for work on

18th.

The first rescue parties reported several dead, lying

beside the tramway of the main slope. State Mine In-

spector C. H. Nesbitt and a number of surgeons arrived

from Birmingham.
The mine has been coiisidci-cd one of the best equijipcd

in the district.

Erratum
In our issue of Nov. 8, the article entitled "A Central

Station in West Kentucky," appeared as being written

by Newell G. Alford, of Earlington, Ky. This should

have read, "By Newell G. Alford and Eobert E. Wipfler,

engineers for the St. Bernard Mining Co., Earlington,

Ky."
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INQUIRIES OF GENERAL INTEREST

Gas in Pump Uischargt

\Vc are ininipiii;; waui- (ino It., frmii tlu> swap's in a

nongaseous niiiie. At tlie ond of tlio .lisdiar-jf i>ipi' lino,

wo can liglit tlio gas. Sin.o no gas is guneratod in tho

mine. I would like to ask if vou can explain where this

<'as conies from that is ^'ivcn olf at the end of the pipe.

.1. W.

SuUivau, Iiul.

The gas is probably mar h gas (I'llJ with which the

water is charged. It is common, in marshes, to sec bub-

Ides of ga.s rising to the surface of stagnant pools con-

taining more o- less organic' matter. The slow decay ot

this matter l'..rms nuir.sh gas, which fact suggested the

name of the gas.

In the present instance, the gas given otf at the end

of the pipe line may have been formed in the same man-

ner; but it is more pn)l)al)le that the gas is given olf

from the strata underlying the coal seam, in such small

(juantities as not to have been noticed or detected in the

mine workings. There are many mines generating small

([uantities of gas, in this manner, which are supposed to

be "nongaseous mines"; because the cpiantity of gas gen-

erated is so small that it is carried away by the air cur-

rent as rapidly as formed.

It is probable that, under the action of the immp, the

gas absorbed by the water is liberated in the pipe line.

The vacuum created by the suction of the pump and tho

motion given to the water in the act of pumping, would

both tend to liberate the gas. which would l)urn when

ignited in contact with air.

Burning Culm Piles

The slow burning of slack piles has proved an intoler-

able nuisance in many mining camps. Can you give me
information of the cause of these piles taking fire and the

best way to handle the fire after it has started, so as to

cause its extinction ?

A. TI. (iAIiDNElf.

Louisville, Ky.

The cause of .slack or culm piles taking fire is com-

monly due to the generation of heat within the pile. The

lire may have been started, in some cases, by a stray

spark frcmi a locomotive or chimney; but, in the large

majority of cases, the fire is due to spontaneous cond)us-

tion taking place within the pile. The prevention of

these fires is more easily accomplished than their extinc-

tion. In order to i)revent a culm jiile firing, it is neces-

sary to avoid, as far as po.«sihle, the mixing ol fine coal

and slack with the waste of the mine. Another means of

prevention is to carry off the heat generated within the

I'ile. as far as this can be done. Tn some ca.«es, this has

been accomplished by drilling holes into the pile and

sinkimj pipes to provide a sufficient ventilation to reduce

the heat within the pile; but not allowing of the admis-

sion of sufficient air to promote coiidnistiou. How far

this plan will be successful -will depend very much on the

inflammable nature of the coal, tho size of ilu> pile, the

:niiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiffliiiuiinniiitiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiii»^^^^^^

[ircscnic of pyrites or sulphur in the coal slack, and (jiIut

causes that favor the generation of heat.

When lire in a culm jiile has attained considerable head-

way, it is a ditlicult matter to extinguish it. Water is

oidv a temi)orary benefit thrown on the ]iilc. as the mois-

ture thus provided greatly assi.sts the decoinpo<il mn of

the coal and the generation of heat, with the rc^sult that

the fire will be increased rather than dec reasiMl. later. .V

more prac-ticablo way of dealing with the situation is to

dig out the fire, in its early stages, and do e\er\lhiiig

possible to decToa-e the heat being generated in the pile,

as prc'xionsly suggested.

In this connection, we would draw attention to the

editorial in the present i.ssue, entitled: Combustion of

Coal, which suggests the great value of much mine waste,

in the produc'tion of power. Hy the installation of a

pro])er grate and funiaic the waste heaps of former years

can he utilized to good advantage, for power purposes.

This is what .sbcmld be done with all eiiliii piles, the burn-

ing of wliic'h ])roves a nuisance in any eonnnunity. No

argument is required to |iro\e the economy of so doing.

In.«tead of being a nuisance, the waste heaps then be-

come a sourc'c of revenue.

An Important Inquiry

From the time the lirst issue was published, to the

present. I have liecai an interested reader of Coal .\(Ii;.

and have been ]iart ieulaily inipres,>;cd with the jiractieal

nature of the iliseu^sion. of iiiaiiy important mining ipies-

tions.

Tn regard to diseiissioii. there is iini' fpiestion that oe-

curs to me, which 1 believe sluuiUl be brought to the at-

tention of readers, and .some definite policy decided upon.

in order to arrive at practical conclusions as to what

should be considered the most safe and sane way of haml-

ling the many diffic-ult and dangerous ])roblems that con-

front mining men today.

We have all noticed that the opinions cxiiressed by

practical mining men of equally long e\]H"rience and in-

felligenc-c-, differ widely as to the best methods to pursue

on occasicms calling fm- ].roni]ii and ellicient ac-tion to ef-

fect the resc-uo of lives eiiilangeivd or the protection of

property. It seems to me that some method should be

suggested or some means aibjpted that will determine tlu'

superiority of cme method over another. Certainly, in

the di.seussion of such important (picstions as: Starting

a Fan after Explosion: The Use id' Mi.xed Lights in

Mining; The Building cd Collapsible Sto]ipings: etc.,

some delinite c-onelusion shmild be reaeluMl. What can

be done to gain this end':'

Chahtki; SriiscitinKi!.

Johnstown, Penn.

[The above is one u( a number of similar inquiries re-

ceived from time to time, and we would he glad to re-

ceive suggestions as to the best method of bringing the

discussion of a question to a successful and jtractieal

climax.- En.

1
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EXAMINATION QUESTIONS
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Miscellaneous Questions

(Aiisircred by liequest)

(Jill's.—Wliat liorsepower will be required to haul a

Idiuled trip of 15 ears, weighing 1 ton C'inn) lb.) each.

up a 5 per cent, grade, 3800 ft. long, at a speed of 350

ft. per niin.?

.l/(,v.—When the grade is slight, as in this case, say less

than 10 per cent., the weight of the loaded trip can be

taken as the normal pressure on the incline; and, in this

case, in order to find the load on the rope, it is only neces-

sai-y to add together the tangent of the angle of inelina-

liiin or the percentage of grade and the coefficient of roll-

ing friction, which may be taken as 0.025. Multiplying

this sum by the weight of a loaded trip will give the load

ou the rupe. Thus,

7, = ]5 X 2nuO (0.05 + 0.025) = 2250 lb.

If greater accuracy is desired, a certain size of haul-

aue rope should be as.«umed and its weight added to the

weight of the loaded trip. Thus, in this case, a %-iu.

six-strand, seven-wire rope of Swede iron can be used,

weighing 0.89 lb. per lineal foot. The total weight of

1 his rope on the incline is then 3800 X 0.89 = say 3400

lb. This makes the total load hauled wlien the trip is at

tiu' foot of the incline. 15 X 2000 + 3400 = 33,400 lb.

The total load ou the roj)? is then

L = 33.4(10 X 0.075 = saij 2500 lb.

At tlie given speed of liauliug (35ii ft. per min.), the

r cpiired (4fecti\c horsepower is

,. 2500 X 350

33,(100
'

Allowing an elficiency of 7 5 i)er cent., which is more

than sufficient for any ordinary slide-valve haulage en-

gine, the required horsepower of tlic engine is 26.5 -H

0.75 = 35 hp.

Que.'i.—Find the horsepower ef an engine, having two

cylinders, each 30 in. in diameter, and a 5-ft. .stroke,

when the engine is making 60 strokes per min.. with an

average steam-cylinder pressure of 30 lb. per si]. in. and

an average back pressure of 4 lb. per sq.in.

.ins.—The sectional area of each cylinder is

a = 0.7854 X 30- = 706.86 sq.in.

The average effective pressure, in this case, is 30 — 4

= 26 lb. per sq.in. The total effective pressure, for a

single cylinder, is, then, 706.86 X 26 = 18,378-|- lb.

For a 5-ft. stroke and a speed of 60 strokes per min.,

tlie piston travel is 5 X 60 = 300 ft. per min. At this

speed, the horsepower developed in a single cylinder, is

18,37^ X 300
" "3^37600

For a duplex (two-cylinder) engine, at this speed, the

liorsepower developed would be 2 X IGT' = 334 hp.

Qiies.— (a) What is "lead", and why is it desirable

that the valve have lead in a quick-running engine? (b)

Why should exhaust pipes be larger than steam pipes ?

Ans.—The valve of a steam engine is said to have lead

when it is set at a slight advance so as to open the steam

port a little before the piston reaches the end of its stroke.

By this means, the live steam entering the cylinder a.s-

sists the steam compressed in that end of the cylinder, to

reduce the shock of the reciprocating parts and the en-

gine runs more smoothly.

(b) The volume of the exhaust steam is always greater

than that of the live steam admitted to the cylinder, be-

cause of the reduced pressure caused by the opening of

the exhaust port. In order to accommodate this larger

volume and to reduce to a minimum the back pressure in

the cylinder, the exhaust pipes should always have a

greater sectional' area than the steam supply.

Qiies.—What must be the sectional area of a square

airway that is required to pass 50,000 cu.ft. of air per

minute, under a water gage of 1 in., the length of the air-

way, including the return, being one mile

Alls.—A water gage of 1 in. corresponds to a ventilat-

ing pressure of p = 5.2 lb. per sq.ft. The formula for

ventilating pressure, in terms of the quantity of air in cir-

culatiori and the dimensions of the airway, is

H 107 Jip.

P = kloif^

But for a square airway. = i yl a. In order to avoid

two unknown quantities, it is necessary to substitute this

value for in the formula, which gives

_i:kl^J aq-' _ ikly^

V«5

Solving this equation f(jr a. gives

Finally, substituting the given values in this equation

gives, for the sectional area of the airway.

.^^f(^ 00000002 X 5280 X 50,000^ 2

'5.2
/

= 132.7(1 sa.ff.

Ques.—Where is a common place for the piston rod of

an ordinary hoisting engine to break?

jins.—Piston rods that are secured to the follower by

battering down the end of the rod so as to hold the fol-

lower (irmly against a shoulder of the rod, instead of

U'iing a nut for this purpose, frequently work loose, the

rod pulling ont of its socket.

A more common occurrence, however, is for the piston

rod to develop weakness at the point where it enters the

crosshead. This is especially the case when there is any

lack of alignment in the guides. The piston rod is more

likely to break at this point than elsewhere.

Qiirs.—^Vhat parts of a boiler require .strengthening by

stays ?

Ans.—In a plain cylindrical boiler it is necessary to

stay the flat surfaces of the boiler, as, for example, the

boiler ends.
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Washington, D. C.

The Interstate t>>mm' ice Coniinlssion has at last embark-
• il upon what Is perhaps Its most important coal Inquiry.

Ilearines In the case will be conductetl tlrst of all at Phila-

delphia and later at New Vork and Washinpton. The In-

quiry started on Nov. 17 in Philadelphia but all prepara-

tion.s had been made before that time. The Commission

starts the proceedings on Its own initiative because of a

belief on Its part that anthracite rates were unreasonably

hitrh. While the rumor is in constant circulation that the

commission Intends to brinp about a reduction of from 15 to

20 per cent, in the chargre for hauling coal from the mines to

tidewater, no positive evidence In support of the Idea can be

secured. The fact that the anthracite rates are a good deal

hicher, relatively speaking, than other freight rates Is ad-

mitted, and it Is also acknowledged that in every recent in-

stance where these rates have come up before the commis-
sion for adjudication there has been a reduction or a criticism

showing that that body was disposed to reduce them.

Many data have been collected in advance of the actual

opening of the hearings. These have been intended to show
the character of the ownership of the railroads and of the

anthracite deposits, with the apparent intention of demon-
strating that this owner.ship is all in practically identical

hands. Elaborate maps showing the movement of the coal

have been prepared and filed by the roads and information

has been furnished concerning the physical value of the

properties and of their equipment. Estimates have also been
made of the value of land and other investments, including

trestles, sheds, wharves, docks, scales, coal pockets, build-

ings, etc.. used by the coal carriers. Statistics as to the

traffic movement on each of the roads have also been com-
piled and furnished to the commission to afford a basis for

decision as to the equity of the anthracite rate. The Gov-
ernment has claimed for some time, that the alleged failure

of the roads to live up to the commodities: clause has made
them less anxious to increase efficiency and decrease mining
costs than would be the case if the mines were owned and
controlled by an independent corporation entirely dependent
on mining for its profits. This has been based on the be-

lief that whenever there was a lack of profit from mining it

has been made up by an increase in the charge for hauling
the coal and vice versa.

TrUHt Inquiry to I'Ne Data of CommiHsloii

Another assertion concerning the inquiry which opened on
Nov. 17 is that an outcome of it may be found in the filing

of antitrust suits at Washington as a result of the informa-
tion developed in the course of the work there. This state-

ment seems to be little more than conjectural, save that
there is a basis for it in the fact that there is a disposition

among Government officials to look for a ground of com-
plaint, which would enable them to apply the Sherman la>v

and thereby to get the credit of uncovering the violations,

and bringing the offenders to justice. It is true, hnweve:-.

that while the scope of the proceedings now pending will be
large, it is not possible, accurately, to forecast the extent to

which they may be carried and they may have ramifications
which are not no^v altogether evident.

Inereased Pay to Trainmen and Full-Crew Dills

Estimates of the increased costs due to the award in the
trainmen's arbitration case, have shown that the increase
of 7 per cent, in wages will fall very heavily upon the so
called coal roads betwreen the anthracite regions and the
coast points. This increase in expenses cannot be precisely
estimated, but it Is regarded as likely to fall heavily upon
the same roads that have been already subjected to ma-
terially increased expense, in consequence of the full-crew
bills adopted by Pennsylvania and other neighboring states
within the past few months. The arbitration board declared
that an increase in the cost of living equal to at least 7 per
cent, of the cost in 1910, had occurred and this was practi-

cally the sole ground upon which action was taken. It is

not believed to be an altogether fair estimate of the added
cost of living in the section covered by the anthracite roads.

With reference to the apparent suggestion contained in

the report that additional inereares in operating oxpensi- will

necestiitate additional charges for freights, this Is but om- of

many similar suggestions which have lately been coming i.>

the Interstate Commerce Commission and to other Fediinl

authorities, in favor of a prompt action by the commission d.'-

slgned to grant the .1 per cent, increase for which application

has been made, or, at all events, to give the railroads sonn

power to make charges above those that are now exacted by

them for the movement of freight. It is quite generally ad-

mltt.d In administration circles that the case of the rail-

roads is being greatly strengthened by such action as that m
the arbitration board.

.\ii inquiry of some importance and extent was Instltul^ j

by the Interstate Commerce Commission on Nov. 17 Willi

reference to the rates on bituminous coal from points in

Virginia, West Virginia, Kentucky and Tennessee to poiiii-;

in Virginia, North Carolina. South Carolina, Georgia and

Florida. The Investigation thus planned will extend work
which has been in progress in connection with coal ratis

In the bituminous field for some time past, the previous in-

vestigation of such rates having been more or less sporadic

tfnd dependent upon individual complaints filed from time to

time.

II VKKISIIl it(;, K.NIM.

Suggestions of importance to both the miners and th.

operators of the anthracite fields were prepared at a meeting;

of the subcommittee of the mine inspectors of Luzerne Count \

at a recent meeting in Wilkes-Barre. The meeting was tin-

result of a session of the inspectors from this state held about

a month ago in that city with James Roderick, the chief of

the department of mines of the state.

.\t the meeting of the committee it was found that mnj.-

than 75 per cent, of the accidents which occur in the anthi;i-

cite fields are due to three causes, which are: Falls of coal

and rock, the use of powder and other explosives, and to

mine cars.

In regard to the first cause in which a large number of

men is injured, it was suggested by the committee of in-

spectors that the chambers and gangways be made more
safe by employing an additional number of props and tim-

bers, the latter to be placed at smaller intervals than i.s

now the practice. It was pointed out that in many cases the-

accidents from falls of coal and rock are caused by the

failure of the men to place the timbers close enough together

to prevent any of the loose material from coming through.

Instances were cited where a piece of rock from the roof

had slipped through without any warning and caused injury

to either the miner or laborer, when if the timbers had bi^en

placed close enough together such an occurrence 'would have
been impossible.

In regard to the use of explosives the committee is deter-

mined that more care shall be used in the handling of the

same than is now e.xeicised. It was pointed out that the

only precautions adopted by many of the men in handling
powder are those printed on the package. One bad practice

of the miner of today is to open his keg of powder and make
j

a charge while the contents are exposed to view. In many
cases a spark from his lamp may fall into the keg, and the

next moment an explosion occurs which may cause an explo-

sion of gas and the injury of more men than the miner him-

self.

iliti |>( SiLsqiifhli III r<

.\ compliment is paid the Susquehanna Coal Co. for the

manner in which it is looking after the safety of the nun
in its employ. It was stated that the company had at its

own expense placed 22 men at work, their sole duty being to
|

instruct employees as to how to avoid accidents. The men
go through the workings of the colliery daily and make sug-
gestions to the men employed therein, and see that the same
are cairitd out. The result of this system is most satis-

factory to the company, and has resulted in a decrease in

the number of accidents.

Those who were present at the meeting of the committee
and the districts represented by them are: Hugh McDonald
sixth; Thomas J. Williams, seventh: S. J. Jennings, eighth:

n. T. Davis, ninth; Joseph J. Walsh, tenth: David J. Roderick,

ith.
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Anthracite

Monnt Carmel—A 7-ft. bed of coal has been found on the

Bolich property near Taylorville, and a 25-ft. seam has been

discovered at the Locust Spring mine, of the Philadelphia &
Reading Coal & Iron Co. The output of the colliery will be

"greatly increased by this new discovery. The Reading Co.,

have Just opened a new hospital and washroom for the

miners at the foot of the Locust Spring shaft.

Dunmor«—The Pennsylvania Coal Co. is reported to be

negotiating for the purchase of the Sibley colliery of the

Elliott-McClure Co., on the mountainside, west of Old Forge.

Formal announcement is expected soon.

The Sibley colliery has been in operation for many years

as an independent company. The coal beds are said to con-

tain many thousands of tons of coal yet. The Elliott-McClure

Co., present owner, is a Philadelphia concern, and has worked
this mine for several years.

Scrnnton—Following the dismissal of two slate pickers,

1000 miners struck at the Bellevue colliery, owned by the

Lackawanna Co. The boys charge that the boss was dis-

criminating against them, and when they complained of the

alleged unfair treatment the strike was called.

A settling caused by mine working started in the rear of

a building on South Washington Ave., the hole was ten feet

in diameter and thirty feet in depth. The mine underneath

this part of the city is operated by Sloan and the Central

Coal Co.

Plymouth—The Delavvare & Hudson Co. tract, in the

vicinity of No. 4 shaft is perforated like a sieve with cave

holes, which allows the surface water to flow into the mine
workings, and to prevent this, a force of men have been

put to work to change the course of a stream from the

mountainside toward Brown's Creek. The borough has in-

structed its attorney to apply for an injunction restraining

not only the D. & H. Co., but also the Lehigh & Wilkes-

Barre Coal Co. and Kingston Coal Co., from allowing water to

flow over its streets and into Brown's Creek.

The settling in the Dodds mine of the Plymouth Coal Co.

caused considerable damage to property on Main St.,

and for a time it was feared that some of the buildings

would topple over.

BitumiDous

Brockwayvllle—The Toby Coal Co. operating in Elk County,

has purchased a new tract of coal lands and will open a mine
to take the place of the Black Diamond mine, which is almost

exhausted.

Ham-Ick—The Allegheny Coal Co. has filed a suit against

three miners in which it seeks to recover .$500 damages from
each, for the defendants' refusal to vacate houses of the com-
pany after having received due notice to do so.

Du Bois—The Northwestern Mining & Exchange Co. will

soon begin the sinking of a shaft at Cramer Station, Jef-

ferson County, on the Buffalo, Rochester and Pittsburgh R.R.,

which is expected to result in the building of a new m.ining

village and one of the largest coal operations of that company
in this part of the state. Work is expected to start very soon.

Pittsburgh—For almost a year there has been such a brisk

market that the demand for good coal land has been steady

and it is at present said to be better than in a long time. A
5000-acre tract of coal in Cumberland Township, Greene

County, is being examined as to the titles, preparatory to

being transferred to a big steel company, the selling price

averaging about $1000 per acre. The coal land belongs to

J. V. Thompson and others at Unlontown, but just what steel

company Is buying it has not been disclosed. One rumor is

that it goes to the Jones & Laughlin Co., but this is denied

by a member of that corporation. Large tracts of coal in Al-

legheny, Washington and Westmoreland Counties are also

being so closely held, as to be practically unobtainable, which
accounts for the good prices being obtained for coal farther

away from Pittsburgh.
The H. C. Frick Coke Co. recently filed a suit against

William P. Snyder in which it seeks to recover $80,000 dam-
ages. It is alleged in the statement of claim filed by the

company that Snyder and Charles Donnolly, now deceased,

owned the McClure Coke Co., which was later purchased
by the H. C. Prick Coke Co. It is averred by the plaintiff

that it has been compelled to pay obligations which belonged

to the McClure Coke Company.
The Pittsburgh-Buffalo Co. has paid to the Union Trust

Co., trustee of the first mortgage bonds, $272,000 for sinking-

fund account, to retire and cancel bonds of that amount.

The Johnetta Coal Co., a subsidiary of the Pittsburgh-Buf-

falo Co., during the week satisfied of record $57,144 of mort-
gages, held by owners of coal lands in Washington County.

WEST VIRGINIA

Clarksbnrf;;—The severe storm laid oft 2000 miners, rail-

road cars being unobtainable.

AVelUburK—Four hundred men of the West Virginia and
Pittsburgh Coal Co. at Gilchrist and La Belle are out to ob-

tain the 8-hour day, check weighmen and a recognition of

the union. The company will not concede the last demand.

CharleMtou—One death and three nonfatal accidents each
working day is the record of the coal mines of West Virginia

for the four months ending Oct. 31.

Following the purchase of the New River coal field by
British interests, local operators predict that it may not be

long until other extensive holdings pass formally into foreign

ownership. Agents of D. A. Thomas, Welsh mine owners and
capitalists, are in the West Virginia fields, and it is under-
stood they have gathered options on more than 30 properties,

with an annual output of 2,500,000 tons.

The case against John P. White, national president of the

United Mine Workers of America and other national and
district oflicials was called Nov. 18. The defendants are in-

dicted for alleged conspiracy in restraint of trade.

Governor H. D. Hatfield and Chief Inspector B. A. Henry
are conferring on a system of classification of mines into

nonhazardous, hazardous and extra-hazardous operations. It

is proposed that the more hazardous be more frequently in-

spected and the system is to be used as a basis for liabilities

chargeable under the working men's compensation law.

Coal operators from Kanawha and New River districts met
Nov. S and appointed a committee to confer with the Chesa-
peake and Ohio R.R. relative to car supply. Failing redress
they propose to appeal to the state public service commis-
sion or the interstate commerce commission.

KENTl'CKY
Henderson—The coal men nearby have started a price

war and prices have been reduced 25 to 50 per cent.

Providence—Several thousand acres of coal privileges in

the Lisman, Corluth and Nebo sections have been sold to

Pittsburgh capitalists. W. L. Baker, of the Corluth country,

secured options on the property some time ago. The syn-
dicate will open mines.

Whlteaburg-—It is reported that a deal is pending between
C. Bascom Slemp, the Virginia congressman and coal operato.-.

and the Mineral Fuel Co. and the Consolidation Coal Co., look-
ing to a change in the ownership of Mr. Slemp's fine coal

properties in the Boone's Foi'k i-egion. Mr. Slemp and a num-
ber of other prominent coal operators recently went through
the new operations of the Mineral Fuel Co. at Fleming and
Potter's Fork, and also visited the Consolidation Coal Co.'s

mines at McRoberts, Diinham, Jenkins and Burdine.

AL.\B.\MA

Acton—Twenty-four miners are known to have been killed

and at least 12 others are still missing as a result of an ex-

plosion at the Alabama Fuel and Iron Co.'s No. 2 mine near
here. It said that 43 men, the majority white, went intc

the workings early today but how many left before the ex
plosion is not known. The Federal mine-rescue automo-
bile car, recently transferred to Birmingham, made a quick
run of 34 miles to Acton, arriving at the same time as the
Tennessee Coal & Iron Co.'s rescue ear which -was d's-

patched by special train. The mine fan was not injured

and was set in motion at once.

OHIO
Belle Valley—The Imperial Mine of the O'Gara Coal Co.

had another explosion Nov. 12 in which one man was burned.

Columbus—Joint ownership of the Kanawha & Michigan
Ry. by the Lake Shore and Chesapeake & Ohio Ry. must
cease by order of U. S. Circuit Court.

Secretary B. F. Nigh, of the Ohio-Indiana-Michigan-Coal
Association has been called before the Interstate Commerce
Commission in the anthracite coal freight hearin.g:. Mr. Nigh
represents the association whicli consists of hundreds of deal-

ers throughout the states of Ohio. Indiana and Michigan who
are asking for a general reduction in anthracite rates. It is

claimed that the rate to Buffalo compared with other rates

of like distance is inequitable.

The joint legislative commission which was named by Gov-
ernor Cox to investigate and report on a policy respecting the

future of the canals of the state will meet in Columbus soon

to take evidence. Coal men are very much interested in the

proposition as the question of the abandonment of Ohio
canals will be considered.
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Il,l.l\OIS

SprlnitHcId—Pittsburgh Oo.il Co.. of PlttsburRh, purchns.d at

receivers sale all the properties of the Illinois Collieries Co.

in SanKamon. Macoupin. MontRoraery '"'^.lf°"f
bounties for

»3.000,000. The bonds «. ro principally held by the Plttsbu. Kh

Coal Co. The receivership dates back to 1909.

Taylorvlllc The Christian County Coal Co.'s mine Is

closed and 350 men are on strike to Ret better terms for two

motormen. The men do not work every day and want

:(S7.45 per month.

KIdorado—The miners of the Eldorado Coal & Mlnlnpr Co.

are on a strike, to force the above named company to remove

the mine manager, because he permitted violations of the

mining law. _^ , _,,
,

The miners have made a complaint to the State Minhm

Board, asking that the manager's certificate be cancel. :1.

nrlievlllr—Owing to the cylinder h.ad of one of the cyl-

inders of the hoisting engine at the Massle mine blowing out.

the mine was closed down several days, and a serious acci-

dent was averted by the presence of mind of the engineer In

applying brakes, preventing one of the cages dropping.

I\DI.V.N.V

PefemborK—Parish & Co.. of Blcknell. who have leased

1600 acres of coal land west of this city, are testing the ter-

ritory with core drills for a suitable location for the shaft.

Terre Haute—An explosion occurred at the new mine of the

Clovelly Coal Co.. near here, on Nov. 10. driving both cages

to the top of the tipple and causing great damage to same.

Three men are dead, the result of an explosion In the

Higgins-Martm coal mine at Pine Ridge. Two of the men

were suffocated, and the engineer died from heart failure.

due to the excitement incident to the explosion.

COLOR.VDO

Denver—Forbes, a camp of the Rocky Mountain Fuel Co..

12 miles north of Trinidad was reoccupied by the state

militia on Nov. 5 after a skirmish in which Robert Nichol.

the superintendent was tired on. The operators in the strike

district agreed on Nov. 7 to take back all strikers but those

guilty of crimes. It is said there are 140 thus blacklisted.

The operators still refused, however, to recognize the union.

Large numbers of mlner.s were returning to work at that

date but the fir-ht at Forbes was renewed Nov. 8 killing 5

nonunion men, probably mortally injuring 2 others, less

seriously hurting another; four troopers were deported, two

nonunion men beaten and four R.R. bridges burned. At I.a

V, ta three guards bringing home a miner were ambuscaded

and all four men killed.

Gov. E. M. Amnions threatened to call on the U. S. troop-

ers at Fort Douglas as he was hampered by State Auditor

Roady Kenahan leaving the state without signing certificates

of indebtedness for the support of the militia. At a joint meet-

ing of the chamber of commerce and the real estate exchange,

Frank Gove, counsel for the Victor-American Co. offered to

give the city or state a mine, as the company officials wanted

to see how successful municipal or state operators would be.

On Nov. 11, five miners confessed to the ambuscade and

murder at La Veta.
Pueblo—Judge Lewis declared to the grand jury investi-

gating the strike, that attempts to prevent the mining of

coal, which was still in the ground was not a conspiracy

in restraint of trade.

MISSOURI
Fulfon—The Callaway Coal Co. has begun stripping opera-

tions, with a $25,000 stripping machine at its property five

miles southwest of here. The machine, it is estimated, will

uncover 200 tons of coal a day, and at. this rate between seven

and eight acres of coal will be mined in a year. The company

has options on 200 acres of coal lands which will be all that

will be needed for several years. The machine will remove

earth and rock 30 ft. deep at a single operation.

\v\shix<;ton'

Spokane—Attorney N. W, Prockett, of the Puget Sound

Traction. Light & Power Co., of Tacoma, Seattle and Olympia,

has asked the Public Service Commission for the privilege of

putting into effect at once the new tariffs for power furnished

the coal-mining operators of western Washington. The priv-

ilege will be granted as soon as a few changes are made.

Organization of the Wilkeson Light, Fuel & Power Co.

has been finally consummatd by coast men, taking over 960

aires of coal lands in Pierce County near the town of Wilke-

hon, and including the Briar Hill, Davis and Bowen proper-

ties! which are said to contain between 60,000.000 and 80.000,-

000 tons of high-grade bituminous coal. A townsite will be

<-stablished and a light, water and power plant put Into oper-

ation just as soon as possible.

NKW .MK,\H«>

Da»vaon—Rees H. lleddow states thai the explosion of Oct.

•>3 was .aused bv coal dust. The U. .S. Hureau of Mines found

only 0.1'.) per cent, of methane In the sample of air sent from

the' mine a week before explosion. In last 10 days experts

have hunted gas and have nowhere seen a cap on the lamp.

The los.s of life is fixed at 263 men.

ALASK.t

CnokH Inirt—Capt. Nellson has discovered a valuabb- de-

posit of anthracite along the Knik River at the northeasi.rn

corner of Cooks' Inlet.

Next year Fairbanks will receive loal from the British

Yukon, near Five Fingers, where a mine was opened this year

by C. .1. Milton and other St. Paul capitalists.

RECENT COAL AND COKE
P A T E N T vS

^>trllm Holler Furnnee—Orland D. Orvis, New York, N. Y .

1,071,787, Sept. 2, 1913. Filed Jan. 20, 1911, Serial No. 603.li.sr..

Gad Producer—Emlle Dor-Delattre, Lelge, Belgium, 1.07'i.-

098. Sept. 2, 1913. Filed July 24, 1911, Serial No. 640,182.

Smoke ConMumlng Device for Fire IloneH—W. D. Boyee.

New York, N. Y., 1,071,689, Sept. 2. 1913. Filed May 15. i:n2.

Serial No. 697,443.

Furnace Door—F. Orth. Indiana Harbor, Ind., 1.071,7m;.

Sept. 2, 1913. Filed Dec. 4. 1911, Serial No. 663,801.

Water Tube Holler—Wilheim Schmidt, Cassel-Wilhelni-

shohe, Germany, 1,072,174, Sept. 2, 1913. Filed April 12, i;ill.

Serial' No. 610.540.

Fire Hox for Hollers—J. McClellon, Everett, Mass., l."72.-

865, Sept. 9, 1913. Filed June 7, 1909. Serial No. 600,562.

Holler Furnace—Gustav de Grahl, Zehlendorf, Germany.

1,073,039, Sept. 9, 1913. Filed Nov. 20, 1911, Serial No. 661,352.

Stop for Mining Cars—James A. Nolan, Bowerston. Ohio.

1,072,977, Sept. 9, 1913. Filed Aug. 7, 1912, Serial No. 713. 93S.

Apparatus for Separating Fine Coal and the Waste Ma-

terials Thereof. G. B. Damon, as^igner to Lehigh Coal and

Navigation Co., New York. 1.072.833. Sept. 9. 1913. Filed Aug.

8. 1908, Serial No. 447,630.

PERvSONALS

M. G. Doll has accepted the position of general sales

manager with the Bury Compressor Co., of Erie, Penn.

Frank Cakes, former general shop foreman of the Chleayn

works Link-Belt Co.. has been made superintendent of their

works at Philadelphia.

C. Willis Adams, former superintendent of the Link-

Belt Co.'s Philadelphia works, has been transferred to

their Chicago works to take up his duties as assistant to

the president.

Oscar W. Schnell, general outside foreman of the six col-

lieries of the D. & H. Co. in Larksville Borough, has re-

signed his position, and Charles Confine, of the Dickson col-

liery has been selected as his successor.

C. V. Kerr, the organizer of the Kerr Turbine Co., New
York, and later with McEwen Bros., of Wellsville, N. Y., is

now connected with the staff of the Centrifugal Pump De-

partment of the A. S. Cameron Steam Pump Works.

Anthony Mohr has returned to Portland, Ore., after a five

months visit in the coal mines of eastern Oregon in which he

is interested. He reports that the development work in the

mines in Wheeler county is far exceeding all expectations.

George Gould, breaker foreman at the South Wilkes-Barre

colliery of the Lehigh & Wilkes-Barre Coal Co., has been

appointed outside foreman at the Parrish colliery of the

same company, to succeed John Bresnahan, who recently re-

signed.

Hywel Davies and W. J. von Borries have entered into a

partnership under the firm name of Davies & von Borries as

consulting mining, civil and industrial engineers, with oflices

at 39 Hernando BIdg., Lexington, Ky., and 110 S. 7th St.,

Louisville, Ky.

C. L. Newcomb. Jr.. has been appointed to succeed G. B.

Turner as western representative of The Goulds Mfg. Co.,
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>neca Falls. >r. Y. Mr. Newcomb's headquartf rs will be at 12

hamber of Commerce. Denver. Colo., and he will look after

le company's interest in the Rocky Mountains and North-

estern territories.

M. M. Bardwell, who was formerly located in Louisville

i g-eneral manager of the coal companies in which Byrne &

peed of Louisville, are interested, has transferred his offices

I the Western Kentucky operation of the Taylor Coal Co.

: Beaver Dam. Mr. Bardwell still spends a good deal of his

me in Louisville, however.

Elmer O. Long-, assistant chief engineer of the Consolida-

on Coal Co. in Somerset County has tendered his resigna-

on and will engage in business with Frank B. Flick, mining

igineer and engineer for Somerset borough. Charles Ling

icceeds George B. Olennas general manager of the Sunny-

de Coal Co. at Johnstown.

Philip P. Bourne has recently been appointed chief engi-

eer of the Epping-Carpenter Pump Co.. with shops at Pitts-

urg Mr. Bourne was for eight years, chief of the engi-

eering staff at The Blake-Knowles Steam Pump Works.

:ast Cambridge, Mass. This appointment is in line with other

?cent activities of the Epping-Carpenter Pump Co., in

Irengthening their organization and enlarging their busi-

ess. especially in high duty and centrifugal pumping ma-

hinery.

John W. Smith, special disbursing agent of the U. S. Navy

-ith the Matanuska coal mining expedition, was in Seattle

ecently purchasing horse sleds and other equipment neces-

nry for the transportation of the coal to tidewater, a dist-

nce of about 300 miles. It is expected thrt the entire winter

•ill be spent in moving the coal. There were about 800

ons taken from the experimental mine during the summer,

.ccording to Mr. Smith, this wil! all be aboard the naval

hips by June, 1914 ready for its tests.

The Lehigh Valley Coal Co. has announced the follow-

ng appointments as District Superintendent in the Wyoming
livision, to fill the vacancy caused by the death of District

luperint'endent Joseph J. Jones: J. S. Hammonds, form-

rly District Superintendent at Henry. Mineral Springs,

nranklin and Warrior Run Collieries, to be District Superin-

endent at Henry. Prospect and Dorrance Collieries: and

iheldon Jones, formerly Asst. District Superintendent at

'rospect Colliery, to be District Superintendent at Mineral

Ipring, Franklin and Warrior Run Collieries.

CONSTRUCTION NEWS

INDUvS TRIAL NOTES

McComas. W. Va.—The Thomas Coal Co. will equip its

K>wer station at Mora, W. Va., with new 100-kw. and 200-kw.

olary converters and switchboards, and has ordered the ap-

jaratus from the General Electric Co.

Dante, Va.—The Clinchfield Coal Corporation will soon

place in operation in its mines eight 5-ton and two 10-ton

>lectric mining locomotives recently purchased from the Gen-

eral Electric Co.

Ellsnortb, Penn.—The Ellsworth Collieries Co. has ar-

ranged to add to its power-plant equipment a 937-k.v.-a. Cur-

tis turbo-generator unit with 25-kw. turbo-exciter, switch-

board panels and accessories. The apparatus will be built and

installed by the General Electric Co.

Belmont, Ohio—.Belmont Coal Mining Co. is remodeling the

outside layout of its Glencoe Mine. The old car haul which

extended into the mine was abandoned, and is now being re-

placed by a shorter and steeper one. which has the advantage

of keeping all the machinery on the outside where it is ac-

cessible and can be better taken care of. The electric loco-

motives will now bring the cars out of the mine through an

opening made for the purpose, delivering them to a chain car

feeder, which feeds them regularly to the chain car haul. The

new equipment is being installed by the Fairmont Mining

Machinery Co., Fairmont, W. Va.

E:ikln.s, W. Va.—The Davis Colliery Co. is remodeling the

tipple at Coalton mine. Preparation is being made for a

better grade of lump and egg coaL Shaker screens separate

the sizes, delivering the lump and egg coal to separate pick-

ing tables. The tables are located over the railroad tracks,

running longitudinally with them, and loading into the cars

over adjustable booms—thus eliminating breakage. The nut

and slack sizes are used for coking. A Bradford cleaner is

being installed to improve the quality of these sizes. Con-

tract for this equipment was awarded the Fairmont Mining

Machinery Co., Fairmont, W. Va.

BufyriiH. Ohio—The recently organized Bucyrus Lumber
Co. has taken over the planing mill, coal and builders supply
yard of the White Lumber and Coal Co., of Bucyrus.

Oakwood. III.—The large new tipple of the Two Rivers
Coal Co. at old Missionveld, southeast of this village, is

nearing completion, and it is stated that coal will be hoisted

here within a few weeks.

Spokane. Wash The Summit Coal Co. near the slope

mines of the Northwestern Improvement Co. at Cle Elum has
been sold to the Roslyn Fuel Company, the consideration be-

ing in the neighborhood of $40,000.

Erie, Penn.—The Erie Pump & Engine Works has recently

purchased the business, patterns, etc., of the Lake City Engi-
neering Co., of Erie. Penn. The business of the latter firm

will be continued under the new management.

O'Fallon. Ill .All Illinois coal-hoisting records were
broken at the Nigger Hollow Mine No. 2, when 4400 tons of

coal were hoisted in 714 hr.: the previous record being held

by a mine at Denld. 111., which hoisted 4356 tons in S

hours.

Pittsburgh, Penn The H. C. Frick Coke Co. has purchased
from the Pittsburg-Buffalo Coal Co. 395 acres of coal land

located in Jefferson township, at a consideiation of $274,000.

The coal underlies 12 tracts of land facing the Mononga-
hela River.

kindlier, Penn.—The Berwind- White Coal Co. has closed

a deal for the purchase of approximately 2000 acres of coal

land owned by the Henrietta Coal Co. adjoining the Ber-

wind-WTiite No. 42 operation. It is likely that an opening
will be made in this tract.

Frankin, Kan.—The Western Coal & Mining Co.. which is

opening up two new mines at this place, has announced that

coal has been reached in both. One of the company's new
mines at Lexington. Mo., has begun production, while the

tipple on a fourth is being built.

Sewalls Point. Va.—The 200. 000-ton storage plant of the

Gulf Smokeless Coal Co.. which has been building for some
months, is now completed. It has been given a test, about
500 tons being dumped into the receiving pits and transferred

to the storage yard. The plant consists of two 20-ft. con-

crete receiving pits built in the center of a cleared field.

Railroad tracks run across the pits and the coal is dumped
from hopper-bottom cars into the pits. After the coal has

been dumped, it is dug out by a steam shovel and deposited

in the storage yard on either side of the receiving pits.

NEW INCORPORATIONS

Indiana pollN. lud.—The Oak Ridge Coal Co. has been or-

ganized with a capital stock of $10,000. Robt. Hall. M. E.

Magg and ^\'. E. Linton are the directors.

Indianapolis, Ind.—The Oak Ridge Coal Co. has been in-

corporated here with $100,000 capital stock, to mine coal.

The directors are Robert Hall. M. E. Magg and W. E. Linton.

Minneapolis, Minn.—The British Columbia Collieries Co.

has been organized with a capital stock of $500,000. The
incorporators are James C. Andrew, George B. Norris, George
H. Derry and Walter H. Hickman.

ClarksliurB, W. Va.—A charter has been issued to the Nor-
wood Coal Co., with an authorized capital of $10,000. The in-

corporators are: Karl Horner, Chas. B. Shont, J. Lee Horner,
Wm. H. Wolverton and Chas. B. Johnson.

Kewanee. III.—The Streicher-Stuhlsatz Coal Co.. to con-

duct mining and construction business, has been organized
with a capital of $2000. The incorporators are: John Streicher.

John Stuhlsatz. John P. Steeicher and Peter Stuhlsatz.

Bristol, Tenn.—The United Collieries Co. has been organ-
ized with a capital of $5,000,000 for the purpose of extensive
developments in the Black Mountain coal district. Chas. W.
Pondurant is president and manager of the new company.

Charleston, W. Va.—The Horse Creek Block Coal Co. has
been chartered, with an authorized capital stock of $100,000.

The principal offices of the company will be in Charleston.
The incorporators are: G. B. Combs. T. R. Farley. P. R. Hen-i-

rick, A. A. Honaker. John Jarrell antl G. W. Johnson.
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<;f:\ki<ai. i(K\iicw

nnnl ooni more iirtlvt- n» «fii»i«ii nilrnnroK. ('imiiiiiilrM

ilnnvlni; <m thrlr ntot-kx. Soft I'linl nuMlcnitrljr llrm nith ii

tendency to decline. Lake Mhlpiilnts nbout flnlNhed.

Seasonable wtathir lonciilluiis have created a demand for

hard coal at all the distributing centers, and the trade has
attained the greatest activity ot the year. The last rush of

water shipments to points soon closing to navigation is now
on. and there are some anxious phases to the situation. Stove

coal continues the leader in demand, and the shortage is be-

coming more sharply defined as the season advances. While
concessions In the circular are occasionally heard of on cer-

tain sizes, this Is confined almost entirely to shipments
threatened with demurrage charges; the market generally Is

so strong that the companies are already beginning inroads

on their storage supplies.

Bituminous coal continues uncertain, with a pronounced
wavering tendency, and generally firm, though far from ac-

tive. The tendency is strongly toward a declining market
due to the apathy in general business. Adequate, though not

excessive, tonnages are reported at all the large distributing

centers, and business is quiet. Contract consumers are show-
ing a disposition to take more on their contracts, however, and
it is clear that the more seasonable weather is having an
effect upon conditions. The outlook is by no means clear.

The opening prices for 1914 are already being discussed, and
in view of the possible labor trouble next April, the opinion

prevails that a higher level will be established.

An embargo of several days' duration was declared in the

Pittsburgh district against Lake shipping as the result of

the heavy storm of last week: the tremendous losses by the

Lake shipping interests will now make it impossible to move
as much coal to the head of the Lakes as was anticipated.

Because of the tie-up in transportation facilities there was a

temporary urgent demand, manufacturing interests being the

\vorst sufferers, but normal conditions are now about re-

stored. The trade is now face to face with the problem
of finding new markets for the Lake tonnages, but with a

heavy demand in the West not much difficulty is anticipated.

However, the readjustment is being viewed with some un-
easiness, particularly because of the rather critical po-

sition of the market.
The Ohio market has stiffened up sharply due to the re-

cent storm; Lake shipping has, of course, been badly crippled

because of the large number of vessels lost, and a conges-
tion is threatened at some of the junction points. Consider-

able difficulty is being experienced in getting sufficient coal

forward at Hampton Roads to meet contract requirements;
shipments have been heavy, and the slow return of railroad

equipment from the Lakes is tightening the car supply. Con-
sumers in the Southern market are taking the minimum
amounts on their contracts and domestic coal has failed to

develop any briskness in spite of the approaching cold weather
aijd uncertain car supplies.

The steam trade in the Middle West is showing improve-
ment, but in spite of the severe weather conditions, the

domestic market continues slow. Some storing of coal is

already being done in anticip;itii>n of possible labor trouble

next April.

EASTERN MARKET
IIOSTON, M.VSS.

Hampton RoadN ronlK plentiful, and only n quiet demand.
>e«- lOncInnd connumerK nri'epting deliveries more rejiulnrly.

t;eorge« t'reek and the I'ennMylTaniaN whow no sisnlfieant

change.. A\'nter freights ea-sy and anthracite «ho«-lng poH-

Mlbly a milder tone, hut with denlerH no leSH anxlouM.

Bituminous—The Hampton Roads coals are mulling along.

$2.85 continuing the price on what few sales there are of

spot coal. There is a sufficiency of coal on hand at all the
piers, so the dispatch is excellent, although with most of

the agencies the coastwise trade is still being relied upon to

furnish the more consistent market. Off-shore the demand is

better, but so far confined to the larger shippers. In this

section business is only quiet. The corporations are ac»

eepling deliveries on their contracts lather more regularly
tti.iM early in the month and the advance of seasonable
w. ather makes a difference. The prospect for December is

nut clear, however, and there are many who think spot
purchases will continue to be made at the season contract
price.

Georges Creek is also quiet, but with a normal movement
• III contract. The same is true of the better grades from
I'.nnsylvanla. There is some see-sawing of prices on the
latter, the tendency being down rather than up, however,
and all hands are still in doubt as to what the season will
litiiig forth. The inferior coals are slow, and those operations
tluit have been imprudent enough to ship on the market are
netting some low prices at New York and rhiladelphia. The
call here for Pennsylvania is only scattering, and there is

nothing that signifies any material improvement in tin- near
future. All-rail trade is in about the same situation as ilie

business at tide.

KrelKhtH—Rates from Hampton Roads are still easy at
70&75C. on large sailing vessels, with almost no inquiry for
steamers. On Long Island Sound, barges from New York
have been moving slowly and freights are up 5c. or so.

Anthraelte—The last cargoes are now being loaded fur
Bangor and other Eastern ports that soon will be ice-bouiul.
The demand is strong everywhere, although retail trade is

having a temporary lull. The dealeis, however, are still

anxious about supplies, particularly of stove, and they are
beginning to be in a mildly complaining mood. There have
been several short interruptions to the movement of tows
the past fortnight and that has meant rather slower ship-
ment than would otherwise have been the case. Less is

heard of premium coal in New York and there is perhaps an
easier tone than a week ago.

Quotations on bituminous are about as follows:

Cambrias Georges Pocaliontt
Clearfielda Somersets Creek New Hive

Mines* $1.00@1.5S $1 . 25@1 .65 $1 .67(all .77 i

Pliiladclpliia* 2.25@2.7o 2.30@2.90 2.92(81.3.02
New Yorli* 2.5.5@3.0o 2.80@3.20 ,3.22^3.32 '

Baltimore* 2.8S@2.95
Hampton Roads* $2. 85(312. 90
Bostont 3 . 72Ca: 3 . 82
Providencet 3 . 75(«.3 . 87

*F.o.b. tOn cars.

>!•;« VOKK
BituminuUN slow iMit liiiyers are quietly neeumulutInK siir.-

plus tonnage. Shipments on eontrnet.s continue good. Stove
eoal becoming shorter as the season advances. Most of the
hard coals now in short supply.

Uituminous—The New Y'ork soft-coal market is in fair
condition, but quiet. Consumers, as a rule, are not buying
very heavily, but on the other hand, there is the general be-
lief that they want to see more coal ahead at this time of the
year. Such a condition is only natural as the appearance of
a protracted spell of severe weather would soon wipe out all

available supplies, and create a tight situation. It is this
uncertainty that is probably the mainstay of the market.

The heavy storm of last week had little effect upon con-
ditions here, particularly as regards Pennsylvania coals; the
mines in that district were not in the storm zone, and ex-
perienced little or no inconvenience. Car supply on the Penn-
sylvania R.R.. however, tightened up preceptibly toward the
end of last week, being reported at only 60% requirements,
and showed indications of being inadequate the beginning of
the current week. The New York Central is furnishing a
full supply. The labor question continues to be a bother-
some factor, not so much in the supply, mines having a
relatively full complement of men, but finding it impossible
to keep them at work steady. The market continues as
follows:

West Virginia steam. .$2.65@2.75: fair grades of Pennsyl-
vania. $2.75ffi)2.85; good grades of Pennsylvania, $2.85(&i2.95;

best Mnier Pennsylvania. $3.15@3.25; George's Creek, .$3.20(fi)

3.30.

.\nthracite—The feature of the New Tork hard-coal mar-
ket is the acute shortage of stove coal; the trade seems to be
absolutely barren of this grade. Nut coal at the present
time is nearly as short as stove, and as a matter of fact, egg
is the only grade that can be supplied with any dispatch.
This was in short supply a few weeks ago, but has re-
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t.ntly become a (;oniplete drug' on the market. As a rule

lusiness Is quiet, not because ot the lack of orders, but due

nore to the difficulty in obtaining- tonnage.
In the smaller sizes, buckwheats are generally heavy with

he exception of the high grades of No. 1 which are short,

iice coal is holding its own, while barley is exceptionally

ong. Pea coal continues the leader in the smaller sizes: the

rade is expressing the wish that the producers would re-

idjust their preparation so as to increase the proportion of

tea coal.

The car supply seemed to be much improved in the region

vith the exception of the Reading on which the supply is

inaccountably tight; apparently, however, this applies more
>articularly on shipments East.

The New York hard-coal market is now quotable on the

ollowing basis;

Upper Ports Lower Ports
Circular Individual Circular* Individual

Sroken So. 00 $4.95
5EB . . 5 25 S3.10Ca5.2o 5.20 $5.00@5.20
Stove"".'"; 5.25 5.25@5.7S 5.20 5.20@5.70
Chestnut S.50 5.50 5.45 5.35@3.45
>ea 3.50 3.50 3.45 3.45
Juckwheat 2. 75 2.60@,2.75 2.45@2.70 2.20@2.70
^ioe 2.23 2.25 1.95@2.20 1.70®2.20
Barley...; 1.75 1.60{a,1.73 1.70 1.40@1.70

*.\n addition of 2%% is required on the prepared sizes
n this column to cover the new Pennsylvania state tax.

PHIL VDF.LPHl A

Hard coal sho«-inK " otniMlNtent improvement with demand
tood on praotically all Mizes. Stove eoal the leader, lompan-
es beginnlnK to lift their storase suppliex. Car supply un-
satisfactory. Bituminous uncertain.

The close of this week finds the anthracite trade at the

lighest stage of activity so far this season. Outside of egg
oal almost everything is moving off without any special

irging. Stove coal has been scarce for so long a period, that

t is an old story, and as the winter advances, the shortage

becomes more emphasized. Premiums of anywhere from 10

:o 25c. per ton are made but notwithstanding the demand, one

itill hears of concessions on some of the sizes. Demurrage
charges at the distributing points in the regions, for cars held

aver a certain length of time, is doubtless responsible, in

some cases, for this condition. It is no doubt a fact that or-

lers flow in more freely some days than others, and when it

lappens that there is an accummulation of cars that are ap-

proaching the danger line, an inducement in the way of con-

cessions from the so called circular, furnishes a prompt dis-

position. This probably applies more to egg than any other

size, as all other. coals are moving freely.

Operations at the mines still continue at capacity, and
the output is running well ahead ot the corresponding period

for last yeai-. Coal stocks are already being depleted on cer-

tain sizes, particularly pea and chestnut. It is understood
that none of the companies have any appreciable tonnage of

stove on hand, and what little they had has doubtless been

sent to the market. The car supply seems to vary from day

to day. One hears of occasional complaints of the shortage

ind the situation as a whole is not satisfactory.

In bituminous coal the trade seems to grow worse in-

stead of better. Orders are harder to get, but this may be

accounted for by the fact that the operators are still holding

to the prices that obtained a month or six weeks ago. A dis-

position to dicker, has a tendency to bring business, consum-
ers seeming to be willing to buy, if they can do so at their

price, or a little lower than what the operators are asking.

The consuming trade seems to appreciate the unusual situation

and are taking advantage of it. From now on, unless condi-

tions change materially, there is likely to be a marked soften-

ing in prices, gradual but apparently sure.

B.\l.TIMORE. SID.

The trade still facing a decIininR market. Complication.s

from blizzard in mining regions. Car movement easy, and
exports increasing.

That the coal trade here is still facing a declining mar-
ket has to be admitted. This is particularly true in the

West Virginia and Pennsylvania bituminous fields, due to

the cutting off of heavy shipments to the Great Lakes.

The steel industry, the cement trade and other branches of

business that use considerable quantities of coal and coke,

are all more or less flat.

In West Virginia good grade run-of-mine coals had been
cut to 90c., while slack is selling about on the same basis,

or in some cases a little less. In Pennsylvania,- while little

good co?l can be had at less than $1.20 and $1.25, it is being
offered freely at that price, a decided contrast to a few weeks
ago when agencies were begging for it at $1.35 and $1.40.

The coke market is also weak, and it will not surprise the

trade to hear that a number of important ovens will be
banked at any time.

Complications appeared last week as a result of the

blizzard-like weather in West .Virginia, shipments being de-

layed four and five days, and all communication with the
mine centers being shut oft for several days. There were
plenty of cars in the region, the only trouble being that the

railroads could not move them as desired. Later in the week
the car supply and movement was reported good.

The anthracite trade is quiet. Steam sizes are reported in

only fair demand and the domestic grades are in best call.

Exports are again increasing, a total of over 60,000 tons
having been sent out the past month, against 45,000 tons for

September.

BVFF.VLO, X. Y.
Bituminous dull and unsteady. Free tonnage difficult to

place. Vncertalnty regarding readjustment of business fol-

lowing the clo.slng of Lake shipping. Effects of the heavy
storm.

Bituminous—The status of the trade at the present time is

rather uncertain, but it is clear that there is more bituminous
coal offering than there is demand for. Where dealers have
good contracts behind them, they express complete satisfac-

tion with the situation but the new jobber seeking to place

tonnage is finding it difficult to do so. Indications are that

the market will not be clearly defined until after the Lake
navigation has closed, and the shipments in that business
covered in other markets. Lake business has been heavy this

season, and the readjustment will be felt.

Prices are stead.v and difficult to quote, probably being
weak at former figures. There is a surplus of coal all over
the eastern part of the state, and probabilities are that there
will be a decline, although the trade is not of the opinion that

even this will help to move the surplus tonnage. The heavy
storm of last week delayed the movement from a day or two
to a week. Lake shipments were at the same time reduced
to practically nothing. The generally adverse weather condi-
tions, however, have been against a good consumption of coal.

We quote the market weak and unsteady at $2.90 for Pitts-

burgh lump; $2. SO for three-quarters; $2.65 for mine-run, and
$2.25 for slack, the last being no longer any firmer than the
sizes; Allegheny Valley coal is quotable at about 25c. less.

Coke—Coke has failed to firm up any even at the reduced
price quoted last week. The weak situation is said to be due
to a conflict bet-ween coke and steel interests, and the out-
come is dependent upon conditions in the steel industry. Coke
is quoted in the local market on the basis of $4.70 for 72-hr.

Connellsville foundry.
Anthracite—The heavy storn-i and snow blockade of last

week was of too short duration to have any material effect

upon the situation, and although there is a fair demand for

hard coal, the weather is still the controlling factor. Retail
trade is dull.

The movement by Lake is good, considering the storm, be-
ing for the week 126,000 tons. It is about at an end, though,
as insurance on wooden hulls expired on Nov. 15. and will

not be obtainable for anything after Dec. 1, except at very
high rates. The underwriters will not be free to give exten-
sions unless the vessel is especially pi'omising. the Lake
storm already having cost them about $5,000,000.

CENTRAL STATES

PITTSBlRtiH. I>EXX.

Coal movement recovering from effects of storm and tem-
porary scarcity being relieved. Much Lake .shipping lost.

Connellsville coke stagnant, ivlth consumption decreasing.

Bituminou.s—While the coal trade has largely recovered
from the sudden rush of demand for domestic coal result-

ing from the storm referred to in last report, the movement
of coal is not yet altogether normal as the railroads were
seriously affected. In particular, an embargo was on for
several days against coal destined for lake shipment as the
terminals at Lake Erie docks were in no condition to receive
it. The storm did great damage to lake shipping, destroy-
ing at least 125,000 to 150,000 tons of vessel capacity, and al-

fhough little coal was actually lost, it will be impossible to

move nearly as much up the lakes as was expected.
Shipments to manufacturing consumers tributary to the

Pittsburgh district were much interfered with, and are hardly
normal yet. For several days there was an insistent de-
mand for spot coal, and relatively fancy prices were offered,
but the market is now back to its old basis. Mines are run-
ning fairly well this week, with the car supply improving
after what amounted to a blockade, and with a fair supply
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of men We cjuo'..- for short contracts and prompt: Slack.

»Ui1.2d: mlno-run. H.4U«i 1.50 T»-ln.. »1.50(R1.6O: l^-'n..

»165iiilT5. per ton at mine, Pittsburgh district.

ConnrllMVllle li«k«—The market has been extremely quiet

the past week, wlih many more sellers than buyers. Prices

have not yleldo.l materially since last report, but It is not

improbable that if any Important inquiries had come out they

would have developed lower figures. Furnaces are RoinK out

of blast and consumption Is correspondingly declining. No
,^. -ikin- -AT-.v Interest in contracts for 19H. Tt Is un-

K)an >r feb- T* ^'•"^ T- ^p'- T* "J; TJune >7\Juiy

., „ 25 8 22 6 20

.ept.+Och + Nov.+DecJ

certain how many furnaces will run and those that are sure

of running expect lower coke prices so that they are not in-

Quiring We quote: Prompt furnace. $1.85@1.90; contract

(nominal) $2.25: prompt foundry. $1.60@1.75; contract foun-

dry ll.fiOTiil.TS. per ton at ovens.

The "Courier" reports production in the Connellsville and

lower Connellsville regions in the week ending Nov. 8 at

334 045 tons, a decrease of 21.1S5 tons, and shipments at

37fi 471 tons an increase of 10,933 tons. The preceding week

production had been reported as exceeding shipments by 21.-

000 tons and the excess of shipments over production th<-

succeeding: week has improved the situation.

TOLEDO, OHIO

HeulT^ Klorm tif Ian* week stllTeneil the market up »hnrply.

Truusportotlon seriously crippled Luke NhippInK badly de-

layed and a number of vessels lost.

The effect of the recent storm on the Great Lakes and

sweeping over this section of the country during the past

week has been to stiffen quotations here to such an extent

that almost any price can be secured for track coal. The

railroads have been urging mine shipments of their orders

and as a consequence no difficulty in the way of short fuel

supply was felt here.

Cars however are scarce. There is practically no equip-

ment on track here and the T. & O. C. was for days the only

road open, shipments being greatly curtailed over the B. & O.

and Pennsylvania lines, and even yet the movement is exceed-

ingly slow The railroad men declare that the congestion here

is no worse than in other years at the same season and some

hope is held out that the freight congestion at other points

will be better this year. Heretofore the lack of yard space at

Detroit has forced embargoes on north bound freight, throw-

ing back on Toledo the burden, not only of its own cars, but

of hundreds of freight cars for Detroit and other northern

points.

Toledo roads have long been preparing for the lKUuUin«

of a heavy volume of freight, and some of them notably, the

Hocking Valley are in fair shape. The Hocking Valley has

just received six new Mikado engines which are said to be

the heaviest and strongest freight engines ever in use in this

section. About Dec. 1 the 1000 new 115.000 lb. capacity coal

cars ordered by this road will be delivered in part at least.

which will greatly facilitate the movement; these will be the

largest capacity coal cars in use in this section.

The demand for both domestic and steam coal has been

good although the warm weather of the past few days has

had a quieting influence on the domestic market. Prices are

firm and holding unusually close to the list. Many large

freighters carrying coal and ore were endangered and some

went down during the big storm among them the Henry B.

Smith, one of the big ore boats recently built; she foundered

off Keweenaw Point, carrying down a crew of 2S men and

10.000 tons of ore.

COLl'MBl S, OHIO

Sudden cold xnnp of Inst Meek caused a general jttilTen-

Inu in the market. ( ar nhortnge .xtill had and Kradunlly

Kroiving « orne. Prieer: ruling Arm and inclined to advance.

I.oke demand still eood.

The feature of the coal trade in Ohio during the past

week was the storm which covered the state with about a

foot of snow and caused a rush of domestic orders. The

long expected had come and in most cases the dealers were

able to cope with the situation. Their stocks were fair and

they were able to make deliveries promptly despite the

icy condition of the streets. As a. result no shortage ap-

peared in any line.

The storm also had its effect on the railroads and the

movement of coal cargoes was slower than has been

case. Drifting snow and Ice delayed all trains and as i

suit the car supply In Eastern Ohio was only about 40 p. i
-

cent, of normal. In the Hocking Valley the supply was not

much shorter than has been the case for some time and 50

per cent, was reported. In the Pomeroy Bend district ilu'

shortage was more pronounced and the output In that s. .
.

tlon was curtailed to 40 per cent, of the average.

There Is a good steady sale of steam sizes and many of

the manufacturing plants have gradually increased their

requisitions. There is also a slight tendency on the part of

managers of factories to accumulate a small surplii.s t.i

guard agalust a shortage later in the season.

Lake trade Is still active, although hindered by the scv.ie

storm which caused a falling off In ore movement and

boats engaged in the lake coal business will either have to

come back light or carry grain. The car shortage Is seri-

ously Interfering with the lake movement. There is a good

demand from the Northwest and the trade will probably con-

tinue untU Nov. 25 or even later.

Quotations in the Ohio fields are as follows:

HookinK PittsbufKh Pomeroy Kanawha

Domestic lump $2.00(511.91) $2 25 © 2. l.l t2.(X) (ol 1 .90

.1-4 inrli 1 .8.5 (ni 1 .75 '1 .50 (iii 1 40 2.00® 190 I.«5("176
Nut ... 1.30^1.20 175Ci5ll.(i5 1.40® 1.36

Mine-run 1..50.Ca'1.40 1.35(a) l.:«) 1 . 50 fa;. 1 . 40 1.80® 1.46

Nut, pea and slack.. 0.90fd-085 1.00®0.90 0.85®0.80
Coarse slack 0.80® 0.75 1.00® 0.95 90® 0.80 O.75@lO.70

DETROIT, MICH.

InereuMe In demand and n like deerense In ear Hupply. Top
liricen of the season. Ilnrd coal lieeiimlnK scarce.

Illtuminous—The local steam trade still continues activ«

notwithstanding the advance in prices, and it is freely pre-

dicted that further increases are in sight. The railroads are

finding themselves unable to cope with the situation, the

difficulty seemingly being one of inadequate motive power,

rather than lack of equipment.
As a result of these conditions operations in all the min-

ing fields of both Ohio and West Virginia are seriously re-

stricted. The sharp fall in temperature last week developed

a new vigor in the trade, and dealers are insisting upor

prompt delivery. Stocks in the hands of the large whole-

salers are light, and prices are stiff and inclined to advance

Some abnormally high prices have been quoted during lh<

past week. The following is approximately the market at th(

moment:
W. Va. Hock- Cam- So. S Pora- .Inc-kson

Splint Gas ing bridge Ohio hontas Hill

Domestic lump. $1.90 ... $2.25 $3.00 $2.75

Egg 1.90 2.25 3.00 2 75

Nut 1.65 1.85 ,
.

Steam lump. ... 1 . 50 .... ... ... .... .

;-iri. lump 1.50 $1.50 1 05 $l.(i5 $1.()5

Mine-run 1.50 1 . .50 1 .50 1 50 1 . .50 1.75
Slack 1.00 1.10 0.90 1.00 1.00

.Vnthrticite—Dealers in hard coal are already experlenc

ing trouble in making prompt delivery. Spot coal is becom
ing steadily scarcer and the market is strong on this grade.

H.4MPTON ROADS, V.\.

Demand still hen^-y on Pocahontas and Ne»v River. Short

age of eoni iit nil piers. (iulf Smokeless Conl Co.'s Inrg

storage plant at Se«nlls I'oint completed.

Coal shipments from Hampton Roads for the week hav

been heavy. A large number of the shippers are short an

are having considerable difficulty getting sufficient coa

forward to take care of contract business. There havi

however, been a few spot sales during the week where som
of the suppliers have had an excess of their contract re

quirements. While it is difficult to get exact figures at whic

sales have been made prices quoted have ranged from $2.S

to $3 although it is hardly likely any sales have been mad

at the latter figure.

The present shortage of coal at Hampton Roads is due t

two reasons. There has been a shortage of cars on one C

two of the roads, due to the fact that cars which have bee

sent out with shipments consigned to the Lakes have n(

yet been returned. The demand has also been heavy at a

piers during the last few days which has cut down the acci

mulation. The largest shipments during the week as usui

have gone to the New England market although there hi

lieen one or two small shipments to Southern ports. Foreig

.shipments have gone to Port of Spain. St. Thomas, Cristoba

Para, Manos, and .Santiago.

K>OXVIl,I,E. TENN.

Market in excellent condition. far Hbortuge. Domest
prices Improve nith the season. Large cotton crop and il

dnstrlnl outlook grood.

The outlook in the Kentucky-Tennessee fields has nev(

been brighter. The Southern Railway has developed an acu
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car shortage, but operators feel that this is compensated for

by a general stiffening in prices. This lack ot equipment

will also be materially relieved by Dec. 1. All roads seem to

be malting every endeavor possible to handle everything of-

fered them with the utmost dispatch. This is probably due

in a measure to the close cooperation between the roads and

the Southern Appalachian Coal Operators' Association.

i.oi isvil,l-i-:. KV.

Clo.siuK' of Luke shipiiiiiK UnviuK n dftrimrntal effect on

(Ue market. Railroads heavy Iniyers and are xtoriuB eoal.

.llarket quiet.

The lecent cold snap stimulated the local market ma-

terially, but it is still rather weak at the moment. The low

temperatures were not of sufflcient duration to create a

permanent demand. In addition to this, the heavy storms

brought the lake shipping to an unexpectedly short termina-

tion, with the result that this tonnage has been thrown up-

on the open market.
The railroads are taking abnormally large tonnages which

would seem to indicate that they are doing some storing; a

few instances where the roads have confiscated coal en route

has also been reported. Car supply is good, no complaints

having been heard of in that quarter. Domestic quotations

are about stationary, with no advance apparent for some
time. The increased schedule announced for the 15th of the

month was not put into effect, because of the unsettled con-

dition of the market. Eastern Kentucky block is steady at

about $2.35, with block and lump at $2.10, round at $1.50, and

nut and slack at 80(f?)S5c. Western Kentucky lump is active

at $1.35, while mine-run is selling at 90c.(ii$l and nut and

slack at about 70 cents.

SOUTHERN AND MIDDLEWESTERN

BIRMINGHAM, ALA.

^tenm eoal i|ulet. Imt domestic tdiKlitly improved. Both
iiiruaee and foundry coke slow and hlaek.smitb eoal about
normal. Prnetioally no dem.iind for pi^^ iron. Car situation

sho^vs no improvement.

This week has brought no decided change either way in

steam coal. The demand, other than on yearly contracts, is

not brisk; the majority of contracts are taking their regular

tonnage, though some of the larger ones have reduced ship-

ments to the minimum. The domestic market is rather a

puzzle just now: notwithstanding the fact that cold weather
will soon be here, and the prospects for cars not encourag-

ing, the producers are not shipping near the normal tonnage
for this season ot the year and dealers claim to have sufficient

stocks tor the time being. A few days cold weather, how-
ever, will undoubtedly catch many of them short. Consumers
using only a car or two each season are waiting until they

are forced to buy.
Furnace and foundry coke are both in small demand.

Alabama under normal conditions, ships a large tonnage of

furnace coke to Mexican smelters, but due to the present

trouble, this demand has been temporarily cut oft, until there

is practically no Birmingham coke moving to Mexico; this is

having a tendency to weaken the local market, but even
under such adverse conditions, the price is holding up well.

Blacksmith coal is about normal, the demand being satis-

factory and prices at $2(®2.25 f.o.b. mines. The car situa-

tion shows little change over last week. With the usual
heavy winter movement, little hope can be held out for

much improvement in this line.

INDIANAPOLIS
Domestic j^railes satisfactory In Indiana, both as to de-

mand and price. Lack of cars Interfering- to some extent
with full runnine schedule. Screening conditions are not im-
proved.

The domestic coal situation is quite satisfactory to Indi-

ana operators. Those mines having the best coal are running
full schedule. The car supply is reported better than the
movement, blockades at Terre Haute and Indianapolis being
still the cause of complaint. The weather has not been fa-

vorable to coal consumption, as there have been only a few
days so far where the temperature was near the freezing
mark.

The local street-car strike gave the domestic movement
a boost; there was talk of a sympathetic strike, which would
include the teamsters and those short of coal hurried to gel;

in their orders. Some of the retail yards have not caught up
yet, although the strike was settled on Nov. 7. Prices for do-
mestic grades are on a good basis. The top mark has been

$2 f.o.b. mines but $1.90 is regarded the high end of the range,

anything above that being a premium and causing trouble

with contract buyers.
Screenings is still a sore spot with operators: for No. 4

from good coal 60 to 75c. can be done but Nos. 5 and 6 sell

down to 40c. No satisfactory explanation is had of this un-

satisfactory condition. 'The factories seem to be taking the

normal amounts, so that industrial conditions are not held

responsible. It is believed that the screenings trouble has its

origin with large public utility concerns in Chicago, who
seem to be able to fix prices. There has been no revision ot

retail prices in this city since Sept. 20.

C'HICAtiO

Domestic coal soft, but the steam market situation is more
favorable; many steam users and railroads bnyinis; for stor-

aKC purposes. Smokeless firm. Stron): demand prevails for

splint with the supply short. HockinK lV4-in. lump sells at

»:i.<tT,, f.o.b. Chicago.
Despite colder weather, blizzards in certain coal mining

regions and an interruption of traffic, the domestic market in

Chicago remains soft. Conditions in the steam trade, how-
ever, are more favorable, although it cannot be said there has

been any boom.
In an effort to keep their forces at work the operators are

turning out steam in preference to domestic sizes. In view
of the fact that the agreement between the Illinois operators

and miners expires next spring and a cessation of work is ex-

pected to follow, many of the larger railroads and steam
users are laying by a supply of storage coal. The Chicago
& Alton road has arranged to store 75,000 tons of steam coal.

Prices for smokeless coal remain firm. Small lots of mine-

run are selling at $1.50, with larger quantities on the basis

of $1.40 when the coal is on track. Lump and egg command
$2.50 in the country and $2.25 in Chicago, with the supply ami
demand remaining about equal.

Springfield operators are catering to the steam trade and
are disposing of much of their product on long-time con-

tracts. Steam lump is selling at $1.25. the mines, while do-

mestic lump is quoted at $1.75. Carterville lump, egg and
No. 1 washed is steady at $2, the mines, despite the presence

of factors that have tended to disturb prices. The price of

Hocking inch and a quarter lump, f.o.b. Chicago, is $3.65 and is

a result of an advance to $2 at the mines. Comparatively few
shipments are reaching here on account of a tie-up in trans-

portation due to the recent storm. Prices for Indiana coal

vary between $1.75 and $2, the mines. High grade, large-

sized screenings sell at from 70® 90c.. the better grades at

from 50 @ 75c. and the low grades at from 30 @ 40c. There has

been little change in prices for coke.

Prevailing prices at Chicago are:

Springfield Franklin Co. Clinton W. Va.

Domestic lump $2..57 $3.05(0.3.30 $2..52

Steam lump 2.07 2.07
E-^ 3.05®3.30 $4.30@4.4S
Mme-run 1.92 2.40@2.55 1.87 3.45@3.55
Screenings 1.12@1.22 l.S5@1.80 1.47

Carterville prices are: Lump, egg No. 1 ivashed. $3.05;

X.p. 2 washed, $2.80.

Harrlsburgr quotations are: Domestic lump and egg, $3.05;

steam lump, $2.65@2.80; mine-run, $2.40@2.55; screenings,

$1.55(5)1.80; No. 1 nut, $3.05; No. 2 nut, $2.80.

Coke—Connellsville. $5.50; Wise County, $5.25@5.50: by-

product,- egg, stove and nut, $4.90@5; gas house, $4.90@5.

ST. LOriS. MO.

>Iarket uusatlsfactory. No demand for domestic anil

steam business demoralized. Car shortage the only condition

that is maintaining prices.

Instead of getting better the past week, conditions grew
worse, mainly on account of the weather. Last week started

off well but other parts of the country got the winter

weather that St. Louis was promised.
The steam market is in a demoralized condition, and do-

mestic is about the same. In some parts of the Standard
field screenings are being given away practically for the

freight, and the Carterville market seems to be getting

weaker all the time. With Standard screenings at say 10c. a

ton and 2-in. lump at $1.10, it is easy to figure out what the

Standard operator is making when 40% of his product is

screenings and the cost of production is about 80c. or more.

In the Carterville market the domestic sizes dropped to 25c.

a ton and it also affected Franklin County coals much the

same.
The demand for anthracite has eased up considerably, al-

though there is a fairly good tonnage moving in. Coke is

rather plentiful with no great demand. It is strictly a
jobbers* market now and they are trying to keep the prices

up. The same thing applies to smokeless, with plenty mov-
ing in and no unusual call.
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The prfvalllns miirkct Is:

Cartor%-Ule
and

Franklio Co.

Siiqilus tjliortHKO Net*

Mt.
Olive Standard

I1.0o(a>l.li
11.80
1.60 1.2fi@1.35

2-in. lump
3-11). lump •
6-in. lump $1.75® 1. 90 ••••••
Lumpaodccn 1.85® 2.15 OvAaold
No r nut 1.40@1.S0 •:
Screeninus 0.40^0.50 0. 10@0
Mine-run 1.10W120
No. 1 washed nut 1.75^1.85 1.40

No. 2 washed nut 1. 40 W 1.50 1-80

No. 3 «ash<Ml nut l.I5®1.25
No. I waiihe.l nut l.OOSl.lO
No 5 Hushed nut 45 @ 0.55

IxaiKN. IT Ml

Wnrm iv.-nth.T iirevnlllnit throllicliolK « f»«ern T.-rrHorj-.

\ll mlnr« In W ynniluK ""d I fnh ri-OfivlnB pU-nly of cnrn.

.Mild neatht-r In Colorndo delnylnK eoni Mhortiinf.

The operators arc coinmoiK-inK to worry on account of the

fine fall weather that Is prevailing throughout the Inter-

mountaln territory. The mines In Wyoming and Utah are

able to produce a large tonnage of coal when working at

full capacity and with mild weather prevailing they are

catching up rapidly on their orders. The sugar factories are

consuming the slack and steam coal produced which is of

great assistance to the mines. Owing to the lack of a severe

car shortage this fall the production of steam and slack

coal has been above normal, and the factories have not been

troubled with their usual coal shortage.

Quotations are as follows:

California Colo. & Neb. General

Lump $.! 00^.3 SO $3.00 J2 75

Nur... ....::::::::::: 2.m#3.oo 2.50 2.2.5

Mine-run • *>a ^ ''^ ' ''^

POHTI, v\u. orti:.

Ship arrives from \ii»«rnlla with IIOO t conl Intended
other vecfiel due to ar-

the Antipodes. Retail
for We.sl Const of South Amerloi

rive here soon «lth lOOO tons

huslnesH active.

The British ship "Segura" has arrived from Australia by

way of Salaveri, Peru, with 900 tons of coal. The shipment

was not intended for this port, but the ship was caught in

a storm while discharging at the South American port's open

roadsted and had to cut loose. The cargo was immediately

sold here at a somewhat reduced price, but the coal will be

retailed at $10.50 per ton, the ruling quotation on Australian

coal here at this time. Another shipment of 1000 tons will

arrive on a sailing vessel from Australia in a few weeks.

This so far as now known, will be the extent of importa-

tions from Australia here this fall.

Now England Lines. ..

NY.; New Jcrsiey, Del.; Maryland; Lastcrn Penn .

Ohio; Indiana: Michiuan; Western Pennsylvania ..

.

West X'irfiinia, VirKinia. North & South Carolina. ...

Kentucky. Tenn.; Miss.: Alabama, Gcorsia, Florida.

Iowa, Illinois, Wis., Mmn.; North & South Dakota...

Montana, Wyominn, Nebraska
Kanso.', Colorado, Missouri, Arkansas, Oklahoma
Texas, Loui^iiana, New Mexico
OrcRon, Idaho, California, Arixona
Canadian Lines

42S
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MARKETS IN GENERAL,

In the face of much adverse news, and in spite of many
unfavorable factors, the situation has improved at bottom.

The belief that a dollar will be more valuable at a later date

has resulted in a stoppage of many enterprises.

There has been a decided falling oft in the volume of busi-

ness, which would Indicate that the slowing down has be-

come even more pronounced. This is natural. Conditions

grow worse, and are apparent to those guiding affairs, before

they are felt in the actual business Held.

The iron and steel industry of the country is slowing down
gradually, and pig iron is being produced at the rate of 7S.000

tons daily, compared with 92.000 tons daily, early in the year.

The unfilled orders of the U. S. Steel Corporation fell off 500,-

000 tons during the month of October, and are now 3,500,000

tons less than at the beginning of the year. Prices have

slowly crumbled.
The crop situation shows an improvement. The govern-

ment reports Nov. 10, indicated a gain of 100,000,000 bu. in

corn, and a gain in reserves on the farms of over 60.000.000

bu. Other crops have been as satisfactory as could be de-

sired.

The metal situation continues to show a restriction in

the trade. Sales of copper are offered at marked concessions

from the high figure in September and stocks are accumulat-

ing.

The award of an increase in wages of IVi to the railway

trainmen was not a surprise, and the recommendations made

by the arbitrators that something must be done to secure

more revenue for the railways, was a somewhat unexpected

concession. In all. the 41 railways in the eastern part of the

United States will pay out about S6,000, 000 more per year in

wages, and the probabilities are that some increase in rates

will be allowed. This, of course, will quickly be reflected in

the iron and steel market where the railways are extravagant

spenders.
Financial conditions have improved. Many cities which

were unable to float their bonds early in the year have now

been able to secure the funds needed for improvements, and

even for some less judicious expenditures. A distinct gain

has been made in municipal bonds, but railroads and in-

dustrial companies are unable to finance any new propositions.

Monetary affairs abroad, moreover, show an improvement,

and American bankers can. if they wish, secure help from

Europe. The Idle cars of the railways have all been put to

work, and for a short period, more rolling stock could have

been advantageously used. At one time, railways were short

6000 cars.

Labor disturbances have been far less frequent.

LABOR
The most important announcement in the labor world was

that the railway trainmen on Eastern roads will secure an

advance of approximately 10 <5 in their wages. At the same

time, wages were standardized. The Board of Arbitrators,

however, refused to grant the request of trainmen relative to

overtime, but indicated that such a matter might come up at

a later conference. There have been few strikes of import-

ance during the month, and for the most part, the attention

of men has been drawn to securing positions, particularly a"5

some of the larger employers of labor have been drastically

curtailing their forces. The Baldwin Locomotive Works has

reduced its force of 3000 men or more, about 15<)i and several

firms have gone on part time. A severe car strike occurred

in Indianapolis, machinists in Baltimore are striking, and

labor troubles in the upper Michigan peninsula are steadily

growing better. The strike of the trainmen on the Southern

racific has been brewing for several months. Railroads have

no difficulty in securing men for outside work, and factory

hands are easy to obtain.

Immigrants arriving in this country the first 9 months of

this year numbered 1,053,220, compared with 747.006 m the

corresponding period last year and 595.736 in 1911.

IROX AND STEEI. PRODUCTS

An unexpectedly large decrease in the unfilled orders of

the' United States Corporation in the month ending Oct. 30,

unfavorably affected sentiment. This was followed by re-

newed weakness in the pig-iron market, and a steady falling

Illllll I iiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiimii iiin iiiuii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiniiiii niiiini iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiniiiiii:

off in orders for finished products. Most of the retarded

business is due to the absence of railway buying, for prac-

tically all of the roads in the eastern states are awaiting

the outcome of the request for an increase in rates which was

recently made to the Interstate Commerce Commission. The

only line of steel products in which there has been any semb-

lance of activity is in steel shapes. Here the demand is good,

due to the new subway construction in New York. There

has been a large amount of material ordered for this and

other jobs which will keep the mills actively engaged next

year. In spite of numerous efforts on the part of foreign

manufacturers to secure business in this country, no sales are

reported except for deliveries on the Pacific Coast. The sit-

uation as regards scrap steel is particularly disquieting, as

prices continue to decline, and there is practically no in-

quiry. In almost every line, there have been concessions in

price granted during the month, and in no particular com-

modity does it appear that the bottom has been reached.

Pig Iron—Sentiment in the iron trade is more mercurial

than in almost any other line of trade, and, just at present,

every one connected with the industry feels that the trade is

in tor a period of declining prices and lessened production.

It is not difficult to secure tangible evidence on the sub-

ject, for 'iron is selling at from $3 to $4 a ton less than a

year ago, and the blast furnaces of the country are turning

out 72,000 tons of pig iron each day. Instead of 92,000 tons

only a short while ago. Many seem to think that the coun-

try will go back to a production of 16,000,000 tons as was the

case prior to 1906, but if such is the case, it will upset all

precedent. Another factor which has not been given the con-

sideration it should receive, is the statistical position; neither

the producers of pig iron nor the consumers have any

large stocks on hand and they are not going to permit any to

gather. After the brief period of activity in 1910, all the pig-

iron interests had a much larger stock of iron on hand than

they should have had, and consumers, too, believed at that

time that there was to be no limit to the demand for finished

products, and so bought most liberally. Now all has

been changed, everyone in the trade, and consumers as well,

have known for more than a year that a revision of the tariff

was probable, and they have been trimming their sails ac-

cordingly. Some of those in the trade best qualified to judge
are of the opinion that there will be no concentrated buying
movement for some time, but they are likewise of the opinion

that prices are not far from the bottom.

Quotations for lots of fair size at the points named are as

follows: Southern Foundry No. 2 Cincinnati, $13.75 @14. 25, a
decline of 50c.; Southern Foundry No. 4 Cincinnati, $12.75®

13.75, a decline of 50c.; Northern Foundry No. 2 Chicago. $15@
15.50; Bessemer iron in Pittsburgh is $16.15. which price in-

cludes the 90c. freight rate from the valley, and is a decline

of 50c. from last month; No. 2 Southern Foundry is $10.50(5)

11.50 in Birmingham, a decline of 50c.

Steel Rails—Some of the smaller railways have purchased
moderate lots, and an especially desirable order was received

from the Louisville & Nashville. None of the large railways
has intimated any likelihood of placing orders in the near
future, and it has been more or less officially stated that the
Pennsylvania and New York Central would not put out any
orders until the early part of next year. These roads will

probably require just as many rails for 1914 as they did in

1913: but it is the general polity of the railway companies
not to make any commitments not absolutely necessary, until

more definite news is at hand, relative to the increase in

freight rates.

Quotations are unchanged. $2S per ton for standard sec-

tion of bessemer rails, and $30 per ton for openhearth rails,

f.o.b. Pittsburgh. These prices represent a quotation of $1.25

for 25- to 45-lb. rails, and $1.20 for 16- to 20-lb. rails, in Pitts-

burgh. In Chicago 16- to 20-Ib. rails are quoted at $1.30. 12-lb.

rails, $1.33. Relaying rails in Chicago are still held at $24

per gross ton, and in New York at $22.

Track Sur>plie.s—Few orders have been placed, and these
of small lots. Prices have apparently reached bottom for the
present, and there is no cutting for the quotations of last

month, which are repeated as follows: Price in large lots f.o.b.

Pittsburgh. $1.75 (f?l.S0; small lots, $1.90®1.95: in Chicago,
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$1.95. Track bolts with sciuure nuts arc $2.15fi'2.25, nn<l nnKl>'

bars 11.50. All of those quotations are per 100 lb.

Mruetural StrrI— llusiness is more active than 111 anythhii;

else In the Iron-steel line, and there Is a likelihood that the

mills will be very actively enKagred next season, also the fab-

ricating shops. In New York City alone, there will be more

work next year than tor a number of years past, IncludiiiK

such structures us the new Hell Gate Bridge, Enultuble Build-

ing on lower Broadway, and a great amount of steel fur .Sun-

way work. Oeneral bulldHng is inactive, and bids fair to con-

tinue so next year, especially In the Kastern cities. On the

other hand a great deal of steel la taken In San Francisco

and raclflc Coast cities, most of which will come from the

East. There are also several large manufaclurhig plants in

the East, which will call for steel construction. The price

of fabricated and erected work continues unusually low.

Structural shapes are cheaper than a month ago. being ciuott-d

at J1.3«'fil.35 Pittsburgh, for large lots. In Chlciig... iln-

price Is J1.4S:fi 1.53: these (luotations are for large lots.

Pipe—Business contluues fairly active, and In line -pip.-.

there has been specially good demand. The continued de-

cline In raw material and other steel products is responsible

for lower prices being named on pipe, which announcement
was made at the end of October. This amounts to about $2

per ton, but. however, it affects only pipe larger than 2V- in.,

internal diameter. It would not be surprising to those in the

trade if a further reduction in quotations were made, espe-

cially in the smaller sizes, for this trade seems to be stim-

ulated. The following quotations is for fairly large lots. fob.

Pittsburgh:

%- to 2-in. steel butt welded
2^4- to G-in. steel lap welded.
7- to 12-in. steel lap welded..

At these discounts the net

burgh are as follows:

, Cents-
Diam-
eter Black
%-in 2.30
1-in 3.40
IVi-ln 4.60
1%-in 5.50
2Vi-in 12.90
3-ln 16.80
4-in 23.00

Sheets—Prices have again declined *2 per ton, and the old

story is heard that mills cannot make a profit at these prices

and buy sheet bars in the open market. It has been
several 3'ears since prices have been quoted as low as this, and
it is doubtful if these prices will last for any length of time.

Most of the mills are refusing to make contracts for delivery

after Apr. 1 of next year at these figures.. Some of the smaller

mills are operating to only about 50% of capacity, and others

have 65% of their mills going. Sales have been made as low
as 2c. Pittsburgh for No. 28 black, but most of the business

has been done at 2.05c. Other quotations are as follows:

SlIALl- I.dT.S IX r-KNTS PER POUND

sumption has fallen oft materially and most of tli. diin;ii

for the next 60 days have been fairly well covered. Alir.

the situation is fully as unsatisfactory, for, there has been
.

deilded falling off In the volume of business in both Olii
Britain and on the Continent. The stutlsticul position i

about as satisfactory as could be desired from the produe. i

standpoint, and as they have Impressed this fact ui)oii possilii

buyers whenever the occasion offered it is perhaps well i >

suggest that there is always a turn, and statistics relleet pasi

rather tlian future conditions. Those in a position to Judge

the market are of the opinion tliat <|uotatlons are more likely

to decline than to advance.

Tin—For the first time in a nimilxr of years, an increase

In the visible supply of tin has been sliown in the reports.

.Stocks in the I". .S. are larger than usual, and the demand is

falling oft. Th<- price of tin has declined, whether on a<count

of the statistical or other causes, it is dllllcult to conjecture,

but in any event sales have been made at under 40e.

Black
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Said a superintendent : "When the good

ladies of our community decide that they need

a new church building or school house, I be-

come interested and offer them encouragement.

When they come to me with a request to head

the subscription list (and an impression that

I am good for at least one-half of the total),

I remind them tactfully of the proverb which

teaches that 'when an ass bears too light a

load, he wants to lie down.'
"

Churches are beginning to realize that it is

important to have each member contribute

something; the person who fails to make a con-

iribution, generally fails to take much interest

in the work, or bear any of the responsibility.

It's pretty much that way with all organiza-

tions, charitable, religious or what not.

Company-maintained schools and churches

are far better than no schools or churches,

but they cannot compare in enthusiasm and

efficiency to the ones that are organized and

maintained by the miners and their families,

on their own initiative. In any camp where

90 per cent, of the married men contribute to

the school fund, you'U probably find at least

90 per cent, of the children attending school.

It is seldom that a man will contribute to a

school and then help his boy to play "hookey."

Those of you who live in states where public

schools are independent of individual sub-

scription, but require strict truancy laws to

maintain their attendance, will be agreeably

surprised, if you ever have the opportunity

to visit some of these mining-camp schools,

in less-favored communities. There are other

reasons than the money interest to account

for the popularity and success of these mining-

community institutions

If a state or county maintains a school, or a

company builds a school houseforitsemployees

and expects the superintendent to look after

it, the men become suspicious of its teachings

(thanks to our Socialistic brethren) and resent

its influence. Miners as a class are somewhat

suspicious and the shghtest hint that some one

is trying to influence them, for better or for

worse, meets with instant rebellion.

Recall the opposition met with by the pro-

gressive superintendents who attempted to

introduce safety explosives without first ob-

taining the approval of the miners, and you

can realize what some of these same superin-

tendents are now up against, who are endeavor-

ing to persuade employees to send children

to school houses built at company expense,

under company supen.'ision.

The influence of the schools and churches,

organized and maintained by workers, is mani-

fested in many different ways. We once knew
of a camp where four miners' families persuad-

ed their men folks against moving to another

camp, because they had a $25 interest each,

in a church organ. If your boy had solicited

subscriptions for a school building and raised

$150 don't you think he would offer some objec-

tion if you wished to move to another camp ?

Moral: Encourage the wives and the child-

ren, Mr. Superintendent, to solicit your name
last.
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Theory Regarding Process of Coal Formation
i>yyoi\'^l>—Aiilnnuilf IS ijiiitf iisutiih/ reijardvil us a

hituminoua: coal which ha^s been mbjcrtrd lo great heal'

hut Dr. Beryiiis tries to prove that it w the result of ex-

treme pressure, that it may be formed from Intuminaus

coal at a far lower temperature and in shorter lime than

soft coal is developed. His tests also show that in the

change a large percentage of methane is formed,

whereas, where the coals are bituminous, the principal

gas distiUed is dio.cide of carbon, the free hydrogen iui

each case being about the same. Thus we are oilvised',

against regarding anthracite as the ultimate outcome of

all bituminous coals, the differentialion only taking place

under ertreme compression and moderate heat.

Doctor r. Bergius, of Ilaiiiiover, Germany, presented at

the Convention of Naturalists aiul Pliysii-ians, Vienna.

Sept. 22, 1913 (Section of Chemistry aiid Hleetro Chem-
istry), a paper in which he gave an interesting theory of

coal formation. The following report is translated from

the Monlanisti-sche liundschau.*

All Coals Akk tiuc Rksults of Completki) Rkactioxs
AXD AiiE Not Traksitioxal

The author, M'hose papers at former meetings of the

Society had already indicated a wholly new theory of the

al-formation process, gave the convention a detailed ac-

"iint of his investigations. They lead to the conclusion

iliat the formation of coal is a thoroughly uniform, com-
paratively simple, and very characteristic chemical re-

action, and that its product, so far as produced from
cellulose, is likewise a homogeneous body of permanent
Iicniical composition.

Physical chemistry has reached a point where it is pos-

.-ible to explain this process. Thi.s is done by imitating

experimentally the extremely slow process of coal forma-
tion which has taken place through the geologic ages, car-

rying it out in a bricl' time, yet without changing it in

essence.

Wi:i!K Eahlv Failcees to PKonrcK Axthracite Due
TO Excessive Heat?

The earlier experiments were undertaken to attain ar-

tificially a product corresponding to coal by dry distil-

lation at a comparatively low temperature. They led to

products containing about 82 per cent, carbon and 4 per
cent, hydrogen. Natural coals contain considerably more
hydrogen; those, howe^cr, that have a low hydrogen con-
tent, such as anthracite, have a substantially higher car-

bon content than this artificial product.

According to Bergius, this failure in agreement is at-

tributable to the fact that in the earlier experiments of

Iviasen and Stein, the exothermic nature of the carboni-

zation process led to overheatings which do not occur in

nature. The heat of decomposition of the cellulose is

suflRcient, under the nonconducting conditions obtaining
in the earlier experiments, to produce a temperature of

2.300 deg. Fahr. At this temperature the carbonization

naturally becomes a coking process.

In order to make the actions solely those of carboniza-

tion, it was necessary to remove con.stantly the excess of

heat developed, and this was done by heaiing in the pres-

Translated for "Coal Age' by E. P. Buffet.

I'Oi'c 111' water, wliicli was well ailaplcd to the juirposc liy

rea.«on of its great heat capacity, conductivity and ab-

sorbing power in respect to cellulose. To reduce the ])ro-

eess of geologic ages to the compass of a few hours, it wa-
necessary, according to the coefficients of tcmiicrature, to

heat c()n.>;tantly to about 646 deg. F. The heating must I

therefore take place under high pressure in a bomb. .\c- 1

cording to the method here described, systematic experi-

ments starting with pure cellulose were conducted ami
gave the following results:

The Result Is I)iekei!i:ni )\Vl:ii TEMl'EIiATlIiE

Pure cellulose was not cliaugcd by long heating up to

158 deg. Fahr. By increasing the temperature and time
of the reaction, the carbon content gradually increased,

the hydrogen content fell, later it occasionally rose, and
finally remained constant. In "all cx])crinicnts, however,
the carbon content approximated to a constant final

value of about 84.8 per cent., and the hydrogen to about.

1.8. The rapidity with which these results were attained

depended on the tcm])erature.

These values are far closer to the average composition

of coal than those of Stein (81.3 per cent, carbon, 3.8

l)er cent, hydrogen) and Klaseii (82.5 per cent, carbon

and 4.1 per cent, hydrogen). The attainment of such

(oncordant values under the diH'erent conditions of the

experiments certainly shows that the same process has

taken place.

Of special interest, naturally, is the question of by-

products from the reaction. In spite of the difficulties

which the method employed opposes to removal of gas-

eous products, a way was found of determining their com-

position. There was obtained in all cases a gas of about

78 per cent. CO, and 20 per cent. IT, which was entirely

free of hydrocarbons. Investigation of the reaction

quantitatively led with reliable uniformity to the follow-

ing formula

:

25 (C„ Hi, 0,) = (i (('„ H^, 0.) + 24 CO, -f
()5 1I,() + 18 H„

Coal Is a IInti' JlYDiiucAUBOx ^'or a JIixtuke of
Unlike Molecules

The result of tlie so called "incarbonization" {Jnkoh-

lung)* is not, therefore, as formerly assumed, a conglom-

erate of amorphous carbon and organic substances but a

uniform, stable, chemical compound produced by thermo-

dynamic auto-decomposition of the cellulose.

There arises also a question concerning the production

and substance of that coal which contains most carbon,

the anthracite. It i.s generally assumed that Ave are here

dealing with older products of the "incarbonization" re-

action in which this reaction has progres.sed farther.

In the light of Br. Bergius' observations, this idea is

not tenable. Neither by further raising the reaction tem-
perature nor prolongin.ij the time was it possilde to de-

*The meaning of this woid is uncei-tain. the difflculty be-
ing- that it has been invented by the author and cannot bi
determined from its use in .^onieniporary literature. Inkohluns
n:ay mean the reactions by which the carbon percentage is
increased by driving off hydrogen and oxygen as opposed to
reactions of true carboni '.ation In which the body is carbon-
ized from without. Or it may mean that the expulsion ofhydrogen and oxygen takes place within an inclosed space
and subject to the pressures created by the gases formed by
reaction. -Ed.
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part from the value for carbon content obtained by ther-

modynamic auto-decomposition of the celhilose.

Extreme Presscre Produces Anthracite

There was finally found, however, another method of

attaining products still richer in carbon—the employ-

ment of very high pressures, of about 5000 atmospheres.

If the products previously obtained were subjected, with

a simultaneous moderate increase of temperature, in a

suitable experimenting apparatus, to pressures of the

magnitude stated, there finally resulted products of about

88 per cent, carbon and 4 per cent, hydrogen, corre-

sponding to natural anthracites.

This process runs its course much more rapidly thau

the former one, or it can be completed at far lower tem-

peratures if the duration of the action be sufficiently ex-

tended. The gas arising from it, Miiich naturally is

much more difficult to sample and analyze, possesses a

very different composition, that is, about 6 per cent. C0.>,

18 per cent. H, and 75 per cent. C'H^.

This result agrees remarkably well with the fact that

"iean-coal" mines are those in which firedamp develops

abundantly. But also the obvious explanation of anthra-

cite formation from the foregoing experiments, through

the effect of high pressure on the "younger" coals, agrees

perfectl}' with geologic experience, according to which

lean coals are always produced where heavy rock or fold-

ing pressures are exerted.

The course of the coal-formalion process according to

the experiments of Dr. Bergius was as follows:

effect of temperature, time AST) pressure on carbon-
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have one viiluablo si-ani. tlic Brushy Mountain. The afi-

grt'jiato thii-kni'ss of the Carl)i)niferoiis system in this se<'-

tion is a|>pro.xin»ately 3400 ft., being suhdivifled as fol-

lows: Upper measures, SOO ft.; midille measures, 1100

ft.; the conglomerate measures, 1200 feet.

In a general way the structural geology of Tennessee

is comparatively simple. The measures rise steadily from

the Kentucky State line as they approach the boundaries

lietween TennessJee, Alabama and (ieorgia. This field wa.s

first opened in 186S, (Jeneral Wilder, who .served as a

colonel in the civil war, having heard of the mineral

wealth while on a military exj)edition into the region.

Thk Stati; I'l.Asr

Doctor Safford says of this plajit :

The state of Tennesi;ee constructed lis mining i)lant

in the Crooked Fork \'alley where it is worki ig two

seams, the Brushy Mountain at an elevation of 16',;") ft.

and the I'ioiieer at an elevation of ".'iiii.". fi. In ls!i(i.

one hundred coke ovens were const nn ted im ihc ]irii|i-

erty at Petros, Tenn. The ovens are of the ordinary

beehive type, 12x7 ft., and are built on a 1.5 per cent,

grade to expedite the charging which is ilone by means of

ro])c haulage.

Some years later Ml additional ovens were constructed

in a jiarallel bank. The.xe latter are 12x8 ft., and are

what are known as the Rockwood type whicji embodies
something unique in door construction. The brick work
of the ordinary beehive oven is supplemented by a matted
cast-iron arch, together with seven cut arch stones and
two skew back.s. There is also a change in the main door
casting, the top being made at the proper angle to receive

the crown brick.

The eight heavy jambs in the old-type oven are re-

placed by 20 small ones which conform with the radial
lines of the oven, and the thickness of the ringwall brick.

The con.struction of the retaining wall permits the coke
])uller to get closer to the oven no that .shorter tools can
lie used. The sloping hearth in this type of oven prevents
breakage although it makes it hotter for the coke puller.

l)i"r.\ii.i:n Cost ok Ovkns

I have found that these walls withstand the hard .ser-

vice remarkably widl. The following is an estinuite of
the cost of construction of this type of oven:

Estimate

1 ring or trunnel head ...

1300 r.w. brick at $1S
28.50 crown brick at $18. .

95 skew backs at 20c
124 bottom tile at 8c
24 jambs at 8c
1 c.i. door frame
1 matted c.i. arch llOOIb. .it 2ic
1 ton of fire clay

H yd. of sand at 60c. (under bottom tile) . . . .

15 ft. 70-lb. rail to carry larrj- track, 330 lb. at $.30 per ton
14 ft. 70-lb. rail, larry track, 326 lb. at $30 per ton
14 ft. c.i. water pipe, 434 lb. at 2c
14 .T cu.yd. mortar wall at $2.7.5
Bxiilding oven
125 cu.yd- excavation at 40c....
220 cu.yd. of dry wall at $2.75
Fillins around oven
440 common red brick at $7 (brick for pi. r-i

BJ bbl. lime at 60c
4 J yd. of sand (>0c

Laying yard tracks at 10c. per ft

.

Laying larrj* track at 10c. per ft.

Laving water pipe at 10c. per ft

1 coke oven lid, 75 lb. at 2e.
Valves, hose, etc
112 railroad spikes. Sixain
1 bridle bar for holding track in gage

.

28 railroad ties at 45c
28 ft. 70-lb. rail for vard lrack.s, 653 lb. at S30 per ton

The cost of coke making at Ibis plant Hill not vary

materially from the cost sheet a.s herewith iiresented:

S2
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Shaft Sinking under Difficulties
1)Y Charles A. 1' iitscHiiEiiC*

,<yyOPSIS—In ilie iresteni part of thp I'oiahonfas field

great difficulty !> e.rpenenced in reaching the coal meas-

M/T,s on account of the amount of water encountered. This

article describes how some of the principal obstacles were

overcome and a good rate of sinl-ing attained.

The undeveloped area of the I'oiahoiitas coal field lies

at considerable depth under water level, necessitating

deep shafts to reach and develop these rich measures.

Extensive development, in this territory, and likewise

the deepest shafts were undertaken by the Carter Coal

Co., at Coalwood. W. Ta., durino; the present year. This

development and all problems and methods for overcom-

ing the various difficulties encountered were worked out

and prepared under the direction of William B. Craw-

ford, consultino; engineer for the company.

The main or hoist shaft is 16x30 ft., rectangular, tim-

ber-lined, having two hoistways and a compartment for

stairway, pipes and wires. The depth when completed

will be 650 ft. to the Pocahontas Xo. 4 seam of coal,

iuid the development is planned for a production of 5000

tons of coal per day. The air shaft is 15x23 ft., rectangu-

lar, timber-lined and divided into two compartments, one

lor air and the other equipped with a geared electric

lioist for materials and men.

To hoist the required tonnage from this depth, using

single-decked cages, hoisting one 4-ton car per trip, pre-

sented an unusually difficult problem. To meet these re-

quirements and conditions, a double conical-drum hoist

was designed, coupled directly to a slow-§peed, direct-

current motor, driven by a motor-generator set having fly-

wheel equalizer and AVard-Leonard control. This hoist

will lie the largest and most efficient of its type, so far

installed in the United States, and is now being built by

the Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Co., at Pitts-

burgh, Penn.

Success of Sixkixg Thocght Doubtful

The success of shaft sinking in this territory has been

considered a doubtful proposition, owing to the enormous

volume of water to be passed through at various depths,

and several companies have abandoned such projects, or

carried them through, only at enormous cost. This com-

pany while fully realizing the magnitude of the under-

taking decided after careful investigation and study that

the work could he done in an economical manner, and the

various streams of water excluded permaTiently, as well as

during sinking, by forcing cement grout into the fis-

sures and crevices of the water-bearing strata, in advance

of the sinking, and thus cementing off the water over a

considerable area on all sides of the shafts.

Kansome-Canniff grout mixers are used for this work
••nid the grout placed under about 100-lb. air pressure.

The grouting holes are drilled with a Sergeant Si^-in.

rock drill. The results obtained have been highly satis-

factory, making the work of sinking reasonably dry. This

company also proposes, at its second pair of shaft? which
are to he started in the near future, to shut oft all water

by grouting, before actual sinking is begun, thus making

the work dry and rendering much greater speed possible

when the shaft is sunk.

After the work of sinking had progressed some 200 ft..

it was decided that the ordinary type of air drills mounted

on shaft bars and tripods, was neither giving the best

results nor making the progress desired. The space re-

quired to operate these drills interfered seriously with

continuous mucking, and the delays necessary in lowering

and hoisting ei|ui]inient, setting columns and mounting

drills were considerable, and serioiisly affecled the average

sinking speed.

After several experiments, six Jackhanier drills, of

the self-rotating type, made by the Ingersoll-Kand Co.,

were installed and a different method of drilling and
shooting was adopted. With these drills and system,

each shift is required to drill, shoot and muck out, giv-

•11 Broadway. New York

SiNKiJv'G ^Method at Coalwood.

W. Va.

The two sides of the shaft ale al-
ternately driven down.

ing an average gain of 3 to 4 ft. per day in each shaft.

This is considered good progress, taking into account the

adverse character of the formation, and the delays on ac-

count of grouting and water, and has more than doubled

the speed of the old system using the other ty])e of drill.

The method of working and drilling is shown in the ac-

companying sketch. The shaft is divided into two sec-

tions A and B, each being drilled and shot alternately,

so that each section in turn becomes the ''bench" and the

other the '"sump." This method of sinking permits drill-

ing and mucking operations to be carried on simultane-

ously by restricting the muck to alternate sides of the

shaft. This sump is kept clear of watei- by means of two

Cameron sinking pumps.

The Ai;i;AX(ii:Mi:xT of Holes

The sketch also shows the position of the various holes.

The round averages 24 holes, 61/^ ft. deep for each section,

8 being drilled for cut holes and 14 foi squaring, while

the two marked X are drilled last and fired with the

squaring holes to act a.s lifters.

The average drilling time for the round, using the

.Tackhamers. has been reduced to from 31/^ to 4 hours.
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The steels advaiue in 1-ft. changes from 2 to S ft., with

hit sizes as follows

:

%

No. 1—2-ft. ni-.l. L'l-i
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The CapeBreton, Nova Scotia, Coal Fields
SYNOPSIS—Coai was probably found in Canada sever

ears before it was discovered in the United States and

i-as actually shipped to market over a century before

uch shipments took pluce in this country. The fields

f Cape Breton were those which were first exploited,

''he coals have about the same fuel ratio as those of the

''airmont, 11'. Va., coals. The recent lowering of tlie coal

ariff raises the question whether this Nova Scotia coal

nay not regain its former place in the Xew England

narl-et.

The fact that the Cape Breton coals were located by

he .sea accounts for the fact that they were discovered

.efore those of the United States and because they- burn

asily, thev were much sooner brought into practical

ise than the anthracites which were among the first coals

mt into use in this country. The first anthracite coal

ras shipped down the Susquehanna in ITTG* and about

he same time there was some coal-mining activity in

he Clover Hill district of Virginia. The first recorded

liscoverv- of coal in the United States dates back to 1679

rhen Father Hennepin recorded the find in his diary.

Discovery of the Sydney Fields

According to Joseph G. S. Hudson in his "Sections of

he Sydney Coal Fields, Great Breton" : The first

irinted notice of the existence of coal near Sidney ap-

leared in 1672 when Nicholas Denys published in Paris

'A Geographical and Historical Account of the Coasts of

^orth America. Eighteen years earlier, in 1654, Denys

lad obtained from Louis xiv, a concession granting the

ight to explore and work mines of gold and other niin-

rals: for this privilege he agreed to pay the King a

ovalty of one-tenth. In 1677, M. Duchesneau, the In-

eiidant of Xew France, issued a proclamation, exacting

I royalty of 20 sous (20c.) per ton, from all persons

aking coal from Cape Breton. In 1711, Admiral Walker,

cho commanded an expedition to reduce Quebec, men-

ions in his journal, that he procured a supply of coal

rom the cliffs, with crowbars.

The initial attempt at systematic mining was made in

.720, when it was found necessary to procure a supply of

uel for the men who came from France to lay the founda-

ions of the fortress of Louisburg. The pit openings then

aade can be seen even at the present day, at Port Morien,

rable head and other places. During the next 100

'ears, very little work was done, the coal mined being

ised almost exclusively by the garrison at Halifax.

In 1820, however, when Cape Breton island became

)art of the province of Xova Scotia, a considerable ton-

lage of coal was being mined. In 1827 all the mines

rere transferred to the company known as the General

Hiuing Association by the London firm of goldsmiths

'Eundle. Bridge and Rundle) who had secured the mines

md minerals concession for the entire island province

>f Cape Breton, from tlie Duke of York. The new own-

irs immediately organized, opened out, and S3'stematically

iperated, mines in Cape Breton, Pictou and Cumberland

iounties. A formidable agitation had been started in the

)rovince for some years previous to 1858. claiming that

he monopoly of the coal lands by the General Mining

•William Griffith. "Beginning of .Anthracite Coal Trade,"
Coal Age," Vol. 2. p. 40.

Association was seriously retarding the legitimate ex-

pansion of the coal trade; this agitation eventually re-

sulted in the whole subject being referred to the Privy

Council of Great Britain for equitable adjustment.

How Xova Scotia Reduced Unreasonable Royalties

In 1858, the Mining Association surrendered its claims

to the provincial government of Xova Scotia. The gov-

ernment in return agreed to abolish the fLxed rental of

3000 pounds sterling or $14,600 per annum, together with

the royalty on slack coal ; to reduce the royalty on all

screened coal up to 250,000 tons, to 4.80 pence or 9.6c.

per ton; and to reduce the royalty on all coal sold over

250,000 tons to 3.20 pence or 6.4c. per ton. To the as-

sociation, however, was reserved the exclusive right to 20

square miles in C-<\]\- Tin t(.n. and to 4 square miles each

Map of Xova Scotia. Siiowinc; General Location of
Coal Fields

in Pictou, Joggins and Springhill counties respectively.

Under this new regime, mining developed to such magni-
tude that, in 1865, the provincial government appointed

an inspector of mines, John Rutherford, M. E., the

first on this continent.

In 1854, the Government of the United States removed
the duty on coal. This "open-door" policy greatly in-

creased the trade with the Xew England States ; in 1866,

the exportation of coal thereto amounted to 404,252 tons.

However, in the year of confederation, 1867, the United
States once again discriminated against Canadian coal,

and imposed a duty of $1.25 per ton. This duty was main-
tained at this rate until 1872, when it was reduced to

75c. per ton ; at which figure it remained until 1894.

During this latter period, the exports fluctuated from
228,132 tons, to 13,883 tons.

During the period 1894-97, the tariif was reduced to

40c., but in 1897 it was advanced to 67c., at which figure

it remained till this year. Despite tariff barriers, the

exportation of Xova Scotia bituminous coal to the Xew
England states continued to increase, and in 1903 the

shipments reached a maximum of 968.832 tons. There
has been a gradual decrease since that date, and in 1913
the shipments were 412,531 tons. The total production
has, however, increased enormously; in 1912 it was 6,-
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80^,1)97 luus (of -i-iW ponml!!). Of this proiliu timi

5,197,601 tons nrt' to lie credited to the coal fields of Caiie

Breton.

A TAuiir W.\i! Ki:iiisiuiiuri> M auki.o

This inarkeil increase in the jirodiittion is duo in jiart

to the increased market offered h.v St. Lawrence ports. Tn

1877 a select coniniittee of the Dominion Parliament, ap-

pointed to ini|iiire into the condition of the coal Ir.-ide,

recommended the imposition of a duty on United States

coals; this duty has had the effect of opening up the

markets of the St. Lawrence to the Xova Scotia coal

trade, and in 1!M'.J the St. Lawrence market alone i)ur-

ehascd 2.1n!),(i(i.T tons, most of which came front Capo

Breton.

On Feb. 1, IHO;^. the llcmiinidii (Oiil (H. was orjranizcil

with a capital of $1S,I)()0,()0() by a special act of the leg-

islature of Xova Scotia. This corporation amalgamated

the principal interests in the coal areas on the south side

of Sydney harbor. Cape Breton. These included the Caic-

ilonia, Iiiternati(Mial. (ianlner. Old KriilLTcinivt. C'lnrc

ricii tract of coal-bearing rocks, having a.i area of ap-

proximately '^.'iO sipiare miles. It extends along tlic uditli-

crn coast of Cape Breton island for a distance of abnut '''>

miles. (ieologi<ally the coal-bearing strata iiic IkuiihIiiI

by the outcrops of the ilillstoiie (irit, as seen at Miia

Bay, and they terminate at Cape Oaupliin, mIuic llir

intrusive syenites of the Ste. .\.niu' hills form the nortii-

ern ixumdary of the (Jrcat Bras d'Or lakes. Tiie Sy<l-

ney (iehl is divided into four main basins, as follows:

(1) Cow Bdji or Moricii lia.yin. delineil nn tiic cast

bv the Millstone (irit and on the west by nn antirliiiMl

fatiit that dijis seaward at Cape Percy.

Ci) GIncr Hdii liiisln. bimnded by the Cape rcivy

^uiticline on the east, ami by ibe Bridgcjiort aniiilinc on

ilic west.

(.'!) Lii((i(iii-I!iinicliiiis— \'iilona JUisin. This basin

has not so well (Iclincil boundaries as the two preceding
basins, but it cxlrniU rnuu the Bridgeport anticliiu', ])ass-

ing the eminence known as David bead, to a subniei-grd

fault wbirb exists nii(lwa\' in Spanish ba\- and Svdiicy

h:n-bor.

ThM CiiAt. FiKi.iis Xkak Svdn-ky. on Capk Buktov Isi.wii. N(i\\ Scotia, Canada

Bay, Reserve, Gowrie, Victoria and Ontario mines, also

the Sword areas, in all comprising id si|Harc miles: the

area.< controlled have now been extended to 143 s(|uare

miles. With the advent of this great industrial organiza-

tion, a new era in Xova Scotia coal mining began : new
mine workings, railway extensions, new shipping and dis-

charging facilities were developed, old coal markets were

expanded, and new ones opened out, so that the whole coal

trade was revolutionized, Tn the first year of its opera-

tions (1893) the coal mined was 834,019 tons; in 1912,

the ])roduction amounted to 4,332,380 tons; or an increase

of nearly 520 ))cr cent, in 20 years.

In 1900, tlie Xova Scotia Steel & Coal Co. acfpiired

all the mining rights still held by the Creneral Mining
Association. In addition to operating the existing collier-

ies, they have opened out new mines, erected iron and
steel works, and built a modern coke-oven plant, all in

close proximity to the working collieries. Their Princess

Pit—now known as Sydney No. 1—was, in 1873, the first

submarine mine in Xorth America, the coal being won
from workings under the sea. The shafts are of unique
construction, consisting of metal cribbing or tubbing. The
total length of metal tubbing is 842 ft. 9 in. and weighs
some 776 tons. Here, also, was erected the first Guibal
ventilating fan in Cape Breton.

The most important of the Cape Breton coal ficld> is

that known as the Sydney field. It is an cxtraordinarilv

(4) Si/diii-i/ Mini'f „r Bras d'Or liasiii.—This liiisin

extends from tbc submerged fault in Spanish liay to the

western termination of 1bc coal measures at Ca]iu

Daujihin.

Si-;a,\is Aiik TnirK and X't'MKiiOi's

Richard Brown, the well known author of '"The Car-

boniferous System of Cape Breton," states that the thick-

ness of tlic ]iriidncti\i' measures of the Sydney field will

not exceed (ioiMi ft. This measurement is taken from

Burnt head in the Glace Bay basin, where the highest

known bed occurs, down to the Millstone Grit.

The thickness of seams is ap])roximately as follows

:

Bonar Seam, 6 ft. 10 in., Stubbart, 7 ft. 6 in.; Lloyd's

Cove, 8 ft. 1 in.: Seam B, 4 ft. 2 in.; Sydney Main, 3

ft.; Edwards, 5 ft. .) in.; Paint or Barachois, 12 ft. 1 in.

to 13 ft. 4 in.: Cramlall, 7 ft. 11 in.; Victoria, Ross or

David Head, fi ft. 7 in. to S ft.; Hugh McGillivray. G

ft. 3 in.; Carr, ft. (5 in.: Lingan Main, 8 ft.; Hub.

9 ft. 5 in. to 9 ft. in in.: Harbor, 5 ft. 3 in. to 6 ft. 1

in. ; Phalen, 8 ft. 3 in. to 8 ft. 7 in. : Rose or Emery, 1 I't.

8 in. to 5 ft. 6 in. ; Gardner, 5 ft. 9 in. ; Block House, 9

ft. 2 in.; MeAulay, 4 ft. 11 in. and Spencer or Ross, 3

ft. 9 in. Of course many of these seams are listed twice

under different names. Wiich of them occur in the

sanu» section can be determined by inspection of the map
above. Tbiniier beds exist but are not Iktc recorded.
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Discussion of Miners' Compensation Laws
((.'onhnued from Laxt Issve)

SYNOPSIS—Features of flic (Jri'i/oii and Washington

(all's discussed in. relation to the need in Montana, and
compared with the experience in litinois. Relation of

compensation to the insurance plan. Disadvantage of

the general-fund idea. The conipulsorti feature of com-

pensation—its need and objections thereto. Efficienci/ of

the Alabama system as practiced by the Tennessee Coal.

Iron cf R.R. Co. How the law helps the inspector; its

effect on smalt operations. Does com pensation, reduce the

death rate f

Ml!. McDermott (Montana)— 1 want to ask a few

questions of Mr. Moses regarding some points in connec-

tion with compensation laws we, in Montana, are trying

to solve. The question of compensation has interested

ilontana for some few years past ; and, at a recent ses-

sion of the legislature, we had four different measures

drafted for submission ; but, while there were several

points of difference, it was quite evident that they wnated

to adopt some form of compensation law that would

provide just and equitable compensation for accident.

Fe.vtltees of the Oregon and Washington Laws

One of the measures submitted was patterned after the

Oregon law; in fact, was a facsimile of the Oregon and
Washington law. The idea of the Washington law was

to classify the different working classes, according to the

hazard of the risk of the industry; and a certain per cent,

was collected from the payroll sufficient to meet the ac-

cidents incident to the business; and it seemed that was
what we wanted. One of the points raised was, whether

it would be just to compel companies to pay into an in-

surance fund, or to adopt some form of compensation

law ; as they claimed that they were already making sat-

isfactory adjustments and settlements in the cases of per-

sons injured in mines, mills or factories.

Now, to get a little more light on the subject, I want
to ask Mr. Moses, first: To whom, in the absence of the

itate commission, is application for compensation made,
jnd who decides just how much should be paid, under
:he operation of the Illinois law ? Second, what per cent,

jf the coal mines operating in Illinois elected to come
under the compensation law? Third, what objection

ivould there be, from the operator's standpoint, to rais-

ng a common fund for compensation ? As I understand
:he Illinois law, each individual company takes care of

ts own eases.

Me. Moses—In answer to the first question that Mr.
ilcDermott asked I would say the amount of pay is de-

:ermined by the number of defendents. I cannot give

rou the exact rate per child, but it is, for each child, a

'ertain percentage of the earnings of the man while in

:he employ of the company. If he is a recent employee
»f the company, then they go to some other companv or

ndividual, and ascertain his previous earnings. The
ipplication for compensation is made to the company
)y which he was employed. The law. is mandatory that

1 stipulated sum must be paid for certain injuries, such
IS the loss of an arm, leg, hand, finger, toes, etc.

hi regard to the second question T will say that, based

on the number of operators the percentage of those wiio

elected to operate under the law is small, something like

8 or 9 per cent., I believe; but, on a tonnage basis, it is

something like 35 per cent, of the entire output of the

state.

Replying to the third question, the objection to a com-
mon compensation fund is the same that is made to the

insurance-company plan. If I contribute one cent and a

half per ton or any stipulated amount per ton, I would
not make every possible effort to keep my mine in shape,

and to keep down accidents ; and the same reason applies

to the plan of having a common fund. The best idea is

to lay the responsibility on individual shoulders and
every operator then will do what he can to reduce acci-

dent. In other words, operating on a common plan, an

honest operator, anxious to reduce accidents and thus

lower the rate of compensation, would do everything in

his power to make conditions safe in the mines, while

the dishonest operator would not do anything ; but he

would get along just as well as the honest operator, pos-

sibly a little better, and the honest operator would be

paying for his risk. There is the same objection to the

common fund as to insurance companies.

The Cosimon Fund Method

Mii. McDekjiott—In coal mining in Washington 3

per cent, of the payroll was collected for all coal reported

throughout the state. This was held as a fund by the

state government, and handled and disbursed by commis-
sioners appointed or elected for the purpose. Some in

Montana favored the idea of a common fund, and this

was thrashed out for ten days, in public hearings, in

Helena. All of the large operating companies were will-

ing that some sort of compensation law be enacted that

would insure against accidents; but they were unwilling
to have laws pas.sed that W'ould do, as Mr. Moses has sug-

gested, and make those companies who were taking every

precaution to safeguard their property and the lives of

their employees, pay for the other man's accidents. In
Illinois, as Mr. Moses has stated, each one pays for
their own accidents. There is no common fund or any-
thing of that kind. If Montana had such a law we would
have to safeguard our mines better. It seems to me that
under the Illinois law a man should .show a certain

financial responsibility, before he is able to operate. But
with a common fund the poor man would be able to

operate because he is helped by the extra precautions and
safeguards of the larger companies.

There is no difference in opinion among mine workers
as to whether a compensation law would be good or abso-
lutely necessary, but what system will give the best sat-

isfaction seems to be the stumbling block. As far as I

have heard the argument, I would rather favor a fund,
handled by a state commissioner. There are several ob-
jections that might be raised against making application
to local superintendents for injuries that may or may
not be entitled to compensation. For example, if Tom
Jones happened to come two or three times a year with
little trivial claims for accidents, a superintendent would
ignore his claims. On the other iand, I realize that, in a
great state like Illinois, with a large number of em-
ployees, it would keep three or more commissioners busy.
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to investigate every accident that occurred. But I be-

lieve we have reached a stage now tliat compensjitiou is

coming whether we want it or not. 1 believe tliat West

Virginia is modeled more after the German jilan. I

am greatly in favor of compensation laws.

Mit. Moses—I want to say that the question raised by

Mr. McDermoit was tiioronghly discussed in Illinois, and

there is a firm stand by both employer and employee

against the general fund idea; and I believe they are

right. I am not a convert of the general fund idea, for

the reason that, as I said before, it is open to the same

objection as the old system of insurance companies. We
might just as well leave it in the hands of insurance com-

panies as to establish a general fund. The fund would

have one of t^vo things happen to it; it would either be

imposed on by the dishonest operator and dishonest em-

ployee, to the detriment of the honest operator and hon-

est employee; or the delay in legitimate claims would im-

pose upon the needy. You have created exactly the same

feature that characterizes an insurance adjuster who

works to adjust every claim for the least possible money

that would be accepted. When everybody is responsible

for his own protection, he is interested in preventing ac-

cidents, which is the real purpose of compensation. We
shall find that it is cheaper to prevent accidents than to

pay for them ; and that should create ideal conditions in

coal mines.

Mr. Adams (Pennsylvania)—Did you discuss the idea,

in Illinois, of making all companies pay compensation?

Mr. Mosks—I feel, personally, that it should be com-

pulsory ; but to get the law through at all, we had to sub-

mit to the amendment, and make it elective with the

companies. We are still fighting for the compulsory com-

pensation law, and hope to win out finally.

Tiu: AssKSSMEXT Plan

Mr. Fltxn—I want to say, in conection with these

two plans, that probably the plan of Montana would be

the better plan for compensation; but the question we

are most interested in is: What plan will best serve to

reduce accidents in coal mines? I will say that the

T. C. I. have tried out several plans. When they first

undertook compensation they inaugurated the plan of

levying an assessment of so much per ton on the whole

output, regardless of any division. After trying that for

about two years, it was found that some superintendents

were not as active as others in trying to prevent accidents.

claiming that the same amount was charged to them, re-

gardless of whether they had any accidents or not, and

the mine that had a large number of accidents did not

pay any more into the general fund than where they had

none.

Then the plan was changed and each division was

charged with its ovra accidents. If one division had no

accidents, they didn't pay anything; and if another di-

vision had ten accidents, their output was charged ac-

cordingly. The superintendents then got busy; because

if the accident assessment was four or five cents per ton,

at one mine, and only one-half of a cent or one cent

per ton at another mine, the management would a.sk

at once, why one division has to pay so much more for

accidents than another division, where conditions are

practically the same. I want to say that the system

worked more successfully than we dared to hope ; and all

superintendents are now trying to keep the cost of acci-

dents down to a inininnun, while under the old system

they were not interested. Now, if that applies to a emu

pany, how much more would it apply to a state win

there are a number of companies. It may be arguiil

that in the mines operated by one company, condition

would be nmch the same, but they are not; and, since

changing the system, we have reduced our accidents to ,i

marvelous extent. I am. therefore, strongly in favor of

making eacli individual company stand for its own -.[< • i

dents.

Claims i-oh i'i;i:i'i;Mii;ii I n.i iiuks

Mr. Bolt— 1 would like to ask ilr. Moses: To what

extent have employees of your company attempted to im-

pose on their employers, under the compensation law. or

tried to extend the time of idleness for injuries or iii

tempted to collect compensation for imaginary injurii -
'

'Mn. Moses—I will say that it would be impossible fn.

me to state olT-hand the exact number who have tried to

lengtlien the time of injury by pretending iind)ility to

return to work or claimed compensation for injuries not

received; but I can state assuredly that out of the 3200

men we have employed, such cases would not exceed ten

or thereabout.

Mr. Fltnk—How do you decide as to when a man
is able to go back to work?

Mr. Moses—We require every injured person to be

examined by our physician and if he refuses we pay him

nothing; but if the person injured elects to have some

other doctor or a number of doctors, he can do so ; and

we will send him to any hospital he desires, and pay hifi

expenses ; but he must submit to examination by our phy-

sician, who will say when he is ready to return to work.

He must get an order from our physician to the mana-

ger of the mines where he was formerly employed, before

he can return to work. I will say that we have had more

trouble with men wanting to return to work before our

physician thought they were able, than with men not

wanting to go back to work ; and it is more burdensome
to the compensation plan for men to go back before they

are fully able, tlian to stay out a few days longer than is

actually necessary.

Me. Flynn—The T. C. I. Company have a similar

plan, but if a man elects to have an outside physician,

we require that physician to make a report of the acci-

dent, and give the man a "return-to-work" slip, which h'J

must have before he is allowed to go back to work. Many
insist on going back to work immediately. A broken

finger they don't think amounts to anything; but th<?

doctors fear infection and hold them out till that danger

is past. A few insist on staying out longer than the

doctor requires. Wrenched and strained backs are ac-

cidents that will fool the very best doctors. There are

more impostures in this class than actual injuries. A
fake injury such as a sprained or wrenched back is hard

to determine.

Mr. Moses—I will say that our experience is much
the same as Mr. Flynn has described. We expect, under

the compensation law, to be cheated by some ; but we

still think it is the best plan of operation.

Comparative Cost uxder Compkxsatiox Act

Mr. Flynn—Have you any data comparing the cost

of accidents prior to the compensation act, and since

operating under the act?
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Me. Mosks—The only available data previous to oper-

jiting under the compensation act was the sheet showing

the total cost of labor, which included, many men of no

value whatever around the mines. Owing to the practice

of giving easy jobs to a certain number, which had been

in operation and was a burden, we had no accurate way
by which to obtain figures showing the cost of acci-

dents. It was only possible to compare the total cost of

accidents and labor now with the total previous cost of

accidents and labor. By this comparison, the total cost

appears to have been materially reduced; but it is not

entirely on account of compensation; because we have

renovated the mines and put- them in good shape ; and

installed new equipment, which would tend to reduce the

cost without compensation. The claim I make for com-

pensation is that it has enabled us to accomplish this re-

siUt better than could be done without the law.

Mk. Sylvester {Tennessee)—I thoroughly agree with

Mr. Moses in the conclusion that we must put the lia-

bility on the individual employer, in order to cut down

the accident list. I would like to ask : To what extent

have the small mines, working on a limited capital,

adopted this proposition ?

Mn. Moses—I don't think that I can answer that ques-

tion at all, but perhaps Mr. Bolt could answer the ques-

tion as to the number of operators tliat have come under

the law.

From the Inspector's Standpoint

Mr, Dunlop {Illinois)—I would like to say a few

words about the Compensation Law, from the inspector's

standpoint. I have not regarded this law for the com-
pensation given to the injured employee, or to the family

of a man who is killed ; but as a means of reducing mine
accidents. Few of our operators have elected to work
under the compensation act; but the largest operators

have done so. Looking more to the prevention of acci-

dents than anything else, the inspectors have met the

commissioners frequently, for the purpose of securing

what we call "face bosses," for the purpose of supervising

the work of the miners and preventing accidents.

One year ago on the first of May, when the Compensa-
tion Act first took effect, a coal company that employs
something like 1300 men, in two mines, and which, prior

to that time had just one face-boss, put on four extra

bosses, the very day the act took effect. Some of these

men look after the working face only; others see that

the men timber their places properly. The records show,
however, that they have had more accidents since put-
ting the four men on, than they ever had previous to that

time; although it is true that the men were reporting
more accidents than they did before.

There is one feature about the Compensation Law, as

far as the inspector is concerned; it is better than in-

surance. Insurance companies, as a rule, simply comply
with the statutes and no more; and if an accident oc-

curs, the insurance company makes the settlement.

Under the Compensation Act, the operators go further;
they do more than the law requires, which is, to me, one
•of the best features of the law. When the operator is

willing to do more than the law requires, it makes it

easier for the inspector. The law, in its present form,
is hard on small operators, many of whom cannot oper-
ate under its provisions. They are required to file i
bond, showing that they are responsible and able to take

care of any accidents that may occur. That provision

will deter many who would be glad to work under the

IjlW *****
I want to .say. it was stated that twenty years ago

we had good, practical, English-speaking men in the

mines; and today 70 per cent, of the miners in Illinois

are 'foreign-speaking men ; but with all that, the num-
ber of accidents is no greater, but remains the same. The
death rate seems to be fixed, as we have not been able

to reduce it; but I believe that the Compensation Law is

going to be the means of reducing the number of acci-

dents at the face, due to falls of coal and rock. Fifty

per cent, of mine accidents occur at the face; and the

Workman's Compensation Act is the only thing that will

help us. We are not having any more accidents on ac-

count of non-English-speaking men in the mines. For
every 850,000 tons of coal mined in Illinois, there is

a man killed ; and that is true of nearly every state.

Comparative Results

Mr. Williams {Pennsylvania)—How do present re-

sults compare with those under the supervision given
in the face twenty years ago ?

Me. Dunlop—The present law only took effect one
year ago; and, as Mr. Moses stated, we are now having
reported more accidents than were ever heard of before.

I will refer, in reply to your question, to a mine that

has been worked with face-bosses, now, for the last six

years. The year before the Workman's Compensation
Act took effect, the company paid out $1000 for compen-
sation, in one mine alone where 600 men are emploj'ed.

This last year, under the Compensation Act, when all

of the men knew they were entitled to compensation, it

cost the company $1800 for accidents. That is the low-

est estimate that I have gotten from the district. An-
other feature is: The injured miner does not know how
much he is going to get until he is laid off and the cause

of the accident is learned. I will say that the operators

are very reasonable and pay what they consider a fair

compensation. Viewed from the standpoint of prevent-

ing accidents, it is what we want, and I hope it will ac-

complish that purpose.

Effect of Law on Fatalities

Mr. Bolt—In discussing fatalities in Illinois, Mr.
Dunlop said the death rate in the last twenty years has

remained about the same. I don't know that he is quite

correct in that statement, but, if he is, there is some-
thing the matter, because anyone who has been in Illi-

nois during the last twenty years knows that conditions

have improved wonderfully in the mines, in that time:
Ventilation is 100 per cent, better; efficiency in the man-
agement has improved by 100 per cent, or more; condi-
tions under which the men are working have improved
all around. I hold and have always held that the rea-

son accidents have not been reduced was because of the
influx of foreign labor, and I would like to have Mr.
Dunlop tell me why, with all of these improvements, the
death rate and the rate of accidents have increased, if it

is not due to the cause I have stated. With all of the
improvements the accidents should not show the same
ratio of increase that the tonnage did. I repeat, it is

because of the influx of foreign labor in the mines—men
who know barely euoneh to use the pick, and don't know
how to protect thimselves.

Mr. Dunlop—In looking over the reported fatalities
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and investigating accidents, 1 find that it is not the green

men that are being killed. It is the men who have been

working in thp mines for years. The green man—the

foreigner—takes better care of himself than the man of

experience. In my opinion the reason for tlie great num-

ber of accidents is careless neglect, growing out of fa-

miliarity with the conditions, and taking chances. They

sramble on it. It is the experienced men among the non-

English-speaking men who are killed.

Mr. B.4CK (Illiitois)—In the district that I represent

(the sixth), the large companies are working, not ex-

actly wnder the Compensation Law but something simi-

lar, while the smaller companies set aside a certain

amount as a sort of trust fund, to take care of accidents.

The large mines employ face-bosses. In the last year we

have only had two nonfatal accidents and hut one fatal

accident. I have asked what it cost to insure, and the

reply was about $14 on eaeli $1000 carried on the pay-

roll. What does it cost under the Compensation Law?

The answer is: I.*s.<i than one-half, after paying all costs

of injuries from accident.

I find, also, that when companies are carrying insur-

ance a great many of tiiem do not attempt to keep their

mines in good condition ; they neglect passageways, drive-

ways, etc. I am heartily in favor of the Compensation

Law, and I don't have to ask whether they are working

under the law or not ; I can see it. Companies working

under the Compensation Law are more careful and par-

ticular than those where the insurance companies pay

the bill.
*****

I'KliTlNK.NT QlKSTlOXS

Mk. Paul {Pennsylrania)—The discussion on this

subject has been both interesting and profitable, although

some of the discussions have wandered some from the

main subject. I would suggest there are a few questions

that it would be well to have answered in order to com-

plete the records; so that other members who could not

attend the meeting may have the information. I will

ask Mr. Moses to kindly answer the questions as T ask

them.

Ques.—Under the Compensation Law, of llliuois, have

the fatal accidents increased over and above the acci-

dents prior to the operation of the law ; or does the in-

crease mentioned apply to mostly nonfatal accidents?

Mn. Mo-SKS—I could not answer that question for the

entire state of Illinois, because such a small percentage

of the operators are acting under that law. I can

only answer relative to our own operation, that the fatal

accidents have decreased, while the nonfatal accidents

have increased.

Ques.—What provision is made for the protection of

miners who come under the Compensation Law, at a

small operation that may subsequently go into bank-

ruptcy or into the hands of a receiver, or be closed down

by reason of a mine fire, if at that time there is standing

against the operator a nnmber of claims for the payment

of compensation for total or partial di.sabilitv?

Ml!. Moses—It would be the same if that property

owed the miner wages; the obligation would rank in the

same class as any debt for labor.

Qves.—Do the operators who are now operating under

this law carry liability insurance to compensate them in

case of accident?

Mr. Mosf.s—Xot to my kiiouledgu. I h;\\r inidiT-

stood, however, that tiiere were, at the first, some opera-

tors who took out a form of insurance against large ac-

cidents; but, so far as I have been able to learn, no op-

erator under the law is now carrying insurance.

Que/!.—At tho.se mines operating under this law, has

there been noted any increase of efliciency on the part of

the men, by reason of their being given treatment anil

being made ])erfeetly well before returning to work; has

the proihution of coal per man increased?

Mk. JIiisKs—Yes, the increase has been about a ton

per man ])er month; but all of that, in my estimation,

cannot be attributed to the working of the Compensation

Law. (Jood ventilation and better working conditions

and equi])ment wotild have some bearing on the increasecl

output ]icr man.

^fli. Dl'Nl.dl'—The new law rc(|iiircs that all iiperalor^

that elect to come under the law must file a bond.

Mit. Bkddow {New Mexico)—My understanding nl'

the Illinois Compensation Law is that it is not conijuil-

sory on the coal companies to operate under that law ; but

part have chosen to so operate and part have not. I

would like to know if these companies that are operating

under the law. are exempt from personal damage suits,

i.e., per.sonal damage suits under the general law, in case

of any of their men getting hurt; or are they cxem])!

from such damage suits?

Mr. Duxlop—It does not exeni])t them Ironi la\vsuil>;

if a miner is not satisfied, he can enter suit, but he then

loses his rights of fellow servant plea, etc.

Mr. Martin—In West Virginia, the law states that

when the party injured was injured on account of the op-

erator not complying with the state mining law, that

party has the right to apply to the courts.

CoMPKXSATioy IN' Pennsylvania

Mr. Auams—Pennsylvania is now considering the

matter; it is before the legislature. We have now sonic-

thing of the form of the Illinois law and some of th?

good features of other laws, but we want to make that

compulsory upon all companies large or small. Such

a bill passed the House but when it came to the Senate

they started the same discussions as they had in Illinois.

It is now in the hands of the conference committee. It

is a measure in which the state officials have taken much
interest. They w-ant to have a law that w-ill mean some-

thing; a law that is possible not only to one party of

the coal-mining industry, but equally to both. Th;y waul

to make it compulsory for all companies to go under thi.-'

act and not make it elective. I think that nltimately

we will get a good compensation law, one possibly super-

ior to those of other states, because we have consiilered

all the other laws. The bill will not come out of tha*-

conference committee until it is right and just to all.

T am glad that we have, in Pennsylvania, the power to

say to legislators that we must have everything just

and right. The House has done a grand work and the

Senate has made certain changes, but more must be done

liy the working people. There is a way and a method of

arriving at that which will be just to all; the larsre op-

erator and the small operator alike.

As it stands at the present time, the small operator,

if compelled to pay this compensation, would be forced

out of the business. That is the worst feature of the

nieasure. \n explosion in the mine of a small individual

npi raioi- uoiild wipe ont bis life savings '

i a day.
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PrOPiram of Coal Mining Institute of ""<1 '" graded school was suuted. four iustructors being

. . finployed. The reception accorded the school by all

America classes of mining men made it a pronounced success, and

Winter Meetixg Foirr Pitt Hotkl, Pittsbdkgh, '* was found necessary to start a day class for those men

Penx Dfc 4 \xi) 5 li)i;5
employed on niglit shifts. This departure required the

employment of anotlier instructor, making five in all.
*'"''* ""'

Last year, 1912-13, there were 6-t students enrolled in
1(1:30 a. Ill Business Session ,, , i 'i ^-x' • ^ j. j.i j. •

J jij p j^ Address the classes ; and it is gratifying to report that six meni-

"Efficiency of Bituminous Coal Mining." Har- bers of the school passed the examinations for mine fore-
lington Emerson, Consulting Engineer. The Em-

,^^g^ ^^^^j a.ssistaut mine foremen, held ill the spring and
erson Co., New York City.

, , , . <> j ,. ,

2:30 p.m Question Box wd'e awarded certincates of competency.

Conducted by John I. Pratt. State Mine Inspector. This Year the dnv I'hlSS is taudlt by Richard Lewis,

3-30 Jj^f^*"""^^'

^''""-
j.^^,„. assistant mine foreman, Lehigh &' Wilkes-Barre Coal Co.

"Safeguarding the Use of Electricity in Mines.- The night clas.ses are taught by W. D. Tliomas, mine
Clyde G. Brehm, Electrician, Oliver *t Snyder Steel foreman, Kiugstoii Coal Co., and Eobert Johuson, mine
Co., Uniontown, Penn. ,. n /t t . . ' . i TP -D -n^ .^ „

^.jQ p j^ Address loreman, L. C. Lee, mining engineer, and L. ii. W agner.

Jesse K. Johnston, Creighton, Penn.—"A Study of elt'ctrical engineer, all of the Lehigh Valley Coal Co. The
the Wages and Selling Prices of Coal in the

classes meet everv Tuesday and Friday evening, and re-
Pittsburgh District." . . • % i- oa j. n qa ")

1 1

^.gij p „, Institute Banquet niaiu 111 scssioH trom 7:30 to 9:30 o clock.

Fort I'itt Hotel The officers and directors of the ' Wilkes-Barre District
Announced Speakers: Dr. w. J Holland, i^irector Mining Institute are: Thomas H. Williams, president;
Carnegie Museum, Pittsburgh; H. M. V^ ilson. V, -r^ f , ^ t t ««• ,, ii '

Engr. in Charge. V. s. Bureau of Mines, Pitts- IL G. Davis, fiTst Vice-president; James J. AlcCarthy,

burgh. Penn. -econd vice-president ; F. M. Devendorf, secretary-treas-

Sfoiiiii ijiij urer; Thomas R. Evans, A. L. Williams, Charles Enzian,

ift-oo a.m Paper John T. Thomas, Gilbert Jones, P. H. Devers, M. J.

Tir^^'^^n^l^L Tonoxrde."""Jrt l^I^^t-rty, Thoma.s H. Price, Thomas Martin, Thomas J.

Burreii, Engr. u. s. Bureau of Mines. \\ illiams, Samuel R. Morgans, Gwilliam Edwards, J. S.

10:45 a.m Paper H"ammonds, E. J. Newbaker, Lewis .1. Davies and Thomas
"Basic Coke." J. R. Campbell, Chief Chemist. ,„, i- j.

.

H. C. .Frick Coke Co., Bverson, Penn. 1 nomas, directors.

1 1:30 a.m Paper t;

"What is a Proper Method of Sampling the Bee-
hive Coke Ovens for Analysis?" F. C. Keighley. Alabama & NcVV OllcanS TranS"
Gen. Mgr. Oliver & Snyder Steel Co.. Coal Dept.,

Uniontown, Penn. DOrtation Co.
1:30 p.m , Paper ^

"Stray Electrical Currents." W. F. Elwood, Con- U • R AT << - •
I

suiting Chemist, Greensburg, Penn. "\ ii. M. STAK.VES
i

Illustrating Coal' Mining Fields and Transporta"'- ' That the Alabama & Xcw Orleans Transportation Co.:

tion Problems in -Uaska. Dr. w. R. Crane. Dean will take a leading part ill the coal busiuess in the South,
Mining Dept.. Pennsylvania State coUege.

cspcciallv along the ffulf coast, is Very evident. New'
3 :15 p.m Address i ^ o ..- j

"Portable Electric Mine Lamps." H. H. Clarke. Orleans uses nearly three million tons of coal yearly, a
Electrical Engr.. u. s. Bureau of Mines.

[gj.gg portion of which comes 1500 miles from the Pitts-

.,. burgh district, on account of the low water rates in com-

parison "n'ith the rail rates from Alabama,

The Alabama <fc Xew Orleans Trans]iortation Co. has

already completed four barges and is building eleven more.'

each i)f 1000 tons (equal to 25,000 liu. a.s they figure if

in Pittsburgh) capacity. The barges, which are an in-

novation in American watercraft, were designed by Gen-

eral Manager John H. Bernhard on the lines of the boats

so succes.«fully used in both (icrmany and Holland. These

barges, constructcil in the company's own plant at Xew
Oi'lcans, arc sclf-]iropelled by j^roducer-gas engines, and

the cost of o]ierating amounts to only about $1 per clay

per barge, exclusive of lahor. "Wlien completed and put

into service, not only will they he able to compete with

the Pittshurgh coal, hut on account of the much shorter

distance, the Alabama coal will be delivered and sold a1

a lower price than the Pittsburgh ]iroduct.

The company has bought some three thousand acres of

high-grade coal lands on the banks of the Black Warrior

River above Tuscaloosa, .\la. Numerous openings arc

being made and the mines will eventually have an output

of more than 2000 tons per day. Even this may have to

be increased after a few years. The company has a great

advantage in that the coal is weighed, screened, washed
and loaded direct fr(im the mine cars into the barges.

The Wilkes-Barre District Mining
School

This school, conducted jointly by the Wilkes-Barre

Y. M. C. A. and the \\ilkes-Barre Di.strict Mining In-

stitute, is just entering on its' fourth year, the first ses-

sion having been held Tuesday e\eniiig, Oct, 14, The
sessions will close Apr. 17, 1911. The courses of the

.school embrace practically every subject in the mining (if

coal. The work has the indorsement of all the leading

mine officials in the vicinity. The course covers two years

of practical study in arithmetic, mensuration, geometry,

trigonometiT, logarithms, mine gases, mine ventilation,

mine surveying, mechanics, air compression, electricity

and the anthracite mining laws of Pennsylvania.

Charles Enzian, mining engineer of the F. S. Bui-eau

<if Mines, is supervising principal. Mr. Enzian was the

first instructor in this school, having conducted a cla.ss

in mining, in the Y. M. C. A., during the winter of

1907-08, The following year the work was carried on

under the au.spices of the Wilkes-Barre District Mining
Institute.

In 1910, it was decided to i-xtcnd the course of study
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SNAP SHOTS IN COAL MINING
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Tll'VLE AXU WasHKRY OF HlO illDDY FuEL (Jo.,

Mai!Iox, III.

A L'LOSEK View ok the Bio Muddy W a.sueuy at

Mabion, 111.

1. DmrrixG Coal at the Chesapeake axd Ohio Pier. Xewtort News, Va. 2. Briquettes of Pocahontas
Coal ox Barge Going to U. S. S. S. "Connecticut." Storage Plant of the A. C. Line. One Hundred

Thousand Tons ok Kanawha and Pocahontas Coals Are Stored in This Yard
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Shows Style of Concrete Arch Used keae Foot of Eescue Team, First-Aid Cars axd 50-Gal. Extin--

AiR Shaft ix ilixEs of JIadisox Coal Corporatiox guishki;, Madisox Coal Corp., Mt. Olive, III.

A Group of Boys Whose Job It Is To Pick Slate
FB03I THE Ax-THEACITE CoAL As It TeAVELS

through THE Breaker

This Piece of Pock Was Taken from ax Ax-
theacite Coal Seam.—Xote Eemarkable Ee-

SEMBLAXCE TO A TrEE StUMP

This A'iew Shows Plaixly the Character of Cajipaicx ]So\v Bkixg Coxducted ix Mexico by the
So Called Eebels. The Aujita Tipple at Coahuila, Mfxico, Was Completely Destroyed
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A Defense of the Flame Safety Mine Lamp
l>v K. A. II.Mi.wiioii

csYNOPSH^—.1 moilern safety kimp iiasxes flaiiif only

under xeveral pccul'uir rundilionx, iiliivli arc most unlikely

to hapiien at one and the same time. A current of air

is not likely to be at once both strong and (fa.-<eous enoiiyh

to caiof a ijood lamp to i)a.ss flamr. nor are a dirlij or

punctured gauze, or a cracked gla.-<s xo dangerou.^ «.< is

commonly thought. Even the crushing of a safety lamp

in a gaseous mixture is little likely to rau.'^e an ej-plo.s-ion.

The .safety lamp ha." probably been blamed for disasters

in which it had no part and other cau.ies of accident have

been overlooked to the detriment of the one agent which

satisfactorily determines the presence of gas and its quan-

tity.

Prior to the days of Sir lluiiiplin y l»avy. it \va> n<>

doul)t natural to fix upon the naked tlame then in coni-

mon use as the prohanle cause of eoal-niine exph>sions.

Tile Uavy Lamp was then invented, and was thoujjht

to be a solution of the ditlieulties. hut unfortunately it

was afterwards shown that under certain conditions, gas

when ignited inside the lamp could he blown through the

gauze which surrounded the flame and an explosion

created in the mine. The Davy Lamp was. however, re-

mode'ed, and the present type of bonneted Marsaut safety

lamp was evolved.

False Ixfkkenck kkoii iiii: Daw Lami-

It is, however, somewliat \infortunatc that the tricks

which could be played on the old Davy lamp have .so

fascinated professors and many .so called Government ex-

perts, that they have not been al)le to realize that the same

tricks cannot be played upon the modern safety lamp.

These people still devote considerable time to describing

and exhibiting experiments on safety lamps, and fail to

draw attention to the fact that their experiments and

their writings really refer to the Davy lamp and that

such discouraging results are not obtained with its more

modern successors.

The natural result is that an unnecessary nervousness

is created in the minds of miners and coal operators who

have not the time or Jiieans at their disposal to learn

tiiat these tests do not apply to the modern flame lamp,

and while I agree that experiments on the Davy lamp

are instructive, I contend that it is unfair to the flame-

lamp manufacturers not to place more emphasis on the

fact that the demonstrations refer only to obsolete lamps.

ExPLOsio.NS .Vi!H Chakcki) Offiiaxd to Safety L\Nri>s

One unfortunate result of these records of experiments

is that at the inquiries following an explosion in a mine,

many practical men and many so called experts calmly

state that in their opinion the explosion was causeil by

a "'safety lamp."

From my experience in connection with, a large num-
ber of tests on safety lami)s, and from a perusal of evi-

dence upon which these statements of experts have been

based, I am firmly convinced that the persons giving

BuilriinK.•Manager, Ackroyd & Best. Ltd.. Arrott Hov
Pittsburgh, Penn., and Morley, England.

Note—Paper presented to the .Anif-rican Mining Congress
Oct. 22. 1913. at Philadelphia. Penn

evidence have known little nr iidthiiig about the great

margin of safety i)os.sessed by modern flame safety lamps.

or that the person in question has lieen misled by pub-

lished te.sts on the old Davy lamp.

One of the baneful results of \erdicts based on such

evidence, is that instead of ])ursuiiig the inquiry further

as should be done, the inquirers overlook the actual cau.se

of the disaster. Ferha])s an unnecessary ihange is made

in lamps, and yet the real means for creating a fresh

disaster are still retained in the mine.

Skvki;\i. Um.ikki.v CoNnirioNs ilr.sT Consimhe 'I'o

Caisic .\n Kxpi.o.sio.n

.V white-hot beat is necessary to cause tlanie to pass

from the insiilc of a uvll roiistnictcd bonneted lamp t.>

the outside. This temperature lan (Uily be attained by

subjecting the lamp lo an explosive mixture containing

8 to 9 per cent, of methane traveling at over 3500 ft.

per min. Persons acquainted with these facts will rea-

lize that it is a mistake to talk of creating an explosion

in a mine by the over-heating nf a well designed lamp.

Many an explosion has been wmngly charged to Ibis

cause.

The majority of lamps now in use are fitted with bon-

nets or shields, and 1 ba\e luul lamps of this description

in explosive mixtures and the gas inside the gauze burn-

ing for hours and the gauze red hot, and yet an outside

explosion has not occurred. 1 submit that it will be

an extremely rare occurrence to find the following three

concurrent conditions: An explosive mi.xture of gas trav-

eling in a mine at a velocity of 3500 ft. per min., a lamp

placed in such a position as to receive the full force of

this velocity, and a miner standing by oblivious of the

unusual dangers. Such a combination of circumstances

is so remote as to be unlikely to happen and may 1h' dis-

missed as out of the question.

If the velocity be greater than 3500 ft. per min., Imt

if the enormous requisite volume of gas for the passage

of flame he absent, then there is no danger. On th-

other hand, if gas be present but if the requisite exces-

sive velocity be missing the lamp would be unlikely to

cause an explosion. Again, the miner would not be dis-

posed to remain in such gas. The danger from "still"

gas is furthermore unlikely to occur, as the illumination

given out from a dangerous mixture of gas biirnini: in-

side a safety lamp would be so small that the miner cnuld

not continue working by its light.

\nK F'xPLOSioNs LiKKLV Fitd.M A Dii,"n <i\ry.i-. oit \

ChACKKD (il.ASS?

In anotiier series of test.s, the flame was kept burning

in a lain]) surrounded by an explosive mixture of gas. I

-Vt intervals coal dust was scattered inside the lamp and
also over the outside of the gauze. The lamp was con-

stantly shaken about in the ga.s, and finally coal dust was
allowed to remain on the crown of the gauze for some
hours. The gas flame burned immediately underneath
the top of the gauze, and had ample opportunitv to heat
and coke the coal dust.

The lamp had only a single gauze, and the test wa-
carried out at our Pittsburgh factory with natural sas,
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yi't despite these unfavorable conditions, the flame did

nut communicate with the surrounding gas, notwithstand-

ing tlie fact that the gauze was often red hot. If, there-

fore, single gauzes will not under such conditions pass

tlarae, it is evident that an explosion is still less likely

to occur where the flame is protected by a double gauze.

In other tests, a lighted bonneted lamp was passed

so slack that on shaking the lamp, the glass has freely

rattled. The glass was split from top to bottom, and a

crevice cut right across the top and also at the bottom of

the split, the crevice being more than -^ in. wide.

This lamp was placed in a most explosive mixtiirc <i!'

rompressed gas and kept there for over one half lioui'

with the gas blazing inside the lamp. This failed to cause

an outside explosion. In the test, the gas mixture was

1 (impressed down to two-thirds its original volume, and

the gas therefore was in a most ex])losive conditidu.

A Hole ix thk Tor of thi: (iArzi-: Is I'hotkctkd by

Txc'OiiKrsiim.i'; (i.\s

hi other tests, a ligbteil lumnctcl bini|i was jiassed

into an cxplosiNC mixtui'e of gas, a hole was pierced in

the top of the gauze of not le.s than 1/4 in. diameter, and

vet the flame failed to pass through the hole and ignite

the surrounding gas. No doubt the reason for this was

that the products of combustion from the lamp flame

covered the hole in the top of tlie gauze with a barrier of

incombu.-tible gas, through which the flame could not

]iass to the outside gassy atmosphere.

To users of flame safety lamps, this test will no doubt

be interesting as it is the upper part of the gauze which

is subject to the most wear and tear, and fortunately the

test demonstrated that it is the top part of the gauze

which is usually jirotccted by the liarrier of incombus-

tible gas.

If the lamp in question be extinguished and the prod-

ucts of combustion escape and if the lamp flll with an ex-

plosive mixture of gas, and an internal friction igniter

is operated so as to cause a flame to form in the lamp

and ignite the gas inside it, then I admit that it is pos-

sible that this flame would pass through the hole in the

gauze to the outside. But this, of course, only refers to

this particular type of lamp, and would not refer to those

iif the type which must be comjiletely inclosed when being

relit.

The Cracking of the Glass i;y Heat C'ax Bk Avoided

AXD Falls of Ifocic May Rk Hahmless

Some authorities have made much ado about the pos-

sibilities of the heat from the flame of the miners' lamp

cracking the glass. This objection is only a question of

a few dollars, as clear glasses can now be supplied for

miners' lamps of such quality that they may be heated

up to about 341 deg. F. and sprinkled witli water from

a watering can, and yet fail to crack.

Some people have been afraid that a slab of roof fall-

ing on a safety lamp might cause an explosion and ignite

the gas; but in all the tests I have so far made, before

the lami) was dangerously damaged, the flame was ex-

tinguished.

In one series of tests, a lamp was placed upon an iron

]iiston, and the piston moved rapidly upwards into a cyl-

inder containing gas, so that the top of the gauze came
into violent contact with the crown of the cylinder and
the gauze was crushed duwn. Xo outside explosion fol-

lowed, the light in the lamp apparently being extin-

guished by the crushing or by the rapid movement of the

air. It is unlikely that a lamp would be subjected to so

severe a test in the mine as was that just described, for

these reasons: If the gas was driven down ahead of the

falling rock the rush of air would almost certainly e.x-

tinguish the lamp before the rock came into contact with

it iind crushed il. If, however, the rock were to arrive

tirst, the lamji would be crushed and the light snuffed

lint by the fall before the gas reached it. In any event

an immense volume of gas would have to be released, to

reach a lamp which was crushed on the floor.

In another test, an luibdiineted and lighted lamp was

placed in a big jet of explosive gas, aiul the gauze

smashed by a violent blow with a mallet. This also failed

to ignite the gas, the blow invariably extinguishing the

Uunj) flame. I, therefore, contend that by using a bon-

neted lamp of suitable design all fears that physical vio-

lence may injure it in such manner as to cause an ex])lo-

sion may be discounted.

While I do not, for one moment, advocate the relax-

ation of any possible effort to insure the supply and issue

to miners of nothing but the bt^^^.and safest lamp. I am
of the opinion that the tests just mentioned have shown

that the miners' safety lam]! gives a larger margin of

|irotecti(>n tlian is generally su]iii(iscd.

Thk Pkkskxt Tks-i- fok Ga.s Is So Simple that An-
oTHKu Test Is Sought

It is somewhat unfortunate that the method of ascer-

taining gas percentages by the safety latnp is so simple

that after only a few minutes' or hours' practice with a

simple gas-cap observation machine, practically any mine
man can read the percentage of inflammable gas in the

atmosphere.

It would, no doubt, a|3peal more to the present "wise"

generation if the lamp could be fitted with a series of

levers, switches and indicating dials. The appliance

would be even more valuable if when the reading were

taken, elaborate reference had to be made to square-,

cube-root and other tables to interpret the figures ob-

tained. It would then no doubt, be looked upon as a

marvelously clever device, and more attention would be

devoted at colleges and mining schools to the elaboration

of its mysterious workings.

Now putting sarcasm aside, I would sulimit that

the miners' flame safety lamp is the most simple

and nuist accurate and most reliable device which could

possibly be conceived for the practical ascertainment of

percentages of gas in the atmosphere of a coal mine.

In recent years the organization of evening mining
classes has made great strides in all the coal districts of

Great Britain. A very large proportion of both adult

and young miners have attended these classes. From
conversations I have had with many of the teachers and
with men in the mines in various parts of the country,

and from observation of the behavior of the mining men
who visited the works with which I am connected. T

am of the opinion that this course of education will ul-

timately prove to be one of the biggest factors of safety

introduced in recent times into the coal mines.

The T^tPoiiTAXfE of Gas Testix^'g Ixckeases

A few years ago few miners knew how to test for gas

and read "gas caps." The consequence was that men
have often ignorantly continued working in places so
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cliiirged with gas as to W on or near tlic border line of

e.xplosibility. No iloubt the miner has done things whirb

he would have avoideil ha<l he known the dangerous con-

dition of the atniosjihere in whii-h he was working.

It has now been established that a severe explosion can

be obtained from quite a small percentage of gas if coal

dust be present. The present tendency iu coal-mining

practice is to employ vast numbers of men in every mine

on each shift : the number of deaths from an e.\])losi(in

is therefore more appalling (as witness the recent ex-

plosion in South Wales, Kngland, where over 400 men

api)ear to have been killed), to employ more electric ma-

chinery, such as coal cutters, locomotives, motors, to push

tlie coal face forward more rapidly and risk falls of largo

quantities of rock roof with the po.ssiblc bringing down

of gas to be ignited by s])arks from the grinding rock.

There are also the possibilities of explosions from

pipes, cigarettes and matches, so that it is now more

necessary than ever to place in the hands of each miner,

the means whereby he may ascertain the state of the at-

mosphere in which he is working.

The best cour.se to pursue will no doubt be to educate

tiic miners more and more into the best methods of using

tlic tlamc safety lamj) and also as to the best manner in

whicii to test for gas.

Some parties have ])roposed that a flame safety lamp

be placed at the entrance to each working place. This

is to be given into the charge of the "gangman." This

lamj) will generally be neglected, however, and as the

])rincipal object of the "gangman" is to get as much coal

as possible, he will, no doubt, fail to take a lamp into

his working place at sufticiently frequent intervals.

On the other hand, if each worker be provided with a

flame safetj- lamp, the early detection of the presence of

gas is better assured. Even with the best of ventilatioit

.some ]iarts are likely to be overlooked and an ex])losion

of gas may be extendcil by i(ial dust thnnighout the mine.

TiiK Ili.imination .\i'ioi;iii:i) uy tiik S.\n:TY Lamp

Many writers who discu.ss unfavorably the light given

by a flame safety lamp appear to forget that the coal

miner does not go down into the mine for the ]n)rpose of

reading the daily newspaper, liut rather to hew coal from

a generally well defined icinl Tare, and that, with constant

practice he gets so that lie midd do the work almost

blindfolded.

Tiiey also overlook ihc Ian that, generally speaking,

several men work so near each other at the face that they

get a large general lighting effect from the .'several

lamps.* A miner's light, may on the surface seem to bo

a miserable one, yet in the darkness of the coal mine this

same light is quite sufficient for the work.

Certain ])arties blame the thinic ol' the safety lamp for

certain diseases of the eyes of miners, but it would now

appear that there are some mine workers who have had

the benefit of the increased light from acetylene lam])s,

yet they now complain that this increased light hurts

their eyes. This would seem to raise the question as to

what is the proportion of miners whose eyes are naturally

weak. These would suffer pain whether the light were

good or bad. The elimination of these cases W'ill I'os-

sibly show that the remainder will be quite satisfied with

the existing miners' flame lamp; if not, the illumination

can now quite easily and simply be increased to IV2

candlepower.

The Coal Strike in Colorado
Sl'KClAL COHRESPOXDEXCf;

SYXOPSIS—Conclusions nrrircd at hi/ llir fililors of

Colorado's leading neirsjiapers, after an extensive and

impartial investigation of the labor situation in^the coal

fields. Four of the six principal demands made hij the

miners are approved by the press representatives.

On Sept. 23 the coal miners of southern Colorado went

on strike. The next few weeks were marked by unusual

acts of violence, which caused Governor Amnions to call

out the troops. Thursday. Xov. 13, editors representing

2.5 of the leading papers of Colorado met in Denver for

the purpose of learning all the facts possible in connection

with the strike. Governor Amnions told why he called

out the troops and what he proposes to do through their

operations. Fred Cornwall, Thomas Dennison and A.

Lament, three men on strike, were selected by the strike

leaders, and told why they struck and what they are de-

manding. John C. Osgood, president of one of the large

companies gave the operators' side of the controversy,

and .Tohn McLennan, president of District 15, Ignited

Mine Workers of America, told why that organization

called the strike. The six addresses occupied six hours.

Every speaker was given unlimited time and no inter-

ruptions allowed. Following the addresses, the editors

went into executive session and ado]ited the following

resolutions, with three dissenting votes

:

Tl) THE PEOPLE AND THE PRESS OF COLORADO, TO THE
COAL-AHNE OWNERS. AND TO THE COAL MINERS OF
THIS STATE;

For the past two months a strike has Existed in the coal-

mining industry of Colorado. As a direct result of this strike

human lives have been sacrificed, many thousands of laboring

men thrown out of employment, property destroyed, business
conditions have become depressed, the price of coal has been
advanced, the reputation and credit of the state at home and
abroad is being impaired, and the public at large is being
made to suffer beyond accurate calculation. The unfortunate
conditions are not in harmony with the peace, prosperity and
general welfare that is supposed to be guaranteed to all men
and to all institutions alike under the constitution of the

state and of the L^nited States.

For the purpose, therefore, of trying to arrive at a method
of assisting in terminating this industrial conflict between the

miners and the mine owners in a manner which will be in ac-

cordance with the laws of Colorado enacted to regulate the
coal-mining industry, the newspapers of Colorado represented,
acting on behalf of the general public, have met in Denver,
and after hearing the arguments and statements of represen-
tatives of the coal-mine owners, of the coal miners, and of the
United Mine Workers of America, and a statement from the
governor of this state, and having given extensive considera-
tion to each and every one of these statements, and having
weighed their effect fully and carefully, the newspapers rep-
resented have agreed upon a general and united policy of

action, to be recommended to the press of Colorado, with
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reference to the termination of tliis strike, based upon the

authority of the existing state laws.
Before stating our conclusions, we desire first to state the

cause of the strike, viz., the demands made by the miners upon
the coal-mine owners of Colorado, which are as follows:

The Dexnnnil!!) ot the Miner.s

First: We demand recognition of the union.
Second: We demand a 10 per cent, advance in wages on

the tonnage rates and the following day-wage scale, which is

practically in accord with the Wyoming day-wage scale.

Third: We demand an eight-hour work day for all classes

of labor in or around the coal mines and at coke ovens.

Fourth: We demand pay for all narrow work and dead
work, which includes brushing', timbering, removing falls,

handling impurities, etc.

Fifth: We demand check-weighmen at all mines, to be

elected by the miners without any interference 'by company
officials in said election.

Sixth: We demand the right to trade in any stor.» we
please and the right to choose our own boarding place and
our own doctor.

Seventh: We demand the enforcement of the Colorado min-
ing laws and the abolition of the notorious and criminal

guard system which has prevailed in the mining camps c>f

Colorado for many >'ears.

Coneernini;- Reeognitiou of the I'nion

First demand—Recognition of the union.

With reference to the first demand, we sulmit the follow-

ing facts and conclusions:
The question of the official recognition of any labor or-

ganization or labor union by any employer or employers of

labor is a question not reached or controlled by law. but musv
be mutually desired by both employer and employee to become
a recognized reality. In other words, if employers do not de •

sire to recognize a labor union as an organization in the em-
ployment of members of that union, there is no law upon the

statute books which can or will compel them to do so.

We have come to the conclusion, therefore, that the first

demand made by the miners is not one which can be arbitrated

by any body of meditators, for the reason that, as stated above
it must be a matter mutually desired and agreed to by em-
ployer and employee. However, so long as individual work-
men in the employ of coal-mine owners desire to oelong to

a union, they have a perfect right to do so. This right is

guaranteed them by the laws of the state, and, therefore, this

first demand for official recognition of the United Mine Work-
ers of America, as such, should not be further pressed by the

members of that organization in accepting a declaration on
which this strike should now be terminated. However, the

right of the miners to belong to a union under the authority
of the state of Colorado should be recognized and upheld,

and should not be objected to by any employer of labor.

With Referenee to a Wage Increase

Second demand—A wage increase of 10 per cent.

Fourth demand—Additional pay for additional and varied

work.
In our judgment these two demands should be merged into

a single demand, especially as both the second and fourth de-

mands contemplate a higher net income in wages for the

miners, and our conclusion is, therefore, that these demands
should be consolidated and considered under one general

proposition.
With reference to this general wage den and. therefore,

our conclusions are as follows:

The amount of money a miner can earn depends •n the

amount of work he can or is willing to perform. In a pub-
lished advertisement over the name of the United Mine Work-
ers of America which recently appeared in the Denver news-
papers, a statement was made to the effect that all the miners
wanted was "a LIVING WAGE and the enforcement of the

laws affecting the coal-mining industry."

The question very properly arises, therefore, as to what
should be considered a living wage.

The average wage earned by the individual coal miners
working in all parts of Colorado, as published in the adver-
tisement of the coal-mine owners, we find to be approximately
$4 per day, practically $105 per month, and working eight

hours a day or less if they choose. This is said to include

the wages earned by good, bad and indifferent miners. The
wages of some miners is said to run as low as $2.25 per day
while other miners individually earn over $7 per day.

A comparison of the average coal-miner's wages for the
entire state, of $4 per day, with the wages earned by other
classes of laboring men in Colorado who are equally skilled

with a coal miner, shows that if the average wages of all

coal miners in Colorado is $105 per month, they are now being

paid in our belief what has been referred to as a living wage;
in fact, that they are already being paid a wage entirely in

keeping with the wages paid for other classes of labor in

Colorado.

Present W'aees Said to Be Suflicleut

Therefore, taking the miners at their published word, we
believe that their original demand for a 10 per cent increase
over the present Colorado scale, and which was later modified
in their advertisements to a demand for living wages, has
already been met by the payment of the existing scale of
wages for mining coal in this state and which is higher in

the net wages earned than in any other state. Therefore, this,

the second and fourth demand upon the part of the United
Mine Workers of America for living wages is now being given
the miners by the coal-mine owners.

Third demand—An eight-hour day for all classes of labor
in and around the coal mines and at coke ovens.

This third demand is one which is guaranteed to miners
employed in underground mines by the laws of Colorado. If

the laws of this state have been disregarded in the employ-
ment of labor in the coal-mining industry, it is the duty of
the governor to enforce this law, and in this he should be
heartily supported.

Therefore, our conclusion with reference to the third de-
mand on the part of the miners employed in underground
mines is that it should be guaranteed to them in accordance
with the la'vvs of this state.

Fifth demand—Check weighmen at all mines:
This, the fifth demand, is another to which the miners are

clearly entitled, and which is guaranteed to them under the
law. If this law has not been enforced, or if the miners have
not taken advantage of their rights under it, it is the duty of
the governor of Colorado to guarantee the enforcement of
this law.

Ki!;ht to Trade Wherever They Please

Sixth demand—The right to trade at any store:
This sixth demand, also, may or may not have been ac-

corded the miners by the mine owners. It is a demand, how-
ever, which should be guaranteed to them, for the reason that
the laws of Colorado provide that no coercion shall be prac-
ticed by any coal-mine owner against any miner in the buy-
ing of his household supplies. Therefore, this sixth demand
should also be guaranteed to the miners under the provisions
of the laws relating thereto.

Seventh demand—General enforcement of Colorado mining
laws, abolition of guard system:

This seventh and last demand upon the part of the miners
is not open to discussion, so far as that portion of it which
relates to a general enforcement of the Colorado mining laws
is concerned; for, without question, the miners are entitled
to receive the full benefit guaranteed to them under the min-
ing laws of this state.

So far as the employment of police or mine guards is con-
cerned, this practice during periods of peace is maintained
solely as a matter of police protection against ordinary dis-
turbances and against possible damages to property in times
of petty brawls which are of ordinary occurrence in many
mining camps; and so long as these guards or police are main-
tained upon a company property for the purpose of preserving
the peace and to protect that property, there is no good or legal
reason for their removal. With the exception of this portion
of the last demand of the miners, our conclusion is that the
seventh demand, for general enforcement of the mining laws
of Colorado, is clearly right, and should also be guaranteed
to the miners by the full power of the laws of this state.

Therefore, after mature and careful consideration of all

the factors in connection with this strike, we hereby make the
following declaration:

That the .strike nhich has prevailed fu the coal-mining- in-
du.stry in folorado should be called ofl under the folloning'
terms and conditions, viz.:

First: That the miners should waive their first demand,
which is for a recognition of the union, on the ground that the
recognition of any union must necessarily be a matter of
mutual agreement and not of coercion, and not being covered
by any law; and for the a'dditional reason that the laws of
Colorado guarantee to every miner the right to belong in-
dividually to any labor organization without prejudice or dis-
crimination on the part of any employer of labor.

Second: That the miners should waive their second and
fourth demands for an increase in wages, not only for the rea-
son that the wages now paid to coal miners in this state are
larger than in most other states, and are as large as paid in

most other lines of industry in Colorado, but also for the rea-
son that the modified demands of the miners, as published in
the newspapers, asking for living wages, are in our opinion,
already met. being paid by them in cash, twice a month, by
the coal-mine owners.
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Third; Thai Ihi- iiim.rs uii- ontllled to have planted tli.li

.lemands. in accordan.f with the laws relatliiB thereto, desig-

nntcd as follows:

Third Demand: For an eight-hour work day in all coal

mines.
Fifth Demand: For a check welghman In all mines where

I hey ask. to be selected from among the miners by the miners,

to be paid by them, and without Interference upon the part

of the operators.

Sixth Demand: The right to trade at any store.

Seventh Demand: The demand for the enforcement of all

laws relating to the coal-mining industry.

.\lso, that all competent striking miners who have not

be.n guilty of violations of the law while in strike should be

tak.n back by the coal-mine owners without prejudice.

.\lso. that any coal-mine owner has a legal right to em-

ploy anv person or persons without Interference or threats

upon the part of any other person or organizations, as pro-

vide d by law.

Also, that we declare It to be the duty of the governor

of this state to compel the enforcement of the state mining

laws, to which we pledge our earnest support ad cooperation:

and that, to obtain for the miners every right to which they

are entitled under the law, the rigid enforcement of the state

laws Is alone nen ssary.

('ummriiil <• for SenalluK I'roop"

We commend (Jovei run .Vininoiis for sending Loops uuo.

one disturbed district of the state, and express our full con-

ndence in the integrity of his purposes respecting the unfor-

tunate industrial strife that exists there. However, we be-

lieve that troops should be adequate in number to become sole

protectors of life and property in sections of the state where

such strife exists or is threatened, and that the National Guard

should be recruited to meet conditions as they may arise.

That it is our opinion that until such time as the National

(luard may safely be withdrawn from the affected districts

and law and order restored that all offenses and violations of

law pertaining to the strike should be Immediately tried be-

fore military courts.

We further request the governor to take such action as

will prevent the importation of firearms into this state by

anv Individual or any organization, because we believe that no

one has a right to bear arms here except those legally author-

ized to do so under the laws of the state of Colorado.

Thus It will be seen that we have found in favor of the

miners in four of the six general demands they have made

and have recognized their right to work as union.

That in declining to side with the miners in the other two

demands as stated, we have concluded that the miners are

already receiving living wages; and have, at the same time.

found for the miners in their first demand, by insisting that

one of the conditions under which this strike is to be called

off is that all competent miners shall have guaranteed to

them under the provisions of the laws of the state the right

to belong to any organization without prejudice or discrim-

ination on the part of any employer, which means their right

to work as union miners on the open-shop plan.

Therefore, in the interest of the miners, of the coal owners,

and of the general public, we hereby declare that this strike

should be called off under the conditions stated above, in

order to insure the future development of the coal-mining in-

dustry of Colorado and the peace and prosperity of its people.

In" the carrying out of this policy by the governor of this

state, we pledge the support of the editors and papers here

represented and ask for the cooperation of all our fellow-edi-

tors in Colorado, who could not conveniently come to this con-

ference, in support of such policy.

.\lso, that a copy of this declaration be furnished to the

officials of the United Mine Workers of America, a copy to

the coal-mine owners, a • copy to the governor of Colorado.

and that copies be sent to the press of this state for the pur-

pose of advising the people concerning what we believe to be

a just and fair declaration under the terms of which this

strike should now be immediately called off and industrial

peace restored, and that we pledge ourselves to support this

declaration, based on law enforcement, in the editorial col-

umns of our newspapers.
JOHN C. SCHAFFF.R. H. E. BOWDKN.
FRANK S. HoAi;. L. C. PADDOCK,

FRED M-\RVIN

Coal <)|>erii<ori« Accept Editors' Propoxlrton

Denver, Colo., Nov. 14, 1913.

Messrs. John C. Shaffer. Frank S. Hoag. H. E. Bowden. L. C.

Paddock. Fred Marvin.

Gentlemen:
The undersigned, coal-mine operators, are in receipt of a

coi)y of the proceedings of the conference of editors held in

D.nver. Thursday. Nov. 13. in this stall iiunt you specify

the conditions suggested by the editors under which the coal-

miners' strike in Colorado should he terminated. We agree

to comply fully and in good faith with the conditions sug-

gested by you In said statement.

When the operators receive the protection rii>in 111. civil

authorities for the men who desire to work and for their

properties to which they are entitled: are not Interfered with

in employing men to take the places of those who are now on

strike and who left before the strike was called, and are en-

abled to operate their mines under normal conditions to nor-

mal capacity, on the open-shop principle, which has prevaileil

In Colorado for more than 30 years, we will put Into effect the

scale of prices for coal heretofore prevailing.

Sincerely.

COI.OKADI) FUEL & IRON Ci >..

J. F. Welborn. Presid. ill.

KulKV .MOUNTAIN FUEL CO..

I). W. Brown, Vice-Presldetil

Till-: \ UTiiK A.MEHICAN FUEL CO..

J. ('. Osgood. Chairman
Hoard of Directors.

OAKDALE COAL CO..

SOUTH CASON COAL CO..

F. B. Lewis. I'l-. siileiil.

LEYDEN CO.VL CO..

MOFFAT COAL CO..

F. A. I'erry.

Representing operators mining fl.'i P'-r cent.

of the coal produced in Colorado.

Open Letter to Miners and Operators

I nlii >t ihe I i.Ke.l
•I'o the CfiHl llpernt.irs- and M

StntpH.

Gentleman:
As president of the American Mine Safety Association I

consider it my duty (as well as a pleasure), to call your at-

tention to this "joint movement" for safer mining In Iht

United States and to invite you to Join and support it. This

organization is one that should receive the moral and finan-

cial support of every miner and operator in the country re-

gardless of any and all other considerations. Associate

membership can be secured by any coal company or any

organization, local union, or group of mine workers at a cost

of $10 per year. Can you afford to fail or refuse to take out

such membership? Make your application now to H. M.

Wilson, 40th and Butler Sts.. Pittsburgh, Penn.. who is sec-

retary- treasurer-
Hoping this appeal will not be in vain, I beg to remain.

Yours foi- safer mining.

JOHN r. REESE.
Tresideiit, American Mine Safety Association.

CJillespie. HI., Nov. 17. una.

COMING SOCIETY MEETlNCiS

'I'he Coal Mining InstUute nt .Vmerleo will hold its wllUei

meeting at the Fort Pitt Hotel. Pittsburgh, Penn.. Dec. 4 and

.5. C. L. Fay, Wilkes-Barre. Penn., is secretary.

Went Virginia Coal Mining Institute will hold its winter

meeting at Charleston, W. Va., on Dec. S. 9 and 10. Neil Rob-
,

inson. Charleston. W. Va.. is president: E. N. Zern, Morgan-

town. W. Va.. is secretary.

An International ExpoMltlon on Safety and Sanitntion

will be held Dec. 11 to 20, at the Grand Central Palace, un-

der the auspices of the American Museum of Safety. Dr.

Tolman, of 29 West 39th St., New York City, is director

general of the exposition.

The Kocky Mountain Coal-MlnlnB Institute has decided to

postpone indefinitely the November meeting which was

booked for Denver. This decision is due to the serious strike

situation which now exists in Colorado. F. W. Whiteside.

Denver. Colo., is secretary.

Kentucky Mining Institute will hold its mid-winter meet-

ing in the College of Mines building of the State University

at" Lexington. Monday, Dec. S, 1913. T. J. Barr. Lexington.

Ky.. is secretary.

The Second Annual First Aid Contest given under the

auspices of the American Mine Safety Association, local union

No. 730, U. M. Wof A., and the Superior Coal Co.. will be

held at' the Colonial Theater, Gillespie, 111., Tuesday. Dec. 9,

1913.
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Explosion at Acton No. 2 Mine, Alabama
liY S lA I')'' roKKK81'ONUENT

SYNOPSIS—The explosion thmicjh severe enough to

mutilate frightfully several men, did not even stop the

fan, which was allowed to cuntinue circulating the air

after the disaster. Fortunateltj, there was no fire, as a

result of the explosion, so the passage of air only assisted

Hie work of rescue which was completed in 12 hr. The

mine was not dry and the e.rplosion is to be altributed

to the use of black powder in excessively heavy shooting

from the solid.

Twenty-four men lost their lives in an explosion whicli

occurred at Acton No. 2 mine, of the Alaliania Fuel &

Iron Co., on Nov. 18, at about 3 :45 p.m. The mine is lo-

solid shooting with black powder. For this condition,

the Alabama Fuel & Iron Co. cannot be censured, as

practicallv all the mines on the same seam are oper-

ated under similar eouditions. No explosive has been

found to give as effective results, from the miner's stand-

point, as black powder, and until a state law prohibits

solid shooting with this explosive, no single company can

take a firm "stand. Another dangerous practice, which

is also common to most Alabama mines, may have had

some effect on the force of the explosion; namely, the

presence of nearly full kegs of black powder in several

of the entries. As against this, however, little evidence

of flame was discoxered, and the coked particles usually

cated in Shelby County, about 24 miles south of Birm-

ingham, Ala. Only 29 men were in the mine at the time

of"the explosion, and this alone accounts for the low death

list. Monday was payday and, following the usual cus-

tom in Alabama, most of the men loafed the day follow-

ing. Of the killed, 1 3 were Americans ; 2, Italians ; 1, a

Greek and 8 were negroes.

The explosion occurred at firing time. Several of the

men rescued report that they heard two shots iu quick suc-

cession and following the second shot, the explosion oc-

curred. The exact point where the explosion originated,

or its cause, have not yet been determined, but much evi-

dence points to a windy shot having set oft" a small ]iocket

of gas or dust in the 8th left heading.

N^oT A Dry or Gassy Mine, But Coal Was Shot from

Solid by Black Powder

The mine has never been considered dangerous, as it

generates very little gas and only an average amount of

dust; besides this, the mine is naturally damp, drops of

water always standing on the roof, near the working face,

and some of the haulageways being rather muddy. The

danger lay, however, in the manner of shooting the coal,

found sticking to mine yirops, after explosions, seemed

to be absent.

Immediately after the explosion occurred. Chief Mine

Inspector Nesbitt was notified by telephone, also the

government mine-rescue station and the Tennessee Coal,

Iron & E.R. Co.'s rescue crews. E. B. Sutton, in charge

of the federal station, wa.s absent, at the time, but TI. H.

Hamilton, of the DuPont Powder Co. took charge of the

government's automobile rescue car and hurried to the

scene, piloted by an automobile carrying Chief Mine In-

spector C. II. Nesbitt and Charles DeBardeleben, vice-

president of the Alabama Fuel & Iron Co. The rescue

ear of the Tennessee Coal, Iron & R.E. Co., accompanied

by 18 trained helmetmen, was started out as a special,

by the Louisville & Nashville E.E., at about the same

time. The automobile arrived a few minutes ahead of

the railroad car and within a few hours of the time of the

explosion.

The Fax Was Not Stopped by the Explosion and
Was Kept Eunning

The three helmet crews of the Tennessee Coal, Iron &
E.R. Co., composed of five men each, under the direction
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of J. W. Groves, instructor, formerly of ilio Burcnii of

Mines, juid John Meagher, general suiierintendent of

mines. J. R. McCue and Angus Brown, immeduitely took

charge of the exploratory work, inside ihe nnne. This

work was less difficult than in any previous explosion in

the state, due to the fact that the mine fan was not

injured bv the explosion and did not even stop running,

and very little damage was done to the inside of the

mine. Another aiding condition wjis the air connection

throu'^h to No. 1 slope, which remained unobstructed.

In fact, the explosion was not felt in No. 1 at all.

No men were found alive in tlic luinc. l>y the hdniot

and found all the bodies. It would be hard to conceive "I

greater possible efficiency than that disjilayed by thcsc^

trained men. Crews under the direction of Hupt. J. <i

Steele, followed behind the helmet crews and brought lli

bodies of the victims to the surface and restored the brai

tices along the liaulageways. E. B. Sutton, in charge nl

the Birmingham federal mine-rescue station, who w:i~

deprived of the honor of accompanying his car on its liist

trip, arrived a few hours after the car and remained on

the scene oiTcring assistance, until the car was no longer

needed. Edwin Ball, manager of mines of the Tennessee

(',,nl. Iron .t KM'. ('i>.. inid KdluTt Ilnniilton, eliicf cnL'i-

1 -^^^Yerf/csl Coa! .

lOO' 200' 500 400' 500'

NO. 2 slope: Crop Line -

y\\v OK A( TON No. -I Mim:. The Black Dots axd N
OF Men

crews, four, of the five survivors of the explosion having

walked out unaided, before the arrival of the rescue crews,

and the fifth man was rescued by a party formed under

the leadership of Ed. Husband, of Eureka mine, after

the arrival of the helmet crew, but before they had en-

tered the mine. The connection to No. 1 mine through

the 4th left of No. 2, made it possible for this crew

to explore that heading, and it was in this entry that

the fifth survivor was found.

The Rescue Crews Worked Oxlt 12 Hr.. and Found

All the Bodies

The rescue crews remained on the scene only 12 hr.,

and in that time penetrated practically the entire mine

UMERALs Show Location of Bodies and NrMr,!:R

Killed

neer, also hurried to the scene and proffered aid.

C. H. Nesbitt, chief inspector, remained on the scene, di-

recting the work until all the bodies were recovered.

As Usual, :Mork Succumk to Afterdajip Than To

Violence

Apparently 15 of the killed owe their death to after-

damp ; the balance met death iu.stantly and .several of the

bodies were frightfully maimed. One of the men who sur-

vived the explosion, owes his life to the fact that he be-

came confused and wandered into an air course, while

his companions attempted to travel the main naulage-

way and were overcome. Three mules were in the mine

at the time of the explosion and two of them were killed.
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The bodies of the dead miners were foiand at points in-

dicated on the map : One on 4th left, two on 6th left, four

m 8th left, five on Gth right, two on 7th right, one on 8th

•ight, two on 9th right and seven along the main slope and

lir course. The map was last posted July 1. Since that

time, the headings have progre;^sea at the rate of about

100 ft. per month.

A High-Volatile Coal on a Stekp Pitch

The coal at Acton is being mined from one of the

Cahaba seams, which averages about 4 ft. thick and

pitches at an angle of about 20 deg. As indicated by the

Program of Winter Meeting, Kentucky

Mining Institute

Showixg Approach to the Actox Xo. 2 Tipple

map, the mine is worked on the room-and-pillar system,

the 'coal being loaded out of the rooms by means of

chutes. The coal is hauled to the surface on a single-

track slope. The average analysis of the coal is as fol-

lows: Fixed carbon, 58.87%; volatile matter, 34.35;

ash, 5.34 ; moisture, 1.44 ; sulphur, 0.51.

The mine has a fairly good slate top and is similar m
every way to most of the mines in the Cahaba basin.

The' coal is noncoking and is used largely for domestic

and steam purposes. Ordinarily, the mine employs about

It I ::U» P.M., Hloniln

President of the State Uni-

COMMISSADY AT THE AcTON No. 2 MiNE

75 men and produces a daily output of 300 tons. In

1912, the mine produced 87,859 tons of coal.

All the officials of the Alabama Fuel & Iron Co.

extended every courtesy to newspaper men and all others

who asked for information. They also exerted every

effort to alleviate the sufferings of the widows and or-

phans. The mine will resume operation, as soon as chief

inspector Nesbitt completes his examination into the

cause of the explosion. Most of the brattices and over-

casts will have to be rebuilt.

Meetinis Called to Order

1913.

ADDRESS OF WELCOME:
By Judge Henry S. Barkt

versity.

RESPONSE:
By W. L. Moss, President of the In.stitute.

PAPERS:
"The Clinltering of Mixed Coals Under High Tempera-

tures,"

By R. D. Quickel. Fuel Agent of the Cincinnati South-

ern Railway.
"Problems Encountered in Mining CoaLs in the Western

Coalfield of Kentucky.
By Newell G. Alford, Assistant Engineer of the St.

Bernard Mining Company, Earlington, Ky.

"The Use of Gasoline Motors in Coal Mines,"

By W. C. Whitcomb. General Manager of the Geo. D.

Whitcomb Company, Rochelle, III.

"The Oil Fields of Northeastern Kentucky,"

By Dr. S. R. Collier, West Liberty, Ky.

"Safeguards in the Use of Electricity in Mines,"

By Prof. W. E. Freeman, State University of Ken-

tucky.
"The Bearing of Coal Mining on Local History,

By Otto A. Rothert, Louisville, Ky.

ADDRESS: , ,,. t • i„
"The Importance of the Coming Session of the Legisla-

ture to the Mining Industry of the State,"

By Senator Joseph F. Bosworth, Middlesboro, Ky.

Coal in the Ancient Lake Beds of

Montana

The presence of coal in the tertiary lake beds of ver-

dant valleys in western Montana, has been known locally

for many vears. Some of these localities have experienced

short coalbooms, most of which, however, died before the

mineral was developed. At the present time, however,

systematic mining is being carried on near Missoula.
'

Coal of the type found in this region has, until recent-

ly, been thought worthless, because only such fuel as

would coke or stand shipment without slacking was con-

sidered of commercial value. In this part of the West

where high-grade coal is scarce, where the cost of wood

has reached $6 or more per cord, and soft coal imported

for domestic use, sells for about $8 per ton, the demand

for cheaper fuel is great, and the development of these

heretofore unused low-grade coals is becoming profit-

able.

That these low-grade coals may furnish gas ot good

quality at a moderate cost, and briquettes suitable for do-

mestic fuel is suggested by the result of experiments with

coal of a similar type recently carried on at the Uni-

versity of North Dakota by B. J. Babcock. For this rea-

son an investigation of the resources of parts of Missoula,

Ravalli, Granite, Powell, Deer Lodge and Silver Bow

counties, in western Montana, has been made by the U. S.

Geological Survey in order to obtain data for the classifi-

cation of the public lands in this area, and to supply the

public with information about the coal.

Though a local demand for cheap domestic fuel will

cause some further development of these Montana coals,

anything like a rapid future for them will depend on an

increased use of producer gas for the generation of power,

for which these coals seem suited, or the introduction of

liriquetting machinery which will convert the easjly

slacked coal into briquettes that may be shipped^ and

stored without deterioration.
"'

..„;!.
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The Formation of Coal

In another imit of this issue we give Doctor Herpius'

theory of the formation of eoal. He states that anthracite

is formed from bituminous coal by extreme pressure ae-

companieil by heat, and that heat without comjjressive

stress cannot convert "soft" into "liard" coal in any period

of time, Iiowever grejit. All this he attempts to prove by

.exposing cellulose to suitable teni})eralures and jiressures.

It is but fair to regard as essentials to the acce]itance

of his conclusions, certain other positions, some of which

he does not take, but which are absolutely to be ascribed

tc him for they are essential ])remi.ses to his argument.

He may shirk to strife them, but if he does not admit that

he gives them credence, he vitiates his whole argument

and makes iiis conclusions (juite unconvincing.

First, he must either assume that cellulose must lie so

large a constituent of peat that its reactions are represen-

tative of the chemical changes which peat is likely to un-

dergo or else he must alllrm that the other bodies in peat

despite their dissimilarity of composition must, after cer-

tain changes in the earlier stages, eventually ])ass through

the same chemical reactions as if in the first instance they

iiad been cellulo.se.

We are not dis])osed to regard cellulose as such a pre-

dominant constituent of peat, and we question, moreover,

whether that carbohydrate was not already considerably

changed by the slow action of ferments before it was ma-
terially heated. That this is a fact can be seen by com-

paring the composition of cellulose with the revised per-

centage compositions of the following peats from which

the ash and nitrogen are siipposed to be removed.

Materials Hydrogen Carbon Osygen
ThfeiV peat 6 30 .55.45 38.25
Camonpeat 6.82 32.41 40.77
Hor in Sohonen peaU 6.96 55.07 37 97
Cashmere peat 6.31 57.41 36.28
Average of 10 peat3 6. .57 56.46 36.97
A heai-y brown peat (J. Websk>-) 6.91 63.43 29.66
Cellulose (CoH.oOJ 6.17 44.45 49 38

It will be seen that peat contains a trifle more hydro-

gen, much more carbon and much less oxygen than cellu-

lose. And in passing let it be remarked that any investi-

gation of the metamorphism of coal is lacking in com-

pleteness and therefore in accuracy if it does not consider

all the five elements entering into the coal substance,

viz: Carbon, hydrogen, oxygen, nitrogen and sulphur.

They are evidently not inert to the chemical changes and
the last two are not uncombined with the first three and
must, therefore, hold some of those elements outside the

cellulose bond.

As for the alternative that all is grist coming to the

mill of I^ature and that resins and humic bodies in the

end become like cellulosic bodies under similar treatment,

every evidence shows it is not true, and Doctor Bergius

has not tried to meet the allegation with refutal bv ex-

perimenting on other bodies beside cellulose.

The second difficulty is that granting he has produced

hodies from cellulose with the same percentage of carbon,

hydrogen and oxygen as is found on determining these

elements in dry and ash-free coal, then how are we to

know that he has not obtiiined merely an isomer of that

fuel and not the coal itself? .\or can we know that this

similarity in composition is not the result of the existence

in coal of a multii)licity of bodies such as Doctor Bergius

tries to deny. Because the ])roduct of cellulose is one and
indivisible, the learned doctor would have us say, if he

iias been correctly (juoted, that "the formation of coal !.•<

a thoroughly uniform, comparatively simple ami \. r\

characteristic chemical reaction." While this may In- i ru'-

of the cellulosic imitation of coal, yet it is mosi imiruc

of that fuel as we find it.

The third difficulty with which Doctor Bergius is besel

ari.ses from the fact that his theory rests on the mistaken

idea that in bituminous coals there is a certain j)ropor-

tion of hydrogen and carbon and that for anthracite there

is another definite relation between these elements. Doc-

tor Bergius claims he has made l)ituininous coal and iiii-

thracite. In the table below wc show how uncertain are

his evidences. If soft coal contained just 84.8 per cent,

of carbon and 4.8 per cent, of hydrogen, and anthracite 87

per cent, of the former and 3.9 to 4.4 per cent, of the lat-

ter, we could feel that perhaps Doctor Bergius had lighted

on a remarkable coincidence. But his success is nol so

obvious when the following tables are considered, hascil on

the Bureau of Mines bulletin, entitled "Analyses of Cods
in the United States." The figures in this bulletin we
have modified .so as to exclude sulphur and nitrogen from
the analyses and yet bring the total up to one liundred

by raising the percentage of carbon, hydrogen and oxygen
in due proportion.

Place .State Kiiel iialin Ilydriisi-n Carbon O.xyKcii
higniUs

Tesla N. D. 87 6.21 76.00 17 79
WilUston N. D. 106 4,99 73 51 21.50

Suh-hiiujninoui
Lafayette Colo. 1 . 16 5.41 78.05 16.54

Bituminous
Mineral City Ohio 1.17 6.19 83 14 10 67
Pittsburg Okla. 1.32 5.38 85.42 9 20
Blossburg N. M. 1.60 5.67 ,Sfi.55 7 78
Bruceton Penn. 1.61 5.56 87 28 7.16
Dr. Bergius' incarbonized cellu-

lose 4.80 84,80 11 10

Semi-hituminoun
Greenwood Ark 4 90 4 09 94 60 131
P.aris Ark. 5.00 4.42 93.82 1.76

Semi-a n thractie

Bernice Penn. 9 05 3.83 93.96 2.21

Anthracite
Scranton Penn. 10.22 3.23 93.98 2.79
TowerCity Penn. 25.81 3 14 94.41 2 45
Minersville Penn. 33.13 2 30 95.08 2 62
St. Nicholas Penn. 76.52 1.80 96.03 2.17
Cranston R.I. 14.97 0.80 95.92 3.28
Portsmouth HI. 28.07 0.38 95 08 4.54
Dr. Bergius' artificial anthracite 4.4to 87, 00 9.1to

3.9 8 7

Perhaps we do not agree with Doctor Bergius as to

what constitutes anthracite, and some coals which we term

bituminous, he would not so regard. But our greatest

difficulty has been to find a fuel having the percentage

composition he gives for anthracite or bituminous coal,

and as will be noted, we have calculated a number of

samples in order to test their values wdth his. True
Stein's and Klasen's results are wider from the mark than

those of Bergius, but we must confess that to our mind
even the latter has sent his shaft so wide of the target

that his conclusions cannot be accepted.
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Thot^e who would sweep away tlie evidence that eoal is

complex body and matures with time mu!~t produce bet-

>r proof than Doctor. Bergius ha# adduced. As opposed

) his belief that the carbon, hydroi^cn and oxygen con-

;nt of coal is a unit carbohydrate, we have the fact that

jveral solvents will dissolve parts of it and not inconsid-

rable parts either. Carbohydrates in the original peat

lass may become other specitic carliohydrates in the coal,

ut we cannot admit that the coal itself or the peat from

•hich it comes can be cast into a common unit molecular

ormula. To an analytic chemist, the unity described

y Doctor Bergius, as seen through a synthetic window

eems to be entirely lacking.

The belief that coal is maturing is favored by the gas

Dund occluded in it. The surrounding conditions under

rhich eoal is now found are the same under which to all

Qtents and purposes it has existed thousands of genera-

ions, yet it is still full of gas. If the coal has been

table for those centuries, the gas cannot have been

ormed during that time and would surely by this time

lave leaked away. The gas which comes from the coal in

he Appalachian regions. Doctor Bergius would have us

lelieve. was manufactured some time in the Carbonifer-

us. Cretaceous or Tertiarj- ages, and has been bottled up

ince that time, the more recent erosions not being deep

nough in places to permit the gas stores to escape. How

auch easier is it to believe that the gas is more recent and

s the result of reactions now taking place, because most

if the deposits are comparatively shallow?

Of course, it is conceivable that the writer of the ab-

tract in the Montanu^^fLsche Eunchcliau may have mis-

epresented Doctor Bergius and converted an hypothesis

nto a proof and the closing remarks in the article tend

assist in that conclusion, but, look at the statements as

re may, we face always the difficulty that, on Doctor

Sergius' finding, not even a surmise along the lines he

ndicates could permissibly he based.

Mining Classes and Schools

It is gratifying to note the work that is being done in

1 humble and practical sort of way, in different mining

Jistricti, by superintendents and mine foremen who are

;arnestly endeavoring to improve the conditions and in-

crease the knowledge of the men in their charge. Most

jf this work is being done without compensation or re-

ward, further than what comes from the increased efB-

?iency of the worker.

Word has just come to us of another effort of this kind,

known as the Camp Bulah School of Mines. This school

has been taught for U/o years by Mine Foreman Jonathan

Foster, at Camp Bulah, near Midland, Ark. Mr. Foster

is a graduate in the coal-mining course of the I. C. S.

system. He has had 28 years of practical experience, in

tiie coal field in which he is located : and has served in

every capacity from trapper to mine foreman. He knows

the field thoroughly and his men.

The Camp Bulah school is located in the heart of the

district. The miners have become so interested in the

work that they have bought a nice library for the use

of the .students : and the work of teaching the theory and

principles of coal mining is meeting with admirable suc-

cess. Mr. Foster teaches five nights in the week free of

charge.

Anotiier school of which we have been recently ad-

vised is that taught by Prof. J. F. Drummond, at Fil-

bert, W. Va. Professor Drummond is employed, for this

purjjose, by the United States Coal & Coke Co. The

school is well attended by the miners, and the results thus

far accomplished have been very encouraging. There is

no charge matle for tuition, and the interest that is taken

in the work by all classes of employees in and abotit the

mines is remarkable. It is stated by one of the students

that Professor Drummond "is an able instructor."

Supt. W. W. Harding, who is responsible for the estab-

lishment and work of the school, is reported to have said

that he expects to make this one of the best schools of

its kind in the state.

The Underpaid Miner

It appears to be a popular misconception that the coal

miner is the most poorly paid and most grievously op-

pressed mortal existing upon this mundane sphere.

However much of truth there may have been at one

time in this hallucination, the fact remains that many

a man of only reasonably good physique who can and

does work at loading coal in the mines, earns wages which

make the "salary" of many a clerk, bookkeeper, minister

and other "professional" man appear like the proverbial

"thirty cents."

In many regions of West Virginia, for instance, miners

who work in what might be termed good average places

receive from $5 to $10 per day, and not a few men are

highlv disgusted when their day's earnings fall below $8

In these mines almost any man who will "pitch in and

shovel" can make anywhere from $125 to $200 per month,

the amount depending almost entirely ;'pon his own in-

dustry.

There are two standards by which- oempeusation fo;

services rendered may be measured. The first of these

considers only the man's earning capacity, while the sec-

ond takes cognizance of his savings. Other things being

equal, he who earns $50 per month and is able to save

$10 therefrom, is in better shape fuiancially than he who,

while earning $150 during the same period, is able to

save only a lesser amount.

Compared with the average man who barters his time

and his talents for a monthly stipend, the coal miner is

as fortunate in the matter of expenses and living condi-

tions as he is in that of his wages. In many, perhaps

most mining towns today, the living conditions and ex-

penses compare favorably with the average of those of the

liig cities. Rents, lights, water and fuel may be had

fpr prices which are merely nominal.

'With reasonably good economy and thrift, the miner who

is willing to eschew strong drink and work regularly and

efficiently, even though he may support a large family,

is enabled to lay by for the inevitable rainy day a tidy

little sum, ranging from $10 to $50, or even more, each

month.

A comparison of the incomes and savings of miners and

that of teachers, preachers, clerks, bookkeepers and the like

—in fact the majority of that large class of people who

consider all manual labor as degrading and look upon the

white collar as a mark of distinction and their vested

right—cannot fail to reveal the balance in favor of the

coal dia'irer.
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SOCIOLOGICAL DEPARTMENT
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An Important Factor in Modern

Industry

By Fred H. Rixdge, Jr.*

This is a bit of philosophy which I like to call the

theory of the five "C's": "Commerce is dependent upon

Capital, Capital is supplemented to a large extent by

Credit, Credit in turn ;^ based upon Confidence and Con-

fidence in the last analysis depends upon Chanicter.

There we have the full quintet-Commerce, Capital,

Credit, Confidence, Character—and I am writing this ar-

ticle because industry and the Young Men s Christian

Association have a common basis in character. One needs

and the other produces character. Wliat produces char-

acter is bound to promote efficiency, which is one of the

leading demands of the age.

What Causes Well Meant Schemes to Fail

With this "economic apologetic" for the work of the

Youu<^ Mens' Christian Association in industrial hekls.

it i- interesting to note the remark of a prominent man-

ufacturer, who says "The financial interests of my cor-

poration' require that I shall do everything Possible to

improve the workers' character, efficiency and friendli-

ness" Eealizing the importance of these things, many

employers have wisely decided to put money into welfare

work, and the improvement of working, livmg and rec-

reative conditions surrounding their operatives. Some

of these schemes have been very successful, others have

failed. If we analyze the failures, however, we will al-

wavs discover some fundamental reason.

Some companies, for example, have put thousands ot

dollars into welfare work, apparently without any very

lasting result, and have had severe strikes on their hands.

Why'" Because the employer has probably gone at the

work in the wrong way; he has been too paternalistic.

Every box of "output" which has gone out of the factory

has had a label on it, "We do so and for our men." Work-

ingmen resent this sort of thing. As one workman has

weU put it—"I would rather have self-respect and some

dirt than to be advertised under improved conditions."

I heard one labor leader illustrate the point very well,

though rather inelegantly, when he said: "The trouble

with some of the so called welfare work is that the em-

ployer gives his employee no choice in the matter but

rolls the whole thing up into the form of a pill and says

'Here, damn you, take it.'

"

Betterment Work Should Be Co-operative

Nevertheless, attempts such as the ones described are

worthy even though unsuccessful, and have had their

place in the present great industrial betterment move-

ment. The truth is, as many experienced employers tes-

tify, that to be truly successful, welfare work must be co-

•Secretary. Industrial Department, Y. M. C. A.. 124 East

28th St., New York City.

operative. The employees themselves must be given a

.»harc in it. The Young Men's Christian Association ir.

industrial communities furnishes one admirable basis for

welfare work, in which the vital principle of cooperatioi.

is given due regard.

Employees pay down their own money for mciiili.T-

ship privileges, the employer contributes his share, an.

I

the men elect their own board of directors. The Y. M.

C. A. belongs to the employees as well as to the employer.

A carefully trained secretary is provided to supervise ami

promote the work. The local as-sociation derives lli-

great advantages resulting from its relation to the State

and International Conmiittees and from the more than

2100 other branches in North America. The association

is operated and supported by the employers and employ-

ees of the eotton, lumber, coal and other industries, and

Ax Extension School of the Scranton Y. M. C. A.

AT GniClCNWOOD, Pen'n.

is also eSectively at work on railroads representing 80

per cent, of the railroad mileage of the United States, iu

the construction camps, and even in those built by the

Government Eeclamation Service.

The scheme above outlined works. It builds character.

It promotes efficiency. It makes right relationships. It

yields dividends. One coal operator says: "By actual

statistics the output of coal from our mines dropped 10

per cent, every Monday after the dissipation of the men

on Saturday and Sunday. Since the putting up of the

Y. M. C. A. building, the men have had a decent place in

which to spend their leisure time, and the output has

been greatly increased." That's the kind of "religion"

that appeals to every employer.

What Has Been Done

Regardless of creed or religious affiliation, note the fol

lowing from prominent employers

:

Judge Elbert H. Gary, chairman. Board of Directors. Unitei

States Steel Corporation, says: "I am glad to declare my be

lief in the advantages of having a Young Men's Christian As

sociation in an industrial community as tending greatly ti

the building up of the character of the men. and, therefore

increasing their efficiency.

Frederick Lewisohn, president. Tennessee Copper Co

states: "I am greatly impressed with the manner in which th

Y'oung Men's Christian Association, of Ducktown, Tenn., ha
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established itself and from what I have observed it is very

gratifying to all concerned as it helps very much In banding

the employees together in good fellowship."

Dr. J. A. Holmes, director of the Bureau of Mines, says:

I am interested in the Y. M. C. A. work because during the

last twenty-flve years as I have passed up and down through

the great mining camps of Pennsylvania, I have seen the

great work which the Y. M. C. A. is doing. I have seen places

transformed through its work."

C. A. Cabell, general manager of the Cabin Creek Coal Co.

and Carbon Coal Co., writes: "The results obtained by estab-

lishing the Young Men's Christian Association at Decota,

W. Va., for trie benefit of the employees and families in the

service of the Cabin Creek Consolidated Coal Co. and Carbon

Coal Co., have far exceeded my expectations. It has raised

the old men as well as the young from low and injurious

amusements to those of a higher and more cultivated char-

acter.

"The consumption of spiritous liquors has been reduced

more than 50 per cent. So far as I am able to ascertain,

gambling among the whites has practically been eliminated.

It has raised the standard of good citizenship, the bad ele-

ment have left because they could not stay and prosper. The

Tkaching English to a Class of Foreigners by the

Roberts Method

Sunday school, Bible classes and entertainments wherein the

entire' family participate have unquestionably created a de-

sire on the part of all for cleanliness. This applies especially

to the children.

"If we were starting a new operation today such an in-

stitution as is now located at Decota would be one of my first

considerations."

Pbactical Improvements Introduced by Association

Such a testimony certainly tells the story, and many

others might be given if space permitted. The activities

of coal-mining associations are exceedingly practical;

therefore, the results are seen in practice. In one mine an

explosion of sas seriously burned two men. Two others

who attempted rescue were overcome by the afterdamp.

A miner trained in the Y. M. C. A. first-aid class crawled

into the entry with his face close to the ground and

dragged out the four men one by one. He then showed

his friends how to administer artificial respiration,

dressed the; burns and saved the men's lives.

The association has taken an active part in the "safety-

first" propaganda. In the National Mine Safety Demon-

stration in Pittsburgh, sixteen of the forty teams co-

operating were organized and prepared for the contest by

the mining department of the Pennsylvania State Y.

M. C. A. The association also cooperates with the Amer-

ican Eed Cross Society and the TJ. S. Bureau of Mines

in the constant extension of first-aid training and Eng-

lish instruction to foreign miners.

Other lines presented which are of great practical

value are educational classes of all kinds, Bible classes,

illustrated lectures, clean moving-picture entertainments,

indoor and outdoor games, campaigns against tubercu-

losis, flies, mosquitoes, etc., "Clean-up" campaigns, vil-

lage fairs and picnics, "safe and sane Fourth of July

celebrations," boy scouts, promotion of flower gardens

and home beautifying even in barren surroundings, thrift

and savings features, etc. In all this work the employer

usually provides the building jind an annual maintenance

contribution and the employees voluntarily pay about the

same amount in small membership fees. The only place

whore the scheme has failed is where it has not been tried.

What Collegians Do for Association and Their

Adequate Eeturns

One of the most interesting developments of the past

five years has been the Industrial Service Movement of

the Association, which has enlisted during the past year

alone 3500 college students, mostly engineers, in volun-

teer service for industrial workers. This movement is

growing rapidly and already reaches from coast to coast,

banding 160 college industrial communities in many

kinds of helpful service.

Perhaps the most significant part of this movement is

the benefit which these coming engineers themselves de-

rive from the service they render—and as one employer

expressed it
—"They surely need it." A general man-

ager said to me the other day, "The college graduatL's

in my employ are a confounded nuisance. They come to

us with a special knowledge of theory and materials, but

when they begin to deal with the men of the shop they

make a mess of it. They don't understand the men and

don't handle them right."

Thus we are again reminded of the importance of this

human factor in industry, and the Industrial Service

Movement helps to meet this very need in the life and

training of a coming engineer. As these students teach

foreigners English, lead educational classes, and do any

one of forty different things which bring them into close

personal contact with industrial workers they learn to

know the men, to understand them, to get a vision of

their needs and a sympathy which will make for larger

humanity after they graduate from college and get into

positions of industrial leadership.

IIow THE College Graduate Wears off His Ex-
C'LUSIVENESS

Thus we are constantly receiving letters from many of

the 3000 interested engineering graduates which breathe

this spirit of larger service. Let me quote from a few

:

M'hen 1 got here in the construction camp, I treated my
men with due consideration and was amazed at their response.
Other foremen had labor difliculties, but my men went out of
their way to say good night and good morning to me and at

the close of the job they thanked me for the way I treated
them and wanted to work for me always.

As a student I got interested in industrial service and re-

solved then that any men whom I might later control should
get a square deal. I have just investigated the living condi-
tions of my men out here in the lumber camp and found them
sleeping on old vermin-producing wooden bunks that had
not been changed in six years. I had the whole outfit burned
up and an iron col put in for every man in camp.

Enclosed please find my personal check. I want to put
English class. 's in my steel mill.

We have put in a fine welfare club for our men with read-
ing, writing and smoking rooms. No gambling or liquor al-

lowed. It certainly pays and I am delighted with my share
in it.

A few of us have signed up SOO working men for a Y. M.
C. A. membership and are anxious to have a building and
secretary as soon as possible.

These are perhaps not big things but they are signifi-

cant of the great good that will be accomplished as hun-

dreds of these engineers graduate from college each year

with a larger vision and a determination to serve.
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Working Coal under Sandstone Cover

Letter .Vo. 1—lu reply to tlie re(|Ut.-st for suggestions,

in reference to the best method of working coal under a

liard sandstone cover, Coal Aok, Nov. 15, p. 745, I would

sav that the conditions described in these in(|uiries arc

peculiarlv ditKcult to counteract, in the mining of coal.

Unless a suitable mctho.l of working is a(loi)tcd and the

mine laid out in accordance thereto, much trouble is lia-

ble to lie encountered by reason of "siiuec/.cs" or "creeps."

This is esi)cciallv liable to tK-cur in the case mentioned,

where the cover varies from UMI to lOOO ft. in thickncs.-

and the coal is underlaid with a soft stratum of lircday

that has a tendency to heave.

Under these conditions, unless suliicicnt jirecaution.--

are taken in the start, there is bound to result a loss of

thousands of tons of coal and much timber and iron will

be buried beneath heavy falls of roof, and a large e.xpen-

diture of money will be required for sjjecial cribbing.

Haulage • load and Intake Airnay """ *'"

Size of Panel 660'x660'

liETKE-VriNG, LOXGWAI.L-T.WKI. SySTEAI OF MiNINO

The case presents the combined dilliculties of a hard roof

that will not break readily and a soft bottom that tends

to heave when the weight comes on the pillars. E.\i)osurc

to air and water always softens a fireclay bottom, which

is forced upward by the pressure on the iiiiiars.

In my opinion, the best system to ado])t under these

<onditions is the '"block system" of mining, better known,

perhaps, as the "panel system." This .system is illus-

trated by the portion of a mine shown in the accompany-

ino- figure. Butt headings are driven to the rise of the

cross-entries. These headings are driven on lld-ft. cen-

ters and made 10 ft. wide, .-^o as to leave pillars 100 ft.

wide between the headings. The pillars are crosscut, each

110 ft., the cros.scuts being, also. Id ft. wide. In this

manner, the entire panel is dixiilcd into sipiare blocks

of coal 100x100 It. 'i'br cniiic mine may be thus di-

vided into panels, say lilio It. s(|iini-e. Karh panel should

lie worke<l out separately, aiul eaeli heading should be

(lri\en mie Moik iii advance of the succeeding heading.

.As shown in the ligiire. the headings ate driven to the

limit of the ])aiu"l. and the blocks id' dial worked out sue-

ecssivclv. on the retreating system. It is important to

kee]> the line of pillar work unil'orndy straight, .so as to

avoid any undue jiressure being thrown on the pillars. In

the figure, the jiillars are shown as being worked in steps;

but this will depend largely on the nature of the coal,

in reference to its cleavage planes. The method has

jiroved successful, under like eonditioiis, many times in

ae jiast; and there is no reason but that, with pro])er

])recaiitions. it can be successftiUy ajiplied under the con-

ditions described.

George Stockdali;,

I'ei-iy. I'eiin.

Letter No. 2—I noticed the in(|uiry. Coal Age, Nov.

15, p. 745. in regard to the best method of working un-

der a hard sandstone roof when the bottom is soft, in or-

der to secure the largest possible recovery of coal.

For the past 12 years I lia\e been operating under a

condition of this kind, and find that the best method of

handling the same is to leave jiillars of a thickness sulli-

cient to avoid any possibility of sipieeze. I have found

that the best plan, in the room-and-pillar method, is to

take out not more than :iO or :i5 per cent, of the coal,

in the ib-st working. This leaves from 65 to 70 per cent,

of pillar coal to siipirort the roof, and makes it almo.st

impossible for a squeeze to occur.

When this idan is adopted, the coal taken out in the

first working is, at least, sufficient to cover the cost of op-

eration: but the greatest profit is realized in drawing

hack the pillars. The system is somewhat after the

longwall-panel system of mining; but differs from that

in the fact that "when a break occurs, in retreating, and

the working face is lost it is more easily regained than in

the longwall system. It is important to keep the line of

pillar work straight; that is to say, one pillar should not

advance more quickly than the; other.

. Another plan T have found to work very successfull\

whenever the conditions will iieniiit. is the following: A

pair of double entries are driven direi'tly up the pitch.

where this does not exceed a 4 or •"> per cent, grade. Rooms

are turned to the right and left iif these entries, on the

strike, of with a slight rising grade of, say 1 or 2 per

cent., if desired. The butt entries should be turned

from 650 to 700 ft. apart, so as to give ample space for'

breaking the hard roof. About the same percentage of

coal is taken out in the first working as before, and the

rooms are driven until they meet those turned off the next
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pair of lieadijigs. They should meet about midway be-

tween the two pair.^.

Wheu a sufficient number of rooms have been driven

up to insure a good break, the pillars are crosscut at the

face, and the work of retreating is begun. As before, it

is necessary to keep the line of pillar work straight, so

that no pillar will project under the roof and retard the

break. I have found this method even more successful

than the one first described, in respect to economy of

working and ventilation. It provides two good airways

for the intake and return currents; and, as the rooms

"hole" through into each other, the course of the air is

shortened.

Mink Fobemax.

Education and Training of Mining
Men

• Mining men who have the interest and safety of their

men at heart, and who value their safetj- above a few tons

of coal, are earnestly seeking for means and methods of

operating coal mines that will produce the greatest degree

of safety, and render the mines more immune from ac-

cidents. These mine officials have their eyes open to the

fact that safe and sanitary conditions in mining, are

paying investments. The growing demand for safei

methods in mining, coming as it does from men of ex-

perience and intelligence, enlists the best talent and ef-

forts of men to produce the measures demanded. Brains

and practical experience working in harmony, will finally

solve the problems and produce the safer measures re-

quired. Development in the mining industry has pro-

gressed rapidly, until the problems and conditions that

confront the operator, today, are of greater magnitude

than those of any period in the history- of mining, and re-

quire more thought and greater effort for their solution.

In proportion as safe and practical conditions in mining

are demanded by mine officials, to that extent will they

be produced and maintained in daily practice.

In an editorial, Coal Age, Oct. 18, p. 585, this state-

ment is made: "Today, tlie recognized cornerstone of all

effort for improving conditions in coal mining is the prac-

tical training and education of mining men." A greater

truth relative to the problem of improving mining condi-

tions was never uttered. In that direction, the active

student will find the key that will unlock for him the door

to many mining problems; and, as a result, the more

practical methods for safe mining will be better known

and more extensively used.

ilining knowledge has made rapid advancement in

recent years. Improvements in mining machinery and

many plans and methods for the prevention of accidents

in coal mines have been developed. But all knowledge

of mining has not yet been achieved, nor all possible im-

provements accomplished, or safety methods and measures

in mining perfected. Xot far back in the history of min-

ing, little was known of many factors and conditions con-

fronting the operator that are now better known and un-

derstood.

Formerly all explosions occurring in coal mines were

attributed to gas, as this element was known to be ex-

plosive. But explosions would occur at times and under

conditions precluding the theors' of gas explosions. Com-

mon sense dictated that the cause must be assigned to

something else. Wliat could it be? Eesearch soon re-

vealed the startling fact that dust was a very danger-

ous factor in coal mines, and would produce a disastrous

explosion, under favorable conditions. Is research and in-

vestigation to stop here? Are gas and dust the only ele-

ments that will produce explosions in coal mines? Are
there other causes and conditions in mines that will pro--

duce disastrous results, at times? We must not sit down
satisfied with achievements already attained, but must
earnestly and persistently endeavor to ascertain whether

agitated and disturbed atmospheric conditions in coal

mines, will produce violent results, in the absence of both

gas and dust.

The question of safety in mining when solved or better

understood, will not consist in some new and wonderful

discovery yet to be made, as some mining men seem to

think, but will be attained mainly by a better use of

the knowledge we have already -acquired, and by the strict

observance of means and methods already known. If we
will judiciously tise the knowledge we have acquired as

the result of experience, education and training, we will

have gone far toward the solution of many problems of

danger in mining and will discover measures of greater

safety.

It is said that "eternal vigilance" is the price of safety

in any occupation ; but it is certainly true in coal min-

ing. The superintendent, who is aware of his limitations,

and realizes how little he realy knows of things that

affect the safety of mining and help to make the mine
immune from accidents, is a safe official, and one who
is generally on his guard against disaster. Too great con-

fidence in means and methods pursued, or an overestima-

tion of the safety plans adopted relaxes the attentioi*

and may frquently be the cause of mine disasters that,

with greater care and vigilance, could have been pre-

vented. The more practical mining men continue to weigh

and consider the tmsettled question of means and meth-

ods for reducing mine accidents to the lowest possible de-

gree, the more prudence and discretion they will possess

;

and as these essentials in mining increase, presumption

will decrease and order and system prevail.

Others cannot know things for tis as well as we can

know them for ourselves. Miners who think and know
for themselves, are better enabled to enlarge their circle

of knowledge by the experiences and researches of others

whose opportunities for acquiring knowledge have beeu

greater than their own. In proportion as miners know
and understand the causes producing dangerous condi-

tions in mining, and the means of neutralizing and arrest-

ing these dangerotis conditions as they arise, the more in-

terest will they take in the farther research of these

things, and the more value will they place on the knowl-

edge attained.

To the degree that miners value their lives and the

lives of others about them, to that exti^nt will accidents

in coal mining grow less. The miner who places a high

value on life, takes few risks and is the safe miner. The
uneducated and reckless miner is the greatest source of

danger in mines. The education and training of min-

ers will result in many improvements in mining condi-

tions, and prove to be the cornerstone on which systems

of safety in mining will he erected, and great mine dis-

asters will then become matters of history.

JOHX EoSE.

District Mine Inspector.

Davton, Tenn.
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To Prevent Gas and Dust Explosions

1 was interested in the excellent article of A. G. Hahn,

Coal Age, Nov. 8, p. 709, relating to the prevention of

gas and dust explosions. It reminded me of a little in-

cident that occurred where I worked some years ago and

wiiieh shows the careless manner in which places gen-

erating gas are often safeguarded.

The fireboss who examined the place and found a dan-

gerous quantity of gas. simply put an empty powder keg

Tn the road and placed a small piece of dirty wooden

rail on top of it, wjth a rather doubtful mark "gas." This

was the onlv caution placed there to prevent anyone from

going unwarned into the gas. The ventilation through-

out the mine was poor, the fan being taxed to the limit

of its power. This condition, later, caused an explosion,

which would not have occurred had the company provided

sufficient power to proiierly ventilate the mine.

My plan is always to have a good current of air pass-

ing, especially in the winter season. The quantity of air

cinulated in a mine should fulfill the requirements of the

mining law. The thermometer is an important factor in

determining the quantity of air. Regard should always

be had to the temperature, in order to properly regulate

the air current, in a dry and dusty mine. ^Vhen the zero

point is reached in the outside atmosphere, the air cur-

rent in the mine always h.as more drying power; and it is

iiecessary, at such times, to use greater precaution.

It is also important to observe carefully the reading

of the barometer and to observe whether the atmospheric

jiressure is iiuTcasing or decreasing. A falling barometer

])resent.« a condition that is generally accompanied by a

greater inflow of gas into the workings than when the

barometer is rising; and at such times greater ])rccautiim

is necessary in regard to the use of safety lam]>s.

Besides these conditions, there are some practiial points

that should be carefully borne in mind. When driving

headings in solid coal (virgin territory), as when devel-

oping a new area, it is important to keep a careful watch

for gas. The same or even greater caution should be

used in rooms opened off such headings. Faults of any

kind, either in the top or bottom of the scam, such as

"slips," "spars," "clay veins," etc., generally yield a fresh

supply of gas. A good current of air should be main-

tained, in driving all such places.

In working a very gaseous seam, it is often a safe pre-

caution to keep a drill hole in advance of the heading,

so as to drain the gas from the face of the coal as imuh

as possible. A good water system should be maintiiiin'il

at the working face, in all gaseous mines.

Egbert W. LuiiiTurnN.

Adelaide, Penu.

Study Course in Coal Mining
By J. T. Beard

The Coal Age Pocket Book

Natnral or Feeder GaB— .4.11 gas formed and contained in

the strata Is caUed "natural gas." in distinction from gas

manufactured in the industries Natural gas commonly oc-

curs in large volume. In coal formations, where it accum-

uYIfes in cavities or pockets and in crevices in the strata.

The las coming from such pockets and crevices is termed

"feeder" or "blower" gas.

(;eoi>ogical conditions

Gas. OH and Water—The strata of the earth's ciust form

a great natural reservoir for gas. oil and water. Tiiese col-

?ect in the formations, in the order of their relative den-

sities. As Illustrated in the accompaying figure, which rep-

Ax Ideal Geological Sectiox

resents an Ideal geological section, the water collects in the

rocks below, the dil next above, while the gas Is found higher
on the anticline. . ,

This condition is only true, however, in a general \^a^.

depending on the nature of the strata and their power to

absorb and hold these elements. ^\ ater. and oil to a less

extent. And their way by gravity to a "hard-pan or stratum
impervious to them; while gas drains to the surface and
es»apes, unless confined by an overlying stratum of clay or

impervious rock. The subterraneous drainage of water and
oil from the overlving rocks into the synclinal basins, creates

enormous pressures, which are exerted more or less equally
on the water, oil and gas.

Water Level—In everv geological section, there is a more
or leis defined "water level" or depth at which water is found
in quantity. Wells or boreholes sunk to this general level

strike a usually abundant supply of water. The same is

true, but to a less extent, of oil. in oil regions. The flow of

oil. in oil-bearing rocks, however. Is not as free as that of
water, owing to its viscosity and limited supply.

The water level is not constant, but varies according to
the changing supply or surface drainage, being higher in

wet seasons and low^er In seasons of drought. As the oil

floats on the water anv change In water level is accompanied
bv a similar change in the oil supply. It is due to this fact
that exhausted oil wells often become productive in a season
of flood, and producing wells frequently cease to flow in a
prolonged season of drought.

The Coal Age Pocket Book
HYDROCARBON GASES

General Pormulns of Hydrocarbon Gawes—Carbon (C) and
hydrogen (H) unite in different ways to form groups of com-
pounds, having certain distinct characteristics. Such are

the "paraffins." represented by the general formula CnH2n + 2;

the' "oleflnes," CnH2 n; the "acetylenes." CnH2 n -- 2; _
and

other compounds of less Importance in mining, as the ben-

zenes," "naphthalines." etc.

Occurrence and Formation—Methane (CH.) and eth.-ine

(C"H«) which will be described later, belong to the paraffin

or'fattv group, while oleflant gas (C:H,) belongs to the ole-

fine or "oily group. These are all products of the destructive
distillation of organic matter. Methane is often seen bub-
bling up from the bottom of stagnant pools, in marshes,
which fact suggested the name "marsh gas. It is the result

of the slow decay of the vegetable matter (in the presence
of water), at the bottom of the pool.

, ,,. j
On the other hand, defiant gas is the result of tfie dry

distillation of gas from organic matter, which takes place

less frequentlv in the strata, owing to the almost invariable
presence of moisture The character of these hydrocarbon
gases, moreover, varies, also, with the kind of organic matter
that undergoes decomposition.

,. j
Of the hydrocarbon gases, the paraffins (methane and

ethane) are the ones chiefly occluded In the coal measures:
while olefiant gas, belonging to the define group is rarely
found even in minute quantity. Beside the hydrocarbon gases
occluded in coal, as has been stated, varying quantities of

nitrogen, oxygen and carbon dioxide have been absorbed.

Condition of Gas Confined in Coal—The results of careful
experimental study of coal indicate (Chamberlin) that gas
may exist in coal in three different ways: 1. The gas is oc-

cluded, in a true sense, or absorbed (possibly condensed) by
the coal. 2. The gas is entrapped or held mechanically in

the cavities, cracks or pores of the coal, 3. The gas may
result from chemical changes going on in the coal.

EHoape of Gas from Coal—Experiments made by the Bu-
reau of Mines, bv crushing weighed samples of different coals

in closed vessels of known capacity, show that coal con-
tinues to give off gas for a long time after it Is mined. The
gas is libe'-ated more freelv during the crushing of the coal,

which would Indicate that much of the gas is held mechan-
ically within the mass. It is also shown that the coal cori-

tinues to absorb oxygen from the air, during the same period.

Composition of Feeder or Blower Gas—A large number of

analyses of gas issuing from coal seams as feeders or

"blowers" have been made. Gas has also been obtained by
drilling holes several feet into the fare of the coal. These
analyses show a wide variation in the composition of the
gas in different localities. Moreover, since the rate of emus-
sion of gases varies, the compo-sition of feeder gas is only
suggestive of the contamination of the mine air from this
cause. An analvsis of gas taken from a lO-ft. borehole in

the Dnrrance Colliery, near Wilkes-Barre, Penn.. gave: CH,.
94.2: N, 3.3; COz 1.1 CO 0.1; C-H., 0.4; O, 0.9.
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EXAMINATION QUESTIONS I
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Elementary Questions

(Suggcsied for Begitmers)

Arithju^tic

Ques.—What is the daily output of a mine under the

following conditions: Timo of hoisting, 8 hr. per day;

coal hoisted per trip, 5200 lb.; time required per hoist,

50 sec. and, changing cars, 22 sec.?

Ans.—The total time per hoist is 50 + 22 = 72 sec.

Making no allowance for delay, during the day, the total

number of hoists is (8 X 60 X 60) -=- 72 = 400. The

weight of coal hoisted per day is, therefore, 400 X 5200

-^ 2000 = ] 040 short tons.

Qties.—If 12 men mine 720 tons of coal in 20 days,

working 9 hr. a day; how many tons of coal will 9 men

mine in 25 days, working 8 hr. a day?

_4.,(^<j.—The weight of coal mined is proportional to the

number of men working, the days worked, and the hours

per day. Therefore, the ratio of the weight of coal mined

is eqixal to the ratio of the men, times the ratio of the

number of days, times the ratio of the number of hours

per day; or, in this case, calling the required weight of

ooal mined x

720 12

9 25 8

.T = 720 X - = <J00 tons
h

Gases

Ques.
—

\\Tiat is a gas ?

Xns.—A gas is an aeriform fluid, distingiiished from

a vapor only as being invisible, while vapors are visible,

appearing as a fog, mist or cloud.

Ques.—Name the important mine gases, giving the

.symbols of each.

^4,i,9.—Methane, or carbureted hydrogen, commonly

called marsh gas (CII^) ; carbon dioxide, formerly called

carbonic-acid gas (COo) ; carbon monoxide, formerly

called carbonic-oxide gas (CO); hydrogen sulphide, or

sulphureted hydrogen (H.S) ; olefiant gas, called also

ethylene or ethene (C.H^) ; ethane (C^HJ ; besides the

nitrogen (N^) and oxygen (0,) of the air.

Ques.—Describe briefly the diilerent "damps" known

to miners.

Ans.—"Firedamp" is any inflammable or explosive

mixture of m.arsh gas and air, containing frequently vary-

ing quantities of other mine gases. "Blackdamp," called,

also, "chokedamp" or "stonedamp" is any mixture of in-

combustible gases heavier than air, the mixture consisting

chiefly of carbon dioxide and nitrogen. "\Yhitedamp" is

generally understood a.s referring to carbon-monoxide gas.

"Stinkdamp" is a term used by the miners in reference

to hydrogen sulphide. These damps are all more or less

mixed with air.

Qnes.—Write the chemical equation expressing the re-

action that takes place when methane, or marsh gas, burns

in oxygen; and show the relative volume of oxygen and

methane required for complete combustion; also the vol-

ume of carbon dioxide and water vapor produced by the

combustion.

Am.—Following is the equation expressing the reac-

tion that takes place:

CH, + 20, = CO, + 2 H„0
Eelative volumes 12 12
Two volumes of oxygen are, therefore, required for the

complete combustion of one volume of marsh gas; and

there are produced, as a result of this combustion, one

volume of carbon dioxide and two volumes of water vapor.

Ques.—If two volumes of oxygen are required for the

complete combustion of one volume of marsh gas ; find

the relative volume of air consumed for each volume of

marsh gas burned.

A «s.—Since oxygen forms 20.9 per cent, of air, the re-

lative volume of air, per volume of marsh gas burned, is

3 -^ 0.209 = 9.57; or, practically, 91/2 volumes of air

are required for the complete combustion of one volume

of marsh gas.

Ques.—What effect has carbon dioxide on a firedamp

mixture ?

Ans.—Carbon dioxide is an incombustible gas and, by

diluting the firedamp mixture, reduces its explosiveness.

It is generally stated that if carbon dioxide is added to a

firedamp mixture at its most explosive point, the volume

of carbon dioxide required to render the firedamp inex-

plosive is about \/j of the volume of the firedamp.

Qiies.—What effect has coal dust on a firedamp mix-

ture?

Ans.— The presence of fine coal dust floating in the air

has the effect to render the firedamp mixture more easily

ignitable and widens the explosive range. Mixtures of

methane and air that would not otherwise be explosive,

therefore, become explosive in the presence of fine coal

dust floating in the atmosphere.

Ques.—Why is coal dust dangerous when allowed to

accumulate in mine workings?

Ans.—Under the drying influence of the air current,

moisture is absorbed from the dust, which is then easily

blown into the air by any consussion, such as a blownout

shot or fall of roof. Dust is also raised in large quan-

tities by the ordinary operations of the mine, such as the

movement of cars, the passing of men and animals in the

traveling ways, etc. The fine dust of the coal, also, read-

ily absorbs oxygen from the air, which increases its in-

flammability. A sufficient quantity of fine dust floating

in the air is often highly explosive without the presence

of gas, especially if the coal is inflammable. For these

reasons, accumulations of coal dust are dangerous.

Ques.—Are all coal dusts alike inflammable, and what

kind of dust is generally the most inflammable?

Ans.—The fine dust of bituminous coal is more in-

flammable than that of anthracite, because of the larger

percentage of volatile combustible matter contained in the

coal. The soft bituminous coals also disintegrate more

rapidly under the influence of the air than is the case

with the harder anthracite.
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Washington, D. C.
vVctlve proceedinKS before the Interstate Commerce Com-

mission with reference to the proposed 5 per cent. Increase

In the rates of railroads in otllcial classlflcation territory

were opened before the Interstate Commerce Commission on
Nov. 24. and bid fair to continue a Rood while. The first

addresses were made by Daniel Willard of the Baltimore &
Ohio R.R. and F. A. Delano, receiver for the Wabash R.R.
Roth men laid especial stress on the financial situation of

the roads In ollicial classification territory. Mr. Delano ana-
lyzed the classes of freipht origrinatlng In the section under
consideration, and he developed a specially intereslint? argu-
ment with reference to the coal roads, declaring that they
could not be classed with other lines cperatlnt? in the same
territory.

The Coal RnniN to be Separately ConMldered

Mr. Delano said: "We have excluded the Pittsburgrh &
Lake Erie, Bessemer & Lake Erie, Hocking Valley, Kanawha
& MichiKan. Toledo & Ohio Central, and Wheeling & Lako
Erie R.K These roads are located in a comparatively small
area between the Great Lakes and the iron furnaces and coal
mines of Ohio, and their traffic is not of a general nature
but substantially confined to the products of mining: these
products during 1912 forming 7S.6 per cent, of their entire
tonnage. But the exceptional feature of their situation lies,

not only in the volume of this mineral traffic, but in the
fact that by reason of hauling iron ore in one direction and
coal in the other they have a balanced traffic, which pro-
duces an unusually favorable operating condition. While
these lines are within the boundaries of the territory, they
do not enter into the general railroad situation and cannot
be Included in a group of roads fairly representative of all

the railroads in the territory."

Mr. Delano, however, made no attempt to exclude con-
sideration of the eastern coal roads, although he called at-
tention to the fact that "the combined tonnage of pro-
ducts of mines carried by the Pennsylvania R.R., proper, the
New York Central proper, and the Baltimore & Ohio system in

1912 was approximately ten times the same class of tonnage
carried by the two principal railroads of New England. ' It

is believed that there will be much controversy with refer-
ence to the exact status of the coal roads in the application
for rate advances, and as to the extent to which the statistics
and experiences of these roads may be taken as typical.

The Paint Creek Investigation

Practical agreement has been reached by the committee
which investigated the "Paint Creek & Cabin Creek dis-
turbance in West Virginia" and it is understood that within
a week or two a public report will be furnished to the Senate.
The information now available Is that the committee will
assert that American citizens were tried and imprisoned con-
trary to law, and that martial law was invoked too early.
This may lead to a very severe indictment of the Supreme
Court of West Virginia.

It will also be found that the mails were interfered with
in the coal fields and that the state militia prevented men
from getting their mail. The shipment of firearms into the
Paint Creek region will also be complained of, and it will
be asserted that in taking bodies of strike breakers to the
coal fields, peonage was practised.

Coal L,andH ReHtored to Pnbllc Entry
The President has restored 242.500 acres Of coal land to

public entry in Montana and 14.500 in Utah. As a result the
coal-land withdrawals have been reduced to 58.000.000 acres.
Up to the present 84.000.000 acres have been classified as to
their coal value. Out of this area 18.500,000 acres have been
declared coal land and valued at $761,000,000, the average
price being $41.13 per acre.

H.\RRISBITRG, I'EXN.
The Interstate Commerce Commission's investigation Into

the rates and practices of the anthracite coal roads, which
was being held at the Bellevue-Stratford Hotel at Philadel-
phia, was on Thursday adjourned indefinitely owing to the
sudden illness of Commissioner John H. Marble who had been
presiding. Mr. Marble was seized with an attack of acute in-

digestion on Wednesday night, the erfects of which caused his

death at Washington, D. C. on Friday. Nov. 21.

Silas H. Smith, attorney for the commission, announced to
witnesses that the investigation would probabl.v not be re-

sumed for two or three weeks, as the hearing of the 5 per
cent, advance in the freight-rate case, which begins In Wash-
ington on Monday, Nov. 24, may be protracted. Meantime the
coal inquiry will wait.

Geo. H. Ross, vice-president of the Susquehanna Coal Co.,

a subsidiary of the Pennsylvania R.R. was prepared at the
time of adjournment to continue his story of the relations
between the coal company and the railroad, which he had not
completed at the close of Wednesda.v's hearing.

Representatives of the coal dealers' associations In Ohio,
Indiana and Michigan were also prepared to testify. They
came to protest against differentials on freight rates, which
they claim are against their district.

The counsel for the commission sought to show by wit-
ness after witness that anthracite had to pay higher
rates than other freight, and operating officials testified in

endless repetition of the methods employed in handling coal
cars at the various terminals. They told how many locomo-
tives were used, how many empty cars were returned to the
region, where the concentration points were and so forth.

It was brought out at the investigation that the Susque-
hanna Coal Co. has paid but one dividend (4 per cent.) in

12 or 15 years. It owes the Pennsylvania $6,000,000 on
which it has given the railroad company no security, but on
which it pays 5 per cent, interest. It was also brought out
that the Mineral Railroad and Mining Co., another subsidiary
of the P. R.R. Co., leased from the Northern entral Ry., an-
other Pennsylvania-controlled railroad, 4900 acres Of coal
land, on which it has never paid the royalty of 28c a ton
called for in the lease. Mr. Ross further testified that the
Susquehanna company makes up the deficits of the Mineral
Railroad and Mining Co., and other companies owned by the
Pennsylvania.

O. H. Hagerman, shipping agent of the Reading at Port
Richmond, Philadelphia, testified that 90 per cent of the cars
dumped at Port Richmond are sent away from the docks
empty: the other 10 per cent, leave the port with iron ore.

The following are the principal facts appearing in the
testimony of the witnesses examined;

.Snmmary of Principal Ten«imony
That the abolition of free storage has reduced the num-

ber of standing cars in the Perth Ambov and South Plain-
field yards of the Lehigh Valley by more than one-half.

That the Reading Ry. is in need of more coal cars, but does
not get an additional supply because it has no room for
storage during slack time.

That only Reading coal is stored in the Clearfield storage
plant of that road, although it is supposed to be open to
every coal shipper for such purpose.

That only such coal as is ordered is allowed to enter the
yards of the Reading at Port Richmond, all other anthracite
being detained at the Woodlane yards.

,
That actual demurrage is charged upon cars not vet

placed, though the law states distinctly that such chargescannot be made until the car is in actual placement.
That coal shipped to Buffalo pays .$2 a ton freight, thebuyer receiving a rebate of 25c. from the railway-owned coal

companies, in order that the rate of $1.75 bv all-land routesmay be met.
That the independent coal companies cannot afford to do

fro? SI, „ « iJ"
con.sequence they withdraw from the Cen-

eL?l coll fami n ^''"°'^' every winter thus producing an artifi-

Th!it the railroad-owned coal comijanies send out anionlhly circular fixing prices at identical figures.

Mtee Caves
In a test case filed in Scranton, the supreme court will

probably be called upon to decide whether a coal company ix
responsible for injury to person caused by a disturbance of
the surface. It is the first suit of the kind to be instituted.

Mrs. James Kirwin, of Scranton, states in her petition that
on September 12, 1913. a foreman for the Lackawanna Coal
Co. rushed into her house and told her to get out quickly as
they were going to let the house down. She asked him' to
delay the work for a short time, but in the meantime a shotwas fired in the mine and the building sank. The kitch.n
stove exploded and the castings were hurled about the room
injuring and disabling her. She asks that she be compensated
to the extent of $25,000.

The courts have decided that where property is damaged
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by mining the owner can have no redress, in case he waived
his right to collect damages, but no case is known where such

caving resulted in personal injury. The outcome of the suit

Till be awaited with great interest.

The State Highway Department has joined with the W'ater

Supply Commission and the Department ot Mines in an effort

to check the trouble caused by the washing of culm into

streams, in the anthracite region of the state. Great losses

have been caused in the past by the constant washing of the

culm. Getting into the streams it causes them to fill up, and

as this changes the level of the water it makes necessary the

constant altering of the roads and bridges along the line of

the water courses. Aside from this there is the pollution of

the water.
"O'ith the idea of finding a way in which a remedy could

be applied, an inspection of Shamokin Creek, from Sunbury
tt' Mount Carmel was made by representatives from the three

departments recently.

The Lehigh Canal, between Mauch Chunk and Easton. had
to be closed for the season, due to the culm and other pollu-

tion in the canal, which was washed in by the severe storm
of last Sunday. It was deemed advisable to take this course

so that the water could be drawn and the bed properly cleaned.

PENNSYLVAXH
Anthracite

\anticoke—Concrete walls have been erected in a sec-

tion ot the Auchincloss colliery of the Delaware. Lackawanna
& Western R.R. Co., coal department, where a mine fire has
been raging since last Monday. It is thought that with the

erection of the wall the fire will be smothered within a

few days.

Pittston—The Pennsylvania Coal Company is about to

build a dozen or more homes along the river bank to be oc-

cupied by the foremen at No. 14 colliery.

Edgar C. Weichel and George V. O'Hara, foremen for this

same company, have commenced their work at tlie Y. M. C. A.

ill pieparing young men to take the examinations as mine
foreman and assistant mine foreman, next spring.

Scranton—Orders have been issued by the Delaware &
Hudson Coal Co. to all monthly hands who keep expense
accounts that hereafter they will have to dispense with their

chickens, cows, pigs and other animals if they want to re-

main on the company payroll. Various reasons are assigned
for the order, but the one most generally accepted is that

the expense accounts of such employees have been increasing
regularly during the last year or two.

Wilkes-Barre—A miner who has been in jail for several
days on a charge of changing tickets on mine cars and hav-
ing them credited to himself was given a habeas corpus hear-
ing before Judge Fuller on a charge of larceny, and al-

though the evidence of witnesses ^vas strongly circumstantial
it was not suflficient to confine him and he was released on
his recognizance to appear at the next term of Court.

The defendant was employed in the Dorrance mine and
was charged with having his tickets on 30 cars, while it "was
claimed that he had only been furnished with 16 cars. The
arrest was made at the instance of Charles Lahr, check dock-
ing boss for the Dorrance local of the U. M. 'W. of A.

Bituminous

Naut-y-Glo—Fire destroyed the plant of the Springfield
Coal Co., on Nov. 15, doing $10,000 damage and throwing 200
men out of employment. .Rebuilding was commenced imme-
diately.

Du Bois—The miners of District No. 2 of the TJ. M. W. of A.
declare that the next agreement will require the operators
to deliver cars at the face. Seven hundred miners have gone
out at the Tyler mine of the Cascade Coal & Coke Co. to
compel the rest of the men to join the union.

Burgrettstown—The "Wabash Coal Co.. of Carnegie, has
sold all its holdings comprising 3700 acres lying between
Hickory and this town to J. A. Bell, of Carnegie for $20 an
acre. The principal stock holders are H. J. Verner estate,
W. p. Sossong, T. Beadling, P. and M. Bruening, Dushane &
Lewis.

Waynesburg—A deed was placed on record in this county
during the week transferring 395.04 acres of land in Jefferson
Township. The consideration of the deal was $274,000. The
property was purchased by the H. C. Prick Coke Co. from the
Pittsburgh-Buffalo Co. and comprises the coal underlying 12
tracts of land, part of which faces the Monongahela River.
The H. C. Prick Coke Co. also placed of record a deed for 4.05
acres of coal in the same township purchased from the John-
etta Coal Co. for $1000. Both deeds bore the date of Oct. 31,
1913.

WEST VIRGINIA
.Uabie—At the request of the stockholders of the Brady

Coal Co., Judge Warren B. Kittle, of Elkins appointed A. N.
Humphries, of Philippi, receiver for the coal company.

Charlpston—Following a conference between representa-
tives of the Kanawha and New River coal operators and
President George W. Stevens of the Chesapeake & Ohio R.R.,
held at White Sulphur .Springs, M. T. Davis, John Laing and
G. H. Caperton, a committee of the operators left for New
York to appear before the board of directors of the railroad
to urge immediate action in the improvement of car facilities.

M.VRYt,.4LND

Cumberland—Surveys are being made for a new railroad
through the mountains of Pennsylvania and the little hamlet
of Cook's Mills, eight miles west of Cumberland. It is to

be known as the Buffalo Coal & Lumber R.R. The line is to

open up for development a big section of timber and coal
land hitherto untouched by a railroad.

ALABAM.A
Gadsden—Captain J. M. Elliott, who for six months has

been investigating deposits of coal in Elount mountain,
t'wenty-five miles west of Gadsden, reported that three seams,
with a total of 11 ft., have been uncovered at the outcrop and
that extensive driling will be undertaken at once.

Birmini^hani—The only specially equipped motor mine
rescue car in the service of the government, arrived in

Birmingham recently. This car is built especially for mine
rescue work, and can be used to convey Injured persons to

the hospital. Alabama is practically the only mining sec-
tion where every mine can be reached by automobile. This
car has been attached to the West End rescue station oper-
ated by the government, and a trial trip was made re-

cently, to Tuscaloosa and back, a distance of 120 miles,

which proved satisfactory in every respect. Accompany-
ing the Engineer in charge, E. B. Sutton, were Chief
Mine Inspector C. H. Nesbitt, several assistant mine in-

spectors, and representatives of the various newspapers. If

the car proves a success, it is probable that the govern-
ment "will supply them to their other mine rescue stations in

other sections.

It is stated that the Tennessee Coal, Iron & Railroad
Co. has recently received several large oi-ders for steel rails,

which means that the rail mill -will continue in active oper-
ation. Their coal mines must be run at full capacity to keep
the rail mill supplied with coal.

OHIO

Columbus—Notification by operators engaged in lake trade
has been received stating that the American Marine Un-
derwriters will insure lake vessels sailing in December at

1% up to Dec. 4, and l%9t up to Dec. S, after which vessels

will not be insured. These dates are somewhat later than
usual and will permit a larger tonnage to be shipped to the
Northwest. The vessel owners in certain cases will lay in

their boats about Dec. 1 and will take no chances on an-
other trip.

ILLINOIS

Duquotn—A. R. Byrd & Sons Co. of St. Louis have taken
options on 17,000 acres of untouched coal land in Perry
County, most of which is southwest of this point. According
to the present arrangement, a mine will be sunk on the Birk-
ner Farm west of here and another one on the Smith farm
southwest of this point. It is understood that the operating
company will be capitalized for $850,000.

Belleville—The largest Judgment ever paid in the Circuit

Court at Belleville was that in the case of Patrick Grannan
against Donk Bros. Coal & Coke Co. for $15,000. Grannan
suffered a broken back in a mine accident, and at the trial

was brought into the court room on a stretcher.

The bursting of the cylinder of the hoist at the Massie
mine a week ago has finally caused the operators of this

property to install an entirely new hoisting apparatus, and
the mine will be shut down for two or three weeks as a
result.

.'Vnburn—The Auburn & Alton Coal Co. and 63 other coal
operating companies are testifying before Examiner R. T.

Eddy of the Interstate Commerce Commission, seeking to ob-
tain an order from the commerce court directing the rail-

roads, chiefiy the Atchison. Topeka & .?anta Pe. and 4S other
connecting lines, to establish a rate for transporting coal

from points north of the southern boundary of Christian
County to Peoria. Chicago and other gateways to the west
and northwest, which will be 15c. a ton less than the rates

from points south of that line. The railroads have quite an
array of talent to oppose the petition.
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I Mil AN V

PrioM'ton—The Princeton coal mine Is tied up by the

walkout of the U operators of the coal-dlBKlnK machines^

The mach°„eme„ asked for a guaranty of J3.34 a Oay which

has been cut oft because the company says some of the men

are not glvlnB a full day's work. The men had resumed

work sevfra davs previously ponding arbitration but walked

out aKa^n adding to their other demand one that the com-

^^nv furnish a bit carrier to deliver the bits to each machine.

The complnv contends there Is no contract for this and It Is

E E^:^ to^^^^^^^^f^
Coal Co. About 250 men are employed.

ABK.\XS.\S

Sn-drm-AU the seml-anthraclte mines In this section

K »»!mert their labor troubles with the exception of one.

an'd It IS e:p..:ted th^t their controversy will be settled by the

first of the month.
KEXTICKY

MorKonlleld-The Jackson Coal Co.. of Fort Branch, Ind..

has purchased the old Thomas mine near here, and has an-

nounced that It will resume the operation of the property as

soon as possible.

LouUvllle-Sult for damages of »33,290.50 has been

filed by the Schwind Brothers" Coal Co. against the Con-

Unental Fuel Co., the retail concern alleging that the de-

endan company failed to comply with its contract to furmsh

coa to the plalntlrt according to orders. It is alleged tha

shipments were less than ordered to the following amounts:

July 1080 tons: August. 2120 tons: September. 4040 tons;

October, 3360 tons.

WISCOXSIN

Mll«niikee—This year's receipts thus far are the largest

on rec""" A^ut all the dock property suitable for the coal

transshipping trade has been absorbed and until harbor de-

"opmenr yfelds more dock frontage
*r"t'%n thelouth

for expansion. The last remaining dock site on the South

Menominee Canal, which is in the heart of the eoal-shippmg

district has just been purchased by the Northern Coal & Dock

CO, a subsidiary of the Youghiogheny & Ohio Coal Co an

rndependent producer in the bituminous field The tiac has

a frontage of about 275 ft. on the canal and nearly 1000 fu

on a shp adjoining the property on the west. The new dock

will be equipped with the latest and best hoisting machinerj

and ample railway trackage. The Y. & O. Co. now occupies

dockage belonging to the Milwaukee Gas Light Co., on the

north bank of the Menominee River.

MISSOURI

Whiteside—Arrangements are being made here to estab-

lish a fireclay plant taking fireclay and coal out at the same

time The project has been undertaken by James Kelly rep-

resenting St. Louis capitalists, and P. M. Modisett, of Hanni-

bal and W. D. Dent, of Oakwood, Mo.

OREGON
Joxrphlne County—The decision of the General Land Office

as regards about 9000 acres of coal land entries, in the Squaw

Creek section, is awaited with much interest. Representa-

tives of the U. S. Geological Survey have been in the field all

summer and fall, having recently completed their work.

They found a good grade of coal, some of the samples being

of a first-grade coking product. Local men that worked with

the Survey state that there is no question but that the land

will be allowed to go under the coal act, and if that is the

decision of the Land Office it means a new coal field for

Oregon. Railroad surveys have been made into this section,

to get the land open to entry.

FOREIGN NEWS

RECENT COAL AND COKE
PATENTS

Gnu ITodm-er— H. F. Wallmann. Chicago, ill., 1.O72.03G.

Sept. 9, 1913. Filed July 21. 1906. Serial No. 327,229.

(inn I'roaui-er—J. A. Herrlck. New York, N. Y., 1,073,124.

Sept. Hi. 1913. Filed Feb. 4. 1911. Serial No. 606,548.

Coke Oven Door-H. Kickert, Herringen, Germany. 1.072.-

857. Sept. 9, 1913. Filed Dec. 21, 1912. Serial No. 738.003.

r«nl bonder—P. R. Jordan and W. Wright. AdamsvlUe.

.\la.. 1.072,731. Sept. 9. 1913. Filed Aug. 22. 1912, Serial No.

716.527.

Automatic Trnvellnif Load Senle—Henry Richardson. New

York. N. Y., 1.072.500. Sept. 9, 1913. Filed Mar. 24, 1910, Serial

No. 551.347.

TravelluK Grnte Furnace—S. J. Misener. Woodslde. Nova

Scotia. Can.. 1.073.359. Sept. 16. 1913. Filed Mar. 29, 1912.

Serial No. 687.244.

Dynnmo-Electrlo Apparatud for Firing MIneM—K. Schafller.

Vienna. Austria-Hungary, 1,072.511. Sept. 9, 1913. Filed Feb.

4, 1913, Serial No. 746.200.

Improvements In Machine for Charging and Discharging

Gas Retorts. Riter-Conley Manufacturing Co. 15 Exchange

Place, Jersey City. U. S. A., 17.855 of 1912.

Water Cooled Furnace Door Frame—L. L. Knox, assignor

to Knox Pressed and Welded Steel Co.. Niles. Ohio, 1.073.144.

Sept. 16. 1913. Filed Aug. 4. 1911, Serial No. 642,339.

Improvements In the Treatment of Gases from Coke Ovens

and of Like Gases and the Recovery of Products Therefrom.

W. H. Coleman, 3 Redclyffe Road, Withington. Manchester,

20.900 of 1912.

Irving R. Gard, for between two and three years with the

Canadian Collieries (Dunsmuir) Limited, Victoria, B. C, has

retired from that company's employ, the important hydro-

electric system and other construction .work on which he

was engaged being now practically completed.

Official announcement was made from the offices of

the Berwind-White Coal Mining Co. at Philadelphia, rela-

tive to the resignation of Walter R. Calverly as general super-

intendent of the mines in this vicinity as follows: "The duties

of the position formerly held by Walter R. Calverley at

Windber have been divided amons the present employees, and

the office of general superintendent, as held by him, has been

abolished.

John W. Swift, special disbursing agent of the United

States navy with the Matanuska coal mining expedition, was

in Seattle about the middle of October buying horses, sleds,

and other equipment needed for the transportation to a

shipping port of some of the coal taken out last summer
from the government's experimental mine, in the Matanuska

field. It is expected the whole winter will be occupied in

hauling the coal to Cook inlet, where it will be loaded on

barges.

CONSTRUCTION NEWS

Paris, France—Forty-five thousand coal miners are on

strike in the Lens district, having responded to the call of

the union. The government, fearing serious disturbances, has

ordered a regiment of Infantry to the vicinity. To end the

strike an 8-hr. workday bill was passed by the Chamber of

Deputies. Nov. 24, and also another bill making overtime

optional.
Halifax, Nova Scotia—An agreement involving 10,000 men

employed by the Dominion Coal Co.. and represented by the

Provincial Workmen's Association, has been reached. The

agreement renews the present understanding for three years.

Johnstonn, Penn.—The Sunnyside Coal Co. will put elec-

tric haulage and machines in their mines.

Carroltown, Penn.—Logan Coal Co. is making extensive

improvements at its mines at Beaverdale.

Two Rivers, AVIs.—Wisconsin Dredge & Dock Co. have been

excavating for the new coal-dock extension here.

Milwaukee, Wts.—The Youghiogheny & Ohio Coal Co. is to

expend half a million dollars in the construction of new coal

docks.

Rockwood, Penn.—The Consolidation Coal Co. has com-
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( new coal crusher is soon to be in-

mine of the Pittsburg Coal Co., at

S. Baton & Co., of

It is believed that
about June of the

menced erection of a new coal tipple at its mines at Wilson
Creek.

Belle Vernon, Penn.-

stalled at Somers No.
Pricedale.

Carbondale, Penn.—Alterations will be commenced at the

new breaker of the New England Coal Co., which is being

erected on the tract formerly owned by the Salem Hill

Coal Co.

AVellsbnrg, W. Va.—The Carmichael coal mine, on Bethany
Pike, about four miles from Wellsburg, will be completely

reequipped with electrical mine machinery, the work to be

started in a few days.

Blrmlngrham, Ala.—The Tennessee Coal, Iron & R.R. Co. is

about to add to its equipment a 40,000-cu.ft. motor-driven
centrifugal air compressor. This unit was recently ordered

from the General Electric Co.

Pruden, Tenn.—The Pruden Coal & Coke Co. expects to in-

stall in Us power plant a 200-kw. alternating current General

Electric generator with 7-kw. exciters, 150-kw. motor-gen-
erator set and the necessary switchboard.

Dnqnoin, III The Forester Coal & Coke Co. has con-

tracted with the Roberts & Schaefer Co., of Chicago, for

coal handling equipment for a new boiler plant at the mine
where a Marcus tipple is now under construction.

Vancouver, B. C.—New York capital has been raised for the

completing of the Portland Canal & Northeastern Ry., build-

ing of which was started three years ago as a private enter-

prise of Sir Donald Mann. The line will be extended a hun-
dred miles to tap the anthracite coal fields of the Ground Hog
Mountain.

McDonald, Penn.—The American Zinc & Chemical Co. is

preparing to sink a shaft and operate a coal mine about
two miles from Burgettstown. George
Pittsburgh, are the mining engineers,

this mine will be ready for operation
coming year.

Birminsham, -\la.—The Sloss Sheffield Steel & Iron Co.

will build 300 coke ovens of the beehive type at their Bessie

mine, in Jefferson County. These ovens will take the place of

the battery of ovens at their city furnace in the heart of

Birmingham, which the Sloss company has agreed to abandon
operating to abate the smoke nuisance.

Rosslter, Penn.—The Clearfield Bituminous Coal Corpora-
tion recently purchased from the General Electric Co. equip-

ment for its mine, consisting of two 750-kv.-a. Curtis turbo-

alternators with 17.5-kw. motor generators and 15-kw. turbo-

exciter sets, three 300-kw. motor-generator sets, three 250-

kv.-a.. three 30-kw., and three 25-kw. transformers, switch-

board apparatus, etc.

Columbns, Ohio—The Sunday Creek Co. has started to

make new openings at mine No. 301 at Congo, Ohio, which
was damaged by a disastrous fire recently. The officials of

the company announce that the production of 3000 tons

daily has been curtailed for some time. When the fire was
discovered another mine known as No. 302 across the creek

was sealed and thus saved.

Salt Lake City, l"tah—The Utah Fuel Co. expects to add
soon to the power-plant equipment at Castle Gate, Utah, a
62o-kv.-a. Curtis turbo-generator, a 200-kw., two-unit, three-

bearing motor-generator set equipped with Tirril regulator,

switchboard, etc. The contract for the above machinery has
been awarded to the General Electric Co., both as to fur-

nishing the machines and their installation.

Sandusky, Ohio—Ground was broken recently on the Lower
Lake Dock Co.'s premises in West Sandusky, for improve-
ments, which, when completed, will cost nearly, if not quite,

SI. 000, 000. Additional coal-loading facilities are to be installed

before the opening of the 1914 navigation season.

In order that it may reap the full benefits of the additional
facilities the Pennsylvania R.R. will enlarge its "West San-
dusky yards so that twice the amount of coal received daily
from the mines in southern Ohio and "V\'est Virginia at the
present time may be stored.

Hudson, Penn,—Plans are under'way for the erection of a
breaker along the main line of the Delaware & Hudson R.R.
The structure will be built for the Wolfe Coal Co. A lease
has been secured by this company on a tract of land situ-

ated between the Delaware colliery of the D. & H. Co. and
Lafiin Borough.

The breaker will be equipped with modern machinery.
The output of the colliery will be transported from the
breaker to market over the D. & H. R.R. and the work of
construction will commence as soon as a branch track has
been laid.

INDUSTRIAL NOTES
Brazil, Ind.—The American Coal Mining Co. of this city has

increased its capital stock $30,000.

Sharon—The Knox Pressed & Welded Steel Co., was re-
cently granted a license to manufacture and sell coal pulver-
izing equipment.

Hazleton, Penn.—The Harleigh-Brookwood Coal Co. oper-
ating mines near Hazleton, has notified the State Department
that it had increased its debt from $155,000 to $1,500,000.

MiUvaukee, Wis..—The Northern Conveying Machinery Co.
has changed its name to the Maniere Engineering & Machin-
ery Co. Its new offices will be 709-10 Manhattan Bldg., Mil-
waukee, Wis.

Builalo, Si. Y.—J. N. Sechrest & Co., brokers, will finance
the proposed railroad and coal mines of the Manchester Min-
ing & Manufacturing Co., the road to extend 65 miles from
BarboursviUe, Ky., to the line of the Louisville & Nash-
ville R.R. at Beattyville.

Bellaire, Ohio—A syndicate of Columbus, Zanesville, and
Mount Vernon capitalists are looking over the available coal
lands in Belmont County, for the purpose of developing and
mining. It is reported that very little available ccal land in
that section can be found.

Columbus, Ohio—An entry in the state to have the owner-
ship of the Sunday Creek Co. now held by the Hocking Valley
Ry. and the Toledo & Ohio Central R.R. Co. dissolved, is ex-
pected to be put on the court records soon. At that time
steps "w-ill be taken to have the stock sold in some manner
agreeable to the court.

Hartford, Conn—The Terry Steam Turbine Co. has just
started operating on a 23-hour per day basis, the one hour
of idleness being from six to seven in the morning. It is

found necessary to do this in order to clear the shop from
the present crowded condition, due to congestion of orders
during the past few months.

Bansor, Penn.—The S. Plory Mfg. Co. has erected tem-
porary buildings at their works at this place, equipped the
same with improved high-grade machinery, and is now ready
to take care of orders as in the past. The business will be
continued, and permanent buildings erected as soon as pos-
sible. The temporary plant was made necessary by the
burning of the plant a short time ago.

Coeburn, Va.—The Litz Coal Corporation, Coeburn, Va.,
has ben incorporated, with a capital stock of $100,000, to de-
velop coal lands.

Chattanooga, Tenn.—The Pineville Coal Co., of Chatta-
nooga, Tenn., has been incorporated to devel®p c©al proper-
ties. Capital stock is $300,000.

Newark, X. J.—The Manufacturing Coal Co. is about to be
incorporated. Capital stock will be $50,000, and John T. Har-
land, Ne'w-ark, is incorporator.

FarmersburR, Ind.—The Farmersburg Coal Co. has been
incorporated with $10,000 capital stock to mine and deal in

coal. The directors are Bert Wood, M. McNeely and Ira
Drake.

Frankfort, Ky.—Articles of incorporation have been filed

by the Independent Ice & Coal Co. Richard Callissi, Mabel
IMcCabe and George W. Steinhauer are the incorporators.
Qapital stock is listed at $5000.

Akron, Ohio—The Summit Coal & Supply Co. has been in-
corporated, with a capital stock of $10,000, to deal in coal,
grain and feed. The incorporators are Francis Sieberling,
J. B. Huber, W. E. Slabaugh, S. A. Allen and James C. Engle-
man.

Glen Campbell, Penn.

—

A charter has been granted to the
Superior Coal Co.. of Glen Campbell. Penn. It is capitalized
at $50,000, and the incorporators are H. E. and J. O. Clark
and H. J. Ehrlich, of Glen Campbell, and C. S. Hampton and
Harry T. Rodenberry, of Philadelphia.

Clarksburs. W. Va.—The Norwood Coal Co., with its chief
works in Harrison County, has been incorporated for the pur-
pose of owning land and operating coal mines. It is capi-
talized at $10,000. Carl L. Horner, C. B. Stout, J. L. Horner.
W. H. Wolverton and C. B. Johnson, all of Clarksburg. W. Va.,
being the incorporators.
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MUhracit.' Is strong nil along the line with prices gen-

.lally will maintained and some premiums in effect. Stove

coal Is the feature of the hard coal market: it is In short

supplv all over the East, and commands a good price at all

points Production in the mlninB regions is heavy, but con-

sumption Is keeping pace with the output, and no impsrtant

accumulations are noticed. Tt is essentially a weather mar-

ket in anthracite, and indications point to a brisk business

shortly.
, ,^, j

The bituminous market Is stationary but holding moder-

ately firm with prices on a profitable basis. The conser-

vatism of operators in closing contracts when a period of

high prices seemed inevitable has left a rather abnormal

amount of free coal in the market. In addition to this the

bituminous consumers have been threatened so often with a

shortage that they are well stocked as a rule, while com-

paratively mild weather has decreased the consumption. A
brisk e.vport business on the Atlantic Coast is helping to

nlleve the situation, but the general trend is undeniably

toward softer conditions, and most agencies are quietly

canvassing for orders.

The combined effects of the reduced lake shipping, due to

the derangement in vessel movement as a result of the un-

precedented storm, a slowing down in iron and steel, as well

as general industrial manufacturing and a full car supply

permitting uninterrupted operations has resulted in develop-

ing a surplus in the IMttsburgh market. Instead of asking

a premium on the October circular, most operators are now

prepared to shade these prices on spot business. While the

market is holding relatively firm, the demand is light; dealers

are of the opinion, however, that they can maintain prices

providing the warm weather does not continue well into De-

cember. Consumers are making every effort to control the

market, but no important break has occurred as yet.

Steam business in Ohio continues as active as ever. Retail

trade as a rule is flat, but stocks are not heavy, and many
dealers are trying to accumulate surplusses. There is still a

heavy demand from the Northwest, and lake shippers are

making every effort to get all the possible tonnage off before

the closing of navigation. Dec. 1; arrangements are being

made for continuing some shipping even after this date. The

movement at Hampton Roads has been unusually heavy; some

of the larger operators are havirtg difficulty in getting suf-

ficient coal to meet their contracts, and there is little in the

way of free tonnages to be had.

A continuation of the warm weather has created a soft

market in the Middle West, and mines are being forced to

reduce operation; steam prices are lower and a cut is threat-

ened in domestic coal. As a rule, however, requirements on

contracts are being maintained at a good average, and

the situation hinges greatly on the appearance of some win-

ter weather.

an abundance of tree coal for several weeks ahead. Some of

the shippers were oxtremely cautious over the amount of

contract business they would take in the spring and henco

there is probably a larger volume of winter coal available

than would otherwise have been the case. There is a more

brisk call for export Just now and this will help materially

to keep the coastwise market steady in the face of light bus-

iness here.

Georges Creek is moving regularly on contract, but for

spot shipment there is only a moderate inquiry. The usual

volume of this grade is on hand at all the piers but with no

sign of any wavering in price.

Some of the higher grade Pennsylvanias that ordinarily at

this season are rigidly confined to contract are being offered

:to
Minimum Boston Prices on

Pocahonfjs & New River

Coals f.cj). Hampton ftoads

1913 \A

_ 18 1 IB 1 15 W IJ 2<., 10 24 ? 21 ' 5 19

;?:

^ ,. ,. 16 50 IS 27 11 26 8 22 e 20

-t^uly >)<Aug.45ept.40c+.^*Nov.-40ec.>l

for December delivery. This is regarded as significant, and it

will not be surprising if soon there is not a slight declinr in

prices. Coal from districts in Clearfield have been offered

at 5?i)10c. less than a week ago, and although only for prompt

shipment, it is probable that extended delivery could also be

secured. The trend is toward softer conditions on all the

Pennsylvanias and unless something occurs to shorten up the

output they will probably continue well into December. All-

rail trade is only from hand-to-mouth, with a general lack

of interest on the part of buyers.

Anthracite—The market continues strong all along the

line, the shortage of stove being still the commanding
feature. New York shippers are particularly dry of this size

and some pinch prices are likely to be heard when the

weather turns cold. It was reported here that 50c. premium
had been declined for a straight cargo of stove, but the

other sizes are continuing at about the company circular.

Little or nothing has developed here with respect to individ-

ual coal but a change will come if more stove is not to be

had from the regular shippers. The territory East of Cape

Cod is still drawing its major supply from Philadelphia. The
points farther East have probably been earlier cared for than

has been the case in recent years and most dealers away
from the cities are going into the winter with comfortable

stocks. Tows are moving quite regularly now and the

summer temperature has let up on the demand from the con-

sumers.
Quotations on bituminous are about as follows:

Cambr] Pocahonta

EAvSTERN MARKET
IIOSTOX, M.VSS.

RItumlnuUN Benernlly qnlrt and no nenr pronpeet of

chnnge. <ieorgei« Oeek In ample supply but firm in price.

Best Pennnylvanias oltered freely for spot delivery and this

In reRarded n» slgnilleant. Anthracite utrong with the lack of

»\o->tK Mtlll the mnin feature.

BltnmlnouM—This is a listless market and Hampton Roads
coals especially are facing a quiet season. New England con-

sumers have more than once this year been induced to buy
against threatened shortage and now they find themselves

thoroughly well-stocked, in many cases much more so than

they wish. There are also signs that some of the agencies

are quietly canvassing for orders and there is likely to be

Georges
Clearfields Somersets Creek New River

Mines* . $1(10(011, .5.5 $1 25(nll
. 60 $1 .67(i?l .77

Philadeiphia*.'.'. ,. 2.2.5®2,7.5 2.=.(l(.n2.85 2.92(3)3.02

New York* 2.55@3.05 2,80@3.15 3.22(^3.32
Baltimore* 2.85@2.95
Hampton Roads* *?1?i?IS
Bostont \-iM\Vi
Providencet 3.72@3.87

*F.o.b. tOn cars.

NE^V YORK
Soft ooal unchanged I>nt rather dull. MInlne contlnu

full rated capacity and ear supply ade<|uate

on tidewater busiuesH but active

supply.

Bituminous—The soft coal market remains quiet, with the

demand light but prices moderately steady. There appears

to be a fairly good supply of coal at tidewater, although

by no means an abnormal amount. An encouraging feature

of the situation is that consumers continue taking heavy

tonnages on their contracts, in most instances up to the

maximum specified: it is also noted that there are a few in-

quiries for new contracts in spite of the fact that this is

not the customary season for placing these. The figures

quoted in this new business are 15 @ 20c. above last year's

prices.

Anthracite dull

ill; stove coal In short
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The car supply in the mining region shows a steady im-
provement. The situation on the B. & O., which was border-
ing on the acute a few weeks ago, is now comparatively
easy, though still spotty and rather uncertain. No restriction
in mining is reported, operations continuing at full rated
capacity and limited only by the indifference of the men to
work and occasional delays due to the car supply. Mines
are comparatively full handed, although most operations re-

port that they could use a few more. Prices continue rather
weak, as follows:

West Virginia steam, $2.65@2.75: fair grades of Pennsyl-
vania. $2.75@2.S5: good grades of Pennsylvania, $2,85@ 2.95;

best Miller Pennsylvania, $3.15 fii 3.25; Oeorge's Creek, $3.20®
3.30.

.Vnthraelte—The hard-coal market was exceptionally dull
on tidewater shipments although all-rail business to Eastern
points continued active. Straight stove for all-rail delivery
brought premiums of fifty cents through the individuals and
some sales for tidewater delivery were made on the same
basis.

The companies were all exceptionally short of both stove
and nut, which allowed most of the individual shippers to
dispose of egg provided stove and nut accompanied the ship-
ments. Many of the local dealers complained of dull business,
due undoubtedly to the unseasonable weather prevailing, but
if real cold weather occurred there is no question but that a
famine in stove and nut sizes would prevail. The compan-
ies have no stock on hand in the domestic sizes except egg,
and for that reason the daily production on stove and nut
would necessarily have to take care of the demand and as
this increases, the situation on these sizes will become more
acute. The suspension of Lake shipments may help to re-
lieve the situation, but on. the other hand the demand on all-
rail shipments to other points will probably prevent an>
noticeable change in the local situation. Considering the
small supplies held by the large companies at this time of the
year, and the possibility of a severe winter before us, it is the
opinion among the conservative element that premium prices
will prevail on individual coals before the year is out.

Steam sizes except pea were long on the poorer grades
and even high-grade coals found difficulty in prompt dispo-
sition. The opinion is expressed by many in the trade that
although premiums may be obtained later, on the popular
sizes in the domestic coals, there will be no difficulty for
consumers to obtain their supplies of the steam cofas at nor-
mal prices with a possible exception in the higher grades,
which usually are short during a severe winter. However,
the contemplated trouble in the bituminous fields this com-
ing year may have a tendency to bring better prices and an
unusual demand for all grades of steam sizes, but there is

no likelihood of this being felt until February or March.
The local market ip now quotable as follows:

Upper Ports Lower Ports
Circular Individual Circular* Individual

Broken $5.00 $4.95
Egg 5.25 S5.10@5.25 5.20 SS.OOfoS 20
Stove... 5.25 5 25(a5.7o 5.20 5 20(55 70
Chei=tnut.. 5.50 5.50 .5.45 5 45'
Pea 3.50 3.50 3.45 3.50
Buckwheat 2.75 2.60@2.75 2.45@2.7a 2.15ei2 70
Rice 2 25 2.15@2.25 1.95®2.20 1.70@220
Barley 1.75 1.60(0.1.75 1.70 1.40(51 :0

*Xn addition of 2^4% is required on the prepared sizes
in this column to cover the new Pennsylvania state tax..

BALTHIOKK. MD.
The soft-c-oal market remaineil aliout stattuaary. but <in a

rather poor lia.>ii!<. Slack was a little farther off, and eoke
na.s selling very eheap. Little ileninnd for anthracite above
immediate needs.

There was little change in soft coal conditions here the
past week. The market on the whole remains unsatisfactory,
demand being light and prices considerably off what they
should be for the season. Efforts on the part of West Vir-
ginia producers to get rid of slack in the face of the lessen-
ing demand for that fuel, caused it to go off a little more.
Sales as low as S5c. were recorded.

As a whole the gas-coal market in West Virginia stood
about as last week. Run-of-mine was selling around 95c..
and three-quarter anywhere from $l(ffil.lO. Pennsylvania
.steam fuels sold at various prices from $1.05@1.15, although
the market was dull at those figures.

Coke now stands about the worst figure of the market.
The lessened demand of the steel industry, as typified here by
the closing of the rail mill of the Maryland Steel Co., during
the past week, has hit the coke trade hard. First-grade
Connellsville cokes were being offered freely at from il.'Sifi

l.SO. West Virginia cokes were often going begging at $1.60.
Waterfront business here is not as good as could be de-

sired. A drop off in the number of tramp steamers calling at
the port recently has caused a decrease in bunker demand.

CENTRAL STATES

tiful.

PITTSBURGH, PENN.
Demand rediieeil. Car .supply .surtilenly beeomi

and prices being rut below the list of October, sometimes to
the earlier basis. Lake shipments smaller than expeeted lor
Xovember. ConnellKVille eoke soft, with priees <|uot«ble J(»c.
lower.

Bituminous—The market has softened very considerably
in the past week, owing to a variety of causes. In the first
place, a softening tendency at this season was to be expected,
and would in normal circumstances be spread over a period
of several weeks. This yoar, however, a very severe storm
occurred. Nov. 9, tying up the railroads quite largely and
causing a temporary shortage of coal, which stiffened the
market or at least arrested the softening tendency, while
now the accumulated effect of the progress of the season is
suddenly exerted. Lake shipments have been reduced on
account of the storm on the lakes, of unprecedented severity,
vessels being lost and the movement of surviving vessels much
interfered with, so that the total of lake moved this month
is proving much less than expected. Cars, however, have
suddenly become quite plentiful, and there is scarcely any
curtailment of operation on account of inability to get cars.
Iron and steel mill operations have been aecreasing rapidly
and industrial activity generally has undergone some de-
crease. All these influences have been felt in the coal mar-
ket, and prices have naturally suffered. Instead of premium.s
being secured on prompt coal over the advanced prices put
out at the beginning of October there has been a disposi-
tion to shade those prices, and in some instances sales have
been made at the old season price, based on $1.30 for mine-
run. Operations at mines are slightly less than they were
three weeks ago. although with the supply of ears and men
they could easily be much greater. Demand is now regulating
mine operations, instead of the limited supply dictating the
price. We quote: Mine-run, $1.30@1.40: %-in.. $1.40(5)1.50;
1'4-in.. $1.55@1.65; slack. gOc.SSl. per ton at mine. Pitts-
burgh district.

kJt
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Connellsville Coke—The market has lost more ground, the
temporary stringency in supplies caused by the storm being
entirely relieved last week. Coke is in plentiful supply on
contracts, and free coke is being offered around, finding
hardly any takers. While the majority of operators still
adhere to the policy of holding of as to contracts for 1914
and awaiting the initiative of buyers, a few operators have
been actively soliciting furnaces to take hold, and have prob-
ably named very attractive prices, well under $2. which seems
to be the price ordinarily mentioned in the market as likely
to be quoted by sellers in opening negotiations for 1914 fur-
nace coke. Foundry coke has softened in consonance with
furnace coke, and thus the whole market can be quoted
down about 10c. for the week, 'tt'e quote: Prompt furnace,
$1.75@1.S5; contract furnace (nominal), $2; prompt foundry.
$2.50® 2.75; contract foundry. $2.50® 2.75, per ton at ovens.

The "Courier" reports production in the connellsville and
lower Connellsville region in the week ended Nov. 15. at 336.-
162 tons, a decrrq>!e of 17.883 tons, and shipments at 333.600
tons, a decrease ol 33,870 tons.

BUPF.VLO. X. Y.

Coal business slow due to the warm weather. Hituniinuus
dealers holding firm, but demand light. Anthracite selling
fairly well and independents routident of future.

Bituminous—There is little improvement to be expected
in the trade so long as the weather continues warm and
cars are plentiful. The consumer is trying to control prices
and it is a hard matter to hold the market even in the weak
condition that has prevailed for a month or so. Still there are
no important breaks reported.

There is a steady increase of labor difficulty in all the
mining regions. There is no real diflfieulty in the mines ex-
cept that the men are uneasy and are seizing on most any-
thing as an excuse to make trouble. In some instances they
are demanding more pay.
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The market l8 still .lep.n.ient on the weuther Dealers nr.

of the opinion that th.y .an hold it where It is. unless the

warm weather should continue nway Into December. .\n>-

how after that the time is not far off when consumers will

h^ve ?o store coal. A. present they are laughlnK at dealers

Who refer to present labor troubles; It '«'";.<"'' ""''«'••

/^^
thev look at it. Quotations remain very weak at $2.J0 for

PUtsburKh lump. «2.S0 for threo-quarter. $2.65 for mine-run

iid » "25 for slLk. with slack quite as weak as sl^es. on ac-

count of the approach of the close of the lake season. Alle-

Xny valley coal is quoted at from 15 to 25c. lower than

rittsburKh.

lokr—There Is no life to the coke market. Consumers

still hold that It is too hlBh and it may be well If they can

•rowd the prices down till steel can be reduced to prices at

which it can be sold more freely. Coke sells on a basis of

}4.fi5 for 72-hour Connellsville foundry.

\n«hr»clte—There is no snap to the anthracite trade, be-

cause of the warm weath. r. As a rule the sellers of inde-

pendent coal are makine the most confident reports. Trade is

Tood with them in all of the smaller sizes. E^K is dull

everywhere. The charEinB of the Pennsylvania state tax is

often rebated out of that state, even where the seller has

adopted the Increase.

i'OHOVTO. f.WAOA

Normal suiM.lio except on »"nie iirn.l.-- "I niithrncite.

which ore Bhort. .Market «|ulet liut steady.

Business in the local market has been more quiet than is

normally Vhe case during this period of the year, due prin-

cipally "to the rather mild weather. Supplies on hand appear

to be" about normal with the exception of some grades of

anthracite, stove coal for instance, which is behind. The

retail market is quotable about as follows:

Anthracite. $8: bituminous (steam). $5.25; bituminous

screenings. $4.35; domestic lump. $6; cannel coal. $7.50.

In the wholesale market three-quarter lump is quoted at

$3.85 f.o.b. cars, and screenings at $3.

TOLKDO, OHIO

neavy lake shipment». Warm weather havlnc o bad ef-

fect on prices althouRh they have been fairly well main-

tained aH yet.

The weather here has been warm and balmy, which has

naturally had a deadening effect on the coal market. Do-

mestic demand has been light although steam coal continues

active. Lake shippers are working hard in an effort to get

a= much coal going up the lakes prior to the closing of nav-

igation, which will take place the first of the month, as

possible. Coal and ore vessels suffered extremely during the

recent storm and railroads were somewhat tied up so that

shipments were more or less delayed.

Dealers here are fearful that prices may not be maintained

should the weather remain warm, although at present there

is no indication of a break in the market. Prices have been

holding fairly close to the list. The car situation has im-

proved somewhat and better working conditions are looked

for. Prices as quoted here are as follows:

Poca- Hock- Jacli- Pome- Mass- Pitta. Cajn-

hontas ing son roy illon No. 8 bridge

p----" »iiS *lfl 1?^ *?:i^ *i:iS
*''° *':'"

^pv..;;;:::::::::::: 200 »m 2.25 1.75 250 1.5

li'inrrun-";-::::;: 1:00 ?1!i :::; ::; 120 120
Slack. ."....::: 070 o.so ...

coMiinrs, OHIO

Some »oftne«M fleveloped h.eau«e of the warm weather.

PrlceH did not MufTer on the whole l.ut In Home InxtancCH lower

quntatloDfi were given. Domextie IlneH only onen affected;

other departmentH held up Htroug.

The coal trade in Ohio during the past week was rather

flat because of the higher temperatures. As a result some of

the dealers cancelled their orders placed during the recent

cold spell. But a large portion of the retailers failed to can-

cel believing that the coal ordered would come In handy

later on. Retail stocks are not heavy in any section and

many of the dealers are trying to accumulate.

Prices did not suffer to any great extent. In most In-

stances the circular figures were well maintained and dis-

counts were few and far between. With the excep-Lion of do-

mestic grades, prices were about as strong as earlier in the

season.
The lake trade is still active and will continue so until

the close of navigation. Some vessels will be put in port

for the winter about Dec. 1, while others will make the last

trip to the Northwest after that date. The demand for fuel

there is still strong and practically no congestion at the

docks is reported. Doekmen are making every elTort to get

a large tonnage to the upper lake ports to avoid a large all-

rail movement later.

Steam demand Is good in every way and manufacturing es-

tablishments are taking about their average amount. Rail-

roads are also fair customers for steam grades as their

freight movement is good. Some dlspositioji is shown by

some of the larger users of steam grades to accumulate

stocks for a protection against a car shortage.

Some slight improvement in the car. supply is reported

from certain mining districts of the state but this is due more

to the better weather which permits a freer movement of coal

trains than to any other factor. Operations which depend

upon the car supply have been about 55 per cent. In the

Hocking Valley and Pomeroy bend and about 50 per cent, of

the average In eastern Ohio. Other districts have also been

hampered by the car shortage.

Retail trade Is as active as could be expected under the

circumstances. Retailers prices have not weakened under

the inrtuence of milder weather.

Quotations in the Ohio fields are as follows:

Hoi-liini! PiltshurRh Pomeroy Kananha

Domostic Innm .... »2 00 f-.i 1 .90 $2.25 («: 21.^. *2 (Kj fm 1 .90

:V.4 inch 1.85C"M.75»1.60@1 40 2.00(...lflO «fft 7,5

V,„ 1.W(S1120 1.7.'>(«i l.«5 l.tO® 1..!.^

vnno-run 150(*140 1.25@1.20 1.50(nil.40 150(2J1,4,5
V„r npn and 'slaok 05 ® 90 ..... . 1 .

00 CA ,
90 90 (Si

.
85

Coa^ slari^ . :

:

aSS @ 080 1.00 (8) 0.95 0.90@0.80 80@0.75

DIOTUOIT. >I1CH.

rar »ijpi>l> eaiiNiiiK "..me anxiety. < ontrnetH for new pe-

r-.nd will l>e nf higher tlgnreN. \n<hrnelte en»y unU coke

HOft.

Bltumlnoun—Coal is being moved away from the local

yards quite as fast as it comes in. so that there are few or

no accumulations and the spot market is firm. The car

supply is also the source of some anxiety, producers express-

ing the fear that it may become so inadequate as to make it

impossible to ship full tonnages on contracts. Operators

claim that contracts expiring after the first of the year will

command a premium of 25c. on the old business when re-

newed. The cold snap locally has materially stimulated bus-

iness, and prices are strong and inclined to advance.

.\ntbrnelte—Hard coal is in good supply, even the stove

size which has been so short.

Cok,, Coke is weak, Connellsville foundry being quoted

down to $1.05. with Semet Solvay $3 and gas house $2.75.

H.VMPTON RO-VDS, \A.

Shortage with the larger shippern still continues. Dump-

ings for week heavy. Prices remain Arm.

The movement from Hampton Roads during the week has

been heavy. This is particularly true as regards the move-

ment from Sewalls Point piers. The Virginian Ry. up to date

appears to be running close to the dumpings of the Nor-

folk and Western Ry. It is hardly probable that the dump-

ings of the Virginian Ry. will run over those of the Norfolk &
Western for the month but it is safe to say that their figures

will be close. Some of the largest shippers still continue

short of coal and are having considerable difficulty to get coal

in the open market to take care of contracted tonnage. Prices

on New River and Pocahontas are about the same as they

have been for the past two or three weeks. This is also

true as regards the high volatile coals.

The Norfolk & Western during the last week made their

record for fast loading when they loaded the s.s. "Suffolk" at

their pier No. 3. A cargo of 7508 tons was loaded in seven

hours which is remarkably fast time considering the old

style facilities now in use at I^amberts Point. Cargoes mov-

ing foreign from Hampton Roads during the week went to:

Coronel, Havana, Genoa, Port of Spain and Canal Zone,

LOUISVILLE, KY.

BusinexH light with dealers due mild weather. Stocks

aeeumuiating. . Steam coals In better demand.

In spite of the fact that winter is near, the coal market

is as yet strictly a weather proposition. Warm and pleasant

weather for the greater part of the week just past has re-

sulted in a poor demand tor domestic coal, the price going off

in consequence an average of ten cents a ton on all sizes

and grades. Dealers have had little chance to move the

stocks stored earlier in the season, and are therefore plac-

ing no orders for immediate delivery.

While the same cause has produced a little of the same
effect in the steam market, the demand for screenings has by

no means gone oft as much as that for domestic coal. A
pronounced car shortage in Eastern Kentucky several days

of last week indicates what may happen when the deman-l tor

coa' is again normal.
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Prices for the better grades range from $2.25 for block to

$1.65 to $1.75 for round, f.o.b. mines. Eastern Kentucky nut
and slack is selling for 80 and S5c., and Western Kentucky
for 70 to 75c. The slow domestic movement is largely re-

sponsible for the fact that steam prices are holding up as
well as they are, as the supply of screenings is not over-
large, and the demand, as indicated, is hardly normal.

SOUTHERN AND MIDDLEWESTERN

>EW ORLEANS
Increased demand in L&tin .Vmerlca and at points alons

the Soutliern Parifle Railnay stimulates activity in c-oal i.-ir-

cles. Cargo shipments fall oflf. Ouatamala Central ready to
buy coal.

A more active demand developed in this market last week.
This was due to a greater demand for parcel shipments to

Latin .-Vmerican points, call for coal trimmed into bunkers in

the harbor and additional orders from western Louisiana and
Texas points following the settlement of the Southern Pa-
cific strike.

There was an absence of cargo movement from Mobile or
Pensacola last week but coal is being assembled for loading
several cargoes next week. The Central Railwa.v of Guate-
mala is expected to place its order at once. Demand from
Mexican points has increased owing to the cutting off of the
coal mines in the northern part of that republic. The busi-

ness in sight is to move to A'era Cruz and Mexico City. Sev-
eral orders are pending calling for routing via Tampico but
owing to the unsettled conditions existent shipment is being
deferred.

With the bulk of the cotton crop being handled there is

certain to be considerable consumption from ships. Addi-
tional facilities for the handling of coal in the harbor are be-
ing made which will doubtless add to the number of ships
coaling at this port.

IVDIAXAPOLIS, IXD.

Domestic movement watisfaetory in all branches. Local
market shon^s little change. Full demand on contracts.
Screenings T«-eak, but trade generally firm.

Notwithstanding almost summer-like conditions, there is

little complaint in local trade circles, either from buyers or
sellers. Domestic coal appears to be a little more satisfact-
ory, and the steam business is also up to normal in spite of
adverse sentiments regarding general business. The factories
appear to be taking full tonnages on their contracts, and
one large producer reports being six weeks behind orders.
Mines as a rule are running full time unless delayed by lack
of railroad cars: the Big Four R.R. has been the worst of-

fender in this respect but indications are that it will ma-
terially improve its service shortly. The public Utilities Com-
mission has entered a complaint to the effect that terminal
facilities at Indianapolis are inadequate and will have to be
enlarged.

The market on screenings is more unsettled than in any
other branch: an urgent order may command 70c., but prices
range from there down to 4bc., depending some on quality,
but, principally, upon demand. Domestic coals have not suf-
fered as yet, because of the mild weather, except, possibly,
for a slowing up in some of the small retail business. Mine-
run No. 4 is quoted at $1.10@1.25, with sales usually closer
to the lower figure: No. 4 domestic lump commands $1.90,

f.o.b. mines.
P.etail prices have remained unchanged since Sept. 20.

The opinion is that they will continue steady to firm al-

though it is noted that Indiana lump is being offered at $3.50

in one instance, the circular being $3.75. The continued
warm weather through November is causing a note of anxiety
in the trade.

CHiC-\(;o

Continuation of warm breather has created a soft market.
St»am prices have been cut 5 to 10c. a ton. Sprinj^tield mines
have reduced output on account of slack business. Smoke-
less coal continues strong. Prices for anthracite remain sta-
tionary with the volume of business light. Coke market is

unsteady.

Indian summer weather has had a softening influence on
the market. There has been a drop in prices for steam coal
and a cut in quotations for domestic has been threatened for
several days. Retail dealers announce that there has been
a light demand and this condition has had the effect of weak-
ening the steam trade. Many operators who lacked orders
from the domestic market have sought to dispose of their
output through steam trade channels with the result that

considerable strength has been taken away from the latter
branch of the trade. Prices for steam lump mine-run and
screenings have been trimmed between 5 and 10c. a ton.

Variable prices are being asked for Franklin County coal.
Some sales at $2.25, the mines, have been recorded, but the
bulk of the business has been handled on the basis of $2.
Sales have been reported in a few quarters at $1.90. Spring-
field operators are getting $1.50 for domestic lump coal in
Chicago and $1.65 to $1.75 in the country. A majority of the
Springfield mines are running only two or three days a week
on domestic sizes on account of slack business.

Demand for splint coal has lessened to some extent. All-
rail coal is still sold in competition with the dock coal as
retail dealers realize that the dock supply will not be suf-
ficient this year.

Smokeless coal retains a strong position. Mine-run is
selling at $1.40 to $1.50 on shipment direct from the mine.
Lump and egg commands $2.25 to $2.50, the mines. Very few
shipments of Hocking Valley are being received and for this
reason orders are being accepted with the proviso that de-
livery will not be guaranteed. The circular price of $2.20, the
mines, remains firm. There has been a let-up in the buying
of anthracite by retail dealers and sales are made with a good
deal of difficulty. Prices, however, remain about the same.
Carterville operators are obtaining $2 for domestic lump and
No. 1 washed coal. Raw screenings are being disposed of in
this market on a parity with central Illinois fine coal. In-
diana domestic lump is being sold around $1.75 and spot sales
on screenings are being made at 30c. a ton. The coke market
is unsteady, although no cuts in prices have been made.

Prevailing prices at Chicago are:

Springfield Franklin Co. Clinton \\. Va.
$2.32 S3. 05(313.30 $2.52
2.02 2.07

3.0o@3.30 $4 30(3 4 45
1.87 2.40@2.oo 1.87 3.4.5@3.55
1.12 1.55 1.27

Domestic lump.
Steam lump. . . .

Egg
Mine-run
Screenings

Quotations on Harrisburg coal are: Domestic lump and
egg, $3.05: steam lump, $2.65@2.80: mine-run, $2.40@2.55:
screenings, $1.55; No. 1 nut. $3.05: No. 2 nut. $2. SO. Carterville
prices are: Lump, egg and No. 1 washed, $3.05: No. 2 washed
$2.80.

Coke—Connellsville, $5.50: Wise County, $5.25 @ 5. 50: by-
produst, egg, stove and nut, $4.90@5: gas house. $i.90@5.

ST. LOVIS, MO.
\Veather conditions unfavorable for good prices, and coal

is sold at less than cost of production. Prospects not good
for future. Poor market on all fuels.

The weather has been against the coalman during the
past week, and if there is another week of spring weather
there will be absolutely no coal market. Both domestic and
steam business went to pieces and it will take two to three
weeks of good winter weather to get it back to where it was
before the warm wave.

Standard screenings are down to 10 and 15c. This con-
stitutes 40 Tc of the coal mined. The other 60^;-, consisting of
2-in. lump, is being sold at from $1 to $1.10. Figuring that it
would bring an average of $1.05, this makes 67c. per ton for
mine-run. The very lowest cost of production in the Stand-
ard field that can be fi.gured in any way is 78 cents.

The anthracite, smokeless and coke markets are pretty
well demoralized as there is no buying of any kind. It has
even effected the country, and very few orders are coming-
in.

The prevailing prices are:

Carten-ille
and Big

Franklin Co. Muddy
Mt.
Oliv

1.61) 1.25@1.35

0.10@0.20

Standard

f-!°-!™P $1.05@,l.lc
3-m. lump $150
6-in. lump $1.75® 1.90
Lump and egg 1.85@2.15 Oversold
No. 1 nut 1.40® 1.50
Screenings 0.40®O.SO ..

Mine-run 1 . 10 @ 1 . 20
\o. 1 washed nut 1.75® 1.85 l' 41)
No. 2 washed nut 1.40® 1.50 I'eo
No. 3 washed nut 1.15® 1.25 ..
.No. 4 washed nut 1.00® 1.10
No. 5 n-aslied nut, 0.45@0.55 '.'.'.'.'.'.'.'. '.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'."

KAXS-\S CITY, MO.
Operations will have to be restricted shortly unless there

Is a change in the vreather. Market steady but shon-ing in-
dications of n-eakening.

Unseasonable weather has held down the demand for coal
in the Missouri and Kansas fields, and several mines have
been forced to close down, pending the return of cold weather.
Recent conditions have been unfavorable, and while yearly
contracts held by several of the operating companies have
tended to relieve the situation, others have not been so for-
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.uMHte The iiinjoiilv ot ih.- mines arc being woikeJ. but

V be forced to ceas.- fuU-tlmo operations shortly The

.uket has been steady, despite the poor trade, but Is ox-

pecked to weaken In the Immediate future unless a chanK'e

Tn the weather takes place. The car shortage Is hurdl>

noticeable, because of the decrease in movement of coal.

l'ORTl..VND, ORK.

Market quirt. Shipment of foreln. eo-l the only feature

"'
Th.'T-r'mMal ...iMlition of the coal market here has shown

„o change durinK th- past week. A shipment of 900 t..ns of

1 that arrived here from Australia on the British ship

•S Ura" was purchased by the Pacinc Const Coal Co. Two

.ar loads of coal from the new Monarch mine near Centra la

wLh were received here last week as san.plcs. Some of the

product of the -nine will probably be marketed here this

winter.

PRODUCTION AND TRANS-
PORTATION STATISTICS

>Oi(KOI.K * WKSTKUX H.R.

The toUowinf,' Is a statement of tonnaKes shipped over

,„is road from min.s in West Virginia and the comraerc.al

,nd company coal, for the month of October, in short tons.

Field SlupiK^.1 Tipple Total ComnuTcial Company

T^?i;-" -dy-yM; Oiaw 256 801 l(i7,732 89.069

Kcnova... 77.1i-i .' » • 147,980 ia,S24

Other N.&W... . . - ^__L_
Total N-&W. l..S4:i,()39 251.890

^^>''n"""" »55' 51,68« 0.300
Pond Crk. HR. ....

All Othe Rjiil- „iU4,a
roadsr .

Grand Total. 1.772.176 40.698 1.812.874 2.055.163 258,190

H.\i/rnioRK & OHIO
The followinK is a comparative statement of the coal and

coke movement over this .v.ad for October and the first t.n

months of this year and last year:

. October • Ten Months
1913 1912 1913 1912

^„„, .S 050 220 2,902.965 29,151.767 26.275.435

Ske.v.v.".".:::::::::::; 338:337 433,547 4,007,413 3,883.121

Total 3!638,557 3,336.512 33,159.180 30.158..550

NORFOLK * WESTKRN
The following is a statement of the tonnage shipped over

this road during October, 1913, and the first ten months, as

compared with corresponding periods of 1912 in short tons:

. October Ten Months

C„l 1912 1913 1912 19l:i

TiH.wa.er. foreign, 80,812 105,523 1,173,341 1,341,9^0

S"e^t'.?r'"'.'".;.:: i,'5i"2:o^; ..i^iSs ^l^rZ d-fnt^l

£?*!'
. , • 3 -192 52,702 30.491

VnZ^:":^T::::. j^u^ ntslg 1,145:181 i.264.78i

Total 2.070,779 2,209,261 20,240.807 21,32.xl20

>r«en»tle-on-l>ue ( KoKluud)—The counties of North-

umberland and Durham are larKe producers, and the out-

put of their collieries is one of the main reliances of ships

trading with the North Sea ports. Necessarily the coal

strike seriously affected this neighborhood, but shipment of

coal in 1912 fell less than one-tenth below the total of 1911.

while it was larger than many previous years. The total

shipments, foreign and coastwise, aggregated 18,681,372 tons,

as compared with 20.r.43,6S3 tons in 1911, a decrease of 1,862,-

311 tons. A more serious effect of the strike, however, was

a rise In the price of coal, which will probably be p<>rmanent

owing to Increased wages and .shorter working hours

graned to miners.

Hull .Kngland)—In spite of the stoppage of exports due

to the miners' strike and cons.iiueiit derangementc, ship-

ments of coal abroad from Mull showed considerable in-

crease over those of 1911. It should be remembered, how-

ever, that strike troubles in that year were responsible for

considerable falling off in busiiuss.

There were exported from Mull 3,084,176 tons of coal In

1912. in comparison with 3.355.415 tons in 1911: and that

shipped to coastwise ports amounted to 973. S77 tons in 1912,

as against 9S2,09G tons in 1911; coke exports were 51,091 tons

in 1912. in comparison with 37.129 tons in 1911. These figures

represent about one-half the coal and coke tralllo on the

Humber River, including the ports of Grim.sby. Goole, and

Immingham, which shipped coal and coke during 1912 to the

amount of 9.155,937 tons, as compared with 8,758,134 tons In

1911.

Nova Scotin—Prom the four Nova Scotia coal fields-

Sydney, Inverness, Pictou and Cumbeiland—nearly 7,000,000

tons of coal were mined in 1912. Approximately half of

this amount was sold in the Maritime Provinces, the balance

going to Quebec ports and a considerable tonnage being

shipped to the United States.

Prince Kilward Lslnnd (Canada)—The island's coal im-

ports, are carried in wooden schooners, and come from Cape

Breton and Nova Scotia collieries; they are increasing each

year at the rate of about 8 p. r cent. In 1912 there were

imported 70,030 tons of bituminous coal in this way; 10,562

tons of anthracite coal were also brought from New Jersey

and Chesapeake ports in American schooners. Both coal

and lumbi'r are rising steadily in price.

COAL SECURITIES

FOREIGN MARKETS

<iRF. \T IIRITAIN

Xov 14 Steam coal market conditions remain very firm

for au' descriptions of large. With considerable tonnage in

dock and outputs limited, few sellers are in a position to

accept prompt orders. Buyers are hoping that after com-

pletion of the British Admiralty's requirements, easier con-

ditions may be in evidence. Tonnage is being delayed by

stormy weather, but there are sufllcient ready steamers to

take all the coal available for prompt loading. Quotations

are approximately as follows;

.$4 RB(a4 9S

. 4.68fci4.80

. 4..T0Cai4.62

.
4.44(S?.4 68

Best Monmouthshircs. .^t . 14(a 4 20
Seconds 3.90(ni4.02

Best Cardiff stnails .... 2 . 58@2 . 64

.Seconds 2.34@2.46

Best Welsh steam
Be-^t seconds
Seconds
Best dry coals

The prices for Cardiff coal are f.o.b. Cardiff. Tenarth or

Barry, while those for Monmouthshire descriptions are f.o.b.

Newport; both 'net, evclusive of wharfage, and for cash in

30 dajs.

The following table gives the range of various active coal

securities and dividends announced during the week ending

Nov. 22:

. Week's Range Year's Range
Stocks High Low Last High Low

i-y;::;"r":;ir::l;:SpVef :: :: lo? im i^

g ::;:::; '';;i;::;;pref--'-''--- ."^ ''.' li* ill' liS*

Sn":M/l:.LJc.,.'lofMarW^^^^^^ 102i 102} 102i

Lehigh ViiUcy Coal .Sales 235 230 240 .... ....

Island Creel: Coa. Com 47} 47} 47| 53! 47

Island Creek Coal iVef 83 81

J

8U 85 SO

Pittsburgh Coal • •••: 181 24? )1J

Pittsburgh Coal Pref 888 87 87| 95 7,3

PondCreek 19 Ih JOJ 23J ]6i

Reading 160! 1*^5 '''' ''', '°,J
Reading ist Pref 8-* 925 ^ji

Reading 2nd Pret ., J^
95 M

Virginia Iron. Coal & Coke 41 41 41 54 37

Closing Week's Range Year's

Uonds Bid AskiU or Last Sale Range

Colo. F. & I. gen. s.f.E. 5s 91 92! 92 92 92 99J

Colo. F. & I. gen. 6s IW 10^.; 10<i J""el2 . .,

Col. Ind. l.st & coll. 5s. gu 77!. 7S 77J 78 77J ^.5

Cons. Ind. Coal Me, l.-i .-., '^^ 79 76 Aug. 13 76 76

Cons. Coal Ist and r. f :. sil 92 9.3 Oct 12 .

.

Gr.Riv. Coal &C. 1^1 L-
i 102| ApnI06 ^.

K. & H. C. & C. 1st s f f -.- 91 .. 91
f^<-'-

3 91 OS

Pocah. Con. Coll. 1st .s f .-,, NO SO Oct. 13 85 s,

St. L. Rky. Mt. &Pac. Ist .is..,. 7i; 78} 78 Oct 13 7.3 srS

Tenn Coal gen Ss 97 SaU- 97 97 97 103

B°r™ Div.?stconsoi:6V :, 100: 102! 101 101 lOOj 103

Tenn. Div. 1st g 6s l"!); 1025 lOOJ Oct. 1.3 99 02

Cah. C. M. Co. Ist g 6.S 103 July '13 103 103

Utah Fuel 1st g 53 . ,;••••„„ .iAi in
Victor Fuel 1st s f 5s >^J 80 May 13 795 80
Va. I. Coal & Coke Ist g .V 92; 93 02i Nov. '13 92 98

DIVIDKMJ'^

nelnwure & Hudnon fu.—Regular quarterly dividend of

2'4 7r, payable Dec. 20. to holders of record Nov. 27.

Hoeklug Valley R.R.—Regular quarterly dividend ot 2%,

payable Dec. 31, to holders ot record Dec. 5.

Reading Co.—Regular quarterly dividend of 1% on the

second preferred stock, payable Jan. 8, to holders of record

Dec. 23.
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The Pitboss
By Bertox Braley

Writlm expresslt/ /or Coal Age

I

The Pitboss is a might}' man
Wherever coal is found,

He's chief of all the grimy crew
That burrows underground,

His fist is hard, his voice is loud,

Men tremble at the sound.

II

He's learned his job through years of toil,

And learned it through and through.

And he's the Big Smoke underground
Because of all he knew

Of mining coal and handling men
(And pleasing owners, too.)

Ill

He knows each miner by his name
—The Hun, the Finn, the Russ,

He knows which ones to coax and soothe

And which to drive and cuss,

And how to fight like sin itself

If some one starts a fuss.

VII

IV

He knows each entry, hoist and seam,
Each foot of slope and track.

And why one miner gets clean coal,

Another only slack.

And, blindfold, he could lead you through
The mine—and lead you back.

V
The "Shirkers" hate him Hke a snake

That's trampled in his hole.

And some men say he has no heart
And some, he has no soul.

But all admit he's on the job
And getting out the coal.

VI

Yet though he drives and though he swears
And loves to fight, pell mell,

If danger overtakes his men
He'll go through blazing hell.

To save their lives he'll battle fate
And risk his life as well!

So take the Pitboss all in all

Despite his roughneck way.
We must admit he gets the coal

And earns his daily pay.

And as a Human Being, well,

—Let's mark him down, "o.k."!

"11" HimiNmiiiiiiiimi iiiniiniiim
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Electricity in Coal Mining
By (iiiOKCK !! Wood*

The past year has recorded steady progress in the

•inplication of electrical power to mining operations

Most of the items in the following resume are not

developments of a single year, but rather represent

the culmination of a period of several years experi-

ment, improvement and practical use.

In the mining-machine field, there has been a con-

tinued trend toward the so called shortwall or side-

cutting chain machine. Many weaknesses have

been eliminated, the driving power increased and

inproved, and machines arc now obtainable which

will cut closelv along an irregular and hard bottom,

without climbing into softer cutting. Those whose

coal is "bumed hard to the bottom" wdl appreciate

this.

Large numbers of gas-proof machines have been

nut into service, which are accepted by the various

state mming departments for use in gaseous mmes

and the necessary gas-proof junction boxes and

switches are also obtainable.

Several special machines have been designed for

cutting in the middle or top of the seam, whereby

streaks of bone or impurities may be cut out and

thrown back before shooting. Anthracite coal is

now being successfuUy undercut, which alone indi-

cates the advance in strength and power of cham

machines within a very few years.

In electrical haulage a number of improvements

attest the necessities of the operator and the m-

g»uuity and resourcefulness of the manufacturers.

The largest standard locomotives arc now bemg

operated in pairs, from one controller forming the

largest haulage unit yet designed. The use of ball

bearings for motor armatures has extended from the

smaUer to the larger motors, eliminating bearing

and pole-rubbing troubles, whUe a waste-packed

bronze-bushed bearing is also givmg good

service.

For heavy main-line service as above, one thou-

sand amperes and more is often required, which is

beyond the limit for the ordinar>- mine-troUey wheel.

A new harp and wheel now offered has a bronze axle

solid in the wheel, running in a waste-packed steel

bushing, with heavy bronze contact springs to take

current from wheel to harp. In Pennsylvama and

some other states, pillar work requires the use of

locked safety lamps, which therefore bars out troUey

wires.

The operators have been impatiently awaiting

development of a satisfactory storage-battery loco-

motive for use in gathering from pillar work and

from room headings on the same air current. Such

locomotives are now offered, and the coming year

will doubUess see these widely installed and further

developed.

A combination locomotive has been designed to

run either on troUey or on battery, having a motor

with double winding on the armature, with two

commutators. One winding operates at trolley

voltage, to drive the locomotive. The other wind-

ing while running on trolley, generates current at

proper voltage to charge the battery, and when off

trolley, acts as a motor to drive the locomotive from

the battery. This type will find application where

the locomotive operates both on room and cross

headings.

•Electrical engineer, Phlla., Penn.

In case operation on troUey js_not of sufficient

duration to fully charge batteries, the armature

shaft may be disconnected and run at full speed

while the locomotive is standing, waiting for emp-

ties, etc.

Where the service is severe, and a straight storage-

battery type would not be practicable for an eight-

to ten-hour shift without recharging, a type har.

been designed with removable battery Uay, whereby

at the noon hour, for example, the tray may be rolled

out onto a platform and a charged battery sub-

stituted, thus keeping the batterj' size and weight

within reasonable limits.

In addition to the special requirements in gaseous

mines, which primarily demand this development,

the storage-battery locomotive will find almost un-

limited application in general mining work, not only

because of the saving in trolley construction and

bonding, but in power cost, as it will be charged at

night, and take haulage load off the day peak.

Several important installations of electrical shaft

hoists and slope haulages have been completed

during the past year. The use of Wuest herringbone

gears is a marked improvement over the spur type,

and removes a chief objection to the straight alter-

nating-current system, as compared with the Ilgner

and Ward-Leonard systems. The increasing use of

central-station power from large-capacity systems

has worked against the Ilgner fl>'wheel system, but

the ease and certainty of Ward-Leonard control has

influenced most of the large shaft installations.

The use of Wuest gears has also extended to large

mine pumps, with marked reduction in noise and

vibration, also in cost of motor repairs, as the vibra-

tion with ordinary gears tends to crystallize armature

copper.

The increasing use of purchased power will have

far-reaching effects in reducing mine costs, because

any deterioration, in almost any department, is

brought forcibly to the attention of the mine man-

agement through the power bill.

The use of portable wattmeters, dynamometers,

bond testers, volt- and ammeters will demonstrate

plainly where large economies may be effected in

haulage, pumping, ventilation and mining. All of

which sounds rather formidable to the old-style

mine foreman or superintendent, but plainly demon-

strates that modem electrical mining requires the

supervision of a competent and alert electrical

mining engineer.
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Some Points for Mine Officials to

Consider
Do you, Met-srs. Manager, Superintendent and Auditor

of coal concerns, know all you should about the details
of actual mining operations of your company? Have
you looked iuto every phase of affairs, including store-
keeping, shipping, commissary operations, etc., until you
;ire reasonably sure everything is all right?
How many officials can step forward and say ''Yes," in

answer to these questions ? The issues involved, even in
small concerns, are so great that few conscientious coal
men can sincerely say that they know everything is O.K.
C'onstant vigilance is necessary all along the line if loss in
some form is to be avoided.

But there are managers, superintendents and auditors
whose actions imply the folly of directing such questions
to them. They tate it for granted that things are all

right because they seem to be running in the groove set
for them. It is easy to visit coal-mining plants, time of-
fices, storehouses, commissaries, etc., and after observing
things going along smoothly, to make ourselves believe
that everything is all right. But is it?

You'll never know until you get under the skin of af-
fairs and dig into the actual operation of things. This
takes time and is too often the reason why the re'al inside
of conditions is not uncoverod.

The Toie Office

Take the time office where timekeepers record the earn-
ings of your men and where most all of the employees
go at one time or another to draw cheeks, inquire about
time, get their pay. etc. Do you drop in once in a while
and ask how things are? You will be told they are all

right. But you don't know, do you?
Xow, there are lots of matters your time office handles

that you ought to know all about. It is the very heart
of your operations, and the money you pay out for earn-
ings recorded there is the life blood of your concern. Your
payroll is probably the largest single item of expenditure.
At a coal-mine time office, regardless of the honesty of
your timekeeper and regardless of how long he has served
you honestly, a rigid enforcement of the following prac-
tices should be observed

:

As time for men working underground is the l:)ig item,
you should have a cheek on it. Install the right kind of
gate house at your mine entrance and record there the
time men enter and come out. Use this record as the
base of payment. Check against this the time reported by
your inside foremen each day. By this plan you will quit
paying full shifts to men wlio work onh- three-quarters
or less.

Be sure your timekeeper has approved rate sheets to
rate his roll from. These sheets should always show the
maximum rate to be allowed for certain occupations, as
mechanics, etc.

Don't let the timekeeper who makes up vour roll pav it

off as well. If you do, it is a cinch for hira to run' in
••straw men;" for he can put them on the roll and gate
book too before payda.w

Stay long enough in your time office to see if the men
are treated right. A discourteous timekeeper can do
more to aggravate labor than anv other man on the job
and 1,he worst of it is he gets by with it because as a rule
there s no one to hear him but the men he talks to In
this day of "Safety First" and welfare work, the be^t
place to begin with welfare is the average time office.

H.vvE You A Check ox Pk'k Woiik axd Machine
MlXIXG

Getting back to tlie mine itself. Do vou know that
your company men actually work a full shift ? If some of
your miners are on pick work and some loading behind
machines, do you know that no machine coal is run out
on pick numbers? The answer is that vou pay a hit^her
price for pick coal and if you don't know it, you'd better
lou can know this by having your machine foreman
make a daily report showing names and check numbers
ot men loading behind machines, and the mine boss can
check the machine foreman once in a while, too. Do you
know whether you pay your machine runners for more
tonnage than they cut? It's mighty easy to do this. The
right kind of report from the machine boss will keen this
right. *

Does your weighman use care in weighino- the coal
on the tipple and does he, too, act with courtesy and
fairness to the men? He, like the timekeeper, can do a
lot of harm if he isn't the right kind.

Let's visit your storehouse. Is vour company one of
those charging all supplies carried in stock to an inven-
tory account and charging the mine with the actual quan-
tity used each month? Then, what does your inventory
or stores account amount to? Do vou know how much
dead or obsolete stock you are carrying? Do you have any
kind ot classified arrangement that enables you to study
each class of your stock so as to intelligently determine
whether you are carrying a supply sufficient for one
month or for twenty?

Is your storekeeper a man who will issue anythino- he
has m any quantity if he gets a requisition for'if^ Or is
he the kind of storekeeper who knows enough about the
workings of the plant to be a competent Judge and then
exercise that judgment? If he is the latter kind and cuts
a requisition for six commutator-end bearings to four be-
cause he knows that is enough, do you, Mr. Superintend-
ent, back him up, or do you listen more agreeably to the
iiowl your electrician makes because he couldn't get

two extra bearings to stick away somewhere to be lost^or
stolen ?

A goon storekeeper should work, first of all for the
company; that is, he should run the store as if he owned
It; the superintendent should make him feel that when
he saves the issue of unnecessary material and thus saves
money for the roncern. he is doino- rio-ht.
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Have the names of men who are authorized to sign

requisitions posted in your storehouse. Confine it to as

few foremen as possible, and make your storekeeper live

up to it. A good way to keep track of repair material is

to number eaih pumi>. loioniotive, mine machine, etc..

and show on each ro<|uisition the number ol the nia.hine

the material is for. At the end of tho moiitii you can see

what each piece of machinery has cost in the way of repair

material, and the labor can be kept track of in the same

wav bv showing the same data as to numl)er of nwrhuu-

on'the labor abstracts and time books.

Do you run a commissary in connection with your op-

erations? In too manv cases the easiest thing for a com-

missary to do is to make too much profit. Guard against

this because the best interests of your company and your

men will be served bv operating the commissary as an aid

to operations in affording clean, wholesome food and the

, ..mmodities of life to vour employees at a fair price. Do

not run it simjdy as a money maker. You should make

v(Uir profit from the sale of your product.

Know all vou can about your operations, and realize

that even then vou cannot know it all. Real study and

con^^istent attention to various details will open your eyes

n-om time to time. Don't stay in the position of being

<ati*fied that everything is all right. Keep looking for

things that are wrong. You will be sure to find them.

In finding and correcting them, you will almost certainly

«aye your company real money. It takes a lot of honest

effort and hard work to get out of the "satisfied rut

;

however, it is work that will pay any mine official to

tackle.

Analyzing the Mine Cost Sheet

llv .1. i;. Ill: IIaki*

Have you ever considered the relation of your total

cost of m'ining to the small items of which it is composed?

Take another look at your cost .«heet. Is it not composed

of a large number of" small charges which, when added

together, make quite a respectable total? Each item by

itself is almost negligible, but the total is appalling.

It is similar somewhat to an integration. It is a well

known fact in mathematics that an infinite number of

infinitely small things make a concrete whole. In coal

mining," it often happens that we have, not an infinite

number of infinitely small things, but a large numlier

of comparatively small items. In order to come to a proper

understanding "of how the total is constituted, it is nec-

essary to analyze the system. Since each item is small,

none can be reduced to a great extent. Practically, then,

the problem before us is to make as many reductions

as possible though each one in itself may appear negligi-

ble. You will find that the summation of a fair number

of very small savings gives a gratifying reduction in the

total cost per ton.

It is clear that by increasing the output from the mine

you will get a smaller cost per ton for every item of ex-

penditure which is independent of the tonnage. In other

words, your "fixed charges," expressed in dollars per ton,

are inver.sely proportional to the tonnage. Although

the production of a larger tonnage will mean an addition-

al expenditure for one or more items, nevertheless, owing

^Coleman, Alberta, Canada,

to the reduction of the fixed charges per ion. ilic h.wil

cost ])er ton may be reduced.

.\ssfMiNi: AN .Vi TIM. ('\si:

Take a concrete example Is \oiir mine a wet one?

Do .several places remain idle every diiy liecause of water':

Then figure out if an extra puiii|. or luiminnaii would

not jiay you. Suppose your oulpiu is UnKi Ions ])er

day and your total <-ost of mining $-' I'er Inn. imide uji of,

sav fixed charges, -^iic. per ton; ininiping. .")c. [icr ton;

mining charges, etc., $1.75 per ton. \ow employ another

puniiunan at. say $3 per day and suiijiose that this enables

vou. liv keeping" vour jilaccs dry. to iiinviise your oiit]iiit

11)111)

by -20 tons Your lixecl charge: u-e now — - X

0.20 = .$0.1i)()l per Ion. Vour iiiiiiing cost, etc., should

.still be ^l.TS per loii, iuid vmir iiuinpiiig cost will now

^ (0.05 X 100(1) + :! (M) .-.iJ.iin

^^
1 (>•,'() 1 1

i-^i I

-^ .^O.O.")!;! |iei' ion.

The total cost per ton is now .*(i.l'.llil + $].:.-.<>() +
$0,051;) = $1.!I0,SI) per ton.

Xor is this the only instance in your iiiiiii' where \\u

apparent expenditure is a reni siiviiig. Have you ;iiiinial

haulage in your iiune? Ila\e you bad tracks in places?

Don't figure on the cost of iiinintaiiiing a good haulage

road necessary to keep ilie .nrs on the tracks: but rather

figure on the "reduction of oiitpul caused by oin' car heiiig

derailed. Perhaps, that derailed car means five drivers

blocked and waiting, unable to get their loads to the shaft

bottom or to the parting. Perhaps, each of these drivers

loses one trip that day. The result is a decided loss of

output for the mine. Would il not pay to have the track

fixed, or the roads graded even if the risk of injury to

drivers and animals be alone considered.

KmIM.OY an KxTHA TlMIiHTiMAN

Suppose, again, a thick, pitching seam where the out-

put per miner is high, say 10 tons. Two or three men

going home each day for lack of timber means a loss of

output of 20 or 30 tons. Would it not pay you to em-

ploy an extra timberman to avoid this trouble and loss,

to say nothing of a possible fatal accident.

You say that your underground officials are i)aid to

look after' these details. True; but has your mine fore-

man never come to you, perhaps .just after you have

been looking over a particularly exasperating cost sheet,

and asked permission to grade a certain road or to put on

extra shiftmen? And what did you tell him? "We can't

stand the expense just now." He is paid to look after the

work and the men ; but it is i/ou who must give him the

authority to have the work done. Give your foremen

credit for trying to reduce the cost. When they make

suggestions, look into the matter carefully ;
figure on the

proposition, and see if the suggested change or improve-

ment would not result in an ultimate saving. If your

foreman is wrong, show him where he is wrong; but^ if

he is right, give him credit for the suggestions. You

will find your officials will take more interest in the work,

things will run smoother, and, mirahile ihriu the "im-

possible" has happened, your cost has come down.

When testing for gas with a safety lamp, remember that

(1) The height of the cap depends not only on the amount of

gas present, but also upon the size of the testing flame. (2)

That a W- to 2 per cent, mixture produces a very small and

scarcely visible cap. with a testing flame having a small

white apex. (3) That density is a better indication of per-

centage than height.
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The Electrical Equipment of a Modem Mine
liV \V. l;. .TOXKS*

Si XOPSIS—.4 modern equipmenl has been- installed at
the mine of the Carnegie Coal Co., at CharUroi, Penn.
Two electrical locomotives weighing SO tons apiece, trav-
eling on an 85-lb. rail, each hauls 12 five-Ion coal cxirs np
a 2 per cent, grade. These are .supplemented hi/ 12 si.r-ton

crab locomotives for gathering purposes.

The electrical equipment of tlie recently opened mine
of the Carnegie Coal Co.. at Charleroi. Penn.. is modern
in ever}' respect.

!->artings by electric locomotives over a road having a
maximum grade against the load of 31/2 per cent. The
cars ^vere then hauled 2500 ft. to the tipple by an endless
rope, 1000 ft. of this distance having a grade of 17 per
cent, in favor of the load.

The present main haulage leaves the old main entries
at a point about 3000 ft. from the old drift mouth, passes
through a rock tunnel 820 ft. long, and continues out-
side 1500 ft. to the tipple. The maximum grades are 2
per cent, against the load and 2.6 per cent, in its favor.

Steel Tipple at Charlehoi Mine of the Cakxegie Coal Co.

This mine was originally owned by the Pittsburgh Plate
Glass Co., but its operation was suspended after the tipple
was destroyed by fire two and one-half years ago. The
Carnegie Coal Co., needing considerable "increase in pro-
duction, purchased it in February, 1913. and proceeded to
re-equip it throughout.

Heavy Gp.ade Haxdicap Removed

The first step was to rearrange the mam haulage so as
as make possible more economical operation. Previously,
the coal was hauled to the drift mouth from the insicle

•Westinghouse Electric &- llfg. Co.. East Pittshiu t;li, I'.-nn.

It was necessary to build a Hy-Eib concrete culvert 6 ft.

m diameter and 250 ft. long, in order to cross a stream
and to make a fill of 18,000 cu.yd. at the approach of the
trestle. It is evident, therefore, that the Carnegie com-
pany proposed to spare no expense in securing efficient op-
eration.

Electric power is used throughout the mine and is pur-
chased from the Duquesne Light Co., of Allegheny
County. This company is at present supplying direct-
current power from a Westinghouse portable 500-kw.
substation, which receives alternating current at 22.000
volts and delivers direct current at 550 yolts. A ])erman-

I)L-:\iPiXG A Cai! IX Tipple Shohs Motor Drimng a Eotaky Screen
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ent SuWation, to contain three 50. -kw West.ngho.e

-rotary converter., is being built by the D«q«csne l^g

Co Bv this arrangement the mine avoids an ,nM->tment

of abou't $60,000, secures highly reliable power, and is en-

tirely relieved of all power-house troubles.

A MoDb:uN. FiiiEPKOoF, Lakge-Capacity Tippi-e

The tipple and trestle arc excellent examples of mod-

,.„ .onslrlufon. They are built ent.re y of steel w.h

.onerete floors. The tot.J length is 629 ft., ^^'ldth 44 ft

a..d height to tracks, 57 ft The tipple consists in realitj

of two complete systems, having two loaded trac^ks

ciuipped with trip pullers, two Dempc.v-Degener auto-

matic car stops, two Phillips yossover dumps and o

Huptv up-hauls, which also form the cars into tups.

There are also two separate screening equipments ami

two loading booms.

The motors for driving the tipple equipment are as

follow*: Two 30-hp. for driving the chain hauls; two

15-hp for the revolving screens and one T^^-hp. for the

two loading booms. The dumps are operated by cora-

pre«cd air-furnished by two 50-cu.ft. motor-driven West-

inchouse traction-brake air compressors. A three-drun.

Meade-Morrison hoist driven by a 10-hp. motor, is used

for hoisting supplies to the tipple and hauling empty rail-

road cars. AH these motors are of \\ estinghouse make.

The mine pumps are driven by self-startmg motors,
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c;lili with iti'

coupled, they form two 15-toii loiomotiv.

own tontroller and brakes.

An illustration shows one of these ;50-toii motors ha.i'-

in-r 72 loaded cars. As each car weighs about 5 tons

loaded, the tot^il load is about 3G0 tons and the draw-hai-

pull on the 2 per cent, grade is about 23,400 lb. The lo-

comotives do the work with perfect case and are evidently

able to handle heavier loads, aUhougli their limit has

not vet been ascertained. For the main IihuImlv sr.-lb.

rails are used, which give a high-percentage a^Uu -ion.

(_iATiii:i:i-\G LoroMoTivi: Haci.ixc Loaih;!) C
EooM BY Means of a Stkki, Cable

30-To.\ LocoMOTrvE Hauling 72 Cabs Weigh-

ing 9800 Lb. Crors Each

15-ToN Locomotive (One Unit of the 30-Ton Loco-

motive) Hauling Cars onto Tipple

there being in all ten 10-hp. and five o-hp. Westmghouse

motors. These motors can be started by one man from

a switch at a parting and each motor can be started by

simplv throwing in a line switch. The coal-cuttmg equip-

ment" consists cf 10 Jeffrey breast coal cutters and 10

Sullivan continuous-cutting machines.

The Largest Locomotives on the Heaviest Rail in

Mining Work

The locomotives were especially selected to permit a

high daily output. As is generally known, this mine

has two of the largest mine locomotives ever built. They

weigh 30 tons each and are of the Baldwin-Westinghouse

bar^steel type. Each locomotive consists of two 15-ton

units so that the weight is distributed over eight wheels

and great tractive power is secured. The two units are

.-ontr'olled as one from the controller of the leading unit

and bv a svstem of air brakes. When the units are un-

Twelve 6-ton Westinghouse bar-steel locomotives, of

the traction-reel or "crab" type, are used for gather-

ing. Each locomotive carries a long steel cable, whichjs

wound on a reel bv an independent motor and draws the

car out from the face. With these locomotives it is unnec-

essary to lay heavy rails or install trolley wires in the

rooms.

A 5-hp. motor drives the machinery in the blacksmith

shop, and a 10-hp. motor furnishes power in the ma-

chine shop for driving a planer, lathe, drill press, grind-

ers and saw.

Sweden, Finland, Denmark. Germany. Holland, Austria and

Russia depend for a large part "f/^eir fuel supply upon -,

rlriofl neat bricks Russia is the largest peat producer in the

wTrfd.'fn 1910 5,000.000 tons of Peat. were produced s.nce

then there has heen a yearly increase in production of about

000 tons Ma^y Russian cotton mills have their own peat

plants which yield as much as 200,000 tons per year.
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Some Notes on Mine Lighting
By R. S. Iremoxger*

SYNOPSIS—The advent of hetter ligliiing in the steel

plants teas made in the face of hitter criticism and gen-
eral ridicule hut, has now heen developed to an unusually
high standard. Much the same opposition: is being en-

countered in the coal industry and, no doubt, the ultimate
results u-ill also he similar. Illuminating engineers are

now studying the minc-lighiinq prohlcm.

Witliin the past few years there has been an evolution
in artificial illiiminants, and this has affected their use
to a far greater extent than the average person is aware.
In industrial plants good lighting is no longer looked
upon as an expensive luxury, but is considered as a tool,

absolutely essential to economical production and the pre-

vention of accidents. Today there are comparatively few
mills or factories of any size that have not completely
remodeled their lighting installation to conform to the

new standards, and statistics are cited which eliminate
any doubt of the effectiveness of good lighting in in-

creasing production, reducing spoilage and minimizing
the number of accidents.

Lack of Knowledge Regarding Mine Lighting

There is probably no branch of industrial lighting

which has received so little consideration at the hands ot

the illuminating engineer as the lighting of mines. Mine
foremen and superintendents will claim that little or no
light is required, just as the officials of the steel mills a
few years ago ridiculed the possibility of a relatively

high standard of illumination ever being considered a
necessity in their work. Careful investigation and tests

of actual installations, however, quickly reveal the ad-

vantages to be gained and today the large steel mills in

the vicinity of Pittsburgh and elsewhere are notable ex-

amples of excellent industrial lighting.

Recent improvements in the tungsten-filament incan-

descent lamp, by which that hitherto somewhat fragile

light source has now been made sufficiently strong and
rugged to withstand the ordinary shocks and vibration in-

cident to rough service, and the development of a high-
voltage lamp of this type has made it available for mine
lighting.

The following account of the results thus far attained
in an investigation being carried on by myself and others,

indicates that the time is now ripe for the serious consid-

eration of the subject by mining interests. Such consid-

eration cannot fail to produce a realization of the value
of good lighting, which will inevitably be followed by a
change in practice nearly, if not quite, as revolutionary
as that which has taken place in the steel mills.

Investigation of Conditions at an Anthracite
Colliery

The majority of mines operate their locomotives, mo-
tors and other electrical apparatus on direct current at a
nominal voltage of 250, while a few operate at 440 or
even 550 volts. The generators are usually over-com-
pound wound to 300 volts at full load. Owing to line

losses and poor regulation, the actual voltage at "the lamp

*Edison Lamp Works, General Electric Co., Harrison, N. J.

socket varies widely at difEerent points on the line and
fluctuates from time to time. Table iSfo. 1 gives the volt-
ages obtained at the power-house switchboard, at the ma-
chine shop (distant 1500 ft.) and in the mine pump room
(distant one-half mile) during a recent test at an an-
thracite mine, located near ("^cranton, Penn. Approxi-

190 r

100

Per Cent. Volts ">-"-

Fig. 1. DiAGRAir Showing Efficiency of
Tungsten Filament Lamp

mately the same conditions were found to exist in western
Pennsvlvania, West Virginia and Kentucky.
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inal candlcpower (sec Fig. 1). It is. therefore, customary

t,. selett a lamp of the iiighest rated voltage at whuli.

when operated at the minimum voltage of the circuit,

sutlicient light will he emitted for the particular process

to lie performed. To meet this condition, the tungsten-

filament lamp has heen .leveloped in a range of voltages

especially adapted to mine lighting.

Adeqc.vti: Light .\s an Accidknt l'i!i:vi:xT.\rivi:

"Safety First" is fast becoming a universal slogan in

all industries. Ignoring the humanitarian phase of the

subject, recently enacted laws have made accidents an ex-

pensive luxury and hut little study of the .juestion is nec-

essary to make it ai)paieiit that it is more economical

to take advantage of every reasonable method of prevent-

in.- accidents than to pav the damages to persons and

propertv and suffer the delay in production resulting

from neglect. Light of sufficient intensity and proper

<|ualitv to permit cpiick. clear and accurate vision is one

of the most efficient safeguards and, correctly used, will

go far toward the minimizing of preventable accidents in

niine.*. as it has in other branches of industry.

It is not. of course, either necessary or practicable to

illuminate a mine tunnel throughout its length at a high

intensity. Therefore, a method similar to that employed

in suburban streets and roads has been evolved. The

walls of the passageways at curves, crossovers and junc-

tions and at intervals of from aiK) to 750 ft. on straight

track are coated with a band of whitewash 15 to 20

ft wide, and a tungsten-filaincnt lamp, with proper re-

flector to reduce glare and direct the light where reciuired,

is so installed as to illuminate this whitewashed area at a

relativelv high intensitv. Thus persons in the passage-

way or objects on the tracks may readily be distinguished

at long distances by silhouetting against the brightly il-

luminated white background and signals are easily .-^een

by the motorman. who is thus enabled to operate his trip

at biiiher .<pecd and with a greater degree of safely.

.SoMK (ii;M;i!.\i. NoTi:s and Costs

H.xperience has shown that in every mine certainJpoints

arc more dangerous than others. Illumination of these

jioiiils by this method will lend ic. minimize aecidci)ls.

Imreasing the intensily miuI properly locating suitable

liirhiing units at the foot Of mine shafts, in pump rooms,

machine shops, mule barns, emergency hospitals and such

other places located underground as re(iuire good light-

ing, will enable oilers, spraggers. machinists, veterinar-

ians, blacksmiths and otiicrs lo work more emciciitly and

safelv.

The necessary whilcwaslung. if done l>y the sjirayiiig

method, is not prohibitively expensive, and slimild be re-

newed from time to time as retpiired.

The cost of lighting may be subdivided into two gen-

eral factors: the price of current and the cost of lamp

renewals. It is conceivable that. a1 very low rates for

|)owcr and free renewals of cMrboii lamps, it might be

cheaper to use carbon than the tungsten-filament lamps.

An accurate record was kept during ihc tests at the

Scranton mine and it was found that, aside from the

advantages of better lighting, ihe Mazda tiingsteii-fila-
j

nient lamp for mine lighting gave nearly three times the

useful life of the carbon; not one lamp was stolen or

maliciously broken, and the cost of good lighting was rel-

atively small as compared to the insufficient and unsatis-

factory lighting with the carbon lamps.

I am collecting further information on the subject and

hope in the near future to be able to contribute an illus-

trated article covering definite cost data. etc.. on many

actual installations.

A Mammoth Central-Power Plant
liv FliAXK H. KXKELAXD

SYNOPSIS—Describes a plant of 37,500 kw. geiieraling

capacity that irill efficiently produce a commercially valu-

al)le electric current from a cheap or almost irorthless fuel.

What is believed to be the largest central-power plant

located in any coal field in the United States is now

being constructed by the Lehigh Navigation Electric

Co., at Hauto, Penn.

As is well known, the fine sizes of anthracite, such as

buckwheat No. 3 and smaller, although containing a high

heat content, possess but little present value at the

mines. The fundamental idea in building this power plant

at Hauto is to convert tliis low-priced and, from the

momentary standpoint, comparatively worthless fuel into

(ommercially valuable electric current.

A considerable ])roportion of the fuel mined in the

country today is used in the generation of electricity.

Particularly during the past few years the idea has been

"aining force that it is cheaper to manufacture power at

the mine and transmit it to the point of ap])lication than

it is to ship the coal over an equal distance and there con-

vert it into electric energj' in a small and isolated iilant.

The power plant at Hauto will for the present supply

current to neighboring coal mines and local industries.

It is the intention, however, later on to increase the size

of the plant, and extend the transmission lines for a con-

siderable distance.

The overall dinieusioiis of the present plant, which is a

permanent brick structure, are 416x195 ft. It is divided

into two main parts, namely, the boiler room and engine

room, the inside dimensions of which are 68x285 ft., and

193x130 ft., respectively. There are at present eight

boiler units, each of 1000 rated horsepower, installed in

the boiler room. These are set singly and occupy floor

space of 25x25 ft. They are of the Maxim water-tube

type, provided with superheaters, and are fired from each

side.

The smoke-stacks, which are at present four in minilier,

are 12 ft. in inside diameter, and extend 89 ft. above

their juncture with the breechings. The top of each stack

is 140 ft. above the grate bars.

One of the unique features of the idant is the fact that

the ashes from the furnaces can be discharged direct into

air-dump ash cars, of standard gage, run into the building

below the boiler-room floor. The exi)eiise of ash disposal

is thus greatly reduced.

In the engine room there are at present installed three

General Electric Curtis horizontal steam turbines, operat-
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Neai! Vi]':\v of Engine House Pdopek The Boiler Houbr \\d Coal-Supply Trestle

The Condenser CiRruLATiNO Pumps
DURING Erection

View across Dam foe Impounding Con-
denser Water

ing at 1500 r.p.ni., and direct connected to generators of

12,500 kw. capacity each. Current is produced at 11,000

volts, and 25 cycles. This is stepped up to 110,000 volts

before going to the transmission lines.

Excitation of the generators is accomplished by Gen-

eral Electric turbiue-driven exciters of 300 kw. capacity

each. Each generator is also equipped with a suitable

condenser and condenser pump. These are of the West-

inghouse-Le Blanc type.

In order to secure a suitable supply of condensing

water, a dam 1500 ft. long with a maximum height of 31

ft. has been built across Nesquehoning Creek, upon the

bank of which the power plant is built. It is, estimated

that this dam will impound a lake or pond containing

1,100,000,000 gal. of water.

This lake is shallow and covers a large acreage, thus

presenting an immense cooling surface. In order to take

advantage of this to the utmost extent, the circulating

water for the condensers is taken from the pond in the

vicinity of the dam and almost directly in rear of the

power plant, and after passing through the condensers, is

discharged into a sluice which conveys it to a point about

one-half mile above the dam, and there discharges it into

the lake.

General View of the Entire Building, Showing Coal Trestle and Sluice for Circulating Water
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In times of drouth, therefore, when there is practically

no addition to the water in the lake, its contents are put

through a continuous cycle passing from the lake to the

condensers, then back again.. The innnenai volume and

surface of the impouiided area arc, however, sutBcient to

answer for all cooling purposes.

As has been stated above, the present generating capa-

city of the equipment is 37,500 kw. Everything ainnit

the plant, however, has been built with the intciilioii of

increasing its size to an ultimate capacity of 100,000 kw.

The intention is for the present to transmit power

within a radius of 50 miles to various collieries in the

anthracite region, the Leiiigli lOal & Navigation t'o.

being the largest consumer. Eventually, however, it is

tiie intention to extend Uic transmission lines to furMisli

energy over a radius of ^0(i miles. It is believed tluil ilif

i-itv of I'hiladelpiiia will, at no remote date, become I he

prineiiial market for power generated in this pliiiit iiiul

the future additions thereto.

The a]>proximate gross cost of the power ))lant, sul)>la-

tions and transmission lines is estimated at $;5.()0(i,(ii)().

The engineering work has been carried on by Tj. H. Still-

well, of 100 Broadway, New York City, witli A. (.i. Sid-

man, resident engineer in charge of construction.

Storaee Batteries for Mine Locomotives
JiY William \an l'. liifANin*

SYXOPSIS—ThiK article describes a lead storaye

latleri/, of which the positive plate consists of molded

rubber tubes filled with peroxide of lead and slit horizon-

iallif so as to expose the electro-positive element to the

action of the electrolyte. The negative plate is a grid

casting of an antimony-lead alloy, consisting of a series

of vertical ribs connected by short horizontal bars. The

battery has been exten-nvely nsed for vehicles and street

cars and its vse for central-station purposes, under a

tflightly ditjerent form, is still older.

At the recent mining show, held in Philadelphia under

the auspices of the American Mining Congress, interest

was shown in the Electric Storage Battery Co.'s exhibit of

the "Ironclad-Exide" batterj- for mine locomotives.

This battery, of the lead storage-battery type, possesses

many interesting characteristics, which make it especially

adaptable for this class of work.

During the past few years there has been an increasing

interest shown in the subject of storage-battery locomo-

tives for mine and industrial haulage service, and where

mine companies have been skeptical in the past of the

ability of locomotives of this kind to give satisfactory

service, and have been slow to give them a trial, they are

now awakening to the fact that they furnish a most effi-

cient and reliable form of locomotion.

The battery locomotive has been found particularly

adapted for use in gathering work in mines ; it eliminates

the necessity for overhead trolley wires, while the fittings

for bonding the rails, which are necessary with the trolley

locomotive are not needed when batteries are nsed.

B.iTTERT Power Has Repl.a.ced Horses

That storage-battery locomotives are suitable for re-

placing mules in this service is made evident by the fact

that storage-battery street cars have taken the place of

liorses. That these cars are a success has been well proven

in Xew York City. Early in 1910, the Third Ave. Ry.

Co. made a test of a few cars operated with various makes

of batteries. The results of these tests have been that

at the present time this company is operating 137 storage-

battery cars. They are all equipped with "Hycap-Exide"

batteries. The New York Ey. Co., following the example

of the Third Ave. Ry. Co., has also adopted storage-bat-

terv cars for some of its lines, and has recently placed

•The Electric Storage Battery Co.. AUegheny Ave. and 19th
St., PhUadelphia, Penn.

orders for 45 cars, all of wliiili are being ei|ni]i])ed v,-itli

the same i)atteries as used liy the Third Ave. Ky. Co.

Ill considering the question of battery locomotives, the

battery to be used is a very important matter and should

only be selected after careful consideration. The battery

is the very life of the locomotive and the success or

failure of the traction unit (Icpciids to a great extent on

its efficient working.

The Electric Storage Battery Co. has made an ex-

tensive study of mine and industrial lo<-omotive require-

ments, and from its experiences recommended the "Tron-

clad-Exide" battery for these purposes.

This battery, possessing all of the inherent advantages,

such as high watt hour-efficiency, high voltage and low

internal resistance of the lead cell, has in addition the ail-

vantage of higher capacity than tlie standard lead iibite

and twice the life.

J^osiTivE Plates Coxsist of Slit "RriusEK Tubes Filled

WITH Pehoxide or Lead

The "Ironclad-Exide" battery ditl'ers from the standard

flat-plate "Exide" type, mainly in the construction of the

positive plate. Instead of a flat metal grid, into which

the active material has been pa.sted, the "Ironclad-Exide"

positive plate consists of a series of hard-rubber tubes

containing lead peroxide, the active material. These

tubes have a great many horizontal slits, which provide

access for the electrolyte to the active material, and yet

are so fine as to prevent its washing out.

Each tube is provided with two parallel vertical ribs

projecting on opposite sides at right angles to the face

of the plate. These ribs not only serve to stiffen the

tubes, but also act as insulating spacers, taking the place

of the ribs on the wood separators used in the "Exide"

and the "Hycap-Exide" batteries and allowing the use of

plain nngrooved wood veneers. The rubber tubes have a

certain amount of elasticity, so that they can expand and

contract in accord with the changes in volume of the ac-

tive material, during charge and discharge.

The cylindrical form of tube is peculiarly well adapted

to perform its function since no amount of expansion or

contraction will tend to alter its shape, and the internal

strains are thus kept uniform. Another advantage is

that most of the electrolyte is carried within the con-

fines of the plate itself.

The negative plate used with the "Ironclad-Exide"

positive is of standard "Exide" type, although of increased
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thickness. lu fixiug upon the proper thickness for the

negative the aim has been to provide a plate having ap-

proximately the same life as the positive, tlius avoiding

partial renewals.

The Coxnectoes Are of Low Electrical Eesistance

The connectors for joining cells of the "''Ironclad-

Exide" battery are of a new type. Thin strips of copper,

lead plated to prevent corrosion, are laid face to face

and their ends cast into alloy terminals. The latter form
rings, which fit over the pillar of the strap and are burned
in place in the same manner as the "Exide" connector.

The advantage of this built-up connector is two-fold, the

use of copper instead of lead or alloy giving higher con-

ductivity and the laminated structure giving a flexible

instead of a rigid connection.

The "Tronclad-Exide" cell accomplishes a result never

before practically obtained by any other lead cell, a plate

construction that not only prevents the loss of active ma-
terial but maintains its activity.

Another great advantage of the "Ironclad-Exide" bat-

tery is that it retains a great percentage of its efiBciency

even in excessively low temperatures. In fact, the

Crocker Land Expedition selected this battery for the

lighting of a house in the Xorth Polar regions. This

house will be established as headquarters for the

explorers during their three years of explorations of the

land around the Xorth Pole. The expedition sailed from
Xew York on July 1 of this year. The battery equipment

was selected after careful consideration and the "Iron-

clad-Exide" battery chosen on account of its light weight,

its high efficiency, its ability to deliver its current in low

temperatures, and as it is also to be used for "boosting"

the wireless outfit, it had to be absolutely dependable,

even in most adverse conditions.

The identical qualities which made this battery suited

above all other batteries for the Crocker Land Expedition

make it the logical batterv for mine-locomotive service.

is' thought desirable to add it. This may be placed at
the outlet, but it is not subjected to any beating action,

and is only used when it is necessary to prevent any small

g'l
'

'1'^

A PCLVEKIZER FOR MaKIXG StoXE DuST TO DISTRIBUTE
IX MiXE Roadways

pieces of unreduced material from escaping. The lead-
ing merits of the machine are a large grinding surface,
a freedom from clogging and the production of extremely
fine dust.

Machine for Producing Stone Dust

In order to produce the large quantities of stone dust

needed for use in the coal mines as a protection against

mine explosions, a multiple grinder has been constructed

by the Hardy Patent Pick Co., of Sheffield, England.
The crushing is performed progressively in separate

chambers, the whole circumference of which is provided

with serrated linings of excessively hard chilled iron.

These linings are used as crushing surfaces.

The chambers increase in diameter as they approach
the outlet, and the fan action of the large beater draws
the air from the smaller chambers and produces a through
current from the inlet to the outlet. The materials enter

the smallest beating chamber and from thence pass

through the others, being subjected to repeated percus-
sive action, increasing in intensity in each successive

chamber, the current of air continually carrying away the
finished stone dust. It passes through a delivery duct
into a storage box from which it can be drawn as required
and the air is returned through a suction duct to the
grinding machine.

An important point with regard to this apparatus is that
in the production of fine powders, the machine is not
dependent on grids or screens as is the case with many
other grinders, but provision is made for a screen if it

Madison Coal Corporation
In the accompanying sketch we show an outline of

the organization of the Madison Coal Corporation in
Illinois. The distribution of authority in a large repre-
sentative company, such as this, together with data as to
whom the different officials are responsible, is always
interesting. T\'e would like to obtain like data from
other companies.

DISTRICT SUPERINTENDENTS

MINE SUPERINTENDENTS
ELECTRICAL S

AND 2 I-

MECHANICAL i-

^

^ SUPT. < i
EER ^<MINE FOREMEN ro„LA-

"^

Madison Coal Corporation's Executive Force

It will be noted in this instance that the president of

the company has four district superintendents reporting
directly to him, as well as a chief engineer, the electrical

and mechanical superintendent, and the master carpenter.
The district superintendents each have two mine super-
intendents reporting to them, who, in turn, have six mine
foremen under them.
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The Use of Electricity in Mines
liV I'LVDK U. J5lii:ilM*

.yy.VO/^S/^'—.1 />"• of the simpler problems which coii-

fronl the mine manager and elertrician are here dijs-

riissed. Direct current onltj is treated, nu n'r-rr,,,-,' heing

made to aliernating current or its uses.

The writer in the following urtiele has endeavored to

take up in a brief and non-teehnital way some of the

problems that confront the mine manager, mine elei-

trieian and others, and their solutions.

The first electrical equipment to engage the attention

of the maiuiger at a new mine is the matter of proper

signals. Usually the bell in the engine room with the two

wTrcs leading oiit will answer, but it is often desired on a

mine haulage to have more than one bell placed at dif-

ferent points in the mine. A diagram of such a system

of signals is shown in Fig. 1. For a line of two or three

miles in length the main battery should consist of about

25 carbon cylinder cells. The relays •.should be of the

standard pony type as shown and the local batteries

should consist of five or six cells.

As shown in the drawing the system consists of three

wires, anv desired number of stations may be used, placed

Kelay

-llUlll-Wll

iajjriiiiis :ill

((iMipound-

iT th(sc are
citation, as scries-wouiKi

wound. The connection

shown in Fig. 3.

A series motor varies in speed in pioi)ortion to llic

amount of current flowing througli tiic armature and

field; it will run fast on a light load and slow on a iieavy

load. It should be used where large starting toque is re-

quired, for tractiiiM. i-tc

In a shuiit-uoiuul nuilor a i)t)rlion of tiic cunx'iit is

Ringing 'Hires''' Hain hctft-enj

Fici. 1. Thk Mixe-Sigxal System

in series on the top wire, making connections between the

middle and bottom wires at any point will ring all the

bells on the system. While the first cost is greater, rub-

ber-covered wire is preferred for this service.

If it is desired the mine telephone can be run along the

same route as the signal line, only one extra wire being

necessary as any one of the signal wires can be used for

this purpose.

One of the best ways of supporting such lines is by

using the Weir mine bracket (Fig. 2). This consists of

two pieces of galvanized iron 1^/4 in. wide by 18 in. long,

one end slightly flared out and pointed. The other end is

drilled for the* bolt holding the wood pins for the insu-

lators. These brackets are put in place by drilling a 11/2-

in. hole into the coal about 14 in. deep. A wooden wedge

is slipped between the points of the bracket which is

driven into place. As soon as the wedge hits the bottom

of the hole it widens the legs of the bracket and locks

them into place. These brackets will accommodate from

two to four wires.

MoTOIiS FOR ^'ARIO^S PuRPOSKS

The manager probably will next turn his attention to

the selection of motors for various duties, such as run-

ning pumps, fans, breakers, washers, etc. Direct-current

nK)tors are classified according to the method of field ex-

FlU. 2. A CoNVJiXlENT

Haxger
Fio. 4. A Handy Test

Set

•Chief electrician, Oliver & SnyGer Steel Co., Oliver, pfcnn

sent through the field which consists of a large number

of turns of fine wire. A shunt motor runs at nearly con-

stant speed at all loads.

A compound motor is a combination of the shunt-

wound and series-wound machine?;, having two sets of

field windings. They arc used at jilaces where the load

varies considerably.

When standing facing the commutator end of a motor

if the armature revolves in the same direction as the

hands of a clock, it is said to have clock-wise rotation,

while if it turns in the opposite direction it is said to be

rotating counter clock-wise. It is sometimes desirable

to change the direction of rotation. Possibly the simplest

way to do this is to reverse the armature leads
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A handy test set can be made for use at mines as

shown in Fig. 4, using lamp sockets screwed on a con-

veniently sized board and connected in series. On a 550-

volt circuit, five 110-volt lamps would be necessary, while

on a 220-volt circuit, two. This set can be used to ad-

vantage in finding open or grounded circuits (see Fig. 5).

To determine the size of wire needed for any certain

load it is necessary to know the amount of current in

amperes, the distance traversed and the allowable loss

in transmission. The following formula may be advan-

tageously used.

GxDx-21.5
Y

= cir.mtls.

Where
7^ = Distance in feet

;

C = Current;

L = Loss in volts.

21.5 is a Constant always used.

Example—It is necessary that 100 amp. be carried 500
ft. on a 250-volt circuit with a loss of 5 per cent, in

Circui+

Breaker

Connections for Series motor

ltheosfa+

'Armature

Rheosfai-

Armature

Connections for Shunt Motor Connections for Compound Motor

Fig. 3. The Threk Types of Dibect-Cuerext
Motors

^e, what is the circ.mils required ? First the loss

in volts, or 5% of 250 equals 10.5 volts.

100 X 500 X 21.0

10.5
102,380 cir.mils.

If a wiring table is not at hand, the weight of any
bare copper conductor can be roughly determined as fol-

lows : One thousand feet of wire having an area of 1000

circ.mils., weighs approximately 3 lb., and the weight
per foot of any bare conductor can, therefore, be deter-

mined by multiplying its area in circ.mils. by 0.003.

Some Motor Troubles axd Their Causes

It might be well at this point to discuss briefly the

motor troubles that usually arise in and around the mine

:

Loss of power—Usually an open fuse or circuit breaker,

or the power may he off, or the field may be short-cir-

cuited or open.

Sparking at commutator—A small amount of sparking
is not objectionable, but, if enough to blacken or roughen
the commutator bars, the cause should be located and re-

moved as soon as possible. Excessive sparking may be
caused by the commutator being rough or dirt^', by over-

load, the armature may have an open circuit, the field

circuit may be weak, the brushes may not be of the proper

dimensions or they may be improperly spaced. Brushes
should be so spaced that the least number of commutator
bars between sets of brushes is the total number of bars

divided by the number of poles of the machine. If the

armature has an open circuit and has been run for any
length of time in this way, examination will show the

mica between two of the commutator bars eaten out to

some extent. The open will be found on one of the two

sides of this mica. If the motor is provided with a brush-

holder rocker, sparking at the commutator can be les-

sened by moving the bru.shes .slowly backwards and for-

wards until the sparking is reduced to a minimum.
Electrical apparatus and fittings for use in mines are

subjected to the action of acid-laden waters and excessive

dampness, and all possible precautions should be taken

against these evils in the selection and the up-keep of

such equipment. All machine parts' not intended to carry

current should be grounded. This prevents anyone re-

ceiving a shock by establishing contact between such parts

and the earth.

Sfarfing

Rheos-hai

500 Volfs

On a grounded circuit,
this terminal should
be ojrounded to fesf

for opens
To Line

Agrounded armature
/5 found, lamps out

Fig. How Test Set Is Used in Locating
Trouble

In practically all coal mines direct current is used for

the motor haulage, with a range of voltage from 220 to

500. The feeder lines should be installed on vitrified

porcelain insulators, not more than 30 ft. apart. A sepa-

rate insulator should be used for each wire. The trolley-

wire hangers should be installed true with the track and
as near the same height from the top of the rail as pos-

sible. This will minimize the jumping and arcing of

the trolley wheel.

On account of the various sizes of locomotives used it

is rather difficult to lay down a fixed rule for the plac-

ing of trolley frogs, but locating the frog from 10 to 12

ft. back from point of latch will be satisfactory for most
conditions. Careful plumbing of the trolley hangers

should be observed as a hanger not well plumbed will

make a kink in the line. The effect on the trolley wire of

a hanger that is not properly plumbed is shown in Fig. 6.

The trolley line should be installed as far to one side

of the heading as practicable and securely and rigidly

supported. The mining law of the -State of Pennsylvania
limits the sag between points of support to 3 in. Where
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u.ere is danger of feed wires or the trolley wires hein-

touched in places such as crossings, etc., they should be

well protected either by trenching the roof or by side-

boards extendi!.- below the wire. AH branch trolley lines

should be fitted «ith automatic trolley switches or section

insulators and line switches, or some other device tha.

will allow the current to be shut oH from such branch

. 11 tries.

ThK NlXESSlTY FOlt CviiliFlL BoXlllXO

A close relation e.\ists between the rails and the trolley

wire and a well bonded system of tracks is as essential to

best results as the overhead construction. The mining

laws of most states recommend that where air or water

pipes parallel the grounded return of power circuits, liiis

return be securciv bonded to such pipes at frequent in-

tervals. This eliniinates the possibility of a dift'creiice

of i)otential between the rails and pipes and prevents elec-

trolysis of the latter. The rail return should be of suf-

eapable of exerting 10 to IT. tons pressure, tints eiiiisiiii;

the copper to expand in the liole and inakiiiii a joint that

moisture cannot attack.

Bonds should be tested at I'reiiuent intervals as poor

bonding not only causes a loss of voltage, but also arma-

ture burn-outs on account of the machine drawing exces-

sive currents due to low voltage. Bond testing instru-

ments can be bought in tlie market, but the testing can

be done by two similar millivoltnieters as shown in Fig. 7.

It is neces.sary to have a current ]iassing through the

rail such as a iOconiotivc working ahead of tiic testing

Fig. (5. The Effect of the Hangeu Beixg

Out of Plumb

ficient capacity for tiie current used, independent of the

cai)acity of the pijjcs.

On main haulage roads iioth rails should be bonded

and cro-ss bonds should be placed at points not to exceed

•H)() ft. apart. The rail is usually of sufficient capacity

to carry the current, but it is at the rail joint that

trouble, in the form of great resistance, is usually en-

countered. Resistance causes a loss in voltage when cur-

rent is flowing and the drop is proportional to the cur-

rent. For instance, if a rail joint has a resistance of

0.00012 ohms, and the current flowing through the rail

is 200 amp. the loss in voltage at the joint would be

200 X 0.00012 or 0.024 volts, and as there are about

176 joints to the mile of .30-ft. rails the total loss would

be 4.224 volts. The resistance of the rail itself must b-

added to this for the total resistance of the return.

Many mines use the channel-pin method of bonding

This consists of drilling a hole in the rail and inserting

a round wire. A grooved steel plug is then driven in to

tighten up the joint. This method of bonding is not good

and .should only be used for temporary work as moisture

soon enters and destroys the contact.

The compressed terminal bond is the best method as

the bond is compressed into a hole in the rail by a jack

Fi(!. 7. Mr.Tiionoi- Ticsting Uksist.vnck at Kmi, .Ioi\t

point. One instriiincnt s|iaiiiiiiig Hie rail joint will be

deflected to a certain amount (Icpciiding on the resi.«tanee

of the joint and tlie current flowing. The other instru-

ment lead is moved along the rail making continuous

contact until the second in.strument reading is the <:)\m

as the first. Measurement of this distance will then indi-

cate directly the nundicr of feel of rail equal to the resis-

tance of the joint.

The Great Lakes Disaster

The cable reports that Lloyd's, London, lost $7,500,000

in the recent storm on the Great Lakes. That loss

equals the value of the Titanic. Twice as many lives

were lost as with the Volturno. The incident ought to

impress the lesson that the dangers of the Lakes rival

those of the ocean. It has become the custom to take

liberties with the Lakes because harbors are near, and

vovages are relatively short. Cargoes are not carefully

stowed, and the result is that ships sink or turn over be-

cause their contents shift.

If harbors are near so are dangerous shores, and lake-

built craft cannot run before the storm as in the ocean.

Craft of ten-knot speed cannot face a faster gale, and

drift sternward with full steam ahead. Lake models

are too long and low in proportion to their depth to be

seaworthy. If they get into a seaway they roll until their

cargo wets and trim is lost. The construction is good

for ordinary conditions, but it lacks sufficient factors of

safety for storms or for craft laden with ice, as Lake

craft often are in the season.

The lesson is for greater engine power, for holds so

divided that cargoes cannot alter their position and

throw craft on their beam ends, for models designed for

safety as well as for cargo capacity, and for enforcement

of these standards in any suitable manner.

—

New York

Times.

When determining tlie direction of an explosion the way in

which stoppings and brattice materials are blown is not a re-

liable indication, as such structures are subject to secondary
or return explosions.
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Flame versus Electric Safety Lamps
By K. a. IIailwood*

j'^YXOPSIS—Currenis of small voltage will ignite house

( oal gas or natural gas with coal dust in it, more readily

Ihan it tvill the unmixed natural gas. The presence of

hydrogen appears to he the important factor hut this gas

is generated when acid is spilled on the iron can of port-

able lamps and is also liberated hy accumulator batteries.

The candlepower of mine electric lamps can be duplicated

by modern flame safety lamps, and this intensity of il-

lumination is unaffected by duration of time and is not

obtained by the use of lenses and reflectors.

In view of the forces which have been brought to play

to boom the electric lamp iu recent times, the question

now arises : Does it fulfill what is claimed for it, and is it

really necessary or even an advantage to throw out such

an old and trusted servant as the flame safety lamp, and

replace it by electric illumination ?

After some considerable experience in designing elec-

tric lamps, I am honestly of the opinion that the elec-

tric lamp of today is scarcely, if any better, than it was

ten years ago; the principal change being the introduc-

tion of the metallic filament bulb.

I believe the Bureau of Mines has demonstrated that

these small electric bulbs are capable of igniting gas

and creating explosions, so that contention will be readily

conceded. The other point I would like to make will

need some further discussion, for some authorities have

argued that sparks from a 4- to a 5-volt battery will not

ignite mine gas.

DlFFEIiEXCE. BETWEEN Gas WITH CoAL DCST
AXD AYiTHorx

I have lighted standard house coal gas in England

from ordinary small 4- to j-volt accumulators such as

used in the portable lamp, but on trying similar experi-

ments in a rough and ready manner on the natural gas of

I'ittsburgh, I failed to ignite it when using a battery of

the same voltage, but on adding fine coal dust to the gas,

an ignition was produced.

The batteries in this test were of the portable type,

but somewhat larger than used in a portable electric

lamp, but from tests carried out in England, as men-

tioned above, whereby an explosion was obtained from

small portable batteries of 4 to 5 volts, it shows that the

variation between the English house coal gas and the

Pittsburgh natural gas has some bearing on the problem.

Dangers of Uxcombined Hydrogen

The principal difference is that the English coal gas

probabl}' contains a greater percentage of hydrogen, but

if it be borne in mind that acid, when spilt on the "iron

can" of portable lamps, evolves hydrogen, or that hydro-

gen gas is given oS from an accumulator, it seems to me
that it is possible for this hydrogen when mixed with

the ordinary gas found in mines to form a mixture

•Manager. Aekroyd & Best. Ltd.. -Arrott Power Building.
Pittsburgh, Penn., and Morley, England.

Note—Closing part of article published last week in our
columns under the title "A Defense of the Flame Safety Mine
Lamps. " The paper was pl-epared for the American Mining
Congress, but ihis closing part was rejected because it was

similar in composition and as dangerous in character as

the house coal gas of England, which might possibly be

ignited by a portable electric battery, even without the

aid of coal dust.

In some experiments I made in England, an iron cham-
ber with walls % in. thick and having accumulators placed

therein, was hermetically sealed and afterward shaken

so that the acid was spilled upon the iron floor of the

box. The wires connecting the terminals of the battery

were then short-circuited, so as to heat up the wire. A
violent explosion ensued and the strong iron chamber
was shattered. This test would seem to prove the pos-

.sibilities of explosions originating from an electric lamp
having an iron case.

The question may be asked: Do these tests apply to

2-volt lamps ? These lamps, in my opinion, have not yet

been in use sufficiently long to demonstrate that they are

completely satisfactory. The experiments in England up
to the present have shown that 2-volt lamps do not ex-

actly meet the need, and that 4-volt lamps are more like-

ly to be required, although from many points of view even

they are .still wide of the mark.

Lighting Cigabette.s with a Battery

In an experiment I carried out within the last few
days in Pittsburgh, I placed a piece of iron wire from a

picture cord across the terminals of one of the small 2-

volt electric batteries sold in this country and used in

connection with the "cap" type of electric lamp. The
wire immediately became red hot, and easily ignited a

cigarette.

It will be seen, therefore, that the statements of some
of the electric-lamp makers that it is unnecessary to lock

tlie l)ox containing the battery, are illfounded. But even
if it be locked and safety terminals applied to the box, it

is evident that a miner can easily stick two pins into the

cable which connects the accumulator to the hat or cap
lamp, and stretch a piece of thin copper or iron wire

across the two pins and light a cigarette from the red-

hot wire.

Or the miner ma}- obtain a worn-out bulb, smash the

glass, couple up a piece of thin iron wire to the broken
pieces of filament, reinsert the bulb in the cap-lamp case

and ignite the cigarette from the exposed red-hot iron

wire. After replacing the proper bulb, no one would
know that the lamp connections had been used for an im-
proper purpose. Moreover, if he so willed he could make
a dummy bulb. I have frequently made these experi-

ments on electric lamps now on the market.

It will be evident that coal operators supplying miners
with this type of lamp are really furnishing them with
ready means for having a quiet smoke in the mine until

the inevitable time arrives for mine and men to blow up.

Candlepower Dependent on Eeflectors and
Time Used

Electric-lamp makers often make somewhat wild state-

ments regarding the great candlepower which they al-

lege is given out by their electric lamps, but from in-

vestigations, it would appear that most of these so called
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high candlepowois are obtained by using a powerful kiis

anil an efficient retlettor. If the oil lamp be fitted with

a lens and reflector in the same way, its eaniilepower can

be shown to be exceedingly large and constant. The elcc-

iric-lamp makers say very little about the rapid droj) in

voltase or the consciiuent drop in cundlepowcr or of the

rapid deterioration of iiattery and bulb.

Within the last few days. 1 have received a report that

a responsible ofKcial of a large English mine who has

made extensive tests with the most recent makes of elec-

tric lamps stated that the drop in candlepower, very

shortly after an electric lamp is switched on, was more

than 33 per cent., and his elei trie lanijis are costing from

two to three times more than flame lamps.

It will be obvious to electricians that a serious drop in

candlepower must inevitably take place in a portable elec-

tric lamp, as the filament is exceedingly sensitive. If

nuuiufactured so that it will give anything like the de-

sired candle])ower when the battery is weak, the filament

must lie drawn so fine that when the battery is at full

strength, the filament is likely to be burned out. Its re-

sistance to the current cannot be so regulated as to give

an equal illumination from the beginning to the end of

a shift.

The common practice, therefore, apjiears to be to make

the filament a little less fine than will give the best il-

luminating results, so it will stand the full force of the

battery when fully charged, but this means that, as the

battery discharges, the inadequate resistance of the fila-

ment prevents the now weakened battery from kcc|)iiig

up the candlepower.

A li/j-cp. electric lamp wiicn tiu' iiiiunination is re-

duced to, say, 1 cp., is not so satisfactory as, for example,

a y-2,- or 'Ki-cp. flame lamp. When a IG-cp. electric bulb

has deteriorated so that it is giving, say, 8 cp., it is a

mo,~t irritating light. Whereas an S-cj). bulb giving its

rated illumination would give a much more .satisfactory

light.

SfMMAi;v Of Mkuits ()!•• Fi.AMi: Saitiv Lamps

In view of the enormous cost of tlic (irdinary installa-

tion of electric lamps, the continued expense involved in

their upkeep and the big siid<ing fund or (le])reciation to

be written olT annually and the nie.ss they make (whether

acid or alkaline), and keeping in mind the uncertainty

incidental to electric lamps, the doubtful quantity of light

given out by the lamp, the inability to detect gas and the

fact that tiiey may. nevertheless, cause an explosion, I

submit that the electric lam]) has not yet attained the

perfection which would warrant its replacing for miners

that old and well tried servant, the ''flame safely lamp."

Seeing that recent improvements in the flame lamp have

made it possible to obtain from it an illumination of li/^

cp., and as this increased light can lie secured for only a

few cents per lamp jier week, over and above the low cost

already prevailing for flame lamps, it seems to me the

popular acclaim of the electric lamp is not justified by

its merits.

Safeguarding Electricity in Mines
By t'l.YDi': G. Bi!i;jim''

SYXOPSIS—The majority of eleclrical shocls in mines

result from rontarl with the trolley line. Many precau-

tions are suggested for the safeguarding of men. Uow
to remove a victim from a current-carrying conductor.

For the government of outside electrical installations

the National Board of Fire Underwriters have comjiiled

a most complete book of rules consisting of about 175

pages.

When a piece of electrical work is completed or repairs

or changes made therein the board is notified and their

inspector calls and goes over the work. If in accordance

with the code a certificate is granted, if not, no certificate

is given until the work is ])ut in strict accordance with

the rules.

The great risk that the National Board of Fire Under-

writers has to guard against is fire, but in the mines

many things tend to make the u.se of electricity dangerous

because, as a general thing, there is .small space, little

light and much dampness, so we not only have the fire

hazard to contend with, but the more common risk of

shock.

At this point I wish to compliment the author of the

electrical .section of the bituminous mining law of Penn-

.eylvania. It is well prepared and most complete, and,

if strictly complied with, practically solves the problem

of safeguarding the use of electricity in mines.

•Chief electrican. Oliver & Snyder Steel Co.. Oliver. Penn.

Note—Read before the Coal Mining Institute of America,
Dec. 4. 1913.

l{i;QfisiTKs IN A Mim; Elicctkician

The mine management should use great care in their

selection of a mine electrician, for to quote Mr. Clark, of

the Bureau of Mines: "The su])erv!sion of the electrical

equipment of a mine is a task that re(|uires ability, sound

judgment and experience of a peculiar sort. To select

suitable apparatus, to install it properly and economically,

and to maintain it free from interruption of service at a

minimum cost demands much ability. When the require-

ments of safety are added to the list of duties the responsi-

bility is not lessened. The establishment and main-

tenance of a high factor of safety rests as much with the

man who has direct charge of the electrical equipment

as with anyone. It seems reasonable also to assume that

a man who is competent to maintain a high factor of

safety is no less able to maintain as low a cost of main-

tenance as is consistent with satisfactory operation."

I understand that in England and some other coun-

tries the mine electrician is required to pass an examina-

tion before he is permitted to take charge of the electrical

equipment of a mine. If this were also true in this coun-

try we would have greater assurance of the efficiency and

ability of the man in charge.

Another point to consider along this line is the state's

inspection of mining electrical equijiment. If it is im-

portant to have competent men in charge, it is just as

important to have competent inspection. We cannot an-

ticipate that our mine inspectors will be electrical engi-

neers as well, but if one or two competent men were ap-
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pointed to work with our mine inspectors and make rigid

electrical inspections periodically it would do much
toward safeguarding the use of electricity in mines.

Daxgers of Contact with Trolley Wikes and Loco-
motives

While alternating current is used at mines for running

pumps, fans, etc., direct current is more commonly em-
ployed. The voltages usually selected are 110, 220 and

500, the 110 volts being used mostly for lighting. On ac-

count of its low pressure it is not hard to guard against

as far as shock is concerned, accidents resulting from such

voltage being rare. The 220 volts, however, has in several

instances been known to kill, and naturally, the higher

voltages are all the more dangerous and every precau-

tion should be taken to escape shock.

Usually the track or the earth is used for the return cir-

cuit, so a person standing on the track or even the earth

is in reality in contact with one side of the generator,

and by touching the trolley wire, the bare parts of a switch

or any other current-carrying conductor, he establishes a

circuit and thus receives a shock.

Beports of the mine inspectors show that the majority

of electrical shocks received in mines result from con-

tact with the trolley line. The recommendations of the

mining law of Pennsylvania, pp. 66 and 67, should be

strictly observed in reference to safeguarding the men
from the trolley wire, and exceptional care should be

taken when traveling in the same entry with such a con-

ductor.

A person cannot usually receive a shock by standing

upon the .earth or rails and touching the electric locnmo-

tive, because the frame is of the same potential as the

rail and a shock can only be received when there is

a difference of voltage. But the motor may be almost

insulated from the rail by too much sanding or even

coal on the track and in such a case the full line potential

or voltage may exist between the locomotive and the rail.

By touching the frame at such a time a person would
receive a severe shock, and since all the cars of the trip

are connected to the locomotive by their drawbars and
hitehings a person can receive a shock even by touching
them.

This particular danger could be eliminated by bonding
the drawbars of all cars to their axles, and since it is

hardly probable that the entire trip would be insulated

from the rail at the same time, any one car in good con-

tact with the rail would prevent the entire trip from at-

taining a potential above that of the rail, and no shock

could be received.

Another Source of Danger

Another source of danger is equipment that is not in-

tended to carry current becoming charged by defective

insulation, or otherwise. This danger could also be elim-

inated, at least to a great extent, by connecting the con-

ducting material of all such apparatus with the earth.

One other danger to be taken into consideration is the

practical joker who connects up some innocent looking

piece of equipment with live wires and waits to see the

fun when some fellow employee receives a shock. The
writer at one time saw a workman receive a severe shock

when he attempted to take a drink of water from a tin

cup that had been connected with a live wire. Such

practices should be frowned upon and the guilty party
severely punished.

It might be well in a paper of this character to consider
ways to rescue victims of shock. It is essential that the
victim be removed from the current-carrying conductor
as soon as possible. If the switch is near at hand it is

no doubt best to cut off the current, as the patient in con-

tact with the live wire will transfer current to the
rescuer if he puts himself in the line of its passage.

If the current cannot be cut off quickly use any of the
following ways of removing the patient: By prying off

with a dry stick. Possibly the handle of a pick, ax or
shovel would be best as dry wood in a mine is not easily

to be had when wanted quickly. The trolley wire may
be short-circuited with the rail by throwing a crowbar or

a drill across them. Great care should be observed in this

manner of rescue, for if the iron does not leave the hands
before touching the trolley wire the rescuer himself will

receive a shock.

Eemovixg a Victim from a Current-Carrying
Conductor

The hands of the rescuer may, however, be insulated

with dry clothes or otherwise, and the victim removed
by jerking. If possible he should be removed by one
motion, as rocking back and forth would only increase

the shock and burns. Some authorities teach that it is

best to use the feet and not the hands to push the victim

from the wire. Xo doubt this is a good method if it can
be used, for in case of shock to the rescuer the current

would pass from one foot through the legs and the other

foot to the ground and would do little injury since the

heart and the important nerve centers are not in its path.

As soon as the victim is rescued, if he is unconscious,

artificial respiration should be performed. This should

be kept up at least an hour or until the patient is breath-

ing freely.

Authorities differ greatly as to the best method of

artificial respiration. Until late years the Sylvester

method was used in the majority of instances, but recent

tests seem to indicate that the Shafer or prone method
is the more efficient. Often in electric shock severe burns

or even broken limbs are sustained, and in cases of this

kind the character of the injury determines the method
of artificial respiration to be employed.

Electricity as a Cause of Mine Fires

We will probably never know just how many of our

mine fires and explosions have been caused by electricity,

but we do know that fires and explosions are possible (to

what degree they are possible depending, of course, on

other conditions) when the workmanship or the instal-

lation is defective or equipment is injured by falls of roof

or otherwise. Incandescent lamps may ignite combustible

material if placed in close proximity to it. The blow-

ing of an open fuse may produce heat and a flash sufficient

to cause a fire or explosion. Even switches may produce

sparks enough to be dangerous.

It is a poor practice to use feeder wires that are insuffi-

cient in size as the overload may cause heat enough to

soon destroy the insulation. A leak to the coal or across

timbers may follow and a fire result.

Possibly the greatest danger, however, is from falls of

roof destroying the trolley line. With this in mind care
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should be taken not to over-^et or over-fuse .sutli eirruit.s

for in case of an over-set breaker the trolley line may arc

and spark against the rail for some little time before it

develops load enough to open the breaker. It is quite

possible that this was the cause of the Xaomi explosion.

Sl'UCiESTKO PRECArTIONS

In one of the i)ublieations of the Bureau of Mines ap-

pear several suggestions for reducing the nuniber of ac-

cidents due to the use of electricity in mines
:
these will

be a fitting conclusion for this paper

:

1. Remove contributory causes.

2. Treat all wires, however well insulated, as inue

I i.nductors.

:!. h'einove from the vicinity of clcctriiiil iii>i>ar;(lus

all elements susceptible to its iiiHuonces (gas, dust, ex-

plosives and combustible material).

4. Keel) the electric cuncnt where it belongs.

'). If under certain circumstances the current cannot

be entirely confined, at least limit the area of its activity

by using protective devices.

G. Insure a high factor of safety by (a) selecting

materials and apparatus with care, (b) installing etiuip-

mciit in a strictly first-class manner, (e) inspecting equip-

ment frequently and thoroughly, (d) maintaining all

electrical devices in and about the mine in good condition

at all times.

Cable Wiring for Mine Telephones
By CiKKfiOiiV BiiowN''

^YXOPi'^IS—Manii kinds of conductors may he em-

ployed for mine telephones. Of the three types generally

u«ed the calile, although more eo:pensnc, is douMless the

most efficient, most duratile and consequently the cheap-

est in the long nni.

There are several kinds of conductors that may be em-

nloved for mine telephone lines and an equal diversity of

methods for supporting the same. The different arrange-

ments vary in cost of material and installation, but gen-

erally speaking the most expensive are the most durable

and satisfactory.

On account of the wide variation in the conditions

which exist in mines and indeed in different part-^ of

the same operation, no one type of installation can be

recommended in all cases. As a general proposition

however, it is always better to be on the safe side and

employ good material and construction, as in the. long

run this is cheaper and more satisfactory.

The following kinds of conductors are in general use

for wiring mine-telephone systems: (1) cable; (2)

braided rubber-covered, copper-steel or hard-drawn cop-

per wire; (3) bare Xo. 10 B.B. double-galvanized iron

telephone wire. When properly designed and manufac-

tured, cable is perhaps the best type of conductor that

can be employed for mine-telephone circuits.

Lead-covered cable has been used to some extent in

mines, but in many cases has given trouble. The metal

covering is subject to attack from dilute acids both or-

ganic and inorganic, it is extremely difficxdt to prevent

electrolytic action especially if metal supports are used,

the lead sheath is mechanically weak necessitating sup-

port at frequent intervals, while the constant jarring of

the car or cage is often sufficient to cause crystalization

and consequent parting of the cable.

AxoTHEH Kind of Cable

For the above reasons lead .cable in mines cannot be

advocated for general use. Another type of cable is at

present manufactured liy the Western Electric Co., which

is especially adapted for use under ground. This is

known as circular loom cable, and is composed of braided

rubber-covered twisted pair wires with jute filler, over

Western Electric Co., New York.

this is woven a circular loom of heavy cotton which is

impregnated with a waterproof compound.

The circular loom covering differs from that ordinar-

ily employed, in that the strands are laid longitudinally

and transversely, instead of being braided diagonally.

This makes a much stronger fabric, as the jnill on the
,

cable is resisted by the heavy longitudinal strands. The

standard type of cable contains a special rubber insulat-

ing compound, well adapted to withstand mine condi-

tions. If desired, however, wires insulated with a high

percentage rubber compound can be supplied.

The cable can be furnished with any size conductor-

desired, but the No. 14 B & S hard-drawn copper or No.

16 B & S copper clad are recommended.

Cable is much superior to other forms of conductcns

for carrying the telephone circuit down shafts. On ac-

count of its construction it will maintain its insulation ;

better than single wires, and being a single strand it is

easier to protect and install than are two or more wires.

As the danger from falling slate or coal from the cage is

always present, it is necessary to protect a cable when it

is used in a shaft. In order to secure this protection

armoring is often employed.

This type of cable is similar to that previously de-

scribed except that it contains an additional covering

composed of spirally-wound galvanized steel wires. Be-

sides armoring there are several other ways of protecting

a cable, one of which is shown in Fig. 1. This methoc!

serves to support the cable as well as protect it, and con-

sists of a wooden casiag covering the entire length of

the conductor. Each section of this casing is composed

of two parts, the lower portion being grooved to approxi-

mately fit the cable and the cover fastened down in such

a maimer that it exerts a clamping pressure.

Another effective method that is used for protecting

cable is to run it through conduit or piping. When the

shaft is of considerable depth, it is necessary to support

the cable by means of suitable clamps placed in iron boxes

provided with covers which exclude the moisture. These

boxes are either tapped for the pipe or lock nuts and rub-

ber washers employed.

The box and clamp are shown in Fig. 2. ^Vhen the

shaft is not too deep a single clamp at the top is gen-

erally sufficient to properly support the cable.
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Unueel a Cable from the Cage

Wheu installing cable in a shaft, it is bad practice

to unreel it from the top, as this method permits the

total weight of the cable to come upon the conductors

before the supports are in place. This condition is ex-

tremely liable to cause either the wires to break or the

cable to part entirely. The best means for putting such

a conductor in place is to fasten one end in a clamp at the

top of the shaft, then place the cable reel on the cage

and proceed toward the bottom, successively placing

clamps at the proper intervals.

When each such fastener is being attached to its sup-

port in the shaft, it should be so placed that there is a

trifle of slack between it and the next preceding clamp.

By proceeding thus, it will be assured that each support
is carrying only its proper length of cable.

it is difficult to get at in case of trouble. Where there is

no timbering, but the roof is good, it is satisfactory to

suspend the cable therefrom.

Supporting the Cable fkoii the Roof

A good means of fastening the cable to the roof is

shown in Fig. 5. Here is illustrated a piece of li/^-in.

pipe, 8^ in. long, which has been split with a hack saw
for a distance of about 3 in. from one end. In this end

of the pipe is inserted a metal or wooden cone, the large^^i

diameter of which is slightly smaller than the outside

diameter of the pipe.

At the other end of the pipe there should be drilled in a

transverse direction two holes, suitable for bolts to hold

the cleats, shown in Fig. 3 and 4, in place. A hole of

suitable diameter is drilled in the roof for a distance of

METHOD OF SUPPORTING CABLE
WITH WOODEN CASING

F16.I

Oive each wire 5wraps

^Ui.e-*ii:iu:^<^!JK!,-Xi.\^<;

-Solder Joini^
,

i. (Do not use acid flux)

SPLIT KNOB AND WOODEN PLUG

Fie. 6

Tape

.Two layers ofrubber tape and
' one lauer of fn'cHon fape

H

Y'^ i'4- iri

'-- Remove Braid

F I S . 7

Meaxs of Protecting, Supportixg and Splicixg Telephone Cable

Tliere are several methods employed for running

cables in roads and entries. In cases where the road is

timbered, it is good practice to fasten the cable to the

frames by means of insulated iron clamps or porcelain

cleats. The insulated iron clamp is .shown in Fig. 3,

and is well adapted to this service. It is fastened to the

timber by means of wood screws. A commercial type of

cleat that is also used is shown in Fia:. 4. The norcelain

cleat is not quite so suitable as the insulated iron clamp
on account of the fact that it is more easily broken. The
clamp and cleat of the size shown are suitable for two-
conductor circular-loom cable. They can. however, be fur-

nished with various sized openings adapting them for

cable larger than the two-conductor.

In order to avoid being injured by the cars in time of

wreck, it is advisable to run the cable in an upper cor-

ner of the roadway. In some cases, the cable has been
placed back of the timbers, but this is poor practice, as

about 514 ill. The pipe plug is driven home in this hole,

care being taken to see that the center line of the trans-

verse hole is in the right direction to insure the clamp
being in the proper position for supporting the cable.

The use of split pipe for cable support has been found

satisfactory in places where the roof or sides were of such

material as to make it difficult to provide a fastening.

Under these circumstances the same method has been

used as previously described, except that the pipe is made
much longer, and the rock drilling correspondingly

deeper. The depth of the hole and the length of the pipe

can best be determined from the nature of the material

encountered.

Another somewhat less expensive method of support
is shown in Fig. 6. In this arrangement a special creo-

soted wooden expansion plug is used which contains a

hole through its center, and is also slit halfway through.

At the rear is a conical opening into which fits a wooden
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rom-, which expand? the plug when the latter is ilriveu

home, this causes the plug to be held securely in place.

A split knob, as illustrated, is then screwed into position.

This latter method of support is not quite so strong as

tlie former, but in cases where the roof is good it has been

nsed with success, care being taken, howevr, to support

the cable at frequent intervals. Where the pipe, plug

and dami) are used, a distance of 20 ft. between sup-

ports has been found satisfactory. Where the roof is un-

even it is often necessary, of course, to decrase this <lis-

tance. Care should also be taken to see that the cable

at no point touches the roof.

Other Mkans of Protectinu a rAHi.i;

Cable is sometimes run in a conduit and in some cases

this has been fastened to the ties. This serves as a good

protection for the inclosed conductors, but is open to the

objection that injury is liable to occur in time of wrecks.

There have been cases also where armored cable has been

employed on rojulways. This form of conductor pos-

sesses great strength and ability to resist crushing.

A good way to install armored cable is to place it in

a shallow trench upon a layer of sand. Rough boards are

then laid over the cable, and the trench filled in ; the of-

liurpose. Ordinary soldering sails slumld on no account

be used as it is impossible to get rid of all the acid, 1ho

presence of which will cause corrosion to take place.

After soldering, the braid on each wire should be re-

moved for a distance of one-half inch, each joint should

then be covered with two layers of pure rubber ta])e,

starting the taping oju'ration on the rubber insulation

fri>ni wl.ich the braid has been removed, and terminat-

ing it upon the insulation on the other side of the joint.

Okunitc pure rubber tape is highly suitable for this

])urpose.

After taping with the Okonite, one layer of adhesive

tape should be used, then starting from tlie cable sheath,

two layers of adhesive tape should be wound around the

two wires together. After this the circular loom should lie

slipped back over the joint and taped in position.

Troubles at the Nigger Head Mine

By J. C. Lawler*

About 18 months ago, the Xigger Head Coal Co., of

Walsenburg, Colo., after drilling 8U0 ft., located an e.x-

cellent bed of coal. The company immediately started

Front

fice of the boards being to eliminate danger from picks

or crowbars injuring the cable.

A notable instance of the advantage of using armored

cable occurred recently at the Hulton Colliery, in Eng-

land, where hundreds of tons of rock fell and many lives

were lost. After the accident it was found that the ar-

mored power cables were not injured in the slightest way.

This feature is important as it makes it possible in cases

where falls of roof occur and men are imprisoned,, to

still maintain telephone communication.

How TO Splice a Cable Properly

In making repairs or in joining one length of cable to

another, the splicing operation should be performed as

follows: The cable insulation should be removed for a

distance of about eight inches from the end of each piece,

leaving the braided, rubber-covered wire exposed. Over

one end should be slipped a piece of circular loom of suf-

ficient length to cover the whole joint when completed.

One of the projecting wires in each cable is then cut off

so that it extends a distance of about four inches. The

rubber insulation .«hould then be removed from each end

of the four wires for a distance of three inches, care be-

ing taken to see that the wire is not nicked in removing

the insulating material.

The short wire of one cable is then twisted around

the long wire of the other as shown in Fig. t. Each joint

should then be soldered using rosin core solder for the

Head IIppek Woiiks

digging a shaft about 200 ft. from this test drill hole,

erected a steel tipple, constructed all necessary build

ings of brick or concrete and installed the latest ap-

proved machinery.

At a depth of 200 ft. in the shaft a flow of water ap-

proximating 200 gal. per min. was struck. At 500 ft.

an additional influx of 400 gal. was encountered, and at

a depth of 630 ft. a large volume of water was encoun-

tered so suddenly that the men in the shaft were barely

able to escape. At the time there was a 1200-gal. steam

pump, located at the bottom of the shaft and two smaller

pumps at a higher level. These were all quickly flooded

and soon refused to work.

The water rose to within 250 ft. of the top of the shaft

and two balers each of 1400 gal. capacity, which may

be seen in the accompanying photograph, were employed

and succeeded in lifting" 1800 gal. of water per min. for

nearly three weeks without lowering the water any ap-

preciable amount.

It is estimated that 2100 gal. are flowing into the shaft

per minute from a pocket, and that this flow will reduce

to approximately 700 gal. after a time. To find an eco-

nomical method'of removing the 2100 gal. is the problem

which the owners are now facing. While several methods

have been suggested, it has been deemed expedient to

suspend operations until a decision can be made.

•Electrical engineer. Walsenburg, Colo.
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The population of the United States has increased for
the last fifty years at an average rate of 23.5 per cent, per
decade, from 31,443,000 in 1860 to 91,972,000 in 1910.
At that rate of increase the population will be 113,475,-
000 in 1920. The demand for bituminous coal has in-

creased at an average rate of 62 per cent, per capita per
decade, from 0.262 tons per capita in 1860 to 4.54 tons
per capita in 1910. If this rate of increase in demand is

maintained during this decade, a production of 835,176,-
000 tons will be necessary to satisfy it in 1920.

mine inspector comliiiie to bring pressure on an operator,
there will be a real change in mining conditions.

Tlie threat of the forfeiture of a policy will act like
a charm on the negligent. The law may not threaten;
the inspector may be harmless; only the insurance man
will condemn and yet the change will be made. There is

a degree of unfairness in an act which subjects the com-
pany to damage for the pernicious folly of a subordinate,
but if it works to make mines safe, our regrets will always
be fewer than our gratulations.

Safety and Insurance

Safety can never be so certainly secured as it will be
when the operator is definitely responsible for the life and
limb of the employee and must insure both. It is true
that the operator is now obliged by law to use safeguards,
and the operative should have interest enough to protect
himself. It is also a fact that the operative knows or
should know the dangers when he accepts the service, and
his judgment as to the risks is always available to tell

him if it is better to quit work than to continue to labor.

True it is, that insurance leads to malingering and,
as it protects the workman from want even though penni-
less when injured, it is an enemy of thrift. It is no reply
to say that this is true of all insurance for only the most
enterprising, active and thrifty who despise malingering
carry adequate policies, and the paying of the recurring
premiums is an act of thrift in itself.

Yet, after repeating all these arguments, we must ad-
mit that insurance of the workingmen is going to be
the prime argument for safety. One advantage about in-

surance is its elasticity. It restrains often without com-
manding. If you have a detached hou.se, if it is built ot

fireproof materials, if your factory has water-sprinkling
devices, you pay less insurance. You are not obliged to
make such improvements, but the yearly reminder of the
agent calls attention to the true economy of such provi-
sions. At mines we have regulations which do not apply
to erections and excavations "made prior to the passage
of the act," but the insurance agent pays little attention
to the date of erection. Y'"ou can build almost as you
will and entirely when you will, but you shoulder the
cost of such reckless erection. Those breakers built over
mine shafts, torn down perhaps all but a stick and then
re-erected would never have been rebuilt if the company
carried an insurance policy on every man in the mine.
The economy of production in various states will be

made far more equal when an equal liability is enforced
for the lives of the miners. The laws regulating safety
may be unequal in severity but the inexorable insurance
adjuster will make unsafe operations unprofitable.

No power but that of the insurance companies keeps
our village fire departments in comparative efficiency.

The analysis of conditions by the adjuster is always fol-

lowed by renewed activity among the fire fighters. And we
may be sure that when the insurance adjuster and the

Anthracite Sizes

During the last few years there has been a more or less

persistent complaint regarding the great variety of an-
thracite sizes. Consumers are finding the large number
of grades cumbersome to handle and unsatisfactory, and
there is a feeling that the business would be greatly sim-
plified by a reduction in this number.
The consumer appears to have reached the conclusion

that stove coal is more satisfactory and economical for
the house furnace than egg, and since there is no dif-
ferential in the price, as was the case in former years, an
abnormal demand has developed for stove coal in the
Eastern market.

In the Western market the short size is chestnut, this
comprising 50 to 60 per cent, of the business. In order
to relieve the pressure in this grade, an advance of 25c.
per ton was made on it. The results were satisfactory,
insofar as reducing the demand on this particular size
was concerned, but it threw a large proportion of the con-
sumption on stove coal, which was already in such short
supply in the East. A differential of 2oc. per ton between
egg and stove would 2io doubt do much toward eflfecting

a proper distribution of the demand over all three sizes.

Another solution of the difficulty would be the elimina-
tion of a number of the sizes as already mentioned. Thus,
egg and stove might properly be combined, as well as
chestnut and pea and, finally, all of the buckwheats. From
the standpoint of the trade, it is clear that this would
do much toward wiping out the occasional shortages in
different grades, and would also make the business much
easier to handle.

Ojie condition is already being developed which may
gradually prove at least a partial corrective of the short-
age difficulty. This is the gradual reduction in the out-
put of broken coal. This grade finds its principal appli-
cation in the manufacture of gas and, occasionally, in in-
dustrial manufacturing; it is a much higher grade fuel
than the smaller sizes, the adopted standard specifying
a maximum impurity of 2 per cent. ; this coal has been
selling on an average of about $1 per ton less than the
next large sizes.

Under the present arrangement, it is clear that there is

a certain justification in the occasional premiums de-
manded by the individual operators. Not being equipped
with large storage facilities, they are naturally compelled
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to move shipments when same arrive at destniatioii. lluis,

when a certain grade is in excess supply, as is now the

ia<e with egsj, the individual must offer special induce-

ments in the\vav of ii.ncessions in order to dispose of his

product. Such "l-cing the case, it is hut natural that he

should exiwt to recoup his losses hy demanding a

premium when the market justifies same.

"Another possible solution of the shortage prohlem would

be to advance stove size 2oc. per ton in the Eastern and

Northern markets putting it practically on the same

ha<i^ as chestnut ; the price of egg iu the East would re-

main unchanged hut might be reduced 35c. per ton m

the West and Northwest. Only about 15 per cent, of the

Western tonnage is made up of this grade, so that any

loss by this reduction would be more than compensated

for bv the 25c. advance on stove coal in the Eastern

market.

The Attack on Dr. Parker

We publish todav an attack on the paper read by Dr.

E. W. Parker, of the Geological Survey before the Amer-

ican :^Iining Congress on Oct. 33, and recorded in our is-

sue of Nov. 1. No other course was open to us, as the

statements were made by competent authority. We can-

not, however, express ourselves in perfect agreement with

the suggestions of our correspondent. Certainly we do

not understand his Latin view of the duty of public offi-

cials. In Latin Europe it is the part of the judge as well

as of the public prosecutor to secure a conviction of the

accused and from what we have read it does not appear

that he verv often shirks the performance of that judicial

duty. In fact, it is often the denunciatory questioning

of t^he judge of which the alleged criminal is most afraid.

Mr. Davies believes that it is the business of every public

officer be he connected with the administration of justice

or engaged in any other capacity not in any way con-

nected therewith, "to refrain from giving utterance to his

conclusions if they differ from those openly expressed by

the head of some government department. We do not

believe any such doctrine ; nor does he. when he chances

to agree with the views of the dissentient.

We grant, however, that if Mr. Parker is wrong he is

the more subject to criticism because he is a public offi-

cer. But we must always remember that there is little so

vicious, so undermining to the public weal as a bureau-

cracy which determines just exactly what the public shall

know. When all the officers who are paid to tell the

public "the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but

the truth," tell just as much as one department or one

. bureaucrat decides it is best for the public to know, then

it is time for a change in administration and the voters

should arrange such a change at the first opportunity.

Just at random we shall take exception to a few of Mr.

Davies' statements. Some may be more impressed with

other false conclusions, and Doctor Parker will doubtless

meet most, at least, of those to' which we do not call at-

tention. Mr. Davies says, "If they"—the anthracite com-

panies
—"are clearing 20e. per ton now, where, in the

name of common sense were they coming out before they

tacked on that 25e. per ton." He is not just enough to in-

form the reader that when that increase was made, it bare-

ly offset the change in the wage scale. The gain was so

small that it is negligible as an argument.

Mr. Davies .livulcd ibc ligurcs charged lor royalties by

the total i)roductioii. and because the average royalty fig-

ures as 11.36c. per ton, he declares that the public is be-

ing hoodwinked. Incidentally wc cannot sec what interest

Doctor Parker or the anthracite companies could have in

reducing the alleged cost of coal by sui)i)ressing the roy-

nlty payments that the latter are obliged to pay to private

interests. We overlook that matter, however, and quote

Mr. Davies: "Royalties run up to SOc. per ton on prepared

sizes and 50c. and 6()c. royalties are numerous."

Mr. Davies is like the average New York consumer;

he overlooks the fact that the charge on i)reparcd sizes is

a most unfair criterion because a third of the coal does

not come under that bead. But still mort' important is the

fact that most of the contracts on which the royalties are

now dependent were closed long ago and are for much les^

than present-day ligurcs and some of the companies are

mining coal on which no royalties arc being paid, for the

coal is owned outright, and even where royalties are due.

we understand that at least one large company is default-

inir in their payment. As for coal in the streams and below

them and in the culm banks, it is for the most part free

of royalty. Consequently to divide the royalty charge by

the whole production of the anthracite field is entirely

misleading.

Such statements as we have (luotccl give evidence ol

partisanship and as the remarks of Mr. Davies do not

show any data as complete as those of the census, we con-

fess we cannot feel convinced that he has iu any way

proved his case. Whether the single colliery instanced is

evidence of a general condition is open to doubt.

The difficulties in the Pottsville field are so severe

that for a long time it remained comparatively undevel-

oped and today it is generally recognized that coal in that

region is mined under exceptionally unfavorable condi-

tions. In some other part of the anthracite regions old

and inefficient plants make the cost of mining more than

it should be. The age of the field bears a heavy hand on

some of the operators who have failed to clean np and

replace the leavings of a past generation. Though per-

haps the public should not pay for such inefficiency, cer-

tain it is that it creates a situation which Doctor Parker

has stated. He has not entered into the engineering prob-

lems with which the subject is beset, but has merely de-

clared what the census figures exhibit.

Enforced Economy
In the scientific world, as in our moral and physical

life, proper measures of conduct bring their own reward.

For this reason, it is always safe to regulate and rule our

methods of. engineering procedure in exact accordance

with a plan that admits of no carelessness and tends to-

ward an ideal condition.

The aim of all science is to eliminate waste and to in-

crease the sum total of human happiness. Campaigns

for the accomplishment of this latter end have often, if

not always, resulted in new indention and increased tech-

nical efficiency.

When we pollute our .streams with impurities from out

mines, or poison our atmosphere with fumes from our

coke ovens we are adding to human misery and acting in

an unscientific manner. But above all else, we are wast-

ing something that should not be thrown away.
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Effect of "Strike Clause" in Fuel =

Sales Contracts
Br A. L. II. .Street*

SrXOPSIS—A sirike, to be available as an excuse for

failure to deliver, need not alioays arise at the seller's

mine. But mere increase in cost of delivery, because

of a strike, does not excuse failure to perform. How spe-

cific agreements have been inlerpreted by the courts.

The clause should be expressly stated in the contract, but

may be inferred from custom and printing on letter head.

Provision in a contract to sell coal or coke that deliv-

eries shall be subject to strikes and other causes beyond

the seller's control has been the subject of judicial inter-

pretation in many appelate court decisions, to say noth-

ing of a larger number of eases which have not gone be-

yond the trial courts, and the still larger number of dis-

]nites which have been adjusted without any litigation.

It has been held that a contract to deliver subject to

strikes beyond the seller's "control," hinds him to deliver

unless there is a strike so far beyond his control as to

make performance of the agreement impossible (Virginia

Supreme Court of Appeals, Smokeless Fuel Co. vs. W. E.

Seaton & Sons, 52 Southeastern Reporter 829).

In a suit passed upon by the United States Circuit

Court of Appeals, Fourth Circuit (Cottrell vs. Smoke-

less Fuel Co., 148 Federal Reporter 594), it was decided

that breach of a contract of sale on the seller's part was

not justified under a "strike clause," through, the mere

fact that the cost of delivery was increased on account of

the expense incident to suppressing a strike.

The court said : "What is meaJit by the phrase ^beyond

the control of the party of the first part?' The contract

was for the delivery of coal from a certain mine, and evi-

dently the strikes contemplated at the time of making
the contract were strikes at that mine. So far as ap-

pears, the defendant (the seller) had nothing to do with

the actual operation of the mine. It was simply dealing

in the product. Necessarily, therefore, the conclusion

to be drawn is that a strike, in order to affect the eon-

tract, must be such as to be beyond the control of the op-

erators of the mine.

A Case in Xew York

On the other hand, the Xew York Court of Appeals has

held that the fact that a strike of employees was directly

caused by a reduction in their wages, made in good faith

and upon reasonable business principles, did not take the

case beyond the terms of the "strike clause," contained

in a certain contract of sale. (Delaware, Lackawanna &
Western R.R. Co. vs. Bowns, 58 X. Y., 573.) In this

case it appeared that plaintiff contracted to deliver to de-

fendants a certain quantity of coal. The contract con-

tained a clause providing that "every effort will be made
by the company for the fulfillment of its contracts, * * * *

*Attorney and Counselor at Law, St. Paul, Minn.

but if, at any time, the business ( t the (( mpmy is so in-

terrupted by '^ "^ strikes among mmeis or other em-
ployees, * * * * gg materially to decrease the quantity of

coal, * * * * ^jjg company will not hold itself liable for or

pay any damages sustained by reason of the non-delivery

of the coal now sold."

In consequence of a reduction of wages, a strike of

the miners in plaintiff's employ occurred, interrupting its

business and preventing it from obtaining all the coal

called for. In a suit brought to I'eeover the price of fuel

delivered and defended on account of the seller's failure

to deliver all the coal contracted for, it was held that

the clause quoted was a limitation upon the absolute un-

dertaking to sell and deliver; that plaintiff was not pre-

cluded thereby from conducting its mining operations

upon the same general principles it would have been gov-

erned by had the contract not been made.
Nor was the compa.ny required, the Court of Appeals

decided, to resort to extraordinary or unusual means to

prevent strikes, but, by necessary implication, had the

right, irrespective of its affect upon the action of its op- •

eratives, so long as it was done in good faith, and solely

with a view to its general business, to adopt such rules

and regulations and pay such wages as were usual, reason-

able and proper under their circumstances.

Strikes at Mixes Other Than Sellers

That a "strike clause" may be construed as including

strikes other than at the seller's mines has been decided

by the Massachusetts Supreme Judicial Court. Defen-

dant company contracted to deliver coal at Greenwich,

Philadelphia, on condition that the company should not

be responsible for damages from strikes. The coal was
seized in transit by the carrier and used by it as fuel on

account of scarcity of coal.

In releasing defendant from liability for failure to de-

liver in this case (David vs. Columbus Coal Mining Co.,

49 Northeastern Reporter 629) the court said: "The
performance of the contract was prevented by a strike;

and we see no reason why the word 'strikes' should be re-

stricted so as to apply merely to the case of a strike at

the defendant's own mines. It is broad enough to in-

clude any strike having a legitimate tendency to prevent

the execution of the contract, if the defendant was in

the exercise of due care and diligence."

That a "strike clause" may become a part of a contract

of sale, in ^iew of a trade custom and through being

printed on the letter-head of the seller upon which ac-

ceptance of the buyer's order is written, was recently de-

cided by the Kansas City Court of Appeals in the case

of Eaton vs. J. R. Crowe Coal & Mining Co., 143
Southwestern Reporter 1107. But, of course, it is a much
safer plan for the seller to see that his contract, whether
the agreement be formal and signed by both parties, or be

constituted by a written acceptance of an order, contains

the clause in express terms, rather than rely upon a trade

custom or on a printed statement on a letter-head.
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Welfare for Mine Workers

By Vj. II. SiKNOKit*

Astute iiianajrers of industrial operations and particu-

larly mine managers have for some time recognized the

necessity for welfare work among their employees; not

because" of any demand from the employee hut because

they know that cooperation between capital and labor is

not only conducive but essential to the successful oper-

ation of any business. Many corporations have expended

large sums of money in this direction and from all ac-

coiints such expenditures have been fruitful, at least in

part. Promote prosperity and happiness among your

men and you slowly but surely raise their efficiency and

unconsciously cause them to become better citizens, bet-

ter fathers and better husbands, all of which tends to up-

lift the community standard. There is probably no

other field that presents a greater opportunity for this

work than the coal fields.

who recognizes good work and never fails to say so wlicn

he sees it, and I venture to say that you have a good ;uid

efficient workman.

. Capital may spend vast sums on welfare wurk fur its

employees i)ut if it fails to engage men in control of en-

terprises who will through their fairness with the Turk-

men slowly but surely win their confidence and co-

operation, its efforts will not avail. That all the good ac-

complished in months of ardent work by able men lias

been destroyed through illtreatment of employees by un-

scrupulous bosses full of mossgrown ideas is an undeni-

able fact.

TlIK FORKIGNEI! LiVKS SQUALIULY IIkUH TO EaRN CoM-

FoiiTs FOR Ease in Europh

There are approximately 100 coal companies employing

175,000 toilers in the anthracite industry; 58 per cent,

of the workmen are foreigu-s])eaking and this ]iercentage

is steadily increasing. This army of toilers iu a strange

land are not all accustomed to our mode of living and

The Old Company's Clubhouse Built in 1010 and

Owned by the L. C. & X. Co. Houses, at

Cost, 40 Single Men

The Personal Element in Social Development

The problem how best to attain the desired results is

one that deserves diligent study on the part of us all.

There is no use crying and writing "welfare for the

worker" and then refusing or neglecting to right wrongs

which we are well able to correct. Such wrongs do exist

in the anthracite field today and our own section is not

immune from them. A welfare or uplift movement to

be successful must be genuine. Give the average work-

man, whether American or foreign bom, a living wage, a

comfortable and .sanitary home, a chance to educate him-

self and children, a place of respectable entertainment,

proper working conditions, some assurance that his fam-

ily will be cared for in case of partial or permanent di.s-

ability and last but not least a good boss, a disciplinarian

•Chief clerk, mining department. Lehigh Coal & Naviga-
tion Co., Lansford. Penn.

Note

—

Artirle read before the Panther Valley Mining Insti-
tute, I^ansford. Penn.

1)wkllin(; tioi'sks of the various depai(t^^i•:nt

Heads of the Lehigh Coal & Navigation

Co.; Built in 1913

many iu their eagerness to accumulate some wealth and

return to their native country prefer to live in environ-

ments below the standard of the average American work-

man. It behooves the employer to formulate and put into

practice, plans which will raise their manner of life and

thus further prosperity and happiness among them. That

the condition surrounding these men is gradually improv-

ing cannot be disputed, and that it is still sorely in need

of betterment is undeniable.

The Bad Peeling Existing in the Anthracite
Fields

That the relationship existing between employer and

emploA'ee is more or less strained, due to sins of omission

and commission on the part of .«ome employers and some

employees, is a well known fact, as evidenced by the rec-

ords during the first year of the last agreement between

operators and mine workers. There occurred during this

period, for various reasons, 165 petty strikes involving
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140,000 men, causing a loss at the various operations of

over 400 days, a loss to the mine workers of nearly $1,-

000,000 and" a loss in output of over 600,000 tons. Losses

such as these are unrecoverable, especially to the work-

men. The question is what shall we do to correct this

and other evils.

First—Labor should be treated fairly and squarely

under all circumstances and all conditions. Xo matter

how illiterate a workman may be he surely recognizes fair

treatment and kind words and in return is invariably

willing to give you the sweat of his brow. A horse will

do better work if treated kindly but firmly; why should

not a man? The practice of cursing workmen is, or

ought to be, a thing of the past and corporations who

spend money on welfare work had better keep that fact

in mind until they have cleaned out every boss who ad-

heres to that eighteenth century practice. The work-

man is entitled to the same fair treatment that every

boss expects to get from his superior officer.

Second—Labor is entitled to a living wage. This point

is settled by agreement between the operators and mine

workers and during the contract period there is no dis-

satisfaction of any consequence on this question.

CoiiPAXiES Are Exdeavorixg to Pretext EpiEctiox'

OF Shacks

Third—Labor is entitled to a comfortable and sanitary

home at a reasonable rental ; this is absolutely essential

to insure health and morals. Here we find a field where

much capital must be expended if we wish to house the

nianv toilers in comfort. Much commendable work has

been done but much yet remains to be accomplished. It is

true that many shacks photographed and spread broad-

cast to mold public opinion during labor troubles were

built by foreign-speaking employees on leased ground

but the operators are in position to correct this evil, at

least in part, and it is gratifying to know that all the

larger companies and many of the smaller ones are slowly

but surely replacing such shacks with modern residences

for workmen or at least are not erecting any such build-

ings on their grounds or permitting them to be erected.

Some companies have offered prizes, in mining com-

munities, to their employees for the best kept lawns, the

best gardens, etc. ; thiS naturally is an incentive that will

tend to produce excellent results. In mining communi-

ties and boroughs in particular where ground has been

sold for building purposes; building regulations exliibit-

ing "horse-sense" should be enacted and enforced to pre-

vent unscrupulous persons from building dwellings of the

shack type.

The Xeed foe Edccatiox

Fourth—Labor is entitled to an opportunity to secure

a fair education. 58 per cent, of the 175,000 workers or

100,000 workmen representing a familj' population of

300,000 persons in the hard-coal field are foreign-speak-

ing and many are poorly educated and furnish a wonder-

ful opportunity for educational activity. The community

and the corporation which fail to provide the opportunity

to this army of uneducated to secure a proper mental

training at little cost are guilty of a great wrong which

cannot easih' be righted. This is trulj' a missionary work

Dwellixgs with All IIodeex liiPEovEiiEXTs for Departjiext Heads Erected Eecex'tly by L. C. & X. Co.
Built 1910-1911. Built in 1911
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nnil is recognized ns such by many loiporations in and

out of tlie coal tield which are ediK-ating tiu'ir employees

todav.

The public school compulsory education system is tak-

ing care of the child until he reaches the required age

of"l4 when he invariably goes to work in or about the

mines. The mining institutes throughout the coal fields

with a membership of 7iiOO have organizc.l night schools

and have accomplished excellent results.

The Pantiier Valley Alining Institute in this section

has upwards of 400 members and has enrolled in its night

schools 132 scholars and during the past year showed an

average session attendance of 42 pujjils. Reading, writ-

ing, arithmetic, mining, mechanical and electrical engi-

neering courses were taught at an average cost to the

pupil approximating $2.

I had the pleasure of attending practically all the

school sessions during 1!)12 and lill3 and had a chance

to note the interest disjjlayed. It is not imi)robable that

these classes may furnish our future bosses and possibly

superintendents.' As our President. S. D. Warrincr. told

von at our niiiuial banquet we cannot give you this cdii-

lic has done nuuh to disrupt cooperation liclwccu em-

ployer and cmi)loyeo is undeniable. We all know about

the' pay-day drunks and it seems that the mining industry

stands" alone in permitting its employees to lose time

whenever th<y see lit to indulge in litis old-time custom.

If the coaf industry ever expects to eliminate from its

service workmen who indulge in pay-day drunks they

must first make certain that none of Hieir bosses practice

this demoralizing habit.

As a community we ought not to be lenient with tiie

saloon-keeper or wholesale dealer who carries on his bus-

iness illegally and 1 believe that many of them do so, but

on the contrary all good people should use their best ef-

forts to stamp out this stain which unfortunately has a

strong grasp on many mining towns.

Strafghten out the saloon practice as carried on in

the coal fields today. l":xtcrniinate the pay-day drunks

and you will have accomiilisiied a wonderful stride in

welfare work. This is a difVu'ult job but sooner or later

the question must be met and solved. There is no other

industry, not even railroadini;-. wliciv it is more ini])ortaiil

lo place restrictions on ilie use of iiilnvic-ants bv em-

Pi-mrxci-s OF L c & \ C"'^ Mixe Fokemen with Pive-Koomed, Semi-Detached Miners^ Houses with

'stev'm Heat Electki.' Li.;iit and Other' Modern Cellars. Present Type of Construction;

iMI-KOVKMEXTS BlILT IX VMS

cation Init we are ready to give you the opportunity to get

it; all you have to do is to attend the sessions and apply

yourselves. You have been told before that it is the pur-

pose of our company to recognize worth as it develops in

these schools and to promote scholars to positions as

quickly as they fit themselves for them.

Vi'e want to enlarge on our school work and to give

any of our members a chance to enroll and study with us

because we know that by helping the worker, we help the

employer and the employer always needs the best you

can give.

Weeding Out the DifrxKARD

Fifth—To further the welfare and happiness of labor,

proper entertainment must be provided. By "proper en-

tertainment" I mean theaters and plaj'grounds, swim-

ming pools, ball fields, gymnasiums and reading rooms

where men, women and children are attracted and can

congregate during holidays and' other leisure times.

I am sorrv to say that the mo.st popular place of enter-

tainment throughout mo.st small mining towns is the

saloon. The bar-room in the coal fields is not a neces-

sity and if any good is to be accomplished along welfare

lines in anv mining community, the first thing to do is to

exterminate such grog shops and wholesale dealers as are

doing- business illegally. Thnt this type of liquor traf-

ployees than in mining. Yet what have we done as com-

jiared with many leading railroads?

Favohaulk AVoiiKixd CoxiuTToxs AS Tmportaxt as

W.UiES

Sixth—Labor is entitled to fair working conditions.

\7ages alone do not satisfy us nor any other workman. A

man may be satisfactorily compensated, but if his work-

ing conditions are abnormally bad he is dissatisfied, and

his discontent finally results in inefficiency.

There are times when such conditions cannot be cor-

ivctod by the employer and the faithful employee is quick

io recognize this and he is quite willing to make the best

(;f it. A workman is entitled to some comfort while at

work and it is gratifying to know that be is getting it. I

have reference to wash-houses, bunk or eating houses, lav-

atories, etc. All labor is entitled to this care and as much

more as capital can afford to give him.

Seventh—Safety. "Safety first," or "accident preven-

tion," as our Vice-President Edwin Ludlow put it at our

annual banquet has been our Watch-word for years, but

have we carried the work far enough? I do not think

so. True we have first-aid corps comprising 200 men,

mine-rescue corps with 119 men, a mine-rescue car, oxy-

gen-breathing apparatus, hospitals and fire apparatus.

True we have our training stations in first-aid and mine-
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rescue work. We hold oxu fire drill? ; in short, we have
endeavored to prepare to cope with any fire or accident

that might occur ; all this is necessary, but what have we
done toward accident prevention? We have done much.
We have our Safety Inspection, Fire and Ventilation re-

ports and as a company we have expended large sums of

money to reduce the risk of fire and accident, but I be-

lieve that this important subject still deserves more at-

tention from each and every one of us individually.

Discipline as a Xeed of the Employee

Strict discipline in the mines and on the surface is ab-
solutely essential ; an enforcement of the state mine laws
and the colliery rules is the prescribed duty of every mine
foreman and assistant. Strict observance by the em-
ployee, of such state laws and colliery rules as now ex-

ist, is necessary for the safety of all. The employer can-

not, without the active cooperation of the toilers, success-

fully conduct an accident-prevention movement, and un-
less the workers use more prudence concerning the safety

of themselves and their fellow workmen there is only one
alternative and that is to enact and enforce legislation

compelling the individual to perform his duty.

Eighth and lastly—Some form of workman's compen-
sation is essential to insure the worker and his family a
living in case of accident. Such a compensation act will

in all probability be passed in Pennsylvania by the com-
ing legislature and it is hoped that it may be equitable
to both capital and labor.

The Old Compaxy's Club axd the Paxthek Valley
Hospital

The Lehigh Coal & Xavigation Co. has and is doing
a great deal to better the workers' condition although it

recognizes a great deal is yet to be accomplished. Dur-
ing the past five 3'ears our company expended approxi-
mately $300,000 on new houses of different types, includ-
ing a club house for single men. The Old Compan/s
club house, the home of 40 bachelors, is a stride in wel-

fare work and progressiveness that is a credit to any com-
pany. It is operated by a board of governors (company
officers) practically at cost. All employees are entitled to

membership, club privileges including the use of tennis
courts, billiard room, reading parlors, etc. The Panther
Valley hospital, built in 1909 by subscriptions from the
Lehigh Coal & Xavigation Co., the workers and the busi-

ness men in this community, and maintained by them for
several years before the state took it over, was a move in

uplift work that has in all probability saved some lives

to say nothing of suffering allayed to injured emploj-ees.
I will not enlarge on this point any further other than

to state that our company is actively engaged in improv-
ing existing dwellings and has recently authorized a form
of 99-year lease for the building of houses but will not
under any circumstances permit the building of shacks
on such leased ground. This action gives the workman
an opportunity to secure his own home in communities
where ground is not sold and the form of lease insure?
him against loss through future mining.
The building of modern wash-houses, oil and lamp

houses, the fireproofing of engine houses, fan houses and
other important structures is considered good business
not only from a standpoint of economy but because it

promotes the safety and comfort of our employees.
We point with pride to our fire corps, our firsst-aid and

mine-rescue corps and the results that all have accom-
plished. We look forward with pleasure to our annual
first-aid contest and field day and to the enthusiasm dis-
played in the Panther Valley baseball league. We are
enthused with the results accomplished thus far in our
institute schools and it is hoped that far greater results
will be attained in this work during the current year.

The Laxsfoed Bexeficial FrxD

There is probably not a single person in this audience
that cannot vouch for the great good accomplished
through the Lan.sford beneficial fund in operation since
1884. Since that time the employees or their benefic-
iaries in case of fatal accident have been paid $800,000
and the average is now approximately $60,000 per an-
num. Of this $400,000 of the total benefits was paid into'
this fund by the Lehigh Coal & Navigation Co. and the
balance by its employees. In addition many of our old
and faithful workers now incapacitated have been voted
pensions.

In conclusion the greatest permanent good can only be
accomplished in uplift work in any industrial operation
if the organization as individuals cooperates to the full-

est extent. It is undisputed and indisputable that a defi-

nite plan of action backed by the enthusiasm of the in-

dividuals interested is necessary in the attainment of the
highest results in any great work and it is admitted that
welfare for the workers or uplift of humanity is one of
the great problems of the twentieth century.

Capital is now extending and undoubtedly will con-
tinue to extend to labor more and more industrial justice
as the benefit of the seed already planted becomes more
and more manifest.

Employees' Magazine
The October number tif this periodical is now out and

it is better than ever, yet as it first appeared it was emi-
nently creditable to the Lehigh Valley Coal Co. It has
40 pages of excellent material, well" edited, admirably
printed and expensively illustrated. There is a large
folder showing the line-up of the visitors at the third an-
nual outing of the Lehigh Valley Coal Co.'s Social As-
sociation, a duplicate of which illustration recentlv ap-
peared in Coal Age.

Perhaps only those in the publishing business can fully
appreciate the labor and expense involved in the produc-
tion of such an admirable quarterly.

Safety for the Public
A farmer's wife living near Seymour, Ind., lost the

sight of both eyes one day recently, when the kitchen
range ^vas blown to pieces, presumably by a piece of dy-
namite or a cap dropped by a coal miner. The public
should be safeguarded as well as the mine worker. When
"Safety First" is being discussed, the need for care in
handling high explosives so that the consuming public,
railroad brakemen and coal draymen may not be harmed
should be emphasized with due care. In fact, it is likely
that the damages will be heavy on the shipping corpor-
ations, which may rightly or wrongly be accused of de-
livering dynamite in the coal, for a farmer's wife is not
an employee of the company and there can be no conten-
tion that she accepts the hazard of the industry when she
shovels coal into the cook stove.
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How to Buy Coal

A Rki'LY to ax Akiri.i: by Kouki; W . Hah.sox, Whuh
Ari'iiAKKD IX THE Xov. 15 Issiic OF "The Satiu-

DAY EvKxixo Post"

If I should attempt to tell the readers of Thr Saiiir-

day Evening Post how to buy slot-ks and should advise

them to tear off at random a few yards of ticker tape as

a speoimeu of the market, wouldn't you as a financial ex-

jjert. as an economist, as Kojror W. Bahson—wouldn't you

at least be highly interested, and wouliln't you want to

set nialters in their true light liotli witli the author and

with his readers?

This is the frame of mind in which 1 find myself after

reading your article in The Saturday Evening Post of

Xov. l.">, entitled, "How to Buy Coal."

The B.t.u. Method Ousoletk

I confess to being a poor judge of stocks, which T at-

tribute to the amount of time it has taken nic to study the

subject of coal and the science of its proper use. But

then coal economy is my profession and as a fuel engi-

iK'er I am taking" the liberty of bringing to your atten-

tion certain matters in your otherwise excellent article

on buying coal which I believe will do great harm to the

advancement of fuel economy and to a better understand-

ing of the coal-mining industry, both of which the pid)-

lic greatly needs. You advocate the purcha.se of coal on

a heat-unit basis at a time when the errors and inconsis-

tencies of this method are becoming glaringly apparent

to experienced consumers and producers as well as to

tho.«e fuel experts who are frank enough to acknowledge

tlieir difTiculties.

I compare the heat-unit method of purchasing coal

with judging the stock market by a few yards of ticker

tape, because in order to buy heat units instead of tons

of coal you have first got to take a sample of the coal to

find out what the heat units are worth and the usual

small sample of coal does not represent the intrinsic

worth of the lot being sampled, any better than a small

strip of ticker tape indicates the condition of tlie stock

market as a whole.

Xo matter bow elaborate and scientific your specifica-

tions and contract may be, and no matter how good your

chemist and laboratory, a sample has got to be taken for

test pur])oses and coal sampling is proving an insur-

mountable obstacle to the whole propo.sition.

The whole trouble lies in the general idea that coal is

a homogeneous substance and that in any car of coal one

]iiece is much like another, whereas actually coal is one

of the most complex substances to be found in nature.

Tn every car of coal regardless of its grade, quality, or

reputation, every piece differs slightly or greatly from

every other piece, and the entire lot ranges from pieces

of "pure slate" or earthy material to almost pure car-

Imnaceous matter. Wliether our coal reserves are a heri-

tage of the people or a gift of God to a chosen few, it

will always remain a most complex and variable sub-

stance. Consequently any method of purchasing or using

coal will have to take these characteristics into account.

Euuoiis IN Sampling

Ash is the greatest .-ingle disturbing clcnicnl in coal

and consequently in anything you try to do with it. It

acts primarily as a dilutant if we disregard for the pres-

ent its own characteristics. As an c\aiiii>li': .\n iiu rcasc

of 1 per cent, of a.<h decrea.'^es the (alorilic value of llic

coal exactly 1 per cent, and each <if tln' constitiiciits :is

shown by analysis, proportionately.

Ash causes practically all the trouble in samiiliiig

for the reason that it is not unirornily distribulcd. '1\)

show the cfTcct of ash on sain])ling, I have drawn a "(•nni-

°§ 8 1

pil 1 1 1
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per cent, ash), their effect on the entire 50 tons is to

increase the ash 2 per cent, and IV^ per cent, respectively,

or combined they equal 3i/^ per cent. These are regarded

as extraneous impurities and can be plainly identified on

sight. The so called extraneous impurities are mainly

responsible for the incorrectness of coal analyses and are

hence of more importance than the ash contained in what

IS considered good coal.

Possible Ixaccuracies

Under actual conditions the slate and bone and all of

the different lots of coal represented in the ideal diagram,

are more or less intimately mixed in the car which, never-

theless, in the present case, would still have the same

average, 81/^ per cent, of ash.

You recommend 100 lb. for a sample from a 100-

ton lot. In taking this sample you might not secure any

slate or bone whatever, in which case your results would

be 2y2 per cent, too high, or on a good Eastern coal it

would show too many b.t.u. or heat units by approxi-

mately 500, which at 4c. per hundred would mean your

paying 20e. per ton more than the coal is worth. On the

other hand, you might take another 100-lb. sample from

the coal illustrated, which would carry, say, five pounds of

slate and two pounds of bone. The five pounds of slate

would mean 5 per cent, more ash and the two pounds of

bone would add 1 per cent, ash, making a total of 6 per

cent, more ash in the second sample than in the first and

at the same time be out of correct proportion by 21/^

per cent, or 350 b.t.u.; in this case at 4c. per hundred

b.t.u. the coal dealer would lose 14c. per ton
,
through

no fault of Ids own.

The Decline op the Heat-Unit Method of Buying

I trust I have made the problem of sampling, on which

hangs the accuracy of any analysis, sufficiently clear. If

you apply the law of averages and the law of probabilities

to sampling you will find some astounding data and if

you study these laws in conjunction with the size of the

pieces of coal and slate usually found in commercial coal,

you will finally arrive at the conclusion that in some of

the eases at least a sariiple of twenty or forty thousand

pounds (regardless of the amount of coal being sampled)

wdl fulfill the degree of accuracy demanded by the terms

of manv of the coal specifications which have been prom-

;dgated.

As you will see, from what has preceded I am not in

favor of the heat-value method of buying and selling

coal, and the general adoption of coal specifications in

their present form, notwithstanding the fact that I

helped to introduce this system six years ago and am the

author of one of the series of Government bulletins re-

ferred to in the article in the Post.

Too much experimenting has already been done at the

expense of both consumer and coal dealer and while in

the beginning we knew little or nothing about the difficul-

ties which confronted us we now know the problems fairly

well and until these can be satisfactorily solved, I would

advise all large consumers of coal to avoid any scheme for

purchasing fuel in which payment is based on a labor-

atory sample. Reference is made of the railroads being

able to care for themselves. Xone of the large railway

systems are buying heat units, and they have very thor-

oughly investigated the method too. The U. S. I^avy has

been investigating American coal since 1844. No other

material for ship's use is as important to this department

as the fuel. This is not bought on the heat-uuit speci-

fications. The government has also discontinued this

method iu purchasing anthracite.

Its Adaptability to Certain Conditions

The heat-unit specification method is recommended be-

cause it is being used by the National Government, many
municipalities and public institutions. This is the argu-

ment which has been used by nearly all of the method's

advocates, without any consideration being given to the

great difference between a private consumer and a pub-

lic institution. The purchasing oflficers of public insti-

tutions welcomed the heat-unit basis of buying coal more

as a means of reducing tlie number of identical bids or

tenders for the contract, than as a means of holding the

contractor to the specification. A public officer must
avoid all suspicion of partiality or personal preference in

buying supplies where a private corporation or individual

would not have to do so.

I am also disappointed to find tlie Post article making
the implication that the coal men and somebody else are

in collusion to defraud the public. This time it is the

maker of stoves.

The general design of stoves and in fact nearly all

heating apparatus and boilers was developed during the

period when anthracite (the first coal to be generally used

in this country) was the only fuel except wood. Conse-

quently stoves were constructed with the object not only

of using anthracite but with proportions and parts suited

to the sizes of anthracite which were economical and pop-

ular at that time. The styles haven't changed much in

heating apparatus, at least they haven't kept up with the

changes in the coal industry with the result that we have

stoves with unsuitable grates and fireboxes, boilers set

too near the grate and otherwise improperly designed

and erected for the coals which are economical and pop-

ular at the present time.

Engineers and manufacturers are learning that coal-

burning apparatus must be proportioned to suit a par-

ticular fuel and that the old standard designs do not fill

the needs of the day. Now it remains for the public to

learn more about coal and its efficient use if they truly

want "conservation," for the success of coal conservation

depends entirely upon finding enough people with suf-

ficient intelligence to burn the low-grade stuff that can-

not be marketed under present conditions.

J. S. Burrows.
Norfolk, Va.

The Costs and Profits in Coal Mining
A Reply to the Recent Paper of Edward H. Parker

The article of Edward H. Parker, entitled "The Costs

and Profits in Coal Mining," which appeared in your

valued Coal Age of Nov. 1, is a masterpiece of wit and

humor, and places Mr. Parker, at once, safely in the

front rank of American humorists.

Seldom is one given the opportunity for such a real,

good, side-splitting laugh as Mr. Parker affords us in his

comic description of the frantic efforts of the anthracite

coal roads to keep out of the toils of the sheriff, or the

despoiling hands of a receivership. His paper read ex-

actly as though the author had changed places and be-
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conic the statistician of the anthracite coal combine in-

stead of the Geological Survey of the United States Gov-

ernnieiit.

There was a time when it was tiunigiit safe to assume

that the statistics and data collected and compiled bv

Uncle Sam's various departments at Washington were

suttiiiently near the trnth to be more or less reliable, but

if Mr. Parker's report is a sample of the way they do

busiiK".-;s at present, then tlie government is worse than

wasting its money, for it is using it apparently to serve

the purpose of those who seek to evade the ends of justice.

Mr. Parker says: "The anthracite-coal roads are only

making 20c. a ton profit." Isn't that a pity? Won't

someone be good enough to call McKeynolds and the rest

of his bloodhounds off the trail of the poor, persecuted

coal roads that are striving so hard to keep body and

sold together, for it is a crime to so continually harass

them in their benevolent efforts to keep the country's in-

dustries moving and our homes warm and comfortable in

the tlcpths of winter.

A M.\TTER or RnOKKKKPIXG

It is an open secret tluit ilic roiil roads, to hide their

profit.s, have for many years juggled tiieir books in order

to .show that the coal department was owing money to the

transportation department and therefore was a losing

proposition, and they are foolish enough to continue

that game, thinking that by so doing, they can fool the

peojjle.

If they are clearing only 20c. per ton now. where in

the name of common sense were they coming out before

they u.jked on that last 2.5c. a ton?

It is difficult to believe that Mr. Parker is in earnest

when he makes that astounding claim, but if he is, then

we deplore his ignorance of the subject on which ho at-

tempts to enlighten us: however, if he knows better and

is simply permitting himself to be used as a. tool by the

anthracite-coal roads in their eiforts to befuddle the pub-

lic and deceive the government, he is more to be pitied

than censured ; in any event President Wilson should see

to it that the service of tlie Geological Survey is bettered

by the ai)])ointnient of someone who does know what lie is

talking about.

DOLL.U! Tox Profit

Many, many years ago the ])rofit was admittedly a dol-

lar a ton on anthracite coal when nothing below pea coal

was marketable, but when buckwheat, rice and barley be-

came of value the profit on anthracite increased.

Mr. Parker's article cites the total value of royalties

])aid as $7,069,785, and the total production as 73,215,-

27.'3 long tons, then the average royalty paid is only

11.36c. per ton, surely that is cheap enough to suit the

most fastidious when it is borne in mind that there

are properties in the anthracite regions where the royal-

tv runs up to more than 80c. per ton on prepared sizes,

while 50 and 60c. royalties are numerous. The tendency

is decidedly upward, and why is this so? Simply be-

cause there is so much profit in anthracite coal that the

companies are falling over one another in their endeavors

to add to their holdings of fuel lands.

Let Mr. Parker come into the anthracite-coal field and

seek to lighten the burden of the operators by buying their

lands, and he will soon find that the proverbial hen's

teeth are not in it for scarcity as compared with coal

holdings that are for sale. Of c(Mirs(', ihcrc arc some
properties being offered, but their owners aw making so

much money out of them thai they have placed their ask-

ing prices so high as to make Ihcni absolutely ]irohil)itive.

Por instance, 1 know ol' ;i |ii-oprrty thai riiiitaiii> prob-

ably 5,000,000 tons of incirliiiulalilc'roal. and i-; iiuilc an

ordinary property at thai. It is proihuing Um), ()()() tonn

])er annum for the present owners, who are eslinnited to

have made 25 or :>ii million dollars, practically all from

the coal business. Tlusr |iroplc ;irc asking three million

dollars for the ]>roi)erty aliovc mentioned, which figures

up at the rate of (JOc. per ton for coal in the ground, be-

sides which there is a royalty of 2.')c. per ton to be added,

because the pro])erty is not in fee, but is a leasehold.

However, as the 25c. is for ]n'('|)ared sizes, we must bo

fair and make the average royalty on all sizes only about

18c. per ton, but even at that, the jH-icc asked for this

property, all told, would he .ii;i,!)00,()00. The breaker and
surface improvements mi this jiroperty can be duplicated

for less than $25().(hiii. nnd this is by no means an e.xcop-

tion, yet we are asked to l)clie\e Mr. Parker's story of

the impending l)ankru])tcy of the coal roads.

SOMETIIIXG .MiOlT TliAXSPORTA'riON Ch.VHOKS

If Mr. Parker is anxious to know the actual facts, then

let him come into this lic^ld and wc will show him ])retty

near to the last cent just what they arc making, and it

runs all the way from $1 per ton to as high as $1.75, and
in a few cases to over $2 per ton. To this must be added
the profits of the railroad that charges 35 per cent, of

the tide-water price for hauling the coal, or $1.75 per

ton when the tide-water price is $5 per ton, for carry-

ing coal say 135 miles to Hoboken, as the D., L. & W.
R.R. does. This same road charges only 75c. per ton,

for other commodities that cost a great deal more to

handle.

We will take great jjleasure in showing Mr. Parker

where the "Ooal Roads" are washing culm banks for 7

to 10c. per ton, while their selling price in the New York
wholesale markets, as quoted by (^oal Age, Nov. 1, hi

buckwheat, $2.75; rice, $2.25; and barley, $1.75.

Does any sane man believe that these coal roads would

hug so closely to their bosoms their vast holdings oi'

anthracite-coal lands and continue to wax richer ano

stronger as the years go by on a measly profit of only

25c. jjer ton? We, in the anthracite field, know just

what coal costs to mine and prepare. We also know at

first hand what we are talking about when wc say that Mr.

Parker is off in his calculations.

If the anthracite-coal roads arc not making as much
money as they should, and we all know that, as compared

with the earnings of the individual operators, they are not,

then there is a reason for it and that reason is not to be

sought for very far.

Let the stockholders take a little more interest in the

management and conduct of their properties and they will

be astonished at what they find, for there are tales thai

could be told that would make the big fellows down in

New York turn green with envy and feel like pikers at the

pointers that some of their understrappers, here in the

coal fields, could give them in the art of making money
at someone else's expense.

T. Ellswohtt: Davies.

Mining Engineer and Geologist.

Scranton, Penn.
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Working Coal under Sandstone Cover

Letter No. 3—Eeplviug to the inquiries of Mr. Ander-

son and West Virginia Engineer, Coal Age, jSTov. 15,

p. 745, I want to say that, in my experience, it is not

possible to give a hard-and-fast rule in respect to the

drawing of pillars. The conditions in the mine should be

thoroughly studied before work of this kind is begun, so

as to adopt a plan that will suit the existing conditions.

In the ease cited by Mr. Anderson, my plan woidd be

to attack the pillars now standing with as large a force as

could be handled to advantage. The work of drawing

back the pillars should be pushed as rapidly as possible

and every precaution taken to induce a fall of roof in the

abandoned area.

In the future work in this mine. I should prefer to

draw the pillars in regular order as the workings advance.

In drawing pillars from a large area, the danger of a

squeeze always increases with the length of time in which

the work is execiited. I recall one instance when I was

able to break the cover a vertical distance of 300 ft. by

excavating a space about 300 ft. square. The break ex-

tended to the surface. A borehole record, in that case,

showed the cover to consist of alternating sandstones and

shales, one single stratum of sandstone being 60 ft. thick.

If Mr. Anderson does not know what size of territory

IX IS necessary to excavate, to break his roof, I would sug-

gest that he start and draw the pillars back in six of the

inside rooms, continuing the work to the entry stumps

cr the point where the rooms are widened out. This

would provide a space 300 ft. square, which in my opinion

would be siifiicieut to cause a break.

I am basing this suggestion ujDon a former experience

of mine, in drawing back the pillars in a 6-ft. seam of

coal, where the headroom had been reduced to 5 ft., by

the squeeze. The bottom was soft and, like Mr. Ander-

son's, the coal was overlaid with a very strong sandstone

roof. Little attempt was made to save the timbers, al-

though we succeeded in saving some. After the first break

occurred there was no further trouble, the roof falling be-

hind us as the pillars were drawn back. In this instance,

the break occurred at times before we had excavated more

than 100 ft. square. The squeeze was checked and finally

stopped. We recovered 90 per cent, of the coal.

I feel the plan that I have described would also answer

the purpose of West Virginia Engineer. I want to say

that it would be well to give careful attention to the ar-

ticle on Eetreating Longwall Mining Methods, Coal Age,

Xov. 15, p. 722, as this is a subject of vital importance

to all mining men.

For the past three years, I have been employing a

method that may be of interest in this connection. It is

a system of modified longwall. the conditions being such

as to permit of its ado]ition. The mine is laid out on the

panel system. Cross or butt entries were driven every

300 ft., the entry and its air course being driven on 40-

ft. centers. The rooms, also, are turned on 50-ft. cen-

ters and driven a distance of 200 ft., so as to leave a 50-

ft. barrier pillar between the head of the rooms and

the next air course. The rooms were driven 10 ft. wide

for a distance of 30 ft., and were then widened out. as

follows : Room 1 was widened, sav, to the right : room 2,

widened both to the right and left ; and room 3, widened
to the left only. As shown in the accompanying figure,

no pillars were left between these rooms. The same plan

was followed in regard to rooms 4, 5 and G, and this was
continued throughout the length of the entry. A 4()-ft.

pillar was, thus, left between each set of three rooms.

This plan gave a working face 110 ft. long, in each case,

and made a distance of about 170 ft. to go. When the

rooms reached the limit, the work of drawing back the 40-

ft. pillars, separating each set of rooms, was commenced,
and the roof fell regularly as this work progressed. The
seam was 42 in. in thickness, and the roof conditions

varied from sandstone to shale, the latter having a thick-

ness varving from a few inches to 4 ft.

A St.stem of Working Coal undee a Hard
Roof When the Bottom Is Soft

The reason that led to the adoption of this system was

the need to remedy the trouble we were having in getting

miners to handle their cars in and out of the rooms, and

to enable the gathering motors to work more efficiently.

A track was laid up the first room in each set, and ex-

tended across the face of the longwall. The motor placed

six cars at a trip. The section of track across the face

was shifted forward as the face advanced. Not only was

the efficiency of the locomotives increased, but the system

required the laying of a less number of frogs and .switches.

Xo attempt was made to pull timbers when advancing;

but, in retreating, such timbers as could be drawn safely

were taken out and saved. As each pair of entries reached

the limit or boundary, the room stumps, eutry and barrier

pillars were drawn.

I do not advise the adoption of this method in general,

but only as conditions may permit. It served well in the

case mentioned.

G. M. SnoEitAKER.

Pennington Gap, A'a.

K
[The above is but one of a number of letters that have

been received in response to this interesting question. The
letters all bear evidence of coming from practical men
who realize the difficulty of being able to make a large

extraction of coal under the conditions named, unless

ample provision has been made, in the first working, for

the safe and economical extraction of the pillars.

We hope to be able to publish all the letters in the

order in which they have been received, as each one pre-

sents some practical suggestion of its own.

—

Ed.]
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The Certificate Law
Letter No. 4—In niv opinion, the question of the certifi-

i-ation of mine foremen and firebosses is one of the im-

portant problems in mining today. There is a great dif-

ference in, examining boards. A man may make 90 per

eent. at an e.xaminatiou today, for a first- or second-class

certificate; and, later, he may not be able to make 60

per cent., at anotlier examination before another board.

Another hardshi]) is that when a man has gotten a cer-

tificate in one state, as for example, in Indiana, that cer-

tificate is oidy good in that one state: and to obtain a

position in another state, he must pass another examina-

tion in that state also. I believe that when a man has

studied mining and understands the theory and princi-

ples of mining and has sufficient practical experience, he

should be able to take a mine foreman's position, in any

state.

In England, in order to inialit'y for a certificate, a man
must show that he has both practical and ttehnical knowl-

edge; and, if he passes the examination, he is given a cer-

tificate of competency that will enable him to take a ])osi-

tion in any state in England or Wales.

In this connection, I would like to refer to another

I)oint. In most of the mines in Indiana, there are what

are called "room bosses" and assistant mine bosses. In-

asmuch as these extra bosses niiisl dftcii huik alter wmk
(if removing dangers reported by the tircboss, 1 believe it

is imjjortant that they should liohl a fireboss certidciitc.

.Toiix SrM-i'ii\.

West 'I'cnc llaiiic. hid.

[The iliici' mine inspector of Indiana, ilr. i'eane,

stated recently that it was not necessary for a man iiav-

ing a certificate from Illinois to pa.ss the examination in

Indiana; but, on pre.>*entation of this certificate, he wnuld

be granted a like certificate in Indiana.

—

EDiroii.|

Classification of Mines
1 note an int<^resting item m Coal Auk, Nov. 33, p.

7,S!), u. the effect that (fovernor Hatfield and Earl A.
Henry, chief of the l)ei)artnient of Mines in West Vir-

ginia, are considering a classification of tlie mines of the

slate into ''"nonliazardous," "hazardous" and "extra-haz-

ardous." 1 have seen many mines that would properly
belong to the two last named classes, but I am anxious

to see a mine that would come under the first head. If

they are successful in completing such a classification, I

am going to make a special trip to see a mine of tlu; first

class, designated as "nonhazardous."

Sim C. Hhynolds.
Houston, Penn.

Study Course in Coal Mining
By J. T. Bic.UfD

The Coal Age Pocket Book
ELECTRICITY AND MAGNETISM

It is useless to attempt to define "electricity" further than
to say the term refers to a powerful physical agency that is

manifested by many observed attractions and repulsions of
matter; the production of light and heat, and numerous actual
and assumed molecular and chemical changes that matter
undergoes for which there is no explanation other than that
afforded by the suggested theories of electricity and mag-
netism.

Natural Ma«mrtlHin—A certain species of iron ore (FeaOi)
that is widely distributed in the earth possesses the prop-
erty of strongly attracting to itself iron particles, which fact
lias" given it the names "magnetite," "magnetic iron ore" or
"loadstone." as it is often called. This mineral constitutes
the "natural magnet," in distinction from artificial magnets
made by magnetizing iron or steel. The magnetism of the
loadstone is imparted gradually to iron or steel with which
it is in contact for a time.

The earth itself is often spoken of as a "natural magnet,"
because of the attraction it exerts on the magnetic needle and
other magnetized bodies.

Masnetlzatian—As early as 600 B.C.. it was observed that
when amber was rubbed on silk it would attract light bodies.
The same effect was observed by Newton, in 1675. in regard
to glass rubbed with silk. Iron and steel are magnetized by
long contact with a magnet, or more quickly by rubbing the
metal with the same, observing the precaution, however, of
continuing to rub in one direction only, the reason for which
will be better understood later. It is possible, also, to mag-
neti'.e a rod of soft iron by holding it in a position parallel
to the earth's axis and tapping its end.

Permanent Maenetx—The only really permanent magnets
are the natural magnets. All artificial magnets lose much of
their magnetism with tlie lapse of time. Soft iron is more
easily magnetized than hard steel, but loses its power more
quickly, highly tempered steel magnets being much more per-
manent.

Strncture of the Maenet—The first conception of magnetic
force led to the propounding of the "molecular theory of
magnetism." which has since been replaced by the "electron
theory." In either case, however, the magnetized body is as-
sumed to consist of minute material particles; and whether
these are "molecules" or "electrons." the reasoning is the
same. Each separate particle has a magnetism of its own or
is capable of being magnetized; and the magnetism of the
entire body is the algebraic sum. so to speak, or the com-
bined magnetism of the particles.

Each individual particle is thus assumed to be a magnet
and subject to the same la-ws that control the greater mag-
net. Under this assumed hypothesis, the magnetization of a
bar of iron, for example, depends only on the little individual
magnets arranging themselves similarly in uniform lines
parallel to each other and to the general axis of the larger
magnet.

The Coal Age rocket Book
Polarity, Polarization—Whatever the underlying cause

that produces magnetism, the first chief effect is to create
two widely different and opposite conditions that manifest
themselves most strongly in the two ends of the magnetized
bar: and what is true of the bar is assumed to be true of
each individual particle of which the bar is composed.

The two ends of a magnetized bar, thus possessing op-
posite qualities are termed the "poles" of the magnet. One
is said to be the "positive pole" and the other the "negative
pole." The direct effect of magnetization is. therefore, to
create "polarity" in the body magnetized; or, as we say, pro-
duce "polarization." The latter term, however, has another
more specific meaning, referring to the creation of counter
or opposing electrical forces.

Evidences of Polarity—When a magnetized bar is brought
into contact with iron filings, the latter cling in two great
bunches to the ends of the bar as shown in Pig. 1, while no
filings attach themselves to the center of the bar. The

Fir,. 1. Showjxo Attkactiox Fig. 2. Illusthatinh; the
OF A Bar M.\gxet for MoLiccuEAn Coxditiox

IrOX'^ FiLIXGS IX a JI.UiXETIZED BaI!

experiment shows that the bar possesses free magnetism
which is strongest at its two ends or poles, the center of
the bar being neutral and having no attractive force.

That the polarity of the two ends of a magnetized bar is
different in kind is clearly shown by approaching either end
of the bar. successively to the two poles of a magnetized
needle mounted on a pivot and free to swing in a horizontal
plane. The bar will attract one pole of the needle, but repel
the other. If now the opposite end of the bar be approached
to the needle it will be found to attract that pole which the
other repelled, and to repel the one previously attracted.

-\n Experiment—To show that the entire bar is magnetized
equally throughout and not the ends alone, it is only neces-
sary to cut the bar in the center or at any point of its length,
ntid each of the parts will be found to possess polarity, in
the same manner and to the same degree, as did the ends of
the original bar. This leads to the conclusion, which is in
line with and supports the previous assumption: namely, that
the magnetized bar is, in fact, an aggregation of an infinitenumber of magnetized particles, as illustrated in a greatly
niagnified manner, in Pig. 2. These particles are represented
in the figure, as having one dark and one light end, to indicate
the different polarity of each. The attractive forces are thus
largely balanced, except at the two ends of the bar which
present opposite polarities, as previously stated.
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Corrosion of Iron Pipes in Mines
We have been very much troubled by the corrosion of

the pipes connected with the pumping system, in our
mines. The mine water is quite acid and eats away the

pipes rapidly. I know, of course, that this is a common
trouble in every coal mine, more or less. We have tried

different ways of protecting the pipes, but with little suc-

cess.

Can you suggest any etfective means of preventing this

corrosion ? The replacing of the corroded pipes is an item
of considerable expense, which we are naturally desirous

to avoid if possible. Perhaps, some of the readers of Coal
Age have had similar experience and can suggest a rem-
edy that will reduce or eliminate the trouble.

illXE Sl-pKIilXTKXDEXT.

Oskaloosa. Iowa.

Without going into unnecessary detail in explanation of

the corrosion of iron, it may be stated briefly, that there

is always a tendency to chemical reaction taking place

between oxygen and iron, in the presence of moisture.

The first step in the reaction is to form a lower or fer-

rous oxide of iron (FeO). In this stage, the oxygen of

the water unites with the iron and hydrogen is set free.

The ferrous oxide then combines with the water to form
a more highly oxidized ferric hydrate or ferric hydroxide.

Fe(H0)3. This action takes place to a greater or less ex-

tent in pure water containing no acid, and is greatly ac-

celerated by the action of the air. The latter oxidizes the

iron, which is precipitated as ferric hydroxide. When
acid is contained in the water, however, it attacks the iron

and the action is greatly accelerated.

As a result of this reaction, there is set up an electric

current, which passes from the iron into the electrolyte.

It is this electric current that carries away and de-

stroys the iron. It has been assumed that if this current

could be opposed by a counter-current, the destructive ac-

tion or corrosion of the iron would be retarded to the ex-

tent that the current was ueii.tralized by the counter-cur-

rent.

To produce surh a couiiter-nirreiit. it was reasoned

that there should be immersed in the same liquid, a metal

having a higher "solution tension" than the iron or one

that would cause a counter-current to flow from the metal
to the iron when the circuit was completed. In practice,

it has been found that the same result can be accom-

plished by passing an electric current generated in a bat-

tery or draamo through the liquid, using any suitable

anode, as carbon immer.sed in the liquid. The current

pas,sing from this anode through the liquid to the iron

opposes and destroys the electric current previouslv men-
tioned, which would otherwise destroy the iron.

A juimber of experiments have proven that the strength

of current required to produce the desired results de-

pends on several' factors; chiefly, the aeration of the water

or the amount of air it contained ; the more or less rapid

motion of the water by which fresh surfaces of contact

are exposed to the iron : and the amount of acid in the

water or the strength of the acid solution. A compara-
tively low voltage, say from three to five volts, can be
used, depending on the distance the anode is from the
iron or the space the electric current must traverse in
the water.

In this connection, an interesting paper has been pre-
pared by J. K. Clement and L. V. Walker, of the Bu-
reau of Mines (Technical paper No. 15), in which ref-

erence is made to a previous paper on the corrosion of
iron and steel presented by G. Harker, to the Sydney
(Australia) Section of the Society of Chemical Industry.
In that paper, it is stated that Mr. Harker has devised
a method of calculating the strength of current required
to prevent corrosion of the iron, from the loss in weight
of the iron, under any given conditions. The subject is

one of great interest and we .shall be glad to receive fur-
ther suggestions or information and to learn of the ex-
perience of others, in the same line.

The Use of the Anemometer
In the use of the anemometer, should the instrument be

held so that the air current will strike the face of the
dial, or should it be held with its back toward the air?
Of course, in the former case, when the air strikes the
face of the dial, the dial hands run backward; but I have
seen some mine foremen, who claim that this makes no
difference. Just .so the true reading of the dial be taken
before and after exposing the instrument to the current.
They claim that the lesser reading subtracted from the
greater will always give the correct result, whether the
instrument be held in one position or the other. Kindly
advise if this is correct.

MiXE M.\X.\GER.
Pittsburgh, Peun.
In die calibration of an anemometer, the instrument is

always arranged to run forward. The air strikes the back
of the instrument in this case. In practice, if the anemom-
eter is held in a position so that the air current strikes

the dial face, the air glances from the dials onto the
blades, with the result that a higher reading is obtained
than the actual. For this reason, the instrument should
always be held so that the air .strikes the back of the
vanes. The observer should stand at the side of the en-
try, facing the opposite rib, and hold the instrument at
arm's length with its back toward the air. Any other
position will give a slightly incorrect reading.

It is also claimed by some that the anemometer can-
not give a greater reading than the actual. This state-
ment is very incorrect, as a. perfect instrument is ad-
justed to a certain normal speed, as stated in Coal Age,
Xov. 1, p. 655, which should approximate the average
speed of the currents in which the instrument is intended
to be u.sed. As stated on p. 655, higher velocities than
this will give readings in excess of the actual, while the
readings for lower velocities must be increased. The chart
given previously will be found useful whenever the in-
strument is used in very weak or strong currents.
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EXAMINATION QUESTIONS

Miscellaneous Questions

(Aiiniiereil by A'c'/kc-^O

Que):.—What is an element, in olieniistn'?

^„^v.—An element is any simple substance composed

wholly of like matter. For example, hydrogen, nitrogen,

carbon, etc., are each elements.

(^„es._Describe what is meant by a chemical com-

pound and state how it differs from a mechanical mixture.

.!«.•;.—A chemical compound is composed of two or

more elements chemicallv united or comijined to form a

new substance that differs in its qualities from any of its

constituent elements.

A chemical compound differs from a mechanical mix-

ture in the fact that its constituents always combine in

fixed proportions, while a mechanical mixture is composed

of two or more ingredients mixed together in varying

•juantities. While the chemical compound has always

a fixed composition and its properties do not vary, a me-

chanical mixture has no fixed composition, and its prop-

erties or qualities vary with the degree of the mixture.

Carbon dioxide, which is composed of one atom of car-

bon, combined with two atoms of oxygen, is a chemical

compound. On the other hand, air, which is composed of

a mixture of nitrogen and oxygen gases, is a mechanical

mixture because the nitrogen and oxygen are not chem-

icallv united. Although the proportion of nitrogen and

oxygen in the free air of the atmosphere is quite con-

stant, the puritv of mine air often varies considerably

with the depletion of the oxygen that occurs in the work-

ings.

^„es._What are the resultant gases in the air of a

mine after an explosion of gas and coal dust?

Anx.—The afterdamp of an explosion of gas and dust

will depend largely on the quantity of air present before

the explosion, as well as the quantity of gas and dust

present and the size of the workings. If sufficient air is

present to produce the complete combustion of both the

gas and the dust, the chief products of the explosion will

be carbon dioxide (CO.), nitrogen (X,) and water vapor

(H.,0). If, however, the quantity of air present is not

sufficient for the complete combustion of the gas and

dust, there will result a varying quantity of carbon mon-

oxide (CO) mixed with tlie water vapor, nitrogen and

carbon dioxide. Under certain conditions there will re-

main some nnburned methane or marsh gas (CH,), and

often some nitrous oxide <ras (X.,0) and free hydrogen

(Tr=).
,. .

Qties.—What is the composition of bituminous, semi-

bituminous and anthracite coals, respectively.

A„s.—The distinguishing characteristic between these

three classes or grades of coal is the relative percentage

of fi-xed carbon and volatile matter they contain. There

is no distinct line of demarkation shown by analyses.

The bituminous coals contain an average of. say 3.5 per

cent, of volatile combustible matter, and. perhaps. 55 per

cent, of fixed carbon, with varying percentages of moist-

ure and ash. Anthracite, on tiiu other hand, generally

contains from 80 to 85 per cent, of fixed carbon and less

than 5 per cent, of volatile matter, with a somewhat

larger percentage of moisture and ash than is true of the

bituminous coal. Semibituniinous is a grade of coal mid-

way between the bituminous and anthracite. There is

also a grade known as semianthracite, which comes be-

tween the semibituminous and the anthracite. The two

grades last mentioned are distinguished more by their

phvsical qualities than by any diflVrcnce in their chemical

composition.

(jiies.—Thv belt-wheel on a dynamo is 2 ft. in diameter

and runs at a s])ced of GOO r.p.m. ; the belt-wheel on the

engine is 14..") ft. in diameter; at wliat speed must the

engine run to develop the required speed in the dynamo?

^4 ,,.9.—The number of revolutions per minute of two

pulleys connected by a belt is inversely proportional to

the diameters of the pulleys. In other words, the speed

ratio is equal to the inverse diameter ratio of the belt-

wheels. Then, calling the required speed of the engine x:

JL =__L_ = 0.138
600 U.o

a; = 600 X 0-138 = 83.8 r.p.m.

Ques.—How would you open and close the valves that

start and stop an engine; as slowly or as quickly as pos-

sible? Give reasons.

Am.—One great danger of opening the throttle of a

hoisting engine too quickly is the strain that would be

thrown on the hoisting rope, by the sudden starting of

the engine. In general, there is always danger of open-

ing the throttle of an engine too (pilckly, owing to the

possible presence of water of condensation in the cylinder

or steam line, which might cause the breakage of the

cylinder head, unless the water could escape quickly

enough from the drip cocks. After a short idleness,

or when the cylinder is comparatively cool, the engine

should always be started slowly, with the drip cocks open.

For these reasons, the throttle of an engine should al-

ways be opened and closed with some caution ; never sud-

denly.

Ques.—Define the term "forward pressure ;" and state,

also, what is meant by "back pressure."

Ajui.
—

"\Alien speaking of a steam engine, the term

"forward pressure" refers to the pressure on the piston

that causes it to move forward. It is the steam-cylinder

pres.sure behind the piston and which drives the piston

from one end of the cylinder to the other. The term

"back pressure" refers to the pressure in froi t of the pis-

ton and opposing its motion. It is due to the resi-stanm

offered by the exhaust ports of the cylinder. In order

to reduce the back pressure in a steam cylinder, the ex-

haust ports should be sufRcientlv larse to permit of the

rapid escape of the exhaust steam. The back pressure in

the steam cylinder of a noncondensing engine will varv

from practically nothing to 4 or 5 lb. per sq.in. If it

rises above this amount, something is probably wrong with

the engine and should be remedied at once.
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COAL AND COKE NEWS

Washington, D. C.
^\ hile the Senate is working on the currency measure and

other bills that have been assigned precedence, the House
of Representatives has agreed to take up the bill for a Gov-
ernment railroad in Alaska designed to open up the coal and
other mining resources of the territory and prevent their
becoming a monopoly in private hands. On Nov. 29. Repre-
sentative Houston, for the Committee on Territories filed a
report in which he said:

Trni^i°/'W/o'J^" i?"'''^^^', °^ tf"' unsold public domain of theUnited States lies in Alaska. All the naval coal on lands ofthe United States is m Alaska. The purpose of the bill isclearly stated in section 1 to be to locate and build a linlor lines of standard-gage railroad in the Territory of Alaskato be so located as to connect one or more of the open Pa-
?'o?<.°''''''"*l?'^'"^°P -''" "><^ southern coast with the navigablewaters in the interior of Alaska, and with the coal field o?fields yielding coal sufficient in quality and quantity for navaluse, so as best to aid in the development of the agriculturaand minera or other resources of Alaska, and the lettlement
?irn"^f""'''rf'^"i^

therein, and so as to provide transp"r?a-
on. of wir'°nf";H

•^''"^, ^"<^
^""P'' °^ f°°P«' arms, muni-

public uses • ''"'' '"'' ''^^"' so^-eniment and
These are all governmental uses and are the uses andpurposes which have always been thought to justify theUnited States in aiding in the construction of railroads inthe South and West by donations of land grants
There is little coal in California, some low-grade coal inOregon, and a better grade in Washington. But the on 5na^^l coal on the Pacific coast of Amerfca Is In AlaskaThe bill IS Justified by the commerce clause of the Con-

?h'i"^'„°"- T.l'''
Panama Canal is thought to be justified bythe power "to provide for the common defense and general

^.^th"''? li ^^"^ United States, and both equally justify Indauthorize the construction of an Alaska coal-carrying raUfoadto supply our Navy with coal at a strategic point bttwetnthe Orient and the United States.
P"'"i. ueiween

Coal for the Panama Canal

The question of coal facilities for vessels in the canal
trade is attracting considerable attention from foreign writ-
ers and authorities and inquiry is being made of governmental
authorities as to their attitude and policy in the matter Sec-
retary Garrison, in answer to an inquiry, has lately given utter-
ances that the War Department will provide the necessary
facilities to deliver coal at the lowest possible rates if by
so doing, traffic will Ije attracted to the Panama Canal awayfrom alternative routes.

The Government in September, 1911, appointed a special
commissioner to report, among other points, on the question
of bunker costs on alternative routes, and determine a price
at which bunkers would be delivered on the canal in compe-
tition therewith. Although, as far as can be at present as-
certained, the future policy is not definitely settled it is
stated on good authority that it is the intention of the author-
ities to establish coaling facilities in the shape of high-
speed bunkering apparatus, and be prepared to supply bunker
coal at a figure which will yield a fair commercial profit.

The coaling stations at San Francisco, Seattle and Van-
couver will in the near future bear about tne same relation
to the Panama Canal route to the Orietn that the Mediterran-
ean coaling stations bear to the route from Europe via Suez
Vessels leaving the Mediterranean for the East take on board
enough bunkers at the Suez Canal for the long run from
Port Said to Colombo, or even Singapore; likewise, vessels
leaving San Francisco or Puget Sound take sufficient bunkers
foc- the voyage across the North Pacific to Japan, the distances
being practically the same.

If in the future the price of coal at San Francisco can be
fixed as low as at Port Said the use of the Panama CanaJ
will be greatly aided, and if a -egular or increasing tonnage
can be relied upon, coal supplies on the Pacific coast wHI
doubtless take the necessary steps to fo^T^er the trade by
providing special facilities to insure quick dispatch, and by
fixing the prices at a level which will insure shipowners dl-
rectng their tonnage via the Panama Canal to the Orient

.^-.^cu .1, cuarging certain things to depreciation and whether
they are subject to the corporation tax on the basis that has
heretofore been required.

Stratton's Independence, Ltd., in its contest in the lower
courts practically put before the judicial authorities three
distinct questions as embodying the points at issue Thevwere as follows:

1. D9es the corporation tax law actually apply to minino-

fnTa''''net"'re?en'?'.?'V""
"''""^ '^-^t '' appUes 'io ^others hivtmg a net revenue' from operation?

it= ;.„.„ ''S„
P''oc«'eds of ores mined by a corporation on

An Interesting Decision

The Supreme Court of the United State.s handed down on
Dec. 1, the decision in the case of Stratton's Independence
Ltd., the important mining case which was certified to the
Court from the United States Circuit Court of Appeals for the
purpose of ascertaining whether mining concerns are war-

-.^-^. ^..-,, u,,-j^i Lue CUI JJUl itl-iuri tax'

the'?onSwMng"fspSnlls?"^'"°"' "'^ Supreme Court renders

cerL in"t"lJe"^ap%Tc^[fo''°SI t"hl Ta^^
'''«^'-^"' *'•'"" °''^^'^ ^^"-

3 The ,^=i„ % ^,^u^^
^''^ ^"y 0**16'' income.

.egirde^d'L^^'e"prec°iltlS^ ^^^d \fel?e,''ll"iu^n''"''
^'^""°* ^'^

soZ^''^.T"^\T-
'" "' ""^' *°'"'" ^"' "°' be available for

aHt^i? .

It "s regarded as of great importance inasmuch

taV unl ° Government the proceeds of the corporationtax upon all companies which mine ore or coal, this being

uoh7,d''"J"l
"/^'^ contentions of the corporation had beeS

re'larded T? °
I'"

argument in the case is likely to be

IZZ. fu^'shmg a precedent in other cases involvingsimilar issues under the corporation tax act.

H.\RRISBURG, PEN3V.

Pit,^r'''\*'"u"'""'"P''""''^- '" addition to Philadelphia andPittsburgh, have organized evening industrial schools underthe auspices of the State Education Department, who have

thract o^f ms"^
vocational schools under the provisions of

lishl",,

*'^%^""i'-acite region, such schools have been estab-lished in Shamokin, Nanticoke, Wanamine, Glen Lyon, Shick-

boro?<^'h«T!^°"',"^'
^''<^°"'««°' L>'kens and Williamstowuboioughs and Coal Township, Ellsworth and Cokeburg in

ers. «ilkes-Barre and Williamsport will maintain evenin-schools for machine trades. The work in Philadelphia andPittsburgh IS for men of many industries
Officers of the State Board of Education say the eveningschools in the coal regions have been successful and that morewill be opened.

Underground HospitalN .\re Extablislied
Practically all of the coal companies in the anthracite re.gion have complied with the provision of the mine law whichrequires that hospitals be erected and maintained in the minesThey have gone a step farther at some collieries and equippedthe temporary institutions with such medical supplies asare necessary, at the same time providing all the "first-aid"appliances in order that the pain of the men injuredmay be allayed in the shortest possible time
Not only have the hospitals been provided in the interiorof the mines, but some of the companies have also erectedsubstantial places on the exterior, which will afford shelterand accommodations for the injured.
-The spirit manifested by the coal companies is appreciated

I- u u™""'
''^ " affords opportunity of saving many liveswhich heretofore have been sacrificed because of the absence

of remedies at first hand.
u^eiice

The Court Grant.s a Mandamux
The court has granted a mandamus on the mine inspectors'examining board of the district that covers Schuylkill, Colum-

bia, Northumberland and Dauphin Counties, to show causewhy they should not issue a certificate of competency toThomas C. Reese, of Pottsville, a former mine official, whotook the examination before the board last spring, but wasrefused a certificate.

The proceedings against the board are the result of oft-repeated charges that the law giving the people in the anthra-
cite region the right to elect mine inspectors is made a farceso far as the southern part of the field is concerned because
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of th.- -rrmarkable coincidence" that, regrardless of how man

>

candidates lake the examination, only as many certincates

are issued as there are places to be tilled. Last spring Mine

inspector M. J. Brennan. who has held the olHce for man>

years, was the candidate who was given the exclusive cer fl-

cate. This left the people with no choice, but to elect with-

out opposition the party given a certihcate by the board. Th.>

members of the board are John H. Pollard, chairman. Mr>.

huov City: Jacob Brltton. PottsvUle". James Bache Uocust-

dale:' David J. Uavls. I'ottsvllle. and Pllute Orme. ^'- <- "H-

Rttse declares that the questions and answers filed in the

department of mines at Harrlsburg will show that he an-

swered correctly 90 per cent, of the questions asked b> the

"'"^He also declares In his petition that a certain periodi-

cal m referring to newspaper criticisms of the board for

gtlng a certlflfate to only one candidate, admitted that an-

ther candidate passed with a grade of 90 per cent., but it de-

clared the reason for this was that "this man had not been

able to obtain a position of trust at any ""'^rac te mine in

the region for more than ten years, the reason being that he

was superintendent in 1S9S of a mine where six men met an

untimely death in one accident due to his
"'^^"^f;•"',;

,,

R..se decla.es he Is the man referred to, and that he will

prove at the hearing before the court that this l"f'"'"«;>°"

was furnished by members of the board. The case will oe

heard in about two weeks.

Coal .\MneMBinent AbbIo In Lltlgatlun

Litigation over coal assessments in Luzerne County is

again stirred up. this time by the Delaware. Lackawanna

&*^Vestern R.R.. to test the legality of the new assessment

the company claiming that the county assessors fixed $9000

as the value of an acre of coal in Wilkes-Barre. and that they

u;ed these figures as an arbitrary basis tor the assessment of

all coal lands in the county.

There is now pending a suit instituted by the county com-

missioners to determine whether taxes paid under the old

valuation were justifiable and the coal companies have a sun

against the increase made by the new board of assessors
_

The litigation involved in these three suits will eventuallj

find its wav to the Supreme Court. That body has already

passed upon various features of the controversy and has said

^hat the assessment value of an acre of coal '='"<>•""«'''^ ^"^^

value which the land would bring at a bona fide sale. But

the difflcultv is that there are differences of opinion as to

what is a bona fide sale. A great amount of testimony has

b.en taken to show that the value set by the coal companies,

or paid by them tor individual tracts, is not the actual market

value.

PEXSSYLVAMA
Anthracite

Nantieoke The figures recently issued by the Delaware,

Lackawanna & Western Coal Co. regarding the output of coal

at the Truesdale Colliery at Nanticoke were remarkable, but

later investigation shows that the credit tor the record out-

DUt should go to the Prospect Colliery of the Lehigh ^ alley

Coal Co DuriPS the month of October, 108,220 tons of coal

were prepared at the Truesdale breaker. Of this amount.

105 020 tons were shipped to market. This means an average

dally shipment of 4040 tons for the 26 working days.

During last month, the Lehigh Valley Prospect breaker

prepared 115.755 tons of coal. Of this amount ll.OSO tons

were sent to the boiler plants. This means that the Trues-

dale sent more coal to the market, but that the Prospect

leads in the amount that passed through the breaker. Dur-

ing the 26 working days at the Prospect. 4452 tons were

prepared dailv. It is estimated that the production from these

two breakers alone will be well over 2,000,000 tons for the

year.

GUberton—The Philadelphia & Reading Coal & Iron Co.'s

Gilberton colliery, which has been idle several months for

the building of a new breaker, resumed operations recently.

AMbland—The Whippoorwill No. 2 slope, operated by the

Reading Coal & Iron Co., was flooded to near the mouth this

week. Workmen, driving the south tunnel in the Primrose

vein, noticed a superabundance of water and caution was

used, but following an explosion water rushed in with such

rapidity as to endanger the lives of a great number of the

men.

Scranton—The Scranton School Board has received notice

from the Clearview Coal Co. that operations will be begun

immediately to mine the coal under school No. 40. This is a

brick structure, one of the newest and finest in the city.

ilanager Dawson, of the Clearview Co.. said that miners

are working not 500 ft. from the school. The veins lie close

to the surface at this point, and If the coal is removed from

beneath, there will probably be a settling. Tti.- school ,i.n-

talns about SOO pupils

llltumlnouH

IMttBburBh—A verdict of $7348.64 was recently riturned by

a jury in favor of the C. Jutte Co. against the Monongaheia

River Consolidated Coal & Coke Co. The Julte Co. In 1SU)4

li'ased property from Harry S. McKlnley and later it was ac-

quired by the Monongaheia RlVer Co. The buildings burned

down and McKlnley after suit was given a verdict against

the Jutte Co.. which then sued the Monongaheia Co. for the

amount of the verdict.

WoBhinirton—The property of the Washington County Coal

Co.. in Crosscreek and Jefferson townships, has been pur-

chased by John A. Bell for a consideration of $165,000, This

property includes 808 acres of coal and S048 acres of sur-

face underlain with coal, and the equipment of the company.

PunxMutanney—Between 800 and 900 miners employed by

the Clearfield Bituminous Coal Corporation at its Rosslter

operation resumed work recently, after a strike which be-

gan Oct. 22. The miners decided to accept the decision of

arbitrators and resumed work voluntarily.

Indiana—There is a persistent rumor here that the Penn-

sylvania R.R. is preparing to open and work some 5000 acres

of virgin coal land located in Blacklick and Conemaugh town-

ships in the near future.

WEST VIR«;IMA

Becklry—One of the largest deeds admitted to record for

many months has Just been copied in the deed book. This

document conveys some 57 tracts of land embraced in Ra-

leigh and Wyoming counties from the Pocahontas Coal &
Coke Co. to the Norfolk & Western R.R. Co. This area em-

braces some of the finest land in this section.

Williamson—E. B. Lambert and M. J. Riljlett have sold

the Mattie May coal operation near Lenore to R. L. Martin,

of Pittsburgh. A company to be called the Washed Coal Co.

will be organized and extensive improvements made to the

plant. The old owners operated under the name "f the Big

Block Coal Co.

Charleston—Coal operators report some improvement in

the supply of cars on the Chesapeake & Ohio R.R. during the

past few days. It is not known whether this improvement

was the result of the action of the operators in complaining

to the management of the road, or was due to natural causes.

Unless the conditions continue to improve it is said that the

operators may resort to the courts for further relief.

KENTl CKV

Fleming Construction worlt has been started on a second

and third mining city in close proximity to this town, by

the Mineral Fuel Co.. one on Potters Pork to be designated,

Haymond. and another on Younfs Fork to be reached by a

two-mile branch of the Lexington & Eastern R.R., con-

struction of which is to start Dec. 1. The work is to be

rushed with all possible haste and the road completed ready

to carry coal within three months.

«'hitesbure—The Elkhorn Coal Corp. composed largely of

New York. Baltimore and Philadelphia capitalists and of

which John C. C. Mayo, Paintsville. Ky. and C. Bascom Slemp,

of the Ninth Virginia district are the head, is beginning

the initial work of a big coal development in the Lower
Boone's Fork coal fields above here on the new extension of

the Lexington & Eastern R.R. There will be at least ten

mine openings, while the buildings will consist of at least

two good-sized industrial mining cities smlar to Jenkns and

McRoberts which have been built by the Consolidation Coal

Co.

OHIO

ColumbuH—A mine-rescue car is being made for the Ohio

Industrial Commission by a Chicago firm. It will contain all

life-saving equipment needed when mine explosions occur.

The specifications for the car were prepared by J. C. Davies.

head of the mine-inspection department. The Legislature ap-

propriated $10,000 for the purchase of a car and its main-

tenance for two years. The car will be kept on a siding in

Columbus, in constant readiness for a call from any part of

the state. It will be attached to a passenger train when it

is to be sent out.

Coal operators In all parts of Ohio are again com-

plaining of the labor shortage which Is causing them con-

siderable trouble. This is especially true in the Hocking
Valley and eastern Ohio districts. It is the rule among the

miners that on the least excuse they quit work for the day
and the operator has no recourse.
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INDIANA
Linton—The Linton field is beginning to sufEei- from the

congestion of cars loaded and empty at this point and be-
tween here and Latta. There are said to be 600 cars of coal on
side-traclcs between these points. The Linton yards are
almost blocltaded. "'he Illinois Central handles almost all

the coal from the Southeastern Indiana road, taking most of
it through Indianapolis, instead of Terre Haute as formerly.
The Illinois Central is said to be short of motive power, main-
l.\ on account of the long strike of shopmen which caused the
repairing of equipment to fall behind.

Princeton—The disagreement that caused fourteen ma-
chine miners to walk out at the Princeton mine has been ad-
justed and the mine is in operation again.

Arrangements are projected for opening several coal
mines along the Southern Ry. east of this city. Local
promoters have taken leases on more than SOOO acres be-
tween here and Francisco. These men have hopes of obt*in-
ing options on a block of 20.000 acres as many other leases
are promised. If these plans succeed there will be many
developments during the next year.

ILLINOIS
Madison—The Illinois Central Railway Co. has started sur-

veying for its new storage yards and round-house east of
this place. It is understood that the yards will have forty-
seven miles of storage tracks, which will be used chiefly
for commercial merchandise, enabling this road to turn over
to the coal traffic department its present facilities at East St.
Louis. It will take something like two years to put these
yards in shape.

Herrin—The boiler and engine room of the Oak Ridge
mine of the Southern Illinois Coal & Coke Co. was partly de-
stroyed by Are, entailing a loss of something like $5000. The
fire originated from defective electric wiring, and operations
will be suspended for about two weeks.

Mnrphy.sboro—The past month has been a record breaker
in the production of Big Muddy coal. The Harrison
and No. 9 of the Big Muddy Coal & Iron Co. of
St. Louis broke their records by hoisting over 45.000 tons in
November. This is the largest tonnage that has ever been
produced in one month in this field by these mines, which
produce over nine-tenths of all the Big Muddy coal mined.

COLORADO
Pueblo—An attempt to procure a monopoly of labor is

charged in indictments returned by the Federal Grand Jury
against J. P. White, president, Frank J. Hayes, vice-president,
and William Green, secretary-treasurer of the United Mine
Workers of America. This is said to be the first indictment
of a labor union under the Sherman law. The Jury's report
further says: "The methods pursued by the mine workers to
force recognition of their union by the operators are an in-
sult to conservative and law-abiding labor. They have armed
hundreds of irresponsible aliens who have become a menace
even to the lives of citizens. They have created open in-
surrection."

OREGON
Portland—In conjunction with the Douglas Fir Co., just

organized in Portland by C. H. Gibson and G. W. McNear &
Co.. to operate a line of vessels between Portland and Aus-
tralia, it has been announced that Gibson and McNear and
Andrew Weir have organized the Petroleum Products Co.,
for the handling of case oil to the Antipodes. The first two
steamers of the line are the British steamships "Lord Sefton"
and "Rothley," which are owned by Weir. The steamers are
now on their way from Australia with coal. Large coal bunk-
ers will be built in Portland Harbor by this firm to coal its
ships, the balance of the coal will be sold to local buyers.

Douglas County—The filings made in tne United States
Land Office at Roseburg a short time ago on 5000 acres of
coal lands by capitalists has caused considerable excitement
in that section. The land is situated 15 miles east of Glide
and 30 miles east of Roseburg and comprises a vein of an-
thracite coal 12 ft. thick. This is the first discovery of an-
thracite coal made in Oregon. Twenty-four locations were
made and more will follow. The value of the vein is said
to be well proven.

FOREIGN NEWS

The Seattle Chamber of Commerce has posted a bulletin
stating that Capt. Nelson, of the schooner "C. G. Hill," has
discovered what he believes to be a valuable deposit of an-
thracite coal along the Knik River at the northeastern cor-
ner of Cook's Inlet on the south-central coast of Alaska.

Governor Dunne, of Illinois has appointed J. W. Starks,
of Georgetown, inspector for the 5th District, to succeed W,
S. Burris, resigned.

Gov. Tener has appointed Dr. Chas. M. Bordner, of Shenan-
doah, Penn., to be trustee of the Ashland State Hospital which
was founded largely to take care of those injured in mining
accidents.

Patrick J. Tormay. superintendent of the Trotter plant of
the H. C. Frick Coke Co.. and one of the oldest employees of
this concern, has concluded 25 years of service and retired
from active duty.

Frank Tirre has just retui-ned from Laramie, Wyo., having
resigned the general managership of the Northern Colorado
Coal & Coke Co. Mr. Tirre will give his attention to his min-
ing properties at Lenzburg, 111.

John Oliphant, for many years president of the Harris
Air Pump Co.. Indianapolis, Ind., has joined the engineering
staff of the Sullivan Machinery Co. and will have charge of
its pneumatic pumping department.

W. E. Borders has sold out his interest in the Borders Coal
Co.'s mine at Marissa, to the remaining stockholders,
who have arranged with the Rutledge & Taylor Coal Com-
pany, of St. Louis to handle the tonnage.

R. E. Sheppard. a well known operator of Weir City. Kan.,
has mysteriously disappeared with $10,000. and friends of the
coal man fear that he has met with foul play. Mr. Sheppard.
when last seen, had left Pittsburg. Kan., for the mine at Weir
City with the weekly payroll.

Thomas J. Gibson, a miner, who exhibited courage at
Cokedale, Colo., in February, 1910, and who was awarded a
Carnegie medal and a reward of $1000 at that time, has re-
turned to Mulberry, Kan., to claim the money. Following
the Cokedale affair, when Gibson rescued two miners who
had been suffocated, he disappeared, and only recently was
located, after working in West Virginia and Iowa.

RECENT COAL AND
PATENTS

COKE

Smoke Jack. J. B. Fox, Chicago, 111. 1,070,420, Aug. 19.
1913. Filed May 17. 1913. Serial No. 768,369.

Smoke and Fume Recorder. W. W. Strong, Mechanicsburg,
Penn. 1.071,532, Aug. 26, 1913. Filed Jan. 6, 1912. Serial No.
669,847.

Smoke Consumer. C. A. Schofield and C. F. Miller, Wash-
ington, D. C. 1,070,543, Aug. 19, 1913. Filed June 13, 1910.
Serial No. 566,678.

Superheater for Water Tube Boiler—W. Schmidt and P.

Thomsen, Wilhelmshohe, Germany, 1,073,934, Sept. 23, 1913.
Filed Feb. 7, 1910, Serial No. 542,595.

Furnace for Burning Bituminous Coal. W. McClave, as-
signor to McClave-Brooks Co., Scranton, Penn. 1,071,166, Aug.
26, 1913. Filed Mar. 24. 1913. Serial No. 756,453.

CONSTRUCTION NEWS

Milwaukee, Wis.—The Youghiogheny & Ohio Coal Co. ex-
pects to spend about half a million of dollars in the construc-
tion of new coal docks at Milwaukee in the near future.

Hamilton, Ohio—Engineers are surveying a site for the
construction of a new round house and coal elevator for the
C. H. & D. Ry. at Hamilton, Ohio. Work will be started soon.

Charleroi, Penn.—John Werton, of Roscoe has taken a con-
tract for building a number of small dwelling houses for
the striking miners at Benbeau mine, near Centerville, The
miners for whom these houses are to be ercted have been
living in tents.

'Washington, D. C.—Immediate construction at San Fran-
cisco of a coal storage plant of from 200,000 to 300.000 tons
capacity, to meet fuel demands of the navy when the Panama
Canal is opened, is recommended by Paymaster General T. J.

Cowles, of the navy in his annual report, which has just been
made public. The Paymaster General thinks the proposed
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plant should be so loiated that It can bo rondlly doublid and

so constructed that it can receive both water and rail ship-

ments. "The Increased mobility of the fleet." he says, "makes

Increased storage facilities at this point absolutely Impera-

tive."

Jrannrttr. Penn.—The Composition Coke Fuel Co. virlll erect

a plant here to make a new fuel which Is said to possess the

virtues of both coal and coke, with the faults of neither.

(ryMiil. W. V«.—The Crystal Coal & Coke Co. will Install

In If. station at Mora. W. Vn.. a 300-kw. rotary converter

and switchboard, which has been ordered from the General

Electric Co.

Dayton. Ohio—The W. R Rice Mining Co, has closed a

contract with the Morrow Manufacturine Co., of Wellston.

Ohio, for a complete modern screening and ooal-handlins

plant for their new mine at Talus, Ohio.

NEW INCORPORATIONS

Hlnnatha. W. Va.—The Ennis Coal Co. has been incorpor-

ated with $150,000 capital stock to develop coal lands.

lilrmlnKbnm. .Via.—The West Pratt Coal Mining Corpora-

tion has b.en incorporated with a capital stock of $100,000 to

develop coal lands.

Taeoma. WaNh.—The Roslyn Coal & Coke Co. has been in-

corporated with a capital of $50,000. A. F. Plant, and Geo.

H. Reed, are the principal incorporators.

indlannpullH. Ind.—Thi- Ellis-Moss Coal Co. has been in-

corporated here, with $5000 capital stock, to deal in coal. The

directors are J. H. Ellis, J. Moss and J. C. Anderson.

Nanhvllle. Tenn.—The charter of the Kimberly Mining &
Mfg. Co.. of Knox County, has been amended so that the

name of the company is changed to the Kimberly Coal Co.

t-leveland, Ohio—The North Fork Coal Co.. of Cleveland,

Ohio has been incorporated, with a capital stock of $150,000.

to mine and deal in coal. The incorporators are .7. J. Roby,

Charles F. Benson, E. B. Thomas. E. Kantrovich and E. G.

Hoag.

L,exinetan. Ky.—The Lynn Hollow Coal & Coke Co., re-

cently organized at Harlan, has increased its capital stock

from $50,000 to $100,000. This firm expects to make a number

of increases and extensions immediately after the first of the

coming year.

Murray City. Ohio—The North Hocking Coal Co., of Mur-

ray City, Ohio. ha.s been incorporated, with a capital stock

of $10,000. to mine and deal in coal. The incorporators are

M. M. Kasler, Velina Kasler, C. E. Campbell, Earl Campbell

and T. B. Angle.

Dover, Del.^—A certificate of increase in capital stock has

been filed in the State Department for the Emerald Coal &
Coke Co., of Pittsburgh, Penn., increasing from $1,000,000 to

$2,000,000. The company was first chartered here Aug. 14.

l!iOS. with Julian Kennedy. W. H. Henderson and R. D. Craw-
ford, all of Pittsburgh, as incorporators, the business being

to acquire coal deposits and manufacture coke.

INDUSTRIAL NEWS

Toronto, Ont.—The Toronto branch of the Canadian H. W.
lohns-Manville Co.. Ltd., has removed to 19 Front St., East.

Inlontonn, Penn.—T. J. Cromble. of Charleroi, recently

purchased four acres of coal from Mrs. H. R. Tuman. of Fal-

lowfield Township, for $4000.

.\kran, Ohio—Several Akron men are interested in the Al-

bright Smokeless Coal Co. which was organized recently at

Kingwood. \V. v.. with a capital of $850,000.

LexInKtun. Ky.—The Henry Coal & Coke Co. recently or-

ganized at Winchester, Ky.. after purchasing several thous-

and acres of rich coal lands in Perry County has made the

announcement that it will soon start development.

WhlteMbare. Ky The Lexington & Eastern Railroad Co.

is locating a five-mile branch railroad from Colson up Camp
Branch Creek near here which is to reach extensive coal

lands of the Rockhouse Coal Co. A rich timber district would
also be opened up.

PeterHbnrc Ind.—Martin & Miley, coal operators, are still

leasing coal land south of here and will soon have enough
leases to begin testing out their holdings. The Bicknell

I'oal Co.. of Bicknell has leased 1500 acres west cf here. They
are moving their core drills for the first test.

.Mryerndnle. Penn The Keystone Coal Co., wliicli look

over thf old .\Jnx mine near Coal Hun Is now operating It as

Elk Lick mine No. 4. and shipping on an average two cars

of coal per day. This firm is also making ii new opt-ning on

the small vein of the old Chapman Mine to be known as Elk

Lick No. 5.

MInot, N. D.—The owners of the lignite briquetting plant

that is being established here have predicted that lignite

coal briquettes will be sold In Minol at $10 a ton. which Is

about 25 per cent, cheaper than anthracite coal Is now sold

here. It Is admitted, however, that this price may be changed
somewhat after the plant is placed in operation.

I'niontown, Penn.—One of the biggest coal deals In this

county was recently consummated when 48 Green County
residents conveyed 5500 acres of coal lands to the Youngs-
lown Sheet & Tube Co. The land varied In value from $625

to $700 per acre, and It is understood that the purchase price

was about $,'5,000,000. payable In from 3 to 10 years.

South llethlehem. Penn.—It is reported that the Lehigh &
New England R.R. has leased the Panther Creek R.R., a 32-

mile line between Tamaqua and Nesquehoning. There are

nearly a dozen collerles in the Panther Creek Valley which
mine anthracite. The whole output will now be transported

to tide water over the lines of the Lehigh & New England.

Detroit, MIeh.—The American Blower Co. has purchased

the entire air washer interests including patent rights of

the McCreery Engineering Co. formerly of Toledo, and later

of Detroit. The McCreery purifying, cooling and humidifying

equipment will hereafter be exclusively manufactured and
sold by the American Blower Co. under the trademark
"Sirocco."

ColiimhuM. Ohio—Dealers in coal throughout Ohio profess to

see a great help in the Kite Good Roads Law, which was re-

cently declared constitutional by the Ohio Supreme Court.

The law provides for $5,000,000 yearly for five years for road

improvement. When this money is spent, it is believed that

the retail coal business in the rural districts will be on a

more solid basis.

Toleilo, Ohio—Toledo has contracted for its winter supply

of coal the contracts being divided between the West-Cres-
cent Fuel Co., the Toledo Fuel Co., and the Big Four Coal

Co. The contract price for anthracite was $3.50 a ton. and
the soft coal ranged from $2.45(5 2.95 a ton. Fifty bu.shels

of egg anthracite for the pest house went to the Big Four
Coal Co., at $7 per ton.

Ashtabula, Ohio—Navigation all the year around is prom-
ised to Ashtabula Harbor as a result of a decision to install

a gyroscope on the car terry which plies between .'Ashtabula

Harbor and Port Burwell, Ontario. A successful test with a

gyroscope was made recently. It is claimed that such a de-

vice will obviate all the difficulties attendant upon an at-

tempt to sail through the ice.

!«antlcoke, Penn.—Merchants are alarmed over mine caves

which threaten to destroy several buildings in the central

part of the city, and the flooding of cellars due to the break-

ing of the water mains, caused by the settling. There are

Clacks as deep as 12 ft. between the buildings and sidewalks

for a distance of several hundred feet. The section is under-

mined by the Susquehanna Coal Co.

THin Fnlls, Id^abo—What is believed to be the largest

lump of coal ever mined and shipped is now reposing in

front of a retail dealer's at Twin Falls. Idaho. The luMip

lacks but 100 lb. of weighing two and a half tons. It is of

the King Lump variety, and was taken from a mine in Utah.

It required no little trouble and figuring to remove it from

the freight car to a dray when received here.

Lorain, Ohio—A contract has been closed by officials of the

American Shipbuilding Co. in Cleveland for the construction

of a 9000-ton steel freighter to be built at the Lorain yards of

the company and to be delivered May 1, 1914. The new boat

is being constructed by Pittsburgh capitalists, and is to be a

duplicate of the steamer "Quincy A. Shaw," of the Hanna
fleet built in 1911. The vessel will be of the "Isherwood"

system of construction, 520 ft. over all. 504-ft, keel, 54-ft.

beam and 30-ft. draft.

Smlthfleld. Penn.—Work has been started by Torrington

& Boude, contractors, of Philadelphia, on three miles of rail-

road for the Baltimore & Ohio near Smithfleld, Penn..

which will open up a large acreage of coal in the direction of

Masontown. The new spur starts about 1% miles from

Smithfleld and runs to the 300 acre tract of the Repulilie

Iron and Steel Co., at Botwood, where they are opening a new
mine. The contractors expect to have the road completed by

spring. The mine will be a drift operation. No ovens will

be built; the product will be taken to Youngstown ijlant

where it will be coked.
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The large output of the PennsyUanias, weather condi-

tions and the abundance of water power, as well as the fact

that the stocks of coal all over New England appear to be

above normal, indicate a further softening of the market
for these coals.

Anthracite—The market continues strong with an ever-

increasing scarcity of stove coal, and there is a strong pos-

sibility for a pinch in that size should the weather come out

cold. During this past week's mild weather the retail mar-
ket has been inactive. Transportation continues regular and
although the supply of unchartered vessels has increased,

rates remain firm.

Quotations on bituminous are al:>out as follows;

tiENER.\l. RKV1E\V
Unseasonable weather the controlling feature in both an-

thracite and bituminous. Hard coal dull but with prices well

maintained. Hitumlnous business confined to contracts.

Stocks accumulatiuK. Further si>ftenins inevitable unless

there is a change In w-eather conditions.

The anthracite demand and production are well balanced,

but the trade lacks the snap of ten days ago, and has failed

entirely to show the activity customary at this period of the

year. Both dealers and operators are complaining. How-
ever, the heavy rush of coal at the closing of the lake trade

last week, some shippers temporarily cutting off their all-

rail business entirely, had a stimulating effect upon the situ-

ation: anthracite shipments to the Northwest by way of the

lakes will run a full million tons, or about 25 per cent, ahead
of last year's tonnage.

Uniform reports of unseasonably warm weather from all

parts of the country is the feature of the bituminous situ-

ation. There is practically no call for spot coal, and busi-

ness is steadily falling off; the demand on contract is still

good, and prices in both instances are being fairly well

maintained, operators showing a disposition to restrict pro-

duction rather than shade quotations. However, there is a

great deal of free coal accumulating at some points, stocks

generally are plentiful, and a further softening is inevitable

unless there is an appreciable change for the better in

weather conditions.

The market in the Pittsburgh district has reached a
point where a great many operators have closed down until,

the situation clears up some. The mild weather, the closing,

of the lake shipping, and the curtailment in steel business has
made quotations irregular, but not so soft as was antici-

pated; it is believed that the slowing up in manufacturing has
been more or less discounted. As a rule, consumers appear to

be well supplied, and are simply waiting developments, while
the operators are undoubtedly becoming anxious and occa-

sional low prices are noted "where it beconaes necessary to

force the market with some free coal.

The almost unprecedented weather conditions have also

been felt in the Ohio markets, the trade there having been
maintained better than in other districts. Prices are still

holding moderately well, particularly on certain grades, but
the previous strength has clearly given away to softness, and
the circular cannot be held much longer unless there is some
cold weather. Dumpings at Hampton Roads continue fairly

heavy with no apparent change in quotations, and a moder-
ate shortage still in effect. The demand in the South is

light but with the circular being firmly held.

A general curtailment in operation is noticeable in the
Middlewest, operators showing a disposition to reduce the
working schedule rather than make any further price con-
cession. TVeather conditions are relatively the same as in

the East, with the result that domestic consumption is re-

duced to practically nothing. llanufacturing demand is at

about the average or less.

EASTERN ^lARKET

BOSTON', M-\SS.
Bituminous trade quiet. The continued absence of inquiry

for spot coal and a decrea.se in off-shore busines.s tends to

soften the market. Georges Creek continues In ample supply,
price remaining firm. Pennsylvanlas are "weaker. .Anthracite
strong with a continued and increasing scarcity of store coal.

Bituminous—The market in general continues inactive
with a slight tendency to soften. The extreme caution of

the shippers over the amount of contract business they would
take last spring, together with a decrease in the past week
of the off-shore demand, has resulted in an accumulation of

coal at Hampton Roads with an excess of chartered tonnage.
Furthermore, the well stocked condition of New England
consumers has eliminated any inquiry for spot coal. However,
contract demand remains normal and for New River and Po-
cahontas the circular f.o.b. price of $2.S5 per ton is well main-
tained.

Georges Creek is continuing to move regularly on contract
with the usual supply at the piers and prices firm.

Clearfielda

Mines* $1 .00® 1 . 55
Philadelphia* 2. 25@2.75
New Yorli* ^.o5@3.05
Balti

Cambrias Georges
Somersets Creek

S1.25@l,fi0 $1.67(a 1 .77
2.50(3,2.85 2.92(3.3.02
2.80@3.1o 3.22@3-32

2.86@2.95
Hamoton Roads* $2.85@2.90
Bostont 3.72(g.3.82
Providencet 3.72@3.87

*F.o.b. tOn cars.

NEW YORK
Hard coal laclcs its characteristic snap but no surpluses

are accumulating. Shortage expected. Bituminous getting
steailily worse, and there Is now little spot business.

Anthracite—^Vhile the demand for anthracite coal equals
production the snap and action present a week or ten days
ago has gone. -At present broken coal is going as usual on
contract and little or no outside demand. Egg coal is dull

and odd lots are to be had at a concession from circular.

Stove is still the short size, but premiums are not offered as

freely as was the case ten days ago. Chestnut is active and
not very plentiful. Pea coal is in good demand on the line,

but dull at tide "with no occasion to send it here. Buck-
wheat, rice and barley in the better qualities are all short

while the poorer gr.^.des are a drug on the market at low
figures.

Dealers in all sections complain of dull business; a
weather market prevails and while anticipating a shortage in

case of cold weather, consumers refuse to pay any fancy
figures until compelled by actual need to do so.

T\"e quote the New York market, with the circular on the
prepared sizes 10c. higher and pea coal 5c. higher, the new
advance announced this week, the marlvet now being;

Broken

.

Stove
Chestnut . .

.

Pea
Buckwheat

.

Rice
Barley

Upper Ports
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Inttarspltr— Willi, me anthracite trade revived somewhat

during the past week, the market still lacks the vlpror that

should chaiacterlze It at this period of the year. Dealers

and operators are both complalnlnft because of the lack of

new orders. Stove and chestnut remain the favored grades.

SllBht concessions are belne made on egK. the only slow .'lie.

This concession Is offset, however, by a premium which In-

dividual operators are KCttinR on stove coal.

•Vs was expected some action was taken last -week by

many of the local retail dealers to make the consumer pay

the state tax of 2^4%. Two of the larKest operating com-

panies, since the tax went Into effect, have levied the addi-

tional charse but the others continued to absorb It. Never-

theless the retailers, confronted with unfavorable conditions,

decided to charRe. starting Pec. 1. an additional 25c. on each

ton. Some other dealers have increased the charge 15 cents.

in letters sent to the trade, bearing the date of Dec. 1.

the operating companies announce that they have made an

advance of 10c. on broken, egg. stove and chestnut and 5c. on

pea. While no mention is made of the state tax It is pre-

sumed that the additional charge is to cover the 2%% levy.

BltumlnouH—In the bituminous market conditions still re-

main unsatisfactory. There has been a decided falling oft in

orders and a softening of prices, which indicates that there

is a slowing down in the manufacturing world. The market

for spot coal Is thin and soft: the better grades are hold-

ing fairly Arm. good Pennsylvania coals being quoted at

Jl. 35(5 1.40. These figures represent very little recession from

the highest prices obtained last -August at the height of the

trade. The car supply Is plentiful and the movement free.

The local hard-coal market is now quotable as follows;

—Line and Citv Trade— . Tidewater •

Circular Individual Circular Individual

Broken . M 50 S;!.50 $4.7.i J4.S5

i™ 3.75 3.70^3.75 5.00 5.00

Stov.- 4.00 4.20g.4.30 5.00 5.(K)

Chestnut 4.15 4.15 5.25 0.25

Pea 2.50 2.50
Buckwheat 1.50 1.50

B.\I.TIMOUK. SID.

Market Htlll «enk. West Virginia gasi flielM further oft

iM-eiiiiMe of eliiNing of I.nkcH. Anthracite hit liy the continued

warm ivrnther.

A review of the situation here in bituminous coal shows

that the entire market is soft. The closing of the Lake season

has also hit the gas-coal market; prices have continued to

shade off for three-quarter West Virginia gas coals until

they are purchasable at as low as 95c. and $1. The general

market, however, is from five to ten cents above these emer-

gency sales.

The Pennsylvania steam-coal situation is in a little better

shape and while the lower grades can be had down to $1.

the better grades, such as Quemahoning. are holding firm

at around $1.35. mine basis. The coke market continues weak,

sales being regulated largely on what can be secured.

Along anthracite lines there is little of interest, except

that the market is a poor one. Unseasonably warm weather

has errected the small-order trade adversely. The smaller

yards in the retail trade are feeling this most keenly.

Exports are showing a slight improvement. Several char-

ters for European and .South American account were closed

during the week.
BIFFAI.O, \. V.

Too much bituminous In consumer.-)" hands and they arc

Indinirrent to the market. CloNing Lake trade. Kusb to get

antbrncite afloat.

Illtnminou!)—There is a light demand for anything in Iji-

tuminous. While prices have not broken badly, the consum-
ers si-em to think that they have enough for the present

and are holding oft to see what will happen. It is claimed that

Pittsburgh grades are holding pretty firm, with the belief

that as soon as the Lakes are closed and there is a new-

channel for coal going that way. the market will be firmer.

It may happen that the decline in consumption is due

to the weather, and if so there will be business enough for

everybody soon. Cars are fairly plentiful, which is not

favorable to firm prices. A month ago the trade was almost

entirely held up by car shortage. It is not so now and it

will not be so again till there is, snow to hinder the move-
ment. Slack is hard to dispose of. Consumers hear that

there will be a lot of it thrown on the market when the

Lakes close and they talk of getting it at 50c. a ton. Still

there are so many contracts in force that the mines are kept

pretty busy at going prices and it maj- be that the regular

Pittsburgh quotations will hold till the winter trade is ready

to take up the surplus. Operators will look for that and are

planning accordingly.
Meanwhile the jobber is encouraged; he did little while the

operator could stii aa his coal direct, but now he is asked

if he cannot sell a few cars somewhere. Coal sells at good

paying prices and If it does not break badly before winter Is

here, the year will be a profitable one.

Bituminous quotations remain weak at $2.90 for Pittsburgh

lump, $2.80 for three-quarter, $2.65 for mine-run and $2.25 for

slack, with Allegheny Valley coal about 25c. lower.

Coke—There are conflicting reports in the coke trade, some
shippers finding It weak and others seeing a stronger tendency

developing; one shipper was able to sell a car. at a price a

few cents above the regular market. Quotations remain

at $4.70 for 72-hr. Connellsville foundry.

.\ntbrai'lte—There is all haste to get as much anthraciti-

afloat as possible, some shipping agents shutting off their

rail-line business till the last vessel is gone. December will

see a fair amount shpiped, but not nearly as much as would

go If the vessels could get Insurance at summer rates. An
effort to advance rates to $1 a ton was repudiated, though 11

may be that a cargo or two will get the rate. The great

storm cut oft shipments materially. Shipments for the week
were 99.900 tons; for November. 515,500 tons, and for the

season. 4.920,190 tons, as against 3,856.683 tons to December

last season.

The local anthracite trade is quiet, but as heavy as ship-

pers care to have it at present. It is noted that several ship-

pers. Independents as well as others, are making the Pennsyl-

vania tax a regular price, without calling it a tax, though

certain representatives of independent mines still Insist that

the tax is a dead letter and will he thrown out by the

courts.

CENTRAL STATES

l"ITTSBl'Rf;H, I'I'WK.

>lnny mines elo.Mcd this «eek. produetloii .suddenly drop-

ping to about <M»',; : ear and lalior Nlipply iinilili-. I'rif.-s do»\n

to regular Nea.>ion level and not overly firm. ('oni|ietili<in for

C'onneliMviile cuke eoutrnets, «lth lo«er prices, but little

buying.

Bituminous—The mines ran alnio.sl full last week, but

Saturday many of them closed until a clearer insight into thi-

future could be secured, making this week's production not

over about 60% of capacity. In addition to the stopping of

lake shipments the weather has been unusually mild and a

serious curtailment in operations in the steel industry, a very

important customer of the Pittsburgh coal district, has oc-

curred. It appears, however, that while the steel mills are not

running at over 60 '/r of capacity the shops that use steel are

doing considerably better, stocks of steel being drawn upon.

Prices have become somewhat irregular, but on the whole

there is not as much softness as was predicted in some
quarters for this period. The advanced list promulgated in

October has been lost entirely, and the regular quoting

basis is now the same as earlier in the year, with departures

in some instances. Slack is holding quite well as the pro-

duction of screened coal is limited. Whether the market
loses more ground in the next 30 days will, it is claimed, de-

pend largely upon weather conditions. In prices and produc-

tion the slowing up in manufacturing demand is believed

to have been fairly well discounted. Regular quotations are

the same as those of early in the year: Slack. 90c.: nut and
slack, $1.05: nut, $1.25; mine-run. $1.30; %-in., $1.40: 1%-
in. steam. $1.50: 114-in. domestic. $1.55. per ton at mine,

Pittsburgh district. Car supply is ample and men are ready

to worlt.

Connellsville Coke—Several operators have shown them-
selves more ready to book contracts for 1914 furnace coke
than was expected. They have, in a measure, been endeavor-
ing to close contracts before consumers were ready and
rumors are that some relatively low prices have been named.
down to $1.75 but the rumors are not fully confirmed. .^t

most only a few operators are participating in the present
competition. Spot demand is very light. Unless consmuers
elect to buy from hand to mouth there will be a heavy
turnover in contract furnace coke in the next 30 days, despite

the reduced rate of operation among blast furnaces, since

all the annual and semi-annual contracts expire Dec. 31. as
well as several longer term contracts, so that practically the
entire merchant coke output is to be disposed of by one fori

of sale or another. We quote: Prompt furnace, $1.85(5.1.90

contract, $1.90 (ff 2; prompt foundry, $2.50 (g 2.75; contract foun-
dry. $2.50. per ton at oven.

The "Courier" reports production in the Connellsville and
lower Connellsville region in the week ended Nov. 29 at 335,-

240 tons.'an increase of 19,078 tons, and shipments at 378,904

tons, an increase of 20,385 tons.
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TOLEDO, OHIO
Unprecedented warm «'eather causing the market to drac^.

Prices holding moderately lirni. Certain kinds of equipment
is scarce.

The demand for coal here is slow as a result of the con-
tinued warm weather, which is almost unprecedented and has
hit the coal men rather hard. However, a few cold days
would result in a big business, according to the consensus
of opinion among coal dealers here. On the other hand, tho

open season is giving railroads a better chance to get caught
up and get their equipment in shape to better handle the rush
when it does come. Cars are scarce and hundreds of them
are still being held In the Michigan beet fields. There are
plenty of hoppers but dealers are reluctant to take them and
never do unless compelled by a crowding demand. Flat-bot-
tom cars are scarce and the railroads are away behind their

orders. Shipments from the mines are coming in slowly.
Prices are being well maintained as nobody looks on the situ-

ation from a pessimistic standpoint, the market being alto-

gether a weather proposition.

COLUMBI'S, OHIO
Softness has succeeded to the stringency in the Ohio trade.

There is a falling oil' in the demand for all grades and prices
have weakened, AVarmer weather of the past few weeks is

the cause.

A radical change has taken place in the Ohio trade, due
to the higher temperatures which have prevailed for the past
few weeks. Softness has succeeded strength and the demand
for all grades is falling off to a certain extent. Prices have
slumped although every effort is being made by operators and
shippers to maintain the circular figures of recent date. So
far the cutting has been only in a few spots but unless the
weather turns colder it will be a diflicult matter to maintain
quotations.

One of the best features is the improvement in the car
supply. But this is believed to be only temporary and due
largely to the decreased demand and better movement of

trains. In the Hocking Valley the output is estimated at 65%
and the same is reported from the Pomeroy Bend district. In
the domestic fields the output is even larger; in Eastern Ohio
it is reported at 60% of the average.

Domestic demand suffered the most from the warm spell;

all grades were weak and dealers were inclined to either can-
cel or delay shipments on their orders. Dealers' stocks are
fairly large and in many cases they have been unable to take
care of the incoming cars. Then again many of the hopper
cars are being used and these are not "wanted by many re-

tailers. Retail trade is practically nil at this time owing to

the vi^arm weather and most of the larger domestic users
have laid in their supply of fuel; prices show weakness all

along the line, but tiiere is a good demand for Pocahontas.
West Virginia splints and anthracite.

The lake trade is rapidly fading and only a few cargoes
are scheduled to leave the lower lake ports after the first of

December. Steam business is becoming weak in sympathy
with domestic grades. Many of the iron and steel plants
which were large consumers of coal have shut down and as a
result the tonnage consumed is less. Railroads are taking a
good volume as their freight movement is considerable.
Some speculation is heard as to what figures will be written
in coming steam contracts because of the uncertainties of the
mining rate and the mine-run bill. A number of steam con-
tracts expire about the first of the year.

Quotations in the Ohio fields are as follo'ws:

Hocking Pittsburgh Pomeroy Kanawha
Domestic lump . , . $2.00® 1.85 $2.25® 2.15 $2.00® 1.85
3-4 inch 1.80® 1.70 $1.40® 1.30 2.00® 1.90 l.S0@1.65
Nut 1.30@1.20 1.75®1.65 1.30@1.25
Mine-run 1.40@1.35 1.25@1.1S 1.50@1.40 1.40®1.30
Nut, pea and alack . . 0.95@0.90 1.00®0.90 0.90@0.85
Coarse slack 0,85®0.80 1.00@0.95 0.90@0.80 0.80®0.75

DETROIT, MICH.
Market quiet but moderately steady. Car supply im-

proved.

Bituminous—Orders in tlie immediate vicinity of Deti'oit

seem to be picking up in a small way but are not heavy.
This is due to the fact that considerable storage prior to

this time has protected the outside manufacturer against any
unforeseen rush. There has been several cars of domestic
fuel standing on track but it has all been disposed of at a fair
margin of profit. No demurrage accrued on any of it. Hock-
ing lump has now advanced to $2.25 and West Virginia lump
for domestic purposes is quoted at from $1.75 @2 per ton and
is in fair supply.

There is every indication for an early rise before the
first of the year. Transportation facilities have improved
quite noticeably during the past few days, and operators are
experiencing practically no difficulty in transportation ex-

cept in some cases where the supply is dependent on one
road.

The market is quotable as follows:

W. Va. Hock- Cam- Jackson Poca- , Pom-
Splint Gas ing No. 8 bridge Hill bontas eroy

Domestic lump.. 82.00 $2.25 $2.50 $3.00 $180
Egg 2.00 2.25 2.50 3.00 l.SO
Nut 1.40 1.75
Steam lamp .... 1 . 60
5 lump 1.35 $1.50 1.30 $1.50 $1.50
Mine run 1.25 1.25 1.25 1.25 1.25 ... . 1.60
Slack 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

.Vnthracite—Stove size is not as plentiful as has been in
the last two weeks and local concerns are willingly paying a
premium of 50c. per ton on all they can procure for immediate
shipment. Egg size is not so abundant as might be at this
time; however it is selling at the circular. In a few cases
chestnut has brought as high as $1 per ton above circular
and very little can be had for immediate shipment.

Coke—Connellsville coke is not in great demand, and is
now being quoted freely as low as $1.75 f.o.b. ovens. Semet
Solvay remains at $3 and gashouse at $2.85.

H.VMPTO\ RO-VDS, VA.
Dumpings for the week fairly heavy. Shortage still con-

tinues at all piers with little prospect of improvement. Vir-
ginian will again break its record for heavy dumpings.

While dumpings have been good from Sewalls Point piers
the other roads appear to have fallen down somewhat in
their loadings. The movement as a whole, however, from
Hampton Roads has been fairly heavy. Shipments to New
England as usual have taken the lead and there has also
been some fair movement foreign with one or two small
cargoes going to the Southern ports.

Prices on all coal from tidewater have remained practi-
cally the same as they have been for some ten days or more
with a good demand for New River and Pocahontas. There
has, however, been little call for the high volatile fuels.

There is still a shortage at tidewater with little prospects
of conditions improving for some time to come. Several of
the large Government colliers are to be loaded in December
and these together with the tonnage already contracted for
will leave little if any free coal for some time.

As predicted the Virginian Ry. at Sewalls Point has again
broken its record for month's dumpings. While actual figures
are not yet obtainable it is known their dumpings will run
considerably over 325,000 tons for November. In addition to
the movement of mine-run coal to the New England market
during the week, one large cargo of nut and slack was
shipped from Hampton Roads for Boston.

LOIISVILLE. KY.
.Abnormally mild weather depressing the market. Car

shortage helping the situation some.

At a season when raw and wintry weather might reason-
ably be expected, the temperatures have been mild with only
an occasional cloudy or rainy day, so that it has been
a weather market with conditions unfavorable to producers.

Not unnaturally, the market has gone off badly durin.g
the past week, following something of a slump both in demand
and prices the week before; in consequence, there have been
price concessions offered by many operators, and occasionally
accepted by thrifty dealers. About the only thing that pre-
vented a serious break was the fact that a somewhat exten-
sive car shortage developed last week, many mines being
idle two or three days by reason of the failure of the rail-
roads to place rolling stock.

Eastern Kentucky block is selling at $2 @ 2.25, which is

well below offerings earlier in the season; lump can be
had at $1.85@2, round at $1.60@1.75, and the better grades
of nut and slack at 70 to SOc, second grades being plentiful
at 50 to 60 cents.

SOUTHERN AND MIDDLEWBSTKRN I

BIRMINGH.\M. ALA.
Practically no change in either steam or domestic coal.

Market continues quiet, though prices seem to be holding up.
Coke market is still oft'. Pig Iron very quiet, though fur-
naces holding to $11.50 basis 3 foundry. Railroad equip-
ment still short of requirements.

This week has shown little change in either steam or
domestic coal over last week. The demand still continues on
a small tonnage basis, though none of the operators are in-
clined to cut prices. The coke market shows no improve-
ment, inquiries being for only small amounts, though like
coal, the manufacturers are demanding their pripe and not
soliciting business at low prices. B!:icksmith coal is about
the same.
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rxnn polii

The pisr-lron market Is very quiet, with practically no

sales. thouRh 8hlpmont« on ptwlous orders are movlne regu-

larly. rt-UuiiiiK tli.' i..i,ikik<' In yards. All manufactures are

huldinK for J11.5" f>'i il"' I'lilanic of this year on the basis of

2 foundry. AlthouBli sliipnients are off for this season, some

of the railroads are still short of the necessary equipment to

move coal satisfactorily, while others seem to be In fair

"'' 'I'"

M;\\ OHl.KWS
her III llie Soiilli iirriikx Ihe il4>-

iienl tu I.nliu America IuIIn »ir

i> liii^lofj: eonl.

.:ither during November reduced the

of coal to practically nothluK- This

condition has resulted in considerable loss to retail yards as

the costly delivery systems put on In October, were in idle-

ness. Demand for bunker coal has been active while parcel

shipments to Latin American countries continue in a volume

nearly double that of this time last year. Unusual quiet pre-

vails in the carKO trade: the second week has passed without

the clearing of a singrle shipload of coal from any one of the

Gulf ports.

Texas points are buying coal in larger quantities than

usu:!l at this time of the year. Practically all danger from

car shortage has passed. It is believed, and the rail move-

ment from the .Mabama Oelds into New Orleans continues

heavy.

I nH..iiiil.lj

iiieocle murkrl.
<ti-ei<lrUI>. 'I

ltui.«u;>ll\

consumpti<!

I Mil VNvroi^is

iliiir inrrlln itlii l.ric

Ibr Nirlkr imI the ride.

nil\o change

With w.ather so mild that the temperature ranges be-

twi-.n 50 and 60 deg., the minimum amount of coal is being

consumed by domestic users and business would be poor wer<?

It not for the buying caused by the threatened teamsters'

strike. There was a rush on the retail yards that kept

every wagon busy. Office buildings, mercantile establish-

ments and apartment houses also took all the coal they had

storage room for. The scope of the strike is not well de-

veloped, and it Is not known how far it will reach. The con-

sumers that can buy in larger quantities have been busy fill-

ing up their bins and will not need additional coal until

after the New Year.

The yards are well stocked for this rush and still hold

ample supplies, and the mines will not benefit proportionately.

The car situation is fairly good, but the mild weather is

against full operation. The demand for steam coal is fairly

satisfactory, but these buyers are cautious. Coal operators

say there is an undercurrent in industrial circles that seems

to point to activity, if the currency bill were out of the way.

Prices hold firm and there is no disposition at the mines to

offer bargains, with the hope of stimulating selling. Rather

than cut prices, the mines cut the running: schedule. Good
domestic lump still commands $1.90. f.o.b. mines. Steam grades

hold unchanged.
ST. I.UI IS. M«.

:«lnrke< demornllxed and no relief In Hieht. Warm weather
hiiH r4-t)iici.d the deniund fully on? half. Operntion being

iiiiieh .nrlniled.

L'ontinufd warm weather has developed conditions that

are worse than those that existed at any time last summer.
The domestic demand for coal is practically nothing, and
dealers who have contracts and have had to take coal on
them, have large stocks scattered all over their property.

The same thing applies to steam plants, and unless some ex-

ceptional winter weather comes along between now and
January first, there will be no hope for better conditions

until after the first of the year.

4 18 1 IB 1 IS 26 12 26 10 24 7 21 S 19 2 16 50 15 27 11 25 8 22 4 20

KJaaf Feb -^ Mar. -April *• Moy i<June >i'July +Aug.-* Sepi* Oct •* Nw. f Dec.M

In tht Carterville field some mines have shut down until

the market permits them to operate at a profit; Carterville

coal dropped off 35c. a ton in one week. Standard 2-in. coal

is down to 90c. and screenings are selling at from 20 to 30

cents. Indications are that the steam market will get better,

as the lessening production of lump will make steam sizes

scarce. Many mines in the Standard field have suspended

operations until they can at least make the lost of produc-
tion.

The weather has also affected the demand for anthracite,

smokeless and coke, and practically all of these fuels are
moving In very slow, with no demand, and are being cut in

price In order to save demurrage.
The prevailing market Is:

lump

Cartcrvillo
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FOREIGN MARKETS
GREAT BUITAIA

Nov. 21—New business is difficult to arrange owing to con-
tinued scarcity of coal for prompt positions. Sellers are very
firm in their ideas of price for forward loading- and a fair
amount of business is passing. Quotations are appro.ximate-

Best Welsh steam S4.86@5.0t Rest Monmoutljshires. .$4.20@4.32Bestseconds 4.68@4.S0 Seconds 3 96(14 02
^™"S'^--, 4.50@4,G2 Best Cardiff smalls ... . 2:5S@2:64Bestdrycoala 4..56(a4.68 Seconds 2.34@2'46

The prices for Cardiff coal are f.o.b. Cardiff, Penarth or
Barry, while those for Monmouthshire descriptions are f.o.b
Newport; both net, exclusive of wharfage, and for cash in
30 days.

British Exports—The following is a comparative state-
ment of British exports for October and the first 10 months
of the last three years, in long tons:

—October 10 Months ,

1"12 1913 1911 1912 1913
Anthraciti.,

, -'"^-'ri 281,443. 1,984,480 2,048,811 2,470,934St^am l,:iv,U.,2 4,9o2,643 38,831,231 37,799,653 44,708 116Gas..
. 1,1117.126 1,026,497 8,672,664 8,772 149 9 610 209Household l;i.,.014 159,373 1,258,758 1,341407 1495 206Oth"*!""-' 319.855 319.517 2,510,317 2,588,171 2,972:796

Total 6,799,768 6,739,473 53,267,450 52,550,191 61,257,261
Coke.

. 122,298 150,955 837,891 803011 989010Manufactured fuel 136,376 169,500 1,347,495 1,252,007 1,711,865

Grand total... 7,058,442 7,059,928 55,442,836 54,605,209 63,9.58 139
Bunker coal 1,818,431 1,88,S,794 15,020,523 17,434,411

FOREHi.X TRADE OPPORTUNITIES
The United States Consular Service reports opportunitiesm foreign coal markets as follows; complete details regard-

ing different items can be obtained on application to the Bu-
reau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce, Washington, D. C,by giving numbers:

Italy—A report from an .\merican consular officer states
that a business man in Italy desires to be placed in communi-
cation with American exporters of coal, with the object of
representing one in that country as agent. The coal desired
IS that especially suited for steamships. Representation for
all Italy is desired. Correspondence may be in English, and
references will be furnished.—No. 11,»2.%

THE CAR SITUATION
American Ry. Association reports surpluses and shortages

ot coal equipment for two weeks ended Nov. 15, as follows;

PRODUCTION
PORTA T I O N

AND TRANvS-
STATISTICS

PBNNSYI.VANIA RAILROAD
The following is a statement of shipments over the P

R.R. Co.-s lines east of Pittsburgh and Erie for October and
first ten months of this year and last year in short tons:

-—October Ten Months .

1913 1912 1913 1912
Anthracite 1.046,703 970,880 8,711,723 8 358 717Bituminous 4,887,840 4,113,550 42,662.163 38 227609'^"^0 1.152,950 1,211,620 1 2,012,363 10,882,963

Total 7,087,493 6,296,050 63,386,349 57,469.289

IMPORTS AND EXPORTS
The following is a comparative statement of imports and

exports m the United States for September, 1912-13 and for
the nine months ending September, 1911-12-13, in long tons:

, , 9 Months . SentemhorImports from: 1911 1012 1913 i912 igl^
United Kingdom.. 6,212 4,062 4,597 002 QniCanada 751,050 1,050,394 828,013 133 941 si QrI

iu^str-aiiaandTa;:
'''' ''•''' ''•''' ^^^ ^^

OtCtuntries: ::^^ '°|fi_^_^ 24,733

Total 928,311 1 ,185,634 1 .035.887 760,246 imlm
Exports:

Anthracite 2,625.582 2,601.631 3.173,002 415,301 325.559
Bituminous,

Canada
''•S59.378

7,766,198 10,283,998 1,070,1.88 1 631 W,Panama 387,976 362,277 .387,582 50 050 V<7^i
?,V° J°l'9-''e 239,402 397,753 14,841 -midCuba 740,.349 851,389 9S3.392 93,754 V&lllWest Indies.. 416,212 506,624 464,645 26 214 45 149Other countnes... ol9,021 1,2.57,403 1,276,593 59,.894 llljio

Total 10,124„872 10,983,293 13,793,963 1,314,941 1 9.59 450
Bunker coal 5,012,097 5,495,719 5,763,584 551,310 684,395

Surplus Shortage Net*
15

New England Lines

?Ji-^-' ,%" J'''''^?y. Del.; Jlaryland;' Eastern Penn;
Uhio; Indiana; Michigan; Western PennsylvaniaWest Virgima, Virginia, North & South Carolina.
Kentucky, Tenn,; Miss.; Alabama, Georgia, Florida,

Mnn,'« w' ^ •'' ^i;°?' ^°"-^ * South Dakota..

,

Montana, Wyonung, Nebraska.
Kansas, Colorado, Missouri, Arkansas, b'klahoma
Texas, Louisiana, New Mexico
Oregon, Idaho, California, .Arizoiiii
Canadian Lines.

w u u
'''"*'''

10,520 8,477 2,043

July 15 Aug. I Aug. 15 Sept. 1 Sept. 15 Oct. 1 Oct. 15 Nov 1
Surplus... 1.3,203 S,S10 8,293 8,689 8,714 7,953 6 014 6 720
^^°'^^i<' 1.S26 4,029 7,038 5,209 7,731 lolsOS 12:5oS 12,595

2,857
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Lehigh Valley Coal Co
reports for the year ended

Vlce-presldfiit V. M. <

June 30. 1913. as foUows:

H„o..i^The total net income, after deducting Interest

and other char.es. was
*^*-'\']'-l"J''Z!lZ to fhe fus

This is not. however, a norma Increase ow in^ toj

pension of mining during: Apr 1 and
^^^>J^}^- ^'^^'J,^^,.

gotia.ions for a
--»^;-7;„"\;i''^,/„'^r owned and "^leased.

„on of anthracite
f""' '^"^^"^^ \tas S.«60.032 gross tons

:"'^^'",tT8 2'42ir tons ,'\- ar mi-12]. F-m the Snow ShoeS 350.-10-5- Jr'oss tons of bituminous coa, were mined, an

Increase 70.021 tons.

rv ....... ..*. --j';,",,.':.":; ":."r: i: ... .-»
ol *xperl .ncoountarls. Ĵ^"^'^ , , ,^^r, to measure the

ri^-^^f^rrtr'hlsiro^ral "mined, this Charge hein.

h additions and better-

\uu. 1 1014. This block will complete 2SU ovens, which win

coke 3600 tons of coal each day and sive the plant an annual

capacity of over 1.000.000 tons of coke.

Considerable equipment has been provided: .V new fast

plant to double the capacity of unloading coal from bO'Us: an

additional coal-storape bridge; increased coke-handlins fa-

cimies; a large water-pumping station; additions to power

Dlant and a new machine shop.

The demand for coke in the Chicago district continues

considerably to exceed what we can furnish and the question

:rcol! suppl> also requires careful study. Financial plans

are under consideration. During the present year prices of

coke have distinctly advanced, and the prospects

couraglng than ever before.

INCOMK .\CCOl NT
1911 1310

$479,740 $479.79:J
1912

J790.526
0.500
12.180

S809,30G
$51,452
80,058

$677,696
$262,092

Di;^d;7dr.':- -. r-;: : (8%) 240.000

Total earns, from oper. .

.

Premium on trends

Earns, from investments.

Total earnings. . . .

Expenses and taxes.

Bond. etc.. interest.

more en-

1909

$373,721

$479,746
$49,009 \
61,508)

$369,229
$186,151

(6) 180.000

$479,793

$80,818

$373,721

$71,950

Balance for year.

(6) lSO,Oa) (5i) 165.000

$175,004 sur. $3,078 sur. $13,970 .sur. $7,103

Plant account.
Real estate

Invest's in otlier

depreciation on the ba

credited to a ^^es^l^^^^ ^TZerty are being charged Jto cap

on the balance sheet The ac-ments as are

i:^„r::re'^.^riXhav;- been revised on this basis.

as more fully appears below.

F-lnanelal-The "deferred real estate payments. repre-

senrinT^.^:' t-term "Otes given for ;----;-,-„,--

^ irj:r:o"\/oMO^T;ol"rwa:^id to-.nking funds.

nTassets are $2,408,035 in excess of current

Sinking fund
Cash
Material and
suppbes 8b2,4S»

Accounts recciv-

able
3'!''-'n-«

Miscellaneous 1 o,u i b

Total.

B.\I-.\NCE SHEET DEC. 31

1912 1911 LinbilMr.1—

$3,261,479 $2,575,637 Capital stocii.

467.S71 479.201 Bonds. -

Bills payable .

333.444 .\ccrued bond
101.481 int

2.54,930 Wa?es

353.444
134,308
437,495

Accident reserve

451,921 Accts. payable.

.

Undi\ided.eams.
281.172

4.325

1912 1911

$3.0(K).IXX) $3.000.(K)(1

2.0(X).00() SiO.UlH)

2.50.000 4:iO,000

21,299
41,229
4,894

177.687
397.714

Total $5,892,822 $4,502,112

liabilities.

Currer

PROFIT AN

Total surp. beginning yr.

\et income for year

Imports Jan 1. 1?09. to

June 30. '12. onginallj-

deducted from income.

;D loss ACCOUNT FOR YEXm ENDING Jl'NE 30

,„.„. $5,892,822 $4,502,112

,E,om the undivided eatings g-i-o- abo.. »397 V^^^H^here w^^^deduc.^^

?of^60!SSi)rbo^t^afd 7eb° W^sTtoh I. inc!..-.. i" -^^^'--i"- '-m incon.e

above), and $11,106 for bonus to employees, lei

ward of $236,607.

OAL SECURITIES
1912—13

$3,486,637
1,471,275

1,407,917

1911—12
$4,864,200
1.162.241

1910—11
$3,393,443
1,512,844

1909—10
$2,272,897
1.136.543

Total $6,365,829

Dtdud— ,

Deorec'n of imports,
/an.l.-09.toJune30. ,

.^^ ,^
Appr'ns for insur. fund. 50.000

TlisceU. adjustments 35.349

Int. on ctfs. of indebt.

accrued prior to June
30,1911

$6,026,441 $4,906,287 $3,409,440

The following table gives the range of various active coal

securities and dividends announced during the week ending;

Nov.
. weeK s Ran:^

Last

2.528,880

$2,539,804
$3,486,637

$42,087
$4,864,200

m
leoi
85}

Byproducts Coke Corporation

President R. G. Hazard in a circular issued the early part

r.f the current vear said as follows:

our profit for the year 1912 is the largest in the company s

history The gain is due to higher price of coke and to an

increase of 20% in output from the same number of ove"= -
in 1911. The 40 ovens mc

1912 were put into service

operation. During the

duced In 200 ovens

tioned in circular of February.

3n Dec. 28 and are now in full

C28,000 tons of coke were pro-

o ^„„ .,,...=. The plant now has 240 ovens.

The circular of Aug. 15. 1912 announced the decision to add

stilT another block of 40 ovens, and the remainder^ of our

$2.00.000 bonds were offered to the stockholders and

"omntly t"a"ken at' Vo2. Work is being pushed on the new

block! ind It is expected that it will be making coke about

Stocks

American Coal Products.
American Coal Products Pref _

Colorado Fuel & Iron. 27 J

Colorado Fuel & Iron Prel..

Consolidation Coal of Maryland •
_^

• •

Lehigh VaUey Coal Sales 190

Island Creek Coal Com |7i

Island Creek Coal Pref »^
Pittsburgh Coal. l«i

PitUburgh Coal Pref.

Pond Creek
Reading
Reading 1st Pref
Reading 2Dd Pref. . . . . ,

• _

Virginia Iron. Coal & Coke 40

Clos'

Bonds Bid A

Colo. F. &I. cc-n. s.f.g. 5s 90
Colo. F. & I. gen. 6s 104

Col. Ind. 1st & coll. 5s. gu iji

Cons. Ind. Coal Me. 1st 53 .6

Cons. Coal 1st and ref. 5s

Gr. Riv. Coal & C. 1st g 6s _
K. &H. C. &C. Istsf gSs 91

Pocah. Con. Coll. 1st s f ."is •

St. L. Rky. Mt. <fe Pac. 1st 53 76
Tenn. Coal gen. 5s 97

Birm. Div. Ist consol. 6s 101

Tenn. Div. 1st g 63 101

Cah, C. M. Co. Ist g 63

Utah Fuel Ist g Ss

Victor Fuel 1st s f 5s •

Va. I. Coal & Coke Ist g 53 92}

Week's Rang
High Low

19i
87
17J

80
105
271
155
102}

19J
87}
17§
159i
84}

109}
41}
155
102}

53}
85
241
95
23}
171
92}

102
24}
150
102}

87 i

77!
97}

June '12

78 77}
Aug. '13 76
Oct. '12

April '06
. .

Oct. '13 91
Oct. '13 85
Oct. '13 73

971 97
Nov. '13 lOOf
Oct. '13 99
July '13 103

87}
80}

80 May '13 79}
92} Nov. '13 92

No Important Dividends were announced during the week.
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We will furnish copy of any article (if in print) for tlie

price quoted. Wiiere no price is quoted, the cost is unl^nown.
Inasmuch as the papers must be ordered from the publishers,
there will be some delay for foreign papers. Remittance
must be sent witli order.

ACCIDENTS AND THEIR PRE VENTIOIV
Coal-Mine Accidents in the United States and Foreign

Countries. F. W. Horton. Bureau of Mines, Bull. 69; S6 pp.,

illus.

Mine Accidents and their Relation to Management. R. D.
Brown. Coal Age, Nov. 22, 1913; 1% pp. lOe.

Monthly Statement of Coal-Mine Fatalities in the United
States, August, 1913; with Revised Figures for Preceding
Months. Albert H. Fay. Bureau of Mines, 1913; 15 pp.

Rufford Colliery Accident. (Report by Mr. Walker, H. M.
Inspector of Mines on the causes of and circumstances at-
tending the accident at this colliery Feb. 7, 1913.) Coll.

Guard., Oct. 17, 1913; 2% pp., illus. 40c.

BORING AND TUNNELING
Pneumatic and Electric Rotary Boring Machines. Iron

Coal Tr. Rev., Nov. 14, 1913; I p., illus. 40c.

Safety in Tunneling. D. W. Brunton and J. A. Davis.
Bureau of Mines, Miners' Circular 13; 14 pp.

COAL DUST

French Coal Dust Experiments at Commentry. (Report
published by the Comite Central des Houilleres de France.)
J. Taffanel. Coll. Guard., Oct. 31, 1912; 1% pp., illus. 40c.

Influence of Moisture Content on the Inflammability of

Coal Dust. Coll. Guard., Nov. 7. 1913; h p. 40c.

The Danger of Coal Dust and its Preventive. Prof. Hum-
mel. (Abstract of lecture before the colliery ofHcials of the
West Riding of Yorkshire.) Min. Eng., November, 1913; 2

pp. 40c.

The New Coal Dust Experiments. (Fifth report of the Ex-
plosions in Mines Committee.) Iron Coal Tr. Rev., Nov. 21,

1913; 4 pp. 40c.

COKE
Cost of a oO-Ton Coke-Oven Plant. Coal Age, Nov. 22,

1913; % p. lOc.

Modern Byproduct Coking. (Paper by G. S. Cooper read
before the Junior Inst, of Engrs.) Iron Coal Tr. Rev., Oct.

24, 1913; 5 p. 40c.

Reinforced Concrete on Coke Oven Plants. Gas WId., Nov.
1, 1913; 114 pp., illus. 40c.

The Barugh Coke Ovens and Byproduct Plant. Gas Wld.,
Nov. 8, 1913; 2 pp., illus. 40c.

COMPRESSED AIR
Air Compressors and Compressed Air Machinery. Robt. L.

Streeter. Eng. Mag., November, 1913; 16i^ pp., illus. 35c.

Sullivan Angle-Compound Air Compressors. P. D. Holds-
worth, Min. & Sci. Press, Nov. 15, 1913; IVz pp., illus. 20c.

The Scott .4.ir Compressor. (This is a multi-cylinder,
single acting compressor using a ball type of air valve.)
Iron Coal Tr. Rev., Oct. 24, 1913; 1 p., illus. 40c.

ELECTRICITY

Electrical Plant at the Aberpergwm Collieries. Iron Coal
Tr. Rev., Nov. 7, 1913; 214 pp., illus. 40c.

Electrical Plant at the New Markham Pits. Iron Coal
Tr. Rev., Oct. 31, 1913; 1% pp., illus. 40c.

Electrical Winding Gear at South Kenmuir Colliery. (Paper
by W. M. Dunn, read before the Min. Inst, of Scotland, Oct. 11,

1913.) Coll. Guard., Oct. 17, 1913; V2 P-. iHus. 40c.

Hydro-Electric Power in Mexico. W. D. Hornaday. Min.
& Eng. Wld., Nov. 1, 1913; 2% pp., illus. 20e.

Electric Power from Fuel at Mines. Geo. E. Edwards.
Min. & Eng. Wld., Nov. 15, 1913; 2% pp., illus. 20c.

Earthins- and Bonding. B. King. Sci. & Art of Min., Nov.
22, 1913; 1>4 pp. 40c.

Machines for Continuous Current. C. A. Tupper. Coal
Age. Nov. 15 and 22, 1913; 6% pp., illus. 20c.

Specifying and Buying Mining Electrical Plant. (Paper
by J. P. C. Kivlen read before the West of Scotland branch
of A. M. E. E.) Coll. Guard., Nov. 21, 1913; J p. 40c.

EXPLOSIONS

A Novel Firedamp Indicator. Coll. Guard., Nov. 7, 1913;

IVi pp., illus. 40c.

Auckland Park Colliery Explosion. (Reoort of Inspectors
Redmayne and Nicholson on the causes and circumstances at-
tending the explosion at this mine on Oct. 27, 1912.) Iron
Coal Tr. Rev., Oct. 24, 1913; 2% pp., illus. 40c.

Explosion at Acton No. 2 Mine, Alabama. Coal Age. Nov.
29, 1913; 21/2 pp., illus. 10c.

Firedamp in Mines and the Prevention of Explosions.
(Abstract of paper by Dr. John Harger read before the Man-
chester Geol. & Min. Soc.) Coll. Guard., Nov. 14, 1913; %
p. 40c.

Two Recent Coal-Mining Disasters. (Explosions at Seng-
henydd, Wales, and Dawson, New Mexico.) R. Dawson Hall.
Coal Age, Nov. 15, 1913; 3% PP., illus. 10c.

FUEL TESTING
Experiments on the Oxidation of Coal. (Prom Annales

des Mines.) M. P. Mahler. Coll. Guard., Oct. 31, 1913; % p.

40c.

Testing Coal and Determining Heating Values. Gas Wld.,
Nov. 22, 1913; % p. 40c.

The Value of Coal Analyses. (Address on Fuels of the
United States by the late Prof. N. W. Lord.) Coll. Engr.,
November, 1913; 2 pp. 40c.

GENER-IL
Administration of Public Mining Lands. (Paper read by

J P. Shafroth before the Amer. Min. Congress.) Coal Age,
Nov. 1, 1913; 1% pp. 10c.

An Uptodate Mining Plant. (The Keystone C. & C. Co.'s
new mine at Bovard, Penn., equipped with all modern de-
vices.) Coal Tr. Jl., Nov. 12, 1913; iy2 pp., illus. 35c.

An Interesting Review of Coal Mining. (Address by Dr.
R. T. Moore delivered before the Inst, of Engrs. & Shipbuild-
ers in Scotland.) Coll. Guard., Nov. 21, 1913; 214 pp., illus.

40c.

Changing- from Oil Fuel to Coal. P. W. Hetzel. Power,
Dec. 2, 1913; 1 Va pp., illus. 15c.

How to Protect Mines from Natural Gas-Well Leakages.
(.Address by Wm. Seddon to the Mine Foremen and Pire-
bosses of the 17th Insp. Dist. of Penn.) Coal & Coke Op.,
Nov. 6, 1913; Ig pp. 20c.

Indian Mining in 1912. (Abstract of report of Chief In-
spector of Mines of India for 1912.) Iron Coal Tr. Rev., Oct
24, 1913; 5 p. 40c.'

Michigan Coal-Mining Interests in Spitzbergen. Eng. &
Min. Jour., Nov. 29, 1913; % p. 25c.

Powdered Coal as Fuel. (Presented by W. S. Quigley at
recent convention of Amer. Poundrymen's Assn.) Ry. Age
Gaz., Oct. 31, 1913; 1 p. 25c.

Purchasing Coal Under Specifications. (Abstract of paper
by Geo. S. Pope, read before the Natl. Assn. of Cotton Mtrs.
Oct. 2, 1913.) Power, Oct. 28, 1913; 2Vi pp. 15c.

Standardizing Mine Supplies and Work. Wm. J. Crocker.
Min. & Eng. Wld., Nov. 22, 1913; 1% pp. 20c.

The Training of Mine Managers. (Abstract of address of
Sir Thomas H. Holland at meeting of Manchester Geol. &
Min. Soc, Oct. 21, 1913.) Iron Coal Tr. Rev., Oct. 17, 1913; 1
p. 40c.

Where Anthracite and Bituminous Compete. Coal Tr Jl
Nov., 12, 1913; ^ p. 35c.

The Bullcroft Main Colliery. (With supplement plate of
the arrangement of the coal-washing plant, Luhrig system.)
Iron Coal Tr. Rev., Oct. 17, 1913; 23 pp., illus. 40c.
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The Mine Survovor. AUx. Richardson. (Address before

the Chem. Mctnll. & Min. Soc. of So. Africa.) Cnn. MIn. Jour..

Nov. 15. 1913: W l>p. 25c.

The Mineral rroductlon of India. Coll. Guard.. Nov. 14.

1913: l\i pp. 40c.

UtlllxlnK the Nltronen of Coal In the Form of Ammonia.

(Communication from German Committee on Co»«lnB pub-

lished in GlUckauf). Iron Coal Tr. Rev.. Oct. 31. 1913: %
p. 40c.

CBOLOUY

The Cape Br.ton. .\ova Scotia Coal Fields. Coal Age. Nov.

29. 1913: 2 pp. 10c.

Theory ReBardlnpr Process of Coal Formation. (Trans-

lated from MontanlslLscho Rundschau.) Coal Age. Nov. 29.

1913: H4 pp. 10c.

IIOIS'I'IM- V M> 11 V' ! ^<'''

.\n ImprnvMl Tvpc ..f HauUiKC KnBine. (An insenious

valve arranBement enables the engine to be started, stopped

and reversed through one vertical lever.) Iron Coal Tr. Rev..

Oct. 31. 1913; 'i p.. illus. 40c.

Electric Winding Engines. Coll. Guard.. Nov. 21. 1913:

m pp.. lllus. 40c.

Winding Appliances. Winding Ropes and Caples: Past and

Present (Paper bv A. S. Bratley read before the Natl. Assn.

of Colliery JIgrs.) Iron Coal Tr. Rev.. Oct. 24. 1913; IVi PP .

illus. 40c.

L.K(; AL REPERENCKS

Decision in Company House Eviction Cases. Coal & Coke

Op.. Oct. 30. 1913: 1 p. 20c.

Future Significance of the "Rate Case." Stanley B. Houck.

Coal Dealer. November. 1913; 1 p. 20c.

New South Wales Mining Legislation. Min. & Eng. Rev..

Sept. 5. 1913: 1 p. 40c.

Place for Delivery of Coal. A. L. H. Street. Coal Age,

Nov. 8. 1913: 1 p. 10c.

Revision of the United States Mining Laws. (Letter writ-

ten by Courtenay De Kalb.) Min. & Scl. Press, Nov. 15. 1913;

11... pp. 20c.

Relation of Big Business to Mining. (Abstract of address

delivered by Chas. R. Van Hise before the Amer. Min. Con-

gress.) Coal Age. Nov. 8. 1913; 4?4 pp. 10c.

The Taxation of Coal Lands. (Address by R. V. Norris

delivered before the Amer. Min. Congress.) Coal Age. Nov. 1,

1913; 2>4 pp. 10c.

The Assessment of Collieries. C. Kearton. Iron Coal Tr.

Rev.. Nov. 7. 1913: 3 p. 40c.

The New Income Tax. (Summary of those portions of the

Income Tax Law relating to the payment of tax by mining

corporations.) Eng. & Min. Journ., Nov. 1, 1913; l?i pp. 25c.

LIGHTING

A Defense of the Flame Safety Mine Lamp. Coal Age, Nov.

29, 1913: 214 pp. 10c.

The Use and Care of Miners' Safety Lamps. Jas. W. Paul.

Bureau of Mines, Miners' Circular 12; 12 pp.. illus.

The Ability of the Acetylene Flame. E. M. Chance. Coll.

Engr.. November, 1913; 2 pp. 40c.

Use and Abuse of Acetylene Lamps in Mines. Claude T.

Rice. Min. & Eng. W'ld., Nov. 15, 1913: 1% pp. 20c.

MIXING COSTS

Coal-Mlnc .\ccounting Systems. (Address delivered by

J. B. L. Hornblower before the Amer. Min. Congress.) Coal

Age. Nov. 1. 1913; 2 pp. 10c.

The Costs and Profits in Coal Mining. (Address of E. W.

Parker before the Amer. Min. Congress.) Coal Age. Nov. 1.

1913; 2% pp. 10c.

3IINE FIRES

Packer No. 5 Mine Fire. Employees' Mag.. October, 1913;

2 pp.. illus.

Spontaneous Combustion of Coal. (Evidence of Messrs.

Johnson and Henshaw before the Departmental Committee

appointed to inquire into spontaneous combustion in coal

mines.) Iron Coal Tr. Rev., Nov. 14. 1913: 1% pp. 40c.

The Detection of Gob Fires. (Abstract of paper read by

Dr. John Harger before the Manchester Geol. & Min. Soc.)

Coll. Guard.. Nov. 14. 1913; % p. 40c.

The Cadder Mine Disaster. rOfflclal report of Sir Henry

Cunynghamc.) Iron Coal Tr. Rev., Nov. 14, 1913; % p. 40c.

I'HI'.rAH ATIOX

A New Coal Washing Table. Coal Age. Nov. IB, 1913; 1 p.,

illus. 10c.

Coal Washing. Coke and Byproduct Plant at Baruoh. Coll.

Guard., Nov. 14, 1913; 4 J pp., illus. 40c.

RESCUE, S.VPETY .VIM'AR.VTUS

Simplified Wltkowltz Rescue Apparatus. (Translated from

Montanlstische Rundschau.) Coll. Guard., Nov. 14, 1913; %
p., Illus. 40c.

The Use of Rosctie Apparatus at Lodge Mill Colliery, Hud-
dersfield. England. (Paper read by W. 1). Lloyd before the

Midland Inst, of Min., Civil & Mcch. Engrs.) Iron Coul Tr.

Rev.. Nov. 7, 1913; % p. 40c.

The Use of Smoke Helmets In Rescue Work. Iron Coal Tr.

Rev., Nov. 14, 1913: ?4 P. 40c.

The Husklsson Emergency Self-Rescue .VppanUus. Iron

Coal Tr. Rev., Oct. 31, 1913: % p., Illus. 40c.

The Use of Injectors on Breathing Apparatus. (Translated

from Montanlstische Rundschau). Coal Age. Nov. 22, 1913;

I'A pp.. Illus. 10c.

STEAM ENGINES AND npiI.ERS

Large Prime Movers and Boilers for Power Houses. (Paper

read at joint meeting of Natl. Assn. of Colliery Managers and

Assn. of Min. Elcc. Engrs. on Oct. 18.) Iron Coal Tr. Rev.,

Oct. 31, 1913; 3^4 pp., Illus. 40c.

The Usco Water Softening and Purifying Plant. Iron Coal

Tr. Rev., Oct. 17, 1913; H p.. illus. 40c.

SH.VP'I'S, SHAFT SINKING

Coffering. Wm. Cummings. MIn. Eng., Novemlxr. 1918;

1 p., illus. 40c.

Shaft Sinking Under Difliculties. Chas. A. Hirsehbcrg.

Coal Age, Nov. 29, 1913; 1 V4 PP.. iHus. 10c.

The Cementation Process for Sinking Shafts. Sydney P.

Walker. Coll. Engr., November, 1913; 1V4 PP- 40c.

TRANSPORT.\TION

A Chinese Coal Cableway. A. Gradenwitz. Coal Age, Nov.

8. 1913; 2 pp.. illus. 10c.

A New Coaling Barge. Iron Coal Tr. Rev.. Oct. 31. 1913;

1 p., illus. 40c.

Coal Shipping on the Northeast Coast of England. Iron

Coal Tr. Rev., Nov. 14, 1913: l?i pp., illus. 40c.

Coal Unloading Machines. (The first application of the

Hulett unloader to the problem of handling coal.) Marine

Rev., November, 1913: 3g pp., Illus. 30c.

Expert Handling of Traffic Problems. G. D. Grain, Jr.

Coal & Coke Op.. Nov. 20, 1913; 1% pp. 20c.

New Type of Equipment on Eastern Coal Docks. Black

Diamond, Nov. 22, 1913; % p., illus. 20c.

TIMBERING, P.VCKING, ETC.

Advantages of Oval over Circular Pipes for Hydraulic Gob
Stowing. O. Putz. Iron Coal Tr. Rev., Nov. 7, 1913: 3 pp.,

illus. 40c.
VENTILATION

An Improved Anemometer. Coal Age, Nov. 1. 1913: % p..

illus. 10c.

Automatic Mine Door at Seneca Colliery, I^. V. C. Co..

Employees' Mag., October, 1913: 2 pp., illus.

Colliery "Ventilating Fans—A Comparison. Iron Coal Tr.

Rev., Oct. 24, 1913; % p., illus. 40c.

Mine Humidlfication. Dwight Gerber. Coll. Engr.. Novem-

ber, 1913; 3 pp., Illus. 40c.

AVORKING OF MINER.VLS

Coal Mining in British Columbia. (Extract from Annual

Report of Minister of Mines, 1912.) Wm. Fleet Robertson.

Can. Min. Jour., Nov. 1, 1913; IM pp. 25c.

Mining Two Coal Seams Under the Pacific Ocean. Earle

Wm. Gage. Black Diamond, Oct. 25, 1913; 1 p., illus. 20c.

Mining Natural Coke and Coal in Virginia. John E. Am-
brose. Coal Age, Nov. 8, 1913: 1% pp., illus. 10c.

New Jeffrey Mining Machine. (Describes adjustable turret

coal cutter which is self-propelling and especially designed

for seams which have partings of shale.) Coal Tr. Jl., Nov.

5. 1913; 1 p., illus. 35c.

Pillar-Drawing Methods in Fairmont Region. A. W. Hesse.

Coal Age, Nov. 22, 1913: 1 p.. illus. lOe.

Retreating Longwall Mining Methods. Samuel Dean. Coal

Age, Nov. 15. 1913; 2M; PP •
i"us- !"<:•

Recent Types of Coal Cutters. Min. & Eng. Wld., Nov. 8,

1913: IV; pp. illus. 20c.
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"It's a pudding will put a man in

good humor with everything, except the

two bottom buttons of his waistcoat,"

wrote Charles Dickens, in one of his

Christmas stories, a half century ago.

A pudding, good humor and a full

stomach! surely that's Christmas!

Dickens undoubtedly stands su-

preme, when it comes to making us

feel Christmas. Other writers may tell

us about "Peace on Earth, Good Will

toward Men," but he gives us the act-

ual sensation of Yuletide. We have just

reread his "C'hristmas Carol," and when
we finished that last line

—"And so, as

Tiny Tim observed, God bless Us, Every

One;" we closed the book, realizing,

as we had never realized before, the

power and the goodness of his genius.

And now this thought comes to us.

Suppose that every child in every min-

ing camp in America could have that

story read to him on Christmas Eve,

while the spirit of the occasion is every-

where. Wouldn't the effect on the next

generation of miners be beneficial?

Of course, to accomplish this, some
of us would have to make sacrifices;

many would have to forego Christmas

family reunions planned in distant cities,

others would have to create funds to

buy books, or be willing to participate

in public readings, and, mind you, the

money required for the books would

be but a drop in the bucket, for once

the Christmas spirit gets loose in the

land, Turkey and Plum Puddings in

great plenty would have to be forth-

coming from somewhere.

We doubt if any fellow who post-

poned the family reunion would have

cause for regret. On Christmas, our

mining camps need all of those inhab-

itants who have sentiment enough to

enjoy family reunions, and if only

enough of such men would realize that

their mining camp could be a big

family circle, the reputation of such

communities might touch par.

The town, the village or the city that

furnishes its children with Plum Pud-

ding and Christmas Cheer will not be

forgotten, when those children are

grown to man's estate and are plan-

ning homes for their own descendants.

In fact. Plum Pudding and Good Cheer

might he distributed to good advantage

by even the most selfish; such generos-

ity in the end would only be "good

business."

Now we have had our say, but we
couldn't close with the words "good

business." We prefer to turn back to

Dickens: "And so, as Tiny Tim ob-

served, God bless Us, Every One."
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Efficiency in Coal Mining
\i\ llAiii!iN«;ii>N K.mi:ksox*

SY.XOPSIS—A(hlres.< before the Coal-Mining hu-liltile

of America. Simple ami expHcil rules and sHgtjestiomt

are given for the Imijing. Ilie fquipnienl ami the operation

of coal mines.

MiitlK'Hiatics i.< a .-c itiuo. Dilleri'iit l)usinesses u.^^e it

ill (litTfR'nl Wins. C'lu-inistry is a science. Different

busine.<.<es u^e it in different ways. Hygiene is a science.

DitTerent people use it in ilifferent ways. Kllieiency is

a science. It is the science of realizing standards. Dif-

ferent businesses have different standards and different

men have different standards for the same business.

We cannot talk of efficiency in coal mining without

first setting up .standards. As the special cases are

usually more interesting than abstract rea.sonings, I slial'

give the standards that we established for a particular

coal mine in a particular locality. I do not claim that

these standards would have api)lied to any other mine.

t'.MMTAL Ixvi:sTi;n

.Vs to capital tiiere arc four general rules, one or tlia

other or all of which are frequently violated:

(1) Ivjiow what all the facts are. Do not delude

yourself with fancies or guesses.

(2) Do not pay more for any property or improve-

ment than you can get back out uf it, including 6 per

cent, interest, in 8 to 10 years. Do not pay more than

$1000 for a property that will not yield a net profit of

$150 to $200 a year.'

(3) Do not "spend $1000 for an income of $200 until

you are sure you have no opportunity to spend $200 or

iess to save $1000.

( I) Do not allow your capital to shrink. Carry as

an operating expense any diminution.

Coal properties as to capital investment come in the

same catagory as real estate; unless the property is made
productive the interest and taxes accumulate faster than

any possible increase in value. A lot in Xew York at

the corner of Broadway and "Wall St. sold about ten

years ago for $1,000,000. Even at this price it would not

have been a profitable investment in 1800 at $1000, un-

less it had brought in current revenue. The great land

grants to the railroad> would have swamped them if

for the first 20 years taxes had been levied at $0.10 an

acre a year. The taxes would have amounted to $-5,000,-

000 yearly for the Xorthern Pacific alone.

Coal and lumber properties have to be worked. The
revenues must come from the coal mined and the trees

felled. It is an extremely ticklish business in real es-

tate, in coal lands, in timber tracts to put the dead cer-

tainty of taxes and interest against the guessed-at rise

in value.

Therefore, in considering timber tracts and coal fields,

always insi.st on a separation of land investments from

operating investments. My second rule applies to both

tract and operating investments.

The third rule is often violated, frequently because the

first rule about knowing the facts is violated. Don't in-

vest $.")000 to earn $1000 if you can earn $1000 by invest-

ing $200.

•Efficiency Engineer. 30 Church St., New York.

Lauoi; Rri.Ks

It is not what you i)ay lalmr, it is the profit il yields

you that counts.

It is a general law api)lying not only to labor but also

to equipment and to materials that the best grailcs are

relatively chea]icr tiian jioor grades, "^'du know thai lliis

applies to coal.

Mr. Mellen, former president of tiic New York, New
Haven & Hartford, is quoted recently as saying that no

railroad official is worth more than $25,000 a year. He
said that he would have worked just as hard for $25,000

as he worked for $T5,0()0. This may be true. Caruso

may sing just as well at a charity concert as in grand

opera for $5000 a night. It does not follow, however,

that you could get Caruso for $50 a night. The right

]iresident for the New Haven would have been cheap at

a million dollars a year, if he could not have been se-

cured for less.

The one efficiency rule as to labor is to determine what

you can afford to pay and then put in your time and

your skill and your energy finding the best men that

your permitted pay can buy.

In coal mining you have the scale. You are prevented

from going below a certain amount. I have never seen a

coal mine yet in which money was spent to best advantage

for labor.

This is so tremendously important a subject that I

wish I could dwell upon it. Take it from me that your

descendants 100 years from now will have learned to

handle labor in the way you ought to be able to handle it

today. A strike seems to me not only a preventable

thing but a ridiculous, a stupid thing like the sinking

of the Titanic or the wrecks on the New York, New
Haven & Hartford Eailroad.

In these two rules: (1) Handle your capital economi-

cally; (2) handle labor economically, is laid down the

basis for efficient coal mining.

How to handle capital and labor efficiently is the chief

business of the great executive. There are many ]irin-

ciples, not rules or devices, that will guide him, and with-

out these principles he cannot succeed. Some great gen-

iuses know the rules instinctively. The rest of us poor

mortals have to learn them. Some boys learn to swim
by themselves, most of us are taught to swim. But un-

less we know how to swim we shall surely drown if we
fall overboard even if we are not 20 ft. from shore.

Some of the principles for efficient direction are

:

Definite ideals, definite authority and responsibility,

constantly available and iised competent counsel, strict

discipline, fair dealing, high and immediate efficiency re-

ward.

The main principles for efficient supervision are that

every part of material, of equipment, of personal work

shall be designed, specdfied, selected, tested, conserved

and inspected with continuous intelligent care.

The main principles of successful management are that

there shall be balance between the three great human in-

centives—action, appetite and inspiration.

The main principles of successful operation are:

d) Standardized conditions: (2) standardized oper-

ations; (3) advance planning; (-i) standards and sched-
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ules; (5) dispatchiug of all work; (6) standard practice

instructions; (7) records, reliable, immediate, available,

classified and adequate.

A.s TO Paetici'laes

A few years ago I was one of a committee which made
the following report on a coal mine in a receiver's hands

:

"If the coal properties are sh\it down, the annual loss

will be $420,000.

"If they are operated at the standardized cost per ton

of $0,857 and for an output of 3,000,000 tons and the

coal is sold at the price realized last vear, $0.8097, the

loss will be $141,900.

"The standard cost includes a charge for interest of

$0,067 and for depreciation of $0,058, a total of $0,125

per ton.

"The standard costs are 14.8 per cent, lower than

1909-10 corresponding costs, 17.4 per cent, lower than

July and August, 1910, corresponding costs."

This short report was amplified into the following:

OuE Findings

(1) The coal lands have been injudiciously acquired.

(2) Money has been injudiciously spent in equipping

the plants.

(3) Overhead charges for interest, maintenance and
depreciation are therefore high.

(4) The present market selling price for coal is so

low as to make profitable coal mining difficult, if not im-

possible, even if the coal lands had been secured without

price, and had been equipped with rigid reference to

economical operation.

(5) The present situation would be most effectively

bettered if the market price of coal increased.

(6) To shut down the mines and wait for better

prices would entail an annual expense for power, main-

tenance, supervision, depreciation and interest of $420,-

000.

This does not include an annual charge of $104,494 on
book value of coal lands not immediately identified with

the plants to be operated.

(7) The cost of mining coal if operaiions are stand-

ardized, will be $0,857 per ton for a daily output of 12,-

000 tons, a monthly outjjut of 250,000 tons and a yearly

output of 3,000,000 tons.

(8) The loss from continued operation will depend
on the price obtained for coal sold

:

At $0.66 loss will amount to $561,000
At $0.70 loss will amount to 420,000
At $0.70 loss from operations and loss from suspen-

sion of operations will be equal.
At $0.79 loss will amount to 200,000
At $0.S097, price netted by coal sales in 1909-10. loss
from operation will be 141,900

At $0,857 there is neither loss nor profit from op-
eration.

At $0,921, profit above operation 192,000
This is sufficient to pay interest on obligation. Coal
should therefore continue to be mined.

At $0,948, profit from operation 272,000
This pays for operation, for moneys owed and for
present administration charges.

(9) While waiting, hoping and working for better

coal prices, costs of operations are to be standardized

;

(a) By revaluing all the lands and equipment, thus
reducing future operating overhead charges

;

(b) By putting the management of inside and out-

side operations in the hands of a competent and exper-

ienced man of reliable character;

fc) By giving him all the assistance possible from
modern business organization and methods adapted from

other bituminous coal-mine operations and industrial

enterprises;

(d) By concentrating operation at that plant, or
those plants, where coal can be mined most cheaply :

(e) By investigating the advantages, if any, to be
derived from coking the product of these mines;

(f) By investigating the advantages, if any, of es-

tablishing a washcry at the mines.

Standards and Standard Table of Costs

In making its investigations your committee attempted
to determine a standard cost per ton of mined coal for a

standard output, which we assumed at 3,000,000 tons

each year.

The standards adopted for immediate use are

:

(1) The present standard mining scale tor mining
labor, $0,485.

(2) Current rates of wages for a minimum amount
of other efficient working labor, $0,175.

(3) Moneys for supervision, supplies and other bills,

taxes, insurance, etc. ; an efficient minimum, $0.07.

(4) Depreciation charges based on revaluations, on
experience, and on the present ascertained coal reserve

tributary to operating plants, $0.06.

(5) Interest at 6 per cent, per annum on reappraised

values of coal reserves, mining buildings, equipment, etc.,

actually used for mining operations, $0,067.

The company has other expenses not standard and not
directly appertaining to mining operations. These ex-

penses are

:

(6) Interest and other cliarges on investments at

present inoperative, $0,029.

(7) Excessive interest load, due ])artly to investment
in elaborate and unnecessary plants, partly to deficits

accumulated from former years, and partly to other

causes, $0,035.

(8) High costs of administration of the Compan}''s
business.

COSTS FOR 1910

Operation $77,294
Maintenance 14,156
General expense, excluding insurance 37,912

$129,362
Less allowance for niining- operation 48,000

$81,362
Cost per ton $0.0271

The output of coal can fluctuate from no tonnage, if

the mines are closed, to a maximum dailv tonnage of

17,000 tons.

If this maximum of 17,000 tons daily could be attained
it would reduce mining costs about as follows :

OUTPUT PER YEAR, 4,250,000 TONS
Costs per Ton

Mining labor $0,455
Other labor 0.15
Operation 0.06
Depreciation 0.06
Interest 0.045

Total $0.77

TABLE ON BASIS OF 3,000,000 TOiNS ANNUALLY
Daily Output, 12,000 tons

Costs per Ton
1. Mining labor $0,485
2. Other labor 0.175

3. Total working pay-roll (1 and 2) $0.66
4. Operations $0.07
5. Depreciation 0.06
6. Interest 0.067

7. Total overhead charge (4, 5, 6) $0,197

S. Total standard cost per ton of coal (3 and 7) $0,857
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The wlu.ir [.riuiual problem i.^ to attain the standanl

costs, ami it is this aspect of the situation which un.lor-

lies our report.

Beiause the future is more important than the past.

we iiave establishe,! stamlar.l costs for operation for tho

next vear. , * ,

llavin" set up stan.lar.ls of cost for carrying outi)ut

ami havrnc; established current efficiencies we are ablo

ea.h month to show the exact losses clue to inefficiencies

anil their cause.

We .lo not sav vaguely. "\ou ought to muie for si-D.lO

a ton less." Wc subilivitle the $0.10 above staii.lnnl into

lilt not only the

ss or uiisiiiiHliird-
|icrlia)>s 50 dilTerent items and luiint

amount of. but also the caUM' of tlie ext

i/ed co<t in each."

If vou know where and wiien and wliy losses occur, it

is usually possible to prevent them.

The science of efliciciicy is ajijilicd to any luisiiicss in

a similar manner.

It is possible to have a great deal of system without

any etlieiency. It is possible to have great strenuousiiess

without any ellicieiicy. It is possible to have a minimum

of svstem, a iiiiiiiiiium of strenuousiiess, yet great ef-

liciencv.

Industrial Safety
By IlKiiiiiatr M. Wilson*

SYXOPSIS—Some of the developments in the indits-

trial-safetij movement are here enumerated. Fif/ures arc

rt/.so ,jive,L choiring the de.crea.^e in coat-mininy accidents

during recent gears.

The mining indusirv may jwini with pride to the fact

that long before safetv was considered in other industrial

occuiiatioiis, state legislation had been enacted making

provision for mine inspection, and much has been done m

the succeeding vears to safeguard the workers, not only

through the various state mine departments, but also

through the private inspection maintained by the oiiera-

tors.

Up to a few vears ago, the too oft-rocurnii- nunc ex-

plosions, with the long lists of dead and injured, and

The reports of the dailv accidents from minor causes, were

acceiited as inevitable'to the industry. It was at this per-

iod that the imi.etus furnished by the first Conservation

Congress and a series of coincident mine explosions awak-

enecf Congress to the necessity of investigating these dis-

asters.

The propaganda which led to the creation of the Fed-

. lal Bureau of Mines and the publicity created by its

method of operation has in the interval aroused the min-

ing community to a realization of the lack of safety and

ha's given a .piickened impulse for better conditions in

every other industrial occupation.

It" is a fact worthy of just pride. thcTeforc. that not

only has this industry led in state and in individual con-

cern for the safety of its employees, but also it is the

first—unless transportation be called an industry—to re-

ceive federal aid and encouragement. It should be a mat-

ter of still greater pride that the activity for safety in

miuing has pointed the need and the way for the guidance

of the other industries.

Two Xkw SofiKTiKs Akk Organ- izkp

Due perhaps in some measure to these causes, and in

larger sense to the agitation for the enactment of work-

men's compensation laws, and further in large degree

to the activity everywhere evidenced for greater consid-

eration of our fellow-beings, as voiced in Christ's com-

mandment, "Txive thy neighbor as thyself," last year

•Engineer-in-charge. Bureau of Mines, Pittsburgh. Penn.

Vote Abstract of an article read before the Coal Mining
Institute of America. Pittsburgh, Penn. "—Dec. 4. 1913.

witnessed the organization of at least two national

societies concerned in furthering the safety ninxcincnt.

First among these is the American Mine Safety Asso-

ciation, conceived in this city and now entering upon

its first year. Its membership includes mine operators,

mine inspectors, mine workers and physicians. It aims

to secure as a member every man concerned in mining

coal or ore. The good results from this organization are

already evidenced in the more frequent field meets of

miners, both for contests in and instruction regarding

safety, the estaiilishnieiit of local branclics of the asso-

ciation, a iiatioiiiil ininc-rcscui' corps. ;iiid a iiatioiial

first-aid corjis.

At almost the same time there was conceived in Chi-

cago the National Council for Industrial Safety, number-

ing in its membership the leaders in every industrial

branch—railroads, manufactures, iron and steel, etc.

This council will strive to coordinate the efforts of kin-

dred organizations as a medium for exchange of infor-

mation relative to those safety measures which may be

applicable to the several industries.

The steel industry has perhaps pushed farther tho in-

troduction of safety appliances and safeguards around

machinerv, the organization of safety committees, and

the awarding of prizes, than any other of the industries,

while the manufacturing corporations—the National Cash

Register Co., our own ''57 Varieties" and their fellows

—

are spending hundreds of thousands of dollars in advanc-

ing the safety and welfare of their employees.

Mkktixos and Exhikitioxs in New York

The American Museum of Safety in New York held

in the month of October its first annual exhibition of

safety appliances in the Grand Central Palace. This ex-

hibition was worthy of a long journey if only as an ob-

ject lesson in the tremendous amount of energy and

money being expended in every industry for the adoption

of safeguards to human life. And next week there will

be held in the same building a National Safety and Sani-

tation Conference.

Have you scanned the latest statistics of mine acci-

dents? if so, have you noted that in the United States

in the year 1911 there were 2719 persons killed in coal

mines and 695 in metal mines; that there were 9106 ser-

iou.slv and 22,228 .slightly injured in coal mines, and 4169

.seriously and 22,408 slightly injured in metal mines,
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while ill all 61,325 inine workers M-ere incapacitated for

one day or over?

ITumiliating as is the apparent indictment against the

mining industry, conveyed in the above figures, yet they

do not tell the whole story. There is comfort iu the fact

that in the last quarter-century, while there has been a

constantly increasing ratio of men killed in the mines
per thousand employed, or per million sliort tons of coal

produced, the high-water mark was reached in 1907. In

that year the death rate in the coal-mining industry alone

was 4.88 per thousand men t^mployed, or 6.93 per million

short tons of coal mined.

During the last five years, up to and iiu-huling 1912,

tliere has been a constant and gratifying diminution in

tlie death and accident rate, the number killed in 1912
being 3.27 per one thousand men employed, or 4.43 per

million short tons of coal mined. N'o other industry can
point to so splendid a record of safety work accom]3lished.

Removing Steel Tires from Mine-
Motor Whieels

When tires must be removed from the ordinary mine
locomotive, the usual custom is to heap coals of fire over

tile entire wheel until the desired degree of heat is ob-

tained, then remove the wheel, cool the central portion,

or all parts Init the tire, then ])ull the latter off. This
process is both slow and expensive, and frequently results

i)o00000006 10 (

SASOL£N£ TANK
FOR lOO-POUHDS

PRESSURE

(pg o o 00 o o-o c

The Gasolixe T.\nk and Its Connections

in breakage of the cast portion of the wheel, since the

spokes cool much more rapidly than either hub or rim.
While superintendent at the Tennessee State Coal

Mine, the writer installed the apparatus here described
to facilitate the removal of tires.

A Westinghouse locomotive air compressor was pur-
chased and bolted to two 6xl2-in. upright posts, located
in the boiler house. This machine required but little

space, being only 30 in. high, and 14 in. wide. An old
boiler 30 in. in diameter and 7 ft. high was used as an
air receiver, and connected by IV^-in. pipe to the com-
pressor. A suitable air-pressure gage and safety valve
were provided and installed upon this im]iroviscd re-

ceiver.

'J'bc air w:is (•Diidiictcd to llie mine a distance of about
1200 ft. l)y I-in. widiijilil-inm ])ipe. This was connected
to a gasoline t:ink as shown in the accompanying draw-
ing.

A torch was then made by Ijeiuling a i/o-in. pipe in a
circle, the internal diameter of which was about 2 in.

larger than the outside diameters of the tires to be
handled. The ends of this circular pipe were then con-
nected by means of a tee, provided with right- and left-

hand threads on the run. Into the outlet of the tee a
piece of pipe, about 5 ft. long, was screwed, this con-
nected to a hose which in turn was joined to the gaso-
line tank.

The inner side of the circular torch was drilled with
gV-in. holes spaced li/^-iu. centers. In order to keep
the blast uniform, however, those holes which were lo-

cated diametrically opposite the tee were drilled slightly

larger than gV inch.

The method of operation was as follows:

The gasoline tank .was placed at lea.st 40 ft. from
the locomotive wheel, and connected upon the inlet side
to the air line from the main air receiver. The highly
inflammalile gasoline is thus removed 40 ft. from the
flames. The discharge pipe is then connected to the
torch. After all pipe fittings and connections have been
made, the receiver is filled witli as much gasoline as
is necessary to do the work, ordinarily about three gal-
lons. After this is done, the compressor is started and
valves marked Q and E are opened, until a pressure
of between 35 and 40 lb. is registered by the pressure
gage attached to the gasoline tank. Valve E is then al-

most entirely closed, being left but slightly open. Valve
A is then opened fully, and valve B slightly opened.
Valves A and D are then so adjusted that" a mixture of
air and gasoline is caused to flow through the pipe to the
torch. This adjustment should be such as to secure a
continuous blue flame.

The air used in the gasoline tank should be as dry as
possible in order to keep water out of the fuel. Filling
the reservoir about two-thirds full of excelsior will help
to remove moisture from the air and adds materially to
the work of the same.

In shutting down the apparatus in order to prevent a
back suction, which is liable to blow up the reservoir,
valve A should first be entirely closed. Valve C is placed
m the line so that connection can be cut from the main
receiver in case of trouble at that point. After the torch
is burning properly, it only requires a few minutes' heat-
ing before the tire is ready to remove. Generally speaking,
40 or 50 tons is sufflcient to take off a tire. This metiiod,'

therefore, which is comparatively inexpensive to install,

is much more efficient in every way than that of the old
open fire.

A German method of reducing coal dust at working faces is
to force water by means of high pressure into the coal
through drill holes, thus wetting the coal, which reduces the
amount of dust produced. It also helps to bring down the
coal. This method gives best results in longwall mining-, but
can also be used in wide rooms
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Selection of Coke Samples for Analyses
^

liv Fi!i;i) ('. 1\i:I(iiii.i:y

SYXOPSIS—Mosl of the phosphonu-- trouble that oc-

curs hi the maiiufaclure of coke can be avoided if proper

methods of sampling are followed. Several instances are

cited from practical experience.

The sampling and analysis of coke liavi- always been a

sourio of much annoyance and uncertainty to the coke

manufacturers and I imagine to the iron smelter as well

;

in fact, it has often i)een the cause of much bad feeling

between the manufacturer of coke and ll-.e consumer of

the same, not to mention the proneness to profanity of

the parties involved in the controversies arising from

the amazing seeming impossibility of getting two sets of

analyses to be on terms of e(|uality with each other.

To the average coke maker it seems to be the height

of absurdity and unreasonableness on the part of the iron

smelter to turn down said coke maker's coke on account

of one- or two-thousandths of 1 per cent, of phosphorus,

when said coke was first class in every other respect and

acknowledged to be so by the iron smelter. The coke

maker would say. "But the chemist gets different results

and the one-hundredth part of a gnat's heel that you are

kicking aijout does not exist," and so the arguments pro

and con can proceed ad infiiiihim. much to the disgust of

the participants.

I have been connected with coking coal and coke manu-

facturing operations in one capacity and another for over

30 years, and nothing ever caused a sinking of my heart

and the changing of my complexion as much as that term

phosphorus when it appeared in my morning's mail.

It is a fact that I once lost a good position by reason of

a difference of opinion as to the cause of the phosphorus

barometer or constituent taking a trip of a couple of

one-thousandths of 1 per cent, in altitude.

How 1 Lost My Joh

My superior officer said one day: "The phosphorus in

your coke is positively abominable," and I heartily agreed

with him, but when he further remarked that I was the

cause of such misbehavior on the part of the coke that I

was producing, my temperature went up in an alarming

degree and the atmosphere in that neighborhood im-

mediately assumed a blui.'^h aspect that smacked more of

sulphur "fumes than phosphorus. We stormed at one an-

other bv mail and the upshot of that correspondence was

that I suggested that he take his coke works to a certain

very warm climate, but he decided that it was a much

simpler proposition to induce me to seek a cooler place

which I did with great promptness.

The facts in the case were that the plant I had charge

of at the particular time referred to had in its youth

discreetly managed to keep a little shy of 0.02. Then

it suddenly got to flirting with 0.022, with a further oc-

casional looping-the-loop with the naughty shades of 0.03.

The figure 0.02 is the upper limit of decorum in bes-

semer coke etiquette, and flirting with fractions of thou-

sandths of 1 per cent, above that is simply scandalous in

•General superintendent, OUver & Snyder Steel Co., Oliver,

Penn.
TNjote Paper read before Coal Mining Institute of America,

Pittsburgh. Penn.. Dec. 4, 1913.

a high degree. At tlic time 1 H'l'cr In. the superinten-

dent of a coke works did not know what the constiluent-s

of the coal he daily i)ro(luced were. All he knew was

that the resulting coke had a good behavior record, an iu-

dilferent one or a vile one, as the case might be. Such a

thing as sampling coke and coal regidarly was considered

a piece of extravagance not to be tolerated for one mo-

ment. The iron smelter was the fellow to cut such cajiers

as that and even he only did it when his furnace got the

-tomach trouble and the gastric juices were unfavorai)lo

for the delivery of (he correct thing at the hearth of the

furnace.

PiKisi'iKiin s W'a.s |)ii: 'III A l'"\ri;i'

To make a long story short, it \va.- discovered sonic

months after my leaving the works in (piestion, that a very

large fault crossed the coal field o])eratcd on and the high

phosphorus contents of the coal were in some way due to

the near presence of that fault. .Manx of us have more or

less phosphorus troubles even iinw. in spite of the better

facilities afforded to the coke niannl'acturers to ascertain

the chemical constituents of not only the coke, but the

coal. With large coke producers it is now customary to

have a chemist to look after troubles of this kind and thus

assist the management in keeping tab on that very mys-

terious element, phosphorus.

Xo chemist, no matter how skillful he may be, or how-

great his experience might have been, can lay his finger

on phosphorus, and tell yon where it came from and what

to do with it; however, he does know where it invariably

goes when it gets associated with the contents of a blast

furnace. There is as yet no known way of reducing or

driving ofi: phoshorus in either the coal or the coke and

about the only thing that can be done is to sample both

coal and coke regularly and carefully and have the same

analyzed as regularly and carefully by a competent chem-

ist. This, as before stated, is the practice of uptodate

coke-makers, and the same will apply ecinally to the iron-

smelting management.

There will be a difference between the findings of the

different chemists of given samples, but with care the

phosphorus determination should not be more than one-

to three-thousandths per cent, apart. After much think-

ing, some trying experiences and just a little "cussing," I

have about come to the conclusion that where the chemists

are so far apart in their determinations of the phosphorus

constituent of the coke or coal as the case may be, that in

all probability the method of sampling and the prepara-

tion of the same have a great deal to do with the diffi-

culty referred to.

A short time ago my attention was called to the fact

that a certain heretofore low-phosphorus coke was chang-

ing its complexion. I could not believe this at fir.st, but,

as you no doubt know, these chemists have such a persua-

sive way about them that I was compelled to sit up and

take notice. Remembering my experience in the past as

cited to you in the other paragraphs of this paper, I ad-

vised the parties interested to go after the coal, and the

result was that in a certain section of the mine where

the pillars were being taken out, the coal upon analyses

— ran up to 0.077 in jjhosphorus, which w^ould be equiva-
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lent to 0.115 iu coke. A stiort distance away from the

point just named going westward the phosphorus showing

was 0.040 to 0.060 in the coke equivalent. It would be

as well to remember that the phosphorus showing in a

given sample of coke is generally about one-half higher

than that .shown by the coal analysis.

Phosphoris Decreaskd as Wk Went Westward

The culprit having been caught, as it were, at the foun-

tain head, a series of samples were taken on a westward

course, and this resulted in getting results as given by

the following figures. These figures stand in the order of

tlie sampling as it proceeded westward : 0.032, 0.029,

0.021, 0.021, 0.012, 0.011, 0.011, 0.010, 0.009, 0.009,

0.008, 0.006, 0.006, 0.006, 0.00.5.

I have not been able to figure out just what law this di-

minution of the phosphorus contents in coal works under,

but it certainly was a godsend to the parties to discover

that the high-phosphorus coal existed only in a small

portion of the mine territory, yet the results of the coke

analyses were not entirely satisfactory, at least not as good

as a .small quantity of high-phosphorus coal output would

indicate. In view of this fact the next thing to be done

was to follow uji the coke problem.

When this difficulty first appeared, samples were taken

from the coke cars as follows: A typical piece was taken

at one end of the coke car, one was taken from the middle

and a third from the remaining end of the car while the

same was iu process of being unloaded. This, of coiirse,

meant three samples from each car and made quite a

bulky pile when any considerable number of cars were

sampled. The samples gotten in this way were gathered

up and reduced by hand to a general .sample. This did

not bring the expected results. Full-length samples were

then taken from every oven at three different points and

again reduced to general samples. Still there was trouble.

Finally, at the suggestion of a chemist of well known
ability and experience, samples were taken at several

points in each oven, such points being designated on a

blueprint showing a horizontal section of the whole oven,

such section being divided into three concentric circles

of equal area and samples taken in such number and at

such points as to give a fairly accurate sampling of the

whole of the output of the ovens under observation and

consideration. This was the best method of all but still

things did not seem to "gee" just as they should.

At this stage, it was apparent that the method of gath-

ering up and the division of the samples for procuring a

general sample of the coke was largely responsible for

the difficulty, and I intimated this to said chemist. He
came to my aid again and suggested that a "Chipmunk
Crusher" might be a good thing to get and use in con-

nection with the sampling of coke. Such a crusher was

installed, and the results were of a most encouraging

character ; in fact, the crusher nearly eliminated the

trouble.

In conclusion, I will say that there are still some fea-

tures bobbing up occasionally that furnish food for re-

flection, but I believe there is not the slightest doubt that

the bulk of the phosphorus trouble in question came
through the poor methods of sampling and the lack of

kjiowledge as to the best method to be adopted in that

connection.

This paper is not intended to be final, but rather is

written with a view to open up an intelligent discussion

as to what can be laid down iu the way of a method of

procedure that will attain or reach the best possible prac-

tice along the lines of coke sampling and the preparation

of same for the chemist's work, which is certainly of the

greatest importance to both coke producers and iron

smelters.

Perhaps it would be as well to state that this paper was
written principally from a bessemer-eoke standpoint, i.e.,

on coke that was intended to be used in connection with

the bessemer process of refining iron. In the ease of iron

smelting that later on is to be refined by basic process,

phosphorus is not nearly so serious a question, as that

element is taken care of in the openhearth furnace ; how-

ever, there is a limit to the percentage of phosphorus that

can be tolerated even there.

A Portable Sheave for a Gravity

Plane
One of the most interesting applications of the gravity

plane is to the lowering of ore and the hoisting of empty
skips in the slopes of the North Star mine, Gra.ss Valley,

Calif. It may well be recommended for use in coal mines
where the rooms are steep. At the same time, where the

Fig. 1. (;o-I)i;viL Hkau Siilavk ix

Position ox Post

grade is not too heavy for standard cars and where the

inclination is not so steep but tliat a car can be fully

loaded, the methods should be modified so that cars in-

stead of being dumped at a battery may be run out onto

the heading. The gold-ore vein at the Xorth Star mine
lies at 23 deg. to the horizontal. The head sheave, says

L. 0. Kellogg, in the Engineering and Mining Journal,

has three pulleys, as illustrated in Figs. 1 and 2.

The rope passes up on the outside of the outer pulleys,

down the inside through grooves in the brake block and
around the lower edge of the third pulley. The brake

block is triangular, pivots about its center in between the

three pulleys and is operated by a handle attached to the

square head shown. It is brought to bear on all three

pulleys and thus gives a strong braking effect. Pai^sing

around all three, with a large angle of contact on each,

the rope has no opportunity to slip.

The brake lever can be locked in position by extending

the handle witii a piece of pipe and by connecting the
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,. [ ,,,.. Ml rt lever Avith a nitclipt lock set on h slout

]K.*t. Tlie two halves of ti.e triaii<nilar spider-frame, the

tlireo pullevs and the brake hloik make six eastings eu-

terin<r into" the devi.e, hesides tiie holt, nuts and handle.

The nianner of suspending the hloek hy a fl'"'" '""I '•

bolt tin -ugh tl:e post is shown in Fig. 1.

.\ ''(i-in. .>;teel-wire rope is used and is aitailinl liy

^-.i/> \4 l-JM

I-'k;. -2. Ti!iii-i:-Siii:\VK IIkad lii.ocK roi:

(;.)-Df.vii. (iii.wn'Y ri.ANii

means of 'a safety liouk. 'As lliere is only one car weigh-

ing about 3000 11). un the down grade, and, as nuuli

enersy is lost in the unavoidable friction in the licad

t)lock.' the gravity plane or "go devil" as it is called, will

not operate below a 5-deg. slope and with difficiilty below

a lf»-deg. When a 3.j-deg. inclination is reached, the op-

eration "of the plane is ditticult and sometimes daiigerous.

Coal and the Panama Canal

Under the aliove Cii])t!uii, Tin' Iron aniJ Coal Trade Re-

rieir (London, England), says editorially in its issue of

Nov. 7, as follows:

News comes to hand from the United .States that American

coal producers and manufacturers are laying ambitious plans

for the extension of their export trade in view of the immi-

nent opening of the Panama Canal. It is stated that several

companies, formed with that end in view, have now been or-

ganized and have secured depots on the Gulf, and the Cen-

tral and South .\merican coasts for the purpose not only of

supplying bunkers to ships but also of sending coal inland.

We are told, too. that lines of steamships, some units of

which are being built in this country, are being formed spe-

cially to meet the expansion in trade which the Canal is ex-

pected to bring about, and also that arrangements are being

made to secure return cargoes. It seems probable that some

such preparations may be in progress, but whether they are

on the stupendous scale outlined in the advices from across

the Atlantic is another story.

There can be no doubt, of course, that the opening of the

Canal, providing us as it does with a new and most important

trade route, offers great business possibilities so far as the

bunkering trade is concerned, and in view of their geograph-

ical advantage the coal producers of the United States will

probably absorb most of it. It remains to be seen how much

shipping will be diverted from Suez to the new route. That

will depend in some measure upon the prices charged for

\merlcan coals at Panama.

A statement is made to the effect that the United States

Oovernment proposes to supply best quality steams at about

M..=>5 per ton at either end of th<- r'anal. which is about ?2 10

less than the f.o.b. price of Durham unscrc. rml bunlOMS at

Port .Said. No official announcement on the subject api)ears

to have been made, however, and it has also to be remem-

bered that every vessel passing through the Panama Canal

will not necessarily bunker there any more tluin every vessel

passing through the Suez Canal bunkers in llial locality.

PoHMlltle ChnuKrH In Trniic-

Peyond the bunk. ring business it is difflcult to see how

Ihe opening of the Panama Canal will benetlt the American

or injure the British coal trade to any great extent. It will

not alter our position with regard to the .\tlantlc States, to

which the great bulk of our South .Vmericiin coal exports Is

shipped. The Pacific Coast of South America will certainly

be more vulnerable to American attack, but our exports to

those markets are not very large and. moreover. British (Inns

have secured an excellent footing there; on the confession of

Ihe accredited Consular representatives of the United States

in the countries in question, it will be dinieult to shake our

hold on these markets.
It is easy, therefore, to exaggerate the consequences of the

opening of the Panama Canal so far as our coal trade is con-

cerned, and we feel sure that British exporters having con-

nections with markets likely to be affected at all are fully

alive to possible dangers and are taking steps accordingly.

In his paper on the Panama Canal, read before the British

.\ssociation. Professor Kirkaldy seemed to suggest that it

might enable the United States to displace British coal

ihroughout the world, and he urged both the capital and

laborer interested to forget internal causes of difference and

to unite against the common enemy.

This certainly appears to be an entirely alarmist view of

the situation. For some years past now our American friends

have been paying more attention to their coal-shipping trade,

which, while still small as compared with our own, has in-

creased rapidly of late. It is certain that they are not

likely to miss any fresh opportunities which the opening of

the Canal may afford them, but why this impending event,

important as it is, should deliver a mortal blow to the British

coal-shipping trade, we cannot conceive. It is better to be

warned, however, even in exaggerated terms, than to remain

over-conndent when a wealthy and enterprising rival is in

the field .^nd it will be w-'ll to keep an eye upon the activities

of our -American competitors.

Bureau of Mines Appropriations

Tlie estimates of appropriations for the United States

Bureau of Mines, for the fiscal year ending June 30,

191.5, as approved by Secretary Lane, of the Interior De-

partment, have just been forwarded to Congress,

The estimates are as follows:

For general expenses of the Bureau of Jlines, $70,000.

For investigating mine accidents, $;347,000.

For the equipment of mine-rescue cars and stations,

$;!0.0(l0.

Equiiuneut 'if testing |ihiiil al ritlsliui'gli. Priili., $10,-

000.

For testing fuels. $135,000.

For mineral-mining investigations. $1-.'0.(IOO.

For inquiries and investigations of petroleum and

natural gas, ^SO.OOO.

For inspection of mines in Alaska, $7000.

For bocks and publications, $2000.

F(a- lands, leases, etc., for mine-rescue cars, $1000.

The fetal for the Bureau of Mines is $753,000, an in-

crease over the fiscal year ending June 30. 1914, of $90,-

000.

The item of $30,000 for equipment of rescue cars

and .stations is for the first time placed sejjarately in the

estimates and represents an increase.

The $10,000 asked for the equipment of the testing

plant is a new item. The money is needed for the pur-

chase of steam and electric equipment. The estimates

set forth that the present power- and electric-service plant

at the experiment .stjition is on the eve of breakdown.
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Some Notes on the Selling Price of Coal
By R. a. Colter*

SYNOPSIS—A discussion of this impoiiant question
along original lines. The author points out the low earn-

ings realized in the coal business and states that steps

must be tal-en to obtain a heller profit. A closer coopera-

tion betircen the operating and selling departments is es-

sential. Also a more careful study of costs.

It is my intention to discuss the selling price of coal

M-itli regards to what relation it bears to the cost of pro-

duction and how and by whom it is fixed. Wonderful
pro;:ross has been made in the way of ascertaining definite

and accurate costs of production ; in the mining field this

has resulted, in some cases, in the reduction of costs, but
in most instances an increase, on account of the more
scientific methods of mining and the safeguarding of life

and property.

Often where this scientific analysis of cost indicates an
increase, it is probably more imaginary than real for the

reason that the coal had been actually costing what the

analysis showed and the producer had previously been
laboring under a misapprehension. Therefore, when he
awakens to the fact that the margin between the actual

cost and the selling price had been greatly overestimated,

he immediately wants more money for his product.

FixixG THE Selling Price

Answering the query—What should be the relation of

the selling price to the- cost. 1 would say : The selling

price should be

:

The Cost of Production

Plus
A lieasonabl.e Charge for the Money Invested and Risk

Involved

Plus

The Cost of Selling.

Assuming, of course, that the producer has an average

phiat, with no extraordinary features, no excessively ex-

pensive or elaborate equipment or administrative quarters,

his cost is upon an equality with his neighbors and com-
petitors, at least in his own field. His money is no better .

and worth no more, his risk is equal but no greater, and
the proper returns upon his investment is easily estab-

lished.

The cost of selling depends upon the method. It is not
my intention to discuss this question, although allusion

may be made later to it, but it is worthy of the same care-

ful research as the cost of production and might well be

more definitely known. In answering the question of

the relation of the selling price, we have, it seems, de-

scribed how it should be made and are now ready to de-

termine by whom it should be made.

The responsibility for the low returns in the past can-

not be entirely shifted to the shoulders of the selling

agejit, whether or not he be a producer as well, for the

ignorance of the cost on the part of the producer has
often misled the selling agent. But we see improve-
ment in this direction bv the closer relations between the

'Secretary and treasure!-, the C. G. Blake Co.. Cincinnati.
Ohio.

Note—Paper read before the winter meeting of the Wes*
Virginia Jlining Institute at Charleston, V\". A'a., Dec. S-10.

producer and seller. There was a time when it was only
necessary to learn at what price a certain grade of coal
was being put into a certain market; that figure was then
met or cut, as the ease might be, the freight deducted and
the lialance was the price of the coal. In more remote
instances, the process was reversed; the delivered price
was made in the same manner but the operator was paid
the least he would take for his coal and the railroad took
the balance for the freight.

COOPER.VTIOX between PRODUCER A^V SELLER

This condition having either corrected itself or killed

itself, there sprang up another in its stead. The seller

appeared who dealt only with tonnage and whose onlv
thought was to move enormous quantities, his interest be-
ing solely in the commissions involved or earned, and
not how much could be obtained for the coal.

This can only he corrected by cooperation between the
producer and the seller by which they are brought to see
that their interests are not separate and antagonistic but
mutual and interdependent. The two branches, produc-
ing and selling, are distinct and the one requires quite as
much business acumen and integrity as the other but they
can and must be harmonized.

Thus far we have discussed the selling price of coal
upon the basis of fixed charges and have not taken into
consideration any contingencies that might arise, such
as the demand, abnormal market conditions, terms of
delivery and payment, all of which affect the selling price
to a greater or less extent. A shipper not long ago, dur-
ing a conversation, remarked, "There is no such thing as a
market price, it is simply what you can get for it." This
is in a large measure true, but if one is imbued with a
knowledge of what one's commodity costs, how it is pre-
pared and under what conditions it is produced—he is

more likely to get more for it than he would otherwise.
The fact that a gas coal from another field is iDeing sold

in a certain market at what would be a low price for an-
other coal of the same kind does not necessarily warrant
the owner of the second lot in meeting that price; instead
he should endeavor to .find another market which will

bring a reasonable figure.

The present knowledge of accurate costs on the part of
the producers was not attained in a single day and not
without many conferences and much interchange of

thought and ideas. This has in some measure been re-

flected in a more equitable selling price, but it will re-

quire considerably more work on the part of both the pro-
ducer and the distributor to educate the buying and con-
suming public to the readjustment of prices which is

bound to come about soon.

The innovations and reforms in mining and producing
coal are not accomplished without some opposition from
those whose cherished ideas and pet theories are upset.
Xeither can the reforms in the handling and selling be
accomplished without a frank discussion of the ignorance,
errors and abuses attendant upon that branch of the busi-
ness.

Having assumed that the producer has an accurate
co.'^t of production for a start, the question of a reason-
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able return on the cnpital involved .s next in order Ihe

fiaures cunipiled by the Federal Government plaee the >^^-

enJte returl.s of all mines .n the United States for the

year 1909 at 3 per cent, on the eapital invested the eoke-

making mines of Pennsylvania and the ConnellsviUe dis-

trict b°ing tiie only exception, these showing returns of

over 6 t)er cent. . . ,

The toke-making mines of West A irginia showing re-

turns of 3.5 per cent, and the others a defied.

The three leading coal-producing states are Pennsyl-

vuiia ^^e8t Virsiuia and Illinois. These show returns

a< fol'lows: Tennsvlvania, 4.6 per cent.; West \irginia,

deficit of 0.9 per cent.; Illinois, 1.7 per cent.

Does this not show conclusively the necessity for fi.gtu-

,„;r on a larger percentage on the investment than has

been the custom?

NOTKS ON- SkLLING

\< to the cost of selling, this varies according to the

volume and method of marketing. While it is a profitable

field for discussion, I think there is much m.sapi)rchcn-

.ion on the part of the producer as to the actual cost ot

.loing business these days. Especially is this true where

the territory is of unlimited proportions, this being partly

brought about bv numerous inquiries during an active

market from more or l.>ss unreliable parties, many whom

have onlv desk room in some large jobbing center with

litt'e or no financial responsibility. Flattering pronusos

lead the unthinking operator to imngmc tliat Ins entire

product can be sold without any effort. Tliese undersir-

ablos are only heard from during active periods, while

the legitimate sales agent is hard at work the year round

to keep your plant in operation and at the same time

maintain the market, which is no small job, T assure

vou. and worihv of the liest efforts of any man.
"

Then the matter of terms is important. The measure

of a tradesman's profit is determined by the time re-

quire.l for the turnover of his stock. 11' everyone's terms

wurc identical, say, 30 days ncl. ii would he a simple

matter, but when we consider that ihc iiilcivst lor GO days

at 6 per cent., is from Ic. per ton on H=1 roai to 2c. per ton

on $2 coal, it can be readily sen Iimu much of the selling

price is lost in extra time given luiycrs.

It is indeed nnlortnnate lliat llie Federal (lovminicnt

having done so much toward educating the producer to

the true value of his iiroperty. the scientific compilation

of Ins costs and the .safeguarding of lif.' and property, has

not been as zealous and active in teaching and helping

him to secure a reasonable return for his product. Tlie

day of segregated individualism has passed and we have

entered upon an era of collective effort which, rightly di-

rected, will redound to the benent of all. While 1 am

not a prophet, I helicve that in Ww not far distant future

there will be a radi.al rlu.nge in the attitude of our

Federal Governnunt loaar.l the MMunng of a reasonable

return for the product of our mines.

Manufacture and Character of Basic Coke
By J. R. C'ajipbkll*

<<Y\OrSIS—Ba.'=ir col-e cannot he made in hfh we ovens

«.s- Ihe temperature is insufficient. It can he manujadured

in hiiproduct ovens hut only one-third of the ongmal siil-

phur is converted into calcium sulphide. However, hy the

addition of lime to coal in the oven to make ha,sic coke

some of the volatile sulphur is retained in the fuel which

vould otherrvise be expelled. As the sulphide is not in-

canahle of reduction in the hlast furnace, there is no as-

surance that basic coke is desirable. Its chief value seems

to he that coals which wUl not fuse into reliable coke can

he wade to agglomerate with slag as a hinder as a result

of the addition of a large percentage of hme.

Sulphur in coke is almost wholly present as sulphide

of iron (FeS), or perhaps more properly speaking as the

ma<metic sulphide (Fe.SJ and as such it readily dis-

solves in the iron during the smelting process, unless it is

carried into the slag bv the use of suitable fluxes. In

blast-furnace practice, limestone, which is charged with

the ore and coke, slags this sulphur impurity as well as

performs other functions.

It is .renerallv believed that the sulphur, in whatsoever

form it" is introduced into the furnace, is transformed

into calcium sulphide (CaS) At high temperatures and.

bv virtue of its lisbter specific gravity, floats of! with

the slag instead of dissolving in the metal. From this

belief is deduced the well known axiom of the furnace-

man: "A hot furnace makes iron, which is low in sul-

phur and high in silicon and a cold furnace makes high-

•Chiff chc st. H. C. Frick Coke Co., Everson, Penn.

sulphur and low-silicon iron." which is true, unless the

furnace is run hot and limy when both sulphur and sili-

con will be low.

Why CoKic Should Xot H.u'i; ovki; Oxk ri:R Cent, of

STLI'II fU

In passin- it niav be remarked that the chief source

of sulphur ill ))last-furnace operation is the coke; hence it

is easv to understand why the furnaceman always has his

"weather-eye" open for the sulphur content of the fuel,

especially if it runs over 1 per cent. The average coke op-

erator knows what it means to try to pacify an irate fur-

naceman if the coke plant has unfortunately shipped a

few cars of coke above the prescribed limit in sulphur. Of

course, up in the ConnellsviUe region we would not like

to be accused, nav, even suspected, of such a breach of

metallurgical etiquette, where by repute we have the finest

coking coal in the world.

This brings ns to the question, "Why does the furnace-

man object "to more than 1 per cent, of sulphur in the

coke?"
"

For often the coal operator is apt to think that

the ills of the furnaceman are largely imaginary, and that

he is seeking to excuse himself by venting his spleen on

the coke, but there is a valid reason why sulphur should

not much exceed 1 per cent, if the furnace is to make

good iron. Using round numbers, a ton of coke makes a

ton of pig iron, and usually about a half ton of slag is

produced in the process from which it is easily deduced

that with a furnace working properlv. the one-half ton

of slao- must carry all the sulphur in the ton of coke, that
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is, it iiiiist remove twice as much sulphur per ton as each

ton of the coke contains.

Slag Cak Dissolve only i to .314 pee Cent, of

SULPIIUR

Thus, if a 1 per cent, sulphur coke is used, the slag

will have to carry about 2 per cent, to remove the sul-

phur completely from the iron. Now the practical limit

of solubility of the sulphur in the slag is usiaally consid-

ered to be from 2 to 214 per cent. In other words, unless

the furnace is run very limy, which practice is more or

less detrimental to the lining, we do not expect the slag

to hold more than 2 to 214 per cent, sulphur. There are

rare instances, however, where the slag has carried 2^/^

per cent, of sulphur or even more for a considerable

length of time.

This limit to the solubility of sulphur in slag is the

main reason why the furnaceman does not like his coke to

contain much more than 1 per cent, of sulphur. Coke con-

taining much more than II/4 per cent, of that element has

but little metallurgical value for the economical manufac-

ture of low-sulphur iron.

The Attempt to Make Basic Coke Is Xot New
In view of the foregoing, many attempts have been

made to improve the chemical quality of coke from the

sulphur standpoint during its manufacture. This paper

concerns itself only with the addition of crushed lime-

stone to the charge of coal or the formation of basic coke.

The idea is old. Fulton tried it a number of j'ears ago.

1 believe he mentions it in his book on '"Coke." Lately

the scheme has been revived, both here and abroad, the

claim being made that the cause for past failure lay in

the fact that the mixtures were not scientifically propor-

tioned.

How the Limestoxe Kequieed Is Calculated

According to the claims of these latest investigators,

the limestone must be added in proportion to the ash in

the coal to form a slag consisting of a monosilieate of

lime. In other words, the limestone addition is cal-

culated much after the manner of determining the bur-

dening a furnace. The following table and example wdll

show how this calculation is made:

table for the calculation of monosilicates
1 part of SiOo combines with; 1 part of base combines with:

1.0 SiO, 1.86 CaO 1.0 CaO 5.S5 SiO.
1.0 SiO, 1.33 MgO 1.0 .MgO 0.750 SiOl
1.0 SiO. 1.14 Al.O, 1.0 .41,03 873 SiO,
1.0 SiO; 2.40 FeO 1.0 FeO 0.416 SiO,
1.0 SiO; 1.77 Fe.Oj l.OFe^O, 0.562 SiO:
1.0 SiO, 2.36 MnO 10 MnO 0.422 SiOl
1.0 SiO; 1.91 MnjO. 1.0 Mn,Oi 524 SiO:
1.0 .SiO, 7.43 PbO 1 PbO 134 SiO,
1.0 SiO. 3.32 CaCOj
The table shows in the second column the weight of the bases required to

bind 1 part by weight of silica (SiO,) as monosilicates. The fourth column shows
the weight of silica (SiO,) required to bind 1 part by weight of the various bases
as monosilicates.

To calculate CaO as CaCOj multiply by 1.7857.

COAL .ANALYSIS COMPOSITION OF ASH
Per Cent. Per Cent.

Volatile m.itter 39.05 Silica 47.85
Fixed carbon 52.34 Iron oxide 15.84
.Ash 8.61 .Alumina 23.98

Lime 4.41
100.00 Magnesia 1.66

Sulphur 2.09 Sulphur 1 11

94.85
4.41 of lime X 0.535 = 2.36 per cent, silica (SiOJ taken care of by lime
1.66 of magnesia X 0.750 = 1.24 per cent, silica taken care of by magnesia

Total 3 . 60 per cent, dlica taken care of by lime and
magnesia

47.8.5—3.60 = 44.25 per cent, silica remaining to be taken care of
44.25 X 3.32 = 146.88 percentage of CaCO, needed for every tmit of ash
146.88 X 8.61

100
= 12.65 per cent. CaCOa or limestone needed to flux the ash.

From the above, we calculate that 12% per cent, of

limestone, of good quality, is needed to flux the ash. It is

the hope also that the sulphur in the coal will pass into

the slag during the coking process. Both the coal and
limestone must be crushed very fine. The coal should
all practically pass a Ys-m. screen, and the limestone, a
20-mesh screen. The mixture must be intimate and thor-

ough.

Basic Coke in Beehive Ovens a Total Failure

The ash in the coal under test in beehive ovens ran
about 8 per cent. The limestone additions were made
gradually, as it was early discovered that the physical
quality of the coke was impaired, it being soft and crum-
bling easily.

analysis OF BASIC COKE
Per Cent. Per Cent. Per Cent. Per Cent. Per Cent. Per Cent

.4sh Sulphur Phosphorus Lime in .\sh Sulphur Limestone
in .Ash Added

13.93 0.882 0.008 1.65 264 3
15.85 0.918 0.010 4.18 537 5
19.17 0.878 O.OOS 5.72 594 74
19.90 1.000 0.013 6. ,34 911 10
27.19 0.9« 0.012 12.24 0.998 124
25.90 1.015 0.010 12.13 1.002 15

AN.ALYSIS OF RUN-OF-MINE COKE
Per Cent.

Volatile matter 0.75
Fixed carbon 87 07
^•v '' 12:18
Sulphur 0.891
Phosphorus

. 014

About 121/4 per cent, of limestone was theoretically re-

quired to form the so called basic coke, but this high' per-
centage rendered it practically worthless. Failure to se-

cure high enough temperatures in the beehive process
may be ascribed as the reason. It is an internal-combus-
tion process and the large quantities of 'Tjlack damp"
(CO,) given off by the decomposition of the limestone,
seemed to smother the fire. In fact, the conclusion was
reached that "basic coke" by the beehive process, was a
total failure from the physical standpoint.

Basic Coke in Byproduct Ovens
More promise was held forth by the byproduct ovens,,

as it is a retort method, external heat being applied, but
here, too, the claims for "basic coke" were not completely
realized.

The temperature of the coking mass is not high enough,
even in byproduct practice, to cause the sulphur to pass
into calcium sulphide (CaS) during the coking process,
as evidenced by the following data:

TEMPER.ATURES IN COKING MASS OVEN NO. 47 TEST NO. 1

Time Hole No. 1 Hole No. 2 Hole No 37
Deg. F. Deg. F. Deg' F./

5:30 p.m. 350 32s ,,7=
6:00 p.m. 200 225 SqO
6:30 p.m. 200 225 Sm
7:00 p.m. 200 270 Iw
8:00 p.m. 220 250 SJn
9:00 p.m. 230 260 5lo
10:00 p.m. 230 260 mq
11:00 p.m. 240 280 53o
12:00 m. 240 280 ^
1:00 a.m. 280 290 5JX
2:00 a.m. 380 320 Sfn
3:00 a.m. 690 360 Jm
4:00 a.m. 1220 420 ocX
5:00 a.m. 1300 790 kSx
6:00 a.m. 1360 loio gj,
7:00 a.m. 1400 1120 SSS
8:00 a.m. 1580 1530 iffg
9:00 a.m. 1700 1700 iegO
10:00 a.m. 1770 1770 iSfg
11:00 .-.m. 1920 1920 jgig

TEMPERATURE AS PUSHED

„ , . , ,

Location Pyrometer Deg. Fahr.

g°|^°-J Hosldns 1S14

Ho I No'
3 i°-'tms 1814noie j\o. d Hoskins I830On the coke mass Wanner igssOn the oven walls WannBr lOnS

Flue on No. 46 (pusher side)
; Wa^er nm

Flue on No. 48 (pusher side)
i wl^Z ioo
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The study of the ti'inporature chart is interesting. Hole

No. 1. for the pyrometer, was loeated in the eharge near

tiic side wall. No. :!, in the center of the iharge. and Xo.

2, at an intermediate point, all on a line at 45 deg. in-

clination to the axis of the door of the oven. The maxi-

mum temperature in the coking mass in good practice wa.«

alwut I!)<H» deg. F.. and rather strange to say even at the

beginning of the process it was about as hot in the middle

as at the sides, yet raw coal would have apjicared in the

center had the coke been pushed ahead of time. The

flues on either side showed a tem])eratiire of al)out 'iU^(^

deg. F.

O.NLY OXK-TllIUn OK OlMOINAL SuLI'lIUn Is C'OMHINKD

WITH LiMK IX HYPKonrcT Basic Coki;

The analyses of the coal used showed ash S.OI ]h'v cent.

and sulphur 2.09 per cent., and the composition of the ash

showed that 131/2 per cent, of limestone was necessary

to form a flux. These tletailed analyses have been given

elsewhere.

Only one-third of the original suli)luir in tlic n-giilar

coke is changed to calcium .sulphide (C"aS) in basic coke,

in which form it is sujiposed to pa.-;s through the blast fur-

nace unchanged and float off into the slag instead of pass-

ing into the pig as iron sulphide ( FeS) does. This per-

centage is too small to have metallurgical significance.

Furthermore, the sulphur is higher in hasic coke than

in run-of-mine coke, due to the lime of the limestone tak-

ing on some of the otherwise volatile sulphur in the coal.

It was sui)posed that the limestone would not be decom-

posed by the heat of the coking process until ali of tlii>

volatile sulphur had been driven otT. but pnicticiilly this

was not true.

Physical Properties of Basic Cokk

Another of the claims for basic coke is that the phy.si-

cal quality is improved by the addition of limestone to

the coking eharge. Within certain limits this is true in

byproduct coke—never in beehive coke. The improve-

ment is due to the slag binder if the proper temperature

is attained, otherwise the free lime, upon exposure to the

air. slakes and causes the coke to crumble and fall apart.

COMPOSITK1N <)?' COKE

liun-of-Miue Coke Hasic Coke
Per Cent Per Cent.

Volatile matter. '}'*>
-o ?n

Fixed carbon ;•' '} ' f
™

Ash l:i M 2-t 96

100.00 100.00

Sulphur 182 1.7B

COMPOSITION OF THE ASH
Run-of-Mine Coke Basic Coke

Per Cent. Per Cent.

Silica..,. 4fi.87 24.06

Ironoxide 1^.61 11.54

Alumina 24.12 9.9.3

Lime 4.21 48.00

Maencsia I|l 1„;3
Sulphur 0-86 81

Sulphur a.s 93.08 95.29
Calcium sulphide trace 0.5S

PHYSICAL TESTS OF BASIC COKE
Ba-sic Coke

—

Ruo-of Mine Coke 12! Per Cent. Limestone

Shattertest 70 5 per cent. 31.9perccn«.

Porositv 38.8 per cent. 43.9 per cent.

Apparenisp.gr 0.900 0.934

Rcalsp.gr 1.470 1.666

The siiatter test is the crucial determination. It is

made according to the JJ. S. Government's specifications,

that is, 4 drops of a given quantity of coke at a height of

A (1 E Vol. I. No. -H

ti ft. are made aiiii then the broken coke i> passed iivcr a

2-in. screen. The percentage pa.'^sing tliiougb is tlieii de-

termined. In the al)ove examples, 70i/o |)er cent, of run-

of-mine coke and .'il.it per cent, of basic coke pas.<i-

I

through the 3-iii. screen. Tlic latter figure is about staml

ard for byiiroducl coke.

Till-: I'lissiiu.i: .Vnv.wrAdiis of B.v.sic Cokk

The porosity and the specific gravity of the basic coke

are better than tho.>;e values for the run-of-mine coke. In

fact, we believe it is ])ossible to take an inferior grade

of coking coal, and, by the scientific use of crushed lime-

stone in the byproduct process, make \-\ blasl-riuiiai r

fuel, where otherwise a total failure would result. -Vs

before stated, this is due to the formation of a slag bimler

in the coke. Owing to the strength given by this binder.

vast quantities of low-grade or semi-coking coals WdiiM

be opened up fur by])roduct u.se. W'lielbei- (H- nui "Ihe

game is woiih tln' eundle," at presi'iit is wilhuul (lie smyr

of (his article.

There might be some ailvantage (o the rui-naeeni:in in

having limestone added to the coke instead ol' \vi(li it.

There are also some natural advantages to the byiniuhK i

operator. The total ammonia yield would be inri'cased by

the addition of limes(one to the coal, and the ]iercentage

of fixed ammonia decreased, which would lessen the work

of the stills in the indirect or senii-ilircct processes.

Finally, the main aim in the search for basic coke has

been to produce a slag in (be I'ni'l wliicli will eaiTv tln'

sulphur with it. I-iut even if this were jmssible during

the coking ]>rncess, it ediild no! be 'inl'ely assumed thai

the sul])hur would not gel indi the inui in passing throngli

the blast furnace just as it ibies now wit limit the pniper

safeguards. In fact, we belie\e (lie (ibl as,>.iiiu[itii)ii tlnil

calcium sulphide passes through the blast furnace un-

changed, is erroneous, and that it would avail nothing,

from the sulphur standpoint, to have basic coke. Caleimn

sulphide is stable only at high temperatures and in a re-

ducing atmos])bere. As the matter now stands, we (liink

that the sul|iluir in basic coke would be acted ui)on by

the iron ore in the top of the blast furnace and changed

back into its original harnifnl form ready to be assim-

ilated liy the piu' ircin, unless slagged olf as usual, due

to the action of the metallic oxides on caleluin sulphide

(CaS) at comparatively low temperatures.

In view of the foregoing, we conclude: First, thiit

basic coke, in the chemical sense, is not practically feasi-

ble, nor wholly desirable; secondly, in the physical sen.se,

it has ])ossii)ilities in utilizing low-gijade semicoking

coals for by|)roduet use.

New Freight Rates in Kansas
The Kansas Utilities commi.ssion held hcaringr.s at Topi-ka,

Kan., during the past weeli, regarding new freight rates

for mine-run coal. This class, under present conditions, talies

the lump-coal rate. Consumers advocated that mine-run coal

talce the slack rate. Operators are against the proposed
change almost without exception. Should it be put into effect.

slack would be a drug on the market, according to those in

touch with the situation. The rate would apply only on
shipments in Kansas, even if projected. The commission tool;

the matter under advisement after hearing testimony from all

sources and will not announce its decision for some time,

according to present indications. Some of the Kansas oper-
ators who testified, asserted that the Southeastern Kansas
coal field is waning fast. The maximum output, eight mil-
lion tons annually, will be reached in five years, it was stated.

About 6,700,000 tons were mined in 1912.
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A New Coal Railroad

The Buckhaimoii & Xortlieru K.l!.. iiow bemg con-

-tructed between Eivesville, \V. Va. (live miles nortli oi'

I'airmout) and the West Virginia-Pennsylvania line, will

tap a large area of excellent Pittsburgh coal which has

hitherto lain idle, because the Baltimore & Ohio E.R. by

some mischance was built on the wrong side of the Monou-

gahela River. As will be seen, without the building of

expensive bridges, the road could not tap the Pitts-

burgh coal bed, except in iusignifieant areas near Mon-

tana, and Opekiska, where there are already mines owned

by the Consolidation Coal Co. and the Pittsburg Steam

Coal Co. The Upper Freeport and the Lower Kittanning

coals can be found on the right or east bank of the river,

hut they have not been worked along the Baltimore &
Ohio E.R. Consequently there is but little activitj'

throughout Monongalia County. The building of the

railroad will change this condition and bring a strong

competitor into the field.

The Buckhannon & Xortheru R.R. is being built by the

Little Kanawha Syndicate consisting of the Pittsburg &
Lake Erie R.R. Co., the Pennsvlvania Co., and the Balti-

ing, and the coal is being taken to the Bliss breaker, two

miles away, for preparation.

The buildings of this colliery, all designed by F. J.

Nies, the company's architect, will be the most modern

and artistic of any in the anthracite region. They are all

built of concrete and brick, except the breaker itself, and

are all entirely fireproof. The breaker is to be of concrete

up to the pocket line, and ol" steel and wire glass above.

The output of the plant will be about 5000 to 6000 tons

daily.

Along the north side of the hill, upon which the col-

liery is located, are the powder magazine, the wash house

for the men, the model barn for the mules, the wire

and cement house, the ice house, and the fan house with

its two 20-ft. fans. In this building, also, is an air com-

pressor with a capacity of 1500 cu.ft. per minute, which

will be used for small hoists in the mines. Two more

buildings on the north side of the hill are the supply house

and the engine house for Xo. 1 .slope. In the center are

the two shaft engine houses. The main shafts at pres-

ent are 930 ft. deep.

On the south side of the hill is the steam plant with

its 135-ft. stack. There are shower baths for the fire-

The BrcKHAXxox & Xokthekn R.R. Which Will Opex Yv titi; Regiox Xot;th of Faikmont. W. Va.

more & Ohio R.R. Co. It will i oiincct at the southern

end with the Baltimore & Ohio R.R. and at the northern

junction with the Monongahela River R.E., which is

owned jointly by the Pennsylvania E.R. Co. and the

Pittsburgh & Lake Erie R.E. Co. Thus the coal will find

an entry into Pittsburgh.

The maximum grades are 0.15 per cent., and several

miles are entirely level. The maximum .curvature is S

deg., and as there are only two curves of this sharpness,

the maximum severity of curvature may later be reduced

to 6 deg. The track is laid with 85-lb. rail, and the work

is designed for the heaviest traffic. There are five steel

bridges, one a viaduct. 27-1: ft. long, and another a cross-

ing 290 ft. long, over Indian Creek, opposite Opekiska.

A Large Modern Breaker

Work is progressing rapidly on the new Looniis colliery

of the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western Coal Co., near

Xanticoke. Over 40 of the 81 concrete footings

for the new breaker are in position, and all the other

buildings are practically completed. The hoisting en-

gines at the two main shafts and at Xo. 1 slope are work-

men in this building, and blast fans for the furnaces in

the basement. The power is now supplied by the tempor-

ary plant at the foot of the hill, but the large boiler

house will be ready in December. At the foot of the

hill also are two pretty double houses, concrete with cov-

ered pergolas in front, for the use of the mine foremen.

The breaker, which will also be along the south side

of the hill, will be the third in the region to be entirely

operated by electricity. The power will be supplied by

the company's Xanticoke plant, which also supplies the

power for the Truesdale breaker, about two miles away.

The equipment of the Loomis breaker as to shakers, spiral

separators, sorting tables, rolls and jigs will be modeled

largely after that in the Truesdale breaker in that every

unit of machinery will be operated by its individual mo-

tor.

There will be four shafts in all at this operation. The

steel headframes, 80 ft. high, are in place over the two

main shafts, each 50.4x14 ft., and these shafts are being

operated. The shafts are equipped with gooseneck auto-

matic dtimping carriages, which dump the coal upon a

bucket-type endless conveyor running from the mouth of

the shafts to the breaker.
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1 lie thiril shaft is the old Dundee shaft, abandoned in

1>")1 ou account of the jjascous nature of the mine and

the lack of proper ventilatinj; facilities at that time. Coal

from this shaft was shipped hy boat to Philadelphia. The

shaft, which was l»».\lti ft., has been filled up to get rid

of the water in it, and a caisson will be sunk around it

and the shaft cidargcd to 14.\20 ft. The old shaft was

810 ft. deep, and was sunk to the Ross vein. The fourth

shaft will be sunk near the Xanticoke power plant, and

the coal from all four will be run into the breaker through

the conve.vor line.

There are 1247 acres in the proiierty, and the buildings

with their fireproof tHuistruction, resemble a grou]) of col-

lege buildings rather than these of a colliery.

A Plumb-Bob Holder

An ingenious device for carrying a transit plumb-bob

is described in a recent issue of Engineering Xews as

follows

:

.\ plumb-bob holder attached to one leg of the transit

tripod has been designed by a Canadian surveyor, as a remedy

tor the plumb-bob getting lost or punching holes In the

transltman's pockets. The cut shows the device applied to a
split-leg tripod. The point of

--, the plumb-bob rests in a '4 -in.

holf bored 'A: in. deep in the

spacing blocli of the leg, while

its neck fits between two
strips of brass. The inner

strip. A, is secured by two
screws. The outer strip B is

hinged at one end, while tlie

other end is notched to hook
over a pin C. This pin is fitted

as a clamp screw, so that by
a slight turn of the milled

head the plate is held firmly

in place. Both plates are

slightly bent at the middle so

as to allow for the neck of

the plumb-bob and the string

which is wound around it.

This contrivance is de-

scribed in the 1913 "Proceed-
ings" of the Dominion Land
Surveyors Association, by F. H.

Kitto. Director of Surveys.

Dawson, Yukon Territory.

Canada. He states that he
uses this as the permanent
receptacle for the plumb-bob,
whether in the field or the

office.

I'llmb-Bok Holdkr ojt

THE Li;ii OF A Tripou

Vigilance and Co-operation as Factors

of Safety

By W. E. Holland*

Believing that the following recommendations, recently

made with a view to reducing the number of accident';,

both fatal and nonfatal, occurring in the district, to a

minimum, would be of value to all engaged in mining, I

submit them for consideration and discussion.

The usual custom, at most of the mines operating in

this vicinity at the present time, is for one or more coin-

panv men to pass through the entries at the beginning of

each shift, and examine the roof and take down any loose

pieces of slate or rock that are found to be unsafe. While

this is a good system, as far as it goes, I believe it can

he improved. To my mind, the weakest point in the

method is that no one is made responsible for any acci-

•State mine inspector. District No. 1, Albia, Iowa.

dent that may occur. It has been my dili I' cndiinor to

(4iminato this weakness and make .--onichody ticaily re-

sponsible for the safety of haulage roads and traveling

ways throughout the mine.

For the toiler underground, surrounded as lie is by

dangers seen and unseen, there is never too much ])rutcc-

tion at the best; and whatever is worth tloing in his be-

half, is surely worth doing well. In order to reduce to a

minimum the accidents that are of such common occur-

rence and which arise from incomplete or careless insjicc-

tiou or lack of care and caution on the part of the worker,

every effort must be made to awaken both t'lnjiloyer and

employed to recognize their respective individual resjion-

.<il)iiities. It is ini])ortaiit that they should realize that

they must meet on common ground ami aninlgainate their

clVorts to avoid the coinnion mine accidents tliat are of al-

most daily occurrence.

Hl'I'OKTINti rXSAI-lC CONDITIOXS

The first recommendation of which 1 have spoken was

to the effect that each company or operator appoint a

competent, sober and reliable man, who should go on duty

at night shift and make a rigid examination of all the

entries and traveling ways throughout tlie mine. Tliis

examination should include the obsei-ving of all inisal'i'

conditions of any nature whatsoever, giving partiiiilai-

attention to the security of the roof and coal; and the

condition, amount and style of timbering.

The examiner should record in a book, carried for that

purpose, each unsafe condition, describing its nature and

location. A carbon copy of the report of each examina-

tion should be given to the day foreman, who.se first duty

would be to examine the report and remove or safeguard

each of the dangers mentioned. When this has been done

the report should be signed by the foreinan and sent to

the superintendent, for his information.

This system would not only make the mine foreman

responsible for the condition of the mine each day; but it

would keep the superintendent intelligently informed as

to the dangers existing in the mine and would, besides,

serve a good purpose as reference, in case of accident.

The effect of thus fixing the responsibility for accident,

upon each official charged with the work of inspecting the

mine or removing the dangers found, would be to increase

the degree of caution and efficiency of every mine official.

Under such a system, many small details that were for-

merly disregarded would be given attention.

The second recommendation had reference to a useless

practice that has, in the past, contributed so largely to

the occurrence of avoidable accidents. I refer to the

habit so prevalent among the men and boys employed

in the mines, of visiting each other in their respective

working places. Xot only does this habit result in a loss

of time to the workers and, to an extent, reduce the

capacity of the mine for putting out coal ; but there is a

tendency, at such times, for idle loiterers to engage in

practices that impair both health and morals. The visit-

ing should be done at the evening fireside, when the day's

work is ended.

It should be remembered, in this connection, that when

an accident occurs to a man or boy who is out of his place,

no one can be held accountable for the same; but the

responsibility rests upon the individual alone. There are

numerous instances of record where serious injury and

even death have resulted from this practice. I would sug-
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gest that legislation along this line would help greatly to

reduce the number of avoidable accidents.

The third and last recommendation was to the effect

that any employee who knows of an existing danger,

either in his own or in another working place, or on the

road or traveling ways of the mine, shall at once notify

the mine foreman, giving its nature and location. Every

mine worker should feel his individual responsibility in

this regard. The safety of the mine demands this hearty

cooperation on the part of every worker, in the effort

to remove every source of danger common to mining.

The old adage : ''Eternal vigilance is the price of

safety," applies emphatically in coal mining. If there is

one place more than another where vigilance is an eternal

necessity, it is ia the dismal domain of darkness where

the toiler daily and hourly courts disaster and death,

in order to provide the necessities and comforts of home

and life for those whom he loves and cherishes.

The point I desire to impress most strongly is that

responsibility for safety rests equally on every mine work-

er, whether he be official, shifthaiid, miner or laborer. No
one is exempt, as far as his ability to observe and act ex-

tends. Let anyone who enters the mine realize his in-

dividual responsibility for the promotion of safety.

Michigan Mining Interests in Spitz-

bergen

The Arctic Coal Co., controlled by John M. Longyear,

of Marquette, Mich., and associates, has in 1913 shipped

35,000 tons of coal from its mines in Spitzbergen, within

the Arctic Circle. The coal has gone to continental ports.

The company owns two steamers, one the "Kwasind," of

3800 tons burden, that regularly carries coal in the ship-

ping season, the months of July, August and September,

and the "William D. Monroe," a whaler that is used in

transporting supplies, but it depends for most of the ton-

nage it needs on season charters.

It is 10 years since Longyear's attention was first di-

rected to the coal resources of Spitzbergen, and the pres-

ent stage of the Arctic eompan_y's enterprise represents

eight years' continuous development, conducted on a con-

stantly increasing scale.

Great sums of money have been spent in the iield by

Longyear and his associates, and the only returns so

far have been the few cargoes sent to civilization. But

the region possesses termendous resources in coal, and if

all goes well the men interested in the Arctic company

will be richly rewarded, both for their daring and the per-

sistence of their efforts to have the international status of

Spitzbergen satisfactorily determined.

The shipment of 38,000 tons of coal to southern ports

this year was more than has been forwarded in any pre-

vious season and more, also, than will likely be forwarded

next year, for the shipment was incidental to the develop-

ment of the property. The stage of actual mining on a

commercial basis has not yet been reached. However, the

preliminary work has been well advanced and Longyear

expects that the company's operations will soon he defi-

nitely determined. Much equipment will have to be in-

stalled before the property is in readiness for production

on a large scale. The general manager is Scott Turner.

A deposit of more than 60,000,000 tons has been indi-

cated by the operations to date. The mines are worked
by 250 to 300 men, and, although the shipping season

lasts but three months, mining is carried on throughout

the year. The geological conditions place no bar on suc-

cessful mining in the Spitzbergen fields. The beds are

uniform to a surprising degree, running about 31^ ft.

thick, and the mining problem is simple. The coal is

undercut, and drops from the sandstone capping which
overlies it. The sandstone makes a stable roof and has to

be supported with comparatively little timbering. How-
ever, other conditions raise some question as to what part

of the coal can be taken out.

The international phase of the matter is one that con-

tinues to give concern to the men interested in the com-
pany, for Spitzbergen remains No Man's land, and al-

though the Arctic company holds title to its 170 square

miles of land by purchase from a Norwegian company,
by exploration and by possession, it is regarded as an in-

terloper by the northern nations of Europe, and its rights

may not be established without a fight.

In fact, the company's land has already been entered

upon by a force of Kttssians, who have undertaken explor-

ation and who have carried it forward sufRciently so that

they have shipped a cargo of coal. \Yhat to do about

these invaders is only one of the many problems that give

concern to the officials of the Arctic company. There is a

strong suspicion that they have pursued their course with

the knowledge of the Eussian government.

Norway has made several attempts to bring together

representatives of eight leading nations m a conference

in which steps will be taken to determine the status of

Spitzbergen, but so far the conference has failed to even-

tuate. It seems impossible to agree on a time when all the

powers are willing to settle down to the task of determin-

ing how Spitzbergen shall be governed, or what rights

will be respected there.

Our Federal Government Has Given but Small As-

surance OF Protection

The officials of the Arctic Coal Co. have met with no

more success obtaining satisfactory assurances about the

backing it will get from the American state department

than Norway has encountered in bringing the powers to-

gether to deal with the subject. In one of President

Taft's messages reference was made to the anomalous con-

dition existing in Spitzbergen, and the necessity of pro-

tecting American interests, but so far there has been no
more definite declaration that Americans who have made
investments in Spitzbergen will be protected by the Gov-

ernment in the final scramble for land and power.

Th'at this is the case is not due to a lack of representa-

tions by officers of the company to the state department,

but to the reluctance of the officials of that department to

act finally on the matter. Longyear has frequently had
the matter before the undersecretaries, and recently dis-

cussed it with Solicitor General Folk and other officials.

This last interview gave Longyear considerable satisfac-

tion and he is hopeful that steps will soon be taken to de-

fine the position of the American government in relation

to Spitzbergen. With the Eussians aggressively in pos-

session of tracts of the company's land, and showing every

evidence of a purpose to go ahead and mine coal, this

naturally is a matter of great interest to the men who
have staked so heavily on the exploitation of the Spitz-

bergen coal fields.

—

Engineering and Mining Journal.
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Meeting of Coal Mining Institute of America
.s'j-.V(V/J.s/.>

—

Tilt- iriitlrr si.ssioii uf Ihe iii.stilule inis Hi'-

moul xiicre.ssfvl i« i/.-- Iiisluri/. und ihe papers were all of

vnttsiial inlerei'l. The principal iliscmsioiis were on llir

effect of adding forriijn bodien to coal before coking, on

profits of efficienqi and their di.<tribulion. and on Unle

IS of the Pennsglrania State mine law.

The meeting of tlie Coal Miiiiiijr Institule ol' Ain.iKa

was ealled to order by \V. K. Folil. piwideiit, at 10 ii.m..

on Dee. 4, in the a.-!.>ienihly room of the Fort I'itt Hotel,

Pittsburjjli. I'enn. The short initial .session was entirely

taken up i)y regular business of the less interesting kind.

The president declared that lie had no address to deliver,

so the meeting was soon adjourned.

After lunch the a.ssembly room tilled to overflowing and

several e.xtra chairs had to be jirovided for the unusually

large attendance. Harrington Emerson's address (see p.

886) entitled "Efficiency in Coal Mining," wa.s most in-

teresting, but perhaps tJie best featui-e of his part of the

program was his reply to criticisms, in which he digressed

slightly from bituminous coal mining in obtaining illus-

trations of his ideas.

The princii)al objections were to his argument tliat

.strikes are unnecessary, and to the practice of the effic-

iency exi)erts in bringing all the pressure to bear on the

employer and not on the employee. So long as the latter

regarded efficiency as a means of making money for the

operator, so long will he oppose it. As a matter of fact,

the chief gainer in efficiency will be the workingmau, but

he must not claim the whole gain or there will be no in-

ducement for the operator to sink his money in increa-sed

efficiency. On the whole, however, the differences of opiii-

ion were rather in expression and emphasis than in real

essentials.

Othkr Simca kicks

Among tho.se addressing the meeting were C. L. Clark,

S. A. Taylor and Thomas L. Lewis, the latter being the

ex-president of the United Mine Workers of America.

Clyde G. Brehm, electrician of the. Oliver-Snyder Steel

Co., Fniontown, Penn., then read his paper on "Safe-

guarding the Use of Electricity in Mines." This paper ap-

peared in last week's issue of Co.vL Age. H. H. Clark

responded in general approval of the paper. Jesse K.

Johnston's paper, entitled "A Study of the Wages and

Selling Price of Coal in the Pittsburgh District," will also

appear in an early issue. It was exactly described in the

title as the author made no attempt to analyze cau.ses or

to draw deductions.

After a few complimentary references to E. W. Parker's

analysis of the conditions of the coal trade in the bitum-

inous regions (made at the American Mining Congress),

there was no further discussion of note. Tn apparent con-

tradiction of A. J. Moorshead's dictum in Philadelphia,

the coal operators did not "just like to talk about their

troubles."

The institute banquet was also served in the assembly

room. H. M. Wilson, engineer-in-eharge of the Bureau of

Mines, Pittsburgh, Penn., addressed the meeting on in-

dustrial safety. In his speech he claimed for the mining

industry the honor of being the source of the wides])read

movement for the conservation of life. C. L. Fnv thPr,

made a plea for subscribing mcnd)ersliips at live (im.-

the regular yearly rate mikI Inund several volunteers. Hi.

W. J. Holland, director ui tiic Carnegie Mu.seuin. uli..

was erecting a diplodocus in .S]iaiii, was unable tu l)c

present. Tho.s. L. Lewis addrc-^scd the audicMcc and

iri:i(lc (piite a faMirabIc impressiun.

'I'm; C^t i:srio\ Box

'i'lie (|uestion box was then opened by John 1. Trail.

stale mine inspector at Pittsburgh, the first (lucsticm \<r-

ing: "SlHiiild rescue work afln- mine disasttM-s \iv per

formed liy men in the employ o\' the coal operators, or by

si)ecialiy trained corps niainlaineil by llu' federai or stale

government? The answer is olixicuis enca:gb. It wmild

be unfortunate, indeed, if the whole luirdeii of rescue

were to be placed on any ollicial l)o<ly. However, the per-

sons discussing the ipiestioiis. including .1. \\ . Paul, took

up a larger view of the (piestion and <lis(iissed the rea-

sons for the continued cNistence of stale and federal

rescue corps ami the mailer of control. In brief it may

be said he did not claim or desire any dominating au-

thority for till' federal corps. For further details refer-

ence may be maile to an editorial in ibis issue on the Na-

tioiuil Mine K'eseiie Service. .\s the (|uesti(in lio\ look

up much time, llie other i|iiestions were reserveil for tlie

following morning.

Which {Imv. ny 1'i:oi'lk Is Mosr Si-ii.ikit 'ro

.\(i'ti)i:\rs

The first (piestion al the morning session was: -.Kre

accidents more frequent among the foreigners from Italy.

Hungary, Poland, etc.. than among English-speaking

people? As we hope to publish II. I. Smith's reply, it is

enough to state that the ligures of the West Virginia

Department of Mines show the most meager variation be-

tween the death risks of nati\es and foreigners. Unfor-

tunately, West Virginia is probably the only state publish-

ing statistics of the nationality of living and uninjureil

miners, though nearly all states publish the nationality

of those injured fatally or otherwise. Mr. Smith's fig-

ures were for one year only and some nationalities, no-

tably the English, are not represented in proportion sidTi-

cient to give any exact determination.

The third question evidenced the conviction of the ques-

tioner, F. C. Keighley. It is stated as a declaration of

principles. It had reference to the "injustice of enforcing

Bule No. IS of the Mine Code without considering local

co.nditions. Kule Xo. 18 refers to the driving of explora-

tory drill holes 3 ft ahead of shot holes when approach-

ing clay veins. The old law has the same provisions as

the present, hut by the omission of a preposition or so,

and the change of punctuation, the ]irovision has been

totally changed so as to refer to all narrow workings in-

stead of to clay veins in headings.

Exception Ls Takkn to Attokney Gknehal's TJxTLixci

S. A. Taylor took exception to the attorney general's

ruling in favor of a drastic interpretation of the law, and

pointed out how the wording had been changed without

the knowledge of anyone that a modification was intend(>d.

He believed the law as originally written was perfectly

logical. Clay veins are frequently crevices filled with

clav. which crevices extend from the Pittsburgh coal up
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to the Sewickley and Redstone measures. Lai-ge bodies of

gas are let loose when these crevices are uucovered, and
it is best to let these stored-up bodies of gas loose by a

small hole where their escape can be observed and con-

trolled, rather than to let them be suddenly uncovered by

a heavy shot. The approach of a clay vein is easily fore-

casted for the coal gets hard and gnarly. It is wrong to

say the law would be a dead letter if it applied only to

clay veins on the ground, and rhat it was only of force

when the workings reached an indeterminable point, be-

cause clay veins do give advance warning of their pres-

ence.

F. C. Keighley then presented his case as against the

state. His company had not definitel\' determined to drive

up its rooms throughout the mines and let the pillars

stand till later, but that was practically its present prac-

tice in jjlaces. The first recovery was only 15 per cent.:

the other 85 per cent, might stay for five or ten years.

The pillars left were 90 ft. wide. When he attempted

to run crosscuts through these pillars after long exposure

to the air on both .sides, rule Xo. 18 was enforced against

him. He regarded it an unfair provision. He had clay

veins but they were not such as Mr. Taylor described.

They were clay rolls in the floor, and they never cut

the coal down to a thickness of less than two feet, and

never had any leaders passing up to the top of the seam.

They could not carry gas, therefore, from other beds.

Mr. Smith explained that the laws were not pimctuated

till printed in pamphlet form. The punctuation was then

added by an editor. The legislature had nothing to do

with periods, colons, semicolons and commas.

Election of Officers

Three other questions which were to have been dis-

cussed were ruled out by the chair for lack of time. The
elections then took place, and the following were elected

for the coming year

:

President, J. K. Johnston, general mine superinten-

dent of the Pittsburgh Plate Glass Co., Creighton, Penn.

;

1st vice-president, AY. Seddon, Brownsville, Penn.; 3nd
vice-president. A. P. Cameron, superintendent of the

Westmoreland Coal Co., Irwin, Penn. ; 3rd vice-president,

I. G. Eoby, state mine inspector, of Fniontowu, Penn.

;

secretary-treasurer, C. L. Pay, Wilkes-Barre, Penn.

G. A. Burrell then read a paper on the "Relative Ef-

fect on Men and Small Animals of Small Amounts of

Carbon Monoxide." This will be reproduced in an early

issue, so it is only necessary to say that Mr. Burrell's

statement that opinions differed as to what were injurious

doses of monoxide was full_y borne out in the discussion.

We hope some time that Mr. Burrell will answer W. J.

Price's question as to the manner in which the Bureau
compensates for the changes ])roduced by a large animal

or man on the percentage of vitiated air in the atmos-

phere of the test chamlier. In some manner this ques-

tion was overlooked.

Papers ox Coke

The article on "Basic Coke" (see page 894), bv J. E.

Campbell, chief chemist of the H. C. Frick Coke Co., fol-

lowed and was discussed after lunch, as was also the

paper of F. C. Keighley on "What is the Proper Method
of Sampling the Beehive Coke Oven for Analysis" (see

page 890). It may be noted that by basic coke is meant
coke in which the alkali bodies exceed the acid bodies in

the coke substance. There is another definition used in
the trade. This declares basic coke to be coke which is

too high in phosphorus to* be used in a bcssemer converter.
The name "high-phos coke" is sometimes used for fuel of
this description.

Mesabi Ore Was ^Mixeij with Powdered Coal, ijut

Result Was a Failure

Mr. Keighley stated that he had mixed 10 per cent,

of Jlesabi ore with powdered coal and obtained a strong
coke, closely resembling the ordinary run-of-mine varietj',

though it rusted somewhat badly when watered. The
manufacturers wanted to offset the dustiness of the ore

by introducing it into the furnace as part of the coke
charge, but 10 per cent, was regarded as being too small
a proportion so it was raised gradually to 20 per cent.

The result was a failure, as the final product was a fluxed

material of no possible value as coke. Later attempts
were made to use breeze in the oven charge, but the re-

sults were not encouraging.

J. L. Sherrick declared that 2600 deg. of temperature
were necessary for the lime to form a slag in the coke,

and he could not see how that action could take place in
the byproduct oven where the heat was insufficient. E. B.
Wilson discussed the addition of sodium chloride to the
coal. This, J. R. Campbell stated he had tested and was
full of hope that it would solve the problem. However,
as the product ammonium chloride instead of ammonia
was formed, the indirect process of producing sulphate of
ammonium had to be adopted. This made the addition of
common salt to the coal undesirable.

E. W. Parker asked F. C. Keighley if the coal was
crushed before coking in the Connellsville region, and the
latter stated that one concern had crushed and washed its

coal and found the percentage of sulphur increased over
uucrushed and washed coal. They found they obtained
better results by cracking the coal. By not producing so

fine a powder, the flake "sulphur" could be separated.
When crushed, this "sulphur" became fine and could not
be removed from the coal. He believed this flake "sul-
phur" came from solutions which descended through the
roof. It was his experience that coal was higher in sul-

phur when found under a sandstone roof, which is per-
meable, and lower in sulphur when under a close shale
roof.

W. F. Elwood neither came nor sent his paper on
"Stray Electric Currents," and the meeting proceeded to
W. R. Crane's interesting address on the "Coal-Mining
Fields and Transportation Problems in Alaska." The
address on "Portable Electric Mine Lamps," by H. H.
Clark, interested and pleased the audience, but did not
draw out much discussion.

Finally with the nomination of a committee on elec-

trical affairs to discuss the adoption of standards for elec-

tric mine lamps, the meeting closed. The committee
thus formed consists of C. A. Means, electrical engineer
to the Department of Mines; E. X. Hosier, chief engi-
neer of the Rochester & Pittsburgh Coal & Iron Co., and
H. T. Booker of Monongahela, Penn.

Asphalt residue from petroleum and water-gas, tar and
pitch in large percentages are the best briquette binders for
lignites that are caked by Are. Starch, magnesia and sul-
phite liquor are the best for noncaking lignites. V\'ith grates
constructed so as to hold the fire together, lignite briquettes
without any binder give good results.
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SNAP SHOTS IN COAL MINING

Shows llorsES and Stork of Nohth Kasi- Coal Co., Piynnsa Watkk Out of Chown Hill No. 1 Mine, at

AT TiiKALKA. Ky. Clinton, Ind., with '-Am Lift

Stlkl Duuble-Tkack Lncuxe, Co.nxectin.,; Tipfll Glxeual View of Tii-fle, l'o^vEF, House and Washer

AND Mines, Koden Coal Co., Marvel, Ala. of Eoden Coal Co.

Shows Damage Done to Clovelley Tipple, Vigo County, Ind., by Explosion on ISTov. 10
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Coal Plants in Mexico Are Destroyed

EuiNs OF Geneeal Coal Office axd IMaxagee's

Residence at I.ampacitos.

Weeck of Pan and La^ip House at Mine Xo. 3,

NEAE RoSITA.

This Is What Rioiaixs of the Lameacitos Coal

Washee.
Inteeioe of Lameacitos Po-r-ee Hot se. All Eqcip-

MENT in Plant Ts Xow a Total Loss. The In-

stallation Incli-ded Two Dieect-Connected Gen-

erators AND Two Belted Sets.

PiEiiAiNS of Lampacitos AVaeehousi:^. Etc., with

Eeined BriLDiNfis in Background.

Condition of Some of the Executive Bt ildings

at acujita.

Shows AVh.vt Eemains of the Agujita Washer.

This Property Was Destroyed by Eebels. All

AVoEic Xow Suspended Except Faxs axd Pumps

AT THE Agujita Mines.

What Remains of Machine Shop at Cia Cae-

BOXIEEBA DE SaBINAS RosITA.
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The Necessity of Organization
Bv Tiiu.MAs 1.. Li;wis

syyOPSlS—Mine labor i^ about as efficient today as it

ita.s ft-feral H'lirs aijo. By onjaitizatiun tite miner has

giren stability to the industry. Disputes betireen ujiera-

tur.s anil labor unions could be advantageously and peace-

ably settled and the operators otherwise greatly benefited

if they were as strongly and thoroughly bound togelhrr

as are the miners.

1 WHS iiuuh interested in tlie paper read by Mr. l]in-

erson. To disi-uss every phase of tliis question would take

more .time than eould he allotted to it this afternoon.

There were .so many faets .stated in that address that

evi'iy man in this audience, young and old, ouglU to he

not only willing but anxious to express his opinion either

for or against what was said.

I have no eriticism to make of his position with refer-

ence to efficiency. If I were to presume to criticize any

part of the address of Mr. Emerson it would be that l)art

referring to the cost of producing a ton of coal. Xot

that the statements as made are incorrect, but a wnmg
impression will go out to the American people as to what

it actually costs to produce a ton of coal in this country,

and it will make it much more difficult to get a fair iiricc

for a unit of output.

The trouble with the coal industry is that fuel in this

country is being produced at such a figure that at the

present selling price the consumer is demanding that we
give the product to him for nothing, notwithstanding

the fact that we are exhausting a valuable resource. No-

body seems to be interested except to get a ton of coal at

.such a price that there is practically nothing in it for the

producer. I know of a number of corporations in this

country who are charged right and left with bleeding

the public on the one hand and robbing the workingmen
on the other, and yet, with rhe most efficient appliances

they can get, they are on the verge of bankruptcy. This

is the usual condition with coal companies.

Labor Is Xot Much Changed

However, I am not going to agree with my friend on

the left that the labor of today in the mines is much dif-

ferent from what it was 25 or 30 years ago. I worked in

the mines 35 years ago, when the dominant, or the pre-

dominant mine workers were the British, the French and
the German people. And when T say British, I mean the

Irish. Scotch, Engli.sh and Welsh. They in their line

were neither better nor worse miners than those of to-

day. It is now a question of having competent men. in

most instances who know how to operate a machine to

cut coal. At that time it required .skill, mu.«cle and brain

power, because we had to mine it all, shear it and block

it down without the u.se of an ounce of powder. But we
have got away from that today. We now recognize that

there is no necessity for that method. If proper time is

taken and proper effort is made and intelligent methods
used, we can produce a better grade of coal under our
pre^;ent system, with machine mining, than we could

under the old system with pick mining, wedge and .sledge.

I believe the gentleman on the right—and I am di-

Note—Impromptu address before Co.-il Mining Institute of
America, Pittsburgh, Penr., Dec. 4, 191.'!.

Verging new ])<>ssil)ly from Mr. EmcrsoiTs jtapcr—at least

indirectly, where he takes the ])osilion that what we need

today is to get to the operative. Hallier get to the mine
workers in this country. Ja-I me ask you tiiis: How mucii

time i\s taken by tlie mine managements, by the operators,

by the institutes of this character—and you are iloing a

splendid work—to inijjress the ideas that are brought

forth here hack upon the minds of the men who swing the

jiick and the shovel? How much spate will the l)ui)iir

press in the great city of Pittsburgh devote in the col-

umns of their pai)ei-s to the <'laiioratioii of the splendid

ideas you men bring forth in this Institute? The chances

ai'e that tomorrow morning you will pick u]) a daily |iai)ei'

and see about two or three or maylie four inches of space

buried back among the advertisements. Why? If we
want to find out why we cannot make our people more
efficient, more progressive, more determined to lift the

coal industry to a higher standard, let us go back—and
I am going to talk from an oi)erating standjioint, though
I am not an operator—and ask ourselves as operators how
much time we have devoted to the work of efficiency as

ajjplied to getting to the mine workers?

That is where we ar.- lost. We underst;uid those ques-

tions here. We can discuss them here from our stand-

point. We know what the remedy is. But there are

nearly 800,000 mine workers in this country, of every

nationality under the sun, who have not the faintest con

ception of what is meant iiy raising the .standard of ef-

ficiency of labor. Ami we nuisl reach' those peo])le.

Xow as far as the nationality or class or kind of people

is concerned, working in the mines, what do we find?

•Why has the Italian develo]ied into an objectionable lab-

orer in the mine? Xot because he is any less strong than

his fellow worker of .some other nationality, not because

he is not dispo.sed to learn to swing a sliovel just as

quickly; not because of his inability to learn any other

kind of work in and around a mine. But because by na-

ture he is impulsive and much more easily appealed to

through his prejudices and his passions than the other
nationalities are. The result is that he is more apt to

resort to things that we term un-American. They can-
not conceive of a sy.stem where they ought to be subord-
inated to the will of law, where they ought to conform
to our general ideas of Americanism, and the result is

that in every industrial struggle in this country we find

the Italian more apt to resort to the old Feudalistic sys-

tem of force than to permit himself to be appealed to in

reason or intelligence.

'I'hat is generally true of the Italian. It applies to

certain other nationalities, though probably not to the
same extent. And we find, as stated by Mr. Emerson, that

strikes are a deploraide, and in my opinion a ridiculous

proposition. Why do we have strikes? On one side we
have an organization of mine workers which has sought
to improve the conditions of their membership. We find

that by insisting upon being paid certain rates of wage-
for their labor they have given more or less stability to

the coal industry. That is a matter that is subject to

l)roof. Back in 1896 and 1897 the average operating
company in this country was on the verge of bankruptcy:
the average miner in tliis country was on the verge of
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.starvation, aud when he worked steady every day he

could not meet his honest obligations. Why ? Because of

a disorganized condition existing between the mine work-

ers and the mine operators. A mine operator is not ser-

iously opposed to his employees organizing, because he

feels that it is going to help him. But the trouble has

been that the operators have been inefficient in not learn-

ing the lesson cf united effort. If they had learned that,

they would have been organized all over this country and

they would then have been in a position to say to the mine

workers, "^A'e will go along as far as it is right, just that

far and no farther."

The Remedy for Petty Strikes AYhioii Ake Now
Becoming Frequent

And we find another condition developing. The other

condition is what I call stand-pat, local strikes in viola-

tion of contracts now in existence. Now what is the rem-

edy for that? First it is up to you to get together and

say, "If we are going to have contracts we are going to

live up to them, and we are going to make the other fel-

low live up to them." It sounds harsh, but we live in an

age of organization. Our very country is founded upon

it, and we might as well attempt to empty the water out

of the ocean into space as to try to disorganize any form

of organization in this country.

What we want to dc is to make every mining organiza-

tion a lawful and a legal organization, with a fixed pur-

pose, and that fixed pttrjjose the uplift of the mining in-

dustry. Fir.st, because we are selfish enough to believe

that our own interest begins with the mining industry

when we are connected with it, and then we are willing

to help uplift the whole country. But with 750,000 min-

ers, and, counting operators, mine bosses, fire bosses,

weigh bosses, as well as the operating managers of the dif-

ferent corporations I would not be far wrong in saying

at least 75,000 more, every one of them supposed to be

an unusually int<?lligent man to hold his position, what

influence do they wield? I know I am talking plainly,

but that is my weakness. I realize that if tha operators

of this country will organize as they should do, you cottld

begin talking efficiency with effectiveness. You could

say to us fellows in joint convention, "We believe j'ou are

entitled to certain things for your labor, and we are en-

titled to certain considerations in the operating and de-

veloping of our properties and we are going to have

them." Intelligence would compel both sides to come
together on reasonable grounds, and I think strikes would
be a thing of the past in the mining industry of this

country.

I hope no one will take offense if I have been too plain

spoken expressing these few rambling ideas. I always

invite criticism of whatever I have to say myself, and I

always reserve the right to criticize anyone else—not the

individual, but his method of doing business and his ac-

tion. At first I did not know that I was to have the

privilege and the honor and pleasure of coming here and
listening to a discussion on sitch a vital subject, especially

to the coal industry. T am glad T was able to come,
because I have learned a great deal and I expect to go
away from here having learned a great deal more, even
tliough my time is limited. And I want to thank the

Institute, therefore, for the privilege and the honor of

being permitted to address this assembly and express a

few thoughts.

Recent German Drilling Practice

From an article on Prussian mining practice during
the year 1912, in the "Zeitschrift fiir das Berg- Htitten-

und Salinenwesen," the following information is ob-

tained :

At the Bismarck mine of the Konigsgrube in the

Konigshiitte district, trials have been made with electri-

cally driven column drills, as shown in Fig. 1. A three-

phase-current motor A of one horsepower and 120 volts,

drives, through the gearing B, C, D, E, the drilling head

F in which is seated the twist drill G. By turning the

handle H, which is seated on an eccentric shaft, through
180 deg. the feed nut / engages or is released from the

feedscrew A'. This screw

is turned by the feed

crank L, which causes

tJK^ nut / to move the

housing M forward or

backward on the .slide .\\

The drilling machine is

mounted ou a double-

•screw column by clamp
P. The drill entire was
furnished by the Schles-

ische Gruben und Hlit-

tenbedarf G. m. b. H., of

Kattowitz, its price be-

ing about $600.

The Siemens-Schuckert

Works build a machine
resembling it which does

Bot contain the slide N,
but is equipped with a

closed nut on the feed-

screw and an automatic

feed.

!iimmwi!ww//M'/^f/'ww///vww ELECTRIC Hand Drills

The experiments with

the above machines have

been successful, but the

adoption of post electric

drills has been limited by
the new electric hand-
drillers which have been

placed on the market by
the same firms. In these

the design of which is

fundamentally like that

of the column machines,
a three-phase motor of a half horsepower using current
at 120 volts and 50 cycles is used. It operates through
the gearing B, C, I), E and the boring head F in which
is placed the twist drill G, Fig. 2. The drill is fed by the
pressure of the workman against the breast plate 77 and
the switch is placed in the handle of the machine K. The
weight of the entire drill is about 21 lb.

The output of a single machine in coal is equal to
that of good hand-hammer drills. It turns out a coarse
drill dust. This is an important matter because of the
dangers of fine coal. A further advantage, particularly
in pillar work, is the almost noiseless operation of the
machine. Few repairs have been found necessary so far.

As to the economy of the drills, a judgment can only be

Tavo Electric Drills in
Use in German Mine.s
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formed after longer service. It i#. however, to be assumetl

that, in spite of their higher purchase price (whicli is

with appurtenances about $235 each) they will be found

cheaper in service than luuul-hainmer drills becau>c it

is less expensive to tran.sniit electricity than compressed

air and less power is required than with a pneumatic

drill. The exhaust does not furnish ventilation and the

drills are unsuitcd for operation in rock but otherwise

they arc as available for drilling as hand-hammer drills.

They are being used successfully in other mines besides

those named.

Winter Meeting of the West Virginia

Coal Mining Institute

The meeting of the West Virginia Conl Mining Insti-

tute followed the schedule on Monday exactly, excc])! in

the matter of the address of Fred C. Keighley, who did

i.t put in an a])pearan(c.

On Tuesday morning K. N. />crn made an excellent rc-

lH)rt on the membership of the institute and on the means

whereby that membership can be increased. All the officers

of the previous year were reelected unanimously, which

perhaps was unfortunate as one, J. F. Healy, has moved

recently from Elkins, W. Va., to Utah.

The officers elected were: rresideni, Xeil Robin-

son. Charleston. W. Va. : Vice-presidents: George T.

Watson, vice-president Consolidation Coal Co.. Fairmont,

W. Va. ; John Laing. coal operator, Charleston, W. Va.

;

1!. S. Ord, general manager, Elkhorn Coal & Coke Co.,

Mavbeury, W. \a.: J. F. FTealv, general manager, 1240

E. South Temple St., Salt Lake City, Utah. ; J. C. Mc-

Kinley, coal operator. Wheeling. W. Va. ;.
secretary-treas-

urer. E. X. Zern, professor of mining engineering. Mor-

gantown. W. Va.

Frank Haas was delayed by a freight wreck at Parkers-

burg. W. Va., and telegraphed that he could not arrive

tilKi o'clock, and, therefore, would not come at all. His

pajjcr was not read.

J. W. Hunt read a jjapcr on "Overcutting Machines,"

to replace an address on "Continuous Cutting Ma-

chines," by John S. Walker, Jr. This was followed by a

discussion'on mining education by I. D. Shaw, secretary

of the Industrial Department of the International Com-

mittee of the Y. M. C. A.. Xew York City.

In this discussion, D. C. Kennedy, E. B. Wilson. T{. A.

Colter, C. E. Jones, W. H. Grady. J. E. Beebe and R. D.

Hall participated. The discussion covered every ground

from most elementary education to preparatory teaching

for mine foremen and firebosses. Mr. Jones spoke rela-

tive to the work of the University and his hope that it

may be extended to the various mining towns. He also

referred to the bill for congressional aid of mining schools,

and in the afternoon a resolution strongly supporting

this bill was unanimously adopted.

E. \V. Parker suggested that Xeil Robinson, who is

also president of the West Virginia Coal Operators' Asso-

ciation, endeavor to interest them in the success of the

nistitute. In the afternoon this was also made the sub-

ject of a resolution.

In the afternoon R. A. Colter read his paper on the

"Selling Prices of Coal." and J. F. Callbreath, secretary-

treasurer of the .-Vmerican Mining Congress, and Carl

Scholz, president of the same and a former mine official

in West Virginia, addressed the meeting cm liic inirjioses

of the congress. An article on "Pocaiumtas Mining ^leth-

ods" was then read by W. H. (Jrady. of Hluclield, W. Va.

John Laing spoke on the Department of Mines.

The discu.-isions. except during the morning session,

were somewhat short. If greater cniduragcment had been

given, more would have been said. In IVct, several i)cr-

sons had prepared written discussions of Mr. Grady's

paper, but were somewhat slow in rising to their feet.

Neil Robinson's ability to say the right thing at the cor-

rect time with grace, clarity ami fon-c was generally re-

marked, but some wished that he bud given a little more

place to di.scussion. There is perhai)s iu)t a mining insti-

tute in the country with as accomi)lished a sjicaker as Neil

Roi)inson iic(U])ying the position of invsulcnt.

The Largest Mine Hoist in America

The North Butte Mining Co. rercntly guarded the c-mi

tract for a new electric linist to ilic Wcstingliouse Klc.

trie & Mfg. Co. This machine will be installed on the

new Granite Mo\intain shaft of the above mimed com])any

and it is believed that it will be the largest electric mine

hoist in America.

The hoisting dr\nns will be 12 ft. in diameter and di-

rect connected to an electric motor driven from a motor-

generator set at a speed of 71 r.p.m. The motor-gener-

ator set will be equipped with a ."iH-ton flywheel to secure

elimination of the peak, incident to the period of starting

and acceleration.

Skips will be hoisted, each containing 7 tons, by a rope

1% in. in diameter, at a normal rope speed of 2701) ft.

per min. with a maximum of 3000 ft. per min. The ca-

pacity of the hoist is such as to permit 300 tons per hour

being raised from the 2000 ft. level or 200 tons per hour

fjom the 4000-ft. level.
'

The motor will be of the type used in steel mills and

will con.sequently be of extremely hea\7 construction. All

the equipment has been designed with absolute reliability

as the paramount consideration. A number of special safety

devices are included in the equipment, among which are

electrically released brakes, automatic slow-down 'devices

to prevent the skip or cage ever going through the head

sheaves and a .special controller to limit the speed when

hoisting men. The installation furthermore is so de-

signed that the draft of power from the power line will

be practically constant throughout any hoisting cycle.

The Production of the Mines
According to the figures prepared by the Geological

Survey the total mineral production of the United States

in 1912 aggregated $2,243,630,326. or about six times

the value of the output in 1882. During that time the

population has about doubled but the per capita output

of the mines has increased from $7.27 to $23.47. Values

of pig iron increased from $106,000,000 to $420,000,000;

copper from $16,000,000 to $205,000,000; gold from $32,-

000,000 to $93,000,000; lead from $12,000,000 to $37.-

000,000; zinc from $146,000,000 to $650,000,000. The

value of coal produced in 1912 was aliout double the total

mineral output of 1882. In 1880 the average value of

mineral products was about $1,000,000 a day, but in 1912

it was over $6,000,000 a day. The figures given are the

latest official estimate issued by the survey.
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The National Rescue Service

The problem arose in tlie (|uestion box at the recent

session of the Coal Mininy- Institute of America whether

the operator, the state inspectorate and rescue forces, or

the federal rescue service should take the lead in mine

disasters.

The members of the Bureau of Mines frankly admitted

that the local forces had a considerable advantage over

the corps of the government on their earlier arrival at

the mine opening and in their greater knowledge of the

conditions in the mines. This, of course, cannot be ques-

tioned, although a knowledge of the nature of the ex-

plosions occurring in other mines and of the tactics

used in other places is no small advantage ; for good gen-

eralship in war commonly exceeds in value any mere

local knowledge of the roads, streams, hills and forage, in

the tactical field.

Perhaps the most remarkable feature in the discussion

was the readiness of both the state corps and the Federal

Bureau of Mines to cooperate as to the need of in-

definite continuation of official rescue work. Eetiremeut

from any line of effort is not a common practice of those

who are employed by state and nation. Self-perpetuation

is more usually the chief aim of such bodies, regardless

of public advantage. We are glad that the Bureau of

Mines and the Illinois officials are exceptions to that

rule.

It was pointed out that the burden placed on the

operators of Illinois, following the "Cherry" mine disaster

had put them at a considerable disadvantage in respect to

coal-mining corporations in competing states, and so the

legislators, feeling that the discrimination arising from

state lines would work undue hardship on the industry

in Illinois, argued that, at least temporarily, it was well

to relieve the operators in their state of the obvious neces-

sity of providing rescue apparatus for mine recovery.

That need will not be adequately met till there is rescue

apparatus at every mine or group of mines.

The members felt that ultimately such protection

would be demanded, and thought tliat the need of it was

already powerfully exemplified by the fact that some

of the operators were providing such apparatus and train-

ing stations at their mines before there was any legal

compulsion.

Like them, we cannot but feel that the need for

state or government stations, or both, will entirely pass

away with the progress of corporatioual activity in this

line. Even if every company should, at some future time,

have its own corps or should participate in providing the

services and equipment of some central rescue body, still

there would be need for men of experience in actual res-

cue and fire-fighting work, .just as there is need for a

standing army in a nation, despite the readiness and

eagerness of volunteers.

There is no lack of bravery among miners. That fact

has been evidenced again and again, and perhaps it hardly

needed the earnest expression of its truth delivered by

K. \V. I'arker. Such appreciations are necessary, how-

ever, because the work of bravery should never pass with-

out its laurel.

Hut in actual service, it has been observed occasionally,

that the readiness of miners to jeopardize their lives, after

disasters, was not always so evident when they were asked

to depend on the mercies of a rescue apparatus, which

perhaps they had never worn before or which they had

never used in actual mine-rescue work. They prefer to

face a greater certainty of death with the natural unen-

cumbered use of their limbs and lungs. To recall an old

story, they do not essay to go out to battle in armor they

have never tried. Furthermore, it is better they should

not if more experienced men are obtainable.

ilany a mine explosion kills off most of the trained

men and as the rescue work must be done either in ap-

paratus or in fresh air, the miners usually declare for

the latter. There is in some regions a preference for this

fresh-air work, because in such localities, mine fires and

secondary explosions do not usually supervene. However,

in the greater part of the United States, the risk of add-

ing to the death roll by these methods cannot be over-

looked. The mysterious second explosion at Brookside

shows that even in the anthracite region a violent explo-

sion may follow the first blast, though it would be a mis-

take to declare, in view of the peculiar circumstances and

undetermined causes, that this second disaster would not

have occurred had the fan been stopped while an explora-

tion was made by men with breathing apparatus.

Because of the frequency of second explosions, the

advocates of iresh-air rescue work must expect their

claims to be disputed and disproved in most of our coal

districts.

That being so, before we desire to sweep away federal

and state institutions for mine-rescue work, we shall have

to assume that at all disasters, men will be found ready

not only to enter the mines but to put on breathing ap-

]iaratus. There will always be men at every mine who
will take a chance to sa\e a comrade, and this statement

will apply without contradiction, to every body of mine

workers from Pennsylvania to Oregon and from Illinois

to Texas. However, it is a fact that at some disasters,

the local rescue men begin to wonder, when the time

comes, whether their apparatus is in perfect condition,

and they are prone to doubt whether the natural respira-

tion can be advantageously supplemented l;y a mechanical

contrivance.

Wales has numberless brave men and it has several

excellent rescue stations with automobile rescue trucks.

Yet at Senghenydd, the rescue work was done in fresh

air by men trained in the use of breathing appliances and

by others. The apparatus was not worn, at least in the

bulk of the recovery work, yet that mine was the logical

place to use them for the coal caught fire in several

places.

Yo second explosion resulted, such as occurred at the

Cadebv Main collierv, but the risks were there and dan-
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.rers Arc inscparnblo from surh methods in minos wliuh

are ji'is^'O"-*- "" "''^'''' "'''"' '"''''' ''"^'•^ '"^'•'" '''"''^*' "'"^

are readv to blaze up as .<oon as tlie air is .viicwed.

It is when tlu-ro is a lack of loial liulmet men that

regulars arc needed wiio ean rely on their hreathiiig i\pvU-

anws. on their ahilitv to wear them and wlio can l)e de-

pended on to pa.ss ri-iitly on the condition of such a).-

paratus as tiiev find at the mine. As was remarked,

-there is ahvavs a risk that some corporation driven hy

tile law to l.uv api)liaii.es. will thrust tiiem into some

dark corner and leave them without jiroiier attention, giv-

ing the men who should use them no training in their

use." ,

This fact makes it jiiobahle that the rescue cars ol

state and nation are here to stay, though possibly they

may in time serve only a secondary though quite a neces

si»rv line of defense.

Market Charts

Many students of economics assert that the trend of

business and industrial activity moves in certain pre-

scribed evcles. They maintain that the pendulum swings

from a high to a low point at more or less well defined in-

tervals. If this be true in a general way, then the same

principle is of interest when applied to the coal markets,

which are subject to annual seasonal fluctnations.

With this thought in mind, Co.\L Agk has devised a

series of original charts for showing graphically, and

at a glance, the exact status of the different conditions

which combine to fix the market price of coal. The charts

have been tested out for a number of months and have

been so well received that it has been decided to increase

their general scope and furnish those who are interested,

with enlarged reproductions, suitable for wall charts.

There are three controlling^ influences which go to

make the coal markets and for* which exact and reliable

figures are available. These are the temperature, the

comparative price level, and the supply of railroad equip-

ment. The last named condition enters into the problem

onlv once during the year, as a rule; that is, in the fall.

when forehanded consumers start laying in their winter's

supply of coal and operations all over the country are

lieing tuned up to full capacity.

Coincident with this condition of increased activity,

the crop movement starts up in full blast and the rail-

roads are soon facing the maximum load of the year.

If. then, at this time of unusual transportation de-

mands, a period of inclement weather sets in, interfering

with the movement of trains, the situation often becomes

acute and the market hinges entirely on car supply. To

cover this phase closely, we publish a detailed statement

of transportation conditions in all sections of the coun-

trv. and also a chart which shows at a glance the exact

condition of the gross car supply for the present year

and the V2 months preceding. It should be noted in this

connection that this is the only statement of this kind

now published and confined entirely to the coal-car sup-

pi v.

The close of the year of 1913 finds the coal trade facing

what is commonly termed a "weather market." Com-

plaints are general in all parts of the country regard-

ing the abnormally mild temperature and, as a eonsc-

(uience, what had promised to be a buoyant fall trndc.

really developed into a situation wlicrc sumincr prices

could scarcely be maintained. It might be argued in this

connection that the difference in c(>nsumi)tion between

a .severe and a mild winter is too meager to influence the

market, and it is true that a competent authority in New

York places the differential in consumption between a

severe and easy winter at only H> |iir ivnt.

However, it" must be reineinlHTed ihal liie illlTeirlur

is not onlv one of coiisunipti(Ui. bul of ])roduction and

movement as well. Operations at the mines are often in-

terfere<l with bv adverse cliniatie conditions and, a.s is

well known, llie cllicieney of the railroad service is al-

wavs seriously eripplc<l at such times, so that weather

londitions become a jiriine factor in the situation. Tins

is. therefore, an imiKirtant coiisideratiini. and wc are ac-

cordingly |)ublishing charts, at intervals, showing the

comparative mean weekly temijcratiircs at three repre-

sentative distributing centers, and three more will be

added .shortly.

The relative cdnilition ol' Ibe market as regards prices

is al.«o an iinporlanl consideration when studying the

current status of the trade. The competent sales agent,

watching the trend of business closely, carries a well de-

fined synopsis of the situation over the past year or two

in his mind's eye. and is continually balancing present

conditions against those in effect at the same time last

vear.

lie knows that at a certain lime in the fall, an advance

in the prompt market may be reasonably expected and

that a decline some time in the spring must inevitably

follow. The exact time and range of these price variations

are, as a rule, only vaguely fixed in his mind and are

more or less subject to the vagaries of the buman e(|ua-

tion. To overcome this difficulty, we have conii)ilcd

charts showing the comparative prices for the ])ast two

years, according to weekly quotations in Coat. Aoic.

This data is of value principally in a comparative

sense, and not for the actual figures quoted. Unlike other

commodities, the price of coal is subject to so many vary-

ing conditions that no standard quotations are available,

but the figures given are standard in a comparative sense,

since they are quoted under indentically the same condi-

tions and by the same men. We believe them to be rep-

resentative of a conservative market in every sense of

the word, since they are fixed in an entirely impartial

and unbiased manner.

The Scranton Situation

The present status of the mine-cave question in Scran-

ton is proving no exception to the experience of the iiast.

that time always temporizes men's feelings and hearts.

Time amalgamates human interests.

The wisdom of the seeming indifference of the great

coal corporations, whose capital and energy have co-

operated to develop the natural resources of the city and

its suburbs, is now beginning to appear to the progressive

citizens of Scranton. The skies are brightening with the

coming of the new year, which it is hoped will mark the

dawn of a new era of prosperity for the anthracite city.

Mayor-elect Jermyn is a man whose precedents cmient-

ly qualify him to head the committee that will discuss

with President Truesdale the interests of Scranton and

her citizens.
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Recent Legal Decisions
AsiMunption oi Hisk. by 31iner—A coal mine owner Is not

liable lor injury to a miner caused by a falling- rock, where
the miner himself tested the rock before knocking a prop
from under it, which action permitted it to fall. (Alabama
Supreme Court, Adams vs. Corona Coal & Ii-on Co., 62 South-
ern Reporter 536.)

Avoidance of Settlement .Hade by Admiulstrator—A settle-

ment made by a miner's administrator of a claim of damages
against the decendent's employer, arising from his death
while at work, may be avoided by a beneficiary of the estate
if it appears that the settlement was unfair (Kentucky Court
cif Appeals, New Bell Jellico Coal Company vs. Stewart's
Administratrix, 159 Southwestern Reporter 962.)

When More Than One Certifleil Foreman Must Be Employed
In Pennsylvania—The Pennsylvania Anthracite Mining Lav.'

requires a certified mine foreman to be placed in charge of

each Separate mine operated by a single company; it is not
sufficient, T\'hen one company owns two disconnected mines,
that an assistant foreman be placed in charge of one of them.
(Pennsylvania Supreme Court, JanoFky vs. Lehigh Valley
Ccal Co., S8 Atlantic Reporter 419.)

Employer's Llnlillitj—Measure of Damages—A miner in-

jured while being lowered to his place of work, through a de-
fect in the engine controlling movement of the cage, is en-
titled to recover such amount, as damages, as will presently
compensate him for his past and future physical pain and
loss of time, or diminished earning capacity, resulting from
the accident. (Texas Court of Civil Appeals, Texas & Pa-
cific Coal Co. vs. Choate, 159 Southwestern Reporter 105S.)

Aecumulatiou of Coal on Traek as *'Dans;erous Condition**
—Accumulation of coal on a mine track, caused by its being
raked off the cars on account of lowness of the roof of the
entry, in such quantities as to cause derailment of the cars, is

such "dangerous condition" as the law of llinois requires the
mine owner to guard against. Such law is not unconstitu-
tional as constituting class legislation, since it applies to all

mines similarly situated. ^Illinois .Supreme Court, Mengel-
kamp vs. Consolidated Coal Co., 102 Northeastern Reporter
756.)

Duty to Warn Mine Employee Against Danger—Althougll,
in a suit against a coal company for injury to an employee,
sustained while attending a winch wheel by having his arm
caught between the wheel and a nearby steel bar, the ques-
tion whether the employer was negligent in failing to give
notice to the employee of the starting of the engine which
operated the wheel is not to be determined by any custom
of the employer to give or not to give such notice, it was
not necessarily negligent to fail to give the notice, where
the winch line was taut and the machinery was being op-
erated; the injured employee not being a novice in the work.
(Kentucky Court of Appeals, 'O'est Kentucky Coal Co. vs
Kelley, 159 Southwestern Reporter 1152.)

Responsibility for Company Physician's Negligence or
3Ialpractice—Before a coal mining company will be held
legally responsible for negligence or malpractice of a
physician employed by it to treat its employees, it must
appear that the company was negligent in selecting or re-
taining him. But if an employee has as full knowledge of
the physician's incompetency as the employer and yet fails
to complain against his retention by the company, the em-
ployee cannot recover against the employer on account of
any damage resulting from negligent treatment at the doc-
tor's hands. ("\Vest Virginia Supreme Court of Appeals, Guy
vs. Lanark Fuel Co., 79 Southeastern Reporter 941.)

Liability for Injury to Miner—A verdict for $1250 was not
excessive recovery against a coal mining company for physi-
cal suffering of a miner, preceding his death, resulting from
his being crushed between a car on which he was riding and
a prop set near the track, where the jury found that the
company negligently failed to maintain the place in a reason-
ably safe condition. The jury were properly instructed that
the company was not required to furnish an absolutely safe
place of work, but that it was bound to use ordinary care to
make the place reasonably safe; and that if the accident was
caused by negligence in this respect, while the injured miner
was in the exercise of ordinary care for his own safety, his
administrator was entitled to recover (Kentucky Court of
Appeals, West Kentucky Coal Company vs. Butler's Admin-
istrator, 159 Southwestern Reporter 958.)

Right to Enjoin Operation of Coal Washery^Suit will lie
to enjoin operation of a business in such way as to injure
the public health or comfort as vvhere smoke or gas is emitted
in offensive quantities. In determining what constitutes a
nuisance of this kind, the particular surrounding circum-
stances must be taken into consideration, including the den-

sity of population, the character of the neighborhood as to
occupancy for residential purposes, etc. But in this case, a
suit to enjoin practices at defendant's coal washery, it was
decided that the evidence was insufficient to show that a
slack pile, smoldering from spontaneous combustion and
emitting smoke and gas, constituted a nuisance, or that
there was any public nuisance p-ising from the fact that
water from the plant was cast into open drains. (Illinois
Supreme Court, City of Pana vs. Central Washed Coal Co.,
102 Northeastern Reporter 992.)

Illinois Safety Requirements—A mi.ier who is injured while
working under dangerous conditions, pursuant to orders from
his superior, is entitled to recover the amount of his damage
from his employer, if he used due care for his own safety,
and the danger was not so obvious that a reasonable person
would not have undertaken work in similar circumstances.
Direction by an assistant mine manager, after inspecting a
mine roof, to a miner to proceed with his work constitutes
implied assurance that the roof is safe. The clause of the
Illinois mining law which makes it unlawful for a miner to
commence work without examining the roof over him, and
until any dangerous condition "nas been obviated, except to
make the place safe, applies only to miners who have fixed
working places, and not to men who work all over the mine
wherever fall of material from roofs may occur. (Illinois
Supreme Court, Grannon vs. Douk Bros. Coal & Coke Co., 102
Northeastern Reporter 769.)

Railway Company's Liability for Failure to Furnish Cars—Although a statute in force in Kentucky requires railway
companies to furnish cars to shippers on demand, the em-
ployees of a coal company cannot maintain suit to recover
for loss of work, caused by a railway company's wrongful
refusal to furnish cars to the coal company. (Kentucky
Court of Appeals, Illinois Central Railroad Co. vs. Baker, IsV
Southwestern Reporter 1169. The court said: "It may be
true that this statute imposes upon the carrier the duty re-
quired for the benefit, in part, of the public, but the statute
only becomes operative when oome person having a contrac-
tual relation with the carrier has been injured by the breach
of duty, and the right of recovery is confined to such person.
In other words, the statutory duty, to be the basis of an
action, under circumstances like those we are considering,
must rest on a contract, expressed or implied, made between
the complaining party and the carrier."

Some Susquehanna Methods
In using .steel timber sets the Sn.squehanna Coal Co.

at Xauticoke builds concrete bases for its po-sts but, in

order not to render the support too unyielding, a vooA
')lock 3 in. thick is placed in the top of tlie concrete pedes-
tal When the veis:ht comes on this wood tiller it is often

:Tushed till but 1 in. through.

FourixG Foi; .Sn;EL

Post ix Mine Set

This takes up those changes
in relative elevation of top

and floor, wliich always
take place on the commence-
ment of mining. The lag-

ging over and alongside the

timber sets is usually of

scrap pipe and when enough
of this material is not ob-

tainable, it is purcha-sed

elsewliere. Of course, ithis

pipe lagging is supple-
mented in various ways by
cross-lagging of rock or
wood. The pressure is not

pipe.sufficient to crush the

Tlie Susquehanna Coal Co., on breasts at pitches vary-
ing from 10 deg. to 20 deg., is using concrete batteries
built 2 ft. thick and 12 ft. wide, and they are giving
perfect satisfaction. As a rule the breasts are only 4 yd.
wide at the gangway and are not enlarged to 30

"ft. till

they are about 24 ft. long. But conditions are not quite
uniform and some variation in practice is allowed.
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Working Coal under Sandstone Cover

/,(//(•/• -Vo. -1—I oiler tlie followmir. in tho hope that

the •^u<r<'est ions mav help W. X. Aiulersou and West Vir-

ginia Engineer, in the difficulties they described. Coal

Age. Nov. 1.5. p. 745.

The chief dithcultv seems to be that the i>illiirs are not

sufficient! V thick to support the roof pressure and j.crmit

of a higli percentage of extraction of the coal. T sub-

mit the accompanying sketch (Fig. 1). showing a section

of the mine onlv. It may be assumed that all of the work

iiibv on this pair of entries and to the rise of the same

has been completed and the pillars drawn. The figure

shows the work in progress of drawing back the pillars in

rooms 5 to i>, inclusive; while room No. 4 is shown as be-

ing driven through the barrier pillar that separates the

faces of these rooms from the air course above.

The plan is to drive each room, successively, through

this pillar, and then start the work of drawing back the

%i.....ALrCoiiCie.. t-
> 1 n r. r-i T—[ f"!

_g^___nJ Q B L.. L.J L..i i

anDDDsinui

lasiaaijaaannnac

Fic. 1. RmriKATiNG Plan of Deaw-

INC I'lLLAHS AXD MaBEIKR

pillars from the lower rib of the air course. Before do-

ing this, however, the upper block, in each pillar, which

is "30x60 ft., is divided by driving a crosscut 10 ft. wide.

through the center of the block. The upper and lower

halves are then divided, in turn, by a similar heading, 12

ft wide. The remaining four blocks into which the pil-

lar is thus divided measure, each 9x25 ft. These smaller

blocks are then taken out, in turn, starting at the upper

inby corner. It may be necessary to stand props to pre-

vent the falls from crowding the work on the pillars. This

operation is repeated on each one of the blocks in succes-

,sion, observing the precaution to keep the line of pillar

work regular and to draw all timber so as to permit the

roof to fall in the rear of the work.

In regard to the proposition stated bv West Virginia

Enginee'r, I would mine all coal by machines, provided

the'"conditions permit. The rooms should be driven not

more than 20 ft. wide to get the maximum amount of

coal. These rooms should be drixci on si)-ft. centers, so

as to leave 60-ft. pillars between tiieni, whii'h should

]>rovide a sufficient support to prevent any heaving of tlu'

liottom.

In some instances, under similar conditidii-. the rooms

are driven on lOO-ft. centers, and the method has been

working successfully for several years. From f).") to 'M

per cent, of the coalis taken out. In any method of long-

wall, it is important to draw all timber, so as to allow the

roof to settle uniformly on the gob. This applies, also,

in drawing pillars in the room-and-pillar method. No

stumps of coal must be left, to provide local surface sup-

port for buildings, as this is a false security and often re-

sults in greater damage than where all the coal is taken

(.nt.

Wll.l.lA.M 1>. RoKl'.RTS.

({(ick Forge. W. Va.

Lrllrr Xo. .<— Referring to the inquiries of W. N'.

Anderson and West A'irginia Engineer, Coal Age. Nov.

15. p. 745, in regard to working coal under sandstone

roof with a soft bottom, I offer the following as being a

good method to pursue in such a case:

Mr. Anderson states that the rooms are driven 21 I'V

wide, with 30-ft. pillars between them, giving 51-ft. cen-

ters ; and adds that the rooms are protected above by a

60-ft. barrier pillar, which separates them from the next

pair of entries. It is my belief that the room pillars arc

too small and there is too much open work in this case.

The bottom will heave in si)itc of anything that can be

done to prevent it.

Under these conditions, I would suggest retimbering

the first five rooms before starting the work of draw-

ing back the pillars. A board or foot-piece should be used

under, instead of a cap on top of each prop. This foot-

l.of.rd should be 3 in. thick and 12 in. wide by 3 ft. long.

Then, start drawing back the pillars in these five rooms

;

and when the work has advanced a good distance and the

bottom begins to heave badly on the road draw or sluxii

all the timber possible, so as to start a good fall of roul

Iiehind, which will relieve the weight on the pillars. It is

important, however, to continue timbering the rooms back

toward the entry.

In the mine where I am now employed, we had the

same trouble. The top was a heavy sandstone, while tlic

coal was underlaid with 2 in. of slate and from 6 to H'

in. of coal. A portion of this mine was old workings tlnii

had been standing for a considerable length of time. I

found that the only method was to produce a good f:ill

of roof, to accomplish which I often had to shoot all

the timber standing in the places. This gave good re-

sults.

I would suggest that Mr. Andcrs..n's rooms hv driven

(Fig. 2) on 60-ft. centers with 40-ft. pillars, making the

rooms from 18 to 20 ft. wide. It would be better to leave

a barrier pillar of 150 ft. and drive the cross-entries on

75-ft. centers. These cross-entries should be driven 200
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ft. before any rooms are turned. The rooms could theu

be driven 400 ft. deep without prodxicing any undue pres-

sure on the pillars.

I have used this system with good success. When the

first two rooms have reachel the limit, I would pull the

track in the first room and start drawing back the pillar

through room No. 2, continuing this a.s far back as the

first crosscut in the rooms. This first crosscut was made
100 ft. from the entry. Since the West Virginia mining
law requires crosscuts to be made at distances not to ex-

ceed 80 ft. apart, it was necessary here to build square

]iacks of slate and dirt in the first five room5. Before

the first fall of sandstone occurred, I had arranged an

^s^T^m̂ T'^, ^ZZIHI^^^^^^^\^
'ul^J^J^ukJaLkJo-W

!!.?;£/? P!LLAH

IN AND ABANOONee

Fig. Proposed Method of Breaking Hard Sand-
stone BOOF

opening in room N"o. 1, so as to ventilate the falls and
prevent any accumulation of gas above them.

In regard to drawing back the barrier pillars, it was
necessary to drive an opening or room 30 ft. in advance

of the rooms turned off the entries, through which the

work of drawing back the barrier was started. The entrv'

or chain pillar, and the room stumps ttp to the break

line were all drawn back together. A great saving of ma-
terial is effected by drawing the track in the rooms,

as the falls occur, and using the same in the rooms being

driven.

James H. Hughes, Mine Foreman.

The American Coal Co.

Mannering, W. Ta.

to the face. These holes should be 10 ft. deep and spaced

a distance of 2i) ft. apart. The holes should be charged
and fired by a battery when the men are out of the mine.
When a break is once started, there will be no further

trouble, but it will be neeessarj' to keep the pillar work
in line with the break and to protect the men with a
double row of timbers or cogs. In the accompanying
sketch. I have shown a section of the pillar work, with a
track laid across the rooms and a double row of posts.

The track must be shifted back followisig the work on
the pillars. Each line of timbers should be drawn regu-
larly and a new row of posts set. The posts, or "cogs" if

necessary, should be set on a pile of *lack or slate, so as to

enable them to be removed readily ; but if these should be-

come wedged too tightly, they must be blown out with
djTiamite.

H. Gedosh.
Poteau. Okla.

Letter So. 7—In reply to the question of Mr. Ander-
son, on drawing back pillars under sandstone cover. I

wish to say that the best method to adopt will be to draw
these pillars back in line with each other, for if this is

not done, those pillars that fall liehind the rest will be

subjected to a greater pressure than the others, and the

coal will be crushed.

In my opinion, the work of drawing back the pillars

should have been commenced as soon as each room reached
the limit, but always leaving a stump of sufficient size to

protect the entry. The work on each pillar should be

/////,//////////

Haulage fioad. Closed

(t: .^^ 'T AirCoufsf.Closed

Fig. 4. PnoposED Method of Drawing Pillars

Letter No. 6—Eeplying to Mr. Anderson's inquiry, in

regard to working coal under a sandstone cover, I want to

say that it is important to break the roof in order to re-

lieve the pressure of the overburden on the pillars. To

60-FOOT BARRIER PILLAR
///////'/////////.v./z/yy:,-,,, ,y/,///, /, w^„

iS;-;.:

Fig. 3. Method of Extracting Pillars

do this (Fig. 4) I would double sliift the entire line

of pillars and draw these back as rapidly as possible for

a distance of, say 150 ft. This should start- a break in

the sandstone, but if one does not occur in this distance,

drillholes should be put up in the roof, in a line parallel

started by driving a crosscut at the face so as to leav?

a loose end. In Fig. 4, I have shovra my plan of work-
ing the pillars in steps. I have used this method in
drawing pillars in the lignite mines, at Alba, Texas,
where I formerly worked.

In this plan, tlie shot a was first put in on the rib, about
6 ft. from the end of the pillar. This shot blew off the
corner of the pillar, as shown. A second shot 6 is then
put in, which blows off another piece on this skip, and
this is continued across the width of the pillar. The coal
is taken out on the track which runs close to the straight
rib of the room. If possible, another track might be laid
up the other side of the pillar by clearing the gob. This,
however, will often be impracticable, and the coal must
be taken out on the single track, as just mentioned. A
row of post,? is now set across the face to protect the end
of the pillar, and a second skip is started by placing a
shot at c. The work is continued across the pillar, as

before, the coal being cleaned up and taken out on the
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track, as menuoiu-u. A .-..onJ ro^v of posts is uow «-t

acros; the face, after whi.h the first row of posts max be

If the'roof aoes not break when the work has progressed

a good distan.r. holes should be dr.lled .n the roo a.ul

.hots Hred to start the break. In order to avoid the lea -

,ng of the bottoM.. larger pillars should have been le n

the planning of this mine. It is best under sueh cond -

lions ti make the width of the pillar twue the wulth

"'^LTZ gob has not.been fdled tight to the roof.

,t mav often be necessary to clear spaces at intervals in

he gob and .set heavy cribs or timbers to reheve the pres-

sure on the pillars. If the roof c^id has been left up in

the first working it must be recovered when the props are

knocked out or drawn.
JosKi'ii Jklim.k.

N.'wcastle. Texas.

Education and Trainimj of Mining
Men

Leiier Xo. J—Referring to the letter of Samson >anth.

Co.L AGK Nov. 15. p. 743, I believe with him that boys

ought to be taken into the mines and given a practical

training in the different branches of mining work Be-

fore this can be done, however, the boys should have a

thorough school education and possess a knowledge of

mine gases, ventilation, electricity, compressed air, and

the general principles of mining and mining machinery.

Mr Smith refers to the many Scotch and English min-

er- 'who are now the best mine foremen in this country

todav and who went into the mines when they were boys;

but lie must remember that the conditions in England, ni

this respect, are- quite different from our conditions hero.

Evervone acquainted with mining in this country

knows that shiploads of men who have ne\er seen the in-

side of a mine are being landed in New York every week,

and these men come in large numbers to the mmmg dis-

tricts and are put to work in the mines. I believe 1 ex-

press the sentiments of most mine bosses when I say we

are pleased to see them, as we can generally place them

with one of their own countrymen who will look after

them and give them what they are worth for a few

months, or until such time as they learn to look after

themselves. .

Owing to the large numbers of this class of labor, it

becomes the dutA- of every mine foreman to educate these

men in the best"wav he Icnows how. Unless he can speak

a half dozen different languages, however, he must give

them the instruction thev need through the miner who

employs them. I have always had much sympathy for

men who do not understand the language or what is ex-

pected of them in the mine ; but I have found the best

means of educating them is through kindness.

We must be practical in all of our suggestions. It la

of no use to assume conditions that do not exist in the

mine, and lav out a plan, which we will find on going

into the mine in the morning cannot be put into prac-

tice because there are men there of all nationalities, creeds

and degrees of intelligeme. One might a<: well discharge

a man at once as to ask him to work wilh another of a

different nationality. ,-,^.^4.
The suggestion made by Mine Inspector Nesbilt that

instructors be employed to go around the mine aii.1 -how

The Certificate Law

these men how to take care of themselves. wouUl no doubt

be a paying investment in many large mines. Tlu' sug-

gestion "is worthless. ho\v,.\er. in respect to a nun.' run-

ning on a small margin ol. perhaps, a cent per ton.

The princijile is generally recognized that the more

intelligent and etVuienl a workman becomes, the greater

henelit he is to hiniself and his employer. If a brattice is

10 be i)ut up or a switeh to be laid, the mine foreman

.'eiierallv picks out a good worker of less exp.-nciur and

sends h'im along with an experienced biallumMn or

traeklaver to do ibe job. In this wav. the ncw-.-onier
,

.rains his experieiuc and be.omes more ^aluable to him-

self and his cmplover ; but it freciuently hapiuMis that

as soon as a man has received his training in this way.

he overestimates his ability and looks for work elsewhere.

It is much the same witii a coal digger. A greenhorn

eomes from the old ,ounlry. gets a little experience in

the mine, and soon makes up his mind that the coal is a

little softer or the roof better in another mine, and he

,s .rone 1 believe that kindness and sympathy will do

m.m. to will and hold these meii than anything else, as

l)v this means we gain their luiilideiuc.

Thomas lIoti.vitTH.

Heilwood. Penn.

Letler Xo. 5—1 have been interested in the discussion

of the mine foreman's certificate, beinir made nation

wide, as proposed by Mr. Dixon, Coal A(;k. Oct. 2.,. p.

604. And I would like to say that I lor ..ne am entirely

opposed to such a proposition.

Everyone who has been much around, knows the con-

ditions" are so varied that one examination can hardy

cover the ground in a single state, and much less could

it be made to meet the needs of different states. A man

mio-ht successfully manage mines in some of the districts

in this state, for example, and yet utterly fail in resi)ect to

safety in another state. Some mines have gas. dust,

water bad roof and dangerous quantities of blackdamp,

while 'others have hut one or two of these troubles to con-

tend ao-ainst, or perhaps are free from all of them.

Fancy a man. for instance, who has had charge of mines

in the "Clearfield region, but with no other experience, ,

coming to take charge of the gaseous mines of A^ est A ir- .

ainia or the mines on the Monongahela, or some of the

mines in the Panhandle region. And what shall we

sav of the solid shooting in Illinois and Oklahoma, or the

dusty mines of Colorado, or the broken roof and faulted

conditions of the anthracite mines.

Perhaps there may be someone who is yersatile enough

to make an examination that would cover all of these re-

o-ions, but that has not been my experience. I think such

towering of the bars would be a mistake. Surely, if any

man wants to take a position in another state, he ought to

have the ability to stand the examination in that state;

and, as to the cost, that is a mere liagatelle.

I have stood examinations myself in different states and

countries, and see no reason why others should not do the

same. To my mind, safety is obtained by experience and

training alone; and no one man's knowledge is broad

enough to cover all the conditions of the different states

without such training.

Joseph Virgin, Supt.

Moundsville, W. Va.
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Letter No. 6—Eeferring to the recent interesting dis-

cussion of the mine foreman's certificate, I want to say,

in my opinion, it would be of material benefit to the min-
ing world if each man holding a certificate were called

before an examining board, at least once every two years,

and given such an examination as would enable the board

to determine whether or not he is keeping abreast of the

times.

It often happens that niei) by a brief study of min-

ing books and from personal information are able to pass

an examination, without having the all-essential exper-

ience that makes them fit to assume the duties and re-

sponsibilities of mine foreman. I could mention several

men who hold mine-foreman certificates who cannot take

a safety lamp apart, cleaji, fill and put it together again

properly. They would not be able to ventilate a pair of

entries without a room turned, to say nothing of ventilat-

ing the working faces of a large number of rooms. While

this may seem a sweeping statement, it is a fact that can

be eonfii-med ; and although accidents will occur, at times,

in mines in the charge of men who have had a life-long

experience, they are not as frequent in such mines as in

others where incompetent foremen are employed.

I hope to see the time come when every mine foreman
who holds a certificate M'ill be required to stand another

examination at least once in four or six vears. I am will-

ing to take my chances with an intelligent examining
board. I believe such a board should have power to re-

voke any certificate when tlie man who holds the same
fails to come up to the standard of the examination. I

agree fully with District Mine Inspector Rose, when he

,

gays that candidates should be examined every six years.

Mr. Eose sounds the keynote to safety in mines, as far

as the mine foreman is concerned.

I have in mind -one man who never worked six months
in a coal mine, but holds a first-class certificate. This man
carries a safety lamp in the mine, but could not tell, gas

from sunshine. The same man has said that he carried

the lamp so that the miners would think everything was
all right, adding that "any fool can boss a coal mine." In

view of some facts, I am almost forced to the same con-

clusion myself.

When I first took charge of the mines here I found a

poor current of air traveling, largely caused by a door so

placed as to choke the air current that was trying to find

its way through the mine. This door was set by a man
holding a first-class certificate. The question may he

properly asked, "Who is to blame?" I say. Give me a
man wlio has experience, as well as technical knowledge.

A. H. Stansberry, Mine Foreman,
Big Mountain Coal Mining Co.

Oliver Springs, Tenn.

Study Course in Coal Mining
By J. T. Beard

The Coal Age Pocket Book
GREATEST COMMON DIVISOR

The greatest common divisor of two or more nuinbers is
the greatest number that will exactly divide each of them.
The operation of finding- the greatest common divisor de-
pends on the following:

Principle—Any number that will exactly divide the differ-
ence of two numbers and one of them, will exactly divide the
other also; and an exact divisor of a number is also an exact
divisor of any multiple of that number.

The application of this principle gives the following:

Rule—Divide the greater number by the less. Then con-
tinue to divide the last divisor by the remainder till the di-
vision is exact. The last divisor is the greatest common di-
visor of the two original numbers.

If there are more than two numbers, however, find the
greatest common divisor of two of the numbers, as explained
and then And the same for that divisor and another of the
numbers; and continue this operation till all the numbers are
used. The last result is the greatest common divisor of the
numbers.

Exiimple—Find the greatest CJmmon divisor of 77 and 396.

eatest number that will exactly

Example—Find the greatest common divisor of 42, 63 and

The Coal Age Pocket Book

Solution—
42 ) 63 ( 1

42 14 Proof—
7)14(2 7

1

42 63 98

li 6 9 14

Therefore, while 21 is thus shown to be the greatest com-
mon divisor of 42 and 63; 7 is found to be that of the three
numbers 42, 63 and 98. In other words, 7 is the greatest
number that will divide each of these without a remainder.

LEAST COMMOiV MULTIPLE
The least common multiple of two or more numbers is the

least number that is exactly divisible by each of the given
numbers. Thus. 24 is the least common multiple of B and 8;
because it is the smallest number that is exactly divisible
by both 6 and 8.

Rule—Write the given numbers in line and divide suc-
cessively by any prime number that will exactly divide any
two of the numbers. The continued product of the several
divisors and the remaining quotients or numbers is the leastcommon multiple of all the numbers.

Example—Find the least common
and 150.

lultiple of 24, 30,

Solution-
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Miscellaneous Questions

(Ansu-ereii by lii-(jtt(\<l)

(^„,,,,._\Vhnt s?asps result from the explosion of dynti-

mite? , ,

.l„v_Tlie products of tlie explosion of dynamite are

carbou dioxide (fO,,), nitrous oxide (X.,0) nitro^^en

(N.) ami water vapor (H,0). The reaction that takes

plac^ is represented by the equation

:

>C,HaNO.)a = 6 CO, + N,0 + •2^, + 5 HO
(^)„^.s-._What gases are formed during a mine nre?

.|„.._The composition of the gases resulting from a

mine fire will depend cliietly, if not wholly, on the quan-

tity of air present. In a plentiful supply of air, the

combustion will be more or less .omplcte. producing car-

bon dioxide (COJ. If the ventilation is slack, and the

air supply insufticient for complete combustion, varying

amounts 'of carbon monoxide (CO) and nitrogen {Is^)

will be produced in addition to the carbon dioxide.

Q„es.—U 20,000 cu.ft. of air and gas, at the maximum

explosive point', is passing per minute through a mine,

what is the quantity of gas given off and what quantity

of air should be added to render the mixture nonexplo-

sive? , . . ,

i„^._A firedamp mixture at its most explosive iwint

contains 9.46 per cent, of gas (methane) .
The volume of

<Ta^ carried in this air current or given off m the mine

is, therefore, 20,000 X 0-0946 = 1892 cu.ft. per min. In

oi'<lcr to vender this volume of gas nonexplosive, it must

be mixed with thirteen times its volume of air; or 13 X
18!I2 = 24,.596, say 24,600 cu.ft. per min., which is the

tota^l volume of pure air in the current. The quantity

of air to be added is, therefore, 24,600 - 20,000 = 4600

cu.ft. per min.
•

, , , .

Que.-: If a portion of a mine is worked with locked

safety lamps and approved powder is used for blasting,

how 'would you proceed to light the shots and what pre-

cautions would you take in performing this duty?

^1 „.s-._irse none but an approved type of safety lamp.

Having properly prepared and tested the lamp, ascertain

that aU of the "men are out of the mine. Observe that

the usual volume of air is in circulation. Proceed to the

gaseous section of the mine and begin firing the shots

on the end of the air, in this section first. With some

])ossible few exceptions, fire only one shot at a time in a

single working place, giving ample time for the smoke

and gases to dear before firing succeeding shots. Ad-

vauoe thus in regular order against the air until all the

shots are fired in this section of the mine. Follow the

same general rule in the other sections of the mine. In

every case, make a careful test for gas in the place and

examine every shot before firing.

Qi,es. What advantage is to be gained by turning the

rooms at an angle with the entry?

j^„,<.._Tn flat seams, an advantage is often gained By

turning the rooms in such a direction that they will cross

certain'' day slips or faults in the coal, or that the coal

face will make a certain angle with the natural cicaxiitre

(if the coal, so as to enaiilc the coal to be worked "long-

horn" or "shorthorn," according to requirements. The

coal always works better wlicii advantage is taken of these

natural conditions.

In inclined seams, ihc levels, or gangways, arc driven

on the strike of the seam, allowing only sufficient grade

to jiermit economical haulage and drainage. In moderate

jiitches, if the rooms arc driven on the full pitch of the

seam, the grade of the roads in the rooms will often be

too great to enable the cars to he handled safely. This

grade is reduced by driving the rooms across the pitch or

at an angle with the entry.

(^„e.b-.—How would you set your timbers in an inclined

seam and why?
,• i i

4„^.,_The posts should be set so as to lean slightly up

the pitch, as shown in the accompanying figure. The

pressure of the roof on the timber is exerted in a direction

COAUAeE

StAXDINU 'rillHKH IN AN InCLIXKD Sf.AM

XO, normal or perpendicular to the seam. As the ex-

traction of the coal proceeds, the roof has a tendency to

slip downhill. If the post was set normal in the seam,

or perpendicular to the roof and floor, the slipping of the

roof downhill would loosen it, and it would fall out
;
but

when the post is "upset," or inclined up the pitch, as

shown in the figure, any movement of the roof downhill

will tend to tighten the post.

/2«f>;._What are the advantages of driving rooms on

sights, and how would you keep rooms straight without

sights?

Ans.—The advantage of driving on sights is that all

the rooms then keep the same general direction and the

width of the room pillars is maintained uniform; or, in

other words, the rooms do not "hole" into each other.

When no sights are used, the miner keeps his direction

by sighting back along the rail.

Ques.—^^Vhat is a squeeze?

A71S.—A squeeze, in coal mining, is the eifect produced

by the overburden settling down heavily on the supporting

pillars in the mine. The effect is indicated, in greater or

less degree, by the sagging of the rcof, the crushing of

the pillars, or the heaving of the floor, or any or all of

these combined.

<3„ps._-\Miat method or means is most effective in ar-

resting the progress of a squeeze?

Ans.—When a squeeze has attained any headway, its

progress can only be arrested by causing a heavy fall of

roof, by drawing all pillars and timbers over a consider-

able' area, which has the effect to overarch the weight

resting on the pillars, causing it to rest on the waste.
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Washington, D. C.
Attorney-General McReynolds has prepared a report for

the year 1913 which was made public on Dec. 9 and in which
he gives the most uptodate and thorough data yet avail-
able with respect to the coal cases prosecuted by the Depart-
ment of Justice under the anti trust and other laws.

Mr. McReynolds first deals with the subject historically,

and reviews the anthracite coal case, saying in part:

"It was held (1) that the defendants including- most of the an-
thracite coal carrying railroads and affiliated coal companies
were unlawfully combined in restraint of trade through the in-
strumentality of the Temple Iron Co., whose stock they
owned in agreed proportions, and through which they pur-
chased a number of independent mines and prevented the
construction of an independent railroad; (2) that the system
of agreements known as B5 per cent, contracts, by which the
defendants acquired control of the independent output, were
in restraint of trade.

The decree enjoined the defendants from voting or re-
ceiving the dividends on the stock of the Temple Iron Co.. or
otherwise attempting to exercise any control over it, and
canceled the 65 per cent, contract. A general charge that
the defendants were engaged in a combination in restraint of
trade was dismissed. The charges against separate groups
of the defendants, namely, (1) the Reading Co. and affiliated
corporations, (2) the Lehigh Valley R.R. Co., and affiliated
corporations, and (3) the Erie R.R. Co., and affiliated cor-
porations, "were not determined but were left to be dealt with
in separate proceedings."

The Attorney-General then takes up the status of other
cases and refers particularly to the case of the United States
vs. the American Coal Products Co., in which a decree was
entered by consent on Mar. 4. 1913, and the case of the United
States vs. the Reading Co., et al. in which a petition was
filed Sept. 2, 1913, against a combination consisting of the
Reading Co., and affiliated corporations, charging it with re-

straining and monopolizing trade in anthracite coal, in which
the defendants have only recently answered. As to cases
under the commodities clause. Mr. McReynolds says:

In the United States vs. the Delaware & Hudson Co. the
Supreme Court construed the commodities clause as prohibit-
ing a railroad from transporting articles in which at the time
of transportation it has any interest, direct or indirect, in a
legal or equitable sense * * * in a later case the Court
held that if the corporation owning the articles transported
by the railroad was so completely identical with the rail-
road as to be but an arm of the railroad then the railroad
would have an interest in the articles in the sense of the
statute Just as if the railroad held a title to the articles in
its o\vn name.

It is to be observed that under this construction the
statute is licit violated unless the railroad has the required
inter-'.st In tl\e articles at the time of transportation. It

the producer of tlie articles but if it parted

the
ith the tie before transporting them it does not violate

Thinking to bring themselves within tliis construction of
the act the following plan has been devised: A railroad
company engaged in mining coal either directly or through
a controlled corporation which is but a part of itself w^ill or-
ganize a new corporation, the stock of which will be dis-
tributed rateably among the stockholders of the railroad:
whereupon the railroad -will sell to the new corporation at
the mouth of the mines its production of coal. This plan
has been challenged in the case now pending in the district
of New Jersey against tlie Delaware, Lackawanna & West-
ern R.R. Co. and the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western Coal
Co., the contention of the Government being that a corpora-
tion after all is but an association of persons and that under
this plan the same association of persons which mines the
coal transports it. and that therefore such transportation is a
violation of the act of Congress.

Coal Inspection and Analysis

Another in the long series of bills introduced for the
control of the coal mining and selling industry has been
offered by Representative Treadway of Massachusetts and is

a plan for the Inspecting and analyzing of coal, the results
to be furnished to purchasers. The alleged purpose of the
bill is to prevent sales of inferior coal possessing an unduly
small number of heat units from being made to individuals
Mr. Treadway's plan is to have the Government apply the
same methods of analysis which are employed in the army
and navy where the British thermal unit system is adopted in
order that the purchasers may be informed whether they are
getting the coal that is i-epi-esented or not.

Mr. Treadway says that the coal of ordinary use is the
most general and necessary commodity of everyday consump-
tion and that the consumer ought to be able to know in the
same way and for the same reasons that he is informed
concerning the constituent elements of foods, of the real na-
ture of the fuel he obtains.

It is thought that the Bureau of Mines might be en-
trusted with the task of thus sampling and certificating tht
coal which is to be subjected to analysis. The bill will be
taken up by the House Committee on Interstate Commerce
and its consideration will probably be bunched with that of
a multitude of other coal bills introduced last session and
this, that are now pending before the Committee.

Proliable Action on Alasican Railway
The general examination of the outlook for the Alaska

Railroad bill has given rise to confident prediction that the
Senate will act on that measure at an early date and will pro-
vide an appropriation of at least $35,000,000 to be expended
by the President in the construction of the desired roads in
Alaska locating them in such a way as to open up the coal
fields of the territory.

Senator Pittman of Nevada who is attempting to further
the progress of the bill asserts that it will pass shortly and
that in his judgment the measure will mean a saving of $1,-
000,000 a year to the Government in its purchases while it

will also open large fields of other minerals.

UARRISBURG, PiilNN.

Auditor General Powell is getting ready to proceed with
the collection of the state tax on anthracite coal, provided
for by the act of 1913, and all producers will be required to
make a statement of their output at the end of the present
year.

The department will send bills for the amount of the tax
based on the returns made by the operators, who are re-
quired to make reports under oath, and it is expected that
a test of the constitutionality of the act will be inaugurated
without much loss of time by the coal operators. Next year
the state will not have the proceeds from one-fourth of
personal property tax as an item of income. This amounted
to about .11.300,000 this year, and it was the idea of the Legis-
lature that the state's share of the coal tax would make
this up. According to reports received, some operators have
been charging the tax on their bills of sale of coal.

A systematic inventory of the water and water-power re-
sources of the state of Pennsylvania is being discussed by
the Water Supply Commission, and it is the plan to cover
every stream in the state and to prepare for the people a
list of all streams, their flow, the horsepower and other data.
This will be a movement toward conservation and for the
retention by the state of the water power now going to waste
in many localities.

The commission has been chary about approving applica-
tions for charters for power companies in the last two years
and only a few big water-power projects have been granted
letters patent. Others have been so restricted that but little
has been done toward putting them into operation.

This move by the state will no doubt help many coal com-
panies who suffer several months of the year for water, and
which many of the progressive companies are guarding
themselves against by erecting large tanks and by building
reservoirs.

Officers of the U. M. W. of A. are protesting to the op-
erators against cutting coal and loading the same on Sun-
days, stating that hereafter the work will not be performed.

It seems that men employed in the strippings have been
compelled to load coal on Sunday. They claim there is no
necessity for doing this. They will agree to perform any
necessary labor on the Sabbath so as not to interfere with
prompt operations on Monday morning, but loading coal they
assert is an abuse of rights.

They point out the fact that even during slack time in the
coal trade men are compelled to work on Sunday and are
laid off on days that the breakers are idle.

State Chief of the Dept. of Mines, Jas. B. Roderick, is
taking steps to secure precautions against accidents in the
mines of the state by issuance of stringent regulations in
mines and instructions to inspectors to see that they are
enforced. Every mine is being covered.

Union Org;aniz Have Been Bu.sy

Field organizers of the United Mine Workers of America
have been busy in District No. 2 (bituminous region) during
the past several months, and the result is that the union is
Stronger, both numerically and financially.
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Z^h'Vr°the;«rpos? or cn.cHn. upon a two-years' wa.c

"^TnXna' county has been the weakest county «" the d.s-

trict so fur as membership U concerned, and an effou Is

being made to unlonl/.e the mines there^

If there is any opposition to the work of the U. M. \\ .or

A on the part of the operators it is not apparent on he

;urface It is the contention of some of the operators th.U

XThave better success in the operation of their mines xv
1

n

tl^ey deal with the union than when they endeavor o make

in. vidua! agreements with the men. Both the operators ami

h. Mu-n are maklnp preparations for the best possible work-

InrapreemUt when they meet in joint convention to Dubois

'"
ThTr?are four Impbrtant demands which the miners wiU

make It the Joint conference. They will ask that the system

^f pushinrcars to and from working places to the entries

bv the miners be abolished: a uniform day wage sea e for

a 1 labor inside and outside the mines: a more ftrlct rule

enforclnK the eight-hour day. and an eight-hour day for all

eng"ne"r^ and firemen. There may be other demanus made

by the miners, but it Is Intimated that tve men w.Il insist

upon those four things going into the next wage agreement

^The members of the United Mine Workers throughou the

state are making arrangements to send delegates to attend

the convention o1 the organization to be held "t nd-napolis

on Jan 20 This is the 24th convention, the meetings having

been held annually heretofore, but are now being convened

b annuallv. so as to come in the January before the March

on which the two-years- wage contracts en ered '"to with

the operators expire. The wage agreements in every mining

distHct on the American Continent, between the United Mine

Workers of America and the operators, expire in March

next, except the new agreements recently made in AA est vu-

ginia and the anthracite region of Pennsylvania.

PENNSYLVANIA

.\nthracite

Lvken—The school boards of Lykens and Wiconisco are

considering a proposition to start a night school '
°>; J>>«^

'';°;

pie of the two towns. The activity in this line is the direct

result of the formation of the Miners' Institute several weeks

ago. Mr. Aulman. superintendent of the mines and
^J-^'^^^-

ner. mining engineer at the mines, both members of the in-

stitute served as a committee to meet the board.

Tnm«qua—All employees of the Lehigh Coal & Navigation

Co in the Panther Creek Valley, with the exception of those

at' the Nesquehoning colliery and the washeries. recently

went on strike as the result of a new order issued by the

company. Heretofore, inside men have worked from .
a.m to

4 p.m.. without a noon hour, for a days work, while under the

new order the company desires all employees to take 45

minutes off for lunch and end the day at 4:45 p.m. working

the same hours per day. but meaning a later quit for the

men.

Old Forge—The deal which has been pending for some

time past for the purchase ot the Sibley Colliery of the

Elliott-McClure Co. by the Pennsylvania Coal Co., has been

closed and the latter company has assumed charge of the

operation. The colliery is located in Old Forge, and the tract

Is of about 350 acres, three veins, the Red Ash, Clark and New

County, being mined. Shortly after the change in ownership

the employees went on strike, claiming that when the griev-

ance committee of the union started to examine the due cards,

the officials of the company ordered them to stop.

Scrnnton—Residents ot the Green Ridge section of Soran-

ton. aroused by the danger of mine caves and the failure of

• the" coal companies to provide relief, have passed a resolution

that a petition be sent from the residents of Scranton and

vicinity, to Governor Tener, requesting the condemnation of

all coal lands in Lackawanna County, It is generally under-

stood throughout that section that what the property owners

desire is that the State of Pennsylvania take over all co.al

lands and operate them, thus displacing the companirs and

officials about whom the people complain.

PlalDK—Residents in the vicinity of Henry St.. between

Merritt and William Sts.. Plains, are becoming frightened at

the number of cracks appearing in the surface in that vicin-

ity, and in the concrete foundations of several houses nuarby.

caused by mine settlings. The Madeira-Hill Co. and the Dela-

ware & Hudson Co. have coal lands in this section.

The miners at the Madeira colliery of the Wllkes-

Barrc Coal Co., who have been on strike, have decided toje-

turn to work ponding an adjustment ot their grievances. The

men claim that under the schedule ot rates in force between

them and the company, for the r.-mnval of lire clay from he

Ross vein M.21 per yard should be paid. The section of the

vein now being worked does not contain clay, but there is a

stratum ot roek which must be removed. The men claim they

should be paid the same for removing the rock as for the clay,

but this the company refuses to do.

IlKumlnuuN

Nnnty GH>—The mines of the Springfield Coal Co.. which

w.re closed recently through the destruction of Ih- boil, i

house and tipple by fire, have resumed operations Re-

pairs have be. n completed and the company starts again with

better equipment than previously.

ConemeuKh—The Park Hill Coal Co., which is driving a

slope into the "C" coal vein, is taking out about 3 ft.

ot fine grade limestone in the process. The stone is being

removed principally to furnish room for the headings but

the material is a valuable byproduct, as it can be used for

several purposes, notably ballasting of tracks, in the blast

furnace and on the new state highway. The output ot the

new mine is about 500 tons a day at a minimum, with an ulti-

mate capacity far in excess to that figure, when the com-

pany taps the "R" coal seam, as is planned later. Ihree shifts

will be kept busy in development work for some time.

MorrlsilaU—The Morrisdale Coal Co. has disposed of its

electrical plant to the Penn .Service Co. and is paying the

electrical plant for the power used to operate the mines.

Dubois— \bout 800 miners employed at the Eriton mines,

of the Northwestern Mining and Exchange Co., are on strike,

tying up the mines. The trouble is that the men insist upon

the "closed shop." At the time ot the walk-out all of the

employees, with the exception ot four, were members of the

union.

I'ittMhursrh—

cult Court, gr;

Coal Co., one <

ating in the Pi

the petition ot

ot Pittsburgh.
District Court
the same men
Coke Co. The
Marianna. Can
the latter firm

and Cabin Crei

-On Dec. 7 Judge Bufflngton. ot the U. S. Cir-

mted a receivership to the Pittsburgh-Buffalo

5f the largest independent coal concerns opei-

ttsburgh district. This action was taken upon

F. R. Babcock. J. W. Ailes, and John H, Jones,

At the same time Judge Dayton, of the U. S.

at Philippi, W. Va., granted the petition of

for a receivership for the Four States Coal &
Pittsburgh-Buffalo Co. operates properties at

onsburg, Burgettstown, and Bruceton, while

operates mining properties in the Mannington

k districts of West Virginia.

WEST VIRGINIA

CharleNton—According to a report of the mine depart-

ment of the state, there are 70,321 miners employed in West

Virginia mines. Of this number 36.B12 are of American de-

scent, 14,000 are negroes, and 23,709 foreigners, ot whom the

majority are Italians.

It is the general opinion here that the 50 million dollai

coal deal in the New River field will be consummated short-

ly It is said that 85 per cent, ot the owners and operators

in the New River field have verbally agreed to the con-

ditions imposed by the English syndicate. It is the desire of

the purchasers that all operators in the New River field

join them and 50 million dollars in gold will be paid between

the time the contracts are delivered, and June 1. This price

is to cover operations and coal lands in Fayette. Raleigh,

Greenbrier and Nicholas Counties.

Huntington—Arrangements tor the employment of a large

number of men to work in the mines of the Marmet Coal Co.,

near Marmet, W. Va., is being made by officials ot that firm.

Improvements are to be made by this company including the

building cf boarding houses to be constructed for the use ot

the laborers to be employed. Application has been made to

the municipal employment bureau for both mine and other

labor, and it is understood that a large number of men will

be put to work about the first of the year.

TENNESSEE
Spring City Col. George Wilkinson, of Philadelphia, Penn.,

is reported to be planning the purchase of a large acreage

of mineral land in the vicinity of Spring City, Tenn., for

Immediate development, the work proposed Including the

operation of coal and other mines, the construction of coke

ovens and a byproducts plant, the ultimate investment con-

templated being in the neighborhood of $3,000,000.
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KEXTIJCKY
Seliree—The Sebree Coal Mining Co. is planning to increase

the capacity of its mine, installing a line of modern machin-
ery. Lee Stone is manager of the company.

iuurgis—The TA'est Kentucky Coal Co. is said to be work-
ing its nine plants to capacity, notwithstanding the fact that

the mild weather and a short car supply have handicapped
operations to a considerable extent. The company, which is

the largest in the western Kentucky field, is planning still

further development work, which will cost between $400,000

and $500,000.

Barbourvllle—It is understood that the Smith-Riley Coal
Co., recently incorporated, has acquired a plant in this vi-

cinity which is already in active operation, and that it will

open up other mines shortly.

OHIO
ColumliuN—Coal operators, at least a few of them in Ohio,

are taking up the agitation to secure the passage of a law,

similar to that of Canada which is designed to prevent harm-
ful strikes in all lines of business. In the coal mining in-

dustry the danger of strikes is one of the worst features

to contend with. The Canadian law provides that neither

can the employee strike or the employer lock out his men,
until 30 days after the controversy arose and only then after

the arbitration commission has made every effort to secure

a compromise and when all of the facts in the case are pub-

lished. The law takes into account three parties to every
labor controversy, viz.; the employer, the employee and the

public. It is believed such a bill will be introduced in the

coming session of the Ohio General Assembly.

New PhUadeliihia—Suit has been brought in the courts of

Tuscrawas County by the Goshen Coal Co. against the Royal
Goshen Coal Co. to collect $12,957.56 alleged to be due for

coal illegally mined under the property of the plaintiff. The
two properties adjoin each other in Goshen Townshipf in Tus-
crawas County.

Murray City—State Mine Inspector J. C. Davies accom-
panied by several of his deputies has opened Pittsburg Mine
No. S, which was sealed up last March because of a fire. The
fire was found to be out and the mine will be placed in oper-

ation soon.

INDIANA
Linton—The new Summit-Linton mine, employing 200 men.

Is expected to be in operation the first of the year.

Sullivan—The old Shelburn mine, working vein No. 5. caved

in recently, breaking the props and covering the tracks, mak-
ing it necessary to abandon it. About five acres of land sank.

The mine had had trouble with gas. The Citizens mine will

be reopened about Christmas. A new tipple is being built.

The shaft has been leased to J. R. Risher. It was formerly

the property of the Monon Coal Co.

The last pay day to the miners in this vicinity brought
them $20,000. Prospects are said to be good for steady work
for the next six months. Miners at the Glendora drew $4500;

at the Union, $5000, and at the Paxton, $5600, the balance

being distributed among the smaller mines.

Indianapolis—The miners' washhouse law, passed by the

last Indiana legislature, has been held constitutional by the

supreme court of the state, but was appealed to the United

States Supreme Court, where it is pending.

ILIilNOIS

West Frankfort—The Chicago, V,'ilmington & Vermillion

Coal Co. is commencing to produce coal at its new mine at

Orient, north of here. The producing company has built a

small sized town so as to have its miners right on the ground

and reports have it that Orient is one of the latest and most

sanitary and comfortable mining settlements in southern

Illinois.

The new mine of the Old Ben Coal Co., formerly the

Buchanan Coal Co.. is down to coal. This new shaft is being

sunk southeast of this place in a coal field that has never

yet been touched, and it is understood that the coal shows

up considerably better in quality than that from the field

west of here.

Boyalton—The Chicago. Burlington & Quincy R.R. has

completed its branch to this point, and coal is now being

loaded out from the mine of the Franklin Coal & Coke Co.

Marlon. The "White Ash mine, which has been abandoned

and allowed to fill up with water at White Ash, three miles

north of here, is being- pumped out. and all the mining ma-

terial such as rails, cars, etc., will be removed and the mine

abandoned and sealed up. It is also understood that the

tipple and washer are to be offered for sale to be torn down
and removed.

EdtrnrdsvlUe—The Henrietta mine, which cost $65,000 to

sink, has been sold for the second time for a price that would
indicate that it was not worth even junk money. In August.
1912, the Federal Trust Co. bought it for 45c. and assumed
a debt of $11,500. It was operated for a short time at a loss

and was leased to W. S. Walker, who also operated it and
failed, owing the miners several thousand dollars wages. The
last sale is to Mrs. Philipina Kraft, of East St. Louis, and the
records show that she paid $1 for it. However, it is under-
stood that included in the deal was some real estate in St.

Louis valued at $30,000.

A small local mine, operated by the City Coal Co., is being
flooded by a stream from a nearby creek through a fissure

in the air shaft. The mine inspector has ordered the mine
clo£ ed.

.\RKA1«SVS

Spadra—The West Spadra Coal Co., which has been sink-

ing a new shaft for several months, has finally struck a 4-ft.

vein at a depth of 245 ft. The coal is pronounced of superior
quality.

Hartford—The strike which has been in effect for some
time at mine No. 4 of the Central Coal & Coke Co., has been
settled and the men returned to work on Dec. 1. The miners'
contentions that a guard be placed at the fan house during
the entire time the men were at work, has been granted by
the operators.

Clarks^-llle—The Sterling Anthracite Coal Co.'s property
here has been ordered shut down on account of poor ventila-

tion. This is one of the largest mines in Johnson County
and has been employing non-union men.

OKL-VHOM.V

McCurtain—There is a probability that the mine of the
Sans Bois Coal Co., which was the scene of a disastrous
explosion several months ago in which 70 lives were lost,

will soon resume operations. The mine has been closed since

the disaster, and the company has gone into the hands of a
receiver: but it is believed that operations will soon be re-

sumed.

COLOR -VDO

Trinidad—Workmen from outside districts are now ar-

riving in considerable numbers to take the places of the
striking miners in the southern Colorado fields. These are.

for the most part, convoyed from the trains to the mines
by military escoits.

Denver—The acquisition and operation of municipal coal

mines suggested by the City Council to combat high fuel

prices is entirely practical, but not demanded immediately.
Such was the report rendered by the Public Utility Commis-
sion, following an investigation requested by the council into

the advisability of such a proposition. It is the opinion of

the Commission, however, that coal should cost consider-
ably less in Denver than the prices now charged.

FOREIGN NEWS

Juneau, .Vlaska—The land office at Juneau recently de-

cided that 21 coal claims of the so called McAlpine Group of

200 on Cooks Inlet should be held for cancellation because of

fraud. The Promotors of the McAlpine Group were indicted

in Detroit on Mar. 6. 1911, for a conspiracy to defraud the

United States.

Cardiff, \Vale.s—Fifteen thousand coal miners in southern
Wales were thrown out of work Dec. 4 by the strike of en-

gine drivers and stokers on the Great Western Ry. .\11 traffic

on the Welsh branch of the line was disturbed. Leaders of

the strike, which began through the dismissal of an engineer
for refusing to handle Irish freight, are trying to extend it to

other lines.

L. C. Crewe, general manager of the La FoUette Iron Co..

has been on a trip during the past week to Knoxville and
Chattanooga. Tenn., and Birmingham, Ala.

Col. Harvey M. La Follette, president and general man-
ager of the La Follette Coal, Iron and Railway Co., has been
spending some time in New Tork on business for his firm.
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A P. Goedecke, for 2S years srencral outside superintend-

ent for G. B. Marklc Co.. at Jeddo. has resigned, and will

leave the service of the company on Dec. 20. His successor

has not been named.

GeorKe Hartshorne, formerly fire-boss In the mines of the

Atlantic Coal Co.. of Boswell. Penn.. has been promoted to

the position of mine foreman, while GeorRe Watson, form-

erly fire-boss In the same mine, has been promoted to the

position of asst mine foreman.

Hywcl Davles. formerly of Louisville, but now residing In

Lexington. Kv.. who Is well known among operators In Ken-

tucky, being president of the Kentucky Mine Owners' Asso-

ciation, recently resigned as a member of the board of

trustees of the Kentucky State University.

Mrs. Sophia Coxe. widow of Eckley B. Coxe. Is preparing

again to make happy the 3000 children of the miners at the

Coxe Brothers & Co. operations (now owned by L.. V. Coal

Co.) by distributing gifts of clothing, toys and sweets among
them the day before Christmas, as has been her custom for

nearly half a century.

George P. Lindsay, of Plymouth, secretary of the Parrish

Coal Co. for many years prior to the merging of that corpor-

ation with the Lehigh & Wilkes- Barre Coal Co.. has leased

from the Turner Estate a tract of coal land about 25 acres in

extent, n.-ar the old Jersey mine in Plymouth Township, and

arrangements are now being made to develop the tract.

Stephen J. Hammon has recently been appointed superin-

tendent of the Dorrance. Prospect and Henry E. collieries of

the Lehigh Valley Coal Co.. at Wilkes-Barre. Penn,. to nil

the vacancy caused by the death of Joseph Jones. Sheldon

Jones has been appointed to fill the place formerly occupied

by Mr. Hammond, as superintendent of the Franklin and

Warrior Run collieries.

Elmer O. Long has tendered his resignation as assistant

chief engineer of the Consolidation Coal Co.. at Somerset,

Penn.. to engage in a private engineering partnership with

Frank B. Fluck. The new concern will be known as Fluck

& Long, with offices in Somerset. While they will carry on

all kinds of engineering they will make a specialty of e.x-

amlnation and reports on coal-mining properties, installation

of coal-mining plants, and municipal work.

F. G. Tice. one of the best known coal men in the Appa-

lachian District, recently resigned as general sales manager
of the Carter Coal Co., of Johnson, Tenn.. and will move to

Colorado. This step was taken on account of the state of

his wife's health. He will probably form a connection with

some operating company in the Colorado field. Mr. Tice has

been in the coal business for years, having been connected

formerly with the East Jellico Coal Co.. later becoming gen-

eral manager of the Interstate Coal Co.. which was acquired

by the Carter Coal Co.. with which he has since been asso-

ciated.

Illupfleld, W. V«.—.Vside from the erection of the gigantic

power house at liluestone Junction, which is now under con-

struction for the purpose of supplying current for the elec-

trification of the Norfolk & Western R.R. between Bluefield

and East Vivian, it Is understood that the erection of an-

other building is contemplated which will be used for a ma-
chine shop and car barn combined. Ni>thlng dffinlte has as

yet been made known regarding this latter structure, but a

building of this kind will necessarily have to be erected at

some point along the line between the two towns.

r-""
"" "
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I NEW INCORPORATIONS
\
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Nantlcoke, Penn.—Contractor Charles Breeme. of Wilkes-
Barre, is at present at work on the new boiler houses that

are being erected by the Susquehanna Coal Co. at the No. 7

Colliery.

MartlDM Ferry. Ohlo^Work was started recently on the
extensive improvements at the Webb Mine by the Pennsyl-
vania R.R. and will continue for several months. This work
includes moving the tracks at that place and changing the
channel of Wegee Creek to accommodate the output of the
new mine. A number of company houses have been erected
at this mine during the summer and a force of men is now at

work erecting the steel tipple.

Hontlnirtan, \%'. Va.—It has been announced that a firm to

be known as the Ohio Valley Co.. will shortly install an elec-

tric power plant at Logan. W. Va. Power lines will be laid

over the entire Logan coal field, and will be run up and down
the Guyan River. Main Island Creek. Buffalo and Dingess
Runs. The plant will ultimately be of 30.000 kw. capacity
composed of turbine units of 5000 kw. each. It is expected
that work will be started upon this plant within three weeks.

Barbourrllle, Ky.—For some time past there have been
persistent reports of a new coal railroad to be built in
Tennessee or Kentucky for the purpose of connecting some
extensive properties near Barbourville with the Louisville &
Nashvile R.R. at Beattyville, a distance of about 65 miles.
.^s the result of a recent conference between the parties in-

terested considerable progress was made toward active opera-
tion. The new road will traverse one or two counties which
have no railroads at present.

PoTtaKe. Penn The Martins Branch Coal Mining Co., of

Portage, has been organized with a capital stock of $20,-

000.

PlttMbnrgh. Penn.—The Pittsburgh-Syracuse Coal Mining
Co., of Pittsburgh, has been incorporated with a capital

stock of $50,000.

Barbourville, Ky.—The Smith-Riley Coal Co. has been form-

ed by local coal men to operate the Blue Gem mine In the

vicinity of this city. A plant already established has been

taken over by the new organization.

CoIumbuN, Ohio—The John M. Taylor Coal Co. has been or-

ganized at Columbus for the purpose of mining and dealing

in coal. The capital stock is $45,000, and the incorporators

are John M. Taylor, John W. Moore. J. E. Ridenour, E. G.

Thornton, and E. E. Learned.

CharleHton. \V. Va..—The Bengal Coal Co. has been incor-

porated with an authorized capital stock of $100,000. The in-

corporators are E. P. Hopkins, A. E. Morgan. W. H. Cunning-
ham, T. F. Bailey, Jr., and Frank Enslow. all of Huntington.

The offices will be in Huntington, and the chief works, in the

Triadelphia district.

INDUSTRIAL NEWS

NencBHtle, Sonth Wales—The coal exports from New-
castle, South Wales, for the first nine months of 1913 were
3,786,432 tons valued at $9,645,727, increases of 166,756 tons,

and $409,625 respectively.

McKlnney, Tex.—E. G. and S. E. King of this city have
closed the deal exchanging their coal mine at Como, Texas,

to D. M. Lovelace of Oklahoma City, tor a plantation in Miss-

issippi and $75,000 in cash.

PittHburgh. Penn.—The Secretary of the Treasury has

recommended the appropriation of $762,000 for the Bureau of

Mines. Of this $10,000 is wanted for the steam and electric

equipments of the Pittsburgh testing station,

Bluetield, W. Va Local railroad men say that Deo. 3 was
one of the busiest days in the history of the Pocahontas di-

vision. Practically every engine and every crew in Bluefield

were mustered into service to assist in moving the heavy
tonnage out of the field east bound.

Hebron. N. D.—The Lignite Briquetting Plant operated

here by the state was destroyed about midnight. Dec. 3, with

a loss of $10,000 by fire of an unknown origin. The de-

struction of this plant will seriously hamper the state's in-

vestigation into the possibilities of lignite.

Springfield. Ill Trouble which threatened to result in a

general strike in the Peabody coal mines in this vicinity has

been amicably settled. A strike of miners at the Peabody
No. 8 mine at Kincaid, resulting from a disagreement over

the wage scale, caused the trouble.

Uniontovrn, Penn It is reported that a company is to be
formed by the owners of the Youngstown Sheet and Tube Co.,

to operate the large coal area in Green County, Penn., recent-

ly purchased by the latter company. The new firm will be

known as the Buckeye Coal Co., and it is the intention to

start the manufacture of coke to be used in the plants of

the Youngstown Sheet and Tube Co.

MartlnH Ferry, Ohio—Although many boats are still oper-
ating on the lakes, little coal is being shipped. As a result

coal companies are contracting for vessels to be used for stor-

age purposes during the winter. Operators figure that re-

gardless of whether there is a suspension or strike next
spring when the wage scale agreement is to be taken up. they
will have a long shut-down to face. Accordingly, they are
obtaining leases on boats and will load them this winter at

the docks.
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COAL TRADE REVIEWS
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•iidier an n result uf thr oli

hriK'ite .stovkM low and in

linoiiN production curtailed.

It trade dull and »hii»nients

tJliiVKRAl, UtiVIIiAV

Marl&ets generally steadier as a resu
Yveather conditions. A
market expected. Bitii

ruling steady to lirni. 1

tracts slowiniK up.

The customary order of business in anthracite has been
greatly demoralized by the unseasonable weather, but lower
temperatures the first of the current week had a steadying'

effect upon the situation. As a rule the market has been
remarkably well maintained, but it was becoming evident
tliat a continuance of unseasonable climatic conditions
would soon necessitate a curtailment in production, a most
unusual procedure in hard coal at this period of the year.

The final general adoption, by practically all the companies,
of an increase in the circular to cover the new Pennsylvania
State tax on hard coal, has put business on a more equitable
basis. It is clear that stocks on hand are meager and it will

not take much cold weather to create an active situation.

The bituminous market continues listless, with an entire

absence of new business apparent on all sides, and the price

list softening. The well stocked condition of consumers
generally has removed any fear of an immediate shortage,
so that contract demand is lighter. However, the situation

is by no means as serious as might have been expected, and
it is clear that operators are making the most determined
effort in the history of the trade to maintain prevailing
prices. But in spite of the restricted production, coal is ac-

cumulating on track at a nuinber of points, instances of

demurrage are frequently i-epoi-ted, and even the good grades
are occasionally in the market at reduced prices. These
cases are more the exception than the rule, producers being
generally cautious about shipping except on specific orders.

The announcement of a receivership for one of the most
po-werful companies in the Pittsburgh district is evidence
of the fact that better prices must be obtained for coal.

While the advent of cold weather promises to create a more
active demand in that section, the market is quiet and not
particularly well maintained; operations continue on about
a 60% basis, a large decrease from that previous to the
closing of lake navigation.

A curtailment in iron and steel, and the decline in general
manufacturing demand have restricted operations in Ohio and
price shading is now the i-ule all along the line.

The long continued warm weather also had a depressing
effect on the market, "while at the same time materially fa-

cilitating the movement. Lake shipments at Toledo for the
season, now definitely closed, exceeded all previous records.
Some surpluses are accumulating at the Hampton Roads piers

but these are all "well covered by contracts, and are only
waiting tonnage to move them. A remarkable record was
made by the Virginian Ry. in November, the movement ex-
ceeding that for the same month last year by over 100%.

Business in St. Louis seems to have touched the bottom
and has not experienced much change in the past week, but
the Chicago markets sho"wed a decided slump. Consumers
are restricting orders on contracts often canceling entirely
or specifying deferred delivery. Mining operations are be-
ing restricted and occasional congestions are reported in rail-

road yards.

EASTERN MARKET
BOSTON'. MASS.

et still inactive. Absence of in-

Further decrease in offshore
ernment requisitions are fewer. Contract
stent. tieorues Creek continues stron^-

and in uniformly fair supply. Pennsylvanias are weak. An-
tllracite strong hut momentarily affected by the warm
breather.

Bituminous—There is no appreciable change in the mar-
ket which is still listless, -'^t Hampton Roads, with the ex-

ception of the Norfolk & Western piers, there is still an
accumulation of coal in excess of chartered tonnage. This,

together with the dissappearance of free coal from New Eng-

Bituminous
quiry for spot
business, and %

conti

land waters, tlie light government requirements and the de-
crease in the offshore business should tend to soften the mar-
ket here. The New England consumers' well stocked condi-
tion and the absence on their part of any fear of an imme-
diate shortage of coal have made contract demand lighter.
However the circular price for Pocahontas and New River
continues firm at $2.85 f.o.b.

WffH
Minimum Boston Prices on

Pocahontas & New River

Coals f.ab. Hampton Roads

1913

\L91?.M
I 15 I 15 29 12 2fe 10 24 7 21 5 19 2 14 30 15 27 tl 26 8 22 « 20

kJan.*i<Feb.^MCTr. +Apr.->|<MtPiy>'«June">Muly >)*-Aug.->j<-Sept.-.j<0c"f.-^-Nov.-4t)ec.>'

The Pennsylvanias are, of course, affected, as far as tide-
water shipments are concerned, by the above mentioned su-
perabundant supply of the Southern coals. All-rail Penn-
sylvania shipments exhibit diminution on account of weather
conditions and the plentiful supply of water power. Prices
on these coals range from $1 to $1.60 f.o.b. mines.

Georges Creek continues to move regularly on contract
and the price for any surplus of this grade is rather more
than firm.

Quotations are about as follows:

Cambrias Georges Pocahonta
Clearfields Somersets Creek New River

Mi^^es*..., S1.00@1.55 $1.25@.l . 60 $1 .67@1 .77
Philadelphia* 2.25@2.75 2.50@2.85 2.92@3.02
Ne-w York* 2.S5@3.0o 2.80@3.15 3.22@3.32
Baltimore*^. 2.85@2.95
Hampton Roads* S2.85@2.90
BostMt. 3.72@3.82

*F oT tOn cars
3.72@3.S7

Anthracite—The postponement of the hoped tor cold snap
has caused a momentary quiescence of the market, the re-
tailers having been unable to move but little of their stocks.

The marine freight market has undergone no material
change. But few coastwise charters have been reported and
shippers appear to be devoting their entire attention to pro-
viding for regularly chartered bottoms. Rates from Hamp-
ton Roads to Boston are 70 to 75c. per ton.

\EAV YORK
Colder temperatures .steadying up both anthracite and soft

coal. Bituminous mining restricted, operators fearing to
overship the market. Hard coal slow getting started, due
to the backward season.

Bituminous—The New York market has been the last to
feel the effect of the changed conditions in the soft-coal
business, but the difference has been clearly apparent the
current week in spite of the changed weather conditions.
The slump is by no means of serious proportions, however,
and the lower temperatures of this week will no doubt do
much to steady things up. While lower prices are more fre-
quently heard, this is, as usual, confined more particularly to
certain tonnages threatened with demurrage.

4 18 1 15 1 16 2? 12 % 10 24 7 21 5 13 2 16 30 15 27 II 26 8 22 6 20
Won. tFeb.>l'"l1ar»fApril>i<" May YJ"ne+July S<Aug. >i<5ep"l">t'0c+.>)'Nov.>('Dec]

Co^i'Asi

These latter are not of any serious proportions: as a mat-
ter of fact it is remarkable what a small accumulation of
coal there is at tidewater in view of the heavy shipments that
have been coming down. Operators as a rule are cautious
about shipping, except on specific orders, and as a result there
is some slowing down of operations in the mining districts.
It is clear that producers are making a more determined effort
to hold prices than ever before in the history of the trade
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with the curtailed operations Iri'tMe" mining district, cars

are now In plentiful supply, as Is also labor. In vlvw of the

somewhat depressed conditions, we quote the New \ ork mar-

ket off 5c. all along the line from quotations for,, the past

few weeks, aa follows:
. " . „ ,

West VlrKinia .steam, $2.60@2.75: fair grades of Penns.Nl-

vanta »2-0i&2.S«; ^ood grades of Pennsylvania. $2.S0(i?2.90;

best Miller Pennsylvania. »3.10®3.20; GeorKes Creek. *3.15(s<

3.25.

*nthr«cHe—Conditions are rather quiet In hard coal, and

supplies easv. in practically all sizes. Stove coal is as short

as ever but the situation Is much easier, because the demand

has dropped off: conditions are about the same on chestnut.

Ebk coal is in long supply and is the heaviest of any of the

prepared sizes at the present time. Pea coal Is active and

in the best demand of any of the steam Krades. As a rule,

nearly all the upper port steam ooals ;ire difflcult to move at

the circular price, while the lower ports are flooded with the

cheaper grade steam sizes. The line business continues the

best feature in the anthracite trade.

\s a rule business is slow in getting started this year, due

to the unpropitlous weather conditions, but the fall in tem-

perature the first part of the current week will no doubt do

much to relieve the situation in this respect. It is clear

that stocks on hand are down to a minimum and the advent

of real winter weather will create an active business Im-

mediately.
We now quote the New York market on the foUowinK

basis, with prices usually steady:

and the output has, with few exceptions been taken ca»e of.

In fact, some of the companies wore compelled to dip into

their storage piles to supply the demand for certain sizes,

notablv pea and tliestnut. but even these were getting easy

at the" close of last week. Hlce coal seems to be about the

only laggard, and the fact that bituminous Is more easily ob-

tainable, coupled with the fact that there Is a slowly dimin-

ishing demand for rice coal in this m:uket, doubtless ex-

plains this situation. The only satlsfaetion that the dealers

have lies in the fact that, taking the years as a whole,

there Is always a certain amount of anthracite consumed, and

what Is left of December, together with .January and Febru-

ary, will more than likely balance up the trade.

As to prices, the trade generally is now on about an equal

basis. The general application of the slate tax. either In

the form of an additional price, or its equivalent, has put

all operators on about the same basis, and trade that has

been diverted Into other channels owing to this difference,

is likely to return. Anthracite prices rule as follows:

Line niul City Trnili-

Circulur Iiulividu.il Tidpwntcr

$3.50 »;t.«0 J4.7.')@l.8»

3.75 3.05 ^"''
, „„

.. 4.00 4.10(3) 4.15 5.00®5.25
4.15 4.00® 4.10 5.25
2.50 2.50 3.25""
1.50 1.50 2.25

. Lower Ports
Circular Individual

$5.05 •

5.30
5.30
5.55
3.50
2.45@2.70
1.95@2.20
1.70

$4.75(3)5.20
5.20®5.45
5.4n@5.45
3.:i.i@;!.45
2.l)0(u.2.70
1.80fn.2.20
1.40®1.70

. Upper Ports
Circular Indi\idual

g"""
::::::::::: *i.^ $5.io@5:25

St^ve 5.25 5.25@5.50

^^e^-*""' :::::::: l:^ tm
BuckwhMt'.;::: 2.75 2. 79®2. 75

Rico 2.2s 2.25

Barley ; 1-75 1 60®1.75

BALTIMOKK. MD.

Trade conditions are rather chaotic. Stoppage of call on

cnutroctH dNHirbs the market. Prices ore weaker. Warm
weather unfavorable.

That trade conditions in this section are unsettled is freely

admitted. Considerable business is being done on contracts,

and the export trade is gradually strengthening, but never-

theless there is a lack of new business apparent on all sides

and the price list keeps softening. Curtailment of work by

the steel and iron industry, the cement trade, and other lines

of industry that touch the coal trade first is having a marked

effect. A number of branches of business have stopped tak-

ing coal on contracts, while others that have relied on a cer-

tain amount of purchasing in the open market to supple-

ment their contracts, seem to have dropped entirely out of

the spot business for the time being.

In West Virginia prices are probably five to 10 cents off

what they were a week or ten days ago. Low-grade steam

coals were being offered in some mining districts at 80c.

The gas market for run-of-mine is about on a par with

this and three-quarter is quoted around 85 to 90 cents.

Pennsylvania line coals are selling uncertainly at prices

ranging from 90c. to $1, and even the best grades are moving

slow when offered as low as $1.30, mine basis. Many sales-

men are being recalled from the road because new business is

so poor as not to warrant the effort for the time being.

As outlined last week the hard-coal market is also un-

satisfactory. Small yards are suffering most. There is plenty

of coal on hand at local yards to meet the lightened demand.

I"HIL,.VDKI.I'HI A, PENN.

Changed weather condltionM materially helped the hard

coal buMlncHH. and avoided the neceMHlty of reMtrletlng pro-

dnctlon. Prlcex clone to the circular and well maintained.

There has been a most wtloome change in the situation in

anthracite, in that the weather conditions, which have been

anything but propitious, showed a change for the better. The

week just past has done more to inject a little life into a

situation which was rapidly approaching a mid summer con-

dition, than anything that could have taken place. Dealers

were becoming much discouraged, owing to the unseasonable

temperature, and orders were slowly dwindling. This, of

course, was effecting the operating companies, and it is safe

to say that a week or two more would have meant curtailed

mining, an unusual condition at this time of the year. Octo-

ber, November and December are generally looked forward

to as being splendid coal distributing months, and the ex-

tension into the winter season of practically late Spring rli-

matic conditions, has nearly upset the usual order of thirnr.s.

As it is the anthracite market has held itself together in a

remarkable manner. There has been no cessation of mining.

Broken
KgK
Stove
Chestnut
Pea
Buckwheat.

The bitumlnouii trade seems to continue along the lines of

lower prices, and poor demand. New business Is not easy to

secure, and the output is being disposed of on old contracts.

The inception of colder weather has not addid the impetus to

the bituminous market that was cxpecti-d.

TORONTO. CW.
Large Mtockx on hand and trade dull. \ew Pennsj I viinin

state tax on unthrncltr added to retnll prieeH.

Owing to the long period of unusually mild weather for

this season, trade is rather quiet. Dealers have large stocks

on hand in all lines, as since the close of navigation heavy

shipments are being received by rail.

The increased freight rate of 5% on rail shipments via

.Suspension Bridge, which was announced to come into effect

last month has been suspended until Mar. 12 next, and it is

hoped that it may be further delayed.

The retail price of egg, stove and nut sizes of anthracite,

has been advanced from $S(ff8.25 per ton, and pea coal from

$e.50@6.75. the reason assigned being the increased price at

the mines, owing to the imposition of the Pennsylvania state

tax on coal. Quotations for bituminous are unchanged.

BrFFALO. N. Y.

Still a strictly weather market. To., much coal every-

where. Sellers trying to hold prices, hut lind that there are a

Kood many cuts made. Anthracite lake sblpments con-

cluded.

Bituminous—There is no help for the bituminous-coal-

market unless winter steps in and obliges consumers to buy.

It is reported that large consumers, like the railroads, which

commonly use a dozen or more cars a day at a single re-

ceiving point, are now taking only six or eight. This ap-

pears to be the rule with practically all concerns that are

buying coal for heating purposes and even steam is made

much easier than it would be if the weather was seasonable.

Meanwhile there is a steadily increasing accumulation of

coal on track and the word "demurrage" that had scarcely

been heard for a year, is again becoming common. It is a

hard matter to get consumers interested in coal even where

their jobber friends are trying to get tonnage off their

hands. There are a good many strikes all through the bitu-

minous fields but operators are rather inclined to welcome

them, as the mines will not then turn out more coal than can

be sold. The miners, on their part, are of the opinion that the

producers are making too much money and are making all

sorts of demands.
At present it is doubtful whether the summer prices can

be held in any form much longer unless the recent cold snap

steadies the market up. Jobbers report that they have given

way, but operators deny this and say they are obtaining

summer prices, at least after a fashion, and are of the opinion

that former prices should continue. Quotations are at the

moment weak on a basis of $2.ffO for Pittsburgh lump, $2.89

for three-quarter. $2.65 for mine-run and $2.25 for slack,

with slack rather firmer accordingly than sizes.

Coke—The coke market is not any stro?iger and promises

to continue its former weak condition till there is a turn

in the iron market. Dealers are finding a good many
prices to contend with, as they seldom know whether the re-

ductions are accompanied by corresponding cheapening of the

product. Quotations remain weak on the basis of $4.70 for

best Connellsville foundry, f.o.b. Buffalo.
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Anthracite—The closing lake season finds that the an-
thracite shippers are not satisfied with the movement during
the regular season, and are willing: to pay extra insurance
for December cargoes. During the first week in December
they shipped 67.500 tons by lake and • another cargo will

bring to their credit a round 5.000.000 tons by lake from this

port exceeding the previous record by more than a million
tons.

The demand for anthracite is quite as slack as it is in the
bituminous trade. There will also soon be as great a surplus,

though it will be easy to store it for awhile yet, as lake ves-
sels can be loaded. Retail dealei-s are much discouraged over
the situation and outlook.

CENTRAL STATES

IMTTSBl R<;H, PENN.
Reooivership for prominent eonl compHn.^. ^lurket oon-

tinue.s quiet witli operations at the reoentl> reduced rate of
00 per cent. Price.s fairly nell maintained. Coke slightly

lOYTer, but buyers and sellers still far apart.
Bituminous—The receivership of the Pittsburgh-Buffalo

Co., secured Saturday, Dec. 6. by certain creditors, reflects in

part some special losses which were incurred early in the
year by flood, but also in large part the fact that it requires
considerable gross profits per ton of coal mined to carry the
large investments in plant and coal acreage demanded by
present mining conditions. The company has expanded rapidly
in the past few years and for several months past it has
been known that it was relatively short of working capital.

It is generally expected that the receivership will protect the
properties and eventually restore the business intact to its

owners. The move was precipitated by the fact that notes of

the company were about to be offered at a discount. During
the past year the operators of the Pittsburgh district have
been endeavoring to secure better prices than formerly for
their product, and the present involvement of the Pitts-

burgh-Buffalo Co. shows how well taken was the position
that a larger margin was requisite.

The market has been quiet the past week and prices have

-20|- r-i—
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duration. Production In the HocklnK and Pomeroy districts

U about normal on both steum and domestic coal. Prices are

shaded to move coal on demurrage and this has weakened the

market all alonK the line. In spite of the strenuous efforts

Tthe operators to maintain the circular. HockInK' and Kan-

awaha domestic Ium.p have both suffered a decline from the!

circular price of $2. Three-quarter lump which was quoted

at $1 50(»1 75 is now being offered at $1.15 while mine-run.

which w'^xs held at »1.25 is down to »1 and slack Is between

75 and SOc. per ton.

The followlns Is approximately the market at the mo-

ment:

W Vo Hock- Cam- No. 8 Poca- Jafkfon

Snlint Ciii. ing bridge Ohio hontas Hill

, ., =i> 11 .in ... $2.50 $2.50
I>,me«K- lump $1^ •^>^ \ 'M 2 50 2.50

f^Momo" 110 $115 IW $1.10 $1.10

MnU3 00 00 1 00 1.10 1.10

SlVX. .v.'.:: 0.70 O 8o 85 75 0.75

Inthraelte Stove coal Is short and Is commandiiiK a re: ily

premium in this market. Other grades are coming In freely.

II \MPTOX RO.VDS. V \.

ItumplDKH for the "eek fnlr. ( ....I »h..r.n«:e »ome«h..< Im-

proved. .\eeumi.lntlon of e..nl n« .lde%wHer about normal.

The dumpings from tidewater piers for the week have

hardlv been as heavy as was expected. The movement both

foreign and coastwise will be considerably behind the figures

for the first week In December.
. ,v,„

With a number of large government colliers due in the

next few davs. some shippers are accumulating coal at the

different piers, and while there may appear to be a surplus

at tidewater this Is really not the ease as the coal on hand is

practlcallv all contracted for and only waiting tonnage to

move It However, a few shippers have some free coal.

Prices during the week have ranged from about $2.So@3.

which is about the same as has been in effect for some weeks.

The Virginian Ry. ran a close race with the N. & VV •

for dumpings for the month of November, faUing behind the

latter road onlv about 5000 tons. At one time during the

month the Virginian was considerably in the lead. The total

dumpings of the Norfolk & Western were 345,727 tons,_ the

Virginian 340,769. and the C. & O. at Newport News. 20i,i78

tons The Virginian's dumpings is a record for that road,

.ind is nearly one hundred per cent, over their November

loi' figures. The N. & W. figures, however, are about 1500

tons behind their November, 1912, dumpings. The Norfolk

& Western would have been considerably heavier had thej-

not been hampered by having a large number of their coal

cars tied up In the congestion on the various Western roads.

1.0VISVI1.IjE. kv.

Dullness prevails In both domestic and steam business.

Mild temperatures up to the current «eek delayed consump-

tion. Stocks heavy l.ut prices are holding moderately firm.

The market is governed entirely by weather conditions

which, up to the current week, were strongly adverse to an

active trade. As the result, stocks are abnormally heavy

and the volume of business is much below that customary

at this period of the year.

An incipient car shortage is still being felt, eastern Ken-

tucky mines having been idle for two days last week from this

cause. However, this is of little consequence because of the

flat market, but with the change in the weather conditions

this week, the possibility of a continued shortage is regarded

with anxiety. The light demand has effected a further de-

cline In prices, but such declines do not represent the real

market as operators appreciate the futility of attempting to

force buying by abnormal cuts. Eastern Kentucky block of

the better grades can be had at $2.15 a ton, as compared with

the top price a few weeks ago of $2.50. Block and lump are

rather slow at around $2. and round is worth $1. 65(^1.75.

Better grades of nut and slack are offered at 75c.

AGE Vol. I. N.

Is from iZ to $3.25 per ton, some interests are offering do-

mestic lump as low as $2.75, while one Interest has offered

spot shipment at $2.50. This condition cannot last long,

however, and all operators believe that the next few days

will see a decided Improvement In both steam and domeslU-

bi-.ainesa. The usual holiday rush orders have not yet come

In, and, as the mines usually close down for several day.s

.liirlng the holidays for lack of labor, operators are look-

ing for a brisk demand for the balance of the year.

Blaeksmllh coal Is moving in about its normal tonnage.

Both furnace and foundry coke are quiet, though some ton-

na-.se of foundry coke is moving regularly Although some

recent articles have stated that BlrmliiKham Iron is offered

at $10 f.o.b. Birmingham, this Is In error. While the market

is very dull, and only a small tonnage being booked, the

prices are from $11 to $11.50 per ton basis 2F f.o.b. Birming-

ham, the manufacturers believing that the price will go

higher instead of lower. The car supply is still short of the

requirements, especially on some of the large contracts, which

io(|uire a heavy daily tonnage to move regularly.

I SOUTHERN AND MIDDLEWESTERN
|

:\V OHI.KWS
rkel. 'IV

bring
Warm »eilther takes life out of .•ll.i l

ders fall olV. Hunker trade shows deerei

AInlinniu eoni by »yu»er proves fnilure for present.

.\ .st:igMant coinlitloiis of the city coal market has re-

sulted from the continued warm weather and is responsible

to a great extent for the unusually large stocks being car-

ried at this time of the year. Demand from other sources

has been light during the past week. Hunker business has

been slow while the demand from western Louisiana and

eastern Texas Is falling off. The only activity in the weeks
business was the filling of several orders for Latin America.

The local market is being affected adversely by the In-

creased practice of European-bound ships to take only a por-

tion of their coal supply here. By taking aboard a supply suffi-

cient to reach Norfolk, considerable additional cargo space

is provided. This is more than offset, however, by the in-

creasing number of direct sailings to South and Central

American ports.

So far as the first barge load of coal from the Alabama

field is concerned, the experiment is an abject failure. The

cause, however, does not reflect on the fundamental ideas of

the plan. Failure on the part of the government to complete

the locks at the time specified, makes the navigation of the

Warrior and Tombigbee Rivers practically impossible for a

loaded barge. .\ year at least must elapse 'before the locks

are completed during which time the expensive handling

machinery must remain idle.

niiOIINOII.AM. M.A.

Coal market quieter than for several months. Illaek-

mith coal normnl. Furnace and foundry coke dull. Car

Kopply "till Inadequate.

The market on steam coal is quiet, and some stock is

accumulating on track, which is unusual for this season

of the year. While business is slow, prices are remaining about

stationary. Domestic coal is dull, due to the continued warm
weather, and while the regular schedule on the higher r^rruies

CHICAtiO

itln utl«Marked slump In the rhleago trade, due t<i

of warm weather and a recession In general huHlness condi-

tions. Shipments are curtailed and operat<.rs are reducing

their output. Many orders are being canceled and requests

for delayed shipments are frequent. Uerannd for anthra-

cite Is small. Coke mrrket dull.

Continued warm weather up to the present week, and a

general slackening in business conditions has produced a de-

cided slump in the Chicago market. Dealers complain that

sales of domestic coal have fallen off in a marked degree and

in the steam-coal trade there has been a substantial de-

cline in the volume of orders.

Market observers declare that a sharp recession in pro-

duction is necessary to prevent a general slump in prices.

The storage capacity of a majority of the retail dealers is

taxed to the limit and many of them have ordered more

coal than they have room tor. Many canceled orders and

requests to delay shipments have been reported. Some oper-

ators who sold coal at $2 or better have had all unshipped

orders canceled within a few days.

There is comparatively little demand for anthracite coal

and a number of all-rail shipments are now subject to de-

murrage charges. No changes in the price list have been

noted, but sales are light. The price of smokeless mine-run is

being held at $1.40 by the larger producers, who are cutting

down shipments as much as possible. A small amount of off-

grade fuel is being moved, but practically no free coal is

reaching the Chicago market. Some of the large smokeless

buyers are making an attempt to drive the price of mine-run

to $1.25. but so far their efforts have not been successful.

Shipments of Hocking coal are also being curtailed.

Smaller shippers have been forcing sales at sacrifice prices,

in some instances as low as $1.50. the mines. Operators in

the Springfield district are handling steam coal on contracts

chiefly, and devote little attention to domestic business at

present. Prices for domestic lump range between $1.35 and

J1.50. Indiana domestic sizes vary between $1.40 and $1.50.

There has been a slight improvement in screenings, but the
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volume of business is far from satisfactory. Carterville
operators have been reducing their shipments and lump and
eggr sales range from $1.50 to $1.75, the mines FranklinCounty lump and egg are down in price to between $1.50 and
1.75. The coke market is soft.

Prevailing prices at Chicago are:

Springfield Franklin Co.
Domestic lump $2. 17(a>,2.32 $2.00(8)2 SOoteam lump 1 92
Egg
Mi] 35@2.S0

Clinton

$2.12@2
1.97

W. Va.

The
reau
the We

.40
1.70

lump and $2.55@2.30; steam
screenings. .$1.55; No. 1 nut, $2.55@

shed. .$2.55(5)2.80; No.

: more Ncnsonable weather roofli-
al effect. Demand Mati.sfied at the
losing don-n. Large aei'umulatian.s

Screenings

Harrlsburg-—Domestic
lump and mine-run, $2.25
2.80: No. 2 nut, $2.55.

Carterville—Lump, egg and No,
2 washed, $2.55.

Cok«^ConneIIsville. $5.25f»5.50: Wise County, $5®5 25
byproduct, egg. stove and nut, $4.90@5; gas house. $4.75(5

ST. LoMs, no.
Market unchanged

tion.s will have a ben
moment and .some min
of eoal.

Continued warm weather has brought about no change in
the market. However, this week started off inclined to be
niore favorable to the coal trade, and from now the situation
should improve. Conditions are much the same as reported
last week, with the exception that what little demand therewas at that time has long since been taken care of and
several operators found it more economical to shut down than
to continue producing. •

Retail yards are still piled up with storage coal, and
railroad yards at all diverting points are loaded to capacitywith unbilled coal. The screenings market started the latter
part of last week to get into its own again, those in theStandard field advancing as much as 10c. in one day Thevare still bringing better prices and this condition will likely
continue now for some time.

There seems to be plenty of cars on the big coal carrying
ds^ but the Southern and the M. & O. are in bad shape'and

effect.

b„re«„ f„, M -
temperature recorded in the Indianapolisbuieau for November was 47.6 deg., and this was a fair index
enerally over the state.

K V1VS.\S CITY, MO.
"" -r.strloted due to warm weather. Mar-
though dull. Colorado strike not aileoting

roa
the Wabash is about th
no demand for anthracit
less.

The prevailing prices

same. There is no coke market,
and no inquiry at all for smoke-

Carterville

and
Franklin Co.

. lump.

Big
Muddy

,
lump $i.30@ 1.50Lump and egg l.S5@2 15

^°- 1 ?"» 1.40(3), 1.60
bcreemngs 0.40® 0.50
Mine-run MO @ 1.20
No. 1 washed nut ^ -":

No. 2 washed nut. . . .

No. 3 washed nut '.

No. 4 washed nut
No. o washed nut

* Asking price.

1.35
1.15
1.05
0.50

IXDIA.\ \P()I.I>i, I\n.
Team

»ather
r.> .siriKe Has cut off domestic deliveries. Mild
dueed running schedule of mines about one-third.

Plenty of ear.s. Isolated oases of price shading, but generaltone iirm.

Mild weather and the teamsters" strike in thi-^ city con-tinue to be the chief influences in the coal industry Thestrike had little effect on the factory consumption." but itstopped the delivery of coal to domestic users. The net re-
sults during the disorder were about one dozen killed andwounded, and as much excitement centered around efforts todeliver coal as in all other lines combined. The disorderwould have been much worse had not the police been wellorganized and had the assistance of about 3000 special policemade up largely of employers and loyal employees. No riot-
ing lasted more than long enough to give the police time toreach the scene in speeding autos. Only two or three dealers
attempted deliveries, and these were few. The general policy
of employers was to stop business, awaiting the end of the
trouble. The strike was declared in effect Sunday midnight
There had been a great rush of deliveries in anticipation the
bustle extending through Sunday up to the hour for striking.

The mild weather is a depressing influence throughout the
state and has cut down the running time at the mines about
one-third. There are plenty of cars, now that thev are notbadly needed. Reports are heard of cut prices here and there
but the operators in general hold Arm. There is little use
in lowering prices, they say, when consumers have their

Operati
ket remain
the local ^

Rain and warm weather have failed to form a favorablle

at" low ebb", ''""'^"f."''
'"^^°"'-' ^''^ -^-'"-^ •^-"eenat a low ebb during the past week. Most of the operators

n antTi^"^' ?•"
P^''*-""'^ "asis, being unable to keep theirplants m continuous operation under present conditions,

lull Th!^'^
' ''"" ^^"""^y '" "°«' ''^^es, despite the

in Kansas Cit?"' t!'"^"°";=^
having no bearing on conditions

effect that a .ho f"'° *''°™ °''"'"'" '-^^-^""y were to theeffect that a shortage m coal is prevailing there. Howeverthere IS plenty of coal being mined in Colorado, and there

De vei o" oth'"'°p1"'"^'
°' ''""^"^ ^°^' ^-"^^ ^^^P'r^eainll

The onlv nnf . ,

*^°'°'"^,''° P"'"'^ ^« a result of the strike.The only possible result is a heavier shipping to westernKansas, should the Denver disagreement be prolonged
OODEN, I TAH

Only colder weather will lirin,. ,„„„. „ ... -^
coal n,arket. Surplus of Vl.". ';V":i„r7„:Lrrp^in*",.?o:tations. Car suimlxr .^„m,.:„..t ..., , ., ^ .. ^

le present shipments,
ed.

iTtnfTT ^"'^ --'^'"^^«°;^^'t:r;:imt;iate^'^^^^ket Mild weather continues throughout the territory andcoal IS moving slowly. Many standing orders haVe beL reduced or canceled. This light demand for coal hasurplus of nut at the mines and there seems
for this grade. Nut is a sur

Surplus of ni

supply sufficit
Strike .situation in Colorado

All the mines in Wyomin nd Utah ha

las caused a
no market

. ^, .
-.immer coal and there is little callfor anything except lump at this time of theA few salesmen still believe that

year,
cut price will move asurplus Of coal on the stagnent markerand co^sequentlvthis grade has been offered below quotations. TWs method

Z'fl^"^. l^."i^!™P'.-»e.^.'"— cases With oth'r glidesof coal, but nut coal is sold
buy a car at a time and onl
orders in sight to handle sam

grades
ly to retail dealers who

when they have sufficientijruers in signt to handle same The cut nnVo ,„„, .,
,

dealer to order a few days before'heTntrnTed":.^^ it"d
':

not increase the sale of this grade
The ideal fall weather has allowed the railroads to handle•coal shipments in record time, which has been one item effecing the car supply. Cars are plentiful and there i^ no indication of a shortage.

""

Shipments to Nebraska and Colorado from the Wvominamines continues slightly above normal, except for nut co"Quotations remain unchanged as follows:

Lump.
Nut...
Mine-n
Slack

.

Califor-ia Colo. & Neb. Geners
-S.3 00@3.o0 $3.25 $2.75

60(g3.00
1.85
1.00

2.50
1.8S
1 00

PORTl,.4.\D, ORE.
Report that railroads may take advantage

2.25
1.85
1.00

dut
Strike there has reduced output
been shipped from this .side into

derable
tish Columbii

It was recentl
will inaugurate 1

ty, themake more than a 30c. reductionen impossible to verify the report at this time
announced that the Boston Pacific ' line"'- fortnightly steamship service be-

Bost
The coal market

capacity,
at present is without change, as toprices, but as the winter advances the demanV fnV^ ""%

purposes is becoming keener. So fai theTatheT h.^'bagainst heavy consumption throughout ^,:rTa:.:fifL;th"
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FINANCIAL DEPARTMENT
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St. Louis, Rocky Mountain & Pacif-

ic Co.

Un.Kr daio -f Auk. 1 Pres. J. Van Houten sent out .. oh-.u-

lar which wo abstract as follows:

\Krrrmrnt .o Sell K«ll««> Property to AtehiHon

Topeka * Snntii Ff

your bonds ,and will -° ^;X^^\,'''tolVZ-ly Mountain &

P°ffl/Ry"'sin«'Xe'c:Uono/'t,V mortgage, the com-

inromotives It does not enter directly any of the markets

rr ^o'mpanys fuel, except local Pf"^^^.^^^^ hr^Ce;
ance and the divisions of through rates which it fas DcLn

^bL to obtain are so small, owing to the short haul, that it

ha's^ot been a paying proposition. In fact, there has been a

considerable and increasing annual deficit which has had to

be" ovidedfor out of earnings from the coal business. Un-

^»r the nresent laws, discrimination, either as to rates or

service i7 practii^lly impossible; hence, the control of he

rluwav bv this company gives no advantage which we would

not otherwise enjoy. Moreover, we -tually suffer a d^sad-

vantage in times of car shortage on account of the limited

^'•"H^'eTeTofot.'n^twi'Jh^tLding the large annual deficit of tiie

railway which during the past six years has caused a loss to

he company in interest on the railway company's bonds and

n money advanced for operating expenses amounting to

900 000.\his company has been able not ^^^'^^^°''^^:^^
this deficit and meet its own expenses taxes and fixed charges

nrom-ptlv. but has also accumulated a substantial su.pus

?rom earnings of the coal business the greater part of which

has been reinvested in the extension and improvement of the

"'if''te7r'careful consideration, the directors have decided

thafthl company should go out of the railroad business ana

devote all its resources to the enlargement of its fuel busi

^ess The company accordingly has negotiated an agreement

whe^-ebv the raVlway stock and bonds or the railway property

may upon release of said stock and bonds from «a'd 1
en

with the consent of bondholders, or. if necessary, through

roreclo -ure of the mortgage upon the railway, be disposed

of to the Atchison Topeka & Santa F6 Ry. Co. for he con-

sideration mentioned in the inclosed agreement. Such d.s-

posiUon will bring four decided advantages for this com-

panv-s bondholders: (1) A valuable asset readily convertible

nto cash and bearing a regular return in place of the non-

productive stock and bonds disposed of. (2) The assurance

of ample transportation facilities at all times and the actne

cooperation of a great railway in the promotion and exten-

sion of our fuel business. (3) Freedom from embarrassment

Vn the future should Governmental legislation compel the

disposal of the railway without possibly giving adequate op-

portunity to make favorable term,. (4) The proceeds o

the property to be disposed of will be, used for your benefit

either bv retiring a large amount of the company s outstand-

ing bonds, or else the securities received as part of such

proceeds will be held by the trustee subject to the lien of

vour mortgage.

Present MortBBKe to Be Closed Except b» to M.OOO.OOO

Vvnilable for Fnture Coal Developments, Etc.

Under this company's present mortgage, additional bonds

amounting to $6,301,000, par value, are authorized and may

be issued for railway purposes. It is proposed so to amend

the mortgage that upon the disposal of said railway stockj

Lnd bond^s or of said railway, the authority to '3«"e
«"J1

ulditional bonds will terminate. The mortgage securing youi^

1, drwm thereupon become substantially a closed mortgage,

.U no further bonds could be Issued thereunder, except not toj

exceed $1000,000 for developing and Improving the coal prop-

II, to UoIIt
SlnklDK Fund to He Ined fr..ni le. <<• :te.

IIoimIm )•.> .Muliirlty

The company proposes also to increase its sinking fund

navments to 3c. per ton of coal mined each year nstead ..

; per ton as now. Considering the constantly InceaslnK

business and that a large amount of outstanding bonds will

be reUred as a result of the disposal of the railway prop-

erty it is believed that the proposed annual payment or jc

per ton will be adequate to retire the entire bonded debt at

or before maturity.

COAL SECURITIES

The following table gives the range uf various active coal

securities and dividends announced during the week ,ndu,K

Dec. 6.

Week's Ranfie Year's Ranse

Stocks High Lo«. Last High Lovv

American Coal Producta... **» ^^
,(,g jogi io2

American Coal Products Pref •
^s 4U 24J

Colorado Fuel & ron. 28J ^-i ^» j^^J
jgg'

Colorado Fuel & Iron Prol.
gj 1021 102}

Consolidation Coal of Maryland .... ••. }"|t ^" »

LehiKh Valley Coal Sales 190 17o 1-s ..••
^^

Island Creek Coa Com « ">
g, gj' go

Island Creek Coal Pref 83 «1! »^^ ^j
Pitt.,burghCoa..... '91 |§{ ^^J 95' 73
Pittsburgh Coal Pref ^M ^,J »U

jgj
PondCreek ^»

jggl igaj 171 1511
Reading........

'°J?
'34' 34'} 924 S21

Read ng 1st Pref fi »*
|/ 95' s4

Reading 2nd Pref.......... »' »"
^Q 54 37

Virginia Iron, Coal & Coke •• „ .•^

Closing Week's Range Year's

R„„d, Bid Asked cr Last .Sak' Range

„, pfw^^feSs 90 93 9U 9H 90 90}
Colo. F. & I. g'n. s.t.g. S3 "" "" _' i,,,,„ 'IT

Colo. F. & I. gen. 6s 102 106} 107i .lune 1. ^ .

^
Col. Ind. 1st, & coll. 5s. gu

'_l
78 77j Nov. 1| 7/J »o

Cons. Ind. Coal Me. Ist 59 -6 79 76 Aug. 13

Cons. Coal 1st and ref. 59 86} 92 M ^a l-

Gr. Riv. Coal & C. 1st g 6s ... 102! April, 06 ^^

^•Wn*rS:'l*t\'f^f 871 S6 OcMi Is .S7.
Pocah. Con. Coll. l^-t s i os •

"' « „ „^ -^ cni
St.L.Rky Mt.&Pao.lat5s 70 Sale -0 -6 73 m
iS'Civi"^^:^:::::::; ii isi a S;? t s
Cah. C. M.Co. Istg69 103 July 13 lUi

Utah Fuel Ist g 5s , 1^ m„v '1'? 79" 80

^^TS^fco,l/lsrg5s.-;::: 925 It fi^ "^^.^ ^ \
>o Important Dividend.H were announced during the week.

Canadian Coal & Coke Co.—It is stated that this com-

pany will shortly issue two-year notes, to the amount of

$750,000, and it is further stated that the American bank-

ers interested in the financing, will advance an additional

$500,000.

FOREIGN MARKETS

tJRE.VT BRITAIN

Nov. 2S-Strong conditions continue to rule. The demand

for all classes' of coal is good, and collieries are heavily

booked for December.

Best Welsh steam $4 ,92(a5.04 Best Monmouthshires. .$4.20|4.32

Bestseconds 4.68@4.87 ^conds. _ .... |-96||-0J;
.Seconds l . .50@4 . 62 Best Card.lT smalls .... 2

.
5m^. /

-

BestdTjicoala.... 4..56@4.80 Seconds 2.40@2.52

The prices for Cardiff coal are f.o.b. Cardiff, Penarth or

Barry while those for Monmouthshire descriptions are f.o.b.

Newport; both net, exclusive of wharfage, and for cash in

30 days.
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Christmas in a Mining Town
Bv Beutox Bralky
Written expressly for Coal Aye

Christmas in a mining town—dreary sort of time,

vSnow is rather dingy and the hills look bare,

Life is just the baldest prose—not a bit of rhyme,

Scarce a sign of Santa, though he should be there;

Children in the miners' homes whisper in the night

"Tell us he is comin', say it ain't no fake!"

Well, sir, will you turn away, hold your money tight?

Or will you loosen slightly for a small child's sake?.

Christmas in a mining town—life is pretty hard

Many is the hovel where the cupboard's bare.

Mothers toil unceasingly—this is their reward

To meet the Christmas season with a face of care;

Well, sir, will you turn aside, clutching tight your roll,

Or fill a portly basket as a good sport should ?

Charity's a joyous task—soothing to the soul.

Why not try it, brother?—Ah, I thought you would!

Christmas in a mining town—money's not enough,

Give some love and kindness and a heart of cheer,

Help to smooth the pathway, where the going's rough,

Give your songs and laughter—let them ring out clear!

Brighten up the drear\' homes where the lives are gray,

Frolic with the children till they shout with glee,

Christmas in a mining town—^make this holiday,

Something like the Christmas that it ought to be!
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A New Type of Coal Cutter
llv ( . K. Wakhom*

.S')*-V0P.s7.S—.1 machiiw trhich ails a l-j-fl. room lo a

depth of S ft. trithmt being unloaded from il.t truck.

Since the aitlinij is done in a shale parting, which mag

then he entirehj removed, no "bug dust" is made and the

coal is secured clean from slate.

A novel ami cionomii'al t.vjie of cortl-outting mathino

lias bcfii reiently placed on tiie market by tlie Jeffrey

;Mamifa( turiiig (.'c, Columbus. Oliio. Tbis is known as

tbc Jeffrev-Hrennen ailjustal)le-turret eoal cutter, and

was designed by the Jeffrey company's engineers at tbe

request and with the cooperation of Everett Drennen,

manager of the Consolidation Coal Co.'s mines in the

Elkhoni Division, to meet certain conditions existinsr

lutter is designed for a niinimuni lieiglit of "i ft. from the

bottom, and can be ailjusted to cut at any ])Osition belwccii

2 and 5 ft. The raising or lowering of the maeliine is

accomplislied by power tlirougli a disk friction chitcli,

which enables the operator to al)s<)lutcly control the eleva-

tion of the machine to a nicety. ;i ft. of a vertical move-

ment being acconii)lished in about 25 seconds.

A cable reel is im)vide<l which automatically reels up or

unwinds the cable as a room is entered or left. The ma-

chine is arranged for self-propulsion and has a maximum
speed of 3.")0 ft. per minute; the rapidity of travel being

controlled by the ojierator through a disk friction clutch,

thus enabling him to run at any desired speed froni iintli-

inar up to the inaxiniuni. Tins is a i;reat ad\aiita,L;-e in

The ^lArHixio Kxtef.ixg a Uoou

there, also to enal)le the mining coin])any to economically

produce coal and increase the quality thereof.

The coal seam at Jenkin.s, where the mines are located,

varies from 6 to 8 ft. in thickness. It is clear, bright and

free from sulphur or other impurities with the exception

of a band of shale located at a height of from 2 to 5 ft.

from the bottom. This varies in thickness from nothing

to 19 in.

With the customary methods of undercutting it would

he impossible when shooting to prevent this shale from

becoming mi.xed with the coal, but by the use of a

machine adapted to cutting out or removing this parting

before the coal is shot down this difficulty is overcome.

How Tiiic Machixe Is BrtLT

The machine is mounted on a turntable truck, which

carries four heavy standards or uprights, on which the

machine proper is raised or lowered or adjusted to the

desired height at which to cut out the dirt seam. Tlie

•Engineer, Columbus, Otilo.

going over frogs aud switches since it miiiiinizcs the dan-

ger of derailment aud consequent delay.

The overall dimensions of the machine are as follows:

Width, 5 ft.; length with S-ft. cutter bar. 17 ft.; height,

5 ft. 6 in.

It has been found that by cutting the coal scam in the

center it requires only two small slxots for the top and

two for the bottom bench, which lessens the danger of

damaging the roof, and practically eliminates blowouts.

The machine has been the means at these mines of giving

a cleaner product, more rapid cutting at less expense per

ton, and a much safer method of mining coal.

The entries in these mines are driven 10 ft. wide and

the rooms 15 ft. wide. The operation of cutting is as fol-

lows: ^\'hen the machine is moved into the room, an

anchor hole 2% in. in diameter is fir.st drilled in the coal

under the band to be cut, and about on line with the left-

hand rail; an anchor is fitted into this hole, and the feed

rope attached. The machine is theu turned on the turret

by hand toward the right rib, making an angle of about

15 deg. with the track where it is automatically locked.
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The machine is then started and pialled toward th'e face,

forcing the cutter bar into the coal to a depth of about

S ft. When the cutter bar has reached its full depth in

the coal, the feed rope is attached to an extension arm,

which is securely bolted to the lower part of the truck,

the rope being taken around a sheave and the end fastened

to the machine proper. With this hitching the cutter

bar is swung across the face, the .speed being about 32i,{.

in. per minute at tlie extreme end of the Ivar.

The cut across the face is complete when the bar stands

at an angle of about 20 deg. to the left of the track.

kerf, after which it is cleaned out, loaded in cars and
hauled out of the mine. This insures an absolutely clean

product.

Some idea of the performance of this machine can be

detained when it is considered that a 15-ft. place can be

cut in 11 minutes from the time the machine enters the

room until it is ready to leave. Twenty-five rooms have

been cut in a shift of 10 hours. Since the installation of

the first machine some eight months ago, tlie above com-

pany now has in operation 26 of these cutters.

Recently there have been numerous suggestions for a

The Cl'TTEIi AT WoiiK IX THE ShALE IjAMi

where it is again automatically locked. The feed rope is

then carried to the machine over proper sheave wheels and

attached to a jackpipe set about 20 to 30 ft. from the

face, between the track and the left-hand rib.

The feed is then started and the machine with its truck

pulled backward, cutting the left-hand rib as the machine

leaves the face. Wlien the cutter bar is clear it is swiing

into a central position, the machine lowered, and the self-

propelling gear thrown in. It is then in readiness to pro-

ceed to the next working place.

Cettixg Is All Doxe ix' the Shale

The cutting is done in the shale at the bottom of the

band with the lower nose of the bits cutting into the coal

about 1/4 ill-; which causes the shale to fall down in the

safer method of coal mining, especially in localities where

the roof is faulty. Several coal companies have adopted

the method of cutting the coal in the center, the ob-

ject of this being to minimize the danger of lilowuout

shots, and to lessen that of damaging the roof, also to se-

cure increased production at lower cost.

The accompanying illustrations, together with the front

cover of this issue, show the machine in various .stages

of the work and cannot fail to convey a good idea both

of the make-up of the apparatus as a whole and the

method of its manipulation.

It may be readily perceived that a machine so arranged
as to require no unloading from its truck with the time
losses incident thereto, has a great advantage over those

of other types.
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Banquet of West Virginia Coal

Mining Institute

The baii.iiiot of tlio Wo.-t \irgiiiia Coal iliiiintr Iiisti-

tiito was liold in the Hotel Kanawha, I'liarle.slun, \V. \ a.,

on l»w. 9, after the conclusion of tlie winter session.

The hosts were the local mine operators. C'onsiilenibly

over too per.sons were present and the after-dinner

si.eec-hes were ex.e]>tionally good. Joseph Holt (iaines.

the cx-iongressman. was toastniaster, and proved excep-

tionnllv witty.

Neil Robinson, mining engineer, Charleston. W . \ a..

delivered "Heminisien.es of the New River Field''; Dr.

I. C". White, state geologist. si)oke on geology; E. W.

I'arker. statistician of the Geological Survey, discussed

the need for having an organic union between institutes;

Carl Schol/. urged the claims of the American Mining

Congress; Fred Paul (.irosscup called on the operators

to -s'lipport the I'anama-racilic Exposition; Judge Ira

Uobinson testified to the value of industrial enterprises

in building up the state of West Virginia: Fred Wue

state tax commissioner, declared that West Virginia had

the lowest taxes and best system of handling its money

i'i the United States: Fred Stanton spoke for the baiik-

imr interests and Dr. J. E. Beeiie wound up the speech-

making with a short but lively address, complaining that

the bankers, politicians, geologists, statisticians mikI

judges had told the coal men what they should do while

the^'oal interests themselves were silent and weiv imi

olfcred a chance to reply.

The Kentucky Mining Institute

Judge H. S. Barker opened the Kentucky Mining lii-

stitute^it 1:30 p.m., on Dee. 8, 1!)13, with an address of

welcome on behalf of the State University, of which

he is president. In the course of his remarks he urged

the operators to use their influence and money in ex-

tending the duration of the school sessions in their mining

villages and emi)hasized the value of subordinating legal

riffhrs to human needs. At least one company in Ken-

liu-ky is providing one-half the cost of extending the

school year, the other half being paid voluntarily by the

employees.

W. 'l. Moss, the president of institute, responded m
the briefest possible manner. Then Ti. D. Quickel read

what might be well termed the strongest paper of the

meeting. Mr. Quickel is fuel agent for the Cincinnati

Southern Rv., and his subject was the "Clinkering of

Mixed Coal'under High Temperatures." Then followed

"I'roblems Encountered in Mining Coals in the Western

Coal Field of Kentucky," by Newell G. Alford, assistant

engineer of the St. Bernard Mining Co., Earliugton, Ky.,

a good article, if not (piite c(|ual to many others he has

written. Prof. C. J. Norwood then read an article by

AV. C. Whitcomb on "The Use of fiasoline Motors in Coal

Mines," a conservative apiJrcciation of the value and use

of such locomotives. Thomas Robinson read a jiapi'r by

Dr. S. R. Collier, of West Liberty, Ky., on the "Oil Fields

of Northeastern Kentucky," and Prof. W. E. Freeman, of

the State University, read a paper on "Safeguards in the

Use of Electricity in ilines." Otto A. Rothert, the his-

torian of Muhlenburg County, talked interestingly on

"The Bearing of Coal Mining on Local Hi-story," show-

ing howcarlv was the devcl(>])incnt ni' I he Wesi Kentiuky

(icUl.

Senator J. E. Bosworlh, of Mnidlcsboioiigh. Ky.. was

not ])rcsent, so E. ii. Wilson delivered an address on "The

Old and New Way" of mining coal, illustrated by some

60 slides.

TiiK SiMMKi! Mi;i;riMi

.\ resolution supporting the Fo>ter bill in Congress,

which aims to jirovide nalicniiil ;ihI In iiiiiiing schools

for educalional extension and in\e>i lualioii. was passed

iinaniinously. The next nieeliiig will be held at Lexing-

ton, probably in accord with the eoiislitution, on the

second Alonday in June. There has been some disposition

tc- violate the provisions of the eoiistilntioii and to nieel

at the winter session in some other i>lace than Lexington.

Tt seems a pity, however, to hold tlu' winter meeting in

the mining districts, for the weather is then usually uii-

suited for traveling around the mines. If the constitu-

tion is to be amended or broken it should he done for

the purpose of transferring the •<iuiiiiii'r meeting to the

coal-mining regions.

Till'; Smiiki'.i;

The evening session of ilie Keiiiurkv Mining Institute

was a smoker in the llolel I'hoenix. leiidered by the

Mining Society of the Colle-v of Mines and Metallurgy.

The meeting was o])e:ied bv President Moss, but as he

had to leave on an early train, the chair was later occupied

bv B. F. Hutchcraft.
'

At the suggestion of W. L. Moss,

T. J. Barr opened the discussion by a statement of the

difficulties in deciding what ronsiitutes a "mine acci-

dent"? when is a death in the iniiies to be listed as a

"fatal mine accident"? what constitutes a "serious mine

accident"? and what accidents should be reported for the

mine inspector's record?

What Is a .Mini; Acc idk.vt?

Mr. Barr instanced the deaths at the Taylor shaft.

Several men went to an abandoned coal pit to see whether

the water being drawn away from the neighboring mine

had any effect on the water in the shaft. One man

became' asphyxiated by the bad gas in the pit and was

drowned. Those who attempted a rescue suffered the

same fate. Mr. Barr stated that as the shaft was com-

pletely abandoned the question arose: Was that occur-

rence classifiable as a mine accident ?

Some injuries, properly atteiuVd to. would not result in

death but complications often arise, such as pneumonia,

and it then becomes, according to the* speaker, question-

able whether or not the death should be classed as a fatal

mine accident. Again, Mr. Barr would not c^all any

ii'jurv serious which is not likely to produce permanent

disability. Smaller accidents, such as the mashing of

finger w'ith a hammer, should not be reported.

Thio Kkxtui ky .VjiiirLANcr: Chasicu

W. L. Moss stated that he reported no accidents where

(he injured were able to return to work within a week.

Other speakers were Alexander Frost of the North Jel-

lico Coal Co., Wilton, Ky.. and W. B. McCord Johnston,

general manager Belljellico Coal Co., Belljellico. Ky.

The latter stated that he had made a complete settle-

ment with a man whoso leg was broken, for $-<!.50, and

the satisfying of certain store and tenement liills total-
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iug iu all $300. The fmirt decided that the figure was

too small and gave the matter to the jury, which awarded

$6500.

Johnston's blacksmith recently ran after a mule which

had run away. He received a scalp wound and the doctor

put two stitches in his head. Within an hour an ara-

luhince chaser was on the ground who offered him $425

cash for his case, the attorney agreeing to meet all the

costs of the suit and stipulating that he should receive

all the damages collected. ^Fr. Johnston declared that

some men did not wait on an accident, but brought suit

to recover for impaired health due to bad air. In fact,

Mr. Johnston declared that all accidents were "fatal"

in Kentucky, a few to the mine worker but all to the

coal operator.

Operators Demand That Mine Workers

Abide by Contracts

Because the "Mine Workers" in central Pennsylvania

have repeatedly violated their labor contracts, such con-

duct resulting in more than 100 strikes since the present

scale agreement went into effect, the operators have is-

sued the following letter to the "Union" officials, giving

the latter ten days to comply

:

The Associatiox of BiTrMixous-CoAL Operators

OF Central Pennsylvania
301 Betz Building

Philadelpliia, Dec. 12. 1913.

Mr. Patrick Gilday, President.

Dist. No. 2 United Mine Workers of America,

Morrisdale Mines, Penn.

Dear Sir:

The Executive Board of tlie Association of Bituminous

Coal Operators of Central Pennsylvania held a meeting here

today, approved and directed that the following communica-

tion be forwarded to you at once:

Whereas the Association of Bituminous Coal Operators

of Central Pennsylvania, hereinafter called the Operators,

entered into an agreement bearing date April 20, 1912, with

the United IPine Workers of America of District No. 2. here-

inafter called the Mine Workers, for the purpose of govern-

ing their relations as to wages, general rules and regula-

tions for the period of two years, expiring March 31. 1914,

and
Whereas this agreement was consummated and entered

into by the Operators on the expressed assurance that this

contract would be faithfully kept and performed by the Mine

Workers, and that the officials of your organization guaran-

teed the full performance of this contract on the part of the

Mine Workers, and
Whereas, Rules 12 and 13 of said agreement provide,

"Should differences arise between the Operators and Mine

Workers as to the meaning of the provisions of this agree-

ment, or about matters not specifically mentioned in the

agreement, there shall be no suspension of work on account

of such differences, but an earnest effort be made to settle

such differences immediately: First, through the manage-

ment of the mine and the Mine Committee; Second, the first

method failing, the matter shall be referred to the Operators'

Commissioner and the Mine Workers' Commissioner" and in

the event of a failure of such commissioners to reach an

agreement, then to be referred to a permanent Board of Arbi-

tration whose decision shall be final, nevertheless the year

1913 has resulted in an absolute disregard of these covenants

on the part of the Mine Workers, and
Whereas, notwithstanding the fact that Rule Number 15

provides, "the right to hire and discharge, the management
of the mine, and the direction of the working forces are

vested exclusively in the operator, and the United Mine

Workers of America shall not abridge that right," the Mine

Workers have absolutely disregarded this rule in that they

have at numerous times served notices on substantially every

operator belonging to our .Association, that unless all of the

employees working for such operator should become mem-
bers of the Union on or before certain dates mentioned in

said notices that they, the Mine Workers, would close or shut

down the Operators' respective mines, and in many instances
did close the mines for this reason, and refused to return to
work unless such non-union employees were discharged. This
conduct is in direct violation of your contract and specifically
interferes with and abridges the right of the Operator to
hire and discharge, of the management of the mine and of the
direction of the working forces; this conduct and violation of
contract on part of the Mine Workers, as well as that men-
tioned in the preceding paragraph, has resulted in more than
100 strikes during the life of our Scale Agreement, and

Whereas, notwithstanding the fact that the Operators ap-
pealed to you as President of the United Mine Workers of
America of District Number 2, to enforce and carry out your
contract, and your repeated admissions that the Mine Work-
ers were not living up to their contract, but that you in-
dividually were doing all in your power to compel perform-
ance thereof, nevertheless it has been open and notorious that
your sub-officials, organizers and like employees have been
continuing this line of conduct down to the present date, and

Whereas, notwithstanding the fact that the Operators have
appealed to John P. White, National President of the Mine
Workers of America, for the performance of this contract on
part of the Mine Workers, and that he has replied that full
authority has been given to you to deal with the situation,
still such conduct continues down to date, and

Whereas, these violations of contract have become so
notoriously defiant and continued that the membership of
this Association have frequently and determinedly notified
its Executive Board, that unless this conduct ceased at once,
they would withdraw from this Association on the ground
that it was useless to contract with a body that absolutely
refused to carry out their contract and with no person suffi-

ciently in control of the Mine Workers to enforce the per-
formance of the same, BE IT THEREFORE RESOLVED:

That the Operators enter a vigorous protest against the
line of conduct hereinbefore mentioned, and demand of Pat-
rick Gilday, President, and the Executive Board of the Mine
Workers of this District, an immediate cessation of the con-
duct hereinbefore recited, and that they strictly enforce on
the part of the Mine Workers their covenants contained in
said contract, and in event of the failure to cease such con-
duct within the next ten days, that the President and Secre-
tary of the Operators' Association shall call a special meeting
of the members thereof for the purpose of considering the
final dissolution of its Association on the specific ground thjt
it is useless to enter into contract obligations with a body
that steadfastly refuses to fulfill the same and which no offi-

cial apparently has power to enforce.

Tours truly,

W. R. ROBERTS.
Secretary.

The Pittsburgh-Buffalo and Allied

Companies

Under date of Dec. in the Boston News Bureau makes
the following eomments on the insolvency of the Pitts-

burgh-Buffalo Co.

:

Suit for appointment of receivers for the Washington
Investment Co., of Pittsburgh, was begun in the Federal
court at that city yesterday by the Cleveland & Pittsburgh
Coal Co. The complainant asserts that the Investment Co. is

solvent but temporarily embarrassed. Earlier in the day
James K. Casstday had been appointed receiver for the Coal
Co. by the Federal Court at Cleveland on complaint of the
Pittsburgh-Buffalo Co.. of Pittsburgh which went into re-
ceivership Saturday- Later James Bryan was appointed re-
ceiver by the Pittsburgh Court of Common Pleas for John
H. Jones, president of the Pittsburgh-Buffalo Co. The appli-
cation was made by the Goodman Manufacturing Co., of
Chicago, a creditor. Immediately afterward the Sharon. Penn.,
Saving & Trust Co. began suit against Mr. Jones for SIO,-

000 on a promissory note secured by Pittsburgh-Buffalo Co.
stock.

The actions yesterday followed the appointing of receiv-
ers for the Pittsburgh-Buffalo Coal Co., a $6,000,000 corpora-
tion, and the Johnetta Coal Co., Saturday in Pittsburgh by
United States Circuit Court Judge Joseph Buffington and for

the Four States Coal & Coke Co.. a 86,500.000 corporation,
by Judge A. G. Dayton, of the United States District Court at

Philippi, W. Va.

Strikes, explosions, floods and other incidents to coal min-
ing are given as the causes of the temporary embarrass-
ment of the coal properties.
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Anecdotes of the Mountain Folk
1J\ -NkIL IJolllNSON*

SyyOFSlS—Amusing stories conrenting the mountain-

eers uf West Virginia and Kentucky who have been

aroused from their primal mode of life by the encruuch-

menls of the mineral man prospecting for coal.

The West Virginia Coal Mining Institute begins its

sessions tiiis morning in a very serious mood. Our esti-

malile secretary, E. N. Zurn, has arranged to lead you

through a maze of profouiul discussions relating to clioiii-

istry, salesmanship, the influence of public .-icntinu'iit,

scientitlc mining and the enforcement of the proliiliition

law: we will travel to Panama with former Governor

MacCorkle; Hon. Lee Ott will tell us the story of the

humane compensation law; and Governor Hatfield, lor

many years a distinguished medical practitioner, will

speak on sanitation and the protection of health in mine

villages.

A few years ago, institutes were unknown in our state.

Our gatherings were limited to political conventions,

meetings of various graiul lodges and occasional camp-

meetings. The individual maiuiger and operator never

visited the plant of his neighbor. It would have been re-

garded as impolitt>—possibly as spying. There was very

little traveling to the so called backwoods or "up the

creek." The operator journeyed from the mine to the

banking town for a payroll and sometimes visited the

general office of a railroad to sell some fuel. The motive

power at a mine was a mule ; the best mining machine was

Irish and for ventilation we sometimes lighted a fire at

the bottom of a mud-daubed frame stack proudly called

a furnace.

It would be interesting to trace the development of

the mining industry from these crude beginnings and

make a contrast with the goal which the eminent men in

our profession are now .-seeking to attain, but I prefer to

carry you away for a few minutes from the symbols of

chemistry, the wonders of electricity and the construc-

tional work of man for a little journey to the Vdixh be-

yond "the head of the creek."

A Tlill- TO THE MOL'XTAIXS

I count it as a bit of rare good fortune that professional

duties called me into the mountains while the men and

women there were still natural, the spinning wheel in

use. handmade rifles in service, good old sorghum served

in coffee, and celluloid collars and patent-leather shoes

unknown. There was always a cordial welcome for the

stranger and many a time the head of the house has called

from the door of a cabin "get off your hor.se and come in

and warm up—you know pore folks have pore ways but

we're glad to see you."

Once I entered a field that had evidently been visited

bv several coal seekers, for the following loudly slioutod

conversation took place. (The man who owned the coal

opening I was endeavoring to locate was plowing far

down on a hillside below the ridge road :)

Note—President's address. West Virginia Coal Mining
Institute, Charleston, W. Va., Dec. 8. 1913,

•Coal expert, Charleston, W. Va.

"Hello! Are you Jlr. Frank?"

"Yes; and who mout you be?"

"I am Mr. Kobinson from over at Charleston iu Kana-

wha County."

Mr. Frank made a niegapboiic ul bis liiuuls and literal-

ly yelled back

:

"Air you one of them dern niincral men what goes

through the country a lookiii' at roal scams and a Icaviii'

down fences ?"

Of course, it w-as useless to deny my guilt and we linally

coniproniised by his election as boss of the rail-fence gang

with the right to discharge himself if the work was not

well done. Xo one was discharged.

TiiAiii:!) III.'; Win: I'oi; a Kn'i.ic anu Dog

Two days later I came to the clearing of an old settler

who liad been there "ever sence it was a case of one blaze

from home and two blazes fer home." The cabin was

without a window and as we sat by the log fire, our light

from the open door was cut off by a tremendously lai'gc

woman, barefooted and smoking a pipe, who stood on the

step watching some kittens at play. My local guide looked

up in some surprise and said: "Why, Mr. Lotts, I did not

realize that your wife was so big—I thought she was a

thin woman." The old man put his hand to the side of

his mouth and said : "Smith, I reckon you're thinkin' of

the t'other one. That ^ui was a powerful worker, but she

was thin es a fence rail, but you know I traded her 'n a

rifle for this 'un an' a coon dog—an' 'fore God, Smith, I

jes wish you could see that coon dog."

Many times in my travels I have met men who under

more favorable circumstances might have graced the high-

est courts in our land or have become masters in the world

of commerce and finance. These really great men in

many instances were lost to the great world through a

fine sense of duty to dependent women and children in

their little world. As the poet has said : "Full many a

flower is born to blush unseen and waste its sweetness on

the desert air"—and many acts of devotion in the depths

of the mountains are unknown to mankind. Let us hope

that they are recorded in the Great Book of Life.

The typical mountaineer of the older school is nearly

always logical in his processes of reasoning. He reaches"

his conclusions without mental finessing and has a why
for every wherefore. I recall passing a camp-meeting

ground in the early morning and afterward passing scores

of men and women hurrying to the services. It seemed

to me that every house on the mountain would be deserted

and that all thought of dinner might have to be aban-

doned, but a little before noon we heard an old-fashioned

flail resounding from a barn and knew the owner would

soon eat and perhaps we might be able to join him.

While the meal was progressing, I asked my host how
it happened that he was not at church.' "Well," he said,

"I ain't there fer two mighty good reasons. In the first

place I been usin' my stock purty consid'ble this season

and I ain't had no time fer to corn cob 'em down and get

'em fittin' fu' swappin'; and in the next place I was born

and raised in this here county and I know there ain't

enough religion among the perfessin' Christians fer to
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save one soul and 1 dou't perpose to go down to that air

meetin' and git my chances of heaven mixed uj) with them
dog-gone perfessin' Christians."

BrRXKD Wood Even thoich a Coal Seaji Oitcropped
IN Hi.s 1>ACK Yakd

There was a fine seam of coal six feet in thickness

showing in the outcrop by the barn but wood only was

burned in the house. This fact, however, was easily ex-

plained : '"Bein' a man of sense and jedgement as I 'low

ye are, ye can see for yourself that that coal is too dern

fur fer me to go jjaek it and it ain't fur enough to hook

up a team and go haul it—so we Jes burn wood." In

justice to his wife it is only fair to remark that she

handled an ax with great skill.

Down on the Cumberland Plateau, in Tennessee, I

stopped at a cabin that was overflowing with children

and when we all sat down to supper the table was lined

on both sides from wall to wall. Of course, a reference

was made to the fine large family and the pride the

parents must have in this possession, when the old man
by way of reply explained everything : '"'Yes, sir, it's a

big family, but it ain't a matter of choice—it's a matter

of need-ce.ssity. Us folks on the mountain bev to liev

big fambleys in order fer to git a fair sprinklin' of boj's.

Ef you have a passel of boys around the house some of

'em will do a leetle kase they're fond of their maw, some

kase they're feard of their paw—and some kase they ain't

got no better sense—and 'tween them boys doin' a leetle

and me and the old woman here doin' a h— of a site we
manages to live."

There is a charm about the mountains that is not

equaled by the prairies with their monotonous levels;

and I have had days at sea when the entire ocean would

have been gladlj' traded for a single knob in the AUegheu-
ies. There is a wonderful charm in our clear, cold

streams ; in the hills when tipped with clouds ; the drum-
ming of a pheasant; the play of the squirrels; the flight

of birds—all these please the eye.

But there is another pleasure in store for the lover of

the woods. Imagine a long day drawing to its close,

twilight deepening into dark. You are traveling a strange

trail in a strange land, when the tinkling of a cow bell

or the barking of a dog is heard in the distance and

presently the sweet aroma of the "frying pan and bacon"

floats down the valley. That is a blissful moment. You
are nearing a home for the night and a long hour's talk

before a big log fire with all the family present and per-

haps a few of the neighbors who have stopped on their way
from a grist mill.

One night like this in the Pine or Cumberland Moun-
tains of Kentucky I tried to harvest a little informa-

tion for use on the following day, but every inquiry ad-

dressed to the head of the cabin brought a stereotyped

reply, "I don't know nuthin' about them things, but I

allow as I know as much about matermunny"—meaning
matrimony—"as any man on the crick." My host was so

full of this subject that after supper I naturally asked for

particulars and this was the tale that he told.

An AuTHOitiTT ON Matrimony

"I've been married three times—and still a livin'

—

and that's mor'n most of my neighbors can say—and eight

of mv children are livin'—and most of 'em here now."

They were all there, commencing with two grown girls

and ending with a baby a year old.

"The very fust time I married I got a woman
with lots of sperrit. She had the reddest head
this side the mountain and one of her eyes was
a leetle crossed and she had more temper than
me—and I got some. We fit frequent. We surely

did—and finally I got to norating round that I was the

only man on Kaintuck waters what could live with her.

In them flays a feller what had lost his last wife lived in

that old clearin' next mine and he 'lowed he could live

with her at least six months and was willin' to bet a
crackin' good young steer agaiuist a colt I was raisin' that

he could. Me and my wife that then was, talked it over

and she was agreeable to goin' pervidin' we could git a
de-vorce—and we done it easy, kase the squire what mar-
ried us wuzu't one of the book-keeping kind and we jes

tore up the old stificate in the presence of the two Eam-
sey brothers who was some of her kin.

"She hitched up with the other feller and I made a run
of moonshine and took things sort o' ca'm and easy like

fer a spell. Onst in a while I'd go down to the line fence

and look over to see how the steer I was going' to get was
coniin' on, and then I got to meetin' the other feller who
was still a stickin' and had took to watchin' my colt. I

seen he was gettin' powerful interested, as the sLx months
was nigh up, and it made no diffunce how many cockle-

burrs that colt wore it looked good to him, and I was
gittin' mighty much worrited.

"He sure was game. The day before the time was up
I knowed that somelhin' had to be did—and did quick

—

and I raked up all the green apples and green corn and
collicky stuflE I ever heerd of and commenced stuffin' that

colt—and it took—and afore midnight I went after the

feller to come and help do some doctorin'. He swore a

site and said it would die afore mornin' and he was goin'

home—and he went that way—^Ijut he never stopped and
he never come back—and I druv the steer over into my
lot before 'red-top' turned out to git her breakfast !"

The talk was general for a little while, the men said

they remembered the affair, and "red-top's" two girls

remained quiet, apparently taking the adjustment of af-

fairs as perfectly natural. Without any urging the old
man took the floor again.

"Lots of things is wuss and yit sometimes maybe you
find 'era wnsser—and too much sperrit in a woman ain't

so bad when you got one what ain't got any—like my sec-

ond wife. She was com'fble fat when I got her and kep
gittin' fatter and fatter and I 'lowed I'd hev to git the
guv'mt to help feed l.^r, when she up and died rising

three hunder pounds in weight. We had to knock down a
lean-to ofli'n the barn to make a box, and it took that
other feller's steer and one of my own to sled her up on
the p'int whar she still is—but I bet she ain't no lazier

dead than she was afore it happened."
"I ain't goin' to say nothin' 'bout this little woman

here now, hase she's young and spry and I'm getting stiff

in the jints and mout have a leetle trouble in gittin'

another if she'd run off."

There was neither a lamp nor a candle in the house
and the children lighted slivers of pitch pine for illumina-
tion. Some of the rich pitch, spluttered into the corn
bread and gave the latter a flavor that was never known
in modern cooking school,?—but perhaps it was introduced
to prevent the "last chance" wife from following in the
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Jumbo-like foot.^tops oi number two. Our eminent .ou-

servationist. Doctor Wliite. would have tommended my

economy in food consumption—at tbat time.

RKLKJIOX of the MOI'NTAINKKRS

Upon i«nunu'i!il)le occasions 1 have been asked about

the religion of the people in the mountains, but the ques-

tion is^hard to answer. Earnest men an.l women are

found in every community. The services of preachers are

well attended and the only songs one will hear on a lung

journev arc those taken from hymnals. Great considera-

tion is" always given to a minister of prominence and the

housekeepers, if notilie.l of the coming of a presiding

elder or bishop, will spend days in preparing food.

Some five or six years ago I was planning a trip through

eastern Kentucky "when the itinerary of a presiding elder

was made known to me by the enthusiastic brother who

had perfected the arrangements. T at once showed ap-

preciation of the skill of this brother by destroying my

own plan and accepting the one made for the elder, but to

avoid a conflict in dates and overcrowding m small houses,

I made the complete circuit two days in advance. That

was the time T gained in weight at the rate of 16 oz. a

day. The elder lost about 20 lb. on his tri)), which is

lia"rd to account for as I found the living conditions un-

usually good.

r.ul 1 must sand the track, sprag the cars and stoji the

train. It would ]ilease me to tell you aliout the amateur

i;eologist over in Huehanan County, \iv., who aicounted

for an immense nuuss of broken stone on a slope of the

mountain by declaring that he had "studied about it a

site and finally 'lowed tliat when the Eoid was in these

here parts sowin' rocks lie must have drapped iiis ain'on

siring in a-comin' over the iiinl."

The neighborliness of the peojile emild be exeniplilied

by the attitude of a good old friend in a Southern county.

lie was divorced and at once married again, and the

divorced wife immediately married and went to live on

the adjoining place. When my host was a.sked how he

got along with his ex-wife, he said: "Fine, mighty line.

We are the very best of neighbors. Wli.v. llieiv nin't a

family on the mounting we liorrow :i- iniirli IKiin as we

do from them folks."

At tlie risk of being r:ille,l a liad neiglibor. 1 will eea.se

borrowing from your time and will now turn the in-

stitute into its accustomed iliannels, at the same time

hoping that your stay in Ciiarleston may be jvleasant, that

old-time friendships may be renewed and that your de-

liberations may result in great good for the thousands

of men whose welfare and safety rest so largely in your

hands.

"Purchasing Coal under Specifications
bv KkGINAI.D TliAlTSCHOLD*

SYXOPi^IS—Some iwies- on the impraciicahiUt!/ and ui-

consisfencies of this method of coal bnying. Behavior of

the roal in the particnhir furnace in me w a more im-

portant consideration than- its theoretical heat i^lur.

Complications in methods of samplin;! and the impossihil-

ihl :>f devising an adequate sperifiratioii are among the

Innih'esome features of thf method.

j{

Among the claims made by the advocates of purclia?.-

ing coal under speciticatioiK is that, being paid for on a

qiuility basis, the coal dealer is incited to prepare the coal

more carefully. This result, though not the only or great-

est advantage claimed, undoubtedly is the object desired

and is also the result upon which the feasibility and prac-

ticability of the policy must depend. To the average

dealer, however, increase in his trade is sufficient in-

centive to keep him supplying the best grade of coal, and

the larger the buyer the greater the incentive to give

inilividual satisfaction. Therefore, the claim tl.at the

dealer ^vould be incited to more careful preparation of

his product seems hardly convincing.

Some Inconsistenciks ix Co.\l Specifications

Carrying inspection of a commodity to the extent of

ascertaining its chemical characteristics, while perhaps

of exceeding interest, would often, in the case of com-

modities purchased continually and in jarge quantities,

prove neither practical nor feasible. In the case of

coal, the impracticability, for the average consumer—be

who buys in lots of not over three or four carloads at any

M-^nsultlng and contracting engineer, 160 Waverly Place,

New York.

one time—Avould seem obvious. Such consumer would

have no conveniences for analyzing and would have to

spend from two and a half to ten per cent, of the cost of

the coal in having the necessary tests made at a laboratory

—almost a.s much as any reduction he could expect in

price should the coal be found to be considerably below

spetifieations. Furthermore, a.s occa-sional consignments

may be reasonably expected to shoAv l)etter results than

the specified requiremcHts, instances would crop up when

the expense of the analysis would prove not only a dead

loss, but the coal would be unnecessarily increased in

price thereby.

It must he considered also that the cost of mining coal

at any mine is not in any way regulated by the heating

value of that co.il and, therefore, a valuation based *n

heating value and chemical characteristics would place

an unfair profit on certain grades of coal and entail a loss

on others. As a result only the more profitable grades

would be dealt in and the others, many of which possess

high heating value and other desirable characteristics,

though possibly failing to meet certain chemical require-

ments, would only reach the consuming public when other

coal eoiild not be procured.

Eor instance, the prices of anthracite coal at the mines,

which may be considered as indicating the relative cost

of mining and preparing the various sizes, shows chest-

nut to be much the most expensive as far as heating

value is concerned. Anthracite of larger size decreases

in cost, per heating value, fairly uniformly, broken cost-

ing but al'iout 80 per cent, as much as chestnut. In the

sizes below chestnut, the decrease in cost per heating

value is much more marked and shows greater variations,
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pea costing about 62.2 per cent., buckwheat No. 1 about

38.1 per cent., buckwheat Xo. 2 about 19 per cent., barley

about 14.1 per cent, and culm about 13.8 per cent, as

mucli as chestnut for the same heating value. Different

grades of bituminous coals show somewhat similar varia-

tions, not to quite such a marked extent, it is true, for a

large proportion of this class of coal is sold as mine-run

and is crushed at th,e consumer's plant, thereb)" placing

a more luiiform price on the heating value of the coal.

Practical Considerations in Coal Purchasing

The behavior of different coals in the furnace has con-

siderable weight upon their power-producing capacity and
this cannot be ascertained by chemical analysis, thereby

detracting considerably from arguments in favor of pur-

chasing coal under specifications. One coal of relatively

higher ash contents and lower heating value than another

may prove to be the much more satisfactorj' and economi-

cal on account of its ash not clinkering while the bet-

ter coal, as far as heating value is concerned, might clinker

to such an extent as to make its use uneconomical ; or, at

a high rate of combustion, ash may clinker in a given

coal, while at lower rate it may not. Under the ordinarv'

specification system, the customer could not refuse the

clinkering coal but would have to pay a higher price for

it than for a poorer ( ?) gTade that might have proved

more economical and satisfactory for his particular use.

The relative percentages of fixed carbon and volatile

matter have differing results on the heating value of coal

and though the B.t.u. test may show this, it cannot ascer-

tain the actual results in the ordinary furnace. Volatile

matter may be combustible or noucombustible ; a coal with

a lower fixed carbon content and greater volatile matter

constituent maj' have a higlier heating value than one

in which the fixed carbon is proportionally greater and
the volatile matter less or vice versa. This the B.t.u. test

will bring out, but the behavior of the coal under actual

operating conditions is another matter. Volatile matter

may prove an advantage or a disadvantage irrespective

(without apparent definite effect ) to its proportion of

combustible qualities or the heating value of the coal.

Moisture m coal is customarily limited under the speci-

fication system, the dealer guaranteeing a maximum mois-

ture content which if exceeded, calls for a reduction in

the price of the coal. The presence of moisture in coal

is largely accidental and can no more be guaranteed or

controlled by either the dealer or the miner than can

the weather, so why complicate conditions which cannot

be provided for? The allowable percentage of sulphur

is also usually specified, a reduction in price being called

for if the sulphur content exceeds the percentage called

for. The proportional part of sulphur in combination

with, other metals and minerals in the ash is what usually

causes trouble, a relatively large proportion of free sul-

phur or easily reduced compounds of sulphur not having

the same detrimental effect as certain othei' combinations

containing less sulphur.

SoiiE Complications in Specification Buying
Methods

The yearly spring reduction in the price of coal at the

mines, a practice that has done much to regulate and
steady the coal trade of the countrj-, would also be com-

plicated by any universal adoption of the specification

method of buying. A reduction in cost per heating value

of coal, similar to the present reductions in the cost of

coal per ton, would be conducive to numerous complica-

tions. It would also tend to increase the congestion of

expensively mined coal, much of which would have high

heating value, and the shipment of the coal upon which
the greatest profit i>er heating value would be realized.

The advantages claimed for "purchasing coal under
.specifications," though theoretically justified in great

part, could only be fully realized by the adoption of com-
plicated and detailed specifications; and even then it could

be severely criticized, while there axe unanswerable argu-

ments to be advanced against such a method—business

reasons, that bear considerable practical weight. For in-

stance, irrespective of the merits of the case, the average

coal dealer can well afford to contract with a large con-

sumer to supply coal over a long period at a considerably

lower price than if each consignment requires a distinct

bargain or contract. In fact, should he be able to contract

with a few important customers to take a sufficient

amount of coal during the year, he could afford to sigiL

up at a price that would simply cover his expenses, de-

pending upon trade from other customers and smaller

business for his profit. To arrive at his minimum price,

he would figure on the known cost of his supply and the

approximately known expenses to which he would be sub-

ject. That is, he would figure in known quantities and so

closely as to prohibit the taking of speculations as to the

value of his stock, invariably ha\ing obtained his contract

as a result of previous satisfactoiy service and the in-

centive of continuing such service as far as he is able in

order to secure future business.

Under the specification method, not only would his

expenses be increased by the frequent tests necessary to

check the claims of his customers, but the speculative risk

of a certain consignment of coal from the mines falling

below specifications would have to be taken. To avoid

the possibility of this latter, he would have to base his

price on a coal of less heating -^-alue than the average

fuel to be supplied to his customer, and the latter is called

upon to pay such a price for coal as would protect the

dealer against loss and cover the expense of the analysis

by the dealer and himseM.

The relatively small customer would be under a seri-

ous disadvantage in purchasing under .specifications for

he could ill afford the expense of frequent tests; neither

would he have the necessarj' iufluence with the dealer to

insist upon his rights and would, in many instances, be

forced to take coal that had proved unsatisfactory to the

more important of the dealer's customers.

The rejection of eoaJ or the reduction in its mai'ket

value, on account of its failure to live up to certain chemi-
cal specifications or meet a laboratory-heating test, may
be justified in some cases, but in others it does not neces-

sarily follow that such failure means unsatisfactory coal

under working conditions. Visual inspection can be just

as reliable at times and no sample testing can be taken

as conclusive evidence that the mass of coal is similar

in all respects.

Certain effects of the adoption of the specification sys-

tem, disadvantages that are just as important as the ad-

vantages may then be summarized as follows

:

Summary of Disadvantages

1. Impossibility of a purchaser contracting for his
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.lire coal supply for nn extended period at as advantajie-

oiK* n price as uiider the '•tonnage system," owing to the

dealer having to assume the speeiilative risk that the loal

will not fall helow siweifications.

2. The failure of ehemical analysis and laboratory-

heating tests to ascertain the behavior of coal under the

j)urehirser's oj.orating conditions, the "specification sys-

tem," however, compelling the purchaser to accept any

coal that met the siwifications. irrespective of its be-

havior iu the furnace.

3. The injustice to the small consumer who cannot

atTo'rd to assume the exixMise of careful tests, increasing

the lialiilitv of his having to accept coal that had proved

unsatisfactory to some other, and larger customer of the

dealer.

4. Tlie increased difficulty in the di>posing of coals

that entailed heavy expenses in mining and the unfair

impetus given to business in the coals that have been

mined at least expense, tending toward general elevation

in the price of all coal.

.".. The tendency to cause congestion of unsalable coa!

at the mines, even that which may have excellent heating

value but fail to meet certain of the requirements of the

ordinary specifications.

G. The danger of disputes as to tlie accuracy of vari-

ous tests and tiie ill-feeling between dealer and customer

that continual claims and disagreements would hring

about.

7. .Vnnoyance, expense and loss of time brought about

A Loading Boom
In the southern Illinois field a number of operations

are jjutting in the loading boom, manufactured by V. C.

llatlield, of Dmiuoin, 111. At right angles to the main

pan, which discharges diametrically across the track is

placed another pan which lies jiarallel with the rails and

which can be i)ulled backward and up or forward aiic'

down. Thus the coal can be placed in the car with the

minimum of breakage. When the car is emi)ty it can be

loaded with the i>an .sliddcn forward to its extreme dis-

tance. Thus a long length of the sliding pan will be util-

Ax Illinois LoAnixo Boom

ized to bring the coal down to a lower level. When, liow-

ever, the car is already fdlod at one end. the pan can be

awn up so as to deposit coal at the top of the pile or

the slope as desired.

By Tin: Sudino of the Boom, thk f'o.\L Can Be Deposited with Minimum Bukakage

bv disputes and in the replacement of unsatisfactory coal

bv other coal that may or may not prove satisfactory.

8. The added expense to the small consumer by the

adoption of the "specification system" and the probable

difficulty of his ability to enforce his claims.

The wide range of motion and the possibility of tilting

it at will is shown in the drawing. It can be used for

cars of varying elevation with equal facility. The draw-

ing shows a wooden tipide but the device ba.s been applied

to more modern and permanent construction.
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Discussion of Election of Mine Inspectors
SYNOPSIS—The origin of the elective system of choos-
ing mine inspectors in the anthracite region of Pennsyl-
vania. Reasons why the law should he abolished. Con-
trolling power of the miners' organization under the elec-

tion law. Commission appointed to revise the anthracite
urine law. The elective system in Illinois discussed. Sug-
gested appointment of inspector by the courts and for a
term of good behavior. The Institute strongly opposed
to the elective system. Resolution adopted.

D. J. EoDERiCK {Pennsi/lvania)—llT. President and
members of the Institute: I was asked this morning to

lead the discussion of this question of the "Election of

Mine Inspectors," because, unfortunately, I am one of
those who come under the elective feature. The inspec-
tors of the anthracite region of Pennsylvania all come
under the elective system, while those of the bituminous
region come under the appointive system.

In 1901, a certain element in our state conceived the
idea that if they could get control of the mine inspectors

of the state it would make their forces stronger. The
legislature being in session at the time, they sent a large

delegation to Harrisburg and secured the passage of a

law making the office of mine inspector in the anthracite

region of the state elective, reducing the term of oflBce

from five to three years. Previous to that time, the an-

thracite inspectors were appointed by the governor, after

examination, but since the passage of this law, they are

elected by the voters of a certain prescribed district. "We

must first take an examination, then register with the

County Commission, and be placed on the ticket to run
for the office of mine inspector.

Elective System Should Be Abolished

The elimination of this law is one of the questions that

should receive the consideration of this institute. The
matter was thoroughly discussed in Chicago (1910), and
I think, at that time, we had one champion of the elec-

tive feature ; he was also in favor of the referendum and
recall. This man was later elected to the office of mine
inspector: he served about three months and was recalled;

so he had a dose of his own medicine. The elective

feature connected with the office of mine inspector is a

sample of vicious legislation. Suppose, for example, that

after you have been studying for the examination, you
succeed in passing the same, six months prior to the elec-

tion. During that six months you must cover the whole

district in a personal campaign. It would not be so bad
if the elective feature was confined to the district in which
the inspector belongs. For instance, I come from Luzerne

County, which has six inspectors, and I must cover that

whole county for reelection. In my district about half of

the territory is agricultural and the other half mining.

I must see the voters, go down into common places, meet
them in the saloons, hobnob with them, and try to curry

favor and get their votes for the office of mine inspector.

People in the agricultural section don't care who is in-

spector; and the man who gets the office is the man who
can spend the most money and be the best fellow while

running for office.

Note—From the published Proceedings of the sixth annual
meetinsc of the Mine Inspectors' Institute, tJ. S. A., held at
Birmingham. Ala., ,Iune 10-13. 1913.

Another feature of the situation is the time lost by an
inspector, in a campaign, which starts three months prior
to election. There are three months lost in soliciting votes

that should be devoted to the inspection of mines. This
acts greatly to the detriment of the conditions that pre-
vail in the mines. Moreover, it is very unfortunate for
a man in the position of mine inspector to have to humble
himself to Tom, Dick and Harry, in the saloons, and to
the neglect of his work. Again, to canvass the agricul-
tural district is not an economical situation. A man
must hire a team, or an automobile, travel around the
country, and meet farmers here and there, who know no
more about mining than a child who never saw a mine.
They have no interest in them.
The effect that the elective feature has upon the effi-

ciency of the mine inspectors is detrimental also from the
operators' standpoint. A mine in,spector goes to a mine
and finding things as they should not be, calls the atten-
tion of the operator to them and asks to have them rem-
edied. It may mean a large amount of expenditure of
money. You tell him it must be done regardless of the
amount of money involved. That operator complies with
your request

; but, in his heart, he says, I will get square
with you, two or three j-ears hence, and he does. He
puts money into the campaign to have the mine inspector
defeated. The matter is equally as bad from the miners'
standpoint. Miners, organized as they are, often make a
great deal of trouble for the inspector.

Inflitence of the Miners' Orgaxization"

In the anthracite district, in the last agreement made
between the operators and the miners, the miners put one
over on them. They succeeded in the settlement of that
strike, and it was agreed that the operators allow them
what is known as a grievance committee, at every mine.
This committee consists of three members Working at
each place

;
and they have the privilege of going with one

of their officials to the office of the colliery and bringing
the matter before the mine officials. The "mine inspector
in going around through the mines, sometimes meets this
grievance committee, and this often interferes with the
inspector's business. For instance, they will tell him
that the air is bad in a certain section of the mine, or
that it is not what it should be; that the company is 'not
furnishing supplies to the man in certain sections of the
mine, as the law requires. In fact, the methods employed
by the United Mine Workers is often hard on the mine
inspector, to a certain extent, bringing things to his at-
tention some time after the matter has been remedied,
and using him as a lever to adjust their grievances with
the operator. Always where there is the least chance to
bring in the mine inspector, he must act as umpire be-
tween the operator and the miner; in fact, on many
questions in regard to which he should not interfere.

If a mine inspector gets a request from an official of
the United Mine Workers, and does not act, it is heralded
throughout the district; and the matter is taken up by
the locals, which pass resolutions denouncing your refus-
ing to act. If you go through the mine and see a miner
violating the law by using two kinds of explosives, or
find him ramming dynamite in a hole when at any
moment it may explode, and you take him to task, it is
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reported to the local ; and they use the threat. "Wo will

fix his feet."

The inspector when he is elected is used as a tool to

adjust matters where it is absolutely none of his business.

He is at the mercy of both miners and operators. 0])er-

ators are in a position to put money into the campaign

to defeat him. I read an excellent article in I'oal Age

rei-ently on the evils in connection with the election of

mine inspectors, and I hope that Coal Age will continue

t(. fight this law. I think I have covered the matter

pretty well; but this currying favor with everybody in

order to retain a position of responsibility is wrong. I

iiope tiic time will soon come when that part of the la\y

will be eliminated from the statute books never to appear

again. It is a step backward toward the dark ages. To

bring the elective feature into tiie otlice of mine inspector,

detracts from the dignity of the position.

You all know that as a rule the mine inspector is

selected, not because of any political influence connected

with the position, but because of some qualification that

he possesses equal to or perhaps better than that of an-

other man. It has been the ca.se formerly, in Pennsyl-

vania, that when a company wanted a man a.s a foreman

they selected the best in the company ; and when the state

wanted a mine inspector, the very best man among the

foremen or superintendents was selected; but today the

shrewdest politician is the only person who can get the

office; and to hold it for any length of time he must

humble himself to some people whom otherwise he would

consider beneath his notice.

Revision of .\NiiiiiAr;iTE Mine Law

Mr. Dunlop (Illiiioia}—What has the present session

of the legislature of Pennsylvania done with regard to

eliminating the elective feature?

Mr. Eoderick—I will say that the chief of the de-

partment of mines, at the session prior to the present one,

had a Commission appointed to revise the mining laws of

;he anthracite region. This Commission consisted of nine

])eople, and the chief of the department of mines was

elected chairman. The Commission has now been working

diligently, for 18 months, upon a new code of laws to

cover the anthracite region of Pennsylvania. From that

new code they hoped to eliminate the elective feature of

the mine inspector. They also incorporated several good

features to govern the mining of anthracite coal in the

future. During the last decade, or twenty years, many

great changes have taken place in the anthracite region.

There has been installed much new electrical machinery,

air compressors, electric motors, etc., etc. The Depart-

ment of Mines went into that matter very thoroughly;

they employed electrical engineers to give them an out-

line of what should be done to improve the conditions in

the mines with respect to the installation of electrical

machinery. Several other good features were inserted

into that proposed law and the question of examinations

as conducted under the present system, was amended,

besides abolishing the elective feature from the laws.

Organized locals and officials of the Union went, in a

body, to the House Committee in the legislature and de-

manded the enactment or the presentation of a code

known as the minority code. The United Mine Workers

combined to abolish the feature of the miners' examina-

tions. We did not want it abolished, but amended so as

to remove the danger of issuing certificates to incompetent

people. There is always some hook or crook to get around

the present law. There are three boards of examiners in

Luzerne County, one in my district and two in the other

districts of the county. The Commission wanted to insert

a clause in the law providing that if a man came from the

mining countries of Europe he might be given a year's

advantage over another who comes from a country where

there was no mining at all. In other words, men from

England, Wales, Ireland or Scotland would only be re-

quired to work in the mines one year before being able to

get a certificate to mine coal in Pennsylvania. But

those coming from where they never mined coal, wiiubl

have to stay in tlie mines two years, as they do now.

Cioiii'ii'H'A'i'ioN oi' 'Miners

One thing in connection with the present law the

IFnited Mine Workers did not want touched. The Com-

mission was willing to draft a law and have it submitted

to an attorney selected by the miners, with a view to mak-

ing the Boards earn their salaries Ity the issuing of these

certificates. Some may not understand the present

method. The law says the members of the examining

boards shall receive $3 per day for their services; but

no part of their salary shall be taken from the state

treasury. Now, if only nine people apply for certificates,

you can rest assured the examining board will not turn

one of them down.

The Commission wanted the boards appointed either as

they are now, or by the Courts of Luzerne County, or

by the governor of the state; and be allowed $5 per day

and their expenses, but not to sit more than four days,

which would remove any possibility of the Board accept-

ing everyone who applied in order that they might not

lose. We have not had the cooperation of the mine

workers in carrying out this law. When the law hurts

the operator, they are satisfied for us to investigate it;

but if we take a miner to task for a violation of the law,

they report the fact to the Union. Instead of upholding

the mine inspector they say "Let, him go to the hot place."

That is the condition under the elective system. I trust

that that feature will be eliminated in whatever state it

may exist.

Mr. Dunlop—What is the present condition of the

two codes ?

Mr Roderick—The position in which the two codes

are, at the present time, is this: the minority code has

passed the House with but one dissenting vote. The ma-

jority code lies in a pigeon hole at Harrisburg; but it is

not likely that further action will be taken on either code

this session.

Mr. Fltnn (Alabama)—If ajnan fails to pass the

examination, is the $1 fee returned to him?

Mr. Roderick—He does not pay the dollar until the

certificate is given to him. The examination consists of

12 questions, asked in the English language. If he an-

swers these questions successfully he pays his dollar and

gets his certificate. It is not a hard matter to get a

certificate; the law is very lax, and the Board is not

expected to know everybody that comes before it. The

territory in which my Board operates is about 25 miles

long by 13 miles wide. Every, applicant must have a man
to vouch for him, although the Board may not know the

applicant or the man who vouches for him. Often a

man applies who never expects to use the certificate.

Some slick duck or smart aleck who can answer the ques-
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tioiis and understands the English language will apply

and sell out to his fellow countryman for $5 ; but when

he gives his name to the Board, he is careful to give the

name of the friend for whom he wants the certificate.

They traffic frequently in that business; they get the

certificate for $1 and sell it to their friend for $5. You
will see a man working in a mine and will wonder how

he got a certificate; and the board will tell you they never

issued a certificate to that particular man. There is a

great deal of fraud in securing these certificates.

Election vs. Appointment in Illinois

Mi{. Back {Illinois)—1 am glad to hear these re-

marks of Mr. Roderick's, because we have had the same

difficulty in Illinois this winter, except the miners wanted

to make the term one year instead of two. We are at

present under civil service. In December, a convention

of the miners was called and they were to appoint dele-

gates who should pick the men for inspectors.. We
found that pretty strong, but they laid down on it and

we have been under civil service since July. jSTow, the

man who is out stands a better chance to be appointed.

Me. Bolt {Illinois?)—During the last winter there

was a bill introduced into the House in Illinois, calling

for the election of state inspector of coal mines. The
provisions were something as Mr. Back has stated, and

some of the miners were in favor of the bill. I think

many still favor the passage of the bill, but they are

losing strength. It is being explained to others that are

not quite so enthusiastic over the bill, showing its weak-

ness and defects. I don't believe that a bill of the kind

will ever be passed in the state of Illinois. No mine in-

spector or anyone connected with the mining business,

unless it is a miner, would favor such a measure. It

would tend to retard efficiency and to make the inspector

responsible but to one element in the industry; and if he

did not do what the mine workers demanded, he would

be defeated. On the other hand, if he was willing to pros-

titute his manhood and do as they wish, he might be

retained, provided he made no mistakes and was not

recalled.

In Illinois, we are going to oppose such a bill first, last

and always. We want to increase the efficiency of the

mine-inspection service rather than do anything that

would be a detriment to it; and I believe that Illinois

has made as rapid progress in that direction as any state

in the Union. At first, we had several members who
did not care to enter the civil service and make out the

required reports; but they finally concluded that, after

all, it was the best thing to make full and complete re-

ports. We have not heard any complaints for a long time

alf>r>g those lines, and we are getting better service in the

way of mine inspection in Illinois than ever before. I

think each member present will indorse that statement.

I am opposed to the plan of electing mine inspectors. I

would be opposed to it, even though it was made elective

by districts for the reason that an inspector should not

be called upon to devote his valuable time to going

around soliciting votes. I am opposed to the plan of

politics having anything to do with the work of mine
inspection. A man who renders good service to the state

should be permitted to continue in office provided his ser-

vice as inspector continues efficient. The kind of inspec-

tors we ought to have is men who take an interest not

because of the wages, but because of the work. There is

a good deal of honor connected with work where one

can render service to his fellow men.

Mr. Dunlop—I will add a few words in as much as

Mr. Bolt has mentioned the civil service. It is true that

since the state inspectors have been brought under the

civil service law, they have been required to give closer

attention to business; and those who had been inspectors

for 12 or 14 years before that law came into effect

did not like reporting each day. But on the whole, the

requirements of civil service are good and we will be

able to tell j'ou more about it a year hence. This is a year

of trial in Illinois; we have had a change of adminis-

tration and cannot say whether the civil service law is

for the best or not. However, it makes the mine inspec-

tor work whether he wants to or not. If a man does not

attend to his duties, and does not make out his reports,

etc., as they should be made out, the civil service commis-

sion can say that his services are no longer required.

Mr. Beard (New York)—I am glad that Mr. Roderick

has referred, in the words he has, to the question of the

election of mine inspectors, in the anthracite region of

Pennsylvania. I am not an inspector myself, but want to

say that this is a very proper question for this body to

discuss. Mr. Roderick has given, better than I could

attempt to do, the evils that come from the elective sys-

tem. I lived in Scranton, which is in the anthracite

district, for six years previous to the enactment of the

law requiring the election of mine inspectors, and for ten

years after the law had been passed. The law was passed

in 1901. Having been in close touch with the mine in-

spectors' work, as an outsider, I have watched with in-

terest the working of the law in respect to this system.

Appointment of Inspectors by the Courts

Mr. Roderick has brought very clearly before you the

evils that grow out of the elective system. I don't wish

to dwell further on those points, because I believe that

he has made them clearer than they could be made by

anyone in my capacity. But, as one outside of the in-

spection service, I could afford to refer to a matter, in

this connection, that perhaps you gentlemen would not

like to mention, and that is how mine inspectors should

be appointed, and how long they should serve. A mine

inspector is a man who should be as far divorced from

any influence that would trammel him in his work, as

possible. You know, gentlemen, there are laws that gov-

ern all natural conditions, and much the same laws con-

trol our physical work. A man who is under any influ-

ence that would trammel him in his work is obstructed in

that work
;
just as we can obstruct the flow of air in an

airway or through a mine. It is not necessary to argue

the question. The main point is how can we secure the

appointment of the mine inspector in such a manner as

to divest him of any influence that would embarrass him

in the performance of his official duties.

After carefully considering these questions, in my own

mind, I have come to the conclusion, from an experience

of six years as secretary of the examining board for

mine inspectors, in Iowa, and from my observation in

the anthracite region of Pennsylvania, that the mine in-

spector should be appointed on some other basis, as far

removed from politics as possible. We may say there is

no appointive power that woidd- be exempt from undue

influence from political sources. The only appointive

power that we can go back to with any confidence is the
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g'uilieiary, as represented by the Courts. Courts are not

entirely exempt from intrigue: some of our Courts arc

corrupt. But I believe, gentlemen, and I think you will

agree with me, that the Courts are the i>nly power that is

exempt, in a measure, from such undue influence. I

would put it this way : They are the power most exempt

from ultra influences. If, then, the mine inspector could

be appointed on some judiciary basis, through the courts,

after undergoing the examination and showing his abd-

ity to Perve'^in that oflice—if that could be done—I be-

lieve that it would be a step in the right direction.

I believe, further, that when a mine inspector has once

been appointed that his tenure of oOice should extend

through good behavior; I might say through life, witli

the possibilitv of recall, by the same appointive power

that put hini in office. No man is perfect; mine in-

spectors are not perfect; we have evidence of that; and

we should not put a man iu office for life, but during good

behavior. The point is this: When a mine inspector has

spent five, ten. fifteen or twenty years in the service, he

knows better what is required in his particular district

and in those mines, than a new man who comes up for

appointment or for election, as the case may be. The old

mine inspector has adopted a system along the lines that

have appealed to him; he has become familiar with the

men in his district ; he may have his enemies, of course

;

but if he is beyond the power of those enemies to do him

harm, then he can do his work, and he will be a power

in the up-lift of mining and in the development of safety.

There is no question about that, in my mind, gentlemen.

I want to thank Mr. Roderick for his reference to what

Coal Age has attempted and to assure him and you

gentlemen, that Coal Age expects to continue that work.

We have under consideration not only the appointment of

mine inspectors, which we will continue to push until

we can see some results, but other points, besides, that I

believe will help to uplift and broaden the work of mine

inspectors, in this country. One of the points to which T

refer has been thrashed out, in Coal Age, recently, in re-

spect to what is required in mining examinations, partic-

ularly ; and we were snowed under with just what I sup-

posed would come. However, we want to submit these

questions for discussion, in such a manner that everyone

will feel free to say what they think is right, and to argue

the question from their own standpoint. Now, my opin-

ion is only worth so much—your opinion is worth the

same; but when you put these opinions against each

other, and let each stand for what it is worth, a great

deal is accomplished in broadening our ideas. * * *

These suggestions are not made hurriedly, but are the

results of careful study and observation. While, for the

past 18 years I have gone deeply into the theory of rain-

ing, my work for 19 years previous to that was spent

in engineering and mining work. I have held every po-

sition in the mine and performed every task, except driv-

ing and digging; and the practical knowledge so gained

has been a great help to me in studying mining questions,

from a theoretical standpoint. My heart always goes

out to the candidate who is a good practical man but has

not learned much of the theorj' of mining; and I have

tried to simplify for such, as far as possible, the question

of what should be required of candidates in examination,

in order to secure the best men for the positions of in-

spector, mine foreman and fireboss. While we cannot

make a difficult thing easy, we can often simplify the

matter, by putting the candidate under conditions with

which he is familiar and to which he is accustomed in

daily practice.

The work of making the examination more ju-actical

must be undertaken by degrees. In some of the states,

the conditions surrounding the mining of coal are not

such as to permit of a dillicult examination being given

candidates for the positions of mine foreman and fire-

boss. In every state, the examination must be adapted

to the existing conditions. Where this has been done,

in some cases, it has resulted in a shortage of men to fill

the position of mine foreman, and it has even been nec-

essary to allow an uncertificated man to fill the position

temporarily.

Mr. Paul {Pennsijlrania)—The question of selecting

state mine inspectors is one of great importance, since

the efficiency of the service to be rendered may be seri-

ously impaired if the inspector becomes the tool of either

wire pullers or mine operators, and, as a result, unduly

compromises himself in the proper execution of the law.

The qualifications should be capability, efficiency and ag-

gression on the part of the inspector. AMiile it is almost

an impossibility to provide a means of selecting inspec-

tors without the influence of some political or state gov-

ernmental organization, the plan adopted should be such

as to remove the inspector from such political influences,

at least so far as his retention in the service is concerned.

The election of inspectors appears to me to be a most un-

wise method of selection, especially if their tenure of of-

fice is such as to necessitate their frequent participation

in political campaigns, in an endeavor to secure re-

election. The sentiment of this Institute appears to be

strongly opposed to the elective system, so it would ap-

pear that it would be proper for the Institute to take

some action in the form of a resolution which will place

the Institute on record as condemning the elective plan

of selecting mine inspectors.

As a result of the discussion the Institute adopted the

following:
HESOLUTION

Following- an interesting and prolonKed discussion of the

methods employed in different states, for the selection of mine
inspectors, the M.ne Inspectors' Institute. U. S. A., in session

June 11, 1913, at Birmingham, Ala., unanimously adopted the

following:

Resolved^—That in view of the nature of the duties im-

posed by law upon the state mine inspector, requiring him to

act as agent for the state; and because the upright and con-

scientious performance of those duties often calls for the

fearless, unprejudiced and unhampered exercise of an in-

spector's best judgment and convictions, in the face of threat-

ening opposition of either operators or miners or both: There-

fore be it

Resolved—That it is the sense and deliberate opinion of

the members of this Institute, that the incumbent of the

office of state mine inspector should be, as far as possible,

removed from any influence that would tend to warp his

judgment, or embarrass his conclusions, or in any manner

delay his action in the interest of safety and security of

mining operations under his direct supervision; and further,

ReNOlved—That, in securing this end, it is the unqualifled

opinion of this body that the elective system as applied to

the selection of state mine inspectors should be condemned

unreservedly and abolished. In conclusion be it further,

ReHOlved—That due publicity be given this action by

wide-spread notice in the public press and mining journals,

so as to bring it prominently before state legislators and

governors, in the hope that such laws may be wiped from

the statute books where they exist in any state, or may be

killed if contemplated.

All mine inspectors are earnestly requested to draw the

attention of the governor in their respective states to the

above resolution.
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^ng-Distance Steam Transmission
Ev I". V.'. Bkady'--

SYXOPSIS—Long steam, pipe lines are still extensively

emploijed in the anthracite region. Many of the en-

gineering problems encountered and solved in an installa-

tion of this kind are liere enumerated and illustrated.

Oiit-door steam pipe lines are a eommoii feature of the

landscape in tiie antiiraeite mining district of nortli-

Tliese long steam pipe lines in most cases continue to

fulfill the needs of the anthracite field, and have not

been generally replaced by electrical transmission to a!:y

extent. They are not considered relics of old-time min-
ing plants where the system has been always used as a

matter of course, but are features of the newest construc-

tion work.

The accompanying illustrations and sketches show two

high-pressure steam pipe lines that are just being com-

pleted for the Harleigh-Brookwod Coal Co. by the Gay-

FiG. 1. Genekal View of 10-Ix. Line 43(io Ft. Loxg

eastern Penns^-lvania. Some of these lines being poorly

constructed and proportioned for the purpose in hand
result in a considerable loss of power with more or less

unsatisfactory service. Others are of first-class construc-

tion, are kept in good re])iur, and their use appears to

give satisfaction.

•609 Gibson St., Scranton. Penn.

lord Engineering & Construction Co., W. H. Gajdord, Jr.,

consulting engineer. These lines are remarkable for their

length, high-grade construction, and the numerous diffi-

cult engineering problems which were successfully solved

in carrying out the power scheme.

The pipes are 10 in. in diameter, and are designed for

a boiler pressure of 175 lb. per sq.in. One line is 4300
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ft lon>' with 8-iu. aiul G-iii. additional distributing pipe.*

1400 ft long, and the other line is 7300 ft. in length. A

general view of the 4300-tt line is shown in Fig. 1,

while Fig. 3 is a plan of the various lines and gives the

location of the ditlerent shaft.s hreakers. etc., while Fig.

3 is a view alonu' the 730(t-ft. line.

The purpose of the installation was to do away witli

ten separate holler plants, which were more or le.ss out

of .late, and much in need of rei)airs. The power is used

for pumping, hoisting an.l hreaker operation at several

different mines.

PuovisioNs Tiivr Mrsi Hi M mu:

In the construction of these pipe lines it was necessary

10 provide for a large amount of expansion, to prevent

No. 25

20'a30'DOUBLE
EN6IHE

20 A SO OOUblE
EN6INE
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PUHPS.PUMP HOUSE

IN n/NE

. 2 Railroad
r^i Tracks

TSOO. !0 Pipe

BOILER HOUSE

tween joints is used in each tliuiuc .(iiiiicriion. ihc joint

licing set up tight wiicii cold.

Referring to Fig. 1, wliicli is n \ic\v looking Iroiii the

boiler plant, it will he seen that liu' i:iiiii-rt. line drops

into a valley ahoul 1.50 ft. below the boilers, at tiu- I'artber

side of which it rises in the woods to a higher elevation

than the iwiiers them.-^elves. The rxiivinc end of tlie

transmission is at the coal breaker, wbirh may be seen

111 the edge of the woods.

Fif. 4 shows the construction on llic slcc]) hill side

next'^to the Iwiler plant, togctbcr wiib the rorin of steel

tower u.sed to carry the pijH' o\cr llic ruilroad tracks.

These towers have two sheave wli.rls over which pass

cables that are anchorc.l to the i)ipe forming a suspension

bridge scheme of supjjort. The double-tower suspension,

where the pipe line cro.sses tlic scmh tracks of the Penn-

sylvania and I'liiladcliibia & KN'Mdini,' Wys., is shown in

Fig. 5.

The tcnniiuil ol ihc ln-in. line, the receiver anil the

four distributing pipes are shown in Fig. (!. The receiver,

which is 4x15 ft., has welded necks with \'an Stone

Fio. 2. Plan- of Onk of the Pipe Lines

so far as possible undue condensation, and to provide

means for removing the steam condensed, and for keep-

ing the pipes in alignment on the irregularities of the

mountain sides over which they were laid, for anchoring

the pipes on the steep slopes and for elevating tliem

where they crossed streams or the tracks of railroads.

It was also necessary to prevent vibration of the pipe

caused from the operation of the quick-acting throttle

valves on some of the engines.

The lO-in. pipe employed is of the best quality of steel,

weighing 40 lb. per ft. It is rolled in 40-ft. lengtlis and

connected with Van Stone joints having extra heavy steel

hubs and flanges. Xo threaded pipe is employed in the

entire system. A triple copper gasket with red lead be-

FiG. 3. View aloxg 73()(1-Ft. Line

flange joints for the pipe connections. Besides serving

as a water collector the receiver acts as a regulator, pre-

venting vibration in the 10-iu. line from the quick action

of the throttles on the engines above mentioned. An 8-in.

feeder line weighing 38 lb. per ft. leads down a slope 930

ft. underground to a pumping station. Triple-expansion

Iiumps are here installed to remove the water which has

an estimated daily accumulation of -.'.i 100,000 gal. The

breaker at the extreme end of the 14o0-ft. feeder is the

farthest of any plant from the boiler bouse upon this 'ine.

Swivel Joints Take Up Expansion

Expansion is taken care of by vertical and horizontal

swivel joints as shown in Fig. 7. The details of the

joints are shown in Fig. 8 and the flexible support for the

pipes near them in Fig. 9. The special feature of the

swivel is its 3 in. of longitudinal space for ring packing.

This keeps tight while the ordinary style with only 1 in.

space requires frequent renewal and constant care. The

tlexible hangers are made of Sl/o-in. pipe set in con-

crete foundations. There are four different arrangements

of swivels used in the line so as to accommodate the de-

aection of the pipe at various angles in both the vertical

and liorizontal planes.
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Fig. 1:. PowEE Flaxt axd Coxsteuction ox Steep
Hillside

Fig. 5. Suspexsion Towers Caerting Pipe over
Railway Tracks

Fig. 6. The Steam Receiver and Its

cox'xections
Fig. 7. Oxe of the Expansiox Joixts axd Flexible

Supports

r
/7/i/es

^"

3olh

^ ^- - Syvfve/

Expansion
'

Jo-rh

F16. 5- SWIVEL EXPANSION JOINT

FIS.9-FLEX1BLE SUPPORT FOR PIPE

AT EXPANSION JOINTS FI&.IO-PRIP POCKET FI6.I1-PIPE HAN&ER AND SUPPORTS

Figs. 8, 9, 10 ax^d 11. Details of the Pipe-Line Constructiox^
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Uiiilor ilie drop or dowm-onuT at Ciuli :\vivel joint

there is a drip pocket wliich is shown in detail in Fig.

10. The special feature of these drips is the large open-

ing in the bottom, which is covered with a flange having

the usual plug connection. This construction allows the

drip to be cleaned thoroughly by removing the flange, the

outlet of the ordinary form of drip usually clogging.

The regular supports and hangers along the line are

shown in'^the several photograi)hs and in detail in Fig.

11. They are made of 8.\8-in. posts set in molded con-

crete foundations. This plan made the work of erection

ea«v and promises that changes and repairs can be made

with equal ease in the future. The yoke is made of

3-in. channels fastened to the top of the post with two

%-in bolts, the pipe rests on a Si/o-in. curved roller hav-

ing a radius of d/a in. This roller is fitted over a sleeve

made of %-in. pipe, which is carried on a %-in. bolt.

ExeTj fourth support is double-decked as shown by the

dotted line, so that a %-in. holt can be passed over the

top of the pipe. Special designs of brackets are used

where the pipe must be supported on the side of the post.

A view inside the boiler plant is shown in Fig. 12.

Here are installed five 300-hp. water-tube boilers set m
battery and half battery, making 1500 hp. in all. The

>team" header is carried along the wall. It has welded

necks with extra-heavy steel flanges for each boiler con-

nection. Each steam feeder has a Jenkins stop and

check valve at the boiler and a Best gate valve with by-

pass at the header. As above stated, the pressure carried

i.: 175 lb.

Thk Pipk Is C'arkfully Coverkd

The insulation or covering of such long steam lines is

an extremelv important matter. The placing of this

covering near the end of the 7300-ft. pipe line is shown

in Fig. 13. It is made up as follows: iy2 in. of 85%

magnesia, a cloth jacket, two layers of rosinized paper, 1

in.'^of hair felt, one layer of rosinized paper, and two

thicknesses of weatherproofing, together with the vari-

ous bands, wires, etc., reciuired to bind this material

firmly together, and about the pipe.

It may be seen, therefore, from the foregoing that

steam transmission is not invariably discarded in fa\or

of olectricitv in the aiithracilc region, that tlie many

difficult problems of Ica.ling tlie ])ipe lino across country,

over streams and railroad tracks, ]iroviding for expansion

and contraction, removing what small amount of water

necessarily condenses from the steam, and holding this

condensation to a minimum by means of a suitable pipe

covering, are all problems which, in the case described

above, have been successfully solved.

X When to Cut Timber
]5y Eunest L. Bailey''^

It seems probable that few mine managers appreciate

the importance of having their mine timbers cut during

the season of little or no sap, that is, from approximately

the middle of December to the middle of February. This,

of course, applies only to entry timbers or to those for

which a long life is desired.

Dry rot is by far the most prevalent of any timber dis-

cease obtaining inside the mine workings, and not only

is it the most common, but, once infected, there is no

efficacious treatment for the diseased stick.

Dry rot is produced by the fermentation of the sap

in improperly seasoned timber, beginning at the center

and working "toward the surface. Timber cut during the

no-sap season and subjected inside the mine to even a

slight air circulation is rarely affected.

The elimination of dry rot is even more desirable from

a safety than from an economical viewpoint. The sur-

face of the stick being the last part to be affected, an

almost wholly decayed timber may present to the eye

a perfectly sound appearance, thus giving the workmen,

and frequently, no doubt, the foreman, a false sense of

security, which has unquestionably been an important

contributing factor in many fatal accidents.

The manager who now has his foreman prepare an es-

timate of the permanent timbers to be used during the

coming year and orders the woodsmen to cut and store

them in the proper season, will be taking steps to ulti-

mately reduce his cost of timbering and also to safeguard

the lives of his employees.

•Mlnincr engineer. Grumpier, W. Va.
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Two Phases of the Colorado Strike

"Life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness" are the in-

herent rights of all who live, dwell or sojourn within the

confines of the United States. It would appear to be
ridiculous that the miners of Colorado should declare, as

one of the contentions for which their strike has been
called, the right to board where they please, to buy their

necessities or superfluities where and from whom it may
suit their fancy. These are rights supposedly inalienable.

Another point for which it should be utterly unneces-
sary for the mine workers to contend is the enforcement
of the laws of the state regarding mine inspection and
hours of work. These are matters which primarily con-
cern those who are intrusted with the enforcement of
the statutes.

While the contentions of the mine workers cast insinu-

ations upon both the executive branch of the state gov-

ernment and the business system of the operators, many
of their methods in conducting the strike are highly
reprehensible, as is evidenced by the recent findings of the
Grand Jury. This body in returning

indictments against the strike lead-

ers, charging them with conspiracy

to monopolize labor, has made some
pointed remarks concerning the im-

portation of experienced or profes-

sional agitators, the furnishing of

arms and ammunition to "irrespon-

sible aliens," and the employment of

methods "which all fair-minded labor organizations re-

pudiate." One of the local labor leaders admitted under
oath that lie had personally given weapons to the miners
at one of the tent colonies, many of whom were at the

time drunk and insisted upon immediately attacking the

watchmen employed by the operators.

In arming foreigners unacquainted with our laws or

customs, and whose idea of all government is that of a
monarchy, these labor leaders launch a force, the amount
and direction of which they admit they are unable to con-

trol. Under such circumstances, they should not be sur-

prised at any far-reaching results which may follow. Al-

most anyone can kindle a fire; it may require several

engine crews to extinguisli the resulting conflagration.

The West Virginia Coal Mining
Institute

The struggles and the strifes of West Virginia have
been a matter of recent national history, and most of

what the public heard relative to those ugly occurrences

came through Charleston, W. Va. The quarrel is far

from settled ; the men in one camp have already broken
their agreement and are seeking a new one, and everyone

expects a recurrence of violence.

Yet a trip to Charleston to a meeting of the operating

forces in an institute assembled revealed no sign of any

Coal Age

Wishes Everyone a

Merry Christmas
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apprehensions or festering animosities. Most creditable

to the executive heads of West Virginia is it that despite

a continued outburst of public condemnation, misrepre-
sentation and scandal, there is now little sign of anger
or retaliation. One compares with wonder the quiet of

the meeting in the Y. M. C. A. building at Charleston,
with the orgy of hate, violence and malice at Carnegie
Hall, New York City, when that Jones woman, interest-

ing and clever, preached her story of discord.

Mrs. Jones—we will not dignify her with the title she
assumes, "Mother Jones"—and her followers have failed

to disturb the serenity and determination of the West
Virginia operators. While she has talked guns, they are
discussing schools and seeking to do their whole duty, to

their employees. The future will record the success of
the West Virginia operators in suppressing disorder.

There is no other way of winning back the state to

l>ublic confidence, and it is pleasing to see that the oper-

ators have chosen it. In all the papers and discussions

not one word was said which would have brought a smile
or caused a frown to gather on the face of any mine

worker. The favorable audience
which Dr. Ira D. Shaw, of tke
Y. M. C. A., received aiid the pro-
longed applause when the prohibi-

tion amendment to the constitution

was but casually mentioned .shows

that the West Virginia operators

are determined to remake the state

and set it right.

But from these quiet men, one turns uneasily to those
unquiet souls, probably just as determined to seek the
right as they have light to see it and know it as the
operators. The need is great to establish in them a de-
gree of character that will make such scenes of violence,
as West Virginia has recently witnessed, impossible. Can
this ever be done by inciting each and every man to be a
mine official, a foreman or a superintendent? A propa-
ganda of education which urges every man to seek to
dominate his peers is ill-suited to this 20th century.
The duty of creating a desire for comfortable, dean

and happy homes, good citizenship, thrift, sanitation,
wholesome cooking, sobriety, decent living, first aid,
rescue work and like matters, is indicated by all the
symptoms of the West Virginia unrest. Let no one decry
ambition, but if a man is willing to continue to be a
miner and make more money than his foreman, why urge
him to change? Teach him track laying, coal shooting,

timbering, safety, economy and efficiency in mining, so-

that he can earn for himself and society a better living.
It is a fact that he will be more adequately rewarded and
find life easier if he remains a miner and does not put
himself where the state, the operator, and the employee
can combine by their reproaches to make life unendurable.

In England today the county councils' lecturers are
teaching hygiene in every village. In any coal camp it

would be better to teach that science than the hydrau-
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lus of iniiuiit;. We rojoioe to liwir that Anna B. Siutt

l,as been teaihiiig Miiiple eookiiig in the Winding liulf

pcetion, and ineuUating lulinarv ceonomy to the native

miners' wives. The lessons, sinii>lc and fundamental,

have had remarkable results. Tiie miners in the moun-

tains of West ^irginia have hitherto not only been served

with poorly cooked food, but the work has been done in

the most wasteful way and Jlrs. Scott has set herself

to meet the dittieulty in a prattiral manner.

The mountaineer needs much development, and some

at least of the operators seem dei'ided he shall h:i\e it.

We hope that they will conclude not to develop oidy those

who have a facilitv for ntatiiematii's aiul otiier book leani-

iiig, but will seek to extract the hest from every nian

and' every woman in tlie community. If we desire juries

to l)e just, if we would replace i)oliticians with statesmen,

if we seek to make union otKcials serve the hest interests

of their men, if we would have reason and effioicncy at

our mines, we must create character. When the laws

are inetlicient and flouted, where anarchy rules, there the

need for ideals aiul self-constraint is most felt and un-

happy is the o])erator who meets force with force and has

not learned the more American method, education.

The Greatest Cause of Mine Accidents

In mining, as in many other industries, the vast ma-

jority of fatal accidents occur from one or more of three

causes, ignorance, indifference, disobedience.

Many of our mine workers, being more or less inexperi-

enced are often downriglitly ignorant of dangerous con-

ditions. Others, even though experienced, and thor-

oughly realizing that they are in danger, evince a strong

spirit to put off "until a more convenient season" the

time of making adequate provision against a known risk.

The third class are those who tacitly disobey the in-

structions of their superiors. When told to take down

a certain piece of slate or to set a prop in a certain local-

ity, these men finish loading a car or cleaning up a place

l)efore proceeding, perhaps leisurely, to carry out instruc-

tions, or they may even leave the mine without perform-

ing the duty at all.

One of the best methods that has hitherto been devised

for forestalling these evils is the appointment of a sttffi-

cient number of subforenien so that each may have only

a limited number of men -under his care. This numl>er,

of course, varies with the conditions and layout of the

mine, but should be such tliat he can visit each working

place every few hours.

"These assistant mine foremen are to a large degree

safetv specialists. When a dangerous condition is dis-

covered, it is the duty of the suDforeman in whose dis-

trict it occurs, not only to instruct the miners to rectify

the condition, but to remain and see for himself that his

instructions are immediately and implictly obeyed.

It is at once ajiparent that so long as human nature re-

mains human nature, all accidents can by no means be

eliminated either in mining or any other indu.stry. Strive

as we may for a clear accident record, we will still be con-

fronted by lapses of discipline which result fatally. The

fact remains, however, that the above system, wliere it

has been adopted and conscientiously followed, has been

extremelv fruitful in reduciu'j accidents. One finn, of

which we have knowledge, has succeeded in rcdiiriiiu'

acciilents upon a tonnage basis by means of tliis system

•nrewiiat over (iO per i-cnt.

(Ircat as have lieen tlie sliicU's toward safety acconi-

plislied by this system, however, fully one-half of the acci-

dents still occurring in this firm's oi)eralions are due to

lapses of discipline, to the apiiarcnily irresistible tend-

ency of all undergrouiid workers to procrastiimlc, to

iramblc wilb fate and take a i-biince.

The "Mine Workers" and Their

Contracts

The I'nitcil Mine Workers of .\incrica has ]irnvcd be-

yond doubt that as an organization it is a body without

"responsibility. By countenancing the ( tinned \ iolation

of labor contracts with tbr anthraritc and liituminous op-

erators in I'cnn.sylvania, the (illiicr^ of the "Miners' Un-

ion" have made a most serious mistake, and one that re-

flects on their honor and sincerity, as well as tlicir busi-

ness judgment.

For more than a year the antbracitc-coal coniiianics

have remonstrated in vain against the many serious '•Inil-

ton strikes" in the hard-coal region. It has been left to

the bituminous operators of central Pennsylvania, how-

ever, to call for a show-down, which is done in their 10-

day ultimatum published on p. '-W.K

in such matters as this, public opinion will always ul-

timately control and determine the issue, and as a conse-

quence, there can be no doubt of the outcome. All fair-

minded people are certain to protest against the attempt

of the miners' organization to make contracts and im-

mediately thereafter repudiate all that is binding in their

part of tlie agreement.

We believe in labor unions, and wo are sure that, when

properly conducted, such organizations are beneficial to

society as a whole. It is also proper that those who rep-

resent a body of workmen in any industry should conclude

the very best bargain in the matter of wage agreements

that it "is possible for them to obtain. But when such a

contract is finally made, there should be no violation of

its terms.

The present policy of the "Miners' Union" is one of

which they should l>e ashamed. They are striking at the

heart of their own organization. Mr. White, Mr. Gilday

and other union officials will have »obodv but themselves

to bkme if their present dishonoral)le plan of procedure

proves disastrous to the eampaign of organized labor in

the coal industry. No social movement can succeed un-

less based on justice.

May the Pot Call the Kettle Black?

The Delaware, Lackawanna & Western R.E. Co. was

recently compelled to pay a fine for having committed the

legal Tiiisdemeanor of hauling its own hay over its own

railroad in order to feed its own mules in its own mines.

I'rovided that the present agitation for a Government

railroad and mines in Alaska is successful, and that the

road is finally built, and the mines opened, it would be

interesting to know in what light the courts will view the

action of the Government in transporting its own coal

produced in its own mines, over its own railroad, to

supply its own Navy.
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How Breathing Apparatus Works
SYNOPSIS—An elevienianj and detailed explanation of

the manner in which the Westfalia apparatus w con-

structed and how it works.

The purpose of artificial-breathing apparatus is (1)

to supply the wearer with oxygen and (3) to absorb the

carbon dioxide and moisture 'which he exhales. These

two requirements fulfilled, he can safely penetrate any

area containing an unbreathable atmosphere. These needs

are met by the Westfalia apparatus by (1) cylinders filled

with oxygen, the supply from wliich is regulated by a re-

ducing valve; (3) breathing bags large enough to regu-

late by their capacity the supply to and the discharge

from the lungs; and (3) a metal container filled with

chemicals for the absorption of carbon dioxide and mois-

ture.

BuBBER Parts ix Fr.ONT. Metal Parts in Rear

The apparatus is distributed on the front and back of

tlie rescueman; that part which is of rubber is placed

in front for better protection, and the metal parts, such

as the oxygen evdinders and the regenerator, are placed

liehind. The hose pipes protected by wire reinforcement

are all in front or under one arm. All the pipes on the

back are of metal.

In the diagram, to make matters plain, the parts worn

in front are placed on the left, the parts under the arm

in the center and those worn on the hack on the right.

The breathing bag has been represented as cut open, so as

to show the hose pipes vidiich pass into it by air-tight con-

nections. The only other parts in section are the regenera-

tor and injector. It should also he stated in passing that

what we shall call the left-hand compartment of the

breathing bag is that to the left hand of the wearer and

appears as the right-hand compartment in the diagram.

The Course op the Air axd Its Purifyixc, and
exrichmext

The illustration shows the circulating system of the air

and oxygen in the Westfalia apparatus. The air which

tlie rescueiiian discharges from his lungs goes through

,_.tlie exhalation pipe in front of his body into the left-

hand compartment of the big breathing bag, which he

; carries on his chest. It passes into this bag, but the pipe

I
is unbroken except for a slit A. If the air is entirely un-

' obstructed, all of it goes forward into the discharge hose,

w'lich is passed under his left arm to the back of his

body.

If, however, the air exhaled does not pass away im-

mi'diately, as is always the case when the rescueman is

making a full breath, some passes through the slot A
into the exhalation compartment of the breathing bag

and is stored up so that when the man is inhaling, this

air can still continue to pass on. Wliy it is necessary to

have this bag and why it is not connected to the air line

with valves will be explained later.

We have traced the air into the discharge hose, by

which it passes under the left arm of the rescueman at a

point near his waist. It is then carried to the regenera-

tor on the upper part of the man's back and circulates

back and forth till it reaches the top of the regenerator,

its moisture and carbon dioxide being absorbed by the

potash on the various "shelves." It then passes, by a

cooling pipe B, over and alongside the regenerator and

then below it to the injector.

The Ix.iector

This injector is just like a steam inspirator, with this

sole difference that oxygen is used to do the injecting.

A small jet of oxygen is passed through a jjassage, which

Cooling Tube^"

Inhalation ^•:->.^

Comparf-meni- '"^i^
Cooiinq Tubel?el:ef Ya.'ve

PART
PART CARRIED ON CHEST UNDER LEFT ARfl PART CARRIED ON BACK

DlAGRAMilATIG IlLCSTRATIOX'' OF WeSTFALIA BreATH-
ixG Apparatus

gradually narrows and then widens out to the full diame-

ter. The speed with which this oxygen travels into this

narrow space causes the purified air to enter the narrow

pipeway and then drives the air now both purified and

enriched with oxygen back through a pipe between the two

cylinders of oxygen to the flexible supply hose, which

passes under the left arm into the right or inhalation

compartment of the breathing bag.

This pipe passes through the exhalation compartment

on its way, but is air-tight in this part of its course. When
it reaches the inhalation bag it is slit at C, and the air

can pass right on to the rescueman's lungs if he is draw-

ing in air, but if he is compressing his lungs, the air wdl

go into the breathing bag and 1)0 stored tip there until

he is ready to draw it in. Then the air will return into

the slot C and proceed by the inhalation pipe to his

lungs.

The Oxtgex Cylixders

In this manner the air passes continuously round in

a circuit, being purified by the potash and oxygenated

by the gas escaping in due proportion from the oxygen

cylinders. Two of these are used so that the weight is dis-

tributed more evenly on the back than it would be if only

one large one were installed.

;Q"evertheless, one cylinder is not exhausted before the

other is emptied, but oxygen from both these cylinders is
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usi'il lit the same tiiiu' ami tlie pressure is measurccl l.y

one ami the same pressure gage. The oxygeu is uiaiii-

taiiiecl at a pressure of 120 atmospheres, or 1733 lb. .\

single automatie reducing valve serves for both cj'limlers

and is so arranged that the injector jet can be inspected

without removing the valve from the apparatus. As the

120-atmosphere charge is sullicient fur two liours, each

atmosphere furnishes enougli air for one minute, and tlie

incisure gage is graduated according to that princii>lc.

<)xv<;i:n- Ts I'niiKiKn nv Thhkk Fu^thrs .vno Pmcssrui:

Is Kkdited to 72 Lb.

In passing from the lylinders to the reducing valve

the o.xygen is filtered through three sets of gauzes and felt

washers so that it is impossible for any dirt or imimrities

to enter and clog the injector, so long as these gauzes

are kept intact. The reducing valve makes a reduction

in the pressure to about 5 atmospheres, or 72 lb., and

is so arranged that even when the pressure in the cylin-

ders drops down to S atmospheres, the pressure of the es-

caping o.xygen is nevertheless still the same.

This oxygen flows through an extremely small nozzle.

and being at the pressure described, has considerable ve-

locity, which is utilized to i)romote circulation through

the "apparatus. The nozzle i)rojects slightly into the

trum])et-sliapcd opening forming an injector. The oxy-

gen ])assed by the apparatus is (iO liters, or 2.1 cu.ft.

per min.

Thk Bhk.vtiiim; Hah

The inhalation compartmeiil of the breathing bag

stores up air ready for the deep l)reath or for extra de-

mand in case of more than ordinary exertion. The bag is.

in short, the regulator which funis an alternate action

into a continuous one. The inflation and contraction of

the lungs are reci])rocating actions, and to supply and

receive the air from these pulsations by a continuously

working apparatus, a storage chamber is necessary, and

the breathing bag serves that ])urp()sc just as does the air

reservoir on a water pump.

The supply and discharge tubes, as has been said, arc

both connected at the bottom of the breathing bag on

the left side. This obviates the need of making any con-

nection in the apparatus after it is put on and al.«o al-

lows each man to examine and test the complete circula-

tion of his own apjiaratus.

AVuY IIo.sK Pipes Pass TiiisorGH thk Breatiiixc, Bag

It lias been noticed in this article that the hose pipes

])ass through the breathing bag. The advantage of this

arrangement is that even if the rescueman lies down

on the bag the air will not be entirely shut off and the

bag will be held open so that it will have some available

capacity. The man will still be able to breath freely

despite his prone position. The breathing bag serves as

a storage reservoir at all times; the exhalation com-

partment fills up and gives a steady supply of foul air

to the regenerator for purification. The breathing bag is

protected from being torn or cut by means of a leather

cover, which is attached with straps and swivels to the

shoulder straps and back carriage and is sufficiently free

to allow unrestricted expansion.

P.v having the hose pipes within the breathing bag

the ( onnectiou between them and the bag is made more

"1

sim|)lc arid no valves arc rciiuircd. Thi' arrangcu'.cnl

Works, therefore, without unnecessary loss of power.

The hose whidi connects the lircatiiing bag with the

faie piece is nnxde extremely flexible and can be (juickly

put on, as it is only necessary to lit the helmet on the

lieatl or place the mouth ])iece in the mouth and screw

the nose clip to be ready for instant serviie. This

ibility to put on tiu' apjiaratus rajiidly is of considerable

importance in an emergency.

The l{i:(ii:XEiiAT()i:

The regenerator, as has bw'u said, has •"siiclvcs." but

the ]iotash is placed both aiiove and below tliciu. being

held in place by wire gauze. This gives the material a

large area of contact with the circulating currcni.

Where the regenerator has been rougiiiy iiandlcil or scut

by train or motor car without jiropcr packing, minute

jiarticles of the chemical will occasionally sift out of the

wire cages and fall into the bottom of the regenerator.

In (inlci- to prevent this

(lust iivini blocking the iur

entering th.e pocaih cart-

ridge, a trap has been

(ilted til the [lipe. by .••hicll

the air is ((invcved. Tii3

regenerator caM be ()iiickly

exchanged en- i-i'lilled,

either the iiitcn-liangealile

or rclillalilc tyiie being

fiiiMiislicd. as may be de-

sired.

The Oxygex Gage

The gage is carried just

below the left shoulder in a

the harness. By unbutton-

-C:^^

The Face Piece

a part ofleather case, forming

ing a flap the gage can be taken in the hand and ex-

amined. The oxygeu is carried from the cylinders to

this gage by a small, heavily armored rubber tube passing

under the left arm. It is well protected by the ap-

paratus where it crosses the back, and, as it passes closely

under the arm pit, it cannot catch in obstructions.

Many authorities believe that pressure gages should be

kept close to the oxygen cylinders, feeling that flexible

tubes are undesirable as conductors of any fluid at pres-

sures of 1783 lb. When carried on the back the pressure

gage can be placed below the regenerator and above the

oxygen cylinders, so as to receive the protection of both.

The makers of the Westfalia apparatus are quite willing

to provide such an arrangement, as they believe the ar-

gument is ill favor of this location for the gage. When

set at the back, it is placed in a metal framework, the

front being adequately protected by a metal shield.

There is this strong argument in favor of the rearward

position. Bescuemen never travel into a mine alone, so it

is easy for each rescueman to watch the gage on the

back of his comrade. However, most users of apparatus

would feel better satisfied if they could read the record of

their own pressure.

Why the Air Circuit Xevek Pevkrses

There are no valves in the system, but rebreathing any

of the exhaled air until it has passed through the regen-

erators, is impossible. Yet this result is obtained without

the use of valves in the air passages. Such valves are
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iipt to becoiiie choked with saliva, especially when the

mouth-breathmg apparatus is used.

There is always a higher pressure in the inhalation

than in the exhalation pipe, so that when the rescueman

expires air, it goes to the pipe with the lower pressure,

namely, the exhalation pipe, and when he draws his

breath, the air inspired conies from the pipe which is at

higher pressure, to wit, the inhalation pipe. The injector

thus determines the direction of flow, so that it is impos-

sible to reverse the circuit.

The connections between the regenerator and the

breathing bag on the purified-air end are quite lengthy.

This is done to cool the air heated by the chemical ac-

tions taking place in the regenerator.

Domestic Science in Mine Camps
Mrs. M. B. Scott, of Philadelphia, Peun., a famous

culinary expert, has been teaching cookery at the little

town of Tams, Raleigh County, YV. Va. She was intro-

duced by an ofBcer of the mining company and declared

she could make a good dinner for 4 men for oOc.

Four men were chosen having esceptioual appetites.

The meal opened with a beef stew, the meat of which

cost 18e. As potatoes were expensive, Mrs. Scott replaced

them by dumplings, at 4c., including parsley and other

seasoning. A soup of stock cost 3c. and a can of peas 6c.

For dessert, Indian jDudding was served, at a cost of oc.

and the coffee for the four men cost 7c.

On the second day of the demonstration a larger build-

ing had to be used to accommodate the crowd. Mrs.

Scott has taken a young woman from Tams to Philadel-

phia, to give her a thorough training in domestic econ-

omy. The student's expenses will be borne by the opera-

tors.

Be Careful

By Alabama Supeeintexdent

The day after a recent mine explosion, the following

editorial appeared in a Southern newspaper

:

For a number of years the matter of safety in mines has
been given close study ty leading experts among miners,

operators and governmerts. Numerous appliances and meth-
ods have been devised and suggested in seeking a solution of

the problem and some progress has been made. Yet the tragic

event of yesterday in Alabama demonstrates afresh that there

remains room *^or improvement.

In the same issue of the paper above cjuoted. a state-

ment is made that coal is shot "on the solid" by black

powder. Why not meet the issue squarely instead of

looking for undiscovered causes for such explosions. More
attention should be given by the miner, the operator and

the government, to the enforcement of rules already in

force. "^Tien the miner knows that he must obey certain

fixed rules and the operator knows that he also must
keep his mine safe, then only will the iiumlier of mine

explosions be decreased.

If the miner is allowed to put two kinds of powder in

the same shot; fire shots without tamping them to the

end of the hole ; make up black-powder cartridges with

an oil lamp on his cap: keep explosives and exploders in

the same box ; walk past danger boards oi shoot off the

solid, is there any need to look further for the cause of

explosions ?

If ilie operator allows his miners to siioot ''on the solid"

with black powder, or if he permits gas to accumulate in

old or new workings; if he countenances the driving of

rooms 200 ft. up a 15-deg. pitch in a gaseous mine omit-

ting crosscuts to keep down the cost, or the building of

overcasts of 1-in. boards which will burn like paper, is

there any reason for further talk on causes of explosions?

These are only a few of the many reasons why explo-

sion.s occur.

Mr. Miner, are you violating any of the company's

safety rules? Mr. Operator, are you keeping your mine

safe and using safe mining methods? [f you are, then

ask the experts to look for new causes. If you are not,

then put the blame on yourselves and get to work along

safer lines.

Private Coal Cars

Investigation of the private car lines by the Interstate

Commerce Commission calls attention to the coal ears

owned by companies operating independently of the rail-

roads. The attitude of the car-owning coal companies

remains to be defined in the inquiry under way.

The coal cars of private companies constitute a small

fraction of the total coal cars of the country. This is a

different condition from the refrigerating situation, where

the latest estimates of the commission indicate a percent-

age of ownership of about .50 per cent, for the railroads

and the companies, where each own about 50,000 cars.

Tank cars are 39.000, of which 9000 belong to the rail-

roads.

The following figures are for the coal lines indicated

:

Atlas Coke Co
Baker-Whitely Coal Co
Berwind-White Coal Mining Co
Boomer Coal & Coke Co
Ellsworth Coal Lire, C. P. R
Jamison Coal & C jl:e Co
Keystone Coal & Cokt Co
Lehigh Co,.; & NavigE.tlor Co.,
Logan Coal Co
Loyal Hanna Coal & Coke Co. .

Morrisdale Coal Co
Moshannon Coal Mining Co
New England Coal & Coke Co
New River & Pocahontas Consolidated Coal Co
Penn Gas Coal Co
Pennsylvania Coal Co. CIrie R.R.)
Pennsylvania Coal & Ccke Corporation
Pennsvlvania Ontario Coal Line
Pittsburgh-Buffalo Co
Pittsburgh Coal Co
Quemahoning Coal Co...
W. J. Rainey
United Coal Co
Vinton Colliery Co
Washington Coal & Coki
Westmoreland Coal Co..

150
1,000
500
TSO
.500
201
100
150
502
150
152
400

1,000
.418

412
399
625
400
713
,009
200
553

1.101

Total
•Estimated.

17,182

tLeased or controlled.

All repairs are at the charge of the owners. The cost

of coal cars averages $700. Private car companies are

paid 6 mills a mile for the use of their cars. The aver-

age time of a return trip of the cars to the mines from

tidewater is fourteen days. The average haul is 300 miles

to tide. This makes the return on the cars $1.80 a trip

and $3.60 for the round trip. Average rates of freight

in this district are for anthracite $1.40 a ton for prepared

sizes, and $1.25 for steam sizes. For bituminous coal the

rates are $1.55 a ton to South Amboy, Port Eeading and

Elizabethport, and $1.60 to Port Liberty. Boat charges

from the lower ports are 18c. a ton and from Port I.ib-

erty 15c. a ton. Coal rates over the country show

greater cost for anthracite than for bituminous.

—

Wall

Sti-epf Journal.
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DISCUSSION BY READERS

Working Coal under Sandstone Cover
Lillcr So. S—lii'iilyiiig to the nniuost for suprs'O'^t'""'^

III reference to the l)est inctliod of working conl umliT

liiird sanilstone cover, (.'kal Auk, Xov. 15, p. 745, I WDuld

-av: A.ss^umiiig tlie mine is already developed, the rooms

ilriven up and the work "standing on pillars," as de-

-criher by Mr. Anderson, the (piestion presented is liow

10 draw back the pillars in a manner tiiat will avoid a

|iossible squeeze and the conse(pient loss of pillar <(i;\l.

To do this and to enable one to control the squeeze should

one start, I would suggest the following general metliod

:

As shown in the accompanying sketch (Fig. 1). the

pillars should be worked back in sections of tliree, four, or

even six rooms apiece, the gob Hue iu each section being

I

Fi(i. 1. I'ltocotii;!) Flax of Diuwikg Pillahs

IN' Sections

kept about 150 ft. in advance of the line in the next sec-

tion following, lly reason for this suggestion is that,

sliould any fall or trouble occur iu one section, it will not

result in tying up the entire line of pillar work until the

fault is remedied. 'Where the line is continuous any

slight accident at one point would affect the entire gob

line and greatly reduce the out])ut of the mine and in-

crease the expense of operation. On the other hand,

by keeping a step of 150 ft. between two sections, as .1

and B (Fig. 1), the trouble is localized and work in other

sections is uninterrupted. At C, I have shown a section

of rooms advancing, which, of course, does not iiertain

to Mr. Anderson's present proposition.

An important point that will .greatly assist the ventila-

tion of the mine and should be adopted in any new ilcvel-

opment is that the cut-tbroughs in adjoining iiillars

should never be opposite one another, but should be "stag-

gered." For example, the cut-throughs, as measured

from the entry in room No. 1, center to center, ire 70,

140, 210, etc., ft. Tn room Xo. 2, these distances are -^.S,

105^ 175, etc., ft. Tn room Xo. .3, they are the same ;is

iinniumiiiiiiiiinniioiwimiiiHiiiMiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinuiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiroiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiuittiniiiiiiiiiiu

given for room Xn. 1, and thus (iniliiiuf lo alleniatc in

each con.secutive looui.

Another im])ortant point has rclVi'cnce to the extrac-

tion of the chain pillar. This shoiibl not be split, as is

often ihuie, but chutes or rooms should be driven up

through the pillar in consecutive order and loeatcd so

as to line up with the regular rooms. It should be re-

membered that many a S(pu'eze is started by the extrac-

tion of the chain pillar. Tt is important, also, to give

proper attention to the drainage of the mine, so as lo kee|>

the rooms dry, especially if the bottom is soft, .\iinllier

important feature is to consider the width of each separ-

ate step or slice taken off the ends of the ]iillars in the

several sections. T would not ad\ ise a greater widtli than

15 ft., under ordinary conditions. 1 have seen the metliod.

as outlined, worked successfully. Tt requires close atten-

tion, however, on the part of the mine foreman to see that

the crosscuts in the butt headings arc correctly measured

and correspond to the rooms turned olf ilie luilts, so as to

jiveserve a uniform straight line of rib.

For the mine described by West Virginia Engineer, T

would suggest the adojition of the same plan as outlined

alwve, except that where practicable T woidd vary Ibe

room centers so as to proportion the widih of pillar lo

the depth of cover. Thus, under 400 ft. of cover, GO-fl.

room centers could be \ised. which could be Increased U>

ft. for each 100 ft. additional deptli of cover.

PeX XSYLVANIA fcJUPEMNTENDEXT.

Oliphant Furnace, Penn.

Letter No. 9—T was nuirh interested in the inquiries

of TV. F. Anderson and TVest Virginia Engineer, in re-

spect to working coal under sandstone cover, and would

like to give my own experience iu similar work.

First, in regard to Mr. Anderson's mine, T consider

,30-ft. pillars are too small for safe and efficient working

under such conditions as he describes, especially as the

sandstone roof is apt to crumble on exposure to tlie air.

However, as this mine is largely standing on pillars, it is

too late to discuss that aspect of the (|uestion. What must
be considered now is, how to draw bju'k the pillars, so as

to obtain the largest recovery of coal, with safety.

In drawing pillars, under these conditions, I would take

the coal out in two separate benches wherever the thick-

ness of the seam was greater than 6 ft. Start at the up-

per end and drive a cro.«scnt through the 30-ft. pillar

close to the barrier, taking only the six feet of coal next

to the floor. The width of the crosscut should not exceed

12 ft. In driving the crosscnts in the bottom coal, the

place should be well timbered with posts set in regular

rows parallel to the face. It is my experience that, in

general, if plenty of timber is used in the first working,

it can be almost wholly recovered in good condition. Tn

some instances, I have seen entire pillars removed with

the use of no new timber except that required for the

working of the first slice or skip. This is a great saving

ill districts where the cost of timber is a large item in the
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expense account. In the present case, I would set the first

TOW of timbers as close to the face as possible, and space

the other rows not to exceed 21^ or 3 ft. apart.

Having thus crosscut the pillar in the bottom coal, I

would set two or three long props with good cap-pieces

against the sandstone and proceed, then, to take out two

or three rows of the props supporting the top coal and

permit it to fall. A little experience will be required

to ascertain the best amount of top coal to drop ; and it

is in this part of the operation that good timbering in the

first working is of the greatest advantage. If the timber

is well set and in sufficient quantity, the last row left

standing will always act to break the roof coal, which

will drop without trouble. On the other hand, if the

place is not sufficiently timbered the roof pressure, in-

Fio. 2. Six'Tiox Showixg Support of Top Coal

stead of acting to break the coal, may work back and de-

stroy the props which are too weak for its support. When
the top coal has been loaded out, two or three more long

props can be set to support the roof. All that is required

here is sufficient timber to prevent the roof caving too

close to the pillar, which would cause loss of time and

make the work more difficult, besides producing dirty

coal.

When the work is well in progress, two miners can

drop and load from 8 to 12 tons apiece a day. Allowing,

then, 30 cu.ft. per ton of coal in place and estimating on

4 ft. of top coal, the weight of coal dropped in a single

crosscut 12 ft. wide and 30 ft. long will be (12 X 4 X
30) -^ 30 = 48 tons, which would give two miners work

for from three to four days.

It is not advisable to crosscut the pillar a greater width

or to take off a slice of coal wider than 10 or 12 ft. at

a time, for the reason that the timbers on the goaf side

are too far from the solid coal and are apt to be crushed

before they are drawn. Moreover, too long a time would

be required for driving a wider crosscut and trouble would

result from the settlement of the roof too heavily on the

timbers. The work requires considerable experience, and

I have found it best to keep regular men employed on this

work. Wlien properly executed, the work is easier than

ordinary hand mining. It may look dangerous to one un-

familiar with the system ; but I have found the work can

be more safely done and better results obtained when
the coal is thus removed in two benches.

I have shown in the accompanying figure (Fig. 2) a

section taken across the pillar separating two rooms and
showing the top coal supported on rows of posts. Two
long posts are shown supporting the sandstone roof be-

yond the top coal.

The case of the West Virginia Engineer differs from
that of Mr. Anderson's in that the roof is a hard sand-

stone, which I consider is a battle half won. Since a soft

bottom and small pillars generally spell disaster, I would

lay out the mine, in this case, with pillars not less than 70

or 80 ft. square. The main roads and air courses should

not be more than 12 ft. wide, while the ordinary stalls

shoidd not exceed 18 or 20 ft. in width. There is no

economy in driving stalls wider than this, as it increases

the cost for timber and subsequent upkeep and repair,

while there is gained thereby but a few extra tons of coal,

which would not be lost by making the pillars a suitable

width.

In drawing pillars, in this case. T would take the full

thickness of the seam, in one working. As each slice was

taken off. I would draw as much of the timber as pos-

sible and allow the roof to fall before starting the next

slice. By so doing, the pillar coal is relieved of excessive

weight and the coal is more easily mined and in better

condition.

James Dickson.

Xanaimo, B. C, Canada.

Letter No. 10-—Ha\ing had a number of years' exper-

ience in drawing jjillars in a mine, under a solid sand-

stone roof of 40 ft. in thickness, with a bottom that gave

some trouble by heaving, I was much interested in the

inquiry of AYest Virginia Engineer, relating to such work.

In our case, we found the best method to employ was to

drive the headings to the boundary line. These headings

were driven from 12 to 14 ft. wide, and the chambers

were turned on 50-ft. centers. The chambers were 24

ft. wide, making the width of the room pillars 26 ft. The

pillars were crosscut every 50 ft.

As shown in the accompanying sketch (Fig. 3), a solid

block of coal was left between each set of five chambers.

Barrier Pillar

PyZ Caved Territory

y/-
^ 2SowsofposH

6 aparh 4'

I berween rows

3 J ^

My//////'//////////////yy^

Fig. 3. Drawing Pillars in Panel System

This coal was to be worked when coming back. When
the work had progressed to the boundary line, or barrier

pillar, the robbing of the pillars in the first five cham-

bers at the inby end of the heading was commenced. The
system gave good success and little coal was lost. At
times, the roof would not cave until we had taken out

the full length of three pillars. It would then break off

at the pillars, leaving it in a condition that, by setting

a few props, we could get out that pillar and then get

back at the next one. In this system, we did not have to

use many props in driving up the chambers; but when
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startiug to draw biu k, we would set timbers at the end of

every pillar. niro!=s the entire place, as I have shown in

the sketch, in the inbv section where the pillars arc be-

ing drawn (Fip. *)-

C)winfr to tlic strong rtx>f. the chambers were turned

their fuM width and the track was carried up as close to

one rib or side of the chamber as jjossible. so as to be

convenient for loading the coal when robbing that i)illar.

These chandlers were driven from 400 to 600 ft. long.

At times, we would bring back 10 chambers or two sets

of rooms at a time; but the best results were obtained

when each set was drawn back .separately. The most com-

petent and reliable men were einjiloyed on this work, four

men working on each pillar—two miners and two labor-

ers. The four men would init out Vi cars a shift. The

seam made little waste and this was thrown on the oppo-

site side of the track from the pillar to be robbed. Heavy

props were used, varying from 12 to 16 in. in diameter.

Overlying this seam was a cover, varying from 100 to 350

ft. thick.

In the seven years I was rotibing pillars, in this mine,

we lost not over 3 per cent, of the coal ; and it is my opin-

ion that if this system is followed of driving the head-

ings to the boundary before starting to rob, 85 i)er cent.

of the pillar coal can be reclaimed. After the roimi pil-

lars have been robbed, each solid block of coal is worked

out and the pillars drawn in turn, 'i'lic ciilry ]Mll:ns are

drawn back as each section is linisluil.

Thomas K. I'linicE.

Sciniitoii, I'eiin.

Loss in Pillar Work
Tn my recent aiiicle on the nn'tlidd of drawing iii1-

lars in the Fairmont region, ])ul)lishe(l Nov. 22 in \'ol. I.

]). 762, 1 note that the introductory syno])sis stated tliiit

(udy about 2 ])er cent, of the coal was lost in iiillaring.

Theoretically this may be true, but I do not wish to have

this statement misconstrued by your readers, bei'iiuse we

know that it is practically impossible to ohtaiii this per-

centage in actual pillar work.

I believe it bad policy for the mine operator fo boast

of his recovery of jiillars or to exaggerate its percentage

of the coal exploited, because there is always the ])ossibil-

ity of such a statement being used against mine operators

by lessors of coal properties, and it is my ojiinion thai if

;•(! per cent, is secured as an ultimate recovery, it will

probably be the limit of what we mav exjject.

A. W. TIessi:,

Assistant Chief Engineer,

West Virginia Division, Consolidation Coal Co.

Fairmont, W. Va.

Study Course in Coal Mining
By J. T. Beard

The Coal Age Pocket Book

simUar Vir«av«—Two airways are similar to each other

when their cross-sections are similar; tlic terra ••similar has

no ref<?rence to the length of the airway.
,v- • „,

The cross-sectiona of airways are similar when their cor-

responding dimensions are proportional, each to each, and
their perimeters parallel throughout or can be so placed.

IMuMratlon—All circular or square airways are similar,

because thev have but ons dimension—the diameter of the

circle or the side of the square, and these dimensions are,

therefore, always proportional. u . .• *„,
For example, one circular airway may have a diameter

twice or three times as great as that of another circular air-

way or the side of a square airway may be two or three

times that of another square airway; anJ their perimeters

can always be placed so that they will be parallel, each to

On the other hand, the rectangle, trapezoid and ellipse

each have two dimensions: and while one of these dimensions
mav be two, three, etc., times as great as the corresponding
dirriension of another airway of the same form, it does not
follow that the other dimensions of the two airways have the
same proportion: and unless they do the airways are not
similar. Thus, a 6x8-ft. airway and a 9;<12-ft. airway are
similar, because their corresponding sides have the same
ratio, or are proportional and may be written

§ = ^: or 6 : n :: 8 : 12

A 6x8-ft. airwav and a 3xl6-ft. airway, however, are not
similar airwavs, though they have equal sectional areas
(6 X 8 = 48 sq.ft., and 3 X 16 = 48 sq.ft.); because the second
airway is twice as wide, but only half as high as the first.

The Coal Age Pocket Book

Penmefer'2r.5 +6-^12 '28 H.

K-^-4-
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An Interesting Crossover Problem
Soi.rriuN BY A. r. Allakd*

1;

d;

[In reply to the request of a correspondent who sub-

mitted the interesting problem in trackwork, Coal Age,

Xov. 15, p. 745, a number of answers have been received.

From this number, in accordance with our promise, we
have selected and give below the simplest and most di-

rect method of solution of the problem submitted.

—

Ed.]

The Problem

Given

:

Entire length of crossover

Distance between track centers

Gage of track

Eadius of all curves

all dimensions being expressed in feet.

It. is recjuired to find the following:

1. Length {x) of straight rail at center of crossover;

2. Angle (a) that subtends the curved track or rails.

Kadius and length of outer curved rail.

Badius and length of inner curved rail.

Prog angles at F or P., and M or 1/,.

Frog distance {SF or iS\2^,), measured on straight

rail.

Length (TF) of lead (outer) rail.

Length {SM) of follower (inner) rail.

/»'

//;

//
:

/ /^ i

/ / ^ L
-, f / / f7 \y--f-~-

R +
/\2

R^

X = V /- H- rf2 _ ^Ril

which is the required length of straight rail at the center

of the crossover.

(2) To find the angle (fl) subtending the curve:

.S03/ = SOn — cOn;

but,

I

and

tan SOn =

tan cOn

i K — d

-> R

From these three formulas, the angle SOM or a is

readily calculated.

(3) The radius of the outer curved rail of each switch

\& E -\- g/2. This curve is subtended by the angle a; and
its length calculated by the formula

wr^^
(4) The raditis of the inner curved rail of each switch

is i? — 9/3 : and the length of this curve is calculated

bv the formula

180'
. R'

iT
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Miscellaneous Questions
{Ansiifnd hij 1,'iqiiesl)

(jitp.<t. ^\^lat are tlu- ilifTcrcnt methods used in niiniii!!

coal on niodernte pitihcs and steep i)itehes, respeetivelv:'

_i„.<.—Witli the use of wooden rails in the rooms, ears

niav be taken to the faee and loaded ears safely handled

by hand on iuelinations up to about 5 deg. ; or, say 3 in.

JUT yd., provided the ears are projierly spragged and di>

not weigh to exceed 1 ton when loaded. By driving the

rooms across the pitch, or at an augle not less than 30

deg. with, the gangway, under the same conditions, it is

possible to haiuUe the cars with safety, from the face to

the gangway, on any inclination up to ID deg.

When rooms are driven on the full pitch of the seam,

cars are often raised and lowered between the working

face and the gangway, on inclinations varying from 5 to

10 deu. Self-acting inclines are used on inclinations vary-

imr from 5 to 15 deg.; aiul, by the use of a "barney," the

same gravity system is u.sed on inclinations varying from

10 to 30 deg." In the use of these systems, the weight

of the loaded car should not exceed 3000 11).

In wliat is called the "buggy system," which is only

adapted to thick seams, the coal is transported from the

face to the gangway in stages, by low cars or trucks, the

coal being dumiied into another car at the end of each

sta?e until the gangway is reached, where it is loaded into

the regular mine car. This system is used on pitches

varying from 10 to 18 deg.

"Chute mining" is used quite generally on inclinations

from 15 deg. upward. The chutes must often be lined

with sheet iron, until the inclination of the chute ex-

ceeds 30 deg., wlien the coal slides on the natural floor

of the .scam. In very steep pitches, the "battery system"

is .ised where the chute is kept full of broken coal, which

is drawn only as the face of the breast progresses upward,

the miner standing on the broken coal at the face while

performing his work.

Qiies.—Which would require the use of the largest pil-

lars and why, hard bottom and soft top, or soft botton and

hard top?

Anx.—The width of room pillars depends chiefly on

the depth of cover or roof pressure, the hardness of the

coal and thickness of the seam, the width of pillar then

bearing a certain relation to the width of the opening.

A hard bottom and soft top require narrow openings

in order to safely support the weak roof; and, as a re-

sult, the required width of pillar is reduced in propor-

tion, for the same coiulitions of seam and overburden.

With a soft bottom and hard top, the conditions are quite

different. The rooms or openings can be driven wider,

which increases tb.e width of the pillar proportionately;

liut the width of the pillar is still further inerea.sed by

the difficulty of breaking the top, so that the roof will

fall and relieve the pressure on the pillars.

Therefore, in answer to the question, it may be said

tliat, in general, the widest pillars are required when the

bottom is soft and the top hard. The wide pillar, in this

. .,-, . (lislributc-; the roof pressure over a greater area and

avoids the tendency of the bottom to heave. The size of

the pillar is also increa.>;ed by the inclination of the seam.

Ques.—What precautions would you use in driving to-

ward old workings of unknown location?

Alls.—When driving toward old abandoned workings,

a single prospect heading, not exceeding 8 ft. in width,

sliould be driven in advance of tjic olher workings. .V

drill hole should be kept 5 or (1 yil. in advance of the

face of the heading, aiul flank holes should be drilled at

an angle of about 45 deg. with the entry, every S or

10 vd. of advance. Wooden plugs should be kept in

readiness for use in case a drill hole taps water. A

sharp lookout should be kept for any increase of water

or gas at the face of the heading. Only safety lamjjs

should be used in the work.

Qms.—ITow would you drive a slojic on a uniform

grade, without an engineer's level ?

Ans.—A long straight-edge should be used to lay on

the floor of the entry, or on the rails, and on the top of

this .should be arranged a template cut to the required

angle of the slope; so that when the straight-edge lies on

the floor of the slope the top of the template will be level.

A common handlevel is then used on the top of the tem-

plate to indicate when the slope has tlio proper grade or

inclination.

Qugs,—At what point in the mine should the "'intake"

air current be considered the "return"?

,4„5.—111 general, the air current is called the return

current, the moment it enters the return airway. In some

cases, it is difficult to determine with exactness this point

of difference. What is the return current of one section

of the mine may become the intal-'' current of another

.section.

The most approved plan of circulation in a well de-

\eloi>ed mine makes the return air of each section enter

the main-return airway, at once. This system, however,

requires the erection of an overcast or air bridge at the

mouth of each section. But, until the development of a

pair of entries is sufficient to warrant the expense of the

erection of an air bridge, the circulation is made con-

tinuous through that pair of entries and the main head-

ings inby from that point.

Speaking, therefore, in reference to a single pair of

entries, it is correct to speak of the "intake" and "return"

currents passing through them. But, with respect to the

entire mine, the current is all an "intake current" until

the farthest point inby is reached, which is generally the

la.st crosscut on the main heading. From this point out-

by, the current is properly termed the "return current,"

with respect to the entire circulation, although this same

current may be made to traverse another pair of head-

ings, in which the circulation may be referred to as "in-

take" and "return," for that particular section or pair of

headings. The main intake and return airways are the

main airways outby from the last air bridge nearest the

face of the main heading.
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COAL AND COKE NEWS
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Washington, D. C.
Coal-mining- Interests are organizing for the purpose of

opposing the advance in ratt's on railroads, which is now be-
ing urged upon the Interstate Commerce Commission. Their
hostility to the scheme has been manifest for some time past
but is now coming to a head in the bituminous trade.

The Pittsburgh Coal Co. is prominent in leading the op-
position to the advance in rates and has already engaged
expert counsel. The view apparently taken by the coal people
is that they constitute an exception to the general rate situ-

ation in that rates are already too high on their product, so
that they should not be advanced in any event.

In a general way they are preparing to argue that even
if it should be found that the railroads are in some cases
suffering for lack of higher rates, it would be of no particular

use to grant them because the organizations of railroad em-
ployees which have shown their power so strongly within re-

cent months would at once take the increased income away
from them. The result would be that the roads would then
be left, it is claimed, in precisely as difficult a position as they
are today while the shippers and the public would be obliged
to struggle along under the burden of higher rates resulting
from the adoption of the advance as requested.

On the other hand it is openly suggested that if the rate
advance is actually granted, coal producers who are now do-
ing business upon an exceedingly narrow margin of profit

will immediately resort to the courts for relief. It is pointed
out that in so doing they would be able to urge that the ad-
vanced rates were practically confiscatory, because as has been
shown in the past operations are on so close a margin of

profit.

This point was elaborately brought out at hearings be-

fore the commission in 1912, when the bituminous companies
in the Ohio region protested strongly against the proposed
advances which the railroads were endeavoring to force upon
thera at that time. It is doubtful whether an effort to get
an injunction from the courts, should higher rates be allowed,
would prove successful, inasmuch as the present hearings be-
fore the commission are merely in the nature of an investi-

gation and do not deal with any specific schedules of advance
rates.

The commission, when the rate question came up in an
acute form, had the schedules withdrawn and then announced
that it intended to institute a proceeding on its own account,
into the general justice of the proposed rate advance. The
present investigation was the result of the promise thus
given.

If it should turn out in favor of the roads, what would
happen would be simply that the commission would prac-
tically express a willingness to see advance rate schedules
filed. Then presumably the advance would be filed and ship-
pers would have to go through the form of filing a complaint
which the commission would presumably set aside. Appeal
could be taken to the courts, and an injunction asked for,

but it is doubtful whether such an injunction would be made
permanent in any case, in view of the previously favorable
finding of the Interstate Commerce Commission.

Prolonged litigation would then have to be carried on by
the coal companies and others similarly situated if they wished
to prevent the advances from being put into ultimate effect,

and meanwhile the higher rates would continue to be charged
as permitted by the commission. According to counsel for

the coal companies, their argument will be largely directed

toward inducing the commission to make, in its final opinion,

a distinct exception in favor of the coal producers, should
that opinion actually favor higher rates, on commodities in

general.

PENXSYTiVAlVIA

Anthracite

Shamokln—The recent discovery of two veins of coal by
workmen digging a foundation for a new public-school build-

ing, suggested a novel idea to Supt. Howerth, of the public
schools. He proposes to leave a large portion of the meas-
ures exposed and cement the cellar. Expert mining men will

be asked to timber the seam and make miniature breasts,

headings and gangways to show how coal is taken from the

earth. The exhibit would be used as a practical demonstra-
tion of mining methods for students and a showplace for the
public, which, owing to a recent order of coal companies, is

not permitted to visit underground workings. One of the
veins is 10 ft. and the other 4 ft. thick.

Tamaqua—Ernest Pink and C. A. Milloux, of New York,
who, for the past year or more, have been prospecting for
coal in the Owl Creek Valley, have abandoned the project
and shipped their machinery away. The company recently
became incorporated under the name of the Eastern Pennsyl-
vania Coal Co., and bought the Phillips operation, near Mid-
dleport, which is now working.

Plymouth—Two strikes within a week is the record estab-
lished at the Lance Colliery of the Lehigh & Wilkes-Barre
Coal Co., at Plymouth. The men went out at first on account
of a difference existing between the check docking boss, John
Bodgen, and the company. Later they returned to work with
the understanding that the grievance would be settled. When
the company failed to reinstate the check docking boss, the
men were again ordered to remain away from work.

W'ilkeN-Barre—An interesting departure from the usual
custom in making up the program for mining institute meet-
ings was that of the last meeting of the Wilkes-Barre District
Mining Institute, in which Jacob Urban, a Polish miner em-
ployed by the Lehigh Valley Coal Co., gave an illustrated
lecture in Polish, on the accidents common to coal mining and
the ways in which they could be prevented, using the photo-
graphs made by the Lackawanna Coal Co. for the instruction
of its employees. Oflicials of the Wilkes-Barre Institute hope
in this way to reach others than the mine foremen and assist-
ants, for whom most of the previous programs have been
arranged.

Bituminons
Canonsburg—Work in a number of the coal mines in the

Chartiers Valley is becoming quite slack. At Westland, the
mines have been shut down since prior to Thanksgiving,
while others in the vicinity are operating only a part of the
time. .Some miners are leaving for their former homes
across the Atlantic.

Evans City—The Evans City Coal Co. is lifting the options
it holds on about 6000 acres of coal lands along the Har-
mony trolley line, mostly in Butler County. The Evans people
will shortly open their first mine. Deeds for the purchase of
the tract are being prepared and a deal is under way for the
taking of additional coal land in Forward Township, Alle-
gheny County, the intention being to option and later buy
several thousand acres.

Pitt-slinrgh—On a petition presented by the Pittsburgh Pro-
vision & Packing Co., asking for the appointment of a re-
ceiver for the White Rock Supply Co., Judge J. B. McFarlane
appointed F. R. Babcock, J. W. Ailes and John H. Jones.
These are the same receivers recently appointed for the Pitts-
burgh-Buffalo Co. The White Rock Supply Co. is the general
supply store connected with the coal company interests.

_ WEST VIRGINIA
\^'heeIlnK—A rumor has been circulated to the effect that

a deal for large coal holdings has been closed, whereby the
Lorain Coal (& Dock Co. has purchased the West Wheeling
mine holdings. The latter lie across the river in Ohio. Just
what the consideration was is not known, but it is said to be
large.

Huntlngton-^It is stated here by those interested in the
recent negotiations between an English syndicate and a num-
ber of coal operators for the purchase of coal land in the
New River field, that this deal has fallen through, at least for
the time being. It was thought when the negotiations first
started with the English syndicate that one of the largest
coal deals that had ever been made in West Virginia would
be consummated and practically all contracts had been drawn
up for that purpose. The foreign financiers, however, in-
sisted on six months, while the local operators stood together
on a 10- to 30-day limit to options, with the result that the
deal was not consummated nor does it seem probable that it
will be unless better terms can be secured in the spring.

TENNESSEE
L.a Follette—Employees at the Rex No. 1 coal mine of the
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La Follette Coal, Iron & Ry. Co. have been on strike sln.o

Dec. 2. and at Rex No. 2 mine since Dec. 4, on account of th.-

discharge of a pasoUne locomotive repair man. for not fol-

lowing Instructions. A few of the men are still at work at

each place, the number Increasing each day. It Is expected

that all the men will be back to work in a very few days.

KENTl'CKY
IxialsTllle—The complaint of the Drury Coal Co. against

the Illinois Central R.R. Co., filed with the Interstate Com-

merce Commls.^lon. will be heard by a special examiner In

Louisville on Feb. 2.

Ilendemon—.\fter six months' work, the Spottsville mlno

of the Pittsburgh Coal Co., has been pumped out, and will

shortly be in good shape for work. The mine is said to reach

one of the finest beds of coal in the western part of Ken-

tucky, and its product is in good demand.

SitarelH The West Kentucky Coal Co. broke all records In

the western Kentucky field when It got out 49S0 tons in one

day last week. The company is now employing 1100 men, all

of whom are working regularly. This Is the largest force

ever employed by any company In that part of the state.

OHIO
.Mnrllnx Ferry—Deeds have been filed at St. Clalrsville

transferring several parcels of coal land In Washington and

Smith townships to the Glens Run Coal Co. for a total consid-

eration of $15,433.15. The sale of this coal is believed to be

connected with that sold by the receivers of the J. \V. Gorrell

Coal Co. to the Glens Run Co. some time ago at a much larger

price.

INDIANA
Booniille—Efforts of organizers to unionize the coal-strip-

ping field have been answered by the Sunlight Coal Co. by

the dischirge of thirty employees who had signed to join the

union.

Evaniivllle—Henry P. Allen, of Pittsburgh, representing

capitalists of that city who have made arrangements to merge

fifteen to twenty of the largest coal mines in western Ken-

tucky, have leased the building now occupied by the First

National Bank, to be used as oflices for the new company.

The capitalists believe western Kentucky will become one of

the largest coal fields in the Middle West, with the comple-

tion of the Panama Canal and the building of locks and dams
along the lower Ohio River.

ILLINOIS

Herrin—With about a 70 rj car supply, mine No. 8 of the

Big JIuddy Coal & Iron Co. hoisted approximately 70.000 tons

of coal last month, which is a record breaker, all things con-

sidered.

EdTrnrdavtllr—The De Camp Coal Mining Co., of De Camp,

111., has gone into the hands of a receiver. C. W. Huskinson,

of Alton. 111., an old mining man, having been appointed to

take charge of the property. The application was filed by the

State and Trust Bank of Highland, 111., as trustee for the

bondholders. The De Camp company is one of the oldest in

this field, and at one time was one of the largest wholesale

and retail companies in St. Louis.

HillMboro—The 300 miners employed in the Kortcamp mine

here, who have been on strike for five weeks, reported for

work a few days ago. After settling their troubles they

found to their surprise that they were not regular union

miners and could not go to work, inasmuch as the state

officers of the Mine Workers had revoked their charter. The
cause of the walk-out was that a man was given a job of

unloading before his turn. The miners demanded his dis-

charge and would not abide by the ruling of the pit com-

mittee. The state officials backed up the pit committee and

a new charter will have to be taken out. In the meantime
the mine continues idle.

EaKt St, Louis—The railroads entering St. Louis are com-

mencing to store coal in anticipation of labor troubles next

spring. The Illinois Traction System is figuring on flllins

a large concrete reservoir at Riverton, 111., with 30.000 tons,

and storage yards are contemplated at other points. The 111-

nois Central is laying tracks at Marine, where it will, it is

understood, store 50.000 tons. The Illinois Southern is stor-

ing at points along its line about 10.000 tons. All other roads

are buying in small quantities, so as not to disturb the low

market price.

Sprin^eld—The coal-carrying roads of Illinois are suffer-

ing on account of the mild weather of the present winter.

Coal ordinarly constitutes a considerable portion of their

traffic, and with the decreased demand for fuel, the earnings

suffer in proportion. On the Wabash R.R. the Decatur Di-

vision loaded 5469 cars in November. 1912. as against 4746 this

year. All other roads are loading in similar quantities.

rol.oii ADO
Lnfnjctte—An explosion ociurred Deo. IG at the Vulcan

mine of the Roclsy Mountain Fuel Co.. at Lafayette. Boulder
County. Colo., about IS miles in a direct line approximately
north-northwest of Denver. It is said that 3S men were
killed, all of whom were married, and all but eight Ameri-
cans. The mine was only a year old and according to reports,

it was well equipped. It is located on the Colorado & South-

ern R.R.
The coal is sub-bituminous. An analysis of a nearby coal

showed moisture 19.15 per cent, volatile matter 30.82. fixed

carbon 44 27, sulpiiiir 0.25 and ash 5.51. On air drying the

loss is 13.4 per cent.

It appears that the mine caught fire after tlio explosion,

making recovery difficult.

1

FOREIGN NEWS

Ilydnlk, PruNHln—Sixteen miners were recently killed here

by smoke from a fire which started suddenly In a mine. The
flre was extinguished, but not until this number of men had
been overcome.

Montreal, Canada—It is understood that arrangements
for financing the Canadian Coal & Coke Co. have made satis-

factory progress. Interim certificates of two-year 6 per

cent, notes are now being sent out and will be replaced shortly

by the definite certificates. The arrangements are said to

concern the sale of an issue of $2,000,000 to $3,000,000 first-

mortgage bonds, which will ultimately retire the short-time

notes and bank loans and provide additional funds for the

use of the company.

PERvSONALS

M. T. Davis, president of the Cabin Creek Consolidated Coal

Co., has disposed of his interest in that firm and has re-

tired from the presidency. William Puckett, one of the larg-

est stocliholders, has been elected president. The company
has an authorized capital of $1,500,000, of which $1,200,000

has been paid.

G. P. Troutman, of West Pittston, assistant division super-

intendent and division engineer of the Lackawanna Division

of the Lehigh Valley Coal Co., has tendered his resignation,

to take effect on Dec. 24, to accept the position of Assistant

General Manager for Markle & Co., at Jeddo, the largest in-

dividual operators in fhe anthracite region.

J. C. Davies, state mine inspector of Ohio, has appointed

the following district deputies. Dennis H. Sullivan. Coshocton,

secretary of the State Board of Arbitration, deputy in the

sixth district; Morris Albaugh, Murray City, deputy in the

second district; Andrew Ginan, of Jacksonville, deputy in the

third district, and Evan Lewis, of Harmon, deputy in the

seventh district.

E. S. Rolapp, G. W. Gushing, J. A. Reeves, Henry Conlan,

Jr., J. F. Emmert, D. D. MacLean, F. J. O'Brien and William

Gorton, coal-mine operators of Utah and Wyoming, were in

Portland recently and discussed with Traffic Manager R. B.

Miller, of the O.-W. R. & N. company, the possibility of

getting reduced rates on coal freights from their mines into

the Pacific Northwest. The mining men contend that the

rates now charged prevent them from entering this territory

in competition with mines on other roads having more favor-

able rates.

RECENT COAL AND
PATENTS

COKE

Grate Bar. E. L. Thomas, Valdosta, Ga. 1,075,874. Oct. 14,

1913. Filed Apr. 25, 1911. Serial No. 623.229.

Superheater. J. Primrose, New York, N. Y. 1.076.315. Oct.

21, 1913. Filed July 10, 1912. Serial No. 708,602.

Miner's Pick. J. P. Craven, Elizabeth, N. J. 1,076.103. Oct.

21, 1913. Filed Apr. 26, 1913. Serial No. 763.901.

Mine Hoist Recorder. O. W. Ingels, Carlyle. III. 1,079.493,

Nov. 25, 1913. Filed Jan. 16, 1913. Serial No. 742,447.
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Has Producer. Louis Friedman, New York, N. T, 1,076.S23.

Oct. 2S, 1913. Filed Feb. 13. 1912. Serial No. 677,381.

Coal 'Washer—J. B. Keenan, Birmingham, Ala., 1,073,992,

Sept. 23, 1913. Filed Nov. 23. 1912, Serial No. 733,151.

Mining Machine. H. A. Kuhn. Pittsburgh, Penn. 1.079,-

353, Nov. 25, 1913. Filed Oct. 12, 1907. Serial No. 397,126.

Rotary Coal Screen. F. S. Concerse, Binghamton, N. Y. 1,-

079,543, Nov. 25, 1913. Filed May 4, 1911. Serial No. 625.634.

Steam Superheater—A. Bolton, Manchester, Eng., 1.073.-

844, Sept. 23. 1913. Filed March 19, 1913. Serial No. 755.-

440.

Apparatus for Pulverizing;- Coal—C. A. BettinKton, London.
Eng., 107.040, Sept. 23, 1913. Filed Nov. 15, 1909. Serial No.

628,150.

Fuel Economizing Apparatus—E. F. Clarke. Birmingham,
Eng.. 1.073,795, Sept. 23, 1913. Filed Feb. 24, 1913, Serial No.

750,306.

Gas Producer—C. H. T. Alston and P. T. Houston, London,
Eng., 1,074,032, Sept. 23, 1913. Filed June 28, 1913, Serial No.
776,415.

Furnace for Steam Generators. J. Ramacher, Cologne, Ger-
many. 1,077,203. Oct. 28, 1913. Filed Apr. 29, 1912. Serial

No. 693.852.

Improvements In Apparaius for Washing Coal and the Like.
Clifton & Kersley Coal Co., Ltd., Clifton, Manchester, Eng-
land. 12,913 of 1913.

Improvements in and Connected -with Coal and Other Mine
Conveying Machinery. E. Douglas, Bispham Hall, near Wigan,
England. 24,256 of 1912.

Gas Producer. J. K. Lyons, Pittsburgh. Penn., and J. B.

Hardee, Crafton, Penn. 1,075,716. Oct. 14, I913. Filed Jan.
2, 1909. Serial No. 470,486.

Improvements in or Relating; to Apparatus for Making
Coke and Gas. H. Neilson, 117 Julienstrasse, Essen-Rutten-
scheid, Germany, 14,376 of 1912.

Method of Removing Impurities form Coal Gas—G. H.
Hultman Stockholm, Sweden, 1,073.605, Sept. 23, 1913. Filed

June 3, 1913, Serial No. 771.411.

Rectangular Gas Producer—R. B. Mildon assignor to Co-
lonial Trust Co., Pittsburgh, Penn., 1,073,919, Sept. 23, 1013.

Filed Apr. 9, 1910, Serial No. 554,541.

Improved Device for Preventing Accidents in Coal and
Other Mines due to Overwinding. W. Wilson, Bathville Cot-
tage, Armadale, Scotland. 1655 of 1913.

Improvements in Explosives for use in Coal Mining and
the Like. G. Carew, and British Wesefalite, Ltd., all of Pow-
der Factory, Denaly, near Rotherham, England. 8530 of 1913.

Steamship Furnace. C. A. Kuenzel, assignor to Kuenzel
Gas Producer & Smelter Construction Co., a corporation of

Washington. 1,076,893. Oct. 28, 1913. Filed Aug. 17, 1912.

Serial No. 715,576.

Improvements in or Connected with Stamping Machinery
for Compressing Various Materials, and More Especially Coal
for Coke Making and the Lil^e. J. J. H. Macklnlay, of Wroct-
"wardine House, Salop, and Wm. Krueger, 61 Southfield Rd.,

Middleboro, England. 21,423 of 1912.

CONSTRUCTION NEWS

Wilkes-Barre, Penn.—The foundation walls for the breaker
to be built by the Lehigh Valley Co., at the Packer No. 5

operation at Girardville, has been completed.

Kittanning, Penn The "W'allworth Coal Co. recently took
out papers to establish a town, to be known as Wallworth.
on the opposite side of the Allegheny River from Kittanning.
The company will open mines there.

Sandusky, Ohio—The first crib has been sunk for the con-
struction of the $1,000,000 coal docks of the Lower Lakes Dock
Co. in West Sandusky. This will support the loading ma-
chine to be installed when the dock is completed.

Ellnood City, Penn.—The National Coal Co., of this place,
backed mostly by local capital, will begin the construction
of one of the largest and most substantial coal elevators in

this section along the tracks of the Baltimore & Ohio Rail-
way.

Huntington, W. Va.—A railroad line, which will extend
from the Kentucky coal fields to Baltimore, and which will
shorten the haul of 200 miles, is being projected by a party
of capitalists, among whom is John T. McGraw, of Grafton,
W. Va.

Martins Perry, Ohio—Work has commenced on the im-
provement of the Webb mine of the Pennsylvania R.R. Co.

and will continue for several months. The company is mov-
ing the tracks and changing the channel of Wegee Creek in

order to increase the output of the mine.

Fleming, Ky.—The Mineral Fuel Co. has started the build-
ing of another industrial city on Y'ount's Fork, two and a
half miles from Fleming, where a large coal development is

soon to be started. The name of the new city has not yet
been agreed upon, but a number of mines will be opened there.

Jenkins, Ky.—Rush work characterizes the construction of
the power line from the mammoth power plant of the Con-
solidation Coal Co. here to the big operations of the Elkhorn
Coal Corporation on Beaver Creek, also the Elkhorn Coal &
Gas Co. now doing large development work in the Beaver
Creek coal fields.

Craftsville, Ky.—There are plans developing here for the
early construction of a branch of the Lexington & Eastern
R.R. from Craftsville to the headwaters of Millstone Creek,
four miles, to reach extensive timber and coal lands of the
Mineral Development Co., who are billed to begin immediate
development work.

AVayland, Ky.—Eighteen miles of the 24 of the Beaver
Creek Branch of the Chesapeake & Ohio R.R., from the mouth
of Beaver Creek to reacn the coal operations of the Elkhorn
Coal Corporation and the Milwaukee Coal & Gas Co. have
been completed and double time is being made on the laying
of the steel on the remaining six miles.

Fleming, Ky.—S. T. Mundy, of the Mundy Construction Co.,

Hazard, Ky., has been awarded the contract for the construc-
tion of the two and a half-mile branch of the Yount's Fork
Creek extension of the Lexington & Eastern R.R., from Neon
to the new coal operation now being started by the Mineral
Fuel Co. The construction of the new branch is to be started
immediately.

Blackey, Ky.—Contract for the construction of the Rock-
house branch of the Lexington & Eastern R.R. from Blackey
into the headwaters of Rockhouse Creek 18 miles to reach
the rich coal lands of the Rockhouse Coal Co., the Slemp
Coal Co. and the Lifts Coal Co. has been awarded Adams &
Sullivan, of Louisville. It is expected that the construction
will be fully begun by Jan. 1.

Whitesburg, Ky.—Work of opening the Mineral Fuel Co.'s

several mines at Haymond, on Pottersfork, is being rushed
with all possible haste, while a large number of miners'
homes are going up rapidly. Indications now are that the
new city is going to meet a most phenominal growth. It

will be reached by a three-mile branch of the Lexington &
Eastern work upon which is now being rushed by Farbrick
& Baxter, contractors.

Wayland, Ky,—The Ballard & Herring Co. has been
awarded a contract to build two miles of railroad line up
Stone Coal Creek from here'to reach rich and extensive coal
holdings of the Elkhorn Coal & Gas Co., who will begin at
once the development of their holdings. The building of
another industrial mining city is to start at once. This is

two miles from Wayland. The branch railroad is from the
Beaver Creek branch of the Chesapeake & Ohio R.R.

Birmingham, Ala.—The Republic Iron & Steel Co. an-
nounces the following improvements which will be started at
once: The complete dismantling of No. 1 furnace at Thomas,
Ala., and its reconstruction, at a cost of approximately $75,000,
the almost total reconstruction of the properties at Palos
including the construction of a modern tipple, washer, etc.
In all probability, also, a battery of byproduct coke ovens
will be built at the Thomas plant, but while this has not
definitely been decided, the other improvements mentioned
have been authorized.

Covington, Ky.—The Carlisle Coal & Land Co. has been in-
corporated by Richard P. Ernst, George Stugard and John E.
Shepherd, with a capital stock of $5000.

Clinton, Ind.—The Essanbee Mines Co., of this city, has in-
creased the number of its directors from four to five, and
has changed its place of business to Terre Haute.

Columlius, Ohio—The Hamilton-Parker Fuel Co.. of Co-
lumbus, Ohio, has filed papers with the secretary of state in-
creasing its capital stock from $30,300 to $50,300.

Pittsburgh, Penn.—The Youghiogheny-Pittsburgh Coal Co.
has filed notice of an increase from $695,000 to $700,000 in
its capital stock, and the creation of a debt of $900,000.
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LMUlKvillr. Ky.—The East Kontucky MlninR Co. hns licin

organized In Louisville by Ben Lcuhy. Allen McNally. J. H.

Blckel. Jr.. J. W. Barker and \V. H. Soper. The eupttui stock

of the company Is $20,000. and Its deUt limit $30,000.

Loolarlllr, Ky.—The Virgrlnla Coal Co.. with a capital

stock of $10,000. was recently orKanized by C. N. Hoone. R A.

Hlldebrand and L- J. Bergenroth. The company proposes to

acquire coul lands In the eastern Kentucky field and will

probably open an operation.

Charlmlon. W. Va.—An application has been filed with

the Seoretmy of State for chanjrlnK the charter of the

Cabin Creek Consolidatid Coal Co. This application, which

aff.'Cts a company with a paid-in capital of $1,200,000. has

bcin granted, and the charter modified.

IndlanapollH. Ind.—The Chicago-Carlisle Coal Co., of Car-

lisle, has been organized with a capital stock of $100,000.

The purpose of the new incorporation is to own and operate

enal mines. The directors are Oeorge A. Van Dyke, Webster
.\. Patterson, and Robert J. Frank, all of Chicafro.

INDUSTRIAL NEWS

>VllkcH-Barre. I'rnn.—The Lehigh & Wilkes-Barre Coal Co.

will add to the equipment of its mines soon three 8-ton and
two 10-ton General Klectric mining locomotives.

ConnellHVllle. Penn.—The Indiana County Coal Co., of In-

diana, Penn., has sold to the Tide Coal Co,, 327 acres of coal

in Center Township, Indiana County, for a consideration of

$18,320.

BlrmlnKham, .\Ia,—The Gold Creek Coal Co. recently filed

a petition in voluntary bankruptcy. The assets of the com-
pany are named at $35,000, while the liabilities are said to

amount to $22,500.

PottMVllle. Penu.—The Philadelphia & Reading Coal & Iron

Co. will shortly install another 4-ton electric storage battery

mining locomotive recently ordered from the General Electric

Co.. in its Glendower colliery.

Piedmont, \V. Va.—The Abrams Creek Coal & Coke Co.

will shortly place in operation in its mines the 3.5-tor. 42-in.

gage General Electric Co. storage battery mining locomotive
and charging panel recetly ordered.

Whltritbnrg, Ky.—The Litts Coal Co., with headquarters at
Coeburn. Va., is making arrangements for the development
of a 5000-acre coal tract on Carr's Fork. Several million

dollars will be expended in the development work.

Duluth, JIlnn.^The Berwind Fuel Co. will soon add to the

electric equipment of its plant at Duluth Dock four 750-kv.-a.

water-cooled transformers, switchboard and accessories. This
apparatus will be furnished by the General Electric Co.

.Vew Orleans, La,—Much of the coal lost in the wreck at

Island No. 30 will bo saved. Steam shovels are being used to

take the coal out of the shallow water, where the barges went
on the sand bar. The barges themselves will be a total loss.

('onnellHTtllp. Penn.—John D. McBride and wife have
deeded to W. JIcK. Reed, of Pittsburgh, 157 acres of coal in

the River seam of Pittsburgh coal, lying in North Strabane
Township, Washington County, Penn., for a consideration of

$64,646.

Ironton, Oblo—The operating offices of the Hess Dustless
Mining Machine Co. have been removed from Amstead, W. Va.,

to Ironton. The machines have been made by the Tionton
Engine Co. for the past 8 months. They are electrically

driven and are said to be dustless.

Cleveland. Ohio—Captain Richardson, a Cleveland ship
owner, has placed an order with the American Ship Building
Co. for a 9000-ton steel freighter to replace the steamer
"Howard M. Hanna, Jr.." wrecked in the recent storm. The
boat Is to be completed by the spring of 1914.

VkTasbln^on, D. C.—The United States Government will

prosecute labor leaders connected with the Western Feder-
ation of Miners accused of violating the Sherman anti-trust
act in their activities. The stand has been taken that there
is nothing in the sundry civil bill which prohibits such prose-
cution.

Philadelphia, Penn.^—The Nelson Valve Co., of Chestnut
Hill, Philadelphia, announces that it has recently taken over
the manufacture and sale of the Erwood swing gate valve,

formerly made by Messrs. Walch & Wyeth, of Chicago. In the
future these valves will be known as the Nelson-Erwood
swing gate valves.

^VaHhingrton, Penn.—Daniel M. Thompson, of Deer ],i<k.

Green County, has sold his undivided interest in a trnrt of

land near Deer Lick to J. S. Patterson, of Waynesburg, for

$260 per acre. J. G. Loughman, who for several years held
an Interest In the same tract of land, has also disposed of his

Interest to Mr. Patterson at the same price.

BirminKham. .\la.—The Little River Mining Co, has been
ir.corporatid at Gadsden, Ala., and proposes to develop about
7500 acres of coal land in the northern part of the slate.

The capital stock is placed at $4000, and the olUcers are W.
T. Underwood, president; C. F. Manley, vice-president and
treasurer, and Hugh White, secretary, all of Birmingham.

Cieveliind, Ohiti—The operation of a municipal mine ni:i.\

be undertaken by this city In an effort to reduce fuel bills

now paid for eity, county and school institutions. The city

council gave this proposition serious consideration when it

requested the bureau of Information and complaints to com-
pile figures showing the amount expended annually for fuel.

ColumltuH. Uhio^—Coal operators In eastern Ohio and Pom-
eroy Bend districts are much Interested in the recommenda-
tion of the United States Army Engineers, for a $9,000,000
appropriation for the improvement of the Ohio River. In
case the appropriation is included In the Rivers and Harbors
Bill it will mean a continuation of the past policy to furnish
a stage of 9 ft. at all times in the Ohio River.

BlrmlnKham, .Via.—The Sloss Sheffield Steel & Iron Co.
announces that the battery of bee-hive coke ovens at its City
Furnace, in the heart of Birmingham would be dismantled on
the first of the year. These ovens were built in ISSl, and
have been in continual service since then, but recently the
Sloss company agreed to remove the ovens In order to abate
the smoke nuisance. It will be the passing of an old land
mark.

ThomaH, W. Va.^The Davis Coal & Coke Co. will shortly
install additional electrical equipment in its power station
consisting of two 300-kw. rotary converters; three 50-kv.a.,
three 75-kv.-a., six llO-kv.-a. and three 400 kv.-a. trans-
formers, and switchboard apparatus. The additions to the
mining equipment include three 6-ton and two lO-ton electric
mining locomotives. All this apparatus will be supplied by
the General Electric Co.

Birmineham, .Via.—The Alabama Railroad Commission re-

cently issued an order reducing the rate on coal between
Birmingham and Selma, from $1 per ton to 80c. per ton.

The fight for a lower rate has been a lengthy one. and the
first order Issued by the commission was against the city of

Selma. The latter, however, secured a second hearing, and
the petition was granted. It is believed that the reduction
in coal rates will prove of great benefit to the .Selma manu-
facturing Interests.

Indio, Ala.-—The De Soto Coal Mining & Developing Co.

has been placed in bankruptcy, the petitioners claiming that
the company owes over $30,000 in debts. R. A. Porter, a Bir-
mingham wholesale grocer, and A. J. Reilly, of Inland, Ala., a
coal operator, have been na'med as referees. It was reported
several weeks ago that this property had been sold to R. C.

Middleton. of Birmingham, but the bankruptcy papers were
against the De Soto company, of which B. C. Stevens, of .St.

Louis, is president.

Mobile, -Via.—O. F. Files, manager of the Alabama & New
Orleans Transportation Co., has announced that the report re-

cently published to the effect that the barge line operating nn
the Warrior River, would not supply coal from the Warrior
district to Mobile, was in error, and that the company would
supply Mobile, as well as New Orleans. This will give Mo-
bile the benefits of the water rate from Birmingham. Barges
are now being operated on regular schedule from Tuscaloosa
to Mobile and New Orleans.

ColumbuN, Ohio—The joint legislative committee named to
investigate the feasibility of the Ohio canal system has re-
ported to Governor Cox. The committee takes a middle
course and does not recommend the operation of the canals
at present, but on the other hand does not favor the selling
of the lands at this time. The report recommends enlisting
the aid of the Federal Government in an attempt to establish
cross-state water-way systems between the Ohio River and
the Great Lakes. The committee deplores the policy fol-

lowed in the past of selling canal lands piece-meal.

Birmingham, Ala.-—Of paramount interest to the coal oper-
ators of the Birmingham district Is the contract of the New
Orleans Ry. & Light Co., calling for approximately 170,000
tons of steam coal and 25,000 tons of coke yearly. While this
contract is not an especially desirable one, due to the fact
that it calls for penalties on moisture, ash, sulphur, and heat
content, and does not provide a bonus for superior coal, yet
with the market in its present quiet condition practically
all of the large operators have sent their representatives to
New Orleans to make their bids upon this contract.
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(iENKRAl. REVIK^v quirements, although still limited, have slightly increased.

Vntbraelte <Iull. Pressure on stove eoiil hiis swuni;' <» Pennsylvanias continue weak, owing to the abundant supply

ohestnut. Bituminous developlns a stront unilertone. «hlle °^ the Southern coals, and their prices are from $1 to $1.65,

superlloliillv .lull. ITU-es moderately firm in spite of i)«-»stmlstlo fo-b- mines, according to grades. Contract demand is inac-

reports at all points. Situation hineins on weather condl- tive and tide-water and all-rail requirements are light.

^. ^^ Georges Creek continues to move regularly on contract with
„' ,, , , . , . ^ ^ a slightly increasing demand tor any surplus of this grade.
^\ hile the recent cold .snap had a stimulating effect upon ^^^,.^^ market remains unchanged, coastwise chartering be-

the retail end of the hard-coal business, the low tempera- .^^ ^j.,j ^^^^ ^^^^^ j,.^^_^^ Hampton Roads to Boston are
tures were not of sufficient duration to affect the wholesale 700750 per ton
market, and the trade has again relapsed into a waiting
attitude. The market is dull and operators are depending Quotations are about ;is follows:

entirely on business already placed. Contract renewals are Cambrias Georges Pocahontas

attracting some interest and indications point to an increase Clearfields Somerseta Creek New River

over last year's quotations. An interesting development in Mines* $1.00@1.55 S1.25@1.60 $1.67@1.77

the anthracite trade has been the reduced pressure for stove ^^ISt^/-,/,/,:-, l^^]^ lioli;?! 1:2113:31
coal: producers apparently conserved their supplies of this Baltimore*.. 2.85@2.95
grade too rigidly, when indications pointed to an acute short- Hampton Roads* $2.85@2.90

age, with the result that much of this natural consumption Providence!: ::::::::: : :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 3:72@3:87
has been covered by chestnut and this is now in the shortest *F.o.b. tOn cars.

supply. .inthraelte—The market is softer, owing to the past week's
While keen disappointment is being expressed on every

^^.^,.,,, weather and to the decrease in the Western demand,
hand at the dull situation m bituminous, close observers of ^^^ ,^^^ ^^ ^j^^,^ ^^^1 j^ ^j;,, ^j^^ ^^^^^ important feature here,
conditions are inclining to the belief that the position of the

market is highly favorable, considering the adverse weather NEW YORK
and curtailment in general industrial manufacturing. In- Superfleial softness In bituminous tliat will soon be ellm-
quiries for large tonnages will usually develop a high price, inated when eolder weatiier appears. t'onsumers well
indicating that the dullness is confined more particularly to stm'iied. Hard coal dull wltii operators depending entirely
the smaller concerns and is therefore of a more or less sup- on eontraots. Stove coal relatively easy and chestnut beeom-
erficial character. On the other hand it is obvious that busi- ing tieht.

ness is not nearly so active as might really be expected at Bituminous—The weather continues adverse to a large
this time. There is a more abundant supply of coal while consumption of coal, and the trade is still quiet. A great
some of the larger consumers are cutting down on their ^^„y reports of an acute softness are heard, but the tend-
contracts and an occasional instance of forced selling is g^p,, jg ^.^ exaggerate in that direction. Close observers of
reported where the market has been overshipped. market conditions are generallv agreed that the softness is

A stiffening tendency is noticeable in the Pittsburgh -more of a superficial nature, and that the trade has an ex-
market, due to increased domestic business, as the result of cellent, though possibly nbt generally apparent, foundation,
the colder weather; however, manufacturing is light and ^s a rule, reports of a weak market are confined mostly to
there has been considerable falling off in consumption, with t),g smaller companies, not equipped with an adequate sell-
the end not yet in sight. The recent cold weather checked j^g organization; the larger operators are doing a big busi-
thc rapidly declining market In Ohio and temporarily pre- ness, and the tonnage movement is steady,
vented what promised to develope into a complete demorali- Stocks on the hands of the consumers are generally con-
zation. Considerable difficulty is being experienced in the ceded to be large, but this fact loses its significance in view
northern part of the state due to a severe congestion on the of the fact that they are taking pains to prevent their sup-
railroads. Unsteadiness is the rule, some companies show- piipg from being reduced. This is due to the anticipation of
ing a tendency to cut the circular in order to force business. possible severe weather, which, in view of the present con-
There is still some surplus coal on hand at Hampton Roads, dition of the market, would probably result in an acute
but prices are being firmly maintained and indications are situation.
that this excess tonnage will soon be moved. Domestic busi- No important tonnages are reported on demurrage, and
ness in the South picked up sharply as a result of the freez- there seems to be only the normal amount of consignment
ing temperatures. coal at tide. The docks at South Amboy were reported

Notwithstanding the dull situation, prices in the Middle choked up with coal, but this proved to be .due to inadequate
West are being held remarkably firm. Some cutting, on the handling facilities. Production in the mining district is re-
part of small operators, in order to stimulate business, is ported generally at full rated capacity, some companies even
noted, while prices generally are being hammered severely. establishing new high records. We quote the New York mar-
Curtailment in iron and steel manufacturing plants is hav- ket unchanged from last week as follows:
ing an adverse effect on the steel market, while the weather West Virginia steam, $2.60 @ 2.75; fair grades of Pennsyl-
is not cold enough to bring the domestic consumption up to vania. $2.70@2.S0; good grades of Pennsylvania, $2.80@2.90;
normal. best Miller Pennsylvania, $3.10@3.20; George's Creek, p. 15®

3.25.

I I
Anthracite—There is a total absence of snap to the hard-

i EASTERN M A R K E T i
'^°^^ market. Things are abnormally quiet, and operators are

I ^ I depending entirely on orders they already have on hand.
1 ^

^
„,„„ , ,„„, „„„„„„„„„„ „„ „„l Line business is closing down, outlying dealers who had

""" """" "'"" ' '

-xox M \SS
placed orders for a certain number of cars weekly, having

BO)«TO.\,
- .^. . „ ,

,
reduced this number by half or requested a complete cessa-

Bltuminous market generally iistiesN.
^
pot inquiry some-

^j^^ ^^ shipments for the time being. It is entirely a weather
what improved, and a slight increase in onshore and goYrn- market. However, it is noted that the mines continue work-
ment requirements, fontraet demand stil.naet.ve partleularly

j^^, ^^ f^,j, capacity, there being plenty of cars and labor,
for New River and Pocahontas. Anthrae te sorter, due «->»<-ny while petty strikes in the mining regions seem to be at a
to continued warm weather with a lack of stove coal still minimum for the time being.
noticeable. The principal development in anthracite during the week

Bituminous—There is but little change in the market over has been quite a perceptible easing up in the pressure for

that of last week. At Hampton Roads there is considerable stove coal. Such a severe shortage of this grade was antici-

coal standing, Newport News and Sewall's Point being the pated that operators conserved their supplies in every way
sufferers in this respect. At the Norfolk & W^estern piers possible; this resulted in diverting a great deal of the demand
movement is prompt, chiefiy owing to an increase in the for- to other sizes, with the result that a surplus of stove coal

eign bunker demand. The Hampton Roads f.o.b. circular price has developed. Egg coal is dull, broken well taken care of,

of $2.85 is still well maintained. Offshore and government re- while chestnut is the strongest of any of the prepared sizes.
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althoush none of these can be described as stronR at tho

moment. In the steam sizes, pea Is easy, while all the buck-

wheats are more or less active. .... .. ,

We quote the New York market on the following basis:

Upper Ports --— Lower Port* -—-
Circular Individual Circular Individual

is''":::::::::::;::;:::: %^ ««|®^-^* i» «;|g®^-^

&..::;:;;;:;;;;;;;; ^.^ i^ogs.^ ^^ |-p||
fchca..;::;;;;:;: ... m i^'^-'^ m^i'^ i^i^
BiScy;::;:;;:;;;. .;;;;; 1:75 i:co<^i.75 1.70 1.40^1.70

I'HII, \nKM"HI A. PEXN.

Wenthrr condition. Mill n .•oiitrollInK foet.ir In the nn-

ll.p.i,l..- mnrkrt. l'r..»|.r.t of limited mlnlnic, provided there

N no Immedinle Improvement. llllumlnoui. eondltlona about

on n pnr «llh nnthrn.Ke. «l«h prleex vvenkenlDB.

Uiiforlu.KUtlv i\.r 111.. iinth.;i. it.- l.usli.i-ss. the weather piv-

vaillne during last week did not hold out. and there has been

little need for coal. The activity manifested by the retailers.

while to a certain extent passed on to the operating companies

was In the main short lived, and the trade has again resolved

Itself Into a waiting attitude. Retailers report a fair busi-

ness for stove, chestnut and pea coal, but egg is anything but

popular Judging from the small number of inquiries and pur-

chases. It is apparently impossible to dispose of egg coal at

the so called circular price, and many of the individuals are

forcing the market by making concessions. Even pea coal is

not moving off as rapidly as it should at this season.

The renewal of contracts for the coming year is now occupy-

ing the attention of many of the operators. It is understood

that some of the sizes are likely to show an advance over the

figures quoted for last year. Broken coal consumption has

durln- the past few years, increased to a great extent, anfl

it would not be surprising if an additional 25c. per ton, not

including the state tax, is added to the figure ruling during

the present vear. It Is understood, however, that the contract

price of pea. buckwheat and rice is likely to remain the

same, plus the state tax. of course. One hears of cases where

strenuous objections are registered, to its imposition, but in

the majority of these, sufllcient arguments are brought to

bear to make the purchaser see the matter in the proper

light Irrespective of the legality of the measure, which the

courts have not as vet decided, the fact remains that the state

will insist upon its collection until directed otherwise, and

there Is nothing for the producer to do but pass it on to the

consumer.
Prices for line as well as tidewater remain about the same

as last week, with the exception of a further tendency to

weakness on the part of egg coal, by the individual operators.

One still hears unfavorable reports regarding conditions in

the bituminous market. The shipments from tidewater have

fallen oft considerably, and the line business to local points

is almost entirely confined to contracts, and unless prompt

::hipments are made, cancellations are quite frequently in

order.

B.\I,TIMORE. MD.

PexalmlHtlc feeling pervade!, the trade. Bu.slne.s.s expected

nt thiM time In not being done. A number of contract cnneel-

latlonx. Kxport trade brisk, and the best feature in the

Mitnatlon.

There is keen disappointment in the local coal trade be-

cause business is so flat. Not a few of the coal men here

have had a number of their best customers cut down on

their contracts. This is now touching a number of lines of

business, and most of the industries concerned seem doubtful

c3 to just when they may expect a resumption of really active

trade.

With an easy car supply in both West Virginia and Penn-

sylvania the mine interests have been prepared to ship much
larger quantities of coal than are required. The result has

been forced selling in many cases which has. of course, meant
cheap coal. West Virginia products have been selling at

anywhere from 80 to 90c., while the less desirable Pennsyl-

vania coals have been commanding around 90c. generally,

with best grades being held fairly firm for any considerable

quantities at ?1.35.

The export trade is quite brisk just now, however, and
several important leadings were made at the Curtis Bay and
Port Covington piers the past week. Prospects in this trade

for some weeks to come are said to be excellent.

Dealers in anthracite have been doing a fairly brisk busi-

ness in domestic sizes. These are for the most part in easy

call. Steam coals are in only fair demand. Anthracite as a
whole is in much better condition, at the moment, than soft

coal.

iTi'T.siii it(;ii, pi:nn.

netter deninnd on neeuunt of rulder »eiilher. re.vuIthiK I"

ICNM iirlee eiilllnK. < rn«lon» eonllnne a( nl.out «Mt',;. l.iu-

nrllxtlllr eoke nulel with prl.e pri»<|ieet Homenhnt uueertnln.

Proiluetlon nnd nlilitnienlH ileerenned.

llltuminouH.—The coal market has been considerably

stronger the past week, due to the colder and more season-

able weather. There has been an excellnl run of rush orJrs.

individually small, on account of weather conditions. Manu-
facturing demand continues relatively light, and, it anything,

has decreased in the past week, though to no material extent.

On the whole the trend has been toward a stiffening in prices

through the elimination of most of the cutting from list fig-

ures, but It remains the case that the quotable market Is not

above the regular season basis, the advance of last October

being entirely forgotten. Mine operations continue at the

reduced rate Inaugurated when the lake-shipping season

closed, about 60% of full capacity. Labor and cars are In

good supply. We quote, with occasional shading: Slack, 90c.;

nut and slack. $1.05; nut, $1.25: mine-run. $1.30; %-ln.. $1.40;

l',4-in. steam, $1.50; 1'4-in. domestic, $1.55, pir ton at mine,

Pittsburgh district.

ConnellHvllle Coke—The Producers' Coke Co. has definitely

stated to consumers that it will not depart from its regular

asking price for furnace coke on 1914 contracts, $2. In some
quarters it is intimated that this does not preclude it from
selling prompt of December at lower prices, but there are no

definite reports of its having done so. It represents about

one-third of the total merchant capacity. Among the out-

siders there are several whose output is partly taken up by
long-term contracts in force, and thus there is a distinct

possibility that the $2 price will eventually obtain. This

deters outside operators from selling at deep cuts from $2,

and while quotations have been named as low as $1.85 or $1.90,

they are far from general. Prompt coke, on the other hand,

is easily obtained at $1.75. The market has been quiet as to

transactions and negotiations for contracts are neither numer-
ous nor eagerly prosecuted. Production is at about 75% of

capacity, in the Connellsville regions, and is thus making a

better showing than pig-iron production, indicating that Con-
nellsville is probably supplying a slightly larger proportion of

the total coke consumed than was the case early in the year.

We quote: Prompt furnace, $1.75; contract furnace, $1.S5@2;

prompt foundry, $2.50@2.75; contract foundry, $2.50@2.75. per

ton at ovens.

The "Courier" reports production in the Connellsville and
lower Connellsville region in the week ended Dec. 6 at 321,-

927 tons, a decrease of 22,181 tons, and shipments at 321,631

tons, a decrease of 35.154 tons.

BI'FFALO. IV. Y.

Still a very slack coal market. The touch of ninter was
too brief to affect the trade for the better. UitumlnouN grows
weaker and anthracite i.s In light demand for the time of

year.

Bituminous—There is no added firmness to the market.

In fact it appears that the demand is lighter every suc-

ceeding week, with consequent lower prices. While it is a

fact that some of the better-known shippers are still getting

some orders at old prices the bulk of the business has to be

done at more or less of a reduction. For this reason it is

hard to give any price. Shippers try to hold to full quota-

tions and sometimes insist on former prices as a possible

help to that end, but jobbers and salesmen, being usually

bears in the trade, insist on much reduced quotations. The
worst of it all is that there is so little demand. As a rule

the seller is unable to turn over a car in ease he is left with
one on hands, for consumers as a rule have already taken all

that they can store. A considerable falling off in consump-
tion is evident and the prospect is that this decrease is not
yet at an end.

Quotations are therefore weak on the basis of $2.80 for
Pittsburgh lump. $2.70 for three-quarter. $2.55 for mine-run
and $2.15 for slack, with Allegheny Valley coal about 25c.

lower.

Coke—The long period of sagging in the coke market is

not at an end. With the production of pig iron light and not
increasing there can be no stiffening in coke. Members of

the trade who formerly reported full prices now incline to a
reduction, as though they saw no immediate hope of a re-

covery of the old firmness. Quotations are on a basis of

$4.60 for 72-hr. Connellsville foundry, with demand light.
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Anthracite—The two or three days of winter weather
about Dec. 10 had some steadying influence on the market
and if it had continued the demand would have been good in
a short time, but such was not the case and the trade is

again dull.

Anthracite shipments by lake for the week were 25,300
tons, which gives a total of 03,100 tons for December, a lai'ge
amount, with one company still taking tonnage and making
no statement as to future proceedings. The 5.000,000-ton
mark has already been passed, for the season's water trade.

TOLKDO, OHIO
Loenl rnllronil ynr<I.s badly vongr.Mt<-cl, the P. R.R. alone

hnvinKT over ::4()(t cars it is uuahle to move. As a result eniptlcs
are in short supply. Mines eurtniliug; production and circu-
lar fairly Mcll maintained, in spite of adverse conditions.

The past week has been full of developments on the
local-coal market. Heretofore the car situation has not been
bad but during the week a decidedly serious condition has
developed and the Toledo yards are badly congested. The
Pennsylvania railroad alone has more than 2400 cars of coal
ready for connecting lines which are unable to accept them.
The roads have been unable to move cars so that hundreds
of empties lined up on switches and in yards in this vicinity
are not available for use. Lack of sufficient motive power on
the part of railroads has been given as a reason for the
trouble by some while others claim that the replacement of
wooden cars by steel cars has something to do with the situ-
ation as not so many new cars are provided as were form-
erly in commission. In any event the congestion is real as is

also the fact that there are plenty of empties unavailable for
use.

In consequence of this condition and the slump occasioned
by the cessation of navigation, mines are curtailing their out-
put and coal is not being generally forced on the Toledo mar-
ket to the detriment of prices. Quotations are holding fairly
close to the list although there is some cutting, confined
largely to track coal and such coal as has been left on the
docks after the close of navigation. There is more fuel on
the local docks than was at first supposed would be the case,
due to the fact that boats were greatly delayed, owing to
the recent storm and also to the expiration of all insurance"
since all the harbor lights are out.

Domestic coal is slow, owing to the warm weather for the
past month, a condition wholly unexpected and unusual in
this section. The slump in steam coal has not been as
marked as had been feared and the operators have shown
the good judgment to curtail production. A little cold
weather will put the Toledo market in good shape and the
only threatening situation lies in the congestion of the
railroads.

COHJIBIS, OHIO
Declining: marivct checked by a few days of colder weather

«-hich stimulated domestic trade. Prices still weak, hoTvever,
and there is no Immediate hope of an advance. Decrease in
steam tonnage reported.

The few cold days of last week was a boon to the coal
trade although the effects were only temporary. The rapidly
declining market was arrested for a time and prices have
not yet reached the stage of demoralization. The levels
which prevail, however, are considerably lower than those
of the past month. Unsteadiness characterizes the trade and
the smaller operators are cutting quotations in order to force
business.

The greatest improvement was seen in domestic lines. A
few dealers which had rather low stocks placed orders for
Hocking lump and the fancy grades. But orders have been
few and far between because retailers stocks are unusually
large for the time of the year. Dealers are not disposed to
order more at this time and take their chances on pay-
ing demurrage.

Every mining district in the state is well supplied with
cars. In the Hocking Valley the output for the week is esti-
mated at 90% of normal and the same is true of the Pomeroy
Bend field. In the domestic fields the output has been large
and in Eastern Ohio the production has been about S5% of
the average. There is some slowness shown in steam busi-
ness in every part of the country. Pew if any of the larger
steam users are disposed to stock up for emergencies but
some railroads are stocking although their daily requirements
are not as large as formerly.

Retail trade is rather slow as might be expected under
existing weather conditions. Dealers are unable to keep their
teams busy and trade is the dullest in years for the time of
the season.

Quotations in the Ohio fields are as follows:

Hocking Pittsburgh Pomeroy Kanawha
Domestic lump $2.00® 1.85 $2.25 ® 2.15 $1.75 (® 1 65
3;4inch 1.80® 1.70 SI.30@ 1.20 2.00(3)1.90 1.50®144
Nut 1.30®1.20 1.55@1.50 1.30®1.2S
Mine-run.. 1.35®1.30 1.13®1.10 I.30®1.25 1.35®1.25
Nut, pea and slack. . 0.85®0.80 0.95®0.90 0.80®0.7o
Coaraeslack 0.75@0.70 0.95@0.85 0.85@0.80 0.70@0.65

DETROIT. MICH.
Cancellations of orders becominu the rule. Market en-

tirely a weather proposition. indications point to a possible
serious collapse.

Bituminou.s—The summer-like weather has improved
transportation facilities, and there are now large numbers of
cars standing on track on demurrage. Domestic trade is de-
moralized, and heavy cancellations on the part of the deal-
ers has been the rule. Salesmen have again been put on
the road in hopes of picking some stray orders that are still
hanging fire. The market is entirely at the mercy of the
weather. Stocks in all the adjoining territory are adequate,
and cancellations are becoming the rule, rather than the ex-
ception.

Hocking, lump, egg and nut, have sold as low as 75c. per
ton in some cases, and there are rumors that it has even been
offered free for the accrued freight and demurrage charges.
Steam business has showed a tendency to act in sympathy
with domestic, and there has also been a curtailrrient in this
grade. With a full car supply permitting maximum ship-
ments and conditions continuing as adverse as they are, the
coal trade is in serious danger of experiencing a total col-
lapse.

The market is now quotable on the following basis;

W. Va. Hock- Cam- No. 8 Poca- Jackson
Splint Gas ing bridge Ohio hontas Hill

Domestic lump. $1.25 $1.25 $2 00 $175
Egg 1.25 .... 1.25 2.00 1.75
Nut 1.20 1.10
Steam lump .... 1 . 1,5 ....
Hn. lump 1.05 $1.10 1.00 $1 10 $1.10 .'.'.'.' '.'."

Mine-run 90 1.00 1,00 1.10 1 10
Slack 0.75 0.80 65 60 0.60

Anthracite—Stove and egg coal continue scarce, but the
demand is light and not a large quantity is needed. A pre-
mium of 50c. per ton is being asked on stove coal, and 25c.
per ton on pea.

Coke—Connellsville is in absolutely no demand, foundry
grades being quoted at $1.65, Solvay, $2,90, and gashouse $2.75
f.o.b. oven.

H.VMPTON RO.VDS
Fair accumulation of coal at tidewater. Demand not so

heavy. Some movement of high volatile to the ^'ew Eng-
land market.

Tidewater tonnage for the week has been good although
not as heavy as was expected. Even with the large amount
of coal dumped there is still a fair accumulation in the
various railroad yards. The greater part of the surplus fuel
is being held for large government colliers although there is

some free coal but suppliers having such are not cutting
prices and it is probable that within a few days all surplus
coal will be disposed of as considerable inquiries are being
received from the New England market for large cargoes.

In addition to heavy shipments of New River and Poca-
hontas to New England during the week there have been
several small cargoes of high volatile moving to the same
market.

Continued cold weather for the last ten days has caused
a somewhat better demand for anthracite coal and some of
the dealers have advanced the price to $S per ton.

1.0UISVIL,L,E, KY.

Colder -weather and outlook more encouraging. Quota-
tions improvef] but not yet fully recovered from sluntp, l»ro-
duction somewhat restricted.

With a week of something resembling winter weather,
coal operators and dealers are somewhat encouraged, al-
though the imminent danger of a return of mild weather has
caused some nervousness. The demand has been much im-
proved, although not as greatly as was expected. If it con-
tinues, howevei-, as there seems no reason to doubt It will,
business should improve to a marked degree. This probabil-
ity of an increased demand has helped the steam market.

The miners are beginning to lay oft for the holidays, and
with something of a car shortage, there are few operations
going at more than half capacity. Even without cold weather,
this would naturally have the effect of strengthening the
market, but if seasonable December weather is had during
the next two weeks, there will very probably be a heavy de-
mand, and an inadequate supply. Prices have not yet fully
recovered from the slump caused by the prolonged period of
warm weather. Sales of high-grade Eastern Kentucky block
to Northern jobbers have been made at as low as $1.85 f.o.b.
mines, although $2@2.15 is the more general range of prices,
and even these will not continue long. Nut and slack are
selling at 75(8 800. "Western Kentucky block is in fair demand
at $1.25@1.35, while nut and slack is worth 65 to 75c.. and
pea and slack, which was recently a drug on the market at
such prices as 10 and 15c., is stronger at 25 cents.
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Some operators are conslderinn reduclnpr their tonnaKe. pre-
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Sales of pig iron for the past ten days have been in small

lots from 40 to 2(10 tons, but the Birmingham manufacturers

are still holding for $11 to $11.50 f.o.b. Birmingham. The
heavy buying for next year has not yet started. Even with

the"small shipments of coal, the car supply is inadequate on

several of the roads, though some of the lines are in fairly

good shape.

>K>\ ORLEANS
Innehe of

rrul.
FreexInK temperatureM briny:

Motor truck ilelivcry found prolituhle and herominK gr

Mnrbor facilitlpN for conllnK Improved.

.V sudden change from almost summer weather to freez-

ing temperatures brought an avalanche of orders and city de-

livery systems have been taxed to the utmost during- the

week. .4s a consequence, several hundred thousand tons of

coal were sold.

In order to facilitate coaling in the harbor, several new-

barges and derricks have been ordered. The lack of sufficient

equipment of this kind oftentimes has resulted in delay when
a number of boats called for coal at the same time. Cargo

business is still at a standstill and in all probability for-

wardings of coal from Gulf ports will be lighter this winter

than has been the case in many years.

Some improvement was noted last week in the Texas de-

mand as well as in the number of orders from points in

Louisiana and Mississippi. Keen competition is resulting in

the efforts to land the yearly contract of the New Orleans

Railway & Light Co.

INDIAXAP01.IS
mulnted the retail trade but the

ivithNtanriln^ the dullneNx nt the

The teamsters' strike praetleally

Some severe weathi
mines received little l>.

four days a week,
mines, prices hold fir

over.

Two or three days of what was thought to be the real

start of winter weather helped the retail trade but before the

increased demand could be reflected back to the mines, mild

weather returned. December so far has not been much more
favorable to the coal trade than November was. Operators
and retailers are standing firm on prices, notwithstanding the

fact that they would like to have business stimulated.

It is noticed there is considerable advertising of Indiana
domestic grades in the metropolitan papers and operators say
more of it is being used yearly, displacing Eastern bituminous
coals. Operators are doing their best to impress the con-

sumer that the best of the Indiana domestic grades compare
favorably with the imported product.

The teamsters' strike in this city, which for a time threat-

ened to paralyze the coal trade, has been partly settled. The
union has backed down on its demand for recognition and the

teamsters are ready to go back, if the union schedule of

wages is paid. About half the strikers are at work again
but the larger employers are holding out firmly against the

union button.

likes I

niatlii

•ml sit

II In the

irInK hammered liadly. \nth
irrnter sIrenKlh ni>te:l in |irie«

Wliile there has I). en soin.

ondltlons of a week ago. the

irkels •lull.

the depr. ed
present situation is far from

satisfactory. Continuation of spring-like weather is the chief
cause. Practically all retailers have their yards fliled to ca-
pacity and there Is comparatively little demand. Many of

them are taking advantage of the condition of the market, to

seek lower prices.

A few dealers and small shippers have been cutting quo-
tations on smokeless mine-run to the extent of 15c. a ton.

Smokeless lump and egg prices remain about the same, the
selling price, on a mine basis, ranging between $2 and $2.25.

Operators in the CartervlUe district are pursuing the policy
adopted some time ago of shutting down their mines when-
ever there Is lack of business. As a result, prices have not
weakened: domestic sizes vary between $1.60 and $1.85.
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Softness prevails in the anthracite market. Distribut-
ing agents with coal on track and up to car service are cut-
ting prices as much as 25c. a ton. Dock interests are main-
taining the circular . Shipments of Hocking coal to Chicago
are small in volume and prices remain steady. Franklin
County coal have recovered from its previous weakness, the
quotation of $1.50, the mines, named a short time ago for
lump and egg having been boosted to between $1.60 and $2.

Springfield steam lump and mine-run are somewhat soft; do-
mestic lump is selling at $1.50, the mines. Indiana opera-
tors are confining their shipments to the Chicago market to
contract business. A comparatively few lots of domestic
lump have been sold at from $1.50 to $1.65, the mines.

Lack of activity in the iron and steel market has resulted
in a depression in the coke business. Prices remain about the
same.

Prevailing prices at Chicago are:

Springfield Franklin Co. Clinton W. Va.
Domestic lump $2..32 $2.65(ai3.0.i $2,27
Ste.<im lump 1 . 96 1 . B7
Eeg 2.65@:i.05 t4.20
Mine-run 1.87 2.40 1.87 S.l.'j

Screenings 1.16 1.70 1.27

Quotations on Harrisburg coal are: Domestic lump and
egg. $2,65@3.90; steam lump, $2.35: mine-run, $2.35; screen-
ings, $1.55; No. 1 nut, $2.65(5)3.90; No. 2 nut. $2.55.

Carterville prices are: Lump, egg and No. 1 washed, $2.65
@3.90: No. 2 washed, $2.55.

Coke—Connellsville, $5.25 (?« 5.50: Wise County, $5@5. 25; by-
product, egg, stove and nut, $4.90 @5: gas house, $4.75 @4. 95.

ST. LOl'IS, MO.
Domestic market sloiv nlth no demnnd. Steam sizes

sh(»win}j^ an improving tendency. General business poor and
outlook n4»t encouraging.

There is no change in local conditions, with the excep-
tion that screenings are in better demand and seem to be
bringing a fair price; if warm weather continues this con-
dition will do likewise. Domestic demand has fallen oft con-
siderably, as the weather is not cold enough to bring about a
normal consumption and the steam demand has slackened in

the last week or ten days, due principally to the large iron
and steel manufacturing plants shutting down for lack of
business. This, of course, affects the steam market some and
were the demand for smaller sizes normal, prices would be
considerably better than they are.

iMlNIMUM ST.LOUIb*-
JRICESON STANDARD"
an. COAL. SEASON

I9I2-I9IJAND I9I5-)9I+
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For the first time in several weeks there is no anthracite
under demurrage on the east side; IS cars that were under
demurrage for a matter of two weeks were sold to a big
retail companj- a few days ago for $6.65 at St. Louis, or
$2.65 at the mines, for egg siz.-. This is 60c. below the St.

Louis circular.

The prevailing market is:

PRODUCTION AND TRANvS-
PORTATION STATISTIC vS

Cartenille
and

Franklin Co.
Bi< Mt.

Standard

$1.00*

••jlao*"

2-in. lump
3-iii. lump $1
6-in. lump $1.30® 1.50 $2.25 1

Lump and egg l.S5@2.15
No. 1 nut 1.40® 1.60
Screenings 0.40® 0.50
Mine-run 1.10@1.20
No. 1 washed nut 1.7S $2.25 1.40
No. 2 washed nut 1.35 1.60
No. 3 washed nut 1.15
No. 4 washed nut 1 . 05
No. 5 washed nut, 0.50

* Asking price.

KAXS.V.; CITY. MO.
Market dull with little or no bu!iiiiies.s briui; neKotlated.

Quotations bolding: remarkably lirm In vien' of the adverse
conditions.

Though the weather is more satisfactory in Kansas City,

it has failed to improve the situation greatly. However,
there is a snap in the atmosphere which augurs well and
operators are more optimistic over conditions. More coal is

being burned in all quarters, and dealers' stocks are being
reduced quickly enough to promise ts'ell for the future. The
"wholesalers have not yet been affected, ho-wever, and will not
be for some time, unless a real cold wave makes its ap-
pearance.

The market is steady, operators realizing that the leth-

argy afflicting the business is due merely to the unseason-
able weather. It is believed that a lowering of prices would
have no material effect on the movement, and prospects are
for a stationary market until colder weather appears.

OGDEX, UT.VH

LiO^ver temperature In some loeallties helps to move coal,

mines ivorking hard to keep from accumulating nut. Storm
on eastern slope of mountains n-ill stimulate Kansas and
Nebraska market. Quotations remain unchanged.

A few localities in the Rocky Mountain district were re-
cently visited by a storm which will have a tendency to
create a greater demand for coal. However, conditions as a
whole have not improved greatly and while all mines are
working at capacity, they are in doubt as to whether or not
they can continue unless there is a decided change in the
near future.

Nut coal still continues to be a source of much trouble
and while the mines are moving this grade, there are times
when it seems there will be a surplus. This condition has
effected the price somewhat and quotations are weak. Lump
and slack coal are moving through to destination rapidly and
all districts are being well supplied.

Quotations have not changed and are as follows:

Caliform'a Colo. & Xeb. General

Lump S3. 00®3.50 $3 25 $2.75
Nut 2.50®3.00 2.50 2.25

1 . 85 1 . So 1 . 85
1.00 1.00 1.00

GREAT BRIT.^IN

Dec. 5—Owing to a strike of railwaymen on the Great
Western system, many collieries are idle; the ports princi-

pally affected are Swansea and Port Talbot. The general
feeling is that a settlement will be come to in the course of a
day or two.

Cardiff coals are practically fully booked for December.
There are many inquiries for the first quarter of next year,

buyers' ideas being about $4.32 for seconds.

Quotations ae approximately:

Best Welsh steam So,04Ca,5 16

Best seconds 4.74@4.92
Seconds 4.62®4.74
Best drs' coals 4. 56@4 . SO

The prices for Cardiff coal

Best Monmouthshjes. .S4.3S@4.50
Seconds 4,08®4.20
Best Cardiff smalls 2 . 64@2 . 76
Seconds 2.40®2.52

re f.o.b. Cardiff, Penarth or

Barry, while those for Monmouthshire descriptions are f.o.b.

Newport; both net, exclusive of wharfage, and for cash in

30 days.

THE CVR SITV-VTIOX
American Ry. Association reports surpluses and shortages

of coal equipment for two weeks ended Dec. 1, as follows:

Surplus Shortage Net*
New England Lines 40 34 6
N. Y.; New Jersey , Del. : Mar>*land; Eastern Penn..
Ohio: Indiana; Michigan; Western Penns.vlvania. . .

West Virginia. Virginia, North & South Carolina. . . .

Kentucky, Tenn.; Miss.; Alabama. Georgia, Florida.
Iowa, Illinois, Wis., Minn.; North & South Dakota.

.

Montana, Wyoming. Nebraska
Kansas, Colorado, ilissouri, -Arkansas, Oklahoma. .

.

Texas, Louisiana, New Mexico
Oregon, Idaho, California, .\rizona
Canadian Lines

2,903



i>Cr2 C A L A E

COAL MO^'EMEXT
The following Is a sumoiury of tho movement of coal ami

coke over 13 principal railroads durlntj September and the

first nine months of this year In comparison to last year. In

short tons:

Anthracite

Baltimore A Ohio' . .

.

Chesapeake & Ohio'.
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For The New Year
By Berton Bealey
Written ej:preasly for Coal Age

Now we have come to the first of the year,

Time to start in on a record that's clear,

Time to begin on a page that is clean,

How shall we fill it in nineteen fourteen?

What shall we make it—a year full of self,

Greed and Unkindness, and struggle for pelf?

Or plan out our lives on a better design.

Up in the office or down in the mine ?

How shall we play in the game that is life.

Make it a battle, a war to the knife?

Or fill it with tenderness, honor and truth,

With succor to age and with welcome to youth?

Let us be true to the best that we know.

Owner or Miner—on top or below

—

Let us be brothers, whatever our line.

Up in the office or down in the mine.

Now we have come to the first of the year,

Let us start in for a season of cheer,

Let us be true to the faith and the job,

Workmen who serve—and not bandits who rob!

Whether we handle a pick or a pen

Let us be servants and comrades of men.

Making life nearer the Master's design.

Up in the office or down in the mine!
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Start the New Year with New Determination

Ever)- normal man is ambitious to a certain

degree. In some people this feeling is nar-

rowed down to a definite aim ; there is not a di-

versity of desires—only a single aspiration,

and ail effort of the individual is directed with

the idea of attaining this one goal. Such men
are speciahsts in the true sense of the word.

There are others, however, who are am-

bitious in a general way. vSuccess to them is a

broad tenn and covers a mighty field of action.

They want to excel, but are not particular as

to tiie fine of work in which they engage, so

long as the material results are satisfactory.

They are honest men, and often efficient, but

they lack concentration—^singleness of pur-

pose—which is a most essential quahty in

this age of speciaHzation.

Start the New Year with a settled aim and a

definite ambition. You are in the coal-mining

business, and it's one of the nation's greatest

basic industries. There are approximately a

million men engaged in the work, and they

need thousands of leaders. This insures those

who are deser\-ing, an opportunity to advance,

if they are made of the right stuff.

And the lower down you are in the scale of

employment, the more jobs that beckon you on.

There are twice as many foremen as superin-

tendents, and three times as many of the latter

as there are managers. But none of these

positions is to be obtained, or afterward held,

unless the individual is willing to pay the

price in earnest labor seriously and intelli-

gently rendered.

Right now is the time of the year when you
should balance your accounts. Have you
anything to show for the work of the last

twelve months? If you haven't, then you
have done worse than stand still, for you are

a year older, and just that much nearer the

time when you can't be so sure of the punch
left in your fighting arm.

Have you devoted a few hours each week to

study and to keeping informed on the progress

of your industry? Or, have you spent all

your evenings trying to banish care and drive

worry from your mind? Too many men think

that "worr>^ and care" can be expelled by a
song and a bottle; but they seem to forget

that such expulsion is only temporary, for the

old lady will always be back with them "the
morning after." You may drive the old hag
away time and again while money and health

last, but finally she will come back and stay

to the finish.

The only wa}' you can forever banish care

is to meet her squarely, study her methods and
discover her motives. Then you may get rid

of her pennanently by first understanding her.

iMccdom from worry and consequent "peace
of mind" must be earned. Relief through
alct)hol and dissipation will prove as transitory

as the opium fiend's dream of wealth and
power.

If you haven't strengthened your position

during the year that is dying, resolve that the

coming twelve months will be devoted to

preparing for the future, and be occupied in

making your position in life safer. A little

sensible wony^ now will mean peace later, for

nothing is more terrible than to plod along

under the crack of the whip when old age has
come on. If you don't believe this is true,

look about at the shuffling feet and nerveless

hands of those who were careless in youth.

Don't you think it is time you stopped look-

ing for luck to bless you, or Providence to hand
you something, and come to the conclusion

that hard work alone will solve your problems
and net you a real return? Isn't it time you
determined to live within your income and
save something, no matter how little it may
be? Now is the fitne to labor, to sacrifice and
endure hardship, for when the years have
piled upon you, it will be found that old age

itself is sufficient punishment for one person

to bear.

It's all very fine to be known as a good fel-

low, but it's still better to be spoken of as a
respected citizen of much ability and serious

intent. You have made many resolutions

before, no doubt, and some of them you have
broken ; however, as the New Year commences,
determine to do better and begin by first dis-

covering just where you are deficient. The
chances are that you yourself have been your
own worst enemy, and that the greatest ob-

stacles in your path have been of your own
making.

Remember that, although everyone cannot
become famous, anyone with health can avoid

being an utter failure. Some of those now
working with you, and having no better chance
than you have, will be talked of as a success

in years to come. There is no downhill in the

road you must travel, it is one continuous

climb; all dips in the grade lead backward.
It's because so many people forget this fact

that the majority fail. Start the New Year
until New Resolutions and New Courage.
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Safety of Portable Electric Mine Lamps
By II. n. Clakk*

SYNOPSIS—Describes the teeis applied by the Bureau
of Mines to the Ceag, Hirsch and Wico lamps to deter-

mine whether they ivould be extinguished on the break-

ing of the lamp bulbs, whether the filaments were liable

to cease to glow when the lamps- were exposed to violence

ivhich did not destroy the bulbs and whether a reasonable

degree of rough usage would impair the batteries.

Portable electric mine lamps are a comisaratively new
development in this country, although they have been used

in European mines for some time. William Maurice, in

a lecture before the University College of Xottingham,
England, stated that as early as 1887, 600 portable elec-

tric lamps were installed in a colliery in South Wales.

He adds that the use of these lamps was eventually dis-

continued, but that 10 years later portable electric lamps
were used regularly in England as a substitute for flame

lamps, over 1000 lamps being in dailv use bv the latter

part of 1899.

E. ]Sr. Zern stated in the Coal and Coke Operator of

Mar. 14, 1913, that in 1904 several thousand portable

electric lamps were in use in the mines of England and
Belgium. Portable electric lamps are now used extensively

in European coal miiies, and in a competition held re-

cently in England, 195 different lamps of this type -were

entered. Por at least five years and probably for a longer

time, portable electric lamps have been used here and
there in the mines of this country in the attempt to de-

velop a satisfactory substitute for the safety lamp.

Electkic Lamps Safek than: Flame Lamps

The Bureau of Mines advocates the adoption of the

electric lamp because fire and explosion hazards will be

decreased thereby. It is therefore manixost that the elec-

tric lamp itself must not be a source of danger. The
bureau has proved by actual test that the glowing fila-

ments of portable electric lamps are capable of igniting

mine gas, but that sparks from such equipments of not

more than six volts cannot ignite the gas unless the

equipments are unusually large.

When, therefore, the bureau decided to make tests to

establish the permissibility of lamps for use in gaseous
mines, sparks were ignored as not being an element of

danger while safegitards were required for the glowing
filaments. Schedule 5, which was issued to announce the

bureau's tests, contained the following paragraph :

Permissible portable electric lamps shall be so designed
and constructed that under no circumstances can the bulb of
a completely assembled lamp be broken while the lamp fila-
ment is glowinTt at a temperature sufBcient to ignite explo-
sive mixtures cf mine gas and air.

Bureau's Appeoval of Lamps Limitkd to Safety
qtjalitie.s

The schedule gives in detail the requirements of de-

sign, the character of the tests to which the lamp is to be
submitted, and the conditions under which the tests will

*Engineer-in-charge of electrical investigations, Bureau
of Mines, Pittsburgh, Penn.

Note—First part of paper read, Dec. S, 1913. at the winter
meeting of the Coal Mining Institute of America.

tV^'e submit that "while the lamp filament is glowing"
should read "in such manner as to permit the filament tc
glow."—Ed.

be made. Beyond requiring that the mechanical con-

struction of the lamps should be rugged, no attempt was
made to insure the capacity, efficiency or practicability

of the lamps tested, although those that were manifestly
incomplete or inadequate for mine service were not ac-

cepted for test. Therefore, it is clear that the bureau's

approval of a lamp as permissible means that it vouches
for the safety of the lamp but not for its capacity, time
of burning, or expense and labor of maintenance.

In response to the invitation contained in Schedule o,

six lamps were submitted to the bureau for test. Three
of these were rejected on account of their inadequate con-

struction or lack of safety devices. The other three lamps
were tested and after changes were made in some of

them, they were approved as permissible for use in gas-

eous mines.

When the lamps were first received they were carefully

examined in order to determine what kind of a blow
would be most likely to cause the safety devices to fail in

the performance of their function. The most dangerous
conditions being assumed, tests were made under these

conditions to determine whether or not the safety devices

would really prevent the filament from igniting gas
when the bulb was broken. Other tests were made to de-

termine whether or not the safety devices were so con-

structed that they would give trouble by extinguishing
the lamp when there was no need for such action and
finally experiments were made to test the mechanical
strength of the battery and its casing.

The Ceag Lamp

The Ceag lamp is constructed for hand service, and is

the first lamp which was approved by the Bureau as per-

missible for use in gaseous mines. The lamp bulb is sus-

pended between two spiral springs in such manner that

whenever either the bulb or the glass dome which sur-

rounds it is broken, the electric current of the lamp will

cease to flow.

A preliminary examination seemed to indicate that

there were only three possible ways in which the lamp
could ignite gas.

1. It was conceivable that both the outer glass and
the bulb might be so broken that the electric circuit

would not be interrupted and the filament would there-

fore continue to glow.

2. The blow breaking the dome and the bulb might
be of such a nature as to pin the bulb in place so that it

could not release from the circuit even though the to])

spring were thrown out of position. The possibility that

the safety devices might fail as a result of either of the
above occurrences was investigated by 33 tests.

3. Even though the automatic devices operated per-

fectly when the lamp was broken, it was conceivable that

they would not operate fast enough to interrupt the cir-

cuit before the gas became ignited. The possibility of
failure under such circumstances was investigated by 13
tests.

The Filamext Is Fkequextly Intact but Light Is

Extinguished

These were made by placing the lamp inside a sheet-
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iroa box 18.'^lSx~'-i in., filled with the most explosive mix-

ture of Pittsburgh natural gas and air, and provided with

observation windows through which the phenomena oc-

curring within the box could be plainly seen. The lamps

were lighted and smashed by means of a tool shaped

like a pick point, which was driven against the glass

dome of the lamp with sufficient force to wreck both the

dome and the bulb.

In the tests that were made to ascertain how quickly

the safety devices acted, tiie bulb was not surrounded by

the glass dome, but was held in place by the top spring,

whicii was held in its usual position by a wooden block

provided specially for the purpose. Despite the fact that

the blows administered to the lamp were sufficient to

shatter both the outer dome and the lamp bulb, the fila-

ment was not injured in nearly 40 per cent, of the tests

made, and was prevented from igniting the gas only by

the operation of the safety devices, which did not fail to

perform their proper functions in any of the tests.

One of these Ceag lamps was dropped 6 ft.. 15 times

upon a concrete floor. Despite the severity of this test

the lamp was extinguished only three times and in each

case by the safety device. The lamp was dropped 5 times

before" the battery was injured in any way, and 12 times

before a permanent leak was made in the battery jar.

After the lamp had been dropped 15 times, it continued

to burn for 16 hr. before going out entirely.

The HiRSCH Lamp Is Protected by Short-Circi'itixc,

AND Circuit-Breaking Devices

The Hirseh lamp is designed for cap service, and was

the second type approved by the bureau as permissible for

use in gaseous mines. The safety devices with which this

lamp is equipi)ed are mounted in the headpiece and con-

sist of an open-circuiting device which protects the lamp

against blows from the front, and a short-circuiting pro-

vision, which defends tlio lamp against blows from the

side.

The open-circuiting device is operated by the break-

ing of a slip of window glass which is mounted directly

across the inner surface of the bulls-eye with which the

lamp is provided. The breakage of this slip of glass re-

leases a spring which opens the circuit. The short-cir-

cuiting of the lamp is accomplished as follows: The

headpiece is made up of three concentric shells separated

but a short distance. The outer and the inner shell are

connected to the positive pole of the battery and the inter-

mediate shell to the negative pole. These shells, of

course, completely surround the lamp bulb, and the

theory of the safety device is that the bulb cannot be

broken without so jamming these shells together that

they will short-circuit the battery and thus extinguish

the filament before it can ignite gas.

Whenever the Bulb Breaks, the Current Fails

Forty-five tests were made upon this headpiece by

striking it with the following tools: A hammer, a wooden

mallet, a tool shaped like a miner's pick, a piece of iron

pipe, and a wooden club. Some of, these tests were made

wliile the headpiece -'as rigidly supported in various ways

and others were made while the headpiece was swinging

from the end of its cord.

The blows were struck with sufficient force to crush the

headpieces, to shatter the glass in almost every case, and

to punch holes completely through the shells, hut everv

time that the lamp bulb was broken the safety devices

extinguished the lllanicnl. In some of the tests the hiiup

was protected by its circuil-l)rcaker and in others liy llie

sliort-circuiting devii'e.

In order to find out wlicthcr or not the safety devices

would extinguisli the lani]) when it was not necessary they

sliould do so, the headi)ieec and its cord were dro])ped 6

ft., 10 times upon a concrete floor. The safety devices acted

in only one test and the action was considered to be neces-

sary as the blow that tripped the circuit-breaker also

shattered the outer glass of the headpiece. These tests

therefore seemed to prove that the safety devices were so

designed that they would only extinguisli the lamp uiien

necessary. This lamp was designed to be interchange-

able for cap and liand service, but its construction was

considered to he insuiheiciitly strong for the latter purpose

and so it was approved for use on the cap only. The nature

of cap service being less severe upon the hatlery llian

hand service, the battery was tested by (lro])])ing it on a

wooden floor a di.stance of 3 ft. The battery jar was

cracked on the second fall, but the lani]) .still gave its full

amount of light after the battery had been dropped 10

times.

Tin: W La.mi'

This lamp is designed Un- cap service, and was the

third lamp approved by the bureau as ])erniissible for use

in gaseous mines. The bulb is so mounted that it is held

in its socket by a wire stirrup against the ])ressure of

springs that act to eject the bulb should the stirru)) he

remo^'ed or the bulb broken.

The tests made on this lamp were similar to those

made on the Ceag lamp because the principle of the

protective devices was the same. Ten tests were made

by mounting the headpiece in the gas-testing gallery and

smashing the bulb with a pick-pointed testing tool. In

these tests the outer glass was removed and the blow di-

rected against the naked bulb in order to determine

whether or not the ejecting spring acted with sufficient

•speed to break the circuit before the gas could become

ignited. The device acted perfectly in the 10 tests made.

Ten similar tests were then made with the outer glass

in position, and as many more were tried with the blow

directed against the socket tube. Finally 10 tests were

made outside the gas-testing gallery by striking the head-

piece with a mallet, a club and a piece of iron pipe. These

latter tests were made largely to determine the mechani-

cal strength of the various parts of the headpiece. In

none of the tests did the safety devices fail to exercise

their safeguarding function.

Proof against Unnecessary Extinction

Ten tests were made by dropping the headpiece and

its cord upon a concrete floor from a point 6 ft. above it.

The safety device did not act in any of these tests and

consequently it was proven that a casual jar would not

extinguish the light. The lamp being designed for cap

.service only, the dropping tests on the battery were made

by dropping it 3 ft. upon a wooden floor. Ten tests were

made altogether. The battery jar did not develop a

crack until it had been dropped 8 times. After the com-

pletion of the dropping tests, the battery operated the

lamp for 16 hr. at practically full brilliancy.

The coal supply of Oklahoma Is estimated to bo

10.000.000,000 tons. The state contains more than t. 000, 000

acres of coal-bearing land. Some of the land is estimated to

be capable of yielding 7000 tons per acre.
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A Premier Operation in Ohio
By Sim G. Beyxolds*

SI 2^0P^IS—A description of a new operation which is

termed "premier" instead of "model' merely because
mines rejoicing in- the latter appellalion are notoriously

dangerous.

One and one-half miles from St. Clairsville, and about

12 miles West of the Oliio River in Belmont County,
Ohio, is located colliery Xo. 1 of the Provident Coal Co.
If the management would allow it, this mine might be

designated as being a "model." There seems, however,
to be something sinister in the way in which Fate has

dealt with our so called model mines in recent years. This
serves to give the management of a mine which is really

deserving of such a cognomen a siDecies of spinal shivers

every time they hear it mentioned.

Superintendents and managers of well planned mines,

fully et|uip])ed with every modern appliance for economy

tion, particularly since it is the intention of the owners
to extract the utmost possible percentage of the coal

measures before abandoning the mines.

The entire plant, inside and out, has been arranged
with this purpose definitely iu view. Xo. 1 colliery was
opened about nine years ago, and the output of the mine
is shipped over the Adena branch of the Wheeling & Lake
Erie R.R. At the point where the shaft was sunk, the
coal lies about 86 ft. below the surface, and while at many
points the hills rise above the level of the shaft mouth
to such an extent that the survey shows 300 or more feet

of overlying strata, yet the mine is nongaseous. The
natural dip of the seam at this locality is about 17 ft.

to the mile, east.

This colliery is laid out and equipment installed to

handle 2500 tons jier day. The system of mining is the
ordinary room-and-pillar method generally in vogue in

The Tipple and Powei

and safety, are not superstitious, but we all know what
has happened to most of the operations which have been
proudly designated as "models" in the last decade.

So in order to break the "hoodoo," if any exists, we are

compelled to substitute a term synonymous with all that

is good and modern in mine methods and ec{uipnient as

relates to its installation at a given operation, and at the

moment at least nothing more nearly designative of what
we want to describe occurs to us than the word "premier."

The reason for selecting this appellation will perhaps he

more apparent when the equipment and methods of opera-

tions are more fully comprehended.

Ax Extensive Field Is Reached

The shaft is sunk to the Pittsburgh No. 8 seam, and
into a block of this splendid coking and gas-producing

coal comprising almost 8000 acres in one field. This is

to be eventually worked out from the mine in question,

or No. 1, and also from colliery No. 2, which is, in

many respects, a counterpart of the first. It will be read-

ily admitted therefore that this is a man-sized proposi-

•.'ietna Insurance Co., Hartford. Conn.

A Cokxee of the Engine Room

this seam, butt entries being turned off at about 450-ft.

intervals, with rooms turned off the butts on 33-ft. cen-
ters, with 9-ft. ribs between rooms.

Both Mules and Motors Are Used

Haulage of coal from working places to shafts is at
present accomplished part by mule and part by motor.
One 12-ton, three 6-ton and one 5-ton electric locomotives
are used to haul the coal from the partings to the shaft
bottom, with 15 mules transporting it from the work-
ing places to the partings. Haulage is in no sense
difficult in this locality, owing to the even grade of the
coal measure.

Undercutting is done by 19 electric chain machines,
17 of them being of the 19-A Jeffrey type. Transportation
is accomplished by four hundred and fifty 214-ton ca-

pacity wood cars. Hoisting from mine to surface is ac-

complished by a Wellman-Seaver-Morgan hoist with a
capacity of four cars per minute. The engines are fitted

with a Nicholson overwinding device.

The mine is splendidly ventilated, in keeping with
other uptodate measures, by an 8%xl6-ft. Cappel fan.
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98,000 cu.ft. of air per luimitc being produced at a speod

of 1110 r.p.in. against a ^Vo-i"- ^™ter gage. At the shaft

bottom and along inucli of the main roadway and travel-

ing-way is installed a nio><t modern system of lighting and

timbering. The eomparativily great strength of steel I-

l.tanis is here heiui: taken advantage of to proteet the

roadways and shaft^bottoms from falls that would other-

wi.-^e inevitably cause loss of time and money in a roof

as brittle as tliis. In addition, this gives the space essen-

tial to a free movement of men, motors, and animals im-

possible where wooden supports are employed.

The electric lighting used throughout nearly all the

main roads, as well as in the shaft bottom, is an innova-

tion which is fortunately becoming more common. It is

still rare, however, in comparison with what it would be

if managers and owners of nongaseous mines only realized

the wonderful possibilities for economy and safety that he

in a well lighted shaft bottom and main haulage and

traveling-ways. \Vc venture the assertion that if this fin-

gle feature of a modern mine like that under discussion

vided to produce the following grades: Ono and onc-

(juarter inch him]), nut and slack coal, run-ol'-uiine and

%-in. himi).

Slate and other refuse is dumped at the tipple and con-

veyed to the refuse heaps by means of an aerial tramway

system, which is an improvement over the method of slate

handling generally in use. This slate-disposal system is

not considered as being the least of many features in-

,*talled at this plant with the single aim in view of ulli-

inate economy of operation and present eiriciency both

rombined with speed and safety.

In the matter of jjower the iiiaiil is eijualiy uptodate.

Steam is generated by two batteries of 150-hp. Erie boil-

ers, and two batteries of 125-hp. Stirling iioilers, the

draft being furnished by a brick stack l.io ft. iiigli, and

4 ft. in inside diameter at the top.

Electric current is generated by two 2(K)-kw. Westing-

house, and one ."ioO-kw. Kidgway generators, both being

direct-connected lu Krir-Hall engines. Thoc machines

HOISTIXG EXGIXE AT CoLLIE);!- Xo. 1

were but properly investigated and understood the stygian

blackness of mo.^t of our soft-coal mines would in a short

time be a thing of the past, insofar as the shaft and slope

bottoms, the drifts and the various traveling-ways and the

main haulage roads are concerned.

Likewise, the constantly decaying, death-dealing, fall-

producing wood cross-piece as generally used to uphold

the more or less brittle strata forming the roof of the

Pittsburgh Xo. 8 seam, would give way far more rapidly

than it is doing at present to the stauch steel I-beam in

wide entries, particularly if the ultimate economy and

the present merits of the steel supports were better under-

stood.

Many investigations of the comparative benefits to l)c

derived from the use of the I-beam for this purpose have

convinced the writer that its installation is far more gen-

erally justified in the interest of ultimate economy, pres-

ent efficiency and the welfare of the employees than many

iniiic owners will allow themselves to believe.

The Tipple Is of Stf.i-l

The tipple at colliery No. 1 was designed by George

S. Baton, of Pittsburgh, Penn., and erected by the Pitts-

burirh Construction Co. of the same place. It is built en-

tireTy of steel, and is equipped with two Philli]is auto-

matic cross-over dumps. Screening apparatus is al-., pro-

Gexeratoks at Colliery

also supply electric current for the operation of all ma-

chinery at Colliery Xo. 2.

The mining town in which live most of the employees

of Xo. 1 colliery, is composed of 88 houses of four rooms

each, built double, and six 6-roora houses for the' use of

mine officials. All these are of frame construction and

neatly painted in gray with white trimmings. Each house

is provided with a good sized garden divided from its

neighbor bv a well-built, neatly painted fence.

The Water Supply Is Adequate

The welfare of the employees and their families is

equally well cared for in other respects, the water supply

tjeing "remarkaljle for a mining community. This water

supply is modern and sufficient for all purposes, a reser-

voir holding 13,000,000 gallons, having been built under

contract by William X^. Miller, of St. Clairsville, Ohio.

The water "from this reservoir first passes through a filter-

ing system erected by W. B. Scaife & Sou, of Pittsburgh,

and reaches the houses and other buildings under pres-

sure.

The office buildings, engine and generator rooms, boiler

and fan houses, and in fact all the mine buildings except

the tipple, are built of a buff-colored brick, presenting an

appearance quite in keeping with the rest of the plant.

The work at this colliery since its beginning has been un-
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under the close supervision of Superintendent David
Thomas, and general manager, F. Armstrong. Mr.
Thomas will be remembered bj' most mining men of the

Pittsburgh field as having been active in the operation of

some of the most extensive bituminous mines in that re-

gion, including the large Ellsworth collierv. He is evi-

dently a manager who has the happy faculty of combin-
ing the conservative qualities of the old-school manager
with the enthusiasm and optimism necessary to grasp and
utilize all that scientific theory offers an uptodate mine
manager. The underground workings are in charge of.'

foreman Peter Dlesk, assisted by Henry Whitlock. and
Martin Jalensz.

A complete equipment of mine-rescue apparatus is

kept on hand at No. 1 mine, including oxygen helmets

and other necessary first-aid supplies. A noticeable ar-

rangement for the prevention of accidents is an automatic
safety gate which opens only when the cage is at rest at

the ground landing. This is the product of A. J. Allsop,

of Jerome, Penn. It is but one of many efforts made by
the Provident Coal Co. to conserve the life and limb
of every person in its employ.

Experiments with Animals in Carbon Monoxide
5y GeOKGK A. BuRIiELL AND FlLVNK M. SEIBEirr

SYNOPSIS—Results of careful experiments indicate

that canaries are best adapted for exploration work. Both

animals and men may be ajfected dijferentlij by the same
proportion of carbon monoxide, and because some animals

hare an abnormally high resistance to the gas, more than

one animal should be used at a time.

The usefulness of small animals in detecting vitiated

air in mines is well established. The Bureau of Mines

and others have much information on this subject, but in

order to make this paper brief, accounts of their practical

use or of accidents which occurred because they were not

used will not be given here.

The Bureau has experimented with most of the more
common small animals, such as canaries, guinea pigs,

rabbits, chickens, dogs, mice and pigeons, and finds that

canaries or mice are the most suitable for the work. Of
the two the Bureau finds canaries to be the more sensitive.

They were used in England before their acceptance in

this country ;
presumably in places on the Continent also.

Their usefulness in husbanding the resources of breath-

ing apparatus is of great importance.

An additional reason for the use of canaries lies in the

fact that they are generally easily obtainable, and become

pets of the men who have them. If handled intelligently

in rescue operations, they seldom die as a result of their

exposure to carbon monoxide.

In rather a brief manner, one of the objects of this

paper is to give the results of experiments by the Bureau
which have shown that canaries may be used repeatedly in

rescue operations without danger of their being more sus-

ceptible to carbon-monoxide poisoning after many ex-

posures. This fact had not been determined experiment-

alljr hitherto, as far as I am aware. A second important

investigation is into the relative effect of carbon mon-
oxide on men and small animals. Carbon monoxide was
the gas experimented with because it is that constituent

of afterdamp, which is most insidious in its action, most
difficult to detect, and responsible for many of the deaths

caused by mine explosions, Moreover, small animals feel

distress sooner than men in atmospheres vitiated by other

ga.ses than carbon monoxide, and so their action in all

irrespirable gases will serve as a valuable indication of

the presence of those gases when in quantities danger-

ous to human life.

Note—Paper presented before the Coal Mining Institute of
America. Pittsburgh. Penn.. Dec. 4-5. 1913. Published with
the permission of the Director of the Bureau of Mines.

Effect of Eepeated Exposure to Caebon Monoxide

Details of these experiments will be given later in a
publication of the Bureau. They will only he outlined

here. Canaries, mice and guinea pigs were repeatedly ex-

posed to carbon monoxide under different conditions. In

some experiments they were exposed to atmospheres thai

distress them in about 2 minutes. In the case of canar-
ies, 0.25 per cent, was used in some experiments and the

animals were exposed 7 to 10 successive times.

For instance, the animal was exposed to collapse, and
then when it had apparently recovered (7 to 12 minutes),
it was exposed again and again, the object being to see
if, after many exposures to a certain percentage of the
gas, they would upon subsequent exposures show distress

in a greater length of time, i.e., become more or less accli-

matized to the gas. No acclimatization effect was no-
ticed.

The same experiment was performed with mice and
guinea pigs with the same result. Other percentages be-

side 0.25 per cent, were also used in the case of both
canaries and mice. The experiments were also carried
further to the extent that the same animals that had been
exposed several or many times on one day were exposed
many times the next day and on successive days.

Animals were also exposed to percentages tliat quickly
distress them, and after removal from the atmosphere and
recovery, were placed in atmospheres that ordinarily do
not apparently affect fresh animals. This experiment
was also reversed, the animals being first placed in at-

mospheres which do not affect them (for a long time, at
least), say 0.10 per cent, iii the case of canaries, and
then they were exposed to atmospheres that ordinarily
affect them quickly, to see if results different from the
ordinary could be obtained.

In performing this work, the results of which can be
briefly told, but which required considerable time for its

performance, the conditions of recovery work with the
aid of small animals were kept in view. In such work
parties would usually advance until the animals showed
distress. The animals would then in all probability be
carried back to fresh air, and further advance, if such
were made, would be accomplished with breathing appar-
atus. A general reconnoissance might be made with the
animals to define the danger zone of the mine. In the
latter event they might be exposed to proportions of car-

bon monoxide that would in each case cause collapse.
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Several Other Possible Contingencies

It may happen, in other eases, that the animals may be

first used in a part of the mine where very small per-

centages of earbon monoxide exist, say O.ld per cent.,

a proportion that does not usually seem to affect canaries

«.r mice within one or two hour's time (as far as tan be

observed ) and then they may be used in a place where a

larger percentage may be present. It is possible, too. that

an animal which collapses at a certain iilacc because of

the proportion of carbon monoxide there, might upon re-

covery be used in an atmosphere containing a proportion

that does not usually affect a fresh animal. Finally, the

.same animal might be exposed over several successive

days while a mine was being explored.

It is believed that the experiments performed show

that animals will not become acclimatized to carbon mon-

oxide under the conditions .surrounding recovery work

in mines, and hence become less useful and even a source

of danger. It might be mentioned that this question has

been raised several times in discussing the u.se of small

animals for detecting afterdamp in mines.

It should be mentioned that two Canadian investiga-

tors, G. G. Nasmith' and D. A. S. Graham, found that

animals finally become acclimatized by continued expo-

sure, i.e.. if a guinea pig is exposed for days or weeks

to small percentages, it can finally stand exposures that

would otherwi.se kill it. but our tests have shown that

in the case of small animals which are quickly removed

to fresh air (after distress is shown) and then exposed

again for a reasonable number of times, this acclimati-

zation effect is not apparent. The two methods of experi-

mentation are not parallel. It is pertinent to add that

the effect Nasmith and Graham observed in guinea pigs

—

an increase in the red-blood cells—has been observed in

men working around blast furnaces, the gas from which

contains a high percentage of carbon monoxide.

Effects ox Different Animals of the Same
Proportions of Carbon Monoxide

The Bureau has performed many experiments in order

to draw some conclusions regarding the effect on dif-

ferent animals of the same species of a given proportion

of carbon monoxide. It was found that in general a

given percentage of that gas affected different ani-

mals of the same species in about the same length of

lime. The results were, at least, closely enough in agree-

ment to justify reliance on the use of animals in mine-

rescue work, but once in a while an animal behaved mark-

edly differently from what was expected. This is more

true of mice than of canaries, yet even in the case of the

latter several of thcni should be taken with an exploration

party.

The Relative Effect of Small Amounts of Carbon
Monoxide on Men and Small Animals

In reading over accounts of rescue and recovery work

in mines, one is impressed with the fact that some users

of small animals have not been entirely satisfied with

the behavior of mice and birds (especially mice) , because

men have apparently felt distress before the animals be-

came affected. The Bureau as the result of many exper-

iments made to determine the resistance of small animals

•The hematologv of carbon-monoxide poisoning. "Journ.
Physiology," 1906, Vol. 25. Nos. 1 and 2. pp. 32-52.

to carbon-monoxide poi.soning believes it lias the data at

hand which explains this dissatisfaction.

It was found, for instance, that almost all of the ani-

mals tried, do not show sullicient distress in one hour's

time, with 0.10 per cent, of carbon monoxide, to make

them valuable for detecting this percentage of the gas.

In some cases the length of exposure was extended to

three hours without any effects being observed. In one

case only was a canary affected in so short a time as 13

min. by 0.10 per cent, of carbon monoxide.

With another bird and the same iiercentagc of carbon

monoxide, distress was scarcely observable in three hours.

Only a disjiosition to remain quiet was observed. Eight

different canaries were used and six diirerent mice. Only

one mouse out of many was slightly affected in so

short a time as 30 min. with 0.10 per cent., and even it

was not overcome in 4 hours. Neither chickens nor

pigeons were visibly distressed.

In an atmosphere containing 0.1.5 per cent, of carbon

monoxide, canaries showed distress in from 5 to 30 min.

A mouse showed slight distress at the end of an hour.

With 0.20 per cent, canaries responded in from two to

five minutes except in one case (35 min.). Three mice

responded in 12 min., and a fourth in 46 min. No blood

tests were made, the object being to determine the useful-

ness of the animals for mining work, where their behavior

as apparent to the eye is the only guide. Ilaldanc states

that 0.06 per cent, carbon monoxide is sufficient to pro-

duce distinct symptoms in mice." We do not hesitate to

say that because of his greater experience in experiment-

ing with .small animals, Dr. Ilaldanc might detect out-

ward symptoms in a mouse that would escape our at-

tention. On the other hand, we have had greater exper-

ience than many of those who might use small animals in

mines. Further, in the laboratory, observations are bettor

made than in the mine where the light may be poor.

Dr. Haldane made many experiments with himself

as the subject in determining the effect of carbon mon-

oxide on men.^ He found that 0.12 per cent, causes a

mouse to sprawl in 11 min. Haldane felt a slight tend-

ency to palpitation in 33 min. In 90 min., he had dis-

tinct dimness of vision and hearing and a slight tendency

to .stagger, besides abnormal panting when he stopped

the experiment long enough to run up and down stairs.

In two hours' time vision and hearing became markedly

impaired and there was some confusion of mind. When
the mouse was finally removed from the cage it could not

move about. After 18 min. from the time of stopping,

Haldane had a distinct throbbing headache which did

not last long.

The Minimum Harmful Percentage of Carbon
Monoxide

With 0.045 per cent, of carbon monoxide, Plaldane did

not notice any symptoms in the four hours that the ex-

periment was carried on, but on running upstairs there

was unusual panting, slight palpitation, etc. A mouse

was not distinctly affected. In defining the minimum
harmful or poisonous percentage of carbon monoxide,

Haldane states that 0.05 per cent, in pure air is just suf-

ficient to produce in time very slight symptoms in man,

=The relation of the action of carbonic oxide to oxygen
tension. J. S. Haldane, "Journ. Physiology," Vol. 18, 1895,

pp. 201-217.

'The action of carbon monoxide on man. Jno. Haldane,
"Journ. Physiology," Vol. 18. 1S95, pp. 430-462.
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and the same percentage produces very slight symptoms
in mice. He states ihat 0.20 per cent, is very dangerous
to man. With 0.05 per cent and thereabouts, Ilaldanc

finds that the gas finally begins to affect man and the

outward signs appear in mice.

Haldane's observations on mice are not entirely in ac-

cord with our own researches. The reasons are probably,

as already stated, differences in observation. \Vc are con-

vinced from our experiments that in a mine with poor
light, and perhaps only hurried examination of the ani-

mal, and by persons more or less inexperienced in the

actions of such animals, mice and canaries will not usually

sliow distress pronounced enough to give good warning
with 0.10 per cent, or less of carbon monoxide. Haldane's
work shows that this percentage may finally affect men

—

a headache in 40 or 50 min. perhaps, or slight tendency
to palpitations in less time. This condition wall be a
considerable time removed from actual distress or un-
steadiness of movement. At the end of 20 min., one of

the authors had only a slight headache when he exposed
himself to 0.25 per cent, carbon monoxide (in air).

Later, however, he became very ill. Canaries collapsed

in just a few minutes.

In connection with the above laboratory experiments,
we have made observations regarding the use of small
animals in mines. One instance is noteworthy, as fol-

loM's

:

A mine fire recently occurred and a sample of mine
gas was obtained that contained the following constitu-

ents :

SAMPLE OF MINE GAS
COo 1.10 per cent.
Oo 18.61 per cent.
CO 0.12 per cent.
CH, 0.42 per cent.
Nj 79.75 per cent.

Total 100.00 per cent.

This sample was obtained in a place where exploration

work was being conducted. Canaries carried with the

party were not afl'ected, but two of. the men finally com-
plained of a bad headache. Later when they went to the

surface they became ill. One was indisposed all even-
ing. The birds were with the men continually.

These facts, although they appear damaging against

the use of small animals for the purpose proposed, only
militate in part against their usefulness. They still re-

main, in our opinion, the best indicators of carbon mon-
oxide for exploring parties in mines that we have. Ca-
naries will give ample warning of percentages of carbon
monoxide immediately dangerous to men. When the pro-

portion of carbon monoxide is 0.15 per cent., canaries

will show distress usually in from 5 to 12 min. With
0.20 per cent, the distress is apparent usually in from 3

to 6 min. For distress to appear in men with those per-

centages requires much longer time, although in the case

of some individuals the effects may, when they do ap-

pear, last for hours. We have also determined this

point experimentally, as have others. Men cannot stand

the exposure to collapse from carbon monoxide as animals

can. Canaries and mice after distress and collapse re-

cover quickly if exposed to fresh air—only a matter of

minutes usually. In the case of men exposed to collapse,

recovery is often a matter of days.

Eeasoxs for Tariable Effects of Carbon Monoxide
ox Men

In assigning reasons for the- variable effects produced

on men and small animals by small quantities (say 0.10

per cent, and under) of carbon monoxide, we would say
that it is largely a question of observation. The blood
of the animal is, of course, taking up the carbon mon-
oxide, but only slowly and to the extent that even after
a long time, one hour or more, the only effect in the ani-
mal may be a sliglit sluggishness or disinclination to
move about. Men, on the other hand, especially when
moving about or doing hard work, absorb much more
oxygen and hence more carbon monoxide than when at
rest, and may finally feel a slight or even a severe head-
ache in the same gas mixture that is only slightly or not
affecting the animals (as far as can be observed).
The men may even finally become very sick. It is not

believed that any pronounced acclimatization effect is

produced in an animal on a short exposure which would
account for the apparent resistance. It must be remem-
bered that a man is in an excellent position to determine
effects upon himself long before distress occurs, in the
case of small percentages of carbon monoxide.
When the carbon-monoxide content of an atmosphere

is raised from 0.10 per cent, to say 0.15 or 0.20 per cent.,
the susceptibility of a canary or mouse to the gas is

markedly increased, as judged by the action of the ani-
mal—.so much more than in the case of men that a canary
especially may show distress in 5 min., while a man may
require 30 or more min. A man, if he exposes himself
so long, however, may finally become quite sick, and if he
remains in the poisonous atmosphere for longer periods,
may l>ecome dangerously affected.

The (i.\s M-\Y Affect Different PEiisoxs ix a Dif-
ferent Manner

The Bureau has compiled data from different sources
to show the effects produced on different persons by car-
bon monoxide. ' The fact is clearly brought out that the
gas may affect different persons in a different manner.
Long-standing after-effects produced in people by severe
poisoning, although apparently rare, are by no means un-
known. It appears to be the evidence usually that re-
covery from exposure is complete, but that in the case of
some individuals long-standing after-effects may follow.

These after-effects on different people cannot be con-
nected absolutely with any degree of exposure, i.e., one
short exposure to large percentages, repeated exposures
to large percentages as usually happens in the ease of
blast-furnace gas, or slow exposure to collapse with small
percentages of the gas, as in the case of miners exposed to
the smaller percentages that are found in mines follow-
ing explosions.

In the case of the same individual the final blood sat-
uration is what counts. The point is that different peo-
ple may withstand different degrees of blood saturation.
In the case of blast-furnace men, the same men may be
exposed to collapse or severe temporary sickness time' and
again. Usually, as far as can be observed from their be-

havior, they. retain their normal condition, although, as
has been pointed out by Thomas Oliver,* severe after-ef-

fects may linger for two years.

This appears to be exceptional. An Illinois commis-
sion appointed to inquire into conditions around steel

plants, found it hard to separate effects on steel workers
produced by bad living conditions and those produced
on some of the men by carbon monoxide, although they
were inclined to the view that carbon-monoxide poison-

'Thomas Oliver, "Diseases of Occupation," p. 67.
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ill.' had much to do witli llic generally jwor loiulitioii

of\<onie of the employees. The exact action of the gas

ib produeing severe nervous disorders still remains

somewhat obscure. Some <lo not believe the action so

.simple as to merelv temporarily deprive tlie system of

oxygen, as in the case of sutfocation. although most of

the good experimental evidence points to this view.

An analoffv is found in men who work at high

altitudes or Vuddenlv ascend to extreme heights in bal-

loons, where the oxygen tension is very low. Different

individuals also mav be affected differently at high al-

titudes. One must believe that in cases both of carbon-

monoxide poisoning and oxygen deprivation by other

causes, the idiosvncrasv of the individual plays an im-

portant part. Others have laid imuli -tress ou tins point.

titiNKA Pigs May Bkco.mi: Immini:

As regards acclimatization to the gas. it has been strik-

iiio-lv shown that guinea pigs may bei'ome immune. The

compensation found in pigs has also been in part observed

in men. The red-blood cells increase to compen.sate for

those put out of action by the carbon monoxide. How

long this may continue without markedly distressing iiicii

is important.

Repeated exposure to carbon monoxide may occur iii

the case of miners, in those who do the shot-firing. Blast-

ing explosives always produce some carl)oii monoxide in

coal mines, ilen may return too quickly to the work-

ing face (before gases liave disappeared), to examine

their shot, and thus expose themselves to percentages,

usually small, of the gas. Wlicre large shots are fired

where" the ventilation is poor, and where the working

faces are too far ahead of the last breakthrough, contact

by men with harmful percentages of carl)on monoxide

and other poisonous gases may follow. Miners at some

mines frequently go home sick from powder smoke. The

general effect of such exposure on them cannot be any-

thing but bad.

Aftei!Ua.\ii' Will Difkeu ix Composition

In the conduct of exploration work one sometimes

hears it said that certain individuals of a party were able

to withstand atmospheres that caused distress in other

members of the same party. This may be true because

some men are more affected than others by the same

proportions of the gas, but one or two other causes must

be kept in mind. Afterdamp in different parts of a

mine (in some places quite close together) will differ

much in composition, to the extent that at one place a

very small and insignificant amount of carbon monoxide

might be present, wliile at another place, close by, a harm-

ful proportion might exist. One per.<on in a party -un-

knowingly might encounter the latter atmosphere while

his comrades do not.

Another reason usually less apparent to an exploring

party has to do with the fact that the amount of carbon

monoxide absorbed depends, of course, upon the air

breathed. A man at rest may breathe 7 or 8 liters of air

per minute. By even moderate exertion this can be in-

creased to 3 or 4 times that quantity. It follows that if

one or more members of an exploring party work harder

than others they will become poisoned more quickly than

their fellows.

Summary

1. Small animals may be used repeatedly in exi)loTa-

tion work without becoming less ust'f\il ;is iiuiicators of

carbon monoxide.

2. Of the more common small aiiiiiuils, canaries are

best adapted for exploration work.

3. Men may feel distress, especially if tiny wmk liartl.

in the presence of small proportions of larlion inmioxide

(0.10 per cent, or under) when animals at rest in their

cages do not .«how it distinctly.

4. It is found occasionally that dilVcrciit nninials of

the same species may be affected dilViMcntly l>y the smimc

proportion of carbon monoxide: liriHc nunc than one

animal should be used at a time.

Safety Hook for Miner's Check
III ihc Laiigcnliriilnu iniiie at Ksscn, (iermany, and in

a number of Upi>er Silesian operations, a clever device

for attaching the miner's check to the car has been used

with satisfaction. It is described in (lliich-auf, and con-

sists of an iron rod hooked at one end and originally

straight at the other. The straight end is thrust through

The Check Hook BEKOiji: Axn aeteh Insehtion in Side

OF Car

v: hole in the side of the car and then bent into a ring

which hangs down.

The check can be hung on the hook only when the ring

inside the car is free to be lifted. Wlieii the viu is full

the coal holds the ring flat against 1lio side so that no

one can tamper with the check. This device is manufac-

tured by the Eheiuischeu Handelsgesellscliaft m. b. H., of

Mors, Germany.

John Lind—Coal Miner

There are probably few people in the country who are

aware of the fact that John Lind, President Wilson's per-

sonal representative in Mexico, was at one time identified

with the Western coal industry. About 20 years ago, Mr.

Lind and others, of Salt Lake City, Utah, developed

what has later proved to be one of the most enduring and

successful of the Western coal operations. The com-

pany was organized under the name of the Diamond Coal

& Coke Co., the operation being located at Diamond-

ville, in what was then Uintah County, Wyo. Their orig-

inal opening, Xo. 1 mine, is still in operation. Some
time later, practically the entire capital stock of the

company was taken over by the Amalgamated Copper

Co., and it has since proved to be the most important and

valuable of that company's large coal properties.
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Notes on the Clinkering of Mixed Coals
By H. 1). guicKKL*

SYNOPSIS—Some interesting data on the clinkering perfect satisfaction in our stationary boiler plants, but

of fuel mixtures of different coals at high temperatures, when used on a locomotive they proved as complete a

iritli particular reference to railroad work. The author failure.

comments on the well known inconsistencies in clinkering As previously stated, actual experience on locomotives

and gives detailed results of some interesting problems he has shown that certain coals or certain mixtures of coal

has met with. w'ill clinker. If we can find any simple method of deter-

. mining by calculation from a true analysis, involving both

The object of this paper is to call attention to some proximate analysis of the coal and the ash analysis,

facts, relative to the combustion of mixed coal, the unsat- whether a coal will or will not clinker, we have discovered

isfactory results sometimes experienced when burning something which should be of help, both to the coal deal-

them and the reasons for same. I have also endeavored to er himself and the man who buys coal. It has been my

evolve some rules wherebv it mav be determined whether experience that a great many coal salesmen fool them-

or not clinkering will result wlien certain coal or coals selves in regard to their own product,

are burned in a locomotive firebox. The locomotive fire- Today, when a steam coal must stand on its merits

box has been used in the practical and theoretical work with regard to contract based on B.t.u.'s, and ash and

connected with this paper, because a locomotive under sulphur content, a coal salesman cannot know too much

maximum working conditions generates temperatures about the fuel he is trying to sell. A contract let through

higher than are probably generated in any other common misrepresentation, or ignorance, works a greater hardship

combustion chamber. " "" ^'^^ seller, eventually, than on the buyer, on account

of the bad reputation given the coal, and those who sell

Some Peculiakitiks of the ClinkeeinCx Problem
jt. Different coals are not all suited for the same pur-

As to the clinkering of coals the latest textbooks men- pose, a great deal depending on the drafting, grates and

non that such a thing occurs, but give no reasons as to temperatures reached in the various combustion cham-

the actual cause, although some of them do mention that bers.

the ash of the coals have something to do with it.f Every
^^^^^^ ^^ Clinker

user of steam coal has discovered fuels which would not

give him satisfactory results, and large consumers have There are two separate and distinct kinds of clinkers

also discovered that they could not use .a mixture of cer- formed in locomotive operation. The hard clinker is

tain coals. In all cases'the resiUts were only found after formed largely by improper firing and the other, known

an immense amount of trouble. These errors in purchas- as the molasses clinker, is formed by the fusing together,

ing fuel are most expensive. oi" s'aggmg, of the coal ash. Improper firing can never

The fuel-purchasing department of the Queen & Cres- 'ie directly responsible for the formation of a molasses

<ent Koute discovered vears ago that it was impractic- clinker, but will undoubtedly hasten its formation. The

able to mix certain coals together and get satisfactory hard and the molasses clinker differ widely m chemical

results, and that it was necessary to run actual locomo- c-omposition, as is shown by the following analyses:

tive tests with the mixed fuel to find out if it would give Hard Clinker Molasses Clinker

maximum steam pressure. For instance, we draw our Aiimiiia. ,V 3520 1732

present fuel supply for the Cincinnati, New Orleans & [fSl';
"'"'''^

. 1%% ^H
Texas Pacific By. from four separate and distinct dis- ^S^''* If^

1 12

tricts. From three of these districts we can, ancl clo, mix Soda^ 043 o.bs

, 1 •! i-T, '4.
toulpnur 1 00 trare

the coal indiscriminately on our coal chutes, wjiile tnat Titanium dioxide trace o.so

from the fourth district will not burn without clinkering. Total 10072 100.52

if mixed with any of the other coals from the three dis- rpj^^^g
clinkers diiler more widelv in their formation

tricts mentioned ; m other words, if we were to come
.^^^j ^^.^j^^^ j^^ ^^^ ^^^^^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^^ ^^ j^ chemical compo-

to a coaling station with about half a tank of fuel from
^^^^^^_

r^^^^
j^^,.^^ ^,^^^^^^ ^-^^^^ y^^ ^^^^^^^^ .^ ^^^

the fourth district, and were to fill the tender with coal
^j^^^.^ j^ j^ ^^^.^^^^,,1^ ^ ^^^^^ appearance, which stays ap-

from any of the other three districts, we would m a short
proximately the same size' as when first formed.

~

This
time, have clinker trouble on our locomotives, which would

^.lin^er can be "easily removed by simply pulling it out of
result eventually m an engine failure.

the fire, or by turning it upside" down or on its side when
^ ith our present equipment we have found that some- -^ j^ ^j ^^ disintegrated by the action of the fire. The

times either one of the two coals would be absolutely sat-
j^^^^ ^^.^^^^^ j^^^^ ^ ^^^^^^^^ ^^ ^^.^^ ^^^^^ ^.^^

isfactory when used by itself, but when mixed these
^^^ ,,j.^^^. ^j^^^ ^^^ ^^^^^p^ ^^ ^^^^ ^^ ^^^^^^ .^_

same two coals proved entirely unsatistactorv. u e have m.„ ^ > „„„ ,-, , • u j.i t^c
V / T ii J. X- J.

• • J 'i -1, J-""^ molasses clinker is altogether a different proposi-
also found that sometimes certain mixed coals will give +• ttti a i^ j: j -a • j_i /? 1o tion. When first formed its appearance m the firebox is

^uei agent. Queen & Crescent Route, Lexington, K.v.
similarto that of the hard variety, but instead of staying

Note—Paper read at the mid-winter meeting of the Ken- approximately the same size as wheu first noted it will
tueky Mining Institute, Lexington. Ky.. Dec. S. 1913. j.- j. '

i ttt> .,

tProbabiv one of the latest discussions on this subject is
contmue to grow larger in area. When it covers an area

that by P. R. yv^adleigh. which appeared in "Coal Age." Vol. of aonroximatelv 4 SO ft small blup flflmp« nlinnt "? in I'r,

1, p. 1207, and was supplemented with a discussion bv Wm. appio.ijuidieiy -t .-.4.11., smdii Uiue Udmes aOOUr 6 m. In
B. Phillips on page 111 of Vol. 2 and A. Bement on page 218. length will be noticed COming up thrOU"'h it and fllso
Another article on the same subject will be found on page . f, , ., • t , ,,

",., > aij>.i mou
862 of the same volume.—Editor. at the edges it examined when the engine is workino- or
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Avith the blower on This clinker will continue to grow be used in the subsequent calculations
:

O.xygen = =
until the entire surface of the firebox is covered. Upon !6: magnesium = Ug = 2AM: iron = Fe = 55.9;

attempting to remove it, we find that it will be soft, as alumina = Al = 27.1; calcium = ( a = 40.1 ;
silicon

compared "to the hard clinker, and as fast as the upper = Si = 28.4.
.

, .

part or crust is faiken off it will be noted that the semi-asl. Referring back to the e-iuation showing a calcium mono-

underneath has run together like thick molasses. silicate and substituting the atomic weights, we have the

Examination of the ash pan and fire grates is also sur- following:

prising. The clinker is found to have run down between •> ('aO -\- SKI, = 2 Cat) .
SiO,

tiie "Tate fingers and where hardened, hangs from the
l^.j.> _|_ ,;,, i = i7-.'.(;

grate bars in long strings like icicles. Upon attempting
^,^^^^^^ ^l^._, ^,,|„„,j„„ j, |, ^'udilv sc^n th;it it requires

to shake the grate, we find this imjiossible, as the clinker
^^^ ^

has filled the spaces between the grate bars, and has solidi- ^_i_^ = 0.5 i:i imrts of silua to roinlmic witli onr part

fied to such an extent as to prevent any chance for motion
^^

~.-~^^
^^ ^^^^^^ ^ ,,,lciuin monosilicatc shi- Tiic decimal

in the grate fingers. The only way a clinker of this char-
^^..^^.^j^^^ q 5^3 jg ^^,,,„j^.,i i{,,|lengcr's factor for a lime

acter can be removed is to clean the entire hrebox an.l
^.^.^^^^^ Ballen<'er's factor for iiiaLnicsium, iron and

build a new fire. Of course, in a case of this character,
^,^,,^^j,^^,j^^ ^jU^^t^^g i^ actcrniiuc.l as follows:

we have experienced a disastrous engine failure.
Masneoium smca.e- B.iu.n«cr'» f.»o.

For anvone familiar with metallurgy or the prmciples '"'

^ JJ^^^fj;^ ^''Tm^o SiO, eo^ „ ,„
thereof it is evident that in the formation of a molasses [so.tzma 141.12 so. 72

clinker a metallurgical reaction of some kind has taken For a„^AjunUnu^^s.Hca«:^^^
^ ^ ^^

place. My attention was first called to the mat- ;204 4 isi 2 as.-, e 204.4

ter of calciilatinjr the slags in coal ash by an article in For an iron siucate (Ferrio

the C^nlKniiineer. h,' E. B. Wilson, editor. In this /JFe,o, +^3Sic>, =^Fe,o, as.o, is. 2 ^ „ ,,,

article and a sub.seiiuent one, read before the Coal Mining
gaUenger's factors for the principal oxides found in

Institute of America. Mr. Wilson advocated the use of
^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^^ ^^ ^^^^^^^.

Ballengcr's Factors in connection with the metallurgical ^^ ^ ^^^^
calculations which would be involved in figuring slags

^1 ^^ ^ 1^"^^^

from the percentages of silica and the various oxides, as
J^^ ^ ^ ^^.^

shown in the ash analysis of a coal. I applied these fac-
-p^ ^^ ^ ^'.^^

tors in some calculations connected with practical engine
^^^^ foUowin"- is a proximate analvsis of the various

tests and found them to give excellent results.
sections of the No. 4 Blocton coal, in the Blocton field of

Defixitiox of a Moxosilicate Slag Alabama ; also analysis of the ash

:

There arc more than likelv three ditferent kinds of Bottom 'p'ire Middle- Top No. 5

silicate slags formed in the fusing together of coal ash at
^^^^^^^^^

Co^a> cia>^ -- Coa. Ra,h

high temperatures. However, as we are certain of the for- ^^^e^r^... 36 03 707 24 36 34 n 17.12

mation of the monosilicate variety, I will use this slag as l'/h!^_. ..•.•. ;;;;:: 3:45 91.38 is. 7.5 6. so 55.55

typical in the followinsr discussion. Total 100.00 100.00 100.00 100 00 100 oo

"

A monosilicate .slag^is one in which the ratio of the |uiphu. ^0 76^
None 023_

,!] *,"„,,„« 27^,,.

oxvgen in the base is to the oxygen in the acid as one is
'

'

'

|bie to
j^

to one. For the benefit of those unfamiliar with metal- attempts.

lurgical terms and chemical formulae, the following is
*^J^*"^"'*'' „ 34 52 32 28 00 20 4o 60 42

given as an illustration of a monosilicate slag, expressed Ferncc»ude 3i 84 ^5 44 12 64 u so ^320

as a chemical formula. The slag formed in this case, Li.e^.^:::::.V.V.;:: 16:54 50 26 90 26 66 72

formula for which is shown on the right-hand side of the Titanium:.'.;.'.".' 0.36 so trace 64 110

equation, is known as a calcium monosilicatc: sS^r.'.V.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'. 17.82 226 797 trace

Lime Silica Calcium Monosilicatc p^al^."'::'.'.;:. :;.:;. n .54 422 0.34 36 o.so

2CaO + siO, = 2CaO.Sio, f°„^Sion.-.'.'.'.';:: ::::::
°'' sil lifl^J rim lio

Carbonate trace much present none

It will be noted that because the ftihca contains two Moiature o.83

atoms of oxygen as written on the left-hand side of the Total 99 04 99 37 101 -w 100 1 6 99.77

equation, to make the ratio one to one, we must use two Fusibility in blast lamp Fusible Fusible Fusible Fusible Infusible

molecules of lime. Similarly we can write the silicate rpj^^j^
^^^1 ^,^^ ^,j,pi-1 ^^ 3 locomotive fuel on the Alabamfi

slags of magnesia, alumina, and ferric oxide, as follows: Great Southern Railroad for a period of two and one-half

Magnesia Silica Magnesium Silicate years, although during its successful performance thr

2 MgO + SiO., = 2 MgO . SiO, fireclav parting was not, to any extent, noticeable in the

.,
".

C.-1-' Al • e-r +„ seam mined during that time. The rash practically
Alumina Sd.c. Aluminum Silicate

-^^^^^^^^^ ^^ ^^^^^.^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^^^^ ^^ ^,^ ^^^^^^^, ^i,,

2 Al.,0,, + 3 SiO, = 2 Al,03 . 3 SiO,
^^^ company mining this coal, and after same had run

Ferric Oxide Silica Iron Silicate
f^j, ^ period of about six months, we began to have a great

2 Fe^O., + 3 SiOv = 2 Fe.O^ . 3 SiO.> deal of diflBculty with clinkered fires. The trouble was

The molecular weights and the svmbols of the various traced to the coal, analyses given above, and further

atoms involved in the following calculations may be read- shipments refused. An ordinary examination of the coal

ilv obtained from any international table of atomic on the coal chutes, and in cars, did not show any un-

wei<^hts. The ones given below are only those which will usual percentage of iucombustibles. Closer examination,
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however, did show some little fireclay and rash in the

product. The owner decided to have this coal washed,
and a car was sent to a plant and the entire contents

treated. I personally supervised a test of this washed
coal on one of our manifest freight trains, with the fol-

lowing result

:

A Test of thk Bloctox Coal

Left Birmingham Dec. 2, 1912, as first section train 77.

south, engine 216, with 1360 net tons freight, 30 loads

and 1 emptj'; maximum grade encountered for any dis-

tance, 1 per cent. ; coal washed and screened over a three-

quarter inch screen. A peculiar thing was noted during

this test in that no matter how the coal was fired it was

impossible to make any black smoke. Of course, black

.smoke is not desirable at any time, but the fact remains

that with the majority of coals, having from 25 to 35 per

cent, volatile matter, smoke is easier made than elimin-

ated.

After the engine had been run about 30 miles, it was

noticed that there was a slight dropping back in steam

pressure, although several times while the engine was in

side track at meeting points, the boiler* popped off. On
a grade knowai locally as Tuscaloosa Hill, about 55 miles

from Birmingham, the steam dropped back to 135 lb.,

and it was Just possible for the engine to pull the train

to the top of the hill and roll over into Tuscaloosa. We
had a meeting point at Morindville, 15 miles south of

Tuscaloosa, and after being in the side track at this point

for about 15 min., steam pressure dropped back to 45

pounds.

The first clinker of any size was noted about 40 miles

south of Birmingham ; it was small and of the molasses

variety. The clinker grew rapidly in area, and when
the test train reached Tuscaloosa, it covered the entire

area of the firebox. During the entire test the slice bar

was not used once, and the engine was fired by the most

uptodate methods.

At Moundville an attempt was made to clean fire. It

was soon discovered that as fast as the clinker was re-

moved, what remained in the firebox ran together again,

and it was necessary to knock the fire. The crust of this

clinker was approximately 12 in. in thickness. It had

been impossible to shake the grates for some time and

upon examination of the grates and firebox, we found

both completely filled with clinker. A microscopical exam-

ination of the coal showed that some of it was impreg-

nated with small partings of fireclay and rash; it was

also found in the sample of coal that there was a small

percentage of both of these present.

Determining the Trouble

Eeferring to the analyses of both the coal and the ash,

it will be found that as far as the bases are concerned,

we may eliminate practically all of them, except those for

which we have already determined Ballenger's factors.

The sulphur is reported as sulphur trioxide, and it is

probable that some part of it will combine with part of

the lime, forming calcium sulphate (CaSOj). Assuming

that 10 per cent, of the SO3 combines with the lime, we

would have available percentages of lime, as follows:

No. 2 Fire No. 3 Middle- No. 4 Top
Clay man Coal No. 5 Rash

0.45 24.21 24.40 0.65

As sulphur trioxide is an unstable compound, the

chances are that a large part of it will go off in the or-

No. 1 Botto
Coal

14.89

dinary process of combustion. As we liave also present

some little carbonate and potash, part of the SO3 may
combine with the carbonate and potash, forming sodium
sulphate, and potassium sulphate.

Taking the factor for ferric oxide, 0.567, and multiply-

ing it by 11.34, or the percentage of ferric oxide pres-

ent in the bottom coal, we have

:

Fe,Oj 0.567 X 31.84 = 18.05% of silica needed to unite with 31.84% FeO

Similarly,

CaO 0.543 X 14.89 = 8.08% of silica needed to unite with 14.89% CaO
Al.O, 0.886 X 13.40 = 11,87% of silica needed to unite with 13.40% AlO
MgO0.747X 6.99= 5 . 22% of silica needed to unite with 6.99% MgO

30.88% of .silica needed.

Performing similar calculations for the fireclay:

Fe.O, 0.567 X 5.44 = 3.08%
CaO 0.543 X 0.50 = 0.27%
AUO, 0.886 X 24.20 = 21.33%
MgO 0.747 X 1.80 = 1.34%

26.30% of silica in excess of bases.

For middleman

:

Fe,0, 0.567 X 12.64 = 7.16%
CaO 0.543 X 24.21 =13.15%

AUOjO.SSax 3.82= 6.92%
MgO0.747X 6.93= 5.18%

32.41% of silica needed to unite with bases present.
28.00% of silica present in middleman.

4.41% of silica needed.

For top coal

Fe,0, 0.567 X 14.80 = 8.39%
CaO 0.543 X 24.40 = 13.24%

Al.Oj 0.886 X 11.26 = 9.97%
MgO 0. 747 X 4.60= 3,43%

35.03% of silica needed to unite with bases present.
20.40% of silica present.

14.63% of silica needed.

For rash

:

Fe,O3 0.567X 3.20= 1.81%
CaO 543 XO . 65 = 0.35%

A1,0, 0.886 X 30.24 = 26.79%,
MgO0.747X 0.63= 0.47%

30. 70% of silica in excess of bases.

By referring to the above calculations, it will be found
there is an excessive amount of bases in all but the fire-

clay and rash, each of which shows silica to be largely in

excess, and which would combine with the excess of bases

in the bottom coal, middleman and top coal. The chemist

also notes that in the analysis of the ash with a simple

laboratory' blast lamp, all but the rash were fusible.

A summation of the percentages of silica needed to

convert all the basic oxides present in the top coal, middle-

man and bottom coal to a monosilicate slag gives ns

49.92 per cent. Likewise we find a total of 57.18 per

cent, of silica in excess of that required to convert the

basic oxides in the fireclay and rash. Subtracting, we
find we have 7.08 per cent, silica in excess of what is

needed. This amount of silica in excess need not be con-

sidered as it would be removed in the preparation of the

coal by washing.

I desire to state here that while this coal did not give

satisfaction on locomotives that it did give excellent re-

sults as a power-house fuel, the reason, no doubt, being

that the temperature reached in the power-house boiler,

where it is now being used, is not near as high as that at-

tained under maximum working conditions on a locomo-

tive.
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Electricity vs. Steam for Winches

Hy W. 11. Kaston

SYNOPSIS—Exact comiMrailve data of steam and elec-

tric donkey engines or trinches are difficult to secure. This

article describes the results ohtain-ed bji removing the pis-

ton rods and gearing a motor to the crank- disk of an en-

gine used for transferring coal from barges to a deliver,,

bin.

One of the fliffioulties in provinj; tlia economy of elec-

tric power for tlonkcv en,i,Mncs. winches and similar appli-

cations is due to the" fact that it is seldom possihle to get

data on exactly parallel cases. To compare the cost of

operation of a given steam hoist with that of a different,

although perhaps nearly similar, electric hoist is not satis-

factory, and as a matter of fact, both sides of the question

have been proved from data of this kind.

tonpie slip-ring induction machine of 7!S hp. capacity.

Central station power is used.

The cost to transfer '"ri'i tons with .-tcnin operation

was, for coal $60. and \\<v water $!:). Witii I'lcctric opera-

tion, the cost for jiowcr is Ic a ton. so tiiat tiie cost for

the transferring of the same tonnage would be $77.22,

]n-actically the same iigure. Hence, electric power is

certainly not prohibitively expensive.

Otiier items must, however, be considered as well as

the cost. For the steam engine a liccnscil engineer is re-

quired, whose wages are $125 a month. Imt a man nm be

Fig. 1. Gkxeu.\i, View of the Coai.-Handlikg Pla:ct

It is, therefore, gratifying to find a perfectly clear-cut

case, where a motor has been directly substituted for

a steam engine with no other change in the factors, and

where the performance and the cost under both systems

are easily obtainable. Such a hoist is shown in Fig. 1.

As the illustration clearly shows, this device is used for

taking coal from barges and loading it into a bin from

which delivery wagons are supplied.

Fig. 2 shows the hoist with the old steam boiler and

the new motor. The only change in the hoist was to re-

move the piston rods and bolt a ring gear to the crank

disk, as the illustration shows. A pinion on the motor

shaft meshes with this gear, so that the motor application

is simple and was made without interferin!? with the daily

operation of the hoist.

The Size and Amouxt of Work Done

The vertical distance from the top of the barge to the

bin is 65 ft. The radius of the swing is 110 ft. and the

avcrase length of the swing is 70 ft. The weight of the

bucket is 3800 lb. and its capacity is 42 bu., or 3192 lb.

The average amount of coal lifted per month is 203,219

bu. or 7722 tons. The motor is a Westinghousc liish-

FiG. 2. The TMotois Is Geared Direct to the
('i!AXK Disk

obtained to operate the electric hoist witli pcrl'dt satis-

faction for $75 a month.

Furthermore, the steam hoist required 60 sec. to make

each trip, whereas the electric hoist, because it lan be

accelerated more rapidly, can make a trip in oO sec.—

a

20 per cent, increase in production. Hence, for a full

10-hr. day, the electric hoist can make 120 more trips

than the steam hoist and can transfer 5040 more bushels

or coal.

The motor is more reliable than the engine, requires

little oil and no water, is always ready to operate without

waiting for steam to come up to pressure, requires no at-

tention when not in use. and has nothing to freeze up.

Hence with the electric hoist the cost of repairs and main-

tenance will be less and there will be fewer delays and

shut-downs. The relative cost of electric operation will,

therefore, be less and the production greater than the fig-

ures sjiven above.
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A Portable Substation

The Berwiiid-White Coal Mining Co., of Windber,

Penn., has recently added a 400-kw. Westiiighouse port-

able substation to its equipment, and is making an mter-

cstiuCT- use of the same.

mitted efBeiently only as alternating : urreut at high

voltage, and then converted into direct current at the sub-

station for use underground.

The Berwind-White Co. is developing its outlying prop-

erties at a rapid rate and needs direct current at points

where permanent substations have not yet been erected.

\liI.K SrBSTATIOX OX A SlDI'.TllACK

As is well known, a substation consists of apparatus

for changing alternating current into direct current and
is generally necessary in mining work, because direct citr-

rent must be used for haulage but cannot be transmitted

economically over long distances. Hence, when the mine
is located at a point remote from the power station, from
which it draws its supply, the electric energy can be trans-

The portable substation was therefore decided upon iu or-

der to prevent delays in development. This substation

has the same equipment as that of a permanent installa-

tion, namely, transformers to step down to a moderate
voltage the high potential of the current received from
"he transmission line, a switcliboard and a rotarv con-

verter, which receives alternating current and delivers

The Traxsformees axd Switchboaed The Botaet Coxveetkr
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direct current. This apparatus is all mountefl in a <ar

resembling an ordinarv freight car.

The Portable Substation in Use

When work at a new development reaches the point

wiicre direct current is necessary, the portable substation

llic portable our Ihm-oiik's unecessary and is tjikcn to tlu'

next dcvelopnu'iii.

A further use lor this substation is to provide insur-

ance against shutdowns. If accidents occur at any of the

])crnianent substations, tiic portable one is sent to larry

the load until the necessary rcjiairs are conipK'tcil, One
ere uirect- curreni is in.-cc55ui_>. n^r pu.w.^.,. ...>..^.-^«..« -, ,

I-; hauled to the workings, connected to the transmission substation of this character, therefore, is pnutiially 1i

line and put in operation generating the necessary direct ciiuivaleiit of a duplicate set of apparatus at ca. li pc

current. When the permanent substatiiui is completed, mancnt installation.

Use of Gasoline Motors in Mines
Uv w. r. WiiiTioMii*

SYNOPSIS—An elcmenlarij article on the ()<isoline mo-

tor, showing liotr to compute the fize of the locomotive,

the weight of the rail and the relocitij of the air current

in which it should work. The author says that .^ome p.r-

pert injtpection should be prodded and urges that gaso-

line haulage is not uu-'^afe if proper precautions are taken.

It must be some 12 or more years ago that the St. Ber-

nard Mining Co. tried out a ga.«olinc motor built by a

man named Prouty. This machine was crude and was

not a success. Other attempts to produce a workable

locomotive were made in West \'irginia, Pennsylvania

and Illinois: none of which were ]>crmanently success-

ful.

There is nothing mysterious or uncertain in regard

to the use of gasoline motors in mines. The problems

to be considered are the same as those presented by any

mechanical system of haulage which depends on the trac-

tive resistance of the rail for its hauling capacity. First

:

The local conditions should be thoroughly stiulied and

jirofiles should be made of the haulage ways, showing

grades, etc. The number of tons to be handled per day

and hour should be carefully ascertained, the length of

haul measured, the time required to make a return trip

carefully estimated and from these data the number fif

cars it is necessary to handle per trip can be decided.

Then we can ascertain the total weight of trip, figuring

in the weight of both car and load and check the profiles

to see what the grades are both in favor of and against

the loads and empty trip. Then we decide on a motor

with enough weight and power to handle the trip against

the grades with a liberal margin of reserve.

Car Fhictiox and Gravity Resistance

Ordinary mine cars will require from 30 to 40 lb. pull

per ton to move them on a level track. The horizontal

tractive resistance of modern cars in good condition may
drop down as low as 20 lb. per ton, but it is not safe to

figure much less than 30 to 35 lb. per ton on the level.

For each 1 per cent, grade against the load, 20 lb. per

ton must be added. For example, if a car will move on

30 lb. per ton pull on a level, it will require 30 -{- 20 or

50 lb. pull against a 1 per cent, grade, or 30 + 20 -|- 20

or 70 lb. pull against a 2 per cent, grade.

I mention these points, as an operator is apt to say his

hauls are "practically level" when he may have places

•General manager. Geo. D. Whltcomb Co.. Rochelle. III.

Note—Article read before the Kentucky Mining Institute.
Lexington. Ky.. Dec. 8. 1913.

with 1 III- ? |HT cent, grades against the loads and can-

not see why his motor is not giving the results unless

he has his profile and knows what he is doing.

.\gain, when working against grades, the pull ii'(|uircd

to move or pull the cars not only increases, but the draw-

bar ]nill of the locomotive is less as the luotoi- has to ]m\[

its own weight u]i the grailcs.

l)iiA\v-H\i; I'ri.T, ('\Li'ri,A'ri;ii as ()\i:-l*"iF'rii WKKiiiT

(IF JIoi'oi;

1 ordinarily figure that a motor will exert a draw-bar

pull equal to one-fifth its weight in jiounds when work-

ing on a level and on dry rail of proiicr weight for the

motor, but from this draw-bai- pull i'\citci! on a level we
deduct 1 per cent, of the weight of the iiintor in pounds

for each 1 per cent, grade. For exainple. a ."i-toii motor

will exert a tractive effort, or draw-bar pull, on the level of

one-fifth of 10,000 lb., or 2000 lb. Against a 1 per cent,

grade, we would have 2000 lb. less 1 per cent, of 10.000

lb., or 2000 less 10(1 11,.. (,r 1900 lb., net: or ISOo lb., net.

against a 2 per cent, grade, etc. We must not assume that

the hauls are "practically level," but know what the

grades are and make allowance f(n- them.

ICach I'aii. Sikulii Wimgu -1 Ln. phii Yahd Fort Every
T(i\ OF Wi:i(iirr ok tiiI': Locomotive

Without the u,se of a formula, we roughly estimate

that it requires a rail that will weigh at least 4 lb. per

yard for each ton of weight in the locomotive. For ex-

ample, a 4-ton motor should run on a 16-lb. rail; a 5-ton

on a 30-lb. rail. etc. This rail should be well laid and

connected with fishplates. Low spots should be avoided.

Switches should have long, ea.sy points; curves should be

as easy as possible, for the shocks and strains on a track

increase about with the square of the velocity, and with

mechanical haulage you not only get greater weights but

higher speeds. Therefore, what might be a good track

for mules is a poor track for locomotives.

These points are common to all mechanical haulage. T

raise them as there is some tendency aniong operators

to think that because a gasoline motor is a self-contained

and independent unit, it is not necessary to make as much
preparation for putting it in operation as with other sys-

tems of mechanical haulage, and to a certain degree, they

are right, as it is not necessary to bond the rails or to

line up the trolley wires with the track, etc., but good

track conditions are essential to success with any system

of mechanical haulage.
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Thk Effect of the Gasolixe Motor ox the Mixe Air

Much has been said about their effect on the mine venti-

lation and the danger of using gasoline motors. The for-

mer difficulty is easilj^ removed. A gasoline engine will

exhaust a small quantity of gas and of this discharge

the most important impurity is carbon monoxide, as it is

a dangerous gas, and a very small percentage in the air

is injurious to the men in the mine. AVith an engine

working properly there is little monoxide formed. The
amount will vary with the quantity of gasoline consumed.

There is no satisfactory or practical way of absorbing

or neutralizing carbon monoxide. Carbon dioxide can be

ab-^orbed to a certain extent by lime or caustic-soda solu-

tions and by plain water, and the objectionable odor can

be taken out of the exhaust by running it through a lime

solution or through water, but the only satisfactory way
to make conditions safe and pleasant is to supply enough

air to dilute the exhaust until it is harmless. This is

not a difficult matter and in any mine with uptodate ven-

tilation, it is already provided to a large extent by the re-

quirements of the law. as the statutes call for a certain

amount of air for each nuui and animal in the mine, and

this volume in workings large enough to use a motor will

so thoroughly dilute the gas that it will be below the

danger point and so low that it cannot be detected by

chemical analysis, biit if more air is required, it can easily

be forced throiigh the entries.

As before stated, the percentage of exha-ust gas will

vary with the gasoline consumed. Therefore, you can figure

on the amount of air necessary by taking the average gas-

oline consumption, or you can figure the maximum
amount of gasoline that can be burned in the engine used

on a motor. I normally figure on an engine of at least

double the average horsepower used, for in starting a trip

there is a heavy load and occasionally heavy grades are

encountered. But where there are grades there is a heavy

pull when traveling in one direction and practically none

when passing over the road on the return trip ; therefore,

grades do not increase the average consumption to any

large extent, but they do add to the quantity of fuel used

for a short time.

800 TO 1000 Cu.Ft. per Tox per Mix.

We have found that when the consumption of gasoline

is at its average, if there is from 800 to 1000 cu.ft. of air

per minute per ton of weight in the motor passing

through the entry where the motor is working continu-

ously, the exhaust is not noticed and is unobjectionable.

The smaller ventilating current recommended is suited

for the intake and the larger for the return airway. If

a motor only makes an occasional trip into an entry or

working place, a small air current is sufficient, just enough

to insure circulation and carry the exhaust out before the

next trip of the motor, so that the exhaust will not ac-

cumulate. If you figure on the maximum gasoline con-

sumption possible in the engine it would require about

double these amounts, but as before stated, it is almost

impossible to use the maximum under ordinary condi-

tions.

For example, on our 7-ton motor, we have an engine

capable of developing 50 hp. when running .500 r.p.m.

On a brake test, this engine would probably burn about a

pint of gasoline per horsepower per hour, that is. 50 pints

or 61/4 g^al- per hour. At this rate, this engine would

burn 50 gal. of gasoline in an 8-hr. day, while the facts

of the case are that the average gasoline consumption of

this motor will run from 15 to 18 gal., showing that the

average horsepower developed is from 15 to 18 hp.

The large engines, however, are more economical than
smaller engines as they permit the work to be done on high
gear and at slow engine speeds. You have all seen, no
doubt, the same results in your automobiles. If you are

running on direct drive, your gasoline consumption is low
but if you get in mud and have to shift into second or

third gear, your engine is running fast and the gasoline

consumption increases.

Why Estimates Should Xot Be Based ox Full
Power

I mention this point of gasoline consumption as there

is a tendency to figure on what gas might be thrown off

if the full power of the engine was used all the time
rather than on the actual amount. It would hardly be
possible to use the full power of the engine all the time,

for if grades, etc., required it in one direction, there would
be little or no power required in the opposite direction.

For example, take a 4000-ft. haul with a heavT grade
against the load all the way. To come up this inclination

under normal speed would require say, 10 to 12 min.
under three-fourths full power. To switch, hook onto
empties, etc., would take 1 to 2 min.; to come back with
the empties, 10 min.; to switch and couple to loads, 1

to 2 min. Therefore, we would have, say a total of 22
to 26 min., with 12 min. under, say % full load. 3 to 4
min. under little or no load and 10 min. on return trip

under Vi load, so that even under such conditions the

average would be less than Vo load.

Experiexce Xeeded for Locomotive Operatiox

There has been a tendency to consider gasoline motors
unreliable. This has been to a certain extent true in the
past, but with the present development, there is little ex-

cuse for not getting as good and consistent results with
gasoline motors as with any other system. However, a
gasoline motor will not run itself nor can it be put into
the hands of an inexperienced man and be run indefinite-

1)^ without care or attention.

Gasoline-driven machines have received a great deal
of unjust criticism and blame due to the fact that they
can be placed in the hands of an inexperienced man after

a few hours' instruction and he can operate them. We
see automobiles, auto-trucks, etc., not to mention gasoline
mine motors, operated by men who know but little about
the mechanical construction of these machines or their

requirements. They know how to charge them with gaso-
line, how to oil them and how to turn the crank to start

them, but nothing further. This is all right if there is

someone back of them to examine the locomotives occa-
sionally and to see that they are kept in oi'der. But verv'

often, especially with mine motors, because they are self-

contained and independent, such a man is left to run and
care for the machine and while often he is willing and
anxious enough to give satisfaction, yet due to his lack
of experience he is unable to do himself or the machine
justice.

If an electric plant is installed, it requires an engineer,
an electrician and a wireman, all in addition to the mo-
torman. A compressed-air plant needs an engineer and a
pipeman, as well as a compressed-air locomotive engineer.

Hence why should not provision be made for the in-
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speition and lare of gasoline motors bv someono The Storage of Anthracite Coal
other tliau the motonnaii ? Inspection is not rcquireil i-vcry

day but the old adage, "a stitch in time savi's

nine," applies to gasoline motors. Tliev will ])rob-

ably run for months demanding little or no attention

otiier than to put in gasoline, oil and water and tighten

up !i bolt or nut occasionally, but they will sooner or later

re«|uire attention. The same is true of a boiler, engine,

generator, compressor or any other machine performing a

large amount of work, such as a gasoline locomotive docs,

but the conditions under which the latter works are more

adverse. Where systematic care and attention are given,

gasoline haulage is just as reliable as any other system.

SaFKTY KHOM EXI'LOSION

Mauv operators fear to use gasoline in mines. This

fear is Veil founrled unless jiroper ])recauiions are taken.

We have so designed our motors that the tanks cannot be

filled when on the locomotive, yet can i)e sealed or closed

when off the motor. Handles are provided for carrying

the tanks and the weight of a tank, is such that one man

can carry it. Four tanks are furnished, two to be car-

ried on the machine and two to be sent outside the mine.

Either tank can be used separately for running the en-

gine, so that the operator can use ui> one tank, switch over

to the other, send the emjjty tank up and have a full

one come do\ni, which he could pick up on the next trip,

and always have a reserve tank on the machine and two

reserve tanks on the surface. These tanks should be filled

at an oil station away from the shaft or tipple, so that

the gasoline is handled around the tipple and below

ground in sealed tanks exclusively.

They are so placed on the motor that they are protected

on alT sides by heavy iron covers. By this system, dan-

ger is eliminated. Between each tank and the engine are

two shut-off valves so that in case of an accident, the

ga-soline can be shut off at two different points for each

tank. This system has worked out very satisfactorily,

and although there are over three hundred of our motors

in- use, we have not had any trouble from this source.

Igxitiox of Gas or ('oal Dust

So far as igniting gas or coal dust, I think there is no

(|uestion but what gasoline motors are much safer than

electric motors as the exhaust from a gasoline motor

passes through a large muffler or cooling box and is finally

discharged near the ground while the electric motor is apt

to give off sparks or electric flames either at the track

or at the trolley wire near the roof where gas would ac-

cumulate.

Gasoline motors have only been used in mines in a

practical way during the last four years. Great improve-

ments have been made and more will naturally follow,

but today, with equal conditions and care, the gasoline

motor will undoubtedly give as cheap, if not cheaper re-

sults with less cost of installation than any other system

and is the most flexible haulage which can be installed, a.s

all that is required in making extensions is to put the

track in shape. When not in use the gasoline motor can

be put on one side in a dry motor stall and will not re-

quire care or feed and when ready to start it is not neces-

sary to see that boiler, engine, trolley wires, rail bonds,

pipe lines, etc.. are also ready. The gasoline motor has

taken its place in mine haulage and as it is better under-

stood it will b<; more appreciated.

The storage of anthracite coal is a subject of which

liie public knows little and indeed on whicii accurate

information is not easily obtainable. The fact that stor-

age is a source of considerable ex])ense to the operating

companies is also a matter of which most persons are en-

tirely ignorant. An authority on the subject estimates

the amount that may be in storage at one time at about

10 per cent, of a year's marketable production, or say

7,000,000 tons, at tidewater and interior points. At the

present time coal in stcn-age is about at the maximum.
One coal company has storage facilities with a capacity

of 2,000,000 tons. At one of its i)lants provision is made

for 480,000 tons, at another for 3S:?.000 tons. More than

125,000 tons can be stored at a covered ])lant in South

Chicago. The Schuylkill Haven yard of the Philadelphia

& Reading Coal & Iron Co., has" a capacity of 1,000,000

tons, and that at Abrams a capacity of 600.000 tons. This

stored coal must be hoisted, when needed, out of the

ilahanoy Valley over Broad Mountain. The pair of hoist-

ing engines installed for this purpose could hoist three

••battleships" and will develop 5000 hp. while doing it.

The expense in storage involves not only the cost of

handling the coal several times, but the loss that results

from breakage, which is the chief care of the employees

in charge of this branch of the anthracite-coal business.

There is also a considerable investment in hoisting ma-

chinery. In addition, the huge conical piles of coal are

subject to freezing, and when they get in that condition

the only way the coal can be handled is to break it up by

pick and shovel gangs, which is not only expensive work,

ijut damages a good deal of coal.

—

Philadelphia News
Bureau.

Copying Old Blueprints

A writer in flic American Machinist has the following

to say regarding a method for rehaliilitating old blue-

jirints:

There is often trouble, in drawing offices, in having some
"Id blueprint record creased and hardly decipherable. To
work from it is not advisable for it might become torn and
made even more indistinct than it is at present. The drafts-

man cannot trace it because the lines are too indistinct to

look at through the tracing cloth and redrawing It would be

a rather costly item.

I had an instance of this recently where an individual

brought me an ancient blueprint, the only record, and desired

me to duplicate it. After a little experimenting with an-

other blueprint, I found that if the white lines on the print

were inked over, a very presentable blueprint could be ob-

tained from exposing this as one would a tracing. So I

went ahead and inked over the white lines on the old blue-

print with india ink. This, as you can imagine, was very

much easier than tracing it. When this was finished, I

placed the print in the printing frame and obtained several

blueprints from it as if from a tracing.

Erratum
In Fig. 5, on p. 851, of our Dec. 6 issue, to the left

of the figure, the words occur: "A grounded armature

is found, lamps out." This should road: "A grounded

armature is found, lamps light."

JJ

A fireboss who was going up over a roll, and who had

tested the face of a crosscut with his safety lamp, called down
to the workmen waiting below with naked lights: "There's a

bit of gas here, sp don't youse all come up: only one of youse
come up here with a light."
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EDITORIALS

The Source of Public Scientific

Conceptions

In the earlier days of the rescue apparatus, the ques-

tion was often raised whether breathing pure oxygen was

not dangerous to life. The prevalence of this idea in of-

ficial and other quarters led Prof. Gustav Gartner, as he

tells us in the "Draeger Hefte," to investigate its au-

thority.

Extensive search in scientific textbooks failed to elicit

such an opinion, barring the fact that oxygen was shown

to be dangerous if it exceeded the pressure of two at-

mospheres. At least Prof. Gartner heard the same opin-

ion advanced by his young nephew and demanded the

source of his information. "I have read it in a romance

of Jules Verne," answered the boy. "Twenty Thousand

Leagues under the Sea" was the lad's authority, and also,

as investigation showed, this same book had created in

him many other notions.

Verne represents that oxygen breathing intensifies, but

shortens life like the burning of a candle. It is the same

scientific treatise which, if distant recollections may be

trusted, represents that a submarine boat can be run on

current generated in Bunsen batteries. Few, doubtless,

of the many who have read this and other works by the

same writer have ever doubted the accuracy of the infor-

mation contained therein. Many popular ideas have or-

iginated in just such an unreliable manner.

A Discrepancy in Coke Statistics

For a great many years the statistics of Connellsville

coke, compiled weekly by the CoimelhviUe Courier, have

been accepted in the coke and iron trades as worthy of

serious consideration. Reflecting on Disraeli's remarks

regarding the three kinds of inveracity, of which statis-

tics is one, we are disposed to apply such checks as may

appear likely to disclose possible irregularities.

The Courier presents weekly two sets of figures, one

of coke production in the Connellsville and lower Con-

nellsville regions, and the other of shipments from those

regions. Normally the divergences between the two are

slight, as certainly they should be, for it is quite unusual

to^'stock coke at "the ovens. The extra handling is ex-

pensive and damages the coke to such an extent that

biiyers usually object to receiving stock coke except in

emergencies. As a rule, too, it is unecessary, for the pro-

duction of an oven can be regulated to a certain extent

by varying the number of charges in the week.
"

Observing a tendency in the past few months for the re-

ported shipments to outrun the production, we took pains

to add up the respective figures as reported since July 1

to date, in the 24 weekly reports, and find that the ship-

ments exceed the production by more than 65 thousand

tons. Assuming that the statistics are precisely accurate,

and that the region is entirely bare of stocks now, it is

apparent that there must have been some 65.000 tons

in stock on Julv 1. At that very time, however, it was

claimed that the operators were being careful not to ac-

cumulate stocks, but rather to restrict production to the

absolute limit of demand.

"What It Is—What It Does

The words above are quoted from a caption in the re-

ply of the United Mine Workers of America to the state-

ment of the coal operators of Colorado. We shall not

copy here all the good works accredited to union activity

but note only two of those presented. The circular states

that : "The union has made life safer in the mines so

that the death rate in unorganized workings is three

times greater than in those where the union is recognized.

It has been the greatest power in the country in prevent-

ing strikes in the coal mines. Wyoming, for instance, has

had no strike since it became organized. The coal min-

ers and operators deal with each other in peace and har-

mony."

We have always been advocates of the right of the

miner to form a union and have never been blind to the

advantages which might accrue to operators, miners and

the public from such an organization, and we are glad

to see that the union is boasting that such results have

been already accomplished. The statement quoted shows

that the leaders in that movement believe that the union

should secure safety and promote industrial peace.

Of course, the organization shoidd do even more, it

should guarantee excellence of work and eificiency and it

should lead in promoting domestic comfort and high

ideals of citizenship among its members. But after read-

ing the quotation above, we cannot refrain from congratu-

lating the union or having a clear comprehension of a

part, if only a part, of its diaty to the men, the operators

and the nation.

But we can only write these words of commendation by

being utterly blind to the wilfulness with which the

United Mine Workers of America have misrepresented the

real facts while they rightly define their proper mission

which they have left unfulfilled.

There are so many states in which the union is weak

in some parts and strong in others that a comparison

based on an estimate of states as a whole would give un-

reliable results and it would besides overlook the inherent

dangers of mining in various localities, thus defeating

any attempt to draw a correct inference from statistics.

But we are certainly safe when we make the declaration

that the United Mine Workers of America have opposed

themselves to the safe conduct of mines. The organization

has, it is true, aided in passing laws involving expense

and trouble to the operator, but on the other hand it has

repeatedly sought legislation which permitted the shoot-

ing of coal from the solid and only in nonunion states are

convictions obtained against miners for violation of the

laws of safety. Its strong opposition to all attempts to

discharge violators of safety rules has led to repeated

accidents. In fact, the union, like other e.r-parte bodies,

works for the reform of the other fellow and labors eqtial-
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. h;iril to maintain s^uoh evils as make it popular with

its supporters. It has been equally active in the seek-

in-r and the nullifying of legislation ; so perhaps its vir-

tues and failings on the whole wunter-balance.

As for promoting industrial jx-are. it has never done

this. Its existeiuc involves a strike or a suspension every

year or so when the schedules are rearranged. We con-

sider it, therefore, rather a guarajitee of industrial war

than as a pledge of peace. But if it would only keep its

agreements in between these periods of rearrangement,

it might claim to prevent some minor labor troubles but

unfortunately it.< contracts are not kept. The Anthracite

Conciliation Board, after noting some two or three hun-.

drcd strikes in the anthracite region mado by union men
to obtain jirivileges which their contract did not give

them, instructed one operator to discharge three of his

labor leaders. The operators of central Pennsylvania

in a meeting called at Philadelphia for that special pur-

pose, have served notice on the miners that they will with-

draw their recognition from the union, if that bo<ly does

not ceaise its unwarranted strikes to obtain ends other

than those provided by the contract, which both parties

have signed. These two facts will show how little is to be

gained by agreements with the union as now constituted.

It is said that a standing army insures peace, but most

of the warriors of the Fnited Mine Workers of America

are only paid by that organization in times of war or dis-

agreement and when everybody is working peacefully the

occupation of the pit committee is gone. So this body

seeks an occasion for a quarrel and sedulously endeavors

to make a new contract as the operator obstinately re-

fuses to give them an excuse for trouble by breaking the

one he has signed.

But these are not essential parts of union activity. If

the organization were in other hands we believe it would

not necessarily be useless to its members, the operators

and the public. Some changes could be made which would

insure a greater degree of peace. The meddlesome ]iit

committee which is an unutterable nuisance should be

abolished. It is paid only when it gives trouble and. if

at all venal, it can arrange to annoy the operator all

the time. Under stricter supervision by the paid officers,

the local committee could be made at least cognizant of its

duty even if the policy of the union did not permit of

its entire suppression. There should be no countenance

given by the union to strikes other than those which are

declared for the purpose of enforcing agreements, and

suspension from the union should follow all unauthorized

striking. As the operators but rarely seek to evade their

contracts, there would be almost no occasion for strikes or

suspensions.

The union should show itself as much interested in aiding

all good movements as that local union at Gillespie, the

good deeds of which will be found set forth in our socio-

logical department of this week. A few years ago the

business man did not regard safety provisions as incum-

bent on him. He thought that his duty was done when

he avoided using dangerous devices and kept his ma-

chinery in condition. Today he lays his plans for safety

with consummate care. The union, however, is just as

callous today as the operator was in years gone by. A few

years ago the propaganda of safety was regarded as none

of the busine.ss of the industry. It is now thought to be

none of the business of the union, but we venture to think

it will eventually be regarded as a leading obligation.

Kven the organization cannot safely o]>i)o.<e itself ju-r-

nninently to the spirit of the age and to the needs of its

members. The fact that it loudly prcx'laims that it is

moving in that direction gives us hope that we shall in

time be able to see evidence of its ])rogrcss.

The Mine Foreman Ortit'icate

Complaints reach us, from time to time to the etiect

that many mine foremen holding positions of responsi-

bility with certain coal companies have failed to (•onii)ly

with the reiiuirements of the state mining law, in regard

to the certification of mine foremen. In some cases, it

is claimed that the man holding such a position does not

even possess the certificate re(|uired by law; but, more
frequently, the claim is made that the certificate was se-

cured through improper means. Occasionally it is stated

that the man holding the certificate has not taken out his

naturalization pai)crs and is not, therefore, a citizen of

this country or eligible to the ]iosition of mine foreman.

There is nothing more discouraging to the man wlio

is the honest pos.sessor of a certificate entitling him
to hold a position as mine foreman, than to know that

present incumbents of the office he desires have no certi-

ficates, or have obtained their certificates through dishon-

est means and are not legally entitled to the same.

We know that, in many cases, state mining boards
have attempted a more or less thorough investigation to

ascertain, if possible, what certificates are wrongfully

held. We have known of cases, in the pa.st, where the

mine inspector has notified the coal comjiany that a mine
foreman in their employ must secure his certificate by a

certain date or give up his place. In some few cases, a

mine foreman of long experience and acquaintance with

the mine of which he has charge has been permitted to

continue to serve in that capacity for a stated time, which
would enable him to prepare himself to pass an examina-
tion and secure a certificate as required by law.

In some states, the mining law provides for what is

termed a "service certificate," w'hich makes it legal for a

man to continue to serve the same company, in the same
capacity, as long as his service is satisfactory. The ser-

vice certificate was provided to avoid the possibility of

a law requiring certification, proving a hardship and an

unjust burden on the man who had served successfully

for a number of years in his present position. The time
has largely passed now, in most states requiring the cer-

tification of mine foreman, when such a law will work a

burden on men holding that position. The fact is gen-

erally recognized that it is not only desirable, but abso-

lutely essential that all mine foremen .should be men
possessing not only practical experience, but theoretical

knowledge of the principles of mining.
Coal Age would not assume to impugn the honesty of

any member of an examining board : but there is un-

questionably grave doubt as to the thoroughness of many
examinations to determine the competency of candidates

for the position of mine foreman. Mine examining boards

are strongly urged to consider the growing need of a

fuller knowledge of theory and principles in mining, on
the part of candidates, for all positions of trust and re-

sponsibility. Let everything possible be done to raise the'

.standard and increase the efficiency in this department of

the work. In this way only will the certificate of com-
petency continue to be of value.
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Pneumatic Plant for Transporting

Coal
The pneumatic trausportation system employs directly

exhausted power or compressed air (or both successively)

to convey the material in tightly closed tubes; it has been

used for about 15 years,* for moving valuable raw mate-

rials, such as grain, malt and chemicals. In spite of its

three- or four-fold power consumption, it had the advan-

tage of saving losses in dust of the product.

The pneumatic transportation of low-grade materials,

such as sand, coal slag, ash and refuse, has recently begun

to assume economic importance. The process has been

considerably improved and coal iip to n\it size is now han-

dled; and especially the dangerous coal dust may be con-

veyed safely and without economic disadvantage.

The plant here described transports nut coal to the

boiler house with entire satisfaction. It was built by

Sketch Showing (Jexekal Aiiit.\NGEMENT

Simon, Buhler & Bauniann, Frankfort on the Main, for

their own use.

As .shown by the illustration, the coal shed A is at

some distance from the boiler house B. The transpor-

tation of the nut coal in hand trucks or barrows across

the shipping track was inconvenient, owing chiefly to

blockage of the way by freight cars. The pneumatic sys-

tem avoids this dilflculty. A pipe C was run from the

coal shed over the railroad track, and storage building

directly to the place of use. Above the boiler house is the

vacuum receiver D with discharging device E and an elec-

trically driven air pump F, so that the coal is brought

directly into the hopper G in front of the automatic

stoker. By means of the motor starter, the fireman in

the boiler house can start or stop the transportation.

Since the coal is bulky, the suction mouthpiece // in

the shed cannot automatically suck it up as in the case of

grain and other granular material, but a special arrange-

ment must be employed which enables a completely auto-

matic service. In the transportation tube the coal moves

with considerable velocity, and when passing curves, rubs

on the tube walls. Curves are, therefore, to be avoided so

far as possible, and where indispensable they should be

gentle ones. At the entry into the vacuum receiver care

should be taken that coal drops upon coal, since otherwise

it breaks up into dust and becomes unsuitable for grate

•Much longer in the United States.

Note—Translated from an article in "Gluckauf," by Prof.
M. Buhle, of Dresden, Germany.

tiring. Discharge tube and chute must be as short as

possible.

The coal collecting in the vacuum receiver D sinks

through a steep funnel bottom to the discharging device

E, which cuts it off from the vacuum. It consists of

a cell wheel turning at about 10 r.p.m., and emptying the

coal in small quantities. The coal dust forming in the

receiver is caught on screens and by shaking with a hand
lever the coal is resized.

For large plants a wet filter is recommended, that is,

a reservoir filled with water to a certain height. The air

containing coal dust is sucked through and thus cleaned.

The slime thus produced is drawn off into certain cham-
bers, dried and briquetted.

The furnace can also be fed automatically by a chip

or sawdust-conveying plant / of about the same power.

The movement of the air is produced in the plant de-

scribed by a rotary blower F. belted to a 6-hp. electric

motor. The quantity of coal conveyed is about 61/^ cu.yd.

per hour. The force of the air current, even at a speed

of 65 to 100 ft. per sec, is so great that chains and elec-

tric-lighting fixtures from grain ships are sucked up. Ve-

locities up to 150 and 200 ft. per sec. have been reached

in pneumatic transportation ]ilants.

Recent Legal Decisions
By .\. L. H. STREET*

Miner's Lunch Place as Place of Employment—A coal miner
while eating lunch in the mine "within 4 ft. of his place of
work was acting within the scope of his employment, so as to

charge his employer with liability for injuries resulting from
a fall of rock from the roof. (Indiana Appellate Court, Domes-
tic Block Coal Co. vs. Holden, 103 Noi-theastern Reporter, 73.)

Nondeleg:able Character of Employer's Duty—An employer
cannot avoid responsibility for injury to a worker, arising
from failure to provide a reasonably safe place of work, by
delegating performance of such duty to some particular em-
ployee. (Oklahoma Supreme Court, Great Western Coal &
Coke Co. vs. Malone. 136 Pacific Reporter. 103.)

Scope of Coal Mlnins Co.*s Po^vers—Charter power given
a corporation to engage in mining, coking and selling coke
and coal impliedly includes authority to own and hold such
real estate as is reasonably necessary in conducting its gen-
eral business. The company is. therefore, empowered to own
and hold the surface of land in order to mine coal under-
neath, and may utilize the surface for agricultural purposes,
as an incident of ownership, subject to the right of the state
to compel the corporation to dispose of any land not held or

i.sed for corporate purposes. One who has wrongfully in-

jured the land by overflowing it cannot assert that ownership
of the property was beyond the power of the company, for the
purpose of avoiding liability for the damage done. (Illinois

Supreme Court, La Salle County Carbon Coal Co. vs. Sanitary
District of Chicago, 103 Northeastern Reporter, 175.)

Operation of Illinois Mines Act.—The Illinois mines and
miners act requires coal operators to maintain competent
shaftsmen at the bottom of each shaft to preserve order and
to enforce regulations governing the carriage of men on cages
and to keep the shaft lighted. Held, that in a suit by a miner
for personal injury, based on his employer's violation of this

statute, it is no defense that the miner was guilty of negli-

gence contributing to the accident, or that negligence of a
third person concurred to produce the injury, but it must ap-
pear that the employer's violation of the law was a direct

cause of the accident. A miner does not become a trespasser,

so as to lose the benefit of the statute, by entering a shaft
before he is required to do so in the performance of his

duties, if he enters at a time when a shaftsman should be on
duty. Since the purpose of the law is to protect all coal min-
ers, the operator owes the same duty to a miner employed on
a night shift, who does not go to work until after the day
shift has left and the coal has been hoisted, as is owed to

day workers. (Illinois Supreme Court, Brunnworth vs. Ker-
ens-Donnewald Coal Co.. 103 Northeastern Reporter, 178.)

*Attorney-at-law, St. Paul, Minn.
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SOCIOLOGICAL DEPARTMENT

An Illinois First-Aid Meet
iiVSUl'SlS—.1 rrsrilt' meet in irhirli Ihc labor union

;oi/i.v irith a coal coniiian;/ in offering jirizcs and direct-

ing I lie erenlx.

The Superior Coal Co., of Gillespie, 111., lias three of

the largest eoal mines in the .<tate. The Xo. 3 mine

has a roeord of 474S tons hoisted in an 8-hr. shift and

the 3 mines often produce Vi^m) tons in one day.

The Superior mines are otKiered wholly hy progrcssivo

young men and are with the leaders in any work which

will make eoal mining safer and more eflieient. From tli.

ii.'L'iiininir of the safetv movement they have been warm

(I'hampioii ^o. 1 ) of tiie Superior Coal Co., wiiiih won

the troi)liy presonli'd h\ ilial iori)oration at liu' State

Fair, on Oct. 10. \U\:>. It consists of miners from mines

Xos. 1 and -'. All tlic niciiduTs liold Kcd Cross certifi-

cates. Tlic (aplaiil is .1. Weil', iiis >iilio|-(iiii;itcs being .1.

Struthers, C. Miller. .1. Coiidcn ami W. Wood.

The re.scuc lejiin wms lie.-uleil liy .lulm K. Fraser. as-

sistant mine manager al No. •.' mine who was a captain

of one of the rescue teams al llic Clicny ilisa>lcr. The

other members were W. Lyon.s, a.ssistant iiiiiie manager

at Xo. 1 mine, .1. .McMillen, assistant mine manager at

Xo. :!, 1). D. Wilcu.K, assistant chief engineer, ami .\. \V.

Carroll, mining engineer at Xo. 'i.

WlNM'liS OF SOPERIOR COAL Co.'s

Loving Cup

advocates and supporters oT the mine-rescue and first-

aid development.

A room has been fitted at the general offices, with

Draeger and Fluess rescue helmets and first-aid and

mine-rescue equipment. A pulmotor with charged oxy-

gen cylinder is always ready for use in the mines or in

the town. Last fall the first of a series of annual field

days was held in Gillespie and the Superior Coal Co.

presented a beautiful trophy as first prize.

The company is a subsidiary of the Chicago & Xorth-

wcstern Ry. Co., its mines being located on the Southern

Illinois division of that road which has just been com-

pleted. On X'ov. IS, 1913, President W. A. Gardner, of

that railway, who is also president of the Superior Coal

Co., made an inspection of the new division and, as he

had always been interested in the first-aid movement, it

was decided to demonstrate to him and the directors what

progress had been made, and an exhibition wa; given

despite the fact that the annual meet was approaching,

being scheduled for Dec. 9.

The Mixe-Rescce Exhibition'

The exhibition was furnished by the first-aid tram

Fn:sT-Ain Tkam. Sai.ink Coal Co..

I1aii!;[skui:g. III.

Tb.' drawing shows the Iran.sformation whereby the

carpenter shop at X'o. .3 mine was made to look like a

i-oom off an entry. It was assumed that an explosion had

taken place in the mine. As soon as it occurreil. .lie

rescue squad was called to the office and was met by A>

sistant Superintendent Shanahan, who as mine manage-

told the squad what had happened. On arriving at the

mine, they were told that checks 301 and 302 were still

on the board and that Jones and Smith were, therefori',

still below. The helmets were examined and put on im-

mediately and the squad in charge of John Fraser, \hr

captain, started into the mine.

The men carried AVolf and electric safety lamps and

made tests 'for gas as they proceeded. The rcjom was

filled with smoke (sulphur and formaldehyde being used

to produce the required effect) and a man, a dummy, was

found at the point marked on the drawing. The dummy
was carried out and on reaching the surface, the first-

aid men received the body and substituting a live person

performed resuscitatory work on him with the pulmotoi-

with the help of J. Boston, safety inspector.

The rescue teams then reentered the mine in search

of Smith and found his cap and lamp near a fall of slate.
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The Gillespie Pipeiis, Composed of ^Iixei;s Woi:ki,\o

IX the SuPEiiioE Coal Co/s Mines

A messenger was sent out to get the first-aid men and

ventilation being reestablished they entered the room and

removed the patient on a stretcher, the rescue men mean-

while having lifted the slate fall from his prostrate body.

The victim was treated for the following injuries: a

scalp wound, lacerated left shoulder, compound frac-

ture of the right forearm, fractured right leg and shock

sufficient to render him imconscious.

The First-Aid Contest

A first-aid contest v.as held on Dec. 9, in the Colonial

theater in Gillespie, and four towns were represented in

the competition, namely, Cuba, Breeze, Harrisburg and

Gillespie. The contests opened at 9 a.m. with music on

the main street bv the local band. D. D. Wilcox, assist-

Eescue Gallery at Xo. 3 Mine, Superior Coal Co.

ant mining engineer of the Superior Coal Co., acted as

chairman and called the convention to order.

John Boss, superintendent of the Superior Coal Co.,

addressed the meeting and expressed his regrets that

General Superintendent .John P. Eeese could not be pres-

ent as he had been obliged to go to Iowa to attend an im-

portant meeting of the operators of that state held to

consider the new contract with the miners to be made
Apr. 1, 1914.

All Local Authorities Eepresented

The Methodist preacher, Eev. Spragg, Frank Hoehn,

the superintendent of the Gillespie schools, James Tay-

lor, the state mine inspector and Thomas Downie. presi-

dent of local No. 730, were the speakers. The reader

UTTHOUT AN UXYUEX CYLIXUEK

will do well to examine this list of speech-makers because

only by combining all the forces mentioned can a success-

ful campaign for* safety be commenced. Mr. Downie ex-

plained that the local of which he was president ap-

preciated the znovement and had donated money to its

support.

The Superior Coal Co. has always realized that success

in first-aid work depends on the interest that the employ-

ees take in their^eSorts and the oiScials understand that

the utmost they can do is to encourage and assist, for the

real execution lies with the miner himself.

The judges in the contest were A. F. Knoefel, surgeon

for the Tandalia Coal Co. and first vice-president of

the American Mine Safety Association, Dr. George A.

Clotfelter, of Hillsboro, and Dr. Hopkins, of Chicago,

chief surgeon of the Chicago & Northwestern Ey.

The Events

The first problem in the first-aid contest was a one^

man event in which. 6 men competed.

Two men are entering a mine on an electric locoraotive.

The trolley wire is down and Ijnocks the trip rider from the

motor. The accident happens at a dip where the water has
been allowed to accumulate. The trip rider falls under the

motor sustaining a fractured thigh and a cut in the groin. The
wire when it fell on him gave him a severe shocli.

Fullerton Fulton, of Gillespie, received first prize,

Bert Peeck, of Harrisburg, second, and Thomas Trigg,

of Cuba, third.

In the afternoon, the Gillespie Pipe Band gave a selec-

tion after which nine teams

competed in the following

two-man event

:

Two men cutting coal in a

room fail to set a prop close

to the face. One who is shov-

iling slack is caught by a fall

of slate and coal. The drive

comes by and the uninjure'

man calls on him for assist-

ance. The nature of the in-

jury sustained is a compound
fracture of both bones of the

left leg just above the ankle,

calf badly lacerated, severe

lemorrhage. right ear also

badly lacerated and an incised

wound on left temple.

•James . Struthers and

James Weir, of Gillespie,

won first prize and Charles

Miller and John Cowden of

same place took second.

Oscar Caktlidge and
Thomas English
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The next contest was a full-team event.

There has been an explosion In u mine and a driver has

been Injured In the followlne manner: Fracture of left arm

and elbow, fracture on right side of chest, including seventh,

eighth and ninth ribs, fracture of pelvis at middle line in

front. Patient unconscious. Adopt the proper treatment and

carry the patient 20 ft. an a stretcher.

There were five teams competing. The Cuba team

took first prize, (Jillospie team No. 2 second prize and

Breeze No. 4 third prize.

The Aw.MiDs

The following prizes were awarded for the team eon-

test :

Flmt Prime—Superior Coal Co.'s trophy for one year with

names of contestants engraved. $25 cash donated by Local

Union No. 730, U. M. W. of A. An American Mine Safety

medal. Red Cross medal and a book entitled "Questions and

Answers" were given to each participant, the latter being

presented by James Taylor, state mine inspector.

Second Pri«e—J15 cash. A solid gold medal was presented

by the Superior Coal Co., and a book on "Questions and -An-

swers" was donated by James Taylor to each participant.

Third 1»H««—$10 cash. Solid silver medal presented to each

participant by Superior Coal Co.

The prizes for the one-man event were as follows:

Flmt l»ri»e—Trophy awarded by the Superior Coal Co.

$10 cash awarded by Local Union 730. U. M. W. of A. .\merl-

can Red Cross medal and American Safety Association medal.

Second Prime—$5 cash and a solid gold medal presented

by the Superior Coal Co.

Third PrUe—$3 cash and a solid silver medal presented

by the Superior Coal Co.

The prizes for the two-mau event were

:

First Prlie—One 17-jeweI V\"altham gold watch presented

by the Superior Coal Co.'s officials to each participant.

Second Prlue—One solid gold ring to each participant, given

by the officials of the Superior Coal Co.

Among the visitors were Oscar Cartlldge, manager of the

state rescue stations: Dave Reese, Superintendent of No. 1

mine of the Peabody Coal Co., of Kinkead, lU.; Harm Young,

district superintendent of Peabody mines, Taylorville, 111.;

Thomas English, superintendent of rescue station, Spring-

field, 111., and R. Y. Williams, engineer in rescue department.

Bureau of Mines.

The meeting was \inder the auspices of Local 7-30 of

the United Mine Workers' Union, the American Mine

Safety A.ssociatiou and the Superior Coal Company.

Electric Installations in Gaseous

Mines

By Dr. Alfred Guadenwitz*

Electricity can be used in fiery mines with complete

success, provided the mine owner works hand-in-hand

with the electrical engineer.

Two fundamental systems have been followed in this

connection; the one is based on the principle of install-

ing the electric motor and apparatus at such points in

a fierv mine as are free from firedamp, while the other

consists of developing motors and apparatus of explosion-

proof design, which can be safely employed where there

is real danger. Mine owners generally have been in favor

of the former sy.stem, and, as far as the practice in

Europe is concerned, an Austrian plant can be mentioned

a? a striking instance, namely, the large pumping motors

installed in the fiery mines of the Karwin district, where

the pump chamber, and not the motor, is protected

against the entrance of firedamp. Here it was believed

that the explosion-proof enclosure of large motors, such

as are necessary for driving central pumping plants, was

•Berlin, Germany.

practically impossible, or, at all events inadvisable at the

present state of electrical engineering.

The pump cliamiicr, in this case, was made air

tight at the water hole while the connection with the

crosscut is provided with three iron doors, the two outer

ones opening in one direction, while the inner one opens

in the opposite direction.

In addition to electrically driven pumping plants, trac-

tion by electric locomotive is also gaining considerably

in importance year by year. Two types of locomotives

may he used in this coniiection, one a type for parts

free from firedamp, and the other a type for those sec-

tions where there is danger. In the first case, locomotives

with bare contact wires have been used successfully, while

for the ,second, ex])losion-proof accumulator locomotives

have found favor.

Of the electrically driven machinery in the mines, tlie

hoisting winches are of special importance, as they are

generally situated at the highest point in the workings

and therefore in greater danger from the collection of

firedamp than other machinery. The hoisting engines

have therefore been placed in a current of fresh air.

Experiments made in the Gelsenkirchen-Bismark Ex-

perimental Station, with a view to the development of

explosion-proof motors and apparatus have shown three

forms of construction to be possible : First, total inclos-

ure; second, laminated-plate safety-protection; third, oil

protection.

The totally inclosed form assumes an explosion-proof

construction from the outset and calls for such a casing

of motors and apparatus as to be able to withstand the

pressure of explosion in the event of any firedamp ignit-

ing in its interior.

In the laminated-plate safety-protection, the familiar

principle of a Davy lamp is followed, ignition being pre-

vented by a wire gauze which causes the gases to give

up their heat as they pass through. The characteristic

element of such apparatus takes the form of the packing

of laminated plates fixed to the end openings of electric

motors or the covers of the inclosed apparatus.

Oil protection is the third form of explosion-proof con-

struction and is employed for motors, as a rule, solely

for the protection of the slip ring. Its use enables an

extremely convenient form of controlling switch and

other apparatus to be adopted. Here the protection

against explosion is secured by allowing the opening and

closing of any live contacts to take place under oil.

Experiments made by Beyling on motors and appar.^tus

in fiery mines have shown the necessity of testing the

operation of the safety devices. The plate protection must

be most carefully manufactured, its effectiveness being

completely destroyed by a single fault and the same

is true of the totally inclosed type, as danger exists where

there are any flaws in the casing.

The testing floor erected by the Allgemeine

Elektrizitiits Gesellschaft, of Berlin, for testing motors

and apparatus to be used in firedamp mines consists

of a cement chamber sunk below the level of the ground,

which can be subdivided into a number of small compart-

ments and is closed at the top by a paper cover which is

torn when the explosion passes from the motor into the

chamber. The compartment can be filled with an explos-

ive mixture containing approximately 15 per cent of il-

luminating gas which, being agitated by an air pump, in-

sures an explosive mixture in apparatus and chamber.
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Education and Training of Mining
Men

Letter No. 6—It has been suggested by a recent writer,

in tiiese columns, that hoys should be taken into the

mines at an early age in order that they may learn the

[H-actical side of mining. While I have the greatest re-

spect for the practical man and honor the man who has

risen from the bottom to a position of responsibility, I

nevertheless feel that experience should not be gained at

the expense of something mora valuable; and, on this ac-

count, I want to point out a few objections to the course

suggested by Mr. Smith, Coal Age, Nov. 15, p. 743.

First, it must be admitted by all that the moral atmos-

phere of the mine or that of the average industry is not

conducive to the good habits and training of young men.

The boy put to work at an early age in the mine is

thrown into contact with men of all classes and nation-

alities. While learning how to put up a brattice, drive a

mule and many other things of a practical nature, he

picks up at the same time much perverted information on

matters that should be taught him only by his parents or

teachers. In addition to this, he gets first-hand infor-

mation on drinking and gambling, by being forced to lis-

ten to the discussion of these subjects by devotees. Whilo

there are many men who neither drink nor gamble, and

others who will refrain from discussing such subjects or

repeating immoral stories when a boy is present, their in-

fluence, which is largely negative, is more than offset by

the conduct of other men who are indifferent to the wel-

fare of the boys and who take a certain delight in instill-

ing evil into the youthful mind.

The man who is down and out presents a certain pic-

turesqueness that appeals to the boyish mind. One such

man will often e.xert a greater influence than a half-dozen

men of correct habits. It frequently happens that the

boy who has had the advantage of a good home most read-

ily succumbs to these evil influences because of their novel-

ty. If, then, the boy is to become morally strong and a

good citizen, keep him from these influences as long as

possible or, at least, until his character is formed.

Second, the boy in the mine is surrounded by bodily

dangers that he does not fully appreciate. He does not

realize the need of caution but learns to take chances.

It is convenient for a boss to send a boy on an errand or

with a message to another part of the mine, which ex-

poses him to the dangers of moving ears, contact with live

wires, falling roof in places with which he is not ac-

quainted, etc. Also, after the first few days in the mine,

the inquisitive mind of the boy leads him to investigate

the nature and possibilities of live wires, explosives, etc.,

which may and often does lead to grave results.

Third, the early practical training of the boy means a

corresponding neglect of his education or schooling. Too
much cannot be said of the value in after life of a good

education. I believe every boy should have the advan-

tage of early schooling, wherever this is possible. Early

schooling has at least two recognized features : The cul-

ture of the mind, and the application of knowledge to in-

dustry. Both are equally important. The miner with no
early schooling, when dissatisfied with conditions, finds

himself generally helpless to alter them and, under im-

proved conditions, he is often incapable of availing him-
self of the advantage they afford. His untrained mind
does not suggest to him the remedy to apply when he is

conscious that something is wrong. The fault lies in the

lack of early education, for which he or his parents are

generally to blame.

The increase of interest in night schools and corre-

spondence study at home is a silent witness to the need

that is felt by the man whose early schooling has been

neglected. In view of these facts, I would say: Educate
the boy first and let him get his practical training later.

It will make him a more intelligent and practical man
and a more efficient worker.

Fourth, to start life at the practical end commits the

boy to a class of work for which he may not be adapted

and in which, therefore, he will never succeed. It gives

him no opportunity to choose his vocation in life. He has

little chance of advancement, little satisfaction in his

work, and becomes ea.sily discouraged. His early training

does not make it easy for him to change to another call-

ing. It often happens that ill health will compel a man
to quit work in the mine; and, in that case, if he lacks

useful knowledge that would enable him to take up other

work with promise of success, he is helpless and becomes

a vagrant.

I have in mind such a case where a miner, unable to

work underground, took up the occupation of steel con-

struction and rose to a position of trust. Another alter-

native is the field of photography. But, on the other

hand, the man who went to work in the mine at an early

age, though possibly having a natural adaptation for other

work, has little chance later of success, owing to the lack

of early schooling that is necessary in all advanced call-

ings. Therefore, give the boy the best early schooling you

can and thus afford him a chance to make his own choice

of a vocation in life.

Geo. N. Lantz.

New Straitsville, Ohio.

The Certificate Law
Letter No. 7—My experience as a miner who has

worked in eight different states in this country and in

two shires of Scotland, and has served as mine foreman
in three states during the past 15 years, leads me to de-

clare in favor of a universal certificate of competency
for mine foreman. The work of mining coal and trans-

porting it to the tipple, in respect to safety and economy
of operation, requires about the same skill, care and ex-

perience on the part of the mine foreman, in whatever

state or district the mine may be located. The man who
shows the greatest fitness and capacity for the position

is generally the one who is most successful, as operators

have not much use for incompetent men.
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1 my opinion, ihe nmbiiious mine foreman who holds

a ..viiiticate iu one state and who dt-sires to make a

chnn"e, shoukl not be |jarred from holding a similar po-

sition in another state. I ciutnot see that a universal

certilicate entitling the holder to fill a position as mine

foreman in anv state will jeopardize lives or property as

thi= would depend on the eonipeteney of the ">«"• <-'"

. tile other hand, sueh a law would broaden the field of

lomiietition aiid encourage ambitious miners to qua ify

and fit themselves for positions of trust and responsibil-

ity I believe fhe law should, likewise, be extended to

cover the certificates for fireboss and hoisting engineers

so that they 6ould operate in a wider field.

Iri the practical application of this plan, I would sug-

<re.t that examining boards, when preparing the ques-

tions for examination and granting certificates of com-

petency, should treat the subject in its broadest asper^t,

so as to cover the different conditions that are liable to

occur in mining coal. The inclination or pitch of coal

seams varies from zero to 90 deg., so that the seam may

lie at any inclination from fiat to perpendicular, requir-

ing- the adoption of different methods for the extraction

of''the coal The possible presence of gas will require a

knowledge of how it may be safely removed. It is true

the laws are different in the several mining states; but

the^e are in printed form, and a man must acquaint him-

self thoroughly with the mining laws of the state in

which he desires to hold a position as mine foreman.

11. J. Pickett.

Shelburn, Ind.

Letter No. S—l have been much interested m the dis-

cussion of the question relating to a uniform mme-fore-

man certificate law. I notice that some correspondents,

iu discussing this question, hold that a mine foreman in

one state should be considered as being qualified to hold

the same position in another state; while others claim

tliat it is better for each state to conduct its own exami-

nations and not to consider the certificate issued by an

examining board in another state.

I would like to ask: Cannot this question be compro_

raised and a common ground be determmed that would

overcome the objections that have been raised .-' Our

mines at present, are mostly classified as "gaseous and

"non<'aseous" mines. We are told the attempt is being

madc^in West Virginia to classify mines as "nonhazard-

ous." "hazardous" and "extra hazardous." Is it not pos-

sible to carry out this idea of classification in respect to

the certificate law, and group the mines throughout the

coal-producing states into two or more classes? The cer-

tificates of competency for mine foremen could then be

graded to suit these different classes of mines. With suit-

ably organized and authorized examining boards, it

would not seem to be difficult to regard a mine foreman

certified as competent in one state, to be qualified for

holding the same position in another state.

It seems to me that this arrangement would remove

the difficulty to which Mr. Wilson refers. Coal Age,

'^ov. 8, p. 710, where mines located along the boundary

hetwoen two states were operated under the mining laws

.if their respective states; and a mine foreman in charge

of a mine on one side of the boundary line could not

hold the same position in an adjoining mine on the op-

posite side of that boundary, notwithstanding the condi-

tions in these two mines were precisely identical.

Although the situation, may prove, as in this case,

somewhat annoying, it must be allowed that the law is

a safeguard against inclliciency. I believe that il' the

suggestion .is' worth while, tliei-e should be some ihissi-

ficaHon of mines determined upon and some standardiza-

tion of examinations made that would enable the certified

foreman in one state to stand as qualified for holding

llio same position in the same class of mines in another

state.
(iicu. X. Lantz.

New Straitsvillc, Ohio.

Analyzing the Mine Cost Sheet

Letter No. i—Reading the article on this subject by

J. B. de Hart, Coal Age, Dec. 6, p. 842, calls to mind

how often it has occurred in my own experience, as vvell

as that of others, that 1 have tried hard to reason with a

mine superintendent how the output of coal could bo in-

creased very materially and the cost per ton reduced, by

making certain changes that were almost insignificant of

themselves. I can eiulor.se every .statement in that ar-

ticle as true.
,

At a mine of which I had charge, some time ago, the

main-haulage rope on the slope was breaking twice and

sometimes three times a day. I argued with the mine

superintendent to show him that the time .spent in splic-

ing the rope, together with the loss in output, greatly

increased the cost per ton of coal loaded and that this

would be saved by getting a new rope, which would soon

pay for itself bv" avoiding these accidents. It was often

necessary in this mine, to stay at night and pay men es-

tra time to hunt old rope and have it hauled out from the

workings, to replace sections of the main rope where it

was ready to break. It might happen, then, that things

would run smoothly the following day and nothing would

be said.
^ , . ,, .

It is easy to see that the superintendent, m this case,

was not a practical man. which is often the case where

a man is taken out of a store and placed in charge of

a mine to conduct its operation. Perhaps he has never

worked a day inside of a mine, and it is very hard to make

him understand that it is necessary' to do a .^reat many

things in order to systematize the work and reduce the

cost, in the mine.
_ , •, ,

Where haulage was done bv an electric motor, it lias

frequently happened that a bad piece of road would great-

Iv delay the work, because cars were continually gettin.?

off the track at certain points. This would tie up the road

until the cars could he again put on the ^^^^\,^ ]'l-

tle o-radino- of the roads would have overcome this rhlti-

cultv and reduced the cost by increasing the output. The

superintendent promised, time after time, to let mo

crrnde the road, after T had explained to him that this

could be done without decreasing the output. But he al-

ways seemed unwilling to have me go ahead with the

o-radin'T. There were places where, owing to depressions

hi the road, the cars would bump to.sether, throwing much

of the coal off. which frequently caused wrecks that tore

up the track. Besides this causing much delay, it was

necessary to nut on a ni^ht shift to clean the road, all of

which could he avoided with a little expense of time and

labor to put the track in good condition :
but the renlv

was always: "We cannot stand the expense at the present

time."
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The suggestion is made that a mine foreman who is

trying in every way possible to reduce the cost of put-

ting the coal on the surface, should be encouraged and
given full credit for what he accomplishes. But, instead

of this, in most eases, a mine foreman who dares to in-

sinuate that the conditions under which he is working are

unnecessarily increasing the cost per ton will soon be

given to understand that, if the place does not suit him,

he can leave. I have known- this to happen in more cases

than one. I am happy to say that the company by which
I am at present employed is making every effort to show
the foreman where and how the cost per ton can be re-

duced. That is what counts in a coal mine. We are

continually told to keep our roads well graded, so that

the coal can be hauled with as little trouble and delay as

possible.

Our general superintendent goes inside the mine each

week himself, to see that everything is done. He is always

ready to give full instructions and explanation of what is

not understood ; and suggestions of a foreman are not

turned down, but are heard and carefully considered. The
foreman is instructed to see that the bituminous-mine
law is fully enforced, in every point pertaining to the

welfare of the men. Such an interest on the part of a

superintendent makes the work run more smoothly and
goes far toward reducing the cost per ton. A lack of har-

mony between the superintendent and his foreman is

bound to increase the cost of operation.

John J. Claek,
Assistant Mine Supt,

B. & S. Coal & Coke Co.

Sagamore, Penn.

J5

Letter No. 2—It was with much interest I read the

foreword. Coal Age, Xov. 15, and the article along the

same line by J. B. de Hart, Dec. 6, p. 842. As I view
this question, there is only one obstacle to overcome, in

acting upon your suggestion in the second paragraph of

the foreword, and that is, the big word "if." Do we "rec-

ognize the camp?" It has been my experience, as it has
probably been that of others, to be refused the "$600 to

build a bathhouse." The reason given for the refusal

is that the proposition is more "a matter of sentiment

than one of practical business."

In the case to which I refer, the matter was put up
to the company with the argument that it would mean
a larger labor force; and a larger labor force would mean
an increased tonnage, with a reduction in the cost of

production. The reply given, however, was to the effect

that "neighboring mines did not have a bathhouse." It

was argued that the expectation of an increase in labor

force was "pure assumption and quite problematic."

Should the argument be pressed further, the manager
would usually be told that he might build a bathhouse

when he had pttt the mine on a paying basis.

Upon the receipt of this answer, the feelings of the

average mine manager are similar to those of the man
who tried to purchase a sawmill on credit. On being told

that he would have to put up the price before he could be

given possession of the mill, he replied that he had not

the price and if he had he would not want the mill. If

a manager can put the mine on a paying basis without

the bathhouse, there is no real need, from a business

standpoint, of building one.

This applies to small companies more thaii te large

ones. The manager of a small coal-mining company,
today, has before him a herculean task. If he fails to put

the mine on a paying basis, it is more often due to a short-

sighted policy on the part of the company, rather than

to any mismanagement on the part of the one in charge.

But the manager is the one who must shoulder the bur-

den and take the blame.

It is surprising to note the number of companies that

are in just the condition described in your foreword.

It requires more of a hypnotist than a manager, in most
cases, to make tlie company see the need of a practical

and reasonable proposition as it appeals to him. He
studies the question daily from a practical standpoint;

he is the man who must make good and produce results.

He feels the need more than anyone else of a broad-gage,

far-sighted business policy.

I have in mind an instance of this. Xot long ago, a

proposition was put up to me by a company and I was
asked to suggest a way to make it pay. The pr.esident of

the company wanted to know if I did not believe it would
be a wise i^lan to do away with the power plant and haul

all of the coal from the mine with mules. He suggested,

also, shooting the coal from the solid and doing away
with mining machines. He, further, wanted to replace

the fan with a ventilating furnace. His principal argu-

ment, in favor of this plan, was that he had been con-

nected with several operations where there was no power
plant and the mine- was worked at a profit. Without
any further analysis of the situation and without making
any attempt to ascertain the true reasons why these mines
were run at a profit, while the one of which we had charge

appeared to be a losing proposition, he concluded blindly

that the nptodate equipment of this mine "was a needless

expenditure of canital, which could be put to better use.

After listening patiently to his suggestions, I attempted
to show him that the real trouble, in the present case,

was that some of the machinery was out of repair and
must be put in good condition to do the efficient work
of which it was capable. I argited that if this was done,

it would not be long before the mine would be operated on

a paying basis and prove a profitable investment. He
failed to see the wisdom of this advice: and it seemed
impossible to convince him that a comparatively slight

additional outlay for needed repairs was all that was
required to produce good results and put the coal on the

track at a profit.

Wliile this is but one incident among a hundred others,

it illustrates the policy of a large number of companies
who are mining coal, today, at a small profit and too often

at a loss. Imagine, for a moment, the manager of such
a company asking for $600 with which to build a -wash-

house. He might as well ask, at the same time, to be re-

lieved of his duties as manager.. The ease is almost hope-
less under these conditions, and, as I said before, -the

manager for such a company has on his hands a hercu-
lean task. In this connection, I thoroughly endorse the

excellent article of Mr. de Hart on Analyzing the Mine
Cost Sheet. The article is opportune and should appeal
forcibly to every coal-mining company. I have not writ-

ten this in criticism so much as to point a way to remedy
the difficulty and assist the mine manager and foreman in

their honest endeavors to produce results.

G. M. Shoemaker.
PenninErton Gap.
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Technical Education in Mining

The foreword, Coal Agk. Nov. 1, after setting forth

the desirability of haviiijr a tiH-hnically educated man in

the position of mine man'agor, })rocceds to compare this

man unfavorably with the so tailed praetieal man. This

seems a little illogiial, if not unfair. If it were assumed

that competent engineers attack problems in mining, in

the manner described, the question might justly be asked:

What use are engineers in any organization? What con-

fidence can be i)iaced in an engineer who would consider

only "first cost and relative life of mine cars," or, having

a knowledge of "fan ctliciencies and water-gage readings,

neglected to consider the size, length and condition of

the airway," in rcsjject to improving the ventilation.

In justice to the engineer, permit me to cite one or

two instances where his technical education and train-

ing are indispensable? At a certain mine not employing

an engineer, a fan is needed and several manufacturers

are asked to investigate and submit bids for the same.

All reliable manufacturers of mine equipment have cap-

able engineers in their employ; but, as every oi)erator

knows, these engineers cannot be expected to make full

and careful investigation of the conditions inside the

mine, when the chances are only one in ten of their se-

curing the contract for the installation.

Another instance is: A practical manager wanted a

tipple profanely quick, and he got it ; and, as a result, a

vorv brittle coal is droi)i)ed into cars from a height of

about 8 ft., producing loss from breakage of coal and

causing complaints from consumers. In sonu' cases, tip-

ples are built requiring the coal to be hauled ui> an in-

cline, where a change of locatimi would permit of a grav-

ity road loading to the tipple.

On the other hand, I know of cases where engineers

were called into consultation, in the matter of purchase

of mine cars and interested themselves in determining

the relation between wheel-base and minimum radius of

curvature for the tracks; the width of car was decided

in accordance with roof conditions. The center of grav-

ity of the load in tiie cars was kept as near as possible to

the floor of the mine.

The suggestion in the foreword, that able men of both

classes are of advantage, should not mislead anyone. The

man in authority without some technical training is fast

passing from the mines; because, with the help of such

mining papers as Coal Age and the assistance of corre-

spondence schools and night schools, a man need not leave

his work to obtain a good technical education.

('OLOIiADO EnuINEEH.

Trinidad, Colo.

Study Course in Coal Mining
By J. T. Beaed

The Coal Age Pocket Book

Vntnral VentHntion In Slope Mines and Dip Workincs—
ThP sam" condition in respect to the naturaf heat of tlie

mnepr^ducnK or modifying the circulation of the air holds

ni all slope mines and dip workings, the same as in shafts and

drifts Whenever the mine temperature is much below or

above that of the outside atmosphere, the difference in tem-

ne?ature makes the return air heavier or Ughter than the

fntake ai™ and the difference in weight, of these two air

iolSmns destroys the equilibrium of the mine air and creates

a curient in the airways throughout the mine.

A considerable difference of temperature is often observed

between the dip and rise air currents in particular sections

of a mine It is this difference in the temperatures of the

hitakrand retui-n currents that often makes dip workings

harder to ventilate in summer than in winter. For the same
Feason. rise workings are frequently four! to be more easily

ventilated in the summer season.

Air CoInmnH—The term "air column," like water column,

always refers to a vertical column. The ay'.S'^",'^";,nrt\ec"
Illation is an imaginary vertical ?olunin of air. of unit sec-

1 on (?ommonlv, 1 sq.ft.) and of such height that its weight

in pounds, is "equal to the pressure it measures Hb Per

sq.ft.). The density of the air (wt. per cu.tt.) is either

stated or understood, so that when the height of air column
Is given the pressure it indicates is readily calculated

In mining practice, it is common to express ventilating

nressure in feet of nir column or, as we say, head of air.

raUi^g th2 weight of 1 cu.ft. of air w (lb.) and the head of

air column h (ft.), the pressure p (lb. per sq.ft.) is calculated

by the formula
J)
= w h

Or the air column corresponding to any given pressure is

found by transposing this formula; thus,

* = 5-
u>

Examnle
—

'What is the head of air column corresponding
to a ventilating pressure of 10 lb. per sq.ft., assuming a tem-
perature of M deg. F. and a barometric pressure of 30 in.?

Solution—The weight of 1 cu.ft. of air, at the given tem-
perature and pressure is

1.3273 B 1.3273 X 30 _„ „,„„,^ .,_^^,^" 460 + 1 4(50 + 60

The required head of air is then

= 0.0766 i

fc = ?^ = 10 = 130.5 fl.' 0.0766

F-xamnle Find the ventilating pressure and water gage
corres^ndi^ to 80 ft. of air column, at the same density.

Solatlon

—

p = wh = 0.0766 X 80 = 6. 128 a. per aq.ft.

WJI. =6.128-5- 5.2 = 1.18 in., nearly

The Coal Age Pocket Book

Air Column nntl Water <;nee—Since water is practically

S15 times as heavy as air at normal temperature and pres-

sure, 1 ft. of water column measures the same pressure as

815 ft. of ordinary air column; and 1 in. of water gage is there-

fore equal to 815 ^ 12 = say 68 ft. of air column, which
gives the following:

Rule—To reduce feet of air column to inches of water
gage, divide by 68. ,...= ,,

To reduce inches of water gage to feet of air column.
multiply by 68.

Vir Column and I'nlt Ventilntinc Pressure—Since air at

a normal temperature and pressure weighs, practically, 13

cu.ft. to the pound, every 13 ft. of air column represents, ap-
proximately, a ventilating pressure of 1 lb. per sq.ft., which
gives the following:

R„Ie—To reduce feet of air column to unit pressure, di-

To reduce unit pressure (lb. per sq.ft.) to feet of air col-

umn, multiply by 13.

Air Column and Barometric Pressure—Since 1 cu.in. of

mercury weighs 0.491 lb., each inch of mercury column indi;

cates a pre.ssure of 0.491 lb. per sq.in.: or 0.491 X 144 - jO i

lb per sq.ft.; and since each pound per square foot of pres-

sure corresponds to 13 ft. of air column, approximately,

1 in. (barometer) = 70.7 X 13 = say 020 /I. (air column)

Rule (Approximate)—To reduce feet of air column to

inches of barometer, divide by 920. . ^ ^ . , ^ , „,,.
To reduce barometric pressure (inches) to feet ot an

column, multiply by 920.

Barometric and Vnlt Ventilatlns: Pressure—Barornetric

pressure is always expressed in inches ot mercury column.
Unit ventilating pressure is expressed in pounds per square
foot, ounces per square inch, or inches of water gage.

Rule—To reduce barometric pressure (inches) to ventilat-

ing pressure (lb. per sq ft.), multiply by 70.7: or to ventilat-

ing pressure (oz. per sq.in.), multiply by 0.491 X 16 - '^.^'V
or to water gage (in.), multiply by i0.7 -^ 5.2 = 13. b, which
is the specific gravity of mercury referred to water as a
standard.

.c , ,,,
Since 13 ft. air column represents a pressure of 1 lb. per

sq ft., a pressure of 1 oz. per sq.in. corresponds to an air

column of (13 X 144) -=- 16 = 117 ft.

EQUIVALENTS IN PRESSURE

Air column (ft.)

Pressure (lb. per sq.ft.)

Pressure (oz. per sq.in.)

Water gage (in.)

= 6S X water gage (in.);
= 13 X pressure (lb. per sq.ft.):
= 117 X pressure (oz. per sq.in.):
= 920 X barometric pressure (in.)

;

= 5.2 X water gage (in.):
= 70.7 X barometric pressure (In.)

;

= 0.58 X water gage (in.):
= 7.86 X barometric pressure (ln.>;
= 13.6 X barometric pressure (in.)

;
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Electrical Resistance of Steel Rails

We have had au argument about the difference in re-

sistance between a copper wire and steel rails, and de-

sire to submit the question to you, in hopes that you can

give us the necessary information. The question is

:

What is the difference in resistance between a 4-0

round copper wire 3000 ft. long and the two 25-lb. steel

rails, in a track, 2000 ft. long, followed by two 30-lb.

steel rails, in 1000 ft. of track? The rails are bonded

with pressed-terminal all-wire 2-0 bonds.

Will you also kindly state how many kilowatt-hours

will be available at the end of a 250-volt line, where a

30-hp. motor, 3000 ft. from the generator, is taking

loo amperes?
H. E. BrLi.ocK.

Hazard, Ky.

The resistance of 1000 ft. of a 4-0 copper wire at, say

68° F. (20°C.), as taken from a table giving the resist-

ances of copper wires for different gages and tempera-

tures, in ohms per thousand feet, is 0.04893 ohm. The

resistance for such a conductor 3000 ft. long is then.

3 X 0.04893 = 0.14679 ohm.

An approximate rule for calculating the resistance of

copper wire per thousand feet, in ohms, is to divide 10,-

000 by the size of the wire in circular mils. Thus, for a

4-0 wire (211,600 circ.mils), the resistance Is, approxi-

mately,

R = ^4^ = 0-04720 olim per 1000 ./Y.

This rule should only be used in rough calculations. Wlien

accuracy is desired, the resistance for the wire should be

taken from electrical tables, as above stated.

The resistance of steel rails, for the same cross-section

and length, varies with the composition of the steel. The
presence of sulphur and manganese, particularly the lat-

ter, greatly modifies the resistance of the steel. It has

been found that this resistance will vary from about eight

to thirteen times that of copper of the same sectional area

and at the same temperature. This has given rise to

what is termed the "ratio of rail to copper" or the "rail-

to-copper ratio." The results of numerous experiments

have made it possible to calculate the equivalent circular

mils of copper corresponding to any given weight of rail

in pounds per yard, for any rail-to-copper ratio. To do

this, tlie weight of rail, in pounds per yard, is multi-

plied by the constant corresponding to this ratio, as deter-

mined by the composition of the steel. The value of this

constant, for the several ratios, is as follows:

Rail-to-Copper
Ratio
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EXAMINATION QUESTIONS
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Miscellaneous Questions

(Ansircrcd by 1,'fijiicyl)

Ques.—A mine airway is 8 ft. high. S ft. vri(\p and

10,000 ft. long; (a) find the rubbing surface, (b) As-

suming a unit of resistance. A- = 0.00000002 and a water

gage u:g. = 2 in. ; what is the velocity of the air current?

(c) What is the quantity of air in circulation? (d) What

is the horsepower on the air?

Aiif.— (a) This airway hcing square its perimeter is

4X8 = 3'2 ft.; the rui)lMng surface is then s = 32 X
10.000 = 320,000 cq.ft.

(b) The unit pressure corresponding to 2 in. of water

gage is 2 X 5.2 = lO.-i lb. per sq.ft. The sectional area

of this airway is 8 X 8 = 64 sq.ft. The velocity of the

air current, in this case, is therefore

pa 10.00000002 X 320,000

\ 10.4 X 04

= 323.5 fl. per mui.

(c) The quantity of air in circulation is

5 = a V = 64 X 322.5 = 20,640 cu.ft. per min.

(d) The horsepower on the air is

gp _ 20,640 X 10.4
// = = 6.5 //;;.

33,000 33,000

Qites.— (a) A certain power is producing 20,640 cu.ft. of

air per min. in an airway 8x8 ft., at a velocity of 322. .5

ft. per min.; what quantity and velocity will the same

jiower produce in an airway 6x6 ft. of the same length ?

(b) What horsepower wou'd be required to produce

the same quantity of air in this airway as in the previous

one and what would be the water gage, in that ease?

Ans.— (a) For the same power on the air, the quan-

tity of air in circulation varies directly as the sectional

area and inversely as the cube root of the perimeter, the

airways being of the same length. Therefore, the quan-

titv ratio is equal to the area ratio times the cube root

of the inver-se perimeter ratio. The sectional areas and

perimeters of the two airways are as follows:

Airwav 8x8 ft.,

fl = 8 X 8 = 64 s<i.fl., = 4X8 = 32 f

.

Airwav 6x6 ft.,

a = 6 X 6 = 36 sq.ft., o = 4 X 6 = 24 /<.

Equating these values as ratios, as stated above,

h = ^a* f?r = ^\P = l\fl = 1 ^T333 = 0.610
y, ajXOj 64\24 16 \ 3 16^

P.iit. 7, = 20,640 cu.ft. per nun. and calling the re-

quired quantity q., = .t,

--^—
. = 0.619

20,640

X = 20,640 X 0.610 = 12,776, say 12,800 cu.fL per min.

The velocity in the 6x6-ft. airway may be found in two

ways. For the same power on the air and the same length

of airwav, the velocity varies inversely as the cube root

of the perimeter of the airway, or the velocity ratio is

equal to the cube root of the inverse perimeter ratio : thus,

•^ = XJ?S = » (:« = «(? = ^17333 = 1.1006
V, \ 0., \ 24 \ 3

l^ut i\ = 322. .3 ft. aiii

air .c.

ailing the re(iuirud veiocily o^

= l.inOf;

12,800 „.. .^—
.
— = 355 cti.JI. prr 111171.

322.5

.T = 322.5 X 1.1006 = 355 //. per min.

The velocity of the air current can also be found as fol-

lows, when the sectional area is known

:

a 30

(h) To increase the quantity of air in circulation in

the Gx6-ft. airway, to that ])roduced in the 8x8-ft. airway,

it will be necessary to increase the power. Then, con-

sidering the 6x6-ft. airway only, since the power varies

as the cube of the quantity of air in circulation, the power

ratio is equal to the cube of the quantity ratio. Thus,

calling the required power x, the original being 6.5 hp.

20,640\3

6.5 \ 12,800
4 =

-80 ) = ^'''''^' 4.10

X = 6.5 X 4.19 = 27.235 lip.

Since tlie original water gage was not given for the

6x6-ft. airway, it is necessary to calculate the water gage,

in this last case, from the circulation of 20,640 cu.ft. of

air by 27.235 hp.; thus.

w.f/. = 33,000 H 33,000 X 27.235 = 8.37 in.
5.2 r/ 5.2 X 20,640

Qiies.—An airway 8x8 ft., 10,000 ft. long, is passing

20,640 cu.ft. of air per min., with a given power, (a) As-

suming the poiver on flic air remains unchanged, and a

regulator having an opening of 3 sq.ft. is introduced into

this airway, how much will the circulation be decreased?

(b) Assuming the power on the air remains unchanged,

will the regulator increase the water gage? (c) If the

original water gage was 2 in., what will be the water-gage

reading after the regulator is in place? (d) What water

gage and horsejiower on the air will be required to in-

crease the circulation to the original amount with the

regulator still in place'

Ans.— (a) Calling the original quantity of air in cir-

culation q, the rubbing surface .5, and the sectional area

a; the area of the opening in the regulator A and the re-

quired quantity of air, after the regulator is in place, r,

this reduced volume of air may bo calculated by the

formula

. = 7^-
AK^

A^s + 41.6 a3

The rubbing surface is s = 10,000 (4X8)= 320,-

000 sq.ft. and the sectional area, a = 8 X 8 = 64 sq.ft.

X = 20,040
32 X 320,000

\ 32 X 320,000 + 41.6 X 64=8

= 12,250 cu.ft. per min.

{To he concluded next iveek)
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COAL AND COKE NEWS
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Washington, D. C.

In its report submitted to Congress on Dec. 19, the Inter-

state Commerce Commission reviews tiie worlc of the past

year with reference to the prosecution of coal companies and
ratlier severely criticizes coal miners for the methods they

have been employing in their business. The Commission
points out that an indictment has been secured against the

Lehigh Valley R.R. Co. for granting a concession by leasing

certain lands at Buffalo for a coal yard to the Yates-Lehigh
Coal Co. at less than a fair rental. Similarly, an indictment

has Just been returned against the Wichita Falls & North-
western R.R. Co. for granting a concession by subletting

certain land to an interstate shipper at a lower retal than

the carrier was itself paying to the original lessor.

Another indirect device for granting a rebate for which
indictment has been secured during the year, says the Com-
mission, is that resorted to by the Vandalia R.R. Co. in favor

of the Lumaghi Coal Co. The Vandalia Mineral Co. is a

corpoiation formed by interests controlling the Vandalia R.R.

Co. for the purpose of holding coal-mining lands which the

Vandalia R.R. Co. under its charter was not permitted to

own. The Vandalia Improvement Co. is a holding company
also controlled by the interests controlling the Vandalia R.R.

Co.

When the Vandalia Mineral Co. was organized the Van-
dalia Improvement Co. bought all of its stock with money
furnished by the Vandalia R.R. Co. Investigation showed
that the Vandalia Mineral Co. loaned $260,000 to the Lumaghi
Coal Co. to buy coal-mining properties located on the line

of the Vandalia R.R. Co. This loan was made at 2 per cent,

interest on condition that the Lumaghi Coal Co. would ship

all of its coal over the Vandalia R.R.

It further developed that the Vandalia Mineral Co. has

borrowed this money from a bank at 4 per cent, interest on

notes which had been endorsed by the Vandalia R.R. Co.

Still another case in which carriers are alleged to have
connived with a shipper for the purpose of defeating the

PU.blished rates by roundabout methods was presented to a

Federal grand jury in vhe eastern district of Illinois. The
O'Gai-a Coal Co., a New York corporation, with its principal

office in Chicago, had a contract for supplying fuel coal to

the Grand Trunk Ry. Co. of Canada. This coal was shipped

from the mines in southern Illinois via the Cleveland, Cin-

cinnati. Chicago & St. Louis and Chicago, Indiana & Southern

to South Bend, Ind., where it was turned over to the Grand
Trunk Western Ry. Co. All of the shipments were billed by
the O'Gara Coal Co. to Bat'le Creek, Mich., a point on the

Grand Trunk "5Vestern.

As a fact, however, the contract of the O'Gara Coal Co.

with the Grand Trunk Ry. Co. provided for delivery of the

coal at South Bend, Ind.. the junction point between the Chi-

cago. Indiana & Southern Ry. and the Grand Trunk Western.

By the arrangement with the Big Four the O'Gara Coal Co.

prepaid to this carrier the freight charges to South Bend on
the basis of unpublished divisions of the through rates to

Battle Creek.

These divisions were less than the local rates to South
Bend which should have applied. In this manner the O'Gara
Coal Co. secured concessions on all of the coal shipped. The
tariffs of the Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis ex-

pressly prohibited partial prepayment of freight charges

when through rates were in effect. In order to make possible

the practice of the O'Gara Coal Co. the Cleveland, Cincinnati,

Chicago & St. Louis and the Chicago, Indiana & Southern Ry.

Co. ignored this tariff provision.

A Fictitious Destination Is Given

Two important prosecutions have been undertaken against

carriers for having their company coal billed to fictitious

destinations on their line in order to defeat the published

rates to actual destinations. Investigations shotved that in

several hundred cases the Seaboard Air Line Ry. Co.

had carloads of coal shipped from Briceville, Tenn., and
nearby points on the Southern Ry. billed to the Seaboard Air
Line at Williams, Ga.

These shipments were delivered by the Southern Ry. to

tiie Seaboard Air Line at its junction at Helena, Ga. Many

of the shipments were consumed at that junction point and
others were diverted to other points, but none of them went
to Williams, Ga., as the billing directed.

The result was that, instead of paying the local rate of

the Southern Ry. Co. from Briceville to Helena or the joint

rate from Briceville to destination and receiving out of it

jointly its appropriate division the Seaboard Air Line paid
the joint rate applying to the more distant point out of which
the Southern Ry. received a division much smaller than its

local rate to the junction or its division of the joint rate to

actual destination.
Other schemes of the same kind are discussed at some

length.

The Alaskan Ry. Receives Endorsement

In a report sent to Congress Dec. 24, Secretary of the In-

terior Lane endorses the plan of a Government railroad in

.\laska and urges the opening up of Alaslcan coal fields un-
der a leasing and royalty system which he says would make
it sufficiently worth while for investors to engage in the

exploitation while it would protect the Government. Sec-

retary Lane also says that the same leasing system ought to

be applied to T^'estern coal and r-^marks:

We wish cheap coal and at the same time a minimum of
waste We desire competition without waste, a
frank impossibility In a new country where there
must be large development and higher rewards for enter-
prise, the safest practicable method is to lease the land, the
Government taking a modest royalty and retaining some
measure of control over operation.

PENSfSVLVANIA
Anthracite

Pottsville—Plans for the new coal stripping operations at

the top of the Broad Mountain are now in progress. This
will involve an expenditure of many thousands of dollars, by
the Philadelphia & Reading Coal & Iron Co. The surface
from Mt. Laftee to Millins Hill is to be cleared away, expos-
ing the valuable coal measures.

It is unofficially stated that within a few days one of

the most historic collieries of the anthracite region, East
Bear Ridge, near Mahanoy Plane, will pass from the con-
trol 8f the Philadelphia & Reading Coal & Iron Co. to the
Susquehanna Coal Co. This mine has been worked since

1830, or over three-quarters of a century.

Hazleton—Anthracite miners are already beginning prep-
arations for the spring of 1916. when the present wage agree-
ment expires. Local No. 1739 of Lansford has adopted a
resolution to be offered at the International Convention of

the United Mine Workers, in Janury, urging that agitation
and organization of unorganized labor in the United States
and Canada be continued, in order that in 1916 the mine
workers will be in a position to make a general stand, and
upon the eve of a great presidential election "make great
head'way along the line of political and economic action."

Concrete City—Every one of the twenty double houses in

Concrete City, the model village of the D. L. & W. Coal Co.,

near Nanticoke, is no"w^ occupied: and with the completion of

the park in the big square 300x410 ft., "which is surrounded by
the houses, the settlement will be as perfect of its kind as
Forest Hill. L. I., the model suburb of the Russell Sage
Foundation.

Bituminous

Royal—Thieves recently stole S700 in cash from the W. J.

Rainey Coal Co., office in the store. The money was in pay
envelopes and represented the amount miners has failed to

lift the previous day. The theft was not discovered until

delinquet miners appeared at the office for their pay.

Pittsburgh—It is said that President Van Bittner has been
reelected president of district No. 5, by at least 6000 major-
ity. F. P. Hanaway is elected vice-president by about the
same majority and Robert Wood, secretary-treasurer, while
Philip Murray, was reelected international board member.

WEST A^RGI1VIA

Fayetteville—Three dwelling houses belonging to the Can-
nelton Coal Co., at Cannelton. were totally destroyed by fire

recently entailing a severe loss. .Several other buildings
were badly damaged, all being partially insured.
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t bnrlrMon—An extension of time until Feb. IB has been

given to the English syndicate contemplating the purchase

of most of the properties In the New River district. An
agreement was reached at a recent conference on the terms

of the contract, and the matter Is now wholly In the hands

of those who are to raise the finances for the transfer of the

property.

Wherllnn—Following the attack upon Frank Long by four

It.illans believed to be members of the Italian Mafia society,

the arrest of Longs assailants Is expected. Mr. Long had

been Implicated in the mine trouble of Brooks county, and

for some time past had heard rumors that he was marked by

the Black Hand.
\v\n\M\

ninnlDKbam—A petition in involuntary bankruptcy was

recentlv tiled against the Oak Leaf Coal Co., of Cordova. The

petitioning creditors were: The Hendon Hardware Co., J. A^

Williams. Lantrip Bros., and J. P. Hlgginbottom. all of

Cordova.
OHIO

rolamhui.—A movement has been started amonB the

employers of labor in Ohio in which the coal operators have

joined" for a number of amendments to the Workmens Com-

pulsory Compensation law which becomes effective Jan. 1.

I'lH \s the law stands at present hardships are worked on

employers and efTorts will be made to secure amendments.

which will make it less burdensome. A number of bills are

now being prepared to be presented at the extraordinary ses-

sion of the legislature.

IlellFBire—Reports which have been in circulation recently

that the rail and river mines were to shut down on ac-

count of slack orders are false. According to a semi-official

statement. If anv time has been lost, or is lost in the future,

it will be because a sufficient number of cars to handle the

output cannot be secured.

INDI.\X.V

Clinton—Miners in the local unions in the Clinton field

met here to consider recommendations for the biennial settle-

ment between miners and operators in the central competitive

district, which will have its first consideration at a joint

meeting in Indianapolis Jan. 6. Both sides are said to be

pretty well satisfied with the present agreement and much

less difficulty than formerly is expected in reaching a settle-

ment. Indiana operators seem to have prospered the last

two years and miners have had comparatively steady work.

Miners at the Lyford mine struck recently because the

superintendent asked some of them to wade through wet

bottoms to reach their rooms and they demanded the dismissal

of the superintendent. The district president censured the

men for stampede methods and they went back to work, after

the company agreed to keep the entries as dry as possible.

Vlncennex—The American Coal Co. has completed two

miles of switch from the Knox mine to AliceviUe, a new

town near Vincennes, started by the establishment of a min-

ing camp by the company. About 300 miners, mainly from

Hymera, have moved here and 300 more are expected by next

summer.
Brazil—Operators in the block field say they are finding it

hard to meet the competition in Chicago, of the unorganized

strip mines in and around Patricksburg, in Owen and Green

counties. The union operations pay miners $1.15 a ton while

the miners in the non-union mines, it is said; get $1 to $2 a

day. There are no regulations as to the width of bars or

screens and the non-union mine can put a cleaner coal on

the market.

II/LtlNOIS

Marlon—At the recent election at Energy, a mining town
northwest of here, the women successfully out-voted the

miners, and succeeded in piling up a majority against he

saloon element.

Sprlngfleld—It is understood here that the principal con-

tentions of the miners in their next agreement with the

operators will be a raise of wages and a shorter day, or

one of seven hours. The present agreement expires next

spring.

MISSOURI
NoT-InBer—Miners at Novinger, Mo., were unable to get

their pay checks cashed recently, as the result of a fire

which destroyed the Union bank. While the safe was fire-

proof, the casing and breaching became sweated together

and bank officials were unable to open it. Mine officers sent

to St. Louis for money and paid the miners within 24

hours.

St. lionls—The hearing before Commissioner Harlan of the

Interstate Commerce Commission, recently, on behalf of the

railroads for an Increase of 5V4% In coal rates to St. Louis,

and also on behalf of several petitioners to abolish the 20c.

per ton bridge toll to St. Louis, brought out the fact that

the railroads were discriminating to the extent of 10c. per

ton against the City of .St. Louis, in favor of East St. Louis,

Granite City, and JIadlson.

It also developed the fact that the fight for the removal

of the bridge toll was inspired almost altogether by the

operators of mines In the Inner District taking the E2c.

freight rate to St. Louis. This Is an old fight between the

operators of the Inner District and the operators of the

Outer District, which takes the 67c. freight rate to this city.

The operators in the Inner District want their rate re-

duced, and want the Commission to raise the rate from the

Outer District. It is likely that the Commission will order, as

a result of the testimony, the St. Louis Terminal Railway Assl^

elation to reduce the Bridge Toll of 20c. a ton to 10c. a ton,

but that is about as far, competent authority claims, as the

Commission will go as a result of the hearings.

NORTH DAKOT.V
Medora—The Medora coal mine is again in operation, and

the owner claims the only kiln dried lignite in the state. H
is estimated by the State Geologist that the mine property
will produce 1.400.000 tons.

COL.OKADO
New CoNtle—Union miners who recently went on strike

here and whose places were taken by the men who met death

in the recent coal mine disaster, almost to a man volunteered

to enter the mine after the explosion to recover the bodies

of the dead. The organization of the United Mine Workera
also furnished ?300 to be used by the union to relieve th<

distress of the families of non-unionists.

OREGON
RoNeburg—Excitement is still high in the new coalfield

40 miles east of here and many locations are being made. .\

good grade of coal is found, which experts say is equal to

the Pennsylvania product and much better than other coals

that have been mined in Oregon.

\V-VSHINGTON
Morton—Nine persons have made application to obtain

patents each for 160 acres of coal land near this town. The
development of these lands will mean much for this section.

as the coal is a high-grade bituminous.

FOREIGN NEWS

Juneau, Alaska—The registrar in the land office has

recommended to the commissioner of the general land office

that charges against the Willoughby coal claims in the Ber-

ing River district, be dismissed. Cancellation was sought

on account of the claimant's failure to prove tract as re-

quired by law. There have been no allegations of fraud. The
area involved is approximately 480 acres, and the owners
are Portland, Ore., and Wilkes-Barre, Penn., parties.

Caracas. Venezuela—Despite the large imports of coal.

Venezuela exported during the first half of the current year.

40,026 kilos (88. 8,57 lb.) of this fuel. This is accounted for

by the fact that Venezuelan wholesalers supply a number
of nearby coast towns in Colombia and Brazil.

I PERSONALS I

E. T. Hendon has been appointed receiver for the Oak
Leaf Coal Co., which recently went into bankruptcy.

Judge Ruppel has appointed the following examining

board to hold examinations for mine foreman and fire bosses

in Somerset County, Penn.: Mine Inspector Fletcher W. Cun-

ningham, Richard Maize, superintendent of the United Coal

Co, and Orville Kregar, of Boswell.

Samuel B. Eaton, for many years general superintendent

of the coal mining properties of Crear, Clinch & Co., near

Duquoin, Illinois, has resigned. Mr. Eaton has recently dis-

posed of his interest in the company, and will probably move

to California. He is succeeded by E. C. Searls.

F. S. Peabody, president of the Peabody Coal Co., and

chairman of the Executive Board of the Commonwealth Edi-

son Co., recently delivered an illustrated lecture upon the

subject of coal and coal mining before 500 employees of the

Commonwealth Edison Co., in the Sherman House at Chicago.
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George P. Gallagher, District Superintendent of Exeter,
AYestmoreland and Maltby Collieries of the Lehigh Valley
Coal Co., has been promoted to the position of Assistant Di-
vision Superintendent of the Lackawanna Division, to suc-
ceed G. P. Troutman, who has resigned to become Assistant
General Manager for Markle & Co.

J. E. Baumgartner who has been for the past five years
General Superintendent of eleven mines owned by the Su-
perior Coal Co., of 'U'ellston, Ohio, has resigned his posi-

tion, to take place after the first of the year. Mr. Baum-
gartner is one of the youngest superintendents in the state
and has worked his way up from a trapper boy. He is un-
decided as to the future.

James Taylor, who was appointed State Mine Inspector of
Illinois in 1SS7, by Governor Dick Oglesby, and who has
served ever since with the exception of the Altgeld adminis-
tration, tendered his resignation to Governor Dunne on Nov.
10. In reply the governor said. "Kindly continue to perform
the duties of your office until further notice." It appears that
the governor is in no hurry to displace an efficient man in a
position where much depends upon experience and ability.

Daniel M. Barton, general purchasing agent of the General
Electric Co.. died at his home in Schenectady recently after
an illness of five days.

Mr. Barton was born in Moriah. N. T.. in 1843. removing
with his parents to Massachusetts while still a child. In
1S93 he became assistant purchasing agent of the General
Electric Co. and a few years after the main office of this
firm was established in Schenectady, he became general pur-
chasing agent, which position he ably filled until the time of
his death. He Is survived by a wife, a daughter, three grand-
children, a brother and a sister.

RECENT COAL AND
PATENTS

COKE

Coal Cutting Machine. A. Scharf, 2 A^esterbleichstrasse.
Dortmund. Germany. 9448 of 1913.

Improvements in Coal Cutting Machines and the Like.
Beckett and Anderson. 71 Lanark Street. Glasgow. Scotland,
6627 of 1913.

Improvement in the Construction of Shafts for Coal Mines
and the Like. T. E. Harris, 20 Peugam Street, Peugam,
South Wales. 24,764 of 1912.

An Improved Apparatus for Testing Gas with Miners*
Safety Lamps. W. Baxter, Priory Road, Bolten-upon-Dearne,
near Rotherham, 27,264 of 1912.

Kittannlng, Penn.—A small corporation to be known as
the Mohawk Mining Co. has taken over the coal under the
Miller farm in East Franklin township and will mine the
same.

Klttannlns, Penn.—Work is now under way extending the
line of the West Penn interests to the mines of the Provi-
dence Coal & Coke Co. at Kelly Station for the purpose of
electrifying the entire plant.

Marion, III.—The Scranton and Big Muddy Coal and Min-
ing Co. has just installed a Sullivan compound straight line

compressor, size 24x26xl6Hx30 in. This machine has been
erected to operate 22 mining machines.

Shadyside, OWo—The Webb mine of the George M. Jones
Coal Co. is being put into shape for producing a large amount
of coal as rapidly as possible. Entries are being driven and
the coal is now being produced at the rate of from 40 to 50
cars each week.

Somerset. Penn.—Mines have been opened at six different

points near Central City within the recent past, the largest
being those of the Berwind-White and Loyalhanna Coal Co.

The railroad tracks will be extended to the new operations
inside of a few weeks.

Mt. Carmel, Penn.—Residents of Girardville and Ashland
are much pleased over the prospects for the new breaker
which will be erected by the Lehigh Valley Coal Co. at
Packer No. 5 Colliery, which is located about a mile east of
Girardville at Rappahannock.

Cleveland, Ohio—An order has been placed with the Great
Lakes Engineering Co. for a 10.000-ton steel freighter to take
the place of the ill-fated Charles S. Price which was de-
stroyed Nov. 9 in the disastrous lake storm. The boat will
be ready for service in the spring.

Kittanning, Penn.—Another coal mine will be added short-
ly along the lines of the Pittsburgh. Shawmut & Northern
Ry. system. James H. Corbetts. contractor, of Kittanning, has
secured one thousand acres of coal land at Timblin and the
construction of the necessary mine buildings will be begun
shortly.

Pottsvillc, Penn—A special meeting of the shareholders
of the Shamokin Valley & Pottsville R.R. will be held on
Dec. 26 to authorize the proposed conveyance to the Susque-
hanna Coal Co. of the reversionary interests of the company
in certain coal lands now leased by the Mineral Railroad &
Mining Co.

Martins Perry, Ohio—The Pursglove-Maher Coal Co. is ar-
ranging for another opening to its Black Diamond mine at
Neffs. This opening will be in a hollow to the east of the
tipple and will take care of the coal under the James Dixon
farm. It will not require a new tipple or extension to the
railroad tracks, as the mine tramway will be laid from the
mouth of the new mine to the present tipple.

Caney, Kan.—It has been announced that work on the pro-
posed Cherryvale. Oklahoma & Texas will begin in January.
The road will run through the Oklahoma coal fields and
give operators of that section an outlet which has hitherto
been obtained under difficulties. About 40 miles of the new
road already has been graded between Caney. Kan., and
Vinita, Okla. The 61 miles of road to connect those cities
will be built at once.

Cleveland, Ohio—The Short Creek Coal Co. has increased
its capital stock from ?600.000 to $1,000,000.

Chattanooga, Tcnn.—The Pour-Mile Coal Co. has been in-
corporated with a capital stock of $30,000 to develop coal
properties.

Hamilton, Ohio—The Murdoch Coal Co. has filed papers
with the secretary of state increasing its capital stock from
$10,000 to $20,000.

Huntington, W. Va.—The Bengal Coal Co. has been in-
corporated with a capital stock of $100,000 to develop coal
lands near Man, W. Va.

Cleveland, Ohio—The Roby Coal Co.. of Cleveland, Ohio has
filed papers with the secretary of state increasing its capital
stock from $800,000 to $2,000,000.

Vnionton-n, Penn.—The Cheat Haven Coal & Coke Co. has
reorganized under the name of the Fancy Hill Coal Works.
Many improvements in the existing plant are contemplated.

Centralla, III—The Wizard Coal Co. has been organized
with a capital of $5000 to mine, buy, sell and deal In coal.
The incorporators are Frank F. Noleman, F. Kohl, Walter
Eis. Harry Kohl, and F. A. Hartman.

Port Smith. Ark.—The E. D. Bedwell Coal Co. has been
organized with a capital of $50,000. all of which has been
subscribed. E. Bedwell is president, T. A. Ball, vice-presi-
dent, and S. H. Abbott secretary-treasurer.

Bell- i;i 111—The Victoria Coal Co. has been incorpor-
ated with a capital of $60,000 for the purpose of mining and
dealing in coal and other minerals. The incorporators are
L. Senior, John Henderson, and G. M. Henderson.

Blnefield, W. Va—The Sandy Ridge Coal & Coke Co. has
been organized at Bluefleld with a capital stock of $50,000.
The incorporators are E. E. Carter, G. R. Carter, J. H. Car-
ter, and L. Ray, of Bluefleld, and W. V. and R. S. Hansel, of
McDowell, Va.

Chicago, III.—The Midland Counties Coal Co. has been or-
ganized in Chicago with a capital stock of $5000 to do a
general mining and manufacturing business. The incorpor-
ators are Arthur W. Underwood. Nathan S. Smyser and
Charles R. Young.

Birmingham, Ala.—The Nunley Ridge Coal Co., with a cap-
ital stock of $24,000'. has been incorporated with the follow-
ing officers: R. D. Curry, president and treasurer: H. E. Mc-
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Cormack, vice-president and secretary. The ofHces or the

company will bo located at IJirmlii.iihiiin.

Baltlmorr, MU The Brldseport Gas Coal Co. has been or-

ganized with a capital slock of $60,000 to acquire and deal In

coal lands. The principal owners are Aubrey Pcarre. Slfford

Peurre. Aubny IVarre. Jr.. of Ualtlmore: John Lowe, of

Shlniiston. and Gordon Lake, of Independence.

EuBFnc. W. V«.—The Mlnpo Washed Coal Cv,., of Mingo

County has been Incorporated to mine coal and manufacture

gas. The authorized stock Is $20,000, and the Incorporators

are as follows: Harvey Cory, of Pittsburgh. Robert L. Mar-

tin. Jr.. Maurice .\. Songer. of Eugene. J. H. Greene and B. M.

Good, of Williamson.

Ularfleld. AV. Vn.—The Appalachian Coal Land Co. has been

Incorporated with a capital stock of $100,000 ($25,000 seven

per cent, cumulative preferred, and $75,000 common) with

the following officers: R. S. Ord. president: Bernard Mc-

Claugherty. vice-president: W. S. Palt.rson. secretary and

treasurer: J. Elliott Hall, general manager: and T. M. Morri-

son, chief engineer.

INDUSTRIAL NEWS

JohDHtoTTn. Penn.— .-V Baldwin- Westinghouse locomotive In

Lochrles mine below Scalp Level recently handled 900 tons of

coal in one day of 9^ hours.

KTanHvllle, Ind.—Henry P. Allen, of Pittsburgh, represent-

ing capitalists of that city who have made arrangements to

merge several of the largest coal mines in western Ken-

tucky has leased the building at First and Main Streets for

offices.

ConnellDTllle, Penn.—The Baltimore & Ohio R.R. Co. re-

cently began tests on coke breeze for firing engines on the

Connellsville division. Officials of the general offices wit-

nessed the tests which are said to have been successful. This

fuel is used in the new automatic stoker locomotives.

Bnrbourviile, Ky.—John G. Matthews recently sold his in-

terest in the Ely Jellico Coal Co. to other stockholders in the

same concern. This company has during the past ten years

paid dividends of over 200 per cent. Mr. Matthews is opening

a new mine in the Brush Creek field in Knox County.

Marinnna, Penn.—The Farmers' and Miners' Bank follow-

ing the failure of the Pittsburgh-Buffalo Coal Co. with which
it was affiliated has been closed, and its affairs turned over to

the bank examiner. It is a state institution with a capital

of $50,000. deposits of about $100,000. and a reserve of $5000.

Martins Ferry. Ohio—Jlrs. Frances Crymble has sold 50

acres of coal to the Loraine Coal & Dock Co. for $200 per

acre, the deal being closed recently. This coal lies close to

the Lansing mine of the company and can be easily taken
out. This price is several times what is usually paid for coal

'n Belmont Co.

Philadelphia, Penn.—The Collier "Hampden" built for the

Coastwise Transportation Co., of New York, which will be
used in carrying coal along the Atlantic coast was suc-

cessfully launched from the Camden plant of the New York
Shipbuilding Co. on Dec. 15. The craft which has a tonnage
ef 7000 will be completed in about six weeks.

W'anhlngton, D. C.—All Illinois members of the House of

Representatives recently received telegrams from the head
of the labor movement in that state urging an immediate in-

vestigation of the Colorado coal strike and the Michigan
copper strike. It is rumored also that strong hints of the

'need for action had also come from the cabinet.

Punx8Uta\vnoy, Penu.—As the result of a walk-out of min-
ers at the Adrian mine near here, who demanded a closed
shop, the Rochester & Pittsburgh Coal & Iron Co. on Dec. 17.

closed down the mine indefinitely. Over 500 miners are af-

fected and the coal company's action followed an announce-
ment that the operators would handle trouble independently
and not as an association.

Charleston, AV. Va.—Shipments of West Virginia coal and
coke over the Norfolk & Western Ry. for the month of No-
vember amounted to 3.597.002 tons of which 93.036 tons were
coke. Pocahontas coal constituted 2.383,308 tons, while all

the coke came from this field. The balance of the month's
shipment came from the Tug River. Thacker and Kenova
fields.

Washington, D. C.—An advance of 10c. per ton or propor-
tional rates on coal from mines in Kentucky and West Vir-
ginia to Miiwaukt-e. Manitowac and Kewaunee. Wis., by way
of the Pere Marquette R.R. and car ferry was allowed Dec.

19 by the Interstate Commerce Commission. The mainte-
nance of through routes to points on the west shore of Lake
Michigan was ordered continued.

IlarrlMliurK. Penn.—The Public Service Commission has
received word from the experts who are investigating for

the commission the rates of transportation of coal fri)m the
Anthracite regions to Philadelphia, that the preparation of

their report is sufllciently advanced for them to give assur-

ance that It will be completed and in the hands of the com-
mission not later than February first.

Cnmilrn, N. J.—Word was recently received at the head-
quarters of the Camden Coke Co. In Camden from Trenton.
N. J., that Chancellor Walker had refused to modify his order
directing the company to abate an alleged smoke nuisance
within six months or close Its plant at Mt. Vernon and
Chestnut Streets. It is believed that this mandatary order
of the court will work great hardship upon the plant man-
agement.

Morgantonn. W. \a,—The North American Coal Co.. of
West Virginia has closed an agreement with James A. Com-
ley. of Morgantown. for the development of a tract of one
hundred acres of coal on the Monongohela River, and along
the Buckhannon & Northern R.R. The contract provides for

the operation of all three veins of coal, the Pittsburgh vein
being most important. The operating company has option
for the purchase of the property.

Edmonton, .\lherta—The Alberta Coal Branch line of the
Grand Trunk Pacific Ry.. 37 miles in length, is now complete,
affording transportation facilities for the output of the Moun-
tain Park Coal Co. This mine is now producing 500 tons
daily, which it is expected will be increased by April next to

2500 tons. The company has erected 50 houses and estab-
lished a colony of English and Scotch miners. It Is proposed
to increase the force to 800 men in the near future. The coal
is a high-grade bituminous.

Cincinnati, Ohio—Cincinnati coal dealers and steamboat
companies are opposed to Senate Bill No. 136 known as the
La Follette Seaman's bill as it is believed this measure is

detrimental to local river Interests. It is understood that the
bill provides for the employment of three crews on all river
steamboats instead of two as now required, and it is alleged
that this would mean that practically every boat on the river
would have to be rebuilt, as none, of them are now large
enough to accommodate more than two crews.

Pbiladelphia. Penn.— The mild weather thus far this win-
ter has caused anthracite coal operators of Pennsylvania
much money expended for the storage of coal. Only a limited
amount can be kept on hand at tide-water, and the rest has
to be cared for in the anthracite region itself. It has been
estimated that as much as 10 per cent, of the total annual
production or nearly 7.000.000 tons are in storage at one
time. It is neither expedient nor possible to make the oper-
ation of the mines dependent upon the st.ate of the weather.

Columbus, Ohio—The mid-winter meeting of the Michigan-
Ohio-Indiana Coal Association will be held at Indianapolis
Jan. 20-21. Routine matters will be discussed and steps will
probably be taken toward fixing a place and time for the
1914 convention. The association is in good condition as to

members and finances and B. P. Nigh, secretary has taken
up the settlement of claims against railroads for the mem-
bers and has been highly successful in this work. The
amount collected in 1913 is far in advance of that collected

during previous years.

Fort Smith, Arlt.—J. L. Rhodes electrician was granted a
verdict of $1000 and his assistant, D. Hatcher, a verdict of

$375 against the Central Coal & Coke Co.. of Hartford, by a
jury recently. The men sued for $3000 damages each, for

injuries which they alleged to have received when they were
sent into a mine to make repairs. While they were in the
workings the ventilating fan stopped, and their lanterns ig-

nited gas. Since the explosion 200 men employed In tlie mine
refused to return to work because the company has declined
to place an extra guard at the fan house to keep the fan in

operation at all times.

Xew Orleans, La.—Owing to the low stage of water on the
Warrior and Tombigbee Rivers, the first regular trip of the
barge service between this city and the Alabama coal field

was not an unqualified success. It has been proven, how-
ever, that the barges will be able to navigate the upper rivers

with facility, once locks and dams are completed. Wl'ih the
coming of the winter rise several months of deep waller are
assured. During this time it is expected that a considerable
tonnage of coal will be brought to New Orleans by the ivater
route. The power barges will at least have a fair chance to

demonstrate what they will be able to do, and upon the re-

sult of their performance depends the possible readjustment
of market conditions in New Orleans.
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COAL TRADE REVIEWS

GEXER.VL, REVIEW
Entire absence of the customary holiday rush for nnthrn-

citc. Rumors that some coal is even goina; into storage.
Further recession in bituminous.. All markets Iiave lost
ground shariily durius the week. .Some relief anticifiated as
a result of the restricted production over the holidays.

While ordinarily the holiday period finds an acute short-
age ot anthracite and a heavy rush of business, the situation
this season is completely reversed. The accumulations of
coal at the principal distributing centers are so excessive
that the companies are welcoming- the opportunity for a ces-
sation of operations, while usually the operating departments
are being pushed for ever possible ton that can be produced
at this time. The individuals are maintaining a full work-
ing schedule, but are forcing the market, and as a result
substantial concessions on the regular circular are fre-
quently heard of. There are well defined rumors that the
companies are stocking 10 per cent, of their production.

A break of 5c. in the Hampton Roads circular on high-
grade West Virginia coals, putting these desirable fuels on a
basis 5c. oft from the regular circular maintained through-
out the summer, may be taken as typical of the condition of
the soft coal trade at the moment. All markets as a rule
are well stocked, and operators are anxiously soliciting new
spot business; those who failed to contract in anticipation of
a high price level by Jan. 1, are now finding themselves in a
difficult position. There are no indications of a rally as yet
and conditions are tending more toward a further shading
off. But in spite of all the adverse conditions, prices are re-
markably well maintained, a fairly profitable price level rul-
ing, with but little sacrificing of demurrage coal in evi-
dence. The anticipated curtailment In production over the
holidays is having a steadying effect upon the situation, and
will tend to relieve the pressure on the market after the
first of the year.

Domestic coal in the Pittsburgh district is reported the
dullest in years. The market lost ground decidedly during
the week, steam- consumption falling off in all lines and
prices irregular; some slight improvement in Connellsville
coke is the only encouraging feature in the local situation.
The market in Ohio is at a complete standstill with deal-
ers loaded up to the full limit of their storage capacity,
and mines working under a heavily curtailed schedule. Some
contracts are being renewed at last year's figures, and the
possibility of labor troubles in April is having a beneficial
effect upon the prices at which this business is being done.
Dumpings at the "West Virginia piers ran good during the
week. The Southern market is dull, insofar as new business
is concerned, though consumers continue taking regularly on
contract's. The usual holiday rush business has failed to de-
velop and coal is accumulating in the local railroad yards for
the first time this year.

The Middlewestern market is regarded as the worst for
this period in years. Cars are plentiful, and railroads have
accumulated surplus stocks and are beginning to cut down
orders. As in the East, however, prices are being held better
than conditions seem to warrant, the principal cutting being
confined to coal on demurrage. The Western markets are ex-
ceedingly easy in spite of the Colorado labor trouble.

EASTERN MARKET
BOSTO?r, MASS.

Bituminous quiet and softer. Inquiry for spot coal has
ceased and contract demand reduced, fieorges Creek remains
firm and Pennsylvanlas are quiet for tldeivater shipment
throu!;'h fairly active all-rail.

Bituminous—There is no material change in the market.
The well stocked condition of New England consumers has
made the demand for shipment on contracts light and the
shippers of New River and Pocahontas are anxious to the
extent of actively soliciting spot business. The accumula-
tion of coal at Hampton Roads loading piers has been sub-
stantially enlarged and the -circular price of $2.85 f.o.b. has
been shaded. New River coal having been openly quoted in
this market at ?2.S0. Many are inclined to believe that

January will be a particularly dull month for soft coal.
The situation on Georges Creek remains unchanged. This

coal continues in good supply, but with the price firm. Penn-
sylvania coals for tidewater shipment are in little demand
due the excessive supply of the Southern grades. The situa-
tion at Hampton Roads does not so materially affect all-rail
shipment of the Pennsylvania coals. The market is now
quotable as follows:

Cambrias Georges Pocahonta
Clearfielda Somersets Creeli New River

Mines* $1.00@1.55 S1.25@1.60 S1.67@1.77
Philadelphia* 2.25@2.7S 2.50@2.85 2.92@3.02
NewYork* 2.55@3.05 2.80@3.15 3.22@3.,32
Baltimore*^.. 2.80@2.90
Hampton Roads*.. $2.80@2.90
Bostont.... 3.72@3.82
Providcncet 3.72@3.87

*F.o.b. tOn cars.

OJ
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Bltomlnons trade still remains dull and the tendency to-

ward curtailment by the manufacturers throughout the East,

with the exception of some few lines, does not por end much

better conditions for the Immediate future. The shipments of

soft coal have been unusually heavy throughout the season.

the contractors taking their supplies freely and the move-

ment on the regular contract tonnaKc continues In fair vol-

ume. Those of the operators who thought It better to keep

their tonnage free have found that instead of the high mar-

ket they expected by Christmas time, an entirely contrary

condition obtains. . ,

The decided slump of the market In the West has caused

a number of West Virginia operators to look to the East for

their market, and this has overtaxed the absorptive power of

the market. There Is considerable accumulation of coal at

tide, a general embargo having been placed on the Pennsyl-

vania R.R. Co., at south Amboy. on Saturday last. The re-

markable feature, however. Is the fact tha in spite of the

heavy tonnage available, prices are comparatively well main-

tained. There appears to be little real sacrifice In the move-

ment of demurrage coal such as one might naturally expect

under the conditions. The market Is quotable as follows:

West Virginia steam. $2.60®2.75: fair grades of Pennsyl-

vania $2.70(r.2.S0: good grades of Pennsylvania. $2 80®2.90:

best Miller Pennsylvania, $3.1003.20; George's Creek, $3.15®

3.25.
I»HILADELPHI.\

Hard eoalem forced to curtail production. A customary

»eo»«n of Mhort »upplU» and heavy demand flnd» large «ur-

nliinoN avnilable, uiul iimrket dull. individuals cutting the

circular freely. TIdeHater points croivded with coal.

It is now either a case of restricted mining, or large de-

murrage bills on account of coal held in cars without dis-

position, and the compani.-s, recognizing this fact have re-

sorted to a restriction of mining. This is most unusual at

this period of the year, when as a rule, the holiday season

is looked on with apprehension, because of decreased ship-

ments but It looks now as though the closing of the year

will find the market in the throes of a general slump. This

Is due to the weather, which has been anything but propit-

ious Outside of stove coal there does not seem to be any

active market at all, and with all grades piling up on then-

hands and no outlet in sight, the companies have anticipated

the season's restricted output by a general curtailed mining.

Individual operators, who continue to run their mines,

are forcing a market for their output by quoting prices that

must sell the coal. Fifty cents off circular for egg is about

the lowest quotation to date, with more to come if further

holding of the coal involves demurrage. It is understood

that tidewater points are crowded with coal, and while this

branch of the business has held its own for the last six

months, there are indications that too much cannot be ex-

pected of it and if conditions do not improve in the New

England market, there is likely to be considerable demurrage

paid before the coal is disposed of. Outside of broken and

stove, it is simply a hand to mouth market.

The bituminous trade still shows no tendency toward im-

provement, oners for spot coal are eagerly taken by the

operators, if there is anything that looks like a profit over

the cost of production, and this applies to even the best

grades As low as $1.25 has been quoted for the best Penn-

sylvania coals, and it is freely predicted that even lower

prices than this are likely to prevail, if conditions do not

change very shortly.

BALTIMORE, MD.
Both the bituminous and anlhrncite trade dull nnd unln-

terestlnK- Prices ore too near actual production cost for com-

fort. Coke In poor demand.

The past week has been a most uneventful one for the

trade There has been no indication of a rally; in some cases

there has been a still further shading off. In Pennsylvania, a

90c to $1 figure, even for low-grade coals hits the mining In-

terests hard. The same is true of West Virginia, where gas

fuels sold variously during the past week from 75c. to SOc,

with steam coals about ten cents better. Fine-grade Penn-

sylvania steam coals were offered by some producing inter-

ests around $1.20 to $1.25. The coke market is off in sym-

pathy with the soft-coal trade. West Virginia cokes were of-

fering as low as $1.75. with Pennsylvanias doing about 15 to

20c. better. The market is the worst for many months.

Mining interests are only operating in part through Mary-

land West Virginia and western Pennsylvania. The Christ-

mas and New Year's holidays will prevent an over-production

even at the shortened time basis. The movement of anthra-

cite to this city is said to be not two-thirds of what it was

at this time last year. Unless some real winter weather ar-

rives soon, the situation will be serious. Movement over the

piers continues fair for foreign account, but there is little do-

ing now on the domestic coastwise shipping line.

CENTRAL STATES

flTT.SIIl IKill, I'ENN.

Comblnntinn of iidversr ondlllons hns cnused a relapse

from Improved condlllons n..«ed Inst week. Mine operations

much r.slrUted iiud prices llnctuatlng. Prompt COk* limited

nud market shoivlnn » slight Improvement.

UUumlnous—The coal market has lost ground decidedly

since last report, when there had been a temporary improve-

ment due to a cold snap, but which only proved to be of short

duration. From all viewpoints the condition is unsatisfac-

tory. Manufacturing demand grows lighter as the Iron and

steel Industry slows down, railroad consumption falls oft as

the freight movement decreases, and domestic demand is

poorer than It has been in any season for years. Prices are

quite irregular, cutting being the rule when it Is necessary to

move tonnage. Sales to consumers are frequent at 10c. differ-

ential, which normally applies to dealers, making mine-run

$1.20 instead of $1.30, and It is possible that in exceptional

cases there has been even more cutting. Mine operations are

down to about 50%, against 60% In the early part of the

month. We quote regular circular prices, subject to shading,

as follows: Slack, 90c.; nut and slack, $1.05; nut. $1.25; mine-

run, $1.30; %-ln., $1.40; l>/4-in. steam, $1.50; l>4-tn. domestic,

$1.55, per ton at mine, Pittsburgh district.

ConnellBVtlle Coke—The market is taking on a much

stronger aspect. The amount of furnace coke available at

less than the $2 price asked all along by the majority of pro-

ducers is proving to be quite limited and some buyers do not

find desirable brands in the list. While a few transactions

have been closed for next year at less than $2, the latest

transaction is 12.000 tons for January, at $2. This deal re-

flects the attitude of many prospective consumers, who pur-

pose buying for January alone instead of for the quarter or

half year. They do not think the market will in any event

advance above $2, and by purchasing for January only, the

month most likely to show difflcuUies in coke movement,

through weather conditions and the celebration of the various

Greek and Russian holidays among the men. they will still

have the opportunity of profiting by possible declines later.

Negotiations are active with many consumers and the next

few days are likely to see many contracts closed, a few for

the half year, but the majority probably for January only.

Prompt coke is in limited supply and is quotable at a relative-

ly low figure only because prompt demand is almost entirely

absent. We quote: Prompt furnace, $1.75; contract furnace.

$1.90@2; prompt foundry, $2.50@2.75; contract foundry. $2.50

@2.75, per ton at oven.

The "Courier" reports production in the Connellsville and

lower Connellsville region in the week ending Dec. 13, at 307,-

790 tons, a decrease of 14,137 tons, and shipments at $305,845

tons, a decrease of 15.786 tons.

BUFF.VI.O, N. Y.

Weather still adverse to any activity In the conl market.

Anthrncite as dull as bituminous. Mines In Allegheny Valley

reducing output. Not so much soft coal on track. No Im-

provement In sight.

Bituminous—The trade is still quiet, with shippers making

a little more effort to keep the tracks clear of unsold coal.

While there is still coal here and there under demurrage, it

is somewhat less and if the local jobbers can control the

movement the production will not be large enough to crowd

the consumers for storage and reduce prices. It is not be-

lieved there will be any improvement in the trade till well

into January and not then if the weather continues mild.

Buffalo has the advantage in not being a terminal point, for it

there is too much accumulation, the seller has a way of send-

ing some of it further on.

While this does not ease the market to any great extent,

it is quite an excusable practice where the mine is inclined to

load up a single distributing center too much. Another abuse

of late is to sell a lot of coal and then ship half as much

more and depend on the buyer's good nature to accept the sur-

plus. There is all of the former difflcuUies with the miners,

who are demanding closed shop and many other conditions.

But they find the operators independent as a rule, for pro-

ducers feel that concessions would be fatal, in view of the

spring agreements. Quotations are difficult to make, as many
prices are. paid and only a few getting former figures, which

are $2.80 for Pittsburgh lump, $2.70 for three-quarter. $2.55

for mine-run and $2.15 for slack, with slack rather firmer

than three-quarter. Allegheny Valley is about 25c. lower

than Pittsburgh.

Coke The coke market continues quiet, with prospects

Of remaining at the present low figure till there is a genuine
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stir in the iron trade. Prices remain on the basis of $4.60 for
72-hr. Connellsville foundry.

.\nthracite—So far as actual demand is concerned, the
anthracite marltet is fully as flat as anything else. The local
consumption has seldom been as light at this time of the
year. Retail dealers are making a bare living and now that
the Lakes are closed—without a sign of ice—the rail line de-
mand is not sufhcient to take care of the most ordinary out-
put, and Buffalo shipping agents are already beginning to
take Lake tonnage for loading to hold on winter storage.
The Lake trade closes with the shipment of 103,100 tons in

December, a large amount, and 5,033,296 tons for the season,
as against 3, 925, OSS tons in 1912.

TOROXTO. CAN.
Trade duller than at any time in more tlian a deoade.

Trade conditions show little change, sales being slow on
account of the continuance of unseasonably mild weather.
Dealers state that business since the beginning of November
has not been so dull at this season since 1902, when similar
conditions prevailed. Quotations at retail are as follows:
Egg, stove and nut, $8.25; pea, $6.75; soft coal, steam, steam
screenings, $4.35; domestic lump, $6; cannel coal, $7.50. Whole-
sale, % lump, f.o.b. cars, $3.85; soft coal, screenings, f.o.b. cars,
$3.

COLlMBrS, OHIO
Trade is nealc in every department, due to continued un-

favorable weatlier. Demand light In all grades and mines
are being operated at about 50 per cent, capacity. Prices have
weakened under the influence of unfavorable weather and the
trade is not promising.

Dealers' stocks of domestic grades are large and they are
unable to take care of any more coal until they can move
their surplus. Customers are slow in placing orders now, be-
lieving that there may be lower prices later on. Most of the
larger users have laid in their winter's supply and the trade
is at a standstill. The smaller dealers are not inclined to
take chances on the payment of demurrage. There is some
demand for the fancy grades, such as Pocahontas and re-
screened varieties.

But domestic trade is not the only branch which shows a
softness. The steam business is light and many iron and
steel concerns have closed down. All this affects steam grades
adversely and the volume of business is comparatively small.
In this connection reports of fuel used by railroads are
smaller as the freight movement is decreasing. R'hat steam
contracts are expiring at this time are being renewed at
the same figures that prevailed last year.

The Lake season is now over, and reports from the Hock-
ing Valley Docks at Toledo shows that 2,747.000 tons were
loaded during the season, which is an increase of more than
325.000 tons over the previous year. Production has been
largely curtailed by the lack of orders and as a result mines
have not been operated to their full capacity. In the Hock-
ing Valley and Pomeroy Bend districts, the output is esti-
mated at 45 to 50 per cent, of normal and the reports from
the strictly domestic fields show a still smaller percentage.
In eastern Ohio the output has been about 40 per cent, of
the average.

Quotations in the Ohio (ields are as follows:

Hocking Pittsburgh Pomeroy Kanawha
Domestic lump $1.8.5® 1.75 S2.00 @ 1 .85 S1.70 @ 1 60
3;4inch 1.63® 1.60 SI.20@ 1.15 1.80@1.70 1.50® 145Nut 1.30@1.20 1.65@1.55 1.30@L25
Mine-run... 1.35@1.30 1.10@1.05 1.30@1.25 1.35®I25
Nut, pea and slack.. 0.80@0.7S 0.90®0.85 0.80®o'75
v^oarsesiack 0.79@0.65 0.90@0.80 0.S0@0.75 0.70®o:65

DETROIT. MICH.
Plenty of coal and ail orders promptly filled. Xo serious

condition anticipated here during the balance of the season.
Good stocks on hand.

Bituminous—The recent cold snap has developed a
greatly increased demand, but supplies were good, and
orders as a rule have been promptly filled. A congestion at
junction points south of here, was materially relieved during
the previous mild w-eather and the general opinion is thai
no serious trouble will be experienced in this direction during
the balance of the winter. A falling off in the freight move-
ment and curtailment in the general manufacturing demand
have reduced the steam business materially. Contracts ex-
piring Jan. 1, will, as a rule, be renewed on the same basis
as last year. Domestic dealers have ample stocks on hand
to meet almost any demand that might appear, and new
orders are not plentiful. A change in the weather condi-
tion will be necessary before an active business can be ex-
pected. Prices are not materially changed, but are prob-
ably somewhat firmer. The market is now quotable as fol-
lows:

W. Va. Hock- Cam- No. 8 Poca- Jackson
Splint Gas ing bridge Ohio hontas Hill

Domestic lump. $1.50 $1.50 $2 25 $2 50
Egg 1.50 1.50 2.25 2.50
Nut 1.35 1.20
Steam lump .... 1 , 25 ....
J-i". lump 1.10 $1.10 1.10 $1.10 $i.i6 .'.'.'.'

Mine-run 1.00 1.00 1.00 1 10 1.10 1.40
Slack 0.90 0.90 0.65 90 0.90

Anthracite—All the anthracite sizes are coming in freely
and stove coal, which was decidedly short, is now in easy
supply at the circular price. Indications point to a surplus
of anthracite coal at the present time.

Coke—The coke market is firmer than at any time for a
long period. Connellsville foundry is quoted at $1.75, Semet
.Solvay at $2.75, and gas house at $2.70 f.o.b. ovens. A num-
ber of the local ovens are curtailing their production.

H.VMPTON ROADS, VA.
Heavy loadings for the government during the week.

About normal supply of coal at tidewater. Prices practically
the same as for several weeks.

Dumpings for the week have been good, the government
alone taking nearly 35,000 tons. Coastwise and foreign ship-
ments have also been fairly heavy. Prices quoted are prac-
tically the same as they have been for some time, and al-
though some large sales have been made it is impossible to
ascertain at what prices.

Coal moving during the week has nearly all been Poca-
hontas and New River, theie being little demand for the other
grades just at this time. Owing to the demand for high vola-
tile being light, few shipments have been sent to tidewater
and in consequence there is httle of this coal on hand.

During the past week the N. & W. Ry., at Lamberts Point,
gave their new pier a test and found everything working sat-
isfactorily. There still remains considerable work to be done
on the pier and the prospects are that it will be about the
middle of January before any coal is dumped over it.

LOl ISVILLE, KY.
Consumption incredibly small for the season of the year.

Car shortage relieving the situation somewhat. Curtailed pro-
duction over the holidays also helping out.

With every prospect for an unusually mild Christmas, the
coal trade in this section is facing an unusual state of affairs.
The consumption of coal has been incredibly small, and the
demand has been of the same sort. The domestic grades are
practically not moving at all, many operators and wholesal-
ers, in fact, having received numerous cancellations. Coal
stored during the latter part of the summer and early in the
fall, for the demand which normally exists at this time, is
still on hand, and there is no room for additional storage.

A ear shortage is about all that saves the situation from
utter demoralization; it keeps the amount of coal on the
tracks from reaching the proportions which it otherwise
would. The holiday lay-off at the mines will also help things
considerably, and if the long-expected winter arrives bv Jan.
1, or shortly thereafter, business should show a marked im-
provement. Until then, it is emphatically a market governed
by unseasonable weather. The situation of the steam market
IS strikingly different from that in the domestic market.
The greatly reduced production of the prepared grades has
resulted in a similar reduction in the quantittes of screenings
available, and as most industries are operating on full time
this means something resembling a shortage on the local
market.

The better grades of eastern Kentucky, such as Straight
Creek, are selling at 90c. a ton, f.o.b. mines, and prospects
are for still better prices soon. Western Kentuckv nut andslack is worth 65 and 70c., and is in good demand Prices
for domestic sizes are not being freely quoted at much below
last week's low level, operators fearing to demoralize themarket, but the best grades can be had for $1.85 or there-
abouts.

SOUTHERN AND MIDDLEWBSTERN I

BIRMI.\GHAM, .VLA.
No improvemeat in coal market. Stocks accumulating In

railroad yards. Blacksmith coal normal. Little activity Infurnace or foundry coke. The car situation has improved.
There is no change in the coal market, either on steamon domestic coal, unless it be for the worse. The trade is nowpractically dead, as far as inquiries or new orders are con-cerned; contract tonnage is moving regularlv, however,though in some instances the consumers are taking only theminimum called for. One of the large interests is offering the
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best Cahaba coal at $2.75 per ton. which Is BOc. under the

mnrkvt .or this season, and even then they are not moving

their tonnage.
, , , , „

For the first time In several years, a stock of co.il Is ac-

cumulatlng In the railroad yards, which has a tendency to

weaken the m.arket. While prices on domestic coal have

been reduced In the etTort to obtain business for proiopt

shipment, prices on the steam grades seem to be holding up.

th..ut:h the steam market Is In the same condition as the

lump trade. As the market during the summer months,

whkh is usuallv the dull period, was excellent, the operators

are at a loss to understand the slump at this season, which

Is naturally the best of the year. Blacksmith coal seems

to be holding up better than any of the other grades. Little

aetlvltv Is shown cither on furnace or foundry coke, but the

prices are holding up. On account of the quiet coal mar-

ket, which necessarily means small shipments, the car situa-

tion shows an Improvement, which Is really the only satis-

factory' condition at the present time. The usual holiday

rush shipments have, so far, failed to materialize.

m:\v «)Hi.i:ans

Snlex Hlii.iT unuKiinlly It.w K.tiil. I.iuk of demnnil for

liunkrr niippiy. I'roxpeetM (Simd for buxIneMM nfter the turn

or the yenr. CnrBo outlook |io«r owIdk to low rnteij being

iiniiied for Atlnutle eonxt proiluct.

The doni.stic market was nuiet due to the return of spring

weather. There were plenty of ships in port but they had

either coaled last week or were waiting until next week.

Total sales In the harbor were the lightest of the winter

and points in the Interior took little coal, due largely to the

fact that taxes are assessed on supplies on hand Jan. 1.

Next week promises to be little better than the one just

closed, but there are prospects of considerable business after

New Year's. Stocks are believed to be limited and general

replenishing will begin at once. Prospects for Increased ex-

ports, so far as parcel shipments are concerned, are good.

The cargo business is expected to continue quiet in the face

of the low rates that are being made on coal from the

Mlantlc seaboard.

INDIANAPOLIS
mild wenther still provnIlH. cutting doivn consumption to

n miiiiiunm. I'rliex are lieiiiK held by closing down tlie mines,

th':uKl> xonie Irnek eoni has moved nt bar);ain rates). Every-

body wnltinB *"r real ivlnler iventher.

Mild weather continues and the coal trade is as small for

December as It ever has been within memory of local coal

mtn. Generally speaking, prices remain unchanged, but

would be lower, if there was advantage in making them so.

There is cutting of prices but this is usually on track coal,

to save demurrage charges. For example, with domestic

lump listed at $1.90. it is found that sales have been made
even down to $1.55. There is no incentive to reduce mine

prices in the present kind of weather, for the price is not

the controlling factor.

The general opinion has been that the yards are neces-

sarily filled, because of the mild weather, which made con-

sumptive needs small but this has been disproved by a good

authority. There have been two or three spells of sharp

weather that looked like the real beginning of winter, and
although it lasted only two or three days there was almost

day and night hauling, during this time. Then came the

teamsters' strike, and the retail yards of the state were
never busier, probably, than for these few days.

So. after all, considerable holes were made in retailers'

piles. It also seems the car shortage, at the time Indiana

coal begins to move, hindred the piling up of large stocks.

Everybody in the coal business is waiting for winter weather.

Operators that ship outside the state say the commercial de-

partment of the trade is not up to normal, but in Indiana it

is hard to find the factory that is down or running below
normal schedule for this time of year. The block coal field

Is suffering less than the others.

CHICAGO
Mild «eatlier has resnlted in a sharp decline in prodne-

tlon. Demand for anthrneife light and a comparatively small

nmonnt of smokeless coal is being moved. Nominal prices

are quoted for Springfleld coal. The coke market di;!l.

Coal-carrying roads entering Chicago announce that the

continuation of mild weather has resulted in a marked de-

cline in their tonnage. W. .1. .lackson, receiver and general

manager of the Chicago & Eastern Illinois says his com-
pany could handle 35% more coal than is now being offered

for shipment. A sharp cut in shipments also has been re-

ported by the Illinois Central and Big Pour roads.

The coal market in Chicago, generally, is dull. Anthracite

coal is in exceedingly light demand. Shipments direct from
the mines have been curtailed and in some instances price

reductions ranging between 25c. and 40c. a ton have been

made. A marked reduction In the movement of smokeless

coal has also been noted. Standard shippers have been able

to obtain a price of $1.40 on a few cars of mine-run, but a

majority of sales have been based on $1.25. The demand for

Hocking coal is light and production Is being reduced. Only
nominal prices are being quoted for Springfield coal. Com-
paratively little domestic lump Is being made and steam
coal is not being Sold In largo volume.
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There is little demand for furnace and domestic coke. Or-

dinary screenings command from d5c. to fiac. a ton, while

some of the higher grades are being sold at from 70c. to SOc.

Prices for Indiana coal are variable. A few concerns have
continued to produce domestic lump coal In order to get

screenings for their steam contracts and a good deal of this

coal Is up to demurrage in the Chicago market. It is being

sold at prices varying between $1.25 and $1.60. Many of the

producers have kept their coal away from Chicago and sold

it where conditions are more favorable. CarterviUe operators

are declining to accept prices offered on the open market
In Chicago for spot coal and unless sales are made for ship-

ments direct from the mines it is the practice of these pro-

ducers to close down their mines. Prices for lump and egg
range between $1.50 and $1.75.

Prevailing prices at Chicago are:

Domestic lump.
,St£am lump . . . .

Eeg
Mine-run
Bcreeoings

Springfield Franklin Co.

$2.32 «2.43@3.05
1.97

2.45@3.05
1.S7 2.30
1.42 1.75@1.85

Clinton W. Va.

$2.27
1.97

$4.0,5(3)1 30
1.87 3, 30® 3 15

1.27

52.65;

$1.65(i

steam
No. 1

Hnrrisburg—Domestic lump and egg,

lump, $2.25; mine-run, $2.25; screenings

nut, $2.55(3)2.65; No. 2 nut, $2.55.

Cnrterviile—Lump, egg and No. 1 washed, $2.55@2.65; No.

2 washed. $2.55.

Coke—Connellsville, $5.25@5.50; Wise County, $5@5.25;

byproduct, egg, stove and nut, $4.90 @5; gas house, $4.75® 4. S5.

ST. LOUIS, MO.

Cnr supply plentful and market overshlpped. Current

business worst for this period In years. Railroads well

stocked.

Continued mild weather and no demand is the feature of

the local market. The market on screenings has been ex

ceptionally good. CarterviUe has gone up to around 6ii'

and Standard as high as 50c. However, the market fluctuat'

daily, depending upon the demand and supply. It is a heart-

breaking job right now to sell any amount of lump coal, and

that which is being placed is scattered in one and two car-

lots over a wide territory.

The dealer demand is practically nothing; all the yards

are loaded, and steam trade is letting up for the holidays.

There is absolutely no anthracite market. Coke is going

begging, and so is smokeless.

The railroads have been stocking up quite heavily, and

some of them feci that by the end of this montii they will

have a sufflcient tonnage on hand for storage purposes, aside

from their contracts. The Rock Island has been taking about

1500 to 1800 tons a day over their contracts, and are about

ready to quit. Various other roads are figuring along the

same lines. For the first time in many months cars are more
than plentiful on all roads.

The prevailing market is:

CarterviUe
nnd

Franklin Co.
Big

Muddy

2-in. lump
3-in. lump
6-in. lump $1.30® 1.50
Lump and egg 1.85 (3* 2.15
No. 1 nut 1.40® 1.60
Screenings 0.40® 0.50
Mine-run 1.10®1.20
No. 1 washed nut 1.75
No. 2 washed nut 1.35
No. 3 washed nut 1 . 15
No. 4 washed nut 1 . 05
No. 5 washed nut 0. 50

Asldng price.

Standard

$1.00*
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KAXSAS CITY, MO.
Colder breather materially Ntinsulated the market. Mines

tnnine up to greater capacity and outlook much improved.

A cold wave over Kansas and Missouri has materially im-
proved the situation and operators are now optimistic over
the outlook. Though the movement of coal has been ac-
celerated, no change in prices is expected before tlie open-
ing of the new year. At that time, a substantial advance
will go into effect, provided, of course, that the cold wave
proves of some duration. Demand responded quickly to the
weather and dealers' stocks are rapidly being depleted. Mines
have in many instances already increased their working
time. The majority were only on about half time prior to

the change in the weather. Domestic coal is moving better
than for several months, while stoam lines are even brisker
than unsual. Kansas deep shaft fancy lump is quoted at
?2.50. f.o.b. mines; Arkansas anthracite, $4.35; Missouri block
$2.25.

OGDEX, IT.\H
Western markets easy in spite of the acute labor situation.

Temperatures mild and cars in plentiful supply. Labor
trouble in Colorado not liable to alTect the ^VyoIninE: mar-
kets.

Cold weather is still confined to Denver, Cheyenne and im-
mediate territory, with warm days and temperate nights in
eastern Nebraska, Utah, Idaho, Washington and Nevada.
Most of the operators in Wyoming and Utah are short of
lump orders and are carrying a surplus of nut coal on track
at the mines. Coal dealers throughout the territory are buy-
ing in limited amounts and nothing but a good storm can
improve the present market conditions.

During the past week the mines at Rock Springs, Wyo..
were bothered with a car shortage, and two days were lost.

This condition reduced the amount of slack and steam coal
and for a short period there was a "flurry" in the steam mar-
ket, as the sugar factories are still consuming large quan-
tities of this grade of coal. During November the Rock
Springs district sent quite a large tonnage to Denver, but
conditions have changed so that it is hardly probable Den-
ver will need the assistance of Wyoming mines in order to
be supplied with coal. The severe snow storm of two weeks
ago injured, rather than helped, the coal situation. Hardly a
commercial order was delivered in Denver from Dec. 1 to 13.
This caused a conjestion and Denver is now flooded with coal.
It is estimated there is suflicient coal to last thirty days.

While the market in Utah and Idaho shows a very slight
improvement, the conditions east of Wyoming are becom-
ing more discouraging. It is reported the mines in northern
Wyoming are only working two and three days per week
on account of the weak condition of the Nebraska market.

The mines in the strike zone are working 45 to 55% ca-
pacity with a large portion of the coal being consigned to
Denver as the market in Kansas is weak. California shows
a slight improvement due to rains and while the market is
weak, a few shipments are being made to this district.

Owing to weak condition of the market in Nebraska, quo-
tations have eased off and are now:

California Colo. & Neb. General
Lump S3.00@S 50 63 00 S2.7o
«ut 2.50@3.00 2.00 2.25
Mme-run 1,85 1.S5 1.S5
Slack 1.00 1.00 1.00

FOREIGN MARKET vS

PRODUCTION AND TRANS-
PORTATION vSTATlSTlCS

VIRGINIAN RAILWAY
The total shipments of coal over this road for October of

the current year were 476,482 tons as compared with 33S.518
tons for the same month last year. For the ten months to
Oct. 31 of the current year, the shipments were 3.76S.423 tons
as compared with 2.860.739 tons for the same period last year.

SOUTHWESTERN TONNAGE
The following is a comparative statement of the South-

western tonnage for August and the first eight months of
the years 1912 and 1913:

State August . Eight Months .

1912 1913 1912 1913
Missouri 12.3.003 178,949 1.S79.S73 1.799 '^6
Kansas 40S.947 451.96S 3.203.S61 3.586.'093
Arliansas 172.090 178.904 1,205.149 1,205 005
OL-lahoma 232.768 289,949 1.814.957 2.225.922

Totals 1,027,408 1,099,770 8,103,840 8,816,226

GRE-\T BRIT.VIN
Dec. 12—It is still difficult to obtain supplies owing to the

full state of colliery order books for December and early
January. Quotations are approximately:

Best Welsh steam S5.04@5. 16 Best Monmouthshires. .$4.44@4.50
Best seconds 4.S6@4.9S Seconds 4.08@4.20
Seconds 4.68(ai4.80 - Best Cardiff smalls 2.64@2.76
Bestdrycoals 4.56@4.80 Seconds 2.52@2.&t

The prices for Cardiff coal are f.o.b. Cardiff. Penarth or
Barry, while those for Monmouthshire descriptions are f.o.b.

Newport; both net, exclusive of wharfage, and for cash in
30 days.

British Exports—The following is a comparative state-
ment of British exports for November and the first 11 months
of the last three years, in long tons:

November . 1 1 Months .

1912 1913 1911 1912 1913
.Anthracite 268,098 2.5.5,959 2.233,164 2,316,909 2,726 983
Steam 4,529,410 4,322.462 42.86:3.716 42,429,063 49,030,578
Gas 958.261 936,829 9,594,122 9,730.410 10,547,038
Household 156.401 140,129 1,374.219 1.497.808 1,635,335
Other sorts 283.275 258,025 2,740,134 2,873,446 3.230,821

Total 6,197,445 5,913,404 58.805.335 58,747,6,36 67,170,665
Coke 12.5,601 126,307 847.883 928 612 1,113,317
Manufactured fuel 142,025 163,087 1,481,829 1,394,032 1,874,952

Grand total.... 6,485,071 6 ,202,798 61,236,067 61.070,280 70.160.9.34

Bunker coal 1,714,064 1,755,090 16,734.586 19.189,501

COAL SECURITIES

The following table gives the range of various active coal
securities and dividends announced during the week ending
Dec. 20:

Week's Range Year's Range
Stocks High Low Last High Low

American Coal Products SO 87 SO
American Coal Products Pref .. 105 109} 102
Colorado Fuel & Iron 27^ 26 27^ 41J 24i
Colorado Fuel & Iron Pref .... 1,55 15,5 150
Consolidation Coal of ^lar^iand ... 1024 10''} lO''}
Lehigh Valley Coal Sales 190 175 173 .

.

"

. .

Island Creek Coal Com 48 46 47 53i "47
Island Creek Coal Pref 83J 83} 834 85 SO
Pittsburgh Coal 18} IS 18} 24| ]4i
Pittsburgh Coal Pref S6i 85 86i 95 73
Pond Creek 18} 17 ISJ 23} 161
Readmg. ]65i 169{ 164| 171 151}
Readmg 1st Pref 83| 83| 83{ 9''} S''|
Reading 2nd Pref 88 86} S6J 93 S4
Virginia Iron, Coal & Coke 37 36 36 54 36

Closing Week's Range Year's
Bonds Bid Asked or Last Sale Range

Colo F. & I. gen. s.f.2. .5g 90 93 91* Dec. '13 90 995
Colo. F & I. gen. 6s 102 1061 107} .l„ne '12

Col. Ind 1st. & coll. 5s. gu 75 7S 76 Dec. '13 76 85
Cons. Ind. Coal Me. 1st 53 76 79 76 .Aug. '13 76 76
Cons^ Coal 1st and ref. Ss 92 87 Dec. '13 87 87
&••. SS°¥S*^- l^'sBs 1025 April '06 ..
K. & H. C. & C. 1st sf e33 92} 95 P2} 92} 91 98
Pocah. Con. Coll 1st s f 5s 851 5^6 Oct. '13 85 S7|
St. L. Rky. Mt. & Pac. 1st 53 76 77 76 Dec. *13 73 80}
lenn. Coal gen. OS 96 97} 96 96 96 103

Birm^^Div. 1st consol. 63 100} 101 101 Nov. '13 lOOf 103

.S^i '^^\l^.^ ^ lOOi lOli 100} Oct. '13 99 102

rr. ?'t'^-,
¥-^°- 1^8 6s 103 July '13 103 103

Utah Fuel 1st g Ss
Victor Fuel 1st sf .53 :;:;: ; M SO ATav''13 79} SO
Va. I. Coal & Coke 1st g 5s 92} 93 92} Dec. '13 92 98

DIVIDENDS
Lykens Valley R.R. * Coal—Dividend of 2% pavable Jan.

2. to holders of record Dec. 15.

Mahoning Coal R.R.—Dividend on the common stock of $5
payjible Feb. 2 to holders of record Jan. 9. and SI. 25 on the
preferred payable Jan. 1 to holders of record Dec. 20.

Mine Hill and Schuylkill HaTen—Dividend of $1.25 payable
Jan. 15 to holders of record Dec. 20 to Jan. 14.

Readinc Co.—Regular quarterly dividend on the common
stock of 2^r payable Feb. 12 to holders of record Jan. 26.

Central Coal & Coke Co—Regular quarterly dividend of
HA<7t> on the common, and 1H% on the preferred both pay-
able Jan. 15 to holders of record Jan. 1 to Jan. 15.

Island Creek Coal Co.—Regular quarterly dividend on the
common of 50c. payable Feb. 2 to holders of record Dec. 23,
and regular quarterly on the preferred of ?1.50 pavable Jan!
1 to holders of record Dec. 23.
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FINANCIAL DEPARTMENT

Reading Company
The n.adlnc Co.. .o,.o.ls. in pa,t. for tho year ended

June 30, U'13 as follows; „ ., ^ ,,,

,

The combined Income account of the Reading Co.. the

Philadelphia & Reading Railway Co.. and the Philadelphia &

Reading Coal & Iron Co. compares as follows:

1913 1912 1911 1910

S102S22,S23 $89,390.1,35 $S8,731,fi31 Jfl.^OS.aS?
-'079811 60734 124 0.5,104,651 61,9o4,341

:743:m2 22 636;011 23,026,980 25.824,911
29,743,01
14,643.138

•1S,099,S74

Gitxs
Exports and imports
Net
Fii. chiw
Surplus

Reading Co. di%-idpnd» and sinking fund charites wore

lMpfd.div $1,120,000 $1,120,000 *'

Zdpfd.div 1,680,000

Com.Mk.div., 4,9W.n(W

Gon. mtg. sk.fd 502.193

_J,636,
1 4,.573.797

8,082,214

1,6S0,(XX)
4.200.fl(X)

.WS.313

$1,120,000
1,680,000
4,200,(XX)

459,049

$1,120,000
1,68U,0(R)
4.200,(K)0

433,345

$8 '02 193 S7,.50S,4I3 $7,439,049 $0,333,345

Sur. after divs $o;897.681 $573,801 $476,0.5.5 $4.742 721

•Equivalent, after deduelion of $502,193 for % f'^^'^.V^^'^^^^^^iZ
fund to 4 •'i on the $28,000,000 first preferred stock, 4% on the »*'='^?Vv"V"ff

™""

Srt?d stook and 16 9% on the $70,000,000 common stock. This compares

with 6 S';i in 1910-11 and 10.8% in 1909-10.

1913 1912 1911 1910

$40,983,063 $35.733,6.52 $34,390,139 $33,217,936

37,196,144 34,012,338 32.833.009 31,240,R4oReceipts
Oper. expenses

Net
New work at col

Int. debt to Hdg. Co., etc.

Deple lands Id

Fixed charges and taxes
.

.

Surplus
• Deficit.

tincome
Expenses

Net
Fixed charges and taxes.

.

3,780,918

2.552.670

1913

$9,624,860
KM .8.59

9.320,007
5,238.331

1.121,115

804,083

1912

$8,085,061
110,886

7,974,175
5,.572,375
2,401,800

:,833,.509

1,556,561
1,139,040
434,238

1911

8,677.841
102.042

8,575,199
4,806,586
3,708,013

Surplus 4,261,670

t Does not include dividend paid by the Philadelphia & Reading Railway Co.

The accumulated surpluses of the three compan.es June

30. 1913. were as follows:

Reading Company

—

Surplus year ended June 30. 1913.
"s'lolIgS

].e»s dividends paid and sinkmg fund 2431737

Pi^^Sis^Xirjun.; 3o: 1912.-. .;::::;:::::::: :^2Uo4>2^

$9,698,607

Surplus as of June 30, 1913

Philadelphia & Reading Railway—

Surplus year ended June 30, 1913
-6;9b4;501

Less dividends, et».'.
'

. , $2,794,106

^?l:s/^?;Si^;juneiio;i<ii2 :: :;;;;::;_w65£8^

Surplus as of June 30, 1913 S11..560.086

Philadelphia & Reading Coal & Iron Co.

Surplus year ended June 30, 1913 *M?qfm
sSrplus as of June 30, 1912 \.io9M'Ji

„ , , J tn 1011 S2,599,2S6
Surplus as of June 30. 1913.

38.995,833
Total three companies June 30, 191J

Include $6,372,255 dividends from P. & R. Ry- Co.

In connection with the surplus of Reading Co., the direct-

ors have taken the following action:

On the first preferred stock, a quarterly 'J"-'^^"'^, "^ 7°
was declared, payable Sept. 11. 1913. and the sum of $S40.000

was set apart to make provision for further quarte:-ly divi-

dends upon that stock as follows: 1% payable Dec 11. 1913.

1-i pavable Mar. 12. 1914; 175 payable June 11. l!)".
'

As to the second preferred stock, a quarterly dividend of

IT, was declared, payable July 10. 1913, and the sum of $1,-

260.000 was set apart to make provision for the following ad-

ditional quarterly dividends upon that stock: 1% payable Oct.

9 I'ua- ir', pavable Jan. 8. 1914; 1% payable Apr. 9. 1914.
'

On the common stock, a quarterly dividend of 2% was de-

clared, pavable Aug. 14. 1913.

The dividends paid during the year were the regular

quarterly dividends at the rate of 40% per year on the first

and second preferred stocks and two quarterly common divi-

dends of 1%% earh, and two of 2% each making a total of

7%. the common :=tock having been raised from a 6% to an

S% annual basis during the year.

President George F. Baer says as follows:

The gross receipts of the Coal & Iron Co. Increased $5,-

249.410 during the past fiscal year as compared with the

previous fiscal year, and the expenses Increased $2,583,606, a

net Increase of $2,665,803.

The net decrease of the fixed charges and taxes of tho

three companies for the year ended June 30. 1913, as com-

pared with the year ended June 30 1912. was $11,472.

The tonnage of anthracite coal carried Increased from 11,-

224.945 tons in 1911-1912 to 12,860.092 tons In 1912-1913, a

gain of 1,635,147 tons, or 14.57V1, and the tonnage of bitu-

minous coal Increased from 14,806,222 tons to 16.115.417 tons.

a gain of 1.309.194 tons, or 8.S4':'r. The revenue from traffic

increased from $19,123,327 to $22,060,057. a gain of $2,936,729.

or 15.36%.
The Phllndelphin & Reniling Coal & Iron <•».

The total production of anthracite coal from the lands

owned, leased and controlled by the Philadelphia & Reading

Coal & Iron Co. for the year ended June 30. 1913. was 12.807.-

996 tons, as compared ivith 10.098.831 tons mined during the

previous year, an increase of 2.709.165 tons, or 26.83%. Dur-

ing the year the company mined 11.089.742 tons, an Increase

of 2.418.729 tons, or 27.89%: purchased 524.574 tons, a de-

crease of 116.697 tons, or 18.20%, and sold 10.478.603 tons, an

increase of 553,912 tons, or 5.43% as compared with the pre-

vious vear. On May 1 the umpire appointed by the board of

conciliation to settle the claim of employees for an addi-

tional amount of wages due under the sliding scale percent-

age, decided in favor of the men. Under this award the com-

pany will pay to its employees the sum of $106,486.

The total sum expended for improvements during the

year and charged to expenses was $1,241,070 as against $839,-

742 the previous year. The Philadelphia & Reading collateral

sinking fund loan has been reduced by the payment of $30,000.

for which this company has been reimbursed by the Reading

Co. The increase of receipts from the sale of anthracite over

last year was $5,057,056: the increase in receipts from sale of

bituminous and other sources was $192,353, making an in-

crease in gross receipts of $5,249,410 as compared with pre-

vious year. The increase in expenses, excluding the amount

expended for improvements, amounted to $2,182,278. Cost

of transportation of coal by rail and water during the year

was $10,093,802 as compared with $7,700,695 last year.

READING CO. B.\LANCE SHEET JUNE 30

Assets 1913 1912 1911 1910

.,, cor ,Ki RRenuinment $37,459,916 $37,331,087 $34,610„517 $33,783,701
$24,830,401

Jr|o,ti„g enTp . . . . 3.644 509 3,643,757 3,718,899 3.re8,817rioatingequip ._•..., 6,243,339 9,861,041 8,015,053

1,977,391
1,216,015
743,9.57
445,867
88,818
*71,501

1910

$9,122,231
107,442

9,013,790
4,798,593
4,215.195

ioating equip..
Equip, acct 10,344,670

Real estate 16,886,936

P. &R. bds. own 20,000,000

Bds. sundry cos 26,414,493

P. & R. stk. own.
P. & R. C. & I. .sto

owned
Tks. sund. cos
P. & R. C. cfc I. Co
Sund. R. Rs., etc
Cash
.\ccnied inc
Miscellaneous

42,481,700

8,000,000
53,313,452
72,980,171
4,057,907
2.716,197
372,165
384,127

17,159,222
20,000,000
26,960,730
42,481,700

8,000,000
53,312,451
73,466,529
3.242,207
4,000,524
373,291
700,471

17,114,402
20,000,000
27,405,267
42,481.700

8.000,000
53,141,700
74,423,817
2,964,639
2,496.554
348,187
872,540

17,123,350
20,000,000
25,540,958
20,000,000

8,000,000
53,441,441
75,385,780
2,970,718
5,200,269
355,864
891.563

297.525,315 297,498,783 274,253,582
Total 299,055,806

Liabilities:

S,„rl(s 140,000,000 140,000,000 140.000.000 140,000,000

Bonds ::......::::;:::; 129:312:658
•—— — o.,„„.„ ,0000,0.0

Conting. acct.

Ac. int. and taxes 3,366, .543

Philadelphia & R. Ry
Cur. business 370,340
Miscellaneous 845
Profit and loss sur 24,830,461

130,216,050
1,338,486
3,319,172

131.260,950
1,538,594
3,270.055

41,800
571

22,608,626

80,178

21,342,984

109,001,950
1,538, .594

2,813,090
112,174

.692.851

20.094.021

Total liab 299,035,806 297„525,315 297,498,785 274,253,582

TR.\FFIC STATISTICS"
1913 1912

Miles operated '

o5
Locomotives 987

Pass, equipment cars .... 855
Fgt. equpt. cars ^-'SSi
Service cars 1,000

^'bame'sr"*
""^' ""''

135 127 128 130

Pa^ earned 27.620,457 26.987.719 28,812,798 31,333,231

pIScar Inj 410 785 112 398,657.408 410,710,083 411,109,327

861
40,210

947

1911

1.014
1.026
8.52

41,912
938

1910

1,003
1,032
776

40,971
911

Rate p. pass 1ttate p.
Coal (a)

Coal (bi)

Merchd. earned.. .

*Mer. car 1 mi....

*000 omitted.

1.729c.

(tns) 12,860,092
(tns) 16,115,417
ed 26,550.439
ni 1,994.401

1.733c.
11,224,945
14,806,222
22,711,791
1,713,417

1,903c.
11,675,405
13,848,189
22,284.179
1.047,364

1,716c.

10,929,012
13,241,198
23,260,4.52
1,220.7.59
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